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Censors Don't Help

Myers Rants Again

Church Official Discusses Why Effort Senator Scorchingly Denounces Films
Was Made to Get Views of
—Calls Stars "Bar-tenders" and
Public
Hollywood a Vice Center
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Censorship is not the solution to
the various problems that beset the
Washington — Senator Myers of
industry, according to the conclu- Montana who periodically breaks out
sions reached in the second report in an attack on everything connected
of Dean Charles N. Lathrop, of the with motion pictures, has made a
Social Service Commission of the
newTheoneSenator
that isthis
a "scorcher."
time makes such
Federal Council of Churches.
Dean Lathrop states that pendulum pleasant comparisons as calling stars
of public opinion has swung away former "bar -tenders," "butcher boys"
from political censorship, as its un- and "variety actors and actresses who
desirable aspects became apparent.
earnedalso
$10 attaches
or $20 a to
week."
The have
Senator
the
In the second report, he makes the may
interesting statement that some time name of Hollywood such appellations
ago an effort was made to enlist the as "a colony of these people, where
aid of a number of people who were debauchery, drunkenness, ribadlry,
in touch with public sentiment dissipation, free love seem to be conthrough various citizen agencies to
At least. Senator Myers recognizes
sit in with stage directors of the
spicuous."
good in motion pictures since
producers and offer constructive some
criticism while the scenes were
he says "moving pictures, their edu(Continued
on Page 2)
cational influence for good or bad,
their growing importance as a factor
Seiter Directing Helen Eddy
in our civilization, * * * constitute a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
subject of acknowledged importance
Los
Angeles — William
A. Seiter
the American
people."
Senator from
Montana talks
who directs the series of Doris May to The
of
censorship
and
Mr. Hays, and
features for R-C is directing Helen
compares the motion picture with
Eddy in "Love's Coming of Age."
the saloon only the saloon is given
the advantage because Mr. Myers
Dinner to Berman
J
About 60 Universal executives and thinks the motion picture is doing
harm
than the open
members of the home office tendered vastly more
(Continued on Page 4)
Harry Berman a dinner last night
at the Biltmore. He was presented
M. P. T. O. Moves
with a diamond ring and several
The
M.
P. T. O. yesterday began
other gifts. Berman is leaving Universal to take charge of F. B. O. dis- moving from its offices on the 12th
tribution.
floor of the Fitzgerald BIdg. to 132
W. 4.3rd St.
In Illinois for Lincoln Scenes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Berg Coming Here Again
Springfield, 111. — Representatives of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Rockett-Naylor Corp. that is to
Berlin — Rudolph Berg has returned
produce part of the life of Abraham
He
Lincoln in Springfield and New from lengthy stay in New York.
Salem, are surveying the ground here- intends returning there shortly.
abouts preparatory to "shooting." It
McGovern to Cut Film in Canada
is planned to make the scenes during July and August.
Elmer McGovern leaves for Ottawa tomorrow to cut and edit "The
Man from Glengarry" for Ernest
The entire output of the Warner Shipman. He has just completed editing "Sant Ilario," the picture made
Brothers for the coming season has by Henry
Kolker in Italy.
been purchased by Arthur Cohen and
N. J. Nathanson, of Regal Films Ltd.
//Denies Contract With Miller
of Canada, according to Harry M.
Warner.
g
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cohen and Nathanson have bought
Los Angeles — Rosemary Theby in
"Your Best Friend," and the seven court has testified that she was never
other features announced by Warners employed by A. Lincoln Miller who,
including "A Dangerous Adventure," with his wife Helen is being held for
"Rags to Riches," "Brass." "Little violation of the Corporate Securities
Heroes of the Street," "The Beauti- Act. It is alleged the Millers sold
ful and Damned," "Little Church stock in a concern on the promise
Around the Corner," and "Main that they had a number of prominent
professionals under contract.
Street."

Regal-Warner Deal

\

Price 5 Cents

1, 1922

While In Chicago
In passing through Chicago,
visit Irving Mack, our representative there. He will be
found at 808 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
a file of THE FILM DAILY
for your use. Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

Unit Programs
Being

Sold by Select Especially in
Small Towns — Working on

The Select sales force is busy these
Specials
days selling a uni^|pgram
especially
in the smaller tOTP||||^^the country.
No new product iB|||ivolved, but
52 previously released Seftnick and
Select pictures are being used as the
basis for the unit. A Selznick News
reel
and episode
"The Whirlwind"
and "The
Brandedof Four,"
two serials
are being included to round out the

Ricaud

Coming

Here

Head of French Pathe Plans Connection Independent of American
Pathe Organization
(By

Cahle to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — Denis Ricaud, head of the
Pathe

Consortium Cinema, is expected to go to New York in the
near future to establish an American
connection, independent of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
The arrangement will probably become effective in the Fall.
DANNY
French Firms Do Good Business
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — Pathe Cinema and Pathe
Consortium Cinema have settled their
business differences and are progressing nicely. In 1921, the former had
an estimated profit of over 16,100,000
francs, which comes close to being
7.000,000 more than the profit of the
preceding
year, and
yield as
a dividend of about
10% will
as well
add
30 francs per share to the sinking
fund. In Vincennes, the organization has acquired more land and it is
likely that 100,000,000 metres of additional film of both inflammable and
non-inflammable varieties will be
turned out annually.
A sum of 6,700,000 francs is calculated as the profit realized by Pathe
Consortium Cinema, reduced to approximately 4,700,000 by special
charges and obligations. A dividend
of 8 francs per share with an added
interest of 6%, forming a dividend
warrant of 11 francs of which three
quarters has been paid, has been proposed. These figures really embrace
a period of 18 months.

program
idea. are being held at the
Conferences
Select offices regarding the Fall production schedule. There will be
about
16 specials for next season.
Exodus Starts
A number of film men started the
Fourth of July holiday yesterday
afternoon. Present indications point
to a quiet Monday so far as business
is concerned.
F. B. O.

Postpones

Meeting

The Film Booking Offices of America, as the R-C Dist. Corp. is known
from today on, will not hold its convention in Chicago beginning today as
planned,
ing until but
Julyhas14. postponed the meetFox's

Lane

Comedies

Ready

Preparations have been completed/
for the release this fall of the firstl
series of comedies with Lupino Lane.j
The tentative titles are "The Re-i
porter," "Myrate."
Hero," and "The PiMaberry in Chicago
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

hicago — Cecil Maberry, one of
three of the sales council of Goldwyn,
will make his headquarters in Chicago hereafter and will be in direct
charge of the sales of the entire Cen-^
tral Western territory which includes
seven exchanges.
Still No Music in St. Louis
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Several unsuccessful
conferences have been held by comof the Musicians'
Benefit mittees
Association
and the Mutual
United
Theater Managers in hopes of reaching a settlement of the differences between the musicians and theaters.

Held for Third Week
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlantic City, N.
J.— "After
Six
Days" ends its second week at the
Woods tonight.
It will be held over
for a third week.

Tuesday, July 4th, being Independence Day and a legal
holiday, there will be no issue
of THE FILM DAILY.

/

;
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Censors
(Continued Don't
from Page Help
1)
actually being shot. The report says
a number of practical difficulties interfered with the functioning of such
Vol. XXI No. 1 Saturday, July 1. 1922
Price 5 Cents
a body. The plan is apparently anCopyright 1922, Wid's Film ^nd Film Folks, alagous to the one Will H. Hays
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
intends working out with a committee
New
N. Y.,
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and of representatives of nationally organJoseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
ized civic associations throughout the
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- country.

ager ;J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
r;„.^.ed as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
"As the exhibitor is the visible conat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
tact point," said Dean Lathrop, "of the
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside motion picture industry with the
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 public, the tendency is to think of
months, $5.00 ; 3 months $3.00. Foreign him at once as the one to be brought
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. under goverment control. Although
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, he must operate under definite regulation with respect to seating, lightino'
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman, sanitation, fire prevention, admission
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
of children, type of program, to place
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. the entire responsibility upon him for
Wabash Ave.
the character of the pictures shown
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson, would be like cleansing the stream at
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
its mouth instead of at its source.
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Filni, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Must Exercise Check-Up
Central
European
Representative — Interna''The other agencies in the motion picture
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slobusiness, the producer and the distributor,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
must be regulated if any real improvement
is to bo brought about. The scenario writitjg is a very important factor in determining
the character of motion pictures. The producers have been severely criticised for
High
Low
Close Sales
spending so much for star actors and
East. Kod.
1\Va
71
71
700 actresses and so comparatively little on the
preparation of their scenarios, not securing
F. P.-L. .. 815/^
80
815/^
3,000 the services of competent, high-grade people.
-,
dopfd...
93
93
93
700
"The criticism of scenarios before production has been tried, but without much suc\G'wvn
...
7^
7
7
3,100
cess. So much depends upon the staging
Loew's
..15
15
15
500 of the pictures and the details of acting that
Griffith
Not quoted a picture may be made or marred in the
Triangle
Not quoted production process.
"After a picture is completed the expense
World
Not quoted
involved in making changes is an important
item to consider. Destroying film and restaging scenes is costly, to say nothing of
Smith Joins Amer. Releasing
the financial loss incurred when an entire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
picture is barred from circulation. In
Cincinnati. O. — George Vivian voluntary review of censorship there develop
real limits to which an organiSmith is now resident manager for at once zationvery
can go in vetoing pictures or parts
Smallwood and Co., fiscal agents for of pictures and still retain the cooperation
Pyramid Pictures. Smith has been of t'.ie producers.
"Cutting out an objectional scene may
manager
for American
Releasing.
mean a serious break in the story or the
re-staging of the entire part. Revision of
sub-titles sometimes will so change the draHill Starts New Duties Today
matic situation as to eliminate an objectionable feature. This is a simple matter from
Walter K. Hill, who has been connected with the Selznick publicity de- the standpoint of expense.

V

Quotations

partment for the past two years, starts
this morning on his new position as
general press agent for the Columbia
Amusement Co., comprising 38 burlesque theaters.
Fox Suing Road for Print
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Reg. U. S. Pat. OfiE.

some way be safeguarded. In spite of
efforts of local organizations to furnish
special programs for children, many will
continue to attend the regular motion picture shows, even if small children are barred
by the strict enforcement of regulations governing the attendance of those under a
specified age, the adolescent boys and girls
will attend.
"What about them? Should all pictures
be brought to the level of their needs? Even
if we should agree that this should be so,
there would be great difficulty in reaching
an agreement on standards to be followed.
Possibly a fair application of the standards
of the National Board of Reviews would
approximate what is desirable.
"Here we touch upon one of the vigorously debated points in the function of motion
pictures. Shall the motion picture show be
limited to furnishing entertainment only, and
is that what people pay their money to get ;
or may they properly attempt to educate
tiieir audiences and exert an influence in the
promotion of standards of morality? The
motion picture industry contends that it
should be no more restricted in this than
is the stage, which claims as one of its
proper functions the dramatic presentation
of the great truths of life and personal conduct.
"It is not difficult to understand why
official censorship — local, state or national —
has been favored by many people as the
best solution of the motion picture problem.
It seems so direct and final, and it is assumed that it will relieve the public of all
further responsibility mi the matter.
"Many of the citizen agencies that had
been working for better motion pictures
were unwilling to endorse the principle of
official censorship and threw their influence
against the censorship bills. Others quite
as vigorously supported them. The result
was a rather worth-while educational camments. paign on the whole subject of public amuse"From a fairly general favoring of the
censorship bills at the outset, the pendulum
oi public opinion swung in the opposite
direction progressed and the undesirable asI^ects of censorship became apparent."

Universal Company in Accident
Several members of the Universal
Company
"M'Liss,"
Oaks, Cal., filming
were injured
when at a Seven
stage
coach used in a runaway scene overturned, according to a wire received
by the local Universal office. Gladys
Walton was the only one who escaped uninjured.
Century

Comedies

(Special to THE

8 Years

FILM

Old

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Today Century Comedies will celebrate its eighth anniversary. The studios now cover the
"The motion picture association proposed entire block on Sunset Blvd. from
S''me time ago to furnish competent and
technically experienced men who were in Gower to El Centre Sts. Plans to
touch with public sentiment through the
citizen agencies, to sit with stage directors send Alf Goulding's company to
of the yiroducing companies and oiler con- "shoot" his next comedy for Century
structive criticism while the scenes were at Yosemite are now under consideration. Baby Peggy will head the
luing arranged and photographed. A number of practical difficulties have interfered cast.
Outside Help for Producers

with the functioning of this plan.
"Individual judgment of motion pictures
v.'iries so greatly on account of personal
tastes and environment that it is difficult to
get even a small group to agree on the
probable mfluence of a picture, to say nothing of making the action of either voluntary
or official committees satisfactory to the
public at large.
A. Lincoln Hart With Cosmosart
"One would expect that high-minded people
would readily agree as to whether a picture
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
was a proper or an improper one for public
Los Angeles — A. Lincoln Hart, consumption, but in actual practice we find
formerly associated with J. Parker the sharpest differences of opinion. Then
too, pictures, that may be entirely without
Read, Jr., is now general manager of offense
to people accustomed to the life of
Cosmosart studios. He will go East a large city or a bathing beach resort might
shortly with President Bowen of the easily be highly objectionable to an audience
in a rural community or an inland town.
same organization to arrange releas"The best that it seems possible to do
ing matters.
is to lay down broad standards of judgment
with such specific illustrations as may be
possible and endeavor to get producers to
observe them as faithfully as possible in
selecting scenarios and staging pictures.

Los Angeles — The William Fox
Vaudeville Co. has brought suit for
$1,171.50 against the Southern Pacific alleging delay. A print was shipped
o late for the theater to use it, it is
said.
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Reformers

Insist

(Special to THE

on
FILM

Reforming
DAILY)

Btresford, S. D. — Li spite of the
fact that at the elections, the reform
element was on the losing side, the
Sunday closing question remains in
the forefront. The validity of the
outcome is questioned as the shutdown problem was submitted separately, and the matter will be carried
into the courts. M. B. Ryan of the
Empress heads the liberal group.
Ames,

la. — Application for an injunction restrainmg the authorities
from following the dictates of the
"anti-happiness brigade" and enforcing a dull Sabbath, has been made to
What of Minors?
the Supreme Court. As a result of
"Our thinking on the standards that should a majority at the polls at the last
be applied in making motion pictures is some- election, the reformers have been able
what clouded by the feeling that the interests
of children and young men and young to put "blue Sunday" in effect. Joe
\vomen who make up a considerable part of Gerbracht is leading the battle for
most motion
picture
audiences
should
in the exhibitors.

Guts

and

Flashes

Courtney Foote leaves for a vacation in Europe shortly.
Although the first of the new
Madge Kennedy series has r.ot been
completed, the Kenma Corp. is preparing to film the next one of the
picture, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
William Fox has made a new Sunshine comedy called "Splitting Hairs."
Chester

Conklin, has just com-

pleted a comedy for Fox titled "Step
Hall." Please."
Lively,
When George Gibb's novel, "The
Splendid Outcast" reaches the screen
with John Gilbert, it will be known
as "Honor First."
Weinberger Resigns
Mack D. Weinberger has resigned
as New York manager for Wid Gunning, Inc.
Fire Destroys Ideal
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Conway, Ark. — A fire destroyed the
Ideal, causing
a damage
of about
$9,000.May

Open on Labor Day

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Quakertown, Pa. — The house which
A. K. Smith is building is expected
to open Labor Day.
Spaulding Bros. Sell Gem

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Decatur,
111. — Dominick Frisina )
and Joe Frasser have bought the Gem
from Spaulding Bros.
Grauman
(Special

to

to Build
THE

FILM

Apartment
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Sid Grauman
is to
build a large apartment house at Orchid St. and Hollywood Blvd.
Proctor Sells Albany Leland
tSpecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— About $300,000
was involved in a deal whereby the
Leland passed from the hands of the
F. F. Proctor interests to C. H.
Buckley, a real estate operator.

^esi He's Ever
Done I

BILLY
FRANEY

IN HIS NEW
TWO -REEL
COMEDIES

O'CONOR

PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD.

CAL.

THE ■c
M^

DAILY
Putting It Over

No. 53
IT AND
EXCLUSIVE
SCENES
OF
CIVIL WAR IN CHINA— The army
ei . Wu Pei-Fu gains the victory.
GRAND
STEEPLECHASE IN
NCE — Record crowd views the victory
etos XII, who wins 192,859 francs.
'. WAR
BREAKS
OUT
IN
IREU' — Scenes in connection with the outIt of hostilities between the Free Staters
tie RepubUcans.
etnews as usual.
THE ONLY

ONE REEL FEATURE

^oday
Jiisolm Buys Gem
i(SpeciaI to THE

FILM

at Morton
DAILY)

orton, Minn. — The Gem has been
t hv Edgar Chishohii.
Braun Opens New

tSnecial to THE

FILM

House

DAILY)

[jconia, Minn. — W. F. Braun has
Id the Lyric, a new house.
House Bought by Stubbs
llSpec.al to TBI'.

FILM

DAILY)

tetroit, Mich. — R. H. Stubbs has
iit the Home which seats 1,000.
American Legion Gets House
iSuecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ne Springs, la. — The local AmerLegion post has taken over the
Buys Three More

'Special to THE

FILM

Here is hoiv a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloixi knoiv hoiv you cleaned
up.

ON'T
DPUT
IT
OFF

Washington, Pa. — "Molly O" sang
from the gilded bars of her cage in
the lobby of the Capitol, illustrating
the theme of the picture — that of a
working girl confined to miserable
surroundings as her birth inheritance
when her talent and culture could
have gained her admittance to the
best society. A warbling canary gave
the cue and the signs announcing the
bird as the winged prototype of "Molly O" of the picture aroused the
human interest response in the hearts
of prospective patrons. Above, below and on all sides of the bird were
the cards: "'Molly O' will steal your
heart away" and the songster's notes
exemplitied the phrase.
Albany, N. Y. — How to exploit
without an appropriation was answered for Manager Hill of the Strand
during
the runwasof keen
"Smilin'
Through."
The
manager
for advertising
his show but had no money to spend.
The First National exploitation man
co-operated in paving the way. The
Chamber of Commerce was giving a
banquet at which the guests and
speakers included Gov. Miller, the
Mayor of Albany and Congressman
Daniel A. Reed. Through the Knickerbocker Press ten pairs of tickets
Through"
to "Smilin'
were
for theoffered
best slogans
for the campaign
to include the phrases: "Albany,"
"Chamber of Commerce" and "Smilin' Through" and the campaign was
supplemented by eight excellent window displays and a double truck in
the Times Union.

Subscribe to THE FILM DAILY Now

DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo. — Mike Vogel. local
Paramount exploiter, is helping exhibitors in this district to keep their
Inisiiiess up during the hot weather
and has written an essay which has
]L,owden, la. House Sold
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been sent to the theater men. Discussing the sub-conscious effects of
[w den, la. — The operation of the
"ilieater is now in the hands of differently-colored lights, he emPvin Peters.
phasizes that blue and green illuminations will suggest coolness while
Elliot Buys Another
orange and red bulbs automatically
[Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cause one to think of heat, and advises the curtailment of the latter as
lidegrift. Pa. — The Kiski has
well as use of white paint in the
] taken over by Mr. Elliot who lobby.
operates the Star.
A comparatively small sum will
Goldberg Goes to Coast
be enough to provide lemonade and
Special to 1 HE FILM DAILY)
he urges that this be served in the
lisville, Ky. — Lee Goldberg, of lobby, without charge. This can
National, has left for the west be played up in the advertising and
where
he
will
attend
the will create favorable comment. Fans
are a profitable investment according
;rs' Convention.
to Vogel, who insists that employees
be instructed not to express the
)perates Two Houses Now
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
opinion that it is warm. "Have them
erset,
Pa. — George
Ridenour say,
"Isn't it cool in here." Squelch.ons have just taken over the
ing the idea that a theater is warm
which they will operate in ad- will mean a big difference in the
to the Photoplay at Rockwood. receipts. Merely advertising that it
is cool is not enough. Get them to
feel
Buys Crystal at Osborne
them. it without directly saying it to
:nard, Cal. — Three
houses have
bought by Mark Hansen who
owns a house at Whittier.

a

pedal to THE

^

FILM

DAILY)

orne, Kans. — John Ritter of the
le, Tipton
and Joseph
Buck
'Derate the Novelty, have taken
he Crystal.
The Novelty has
losed for the summer.
1

Open

(Special

House
to

in Nashville,
THE

FILM

Nashville,
Ark.— The
been opened.
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saloon ever did. In fact, Mr. Myers
covers a rather extensive variety of
subjects. His remarks in part will
be found below:
of thebusiness
owners comes
to improve
the"The
moralsudden
tone zeal
of their
from
fear of censorship and loss of receipts.

Subject an Important One

^l^XC
^t^NEWS
Coal Strike Arbiters Confer in
Washington to End Nationwide Famine.
Lie-Detecting Machine to Expose
"Alibis"
of Murderers.
Americans Active in Europe.
Theda
Bara,
World-Famous
Vamp, to Return to Screen.
Christy
Idol,

Mathewson,
Baseball's
Wins
Battle Against
Tuberculosis.

And Other News Events.

Woody

Back with Select

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — O. F. Woody has
been appointed local branch manager
£or Select. He had previously been
affiliated with the Selznicks in 1919
when he was head of the Denver
office.
J

New Officers Are Elected
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — New officers have been
elected by the F. I. L. M. Club. Ray
Branch, of the Merit Film Co., was
chosen president; Mr. Dugger of
Famous Players, vice president, and
Joe Friedman, of Universal, secretary. They will remain in office for
one year.
Another Hollywood House
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Work on the new
theater which Henry C. Jensen will
operate has been begun, at Melrose
and Heliotrope Ave.
Cut Prices in Winnipeg
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Winnipeg, Manitoba — With the exception of the Allen, local houses
have cut their admission rates evenings to 25 cents. On Sept. 4th, the
usual rates will again prevail.
Stinnett

Leases Airdome

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Breckenridge,
Tex.— Roy Stinnett
has leased the Airdome,
formerly
operated by W. H. Harrison.
Stinn
operates three other local theaters.
Eureka Becomes Ritz
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Improvements costing $20,000 have been followed by
the opening, under a new name, of
the former Eureka, which is now the
Ritz.

"Moving pictures, their educational influence for good or bad, their growing importance as a factor in our civilization, the
announced determination of those controlling
the industry boldy to enter politics, and the
desirability of regulation by law through
censorship constitute a subject of acknowledged importance to the American people.
"Those who control the industry seem to
have been of the opinion that the sensual,
the sordid, the prurient, the phases of fast
life, the ways of extravagance, the risque, the
paths of shady life drew the greatest attendance and coined the most money, and
apparently they have been out to get the
coin, no matter what the effect upon the
public, young or old; and when official
censorship has been advocated the owners
have resented it.
"The industry has gone so far in defying
public sentiment and has been so flagrant
in its abuse of its privileges that a public
sentiment for censorship has been aroused
which will not be brooked. It may be temporarily checked ; it may be temporarily
lulled by fair promises, but it is bound to
grow, because censorship is needed and
would be a good thing.
"I believe that a great deal of the extravagance of the day ; a great deal of the
disposition to live beyond one's means, yea,
a great deal of the crime of the day, comes
from moving pictures. Through them young
people gain ideas of fast life, shady ways,
laxity of living, loose morals. Crime is freely
depicted in alluring colors. Lax morals are
held up lightly before them. The sensual
is strongly appealed to. Many of the pictures are certainly not elevating ; some,
at least, are not fit to be seen.

the District of Columbia; also, to the fact
that I have offered a resolution for an investigation of the open, bold and brazen
declarations of some of the head men of
the industry that they are going into politics
to defeat all legislators and legislative or
Congressional candidates who favor any
form of censorship, however mild, and all
who will not pledge themselves to oppose all
forms of censorship, which resolution was
referredmitteeto
is pending before the Comon theandJudiciary.
"I hope early and favorable action may
be had on both measures. These measures
may not succeeded in this Congress, but
if not, and if there be not great and speedy
improvement in the character of the motion
picture industry, like measures are sure to
succeed in some other Congress at no distant day. The people are beginning to be
concerned and aroused."

Philadelphia
— Without stipulating
time
for its termination,
the Stanleyai'
and Nixon-Nirdlinger interests have
entered into an engagement whereby!
the Cross Keys and the Nixon WestI
Philadelphia, will be operated on a
fifty-fifty basis. This
will enthlej
Nirdlinger to 50% of the net income |of both houses with Stanley receiv- (
ing a like share.
The arrangement |
becomes effective immediately.

Jewell Amuse. Co. Buys One
The house at 484 Bergentine Ave.,
West New York, N. J. has been
bought by the Jewell Amusement Co.

Warrensburg,
Mo. — A site for j
airdome has been bought by S.
Gott who was formerly an exhibit
at Holden.
In the fall he will repla
the airdome with a closed theaterJ

Radio Films Formed on Coast

Get Rights for Several States

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pleasant Names for Hollywood

§

"At Hollywood is a colony of these people,
where debauchery, drunkenness, ribaldy, dissipation, free love, seem to be conspicuous.
Many of these 'stars,' it is reported, were
formerly bar tenders, butcher boys, variety
actors and actresses, who may have earned
$10 or $20 a week, some of whom, it is said,
are now paid something like $5,000 a month
or more, and they do not know what to do
with their wealth, extracted from poor
people in large part, except to spend it in
riotous living and high rolling.
"Unless there be speedy and great improvement in the character of moving pictures nationwide censorship is not far distant.
"In my opinion, it should be had anyway,
as a safeguard and as an aid to Mr. Hays
in his announced undertaking to elevate the
tone of the business. He would find it a
great help.
"I call attention to the fact that I have
introduced in the Senate a bill for a very
reasonable and mild censorship law for the
District of Coliunbia, modeled after the successful Massachusetts law, with right of appeal to the courts, which has been referred
to and is pending before the Committee
on

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Gott Gets Site
(Special to THE

(Special to THE

FILM

FILM

DAILY)

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Radio Films, Inc., a
California
corporation,
has
been theKansas
Mo. — Rights
to "I h
Law" City,
for several
states have
formed.
secured by the Enterprise Di,
buting Corp. from Affiliated Dii
New Government Film
butors.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — The Department of
Would toHave
(Special
THE Tax
FILMAnnulled
DAILY) ' '
Agriculture has released a new film,
"When Elk Comes Down" showing
Moose Jaw, Sask. — Walter CI
the elk in its Western habitat.
proprietor of a local theater, ha;
tered an action in local courts
Choose Title for Stroheim Story
annul the municipal amusement
In addition to the 10% tax on ad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sions imposed by the province,
Angeles
"Merry-Go-Round"
theLostitle
given —the
new story by Ericis statute piles on another 10% bur
von
Stroheim,
who
will start work
shortly.
and is optional with the commui'

Compares Film With Saloons
"I believe moving pictures are doing as
much harm today as saloons did in the days
of the open saloon^especially to the young.
They are running day and night, Sunday
and every other day, the year around, and
in most jurisdictions without any regulation
by censorship. I would not abolish them.
They can be made a great force for good.
I would close them on Sunday and regulate
them week days by judicious censorship.
Already some dozen or more States have
censorship laws, with the right of appeal to
the courts, and the movement is on in many
other States.
"When we look to the source of the moving pictures, the materia! for them, the
personnel of those who pose for them, we
need not wonder that many of the pictures
are pernicious.
"The pictures are largely furnished by
such characters as 'Fatty' Arbuckle, of unsavory fame, notorious for his scandalous
debauchery and drunken orgies, one of which,
attended by many 'stars,' resulted in the
death of Virginia Rappe ; William Desmond
Taylor. deceased, murdered for some
mysterious cause; one Valentino, now figuring as the star character in divorce sensations. Many other of like character might
be mentioned.

Phila. Firms Pool Interests

J. and V. H. Buy
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle — Jensen & Von Herberg,
have taken over the Neptune, a new
suburban house, from E. L. Blaine.
It is in the University district.

THEATRE

FOR SALI

To responsible
parties,
cation in large
city.fine lo
c/oAddress
The FilmB-228
Daily

Eakins Goes to Maysville

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cincinnati, O. — H. O. Eakins, office
manager for Hodkinson, has resigned
and gone to Maysville, Ky., where
he is affiliated with the Maysville
Amusement Co., as general manager.
The concern operates theaters.
J. S. Flood Plans Another

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

New Philadelphia, Pa. — S. J. Flood
who owns the only local theater plans
to erect another for $75,000 and open
site.
it about Sept. 1. He has secured a
Mangan Staging Herbert Operetta
Francis A. Mangan has arranged
with Bessie Wynn to appear in a condensed version of Victor Herbert's,
"Babes In Toyland," and Fritzi Scheff
in
"Mile.
Modiste." The outfit in two
try.
scenes is now ready for booking in
picture theaters throughout the coun-

STUDIO FOR RENT!
Most complete in East Pei
feet lighting equipment Mo<
em sets. Extensive props an
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 990j

FILMACK PRODUCTICi

TRAILER

With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

C A Foot
• TINTING FRE

To Screen Anatole France Story
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — The Societe Gabriel Trariex
et Andre Legrand which has a capitalization of1,800,000 francs, will produce, "Crainquebille," by Anatole
France. This is the new Films-Legrand Co. which, it is said will, engage Maurice de Feraudy of the
Comedie Francaise, to play the title
role.
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American company offers George Bernard Shaw
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Two arbitration boards in New York City.
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stock involved
in suit of Kessels
against
company.
Southern California exhibitors back Sydney S. Cohen.
J. L. Frothingham shifts release from First National
to American Releasing.
Thursday
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Admission tax figures show better business in May.
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Allen creditors grant company time extension. First
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Arthur S. Friend and Lewis J. Selznick reported in
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Big Feature Rights Corp. to make 12 a year.
U. B. O. books 22 Paramount pictures; 2,000 days involved.
Saturday
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Jack Holt Pleasing and Story is Entertaining
Jack Holt in
"WHILE
SATAN
SLEEPS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Joseph Henabery
Peter B. Kyne
Albert S. LeVino
Faxon Dean

AS A WHOLE
A first class entertainment; unusual comedy drama that has sure-fire appeal
STORY
Mixes laughs and sobs in true-to-life
fashion ; forceful and given splendid treatment
DIRECTION
Very good; tells story smoothly,
holds attention and always makes things convincing
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Does fine work in role that is very much
different from what he usually has
SUPPORT
Suitable and well directed; Fritzi
Brunette, leading lady
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Shows care
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . . . .Thief assumes role
of minister and is reformed through his own
impersonation
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,069 feet
Peter B. Kyne's Saturday Evening Po.st story "The
Parson of Panamint," serves as the ]>asis of the vehicle in which Jack Holt makes his first single stellar
appearance. He has previously been co-starred but
in "While Satan Sleeps," the title given the adaptation
of All)ert S. LeVino, Holt is the one and only star.
F-ie has long deserved a part such as he has in this,
one which gives him every opportunity to prove his
capability and he certainly succeeds. Holt has an interesting personality and a manner that seems to make
whatever he does thoroughly convincing. The role
of the minister's son who becomes a thief and later

is reformed by his own impersonation of a clergyman,
affords the star particularly desirable opportunities
which permit him to win over his audience from the
start.
"While Satan Sleeps" offers a worth while entertainment and judging from the manner in which it
was received at the Rivoli. it will satisfy. From the
way they applauded at the close it would appear that
it ])lease(l them all and it is not unlikely that it will
prove equally entertaining in all theaters because it
contains real audience appeal. The story blends pathos
with humor in a particularly effective and true-to-life
fashion that readily grasps the spectator's attention
and holds it all the way through. It is interesting
from start to finish.
Director Henabery has given the story a very careful and satisfying production. There are times when
he might have overstepped the bounds both in the
comedy and dramatic sequences but nothing is exaggerated and even where there might be a tendency on
the part of the spectator not to take things seriously,
careful direction makes it sincere and convincing.
This is especially so in connection with the conversion
of the thief and the scenes between the impostorminister and the dying dance hall girl. They'll laugh
at the comedy and choke a little in the dramatic
scenes.
The star is surrounded by a thoroughly capable and
well suited cast. Wade Boteler is a fine type for his
])al. "Red" Barton; Fritzi Brunette is the girl who
waits for him to settle his account in jail and Betty
Francisco is the daughter of the leading churchman
in Panamint. Others are Mabel Van Buren, J. P.
Lockney, Bobbie Mack and Herbert Standing.
Story : The people of Panamint eventually learn
from his own lips that their minister is an impostor, a
thief. His reformation is brought about through the
death of a dance hall girl. He is joined by his father,
a clergyman ; he serves an unfinished jail sentence and
is rewarded by the girl who waits for him.

Good Combination of Appeal That Makes It Pleasing to Majority
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It looks like you can not only please your patrons

and pathos is mixed you can feel doubly certain of

with "While Satan Sleeps" but also please your box
ofifice. It has both audience and box office appeal and

pleasing them. Be sure to mention the author's name
and the fact that the story appeared in the Saturday

you couldn't ask for a better combination. You can't
judge every individual's taste but to the majority, Jack
Holt, in his first single starring production, promises
to he completely satisfying.
If vou know vour folks favor stories in which humor

Evening Post as "The Parson of Panamint." The star
has a following and you can count on gaining more
admirers for him with "While Satan Sleeps." Catchlines will give you an idea of the story and the usual
exploitation methods will get them in.
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Well Handled Story and Attractive Star in This Good Entertainment
Corinne Griffith in
"DIVORCE COUPONS"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Webster Campbell
AUTHOR
Ethel Watts Mumford
SCENARIO BY
WilHam B. Courtney
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Shelderfer
AS A WHOLE
Real audience appeal and especially fine vehicle for star ; offers a first rate
entertainment
STORY

Splendidly handled, given excellent production ;contains new angle on unhappy marriage theme
DIRECTION
Very good; uses particularly good
judgment in bits that might easily have been
overdrawn
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Appealing and proves capable of putting
over emotional role convincingly ; beautifully
photographed
SUPPORT
Especially well suited and satisfying; Holmes E. Herbert very good in leading
part; Mona Lisa uses repression carefully;
others who do good work are Cyril Ring, Vincent Coleman and Diana Allen
EXTERIORS
Fine Southern atmosphere
INTERIORS
In keeping with the story
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Poor girl plans rich
marriage anticipating a divorce and substantial
alimony but falls in love with husband whom
she nearly loses because of her previous plans
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,249 feet
Ethel Watts Mumford's story is the best and strongest vehicle Corinne Griffith has had in some time. It
not only provides a broader role for the star but contains a genuinely fine audience appeal. ''Divorce
Coupons" offers a new and interesting angle on the un-

happy marriage problem that adds to its value as entertainment and lifts it out of the hackneyed rut of
pictures of this type. "Divorce Coupons" is capable
of claiming distinctiveness and is certainly an appropriate story for Corinne Griffith.
Director Webster Campbell has provided a very
worth while production and in the early sequences
there is a delightfully realistic Southern atmosphere.
Very beautiful locations are found in the picture and
excellent photography is another good point. In the
exterior shots particularly, well judged camera work
makes the views all the more pleasing.
The director handles the story very carefully and
with the exception of spending just a little too much
footage in the climax, his work is better than the average. The interest is splendidly sustained throughout
and the method of development is such that you cannot complain of it being at all obvious. There is no
anticipation of the ending in "Divorce Coupons." The
murder mystery episode is skillfully handled and a
good suspense established.
Corinne Griffith, first as the daughter of a poor but
aristocratic Southern family, and later as the wife of
the millionaire, is the outstanding attraction of the
film. She makes the most of the varied opportunities
presented and in the emotional moments uses a proper
restraint. She is always gorgeously gowned. Holmes
E. Herbert and Mona Lisa do very well in the roles of
next importance. The cast, on the whole, is a good
one.
Story : Linda Catherton marries the rich and notorious Roland Bland fully convinced that she will divorce
him but she finds herself in love with Bland who is devoted to her. Con, a former Pal of Bland's, finds that
Bland is so much in love with his wife that he cannot
rule him any longer. His plan to separate the couple
ends in his own death at the hands of a woman who
loves Bland but is near death. She kills Con to save
Bland's happiness.

You Can Make Promises and It Should Be Worth While Getting Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The above synopsis is a very meagre outline of the
story of "Divorce Coupons." It contains many more
complications and interesting twists, particularly in
connection with the woman, Ishtar Lane, the psychic,
a character which adds a touch of mystery and suspense to the story. The production offers a very
suital)le entertainment and you can make promises for
it and tell them it is the best story the star has had
latelv.

You might use catchlines referring to the girl who
married to obtain a divorce and alimony l)ut found
herself in love with her husband. They will do for an
idea of the story, but it is so much more interesting
than you can suggest in lines, that it might be better
to keep them guessing. Work to get them in because
they should be well satisfied. Give the star good
prominence and display plenty of stills. Tell them
about her beautiful gowns.
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Some Pointers About

Betty Blythe
How
Star

in

Women

T/Ove

Betty Blythe fresh from her triumphs in "The Queen of
Sheba," "Fair Tady" and "His Wife's Husband."
The
most beautiful dramatic artist on the American screen.

Story

Story founded on "The Dangerous Inheritance" by Izola
Forrester, published as a novel by Houghton-Mifflin, now
being syndicated in leading newspapers throughout the
country. An elaborate society melodrama of metropolitan
life against a background of wealth and operatic Bohemia.
Supporting Miss Blythe are the following players: Gladys
Hulette, Robert Frazer, Charles Lane, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Harry Sothern, Henry Sedley, Katherine Stewart, Templar
Saxe and Signor Salerno. These names must carry weight

Cast

1

with all genuine "fans" and experienced exhibitors.
Kenneth Webb, who has been with the Whitman Bennett
Studios almost continually since leaving Famous Players.

Director

He directed Miss Blythe in "Fair Lady" and "His Wife's
Husband."
By Dorothy Farnum, who
wrote the scripts for "Fair
Lady" and "His Wife's Husband"
regular writer for the
Whitman Bennett studios in conjunction with productions
directed by Mr. Webb.

Scenario
Sets
1

By Elsa Lopez formerly with Griffith and Famous Players

1
/

!

Atmosphere

art director for "Fair Lady" and "His Wife's Husband."
The sets will be as elaborate as any ever constructed by the
Whitman Bennett Studios for First National or United.
The atmosphere combines New York "high society" and
"Bohemia."
It is correct to the most minute detail. Two
hundred extra

and type artists

are used in the "society

opera" episode alone.
^

B. B. PROD UCi IONS, Inc.
JAMES A. GAUSMAN, Sales Manager
15 West 44th Street, New York City
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as Author-Director is Amusing Though Far-Fetched

WALL FLOWER"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Rupert Hughes
AUTHOR
Rupert Hughes
SCENARIO BY
Rupert Hughes
CAMERAMAN
John J. Mescall
AS A WHOLE
Satisfying amusement at first
but drifts into illogical dramatic business toward close
STORY
A slightly new angle on the Cinderella
theme; really a comedy-tragedy; pleasing for
those who do not mind it being far-fetched
DIRECTION
Good in early reels with deft comedy touches; latter reels not wholly convincing
nor very well directed
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
PLAYERS
Colleen Moore an interesting figure
and convincing in the principal part; a suitable
cast including Richard Dix, Gertrude Astor,
Rush Hughes, Dana Todd and others
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY. . , Awkward and homely
girl is transformed into graceful and attractive
girl by woman whose sweetheart she fslls in
love with
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5.228 feet
This is Rupert Hughes' first production in which
he is both author and director. "The Wall Flower"
is, on the whole, a satisfactory offering whicli contains
a story at first amusing and gradually drifting into a
more serious dramatic trend that really borders on
tragedy. It is an unusual combination but the development is logical enough even when incidents themselves are not. It is a more or less cinderella theme
with a slightly new angle.
The first few reels of the picture contains some

Should

DAILV

Please

the Average

ainusmg situations that will register as good entertainment with a big enough majority unless they happen to l)e tlie kind that demands strictly consistent
incidents and ol)ject to anything far-fetched. The

hai)penings in the life of "The Wall Flower" (Colleen
Moore) are a trifle strained. It isn't plausible that a
girl of lier station should seek a place at a college
prom and she certainly would never attemj)! to get
by with the get-up which she wears. Natural intuition would tell her she'd be laughed out of the ])lace.
However, the idea carries a suitable comic angle which
the author has taken advantage of to provide amusement and for those who will accept it as such, it fills
the purpose.
The result of Hughes' first directorial effort is a
l)icture of average satisfaction. It might have been
uKjre than this but the latter reels are not nearl\- as
good as the first and he apparently was at a loss as to
how he should end it. The conclusion looks like an
afterthought. The logical ending would follow the
girl's sacrifice when she gives up the man she loves
because the woman who proved to be her fairy godmother isalso in love with him. But an anti-climactic
trailer brings about the happy ending in a fairly awkward fashion. The sub-titles throughout are good.
Colleen Moore ofifers a delightful pantomine as the
homely girl. She is convincingly awkward and works
hard for the feature's success.
Story : Phin Larrabee plays a joke on his pal, Roy
Duncan, and gives him the name of Idalene Nobbin
as the pretty girl Roy danced with at a prom. Roy
invites Idalene to the next dance but finds Idalene is
a homely, awkward "Wall Flower." When they laugh
and joke about her Idalene goes out and runs in front
of an auto. The occupant, rich Pamela Shiel, takes
Idalene to her home and cares for her. She transforms her into an attractive young girl and after complications are set aside Idalene marries Breen, formerly Pamela's lover.

Audience. Exploit the Title

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

For the average audience. "The Wall Flower"
should prove a thoroughly satisfying feature. They
won't likely pick it apart for logic, reason, etc. but
will accept it for the laughs it contains and a more or
less effective heart interest which it creates for its
heroine. Colleen Moore, in the role of "The Wall
Flower." is capable of getting their sympathy and toward the close she fulfills the motto of "clothes make
the woman" without a doubt.

Most any type of cinderella story fills the bill with
the average crowd. Use the author's name and tell
them he wrote and directed this one. Appeal to your
local high school boys and girls by telling tiiem al)out
the girl who went to- the prom and was laughed at.
Your own exploitation along these lines should get
them interested. You can promise them they'll like
Colleen
Moore in "The Wall Flower." Play up the
title.
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Good Acting and Careful Direction
Florence Vidor in
"THE REAL ADVENTURE"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
DIRECTOR
King Vidor
Henry Kitchell Webster
AUTHOR
Mildred Considine
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Careful and intelligent handling
of familiar theme makes interesting and satisfying entertainment
STORY
A new
angle on the neglected
wife
story ; proves its point conclusively and maintains good interest
Good; tells story in straightDIRECTION
forward fashion and particularly good in that he
wastes no footage on unnecessary detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Generally all right
STAR
Appealing, very pretty, and possesses a
good deal of charm.
Plays the part with sincerity
EXTERIORS
Pretty snow shots in beginning
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife whose husband refuses to take her into business confidences leaves him until she makes good at a
career, wins his respect and his love
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
King Vidor has taken a fairly familiar theme for
Miss Vidor 's latest starring vehicle, but by skillful
handling and deft touches he makes "The Real Adventure" a satisfying entertainment that will go over
well in most houses. He uses the material at hand
intelligently and always to the best advantage, proving the point of the story conclusively and to the
spectator's satisfaction.
One of the best features of Vidor's direction is his
entire omission of unessential detail.
At no time does
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Put It Over

he waste footage on incidents that have but a vague
connection with the story. This is obvious throughout the picture and there are times when he might
readily have gone into detail, such as in the beginning,
when his hero and heroine meet. There are no prolonged situations, no long scenes showing the courtship, the wedding, etc, just brief shots including the
meeting, love at first sight, and the honeymoon. He
gets right into his story without a waste of time. The
story deals with the familiar neglected wife.
However, Henry Kitchell Webster has conceived a
new angle to the situation that is brought out effectively in Vidor's production. In this case it is not
neglect brought about through the husband's lack of
affection for his wife, but the want of a better understanding between them. He holds his wife in the
light of a toy and treats her as such while she begs to
be taken into his confidences, to share his brain. This
is an unusual twist.
Production values are up to the standard. .Settings
are in keeping with the story and the snow shots in
the opening reel are especially attractive. The subtitles might have been a little better.
Florence Vidor, both as the wife and later as the
costume designer, is appealing and possesses a charm
that will reach her audience. She plays with a sincerity that makes the part real. Clyde Fillmore is
not the most attractive of leading men but his work is
satisfactory. Others are Nellie P. Saunders, Lilyan
McCarthy and Philip Ryder.
Story : Rodney Aldrich, a brilliant lawyer, prefers
to "baby" his wife rather than have her share his
business worries and triumphs. Rose is unhappy and
determines to prove to him that she, too, has brains.
She leaves him and joins a theatrical company as
chorus girl, from which she graduates into costume
designer. She becomes famous for her work as a designer and is just about to sign a contract with Ziegfeld when Rodney comes for her, admits his mistake
and takes her home.

Promise a Pleasing Star and a New

Angle on Familiar Theme

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The general run of picture patrons should find "The
Real Adventure" an agreeable entertainment. Regardless ofwhether the story holds a particular appeal
for them or not, they will hardly kick because their
attention is held and they will like Florence Vidor.
Her performance is sincere and she will be favorably
received by practically everyone. She is beautiful
and has a very pleasing personality.

You can promise a new angle on the marital problem
and a good production. Use the director's name and
recall any of his previous productions you may have
shown such as "Woman Wake Up," with Florence
Vidor, a recent release, and last year, "The Sky Pilot."
A good selection of stills in the lobby will attract your
patrons and catchlines with the title should serve to
bring them in.

■s
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Russell Has Good Role in Latest Release
William Russell in
"A

SELF

MADE
Fox

MAN"

DIRECTOR
Rowland V. Lee
Geo. Horace Lorimer
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Monte M. Katterjohn
CAMERAMAN
David Able
AS A WHOLE. . . .Starts off as weak comedy; works
up to live, actionful feature that will appeal to
lovers of hero tales
STORY
Not startlingly original but serves as
good vehicle for star
mirers
DIRECTION

and will satisfy his ad-

Fair at first though very good in

working up to exciting climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Average
All right
in this
opportunities
good
of
Has plenty
STAR
and makes good use of them
Adequate; includes Renee Adoree,
SUPPORT
James
Gordon,
Richard
Tucker
and
Harry
Gribbon
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Fair
Wall St. man disCHARACTER OF STORY
owns son not inclined to work, goes away and
returns to find his son has saved his business
from ruin
4,920 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
William Russell has about the strongest hero role

that he has had in some time in "A Self-Made Man,"
his latest Fox release. The story is based on one by
George Horace Lorimer which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. It offers Russell a thoroughly
appropriate role with a good variety of opportunities
which he makes good use of. The prize fight sequence
will offer a first rate thrill for the men and there is
sufficient action in the film to make it a satisfying
number for any average crowd.

At the outset the picture doesn't ])roniise very nuu'li
because the comedy business is made up of silly
situations in which the star is a pleasure loving son
of a rich Wall St. man. A trained l^ear in the hero's
apartment is the only instrument of amusement, and
tlie animal's owner hiding under a bear rug is su])posed to be another mirth provoker. But once this
sequence is closed, the picture becomes interesting and
more a comedy-drama than a straight comedy.
The director has gotten in enough action to kee])
it moving and builds successfully toward the climax.
He does not keep the denouement entirely concealed,
but this is due partly to the fact that a title gives it
away. You are presented with the facts: two brokers,
each with a son ; the first man's son is in partnershi])
with his father and working for the business, while
the second man's son prefers pleasure before business.
Since the second man's son is the star of the ])icture
and recognized hero of the story, you know he's bound
to turn out all riglit, especially after the first man says
"this is the kind of a son I have." The spectator
knows he's bragging too early in the picture.
However, the fight l^etween the two sons for control of a certain stock, in the absence of their respective
parents, provides good excitement and a picture that
will satisfy Russell's admirers particularly. Renee
Adoree is hero's sweetheart who lends him the money
to put over the deal.
Story: Because of a misunderstanding Anita Gray
breaks her engagement

to Jack Spurlock and follow-

ing that Jack's father disowns him. Jack is w^^rking
as a society reporter and attends a dance given by
Anita. He overhears a conversation in which Hugo
Bonsall, son of one of his father's competitors, is planning to ruin the elder Spurlock. Jack decides to fight
and with Anita's financial help, he saves the business
and wins back the girl's love.

Star's Following Will Be Suited
Average CrowdBox and
Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Self-Made Man" Russell plays the
If you cater to an average audience and one that Say that in "A
is not hard to please you can satisfy them with "A ^^^^ ^^ ^j.^^ ^^^^ ^f ^ ^AX St. man who was disowned
Self-Made Man." Where Russell has a following, ,^^^^^^^^^ ,^,.^^^,^^^1 1,^^,,,,, to his father's bu.siness
,.
.
.
^
it will go very well and you can appeal particularly
\ ou
rum.
trom
y
compan
father's
his
saved
to his admirers. It should be easy to get the men l,ut later
and
fight
market
stock
s
the
for
promise
m^V^
^^^
e
using
and
sequenc
in by telling them about the fight
stills in the lobby that will let them know the picture
^.^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ prominence.
It is a good one and
contains
something
that will appeal
to them
par^ be effectively
,,
. , exploited,
, ., ,
. , ,
can
ticularly.
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Doris May's Latest is Farce Comedy
Doris May in
"THE

UNDERSTUDY"
R-C Pictures
DIRECTOR
William A. Seiter
AUTHOR
Ethel M. Hadden
SCENARIO BY
Beatrice Van
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Dubray
AS A WHOLE
Fairly amusing farce comedy
that is a bit silly at first but settles down to
better things after first reel or so.
STORY
Contains some originality and offers
satisfying
entertainment
though
pretty
farfetched
DIRECTION
Of average quality; provides fair
production and holds the interest satisfactorily
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Well suited and does good work; overacts a little in opening reel
SUPPORT
Wallace
MacDonald
good in hero
role; Arthur
Hoyt a poor comedian;
others
Christine Mayo and Otis Harlan
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Adequate sets
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Understudy impersonates actress in a matter concerning a rich
young man and an objecting parent; she wins
both
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,557 feet
Doris May's latest picture is an improvement over
her recent releases l)Ut her story mterial is still a
bit weak. "The Understudy" is better than either
"Boy Crazy" or "Gay and Devilish," her last two
features, but it is not strong enough to make more
than an average entertainment. The business in the
early reels is inclined to be of a silly nature and resorts
to such worn-out slap-stick as the heroine sitting on a
hat pin and dancing awkwardly, finally whirling in
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of Fairly Amusing Quality

dizzy fashion and landing in a heap on the floor. This
might get laughs in a two-reel slap-stick comedy in
which you expect it, but it hardly amuses in a farce
comedy.
After the first reel or so Director Seiter gets away
from the frivolous stuff and settles down to a better
and more substantial kind of comedy that offers some
fairly original situations and amusing complications.
The idea of the rich father taking a chorus girl into
his home to reform her so that his son can marry her,
is pretty far-fetched but it provides suitable enough
screen material, gets over some laughs and at the same
time includes an interesting romance. Its ending is
more or less obvious but it isn't so much the fault of
the direction. The spectator just naturally anticipates
such a conclusion.
It would seem that a little more fun might have been
gotten out of the honeymoon sequence and it promises
to be much more amusing than it is. However, it
concludes by finding a suitor for the rejected star who
has been impersonated by her understudy.
Doris May is suited to the role of the understudy
and does good work for the most part. She overacts
occasionally in being too vivacious. Wallace MacDonald makes a satisfactory hero while Otis Harlan is
the unusual father. Christine Mayo is the actress who
loses out in the race for hero's affections. Arthur
Hoyt seldom succeeds as a comedian.
Story : Grace Lorimer promises to have nothing
further to do with Tom Manning and sends her understudy, Mary Neil, to collect a check from Tom's father
for agreeing to see his son no more. Instead of handing over the check, Manning takes a fancy to Mary
who presents herself as Grace Lorimer, makes her
remain in his home with promises of a new life. Sometime later Manning wires his son to return. Complications follow but eventually Mary and Tom are happy
while Grace satisfies herself with Cathbert Vane, a
former suitor of Mary's.

Will Satisfy Star's Admirers and Ot hers Not Too Critical
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If they are not too critical and not to hard to amuse
you may satisfy them with "The Understudy" but if
they demand strong and original situations to please
them in the way of farce comedies, very likely the picture won't make a very favorable impression. Regardless of the fairly weak material, the interest is
satisfactorily sustained and they can't kick about not
having their attention held.

Where

the star has a following you will stand a

better chance of putting it over because it is better
than her last two productions and the title is one that
can be used eiTectively with catchlines and can stand
exploiting. Posters and stills will decorate the lobby
and attract attention. Wallace MacDonald is a wellknown leading man and his name might also be used.

it throws the li^ht of
truth on the agfe-old
problems of the
woman who loves
not wisely: but
too welt
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JOHN H.KUNSKY

Joseph L, Plunkett is showing
it to the discriminating patrons I
of the Strand, New York City.
John H. Kunsky hooked it instantly for the beautiful Madison Theatre, Detroit, MicK
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Another Good Western With

Enough Action and Pleasing Star

Hoot Gibson in

The plot follows the usual western formula pretty
closely including the hero, heroine and customary bad

"TRIMMED"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Harry Pollard
AUTHOR
Hapsburg Liebe
SCENARIO BY. . . .A. F. Statter and Wallace Clifton
CAMERAMAN
Sol Polito
AS A WHOLE
those who
excitement

like

Will appeal to western fans and
action that affords plenty of

STORY
Offers star a good role and will please
his admirers; of rather a familiar formula
DIRECTION
Adequate;
does
pretty
well to
hold interest and get in action because story is
fairly slight
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR

Is kept on the jump in role of war-hero
sheriff

SUPPORT
Usual
types of
Fred Kohler, Otto Hoffman

DAILV

western
bad men,
and Dick Lareno a

men plotting the hero's downfall. Despite the familiarity and slight situations, the director has succeeded in
keeping the action coming and holds the interest satisfactorily. A grain of comedy now and then affords
some mild amusement between times. A few comic
touches miss fire but on the whole they register all
right. The welcome home reception staged for the
war hero's return will amuse them, particularly when
hero gets off a station before his own and misses the
Avelcome prepared for him. The leader of the band
overacts in his effort to get laughs but a colored
mammy and her kiddies are the real thing in this
sequence.
More laughs come from a trick mule.
A first rate thrill comes when hero crosses a high
suspension bridge which the villain has tampered
with, and is hurled into the canyon below. It would
have been more satisfactory to the spectator if the
director showed how hero made his miraculous escape from death in this bit. Gibson is kept busy from

good trio; Patsy Ruth Miller hasn't very much
to do as leading lady
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Few

start to finish in "Trimmed" and his pleasing personality should be gaining more admirers for him.

DETAIL
Requisite
CHARACTER OF STORY
PoHtical gang elect
war hero as sheriff thinking they can rule him
but they are greatly disappointed
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,583 feet

Slayter, political boss of the country, and his henchmen, run him for sheriff against John Millard, the in-

The last couple of Hoot Gibson releases show a big
improvement over his earlier features and following
the last one, "Step On It," which was very good,
comes "Trimmed," another that will fulfill all the demands of the admirer of westerns and gain some more
friends for the star. There is good action and it
affords the kind of excitement that suits the average
crowd — plenty of riding, a thrill or two and a suitable
romantic touch.

A First Rate Number

Story : Dale Garland, Centerville's war hero, gets
a big reception upon his return from France. Nebo

cumbent, whom they can't "handle." Millard's daughter. Garland's childhood sweetheart, returns from
boarding school soon after her father's defeat. Garland learns from her of Slayter's dishonest schemes.
Slayter's ring quarrels with a moonshiner to whom
they had been furnishing "protection," and Young,
Slayter's tool, kills him. The girl sees the murder,
tells Dale who starts after the slayer and brings him in
after a terrific fight. Meanwhile the deputies have
arrested two of the slain man's accomplices. They
confess, implicating the whole ring and Garland jails
them all. He wins the love of the girl.

For Any Admirer of Western Pictures

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors catering to a western loving crowd can
safely book "Trimmed"

and satisfy their patrons. It

doesn't matter that it isn't strikingly original as long
as it contains plenty of action, some thrills and the
sort of material that goes over with admirers of this
particular style of entertainment.
fill the bill.

"Trimmed"

will

If you showed Gibson's last feature, "Step On It,"
and they liked it. make promises for this one and tell
them they'll like it as well. Try and get them interested in the star. He has the right kind of personality
for the stories he is given and he works hard to please
his audience. Catchlines will tell the story and a
trailer would be all you would need to bring them in
for the feature.

MMI

niie Strong, Definite Voice
of the Critics ^
In the city of the shams it attacks and
exposes this powerfully-directed, all-star
picture received amazingly fine reviews
in the dailies and drew more business
in the beautiful 600 seat Cameo Theatre
than other more widely advertised shows
drew into two nearby big competitive
first run houses.

Q?ie HEROLDS
bresent

FALSE
FRONTS
From the story Sy
S. BARRET
McCORMICK
Directed 6y Samuel R. Bradley
All-star cast including

BARBARA

CASTLETON
FRANK LOSEE
EDWARD EARLE

EVENING TELEGRAM: "Talse Fronts' will
be found very entertaining. It permits one to
leave the theatre in a very pleasant frame of
mind — which is, after all, what we go to the
theatre
for." TELEGRAPH: "'False Fronts' is an
MORNING
entertaining, well acted and well directed film
play. Edward Earle, who was recently crowned
'King of the Movies' plays the role of Keith
Drummond with the charm and all the upstanding attributes of a football hero and only son of
one of the F F. Vs."
NEW YORK TIMES: "When people have ideas
which they independently seek to express in film
form, they are likely to contribute something
imaginative, or at least sincere, to the screen.
'False Fronts' was more simply and honestly
done than most pictures of its kind."
NEW YORK HERALD: "There is a potent
quality in this story of social hypocrisy. The
course of the young Southerner is refreshingly
different from the customary triumphs of bluff
THE SUN: "'False Fronts' is a wholesale conprosperity." demnation of making a big show of success,
forcefully enacted by Edward Earle, Barbara
Castleton and Frank Losee."
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Foreign Mystery Novelty Combines Horrors With Comedy
"NINE

SECONDS

FROM

HEAVEN"

Rialto Productions — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Franklin Seites
AUTHOR
Franklin Seites
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Harry Chandlee Jessie
Not credited

AS A WHOLE

Production built along foreign

standards filled with mystery interest and morbid horrors. Lacks the novelty of Caligari but
is nevertheless entertaining
STORY
Slow in starting.
Requires many titles
to explain the action. Turned into a joke at
the end
DIRECTION
Average.
Could have done much
better with the material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS

Too dark in many places
Foreign cast.
Do good acting but

very obvious.
age American
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

Types will not appeal to averGood
Good
STORY

Ample
Rich young man

bored with life rescues girl and in the end discovers that it is all the joke of his friends
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet
"Nine Seconds from Heaven" is different from anything that has come across the water. It is built purely upon foreign standards and will appear much too
morbid to many

an audience.

It contains reminis-

cences of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" hut is Ijuilt
upon a mystery that is clearly an invention and is so
mixed with comedy that it is difficult to take the melodramatic situations very seriously. The great points
in its favor is that it holds the attention in a remarkable way, is entertaining and different. The points
against the picture would be its extreme morbidness,
the very unattractive girls and young men in the leading roles and the fact that the hero fails to gain your
confidence or sympathy.

11

After many gruesome events, melodramatic situations and l)affling mysteries you discover that it is all
a joke being played upon a worthless millionaire in
order to give him an interest in life; that the mysterious stranger is a theatrical manager, and the arch
villains all members of his company. The audience
will also feel that they have been the victims of a
clever ruse ; that they have been led to believe all
this humbug, illustrated in realistic situations, only to
find that they have been jested with and lied to. The
great mistake is that the audience is not taken into
the confidence of the players, and this only for fear
of losing an element of suspense. It is true that in this
way the solution is withheld to the very end ; but the
ridicule and humor would have been greater if the
audience were led into the secret. As it stands the
mystery is not over convincing and the ending apt
to be a little disappointing.
Many titles are needed to explain the story which
is well acted out 1)y an able cast. The types of the
actors and their crude make-up will hardly appeal to
the average American audience, but the production as
a whole is highly interesting and absorbs the attention. The photography is good but typical of foreign
productions. The lightings in the interiors are very
dark and uneven. The stock is poor and when projected presents granulations and flickers.
Story : Rich young man is about to kill himself for
want of diversion when he is visited l)y a stranger who
offers to supply him with a good deal of excitement.
They sign a contract and soon the young man discovers that he is the victim of a fraud. He finds that
two sisters have also been misled by the stranger with
the result that one of the girls has disappeared. .She
was last seen at the house of a degenerate artist who
paints only the dead. Melodrama follows and the girl
is rescued only to disappear again on the eve of her
wedding. Once more the young man is about to shoot
himself when the stranger again ajjpears and demands
the balance of the money due him on the contract.
Then you learn that it was all a joke and the two
sisters were show girls.

Foreign Mystery Production and Something Different
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can safely promise them something diflferent in

the rescue scenes showing how the girl is saved from

"Nine Seconds from Heaven." It is very diflferent
from the average American picture and will satisfy
many who will welcome a change. Advertise it as a
European mystery production.
You might tell them something of the story, enough
to get them curious ; but do not give the solution
away or tell anything of the ending.
Use a trailer of

the power of the hypnotist. It might also be a good
idea to show some of the comedy shots so they know
that it is not all horrors. If your audience likes only
the conventional type of picture and there is any doubt
in your mind, then better see this one first, for you
know

your people best.

CURRENT
Releasr Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASiNd

Release

EXHIBITORS,

FIRST

5-28-22
4-30-22
49-22
5- 7-22

5-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

INC.

Baird)

GOLDWYN

5,700
4,800

5-14-22
5-28-22

6.000

6-11-22

May

June

luly

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

7
7
14
14
21
21
28
4
4

Beyond
the Rocks
(Swanson- Valentino)
6,740
The
Wife
Trap
6.207
The
Beauty
Shop
(Cosmopolitan)
6,536
North of the Rio Grande
(Holt-Daniels)
4,770
The Man
From
Home
(Fitzmaurice
Special) . .6,895
The
Ordeal
(Agnes
Ayres)
4,592
The
Bachelor
Daddy
(Thomas
Meighan)
6,229
Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
5,502
Over
the Border
(Penryhn
Stanlaws-CompsonMoore)
6,837
11 The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
5,947
18
Our
Leading
Citizen
(Thomas
Meighan)
6,634
25
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
2 The Man Unconquerable
(Tack Holt)
9
For the Defense
(Ethel
Clayton)
4,905
9 The Greatest
Truth
(Mia
May)
5.257
Ifi South
of Suva
(Mary
Miles Minter)
4.369
30
Borderland
(Ap:nes Avers)
Top of New York
(May
McAvoy)...
5,14^

5-14-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
5- 7-22
6-4-22
5- 7-22
4-30-22
6- 4-22
6-18-22

6-25-22

GUNNING,

White
Hands
(Hobrt
The Fire Bride
The
Bootleggers

W.

W.

Tom

Series
The Fighting Streak
For Big Stakes
William Farnum
Shackles
of Gold
Dustin Farnum
Iron to Gold
Strange
Idols
Shirley Mason Series
The Ragged
Princess
Very Truly
Yours
Lights of the Desert
Maurice Flynn
The
Last Trail
William Ruitell
Money
to Burn
The Men of Zanzibar
Pearl White
Without
Fear
John Gilbert
Arabian
Love
The
Yellow
Stain
Charte* Jones
Western
Speed
Rough
Shod
Eileen
Percy
Elope
If Vou
Must
Special
Monte
Criito
Silver Wings
Nero

5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
6-25-22

4- 9-22
3-26-22
6- 4-22
6 12-21
5-21-22
5-21-22
3- 5-22
4-16-22
6-11-22
319-22
6-11-22

INC.

HODKINSON

5,654
5,500

4-16-22

6,900
6,150

4-23-22
6-25-22

CORP.

Holtre

Prod.
No
Trespassing
(Irene
Castle)
Slim Shoulders
(Irene
Castle)
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Other
Women's
Clothes
Myron Sterns Prod.
Free A;r
Myron M. Sterns Prod.
Free
Air
Benj. B. Hampton
The
Gray
Dawn
Renco Prod.
The Veiled Woman

5,400

3-19-J2

6,000

4- 2-22

6,000

4- 3-22

5,600

4-30-22

5,300

6-11-22

6-25-22

Apr.

FILM

4,609
5,630
4,470
5,392
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,228
5,566
5,003
5,947
4,630

Bosworth)

METRO
FOX

3-12-22
3-19-22
3-26-22
3-26-22
4-16-22
4-2-22
4- 9-22
4-9-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
5-28-22

PICTURES

A Poor
Relation
(Will Rogers)
The Night Rose
Be My
Wife
(Max
Linder)
The
Glorious
Fool
Man With Two Mothers
His Back
Against
the Wall
Watch Your Step
The
Wallflower
Grand
Larceny
Conie
On Over
When
Romance
Rides
(Zaiie Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton
Prod.)

WID
FAMOUS

RevicwM

NATIONAL

A Question
oi Honor
(Anita Stewart)
6,065
The Seventh
Day
(Richard
Barthelmess)
5.335
Gas, Oil and Water
(Chas.
Ray)
4,500
The
Rosary
7,045
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The
Invisible
Fear
(Anita
Stewart)
4,900
The Woman's
Side (Katherine MacDonald)
5,366
Pay
IJav
(Cliarles
Chaplin)
1,892
The Inlidel (Katlierine
MacDonald)
5,377
The Deuce of Spades
(Chas.
Ray)
4,500
The Girl in the Taxi
(DeHavens)
5,420
Fools
First
(Neilan
Prod.)
The Primitive Lover
(Constance Talmadge)
6,172
1'he Cross Roads of New
York
5,000
Sonny
(Richard
Barthelmess)
6,900
Domestic
Relations
(Katherine
MacDonald) .. .5,192
Tlie Half lireed
5.484
One
Hear
Call
7.589

(Distributed through Pathe)
Marry the Poor Girl
Lady
Godiva
Don't
Doubt Your Wife
(Leah
PUy(oers Pictures, Inc.
The Ruse of the Rattler
Across
the Divide
Father
Tom
Hills of Missing
Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)

Foetafc

Date

CORP.

Belle of Alaska
(Chester
Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(Cliff
Smith)
5.000
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) ... .5,000
The Cradle
Buster
(Tuttle Waller)
6,000
Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000
The Lying Truth
(Marion
Fairfax)
6,000
Sisters (International
Film)
1,000
The Hidden
Woman
(Nanuet Am.
Corp.)
5.000
My
Old Kentucky
Home
(Pyramid
Pictures) .. 7,000
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
5,000
The
Pillagers
(Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6.000
His Wife's
Husband
(Pyramid)
6,040
False Fronts
5,044
The
Great Alone
(Monroe
Salisbury)
5,912

ASSOCIATED

Reviewed

RELEASES

CORP.

Mix

4,888
4,373

4-30 22
6-25-22

5,057

5-14-22

4.513
4,300

3-12-22
6- 4-22

5,000
4,809

3-12-22
5-28-22
6 18-22

4,580
4,999

4-16-22
5-21-22

4.406

4-23-22

4,440
5,006

4-16-22
5-14-22

5.002
4,486

5- 7-22
6- 4-22

4,995

3-19 22

10.000
8,271
10,000

3-19 22
5-21-22
5-28-22

PICTURES

CORP.

3
17

Kisses
(Alice
Lake)
The Face
Between
(Bert Lytell)
Seeing's
Believing (Viola
Dana)
Hate
(Alice Lake)
Missing
Husbands
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
Sherlock
Brown
(Bert
Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
Rex Ingram Productions
The
Prisoner
of Zenda
S-L Productions
Don't Write Letters
(Gareth Hughes)
Tiffany Productions
Fascination (Mae Murray)
Swedish Biograph Co.
The Stroke of Midnight

PATHE
Mar.
June

26
11

EXCHANGE,

The
Isle of Zorda
Nanook
of the North

R.-C.

4.300
5,000
6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,467
5,500
7,850

5-28-22
5-21-22
5- 7-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6- 4-22

4-3022
4 30-22
4-23-22

6,000

6- 4-22

9.000
6,000

6-18-22
3-12-22

INC.

PICTURES

Boy
Crazy
(Doris May)
...5,000
Vermilion
Pencil
(Sessue Hayakawa)
4,900
The
Bigamist
(Ivy
Duke)
5,300
The
First Woman
4.950
Queen o' the Turf
5,000
Gay and Devilish
(Doris
May)
4,800
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) . .5,700
The Son of the Wolf
4.790

3- 5-22
3-19-22
42-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
6-18-22
5-21-22
6- 4-22

Some Short Reels
"Cops" — Buster Keaton — First National
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Once more Buster Keaton rings the bell. His latest comedy
"Cops" is just as funny as "The Boat" and will bring down
the house with laughter. The comedy gags roll out one after
another and lead to a side splitting climax in which Buster is
chased all over the lot by about 300 cops. Never have so many
cops been assembled before in a short subject and in no comedy have the devices used to evade capture been so ingenious.
And through all this Buster sails quickly and quietly; not once
does his serious expression break and not once does he forestall a gag. .As the reels unravel the laughs get closer together until at the finish it becomes all one long ripple. Such
was the effect, when this comedy was shown to a Broadway
audience on a hot, humid night.
Buster loves his girl but she refuses his advances and tells him
to become a business man and earn a lot of money before she
will marry him. He manages to find a purse with some money
and also manages to prevent the owner from recovering his
loss. With this money he sets out to conquer the world. In
another part of town a family are about to move. Buster buys
the furniture from a pretender and gets a horse and wagon to
move it. The people think he is the expressman and help him
load up the wagon which he drives off. With the aid of an
extension coat rack and a l)0,xing glove Buster makes a signalling arm that not only stops traffic but knocks down the traffic
cop. At one place Buster discovers that his old horse is not
very responsive. He gets down and clasps a pair of earphones on the horse's jjead; then returning to his seat, rings
him up on the telephone and tells him to move on. The horse
understands and moves on. And all this time the family are
at their new house waiting for their furniture!
As luck would have it Buster sails his wagon of furniture
into the main avenue where a police parade is taking place.
In the grand stand is Buster's girl and her father who is
mayor of the town. The wagon stops before the grand stand
and Buster searches his pockets for a match to light his cigarette. Just then a thug throws a bomb from the roof of a
building and it lands on Buster's wagon. Buster uses the fuse
to light his cigarette, then he throws the bomb to the cops.
This starts the grand chase in which about 300 cops run Buster
all through the town and then back again to where he started.
The furniture is wrecked to atoms by the onrush of the cops.
Many times he is surrounded or cornered but manages to slip
out. And all this time the family wait on the steps of their
new home for the furniture! In the end Buster runs into jail
for safety. The cops pile in after him and when they are all
in he slips out from under and locks them in. But his girl
rejects him and he throws open the doors. The next flash
shows a little tomb stone on which rests Buster's hat — but
even this, after he himself is dead, hangs at a saucy angle.
Buster Keaton is irresistible and you can make no mistake
if you show him to your audience. His popularity has grown
and is on the ascent. He is the chief attraction of many a
program and threatens to remain so.
Official Urban Movie Chats No. 22— Hodkinson
Type of production

1 reel magazine

. This number of the Official Chats leaves out the usual prelude, quoting some prominent man on prosperity and success,
or telling your audience a two-by-four moral of "early to bed
and carlv to rise."
It leaves out all this and begins with pic-

tures. Nina Wilco.x Putnam, the popular novelist, is shown
in her country home. She takes a few moments to advise her
fat friends how to reduce by the use of a liberal diet. She
tells you what to avoid and what to eat. Manila hemp is the
subject of the industrial section. The machines that twist the
hemp into ropes are illustrated. This section, however, would
have been more complete if one or two shots were obtained
showing the hemp as it grows. Some interesting shots of the
copper rooster on top of the beautiful skyscraper in New York
are next shown. The bird is thirteen feet high and ten feet
wide and is said to be the largest weather vane in the world.
Views from the top of the building fill a good portion of this
review which ends with a series of shots of animals in the zoo.
There are but five subjects to this number of the review. The
scientific and sport sections that were featured in the earlier
numbers of this series are entirely missing from the last two
or three. The omission of the sermon at the start of the reel
will be welcomed by many.
Pathe Review No. 163
Type of production

1 reel magazine

The opening shots of this number of Pathe Review take you
on a personally conducted tour to Maritzburg, South Africa.
The streets are lined with white men, negroes, dwarfs and
children. The rickshaw men adorn themselves with gay masks
and horns to prove they are equal to the beasts of burden. A
special scientific study in evolution appears in this number of
the review under the title of "Where Did You Get Your Face."
Special drawings show the angle that the face makes with the
base of the brain. Skulls of primitive men and ancient animals
show, step by step, how man developed his forehead. This is
followed by a little novelty showing a table and chairs in action.
The cards deal by themselves and the chips move automatically
and a whole game of poker is played without the aid of humans.
In the arts and crafts section you see how the Navajo Indians
make their rugs and a little nature chapter shows a mother
bird feeding her young. The subject matter of this number of
the review is quite varied and filled with interest. It is well
up to the new high standard set for this series.
"The Gyro-Designer and Smoke- Rings" — Kineto Review
Type of production
1 reel popular science
Here is another of Prof. P. F. Smith's popular scientific reels.
This time a gyro-designer is constructed before the camera
from the simplest of materials. A tin funnel is attached to a
gyroscope top and filled with white sand. The other end of
the top is suspended to a wooden rod which is free to swing.
The sand pours in a thin line through an opening in the funnel
and when the top is spun elaborate designs are traced with
the sand. The second series of experiments in this instructive
reel deal with smoke rings. Rings of smoke are first made
in the natural way by smoking tobacco and then they are
made experimentally. A round hole is cutjnto a tin can and
a sheet of rubber stretched across the opposite end. When
the can is filled with smoke and the rubber bottom is struck,
rings pufif out of the opening. Various kinds of smoke is
manufactured and an animated drawing shows the detailed
anatomy of a smoke ring. The reel is instructive and will hold
the attention 'of the average audience. It does not contain the
appeal of the soap-bubble reel in the same series, but it is
well up to the Prof. Smith's standard.

Short Reels
"Crime in a Big City" — Aesop's Fables — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
"Those who lay traps for others often get caught by their
own bait," is the moral of this number of Aesop's Fables. The
story is told of how the old farmer goes to tlie city and his
little dog follows him and saves him from the schemes of
crooks and gamblers. In one scene the farmer meets a flapper
who cleans out his pockets but the little dog saves his master's
property by taking them back from the girl's flapping galoshes.
In tlie gambling den the farmer plays poker with two "oxes,
who pass cards to each other under the tai)le. The little dog
liowever manages to get the cards and give tiiem to his boss.
When the gamblers hold five aces, then it is time to quit, and
the farmer scoops up the coin and runs. They make a neat
escape and return to the country. The animation is amusing
and contains some very comical situations. It is well up to
the average of the series and will please any audience.

"Such is Life Where Paris Shops"— R-C Pictures
Type production
1 reel travel cartoon
The latest Hy Mayer Travelaugh is one of the most amusing
of the entire series so far. First of all there are some interesting shots of the Paris shops and shoppers showing the hurrying
crowds and there is also a view of Paris's stock exchange. The
artist, as usual, selects the more interesting types for his
sketches which fade into the reality in a manner that always
provides a laugh. Scenes of the markets and side-walk venders furnish interesting material for sketches that are preceded
by cleverly written sub-titles. One in particular was that which
said the merchants gradually began to look like the things they
sold. There follows a sketch which fades into a woman fish
peddler and the comparison wasn't over-drawn either. The
reel is entertaining and should make up a good part on any
program.
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LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless
Youth
Evidence

Footage

ENT,

5,700
5,000

Feb.

19

The

RuUng

26

Fair

Lady

Passion
(Rex

4-16-22
6-18-22

FOX

5,000
5,000
6,900
5.000

Arliss)

FILM

MFG.

4-16-22
4-16-22
6-11-22

7,000

1-29-22

6,400

3 2622

6.422
5.481
7.748
4,500
.4,566
4,668
4,313
4,433
4,225
4.231
5,000
4,211
4,450

3- 5-22
5- 7-22
(i 25-22
4- 2-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22

W. W. HODKINSON

4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22

PATHE

6-25-22

5,840
6,000
7,000

3-12-22
4- 2-22
6-18-22

4,950

4-16-22

5,000
5.000

3-26-22

4,600

4-9-22

5,000

5-28-22

5,951

INC.

LEWIS
Herbert
Prizma
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

PRODUCERS,

INC.

J. SELZNICK

The Whirlwind

ENTERPRISES

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(IS episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and
Railroad
Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star

Comedies

(1

reel):

When

Eve

Fell,

No

License

(Billy

Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pprk- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai,
Dexie.
Sketchografs
(I reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

INC.

(IS episodes). The Branded Four

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

EXCHANGE,

Kaufman Masterpieces.
Color Pictures.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.

•

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED

CORP.

Go Get 'Em Hutch
(Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop
Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

REEL RELEASES
EXHIBITORS,

PICTURES

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. S2
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
The Sheik's Wife
Too
Much
Business
My
Wild
Irish Rose
Earle Williams
The
Man
From
Downing
Street
Corinne
Griffith
Island Wives
A
Virgin's
Sacrifice
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty
Conscience
Wm. Duncan-Edith Johnson
The
Silent
Vow
Alice Calhoun
The Angel
of Crooked
Street
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber

ASSOCIATED

CORPORATION

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray
Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

CO.

Jewal Features
Wild
Honey
(Priscilla Dean)
The Trap
(Lon
Chaney)
The
Storm
Universal Features
The
Bear
Cat (Hoot Gibson)
The Man Under Cover
(Herbert
Rawlinson) ..
A Wonderful Wife (Miss Du Pont)
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank
Mayo)
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
Step On It (Hoot
Gibson)
Kissed
(Marie
Prevost)
The
Black
Bag
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
Out of the Silent North
(Frank
Mayo)
Her
Night
of Nights
(iMarie Prevost)
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot
Gibson)

SHORT

FILM

GOLDWYN

Beach's)

UNIVERSAL

EXHIBITORS

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

ARTISTS

(Geo

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

Exchanges)

H-UKcuc O'Brien Star Series
The
Prophet's
Paradise
Chaiining
of the Northwest
Conway Tearle Star Series
Love's
Masquerade
Special Productions
Reported
Missing
(Owen
Moore)
A Woman of No Importance

UNITED

FIRST

Reviewed

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds ol
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel) :
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De
Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary and Cartooni
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reels)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), IS episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), IS episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL
(weekly).

EXCHANGES,

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Serial:
Burns).
(Bobby
King Cole Comedies
Comedies:
(1 reel), issued weekly.
(Chas. Urban)
Review
Kineto

^^

INDEPENDENT
ItclMU

Date

Footage

AFFILIATED

I Am

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

ARROW

FILM

Tin- Innocent
Clicat
Chain
Lightning

ARTCLASS

After Six

Days

ASSOCIATED
AYWON

They're

Oflf

FILM

GEORGE

The Sign of the Rose

CORP.

J. STUART

The Glorious Adventure

5- 7-22

5,000
5.000

6-25-22
3-12-22

10.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

CORP.

Beban)

BLACKTON

(Lady Diana Manners)

Doodle Jr

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

COMMONWEALTH

Adventures

4,800

5 21-22

7,000

3-12-22

7,000

4-30-22

5,000

3-19-22

The

Hidden

Watch

Light

PHIL

Him

Julius

Step

5,800

PICTURES

CORP.
4,800

KLEINE

Caesar

EQUITY
Is My

PICTURES

Wandering

EXCEPTIONAL

His Nibs

(Chic

Sales)

FIDELITY

Boy

PICTURES
CORP.

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The
Fighting
Kentuckians

HOUDINI

The

Man

From

PICTURE

CORP.

Beyond

GEO. H. HAMILTON

Give Me My
Son
In Self Defense

J. W. FILM
Should

a

Wife

Work

LEE

Stockton)

& BRADFORD

Determination
The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Reiner)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine
Earle) . .
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

SOL

Trouble

(Jackie

Coogan)

FILM

CO.

Point

PRODUCERS

2-12-22

4,548
5,000

4-16-22
5-21-22

7,000

2- 5-22

4,951

SECURITY

Star

reel

Dramas

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald
Hall)
5.000
Dazzling Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5.000
She Paid (Marjorie
Rambeau)
5.000
Mrs.
Belfame
(Nance
O'Neil)
5,000

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS,

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

EXPORT

SALES

each).

AND

INC.

IMPORT

(Truman

FEDERATED

FILM

Van

FILM

Dyke

CO.

and Elinore Field), IS

EXCHANGE

Banks Comedies (2 reels) : Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloon>, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Diziy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

FILM

5,800

PICTURES

CORP.

FILM

episodes.

Jimmy

Callahan,

MARKET,

12 2-reels.

GAUMONT

INC.

COMPANY

News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episode*.

HERALD

Mack

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.

HORIZON

Norma
Invisible

Talmadge

Reissues

Moonlight

INC.

Knight, Full of Spirit, Sec

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

(each

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Ray Series:
Ruth Cliflford and Jack Sheril (IS episodes)
feet) ; (2 reels) : Sweethearts,
Service
Stripes, He's
In
The Conquering Hero.

LEE

31,000
Again,

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
(2 reels) : Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Why
Isle.

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC

4,800
5,000
5,000 - 4-30-22
5,000

is Arizona

(1

3-12-22

PICT. CORP.

W. M. SMITH

FILM

C.

8,807

5,164
5,496

David
and Jonathan
Her
Story
The
Night
Riders
Brenda's
Heritage

B.

Monty

The Man Worth While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

TRI-STAR

C.

2- S-22

6-18-22

CORP.

2 reels).

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

6,800

5,800

NATIONAL

(each

AYWON

Serial: The Jungle Goddess

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.

CORP.

Harry Carey:
IS Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen
Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

2-19-22
4-30-22

3- S-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

CORP.

PICTURES

Westerns

5,000
5,800

5.000
4.314
5,000

RIGHTS

IS episode*.

FILM

DOMINANT

Retribution

PROD.

15

Western

3-19-22

So This

Series:

4-16-22

5,000
6,000
6.000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

SECOND

ARROW

CLARION

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr. Potter
of Texas
Trail of the Law
The
Man
Who
Paid

RIALTO

Lincoln),

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half

5-28-22

3-26-22

OF T. S. S. CORP.

CELEBRATED

5,000

6,500

DISTRIBUTING

6,200

CORP.

BROS.

Gordon)

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels) : Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
foi a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Htr
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardatb XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men, The
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Gump (1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

LESSER

PACIFIC

Girl From
Rocky
False
Brands
The
Forest
King

5,748

5.000
4 23-22
5,000
4-23-22
Footage
RevieweO

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reel*), Liquoriat
Lips (2 reels).

CORP.

(Edith

(Elmo

5- 7-22

CORP.

Tonight

PICTURES

of Tarzan

AYCIE

INC.

Blaze Away
(Big Boy Williams)
The Trail of Hate
(Big Boy
Williams)
Where

(Vera

ALLIED

Success

(Richard Talmadge)

DI LORENZO,

Friend

CORP.

REELS-STATE

5.000

GOLDSTONE

GEORGE

Best

SHORT

2 26-22

M. J. BURNSIDE
Yankee

Your

ADVENTURES

BEBAN

(Geo.

6,500

PICT. EXPLOITATION

Man From Hell's River
Ridijj'
'rt'ild
Releane Date

WARNER

PHOTOPLAYS

The Wolverine (Helen Gibion)
Croiaing
Trails
(Pete
Morrison)
Ghost
City (Helen
Holmes)

WESTERN

Reviewed

CORP.

PICTURES

FEATURES

4-23-22

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 re«l).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reals).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
Onea-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (IS episodes).

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Irving Cummings
Cissy Fitzgerald
Sacred

Films

(1 reel)

CORPORATION
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SACRED

FILMS,

INC.

2,000
2.000

f-. John H. Kunsky's Marvellous Madison Theatre
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American company offers George Bernard Shaw
$500,000 for his stories.
Alack Sennett to make 24 two reelers for First National and some features, number undetermined.
Wednesday
Two arbitration boards in New York City.
Hoy Reporting Service extending into new exchange
centers.
I'riangle
company.stock

involved

in

suit

of

Kessels

against

Southern California exhil)itors back Sydney S. Cohen.
J. L. Frothingham shifts release from First National
to American Releasing.
Thursday

FLOWER

Goldwyn
Florence Vidor in

-Admission tax figures show better business in May.
Fox specials to play Strand, New York. First two
announced.

HEAVEN

xAlIen creditors grant company

time extension. First

National reported ready to advance $100,000.'
Will H. Hays, W. W. Hodkinson and S. L. Rothafel
address General Federation of Women's
Chautauqua,
N. Y.
cure better films.

Urge women's

Western and Northern New

Clubs at

support to se-

York reported in support

of Sydney S. Cohen.
Goldwyn stock to be listed on New York Stock Exchange.
Friday
Arthur S. Friend and Lewis J. Selznick reported in
deal.
Distributors promise 908 features for next year.
J. A. Quinn launching better films move in Chicago.
Big Feature Rights Corp. to make 12 a year.
U. B. O. books 22 Paramount pictures ; 2,000 days involved.
Saturday
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dustry. Myers launches scorching attack against inSenator
Denis Ricaud. head of French Pathe, coming here to
establish connection.

** Pardoning the bad is injuring the good** —Benjamin Franklin,
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Jack Holt Pleasing and Story is Entertaining
Jack Holt in
"WHILE
SATAN
SLEEPS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Joseph Henabery
Peter B. Kyne
Albert S. LeVino
Faxon Dean

AS A WHOLE
A first class entertainment; unusual comedy drama that has sure-fire appeal
STORY
Mixes laughs and sobs in true-to-life
fashion ; forceful and given splendid treatment
DIRECTION
Very good; tells story smoothly,
holds attention and always makes things convincing
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Does fine work in role that is very much
different from what he usually has
SUPPORT. .... .Suitable and well directed; Fritzi
Brunette, leading lady
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Shows care
CHARACTER OF STORY
Thief assumes role
of minister and is reformed through his own
impersonation
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,069 feet
Peter B. Kyne's Saturday Evening Post story "The
Parson of Panamint," serves as the l:)asis of the vehicle in which Jack Holt makes his first single stellar
appearance. He has previously been co-starred but
in "While Satan Sleeps," the title given the adaptation
of Albert S. LeVino, Holt is the one and only star.
He has long deserved a part such as he has in this,
one which gives him every opportunity to prove his
capability and he, certainly succeeds. Holt has an interesting personality and a manner that seems to make
whatever he does thoroughly convincing. The role
of the minister's son who becomes a thief and later

Good Combination of Appeal That

is reformed by his own impersonation of a clergyman,
affords the star particularly desirable opportunities
which
start. permit him to win over his audience from the
"\\'hile Satan Sleeps" offers a worth while entertainment and judging from the manner in whifh it
was received at the Rivoli, it will satisfy. From the
way they applauded at the close it would appear that
it pleased them all and it is not unlikely that it will
prove equally entertaining in all theaters because it
contains real audience appeal. The story blends pathos
with humor in a particularly effective aud true-to-life
fashion that readily grasps the .spectator's attention
and holds it all the way through. It is interesting
from start to finish.
Director Henabery has given the story a very careful and satisfying production. There are times when
he might have overstepped the bounds both in the
comedy and dramatic sequences but nothing is exaggerated and even where there might be a tendency on
the part of the spectator not to take things seriously,
careful direction makes it sincere and convincing.
This is especially so in connection with the conversion
of the thief and the scenes between the impostorminister and the dying dance hall girl. They'll laugh
at the comedy and choke a little in the dramatic
scenes.
The star is surrounded by a thoroughly capable and
well suited cast. Wade Boteler is a fine type for his
pal, "Red" Barton ; Fritzi Brunette is the girl who
waits for him to settle his account in jail and Betty
Francisco is the daughter of the leading churchman
in Panamint. Others are Mabel Van Buren, J. P.
Lockney, Bobbie Mack and Herbert Standing.
Story : The people of Panamint eventually learn
from his own lips that their minister is an impostor, a
thief. His reformation is brought about through the
death of a dance hall girl. He is joined by his father,
a clergyman ; he serves an unfinished jail sentence and
is rewarded by the girl who waits for him.

Makes It Pleasing to Majority

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It looks like you can not only please your patrons

and pathos is mixed you can feel doubly certain of

with "\Miile Satan Sleeps" but also please your box
office. It has both audience and box office appeal and

pleasing them. Be sure to mention the author's name
and the fact that the story appeared in the Saturday

you couldn't ask for a better combination. You can't
judge every individual's taste but to the majority, Jack
Holt, in his first single starring production, promises
to l)e comjiletely satisfying.
If von know vour folks favor stories in which humor

Evening Post as "The Parson of Panamint." The star
has a following and you can count on gaining more
admirers for him with "W'hile Satan Sleeps." Catchlines will give you an idea of the story and the usual
exploitation methods will get them in.
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Well Handled Story and Attractive Star in This Good Entertainment
Corinne Griffith in
"DIVORCE COUPONS"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Webster Campbell
Ethel Watts Mumford

SCENARIO
BY
William B. Courtney
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Shelderfer
AS A WHOLE
Real audience appeal and especially fine vehicle for star ; offers a first rate
entertainment
STORY

Splendidly handled, given excellent production ;contains new angle on unhappy marriage theme
DIRECTION
Very good; uses particularly good
judgment in bits that might easily have been
overdrawn
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Appealing and proves capable of putting
over emotional role convincingly ; beautifully
photographed
SUPPORT
Especially well suited and satisfying; Holmes E. Herbert very good in leading
part; Mona Lisa uses repression carefully;
others who do good work are Cyril Ring, Vincent Coleman and Diana Allen
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fine Southern atmosphere
In keeping with the story
Good

CHARACTER OF STORY
Poor girl plans rich
marriage anticipating a divorce and substantial
alimony but falls in love with husband whom
she nearly loses because of her previous plans
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.5,249 feet
Ethel Watts Mumford's story is the best and strongest vehicle Corinne Griffith has had in some time. It
not only provides a 1)roader role for the star Iiut contains a genuinely fine audience appeal. "Divorce
Coupons" offers a new and interesting angle on the un-

happy marriage problem that adds to its value as entertainment and lifts it out of the hackneyed rut of
pictures of this type. "Divorce Coupons" is capable
of claiming distinctiveness and is certainly an appropriate story for Corinne Griffith.
Director Webster Campbell has provided a very
worth while production and in the early sequences
there is a delightfully realistic Southern atmosphere.
Very beautiful locations are found in the picture and
excellent photography is another good point. In the
exterior shots particularly, well judged camera work
makes the views all the more pleasing.
The director handles the story very carefully and
with the exception of spending just a little too much
footage in the climax, his work is better than the average. The interest is splendidly sustained throughout
and the method of development is such that you cannot complain of it being at all obvious. There is no
anticipation of the ending in "Divorce Coupons." The
murder ni} stery episode is skillfully handled and a
good suspense established.
Corinne Griffith, first as the daughter of a poor but
aristocratic Southern family, and later as the wife of
the millionaire, is the outstanding attraction of the
film. She makes the most of the varied opportunities
presented and in the emotional moments uses a proper
restraint. She is always gorgeously gowned. Holmes
E. Herbert and Mona Lisa do very well in the roles of
next importance. The cast, on the whole, is a good
one.
Story : Linda Catherton marries the rich and notorious Roland Bland fully convinced that she will divorce
him but she finds herself in love with Bland who is devoted to her. Con, a former Pal of Bland's, finds that
Bland is so much in love with his wife that he cannot
rule him any longer. His plan to separate the couple
ends in his own death at the hands of a woman who
loves Bland but is near death. She kills Con to save
Bland's happiness.

You Can Make Promises and It Should Be Worth While Getting Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The above synopsis is a very meagre outline of the
story of "Divorce Coupons." It contains many more
complications and interesting twists, particularly in
connection with the woman, Ishtar Lane, the psychic,
a character which adds a touch of mystery and suspense to the story. The production offers a very
suitable entertainment and you can make promises for
it and tell them it is the best story the star has had
lately.

You might use catchlines referring to the girl who
married to obtain a divorce and alimony hut found
herself in love with her husband. They will do for an
idea of the story, but it is so much more interesting
than you can suggest in lines, that it might be better
to keep them guessing. Work to get them in because
they should be well satisfied. Give the star good
prominence and display plenty of stills. Tell them
about her beautiful gowns.

OPEN MARKET
Some Pointers About

Betty Blythe
tn

How
Star

Story

Cast

Women

Love

Betty Blythe fresh from her triumphs in "The Queen of
Sheba," "Fair Lady" and "His Wife's Husband." The
most beautiful dramatic artist on the American screen.
Story founded on "The Dangerous Inheritance" by Izola
Forrester, published as a novel by Houghton-Mifflin, now
being syndicated in leading newspapers throughout the
country. An elaborate society melodrama of metropolitan
life against a background of wealth and operatic Bohemia.
Supporting Miss Blythe are the following players : Gladys
Hulette, Robert Frazer, Charles Lane, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Harry Sothern, Henry Sedley, Katherine Stewart, Templar
Saxe and Signor Salerno. These names must carry weight
with all genuine "fans" and experienced exhibitors.

Director

Kenneth Webb, who has been with the Whitman Bennett
Studios almost continually since leaving Famous Players.
He directed Miss Blythe in "Fair Lady" and "His Wife's

Scenario
Sets

Atmosphere

Husband."
By Dorothy Farnum, who wrote the scripts for "Fair
Lady" and "His Wife's Husband" — regular writer for the
Whitman Bennett studios in conjunction with productions
directed by Mr. Webb.
By Elsa Lopez formerly with Griffith and Famous Players —
art director for "Fair Lady" and "His Wife's Husband."
The sets will be as elaborate as any ever constructed by the
Whitman Bennett Studios for First National or United.
The atmosphere combines New York "high society" and
"Bohemia." It is correct to the most minute detail. Two
hundred extra and type artists are used in the "society
opera" episode alone.

B. B. PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

JAMES A. GAUSMAN, Sales Manager
15 West 44th Street, New York City
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Hughes'

First

"THE

as Author-Director

WALL FLOWER"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Rupert Hughes
AUTHOR
Rupert Hughes
SCENARIO BY
Rupert Hughes
CAMERAMAN
John J. Mescall
AS A WHOLE
Satisfying amusement
at first
but drifts into illogical dramatic business toward close
STORY

A slightly new

angle on the Cinderella

theme; really a comedy-tragedy;
pleasing
for
those who do not mind it being far-fetched
DIRECTION
Good in early reels with deft comedy touches; latter reels not wholly convincing
nor very well directed
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
PLAYERS
Colleen Moore an interesting figure
and convincing in the principal part; a suitable
cast including Richard Dix, Gertrude Astor,
Rush Hughes, Dana Todd and others
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY, . . Awkward and homely
girl is transformed into graceful and attractive
girl by woman whose sweetheart she falls in
love with
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5.228 feet
This is Rupert Hughes' first production in which
he is both author and director. "The Wall Flower"
is, on the whole, a satisfactory oiTering which contains
a story at first amusing- and grathially drifting into a
more serious dramatic trend that really borders on
tragedy. It is an unusual coml:)ination but the development is logical enough e\'cn when incidents themselves are not. It is a more or less cinderella theme
with a slightly new angle.
The first few reels of the picture contains
sotne

Should

Please the Average

DAILV

is Amusing Though Far-Fetched
amtismg situations that will register as good entertauuuent with a big enough majority unless they hap])en to be the kind that demands strictly consistent
incidents and object to anything far-fetched. The
happenings in the life of "The Wall Flower" (Colleen
Moore) are a trifle strained. It isn't plausible that a
girl of her station should seek a place at a college
prom and she certainly would never attemjn to get
by with the get-up which she wears. Natural intuition would tell her she'd be laughed out of the place.
However, the idea carries a suitable comic angle which
the author has taken advantage of to provide amusement and for those who will accept it as such, it fills
the purpose.
The result of Hughes' first directorial cfi'ort is a
picture of average satisfaction. It might have been
more than this but the latter' reels are not nearly as
good as the first and he apparently was at a loss as to
how he should end it. The conclusion looks like an
afterthought. The logical ending would follow the
girl's sacrifice when she gives up the man she loves
because the woman who proved to be her fairv godmother isalso in love with him. But an anti-climactic
trailer brings about the happy ending in a fairly awkward fashion. The sub-titles throughout are good.
Colleen Moore ofi^ers a delightful pantomine as the
homely girl. She is convincingly awkward and works
hard for the feature's success.
Story : Phin I^arrabee plays a joke on his pal, Roy
Duncan, and gives him the name of Idalene Nobbin
as the pretty girl Roy danced with at a prom. Roy
invites Idalene to the next dance but finds Idalene is
a homely, awkward "Wall Flower." When thev laugh
and joke about her Idalene goes out and runs in front
of an auto. The occupant, rich Pamela Shiel, takes
Idalene to her home and cares for her. She transforms her into an attractive young girl and after complications are set aside Idalene marries Breen, formerly Pamela's lover.

Audience. Exploit the Title

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

l'\)r the average audience, "The Wall Flower"
should i)ro\e a thoroughly satisfying feature. They
won't likely pick it apart for logic, reason, etc. but
will accept it for the laughs it contains and a more or
less effective heart interest which it creates for its
heroine. Colleen Moore, in the role of "The Wall
Flower," is capable of getting their sympathy and toward the close she fulfills the motto of "clothes make
the woman" without. a doubt.

Most any type of cinderella story fills the bill with
the average crowd. Use the author's name and tell
them he wrote and directed this one. Appeal to your
local high school boys and girls by telling them about
the girl who went to the i)rom and was laughed at.
Your own exploitation along these lines should get
them interested. You can promise them they'll like
Colleen Moore in "The Wall Flower." Play up the
title.
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Good Acting and Careful Direction
Florence Vidor in
"THE REAL ADVENTURE"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
DIRECTOR
King Vidor
AUTHOR
: . . Henry Kitchell Webster
SCENARIO BY
Mildred Considine
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Careful and intelligent handling
of familiar theme makes interesting and satisfying entertainment
STORY
A new angle on the neglected
wife
story; proves its point conclusively and maintains good interest
Good; tells story in straightDIRECTION
forward fashion and particularly good in that he
wastes no footage on unnecessary detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Generally all right
STAR
Appealing, very pretty, and possesses a
good deal of charm.
Plays the part with sincerity
EXTERIORS
Pretty snoW shots in beginning
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife whose husband refuses to take her into business confidences leaves him until she makes good at a
career, wins his respect and his love
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
King Vidor has taken a fairly familiar theme for
Miss Vidor's latest starring vehicle, but by skillful
handling and deft touches he makes "The Real Adventure" a satisfying entertainment that will go over
well in most houses. He uses the material at hand
intelligently and always to the best advantage, proving the point of the story conclusively and to the
spectator's satisfaction.
One of the best features of Vidor's direction is his
entire omission of unessential detail.
At no time does

Sunday, July 2, 1922

Put It Over

he waste footage on incidents that have l)ut a vague
connection with the story. This is obvious throughout the picture and there are times when he might
readily have gone into detail, such as in the beginning,
when his hero and heroine meet. There are no prolonged situations, no long scenes showing the courtship, the wedding, etc, just brief shots including the
meeting, love at first sight, and the honeymoon. He
gets right into his story without a waste of time. The
story deals with the familiar neglected wife.
However, Henry Kitchell AVelister has conceived a
new angle to the situation that is brought out effectively in Vidor's production. In this case it is not
neglect 1:)rought about through the husband's lack of
affection for his wife, but the want of a better understanding between them. He holds his wife in the
light of a toy and treats her as such while she begs to
be taken into his confidences, to share his brain. This
is an unusual twist.
Production values are up to the standard. Settings
are in keeping with the story and the snow shots in
the opening reel are especially attractive. The subtitles might have been a little better.
.
Florence Vidor, both as the wife and later as the
costume designer, is appealing and possesses a charm
that will reach her audience. She plays with a sincerity that makes the part real. Clyde Fillmore is
not the most attractive of leading men but his work is
satisfactory. Others are Nellie P. Saunders, Lilyan
McCarthy and Philip Ryder.
Story : Rodney Aldrich, a brilliant lawyer, prefers
to "baby" his wife rather than have her share his
business worries and triumphs. Rose is unhappy and
determines to prove to him that she, too, has brains.
She leaves him and joins a theatrical company as
chorus girl, from which she graduates into costume
designer. She becomes famous for her work as a designer and is just about to sign a contract with Ziegfeld when Rodney comes for her, admits his mistake
and takes her home.

Promise a Pleasing Star and a New

Angle on Familiar Theme

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The general run of picture patrons should find "The
Real Adventure" an agreeable entertainment. Regardless ofwhether the story holds a particular appeal
for them or not, they will hardly kick because their
attention is held and they will like Florence Vidor.
Her performance is sincere and she will be favorably
received by practically everyone. She is beautiful
and has a very pleasing personality.

You can promise a new angle on the marital problem
and a good production. Use the director's name and
recall any of his previous productions you may have
shown such as "Woman Wake Up," with Florence
Vidor, a recent release, and last year, "The Sky Pilot."
A good selection of stills in the lobby will attract your
patrons and catchlines with the title should serve to
bring them in.
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Russell Has Good Role in Latest Release
William Russell in
"A

SELF

MADE
Fox

At the outset the picture doesn't ])r()niisc very nuic!i
because the comedy business is made up of silly
situations in which the star is a i)leasure loving son

MAN"

DIRECTOR
Rowland V. Lee
Horace Lorimer
Geo.
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Monte M. Katterjohn
CAMERAMAN
David Able
AS A WHOLE. . . .Starts off as weak comedy; works
up to live, actionful feature that will appeal to
lovers of hero tales
STORY
Not startlingly original but serves as
good vehicle for star and will satisfy his admirers
DIRECTION
Fair at first though very good in
working up to exciting climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
AH right
Has plenty of good opportunities in this
STAR
and makes good use of them
SUPPORT
Adequate; includes Renee Adoree,
James
Gordon,
Richard
Tucker
and
Harry
Gribbon
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Few
Fair
disman
St.
Wall
CHARACTER OF STORY
owns son not inclined to work, goes away and
returns to find his son has saved his business
from ruin
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,920 feet
William Russell has about the strongest hero role

of a rich Wall St. man. A trained Ijear in the hero's
apartment is the only instrument of amusement, and
the animal's owner hiding under a bear rug is supposed to 1)e another mirth provoker. But once this
sequence is closed, the picture becomes interesting and
more a comedy-drama than a straight comedy.
The director has gotten in enough action to kcv\)
it moving and builds successfully toward tlie climax.
He does not keep the denouement entirely concealed,
but this is due partly to the fact that a title gives it
away. You are presented with the facts : two brokers,
each with a son ; the first man's son is in partnershi])
with his father and working for tiie lousiness, while
the second man's son prefers pleasure before business.
Since the second man's son is the star of the i)icture
and recognized hero of the story, you know he's bound
to turn out all right, especially after the first man says
"this is the kind of a son I have." The spectator
knows he's bragging too early in the picture.
However, the fight between the two sons for control of a certain stock, in the absence of their respective
parents, provides good excitement and a ])icture that
will satisfy Russell's admirers ])articularly. Renee
Adoree is hero's sweetheart who lends him the money
to put over the deal.

that he has had in some time in "A Self-Made Man,"
his latest Fox release. The story is based on one by

Story : Because of a misunderstanding Anita Gra\'
breaks her engagement to Jack S})urlock and follow-

George Horace Lorimer which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. It ofifers Russell a thorouj:jhly
appropriate role with a good variety of opportunities
which he makes good use of. The prize fight sequence
will offer a first rate thrill for the men and there is
sufficient action in the film to make it a satisfying
number lor any average crowd.

ing that Jack's father disowns him. Jack is working
as a society reporter and attends a dance given by
Anita. He overhears a conversation in which Hugo
Bonsall, son of one of his father's competitors, is planning to ruin the elder Spurlock. Jack decides to fight
and with Anita's financial help, he saves the liusincss
and wins back the girl's love.

Following Will Be Suited
Average Crowd and Star's
Analysis for the Exhibitor
Box Office

If you cater to an average audience and one that
is not hard to please you can satisfy them with "A
Self-Made Man." Where Russell has a following,
it will go very well and you can appeal particularly
to his admirers. It should be easy to get the men
in by telling them about the fight sequence and using
stills in the lob1)y that will let them know the picture
contains something
ticularly.

that will appeal to them

par-

Say that in "A Self-Made Man" Russell plays the
part of the son of a Wall St. man who was disowned
because he preferred pleasure to his father's business
l)ut later saved his father's com])any from ruin. Yon
can make promises for the stock market fight and
give the title good prominence.
can be effectively exploited.

It is a good one and
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Doris May's Latest is Farce Comedy
Doris May in
"THE

UNDERSTUDY"
R-C Pictures
DIRECTOR
William A. Seiter
AUTHOR
Ethel M. Hadden
SCENARIO BY
Beatrice Van
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Dubray
AS A WHOLE
Fairly amusing farce comedy
that is a bit silly at first but settles down to
better things after first reel or so.
STORY
Contains some originality and offers
satisfying
entertainment
though
pretty
farfetched
DIRECTION
Of average quality; provides fair
production and holds the interest satisfactorily
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Well suited and does good work; overacts a little in opening reel
SUPPORT
Wallace
MacDonald
good in hero
role ; Arthur
Hoyt a poor comedian ; others
Christine Mayo and Otis Harlan
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Adequate sets
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Understudy impersonates actress in a matter concerning a rich
young man and an objecting parent; she wins
both
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,557 feet
Doris May's latest picture is an improvement over
her recent releases but her story mterial is still a
bit weak. "The Understudy" is better than either
"Boy Crazy" or "Gay and Devilish," her last two
features, but it is not strong enough to make more
than an average entertainment. The business in the
early reels is inclined to be of a silly nature and resorts
to such worn-out slap-stick as the heroine sitting on a
hat pin and dancing awkwardly, finally whirling in
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of Fairly Amusing Quality

dizzy fashion and landing in a heap on the floor. This
might get laughs in a two-reel slap-stick comedy in
which
comedy.you expect it, l)ut it hardly amuses in a farce
After the first reel or. so Director Seiter gets away
from the frivolous stuff and settles down to a better
and more substantial kind of comedy that offers some
fairly original situations and amusing complications.
The idea of the rich father taking a chorus girl into
his home to reform her so that his son can marry her,
is pretty far-fetched but it provides suitable enough
screen material, gets over some laughs and at the same
time includes an interesting romance. Its ending is
more or less obvious but it isn't so much the fault of
the direction. The spectator just naturaljy anticipates
such a conclusion.
It would seem that a little more fun might have been
gotten out of the honeymoon sequence and it promises
to be much more amusing than it is. However, it
concludes by finding a suitor for the rejected star who
has been impersonated by her understudy.
Doris May is suited to the role of the understudy
and does good work for the most part. She overacts
occasionally in being too vivacious. Wallace MacDonald makes a satisfactory hero while Otis Harlan is
the unusual father. Christine Mayo is the actress who
loses out in the race for hero's afifections. Arthur
Ho3't seldom succeeds as a comedian.
Story : Grace Lorimer promises to have nothing
further to do with Tom Manning and sends her understudy, Mary Neil, to collect a check from Tom's father
for agreeing to see his son no more. Instead of handing over the check. Manning takes a fancy to Mary
who presents herself as Grace Lorimer, makes her
remain in his home with promises of a new life. Sometime later Manning wires his son to return. Complications follow but eventually Mary and Tom are happy
while Grace satisfies herself with Cathbert Vane, a
former suitor of Mary's.

Will Satisfy Star's Admirers and Ot hers Not Too Critical
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If they are not too critical and not to hard to anuise
you may satisfy them with "The Understudy" but if
they demand strong and original situations to please
them in the way of farce comedies, very likely the picture won't make a very favorable impression. Regardless of the fairly weak material, the interest is
satisfactorily sustained and they can't kick about not
having their attention held.

Where

the star has a following you will stand a

better chance of putting it over because it is better
than her last two productions and the title is one that
can be used effectively with catchlines and can stand
exploiting. Posters and stills will decorate the lobby
and attract attention. Wallace MacDonald is a wellknown leading man and his name might also be used.

it throW3 the li^ht of
truth on the a^e-old
problems of the
woman who loves
not wisely: but
too well.
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Joseph L. Plunkett is showing
it to the discriminating patrons
of the Strand, New York City, j
John H. Kunsky booked it in*^
stantly for the beautiful Mad^
ison Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
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Another Good Western With

Enough Action and Pleasing Star

Hoot Gibson in

The plot follows the usual western formula pretty
closely inchfding the hero, heroine and customary bad

"TRIMMED"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Harry Pollard
AUTHOR
Hapsburg Liebe
SCENARIO BY. . . . A. F. Statter and Wallace Clifton
CAMERAMAN
Sol Polito
AS A WHOLE
those who
excitement

Will appeal to western fans and
like action that affords plenty of

STORY
Offers star a good role and will please
his admirers ; of rather a familiar formula
DIRECTION
Adequate;
does
pretty
well to
hold interest and get in action because story is
fairly slight
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR

sheriff

DAILV

Is kept on the jump in role of war-hero

SUPPORT
Usual
types of western bad men,
Fred Kohler, Otto Hoffman and Dick Lareno a
good trio ; Patsy Ruth Miller hasn't very much
to do as leading lady
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Requisite
CHARACTER OF STORY
Political gang elect
war hero as sheriff thinking they can rule him
but they are greatly disappointed
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,583 feet
The last couple of Hoot Gibson releases show a big
improvement over his earlier features and following
the last one, "Step On It," which was very good,
comes "Trimmed," another that will fulfill all the demands of the admirer of westerns and gain some more
friends for the star. There is good action and it
affords the kind of excitement that suits the average
crowd — plenty of riding, a thrill or tw^o and a suitable
romantic touch.

A First Rate Number

men plotting the hero's downfall. Despite the familiarity and slight situations, the director has succeeded in
keeping the action coming and holds the interest satisfactorily. A grain of comedy now and then affords
some mild amusement between times. A few comic
touches miss fire but on the whole they register all
right. The welcome home reception staged for the
war hero's return will amuse them, particularly when
hero gets off a station before his own and misses the
welcome prepared for him. The leader of the band
overacts in his effort to get laughs but a colored
mammy and her kiddies are the real thing in this
sequence.
More laughs come from a trick mule.
A first rate thrill comes when hero crosses a high
suspension bridge which the villain has tampered
with, and is hurled into the canyon below. It would
have been more satisfactory to the spectator if the
director showed how hero made his miraculous escape from death in this bit. Gibson is kept busy from
start to finish in "Trimmed" and his pleasing personality should be gaining more admirers for him.
<
Story : Dale Garland, Centerville's war hero, gets
a big reception upon his return from France. Nebo
Slayter, political boss of the country, and his henchmen, run him for sheriff against John Millard, the incumbent, whom they can't "handle." Millard's daughter, Garland's childhood sweetheart, returns from
boarding school soon after her father's defeat. Garland learns from her of Slayter's dishonest schemes.
Slayter's ring quarrels with a moonshiner to whom
they had been furnishing "protection," and Young,
Slayter's tool, kills him. The girl sees the murder,
tells Dale who starts after the slayer and brings him in
after a terrific fight. Meanwhile the deputies have
arrested two of the slain man's accomplices. They
confess, implicating the whole ring and Garland jails
them all. He wins the love of the girl.

For Any Admirer of Western Pictures

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you showed (iibson's last feature. "Step On It,"
Exhibitors catering to a western loving crowd can
they liked it, make promises for this one and tell
and
It
patrons.
safely book "Trimmed" and satisf^ their
and get them mterlike it as well. , Try
them
1^^^
-1
1
•
-r
.
v
■
•.
.
.1
..
,,t matter that it isn t strikmglv origmal as long
,
doesn
.they'll
•;
• , ,■
i-..
ested m the star.
He has the right kind , ofr personality
as it contains plenty of action, some thrills and the ^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ .^ ^.^,^^ ^^^^ j^^ ^^_^^^^ ,^^^j
^^ pl^^^^
sort of material that goes over with admirers of this j^j^ audience.
Catchlines will tell the story and a
particular
style of entertainment.
"Trimmed"
fill the bill.

will trailer would be all you would need to bring them in
for the feature.

mmm
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e Strong, Definite Voice
of the Critics
In the city of the shams it attacks and
exposes this powerfully-directed, all-star
picture received amazingly fine reviews
in the dailies and drew more business
in the beautiful 600 seat Cameo Theatre
than other more widely advertised shows
drew into two nearby big competitive
first run houses.

QheHEROLDS
bresent

FALSE
FRONTS
From the story 6y
S. BARRET
McCORMICK
Directed 6y Samuel H Bradley
All-star cast including

BARBARA CASTLETON
FRANK LOSEE
EDWARD EARLE

EVENING TELEGRAM : "'False Fronts' will
be found very entertaining. It permits one to
leave the theatre in a very pleasant frame of
mind — which is, after all, what we go to the
theatre
for." TELEGRAPH: "'False Fronts' is an
MORNING
entertaining, well acted and well directed film
play. Edward Earle, who was recently crowned
'King of the Movies' plays the role of Keith
Drummond with the charm and all the upstanding attributes of a football hero and only son of
#

one of the F. F. Vs."
NEW YORK TIMES: "When people have ideas
which they independently seek to express in film
form, they are likely to contribute something
imaginative, or at least sincere, to the screen.
'False Fronts' was more simply and honestly
done than most pictures of its kind."
NEW YORK HERALD: "There is a potent
quality in this story of social hypocrisy. The
course of the young Southerner is refreshingly

r^

different from the customary triumphs of bluff"
THE SUN: "'False Fronts' is a wholesale conprosperity." demnation of making a big show of success,
forcefully enacted by Edward Earle, Barbara
Castleton and Frank Losee."
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In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporalioo, Limited
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Foreign Mystery Novelty Combines Horrors With Comedy
"NINE SECONDS FROM HEAVEN"
Rialto Productions — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Franklin Seites
AUTHOR
Franklin Seites
SCENARIO BY
Harry Chandlee Jessie
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Production built along foreign
standards filled with mystery interest and morbid horrors. Lacks the novelty of Caligari but
is nevertheless entertaining
STORY
Slow in starting.
Requires many titles
to explain the action. Turned into a joke at
the end
DIRECTION
Average.
Could have done much
better with the material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Too dark in many places
PLAYERS
Foreign cast.
Do good acting but
very obvious. Types will not appeal to average American
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich young man
bored with life rescues girl and in the end discovers that it is all the joke of his friends
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet
"Nine Seconds from Heaven" is different from anything that has come across the water. It is built purely upon foreign standards and will appear much too
morbid to many an audience. It contains reminiscences of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" but is Iniilt
upon a mystery that is clearly an invention and is so
mixed with comedy that it is difficult to take the melodramatic situations very seriously. The great points
in its favor is that it holds the attention in a remarkable way, is entertaining and different. The points
against the picture would be its extreme morljidness,
the very unattractive girls and young men in the leading roles and the fact that the hero fails to gain your
confidence or sympathy.

11

After many gruesome events, melodramatic situations and baffling mysteries you discover that it is all
a joke being played upon a worthless millionaire in
order to give him an interest in life; that the mysterious stranger is a theatrical manager, and the arch
villains all memliers of his company. The audience
will also feel that they have been the victims of a
clever ruse; that they have been led to believe all
this humbug, illustrated in realistic situations, only to
find that they have been jested with and lied to. The
great mistake is that the audience is not taken into
the confidence of the players, and this only for fear
of losing an element of suspense. It is true that in this
way the solution is withheld to the very end; but the
ridicule and humor would have been greater if the
audience were led into the secret. As it stands the
mystery is not over convincing and the ending apt
to be a little disappointing.
Many titles are needed to explain the story which
is well acted out by an able cast. The types of the
actors and their crude make-up will hardly appeal to
the average American audience, but the production as
a whole is highly interesting and absorbs the attention. The photography is good but typical of foreign
productions. The lightings in the interiors are verydark and uneven. The stock is poor and when projected presents granulations and flickers.
Story : Rich young man is about to kill himself for
want of diversion when he is visited by a stranger who
offers to supply him with a good deal of excitement.
They sign a contract and soon the young man discovers that he is the victim of a fraud. He finds that
two sisters have also been misled by the stranger with
the result that one of the girls has disappeared. She
was last seen at the house of a degenerate artist who
paints only the dead. Melodrama follows and the girl
is rescued only to disappear again on the eve of her
wedding. Once more the young man is about to shoot
himself when the stranger again a])pears and demands
the balance of the money due him on the contract.
Then you learn that it was all a joke an*d the two
sisters were show girls.

Foreign Mystery Production and Something DijSerent
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can safely promise them something different in
"Nine Seconds from Heaven." It is very different
from the average American picture and will satisfy
many who will welcome a change. Advertise it as a
European mystery production.
You might tell them something of the story, enough
to get them curious ; but do not give the solution
away or tell anything of the ending.
Use a trailer of

the rescue scenes showing how the girl is saved from
the power of the hypnotist. It might also be a good
idea to show some of the comedy shots so they know
that it is not all horrors. If your audience likes only
the conventional type of picture and there is any doubt
in your mind, then better see this one first, for you
know your people best.
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Belle of Alaska
(Chester
Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(Cliff
Smith)
5,000
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood)
5,000
The Cradle Buster
(Tuttle Waller)
6,000
Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000
The Lying
Truth
(Marion
Fairfax)
6,000
Sisters (International
Film)
1,000
The Hidden Woman
(Nanuet
Am,
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5,000
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Pictures) . .7,000
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The
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(Will Rogers)
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Glorious
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Against
the Wall
Watch
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Golden Dreams
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Boy
Crazy
(Doris May)
5,000
Vermilion
Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa)
4,900
The
Bigamist
(Ivy
Duke)
5,300
The
First Woman
4,950
Queen o' the Turf
5,000
Gay and Devilish
(Doris
May)
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The Glory of Clementina
(Pauline Frederick) . .5,700
The Son of the Wolf
4.790
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Tiffany Productions
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Lake)
The Face
Between
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Believing (Viola
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(Irene
Castle)
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(Noble Johnson)
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Some Short Reels
"Cops" — Buster Keaton — First National
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Once more Buster Keaton rings the bell. His latest comedy
"Cops" is just as funny as "The Boat" and will bring down
the house with laughter. The comedy gags roll out one after
another and lead to a side splitting climax in which Buster is
chased all over the lot by about 300 cops. Never have so many
cops been assembled before in a short subject and in no comedy have the devices used to evade capture been so ingenious.
And through all this Buster sails quickly and quietly; not once
does his serious expression break and not once does he forestall a gag. .'Vs the reels unravel the laughs get closer together until at the finish it becomes all one long ripple. Such
was the effect, when this comedy was shown to a Broadway
audience on a hot, humid night.
Buster loves his girl but she refuses his advances and tells him
to become a business man and earn a lot of money before she
will marry him. He manages to find a purse with some money
and also manages to prevent the owner from recovering his
loss. With this money he sets out to conquer the world. In
another part of town a fariiily are about to move. Buster buys
the furniture from a pretender and gets a horse and wagon to
move it. The people tliink he is the expressman and help him
load up the wagon whicii he drives off. With tlie aid of an
extension coat rack and a boxing glove Buster makes a signalling arm tliat not only stops traffic hut knocks down the traffic
cop. At one place Buster discovers that his old horse is not
very responsive. He gets down and clasps a pair of earphones on the horse's head; then returning to his seat, rings
him up on the telephone and tells him to move on. The horse
understands and moves on. And all this time the family are
at their new house waiting for their furniture!
As luck would have it Buster sails his wagon of furniture
into the main avenue where a police parade is taking place.
In the grand stand is Buster's girl and her father who is
mayor of the town. The wagon stops before the grand stand
and Buster searches his pockets for a match to light his cigarette. Just then a thug throws a bomb from the roof of a
building and it lands on Buster's wagon. Buster uses the fuse
to light- his cigarette, then he throws the bomb to the cops.
This starts the grand chase in whicli about 300 cops run Buster
all through the town and then back again to where he started.
The furniture is wrecked to atoms by the onrush of the cops.
Many times he is surrounded or cornered but manages to slip
out. And all this time the family wait on the steps of their
new home for the furniture! In the end Buster runs into jail
for safety. The cops pile in after him and when they are all
in he slips out from under and locks them in. But his girl
rejects him and he throws open the doors. The next flash
shows a little tomb stone on which rests Buster's hat — but
even this, after he himself is dead, hangs at a saucy angle.
Buster Keaton is irresistible and you can make no mistake
if you show him to your audience. His popularity has grown
and is on the ascent. He is the chief attraction of many a
program and threatens to remain so.
Official Urban Movie Chats No. 22— Hodkinson
Type of production
,
1 reel magazine
This number of the Ofificial Chats leaves out the usual prelude, quoting some prominent man on prosperity and success.
or telling your audience a two-by-four moral of "early to bed
'and earlv to rise."
It leaves out all this and begins with pic-

tures. Nina Wilcox Putnam, the popular novelist, is shown
in her country home. She takes a few moments to advise her
fat friends how to reduce by the use of a liberal diet. She
tells you what to avoid and what to eat. Manila hemp is the
subject of the industrial section. The machines that twist the
hemp into ropes are illustrated. This section, however, would
have been more complete if one or two shots were obtained
showing the hemp as it grows. Some interesting shots of the
copper rooster on top of the beautiful skyscraper in New York
are next shown. The bird is thirteen feet high and ten feet
wide and is said to be the largest weather vane in the world.
Views from the top of the building fill a good portion of this
review which ends with a series of shots of animals in the zoo.
There are but five subjects to this number of the review. The
scientific and sport sections that were featured in the earlier
numbers of this series are entirely missing from the last two
or three. The omission of the sermon at the start of the reel
will be welcomed by many.
Pathe Review No. 163
Type of production

1 reel magazine

The opening shots of this number of Pathe Review take you
on a personally conducted tour to Maritzburg, South Africa.
The streets are lined with white men, negroes, dwarfs and
children. The rickshaw men adorn themselves with gay masks
and horns to prove they are equal to the beasts of burden. A
special scientific study in evolution appears in this number of
the review under the title of "Where Did You Get Your Face."
Special drawings show the angle that the face makes with the
base of the brain. Skulls of primitive men and ancient animals
show, step by step, how man developed his forehead. This is
followed by a little novelty showing a table and chairs in action.
The cards deal by themselves and the chips move automatically
and a whole game of poker is played without the aid of humans.
In the arts and crafts section you see how the Navajo Indians
make their rugs and a little nature chapter shows a mother
bird feeding her young. The subject matter of this number of
the review is quite varied and filled with interest. It is well
up to the new high standard set for this series.
"The Gyro-Designer and Smoke- Rings" — Kineto Review
Type of production
1 reel popular science
Here is another of Prof. P. F. Smith's popular scientific reels.
This time a gyro-designer is constructed before the camera
from the simplest of materials. A tin funnel is attached to a
gyroscope top and filled with white sand. The other end of
the top is suspended to a wooden rod which is free to swing.
The sand pours in a thin line through an opening in the funnel
and wlien the top is spun elaborate designs are traced with
the sand. The second series of experiments in this instructive
reel deal with smoke rings. Rings of smoke are first made
in the natural way by smoking tobacco and then they are
made experimentally. A round hole is cut into a tin can and
a sheet of rubber stretched across the opposite end. When
the can is filled with smoke and the rubber bottom is struck,
rings pufif out of the opening. Various kinds of smoke is
manufactured and an animated drawing shows the detailed
anatomy of a smoke ring. The reel is instructive and will hold
the attention of the average audience. It does not contain the
appeal of the soap-bubble reel in the same series, but it is
well up to the Prof. Smith's standard.

Short Reels
"Crime in a Big City" — Aesop's Fables — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon

"Such is Life Where
Type production

"Those who lay traps for others often get caught hy their
own bait," is the moral of this number of Aesop's Fables. The
story is told of how the old farmer goes to the city and his
little dog follows him and saves him from the schemes of
crooks and gamblers. In one scene the farmer meets a flapper

The latest Hy Mayer Travelaugh is one of the most amusing
of the entire series so far. First of all there are some interest-

who cleans out his pockets but the little dog saves his master's
property by taking them back from the girl's flapping galoshes.
In the gambling den the farmer plays poker with two foxes,
who pass cards to each other under the table. The little dog
however manages to get the cards and give them to his boss.
When the gamblers hold five aces, then it is time to quit, and
the farmer scoops up the coin and runs. They make a neat
escape and return to the country. The animation is amusing
and contains some very comical situations. It is well up to
the average of the series and will please any audience.

Paris Shops"— R-C Pictures
1 reel travel cartoon

ing shots of the Paris shops and shoppers showing the hurrying
crowds and there is also a view of Paris's stock exchange. The
artist, as usual, selects the more interesting types for his
sketches which fade into the reality in a manner that always
provides a laugh. Scenes of the markets and side-walk venders furnish interesting material for sketches that are preceded
by cleverly written sub-titles. One in particular was that which
said the merchants gradually began to look like the things they
sold. There follows a sketch which fades into a woman fish
peddler and the comparison wasn't over-drawn either. The
reel is entertaining and should make up a good part on any
program.
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Itnmse Uate

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless
Youtli
Kvidence

ENT.

Footage

Exchanges)
5,700
5,000

Itugcue O'Brien Star Series
The
Prophet's
Paradise
Chaniiing
of Uie Northwest
Conway Tearle Star Series
Love's
Masquerade
Special Productions
Reported
Missing
(Owen
Moore)
A Woman of No Importance

UNITED
Feb.

19
26

The
Fair

Ruling
Lady

416 22
6-18 22

UNIVERSAL

FOX

5,000
5,000

4-16-22

6,900
5,000

416-22
6-11-22

7,000
6,400

MFG.

1-29-22
3 26-22

CO.

Jewal Features
Wild
Honey
( Priscilla Dean)
6,422
The Trap
(Lon
Chaney)
5.481
. The
Storm
7,748
Universal Features
The
Bear
Cat (Hoot
Gibson)
4,500
The Man Under
Cover
(Herbert Rawlinson) .. .4,566
A Wonderful
Wife (Miss Du Pont)
...4,668
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank
Mayo)
4,313
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
4,433
Step On It (Hoot
Gibson)
4,225
Kissed
(Marie
Prevost)
4,231
The
Black
Bag
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
5,000
Out of the Silent North
(Frank
Mayo)
4,211
Her
Night
of Nights
(Marie
Prevost)
4,4SU
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot
Gibson)

3- 5-22
5-7-22
6-25-22
4-2-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22
4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
The Sheik's Wife
Too
Much
Business
My
Wild
Irish Rose
Earle Williams
The Man
From
Downing

Street

' Corinne

SHORT

_.
Street

5,840
6.000
7,000

3-12-22
4- 2-22
6-18-22

4,950

4-16-22

5,000
5,000

3-26-22

4,600

4-9-22

5,000

5-28-22

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED

FILM

W. W. HODKINSON

CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World
(2 serials) ; First Series from
No 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second
Series from
No. 27 to No. S2
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Go Get 'Em Hutch (Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop
Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review,
1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
Prizma
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
Color Pictures.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes), The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileeo
Sedgwick)
Star

Comedies

(1

reel):

When

Eve

Fell,

No

License

(Billy

Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man C War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai,
Dexie.
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray
Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies
(2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

CORPORATION

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

5,951

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS

GOLDWYN

Arliss)

FILM

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley
(2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies C2 reels)

ARTISTS

Passion
(Geo
(Rex
Beach's)

Griffith
Island Wives
A
Virgin's
Sacrifice
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty
Conscience
Wm. Duncan-Edith Johnson
The
Silent
Vow
Alice Calhoun
The Angel
of Crooked
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber

FIRST

Reviewed

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount- A rbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel) :
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series
(2 reels)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), IS episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; The Silent Avenger
(Wilham Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), IS episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL
(weekly).

EXCHANGES,

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Serial:
Burns).
King Cole Comedies (Bobby
Comedies:
(1 reel). Issued weekly.
(Chas. Urban)
Review
Kineto

I

INDEPENDENT
RcImm

Uatc

AFFILIATED
I Am

Footage

ARROW

FILM

The Innocent
Cheat
Chain
Lightning

ARTCLASS

After Six

PICTURES

Days

ASSOCIATED

The Wolverine (Helen Gib»on)
Croiiing
Traill
(Pete
Morrison)
Ghost
City (Helen
Holmes)
They're

Off

FILM

GEORGE

The Sign of the Rose

CORP.

J. STUART
The Glorious Adventure

CORP.

Beban)

(Lady Diana Manners)

Doodle Jr

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

COMMONWEALTH
Hidden

PICTURES

Him

Step

(Richard

EQUITY

EXCEPTIONAL

Boy

PICTURES

HOUDINI
From

PICTURE

CORP.

Beyond

Work

LEE

Stockton)

6,800

& BRADFORD

SOL
(Jackie

Coogan)

Girl From
Rocky
False
Brands
The
Forest
King

FILM

CO.

Point

PRODUCERS

8,807

SECURITY

2-19-22
4-30-22

3-12-22

5.000
4.314
5.000

3- 5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

3-19-22

Retribution

5,800

6-18-22

The Man Worth While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love
Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

5,164
5.496

David
and Jonathan
Her
Story
The
Night
Riders
Brenda's
Heritage

4.800
5.000
5,000
5,000

4-30-22

5,800

4-23-22

is Arizona

TRI-STAR

PICTURES

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mano
& Donald
Hall)
5.000
Dazzling
Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau) . .5.000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5.000
She Paid (Marjorie
Rambeau)
5 .000
Mrs. Bclfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

CORP.

ARROW

FILM

CORP.

Series:

15

PICTURES

Westerns

(each

AYWON

CORP.

2 reels).

FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen
Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

C.

B.

C.

FILM

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

(1

Western

Star

PLAYERS

reel each).

PHOTOPLAYS,

DOMINANT

Dramas

SALES

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

EXPORT

AND

Serial: The Jungle Goddess
episodes.

INC.

(2 reels)

INC.

IMPORT

(Truman

Van

FILM

FILM
Dyke

CO.

and Elinore Field), 15

EXCHANGE

Monty

Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge,
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizxy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles ol the Jungle, 15 episodes.
Callahan,

MARKET,

12 2-recls.

GAUMONT

INC.

COMPANY

News (every Tuesday); Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episode*.

HERALD
Mack

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.

HORIZON
Talmadge

Reissues

Moonlight

INC.

Knight, Full o< Spirit, Sec

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

(each

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (IS episodes)
feet)
;
(2
reels)
Sweethearts,
Service
Stripes, He's
In
The Conquering : Hero.

LEE

31,000
Again,

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues
(2 reels): Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Why
Isle.

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law7

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC

PICT. CORP.

W. M. SMITH

So This

15 episodes.

PINNACLE

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.

RIGHTS

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-North wood
Dramas
(2 reels) :
Looking
Up
Jim, In the River.
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines.
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
foi a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight
Comedies
(2 reels) : Champion
by Chance,
Soap
Bubbles,
Her
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath
XLNT
Comedies
(2 reels):
Wild
Women
and Tame Men, Th«
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Norma

5,000
6,000
6.000
5.000
5.000
6.000
5,000
5,000

NATIONAL

Lincoln),

FILM

5-28-22

3-26 22

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reeU), Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liquoriak
Lips (2 reels).

Jiaamy
5,000

6,500

DISTRIBUTING

FEDERATED

2- 5-22

CORP.

PROD.

(Elmo

CLARION

Squire Phin ( Maclyn Arbuckle)
The
Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr. Potter
of Texas
Trail of the Law
The
Man
Who
Paid

RIALTO

BROS.

OF T. S. S. CORP.

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half
4-16-22

5,000
4-23-22
5,000 4-2J 22
Footage
Reviewed

Gordon)

CELEBRATED

LESSER

PACIFIC

SECOND

of Tarzan

Gump
(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

CORP.

(Edith

Determination
The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine
Earle)
The Way of a Man
(Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)
Trouble

2- 5-22

5,000
5,800

J. W. FILM
Wife

7,000

6,200

GEO. H. HAMILTON

a

4-16-22
5-21-22

CORP.

Give Me My Son
In Self Defense
Should

4,548
5,000

4.9S1

PICTURES

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives
(Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The
Fighting
Kentuckians
Man

2-12-22

CORP.

REELS-STATE

5- 7-22

CORP.

Tonight

(Vera

AYCIE

5,748

INC.

Sales)

FIDELITY

The

4-30-22

KLEINE

PICTURES

Wandering

(Chic

7,000

4,800

Friend

ALLIED

Success

Blaze Away
(Big Boy Williams)
The Trail of Hate
(Big Boy
Williams)

His Nibs

3-12-22

CORP.

Talmadge)

DI LORENZO,

Is My

5-21-22

3 19-22

Caesar

Wliere

Adventures

GOLDSTONE

GEORGE
Julius

SHORT

5.000

PHIL
Watch

Best

2-26-22

5.800

Light

Your

ADVENTURES

5,000

CORP.

PICT. EXPLOITATION

Man From Hell's River
Ridiu'
'nild
Releave Date

WARNER

7.000

BLACKTON

Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.
The

6-25-22
3-12-22

4,800

M. J. BURNSIDE

Yankee

5,001)
5,000

5,000
5,000
5.000

BEBAN

(Geo.

5- 7-22

10,000

PHOTOPLAYS

AYWON

6,500

CORP.

WESTERN

Reviewed

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

FEATURES

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt CTwo-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke
McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Irving Cummings
Cissy Fitzgerald
Sacred Films

(1 reel)

CORPORATION

Series

SACRED

FILMS,

INC.

2,000
2.000

V

4

4 't<^-

|n John H. Kunsky's Marvellous Madison Theatre
of Detroit Ran It to Big Business Last Week —

7Ao BlUlDSTREET

of FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

ol. XXI

Control by Licenses
— An Injggested in Chi rch Report
terstate Commerce Commission
Would Issue Them
jPractical ways of improving motion
ctures are presented in the fourth
irt of the study made of the industry
i the Social Service, Department of
lie Federal Council of the Churches
: Christ in America. It gives the
iiief arguments advanced for and
'jainst censorship of moving picires. It also lists the means other
lan censorship that might be put
.to operation to good advantage. A
'Stem of licensing is suggested which
put the "burden of proof" on
ould
le
producer, the distributor and the
<hibitor.
The
chief
arguments
for
and
gainst state censorship as given in
le report are here given in brief:
"For censorship :
•'To protect the child from the shock
due to witnessing violence and gruesome details of crime, and to avoid encouragement to emulate evil examples.
"To protect the adolescent and undeveloped mind from suggestions of evil
and violence.
"To do away with constant reiteration
of criminal themes.
"To prevent use by producers of situations which contain attractive dramatic
situations but which leave on the public
a low moral influence.
"To protect religious groups and
officials such as police, etc., from derision.
"To eliminate suggestions from films
which might give false impressions to
foreigners.
"To do away
with the possibility of
display of low films in poorer
sections.
"To prevent vulgar comedies.
"To lessen emphasis on sex themes.
"To
lessen the use of the domestic
triangle.
"Present laws governing the display of
obscene or immoral entertainments, etc.,
not adequate because not properly enforced, and in some cases not interpreted
to cover motion pictures.
"Against
censorship :
"It is undemocratic.
"It is un-American.
"It is impossible for state or Federal
censorship boards to meet local conditions.
"It would delay releases.
"The cost to the public
creased.
(Continued
on Page

Universal Remaking
(Special to THE
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Boost for Quinn
Southern
California
Says He
Has
Done Great Work — Headquarters
on the Coast
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — J. S. Lustig, of the
M. P. T. O. of Southern California,
in a public statement says that J. A.
Quinn has done "great work here"
in carrying out his "better pictures"
plan. Lustig urges exhibitors to support Quinn. His statement says:
"The Better Pictures Association
of the World has accomplished great
work here. The Protestant, Catholic
and Jewish churches, Advertising
club. Rotary club, City Club publishers and leaders of every walk of
life are solidly back of its program
and assisting in B. P. A. membership
drive.
"The local executive committee,
whose integrity and fairness is unquestionable, isstrong enough to influence the entire population.
"John A. Quinn, president of the
parent organization of B. P. A., is
visiting the leading cities attending
formal launching of B. P. A. local
divisions.
"All exhibitors are strongly urged
to lend their hearty co-operation to
Mr. Quinn and in the carrying forward of Better Pictures Association
of the World program, which will be
of tremendous benefit to exhibitors
in many ways, including the safeguarding of the screen from hurtful
regulations and restrictions.
Evidently Quinn has a definite organization campaign laid out. Following the establishment of a unit in
Chicago, he expects to organize other
cities and establish offices in New
York. Main headquarters will be in
Los Angeles. Part of the plan, at
least locally, is to preview every picture before actual theater showings
are given.
Ruggles Directing Ethel Clayton
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Wesley Ruggles will
direct Ethel Clayton in "The ThreeCornered Kingdom" for R-C.
Illinois Consolidation Fails

Los Angeles — Jack Conway is di(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
■ecting "The Long Chance," which
Chicago — The meeting held at the
Jniversal is remaking. In it will be
Blackstone Theater for the purpose
Henry B. Walthall, Marjorie Daw,
of
consolidating the Illinois M. P. T.
ind Ralph Graves.
O. and the Chicago unit failed to ma-to
terialize. Aresolution was passed
R-C Building Transferred
ignore the Hoy Reporting Service
Transfer has been made by the and exhibitors instructed to bring all
ilobertson & Cole Realty Corp of of their complaints to the arbitration
ht R-C Bldg., at 7th Ave. and 48th board. No exhibitor is to deal inSt., to the Zara Realty Corp. It is
dividually with Hoy.
inderstood that the interests of both
L. M. Rubens, just returned from
concerns are practically the same.
Europe, presided at the meeting.

Must Have It
Fred

Waller
Studios
1493 Broadway
New York
FILM DAILY,
New York City.
Gentlemen.
Will you please change our
address on your mailing list.
Since making this change
THE FILM DAILY has come
in late and one cannot do
business without receiving it
promptly.
Yours very truly
HOWARD

TURRILL.

Black's Sell
Out
FILM
DAILY)

(Special to THE

Boston — Alfred
Black have sold
in Black's New
Inc., to Famous

S. and John A.
their 50% interest
England Theaters,
Players-Lasky.

Regal Gets Racing Film
Lou Rogers stated yesterday that
"Queen O' the Turf" wil be distributed in Canada by Regal Films, Ltd.
Lois Weber
(Special to THE

Los

Starts Soon
FILM

DAILY)

Angeles — Lois Weber
is expected to start work on a new production in the near future.

Goodman Finishes Feature
Daniel Carson Goodman has completed work on "What's Wrong with
Women" for Equity release. It is
now being cut and titled.
Plans for Three Vitagraphs
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St rt New

Dep't.

Fox Di /eloping Educational Force —
One Appointment Already in
St. Louis
Herbert E. Hancock, in charge of
the educational department at Fox,
has plans for the development of that
country.
department to cover the entire
Whether each exchange center will
have a man covering schools and
churches is problematical, but there
will certainly be some appointees to
take care of that class of business.
At present, the educational product
is not in shape for release and for
that reason, a number of features
such as "The Queen of Sheba," "A
Connecticut Yankee" and "Over the
Hill" have been re-edited to fit the
needs of non-theatrical distributors.
McKean

in St. Louis

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — The local Fox office
will install an educational department
on July 1st, with Claud McKean in
charge. This department will handle
30 features, and a number of short
subjects and comedies. Primarily
the department will cater to schools,
churches and similar institutions, but
in every case wil! endeavor to work
in conjunction with the local exhibitor. The ideal plan would be to
arrange for Saturday morning performance at the local moving picture
house. In the event the exhibitor did
not join the project the performance
would be held in the schools or
churches, etc.
Evans Buys Witwer Stories
John W. Evans, Jr. has purchased
the rights to "The
Shooting Stars"
series by H. C. Witwer, which recently ran in Collier's.
This series
is a sequel to "The Leather Pushers."
Evans is planning immediate production.

Los Angeles — William Duncan will
start "When Danger Smiles" very
soon and Earl Williams will get to
work on "You Never Know," while
Linder Plans Three Yearly
David Smith will begin "The MagniMax Linder who sails for Paris on
ficent Amberson," at tlie Vitagraph
studio. Larry Semon's company is July 5 plans to make three pictures
a year for the Allied Producers and
busy there now.
Distributors Corp. The first year's
Hamsun's "Dreamers" Filmed
work will probably be done in Paris
The
Evening
Post book
review and then Linder will return here.
"The Three Must Get There" a bursays:
"Knut Hamsun's 'Dreamers' has
on "The Three Musketeers"
been prepared for the screen and will will be lesque
the first release. It is combe given shortly at the leading moving picture houses of Norway. The
chief dreamer. Telegrapher Roland- pleted.
esen, was created by Eugen SchonTomorrow, July 4th, being
berg of the National Theater in ChrisIndependence Day and a legal
tiania, and the heroine was done by
Lilla Bee, two Norwegian stars who
holiday, there will be no issue
are regarded by their compatriots as
of THE FILM DAILY.
the peers of Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford."
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Incorporations
Salt Lake City, Utah— L. J. Eldred
Co. Capital, $1,000 in shares worth
$1 each.

Boston, Mass. — The Dorchester
Theater Co. has been chartered with
a capitalization of $100,000, by Eben
O., George A. and A. Judson Ramsdell.
Boston — The Metropolitan Film
Sales Corp. has been chartered with
capital amounting to $50,000. Incorporators, Samuel Bischoff. Hannah S. Steinfeld and Jennie Edelstein.
Albany, N. Y.— Paramount Pep
Club, membership corporation composed of employees of Famous Players. Incorporators R. W. Saunders,
G. E. Akers and C. B. J. Frawley.
Attorney E. J. Ludvigh, 485 Fifth
Avenue.
Premiere Changes
(Special to THE

Ownership

FILM

DAILY)

Buflfalo— The Premiere has been
bought by Harry Green.
Opening Date is Set
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Port Huron, Mich. — Herb Weil has
set a day, early in July for the opening of the new Desmond^

(T^^CLCCLtUmxxl

(/^CcLu.xjlD

Reg. U. S. Pat. Oflf.

"Political perversion of censor privilege would be possible.
"Set rules laid down by law do not
allow interpretation according to immediate problems.
"It affords opportunity
for graft.
"Application of formal standard results
in ridiculous and unjust eliminations and
restrictions.
"Separate local and state boards cause
duplication and increased expense to
"Probable tendency on part of propublic.
ducers to make up films with very obvious faults in order that there may be
something to delete.
"Censorship transfers the responsibility
for clean pictures from the producer and
exhibitor
to the censorship board.
"State boards take away local authority.
"Impossible to make all films suitable
for children, as adult entertainment cannot be placed on level of child's mind.
"Motion pictures should be regulated
as books and theaters are regulated.
"It imposes special and unjust restriction upon this means of publicity.
"Some of the means other than censorship
that are being considered and that tnight be
put
into operation
to good
advantage
are
given in brief form below :
"Licensir.g producers and distributors
for carrying on business through interstate commerce, and licensing local exhibitors under the usual regulations governing public amusements.
"Organization of local clubs, church
organizations, etc.. to make Sure of enforcement of existing laws.
"Familiarizing the local exhibitor with
the kind of picture desired in his neighborhood.
"Organization through women's clubs
particularly to give publicity to type of
film desired in order to encourage exhibitors in the display of good
pictures.
"Organized effort to investigate and
force theaters in cheaper districts and
foreign settlements to keep up a high
standard
of film.
"Organization to have children attenjj
shows on certain nights and matinees
and in this way make it worth the exhibitors' while to show films adapted fot
children at these times — then at other
periods show any films that would be
considered more essentially adult in their
interest.
"Formation of citizen committees to
serve as advisory boards to study and
work out local plans for amusement
regulations, this particularly in small
towns.
"Interesting press to give space to reviews of films where they have several
days to run.
"Exhibitors to make public the advance
summaries
of films.
"Newspaper and billboard advertising
to be carefully watched by either citizen
dommittees
or police authorities.
"Regular inspectors to look out for the
physical cleanliness arid proper sanitation
and lighting of theaters and citizen
groups to organize to check on the type
of films shown.
"Greater publicity given to the list of
commendable pictures issued by the committee for Better
Films.
Local
groups
request their exhibitors to use these films.
"A plan of control of motion pictures that
is favored by some who have made a careful
study
of the
whole
matter
embraces
the
following
specific types of federal, state or
local legislation ;
"First, Federal licensing of motion
picture producers and distributors to do
business through the interstate commerce and a specific definition in connection with the granting of the license
of the kinds of motion pictures that they
would not be permitted to transport.
Suspension and revocation of license
should be the penalty for violating the
conditions under which the license is
granted.
"Second, State laws making it a misdemeanor, with adequate penalties, to exhibit motion pictures that in the judgment of the courts are obscene, indecent and detrimental to the morals of
the people.
"Third,
local licensing
of exhibitors
under regulations that would make possible the canceling
of licenses if the exhibitors persist in holding
exhibitions
that are detrimental to the welfare of the
community.
"This
would discourage the production of
questionable pictures, as the producing companies would not care to take the chance of

losing their licenses or of having tlieir productions barred from interstate commerce.
Tlie exhibitor would be placed on his guard
against committing a misdeameanor by exhibiting any unlawful picture and of losing
his local license to carry on business. Suspension and possible revocation of licenses
is a much more effective deterrent than the
imposing
of a fine.
"There is evidently much to be said in favor
of placing the burden of proof squarely upon
the motion picture producers, distributors
and exhibitors for carrying on their business
in such a way that it shall not be detrimental
to the public. When censorship boards are
established to pass upon each picture produced and to say whether or not it may be
exhibited, the responsibility is at once shifted
from the motion picture industry to the
official Iioards,
"The usual procedure in government control is to define the conditions under which
the special kind of business or public service
may be carried on and to definitely state
the standards that must be maintained in the
quality of the commodity offered for public
consumption. The person or firm proposing
to do business accepts these prescribed conditions and is granted a permit or license to
operate within the stated limits. This places
the responsibility where it belongs, squarely
upon the individual or firm conducting the

Coast Brevities
Hollywood — Frank Keenan is likel
to sign with Louis B. Mayer.
Myrtle Stedman will be seen ii
"The Dangerous Age," a Mayer pro
duction.
It is expected that Frank Real, as
sisted by his son, Scott M. Beal, wil
make a picture at the R-C plant, I
Julia Crawford Ivers is back at th<
Lasky
work'
She hasstudio
been toon renew
a tripscenario
to Honolulu
"A Real Man's Love" has been,
selected as the title for Frank Mayo's
production, hitherto called, "Afraid to
Fight."
i

Art Acord is starred in "The Gypsy
Trail" which Hugh
Hoffman is di-!
recting for Universal.
It is a North-,
west Mounted Police story.
\

business."
Pathe

Gets Chinese War Film
In the Saturda-- issue of Pathe
News appear some scene of the Civil
War in China. Pathe claims that
these pictures are exclusive.
Exhibitor is Robbed
(Special to THE

FILM

Hoffberg Returning Soon
J. H. Hoffberg, of the Goldwyn
foreign department, writes from
Colombia that he will return shortly.
Says motion pictures in Central and
Northern South American countries
are 10 years behind America.
Fire Destroys Theater
FILM

DAILY)

Bennettsville, S. C. — The theater
for colored neople, which was burned
last year, has again been claimed by
a blaze. It is not expected that another effort to establish a negro
house will be attempted.
Harry Ascher Managing House
(Special to THE

FILM

9091
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DAILY)

Charleston, W. Va.— T. L. Kearse
was held up and robbed of $1,000
when a bandit held him up.

(Special to THE

Phune — BeeWman

DAILY)

Chicago — Personal management of
the West Englewood, the largest
house in the Ascher chain, has been
assumed by Harry Ascher. The
Rosewood, is now under the care of
Dave Rice, previously at the West
Englewood.
Free Shows for Kiddies
Hugo Riesenfeld has completed
arrangements with various organizations conducting play schools during
the summer months, whereby children of the poor can enjoy the entertainments at the Rivoli and Rialto
free of charge. For several years
Riesenfeld has granted free access to
the theater for children during the
Summer, and this year is extending
this work.
The Federation for Child Study,
which conducts play schools at P. S.
No. 4, Bronx; Madison House, New
York Infirmary for Women and
Children; Greenwich House, Beth
Israel Hospital, Hudson Guild and
Emanuel Sisterhood, is the largest
group organization which will send
children to the Rialto and Rivoli during July and August.

119

Fulton St., N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY

WANTED

THEATRE

Large city in New England
preferred. Will lease or buy
outright if proposition is attractAddress B-823, care The
Film ive.
Daily.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete in East. Perfect lighting equipment Modem sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074
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On Broadway
This Week

Apollo— "Silver Wings."
Broadway — "Nanook of the North."
Brooklyn Strand — "Nanook of the
North" and Mae Murray in "The
Dehcious Little Devil."
Cameo^John Barrymore in "Sherlock Holmes."
Capitol — "The Dust Flower."
Central— "The Storm."
Criterion — Viola Dana in "The Five
Dollar Baby."
Loew's New York — Today —
etty
Compson in "Over the Bord« ."
Tuesday — Monroe Salisbury ir. "The
Great Alone."
Wednesday — Mary Miles Minter in
"South of Suva."
Thursday — Charles
Ray
in "Gas,
Oil, Water."
Friday — "Spanish Jade" and "Son
of the Wolf."
Saturday — "False Fronts."
Lyric — "Nero."
Rialto— Jack Holt in "While Satan
Sleeps."
Rivoli— Wallace Reid in "The Dictator."
Strand — "God's Country and the
Law."
Next Week
\pollo — "Silver Wings."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand — "God's Country and
the Law."
3ameo — Not yet determined.
Capitol — Betty Compson in "Always
1 the Woman."
Central— "The Storm."
Criterion — Viola Dana in "The Five
Dollar Baby."

j?B^ For

Lyric
Rialto —— "Nero."
Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — Charles Jones in "The Fast
Boyd Sells Ohio House
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Mail."
West Milton, O. — Charles Furnace
has bought a house from A. R. Boyd.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM

Walker Will Rebuild
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Santa Anna,
Cal. — C. E. Walker
will rebuild the Princess at a cost of
about $75,000.

You can't play real music on an instrument
with two strings — neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
highlights and shadows. You need the full
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.

Ries and Miller Buy
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lake
View,
O. — A. N.
Layo
Miller have bought
View from H. P. Grill.

Ries and
the Lake

Opens in Thibodaux

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Thibodaux, La. — The Grand, costing $30,000, has been opened.
It seats
750 and is under the management of
Charles Delas.
Name

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base is identifiable throughout its entire

Changed to Vernard

(Special to THE

FILM

"Kodak"
"Eastman"
words
stenciled
letters
in the transparent
length by intheblack
film margin.

DAILY)

Jamestown, O. — The Opera House
which C. R. Binnegar has sold to
P. J. Vernard has been named The
Vernard by its new owner.
Detroit Garden Goes to Koppin
(Special to THE

FILM

truthful reproductive quality use

EASTMAN

DAILY)

Detroit — For the duration of the
John H. Kunsky lease, George H.
Koppin will operate the Garden.
Other Koppin houses are the Comique, LaSalle, Rosebud and Koppin.

KODAK

CO.

Rochester, N.Y.

41 Great Cpammmnt pictures
JESSE L. LASKY

PRESENTS

Rajah"
in "Tlie
Rodolph Valentino
Directed by Philip
E. Rosen. Young
Adapted by June
Mathis.

By John Ames Mitchell.

Released November 13, 1922
*OR your box office's sales, book this one.
It's
J. bigger than "The Sheik!" Starring the man
your patrons are wild about. Rosen directed "The
Bonded Woman" and other big successes. June
Mathis wrote the scenario for "The Four Horsemen" and "Blood and Sand."

The story, adapted from the novel "Amos
Judd," presents Valentino as a hot-bloode(^ East
Indian, brought up in America in ignorance of his
real parentage. Wanda Hawley is the girl he
loves. Supporting cast includes Bertram Grassby,
Edwin Stevens, and Maud Wayne. A sure sensation !

stories and directors ever seen"
"The greatest array ofA. stars,
KARZAS, Chicago
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

"The Dictator."
"If Vou Believe It, It's So.'
"Tile Bonded Woman."
"The Top ot New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded
Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."

Watch this space Wednesday for
No. 25

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

12.
l.i.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

No. 19.
I*\
FAMOUS - * PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION
I?)
aOOLOH
ZUKOR,
0«..«.-t
>
.
,£
J

20.
No. 21.
No. 22.
No. 23.

"The
Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The
Mysteries of India."
"Pink
Gods."
"The Did Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow.'
"On the High Seas."
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Authority

Out The First Week In August
A Sfiedal ^dMan that vodX he of value to the exhibitor every
day throughout the coming year — articles by the leading
exhibitors of the country — a complete chart of all short stuff
released, etc., etc.

Reserve
Space
No Increase
In

Now
Rates

^'Our Advertising

as your

Department

is as

close

to you

phoneJ'
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Wednesday,

No. 4

ues Phiia. 'Changes
Qed Nixon-K; diinger At Odds With
Filr^ .' d of Trade—
O^t^oses Hoy
(Special to TH '; FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Fred G. NixonIrdhnger and Thomas M. Love have
ftd suit in equity in the Common
Iteas Court, Part No. 5, against the
^Im Board of Trade of Philadelphia
tr! which belong the prominent distputors operating in this territory.
aie plaintiffs charge that the board
id trade is an illegal combination
derating in restraint of trade and
y^k a decree declaring the body
j;gal.
The controversy centers around the
■•ent acquisition of the Ambassador
:!ater at 56th St. and Baltimore Ave.
i Nirdlinger and Love from Felt
Jos. and involves a transfer of serine which the plantiflfs desired from
■ Tie of their other theaters. The
Ipy Reporting Service which the
llm Board of Trade uses is a tarit of the exhibitors' ire.
In a lengthy brief submitted to the
:urt, Nixon-Nirdlinger has introJced correspondence passing belleen himself and several of the cominies. Under date of April 25, F.
1 Willis, secretary of the Film Board
[ Trade wrote Nixon-Nirdlinger of
ts introduction of the Hoy Reportij Service in this territory, and of
ime of the principles it intended folI (ving.
Nixon-Nirdlinger,
under
date
of
] ne 12, informed Edgar Moss, local
inager for American Releasing of
5 acquisition of the Ambassador and
[ his intention not to take over any
I ligations incurred
by the former
:ners. Felt Bros. In answer to that,
ioss wrote back stating that Amerin Releasing intended holding NixNirdlinger to the letter of the ob:ations entered upon by the Felts.
this letter, Moss pointed out that
e Film Board of Trade had notified
mers of its intention of holduig new
ners of theaters by the contracts
the previous proprietors.
Moss's
iter had booked
into the Ambasdor "Cardigan," "His Wife's Hus,nd," "The
Lying
Truth,"
"The
reat Alone," "'The Cradle Buster,"
Ay Old Kentucky Home" and "The
ueenletter
of the
Rouge."
The
St
of Moulin
the series
was from
e Nixon-Nirdlinger
to Moss,
in

Ince May Re-issue
Contemplating State Righting Certain
of His Features Including
"Civiliaation"
It is understood that Thomas H.
Ince has had under consideration the
reissuing of certain of his pictures via
the state right market.
It was recalled yesterday that
Pioneer, before going into bankhandledallied
"Civilization"
through
its own ruptcy
and
exchanges.
This
is one of the pictures mentioned in
the report around town of Ince's plan.
McCormick Here
S. Barrett McCormick of the Allen
theater, Cleveland, is at the Astor for
the week.
Producing in Lakewood
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lakewood,
N. J.— The Lightning
Film Corp., is producing a series of
two reel comedies here with D. A.
Velde directing.
Bible Film for Broadway
Following the run of "After Six
Days" in Atlantic City, Weiss Bros.
intend showing the picture for two
weeks in Asbury Park, four weeks
in Newark and then bring it into New
York for a run.
Herman

Summering

(Special to THE

FILM

Up-State
DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — Samuel I. Berman,
secretary of the State M. P. T. O.
of N. Y. State, Inc., has been spending a few days in Albany. He has
leased a cottage on the shores of Lake
George where his family will spend
the summer.

July

Price 5 Cents

5, 1922

Holiday in Town
Practically every company was
closed on Monday in view of the Independence Day holiday which occurred yesterday. In some cases,
offices were open until noon.
Start "Fury"
Work on "Fury,"
Barthelmess will be
Edmund Goulding
and continuity.

This Week
starring Richard
started this week.
wrote the story

Lasky, Moss, Manheimer In
Jesse L. Lasky, Ben S. Moss and
E. S. Manheimer were among the
passengers
the Majestic which arrived here of
yesterday.
Weiss Leaves Superior
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Harry
Weiss,
for two
years with Superior
Screen
Service
has resigned.
He was president of
the company.
May Have Seven Units

Franklin in Charge?
May
Handle
Black String in New
England — Many Houses Involved
in New Deal
Ever since it became known that
Harold B. Franklin was to head the
theater department at Famous Players, reports in film circles have had
it that he would pay particular attention to the situation in New England.
Beginning Monday, Famous Players assumed full control of the string
of houses in New England until now
operated by that company and AlS. and JohnTheaters,
A. Black Inc.
as Black's
New fredEngland
Black
owned a 50% interest in the theaters
with the controlling board of directors
divided evenly between Famous Players and the Black interests.
In announcing in Boston the closing of the transaction, Black stated
that after taking a rest, he would remain with the company "temporarily
in
an
advisory
capacity."
viewjust
of
the fact
that Franklin,
whoIn has

FILM DAILY)
stepped into his new duties has been
Los
Angeles — Julius
Stern
of frequently mentioned in this connection, Adolph Zukor was asked over
Century is considering an addition to
the four comedy units he has at work the telephone on Monday whether
any credence might be placed in the
so as to make seven all told.
reports. When he was reached at his
Klein Denies Report
country home at New City he said
that he had no statement to make,
Joseph Klein states that there 's that he had been out of town and
no truth to the report that he in- that he could not deny or confirm the
tends leaving the F. B. O. to join
another distributor. Klein is in deal. He suggested publication of
whatever Mr. Black said in his ancharge of offices in the East.
(Special to THE

Mildred Davis to Star
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Mildred Davis is expected to start work shortly on her
first five-reel feature at the Hal Roach
studios. Plans for Davis features
were made some months ago.

Laemmle Heads Consolidated
Carl Laemmle is now president of
the Consolidated Film and Supply Co.
le"
al Gets
Nation
First M.
Irving
Lesser
stated"Troub
on Monday
Southern disUniversal's
of Atlanta, tributors.
Other officers are: E. H. that the negotiations with First National for the release of Jackie Coogan
Goldstein, secretary and treasurer;
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and in "Trouble" have been closed. Lesser represented his brother, Sol and
general manager. The directors are
Carl Laemmle, R. H. Coleman, P. D. Robert Lieber, First National.
Coleman, Ned E. Depinet, E. H.
Women
Issue Ultimatum
Goljistein and Maurice Tolukles.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee — Following the refusal
's Films on Open Market
/' Neilan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the mavor to increase the censorLos Angeles— Marshall Neilan in
ship boardas urged by the Milwaukee
a statement says his productions for County auxiliary of the Wisconsm
(Continued
on Page 2)
Goldwyn will be sold on the open Federation of Women's Clubs, that
market only. His production staff organization has acted upon an unfavorable committee report and isGoldRobbins to Produce Here
will go along with him to thesecure
sued an ultimatum. This is to the
d
wyn studio. While abroad he
Jess Robbins is in town from Cali- scenes which will be embodied in two effect that unless there is a general
rnia to start Eastern production. of
his forthcoming pictures.
clean-up in the character of films
"Her Man" his last picture under shown here, local women's clubs will
is second picture, "The Jinx," has
len completed.
Vitagraph will re- the First National contract, will be select pictures to their liking and
ase.
show them at schools.
released in the fall as "'Minnie."

Black in Boston
nouncement. ♦♦ ♦ intimated that he
was not exactly through with the picture business since his statement said
that "it is also quite likely that he
will be interested from time to time
in the development of new theater
The New England deal is one of
the most important exhibitor transactions that has transpired in some
time. The only other theater deal in
recent
months that might be comprojects."
pared
with itHarris
was theof return
to Ackerman and
a number
of
their Far Western theaters by Loew's,
Inc. In number, the Black-Famous
Players deal is of far more importance.
The Black Holdings
The holdings of the Black New
England circuit, according to the
Year Book of this publication are as
follows:
In Maine: Bangor O. H. at Bangor;
Bath O. H.. Liberty. Columbia and Arcade
;
at Bath; Star and Scenic atat Westbrook
Biddeford;
Haines at Waterville ; Central
;
Rockland
at
Arcade
and
Empire
Park
Colonial and Opera House at Belfast; Union
Hall 2)at DamarisHall at Brooks;
( ContinuedLincoln
on Page
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Sues (Continued
Phila.from 'Changes
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Opposition to Hoy
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

which the former said he would stand
Philadelphia — John S. Evans, presiby his first letter.
dent of the M. P. T. O. of Pennsylvania, in connection with the action
Vol. XXI No. 4 Wednesday, July 5. 1922 Price 5 Cents
In the body of the complaint, Nixon-Nirdlinger avers that in order to of Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger against
make exhibitors take over the debts the Film Board of Trade, issued the
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 1\H West 44th St.,
and obligations of former owners following
statement:
New York, N, Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
when theaters change hands, the
"The M. P. T. O. of Pennsylvania,
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
members of the Film Board of Trade New Jersey and Delaware, through
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manhave agreed among themselves not to an appointed committee acting for the
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, supnly service to exhibitors who reentire body of exhibitiors have steadat the post oflfjce at New York, N. Y., under
fuse to abide by this ruling.
fastly refused to consider the applicathe act of March 3, 1879.
Nixon-Nirdlinger states that he inTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
tion of the Hoy System with its rulof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
tended closing a number of theaters
ing knowing that it is not fair and
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
for the summer and that exchanges contrary to all rules of equity as well
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
refused to transfer contracts from one as against the laws of our (ZommonAddress all communications
to THE
FILM
house to another. Thus, he alleges, wealth. They desiring to set themDAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
selves up as a tribunal above our
he sought permission of Masterpiece
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman,
Film Attractions to transfer service courts and government.
6411 Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
from the Imperial, at 60th St. and
"The climax was reached when the
Ambassador, Philadelphia, brought
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. Walnut; that he asked Metro, VitaWabash Ave.
graph and Universal to change ser- suit against the local film club and
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
vice from the Jumbo at Front St. and each one of the members separately
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85
Long
Acre,
Girard Ave. to the Montgomery and to restrain them from enforcing conLondon, W. C. 2.
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de Girard Palace theaters; but that in
ditions and have made charges
Clichy.
both cases he was refused, because he against them in restraint of trade and
Central
European
Representative — Internafailed to recognize the debts of the against the anti-trust laws, and the
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
former owners of the Ambassador. matter, besides being placed in the
He claims that R-C agreed to transfer lower courts has been called to the
several pictures from 52nd St. the- attention of the Federal Trade Comaters to the Ambassador and later reHigh
Low
Close Sales
versed its decision; that the AmbasEast. Kod. IWi 70
70^
500
Hoy Scored in Chicago
sador was to play "Mac Gregor of
F. P.-L. . . 8034
80^
8034 300
(Special
mission." to THE FILM DAILY)
the Royal Mounted" on July-6-7-8
do pfd
Not quoted and
"Free Air," on July 24-25-26, but
Chicago — Charles B. Hoy and his
G'wyn....
7
65^
7
3,100 Hodkinson later refused to deliver reporting service were not handled in
Loew's
Not quoted them; that The Ambassador was reany very gentle manner at the meetGriffith
Not quoted
ing of the Chicago and Illinois M. P.
fused a play date
"The pictures
Trap"
Triangle
Not quoted from Interstate
Filmon until
T. O.. As noted, a motion was passed
World
Not quoted previously contracted for by Felt instructing exhibitors not to work
Bros, had played there, and that Selz- with Hoy in this territory. The plan
nick having first agreed to switch ser- is strongly opposed here.
vice from the Rivoli to the Ambassador later refused to do so.
Former Judge Warren Conihe
The
plaintiflfs are seeking an instated yesterday that the two judg(Continued
from
Page
1)
junction to restrain the Film Board
ments for $593 and $481 secured
cotta;
iilack's
at
Portland
and
Star
at
Woldoboro.
against the Wilkens Amusement Co. of Trade from operating in this manner and an order to compel delivery
In New
Hampshire:
Strand at Dover.
by the Art theater of 1077 Southern
In \'ermont : Strand at Rutland ; Strand
Boulevard have been paid. Conihe of service as contracted for. The defendants named in the complaint are: at Randolph ; .\utlitoriuni anil Princess at
represents the theater.
Film Board of Trade of Phila- Brattleboro ; Black's at Fair Haven ; Opera
House at Putney; Black's at Bethel; Bijou
delphia, Pa., American Releasing at
Morrisville; Black's at Richford ; HamIn a suit of the Commonwealt
at Ludlow; Opera House at Stowe ;
Corp., Associated First National Pic- Bijou; mondMagnet,
Park and Opera House at
Film Corp against the Steinway Ave.
tures, DeLuxe Film Co., Electric
and Black's
at Northfield.
Theater Co., Inc., the Appellate Term Theater Supply Co., Famous Players- Barre
In Massachusetts: Merrimack Square and
has reversed a judgment for the de- Lasky Corp., Goldwyn Distributing Jewell at Lowell; Quincy at Quincy ; Broadway, at Chelsea ; Rialto at Lawretice ; Walfendant for $150 on a counterclaim Corp., Hodkinson Corp., Interstate
dorf at Lynn
and Roxbury at Boston.
and has directed judgment for the Film Co., Masterpiece Film AttracIn Connecticut: Opera House at Willimantic.
plaintiff for $63. The suit was
tions, Metro Film Corp., Pathe ExIn New York:
Park at Utica.
brought for damages on a contract
change, Inc., Robertson-Cole DisAlso identified with the Black circuit is
tributing Corp., Royal Pictures. Inc., the firm of Black and Spitz, who control the
for 'Mid-Channel," "Played and
Select Pictures Corp., Twentieth Empire at New Bedford; Empire at TaunPaid,"defendant
and "Whispering
Devils" and
the
counterclaimed
for Century Film Co., Inc., Vitagraph,
ton; Mass.; Strand at Pawtucket, R. I., and
Arctic and Laurier at Woonsocket,
money paid.
Inc., Wid Gunning, Inc., Associated Strand,
R. I. Black and Rhodenizer control the
Exhibitors, Inc., Felix Mendelssohn, Hyde Park at Hyde Park, Mass.; the RockJohn S. Porfiros, a taxi cab driver, Gene Marcus, Benjamin Amsterdam, land at Rockland, Me., and Star at Concord, N. H. Black and Churchill control
filed suit in the Supreme Court for F. B. Willis, Edgar Moss, William the Temple
at Houlton, Me. ; Park at Fort
$50,000 damages against the Moredall Heenan, Oscar Neufeld, Charles Fairfield, Me., and Black's at Fort Kent,
Realty Corp., owner of the Capitol, Goodman, William E. Smith, Frank Me.
Jerome L. Falconer, auditor of the W. Gebhart, Jules Levy. Samuel
Ready to Open in Nyack
theater, and John J. Garrity, a police Rosen, Robert Lynch, Charles Hen(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
man, because he was arrested in con- shel. John Flynn, David Segal, Max
Nyack — The
new
Pearl
River,
nection with the robbery of the Capi- Milder, John Bethell, C. J. Powell,
tol box office on Dec. 18 last. themselves and all others having the erected by the Pearl River Amusement Co. at a cost of $52,000 is pracPorfiros was indicted and was in jail same interests as members of the
tically complete. It will seat 700.
for sixty days until the robbers con- Film Board of Trade.
fessed and cleared him.
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Burns Sells Hollis Empress
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Hollis,
Okla. — Frank
Burns
t|
sold the Empress to E. M. Slaugh-I
and E. A. Berry.
Tom Burns ccj
tinues as manager.
Study Films in Education
(Special to THE
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Knoxville, Tenn. — Laura Tho!
burgh, formerly scenario editor of t
Department of Agriculture and laii
educational film editor of Natioi
Non-Theatrical M. P., Inc. is givi
a course on "Motion Pictures in Ee
cation" at the summer session of t
University of Tennessee.

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St
Telephone Longacre 9074
Public

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete in East
Per- feet lighting equipment
Modem sets. Extensive props and i
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.
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PEKING,
CHINA — Exclusive
pictures
Chinese Revolution.
PLYMOUTH.
ENGLAND — The
Prince
of
Wales returns from 50,000 miles world tour.
GETTYSBURG,
PA. — Marines
reproduce
famous battle of Civil War.
COBLENZ,
GERMANY — Germany destroys
fortresses on Rhine.
ON THE PACIFIC — Spectacular maneuvers
of the Pacific Fleet.
Also — Chute-the
Chutes
on an aquaplane.
What's a Man Worth?
THE FIRST NEWS
THE REAL NEWS

REEL
FIRST

tod §X
Yeggmen

in Theater Campaign
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Opinions

MORNING TELEGRAPH— ♦ ♦ * Wallace
Reid is cast in a part which shows him to
l)e a genius of farce comedy. Walter Long,
"The Dictator"— F. P.-L.
as the chauffeur, contributes an equally delightful piece of acting, Lila Lee is charmRivoli
ing as the .Spanish lady. The picture is skilTIAIE.S — * * * The merrily executed
fully directed and well titled. The sets seem
execution scene, while one of the best things familiar, but are suitable and beautiful. On
in the comedy, is really typical of the others. the whole the picture is a rollicking success.
They are all well done. Wallace Reid, as
TRIBUNE — * * * amusing burlesque on
the hero, is back at his farcing and this means
that he is altogether enjoyable. Reid, the gay the Latin melodrama. Wallace Reid is seen
comedian, is worth a dozen of Reid, the in the leading role * * * it is a Wallace
Reid part — the sort of thing his vast numbers of followers will delight in seeing him
romantic lover, and in "The Dictator*' he is
as gay as he has ever been * * * if you do do. * ♦ * Walter Long is extremely amusremain in town this holidaj' week and find
ing. * * * We predict right now that "The
yourself with a free afternoon or evening you
Dictator" will stay over for more than a
may be glad to know that there's at least week at the Rivoli.
an hour's joy in gelatin at the Rivoli.
EVE. WORLD—*
* * We like the screen
N. Y. HERALD — Wallie doesn't appear version much better than either the original
so flambuoyantly good looking as he has in
story or the play — and that's saying quite
some of his earlier automobile comedies * * * a lot, as we liked both other versions. It
The story itself is rapid fire entertainment
is full of zip and go and gives the star all
that begins to explode with merriment toward the chances he wants to be just as romantic
its close, volleys of musketry on the screen as he and the feminine film fans think he
being echoed by volleys of laughter. At sight
of the two armies alternately chasing each
EVE. TELEGRAM— * * * One moment
other hardened crrTics w^ere lieard to break
the audience
* * * laughs, the next it is thrilled
out with guffaws. * * * a highly entertain- *looks.
* * one of the most delightful and colorful
ing picture, suitable for light summer wear.
pictures in which Mr. Reid has appeared.
N. Y. WORLD— Mr. Reid is a slick and The star has the necessary dash and perwe suppose, handsome, if not over-worked,
sonality to make the role of the young
gentleman throughout, and Lila Lee, with
American ♦ ♦ * delightfully naive and specher sparkling black eyes and hair, is a dis- tacular.
tinctly beautiful Juanita. Mr. Reid would
EVE JOURNAL — There are sixty laughs
add greatly to the effectiveness of his work
if he would be so kind as to play through to the minute in "The Dictator." • • ♦
one entire picture without raising his left amusing parody on the politics of the countries south of the equator, with many charmeyebrow in closeups and also without striking views of those beautiful garden spots
ing steretoypted poses to indicate love sickness. The soft stuff becomes to us more and many humorously exciting situations befactions. tween the temperamental military and civil
objectionable
as the mercury
climbs.

St. Paul — Concentrating their
efforts on the Park, Oxford and Dale,
yeggmen cut down profits at two
of these houses to the extent of $650.
At the Dale, they broke protective
attachments on the safe, but with
$400 within their reach, were frightened ofif by a patrolman. At the Oxford, however, they obtained $500 and
the Park netted them an additional
$150.

AMERICAN—*
* * The story in film
shape seemed to be extremely burdened with
detail, and there was much photography expended upon the doings of the serio-comic
army — some of them extremely droll and
others a trifle over-elaborated. The very
short and pithy play was evolved into a very
long and unpithy picture, but there were
some entertaining episodes and much vim.
* * ** the taxi driver, was most hilariously
[lortrayed
by Walter
Long.
DAILY NEWS — There is more comedy
than usual in this speedy yarn • * * I
think you will like "The
Dictator."

GLOBE — * * * It's a long time since
Wallace Reid has appeared in anything so
consistently
"The of the
Dictator,"
* * * one of amusing
the funniestas films
season.
MAIL — * * * brimful of action ♦ ♦ * Cut
down appreciably this film would have a great
deal more "zip" and snap. As it is, however, it is good hot weather entertainment,
exceedingly
well played.
* * * amusement to
SUN — is bound
to furnish
anybody * * * Heading the cast is Wallace
Reid. and he is supported by Lila Lee. A
rea:ular
hot
weather
combination !
Every-

thing is as carefree and light as you could
want.
We strongly advise attendance.
POST — * ♦ * The picture abounds in good
entertainment, which will be appreciated these
warm the
days.
♦ * Walter
as "Biff"
gives
best• comedy
bit seenLong
on the
screen
for a long time. Lila Lee is prettier than
ever as Juanita. Thodore Kosloff and Alan
Hale are assets to the film. James Cruze
deserves

special

mention

for directing.
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Columbus, O. — J. W. Dusenbury
will keep the Grand closed for several
months. Other amusement enterprises will keep him too busy to
operate it.
FOR

LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIOS
For Lease in Whole or in Part
The last word in modem studio
and electrical equipment. Five
stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
and offices. All electrical apshop.
paratus, lamps and props, new
and complete. Large carpenter
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. — at Subway Station
New York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290

41 Great Q>araniount Q>ictun8s
ADOLPH

ZUKOR

PRESENTS

yj

Alice Brady in "AnnaDirectedAscends
by Joseph Henabery.

From the play by Harry Chapman Ford.
SPLENDID picturization of the stage playin which Miss Brady scored the greatest
triumph of her career. To be directed by the man

The Star plays the role of a warm-hearted
Syrian girl who comes to this country and
struggles against temptation to love and happiness. Rich in love interest and emotional

who made "While Satan Sleeps."

climaxes, it's Alice Brady's greatest.

A

«

Some line-up.
A. C. H.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

"The Dictator."
"If Vou Believe It, It's So.'
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young
Diana."
"Blood and Sand "
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."

wants — BIG PICTURES"
public
Just what theMadera
Opera House, Madera, Cal.

CHAMBERLIN,

U.

Watch this space Thursday for
No. 26
M FAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY
- aOOLOH
ZUKOO

CORPORATION

No.
No.

♦ * •

Closed for Several Months

13.
"Manslaughter."
17.
M\steries of India.'
15. "The
"Pink
Gods."
No. 16.
No
No. ... "The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
No. 18.
19. "Burning Sands."
■The
Ghost
Breaker."
No
'
"■
"•
"
•
No 21. "The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To
Have
and
To
Hold."
20.
22 "Tlje Man Who Saw Tomorrow.'
No. 23
"On the Higk Seas."
No. 24 "The Young Rajah."
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OPENING THIS WEEK
Our New Laboratory at Flushing, Long Island
Location:
Capacity:
Equipment:

Only 20 minutes from Times Square by our speedy
delivery vans.
Three million feet a week.
Latest type automatic developing and printing machines.
Tube System, insuring clean prints. No handling of
film.

Staff:

Expert technical staff, with lifetime training in motionpicture laboratory work, many of them graduates of
the Gaumont laboratories in Paris and New York.

Negative
Insurance:

I>owest rate in New York — 43.8 cents per hundred.
Four vaults of modern design conforming fully to
fire regulations assure maximum
protection.
We prefer using only highest grades, but our superior
equipment enables us to make good prints from any
grade on the market that the producer may wish to use.
It is not our policy to cut prices — but our rates will
be found to be the lowest, based on quality of stock
and perfection of prints.

Raw
Stock:
Prices:
Service:

Special cutting, editing, and projection rooms are provided for our patrons. Our laboratory and staff are
always at their service.

THE ASSOCIATED
Laboratories:

SCREEN NEWS, INC.
Executive Offices:

Flushing, Long Island
Telephone:
Flushing 2211

120 West 41st St., New York City
Bryant 1939
Telephone:

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

JS^^RECOGHIZEle

Authority
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FORMERiy
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Reform Drive in Mo.
Unprecedented Activity Under Way
— St. Louis Committee Supports
Myers' Move
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Four N. Y. Units
For Affiliation With M.

Shauer and Hicks Sail Today
Emil E. Shauer, foreign manager
and assistant treasurer of Famous
Players and John W. Hicks, managing director of Famous-Lasky
Film Service, Ltd., of Australia, sail
today on the Laconia for Europe.
Shauer will be gone some weeks and
will later return to New York while
Hicks will journey to Australia via
Europe.
Hoy Opens in St. Louis

cent organized."
Burston Feature for Metro?
It was reported yesterday that
"Forget Me Not," produced on the
coast by Louis Burston with Gareth
Hughes and Bessie Love in the cast,
has been acquired by Metro. At the
latter offices, no confirmation of the
report was obtainable.
Smith of London Arrives

Film
Smith's
Smith, of
R. London,
Harry
Sales,
Ltd.,
is in
New York
ters with
and
is
making
his
headquar
St. Louis — The Hoy Reporting
Service opened its local office on his American Representatives, the
Monday, July 3rd. Miss Schofield, Edward L. Klein Co.
Smith brought several productions
secretary of the St. Louis Film Board
of Trade, is manager. The name of with him, and while here will negotiate for the British and Continental
the F. L L. M. Club has again been
changed to the St. Louis Film Board Rights on features and two-reel
of Trade. The by-laws have been comedies.
changed to conform with the Hoy
"Conditions in England are steadily
system of accounting. Under the
Smith, "and we
improving,"
new plan the independent exchange feel
that the says
crisisMr.
is passed and that
members will vote as a unit on all the film business is again coming into
its own.
questions afifecting their interests.
FILM

DAILY)

Again Signs Tearle

P. T. O. is Will Appear in Two of the Selznick
Specials for Release Next
Sydney StateCohen's
PlanDrive
— Promises
Wide
Season
The M. P. T. O. plans to launch
Conway Tearle, who starred in a
four separate exhibitor units in New series of productions for Selznick last
York State for affiliation with the year, has been again signed by that
national body. One will be in Buf- organization to appear in two of its
falo, another in Syracuse, a third in special productions for the 1922-1923
Albany, a fourth in Binghamton. season.
Sydney S. Cohen is quoted to this
Theda Bara will appear in one picture which will probably be directed
effect in the current issue of "Picby
Charles
J. Brabin. Those two
tureplay,"
a weekly film paper published in Rochester.
and the names of Elaine HammerSpeaking of the Buffalo unit, Cohen stein and Owen Moore will be among
those in starrings or featured posiis quoted as follows:
tions in next year's Selznick product.
"This Buffalo unit will be the first
of four new state units. Others will
be organized in Syracuse, for Central
J. H. Hoffberg,
the Goldwyn
Back
New York; in Albany, for Northern ^
Hoffberg of
and Eastern New York, and in Bing- foreign department has returned from
months' South
trip through
hamton, for Southern New York. aandfour
Northern
America. Central
We now have 10 organizers in New
York State alone, instead of one,
and a state wide campaign tft enLauretteto Taylor
Starts DAILY)
"Peg"
(Special
THE FILM
lighten exhibitors as to our organizaLos
Angeles
—
Laurette
Taylor
has
tion and our motives and purposes —
now that the other side has had its begun the star role of "Peg O' My
Heart," at the Metro studios, under
say — will begin next week.
direction of King Vidor.
"Just as individual exhibitors or
unaffiliated local or state units would
Fern Andrea Killed
be ineffective and helpless without
Cable advises from Berlin state
well organized national support, so that Fern Andrea, one of the best
the national body cannot function known actresses in Germany, was
properly unless it has the unflinching killed when an aeroplane in which
support of state and local units. All she was a passenger collapsed.
but five or six states in the Union

St. Louis — Rarely in the history of
the state has there been such a concerted drive on the part of the reform element. They are leaving
nothing undone to win their ends,
even circulating propaganda designed
to make the people believe there is
no danger of blue laws here.
The Missouri Constitutional Convention is now in session at Jefiferson City, and the reformers hope to
have written into the basic laws of
the state, legislation that will forever force state censorship, Sunday
closing of amusement places and
other of their pet theories on the
people of the state. The sudden activity is due in a measure to a bill
presented to the convention several
days ago which would enlarge the
constitutional guarantees for the freedom of the press to include freedom
of the screen.
The Committee of 50, an organization composed of representatives of
various religious associations of all
denominations, has passed a resolution calling upon Missouri Senators
■ and representatives in Congress to
support the Myers resolution asking
for a Congressional investigation into
the so-called monopoly of the moving
picture industry.
The committee also went on record are now represented in the M. P. T.
as favoring national censorship and O. A., which has a membership of
the enactment of a law that would more than 14,000 and it will not be
(Continued
on Page 3)
long before the country is 100 per

(Special to THE

Price 5 Cents
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Ingram Due Here Shortly
Rex Ingram is due in New York
about the middle of July with the
negative of "Black Orchids," the title
of which will be changed before release. While here, Ingram will produce "The Toilers of the Sea."
Moss Found Conditions Off
B. S. Moss, who returned from
Europe on Tuesday stated yesterday
he found conditions in Europe far
from satisfactory. He added there
is need for up-to-date picture houses
in Paris and in London. Regarding
his reported plan for theater construction in conjunction with Irving
Bush, he said there was nothing to it
and then remarked that the time for
any such idea was not ripe.
Masterpiece a Lichtman Ally
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Go: tract Up Today
Hays aT. O. C. C. Groups Renew
Di
ussions
Lawyers
Meet
This — Morning
The various groups of lawyers who
are discussing the standard form of
contract between the distributor and
the exhibitor groups will meet in
Will H. Hays' office this morning to
again discuss the final form of the
agreement now pending between the
M. P. P. D. A., and the T. O. C. C.
This afternoon the Hays subcommittee and the T. O. C. C. committee will meet and it is possible but
not all certain that a definite understanding may be reached regarding
the agreement with the local exhibitor body. It is known to be the
desire of the Hays' office, however,
to bring into being the standard contract or standard contracts as the
case
may
one signing.be at one time and with
When the T. O. C. C. agreement
is signed, it is expected it will embody about 24 clauses. In addition
to the particular points outlined in
the correspondence of recent date between Mr. Hays and Mr. Edlehertz,
there will be the usual clauses regarding the bicycling of films and one
of the interesting features will be the
"play or pay" clause.
This is expected
to stipulate that
unless an exhibitor names the play
dates or (Continued
agrees to play
pictures
withon Page
3)
Hays Addresses N. E. A. Today
Will H. Hays leaves for Boston
this afternoon to address the National
Education Association tonight.
Women's Clubs Pledge Support
The Hays office yesterday made
public the text of the resolutions
adopted at the General Federation of
Women's Clubs at Chautauqua, N. Y.
approving the effort to improve the
standard of motion pictures and
pledging its support to the movement.
Blotcky in K. C. for Paramount
S. R. Kent has appointed Benjamin
Paramount's
as manager
Kansas
exchange.of The
position
Blotcky City
has been temporarily vacant for several weeks.

Philadelphia — The Masterpiece
Film Attractions have purchased an
Lasky Busy in Conferences
Al Lichtman Corp. franchise for
Jesse L. Lasky spent his first day
three years and will distribute the in the office yesterday in a series of
productions of the latter company in conferences with Adolph Zukor. He
Southern New Jersey and Eastern was not available all during the day
Pennsylvania. ^Masterpiece has also but while abroad, it is understood he
purchased
Curse of Drink"
from
North "The
and Weber.
the film rights to "The
purchased
Swan"
by Molnar.

J
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"The Dust Flower" — Goldwyn
Capitol

TIMES — * * * It is liard to understand
why Basil King as author and Rowland V.
as director made "Tlie Dust Flower."
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Lee
One would like to know what they had in
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., mind. Among other things, there must have
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and been the conviction that motion picture specFILM FOLKS, INC.
tators have nothing in their minds. * * * It
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
that it is "a Cinderella story" and
J. \V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- confesses
it
makes
a preposterous effort to seem sweet
ager ;J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
and
charming.
Helene Chadwick, who lias
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under (lone competent work on the screen, has been
made
to
overact
absurdly in it, and James
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside Rennie is its stiff and heavy hero. * * *
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Y, HERALD—* » * There is a surplus
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign of N.sweet
sentimentality at tirst, though this
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. is leavenetl by the momentary presence of
Address all communications to THE FILM
tlie most freckle faced boy in the movies,
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, (juickness of action cannot quite veil the
thinness of suspense, but it makes a good
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman,
Itut what makes this picture worth6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood try. while
above the ordinary Cinderella photoplay
1603.
is the presence of an elderly butler as fairy
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. godmother. * ♦ * That is a touch worthy
Wabash Ave.
of Barrie — one wishes there had been more
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
it •Y.» »WORLD—* * * lacks only one
of N.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de little thing, and that is story. James Rennie
* * * and Helene Chadwick, at times a very
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Interna- satisfactory sc;;een player, appear at the head
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- of a generally capable cast. The photographing of the various scenes is sensibly done.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
'' * * It really is not so bad as it is commonplace. It is just a picture. ♦ * ♦
AMERICAN — * * "■ The story transpires
on
the
screen
so simply, so sincerely, that
High
Low
70^8
Close
Sales
70^8
200 >ou travel along with the tenement girl quite
East. Kod, 81
81 /2
as a matter of course. The things all hap71 ?^
943/^
F. P.-L. . . 94 J4 81
pen
an effort
the spectator's
part
youwithout
follow
Letty on
uptown
and downtown
2,200
943^
500 and
do pfd. ..
again, and you get to think a lot of her in
14M 14^
400
7
7
14^
an astonishing little while.
'^' G'wyii
. . .
200
an absorbing
Loew's
Vol. XXI No. 5
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Price 5 Cents

Quotations

Griffith
Triangle
World

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Troy Lincoln Theater Corp., Troy. Capital, $100,000.
Incorporators, A. and H. L. and M.
Symansky. Attorne3% S. E. Classens,
Trov.
Albany, N. Y. — Artistic Film Co.,
New York. Capital, $6,000. Incorporators, W. Devery, C. K. Harris
and O. Steiner. Attorney, K. S.
Deitz, 140 Nassau St.
Albany, N. Y.— W. B. Film Exchange, New York. Capital, $100,000.
Incorporators, E. B. Bernstein, F.
Horowitz and E. Marsch. Attornejs,
Thomas and Friedman, 2 Rector St.
Albany, N. Y. — A. and P. Amusement Corp., Brooklyn. Capital, $15,000. Incorporators. M. C. Ryan, M.
E. Hanley and J. M. Treutlin. Attorney, F. J. Knorr, Albany.

EVE.

TELEGRAM—*

♦

* * *
picture.
E\'E. JOURNAL — If there were nothing
to "The Dust Flower" except the acting of
Claude Gillingwater as Steptoe, the butler,
the film would be worth going to see. For
Gillingwater is as fine an artist as ever
graced the screen. * * * a pretty, sentimental
piece, directed and photographed so charmingly that it should absorb the interest of the
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largely through the engaging acting of Claude
Gillingwater
as a butler
♦ ♦ ». Helene Chadwick is as charming
as ever.

POST — * * * In the first place we are
told not to be cynical and regard this
niodcrn
Cinderella
storyhowever,
as myth.to 'The
ing is not
sufficient,
makewarnone
swallow "The Dust Flower » ♦ • vvhole, without some protest.

* * *

"God's Country and the Law" —
Arrow — Strand
HERALD — This is going to please most
of the Strand's patrons, because it gives them
pecks from time to time into the breeze-swept
wildernesses of the North and Northwest.
There are even snow scenes. And while
there is no opportunity to grow entliusiastic
concerning the story itself, there is little
doubt that it is above the average of its class.

FILM

proposition ever
placed before the
attention of the
shrewd
independent buyer.

MONOPOL PICTURES
COMPANY,
Inc.
1476 Broadway

Advertising and Publicity Man

E\-E.
—* * *
is really
* * JOURNAL
*
with
Woods
of the CanadianThis
story
nature
afear.
most cynical spectator. * *■ ♦
GLOBE— * * * ♦ Helene Chadwick is
♦ • •
side.
the
on
interest
human
of
bits
very lovely in all manner of evening frocks apparently contains camera material
unlimited. The surface of its picture possibilities has only been scratched.
MAIL—* * * It is filled with artificial
situations, the characters consistently do the
SUN— * * ♦ There is
of God's
things which no human being would do in country displayed — in fact,plenty
the picture
real life, it is an entirely unreal plot to begin happy in suggesting the noble sweep of thoseis
with and it ends happily. * ♦ ♦ Hence, regions better than most Northwest films,
judging by the standards that have proved though in some
of the animal "shots" ardent
successful in the past, "The Dust Flower" scenic
fans will recognize old favorites. * ♦ *
should be a highly popular picture and it
POST
—
*
*
*
produced as well as the
probably will be.
majority, but not with such an entertaining
SUN — * * * a much lighter fairy story story, has a cast of sincere actors who
than one might expect from Basil King, and helped along with beautiful scenery, sucit contains so much sugar it just misses
ceeded in holding the interest especially if
But it is saved stories of this kind appeal to you. * ♦ ♦
going to the diabetic stage.

Thoroughly competent.
Highly endorsed. Real asset to theatrical or
film company.
Wants opportunity to
do real work.
Address B-185

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete in East. Perfect lighting equipment. Modern sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World

SERVING

"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
THE FOREMOST PRODUCERS OF THE

The Film Daily

Film Corp.

130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.

WEST

FILMACK PRODUCTION

TRAILERS
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

C A Foot

Kearse

• • TINTING FREE

DAILY)

Charleston, W. Va.— A. Milo De
Haven is now managing director of
the T. L. Kearse theaters here.

24

Phones
Hollyivooci
G^ISand e943

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction we
maintain that our Trailers are the
jest of their kind.
Make us prove it!

t/ohn M MckoJaim

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

The most unique short reel
State Right

Communicate
immediately for details
with

Thomas Meighan in "If You Believe It, It's
will be shown at
the Rivoli
nextSo,"
week.
(Special to THE

Ready mediate
for release.
im-

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Has
remarkable
and from
a capable
cast * * of
*.
This
film isscenery
suffering
an overdose
predigested morality. All of its platitudes
have been going through the mill since Plato
wore knickers * * * a zoo stock company
contributed local talent and several vaudeville
stunts in the good cause of a halting plot.
Otherwise there would be little hope. The
continuity is about as connected as the conversation inan apartment house court.
TRIBUNE— * ♦ » it does seem to us
that It has just a little less plot than any of
the Curwood pictures we have seen previously. There is a lot of Northwest mounted
policemen in it, but none of them is young
There is no love story. * » ♦
or handsome.
EVE.
WORLD— * * * an ideal hot
weather film. ♦ ♦ • With the mercury scrapSuite 524
Phone, Bryant 4416
ing an acquaintance with the 100 mark outside ANY picture of snow and cool, dark
looking places would be acceptable. So that
puts "God's Country and the Law" into
Linder Sails
the acceptable class. It would hardly attain
that honor in normal movie-going weather.
Max Linder sailed on the Paris for
EVE. TELEGR.VM— * • * ably directed
by
Sydney
a stirringdifferent
drama. *from
» ♦ France yesterdaj'.
There
is aOlcott
themeinto
somewhat
that usually found in the majority of outdoor pictures. Not only is there plenty of
red blooded action, stirring scenes, storms,
rapids and the true mystery of the wilds,
but a psychological denouement, a study in

Meighan Film at Rivoli

De Haven with Tom

Monopol Units

SQiv€a'€/ cuid RomaiitQ Strepts

Hollt/wood Cali/orma

IRVING MACK & CO.
CHICAGO

THE

DAILV
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Steamer Sailings

Palmer Photoplay "Welcomes" Hays
In full page advertisements in the
Bailings of steamers
for foreign dailies yesterday, the Palmer Photoplay Corp. addressed an open letter
trts, with destinations and times of
of welcome to Will H. Hays in which
cising of the mails are as follows:
the company pledged its entire supTomorrow
port to the Hays organization.
^3anan for Kingston sails at noon, mails
cse at 8 A. M. for Jamaica. Nunamar for
levitas sails at noon, mails close at 9 A. M.
i City of Nuevitas and Cuba. Inca for
Jrahoma sails at 1 P. M., mails close at
930 A. M., for Puerta, Plata Sanchez, La
Imana, and Barahoma.

Saturday
Uajestic for Southampton sails at 11 A.
I, mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe,
/■ica and West Asia. Presidente Wilson
f. Dubrovnik sails at 11 A. M., mails close
a 7.30 A. M., for Azores Islands (Italy,
Ciece and Jugoslavia specially addressed).
2 -land for Cherbourg sails at noon, mails
cse at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
\'St Asia (specially addressed only). Nieuw
/isterdam for Rotterdam sails at noon,
nils close at 8 A. M., for Europe, Africa
ll West Asia (specially addressed). Aeropis for Constanza sails at 2 P. M., mails
:ie at 10.30 A. M., for Italy, Greece, Con5|atinople, Bulgaria and Roumania (speilly addressed only). President Harding
t| Bremen sails at 4 P. M., mails close at
l|'. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia.
C'izaba for Havana sails at nooti, mails
•ie at 8 A. M. for Cuba (specially addres■>> only). Maracaibo for Maracaibo sails
ijnoon, mails close at 8 A. M., for Curacao
V'[ Venezuela. San Juan for San Juan sails
ijnoon, mails close at 8.30 A. M., for Porto
.-So, St. Thomas, St. Croix, Saba, St. Maru and San Domingo City. Tolea for Port
"Jion
sailsRica
at noon,
mails Zone.
close atHubert
8 A. M..
i Costa
and Canal
for
V^ranaham sails at noon, mails close 9.30
1 M., for North Brazil and Natal. West:j World for Buenos Aires sails at noon,
i|ls close at 10 A. M., for South Brazil,
Hjentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. Bolivar
Barbados
sails at 4 P. M., mails close
1 P. M., for St. Thomas,
St. Croix
St.
ts,
Nevis,
Saba.
St.
Martins,
St.
itatsius, Antigua, Montserrat, Guadeloupe,
rtinique, Barbados
and Guiana.

Hardwick

Host at Film Show

(Special to THE

FILM

D.'^ILY)

Atlanta — Governor Hardwick was
the host at a showing last night of
a picture showing Georgia forests.
The General Assembly was on hand
to witness it.

"Timber Queen" Released July 16
The most important mid-summer
release from the Pathe Exchange
will be the new Pathe serial, '"The
Timberland, Queen,"
starring for
Ruthrelease
Rowhich is scheduled
July

16th.

"Glengarry School Days" Next
Ernest Shipman yesterday wired
from Ottawa that the Ottawa Film
Prod., Ltd., after viewing "The Man
from Glengarry" voted to start workon "Glengarry School Days" at once.
The fact that "The Man from Glengarry" was made
the of
stockholders'
satisfaction
at a tocost
less than
$50,000 when $70 000 had been voted
for it was mentioned as a deciding
factor. Henry McRae will direct
and, through George L. Clarke,
Pauline Garon and Mary Astor have
been placed in the cast.
Sanford Plans One
Margaretville,
N. Y. — Charles
Sanford is to erect a house here.

A.

Contract Up Today
(Continued

from

Page

Reform Drive in Mo.
(Contmued

1)

in a specified time, the contract shall
not be valid. In the case of series
of pictures, an exhibitor will have to
play one at a minimum of five weeks.
Exhibitors will have the right to
change one date on each picture, but
when making the change must name
the new play date. In the event that
they fail to do so, the right to set
the dates automatically will revert to
the distributor. Another clause will
be one now embodied in a good many
contracts calling for a cancellation on
an exhibitor's part of a series of pictures after he plays the first two.
Arbitration is to be covered in the
contract. A national board will probably be formed and a series of territorial units with the right of appeal
reserved by both exhibitor and exchangeman to the higher body. If
either party refuses to abide by the
decision of the national board, the
other party will have the right to
cancel all contracts.
A clause covering a minimum admission price will be included in the
pact and another permitting the distributor to go over the books of an

trom

Page

1)

permit the seizure of prize fight films
that are shipped in interstate commerce. The action of the committee
followed an address by Rev. Wilbur
F. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform Bureau, who with
Rev. H. L. Bowlby of New York,
general
-Alliance,secretary
has beenof intheSt.Lord's
Louis Day
for
some time working up sentiment for
the blue law movement.
Much Activity in Southwest
Dallas — A campaign has been
launched by the Texas Sunday Observance League, looking to the closing of Sunday shows throughout
Texas and the southwest. The
league will co-operate with the
Lord's Day Alliance and International
Reform League which has headquarters at Forth Worth. An executive committee made up of prominent workers in various Texas cities
is now being organized and the personnel will be announced later.
Deal on for Expose Film
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

..St. Louis — It is stated here that
Clark-Cornelius has purchased "Sawing a Woman
in Two,"
produced
by
Black
Art Prod.
It deals
with the
vaudeville act in which a woman is

exhibitor
while the
distributor's
ture is running
at that
theater. picIn
connection with advertising accessories, itis understood the exhibitor
will be allowed a 50% rebate on all
apparently cut in half.
his purchases if at the end of the
year, he has carried out to the letter
S. J. Rollo, of Clark-Cornelius,
his contracts with the distributor. stated yesterday he has not closed
This is to be effective so long as the any deal for the picture mentioned
exhibitor does not resell his acces- above but admitted that he had made
sories to another exhibitor.
negotiations for it.

41 Great Gparamounl Q>ictures
uction "Clarence"
Prod
lleAgnes
deMiReid,
iamWallace
A Willwith
Ayres and May McAvoy
From the play by Booth Tarkington

HE funniest comedy, without question, ever
written for the American stage. It shows
the inside of a typical American home so truthfully that everyone feels he sees his own home

on the screen.
Three stars in the cast of America's greatest
comedy ! That makes it the
greatest
picture William deMille has ever
made box-office

them all"
"We hope to show
Theatre, Rockford

CHARLES
1,
2
I.
4.
5
6
7
8
9
1
1
1

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So.'
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded
Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."

'>^

Released November 20, 1922

T

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Scenario by Clara Beranger

LAMB,

Palm

Watch this space Monday for
No. 27
[famous_i_ players-lasky
corporation
[•,
40OLDM
ZUKOO.
DrrtJft
.

No. 15

111.

No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.

"Manslaughter."
"Tl.e .\Iysleries of India."
"P.nk
Gods."
16 "The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
18
14 "Burning Sands."
19
1,! "The Gliost Breaker."
Cowboy and the Lady."
17 "The Have
and To Hold."
22 "To
"The
Man
Who
Saw Tomorrow.
2,?
"On
the
High
Seas "
No. 24.
20 "The Yotmg Rajah."
No. 21
"Anna Ascends."

THE

-;xi^
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At Broadway Theaters
Cameo
Joliii Harrymore continues for another week
in" "Slu-rlock
Holmes'' with the rest of the
show
unchanptd.

Capitol

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
yotir ideas.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Taking advantage of the radio craze, a timely tie-up
for the exploitation of "The Invisible
Power," at Ascher's Merrill was obtained with good results by Ralph A.
Wettstein, with the city's biggest
electrical goods store. The entire
window was given over to display of
radio sets and supplies. Back of the
display of radio receiving and broadcasting sets was a three-panel screenlike affair which carried the ad of the
attraction and the theater and the
store's own advertisement.
The centre panel was twice as
Criterion
large as the two side panels and at
Viola Dana in "The Five Dollar Baby" its top was a painting depicting a
continues here. The rest of the program is
unchanged, the Criterion Magazine being young woman listening to a radio
message while forked lightning played
brought up to date, however.
back of her. Underneath this was
Rialto
printed in large white type, "What is
Jack Holt in "While Satan Sleeps," has the Invisible Power? Radio. We
carry
stock."
The the
sidelargest
panels radio
carried
the name
of the theater in large white type;
one panel gave the cast, the other a
Goldwyn ad. Two photographic enlargements of stills were carried on
each panel and with the name of the
play, properly exploited, business was
iielped.

Pittsburgh, Pa. — People applying
Rivoli
for marriage licenses at the Court
Victor Herbert's "American Fantasie," is House were startled by a sign anplayed by the orchestra at the beginning
nouncing that all applicants for marwith Susan Ida Clough, mezzo-soprano singriage during the week commencing

ing "The Star Spangled Banner." The
Rivoli pictorial follows and then comes a
music film, "Spanish Dance," offered by
Martha Graham. "Mountain Laurel," an oldtime screen meller, with changed titles so
that it becomes a burlesque, is the next
diversion and then comes a soprano-baritone
duet of "O Sole Mio," by Melba Aquila and
Giuseppe Interrante. "The Dictator," starring Wallace Rcid is the feature, after which
Marjorie Peterson dances a minuet to some
of Paderewski's music and an Educational
comedy,
"Step this Way," winds up the
show.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Chabrier's "Es]iana" is offered by the orchestra to start tlie program, after which
comes a Spanish dance by Doris Niles, to
music by Valvenle-Herpin and Volpatti,
namely, "Che Mi Amigo" and "Los Banderillos." The fourth of the Robert C. Bruce
Wilderness Tales, "The One Man Reunion,"
follows and Louis Rozsa, a baritone of the
Metropolitan, sings "Evening Star" from
"Tannliauser" immediately after. Unit 6 consists of some ballet dancing by Mile. Gambarelli, .Alexander Oumansky, Doris Niles,
Thalia Zanou, there being a violin solo by
Frederick Fradkin. Elizabeth Ayres renders
the prologue to Ihe feature which is "The
Dust Flower." For an orchestral interlude
directly after "Quand I'amour meurt" is
played and then comes a Mermaid Comedy,
**Rapid Fire," with the organ solo closing as
usual.

been brought down from the Rivoli for
another week on Broadway and "Cops," the
Buster Keaton comedy which followed it at
the Rivoli last week is also here. For the
overture, Franz von Suppe's "Poet and
Peasant," which is quite familiar to patrons
of this house, is rendered, the Rialto Magazine following. Enrico Aresoni, tenor, sings
"Celeste Aida," another musical number
being a rendition of Georges Bizet's
"Angus Dei," by Ugo Mariani, Caston
Dubois, Max Seydel and Otto F. Beck on
the violin, 'cello, harp and organ respectively.
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when the Olympic showed "Is Matrimony a Failure?" were cordially invited to be the guests of the house to
see that feature.
They were invited to come and
have a good laugh and probably see
some of the things to avoid. Bill
Robson, Paramount exploiter who
concocted the idea, told them to show
their licenses to the door man and it
would serve as an admission ticket.
Even though all newly married
Strand
James Oliver Curwood has one of his sto- couples did not take advantage of the
ries on Broadway again. "God's Country arid offer, it aroused interest in the prothe I^aw" being the offering and a Mermaid
duction with a boosting effect at the
Comedy, The
"Spooks."
theselections
comedy box offtce.
relief.
overture furnishing
consists of

Mallory hats." The portrait and inscription are surrounded by a Ben
Day and block panel border.
The significant thing about the tieup is that this advertisement will appear on the very day of the day and
date release of the picture. In addition to this newspaper space, the advertisement will run simultaneously
in quarter-page size in the Saturday
Evening Post, and in nearly full-page
size in the September issue of the
American Magazine.
The Mallory Company is now getting out a handsome four-page folder,
15,000 copies of which are to be sent
to dealers throughout the countrv as
well as 4,000 window cards rounding
out the campaign.
Ottawa, Can. — The Princess adapted a suggestion from the "Winners
of the West" campaign book to put
over the Universal serial. A Question and Answer Contest for children
under 16 years of age was arranged
so that each competitor had to attend every episode of the serial. An
official contest from which had a
space for
name,
address,
age the
and contestant's
school, as well
as
fifteen spaces for questions and a
like number for answers, was printed.
One question for each episode was
flashed on the screen, each week,
making it necessary for each contestant to witness every episode and
at the end of the fifteenth episode all
the contest forms were collected and
deposited in a sealed box. The winners' names will be announced at the
showing of the eighteenth episode,
after which the three prizes, a 1922
Cleveland Bicycle, and a ten and a
five dollar gold piece will be awarded.

Sandusky, O. — When the Eagles
were having their convention here
Manager George Schade of the
house bearing his name, decided to
do something to attract the attention
of the visitors. Red, White and Blue
being the colors of the organization,
from "The Chocolate Soldier" with Kitty
he promptly bought numerous balMcLaughlin, soprano, singing "My Hero."
loons of those colors and sent them
A nation-wide tie-up has just been
"Odds and Ends," billed as "The City of
Contrast," "Polar Bear Hunters," "If a effected by Paramount with the Mal- up, after printing an eagle and the
name of his house and attraction
Table Could Talk" and "Ruins of Athens"
comprise the next number with Alex. Cher- lory Hat Co., Inc., in connection with showing on each one. In addition
nyroff following with piano renditions of a "Nice People."
he decorated his lobby appropriately.
The I^Iallory concern which is
"Mazurka" by Ooddard and Rachmaninoff's
When the visiting delegation of 800
"Prelude in G Minor." Josei)h MarfcU, bar- among the largest manufacturers of
itone, sings the jirelude to the feature and the
arrived from Akron with 25,000 balorganists close as usual.
high-grade men's hats in the world,
loons, the populace concluded it was
is going to open its Fall retail sales
Independents
in Control
campaign with an advertising cam- another of Schade's ideas. "Why
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
paign run simultaneously in the roto- not?" was the common thought.
Schade get the others?"
San Angelo, Tex. — A recent deal
gravure sections of 15 leading news- "Didn't
And the display which virtually
having resulted in a change in the
papers on Sunday, Sept. 3. The ad- clouded the city attracted many
vertisement, prepared in collaboration
ownership of local houses, independent exhibitors have secured control with Charles E. AlcCarthy, Para- Eagles and other spectators to the
of the situation here. John D. Jones
mount publicity manager, will con- box office, while Schade quietly listened to the clinking of coins and rustland Frank Roberts are now in possist of a quarter-page display dominated by a portrait of Wallace Reid,
session of the Palace and Lyric, having of greenbacks. "In Old Kenwas the attraction at the
ing bought these from Southern En- who heads the cast of the de Mille time, but tucky,"
the idea is applicable to any
terprises. Jones formerly owned the production. Reid wears one of the
Crystal. The present situation is that new Mallory hats of exclusive model production during a convention.
San Angelo is controlled by two men. and underneath the portrait, well dis.The Palace theater is closed, howplayed in a panel, is the simple text,
Hoot Gibson is working on "Misfit
ever, but the house will open as soon "Wallace Reid, the famous Para- Turns Chaperone" in Arizona. It is
as improvements are made.
a
western.
mount star in "Nice People" wears

In the Courts

A jury before Supreme Court Ju
tice Whitaker
gave
a verdict i
$5,695 for Allan
Dwan
in a si
against William G. Massarene on
note. The note was given for Dwar
interest in a syndicate organized
promote a moving picture colony
Croton, N. Y., which Dwan sold b
cause his time was so much taken \
with his film directing work that ] /■
could devote no attention to it.
A default judgment for $2,252 h:
been filed in the Supreme Court \
Tribune Prod., Inc., against the Zie.
feld Cinema Corp., on a note.
The Bankers Trust Co. has fil
suit in the Supreme Court again
the Reeland Publishing Co.. Inc., f
$1,891 on a note to the Ale
Gravure, Inc.
Buys Knickerbocker, St. Louis i
(.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Knickerbocki
3145 Park Ave., has been purchas
by Samuel Goldman from Jose)
Schrempp. An airdome which a
joins the theater takes care of t
summer business. The consideratii
is said to have been $10,000.

'

Trent in Trenton Closes
Trenton,
N. J.— The
closed for the summer.

Trent

h

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St.. N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307
Richard Kipling announces
"THE FACE UPON THE
FLOOR" or "THE FACE
UPON
THE
BARROOM
FLOOR."
World's famous
poem and play by H. Antoine
D'Arcy. In the making. Watch

for it.

COMING!!

DESERTEC

AT THE j

LTAR
FOR

RENT

Best space in New York for
film exchange. Projection
room, vaults and cutting room.
8th Floor, 130 W. 46th St.

il
Ask for McGrath

7/ie BRADSTREET
of FILMDOM

7/ «re(ognizeii^
Authority
FORMERLY

Vol. XXI

No. 6
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Wants Aid of N. E. A. Foreign

Field Better Negri Finally Coming

Survey
by First National
Reveals
Healthier Financial Condition in
Europe and Latin America
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Through agents in England, Continental countries, the Orient, Near
iSoston — "On behalf of our organiEast,
Australia
Latin America,
■,ion I offer to j'our association all First National and
has conducted a
our facilities to aid in your exsearching inquiry into the market
i.rimentation,"
Will H. Hays
told
•:.e assembled delegates of the Na- abroad. Among the high lights of
■ nal
Education
Association
last its findings are:
Jit.
The demand for American-made
Jlays urged the appointment of a screen subjects is increasing.
Payment for these is more prompt,
u committee to study the needs
the non-theatrical
field and find indicating a very general improve,\s and means of supplying it. He
ment innances
the insofar
health
of the
world's fias the
entertainment
ved into the educational
producfield
is
concerned.
1 of pictures in some detail and
Mexico has declared war on firms
^ ,e some
interesting
statistics on
at had been done throughout the handling films which hold its people
uitry in advancing the visual in- up to ridicule or tend to brand them
as a nation of outlaws. This applies
■iction idea.
He said in part:
In addition to the general educational not only to the offending films them.'aiue of ertertainment pictures, we are toselves but to all films handled by the
gether concerned, of course, with two additional phases ; first, the pedagogic piclure, distributor through whose agency
This Mexican
and then the picture which is semi-educational they reach the public.
Will

Hays
Says
Producers
Will
Work with Educators in NonTheatrical Field — Cites Figures

and semi-entertainment. It must be that
the motion picture is a distinct contribution
to visual instruction. The quick way to
the Ijrain is through the eye. Scientific
tests which have been made and which are
being made and with which you are familiar
seem to prove the value of the motion picture in the class room.

Cites Results of Tests
"Professor J. \V. Sheppard, of the University of Oklahoma during 1920, found
these results from tests :
"In the Spring of 1920 he conducted a
test on about a dozen pupils of average intelligence in one of the high schools of
Madison, Wis. Abstract and concrete subjects were taught to one group by means
of films only, to a second group by a
superior instructor and to a third group by
an average instructor. The film scored an
average of 74.5?;, the superior teacher, an
average of 66.9',i, and the average teacher,
61.39<. In other words, the film beat the
best teacher by 6.6',</ and the average
teacher by 12.14%.
"Professor Jos. J. Weber, of the University of Kansas, during 1920 conducted
a series of tests in Public School No. 62,
(Continued
on Page 2)

18 Rejections Out of 3,200
Joseph Levenson, of the M. P.
Commission, was one of the guests
at the weekly luncheon of the A. M.
P. A. yesterday. He explained the
duties of the commission in connection with the censorship of advertising matter, and at one point said only
18 pictures had been rejected out of a
total of about 3,200 submitted in 11
months. He cited figures of the Government Census Bureau and said that
advertising matter must be censored
so that the 45,000,000 minors in the
country might be safeguarded against
bad influences.
Levenson predicted that censorship
would exist in New York no matter
■what the situation was politically and
said public opinion would demand it.

To Make One Picture in East — Paramount Studio to House More
Companies in Near Future
One interesting item in Jesse L.
Lasky's return
Europe
announcement isto from
the effect
that Pola

Price 5 Cents

12 ofFeat
Themures
Jewels—Fro
280 m
Short"U"
Sub57
jects and Six Serials on 1922-

1923 Program
Universal yesterday announced its
line-up for next year. It will include:
12 Jewels.
57 Universal attractions.
Negri, after many reported starts and
280 short subjects.
false reports is coming to New York
6 serials.
in August to make one picture at the
The Jewels will be released at the
Paramount studio in Long Island
rate of one a month beginning with
City. She will appear in a story especially written for her by a London August, when Universal starts its new
dramatist.
season. The first will be "Foolish
"Miss Negri is the first," said Mr. Wives" and the others, so far as is
Lasky, "of a nuinber of well-known known now, "The Storm," "Human
European players we plan to bring Hearts," Priscilla Dean in "Under
over here in the near future to aug- Two Flags," "The Kentucky Derby,"
ment the personnel of the Paramount "The Flirt," Lon Chaney in "Bitter
stock company. It is our intention Sweet," Priscilla Dean in "The Flame
to bring over two leading character of Life," "Merry-Go-Round," Harry
players from France, Spain and Eng- Myers in "The Prisoner," "The
land and give them places in the stock Abysmal Brute" and Priscilla Dean
"Trimmed in Scarlet."
company, that a more international in The
Universal attractions will be
released
in blocks of nine pictures, the
flavor
may
be
given
our
pictures."
Another move made by Lasky was
(Continued
on Page 4)
the establishment of scenario bureaus first to be known as "The Winning
in London, Paris and Madrid. Among Nine" and the others to be subsequently named with other slogans.
Pathe Loses Suit
the authors with whom Lasky talked
Each group will have two pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
was Franz Molnar, author of "Lil- from each of the following stars:
Albany — The Appellate Division of iom" and "The Devil." Molnar is Herbert Rawlinson, Hoot Gibson,
the Supreme Court, Third Depart- now writing a play for which he also Frank Mayo and Gladys Walton,
ment, last night decided against Pathe will do a scenario, and both the play
in the case brought by that company and picture will be produced here.
and one all-star production. "The
will leave for Hollywood in Winning Nine" group will be comagainst the Motion Picture Com- twoLasky
weeks. Before going he plans to
mission to decide whether or not
posed of HerbertBack;"
Rawlinson
"Don't
Gladysin Walton
the Commission has the right to put into effect an ambitious produc- Shoot," "Paid
(Continued
on Page 4)
censor news reels.
tion schedule for the Paramount studio on Long Island. He intimated
Mike Boylan Here
that this studio, will soon be operating
Malcolm
Stuart ("Mike") Boylan,
at capacity. In addition to the Pola
Paramount
Enters
Far East With Negri picture, Elsie Ferguson will be- director of publicity at Universal
City, is in New York from the coast.
Office in Tokyo— T. D. Cochgin work in August on "Outcast."
rane Manager
Kent Leaves on Trip
Finance Company in Delaware
Paramount pictures are to be disSydney
R. Kent left on a sales trip
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
tributed in Japan in the future
He will be gone for sevDover, Del. — The National Picture yesterday.
eral weeks and will probably reach
through offices owned and operated Finance Co. has been formed here
the
coast.
His return trip will be
by the Famous Players-Lasky. Tom with a capitalization of $2,500,000.
made through the South.
D. Cochrane, formerly with Universal
Tippett Here; Sails Tomorrow
in Japan, will be general manager
John D. Tippett of London, who
of the new company which is to be has been in New York for some days,
Hays and T. O. C. C. Have
Only
known as Famous-Lasky Paramount leaves tomorrow for home.
Minor Points to Iron Out Before
Films, Ltd.
Signing Uniform Contracts
Has Some Ambitious Plans
Offices will be opened in Tokyo
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Negotiations have reached the final
early in August. Assisting Cochrane
Philadelphia — The Wheeler Corp. stages between the Hays group and
will be R. E. Maclntyre, special rep- of America, a $25,000,000 Delaware the T. O. C. C. It is now merely a
resentative inthe service department company is headed by W. E. A. question of ironing out minor differWheeler of this city. The company
ences before the signatures can be
of the Famous Players, who will act
affixed to the unform
contract.
distribuproduction,
enter
to
plans
as supervisor.
tion and exhijjition and connected
There was a long meeting held yesLater, when conditions warrant, with it will be Edward Waldo, formterday in the Hays ofifice at which
arrangeinents will be made to open erb- with Fox as vice-president.
were present Senator James J. Walker, Bernard Edlehertz and Charles L.
The bulk of production is promised
Manchuria and Siberia. Cochrane
for Southern California although some O'Reilly for the T. O. C. C. and Elek
and Maclntyre will sail from Van- will be entered upon in New York.
couver on July 13 to take up their A chain of theaters is part of the com- J. Ludvigh,
mittee of the chairman
M. P. P. of
D. the
A.; law
KarlcomW.
(Continued
on Page 4)
new duties.
pany's plan.

F. P.-L. in Japan

All in Accord
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Wants Aid of N. E. A.
(Continued
from Page 1)
New York City.
The following is a result
of one of his experiments :
"Four hundred and eighty-five pupils in
Vol. XXI No. 6
Friday. July 7, 1922
Price 5 Cents Pulilic .School 62 were examined as to their
knowledge of geography. When the experiment began, all pupils had an average
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., knowledge of about 31.8 units. This standing
they
had
gained from the knowledge of
New
N. Y.,
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and their geography prior to the experiment.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ; Krom this starting i)oint (31.8 points) the
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- 4.S5 pupils who were taught orally without
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
tile aid of correlated motion picture film imEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
proved to 45.5 points, a gain of 13.7. The
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under same pupils with the aid of the film shown
after the oral lesson, improved to 49.9 points,
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside a gain of 18.1. The same pupils with the
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 aid of the motion i)icturc film before the
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign lesson improved to 52.7 points, a gain of 20.9.
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. Professor Weber says, 'statistically these
Address all communications to THE FILM
points are reliable to the point ui practical
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
"A cablegram from Pa&is, dated only two
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. certainty.'
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman, days ago, told how a class of medical students at the Sorbonne University saw, by
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
motion pictures, the complete details of a
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. wonderful operation upon the human
Wabash Ave.
stomach, performed by the famous surgeon.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
I'rofessor Jean Louis Faure. The film was
Kineraatograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, run at a speed synchronizing exactly with
London, W. C. 2.
the actual progress of the operation, and as
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de the details appeared upon the screen another
Clichy.
noted surgeon described every movement
Central
European
Representative — Interna- made, from the first incision to the closing
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- of the wound by the last stitch. In no way
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
could so great a numlier of students have
watched the life-saving workmanship of a
master of his profession.
"In my opinion there will be series of
motion pictures adopted soon by boards of
High
Low
Close Sales
education just as now series of text books
East. Kod.
12,
71>4
73
300 are adopted. They must be. of course,
scientifically, psychologically and pedagogi
F. P.-L. .. 82->i
81^
%iy%
1,700 cally sound.

Quotations

do pfd. . 94^
*^G'\vvn
...
6^
Loew's ... 16^
Griffith
Triangle
World

94)4
6%
14^

94^
200
b^A
100
16^
2,500
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Look for Recovery in Fall
The
financial editor of the New
York
Times
speaking
of
Famous
Players and Orpheum stock said yesterday:
"The stocks of corporations engaged in
amusements have, with those in practically
everj' other class quoted on the New York
Stock Exchange, felt the drastic changes of
liquidation, and of business improvement that
can be described as just moderate. Recent
advances in some of these issues, particularly
Famous Players and Orpheum Circuit, are
reported to reflect the belief of executives
of the corporations that earnings in tlie early
Fall months will show a sharp recovery.
In fact, the current business of both corporations isreported to be in excess of the
earnings for the same period last year. Programs of expansion which have been undertaken by the companies have been just about
completed."

S. J. Stebbins Joins New Unit
S. J. Stebbins has resigned as vicepresident and general manager of
Rialto Prod., Inc., and has relinquished all holdings in that corporation to
undertake exploitation on i>roductions
to be released by Attractions Distributing Corp.
Mary

Pickford a Doll Manufacturer

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los

Angeles — ^Mary Pickford intends entering the manufacture of a
Pickford doll on a large scale. A
number of artists are reported at work
securing a suitable reproduction.

"THE

SI'ICO 01= THE

PROGRAM

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Says Producers Are Interested
"The producers are interested in this
work. They realize its importance and the
industry is eager to help. Up to the present
time it has :iot been easy for producers to
meet the retiuirements of the educational
field. There are several reasons for this.
Ill the first place, until this time the demand
for strictly instructional class room films has
been small. Films are costly and unless a
single film can be used over and over it cannot be made without great loss. If educational films are to he produced accurately and
ill sufficient numbers, better methods of distribution must be worked out.
"Again, there has been difficulty in the
past because those who produced the films
were not trained educators and therefore
were not able to produce pedagogically
sound films, while at the same time the educators W'hose advice has been available have
too often proved unable to adapt themselves
to the peculiar technical demands of screen
production. Before great progress can be
made there tnust be some method worked
out to bring together the men and women
who are versed in the psychology of education with the men and women who are skilled
in the methods and mechanics of picture
production.
"Further, it may be true that in some
places there is some possible friction between
theater owners and the schools and churches
caused by competition developed by the
schools and the churches and believed unfair by the exhibitors. The fact is the exhibitors of the country approve and favor
educational films for classroom work. They
have not looked with favor on the semieducational films that would be shown in
chrurch or school without charge therefor,
and have objected to the non-theatrical use
of the theatrical or amusement film.
"This is natural. The theater owner pays
national and state tax on his theater, a license
fee. an extra insurance premium and other
special levies in order to run his business and
provide for the essential amusement ; and it
was obviously unfair to him to create a competition to draw the same audience with or
without charge into places which have no
such burdens.

Exhibitors Have Certain Rights
"In developing fully tl e value of educational pictures, which are semi-instructional
and semi-entertaining, the fijndamental rights
of the exhibitor and his value and importance
in the situation must be always considered.
Our whole program of bettering conditions
in the industry cannot possibly proceed without the cooperation of the exhibitor. The
exhibitor owns the screen, it is his theater,
and the efforts of the producer and distributor succeed only as the exhibitor cooperates. It is his effort as much as the
producer's.
And while we want to develop

as fully as possible the educational film, we
must and we do recognize, and you must
recognize, and the public must understand
that the rights of the exhibitor must be protected. This does not include pedagogic
films, of course, or religious films which are
solely for the use of churches. The exhibitors have very definitely made plain their
position on this matter in the resolutioit
passed at the national convention of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of America
ill Washington, in which they said that they
have no objection to strictly educational and
informative films in schools or religious films
in churches, but do resent the unfair practice of using theatrical films of solely amusement character in non-theatrical institutions
ill a way which injures the theater owner
in hisment effort
to properly provide entertainfor the public.
"Much has been done with the motion
picture already as an instrumentality of instruction, but the surface has hardly been
scratched. Certainly the educators of the
country are awakening to its possibilities.
I'^our non-commercial magazines are or
recently have been in existence, dedicated to
the discussion of the problems of visual education. \'arious Museums of. Natural History have used films for lecture purposes in
small museums and public schools, and in
1921 the American Museum of Natural History gave 186 motion picture lectures with
a total attendance of 93,459, and in addition
co-operated extensively in producing films
for lectures in public schools. The educational value has been appreciated and tried
out in various directions. Recently the
.\merican City Bureah inaugurated a film
service on municipal and civic subjects. In
Washington representatives of the National
.\cademy of Science, the American Association for the .Advancement of Science, the
National Research Council, and the Scripps
Interests are joined to promote Science Ser\ice which, among other things, seeks to
educate the popular mind by putting into
screen form stories of scientific discovery and
invention. The Society for Visual Education has produced many films of educational
nature. Professors in many schools and colleges are talking of filming the materials of
their courses, and Yale is said to have under
production lUU reels showing its famous
Chronicles of America.
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that 34 cities, including New York, Chicago,
Cleveland. Detroit, Indianapolis, Los Angeles
and San Francisco, are now using pedagogical
films in their class rooms and assembly halls.
.\'ew V'ork spent approximately $10,000 for
this purpose last year, while Los Angelej f
spent about $25,000. There will be a rapid
growth in school appropriations for this
purpose, and there are probably about 10,000
projecting machines installed in schools and
churches. If methods can be found for easy
payments on machines and effective metl-.ods
for distribution of films, this field will grow
with great rapidity.

^"The Urges
Joint faces
Committee
problem a which
all of us is to De
provide some plan of co-operation which will
provide film material for instructional use
in schools and colleges ; and suitable films
for churches and welfare organizations —
some plan which will secure the active cooperation of theater owners and public
leaders and which will safeguard against
harmful competition between non-theatrical
and theatrical groups. These matters which
are merely incident to the youth and tremendous expansion of the business can be
worked out satisfactorily without question.
"It would be my hope that still furth^
immediate
progress
might
made. with
'Thi.
motion picture
industry
will be
co-operate
the National Educational .Association fully
to that end. On behalf of our organization
I offer to your association all of our facilities to aid in your experimentation. There
is already a great demand for pedagogic p;tures. I propose that we jointly study tl-i':
demand and that we jointly find ways a-il
means of supplying it. Let a committee Vt
appointed of this association made up of ti.e
very best talent within your ranks; 1 -:
them meet with the great producers of • e
country and find ways to use our facilic; We ask you to aid us and to let us .. ;
you in the study of the whole problem :
the use of the motion picture as a dir-c:
pedagogic instrument. Let us together t:i i
the means of making pedagogic pioturr^
which are scientifically, psychologically :•: :
pedagogically sound. Not only can we w-.i
care of the demand which now obtains I u:
the great demand which is 'imminent a;
which will certainly come, must t>e n- - .
and met by the producers with a supply tj.j:
measures up to the ideas of the educat _ ;

m

Some Interesting Statistics

of the country."
"The Society of Visual Education contains
1.^ presidents of colleges or universities, six
Decries Crop of Educationals
presidents of normal schools, six deans of
(Special to THE
FILM
D.AILV)
colleges, three representatives of large foundations ; 76 professors and instructors in
Boston — Alfred H. Saunders in an|
colleges and universities; nine state superintendents of public instruction and 71 city address before the Department of Edsui-terintendeiits of schools. This association
ucation of the National Education Association attacked the present crop]
is for the purjiose of preparing and distributin.g motion picture films which will be
educational
of
s saying that there were!
pedagogically sound text book supplements
for the use of teachers. Besides this associa- not 12 real ones in the field. He!
tion and the Visual Instruction Department urged that educationals be produced)
of your own organization, there are two
educators.
other groups of educators in the motion pic- by Don
Carlos Ellis, general manager]
ture field — the National Academy of Visual
Instruction and the Visual Instruction As- of National
M. P.,
Non-Theatrical
sociation of America. An incomplete list
shows 28 colleges and universities which Inc., and secretary of the Visual In- 1
have organized departments for the distribu- struction Association of America, is
tion of films. .At least seventeen of our here attending the conferences.
largest educational institutions are giving
courses to their students on the use of the
motion picture for visual instruction. Columbia has courses which teach photoplay
FOR
LEASE
\%riting and the mechanics of production and
photoplay writing is successfully taught by
correspondence. The University of Nebraska has erected a $20,000 studio on its
campus, while Vale, Chicago, Nebraska, Wisconsin. Indiana. Michigan, Oklahoma. Illinois and Utah have actually started production of their own motion pictures.
For Lease in Whole or in Part
"Perhaps the best evidence that motion
The
last word in modern studio
pictures have entered the field of education
is the fact that several large universities are
and electrical equipment. Five
conducting scientific research into motion
stages. Direct current. Repicture problems. The best material ever
mote control. IS minutes from
produced in the study of the psychology of
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
reading has come through the motion pictures of the eye, which have been taken by
and offices. All electrical apthe Department of Education of the Uniparatus, lamps and props, new
shop.
versity of Chicago. Again, our knowledge
and complete. Large carpenter
of the processes by which children learn to
write has been greatly increased through
motion pictures of hand movements taken
Westchester, Forest and Jackby the same university. Dr. Shepherd, of
the Universities of Oklahoma and Wisconson Aves. — at Subway Station
soii. Dr. Weber of Columbia University and
New York
the University of Kansas, and Dr. McCloskey.
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
of Chicago University, have all made the
rigid scientific inquiries into the effectiveness
W. H. Weissager, President
of motion pictures as a means of class room
121 W. 39th Street
instruction to which I have already referred.
"Further evidence that we are on the
Bryant 7290
threshold of great things in the matter
of educational
films is proved by the fact

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIOS

Grab Your Flivver — Your Phone
Anything To Book This Quick!
Jackie Coogan's biggest and best feature.
Jackie made

your patrons love him in

"Peck's Bad Boy" and "My Boy."
He'll steal their hearts in this one.
A riot of fun in 5 reels, with a heart tue
that'll bring tears and a sob — and a big ray
of sunshine.

It'll make their hearts glad and
jam your theatre to the doors.
Sol Lesser presents

JACKIE
IN
FOR THE

COMING

YEAR

we will ralaase

6Cb70
WATCH ^0-C3^^ WAIT
SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT

COOGAN

"TROUBLE"
A Jackie Coogan Production— Released through Associated First National
Pictures, Inc. — World Rights.

Released July 31 — Keep
Open and —

Your Dates

THE

Foreign Field Better
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ultimatum comes at a time when film
conditions are improving throughout
that country.
Pictures stolen in this country or
even in Mexico itself could be "duped"
and run in competition with the original bona fide films and nothing could
be done to it. Henceforth films will
get copyright protection in Mexico,
but it will be necessary for the exhibitors to copyright them in the Republic.
What is true of Mexico is virtually
true of all Latin America. Conditions are becoming more regular and
businesslike in Cuba and South American countries and the only place
where there is any real difficulty is
Jamaica, because films have to be
shipped from New York and it is
sometimes months before the shipper, or owner, gets them back from
that island.
In England the "block booking"
means a long delay in realization of
money collections. The information
revealed in the survey indicates that
these showings will soon be made
possible in about nine or ten months,
which will be a very important factor
from the financial standpoint.
The investigation in Italy shows
that business dealings are becoming
easier, collections much better and
that more theaters are being turned
over to the films.
Germany, which was held to make
the most threatening gesture toward
America, is eager for American product.
Owing to unfavorable financial
conditions Spain is almost as bad a
risk for the picture salesmen as is
Germany.
France, through a determination to
advance her own film industry, also
joins these two as a poor business
field, because France wants her people
to see home-made pictures at least
equal in number with importations.
Thus, an American exchange booking
pictures to French theaters, must also
handle French pictures in order to get
its own product on the French
screens.
Belgium, which has shown such
vigorous recuperative power, ranks
only fair as a field for American made
screen entertainment.
In Scandinavian area the demand
for American product is growing in
Norway and Sweden; Denmark remains about at a standstill. Russia
and the Balkans are impossible ^s
immediate film markets.
India is showing probably the most
encouraging signs of all the countries outside of England, in its desire for American pictures.
Australia reports business for
American pictures as growing constanth' better; many theaters heretofore devoted to drama and vaudeville are being turned into motion
picture houses.
China, which is a film market only
along its coast, is reported as having
a fair demand for U. S. A. pictures,
but even so is better than her most
vigorous neighbor, Japan.
McAulisse, Amer. Releasing M'g'r
E. A. McAulisse is manager for
American Releasing at Cincinnati and
not George Smith, as stated.

jg^
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Bobby Connelly Dead
Bobby Connelly, a youngster wl
(Continued from Page 1)
has been appearing on and off in \
Kircinvey, Saul E. Rogers, William in "Top O' the Morning;" Hoot Gib- tagraph pictures, died suddenly at 1
Seabury and R. A. White for the
son in "The Galloping Kid;" Frank home in Brooklyn Wednesday nigl
Hays organization. Will H. Hays at- Mayo in "Caught Bluffing;" Herbert He was 13 years old and had ju
tended the early part of the meeting Rawlinson in "Confidence," "The finished a part in Ivan Abramsor
but was forced to step out of the dis- Long Chance;" Gladys Walton in new picture.
cussions to leave for Boston where he "The Girl Who Ran Wild," and Hoot
addressed the National Education
Gibson in "A Lone Hand."
ROTHACKER
PRINTS
In the field of short subjects there
Association last night. Sidney R.
and
SERVICE
Kent also participated in the meeting will be at least six serials, although
the names of only two are announced.
but later left for his Western trip.
E. O. BLACKBURN
This morning upon the return of These will be "In the Days of Buffalo
Special Representative
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Hays, it is expected the final draft Bill" and "The Radio King." There
Chicago, 111.
will be submitted to him. A meeting will be six more "Leather Pusher"
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
with the Cohen organization in all stories; six Baby Peggy Century
Hollywood,
Cal.
,
likelihood will be held today to comedies, a series of Jack London's
straighten the negotiations in that Fish Patrol stories, a Lumber Jack 42 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 18ij|
series and a series of International
quarter.
News novelties called "The Mirror."
The Baby Peggy comedies will not
Two Units at Jackson Plant
interfere in any way with the Century
William Nigh will head one pro- comedies, which will be released in
ducing unit and Jack Dillon another
of 12 and sold in series. The
which start work next week at the blocks
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Fish Patrol stories and the Lumber
Auditors
Jackson studio in the Bronx. Nigh
will each be eight in numwill launch his first picture for North Jack series
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
ber. There will be a third group of
and Weber and Dillon will direct a
Telephone Longacre 9074
eight two reelers cut down from
new Arthur Housman comedy. Til- Harry Carey features and, all told,
ford Cinema will construct the sets.
52 outdoor action subjects are
Roy Neill has started work on a planned. There will be eight or
new production at the Tilford plant
twelve of "The Mirror" series and the
on 44th St. Henry Kolker is direct- usual 104 issues of International News
Weeklv.
ing Madge Kennedy in the same

57 Features From "U"
(Continued

from

Page

1)

W. A. FLEMING & CO.

STUDIO FOR RENT

plant.
Coming

Here for Vacation

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Dorothy Dalton will
shortly complete work in "On the
High Seas" and then come to New
York for a vacation . She will probably be in the East for some time.
Jack Holt will be in New York in
the near future to shoot some scenes
for "Making a Man." Tom Meighan
is slated to make a picture at the
Paramount plant in Long Island in
August.
Steffes Has Praise for Hays
(Special

to THE

FILM

Myers in "The Prisoner"
Edward Laemmle's first European
picture will not be "Ivanhoe" as
planned. He will first make "Castle
Craneycrow" by George Barr McCutcheon with Harry Myers as star.
It will
be released
on
the list
of Jewels.as "The Prisoner"

Most complete in East. Perfect lighting equipment. Modern sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.

Know What's Going On

DAILY)

Minneapolis — Upon his return from
New York W. A. Steffes had this to
say about Will H. Hays in "AmuseWill H. Hays lias done more for the moments":
tion picture industry in the last three months,
than any other man has done for it since
its inception,
"The advent of Will H. Hays into the industry, is a direct benefit to exhibitors, for
they now have someone to deal with direct,
realizing that they can secure sympathetic
cooperation
and justice."
"Frankly. I was not 'sold' on Mr. Hays
prior to the New York conferences, but I
now
am 'sold"
him 100
cent,him
and anyat
all times
standon ready
to per
extend
possible co-operation."
Minnesota's questionnaire has been answered satisfactorily, Steffes said, and has
been answered in deeds.

Subscribe to THE FILM DAILY Now
The Film Daily
71 West 44th St., New

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for one
year, starting immediately, to include

Louise Fazenda Gets Judgment
(Special to THE

FILM

THE

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Louise Fazenda has
been awarded a judgment against the
A. L. Hart Prod., Inc., in a suit which
grew out of two promissory notes
signed by the company and said to
have been personally endorsed bv
Hart.
Mooney Leaves on Trip
Paul C. Mooney, general manager
of Louis B. Mayer Prod., left yesterday on a trip through First National exchanges in the Middle West
on behalf of "One Clear Call."
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Vlust Have Control
^al
Church
Repoi t Says
Some
Regulatory Influence of Motion
Pictures Is Necessary

Party

in Virginia

Marcus

Loew Taking Stars to Convention at Ocean View Next
Week — Three Day Session
Alarcus Loew is on deck again with
iThe fourth and final report of Dean
(larles N. Lathrop, of the Social plans for another party. This time he
Jrvice Commission of the Federal will pilot a group of stage and screen
(')uncil of Churches, is in the nature celebrities to Ocean View "down in
( a summary in which the conclusion Virginny," where the M. P. T. O.
i reached that there must be some will hold a convention July 11, 12
and 13.
srt of control exercised over motion
The party will leave Monday afterptures. The report holds it should
noon by boat and remain at the
li a national control but not by
Ocean
View Hotel for the life of the
l;ans of a political censorship.
convention. They will return to New
"A number of conclusions," it York in a private car on Friday. The
lids, "are presented in this conclud- list of those who will go was far
iz section of the study of the mo- from complete yesterday but those
t'li picture problems of the country
i the Social Service Commission of already scheduled include:
Diana Allen, Buster Collier, DoraltL Federal Council of the Churches
< Christ in America.
The chief of dina, Edward Earle. Bernard Granville, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Howard,
(Continued
on Page 2)
Johnny Hines, Zena Keefe, Will
Rothacker Sails Today
Morrissey, Marguerite Marsh. Belle
Watterson R. Rothacker sails today McEwan, Bee Palmer and R. Siegel.
There will be more.
ir Europe. He will be gone until
The Virginia exhibitors intend
: ptcniber and in the interim, E. O.
ackburn will act as a special re- holding a ball in order to refund the
money which they spent in combating
us-entative for him in New York.
censorship in that state.
Standard Buys Franchise
I Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Educators Will Appoint
Committee
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
iCmcinnati — Harry Charnaes has
■i;rcliased an Al Lichtman franchise
Boston — It is understood that the
'r Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, West- National Education Association will
iii Pennsylvania and East Virginia appoint a committee to work with
r his Standard Film Service Co.
Will H. Hays in meeting the problems in the non-theatrical field, and
Minnesota Against Hoy
that this will occur as a result of
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
the address made by Hays on
Minneapolis — W. A. Steffes speak- Thursday evening, at which he ofo for the M. P. T. O. of Minnesota
fered the aid of his organization to
* ; that the exhibitors will have no the N. E. A.
igs with the Hoy Reporting SernLc ni this territory.
Spend $38,033,000
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco — A partial compilation made by the American Photo
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Player Co., places $38,033,000 as the
^Boston — At a meeting of represent- cost of theaters in the United States
ives of 30 States the Visual Instruc- on which construction was begun duran Association
of America,
which
ing the first three months of this year.
Most of the new houses, are for films
as organized on a temporary basis"
me months ago, was organized. The while in the larger cities many theaters of more than 2,500 seating capaaf? of temporary officers, with ErSst L. Crandall as president, was
city will offer pictures in combination
with
vaudeville.
lanimously re-elected and vice-presints were chosen for 25 or more
With 17 theaters under construction
tales to act as regional representa- at a value of $8,185,000, Illinois holds
ves of the association in their own first place among the States in the
list. Ohio is second, with 12 new
>d neighboring States.
In addition to Crandall, the follow- houses, costing $5,500,000, and New
g officers were elected: H. C. Bal- York is third, with 21 theaters, valued
)m, assistant superintendent of at $5,195,000. .The rest are: Pennsylvania, 8theaters, $4,810,000; Missouri.
;hools of Newark, vice-president;
on Carlos Ellis, recording secretary; 4 theaters, $1,340,000; New Jersey, 5
T. Rowland Rogers, of Columbia, theaters, $1,275,000; Nebraska, 2 thea)rresponding secretary; Charles H.
ters, $1,070,000; Iowa, 2 houses, $1,[ills. Boy Scouts of America, treas- 011,000, and South Carolina with 1
theater, valued at $1,000,000.
urer.
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Triangle Suit Ends

Pathe Will Appeal

Hyman
Winik
Settles While
Case Will Contest Appellate Division's Decision on News Reel Case —
Was on Trial — New Foreign
Contract
Going to Higher Court
Lewis Iniierarity, secretary of
Arthur Butler Graham, attorney
for Triangle in its litigation with the Pathe Exchange, Inc., yesterday
Aitkens and Hyman Winik to recover stated that undoubtedly Pathe would
stock of the corporation and to break take to the Court of Appeals the decision of the Appellate Division of
the contract negotiated with Winik
the state which on Thursday evening
by which he got the foreign distributing rights to the Triangle films, decided that the Motion Picture Commission has the right to censor news
announced yesterday that Winik has
followed the precedent of the Aitkens reels in the same inanner as regular
value.
and has settled while the case was features of entertainment
Pathe's stand has been that news
on trial before Supreme Court Jusreels were like newspapers and that
tice Finch.
Graham stated that under the scenes and persons appearing in them
terms with Winik he turns over to did not appear as actors or in
the corporation $14,000 in its stock scenes especially posed for that reel.
Deputy .'Vttorney General Arthur E.
and $86,000 in cash and notes, pay- Rose
maintained that the news reels
able in six months, for which he has
the right to distribute certain Triangle were shown in places operated for
a profit and as such came under the
films abroad on a percentage basis, body.
Graham stated that as a result of the supervision nf the state censorship
settlement of the litigation Triangle
gets about half its stock back, and has
Blossom Sails Today
a profitable contract with Winik in
A.
B.
Blossom, for two years Uniplace of the one Triangle sued to set
versal sales manager in Philadelphia
aside on the ground that it was unfair to Triangle.
leaves on the Majestic today to become representative of his company
in Paris.
Patterson and Samuels Here
Willard
C.
Patterson
and
Sig
Goldwyn Lists Ten
Part of the 20 Goldwyn pictures for
Samuels, of Atlanta, arrived in New
York yesterday.
'elease next season are the first Marshall Neilan production as yet unCivic Ass'n Committee Meets
named, "Hungry Hearts," "The
There was a meeting held yesterday Christian," "Remembrance," "Captain Blackbird," "Broken Chains,"
of the committee of representatives
of civic associations in the office of "Brothers Under the Skin," "The Sin
Will H. Hays to discuss a plan of Flood," "The Bitterness of Sweets"
campaign to secure closer co-opera- and "A Blind Bargain."
iton between the public and producers
Ideal Abandons Block Booking
of motion pictures.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — Considerable interest has
More
Ills Blamed
on Amusements been excited here over the announcement of Ideal Films, Ltd. that it has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The leading editorial in the July abandoned the block booking system.
8 issue of "The Dearborn Inde- No picture will be booked before the
pendent," the Henry Ford organ, is exhibitor sees it. Ideal's first of a
captioned "Another Diagnosis by Mr. new series will be "A Bill of Divorcement" and the second. "Marv, Queen
Hays." In it, exception is taken to
the statement made by Mr. Hays that
the country must have its amusement
Willat with Metro
or go "red." Then it proceeds:
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"This countr.v is not going 'red.' And it of Scots."
will not be liquor nor amusements that will
Los Angeles — Irvin Willat who is
prevent it. Tlie American spirit is going to
shake off its attitude of cowed subservience,
completing
"On has
the been
High engaged
Seas" for
by
is going to look its problems in the face, Famous Players
is going to ask its self-appointed rulers to
stand aside, and is going to put its life
on a basis of justice and progress. That
will not be revolution, but the liberation of
the nation from all its unnatural and uneconomic bondage. Nothing will suffer but
unjust systems which cause suffering. But
as for amusements helping, there is this to
say : most of the revolutionary and immoral
ideas now current have come to the popular
mind through the channels of its amusements.
Amusement has been subsidized by the vilest
forms of propaganda."

Metro to produce "All the Brothers
Were Valiant" as a Willat Prod.

More

Conferences

Uniform contracts were discussed
yesterday by Will H. Hays and Sydney S. Cohen and a group of M. P. T.
O. representatives. The session lasted most of the afternoon.

=^^
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them is that motion pictures should
be thought of and talked of not as a
troublesome problem, but as one of
the chief assets of the community for
education and betterment.

Saturday, July

DAILY

ness of the schools. On the moral side the
efforts of the schools are supplemented by
the church.
"The immediate duty of the churches, considered locally, would seem to be to secure
an intelligent study on the part of their
members of the problems set forth in these
pages with a view to determining what
method of social control is best. But without reference to legislative proposals there
IS a local task for every conmiunity that has
a picture theatre. In nearly every parish
and congregation there are men and women
well qualified to study the motion picture
situation in the local community. The
method pursued in gathering information for
the present study is commended to any

Among
(Special

8, 192;

Pennsylvania Exhibitors u
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

I

Allentown, Pa.— The Peoples Th
ater Co. will erect a house seatir,
Perkasie — The
800.

Plaza,

being

the

erected

by

seating 65
Firemen's A

sociation, will be ready shortly.
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
"A number of conclusions are obvious.
New
York,
N.
Y.,
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
Harrisburg — Wilmer
and Vincei
FILM FOLKS, INC.
I'"irst the mass of people recognize tlic !ieed
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; of some social control of moving pictures.
have
closed
the
Majestic for th
They
have
become
the
greatest
source
of
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- amusement and recreation, we can fairly say,
summer,
during
whiph
it will 1
ager ;J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
altered.
in the world. And they are a commercialized
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, amusement.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
"The mere fact that the moving picture <T^-ii>'
"^ity seeking light on the motion pic(O.lll .5,"6blem.
Lebanon- — The Penn Steitz Amus
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside interest can afford to draw into their employ
"\Vherever possible an interchurch com- Co. will improve
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 a member of the Cabinet of the President of
the Hippodroni
mittee
should
be
selected.
This
committee
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign the United States to be their liead and rep- should not only report on conditions, but This
concern
recently
acquired
resentative
suggests
their
position
and
their
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
power. A great commercialized amusement should wrestle with the problem of standards from the Jackson Amuse. Enterprise
Address all communications to THE FILM
and
seek
to
develop
a
policy
which
the
comcalls
for
some
measure
of
social
control.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
munity may be urged to adopt.
Tliis principle holds true quite without reAltoona — July 4th has been d(
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-45525558.
"When the facts are in hand and a judggard to the opinion one may hold of the
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E, Gausman, standards
ment
as to standards has been formed, it cided upon as the day on which tt
of art and morals maintained in
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
IS
necessary
to
determine
a
policy.
No
the moving pictures that are being shown.
1603.
single right procedure can be prescribed, but Victoria will open. Constructic
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
there is one that may safely be pronounced cost about $750,000. Athenas Georj
Social Control Necessary
Wabash Ave.
always wrong. That is, to launch immediis proprietor and manager.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
a crusado against the picture exhibitors.
"The
only
question
is,
what
measure
and
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, what kind of social control? It certainly They atelyare
a
part
of
a
big
system
for
which
London, W. C. 2.
Holmes Now Owns Brooklyn
ought to be a control that places the re- they are only partly responsible. They are
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
sponsibility squarely on those who produce also members of the community. Tliey may
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Clichy.
the pictures. And — since they produce for actually share, privately, the opinions of the
Kansas
City,
Mo.
—
G.
E. Marti
Central
European
Representative — Interna- the whole nation — it ought to be national investigating committee.
has sold the Brooklyn to J. i
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- control. There will always be great opposi"In
any
case
they
will
respond
much
more
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Holmes.
^|
tion on the part of a large proportion of favorable to an effort toward community
.\merican citizens to a law establishing a betterment that takes them in than toward
Federal Board of Censors.
one that is avowedly hostile. Compulsion
Smith,
Veteran
Exhibitor,
Dies
".\ large part of the American people ob- should be a last reosrt.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ject
to
censorship.
They
feel
rightly
or
"All efforts should be positive and conHigh
Low
Close Sales
wrongly, that it suggests limitation of
structive. Emphasis should be placed on the
Elgin, 111. — Following a long il
liberty, especially in a situation encouragement of the good rather than the
East. Kod. 11
HVa
723^
600 American
where there are no settled standards and suppression of the evil. And the motion pic- ness, Charles T. Smith, a veteran e:
F. P.-L. .. 83
82^
82M
2,500 where the pictures often present the news
ture screen should be thought of and talked hibitor died after an illness of Ion
do pfd... 94^
94%
94%
100 and opinions of the day. The Board of of not as a troublesome problem but as one duration. He had under his care :
Censors can easily be capricious, prejudiced ofj
the
chief assetts of the community for various times, the Globe, Lyric, St;
oij cation
t
etBic
^G'wyn
....
HA
6%
7^
4,300 and narrow.
and betterment.
Henry.
Loew's
... 1654
16%
16%
300
and
houses in Crystal Lake and Mi
"Many are thus brought to the conclusion
Griffith
._
Not quoted that
the system of licensing would obviate
Goldwyn Signs Claire Windsor
Triangle
Not quoted this criticistn and offer a better method. The
decision as to the wisest and fairest method
World
Not quoted of
Claire Windsor, lias been placed uncontrol is left to the reader.
der a long-term
contract
by Gold".\nother conclusion stands out clearly.
The people locally, in a community, can wvn.
and SERVICE
etTect good results by organized co-operation,
E. O. BLACKBURN
in furnishing a medium through which the
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Dover, Del. — National Picture Fin- community can register its judgment and its
Dean Film in England?
Rothacker
Film Mfg. Co.
ance Co. Capital, $2,500,000. Attor- desires in the matter of the choice of films,
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Chicago, 111.
nej', Corporation Trust Co. of Amer- working in co-operation with the producers.
This kind of effort is easily within the reach
ica.
London
—
English
trade paners
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
of any local group of people who really quote
Hollywood,
Cal.
Carl Laemmle
as saying that
want better things.
is a possibility that Priscilla 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 18:
Albany, N. Y. — Qualtoplay Film
"Certain situations e.xist in which the there
or the community center can exert Dean may make a picture here.
Corp. Syracuse. Capital $25,000. In- church
a direct and immediate influence on the
corporators G. Dodds, F. E. Haga- screen. When the social and recreational
F. N. Product in Eastman House
dorn and E. T. Shepard. Attorney, life of a community is centered in such an
institution the exhibitions which it provides
H. W. Coley, Oneida.
R. H. Clark, First National mantend to be a substitute for commercialized
ager in New York, has closed a deal
amusement. The true community church —
Albany, N. Y. — Affiliated Jamaica that is, a church which actually ministers
his company's product will
Most complete in East. PerTheaters Corp., New York. Capital, to a physical community as a whole — can whereby
be shown at the New Eastman thego far toward filling the popular
fect lighting equipment. Modater in Rochester.
$10,000. Incorporators, H. E. Dia- sometimes
demand
for recreation.
ern sets. Extensive props and
mond, A. and S. Werner. Attorney,
"Hut
all
social
betterment
is
ultimately
a
W. Klein, 152 W. 42nd St.
matter of educating the oncoming generawardrobe departments.
Morningside Theater Robbed
tion. Whatever may be done to enrich the
World Film Corp.
When Edward Gould, manager of
Hves of all of us who control the present
Albany, N. Y. — Bronx Capital order of things, should of course be done,
Amusement Corp. Bronx. Capital but the progress of the world is mainly in the Morningside theater at 2,130 8th
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 9900.
Ave., entered the office of the theater
$10,000. Incorporators R. L. Noah, the hands of those who are still young.

Quotations

ROTHACKER

PRINT

Incorporations

STUDIO FOR RENT

L. Rothschild and M. Epstein. Attorney, J.I. Weiner, 1482 Broadway.
Small Fire at Grauman's

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — About $2,000 in damdone at
Million
Dollarage was
Theater
on Grauman's
Tuesday when
the
stage setting caught fire. The lowering of the asbestos curtain is held
responsible for the saving of the theater. The audience left quietly after
announcement of the fire was made.
There was no disorder.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Schools and Churches Can Help
"The public school and the religious education departments of the churches can do
more to improve recreational standards than
all other agencies combined. The method
may be indirect but none the less effective.
"Romantic love is the dominant motif of
th.e screen, as of the stage and novel. The
education of this impulse both on its instinctive side and in its more voluntary and
spiritual phases will furnish the permanent
corrective that we seek. Sex education is
too generally a half-apologetic and uncertain
approach to the unmentionable. This is
because it is mainly negative. It needs to
be spiritualized by the introduction of a
deiniite motive — th-^ culture of love. As
this motive becomes more dominant in all
education it will aid in overcoming the evils
of eroticism and sensuality.
"The prevalence of the bad picturp is due
to the prevalence of bad taste and low ideas.
Such pictures are a crime against art as
well as against morals. What is truly artistic is not likely to be condemned as immoral, save by extremists. This is illustrated
b> the fact, for example, that no one thinks
of raping the nude figures in the Metropolitan Museum of ."Vrt. The development of
artistic appreciation
is primarily
tlie busi-

Wednesday morning he found that
some one had cracked the safe and
had taken $800, the receipts of two
days.

Dixon Out, Deitrich In
C. L. Dixon has resigned as director of advertising and publicity for
Cosmopolitan Prod., to devote his
time to the business of Satterlee
Radio. Inc., a concern in which he is
a stockholder and one of the directors.
Thedore Deitrich formerly succeeds
Di.xon.
Foreign Deals on Houdini Film
bertha Schwartz, who is handling
foreign sales on "The Man from Beyond," aHoudini film, states that she
has sold the picture for China, Japan,
India, Siam, Dutch East Indies,
Straits Settlements, the Philippines,
South Africa, France. Belgium.
Switzerland and Holland.

I

FILMACK PRODUCTION

TRAILERS!
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6

C A Foot

• • TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction we
maintain that our Trailers are the
jest of their kind.
Make us prove it!

IRVING MACK & CO.
808 S. Wabash,
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Mid-West Notes
.

PatkeNews
No.

55

today

DAILY)

Grinnell,
la. — The
Colonial
has
been purchased by C. F. Senyard.
Belleview — J. E. Crimm
owner of the Cozy.

FILM

DAILY)

Bedeall- has

closed

Wm. McFerrin's Opera House at
Hoopeston has been leased to Mike
Gerrib who operates a chain.

PROGRAM BUILDING

Carson and Castor, operating the
Fine Arts Film and Publicity Co.
have taken offices with tlie Superior

AND

Screen
Service.
"Up in
Mar^j^j^ic"is
for
which
they have
lUinoi^ngf^
their first release.
At Ashley-Hudson, Ind., there is
no film house, and the burghers have
arranged for pictures at the Public
Square every Saturday, having "chipped in" for the purpose.
Ira D. Howard of the I sis at Winnamac, Ind., has departed for Northern Michigan where he hopes to leave
behind some bothersome hay fever.
His wife is operating his houses in his
absence.

Iowa Houses Sold
FILM

to THE

Chicago — Ben
his exchange.

IRISH
VOTE
SUPPORTS
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT
AGAINST
REBELS
— Views of ballOiting which results in a victory for Free State.
WAR MANEUVRES AT GETTYSBURG
— Marines show how the battle of Gettysburg would be fought today.
CRACK CAVALRY DISPLAY AT VINCENNES, FRANCE — Picturesque scenes
attend exhibition of skilled horsemanship.
Other news from Marion, O.; Winslow
Junction. N. J.; Paris; London; Long Island City, etc., etc.
THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

(Special to THE

(Special

is the new

Osceola — Frank Creely has taken
over the Lyric from Edward
Boylston.

United Studios Floating Stock
Los Angeles — M. C. Levee, president of United Studios, has arranged
to place a block of $.^50,000 in stock
with a local financing company. The
money thus raised will be used to
finance independent
production.
Fichtenberg Sailing
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Herman Fichtenberg, formerly interested in the Saenger Amusement
Co. is understood to have booked
Irontown, Minn. — The Orpheum is passage for Europe on the Berengaria
the People's which sails on tlie 11th.
the property
now
Amusement
Co.. of of
Crosby.
Irontown Orpheum

(Special to THE

FILM

FILM

Grand

(Special to THE

DAILY)

Changes

FILM

has
R.

Hands

DAILY)

Brookfield,
Mo. — Sears and Jones
have bought the Grand from David
Haynes.
Momauguin

(Special to THE

to Have House
FILM

DAILY)

Momauguin, Conn. — Thomas
will open a theater July 1st.

Reilly

Sell to Wolke and Faust
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Forsyth,
Mont.
— The
Lincoln
Paramount has been bought by A.
C. Wolke and F. X. Faust.
Slices Prices in Binghampton
(Special to THE

FILM

:^i*BRADSTREET

o/FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLYl

Out The First Week In August

DAILY)

Wyanet,
111. — Claude
Weaver
bought the Metro from William
Wyatt.
Brookfield

OF

Bought

Weaver Buys from Wyatt

(Special to THE

SHORT STUff NUMBER

DAILY)

Binghampton, N. Y.— O. S. Hathaway has cut prices at the Binghampton to 10 cents.
Flam to Manage Theater
David Flam, former publicity man
leaves shortly to manage the Lyceum
theater at Monticello, N. Y. for L. F.
Guimond.

Special Film at Rivoli
"A Trip to Paramount" the special
film made on the coast by Jerome
Beatty in which are shown scenes
from Paramount's first 41 for the new
season will be shown at the Rivoli
next week.
Aschman
(Special

is Back With Pathe
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee — Bill Aschman is back
with Pathe as manager of the local
branch. He resigned some time ago
to help put the pictures of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight in Illinois and
this
statf> in conjunction w-ith Ben
Beadell.

A Special Edition that will he
of value to the exhibitor every
day throughout the coming
year — articles by the leading
exhibitors of the country — a
complete chart of all short stuff
released, etc., etc.

Prizes Stimulate Sales
Cash prizes of $50 and $25 are being offered each week by R. H. Clark,
manager of the First National, New
York exchange to the two salesmen
who lead in sales figures. The standing is noted in "Dynamo," a house
publication used for injecting pep into
the organization.
Ascher

Bros.

(Special

to THE

Make
FILM

Changes

Reserve Space Now
No Increase In Rates

DAILY)

Chicago — The following changes
have been made in the Ascher Bros,
organization: Dave Rice has been
transferred to the Ravenswood, a
northside house, L. J. Ludwig, an
Exchange Ready in Fall
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
accountant, formerly with Arthur Anderson & Co.. has been installed as
Winnipeg.
Man. — It is expected
that the exchange building which is controller and Richard Robertson, has
going up rapidly, will be ready in been appointed head of the advertising
about four months.
and exploitation department.

"Our Advertising Department is
as close to you as your phone.

THE

•^mk
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Putting It Over
Sunday *s Issue

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

3ENEWS

icici

Rich

Upper
Silesian Town
returned to Poland after 500
Years' Separation.
The
Emperor
of Annam,
a
French Asiatic Colony, Visits
Europe for the First Time.
Civil War Vets Teach Recruits
In War_Strategy_of 1861.
Field Marshal Sir Henry Wilson,
Assassinated.
Buried in
London.
Japanese
Girls Rehearse
exercises for Review.
Sec. D '
And Other N ews Events.

"N. Y. Times" Lists Good Films
Dealing with pictures issued during
the first half of 1922, the "Times"
names as fit for "exhibition before
reasonably intelligent and normally
patient people seeking screen entertainment," the following:

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Salt Lake City, Utah.— When the
Paramount-Empress presented "Is
Matrimony a Failure?" George Carpenter, manager, got Dick Ricketson,
Famous Players' exploiter to handle
a window display contest among merchants. A silver loving cup was
offered to the one who arranged the
most attractive co-operative tie-up ad
for the price of the award, the house
secured several free displays and the
attendant publicity. In addition, the
trick of sending heralds to all
couples married this year, asking
whether or not matrimony was a
failure, giving two free tickets to all
brides of the month, and digging up
information for the public about three
old couples with very large families
as evidence about the success or
failure of marriage helped.
Washington — The idea of having
amateurs perform is an old one, but
for the purpose of arousing community interest in a theater, is still
very effective. M. Solomon, Universal exploitation representative,
convinced William H. Green of that
fact recently when business at that
liouse was not particularly good, the
result being that instead of being
forced to close, business became
reasonably good.

Cassapolis, Mich. — Getting the
division of public safety to distribute
cards for a safe and sane fourth, using
as a slogan, "Be careful in the handl'"311" "'.-'^rearms and fireworks and
youli
all goOwens,
'Smilin' ofThrough'
1922,"
Manager
the Colonial,
helped nut over the Norma Talmadge
production,
"Smilin'
Through."
the same time,
the local
citizens At
all
agreed that Owens was a public
spirited individual.
Findlay, O.— W. K. Richards, of
the New Royal using a court warning relative to Sunday performances
to his own advantage. Hailed before
the judge for offering entertainment
at his house on the Sabbath and released only on the promise to heed
the wishes of the reformers, he
promptly followed his escape from
the blue law minions by advertising
Richard Barthelmess in "The Seventh
Day" with this slogan, "It's been decided that you can't see "The Seventh
Day" on the seventh day, so you'd
better come the first day and avoid
disappointment."
was a catchy
line and called theirIt attention
to the
offering.
Yakima. Wash. — Maximum results
at minimum costs, were obtained by

"Do As You Please" night is a Manager H. A. Gillespie, when "Pen"Across the Continent," "The Cradle Buster," "The Crimson Challenge," "A Doll's regular event there now, both amarod" showed at the Liberty. Taking
House." "Foolish Wives," "The Glorious
teurs and professionals being eligible advantage of the special appeal to
Adventure," "The Glorious Fool," "Gypsy and three cash prizes are awarded.
junior audiences, he promised the
Passion," "Is Matrimony a Failure?" ".Tane
Eyre," "The Lane that Has No Turning," Of course, the friends of the per- youngsters of the city a free Satur"The Loves of Pharaoh," "Nero," "One
former turn out in body to offer enday matinee as a reward for their
Glorious Day," "Orphans of the Storm,"
couragement and the box office is
"Polly of the Follies," "The Prodigal Judge," the strainer that strips the shekels participation in a city "clean up"
campaign. Simultaneously he offered
"The Red Peacock," "Reported Missing,"
"Retribution," "The Ruling Passion," from the multitude.
passes to the kids who displayed the
"Smilin' Through," "Sisters," "Sonny," "A
Stage Romance," "The Storm," "The Stroke
best
signs
for his "Penrod" opening
the day
following.
of Midnight," "Tol'able David" and "Turn
Denver, Colo. — The Rialto sold
to These
the Right."
Early Saturday morning over 2,000
are the short comedies, scenics, Wally Reid in "Across the Contravel films and non-dramatic productions
youngsters
congregated at the aptinent" by means of a spectacular
pointed place with signs painted on
listed: Tony Sarg's "Almanac," "Around parade. Manager A. G. Birch called tothe World with Burton Holmes," "Below
imaginable. They used
gether with ten Ford dealers in Den- everything
the Antarctic Circle," "The Enchanted City,"
tin cans collected during the clean
ver, the tie-up being possible because
"Funny Face Comedies," "The Goat," "'The
Playhouse," "The Boat." "The High Sign," the Dent car which is used in the up campaign, shingles, pennants and
"The Paleface," "Cops." Kineto-Urban reels, picture is a flivver. Each dealer banners of every size and color, and
drawings by Marcus, Music Films, "Out of
while some were barely legible others
the Inkwell" cartoons, "Pay Day," Post pledged himself to provide at least were surprisingly good.
Nature pictures, "Sport Review," "Strange 20 cars, oil, gas, drivers and girls
The parade, three blocks long,
Citi^ of the Sahara," Hy Mayer's "Trave- to occupy the cars for a parade. The
laughs." "Wilderness Tales," "The Yellow Rialto furnished the band and the cheered and sang its way to the theGirl" and "The Young
Painter."
ater and all Yakima knew what was
"Nanook of the North" is included in the Ford people and the theater went
latter group.
Reese Joins Vitagraph
(Special to THE

FILM

DAIL'Y)

Chicago — Wisconsin territory for
Vitagraph is being covered for Vitagraph by D. O. Reese out of the local
office. Hitherto he has been with
the Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Betsy Ross Players, Inc., Formed
(.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lynn, Mass. — Betsy Ross Players
Inc.. has been formed with a capital
of $50,000, to produce stories, with
members of the young social set of
the north shore. A studio will be
located in Annisquam Willows, Gloucester. John F. Moriarty is president. Edward B. Dennison, treasurer
and W. Russel Lewis, secretary.

happening, the entrance to the theater being purposely retarded to give
the full effect of the advertising sign.
At the theater Gillespie had a special
front put in representing the board
fence and sideboard house that formed
the meeting grounds of the American
Boys' Protective Association in the
story. The total cost of this exploitation, which reached either directly or
carried banners advertising "Across by word of mouth, the entire city was
the Continent." There was also a
banner to the effect that Wallace the rental of a Mack Sennett comedy
Reid for the first time drives a flivver, for the special matinee and 25 passes
while other trucks carried six-sheets.
The dealers also allowed the Rialto to "Penrod.".
to post their windows full of paper
Singer Buys Two Reelers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on the production. The theater's
share of the stunt including the band
Philadelphia — Joe Singer of B. and
and paper cost, was only $26.00.
B.
Exchange, has purchased 15 twoQuite reasonable, packing the house, reelers
starring Harry Carey from
at that price!
Aywon Film.

50-50 on the painting and the banner
expenses. At first the city officials
refused to allow the parade of 200
cars or more, but Birch managed to
get permission to send fifty cars
through the down town streets.
Heading the parade was a Fordson
tractor pulling a trailer carrying the
hand. Both the tractor and trailer

In the Courts
Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court by the Middle States Publicity Co. against the Clinton Square
Amusement Co., of Albany, for $600
balance
Albany. advertising in the trolleys of
Eugene

Spitz has sued Ivan Ab- i

ramson
and the Court
Graphic
CorpiW"
in the Supreme
for Film
an injunction restraining them from interfering with the business of a co-partnership between Spitz and Abramson ii»
"The Eternal Mother," and for ail
accounting of sums received bjj
Graphic on the distribution of thd
film. The complaint alleges thai
Spitz put in $50,000 and Abramsom
$25,000 in cash and notes and the
film was to cost not over $75,000.
Abramson gets $10,000 for the
scenario when Spitz receives his $50,000 back, and after Abramson gets
his $25,000 the proceeds are to be
divided equally. Spitz alleges that
Abramson is putting the money received from the film in a bank to his
own account and refusas to tell how
much has been received.
Houses

Remodeling

Reading, Pa. — The Rajah Temple,
on which Wilmer and Vincent have a
lease, is being altered to seat 2,500.
Leon, la. — Improvements are being
made in the Strand by its new manager, Milton Frankle.
Trenton, N. J.^— Work on the remodeling of the State Street will be
started about July 1st, a large marquee being added on the State St.
entrance and a new front erected.
Winnipeg. Man. — The Aliens are
remodeling the Rex. The Strand is
also being improved.
Cumberland, Md. — The Strand,
Crandall, has been closed for redecoration, structural changes and a
general overhauling.
Keokuk,

Iowa. — The

Hippodrome, f

operated
by be
the remodeled
Baker-Dodge
The- '
ater
Co., will
and ready
to reopen in August.
Cozy is Opened
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Henryetta, Okla. — The Cozy theater has been
opened.
Libban
and3
Feeney are the lessees.
Regent Ready in September
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Elizabeth,
N. J.— The
Elizabeth
.Amusement
Co. will complete
the
Regent in time to open in September.
Open $200,000 House

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Royal Oak, Mich.— The Baldwin
has opened. It seats 1,000 and cost
$200,000.
the
policy. Five changes a week is
Greenblatt
(Special

Omaha
to

THE

Sales
FILM

Manager
DAILY)

Omaha, Nebr.— A. H. Greenblatt,
hitherto local sales representative for
city.
Robertson-Cole, has been named sales
manager for the Select Branch in this

I
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Kentucky Home."
It brings the public into the theatres. It
thrills and pleases them alter they are in.
It sends patrons away talking about the
picture and the theatre.
When a picture succeeds in doing this for
your house it has a value you cannot
ignore. "My Old Kentucky Home" is a
great romantic melodrama. See it at our
exchange nearest to you.
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Arrow — State Rights
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Film Booking Offices of America
THE
Goldwyn

DAD
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DUST

FLOWER
Page 9

JAN OF THE
American Releasing Corp

B. Franklin may assume charge

of Famous

Players' New England theaters ultimately ; Alfred
S. Black temporarily in charge.
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger
sues
Philadelphia
Film
Board of Trade, charging restraint of trade and operation of an illegal combination.
Thomas H. Ince may reissue "Civilization" and other
of his features on the state right market.
Thursday

Features Reviewed
Wallace Reid in

Harold

BIG SNOWS

Signing of uniform contract between Hays' office and
T. O. C. C. fast approaching reality.
Reform elements conducting aggressive campaign in
Missouri.
Texas and the Southv.'est to be scene of
much activity.
New York State to be divided into unit exhibitor
bodies for affiliation with M. P. T. O. A.
Friday
Conway Tearle to appear
in two Selznick specials;
Theda Bara in one.
Universal to release 57 features, 280 short reels and six
serials next year.
Will H. Hays, addressing N. E. A. at Boston, pledges
co-operation and invites help of educators.
First National foreign survey -reveals healthier financial conditions in Europe and in Latin America.
Pola Negri coming to New York to make one picture
for Famous.
Jesse L. Lasky intimates Long Island
plant will again work at capacity. Company organizes Famous-Lasky Paramount Films, Ltd., to distribute inJapan.
Minor points only intervene between Hays and T. O.
C. C. in regard to uniform contract.
Saturday

Page 11

Current Releases

Page 12

Short Reels

Page

13

Appellate Division decides Motion Picture Commission can censor news reels. Pathe to appeal decision.
on uniform contract held with Will
conferences
More
H. Hays.

'Pardoning the had is injuring the good." — Benjamin Franklin.
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Reid

Has Good Comedy

Offering

Wallace Reid in
"THE

DICTATOR"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
James Cruze
AUTHOR
Richard Harding Davis
SCENARIO BY
Walter Woods
CAMERAMAN
Karl Brown
AS A WHOLE
Good entertainment; something
different for star and a much larger scale production than usual for him
STORY

Bears a similarity to one or two previous film productions but is good comedy on its
own account

DIRECTION
First rate; more or less spectacular with fine atmosphere and great touches;
mob scenes well handled
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR
Has strong role and does good work
SUPPORT
Usual types well suited to parts;
Lila Lee has the lead; a good cast including
Theodore Kosloff, Walter Long, Alan Hale,
Kalla Pasha and Sidney Bracey
EXTERIORS
Attractive
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Good ; especially sub-titles
CHARCTER OF STORY
Young American becomes involved in South American revolution

Sunday, July 9, 1922

In Richard Harding Davis Story
a Central American Republic. Then came John Emerson's and Anita Loos' "Red Hot Romance," fairly
similar to the Davis story in that it also concerned a
revolution
in which an American hero played the star
role.
But "The Dictator" is thoroughly capable of entertaining on its own account and offers Reid the biggest
and most unusual part he has had in some time and presents him in a production made on a bigger and more
spectacular scale than he is generally accorded. James
Cruze has given the story a fine presentation. He has
secured a highly satisfactory and pleasing atmosphere
of the South American republic. The exteriors are
fully appropriate and there are numerous very attractive shots. In this respect the film is a fairly spectacular one. The fight between the opposing factions
is staged among the palatial buildings and squares and
these mob scenes are all very well directed and supply
much of the picture's action.
"The Dictator" is told in a straight comedy fashion
with no satire except occasionally when the title writer
has taken a whack at it. There are plenty of laughs
and sufficient amusing situations to keep it going at a
good pace and the laughs coming in rapid succession.
The hero's nonchalant handling of the enemy and his
pal, the chauffeur's refusal to take the revolutionists
seriously, even when they plan his execution, are only
two of the comedy angles that afford much of the fun.
The sub-titles are laughs themselves. They are all
well written.

and helps the "outs" become the "ins" winning
the leader's daughter and the place of Minister
of Finance
\y^ Story : Brooke Travers, son of a rich fruit merchant, follows the girl he loves to San Manana. She
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,221 feet
is the daughter of Rivas, who plans to overthrow the
government and become president. Travers is accomRichard Harding Davis' story, "The Dictator,"
panied by a taxi chauffeur who promises to stay with
which is Wallace Raid's latest vehicle, is not greatly
unlike one or two found in previous film productions,
him until he gets the sixty dollars Travers owes him.
stories that dealt with very much the same situations
Their adventures in the Republic which ends with
Rivas getting control, through the help of Travers and
as those in "The Dictator." Several years ago Dougthe
chauffeur, and Travers becoming Minister of Finlas Fairbanks made "The Americano," with a comic
opera story that had to do with an American who beance as well as the girl's husbancj, makes up the best
came mixed up in the afifairs of disgruntled people of part of the film.

Laughable Situations That They Can't Help But Like
Box Office Analysis
for the Exhibitor

This type of comic opera story is not sufificiently
familiar to picturegoers to make that angle of it detract
from the picture's value as entertainment. "The Dictator" isa good bit of entertainment that should amuse
them all and make even the grouches laugh. You can
promise the star's admirers it is different from anything he has ever had and you won't go wrong in
])romising laughs.

Use the name of Richard Harding Davis, the author,
and appeal particularly to the admirers of the star.
Use the press sheet ideas for exploiting it. Say it is
a story of love and revolution in Latin America. Do
your best to get them in and they should go out satisfied. Use catchlines with the title to give them an
idea of what it is all about and above all let them
know it is comedy, that they can come prepared to
laugh and enjoy it.

THE ■c^^

DAILV
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Great Action and Thrills in Typical Old Fashioned "Meller"
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
Jaccard
CAMERAMEN
Short
AS A WHOLE

FAST
Fox

MAIL"

Agnes

Bernard J. Burning
Lincoln J. Carter
Parson and Jacques

Geo. Schneiderman and Don

Sure-fire melodramatic
entertainment, the old fashioned sort that sets them
rooting for the hero
STORY
Short and snappy; has plenty of fast
action and real live thrills; improbable
but

they'll like it
DIRECTION
Gets in great action and puts
over realistic thrills ; horse race is feeble and
poorly staged
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
PLAYERS.

. . .Charles Jones a hero of marvelous endurance, capable of handling the part; Eileen
Percy good as the heroine; others adequate
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Not very many
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Villain frames
jockey who has won the love of the girl which
is followed by a thrilling chase for a murderer
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,880 feet

While "The Fast Mail" isn't really big enough to go
into the class of "special" attractions, it contains more
fast action and thrills than most short features of a
similar nature. Bernard Burning has certainly
brought Lincoln J. Carter's novel to life in a production that can boast of being the most melo of "mellers." But it is sure-fire stufif and for lovers of melodrama they couldn't ask for anything more complete
than "The Fast Mail." It includes every trick of
melodrama that was ever thought of, the kind that
brings them to the edge of their seats and sends the
gallery crowd into shouts.

Burning has done very well with the story. He
gets into the plot immediately, starts the action going
and keeps increasing the speed, finally arriving at the
great climax with a wallop and then wastes no time
in finishing it up. Following the last shot of climax
there's just one more scene used to complete the picture, abit of mighty fine judgment. Only one of the
thrills is a little weak and that is the steeplechase.
In the first place, they
and there are no shots
the horses as they speed
citing spills occur in a

haven't used a regular track
of the excited mob watching
around the course. Some exfew of the shots but the one

in which hero's competitor pushes him off his horse
doesn't register. It isn't swift and doesn't compare
with some of the other spills which may have been unintentional.
But this is the only one which doesn't go over with
a bang. The rest are sure-fire. The big chase starts
with hero Jones beginning his pursuit of the murderer,
first on horseback with a daring dash in front of an
approaching train, the leap from the horse on to "The
Fast Mail" and the jump from the engine to the tonneau of an auto. This is followed by the chase on the
river boats, the explosion of one, an dends with a
great fire sequence that brings the story to a smashing
climax. Sequences follow in snappy succession and
the film is so short that it seems hardly on the screen
until it is off.
Charles Jones, Fox's cowboy star, is too heavy as
the jockey but otherwise is the right one for the hero
role and he does fine work, taking great chances in
some of the thrill scenes. Eileen Percy is more attractive than ever with her bobbed hair. Adolph Menjou is good as the villain.
Story : Walter West, a jockey, is to marry a rich
Southern girl, Mary. A disappointed suitor frames
a race against West. In a quarrel about it, a man is
killed. West chases the supposed murder, finally captures him only to learn that the girl's suitor is the
murderer.
thethegirlwindow.
from the villain's
clutches and West
hurls captures
him out of

Sure-fire If They Like Melodrama and Should Sell Easy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The above is a meagre outline of the plot. The detail of the thrills and action will best be appreciated

Where they like old fashioned melodrama you won't
want anything much better nor containing more action

by being seen. "The Fast Mail" is decidedly above
the average melodrama but it is doubtful if it belongs

and thrills than Lincoln J. Carter's story provides.
Bernard Burning has given it an excellent presentation and Charles Jones does plenty of risky business in
supplying many of the thrills. Make all the promises
you want for the action and thrills. If that is what
they want, sell it to them as an Al action picture and

in the class with specials, not because it isn't a seven
or eight reeler but because it hasn't been produced on
a very big scale. This isn't to say that it won't make
money.
It should.

they won't dispute you.
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Splendid Pictorial Appeal and Good Direction Keeps Story Interesting
Wm.

P. S. Earle Prod.

"DESTINY'S ISLE"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Wm. P. S. Earle
AUTHOR
Margery Land May
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Wm. S. Adams
AS A WHOLE
Likely to please a typical "fan"
crowd especially, and those who favor tropical
atmosphere and good pictorial values
STORY

Interesting love story of a fairly familiar formula, however; follows the usual South
Sea Island romance

DIRECTION
Good; gives the picture goer a
film that is always good to look at and worth
seeing
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
Popular players that are well suited
and do good work; Virginia Lee, Florence Billings, Ward Crane and George Fawcett a pleasing quartette
EXTERIORS
Beautiful tropical shots
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wealthy young
man, disillusioned by society girl he wants to
marry, eventually marries an island girl who
saved his life
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5,500 feet

For some reason or other, a picture containing atmosphere of the South Seas or of Florida's famous
winter resorts, always seems to have a very definite
appeal to the picture goer. In "Destiny's Isle" it is
Miami and a small tropical isle off the coast that provides the spectator with about five and a half reels of
very beautiful backgrounds that make the picture a

pleasure, as far as visual appeal is concerned, from
beginning to end.
The director has shown good judgment in using all
the exteriors he could and in the variety of shots such
as the beaches, beautiful homes, gardens and bathing
resorts. There are one or two fine airplane views of
esting.
Miami and the coast towns that are especially interThe story is an interesting romance that holds the
attention nicely and will satisfy a big enough majority
to get it over. Those critical and those objecting to fairly slight situations may find fault with it but even these
should find adequate compensation in the feature's
pictorial value. The idea of the rich fellow meeting
the island girl and falling in love with her is the most
familiar angle but the remainder of the story is sufficiently original.
Earle tells it in a straightforward manner and never
allows the development to become obvious. You
don't know just how it is all going to turn out. Some
minor inconsistencies in connection with the island
girl's sudden entrance into society and the remarkable
way in which she adapts herself to her surroundings
are a bit implausible since she had apparently never
associated with people of society previously. The subtitles are a bit too "flowery."
Story : Florence Martin permits Arthur Randall to
kiss her because she thinks it will make Tom Proctor,
whom she loves, jealous. Instead, Tom thinks she is in
love with Randall. He goes for a spin in his motorboat, an accident occurs and he is rescued by Lola
Whitaker, daughter of an island physician. Florence
and her father locate Tom and, finding him with the
girl, attack her character. To protect her Tom says
she is his wife. The party returns 'to the mainland
where Lola learns Florence loves Tom and she confesses that they are not married. Meanwhile Florence
has proven herself unworthy of Tom's love so he marries Lola.

Exploit the Atmosphere and They Should Be Pleased If You Get Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The average audience will be well pleased with
"Destiny's Isle" and unless you cater to a very critical
patronage, you can feel certain that it will go over
satisfactorily. Play up the tropical atmosphere and
display plenty of stills in the lobby that will let them
know that it is a story dealing with the Southern resorts. Ifyou can secure a trailer of some of the very
picturesque shots, it will be one sure way of arousing
their interest and bringing them back.

The curious crowd will be attracted if you will tell
them that the passenger plane, Miss Miami, which was
wrecked with the loss of several lives recently, is used
in the picture. You might do well to make an extra play
on this as an exploitation stunt. Use the names of the
principal players. There are no stars but Florence
Billings, George Fawcett, Ward Crane and Virginia
Lee are well known to the "fan" audience.
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A Good Picture But the Same Old Mounted Police Slogan Story
Jane Novak in
"COLLEEN OF THE PINES"
Film Booking Offices of America
DIRECTOR
Chester Bennett
AUTHOR
J. Grubb Alexander
SCENARIO BY
J. Grubb Alexander
CAMERAMAN
Jack MacKenzie
AS A WHOLE
Typical Northwoods drama that
varies little from the usual; may entertain if
they don't think it too commonplace
STORY
Couples
the Mounted
Police slogan
with the tyrannical parent theme ; creates effective sympathy for sacrificing heroine
DIRECTION
Good except that story is permitted to reach too many near-climaxes before the
real one
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Very Good
STAR. . . .Appealing and convincingly sad.. .Handles
part very well
SUPPORT
Edward Hearn a suitable hero; J.
Gordon Russell a French villain; others Alfred
Allen, Charlotte Pierce and "Smoke" Turner;
good cast on the whole
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Daughter of trapper
assumes identity of younger sister to save the
latter who believes she has killed her betrayer
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,738 feet
"Colleen of the Pines" is a good picture as far as
production, direction and acting is concerned but it is
rather doubtful if the story will meet with the same
satisfaction. There has been such a run on stories of
the Northwest with the Royal Northwest Mounted
Police officer playing an important part, that people
are beginning to tire of too much of the same thing.
Alexander uses the old familiar slogan of "get your

man" as one angle and includes another fairly worn
out situation, that of the stern, tyrannical parent who
arranges his daughter's marriage to suit himself.
Added to this there is the self-sacrificing heroine
who not only assumes the parentage of her younger

sister's illegitimate child but also assumes her sister's
name and prepares to pay the penalty for the murder of
the betrayer her sister believes she killed. Despite
the commonplace material, careful direction puts it in
the average class and there are many good touches
and effective characterizations that make it sufficiently
interesting to hold the attention. There is one very
unconvincing twist at the end which avoids an unhappy
ending but might have been gotten around in better
fashion. The girl is told that the man did not die
and that he intends to do the right thing by the sister
he wronged but they do not explain why the warrant
was issued for the murderer or how it happened that
the man did not die.
Chester Bennett has done pretty well with his material except that several times he permits things to
reach what the audience expects will be the climax.
Then he continues on until it leads to another nearclimax. Otherwise his efforts show satisfactory results.

Story : Joan Cameron lives in the Saskatchewan
country with her father, Duncan Cameron, a grim,
unyielding Scotchman, and her sister, Esther. While
the father is away trapping, Esther elopes with Jules
Perrault and returns sometime later with a babe, the
child of Jules, who never married her. Meanwhile
Joan has awaited the promised return of Barry O'Neill,
an officer of the Mounted, although her father has
promised her hand to Paul Bisson, a trapper hated by
loan. To save her sister Joan tells her father, when he
returns, the child is hers. She leaves home and it is
Barry who trails her for the murder of Perrault. The
happy ending for all hands is brought about through
the recovery of the supposedly murdered man.

Will Go Very Well Where They Haven't Seen Many

Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With "Colleen of the Pines" it depends largely upon
whether or not you have shown your patrons many
of the recent Northwest pictures that have been released. Ifyou did not happen to play enough of them
to get your crowd tired of seeing too much of the same
thing, you will have a much better chance of pleasing
them with "Colleen of the Pines." It is good of itself
but sufifers from too great a similarity to many recent
productions.

Jane Novak is a very appealing star and one who is
usually associated with stories of the North. She has
appeared in many pictures with Northern atmosphere
and seems to suit these types of roles especially well.
She will please her admirers in this and you can make
promises for her work. The whole cast is a good one.
Catchlines will tell the story if you need to let them
know what it is about.
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Average Northwest Picture But Lacks the Usual Gurwood
"GOD'S
COUNTRY
AND
THE
LAW"
Arrow Film Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Sydney Olcott
AUTHOR
James Oliver Curwood
SENARIO BY
Harry Hoyt
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Tainguy
AS A WHOLE
Very much on the usual order
of Curwood
stories ; not as much action but
offers average Northwoods entertainment
STORY
Rather slight and of a familiar character; pleasing atmosphere
and given adequate
production
DIRECTION
Sustains interest satisfactorily and
has injected considerable pictorial appeal
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Fulfill requirements of various roles
capably and suitable types ; Gladys Leslie, the
best known of the players ; William Tooker, the
villain
EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Requisite
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Outlaw preying
upon women of the North, wandering about in
fear of capture, returns to cabin of his last victim
and falls dead
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,332 feet
This latest picturization of a Curwood story is an
average Northwoods picture that will satisfy because it
tells its story in a well sustained fashion, is capably
acted and contains first rate pictorial appeal. For those
who don't mind the absence of strong action it will provide adequate entertainment but the majority 'have
come to expect stories with much more action than
Curwood's "God's Country and the Law" possesses.
He has written so many more actionful stories that Arrow's selection is a bit disappointing from that angle.
Sydney Olcott has apparently gotten the most he

Will Do Where

Action

could out of the material by selecting an appropriate
cast and supplying attractive locations that, with good
photography, give the film a place with many of the
previous Northwoods pictures noted for splendid pictorial appeal. He has also succeeded in sustaining
the interest and tells the story in a smooth, straight
forward manner, omitting unnecessary detail for the
most part. Once, in introducing a period of the year — ■
spring — he uses up a little too much footage in shots
of animals, etc., that look like excerpts from a scenic
reel.
There are but two fights in the picture that offer
a very mild bit of excitement and the climax, too, is
somewhat lame for a Northwoods story. The villain's
occupation is given as whiskey runner but his chief
business is preying upon beautiful women. The story
concerns his adventures with two different girls, a
fiddler's daughter and a trapper's wife. The Northwest Mounted Police are included, of coiu'se, but their
popular slogan is sadly neglected when two officers
permit their man to escape in a stolen automobile and
fail to give chase. Then, later, one of the officers fails
to recognize the outlaw when he faces him in a tavern.
Gladys Leslie is vivacious and pleasing as the trapper's wife and Fred C. Jones does good work as her
htisband. Wm. H. Tooker is nearly unrecognizable
in his villainous make-up. Others in the cast are suitable and give satisfactory performances.
Story : Dore, a whiskey runner, evading capture,
is given shelter by Poleon, a settler, but is driven off
when Poleon finds him attacking his pretty daughter,
Oachi.
Later Dore comes upon a happy couple, Marie
and her trapper husband, Andre, and is given shelter
once more.
He makes love to Marie and is beaten b)
her husband who sends him off and appeals to th«
Police.
While Andre is away, Dore returns and cai
ries Marie
off. She escapes
by jumping
into tht
rapids, is rescued, and later Dore, haunted by his evil
doings, returns to Andre's cabin and falls dead.

They Have Not Seen Too Many

Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There has been such a run on pictures with stories
of the Northwoods and the Royal Mounted Police of

On the other hand if they are not too hard to please
and usually accept an average feature good naturedly,

late that it is up to the exhibitor to decide just what

you can play safe with Arrow's picturization of the
Curwood story. Mention of the author's name should
be enough to let them know what kind of a picture to

drawing power "God's Country and
If your folks have seen most of the
along similar lines, and some of
of the Curwood stories, they may
satisfied with the offering.

the Law" will have.
recent productions
the more actionful
not be thoroughly

expect and if they have seen any of the other adaptations of his novels, they will likely come in for this
one. Of the players names, Gladys Leslie is probably
the best one to use.
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And Still Another Snow Picture for Your Summer

Sunday, July 9, 1922

Program

Johnnie Walker in
"MY
DAD"
Film Booking Offices of America
DIRECTOR
Cliff Smith
AUTHOR
Walter Richard Hall
SCENARIO BY
Cliff Smith
CAMERAMAN
John H. Thompson
AS A WHOLE
Another Northwoods picture
added to list; not especially original but offers
adequate entertainment of the kind
STORY
Contains more fine snow atmosphere
and is an addition to the list of appropriate hot
weather offerings

While Walter Richard Hall's story deals with trading posts, factors, etc., it does not include the famous
Mounted Police. Nevertheless it is more or less unoriginal and rather weak in situations. Director Smith
has managed, however, to maintain an even interest
and the usual pictorial values go with the attractive
locations selected for backgrounds. And there is nothing artificial about the scenery in this. The interiors,
also, look as though they are the real thing. This is
partly evidenced by the lighting which appears to be
furnished by lights set up in the cabins. They are a
bit dark and shadowy.
The material seems to have been used to the best

DIRECTION
Average; doesn't keep the ending
from being obvious as well as he should, but
otherwise is satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right

advantage and while there isn't very much action, the
picture contains one or two good fights and dog-sled
rides. Smith allows the ending to become fairly obvious too early and in this way the suspense is lost.
lie might have covered up the conclusion more successfully bysome twist, even if it had to be somewhat
unconvincing.

STAR

Does very good work but doesn't look as
though he belonged in this particular atmosphere
SUPPORT
Customary types of Northern bad
men portrayed by Les Bates and others ; Ruth
Clifford leading lady
EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Requisite
CHARACTER OF STORY
Son of man dominated by trading post factor clears his father's
name and wins factor's daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
Distributors are apparently agreed on the fact that
pictur.es containing stories with a Northern atmosphere are good sellers for summer weather. At least
that is the conclusion you arrive at when you consider
that there have been so many of them released in the
past month. In this one issue alone there are three
reviews of pictures with stories of the Northwoods, besides this one.

Johnnie Walker has fine opportunities in this hero
role which he handles very well. His personal appearance does not fit exactly with the surroundings because -he is more of a college type than the son of a
trading post settler. Of course his father is in hiding
which is sufficient excuse for his being in that country.
Ruth Clififord is a pleasing leading lady and the remainder of the cast is adequate.
Story : Tom O'Day is in love with Dawn, stepdaughter ofthe trading post's factor, who warns Tom's
father to keep the boy away from Dawn or he will
tell the police where they can find O'Day, wanted for
murder. Later the factor tells Tom his father is a murderer. ()ne day Tom overhears one of the factor's
henchmen threaten to tell O'Day that the factor had
framed the murder on him. How Tom brings about
the factor's confession, clears his father's name and
wins back Dawn's love, completes the story.

Will Satisfy the Average Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Everyone should be satisfied to look at pretty snow
scenery this weather and besides attractive locations
"My Dad" offers an average good story that will satisfy
ihcni well enough unless you happen to be catering to
a critical crowd. Then they may find fault. But with
the majority of audiences it should go over well enough.
If you played any of the Fox pictures in which John-

nie Walker co-starred with Edna Murphy the star has
probably gained a following and they will come in if
you play his name up prominently. Stills will let them
know the picture has to do with the North and an
appropriate lobby display with the usual promises of it
being "cooler inside the theater" should help to bring
them in.
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Modern Cinderella Story, Far-Fetched But Amusing and Fairly Interesting
"THE

DUST FLOWER"
Goldwyn
DIRECTOR
Rowland V. Lee
AUTHOR
Basil King
SCENARIO BY
Charles Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
Max Fabian
AS A WHOLE
Improbable but fairly amusing;
will please admirers of romance
STORY
Another modern Cinderella theme but a
little more far-fetched than most of them
DIRECTION
Adequate; some effective touches;
keeps up good interest and is generally satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS

A very good cast on the whole including Helene Chadwick, James Rennie and
Claude Gillingwater
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER

OF STORY
Tenement girl, attempting suicide, is rescued and wed by rich
fellow just jilted by society girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,651 feet
Of all the modern cinderella themes "The Dust
Flower" is about the most improl:)able and an introductory sub-title conceals a bit of apology for it, at
the same time taking a whack at the cynics who may
dislike it for its improbabilities and ends with a "hope"
— "but who wants to be a cynic?" — which is to say
you must enjoy "The Dust Flower" or be classed as a
cynic. However, Basil King's story is quite amusing
and furnishes a suitable enough vehicle for the screen
despite the fact that is pretty far-fetched.
It isn't so much the idea of the tenement house
girl's being rescued and married b_v a rich ycnmg man

Will Please Lovers of Romance.

that makes the piece improbable, as it is the butler's
friendliness with his master's suddenly acquired wife.
He not only teaches her how to be a "lady" but instructs her in the sartorial art. In fact Steptoe is not
a butler, but an all-around handy man as far as "The
Dust Flower" is concerned. In this connection there
is some thoroughly amusing situations which will
likely be accepted in the vein they are intended — to
supply laughs, or at least, to amuse.
Lovers of romance will be well pleased with Basil
King's story and the happy ending will meet with
their complete satisfaction. They will delight in the
heroine's success in retaining her rich husband and
the unsuccessful attempt of hero's former fiancee to
win him back. Rowland V. Lee provides a suitable
production and has secured a good cast.
Helene Chadwick handles the cinderella role capably
but does not photograph as well in this as in some
more recent pictures. James Rennie is the matinee
idol type of hero and Claude Gillingwater makes a good
deal of the role of Steptoe, the butler. Others are
George Periolat, Edward Peil and Mona Kingsley.
The sub-titles are very good.
Story : Letty Gravely is about to drown herself to
escape the misery to which she is subjected by her
cruel step-father. She is rescued by Allerton, a millionaire, who offers to marry her, thereby carrying out
a threat to his fiancee to marry the first girl he sees,
as the result of a quarrel. Allerton realizes his mistake but Letty refuses to accept a money settlement.
Barbara, the fiancee, persuades her to leave the Allerton home. Letty agrees, believing Allerton is still in
love with Barbara. She goes to work in a cheap cafe
but when Allerton learns that Letty's leaving him was
a result of Barbara's talk with her, he decides that it
is Letty he loves and not Barbara. There is the usual
happy reunion..

You Can Promise Some Good Comedy Bits

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can undoubtedly please the average audience

Use Helene Chadwick's name and tell them she is

with "The Dust Flower" and you- might make a special
appeal to the women members of your clientele because
they are strong for Cinderella themes and romance

quite pleasing as "The Dust Flower," a girl of the
tenement district who marries a millionaire. That
should be enough to get them in. They will want to
know how she does it. Tell them Claude Gillingwater

such as that found in Basil King's story. You can
promise them an unusual modern cinderella story and
they'll be satisfied with the romance and amusement
that it has to offer without finding fault with its improbabilities.

is a butler with a sense of humor. Goldwyn's press
sheet for the picture is replete with suggestions for
exploitation, catchlines and general advice for putting
the picture over.
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Another Gurwood Story But a Little Different From the Others

feature presents a trading post and concerns the code
of morals observed by outwardly rough men, which

"JAN OF THE BIG SNOWS"
American Releasing Corporation
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
French
AS A WHOLE

Charles M. Seay
James Oliver Curwood
Eve Unsell
Charles Gilson and Eugene
Rather a bit different from the

usual picture of the frozen North ; satisfying unless they demand plenty of action
STORY
Chiefly romance and characterization;
good development and nicely told
DIRECTION
Maintains good interest and tells
story comprehensively;
fine locations provide
right atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good with exception of few interiors
PLAYERS
Warner Richmond does good work
in principal role ; Louise Prussing pleasing leading lady and others suitable and good types
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Look real
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife of lost trapper
is protected by members of trading post who
abide strictly to their "honor of the big snows"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,531 feet
And still they come — picturizations of James Oliver
Curwood's novels. One of the latest, "Jan of the Big
Snows," is a good bit different from most of the author's stories. Instead of the usual conflict, either
physical or mental, and the well-worn Mounted Police
situation, this one deals mostly in love, characterization and morals, which gives the production some distinction asfar as its story is concerned.
Charles M. Seay has used the material very well and
it is doubtful if picture patrons will find fault because
there is not the customary Northwoods action.
The

Good Hot Weather Entertainment.

11

they call "the honor of the big snows." Woven into
this is the love of the only white woman inhabitant
for her trapper husband and the remarkable respect of
the men of the post for this woman. Characterization
is brought into play through the person of Jan, a young
trapper and the leader of the seventeen men banded
together through their own moral code.
The part of Jan is played by Warner Richmond, who
is especially well suited to the role. Louise Prussing
is the girl and William Peavey her husband. Richard
R. Neill is the nearest apprach to a villain, but his activities are considerably curtailed by the ever-watchful Jan. The trappers are played by carefully selected
and appropriate types. Frank Robbins has a minor
part, that of Mukee, Jan's companion.
The director holds the spectator's attention very well
all the way through and while the ending is a little
abrupt, it is quite logical and probably not at all what
the audience will expect. No happy ending is tacked
on and there is no wasted footage on unessential details. Pretty northern locatins provide the right atmosphere and many of the interiors look like the real
thing. The photography is about average and the
lightings good except on some of the interiors, when
they are a bit dark.
Story : Frederick Cummings returns to his trading
post with a bride. At this particular post the men observe a strict code of morals and live according to what
they call "the honor of the big snows." When Cummings fails to return from one of his trips to the interior, Jan, a favorite among the trappers, sets out to
find him. Jan secretly, but honorably, adores Nancy,
Cummings' wife. Rather than tell her he has found
her husband dead, he promises Cumniings' early return. Later Jan saves Nancy from Blanding, a fur
trader from the States. Eventually Nancy urges the
truth from Jan and learns of her husband's death. She
returns to her people, leaving Jan hoping for the future.

Play Up Atmosphere and Use Gatchlines

Box Oflfice Analysis for the Exhibitor
Where outdoor pictures go good you can be certain
of pleasing them with "Jan of the Big Snows" and the
title itself should be enough to let them know what
kind of a picture it is. Then with the author's name,
the character .of the story should be doubly certain.
James Oliver Cur\yood is probably one of the best
known writers of Northwoods stories and his name is
enough to attract attention.

»

Display plenty of stills in the lobby and in connection with the story play up the idea of the trappers'
code of honor called "the honor of the big snows." There
is no one sufficiently prominent in the cast to warrant
the use of names, but you can promise them satisfactory performances nevertheless. The picture should
prove another effective hot weather number in view
of its atmosphere of the frozen North.

CURRENT
Rcleaie Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Reviewed

RELEASES
Release Date

FIRST

CORP.

Helle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(CliflF Smith)
5,000
Jan of the I!ig Snows
(J. Oliver Curwood) ... .5,000
The Cradle liustcr (Tuttle Waller)
6,000
Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000
The Lying Truth (Marion
Fairfax)
6,000
Sisters (International
Film)
1,000
The Hidden
Woman
(Nanuet Am. Corp.)
5,000
My Old Kentucky
Home
(Pyramid
Pictures) . .7,000
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
5,000
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle) .'
6,000
His Wife's Husband
(Pyramid)
6,040
False Fronts
5,044
The Great Alone (Monroe
Salisbury)
5,912

Foatag*

NATIONAL

The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Pay Day
(Charles Chaplin)
The Deuce
Infidel of(Katherine
MacDonald)
The
Spades (Chas.
Ray)
The Girl in the Taxi (DeHavens)
Fools First (Neilan
Prod.)
The Primitive Lover (Constance Talmadge) ...
The Cross Roads of New York
Sonny (Richard Barthelmess)
Domestic
Relations (Katherine
MacDonald) ..
The Half Breed
One Clear Call
Smudge ( Charles Ray)

5-28-22
4-30-22
4- 9-22
5- 7-22

S-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

GOLDWYN
ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Marry the Poor Girl
Lady Godiva
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah
The Real Adventure
(Florence
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
The Ruse of the Rattler
Across the Divide
Father Tom
Hills of Missing Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)

FAMOUS
May

June

7
7
14
14
21
21
28
4
4
11

July

18
25
2
9
9
16
30

Baird)
Vidor)

PLAYERS-LASKY

5,700
4,800
5,000

5-14-22
5-28-22
7- 2-22

6,000

6-11-22

Mix Series
The Fighting Streak
For Big Stakes
William Farnum
Shackles of Gold
Dustin Farnum
Strange Idols
Shirley Mason Series
Very Truly Yours
Lights of the Desert
Maurice Flynn
^
The Last Trail
William Russell
Money
to Burn
The Men of Zanzibar
A SelfMade
Man
Pearl White
Without
Fear
John Gilbert
Arabian
Love
The Yellow Stain
Charles Jones
Western
Speed
Rough
Shod
Special
Silver Wings
Nero
The Fast Mail

FILM

4,888
4,373

5-14-22
5-21-22
57-22
6- 4-22
4-30-22
57-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

■.

4-30-22
6-25-22

4,300

6- 4-22

4,406
4,440
5,006

4- 9-22
6-12-21
6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22
4-16-22
6-11-22
6-11-22

INC.

Bosworth)

5,6S4
5,500

4-16-22

HODKINSON

6,900
6,150

4-23-22
6-25-22

6,000

4- 2-22

6,000

4-3-22

5,600

4-30-22

5,300

6-11-22

CORP.

Prod.
No Trespassing
(Irene Castle)
Slim Shoulders
(Irene Castle)
Myron Sterns Prod.
Free A r
Myron M. Sterns Prod.
Free
Air
Benj. B. Hampton
The Gray
Dawn
Renco Prod.
The Veiled Woman

METRO

PICTURES

CORP.

3
17

Kisses (Alice Lake)
The Face Between
(Bert Lytell)
Seeing's Believing (Viola Dana)
Hate (Alice Lake)
Missing
Husbands
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
Sherlock Brown
(Bert Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
Rex Ingram Productions
The Prisoner of Zenda
S-L Productions
Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes)
Tifltany Productions
Fascination (Mae Murray)
Swedish Biograph Co.
The

5-28-22
6-18-22

Stroke

of Midnight

PATHE

4-16-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22

W.

Holtre

Apr.

5-14-22

4,580
4,999
4,920

W.

6-25-22
6-25-22
7- 2-22

5,057

4,809

4,609
5,630
4,470
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,003
5,947
4,630
5,651

5-14-22

CORP,

Tom

GUNNING,

White
Hands
(Hobrt
The Fire Bride
The Bootleggers

CORP.

Beyond
the Rocks
(Swanson-Valentino)
6,740
The Wife Trap
6,207
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan)
6,536
North of the Rio Grande
(Holt-Daniels)
4,770
The Man From
Home
(Fitzmaurice
Special) . .6,893
The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres)
4,592
The Bachelor Daddy
(Thomas Meighan)
6,229
Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
5,502
Over the Border (Penryhn
Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
6,837
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
5,947
Our Leading
Citizen (Thomas
Meighan)
6,634
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
The Man Unconquerable (Jack Holt)
For the Defense (Ethel Clayton)
4,905
The Greatest Truth (Mia May)
5,257
South of Suva (Mary Miles Minter)
4,369
Borderland (Agnes Ayers)
Top of New York (May McAvoy)
5,148
While Satan Sleeps (Jack Holt)
6,069
The Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
5,221

FOX

WID

.6,172
5,000
6,900
.5,192
5,484
7,589

PICTURES

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
The Night Rose
Be My Wife (Max
Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch
Your Step
The Wallflower
When
Romance Rides (Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton Prod.)
The Dust Flower
-.

(Distributed through Pathe)

4,*00
S,366
1,892
-.5,377
4,500
5,420

June

11

Nanook

of

the

EXCHANGE,

4,300
5,000

5-28-23

6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5- 7-22
5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6- 4-22

10,467

4-30-22

5,500

4-30-22

7,850

4-23-22

6,000

6- 4-22

6,000

6-18-22

INC.

North

4-23-22

4-16-22
5-14-22

5,002
4,486

5- 4-22
7-22
6-

8,27 1
10,000
4,880

5-21-22
5-28-22

FILM

BOOKING

OFFICES

OF AMERICA

(R-C)

The Bigamist
(Ivy Duke)
5,300
The First Woman
4,950
Queen o' the Turf
5,000
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
4,800
The Glory of Clementina
(Pauline Frederick). .5,700
The Son of the Wolf
4.790
The Understudy
(Doris May)
4,557
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
4,738

4-2-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6- 4-22
6-18-22
7-2-22

Some Short Reels
"A Scandal in Bohemia" — Sherlock Holmes — Educational
Type of production
2 reel drama

"High Life in New

The well known story, "A Scandal in Bohemia," by Conan
Doyle, has been given an interesting and entertaining production. The offering is unlike the others already released in the
series, but is just as good in regard to acting, direction and
mystery. No time is lost in putting the story under way.
Sherlock Holmes receives a note and visit from a mysterious
gentleman who turns out to be the King of Bohemia. The
king is very anxious to recover a photograph in the possession
of a well known actress. Holmes dresses himself as an actor
and substitutes in the play. He manages to chloroform the
leading lady and take from her dress a photograph; but it
turns out to be a picture of her sweetheart. After much
trouble Holmes discovers the secret hiding place of the photograph, but when he goes to steal it he finds a picture of the
lady inscribed to himself. A note explains that the lady has
destroyed the compromising snapshot and has since married.
This satisfies the king and saves Holmes from doing something not strictly on the level. Plenty of London atmosphere and good acting make this two reeler a splendid entertainment.

High above the street level where electric lights shine and
workers must climb to do their tasks — this is the subject of
"High Life in New York." You see the iron workers scale
to dizzy heights and a window washer hang out from the top
of a sky scraper. You see workers climb the large Broadway
electric signs to change the bulbs and you also sec shots of a
steeplejack in action, and painters on top of a high bridge. The

"Torchy's Nut Sunday" — Torchy Comedy — Educational
Type of production
.2 reel comedy
Here is another mild Torchy Comedy with Johnny Hines in
the leading role. The production is not above the average of
this series and is filled with gags executed in an indifferent
manner. Hines is capable of much better comedy work than
he has been giving his audiences of late. Over production is
perhaps the main cause for this decline. He has ceased to be
a comedian and has become a gag engineer. The comedies
have no plot or continuity. They present a collection of gags,
old and new, rattled off without very much bother or attention to story, character or continuity. In "Torchy's Nut Sunday" Johnny Hines is sent out to investigate a sanitarium. The
comedy business centers around a lot of old men in wheel
chairs. Home brew gets into the milk and puts new life into
the community. The huinor is very crude and will appeal only
to the very simplest audience.
"Friday,
the
Type of production

Thirteenth"— Hal

Roache— Pathe
1 reel comedy

As the title suggests, this is a hard luck comedy. Paul Parrot, Jobyna Ralston and Eddie Baker are the chief fun makers.
Paul takes the part of a very superstitious young man who
thinks it is hard luck to walk under a ladder or punch a cop
in the nose. He avoids both, but gets into a lot of trouble

York" — Urban Popular Classics — Kineto

Type of production

1 reel novelty

reel closes with some views of the world's largest clock with
its 21 foot minute hand which moves about two feet every minute. Many unusual views of New York have been obtained in
this reel which is certain to entertain the average audience and
especially those who live some distance from New York. The
photograph is good and the subject matter interesting.

"Improving America's Sheep and Cattle" — Urban Popular
Classic — Kineto
Type of production

1 reel agricultural

As the title suggests, this reel deals with the breeding and
care of sheep and cattle. Many breeds of sheep and cattle
are shown. Shearing, washing, branding and innoculation are
all illustrated in this fairly instructive reel. You see sheep
led to slaughter and the large pens from whence they are
shipped. Texas bulls and large cattle ranches are also illustrated. The reel is educational and will hold the attention of
an average audience.

Starland Revue No. 5— R-C
Type of production

1 reel novelty

The fifth issue of the Starland Revue continues with interesting, intimate glimpses into the life of stage celebrities. This
one opens with shots of Marjorie Rambeau journeying to the
theater where she is starring in "The Goldfish." The girls of
"Tangerine" show how they keep in trim for their dances by
going through daily gymnastics. There are other side-lights
on the stars that make up the reel.

"Screen Snapshots" No. 1— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel fan magazine

when he tries to lift a horse shoe from under a policeman's
foot. Then he spills the salt and is crossed by a black cat.
Then to make matters worse, his girl insists that they be

Screen stars are caught off duty in this fan magazine. You
see the Lasky Studio Orchestra with Wallace Reid at the
traps. Cecil De Mille takes a hand and Theodore Roberts
is on hand. Coleen Moore in the audience talks to Bebe

married on Friday, the thirteenth. Paul's rival, knowing
his weakness, plants some dynamite in a dummy black cat and
brings it to church. The result can easily be imagined. But
nothing stops the ceremony. Some amusing comedy business
takes place on the dock where Paul trys to throw over a bag
filled with black cats. Most of the gags in the comedy have
been used before, and while many of them are worth repeating,
the offering as a whole will make but an average comedy filler.
The photography is good and the directing up to the Hal
Roach standard.

Daniels, while Thomas Meighan has some fun with Tom Forman. In other shots of this magazine you see Doug Fairbanks
as he looked before he tampered with his face and grew his
mustache. Included in this amusing fan magazine you see
Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Adele Ritchie, Norma and
Constance Talmadge, Herbert Rawlinson and Sunshine
Sammy. The reel is chuck full of the stuff that picture audiences love to see. They know them all and will be glad to see
how they look off duty. Should do very well as a program
filler before any audience.

I

C

Short Reels
"The Dumb

Bell"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Type of production

1 reel comedy

This time Snub Pollard gets a lot of fun out of the situations. He plays the part of a movie director. In the first
part of the story Snub plays the part of a ham actor who is
fired by the temperamental director. The bosses of the company arrive and ofifcr Snub the job if he can manage to fire the
director. This he manages to do, but when he becomes the
director of the company then his troubles begin. Marie Mosquini takes the role of the leading lady and helps in the comedy business. The situations are amusing and will get several
good laughs. The story will interest picture fans, for it takes
them behind the scenes. The comedy business is up to the
high average of this series and offers something a little different from the ordinary run of things.
Should do well be-

"Beyond the Horizon" — Kineto Review
Type of production

1 reel travel

The title, which was taken from O'Neill's drama of the sea, is
a fine one but it certainly does not fit the subject of this travel
picture. In fact it has nothing to do with the cities of Sydney
and Melbourne. The first sub-title tries to link Australia with
"Beyond the Horizon" by saying that Australia is far removed
from Broadway. Street scenes in these Australian cities fill up
the greater portion of this reel. The cameraman did not stay
long enough in either place to get anything but a superficial
surface glance. Such views are hardly typical of a land that
is greater in area than the United States and just as rich in
beautiful scenery and vast in natural resources.

Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
''The Friendly Circle''
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handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.
THE BARNES
229 WEST
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PRINTING

28TH STREET

COMPANY,

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17

Keieaae Date

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Selznick
Pictures
(Distributed by
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless
Youth
Evidence

Select

Footage

ENT.

l!.ugeiie O'Brien Star Series
The
Prophet's
Paradise
Chaiining
of tlie Northwest
Conway Tearle Star Series
Love's
Masquerade
Special Productions
Reported
Missing
(Owen
Moore)
A Woman of No Importance

Ftl).

26

Fair

Lady

(Rex

4-16-22
6-1S-22

FOX

5,000
5,000

4-16-22

6,900
5,000

4-16-22
6-11-22

6.-100

FILM

MFG.

3-26-22

5.481
7,748

5-7-22
6-25-22

4,500
.4,566
4,66S

4-2-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22

4,313
4,433
4,225
4,231
5,000
4,211
4,450

4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22

4,5S3

7-2-22

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
Too
Much
Business
My
Wild
Irish Rose
Hark Williams
The Man
From
Downing
Street
Corinne
Griffith
A
Virgin's
Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty
Conscience
Wm. Duncan-Edith Johnson
The
Silent
Vow
Alice Calhoun
The Angel
of Crooked
Street
■ Ahce Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber

Lloyd

6.000
7,000

4-2-22
6-18-22

4,950

4-16-22

5,000
5,249

7- 2-22

4,600

4-9-22

5,000

5-28-22

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Comedies

ASSOCIATED

W

W. HODKINSON

PATHE

■

EXCHANGE,

INC.

LEWIS
Herbert
Prizma
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
Color Pictures.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star

Comedies

(1

reel) :

When

Eve

Fell,

No

License

(Billy

Fletcher).

VITAGRAPH

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester
Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies
(2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies
(1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel;
Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester
Screenics
(1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover America,
The Crater
of Mt. Katmai,
Dexie.
Sketchografs
(I reel)
Punch
Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies
(2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

CORP.

Go Get 'Em Hutch
(Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop
Fables, 2 / Z reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review,
1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies
(2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

PICTURES

The BeRRar Maid
(Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
'I'he liashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. J to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

5,951

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED
Harold

CORPORATION

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray
Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

CO.

Features
The Trap
(Lon
Chane> )
The
Storm
Universal
Features
The
Hear Cat (Hoot
Gibson)
Tlie Man TJnder Cover
(Herbert Rawlinson) ..
.A Wonderful
Wife (Miss Du Pont)
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank
Mayo)
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
Step On It (Hoot
Gibson)
Kissed
(Marie
Prevost)
The
Black
Bag
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
.
Out of the Silent North
(Frank Mayo)
Her
Night
of .Nights
(Marie
Prevost)
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot
Gibson)

SHORT

FILM

GOLDWYN

Beach's)

i

EXHIBITORS

Sunshine Comedies
(2 reels)
Clyde Cook
Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

ARTISTS

UNIVERSAL

Jewel

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley
(2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

Exchanges)
5,700
5,000

UNITED

FIRST

Reviewed

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco' the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De
Haven
Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett
Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount
Magazine
(1 reel):
Pictionary
and Cartoons
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reels)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
^
Larry Semon
Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

Electricity— It's Development.

NATIONAL
(weekly).

EXCHANGES,

INC.

(Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
The Great Reward
Serial:
Burns).
(Bobby
King Cole Comedies
Comedies:
(1 reel), issued weekly.
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)

INDEPENDENT
Rcleue Date

AFFILIATED

I Am

Footage

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

ARROW

FILM

ARTCLASS

PICTURES

After Six Days

AYWON

They're

FILM

Off

J. STUART

6.500

5- 7-22

5,000

6-25-22

CORP.
4,800

BLACKTON

S-21-22

7,000

4-30-22

5,000

3 19-22

M. J. BURNSIDE
Doodle

Jr

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

COMMONWEALTH
The

Hidden

PHIL

Watch

Him

Julius

Caesar

5,800

PICTURES

Light

CORP.
5.000

GOLDSTONE

Step

(Richard

Talmadge)

GEORGE

KLEINE

DI LORENZO.
EQUITY

PICTURES

Wandering

EXCEPTIONAL

His Nibs

(Chic

Sales)

FIDELITY

Boy

HOUDINI

Man

From

PICTURES

PICTURES

CORP.

PICTURE

CORP.

Beyond

GEO. H. HAMILTON

Give Me My Son
In Self Defense

J. W. FILM

Should a Wife Work

LEE

(Edith

CORP.

Stockton)

SOL
(Jackie

2-12-22

4,548
5,000

4-16-22
5-21-22

7,000

2- 5-22

4,951

FILM

RIALTO

NATIONAL

W. M. SMITH

TRI-STAR

PICTURES

CORP.

Alt & Hovfell Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reeli), Liqnori»*
Lipt (2 reels).

ARROW

FILM

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reeU).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels) : Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pinei,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubblee, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men, The
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.
Success

AYCIE

Series;

PICTURES

15 Westerns

AYWON

(each

CORP.

2 reels).

FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

B.

C.

FILM

CELEBRATED

SALES

PLAYERS

Western

8,807

3-12-22

Serial: The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore Field), 15
episodes.

Gump (1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

(1 reel each).

CLARION

Star

PHOTOPLAYS,

DOMINANT

Dramas

EXPORT

5-28-22
3- 5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

AND

IMPORT

FEDERATED

FILM

INC.
FILM

CO.

EXCHANGE

Monty Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge,
J\ Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

FILM
Jimmy

Callahan,

MARKET,

12 2-reels.

GAUMONT

INC.

COMPANY

News
(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

HERALD

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Mack Swain Comedies (2 reels) : Moonlight Knight, Full of Spirit, See
America First.

HORIZON
Norma Talmadge

Reissues

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
(2 reels) : Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,Isle.Why

5,164
5,496

(each

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE
6-18-22
7- 2-22

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

319-22

COMEDIES
Change Your Motherin-Lawf

PLYMOUTH

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC

PICT. CORP.

So This is Arizona

15 episodei.

DISTRIBUTING

2- S-22

5,800
5,600

David and Jonathan
Her Story
The Night Riders
Brenda's
Heritage

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

ALLIED

RIGHTS

OF T, S. S. CORP.

6,800

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.
SECOND

REELS-STATE

3-26-22

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half

PROD.

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

6,500

2-19-22
4-30-22

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

BROS.

Gordon)

5,000
5,800

CORP.

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr.
'.
Trail Potter
of the ofLawTexas
The Man
Who
Paid
The Country
Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night (AU-Star)

5,000 4-23-22
5,000 4-23-22
Footage
Reviewed

4-16-22

5,000
4,314
5,000

SECURITY

(Vera

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

CO.

Point

PRODUCERS

Friend

CORP.

6,200

5,000

PACIFIC

Best

C.

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

LESSER

Coogan)

Girl From
Rocky
False Brands
The Forest King

5,748

& BRADFORD

Determination
The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)
Trouble

5- 7-22

CORP.

Tonight

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians
The

4,800

INC.

Blaze Away (Big Boy Williams)
The Trail of Hate (Big Boy Williams)
Where Is My

WARNER

Your

ADVENTURES

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Manners)
Yankee

PICT. EXPLOITATION

Man From Hell's River
Ridiu'
Wild
Releare Date

SHORT

10,000

CORP.

WESTERN

Reviewed

CORP.

The Innocent Cheat
God's Country and the Law

FEATURES

4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000

4-30-22

5,800

4-23-22

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzhng Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5,000
She Paid (Marjori* Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfamc (Nance O'NtU)
S.OOO ■-~'

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each Yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (IS episodes).

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Irving Cumraings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald
Sacred Films (1 reel)

SACRED

FILMS,

CORPORATION
INC.

2,000
2,000

■

PROGRAM BUILDING
AND

SHORT STUFF NUMBER
OF

7Ao brAdstreet

M^mmJtfn^

o/'FiLMDOM ^^^wM^j^^

s^^recocmized
Authority

Out The First Week

In August

A "Sip^doX Edition that will he of value to the exhibitor every
day throughout the coming year — articles by the leading
exhibitors of the country — a complete chart of all short stuff
released, etc., etc.

Space
Reserve
In
No Increase
''Our

Advertising

Department

is as

close

to you

Now
Rates
as your

phoneJ'

Strong Coldwjn Pictures
for current
showing
Rupert Hughes*

BasU King's

The
Wall Flower

The
Dust Flower

-'With
'/ Colleen

With Helenc Chadv.Uk. Claude QilUngtiatCT and James Rennie

Zane Grey's

Wken
Romance
Rides
A Ben B.Hampton

Gouvemeur Morris'

Yellow Men
and Gold.

Prod.

BETTY
COMPSON
ALWAYS
THE
WOMAN
W'iih Claire Adams, Carl Qantvoort and
Jfan Hersholt

Moore

Head
Overstarring
Heels
Mabel Normand

in

Zane Grey's

Golden
Dreams

A Ben B.Hampton

h.-^

Prod.

m

iS^.
Mr ^

^•vfli^H

..-*■
^

With Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix

Mr. Barnes
of NeiA^
starringYork
Tom Moore
^Fv

WUh

Belly Compson

T pictures that brim
EIGH
with action, sparkle with
humor and grip with humanness, form the current Group
of Goldwyn Pictures.

With Claire Adams

and Carl Qantfoort

Betty Compson, Tom Moore, Mabel
Normand, Colleen Moore, Richard Dix,
Helene Chadwick and Claire Adams are
among the names for the electric lights,
Rupert Hughes, Zane Grey and Gouverneur Morris are box office authors.
Every picture has exploitation angles
that mean business.

With Mabel Normand

With Tom Moore

r
Strong Pictures When \bu Need Them Most 1

jAe BRADSTREET

2i^^RE(0CHIZEI^

Authority
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Victory In Missouri
^..ooms Up — "Freedom
of Screen"
May Be Inserted in
I' Clause
State Constitution
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
; Jefferson City, Mo. — Friends of
he industry are very hopeful that a
freedom of the screen" clause will
le inserted in the state constitution.
Charles C. Pettijohn, assistant to
Vill H. Hays and Martin J. Quigley,
'ublisher of the Exhibitors' Herald
i'H Friday appeared before the Bill
if Rights Committee of the Misouri Constitutional Convention and
poke in favor of the clause for
bout two hours.
-Advocates of the measure would
ave the present "freedom of the
ress" clause amended to read as
dIIows:
"Every person shall be free to say,
■rite or pubHsh. either by written or
rinted word, or by pictures in moi'-n, or otherwise, on any subject
Whatsoever being responsible for all
tbuse of that libertv."
If the "freedom of the screen"
lause is inserted in the Missouri
onstitution, it is held, the troubles of
be industry in that state so far as
hy sort or political or regulatory retrictions are concerned will be
nded.
At the A. M. P. A. luncheon last
I'eek, the question of poster adver[sing was discussed and later the
lensorship of newspaper advertising
!ame up. Joseph Levenson, of the
A. P. Commission, admitted that bejause of the constitutional guaranty
f the freedom of the press, amusement advertising in newspapers could
ot be touched, but that under the
tate_ law. the Motion Picture Comtiission had the right to ban poster
ind billboard advertising relating to
potion pictures.
Howells Has "Count Cagliostra"
' The Howells Sales Co. will release
Count Cagliostra" on the independ'ht market.

Klein Sells "Musketeer" Comedy
The Edward L. Klein Co. has sold
American rights to "The Two and
Half Musketeers," a Burlesque on
The Three Musketeers," which will
;'e released on the independent marjet by Davidson-Kranz, Inc.
I
Paris Houses May Close
.The Associated Press reports that
he Federation of Theatre and Cinma Unions has voted unanimously
0 close all the playhouses in France
ext Feb. 15, unless the heavy Govrnment taxation is lightened before
,bat date.

Price 5 Cents
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Der

Boss

Owns a city. Not just a theater or two. But they think so
much ol him. That they write songs about him. And sing
them in praise. When they get the chance. All of which is
about Ben Bknnenthal.
Of Export & Import.
Now around New York. Ben Bknnenthal is pretty important. Everybody knows he is strong in the European field. And
has been for a long time. They know he is a silent worker.
They also know he has as a partner in many foreign ventures
Joe Godsol. Of Goldwyn. Or maybe its First National by
now. They also know that he is with the Hamilton Corporation.
Which deals with Famous Players for foreign productions.
They know he is mixed up in a lot of film business. But it's
dollars. To all the doughnuts you can eat. That they don't
know. That he is the plain unadulterated. One htmdred
per cent. Boss of Buda Pest. And if you think that means
nothing. You come on over. To Buda Pest. And see the liveliest
city in Europe. Not barring Paris. And meeting any city anywhere. At catchweights. • Despite that Zukor. Morris Kohn
and Bill Fox left here a long time ago — and Pd like to know why.
There are over a million people here. And several thousand
of them were at the biggest resort there on the Saturday night.
That Ben entertained Jesse Lasky. And Gilbert Miller. Of
the Frohman company. And Ralph Kohn. And several others.
Then. All of a sudden. The whole place seemed to get hep.
To the fact that Ben was there. And the orchestra played a
selection. Written about him. And called "Oh, Mister Blumenthal !" And the chief violinist. Came to his box. And there
was enough bowing. And scraping. To make you think
Blumenthal.
Owned the place.
WHAT HE DOES OWN
Bttda Pest, Bhimenthal doesn't own — but he is the owner of
the most beautifttl theaters in Europe. With possibly one exception. Called "The Vigszinhaz." Which. In English means
"The Comedy." It seats 1800. And really is a magnificent
place. If it was located on Broadway. Near 42d street — and
golly that place seems far away from here — it would be worth
about five millions. For the grotmd alone. And the house
could not be duplicated here now. So Ben says. For another
2 million.
Thats the kind of a house it is.
DOING A FEW COUNTRIES
A la Jesse Laskv. Which means getting in one. And wondering whether the next can be as beautiful. For instance. In
San Sebastian. In Spain. Jesse told Gilbert Miller. Who is
chaperoning him. That he wondered if the next country cotild
be as beautiful. And wasn't it better. To stay there? Because
they only had a limited time anyway. But Miller pushed on
into France. And in Paris Lasky asked the same question.
From Paris — and it took a gimlet. To pry Lasky from Paris.
They went on to Berlin. There Lasky intended to make a
long stop. Visit Rome. And go home. But in Berlin they
started in with a banquet. Where everybody who was anybody.
Was present. Including Pola Negri. And Mia May. And a
lot more of celebrities.
Including Sudermann.
The great poet.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

New

Booking Plan

Metro to Sell Fall Product on Picture
Basis Only — All Classed as
Metro has adopted a new selling
Specials season. Each
policy for the 1922-1923
picture will be sold on an individual
basis without any relation to any
other product of the company.
The sales executives have come to
this decision, it is understood, as a
result of inquiries made among exhibitors which resulted in a large
number of requests for big pictures
only. It is for that reason that Viola
Dana was lifted out of the program
series class and launched on a series
of special productions the first of
which will be "The Five Dollar
Baby." The success of the Murray
pictures and of "The Four Horsemen" were important factors in influencing Metro to sell its new output on a picture basis only.
For the purpose of arranging distribution on "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" and other Metro
productions in Both England and
France, Marcus Loew will sail for
Europe July 18, on the Mauretania.
He will be met in England by his
European representative Sir William
Jury, who will also accompany him to
France. Loew explained the nature
of
trip that
as "strictly
and
alsohisstated
it will bebusiness"
a short one.
He will be accompanied by his son,
Arthur Loew, who in all probability
will visit other European countries
after leaving his father in France.
Chicago Admissions Cut

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Balaban
and Katz, who
recently
took
over
the
Roosevelt
promise
to show
first-runs there at
50 cents top.
Abrams and Cleary Sail
Hiram Abrams left for Europe on
the Majestic on Saturday. Maurice
Cleary, a personal representative of
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks also left on the same boat.
Fall plans will be discussed with
United Artists representatives abroad.
Buy Cook Bros. Interests

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Duluth. Minn. — Finkelstein, Ruben
and Hamm have taken over the half
interest of Cook Bros, in the Duluth
Theater Co., including the New Garrick, New Lyric, which was formerly
the New Grand, New Astor and New
Palace in Superior. Over _ $200,000
changed hands in the deal, it is estimated. P. F. Schwie, general manager of the Duluth concern is now
connected with Finkelstein, Ruben
and Hamm in the same capacity in
Duluth.
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
Joseph Dannenljerg, President and Editor ;
. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E, Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd. . .
G'wyii ....
Loevv's
...
Griffith
Triangle
World

mA
8234
94^
yy^
1534

Low

UYa,
81^
94.K
(>Vs
15^

Close

Sales

72%
100
813^ 700
9434 100
74 4,300
1534 500
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
August, Me. — Powhattan Prod. Inc.
Saco. Capital stock $1,000,000. Incorporators Frances L. Hewes, Clayton Hewes and Harold S. Richards.
Trenton, N. J.— State Pictures
Corp., Jersey City. Capital, 7,500
shares preferred stock, par value $100
and 5,000 shares of common stock, no
par value. Incorporators, James F.
McNally, Mathew M. Epstein and
William F. House.
Detroit Hancock is Opened
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — The new Hancock, owned
by Mooney Schreiber, and seating 400
has been opened.
The policy is a
daily change of program.
Will Be Ready in September
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lexington,
Ky. — The
New
Kentucky, being built by an organization
headed by Col. Fred Levy, will be
read}' to open in September.
Sells One, Retains Other
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Jack Kairns has sold the
Fun to Mrs. Stevens, but has retained
the Brooklyn, a new lease on the
building housing it having been
secured.

(f (Skl<xx^a£lorruz£ C/'ichi/Lt^-^

from

Page
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And playwright. There were so many speeches. That Lasky
was dazed. But he saw it through. And the next day. Kohn.
And Blumenthal. Sold him an idea. To go to Buda Pest. So
Rome won't see him. And except for Hungary. It is a question
if any other country will. T^asky loves Buda Pest. And he
cannot be blamed for that. If it wasn't for moving the studio —
from Hollywood — he might stay here forever. But instead of
that. He is collecting a lot of postage stamps. And the funny
currency.
Of these countries.
For his boy.
So far he has collections from seven.
By the time Austria
is reached there will be another added.
And then.
With the
aid of a strong will power.
Lasky hopes.
But just hopes — he
admits he is weak on the subject- — to sail for home.
ON FOREIGN BILL BOARDS
In the old city of Prague. And it's some old. There can be
no doubt of that. These names appear. That i.s— if you can
make them out — in the funny type used. Mary Pickfordova.
In Madama Butterfly. Viola Dana. In some unspellable title.
Douglas Fairbanks.
And Fatty.
Now here is an interesting thing about pJitty. Of course
they refer to Arbuckle. Over here. And this is written from
Buda Pest. But in all continental countries. Including Germany and France. Fatty is looked upon as a hero. His first
releases. After his trial. Were grabbed up like the proverbial
hot cakes. And he is still going stronger. Than any other
American star.
STANTON'S IDEA
Dick Stanton. Former Fox director. Over here working on
a big international idea. Getting finances from several countries.
To produce big pictures. With locations in each of the foreign
countries. For special release in the States first. And later over
here.
Has a lot of money already subscribed.
Working to get
(Continued

on

Page

3)

On Broadway
Apollo — "Silver Wings."
Broadway — "Desert Gold."
Brooklyn Strand — "God's

3,000,000 FEET A WEEK
That is the capacity of our new laboratory at
Flushing, L. I.— twenty minutes from Times
Square.
The new plant is equipped with the latest
type of printing and developing machinery,
operated on the tube system, enabling us to
turn out highest quality work at extremely
reasonable prices.
Absolute cleanliness of prints an^ evenness
of development, toning, tinting, washing and
drying is assured by this system.
If you are interested in reducing your printing costs, telephone us at Bryant 1939 and
we will gladly have a representative call on you.

The Associated Screen News, Inc.

Country

Cameo — John Barrymore in "Sherand the Law."
Capitol — Betty Compson in "Always
lock Holmes."
Central
— "The Storm."
the Woman."
Criterion
— Viola Dana in "The Fivi
George
Cohan — "In the Name of
Dollar M.Baby."
Loew's New York — Todaj' — Jamesi
Kirkwood in "The Man from'

Hom
the Law."
e."
Tuesdaj'
— "Self
Made
Man"
and' ■
"Destiny's Isle."
Wednesday — Clara Kimball Young
in "The Worldly Madonna."
Thursday— Alice Lake in "Hate." :
Friday — "The Trooper" and "Wonderful"One
Chance." Clear Call."
Saturday —

Rialto—
Wallace Reid in "The Dic-^
Lyric
— "Nero."
tator."
i
Rivoli — Thomas Meighan in "If Yof

I

Believe"The
It, It's
Strand—
Fast So."
Mail."
Next Week

Apollo — "Silver Wings."
Broadway — Not yet determined.'
Brooklyn Strand— "The Fast Mail."
Canieo — Not yet determined.
Capitol
— "Voices of the City" (tenta
tive attraction).

Central— "The Storm."
, i
Ge«rge M. Cohan — "In the Name oi'
Criterion — Not yet determined.
the —Law."
Rialto
Thomas
Lyric
— "Nero."

120 West 41st Street, New York
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Monday, July 10, 1922

Meighan in "If Yoi;

BelieveJack
It, It's
Rivoli—
Holt So."
in "The Man \Jn'
frand— "AT^ol

The??"

Kennedy Has a "Sans Gene
Aubrey Kennedy is understood
have re-edited for this country a pic
ture called "Madame Sans Gene.'
Margaret Mayo is said to be in
terested with him in the distributioi
Hollandia Buys "Drummonda^
Hollandia Film ofHaa*l*rtirHol :
his Drummond,"
purnliajia Thewhich
rights
"Bull Dog
OscaRtd'
Apfel will make abroad. Evelytl
Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell wil
appear in it. Producers Security i
handling American distribution.
Suit
(Special

Filed

to

to THE

Release
FILM

Film
DAILY)

St. Louis — Suit for a receiver f^
"The
Triflers" a comedy
has be
filed in the St. Louis Circuit Court b
De Weese
Seevvir, C.author
of the ofseen'
ario.
He named
S. Ernhart
th
Commercial Film Studio, as defend
ant.
He claims that although the pic
ture was made several months ag'
Ernhart has failed to place it upon th
market.

Will sacrifice Pathescope Peerless Model
with portable booth.
Phone
Bryant
6744.

A
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:he rest. Figures the idea will go over big. But that doesn't
itop Bill Fox. From telling Dick. He can have his old job
Lgain. When he finishes playing around.
As Bill calls it.
Fox, by the way, is in Germany now. Don't be surprised.
'.(
Harry
Reichenbach.
found had
exploiting
Fox
specials.
Later
on. ThevIs have
several. some
Chestof tothe chest
ABOUT NEGRI
Who sails August 15. For the States. With Blumenthal.
Fo make several pictures. Before returning to Germany. When
■^legri hits the States she will make a sensation. She is a wonlerfully attractive woman. With much magnetism. No one
cnows yet. Or seems to. Who will direct her. In the modern
naterial she will make. But some director is going to be lucky.
Lasky says he hasn't decided yet. But when the American
lewspaper folk. Get to her. She will set them up. (jood and
lard.
That's
a bet.
understands some English. Which
nakes her
all the
more She
attractive.

HOW IT'S DONE
; One of the very first American releases in Berlin. Is "Joan
;he Woman." Famous officials here have changed it all about.
rhe prologue and epilogue are out. The titles have been renoved. And Schiller's famous lines. From his celebrated poem.
\bout Joan of Arc. Have l^een substituted. And those who
.lave seen it. Say it's there.
{
But it's deplorable.
To think of the many good new pictures. That won't be shown here.
For many, many months.
HARD TO GET AWAY
I
j Boys — and this is a tip — don't ever promise to leave a place
iike this. Stick around until you're broke. And then try and
)orrow some more.
It's a regular place.
And that goes all
>hree ways
across the board.
„ , ^^xT^r
^
DANNY.

Los Angeles — Sid Grauman is authority for an estimate of the number
of seats there in Los Angeles, placing
it at 135,000. This includes downtown and suburban houses and with
about 90,000 ready to be filled at
more than two shows daily, the possible number of people that may be
accommodated is increased to 225,000.
Taking cognizance of the fact that
four and five shows are given daily
in many of the theaters. 300,000 is a
nearer total, he figures.
"To say the town is over-seated,"
explains Grauman, "is to overlook the
growth that comes with these
New
Starring
houses."
(Special

Series

to THE

FILM

"EDINOL"
At Pre-War Prices
Non-poisonous-non-staining
Speiden-''Vhitfield Co., Inc.
150 Nassau St.
Beekman 6163
Beekman 9563

ROTHACKER

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, in.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

W. A. FLEMING & CO.

for Acord
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Art Acord will be
featured in a series of two-r^elers
dealing with life and adventure at
lumber camps, to be known as "The
Lumberjack Series." He will start
work on them as soon as he recovers
completely from his recent automobile
accident.
To

Open

Dallas

(Special to THE

FILM

PRINTS

and SERVICE

Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

STUDIO FOR RENT

Studio
DAILY)

Most complete in East. Perfect lighting equipment. Modern sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.

Dallas — Roy T. Farmer and Ben
D. Wilson, of San Antonio and Fort
Worth, respectively, have secured an
option on the Lake Cliff Casino and
plan to start work as the Ben Roy
Picture Co. The place which has
been remodeled will be used for the
production of five-reel Westerns and
two-reel comedies.

130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.

41 Great Gparamount Q^ictures
GLORIA SWANSON

in

"The Impossible A Mrs.
Bellew"
Sam Wood Production

Bv David Lisle.

by Percy Heath

Released November 27, 1922
from Paris especially for this picture. Some of
the settings include the Montmartre demi-monde,
the carnival of flowers at Monte Carlo and the
beautiful Riviera.
Conrad Nagel, Clarence Burton, Robert Cain
and others are in the cast.

HERE'S
theseGlorious
gorgeous
love- a
dramas another
that haveofmade
Gloria
gold-mine everywhere. Sam Wood, director of
all Miss Swanson's successes, staged this one
also.
Miss Swanson brought back scores of
«

history"
attractions
box-officeGlenwood
profitable
Most GEORGE
P. WEIRICK,
Springs, in
Colo.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,
U.
12.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young
Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men.
1,^. "Manslaughter."

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 28
rUfHIk^ FAMOUS
l*^itegSi*l

,

PLAYERS' lASKY CORPORATION
Ji_

aOOLOH

ZUKOB.

P»-.i.rf.~t

■

tg^
LgB*^

No.
No.
No.
\o

14.
17. "The
1.1,

No.
No,

18.
19,
20.
Ifi
21.
24.
?.?..
27,.

No
No,
No.
No.
No

.Mysteries of India."
"Pnk
G..ds."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Fa.:e in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The
"The Gliost
('owl)oyBreaker."
and the Lady."
"To
Have
"The Man and
Who To SawHold."
Tomorrow

"On the High Seas."

2i. "The Young Rajah."
26. "Anna Ascends."

"Clarence."

i

LITTLE
FIRST

ADS

CLASS

PUBLICITY SERVICE
for star or producer

HOWE

& CONLON

WITH

Editing
and
Titling
is half your battle
Let's win the fight together!

LESLEY

MASON

729 Seventh Ave.

KASSEL LOBBY PAINTINGS

Wm.

at
Strand— "Fast Mail"
Central— "The Storm"
Geo. M. Cohan — "In the Name
of the Law"

Experience in story and continuity writing, applied to film
editing and title writing.
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

Manufactured by
MENGER,
RING & WEINSTEIN
306 W. 42d St.
New York
Longacre 9380

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYD'S FILM

STORAGE

Corp.

of
ENLARGEMENTS

Proper

1608 Times Bldg.
.
Phone: Bryant 1351

Theatrical Lobby|DispIay Frames

BIG THOUGHTS

B.

N. Y. City

LAUB

FILM

NEGATIVE

THE

Picture

Film

Clips

130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

We do not
print with

"ink"

Specializes exclusively in

DIRECTORSSave money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity historic,
can duplicate
— scenes
spectacular,
scientific,
geographic.

THE

HIGHEST
of

We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ

MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

DEVELOPING

and
FIRST PRINTS

PRODUCERS

STOCK

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St
Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd

Directors make pictures, but Film
editors make suspense, thrills, laughter, and sales value.
We have edited and titled hundreds
of independent and foreign pictures.
GEORGE
MARTIN
and
JOHN NATTEFORD

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Start

Ill Westchester Sq.

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
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'*Ask the First Man
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Motion Picture Editing
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Cohen Confers with Hays
Cohen group, which is conducting negotiations with Will H.
Hays on standard contracts met in
Mr. Hays' office yesterday afternoon.

Louis Levine Arrives
Louis Levine, general manager of
the Fox offices in Great Britain is in
New
York for conferences.

s Based on 1 otographic and Projection MetiiOds — Claim It Is
95% Perfect
A new color process which is the
Loew Party Sails
ivention of Lloyd Brown, who has
Pledge Support to Hays
Marcus
Loew's party of stars who
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
i-orked on it for about 4 years, is
will attend the Virginia exhibitor coneing exploited by the Silent Drama
Angeles — The Players Board
vention at Ocean View, sailed yessivndicate, a trusteeship, which claims of Los
Control of the Paramount stock
terday afternoon on the S.S. Jefferson.
company has sent a wire to Will H.
jo"have
$2,500,000
to work
In.
C. aB.capital
Hurtt, ofone
of the trustees,
Hays, pledging the entire support of
nd James L. Burke, who is organ- its members to Hays in elevating
king a concern to market it, are in the general moral and artistic stand
Neilan's Next, "Stranger's Banquet"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pe East from Los Angeles, and have ard of the industry. Hays in response
^ken office space with B. F. Porter.
expressed the belief that with the co
Los Angeles — Marshall Neilan's
S In explaining the invention to THE operation of all elements of the busf- next picture and his first for Goldwyn
'ILM
DAILY yesterday, Burke ness, worthwhile results would ensue. will be "The Stranger"s Banquet."
id:
by Donn Byrne.
"We have completely eliminated
inging and developed a colored film
hich is not hard upon the eyes. Our
bethod of attaining these results is
ased not upon a method of chemical
evelopment, but upon an original
ray of photographing and projecting
ur film. A double-lensed camera is
sed and the material is shot through
ed and green color filters, securing
(wo exposures simultaneously. These
j|re printed in black and white on the
(Im but thrown on the screen through
j'olor filters.
I "On our positive film, we use 56
'rnages arranged side by side instead
tf the ordinary 16, and here we save
[6.5% of film. It is important to
jote that the running speed is onejalf the ordinary rate, thereby curtailjtig very much of the wear and tear
pd actually quadrupling the life of
he positive print."
[ Regarding future business plans, no
Ijefinite statement was made. The
jpncern will be incorporated, but just
'k-hen and in what state, Burke could
jot definitely say. As to projection
froblems, he declared that the new
ilm having only one set of sprocket
;|oles, running through the center and
[letween the rows of images, a special
"ttachment would, of course, have to
.e employed. This, however, will be
|btainable by the exhibitor for about

Klang Joins Timely Films
Charles Klang, formerly with Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has joined
TiiTielv F'Ims as a special representative. He will tour exchanges
and
stop. will make Philadelphia his first
Iroquois Plans Six Yearly
Iroquois Prod., Inc., of Chatham,
N. Y., plans to make six pictures a
year. The company has purchased
60 acres of land at Chatham, upon
which a studio has been built. Caryl
Fleming will direct.
Agnes Egan Cobb will handle the
distribution of the product.
How

the Reformers Work

Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, of the International Reform Bureau, Rev.
Bowlby,
the Lord's
and
other ofreformers
haveDay
beenAlliance
telling
the people in St. Louis that the blue
laws are a myth, that they have no
desire to fasten on the community
the restrictions the Anti-Blue Law
League of America and other broadminded persons have warned against.
Here is the answer.
Vicksburg Shut Tight

Forman

May Make One

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Franklin the Chief
/

The

''

New C' lor Process

Price 5 Cents
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Elected
President
of Black's
New
England Theaters— Black Will
Advise
Despite the reticence of Famous
Players officials on the part that
Harold B. Franklin will play in the
company's theater affairs in New
England, it can be stated quite authentically that Franklin will be in
complete charge of the theater chain.
As a matter of fact, Franklin has already been elected president of
Black's New England Theaters, Inc.,
and all of that company's subsidiaries.
Alfred S. Black's only interest in
the theater properties will be as an
advisor.
Black Heads Ice Poles, Inc.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — Alfred S. Black has taken over the presidency and a large
portion of Ice Poles, Inc., a corporation controlling the patented manufacture of an ice cream novelty that
is selling widely in New England.
The process is a combination of ice
George E. Hall Dead on Coast
cream cone and lolly pop, the cream
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
being frozen on a stick in the shape
Los Angeles — George Edwards of an inverted cone and covered with
Hall died here last week. He was a chocolate. Black believes that with
scenario writer and at the time of his the general trend toward lower prices,
death was under contract with R-C this novelty selling at five cents will
to write six stories.
have a widespread distribution. He
thinks it will have a special value for
children matinees.
Short Reels at Capitol
Los Angeles — Tom Forman, who
hac been directing Katherin.p MacDonald may later direct one of the
Preferred Pictures for release through
the Al Lichtman Corp.

The Capitol next week will have a
A. H. Blank Visiting
short reel program, headed by a reA.
H.
Blank, Des Moines,
town.
vival ofnumbers
"ShoulderwillArms."
the film
be the Among
fifth of
Bruce "Wilderness Trails" series and
"Nights of Many Shadows."
F. P. Won't Build in Cincinnati
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

is in

Cy Greiver
Here
Cy Greiver,
of Greiver
Prod.,
Chicago, is at the Astor for a week.
He is looking over the independent
market for material.

Cincinnati — Local newspapers have
been advised by Herbert E. Elder,
Flynn Returns
district manager for Famous Players
Emmett J. Flynn has returned
here that the company does not in- from his European trip. He leaves
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
building a theater "at this for the coast shortly to start a new
Vicksburg, Miss. — The lid was time" tend
as reported. S. R. Kent has picture for Fox.
tightly clamped on practically every- so informed Elder.
I
(Continued
on Page 2)
thing here on Sunday as a result of
Samuels Leaves for South America
the
enforcement
of the Sunday closO'Reilly
Ready
for
War
Jritish Exchanges
Buy
First Film
George Samuels, of the foreign deing law and residents of Vicksburg
partment of the Louis B. Mayer
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Last week Sydney S. Cohen issued
accustomed to Sabbath recreations
a statement covering the plans for Prod., has left for South America toI London — The first purchase of the spent the day at home.
the development of the New York make a survey of the field there.
ncorporated British Renters, Ltd., is
All places of amusement were bar- state unit. The details of this were
red from operating. Fruit stands,
The Romance
of History"
series
Rosenzweig to Join F. B. O.
in these columns before Mr.
ipade by B. and C.
drug stores, and other establishments published
Charles Rosenzweig is expected to
coming under the Sunday closing law Cohen issued his statement. Now
In April, Dan W. Fish arrived in were forced to close their doors. Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the join the Film Booking Offices in a
M. P. T. O. of N. Y., Inc., charges sales capacity in a few days. He has
■^ew York from London with a series There was no Sunday edition of the Cohen with an attempt to disrupt the
'f English-made Lupino Lane com- city's only morning newspaper, the
charge
the Hermann
"Big U" exdies. At that time, he told of the editor and his staff having been present state unit. In this connec- been in change
with W.of C.
for
lOrmation of the Incorporated British threatened with arrest if they allowed
some time. Hermann will now astion, O'Reilly states:
"If Cohen insists upon war, war it
Kenters, Ltd., whom, he said, he was the work in getting out the edition
sume complete charge of the Universal exchange.
fl represent in America.
to lap over after midnight.
be."
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Quotations
sm
High
Low Close
^

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd. .
G'wyn
. ...
Loew's . ..
Griffith .
Triangle
World ..

73
82^
95

ll'A
81'/2
73/r

\iV2

15

rvz

95

11

400
Sales

1,800
7/2
100
95
1,600
15
2,200
. .Not quoted
. .Not quoted
. .Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Davidson-Kraiiz,
Inc. Capital $50,000. Incorporators:
Charles Kranz, Geo. M. Davidson, H.
Frank. Attorneys, H. Frank and M.
Frank, 100 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — Pilgrim Pictures,
New York. Capitol $100,000. Incorporators: A. and C. L. Lewis and H.
R. Winokur. Attorneys, Jones and
Neuberger,
115 Broadway.

Here is hovi a brother exhibitor pat his ihoiu over. Set J
along your ideas. Let the other
up.
iello<iu know hoiu you cleuntj

A simple post-card costing $6, advertised "Fool's Paradise" for the
Regun, developed a mailing list,
created a lot of talk, and brought
abundant good-will to the theater.
\ week before the opening it was
announced with slides that anyone

DAILY

New

Color
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Process

(Continued from Page 1)

We sincerely sympathize ivith

$45 and used in conjunction with any
standard type of machine. In this
respect, he also remarked that recently, some difficulty was experienced in
projecting the film because of a stray
ray of light which seemed to come
from a polished surface. This has
been completely eliminated, Edward
Bailey being one of those who has
worked on it.

the Independent Exchangeman for his LOSS of business

Pomeroy Developing Scheme
.
Los Angeles — Penrhyn Stanlaws
completed "Pink Gods," in which
wishing to see "Fool's Paradise" free has
should ask the manager. Every one will appear a new color process in
who did so, was given a sheet of the backgrounds of the art titles.
four nost-cards. The patron was to Roy J. Pomeroy is the inventor of the
which uses a positive stock
write a given message on each card process
coated on both sides with emulsion
and put a name and address on the
other side. After the cards were and an identical image. At present,
filled out, the patron returned them Pomeroy is photographing paintings
to the theater and received a pass for for use in titles, but with the aid
of a special camera, he later hopes
his trouble.
In this way the Regun put over a to use it for regular motion pictures.
post-card stunt and the public did
Leah Baird Sails
the work. It furnished a list of 6,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
names and although there were approximately 1.500 passes given out,
Los Angeles — Leah Baird and her
the old law that one free admission company
have
sailed
for
South
brings in a couple more paid admis- America in search of locations for a
sions worked so the box-office did new film.
not suffer perceptibly. Fred Green,
Faulkner Transferred to Toronto
exploiter for Famous Players, was responsible for the idea and John G.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ingram, manager of the theater, put
Toronto — George A. Faulkner has
it into effect.
been transferred to the local branch
of Regal
Films,
Ltd.. from
Vancouver where he was manager.
Song Exploitation for "Main Street"
Eddie Bonns and Lou Marangella
of Warner Bros., have written a
Lesser Takes New Office
song called "There Is a Main Street
Irving M. Lesser, general manager
in Every Town, But There's Only of Western Pictures Exploitation Co.,
One Broadway," which will be used has taken offices in the Loew Bldg.
in the exploitation of "Main Street."
This is to be the Eastern branch, the
home office remaining in Los
.'\ngeles.
Exhibitor Loses Tax Battle
(Special to THE

FILM

during the past season of depression. Let him take heart
in the positive knowledge that
MONOPOL SHORT REEL
UNITS mark the turning
point for PROFIT.

NOW

READY

MONOPOL PiayRfS, Inc.
1476 Broadway
New

York

City

Room 524

Bryant 4416

Trixie Friganza in Films?
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

i

1

Los Angeles — The Times says tl!
Trixie Friganza may make a picti
here.
Mastbaum
(Special to THE

on Vacation
FILM

DAILY)

Atlantic
City — Jules
Mastbau
president of the Stanley Co. of Am(
ica is here with his family to spel
the summer.
Lion Head Passes Out
(Special

to THE

FILM

'

DAILY)

Rogers, Ark. — The Lion Head
been permanently closed.
Phone— Beekman

9091

DAILY)

Moose Jaw, Sask. — Judge Ousley
BBRVS
Cohn's View Is Optimistic
has decided against William Clark,
Harry Cohn, who is in town with
an exhibitor, who brought action to
«EAL
have the municipal 10"'" tax annulled. C. B. C.'s new film, "More to Be
The Saskatchewan Legislature has Pitied Than Scorned," says that the
outlook
for
the
coming
season
is
passed a law making it optional with
Agency for Organists
a community whether or not the new very bright for activities in the West.
119 Fulton St., N. Y.
Kraft Attractions have opened an burden is to be imposed and when
agency to place organists with picture this city took advantage of it. Clark
INSURANCE EXPERTS
Jacobson Joins Storey
theaters. Walter Wild, organist of secured an injunction against the city,
Archie A. Jacobson having just
TO THE THEATRICAL ANE
the Sheridan, will be in charge.
subsequently losing the case. A total completed photographing educational
tax of 20% is now being collected.
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTI
pictures for M. W. Palmer, of the
McElroy and Rowley Split
Famous
Players
studios
in
Long
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buys It at Auction
Island, has been engaged as cameraLubbock, Tex. — Management of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
man for the Federated Screen Review.
Lyric and Lindsey has been dissolved,
Gouverneur. N. Y. — W. R. Perrin
Mr. McElroy
retaining
the former has purchased the Gralyn at public
This reel is being produced by
and Edward H. Rowlev the latter.
auction for $25,000.
Lester Soman and A. D. V. Storey.
Most complete in East. Per-i
Buys Fourth Beloit Theaters
feet lighting equipment. Mod(Special to THE FILM D.MLY)
ern sets. Extensive props andi
Beloit, Wis. — F. A. Reichstein who
wardrobe departments.
operates the Majestic. Rex and Strand
here has taken over the Wilson which
World Film Corp.
■will be remodeled. The Majestic will
We offer for sale Motion Picture Rights to
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 9900. |
be renovated fo seat 1,000 and will reopen in August.

STUDIO FOR RENT

"SURE
THING"
TO PRODUCERS

THE GREAT AMERICAN
BOOTH TARKINGTON
TRIUMPH PICTURES CORP.
An Original Story By

Bryant 2640
Reg. U. S. Pat. OfT.

110 West 40th Street

New

York City

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange o^
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
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Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Ward
Lascelle
has
just completed "Affinities," the Mary
Roberts Rineliart story with Colleen
]Mo9re and John Bowers in the cast.
Bradley King, a member of the
Ince staff, is completing a new story.
She is the author of "Jim," and "A
Man of Action," slated for fall release
as specials.

Clark W. Thomas, general manager
for Thomas H. Ince, will be back at
the studios working on the season's
producing schedule, almost immedilately.

Dustin Farnum is to have a rest
between pictures. He is waiting for
his brother, William, to reach the
coast and both of them will start on
a fishing trip off Catalina Islands.
Rowland V. Lee is directing William Russell in his new picture
"Mi.xed Faces."
Jerome Storm is beginning "Over
The Border." with Jack Gilbert.
The next Baby Peggy Century
Comedy is to be made in the Yoseniite.

Claire Windsor has been placed un- / Goldwyn has secured House Peters
\dtT contract by Goldwyn.
/' to act the title role in "Captain
John Bowers, has been selected to Blackbird."
portray the title role in "Quincy
Harry Carey has completed "Good
Adams Sawyer."
Men and True," by Eugene Manlove
Rhodes, at R-C.
Guy Bates Post and Richard WalViolet Clark has been engaged by
ton Tully were hosts at an entertainment at the United Studios last week.
Goldwyn to adapt "Six Days," by
Elinor Glyn for the screen.
Barbara La Marr, will enact the
Arthur Edwin Carew and Anna
eading feminine role in "Quincy
\dams Sawyer," which Clarence Bad- Townsend have been engaged to apjer will direct.
pear with Jackie Coogan in his next
picture. Edward J. Babille is acting
! Frank Mayo has just begun work
as E. Mason Hopper's assistant while
)n his "Wolf Law," at Universal City, Joseph Calder is art director.
'inder the direction of Stuart Paton.
Wallace Reid has finished his work
Sylvia Bremer will play the leading
eminine role.
in "The Ghost Breaker," and after a
three day rest began work in
[ Production has started on "Bitter "Clarence."
H. E. GAUSMAN.
joveet," starring Lon Chaney, at LTni-

Guts

Beecher of Grand Rapids Dead

vcrsal City.
Virginia Valli will play
the leading feminine role.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Grand
Rapids,
Mich.— H.
W.
Beecher, owner of a chain of seven
neighborhood theaters here, is dead.
The end came unexpectedly.
Graphic Circuit Leases Another
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Bangor, Me.— The Graphic Theater Circuit has taken over the Star
at Van Buren, thus giving the circuit 14 theaters in Maine. The theater seats 900.

FILM

Flashes

Glenn Hunter's third starring production will be "The Lap of Luxury."
Ernest Hallor, cameraman has returned from Italy where he worked
with J. Gordon Edwards for a time.
Erno Rapee conductor of the
Capitol orchestra, is en route for Europe to secure musical novelties.
"That Woman," starring Catherine
editing.
Calvert, is now in the final stages of

Will Make Two in Europe
(Special to THE

and

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Al Christie, who has
returned from a tour in Europe, will
make two productions there as soon
as he has finished his new series of
20 two-reelers. He will take a small
party of performers to London for
the purpose.
Call News Censorship "Vicious"
The "N. Y. World" in an editorial
on censorship, refers to the control
of news reels as "inherently vicious."
The item in part reads:
"Censorships of any sort are sufficiently
bad, but there is a distinction between censorship of entertainment and censorship of
news. The first does little or no good and
may do much harm ; the second is inherently vicious. Not only the political action of
a democracy but its social and moral standards are determined by the citizens thereof
on a basis of what they see and hear of the
life about them. Unless the theory of a
democracy is untenable, no man or board
is wise enough to decide what they shall sec
and hear. They must choose that for themselves as well as they can. It is little enough
and far too fragmentary at best, but to censor it is to corrupt
opinion
at its source."

National advertising, in the Saturday Evening Post and other magazines, will be launched by Metro Pictures in the Fall.
Six Earl Hurd Comedies, a new
series of cartoon comedies each in one
reel, will be released by C. C. Burr
through Educational next season.
Paramount has inaugurated a new
style in its press book. From now
on, the book on each production will
be of full newspaper size, printed in
newspaper style on a fine, heavy grade
of news stock.
Tec-Art Studios. Inc., have been
engagedothy's
toQuest"
build
the made
sets for
"Timbeing
by Dirigo
Film Prod. Sidney Olcott is the director and Chas. M. Seay production
manager. Exteriors were taken in
Maine.

41 Great C/>araniount Q>ictures
"Ebb
with James
Kirkwood,
Lila Produ
Lee, Raymond
Hatton,
NoahTide"
Beery,
ction
ord^s
e Melf
Georg
George Fawcett and Jacqueline Logan
By Robert Louis Stevenson
Scenario by Lorna Moon and WaWemar
Re/eased December 4, 1922
greatest South Sea story ever written,
THE
enacted by one of the finest casts in history.
Htimor, patho.-^, drama and thrills in abundance.
A fight at sea with a monster octopus provides
one of the unusual thrills.

"Ebb Tide" is a literary classic, and it will be
a screen masterpiece. As big as anything George
Melford ever made, it has all the elements of boxoffice appeal.

"If I couldn't show these, I'd quit business.
ELWYN

1.

No,
No, 2,
No. 4.
i.
No.
No. 5.
No. 6.
No. 7.
No. 8,
No, 9.
No. 10,
No. 11.
No. 12,
No. 1.^,
No. 14,

"The Dictator,"
"If You Believe It. It's So
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York,"
"The Loves of Pliaraoh,"
"Her
Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana,"
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men,"
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."

M. SIMONS,

Adrian, Mich.

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 29
r*4ili|i-.
FAMOUS
*^/'V'tfVJ^»

Young

CORPORATION
^_PLAYERS-LASKY
ADOLDH
ZUKOn.
0^,„dt-t
— ^ .

*^
L^

No.
No,
No,

>>

16.
1?.
15, "Pink
Gods."
I'y. "Tl.e Old Hoinestead."
"Tlie Face in the Fog."
IS.
21.
"The GliostSands."Breaker."
20. "Burning
23. "The Cowboy and the Lady."
22, "To
24.
"The Have
Man and
Who ToSawHold."
Tomorrow

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
"On the High Seas."
No.
"The Young Rajah."
No. 25. ".Anna Ascends,"
26. "Clarence,"
"The Impossible Mrs,

2".

Bellew."

THE
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TELEGRAM—*
* • takes on an added
significance in the fact that the late George
Loane Tucker selected the script as the
"The Fast Mail"— Fox
vehicle for Meighan to follow "The Miracle
Man."
* ♦ * There is much more comedy
Strand
in the Sheehan story and a greater variety
TIMES — • • * An honest motion picture. of incidents than in the Tucker production.
It is a regular old-fashioned smash-'em-upEVE JOURNAL— If you like Thomas
and-slioot-'em melodrama and doesn't pre- Meighan — and probably you do — you will
tend to be anything else. In thi.'; ilay of cinema sham and charlatanry this is decidedly in like the film. * • »
POST — Perley Moore Sheridan, the author
its favor. * *■ * Of course, it's a qttestion
whether the public, or a large part of it, has * * * has taken a time-worn plot, made one
outgrown such transparent stufT as this pic- or two almost successful attempts to disture is. * * * liut if there remain any who
guise its age. and had it made into a motion picture by Tom Forman, a Paramount
like the real thing in out-and-out melodrama
director.
It is the acting of the entire cast
without pretentious insincerity, "The Fast
that
makes the photoplay a pleasing enterMail" ought to suit them.
tainment.
X. Y. WORLD—* * * About the liveMAIL — Sometimes, just when one is ready
liest thing in films to have been presented on
Broadway for months, and its lightning-like to become thoroughly cynical as to the motion picture output, along comes a gem which
camera "shots" of racing trains, dashing fire
horses Cyes. there's a William Fox fire in it, is as refreshing as a cool breath of air on
a sultry day, and hope and faith are once
too), fist fights, shootings, foot races and more
restored.
horseback riding are interesting to see because they show, at least, that the camera men
Such
a picture
Rivoli
so
thoroughly
human,is at
so the
filled
with» *a *big,
are progressing.
appealing
idea
and
so
masterfully
done
that
HERALD — * • * Most exciting photoplay it deserves to be ranked as one of the best,
of the season. ♦ ♦ ♦ Brushes aside the logical if not the best, films in which Tom Meighan
development of a story and just goes after
keeping you aquiver in ding dong fashion. It has appeared since "The Miracle Man." ♦ * ♦
GLOBE — * * * If there was a redeeming
succeeds, for it simply explodes with e.xcitement, literally in one episode. * • * This feature to the picture it was Theodore Roberts' excellent characterization of an elderly
adaptation
of Carter's
play has almost but extremely
energetic confidence man. In
every sensational
feat famous
imaginable.
SUN—* * * The best out and out thriller the parlance of the profession, he "stole the
picture'^ from the star.
seen in a long time. * * *
TELEGRAM— So fast does the action
move that one has a hard time keeping up
"Always the Woman" — Goldwyn
with the thrills. When the play was first^
produced on the stage the big scene caxaf
when "The Fast Mail" thundered across the ' WORLD—* * *Capitol
sufficiently mystifying to
stage in the title role. But the camera, hand- be successful. * * * the author's imagination
ling the theme with a much broader scope, has run so free that after the first ten
has managed to include, instead of one thrill- minutes of it one possibly doesn't know exone daredevil stunt after another, until the
actly what it's all about, but he likes it just
audience gasps. * * * It is a melodrama pure the same. It takes an American flapper into
heart of Egypt and winds a weird and
and simple, but remarkably well done. ♦ ♦ * the
fantastic story around her.
JOURNAL — It's bing, bang, crash I And
HERALD—* * * The climax of the piceverybody holds his hat. * * * The Strand is
ture seems insipid. That is typical of this
showing "that thriller of thrillers, "The Fast
Mail." ♦ ♦ * Thrill piles upon thrill with each photoplay — it has a lot of good material
which isn't put to its best use. It is undemoment. * * *
niably picturesque, and some of the scenes,
POST — A large-sized pack of thrills has
splendidly
photographed, are beautiful, but it
been thoroughly shuffled and dealt out to the
just trifles with the theme of reincarnation.
public. ♦ ♦ ♦ For those who like melodrama And it has some of the misplaced emphasis
Cand who does not?) no better motion picture
to be expected when the usual star is alis available. • • •
lowed to supervise her own production and
MAIL — If you go * * * knowing what to turn herself loose on close-ups.
expect in the feature you will probably get
TRIBUNE— A mad, mad picture. * * ♦ If
considerable entertainment • * * and if you
they would call if'Always the Lady"
don't know what to expect it is at least an only
unqualified certainty that you will get a thrill, and add a few facetious titles it would be an
burlesque
on
screen melodrama.
several of them, in fact, from sitting through excellent
* * *
it. * * * The wildest, wooliest, rip-roaring
AMERICAN—* * * Don't, I beg, take it
motion picture that has flickered across the
silver sheet these many days. * * * If there seriously i * * * ]^ot since Ben Turpin's
is anything whatsover in the field of mel- "Small Town Idol" has there been a picture
odrama of the ultra-mellow variety that was shown with such a field of mirth. » * » Has
overlooked in the screening of this film it has everything. There's a vamp scene, a shipscene, ina dancing
there's a lot ofa
not yet been discovered. * * *
Sheik board
stuff
it, a lotgirl;
of reincarnation,
search for buried treasure, hand-to-hand conflicts, suicide, sudden death, starvation. ♦ ♦ *
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It is a weird
"If You Believe It, It's So"— F. P.-L. concoction
of ancient and modern romance
Rivoli
held together by the idea of reincarnation.
N. Y. WORLD — * * * It seems the open- * * * There are some lovely settings and beautiful photography ; pictorially it is not so bad.
ing scenes * * * are so far from truth and
probability that the entire yarn loses much Betty Compson drifts along helplessly, striking an Egyptian attitude now and then and
of the appeal it otherwise might carry. * **
seeming to wonder what it is all about. EmThe story is conventional hero stuff. * * *
ory Johnson is good until he stops taking
HERALD — * * * Triumphs over its drawbacks, just as every film is bound to triumph dope. Macey Harlam is most convincing as
that deals with regeneration and follows the the Egyptian prince. It is all supposed to
time honored recipe of putting crooks in the be rather profound but we found it impossible to take it seriously.
country and Broadway in the byways. ♦ * *
The outstanding feature is the appearance of
SUN — * * * Miss Compson, Emory Johnson and Macey Harlan strive to make the«
Theodore Roberts as the fake preacher. ♦ * *
TRIBUNE—* * * Was directed by Tom most of their opportunities, but they have
Forman, who has proved himself to be one too many of them. Perhaps this picture was
of the simplest and most human directors ex- distributed because of "The Sheik" — that
tant. * * * The story would be filled with seems as good a reason as any, * * *
hokum were it not so lightly and humorously
EVE. JOURNAL—* * * Not a good film.
done. It isn't life, of course, but it is a * * * There are many scenes in which Miss
motion picture, made by men who know life,
Compson's own work calls for commendation, notably that in which she entices a
and that is something even better. * ♦ •
AMERICAN — Eclipsing all other features wealthy young Englishman on shipboard to
become
her fiance, but, all in all, the picture
* * * is the beard of Theodore Roberts. ♦ ♦ ♦
What a lot of fun Mr. Roberts gets out of it. is a conglomeration of hackneyed ideas, very
* * * A novel little comedy. * ♦ ♦ Tom (Mei- much overdone. * ♦ •
ghan) is very good, too. * ♦ *
To Build in Lincoln
DAILY NEWS—* * * Mr. Meighan is al(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ways pleasant. * * * Direction, good. Photography, same. * ♦ *
Lincoln, Me. — The Lincoln Casino
SUN — * * * Mr. Meighan is his usual per- Co. will build shortly. Robert Carls
sonable self, and so is Pauline Stark as attractive as ever. Theodore Roberts con- who operates a chain of three houses
tributes an amusing character study with the and C. A. McKenny are the principal
aid of a huge bunch of whiskers. No, th«
picture is not able to make you forget the members of the concern. The house
will ofifer three shows weekly.
hot weather. ♦ * *

Newspaper

Opinions

DAILY

(Special

Tuesday, July 11, 1922
True Film Co. Gets Two

James Gets Lease
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Melrose, Mass.— Stanley W. James
has taken a lease on the Empire.
Sells Garretson Theater
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Garretson, S. D. — H. J. Updegraff
has sold the Princess to Adolph Koch
and Silas Morton.
Mcllheran
(Special

Manager

to THE

FILM

in Dallas
DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.— Robtrt C. Mcllheran
has been appointed branch manager
of the Consolidated Film & Supply
Co. He is succeeded at El Paso, by
G. L, Wood.
Oriental Pathe in Good Shape
(Special to THE

FILM

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas— Rights to "His Nibs" am
"The Black Panther's Cub" hav«
been secured by the True Film Co'
for the Southwest.
Another

for

(Special to THE

Doylestown
FILM

DAILY)

Doylestown, Pa. — Nick Powers wil
erect an $80,000 house, seating abor
900, in conjunction with the Ode
Fellows.
Shafer Owns
(Special

to THE

Another Now
FILM

DAILY)

La Grange, Ga. — W. G. Shafer whiJ
owns the Vaudette, West Point, ha
remodeled and reopened the Metre

DAILY)

Paris — The Societe Anonyme des
Phonographes et Cinematographs
Pathe pour I'Extreme Orient, M.
Neuville chairman, has just issued an
announcement relative to business
done in 1921, which shows a considerable increase over the preceding 12
months. The concern did $802,661
worth of business in 1921, as apainst
$562,758 in 1920. Last year but one,
the dollar was counted at ten francs,
but last year dropped to five francs;
which, upon the working, makes a reduction of 1,614,272 francs. However, the gross profits on the business for 1921 are 1,521,646 francs.
After deducting expenses and various
costs, the balance still remains over a
million, and premits the distribution
of 22 francs on each ordinary share,
and 12 francs odd on each founders
share.

Wilmington Rialto Closed Again ii
politan.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
j

Wilmington,
Del. — The Rialto,
Ginns
house
which
was reopene
about
two
months
ago,- has bee
closed for the summer,
;
Stalcup Gets
Lease
FILM DAILY)

(Special to THE

\

Eastland, Tex. — The Connellee hsj
been leased by A. C. Stalcup.

ROTHACKER
and

PRINTfl

SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AIler Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 183

For truthful reproductive quality use

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM
You can't play real music on an instrument
with two strings — neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
highlights and shadows. You need the full
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base is identifiable throughout its entire
"Kodak."
"Eastman"
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^lushing
"Lab" Ready Talking Films Again Organizing Committee
iaiunont Plant Rebuilt by Associated University of Chicago Announces In- Representatives of Civic Bodies Con-

Screen News — Using New Tube
System
i;The Associated Screen News, Inc.,
9S completed its laboratory at Flushig, L. I. The plant is capable of
jming out three million feet of posiive prints a week, by use of a new
iibe process.
Since the laboratory was bought
cm Gaumont in 1920, it has underjne considerable change, necessiited by the discarding of the old
nk developing system, and the inloduction of the new tube method
thich does away with a good deal
I handling and claims many other
ilvantages. Much of the equipment
'ed in this new process was imjirted.
A rapid Gaumont continuous print<larts
exposes
prints
and
the reelthe'
on positive
its journey
through
idozen series of tubes. In the dark
(om the ribbon of film moves up
id down, vertical lead tubes filled
'th developing solution which is
ipt in circulation to insure even resits. The movement of the ribbon
ilso timed that by the time it passes
ijrough the last tube it is fully de'Qoped. From here it passes autoijitically into tubes filled with runijig water and then into the fixing
slution. From here the film passes
trough a slot in the wall and into a
I'hted room. The first step here
i the passing of the film through
i.long set of tubes filled with well
liter in order to wash out the

vention— Trustees to Push Its
Development

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ferring With Will H. HaysTwo Meetings Yesterday
Although there has been very little
said regarding the progress made by
the civic organizations and the Hays
office in getting work under way
which will result in a better understanding of films on the part of the
public, meetings are being held often
in the Hays office toward that very
end.
There were two committee meetings yesterday. Lee F. Hanmer of
the Russell Sage Foundation, Mrs.
Jane Rippin of the Girl Scouts and
Charles A. MacMahon of the National Catholic Welfare Council held
one meeting while later in the day
Hanmer, Mrs. Oliver Harriman,
Charles E. West and MacMahon met
to discuss the general plan of organization.

New Release
Hodkinson

Will

Distribute

Literary

Digest Reel Called "Fun from
Hodkinson stated yesterday that
negotiations were completed last
the Press"
week with Funk
& Wagnalls, publishers of the Literary Digest, for the
distribution of a series of short reel
productions under the general title of
"Fun from the Press."
The territory assigned Hodkinson
through the terms of the contract
covers the world. Distribution will
begin in August. Thereafter the series will be released at the rate of
one a week for a period of two years.

Chicago — The laboratories of the
University of Illinois, claim to have
developed talking motion pictures
through a process of photographing
and reproducing sounds.
The invention is the work of Prof.
Joseph Tykcoinski Tykociner. of the
Physics Department. W. L. Abbott
president of the college board of
trustees, said that the invention belonged to the university, that patents
had been applied for by the school
and the institution would develop the
scheme, and that if it were successful it would be turned over to the
public at a nominal profit.
It is understood that Hodkinson is
The apparatus to receive sound
consists of an ordinary telephone
dickering
the release
of "Salome,"
in which for
Nazimova
appears.
speech receiver. Fluctuations in
The permanent committee will
electric current caused by the vibraAtkinson Back from Coast
tion of the transmitter cause varia- probably have on it from 19 to 22
tions in a beam of light and these members. There will in all likeli- theW.coast.
E. Atkinson has returned from
variations are photographed on a strip
hood be one man appointed to act
of film alongside the regular film as an intermediary between the Hays
negative. By the means of a cell office and the general committee.
R. C. Fox in Active Charge
which is sensitive to light and the
R. C. Fox has been placed in
amplifiers used in radio this sound
Lou Baum Arrives Today
charge of the New England theater
is reproduced simultaneously with the
Lou Baum, sales manager of activities of Famous Players, under
picture, it is claimed.
Equity, arrives in New York this supervision of Harold B. Franklin.
morning
from Europe. He is re- The latter, as exclusively stated in
Ninth Week in Los Angeles
turning on the Olympic.
this publication yesterday, has been
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

"Grandma's
Boy,"
theLosnew Angeles
Harold —Lloyd
feature, began
the ninth week
of its run at the
Symphony on Sunday.

The Duncans Sail for Honolulu
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — William Duncan and
Mrs. Duncan, known on the screen
as Edith Johnson, are on the Pacific,
Hawaiian-bound for a two weeks'
vacation.

'ypo." Then it passes over a set
c tubes containing colored solutions.
Court to Dismiss Suit
J weighted spool will carry any deted section of film into one or more
Supreme Court Justice Finch has
c the tinting solutions. This is the granted an application to dismiss the
It series of tubes in the process, suit of Afifiliated Distributors, Inc.,
McDermott on Trip for "Topics"
lorn here the continuous ribbon against the International Film SerTom McDermott, special representative for Timely Films, Inc.,
vice and Nathan Burkan on the connves into glass covered wall cableaves
tonight
for a sales trip in the
i:;ts where it is dried by washed air
tention that the court has no jurisviich is cooled or warmed to the
diction and the papers do not set interest of Topics of the Day, which
tnperature desired. In this way forth a cause of action. The plain- are released through Pathe. Chicago
t.; film is protected from dust while
tiff did not appear to oppose the dis- will be his headquarters.
missal of the complaint.
eminating drying drums prevent unr::essary stretching and distortion,
Weiss Rejoins First National
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"iiroughout the entire process the
King
Directing
"Streets
of
N.
Y."
fn is not touched by hand. The
Chicago
— Harry Weiss has again
Burton King starts today directtpe system also allows for inspecjoined First National. Until recently
ing "The Streets of New York" at he was president of the Superior
tn of each foot of film during its
the Ideal Studio, for the State Pic- Screen Service. For the present, he
e:ire progress.
ture Corp>, the latter having bought
The building
was
remodeled
to
will be in the Chicago office.
arommodate this new process at a the copyrighted play through the
Packard
agency.
The
company
also
(Continued
on Page 2)
Brill Appointed Sales Manager
purchased the old negative which was
Dave Brill has been appointed
made in three reels about 10 years
Charles Skouras on Coast
ago. The picture is being made with
U" ex(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
the "Big
of closed
an all star cast including Tyrone sales manager
change. He has
a contract
5t. Louis — Charles Skouras of Power, Edmund Breese, Sheldon with Steeplechase at Coney Island
Sjjuras Bros., has gone to California Lewis, Virginia Pearson, Robert whereby Universal pictures will be
combined business and pleasure Frazer and Virginia Lee, and Kate shown there for 16 weeks, with the
'D|ja
Blancke.
).
pictures changed every day.

After Salome

elected
of Black's
England president
Theaters, Inc.,
and whileNew
he
York.
will
be on Boston now and then, he
will spend most of his time in New
Warners

Organize W. B. Exchange

. (Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The W. B. Film
Exchange of New York has been
formed with a capitalization of $100,000. The incorporators, E. B. Bernstein, F. Horowitz
man. and E. Marsch.
The attorneys are Thomas and FriedThe W. B. Film Exchange is the
name under which the local exchange
to be conducted by Warner Bros.
will be known. The office will begin operations in the fall.
One

of yesterday's choicest reports. That an

important Broadwould

way first-run
switch to

vaudeville in the
Fall.
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Flushing
(Continued "Lab"
from Page Ready
1)
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reported cost of about $100,000. The
Associated Screen News, Inc., has
E. G. White as its treasurer and general manager and Paul M. Bryan,
formerly with Gaumont and Pathe
as its manager. C. E. Schwengeler,
who was many years with Gaumont
in Paris and New York, is technical
superintendent.

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
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INC.by WID'S FILMS and
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
J. \V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Another F. and R. House
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
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Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Lubbock, Tex. — The Lindsey, E.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign Rowley manager, has been opened.
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. It is one of the Robb and Rowley
Address all communications to THE FILM
chain.
'
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. -Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman,
Hartwig and Sutton Own Two
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Hamilton,
Mont. — W. J. Hartwig
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson, and L. H. Sutton, owners of the LibKinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
erty, have purchased the Ravalli from
London, W. C. 2.
A. J. Davenport.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Get Alliance Imperial
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
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Studio
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Reginald Barker is
back at the Mayer studio after a
short siege of illness contracted while
securing exteriors for "Timber."
Everett is in Charlotte
(Special to THE

FILM

Alliance, Neb. — B. J. Sallows and
D. Donovan have taken over the Imperial. A straight picture policy with
five changes each week is now in
vogue.
Work
(Special to THE

is Begun
FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The razing of the
Bingham House has been begun to
make way for the new Stanley theater
and office building which will cost
$2,000,000.
Will Show First Runs
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Troy, N. Y. — The Griswold. leased
by the Ilium Amusement Co., will be
closed this month and will reopen as
a first run house. Benjamin Apple
has been appointed manager.

In the Courts
A default judgment for $2,071 has
been filed in the Supreme Court
against the Middletown Theater Co.
by the Greater New York E.xport
House for carpets and linoleum furnished.
A default judgment for $3,329 has
been filed in the Supreme Court
against Mildred Harris Chaplin in a
suit of the Chaplin-Meyers Pictures
Co., to recover on a note given to
Louis B. Mayers at Los Angeles on
June 26, 1921.
Supreme Court Justice Donnelly
has directed the Pacific Film Co., to
accept an answer of the Ara-Bee Film
Exchange in a replevin suit brought
by Pacific to recover films being distributed by the defendant on the
ground that $6,250 is due the plaintiff
and the defendant is refusing to account. Harry Lewis, for the plaintiff, said the defendant "is in bad
straits" and owes its employes for
si.x weeks.
In connection with the suit of Edward Maurelli for injuries sustained
in the Estees Studio, it . should be
stated that while the Estees Studio
& Laboratory Co. is nained as a defendant, the action is really being
pressed only against John T. Glavey,
because Glavey and Glavey Productions leased the studio for the picture that was being made when
Maurelli was injured through the alleged negligence of the employees of
the lessees. The owner of the studio
is named also for technical reasons,
but denies any responsibility in the
case.
Sells Benton, Illinois, House

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Benton,
111. — Louis
Moroni
sold the Palace to R. C. Cluster.

DAILY)

Will Open Before Christmas
Charlotte, Ga. — H. H. Everett is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
managing the local branch of Arthur
Philadelphia — The Alcazar, owned
C. Bromberg Attractions. W. H.
Wassman is succeeded on the road by by Samuel Epstein, and costing about
Carl F. Mock.
$250,000 will be ready before Christmas, work being scheduled for an
early start.
It will seat about 1,600.
How About It?
In a letter to THE FILM DAILY,
Opens in Royal Oak
Herman Monoson suggests that many
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
plays which are presented on BroadRoyal Oak, Mich. — The Baldwin
way and are not very successful could
be used for the screen. He says they lias been opened. Prices will be
based on the attractions and the
might be more successful than "some
of the so-called masterpieces with policy will be two shows each evenday. ing with matinees Saturday and Sunvery little local appeal."
St. Louis Still Without Music
More for Nixon-Nirdlinger
St. Louis — William Goldman and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Spyros Skouras, have been appointed
Philadelphia — The Montgomery
a special committee to confer with
the Musicians Mutual Benefit As- and Girard Palace have been taken
sociation relative to a new wage scale over by Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger
and working agreement for musicians who is president of the Jumbo Amuse.
in the picture houses here. The the- Co., one of the corporations he conaters have been without music since
trols. The Steifels formerly operated these houses.
April 30. when the old contract expired.

FOR

LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON
STUDIOS
For Lease in Whole or in Part
The last word in modern studio
and electrical equipment. Five
stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
and offices. All electrical apparatus, lamps and props, new
shop.
and complete. Large carpenter
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. — at Subway Station
New York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290

has
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the State Right Market. It
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with sure-fire successes.
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At Broadway Theaters

PatkeNews
No.

rHE PUBLIC FUNERAL OF RATHEjJAU — The Republic mourns the loss of the
issassinated foreign minister in Berlin.
riRST PICTURES OF REVOLUTION^RY CLASH IN IRELAND— Scenes of the
jamous fighting at the Four Courts in Dublin.
Other first page news as usual.
THE

FIRST

PAGE

NEWS

today m
■I

Will Rebuild in Chicopee
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicopee, Mass. — It is planned to
aze the Baptist Church used for picure shows and erecting a modern
heater in its place.
j
I

To

Build

(Special to THE

$50,000

FILM

John
Barrymore
ueek in "Sherlock

is here for
Holmes."

still

another

Capitol

56

■..ENGLEN DEFEATS MALLORY— Scenes
if famous women tennis players in action.

FIHST WITH

Cameo

Music from Wagner's "Rienzi" by the
orchestra and .Augusta Lenska, soprano, start
the program, after which one of Jack Eaton's
Sport Reviews, "Building Up," is flashed.
Mile. Gambarelli, Doris Niles, Thalia Zanou,
James Parker Coombs and the ballet master,
Alexander Oumansky offer the "Divertissments," which is followed by the news reel.
Vasha Bunchuk plays upon the cello. Van
Goen's "Scherzo" and Schumann's "Traumerei" and is followed by Betty Compson in
"Always the Woman," the feature. The
orchestra plays "Pourquois Pas," by Gandria
ne.tt, and then there is a Hy Mayer
Travelaugh, "Such Is Life 'Mong the
Idlers of Paris." Melchiorre Mauri-Cottone
closes on the organ as usual.

Central

DAILY)

Ft. Wayne, Ind. — A theater costing
;50,000 and seating 1,500 is to be
Jrected. Tony Nelson, who owns
!he Hippodrome and Creighton, will
iperate it.

Rivoli
Ambrois Thomas' "Carnival of Venice" is
the overture with the Rivoli Pictorial following. Melba Tquila, soprano and Susan
Ida Clough, mezzo-soprano, sing Offenbach's
familiar Barcarolle from "Tales of Hoffman,"
after which the feature, Thomas Meighan in
"If You Believe It, It's So," is flashed on
the screen. A terpsichorean number is
"Voices of Spring," with Paul Oscard and
Martha Mason. "A Trip to Paramountown"
is "a glimpse 'back stage' at the stars and
directors" and "What a Difference a Little
Hair Will Make" is another Marcus cartoon.

'The Storm" is held over for another week.

Strand

Cohan
"In the Name of the Law," which will
be here for a month is the feature, other
screen numbers being a Plum Center
Comedy, "Pop Turtle's Movie Queen," featuring Dan Mason, a Hy Mayer Travelaugh,
the Starland Revue and inevitable news number. Andrew Dore conducts the overture and
there is a musical prologue to the feature
by the National Quartette, Harry Donaghy,
Lloyd A. Willey, Harry A. Jockin, Everett
Clark, and M. T. Bohannan, who render
"Four Jolly Cops." "The Storm" and "Just
Keep on Smiling."

Criterion

House

number. Selections frotii "Cavalleria Rusticana" are offered by the orchestra for the
overture, with the Rialto Magazine following. A music film, styled "Burmese Dance,"
l)y Marjorie Peterson and Betty May
comes ne.xt and then the spectator sees a
Tony Sarg animated cartoon, "Noah Put the
Cat Out." Roberto Rotondo, tenor, sings
Enricho Toselli's "Serenata," the musical
program being further supplemented by Frank
Stewart
of a medley of
Southern Adams'
melodies rendition
on the Wurlitzer.

Viola
remains

Dana
here.

in "The
Five
The program

I^incoln J. Carter's old-time melodrama,
"The Fast Mail," comes to the screen this
week at this house. "F. O. B. Africa," a
Monty Banks comedy is another film number, the rest of the celluloid program consisting of a Sport Review, "Once Upon a
Time" and the customary Strand Topical
Review." For the overture, selections from
Victor Herbert's "Fortune Teller" are
offered, with a xylophone solo by Edward
Momtray included in the opening portion of
the bill. Cora Tracy, contralto, augments
the musical part of the show, with a rendition of "Oh Promise Me," from De Koven's
"Robin Hood," and the prologue to the feature is sung by Joseph Martel, a baritone.

Dollar
Baby,'
is unchanged.

Sell the Leida Theater
(Special to THE

Rialto
Wallace Reid in "The Dictator," has
been moved down from the Rivoli for anweek on comedy
Broadway,
and a"Cops,"
the
Buster other
Keaton
is also
hold over

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — The Leida in West Pullman, one of the string of Fitzpatrick
& McElroy theaters, has been sold to
R. Van Meetrer, Jr.

Buys Site for House

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Lena
Krongold
has bought a site for a theater at a
cost of $33,000.
Swan Again Owns
(Speoial

to THE

FILM

It

DAILY)

Columbus, Neb. — The Swan has
been repurchased from A. H. Blank
by William Swan.
Chicago Theater Closes

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — R. Van Meetrer, owner
of the Rainbow has closed the theater
and will turn it into a billiard hall.
Records Sells to Falldnburg
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lexington, Neb. — A. H. Records
has sold the Lyric to R. E. Falkinburg, manager of the Majestic.

ROTHACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray HiU 1831

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

41 Great Q>araniounl Qictures
"Outcast"
on inproduction
Elsie Fer
A Johngus
S. Robertson
By Hubert Henry Davies

Scenario by Josephine Lovett

Released December 11, 1922
The

Story is a powerful and genuine drama

ELSIE FERGUSON'S greatest stage success
makes an even better picture.
In sheer dramatic intensity, action, character and settings it

a man

is even bigger than "Footlights," and it is made
bv the same director.

sense "Outcast"
traction.

is a 100 per cent box-office at-

me if I would show these pictures.
askingSCHLOSSMAN,
"My patrons have been PAUL
Muskegon, Mich.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
\i.
14.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So.'
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded
Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand,"
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 30
r^mill^Vl FAMOUS

of

who goes down to the depths and is rehabilitated bya woman whom he then seeks to cast
off. However, a great love develops. In every

PLAYERSL^S
KV0, CORPORATION
- AOOLOM
ZUKOn.

;;^^^

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

15.
16,
17.
IS.
ly.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Of course I will!"
"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The Gl'.ost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold,"
"The Man
Who
Saw Tomorrow.'
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."

No. 26.
27. "Clarence."
"The Impossible Mrs.
No, 28, "Ebb Tide."

Bellew."

S-h-a-t-t-e-r-e-cl!
Smashed ! Crashed !
Busted into bits!
"IN THE NAME OF THE LAW"— F. B. O.'s
smashing winner — fairly knocked 'em off their
seats Sun. July 9 at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre,
B'way at 43rd, New York City. With theatrical
business at a standstill — with picture houses yelling "murder"— ''IN THE NAME OF THE LAW"
packed 'em in to capacity all day long, and turned
away hundreds of people besides. ALL RECORDS FOR A PICTURE OPENING ON BROADWAY IN NEW YORK IN THE MONTH OF

JULY WERE SHATTERED — CRASHED —
SMASHED AND BUSTED INTO BITS. We
told the world we'd do it and we've done it. It has
made good beyond our wildest expectations. And
backed by the positively sensational exploitation
all prepared for every city, town, village and hamlet in the United States and Canada, "IN THE
NAME OF THE LAW" is going to swing oceans
of coin into thousands of exhibitors' tills.

What Goes With

ii

IN THE NAME
OFTH LAW!

J9

Written, Directed and Produced By Emory Johnson
A real milestone in the history of the Moving Picture Industry.
1. A mammoth press book packed to the guard rails with remarkable publicity and exploitation.
2. An advance trailer that will stimulate a desire in every man,
woman and child in your town to see this remarkable picture.
3. A gorgeous set of 4 oil paintings that will add class and
beauty to every theatre lobby in America.
4. Specially designed local advertising campaign for your local
newspaper with headlines, and copy that will be the talk of your
community.
5. A 4-page especially printed, specially illustrated newspaper
that will make the patronage of your town unanimous.
6. A line of posters destined to be the talk of your industry for
months, giant, compelling, pulling posters beautiful to the eye,
designed also for cutout purposes and guaranteed to drag the
crowds.
7. Local tie-ups consisting of exploitation that will make your
whole town gasp.
8. National tie-ups already made that will make you grateful
that you have an opportunity to book this picture.
9. Special police caps that you can afford to give away in quantities, and that will set your boys wild.

10. Special police whistles that will give you tremendous boy
power advertising.
11. Specially made metal police badges that the kids will fairly
scramble to get.
12. Special silver paper police badges that you can give away
by the thousands.
13. Special star buttons.
14. Novel police revolvers the actual size of an automatic that
will make every kid in your town a walking, talking press-agent.
15. A special circus herald that will make your patrons think
that the whole Barnum-Bailey show has hit your town.
16. A clever cut-out padlock for every door in your tovsm and a
dozen more advertising, publicity and advertising stunts to make
"In the Name of the Law" the biggest box-office you ever exhibited.
Let your own judgment be your guide.
Write for a copy of the press book and sell yourself.
EXTEA. — We are holding back the master stroke of all — a sensational local co-operative tie-up that will make your place packed
house headquarters for the entire length of the run.
If you don't get "IN THE NAME OF THE LAW" for your
house don't blame us. The prints are in our exchanges. Bookings
and
arranged.
If you
"muff it"
blameplay
us.dates
You are
haveNOW
yourbeing
opportunity
now.
Tomorrow
maydon't
be
just one day too late.
ACT!!!

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.
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Offices
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Fox Leases Two
Extends
Engagement
of "Nero"
at
Lyric and Will Presente "Monte
Cristo" at the 44th Street
Contracts were signed yesterday
whereby William Fox leased from
the Shuberts for the coming season
two of their theaters for motion pictures. The first lease signed was for
the Lyric, on which Fox had a summer lease terminating in a few days.
Owing toa the
of "Nero,"
Fox
secured
new success
lease which
will carry
him through the winter. He will extend the run of "Nero" until Sept.
3rd, and on Sept. 4th will launch
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them."
The second theater leased by Fox
is the 44th Street. He will take possession Aug. 14th and will present
there "Monte Cristo." Following
the engagement of these two pictures
at the Lyric and the 44th Street, Fox
plans to show "If Winter Comes."
"The Town That Forgot God," "The
Shepherd King."
"Silver Wings" will continue at
the Apollo until Aug. 20th, when the
Fox lease expires.

Operators

Firm

Won't
Stand for Any
Reduction in
Wages — Mass
Meeting
Held at
Central Theater
The Moving Picture Machine
Operators' Protective Union, Local
No. 306 held a mass meeting at the
Central theater yesterday morning
when the special sub-committee of
the board of directors of the T. O.
C. C. addressed the men and asked
for a 10% wage reduction. The union
has no intention of respecting the exhibitors' wishes. Leo Brecher, Bernarn Ediehertz, Billy Brandt and Al
Harstn represented the T. O. C. C.
They all delivered addresses and
stressed the necessity of securing a
reduction to make both ends meet.
The stand of the T. O. C. C, as
explained by an exhibitor, is this:
"Business in the houses controlled
by members of the organization has
fallen off about 507c as a re^'ilt -^-f
the general financial depression, but
rentals and wages have not come
down. We have proposed that operators accept a voluntary cut of 10%
in wages, and the mass meeting at
the Central was an aftermath of a
conference between our committee
and theirs.

Vincent McCabe in Town
Vincent McCabe, Canadian district
manager for First National is in
"At present, there is a sliding scale
town.
of wages, depending on the seating
capacity of the house. The operator
Goldberg Here on Vacation
Joseph Goldberg, manager of B. F. works eight hours a day and six
days a week, for which the average
Keith's Mary Anderson, Louisville, renumeration is about $52 a week.
Ky., is Irere on a vacation.
Relief men who work about half as
long
receive almost as much. An
Newark Sunday Shows Legal
operator is not a skilled mechanic.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Anyone can be broken into the work
[ Newark,
N.
J.— Sunday
shows in three hours and in two or three
[were upheld in the First Criminal months can reach the maximum of
Court when a jury of six found Ray
Deusern,
manager of the Fox Ter- efficiency."
Asked whether, in event of ac;;minal theater not guilty for keeping
ceptance of the cut, and improvement
I open on Sunday.
The
cause
was
of conditions, the operators would
imade as a test and was brought after receive
an i ncrease again, it was
Director
of Public Safety Brennan
stated
that
the organization has given
i had given the Central
Amusement
; Co. a permit to operate a theater in the men voluntary additions to their
earnings in the past but what it
IRoseville
on Sunday.
Downtown would do in the future had not been
jtheaters claimed
they were
discri- determined.
tminated against.

Big Tie-ups
for "In Now
the Name
Law"
IIMade
— Picture
at theof the
Cohan
— Times
Sq. Sign
Nat G. Rothstein admits it was a
lot of work but he must be credited
with putting over a fine exploitation
campaign for "In the Name of the
Law," which opened at the George
i M. Cohan on Sunday.
All of last week, passers-by in
Times Square were told of the pic(Continued

on

Page

4)

Monopol Has Short Reel Units
Monopol Pictures, Inc., has purchased 12 Dorothy Gish, 8 Wallace
Reid, 6 Lillian Gish and 26 Keystone-Sennett productions. It is the
intention of Monopol to distribute
these films as short reel units, combining a star subject with a Keystone-Sennett production and making
one unit out of both. This gives
Monopol 26 units, which will be released one every two weeks commencing Aug. 1st on the state right
market.

Price 5 Cents

\^, 192?

Bach Resigns

Phila. Suit Ends

Out of Famous-Lasky Film Service,
Ltd., Gerald C. Akers to Replace Him There

Settled Out of Court— Fred
Nirdlinger Virtually
Recognizes
Film Board of Trade

Toronto — W. A. Bach has resigned
as general manager of the FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd. He will
be replaced by Gerald C. Akers, who

Philadelphia — Injunction proceedings instituted by Fred G. NixonNirdlinger and Thomas M. Love
against the Film Board of Trade of
Philadelphia and its members have
been temporarily dropped in Common Pleas Court No. 5, when Judge
Monaghan, after a day devoted to
hearing testimony, suggested that the
cjntesting interests reach an amic-

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

is at present
one atof the
Sydney
R. Kent's
chief
assistants
Famous
headquarters in New York.
Bach will step out of his present
position on Sept. 1. He is now in
Northern Ontario vacationing with
his family. In all likelihood he will
able agreement "out of court."
take over active work in a nonActing on Judge Monaghan's sugtheatrical company in which he has
gestion, counsel for the interests ina financial interest. He plans a trip
volved, together with the principal
to New York in a few weeks.
suitors in the casCj effected an amicable adjustment for the present and
At Famous Players, it was stated announced a continuance of the case
without date.
yesterday that Akers had already assumed his new duties in Toronto and
The agreement stipulates that
inat no successor iii New York had
Nirdlir.ger against
and Lorvthe^""0Film
"^ct tcBoard
di«^criminate
as yet been selected for him.
of Trade, and that the board is not
Ince Leaves
to hold the plaintiffs responsible for
Thomas H. Ince left for the coast contracts or agreements made by the
former lessees of the Ambassador,
on Saturday.
about which house the controversy
centered.
Pearl White Returns
The peaceful settlement yesterday
Pearl White returned
from Paris brought to a close, temporarily at
yesterday on the Olympic.
She will least, a suit in equity that promised
start work at once on her new serial at its commencement to be fraught
for Pathe.
with bitterness on both sides.
Nirdlinger and Love entered suit
for
the purpose of obtaining a preDeny
Any
Deal
on
"Salome"
The Hodkinson offices yesterday
liminary injunction to restrain the
denied that that organization would Film Board of Trade from exercising
distribute "Salome." It is a fact, further jurisdiction over any of their
however, that the company was ser- theatrical interests.
iously considering it.
During the hearing on the suit, it
developed that Nirdlinger and Love
Sam Saxe Here
had instituted proceedings as the
Sam Saxe arrived in New York result of their dissatisfaction with
from Los Angeles yesterday ready one of the regulations of the Film
to buy pictures for Southern Cali- Board of Trade, which organization^
fornia. He will be here for two they
claimed, controlled bookings in
Philadelphia.
weeks and iston.
stopping at the HamilAmsterdam Here
Wells May Be Re-elected
Ben
Amsterdam
of Masterpiece
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Film Attractions of Philadelphia, one
Ocean
View,
Va. — Jake
Wells of the defendants in the Nirdlinger
seems
to be the favorite for re- suit was in town yesterday but could
election as president of the M. P. T. not be reached for a statement.
O. of Virginia.
There are about 100 film men here,
Powers Leaves for Los Angeles
many from Washington. Yesterday
P. A. Powers left for Los Angeles
there was an automobile tour and
Tuesday night on a regular inspeca matinee at Keith's. This was foltion trip of the studios.
lowed last night by a shore dinner.
Tonight the ball will be held and
Lichtman Due Saturday
it will be in this that the Loew party
Al
Lichtman
is due in New York
will figure prominently. There are
on Saturday from the coast. It is
18 stars from New York.
The weather is terribly hot but understood he has sold practically
apparently everyone is happy.
the entire country under his new^
franchise plan.
ALICOATE.

/

THE
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Opinions

"In the Name of the Law"— F. B. O.
George M. Cohan Theater

VoUXI He.12 Thursday, July 13. 1922 Price 5 Cents

TIMES—* * * A hokum picture. It is
musliy and sentimental ♦ • ♦ often becomes
tiresome because of the innumerable and unimportant details which clutter it. It never
readies any real climax, but, instead, rambles
and gets nowhere ♦ * ♦ The film, as it proceeds, is jumpy and uneven, but whether this
is due to bad direction or poor assembling

Film Folks,
Wid's Film and
Copyright 1922, Daily
at 71-73 West 44th St.,
inc., Published
FILMS and
N. Y.,
New York,
INC.by WID'S
FOLKS,
FILM
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
ManJ. W. Alicoate, Treasurer andg Business
it is hard to tell. * » *
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertisin Manager.
HERALD — * * * As the culmination of
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under this occurs one of the best court room scenes
the act of March 3, 1879.
presented on the screen * * * It is a picture
Outside that does not always grip the attention, but
Terms (Postage free) United States.
of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 on the whole it can be recommended to
Foreign Police Commissioner Enright, who can in
$3.00.
3 months
$5.00;
months,
Subscribers should remit with order. turn recommend it to his fellow citizens. * * *
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
TRIBUNE — * • * A melodrama — which
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, starts off hke "The Old Nest" and during
N. Y
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
the run of its six reels seems to be imitating
California— Harvey E. Gausman
Hollywood,
our very best sellers. It is cerPhone, Hollywood several tainlyof
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
a snobbish picture. The people con1603.
cerned give very good performances.
Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Chicago
AMERICAN—* * * It is difficult to see
Wabash Ave.
why such an absolutely illogical series of
Representative — W. A. Williamson, events could have been screened as carefully
London
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
as this particular picture has been screened.
London, W. C. 2.
„
,
* * * The best actors in the affair were a
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
cat that appeared in the first part — a gorgeous cat that had all the other actors beaten
Representative — InternaEuropean
Central
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- to a frazzle ; a dog, and several children. ♦ ♦ *
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * A
dramatic and thrilling screen narrative. * ♦ *
N. Y. WORLD— The teardrops run thick
and fast * * ♦ but it's a right human thing,
at that. ♦ ♦ ♦ Let us not attempt to detail
High
Low
Close Sales
the plot, however. It is well worth going
East. Kod.
11,
11
72,
100 to
The photography is without flaw.
» * see.
*

Quotations

F. P.-L. . . 83
do pfd. . 953/i
G'wyn
...
73^
Loew's
.. 15/2
Griffith
Triangle
World

82/2
9Syz
7V&
15K

825/^
2,100
9534
400
HA
1,200
153/8 900
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Jefferson City, Mo. — The New Diamond Theater, Inc., Kansas City;
Capital $6,000. Incorporators Archie
Josephson, A. J. Belove, Ben Belove.
Jefferson City, Mo.— The Holden
Auditorium Co., Holden; Capital,
$15,000. Incorporators T. J. Halsey,
M. L. Golladav, W. F. McCutchen,
A. L. Enlow, A. Musser, Mrs. L. C.
Pemberton and others.
■ Jefferson City, Mo. — Southwest
Exhibitors Association, Inc., Capital
$2,000, Incorporators A. W. and G.
A. Knapp, J. H. Heitman, F. M.
Thompson and E. R. Hartman.
Sourbier

Purchases 1,400 Shares

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toledo, O. — Edward Sourbier has
bought up 1,400 shares in the Sun
and James Amuse. Co. operating the
Rivoli and Toledo. He owns a chain
in Indianapolis.
Majority

for

(Special to THE

Sunday
FILM

Shows
DAILY)

Ranger, Tex. — In a straw vote
taken here, 58 ballots were cast on the
question of Sunday shows and of
these 51 were in favor of Sabbath
performances.

merely to prolong the suspense or those who
can become aroused over a purely mechanical use of melodramatic medium. The acting is overdone and in keeping with the
spirit of the film.
GLOBE—* * * It would be hard to imagine a more machine-made affair than this
* * * Evidently Mr. Powers and his coworkers set about to produce a picture with
the maximum amount of wholesomeness,
heartaches and thrills ; and it is sufficient to
say that success has crowned their efforts.
"A thrilling bank robbery, a police round-up,
a mother's devotion, a banker's perfidy, a
stenographer's
peril"
all lied.
are here. For
once advertisement
has— not

Out of Associated Exhibitors
When Harold B. Franklin resigned
from the Shea Enterprises of Buffalo,
he also resigned as a director of Associated Exhibitors, Inc. Since that
time, no election has been held to fill
the vacancy made by him.

Constance Binney is in Paris today, where she will be the guest of
the exhibitors' association there.
According to a cable received by

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

from "Anaemic Exchangeitis." Put those necessary
vitamines into your business
with MONOPOL
SHORT
REEL UNITS.

READY

NOW

MONOPOL PiayRKJnc.
1476 Broadway
York

Room 524

City
Bryant 4416

Must
Insure
Safety
After Oct. 1, all houses
in New
York State seating 100 or more must
obtain certificates stating that they
J. L. and S. May Sell
have complied
with the recent am(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mendment tp the State Labor Law.
Chicago — -It is reported here that Plans will have to be filed with the
Jones,
Linick and Schaefer may sell state industrial commissioner or local
DAILY NEWS— Because "In the Name
by those building
thea->
of the Law" accomplishes the well nigh in some of their smaller houses on Mad- authorities
a manner of speaking, impossible, because
ison St. and concentrate their atten- ters, the object being to avoid dis-l
it "holds your interest" from beginning to
asters, such as the breaking
in of]
tion on the new McVicker's which roofs
end, I. think it should be voted a good picdue to weight of snow.
|
ture. It may be sentimental, it may be cram- will open in the Fall.
med full and brimming over with all the old
Recently
in
connection
with
the
standbys for drumming up emotion, but it is
leasing of the Randolph by Universal
not cheap, it is not bad, it is interesting.
Fred Jackman's first for Mack Senit was stated the rental was said to
SUN — * * * The prevalent mode of "famnett
is "Bow-Wow."
pictures hassentimentally,
been tied as but
a tail
thisa be $3,000 a week. This would total
kite ily"
somewhat
thereto is
$780,000 for the five year term. When
courtroom
scene,forwhen
the that
cop'swould
son beis the lease was filed for record it was
wrongfully tried
murder,
interesting even to offenders for whom the found the rental is $9,500 a month,
or $570,000 for five years.
usual courtroom has lost all thrill. * ♦ ♦
EVE. TELEGRAM—* * * More or less,
The McVicker's Theater Co. has
of the melodramatic type, yet, withal, clean
given a trust deed to the Standard
and wholesome. * * *
EVE. JOURNAL—* * * The story is Trust Co. for $400,000, five years, at
about a policeman and his family, but you
7% secured by the playhouse propdon't have to wear brass buttons to enjoy it.
erty on Madison St. on which the
The programme announces it as introducing
"the
Americanfamily"
to
the
screen.
And
it
new
McVicker's
is now being built.
does.
The film vaults at our laboratories at Flushing, L. I., meet
POST—* * * Has a lot of thrills but is
Brown Will Be Manager
only mildly diverting. ♦ * ♦ The title of the
all requirements of the fire de(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
partment. Consequently, the
picture is utterly misleading. The plot * * *
is hackneyed and relies on all the old disinsurance rate on negatives is
Texarkana, Tex. — S. V. Brown will
carded tricks for its interest. Furthermore,
of the new
house
the picture is incoherent, jumpy, and poorly be the manager
extremely low — in fact, lower
directed.
It contains many
scenes inserted which local men will erect.
than any other laboratory in
New York: 43.8 cents per hundred.
"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
We make no charge for the
SERVING
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE
WEST
storage in our vaults of customers' negatives, and will glady
provide the use of cutting and
examination rooms, if desired.
Our new plant has a capacity
of 3,000,000 feet a week, and our
Tube System of developing eliminates all handling of the film,
assuring absolutely uniform and
clean prints.
If you will phone Bryant 1939,
we will be glad to have our
Sales Manager call and see you.
Reginald Warde, "A Bill of Divorcement" has been
completed in London.

YOUR NEGATIVESARE THEY SAEE ?

%John M.Nickolaiia

'THESpCEpF-IJIE PROgPA.^

13, 1922

Many a sour-faced Independent Exchangeman refuses to
admit that he is suffering

New

Constance Binney in Paris
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In the Courts

A. new complaint has been filed in
V. Supreme Court in the suit of
linjamin P. Schulberg against
iiited Artists and the stars com[sing that corporation, to recover
J'},000 and as much more as is
f:ind to be due when the case is
l!ard. The complaint alleges that
hm. April to July, 1920, the plaintf rendered services as broker in
ciposing of the foreign rights to
crtain United Artists pictures to
iDrris Greenhill
or a corporation
med by him, for which Schulberg
rs he was to get 10 per cent of
amount
received
by
the
deidants. He alleges that they have
r:eived at least $100,000.

Row
Over Makes
"Snapshots"
Harry Chamas
Claims Over
Distribution While Jack Cohn
Refutes Them
Cleveland — M. W. Brum!, attorney
for the Standard Film Service Co.,
of which Harry Charnas is president,
has sent Jack Cohen a letter regarding the advertising of "Screen Snap-

\lthough the case is still pending
the courts, it was stated in behalf
Don Meaney that his suit against
Clark-Cornelius Corp., for damans for breach of a contract to make
i::tures out of old Christie negates, has been settled and a subs'ntial sum
has been paid to his
aorney, Nathan
Burkan in his beMf.
Borzage's Next
"rank Borzage will next direct
"he Pride of Palomar" for Cosmpolitan Prod. It will be made on
t ■ coast and Borzage together with
Irrest Stanley, leading man; O. O.
III!, assistant director; William
Strom, manager and Chester
Ions, cameraman, are now on
t ir way West.

The letter states that Standard
shots." a contract with Screen Snapholds
shots, Inc.. for the release of 26
numbers for five years and that
Standard has the right to advertise
the product as Screen Snapshots.
The communication takes exception
to an advertisement which appeared
in the "Interstate Film News" of
Cincinnati in which Cohn said that
"Screen Snapshots" could only be
released through
Pathe.
Jack Cohn stated yesterday that
he had inserted his warning ad in the
Cincinnati regional only after Charnas had advertised in the "Pittsburgh
M. P. Bulletin" that he would continue the release of the reel. Cohen
claimed that Charnas had purchased
the pictures for Ohio, Michigan and
Western Pennsylvania in 1920; that
in 1921 the series had gone to Federated and that the 1922 product was
going through Pathe. He asserted
that Charnas had purchased another
series of pictures along similar lines
and had advertised to exhibitors in
his territory that he would continue
the release of "Screen Snapshots."

Independent Output 200% Greater
W. E. Shallenberger, of Arrow,
yesterday commented on the compilation of next year's output as it appeared in THE FILM DAILY of
June 30. He said:
"According to THE FILM DAILY, issue of June 30, there are 908 features promised for release in the 1922-1923 season, as
compared with 887 during the past year.
It is a highly significant fact that out of
these 908 features, 395 of them will come
from
the independents.
"During the past year there was a great
deal of talk about curtailing production,
despite which fact there will be more pictures available for the theaters this year
than there were last. This, in itself, is
cheering news. The greatest feature of it
all, though, is that the independent producers have advanced with such tremendous
strides. Last year they contributed but 128
pictures to the quota of 887 ; this year they
stand ready with an imposing array of feature productions — 395 in all, an increase of
267 — in other words, an advance over last
year of more than 200%. Another thing
which must be taken into consideration is
the fact that fully 507o of the 513 pictures
to be released by national distributors were
made by independent producing units."

Arrow Meeting Next Week
Arrow will hold a sales conference
next week at which Fall plans will
be discussed. J. S. Jossey and T. A.
Curran, special representatives, are
coming to town from Chicago and
Dallas for the meeting.
A. N. Webster, of Syracuse, has
purchased the series of four Curwoods for Upper New York. He will
operate under the name of Progress
Pictures, maintain headquarters in
Syracuse, but may open offices in
Albany and Buffalo.

Two

Reelers

for

Pathe

"The Range Rider Series," a series
of two-reel Westerns starring Leo D.
Maloney will be distributed by Pathe.
Releases will be one every two weeks
beginning
early in the Fall.
Forced to Close Permanently
(.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Since April 1, poor business has caused the permanent closing of 15 houses and several more are
expected to give way under the strain.
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41 Great Q>aramount Qictures
"'Singed Wings" with Bebe Daniels
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production
By Katherine Nevvlin Burt

B

Re/eased December' J8, 1922
EBE

DANIELS

as a Spanish dancer on San

Francisco's water-front ! Who fights off
men until a real love comes, and then risks all

:i

for her lover's welfare ! Does that sound like
money ?

Penrhyn Stanlaws never had such an excellent
story to work with as this. Bebe Daniels never
had such a role. Theodore Kosloff heads a great
supporting cast. The story was a sensation in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine.

seen!''
I have
of pictures
array
"The greatestPHIL
GLEICHMAN,
Detroit,
Mich. ever
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So.'
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The
Mysteries of India."
"Pink
Gods."

Watch this space Monday for
No. 31

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow.'
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."
"Clarence."
"The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew."

No. 28. "Ebb Tide."
No. 29. "Outcast."
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Big Tie-ups
(Continued from Page

1)
turc which will be released by the
Film Booking Offices inthe fall by
a large sign placed in the square,
just north of the Times Building by
special permission of the city. One
side of the sign announced the opening at the Cohan and the other the
line "Wanted — 500 burglars, dips
and yeggmcn to see 'In the Name
of the Law,' and learn what happens
to crooks who think they are smarter
than the New York police."
One of the features of the campaign was the stringing of large
banners at busy crossings. These
are now in place at the Long Island
end of the Queensboro bridge, where
traffic divides in front of the banner, which is visible from either
side for fully a quarter of a mile; at
the intersection of 149th St. and 3rd
Ave., the Bronx; at the intersection
of 163rd St. and Southern Boulevard,
Bronx; at the Intersection of Southern Boulevard and Westchester Ave.,
Bronx; at the intersection of Prospect Ave. and Westchester Ave.,
Bronx; across Jackson Ave. in Long
Island City, where a three sheet cutout surrounds this banner; across
lower Broadway near Fulton St.,
and at the intersection of 125th St.,
and 7th Ave. in Harlem.

Thursday, July

theme — the policeman with raised
iiand — was used throughoiit. In addition 125 commercial trucks carried
mounted three sheets on the sides.
.A.1I this poster advertising, which
was started a week before the opening of the picture, will be continued
throughout the entire run.
The newspaper advertising was
built along lines which were distinctly different from those usually
used. There will be, before the close
of the run, 246 different ads. All of

Kehr Will Erect
House
First National Still in Lead
First National is still in the lead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in the baseball league. Paramount
Lynbrook, L. I.— F. M. Kehr is
tied Metro with a score of 4 to 4; build a house.
Pathe defeated First National 6 to
3, and the Hodkinson-Vitagraph
game was postponed because there
and SERVICE
were no grounds available.

these will be designed as "eye-stoppers," being topped with such headings as "Ford Cars at $23.50" or
"7 Room Apartments at $7.50 per

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill If

Cohn Leaves for Coast Today
Month."
Harry Cohn leaves for California
today. "More to Be Pitied Than
Scorned," the first of C. B. C.'s melodramas will be state righted. A
number of national distributors were
dickering for it.
Start with Three
Davidson-Kranz, Inc., are selling
on the state right market, "The
Northwoods' Vengeance," "Two-anda-half Musketeers" and "No Mother
to Guide 'Em," three productions
with which they have started in business.

ROTHACKER

Standing of the Teams

Won
Lost centage
First National
..6
2
.750
Paramount
5
2
.714
Goldwyn*
4
2
.667
Metro
3
3
.500
Hodkinson
3
4
.429
rPe
Vitagraph
3
4
.429
Pathe*
1
5
.167
Universal
1
5
.167
*Goldwyn-Pathe game of June
17th protested. Last inning will be
played over again to decide winner.
This game is not included in the
above
figures.
Johnson's

Lease

(Special to THE

FILM

Expires

Cecil Spooner in First Comedy
(Special to THE

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Cecil Spooner, for
years a favorite in stock, will appear
in the first Federated Comedy which
Ben Wilson has placed in production.

Newmann, Cal. — Due to the expiration of his lease. Gus Johnson has
relinquished the Edison which W. H.
Gibson will operate. The Star is retained by Johnson.

Sydney S. Cohen has written
Grand Exalted Ruler W. W. Mountain, of the Elks, offering the aid of
the M. P. T. O. in furthering the
plan of the order to develop playgrounds for children throughout the
country.

Know What* s Going On

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete in East Perfect lighting equipment. Modern sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.

Bergen

Blvd.

anc

Lafayette
Ave., Grantwood,
K'
J. ForE. particulars
write
K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307
Richard Kipling announce
"THE FACE UPON THI
FLOOR" or "THE FACI
UPON
THE
BARROOR
FLOOR."
World's famou
poem and play by H. Antoin.
D'Arcy. In the making. Watcl
for it.

FILMACK PRODUCTIOr
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

C I
A LFoot
ER*
TRA
• • TIN
TING FREE

Subscribe to THE FILM DAILY Now
The Film Daily
71 West 44th St., New
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Subscription, $10 — Foreign, $15
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IRVING MACK & C(
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Without fear of contradiction
maintain that our Trailers are
oest of their kind.
Make us prove

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for one
year, starting immediately, to include
THE

"The Enquiry Reporter" was used
to good advantage by Rothstein and
his staff. Two young men, with a
band on their arm explaining their
mission, patroled Broadway, acting
as walking and talking twenty-four
sheets. Theft questions appraised
hundreds in this manner of "In the
Name of the Law." "In the Name
of the Law" placards were displayed
in more than 500 shop windows.
Tie-ups were arranged with the
Beck-Hazzard Shoe Co. and the
Remington Typewriter Co. In all
of these window cards the pictorial

FILM

PRINT

DAILY)

Offers Aid to Elks
One of the many street stunts picture consisted of a large touring car
manned by a cameraman, an actor
dressed as a policeman, and a girl.
The auto carried a sign reading
"Scenes being re-taken for 'In the
Name of the Law," at the George M.
Cohan Theater." Wall Street and
lower Broadway, the theatrical district and uptown n^ghborhoods were
invaded by this car with the occupants stopping every few blocks to
enact a scene.
The direct mail campaign was
carried on a big scale. In all 31,000
letters were mailed to individuals in
the Metropolitan district. A letter
reached every O'Hara family — the
name of the family in the photoplay— and various trade professions
were circularized. Special nights at
the Cohan theater have been designated "Lawyers' Night," "Doctors'
Night," and so forth.
On the day preceding the onening, four buses, with lusty-voiced
newsboys. Carried to New Yorkers
bundles of "The Midnight Star," a
miniature newspaper printed as a
novelty. Made-up with as much
care as a big daily, its headlines
compelled attention. The sightseeing buses cover the entire city leaving a newsboy every few blocks to
distribute his papers.
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Go After Rentals
Is Operators' Advice to T. O. C. C.
As Means of Reducing The
Expenses at Theaters
Answering a statement which appeared in THE FILM DAILY yesterday concerning the exhibitor viewpoint, following a mass meeting attended b}^ exhibitors and practically
half the membership of Moving
Picture Machine Operators Local
306, at which representatives of the
T. O. C. C. offered the operators a
10% wage reduction an official of
Local 306 explained the operators'
viewpoint as follows :
"Acceeding to a request of the
Wage Scale Committee of the The:ater Owners Chamber of Commerce,
we gave the committee an opportu[nity to meet the men to learn first
hand how emphatically they refused
to listen to any reduction of wages
in the contract for the ensuing year.
Bernard Edelherz, speaking for the
exhibitors, said he wished 'the two
organizations to get together in a
spirit
thorough
understanding'
and inofthea same
breath
offered the
operators a 10% reduction.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Suit Over "Hate"

ction Brought to Hold Up Metro
Film of That Name— One Released in 1917
An injunction suit over the film
'Hate," just produced by Metro,
ivith Alace Lake in the leading role
md being released and exhibited in
Loew theaters, has been filed in the
supreme Court against Metro and
Loew's, Inc., by the Fairmount Film
3orp., which claims the right to the
lame for a film.
The complaint alleges that Fairnount produced the fiim "Hate" in
1917 "as an elaborate film drama
)ased on prenatal influence." by J.
Walter Meade, with May McAvoy
is lead. It was shown in the Loew
louses in the summer of 1917, and
or several years had wide popularity,
t is alleged. The complaint states
:hat George Coudert, who filmed the
picture was engaged last December
io make certain changes in it. and
earrange the titles because it is
)_lanned to again sell the American
■ights. For that reason, it is alleged,
he use of the title "Hate" for the
ilm made from the story by Wadsiyorth Camp in Collier's will damage
;he plaintiff's rights.

"Hate." produced by Fairmount
'ilm in 1917 was sold on the state
ight market.

Repudiate

Evans

Pennsylvania Committee Denies Any
Opposition to Hoy — No Definite
Stand Yet Taken
John

S. Evans, national representative of the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania, has been repudiated by the special committee of
that exhibitor body in connection
with Evans' stand on the Hoy Reporting Service.
Lewen Pizor, chairman of the
special committee appointed in Philadelphia to confer with the Film
Board of Trade there, has written
this office that the statement atuhorized by Evans early in July in which
the latter attacked the Hoy Reporting Service, which works with the
Film Board of Trade, was published
"without the knowledge or approval
of the committee."
Evans issued his statement at the
time the suit of Fred G. NixonNirdlinger against the Film Board
of Trade was filed in Philadelphia.

Price 5 Cents
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"Uncle Tom" Again
R-C to Make It— One Made in 1918
by Paramount and Another Reported in Production
One of the important bits of business that carries P. A. Powers West,

Uneasy Over Deal
Some New England Exhibitors May
Urge Another Probe of Black
Situation
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — There are some underground rumblings over the Blackis the launching of "Uncle Tom's Famous Players deal, whereby the
Cabin," which will be released as a
special in the Fall by the Film Book- latter company takes over the entire
ing Offices. The picture will be chain of theaters conducted by .Almade on a lavish scale and with an
fred S. and John A. Black.
It is difficult to get anyone to talk.
all-star cast. As yet no director has
As nearly as the situation can be
been selected for it.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" has already sized up it is this:
In some exhibiting circles there is
been filmed by Paramount. J. Searle
Dawley directed the feature in which apprehension lest Famous Players
Marguerite Clark was starred. A perfect a deal with other prominent
short time ago, the W. M. Smith theater circuits in New England, and
Prod, of Tulsa, Okla., stated it would in that way secure a strangle hold
produce the picture in eight reels on the New England theater situation. Just what the basis of this
and that a company would be sent
to the original locations to shoot the conjecture is, is problematical. One
report in circulation has it that
exteriors.
The same story was also filmed Famous will take over two of the
some years ago and is at present most important first-runs in town.
Another report would indicate that
being shown in Connecticut.
several of the M. P. T. O. members
here will ask Sydney S. Cohen to
Walter Griffith Handling It
make another investigation of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pizor's letter repudiating Evans'
New England situation.
statement, which is quoted in part,
New Haven — "Uncle Tom's Cabis as follows:
in" is being distributed in ConnectiIt is understood that reports simcut by Walter Griffith, former ex"In a recent issue of your pubilar to the above have come to the
ploitation man for Select. His ver- attention of Famous Players officials
lication appeared a news item to the
sion
has
in
the
cast,
Julia
Swayne
effect that:
Gordon. Carlyle Blackwell, Florence who, it is understood, are inclined to
" 'The Motion Picture Theater Turner. Ralph Ince, Edward Phillips, place little credence in them.
Owners of Pennsylvania, New Jer- Mary Fuller and Charles Chapman.
sey and Delaware through an ap- He is supplying exhibitors with a Arthur James Leaves M. P. World
pointed committee acting for the en- uniformed band and circus ballyhoos.
Arthur James has resigned as editire body of exhibitors have stead"Doc" Holah Here
tor of the Moving Picture World,
fastly refused to consider the applicaeffective the end of this month. He
tion of the Hoy System with its
C. E. ("Doc") Holah, Hodkinson will probably be succeeded by Robrulings knowing that it is not fair manager
in Cleveland, was in town
ert E. Welsh, former managing ediand contrary to all rules of equity
tor of the Motion Picture News.
yesterday.
as well as against the laws of our
E. V. Richards In Town
commonwealth.'
Baum Closed Some Deals
E. V, Richards, Jr., of New
"This article was published withLouis Baum, sales manager of
out the knowledge or approval of the Orleans, is in New York attending
committee referred to by Mr. Evans. the executive committee meeting at Equity while abroad closed a number of deals for Equity. His comA committee representing the Mo- First National.
tion Picture Theater Owners of
pany may handle an English-made
picture which Baum looked at while
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Chicago Censor Quits
in
Europe.
He says he saw dozens
Jersey and Delaware, has been and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of films but the bulk of them was not
is conducting negotiations with the
Chicago — Mrs. Benita McCormick, suited for American exhibition.
Film Board of Trade to establish a
censor of the Chicago commisworking agreement between the two chief sion
has resigned. Chief of Police
Effanem Starts
bodies that will provide for the Fitzmorris has appointed Edith E.
adjustment of grievances and difErnest Hilliard and Norma Shearsuccessor.
ferences between them. No de- Kerr, Mrs. McCormick's
er have been signed to appear in
cision has been reached by the comHouston Rejects Eight Films
"When
the Cows Come Home," the
mittee and no opinion authorized by
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
initial production of Effanem Film
it for publication."
Houston, Tex. — The board of cen- Co. This picture will be directed
sors has rejected eight pictures. They by John McCutcheon, with Shaddy
Brownell Leaves
Universal
are "Don't Blame the Stork," a com- Graham assisting, and Ray Fredjen.
John C. Brownell, for six years
be production manager. Robert
edy; "Salvation Nell," "The Uncon- will
with Universal and for some time
Elliott and Gladys Leslie are the
quered to
Woman,"
Eastern scenario editor, has resigned. "Who's
Blame," "World's
"Ashes of Apart,"
Hope," leads. The picture will be made in
It is understood Lee Dusseau will "Fate."
"Woman of No Importance," and the E. K. Lincoln studios in Grantsucceed him.
wood.
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Westerfeld Is New

(Special

to THE

FILM

Manager

In the Courts

against that.
Marion Fairfax has been engaged
by Metro to write a story for Billie
Dove. It will be "The Girl in the

Beside supervising a large portion
of the scenario department at Universal City, Raymond Schrock finds
time to prepare continuity now and
then. He wrote the scenario for
"Conscience," which Herbert Rawlinson is starring in.

DAILY)

Brownwood, Tex. — L. Westerfeld
is' the new manager of the American,
having leased it from Dr. Bogart.
He will remodel it.

Friday, July

FILM DAILY)

Gilded Cage."
John Bowers will appear in
"Quincy Adams Sawyer."
Arline Pretty will appear in "Page
Tom O'Brien."
William Abrahamson has left the
local
offices of Phil Goldstone Prod,
Canadian Exhibitor Here
to make an extensive tour in the inFrank Miley president of the Sasterests of the Richard Talmadge and
katchewan Exhibitors' Association is Franklyn
Farnum productions.
in town, visiting First National.

Exchangemen Elect Aiken
Atlanta — Ernest P. Aiken has been
elected secretary of the Film Exchange Managers'
succeed Mrs.
William Association
Guy Smith. to

DAILY

An attachment for $500 has been
granted in the Supreme Court against
Hollywood — Herman C. Raymaker
the property of Ward Lascelle, of
is directing Pewee Holmes in a com- Los Angeles, in suit of Harry A.
cdv at the Fox studios.
Richards for legal service in connection with the film, "Rip Van
Lcatrice Joy is preparing to go to
Winkle." The complaint alleges
New Orleans for a visit lasting about that
Lascelle had a contract with the
3 weeks.
W. W. Hodkinson Corp. to produce
Rip Van Winkle, and he agreed to
Dick Jones has finished shooting indemnify that company against any
"Homemade Movies," a new Mack claim for infringement of copyright.
Sennett-Bcn Turpin comedy.
Richards said a claim was made by
a Mr. Hadley, who had an assignNorma Talmadge will be presented
ment of the Joseph Jefferson version, and Lascelle retained him to
in "The Garden of Allah," when she
finishes "The Voice from the Min- effect a settlementj as a result of
which a sum was paid to Hadley
and legal proceedings that might
have caused Lascelle a loss of
Roy Del Ruth will direct the next
$25,000 were averted. He said that
aret."
Bevan-June
comedy for Mack Sen- Lascelle was satisfied with the
nett, "When
Summer
Comes."
settlement and promised to pay him
the $500, but has failed to do so. He
Sol Polito will photograph "The says that Lascelle has a 60% interest in the gross receipts from the
Bishop
the Ozarks,"
Fox
is of
directing
at the which
Fine Finis
Arts film and the attachment is levied
Studio.
(Special to THE
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Jack Wagner has joined the
Schenck forces at United as general
assistant to Lou Anger. He replaces
Al Worker, whom Anger transferred
to the Buster Keaton unit as assistant director to Eddie Cline.

Daisy C. Danziger has sued David
P. Howells in the Supreme Court on
an assigned claim of Jake W. Danziger, owner of the film, "The Corsican
Brothers," to recover $20,907 alleged
to belong to her which Howells has
collected from the foreign rights to
the film for the past two years.

Go

After

14,

1922

Rentals

(Continued from Page 1)

"The fact is that living costs will
not permit the men to accept a reduction and it is to rental costs of
liiin to which, in our opinion, the exhibitors should look for a solution of
their much spoken of operating costs.
Fortunately the condition of the
Local 306 treasury is such that we
are in a position to sit tight and
await developments. The wage scale
of the operators took no flights during the war period and since that
time we have suffered one 5% curtailment.
"This is positively as far as the
operators intend to go, and there
should be no doubt of this fact in
the mind of anyone who attended
yesterday's meeting in the Central.
If, in the opinion, of the exhibitors
as stated in THE FILM DAILY,
the operator
is not
a 'skilled'
mechanic we are
equally
determined
that he shall not become a 'killed'
mechanic. That portion of the exhibitor statement to the effect that
operators
be 'broken
in' in three
hours is can
simply
ridiculous.
The
work is both hard and confining.
"Some idea of the distastefulness
of the work may be gained from the
fact that since the first of the year
to date we have buried an average
of one member each month whose
death was directly caused by occupational disease contracted in the booth

Supreme Court Justice Donnelly of local motion picture theaters."
has appointed Robert L. Luce referee
to determine whether the bids made
OBITUARY
for the lease of the Astor Theater,
A
certain
press agent is just
when the present lease held by the
DYING
for some work.
Astor Theater, Inc., expires Nov. 1,
Send condolences to
are bona fide or are for the purpose
of "jacking up" the present rent of
BOX
K-14
FILM
DAILY
less than $40,000. One of the bidders
is the Selznick Company, which
offers more than $75,000. The suit
is brought by the present tenant
against the Longacre Square Theater
Co., to compel the owner to renew
the present lease on reasonable
terms.

STUDIO FOR RENT

Pension Appropriation Proposed
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Representative Upshaw has proposed a bill providing
Farley Is Office Manager
for $2,000,000 to be given in pen(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
sions to those who were incapaciGeorge Melford will be at Channel
Cincinnati — Gerald
M. Farley has
tated in the Knickerbocker accident
been appointed local ofHce manager Islands the entire month, to make last winter and to dependents of
for Hodkinson,
having
been trans- scenes for "Ebb-Tide," a Robert those who lost their lives in it.
ferred from Buffalo.
Louis Stevenson story. James Kirk- Contributory negligence was charged
wood, Lila Lee, George Fawcett, to Congress in failing to provide
Raymond Hatton, Noah Beery and district officials with sufficient
Some Seattle Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacqueline Logan will be seen in it.
money
for proper building inspection.
Seattle— The Film Booking OfSelznick
is
preparing
to
start
two
fices of America, (R-C) will move
August 1 to new quarters at 1917 new productions at the United StuMasterpiece's Fall List Ready
dios within the next few days, co3rd Ave., occupying one-half of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
incident with the return of Myron
\'itagraph building. Universal, which Selznick to Los Angeles. George
Philadelphia — Masterpiece Film
is greatly overcrowded at 217 Virginia St., will remodel the old R-C. Archainbaud and Victor Heerman Attractions has prepared its fall release chart. The company will disexchange at 1933 3rd Ave., as soon will direct.
tribute in Eastern Pennsylvania and
as vacated.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Southern New Jersey six William
Nigh Prod.; all of the Lichtman outPantages Plans Big One
put; three serials, two series of two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
reel comedy weekly; one series of
San Diego, Cal. — A sum of $1,250,- one reelers weekly, 52 five reel Westerns, 52 two reel Westerns, one
000 is to be spent for a theater by
Alexander Pantages. Another house, novelty reel weekly, one scenic weekly and 15 special productions, among
costing $125,000, will be erected here
by Richard T. Robinson, Jr., and them "His Nibs" and "Shadows of
Robert Blaukenship.
Reg. U. S. Pat. OfT
Conscience."

Most complete in East Perfect lighting equipment. Modem sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 9900.

FILMACK PRODUCTION

TRAILERS
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

n

A Foot
TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction we
maintain that our Trailers are the
oest of their kind.
Make us prove it !

IRVING MACK & CO.
808 S. Wabash,

CHICAGO
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4nd Again Keaton Takes the Honors!
Read what the Conservative
New York Times and The Film
Daily say of Buster Keaton in
**The Cops/'
Keaton the Feature
"It would take something a lot better
than the feature photoplay at the
Rivoli this week, to take the honors
of the program away from Buster
Keaton's new comedy, 'Cops.'
"You must see the comedy to learn
of these things — and laugh. Ever
since the early Keystone Age comedies
have wound up with a police chase,
but how many comic heroes have
mixed themselves up with a police
parade and then had the entire force
after them? There's novelty in multiplication, as you— will
the Rivoli."
The see
New at York
Times.

Don't Miss Any of the
Buster Keaton Comedies
"The Cops"
"The Boat"
"The Paleface"
"The Playhouse"
"My Wife's Relations"

Keaton Rings the Bell
"Once more Buster Keatf)n rings the l)ell.
His latest comedy 'Cops' is just as funny as
'The Boat' and will bring down the house with
laughter. The comedy gags roll out one after
another and lead to a side splitting climax in
whichcops.
Buster is chased all over the lot by about
3(X)
"Never have so many cops been assembled
before in a short subject and in no comedy
have the devices used to evade capture been so
ingenious. And through all this Buster sails
quickly and quietly ; not once does his serious
expression break and not once does he forestall
a gag. As the reels unravel the laughs get closer
together until at the finish it becomes all one
long ripple. Such was the effect, when this
comedy was shown to a Broadway audience
on a hot, humid night.
"Buster Keaton is irresistible and you can
make no mistake if you show him to your audience. His popularity has grown and is on
the ascent. He is the chief attraction of many
a program and threatens to —The
remain Film
so." Daily.

'resented by Joseph M. Schenck; written and directed
by Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline.

First

National

Attractions

FIRST
NATIONAL

very Show Is a Good Show
When Keaton Heads The Bill !
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Steamer Sailings
Sailings of steamers for foreign
ports tomorrow with sailing time,
hour, time of closing of the mails and
destinations
are as follows:
Olympic for Southampton sails at noon,
mails close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West Asia (Great Britain. Ireland, South
Africa, Madeira and Canaries specially addressed). Kroonland for Antwerp sails at
noon, mails close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia (specially addressed).
Noordam for Rotterdam sails at noon, mails
close at 8 A, M. for Europe, Africa and West
Asia (specially addressed). Argentina for
Patras sails at noon, mails close at 8:30 A.
M. for Italy, Greece and Jugoslavia (specially addressed). Savoie for the Havre sails
at noon, mails close at 8:30 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia (specially addressed). Europe for Naples sails at noon,
mails close at 9 A, M. for Italy (specially
addressed) ; Chebaulip for Gothenburg sails
at noon, mails close at 9 A. M. for Sweden, Lettonia and Finland (specially addressed). Badagry for Accra sails at noon,
mails close at 9 A. M. for Canaries, Senegal
and Gambia (other parts of West Africa specially addressed). Drottningham for Gothenburg sails at 2 P. M., mails close at 9:30
A. M. for Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Finland (specially addressed). George
Washington for Bremen sails at 3 P. M.,
mails close at 11 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West Asia. Ft. Victoria for Hamilton
sails at 11 A. M., mails close at 7:30 A. M.
for Bermuda. Zacapa for Tela sails at 11
A. M., mails close at 7 :30 A. M. for Jamaica, Guatemala and British Honduras
(Cuba and Tela .specially addressed). Rosalind for St. John's sails at 10 A. M., mails
close at 7:30 A. M. for St. John's. Vestris
for Buenos Aires sails at 11 A. M,, mails
close at 8 A. M. for South Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay, Paraguay. Philadelphia for La
Guayra sails at 11 A. M., mails close at 8
A. M. for Curacao and Venezuela (Porto
Rico specially addressed). Siboney for Havana sails at noon, mails close at 8 A. M.
for Cuba (specially addressed). Ponce for
San Juan sails at noon, mails close at 8:30
A. M. for Porto Rico, Virgin Island and
Dominican Republic. Cuthbert for Porto
Alegro sails at noon, mails close at 9 A. M.
for South Brazil (specially addressed). Calamares for Port Limon sails at noon, mails
close at 9 A. M. for Costa Rica (Cuba, Canal
Zone and Panama specially addressed). Santa
Olivia for Buenos Aires sails at noon, mails
close at 9 A. M. for Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay (specially addressed). Essequibo for Valparaiso sails at 1 P. M., mails
close at 10 A. M. for Peru (except Iquitos),
Bolivia and Chile (Canal Zone and Panama
specially addressed). W. C. Gorgas for
Colon, sails at 4 P. M., mails close at 11:30
A. M. for Haiti, Canal Zone, Panama and
Salvador (specially addressed).

Will Remove Times Sq. Sign
Borough President Miller has decided that when the permit on the
sign in Times Square expires on July
16, it will not be renewed. At present there is a large display there on
behalf of "In the Name of the Law."
Part of the proceeds of the Cohan
showing is being turned over to the
Police Fund. The only other film
that has been advertised there was
Jackie Coogan in "Trouble."
New

Fox Service in Canada

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — The Fox exploitation
service in Canada will shortly be extended outside of Ontario. G. de
Grandcourt is the director of publicity for the Canadian company.
Stolzer

Succeeds

(Special to THE

Murphy

FILM

DAILY)

Irving ("Mike") Stolzer has succeeded Edwin F. Murphy as superintendent of the Universal laboratory. A farewell dinner was given
to Murphy on his leaving, after
being with the organization for 14
years.

Friday,

Putting It Over
Here is how n brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

permitted in Trenton but Ferguson
pasted small bits of yellow paper,
fifteen by three inches containing the
title of the picture on the inside of
the windshield and windows of his
automobile. He tried to get permission to use a wrecked automobile in
the lobby or on the street, but the
authorities would not grant it. A day
of the general ballyhoo men, dressed later his automobile skidded on the
himself in a very picturesque cos- wet trolley tracks and ran into a
tume of an Arabian Sheik, hired a street car. The machine was badly
thoroughbred stallion from a riding enough damaged to require three
academy, and mounted on same he weeks in repairing and the local
raced at top speed through the leadcarried prominent storing streets of Jamaica and Wood- newspapers
ies of the exploitation man who
haven. Flying banners announced
couldn't motor
get permission
use a
the title, date and name of the the- wrecked
car and thentowrecked
ater, and the expected result of it all his own. Ferguson denies, however,
was that Schaefer was arrested for
that the collision was arranged.
racing and masquerading in the public highways, but then the judiciary
interference furnished additional publicity.
Emporia, Kan. — A personal message from Norma Talmadge, star of
"Smilin' Through," was given a new
Los Angeles — A newspaper contest angle as the picture played the Strand
as the result of a keen exploitation
tie-up that has resulted in much pubcampaign. The fifty word wire from
licity for Goldwyn w-as that engineered by J. A. Jackson, studio publicity the star to the mayor mentioned the
park by the Santa Fe
manager for Goldwyn, with the Ex- magnificent
aminer. It was a search for new Station of which every true Emporian
film faces in Los Angeles. The Ex- is justly proud and incidentally
aminer went the limit in playing it
brought in some word about "Smilin'
up, giving it front page stories with Through" at the Strand. His Honor
fiom one to four column heads, with was as pleased as a twelve-year old
streamers clear across the front page with a lollypop. He got in touch
and photographs of contestants. In with the local radio broadcasting
some issues a third of the front page station and had the message sent out
was devoted to the search for new- to all Emporia. It was caught at
screen faces. Tests were given the every receiving station and then reproduced in the papers. And now
aspirants at the Goldwyn studios in
Norma Talmadge is in solid.
Culver
City,
Director
R.
A.
W^alsh
supervising the making of the tests.
So many were the applicants that not
Dallas, Tex. — There is some feelall could be photographed on the day
and con about the Ku Klux
first named and it was necessary to Klaning pro
here, and the manager of the
liold a second test the following week. Hope took advantage of the fact to
The Examiner ran coupons with
help exploit "One Clear Call." Five
the caption: "Have You a Film white-capped riders before a turretFace?" in its issue for two weeks shaped advertising automobile parpreceding the first test and inviting
took in a daj' and night parade, a
those who believed they had. whether trumpeter heading the procession.
man, woman or child, to report to There were banners explaining that
the studios for free sittings, so that it was all part of the campaign for
suitable photographs might be taken the First National production and
and submitted to Robert B. Mclntyre,
this town's
citizenry
to example
the thecasting director, for analysis.
ater as a result.
It is came
just an

It took David Schaefer, general
manager of Rossasys Theatrical Enterprises of Brooklyn, at the Manor
in Woodhaven, to put over a novel
publicity idea, which got the money
and helped to dispel the hot weather
Sheik's Wife"
"Theindifferent
selected the
jinx.notHe trusting
and
ways

Trenton,operated
N. J.— byAtGeorge
Ten B.
Eyck's
Orphcum,
Ten
Eyck, $10 in gold was offered to the
person coming to the house from the
greatest distance from Trenton. This
was during the run of "Yellow Men
and Gold," 1,000 postcards being
mailed to the most distant patrons
on the house list. W. R. Ferguson,
Goldwyn exploitation man cooperated in the promotion work, the
house celebrating a Goldwyn week,
during which a Helene Chadwick resemblance contest was conducted.

of taking advantage of local conditions to arouse interest among prospective patrons.
Jacobs Will Produce
Los Angeles — Arthur H. Jacobs
has resigned as general manager of
Preferred Pictures, Inc., to enter the
producing field on his own hook, the
resignation becoming effective when
"Rich Men's Wives" is finished.

July
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Full Staff Named

\
The exploitation staff created 1
Universal for the boosting
"Foolish Wives" has been retain
by
Universal
tions
made andtoa
Cavanagh has been
vnXh. headquarters
The members of

number*
of adi
it. Raymoi
placed in char
in New
York.
the staff are:

New York, Marc Lachmann ; Atlar
Charles Simpson ; Buffalo, Thomas C
Leonard; Butte, Mont., W. L. Fenney; (,
cago, Walter L. Hill ; Cincinnati, N(
Schechter ; Cleveland, Lee S. Ferguson; E
las, Morris Frankel ; Denver, Al Kaufm;
Detroit, Joseph Mayer; Des Moines, R.
McCurdy ; Indianapolis, William Esch; K
sas City, Louis P. Kramer ; Los Angeles,
D. McBride; Milwaukee, Ann McCun
New Orleans, Boone McCall; New York,
appointment as yet, but Marc Lachmann
assisting Cavanagh ; Omaha, F. C. Cros'
Philadelphia, J. A. Daly; Pittsburgh, F.
McGinnis; Portland and Seattle, George
Bradley, Jr.; St. Louis, George Engel; :
Lake, Norman E. Beck; San Francisco; ]
Westland; and Toronto, M. J. Wilkes.

To Illinois for Lincoln Scenes
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los
Angeles— R. R. Rockett,
Rockett-Naylor
Prod.,
states
company
has
decided
to build
stage at Springfield, 111., to take c
of those interiors of "The
Life
Abraham
Lincoln,"
that cannot
photographed
in their original ;
tings. The town of New Salem i'
process of restoration by the Line
League
of Petersburg,
111., and
will be completed
in time for
The Rockett-Naylor organizai
picture.
has
arranged to follow the Line
picture with another American I
torical subject. The company ;
is negotiating to purchase one of
smaller Hollywood studios whicl
proposes to enlarge and improve.
Exhibitor Wins

Sunday Show

(Special to THE

FILM

Fi

DAILY)

Bryant, O. — When a jury rende
a verdict of not guilty in the <
of J. Stuart Cagney, manager of
Temple,
at which
Sunday
picfi
were shown, a precedent was set.
the first trial, there was a disagij^;
ment,
but this time, there wa
definite
decision,
in the
face
united efforts by the reform eleni
The
Temple
will continue
to c
Sabbath
entertainment.
Vimy

(Special

Corporation Establishec
to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh— The
Vimy
Corp^
a nevif addition to the independenft
change
field.
In
charge
wiU|;
Harold Gauding.

ROTHACKER
and

PRINf

SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE)
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hillj

Southern States Gets Westerns

Dallas, Tex. — The Southern States
For "Watch Your Step" the house Film Co., has purchased four fiveused a numerical wit puzzle, offering
free scats to those submitting correct reel westerns, "The Fighting Devil,"
solutions. Hundreds of answers "The Fighting Ranger," "Guilty" and
"Defying the Law." to be distributed,
were received (three being telegraph- beginning Aug. 1st. Southern States
ed in) but out of them all only 35 will release an additional series of
solved it. No street exploitation
is five Pete Morrison westerns.

W. A. FLEMING & CO
Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue
at 40th St
Telephone Longacre 9074
Public

.

7Aff brAdstreet

jAemiocmm

Authority
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ron't Work With Hoy

•ys" Organization Opposed to Him
— Distributors
Withdrawing —
Work on Arbitration Plan
DiNtributors who are members of
1 Motion Picture Producers and

'itnlnitors Association, Inc., will
i use the Hoy Reporting Service
I adjust grievances that may arise
ween exhibitors and exchangen.
This decision has been arrived at
a result of the prolonged conlences which have been held in
I past few weeks between the Hays
ce and representatives of the T.
: C. C, the M. P. T. O. of N. Y.,
; ., and the national M. P. T. O. A.
. w, it is learned, the realization
;ne that equitable relations with
liliitors cannot
be maintained
if
irtcrmediary for adjustments
is
Hoy Reporting Service.
"lie change of attitude on the part
the distributors has not come
)ut because of any pressure
iiught to bear by Will H. Hays,
'threats of law suits it is learned,
is due to a clearer insight into the
Kiples of arbitration. Officially,
re were no statements made yesJay. This determined stand as
de known through confidential
rces, however, would seem to
nd the death-knell of the Hoy
tern, so far as a practical, natione development of it is concerned,
portant distributors, who are
mbers of the Hays association,
1 not use it and that's all there
ears to be to the situation,
"he sentiment seems to be that
re should not be any discrimina1 in any way against any exitor who has fallen into disfavor
li the exchanges. Mr. Hays bees that if the principle of just
itration is to be made a workable
, there must be a fifty-fifty repbntation on the arbitration boards.
method of procedure governing
itration between exhibitors and
iributors has been practically
leed upon by Hays as a result of
meeting of the law committee on
ursday.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Mayer and Adams Promoted
oseph Mayer is now in New York,
paratory to leaving for Cincinnati
're he has been appointed Univermanager. Mayer has been in Det for Universal and his successor
"e will be Sam Carver. Cleve
ims, present Cincinnati manager
been appointed a special repretative by Arite Schmidt, general
s manager.

Cohen Attacks Hoy
Denounces
Confers

System — His
with Will H.
the Morning

Committee
Hays
in

Sydney S. Cohen yesterday attacked the Hoy Reporting Service and repeated the opposition of the M. P.
T. O. to its operation. Cohen said
his organization was squarely behind Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger who
brought suit to test the legality of the
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
which uses the Hoy system.
Yesterday morning Cohen. Nirdlinger, M. E. Comerford, John T.
Collins, Ed M. Fay, M. J. O'Toole,
John Mannheimer and C. E. Whitehurst of the M. P. T. O. conferred
with Will H. Hays, Karl W. Kirchwey and Courtland Smith on uniform
contracts. At the meeting, the opposition to Hoy and his service was
explained to the M. P. T. O. members and the plan for arbitration as
outlined in an adjoining column gone
into.
Cohen in attacking Hoy stated:
"In view of the developments of
the past few weeks involving the suit
of Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger of
Philadelphia against the Film Board
of Trade and other agencies using the
so-called "Hoy" system the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of America
are positively opposed to any blacklisting proposition of this character
brought about through the efforts of
a self appointed board of judges, who
assume to impose their dictum upon
the exhibitor without any opportunity of appeal and, as an alternative to obeying their mandates, use
the Hoy system and resort to the
illegal practice of forcing a dark
house upon the exhibitors by withholding film through improper processes.
"It is undeniable that any such line
of conduct could be tolerated in this
business which, because of its peculiar character, must have mutuality
as one of its fundamental features.
"The Motion Picture Theater
Owners of America are firmly behind Mr. Nirdlinger in his actions.
We stand for fair and square business dealings and honest arbitration
with both sides properly represented."

No Recognition

Nixon-Nirdlinger
Denies
Settlement
Called for Acknowledgment
of
Film Board
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger of Philadelphia who filed suit recently against
the Film Board of Trade there was
in town yesterday,
(Continucd
onattending
Page 2) the con-

15,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Accuses

the Aschers

E. A. Katz Charges Theater Chain
Faces Bankruptcy Because of
Mismanagement of Funds

Des' About Closed
First

1

ional-Goldwyn

Contracts

^wait
ignatures — All Obstacles
f
Cleared
Away
The contracts between First National
and
Goldwyn
will be signed
Chicago — Eugene A. Katz charges
mismanagement of corporate funds, either today or Monday, unless some
which, it is alleged, threaten bank- unexpected obstacle should interruptcy to the chain theaters operated vene.
After many weeks of conferences
by Ascher Brothers, Inc., in an affidavit filed in the Superior Court in which lawyers for both companies
against the Cosmopolitan Securities have played the most prominent part,
Co. and Harry Max and Nathan the contracts are understood to be
Ascher, co-partners in the theater drawn and ready for the necessary
enterprise.
signatures.
A deal of such magnitude naturally
Katz asserts that he is owner of
a one-third interest in the Securities involved a long period of discussions. Two factors are said to have
Co., which owns the Cosmopolitan
theater in Chicago and is a subsidiary held up the deal. The final straightof Ascher Brothers, Inc.
ening out of Goldwyn's interest in
The affidavit follows the admis- tiie Ascher Bros.' chain of theaters
sions made by Max and Nathan and the disposal of Alfred Weiss'
Ascher in a hearing before Master in ownership of the New York State
Chancery Sidney Pollack, in which it exchanges are said to have been
developed that the affairs of the knotty problems which retaiJed the
Securities Co., and those of Ascher progress of the transaction.
From Chicago yesterday there
Brothers, Inc., had become so involved that both were on the verge came word of the filing of an affiof bankruptcy.
davit by E. A. Katz against the Cosmopolitan Securities Co., and Harry,
Max and Nathan Ascher, of Ascher
Colette Forbes is in Town
Katz charges mismanColette Forbes who has been play- Bros., Inc.
agement of funds. Whether this
ing leads in a number of coast-made new twist will have any bearing on
films is in New York from the coast.
the
closing of the deal remains to be
She is at the Algonquin.
seen.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Markowitz Buys a Franchise
Deal Covering Rochester
Markowitz, doing business as CaliOne of the biggest contracts negofornia Film Distributors in San
tiated this season by the New York
Paramount exchange has just been Francisco, has secured distribution
closed with the Regorson Corp. and of 12 pictures for release this season by Second National.
George Eastman's new theater in
Rochester for the entire 41 ParaWorsley Directing C. K. Young
mount productions covering the first
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
six months of next season.
Los
Angeles — Wallace
Worsley
Margetts and Golding Here
finished
of "Brass,"
and will
now direction
direct Clara
Kimball
G. A. Margetts, Paramount branch has
manager at St. John, N. B., has been
Young in "Enter Madame."
spending a few days in New York in
Sloman on His Own
conference with sales executives at
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
the home office. He was accompanied to New York by Walter H.
Los Angeles — Edward Sloman intends making his own productions.
Golding,
manager
E. one
F. Albee's
Iinperial in
St. Johnof and
of the The first will be "Blind Justice."
best known exhibitors in the Mari- Sloman of late has been directing for
time Provinces.
J. L. Frothingham.
"Lincoln" Film Ready
Walsh Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — Congressman Joseph
Walsh of Massachusetts, one of the
industry's best friends in Congress
resigns this week to becoirie a member of the Massachusetts Superior
Court. Walsh introduced the bill
which bars the transportation of obscene pictures through the mails and
is the father of the film theft bill now
in committee in the House.

Earlier in the week at the National
Arts Club, a picture called "The
Spirit of Lincoln" was shown as the
opening shot in a campaign to raise
$1,000,000 for the Lincoln Memorial
University at Harrowgate, Tenn.
The film was made by H. E. Hollister of the Pyramid Film Co., Dayton,
O., with funds supplied by Frederick
Patterson, president of the National
Cash Register Co.
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Whitely Opens an Airdome

Won't Work With Hoy
(Continuetl

ttoiii

Page

Quotations

(T^cLcLccitlcmal

THE SPICE OFTHE

(RcLua^

PROGRA.M"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

While In Chicago

1)

The session at which were present
Harry G. Kosch, Karl W. Kircnwey,
Vol. XXI Ho. 14 Saturday. July 15. 1922 Price Sjents William Seabury, Saul E. Kogers,
Siegfried F. Hartmann, Lewis M.
1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Scheuer and Elek J. Ludvigh, lasted
Copyright
inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
and for about seven hours, during which
N. Y.,
New York,
INC.by WID'S FILMS
FOLKS,
FILM
a number of important matters were
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; discussed. The question of arbitraManJ. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business
tion was taken up in detail and a
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, practical basis of operation planned.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
There will be a series of Film
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside Boards of Trade in operation in all
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 of the exchange centers of the
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign country. The arbitration boards of
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE
FILM
these various units will be mainDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
tained with an equal number of exN. Y
-Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
changemen and exhibitors. Just
California — Harvey E. Gausman, what the number will be has not
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.
been discussed. Whe» settlements
Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. cannot be made in the exchange cenChicago
Wabash Ave.
ters, there will be recourse to a naRepresentative— W. A. Williamson,
London
Kineraatograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
tional board of appeal which will sit
London, W. C. 2.
in New York and which will have
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
an equal representation from distributors and exhibitors.
Representative — InternaEuropean
Central
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-SloIt is not expected, however, that
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
recourse to the board of appeal will
be necessary. The belief is held that
the local arbitration boards will be
sufficient to handle the situations as
High
Low
Close Sales
East. Kod. liV,
liVi
llVi 700 they develop.
F. P.-L. .. %VA
81. H
82/8 800
It is further understood that a nado pfd
Not quoted
tionally known lawyer has been called into consultation and that the plan
Goldvvyn..
IVa
7
']V\
2,500 as drafted has been submitted to him
Loew's
.. 15
14/
\\V%
2,700
Griffith
Not quoted for his advice as to its legality. This
Triangle
Not quoted has been deemed necessary because
World
Not quoted one of the complaints made against
the Hoy service is that it sets no
jurisdiction through a self-appointed
Open Palace Roof Garden
court without recourse to the regular
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Corsicana, Tex. — The Palace Roof legal channels.
When the National Association
Garden has been opened.
was fully operative and when the
Amusu Changes Ownership
Hoy Reporting Service began to expand, the impression was conveyed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that
the important distributors had
Panhandle,
Tex.— Mr.
and
Mrs.
signed with Hoy. That condition is
G. H. O'Brien
have purchased
the not believed to be existent. It is
Amusu from E. E. Manney.
understood that only one major comBrotman Has Two Now
pany has actually signed an agreement with Hoy and that so far as
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
the others are concerned. Hoy has
Chicago — The Gem has been taken their promises and nothing; else.
over
by
Manager
Brotman.
who
The stand of the distributors eviowns the Park.
dently means a clear cut victory for
Sydney S. Cohen and the M. P. T. O.
Will Have 700 Seats
That organization at the Washing(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
ton convention voted against the exBend,
Ore. — D. T. Carmody
will
tension of the Hoy idea and has
erect a 700 seater at a cost of $25,000.
since urged its members not to cooperate with Hoy and his branches
Gerrib Adds to Chain
in any way. Chicago has voted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
against Hoy while rumblings from
Hoopeston, III. — Mike Gerrib, who Baltimore and Cleveland yesterday
operates a chain in Central Illinois, reached New York.
has leased the Opera
House
from
Hoy was in Washington yesterday.
William
McFerrin.
kX his office in the New York theater building, it was stated no word
Healy Buys From Rabinowitz
had been received from any of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
national distributors regarding their
Chicago — R. A. Healy
has added change of plans in the matter. Hoy
the
Marion,
purchased
from
Sam
back in New York toRabinowitz, to his string, consisting is expected day.
of the Monogram
and Casino.
Patterson Given a Watch
Willard C. Patterson was presented with a gold watch by First
National when he was in New York
this week. He could not take his
trip to the coast with the rest of the
exhibitors who won in the anniversary week contest and so named
another exhibitor in his place.

15, I!

In passing through Chicago,
visit Irving
Mack,representative
there. Heourwill
be
found at 808 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
a file of THE FILM DAILY
for your use. Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

(Special to THE

(Continued

from

Page

1)

DAILY)

Vales Out, Cole Goes In

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Oklahoma City, Okla.— E. N.
has succeeded Bert Yale as man j
of the Broadway.
To Build in Portland

(Special to THE

Portland,

Cohen Attacks Hoy

FILM

Dallas — D. Whitley has opene^
airdome
in Freemont,
a suburi \
this town.

FILM

Ore.— W.

DAILY)

E.

Tebl i

and Percy
Garrigues
will buil ■•
house.
Buy Elko at Bemidji
(Spec.al to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minn. — The Elko has
ference with Will H. Hays on stand- soldBemidji,
to T. A. Neilson
and Ch
ard contracts. He wrote the follow- Pflock.
ing letter and asked that it be turned
Another for New Bedford
over to THE FILM DAILY by
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sydney S. Cohen. The letter in full
follows :
New Bedford, Mass. — Albert (
"Your article in issue of July 13 is will erect a house seating 1.050
misleading.
will cost about $75,000.
"While an adjournment was made
Rollins Sells House
of the injunction proceedings insti(Special to THE FILM DAILY;
tuted in Common Pleas Court Number Five by Mr. Love and Myself, the
Davenport, la. — M. Rollins has
Duke,
W
action was not dropped but discon- his theater to Thos.
Howard
and F. G. Boyden.
tinued pending the fulfillment and
good faith of the film companies in
L. L. Hayes Appointed
not discriminating against my thea(Special to THE FILM DAILY!
ters in general and against the Ambassador theater in particular; that I
Hillsdale, Mich.— L. L. Hayes
was not compelled in any manner, been named manager of the D
shape or form to assume any of the operated
by
the
Maj
obligations of our predecessors nor Theater Co. of Jackson,ijestic-Col
any of the contracts arranged or
negotiated by them, a large portion
of which were antidated and rushed
and SERVICE
through after settlement of the propE. O. BLACKBURN
erty had taken place and which they
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVI
were endeavoring to force me to play.
Rothacker
Film Mfg. Co.
"I did agree to play one of the
Chicago, 111.
pictures previously contracted for
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
with the distinct understanding that
Hollywood,
Cal.
the contract was to be made directly 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill
with me and that thereby no precedent was established obligating me
in any way. There was no recognition of the Film Board of Trade nor
the big stick of the Hoy System,
which I consider a menace to every
Most complete in East. P«
theater owner and . exhibitor in the
feet lighting equipment. Mo
United States and Canada, and which
em sets. Extensive props a:
the Department of Justice must dewardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
Evans No Longer Committeeman
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 99t
Sydney S. Cohen in commenting
on the stand of the Pennsvlvania
M.strov."
P. T. O. regarding the Hoy Reporting Service stated that John S.
Evans who early in July said for that
FILMACK PRODUCTIO
unit that the exhibitors were opposed
to Hoy is no longer national committeeman from Eastern Pennsylvania.
The special committee headed by

ROTHACKER

PRI^

STUDIO FOR RENT

TRAILER

Lewen

Pizor repudiated Evans' statement
and in view
statement it would
seem of
thatCohen's
Evans spoke
as an individual and not as an official of the Eastern Pennsylvania unit.
M. J. O'TooIe stated yesterday
that Denny Harris of Pittsburgh had
been elected national committeeman
from Western Pennsylvania. The
Eastern unit is temporarily without
one.
Buys the Liberty

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlantic
City, N. J. — Abe
Zabel,
real estate operator,
has purchased
the Liberty for about $100,000.

With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6
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Hour

Servi«

Without fear of contradiction
maintain that our Trailers are
jest of their kind.
Make us provi

IRVING MACK & C
808 S. Wabash,
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Guts

PatheNews

and

Flashes

Roy Crawford,
vice-president
and
treasurer of Associated Exhibitors, is
at William Early's Camp in Maine.

No. 57
/ Rocklifife Fellowes
will appear in
AMUNDSEN
LEAVES
FOR
THE
J
'''The
Stranger's
Banquet,"
Marshall
NORTH POLE — Scenes from Nome, Alaska, as famous Arctic explorer leaves to make Neilan's first picture for Goldwyn.
an aeroplane flight to North Pole.
Seena Owen and Lionel BarryTHE "FOUR COURTS" AFTER THE
BATTLE — Scenes from Dublin taken im- more will appear in "The Face in
mediately after the assault on the Republican
the
Fog" will
for direct.
Cosmopolitan. Alan
stronghold.
Crosland
WILD MEN AND WILD HORSES— Annual Tri-State Roundup at Belle Fourche,
Gerhard Wallmaii. of Swedish
S. D., makes a thrilling spectacle.
GERMANY OCCUPIES SILESIAN TER- Biograph who has been appearRITORY— Scenes from Oppeln as German
ing in "The Legend of Sleepy Holarmy enters territory awarded through Verlow," has completed work in that
sailles treaty.
film.
Other first page news as usual.

today
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Brown

Has

Plans

FILM

DAILY)

Old Forge, N. Y. — G. Harry Brown
will build a theater.
To

Build

(Special

to THE

in

Sanford

FILM

DAILY)

Sanford, Fla. — Frank Miller and
Edward Lane will erect a house seating 1,000 on the Star Theater lot.
Parker Film Buys Two
Dallas — Parker Film has purchased
''The
Unconquered
Woman"
and
"The Soul of Man"
for the Southwest.
Offering Illinois Theater for Sale
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Family. Marion,
111., has been advertised for sale in
local newspapers. The management
is also offering to sell a smaller
house in a town of 1200 near Marion.
The latter town has a population of
12,000 and is the country seat of
Williamson County, 111. An immediate cash sale is sought.
Waco

Exhibitor Takes Non-suit

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Waco, Tex. — A non-suit was taken
in the seventy-fourth district court
last week by J. A. Lemke against the
city of Waco, the amusement censor
and other officials, asking that they
be permanently restrained from interfering with the operation of his
house. The testimony showed that
the time for which the plaintiff had
paid his occupation tax had expired
when the acts complained of were
committed. It was proposed to have
the plaintiff pay the tax immediately
and refile the petition but the court
"uled that the payment of the tax
ivould not improve the status of
Dlaintiff, because the application for
he injunction was filed while plainiff was delinquent. The court said
further proceedings would have to be
jjased upon acts of defendants after
:he tax was paid.

SHORT STUrr NUMBER

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

OF

Des Moines, la. — Walter F. Davis
is now manager of the Rialto here.
Signs Roberts and Madison
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Louis B. Mayer has
signed Edith Roberts and Cleo Madison to appear in "The Dangerous

Los Angeles — The Dodson, seating
1,530 is being erected on Seventh St.
(Special to THE

AND

Davis in Des Moines

(Special

Dodson Going Up

PROGRAM BUILDING

Start Exchange Building

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas — Work on a five-story, fireAge."
proof exchange building has been begun. It will cost $240,000 and is being financed by H. P. Willard and J.
O. Davis.
St. Louis
(Special

Exhibitor
to THE

FILM

(Special

Plans

Apartment

to THE

FILM

Project

DAILY)

May Cut Playing Dates
FILM

DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.— It is reported that
because daylight saving has cut into
the business at some of the local
houses, several will decide to run only
three days each week during the summer.
Sarr Leaves Rochester Theater
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y. — Fred Sarr has
resigned
manager
of Fay'scity.
theater
to accept asa post
in another
He
was

given a banquet by the Theatrical Managers' Ass'n and the
Rochester
last
week. M. P. Exhibitors' League
Hahn

ronnERLYi

Out The First Week In August

DAILY)

Chicago — G. K. Spoor, president of
Essanay, plans a large apartment
project, the first unit, a nine-story
building costing $950,000, having been
designed. Four duplicates will go up
later.
(Special to THE

7^RE(0CMIZED

Authority

Murdered

St. Louis — Jacob Sprecht of Caseyville. 111., part owner of the Monroe
airdome at Chippewa St. and California Ave., was found murdered a
few davs ago.
•
Spoor

:9^<*biiAdstreet
o/'FILMDOM

A Special Edition that will be
of value to the exhibitor every
day throughout the coming
year — articles by the leading
exhibitors of the country — a
complete chart of all short stuff
released, etc, etc.

Reserve Space Now
No Increase In Rates

is Appointed

tSpecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — John G. Hahn has been
appointed assistant general manager
of the Rothackcr Film Co., and while
Watterson R. Rothacker is in Europe
during the summer he will be in
charge here. The board of directors
chose him for the post, Hahn being
a member of the board as well as secretary of the Illinois Rothacker Corp.

"Our Advertising Department is
as close to you as your phone."

z^^

DAILV
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Putting It Over
Sunday *s Issue

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Dallas, Tex.— William W. Hays,
manager of the Grand, used a very
attractive cut-out for showing
"Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight." He built a miniature stage,
placed a cut-out of the mother of the
picture in back of his prescenium
opening. An old fashioned oil lamp
was put in the window, the wick
having been replaced by a small
electric bulb. White carnations were
used to tie the display up with
Mothers Day. The cost of the display was only $4, Hay doing the
whole job himself, including the hand
lettering.
A large turn-out resulted.

Shut During Warm
(Special to THE

FILM

15, 1922
Weather
DAILY)

Beaumont, Tex. — During the summer, the People's will remain closed.
Oak Cliff House Opens
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

<

Oak
Cliff, Tex. — The
Rosewin, a '
neighborhood house, has been opened.

of the rons.
message
the theater's
When the tomoment
arrived patthe
New National to Open Soon
audience became a single unit, list(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
ening to Jackie Coogan, as the young
Mexico,
Tex.
—
The
New
National
star told them of his fishing expedition, stated that he had caught an is to open shortly.
18-inch bass but that his father had
Begin Theater in Robstown
caught more fish, said he had just
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
acquired a new dog and hoped that
Robstown, Tex. — H. H. Elliott has
thev all liked his new picture. The
stunt had been advertised in advance begun building a new theater.
so that every one in Indianapolis
Mishawaka Will Seat 1,200
knew of it. That was the essential
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
part of the exploitation. Many of
Mishawaka, Miss — The Mishawaka
the patrons came claiming that it
is to be erected.
It will seat 1,200.
was only another "dodge," but when
Jackie's voice actually filtered over
Torgan
Managing
Lowell
Strand
the broadcasting station they were
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco — At the California, agreeably surprised and at the conLowell, Mass. — Samuel Torgan has
Roth and Samig enlisted the aid of heartily. clusion of his message applauded him
been
appointed
manager
of
the
the First National exploitation man
Strand.
in consummating their decision to
The cost was limited to the charge
Now Own Eureka House
put all their advertising resources be- for the long distance telephone call
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for
the
special
notice
was
included
hind a short subject, "Cops." The
Eureka, S. D. — August D. Harr and
big feature of the campaign was a in the regluar advertising done by
J. J. Stock are now the owners of the
concerted action by which all motor- the theater.
ists on the avenue were stopped and
Idle Hour.
told to look out for cops. Then they
Cleveland, O.— J. L. McCurdy,
Constructive Work Begun
Start Fox House
were handed a card reading: "If you manager of the Standard, is an op(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
violate a parking ordinance you are
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
portunist. One night a few weeks
Lumberton,
Miss. — • Fornea
anc
to see 'Cops.' But you'll enjoy ago he was reading a newspaper ac- Walker
Oakland,
Cal. — Work on the new sure
have
started
constructior
them more by seeing Buster Keaton
count of the attempt of William E. work on a new theater.
Fox theater has been begun.
etc." It was good for a laugh and, Arnold to beat the endurance record
used in conjunction with the conven- for piano playing in which the followJones Leases Majestic
tion of the International Chiefs of
Closes Down Permanently
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
ing remark appeared: "If I could only
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Police, then being held in San Fran- have the movies to watch and keep
Mabank,
Tex. — J. J. Jones
has
Breckenridge, Tex. — Poor businesi
cisco, had ready made
co-operation.
leased the Majestic from B. E. Dunn.
my mind off this job, I know I'd has resulted in the permanent closin}
win." Arnold said this as his twenty- of the Alamo.
LeBrun to Establish Theater
Los Angeles — The Kinema in ex- fiftlfe hour of continuous playing be(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
ploiting the title "Fools First," played
Lease
Priscilla, Lewiston
up the detective angle. Chief of
McCurdy immediately began scour(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Decatur,
Ind. — Jess LeBrun
will Police Oaks was invited to a special
ing Cleveland for a projector, rounded
establish a picture house.
Lewiston,
Me. — A
lease
on
th
showing with his entire staff, includ- up an operator and landed at the Priscilla has been secured by C. j
ing all the members of the detective music store where the contest was Russell from Dr. Robert J. Wisemai
Andrews Sells to Donathon
department. The criminoligists, local- being held, with a print of "Outside
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ly famous, gave their opinions on the
the only thing he could obIsis Nears Completion
Boonville, Ark. — F. Donathon has lesson expressed in the picture, the the Law,"
tain at that time of night, two Cen(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
purchased the Crystal from Mr.
tury Comedies and the show he was
technical points of criminology inAndrews.
volved in the detection and eventual playing that week at the Standard.
Warsaw,
N. isCr—
Johnup Quinn'
house,
the Isis,
going
rapidl
reformation of the chief character of He set
gan."up shop right in the im- and will be ready to open before lon(
Van Huyning Gets Lease
mense
show
window
of
the
Wurlitzer
the story. These were printed in the
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
local paper and formed the basis for store and gave Arnold a show of his
Fire Damages Star
lola, Kan. — E. Van
Huyning has extensive discussion by correspond- own. Several hundred interested
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ence that aroused interest in the spectators also enjoyed the performsecured a 10-year lease on the new
Houston, Tex.— A loss of $10,0f
house which Ira D. Kelly will build. theme of the production. Equally
ance which lasted from 1 A. M. to
effective were the services of a dare 8 A. M. There was a bulletin board was caused by a fire at the Star, th
house being partially destroyed.
Garrett and Patterson Buy Two
devil aviator who flew above holiday
in the window reading: "Courtesy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
crowds, dropping 50,000 cards with of Standard Theater and Universal
General Amuse. Co. Plans One
Wellington, O. — Two local houses a message about the Marshall Neilan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Film
Exchange."
film.
Every
hundredth
card
was
Arnold
broke
the
former
record,
44
have been purchased by Scott GarChicago — The General Amuse. C
numbered and was a free admission hours and 30 minutes by more than
rett and Mr. Patterson.
is to erect a 1,000 seater on Kedz
to the Kinema, having been so adver- half an hour, his new marke being 45 Ave. and Courtland St.
Wire Replaces Hallgrimson
tised. The avia'tor's flight was pub- hours and 1 minute, and the Stand(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
licized as "Fools' Stunts for Fools
ard obtained much publicity meanBuys Interest for New Yorkers
Winnipeg — W. M. Wire has re- First" and the tie-up with the title while.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
placed O. J. Hallgrimson as manager caught the fancy of the crowd which
Oswego, N. Y. — Thomas J. Low|
Building in Winnipeg
at the Rialto, the lease on that house cheered him to the echo when he
of Syracuse, representing New Yo
now being in the hands of Black and made his final descent to safety.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
City men, has purchased the inter*
Armstrong.
Winnipeg, Man. — A house seating in the Capitol owned by Harry
Indianapolis, Ind. — The radio was 1,200 and costing $60,000 is going up Morton.
Will Be Ready October, 1923
used to help exploit Jackie Coogan at Parkview and Portage Ave.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in "Trouble," at the (Zircle. A long
Opening Date Set for Novembejl
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Shreveport, La. — The Saenger- distance call from Hollywood to the
Secure the Clinton
Ehrlich interests will have completed Circle had been expedited several
Troy,
N. Y.— Frank P. Dolan, El
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the rebuilding of the Grand Opera days beforehand with the officials
ward Murphy and Joseph Murph|
Clinton, la. — Dixon and Stewart theater will be ready to open
House by October, 1923. About of the telephone company. The
$1,000,000 will be involved, the seat- local radio broadcasting station have secured the Clinton. For sev- November. It will seat 2,600 and,!
ing capacity being increased from loaned its amplifiers and expert operal years, they have run it as man- is said, will be called the Mil
ager and treasurer respectively.
1,400 to 2,500.
erators for the proper
transmission
Strand.
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A Superb Screen Entertainment—Rich in Sentiment,
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A Powerful Wilde Story,
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Features Reviewed
HUMAN

HEARTS

SPANISH

Paramount
Clara Kimball Young in
THE

WORLDLY

Betty Compson
Goldwyn

in

ALWAYS
.Xl;

Charles Jones in
Fox
Thomas

TROOPER

William Fox renews lease on Lyric and takes over
44th St. Number of specials to be shown there.

IF YOU

IN THE
Film Booking Offices

BELIEVE

NAME

OF

M. P. Machine Operators' Union won't stand for
10% wage cut asked by T. O. C. C. Latter claims
reduction is necessary.
\V. A. Bach resigns as general manager
Lasky Film Service, Ltd., of Canada
Friday
ceeded by Gerald C. Akers.
Hodkinson

of Famousand is suc-

denies any deal on "Salome."

WOMAN
Page 8

Certain New England exhibitors uneasy over BlackFamous Players deal. May ask M. P. T. O. for
another investigation.

O'NEIL
Page 9

Operators advise T. O. C. C. to reduce overhead

Meighan in

Paramount

talking film

JADE
Page 3

ALASKA
Page 7

THE

new

Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger's suit against the Philadelphia Board of Trade ends. Settlement made
out of court.

Page 6
OF

Hodkinson to distribute "Fun from the Press," made
by Literary Digest. Company dickering for
"Salome."
Associated Screen News, Inc., opens Flushing laboratory. Using tube process.
Civic associations rounding out committee to work
with Will H. Hays.

Page 2

MADONNA

Equity Pictures — State Rights
Jane Novak in
BELLE
American Releasing Corp

.Silent Drama Syndicate announces new color process. Claims elimination of all fringing.
Wednesday

University of Chicago announces
Thursday
invention.

Jewel-Universal
THE

Harold B. Franklin elected president of Black's New
England Theaters, Inc.
Alfred S. Black assumes presidency of Ice Poles, Inc.,
an ice cream company.

IT, IT'S SO
Page 10
THE

LAW
Page 1 1

Short Reels

Page 13

Current Releases

Page 14

through rental cuts, not through operators' wages.
Pennsylvania M. P. T. O. denies any opposition to
Hoy there as reported in statement by John S.
Evans.
F. B. O. to film "Uncle Tom's CalMn."
now circulating in New England.

title "Hate."
Metro sued over use of
leased one in 1917. Saturday

Old version

Fairmount

re-

Hays' organization virtually adopts arbitration plan,
not based on Hoy Reporting Service idea.
Goldwyn-First National deal near consummation.

*Pardoning the bad is injuring the good," — Benjamin Franklin.
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A Human
"HUMAN

HEARTS"

DIRECTION
Gets the spectator's interest at
the start and never loses it; very good all the
way through
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
PLAYERS
House Peters gives another of his
very worth while performances; an exceptionally fine cast including Russell Simpson, Gertrude Claire, George Hackathorne, Edith Hallor
and others

OF STORY

Very pretty
Good
Good
.Son of countryman

marries city girl against father's wishes and
later serves a prison term for the murder of his
father whom he believes his wife murdered
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,350 feet
There have been a number of pictures similar in
theme to "Human Hearts" but in this instance the production isnot going to suffer because of being like so
many others. It is just strong enough and different
to hold its own and satisfy the desires of those who
like wholesome dramatic entertainment.
The story is by Hal Reid and has served as a popular stage play in the past. It provides an entirely suitable and worth while vehicle for the screen and with

A Good

16, 1922

Story, a Fine Production, and Excellent Acting

Jewel-Universal
DIRECTOR
King Baggot
AUTHOR
Hal Reid
Lucien Hubbard
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
Victor Milner and Otto Dyar
AS A WHOLE
Heart interest drama that
scores successful entertainment and should
prove good box office attraction
STORY
Wholesome and interesting; moves
along in splendid succession of events and never
drags

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Sunday, July

the fully satisfying production accorded it by King
Baggot, has every chance of being a real box office
number, the feature of greatest importance to the exhibitor. The atmosphere of the small town with its
typical townspeople and associate characteristics is
remarkably well represented, not only generally,
but in numerous individual touches that really stand
out prominently. There is the blacksmith shop, the
typical town cronies and events in the life of the village such as the annual picnic with its greased pig
contest. These are only a few of the touches that
makes the picture seem to live, gives it an atmosphere
of realism.
The situations are not what you would probably
call strictly original but they have been skilfully
handled and so well acted that they become distinctive.
The director leads up to the dramatic climaxes with a
surety and increasing interest without forcing it and
throughout he touches it off with a mother love that is
obvious though never dominating. Lastly, he has assembled a cast that is capable and well suited to the
most unimportant member.
House Peters' performance in "Human Hearts" is
worthy of stellar prominence. His playing is careful
and yet natural and he seems to have an unfailing
ability to make himself fit in with surroundings. He'll
gain more admirers with this. Gertrude Claire, as the
mother, gives the next most impressive performance
while Edith Hallor, George Hackathorne and Russell
Simpson are equally capable and dependable.
Story : Logan, a farmer, cuts off his son, Tom,
when the latter marries what his father calls a scheming city woman, Bar1:)ara Kay. Tom and Barbara are
happy with their babe until the wife begins to long
for the city. An old admirer kills Tom's father when
he interferes with an elopement plan. Tom, thinking
Barbara committed the murder, assumes the guilt and
goes to jail. Barbara joins her lover but finally confesses, Tom is released and they go back home to
Tom's mother.

Entertainment But It's Up To You To Put It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You know pretty well by now how your folks take
to heart interest stories such as that contained in

It would probably interest the "fan" crowd to know
that the author is the father of Wallace Reid. Play

"Human Hearts," and just about what the picture can
do for you. Where they like clean, wholesome dramatic entertainment you should be al)le to make a profitable return through the exhibiting of this feature. It
will bear any promises you care to make for it in the
way of good production, fine acting, and a worth while
story.

up House Peters' name and tell them not to miss
performance in "Human Hearts." It is worth
price of admission. The title is a good one and
go well with catchlines and whatever exploitation
can give it. A trailer will arouse their interest
stills in the lobby will be enough to let them know
picture is good to look at.
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Very Pleasing Spanish Atmosphere Gives It Fine Pictorial Appeal
"THE

conclusion, except for the continuance of attractive
locale.

SPANISH JADE"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
John S. Robertson
AUTHORS
Louis Joseph Vance, the play;
Maurice Hewlett, the novel
SCENARIO BY
Josephine Lovett
CAMERAMAN
Roy Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE
Plenty of pleasing atmosphere
in real Spanish backgrounds makes it splendid
offering pictorially
STORY
Rather interesting dramatic romance
but too long drawn out and suffers from unnecessary detail
DIRECTION
Very good for the most part although he uses too much footage in telling story
in round-about fashion
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Well suited cast including Evelyn
Brent, David Powell, Marc MacDermott,
Charles de Rochefort, Harry Ham, and others;
all do good work
EXTERIORS
Very attractive
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Suffices ; too many sub-titles
CHARACTER OF STORY
Spanish senorita
sold by step-father to no-account son of nobleman, kills him but is saved by her lover
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,111 feet
Director John S. Robertson has provided such a splendid production for "The Spanish Jade," from the play by
Louis Joseph Vance and the novel by Maurice Hewlett, that it is unfortunate he did not have better story
material to work with. It is a fairly interesting dramatic romance that is sufficiently original and strong in
situations at first but when the story is about half told,
it drifts into an uninteresting and unconvincing vendetta theme that drags it to a more or less monotonous

Will

Satisfy Unless

They

The opening reels promise a wholly appealing story
with the introduction of the characters and the first
situation, that in which the vagabond step-father sells
his daughter to Esteban, no-account son of the aristocrat, Don Luis. And even up to the point where
the girl kills Esteban to save the life of an American
who has befriended her, the story -maintains its interest. But after this it drifts into a long drawn out, and
eventually, draggy vendetta sequence in which Don
Luis tries to avenge his son's death.
The court room scene is much too long and repetitious. It goes back over all the details of the murder
with which the spectator is already familiar. Director
Robertson has included a slight comedy vein both in
the character of the hero and Esteban's fat servant
who rides about on the back of a burro, much. the worse
ff)r its burden. The locations throughout are unusually attractive and appropriate, the film having been
made in Spain. The photography is also very good.
David Powell, the featured player, is interesting in
the role of Perez, a wanderer who falls in love with the
heroine, nicely portrayed by Evelyn Brent. Harry
Ham, of comedy fame, is the American and Marc MacDermott suits the role of Don Luis. The cast, on the
whole, is a good one.
Story : Manuela, step-daughter of a gambler, is
given to Esteban, in payment of a debt. She escapes
from Esteban and later is rescued from a vagabond by
Manvers, an American. Esteban locates her and
threatens to kill Manvers but Manuela stabs Esteban
first. She gives herself up against the wishes of Perez,
a devoted slave to Manuela. She is sentenced to
prison for life, but from which she can escape by marriage. Perez is overcome with joy when he learns
Manuela loves him and not the American. They are
married.

Object to Dragging of Story Toward Close

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Delightful Spanish atmpsphere and locations that
give it a first rate pictorial appeal are your best talking
points in connection with "The Spanish Jade." Be
sure to let them know that Director Robertson took

among your patrons, tell them they will like him as Gil
Perez, a Spanish wanderer, who was in love with a girl
but did not know she loved him. Catchlines will give

his company abroad to make the picture. It should
interest them to know that tlie film was made in the
country where the story is supposed to take place.

a good idea of the story and the title is sufficiently attractive toboost. Your only objectors are likely to be
those who want snappy, fast action stories and pictures with little drama or romance. You can safely

David Powell's name is well enough known to warrant using and if you number any of his admirers

make promises for the production and play up pictorial values.

Geoii Pictune miih a Pxinch
In May and June, 1,000 theatres bought this fastmoving, powerful production and this fine combination of skilled director, great cast and resultant
good entertainment is drawing heavy patronage
into theatres everywhere.
With such a title as your audience-magnet there
are instant values for you in

'Daw
Marjone

0h9 Mario
0

Pat
^i\ OMalky

Jiarshall

With an all-star cast Including
NOAH BEERY^ MARJORIE DAW« PAT O'MALLEY
TULLY MARSHALL
Written and directed by MARION FAIRFAX
Johnston's Motion Picture News
praised it for box-office power and
human interest. Moving Picture
World rated it as sure-fire entertainment, Harrison says it has
good audience values and that all
kinds of audiences will like it.

Film Daily says, "You will certainly
do business with this one;" Exhibitors Trade Re view say s,"Nobody
can fail to like it" and Exhibitors
Herald says, "Marion Fairfax left
out nothing that audiences like on
the screen."

iX£KH

JVoah Beeri;

In Cuuda: Canadiap Releasing CorpomiioD, himiied

Sjeasxni*'Snour SpEcicd"
See the critic's review in The Film
Daily, dated July 9th, which savs:
"'JAN OF THE BIG SNOWS' is a
good bit different from most of
Garwood's stories and contains no
wasted footage on unessential details.
You can be certain of pleasing

audiences with 'JAN.'"

Cyrwood's

Drama of the Hudson Bay Country

JAN OP TH E
BIG
SNOWS
Directed by Charles M.Seay

There's a strong, elemental force in this human Gurwood story
of a woman — the only woman at a fur traders' post — protected
by the code of the Far North against a designing agent from
civilization.
It is a story of honor, love and loyalty.
The other trade journal critics have been just as vigorous in their
approval. "A picture that will please nine out of every ten
picture fans," says Motion Picture News. "It will satisfy all
who
like strong
outdoor subjects; among Gurwood's best," says
Exhibitors
Herald.

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Caoadj: Canadian Relcasin;; CorporatioD, Limited
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Star Has Dual Role in Unconvincing Production
Clara Kimball Young in
"THE

WORLDLY
Equity — State

MADONNA"
Rights
DIRECTOR
Harry Garson
AUTHOR
Sada Cowan
SCENARIO BY
Sada Cowan
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Edeson
AS A WHOLE
Unconvincing drama saved by
good work on part of star. Well directed and
staged
STORY
Does not ring true.
Situations forced
and overdone
DIRECTION
Good.
Allows star full freedom
but fails to gain very much sympathy for her
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Carries entire production by playing dual
role.
Does good work
but is hampered by
questionable story
SUPPORT
Includes William P. Carleton, Richard
Tucker and George Hackathorne
EXTERIORS . . . .,
Fair
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nun takes sister's
place and goes to jail for her.
Contrast of
cabaret and convent life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet
"The Worldly Madonna" has lots of good acting,
strong drama, contrast and all the other elements
that go to make an appealing production, but the
story fails to convince and the star gains little
sympathy for herself.
Clara Kimball Young plays a dual role. In the
first part of the production she takes the part of a
cabaret dancer and drug fiend. Then to avoid imprisonment she changes places with her sister, a nun.

The Star's Name

When the man, whom she thought she killed, recovers
she leaves the convent and allows her sister to
return to the veil. Such a character as this can
gain very little sympathy from an average audience.
The character of the self sacrificing nun, who is the
real heroine is also a little unconvincing. It is questionable whether a nun would impersonate her sister so
far as to appear in cabaret for her. This is stretching
it a bit too far. In the end of the story the guilty
sister repents and marries her lover, but there is nothing to show that she freed herself of the drug habit.
Two shootings occur in the opening scenes and
you are led to believe that both men are killed. The
situations that follow depend upon this, but in the
end you find that both men have recovered and because
of this none is guilty. Another weak point in the
story is the amount of deception employed. The girl
pretends that she is' a nun while her sister, the real
nun, deceives all into believing that she is the dancer.
The hero believes that the nun is his sweetheart and
so does the villain.
The good work that the star does in this complicated
dual role is entirely overshadowed by the weakness
in the story. Director Garson has done as well as
could be expected with this material. He has allowed
the star a good deal of play, but has failed to place
her in a sympathetic light. The photography and
supporting cast are good.
Story : Lucy, a dancer, shoots her lover in a quarrel
and escapes to the convent where her sister is a nun.
Here she changes clothes with her sister Janet and
plays the part of a nun while Janet returns to town
and goes to prison for the shooting-. The nian recovers and Lucy is welcomed back to the cabaret
where she is forced to sing. Then both appear to
save the lover ; and all is explained.

Is Your Best Drawing Card

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It all depends upon how well Clara Kimball Youngstands with your patrons. If she is popular in your
vicinity then you can safely run this one. Her admirers will be glad to see her regardless of the story.
You can safely promise some good acting but do not
say very much about the story or they may be disappointed.

Mention the cabaret scenes and the convent shots
but it might be well to cut out the scenes showing the
star smoking in the convent. They are likely to
ofifend those of Catholic faith. Mention some of the
star's former releases if you have played them and
use the posters and stills. The use of a trailer and
slides may help attract.
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Good Acting and Gold Rush Story Make
Jane Novak in
"BELLE OF ALASKA"
American Releasing Corp.
Chester Bennett
J. Grubb Alexander and Harvey

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
Gates
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Jack MacKenzie
AS A WHOLE
Satisfying entertainment, built
around
Klondike
days.
Many
situations, climaxes and changes
STORY
Biographical and a bit rambling but
holds the attention
DIRECTION
Some good effects but a little uneven
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Fair
STAR
Pleasing and does good work throughout
SUPPORT
Adequate.
Includes Noah Beery
and J. Frank Glendon
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
O. K.
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young wife separated from husband in gold rush.
Falls victim
of circumstances but defends herself by taking
the identity of a dead companion
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
The "Belle of Alaska" is a satisfying entertainment
dealing with the gold rush in Alaska. The scenes
are laid in Seattle and Nome in about the year 1899.
The story deals mainly with the adventures and experiences ofa deserted farmer's wife who attempts to
join her husband in Alaska. This role is taken by
Jane Novak who does some nice bits of acting and
carries the burden of the production.

Use the Star's Name

Satisfying Entertainment

Director Bennett has achieved some good effects
and helped intensify the drama in its many situations.
In some places he has allowed a little overacting and
has given too much importance to minor details. As
a whole he has obtained an interesting and entertaining
offering built with familiar material.
The story is a little rambling and events seem to
"just happen" as they do in real life. There is little
foreshadowing and no accumulation but it holds the attention just the same and deals with a picturesque and
dramatic period of American life.
There is but one episode in the entire production
that might raise a question in the minds of the audience. This is after the girl shoots the bully in selfdefense and becomes a fugitive from justice. There
seems to be no need for her to run away from such
kind of law breaking, yet much of the story depends
upon this unconvincing point.
In the cast J. Frank Glendon and Noah Beery support the star with some good work to their credit.
Florence Carpenter and Leslie Bates add a needed
contrast of strong and well done character parts.
Story: A farmer and his wife, Ruth, sell their home
and set out for Alaska. They are separated in Seattle
where Ruth gets a job in a lunch room. She shoots a
man in self defence and flees to Alaska. The ship is
wrecked before it reaches its destination but Ruth is
rescued by a passing steamer. She takes advantage
of the disaster to assume the identity of her companion
who was known as "Chicago Belle" and who was on
her way to a dance hall in Nome. Ruth gives birth
to a baby and avoids the dance hall until one of the
rich miners wagers that he will make her dance. He
turns out to be her lost husband but money and life in
Alaska has worked a decided change in him. The
former owner of the Seattle lunch room arrives, and
fights the evil husband -and wins the girl.

and Play Up the Alaska Theme

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Mention Jane Novak in your advertisements for she
has many admirers and a steadily increasing following.
Also play up the Alaska idea in the story for this
period of American life is romantic and always attractive. You can promise some good acting and
plenty of dramatic situations.
Give them an idea of what the story is about and tell
them that it is a chapter of a girl's life during the gold

rush. Shovels, picks and money bags hung al)out the
lobby will attract attention and lend atmosphere to
the offering. Stills of some of the climax scenes and
a trailer run a week before will also help attract. A
catchline might read : "The Belle of Alaska was not
the kind of a girl that they thought she would be before she arrived."
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'Good

Production

But

Story

THE
WOMAN"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Arthur Rosson
Perley Poore Sheehan
Perley Poore Sheehan
Ernest Palmer

AS A WHOLE

May satisfy those who can understand itbut it is much too incomprehensive
for the average audience
STORY
A weird and fantastic concoction of
situations, scenery and time ; too complicated
in its romance
DIRECTION
Varies; good as far as production

is concerned
but
comprehension
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

hasn't

maintained

a proper

Usually very good
Good

STAR
Does very good work at times
SUPPORT
Doris Pawn, Macey Harlam and
Emory Johnson strive to make you believe in
them
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Egyptian mystic
leads American dancer to desert claiming she is
reincarnated spirit of ancient queen and that a
treasure awaits her in a secret tomb in the desert
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
.5,450 feet
It is possible that Betty Compson's personally produced production "Always the Woman" will satisfy
those who like unusual settings, fantastic atmosphere
and reincarnation themes, but they will have to accept
all this without getting a very definite idea of their
relation to each other because the offering is generally quite incomprehensive. The story is not sufficiently well put together for the spectator to grasp it
readily and clearly.
He can get a fair idea of what it

Star's Name

16, 1922

Is Not Easy to Follow

Arthur Rosson has provided a fairly spectacular production and there are numerous attractive settings
tliat are excellently lighted and splendidly photographed. Those representing the interior of the temple are interesting and some pretty desert locations
with a few beautiful night shots are the 1)est of the
exteriors. It would seem that the director has given
too much attention to artistic detail and not enough
to story development. One reason for the story's failure to be clear is the lack of a definite premise at the
start. The characters are introduced, one after the
other, without enough explanation as to their relations
in the play. Those who have no trouble in placing
the characters right off will not find it difficult to follow the rest of the story, but if they miss out at the
start, the remainder of the picture is bound to be a bit
vague.
The Egyptian sequence in the latter reels bears a
resemblance to the recent Sheik pictures and contains
a certain amount of audience appeal that can undoubtedly be relied upon to please them. Betty Compson
gives a good performance and in the scenes where the
Egyptian mystic tries to persuade her into believing
that she is a reincarnated spirit of his ancient queen,
she offers some good humorous touches and the subtitles bring a few laughs. Emory Johnson is suitable
as the hero while Macey Harlam glories in the role of
the Egyptian statesman.
Story : Celia Thaxter, a dancer en route to the
Orient, is told by a mystic on board the ship that she
is the reincarnated spirit of an ancient Egyptian qtieen
and that a great treasure, hidden in the desert, awaits
her coming. Kelim Pasha, an Egyptian statesman,
also on board, desires the dancer and plans to win her
through his lackey. Stanhope, who proposes to Celia.
Meantime Celia has fallen in love with Boone, an
American, whose wife is in love with Pasha. How
Pasha's plans are spoiled and Celia marries Boone,
remains to be told.

and Desert Atmosphere Can Be Played Up
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors will have to decide for themselves
whether or not they can show "Always the Woman"
and satisfy their patrons because it depends upon just
what your particular clientele wants. If they like romance and don't mind
will accept the Betty
happen to know they
reincarnation you can

July

is all about but not enough to satisfy him if he wants
to sit back and thoroughly enjoy it.

Betty Compson in

"ALWAYS

Sunday,

it being fairly improbable, they
Compson feature. Or if you
are interested in the theory of
tmdoubtedly bring them in by

playing up this angle of the story.
Where the star is a favorite it may go very well.
If you have played any recent Sheik pictures and did
good business, it might be well to let them know there
is desert atmosphere in this. Stills should bear you
out and use pictures of the Egyptian characters. Catchlines relative to the chorus girl who Vv'as once Egypt's
queen might attract attention.

Hailed as amazing and gt genuine
surprise, it absolutely took
New York by storm at the
Capitol the week of June 11th.
Revillon Freres

Nanook of the North

presents

Beside this film the usual photoplay,
the so-called dramatic work' of the
screen, becomes as thin and blank
as the celluloid on which it is

printed."

New York. Times

A Story of Life and Love in
the Actual Arctic
Produced by ROBERT

J. FLAHERTY,

Pafhepicture

F.R.G.S.

Nanook of the North
A whirlwind of applause at every performance at The Capitol: positive enthusiasm
from the New Tork papers!
"Beside this film the usual photoplay
... .becomes as thin and blank as the
celluloid on which it is printed. .. .It is
real.... Its people not acting but living
....Nanook is a genuine hero, one who
is watched with alert interest and suspense and far-reaching imagination....
There is body as well as dramatic vitality
to Nanook's story. . . .It is far more interesting, far more compelling purely as entertainment than any except the rare exceptions among photoplays. No matter
how intelligent a spectator may be. . . .he
can enjoy 'Nanook of the North.' " — N.
y. Times, June 12, 1922.
"There is a powerful thematic feeling
running through the picture, ending with
inspired appropriateness with scenes of
dogs howling in the bleak wilderness as
the storm com.es on, then dropping off to
sleep too tired to do anything but freeze
... .Fascinating." — N. Y. Herald, June
12, 1922.

"Far more interesting than most of the
features we have seen lately." — N. Y.
Tribune, June 12, 1922.
" 'Nanook of the North' at the Capitol
is a surprise picture
The surprise
comes in the amazing beauty and dramatic texture of this simple story. . . .It's
ivonderful!"—N. Y. World, June 12,
1922.
"Talk about atmosphere in photodrama!
There is more atmosphere to the cubic
centimeter around 'Nanook of the North'
than was ever compressed into the same
space in the previous history of the
screen! Far and away the best thing of
the kind that has been done. .. .Nanook
is a real superman. .. .The picture generates more thrills than a serial, provokes
more genuine mirth than a slapstick comedy.... From introduction to finale, 'Nanook of the North' is there!"— N. Y.
American, June 12, 1922.

For the first time in the history of
the New York Capitol the Monday's receipts exceeded Sunday's!
Pafheplcture
W
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One More Northwest Mounted to Add to the List
Charles Jones in
"TROOPER

Hero falls in love with a girl whom he believes is
guilty of murder and he must sacrifice love for duty

O'NEILL"

Fox
C. R. Wallace and Scott Dunlap
George Goodchild
William K. Howard
Lucien
Andriot

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

AS A WHOLE. . . .Conventional Northwest Mounted
picture that contains
fair action but nothing
that is new
STORY
The same old situation involving love
and duty; has one or two slight surprise twists
DIRECTION
Adequate but couldn't do very
much with trite material; production is suitable
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Well suited and will please admirers
SUPPORT. . . .Beatrice Burnham a pleasing heroine;
nearly everyone overacts at times
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Mounted

officer, in

love with girl he is forced to arrest, finally learns
she is not guilty of the murder
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,862 feet
The only difference between
Mounted picture, "Trooper
the others, is the absence of
summer in the North during
but everything else runs true

the latest Northwest

O'Neill," and most of
snow. It happens to be
the action of this story
to the formula, making

Charles Jones' latest release only an average entertainment because it is so very familiar and contains
such trite situations.
The Mounted Police offer is certainly working overtime on the screen of late, and the disappointing feature of it is that no one seems to get a new angle on
it. It is the same old struggle between love and duty.

by arresting her. But that isn't all. There has to
be a happy ending, and a deathbed confession clears
the girl's name once more.
There are one or two good bits of action, one at
the start when the hero-officer battles with his victim
on the precipice and continues the fight when they
fall into the rapids below, and then again when he
plans to trap another murderer by a ruse. On the
other hand the picture does hot offer as much excitement as the usual run of Charles Jones' western
features.
The directors have probably done as well as they
could with the story and it will prove thoroughly pleasing except in theaters where they have already had
their share of similar stories. One very faulty bit
of detail that the directors have overlooked entirely
in the costuming of players. From all appearances
it is summer in the Northwoods. The heroine wears
summer frocks and in one scene picks up a bouquet,
but throughout the entire picture the men wear fur
or knitted caps and heavy jackets.
Jones does his usual good work and Beatrice Burnham is a pleasing leading lady who photographs very
well. The supporting cast is adequate but most of
them overact. They are Francis McDonald, Claude
Payton, Sidney Jordan, Jack Rollins and Karl Forms.
Story : Trooper O'Neil is sent to bring in the murderer of Jacob Dell. He goes to the Saskatchewan
country and poses as a trapper, meets Marie and falls
in love with her. O'Neill has reason to believe that
her brother, Paul, or Pierre, a suitor of Marie's sister
Celeste, who died because Dell had refused to marry
her, killed Dell for revenge. O'Neil reasons, from
marks of shots fired, that the slayer bears a wound
in his right side. O'Neil is forced to accuse Marie
but
Pierre's
dying confession clears her name and
the two
are happy.

Will Do Unless Your Folks Are Tired of a Too Often Repeated Theme
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It is possible that you can satisfy your folks with
Charles Jones' latest feature, but only in case you
have not played many of the recent Northwest
Mounted pictures. There have been so many of them
that your folks are bound to tire of so much of the
same thing. If the star has a loyal following you
won't have to worry because they will likely be pleased
with "Trooper O'Neill."

The line "a tale of love and duty in the Northwest,"
will be all you need to let them know what to expect,
and of course the title readily suggests a story of
the Canadian

Royal Mounted

Police. Display some

stills in the lobby showing Jones with his new leading
lady and tell them

they will like the romance

tained in "Trooper O'Neil."
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Crook Story That Would Have Been
Thomas
"IF YOU

Meighan in

BELIEVE IT, IT'S SO"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
Tom Forman
AUTHOR
Perley Poore Sheehan
SCENARIO BY
Waldemar Young
CAMERAMAN
Harry Perry
AS A WHOLE
Fairly amusing picture that
might have been much better if it were not for
excess footage
STORY
Rather conventional theme dealing with
crook regeneration; some interesting characterizations.
DIRECTION
Good except that he goes in for
too much
detail which makes
it drag badly
several times
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Average
STAR
Has the sort of role he can handle very
well and will please his admirers
SUPPORT
Theodore Roberts contributes his
usual share of laughs; Pauline Stark suitable
and Chas. Ogle does a good bit
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Crook, reformed by
farmer whom he robbed, goes to the country
and saves people from other fakers
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,764 feet
Thomas

Meighan has a thoroughly suitable role in

Perley Poore Sheehan's story, "If You Believe It, It's
So" and the picture will probably satisfy the average
crowd and the star's admirers quite well. But at that
it is only fairly amusing when it might have been a
first class comedy-drama. The fault lies chiefly in
excess footage, consumed by unnecessary detail. Certain sequences are too long drawn out, as for instance.

Sunday,

July

16, 1922

More Interesting In Five Reels
that in which the hero debates about returning the
wallet to the countryman from whom he has stolen it.
The spectator is apt to lose patience waiting for the
hero to make up Jiis mind as to just what he will do.
This occurs again toward the close in the episode dealing with Sky Blue's, the crook's, plan to fleece the
small town folks with his pledges for donations to a
seminary which in reality are promissory notes that
he intends to discount and then disappear from the

The story does not move quickly enough to properly
place.
'hold the attention and it is mostly excess footage that
causes it to drag. Otherwise Tom Forman has done
very well with the story. He gets over some good
comedy and handles the regeneration theme adequately. Of course, Perley Poore Sheehan's story is
somewhat far-fetched but Director Forman manages
to keep it from being glaringly improbable and he has
provided a cast that does good work all around.
The role of "Chick" gives Meighan an undeniably
appropriate hero part, the sort that will appeal to his
admirers and the kind that he is especially capable of
portraying. Pauline Stark is a suitable, if not a beautiful, heroine. The best characterization is contributed
by Theodore Roberts as Sky Blue, a confidence man.
Ed Brady does an amusing comedy turn as the constable.
Story : Chick, the leader of a gang of crooks, decides to go straight before it is too late, so he lands in
St. Claire as a seller of soap. He meets Alvah Morley,
a country girl, whose uncle, Col. Williams, has lost
his fortune through drink. Chick goes to board with
the Morleys and later secures a position with Tine, a
realty agent. Sky Blue, a former accomplice of Chick's
arrives in town with a brand new scheme for easy
money. How Chick confesses his past to Alvah and
receives her forgiveness, runs Sky Blue out of town
and prevents the escape of his employer who has turned out to be a fraud, completes the story.

Will Satisfy If They Like Regeneration Themes or the Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Crook stories and regeneration themes always seem
to find an audience so you can probably satisfy your
folks with "If You Believe It, It's So," Thomas Meighan's latest release. You can tell them it is both amusing and dramatic and so reach them all. Those who
want to be amused will be satisfied with the comedy
it contains, and those who prefer something more serious should be pleased with the regeneration sequence.

Play up the star's name and you can use the names
of several in the cast such as Pauline Starke and
Charles Ogle, as well as Joseph Bowling, who will be
remembered as having appeared with Meighan in "The
Miracle Man." Your usual line of exploitation should
be adequate for this oflfering. You will only have to
mention the star's name to bring his admirers in.

THE
Sunday,

July

16, 1922

iSEg^

DAILY

Heart Interest and Mother Love Make

For Good Audience Appeal

11

son, a lawyer, proves his brother's innocence
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,217 feet

play for sympathy.
As a whole, the material contains a main situation
that, while not entirely original, offers the picture goer
something that is not used frequently and at the same
time pertains to every d^y life. It brings him the
ever appealing love of a mother for her child and shows
the extremes to which she will go to protect her own.
Then there is a touch of brother love in the character
of the hero who assumes the guilt of a theft which he
believes was committed by his sister, who, in turn, \\e
thought was stealing to save another brother.
Johnson, for the most part, tells his story in an unminced fashion and production values generally are
up to standard. Some of the interiors are a bit off,
particularly those representing the rooms of the policeman's cottage. At times, detail also is a bit stressed
through too many close-ups and shots that are held
longer than they should be. The director handles the
sequence in which the officer shoots his son, capably
and the trial scene is well handled. He has selected
a good company to fill the various roles.
Ralph Lewis, a dependable performer, is the police
officer ; Johnnie Walker is a well suited hero and Ella
Hall is satisfying as the heroine. Claire McDowell
makes a sympathetic and understanding mother. Juvenile players in the short prologue also do good work.

"In the Name of the Law" tells a satisfying heart
interest story that touches on the mother love theme
in its depiction of the conflict between love and duty
as found in the life of an officer of the law. Those

Story:' Mrs. O'Hara strives to give her eldest son,
Harry, an education while her husband, Patrick, an
officer of the law, works to pay for their little home.
Harry is accused of a theft he did not commit and his

who favor this particular type of screen offering
will be adequately pleased with the Emory Johnson
production inasmuch as it blends the elements that
make for human interest appeal, in a satisfying manner without becoming too tense or dragging too harshly
upon the heart strings. It gains a proper sympathy
without being gushy or making a strikingly obvious

mother draws the money from her husband's savings
to aid her son. Mary, an adopted daughter, also seeks
to obtain the money as a loan from her employer. How
Mary and Johnny, another brother, become involved
in the robbery of the bank, and Harry, who has cleared

"IN .THE NAME OF THE LAW"
Film Booking Offices of America
DIRECTOR
Emory Johnson
AUTHOR
Emilie Johnson
SCENARIO BY
Emilie Johnson
CAMERAMAN
Ross Fisher
AS A WHOLE
Heart interest story with mother
love angle offers satisfying entertainment
STORY
Contains audience appeal and will reach
a good majority who will be pleased with it
DIRECTION
Supplies an appropriate atmosphere and adequate
production;
occasionally
stresses detail too much
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Average
PLAYERS
A suitable and capable cast including Ralph Lewis in the principal role with Claire
McDowell, Ella Hall, Johnnie Walker and
Emory Johnson all doing good work
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Fair
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
PoHce officer shoots
his own son in performance of duty ; another

himself, wins his brother's acquittal, is told in the remainder of the picture.

Will Go Very Well Where They Like Sentimental Subjects
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It is quite likely that "In the Name of the Law"
will prove a first rate box office attraction. It has a
good title and a theme with a more or less general
appeal, both of which can be effectively exploited. A

The cooperation of your local police force would be
one sure means of advertising it and one of the best
boosters you could ask for. Johnnie Walker and Ella
Hall should be known to your patrons and if your folks

proper exploitation, on the whole, will have considerable to do with putting the film over. It offers plenty
of posibilities that will put it over for you if you take
advantage of them.

saw Ralph Lewis in "The Conquering Power," as the
miser, it isn't likely they have forgotten his good work.
Post the title of the picture widely and well in advance
of the showing. Promise heart interest and a good
mother love theme.

Open

Market

BETTY
B LYTH E
in

HOW

WOMEN
LOVE

Your New Star in Your
First Big Hit of the New
Season —
If you move fast enough!
B. B. PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

JAMES A. GAUSMAN, Sales Manager
15 West 44tb Street,' New York City

Some Short Reels
"Perils of the

a mask worn by a child who is the son of the woman

Yukon" — Universal

Type of production

IS chapter serial

Alaska during the gold rush days is the setting for Universal's latest chapter play. The opening episode contains some
historical shots which are interesting in themselves, but have
little or nothing to do with the general theme of the story.
For the sum of $7,200,000 Alaska was bought from Russia in
1867. The American flag was first raised on this territory in
the town of Sitka which at that time was nothing but a Russian settlement. It is here that the daughter of a Russian
trader falls in love with the American hero. Intrigue follows
which results in the lovers being separated on the eve of their
wedding. The girl is later forced to marry a Russian adventurer while the young man returns to San Francisco. Thirty
years later the son of the man beats his way into Alaska and
falls in love with the daughter of his father's sweetheart. The
Alaskan Indians provide a good deal of the action by capturing the hero and building a fire in which to roast him. He is
saved by the daughter of the chief and to prevent recapture
he is forced to dive off a large cliff.
The story calls for snow scenes, dog sleds and the romantic
life of Alaska in the gold days. A gold claim and scheming
bad men help out the plot. Laura La Plante and William Desmond take the leading roles and accomplish some good serial
work. The production was directed by Perry Vekroff and
Jay Marchant from a story by George Morgan. The photography is good and is credited to William Lynch.
Like most serials the story is very disjointed and jumps
from one situation to another, the object being to get as much
action as possible. Many plots are introduced and discarded
as soon as their action is exhausted. The serial as a whole is
up to Universal standard and former production? should be
your guide. The snow scenes are cool to look at during the
hot weather and can be used in exploitation. Also use the
name of the star, William Desmond, and mention Laura -La
Plante.

"The Fable of Brewing Trouble" — Aesop's Fables — Pathe
Type of production

1 reel animated cartoon

The cat and the mouse have a little tussle in the first part
of the cartoon. The mouse is too quick for the cat and hides
in the farmer's still. The cat also gets a taste of the home
brew with the result that all are happy. Then the farmer
tries the stuff on his animals and the results are comical. The
animation of this number of Aesop's Fables is well up to the
standard of the series and will bring the usual number of
laughs when shown.

"The Yellow Face" — Sherlock Holmes — Educational
Type of production

2 reel drama

"The Yellow Face" is another of the Sherlock Holmes mystery dramas. The story holds the attention to the very end.
As usual the acting is good and the production as a whole
entertaining. No time is lost in getting under way. A certain
Mr. Munro calls upon Holmes and engages his help in solving the mystery which is closely connected with his wife and
her relation to the house opposite. A yellow face appears in
the windov\'.

In the end

the yellow

face is discovered to be

by her

first marriage. Fearing that her second husband would dislike her if he knew that she had had a child, she managed to
keep his identity a secret. All ends well. The mask was used
to hide the child. This number is well up to the standard of
the series and will hold the attention of almost any audience.
"Apartment Wanted" — Century — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Lee Moran is the chief fun maker in this latest Century
offering. The comedy business centers around the difficulties
that a family man has in securing an apartment. Lee manages
to find plenty of apartments but none would take children.
At last he gets a janitor's job so that he can make some of
the tenants move. He tries to frighten them out with a mouse
but his wife does not like the apartment. He then creates a
lot of smoke and calls "fire." This brings them a good sized
apartment but also lands them all in jail. The jail is fitted up
with the latest improvements and they are just about beginning to enjoy tlieir home when the horrid jailor appears and
informs them that their time is up and they will have to get
out. Most of the comedy business has been done before in
exactly the same manner. The gags have been done so often
that they have almost lost their laugh. As a whole this number of the Centurv Comedies is but a mild entertainment.

T\i)e

"The Story of the Magnet" — Urban Popular Classics
of iiroductioii
1 reel scientific

Here is an amusing and instructive scientific reel made
by Professor F. B. Smith, of London. The subject this
time is the magnet and the variety of experiments that can
be performed with this simple device. Faraday's historical
experiment proving that an electric current tends to revolve
around a magnetic pole is demonstrated. Magnetic lines of
force are shown by sprinkling iron filing on a card resting
upon a magnet. How an electric magnet is made, and some
novel experiments with a rotating magnetic pivot, are shown
in an entertaining manner. With the present vogue of wireless and the popularity of all electrical subjects, this little
reel will make a very desirable program filler. It holds the
attention and is at the same time amusing.
"Treasure Bound" — Jack White — Educational
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Here is one of the most amusing comedies Jack White has
ever done. It is full of laughs and has some very unique
comedy business. It moves along quite smoothly and loses
no time between gags. Most of the fun comes from an invention of a non-explosive gas. The inventor fills the comedian's mattress with the gas and the sleeping man is carried
up and out of the window. At a colored men's spiritualistic
meeting the windows are thrown open and as the leader calls,
"Brother Alexander, let de spirits enter," the floating mattress sails into the room. The second part of the comedy
deals with the search for a missing treasure. The airship that
is treasure-bound engages in duck shooting and a little fishing
while on its way. But a rival party has copied the map and
also set out in search for the gold. The situations that follow
are amusing and laughable. The comedy as a whole is well
done and should entertain any class of audience.

CURRENT
Release Date

AMERICAN

Footage

RELEASlNd

Reviewed

RELEASES
Release Date

FIRST

CORP.

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(Cliff Smith)
5,000
Tan of the Big Snows
(T. Oliver Curvvood. .. .5,000
the Cradle Buster (Tuttje Waller)
6,000
Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000
The Lying Truth (Marion
Fairfax)
6,000
Sisters (International
Film)
1,000
The Hidden Woman
(Nanuet Am. Corp.)
5,000
My Old Kentucky Home
(Pyramid Pictures) . .7,000
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
5,000
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny's Isle (Wm.
P. S. Earle)
6,000
His Wife's Husband
(Pyramid)
6,040
False Fronts
5,044
The Great Alone (Monroe
Salisbury)
5,912

Footage

The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Pay Day (Charles Chaplin)
The Infidel (Katherine MacDonald)
The Deuce of Spades (Chas. Ray)
The Girl in the Taxi (DeHavens)
Fools First (Neilan Prod.)
The Primitive Lover (Constance Talmadge) ...
The Cross Roads of New York
Sonny (Richard Barthelmess)
Domestic
Relations (Katherine
MacDonald) ..
The Half Breed
One Cleao- Call
Smudge iCharles Ray)

7- 9-22
5-28-22
4-30-22
49-22
5- 7-22

7- 9-22
5-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

EXHIBITORS,

Baird)
Vidor)

5,700
4,800
5,000

5-14-22
5-28-22
7-2-22

6,000

6-11-22

WID

GUNNING,

White
Hands
(Hobrt
The Fire Bride
The Bootleggers

FAMOUS
June

4
4
11

July

Aug.

18
25
2
9
9
16
30
7
7
14
21
21
28

PLAYERS-LASKY

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over the Border (Penryhn
Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
Our Leading
Citizen (Thomas
Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
The Man Unconquerable
(Jack Holt)
For the Defense (Ethel Clayton)
The Greatest Truth (Mia May)
South of Suva (Mary
Miles Minter)
Borderland
(Agnes Ayers)
While Satan Sleeps (Jack Holt)
The
Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
The Young Diana (Marion Davies)
If You Believe It, It's So (Meighan)
The Bonded
Woman
The Top of New York (May McAvoy)
The Loves of Pharaoh
(Lubitsch)

FOX
Tom

Series
The Fighting Streak
For Big Stakes
William Farnum
Shackles of Gold
Dustin Farnum
Strange Idols
Shirley Mason Series
Very Truly Yours
Lights of the Desert
Maurice Flynn
The Last Trail
William RusseU
Money
to Burn
The Men of Zanzibar
A SelfMade
Man
Pearl White
Without Fear
John Gilbert
Arabian
Love
The Yellow Stain
Charles Jones
•
Western
Speed
Rough
Shod
Special
Silver Wings
Nero
The Fast Mail

FILM

CORP.

W.

5,502

4-30-22

6,837

6-4-22

5,947
6,634

6-11-22
618-22

4,905
5,257
4,369

44- 2-22
9-22
4- 9-22

.6,172
5,000
6.900
.5,192
5,484
7,589

5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22

4-23-22
5-14-22
5-28-22

6 25-22

6-25-22

6,069
5,221
6,774
6,764

7-2-22
7-9-22

5,148
7,476

6-25-22
2-26-22

W.

CORP.
4,888
4,373

4-30-22
6-25-22

5,057

5-14-22

4,300

6- 4-22

4,809

5-28-22
6-18-22

4,580
4,999
4,920

4-16-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22

4,406

4-23-22

4,440
5.006

4-16-22
5-14-22

5,002
.4,486

5-7-22
6- 4-22

8,271
10.000
4,880

5-21-22
5-28-22
7-9-22

4,609
5,630
4,470
4,423
4,680
4.713
5,228
5.003
5,947
4,630
5,651

Bosworth)

PICTURES

Kisses (Alice Lake)
The Face Between
(Bert Lytell)
Seeing's Believing (Viola Dana)
Hate (Alice Lake)
Missing
Husbands
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
Sherlock Brown
(Bert Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
Rex Ingram Productions
The Prisoner of Zenda
S-L Productions
Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes)
Tiffany Productions
Fascination (Mae Murray)
Swedish Biograph Co.

June

11

FILM

Nanook

of

BOOKING

the

EXCHANGE,

4-23-22
6-25-22

6,000

4- 2-22

6.000

4-2-22

5,600

4-30-22

5,300

6-11-22

6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5-28-22
■
5- 7-22
5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6- 4-22

10,467

4-30-22

5,500

4-30-22

7,850

4-23-22

6,000

6- 4-22

6,000

6-18-22

INC.

North

OFFICES

6.900
6,150

4,300
5,000

of Midnight

PATHE

4-16-22

CORP.

3
17

Stroke

5,500

CORP.

The Veiled Woman
Renco Prod.*

The

6-12-21
6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22
4-16-22
6-11-22
6-11-22
7- 9-22

5,654

Holtr* Prod.
No Trespassing
(Irene Castle)
Slim Shoulders
(Irene Castle)
Myron Sterns Prod.
Free Air
Myron M. Sterns Prod.
Free
Air
Benj. B. Hampton
The Gray
Dawn

Apr.

4- 9-22

INC.

HODKINSON

METRO

Mix

PICTURES

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
The Night Rose
Be My Wife (Max
Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
When
Romance Rides (Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton Prod.)
The Dust Flower
Always the Woman
(Betty Compson)

INC.

(Distributed through Pathe)
Marry the Poor Girl
Lady
Godiva
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah
The Real Adventure
(Florence
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
The Ruse of the Rattler
Across the Divide
Father Tom
Hills of Missing Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)

4,»00
5,366
1,892
5,377
4,500
5,420

625-22

GOLDWYN
ASSOCIATED

Reviewea
4-16-22

NATIONAL

OF AMERICA

(R-C)

The Bigamist
(Ivy Duke)
5,300
The First Woman
4,950
Queen o' the Turf
5,000
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
4,800
The Glory of Clementina
(Pauline Frederick). .5,700
The Son of the Wolf
4.790
The Understudy
(Doris May)
:
4,557
Colleen of the Pines (Tane Novak)
4,738
My Dad (Johnnie Walker)
5,500
In the Name of the Law

4- 2-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
64-22
6-18-22
7- 2-22
7- 9-22
7- 9-22

Melease Date

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Footage

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless
Youth
Evidence
i^ugeue O'Brien Star Series
The
Prophet's
Paradise
Channing
of the Northwest
Conway Tearle Star Series
Love's
Masquerade
Special Productions
Reported
Missing
(Owen
Moore)
A Woman of No Importance

UNITED
Feh.

26

Fair

Lady

(Rex

5,700
5,000

4-16-22
6-18-22

5,000

4-16-22

6,900
5,000

4-16-22
6-11-22

, ,„
FILM
MFG.
CO.
Jewel
Features UNIVERSAL
The Trap
(Lon
Chaney)
5,481
The
Storm
7,748
Human
Hearts
Universal
Features
Tlie Hear Cat (Hoot
Gibson)
4,500
The Wan Under
Cover
(Herbert
Rawlinson) .. .4,566
A Wonderful
Wife (Miss Du Pont)
4,668
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank
Mayo)
4,313
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
4,433
Step On It (Hoot
Gibson)
4,225
Kissed
(Marie
Prevost)
4,231
The
Black
Bag
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
5,000
Out of the Silent North
(Frank Mayo)
4,211
Her Night
of Nights
(Marie
Prevost)
4,450
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot
Gibson)
4,583

SHORT

Street

6,000
7,000

4-2-22
618-22

4,950

4-16-22

5,000
5,249

Street

7- 2-22

4,600

4-9-22

5,000

5-28-22

5,951

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

W. W. HODKINSON

CORP.

PATHE
•

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Go Get 'Em Hutch (Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop
Fables, 2/1
reel cartoons
Harold
Lloyd re-issues
Pathe
Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review,
1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — I a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reela).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(15 episode*).

CO.

Century Comedies
(2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes;
Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and
Railroad
Dramas
(2
reels)
(Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star

Comedies

(1

reel):

When

Eve

Fell,

No

License

(Billy

Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies
(2 reels)

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-PorkPhotoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies
(2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel;
Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern
Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce
Scenics
Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester
Screenics
(1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai,
Dexie.
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell
Comedies
(2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

PICTURES

The Beggar Maid
(Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
The Bashful
Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

Harold Lloyd Comedies

EDUCATIONAL

CORPORATION

GOLDWYN

4-2-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22

7-2-22

FILM

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray
Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

5-7-22
6-25-22

VITAGRAPH

A
Virgin's
Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty
Conscience
Wm. Duncan-Edith Johnson
The
Silent
Vow
Alice Calhoun
The Angel
of Crooked
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber

FOX

3-26-22

4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22

EXHIBITORS

reel)
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

ARTISTS
6,400

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reela)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

5,000

Beach's)

Super-Features
Too
Much
Business
My
Wild
Irish Rose
Earle Williams
The Man
From
Downing
Corinne
Griffith

FIRST

Reviewed

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward
(Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Burns).
Kineto
Review
(Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De
Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount
Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series
(2 reela>

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry
Semon
Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio
15 The
episodes;
Silent(Joe
Avenger
(William
Duncan), Moreno),
15 episodes;
Purple"The
Riders
Ryan
and Elinor Field), IS episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes,

PRIZMA,
(weekly).

26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bah, the Unknown"
(5 reels)
Short Reel Music
Film Product

INCORPORATED

INDEPENDENT
Release Date

AFFILIATED
I Am

Footage

ARROW

FILM

The Innocent
Cheat
God's
('ountiy
and

ARTCLASS

After Six

the

PICTURES

J. STUART

The Glorious Adventure

CORP.

(Lady Diana Manners)

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

COMMONWEALTH
PHIL

Him

Julius

Caesar

7,000

Step

5,000

CORP.

(Richard

KLEINE

EQUITY

PICTURES

EXCEPTIONAL

His Nibs

(Chic

Sales)

FIDELITY

HOUDINI

Man

From

PICTURES

CORP.

Work

LEE

& BRADFORD

Determination
The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit ( Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two
Masters
(Josephine
Earle)
The Way of a Man
(Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

SOL
Trouble

(Jackie

Coogan)

Girl From
Rocky
False
Brands
The
Forest
King

FILM

CO.

Point

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

RIALTO
RUSSELL

The Man
Worth While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love
Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

SECOND

NATIONAL

is Arizona

FILM

CORP.

PICTURES

Westerns

(each

AYWON

B.

CORP.

CELEBRATED
Gump
(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

(1

reel

PHOTOPLAYS,

3-12-22

Serial: The Jungle Goddess
episodes.

Dramas

(2

EXPORT

3- S-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

AND

IMPORT

(Truman

FILM

FILM
Jimmy

Callahan,

CO.

and Elinore Field), 15

EXCHANGE

MARKET,

12 2-reels.

GAUMONT

'Their Dizxy Finish,

INC.

COMPANY

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.

HORIZON
Talmadge

Reissues

Moonlight

JOAN

INC.

Knight, Full of Spirit, See

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

(each

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
(2 reels) :Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz.
Why
Isle.

5.164
5,496

FILM
Dyke

News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

Norma

INC.

Van

Banks Comedies (2 reels) : Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.

HERALD

6-18-22
7- 2-22

INC.

Hallroom Circus
Boy Comedies
Heroes. (2 reels) : False Roomers,
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Mack

3-19-22

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

reels).

FEDERATED

Monty

5.000
4,314
5,000

PLAYERS

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half
Star

SALES

each).

CLARION

8,807

5-28-22

CORP.

FILM

DOMINANT

5,000

2 reels).

FILM

C.

Western

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of S two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series o{ 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

5,800

PICTURES

15

2- 5-22

4,800
5.000
5,000
5.000

W. M. SMITH

TRI-STAR

AYCIE
Series:

PACIFIC

PICT. CORP.

David
and Jonathan
Her
Story
The
Night
Riders
Brenda's
Heritage
So This

ARROW

6,800

5.800
5,600

SYNDICATE,

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels): Looking Up Jim, In the River.
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men. Th«
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Uoxie), 15 episodes.

4-16-22

PROD.

CLARK

15 episodes.

Alt & Howell Comediei (12 2-reeU), Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liquorisc
Lipt (2 reels).

C.

5,000
6.000
6,000
5.000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

Lincoln),

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

2-19-22
4-30-22

RIGHTS

DISTRIBUTING

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

CORP.

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The
Soul of Man
The
Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr. Potter
of Texas
Trail of the Law
The
Man
Who
Paid
The Country
Flapper
(Dorothy
Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs
(Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night
(AllStar)

(Elmo

ALLIED

4.951

LESSER

PACIFIC

of Tarzan

3-26 22

OF T. S. S. CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen
Holmes:
22 Uailroad
Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

6,200

Stockton)

6,500

2- 5-22

CORP.

(Edith

Adventures

BROS.

Gordon)

Success

5,000
5,800

J. W. FILM

(Vera

5-21-22

Young)

CORP.

PICTURE

Friend

CORP.
S.OOO
4-23-22
5,000
4-23-22
Footage
Reviewed

REELS-STATE

4-16-22

PICTURES

Beyond

Wife

2-12-22

7,000

GEO. H. HAMILTON

a

5,748

CORP.

Give Me My
Son
In Self Defense
Should

5- 7-22

4,548
5,000

Tonight
Kimball

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives
(Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The
Fighting
Kentuckians
The

4,800

INC.

Blaze Away
(Big Boy Williams)
The Trail of Hate
(Big Boy
Williams)
Where Is My Wandering
Boy
The Worldly
Madonna
(Clara

3-19 22

5.000

Talmadge)

DI LORENZO.

Best

SHORT

4-30-22

CORP.

GOLDSTONE

GEORGE

5-21-22

5,800

PICTURES

Light

Watch

4,800

BLACKTON

Jr

Your

ADVENTURES

M. J. BURNSIDE

Doodle

Hidden

6-25-22
7- 9-22

CORP.

Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

The

5,000
5, .^.^2
10,000

FILM

Off

Yankee

5- 7-22

PICT. EXPLOITATION

Man From Hell's River
Ridio'
Wild
Releaie Date

WARNER

Days

AYWON
They're

6,500

CORP.

Law

WESTERN

Reviewed

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

FEATURES

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald
Hall)
5.000
Dazzling
Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau) . .5.000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5.000
She Paid (Marjorie
Rambeau)
5.000
Mri. Belfame
(Nance
O'Neil)
5.000

FILM

COMPANY

4-30-22

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey
(Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon
Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

4-23-22

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel;
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy, each J4 reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

PIONEER

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Cissy
Cummings
Irving Fitzgerald
Sacred Films

(1 reel)

FILM

Series

SACRED

FILMS,

CORP.

CORPORATION
INC.

2,000 """—
2.000

_

PROGRAM BUILDING
AND

SHORT STUFF NUMBER
OF

iTHEl__
jAe BRADSTREET

W^KM£&MM^

o/'FiLMDOM ^^WwM^j^^

2$t>RE(0CMIZED

Authority

Out The First Week

In August

A 'SiptcvA Edition that will be of value to the exhibitor every
day throughout the coming year — articles by the leading
exhibitors of the country — a complete chart of all short stuff
released, etc., etc.

Space
Reserve
In
No Increase

Now
Rates

''Our

as your

Advertising

Department

is as

close

to you

phoneJ'

y

"Up In the Air
"
y
r
a
M
t
u
o
b
A

y

The Bathing Girl Special Five Acts of Furious Fun

1

T'S A WOW!

It's got the zip of the mountains, the tang
of the seashore.
Speed? That's its keynote. The zoom
of airplanes, the roar of racing boats.

All about a society girl engaged to a fine
healthy sap. She runs away to the country and falls for an honest boyish smile.
Enter the fond mother. Discovered.
Daughter is rushed to the seashore. The
boy gets
ter's hand.there, too. Big play for daugh«

And such a romance, such a story, such
comedy — and such girls.

The boy pulls a Young Lochinvar. Into
blimp.
the wedding — out with the girl — into a

The cast: — Joe Moore, Louise Lorraine,
Robert Anderson, Laura La Vernie and
oceans of girls.

Zowie!

Some climax.

And what you can do with this one by

Story and direction by William Watson.
exploitatio''

It is made to order to solve your summer worries
Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

ASSOCIATED
ARTHUR

S. KA.NE,

EXHIBITORS
PRESIDENT

Sidney Oahrett

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET
o/ FILMDOM

Zi^^RECOCMIZEIli

Authority
FORMERLY

'o!. XXr
TT.

'^)eal Pending
t Up —

Old Agreemen
eld in Abeyance for
l!/asier Rulings
It was learned on Saturday that
he T. O. C. C, is holding in abeyince the signing of a new agreement
'ith the F. I. L. M. Club and the
loy Reporting Service in order to
;;cure what the exhibitor organizaon feels will be more equitable
jlings.
The T. O. C. C. is represented on
le arbitration board of the F. I. L.
I. Club by three members. The
tchange managers have a similar
■presentation, but the chairman of
le body is an exchangeman. The
d agreement with the T. O. C. C.
icpired on June 14 and it is quite
,-cely that nothing will be done about
;new pact until the Hays organizabn gpts. into motion its proposed
tbitration board.
, \j.
New Oi

F
George E. Kann in Paris
^ George E. Kann, foreign manager
[' Goldwyn. is in Paris.
He drops
line saying "Hello" from there.
Browning Planning Power Film
Irving Browning, who has been at
\rious times connected with Edu.tional, Universal and Kineto, has
•come business manager of Tyrone
jDwer and is making preparations
fr a six reeler in which Power will
I starred. It will be produced in
anada.

Fie Up Expose Film
' arion
and
Alexander
Enjoined
from Releasing "Sawing a Woj ■ man in Half" — Goes to Trial
The Appellate Division of the
ipreme Court has reversed the
!;,wer court and granted an injuncim to Horace Goldin against Clarijb Photoplays, Inc., and the Alex:|der Film Corp., restraining them
pm exhibiting "Sawing a Woman
i Half," or such part as purports
show the illusion of severing
a
iman body in half, and the manner
: which the illusion is accomplished.
he court decided that as a condi■)n of granting
the injunction
a
ind to protect the defendants
:nding. the trial of the suit will be
: quired.
The
decision
of the
Appellate
. vision refers to the affidavits filed
Goldin to prove that he had been
owing in vaudeville an act similar
his present act, since 1911 and
:ice 1919 has been exhibiting "Saw:? a Lady in Half." He made a
|ntract, with the Keith Circuit in
(Continued

on
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Viewpoints
Kipling said it : "East is East and West is West, and never
the twain shall meet." And that is certainly true. Of European
production.
As against America.
Ben Blumenthal expresses it like this : "They have their
own ideas over here. And they think they are right. They
think the American idea is wrong. Until they have been proven
wrong by the success of American pictures in Central Europe

More F. P. Exchanges
Four

Planned — Move
Designed
to
Give Small Town
Exhibitors
Better Distributing Service
Famous Players has made plans
to open at leat four new exchanges
in this country. These will be located in Peoria, 111.; Columbus, O.;
Sioux Falls. S. D.; and Butte, Mont.
One exchange in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
is now being made ready and will
shortly start operations.
The company is taking this step
in order to give small-town exhibitors the service the theater man in
the larger city gets. It is figured
that with new exchanges located at
strategic points out in the territory,
there will be fewer instances of
shows
failing to arrive in time.

they Which.
will continue
their way." Is about right. Modern pictures,
In a nutshell.
as made in, and liked by Americans, are foreign to producers in
Central Europe.
That is the whole story.
In a nutshell.
FEW AMONG MANY
There are today In Central Europe. Notably Berlin. ProbNat Wolf Here from Dallas
ably 40 to 50 big productions being made. But a trifling perNat Wolf, former Educational
centage of them are good for the Amer-f-an market. The reason :
Da'.laj.
is :;tfrom
the
That the producer has given no consideration. In the making. iTiaiiagcr
Flanders. a.i
He has
just arrived
To what America wants. Or likes. In Vienna. At the Sacha
the South.

plant. I saw them finishing "Sodom and Gomorrah." Based
on the Biblical legend. It has taken eight months to do it. At
a cost of about $80,000. You need a Burroughs to add it up.
In Austrian crowns. Which are about 14,000 to the dollar. At
this writing. The sets are marvellous. One is tremendous. It
has been sold to France. And Wertheimer has it for England.
Fox will look at it. For America. If he reaches Vienna. "Monna
Vanna" is being made in Munich. In Berlin the EFA — which
is Famous Plaxers — is about half through with "Peter the Great."
In which Jannings appears. Negri is doing a costume play. Of
the period of the 16th century. When completed she sails for
America. And it will be a long time before she returns to Berlin.
She is picking up English now. And speaks a few words.
Lubitsch has acquired a large assortment of American phrases.
Which he will demonstrate when he arrives. About next Christmas.
EMERSONS BUSY
John Emerson and his clever wife — Anita Loos — are busy
working. In Vienna. Where it is so quiet. They get a real
chance. John says they have almost finished another. For
Conny Talmadge. The Emersons return in September. -Or
later. And on his return John says. He will get busy again.
Seeking a real tarifif. On German made pictures. He has a
lot more arguments than he had before. Insists pictures can be
made here. By American producers. At a much lower cost.
Than in America. And every picture made here. Blocks some
American-made picture.
Very emphatic is John.
Very.
Of course John doesn't look. At the other side. Which is
— that if America shuts out foreign pictures. Foreign nations
will retaliate. With a tariflf. Against American pictures. And
it is a fact. That they like American pictures here. As much.
If not more. Than the home product. One Viennese girl said
"We all loafe Sharley Shaplin vair mooch. And Pearl Vite —
she is nicht schoen. Oh, saer schoen." Meaning Pearl is very
beautiful.
(Continued

on

Page
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Banks in New Federated Series
Ben Wilson has wired Federated
that the star to appear in one of the
scries to be made by him is Monty
Banks, who previously appeared in
two Federated series.
F. B. O. Will Open in Salt Lake
A new Film Booking Office of
America exchange will be opened at
Salt Lake City on Sept. 1st. Emil
C. Jansen, western division manager,
ing.
will make arrangements for the openF. P.-L. Exploitation 3 Years Old
P'amous Players-Lasky is celebrating the third birthday of its exploitation department, founded July 10,
1919. (Driginally, the staff consisted
of eight but has been increased and
in addition, each branch office has
its own exploitation man.
Va. Exhibitors to Show Slides
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ocean View, Va. — The Paramount
Publicity Corp., of New York has
agreed to pay the annual dues of $52
of members of the M. P. T. O. of
Virginia, under an agreement whereby the exhibitors will show slides
show.
supplied by Paramount at every

L. Auerbach, on behalf of The
Export & Import Film Co., and
David P. Howells have just closed
a contract whereby they have jointly
bought the American and Canadian
rights of "Othello," featuring Emil
Jannings.

Buy "Othello"

THE

jg^

Vievopoints
(Continued
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Expose Film
Tie Up
(Continued
from Page 1)
April, 1921, getting in some weeks
more than $2,000. He says he has
obtained injunctions in many States
s attempting to imiagainstatet hisperson
act. The film objected to
was made by Clarion, which disposed of the local rights to Alexander
's act
ng that Goldinsays:
In decidited
Film. be
the court
protec
should
"The conclusion cannot be escaped
that the purpose of the defendants
in the making and exhibition of their
picture is to unfairly and unlawfully
take advantage of the success which
has rewarded the plaintii^'s initiative
and to deprive him of the fruits _of
and labor."
his ingenuity, expense the
cirThe court says that thatKeith
the film
cuit had written Goldin
is depreciating the value of his act
to such an extent that his appearances must be cancelled in towns
where his act has been booked if the
film is shown there first.
Berlinger in Charge Up State
Charles Berlinger has been placed
in charge of the uq-state territory of
ExBerkowitz and Mills' Graphic
change. Seven Richard Talmadge
productions are on the Graphic release list, as well as six other features and several short reels.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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THEATERS

ROTHACKER
and

PRINT

SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.

U.sually small. No C'c.pitols. Nor Roosevelts. Nor Rialtos.
Rarely see a 1,000 seat house. In either Germany, Austria, or
wherever you go. In this neighborhood. In Buda Pest and the
surrounding country. There are about 400 houses. Seating on
an average about 700. Finest the Kamara. In Buda Pest. A
little gem of a place. With a wonderful ceiling which slides

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill J

moonlight. When it's too
in the
And lets
apart. Owned
warm.
by the
sameair.
firm And
which controls Starfilm. Which
has a delightful little studio. Near Buda Pest. Very complete
indeed. Have made about 64 features and 20 comedies. None
ever reached America. Some beautiful girls in Buda Pest.
One being tested out now. For American productions. Name :

Public Dependable
Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

a secret.
But she's
a peach
for islooks.
In Vienna
the best
house
the Oes which has about 900
seats and does a nice business. Even in these tough days. In
Berlin there are quite a few good, big houses. The Ufa Palace;
the Union; the Tauentezien Palace and the Marmor House.
Also the Alhambra and the Primus Palace, and several others.
AL KAUFMAN
POPULAR
Al has charge of Famous production in Berlin. But that
hasn't stopped him from becoming very popular. They have
named a schnitzel after him and also a cocktail,. The latter is
just plain Bacardi.
But the name makes it popular.
SOME
EXPERIENCES
Enough to fill a book. Enjoyed — if that's the word — by Abe
Carlos. Of the Fox organization. Who will be home in August.
After about 20 months in Europe. Had charge of production of

Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

W. A. FLEMING & CO.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete in East. Perfect lighting equipment. Modern sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 9900.
5430
MOTOR

CARS

For Location

COLUMBUS

"Nero" and "The Shepher^l King." If Carlos wants to write his
experiences in full they will make a great hit. He had some
great times. To prove that picture making in foreign countries.

$18.00 Per Day

By Americans.
Isn't a joke.
In Rome. W^hen making "Nero" all the papers took a
wallop. At the Fox organization. And getting started wasn't
'easy. They wanted "Nero" to be left for an Italian producer.
When they wanted 10,000 extras. For the Circus Maximus

ABSOLUTELY

'spectacle. Carlos could not get the Circus Internationale —
where it was staged — until he lifted the mortgage on the property.
Which, fortunately wasn't much. In dollars. Then all the
supers wanted to wear straw hats. To protect them from the sun.
As there were no straw hats in Nero's days you can imagine his
'difficulties. Finally he ofifered five lira for each hat checked.
That made it easy. But the owners didn't care whether or not
they found their own. In the thousands checked. They could
buy new ones for less. At noon the extras quit cold. Nothing
could induce them to work further. They had made 10 liras and
even the inducement of an extra 10 for another hour meant nothing to them. They would return after they had spent what
they had earned.
To get the lion episodes Carlos took his principals to Cologne, Germany. Where a troupe of trained lions was available.
The military authorities didn't like the idea and stopped it.
Finally, in a little summer park outside the city Carlos arranged
the shooting. And then one of the lions escaped, dashed through
the city and frightened the kiddies. Who were just returning
from school. Imagine the result ! It took endless efifort and
guarantees.
To allow the shot to be tried the next day.
In making "The Shepherd King" in Egypt there were other
troubles. The authorities did not want a crowd to congregate.
Because of possible political difficulties. Finally an entire regiment of native troops was hired. In their stead. The funds
going to the mess. Then there were more objections, but finally
it was all finished.
But —
Just try and get Carlos. To produce in Europe again.
Just try.
SOCIAL NOTE
Ralph Kohn. Famous. Acting as interpreter for all Amer-

ji

Blue Bird Auto & << )
Aero Service.
Jack Mandela,
Gen. Mgr.

CLEAN PRINTS
The Tube System is a
remarkable improvement over
the antiquated tank method of
film developing and printing.
In our Flushing laboratories
we develop, tone, fix, tint, and
wash film in tubes through
which the solutions are circulated by pumping. And every
foot is under the constant and
careful inspection of experts.
Our drying system is just as
great an improvement over the
dust-catching, film-stretching
drum dryers.
We dry film in glass-inclosed
cabinets through which washed"
and humidified air is forced.'
Film flexible
dried inandthislong-lived.
way is soft '■■
and
Every producer
pic- ;
tures who wantsof motion
absolutely
clean prints of the highest qual
ity should
telephone
Bryant i
1939 and get our rates. They
will be found surprisingly low.

*THE
ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.
120 West 41st Street
New York City

ican film folk. Visiting Berlin. And he couldn't speak a word
of German.
A year ago.
DANNY.

^

THE
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On Broadway

jollo— "Silver Wings."
Reid in "The
roadway — Wallace
Dictator."
■ooklyn Strand— "The Fast Mail."
.meo — John Barrymore in "Sherlock Holmes."
pitol — Short reel program including Charles Chaplin in "Shoulder
Arms," "Hope," "Record Breakers," and "Nights of Many Shaiows."
ntral— "The
Storm."
ban — "In the Name of the Law."
iterion — Viola Dana in "The Five
Dollar Baby."
ew's New York — Today — "Loves
)f Pharaoh."
(Tuesday — "The
Dust Flower."
Wednesday — Norma
Talmadge
in
"Her Only Way."
rhursday — C harles
Jones
in
"Trooper O'Neil."
i'riday — "The
Married
Flapper"
' and "The Hardest Way."
oaturday — "God's Country and the
1 Law."
ric — "Nero."
ijlto — Thomas Meighan in "H You
Relieve It, It's So."
7oli — Jack Holt in "The Man Unonquerable."
land— "A Fool There Was."
Next Week

llo — "Silver Wings."
adway — Not yet determined.
ioklyn
Strand — "A
Fool
There
,^as."
.
d
e
n
i
m
r
jineo — Not yet dete
itol —attraction).
Sbive
"Voices of the City" (tenta-

-^1^.

Central— "The Storm."
Cohan — "In tlie Name of the Law."
Criterion — "Forget
Me Not."
Lyric
Rialto —— "Nero."
Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— Dorothy Phillips in "Hurricane's Gal."
Form Distributing Concern
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.— The Midwest Distributing Co. has been organized and
has taken over the entire output of
Peacock Prod. The former Peacock
force, including the branch manager,
Ralph Morrow, is to be in charge.

DAILY
Reopens in Beaumont

(Special to THE

FILM

Capital Has "Yankee Doodle, Jr."
"Yankee Doodle, Jr.," has been acquired by Capital Film Exchange for
the Metropolitan district for release
Aug. 15.

DAILY)

Beaumont,
Tex. — A. N.
has reopened the Peoples.

Patureau

Salesman

on commission with experience in moving picture and commercial picture illustrations, for
advertising purposes. Good income
for the right party.
WALCO PICTORIAL COMPANY
552 Park Ave., West New York, N. J.
Commercial
Poster
Salesman
wanted
by
large
well-establishedcompany.
poster lithographing

Action Against Burns Comedies
A petition in bankruptcy has been
Address B-5H— c/o
filed against the Sammy Burns
THE
FILM
DAILY
Comedies. Inc., by the following
creditors: Jack Singer, who has a
claim of $5,000; Albert L. Singer,
$250, and Edward T. Beatty, $200. STOP!
LOOK!
LISTEN!
Arthur Lewis has been appointed
For Sale or Rent
receiver under $5,000 bond. The
SPECTRO
LAMPS
liabilities are placed at $21,000 and
We furnish and guarantee complete
the assets about $15,000.
equipment for Studios or Locations.
JOS. GELB COMPANY
Lease Space for Exchanges
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

.A. L. Hendrickson

Dallas — It _ is reported that the
following exchanges have taken
space in the new building which has
been started: Southwestern, Metro,
United Artists, Lewis, Enterprise
Distributing Corp., and others. In
all probability the new building will
be filled to its capacity with a possibility of other stories being added
to the building.

Telephone, Longacre 1042

WANTED

TO BUY

Polishing Machine,
Duplex preferred.
Address B-315— c/o
THE
FILM
DAILY

41 Great Cparamouiil Q^ictures
Broke"
s AcieMeighan in "Back
Thoma
DirectedHome
by Alfred and
Green
By George
Re/eased Decetnber 25, 1922

H

ERE is one that has everything to achieve
success — Star, Author, Story and Director.

A small town story filled with heart-interest
and romance, directed by the man who made
"The Bachelor Daddy." A splendid supporting
cast will be announced later. A great picture
for the holidays — or anv other time!

It was specially written by America's foremost
humorist for the star. It's even better than "Otir
Leading' Citizen."

e attraction"
is a box-offic
oneBEATTY,
"Every ED.
Battle Creek,. Mich.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

\.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It. It[s So.'
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The
Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods,"

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 32

lk«'< FAMOUS
^^*1

PLAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION ^t^StlUk^

^__i_

ADOLPH

ZUKOB.

D>-«iirfe'>C>

.

U^ftS]"^^33

,

16.
17.

"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
No. IS. "Burning Sands."
Nn, 19. "The Ghost Breaker."
No.
No.
Nn, 21. "The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have
No. 24. "The
Man and
Who ToSawHold."
Tomorrow
22.
20.
"On the High Seas."
27,.
No.
"The
Young
Rajah."
No,
No.
"Anna Ascends."
No. 26. "Clarence."
No. 27.
"The Tide."
Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
2,S. "Ebb
No. 28. "Outcast."
29.
•in.
"Singed

Wings."

LITTLE
FIRST

ADS

CLASS

PUBLICITY SERVICE
for star or producer

HOWE

& CONLON

WITH

Proper

Editing
and
Titling
is half your battle
Let's win the fight together!

LESLEY

MASON

1608 Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

729 Seventh Ave.

KASSEL LOBBY PAINTINGS

Wm. B.

at
Strand— "Fast Mail"
Central— "The Storm"
Geo. M. Cohan — "In the Name
of the Law"

THEATRE LOBBY
DISPLAY

FRAMES

N. Y. City

LAUB

Experience in story and continuity writing, applied to film
editing and title writing.
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

GEVAERT

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

RAW

FILM

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

NEGATIVE

STOCK

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

THE

LLOYDS

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.

STORAGE

OF

Hollywood, 6514 HoUyw'd Bvd.

Corp.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

Picture

Film

Clips

I'STAR LABORATORY, Incil
111 Westchester Sq.

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

PRODUCERS

130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

We do not
print with

"ink"

DEVELOPING

and
FIRST PRINTS

DIRECTORSTHE

HIGHEST
of

ARTISTK

QUALITY

Directors make pictvu"es, but Film
editors make suspense, thrills, laughter, and sales value.
We have edited and titled hundreds
of independent and foreign pictures.
GEORGE
MARTIN
and
JOHN NATTEFORD

"Ask the First Mar.

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
|220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Motion Picture Editing

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the Httie things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Titles — Scenarios — OriginalsComedy — Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

Wadsworth

3443

Start

The

:^<?BRADSTftEET

o/'FiLMDOH

Week

Right By Reading

'Personal
Evans

Authority

The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Prints
Attention'
Evans

Laborator |[

Film

416 West 216th Street
New York I

alone

but with

sense
The Barnes Printing Co., Inc.

229 West 28th Street
New York

Watkins 1416-7

;r

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 108!

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding

I

Specializes exclusively in

NEGATIVE

Save money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JA WITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenae
New York City

j

: : POSITIVE

The only place of its kind in
the World

FILM

BIG THOUGHT

Little
Ads
BRING

Big Result
IN

The Film DaU

iTHE

7Ai? brAdstreet

lAekEiomm
Authority
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Illinois for Quinn

Aschers

[p. T. O.. Supporting His Better
jPictures Idea — Nine Points of
i
Procedure

Scout
Impending
Bankruptcy
and
Financial Chaos As Claimed by
Eugene A. Ka|.z in Chicago

I(Special to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, July 18, 1922

DAILY)

File

(Special to THE

FILM

Denials
DAILY)

Chicago — Alleging that the rethicago — J. A. Quinn, whose presceivership action instituted recently
I activity for better pictures is
jping him busy in Chicago,
has by Eugene A. Katz against the Cosmopolitan Securities Co., and Harry,
fn endorsed by the M. P. T. O. of
lois. which adopted the following Max, and Nathan Ascher was the
[Inimoi.s resolution at a meeting of culmination of unsuccessful attempts
board of directors:
to force the brothers into paying an
Vhereas: The Better Picture Association exorbitant price for his holdings in
le World recently presented to our metn- the company, attorneys for the
, at a general meeting held at the Black- Aschers have denied that financial
; theater, the following program for their
oval, and with the request that they difficulties existed in the affairs of the
Derate in carrying this program forward. company or that of Ascher Bros.,
Inc.

Vhereas — The said program and request
'tpproval and co-operation were referred
!iis board for final action :
sow, therefore, be it resolved : That
(iMotion Picture Theater Owners of IIip, go on record as being in hearty
(fd with the program of the Better Pic.Xssociation of the World, which ins the following nine points:
(Continued
on Page 3)

Lasky Leaves for Hollywood
fsse L. Lasky
is en route to
lywood.
H left here Saturday.
John Brunton Here
i)hn Brunton
of Miami
Studios,
is here in connection with what
ported as being an important proion deal.
McCormick
McVicker's
(Special
to THE atFILM
DAILY)

It was denied that the operation
of the Ascher string of 25 theaters
was imperiled in any way, and it
was pointed out that the Aschers are
supported financially by Goldwyn
and this, they assert, precludes any
possibility of failure. Katz is in no
way connected with Balaban &
Katz, who recently leased the Roosevelt from the Aschers.
In an answer to the petition for
a receiver, the Ascher's detailed the
history of
the Cosmopolitan
( Continued
on Page 2) SecuriNita Naldi Signs Contract
Nita Nakli has just signed a fiveyear contract as a member of the
Paramount stock company.

Satan Is Foiled
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Wilbur Glenn
Voliva, General Overseer in
Zion City, Mich., completely
baffled the devil, scoring a sensational victory for piety and
righteousness, when he heard
the confession of one who had
visited a picture show. At the
Shiloh Tabernacle where about
2,000 persons recently had their
souls cleansed of various
crimes such as chewing gum
and plucking eyebrows, a travelling man admitted that he
had attended a film show.
Voliva turned all colors of the
spectrum, it is reported, choked
hysterically and finally stammered out in horror. "Write
your wife a letter every night
for that," he told the man who
had spoken. "We'll put one
over on this bird, Satan, yet!"

Sign

Warner

Marie

Prevost

Hays
Going
Plans Hurried Trip

to Coast

from Bay View,
Mich.— Will Be There Six Days
and Then Back East
Will H. Hays who is now in Bay
View, Mich, with his family will pay
a flying visit to the coast before returning to New York. His office
stated yesterday that he will be in
Los Angeles on July 24, that he will
remain there for six days and then
return immediately to New York.
The purpose of the trip will be to
meet the hundreds of people engaged
in the actual making of pictures. Mr.
Hays knows the producers and distributors who make their headquarters in New York but since he has
officially joined the industry, he has
not been in Los Angeles. There have
been some requests and many invitations extended to him to make the
trip and
complete his introduction to thethus
industry.
"The Kick Back" at Capitol

^'

Harrv Carey's first picture for the
F. B. b. "The Kick Back" will be
the feature at the Capitol next week.
The deal was closed yesterday by
Charles R. Rogers, acting for F. B. O.

Bros. Have Plans for Three

Pictures — First to be "Little
Street"
Warner Heroes
Bros, of
have
signed Marie
Prevost to be featured in a number
of productions. The first will be
"Little Heroes of the Street," the second "The Beautiful and Damned"

Mayer to Feature Edith Roberts
licago — S. Barrett McCormick
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
assume management of the new
Los Angeles — Edith
Roberts
will
''icker's theater when it opens in
and the third, "Brass."
Fall. He is at present with the be featured by Louis B. Mayer.
"Little Heroes of the Street" is
n theater. Cleveland.
now in production under direction of
Nazimova Plans Stage Role
William Beaudine. Wesley Barry
ullin with F. B. O. in Canada
Nazimova contemplates returning will be co-featured. E. Mason HopM. Mullin, has been appointed to the stage next reason in a draper has been engaged to direct "The
»^ial representative of the F. B. O.
matic version of "Salome."
Beautiful and Damned" and Wallace
^. with headquarters in Toronto.
.<j will make his office with the
Worsley,
"Brass."have made arrange"Timber"
The Warners
Barker's
in THE
Keenan
(Special to
FILM
DAILY)
<al Film Co., the distributors
of
ments with Famous Players for the
5. O. pictures in Canada.
Los Angeles — Frank Keenan will use of several scenario writers.
appear
in Barker
"Timber,"
for his
which
Reg- Monte M. Katterjohn will prepare
Schiller in Los Angeles
inald
is taking
company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Brass," "Olga Printzlau," "The
to British Columbia for exteriors.
Beautiful and Damned," and Julien
:)S Angeles — E. A. Schiller, genJosephson,
Street."Johnston,
Mildred
Ragland
and
Frank
Back
Considine "Main
and Isabel
c representative of Loew's, Inc., is
^sling in the city. He is accompaJ. C. Ragland, secretary of Asso- worked on "Little Heroes of the
ciated Exhibitors, has returned from
\e by Lionel H. Keene, new westStreet."
tnanager for that organization.
a five weeks' tour of the South and
W. B. Frank, general sales manager,
"Within the Law" Again
from a trip through the Northern and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eve Unsell's Contract Up
Middle
Western
States.
{'.Special t® THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Frances Marion will
lis Angeles — Eve Unsell, whose
scenarioize "Within the Law" which
)r'act with R-C expires tomorrow,
Viola Dana's Five
Joseph
Schenck has bought for Noril leave for New York in August,
ma Talmadge.
Viola Dana's five pictures for Metro
u re plans call for production of for the coming year will be "Page
iiipicture in New York, which she Tim O'Brien," "June Madness,"
Harry T. Morey and Alice Joyce
il personally supervise, and two "Miss Emmy Lou," "Noise in Newf s to be made this fall in Hol- boro" and 'The Five Dollar Baby," were starred in "Within the Law" by
"vod.
which is ready for release.
Vitagraph in 1917.

Nashville "Blue" on Sunday

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Nashville, Tenn. — Nashville was
"blue" on Sunday. The lid was
clamped down by Chief of Police
Smith and a number of officers were
stationed to see that the closing law
was rigidly enforced.
50% of Profits to Charity
"Forget-Me-Not" which opens at
the Criterion on Sunday will be given
a special showing at that theater this
morning for managers and directors
of various orphanages in the city.
Marcus Loew intends donating 50%
of the profits each week to a different
institution.
Party Back from South
The Loew party of film folks returned from the South yesterday in
a special car. After leaving Ocean
View, where the Virginia exhibitor
convention was held, the party went
to Richmond as the guests of Harry
Bernstein, of the Jake Wells Enterprises, and Walter Kirsh, of the
Richmond Inn, who is known there
as "the man who eats in his own
restaurant." Members of the party
all testified to the wonderful hospitality of Kirsh during the two days
spent in Richmond. A number of
personal appearances were made at
Norfolk and in Richmond.
The trip, under the leadership of
Nils Granlund, was a great success.
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Loew's
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To Make Radio Drama
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Russel
Prod,
will produce "Saved by Radio"
in which
George Larkin and Jacqueline Logan
will co-star.
1,000,000 Marks for Scenario

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Berlin — German film papers are
carrying advertisements in which Carl
Laemmle is offering 1,000,000 marks
for a scenario for which the title
"Love Me an9 the World is Mine"
can be used.
Compson Film for Rivoli
Betty Compson in "The Bonded
Woman." will be the feature at the
Rivoli next week.
"The Mysteries of India," ("The
Indian's Tomb") will be at the
Rialto.

ties Co. They state Katz holds a
one-third interest, purchased in 1913,
for $2,500, and that since then he has
received dividends amountnig to
$2,700 over his original investment.
Katz, the answer states, placed as
manager of the Cosmopolitan, at 79th
and Halsted St., which is owned by
the securities company, and after
some time was superseded by Max
Nathan when his inefficiency resulted
in a loss to the company.
From that time, the Aschers contend, Katz has harassed them in an
effort to force the purchase of his
interests at a high figure, said to be
$110,000. It is further alleged that
the demand has been accompanied by
letters threatening litigation unless
his requests were satisfied.
An offer of $50,000 made to Katz
by the Aschers was refused, and the
present suit for an accounting and
a receivership followed.
The answer denies the affairs of
the Cosmopolitan Securities Co., and
Ascher Bros., Inc., have become
badly entangled, as was charged in
the Katz affidavit, nor are the companies "threatened with or on the
verge of bankruptcy." The books
and accounts of both companies, according to the plea, are simple and

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — The Teleview
Corp. chartered in Illinois has been
authorized to engage in business in
New York. The concern has a
capital of $120,000. The stockholders are: Maurice Markowitz, Harry
Blitzsten and A. J. Cohen all of Chicago, III. Laurens Hammond, 456
Broome St., New York, has been
designated
as representative.

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Oelwein, la. — Brownell and Luthmer will build a $50,000 theater.
New

One

(Special

for

South

to THE

FILM

Bend
DAILY)

South Bend. Ind. — Louis Hasburg
plans a house costing $150,000.
Phillips'

House

to Seat

(Special to THE

FILM

700

DAILY)

Gibson City, 111. — A house seating
700 will be built by Alford Phillips.
Open

House

(Special to THE

in McEwen
FILM

DAILY)

McEwen.
Tenn. — A
house
has
been opened
by the Waving Amusement (Jo.
Steinberg
(Special

Theater
to THE

Co.

FILM

to Build
DAILY)

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo. — The Aubert Photoplay Co. will spend $250,000 on the
erection of a 400 seater.

FOR

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich. — The Consolidated Theater Co. will build a
house costing about $500,000.
Will Have 1,000 Seats
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Beatrice.
Neb. — The
house
which
George Monroe will build at a cost
of $20,000 will seat 1,000.

ONE REELERS
WONDERFUL

PRINTS
-

BOX

Los Angeles — Interiors have been
completed on the Murfin-Trimble
Prod., "Brawn of the North," featuring Strongheart, dog actor.

SALE

CHAPLIN

Sailings of mail-carrying steam
with hour of departure and ti
mails close, together with destinat
are as follows:
Tomorrow
President Adams
for Bremen
sails aL
P. M., mails close at 8 A. M., for Eur'ire
Africa
and
West
Asia,
(other
count
specially addressed.)
Hannover for Brc:
sails at 4 P. M., mails close at 12:30 A.
for (lermany
(specially
addressed).
J
pan for Santa Marta sails at II A. M., n
close at 8 A. M., for Jamaica, Canal Zi
Thursday
Panama and Nicaragua
(except east cotn
Scythia for Liverpool sails at noon, n;
close at 8 A. M., for Ireland via Que*
town, (other countries especially addressii
Mt. Carroll for Hamburg sails at noon, m
close at 9 A. M. for Germany (specL
addressed.) Hellig Olay for Copenha
sails at 2 P. M., mails close at 10 A. ,
for Norway, Sweden, Denmark and !
land. Susquehanna for Bremen sails a
P. M., mails close at 11.30 A. M., for (
many (specially addressed.) U. S. A.^

Webster,
Mass. — The
Steinberg
Theater
Co. will build at a cost of
Grant atfor8.30
Colon,
sailsforat Canal
11 A'.Zone,
M., aI
close
A. M.,
$125,000.
ama and Salvador (specially addresst(
Mexico
for
Vera
Cruz
sails
at
1
P.
Plan Large
One for Grand
Rapids

most
efficient
opendespite
to Katz's
inspection
at and
any are
time,
his
claim they are closed to him and are
complex.
Airdome tp be Built
In a lengthy statement the Aschers
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
declare in part:
Kansas City, Mo. — The Wyandott
"The damage thus caused by
Amuse. Co. will spend $50,000 on the
Katz's malicious attempt to compel construction
of an airdome.
.A.scher Brothers to pay him a fancy
price for his minority stock in one
Will Replace Recreator
of their theaters is beyond estimate;
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
and even though the outcome of the
hearing set for July 20 shall prove
Ocilla, Ga.- — H. E. Oxford plans
to be a complete victory for the the- the" construction of a building to reatrical firm, the unfavorable pubplace the Recreator.
licity will not be entirely offset."
Will Open July 28
An Aug. 15 the Aschers will have
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
completed 13 3'ears in the exhibiting
field in Chicago. There are 17
Port
Huron,
Mich.— The
Port
costing $500,000,
will open
Ascher houses in Chicago, one in Huron,
Milwaukee, one in Peoria, one in
Rockford. 111., and one in Manitowoc, July 28 with "The Storm."
Wis.
Another Large One for Chicago
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Marshall to Build in Dallas
Chicago
—
A
house
will
be built at
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Drake and Central Park Ave. for a
Dallas, Tex.— Allen V. Marshall sum of $600,000.
will build at a cost of $11,000.
Larry Trimble Busy on Film
Will Cost $250,000 and Seat 400
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special

Illinois Corporation Enters State

Steamer Sailings

Cost Will be $50,000
(Special

TWO

OFFICE

mails close at 10 A. M., for Yucatan
Campeche.
Advance for Guayaquil, sails at 4 P.
mails close at noon, for Cape Haiten, I
de Paix, Gonaives and St. Marc, (o^
parts of Haiti, Canal Zone. Panama, I
umbia and Ecuador specially addre^^:
Amazons for Paramaribo sails at 3 P.
mails close at noon for Haiti, Cura*
Venezuela and Guiana (specially addrei

Noble Back in Oklahoma
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Oklahoma City — William Nol
well-known newspaper man, is bi
from a month's trip to the Co
where he interviewed Douglas F;
making.
banks and saw "Robin Hood"

Phone — Beekman

in ,

9091

«EAL

119 Fulton

INSURANCE

TO

THE

MOTION

St., N. Y.

EXPERTS

THEATRICAL ANBJ
PICTURE
INDUSTJ

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete in East.
Per-«|
feet lighting equipment.
Mod-:
crn sets.
Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
World Film Corp.
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900.

REELERS

ATTRACTIONS

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space

TRIUMPH
THE SPICE OP THE PKOGKA.M'

Reg. U. S. Pat. Oflf.

Bryant 2640

PICTURES
110 W. 40th ST.

CORP.
NEW

YORK

CITY

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
\
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Illinois for Quinn
(Continued from Page
1)
"1. To discourage the production and
presentation of objectionable motion pictures.
"2. To offer constructive suggestions and
criticism making for greater
popular approval and support.
"3. To work for the elimination of misleading and untruthful
advertising.
"4. To strive for betterment generally in
the art of making motion pictures, and for
this purpose to maintain various departments
of service, research statistics and information.

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY
FOR

HIGH CLASS
rSALESMEN

"5. To safeguard the screen from unreasonable regulations and restrictions.
"6. To back up worthy productions
through pulpit, press, schools and special
bulletins sent out by the B. P. A. and its
affiliated organizations.
various
"7. To award the B. P. A. merit seal, a
mark of excellence that can always be depended upon to productions of unusual
merit.

Do not apply unless
you are in that class.
Give complete information regarding
yourself and state
salary. Mail application toBox K-1 1 7
Film Daily, 71 W.
44th St., New York-

"8. To encourage and help, through a service department of experts, the production
and presentation of motion pictures that the
whole family can enjoy.
"9. To prevent as far as possible, unfair
criticism and propaganda from being circulated against the motion picture art and
profession.
"And be it further resolved — That the
motion Picture Theater Owners of Illinois
co-operate in every way to the end that all
the nine points included in the program of
the Better Pictures Association of the World
shall be carried forward
successfully."

Those film men in local 'circles who
recall Mr. Quinn's ranting against
motion pictures in general when he
was in New York some time ago are
interested in Point Nine, of Quinn's
creed: the prevention of "unfair
criticism and propaganda being circulated against the motion picture
art and profession."
Some film men undoubtedly recall the interesting clash between
Quinn and Jesse J. Goldburg at the

DAILV

.\stor on July 3, 1919, when Quinn
attacked the industry and when
Goldburg took up the cudegls on behalf of it.
Quinn, who now proposes to prevent unwarranted criticism being
heaped on the industry had these
ing:
kind words to say at the Astor meet-

Kansas City House to Cost $250,000
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — A sum of $250,000 is to be spent on the erection of
a new house by F. C. and E. J.
Grubel.

"I have been suffering from the
bunk and four-fushing of these socalled 'kings' of the picture business
for four years. They talk about the
picture business being the fourth or
fifth largest in the world today. I
say it is the biggest joke in the world
"In the *four years that I have
today. an* *exhibitor,
been
there have been
about four times that I played a
good film to which I could call my
family patrons and tell them to come
are rotten, rotten
*
* *conditions
see.through
to "Studio
right
to the core. Fifty per
cent of these so-called players in the
game
today should be thrown
out.
"I still maintain that over 50%
of the people in the industry are
incapable. Two agencies operating on
the coast are willing to testify that
the larger percentage of those whom
they place in the studios are not
placed because of ability."
Will Remodel Lowell House
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lowell, Mass. — The Merrimack
Square, one of the theaters passing
into the hands of Famous Players
through the deal with A. S. Black,
will be remodeled and enlarged.
Walter
J. Nelson
will continue
as

41 Great Cparamounl Q^ictures
The Pride of Palomar by Peter B. Kyne
Directed by Frank Borzage

Created by Cosmopolitan Productions

Released December 11, 1922
HERE we have 100 per cent story value. "The
Pride of Palomar" was a treinendous sensation as a novel. On the screen it is a great epic
of the West, filled with action and fired with high
American ideals.

Erank Borzage, who made "Humoresque," will
direct. A wonderful cast, to be announced later,
will enact the powerful roles, and in every way
it will be one of the year's outstanding successes.
No.
No

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So.'
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded
Cage."
"Nice People."
"The
Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The
Mysteries of India."
"Pink
Gods."

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 33

I'JFAMOUS

- AOOLPH
zukob.
PLAYERS-L^SKV
CORPORATION

17.
IS.
16.
19. "The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
20. "The Ghost Breaker."
23. "The
Cowboy and the Lady."
21, "To Have and To Hold."
22. "The
.Man Who
Saw Tomorrow

No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 24. "On the High Seas."
No. 25. "The Young Rajah."
No. 2S. "Anna Ascends."
26.
27. "Clarence."
"The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
"Ebb Tide."
No
No.
No 29. "Outcast."
No.
30. "Singed Wings."
"Back Home
and Broke."
31.

■s
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Newspaper
"A

Fool

Opinions

There Was"— Fox
Strand

N. Y. HERALD—* * * appears determined to make the screen vampire once
more a household necessity Estelle Taylor
* * * appears to be very fascinating, and
certainly on the score ot attractive appearance the new school of vamps seem more
plausible than the old type. ♦ * * One questions whether the vamp in her newest incarnation will become such a vital part of
the national life. She seems to have cooled
with time — she no longer brings that pleasurably guilty glow. • * •
TRIHUNE— • ♦ ♦ Miss Taylor seems so
palpably miscast that it spoiled the picture
for us. * * * Take away the motive, and
there is no story. ♦ * * The photography
is splendid in this new picture and the lighting is perfect ; also we like the way the
camera man takes scenes from a long distance, giving the idea of vast space. • ♦ *
The most e.'cacting role in the picture falls
to Lewis Stone, as John Schuyler. He
gives a fine performance and he seems to us
the man for the part. * • •
N. Y. WORLD—* • * a remarkably well
acted and directed picture. Estelle Taylor,
who plays the title role of the picture version of Kipling's "The Vampire," acts the
difficult part in the proper vein and she is
good looking.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— It
is an
everyday story, but none the less powerful
and tragic on that account, and even a
rather uneven treatment does not prevent its
having many stirring incidents.
SUN — * • * unless all signs fail, the siren
can't come
more thannowadays
the average
prize
fighterback
can.any-Audiences
are
loath to believe that a woman can knock
out a man so devastatingly merely by one
look of her eyes. William Fox's carbon copy
of the photoplay with which he first fixed
liis and Theda Bara's place in the screen
firmament for all time is interesting principally as a revarnished antique.
EVE. TELEGR.AM — Miss Estelle Taylor's is
portrayal
of one
the of
merciless
in
(luestion
easily
the bestwoman
that she
has given, and she approaches
facially the

ROBERT Z. LEONARD
Announces

that his next

production with

m MURRAY
will be

CORONATION
adapted from manuscript
novel

Iby Edmund Gouldinsr
Produced by

TIffANYINCORPORATED
PRODUCTIONS,
M. H. Hoffman, Gen. Mgr,
1540 Broadway, N. Y.

vampire of portrait fame. Lewis Stone
plays the fool, and the axiom, it takes a wise
man to play a fool, is once more exem-

lack of originality, we recommend "The Man
Unconquerable" as a good adventure story.
TELEGRAM — * * * teeming with action
and interesting details.

EVE. plified. *♦JOURNAL—
Re-enter the Vamp
*
.'Hid in the original model ! If you are one
of those who are thrilled by sirens, you'll
find *'.A Fool There Was" much to your
liking. ♦ ♦ « One disinterested spectator
wondered why, when a siren was in demand, the producer buried Miss Marjorie
Daw in a minor role.
EVE. WORLD—* * ♦ hard to swallow.
Not that Mr. Browne and Emmett J.
Klynn. the director, haven't given us a story,
but somehow they have failed to show satisfactorily why Lewis Stone as John Schuyler
left what was shown as a really happy home,
and that at once, for even as good-looking
ii siren as the one played by Estelle Taylor.

EVE. JOURNAL—* * * The scene is
refreshingly
novel, out.
and the
* *one* of
is
very well worked
Jackplot
Holt,
the human of screen stars, is cast as the

POST — The careful direction of Emmett
J. Flynn, the good photography and the
fine acting are the outstanding features of
"A A Fool
Was'' could
at thehave
Strand.
♦ *
betterThere
selection
been ♦made
for the part of Gilda Fontaine, Estelle Taylor
does not make the vampire a woman who
could attract men like John Schuyler.
MAIL—* * * Estelle Taylor as "Gilda
Fontaine" is an incredible vampire and Lewis
Stone as "John Schuyler," Wall Street
financier, is an almost impossible fool. * * *
Miss Taylor made a thoroughly mechanical
vampire. Her face is pretty enough and evidently she put her faith in that. From first
to last her features were utterly expressionless. ♦ ♦ ♦ Clever sub-titles or a vein of
cynical humor might have saved the picture, hut both are lacking. » * *

"The

Man

Unconquerable"—
F.
L. — Rivoli

P.-

TI.MES — They've used most of the honored melodramatic devices to keep "The Man
Unconquerable" going for five or six reels
* * * It's a story of pearl fishing in the
South Seas. • ♦ »
N. Y. HERALD—* * * It gets the hero
Ml the thick of plot and counter plot almost
from the beginning, and when he isn't fighting men sistently
he's thrilling
fighting
flies. it* rises
* ♦ far
So above
conit is that
the South Sea locale and a title that hardly
fits. * * * It is a straight from the shoulder
story, much more plausible for all its violent
action than the customary sainted tramps
and sinuous vamps of recent years.
TRIBLTNE — * * * a nice picture which
tells of a nice young man * * • Jack Holt
man
what "that
it's, strange
is
interestHe is always
story.
to aand
canthedo star,
ing and you can follow his vicissitudes
through any sort of a plot and enjoy it. * * * The settings are beautiful and
the costumes are picturesque, but the picture is not so interesting as the one in
which Holt appeared a couple of weeks ago,
Satan Sleeps."
"While
N. Y. WORLD—* * ♦ is worth seeing.
It is bound to hold the interest of the Tack
Holt aadmirers,
and, we for
think,
gives ' the
actor
better opportunity
displaying
his
acting ability than did its predecessor,
"While Satan Sleeps." ♦ * ♦
MORNING TELEGRAPH — There is
about the picture a pictureesqueness and
lawlessness that is as exciting as a pirate's
l^og- * * * The picture is very well cast.
AMERICAN— ♦ * * Holt is not lacking
in interest, although he has no very extensive
repertoire of expression. Still, he looks
well and is quite unlike the usual screen star
— -which is something in his favor. Sylvia
Breamer was charming to look at, and the
veteran Edwin Stevens gave a capital performance. "The Man Unconquerable," at
least seems to invade new regions, and sevwhile. eral of its pictures are decidedly worth

DAILY NEWS—* * * This adventurous
tale of rival pearling concerns, of treacherous
trusted servants, of murderous plotters, of
fights in the dark, knives that flash through
the air and imb^d themselves in heart or
throat, of pearls and perils in the South
Seas, make you teeter on your seat and
feel all squishy inside. • *♦ • Jf you jjke
excitement, and pin your faith in the movies,
set sail for the South Seas. Perhaps that's
is doing it.
why everybody
SUN — •* * * The management showed an
unerring psychology, we think, in selecting a photoplay which showed a place hotter
than New York. We are certain that everybody in the audience felt cooler when they
saw banana trees growing. ♦ ♦ « jack
Holt * * ' is one of the best "strong silent
men"
of the screen » * * in spite of its

nephew
old Yankee
tradera dozen
♦ ♦ *. fish
Actionof isan supplied
in half
fights, in which Holt makes an excellent
EVE. WORLD—* * * One of our ideas
* * *
impression.
of
a reasonable
picture.
• • ♦ ought
The establishment of character,
it seems,,
to be
worth the attention of movie directors. When
we saw Jack Holt licking a roomful of
roughnecks single-handed, provink' just a
moment later that he didn't steal the rosecolored pearls and kill old man Durand,
and
Rita for it.good if not for* all
in histhen
arms,taking
we believed
POST — It is queer how entertaining Jack
Holt can make an ordinary picture like "The
Man Unconquerable" at the Rivoli. The
moment he appears on the screen one sits
up and expects things to happen — and they
MAIL — When the scene of a motion picture play is laid in the south seas one
naturally
* * * looks for Romance with a capital
do.
"R," and film fans will not be disappointed
in this respect. * * * Pearl fishing, fighting, a complete set of villains, a handsome
hero and a beautiful Spanish senorita — what
more could one ask? They are all in this
film with some good photography of tropical
scenes,
♦ * » although hardly enough of the last.
GLOBE — What was intimated in the first
starring vehicle of Jack Holt is conclusively
proved to be a fact in his second.
The

sponsors of this young man have set tl
hearts on his being the kingpin of all
red-blooded, two-fisted he-men of the fil
* * * The story, taken as a whole, was
of the sort which aflfords much opportui
for real dramatic moments, and that is pi
ably why the fight scenes stand out
prominently,

♦ * *

FOR

LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIO

i

For Lease in Whole or in Pa
The last word in modern studio
and electrical equipment.
Fivet^l
stages.
Direct current.
Re-(|
mote control. 15 minutes fror
Times Sq. 40 dressing roon
and offices.
All electrical ap
paratus,
lamps and props, nei
shop.
and complete.
Large carpente
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. — at Subway Station
New York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 3&th Street
Bryant 7290

PRIi
Salesman on commission with ex- ROTHACKER
and SERVICE
perience in moving picture and comE. O. BLACKBURN
mercial picture illustrations, for
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
advertising purposes. Good income
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
for the right party.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
WALCO PICTORIAL COMPANY
HoUjrwood, Cal.
552 Park Ave., West New York, N. J. 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill ll

r

For truthful reproductive quality use

EASTMAN
FILM
POSITIVE
You can't play real music on an instrument
■with two strings — neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
highlights and shadows. You need the full
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base is identifiable throughout its entire
"Kodak"
"Eastman"
stenciled
letters
in the transparent
words
length by intheblack
film margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK
Rochester, N.Y.

CO.

l/io brAdstreet

Authority
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Wednesday,

Vitagraph

feht Specials, 28 Features and Five
iRobbins Prod. On List Beside
I Comedies and Urban Classics

\'itagrapli j-estcrday issued its first
s'tement covering 1922-1923 produc:jn. Forty-one features are defi■ely' promised with a promise that
■\xt will be more from independents
lithe season progresses.
There will be eight seven reel
I'cials, 28 features with Corinne
jffith. William Duncan, Earle
nlliams, Alice Calhoun and Jean
iige, and five special Jess Robbins
:neclies, each in six reels. In the
:nedy list -will be six Larrj' Semon
niedies and eight with Jimmy
jbrey, each in two reels.
^n interesting announcement conns a contract with Charles Urban,
ijereby
\'itagraph
will release 52
■ban Popular
Classics.

List Up

to 965

riie only national distributor which
i; not yet announced its approxite output for next season is United
liists and its new subsidiary, the
ied Producers
and
Distributors
rp. With Vitagraph definitely list41 with more to come, the list
nationally released productions is
teased from 513 as listed in the
cial anaylsis of THE FILM
lILY recently to 554.
Preferred
itures, as the output of the Al
htman Corp. will be known, will
il 12, and B. B. Prod, will have
r starring Betty Blythe. That inases the state right total from 395
411. The grand total of producis for next vear will be 965.

Lillian Gish Prod. Expected to Be
Released
Elsewhere — May
Head
Inspiration's Second Unit
It is understood that although
plans had been made with D. W.
Griffith, Inc., for the release of a
series of pictures starring Lillian
(jish through the Allied Producers
and Distributors Corp., the original
order of things has been changed.
Miss Gish's pictures will be released
elsewhere.
There were three propositions on
tap for Miss Gish. One called for
the supervision of production by
Griffith, another for an additional
unit with the Mae Murray company
and a third for a second Inspiration
Pictures, Inc., unit. In all likelihood
it is the latter company which will
make the Gish series, although it was
characterized as merely a rumor at
the offices of Charles H. Duell,
president of Inspiration.
Sargent in "U" One Reelers

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Lewis Sargent, will
star for Universal in one-reel human
interest comedies, directed by Robert Kerr.
Green Again with Meighan
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Doing

(Special to THE

Metro
FILM

Script

DAILY)

-OS Angeles — By arrangement
h Famous Players-Lasky, Julian
ephson has been secured by Metro
5cenaroize "All the Brothers Were
iant."
.ambs Club on Coast Planned

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Elaine Hammerstein
and Conway Tearle are to appear together in a Selznick film, which, has
been given the production title of
"Blazing Sands."

Price 5 Cents

19, 1922

V ;w

Not With Allied

Los Angeles — Al Green will direct
Tliomas Meighan in "The Man Who
Saw Tomorrow.'" Green has just
finished Wallace Reid's "The Ghost
Breaker."
Alleged a Bankrupt
A petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against the One West 143rd
St. Amusement Co., Inc., and William Etgen, Jr., and J. Douglas
Safier Leaves "U" for F. B. O.
lorris Safier has been named a Wetmore appointed receivers under
cial representative at the F. B. O. $1,000 bond.
me Office. Safier comes from
Two Stars in Selznick Film
iversal.
osephson

July

Looks For It
Oklahoma

Francis
Gilbert Representing
M. P.
T. O. at Hays Conferences — Only
On This Matter, Says Cohen
An attorney named Francis Gilbert
who maintains his office at 43 Exchange Place has been retained by
the M. P. T. O. to represent that organization in its dealings on standard contracts with Will H. Hays.
Gilbert has been attending the meetings together with Sydney S. Cohen
and the latter's committee.
The with
M. P.
T. Senator
O. followiupbreak
.State
James the
J.

City

THE FILM DAILY,
New
York City.
Gentlemen.
I look for THE FILM
DAILY each morning with
the same degree of delight that
I eat my meals and do not
fail to recommend it highly to
the exhibitors, whenever the
opportunity
presents itself.
With kindest regards,

Walker never made any statement
regarding its new national counsel.
When Cohen was asked whether Gilbert had taken Walker's place, he
said that the attorney was represent-

WALLACE WALTHALL
Enterprise
Dist. Corp.

Oregon
Combine
Suburban
Exhibitors

Portland
Book

ingings
the only.
exhibitors
tlie Hays'
meetWlien at
further
pressed
for
information on Gilbert's status as
national counsel, Cohen said he had
no statement to make.
to

Together — More
Theaters
Now Involved

Portland, Ore.— W. E. Tibbitts,
owner of the Highway has been
named chairman and director of a
proposed
suburbanbooking
houses here.circuit
Nine, for
theaters
comprise the association whose object is to secure second run pictures
before the downtown
exhibitors.
They are planning to book all service together; and from all available
reports are expecting to dictate to
cxchangemen, how they shall handle
their product. There have been no
evidences of approaching the matter
from a cooperative angle. Downtown theaters are running from four
to seven clianges weekly while sub
urban theaters have but tliree. A
strong feeling of antagonism has^
lieen created as the downtown show
men have no motion of sacrificing
their regular service, even if the exchangmen were so disposed. The
firm has offices in Portland, and representatives are dailv expected in
Seattle.
'__
Jackie's Next "Fiddle and I"
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Counsel

Marcus and Arthur Loew Sail
Marcus Loew and his son, x\rthur
sailed for Europe yesterday on the
Mauretania. They will be gone at
least a month.
Chase Here from Buffalo
M. A. Chase, Eastern division
manager of Universal, with headquarters in Buffalo, was at the home
office vesterdav.
Glyn Story for Miriam Battista
Mrs. Elinor Glyn is writing a story
called "Miriam," especially for Miriam Battista. It will probably go in
production in the Fall.
Memoirs

in Pictorial

Review

f Samuel Goldwyn's memoirs of the
picture business, which will be called
"Behind the Screen," will be first
l)iil)lished in the Pictorial Review.
Priscilla Dean Coming Here
Priscilla Dean and her compay are
en route for New York to shoot
scenes in the Eden Musee at Coney
Island for her new picture. Tow
Browning is directing.

Lichtman's First Five
I."
Los Angeles
— Jackie Coogan's
Al Lichtman's first five pictures to next production will be "Fiddle and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Waterproof Film Invented
go to liis franchise holders throughChicago — According to report, Ben
out the country will be:
,.os Angeles — Meetings have been
Beadell, for years manager of Select,
John Ince Prod. Formed
jd preliminary to the formation in
"Rich Men's Wives," directed by
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
llywood of an organization similar L. J. Gasnier; "Ching Ching Chinahas invented a new process of waterproofing film. He has sold the
Dover, Del. — The John Ince Prod.,
the Lambs' Club. Virtually every
man," directed by Tom Forman;
American and German rights to this
le celebrity in films is named
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms," Inc.. have been formed here with a
process to the Cromwell Film
of $1,150,000.
jOng the supporters. Theodore directed by Gasnier; "Are You a capitalization
The Three Arts Pictures Corp. Laboratories of New York. Allan
berts is chairman pro tem, Wedg- Failure?" directed by Forman, and
ed Nowell is secretary and Milton "The Girl Who Came Back." direct- has also been formed here with A. Lownes, of Cromwell, closed the
deal with Beadell here.
fTman, treasurer.
ed by Gasnier.
$1,000,000 capital.

THE
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Quotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod. 73.54
F. P.-L. .. 83}i
do pfd
G'wyn .... ryz
Griffith
Loew's
.. 153/i
Triangle
World

"^iVi
827A
7y&
\SV%

yiH
82
Not
ly
Not
15^
Not
Not

Sales

1-100
4,300
quoted
200
quoted
1,800
quoted
quoted

Incorporations
Springfield, 111. — Ascher Washington Theater Co. of Chicago. Capital
$50,000. Incorporators are Nathan
Ascher, Lewis M. Scheuer, N. W.
Alexander.
Albanv. N. Y. — Cameo Prod., New
York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators: S. Schwartzman and A. Klein.
Attorney, H. S. Hecheimer, 1540
Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — A. L. Jones Prod.,
New York. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: E. N. Bloomberg and P.
Shmunis. Attorney, W. Kaufman,
1482 Broadway.
Dover, Del. — Second National Pictures Corp. of Ohio. Capital $250,000. Incorporators: Wilbur A. McCoy, Pittsburgh. Attorney, Capital
Trust Co., of Delaware.
Albany, N. Y. — Regent Enterprises, Brooklyn. Capital $25,000.
Incorporators: N. and L. Schwartz
and P. Weisblum. Attorneys, Kurtz
and Ruby,
135 Broadway.
Dover, Del. — Park Amusement Co.
Capital $50,000. Incorporators: A.
B. Kitzmiller, W. J. Zolner and
John G. Hartley, Johnstown, Pa.
Attorney, Corporation Service Co.

f^dux:<itiarx£d (PcctuAju)

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show oner. Send along
your ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
JefTerson, la. — When Cecil B. De
Mille's "Fool's Paradise," played the
Majestic, Manager VVm. Youngclaus
hooked up with Downes and Mayer,
the large local department store, who
gave away one gross of high grade
hair nets to ladies who were going to
see this picture. These hair nets
were given on the theory that they
would be needed to keep the hair
in order during the "hair raising
thrills" of this picture.

Adrian, Mich. — Manager Elwood
M. Simons of the New Family created
quite
stir when
insertedTelegram,
a' wantad ina the
Adrianhe Daily
outlining the plot of his picture and
ending it with a declaration. "Find
the Woman!" In view of the cooperative advertising secured by the
theater, the telegram made a mystery
story out of it and featured it in the
news columns.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Hampton
Del
Rti
assisted by Rex Thorpe will start
first five-reel comedy in a few da
Herbert Rawlinson's next stasri
vehicle for Universal is "Anotl
Man's Shoes."
Gladys Walton's forthcoming si
ring production for Universal will'
"The Lavender Bath Lady."
Hobart Henley has almost cffi
pleted "The Flirt," by Booth Tarkix
ton. It will be released as a U'
versal-Jewel.

Ben Turpin and Katarya McGui
Louisville, Ky. — Three hundred
and twenty inches of news space free. will be seen in "The Shriek," a t
Lansing, Mich. — When Claud Cady A street ballyhoo that was seen by reel Ben Turpin Mack-Sennett off
manager of the Gladmer began his thousands in a city where all bally- ing directed by F. Richard Jones.'
teaser campaign for "Her Husband's hoos are strictly tabooed and an
"Singed Wings," a story by Ka
Trademark," he took several small event of great local interest was the
flashes in the paper reading: "Watch! record established on the unique film erine Newlin Burt which appeal
2-4-6-8-10.
Wait!"
in Cosmopolitan Magazine, will
This queer stunt was carried on exploitation stunt for "The Crossroads of New York" at the Mary Penrhyn Stanlaws' production f
the following days with text only Anderson.
To Manager George A.
slightly changed. The ad that gave Sine, goes the full credit for the lowing "Pink Gods," which is n>
practically completed,
a flash for "Her Husband's Trade- foresight and execution that brought manager.
H. E. GAUSMA.
mark" with the information that the the stunt into materialization. It
mysterious numbers were the start- started with the quest to find Louising hours of the program. An easily
ville's best comedian and was pushed
applicable idea!
through the aid of the Courier-Jour- EXPLOITATION MEN WANTH
nal in connection with the advertised
DOERS
NOT
TALKERS
Nampa, la. — The Strand told the run of the Mack Sennett feature. The
All
Territories
—
Every
Cooperati
j'oungsters of the town if they would paper played the stunt up, a real
supply themselves with funny caps, scenario was prepared, eight hundred Film Booking Offices of America, I
haul out their toy drums, and parade feet of film was ordered and received
Room 903—723 Seventh Ave.
streets for "Beyond the Rocks" they by Mary Anderson and the staff corApplications by mail only.
would be able to see the picture free.
respondent ofthe International News
Fifty kids responded in a jifify. The Service offered his services in return
theater paid for the signs and the for the publicity he would get.
boys went all over town taking adApproximately three hundred provantage of this rare opportunity to
For Sale or Rent
spective screen comedians responded
make all the noise they wanted to. to the lure of attracting themselves
SPECTRO
LAMPS
Nobody was unaware of the run of to Mack Sennett. A brief rehearsal
We furnish and guarantee compl
the films. The stunt can be applied
was given the three leading charac- equipment for Studios or Locatio:
to almost any picture.
ters were selected, their supports
JOS. GELB COMPA
were chosen from members of the
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
Webster City, la.- — Hairpins were
A. L. Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1
University of Louisville Players' Club
used in attracting the attention of the completing
the cast. In accordance
multitude to "Fool's Paradise" at the with announcement, the first scene
I sis. On the afternoon preceding its was made at the intersection of
opening, Manager A. C. Schuneman
and SERVICE
Broadway and Fourth Street. By
distributed one thousand of them
E. O. BLACKBURN
the time the cameraman dug his triSPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
among women shoppers in the stores.
pod into the asphalt the intersection
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
To each pin was attached a little was jammed with spectators waiting
Chicago, 111.
card reading, "Save this hairpin. You to see home talent perform. Signs
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
will need it to keep your hair in tied up tlie stunt with the picture at
Hollywood,
Cal.
order during the hair-raising thrills the house. Traffic was completely
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 18!
of Cecil B. DeMille's greatest pro- blocked, and the police department
duction, etc." It made them smile sent a special squad of men to clear
and many came to see the picture.
a way for the taking of this picture
in a city where street stunts were
Flint, Mich. — Nothing in a long strictly forbidden. For the next
while has pleased the automobile
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
country so much as the free tickets three da_vs the filming continued, alAuditors
given out by Manager B. D. Baily of v.-ays in crowded places where man.v
the Regent as part of his exploitation people could see the "Crossroads of
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
New York" banner. The spectators,
Telephone Longacre 9074
for "Her Husband's Trademark." although they did not know it at
Bailey stood in front of his theater first, were taken in the picture for
and took the license numbers of six
automobiles as they passed by. These "atmosphere." They were advised
he published in his newspaper ad of it by the newspaper advertisement
the next day with instructions that and story telling of their "screen appearance" and asking them if they
each person recognizing his number could identify
themselves when the
should clip the ad from the paper,
Most complete in East. Perpicture
wash
shown.
It cost $160 in
write his name and address in the
all but certainly the record business
fect lighting equipment. Modblank space provided in the ad, and made it worth while.
ern sets. Extensive props and
present it at the box-office, where he
wardrobe departments.
would receive two free admissions.
Will Build in St. Paul
World Film Corp.
By requiring the person to write his
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
name and address on the blank,
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 9900.
Bailey secured additional names for
St. Paul, Minn.— J. M. Velat will
build a theater on East 7th St.
his mailing list.
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At Broadway Theaters

LtheN ews
No.

Cameo

"Sherlock
Holmes."
the John
Barrymore
detective drama, continues for another week.

Capitol

58

ERICAN
WINS
DIAMOND
SCULLS,
ITAIN'S
FAMOUS
ROWING
TROY — W. Hoover
of Detroit
defeats R. J.
;ed in rowing
classic on the Thames.
MMOTH
PROTEST
AGAINST
MON:HISTS
in
BERLIN— Rathenau
murcauses huge
demonstration
against
the
rnal enemies of the Republic.
SH
REBELS
DRIVEN
FROM
LAST
BLIN
STRONGHOLD— Flames
sweep
ugh
Dublin
streets
as the
rebels
are
en from the Gresham
Hotel,
er news as usual.

today

is styled, "Popular Request Program," is being offered here. There is no
lengthy feature film, all of the screen numbers being short subjects with Charles Chaplin's trench story, "Shoulder Arms" holding
down the "big letter" position. In addition,
there is another Robert C. Bruce Wilderness Tale, "Nights of Many Shadows" ;
"Hope," which features Mary Astor, a Jack
Eaton Sport Review, entitled "Record
Breakers" and the customary magazine.
For the opening selection, the orchestra
plays Thomas' "Raymond Overture" and
other musical pieces include Russian folk
songs and cathedral numbers by 12 male
singers recruited from the Russian Grand
Opera, "Ten Minutes with Fradkin," during which that violinist renders bits from
well-known classic selections. Juan Reyes'
playing of a Liszt Concerto in E Flat and
a closing organ piece. Mile. Gambarelli,
.Me.xandcr Oumansky, Doris Niles and
Thalia /anou attenfl to the ballet unit.

Cohan
"In
second

"East

is West"
FILM

the Name
of the Law"
week of its engagement.

Finished

ivingston Dies in Smash-Up
j.ansas City, Mo. — L. J. Livingl, United
Artists representative,
killed when a railroad train hit
motor car at a grade crossing.
had been traveling for United
sts for the last 18 months.

is

in

the

Frederick von Flotow's "Martha," is the
overture, after which the pictorial goes on.
This is followed in turn by "Color Sketches,"
a Prizma reel, by Scar. "Orientale" is sung
li.v Miriam Lax, soprano, Beatrice Wightwick, contralto, Maurice Kostrow, baritone and the Rivoli male ensemble and then
Jack Holt appears in "The Man Unconquerable." Lillian Powell and the ensemble
then render "Anitra's Dance," from the
"Peer Gynt Suite," by Grieg and a Unicomedy, "Short Weight" with
Brownie, versal
closes.

Strand
Selections from "The Mikado," the Gilbert
Sullivan comic opera, comprise the overture,
followed by what is programmed as "Here
and There." Madeline MacGuigan, violinist,
plays Wienawski's "Faust Fantasie," after
w in'ch tlie usual Topical Review is offered.
Kitly McLaughlin, soprano, and Harold
Brown, tenor sing the vocal prologue to the
feature, "A Fool There Was." A Pat Sullivan animated cartoon, "Felix in the Swim,"
furnishes the comedy relief after that and
the organists close.

Central

DAILY)

l!OSConstance
Angeles — "East
Is West,"
Talmadge,
has starbeen
pleted.
Sidney
Franklin
is cutand editing.

Rivoli

What

wmmmmmmmmmm

■i (Special to THE

Suppe's "The Beautiful Galathea," is the
overture which is immediately followed by
what is billed as "Riesenfeld's Classic Jazz,"
"Three for Jack" is the title of a baritone
solo and at the new organ, Sigmund Krumgold plays "So This Is Jersey," the rhymes
for which are credited to Rose Pelswic, to
round out the musical part of the program.

"The

Storm"

continues

New Theater for Bronx
Bernard Kraus sold to Aaron Miller the northwest corner of Hurnside
and Harrison Ave., a plot having a
frontage on Burnside and Harrison
Ave. of 197 feet and a depth of 141
feet. The purchaser will immediately erect on this property a theater
with stores.

"U" Plans Bull Fight Films
(Special to THE

indefinite

run.

Wilmer

and

Vincent

(Special to THE

Criterion
X'iola Dana in "The Five Dollar Baby,"
with the rest of the program unchanged, is
here for the last week

Rialto
Thomas Meighan in "If You Believe It,
It's .So," has been moved from the Rivoli,
the other film numbers being a Marcus
animated cartoon, "What a Difference a
Little Hair Will Make," "A Trip to Paramounfowii"
and the magazine.
Franz
\'on

Change

FILM

Plans

DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa. — The plan to replace the Orpheum with a modern
house has been postponed indef.nitely by Wilmer and Vincent, who have
also deferred the building of a chain
of six houses in outlying residential
sections. The desire to wait for more
activity in the industry is reported as
the reason for the change of intentions.

Theater Opens

(Special to THE

FILM

Agnes Ayres in A Daughter of Luxury
Dix

Re/eased December 25, 1922
since Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden
NOT
Fruit" has Agnes Ayres appeared in a picture SO eminently suited to her beauty and talents. As the pampered product of a millionaire
home, she is superb.
t(

As the title implies, the star wears some gorgeous gowns ; her wardrobe for this picture is
probably the largest ever used in one production.
Beautiful and luxurious sets form splendid liackgrounds for this great drama of a woman's soul.

My people demand them."
with Paramount.
My success was made
ELWYN M. SIMONS, Adrian, Mich.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

\.
9

.>.
4.
D.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
No. 16.

"The Dictator."
"If \0M Believe It. It's So
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her
Gilded
Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The
Mysteries of India."
"Pink
Gods."
"The Old Homestead."

Watch this No.
space34iomor?'ow for

17.
18.

"The Face in the Fog."
No.
No. 19. "Burning Sands."
No 20. "The Ghost Breaker."
Nn 7.\. "The Cowboy and the Lady."
Xo.
No, 22. "To
"The Have
Man and
Who ToSawHold."
Tomorrow.
2i. "Clarence
"On
the
High
Seas."
24.
No.
No,
"The Youny: Rajah."
No.
"Anna Ascends."
26.
No. 27.
2.i. "Ebb
"The Tide."
Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
No. 28.
No.
29. "Outcast."
No. -lO.
No,
No.
"Singed Wings."
Home
and Broke."
32. "Back
"The
Pride of Palomar."

^\.
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Pearl River, N. Y. — The Pearl
River theater opened here recently.
The house was built by popular subscription at the cost of $60,000, and
seats about 700. The profits of the
venture will be shared by 60 of the
town folk who have invested in it.
It is under management of A. M.
Geiger. E. R. Kast is president, L.
Woodwarth, secretary and D. Von
Soosten treasurer.

41 Great Cparamount Qictures
By Beulah Marie

DAILY)

Albany — A picture entitled, "Workfor inConservation,"
based ingonTogether
incidents
the regular
vvork of the Conservation Commission of New York has been made
and will be used to show how closer
cooperation between sportsmen and
farmers in the protection of game
and property can be established.
Community

its

FILM

Los Angeles— With Charles Molina
as the featured player, Universal will
produce a series of one reel comedies,
the themes of which will be bullfighting. Gil Pratt will direct. Julia
Leonard and Otto Fries are in the
cast.
Conservation Commission Has Film

z^^
Newspaper

Pathe
Playing
Fine
Vitagraph

Creeps

Up

Baseball —
Defeated
and Hodkinson on
Saturday

Quite a furore has been created in
the baseball league by the sensational
pace set by Pathe. The Roosters,
have hit their stride and are considered by their rivals as a dangerous contender for the championship. Their
defeat of the First National team inspired them with the confidence to
go in and win, and their accomplishment of last Saturday demonstrates
the calibre of ball they are dispensing.
In a double-header at Elks Field,
Long Island City, they defeated Vitagraph in the first game 7-3, and Hodkinson in the second game 6-3.
At
the Catholic Protectory
grounds, Goldwyn defeated Metro
"12-7. Messick who started in the
box for Metro was replaced in the
third by Loen, who failed to stop
the Goldwyn sluggers. Borack for
the Lions was not as effective as
usual and was hit hard and often.
The game resolving into a batting
bee for both sodes and when the
smoke cleared Goldwyn was on top.
Batteries: Borack and Caulway. Messick, Loen and Ellsworth.
By mutual consent Paramount,
Universal and First National did not
play, but have arranged to play off
the postponed games as twilight
games, or double headers on Saturdays.
Won
Lost Pet.
First National
6
2
.750
Paramount
6
2
.750
*GoIdwvn
4
3
.571
Vitagraph
4
3
.571
*Pathe
4
5
.444
Metro
3
4
.427
Hodkinson
3
5
.375
Universal
1
5
.167
*Game of June 17 to be played
over. This game not included in
above figures.
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In the Courts

Because Mary Pickford authorized
two music publishing houses to use
TIMES — * * * It is an absorbingly in- her photograph and autograph on the
cover of a song based on her picture
film. • • *
N. Y, teresting
HERALD—*
* * interesting and "Daddy Long Legs," the Appellate
Division has dismissed a suit brought
unique.
• • *
TRIBUNE—*
* * Shows the finest lot of in her behalf against the Waterson,
atliletes in the world, * * *
Berlin & Snyder Co. to recover the
MORNING
TELEGRAPH — Grantland
Rice and Jack Eaton have a corking sport minimum royalty agreed to be paid,
and reversed a judgment for $2,500
review.
* * *
TELEGRAM—*
* * is an interesting ex- for Elizabeth A. Reilly, to whom the
position of the unusual qualifications re- claim was assigned.
quired of the professional athlete, giving
scenes of the actual breaking of many of the
The opinion of the court showed
existing records in the various outdoor that the day after Miss Pickford persports of American
colleges. * * ♦
sonally made an exclusive contract
GLOBE— * * * an interesting Sport Re- with the defendant for the use of her
autograph and photograph for a song
"Hope"— Hodkinson
based on "Daddy Longs," her mother
and attorney made a similar contract
with the Broadway Music Corp.,
Capitol
TIMES—* * * this may be of interest
to those who look upon the movies as a which published "Dear Old Daddy
means for making a neglectful public inter- Long Legs." The Court said that
the evidence showed that while the
"Record

Thursday's Issue

Opinions

I

Breaker" — Goldwyn
Capitol

ested in "Art," but it means nothing at all
to those wlio want good motion pictures for
their own sake. The question for them is,
is this 'Hope" a good motion picture? And
the answer is, yes, in many ways. * * *
N. Y. HERALD—* * * tastefully put together • * * and as simply appealing in its
story as any of its predecessors, which
virtually amounts to a cast iron guarantee.
In addition it has winsome and beautiful
Miss Mary Astor, who is good enough to
make a hit under her own power.
TRIBUNE—* * * The direction and the
acting in this little drama are flawless. The
story does not amount to much. The cast,
whicli supports ^liss Astor, is so good that
special mention should be made of them.
They are Ralph Faulkner, Fred Gamble and
Regan Stewart.
SUN — * * * a Triart production of delicacy and discrimination * * * because it has
Mary .'\stor, who indeed might be called
part of the hope of the films, can be enjoyed by highbrows and also persons whose
iiats have no difficulty in reaching their eye-

of

Many

graphed.
N. Y. HERALD—*
* * another of the
Robert C. Bruce "Wilderness Tales"
*unusual
» *
MORNING
loveliness and
Bruce reaches
predecessors.
humorous.

* * *
* captivating

scenic

Adams

Opens

to THE

FILM

House

t
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Imogene,
la. — The
Imogene
been opened by George Adams.

promise sustained
that wasdamages
not kept,
plainly
resul;'
from Miss Pickford's violation of

effects.

GLOBE- — * * * cool and refreshing for a
July evening.
(Special

The court says that the defen.
was induced to keep on paying ro
ties after Miss Pickford had bro .
her agreement, as the result o

I

TELEGRAPH— In pictorial
poetic presentation this new
the same high standard as its
It has a story,' slightly

TRIBU.VE— * * * an interesting Robert
Bruce
* SUN
* * —picture.
* *

this upon
picturebeing
would
be that
"Pollyani
but
advised
the j '■
lisher of "Pollyanna"
had reser 1
the
songrights
and
the
defend t
couldn't
use it, the defendant
11
paying
more royalties, and
suit was any
brought.

Know What's Going On

Shadows"— Educational— Capitol

TIMES — * * * It has the spectacular
mountain scenery that characterizes many
of Mr. Bruce's works and includes, also an
incident of the wilderness in which the pack
horses of a lone traveler, after being stampeded, are brought into line again and led
on by a ghostly figure whom the traveler
follows afoot, awe-struck, until he ties the
animals to a tree and disappears. The incident might have been more grippingly
developed, it seems, but as it is, there is an
atmosphere of w'eird unreality about it that
gives it that peculiar fascination of ghost
stories. And it has been skilfully photo-

cause of the alleged breach of
contract by Miss Pickford.
The
-Appellate Division
also • |
that Miss Pickford's attorney agr |
with the defendant that as comper .
tion for its loss on "Daddy
L
Legs" because of the competition
defendant could have the next picl ;
released by Miss Pickford for a .
ture song, and it was
agreed 1 1

defendant sold 480,000 copies of its
Plans Another House
song the other publisher sold 414,210
copies and paid Miss Pickford $2,021 contract."
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
royaltnes to Feb. 28, 1920. The deBloomington, Ind.— Harry P. ^
will
erect
a $35
fendant had paid $2,597 on "Daddy derschmidtt
He
operates
the Libe
Long Legs," "The Hoodlum" and house.
"Heart of the Hills," until it quit be- Washington.

brows. ♦ * *

"Nights

July 19, 192.

has
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Quinn

Hei .

from Chicago with ^tails of
Better Pictures Move — committee of Seven Planned

A. Quinn, presid ■'*■ of the
John Pictures
^tter
Association of the
orld arrived in New York yestery from Chicago with details for the
tension of his better pictures idea.

Quinn stated in all of the importt cities of the country there will be
mmittees of seven appi^inted. In
;h instance these will be -omposed
a member of the Fed :ration of
.urches, a representati\° of the
jtholic church, a rabbi representing
'}
Jewish
a business ofman
inested
in faith,
the promotion
better
iiness relations, a representative of
men's clubs and an official of the
tter Pictures Association.
Some of Quinn's plans as he outi?d them yestcrdaj' follov.':
["he country will be divided into
ee divisions, the East, the Middle
jst and the Far West. Eastern
idquarters will be in New York,
idle Western in Chicago and Far
'Stern in Los Angeles,
'review theaters will be establishin these three cities for the exhibi1 of any worthwhile pictures, redless of company affiliation. These
:ures will be of above-the-average
ue only will then be boosted and
ised to those of the public who beg to the B. P. A. by means of bulns to be sent out by that organizaI.

^ National
Better Pictures Week
be launched in the Fall and a
ion-wide membership drive in Sepiber.
)uinn yesterday produced a typeItten sheet which gave the follownames as members of the nation:ommittee of the parent organizai: Dr.
Robert
Watson,
pastor
iiond Presbyterian
Church,
New
[[k representing Protestant Church!j Charles A. McMahon,
director,
cion picture bureau. National CathWelfare
Council,
representing
(Continued

on
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Mike Vogel Here
like Vogel, Paramount
exploiter
St. Louis is visiting the home ofSalesmen's Outing Tomorrow
he Motion Picture Salesmen,
, will hold their first outing toTow at Bear Mountain. They
t chartered the "Onteora." which
leave the Battery at nine o'clock,
cets include both hinch and dinaboard the vessel. About five
dred will probably be in the
y. ■

Operators'
War Chest
Decide
Self-Assessment of 15% To

That Big Deal

Ince's

Exchanges?

Producer's Own Distribution Talked
/
Of — Wire of Denial Comes
Fight T. O. C. C— Held MeetFrom the Coast
That important contract being Yesterday Morning
tween
Goldwyn
and
First
NaThat Thomas H. Ince intends
Determination and to acceed to the
tional is expected to be signed
forming his own distributing organT. O. C. C. demand for a 10% cut
at any
It's saidaffixing
to be
in the wages of operators was the
ization, isa report that is being disall
overmoment.
but the actual
cussed in New York.
of the signatures.
general attitude expressed at a meetThe story goes that Ince, who has
ing held by the membership of MovAfter it is closed, the First
National
fall
announcement
of
Machine
Operators'
completed his next year's output, is
I^ocal ing
306Picture
yesterday
morning.
The
seriously considering the formation
60 to 70 for next season may
wage reduction was offered the men
be looked for.
of a releasing organization to posas a basis to negotiate a wage scale
sibly bear his name. At present the
for the year cominencing Sept. 1st,
producer is involved in litigation with
Associated First National over his
high cost of rental being given by
the theater owners as the basis for
next season's series, in which there
asking the cut. The operator body
will probably be eight pictures.
declared the present attempt of thea- Burr
On Monday a telegram asking
Nickle
Prod. Secure
English
ter owners to cut expenses by reducInce for a statement regarding this
Output — To Be Released
on
was sent to the coast, and yesterday
ing operator wages was both illState Rights Market
directed and ill-timed. The meetthe following response was received
An interesting deal in the inde- by THE FILM DAILY:
ing was attended by close to 600 operators.
pendent field was announced yester"No truth to report 1 am formday by Burr Nickle, president of
A motion was offered and passed
ing my own distributing organizaimanimously, whereby the tnen went Burr Nickle Prod., with offices in
tion nor reissuing my former subon record as willing to pay a self- Los Angeles, who stated his concern
inflicted assessment of 15% weekly had acquired the productions of the
jects at the present time."
between now and the wage scale Hepworth Picture Plays, Ltd. of
The gram
latter
portion
of Ince's
concerned
the report
thattelehe
agreement to provide additional London, for distribution in the
intended state righting a number of
funds to carry out the policy they United States and Canada.
have decided upon, namely, to accept
Nickle has just returned to Cali- old
pictures including "Civilization."
fornia after spending several weeks He was asked to comment on that,
no wage reduction. It was pointed
well as the report regarding the
out at the meeting that this 15% in the east, during which time he as
releasing company.
assessment would work great hard- concluded negotiations with Thomas
ship upon the men, but the general F. MacMahon, attorney for HepRogers Back to Home
Office
attitude at the meeting was to "give worth in the L^nited States. The
pictures will be distributed on a state
Charles
R.
Rogers
has
relinquished
until
hurts." or disturbance marked
No itclamor
his duties at the New York exchange
rights' basis.
the meeting. The body had preThe first of the new productions of the Film Booking Office and has
viously listened to the wage scale will be ready in August, and it is returned to the home office of the
committee of the Chamber of Com- planned to release the pictures twice company. Charles Rosenzweig, who
merce at the Central and individual
recently left Universal for F. B. O.,
operators had expressed inability to a month. The first will be "The City will assume charge of the exchange.
of
Beautiful
Nonsense"
and
the
next
conform to the reduced scale. State- "Sunken Rocks."
ments of these men to the effect that
While Nickle was in New York,
Selznick News
Censored
living costs made it impossible to ac- he made arrangements with Lesley
cept the cut were confirmed.
Selznick
News
No.
1058-C, conas his eastern repretaining scenes of four bathing girls
In addition considerable dis- Mason, to act
sentative. Nickle expects to return
on a beach near Chicago, in which
approval was expressed concerning a to New York about Sept. 1 st.
statement which appeared in the
the bathing censor there is seen attrade press attributed to an exhibitor
tempting to make the abbreviated
suits cover a greater portion of the
which quoted that "men can be
"U"
for
Hager Going to Holland
'broken in' in three hours as opGus Hager for some time Univer- girls' limbs, has been censored by the
sal manager at Salt Lake is in New Motion Picture Commission of New
son.
Speakers
contended
that
with
the
York preparatory to sailing for Hol- York. Indecency is the official reaerators."
modern projection machinery, and in
land on Saturday where he will be
view of screen results demanded the
representative. He will bepersonal
succeeded
in Salt
Harry Scott Resigns
standards for operator qualifications Carl Laemmle's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
were constantly g:rowing more diffi- Lake by S. L. McNamee who has
ing. cult, and responsibility more press- been a Universal salesman for the
Detroit — Harry
Scott,
First
National manager, has resigned.
His
The findings of Local 306 will, it past 10 years.
health is not of the best.
Australian
Exhibitors
Here
is stated, be communicated to the
T. O. C. C. at an early date.
Floyd Brockell, First National
Stanley N. Wright, general mansupervisor
of exchanges, stated yesager and J. McLeod Bolton, chairman of the board of directors of the
Ingram Film at the Astor
terday that H. A. Bandy, Central
Haymarket Theaters, Ltd. of Sydney, Division manager, was at present in
Rex Ingram's "The Prisoner of Australia
arrived in New York on Detroit in charge of the office. No
Zenda" will open at the Astor TheaTuesday
evening.
They are at the one has been named to succeed Scott
ter on Monday, July 31 for an extended run.
Belmont.
as yet.

Hepworths

Placed

THE
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Film
To

Be

of Mars

Coast Brevities

Shot in About Two Years —
Astronomers
Developing
idea
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Motion pictures of Mars are being
planned
for the first time, to disCopyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
cover whether the planet is inhabited,
inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and according to Dr. David Todd, emeritus professor of astronomy and naviJoseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
gation at Amherst College. Dr.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager ;J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Todd is head of the Mars expedition
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, to the Bahama Islands, which sailed
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
last April and established an observaTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
tory in an abandoned United States
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 fort at Nassau.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

East. Kod. 12,Vf. llVi ll-iA 500
F. P.-L. . . 83^
%m
Uy%
800
pfd. . 923/i SUA 92yj, 200
/do
GVvn
...
8
7y>
7-)4
4,600
Griffith
Not quoted
Loe\v'.s
Not quoted
Triangle
Not quoted
World
Not quoted
Fox Loses Appeal
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Court of Appeals has decided against Fo.x Film
in their action against Stuard Hirschinan. Fo.x brought action to obtain
awards made b.v the City of New
York after certain property had been
conveyed to the Chop Tank Co., and
later transferred to Fox. The latter
company were successful in their action in the lower court, but the Court
of
Appeals
decided to grant a newtrial.
The Loew's Buffalo Theater Co.
won in an appeal to compel the Goldie Clothes Company of Buffalo to
vacate property they now occupy.
The property was leased to the theater company and sub-leased to the
Goldie Clothes Co. The Court of
months'
the three
held that
Appeals
lease clause
applied
only to the

(Special

to THE

FILM

Hollywood — Al Herman
has finished his ".-^t for Fair" for Century.
Edward Gibson's next for Universal is to be "Laramie Lad."
Vernon
Steele has the male lead
in "The Man

Who

Ran Wild."

Ward Hayes will continue as directorConnor
of Billy
Franey in Robert O'comedies.

"Summer will be the best time of
the year to attempt photographs
from the Northern Hemisphere and

Frankie
Lee's next two-reeler
R-C will l)c "The Wharf Rat."

midnight will be the time of day,"
said Dr. Todd. "Every night for six
weeks, wiien the opposition changes
very little, Mars will swim through
the field of our telescope. With luck,
the size of the planet on the negative
should be about that of a quarter, or
at least of a dime.

Returning to Universal, Reaves
Eason will direct Edward Gibson in
"Laramie Lad."

Fire

Destroys

"To obtain this film a special mirror, slightly concave and as big as
Filming on "The Cowboy and the
the drive wheel of a locomotive and Lady," featuring Mary Miles Minter,
nearly as thick, will be set up at an has begun.
angle of 45 degrees at the base of
the telescope. It weighs tons. The
Richard \\'alton Tully lias ancamera, which has been specially
nexed Muriel Pentecost to his executive staff at United Studios.
constructed at a cost of $3,000, will
be placed at a point some 40 feet
above and aimed down at the mirror.
Henry
B. Walthall,
has been enParallel rays, infinite in number,
pass through the focal point and are
gaged for "Gimme."
reflected in the mirror."
to the cast of "To Have and
The actual photographing will be To Added
Hold,'' is Arthur Rankin.
done by James O. Sands, a Nassau
photographer.
The title of Baby Peggy's "The
Dr. Todd was astronomer in
Scoop,'" has been changed to "The
charge of the American expedition to
Japan to observe the eclipse of the
sun in 1887. He is interested in the
Mark
Sandrich is now head of the
Reporter.''
Kid
problem of photographing the solar Century property department, his
corona, which will be attempted in predecessor, S. Blum, has departed
Western .Australia, Sept. 21, 1922, on an European trip for his health.
when the next eclipse occursAllen Holubar is on location at
Walturdaw Buys Russian Film
Huntington Lake, with the Goldwyn
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Walturdaw's, Ltd., has
purchased English rights to "The
Arabian Nights." produced by the
Ermolieff Cinema Prod., a Russian
company. Nathalie Kovanko appears as the princess.

SERVING

company filming "Broken Chains."
Harriet Hammond will appear opposite Herbert Rawlinson in "Confidence," Harry A. Pollard, directH. E. GAUSMAN.

"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

WEST
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(T^cLcalUxTxal

Carrolton

(RcIuaE)

THE SPICE OH-THE PROGRAM"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

A. Quinn.
B.John
P. A.
He is president
listed as of»tlpictures."by many strong organiz
"chosen
tions in and out of the motion pict';
industry
head this
movement.''
Quinn to
claimed
to be
strongly t
ganized in New York. San Francisi
Los Angeles, Chicago and Washiii
ton. He said a committee for X>
York would have to lie appointed ai
that one for Chicago was now bei;
drafted but that pending the accei'
ance of certain individuals he con
not make public the names.
The B. P. A. is an outgrowth of t
Motion Picture and Theatrical C
operative
Association
It maintained
offices of
on the
WestW'orl
47
Street about 10 months ago wh^
Quinn left New York for Los A'
gcles. He was asked yesterday wh
had happened to the local hea
quarters and replied that the 47
Street office had been vacated a:
one at 500 Fifth Avenue opeiu
This, he said, has been in continuoi
operation.

PositiveQuaiil^
The QUALITY of the motion
picture POSITIVES printed at
our Flushing laboratories has
always stood supreme.
This
quality
consists
of: 1.
Putting into the positive every i
detail
of
the
negative.
2. !
Treating the film in a way that
makes it stand up for an unusually large rumber of ru.is. i

Telephone Bryant 1939 and
find out
rates
are. how reason a'ole our

DAILY)

Carrolton,
Tex. — The
has been closed down.

lUslev Boone, executive secreta:
of the B. P. A.

Tube System of developing, fixing, tinting, washing,son.andOurDRYING
is the
tints do not
rub reaoff, :
or smear on the film. And our
method of drying entirely eliminates brittleness, thus greatly increasing the life of the
film.

Falls, Tex. — A fire destroyed the Texas, a negro house.

(Special

Here
Page I)

ironi

the Catholics.
Mrs. Harry Sternberger. executi'
secretary, National Council of Jew!
Women, representing the Jews.
Frank Bacon, representing the the
trical and allied professions.
Arthur S. Friend of Distinct!
I'rod. Inc. wlio is listed as "represei
ing the business of making moti.

The

Theater

FILM

for

Walter Long, has been made captain of the 864th company of the
Coast Artillery Reserve-Corps.

original owners,
the Loew's Buffalo
Theater
Co.
(Special to THE

Quinn
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Halifax

Doris Kenyon in "Sure Fire Flint"
Doris Kenyon
has been engaged
by Charles C. Burr for the leading
female role opposite
Johnny
Hines
in "Sure-Fire Flint."

Exchange

Burns

Novel of "Fury" Planned
Edmund Goulding. author of
Halifa-x— H. H. McArthur. 102 "Fury," Richard Barthclmess' next
liicago — Edward Silton, of the
Mollis
St., lost his exchange by fire, picture, is novelizing the story for
exwith
utors,
Distrib
311 Film
the material destroyed including 17 publication in the fall. Dorothy Gish
iges in Chicago and Indianapolis,
features and considerable office W'ill support
Bartlielmess
in it.
been appointed western sales
Handling
Pacific Output
lager of the Edward Small Co. Alexander
equipments and supplies. Mr. McJohn Hayes, president of the
311 will be in charge of Illinois,
Arthur is the representative in the
ana. Ohio, Michigan. Wisconsin, Pacific Film Co. and Julius Singer, Maritime Provinces for Stevenson
general representative, have arranged .Attractions, Ltd., and also handled
and Missouri.
nesota, Kansas
to have the Alexander Film Corp. Equity releases. Hiss loss was
distribute all their product. The first heavy.
"Mailers" for State Rights
he six melodramas, which C. B. four subjects are. "The Able MindElkins a Regal Manager
ed Lady," "The Fatal .30," "The
,s producing, will be state righted,
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
letro is understood to have made Forest King," and "The Girl From
Rocky
Point."
.Singer
will
make
his
\'ancouver,
B.
C.
—
Fred
Elkins has
•tures for the first. "More to Be headquarters
with Alexander.
liecn appointed manager of Regal
Scorned."
bd Than
Films,who
Ltd.,hasreplacing
G. A. F"alkNew Shipman Film Ready
ner.
been transferred
to
Two Sales on Hallrooms
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto.
|he 1922-1923 series of Hallroom
Spokane. Wash. — "The Gruli
Canuck Film Co. Formed
;■ comedies have been sold to Ben S'take," Nell Shipman's latest feature
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
isterdam, of Masterpiece Eilm At- is practically completed. Miss Shipjtions for Eastern Pennsylvania man is now making the animal
St.
John.
N.
B.—
The
Canuck
Film
,i Southern New Jersey, and to scenes in the mountains near the Co. has been organized
to produce
Canadian
border.
ii Grand, of New England Fedadvertising films.
It may later make
!ed for that territorj-.
one
reelers
dealing with
Canadian
Jife.
Canadian Producer Organized
tSpecial to THE FILM D.AILY)
Lande Buys Two Features
Lande Buys Fight Films
fhe Quality Film Corp.. Harry A.
^Montreal — A producing company
BOX
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
de. president, has purchased "In- is being formed here composed enCincinnati — The Lande Film Dist.
OFFICE
tirely of Canadian capital for the exthe
j;ue"
Western
for from
Co.. tta."
Sales"\'ende
ivells and
ploitation of Canadian films. It is Co. has purchased the DempseyWINNERS
planned to use Canadian players and Carpentier fight pictures for Kennsylvania and West \'irginia.
tucky.
^
directors only. The product is de?avis Made Shallenberger's Aid
signe'd for showing in the Dominion
New Delivery in Cincinnati
only.
.
\ Charles Davis. 2nd lias been ap(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Signs Edna May Spooner
ited assistant to W. E. ShallenCincinnati — The Columbus and
John L. McCutcheon, who is now
|?er, president of Arrow. He will
Stinue supervision of the advertis- directing, "When The Cows Come Cincinnati Trucking Co. has been
and publicity departments,
but Home," at the Lincoln studio, at formed here by William Chesbro to
be
vested
Grantwood, has engaged Edna May maintain a delivery service between
e charge
C.B.C.FILM SAUES CORP.
those two cities.
hard Weil.
Spooner to play the mother role.
1600
BROADWAY
N.Y.
ton, Small's Mid-West
(Special to THE

FILM

Manager

DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

L

A

41 Great Gparamount Q>ictures
ction, "Kick In''
aurice Produ
FitzmCompson
ge Betty
A Geor
with
and Bert Lytell .
By Willard Mack.
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
Re/eased January /, 1923
It has the regeneration theme which has
the greatest pictures of histor}', and it is
with wonderful action and a marvelous
story. The two big stars will be supported

greatest crook play ever produced on
THE
stage or screen. Mr. Fitzmaurice has beem
trying to get "Kick In" for three years. He
promises that it will be his finest picture.

"Hats off to Paramount.
PAUL
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It. Ifs So."
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People "
"The Young
Diana."
"Blood and Sand "
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."

inade
filled
loveby a

great cast.

out for the live exhibitor!"
looking
Muskegon, Mich.

They're
SCHLOSSMAN,

Watch tJiis space Monday for
No. 35

&{»■
CORPORATION
PLAYERSIAS
M FAMOUS
.
ADOLOH
ZUKOR.KV 0-«'c»e"S
'
.
Uf^*?^^

i*

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Ne.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.'
29.
30.
31.
i2.
33.

"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who
Saw TorHOrrow.'
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."
"Clarence."
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
"Ebb Tidc"
"Outcast."Wings."
"Singed
"Back Home
and Broke."
"The Pride of Palomar."
"A Daughter of Luxury."

THE
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Chance

for

Putting
iJBIt^ Over

Capital

Big Opportunity
for Investment
in
New Theaters in Central America,
Declares J. H. Hoffberg

/

J. H. Hoffl)erg, of Goldwyn's foreign department, who has just returned from a four months' trip
through Central America, Panama,
Jamaica, Coloml)ia and Venezuela,
reports that picture conditions in the
countries visited are at least ten
years behind the times.

Thursday,

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned tip.

elled by the other cars of the comexploitation campaign, Brookpany while attached to the rear was
lyn-wide in scope, was successfully
guided to the port of big receipts by a trailer bearing Aunt Eppie. This
Edward L. Hyman of the Mark unique tie-up is of more than ordinary interest when the fact is taken
"Most of the theaters," he says, '*are Strand and it cost only $18! Tie-ups
frame buildings — fire traps, which would composing every well situated ice into consideration that the stunt
never he allowed in this country. They vary cream shop, shoe store, fur shop,
naturally upset local street car schedin seating capacity from 150 to 2,000, alules and that both car and trailer
though some of the open air theaters scat drug store, soft drink stand, sporting
as many as 6,000. Admissions range from goods shop and pet store, on the had to be somewhat remodeled for
five to fifty cents in American money; oc- main thoroughfares of Brooklyn, the occasion.
casionally, when a big special is shown, they
were achieved. Employed in this
ask as much as a dollar.
direction were window cards 22x9
Hartford, Conn. — With the aid of
"There
is bigAmerica.
opportunity
new capital in Central
Newtortheaters
are with a colored picture of an eskimo Tom Meighan, Paramount star. Manneede<l in even the largest cities ; the busi- boy standing at the top, the text comager James Clancy of the Capitol
ness is badly handled, and most of the
pictures shown are of poor grade — so poor, read: ing directly below. One of these was able to sell "The Bachelor
in fact, that people of the better classes
Daddy" and at the same time hook in
never attend. The others can't afford to
"My Daddy is Nanook of the with the most popular of sports,
go more than once a week, because fifty North.
Ma, he and I are playing in baseball.
cents in gold is about the average daily
this Pathe Picture at the Brooklyn
Clancy sold the idea to the Daily
pay of a working man.
Times
to have all the boys on the
Mark
Strand
Theater
Beginning
Sun-,
"The of
chief
source
supply atandpresent,
consists
second
handof American
Euro- day. Try a Nanook Sundae right baseball teams of the many public
pean film. American pictures are much appreciated and no doubt would out distance from the icy North cooling and deli- and parochial schools visit the CapiEuropean pictures as they have done in other
tol Saturday morning for a pre-recious." Many local ice cream proLatin countries, except for the fact that
prietors co-operated with the Strand
lease showing of "The Bachelor
it is extremely difficult for the American to the extent of concocting a new
Daddy." The Times in turn sold the
producer to do business here. The best
pictures are shown in Panama, which, on sundae and calling it a Nanook Sun- idefa through their columns. This
dae. Shops selling sporting goods
account of its large American population,
the Times' own party and that all
has made greater strides in its film industry. were induced to make a display of was
the boys were guests of the paper.
However, the cutting down of canal operations by the United States government has thermos bottles with relatively let- Clancy simply donating the theater.
tered Strand theater window cards
had a noticeably demoralizing effect on the
The boys met at a given place, formbusiness.
inserted. The same idea was worked in platoons and paraded to the
ed with drug stores selling moth theater. After these plans were made
"One of the outstanding problems of the
American producer in many of these small
countries is the pirating of film. They are bags; electrical shops with electric Meighan was invited to participate
within too easy reach of the film hawkers fans; fur shops with furs; pet shops and he replied with a wire of conin the States. Night after night programs
"Nanook's pet" etc.
gratulations to the Times, commendmade up completely of pirated film are with
ing it for their interest in local school
shown. The copyright laws of these
countries compel the producer to deposit
Piqua, O. — Exploiting short sub- sports. Meighan also donated a silfrom one to three copies of each picture
jects seems to pay Manager Harry
ver loving cup, presented to the team
with the Government within whose boundaries a pirated picture has been sent. The W. Kress of May's Opera House. making the neatest appearance in the
His publicity man Martin Bauer, line of march. Two bands were
legal fees wouM be enormous in comparison
to the value of the territory, and it is not through the co-operation of the Day- donated, one by the Times and the
unlikely that the court decision would be
ton and Troy Traction Co., recently other made up of musicians of the
delayed for a year or more. The only solution, as I can see it, would be for all the brought to life First National's Toon- theater. To make the marching
producers to enlist the help of the American erville Trolley, the Skipper and Aunt more musical, the Scouts were tied
Consular service and through them arrive Eppie Hogg, on the streets of this
up for their fife and drum corps. Apat some agreement with each nf tRese coun- town.
The oldest and smallest car
proximately three thousand or to be
tries. I talked with consular officials in
several countries and laid before them the owned by the line, after being propexact,
2,831
boys
marched in the parproblems of the American producer. They
erly bannered, appeared on the
ade. No advertising of any descripall seemed interested and expressed a readi- streets with Bauer properly outfitted
tion was carried by the theater. All
ness to help when called upon."
as The Skipper and Wamter Sweet the newspaper space was free. Satas Aunt Eppie. The Skipper drove
Plan Further Production
urday afternoon, the Times carried
Mrs. A. B. Maescher and Eugene the car over the regular routes trav- two 3-coIumn photographs with a full
Evans of the De Luxe Film Co. of
Los .A.ngeles are in town with "Night
Life in Hollywood." They opened
an office at the Hotel Astor. Release
on the production has not been determined as yet. It was stated by
Mrs. Maescher who is the sole owner
of the concern that they will probably continue production on the coast,
using the Hollywood Studios, but
that no definite plans have as yet been
framed.
White Serial Launched
Warren Krech and Harry Semeler
are supporting Pearl White in her
new serial, "Plunder." now in production at the Pathe studio under
the direction of George B. Seitz. E.
Snyder is the cameraman.
Mack

to Handle Randolph Publicity

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Irving Mack will handle
the publicity and exploitation for the
Randolph, which has been taken
over by Universal.

An

column story, topped by a 7-colu
head on the front page giving the
details of the turn-out.
This disp
was augmented
by another
colu
and a half of news matter and ot
photos
on
an
inside
page. T
Clancy secured nearly 3,000 boosi
and aroused all sorts of interest
when the picture opened, it playec
very big business.
Fred E. Walt
Paramount exploiter from the }
Haven Exchange assisted in framt
the campaign.
Agnes Ayres at Rivoli
Ayres feature
m "Borderland,"
be Agnes
the Rivoli's
next week
cause "The
Bonded Woman" a
not
be
prepared
for
presentaj
than.
rKoberts Handling Proposed CW

/

(Special to THE FILM DAILY) '
Los
Angeles — Theodore Rob?
is chairman pro tem of the o
mittee of film folks who are (
sidering the formation of a club t

similar to the Lambs' in New Y
The club is designed to emb'
everyone
connected
with
mo i
pictures, whether he be a star or •
connected
v\'ith the distribution*
motion pictures.
Mack Sennett Comedies Corp. I
moved from Room 302 Capitol 1
ater Bldg., to more commodji
quarters in Rooms 402 and 403.

A.M

IS

PRODUCTIONS,

IMC.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. an
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, ^
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.

FILMACK PRODUCTIOn

All producers and distributors, who have not yet done so,
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
August 6th.
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture
and release

A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.
This applies to short reels only.

20, 192.

Bryant 5307

Short Reel Charts

whether
comedy or scenic, star, producer's name
date.

July

R,^
TRAI
C ALEFoot
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6

• TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction '
maintain that our Trailers are '
jest of their kind.
Make us prove

IRVING MACK & CC
808 S. Wabash,
CHICAC

rAfi BRADSTREET
»/* FILHDOM

Zi^^RECOGMIZEB^

Authority
FORMERLY

,:. XXI

Pr>-

No. 20

Friday,

July

21,

5 C ...
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\g Finance Corporation Launched ;
Griffith, Powers and Price Directors

Five Southern Exchanges Revert
to Famous Players on September 1

E. Brulatour, Arthur S. Friend, A. H. T. Banzhaf, Whitman
iennett, J. J. McCarthy Also Interested, and Others Not
Directly Connected with Motion Pictures on Board

Despite

After a year's quiet work in organizing and testing the praclabilitv of the plan, the Producers Finance Corp., incorporated
der the laws of New Jersey, announced its personnel and its
ps yesterday.
Its board of directors includes the following:
D. W. Griffith, A. H. T. Banzhaf, secretary of United Arts; Whitman Bennett, Jules E. Brulatour, Arthur S. Friend,
A. Powers, Oscar A. Price, John B. Cochran, president FrankNational Bank of Washington ; A. J. Dalton, president Main
and Creek Coal Co., of Huntington, W. Va., and J. J. Mcthy, who has been identified with
W. Griffith in the routing of that
Jucers' important pictures. Frank
Wilson, former national executive
:he Liberty Loan campaigns and
ner assistant treasurer of the
m Loan Bureau, is president of
company. Of late, Mr. Wilson
been identified with motion pic's and, it is said, was largely inimental in securing finances for
production of "Way Down East."
onverse D. Marsh, a broker, has
n given a contract for the salfe
nore than $3,000,000 of the comly's stock.
iroducers Finance was organized
ear ago by Wilson, who at the
»e of the war, joined Griffith, and
:)ugh his activities organized D.
' Griffith, Inc.
Vhen this work was completed he
several important men in the inendent picture field together and
posed a plan for the creation of a
king organization to specialize in
ps to producers.
The plan met
approval
of these experienced
successful
operators,
and
the
■ipany was formed.
[Producers Finance," says a statent, "will solve the long standing
iculty imder
which
the motion
,ure industry has labored in getj

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Phila.

Sewed

Up

Deal on Aldine with Stanley Would
Give Latter Complete Sway
Over First Runs There
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Unless some unusual occurrence should happen the
Stanley Co. of America will assume
full control of the first run situation
here by virtue of an impending deal
which would give to that company
the operation of the Aldine theater.
The Aldine, at 19th and Chestnut,
is the one first run vi'hich distributors other than Famous Players and
First National have had here. Although no official statement has been
made by either party concerned, it
is known that the signatures are all
that is necessary for the Felt Bros,
to turn over the Aldine to Stanley on
the following basis:
Stanley will give the Felts a cash
consideration of $25,000. Stanley
will assume the actual carrying
charges on the property such as the
interest on mortgages, the rent and
taxes. This is believed to total about
$60,000 a year. The Felts are to be
guaranteed against a loss in operation
and the profits are to be split equally
both ways. The lease is to run for
20 years.
When
this deal
is closed — and
(Continued

on

Page

2)

|tch Bookings,
Warns
Laemmle
''arl Laemmle has cabled his
Hatrick Back, Almost Recovered
'ze a warning to be issued to exE. B. Hatrick, general manager of
iitors here are against booking pica's which are not yet produced. International News, is back in New
I bases his argument on the fact York after a severe illness which
I one can foretell just how suc- kept him confined to a London hos,iful a picture will be before it is
pital for many weeks. He has albally made.
most recovered his former strength.

Contrary Reports, Apparently Theaters Are Not
volved— Offices in Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, New
Orleans and Oklahoma City Involved

In-

Famous Players, it is understood, will assume complete
charge on Sept. 1 of the five exchanges now controlled and operated by the Southern Enterprises, Inc. of Atlanta. The of^ces
are located in Atlanta, Charlotte, N. C, Dallas, Oklahoma City
and New ©rleans.
While no one at Famous Players yesterday cared to discuss
the deal, it is understood that the exchanges are reverting to
Famous because that portion of the contract with S. A. Lynch
which covers distribution of Paramount pictures in the South has
expired.

Fitzmaurice

Chosen

Will Direct Pola Negri in Her First
American- Made
Picture— JFleming Here for Brady Film
The production department at
Famous Players has practically decided that (jeorge Fitzmaurice will
direct Pola Negri in her first
American-made
picture.
Miss Negri will arrive in New
York sometime next month and
will start work about Sept. 15th, at
the Long Island City plant. Fitzmaurice is at present on the coast
preparing
to film and
"Kick
in which
Betty Compson
BertIn,"Lytell
will
Victor Fleming is in New York.
appear.
He will direct Alice Brady in "Anna
Ascends," which will also be made
on Long Island.
There will probably never be more
than four companies at work in the
Paramount Eastern studio. Tlie
peak will undoubtedly be reached
this fall when Alice Brady, Thomas
Meighan, Elsie Ferguson and Pola
Negri will be busy there. As noted,
Jack Holt will make part of one picture in the East in August.

13 On

Release List

American Releasing Starts New Season with One a Week — Gets
"Sign of the Rose"
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

American Releasing, which will
handle about 70 pictures in 19221923, wall distribute one a week for
the first quarter of the new season
which, for this company, will start
on Sept. 10 with "The Queen of the
(Continued

Moulin Rouge."

on

Page

4)

Sales managers returning from tlie
.South in the past few days are
authorities for the repors that the
return of the exchanges is only a portion of the deal and that the other
would give Famous Players complete say over the management of
the Lynch theaters in the South.
One important Famous Players
official denied this end of the report
and said that the deal involved exchanges only.
At the meeting between the special
M. P. T. O. committee and Adolph
Zukor and EIek J. Ludvigh in Mr.
Zukor's office on Wednesday, Aug,
17, 1921 it was divulged that Famous
Players owns the Southern Enterprises, Inc. in its entirety. At the
meeting, it developed that Famous
Players and S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
Inc. had made a contract on April 3,
1919 whereby Southern Enterprises,
Inc. were to be formed in Delaware
with a capitalization of $5,000,000.
Of the 50,000 shares of stock, each
valued at $100, Famous Players -got
half and the S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
Inc. the remaining half. Lynch was
elected president of Southern Enterprises. Inc. with the power to elect
all officers as long as he lived. On
June 3, 1919, Famous, by virtue of a
second contract vested exclusive exhibiting rights in the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana and Oklahoma in Southern Enterprises, Inc. for 25 years. A third
contract (Continued
covered the
on sale
Page of
4) Lynch's

Saunders Back
E. M. Saunders, of Metro, returned
yesterday from New Orleans, where
he held a sales conference with
Southern managers.

■^
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Phi la. Sewed

Finance Unit Formed
(Continued from Page 1)

there is every indication that it will
be — the Felts will have brought to a
close their latest activities in the exhibiting field here. The Ambassador
in West Philadelphia, was recently
taken over by Fred G. Ni.xon-Nirdlinger. The Stanley Co. will have
absolute control of the local • firstrun situation. The only apparent relief is the new Fox theater in construction, work on which is being
rushed night and day. Independents.
how.ever, cannot hope for any aid
to speak of in that quarter, because of
the large number of his own pictures
which Fox will have.
The Aldine is at present owned
equally by M. Eugene Felt and
David Bortin, the latter an atorney.

ting adequate credit nt the l)'inks.
13anks have been unv,ill!ng .a give
Vol. XXI No. 20 Friday, July 21, 1922
Price 5 Cents sufficient advances to producers because of their scanty knowledge of
Copyriglit 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., llie nature of motion picture colNew York,
N. Y.,
lateral, credit and integrity. ProFILM
FOLKS.
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
ducers Finance Corp., oiScered by
loseph Dannenberg. President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- responsible motion picture men who
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
understand motion picture values and
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, who know the credit and integrity
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
th<r act of March 3, 1879.
of producers and distrii)Ution comTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
panies can pass safely on such loans."
In a prospectus appears a letter
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. from Wilson to Converse D. Marsh,
Address all communications to THE FILM
in whicli he outlines the following
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-S558. plan of operation:
Hollywood, California— Harvey E. GausmaH,
The company limits its loans to
■ 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
SO'/e of the cost of production. It
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. advances no money until the proWabash Ave.
ducer has already invested his own
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson, and then the loan is advanced weekly
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
as production progresses. The company exercises a first lien on the
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
completed picture and therefore gets
Representative — Interna- its profits from the first receipts.
European
Central
tionale Filmschau, Prague
-(Czecho-SloNo loans will be granted unless a
vakia), Wenzelsplatz,
distributor who wants to finance production has a high commercial rating. The letter states that a numHigh
Low
Close Sales
ber of loans have alreacfy been made
which will vield an annual return of
East. Kod. 1Z
ll'A li " 400 32%.
F. P.-L. .. 82J4
82^;
821^
1,900
do pid
Not quoted
No production will be undertaken,
G'wvn
...
71/'
T¥t,
IVi
2,900 but it is quite Hkely that some of the
Griffith
Not quoted producers who are on the board will
Loew's ... \W%
15^
15^
700 arrange for financing for their own
Triangle
Not quoted units. The executive committee
World
Not quoted consists of Wilson, Friend. Banzhaf,
Brulatour and Price. The company
has oflices in the Longacre Bldg.

Ingram Leaves
J. E. D. Meador of !Metro received
a wire yesterday from Rex Ingram,
in which the .producer said he was
to leave for New York on Wednesday last. With him are coming
Alice Terrv and his technical staff.

Quotations

X

Brackett
Here With Foreign Films
Robert A. Brackett is at the .A.stor
with a number of pictures taken in
the Far East. He intends calling his
films "People and Things," and has
with him 16 reels showing Japanese
life and customs. A second series
of 10 reels covers Mexico, while included in 84 more are reels shot in
India, Burma, Malay States, Straits
Settlements and parts of South
.\merica.

Incorporations

Dover, Del. — John Ince Prod.,
Inc. Capital $1,150,000. Attorney,
Delaware Registration Trust Co.
Dover, Del.— The Three Arts Pictures Corp. Attorney, Delaware
Registration Trust Co.
Want
(Special

Receiver

for

to THE

FILM

Palisade
DAILY)

Newark, N. J.— Arguments will be
heard at the Chancery Chambers on
Tuesday regarding tiie action of the
Consolidated Films Laboratory Co.,
against the Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc., the American Discount
Corp.; Charles H. Cole as agent and
trustee and William H. Irish, William L. George, John Montgomery,
John A. .'\ndrews and Donald B.
Redfern. Consolidated is seeking the
appointment of a statutory receiver
to handle the affairs of Palisade.
Pending this action Joseph L. .Smith
has been appointed receiver bj' the
court under bond of $20,000.
Gets Simplex Distribution
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis — The Exhibitors' Supply Co. has secured the distribution of
the Simplex
projector
in this territory.

Up

(Continued from Page 1)
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A Picture That Will Get the Money!

»

That's
What They All Say About It.
Read, what the Trade
Experts say:
Universal

Appeal

"It carries universal appeal, adults and juveniles alike will acknowledge its charm, and exhibitors will welcome it as a sure-fire
box office hit. Jackie's ability to keep an audience fluctuating between tears and laughter was never better demonstrated. Irresistibly funny. Gets the laughs in large quantities. A whirlwind of acion." — Exhibitor's Trade Revieiv.
His Best Picture
"So different from the usual that it will increase the popularity
pf
It is his
picture.
There's isnoever
doubtkeeping
about pace
that. with
He
;iasJackie.
the audience
withbesthim.
The pathos
ihe humor. There is no false sentiment. It is all human and genuine.
Book 'Trouble'
potion
Picture and
News.you'll have no trouble in packing the house." —
Splendid
Entertainment
"Splendid entertainment and has an appeal that is just about
IS nearly universal as may be expected in any one picture. Jackie
Hoogan is a distinct hit.
"Coogan is a fine little actor and an intriguing personality
throughout and is entitled to the great credit that certainly will be
■lis. But the able efforts of Director Albert Austin should not be
[overlooked. Austin has executed many situations and bits of action
|n this production that constitute real commercial screen art and just
tiow nearly they hit the mark is going to be realized by the vast
Tiajority of exhibitors — if not every exhibitor — who shows the pic;ure.
"With flashes of real fun and touching sentiment to hold the
nterest." — Exhibitor's Herald.
Will Get the Money
"A picture that will get a lot of money for the average exhibitor
because it is a refreshing yarn that will appeal to the women particalarly. It is the third of the series the juvenile star is making for
Lesser, the first two being 'My Boy' and 'Peck's Bad Boy.' This one
lolds up to the standard of either of the previous two.
star. "A simple little human interest story is the background for the
"In the handling of the story the youthful star is given every
opportunity to appear to advantage, and in a courtroom scene when
tie takes the witness stand he manages to put over a bit that would do
;redit to any of the much older stars of the screen.
Wallace Beery

makes the roughneck plumber a corking character study, while Gloria
Hope is a winsome little housewife.
"One of the real wallops is a fight that Beery and a cop put up
in the latter part of the picture with the kiddie assisting on the side
lines by hurling flower pots, etc." — Variety.
Strong
Human
Appeal
"The human appeal is so strong and is of such genuine character
the picture cannot possibly fail to meet with success before any type
of clientele. Jackie does the best work of his career. His work
seems inspired. Generous amount of humor balanced with pathos.
Take theWorld.
kid to see it and you'll both have a good time." — Moving
Picture

Sol Lesser presents

Jackie
IN

*5i

Coogan

TROUBLE

k Jackie Coogan Production and a First National Attraction

> y

FIRST
NATIONAL

THE

Putting It Over

jg^

Exchanges
to F. P.-L.
(Continued from Page 1)

half interest in Southern Enterprises,
Inc, to Famous Players.
No officials of the Lynch organization were in New York yesterday but
a wire was dispatched South for a
up.
.statement. Lynch is himself in Europe vacationing with his family.
Portland, Me. — Another example
The Lynch Holdings
of the "free poster" stunt is given in
Southern
Enterprises, Inc. operate
the case of the Strand, which accumulated seven art one sheets, reams theaters in the following towns in
of newspaper publicity, and the the Dallas territory:
In Arkansas: Ft. Smith and Little
spirited co-operation of the schools,
all for the cost of $10. The bill was Rock. In Oklahoma: Chickasha, McAlester,
Muskogee and Oklahoma
City.
"Forever," and Manager William
Peenes tied up the art classes to
In Texas: Abilene, Amarillo, Auspaint posters. Nearly 100 contested.
tin, Beaumont, Corsicana, Dallas,
Twenty-six posters were sent in and
seven were judged good enough for Denison, El Paso, Ft. Worth, Galveston, Houston, Palestine, Plaindisplay. These were put in the J. R.
Libby store window, a location view, San Antonio, Waco and Wichita Falls.
hitherto inaccessible to theaters. The
In the Atlanta Territory
newspapers took it up and Thursday
night, the date the prizes were to
Southern Enterprises, Inc. operate
be awarded the theater was packed. tlieaters in the following towns in the
The audience acted as judges giving Atlanta territory:
their decision through applause.
In Alabama: Anniston, Gadsen,
Huntsville,
Montgomery and Tuscaloosa.
Here is lioiu a brother exhibitor put his show over. Sena
along your ideas. Let the other
fellonv knoiL' ho'w you lifaneu

Milwaukee, Wis. — Bob Gary, the
Paramount exploiter, sold The Wisconsin News, Milwaukee's Hearst
paper, on the title "If You Believe It,
It's So." as a slogan for both the
paper and the town. The News said
they didn't care if it was the title of
a hundred pictures, it struck a note
of optimism and was the best
slogan yet invented. They played it
up on the front page in a letter from
Milwaukee Booster.'"
signedday"A one
Gary next
The
of the News staff
wrote another front page story
signed by "New Optimist" endorsing the slogan. That started the
ball rolling and leading citizens began to write in. Gary is also a cartoonist, and the News let him draw
a cartoon a day to attract attention
to the slogan and letters of endorsement.
Lafayette, Ind. — Manager H. H.
Johnson, of the Luna, played upon
the appeal to mothers of veterans in
his presentation
of "Sonny,"He inhada
manner
that was distinctive.
ushers stationed at the entrances who
asked every woman
entering:
"Are you the mother of an overseas veteran?" Women answering
in the affirmative were given red
carnations for identification. From
the stage Mr. Johnson announced
that at the conclusion of the performance a reception would be held
for these mothers and their families.
Patriotic melodies were rendered
during a brief intermission and the
curtain Avas raised on a stage decorated with flags and a huge punch
bowl and service set in the center.
The reception lived up to the best
social traditions of Lafayette. It created good will, made a strong sentimental appeal and, by word of
mouth advertising, built up a splendid
second day's business for the production.
Charnas Buys "Felix" Cartoons
Harry Charnas, of Standard Film
"Felix"
the Virginia,
Service, has
cartoons
for purchased
Ohio, West
Kentucky, Michigan and Western
Pennsylvania.

In Florida: Ft. Meyers, Jacksonville, Kissimmee, Lakeland, Deland.
Miami, Orlando, St. Augustine, St,
Petersburg and Tampa.
In Georgia: Atlanta, Augusta,
Brunswick, Columbia, Gainesville,
Griffin, Macon, Newnan, Rome and
Savannah.
In North Carolina: Asheville and
Charlotte.
In South Carolina. Greenwood,
Greenville, Spartanburg and Sumter.
In Tennessee: Chattanooga, Columbia, Dyersburg, Jackson. Knoxville,
Maryville,
Memphis and Morristown.

13 On
Release List
(Continued from Page 1)

The other releases in order will be:
"Timothy's Quest," "Fools of
Fortune," "The Woman He Loved,"
"When the Desert Calls," "The Pillagers," "The House of Solomon,"
"Flapper Love," "The Other Side,"
"The Deerslayer," "Miles Brewster
and the Super Sex," "At the Crossroads" and "The Great City.""The House of Solomon" was
made by Carl Krusada, and stars
William H. Strauss. George Terwilliger directed "Flapper Love," in
which Fair Binney appears. "The
Other Side" was made by Hugh
Dierker, who made "When Dawn
Came." "The Deerslayer" was made
by the Sacramento Pictures Corp.
at the Glacier National Park. Seena
Owen

is starred in "At the Crossroads," while Whitman Bennett produced "The Great City."
American Releasing will distribute
"The Sign of the Rose," in which
George Beban stars and in connection with which he toured a goodly ture
portion
the booked
country.
picwill be offirst
in aThe
number

of cities with the special interlude in
which Beban and eight players appear on the stage.
Will Help Orphans
The A. M. P. A. will co-operate in
the emergency drive for the Israel
Orphan Asuylum, destroyed in tiie
recent Arverne Fire.
Haggerty and Farrell Reopen House
(.Special to THE

to THE

FILM

"How Women
Love," Betty
Blythe's first picture for B. B. Prod.,
Inc., is now being cut and edited.

DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

the

Prussian

house

seating

1,000.

Minister Censors Film

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The Capitol Fi
Exchange has taken over the prodi
tions owned by Screen Art, Mor
Brown, manager of the latter cc
cern disposing of the films to dev(
all of his attention to his theat(
and other interests. By this de
Capitol acquires 25 features, "T
Blue Fox," a serial, 12 single-r
"Facts and Follies" comedies,
two-reel wild animal pictures and
two-reel Shorty Hamilton stories.
Move the Copley
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ll

Boston — The
Copley
has beij
moved
from
Dartmouth
St., to.i|
foundation facing Stuart St. It wj
be changed to a picture house
the cost of the work will total at
$400,000.
It is expected to be re
in October.
FOR SALE
1,000 slightly used all leathe
theater chairs. A real bargain
for a quick buyer.
A. M. FABIAN,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTE^

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
We furnish and guarantee compl
equipment for Studios or Locatio
Represented by JOS.512GELB
West COMPA
36th St
Telephone, Longacre 1

ROTHACKER

force,

DAILY)

East Moline, 111.— Clyde N. Petrie,
owner of the Lyric, has effected a
consolidation with the East Moline
Theater Co., which heretofore has
conducted the Majestic, and both
theaters will be managed by Petrie.

FILM

Screen Art Films Go to Capitol

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Rialto A, L. Hendrickson
formerly the Family, has been reopend,
J.- J.cent
Haggerty
and are
G. A.
Farrell.byTen
admissions
in

Theaters in Merger
(Special
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PRINT

and SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, lU.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

Berlin — The presentation of
"Hindenburg's Trip to East Prussia," has been banned by the Prussian Minister in order, it is stated, 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 11
to avoid any public demonstration.
Industrie Film Ag., which is releasing it, will fight the matter out
in the courts, alleging that it is
against the censorship regulations to
Public Dependable
Accountants and
take such action.
Auditorts
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th Stl
Telephone Longacre 9074

W. A. FLEMING & CO.I

Short Reel Charts

FILMACK PRODUCTION!

All producers and distributors, who have not yet done so,
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
August 6th.
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture
whether comedy or scenic, star, producer's name
date.

and release

A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.
This applies to short reels only.

,
A

TRAILERS
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6

C A Foot
• TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction w<
maintain that our Trailers are th'
jest of their kind.
Make us prove it

IRVING MACK & CO.

808 S. Wabash,

CHICAGC

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET
0/ FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

^ol. XXI

No. 21

5xpect

Adverse

Bills German

n

Pennsylvania
Legislature — Plan
Joint Convention of Eastern and
I
Western Zones
j

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

I Harrisburg, Pa. — Exhibitors of
;his state will, in all probability, soon
tistitute a vigorous campaign to
lounteract that batch of measures
infavorable to the industry expected
|,t the next session of the state
legislature in January. New tax
'lurdens, extensions of the functions
if the censors, attempts to limit the
iirices charged at picture houses, reitrictions on billboards and posters,
s well as bills calculated to eliminte other fancied or alleged evils by
neans of further legal impositions
Ivill probably be broached by members of the fraternity whose chief inlerests are concerned with the morals
f the poor, corrupted multitude.
In consequence, plans for a joint
onvention of exhibitors of the Eastrn and Westerns zones of the Pennylvania M. P. T. O. are under way
ith Peter Magaro, C. Floyd Hopins, who is the Marrisburg reprelentative for Wilmer and Vincent,
ind other exhibitors. It is almost
;ertain, according to , Magaro, that
hie joint convention will take place
oefore the law-makers get together
igain and this city is the likely
ilace in view of its location and the
act that it is the seat of the legislaive body.
Exhibitors Postpone
(Special to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents
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Convention
DAILY)

Philadelphia — The annual convenion of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
ind Delaware has been postponed
jntil the late fall or early winter.
Possible activity adverse to the industry in the legislature at Harris3urg and the business depression
A'hich might prevent many from at;ending an early meeting are the reasons for the decision by the Board
Df Managers.
There will be a business meeting
)f the Board at Atlantic City on
\ug. 20 and 21, in conjunction with
:he exhibitors' outing which has be:ome an annual event.

Priscilla Dean Here
Priscilla Dean and her director,
rod Browning have arrived from the
:oast to shoot scenes at Coney
Island for her next picture for Universal. Some special shots will be
aken at the Eden Museum. With
Browning are Charles Stallings, proiuction manager and William Fildew,
;ameraman.

Film Opera

This Time
Actual
Voices
Are
Synchronize with the Action —
Notofilm Co. Has It
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

to

Must Have It
Corpus Christi, Tex.
THE FILM DAILY,
New York City.

Takes

Over 3 Offices

Educational Assumes Control of Distribution in Albany, Buffalo
and Washington
Earl W. Hammons, of Educational
has arranged to assume complete
control of his company's distributing
facilities in Albany, Buffalo and
Washington, until now, Educational
pictures have been distributed under
special arrangements with independent exchanges.
In Albany and Buffalo, the physical distribution was handled by the
Empire State Film Co., which is
controlled by Arthur G. Whyte. In
those two cities what really occurred
was a change in name froin Empire
State to Educational. In Washington, the Electric Theater Supply Co.

Berlin — What its backers maintain will be the first real film opera,
will shortly be produced here. It
Gentlemen:
is said arrangements have been made
Enclosed please find my
to present it in London also.
check covering subscription to
It is not a fresh attempt to comTHE FILM DAILY.
bine motion pictures with a talking
machine, but a work in which the
We are opening a new theater
action on the screen will be achere about Aug. 1 and feel that
companied by the singing of actual
successful operation is imposliving voices in synchronization.
sible without your valuable
This is the main novelty of what the
publication.
Yours truly,
film opera hopes to present.
The device for procuring this
synchronization, which was demon(Signed) GEORGE K. ZINSZ
strated at the studio shops of the
has beenritorial
acting
agent, butas inEducational's
the future interall
Notofilm Co., is simple. As the picof these places. Educational will be
tures are being taken a portion of the
in complete control of the exchanges.
musical score, written on a continuous band, moves across the bottom
Brink, Buffalo Manager
of the field of the lens and is photo- Going Through American Releasing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
graphed at the same time as the ac— First to be "The Marriage
Buffalo — Howard F., or as he is
tion. It reappears on the screen,
forming the lower margin of the
to everyone "Daddy" Brink,
Hampton Del Ruth, for six years known
film, and serves as a guide to the
has been appointed manager of the
conductor. A supplementary device with Keystone comedies and Mack Educational exchange here under the
direc- new order of things.
ce"
gives him control over the speed Sennett and later
Chansupervising
tor of the Fox comedy forces on the
at which the film is taken.
coast, will make four features for the
Takes
Over Midland Product
American Releasing Corp.
(Special
to THE FILM
DAILY)
Flynn to Direct Farnum
The first will be "The Marriage
Minneapolis — Educational has tak(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chance," and will be released in
en over the distribution of the MidLos
Angeles — Emmett
J. Flynn either October or November. Del
land Films product by virtue of a
will direct William Farnum in "With- Ruth has established his own pro- deal between Tom Burke and J. F.
ducing unit at Long Beach, Calif.,
out Compromise."
Cubberley. About 25 features are inin the studios formerly occupied by volved.
Weiss Goes to St. Louis
Balboa.
Burke has sold his interest in the
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Oxford theater, St. Paul and has
To Fit Ships to Exhibit Films
St. Louis — Harry Weiss and R. C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
purchased
interest in theGeorge
MidlandGranstrum's
exchange and
Serry, of First National were here
London — The Ormuz, Orsova, Oryesterday arranging for Weiss to
has
become
manager
of
the
Finkeltake over the local office. Fred Des- cades, Orvieto, Osterley and Omar, stein and Rubin exchange.
six of the fleet of the Orient Steam
berger has resigned.
Navigation fleet, are to be fitted with
Society to See Ingram Film
all of the necessary apparatus for
Services for Alex Lorimore
Members of the Sleepy Hollow
Funeral services for x\lex Lorimore showing pictures.
Country Club at Scarborough will
were held yesterday at the Madison
Royal
Welcome
for
Hays
see
Rex Ingram's production, "The
Church. LoriAve. morePresbyterian
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
died on Wednesday. He was
Prisoner of Zenda" tonight.
Los Angeles — Hollywood is all
at one time managing director pif
Price of Agfa Stock Raised
prepared
to give Will H. Hays a
distribuformer
Inc.,
Feature Films,
welcome he will never forget when
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tor for Paramount in Australia, y'
he arrives there next Monday.
Berlin — The price of raw film has
by the Agfa to 13
Hodkinson Meeting Monday
Following Hays' recent telegram been increased
to
the
members
of
the
Paramount
marks
a
meter.
The price of printing
of
manager
sales
Smith,
A. W.
is also expected to go up.
Stock
Company
that
he
planned
to
Hodkinson has called in Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Philadelphia visit Hollywood, an elaborate proCorinne Griffith on Coast
and Boston managers to attend a
gram has been arranged for his entertainment. Next Saturday, after in(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sales meeting in New York on Monspecting the studios, Hays will meet
Los Angeles — Corinne Griffith has
cussed.day, at which fall plans will be dis- the studio world at a monster mass
arrived
on the coast, and is preparTom Brady, Buffalo manager, has meeting to be staged in the athletic
Amthe
at
evening
ing for work on "One Stolen Night.'"
number of bowl Wednesday
placed a considerable*
bassador Hotel, there will be a re- Earle Williams will star on "You
new EastHodkinson pictures in the
man theater at Rochester.
ception.
Never Know."

Four Del Ruths
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^
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Quotations
High

Low

East. Kod.
11
F. P.-L. . . 82^
» • do pfd
^'wyu
...
7%
Griffith

72%
82/2

Loevv's
. . 15^
Triangle
World

15/

Operators

Want

(Special to THE

73/g

Old
FILM

Close

Sales

72%
700
825/^
1,000
Not quoted
7/
3,300
Not quoted
15/
600
Not quoted
Not quoted
Scale

Again

DAILY)

Mason City, la. — Operators at the
three A. H. Blank have demanded a
return to the old scale of $42.50 which
was reduced to $37.50 last month,
and are out on strike. As a result,
the managers at these theaters are
running the projectors themselves.

Guts

(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
The capital of the Filmhaus Sage
A.-G., has been increased to 8,000,000
marks.
Berlin — The Ubersee Film A.-G.
has increased its capital from 1,000,000
to 7.500,000 marks.

and

Saturday,

Flashes

M. F. Broda, title artist has returned from Europe and is back on
the job.
A. W. K. Ziegfeld expedition,
which will take pictures in Russia,
has arrived in Petrograd.

July

22, 1922

Riley
Succeeds
(Special
to THE
FILM Fox
DAILY)

|j

Buffalo — James B. Riley has SU( ;
ceeded Richard F. Fox as Sele< !»

manager here. Fox is now in Bo; I"
ton managing the affairs of Black
New England Theaters, Inc., und( „
Harold B. Franklin.
i

Award More Prizes
Three prizes of $450, $300 and $20^
"Flapper Love" will be produced
A library comprising numerous by Pyramid, under the direction of have been awarded for the month C
German books on the industry has Geo. W. Terwilliger.
June by Universal to the Doric, Kaci
been opened in the Berlin Filmclub.
sas City, Mo.; the Dominion, Vau
Ray C. Smallwood is busy direct- couver, B. C. and the Liberty, Grer
A Verlein A.-G. is to be founded
ing "When the Desert Calls" for Falls, Mont. These theaters wert
by exhibitors of Northern Germany, Hemming.
Pyramid. It will feature Violet picked from the 16 weekly prize wilfi
ners for the month of June by a trt
while an exhibitors' distributing company will be founded in Berlin also.
of exploitation editors of the leadini
Barbara Castleton and Edward
trade papers, and were given tbi
The Dusseldorfer Film A.-G., an Earle have been engaged through Jay awards for having put over the bes
exhibitors' distribuitng organization Packard to play the. leads in "The
exploitation campaigns on "The Ac*
founded with a capitalization of 6,000,ventures of Robinson Crusoe." For
000 marks, has been taken over by Streets of New York."
weekly $50 prize winners were chose
Bruckmann & Co.
The Madge
film version
of "Dear
Me," prior to the awarding of the majcj
which
Kennedy
is making,
The Industrie-Film, Ltd., has been will be released as "The Purole
ket, y
prizes.
converted into a joint stock-company
'Frisco to Fight Reformers
with a capital of 10,000,000 marks.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Franklin
E.
Backer
of
East
Coast.
I. M. Jacoby has founded the Imi- Highway."
San Francisco — A one day conveu
Film A.-G., while other new joint Productions is distributing "Flaming
stock companies are the Aladin Film Hearts," the second of the J. B. tion about the middle of August il
Co., 5,000,000 and the Flag with 1,- Warner series on the state right mar- being planned by the local M. P. 1O. in order that the steady work c
000,000 marks.
Amos

Joins

Pathe

(Special to THE

Sales

FILM

Force

DAILY)

Des Moines — Nichola Amos, formerly with Universal, is now affiliated
with the sales force of the local Pathe
branch.
Tomes

Gets Appointment

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — F. A. Tomes has
been appointed manager of the Educational office, succeeding Nat Wolf,
who resigned, and has gone to New
York.

/The title of Carey Wilson's story,
rfow being produced by R. A. Walsh
for Goldwyn, has been changed from
"Captain Blackbird" to "Passions of
Constance Binney who has finished
Sea."of Divorcement" in London,
the Bill
"A
may appear on the legitimate next
season in a new play by Clemence
Dane.
W. K. Ziegfeld has formed the
India Pictures Corp., with a capital
of $1,000,000. He is president, Frank
J. Johnson is vice-president, and
treasurer, Bernard Sexton, secretary
retary.
and Albert E. Andre, assistant sec-

the reform element may be conbatted. P. A. Hanlon has been ap
pointed chairman of a general cor
vention committee consisting in add
tion of Marcus Klein, Aaron Gold
berg, Sam Gordon, Allan E. Kin;
Robert A. McNeil and Thomas I
Van Osten. A circular letter is to b
broadcasted to arouse the interest c
the exhibitors to the importance c
the matter.
FOR
SALE
1,000 slightly used all leather
theater chairs.
A real bargain
for a quick buyer.
A. M. FABIAN,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City

Stanley Representative Sailing
Among the passengers sailing for
Europe today will be Malaka Mata,
scenario writer, who is one of the
Films
in Michigan
Schools
Good Will Delegates for Devastated
(Special to THE FILIVI DAILY)
France, and the representative of the
Dodds Joining Syracuse 'Change
Detroit — State Superintendent of Stanley Co. Miss Mata carries with
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Public Instruction Thomas E. John- her a large number of literature adand SERVICE
Syracuse,
N. Y. — E. G. Dodds
is
son has announced that films are to
vertising
the
Sesqui-Centennial,
E.
O. BLACKBURN
expected
to
join
a
new
independent
be introduced into schools of this which will be held in Philadelphia in
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
exchange here.
He is now with Emstate on a large scale. In the four 1926 and the Stanley Co.
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
pire
State
in
Buffalo.
Michigan normal colleges, courses in
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
motion picture mechanics will be inHollywood,
Cal.
augurated next autumn and it is intended to train teachers in the oper542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 183'
ation of projectors that they may
carry out the plans for including pictures in the curriculum.
FILMACK PRODUaiON
A distributing office for educational productions will be established by
All producers and distributors, who have not yet done so,
the state department and according
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
to a prediction by Johnson, the passWith and Without
Scenes
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
ing of a few years will see the adCan Now Be Had For
vancement of visual education to a
August 6th.
C A Foot
point where literature and history will
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
be taught through the medium of the
• TINTING FREE
screen. The State has indorsed
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture
Johnson's ideas and granted a fund
whether
comedy or scenic, star, producer's name and release
date.
for the founding of an exchange.

ROTHACKER

PRINTS

Short Reel Charts

TRAILERS
24

A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.
This applies to short reels only.
Reg. U

S. Pat. Off.

•

Hour

Service

Without
fear of contradiction
we ■!
maintain that our Trailers are tie
>est of their kind. Make us prove it I

IRVING MACK & CO.

THE

DAILV
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Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Barbara
Bedford will
play opposite Tom Mix in "Romance
No. 59
IN FROM
THE
AIR— Pathe
News
man flies over sites brought
into the
It by recent monarchistic
efforts.

RMATH OF CIVIL WAR IN IRE— The ruin and desolation left in
)i the recent fighting in Dublin.
AL
FREAKS — News
cameraman
disa number
in Charleston,
W. Va.
news

ONE

as

usual.

INDISPENSABLE

FILM

oaay
HH

Iroquois' Second
Prod., Inc., second
picTrail."
Way
One
pll be "The
ardin Is Repair Supervisor
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
las, Tex. — John
Hardin
has
! named
supervisor
of repair
jby the Southern Equipment Co.
juois

\ Gilbert in "St. Elmo"
l^pecial to THE FILM DAILY)

\ Angeles — John Gilbert's next
ction for Fox will be "St.
" William Russell will next
r in "Mixed Faces," on which
|s already started work, Tom
as started "A Kiss in the Dark"
iShirley Mason's forthcoming
te will be "The
Unexpected
St. lead.
Elmo," Bessie Love has the
tine

IS film Productions, Inc.
and

Edward Dillon
announce

that they have
iy protected all motion
lire and theatrical rights
t to the title of
; forthcoming production

mm

MEN
MARRY"

tjlSlO 1540 Broadway
New York

Land."
Johnny Walker is to be directed by
Emery Johnson in a feature at R-C.
Wedgwood Nowell has been cast
for "Enter Madame," which Wallace
Worsley is directing.
Bertram Bracken has started production on the first of a series of
stories from his own pen.
Claire Adams will be seen opposite
Tom Mix and probably William Farnum in forthcoming productions.
Leatrice Joy will have the feminine
lead in "The Man Who Saw Tomorrow," directed by Alfred Green.
Metro's "Page Tim O'Brien," starring Viola Dana, is completed. Miss
Dana is vacationing at the beaches.

P. B. O. in New Buffalo Office
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo— The F. B. O. offices are
MOW in the new building at 505 Pearl
Street.

Voigt's
(Special
Shohola,
ing a house

Bank Buys the Staufer

Have 30 Five-Reel Westerns
(Special to THE

FILM

(Special

DAILY)

"Did

This

Ever

Happen

to You?"

Rowland V. Lee will direct "Mixed
Faces," Fox feature starring William
Russell. Cast includes Renee Adoree,
De Witt Jennings ad Harvey Clark.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Miflintown,
Pa. — The Staufer has
Kansas City, Mo. — The Standard been bought
by the First National
Film Co. is releasing three series of
westerns, each consisting of 10 five- Bank at a Sheriff's
OLIVERSale.MOROSCO
reel productions. Jack Hoxie is featured in one series, Franklin Farnum
i.^ ^
presents
in
another
and "Bill" Fairbanks in
the third.
Charnas Buys "Felix" Cartoons
Harry Charnas, of Standard Film
Service, Cleveland, has purchased
the "Felix" cartoon series for Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Kentucky and West Virginia. M. J.
Winkler, who is handling distribution has also sold the series for
Czechoslovakia and Brazil.
Kansas City Exhibitors
(Special to THE

FILM

HALF

Elect

DAILY)

OAKMAN...

Kansas City — Officers and a board
of directors were elected at a meeting
William Watson is winding up of the Kansas City Suburban Exhibitors at the Westgate Hotel.
another in a long series of comedies
Lawrence E. Goldman of the Linstarring Neely Edwards at Universal
coln Amusement Co., is the new
Citv.
president, also being counsel for the
Arthur Edmund Carew lias been M. P. T. O. of Mo. The other officers are: Jack Roth, vice-president;
engaged to play the leading male
role in the new Jackie Coogan pro- L. B. Sponsler, secretary; and O. D.
duction.
Rose, treasurer. The board of directors consists of the following: A.
Mary Miles Minter, Tom Moore K. Bassad, J. W. Watson, Charles
and Charles Maigne, director, are in Frumhoflf, R. Steadman, and Archie
Josephson of the Victory.
Wyoming for scenes for "The Cowboy and the Lady."
Harrison Ford has joined the supporting cast being organized for
Helen Jerome Eddy's first starring
picture, "Love's Coming of Age."
Ralph Staub is making a series of
one-reel subjects releasing one every
week which carries with it a title of

House Will Seat 400
to THE FILM DAILY)
Pa. — Fritz Voigt is buildto seat 400.

TTRACTIOH
y \^ 4 FIQSr NATIONAL

NOW

OUT

ON

TI-I^OPEN

MARKET

"MUSIC AND THE FILMS"
BY

VICTOR

HERBERT

"Honor First" has been selected as
the title for the John Gilbert production from George Bibbs' novel,
"The
Splendid
Outcast." Fox will
release it.

Don't Fail to Read this Special Article

The completed cast of "Deserted
at the Altar," includes Barbara Tennant, Bessie Love, Tully Marshall,
Eulalie Jensen, Wade Boteler, William Scott, Frankie Lee and Queenie.

Program Building Number

Louis B. Mayer has installed a
restaurant on the studio grounds, has
enlarged two of his big stages, added
new lighting equipment to his electrical department and replenished his
property department.

FILM DAILY

IN THE

OF

THE

Louise Fazenda has been added to
the cast of "Quincy Adams Sawyer,"
Sawyer-Lubin production for Metro.
Directed by Clarence G. Badger,
others in the cast include Blanche
Sweet, John Bowers, Lon Chaney
and Barbara La Marr.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

OUT

AUGUST

6th

—/Xl^
Saturday, July

DAILV

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show oiier.
your ideas.

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Richmond, Ind. — Manager F. Holland, of the Murray, actually put it
over with his local newspaper, the
Richmond Item. When he got out
his special red printed page on
"Trouble," he persuaded the publishers of the Item to include it in
their regular afternoon edition and
have it delivered to subscribers by
carrier. It made a circulation of
some 10,000.
Additional publicity was obtained
by the story that the picture had
just been completed and that the
print to be shown at the Murray was
shipped directly by special delivery
parcels'toriespost
the Coogan laborain San from
Francisco.

Bennis

House

(Special

to THE

to

Cost
FILM

$150,000
DAILY)

Lincoln,
111. — Steve
Bennis
is to
spend $150,000 on a house that will
seat 1,200.
Plans $100,000 Theater
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Indiana Harbor, Ind. — One hundred thousand dollars is to be spent
on the erection of a house by James
Piwaronas.
Buy Site for House
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Holyoke, Mass. — A. H. Adelson
and Thomas Epstein have purchased
a site for a theater.
Houlton, Me. House
(Special to THE

FILM

Opens
DAILY)

Houlton,
Me. — The Temple, right
on
the
Canadian
border
betvi'een
Maine
and
New
Brunswick,
has
opened with a straight picture policy.
Kennedy Managing Electric
Tyler, Tex. — The Electric, repainted and thoroughly renovated, is
under the management of Eugene
Kennedy now.
People's Is Reopened

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Beaumont,
Tex. — A. N. Platureau
is the manager of the People's, which
has been reopened.
Exhibitor Is Police Commissioner
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ranger, Tex. — H. S. Cole, manager of the Lamb, has been elected
police commissioner.
Will
(Special

Cost
to THE

$1,500,000
FILM

DAILY)

Chicago— About $1,500,000 will be
spent by Plotke and Crosby on a
theater, office and store building at
North Clark St.

Send along

Acting on this motto, he began by
inviting ministers to attend prerelease showings of his pictures and
asked for criticisms from them.
While attending a special showing of
a picture at the Strand one afternoon one of the ministers commented
on the value to local merchants of
slides advertising their goods.
"Why wouldn't it be a good plan
to announce our Sunday services on
the screen every Saturday evening?"
he asked. Mr. Metzger said it would
be a fine plan and offered to show
the slides gratis. There was a
marked increase in attendance in the

minister's church on the Sunday following the showing of the slide.
Other ministers in Creston deplored
Mason City, la. — The five robust
youngsters with Tommy Meighan in the idea at the beginning, but churchgoers indorsed it and within two
"The Bachelor Daddy," suggested
that "milk exploitation," pulled by weeks slides announcing services in
the Palace when the picture played five Creston churches were being
there. John J. Friedl, Paramount displayed. The showing of the slides
exploiter from Des Moines, sold a has added to the popularity of the
prominent local dairy on co-operative Strand and made regular patrons of
advertising. Two days before the many church people who previously
opening hangers were attached to would not attend motion picture
the necks of every milk, cream and shows.
buttermilk bottle delivered. The text
tied up with the picture in this
Approximately 10,000,000 readers
fashion: "The Bachelor Daddy"
wouldn't have been able to handle his and motion picture patrons throughout the country have been reached
five kids so well if he didn't have
Hermanson's milk. The milk dealer in the first month of the Marshall
has a mailing list that doesn't leave Neilan-Helen Lynch Naming Contest created for the purpose of giving
out three people in town, and a letter was sent broadcast tieing up with a direct tie-up for exhibitors showing
the picture.
"Fools First" and "Minnie." Neilan's idea of having the public supply
a professional name for Helen
Syracuse, N. Y. — Manager W. D.
McDowell, of the Strand was dip- Lynch, is now being carried out by
lomatic enoughs to land two com- "The People's Home Journal," which
petitive automobile concerns for a will run the contest six months,
single parade advertising his picture, prizes of $300 in cash and other
"The Good Provider." With the co- awards being offered. During the
first thirty days of the contest 425
operation of S. G. Sladdin, Paramount exploiter, this stunt was put large newspapers with an aggregate
over on the main streets during the circulation of over 3,000,000, have
taken up the contest, giving much
busy part of the day. The two companies were the Mack Motor Truck display publicity to all concerned. In
people and the Buick agency and a number of instances editorial mention is being given the contest. In
banners were worded as follows.
addition to this various news week" 'The Good Provider' uses a Mack
lies have photographed Miss Lynch,
Truck in his business in order to
the
judges
others connected with
provide a Buick for his family. See the contest and
for the idea of appealing
etc." The trucks were bannered and
also draped in flags and bunting. to the public for a name is of unique
There were four of them, three of news value. At least 5,000,000 persons have been reached through these
which carried new model Buicks.
channels. In a number of instances
McDowell paid one-third of the cost editorial discussion in rival newsof
the banners, which was his only
outlay.
papers in certain cities has been given
the idea. In Detroit one newspaper
argued that the use of a professional
Cre'ston, la. — In line with his name in pictures was silly, while its
policy of building up good will
toward his picture house from every rival devoted much space to the opposite stand.
possible angle. Manager E. Metzger,
Ten days after the contest was
of the Strand, has adopted a plan of
showing slides on Saturdays an- first announced in "The People's
nouncing the services to be held in Home Journal," 7,000 letters submitting names were received by the
the churches of Creston on the foljudges.
At this writing nearly 40,mottoes lowing
is. day. One of Mr. Metzger's 000 names have been submitted from
"The only way to make friends is all parts of the country with the daily
to let people know what you are quota of letters increasing with very
mail.
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''The Star Without a Failure" in
another great screen success —
The superb story of a remarkable
character transformation in
which Miss Hammerstein is ably
supported by Niles Welsh,
Mahlon Hamilton and other notable players.
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Will Hays goes to coast on hurried trip.
M. P. T. O. of Illinois supporting J. A. guinn and
Better Pictures Association.
Aschers of Chicago deny all claims of Eugene A. Katz,
was in bad financial condition.
who alleged companyWednesday

at

Term.- (Pr^'agr Irce). United States. Outside o( Greater New York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months. $,S 00 ; i months. $3.00 Foreinn. $15. Ou
Subscribers
should
remit with order.
Address all communications to THE
KIL.M
DAILY.
71 73 West +4th St..
New
York.
N. Y
Telephone,
Vanderliilt
4S.S1 -4552-5558.
Hollywood
California:
Harvey E. Gausman. 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
Chicago
Reniesentatlve;
Irving
.Mack. 808 South
Wabash
Ave
London
Rt.prese'itanve :
VV.
A
Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly.
85 Long
Acre. London. W. C. 2
Paris Representative.
Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Central
European
Keprescniativr ;
Internationale
Filmschau.
Prague
( Czei-ho Slovakia). Wenzelsplatz.

Francis Gilbert acting as counsel for M. P. T. O. in
Hays' negotiations. Sydney S. Cohen refuses to say
whether he is to succeed J. J. Walker.

will release 41 next year. Next year's outVitagraputph
to total 965 features.
Lillian Gish will not release through Allied Prod, and
Dist. Corp. May go with Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
n exhibitors form Ixioking
Portland, Ore., suburba
Thursday
combine.

Features Reviewed
FORGET-ME-NOT

Louis Burston presents
Metro

Page 2
A FOOL

THERE

Fox

Gladys

WAS
P?ge 3

THE

;

Walton in

Universal

TROUPER
Page 6

Jack Holt in
Paramount

UNCONQUERABLE

MAN

THE

Page 7

TO FIGHT

AFRAID

Frank Mayo in
Universal

Page 8

MARRIED

Mabel Ballin in

Hugo Ballin Prod.— Hodkinson

PEOPLE
Page 9

Fred Balshofer presents

THE

THREE

American Releasing Corp
Current

Short

Releases

Reels

BUCKAROOS
Page 11
Page

H. Ince reported forming his own distribution system. Producer denies it.
lohn A. Ouinn here in behalf of Better Pictures movement. Promises National Better Pictures Week and
special pre view theaters for worthwhile product.
Moving picture operators contemplating formation of
war chest to fight T. O. C. C.
Friday company, to state right
Burr Nickle Prod., Los Angeles
Hepworth Picture Plays.

Thomas

12

Page ^^

]-amous Players takes over five Southern Enterprises,
Inc., exchanges in South on Sept. 1. Report also
indicates company will assume management of theaters but Paramount official discounts it.
Producers Finance Corp. formed with the following
as directors: D. W. Griffith, P. A. Powers, O. A.
Price, A. H. T. Banzhaf, J. E. Brulatour, J. J. McCarthy, A. S. Friend and Whitman Bennett.
With deal on for Felt Bros.' Aldine, Stanley Co. in
Philadelphia has first runs there sewed up.
George Fitzmaurice will direct Pola Negri.
.American Releasing to distribute one a week for first
Saturday
quarter of new season.
Educational takes over complete control
Buffalo and Washington exchanges.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good.*'— Benjamin Franklin.
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Sure Fire Appeal For Those Who Like Human
Louis Burston presents
"FORGET-ME-NOT"
Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

W; S. Van Dyke
Henry R. Symonds
John B. Clymer
Arthur L. Todd

AS A WHOLE
Splendid human interest in picture that conveys a message that should prove
to be good audience appeal
STORY
Makes a very suitable screen vehicle;
absorbing but with a few illogical twists toward
the end
DIRECTION
Very good; some highly effective
touches ; omits one or two important bits of
detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
First rate
PLAYERS

Bessie Love gives one her best performances so far; Irene Hunt excellent as the
mother and Gareth Hughes does very good
work
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Can be improved by one or two additional sub-titles
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Destitute mother
puts child in orphanage and years later adopts
boy, passing by her own child unknowingly
because she is crippled
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,800 feet
"Forget-Me-Not" is a human interest picture from
start to finish and should certainly fulfill its double
mission of both entertaining and furthering- the adoption of orphans. It is an ideal vehicle for arousing
interest in children without parents and at the same
time carries with it a definite audience appeal that
makes it entertaining and quite likely to be a safe
box office bet.
Henry Symonds has employed every twist of fate
that was ever heard of to gain sympathy for his young
heroine and he succeeds in holding it throughout even

Has Good Exploitation Possibilities

Interest Stories

when things are a bit strained and slightly illogical.
For some, "Forget-Me-Not" may contain too contrary
a fate. There is so much sorrow cast upon the little
orphan girl that it has a tendency to tug too harshly
on the heart strings,_especially toward the close when,
after having become an accomplished violinist, the
girl is engaged to play at a wedding and the bridegroom happens to be her orphanage pal, Jimmy, who
had promised to come back for her. The picture
would have been just as convincing and successful
without this wedding and the subsequent death of the
bride, especially since they work around to the inevitable happy ending.
The direction, on the whole, is very good. There
are numerous excellent touches that make the story
register and the production is suitable in every way.
Occasionally he has slipped up on detail, which, however, can be remedied by the insertion of a title.
The spectator is not told what became of the destitute
mother from the time she put her child in the asylum
until she is shown living in apparent luxury some
years later. And there is no explanation as to why
she does not try to locate her adopted son, who wanders away following the death of his bride. The
symbolic sequence at the end, picturing the story
represented in the strains of the violin, is beautifully
done but seems a trifle anti-climactic.
Bessie Love does some of her very best work in
"Forget-Me-Not" and the scene of parting between
Miss Love and Gareth Hughes, is sure to choke many
throats. The cast is a very good one and Irene Hunt,
as the mother, is a splendid type, especially in the
opening reel. Otto Lederer and his dog, Queenie,
are unusually interesting.
Story : The mother, looking for a child to adopt, did
not know that the little lame girl who pleaded to be
adopted, was her own and so she took the boy, Jimmy,
the little girl's pal. Jimmy promised to return for his
childhood sweetheart but it was not until years later
when the girl had been adopted by an old musician
and become a concert violinist that Jimmy came back
and the mother learned that the girl was her own.

and Should

Please

the Majority

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There seems to be a demand for heart interest pictures and exhibitors who know that they go over big
with their patrons, can rest assured that they will be
pleased with "Forget-Me-Not." They cannot help
l)ut like Bessie Love as the heroine of this tale of the
little girl placed in an orphanage and unable to secure
adopted parents because of her crippled limb. You
cap
safely promise
them
it is one of her best

])erformances. They'll like Gareth Hughes, too.
Exploitation should be simple enough because you
won't have any trouble at all in enlisting the aid of
local charitable organizations or those interested in
orphan children. A benefit performance would be one
sure means of launching a run and you will be doing
a good work and at the same time helping your own
l)()x office along.
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Will Please Those Who Liked the O Id Vampire Pictures
"A FOOL

THERE
Fox

WAS"

DIRECTOR
Emmett J. Flynn
AUTHOR
Porter Emerson Browne
SCENARIO BY
Bernard McConville
CAMERAMAN
Lucion
Andriot
and Irving
Rosenberg
AS A WHOLE
A satisfying production
and
entertaining although not likely to appeal to all
STORY
Practically the same in every detail as
the Theda Bara version of several years ago
DIRECTION
Very good; has toned down the
"vamping" sequences considerably and generally shows good judgment.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
tions

Good with but one or two excep-

PLAYERS
Estelle Taylor does very good work
as the vampire but (she is not wholly convincing; Lewis Stone gives excellent performance as the "fool" ; Irene Rich splendid and
Mahlon Hamilton suitable; good cast throughout
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
victim to vampire who has
of others whom he knew
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There v\^s so much discussion
publicity given the selection of an

Not many
Appropriate
Ample
Married man falls
already ruined lives
6,604 feet
and such extensive
actress to play the

vampire in William Fox's second picturization of
Porter Emerson Browne's stage play, that it is all the
more interesting to note the performance of Estelle
Taylor who was finally accorded the part. And the
concensus of opinion is quite likely to be unanimous — that Theda Bara was the only genuine vampire the
Fox studios have seen, even considering the fact that
Valeska Suratt did some strenuous vamping herself

for the patrons of Fox pictures.
Miss Taylor works very hard and apparently sincerely to put the part over but with all her effort she
is too obviously "dressed" for the part, both in her
outward appearance and in her acting. She has the
physical qualities usually associated with the vamp,
dark hair, black eyes, but she does not use them as the
natural vamp would be expected to. Her gowns are
not striking and her general manner of dressing isn't
anything that would attract your attention particularly. She is exceptionally well photographed but given
too many close-ups.
The really best performances are given by Lewis
Stone as the "fool" and Irene Rich, in the role of the
•forgiving wife. Stone is convincing even when the
things required of him by the part are not, and Irene
1-lich is always an interesting performer. ' Marjorie
Daw and Mahlon Hamilton are quite adequate in
minor parts.
Director Flynn has given a better production than
was found in the Theda Bara version and he has sustained the interest splendidly at all times. The photography is excellent and the cameraman has gotten in
some fine interior long shots.
The story follows the previous picture almost identically except that Flynn has toned down the vamping
business considerably. Stone smashes the mirrors
as did Theda's fool and the vampire scatters the rose
petals as of yore, only you don't see the rose. Probably they come already prepared for scattering in these
modern days.
Story : John Schuyler, banker, bids good bye to his
wife and children and sails for Europe aboard the
same steamer as Gilda Fontaine for love of whom,
Parmelee, an associate of Schuyler's, kills himself as
the boat is ready to sail. Schuyler also falls a victim
to her spell and returns to the States broken but unable to give up Gilda. Later he plans to return to the
wife who forgives him but Gilda returns to him and
he is killed by a fall while trying to attack her.

Your Audience's Desires
Acting But Consider
Promise Good Production andOffice
Analysis for the Exhibitor
Box
Perhaps William Fox is trying to renew interest in

vampire pictures which the public has apparently become disinterested in in the past few years. At any
rate he has seen fit to make a second picturization of
the play inspired by Kipling's poem, "The Vampire,"
the first being Theda Bara's debut as one of the
screen's best known vampires.
The success of "A Fool There Was" will depend
largely upon the class you cater to. Even though the

Flynn production contains none of the so-called
"heavy vamp stuff "found in the old pictures, it is possible that the better class of picture patrons will be
scared away by the title although you can make promises assuring them there is nothing offensive in the
fiim. You can also promise good acting and a picture
that has a well sustained interest. They won't get
tired looking at it. The individual exhibitor knows
his audience best and should decide for himself in this
case.

Use the players' names.

'^^e've Got
Ifie ^Pictures
AMERICAN

RELEASING

CORPORATION

take

pleasure in announcing its control and distributio
of the most sought-after picture of the year, th
GEORGE BEBAN production, "THE SIGN 01
THE ROSE," which will be booked by us first t
all with Mr. Beban and his company of eigli
players for record-breaking engagements in the bi
first run houses of the nation — and later on, bi
not now, to be booked alone without the act. "Th
Sign of the Rose" is today the world's greatest m<
tion picture attraction.
September 10:
C. Smallwood's
play featuring
Harmon. Art
melodrama.

"QUEEN OF THE MOULIN ROUGE." R;
Pyramid production of Paul Potter's gre
Martha Mansfield, Joe Striker and Hem
direction by Ben Carre. A tremendoi

September 17: "TIMOTHY'S QUEST." A Dirigo Film
Inc., production of Kate Douglass Wiggin's world-knov
story. Directed by Sidney Olcott. Production Manag
Charles M. Seay. Scenario by Katherine Stuart. A coi
bination of "Daddy Longlegs" and "Rebecca of Sunnybro(
Farm."
A heart story.
All-star cast
September 24: "FOOLS OF FORTUNE." An A. B. Da^
production written and titled by W. C. Tuttle and direct
by Louis Wm. Chaudet. The biggest laugh melo-comei
drama of the past two years. Marguerite de la Mot
Russel Simpson, TuUy Marshall, Frank Brownlee and Ja
Dill in the cast.
October 1: "THE WOMAN HE LOVED." A J. L. Frol
ingham production. Directed by Edward Sloman from t
story by William V. Mong. All-star cast including M;
guerite de la Motte, William V. Mong and eight other we
known players.
October 8: "WHEN

THE

DESERT

CALLS."

A bigp

stronger, better known drama than "The Sheik." A F
C. Smallwood-Pyramid production featuring Violet He!'
ing, Sheldon Lewis, Robert Eraser and a big cast. A t.
mendous romance of the desert.
October 15: "THE PILLAGERS."
A story of the far not
bigger than "The Spoilers" with an all-star cast of sev
big principals.
An A. B. Davis production directed
Louis Wm. Chaudet and edited and titled by W. C. TutI
the author of "Fools of Fortune."
Romance and melodrac
October 22: "THE HOUSE OF SOLOMON." Starri
William H. Strauss supported by Brenda Moore and ISar
Deaver. Directed by Lem F. Kennedy. This is the great
Jewish comedy-drama ever made. It is a combination
the pathos and beauty of Peter Grimm and the humor a
philosophy of Abe Potash. Produced and presented
Carl Krusada from the story by Val Cleveland.

American
REjEASJWiC

'^f Joe Stril^er

Marguerite De La Motte /!\

.CO R P 0 JJ ATI O N

la Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limned

Jnd
'The Stars
Ve likewise take pleasure in announcing to exhiitors everywhere thirteen big-story, big-director,
ig-star or big all-star-cast productions for the first
uarter of the 1922-1923 season, beginning Sepjmber 10th, at the rate of one production each
i^eek, with the definite assurance to the exhibitors
,f America that we will release 70 productions
ithin the year beginning in September.

8

October 29: "FLAPPER LOVE." From Eugene Walter's newest play, "The Flapper," to be presented this fall
on the New York stage. An all-star cast including Faire
Binney, Lucy Fox, Florence Billings, Huntley Gordon.
Joe Striker, J. Barney Sherry, Julia Swayne Gordon.
Directed by George Terwilliger, who made the Marion
Davies success, "The Bride's Play."
November 5: "THE OTHER SIDE." A Hugh Dierker
production from the story by Thelma LaNier. This
is the man who produced "When Dawn Came," a screen
production that set the entire country talking. With an
all-star cast of six big names.

10
11

November 12: "THE DEERSLAYER." Another of
James Fenimore Cooper's Leather-stocking Tales. Produced at Glacier National Park by Sacramento Pictures
Corporation with entire tribes of Crow and Blackfeet
Indians giving the picture the reality it deserves. A
story of romance and adventure.
November 19: "MILES BREWSTER AND THE SUPERSEX." A Frank R. Adams production personally supervised by the noted author made known internationally through his stories in Hearst's Cosmopolitan and the
Saturday Evening Post.

12

November 26: "AT THE CROSSROADS," starring
Seena Owen. This is Harriet Comstock's tremendous
new domestic novel that is one of the best sellers today
in the forty leading cities of America. The star of
"Sisters" and "The Woman
picture of her career.

13

God Changed" in the biggest

December 3: "THE GREAT CITY."
melodrama of New York's night life; its
its bright lights. A cast of big names and
Produced at the Whitman Rennet studios
sonal supervision of Whitman Bennett.

A tremendous
dance palaces,
a big director.
under the per-

Check all these releases against those of all the
other producing and distributing companies in the
business; match them, week for week, all the way
down the year and American Releasing Corporation will equal or excel the output of any other
companies in — Stories. Directors. Casts. Boxoffice values. Technical standards. WE'VE GOT
THE PICTURES.

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

VEthel Shannon

Ward' Crane

/ j)
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Story

Makes
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Gladys
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Walton's Latest Disappointing
leading man or else being abused by the star of the
company.

Gladys Walton in
"THE TROUPER"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

DAILY

Harry B. Harris
A. P. Younger
A. P. Younger
Earl Ellis

AS A WHOLE
Belpw the average of star's
offerings ; comedy romance that is weak in situations and rarely amusing
STORY
Gives star an adequate role but not
enough
good opportunities
for her to make
much of an impression
DIRECTION
Apparently had to use the padding to fill in the story which consequently
drags at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR

Tries to put her part over but the handicap is too great
SUPPORT
Fair; includes Jack Perrin, Roscoe

The director couldn't possibly have done very much
better with the story and it isn't altogether his fault
that it drags badly at times, because, in order to get
it to any kind of feature length it was necessary to
use a good deal of padding, such as visualizing the
slavey's dreams, etc. The first reel or two
slow moving and even when they do get
story, things happen along so leisurely that
no well sustained interest, and no attempt at

are very
into the
there is
suspense

at all. The final reel contains the feature's only live
bits, found in the slavey's eflfort to bring al)out the
capture of her employer who, with the leading lady,
has robbed a bank.
Considerable confusion is caused in the mind of the
spectator through the resemblance of Jack Perrin and
Roscoe Karns, to each other. This likeness is not
strong but sufficiently obvious to keep you on the
alert when either one of them appear to make sure
which one it is.
Gladys Walton tries hard to make the most of her

Karns, Thomas
Holding,
Kathleen
O'Connor
and Mary Philbin
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . . . .Slavey in traveling
show company finds the romance she dreams
of and wins the affection of her Romeo
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Gladys Walton has had so many better stories
than this one that it is quite likely her admirers will

part and the supporting cast is about fair. Jack Perrin and Roscoe Karns are suitable but overact occasionally. Some of the sub-titles try to make up for
the humor that is missing in the pictures. There is
one good one where the dramatic actor, imprisoned,
calls upon Shakespeare to send Houdini to get him out.
Story: Mamie Judd (Gladys Walton) is a general
utility girl with a traveling stock company. Her one
pleasure is in adoring Herman Jenks, leading man,
who rewards her admiration now and then with a

be somewhat disappointed with "The Trouper." It
is weak in situations and while it contains a role
similar to those that the star handles best, it does
not give her enough to do nor does it amount to very
much at all until the last reel when she captures the
absconding leading lady and the show manager. Up
to this point she is merely shown dreaming of the

gift of his photograph. Mamie overhears Kramer,
the manager, and Miss La Rue, the star, planning to
fleece young Neal Seldon, son of the town banker.
When Selden doesn't "come through," they rob the
bank and prepare to leave town. Through the efiforts
of Mamie they are captured and Jenks finally realizes
he loves Mamie.

May Please Star's Admirers But Is Not Up to Her Recent Offerings
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Maybe the star's admirers will be satisfied with
"The Trouper" so if you number many of them among
your patrons you can show it to them. But for a
straight entertainment, regardless of the star, it is
doubtful if they will be pleased with this one. It is a
comedy romance but neither strong in romance nor
amusing in comedy so there is not much that you can
safely make promises for.

A double feature program might make use of "The
Trouper" or if you secure good accompanying short
reel oft"erings to go with it, you could probably get it
over. The title is a fair one and catchlines with stills
of the star in her slavey costume will be enough to
give them an idea of what it is about. It can be exploited easily enough but it is not strong enough to
warrant very special attention.

THE
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Satisfying Entertainment In South Sea Island Story That Is Different
al one to make it different from the others. It is a tale

Jack Holt in
"THE

MAN

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Joseph Henabery
Hamilton Smith

SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Julien Josephson
Faxion Dean

AS

of pearl fisheries, scheming employees and a hero
who becomes the owner of company which has a rival
in the father of the heroine. There is a good deal of
effective detail and Director Henabery has distributed
the action in very good style. There are also some
good comedy touches. The meeting of the hero and
heroine will get a laugh. Hero attempts to destroy
a fly which has been annoying him and attracts the
attention of the heroine when he swats the fly while

UNCONQUERABLE"
Paramount

A

WHOLE
First rate adventure offering
with some real looking fights and villainous
plotting comprising the action
STORY
Another good vehicle for Holt; fairly
original and with more plot than most of the
South Sea stories

it is resting on a bald gentleman's head. The girl
saves him from arrest by telling the native police the
other man had insulted her.
Jack Holt supplies many of the thrills in his fights
with those plotting his ruin and toward the climax,
Henabery has worked up quite a degree of suspense
even though you are absolutely certain that the hero
will come out of the battle unharmed. There are one
or two instances where a little too much detail is used,
such as in the sequence just prior to that in which the
owner of the rival concern is murdered.
The role of Robert Kendall is well suited to Holt

DIRECTION
Provides realistic atmosphere
and there is a well sustained interest ; slightly
more detail than is necessary at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Sure to please any audience
SUPPORT
Sylvia
Breamer
pleasing
leading
lady with Jean De Briac and Clarence Burton
the principal bad men
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Hero inherits

and he's thoroughly pleasing in this. Sylvia Breamer
is good as his leading lady and Clarence Burton is a
convincing foreman of the fisheries while Jean De
Briac deals in stolen gems. The cast is good throughout.

uncle's pearl fisheries and encounters adventure
and romance in South Sea Isle
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,795 feet
Hamilton Smith's story of the South Seas contains
more action and live bits than most of those with
similar atmosphere that reach the screen. Usually
it is chiefly romance that occupies most of the footage
with plenty of attractive locations included to help
make up for the missing action. But in "The Man
Unconquerable" there is a lot of good action and
enough plot to keep it going without padding or
stretching it to fill the proper number of reels.

Story : There

is continual controversy between

Kendall, who has inherited his uncle's pearl fisheries,
and Durand, owner of the rival fisheries, because Kendall's man, Nilssen, poaches on Durand's waters. Kendall falls in love with Durand's daughter, Rita, but
Perrier, a Frenchman, convinces the Durands that
Kendall is an enemy and when Durand is murdered,
Rita accepts Perrier's theory that Kendall is guilty.
Meantime Kendall follows a clue that proves to him
that Perrier and Nilssen killed the old man and stole
his famous rose pearls. How the thieves are caught
story.
and Kendall is rewarded by Rita's love completes the

And the plot is an interesting and sufficiently origin-

You

Can

Promise

Good

Action

and a Pleasing Star

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is an entertaining offering that should please Jack Holt's admirers will have another good one
It should appeal strongly to the coming to them in "The Man Unconquerable" so play
most any audience.
male members of your audience and for their benefit Y\is name prominently.
You can safely say it is a
you might make extra promises for adventure and ex- ^5^^^,^^ ^,f ^j^^ South Seas that is different from the
citement.
Talk about the pearl fisheries because it is
r c
^u c^
ToIo„,i ,.;,-t„rp«
A trailf^r 01
A traiiei nf
run of South Sea Island pictures.
usual
.,
r the
' ,.
somethmg a bit out of the ordinary
and , for
women,
,
,,
, , •
.
,,,,•,•
• 1,.^^^ one of the fiehts should surely bring them 1back, ^to see
§
u o . ;you can tell them there is a pleasing romance included ""c oi uic Uj,iiis =
feature.
the
ine,
with Sylvia Breamer playing the hero
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Average Entertainment Has Good Prize Fight Climax
Frank Mayo in
"AFRAID TO FIGHT"
Universal

William Worthington
DIRECTOR
Leet Renick Brown
AUTHOR
Charles Sarver
SCENARIO BY
Arthur Reeves
CAMERAMAN
with
production
moving
Slow
AS A WHOLE
all the action reserved for the prize fight climax.
Star does fair work in limited role
STORY

Very conventional
vincing situations

with

many

uncon-

Fair
DIRECTION
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY
All clear but not very effective
LIGHTINGS
Hampered by story but makes good in
STAR
the action scenes
Satisfactory
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
Average
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL
O. K.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Hero fights in ring
against odds to gain the purse that will save
the health of his crippled sister
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,600 feet
Here you have the regulation stuff presented in the
regulation way. The hero has returned from France
with his lungs gassed, his bonus delayed, his sister
crippled and his mother in poverty. Besides this he
is out of a job and can't find one. In fact there is
nothing the matter with the hero that a little money
wouldn't help. But then
for himself but he needed
operation for his crippled
thing over he would give

he didn't want the money
it to pa}^ for an expensive
sister and if there was anyit to his helpless mother.

This is the opening situation in "Afraid to Fight."
Luck saves the family.
The hero knocks down a prize

lighter who was manhandling a boy. "Back to the
boiler factory with the rest of the rivits," says the
trainer to his former champ' as he proceeds to sign up
the hero for the big fight.
The rest of the story runs along well tried and very
conventional lines. The action is reserved for the
fight scenes which are well directed and ably acted.
Ringside views and prize fight scenes always make
good screen material but you know before it starts
that the hero is going to win in the end, and the bell
will save him several tirnes from being counted out.
The production as a whole does not move very swiftly
but is burdened with minor situations and much explanation. The characters present little that is distinctive and nothing that has not been done before.
The direction has given a lot of importance to
minor detail but has failed to gain very much sympathy for his people or the situations in which they
are thrown. Perhaps the most unconvincing point
of the entire production comes where the hero takes
a beating from his sweetheart's rejected suitor. He
does not fight back because his trainer told him not to
reveal his identity. Of course in the end this assault
is revenged but it is difficult to believe that a good
fighter will take a horse whipping in the presence of
his girl regardless of his trainer's advice.
Supporting Frank Mayo are Lillian Rich, Peggy
Cartwright who does an attractive juvenile role,
L3fdia Knott and W. S. McDunnough.
Story : Down-and-out world's war veteran gets
three months in the country to recuperate and train
for a big fight which he wants to win so that his
crippled sister can have an operation and walk again.
In the country he meets the girl and takes a beating
from his rival because he promises not to exert himself or reveal his identity. He wins the big fight
against odds and goes back to the country to settle
his rival.

Play Up the Fight Scenes and Use the Star's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The fight scenes are exciting and certain to satisfy
the average audience. If your people like the regulation stuff and do not demand very much in the way
of a story then you are safe in running this one. Use
the star's name and play up the prize fight scenes.
If, on the other hand, your folks demand a logical and
convincing story or are in any way critical then this
production will hardly satisfy them.
If you decide to run it do not play it up too much

but put it through as you would any ])rograni picture.
In using a trailer try and show the part where the hero
takes a beating and then follow it with the scene
where he gives his rival the beating. What happened in between will cause them to wonder and- bring
them back on the show dates.
Use the posters and display the stills showing ringside scenes. The star's name and the fight scenes
are your best bet.

Contract
Mo:Symphony, Los Angeles,
Dr. H. B. Breckweael,
May I^th — Indefinite
Strand, San Francisco
Mr.M.L.Markowitz^
July 9th — Indefinite
Mark Strand, New York City
Mr. Joseph Plunkett, Mg. Dir.
Opening Sept. 5rd or 10th

Now Booking forthtouqk
the Fall Season
cAssociated exhibitors
.Arthur S.Xane,

JPresident-

■s
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Splendid

Production
Mabel

SCENARIO
man

BY

Ballin

Story More Interesting Than It Would Be
Ordinarily

Ballin in

"MARRIED
Hugo
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Makes

PEOPLE"

Prod. — Hodkinson
Hugo Ballin
Nell Marie Dace
Hugo

Ballin and Geo. S. Hell-

CAMERAMAN
James R. Diamond
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing offering that will likely
satisfy a majority; a few incidents that need
more explicit sub-titles to explain them
STORY
duction

A good vehicle for star though not especially original; given a very satisfying pro-

DIRECTION

Generally good; has provided interesting settings and usual artistic touches
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Quite pleasing and displays a new array
of pretty frocks
SUPPORT
Percy Marmont does good work and

Ernest Hilliard is a mighty appealing he-vamp;
Bobby Clarke a cute kiddie
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Artistic
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
threatened when husband

Average
Happiness of couple
leads his wife into

an extravagant living;
a little child reunites
them
LENGTH
OF
PRODUCTION
5,200 feet
Hugo Ballin's latest selection for Mabel Ballin is
a prize story written by a Chicago stenographer, the
winner of a Chicago newspaper scenario contest. It
offers the star quite a suitable role and plenty of good
opportunities to be appealing. On the other hand
the story is not an unusual one and, in the main, not
original. It promises, at first, to be an amusing satire
on married life but after a while switches to more

dramatic lines with the application of "a little child
shall lead them" theme.
Director Ballin has provided his usual finished and
artistic production. There are many splendid interior
sets and he has handled the story ei¥ectively, on the
whole. It is easy enough to follow except when the
sub-titles make it confusing. But this can easily be
remedied by titles that are more pertinent to the pictures. Harriet Underbill has succeeded in making
her people talk the way people do talk — one of her
pet criticisms on titles — but there are times when the
titles do not mean very much, as, for instance, when
the butler is taken ill, the young wife says to her husband, "Brooks has a fever. Now aren't you glad we
haven't any children." Another: the husband, talking to the wife says: "You are going home." As far
as the spectator knows, she is in her home. And there
is a title which says the house must be quarantined,
but with no further signs of the order being carried
out.
The star is very pleasing and wears a fine array of
pretty new gowns that will easily attract her feminine
admirers. She makes the most of the role of the
piquant young wife who is transformed from a simple
country girl into a spoiled and extravagant woman.
Percy Marmont is a good choice as the husband and
the entire cast is a good one. It includes Ernest
Hilliard, Dick Lee, and others.
Story : Dorothy Cluer blames her husband, Robert,
for her extra^vagance because he wanted her to "show
off" and let their friends know they were becoming
wealthy. Robert objects to Dorothy's engagements
with Lord Cranston and finally threatens to leave her
if she does not break with him. Dorothy has about
decided to go away with Cranston when she shoots
a little boy in her home in mistake for a burglar. The
incident awakens the mother love in her and she
adopts the child when he recovers. Robert returns to
his home when he learns of the accident and the two
are reconciled.

A Pleasing Star and a Good Title Your Exploitation Points
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The average audience will quite likely be pleased
with "Married People" and you have a title with pretty
good exploitation possibilities. You could arouse a
good deal of interest by telling them about the prize
story and how it was won by a Chicago stenographer.
This would probably be a good way of getting them
in and catchlines with the title will be sufficient to let

them know what the story is about.

If the star's previous pictures have pleased them
you may be sure this' one will and for her admirers
display plenty of stills in the lobby. The Hodkinson
press sheet contains some worth while suggestions for
putting the picture over which you might do well to
take advantage of. Percy Marmont is a well known
leading man and his name might be used, also.
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Good Western Picture With Plenty of Action in the Way of Fast Riding
Fred Balshofer presents

"THE

THREE

American
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

of this type. The action consists chiefly of riding and
it is continuous from start to finish.

BUCKAROOS"

Releasing Corp.
Fred Balshofer
Fred Balshofer
Not credited
Not credited
Western with continual action

in the way of fast spectacular riding; should go
big with "fan" audience
STORY
Not unusual, but makes satisfactory
vehicle for this particular type of offering
DIRECTION
Keeps story moving at good pace;
might have included a few more actual man-toman combats; fine locations
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Do satisfactory work except for
occasional overacting; no well known players
but suitable types, including Buck Humes,
Peggy O'Dare, "Monty"
cia and Cleo Childers
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Montague, Allan GarSplendid
Few
Adequate
Stranger in western

town joins "The Three Buckaroos," the terror
of the ranges, clears the place of rustlers and
wins the girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.599 feet
Fred Balshofer's story of "The Three Buckaroos"
savors slightly of Dumas' "The Three Musketeers,"
particularly in the three daring heroes of the story,
but this one does not contain as strong or original situations as the Dumas' story. However, it is a first
rate western vehicle and probably contains more fast
and spectacular riding than the majority of features

Will Please Admirers of Westerns.

The riding is splendid and sure to hold them, but it
would have been efifective if the director had included
more fights. There is one on a precipice that ofifers a
good thrill, but that is about the only one. Hero's
single-handed battle in the climax affords opportunity for a bit of suspense and the ruse which permits
him to kill the man he has been chasing for five reels
is going to please the typical "fan" audience. On the
whole "The Three Buckaroos" will appeal to those
who likewith
western
subjects and they'll be sure to be
satisfied
it.
The production is a good one and there are attractive and well photographed backgrounds throughout.
There are also several individually fine shots that will
be certain to register. Some effective tinting adds
greatly to the beauty of the views.
The story consists, in the main, of the efforts of the
three buckaroos and the stranger who joins them to
rid their ranges of cattle rustlers, with a counterplot
in which the foreman of the range tries to win the fair
owner as a means of securing her fine ranch. Peggy
O'Dare is a pleasing heroine and Buck Humes is capable of handling the hero role. The villain and his
associates are good types. There are too many closeups of the hero.
Story : Dartigan, soldier of fortune, joins forces
with "The Three Buckaroos"

to help rid the state of

rustlers who are preying upon Constance Kingsley's
ranch in particular. Dartigan has a grievance against
one of the rustler leaders, which is his excuse for joining the buckaroos. Dartigan has also seen Constance
and fallen in love with her. Ritchie, her foreman,
wants the ranch and pretends to be in love with Constance, who repulses him. How Dartigan and the
buckaroos round up the rustlers, run them off the
plains and Dartigan confesses his love, remains to
be told.

Promise Action and Romance

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
With western pictures it depends very much

upon

whether or not you cater to a western-liking clientele.
If you do you will be able to please them with "The
Three Buckaroos." If you do not, you probably cannot show them westerns at all. You can make promises for it in the way of continuous, fast and spectacular riding and if you can secure a trailer to show in

advance

and

give

them

some

of the

more

exciting

combats, you can be sure they'll come back.
You can play up the title and use catchlines. None
of the players are well enough known to use their

names. Display stills of "The Three Buckaroos" on
horseback. For your women patrons promise a pleasing romance and tell them Peggy O'Dare is a pleasing heroine and use her picture in your lobby displays.

CURRENT
Footage

Date

Release

AMERICAN

RELEASiNd

Reviewed

RELEASES

Eviewea

FIRST

CORP.

Belle of Alaska
(Chester
Bennett)
5.000
5.000
Smith)
(Cliff
Danger
Daring
Tan of tlie Big Snows
(I. Oliver Curwood
5,000
6,000
(Tuttle Waller)
the Cradle Buster
Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
^'SSS
6.000
Fairfax)
(Marion
The Lying Truth
Sisters (International
Film)
1,00()
The Hidden
Woman
(Nanuet Am.
Corp.)
5.000
Pictures) . .7,000
(Pyramid
Home
My Old Kentucky
Man's Law and God's
(Finis Fox)
6.000
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
5.000
7,000
(Louis W. Chaudet)
Pillagers
The
Destiny's
Isle (Wm.
P. S. Earlc)
6,000
His
Wife's
Husband
(Pyramid)
6.040
5,044
False Fronts
The
Great Alone
(Monroe
Salisbury)
5,912

Footage

Release Date

NATIONAL

The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The
Invisible
Fear
(Anita
Stewart)
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) ....
Pay
Dav
(Charles
Chaplin)
The Infidel (Katherine
MacDonald)
The Deuce of Spades
(Chas.
Ray)
The Girl in the Taxi
(DeHavens)
Fools
First
(Neilan
Prod.)
The Primitive Lover
(Constance Talmadge) ...
The Cross
Roads of New York
Sonny
( Richard
Barthelmess)
Domestic
Relations
(Katherine
MacDonald) ..
The Half Breed
One
Clear
Call
Smudge (Charles Ray)

7- 9-22
5-28-22
4-30-22
4- 9-22
5- 7-22

7- 9-22
5-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

EXHIBITORS,

the

Poor

Girl

Godiva
Lady
(Leah
Doubt Your Wife
Don't
(Florence
Real Adventure
The
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
the Rattler
Rusethe ofDivide
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Across
Father
Tom
Hills of Missing
Men
Tracks

Baird)
Vidor)
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4.800
5,000

, . , ..
5-14-22
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7-2-2-

6-000
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WID

(Noble Johnson)

June

4
4
11

luly

Aug.
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25
2
9
9
16
30
7
7
14
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28

PLAYERS-LASKY

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over
the Border
(Penryhn
Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
Our
Leading
Citizen
(Thomas
Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
The Man Unconquerable
(Jack Holt)
For the Defense
(Ethel
Clayton)
The Greatest Truth
(Mia May)
South of Suva
(Mary
Miles Minter)
Borderland
(Agnes Avers)
While Satan
Sleeps
(Jack Holt)
The
Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
The Young Diana
(Marion
Davies)
If You
Believe It. It's So (Meighan)
The
Bonded
Woman
The Top of New York (Mav McAvoy)
The
Loves of Pharaoh
(Lubitsch)

FOX
Tom

Series
The Fighting Streak
For Big Stakes
William Farnum
Shackles
of Gold
Dustin Farniun
Strange
Idols
Shirley Mason Series
Very Truly
Yours
Lights of the Desert
Maurice Flynn
The
Last Trail
William Russell
Money
to Burn
1'he Men
of Zanzibar
A SelfMade
Man
Pearl White
Without
Fear
John Gilbert
Arabian
Love
The Yellow
Stain
Charles Jones
Western
Speed
Rough
Shod
Special

FILM

W.

5,502

4 30-22

6,837

6- 4-22

5,947
6,634

611-22
6-18-22

4,905
5.257
4,369

7- 2-22
7-9-22

5,148
7.476

6-25-22
2-26-22

W.

HODKINSON

5.057

5-14 22
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6- 4-22

4,809

5-28-22
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4-23-22
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CORP.

The Veiled Woman

Rex
4.888
4,373

4-9-22

5.654
5,500

METRO

CORP.

5-28-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22

INC.

Bosworth)

Holtre Prod.
No
Trespassing
(Irene
Slim Shoulders
(Irene
Myron Sterns Prod.
Free A r .
Myron M. Sterns Prod.
.
Free
Air
Benj. B. Hampton
The
Gray
Dawn
Renco Prod.

6-25-22

6.069
5.221
6.774
6,764

4,609
5.630
4,470
4,423
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5,228
5.003
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Bootleggers
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Mix
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Fast
Mail
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The

FAMOUS

5-28-22
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5-21-22

PICTURES

A Poor
Relation
(Will
Rogers)
The Night
Rose
Be My
Wife
(Max
Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Back
Against
the Wall
Watch
Your
Step
The
Wallflower
When
Romance
Rides
(Zane Grey)
Yellow
Men and Gold
Golden
Dreams
(Hampton
Prod.)
The
Dust
Flower
Always
the Woman
( Betty Compson)

INC.

(Distributed through Pathe)
Marry

.6,172
5.000
6,900
.5,192
5,484
7,589

4-16-22
42-22
4- 9-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22

625-22

GOLDWYN
ASSOCIATED

4,?00
5,366
1,892
5,377
4.500
5,420

3
17

PICTURES

Kisses
(Alice
Lake)
The Face
Between
(Bert

4.300
5,000

Lytell)

Seeing's(Alice
Believing
Dana)
. . . ."
Hate
Lake) (Viola
Missing
Husbands
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
Sherlock
Brown
(Bert
Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby
(Viola Dana)
Ingram Productions
The
Prisoner
of Zenda
Productions

Don't Write Letters
(Gareth
Tiffany Productions
Fascination
(Mae Murray)
Swedish Biograph Co.
The

Stroke

of
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FILM

Nanook

of

BOOKING

the

6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,467

Hughes)

5,500
7.850

Midnight

PATHE
June

CORP.

6,000

EXCHANGE,

5-28-22
6- 4-22
4-3022
6 4-22
4-3022
4-23-22

6- 4-22

INC,

North

OFFICES

5-28-22
5- 7-22
5-21-22

6,000

OF AMERICA

6-18-22

(R-C)

The
Bigamist
(Ivy
Duke)
5,300
The
First Woman
4,950
Queen
o' the Turf
5,000
Gay and Devilish
(Doris
May)
4,800
The Glory of Clementina
(Pauline Frederick) . .5,700
The Son of the Wolf
4.790
The
Understudy
(Doris
May)
4,557
Colleen
of the Pines (lane Novak)
4,738
My
Dad
(Johnnie
Walker)
5,500
In the Name of the Law

42-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
64-22
6-18-22
7- 2-22
7- 9-22
7- 9-22

Some Short Reels
"One

or

Type of production

"Live Wires" — Century — Universal

Cat"— Burr— Educational
1 reel novelty cartoon

Here is the first of a new series of six cartoons made by
Earl Hurd for C. C. Burr and released by Educational. The
cartoons combine drawn figures with living beings in a novel
and interesting way. The artist draws his characters who
become animated even before they are finished. A real kitten
is employed and an amusing scene takes place between
and a little dog that the artist has created on his drawing
board. A base-ball game starts a good deal of trouble among
the players and the artist is called upon to supply a good
hard boiled umpire. The balls that are called and the strikes
that are made will amuse all baseball fans. The animation is
not only clever but will entertain the most skeptical audience.
The characters are very human and very few titles are needed
to explain the action. The cartoon is different from anything
so far accomplished in the animated field and because of its
humor and novelty should meet with a good deal of success.
Not only will this new series make ideal program fillers but it
will also cause many to wonder how they are made.
"Typical New
Type

of production

England" — Urban Popular Classics
1 reel

travel

A review of some New England towns, and coast villages
are well photographed and presented in this travel number.
You see the little mill at Dalton, Mass. where the paper is
made for the United States' currency. Then you pass through
the main street of Lenox and into Pittsfield which is noted for
its golf course. On the way to Gloucester, Mass. you pass
little mill ponds and village churches. At Gloucester you are
shown the fishing fleet that gets the biggest cod fish catch in ,
the world. Natives of the village include children and old sea
dogs. The reel closes with some very pretty shots of a yacht
race off Marblehead. A small cannon is fired to start them
off. The sails of almost a hundred craft then spread and fill
with wind. The sharp bows cut the waves and dash the spraj'
across the decks. They round the buoy, tack and gather every
whiff of available breeze on the home stretch. The photography isgood throughout and the entire reel filled with interesting material. It has a special Summer appeal and should
do well at this time of the year.
"The Worm
Type of production

that Turned"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe
1 reel cartoon

Type of production

2 reel comedy

Jackie and Johnny are two m^sienger boys in this comedy
and they are assisted by Brown c, the clever dog. One of the
boys is sent for a birthday cake, but when he returns to the
little girl's party it is discovered that the cake is crushed.
That is about all the story that there is to this offering. The
rest is merely a collection of gai<,s which allow the dog to do
his stunts. He rings the door bell, rolls on the rug, steals
the children's ice cream and repeats many of his old favorites.
In one part of the comedy a laugh is obtained by whitewashing a colored boy and dressing him in girl's clothes. The comedy business is poorly carried out and the gags crudely disclosed. Most of the stunts have been done many times before and have lost their laugh. This number of the Century
is far below the average and will hardly entertain the simplest
audience. It presents merely a collection of unrelated and
unoriginal gags.
"Along the New England Coast" — Urban Popular Classics
Type of production

1 reel travel

The quaint villages and customs of Cape Cod are the subject
of this travel reel. Fishing huts, artists at work, the town
crier and native Indians are all included in this varied reel.
One or two marine shots help lend local color to the scene.
The big trees of the Cape and the small houses are well illus?
trated as are also the natives at their various occupations. One
of the sub-titles tells you that the district was settled in 1680
and a few old buildings are presented to prove the assertation.
The reel also includes some interesting views of the Penobscot
Indians engaged in basket work. The reel as a whole will
make an interesting Summer program filler.
Pathe Review No. 166
Type of production

1 reel magazine

The feature of this number of Pathe's review, is a series of
scenes showing harvest time in Kafifir land. The natives stand
in rows and pound the grain. Anotlrer chapter of this review
shows how pressed paper masks are made. The travel section
shows the London Bridge in detail and the traffic that passes
over it. This time the colored section shows a picturesque and
mediaeval custom that still exists in Greece. Many brides
dressed in Sunday clothes and laden with chains made of coins
dance in the market place. The reel is up to the high standard set by this series and contains subjects of general interest.

A little novelty presenting a picture show on the screen in
animated is contained in this number of Aesop's Fables. The
moral brought out this time is: "Theory and practice are two
different things." Harry Hippo is the chief of the animal
characters. He is hen-pecked and brow-beaten and turned
out of his own house b}' his strong willed wife. He seeks
refuge in a motion picture house where he sees a number of
Aesop's Fables. The picture that he sees shows a cat teasing
a little worm until the worm turns and drives the cat away
with a stick. Harry Hippo does not wait for the end of the
show but returns home resolved to profit by what he had seen.
A terrible fight follows but Harry Hippo is again thrown out
by his powerful wife. The animation is up to the high standard of the series and will bring more than one laugh when
shown.

"You and Me" — Century — Universal
Type of production

Two

reel comedy

Plenty of kid stuff and a little animal work are contained in
this rambling comedy. It contains very little story and is almost devoid of humor. It relies wholly upon the children to
hold the attention. Jealousy is the theme. Four and five year
old kiddies are dressed as ball room vamps and act out the old
triangle. To test the heroism of the young men one of the
children throws her' doll into the water. The real hero, a
dog, saves the doll, The children are cute but they are placed
in artificial and unamusing situations. This is not one of the
best of the Century series and will barely amuse an average
audience.

Short Reels
"The

Noble

Bachelor"

Sherlock Holmes — EMucational

Type of production

2 reel drama

"The Noble Bachelor," is anotlier of the series of Adventures
of Slierlock Holmes. It is filled vvitli mystery and romance.
This time a titled gentleman is deserted at the altar and the
famous detective is employed to help find the missing bride.
Not only does Holmes find the girl but he also finds her
American husband. But the English lord is not very unhappy, for this discovery allows him to go back to his former
sweetheart. Holmes arranges that they all have supper together at his rooms, and he also invites the man from Scotland
Yard just to prove to him that his deductions were all wrong.
This number is up to the standard of the series and will hold
the attention and interest of the average audience. A little
comedy relief enters this number of the series with pleasing
results.

"A Spirited Affair" — Star — Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Roy Atwell and Lila Leslie are the chief comedians in this
mildly amusing comedy built upon the bootlegging theme.
This time the whiskey is stored in a large doll which is mistaken for a baby. Roy plays the role of the husband who carried a flash in his pocket. When this is discovered by his
prohibition uncle he quickly adjusts a rubber nipple and says
that it is baby's bottle. When the old man asks to see the baby
he is shown the doll. Bootleggers and revenue officers enter
into the finish of the picture. The gags have most of them
been done before and the comedy business is only mildly
amusing. Roy Atwell has done better comedy work than he
does in this one and has also had better and funnier stories
than "A Spirited Affair."
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LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless
Youth
Evidence

Select

ENT.

Footage

Exchanges)
5,700
5,000

UNITED

Jewel

26

Fair

I.ady

(Rex

4-16-22
6-18-22

5.000
5,000

4-16-22

6,900
5,000

4-16-22
611 22

ARTISTS

Heacli's)

6,400

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG,

,V26 22

CO.

Features
The Trap
(Lon
Chaney)
5.481
The
Storm
7,748
H uman
Hearts
Universal
Features
The
Itcar Cat (Hoot
Gibson)
4,500
The Man Under
Cover
(Herbert
Rawlinson) .. .4,566
A Wonderful
Wife (Miss
Du Pont)
4,668
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank
Mayo)
4,313
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
4,433
Step On It (Hoot
Gibson)
4,225
Kissed
(Mirie
Prevost)
4,231
The
Black
Bag
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
5,000
Out of the Silent North
(Frank
Mayo)
4,211
Her
Night
of Nights
(Marie
Prevost)
4,450
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot
Gibson)
4,583

5- 7-22
6-25-22
4-2-22
4- -9-22
4-23-22
4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
7-2 22

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
Too
Much
Business
My
Wild
Irish Rose
Earle Williams
The Man
From
Downing
Corinne
Griffith

Street

A
Virgin's
Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Wm. Duncan-Edith Johnson
The
Silent
Vow
Alice Calhoun
The Angel
of Crooked
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber

SHORT

6.000
7,000

4-2-22
6-18-22

4,950

4-16-22

5.000
5,249

Street

7-2-22

4,600

4-9-22

5,000

5-28-22

5,951

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED

FIRST

NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

FILM

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Comedies
(1
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs (1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

W

W. HODKINSON

CORP.

The Beggar Maid
(Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
The Bashful
Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles
Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No.
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Go Get 'Em Hutch
(Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop
Fables. 2/3
reel cartoons
Harold
Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review.
1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3
reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Serials:
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Th*e Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes;
Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Pernn, Eileen
Sedgwick)
(Billy Fletcher),
Eve Fell, No License
When
(1 reel):
Star Comedies

VITAGRAPH

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels: Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel;
Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover America, The Crater
of ^lt. Katmai,
Dexie.
*
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

CORPORATION

Sunshine Comedies
(2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

Harold Lloyd Comedies

EDUCATIONAL

EXHIBITORS

Charles Chaplin (2 and i reels)
Toonerville Trolley
(2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

FOX

bUKciie O'Brien Star Series
The
Prophet's
Paradise
Channing
of the Northwest
Conway Tearle Star Series
Love's
Masquerade
Special Productions
Reported
Missing
(Owen
Moore)
A Woman of No Importance . . ;

Fell.

Reviewed

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge) . „
, ^ „. ^
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds ol
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Pans
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL

EXCHANGES,

INC.

(Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
The Great Reward
SerialBurns).
(Bobby
King Cole Comedies
Comedies:
(1 reel), issued weekly.
(Chas. Urban)
Review
Kineto

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De
Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount Magazine
(1 reel):
Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reeli)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon
Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan. Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
IS episodes.

PRIZMA,
(weekly).

26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the Unknown"
(5 reels)
Short Reel Music Fihn Product

INCORPORATED

INDEPENDENT
Release Date

AFFILIATED

I Am

the

Law

ARROW
The
Innocent
God's
Country

FILM

Cheat
and

the

ARTCLASS

After Six

PICTURES

AYWON

FILM

CORP.

6.500

5- 7-22

5,000
5.332

6-25-22
7- 9-22

10.000

CORP.

4,800

The Glorious Adventure
Doodle

(Lady Diana Manners)

Jr

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Life's Greatest Question (Roy
Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

COMMONWEALTH
The

Hidden

5 21-22

7,000

4-30-22

5.000

3 19-22

PHIL

Watch

Him

Julius

Caesar

CORP.
S.OOO

GOLDSTONE

Step

(Richard

Talmadge)

GEORGE

KLEINE

DI LORENZO,
EQUITY

PICTURES

Nibs

(Chic

Sales)

FIDELITY

HOUDINI

Man

From

PICTURE

CORP.

Beyond

5,000

SOL

Coogan)

Girl From
Rocky
False
Brands
The
Forest
King

FILM

CO.

Point

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

RIALTO

5,000
6,000
6.000
5.000
5,000
6.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5.800
5.600

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.

SECOND

NATIONAL

is Arizona

Gump
(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

FILM

B.

(1

C.

reel

CORP.

FILM

in Half

DOMINANT
Star

Dramas

AND

Serial: The Jungle Goddess

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

EXPORT

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS,

Expose of Sawing a Lady

Western

SALES

each).

CLARION

The

CORP.

2 reels).

INC.

IMPORT

(Truman

Van

FILM

FILM
Dyke

CO.

and Elinore Field). 15

EXCHANGE

Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge,
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heioes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles ot the Jungle,
15 episodes.

FILM
Jimmy

Callahan,

MARKET,

12 2-reels.

GAUMONT

COMPANY

News (every Tuesday) ; Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

HERALD

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.

HORIZON

Norma

Talmadge

Reissues

•

6-18-22
7- 2-22

Moonlight

INC.

Knight, Full of Spirit, See

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

3-19-22

INC.

(each

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (IS episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
(2 reels): Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Why
Isle.

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of S two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

5.800

PICTURES

(each

AYWON

Mack

5,164
5,496

4.800
5,000
5.000
5.000

W. M. SMITH

TRI-STAR

3-5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

PACIFIC

PICT. CORP.

David
and Jonathan
Her
Story
The
Night
Riders
Brenda's
Heritage
So This

5-28-22

PROD.

The Man Worth While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love
Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

PICTURES

Westerns

Monty

CORP.

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

15

FEDERATED

5,000
4,314
5.000

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The
Soul of Man
The
Right
Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr. Potter
of Texas
Trail of the Law
The
Man
Who
Paid
The Country
Flapper
(Dorothy
Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs
(Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night
(All-Star)

AYCIE
Series:

episodes.

LESSER

PACIFIC

CORP.

CELEBRATED

Trouble

(Jackie

FILM

Arrow-Northwood "Dramas (2 reels): Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders o( the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
foi a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands,
Border
River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men, Th»
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

C.

3-12-22

& BRADFORD

ARROW

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

8,807

LEE

CORP.

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels). Liquorisi:
Lips (2 reels).

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

CORP.
Stockton)

15 episodes.

4,951

Determination
The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit ( Belle Bennett)
Sally
.Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine
Earle)
The Way of a Man
(Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

(Edith

Lincoln),

Harry Carey:
IS Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals,

2- S-22

Work

RIGHTS

DISTRIBUTING

2- 5-22

6,800

J. W. FILM
Wife

(Elmo

ALLIED

7,000

2-19-22
4-30-22

a

of Tarzan

3 26 22

OF T. S. S. CORP.

Success

5,000
5.800

Should

REELS-STATE

4-16-22
5-21-22

4-16-23

GEO. H. HAMILTON

6.500

4,548
5,000

6,200

Give Me My
Son
In Self Defense

BROS.

2 12-22

Young)

CORP.

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives
(Kathleen
Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The
Fighting
Kentuckians
The

Adventures

5,000
4-23-22
5,000
4-2J-22
Footage
Reviewed

Gordon)

5,748

PICTURES

PICTURES

(Vera

5- 7-22

CORP.

Tonight
Kimball

EXCEPTIONAL

His

SHORT

Friend

4,800

INC.

Blaze Away (Big Boy Williams)
The Trail of Hate
(Big Boy
Williams)
Where
Is My Wandering
Boy
The Worldly
Madonna
(Clara

Best

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Ha.-ik Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).

5.800

PICTURES

Light

WARNER

Your

BLACKTON

M. J. BURNSIDE
Yankee

Release

PICT. EXPLOITATION

Man
From Hell's River
Ridin'
Vild
Date

ADVENTURES

Off

J. STUART

WESTERN

Reviewed

CORP.

l.au

Days

They're

Footage

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water
Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald
Hall)
5.000
Dazzling
Miss Davidson
(Marjorie
Rambeau). .5.000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5.000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs.
Belfune (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

4-30-22

4-23-22

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey
(Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent
Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke
McLuke's
Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery
(IS episodes).

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Irving Cummings
Cissy Fitzgerald
Sacred Films (1 reel)

CORPORATION

Series

SACRED

FILMS,

INC.

2,000
2,000

,

Over This List of Specially Prepared Articles
FOR THE

Program Building Number

FILM

OF THE

DAILY

Music and the Films
Victor Herbert
Giving Comedies a Chance to Draw
Al Christie
The Moving Picture Theater of Tomorrow. . . S. L. Rothafel
The Value of Short Subjects in the Program . . Elmer Pearson
Merchandising Through the Box Office
Earl W. Hammons
The Prologue in the Case
Joe Plunkett
The Arrival of the Short Subject
Geo. L. Levine
How Short Subjects Aid in Program Building //m^o Riesenfeld
Short Reels Bring Patronage
Fred E. Baer
Applied Theories of Presentation
Edward L. Hyman
Fred L. Miller
Photoplays and Music
Short Reels Through a Minister's Eyes
Rev. E. B. Russell
Mack Sennett
Short Subjects
Etc. Etc. Etc.
And in addition a series of charts and release dates on all short
subjects — of inestimable value to the exhibitor.

Out August 6th

Don't Miss It

■^^1^:

^

Strong Coldwjn Pictures
for current
showing
4
''^^'

%

Basil King's

Rupert Hughes*

The
Dust Flower

The
Wall Flower

\

i4

1

j
1
i
1

With lleienc Chaduick. <^ laude QxlUnguater and Jumts Ktnnte
W(ih CoXXeen 'M.oorc

Zane Grey's

When
Romance
Rides
A Ben B. Hampton

Yellow Men
and Gok.

Prod.

BETTY
COMPSON
ALWAYS
THE
WOMAN
W'ilh Cltiirc Adams, Carl Qantfoort and
Jean Hersholt

Head
Overstarring
Heels
Mabel Normand

iVuh Betty Compson

Gouverneui' Morris'

in

Zane Grey's

Golden
Dreams

A Ben B. Hampton

Prod.
With. Helene QkadsJoicV. and Richard Dix

Mr. Barnes
of New
starringYork
Tom Moore

es that brim
EIGHTh pictur
wit action, sparkle with
humor and grip with humanness, form the current Group
of Goldwyn Pictures.

With CXaire Adams

and Carl Qantvoort

Betty Compson, Tom Moore, Mabel
Normand, Colleen Moore, Richard Dix,
Helene Chadwick and Claire Adams are
among the names for the electric lights.
Rupert Hughes, Zane Grey and Gouverneur Morris are box office authors.
Every picture has exploitation angles
that mean business.

With iviabci N^/rmand

With Tom

}Aoorc

Strong Pictures When \bu Need Them Most /

1

fAff brAdstreet

2^<>RE(OGHIZEI^

Authority
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t
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S[. Louis Against Hoy

E'hibitors There
Refuse
to Work
fwith Him — Board of Trade for
System
j
(Special

to THE

jt. Louis — The

FILM

St.

DAILY)

Louis

Motion

Ifture
Exhibitors'
a branch
the M.
P. T. O. League,
of Missouri
and
the national organization, has deced not to work
with the HojSstem,
an
office
of which
was
rently installed here.
The Film
Board
of Trade
had
vted in favor of the Hoy plan and
ti; local office had forwarded a lett: to Joseph
Mogler,
president
of
t; exhibitors' organization,
inviting
tem to accept the services of the
l!)y office in settling all disputes
asing between the local exhibitors
ad the exchanges.
This letter of invitation was read
a the exhibitors' regularly weekly
r!;eting on Tuesday last, and it was
ijanimously decided to ignore tiie
i.'itation. The Film Board of Trade
fs not been officially notified of the
? ion taken and probably will not be.
Washburn
(Special

to THE

with Metro
FILM

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — Bryant
Washburn
vll appear opposite Viola Dana
in
'une Madness."
Atlantic

Finishes Feature

|"On!y a Few of Us Left," made on
]'>ng Island by Atlantic Film Co., is
i|,w being made and cut. Dudley
"urphy directed it.
Proctor Joins Cosmopolitan
Ralph Proctor, who has completed
Secial sales work in connection with
'I'oolish Wives," will shortly go to
lip coast to handle sales supervision
<j Cosmopolitan Prod, in the West.
'is post will be similar to that held
Hal Hodes
in the East and by
. E. Maxwell in the Middle West,
jmes R. Grainger will continue as
pervisor of sales through Famous
ayers.
Settlement Near in St. Louis
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Musicians are expected
I return to work until Aug. 15, when
'joint arbitration board of four, two
ieater owners and two musicians'
presentatives will again take up
e wage scale. William Goldman
id Snyros Skouras will represent
e exhibitors. In the meantime, the
eaters will probably have music to
30st business which has been far
om satisfactory. At one time, the
mt down of all theaters for the
immer was considered, but because
'le exhibitor said he could not do
), the plan was abandoned.

July

24,

What About It ?
if you had an apple. And 1 wanted iL That's one thing.
I)Ut — if yon wanted ttie apple. That I possessed. That woidd
he another. And so it seenis. W'itli regard to the interchange.
Of pictures.
Between (ierniauy and Atnerica.
'J'he tariff tax is under discussion, .■■ In America. And there
may come a (Hfficult tax. Especiallv^-'with regard to German
made pictures. Why? Because the claim is made. That pictures can be made in Gennany. Much cheaper than in America.
So much so. That Herr John Emer.son. President of the Actors
liquity. Which inchtdes all of the important stars in America.
.S-iys that there must he a heavy tax. On German made pictures.
To prevent .American producers. From making the hulk of their
product.
In Germany.
Now that's one apple.
AND HERE'S THE OTHER
Now Germany has an exaction. That but 20 per cent. Of
lilin imports. Ap])roximately. Can l)e shown. Which means.
That only about 70. Or at the best. About 100 American features. Can be released. In a year. And this means. That the
iMilk. Of American pictures. Will not be shown in Germany.
For years. All of which is very pretty. If Germany wants it
that way. But — it is a considerable but — does Germany want
it that way?
Because— and you can see the other apple now — if they do.
.\nd this present idea is continued. It will mean. In all prob,i1)ility. That German made productions. Will be taxed. In
the customs. From 40 to 50 per cent. Not ad valorem. As in
the old tariff. But 40 to 50 per cent. On the value. Of the
product. Based on American production costs. In other words.
If a production cost a million marks. When made in Germany.
When it arrives in America — if the present plan is carried out —
then it will be assessed. On what it would have cost. If made
in America. And if the assessors figure. That if made in America. The ])roduction would have cost say 20 million marks.
The tariff of from 40 to 50 per cent. Will be levied. On the 20
million. In other words. From eight. To ten million marks
duty.
Practically doubling the cost.
SOME

PLANS

FOR

A CHANGE

Some well jiosted film folk. Tell me. That there is a possibility. Of a change. Being made. In the existing conditions.
If so— well and good. If not. There may be difficulties. But
it would seem. To be good business. If there could be. An
interchange. Of product. So that the world market. The international market. Could be so wide open. So free. That
all good pictures. Could be shown everywhere. With the least
possible difficulty. And at the lowest possible cost. To the
exhibitor.
GERMAN PRODUCTION
From the advertisements. In the trade publications. It
would seem, 'idiat the trend of German production. Still maintains its old level.
And this type of production,
WiU not do.
(Continued

on

Price 5 Cents
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Special Sales

Force

To Handle Fox Educationals — One a
Week Beginning August 1— Reediting 120 Features
The educational department of Fox
will release 52 educational and instructional films , next year, beginning pictures
August lst.-<
These
will be handled by a
special force of about 50 salesmen,
who will operate out of the present
Fox exchanges. The series in the
main has been compiled from the
mass of material in the Fox News
library, although there has been no
hesitancy in making new product
where it was felt negatives on hand
did not fill the need. The films are
essentially in one reel, although several are half reels. The titles of the
first group of releases are as follows:
"Wild Animals of Field and Forest," "Better Babies," "The Future
Generation," "From Tree to Plank,"
"The Sitory of Ice," "Modern Inventions," "Toyland," "The Tale oi a
Dog," "Modern Astronomy," "Volcanoes of the World," "The History
of Cork," "On the Firing Line of
Japan," "Modern Japan," "Parasols
and Fans," "The New Japan." "The
Japanese Housewife," "The Camphor
Industry," "The Beauties of Spain,"
"The Streets of Cairo," "The Conquest of the Air," "Bird Life," "The
History of Coal," "The Grand Canyon," "New and Ancient Rome,"
"Cranberries and Asparagus," "Fishing," "Swimming and Diving," "Fire
Fighting," "Fire Prevention," "Maple
Sugar," "Water Craft" and "Facts
and Fancies of Our Garden Flowers."
One hundred and twenty features
in the Fox catalogue are being reedited for non-theatrical use. Additions will be made from time to time.

More Fox Offices
The Fox organization is negotiating for the establishment of a comto handle its dispany in Germany
tril)ution
there.
John Olsen and Co. have signed
for the product in Norway, Sweden
and Denmark, and the Societa Anonima Italiana Comercio Cinematografica of Rome for Italy, the Balkans, Egypt, Palestine and Syria.

of Sea",

Postponing
(Special
to THE"Toiler
FILMs DAILY)

Los Angeles — In all likelihood,
"Toilers of the Sea" will not be Rex
Ingram's next picture. He may do
a story of the sea, but it will not be
the Hugo story. That will be made
at a later date.

THE

jg^
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What About It ?
(Continued
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(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Astoria, Ore. — The Astoria Amuse.
Co. will build a house at a cost of
$75,000.
Plans One for Brockton
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Brockton,
Mass. — Harry
Stanley
will erect a theater seating about 800,
and costing about $30,000.
To Cost $200,000 and Seat 1,500
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Work has been started
on the General, Cortland St. and
Western Ave., to cost $200,000 and
seat 1,500.
Wildwood

House to Seat 3,500

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wildwood, Pa. — Work on the
Plaza, which is to seat 3,500, will be
begun in October. About $150,000
will be spent on it.
Big House for Milwaukee

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee — A 3,000 seat theater
will be constructed at Grand Ave.
and Sixth St., by the Wisconsin Real
Estate Development Corp. John I.
Beggs is president, Galbraith Miller,
vice-president and August F. John,
secretary and treasurer.

^

(T^cUu^tlarvcd

(flcttiyi£)

W^
Reg. U. S. Pat. OfiF.

I\ISES
ABOVS

1)

Along the same line. Entitled "The Last of the Borgias."
Was shown in America. Some time ago. And unless something has happened. Since I left New York. None of the important American distributors wanted it. It was too heavy.
Too tragic. And without sufficient light touches. Yet it was
excellently made. And splendidly cast. The historical type of
]Mcture. Is — except for something very unusual — not particularly wanted in America.
STRAWS
SHOW
The way the wind blows. Perhaps there is a straw visible.
In the plans of the EFA. To take Pola Negri to America. Some
time in August. For an indefinite stay. Gossip has it. That
Pola will be given an American director. And will make modern
pictures. That is to say. Pictures of the type which America
likes best. Nothing historical. Nothing heavy. It may be
some time. Before Pola returns to Berlin. And the same with

Sales

Oregon House to Cost $75,000

Page

(Generally speaking. For America. Fur instance. Fucrezia
Rorg-ia. Is being completed. And I understand. It has cost
considerable. It has not been my pleasure to see it. But if it
is the story. Based on the historical data of the Borgia family.
The producers might well know this : That an Italian production.

Lubitsch. When
main indefinitely.

72,
100
82
1,200
Not quoted
7V9,
200
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

from

July 24, 192;

he visits America

in December.

He

may

AMERICANS

Are studying English.

IN

BERLIN

Austria and Southern Germany. Richard Stanton is still making flying trips. All around this section. Regarding his new
company. Ralph Kohn. Of EFA and Hamilton. Sails the end
of July. For America. Ben Blumenthal leaves in August. And
the Adlon lobby. Looks just like the Astor hotel. Even the
tablecloths. Are all marked up. But the
grossartig. Jerry Lachenbruch. Formerly
licity. Is writing specials. For foreign
Mayo Wadler. Formerly of New York.
reel comedies. Under the name. Of Acfa
'

figures. Aren't so
of Goldwyn pubpublications. And
Is producing short
Comedies.
DANNY.

Ruth Clifford Going to Japan

Sarg With Educational
Tony Sarg will make a series of 26
for Educational
next year.
Los Angeles— Ruth Clifford is cartoons
going to Japan to make two pictures
or more for a newly formed comJannings and May in One Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pany.
Berlin
— Joe May will make a featPublic Doesn't "Shop" Says Post
ure with Mia May and Emil JannThe Evening Post declares the
ings for the 1922-23 season.
public is not "shopping" for good
pictures, as was stated by W. W.
Another Impressionistic Film
Hodkinson at the convention of the
FILM

DAILY)

General Federation of Women's
Ckibs at Chautauqua recently.
The Post says:

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Berlin- — "From
Morning
to Midnight" is the title of an impressionistic production by Ilagfilm.

"Mr. Hodkinson goes on to say that
people
are 'shopping'
motion that
pictures.
Are they?
Observation forindicates
only
Ethel Clayton Starts Work
a few, comparatively, insist upon knowing
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
that a picture is worth while before viewing
it. Most persons go to a motion picture
Los
Angeles
—
Ethel
Clayton
has
theater once a week, or even two and three
times a week, as a matter of habit. It is started work on "The Three-Cornered
considered a cheap form of entertainment,
Kiagdom," her first R-C picture.
although entertainment that doesn't entertain is dear at any price. It is useless to
Vale in Tee-Vee Pictures, Inc.
urge such persons to rebel at such pictures.
Tliey will have to be educated. It is up
Travers
Vale is now head of Teeto the minority to rise in wrath against these
crimes committed in the name of art. A Vec Pictures. Inc., a $100,000 company formed in Albany recently.
little lusty shouting from individuals and
organizations can do much to banish tawdry Vale intends producing a number of

features.

films."

OAKMAN

utijicdGir
'-'o
Socdfl
See
ljngVhid.tcH
Hd.kin
AATTRACTION
FIRST NA TIONA

our ON

TUB

OPEN

MARKET

At pres-

Jeff McCarthy. Of the Griffith organization. Fluttering.
Betw^een London. And Berlin. Seems to be very busy. George
Kann. Of Goldwyn. Finished his btisiness with Arthur Ziehm.
And is in Paris. Edgar Lewis. The director. Is touring

to THE

with WHEELER

re-

ent. Lubitsch is making real progress. And Negri's smile.
charming personality. Will get her a long way. In America. Regardless of how little English she speaks.

(Special

HALFBKEl

NOW

Both Negri and Lubitsch.
And

THEM
ALL

FOR
SALE
1,000 slightly used all leather
theater chairs.
A real bargain
for a quick buyer.
A. M. FABIAN,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City

The Tube System
is a marked improvement oyer:
the tank method of developing
motion picture film — as great
an improvement as the tank
method was over handling the
film by hand.

At our Flushing laboratories
we develop, fix, tone, tint, wash,
and even DRY film by the Tube
System. This means perfect
prints, for every step of the
slow progress of the film
through the tubes is watched by
experts. It also means absolute cleanness, for it is not necessary to touch the film. And
it means long life to the positive, because the drying is accomplished not by drums that
stretch the film, but in washed
air of the right temperature.

propictureExpert
motion
Every
read what
ducer should
Keyser, Equipment Editor of
the Moving Picture World,
says about our Tube System
on pages 381-382-383 of the
July 29th number of his journal.

THE
ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.
120 West 41st Street
New York City
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Mhday, July 24, 1922

I On Broadway
^pllo — "Silver Wings."
Silence"
Broken
Indway — "The
atl Charles Chaplin in "Shoulder
yims."
d— "A
There
Fool
irJklyn Stran
Vas."
in ' Shera,eo — John Barrymore
1, k Holmes."
a]col— Harry Carey in "The Kick
Ick."
eiral — "The Storm."
olin — "In the Name of the Law."
ririon— "Forget Me Not."
York — Today — "The
,0.7's New
Sl-oke of Midnight."
and "Up
^jcsday — "Angel Citizen"
In the Air about Mary."
MacDon\ednesday — Katherine
iild in "Domestic Relations."
in "They
iursday — Viola Dana
Like 'Em Rough."
and
Slave"
Love
jiday — "The
'The Woman Who Came Back."
in
Oakman
"^turday — Wheeler
I'The Half Breed."
,y'p—"Nero."
^o— "Mysteries of India."
in "BorderAyres
ivli— Agnes
lid."
trid — "Hurricane's Gal."

Next Week

,pjlo— "Silver Wings."
,s^— "The Prisoner of Zenda."
ndway — Not yet determined,
d — "The Storm."
Stran
nklyn
aieo
— Not
yet determined,
ajtol — Not yet determined,
ejral — Probably "The Storm."
oln — "In the Name of the Law."
ri|rion — "Forget Me Not."

i,

Coast Brevities

Lyric
Rialto —— "Nero."
Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — "Fools First."

(Special

FILM

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — "Pink Gods" has been
completed.

Houses Remodeling
(Special to THE

to THE

Juergens Is Sales Manager
S. S. Juergens has been appointed
sales manager of the Commonwealth.

DAILY)

Hayfield, Minn. — The Ideal has
been remodeled in such a manner
that the seating capacity has been
decreased.
Phila, Pa.— About $25,000 will be
spent to completely renovate the Lo-

5430
MOTOR CARS COLUMBUS

Cecil B. DeMille expects to complete the cutting and titling of
"Manslaughter," in 10 days following
which the producer will spend a two
weeks' vacation aboard his yacht.
Chester Conklin has finished "Step
Lively, Please," a comedy, for Fox.

For Location

Blue Bird Auto &
Aero Service.
Jack Mandola,

$18.00 PerDay

Gen. Mgr.

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN!

Reginald Barker's company has
For Sale or Rent
gone in a special car for Spokane,
gan.
SPECTRO
LAMPS
Springfield, Mass. — During the from which point they will travel to
summer, the Playhouse will be al- British Columbia and the Kootenay We furnish and guarantee complete
tered extensively.
Lake district. All the important equipment for Studios or Locations.
scenes
of "Timber"
JOS. GELB COMPANY
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
in the above
district. are to be filmed
Pleasantville, Pa. — The Strand will
A. L. Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1042
be enlarged to increase the capacity
from 800 to 1,500.
Work has begun on "The World's
PRINTS
a Stage," the first offering of Prin- ROTHACKER
cipal Pictures Corp., recently organand SERVICE
Trenton, N. J.— The State St.,
ized by Sol Lesser, Irving Lesser and
which is being altered, will be opened
E. O. BLACKBURN
Mike Rosenberg. Colin Campbell
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
again July 31.
adapted and is directing.
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Chicago, IlL
Pitman, N. J.— Over $30,000 will
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
be the amount involved in the reWill Biuld in Braddock
Hollywood, Cal.
modeling of the Park.
Braddock,
Pa. — The
Crystal 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831
Phila, Pa. — Work on the remodel- Amuse. Co. plans a new house.
ing of the Point Breeze has been
Set November Opening Date
begun. It will cost about $8,000 and
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
be completed in 2 months or so.
Carbondale, Pa.— The new $250,000
Public Dependable
Accountants and
Lowell, Mass. — The Merrimack Comerford will probably open in NoAuditors
vember. It will be operated by the
Square will be remodelled, so that it
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
will have a larger seating capacity. Comerford Amuse. Co., which has a
Telephone Longacre 9074
Many other improvements will be chain in northeastern Pennsylvania
made.
and southern New York.

W. A. FLEMING & CO.

41 Great Q>arainounl Qictures
Wallace Reid in "Thirty Days"
By A. E. Thomas and Clayton Hamilton

Directed by James Cruze

Released January 8, 1923
JOYOUS rip-roaring Reid comedy, built
for laughs and thrills, with a perfect cast.
This beats anything Reid has done for a long
time, including "The Dictator."
A

6(

The play was a great hit on the stage, and it is
filled with screamingly funny situations, as well
as having a great deal of real drama. It has
ginger, sparkle and pep, and great exploitation
possibilities.

aking production"
as a money-m
gemC. NEAGLY,
Every one is a DAN
Columbia, Pa.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So."
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 36

/^MJimA FAMOUS PIAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION t'M^fel

(*PPK^*1 ,

5i- AOOLOH ZUKOO. 0.,..d.'.t ■

. VT^^^^

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

18.
19.
20.
21,
22.
23.
24.
25.

"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow,
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."

No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.

26.
27.
28.
29,
30.
31.
32.
33.

"Clarence."
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
"Ebb Tide."
"Outcast."
"Singed Wings."
"Back Home
and Broke."
"The Pride of Palomar."
"A Daughter of Luxury."

No. 34. "Kick

In."

Over This List of Specially Prepared Articles
FOR

THE

Program Building Number

FILM

OF THE

DAILY

Music and the Films
Victor Herbert
Giving Comedies a Chance to Draw
Al Christie
The Moving Picture Theater of Tomorrow. . . S. L, Rothafel
The Value of Short Subjects in the Program . . Elmer Pearson
Merchandising Through the Box Office
Earl W. Hammons
The Prologue in the Case
Joe Plunkett
The Arrival of the Short Subject
Geo. L. Levine
How Short Subjects Aid in Program Building //m^o Riesenfeld
Short Reels Bring Patronage
Fred E. Baer
Applied Theories of Presentation
Edward L. Hyman
Photoplays and Music
Fred L. Miller
Short Reels Through a Minister's Eyes
Rev. E. B. Russell
Short Subjects
Mack Sennett
Etc. Etc. Etc.
And in addition a series of charts and release dates on all short
subjects — of inestimable value to the exhibitor.

Out August 6th

Don't Miss It

TTLE
FIRST

CLASS

ADS WITH
Proper

PUBLICITY SERVICE
; for star or producer

HOWE & CONLON

Let's

Editing
and
Titling
is half your battle
win

the

fight

LESLEY

together!

MASON

)( Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

729 Seventh Ave.

Ml

Wm.B. LAU
B

LOBBY PAINTINGS

atol— "The Kick Back"
rei: M. Cohan — "In the Name
lof the Law"
,yjc— "Nero"r
Jlo— "Silve
Wings"
Sral— "The Storm"

lEATRE LOBBY
EPLAY

FRAMES

ei;er, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

N. Y. City

FILM

NEGATIVE

Motion

Picture

Film

Clips

Purposes

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

i only place of its kind in
the World

lyds film storage

Bryant 9900

STOCK

DEVELOPING

and
FIRST PRINTS

DIRECTORSSave money on your next production
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawritz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

of
THE

HIGHEST

ARTISTIC

QUALITY
G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd.

Directors make pictures, but Film
editors make suspense, thrills, laughter, and sales value.
We have edited and titled hundreds
of independent and foreign pictures.
GEORGE
MARTIN
and
JOHN NATTEFORD

"Ask the First Man

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Motion Picture Editing

Corp.

JOS. R. MILES
il Storage Vaults
ufng Rooms
rection Theatres
1 ing for domestic and ex{Tt shipment
1 Library
i ng and Titling
jom
Clearances
and ForV rding
46th St.

Specializes exclusively in

PRODUCERS

. 42nd St., N. Y. — Longacre 9380

THE

L'STAR lABORATORY, Inc.
Ill Westchester Sq.
NEGATIVE

GEVAERT
RAW

ENLARGEMENTS
of
For All

Experience in story and continuity writing, applied to film
editing and title writing.
130 West 46th St.

BIG THOUGHTS

Bryant 5600

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Titles— Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy— Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

Wadsworth

3443

For

"CAMERA!!"
"ACTION!!"
Ruby

Bryant 0631

Start

on Your
Camera
Wants See
Camera
Exchange

Evans
"Personal

Action

727 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

The

Week

Bryant 2 1 58

729 - 7th Ave., N. Y.

The only "Process"

that has made

Prints
Attention"

Right BygoodReading

THE FILM DAIL Y

(or
LETTERIMC
LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIOHS
AND

CARTOONS

Bill Pause
7IW.44TH.ST.

The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Evans

Film

Laboratories

416 West 216th Street

New York City

Little Ads
BRING

Big Results

Ph.Vanderbilf 4551

The Film Daily
IN

THE

WORLDS

m

LARGEST

AND

FINEST THEATRE

IT

IN

IHEHIS FIRST
KKK-BACK
BIG PRODUCTION
UNDER THE

BANNER
That's the stunning tribute paid
Harry Carey by the world's master
showman, Roxie Rothafel — That's the
signal honor paid the new-born F. B. O.,
under whose auspices Mr. Carey will
henceforth appear —
That's the first time Harry Carey has
crashed into the greatest theatre in the
mark! our words, IT WON'T
world
BE THEand,LAST

YOlfREYEOM

f
f
^f

A big, quick-shooting tale that will knock
'em atwister. That's "The Kick-Back"!
A GREAT STAR, HIS GREATEST ATTRACTION AND THE GREATEST EXPLOITATION IN THE HISTORY OF
THE GAME— WHICH MEANS MONEY
IN BIG, JUICY GOBS!
Speak for it now
to your nearest
F.B.O. Exchange

Jl^ff brAdstreet

:S^^RE(OCMIZEIli

Authority

pjC FILMDOM
FORMERLY
\;o]. XXI

1=

No.

Tuesday,

24

Clark Promoted

'[ade Assistant
Sales Manager
at
j Famous Players — Successor to
j
Gerald Akers
t John D. Clark, former district
aanager for Famous Players in
leveland and Cincinnati, has been
lade an assistant sales manager. He
Mcceeds Gerald Akers, who has gone
h Toronto to assume the general
lanagership of the Famous-Lasky
I'ilm
Ltd.
[ ClarkService.
has advanced
steadily in the
I'aramount organization. He was
ijrmerly branch manager in Philajelphia, and only recently was apointed a special sales representative.
le then was transfered to the Midie West.
Ince Film With Post- War Theme
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Thomas H. Ince
ill shortly place in production a
tost-war story Dy C. Gardner Sullian. John Griffith Wray will direct.
. Mayer Sails
Hy Mayer, producer of the series
f Travelaughs which bear his name,
outward-bound
again to make
a
ew batch of cartoons
for release
irough F. B. O.
Gage Starts Exchange Trip
Fred Gage, assistant to Walter E.
ireene, of American Releasing, left
r'ew
York yesterday
a tourYorkof
1 exchanges
between for New
d Seattle.
Jos J. DeYoung, audir of American, is at present on the
acific Coast, looking over the three
oast offices.
tuy Interest in Four Coast Houses
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los

Angeles — West Coast Theaters, Inc., have purchased an inerest in the Elmo and El Monterey,
ontrolled by W. H. Martin, of San
Uiis Obispo; the Alhambra, operated by O. W. Lewis, of Alhambra,
nd the American, owned by C. B.
Lorcoran of Ventura.
Some Future Fox Pictures
Among recent purchases by Fox
(Dr future productions are "Free
i'ange Lanning," by George Owen
liaxter, "Alcatraz," by Max Brand,
Shadow of the East," by E. M.
lull, "Truxton King," by George
!arr McCutcheon, "The Splendid
;)utcast," by George Gibb, "Mixed
faces," by Roy Norton, "The -Faner," by Kenneth Perkins, "One
sVay Trail," by Ridgwell Cullum,
;A
Self-Made
lorace
Lorimer. Man," by George

July

25,

Exhibitor Combine

Lawyers Busy

To Distribute in Northern California
— C. C. Griffin A Prime Mover
in Scheme

Standard Contracts in Their Hands —
Signing
May Be Several
Weeks Before

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco — C. C. Griffin, president of the M. P. T. O. of Northern
California
and
an
executive
committeeman on the national board, is
one of the prime movers in the formation of the Western States Film
Exchange, Inc., recently incorporated
at Sacramento with a capitalization
of $20,000.
The
remaining
incorporators are Alan E. King, of Oakland, P. J. Hanlon, of Vallejo, Mrs.
F. E. Smith of Marysville and Robert A. Hazel of San Francisco.
About 50 Northern California exhibitors have subscribed to the stock.
At an early meeting, officers will be
elected and the plan of operation
outlined. There will be an exchange
here and another in Los Angeles.
The exhibitor control in the proposition will eliminate all advance bookings and other practices of distributors against which exhibitors usually
object.

Price 5 Cents

1922

The negotiations covering standard contracts are now in the hands
of the attorneys for the exhibitors
and the Hays office. The whole
matter has apparently simmered
down the phraseology of the terms
and the ironing out of what are said
to be only minor difficulties.
It may be several weeks before
the napers are actually signed. The
absence of Will H. Hays on the coast
will not hold up the conferences in
any way.

Temporary

Set-Back

Amendment on Free Screen Expected
in Missouri — First Bill Defeated 8to 2
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Jefferson City, Mo. — The committee on bill of rights of the Missouri Constitutional Convention has,
by a vote of 8 to 2, voted down A.
A. Speer's bill to broaden the constitutional provisions safe-guarding
the rights of free speech, free press
and the rights of peaceful assembly
to include freedom of the screen.
Several days ago C. C. Pettijohn,
personal representative of Will Hays
and Martin J. Quigley, editor of the
Exhibitors Herald, appeared before
the comrnittee and spoke in favor of
Van Pelt Leaves Shortly
the Speer bill. They urged that
Ernest \'an Pelt, of Sacred Films, moving pictures be placed on the
Inc., leaves this week for the coast same footing as newspapers. It was
to confer with his associates on fall thought for a time that the bill had
production and distribution plans.
a good chance of being recommended
by the committee, but the reformers
have been very busy during tne past
Fox Again Signs Russell
few days, pulling all sorts of political
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
strings
to stop the efforts to protect
the
industry.
Los Angeles — William Fox, it is
The committee later held another
understood, has again signed William
Russell and will star him in comedy- hearing and Speer and Charles D.
Crespinel Sails for England
dramas. The first will begin Sept. Morris, editor of the St. Joseph
William T. Crespinel, chief color 15, under direction of Rowland V. Gazette, who is a delegate to the convention supported the measure. But
photographer for Prizma, sailed yes- Lee. Russell's last picture under the
terday for England, taking with him old contract will be "Mixed Faces."
when it was put to a vote it received
one of the new cameras and outfits.
only two votes.
He plans to make several short
It was considered for a time that
Bostick with Loew on Coast
lengths in color for foreign pictures
the
industry's chances in Missouri
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
now in production and will secure
were excellent. As a matter of fact,
several short subjects in color in
Los Angeles — E. C. Bostick, former it is understood that an amendment
Scotland, Holland, England and Bel- general manager of the Saxe The- of some kind is being considered and
atrical Enterprises of Milwaukee, has will be introduced shortly before the
gium.
been appointed resident manager of convention. Friends of the industry
here still hope to have the matter
Loew's State, succeeding Nat Holt.
Talmadges Sail Sept. 3
Vaudeville will not be part of the come for debate before the delegates.
Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Mrs. Talmadge and Joseph M. State's program after September.
An atmospheric prologue will be part
Schenck sail for a ten week's vacaHays on Coast
tion in Europe on Sept. 3rd. The of the State's program after September. An atmospheric prologue will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
latter three will be in New York
part of the bill and the orchestra
Los Angeles — Will H. Hays
arabout Aug. 12, preparatory to going be
increased to 45 pieces.
rived here yesterday from the East.
abroad, while Norma will arrive later,
as soon as "The Voice from the MinMusic Again in St. Louis
aret" is completed. It was planned
Goetz with Warners
to sail next month, but production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Charles S. Goetz has left First
plans interfered.
St. Louis — Members of the Musi- National to become manager of the
cians Mutal Benefit Association re- W. B. Film Exchange, recently
turned to work in the local picture launched by Warner Bros.
Can't Use Curwood's Name
Judg Knox, in the U. S. District theaters Friday night. All the difficulties with the theaters having been
Court has decided that Affiliated Distributors, Inc., cannot use the name satisfactorily settled, at least until
Aug. 15th. The men went back to
of James Oliver Curwood in connec- work at the scale of wages prevailing
Charles R. Rogers, who recentlytion with "I Am the Law." The on April 30, when the old contract relinquished
his duties with the F.
question of damages sought by In- expired. However, until Aug. 15th B. O., New York exchange to reternational on the allegation that the
turn to the home office yesterday anpicture is a copyright infringeinent of the theater owners will be permitted
nounced his resignation from all F.
to
employ
one
or
more
musicians,
"The River's End," has been reB. O. activities, effective in August.
served. The decision means that
as they aters.
seeThisfit,
in the
the- He will announce his future plans
ruling
does"inside"
not apply
Affiliated will have- to manufacture
to airdomes.
new paper for the picture.
later.

Rogers Resigns

*

-

^

^

THE
Tuesday,

DAILY
New F. B. O. Exchange in Albany
A Film Booking Office exchange
will shortly be opened at Albany.
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Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

East. Kod.
73
\F. P.-L. . . 82
do pfd
G'wyn
...
73/6
Griffith
Loew's ... 15^4
Triangle
World

Low

Close

Sales

72J^
81

723^
81
Not
7H
Not
15
Not
Not

400
2,300
quoted
500
quoted
1,300
quoted
quoted

IV^
15

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Fabian Bond and
Mortgage Corp., New York. Capital
$500,000. Incorporators: A. L. Libman, R. May and T. A. Schickling.
Attorneys, Neuman and Newgass,
350 Madison Avenue.

•

Albany, N. Y.— Pearl Film Corp.,
New York. 200 shares common
stock, no par value, active capital
$6,000. Incorporators: R. J. Cronan,
E. A. Pollock and D. Straus. Attorneys, Coleman, Stern and Ellenwood, 60 Wall Street.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Mid-Continental Films, Inc. Capital $1,000. Incorporators: William J. Kothe, Gordon E. Varney, Jr., and Herman W.
Kothe.
Auggie Le Field will appear in
several pictures planned by Malcolm
Strauss.

f~^uxzciUcnx£d

R^e

SLOW
Camera

U

(PlcLiaI^

S. Pat. Off

Weil's Theater Opens July 27
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Port
Huron,
Mich. — Herb
L.
Weil's
new
theater, the Desmond,
will open on July 27.
Zasu Pitts Bankrupt
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Zasu Pitts has filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy,
listing liabilities at $2,830 and assets
at $200. in clothing.
Controls Edwardsville, 111.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Edwardsville. 111. — O. H. Giese has
purchased the Wildey, and now has
complete control of the town. The
Wildey is being remodeled.
Belasco Prod. Plan Picture

25, 192:

Northwest Notes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle — Pathe
has moved
to
new building at 2027 Third Ave.

its

W. C. Gowan, formerly salesman
for Vitagraph, has joined Arrow.
O. O. Ruth's new Vernon in Mount
Vernon, Wash., opened with "Smilin'
The Sumner in Sumner, Wash.,
Through."
has been bought by J. W. Sutton,
from Mr. McGill.
Arthur Kay has resigned as leader
of the Coliseum Concert orchestra, to
accept an offer as guest conductor
in a leading European city.
J. R. Beale, Hodkinson, manager
in Salt Lake, has been transferred to
Seattle as special representative. Earl
Steele is new manager at Salt Lake.

Belasco Prod., Inc., Edward Bel"Some Wild Oats" will be handled
asco, president, will make a picture
on the coast. He and Victor B. in the local territory through De
Fisher, former general manager of Luxe. H. T. Moore of Tacoma,
Associated Photoplays, Inc., who is has
rights for 13 states, Canada and
Alaska.
now with Belasco, leave tomorrow
for Los Angeles.
The Palace Hip, formerly under
direction of Marcus Loew, now under
Baker Resigns St. Louis Post
St. Louis — Sidney J. Baker, man- Ackerman and Harris, will probably
ager of the Exhibitors Direct Ser- return to split week programs early
vice Exchange, has resigned. Fred in August.
Wehrenberg, president, is acting general manager. A number of local
B. F. Shearer, Inc., distributor of
theater owners own stock in the ex- Simplex projectors throughout the
change. Baker may go to New Northwest and Canada, will move to
York.
210 Virginia St., into larger quarters.

For truthful reproductive quality use
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showin
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Capitol
Yorb!
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the Metropolitan Museum of tl
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{New York Times)
"Many of its scenes are a delight
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Astor is not only a lovely your
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{New York World)
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in America in perfec
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and outfit in perfect condition, latest model De Brie, used
only a few times with excellent
results. Cost $3,000.00, will sell for
$1,800.00 cash.
ADDRESS
J. E. WILLIAMSON,
1482 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Gloria- Swanson in "Her Gilded
Cage," will be the feature at the
Rivoli biginning Sunday.

"Borderland"— F.
Rivoli

Betty Compson
in "The Bonded
Woman," will be at the Rialto.
FOR

P.-L.

TIMES — There is photographic charm
* * * and yet it is in part due to the photography that the picture seems illogical. In
other words, the charming scenes please
the eye but are not convincing.

LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIOS

HER.'\LD — * * * bears several points of
contact with the Norma Talmadge photoplay
("Smilin' Through") ♦ ♦ *, Because she
suggests so much a Madonna, Miss Ayres
looks extremely beautiful in the scenes of
the borderland, enhanced by a hint of a
Mona
Lisa smile.

For Lease in Whole or in Part
The last word in modem studio
and electrical equipment. Five
stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
and offices. All electrical apparatus, lamps and props, new
and complete. Large carpenter
shop.

N. Y. WORLD— Not only because "Borderland" *♦ * gets away from the customary
hocus pocus of. motion picture stuff do we
say GO and see it, but also because it is,
in our judgment, a rare example of cinemaplay making.
TRIBUNE — One of the most interesting
pictures of the year ♦ ♦ ♦. xhe thing
which amazes us above all other things is
the vast improvement in the work of Agnes
Ayres * * *. The theme is an extremely
interesting one and has been beautifully

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. — at Subway Station
New York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290

ROTHACKER

Opinions

worked
out. * * —* "Borderland" commands
AMERICAN
commendation. For simplicity of theme, for
originality in development, for flawless presentation it comes close to classic * * ♦.
EVE. TELEGRAM— Agnes Ayres * * *
is at her best. Despite the fact that she
is called upon to play the three leading roles.
Miss Ayres was equal to the occasion.
"Borderland" is filled with many dramatic
situations and rich imaginations, and before
the pretty climax is reached the audience
was given thrills and chills. However, it was
not without humor.
SUN — Spiritualism, sentiment, large dash
of melodrama and splendid acting and direction— all these are blended into a curious,
but at times exceedingly impressive picture.
* * * Emerging from it with the highest
honors are the director, Paul Powell, who
has done the best work of his career ; the
star, the lovely Agnes Ayres, and that unknown soldier — the photographer.

PRINTS

and SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

EVE. JOURNAL— It isn't the star,
though the star is Agnes Ayres, that makes
"Borderland" so good a picture and it isn't
the support, though Milton Sills is leading
man,
photography. It's. the
story nor
and the
the splendid
direction.
GLOBE — * * *The picture has its great
moments. At times it grips at the heart and
most
intendscertainly
to make. does carry home the point it

OLIVER

July 25, ])

MOROSCD

presents

«4

Sohmer Still Sales Manager
David Sohmer is still sales manager of Commonwealth, Film. It
was stated in yesterday's issue that
S. S. Juergens was sales manager.
He is service manager.
Two Palmer Prod.
Agness Egan Cobb has
Eugene V. Brewster to
Corliss Palmer Prod., of
are already finished.

Ready
signed with
market the
which two

Thematic Cue Sheets, New Idea
N. J. Mintz and James C. Bradford have formed the Cameo Music
Publishing Co., and are making what
they therm "'thematic music cue
sheets." These, they state, differ
from other cue sheets in that the
actual notes are given so that the
musician can make a correct substitution should he not have the exact
compositions in his library. It often
happens that when the names of
proper selections only are given, and
when the musicians haven't them on
hand, they make substitutions which
do not fit the theme. Among the
companies using the Cameo sheets
are First National, Vitagraph, Associated Exhibitors, Select and
United Artists.

NOW

OUT

ON

THE

OPEN

MARK

OFFICE FOR REN
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th S
Phone Bryant 6436

41 Great Q>aramount Q>ictures
Rodolph
Valentino in "A Spanish
Cavalier"
By Adolphe D'Enery and P. S. T. Dumenier
Scenario by June Mathis
A Fred Niblo Production
Released January 15, 1923
unique role lor this popular new
ANOTHER
Star — this time as a swash-buckling adventurer, fighting for a lady's honor in a glamorous, romantic love tale. Produced by the man
who made "Blood and Sand."
(4

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
5.
7.
9.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

The play, written by the author of "Orphans of
the Storm," will be produced on a lavish, specfavorites. tacular scale, with a great cast of box-office

Forty-one without an alibi?
GEORGE

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So."
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."

Fll say so

p. WEIRICK, Glenwood Springs, Colo.
Watch this space tomorrow for
■ No. 37

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

"Burning Sands."
"Tlie Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Ladj."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow."
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."
"Clarence."
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
il.

"Ebb Tide."
"Outcast."
"Singed Wings."
"Back
Home and Broke."
"The Pride of Palomar."
"A Daughter of Luxury."

No.
34. "Kick
No. 35.
"Thirty In."
Days."

?'»

t^^recocmizeii
Authority

'^ brAdstreet

i/' FILMDOM
FORMERiy
XXI

No. 25

livo Fines

Wednesday,

Imposed

Ar ^w and Elk on
oijt Assesses
Qisors' Charge — First National
jGets Suspended Sentence
Aow Exchanges, Inc. and Elk
hifcplays. Inc. were fined yesteri\jby Justices Freschi, Healy and
olhees in the Court of Special Sesoi lor violation of the state cen)r|ip law. The First National Exlage, Inc. of New York received
sjpended sentence.
Aow was fined $250 for violating
hiter 715 of the State Laws and
sJthe rules of the Motion Picture
oJmission
Down
ar which bywasreleasing
exhibited"Stay
on March
).lt the Parthenon, Wyckof? St.
i(Myrtle Ave., Brooklyn, although
;r|in
ordered
in the
icire eh'minations
before a permit
would
be
r4ed were not made. Another
e was in connection with the
ng of two reels of "Nan of the
ih," at the Manhattan, 23 For■ St. on April 25. The comai! was given a suspended sentence
n iat charge.
l|< was fined $100 in connection
permitting exhibition of a pic'Hula
Hula Dance,"
(Continued
on Page at3) the Star.
Reichenbach Back
Ij^rry Reichenbacli
returned
to
York
yesterday
on the Masf, after a year spent abroad.

'Country Flapper" at Capitol
he Country Flapper" starring
lol'thy Gish goes into the Capitol
ay. Producers Security is handnjche distribution.
First Operetta in Atlantic
lancis A. Mangan's
first Victor
[eSiert miniature
operetta, "Babes
oyland" is scheduled to open at
laiarden Pier in Atlantic City on

27.

Maclntyre Goes to Tokio
Itibert E. Maclntyre,
sailed last
.- for the Orient, having been ap;ed assistant to Thomas D. Cochgeneral manager
of the new
mount organization
in the Far
with headquarters in Tokio.
kdams Leaves

P. C. T. Post

Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

mdon — F. E. Adams on Monday
relinquish his position as managdirector of Provincial Cinemator|h Theaters, Ltd., and Associated
incial
Picture
Houses,
Ltd.
Tis will remain
on the Board,
will, continue to act as adviser
le P. C. T., and all its subsidiary
O^Danies.

Still Dickering

Price 5 Cents

July 26, 1922

Palmer to Produce

New Conference Between Operators Scenario School Promises Chance for
Unknown Author — Will Share
and T. O. Stand
C. C. for
Planned—
Won't
Cut
Royalties with the Creator
The Wage Scale Committee of
The Palmer Photoplay Corp. yesterday announced its intention of
Moving Picture Operators Local 306
met with the Wage Scale Committee entering production and distribution
of the T. O. C. C. on Monday, and on a large scale.
discussed the conclusions of the
The company
to film authors
meritorious works ofplans
unknown
operator body, recently printed in
THE FILM DAILY, to refuse to and share with them whatever royalties may accrue from the ultimate
accept a 10% wage cut.
Bernard Edelhertz, of the ex- distribution of their product. Palmer
which has been conducthibitors' committee advised Messrs. Photoplay,
ing a rather extensive advertising
Kaplan, Goldfarb and Terr represent- campaign of late, has enrolled a large
ing the operators, that their report
would be given to the T. O. C. C. number of students throughout the
country in its fold. These students
at yesterday's meeting, and that are taught the principles of writing
shortly thereafter a further con- for the screen.
ference would be called. The wage
The statement issued yesterday
scale, which is being negotiated, be- gave no details regarding the new
comes effective Sept. 1, for the en- plan other than to merely state that
suing year.
it was in contemplation. Part of it
discussed an alleged monopoly wliich
Elsie Ferguson Returns
throttled the efforts of those imElsie Ferguson arrived in New
aginative persons who had turned
York yesterday from Europe. Her toward writing for the screen, saying
next picture for Famous Players will that: "notwithstanding that prominent figures in the industry have
be "Outcast." which will be made in
the East.
publicly proclaimed the need for
fresh story imagination, the contributor who accepted the implied inDorr Opens Fire Island Theater
vitation faced an almost impregnable
Harry Dorr, owner of the Comfort wall when he offered his work to the
Hotel, at Ocean Beach, Fire Island editor of the coterie within tliese
has opened a 1500 seat theater
adjoining the hotel. The theater will
same studios."
operate during the summer only.
Kerrigan Coming Back
Ferndale Studio Again
According to the N. Y. World, Mrs.
Oliver Harriman and Deaconess Virginia C. Young, co-custodians with
Mrs. N. Willis McFadden of Christus
de Profundis, the carving Of a head
of Christ on a bean for a shrine for
which the public subscribed, are
seeking to learn from Mrs. McFadden, what had been accomplished
toward screening its story. It was
announced that it would be filmed
bv the Clear Stream Film Corp.
The World refers to the Ferndale
Inc., and says "Mrs.
Studios,
Film
McFadden
was secretary, but was
asked to resign and was succeeded by
Miss Ormi G. Hawlev. former movie
star. Mrs. Harriman was viceThe article then states
president."
that Mrs. Harriman has resigned.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — J. Warren Kerrigan
may appear in a number of "Smiling
Billy Fortune"
stories, to be made
by William R. Lighton Prod., Inc.
Detroit House Clips Prices
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — At the Broadway Strand,
Phil Gleichman has cut the admissions to 40 cents top. This is the
second cut in 6 weeks, there having
been a previous reduction of from
60 cents to 50 cents.

Film Code Book Ready
Richard Poillon, of the American
Code Co., has completed work on the
first film code book, which will be
ready in September. Poillon some
time enlisted the aid of the National
Association in securing data and
Ferndale, in November, 1920. was then worked with the foreign managers of various companies.
reported as having purchased a tract
Exporters at present find it necesof land at Brookhaven, in Suffolk
sary to spend considerable sums on
County for a studio and last October cables because there is no recognized
again at Ferndale, near the Yaphank standard of phrases in use. It is
army camp. At the time several of expected the new code will eliminate
the "buildings were said to be com- sucli difficulty.
pleted.

New

Hoy Pact

T.

O. C. C. Will Probably
Renew
Contract with Two Changes in
Rules — Brandt Gives Figures
The T. O. C. C. will probably renew its agreement with the F. I. L.
M. Club and the Hoy Reporting Service, with two changes in the existing
rulings. One change will cover the
action of the exchanges on play dates
when such dates appear on contracts
signed by exhibitors, and the other
regarding the obligation of a new
owner of a- theater to observe contracts for service entered upon by
the previous owner.
Billy Brandt, former president of
the T. O. C. C, and one of its prime
factors, yesterday cited some figures
on what has accomplished in New
York through the joint arbitration
board, on which exhibitors and exchangemen have an equal representation of three. On Dec. 24, 1921, the
T. O. C. C. agreed with the F. I.
L. M. Club to inaugurate a joint
arbitration board and use the Hoy
Renorting Service as the medium
through which the decisions of the
board should be carried out.
"Since that time," said Brandt,
"610 claims
have been brought before
(Continued on Page 4)
Brady
Returns
William A. Brady, after several
months spent on the Continent, arrived in town yesterday. He returned on the Majestic.
F. P.-L.

Exchange

(Special to THE

in Detroit

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Property on Cass Ave.,
near Charlotte, has been leased by
Famous Players for the erection of
a two-story building, which will
house its local exchange. About Dec.
1, the organization will move into
the new structure, leaving the Film
Building, where it is now located.

Dine

Hays

Tonight

Saturday Los Angeles
fanquet at Ambassador,
,,
— Monster Mass Meeting on
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Will H. Hays may
have something of importance to say
to the Los Angeles film colonj' tonight when he will be the guest of
honor
at a banquet
at the Hotel
Ambassador.
Practically
everyone
of importance in motion pictures here
will attend.
There will be a number of informal
discussions between today and .Saturday, when a public mass meeting
will be held at the Hollywood athletic
bowl.

DAILV

Newspaper

Opinions
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In the Courts
The Fox Film Co. has been sued
for $15,000 damages by Clementine
Simpson because while walking in
the street she tripped over a pipe
leading to a camera owned by the
defendant which was taking pictures
on West 42nd St. in front of the
Lyric, which was unable to see the
pipe on account of a blinding glare
created by the defendant for the purpose of taking the picture.
Alleging that he has lost mo»^ in
picture theaters James J. King of 408
48th St., Brooklyn, has applied in the
Surrogates Court for an allowance
of $4,500 a year for three sons from
the estate of a relative. The estate
left by
who disinheritedKing's
him. He aunt,
contested
the
will, but a settlement was made by
which he gets the income from a
trust fund of $40,000 and a debt of
$30,000 for a loan to invest in the
theater at 342 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, was cancelled. This venture
proved a failure. King said, not only
for pictures but for burlesque shows
he presented there later.

TIMES — Thtre is on^- genuinely p >ignant
monjent. ♦ * • The stor> , as .: s^a.nis, includes many needless and distracting details,
it is often incredible, and, as a wiiolc, can
harcily be recommended as coherent and
convincing. It's a pity that this is so, for
it could have been a real motion
picture,
HERALD — ♦ * * fails to be as convincing as might be expected of an otherwise
well done picture, because its pivotal point
hinges on a violin recital and an attempt
to translate the same itito piclurt.i Such
instrumental performances in tb.e movies are
never cretlible, * * *

MCm.MNG

TELEGRAPH—*

* ♦ The

lionors in this pictur go to Bessie Love, for
her winsome and sympathetic rendering of
the role of Anne. Little praise can be accorded the rest of the film, which is, for
the most part, far-fetched and past the
credulity of even the most susceptible pic-

Wednesday,

N. Y.
romances
meat. a*
with
whether
hero. »

WORLD—* * * another of those
on♦ the great, blue, bounding waves,
* vicious
crew, a pretty gal and
you believe it or not. a handsome
* * .Moreover, this is a right interesting sea picture.
TRIBUNE—* * * seems to us to contain only sure-fire stuff * * * is going to
bring lots of money into the box office of
any theater wliere it is shown * * * Dorothy
Phillips is pretty, smart and a clever actress
and this newest picture gives her an excellent opportunity to display her beauty and

her talents, * * *
MOR.N'l.NG
TELEGRAPH—
* * Phillips,
* Allan
Holubar
has given
his star, Dorothy
everything she could ask for in the way
of speedy action and color. For his audience, he provides a rousing tale with plenty
of sparring matches and a storm at sea
that would have made old man Neptune lift
an eyebrow.
AMERICAN— * * * It's what one might
call a bigger, finer melodrama — bigger pearls
and EVE.
finer TELEGRAM—*
figlits, * * *

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Vandalia,
111. — S. E. Pirtle, who
operates the Orpheum at Alton, has
taken over the local house.

smashing over the side of the ship ♦ * ♦.
If is distinguished above the average storm
stories in which the high seas generally
make a mess of everything including the contiimity, * * * for those who like blood and
thunder drama, shrewdly
done, this is their

he

handles exceedingly well, ♦ ♦ *
DAILY NEWS— You've seen it all before— even in the early days of the celluloid
melodrama — but Harry Carey possesses a
wholesome,
human
charm
that holds you.

Short Reel Charts
All producers and distributors, who have not yet done so,
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
August 6th.
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture
whether comedy or scenic, star, producer's name
date.

This applies to short reels only.
THE

SPICE 01= THE

fROGRA.v

Reg. U. S. Pat. OflE.

and release

A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.

f^ctca.llcr?va£ (PccLc-i£)

E^

>i

TELEGRAM—*
*,* Tells a thrillit
of life in Arizona and on the Mexica r.
der, * » • There is adventure and ii J

SUN—* action.
» * ♦Carey
» * * seems t( J, ' j
moving
* ♦
strained most of the usual Western ti
through his mind and then to have I
into the story the residue that ren m 1
* * »
among
the most JOURNAL—
thrilling productions
EVENING
♦ * •
by Harry Carey. ♦ ♦ * Tliere is adv
and
swift-moving
action
a-pleivty, *
Ethel Gray Terry, as Carey's leading »
gives
capable
perfor
Henry an B, attractive
Walthall, and
as the
designing
Price,
gives exhibits of deep-dyed v

.:. I
:
•I
jj^ |
r.' i

* Harry
* ' •
B. MAIL—*
Walthall, * *Aaron
PriceCarey.
and otlicra
excellently.
* *
cast furnish a rattling good entertainir

"Mysteries ofRialto
India" — F. P.HER.'\LD — * * * just as extravag:
"Mistress
of the
World," adapters
but not and
so f
* * * The
-American
have striven nobly with the picture.
cially by inserting the device of havir
three central characters joined by a \
but the scenery does the heaviest wc

* * a seafaring
turegoer,
* * *
AMERICAN—'
• * held the attention
SUN — * * * has the shooting down of
engrossingly from start to finish and may an airplane
* at* sea and, in fact, everything,
picture.to *dreams
periiaps — who knows? — have oozed a tear even
of a South Sea island by
the
mutineers.
The photography for these
from the lids of the most cynical. * * *
Bessie Love gave an unforgetable perform- briskly moving events is exceptionally good putting the picture over. ♦ • ♦
f
TRIBUNE—*
* * -As is usual in |
ance. Gareth Hughes, as the boy, was ad- and on the whole the picture is much better
mirable, and the work of Irene Hunt as
these
big foreign
productions,
the
than -Allen Holubar's production, "ilan —
the mother
had just merit. * * *
seem to drag
interminably.
* * materi:
* J^
-American
director
take the same
E\E. TELEGRAM— It is a picture which Woman
Marriage," — ♦ Swifty
♦ *
E\'E — JOURNAL
moving drama,
tells of the trials and finally of the triumphs that
elusive quality in motion pictures, is he would make a rip-roaring melodrama
of two imnates of an orphanage. The two
never a dull moment
* * * the story
the chief characteristic of "Hurricane's self is interesting and some of the si
principal interpreters are Bessie Love and Gal,"
Heretofore we have been accustomed are magnificent, but it is about as ex
to seeing either drama without action or
Gareth Hughes,
* * * an unusual climax.
a game of cricket.
One might en
SUN — * * * It has an appealing love action lacking in drama. The two elements as
over a week end which has been ded
story between Gareth Hughes and Bessie have now been united in "Hurricane's Gal," to rest.
Love that would be welcome in any home, and the result is a consummate effort that
even for foundlings. * * * an entertainment entertains immeasurabh".
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
that will hariUy wilt iia hot weather.
like
another episode
of "Mistress f o
World,'' so that admirers of that C
EVE, JOURNAL — About once every year
film may again revel in the adventur
"The Kick Back"— F. B. O.
a picture comes from the Pacific Coast,
Mia May. The sets have been done
thought by those who made it, to be the
(Continued on Page 41
ordinary run of photoplays. There had been
no lavish expenditure of funds for gigantic
Capitol
HERALD—* * * Carey's chief idea for
scenes, hence the order to eliminate all depicting a ]>art seems to be to look conreference to lavishness. Then to the surstantly put upon and to shift his sombrero
Phone- Beekman
9091
prise of everyone concerned, the public dis- uneasily, * * ♦ H. B, Walthall as the vilcovers that the story is one they like. * * *
lain, is reduced to showing his teeth. It's a
MAIL — Unaflfected simplicity, wholesomeWestern * tale
♦ * laid in the great
ness, sincerity, those qualities which in the typical
TRIBU.NE—
* *♦ is
motion picture world are rarer than a day desert just across the Mexican border, and
V ♦.\ M C ORP O RATg^**>^
it is cheerless and not in the least picturesin June,
abundance
» ♦ * told
with
suchare a found
depthin of
understanding
and
que. However, if you like western pictures
with entire lack of artificiality that it and if you like the star only half as much
SBBr
strikes its" note of appeal as few films that as we do you w-ill like this picture. ♦ * *
have crossed the horizon of the silver sheet.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
*
*
just
about everythin.g that the typical Western
119 Fulton St., N. Y.
motion picture generally has. It is con'^Hurricane's
Gal" — First National
cocted according to an often-tried
recipe,
Strand
INSURANCE EXPERTS
* * * Harry Carey doing his usual stunts
HERALD — * * • there is quite the most to perfection and not letting an opportunity
TO THE THEATRICAL A^
realistic hurricane in this picture ever pro- slip by to inject a thrill, Henry B. Walthall,
duced on the screen, with tons of water * * * is cast as the bad man, a role that

was

Pirtle Adds to Chain

July 25,
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For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
We furnish and guarantee com
equipment for Studios or Locat
JOS. GELB COMP
by Telephone.
512 WestLongac36th '. _
A.Represented
L. Hendrickson

ROTHACKER
PRIN5
and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray HiU [

W. A. FLEMING & CO
Public Dependable
Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th S«
Telephone Longacre 9074
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Coast Brevities

patkeNews

No. 60
^LFAST CELEBRATES
THE BATTLE
C THE
BOYNE — 100,000
Orangemen
pade while armored
cars keep
constant
wch to avoid trouble.
CILE AND PERU AGREE TO ARBITFTE TACNAARICA CONTROVERSY—
Abassadors sign treaty in presence of Secri ry Hughes in Washington.
ELL-FIGHTS
WHERE
THE
BULLS
AE NOT
KILLED— Portugal likes buUbut the
bulls' horns are padded and the
bfi;ts
s never
killed.
Oer news as usual.
j THE ONLY

ONE REEL FEATURE

today

Buy the Dorchester
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
klelrose,
Mass. — E.
Oliver
and
dorge A. Ramsdell have taken over
tl Dorchester.
Thej' also operate
tii Maiden
Orpheum,
Boston.
jainbridge Handling Presentation
|i (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ivlinneapolis — A. G. Bainbridge has
b'-n appointed production manager
aithe- State here and the Capitol in
S Paul. He will be responsible for
p sentation.

Will Open Aug. 1
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Nevvton, N. C. — The North
Newton will be opened about Aug. I, by
G. O. Hartsoe.

Two Fines Imposed

(Continued from Page 1)
960 Southern Boulevard, on March
Hollywood
— F^dward
Sloman's pro- 30. In this case the company made
duction
personnel will
include
Chance Ward, production manager; application to the commission for a
Sherry Hall, assistant director; Al license for the picture, and eliminaTo Seat 1,200
tions were ordered. It was claimed
Risley, publicity manager; Max Du(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that
the
eliminations
were
not
made
pont, cameraman; Ralph M. DeLacy,
Greenwood, S. C. — A house seattechnical director; Hylda Hollis, at the time the exhibition took place.
ing 1,200 and costing $40,000 is to
First
National
received
suspended
scenario editor; Billie Hodges, audibe erected by B. F. McKeller.
sentences
in
two
cases.
In
one
it
tor; Neal Jack, chief electrician;
George Miiinig, propertyman and was charged that on March 21, the
William Robinson, assistant property- Cameo exhibited "The Rosary." alman.
though certain eliminations that were
by the commissioil,s had not
Maurice
Flyiin has been cast in ordered
been made.
"Omar the Tentmaker."
In the other case it was charged
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

that exhibited
on April at
29 the
"Smilin'
was
StrandThrough,"
in Manhattan and Brooklyn, and in theaters
in Syracuse and Buffalo, without dupLeah Baird's next production for
licate licenses being procured, al.\ssociated Exhibitors will be "All
though one permit was requested and
granted by the commission.
An attorney representing First NaSig Ncufeld, Century film editor,
tional said that an employee had been
Mine."
has
left
for
a
three
week's
vacation
in New York.
responsible for the violation, who had
since been discharged and that it
Betty Alay is to iilay opposite Lee was the intention of the company to
the law implicity. In all of the
Moran for Century under a long- obey
cases the companies pleaded guilty.
term T:ontract.
Charles
Gould
is now
chief
trician at Century studios.

elec-

Bernard McConvillc is workino- on
an original for Viola Dana,Lou.
temporarily titled, "Miss Emmy
Marjorie Daw and Helen Holmes,
who will appear as a heavy, will support Hoot Gibson in Universal's
"False Pia\-." adapted from "Laramie
Lad," bv Ralph H.
Cummins.
E. GAUSMAN.

A

'^HAL

F
Knockout/,

^4OLIV
OfZES
MOROSCO'S
EQ ENTATIOSJ

Leal to Build for $40,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Nile's, Wash.^F. A. Leal will erect
a $40,000 theater.
Sharp

Leaves
Detroit
Pathe
Office
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — C. F. Sharp has resigned
from the local Pathe office, where he
lias been manager.

WITH

BREED

WH&ELEP~_

OAKMAH^

A FIKr NATIONAL ATTRACTION
NOW OUT ON rue OPEN MARKET

41 Great C/>araniount Q>ictures
Marion
Davies in Little Directed
Old byNew
York"
By Rida Johnson Young
Frank Borzage
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
Re/eased January 8,. 1923
THIS play ran an entire season on Broadway.
The picture" will have the backing of the
Hearst magazine and newspaper advertising. It
is one of the screen's greatest romantic novelties.

Frank
Borzage,
'"Hiinioresque,"
does
his finest
work director
in this. of
Marion
Davies fits
the part to perfection and a Cosmopolitan cast of
favorites appears in support. The settings, of
course, are by the celebrated Joseph Urban.

since Fve been in business!''
"The best Tline-up
& D ENTERPRISES, San Francisco
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

'The Dictator."
'If You Believe It, It's So."
'The Bonded Woman."
'The Top of New York."
'The Loves of Pharaoh."
'Her Gilded Cage."
'Nice People."
'The Young Diana."
'Blood and Sand."
'The Siren Call."
'While Satan Sleeps."
'The Valley of Silent Men."
'Manslaughter."
'The Mysteries of India."
'Pink Gods."
'The Old Homestead."
'The Face in the Fog."
'Burning Sands."

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 38

l*\FAMOUS
PLAYE
RS-LASKY
CORPORATION
P^
,
^
AOOLDH
ZUKOB
0',,.rli".
l..Sis
1*1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
}}.
34.
35.
36.

"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow.'
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."
"Claience."
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
"Ebb Tide."
"Outcast."Wings."
"Singed
"Back Home and Broke."
"The Pride of Palomar."
"A Daughter of Luxury."
"Kick In."
"Thirty Days."
"A Spanish Cavalier."

THE
Wednesday,

DAILY

sJBK

New Hoy Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

Thursday's Issue

tlic committee by theaters complaining against exchanges. Exhibitors
have recovered $67,000. Exchanges
brought 1840 cases against exhibitors
from whom they recovered $367,000
in judgments. One exhibitor lost a
$25,000 case against a certain exchange, through the working of the
joint committee.
"Hoy doesn't mean a thing to me.
Hoy is merely the servant, the
physical means through which the
decisions of the joint arbitration
board which, mind you, has an equal
representation from both exhibitors
and exchangemen are enforced. It
is true that the Hoy service has
blacklisted certain exhibitors. Those
exhibitors deserved it because they
did not carry on their business in a

fairBrandt
manner."
then went on to recite how
the unfair business tactics and lack
of judicial buying on the part of
many exhibitors results in hardship
to others. He said that distributors
have come to realize that despite
contracts for service entered upon by
exhibitors, a certain percentage never
plays the picture, because that percentage has over-bought itself. For
tliat reason. Brandt argues, distributors are forqed to jack up exhibition
values in other places in order to
secure what they feel is the proper
revenue from their product.
(Continued
from Page 2)
Brandt, who has always more or'
with Indian curleques and the altars given less reflected the official workings of
over to Indian gods.
the T. O. C. C. mind, is of the
AMERICAN—* ♦ ♦ vibrant with adven- opinion that his organization will reture, saturated with Oriental mystery, bringnew with Hoy because it has found
ing back to the screen the blonde Mia May,
the
service extremely satisfactory.
who was "Mistress of the World," a few
months since. But that unfortunate inci- The fact that the Hays organization
dent should not be recalled now, for the is entirely opposed to the Hoy system
"Mysteries of India" is a far better picture
and Miss May is a greatly improved actress will, in all likelihood, have no effect
in it. * * * an out-and-out thriller, vi'ith on any negotiations with the T. O.
enough violence of emotion and situation to C. C.

Newspaper

SUN—*
* * is a good .-ihow. * * *
EVE. JOURNAL—* * * strong meat for
Summer consumption, but it is a fine film
of its class. If thrillers are to your liking,
you should enjoy it. Miss May, the German
emotional actress, with excellent support,
does very well indeed.
/
/Four More in "The Christian"
GLOBE — * * * is remarkably like an
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
American-made serial of the vintage of 1910
It concerns one of those Oxford-trained
Los
Angeles — Four more have been
rajahs who have a lot of rough stuff coiij
cealed beneath their highly polished
added to the cast of "The Christian."
They are Mahlon Hamilton, Claude
teriors. * * *
MAIL — * * * not unusual in theme, be- Gillingwater, Beryl Mercer and
cause there has been and is a prevailing Harry S. Northrup.
craze, at least among producers, for pictures
dealing with oriental life. But the treatOppose Carnivals in Winnipeg
ment given the mysticism theme in "The
Mysteries of India" is decidedly different
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
from that usually accorded it among our
Winnipeg — A strong deputation
own film makers. * * *

Organizes

(Special to THE

New
FILM

Independent
DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — F. F. Nine, local
manager for Vitagraph for some
j-ears, has organized an independent
concern to be known as the National
Film Releasing Co.
Rembusch

Chain Increased by Two

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Noblesville. Ind. — Frank Rembusch has taken over the Olympic
and Wild Opera House from A. M.
Jones, both houses being closed
temporarily. This brings the Rembusch chain up to about 15.

FILM

York House to Seat 2,200

DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

York,
Pa. — The
theater,
wHI
Silberman Bros, and Nathan Apf
will build, is to have a seating caj(
ity of about 2,200.

Notice To New Jersey Exhibitors
We have acquired
the
EXHIBITION
BOUT

rights for distribution
PICTURES
Between

of

the

official

Champion BENNY LEONARD
— and LEW TENDLER —
That will be held at Jersey City, July 27th, 1922, and are
ready for booking now.
Prints ready Sunday, July 30th.
All the training of the contenders, Preliminaries and the great
BOXING
EXHIBITION will be seen in 5 Smashing reels

JUST LIKE BEING AT THE RINGSIDE

Here are a few theaters that already booked this great, timely
money maker:
Criterion
Lyric
Arena
Rialto
Atlantic City
Camden
Trenton
Newark

ARISTA

FILM

CORPORATION

729 7th Avenue, N^w York

Bryant 4105

U

THROUGH TH[ BOX-OFfKE
EARL HAMMONS
President

Educational Film

Corp.

of America

A special article every one should read, appearing in the

Program Building Edition
of the

FILM DAILY

representing the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Ass'n. of Manitoba, waited
on the Suburban Municipalities Association to seek its co-operation in
prohibiting the showing of small
carnivals and circuses throughout the
district.

OUT

AUGUST

6th

3
"WE NEVE(2 DISAPPOINT

0XmWWflLn
PHONE
SVANT 5576

v

BY

Pass 62 Out of 68
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Capetown, South Africa — The Cape
Board of Film Censors reviewed 68
films during April, passing 62, ordering eliminations in 4 and completely
condemning 2.

to THE

SufJern, N. Y.— The $52,000 Pearl
River built by the Pearl River
Amusement Company has been opened.

Opinions

fill a serial. * * *
EVE. -TELEGRAM—* * * an elaborate
pictorial presentation of the ever present
conflict between Eastern and Western civilization.

Nine

Suffern House Opened

(Special

July 26, 19 1

lABORAIORIES

INCOCPOCATEO

2 20 WEST 42^15 STREET
NEW yORK

ALLAN A.LOWNLS
GEN. MG(2.

)iff brAdstreet

Authority

9< FILMDOM
S

FORMERLY
XI

No. 26

!^ew Georgia Bills

Price 5 Cents

Thursday, July 27, 1922

Case

Up

Again

Three Warner Deals

More

Color

Films

is Name — William
T.
"Black Beauty" Trial Scheduled for Their Seven Pictures for Next Year Technicolor
Sold to Fabian, Franklin Film
Wednesday-Gaylord
R. HawJerome Interested — Schenck
Used It on Coast
and Independent of Boston
kins to Argue for Gov't
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Warner Bros, have closed three
In May came word from the coast
Washington — The Federal Trade deals covering their seven pictures that Joseph M. Schenck intended
Commission has set down for two for 1922-1923.
producing a feature using a new color
A. M. Fabian has purchased the process invented by Br. Baniel E.
o'clock on Wednesday, the final argu- series
for Northern New Jersey. Comstock. Later information came
ment on the "Black Beauty" case, in
which the Eskay Harris Feature Whether the pictures will go through that the story scenaroized by Frances
Film Co., of New York is involved. the First National Exchange of New Marion and directed by Chester
The commission in this case Jersey, which the Fabians operate, Franklin had been completed, and
charged that the Eskay Harris com- or whether there will be a special that it was called "The Legend o£
pany released an old Edison picture office for the Warner output is problematical at the moment. The Inde- Troubled
Waters."
Yesterday
at the Cameo special
titled "Your Obedient Servant,"
pendent Film Co. of Philadelphia, strips of the picture were given a
under the name of "Black Beauty"
without advising the public of the has purchased the series for Eastern private showing before an audience
old title. It is also charged that they Pennsylvania and Southern New of about 100 people. Another showing will be given today. The New
used false and misleading advertis- Jersey and Franklin Film of Boston
ing by holding out and representing for New England.
York Herald, likewise yesterday published an article in which William
their picture to be the "Black
The pictures involved are "Main
Street,"
"Brass,"
"The
Beautiful
and
Travers Jerome, former district atBeauty" story as written by Anne
Sewell.
torney, admitted that he was conBamned," "From Rags to Riches,','
nected as r.ianr.ger with the Tech
The attention of the alleged viola- "Heroes of the Street," "A Bangertion was brought before the Com- ous Adventure" and "The Little nicolor M. P. Corp., with offices and
mission by Vitagraph, which released
factory in Boston. The Herald
Church -Ground the Corner."
article goes on to say that the process
"Black Beauty" as a special. Gaylord R. Hawkins will appear for the
W. E. Shallenberger on Coast
is Comstock's, who was a professor
Commission.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
of physics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The syndicate
Los Angeles — W. E. Shallenberger
Warde Has Lane Comedies
backing Comstock, according to the
of Arrow, is here.
Herald, has ample financial backings.
Reginald Warde has taken over
TTie
process is said to have been six
De
Luxe
Buys
C.
B.
C.
Series
the series of 10 Lupino Lane com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
years in developing.
edies made in England. He will re(Continued on Page 2)
iligman Representing Stoll
lease them in the fall.
Philadelphia — Be Luxe will dis([fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
tribute the series of six C. B. C. meloBrandt on Long Trip
in Eastern Pennsylvania and
^cdon — Stoll Film has appointed F. I. L. M. Club Outing in August Southern dramasNew
Jersey.
The
company
Joe Brandt left yesterday on a two
ulSeligman, who
has been with
The F. L L. M. Club has arranged
limpany for several months as to hold its annual outing and shore has also secured "The Country months' tour of exchanges.
lecan representative.
dinner at Karatsonyi's Glenwood
ays Honored at Coast Dinner
Inn, in Hempstead Harbor, Roslyn,
Say M. P. T. O. Units Are Tied Up ' T , (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
/lista to Film Fight Tonight
L. I., on Thursday, Aug. 10th.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Flapper."
/Los Angeles — Will H. Hays was
rii Arista Film Corp. has secured
San Francisco — In ■ an advertise
Rialto Plans Two Reel Dramas
formally introduced to a number of
: jxlusive distributing
rights on
Rialto Prod., Inc., will produce a ment appearing in "The Independent important film people at a dinner
I'onard-Tendler fight at Boyle's series of two reel dramas, in which F^xhibitor," the Paramount Pubir| Acres tonight.
The picture
licity Corp., claims to have signed given in his honor at the Hotel Ambassador last night.
1 ^ in five reels and will be avail- Irene Tams will probably be starred. contracts for slides with the followe iinday.
First runs have been There will be 12 all told. Production
ing
state
organizations
of
the
M.
P.
n the Criterion, Atlantic City; in New York.
T. O.; Michigan, Missouri, Kansas,
Eddie Lyons Here
; Camden; Arena, Trenton and
Iowa, Maryland, Nebraska, Eastern
ill Newark.
Eddie Lyons, who produces comExtending Aid to Films
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Western Pennedies for Arrow, arrived in New
The
Chromos
Trading
Co.,
a
sylvania,
Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
"1 e will be a large delegation of
'11 at the bout tonight.
financing company, whicii has been North Bakota, South Dakota and York yesterday with a print of "My
Hero," the newest comedy, which
active in various commercial lines, California.
he
just completed on the coast.
jiss't Directors Plan Revel
intends paying some attention to the
More Blame for Films
film
industry.
It
plans
to
finance
"V Assisatnt Directors' Ass'n will
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
midsummer
night'sin studio
re- worthwhile projects in all branches
. the
Willat studio
Fort Lee
of. the business.
Los Angeles — American westerns
A number of directors of the Hays
.}ig. 10.
The
following
film
and other "blood and thunder" films organization, the counsels and sales
Christies on the Move
now showing in the Orient are managers of the various company
'"ave promised to attend: Mae
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Virginia
Pearson,
Johnny
charged with causing all sorts of members held a meeting yesterday
Sheldon
Lewis,
Richard
Los Angeles — Leaving for the East difficulties to American missionaries
iiess, Lois Meredith,
Buster on the same day by different routes, in the East, according to a report at which plans were discussed for the
Lionel
Barrymore,
Hope C. M. Christie and Pat Bowling, are from the Women's Board of Foreign extension and consolidation of the
F. I. L. M. Chibs throughout the
n. Monte
Blue and Richard
touring the United States in the in- Missions presented to the Presby- country. The Hays office is strongly
■ • s. Benny Leonard and otheterian Synods of Arizona and Caliterests of their product for the comfornia at Pasadena. Tbe natives, it in favor of F. I. L. M. Clubs and ining season. Christie has left for
?n)|'rs of the pugilistic fraternity
tends developing them to the highest
' '" on hand.
A. number
of Canada, while Bowling is making is said, have secured an erroneous
le acts will be on the bill.
his tour through the Middle West.
degree possible.
impression of America.

eiVould Censor Pictures and Film
^Ivertising — 5% Luxury Tax
Proposed
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Vliiita — A
stringent
censorship
, |nd another measure proposing
ilditional 5% luxury tax have
;ijbrought up in the legislature,
pisentative Collins of Cherokee,
r^jonsible for the suggested state
is-ship of films, posters, banners
ijther advertising matter used in
iiction viiith them, and imposing
jditional burden of 50 cents on
:lieel of original film shown, with
!5;ent charge for exhibiting dupiti reels. Collins' bill goes on to
)vle for an arrangement whereby
: ihibitor will be obliged to apply
tl censorship board for a license
lately for each film he presents,
nthe other law that has been
»pj>cd, another tax of 5% on
•loss receipts of every theater is
lied. Georgia houses already
/ |om 11.5% to 50% of their gross
oies in taxes. Exhibitors are
)ud over the activities of the lawks in attempting to saddle them
:hl further burdens, since it is
ir^ted that about 90% of the
IS. are operating at a loss.

For F. I. L. M. Clubs

■s

m^

THE
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DAILY

More

Color

(Contmued

from

Films
Page

1)

The Herald describes the process
as follows:
Vol. XXI No. 26 Thursday. July 27. 1922

Price 5 Cents

"All the natural hues are all fixed
on tiie reel, it is said, including blue,
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, which has generally been represented
inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
in all mechanically colored films
New
N. Y..
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and heretofore by a dark green. The film
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- requires no special apparatus for proager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
jection, but can be run through a maEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, ciiine at a small nickelodeon as easily
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
as through a projector at a big
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
film sources,
house." it was learned
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 Broadway
From other
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

Ea.st. Kod.

Low

Close

Sales

73}/s

liy%

7iy&

100

'¥.doP.-L.
pfd. ... Sl-M
93/2

893^
114

813/g
93/,

400
100

G'wyn
...
.0tl^-Griffith
Loew's...
Triangle
World

7y,

7K

ISYi

1514

Fire Wrecks
(Special to THE

7^
1.500
Not quoted
15^
1,200
Not quoted
Not quoted

yesterday that Pat Casey of the Pat
Casey Vaudeville Agency is interested in the company and that the
bankers involved in the promulgation of the plan are James B. Colgate and Co.
An effort was made to reach Felix
Feist yesterday to ascertain in what
manner Joseph M. Schenck is interested. He was not in his office
most of the afternoon.
To

Spend $250,000 on

(Special

to THE

FILM

House
DAILY)

Janesville,
Wis. — The
David
Jeffrie Theater Co. is planning the erection of a house costing $250,000.

SERVING

Allen

Resigns

(Special

from

to THE

First
FILM

National

DAILY)

Alex Vokel has filed SU'
Detroit — James Allen has resigned
trom tlie local First National office, $50,000 in the Queens Count
Court
against the Ai
with which
he has been connected preme
for four years.
I on
Releasing
Corp.
The the
suit Ami
\&
a contract with
Legion posts throughout the
Sells to Partner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Yokel the
alleges
that he of
was "C;
rei _ ^
for
showing
St. Louis — Joseph Erber has disposed of his interests in Erbers the- agreed
show whereby
the picture,
for .theto deal
the'atliI
ater, East St. Louis, to Phillip H. he was to receive 5% commissi
Cohn. Erber and Cohn have long the gross. He claims that
been associated in business.
working on the matter for soirn
The Imperial Theater Building, he was dropped by Americai
10th and Pine, is being remodeled that Fred B. Warren himself
into a commercial and loft building. the deal.
He bases his suit c
The building has not been used for
I
assumption
that the film will
theatrical purposes for several years.
-American
Releasing had no f.i$1,000,000.
Cinderella in St. Louis Damaged
nient to make regarding this.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Six firemen were injured or overcome by smoke in battling afire that did damage estimated
at $100,000 to the Cinderella Theater
building. Iowa Ave. and Cherokee
Sts., on Tuesday.
The theater was not in use at the
time. The Cinderella was erected
several years ago at a cost of
$200,000 and is owned by Harry and
Eugene
Freund.

"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

WEST

Colonial

FILM

Prod.

(Special to THE

FILM

Formed
DAILY)

Sydney,
Prod,
a newAustrah'a
company— Longford-Lyall
has been formed. The parties chiefly interested
have contributed extensively to local
releases within the last three years,
and their purpose is to act in an independent capacity. One of the first
stories will be written around Arthur
Tauchert.

jSitfncfcrrcf film IrahoraloPMes

FILM

Brings to$60,000
at Auction'
(Special
THE FILM
DAILY
Wilmington, Del. — The Par
sold at public auction to sati
$00,000 mortgage, was bough
that sum by Caleb E. Burc
representing Melville Gambrill,
held the mortgage. When tli
perior Court confirms the sal
will attmept to dispose of the i
originally costing $150,000.

DAILY)

Toronto — The balance of its treasury stock, amounting to $62,000 at
$100 per share, is being offered by
the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange.
The shareholders include 137 exhibitors and the expansion program
is being carried out in order that the
demands of theater men for more
films may be met. According to a
prospectus issued, $37,000 is the paid
up capital, while the films and accessories are worth $45,000, the organization being on a dividend-paying
basis.

s-

Phones
SQivard €ind R€mtainQ Streets
Ho/iyivood
1/-" if^
63/s and 0943 ilolti/wooa C ait/omta

Our
storage
vaults are
fire-proof as it is possible
make
them.
So
strictly
they conform
to underwriti
requirements that the insurar
rate on film stored in them
only 43.8 cents — the lowest
make
theWe cit}'.

no charge for stor
negatives for our natrons.
Nor
vi^e charge them for the use of
cutting and editing rooms
we h:
fitted up for their convenience.

Short Reel Charts
All producers and distributors, who have not yet done so,
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
August 6th.
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture

We do charge for developi
and printing — but this char
is remarkably low for |'
work
out by our
labor ''
Tubeturned
System
quality
tory experts. Soft, flexib
positives, artistically perfei
that stand up for a maxitnU
of
runs.
money.

and release

Telephone Bryant 1939 and >
us to tell you how we can save y

A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.

THE
ASSOCIATE!
SCREEN NEWS, IW

whether comedy or scenic, star, producer's name
date.

This applies to short reels only.
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Cheap Negativ
Insurance

■S.MTompkins

(John M.NickoJau

Canadian Concern Selling Stock
(Special to THE

attachment
been thefi'
theAnSupreme
Court has
against
erty of the Societa Anonitrii
dustria Cinematografico of (
Italy, in a suit of Leon Nissini
anto to recover $2,955 for i
loaned.

DAILY)

Roby,
Tex. — A fire destroyed
the
Colonial.
The
loss is about $3,500,
of which $1,500 is covered by in.surance.
Longford-Lyall

In the Courts

120 West 41st Street
New York City

THE
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At Broadway Theaters
/ '

"Sherlock Holmes." tlie detective drama,
starring John Barrymore. is here for another week.

FINANCES for
^= FILM —
ENTERPRISES
An

Capitol
Selections from Gounod's "Faust"' are
rendered by the orchestra at the start, after
which the Capitol Magazine is flashed on
the screen. The Hallct Corps with Mile.
Gambarelli, Thalia Zanou, Marguerita Sokolova, Alexander Oumansky. George Kunovitch and Harry Tamaroflf is seen in a
minuet to music hy Paderewski, and then
comes another screen number, "Abraham
and Lot," which is the 7th episode of the
Bible series. "At Dawning," by Cadman,
is sung by Gertrude Lang and William
Robyn just before Harry Carey appears in
■'Tlie Kick-Back." the feature. Another
orcliestral nmnber consists of music from

established finance

organization, adds a special
department catering to the
motion picture industry.
Offers a confidential, simple

\ ictor Herbert's "The Fortune Teller," and
Itefore the closing organ piece, there is a
Hy Mayer Travelaugh, "Such Is Life Near
London."

and efficient service to producers, distributors and

"The

TRADING

The
Law"

continues

here.

police story, "In the
remains at this house.

Name

of

the

Criterion

Half of the proceeds this week are to
he given to an orphan asylum, and the "Forget Me Not," which concerns an institution of that type, is the feature. An Educomedy, "A
Reward,"
suplies the cational
humor,
the Penny
other screen
number

CO.

being
Feet
Nature"Bare
picture.
numbers, both by
ture which is R.
"Franz
Schubert's

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

Storm"

and F'ur
a Post
There
areFeet."
two musical
the orchestra, the overDrigo's "Serenade" and
"Moment
Musicale."

Rialto

'Phone Chelsea 8284

SLOW

MOTION

Camera

and outfit in perfect condition, latest model De Brie, used
only a few times with excellent
results. Cost $3,000.00, will sell for
$1,800.00 cash.
ADDRESS
J. E. WILLIAMSON,
1482 Broadway, N. Y. C.

YOU
ILL BE
ARRIED

Rivoli
.Agnes Ayres in "Borderland," is the feature. "Torehy's Ghost," an Educational
comedy and the Rivoli Pictorial, are the
other film numbers, wdiile among the musical
selections are : "First Movement in D
Minor," by Anton Rubinstein, rendered by
the orchestra, Romberg's "Mother," sung by
Miriam I^ax and Susan Ida Clough. soprano
anil mezzo-soprano respectively, and another
orchestral piece, a paraphrase on "California," J. Bodewalt Lampe's popular song,
which Cliflf Friend and Con Conrad have
arranged
for the orchestra.

AWAY

Strand

Central
Cohan

theatre owners. Only legitimate propositions considered.

CHROMOS

Cameo

magazine. "Danse Macabre," a film synciironization of Sainl-Saens' composition with
.\clolph Bolm, Ruth Page and Olin Howard,
directed by Dudley Murphy, and a Marcus
cartoon, "What a Uifference a Little Hair
\\ ill Make." The musical portion of the
bill includes the overture made up of selections from "Rigoletto," rendered by the
orchestra, Riesenfeld's "Classical Jazz," a
baritone solo by Ford Palmer — "Temple
Hells," by .\my Woodforde-F'inden, and
"The Bronx Wedding," played by W. Rem
ington
Welch
on the Wurlitzer
Organ.

Another German -made production directed
Joe May is on Broadway — "The Mysteries
India."
Other
lilm numbers
include
the

The orchestra first plays selections from
De Koven's comic opera, "Robin Hood,"
after which a Prizma colored film, "The
Land of the Red .Man" is presented with
Kitty McLaughlin, soprano singing "By the
Waters of Minnetonka" and "Pale Moon."
The Topical Review comes next and then
Joseph Martel sings the prologue to the
feature which is "Hurricane's Gal." "Court
Plastered,'' a Mutt and Jeff cartoon, furnishes the comedy relief directly after, and
the customary
or'gan solo winds
up.

Metro Drops Scenario Staff
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wl T H

on VEl^MOI^SCO'S PRESENTATION^

\VHEELER.

wiJh

OAK MAN

Los Angeles — Under the ne'w
arrangement at Metro, there will be
no scenario staff. Instead, wellwill be engaged to prepare conknown writers of the foremost rank
tiniiities according to their special
qiialitications.

HALF

BREED
A FIRST NATIONAL
NOWOUTON

ATTRACTION

THE OPEN MARi^ET

41 Great Cparamount Q>ictures
JJ

Jack Holt A Peter
in B."Making
a Man
Kyne Special
Directed by Joseph Henabery
Scenario by Albert Shelby LeVino
Heleased January 22^ 1923
RED-BLOODED story, with a crackerjack
box-office title, by the author of some of the
screen's greatest successes, such as "The Valley
of the Giants" and "While Satan Sleeps."
A

((

Jack Holt is never more ideally cast than in a
part which calls for him to fight upward to victory from the position of under dog. His fight is
thrillingly human and dramatic. Here you have
a picture with e\erything to commend it !

business to normal ! "
fail toSanrestore
These pictures cannot
R. E. HICKS,
Diego, Calif.
No

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
.■).
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,
11.
12.
L-i.
14.
l.S.
16
17,
18.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's S<
"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand. '
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Sdent Men
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."
"Pink
Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."

Watch this space Monday for
No. 39

A5(1|||K'*1
famous
corporation
J^i
[*Cf"l";;f""^*l
,
.—PIAYERS-IASKY
AOOLPM
ZUKOR,
f.ti.dtxt.
L^

\iis;t— — ---—

—

19.
No.
No. 21. "The Ghost Breaker."
No. 20. "The Cowboy and the Lady."
No.
"To Have and To Hold "
24,
22. "Tlie Man Who Saw Tomorrow
2.1. "On the High Seas,"
No.
"The Young Rajah."
No.
No. 25, ".\nna Ascends."
28.
No. 26,
cure "
No. 27. "Clai
"The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
"Ebb Tide.'
No.
No. 29. "Outcast."
No. 30. "Singed
Wings,"
Home
and Broke."
No, 31. "Back
No. 32. "The
Pride
No. 11. "A Daughter of of Palomar."
Luxury."
No. 34. "Kick
In."
"Thirtv Davs "
No.
".\ Spanish
Cavalier."
11. "Little
Old New York,"
3.S.
36.

>»

THE

jg^

Putting It Over
Heie is how a hrolher exhibitor put his show oi>er. Send along
your ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
Council Bluffs, la. — Manager H.
Levy of the Garden put his street advertising signs for "Scrap Iron" in
the most natural place in the world
and consequently where they were
least expected — on a truck of scrap
iron. The copy also used institutional advertising, simply mentioning
the fact that the fans could always
expect a good show at the Garden.
Streator, III. — Showmanship will do
it! This being the tale of Ed
Scheibel, old-time "rep" minstrel, and
circus man, now an exhibitor here.
It so happens that Streator is on
the main line of the Sante Fe and
trains from the Coast have five and
ten minute stop-overs in this town.
Any time a Paramount star is coming
through — either from Chicago or from
the coast, Ed is advised. Then he

An inexpensive result-producing
stunt used on "Young America," consisted of a printed manilla envelope
that contained a tiny American flag.
The flags were purchased at a local
novelty store at SOc per gross. Seven
gross means 1008 flags. The stunt
was used in three different houses,
and the 2,000 flags for each house
proved to be well worth while. Figuring flags at $7, and the envelopes
at $4 per thousand, here was a little
throw-away that costs $15. It was
conceived by Julian M. Solomon,
advertising manager for the Haring
& Blumenthal New Jersey theaters.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

ROTHACKER

Hollywood — James
Cruze
close.
brought
"The Old Homestead"

PRINT

and SERVICE

DAILY)

has
to a

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Chicago
, III
.
Rothacker
Film
Mfg. Co.
Rothacker-AUer

Ii

Laboratory

Hollywood,
Cal.
The continuity for "Hot Dog,"
Robert O'Connor's first feature, is in 542 Fifth Ave., N. Y., Murray Hill 18
preparation.

Irving Cummings' next production
for Universal will be "Broad DayGates. light," a crook story by Harvey
Edward Sloman states that "Blind
Justice," his first independent production, is to be entirely financed
from his savings as a director, without any outside aid.
Monroe Lathrop, for several years
dramatic and motion picture editor of
the Los Angeles Express, has joined
the staff of Charles Ray, as exploitation and publicity manager.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Utica, N. Y. — An unique exploitation stunt was arranged by Nathan
Mil Morante, of the Long Beach
Robins, prior to the engagement of
"Hail the Woman" at the Avon. Studios, will begin production on
Two ex-service men, a soldier and "The Knife," following completion of
sailor, were engaged for this stunt. "The Timber Wolf" in which Harry
"tips off" the local newspapers and The soldier was placed on the side- Lorraine and Clara Horton are playwalk in front of the Utica National
both of them get honest-to-gol-dern
ing the leads.
interviews with the celebrities in per- Bank on the busy corner, and the
son. Thus, Ed cashes in for each sailor was placed diagonally across
With Walter Long. Edward M.
star interviewed always grabs plenty the car line on the roof of a building. Kimball and William Elmer added,
of space.
These men started wig-wagging sig- the complete cast of "Omar the
nals at each other at about one Tentmaker" includes also Virginia
Muskogee, Okla. — The manager of o'clock in the afternoon. After con- Browne Faire, Nigel de Brulier,
the Palace, has recently become a
tinuing for about 15 minutes, the Rose Dione, Douglas Gerrard, Patsy
father, and has three men friends man on the street walked back to Ruth Miller. Boris Karloff, Evelyn
Hatton.
who have also become parents lately. a sign painted on a regular window Selbie and William
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Taking advantage of this the enter- shade which had been rolled up. The
prising manager invited the other sign read: "I am signalling the man
three fathers to join him in a parade,
up there to 'Hail the Woman,' Avon
in which they all four wheeled their Theater."
The sailor on the roof at
baby buggies down the streets for the same time displayed a large banadvertising the production.
the two evenings "Is Matrimony a Thisner, also
stunt attracted enormous
Failure" played. Each carriage had
a banner containing one of the words crowds and was continued until
of the title.
nearly four o'clock in the afternoon,
The four young men were all being stopped after blocking traffic
several times.
well known in Muskogee and consequently aroused not only curiosity
and interest, but got a lot of laughs
Buffalo, N. Y.— A tie up with the
as well.
street car company and attractive displays with retail merchants and in
1^ Portland, Ore. — Trouble found help front of the theater featured the exih "Trouble" when the First National
campaign for "Smilin'
attraction starring Jackie Coogan Through" atploitation
Shea's Hippodrome.
Buffalo
has
raised
platforms at the
played at the Liberty, and several
hundred youngsters of impoverished most important street car stops, these
status benefitted by the showing and being roped in. Attached to the ropes
exploitation. The management staged were placards for the "Smilin'
an old clothes matinee with the show- Through" campaign that read:
Manager New York
ing and seven hundred children
"Drive Carefully and Go Smilin'
Through. See Norma Talmadge at
tljrned out for the special nine o'clock
show, heaping piles of castofif gar- the Hippodrome." The warning
FOR THE
rnents in front of the theater. The served for pedestrians and motorists
event was staged in connection with alike. Tie-ups were arranged with
music dealers and resulted in half a
the work of the city's Public Welfare dozen prominent window displays.
Bureau and secured the backing and
endorsement of leading citizens. Aside The front of the Hippodrome was
from the civic and philanthropic done over to resemble an English
angles of the affair and judging it garden trellis with vines streaming
down the sides of the trellis, which
purely from a showman's angle, the
OF
Liberty gave away 700 ten cent ad- had the appearance of double doors —
missions and received in return more the doors being those leading into the
than four columns of publicity in the theater. One thousand telephone
daily papers. The front of tlie lobby hangers advertising the film were
was a hand-painted cut-out combina- placed on public phones. The entire
tion reproducing a scene from the campaign was conceived and executed
picture, a policeman bending over inside of 48 hours.
young Jackie and the dog. The background of washlines and tenements
Henry F. Gilbert, the American
with skyscrapers in the distance sym- composer will arrange the musical
bolized the storv.
score for "Down the Sea in Ships."
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Can't Arrange Deal

"Hamlet"
Di:ributors Don't Want
5ays Ow ner — Broadway Managers Turn It Down
M. Becker, secretary of Asta

which control
Inc., Nielson
Ffis,Asta
wl)
for this"Hamlet,"
country,
hp written a lengthy communication
toijames Spearing, motion picture
e(jor of the New York Times, in
vvich he answers the latter's query
reirding what has happened to
"limlet."
h this communication, Becker
frikly admits that he has been unat; to arrange any sort of a distriuting deal. He blames this
]ai;ely on the intelligence of the
aVrage distributor, and suggests the
fclnation of a number of territorial
djributing units under a central
ccitrol which would book pictures
fc all theaters "solely for the purp<e of giving service to the member
thiters and producers using their
diributing facilities and should not

bt^perated for profit."
[If Mr. Hays," says Becker, "is
si:ere in regard to his repeated
p«lic announcements that he wants
tcbring the motion picture industry
tcii higher plan than it now occu, he will find a good base to work
n in the fact that so extraordinary
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Abe Stem Is Back
Ibe Stern has returned from
Eyope. In two weeks he will leave
fcl Hollywood. His brother, Julius,
sajs shortly.

Awaiting

Opinion

Legal
Advice
on
One
Clause
in
Standard Contracts Desired —
Affects Workings of Hoy
The one important factor that
seems to interfere with the actual
signing of the standard contracts between the Hays office and the three
exhibitor bodies involves the interpretation by a legal mind of a clause
in the agreement as drawn.
This clause, it is understood, deals
with the arbitration plan as agreed
upon and involves the legality of the
Hoy Reporting Service, to which the
Hays
office is unalterably
opposed.
Whether Mr. Hays will stop off
in Colorado on his way East from
Los Angeles, is problematical at the
moment. It seems fairly certain that
no contracts will be signed until his
return to New York.
Sydney S. Cohen yesterday, in a
statement, made public a letter sent
to him by Hays in which the latter
said:
"These negotiations are progressing favorably, and I am hopeful of
a large fulfillment. While the attorneys are at work on these matters
I am going to take the opportunity to
go to California for a few days to fill
some engagements made some time
ago. This absence, however, will not
in any way delay the negotiations,
and upon my return I am hopeful
that the details will have been
brought to a point where we can
quickly
As a conclude
prelude tothethematter."
letter, Cohen
urged theater owners to proceed with
the closing of contracts
for next

(Continued on Page 4)
Sennett Leaves for Coast
lack Sennett yesterday left for
Gettelson Will Join F. B. O.
jifornia after a protracted stay in
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
V York. He intends launching
ther feature some time next
Washington — I. Gettelson, has left
th.
the
Universal
exchange
in Minneapolis to become manager of the
Local Exchanges Meet
local F. B. O. branch.
i~ number of independent local excljngemen met yesterday in the of- Des Moines Exchange Ready Soon
tiijs of Alexander Film to discuss the
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
stje right situation. There was noDes Moines, la. — The new Famous
ting of any definite nature decided
u)!n. It was merely a get-together Players exchange, the cost of which
at about $20,000, will
aivhich present conditions and the is estimated
be ready in the near future.
fs' outlook were gone over.

Sign

Price 5 Cents
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Hurlbut

Bucking Loew in L. A.?

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Short

Reel

Deals

Test Gases On Music

Hodkinson to Handle Two Bray Series— Pathe Gets Two Groups
from Hal Roach

M. P. T. O. Says It Intends Bringing Them — Organizing Special
Jiusic Department
The M. P. T. O. yesterday stated
Two distributors have just concluded arrangements for additional it had caused a number of test
short reel product to add to their fall cases to be brought in court to ascertain the right of the American Society
luie-up. Hodkinson has contracted
with J. R. Bray to make 26 one of Authors, Composers and Pubreelers for next season. Pathe has
lishers to charge exhibitors for the
arranged with Hal Roach to continue use of the music of its members. It
the "Snub" Pollard comedies, but in was also stated that there will be
two reel form, and has taken on a additional complaints aired in the;
courts in various parts of the country.
new
"Our Gang" comedies,
each series
in two ofreels.
It is the intention of the M. P. T,
The Bray deal with Hodkinson O. to form a special music department and issue scores to its memcalls for two series, each composed of
bers, free from tax. A number of
13 one reelers. The first will be
called technical romances and will be conferences have been held with
released every other week beginning music publishers in order, so the exhibitor statement goes on to say, to
Sept. 3rd. The second will be known
as cartoon comedies, designed for bi- put the new department on a "firm
monthly release beginning
Sept. 17.
basis." that the Lampert
will be recalled
Pollard has been appearing in one andIt effective
reelers for Pathe for some time. bill amending the copyright law on
His two reelers will be released every music, which was introduced in the
of
Representatives,
was
four weeks, beginning in September. House
(Continued on Page 4)
"Our Gang" comedies will be 13 in
number, and in them children and
Wallace Beery Here
domestic animals will appear.
Wallace Beery is in New York to
England
Holding
Up Professionals appear
in "Lady
Dean's new
picture. Raffles," Priscilla
The Fox offices yesterday stated
Still Talking Over Melodramas
that work on "If Winter Comes," so
far as Ann Forrest is concerned, may
Lincoln J. Carter and Fox officials
be held up because the English are still conferring over the proposed
authorities are putting up a bar production of more of the Carter
against the importation of foreign melodramas.
actors and actresses to work in films
made in Britain.
Brunton Signs Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Hate" Suit Dismissed
John Brunton, through Jess Smith,
When the suit for an injunction re- has signed Marguerite Courtot and
straining Metro from exhibiting Leon Gendron to appear in the first
"Hate," on the ground that the name picture to be made at the Miami
belongs to the Fairmount Film Corp., Studios, Inc.
which released a picture of the same
To Introduce Devlin at Banquet
name in 1917, came be'fore Supreme
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Court Justice Lydon, no one appeared in the case and it was marked
San Francisco — Frank R. Devlin,
off the calendar.
recently engaged as advisor to the
M. P. "T. O. of Northern California,
88 Deputy Censors for Ohio
will be formally introduced to the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
members of the organization on
Columbus, C— It is reported here Aug. 15, when a banquet will be
that a bill to be introduced at the given at the Palace Hotel. Devlin
next session of the legislature will is a former member of the State Railprovide for a deputy film censor in
road Commission and a former Sueach of the 88 counties of the state.
perior Court judge.
This is one of the several bills, which
are said to be planned against the
film industry.

Los Angeles — Sam Harris, of Ack•ove Lace Prod., chartered in erman and Harris, has been here
Director of Education Riegel is unA' any with a capitalization of conferring on the advisability of
derstood to have rescinded all volun$.'!00, will produce three plays by opening a vaudeville and picture
Viliam Hurlbut, according to Harry house. Nat Holt, formerly with
tary censorship passes issued by Mrs.
It was alleged by exS'hs Hechheimer, the general Marcus Loew has resigned, as noted, Evelyn Snow.
hibitors that the passes were merelv
c<;nsel. Production will be in New and will act as Southern California
used to gain admittance to the thea>
^j"k. Joseph E. Shea is president representative for A. and H., who
a^ J. Montford Adams, vice- are said to be considering a theater ters and not for the purpose of re
pfeident.
for Denver.
porting on the pictures shown.

Ten More Offices

American Releasing intends opening eight more exchanges.. These
will be located in St. Louis, Salt Lake
City, Spokane, Oklaiioma City, Portland, Ore.; Omaha. Charlotte and
New Orleans. There will be two
more for Canadian Releasing, making a total of five in Canada.

z<2E^
In the Courts
l<"rank L. Packard, author of the
story, "The Iron Rider," has s^ed
Fox in the Supreme Court for
Vol. XXI No. 27 Friday, July 28, 1922
Price 5 Cents $25,000, because Fox bought his
story and agreed to give his name
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, as the author, but when the picture
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
was issued under that name it was
New
N. Y.,
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and not his story, although his name
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
appeared as author. He said the
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
story was picturized as "Smiles and

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
St the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terras (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-455-2-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London. W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
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15^
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Trumps."
A series of judgments have been
filed in the Supreme Court against
J. Laura J. Starke Belknap, by persons who bought stock in Talking
Pictures, Inc., from her under an
agreement that she would buy back
the stock at the price paid, but refused to do so. Edmund Wolcott
has a judgment for $2,209 on twenty
shares, Robert Schalkenbach has one
for $10,906 on fifty shares and a note
for $5,000, and Frederic C. Leubuscher gets $1,108 on ten shares.
Leubscher says that he has been unable to sell the stock at any price,
because the corporation is in bankruptcy and the stock is worthless.
He is attorney for the receiver, and
states that the schedules in the U.
S. District Court list the liabilities
at $120,882. while the ofificial report
of the appraisers states that the assets are worth only $2,095, and there
are preferred claims of $3,375. He
thinks the valuation of the appraisers
is too high.

Friday,

DAILY

July

28, 1 ;

Can't Arrange Deal
(Continued from Page 1)
a work as the Asta Nielson's 'Hamlet' is denied a showing on Broadway
in theaters corrtrolled by members of
his organization, while the veriest rot
finds ready access to those theaters."
All through the communication
Becker finds considerable praise to
bestow upon his picture.
The Times letter also includes
copies of a communication sent to
Hugo Riesenfeld, S. L. Rothafel and
Joe Plunkett, in which Becker rails
against the fate that keep his picture
ofT Broadway when the big theaters
often show bad pictures.
Riesenfeld's office stated yesterday
he had asked Becker to make any

appointm
at which 'time he inent,
tends
explaining some of the merits
of the pictures shown at the Rialto
and
Rivoli,
and at
whythose
"Hamlet
" has
not been
shown
theaters.
Joe Plunkett said that the picture
had never been oiifered to the Strand,
and said he had replied to Becker
that the fact that it had first been
shown at tJie Lexington Opera
only.
House had automatically killed it for
the Strand, which plays first runs
Incidentally the letter revealed that
Asta Films also held for this country
two more Nielson films, "The Idiot"
and "Countess Julia," and that Miss
Nielson is at present working on a
story by Maximilian Harden.

Says Churches Are For Worship
especial to THE FILM DAILY)
Films
to Show
Steinach
Operation
Kansas City, Kan. — Rev. C. A.
According to an article by Arno Stephens, who was recently summoned here to serve on a committee
Dosch-Fleurot, in the N. Y. World
Dover, Del. — See-Ell Enterprises. from Berlin, two pictures showing that contemplated a fight against exCapital $12,000. Incorporators: W. the manner in which the Steinach
hibitors seeking the
of
H. Cohn, A. L. Kock and Josephine operation stimulates the life forces, showings of films inprevention
schools and
J. Cohn, .Pittsburgh. Attorney, Capi- will be issued. One of these will be churches. • refused to do so. He
tol Trust Co. of Delaware.
for scientists, and the other for the stated that he considered a church
public. For over a year and a half, a place of worship, not amusement.
Albany, N. Y. — American Com- the films have been in the course of This stand coincides with that of the
edies, New York. Capital, $20,000. preparation.
Kansas exhibitors who have been
Incorporators: C. E. Rhodes, V.
fighting free shows, performances in
Brennan and J. J. Bulleid. Attorney,
churches and other unfair competition.
Pictures Help in Sound Study
D. L. Podell, 233 Broadway.
Pictures showing how they execute their yells were shown to stuAlbany, N. Y. — Buckley Ferguson
dents at the Columbia University
Prod. Binghamton. Capital $125,- summer session by John Mills, re000. Incorporators E. G. W. Fergusearch engineer of the Western Elecson, L. J. Buckley and H. C. Walker.
tric
Co.,
who was lecturing on "ReAttorneys. Walker and Wilber, Bingcent Advances in Long Distance Telhamton.
ephony" with screen illustrations.
The demonstration, a sexplained by
Dover, Del. — Second National Pic- Mills, is accomplished with a projecttures. Corp. of Ohio. Capital $250,ing machine called a stereopticon-os000. Incorporators: Wilbur A. Mc- cillograph. It is achieved by transCoy, Pittsburgh; W. I. N. Lofland
forming the voice waves as they are
and Frank Jackson, Dover. At- transmitted electrically over a teletorney, Capital Trust Co. of Delaphone circuit to light by means of
ware.
delicately balanced mirrors. These
light beams are then projected upon
OLIVER^ MORPSCO presents
Lease Odeon at Marshalltown
a moving picture screen and appear
his
personal T^roduction >
in the form of voice waves, varying
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
in
intensity,
amplitude
and
character
Marshalltown, la. — William Porter, as the human voice itself varies in
Samuel
Shavitz
and
Rose
Dansk
have leased the Odeon. They operate tone, vowel and consonant sounds.
By photographing and analyzing
several houses in Illinois.
the voice waves thus projected upon
-A Newlrmmph for
the screen. Mills said, engineers engaged in transmission research work
WHEELER. OAfCMAN
were enabled to design and improve
upon the transmission qualities of
a.s the Ha. if Breed
A FinST NATIONAL. ATTI7ACTIOSI
telephone circuits, especially in long
distance cable circuits, line balances
and electrical features, which must
be extremely exact if the human
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
voice is to be heard intelligently.

Incorporations

thuiller!

HALFB^EEli'

NOW OUT ON Wr^^^

OPEN MARKET

"FREN

\

SUMMER
days
days, and the
bestare
of allc/ani|
d. :•
ing picture is
which I REE
HEELS,' VIn
CAST
comes bacl«o
the screen v h
cinating
the mostar .of new gowns and novel st <
ever thrown on the silver-sb
"The kind of picture," says./ 1
Daily,
'eat up.""that your women patrons 1
Give your audiences a surnmer | •
gram of light, cheerful entertainm.
It's too hot to get worked up cheavy, sensational-pictures.
"FRENCH HEELS" takes us f;
Fifth Avenue to a lumber camp in
North Woods. The lake shots al
will bring a breath of the cool out
doors into your house, and IRE
CASTLE'S dancing will reflect
what is in the
minds of nine
tenths of your audience.
"Her admirers,"
says the Motion
Pictureplenty
News, "will
find
over
which to enthuse.
Says

the

New

York Evening Journat . "Even with.
Mrs. Castle, 'FRENCH HEEL
would prove an interesting ofterin:
In other
words,
in "FRENC
HEELS,"
the Exhibitor ' has s
value
PLUS!it this
If you
haven'twhile
plas
it. Book
Summer,
appeal is greatest

HODKINSON
PICTURES

iVell! What Do You Think of This?
Amusement Editor of the Wichita (Kas.) Beacon addresses Stanley Chambers, owner of the
Miller Theatre, asking him to bring back a picture for a second run because he thinks it so
good
in
Theeveryone
Beacon. should see it. Read his statement and Mr. Chambers' answer, both published

\ot by

11 ^*

*

*

has »«"

,.

..,-EEll in many

■. and ""■ .
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, tVon>'

FIRST

SBOUl-O SEE

,

NATIONAL

.

1
ll^^^

^:
U^is B. Mayer presents

"he John M. Stahl Production

'lONE CLEAR
!

From the book by Frances Nimmo

FIRST

CALL"

Greene, Adapted by Bess Meredyth and Directed by John M. Stahl.

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

THE

Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

Awaiting
(Continued

DAILY)

J^E^

Opinion
from

Page

1)

Hollywood — Universal has finished
work on "The Radio King."

year's product, stating that the Hays'
promise
"make toit hesitate
unnecessary
for
theater owners
to make
contracts for next season's product,
^r Mildred Harris will appear in "The if the price, conditions and other cir^Stranger's Banquet."
cumstances are satisfactory to the
theater
owners."
Cohen then stated
William
Farnum
and Emmett
J. what this publication
has already
Flynn have arrived from the East.
said, that Francis Gilbert was engaged as attorney by the M. P. T. O.
George Scarborough has written a to handle the legal phases of the constory for Charles Jones.
tract for the exhibitors.
Eve Unsell has signed a contract
with Preferred Pictures.
"At the Fair." a new comedy with
Johnny Fox has been completed by
Century.
Gale Henry and Edward Connelly
are in the cast of "Quincy Adtms
Sawyer."
, Metro formed the above company
to handle the road shows of "The
Four Horsemen."
Erich Von Stroheim is supervising
construction of sets for his "Merry
Go Round." With 250 men occupied,
work will require six weeks.
Elaine Hammerstein and Conway
Tearle, together with others of George
Archainbaud's "Blazing Sands" company are on location in Topanga
Canyon.
Three Rosson Brothers are working at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios. They are Dick, assistant to
Allan Dwan in direction of "Robin
Hood"; Arthur, directing Jack Pickford's "Garrison's Finish"; and Harold, cameraman on latter production.

Ohio Second National
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)
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Test Gases On Music
(Continued from Page 1)

scheduled for a hearing just prior to
Because most of the members of the
Committee on Patents were absent
from Washington when the measure
was to come up for hearing, the date
was postponed. Efforts are now
being made to arrange a date.
The plan for the music department
would really create a clearing house
for music. The M. P. T. O. intends
inviting in the important composers,
and will offer a widespread distribution as an inducement.
A parting shot is taken at the
American Society which the M. P.
T. O. says it will fight to the last
ditch.

Dover, Del.— The Second National
Pictures Corp. of Ohio has been
formed here with a capitalization of
Rembusch's Answer
$250,000. The incorporators are Wilbur A. McCoy, of Pittsburgh and W.
The M. P. T. O. office yesterday
I. N. Lofland and Frank Jackson of characterized the above as its answer
Dover.
to the charge made by Frank Rembusch that Cohen and the American
Drop Knickerbocker Indictments
Society are working together through
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the attorney of the latter organizaWashington — Judge Siddons, of
tion. Rembusch says he is willing
the District of Columbia Supreme
to put up $1,000 if 99 others do it to
Court, has dismissed the indictments finance a new national organization.
against five persons in connection
with the accident at the Knickerbocker in January. An appeal from
the decision to the Court of Appeals
has been made.
McCutcheon Plans New Film
John L. McCutcheon, who directed the greater part of "Determination" has just completed his cast
for his new picture, "When the Cows

Home." has selected a cast inCome
McCutcheon
cluding: Gladys Leslie, Norma
Shearer, Robert Elliot, Ernest Hilliard, and Maurice Costello.
Alterations for Albany Theater
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany — Manager George Roberts
Sol Lesser and M. R. R. Rosen- of the Colonial and Hudson, will
berg announce the personnel of make -extensive improvements to
Principal Pictures Corp. as follows: both houses when the season closes
Colin Campbell, director; George July 29. The Hudson will have a
Bertholon, assistant; James Francis new front of terra cotta sandstone,
O'Shea, production manager; Sam the lobby will be enclosed and the
Cohn, publicity representative; Dal interior will be changed and redecClawson, cameraman; Gordon Jenorated. The theater will reopen
nings, assistant cameraman and Miss Sept. 1st. A new tile floor and other
Jo Morrell, secretary.
improvements
will be made to the
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Colonial.

Short Reel Charts
All producers and distributors, who have not yet done so,
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
August 6th.
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture
whether comedy
date.

DAILY

or scenic, star, producer's name

and release

A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.
This applies to short reels only.

FINANCES for FILM
ENTERPRISES

An established finance
orgaHization, adds a special
department catering to the
motion picture industry.
Offers a confidential, simple
and efficient service to producers, distributors and
theatre owners. Only legitered.

imate propositions consid-

CHROMOS

TRADING

Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

1123 Broadway

STOP!

LOOK!

CO.

LISTEN!

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
We furnish and guarantee complete
equipment for Studios or Locations.
JOS. GELB COMPANY
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
A. L. Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1042

ROTHACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

VICTOR

HERBERT

I

SAM

ROTHAFEL
PLUNKETT

HUGO

RIESENFELD
JOE

HYMAN

ED
EARL

HAMMONS

AL

CHRISTIE

ELMER

PEARSON

MACK

SENNETT
Just a few of the
contributors to the

Program
Building
Edition
OF

THE

FILM
DAILY
Out August 6tli
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Bankrupt

\djudged

iien Theaters,
Ltd., of Toronto
Ordered by Court to Wind Up
Its Affairs
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

July 29,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Doings in the Old World
Wall Leaves Paris Universal
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Paris — Jean
Wall
has
left Universal's
local
office,
and
H.
H.
Montagu is now the director.

Get(Special
Rightsto toTHE
"Broken
FILM Blossoms"
DAILY)

roronto — Justice
Middleton
has
London — The
English
rights
to
audged the Allen Theaters, Ltd., of
"Broken
Blossoms"
have been seTronto bankrupt, and has instructed
cured by the Film Booking Offices,
Ltd.
I company to wind up its affairs.
Disposes of A. P. Pictures
"nder the court order, G. T. Clarkoi E. R. C. Clarkson and Sons,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Expect Permanent Fox Unit
appointed trustee and ordered by
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — Arthur Levey, foreign
1 court to call a general meeting of
London — It is believed that Wilfor Associated Pros ckholders to decide upon a course sales manager
ducers, has made the following sales: Jiam Fox will permanently locate a
Ojaction.
Efforts have been made to
"The
Rosary,"
to Film Booking studio unit in England should "If
aDw the company to carry on with
prove to be a sucsine of the creditors, notably First Offices, Ltd.; "Hail the Woman," to Wintercess.Comes,"
His establishing an Italian unit
Itional ready to advance
cash for Pathe; "Blind Hearts" and "Love is regarded as significant.
tit purpose.
It is understood that Never Dies," to Gaumont.
Ik of harmony
among
certain of French Film Based on Dickens Tale
Peggy Hyland Finishes First
t creditors in deciding whether
a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
t ( extension
should
be granted
Paris
—
An
adaptation
of
Charles
London
— "Fixing Father," the first
pitated the receivership order.
Dickens' "The Cricket on the of the series of two-reel comedies in
Hearth" has been made into a picture which Peggy Hyland is starring for
Aywon Buys Larkin Features
by the Societe Eclipse, under the the Pioneer Film Agency, has been
Aywon has secured for Northern title "Le Grillon du Foyer." Jean .completed. At least five more will
J\v Jersey and New York, a series Manoussi produced it, and in it will be made.
seen Marcel Vibert and Sabinne
c six new features with George Lar- be
Landray.
Agfa Profits Are 68,191,022 Marks
1':.
(Special to THE

Films Bring in 76,000,000 Francs

FILM

DAILY)

Berlin — The net profit of Agfa for
1921 totalled 68,191,022 marks, which,
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris — During 1921, 76,000,000 however, is claimed by Agfa to be
\ie\vark, N. J.— Representation on
1 board of directors of the Palisade francs were taken in at picture the- only one-third of the amount reaHzed
aters. The net amount brought in in 1913, when converted into dollars.
i m Laboratory is understood to be
t basis of settlement of the action by amusements was 251,000,000 In that year, the gain was $1,114,520,
whereas the 1921 amount equals
i the appointment of a statutory francs, which was 39,000,000 rnore
$342,390
when converted into United
than
the
amount
for
the
previous
r eiver brought by the Consolidated
States currency.
} ms Laboratory Co. The litigation year, and 183.000,000 more than the
j a receiver was dismissed by Vice- figures for 1913. Including the
various taxes, etc., the amount
Abandon "Columbus" Film
( ancellor Backes.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
brought in was 340,000,000 francs.
Budapest — The Victor Company,
Exhibitors Plan Sinking Fund
of Berlin and Budapest, made plans
"Lucrezia
Borgia"
Ready
Soon
Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
some time ago for a picture to be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
nneapolis — It is reported
that
known as "Columbus." and dealing
Berlin
—
"Lucrezia
Borgia"
will
be
linnesota M. P. T. O. is sponsor- one of the releases of the Richard with the life of the discoverer. Althe establishment
of a sinking Oswald Film A.-G. In it will be
bert Basserman was engaged at a
to pay sickness benefits to those seen Liane Haid, Conrad Veidt, Al- high figure, and a model ship conI mected
with the business
in the
structed on a Hungarian lake at conbert Basserman, Paul Wegener, Alsiderable cost. Then something defons Fryland and Lothar Muthel.
"in
Cities.
The
possibility
of
the
i mation of an insurance
company Scenario and direction are by Richard
veloped
in theentire
company's
internal
i tlie purpose
is being discussed, Oswald.
affairs and the
project dropped.
; 1 this may
ultimately
become
a
The ship has been destroyed and the
5 tcwide affair.
Rialto Prod., Inc., is state righting production abandoned.
"Retribution." which deals with the
Burston Writes the Mayor
Working on Second Dumas Serial
life of the Borgias.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Louis Burston, producer of "ForParis — Henri Diamant-Berger is
Legalized Censors Only in Kansas
;-me-Not," has sent Mayor Hlyan
working on a serial version of
etter regarding the ban placed on
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
; picture by Commissioner of PubCity — Attorney-General Dumas' "Twenty Years After," a seKansas
Welfare Bird S. Coler, who has Richard J. Hopkins has ruled that
quel to "The Three Musketeers." M.
riuested superintendents of orphan the Kansas State Board of Review is Yonnel plays D'Artagnan in it. It is
expected
that the first few episodes
f 'kuns not to attend the perform- the only authorized body in the state
e.es arranged by Marcus Loew at to censor motion pictures. The M. will be ready in October.
tj; Criterion.
P. T. O. requested a ruling because
Diamant-Berger's serial version of
'Burston has invited the Mayor to of the action of local welfare boards
Three Musketeers" is now in
America.
^' the picture in order to ascertain in eliminating scenes which had been "The
I'lat Coler's objection might be.
previously passed by the board.
alisade

Laboratory

Case

Settled

Public Talk Today

;*^»
Hays to Speak at L. A. Athletic Bowl
— Many Attend
DinnerAmbassador
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Will H. Hays will
address the public of Los Angeles,
at a monster meeting to be held at
the Hollywood Athletic Bowl today.
It will be the first time since Mr.
Hays entered the industry that he
will deliver an address direct to the
public, whose co-operation on behalf
of the picture industry he is so
anxious to secure.
The Ambassador dinner, of Wednesday evening, has made an impression. Film men here cannot recall any other instance in the motion
picture history of the city when so
many well known figures in the business were gathered at one place.
Rupert Hughes was toastmaster.
Many speeches were made by the
Mayor and Capt. Fredericks, of the
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,
lauding the part films have played in
(Continued

on

Page

Plans Newfoimdland

2)

Film

Ernest Shipman writes from Twillingate, Newfoundland, that he intends producing an epic film of
Newfoundland.
Discuss Operator Situation
The T. O. C. C. held a special
meeting yesterday at the Astor to
discuss the operator situation. Another meeting will be held on Tuesday when the board of directors will
confer following the general meeting.
Atlanta Group Coming Here
Oscar Oldknow, president. Hank
D. Hearn, sales manager, and Milton Jones, office manager of the
Southern States Film Co., of Atlanta,
are due in New York on Tuesday
from the South. They are driving up
and when they arrive will register at
the Astor. The securing of fall product is the reason for the trip.
Parents Must Account for Jackie
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — By virtue of her
legal appointment as guardian of
her son, Jackie Coogan, Mrs. Lillian
Coogan, under $100,000 bond, is accountable to the state for the disposal and expenditure of all money
earned by her son. The request for
the guardianship was voluntary, both
on the part of Mrs. Coogan" and
Jack Coogan. the father, who is
designated
as the
child'smother
manager.
In case of death
of both
and
father, the star is protected by the
courts.

Saturday,

Public Talk Today
(Continued

tlie
fornia.development
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Lasche Dead in St. Louis
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Ernest P. Lasche, of the
National Film Publicity Co. died at
St. John's
Hospital
last week.
He
was 35 years old.
King Getting Studio
Ready
E. C. King is getting the Paramount studio ready for the fall. Pola
Negri. Elsie Ferguson, Jack Holt.
Thomas Meighan and Alice Brady
will work there. Dorothy Dalton is
a possibility.
A. and R. New Dallas 'Change
Second National has sold its output for Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma to the A. and R. Film Exchange, a new Dallas state righter,
operated by Jack Adams and J. C.
Rutherford.
FILM

Rialto at Enid Changes Hands
(.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Enid, Okla. — The Rialto has been
sold to C. F. McQuilken by H. H.
Barr.

(T^uxzatuTrual

(Rctu^

To Be Known
(Special

to THE

SPICE OK TMC

PROGRAM"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

1)

Cali-

as T. O. C. C.
FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City — The local exhibitors'
association has changed its name to
the T. O. C. C, of Kansas Citv.
New Jawitz Release
Jawitz will release "Beware of
the Law," in the fall. The film is
now being edited and titled by Martin & Natteford.
Booths

Own

Them

(Special to THE

FILM

All

Now

DAILY)

Nebraska City, Neb.— The Overland, Paramount and Liberty, comprising all of the local film houses
have been taken over by J. J. Booth
and his sons, W. W. and R. R. Booth,
from the Hostettler and Thornburg
interests.

and

Flashes

Not Leaving Regal Films
Toronto — The
Canadian
Mc
Having finished "Missing Millions," Picture Digest says:
Alice Brady is preparing for her next
"R-C,
now
releasing
under
Regal trademark and Metro, ar
picture, "Anna
Ascenda."
Paramount announces a change in make different arrangements for
the title of "The Mysteries of India,"
to "Above All Law."
May Allison is here from Porto
Rico, where she made a picture for
Associated
Exhibitors.
First National, of New

York, has

secured
"The Northern
Wolf's Fangs"
for
Newrights
Yorkto and
New
Jersey.
Dorothy Renter has succeeded
Alma Livingstone in the Talmadge
publicity department. Miss Livingstone has married.
E. O. Van Pelt and Jesse Winne
have written "The Country Flapper,"
a song to be used in connection with
the exploitation of the picture with
that name. G. Ricordi and Co., will
publish it.
Equipment Men form A. M. P. E. A.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Indianapolis, Ind. — The Association of Motion Picture Equipment of
America, has been formed with Leo
F. Dwyer as president; Henry Jay
Smith, first vice president; B. A.
Benson, second vice president; C. E.
Corn well, third vice president; Sid
Louis, fourth vice president, and Dr.
Otto Dieckmann, secretary-treasurer.
Censors Restrict Films, Says Times
Commenting on the statement
made by Will Hays in Los Angeles,
that optimistically tells "censorship
will
fail in everything
it undertakes";
the Times
says editorially:
"It has restricted the field of possible motion-picture production, already narrowed by limitations of the
producers — and of the public. It has
enabled reformers to enjoy the sensation of aggrandizement of the ego
and to gratify the instinct for persecution. Finally, the published decisisions give us all a heightened self
esteem by enabling us to think how
much inore intelligent we are than

others."

Short Reel Charts

■
U
,
ie
Jo
ij.

Joe Schnitzer, of the F. B.
tribution."
denied yesterday that any chang
distribution was planned in Cai
He was of the opinion that the

),,
in
a.
».

port
circulated
in ' jf
ronto, might
becausehave
of the
appointmer
J. M. Mullin, as F. B. O. represi ative there on special work.
W. E. Atkinson, of Metro, so
entered a denial.
Aywon Buys Hoxie Series
Aywon has purchased a new s :s
of eight Jack Hoxie pictures '«
Northern New Jersey and New \ k.
The first is "Barb Wire."
Smith Back in Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — E. A. Smith,
sonal representative of Thomas
Ince, has just completed a
of the countrv.

|
>
I.
ir

'Frisco Exhibitor to Expand ;
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco — The Exce r
Amusement Co. has arrar d
through J. R. Saul, to take overt
Irving theater which will be n vated. Excelsior will also buil a
new house here.
Focht

Sells

(Special

Out

to THE

to Metcalfe
FILM

DAILY)

|

Marion, O.— F. C. Focht has "l
his interest in the Grand to his p •
ner, H. K. Metcalfe.
Metro

Subsidiary

(Special

to THE

Dissolved

FILM

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Four Ho;
men Exhibition Corp. has been ;•
solved.

ROTHACKER

PRIN5

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

I

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1

FILMACK PRODUCTlONi

All producers and distributors, who release nationally,
are urged to forward to THE FILM DAILY the following
information for inclusion in the Short Reel Edition, out
August 6th.
Releases from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1, 1922, giving brand or series
name, title of individual picture, length in feet, type of picture
whether comedy or scenic, star, producer's name and release
date.
A second tabulation covering 1922-23 releases should contain
series of short reels with number of pictures in series, length,
star, if any, how released and how often.
Monday

THE

Page

Southern

Society, as well as the film inlibrary."
dustry, are making joint efforts to
make his stay here a pleasant one.

DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.— A certificate of
withdrawal from business in NewJersey has been filed with the Secretary of State by the Artfilm Studios
Co.. Inc., chartered in Ohio.

of

Mr. Hays' address was along tlie
lines of his previous speeehes luf jre
the M. P. D. A. in New York, the
joint meeting of the civic associations
at tlie Waldorf, the General Federation of Women's Clubs in Chautauqua, and the N. E. A. meeting in
Boston. He again recited the articles
of incorporation of the M. P. P. D.
A., and called his audience "his
partners in industry." The aims of
the organization were distributed on
printed slips to the guests. He predicted that some of the men and
women before him would eventually
have monuments erected in their
honor, and because of the efforts
they are putting into their work.
Probably the keynote of his today's
address will be a plea to the public
not to consider him as the dictator of
the motion picture business, but
rather as one in the fold working
with the important parts of the business and not commanding them. He
said that before he came to Hollywood he thought he knew something
about the business, but that now he
had discovered that what he didn't
know "would fill enough books for a

Artfilm Studios File Withdrawal
(Special to THE

from

Guts

July 29, ] ■>

is the last day.

TRAILERS
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6

C A Foot
• • TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

« •
Without fear of contradiction w
maintain that our Trailers are th
jest of their kind.
Make us prove it

ml

IRVING MACK & CO.
808 S. Wabash,

CHICAGC

:
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Coast Brevities

PatheNews

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Bruce AIcRae is cast in Principal
Pictures.
"Tiie World's a Stage," by
Elinor Glvn.

No. 61
Jack Conway
will direct Herbert
SEING
THE
MOON
THROUGH
A
M,(IMOTH
LENS — Views
through
the Rawlinson in "Another Man's Shoes."
woi's largest refracting telescope at Yerkes
01 rvatory.
Before starting work in the forthN/ZARO WINS THE "GRAND PRIX
coming Von Stroheim pictures, Mary
Dli FRANCE" — Fastest auto racers of
Free compete in 500 mile classic.
Philbin will appear with Lew SarHl.DS OF VARIOUS R. R. LABOR
gent in a one reel comedy.
TIDES CONFER WITH HARDING—
"Siority rights" the chief question in the
Burke Jenkins is working with
coi'oversy between the railroads and their
me they discuss the matter with the Presi- Frank Leon Smith on the continuity
de!
of the Ruth Roland serial to follow
Otr news as usual.

r^

ONE

INDISPENSABLE

FILM

"The Riddle of the Range."
Jimmy Bradford has joined the
local Paramount selling organization.
He is hitting the tall grass in South
East Missouri.
Lew Bent, who formerly traveled
for Metro out of St. Louis, lias joined
the Enterprise organization.

John J. Rodgers of Atlanta, Ga.,
has come to the St. Louis territory
Parsons to personally handle "I Am the
from J. Law," for Enterprise.

Parsons Buys in Renville

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

i'nville. Minn. — E. L.
laj taken over the Crystal
N.jloss.
I Carthage House Opens
[(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ijirthage, Mo. — A house, costing
jSCJOO, has been opened by W. S.
"ne.
It seats 1,000.
Lawton Orpheum
[Special to THE

FILM

Closed
DAILY)

Iwton, Okla. — Cones
and Owen
ia| closed the Orpheum
after a
ri;!of one week due to poor business.
Stanley Will Seat 1,200
|(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ijeasantville, N. J.— The Stanley,
m\\ William M. Hafner will build,
s I have a seating capacity of 1,200.
uild on Site of Burned House
[(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

iebster, Mass. — A theater costing
lOOOO is being erected on the site
f he Music
Hall which
burned

James M. Fidler, former city editor of the Hollywood News, has been
added to the Paramount publicity
department.
The

following have been completed and placed in the hands of the
film editors at Universal: "The
Flirt." "The Kentucky Derby," "The
Galloping Kid." Hoot Gibson vehicle
with Edna Murphv; Gladys Walton's
"The Girl Who
Ran Wild"
("M'liss"), and "Confidence," with
Rawlinson.
H. E. GAUSMAN
Hooker Plans Big One
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Long Beach, Cal. — Edwin Hooker
plans the erection of a theater and
hotel
Ave. costing $1,550,000, on Ocean

Making Appeal for Fair Play
Attorneys for Jack Pickford have
sent communications to the various
newspapers in New York asking for
fair play in connection with the Pickford-Marilyn Miller marriage and the
revival of the naval scandal in which
Pickford was involved. Pickford's
attorneys have in their possession a
letter from Sidney W. Brewster, now
retired but former judge advocate of
court, martial for the Third Naval
District, in which Brewster ofifers his
aid in correcting the erroneous impression which has been created as a
result of newspaper articles.
Under date of June 22 in a second
letter Brewster has written Pickford
hi which he says that instead of criticism ill connection with the graft
ring during the war, Pickford should
receive commendation for turning
over the evidence in his possession.
The latter's attorneys also have in
their files photographic reproductions
of Pickford's naval discharge in which
he is recommended for re-enrollment.

Fredericton House Nearly Ready
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. John, N. B. — The new picture
house being constructed at Fredericton, N. B., for F. G. Spencer, of St.
John, is Hearing completion and will
be opened in August, from present
indications. This house will show
straight pictures without orchestra.
It is expected that the new Bijou
in St. Stephen, N. B., will be ready
for opening in August. This house
replaces the house destroyed by fire.
It will play straight pictures.

Plan One for San Francisco
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco, Cal.— A house will
be erected by A. F. Rousseau and
associates.
Berbig Opens One
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pine Blufl, Ark. — A theater has
been opened
in the Kress
Building
by Fred C. Berbig.

Stampede!
mie HALF
Oliver Morosco

with WHEELEC^OAICM

AKT — "

DI^AMA
ACTION —liOMANCE— THRILL Sf
4 FIRSTNATIOSALATTRACTION

DREED*'

NOW our ON THE.

OPBM MARKET

ii

How Short Subjects
Aid In Program
Building
BY

Astor Will Cost $100,000
y Buys Bradley Opera House
Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

cumseh, Mich. — The Bradley
a House has been sold to F. H.
ru|by Ed Mark, who has operated
12 vears.
Franklin Changes Hands
[Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

entown. Pa. — The Franklin has
e^l sold
to Nicola
lacocca by
ge Waterboro. It will be reaped about Aug. 1st.
1 Convert Church into Theater
Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

/pany — The Lodge St. Building
oivill convert the church at Lodge,
irj and Chapel Sts. into a theater,
: Icost of about $100,000.
ew Owners to Rebuild Irving
;Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Si Francisco — The Irving will be
:bllt by the syndicate which has
Jtiased it and includes R. A.
[ceil, W. G. Bailey, Charles Moser
10 Mortimer Thomas. The new
ot- will cost about $150,000.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — The Astor, which the
LTnited Theater Corp. will build, will
cost $100,000.
Now
(Special

Showing Pictures
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

HUGO

McEvoy

Leaves the Waltham

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Waltliam, Mass.— Arthur B. McEvoy has resigned as manager of the
Waltham, to go to the Rialto,
Leominster. The Rialto is a new
house, seating 1,600, and is owned by
Mrs. T. A. McEvoy, his mother.
Will Attempt to Get Permit
(Special to THE

FILM

RIESENFELD

A feature article specially prepared

Cumberland, Md. — Films are being
shown at the Maryland during the
summer.

FOR THE

Program Building Edition

THE

OF

FILM DAILY

DAILY)

Oak Lawn, Tex.— L. W. Sharp
has applied to the City Commission
for a permit to build a theater. The
site is in a fashionable residential
section, and the question of whether
a house shall be erected there may
resuh in a wrangle.
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Putting It Over
Sunday's Issue

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Lei the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

increased his receipts approximsl,
$175 a day for the two day rur |
"Pay Day,"
The cashier's booth
converted
into a construction c|
pany's
office.Charlie
On either
side
a cutoutpay of
counting
money,
and on the walls the s
"No
Loafing,"
Wanted"
"No,
Smoking." "Help
In the lobby st
a cutout of Charlie holding his It
basket.
A real umbrella was fastt

_j
:
\
i
■\
1

Cincinnati — Additional interest in was presented with the doll on the
"The Crossroads of New York" was stage Saturday evening, while the
aroused here, when Wm. A. Clark, theater was jammed to the doors
the cutout's hand and by m
publicity manager for the Strand and with a large hold-out for the second to
of a hose, carefully concealed,
Roy H. Haines, First National ex- performance. The prize went to a water poured over the umbrella
change manager, put over an effective 12-year-old girl, who managed to dripped
off the edges.
During
tie-up with the Times-Star, which find as many as 6,752 words, and an- run a wagon with odd sizes of p:
other
girl
got
3,266
words.
presented a mimic comedy produced
paraded
the streets advertising
picture, and a cowbell and bass d; i
by local talent and titled "The CrossButler, Pa, — The Lyric and a local helped draw attention to the ballyl »
of Cincinnati."
As aroads result,
the picture and First hardware store tied up to present
National broke into the Times-Star each groom of the month with a
Terre Haute, Ind. — The use
daily for more than a week.
round-edge safety-razor, and each
An appeal was made through the bride with a rolling pin as part of telephone operators to annoi
"Smilin' Through," was given a :
newspaper for local amateur comedy
talent to participate in the making of the exploitation for "Is Matrimony angle when the picture opened
a Failure?" The safety-razor was run at the Liberty. Manager Br
the picture. They were told to re- being demonstrated in a corner drug
port at noon on a certain day at the store window, and the Lyric got a linger had a switchboard set up ;
prominent retail store window,
Strand, at which time and place the
display there. This window had two operators make the (
cast for the picture would be selected. good
In advance a little work was done, had a demonstrator who naturally there. The card in the window
drew crowds. It was all part of the
and persons of popularity and prom- exploitation arranged by Bill Robson, nounced that they -were announi
inence were induced to appear in the
that film, and during their inc^
Pittsburgh exploiter, who also re- bency of this prominent dis]
picture. Among them were the presipeated
him
stunt
of
tying
up
with
dent of the Chamber of Commerce,
space, a crowd gathered on the s
the marriage license bureau at the
the executive secretary of the Cham- court house. He put a sign up, stat- walk to learn what it was all ab
ber of Commerce and the head of
It wasadvertise
Brentlinger's
idea thatr
ing that during the showing of the could
his advertising
the Underwriters' Salvage Corp.
film each bride and groom c^f the along with the picture, and the I
Various points of interest were month
would be admitted free to the
St. Louis "U" Moves
used as locations for the film and as
ery Theater profited by his initial
theater
upon presentation of this for the attraction became a bywo
generous publicity was given every
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)*
marriage
license,
Robson
also
tied
St. Louis — The Universal exchange day to the parts of the story to be
will move into its new home, at 3324 filmed, hundreds of persons who up with the Buick Agency, who loanCatskill, N. Y.— Manager Ed £
ed a brand new limousine which they
Olive St, this week.
would not otherwise have learned of
dressed up for a wedding party with erstein, of the Community, triei
"The Crossroads of New York" fol- old shoes, rice, white ribbons, etc.,
stunt that's got the old photo-s
lowed the cameraman to the various
Berwyn to Have New One
It built patt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
locations, watched the shooting of the and a couple who looked as though gags licked a mile.
they had just been married. This age for "Her Husband's Traderaajl
scenes
and
catered
to
a
desire
to
see
Berwyn,
111.— A sum
of $100,000
have
their picti
paraded the streets before and during His townsmen
will be spent on the erection of a the completed picture. The local film the run. Rolling pins .were tied all taken with Gloria Swanson, and V ;
house at Elliot and Windsor Ave.
was shot in three days and was shown
on the screen within a week after around the marquee of the theater lace Reid, instead of getting a 1':
with white ribbon festoons and a
work had started on it, simultaneous- banner telling of the safety-razor and donkey
Will Spend Half Million
orSilberstein
posing before
canvas
shore,
tied a up
will!.'
ly with the Sennett feature.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the rolling pin souvenirs. To top it photo studio, supplying life-size i
of various
Paramc t
off, a man dressed as a farmer went ter cut-outs
La Porte, Ind.— About $500,000 is
Sandusky, O. — George Schade, around painting display windows stars taken
from
Paramount
s ;
to be spent on the erection of a 1,700
The novelty was in
seat theater by the Princess Theater manager of Schade's furnished an in- which were given for tieups. He and threes.
teresting example of decorating a drew a crowd — not with his paint
Co.
duced with tickets to see "Her K
theater front in holiday garb. The but by his antics.
band's
Trademark,"
thrown
in
Bern Buys from Faber
premiums.
The studios cames aci
only discrepancy was that it wasn't
a
holiday
really,
but
simply
in
honor
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
a co-operative
window
Des Moines, la. — In his all around with
the Elk's convention.
newspaper ad,
Catskill took to i
Mendota.
111. — John
E. Bott has of The
fact remained that it paid him, campaign on "Trouble," the manager
bought the Palace from John Faber.
as it will pay others to watch for of the Des Moines, used the street
these special events, because the ballyhoo of a laborer carrying two
Childress to Have New One
visiting
Elks came to recognize connected tin signs in the shape of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The first read: "Even
Schade'sentertainment.
as the gathering
for aa dumbbell.
Childress,
Tex. — A house
will be their
Dumb Bell Knows A Good PicTheplace
double
built by Phipps and Layton.
sized lobby card was hung under the
ture when He Sees One." The secmarques, facing three ways, and the
Will Build in Dinuba
ond followed up with: "He Says It's
An established financt
roof was decorated with flags and Jackie Coogan, etc." The dumb bell
bunting.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
lived up to his name by refusing to
organization, adds a specia
answer any questions and simply
Dinuba,
Cal. — J. B. Williams will
erect a theater costing $150,000.
department catering to the
sign upon being inBrockton, Mass. — More than 300 pointing to the
terrogated. The newspaper display
motion
picture industry
children
under
12
years
were
inWUl Be Ready Sept. 1.
ad: "Don't go near the window at
Offers a confidential, simph
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
terested in the Rialto and "Beauty's
through the prize contest 607 Walnut Street, or you'll run into
Humboldt, S. D.— Work on the Worth,"
conducted by Manager J. J. (Tahill, 'Trouble,' " attracted attention and
and efficient service to proOpera House will be completed in the Brockton Enterprise Newspaper directed inquisitive people to a window
display
of
Jackie
Coogan
clothes
ducers, distributors anc
time for it to open about Sept. 1st.
and John McConville, Paramount ex- that had been made into a tie up.
ploiter from Boston. The contest
theatre owners. Only legitLarge House for Detroit
consisted of making the greatest The Des Moines Capital sponsored
an
essay
contest
on
why
one
liked
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
number of words out of the letters
ered. imate propositions considDetroit — It will be possible to ac- spelling "Marion Davis — in 'Beauty's Coogan in the film, and inasmuch as
participation necessitated a trip to
commodate 3,600 in the new theater
which is to be built at a cost of
All the children were assisted in the theater, the Des Moines gained
CHROMOS
TRADING CO.
1123 Broadway
$2,000,000 for the Northwestern rnaking "up their lists by brothers,
by
it.
Worth,' and parents, so that the stunt
Building Corp., at Grand River Ave. sisters,
and West Grand Boulevard. Stores was productive of interest and the
Suite 616
'Phone Chelsea 8Z84
Augusta,
Ga. — At a cost of $15,
and offices will be included.
title widely circulated.
The winner I Manager F. J. Miller, of the Rialto,

FINANCES for FILM
ENTERPRISES
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News ofMondthe
Week
ay
in Headlines
I'cix creates special sales force to liandlc educatlonals.
Release one a week. One hundred ant! twenty features to be re-edited.

Price 25c.

Tuesda
St.service.
Louis M. P. Exhiliitors'
League
votes against Hoy
y

Film and Film Folks, Inc.

West

anu

44th

film

St., New

folks,

York,

N.

Y., by

inc.

jDsrph

( )riginal draft on free screen ainendincnt to Missouri
constitution voted down.
Compromise looked for.
John D. Clark succeeds Gerald Akers as assistant sales

Terms (P.^'ag' trer). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
$10 00 one year, 6 months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00 Foreign, $15.00.
Suhscrihers
should
remit with order

manager at I'^amous Players.
Northern California exhibitors form Western
Film Exchanges, Inc.

Daiiiienherg.
I'resiileiii and Kditor ; J. W. Alicoate,
Treasurer and
l»usintrss .M-itiaKcr ; J. A C'ron. Advertising
Manager
Fntrreil
as secomlciass
maiit-i
May
21,
1918,
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office at
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St..

La\\\ ers conferring on standard contracts.
Charles R. Rogers resigns from F. B. O.
Wednesday

Hollywood, California:

Harvey E. G;iusiiian. 6411 Hollj wooji Blvd. I'hone,
Hollywood
1603.
Chicago
Renresentative : Irving Mack,
808 South
Waliasli
Ave
London
Ktprescnlaiive :
\V
A
Williamson.
Kmenialograiili
Weekly.
85 Long
Acre, Londun.
W
(. , 2
Paris Kriireseiitative
I.e Film. 42. Rue de Clichy,
Central
Kuro|jekn
Kci'rcscniaiu c .
Internationale
Filmschau.
Prague
iCzfcho Slovakia). Wcnz* Ispiatz.

'I". (). C. C. may renew pact with Floy, after securing
certain modifications in rulings.
.Arrow Exchanges, Inc., and Elk Photoplays fined for
violation of state censorship laws. First National
Exchange gets suspended sentence.

Features Reviewed
Dorothy Phillips in
Holubar Prod. — Asso.

GAL
HURRICANE'S
First National. .. Page 2

THE

Harry Carey in
Film Booking Offices
Marie Prevost in
Universal
Dustin Farnum
Fox

KICK-BACK
Page 3

MARRIED

THE

Operators and T. O. C. C. still conferring on newwage scale.
Thursday
Palmer Pliotojilay Corp.
to enter production.
Teclmicolor M. P. Corp. demonstrates new color process at Cameo. William Travis Jerome, Pat Casey

FLAPPER
Page 5

and James B. Colgate and Co. interested. One picture made with it by Joseph M. Schenck.
Censorship looms up in Georgia.

BOUND
Page 6

"Black Beauty" trial up before Federal Trade Commission August 2.

OATH

in

States

Warner

BORDERLAND
Page 7

Agnes Ayres in
Paramount
THE
Zena Keefe in
Arrow— State Rights
Marion

Davies

in

Cosmopolitan

BROKEN

THE

SILENCE
Page 8

YOUNG

Prod. — Paramount

9

Franklyn Farnum, Shorty Hamilton and Al Hart in
THE ANGEL CITIZENS
Page 10
W. M. Smith Prod.— State Rights
Hamilton Theatrical Corp. presents
THE MYSTERIES
••
Paramount

Current Releases

Some

Short Reels

M. P. T. O. to form music department.
t(j fight American
and Publishers.

DIANA
Page

Bros, sell fall output to A. M. Fabian, Independent and Franklin Film.
^"organization
Hays
'"'^^-confers on extension of F. I. L. M.
Friday

OF INDIA
11
Page

Society of Authors,

Determined
Composc^rs

Asta Films attack industry at large for failure to land
"Hamlet" on
fute charges.

Broadway.

Broadway

managers

re-

[. R. Bray to make two series of pictures for Hodkinson. Pathe gets two reel "Snub" Pollards and "Our
Gang" series.
Signing of standard contracts
hinges
around
legal
o])inion of certain clause involving arbitration.
Love Lace Prod, to film three William Hurlbut plays.
.American Releasing to Saturday
open 10 more exchanges.

Page 12

Page 13

Decided impression made by Will H. Hays on coast.
Extensivelv feted.

'Pardoning the had is injuring the good'' — Benjamin Franklin.
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A Fine Entertainment and One of the Few Good Ones
Dorothy Phillips in
"HURRICANE'S GAL"
Allen Holubar Prod. — Asso. First National
DIRECTOR
Allen Holubar
AUTHOR
Harvey Gates
SCENARIO BY
Harvey Gates
CAMERAMAN
Bryan Haskell and Wm.
McGann
AS

A WJIOLE

A fine entertainment and excellently produced picture; well worth seeing
and one of the few good ones
STORY
Contains interesting situations and
good
dramatic
moments;
unusually
well
handled
DIRECTION
Skillful and intelligent at all
way
times; gives story an Al production in every
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
STAR
Attractive, photographs beautifully and
does her best work in quite some time
SUPPORT
Wallace Beery always a good performer; Robert Ellis first rate leading man; a
marvel of a baby and a clever monkey deserve
mention
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Delightful marine views
Good
Good
OF

STORY

Daughter of con-

traband goods smuggler, carries on father's
work until love reunites her with sweetheart
she believed had exposed her to the law
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,944 feet
Allen Holubar's latest production starring Miss
Phillips, is one of the few current releases that are
well worth seeing and anyone who appreciates a good
picture will surely want to see "Hurricane's Gal." It
isn't so much the fact that Holubar had a whopper
of a story when he went to work on it, but it's what
he has done with it. He has provided a production
that not only classes him as a skillful director, but

displays just plain intelligence in the handling of what
are sometimes just ordinary situations.
Harvey Gates' story gives Dorothy Phillips a role
not a great deal unlike that which Dorothy Dalton had
in ''Moran of the Lady Letty." She is a sort of feminine "Sea Wolf," rules her crew by right of will,
and dares the revenue men who watch for vessels
transporting contraband goods. Miss Phillips, with
her hair bolibcd. is ideal as Lola. She is tempestuous
and calm in turn and both in the scenes where she
dominates the mate and the rest of the crew, as well as
those in which she fondles the babe whom she finds,
she is appealing and thoroughly convincing.
The supporting cast is a good one. Wallace Beery
always makes a great villain and he's never more at
home than when he's carrying on his treachery aboard
ship. Robert Ellis does very good work as the hero
and Gertrude Astor is satisfactory. A good bit is
done by William Fong, the cook, and genuine heart
interest touches come through the appearance of
eleven months old Elliot Howe, a truly wonderful
babe. A clever little monkey contributes some of the
comedy business, particularly where he steals the
baby's milk and drinks it.
There is some fine action in the picture, especially
in the sequences aboard the sailing vessel. There are
fights, the shipwreck and the storm that brings the
story to a climax. The storm scenes are unusually
realistic and well done. The cameramen have certainly done fine work in every way. Some of the marine
views are really beautiful and one or two wonderful
sunset effects. The airplane shots are the real thing
and wholly interesting.
Story : Lola inherits the ship which her father had
used for smuggling and continues in the illicit trade.
On one journey she finds O'Connor, a stowaway,
aboard. The boat is wrecked by revenue officers whom
Lola believes were warned by O'Connor. She assumes
he went down with the ship and her conflict of love
and hate for the man is finally overcome by love when
she eventually finds him alive.

If They Want Good Pictures, Here's One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The above is only a meagre outline of the plot of
"Hurricane's Gal." There is a great deal more to it
and much more interesting than space will permit a
description of. It is a picture that you can put down
on your list right now and if your folks aren't satisfied
with it, there's something wrong with them, not the
picture.
"Hurricane's
Gal"" contains action, heart interest.

romance and thrills — everything that goes for good
entertainment and as far as production is concerned,
it ranks with the best. You can make promises and
feel sure the feature will bear them out. Promise a
fine performance from Dorothy Phillips and do your
best to get them in. They'll surely be satisfied. A
trailer would be certain to bring them back. You
won't go wrong in booking the picture.
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Good Action and All Around Satisfying Western
Harry Carey in
"THE
KICK-BACK"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR

Val Paul

AUTHOR

Harry Carey

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
De Grasse
AS A WHOLE

George Edwardes-Hall
William Thornley and Robt.
Good desert western that should

go big wherever they like either the star or
western pictures in general
STORY
Very suitable vehicle for star; plenty
of action of the sort that carries suspense and
usually draws applause
DIRECTION
First rate; just a bit slow at first
but builds towards exciting
finish that will
please them
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Punishes the villains that plot against
him as he never did before; does his usual good
work
SUPPORT. .. ...Henry
B. Walthall and Chas. LeMoyne good as the bad men; Ethel Grey Terry
fair as Carey's sweetheart
EXTERIORS
Appropriate; some fine long shots
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Herdsmen

Ample
plot to

secure ranchman's place which contains coveted water hole, but are foiled in all their schemes
LENGTH
OF
PRODUCTION
5,260 feet

The one feature that is always obvious in the stories
that Carey writes for. himself is that he never strives
to make a great hero of himself through the rescuing
of others. It is mostly a case of saving himself from
those pkitting his ruin. There is one rescue in this in
the climax where the villain is kidnapping Harry's girl
and hero rescues her. But this is one of the bits of
action that will please them.
Val I-'aul has gotten a good deal of suspense into the
picture and succeeded in keeping the spectator in ignorance as to what will happen next. In this way the
interest is well sustained and he works tcnvard the cli- .
max gradually and with increasing speed, but you
don't know until the very last minute who will be the
victor. In spite of the fact that in reality you haven't
a doubt but what Carey will win and everything will
end sweet and pretty, you are kept guessing. Paul
has done very well with the story in distributing the
action once he got started. He takes a little while to
get into his plot at first, but once he docs, it moves
along at a good pace.
Carey's escape from jail will surely get over. He
uses a ruse to bring the keeper into his cell so that
he can knock him out and escape. Also his second
escape furnishes a good thrill and the entrance of the
U. S. troops gives it a patriotic flavor that will be sure
to get applause.
Story : White Horse Harry refuses to sell his rancli
to .Aaron Price, who is anxious to secure it because it
contains a water hole. Price decides to take it away
from Harry and when the latter takes his cattle across

"The Kick-Back" is a thoroughly satisfying western
picture that will go big with the many ardent admir-

the border, he is jailed for having forged permits —
the work of Price. After a certain length of time Price

ers of western subjects and the star's following. Carey
has written the story himself and he knows best what

puts in a claim for Harry's property, l)Ut Harry, his
escape aided by a little Mexican girl, returns and kills

Price's accomplice. He is jailed, but his sweetheart
he can do and what he does best, so it isn't strange that
heli)S him to get away. She is kidnapped by Price,
in "The Kick-Back" he has a role that suits him particularly well and supplies him with the right kind of but Harry follows, rescues her and Price goes to his
death when his machine topples of? the cliff.
opportunities.

Play Up Star's Name and Appeal to Western Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
in your notices and
• Here is a good bet for all the western fans and for Use Carey's name prominently
a trailer which
them
show
to
idea
good
a
l)e
would
it
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/would include the shot where Walthall pushes Carey s
ern pictures or know they like Harry Carey, you can ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ .^ grasping and sends
him into
be sure you will please them with "The Kick-Back.' ^^^^ ^^^^^j below, or else the one in which Carey resYou can promise plenty of good action, enough fights ^^^^ ^i-,^ gi^j f^om Walthall.
You can promise them
thrills.
rate
first
several
and
anyone
satisfy
to
a good live western and they won*t go wrong on it.
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Offering That Should Please Them

Marie Prevost in

vehicle for Marie Prevost and gives her a role that she

MARRIED
FLAPPER"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Stuart Paton
AUTHOR
Bernard Hyman
SCENARIO BY
Doris Schroeder
CAMERAMAN
Jackson J. Rose
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing light entertainment
that has well sustained interest and appealing
star
STORY
Up-to-date
comedy
drama that gives
star ideal role; affords good amusement
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; story moves
along
in even tempo with auto race working up to
climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good

knows how to handle. She's just as appealing in this
and wears some more good looking clothes; is well
photographed and pouts just a little more than she
should in close-ups. Kenneth Harlan is a new leading
man for the star and well suited. Philo McCullough

"THE

STAR

Does good work and is splendidly photographed
SUPPORT
Kenneth Harlan well suited to role

of flapper's husband and Philo McCullough convincingly villainous; Lucille Rickson in a
grown-up part
s
EXTERIORS
Good; especially those of race
track
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young girl follows
example of a married flapper and gets herself
and her model into plenty of trouble
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,862 feet
Most of the recent Marie Prevost features that
Universal has been releasing have provided a first
rate light, and suitable summer entertainment. "The
Married Flapper" is another that fits in admirably
for your hot weather program. It is bright and contains enough so-called "pep" to make it a thoroughly
pleasing number and it is the sort of material that is
particularly well liked by the younger element — the
"flapper" crowd.
Bernard Hyman's story makes a fully appropriate

is the young wife's tempter and convincingly so while
Lucille Rickson gives up her "kid" role and becomes
a sub-flapper for the occasion.
The cast is a good one.
There are some familiar situations that are nevertheless interesting and well handled. The idea of the
wife endangering her own happiness to protect the
name of her husband's niece is one of them and the
auto race which makes up the climax, is not a new
one either. It is highly improbable that a girl could
compete in a big race without someone knowing it at
the start but anyway it furnishes a pretty fair thrill
and gives the director a chance to work up a bit of
excitement for the conclusion. Universal takes the
opportunity to advertise its weekly by having the UniAcrsal Weekly man photograph the girl driver after
siae wins the race.
Stuart Paton gets the most out of the situation in
the climax and brings about the happy ending without
beating around the bush. The scenes on the track
are very good and the cameraman has gotten in some
interesting shots.
Story: Pam Billings is "The Married Flapper,"
her husband being Bill Billings whom she adores, but
insists that she retain her numerous other friends.
Bill loses his money but Pam is not a quitter and they
plan to earn their own living. Bill trains for an auto
race in which he hopes to win $25,000. Meanwhile,
Kingdon, an admirer of Pam's persuades her to join a
party and when she refuses, invites Bill's young niece,
a flapper who aims to pattern herself after Pam, to
his apartment. Pam follows to take the girl away.
How Bill finds Pam at Kingdon's and how Pam later
wins Bill's race for him because his arm is broken in a
fight with Kingdon., and they live happy ever after,
completes the story.

Exploit the Title and It Should Bring Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can be quite certain that your folks will like
this one. If you have shown them any of the star's
recent features and pleased them, you won't have any
trouble satisfying them with this one. Just use her
name prominently and display plenty of stills in the
lobby. Tell your women patrons she wears some
more pretty clothes in "The Married Flapper."

The title is a good one and should prove a very
popular one. It can be effectively exploited and you
can be assured your own local "flapper" crowd will be
on hand if you broadcast the name of the picture and
the star. Catchlines can be used and there are plenty
of exploitation stunts suggested by the title. You can
have your ushers, if girls, togged in flapper attire,
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Snappy Action Saves Unconvincing Production
Dustin Farnum in
"OATH

BOUND"
Fox

DIRECTOR
Bernard Durning
AUTHOR
Edward J. LeSaint
SCENARIO BY
Jack Strumwasser
CAMERAMAN
Don
Short
AS A WHOLE
Plenty of action though at times
quite confusing and compHcated without reason.
Some thrilling marine shots
STORY
Not over original and contains usual
film
situations. . . Keeps
offering
in average
class
DIRECTION
Does well with material at hand
but loses ground in attempt to make mystery
and conceal identity of thieves
PHOTOGRAPHY
Uneven.
Some shots out of
focus and some splendid motor boat and yacht
racing scenes
LIGHTINGS
All clear
STAR
Hampered by story.
Has had better
SUPPORT
parts
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Adequate
Very good
All right
Good
OF STORY
Millionaire discovers that his own brother is connected with

boat robberies and his wife's brother proves his
innocence by showing his secret service badge
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,468 feet
"Oath Bound" takes its name from the fact that the
young wife in the ofifering has sworn not to disclose
the information that her brother is in the employ of
the secret service. This leads her husband to suspect
that both his wife and her brother are connected with
the gang of river thieves. Circumstances only complicate matters but in the end all 'is cleared and the

Sunday, July 30, 1922

From

Average Glass

iM'other of the rich man is discovered to be aiding the
gang. The weakest point in the whole production is
the oath ; for as both her brother and husband were
anxious to capture the thieves the knowledge of her
brother's identity would only have aided the capture
and spared a lot of unnecessary complications.
Lots of action and a constant shift of scene help
hold the attention. In fact the plot and acting are
secondary to the motor boat and yacht races. Director Durning kept things moving at top speed and did
fairly well with tlie material at hand. He scored best
in the action scenes but did not help simplify the story.
He too thought it necessary to hide the fact that the
rich man's brother was a thief and make you believe
that his l)rother-in-law was a criminal. Not an atom
of suspense would have been lost if the audience were
put wise. And had this been done a lot of confusion
would have been avoided.
Dustin Farnum hasn't a very important role to play
and does not come out very well in the end. He is
brave and strong and has all the other earmarks of
the typical hero but is 1)ad^ misled in the matter of
judgment. He suspects his innocent wife and her
1)rother while he fails to l^elieve the guilt of his own
kin. The sudden twist at the end causes the hero and
his hired detectives to appear very fooHsh. He is supported by Ethel Gray Terry, Fred Thomson, Maurice
Flynn, Norman Sclby, Eileen Pringle and Bob Perry.
The entire cast do good work but a greater contrast in
types would have reduced the confusion.
Story : Rich man who owns a transatlantic line
is greatly disturbed by thieves who rob his boats. A
private detective gathers evidence that implicates his
wife and brother-in-law. The young wife being under
oath refuses to tell anything regarding the thieves.
An exciting chase, using fast motor boats and a hydroplane, discloses the fact that the rich man's brother
has been aiding the thieves.

Action Scenes and Boat Races Will Please
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The action scenes and the boat races are certain to
please any audience. Use Farnum's name but do not
promise too much in the way of a story. It might
also be well to explain the title so that your public
are not led to expect a production Iniilt upon the lines
of "Earthbound." Tell them a little about the plot
so that they may know what to expect.

A trailer showing the motor. boat races and some of
the yacht scenes will help attract and advertise the
offering. Use stills, posters and catch lines containing the title of the picture. Although there isn't very
much of a story to brag about there is plenty of action
that should hold and satisfy the greater majority of
your patrons. The action is your best talking point.
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Star Plays Three Roles in Offering That is Novel Though Morbid
Agnes Ayres in
"BORDERLAND"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Paul Powell
AUTHOR
Beulah Marie Dix
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
Harry Parry
AS A WHOLE
Well staged production based
upon morbid theme.
Star and direction good.
Some very unusual and artistic shots
STORY
Has hardly enough material for a feature production.
Main action takes place in a
flash-back
DIRECTION
Splendid at times but allows
things to drag badly
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good. .Some splendid
photography
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Does good work in triple role representing characters of several generations
SUPPORT
Good throughout.
Cast includes
Milton Sills, Fred Huntley and Bertram Grassby. Attractive children do some very natural
acting
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
run away
she hears
LENGTH
OF

Good
Well furnished
Adequate. .Titles a bit too preachy
OF STORY
Woman
about to
with lover comes to her senses when
the tragic story of her grand-aunt
PRODUCTION
5,486 feet

"Borderland"' takes its title from a place where restless spirits of the dead travel on and on throughout
the ages. The evil 'may not rest, nor may they take
comfort in death until their unfinished work on earth
is done.
The star takes the part of the restless spirit

who desires to warn her less experienced grand-niece
and prevent the latter from running away with her
cousin-in-law. But in turn she also plays the parts
of the niece and grand-aunt.
While the story does not contain enough action for
a full length feature it nevertheless has many points
of interest. Great care was paid to detail and little
touches giving the production as a whole, finish and
smoothness. The screen technique is good and all
loose ends have been gathered up, but some of the
detail is a little overdone and, having very little bearing upon the story, is only apt to divert the attention.
The barn dance is one of the scenes that could stand
a little cutting. Its purpose is only to show that the
servants were not home when the fire broke out. One
or two flashes would have been sufficient at this point
in the picture. Several other places could with advantage be taken up.
Director Powell has done well with the material at
hand. He has held his players in check and achieved
some very pretty scenes with the child actors. His
footage ran a little long but that should have been
corrected in the editing.
Agnes Ayres is well suited to the complicated triple
role that she takes linking two generations together
in similar situations. Her work is satisfactory throughout. The entire cast is cooperative and plays with re-'
straint. Both the photography and lighting are well
up to Paramount standards.
Story : Young wife in love with her husband's
cousin, decides to elope. On the "Borderland," however, wanders the ghost of her great-aunt, who paid
the penalty of a similar mistake with her life. Through
the medium of an old servant the spirit tells the story
of her tragic elopement just in time to prevent another ruined life. The young wife gives up her lover
and returns to her husband and child.

Star's Name and Ghost Theme Should Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Agnes Ayres has a large following and her name
should be used in your advertising. Tell them that
the star plays three different roles and that the picture
contains two separate stories of two generations. Lay
stress upon the supernatural but do not lead them to
expect that this is another "Miracle Man." for it is not.
If you use catch lines you might ask : "Can the dead
See how the ghost in
communicate with the living?

'Borderland' warns her niece." Do not promise too
much in the way of a story but treat the picture more
as a novelty and you will have little difficulty in putting it over. Talk about the children and promise
them splendid kid stuff, for in this they will not be
disappointed. You can also say that the photography
and special sets are well up to the Paramount standards.
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Story Holds Attention Throughout

Zena Keefe in
"THE

BROKEN
SILENCE"
Arrow — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Dell Henderson
AUTHOR
James Oliver Curwood
SCENARIO BY
Thomas F. Fallon
CAMERAMAN
Chas. Downs
AS A WHOLE
A fairly good northwestern which
holds the attention.
Contains plenty of action
and snow scenes
STORY
Well balanced and filled with incident.
Contains typical Northwestern material
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
Straight stuff
LIGHTINGS
O. K.
STAR
Does good work in active role
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Good snow shots
INTERIORS
Same old sets
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Love and duty
theme.
Old Indian confesses and saves brother
and sister and Royal Mounted
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,944 feet
"The Broken Silence" is one of James Curwood's
Canadian Northwesterns. It is filled with'action and
situations. It runs along smoothly and holds the attention up till the very end. It contains nothing very
original or novel but offers a satisfactory Northwestern a little above the average.
The interest is held by the action and situations. It
is difficult to foretell how it will all come out in the end.
The story contains all the necessary elements. It has
action, revenge, romance and a dramatic climax.
Added to this you have some good Northwestern out
door shots with j^lenty of snow and dog sleds.

Little time is lost between the situations. The
dramatic events follow one another in a logical and
cf)nsecutive manner. The atmosprehe of the Northwest is well represented and the steam that comes
from the actors mouths when they talk add the necessary feeling of cold to the picture. The dogs, sleds
and huts all add to the realism of the drama.
Zena Keefe does satisfactory work in a very active
role. In the cast are included Rol:)ert Elliott, Gypsy
O'Brien, Roy Gordon and J. Barney Sherry. Joseph
Depew does a fine bit of acting in a plucky little
juvenile role.
Director Henderson kept the action in the foreground but allowed his cast to overact. He has managed, to keep things moving and did well in his
choice of locations and realistic effects. The photograph}' is clear and for the most part straight stuff.
One or two long shots are recorded in an effective
manner.
Story: Cameron Bruce, an officer of the Canadian
Royal Mounted is in love with Jeanne Marat. Her
lirother returns home and tells Cameron that Jeanne
is his wife. He did this because many years ago
their mother and father were both killed by a Royal
Mounted ; and it is for this reason that the brother and
sister came into the wilds. The chief of the police
has long been troubled by visions of his evil deeds
and while confessing his crime to the priest he is
killed. Jeanne and her brother pack their belongings
and travel northward. Cameron is ordered to go get
his man. He is divided between love and duty and
helps them escape but all three are captured. An old
Indian then enters the post house and declares that he
did the killing. The Indian escapes and all ends
happily.

Will Satisfy Northwestern Fans.

Use Curwood's Name

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Broken Silence" is a little above the average
Mounted Police production and will satisfy those who

ing and the girl trying to separate them. Menticm
some of the members of the cast and tell them that

like Northwestern pictures. Use Curwood's name in
your advertising and exhibit stills and posters showing the snow scenes. These scenes should prove particularly attractive in the Summer months.
Give them some idea of the story but do not tell in
advance who killed the chief of police. If you show

ihe hero was torn between love and duty.

a trailer try and get the scenes showing ih.- dogs fight-

You can safely promise them a red blooded production that will hold the attention and prove a fairly
satisfactory entertainment. Decorate your lobby with
snow-shoes and other properties that indicate Northern wilds.
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Studio Production Built Upon Interesting Theme Fails to Satisfy
Marion Davies in

"THE
YOUNG
DIANA"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTORS
Albert Capellani and Robert G.
Vignola
AUTHOR
Marie Corelli
SCENARIO
BY
Luther Reed
CAMERAMAN
Harold Wenstrom
AS A WHOLE
Interesting theme of "Eternal
Youth" holds attention but fails to convince.
Very artificial; a studio production throughout
STORY
Has the typical Corelli combination of
science, imagination and romance.
Ending disappointing
DIRECTION
Good for the most part. Ice carnival scenes padded and not in keeping with
rest of production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very, good especially the
laboratory scenes.
All shots clear
LIGHTINGS
Good, but not over-interesting
STAR
Does fair work but is not at her best.
Wears many novel though unbecoming gowns
SUPPORT
Very good.
Cast includes Maclyn
Arbuffkle, Forrest Stanley, Gypsey O'Brien and
Pedro de Cordoba
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Over-decorated and stagy
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Scientist returns
youth to old maid who becomes rage of Europe
but is unhappy just the same. Happy ending
comes when you learn that it is all a dream
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,744 feet
"The Young Diana" has a strange combination of
old time Victorian chivalry and modern scientific romance. It is typical of Marie Corelli's novels with
plenty of imagination and the usual agreeable love
story. Marion Davies has a very interesting role.
Particularly effective is the change' of her makeup,
which shows her as an old maid after a lapse of 20
years.
The directors have procured some good results, but
the production as a whole is stretched beyond capacity
and not over-convincing.
It is ahnost entirely studio

Names

stuff, and while it has a good many romantic and mystic qualities, it is handled in a very realistic manner
The great point in the drama comes where the old
maid lias her youth returned to her through a scien
tific discover)-. The laboratory scenes are particular!)!
effective. Then comes the conflict between "The
Young Diana" and her former lover and she realizes
that the return of youth does not bring back her lost
happiness. The end of the production is very disappointing because it all turns out to he a dream. Dreams
make very effective material for the screen, but are
very apt to make the audience feel that they have been
tricked into believing something that is not so.
The directors have done some very good work in
handling a small but effective cast, but they have allowed alittle over-acting on the part of the star and
have also allowed her to divert the attention from the
story to her many curious gowns. The settings are
credited to Joseph Urban and he has secured some interesting effects, but they neither suit the story nor
the characters and for the most part they look the
paper and compoboard that they are made of.
Story : In an EngHsh setting, Diana May, the pretty
daughter of a social climber, is about to be married to
a titled naval officer. At a party the night before the
wedding, she sees her fiance leave the house at midnight with another woman. Believing this to be an
elopement, she faints. The rest of the story is what
she dreams. She dreams that twenty years have past
and that she has become an old useless spinster. She
reads an advertisement in a magazine and travels to
Switzerland, where she visits an old friend, a scientist, and here she consents to allow him to experiment
with his new light. The treatment lasts twenty-four
hours, after which her youth is restored. Then "The
Young Diana" becomes the social attraction of Europe.
She is torn between the love of her former sweetheart
and that of the Doctor, who has restored her youth.
The climax comes when she realizes that the return
of youth did not bring back with it the happiness that
she lost twenty years before. In the end she is awakened from her dream and her lover explains why he
ran out at midnight. The production ends with the
conventional wedding ceremony.

of Author and Star Are Your Best Drawing Card
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Young Diana" will certainly hold the attention
of any audience, but it is not likely to prove any sensation. Your best talking points are the author's name,
the star's name and the theme of eternal youth. The
strange mixture of romance and mystery -vill attract
many, but when they find out it is all a dream, they
will not be over-enthusiastic about it.

Behind this picture is the publicity of the producers, and al.-'O that of the Hearst newspapers.
You

know what the star has done for you in the past and
can let that be your guide. If she has a large" following in your vicinity you are very safe in playing this
one. This production will not add to her reputation.
Use stills and the effective posters that go with this
production. Also tell your women patrons that Marion Davies wears some very novel gowns in this offering. The cast is good and should also be mentioned.
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Rambling Story and Unconvincing Situations in Unconvincing Western
Franklyn Farnum, Shorty Hamilton and Al Hart in
"THE
ANGEL
CITIZENS"
W. M. Smith Prod.— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Francis Ford
AUTHOR
William Patterson White
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Slow moving western built with
typical film material
STORY
Filled with situations and the usual
fighting climax
DIRECTION
Average
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Uneven
STARS
Do the regulation western stuff
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Fair
INTERIORS
The same old sets
DETAIL
Poor
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Five outlaws kill
girl's father and secure the map of the lost gold.
Hero, reformed hobo and sheriff do a round-up
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"The Angel Citizen" just rambles along. It drags
along through the usual western situations. It is
sprinkled with a little riding, shooting, fighting, deception and the usual love interest. It contains very
little worthwhile action and the situations are far from
convincing.
No attempt was made at characterization or anything out of the usual rut. The stars compete with
each other for the center of the screen and manage
to divide the attention of the spectator.
As soon as

one theme is exhausted another is entered upon merely to give the necessary footage and hold ofif the final
climax.
Franklyn Farnum plays the role
chap who wanders west in quest of
loses his train at a junction station
pal a hobo who was thrown off the

of a young city
excitement. He
and takes as his
train. Together

they fight and defend the girl whose father has become the victim of bandits. To complicate the situations you have a stage robbery with the girl trapped
in the runaway coach, an eastern doctor who is very
jealous of his wife and suspects the hero, and a secret
map which shows where the gold is hidden.
Al Hart takes the part of the sheriff while Shorty
Hamilton does fair work in the hobo role. The girl
is played by Peggy O'Day.
The director failed to keep things moving in a set
course. The action seems to run all over the lot and
get nowhere. He has done fairly well with his climax
scenes and staged some good fights, but the moment
they are over the interest drops. The stcys have been
allowed a little too much overacting. The camerawork
has helped add realism to the climax scenes but the
sets and props have been seen too often in this type
of western to be of very much interest.
Story : Two strangers in town defend the girl from
the unwelcome attentions of the gang leader. This
starts a fight at a dance and leads to many strenuous
situations. The girl's father is killed and his secret
map is stolen. Then the two heroes are appointed
deputy sheriffs and the man-hunting scenes begin. All
ends well after the big climax which has been stretched
to the limit. The last shot shows the hero driving
awav with his bride.

Won't Do If They Like Live Westerns
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This production might have done for an average two
reeler but with all the padding and stretching it will
hardly do if your folks are used to good live westerns. The main fault of the production is the story.
It attempts many things and accomplishes very few.
The action is snowed under a mass of slow-moving
unimportant detail.
If the stars are well known among your patrons and
you decide to run this a,fter you have seen it first then

your best bet would be to use the stars' names but soft
pedal all the way through. Do not promise anything
in the way of a story for if you do you are likely to disappoint them. If you must say something then tell
them about the runaway stage and the fight scenes.
Use stills in your lobby and run a trailer showing
some of the climaxes. But above all see it first. You
know your people best and you will know exactly what
you can do with it after you have seen it.
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After the Fashion of a Serial.

Poorly Made and With Slight Appeal

Hamilton Theatrical Corp. presents
"THE

MYSTERIES OF INDIA"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
Not
SCENARIO BY
Not
CAMERAMAN
Not
AS A WHOLE
Weird, fantastic picture
likely appeal only to those with vast
tions

J. May
Credited
Credited
Credited
that will
imagina-

STORY
More of a serial thriller ; quite episodic
and unnatural
DIRECTION
Ordinary; provides elaborate settings and plenty of atmosphere but that is about
all
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Fair
PLAYERS
Represent such unreal and peculiar
characters it is difficult to judge their work;
Mia May and Conrad Veidt are the principals.
EXTERIORS
Too many
INTERIORS
Very stagy sets
DETAIL
Passable
CHARACTER OF STORY
Efforts of Indian
Prince to punish the man who stole his wife's
love and subsequent perils of many concerned
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,177 feet
People with extorted imaginations might fancy such
a story as that oflfered in the Hamilton Theatrical
Corporation's latest offering, hut it is quite doul^tful
if the normal mind will find much entertainment in
"The Mysteries of India." Probably those who favor
serials and are accustomed to things that are more or
less improbable will be equally pleased by the thrills
offered here even though there is seldom either sense
or logic associated with them.

Depends

Altogether

11

Upon

The picture is poorly constructed and considerably
below the standard of the better made foreign product.
A good deal of attention has been given where it is not
wholly essential and spared where it might have improved the offering. The director has provided numerous elaborate settings representing the palace of the
Indian Prince and so far as the spectator is concerned
they are possibly authentic and make the production
fairly spectacular. But if he had concentrated more
upon developing his story and showing some obvious
attempt to make his story even slightly plausible, his
efforts would not have been quite so in vain.
The story carries little suspense despite its mission
as a mystery and while the magic of the Yogi Ramigani may mystify, more often it has a tendency to
amuse, especially in instances where he merely has to
look at a telephone wire to cause it to break away from
the phone, thus frustrating the effort of the heroine
to communicate with the hero, and again when,
through the same magic, the tire rolls off the taxi and
once more prevents a communication of the couple.
There are several climaxes and the last is the least
thrilling. The hero has carried the Princess, whose
life is threatened by her jealous Prince, to safety across
a rope suspension bridge. Hero's wife is still on the
opposite side and instead of crossing the bridge to
safety herself and then cutting it to prevent the
Prince's troops from following, when she sees them
coming she remains on the danger side and cuts the
rope.
Such are the inconsistencies.
Story: Eshnapur, ruler of India, commands Langland, a chum from his college days, to build a tomb
in which he intends to imprison his wife for her unfaithfulness. Langland refuses and is held prisoner.
His sweetheart follows and after numerous adventures
the couple are reunited and the Princess makes the
sacrifice by jumping from the cliff.

the Glass You Cater To

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It is possible that there is a market for a picture

The exhibitor knows best what he can do with a

such as "The Mysteries of India" but it will have to be feature of this type and he is the only one that knows
with folks who are not hard to please and more likely ^.^ particular clientele.
Where
it .is to.• show,
the
with the cheaper class of audience that accept thrills,
, . ,
,
,
•
-.i title
•
,,
^ , .
.
,
^
^
can be exploited and any stunt advertising, either in
regardless of their nature, in preference to most anytj
The better class of the way of a costumed "Yogi" or teaser throwaways,
thing else you could offer them.
patrons, those educated to better pictures, will hardly should be enough to get them in.
accept it.
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Some Short Reels
Type

of

"Hope" — Triart
production

Productions — Hodkinson
2 reel

novelty

"The Stone Age"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy

"Hope" is another of the splendid series of Triart Productions inspired by famous paintings. The productions are artistic, well acted and ably directed. "Hope" is l)ased upon the
well known painting of the same name by George F. Watts.
Mary Astor plays the role of the beautiful daughter of the lighthouse keeper. She marries Pierre a fisherman and is launched
upon a life of care and trouble. Her father dies. Her husband's enemy steals into the tower and extinguishes the light.
She loses her home and is forced to live with her mother-inlaw. Pierre has gone to sea and the time for his return has
long passed. A child is born. — and hope alone survives. At
last Pierre's boat is sighted. The villagers run to the clifif in time
to see the boat take fire and sink. A small boat is quickly
launched and sent to the rescue but it returns without Pierre.
In the middle of the night the shipwrecked sailor clinging to a
spar is landed upon the beach. He staggers home and joins
liis little family. Hope has conquered. A good deal of attention has been paid to detail and atmosphere in this little
classic. The photography is very fine and the lightings are
interesting. The action moves smoothly and the direction,
which was done by Lejaren Hiller, is artistic and pleasing.

Here is one of the very best Hal Roach has done. Snub
Pollard plays a cave man role, and Marie Mosquini takes
the part of his wife. No explanations are needed. The picture tells the story. Snub drives down the main street in his
cart which is pulled by an Antediluvian rhinoceros. The
traffic cop stops him, and with the aid of a mallet and chisel
carves him a stone summons. Snub gets out of the difficulty
and climbs into his cave dwelling. Here the comedy is taken

"Hope" is well up to the high standard set by the former Triart
Productions, "The Beggar Maid" and "The Bashful Suitor."
It was well received in its premier run at the Capitol on Broadway and should do well anywhere, especially before artistic and
critical audiences.

any

"Record Breakers" — Sport Review — Goldwyn
Type of production
1 reel novelty
Here is another Sport Review edited by Grantland Rice and
Jack Eaton. This time the camera records college field events
and illustrates many of the sports in slow motion. High jumping and pole vaulting are particularly pretty when shown in
slow motion. The entire reel is full of action and holds the
attention from start to finish. Hurdling, relay races, broad
jumping, shot putting and throwing the hammer are all shown
in turn. The titles call your attention to the various twists ,
employed in executing the events. The photography is good
and the slow motion work amusing. The reel as a whole
m.akes a satisfying novelty that should do well on any program.

"Hello Mars" — Century — Universal
Type of production

up by Marie, who does the role of the caveman's wife. Complications arise with the janitor of the building and a fire in
Snub's apartment. The cave man's fire engine is very funny
and should bring more than one laugh from any audience.
Marie saves her own child from the fire, and the bad man
is driven into the woods by an elephant. Good natured satire
and special props prompt a good many of the laughs in this
novel comedy. The strangeness of the setting causes the
gags to take on a special humorous twist. The comedy business is all well done and will prompt a laugh a minute. The
picture was well received when shown on Broadway, and
wrung laughter from a hyper-critical audience regardless of
the hot weather. This one is a sure bet and will do well on
program.
"The Hour of Doom" — Universal
Type of production

2 reel western

Tom Santschi is the hero of this melo-dramatic western.
The story tells about a murder and a circi-mstantial evidence
conviction. The romance is between the innocent prisoner
and the sheriff's daughter. Tiie action comes w-hen, with but
a few hours to live, the hero is let oiu of jail by the sheriff's
daughter. He seeks real murderers but they escape. In the
meantime a mob attacks the sheriif for allowing the prisoner
to escape. The hero fails to capture the murderers and returns to jail saving the sheriff from disgrace. A minute later
a railroad detective brings in the real villains and the hero
is freed. The usual clinch closes the picture. Typical of
most of Tom Santschi's westerns, the action is good and the
direction well done. Whatever defects the production may
have are mainly due to the story and its development. The
good people are awfully good, and the bad men are terribly
bad in all of this series. There is no in-between. People are
beginning to desire to see things a shade nearer the reality,
with characters more human and heroes less goody-goody.

2 reel

Harry Sweet, Johnny Fox and .Mberta Vaughn are the
chief players in this Century Comedy. The comedy business
centers around a home-made aeroplane and a trip to Mars.
Harry and Johnny lose control of the machine and find themselves landed on Mars. They are surrounded by beautiful girls
and cave men. According to the laws of the land they are
unable to leave the planet before paying their income tax.
Johnny takes a job peddling goat's milk, while Harry becomes
a barber. In the end they discover that it was all a dream.
There are not very many gags in this Century comedy. It
depends mainly upon the novelty of the situations to gain
its humorous effects. Harry Sweet has done much better
work. The production, as a whole, will amuse hut mildly
and entertain only the less critical type of audience.

"Busy Bees" — Rolin — Pathe

1 reel comedy
Type of production
The cast of this Rolin comedy includes Sunshine Sammy,
Paul Parrott, Mark Jones and Ethel Broadhurst. The fun
comes from an escaped convict who sets loose a box of bees
and turns them upon an old fashioned camp meeting of colored
folks. Prison guards pursue the convict and discover his
disguise. A good many of the gags in this comedy have
been used before, but the comedy business is well done and
will bring more than a few laughs. Little time is lost between
gags and the whole production kept moving at a snappy pace.
It also contains some sure fire laughs which will please the
average audience.

Short Reels
"Two

Pathe Review No. 167
Type of production

1 reel magazine

A special feature of this number

of Pathe Review

is the

chapter called "The Dancing Climate," which show natives
of the Samoan Islands indulging themselves in exotic dances.
Large numbers of natives take part in these ceremonial dances
and keep step to a syncopated rhythm. The nature section
of this number of the review shows some close ups of the
trapper plant of South Africa. This plant lives by trapping
insects. Life on a barge forms an interesting chapter, while
the travel section takes you upon a personally conducted tour
to Yellowstone Park. Here hot springs and geysers are
illustrated. The review is filled with interesting subject matter, and will hold the attention of the average audience. It
is up to the high standard of the series.

Men"— Universal

Type of production

2 reel western

Tom Santschi is the star and hero of this melo-dramatic two
rceler. But this time he does not marry the girl in the end
but plays the role of the sacrificing ward who gives up his
adopted daughter to the man she loves. But before this climax
comes he saves the young man from an angry mob. The
girl does her part by nursing the young man back to health
and the bad man arrives just in time to allow the sheriff to
prove that he is the guilty person. This does not happen,
however, before he attempts to attack the girl and puts up a
stifif fight and thus supplies the necessary western action.
"Two Men" is built along regulation western lines and will
please Santschi's admirers and western fans.
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Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-PorkPhotoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies
(2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies
(1 reel)

FOX

FILM

EXHIBITORS

CORPORATION

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray
Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

W

W. HODKINSON

CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
The Basliful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World
(2 serials) ; First Series from No.
Second
Series from
No. 27 to No.
(each 1 reel).
"
reel);
1
(each
No. 26 (4
The Four Seasons
reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE.

INC.

Go Get 'Em Hutch
(Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop
Fables, 2/3
reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd reissues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel reissues
Pathe Review,
1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3
reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(15 episodM).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Kddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, EUceo
Sedgwick)
Comedies

(1

reel):

When

Eve

Fell,

No

License

'Billy

Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon
Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; "The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
IS episodes.

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)

Educationalof Specials:
The Race of 1 thereel;Age Babe
(Man Ruth
O' —War),
Art'
Diving
(Kellerman),
How 2 hereels;
Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics
(1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover
America,
The
Crater
of Mt. ]<atmai,
Dexie.
Skctchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

NATIONAL

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and JeS Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 epiaodes).

Star

Harold Lloyd Comedies

EDUCATIONAL

FIRST

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reel*)
Toonerville Trolley
(2 reels)
Henry Lebrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

LEVEY,

HARRY,

ENTERPRISES

Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King (^ole Comedies
(Bobby
Burns).
Kineto
Review
(Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramonnt-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel):
Paramount-BurUngame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De
Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount
Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary
and Cartoons
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reels)

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Infects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

PRIZMA,
(weekly).

26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the Unknown"
(5 reels)
Short Reel Music Film Product

INCORPORATED

\

INDEPENDENT
Kelcase Date

Footage

AFFILIATED
I Am

ARROW

The
Innocent
God's
Country

FILM

Cheat
and tlie

ARTCLASS

After

Six

They're

CORP.

Law

PICTURES

Days

AYWON

FILM

Oflf

J. STUART

CORP.

(Lady

Diana Manners)

M. J. BURNSIDE
Doodle J r
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.

Life's
Cap'n

The

Hidden

PHIL

Watch

Him

Step

Julius

Caesar

(Richard

PICTURES

CORP.

CORP.

SALES

CO.

4.951

4-16-22

5,000
5,800

2-19-22
4-30-22

LEE

Stockton)

& BRADFORD

PACIFIC

FILM

SECURITY

AYWON

FILM

B.

C.

FILM

SYNDICATE,

The Man
Worth
While
(Romaine Fielding)
The
Love
Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

NATIONAL

Star

Serial: The

8,807

3-12-22

PHOTOPLAYS,
in Half

Dramas

(2

EXPORT

is Arizona

AND

INC.

IMPORT

(Truman

FEDERATED

FILM

Van

FILM

FILM

3-5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

5,164
5,496

Jimmy

Callahan,

Dyke

and

CO.
Elinore Field), 15

EXCHANGE

MARKET,

12 2-re«ls.

GAUMONT

Mack

6-18-22
7- 2-22
—

COMPANY

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.

HORIZON

Norma
3-19-22
■
.

INC.

News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In t-he Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet),

HERALD

INC.

Talmadge

Reissues

JOAN

Moonlight

Knight, Full of Spirit, See

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

(each

FILM

10 episode*.

INC.

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
(2 reels): Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Isle.Why

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

5,800

PICTURES

PICTURES,

reels).

Jungle Goddess

INC.

(2 reels)

Banks
Comedies Scandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge.
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom
Boy
Comedies
(2 reels) : False Roomers,
Their
Dizzy
Finish,
Circus Heroes,
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles ol the Jungle,
IS episodes.

4.800
5 000
5,000
5,000

W. M. SMITH

PLAYERS

Monty

PACIFIC

PICT. CORP.

David
and Jonathan
Her
Story
The
Night
Riders
Brenda's
Heritage

SALES

(1 reel each).

Expose of Sawing a Lady

2- 5-22

5.800
5,600

CLARK

CORP.

CELEBRATED
Gump
(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

6,800

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

PROD.

CORP.

2 reels).

Star Ranch' Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

Western

CORP.

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

TRI-STAR

(each

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen
Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary
Pickford
Revivals.

■

5,000
4,314
5,000

RIALTO

CORP.

CORP,

PICTURES

Westerns

CO.

Squire Phin (Maclyn
Arbuckle)
The
Soul of Man
The
Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Oingle
Mr.
Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
the
Man
Who
Paid
,
The Country
Flapper
(Dorothy
Gisli)
The Wolf's Fangs
(Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night
(All-Star)

So This

15

episodes.

Point

PRODUCERS

SECOND

Series:

CLARION

CORP.

(Edith

Determination
The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man
(Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

RUSSELL

AYCIE

Success

C.

6,200

FILM

DOMINANT

Work

Girl From
Rocky
False
Brands
The
Forest
King

'

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

ARROW

The

J. W. FILM
Wife

15 episodes.

2 ■; 2?
7-16-22

CORP.

GEO. H. HAMILTON

a

Lincoln),

DISTRIBUTING

Tonight
7.00n
Kimljall ^'oun.e;) . 5,6110

Her
Royal
Love
Sold For a Million
Count
Cagliostro
A Daughter
of Kve
Should

(Elmo

ALLIED

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

4-16 22
5-21-22

PICTURE

HOWELLS

of Tarzan

3 26 22

4,548
.-6,000

Beyond

Give Me My
Son
In Self Defense

6,500

REELS-STATE
ADVENTURES

Adventures

BROS.

Gordon)

2-12-22

(Chic Sales)
FIDELITY
PICTURES

From

(Vera

5.748

INC.

PICTURES

HOUDINI

SHORT

Friend

5- 7-22

Nihs

Man

Best

5,000
4-23 22
5,000 4 23-22
Footage
Reviewed

4,800

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives
(Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigany
The
Fighting
Kentuckians
The

4-30-22

5,000

lUa/e Away
(Big Boy Williams)
The Trail of Hate
(Big Boy
Williams)

His

7,000

CORP.

KLEINE

EXCEPTIONAL

5-21-22

WARNER

Your

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank
Mann Comedies:
One every other week
(2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Norrhwood Dramas (2 reels): Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Kiiighi of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
lot a Soul, Beloved Brute, Ouicksands,
Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men, Tht
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Tliunderbill Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

DI LORENZO,
EQUITY

4,800

5,800

Talmadge)

Where
Is My
Wandering
Boy
The Wurklly
Madonna
(Clara

6-25-22
7- 9-22

5,000

GOLDSTONE

GEORGE

5.000
5,J32

PICT. EXPLOITATION

Man From Hell's River
Ridiu'
'rv'ild
Relcare Date

J 19 22

PICTURES

Light

5- 7-22

WESTERN

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reela), Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liquoruc
Lips (2 reels),

Greatest
Question
(Roy
Stewrt)
Kidd
(Eddie Polo) serial.

COMMONWEALTH

6,500

10,000

CORP.

BLACKTON

The Glorious Adventure
Yankee

Reviewed

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

FEATURES

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald
Hall)
5,000
Dazzling
Miss Davidson
(Marjorie
Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman
Loves
(Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
She Paid (Marjorie
Rambeau)
5.000
Mr«. BelUme
(Nance
O'Neil)
5,000

4-30 22

4-23-22

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey
(Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt CTwo-a-moBth)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent
Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy, each '/i reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope
Diamond
Mystery
(15 episodes).

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Irving Fitzgerald
Cummings
Cissy
Sacred Films

(1 reel)

CORPORATION

Series

SACRED

FILMS,

INC.

2,000
2,000 "^^

'
i
'

Have You Ever Noticed
How Many Times
jAe BRADSTREET

:8f«RE(0CMIZED

Authority

o/" FILMDOM

Is Quoted In
Motion Picture Publications

99

a

There Must Be a Reason

Over This List of Specially Prepared Articles
FOR

THE

Program Building Number

FILM

OF THE

DAILY

Music and the Films
Victor Herbert
Giving Comedies a Chance to Draw
A I Christie
The Moving Picture Theater of Tomorrow. . . S. L. Rothajel
The Value of Short Subjects in the Program. . Elmer Pearson
Merchandising Through the Box Office
Earl W. Hammons
The Prologue in the Case
Joe Plunkett
The Arrival of the Short Subject
Geo. L. Levine
How Short Subjects Aid in Program Building //m^o Riesenfeld
Short Reels Bring Patronage
Fred E. Baer
Applied Theories of Presentation
Edward L. Hyman
Photoplays and Music
Fred L. Miller
Short Reels Through a Minister's Eyes
Rev. E. B. Russell
Short Subjects
Mack Sennett
Etc. Etc. Etc.
And in addition a series of charts and release dates on all short
subjects — of inestimable value to the exhibitor.

Next Sunday

Don't Miss It

7Ac brAdstreet
oypiLMDO^

Authority
FORMERLY

Vol.

XXI

No.

Endorse

30

Monday,

Riegel

Ohio

Exchangemen
Agree
to Cooperate— Talk of Political Coup
in Columbus
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. — Twenty-five ex1 change managers, many salesmen and
exhibitors of Ohio, accepted the invitation of Vernon M. Riegel, head
of the Division of Censorship and
met in the house of representatives
chamber here Friday.
Riegel's two hour talk to the "distributors" was full of the words
"co-operation" and "get-to-gether."
Riegel, it will be remembered, is the
man responsible for the Riegel-Snow
^censorship, but at the meeting he
tendered the exchange managers the
olive branch.
Political circles here are rife with
the comment that the Ohio censor
ichief, on the eve of the August election used the motion picture men as
;political fodder. Riegel, a Democrat, has held office during the Re' jcivil
jpublican
Administration,
understated
the
service
rule. It is openly
pat the Republican Party holds him
responsible for the anti-censorship
wave.
At the conclusion of Riegel's adress, a gentleman
arose and adiilressing the censor as Prof. Riegel,
made a motion that the film men pass
i resolution thanking the censor and
ndorsing
his plan
of future
coiperation, and to the surprise
of
;nany spectators
and the press, the
xchange managers unanimously enlorsed the Riegel brand
of censorship. After receiving this endorseInent
Riegel's
ilm men
was: parting shot to the

July

31,

1922

In Gay Paree

Wild Life "Bunk"

Will Hays
Finds
No Evidence
of
Riotous
Living
in Hollywood
He Tells Commerce Chamber
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Los Angeles — Will H. Hays, after
a weeks'
stay in Hollywood,
has
come to the conclusion that the talk
about wild life in Hollywood is pure
"bunk."
He so told the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce
at a dinner
given to him
on
Saturday.
tS=
"The one bad influence in Hollyis talk,"
said Hays.
the
life of woodme,
I cannot
see the"For
horrors
of Hollywood. We must remove the
reason for lies about the industry.
Ours is a duty to youth. We are
not so much interested i'^tbe millions of dollars invested in the industry as we are in the millions of
children whose morals and education are invested in it"

If you can work here you're good. This is the place. Where
they take the hands off the clock. And the only ones who work.
Are slaves to the wheel of labor. Such as Adolphe Osso. Who
is so busy with Paramount. That he doesn't know anything else
exists. His office looks like an art gallery. And all of his force
talk English. That is essential. Because all the American film
folk. Insist on visiting his office. To kill time. And get
posted.
As to how Paris plays.
Osso's office isn't at all. Like the office he had in Broadway.
You'd never think he was the same boy. And he isn't. He's
married 'n everything. With a baby boy. Who is the pride of
La Belle France.
OTHER WORKERS
In the film vineyard: Leonce Perret. Who with Henri
Houry. Is working on a special. Old Tom Terriss. Who
broke Houry into directing. Called on Henri. And they went
Albert E. Smith Back
out and painted the town. Tom doing his famous Ainerican
Albert E. Smith and Mrs. Smith
specialty. Of drinking chocolate ice cream soda. But Houry Europe.
(Jean Paige), have returned from
was. And is. A real sport. He stuck to citron. Or what in
America.
Is known as lemonade.
Hot sports.
Federated Secures Hallrooms
Then another hard worker is Harry Reichenbach. Who is Coast
The Federated Film Exchange of
preparing to sail for home. Soon. Has a lot of stuff to develop. California has purchased the new
And you never can tell what his future plans will series of Hallroom Boys comedies
In America.
be.
from C. B. C.
Paul Brunet is occasionally in his office. But spends inost
Quality
Buys C.Film
B. C.'s
"Big Six"of
The Quality
Exchange
of his time in the country. In his chateau. Some reports circulating here. That Papa Paul may remain here for some time. Pittsburgh has purchased C. B. C.'s

BY'S PLAN
QUIMperfecting
plans. Which may result.
Fred Ouimby is busy
In his remaining abroad a year or so. He has an idea of making
productions abroad. With American stars and directors. Has
his first material as well. Now in Berlin. Talking things over
they may work
"But tomorrow I may have to re- with Dick Stanton. Who has a like idea. And
Eect every picture. I am not promisheard of some
also
has
Quimby
action.
of
plan
out a joint
bg anything."
other ideas. Inventions. And may work with them as well.
WATCH THIS ONE
IVpfel to Shoot
English
Exteriors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
There is a lot of talk here. Of a German invention. Which.
London — Oscar Apfel will shoot
If it does what is claimed for it. May turn things upside down.
xteriors for "Bull Dog Drummond"
J England. Hollandia Film is makAnd. If it gets in the hands of the wrong people. Cause all
:g the picture.
sorts of trouble. The invention is said to be a new process. Of
printing. By which dupe prints can be made. From prints.
Completing
MoorishDAILY)
Queen"
(Special to "The
THE FILM
Without the negative being used at all. And in addition. More
Paris — Word
has
been
received
prints can be made. From the first. Without any difficulty.
rem
Madrid
that
the
finishing
So perfect is the process said to be. That no one can tell the
ouches
are
being
put
on
"The
original.
From the duped.
loorish Queen," by Atlantida S. A.
This process, of course, would bring about a great saving.
he picture is founded on the opera
: the same
name.
Carmen
de In making prints. But the danger of such a process. Is surely
ordoba plays the lead in it. This
obvious. And in the hands of unprincipled owners. Might
reduction follows "La Verbena
de
play havoc. There is a tremendous amount of duping. Now
.(1 Paloma," which has been sold for
>outh America and France.
Forth— the Far East particgoing on. Especially in foreign countries
oming pictures of the organization
ularly. Imagine what this machine could do. If someone
"ill be "Carceleras," "The Bunch of wanted to play crooked with it. And there are some bad boys
loses" and "Los Guapos."

Price 5 Centa

(Continued

on Page

2)

series of six melodramas for Western Pennsylvania, Ohio
and
Ken-

-^?

Aywon Gets Anchor Product
I
Aywon has purchased the New
York and Northern New Jersey
rights to the output of Anchor Film
Dist., Inc., including four race-track
dramas and two Westerns.
Lunn Faces Suit Over Taxes
Schenectady, N. Y. — Mayor
George R. Lunn faces a court action
because of his failure to turn over
to the city the funds paid by local
exhibitors
the Child'swasWelfare Fund. toward
The arrangement
for
local theaters to operate if a certain
part of the proceeds was to go to the
city. About $8,524 is involved.
Announce Purchase of the Aldine
Philadelphia
— Official
ment was made
Saturday announceof what
THE FILM DAILY said was in the
last stages of negotiation a week previously that the Aldine. at 19th and
Chestnut Sts., had been taken over

by the Stanley interests.
The company
now
has the firstrun situation completely sewed up.

DAILV

In Gay Paree
(Continued
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
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Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
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Quotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod. l^V,
F. P.-L. ..82
1
do pfd-. .94
\G\vyn
.... lYz
Griffith
Loew's .... XSVi,
Triangle
World

ay.
82
94
TV%

Sales

llVz
....
81}^
....
94
7^
1,100
Not quoted
155^
Not quoted
Not quoted

15>^

Alexander Gets "Funnyface" Cartoon
Lou Rogers, of Rialto Prod., Inc.,
has arranged with .Alexander Fihii
for the latter to state right the
"Funiivface"
cartoons.
Close Redwood City House
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Redwood
City, Cal. — The California has been closed.
R. L. Jackson
has operated it.
Hale

Succeeds

(Special

to THE

Longacre
FILM

DAILY)

Wichita
Falls, Tex.— T. E. Hale
has succeeded
C. E. Longacre
as
manager of the Deal.
Plath
(Special

Managing
to THE

Queen

FILM

DAILY)

Abilene, Tex. — Hugo Plath has replaced R. P. Whitfield as manager
of the Queen, operated by Southern
Enterprises.

f^ditcatlcnxal

(PlcLua^

THG spiccorxm

R.-e U

STOP!

S

LOOK!

Pat. Off

LISTEN!

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
We furnish and guarantee complete
equipment for Studios or Liocations.

JOS. GELB COMPANY
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
A. L. Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1042
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ill tlii.s l)ii.siness.
Who
wouldn't
hesitate.
To do anything.
.Short of murder.
It they thought it could be put over.
Tliis i.-^ one of th.' tluugs the Hays organization.
Alight
well keep a weather eye on.
At this time it is e.xceedingly difficult to obtain a view of the machine.
But I understand the rights
for ICngland and France ha\e been disposed of.
ANOTHER PROCESS
For i)rinting. And developing. Has l)een perfected.
Germany. The American rights to it' have been obtained,
In
the story goes. By a syndicate of Americans headed by a big
So
department store man of Pittsburg. Named Kaufman. Who
claims it will revolutionize printing. In the States. Kaufman
knows little of the technical side of pictures. But the story
goes that the former chief technicians. Oi the old UFA concern.
Of Germany. Are interested in the invention. And claim that
it is perfect. In operation. Among the interesting and time
and money saving features. Of the process. Is said to be the
ability. To perfectly print and tone. Each successive shot. To
have it perfect. According to what the director desired. Incidentally the entire negative can be printed. So the story goes.
Without the reel e\er being opened. In other wt)rds. The
negative is placed in the process.
Unreeled.
The plan is to license the machines. Which can be erected
for very little. They will not be sold outright. Kaufman is
enthusiastic. Over the possibilities of the invention. And
claims. That several important American producers. Who
have seen it. Are anxious to obtain it.
ON THE BOULEVARDS
They are showing interesting pictures. Many old. .\mong
the newer ones. Is "Les Trois Uluminaries" — The Three
Candles — which is the ■ German made picture. Controlled in
America. By Weiss Brothers. Who call it "Destiny." It is
doing well.
THE LIFE IN STUDIOS
Over on this side. Would tempt anyone. To work here.
In France. In between the shots. They talk things over. W'ith
a glass of wine handy. In Berlin they have their beer. Always
near the piano. And the entire technical and directorial force.
Stand around. Enjoying their beer. While discussing what
ne.xt to do.
In America they have ice water.
Sometimes.
And like it.
LITTLE COMPO BOARD USED
In German studios. They have perfected an arrangement.
By which lath construction. Is covered with plaster. Said to
be tnuch cheaper. Than compo. And particularly good. For
exteriors. But just how that would work out. For interiors.
And walls of dining rooms. Or other rooms. Sounds difficult.
To American directors. Who have been told about it.
WITH
THE
TRAVELLERS
Albert E. Smith. Of Vita. And Mrs. Smith— pretty Jean
Paige— have left Paris. On to England. Sailing on July 22.
For home. Edgar Lewis. And Mrs. Lewis. Still tripping
around. With no idea of hurrying back. In fact Edgar may
produce over here. Tom Terriss also has the same idea. English capital interested. Bill Fox. And family. Still touring.
But will get home in September. Everybodv complains. Of
the high rates. Which Americans are being 'charged.
film
man asked me if all Americans looked like millionaires. A"They
must think so when they add up our bills" he complained.
Sam Morris is busy. Straightening out the contracts.
It
Made here.
For Elljay.
Says he is having a tough time doing
But is hard at it. As hard as foreign business methods will
allow. Over here they think nothing. Of letting a season s
crop of grass. Grow. In between doing things. Hurry. Or
what is known as American energy. Is unknown here. And the
methods of the attorneys. Oh, boy. How Nathan Burkan
would suffer! And Sam Spring? Well, Sam would just naturally die. That's all.
D.ANNY.

Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074
COLUMBUS
5430

MOTOR CARS
For Location

Blue Bird Auto &
Aero Service.
Jack Mandela,

$18.00 Per Day

Gen. Mgr.

FINANCIAL
AID plus
COUNSEL
An

organization

two-fold
sive
tion
finance

with

a

purpose and intenknowledge of the mopicture industry will
and advise with

producers, distributors or
theatre owners. All transactions confidential.

CHROMOS

TRADING

Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

1123 Broadway

CO.

Unanimously
Endorsed
The TUBE

SYSTEM of preparing positive prints is undoubtedly the greatest advance
toward perfection in motion

Technical experts who have
pictures.
critically examined the new
TUBE SYSTEM just installed
in our laboratories give it their
unqualified endorsement.
Every producer who wants the
best positive prints obtainable
should read what Messrs. Abbott, Keyser and McLellan say
about our TUBE SYSTEM in
their departments in the Motion Picture News, Moving PicWorld, and Exhibitors'
Trade ture
Review.
Better still, they should telephone Bryant 1939 and make
an appointment to visit our
laboratory and see for them- !
selves. Then they will understand how it is possible for us
to turn out such perfect positives at the low rates we charge.

i

THE ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.
120 West 41st Street
New York City
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On Broadway

Cohan — Not yet determined.

Apollo — "Silver Wings."
Aster — ''The Prisoner of Zenda"
Broadway — "The Storm."
Brooklyn Strand — "The Storm."
Cameo^John
Barrymore
in "Sherlock Holmes."
Capitol — Dorothy
Gish
in
"The
Country Flapper."
Central — House
Peters
in "Human
Hearts."
Cohan — "In the Name of the Law."
-Not"
Criterion — "Forget-Me
York — Today — Jack
New
Loew's
Holt in "While Satan Sleeps."
Tuesday — "Man's Law and God"
and "A Woman of No Importance."
Wednesday — Charles Ray in "Deuce
of Spades."
Thursday — Bert Lytell in "Sherlock Brown."
Friday — "The Loaded Door' and
"The Price of Youth."
Saturday — Grace Darmond in "The
Song of Life."
jLyric — "Nero."
Rialto — Betty
Compson
in
"The
Woman."
Bonded
"Her
in
Svvanson
Rivoli — Gloria
Gilded Cage."
Strand — "Fools First."
Next Week
.pollo — "Silver Wings."
.stor — "Prisoner of Zenda."
iroadway — Not \et determined.
"Hurricane's Gal."
Strand
jBrooklyn
,Cameo — Not
yet —determined.
jCapitol — Not yet determined.
([Central — Hoiise
Peters
in "Human
11 Hearts."

Criterion — "Forget-Me-Not."
Lyric —— "Nero."
Rialto
Gloria Svvanson in "Her GildRivoli ed— Cage."
Rodolph Valentino in "Blood

Appealed

ROTHACKER

to Hays

British Authorities Asked that Kitchener Film Be Kept Out of
This Country
(Special to THE

FILM

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, HI.
Rothacker-AIler Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

DAILY)

Washington — The British EmStrand
Not vet determined.
and —Sand."
bassy, it is learned, has made an un- 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831
official request to Will H. Hays to
Put On Finishing Touches
use his influence in keeping out of
(Special to THE
FIL.M
OAILY)
lliis country "How Kitchener Was
Port Huron, Mich. — The Desmond
a picture made in Engis being completed and is to open Betrayed,"
land, and the subject of a stormy
before long.
controversy there for some time.
From New York, word comes that
New Court Opens
J. Parker Read, Jr., has been named
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
American agent for the picture, with
Paris,
111. — The
new
Court
of the right to arrange its sale here.
which W. V. Keran is manager, has The story maintains that Kitchener
been opened.
was betrayed through the machinations of a German female spy, who
Ben Lasker Buys Easterly
used her wiles on a young British
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
officer, who t-ld her what boat
Chicago — Ben Lasker has pur- Kitchener was to sail on.
In the interim, United States
chased the Easterly from Mr. and
Mrs. Dirkes, and is now in charge.
Treasury officials have under advisement the question of whether or not
OLIVER MOROSCO presents^
the film should be allowed into the
Changes in the Northwest
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
country. It is held in customs in
New York at the moment.
Seattle — Wm. ("Billy") Green,
Pathe representative in San FranWorld Describes Illinois Process
cisco for two years, has been transThe Sunday World in some details
ferred to Portland. He handles
carried an article describing the new
short subjects.
Sidney Ward, owner of the Bell, synchronizing process for motion
with WHEELER OAK.MAN
in Springfield, Ore., has sold out to pictures and the voice developed at
THE LOVE DRAMA OF AN
the University of Illinois. A second
Mr. Ballinger.
INDIAN AND HIS MATE.
C. A. Swanson of Swanson & Pells, article written by the inventor exA f If/ ST NATIONAL lg'^**^t:^-ATTK AC T I O Kj
plained in part the technical angles.
who own a string of theaters in
Everett. Wash., has closed all but
three of liis houses for the summer.
Mary. Alden will appear in "NoNOW OUT ON WE
Nigh's first picture
The Orpheum, Everett and Star re- for Webertoriety,"
andWilliam
North.
OPEN MARKET
main open.

'"The

A HIT!

HALF

BIVEED"

41 Great Cparamount Q>ictures
Millions''
"Missby ing
Alice
By JackBrady
Boyle.in Directed
Joseph Henabery
Scenario by Albert Shelby LeVino
Released January 22, 1923
greatest story Jack Boyle
THE
about the most popular crooks
Boston Blackie and JNIary. Crammed
and excitement. Alice Brady was
charming.
4(

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

The

'The Dictator."
'If You Believe It, It's So."
'The Bonded Woman."
'The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
'Her Gilded Cage."
'Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
'Blood and Sand."
'The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"The Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."

ever wrote
in fiction —
with action
never more

The great cast includes David Powell, Frank
Losee, H. Cooper Clifife. Beveijey Travers, Alice
May and George LeGuere. Joseph Henabery,
maker of many Wallace Reid. Jack Holt and other
star successes, directed.

unced"
anno
up ever
great
Calif.
Stockton,
PARKER,
FRANKestC. lineWatch this space tomorrow for
No. 40

kgKKk^,', FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKV CORPORATION gJIWtel

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow."
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anr.T
Ascends."

No. 26.
27 "Clarence
"The Impossible
Mrs.
No.
"

Bellew."

No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.

28.
30.
31.
29.
32.
33.

"Ehb Tide"Sinped
Wings."
"Back
and Broke."
••
"OutcastHome
"The
Pride of Palomar."
"A Daughter of Luxury."

No.
No.
No.
No.
Xo.

34.
35.
36.
37.
,^S.

"Kick
InDays."
"
"Thirty
"A Spanish
Cavalier."
"Little Old New York."
"Making a Man."

LITTLE
FIRST

ADS

CLASS

'Mortal
Clay"
Will
Be
The Talk of the Season.

PUBLICITY SERVICE
for star or producer

HOWE

WITH

LESLEY

& CONLON

MASON

« LAUB

Experience in story and continuity writing, applied to film
editing and title writing.

FRAMES

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.
306 W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

NEGATIVE

THE
The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding
Bryant 5600

STOCK

OF

Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd

FIRST PRINTS

DIRECTORSSave money on your next

production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or inger
nuity ular,
canhistoric,
duplicate
— scenes
spectacscientific,
geographic.

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Directors make pictures, but Film
editors make suspense, thrills, laughter, and sales value.
We have edited and titled hundreds
of independent and foreign pictures.
GEORGE
MARTIN
and
JOHN

ILLUSTRATIOHS
AND

CARTOONS

Bill Pause
7IW.44TH.ST.
Ph.Vandcibilf 4551

THE

HIGHEST
of

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

136 LAUGH TITLES
m

"THE COUNTRY
fUPPER"
at

NATTEFORD

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

CAPITOL THEATRE
All this week
Were written by

JOS.W.FARNHAM
Title-writing and Editing
220 West 42nd St.
Tel. Bryant 2798
"See Farnham

"CAMERA!!"
"ACTION!!"
Action

DEVELOPING
and

on Your
Wants See

Ruby
Camera
Exchange
Bryant 0631
727 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

The

First"

Camera

Week

Bryant 2 1 58

729 - 7th Ave., N. Y.

The only "Process"

that has made

Right BygoodReading

THE FILM DAIL Y

tETTERIMC
LAYOUTS

Specializes exclusively in

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

Start

or

Ill Westchester Sq.

Purposes

We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY

New York City, 117 W. 46th St

For
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 9900

FILM

L'STAR LABORATORY, Inc.

PRODUCERS

GEVAERT
RAW

Clips

NEGATIVE

Capitol— "The Kick Back"
Geo. M. Cohan — "In the Name
of the Law"
Lyric — "Nero"
Apollo — "Silver Wings"
Central— "The Storm"

DISPLAY

Film

W. St.
J. MORAT
302 E. 33d
Vanderbilt 7361

Wm.

THEATRE LOBBY

Picture
For All

KASSEL LOBBY PAINTINGS

130 West 46th St.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

Film Editor
729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 8174

1608 Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

BIG THOUGHTS.

The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Evans Personal
A ttention Print:
Has been a big factor in
the success of the Evans
Film Laboratories.
Because of the
personal i \^
interest Evans Prints have j
always been the very best ij
prints obtainable.

Evans

Film

Laboratoric

418 W. 216th
St. New
Wadsworth
3443 York Ci'

S.MARKENDORFF
Theatrical Picture Frame Maker
Lobby Display Frames, Etc.
159 West 23rd St.
New York
Telephone 2483 Chelsea

J

J

7Ae BRADSTREET

of FILHDOM
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FORMERLY
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Price 5 Cent*
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Rights

iyman Winik
Plans to Distribute
Triangle Star Pictures in the
Fall
Hyman
Winik
stated
yesterday
at by virtue of a new deal with Tri
; igle, he had secured domestic disibution on a number
of Triangle
ctures starring Douglas Fairbanks,
orma Talmadge, Charles
Ray and
illiam S. Hart.
These are again
omised for release this fall under a
ne! plan of distribution.
Winik also stated that it was not
ue that he had turned over a cash
ttlement
to Triangle
to conclude
ly action brought against him.
He
aintained that there had been no
lit filed against him and said:
"If I paid any money to Triangle
settlement of a suit against me, I
!iid it in Russian money."
,In July,
Arthur
Butler
Graham
Ipted that Winik had followed the
lurse of action taken by the Aitkens
settling with Triangle
while the
se was on trial and that Winik had
rned over $14,000 in stock and $86,0 in cash and in notes, payable in
< months.
_ Triangle
refused
to comment
on
■■ 'inik's statement in any way.
Larry Trimble Here
Larry Trimble is at the Chatham.
fl|sfl^ new picture is about completed.
"Nero" Fiddlers At Fires
lYesterday
morning's onpapers
carried
fix advertisements
behalf
of
'?ero," in which
appeared
the folIving:
'For two thousand
years history
Is told of the musical accompani• nt rendered by the Emperor Nero
he Great Fire in Rome.
To test this idea, and to entertain
public of New
York
whenever
: re is a great fire, the Fox Film
< rp. announces that it has installed
i the lobby of the Lyric Theater,
c West 42nd Street, an emergency
c ps of first class fiddlers, who will
ripond to all fire alarms
in an
e ergency red wagon, and fiddle for
■ crowd whenever there is a big
1', just as Nero did in olden days.
; I'Now whenever
there is a fire,
; ^tch for the 'Nero' red wagon and
it: corps of special fiddlers; all fine
• ilers, with great bass violins, who
' 1 entertain and thrill the crowd
' enever there is a big fire.
The moment you hear of a fire,
laphone the Lyric Theater, Bryant
J,.6, and the 'Nero' fiddlers will remind as fast the emergency wagon
; \\ carry them. And while waiting
|i the fiddlers to play, stop in at the
ric and see 'Nero.' "

Ties

Up

With

"U"

Irving Cummings
to Make Pictures
for Company's 48 Feature List —
At Universal City
Universal has made an arrangement with Irving Cummings whereby the latter will make a number of
features for release through the
Laemmle organization.
Cummings is now at Universal

Hearing Today
The One Shining Light
Nell Shipman
Prod.,
Spokane,
Wash.
The Film Daily,
New York.

Famous

Players
Temporarily
Enjoined in Detroit — Row Over
Service to John Kunsky

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — After one postponement
on Wednesday, a hearing on the injunction proceedings brought by the
Gentlemen:
Broadway Strand and Phil GleichJust received enclosed bill
man against Famous Players-Lasky,
this morning for which I am
the Madison Theater Co., the Capitol
City preparing to launch "Broad
enclosing money order.
Theater Co., the Adams Theater Co.,
Daylight." He has completed
I am sure pleased that you
and John H. Kunsky will come up
"Exiled," with Gladys Brockwell and
did not cut off, as THE FILM
Mahlon Hamilton. Universal will
today before Judge Ira W. Jayne in
the Federal Court.
DAILY has been the one shinprobably have six productions each
ing light in this place, away
The defendants have been temfrom Herbert Rawlinson, Frank
from everything pertaining to
porarily enjoined from exhibiting any
Mayo, Gladys Walton and Hoot
moving pictures.
more Paramount pictures in either
Gibson. With six from Cummings
and six to be made with members
Very truly yours,
the Capitol, Madison or Adams
theaters. Gleichman alleges that the
of the Universal stock company,
BERT VAN TUYLE.
recent exhibition in the Kunsky
there will be 36 Universal Special
houses of Paramount pictures, featurAttractions for next year. The coming Wallace Reid, Thomas Meighan
pany has promised 48 to be released
in series of nine. Added units will
and May McAvoy, is a breach of a
contract entered into between him
probably be put to work later.
and
Famous Players, whereby the
Cummings recently made two pic- Arrow
Gets
Picture
Showing
the Broadway Strand, in return for
tures for the Western Pictures ExReal Hollywood — Made by Real
agreeing to show Paramount pictures
ploitation Co.
Estate Operator
exclusively, was to have first pick.
sets forth that this conNeal Bums Signed
Arrow has purchased "Night Life Gleichman
tract was executed Sept. 29, 1919,
in
Hollywood"
the
picture
made
on
(Continued on Page 2)
Los Angeles — Neal Burns, who has the coast by Mrs. A. B. Maescher
appeared in Christie Comedies for who formed the De Luxe Film Co.
three years has just signed a long- especially to produce it.
Bray Plans Magazine
term contract, under which he will be
The picture will be distributed in
starred in six or seven this year and the fall as one of the important units
J. R. Bray Prod, will produce
a
an indefinite number of pictures year- of the Arrow program. In it appear one reel magazine for release on the
ly, thereafter, alternating with such at various times a number of prom- state right market.
stars as Bobby Vernon and Dorothy
inent coast professionals including
"Zenda" Opens at Astor
Devore in pictures released.
Wallace Reid, Sessue Hayakawa,
Tsuru Aoki and J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Prisoner of Zenda" opened at
Another Wheeler Company
The history of the picture is in- the Astor last night. The engage(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
teresting. Mrs. Maescher who is a
ment is indefinite.
Philadelphia— The Wheeler Waldo real estate operator on a large scale
M. P. Industries has been formed in Hollywood discovered recently that
Hays in San Francisco
here with a capital of $100,000. The as a result of the stories circulated
San Francisco — Will H. Hays was
incorporators are the Capital Trust about the film colony and its "wild" here yesterday, coming up from Los
Co. of Delaware.
orgies,
herhadoperations
tion line
fallen off inat the
an construcalarming Angeles.
W. E. A. Wheeler recently formed
rate.
She
decided
therefore
to make
the Wheeler Corp. of America here,
The Hays office expressed the bea
picture
showing
the
real
Hollywood.
with a capital of $25,000,000. Edlief yesterday that Mr. Hays was
ward Waldo, formerly with Fox, is "Night Life in Hollywood" is the re- further east than San Francisco by
sult.
vice-president.
this time. He will probably make a
number of stops en route, reaching
"Get Together" with Ministers Flops Claims Drys Helped Boost Business New York in about 10 days.

Buys "Night Life"

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Dr. Gustave Briegles, pastor of the Westlake Presbyterian Church, is the authority for the
statement that when Will H. Hays
arrived here the latter requested a
conference referring to previous correspondence with the minister. Dr.
Briegles, who recently made a scathing denunication of films at a Presbyterian synod in the Middle West, declared he was not particularly anxious
for the meeting. His attitude and
that of the majority of local ministers
is said to coincide.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Wayne B. Wheeler,
general counsel of the Anti-Saloon
League, claims that since prohibition
became efifective, millions of people
have gone to picture theaters who
never before attended. He states
that box-office receipts in 1921 increased $633,000,000 in 1921 as compared with pre-prohibition in 1918.
Wheeler divulged the figures in
connection with a statement decrying
the attitude of theaters which, he
says, are allowing themselves to be
used as propaganda agents.

Pola Negri Going West
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY>

Los Angeles — If Jesse L. Lasky
has been correctly quoted in the
Times,
Negri'sthan
visit one
to Americawill be Pola
for more
picture.
The Times attributes the following
to Lasky:
"My arrangements for her arrival'
in this New
country
herreaching
Yorkcontemplate
Sept. 1. After
one picture there she will come
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
dopfd. ..
►Goldwyn ..
Griffith
Loew's
...
Triangle
World

Low

74Vs
83^
94^
y/^

731/2
82]/2
94ys
7%

16

15'/.

Close

Sales

74^
500
SSVs
2,700
94'/^ 200
7y>
2(K)
Not quoted
15^2,400
Not quoted
Not quoted

The fact that Leopold Singer has
filed suit in the Supreme Court
against Pathe F.xchange, Inc.. and
George A. Ferguson is revealed in an
appearance made by Coudcrt Bros,
for Pathe. The details are not
given.
In the suit of Adam and Charles
Kessel against Triangle to recover
$89,255 on a judgment obtained in
Virginia, the plaintiffs have applied
to dismiss the counterclaim for
$90,000 and strike out the answer on
the ground that the case has been
decided by a court of competent
jurisdiction. The judgment is based
on
purchaseby ofthethe
Kessels'
stockthe
in Triangle
corporation.
An attachment for $2,360 has been
granted in the Supreme Court against
the property of Leonce Ferret, who
has been in France for nearly two
years, in a suit of Georgette
Duchesne, who was his secretary and
interpreter. She claims $1,088 as a
sixth interest in the profits of the
Emerald Film Co. $1,160 for salary
due and $100 on a loan in September,
1920, which was to be repaid in a
week.

the meantime .\bramson is restrained
from disposing of the film permanently or making any contracts for
it which are not approved by Spitz.
The defendant is also directed to give
Spitz access to all the books and
records concerning the picture, and to
deposit the funds of the venture in
a depository to be designated by the
court.
New

Brunswick

House

(Special to THE

Opens

FILM

Minto, N. B. — The Opera House
has been opened. There is a lower
floor and balcony seating 600. Policy
is straight pictures.
Ph..ne— Beekman

9091

sBtnacK

tEAL.

Fulton

St.,

INSURANCE
TO

THE

MOTION
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EXPERTS

THEATRICAL
PICTURE
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on "westerns" — here's tf
Westn" at is its
"The Gr;
Daw
Benjbest!
.
procjuction
^^
B.
Hampton's
of Stewart Edw a r d White's
masterful story of "Frisco in t
days of the Vigilantes
When

as an

shown

on

the Coast,

epoch

marking

photopl/!

Latitude in printing is dependent upon film

Critics declare that it is the best pi

quality or scale of gradation. The

ture Hampton ever produced or tt
Robert McKim ever appeared in

most

difficult negatives — those with a long range
of tones from brilliant highlights to deep
shadows — are easily registered, tone for tone,
and with latitude to spare on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
l>/ack letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN
ROCHESTER,
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

"V/'OUVE always made mon|

powerful a newspaper as the San Fn
Cisco Bulletin gave it front jjage spt £

1)

George Weeks, of Famous Players,
returned from Detroit on Saturday,
where he had gone in connection with
the above litigation.

AND

INDUSTRY

Hearing Today
witli the Stipulation that it was to be
renewed each year for a period of
five years.
The plaintiff avers that the three
pictures referred to were given to
Kunsky houses without first being
offered to the Broadway Strand, and
that the defendants "have songht Ijy
sundry flagrant tuethods of fraud and
double dealing" to annul the contract
between Gleichman and the producers. Last Wednesday announcement was made in the newspapers
that arrangements had been completed to give Kunsky the pick of the
productions.
Gleichman charges that Kunsky
has offered Famous Players larger
exhibition prices than they were receiving under his own contract. It
was stated that the producers have
received as high as $8,500 in a single
w-eek from the Broadway Strand,
getting half the receipts after certain
running expenses
were deducted.
The Kunsky offices have taken a
neutral attitude in the matter.

Soon

DAILY)

St. Stephen. N. B. — The Bijou, on
the Maine border, will be completed
in time for opening Sept. 1. This
house will play a straight picture
policy, and replaces the old Bijou,
destroyed b\- fire in the spring.

119

Supreme Court Justice Finch has
decided to appoint a referee to examine Ivan Abramson as to the proceeds of the film, "The Eternal
Mother," for which Eugene Spitz
has sued for an accounting, and in

1, 192J

KODAK
NEW

CO.

It is one of those rare pictures ti
doesn't

have to depend on one
scene for its din
— it is a succes.
of big scenes, fti
the
instant
alarm
is sourw

for the assembJ
of the Vigilantes to the break-n!
race along the ocean-front in puri
of a fallen political czar
Millions of readers know Ste*|
Edward White's Stories of the Wjl
many other millions will want to L
his masterpiece on the screen.

HODKINSON

YORK

P I C T U R E

SI
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his shovj over.
Sen
along your ideas.
Let the oth"
fellow know
how
you cie^m,
up.
Grand Island, Neb. — On the basis
|that the success of exploitation deends upon attracting attention and
hat it is the unusual that catches the

Coast Brevities

dainful heroine brings the hero back
to earth," "Our hero in the depths of
(Special to THE
FILM
D.VILY)
despair," "How does it end? Our
Hollywood — Buster
Keaton's
next
hero, Richard Barthelmess will act
comedy
is
to
be
"The
Love
Nest."
his story at the Luna next week." There will be no women in the cast.
This teaser system aroused interest
without telling too much about the
Anna
Q, Nilsson
will play the
story and they flocked to see the picture in consequence.
feminine lead in "Timber."

Milwaukee — Contests having been
badly overworked. Manager Wettstein, of the Merrill, evolved a new
_Lyda,
ublic'sworked
eyes, the
manager
ot the
a new
one for
his
plan when he booked "Greater Than
Showing of "Hail the Woman."
Remembering that it was the man Love," He secured ten students
biting the dog who won the head- from Marquette Academy to act as
lines in the paper, he used a Santa juvenile reporters for the Wisconsin News of Milwaukee in sleuthing
Claus for his street ballyhoo in the
middle of summer. When winter- out the answer to the query. "Is
anything Greater Than Love?"
time comes around, if this manager's there
By a straight news story — for the
convictions persevere, he'll probably
have some poor son of toil walking paper played up this novel experiment on its front pages. Manager
|the sidewalks in a palm beach suit.
Wettstein got more publicity for his
picture than he could have obtained
Lafayette, Ind.— By a systematic with a dozen essay contests. Promailing campaign that covered seven
inent interviews were arranged for
lays, Manager Herbert Johnson of these "subs" and motion pictures
:he Luna brought his patrons to First were made of them receiving their
Mational's "The Seventh Day." Tak- instructions from City Editor Ewald
iig advantage of the theme of the and in the act of interviewing prominent citizens.
story, which revolves around a counThe stunt had the whole town agog
try boy's idealization of a sophistiand sufficient in itself to give
■■jcated
the manager sent one
letter city
a daygirl,
to his patrons along the the picture all the exploitation it needed. The total cost was $600 which
following order: "Our hero is made
captain of a sailing schooner," "Our included the usual newspaper adverihqro gets his first glimpse of the
tising and the sum, in a city the size
'Dream Woman.' " "Our heroine tries of Milwaukee with corresponding
a dangerous flirtation," "Our hero newspaper advertising rates, was
falls desperately in love," "The dis- small.

Eugenic Besserer will appear with
WoVa. Dana in "June Madness."

Norman Taurog is directing Joe
in a series of comedies for
Rock
Federated
.
A Guy Frumm is now treasurer for
the Pacific Film Co. He was
formerly with Universal.
William Fairbanks is to play the
leading role in "Peaceful Peters,"
which Ben Wilson will produce.
M. W. Howard, star and author
of "The Bishop of the Ozarks," will
in the near future start work on
"Peggy

Kennth Harlan has the male lead
in "The World's a Stage," in which
Dorothy Phillips is starring for
Principal Pictures. It is the first
production of that organization.
H. E. GAUSMAN..
Superior in Bankruptcy
(Special to THE

FILM

Court

DAILY)

Chicago — Superior Screen Service,
organized by Harry Weiss and Fred
Aiken, neither of whom arc now connected with the firm, has been
thrown into the hands of a
■
and is in charge of a custa 5 Cents
there b.v the creditors. ^
are soon to be auctioner -ir
bids
Aug.M.9.
ceiver until
Frank
McKey ^Collected
■/-. 1 ,i
63,1*j
and SERVICE

. .

p^ths-

ROTHACKER

SPECIAL
REPRESENTATfeatea
'*^'°"'
N
BLACKBUR
E. O.Chicago,
III.
ear of
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.^ '^92\,
its
Holljrwood, Cal.
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hi;229 ifd

Ware."

John Finn is acting as assistant to
Mason N. Litson in producing two
reel comedies with Johnny Jones,
Gertrude Messinger and other kiddies.
Bruce Mitcliell has been signed b\Ben Wilson to direct Monte Banks.
Mitchell directed Jack Richards in
a series of comedies for the T. R.
Coffin Co.

COMING-

NENlMARm^
^
COM/NC-

41 Great C/>arainount Q>ictures

A William deMille Production with Bebe Daniels
By Clara Beranger
Released January 29, 1923

yet untitled production has a combination of producer, star and author that means
sure-fire success. Bebe Daniels in the leading
role wears some daring and striking costumes,
and appears in the inost varied characterization
of her entire career.
THIS

Clara Beranger wrote the story especially for
Mr. deMille and Miss Daniels, under the producer's personal supervision. The author will be
remembered as having written Mae Murray's
greatest success, "The Gilded Lily." and Gloria
Swanson's "Her Husband's
cast will appear in support. Trademark." A great

Forty-one without an Alibi!

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17,
18.
19.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So."
"The Bonded Woman "
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young
Diana."
"I^lood and Sand"
"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"Above All Law."
"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead "
"The Face in the Fog "
"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."

Watch this space tomorrow for
No. 41

y FAMOUS

PLAYERS-IASKV CORPORATION ff^

22.
20. "The Cowboy and the Lady."
23.
21. "To Have and To Hold."
No. 24.
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow."
"On the High Seas."
No.
"The Young Rajah."
No.
2.S. "Anna Ascends."
No 26.
28. "Clarence "
No.
No.
No. 27 "Tlie Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
"Ebb Tide."
"Outcast "
".^'iij-ed W^ngs."
.Vo.
No. 30.
No. 31. "Rack
Home
and Broke."
No,
"The
I'ride of Palomar."
No,
No.
ii. "\ n.iughter of Luxury."
"Kirk
In "
36.
34.
32. "Thirty Days."
}.!.
3.S.
Cavalier."
No. 38, "A Spanish
No.
.No.
"Little Old New York."
"Making a Man."
39. "Missing Millions."
20

in

THE

-;xi^
DAILY

Newspaper
"Her

Gilded

Opinions
Cage"— F.
Rivoli

P.-L.

Man" did, and it works a transformation in
the character of a young forger, but without one scrap of sentimentality or a hint
of religion, unless there is the faintest, dimmest approach to the text, "And a little
chihl shall lead them."
TKinUiVE— * * * one of the best pictures the Strand has had this season. ♦ * ♦
.Mr. Neilan has thought more about making his heroine and hero interesting than
he has about making them noble. Therefore, they are very human. Then, he has
no star, and so it has not been necessary
to stop the action of the story to take closeups ♦ * • The titles ♦ * » are as excellent
as all the rest of it. * * * If you like a
good story, well directed and played by an
excellent cast, see "Fools First." * * *
N. Y. WORLD—* * * We were thoroughly satisfied with most of this new photoplay.
It is distinctly fine so far as its attention to
detail is concerned. Mr. Neilan's concepin specific
characters'
action tionisof naturalness
one of the very
best things
in our
jiictures today. A step, a glance, a turn
of the head mean much to him. The work
of Richard Dix is quite real, and Claire
Windsor is pretty and acts an interestng
part satsfactorily. There is an unusually
good performance by Raymond Griffith. * * *
AMERICAN — Mystery is ever a fascinating element in drama, and never was there
more of it crowded into a single film than
in the picture under discussion now. ♦ • *
DAILY NEWS—* * * It is a story of
underworld life, terrible in its implications
and its photographs of warped minds fiercely
arrayed against the upper stratas. At the
same time it is a beautiful story of redemption • * • that is the more convincing because of the absolute absence of mawkish
sentimentality in the treatment. Mr. Neilan
has surrounded himself with a cast of real
actors who have succeeded in subordinating
themselves to the story he was trying to tell
with results. Of these the work of Raymond
Griffith ♦ ♦ ♦ stands head and shoulders
above anything contributed to the screen by
an American actor in recent years.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— * * * a
crook story of the unusual sort, in many
ways a screen novelty, and certain to be
found decidedly interesting by those fortunate
enough to see it. With fast action, exceedingly well developed situations and a story
that keeps the spectator absorbed from beginning to end, this latest Neilan feature can
be chalked up as another real success for
the young director.
SUN — A criminal is turned into the
straight and narrow path • ♦ ♦ yet there is
not an atom of preachment about it, nor
does one look around at the end with the
expectation that someone is going to pass
the plate around. • * ♦ It is an exceptional
underworld play replete with the original
angles and the air of life, bristling with
drama, that makes one reach for the hip
pocket at slight of Neilan's name in the theater lobby and draw out a pocketbook.
EVE. TELEGRAM— * * * The action is
laid in the underworld, but it resembles in
no way the accepted stories of this type. The
characters are primarily human, and the
director has achieved a noteworthy effect by
making the players portray them in a reasonably human way. ♦ * »
EVE. JOURNAL— * * * It is a novel
variation of the familiar theme of regeneration carried to the utmost degree. ♦ ♦ »

HKKAl.U — II one didn't look at one's
program • * * one would declare that Cecil
H. De.Millc directed. * * * for it certainly
looks as if it had gone through the mill of
his adaptation.
same appearance of gilt with 'I'liere
which ishisthepictures
are so
* • • Miss Swanson * • *
overlaid
heavily
seems to have come closer to sincerity at
times than before * * *.
TRIBUNE—* * * The story is without
. -'v great moments, but if you like the work
*'"•■"' ■'Swanson as much as we do you
the act oi C ,JQy ,j,g picture anyway. * ♦ *
Terms irosi, . j^^ Miss Swanson we try to
of Greater P. .^^j,, ghe is not at all beauti?,°r nn ' c? il- is always fascinating; and she
t'ii""^^^Address
all -et
^, and
. , ankles.
,,, . * • *
DAILY,
• ORLD — Gloria
Swanson
gels
N. Y
'1: "mon
looking waists and skirts
Hollywood, 'this new photoplay at the Rivoli
6411 Hi'^ie is a better actress thus gown1603.
"sn she struts in silks and feathers.
Chicago
Waba
-AN — * * * The
scenes
were
London'
the clothes worn by Gloria SwanKinem
' * * numerous.
But what a story !
Londr coagulated, chaotic, rhymeless
and
Paris \ 'S set of incidents I What
episodes
Clicl lich to pour the difficult coin. What
Centra es me is how any director, savoring
tioflj
narrative, could waste the dollars
vaki • * *
=" RNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * "Her
Cage," we are told, serves to display
. s "latest dazzling gowns."
It does.
jver, it is not nearly so prodigal in dis.ng her talent.
The company
includes
]g id andPowell,
Harrison
Ford, adds
Ann a CornWalter
Hiers,
who
I ,ch of the ludicrous and unbelievable finalin
e role of an American press agent. * * *
?. he best that can be said of "Her Gilded
"age" is that it passes an evening. Also
it passes belief.
SL^N — Extravagance is the hallmark of
Gloria Swanson's latest film. * * * Without
a sidesliow of beautiful gowns for all the
female members of the cast, without rich and
elaborate settings, "Her Gilded Cage" would
stand pat as about the dullest picture of the
year.
GLOBE — • • • Cast as a beautiful, but
sometimes erring, wife, none is so glorious
as Gloria, but as a little French cabaret
dancer she is out of her element. * * »
The scenes in which Walter Hiers, playing
the press agent, appears are the most entertaining.
MAIL — * * * makes a better film than it
did a stage production, and the picture is
not uninteresting. The various characters,
too, it must be admitted, are handled much
more capably than by the cast Oliver
Morosco provided for it on the stage. * * *
POST — Gloria Swanson pictures sooner or
later become fashion shows with Miss Swanson as the mannequin. This is a pity because
she is a clever actress with plenty of charm
and is much more effective without so many
thrills. "The Gilded Cage" • ♦ * has been
adapted from the play by Ann Nichols into
an ordinary film with little of the original
left.
EVE. JOURNAL— Gloria Swanson appears in one of her most lavish productions.
* * ' The exotic personality of the star
Backer Going to Coast
has made possible an extravagant and bizarre
series of backgrounds in this picture, which
Franklyn E. Backer, of East Coast
give the impression of the touch of Cecil B. Prod., intends
going to the coast
DeMille.

"Fools First" — First National
Strand
TIMES—* * * a crook story that is
interesting. It deals in crime and regeneration, but it doesn't run in a groove. In plot,
perhaps it does. It could hardly be anything
strikingly new in plot. But its treatment
is another matter. First of all by obtaining
an excellent cast of players and getting their
best from them, then by giving skillful and
discerning attention to little matters of stage
business, settings, photography and things
like that, Mr. Neilan has made his story
stand up and breathe and seem alive, at
least. Whether you really believe it or not.
* * * it persuades you, for the time being,
anyhow, that it is happening — and that's all
you have a right to demand of any dramatic
fiction. ♦ * *
HERALD — * * * is as excellent a crook
tale as one could imagine. It portrays
underworld denizens, much as "The Miracle

Cuts
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Fillin Heads Chromos

Flashes

Trading

Solomon Trading
Fillin, treasurer
Chromos
Co.,
whichof th''.
it
tends extending financial aid to filijj/ll
organizations,
is the active head fijw
the company.
Harry
L Luljer
Aywon has purchased a series of associated
with him.
two-reel Cherokee Jills for national
distribution.
"Wife
in Name
Only"
Pyramid's sixth production.

will

be

■ Pyramid Pictures will produce
Eugene Walter's "The Flapper" as
"Flapper Love."
Violet Heming, Sheldon Lewis,
Robert Eraser and Nicholas Thompson will play the leads in "When The
Desert Calls."
FOR

OFFICE FOR RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

FINANCIAL
AID plus
COUNSEL

LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIOS
For Lease in Whole or in Part
The last word in modem studio
and electrical equipment. Five
stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
and ofhces. All electrical apparatus, lamps and props, new
shop.
and complete. Large carpenter

An organization with a
two-fold purpose and intensive knowledge of the motion picture industry will
finance and advise with

CHROMOS

TRADING

Snite 616

'Phone Chelsea' 8284

1123 Broadway

Giving Comedies
A Chance to Draw
BY

AL CHRISTIE
This Special Article

later in the season. Jack Von Tilzer,
sales manager, is visiting exchanges.

IN THE

"Roxy" Extends "Open Arms"
S. L. Rothafel ("Roxy") yesterday
in answer to the letter of A. M.
Becker, who charged that Asta Films
first picture "Hamlet" could not
break into a Broadway theater while
the sheerest rot was often exhibited
m them, said he was "more than
anxious to see Miss Neilson's other
pictures, and if they meet with the
conditions and requirements of this
theater (the Capitol), they will be
welcomed with open arms."
"Roxy" also pointed out that a
large theater like the Capitol has to
keep a weather eye on its box-office
in order to operate successfully.

Program Building Edition
OF

THE FILM DAILY
OUT

liori
111

lljii
lyi

producers, distributors or
theatre owners. All transactions confidential.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. — at Subway Station
New York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290
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WithMarsh "GrReturns
One
Then
Mae

Wednesday,

Rules
to

on

Imports

August

Boost for Miami

Object of First Picture to Be Made
England for Two
More
Picby John
Brunton
— Later Plans
More Work
tures— Now Over There
(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
Before Mae Marsh sailed for
John Brunton is returned to
.igland to appear in a picture for
Berlin — The
Lokal
Anzeiger,
on Miami, Fla., to stai his first picture
Studios, Inc. The pictp Graham-Wilcox Prod., an Eng- Monday published a special section at theture Miami
will be in the nature of a boost
^h producing company, it was arInged for her to appear in a film devoted to the new regulations gov- for Miami, in which the various in1 be directed by David W. Griffith.
teresting points and landmarks of the
erning the imports of American pic- Southern city will be shown.
Miss Marsh will probably be back
The idea is to arouse interest in
tures into Germany.
1 New York about Sept. 1, and
Miami as a production center, as the
ill shortly after start work with
The fact that the Anzeiger de- first shot in a campaign to persuade
t iffith. It has been variously revotes a whole section to the matter producers to work there. The studio,
jrted that the picture would be
which is understood to be a large
' and O' Dee," which Griffith made is considered significant here. The
me years ago for Biograph. Anone, was erected by the Curtiss aeroplane interests. When Brunton first
(iier report has it that the Marsh Anzeiger is an important daily in
announced his connection with the
joduction will be "The White Berlin and in Germany, and the comorganization, it was reported that a
:ue," a . oseph Hergesheimer story,
ment that will arise when its Mon- film on the life of Thomas A. Edison
'iich he has held for a number of
: ars.
day issue gets into circulation is was planned for a future date.
Jess Smith will represent Brunton
Upon
completion
of this picture,
bound
to be marked.
in New York.
iss Marsh will return to England
1 make
two
more
pictures
for
The issue contains special articles
•taham-Wilcox Prod.
Fox Week Sept. 10-16
September
10 to 16 has
been
■ (Albert L. Grey, of the Griffith by Will H. Hays, Adolph Zukor,
scheduled as "The Annual
National
William
Fox,
and
others
represent' (ices
stated
yesterday
that
the
picire wolld be neither of those two
ing the American Film industry, as
Hntioned.
He
said
that
"Sands
Week."and Me" for First Nat'l
"Fiddle
< Dee" had been talked of but later well as from prominent directors and Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ndoned.
He added the story will
Los
Angeles — In
all likelihood,
an original, in which
both Miss statesmen of Germany.
DANNY.
-iirsh and
Carol
Dempster
will
"Fiddle
and Me," Jackie Coogan's
next picture will be released through
Jipear.
First National.
Kaufman Goes to Milwaukee
Klein Gets "Devil's Land"
Brothers Make Up?
"The Devil's Land." a seven reeler
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
made on and around Mt. Vesuvius,
It
was
reported yesterday that the
lilwaukee — Jess Kaufman has will be distributed here through the
n named manager of the local Ed. L. Klein Co. A print has just long-standing differences between
Ralph and Thomas H. Ince. has been
versal office. He has been as- arrived.
patched up, and that the former
lated with the same organization
would shortly go to California to
iJuffalo.
direct for his brother.
Boost for Sacred Films
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
JBowker Film Plans One Reelers
Grand and North Get Several
Portland, Ore. — The General Con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"he
Bowker
Film
Co.,
according
vention of the Episcopal Church will
intends
Times,
York
the New
Buffalo — Rights for this territory
iving a series of one reelers deal- use Sacred Films as part of its ofto the C. B. C. melodramas, "The
ficial program in September.
with the life of bridge hands,
Curse of Drink," and all William
company will also make a picNigh productions have been secured
featuring Annie Oakley and anby the Grand and North Exchange.
Strauss Managing "U" Branch
T with Cuba Crutchfield, a cousin
Syd Samson is the manager of this
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Will Rogers.
Cincinnati — Maurice Strauss has organization which has secured the
Buffalo territory on the Al Lichtman
been appointed manager of the Uni-incinnati Film Club Backs Hoy
versal
office,
succeeding
Cleve
Adams.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
He has been short subject manager pictures.
Cincinnati, Q. — That
there is no here for the last year.
Calvert Leaves "U" for F. B. O.
f'spect
for any
change
just
at
Kansas who
City, Mo.
— J. H. became
("Curly")a
T sent in local conditions
affecting
Calvert,
recently
Threatens Sunday Closing
Film Board of Trade, and that
special representative for Universal,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hoy system will operate here for
has resigned to become a district
t time being as it has hitherto opLidianapolis — That all houses will manager for the F. B. O. Calvert's
t ted, is the manner in which W. A. be closed on Sundays if municipal new work will first take him to
J iser, president of the Board, sums theaters promoted by him are closed Omaha and then back to Kansas
the situation.
A resolution was by the City Council, is the threat City. He was with Universal for
'pted at a meeting of the body en- made by Mayor Lew Shank. It is nine years and recently won the
sing the Hoy
plan as the best said by the mayor that exhibitor in- $2,000 prize offered by Carl Laemmle
terests are behind the movement to for the exchange securing the greatwn for adjusting differences and
est increase in business in 192L
'roving conditions in the industry. close the municipal theaters.
Described by Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin— Important Film Men
Discuss Matter

Price 5 Cents
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Censors

in 2nd

Year

M.

P. Commission
Has
Collected
$229,459.07 in First 10 Months—
18 Rejections
The Motion Picture Commission,
of the State of New York, created
under the Lusk-Clayton law in 1921,
yesterday
entered the second year of
its activities.^
The commission has collected in
the 10 months ending July 1, $229,459.07 from permits and licensing
fees. Of that amount, the funds accruing from the issuance of permits
were considerable. That source of
revenue has been practically exhausted, since pictures made before
August 1, 1921, have by this time
been exhibited.
Joseph Levenson, secretary of the
commission, said yesterday he had no
other figures available but those
given above. At a recent meeting
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, however, he said that there
have been 18 rejections out of a possible total of 3,200 pictures submitted since the commission has been
operative.
Levenson's
speech was
made on July
6.
Lender the provisions of the statute
tha*^ brought the commission into
being, George H. Cobb, the chairman, will be in office untii Dec. 31,
1925: Mrs. Eli T. Hosmer, until Dec.
31, 1924, and Joseph Levenson, until
Dec. 31, 1922.
Kohn

Sails Today

(By Cable to THE

Berlin — Ralph
for New York.

FILM

Kohn

DAILY)

leaves

today

Released from Pledge
Telegrams were sent last night to
all members of the T. O. C. C. advising them that they were now at
liberty to engage operators, union or
otherwise, without reporting to the
parent body. A T. O. C. C. official
stated that it was decided to remove
any pledge from its various members
because he said the operators had
taken an uncompromising
stand.
Object to Times Article
Will H. Hays and Sydney S.
Cohen have interchanged telegrams,
in which a New York Times interview with Hays was discussed. Haj^s
urged that the public stay away from
ti-.eaters siiowing objectionable pictures. Cohen wires Hays that exhibitors had complained that the
article placed them in a false light.
In return, liays answered Cohen by
saying that the Times had gotten the
wrong slant on the matter.
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Omaha, Neb. — Prices at the Moon
have been chopped to 15 cents top for
matinees and 25 cents top for evening shows during the summer. In
the autumn there will be a return to
the old scale.

TIMES — ' ■ ■ Inprai-i's reputation as a
director is increased and the public has .inother
seeing.
• * * Mr.
It isphotoplay
a picture well
that worth
tlie work
charms.
Ingram's scenes — with a few exceptions — are
as satisfactory to the sensitive eye as any
that have been made. They have softness,
yet they are clear. They have depths, and
the spectator sees them easily. This means
that they have miity and harmony. They are
pictures.
They are also animated. Mr. Ingram individualizes his scenes.
HERALD — This adaptation of Anthony
Hope's famous romance, the daddy of all
the Balkan kingdom, stories, did not reach
the tragic or exalted heights of Ingram's
production of "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," which still remains his high
water mark, but it was a good, workmanlike
photoplay, suitable for light summer inspection.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— Of the film
at the Astor, it is- not too much to say that
it pretty closely approaches a high water
mark in pictures. Indeed, it might be set
down as high water mark but for Mr. Ingram's earlier "Four
Horsemen."
N. Y. WORLD — "The Prisoner of
Zenda" seems to us to be a cinema play of
pictorial effect rather than one of the thrilliiig action its theme implies. It scenes, exterior, interior and "close-up" are filmed
almost without exception in a soft haze as
if photographed for the purpose of resting
the eyes. * * * It is dignified elegance from
start to finish.
SUN— ♦ ♦ * A stirring film ♦ ♦ ♦ Most
of the credit, perhaps, belongs to that capable and skillful director Rex Ingram * * •
He has taken one of the most charming love
stories of this generation aiid with a capable
cast somehow managed to breathe the spirit
of romantic love — there is still such a tiling
— into a film that is easily the peer of all
romantic photoplays.
TELEGRAM— * ♦ • One of the best productions given to the public by Mr. Ingram,
n lias all the thrills and all the chills of the
melodrama, without leaving an unpleasant
memory.
It is not without his laughter.* * *
EVE. WOKLD— ♦ * • Is a good film. In
some other indefinable way it is not. * ♦ *
It is well worth a trip to the Astor, even
if it is too hot for any indoor amusement.
GL(.)BE — The picture is a genuine contribution to the art of the motion picture.
There are no moments of great thrill. *■ * *
Comedy is somewhat lacking. But the picture is most carefully guided and directed and
the chief effect it gives is that of smoothness.
EVE. JOURNAL- On the whole, the picture observes unusual realty to the thrilling
novel. There is abundant sword play and
enough of a love interest to provide a good
evening's entertainment even for the sentimental.
M.ML — "The Prisoner of Zenda," as Mr.
Ingram has screened it, makes splendid use
of the Anthony Hope romance. Being a
director with picture sense, he has forced
neither the drama nor the romance to gain
his effects, and the most telling of his episodes are the most
simply
pictured.
POST — * * * Has not lost an opportunity
to thrill his spectators. » ♦ ♦ The settings
are as near perfection as possible.

"The Bonded Rialto
Woman"— F. P.-L.
HERALD— ♦ * * For about half its length
this adaptation of "The Salving of John
Soniers" * * * is as interesting as a sea
trip — after that it gets flighty. It opens
with one of the best ocean hurricanes that
ever splashed a crew before the camera. * * *
It ends like a Coney Island excursion.
TRIBUNE— We did not find the picture
as interesting as it should have been in view
of the fact that it has two of our favorite
leading men in it.
N. Y. WORLD— "Miss Compson plays a
most charming captain's daughter." Thus
does the Rialto's press department sum up
this
young
• And
it map
be woman's
that this perfomance
is true. We» ♦can
add

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

that the exterior scenes of this picture of sea
life are beautiful and that the camera man
snapped some extremely fine action pictures
on board ship.

.\MF.RTCAN — A picture with a moral is
always worthy of consideration, and the
moral of "The Bonded Woman" is the
finest thing in the film, telling as it does
so eloquently that when a woman loves a
man she should not merely cling to him as
long as love lasts, but that she should follow
him even unto the ends of the earth to rekindle the flickering flame of love.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * There
is a thrilling and extremely well-staged shipwreck in the beginning of the picture. Betty
Compson, now a blonde, does some stunts
a la Pearl White. One really loses patience
with the character and feels like telling her
to go home and behave herself.
SUN — * * * It is an interesting story of
the sea with many exciting moments.* * *
EVE.
TELEGRAM—*
* * Has
some
good sea scenes. ♦ ♦ * Miss Compson
plays
the
of a charming
captain's
daughter.
* «■ role
»
GLOBE — One often hears of the pictures
which take the tired business man, his wife
and
away from
the but
'so-called
drab, children
dreary, workaday
world,
it is alldull,
too
seldom they are actually seen. "The Bonded
Woman" at the Rialto this week is such a
picture.
♦ ♦. * and
has inbeen
transferredTheto story
the screen
thisfaithfully
form is
vastly more entertaining than it was originally— which is saying a great deal. Betty
Compson is billed as the star, but John
Bowers dominates the picture.* * *
EVE. JOURNAL—* * * John Bowers is a
most convincing wastrel ashore and afloat.
Betty Compson is as enticing as ever. But
best of all is the series of marine and island
pictures, beautiful, vivid and commanding
admiration.
MAIL — * * * A theme which has been used
many times in the motion picture world, but
it has been given a rather unusual treatment.* * *
POSTyou
— Have
ever yourself
attended that
a "movie"
where
kept you
telling
it was
a good one, well acted, staged, and directed?
And that the story was plausible as well
as interesting? Then suddenly the thread
of the story snapped; really because it was
finished, but the producer had evidently decided to make it so many reels long, and
that long it had to be. Well, that is just
what
happens
in "The
Bonded
Woman."

"The

Country
Flapper" — Producers'
Security— State Rights

I'lMES — * * *Capitol
Includes in its cast two
of the best comedy pantoniimists of the screen,
Dorothy Gish and Glenn Hunter. It really
would seem as if they couldn't help saving
the film. But, except for a few scenes
which they do brighten, they are amazingly
ineffectual. Because, apparently, instead of
letting them act, if they know how to act
by themselves, or directing them to act as
every one who has even seen them knows
they can act on occasion * ♦ ♦ But it is not
all Mr. Jones's fault. He had no story to
begin with, but merely an assortment of
stock rural characters and slap-stick smalltown situations with the wit all worn off
HERALD—*
* * Much of the humor
them.
♦ * ♦
smacks of the Mack Sennett s'apstick style.
' * * Such would, of course, come to pass
under the direction of F. Richard Jones, a
Sennett henchman, but he has this much of
originality in his favor, that he substitutes
a freakish fire department for the usual
lunatic policemen. Like many photoplays of
the Sennett species, the picture doesn't follow any straight line of development, but just
scampers about as it pleases. » ♦ * Miss (jish
is as full of life and spirits as a canary.
TRIBUNE— The picture at the Capitol
this weeJt is called "The Country Flapper,"
* * * .\s we passed out of the tfieater * » *
we heard people calling it other things. This
is. we believe, the first picture which
Dorothy Gish made after she headed her
own company. It must have been made a
long time ago and it probably would have
been just as well for all concerned if it had
never been released at all.
N. v. WORLD— The cutest thing in films
this week
Dorothy
« ♦ ♦ material
doesn't
amount
to is
much
either Gish
as comedy
or as a worthy piece for iMiss Gisb's efforts.
Vet we are glad we did not fail to see this
picture yesterday. Here is a finished comedienne, one who ought not to attempt to
leave off her humorous characterizations
again but who ought to be everlastingly in
search of a story with funny
things in it.
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* The
kind ofto —pictut''^
to .\MER1CAX—
which one can* — *and
is urged
brin^P
mer
entertainment.
the whole
family. Admittedly, light Suirl^
yt\

MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * Dotf )
othy Gish has such a thoroughly delightfi| /(
personality that any picture in which shI j
appears has a certain appeal. In othf '
words "The Coimtry Flapper" is just twic
as long as it should be, in spite of Mij^
Gish, since it is quite plotless and withoi
the restraining influence of even a stag
SUN—*

*

*

This

adaptation

of

Nalbr

Bartley's
magazine affair
story,anyhow,
"Cynic as Effect,"
aparent.
harum scarum
miKlit
expected of F. Richard Jones, who manage
to keep "Cross
Roads of New York" on tt,
straight
and
narrow
path
of consistenc
once
in a while.
Miss
Gish
and
Glen
Hunter extract
considerable joy out of -lir
flirtations,
and
so
will
the
beholder
wh,,
wants
to forget the need of a fan a^id i
willing to trade plausibility for a good laugl
EVE. TELEGRAM—*
* * That the cit
flapper is to be found in all of her glory i
almost
any small town
is the contention C:|
the Tiroclucer of this picture, and they Hai
given
Miss
Gish
the task of proving
tl
contentions.
* *■ * The titles are written
the sprightly
idiom
of the modern
flappi
for
which
Joseph
W.
Farnham
is respor
sible.
MAIL — * * * Dorothy is a clever girl i
her own type of roles, and those who ac
mire her work are sure to like "The Couii"
try Flapper." * * * There isn't any hat
work involved in watching this film. J
romps along in a happy-go-lucky style, doesn
bother much with any plot to speak of i.Vt\
succeeds
in being eminently amusing.
POST—*
* * The
plot cannot be fa

w-itli when
a microscope,
why
bother likewit^
plot
a delightfulbut comedienne
othy
Gish
and
several
other
nice
yo:
people keep you laugliin.g and in good liui
Miss
Gisli's
expressions
are rare
and
flapping
efforts to keep the fickle Nath ': I III
from
flopjiiiig to the other flappers are
amusing;
it is too bad that she is not
more frequently
on the screen.
Glenn
ter
makes
the
country
"finale
hoppi
worth
seeing.
Nathaniel,
just as he should be. * * * Ii v^i

"Human

Hearts" — Universal
Central

SUN. — * * * Seems
to contain
a hea
throb
for every
revolution
of the reel,
will be an attraction
for those who
like i
wear
their hearts
on their sleeves.
Hou
(Continued on Page 4)
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Poster

Survey

OAILV

One design one and three-sheet
posters on average releases. 6 sheets
on all releases. Two design one and
three-sheet posters on special releases.
L'ncolored 11x14 lobby displays on
average releases. Colored 11x14 lobby displays of the highest artistic
merit on exceptional releases. Colored 22x28 lobby cards on all releases.
Twentj--four sheets on exceptional releases. Special novelty accessories
on exceptional releases.

Miss Gertrude K. Smith, has joined
the publicity staff of Associated Exhibitors.

Exhibitors, Queried by First National
Give Preferences as to Styles of
Posters and Lobby Cards
INSIST UPON
Associated First National has been
No. 62
in touch for several weeks with exHE C2 FLIES FROM CAPITOL TO
l'il)itors and has obtained from tliem
EW YORK — Scenes en route.
data on which it is leasing its new
'ILL HAYS VISITS HOLLYWOOD—
output of accessories. Having made
eader of Motion Picture Producers organFILMS
ation is welcomed by film folk in the stu- a nation-wide survey of the accessory
problem. First National immediately
os.
ATEST STYLES IN FURS— Chicago mil- proceeded to improve its methods of
Lee Closes
Many
Sales
m dollar fur show reveals what's what for buying and handhng accessories so as
■xt winter.
to minimize the element of chance in
Arthur A. Lee of Lee-Bradford STOP!
LOOK!
LISTEN!
ther news from San Diego, Wales, San the handling of them.
Corp. has returned from a sales trip
For
Sale
or
Rent
'ancisco, Vermont, Toulon (France), etc.,
In its survey, questionnaires were during which he says he closed the
c.
SPECTRO
LAMPS
sent to hundreds of exhibitors ask- follov.ing sales:
THE
FIRST NEWS REEL
We
furnish
and
guarantee
complete
ing them to give their ideas as to the
"Unconcjuered Woman" to Canadian ExTHE REAL NEWS FIRST
Exchanp:e, Toronto, State Fihn Ser- equipment for Studios or Locations.
number of designs for one and three liil)itors
\ ice, Indianapolis; F. Schram, Cleveland;
JOS. GELB COMPANY
sheet posters, the styles of lobby dis- (Juality Film .Service, Pittsburgh ; Minter
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
l^Iays they favored, and their views on United Amusements. Detroit ; Equitable Pic- A. L. Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1042
tures
Co.,
Baltimore
and
Fine
Art
Corp..
accessories in general. The survey
-St. Louis. ''Flesh and Spirit" to the Canal',rought out the following facts:
dian Exliibitors Exchange, Toronto ; Fine
Number of exhibitors favoring one .\rts. St. Louis; National Cinema Corp.. ROTHACKER
PRINTS
Indianapolis; Minter United Amusements,
design and three-sheet 64(L
and SERVICE
Detroit. "Determination" to the Canadian
■ Numlu-r favoring two styles of one- Exhibitors Exchange, Toronto, and the NaE, O. BLACKBURN
sheet 312.
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
tional Cinema Corp., Indianapolis. "Sally,"
Number favoring less expensive, 'o
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
the Fine Arts, St. Louis ; National.
Indianapolis.
uncolored 11x14 lobby display 424
Chicago, 111.
".Series of Canadian Travelogues" to the
Kimberly Sells Out
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Numlier favoring more expensive Nu-Art.
Buffalo; National, Indianapolis;
HoUjrwood, Cal.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Royal. Philadelphia; Standard, Cleveland: K.
lobby display cards 84.
iBuffalo— A state right concern,
Number favoring 22x28 colored D. I^ewis, Dallas; Federated, Baltimore: 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831
Crown. Sunnywest, New York. "SuperstiJsded by Fred M. Zimmerman, has lobby displays 600.
tion" to National Cinema. Indianapolis.
Number favoring uncolored lobbj^ "Way of a Man" to the National, Indianlught out the interest of John E.
apolis, R. D. Lewis, Dallas ; Co-operative.
displays 84.
fmberly in Nu-Art Pictures.
Baltimore;
Minter
Amusement
Co., Detroit.
Number favoring 24-sheets on all
"Serving Two Masters" National, IndianFred McCarthy Is Dead
subjects 168.
apolis ;R. D. . Lewis, Dallas ; Co-operative
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Baltimore; Minter Amuseinent
DAILY)
FILM
Number favoring 24-slieets on big ''Branded"
Ii (Special to THE
Detroit
to R. D. Lewis, Co.,
'Si.x Squirrel
Auditors
hy, of subjects only 536.
Film, Baltimore and Indianapolis
Dallas ; Co- ;
Ifargo, N. D. — Fred McCartbed
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
In accordance with the verdict of operative
to
Bros., has succum
loCarthy
Comedies" to the National,
Telephone Longacre 9074
Canadian
Exhibitors,
Toronto
exhibitors.
First
National
will
herewas
Icomplication of aihnents.or. He
and
Alasterpiece, Philadelphia.
\\\ known as an exhibit
after supply accessories as follows.
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W. A. FLEMING & CO.

41 Great G/>araniount Q>iclures
"The
Enemies
of Women"
withIbanezLionel
Barrymore
Directed
by Alan Crosland
Seena Owen
and George Nash
By Vicente Blasco
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
FOR flaming romance, culurful .settings and
sweeping adventure, the novels of Blasco
Ibanez cannot be e.xcelled. "The Four Horsemen" was one of the screen's biggest hits, "Blood
and Sand" is even better. Now comes the third,
and it will be a sensation.

No expense in cast or settings is being spared
in filming this production. Monte Carlo in all its
frenzied beauty. Parisian night life, all the riotous
splendor of Europe's chief playgrounds have been
caught
turing. up in this lavish drama of love adven-

Forty-one without an Alibi!
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

L
2.
4.
3.

.5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
l.S.
16.
17.
No. 18.
No. 19.
No. 20.

"The Dictator."
"If You Believe It, It's So."
"The Bonded Woman "
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
"Her Gilded
Cage."
"Nice
People."
"The Young
Diana."
"Blood and Sand."
"The Siren Call"
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
"Above All Law."
"Pink
Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
"The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady.

rl FAMOUS
PLAYERS ZUKOOLASKYO-.fiJe-'t
CORPORATION
.
i— AOOLOH
1
.

No.
No.
No.
No. 21.
22.
No. 23.
No. 24.
No. 25.
No.
27.
No. 26.

"To Have and To Hold."
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow.'
"On the High Seas."
"The Young Rajah."
"Anna Ascends."
"Clarence."
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."

No, 28.
29.
30.
No. 31.
32.
No.
No.
No.
No. 33.

"Ebb Tide."
"Outcast."
"Singed Wings."
"Back
Home
and Broke."
"The
Pride of Palomar."
"A Daughter of Luxury."

34. "Kick
In."
No. 35.
"Thirty Days."
No. 36. "A Spanish
Cavalier."
No.
37. "Little Old New York."
"Making a Man."
No. 38.
39.
40 A"Missing
William Millions."
deMille Production,
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At Broadway
Theaters
Astor
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"Tile Prisoner of Zenda" has started an
indefinite run here. In addition, the program includes an orchestral nurnber consisting of music from S. Moniusko's
"Halka," and a prologue. In the latter,
Baroness Norka Rouskaya and Eva Clark
are seen, the former playing a violin solo
and offering a folk dance, while the latter
sings "2enda."

Cameo
"Sherlock
Holmes,"
the John Barrymore
picture, continues for still another week.

Capitol

The orchestra starts by playing "Southern Rhapsody," after which Matilda Lacus
renders Mendelsohn's "Capricio Brilliant"
on
the next,
piano.is a"The
Unselfish
Shell,"
comes
Prizma
reel and
then which
there
is a ballet number from "The Masked Ball,"
by Mile. Gambarelli and Alexander Oumansky. After that there is the news reel, followed by the prologue to the feature. In
this, Thalia Zanou does the pantomime,
while Caroline Andrews sings "The Country
Flapper," written by E. O. Van Pelt and
Jesse Winne. The feature is Dorothy Gish
in "The Country Flapper," and there is another musical number, "The Blue Danube,"
with Frederick Fradkin playing the solo and
orchestral accompaniment. A Hy Mayer
Travelaugh, "Such Is Life on the Riviera"
concludes.

Central

Newspaper
Opinions
(Continued from Page 2)

"Human Hearts," is the new feature with
awithCentury
Comedy,furnishing
"Hicksville
Leo Moran,
the Romeo,"
comedy.
"In a Blacksmith Shop," is the prologue
to the principal offering, and there are of
course, an overture by the orchestra with
John George Lange conducting and a news
reel.

Peters
leads a capable
cast in extracting
tears painlessly.
Cohan
The police play, "In the
EVE. TELEGRAM—* * * Just about as
true to life as grandma's old plaid shawl, Law," continues its run here.
and its characters are so natural that to follow the plot is not unlike looking over the
Criterion
family album. It is as near being true to life
"Forget traction at Me
Not"
as any cinema that has appeared on Broadthis house. remains
way in a long time. * * * Is unfolded in
such a natural, lifelike manner that even a
Rialto
child eight years old could relate it in detail.

Name

of

the

DAILY
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Evans Owns
(Special
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Here is hoiu a brother
iior put his show Let
over.the
along your ideas.
felloiu knoiu
hoiu
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exhibSen J
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you
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Jacksonville, Fla. — Through the
front pages of the Journal, the Arcade got everybody in town thinking
on the subject of "Our Leading Citizen." Manager Kennimer tied up
the newspaper to conduct a contest
for the best essay on the subject. The
Journal offered a prize of $5 for the
best, the cash furnished by the theater, other prizes being pairs of tickets
to the Arcade. In the front-page announcement the paper deviated a bit
from strict veracity. It claimed that
the contest was inspired by the picture but was "in no way a press agent
stunt." Furthermore, it was explained the manager of the Arcade would
be "the most surprised person in
town when he read this announcement." Itsounded well.
Hartford, Conn. — Owing to the
stringency of local regulations
it was absolutely impossible for
the Princess to use any kind
of signs or posters for its run of
"Sonny." Manager Needles wanted
the house, recently renovated, to
make a good showing and with the
aid of First National's exploitation
man, got up the idea of utilizing the
bootblacks. He not only provided
a new medium in the annals of exploitation but alsoThe
gavebootblacks
"Sonny" citywide publicity.
had

at-

George
Richardson
sings "Because
You,"
by
Solman,
in a baritone
voice. Aof Funny
Face Comedy,
"All Balled Up," closes.

Crystal Hills" — bits from magazine reels.
There
is a George
vocal prologue
"Fools
sung by
EUorre, totenor
andFirst,"
Alex
ChernynofI, pianist, plays Rachmaninoff's

familiar "Prelude in C Minor" and Grieg's
Strand
"Papillon." The orchestra ofifers two numLa
Grange,
111. — The
Illinois is
"Fools First." is the feature, while other
now
owned
by Frank
Evans,
who
bers. Selections
frombaritone,
Bizet's singing
"Carmen."
with
Carlo
Ferretti,
the
numbers are
Wet,"Review
an Al and
St.
took it over from Fred and Harold screen
John comedy,
the "All
Topical
"Toreador" song, and "The Parade of the
O'Brien.
"Odds and Ends," consisting of "The Trap- Wooden Soldiers" from the "Chauve Souris."

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(tU>MI0W^BLM U^BORMORIES
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Putting It Over

"Sonny" pasted on cards on the sides
of their boxes and soon got in the
habit of using that word as a salutation to every one whom they could
address so without giving ofifense. In
MAI L — What seems to us to be the
Opening with music from Offenbach's return, every person, reading the sign,
in the Lower World," the prolongest picture in the world is being offered "Orpheus
gram includes another musical number
at the Central Theater at present. This
called the boys "Sonny" and the title
statement has no reference whatsoever to the directly after, "Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz." became a word of greeting in HartThe next
number
is
a
"Moorish
Dance,"
a
ford. The stunt worked wonders in a
actual time consumed by the presentation. music
film, with Martha Grahan. Adrian
In fact, the clock, as a rule, has nothing
whatsoever to do with the length of a him da Silva, tenor, sings "Within the Garden location where practically every other
of My Heart," by Alicia Scott, and the exploitation
medium is barred.
from has
the been
spectator's
This magazine
is flashed on the screen as usual.
film
billed asstandpoint.
the second * of* a * series
Emma
Noe,
soprano,
renders
the
"Bird
of twelve Jewel productions which Universal
Song,"which
fromtheLeoncavallo's
Pagliacci,"in Universal Changes Comedy Schedule
is to present this year, of which "The after
feature, Betty"I Compson
A three-unit comedy schedule has
Storm" was the first. "Human Hearts" "The Bonded Woman," goes on. W. Remfalls painfully short of its predecessor. * * *
ington Welcjh follows by playing on the new been framed by Universal. Single
reels to be known as Universal.
Apparently * * * was intended to make its
appeal and gain its strength from its effect Wurlitzer organ, and Dan Mason in "Pop Comedies, will be turned out by a
upon
the emotional
susceptibilities
of the Tuttles' Clever Catch" closes.
audience,
but it leaves
one decidedly cold,
company featuring Neely Ed» * *
Rivoli
wards, another with Lewis Sargent,
Selections from "The Bat," Johann who is a boy comedian, and a third
Strauss'
opera,after
are which
played comes
by the the
orchestra
Groninger Buys Dreamland
at
the start,
Rivoli featuring Charles Moline and a group
of trained bulls. They will be re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pictorial.
"The
Way
of
a
Teacher,"
leased one a week in rotation.
Post Nature picture, and is followed is bya
Glasford, 111. — R. E. Groninger is "Ballet Impromptu," a dance interlude by
Paul
Oscard
and
Martha
Mason.
Gloria
again the owner of the Dreamland,
per's Plant," "Peter, Polly and Pat," "Livwhich he bought from J. R. Riley.
Swanson stars in "Her Gilded Cage," and
ing th© Life of Reilly A. D., 1999," and "The
the
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Smith
leads

Cohen's
Organization
Excellent
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Thursday,

Elected
Up-State
Reported
Condition

Three Houses Sold
Unitin

D. Michaels, newly elected secreiry of the Western New York Moil Picture Theaters, Inc., Sydney
Cohen's up-state ally, yesterday
ired this office a long dispatch from
'.uffalo, which read in part:
"A well-attended and interesting
leeting of the Western New York
lotion Picture Theaters, Inc., was
eld this afternoon (Tuesday) in
le Palace theater building. Main St.
)espite the almost steady downpour
f rain, upwards of 60 theater owners
ttended, representing almost 100
leaters. Howard Smith, of Buffalo,
resided and welcomed the out of
i\vn theater people stating that their
resence evidenced their keen in?rest in the affairs of the local oranization and the parent body, the
lotion Picture Theater Owners of
merica. There were several women
jjieater owners
present.
The organization was found to be
1 excellent condition, and the theater
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Stoll Has Lenglen Film
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Stoll will release, "Ten- and How to Play It." a short subct showing how Suzanne Lenglen,
rench tennis star, executes her
rokes. The picture includes slow
lotion shots.
Fox

Stock on

(Special to THE

New
FILM

August

Basis
DAILY)

Part

of

Black Chain
Disposed
All of Them in
Maine

(Special

to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents
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Operators
of —

to Strike

To Go Out Sept. 1 When Contract
Expires Yesterday
— Held Meeting

DAILY)

Basing their action on the fact that
Boston — Black's New England a telegram was sent out generally to
Theaters, Inc., yesterday announced its members by the T. O. C. C, inthe sale of three of its theaters.
structing them that wage scale negoThe houses are in Maine and are
tiations were at an end, and because
the Princess, at Brattleboro, which no formal notice of this action was
was sold to M. S. Cronin; the Star, communicated to the Moving Picture
at Waldoboro to I. Rokes and, the Machine Operators' Local 306, Wage
Lincoln Hall at Dainariscot to Otis Scale Committee, the operators at a
Paige. The latter was one of the meeting attended by practically full
membership, held in Mansion House,
original owners of the theater.
In making the announcement of St. Mark's Place yesterday unanimously voted to strike on Sept. 1,
the sale, the statement said that the
houses were disposed of in order to which date marks the expiration of
maintain as close a system of co- the present contract with the exhibioperation with New England ex- tors.
hibitors as it was possible to do so.
At the
meeting
union's
books
weresame
opened
to newthemembers,

Gray With
(Special to THE

Circuit
FILM

DAILY)

Boston — William P. Gray has been
engaged
New theEngland
Theaters, by
Inc.,Black's
to handle
affairs
of that company in Maine and in
New Hampshire. His new post, it
is understood, will not interfere with
the operation of his own theaters in
any way.
Harold B. Franklin, in charge of
the theater operations of Famous
Players, denied yesterday the report
from Boston that the Black circuit
had entered a booking agreement
with Nathan Gordon and William P.
Gray in New England.
Chaney in "Ching, Ching, Chinaman"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany — An
amended
certificate
incorporation
was filed by Fox
Los Angeles — Lon Chaney will
ilni Corp.
of Manhattan.
The
riginal capitalization was $1,500,000. play the leading role in "Ching,
Chinaman," which Tom For(n June 12, 1919, it was decreased Ching,
man is to direct for Preferred Pic) $1,000,000, which retired the entire
tures. Marguerite De La Motte,
iiount of the preferred
stock of Harrison Ford, John Sainpolis, and
^(10,000.
Walter Long, will also be in it.
The number of shares of stock
Theater Week for Atlanta
liich the capital will now consist
, is 100,000 shares of common of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
le par value of $10 a share. The
Atlanta — The week of Sept. 17
.rniber of shares with no nominal
has been chosen for "Go-to-the■ par value that may henceforth be Theater"
Week. Exhibitors and exsued is 100,000.
changemen are cooperating in the
The terms upon which the new movement which was launched by
lares without nominal or par value the Better Films Committee. It is
e to be issued in the place of the planned to reach every civic organiitstanding shares of stock, is that
zation with a special message relative
ich stockholder owning at present to what the theaters are doing to prolares of the par value of $10 each,
vide wholesome and pleasant diverill receive in lieu thereof an equivasion, and is hoped through a series
nt number of shares without par of special morning lectures and exilue, to be issued in accordance with
hibitions to demonstrate the pose amended articles of incorporasibilities
offilms for purpose of edum.
cation, instruction and correction.

which means that any licensed moving picture operator in New York
will be welcomed to the organization.
The decision to strike was reached
after considerable deliberation, many
of the men apparently unwilling to
believe that the exhibitors were insisting on a wage reduction as a
principal method of reducing operating expenses. They said that film
rentals were the direction in which to
look for economies.
An additional resolution was passed whereby the salary of Samuel
Kaplan, the president, was increased
by $5,000 annually, to be paid from
the general fund of the union. This
has no bearing on any fund recently
augmented for strike purposes. It

Pinkertons
By

Engaged

Hays
Office to Guard
FilmsIntend PushingLimit
Protection to the

The Hays office announced yesterthe engagement
of the
Pinkerton day
National
Detective
Agency
to
guard film shipments throughout the
country. It is the intention of the
Hays organization to reduce the theft
of films to a minimum much as Will
H. Hays arranged for the protection
of the mails during his regime as
Postmaster General.
All violators of the law will be prosecuted to the limit. Losses to distributors through the lifting of shipments have been heavy.
Manuel Gonzalies was arrested yesterday and held in the Tombs on a
charge of receiving stolen films. Il
was alleged that he intended shipping
to Mexico prints of "Fascination" "A
Broadway Peacock," and "A Stage
Shallenberger Due Soon
Romance."
W. E. Shallenberger who went to
the coast with Will H. Hays is due
in New York tomorrow or Saturday.
Ingram Due Today
Rex Ingram, Allice Terry and Col.
Ford, his business manager are due in
New York today from the coast.
Abrams Leaves for Home
According to his office, Hiram
Abrams sailed yesterday from the
other side for New York.

had been
that Kaplan's
personal hinted
business, that
of accessory
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Trowbridge, Abrams' Successor
(Special to THE

Tebbitt Here
London — Bv this writing, David
Tebbitt, of the W. and F. Film Service, should be in New York. He
left on the Aquitania.
Valentino

Coming

(Special to THE

FILM

Here?
DAILY)

Los Angeles — On the completion of
"The Young Rajah," Rodolph Valentino, it is said, will leave for New
York.
Burr-Bennett in Deal
Charles C. Burr has arranged with
Whitman Bennett for the production
and distribution of Eugene Sue's "The
Mysteries of Paris" on the state
right market. Kenneth Webb has
started the picture at the Bennett studio in Yonkers with Lew Cody,
Gladys Hulette Fuster Collier and
Montagu Love in the cast.

FILM

DAILY)

London — C. S. Trowbridge has
been appointed English manager of
the Allied (United) .Artists succeeding A. C. Berman who is in charge
of all foreign sales in New York.
Metro
Plans National Advertising
Metro has completed plans to
launch a national advertising campaign in the fall. The opening display will be in the Saturday Evening
Post.
General

Re-opening

(Special to THE

Labor

FILM

Day

DAILY)

St. Louis — Theaters in general in
this district are announcing their reopenings on Labor Day or the Saturday preceding. Film men are of the
opinion that if the coal strike and
railroad unions settle their differences
shortly the season will be a prosperous one.

THE
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Enid Bennett and Harlan Have Lei
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
(Continued from
Page
1)
Los
Angeles
—
Enid
Bennett
an!
owners thoroughly
imbued with the dealer, was being boycotted because Kenneth Harlan will play the leading,
^^ AUTHOPfTV
•/• Fll>ffiOM ^^l#
of
his
union
activity
and
the
salary
need for close action in dealing with
raise was
ordered
as a means
of roles in "Thorns and Orange BlosVol. XXI No 33 Thursday, August 3, 1922 Prices Cents the problems of the industry.
soms," which Gasnier will direct. Ini
it will also be seen Dolores Casinelli,
The following officers were elected: compensating him.
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Evelyn Selbio, Arthur Hull and Carl
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., president, Howard Smith of Buffalo;
The telegram, which the T. O. C. Stockdale. Preferred will produce it
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
vice-president,
Sydney
Allen
of
MeC. sent out, follows:
FILM FOLKS, INC.
man. release will be through Al Lichtand
dina; secretary, Dewery Michaels of
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
"You are hereby advised that the
Buffalo;
treasurer,
George
Keeting
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manof directors and the operators'
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
the committee on con- board
committee has terminated negotia- 5th Plum
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, of Buffalo;
Center
Comedy
Finished;
stitution
have
a
new
constitution
and
tions with representatives of Local
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
by-laws ready for the organization. 306. Failing in mutual understandTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
National president, Sydney S. Cohen
San Francisco — The fifth of a series'*
ing between them, notice is hereby
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
was prevented from being present be- given releasing you from the pledge of 12 two-reel comedies starring Dane''
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
cause of previously made engage- which bound you not to negotiate for Mason under the direction of Robert |.
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
was
completed
this week at
ments and M. J. O'TooIe represented the services of an operator with any Eddy
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Studios.
individual or union. Pending ne- the Paul Carson
N. Y
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
the
national
body.
Mr.
O'Toole
told
E. Gausman, of the necessity for organized effort,
California — Harvey
gotiations with 306, you are free to
Hollywood,
6411 Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood and urged all the exhibitors to coAn Arrow statement yesterday
act from this day. The Chamber of
1603.
operate in everything that tended to Commerce has pledged itself to proChicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
pledged
the support of that organization to Hays.
Wabash Ave.
tect to the fullest extent you, your
advance the interest of the organization. He recounted the moves being house and any one you will employ
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85
Long
Acre, made to eifect a better understanding
London, W. C. 2.
other than 306 men."
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de with the producers and distributors
Clichy.
represented by Will H. Hays, and
Four Curwoods Go to Bromberg
Representative — InternaEuropean
Central
said very pronounced progress was
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
made in that direction. Mr. O'Toole
Atlanta
—
Arthur
C.
Bromberg
Attold the theater owners that they
tractions will release Arrow's James
were the custodians of the screen Oliver Curwood
productions in this
press of America, and owed a duty territory starting Aug. 15.
High
Low
Close Sales
to the American people in real public service which was of the highest.
University President Explodes
East. Kod.
753/^
75
75
200
Mr. Exhibitor:
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
F. P.-L. .. 85/2
84
85
9,400 He advised them to cooperate with
Ask
Your Film
Company
for the.
Federal, State and local officials in
Los Angeles — Dr. F. B. Von
* do pfd
Not quoted advancing civic and progressive proKleinsmid, president of the Uni- "THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
G'wyn
...
714
IVa
7K
900
versity of Southern California, has
grams of everv character."
Applied For)
' Griffith
Not quoted
come to the front with a tirade on It means (Pat.
more
to you
than any
Loew's ... 15/
15/
15/
2,100
Triangle
Not quoted
what
he
styles
"Efficient
Causes
of
other
accessory.
It
is
the
cue sheei
Four
Productions
Get
Under
Way
World
Not quoted
insures
a musically
perfect
Crime." Classifying the popularity that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of pictures
as
a
"mania,"
the
venerable educator goes on to declare that preseyitatioyi.
<
Los Angeles — "Kick In" has been
Hockstein to Build in Bayonne
begun at the Lasky studio. Betty something is going to happen to the
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Compson and Bert Lytell are fea- industry, that the "lower and meaner
tured, with Garreth Hughes, May
Bayonne, N. J.— A house is to be
be exerting
erected
by
Jacob
Hockstein
on MacAvoy and Kathleen Clifford sup- sort" appear
fluence on the toother
variety. an inBroadway and 26th St.
porting. George Melford is making
"They paint the town red," he con"Ebb Tide" on an island oif the
tinues, "with placards saying that
coast of Southern California, with such a person, an object of undue
Opens in Souderton
(Special
to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Lila Lee, James Kirkv^'ood, Raymond notoriety, could not find room in the
Souderton,
Pa. — The
Broad,
seat- Hatton, George Fawcett, Noah Beery motion picture industry. But so far,
ing 700 and built at a cost of $75,000, and Jacqueline Logan, while Alfred there has not been a single denial
Producers of motion pictures
has
been
opened
by
the
Broad Green is directing another island regarding the statements of these
company with Thomas Meighan in people that they are here to get
Amusement Co.
should have their positive prints
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow."
made in our Flushing laboratories:
Rodolph Valentino will go to San
He concedes that drunkenness, the
Exchangemen Meet Again
Francisco next week to shoot boat- use of tobacco, physical diseases
1. — Because of our staff.
Practically the same group of local
and
vicious dance halls are also
into it."
Our laboratory experts have
e.xchangemen who met in the office racing scenes for "The Young causes of evil.
spent most of their lives in
of Alexander Film last week held anachieving distinction in technical
other meeting yesterday afternoon.
motion picture work.
"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
Rajah."
2. — Because of our facilities.
Open Indianapolis Exchange
SERVING
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE
WEST
Our equipment has been termed
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)

Operators
(Continued

to Strike
from Page
1)

Duratize
YOUR

Quotations

FILMS

ree

Th
Reasons

Why

1

scientifically correct. Our recently installed Tube System
of developing, fixing, tinting,
washing and drying film turns
out absolutely clean positives
that contain every possible gradation of light and shadow.

Indianapolis — An
office has been
opened
by the Celebrated
Players
Film Corp. of Chicago.
Mrs. Anna
Shauer Dead
Mrs. Anna Shauer, mother of E.
E. Shauer, head of the foreign department of Famous Players died yesterday at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Morris Kohn, at Nanuet, N. Y.
Mrs. Shauer, who had been ill for
some time, was in her eighty-fifth
year.

3. — Because of our low rates.
With our up-to-date equipment,
we can print 3,000,000 ft. of film
weekly, and this enormous outenables lowest.
us to fix our rates
at theput very

More

jSthncfcrrcf I^ilw Irahorcrlopies
%/ohn M.NickoIaits

Phones
Ho/lyivood

63tScuid 6943
Reg. U. S. Pat. OfiE.

SQivarcf €tncl RomaiiiQ Streets

Hollywood Calt/ornta

information gladly furnished if you will telephone
Bryant 1939.

THE ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.
120 West 41st Street
New York City
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"// there ever was a picture that has
everything, this one is it, ''says the
Motion
Picture
N e AV S
in its issue of July 15, referring to

MARION

DAVIES

in
"The
Young
Diana"
one of the most remarkable

Here is
ever paid a motion picture.

tributes
Read it -and profit
The Cast

'• The Young' Diana "

Diana
May. . •
Mr. May
Commander Cleeve
Lady
Anne
Dr. Dimitrius.

Marion
Davies
;Maclyn Arbuckle

Forrest Stanley
Paramount — 6580 Feet
Gypseyde Cordoba
O'Brien
Pedro
(Reviewed by Charles Larking
IF this is a sample of what Paramount is
By Marie Corelli. Directed by Albert Capellani
going to offer film fans this coming seaand Robert G. Vignola.
Scenario by Luther
son— well this jaded old world is in for a surReed. Photographed by Harold Wenstrom.
prise, at least as far as motion picture entertainment goes. If there ever was a picture
The Story — The plot has an English locale
and its complications are due to the desire of a
that has everything, this one is it. To begin
parvenu father that his daughter, Diana, shall
with there's one of the finest casts ever assem
bled. It includes besides the star, such well
marry into society. The father has affected interest in science and wants her to choose Dr.
known artists as Maclyn Arbuckle, Forrest
Dimitrius as her husband. Diana, howevei, is
Stanley. doba.
Gypsey
O'Brien
and
Pedro
de
Corin love with a British naval officer. In a dream
Second, it is produced with absolute
that carries her through some of the most
disregard for expense. It is the most lavishly
mounted picture Cosmopolitan has ever of- ) weird adventures ever pictured on the screen,
she sees the commander eloping with another
fered the Parcimount program. Third, the
woman and twenty years pass. Dr. Dimitr.us
gowns worn by Miss Davies constitute a style
restores her to youth, which does not, however,
show which wrill be a valiwble asset for you in
.bring her happiness because love has departed.
exploiting the picture to your fair sex patrons.
Classification — A superb picturization of the
Fourth,
has aevery
" different
" angleFifth,
and
it
holds thethestory
interest
moment.
dramatic stc3ry which ran serially in Hearst's
-Magazine and was later published in book form.
Miss Davies appears in two extremes of
Transferred to the screen in lavish and intensely
characterization, first as a young girl, then'
interesting manner.
as a woman 20 years older, grey haired and
approaching spinsterhood. Sixth, the Ice
Production Highlights — The gorgeous gowns
Carnival scenes will set a new standard for
worn by Miss Davies. The lavish and beautiful
lavishness. Here is pantomime and tableau,
settings by Joseph Urban, especially those showcolor, novelty, beauty — all mixed into a series
ing the Ice Carnival at Montreux. The ver>
of scenes unapproached in gorgeousness.
excellent cast. The apparent disregard for expense as far as mounting is concerned. The
' One could go on indefinitely enumerating 1
the wonders of this production. Albert f
weird home and office of Dr. Dimitrius in SwitCapellani and Robert G. Vignola have
zerland. The restoring of Diana May to youth.
directed the picture in praiseworthy manner
The
meeting,
20 years later, of her old sweetand Luther Reed has admirably adapted
heart and the stormy scenes that follow. The
Marie Corelli's colorful tale to Uie screen.
deep, luxurious interiors. The fine interpretaMiss Davies in this picture has been given
tion given a difficult dual role by Miss Davies,
her opportunity. Her work as the young
who here contributes her best work to screen
girl, then as the aged spinster, later as
literature. The scenes at the Paris opera, where
Mademoiselle Galatea, brings out histrionic
the star as Mademoiselle Galatea startles the
ability heretofore not believed to be in her
French capital with her beauty.
possession.
Exploitation Angles — There is no limit to
Joseph Urban's settings are quite the acme
them in this one. The star's popularity.
The
of perfection and he has outdone both " Engorgeous gowns. The Ice Carnival. Drug store
chantment," and " Beauty's Worth," in elabtie-ups on the elixir of life theme.
Put on a
orate screen mounting. The ice carnival
Beauty .Show.
You can get some great proscenes will set a high mark for others to
logue ideas from the Ice Carnival scenes which
shoot at.
will also give you suggestions for lobby dress.
The story is one possessing hovel twists.
Play up the name of the author and arrange for
It deals with the hunt for eternal youth which
book store displays of her works, including this
c?.rries the audience through a series of weird
story. This is a picture where the more you
and thoroughly enjoyable adventures. Just as
scen^
espec
one starts to think how unreal it all is, we
spend
of
it at intheboosting
box office.it the more you'll get out Khrj
find it nothing but a dream and we find ourselves immensely pleased with it all and the
Drawing
Power
The on
finest
in the Ithe
observer will be puzzled right up to the close,
M^ world
can put
this— one
and theatres
reap a golden
^ Lett^
■
harvest.
It
should
go
anywhere,
anytime.
Exas the outcome of the story. " The Young,
Diana "in isthe
an most
attraction
that should
to
I hibitors who can't make money with an attracLett
usher
successful
season help
in the
a tion of this calibre should open butcher shops —
history of the industry.
^they'll find the bacon there.
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Fire Loss Is $20,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ephraim, Utah — W. D. Musig,
owner of the Mozart, has lost
$20,000 as a result of the fire which
damaged his house. Insurance
covers $4,000.

INSIST UPON

sJB^

FILM DAILY)

Hollywood
—
Metro's
"Country
Love" company will be on location
in Sacramento for ten days.
"The Bishop of the Ozarks" will be
completed this week.

Duratized
FILMS

"Love is an Awful Thing,"
starring Owen Moore, is completed.
Abe Stern, secretary and treasurer
of Century is in the city.

An organization with a
two-fold purpose and intensive knowledge of the motion picture industry will
finance and advise with
producers, distributors or
theatre owners. All transactions confidential,

Albert Kelly will be King Vidor's
assistant in producing "Peg O' My

<

art."
Hughes
has almost
HeRupert
pleted work on "Gimme."

com-

.'■"Allen Holubar is directing the final
Chains."
scenes of "Broken
Robert Thornby will probably
direct
Leah
Baird in her next pic.<?ture.
Billy Franey is recovering from
slight injuries sustained during production.

CHROMOS TRADING CO.
1123 Broadway SSSS

Betty May is slated to appear in
Arvid Gillstrom's latest Century,
starring Lee Moran.

Saite 616

A tower 110 feet high was erected
in Topanga Canyon for shots for
Selznick's "One Week of Love."
Eight cameramen
were employed.

ROTH

'Phooe Chelsea 8284

ACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
:.•
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
'
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

Jackie Morgan, who has just finished a prominent part in a Brownie
next.
comedy, will appear in Al Herman's

STUDIO FOR RENT

The supporting cast in Herbert
Rawlinson in Universal's "Another
Man's Shoes" will include Barbara
Bedford, Una Trevelyn, Fred Malatesta. Nelson MacDowell, and Harry
Carter.

Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lsiayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
no W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Universal will present Gladys Walton in "The Lavender Bath Lady," an
original By Shannon Fife, scenarized
by George Randolph Chester, and directed by King Baggot.

FILMACK PRODUCTION

TRAILERS
With and Without Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6

C A Foot
• • TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction we
maintain that our Trailers are the
}est of their kind. Make us prove it!

IRVING MACK & CO.
808 S. Wabash,

CHICAGO

August 3, 19221

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

Maurice
("Lefty")
Flynn will appear in "Omar the Tentmaker."

FINANCIAL
AID plus
COUNSEL

Thursday,

Managing Director Dumond, of the
Kinema, has established a school of
presentation for attaches of that theater. The curriculum will divide
attention between internal theater
administration and entertainment or
program building. Sessions will be
held one morning each week.
Robert O'Connor, who is making
comedies for the state right market,
is forwarding, with his prints, a questionnaire to exhibitors showing his
product in which he asks whether the
film could have been improved by
cutting, special advertising, and the
opinion of exhibitor and audiences.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Stroheim Sig^s Kerry
Eric Von Stroheim has signed Norman Kerry through
Jess Smith, to
play in "The Merry Go-Round."

To Douglas Fairbanks:We have secured from tiie
Triangle Film Corporation, the
exploitation and distribution
rights to the best Triangle Films,
among which there is a series of
your productions.
Desiring to exploit these subjects to the greatest possible
advantage and at the same time
help you to continue to maintain
the reputation and prestige you
have attained in the Film
World — we shall take every
precaution in re-editing and reconstructing these films so that
they will reflect the good and
wholesome thoughts they represent.
The titles will be reproduced
in Prizma.
Furthermore, in all advertising
matter, the public will be advised that these Playlets have
been re-edited and reconstructed
from your former successes.
LEADER
71
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Ingram Arrives

3 Suggestion Made by Harry Reich- Will Make Tvi^o Pictures in the East
and Then Go Abroad for a Third
enbach at A. M. P. A. Luncheon
— "Passion Vine" Next
— Advises Less Knocking
Rex Ingram and a party of film
At a luncheon of the A. M. P. A.
t the
Cafe
Boulevard
yesterday, folks, including Alice Terry, his wife
iarry Reichenbach,
who
was
the and Col. Ford, his business manager
uest of honor, made
a suggestion arrived in New York from the coast
liich led to a motion
to place a yesterday. One of the first things
ihlct in the lobby of the Astor for Ingram did was to visit the Astor
The Prisoner of Zenda" and honor theater to see "The Prisoner of
1 good films thereafter.
A comlittee of three, consisting
of Nat
The director will remain in the
othstein, Arthur James and Lloyd East
Zenda."
for some time. He will meet
,'illis
was
appointed
to
take
up
the
John
Russell,
the author in about two
alter and submit
its report next
eek, the understanding
being that weeks to collaborate on a film vereichenbach
would
act
with
the
sion of "The Passion Vine." This
^dy.
will
be
and
will lieIngram's
made innext
the production
West Indies.
After giving a humorous account
some of his experiences abroad, Following that he will do "Toilers of
eichenbach brought up the matter the Sea." He may then go abroad
to make a third picture.
■ knocking films. That an undesir"Trifling Women," the latest In)le adjective is being used too fregram production is in New York. A
lently with reference to pictures
as his contention and he urged that print was brought East with the InIS be avoided in the future.
gram party.
"When we continue to say that this
m is bad and that one is bad," he
id, "we begin to convince the pub: that it is actually so. As a matter
New
Invention
Photographs
Sound
(Continued
on Page 4)
and Pictures Simultaneously —
Both on One Film
ivors Porto
Rico for Production
Early
in
July, announcement was
Porto Rico is an ideal country for
made in Chicago from the laboratories
ture production, according to Edird A. MacManus, who is in New of the University of Illinois that a
irk with the (irst of the four feat- process of synchronizing motion pictures an.d sound had been perfected.
■:s that he has contracted to make An official
announcement from the
Associated Exhibitors. This featUniversity at Urbana describes the
is known at present as "The process as follows:
(jniau Who Fooled Herself."
"Professor Joseph T. Tyko^iner
lias, after 20 years' work, perfected a
Monte
Cristo" at the Stanton
machine which not only photographs
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the usual moving picture as we are
'hiladelphia — "Monte
Cristo" will used to seeing it on the screen, but
u at the Stanton, a Stanley thea- at the same time and on the same
' on "Sept. 2nd insteafl of "Blood film photographs souiids. So far have
; The
1 Sand"
originally
new as Fox
theaterplanned.
and office the experiments gone that the ring
of a bell, the slam of a door and the
I ilding will be ready by the Spring. human voice are reproduced with an
;■ theater portion of the structure accuracy that is uncanny.
! seat 3,000.
"With the patenting of this machine, the University of Illinois has
T/o Cummings
Films for Western secured the second of its patents on
I'ving Cummings
will make
two apparatus fundamental in the art of
' uires for Western
Pictures
Ex- talking motion pictures. Six months
ilation Co. as soon as he com- ago that institution announced that
ics his contract
with Universal, another one of is staff. Professor
esh and Blood" with Lon Chaney Jacob Kunz, had perfected a salenium
1 directed by Cummings has been cell which, unlike its predecessors, did
\ to Commonwealth
for Greater not show any fatigue through use.
w York and Northern New Jersey;
"The apparatus which is working
20th Century Film for East. Penn. daily
at the university takes moving
-1 South. N. J.; to Mid-West Dist.
C for Wisconsin; to All Star Feat, pictures simultaneouslj- with the photographing of the speech of the actl.t. for Nevada and Arizona and to
ing persons. The machine is equipI Luxe
for Washington,
Idaho,
ped witli (aContinued
mercury onarcPage
of special
con2)
^'iitana and Oregon.

Combined Operation

Price 5 Cents
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Deal With F. and R. Foreign Outlet Here

Is Promise of International Pictures
— William A. Brady May Be
Interested
The
formation
of International
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pictures
of
America,
Inc., was anMinneapolis — The F. and R. Film
yesterday from the office
Company, which is operated by of Williamnounced
A. Brady.
Finkelstein and Ruben, has purchased
The purposes of the company, as
a number of productions for distribution here. The exchange although outlined in a statement, are as follows: to sell in the United States
controlled by F. and R., is conducted
and
Canada
nothing but foreignas a separate organization without
any affiliation with Associated First made pictures, distributing these
National Pictures of Minnesota, Inc. through branches in such manner as
pressent lanes of disA deal is under way with Warner to avoid the
tribution; and at the same time to
Bros, for the seven pictures that find an outlet abroad for films turned
company will produce next season. out here by independent producers
The territory involved is Minnesota,
who have, under present circumNorth and South Dakota and the upstances, small opportunity. There
per peninsula of Michigan. The con- are, however, far wider implications
tracts have not as yet been signed.
according to Brady who, though not
F. and R. will distribute all of the
yet actively interested, predictsAl Lichtman product in Minnesota. as
that this company may be the means
Wisconsin, the Dakotas and Upper of saving a world market for AmeriMichigan as well as the Franklyn
can pictures in general. He states
Farnum series of westerns made by that his recent study of conditions in
W. M. Smith Prod., Inc., of Tulsa. Europe,
extending on over
a period of
(Continued
Page 2)
The company at present controls
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes," "I Am the
Kent Due Next Week
Law," "Where Is My Wandering
Sydney R. Kent of Famous Players
Boy Tonight?" and the Prizma out- next
week. back in New York early
is expected

Minneapolis
Warner

Exchange Dickering for
Output — Buys Lichtman Franchise

"Nero" Closes Aug. 31

Jean Havez Sails
"Nero" will close its run at the
Jean Havez, a member of Harold
put.
Lyric Aug. 31. It will have had 225 Lloyd's scenario staff sailed on Wedpresentations since May, when it
nesday for Europe.
opened. On Sept. 1st "A Little Child
Warfield to Show Pictures
Shall Lead Them," will follow it
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
into that house.
San Francisco — Films
are to be
shown at the Warfield, exclusively.
Will Change Revenue Methods
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas — According to George Hopkins, internal revenue collector of this
district, a radical change will be
effected in the methods of tax collection. It is charged that flagrant violations of the internal revenue tax
bills are continuing, and Hopkins
says violators of the miscellaneous
tax act in which the biggest item is
the
cuted.admission levy will be proseBitzer with Hines Company
Billy Bitzer, former head of the
camera staff of the Griffith organization is now photographing "Sure Fire
Flint," Johnny Hines' new picture.
Charles C. Burr, the producer has
engaged Ralph Spence to write the
titles, Dell Henderson to direct, Chas.
O. Seesel to make the sets and Edmund Breese, Doris Kenyon, Effie
Shannon, Robert Edeson and Charles
Gerard to support Hines. Release
will be on the state rights market.

Callicott Appointed Supervisor
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — Jack Callicott has
been made field supervisor for West
Coast Theaters.
No Decision in Detroit Case
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Arguments were heard on
the case brought by Phil Gleichman
against the Kunsky interests and
Famous Players on Wednesday and
yesterday the court had the matter
under advisement.
Coal Strike May Hit Films
(Special to THE

DAILY')
St. Louis — Notice FILM
has been
served
on some towns in Southern Illinois
that the Illinois Conservation Committee will take charge of the coal
situation and may put power houses
on a conservation basis. This,
coupled with the railroad situation,
has made things quite serious
through this district.

■

^
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Combined Operation
(Continued from Page 1)
struction. The intensity of light
varies in accordance with the speech
of the acting person; and the hght
from the arc is focused upon the moving fihn by a sound-recording instrument.
"The sound record is a narrow
band, of varying transparency, running along the edge of the film. As
the fihn passes through the camera,
about two-thirds of three-fourths
of it is exposed to the scene being
photographed. The remainder of the
fihn is given over to photographing
the various sounds. In this manner,
every action and every sound is reproduced in corresponding places on
the record. This guarantees synchronism of visual and sound impression."

(T^xlux^citlarvcd (flctuAju)
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three
months,
convinces
him
that
there is serious danger of American
producers
losing the world
market
through lack of foresight.
The plan for International Pictures
is to have a board of directors comprising bankers in New York who
have powerful interests abroad and
other men of financial standing representing the picture industry in
every nation of importance. Two
European governments have already
indicated their interest in the proposed company and its efforts to help
the producers of their nations. The
first meeting is to be held in New
York during October or November.
It will be the first occasion on which
men representing picture interests
throughout the world have met, and
Brady predicts some interesting developments. He will be present, of
course, but whether he will take a
prominent part or not is something
yet to be decided.
Brady, who returned from Europe
a few days ago, is convinced that the
European situation is a serious one.
"In all European countries of importance," he said yesterday, "there
is pronounced resentment at the attitude prevailing here of 'no foreign
films.' They make no allowance for
the fact that official action has not
been taken here as yet to keep their
pictures out. They only know that
a wall of prejudice has been raised
which niakes it difficult, and in some
cases impossible to market here a
picture which has been made abroad.
Unless conditions change there will
unquestionably be measures of retaliation. The embargo, which England has placed within the last few
days on American actors coming into that country to appear in pictures,
is only the forerunner of more serious developments.
"English producers have told me that they
find it practically impossible to get an audience in New York even for a trade showing and yet when an American producer
takes a picture into London, to show it
at the Alhambra or such a house, the place
is crowded. They do not admit that their
pictures are inferior. They say that they
give our pictures a welcome, and we should
at least give the American public an opportunity to see English films. Incidentally
the picture industry in Great Britain will
go forward by leaps and bounds within the
near future, just as soon as capital is released from what they consider more essential industries. Bankers in this country
came into our picture companies only a short
time back, after years of observation, and
it is my belief that English bankers are just
about to make that decisive step. Once
they do. and the great cities there have picture palaces similar to ours — which they
lack entirely now — there'll be a pronounced
boom for pictures in England. Whether
.\nitrican pictures will share in that is for the
future to decide, but they certainly won't
unless there's a marked change in the attitude of men who control the presentation of
pictures here.
"The French also object to the treatment
their pictures get here, and since the French
are by nature more emotional, we may expect a flareback fron them any time. They
say that they made good pictures such as
'Les Miserables' and many others. 'They
lioint out that French directors occupy
foremost positions in this country, and
brought to us many new ideas by which we
profited. The Italians also made such great
pictures as 'Quo Vadis' and 'Cabiria' when
we were still experimenting. Since then
those countries have been through a life and
death struggle, but they reason that they
have showed the way to us once, and they
can do it again. As for the Germans, we
have reason to know that they can produce
great pictures, and we've seen only a few

of the good
they've
Unquestionably they ones
can show
us made.
great direction,
great acting and marvelous use of technical
equipment. They predict that they will
make even better pictures, and if they once
get the knack of making modern subjects
that are as good as their historical films,
they'll show us the way there, too. Meantime whole new fields of interest are being
opened up by these foreign companies who
operate in different settings, use a different
kind of story and adopt new methods of
treatment. Any prejudice which puts up
bars before these artistic importations is not
only injurious to the interests of the American public as a whole ; but from the selfish
standpoint of business it is criminally shortsighted.
"It may not be generally known, but at
least twenty-five per cent of the income to
be derived from pictures is in the foreign
market. Possibly some exhibitors shrug their
shoulders at this consideration, but the more
intelligent among them realize that after all
they are only a part of the picture market
and they need not endanger the other part.
"Producers who reach out for the German market find that already a sort of embargo is in effect there. I found upon examination that a rule was working which
prevented a man from importing more than
half the quantity of film he had exported.
In other words, the business of getting pictures into Germany is in German hands and
it is going to remain there until we come
to some basis of agreement with them.
"It was considered essential to have a
Will H. Hays come in and supervise the picture industry here. I say it is just as essential to have a man in Europe who will
represent American pictures there with
enough ability to interpret our viewpoint to
them and in turn theirs back to us. So
far American pictures have been handicapped
abroad by a large niunber of disreputables
who have drifted about claiming to be producers. In some cases they have collected
funds for formation of companies and then
decamped in the most approved manner of
embezzlers. The accredited American agents
are, of course, men of ability and worth and
the heads of our American industry on their
few visits abroad have created a most favorable impression, but we all suffer from the
rascals who have been allowed to run loose
to our infinite discredit. They have given
us a bad odor even in our own legations and
consulates. Something will have to be done
to curtail their activities."

T-WENTY-FOUR HODKINA SON BRANCH
EXCHANGES have just completed
their first nine months of independent operation, and enter the
Autumn selling season with the
most notable group of big pictures thus far announced in the
five
years Consult
of the Corporation's
history
the nearest
HODKINSON EXCHANGE
for Fall play-dates on the new
HODKINSON audience-tested
products
HODKINSON
Branch

Address
Atlanta

1 06 Walnut Street

Cammack Gets Appointment
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston
Dallas — Ben Y. Cammack has been Buffalo
appointed
manager of the Southern Chicago
States Film Co. by Oscar Oldknow. i Cincinnati
R. N. Koblegard Has Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fort Pierce, Fla. — R. N. Koblegard
will spend $150,000 on a theater.
Webb

Is Now

(Special to THE

Sole Owner
FILM

DAILY)

Milford,
Conn. — Mrs.
May
B.
Richardson has disposed of her interest in the Strand
to Irving Webb
who now owns it alone.
(Special

James Boyd Sells
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Blythevillc, Ark. — James Boyd has
disposed of Jimmy's Playhouse to R.
H. Rust and R. C. Jackson.
Kirkland Manager
(Special to THE

FILM

at Rialto
DAILY)

Oklahoma
City — E. O. Kirkland
is now managing the Rialto.
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Pratt Managing Two
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington,
la. — Two houses
are
now under the management of Ralph
E.
Pratt,
namely,
the
Fox
and
Graham.
Rubenson
(Special

to THE

Is Manager
FILM

DAILY)

Newton
Falls, O.— N. A. Rubenson is now managing the Strand.
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Road Showed for 6 years to
record crowds in every city, town
and hamlet in the country !

NOW

a Film classic and a Box

Office clean-up !

Biggest Stage Success Now a Screen Triumph !
*The Masquerader," with Mr. Post, holds the record receipts for a dramatic attraction in almost every
box-office in America. Confirm this at the nearest legitimate theatre ! Here are a few samples of the
uniformly tremendous business played:
ONE PERFORMANCE
WEEK
STANDS
THREE
DAY STANDS
Tulsa
$4,261.00
Los Angeles
$20,472.00
Louisville
$11,897.00
Saginaw
3,117.25
Kansas City
20,236.00
Toledo
9,044.00
Decatur
2,924.00
Cincinnati
20,409.50
Indianapolis
8,233.00
East Liverpool
2,782.00
New Orleans
19,169.00
Birmingham
7,996.50

RICHARD

WALTON

TULLY

the famous producer, presents this film version of John Hunter Booth's dramatization of Katherine
Cecil Thurston's famous novel, which has been read by 12,000,000 persons.
Directed by James Young.

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

NATIONAL
FIRST
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Terry Turner, of the Loew office,
arranged for a special showing of
"Forget-Me-Not," at the Criterion,
several days before the picture
opened, to which directors and
managers of the various orphanages
throughout New York were invited
as well as newspapermen, special
writers and the trade press. This
netted unusual reviews before the
picture opened, and obtained the_ cooperation ofthe orphanage executives.
The Fifth Avenue bus company
were next approached and donated
60 buses to carry orphans, foundlings and dependent children to see
the picture. The Keith Boys band
furnished drum corps and trumpeters
each day, and Broadwayites were
treated daily to a parade of buses
heavily laden with kiddies and bearing 12-foot banners of the picture.
Fifty per cent of the net profits were
donated by Loew to various orphanages. The Happiness Candy Co.,
donated thousands of boxes of candy
to be di.stributcd among the children.
Loew's
in all
running took
The
New trailers
York theaters
advantage

sang,
both broadcasting stations announced:
"The announcement made two
nights prior to the effect of "The
Storm" raging in New York for three
months that will arrive in Brooklyn
on July 30, is not a weather report,
but an entertainment announcement,
is playing, etc., as is Walter Smith,
liasso, our next singer." The independent broadcasting station said in
addition: "We hear that 'The Storm'
is a singer
fine picture,
well-worth
seeing."in
The
volunteered
his services
return for the publicity he would get.
Stories of the stunt were used to fair
k-ngth by all Brooklyn papers. The
radio supplement of the Mail also
carried a yarn on it.
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of fact, pictures nowadays are not
worse than they have been. Let us
get the idea about poor pictures out
of Nat
the minds
of thefollowed
public." this up
Rothstein
with some remarks about sportsmanship. He pointed out that there is
too much jealousy being displayed in
the industry.
"Let us try to start a real spirit of
sportsmanship,"
remarked,
the other fellowhereally
had a"and
goodif
picture, give him credit. Recently,
I was approached by someone affiliated with a rival organization and
asked to run a cooperative advertisement conceding that his film is a
good one and recommending it to

Schulberg
(Special

August

Signs
to T§E

4, 1922

I

Schertzinger
FILM

DAILY^

Los Angeles^ 2. P. Schulberg ha
signed Victor L. Scinrteinger t
direct "The Lonely Ro^f^' starrin
Katherine MacDonald.

W. A. FLE^'iNG & CO.
Public

Accou' *:ai.
and
Dependable
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St
Telephone Longacre 9074

i

MARm^

wirlo

COMMC-

the exhibitor over our signature."
He added that he was "consider-

That the public must be reached
was Reichenbach's contention, and
he was especially emphatic about the
Metro ing it."production now at the Astor,
stating that civic officials be invited
Ottowa, Kan. — The big four may to attend such ceremonies. The matmean Railroad to New Yorkers but
ter of abuse of the idea was taken
COMINGit means "Beyond the Rocks" to local up and it was pointed out that this STOP!
LOOK!
LISTEN
picture fans. This was the result of might become a pernicious influence
For Sale or Rent
clever advertising carried on by the if poor pictures were honored and the
Pastime through the efforts of H. P. public duped with a resultant loss of
SPECTRO
LAMPS
Kingsmore, Paramount exploiter confidence.
We furnish and g, arantee compl(
fram Kansas City. Every day for a
Again Reichenbach mentioned
or Locatioij
week in advance of the run, small "The Prisoner of Zenda," the motion equipment for Stut.ios
JCS. CELB COMPAMBlfOi
scatter-ads
appeared
in
the
Ottowa
and appointment of the committee in Represented by
512 West 36th St. mT
of the "swamp baby" stories played
Telephone, Longacre 1
up heavily in the dailies, and had Herald calling attention to the "Big charge following. On his European A. L. Hendrickson
rccnc: of a baby in a swamp with the Four." On the day before the onen- experiences, Reichenbach had some
ing the Pastime crashed its message interesting data. The Germans are
Me Not."
"Forgot
following
caption
Considerable
publicity
was gleaned with a double-truck of nine co-oper- the first ones to look into American
ative ads. In the center was the methods of presentation, while as for
INSIST UPON
through a controversy between Commissioner of Welfare Bird S. Coler theater's own display, explaining the England and France, they verily shun
and the directors of one of the or- mystery. "The Big Four" were: the twinkling lights that lure the
phanages. Coler, though he had not 1— Gloria Swanson, and 2 — Rudolph populace,
he explained.
seen the picture requested institutions Valentino, in 3 — Elinor Glyn's, 4 —
Reichenbach "kidded" many things,
not to allow their children to see it "Beyond the Rocks." The campaign observing further that in Scotland
also helped along by use of hid- the sea-gulls are starving, following
because "he had heard" it did not was den
names in the text of the ads. A the Scotch ships. In London, he derepresent true conditions existing in
clared, the purchaser of a ticket must
modern orphanages. His letter and beauty contest conducted by the
atcion was resented by the various paper, local merchants offering prizes hire Houdini to find it. Why? Because there are no lights.
directors who saw it and Coler was of wearing apparel to the most beautiful girls in the town.
defied. During the first week 3,000
kiddies were the guests of Marcus
L. M. Rubens Is 111
Loew.
Gault, Ont. — Residents of this
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
town were astonished one morning
Joliet,
111.
— Since his return from
to
find
a
full
size
grave
stone
erected
Instead of sitting back and beEurope. L. M. Rubens has not been
moaning the existence of radio as a on the principal corner of the street well.
Inisiness killer, Edward L. Hyman, with this inscription in verse on it:
of the Brooklyn Strand amassed his "Beneath this hunk of stone so cold,
An organization with ai
idea resources and plucked a good
Independent's Home Ready
Lies laid
a guy
downwho's
and gone
died already,
when
he
one. He used radio in such a way Who
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
two-fold purpose and inten^
was told,
that it built business for his house.
Philadelphia — The Independent
sive knowledge of the mO'
Hyman approached the managers of
Film
Corp.
will
formally
open
its
He missed
"Moran
of the Lady
two broadcasting stations, one of
tion picture industry will!
exchange building
1319 \'ine
It was made of wood by Manager new
finance and advise with
St., Monday.
H. M. at
Warner
will
which was Wanamaker's in New
receive exhibitors.
York, and the other an independent
Letty."
J.
S.
Brown,
Jr.,
of
Scot's
Opera
producers, distributors or
in Brooklyn, with a proposition that House, and was painted white to look
looked purely social. He offered like stone, being inscribed in black.
theatre owners. All transWithers Is Branch Sales Manager
actions confidential.
the services of one of the theater's Paramount Exploiter Bamberger, of
f Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
songsters to participate in one of the the Toronto exchange, tied up with
Atlanta — Jack Withers has been
radio concerts given. In return he the Royal Canadian Bank to allow
CHROMOS
TRADING CO.
obtained the following:
the tomb stone on its property, in appointed branch sales manager for
1123
Broadway
Associated
Exhibitors
in
the
SouthTwo days before the artist was to the center of the town.
east.
sing, both radio stations during their
Suite 616
'Phone Chelsea 8284
concerts announced. "That by the
With Exchangemen
Davenport. la. — "The Crossroads
courtesy of the Brooklyn Mark of New York" sported a new line of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Strand, Walter Smith, famous basso, exploitation during its run at the
Nil
Atlanta — Harold
R.
Kistler
is ROTHACKER
will render a few selections on Mon- Capitol. The crossroads sign stunt
PRIN1|
travelling for Pathe, having replaced
and SERVICE
day evening ("two days later.") In was consummated to its logical con- Norman
C.
Vibbard.
He
was
the two concerts preceding the one
E. O. BLACKBURN
clusion because the manager actualh- formerly manager of the Rialto.
in which Smith was to participate, completed a tie up with the police
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
they also announced as if it were a department by which he was perChicago, HI.
St. Louis, Mo.— Lou Bent is now
mitted to place a certain number of
weather report: "The Storm," which
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
has been raging in New York for his signs at prominent intersections with Enterprise. He travelled for
Hollywood,
Cal.
three month.s, will arrive in Brooklyn and had them worked as traffic Metro formerly, working out of the
local
office.
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill il
July 30. The day the Strand artist semaphores by real policemen.
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Combine of Ind'p'ts Plans a "Gome Back"
5 Plan of Local Exchanges — Would Mrs. Evelyn Snow Enters Ohio PoliPool Resources and Operate
Nationally

The conferences of independent exlangemen, which have been held in
le offices of Alexander
Film this
i (eek, have been concerned with the
i-mation
of an organization
tentaly known
as the Amalgamated
iiiipendent Film
Distributors.
hiHns Singer, local representative
the
Criterion
Film
Co.
and
cific Film was instrumental in get" iig the independents
together
for
" le purpose of ascertaining what pross might be made in the way of
duced overhead.
Present at one
more of the meetings have been
■x'sentatives of Second
National,
tropolitan
Prod..
National
Exanges,
Myriad,
Climax.
Aywon,
rrow
Exchanges.
Inc.,
Model,
■riueer
and
Champion.
A
comittee is now at work on the details
the plan which would provide for
e operation of all independents in
ery exchange
center out of one
ntral point.
One force would
be
.ed for the sale of the combined
oduct
and
the
money
accruing
rough economj- measures would be
id to secure new productions.
Singer estimated yesterday that if
1 independent
exchanges
in New
■rk should agree to work on a coicrative basis, $300,000
would
be
\ed per year.
In speaking of the
n yesterday, he said:
The
Amalgamated
Independent
111 Distrilnitors is a group of film
lianges desiring to eliminate
as
iich waste and duplication of elYort
possible in combining
their re^cs under one distributing
head.
an instance; there are some
25
'lependent exchanges in the city of
cw York, each exchange pays treiidous rent due to the scarcity and
frictions on film space; the rents
<\ by these small independent exinges
alone
amounts
to
over
00,000 per year.
There are some
(Continued

sa

on

Page

2)

loodstein Acquires

Pueblo House

(Special to THE

DAILY)

FILM

Pueblo, Col. — Joseph J. Goodstein
Arrow Photoplays and the Palm
[leaters and Amusement
Co.
has
cen over the Majestic theater here.
"Prince and Pauper" at Capitol
The Capitol has booked "The
■ince and the Pauper" for the week
Aug. 13. This is the picture proced abroad and held for release in
is country by Larry GifTen. It is
pected First National will handle it.

tics— Gubernatorial Candidates
Against Censorship

Edwards
Fox

Price 5 Cents

5, 1922

Returning

Director Due Here on the Majestic—
Made inTwo
Pictures
While
Europe

Gut in Raw Film Tax
Senate Committee Suggests Reducing
Levy from Half Cent to Four
Tenths Per Foot

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
J. Gordon Edwards, the Fox
director,
who
left
New
York
a
good
Washington
— The Senate Finance
Columbus, O. — The censorship
question on Ohio lias again become a many months ago to produce in Committee, sitting in executive session yesterday voted to offer an
political football, thrown around for Europe, is due in New York on the
Majestic which arrives here August amendment in the Senate cutting the
22nd.
campaign purposes by various candidates for office.
proposed rate of duty on raw stock
While abroad, Edwards made two in the McCumber-Fordney tariff bill
Mrs. Evelyn Snow, desposed head
of the censor board in this state, has pictures, "Nero," which was pro- from one half cent per foot to four
duced in Italy and "The Shepherd tenths of a cent per foot.
entered
politics
as a "stump"
speaker
for
Carmi
Thompson,
candidate
for King." which took the company into
The bill as adopted bj' House provided a rate of 20% ad valorem on
governor. Mrs. Snow is endeavor- Egypt, Palestine and several other
the
x^merican valuation of foreign picOld W^ord spots. This latter production isone of the Fox specials for
ing to stage a "come-back."
tures brought into this country. The
Other gubernatorial candidates are 1922-1923.
Senate has all along favored specific
using the censorship problem for
rates on imported productions as
political purposes. Efforts to capture
against ad valorem rates and the new
Change Title of Rogers Film
the votes of the liberals in the state
are being made by Congressman
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," proposal of the committee will porbCharles Knight, the millionaire Ak- in which Will Rogers is starred, will ably
No prevail.
changes are recommended in
ron publisher, who is a candidate for be released by Hodkinson in Nothe
provisions of this bill which
the governorship. .\t a meeting on
vember as "The Headless Horse- are other
concerned with films.
Wednesday evening, he denounced
censorship
Homera
Nathanson Here
G. Dunard. asa "unnecessary."
third candidate from
Hays in Colorado
N. L. Nathanson of the Famous
third party, has announced a platvVill H. Hays is "somewhere in
form of Sunday pictures and death tc Colorado" vacationing, for just how Players Canadian Corp. was in New
long his office does not know. His York yesterday.
"unfair censorship."
staff hopes he will remain away the
Demas B. Ulrej-, owner of two pic- rest
of the month.
ture theaters here and a candidate for
W. A. Bach in Town
men."
Congress is in the field on a platform
W.
A.
Bach former general manAywon Closes Several Deals
which, in part, frowns on censorship.
ager of the Famous Players-Lasky
A Selznick News reel showing Will
Aywon has sold the "Snowy" Ba- Film Service, Ltd. of Canada is in
H. Hays making the statement that
ker and "Big Boy" Williams series to town for about a week.
censorsliip is impossible and not in H. Lieber & Co. of Indianapolis for
keeping with the principles of freedom Indiana and to the Liberty Film Exchange of Washington for Delaware,
was passed by the Ohio board and allowed to be shown throughout the Maryland and the District. Fine
state.
Arts of St. Louis has purchased "The T. O. C. C. and Operators Hold "Get
Together" AreMeeting
— Negotiations
Lure of the Orient," "With Wings
Reopened
Outspread" and "The Woman of
No News Reel Censorship
The threatened strike of moving
Mystery" for Southern Illinois and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eastern Missouri.
picture machine operators may not
Richmond, Va. — A decision to
develop after all.
omit news reels from inspection has
No Differences, Says Ralph Ince
Samuel Kaplan, president of the
been reached as a result of a conferRalph Ince in denying any differ- operators' union yesterday headed a
ence between the Virgina Film Cenences with his brother, Thomas H. committee of three which conferred
sor Board and J. S. Hebrew, of the Ince said yesterday:
with the board of directors of the
Fox organization. The latter pointT. O. C. C. and Senator James J.
"Mj'
brother
Thomas
H.
Ince
has
ed out that censorship would involve
Walker in the T. O. C. C. rooms in
been
long
established
and
permanentdelays that would curtail the news
ly
a
resident
at
Los
Angeles,
and
my
value of these films.
the of
Loew
State building.
As a post
re-'
suit
the meeting,
the following
work has kept me in the East. Last
cards
were
sent
last
night
to
all
T.
O.
winter he came to New York and reKill "Blue Laws" in Louisiana
mained for nearly six months and C. C. members:
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
during that time we were with each
"Negotiations with Operators*
other a great deal and this opportunity Union, Local 306 have been reopenBaton
Rouge,
La.
—
A
"blue
law"
ed at a friendly meeting today. As a
bill up before the General Assembly for intimate association naturally
has been voted down. Another meas- brought us more closely together tiian courtesy to the committee, you are
requested to defer any other arrangeure, arranging for a tax system based we have been since he went West.
ments for operators, pending the conon gross income rather than seating
"At no time have we been anything
clusion of these negotiations. Reports
capacities, also failed to pass, but but on the most friendly terms and I
that was due to the congested condi- never had even heard any intimation of negotiations will be made at Tuestion of the calendar. A special leg- that we had 'differences' until the item
In all
there will be furday'slikelihood,
meeting."
islative committee of the Amusement
came
in FILM DAILY."
ther joint meetings at which, it is antiThisoutpublication
on Wednesday,
Division of the New Orleans Chamcipated, the entire controversy will
ber of Commerce helped bring about stated that Ince had patched up existbe straightened out.
ing differences witii liis brother.
the defeat of the "blue law" plan.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

May Gall Strike Off

<2E^

THE

DAILY

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
ISVi
F. P.-L. . . 85^

V<i

do pfd. . 94}^

wyn
....
Griffith

IVz

Locw'.s
..
Triangle
World

I614

Low

Close

Sales

TsVa
84^

75^
84^

94/2

941/'

157/s

16^
7,600
Not quoted
Not quoted

6.>4

300
1,700
100

Wa
1.500
Not quoted

Will Remodel Extensively
Alterations costing about $40,000
will be made in tlie Mantreed Amuse.
Co. house at 11 W. 115th St.
Riley
Is Select's
Manager
(Special
to THE Buffalo
FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — James
D. Riley is managing Select's
local F.branch.
He has
succeeded
Richard
Fox.
Lowry

(Special

Buys from Morton

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Oswego,
N. J.— T. J. Lowry
has
bought the interest of Harry E. Morton in the Capitol.
Warrick Will Have Two
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

West
Palm
Beach, Fla.— A $100,000 theater will be erected by Stanley
Warrick ,who owns the Beaux Arts.
Hayo and Gerard Are Building
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Carthage,
O. — Paul Hayo,
of the
Mars and Percy Gerard are building
peveral small theaters.
To Build First Run House
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

South
Bend.
Ind. — Work will begin almost immediately on the $120,000 first run house which
a syndicate of Harvey, 111., will operate.

"The
Impossible
completed.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Mrs.

Bellew"

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Nashville, Tenn. —
is

Universal's latest for Priscilla
Dean, directed by Tod Browning, has
been titled "Ladv Raffles."
Bernard Burning will make exteriors on a new Dustin Farnum production in Yosemite
Valley.
Douglas Bronston has succeeded
Eve Unsell at the R-C studios. The
latter is now with Louis B. Maver.
Baby Peggy's comedy, originally
called "The Scoop," has been retitled
and will be known as "The Kid Reporter." Alf Goulding
directed.
Julius Stern is extending the
facilities of the Century studio, adding a new power plant, 12 arc lights
and 22 new spots. Charles Gould
is now
chief electrician.
George Seigman and Jack MacDonald play heavy roles in "California Romance, ' which James J.
Dunn is directing. John Gilbert and
Estelle Tavlor will be seen in it.
/ Kenneth Harlan has been engaged
to appear in "The Beautiful and the
Damned." He will play opposite
Marie Prevost who has the featured
role.
E. Alason Hopper is to direct.

Noah

W. Cooper,
advocate seeking"blue
the law"
Democratic
senatorial nomination, emulated
his namesake of biblical history
by getting mixed up in a flood
when on the day prior to the
primaries he spent his day fasting and praying, allowing only
a deluge of water to pass the
barrier of his teeth.
Noah, who is "bluer" than
any "blues" song ever written,
has secured 96 "Gourds of
Righteousness," which he will
present to the various senators
if he ever reaches the upper
house of Congress. It is reported that most of the senators do not take kindly to
Cooper's ideas about beverages; furthermore, most of
them consider other election
methods
more practical.

Sourkes and Smith Get Sun
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Montreal — The
Sun has been secured by Sourkes
and Smith,
who
have been in the exchange business
hitherto.
Completing
(Special

Corpus

to THE

Christi

FILM

House

DAILY)

Corpus
Christi, Tex. — The
house
on Starr St.. for which a naming contest is being conducted with $25 as
the winning prize, is almost ready.

A suit of the Walter M. Murphy
Motors Company, Pasadena, against
Rodolph Valentino, for $2,262.08 for
repairs over a period of four years
was dismissed in the Superior Court.
.\ salary attachment was sought.
Irving Cummings has finished
"Broad Daylight" for Universal. In
it will appear Jack Mulhall, Lois
\\'ilson, Ralph Lewis, Kenneth Gibson. Wilton Taylor, Robert Walker
and Ben Hewlett.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Holt Gets Another
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Reading,
O. — A. J. Holt, who operates the Pendrola at Lockland, now
owns the Emmarv also.
To Sell One and Lease Another
(Special to THE

FILM

Oconto,
Wis. — L.
F.
will dispose of the Gem
a lease on the Colonial.
Becomes
FILM

DAILY)

Wysockey
and secure
Manager
DAILY)

Milwaukee — Howard
Jameyson,
formerly publicity representative for
the Liberty and Doric, Kansas City,
is now managing the Butterfly.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Baltimore— William E. Stumpf has
been transferred
from
the New
to
the Garden,
both of which
are included in the C. E. Whitehnrst chain.
Collins

Opens

Lyndhurst

(Special to THE

FILM

Theater

DAILY)

Lyndhurst, N. J.— John T. Collins,
national treasurer of the M. P. T. O..
opened his theater here on Tuesday.
It seats
1,000 and is the third in Collins' chain.
Arranges for One-night Stands
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Martins, N. B.— A. F. Blackney
has arranged a circuit of one-night
stands for several small towns in
this province. He will offer a fivereel feature, a two-reel comedy and
piano music, charging $.25.
Walker On Committee
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany^Senator James J. Walker
is a member of a committee of 24
appointed by State Industrial Commissioner Henry D. Sayer to formulate rules for greater safety of theaters and other public places. It is
the result of special legislation as an
aftermath to the Knickerbocker accident in Washington. The committee will be known as the -'\dvisory
Committee on Places of Public Assembly, and the rules and regulations
are prepared and adopted by it will
be known as the State Standard
Building Code.
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of Ind'p'ts

(Continued from Page 1)

Combine

()(l salesmen employed by these eij
changes, and you must bear in miq)
that the same salesmen representin'
the various exchanges are continuaU
soliciting the same accounts. It i
contended that a good salesman ca
sell to better advantage, and the ej
hibitor can purchase at a cheape

I

price
if the films
are available
tfc';
inde])endent
market
could beon spj
through one sales organization whIS ^
can afford to pay high salaries to tk
salesmen, and the exhibitors wout
not be continuously annoyed by th
calls from salesmen of the varioui
exchanges having from two to fifteel
pictures to sell."
Gulia Adds to Holdings
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Akron, O. — The National is ivn
the property of A. Gulia, who own
the \'enice, Cleveland.
Giese

Gets

(Special to THE

Stumpf Transferred to Garden
When Jackie Coogan's "Oliver
Twist" is released one of the exploitation assets that will accompany the
feature will be a special motion picture edition of the famous Dickens
voluine.

(Special to THE
PROGRAM'

(Special

Land."

Roy Stone, Thomas
H. Ince film
cutter, has returned from New York.

Publicity Man

:-THE'SPlCEOHTME

Noah Takes Water Cure

DAILY)

Mix will be seen

shortly in "Romance

Saturday,

Control
FILM

IS

DAILY)

Edwardsville, 111. — The Wildey ha
been bought by O. H. Giese, givin
him control of local amusements.
Penn Becomes
(Special

to THE

Gem

Manager

FILM

DAILY)

Palestine. Tex. — The Gem is no'
under the management of WalK^
Penn. He was transferred from th
Crescent at Temple by Southeri
Enterprises.

Duratize
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PRINT

and SERVICE
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SPECIAL
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FILMACK PRODUCTION

TRAILERS

With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

6

1

C A Foot
• • TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction we I
maintain that our Trailers are the (
jest of their kind.
Make us prove it!
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PatkeNews
No. 63
• L SHIP BURNS AT SEA— Pathe cameran gets remarkable and exclusive scenes
an oil ship burning 150 miles from shore,
the Mediterranean.
3DEO
WEEK
BRINGS
BACK
THE
VILD
AND
WOOLY"
IN CALIFOR{A — Salinas celebrates "Rodeo Week" with
the thrills of old.
'SITING MT. SHASTA BY AIRPLANE
, Interesting views of the beautiful mount.,, which is 14,390 feet high.
ther news from Paris. France; Cincinnati,
Insas City, etc. etc.

today
Guts

and

-s^an

^

y (Special
Mid-West
to THE FILMNotes
DAILY)

Chicago — The Ascher case is still
on trial; so far only Eugene KatzV
side has been heard.
Fred Warren, of American Releasing is in town.
Jos Desberger
is on ahetwowill
weeks'
vacation,
after w'hich
announce his new affiliation.
Jerry Abrams, formerly with Universal now special sales representative for Tiffany pictures, and will
make his headquarters here at Metro.
Cosmopolitan National Exchanges
were forced to move their offices
from Superior Screen Service, which
recently was thrown in bankruptcy
and are now located with American
Releasing.

YOU'RE
MISSING
SOMETHING

St. Loui.s — The boys in St. Louis
Film row have come to the rescue
of Eddie Dustin, veteran film man,
who is very sick, and who has been
failing fast for the last vear. A sum

Flashes

J'om Mix in "Just Tony," is of $1,000 is to be raised'.
sicduled to open at the Strand next
A new base ball team has been
^ek.
formed hy Harry Weiss, of First
National. This team will be known
■N'oiccs of the City." will play at as the "First National Hustlers."
t- Capitol next week. Goldwyn is Barney Fegan has formed a team
nasing it.
and the first game will be played
within two weeks at Forest Park.
•:ddic Lyons and Richard Weil de- The Hustlers are taking odds on
1 .-red addresses at the weekly meet- betting.
= ir of the League of America Dramat
Harry Weiss, who has just been
made manager of the First National
-Icrbert Brenon
is to start work office has also been appointed man■Penzie,"
featuring
Mary
Carr.
ager of the Grand Central Film Extard
Cus
change as well as manager of the
e
"Th
of
n
tio
pta
ans ada
i'Li
Cp" and will be made into a special. film interests of the Skouras Bros.
Theatrical Enterprises. Southern
"hrough Jess Smith, Frank Tuttle Illinois and Eastern Missouri will be
from this exchange.
engaged Martha Mansfield to sup- handled
p t Glenn Hunter in his next starry vehicle. Marie Burke and WilHouses Remodeling
Calhoun have also been engaged.

I

t
Subscribe to THE FILM DAILY Now

i

(Srec.al

ieorge L. Clarke has placed
Harrison,
James
: Garon,
Ray and John Costello in
ids" cast.
Ernest Shipman
e it in Canada.

PauWal"The
is to

rago Jovanovich,
assistant contor of the Criterion orchestra for
^R) years, has been promoted to the
" *ductorship.
to take the place of
■or Wagner, who has gone to the
iman Theater in Rochester, N. Y.
< tcnry King has completed his cast
^^ the next Richard Barthelmess
duction "Fury" and has engaged
bugh the Jess Smith offices Barry
Collum, Patrick Hardigan, H. D.
kemore, Adolph Milar and Ivan
ow as the Russian.

rviti

Pritchard Now Owns Half
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
/eston, W. Va.— William Pritchhas bought a half interest in the
iden from Guy F. Greeg.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Salt Lake City. Utah— The
will be improved extensively.

Strand

Minersville, Pa. — W. G. Shugar
will alter his house, building an
addition.
Kewanee, 111.— The Rialto. F. W.
Shaver manager, will be imjiroved
on a large scale.
Oelwein,
la. — T.
make
improvements

H. Kerwin
wil
in his theater.

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Dail}'
for one year, starting immediately, to include
THE

Keokuk la. — The Baker Dodge
Theater Co. has closed the Hippo(Irom? and will remodel it.
Morante Starts "The Knife"

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

FILM

DAILY— 313 Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews — 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10 — Foreign, $15

Mt. Pleasant, Mich. — The Normal
Woodland is to be improved extensivelv.

Los Angeles — Work has been begun by Milburn Morante on "The
Knife," which he is directing, with
Pictures Again
£
Clara Horton in the lead. George
Will Show
fl
to THE FILM DAILY)
H. Wiley, Inc., will distribute it on
W I (Special
lC»i t. John, N. B. — After 6 weeks of the state right market. The first of
ft Heal comedy tabloids, the Opera the series, "The Timber Wolf." i,^
finished.
■.ise is returning to pictures.

:io3
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71 West 44th St., New York City
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Putting It Over
Sunday* s Issue

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Rock Island, 111.— Manager E. R.
Cummings of the Fort Armstrong,
deserves credit for an original stunt
on "Trouble." The window of a
prominent retail store was marked to
give the illusion of having been
broken through. It was exhibited as
the broken pane that got Jackie Coo" Another exploigan into "Trouble.by
Cummings was
tation angle used
a freehand drawing contest, a specification being that the drawings had
to be 7 X 11 — in other words the
proper size for window displays later
on.

Becker Sells to Hess
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Charleston, W. Va.— Edward Hess
now the owenr of the Virginia,
having bought it from C. G. Becker.

Send along

Lei the other fellow knorv how you cleaned up.

Canton, O.— The Valentine got
of cogood value out of its full page letters
operative ads by mixing the
in the film name so they were unmtelligible. Tickets were offered to
persons able to re-arrange the letters
to spell the name of the firm. A clew
to the identity of the merchant was
befurnished by printing the slogan
sides each jumble of letters. For
instance: "Moc Aehtnc Tlsdeibolo
No— The Automobile We sell has
been one of the most popular for 24
years." The answer to this was "The
Canton Oldsmobile Co."

Swanson, Betty Compson, and Agnes
Ayres, one being run each day.
The drawings were blocked off. into
squares and then cut up and the
pieces so re-arranged that it was a
reasonably difficult puzzle to find out
who the star was. Persons assembling the squares in their proper order
to make up complete pictures received an autographed photograph of
the actor through the Star-Eagle.
This stunt built patronage for the
Newark.

August

5,

1922

the streets until midnight. It w;
the first time night riders ever appeal
ed on local streets and even then the
performance was made possible onl
by a special dispensation from tl
city officials. Owing to the fact th;
the parade had not been mcntione
in adavnce, the local policemen wei
ignorant of this permit and the e;
ploitation man in charge was obligt
to flash his O. K. from the may(
and city council 15 times during tl

I

Every few minutes during tl
march the bugler would sound 8
parade.
rallying call; and it was a signal fi
a few late arrivals — purposely witl
held for spectacular effect, to make
belated rush into the line. Coinc
dently with the march of the Klan
men two boys who followed the pa
ade distributed 15,000 circulars \vi
the cutout of the night rider and tl
Adrian, Mich. — During the run of words: "The Masked Avengers W
Soon to Answer 'One Cle
"Our Leading Citizen," Elwood M. Ride
Simons, of the New Family, tied up Call.' " From every angle the stu
with a local gasoline company to was a success, the divergence fro
donate 500 gallons of gas a month the previous use of exploitation
to the theater. During each after- masked
men march
even mot'
having buglers
used was
and having
noon and evening performance, M. sensational because it forced atte
Simons stepped to the front of his
theater and chose an automobile tion upon the company, causing :
the spectators to look it over close
which he thought needed the gaso- while they passed by.
line. The number was then flashed
At the city hall our statistic
upon the screen and the owner of the friend
said no less than 120 telepho
car claimed the prize upon presenta- calls were turned in notifying t
tion of his license card or other
identification. The theater has an council of the night riders' walk,
as to take immediate action for t
A-board with a proper announcement defence of the coinmunity if violen
in front of the house. This display
was supplemented by several empty were contemplated. The troul
necessitated in reassuring these ar
gasoline drums. Simons intends to
work the stunt indefinitely or until ious ones gave added publicity to t
the value ceases.

Mason Citv, la.— Although the
local lodge of the B. P. O. E. got the
credit for it, the Palace was host to
Hippodrome Has New Manager
picture. Green Reopens Queen
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
500 children at a special performance
Ottumwa, la. — A window display
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Okmulgee, Okla.— A. Allen Karf of "The Bachelor Daddy." Manager
on Jackie Coogan's clothes had
is now managing the Hippodrome. Ralph Erickson and John J. Fnedl tie-up
Aspermont,
Tex. — W.
E. Gre|
been advertised for a prominent store,
and
He was formerly connected with Paramount exploiter, negotiated a and posters had been used to attract has taken over the Queen
tieup whereby each Elk volunteered attention to it with relation to the
Newman's Twelfth.
opened it.
play "Bachelor Daddy" to five
to
kids. Friedl prevailed upon a local showing of "My Boy" at the Princess.
Bleyer Sells Two Houses
ice-cream factory to furnish eats to \Vhen there was a delay in the de(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
livery of the outfit which had been
INSIST UPON
free. The factory con- used in Des Moines, a problem preSouthampton, L. I.— The Crescent the party
one
sidered it good advertising and
sented itself. This, however, was
and Garden have been sold to the of the best reactions was the front
efficiently solved, for in the meantime
Active Amuse. Co. by Samuel E.
and
page story of the Globe Gazette
tlie window was used for a display
Bleyer.
Dailv Times, in which the film.
unt,
and the Palace were of a boy's cap and a man's suit with
Paramo
mentioned.
long trousers. The placard advertisMajestic Becomes Liberty
ing the Jackie Coogan display was
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
left
in, but another poster asked
Lancaster, Pa. — Because he offered
Ranger,
Tex. — The
name
of the
"\\'hat's
Wrong with this Lay Out."
Majestic
has been
changed
to the a $50 reward for his lost Belgian It only needed
the reply that Jackie
police
dog.
Manager
G.
M.
Cruppe
Liberty by W. B. Palmer, formerly
Coogan
never
wore
long trousers to
of
the
Hamilton,
aroused
the
interest
associated with H. S. Cole.
of several thousand people in his obtain a pass to the theater; but only
five people got wise to it while
Opens in Maine
Call." crowds stood outside the window
coming attraction "The SilentanswerEastport,
Me. — A new
picture The dog was advertised as
ing to the name of Strongheart under half the day trying to figure it out.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a blind number. The following day When the real suit arrived the dishouse is being opened. A hall is
play was put in as it had been origwhen the display ads announced the
being remodeled and converted into
inally contemplated and the puzzle
of Strongheart to the Hamil- was explained.
the picture theater. The Aeme has coming
ton, interest was worked up in the
An organization with a
been the only theater in Eastport for
to be immediately attwo-fold purpose and inten
the past year. W. A. Shea is the name sotracted toas
Des Moines. la. — As far as exthe ad. The people who
manager and part owner.
sive knowledge of the mo
did take the trouble to write in
ploitation at the Des Moines is concerned for "One Clear Call" the terms
about the lost dog were pleasantly
tion picture industry will
Corsicana Amusement Co. Elects
surprised with passes to the theater "night riders" was a misnomer befinance and advise with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and the thanks of the management
cause thewalked.
so-called It
night
riders
didn't
for
their
effort.
ride
but
was
doubly
efCorsicana, Tex. — At a meeting of
producers, distributors oi
fective by virtue of the fact that no
stockholders of the Corsicana
theatre owners. All transadvance
publicity
had
been
given
it.
Newark, N. J.— Numerous replies
Amusement Co., the following direcactions confidential.
tors were elected: W. M. Peck, W. were received in the picture puzzle At eight o'clock on Saturday night a
T. McElwee, G. W. Brilhart, J. N. contest staged by the Newark Star masked bugler on horseback sounded
tlie "Fall In." Men who had been
CHROMOS
TRADING CO.
Garrity, B. B. Munsey and J. S. Mur- Eagle, Famous Players and the secreted in doorways, alleys and
1123 Broadway
chison. Also present were repre- Newark. The art department of the nitches in the wall streamed out upon
sentatives of Southern Enterprises, Star Eagle made live drawings of
Suite 616
'Phone Chelsea 8284
operating the Palace under contract Wallace Reid, Rodolph Valentino, the streets to the ineeting place, falling in line two abreast and parading
with the Corsicana organization.
Thomas Meighan, Jack Holt, Gloria
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HeadlinesMonday
of the Week
Will
Hays tells Hollywood assemblage talk of "wild life" there
is bunk.
Ohio exchangemen, after conference with Vernon Riegel, vote
Tuesday
him endorsement and promise
co-operation.
Phil Gleichman secures injunction against John H. Kunsky
and Famous Players in Detroit, restraining exhibition of
Paramount pictures there.
Hearing scheduled.
Hyman Winik secures Talmadge, Hart, Ray and Fairbanks series from Triangle.
Plans reissuing them in fall.
Irving Cummings to make series of features for Universal.
Arrow purchases "Night Wednesday
Life in Hollywood."
Motion Picture Commission enters second year. Has collected $229,459.07 in ten months ending with June.
Mae Marsh to make a film with D. W. Griffith and then make
two more for Graham-Wilcox in England.
Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin publishes whole section devoted to
new rules governing imports of American films into Germany. American film men contribute articles.
John Brunton plans active production in Miami. First film
to boost that city.
Thursday
Hays office engages Pinkertons to guard film shipments.
Howard Smith heads Western New York M. P. T. O., Inc.
Moving picture operators in New York vote strike on Sept. 1.
Friday
Black circuit sells three New
England theaters. William P.
Gray to handle affairs in Maine and New Hampshire.
International Pictures of America, Inc., formed to distribute
foreign pictures here.
William
A. Brady expected to be
interested.
Rex Ingram to make two pictures in the East and a third in
Europe.
Arrives in New York.
F. and R. Film Co. dickering for Warner Bros, output for
Northwest.
New invention photographs sound and motion on one film.
Harry
Reichenbach
suggests establishment of roll of honor
Saturday
for exceptional films.
Censorship a political football in Ohio.
J. Gordon Edwards returning to America.
Independent
exchanges
considering
pooling
cut overhead.

Tardoning the bad is injuring the good."— Benjamin Franklin.
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Introducing
The First Short Subject and
Program Building Number
jITH the publication of this issue
THE FILM DAILY has taken the
first serious step in the industry to place before its readers, in informative form, a resume
of accomplishment in the short subject field as
well as what the program builder can expect
for the coming Fall and Winter.
The task was exacting. Every human efibrt
has been devoted to efficiency and accuracy.
The special articles are fromi the foremost
minds in the industry and merit your serious
consideration.
It is suggested you file this volume for
future reference. It should prove of value to
you many times during the coming year.
Jack Alicoate
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The Motion Picture Theater of Tomorrow
By S. L. Rothafel
Director, Capitol Theater, New

TEN

years ago I predicted the developments which
mark the motion picture of today. Today I

shall venture another prophecy. I have seen the motion picture theater grow from a start in a little room
back of a barroom in a small mining town, where we
had to borrow a few chairs from the local undertaker
to accommodate our spectators. Even today for me to
venture to repeat the old bromide that the pictures are
in their infancy would be superfluous, though true.
In the next ten years, I believe, the motion picture
theater will grow to a point which few can foresee.
I prophesy :
That in ten years to come the motion picture will
bring a new era ; that as an artistic production it will
parallel grand opera ; that the Government, national,
state, municipal, will endow motion picture theaters ;
that the screen will become the greatest force for the
recreation and education of both child and adult; that
through it we will become the most cultured nation
in the world ; that it will develop our musical taste ;
that it will aid in the creation of American folk song;
that it will provide a totally new form of entertainment.

What changes do I expect? Let us begin with he
theater structure. The theater of today is entirely
inadequate. It is an outgrowth of the old speaking
theater, with its relics of stage, boxes, overhanging
balcony. The theater of tomorrow will be in the
shape of an tgg, without a stage and minus balcony
overhanging. It will be larger; it will accommodate
perhaps five thousand people at one time; and it will
be located out of the heart of the city where real estate
rates are cheaper and space more abundant.
Development of present systems of lighting will be
the greatest stride in the next five years. In this
respect, too, the theater of tomorrow will be diflferent.
Projection of light from various parts of the house
upon highly sensitized screens will be utilized to gam
efifects. Color will play a most important part; and
this will be in the hands of a single operator stationed
somewhere in the orchestra who will play upon a
keyboard similar to that of the piano. By this means
shades of color and intensities will be varied to suit
the mood of the action. By combinations of the
primary colors, emotions will be reflected upon the
screen, while the music from a symphony orchestra
synchronizing with the acting will fuse to make a
single impression upon the spectator.
I do not believe that grand opera will ever become

York

popular with the masses in this country. Americans
are living too rapidly. They have the tabloid habit ;
they have no time, no appreciation for leisure. They
must have a thrill out of everything. We have experimented at the Capitol Theater to capture their
mood. We presented changing colors on the screen
as the orchestra played the overture to "Tannhauser"
and brought them almost out of their seats by the combination of lights, music, and the picture.
For instance, we have a series of four strips of different kinds of blue corresponding to the octaves on
the piano. We called the first octave a certain kind
of blue. We had different densities up to that one
octave. Each note represented a little lighted gradation, you might call it, running up the scale, so that
when we struck a certain note in that octave there
was always the same color. Then we had the three
primary colors and these were mixed automatically,
if we wanted purple we simply threw the red and the
blue together and struck whatever note we wanted,
getting the exact density of purple desired.
Even on the present ordinary switchboard, we try
to play with color as far as our capacity will permit.
We are handicapped now by the primary system and
the t)rdinary switches, but by careful development and
careful training we have been able to get some very
remarkable efifects. We have also used colors in conjunction with projection. We have successfully attempted projection on scrim with a tableau background. It was a new thought which was received
with a great deal of favor. We were further encouraged to try experiments with scrim work with the
aid of projection. This effect was also obtained by
means of color.
For the projection we have now developed tbe high
intensity arc, a special filter, and a newly-designed
shutter. Tomorrow such apparatus will be so controlled automatically that it will require the most
highly trained operators to direct synchronized, sensitized pictures. Today the motion pictures do not
constitute an art ; they are the result of the fusion of
varied abilities. But wedded in the future to light,
color, music, even odors, we have attempted those
too, the pictures will become the highest expression
of art that we shall know. I hope that I shall live to
see that day.
We

are working slowly. The work of the past is
but the stepping stone to something much finer and
better.

Mack

new series of comedies now
being released through First
National are 2-reel features.
They need no introduction to
you. Everyone knows they are
chock full of laughs. The big
exhibitors are featuring them
on their programs and making
money. You can make money
too.

Sennett's

Be Sure You Have
Played All of These

new series of Sennet-Turpin
2-reel fun makers, presenting
t'he famous criss-cross eyed
comedian

BEN

TURPIN

are riots of laughter. The wisei t
exhibitor will do well to feature
these on his program, as ihey I
have found a permanent placef
in the hearts of the pictureii
audiences.
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Jim"
''The Duck Hunter"
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Directed by Roy Del Ruth
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The Value of Short Subjects in a Program
By Elmer R. Pearson
General Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THE
most serious criticism that has been leveled
at motion pictures is that based upon the thought
that there is too much sameness in them, that one is
like another. I consider it highly significant that this
criticism is alwajs directed at features. I have yet
to hear of an instance where it has been made of short
subjects.
We

may ascribe most of the attacks upn the morality of the motion picture to those persons who are
never happy unless they are crusading against something. Itis among them that censorship finds its advocates. But attacks upon the intelligence or entertainment value of pictures demand serious consideration,
for they reflect a condition which might well become
serious and if not rectified mean a loss of patronage
that the business cannot aflford to lose. I consider that
a more liberal use by exhibitors of §liort subject programs, selected with a view to diversity, novelty and
freshness of subject, and of course all-round quality,
to be the best possible antidote to such a condition.
We have, in this business, come to give the feature
an importance out of all reason. Not that the feature
is not valuable or not needed, but many exhibitors pick
their features and then throw in some short subjects
as "fillers." The same attention should be given to
the short subjects that is given to the feature, and the
most successful exhibitors in the country recognize
that fact. It frequently happens that the short subjects
on a program are the true "draw" for a show, and that
the feature gets by because of them. How many times
during the past three years has not a short length Harold Lloyd comedy been responsible for the success of
a show both at the box office and in the house, while the
feature has been an "also ran?" How many times
have you and I and all of us heard someone say, "Let's
go into such and such a theater and see the Pathe
News, anyway?"
Now here at Pathe we are specializing on short subjects. We have some features, and "Nanook of the
North" illustrates their quality, but our first and most
important consideration is to assure to exhibitors an
ample supply of short subjects second to none in the
comedy, dramatic, educational and news reel field. It
is our purpose to release them so good and in such
quantity that any exhibitor, no matter what his patronage or the size of his house, may run short subject programs that will thoroughly please his people
and build good will for his house. I am certain that no
better entertainment can be found than that afforded

l)y let us say a program made up of the Pathe News,
tlic Pathe Review for a screen magazine, a Pathe Playlet or Pathe serial episode or Range Rider subject for
the drama, a Topics of the Day, and a Hal Roach comedy or Harold Lloyd reissue. In a program like that
there is diversity, fun, novelty and education pleasantly
disguised as entertainment. Isn't it true that it is just
those qualities that the exhibitor seeks in each program he puts on?
Now short subject programs are by no means confined to the smaller houses. I am very glad to note
that the largest and most successcful houses in the
country are beginning to see the value of such programs in their own houses. The Symphony Theater
of Los Angeles ran a short subject program for fortyfour days, using the Harold Lloyd comedy, "Never
Weaken," as the star attraction. Rothafel has run
short subject programs with great success, and I have
heard that he is planning another at the Capitol. Joe
Plunkett is another well known showman who has
done it with good success. It is not an innovation.
It is being done, and where the programs are picked
tory.
with proper care the results are always most satisfacThe exhibitor who runs a feature program regularly
should certainly pay the most careful attention to the
short subjects on that program. The best of them
give as much attention to them as they do to the feature. However there are many who feel that they have
paid so much for the feature that they either must omit
short subjects of standard quality or else substitute
with cheap one reelers that are not up to the mark.
Even the big box office feature needs some good short
subjects on the same program for diversity and relief.
Weaker features will not do the harm they otherwise
would if there is a first class short comedy, film magazine and news reel to bolster up the program.

And here is one more thought : there is many a good
story which will make a first class two or three reel
drama, but which becomes weak if stretched to five
or six; there are many good comedy ideas which are
good for only one or two reels but would fall flat if
carried further. Lack of story material that presses
-the feature producer is not nearly so much felt by the
producer of short subjects. Therefore for the most
freshness, novelty and unstereotyped in pictures today, for the most general appeal, look at the short subjects.

And Again Keaton
Takes the Honors!!
Buster Keaton
in ""Cops

Newspaper critics from coast to coast are reviewing the new Keaton
2 reel pictures as the feature of the show — and real showmen are playing them as such. Read —
BETTER

THAN

FEATURE

"It would take something a lot better than
the feature photoplay at the Rivoli this week,
to take the honors of the program away from
Buster Keaton's new comedy, 'Cops.'
''You must see the comedy to learn of these
things — and laugh. Ever since the early Keystone Age comedies have wound up with a
police chase, but how many comic heroes have
mixed themselves up with a police parade and
then had the entire force after them ? There's
novelty in multiplication, as you will see at
the Rivoli."— The New York Times.

"COPS" HEADS

THE BILL

"Buster Keaton marks an advance in his
art in his newest comedy, 'Cops,' which
heads the new bill at the California. 'Cops';
is just a little bit better than any of the tworeelers the smile-proof comedian has previously given us. 'A laugh every foot,' a
description mis-applied to many a comedy,'
comes literally true in 'Cops.' It wasiy
especially selected by Managing Director
Roth for the entertainment of the visiting
police chiefs." — San Francisco Examiner.

TER
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KEATON
''The Blacksmith"
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My Wife's Relations'
The Playhouse"
t
COMING

e"
Palefac
Boat' '
ric House*'
en North" "The Elect
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(,(.' Eddie Cline
Written and directed by Buster Keaton and

It's Always a Good Show JVhen Keaton Heads the Billl
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Merchandising ByThrough
the
Box-Office
E. W. Hammons
President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

ECONOMIC business conditions in the motion picture industry, as well as other industries of the
nation, have caused theater owners to be more introspective than ever before in their business careers.
A great many exhibitors have applied different methods of analysis to their ventures than is the common
practice among merchants in other lines ; and these
exhibitors have been prone to regard their business
as a daily business, and to estimate their earnings or
their losses on a daily basis, rather than taking an annual or semi-annual inventory of their affairs, and
determining their gains or their losses for a given
year, as against previous years.
Too often, theater owners, regarding their business
as a daily one, get into a mental state of depression
and pessimism during summer seasons and off seasons, and over optimistic during the seasons of excellent business. Progressive theater owners today
are maintaining accounts of record which will give
them an analysis of their business by months, semiannually, and annually; and, instead of comparing
Thursday of the week, for example, with the receipts
on Tuesday or Wednesday, they compare the entire
month's business with the corresponding month of
previous years, and find that, after all, general business
conditions taken into consideration, they are in a more
healthy condition than they have imagined. The wise
exhibitor, in my opinion, is the one who writes off his
expenses for the year, on a forty week basis. He is
playing safe — a few weeks' depression has no terrors
for him.
It is natural for us, being specialists in short subjects only, to regard a motion picture theater from a
different angle than the majority of firms in the industry, who are concerned, primarily, with the distribution and sale of feature length productions. For
this reason, also, we analyze more carefully, and devote closer scrutiny to short subjects in theater programs throughout the world than possibly any other
organization engaged in this business. And it is
simply astounding to us the lack of attention the average theater owner gives to the short subject.
For over a year and a half the public, of America
at least, have been carefully shopping for motion picture entertainment. They may not be fully conscious
of the fact that they are shopping, but they are, nevertheless. For example, thousands of men come home
in the evening, and ask the question of the family:

"W'liere shall wc go tonight?" The answer is: "Let's
go to the movies." If the gentleman then asks: "Where
shall we go?" invariably a reply somewhat as follows
is given : "When I was shopping for groceries and
meats today, I looked at several of the theaters, and
I think that the Blank Theater has the best show."
The lady in question was shopping just as carefully
fur motion picture entertainment as she was for the
various items of foods that she was buying.
Knowing that this condition is prevalent, it is good
showmanship and good merchandising to display all
of the motion picture wares you have to offer. A progressive grocer would not, ordinarily, confine a window di.splay to just one line of beans, for example,
and utterly ignore every other article he had to sell
in the store. Neither would a good dealer in boots
and shoes display simply one number from his line, and
fail to present in his displays all of the various styles
and types of footwear he had to offer the public. This
man is selling an entire line, knowing that the 'public
has different tastes, different requirements, and different ideas, and that he must, in his window presentations, and in his advertising, acquaint the public with
the fact that he is able to supply any need or meet
any idea that his patrons may have.
Motion picture theater owners are striving to get
into their theaters the same, identical public, who are
the patrons of the corner grocery, the local shoe dealer,
the local department store, or any other business venture, and, when every other merchant in the community is talking about his entire line and all of the
various things he has to offer, which he believes are
of public interest — and for generations he has found
that this is the best merchandising policy — it must
necessarily follow that a theater owner, purveying
entertainment to this same group of patrons, should
follow similar lines, because all other merchants of the
community have educated his public, long before he
was a theater owner, to shop for things the public
requires along these lines.
Keep constantly before you the thought that for
over a year the public has been in a frame of "thoughtful spending," that now that the unnatural war-time
prosperity has departed, and we are entering a period
of keen merchandising, it is essential to display your
entire line, and to discuss your entire line of entertainment, not only in your newspaper advertisements,
but in your theater entrances and wherever else you
advertise,

BILLY BEVAN
Featured in

Mack Sennett Comedies

Latest Releases
"Be Reasonable"
"By

Heck"

"The Duck Hunter''
"On

Patrol"

"Gymnasium

Jim"

"Ma and Pa"
"When Summer Comes"
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The

New

Barnum

or Hokum

Revised

By the Division of Exploitation
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

THERE'S One Born Every Minute— That's what
Barnum said. But a wiser man arose in Abraham Lincoln, who concluded, "You can"t fool all ol
the people all the time." Barnum could pull his tricks
and get out of town before he had to "hold the bag."
Besides the public has been fooled so often that they
are looking for tricks of some sort from show people.
A good way to fool them is not to fool them at all.
So the Lincoln kind of a showman is in order — "the
square-shooter," the manager who earns the reputation of honor, confidence, integrity, and cleanliness for
the theater.
Fifty-Fifty Exploitation — Fifty-fifty means half.
And exhibitors have cut their advertising bills in two,
and achieved twice the results by getting some other
business to advertise with them. Merchants have
gladly given their windows for cooperative displays —
locations that could not be bought, have been landed
without spending a single cent. Newspapers have
given front pages free of charge to contests and newspaper stunts publicizing the theater and at the same
time building circulation. But try and buy an ad on
the front page. Merchants have gladly gone in for
cooperative newspaper advertising grouping their
products ads under a caption giving a big flash for the
picture. The soundness of this idea is that the theater
always goes to newspaper and the merchant with a
50-50 proposition. The theater asks for nothing. It
offers something for something. And that's good
business.

cent, which is almost too high to be true. Ten per
cenj^ is nearer the correct estimate. And how many
of these newspaper readers pay much attention to the
theater notices and ads? Not many, so your percentage is further decreased. Again the "catch them on
the run" principle is required. Heavy billing, good
lobbies, heralds, and throwaways are all mediums
through which you reach that eighty per cent the
newspapers can't touch.
Word-of-Mouth — The greatest advertising machine
in the world can be had for almost nothing, although
you can't buy it with a fortune. Get the people talking. A good lobby can do this, a novel essay contest,
unusual newspaper ads, heavy billing, personal letters
to prospective patrons all contribute to this.
Any unique touch to advertising, especially when it
gets a laugh, starts the conversation. Talk's not
cheap. You have to woo it with much skill, and when
you get it you can't keep the folks away from your
doors. It's easy to get the children talking. Special
matinees, or souvenirs that they will treasure will just
about put your picture over.
Good Taste — The exhibitor must also be an artist.
The heads of large theaters are veritable DeMilles
among managers. You can't exploit a delicate artistic
work like "The Loves of Pharaoh" with slapstick
methods. The exploitation must be consistent with
the plot, theme, and atmosphere of the picture, or the
more refined of your patrons will be repelled.

Catching Them On the Run — Mr. Exhibitor, you
have just a second and a half to sell your stufif. Sorry.

Making News — Newspaper editors object to theatrical publicity with a lot of superlatives, with the old

But that's all the time you have. The average man
isn't just waiting to hear theater talk. The theater is
probably the last thing on his mind. You have to hit
him over the head, smash him between the eye or
knock him off his feet. In politer language, you have
to catch him "on the run."
The recognition of this truth means you must edit
advertising in the direction of simplicity. You have
only time to say one thing. Find out what is the most
important thing, and say it. Saying too much in an
ad or a display is worse than saying too little. Too
much ruins all there is. Too little at least arouses
curiosity.

pap about "visions of beauty," "tense, thrilling episodes," and the old phrases of the press agent. They
have been printed so often they don't mean anything.
Paramount press material includes stories with a genuine news interest which will be printed and read for
their own sake. It is possible to break a story on a
local angle tying up with the picture. During the run

Street Stuff — One hundred per cent of any locality
are potential theatergoers. How are you going to
reach them all? Through the newspapers? Yes and
no. The newspapers are read by about twenty per

of "Is Matrimony a Failure?" the Paramount exploiteers gathered statistics showing the marriages, divorces, births and deaths of the community, as an answer to the question asked by the title. Papers used
this on their front pages.
The Big Three — There are three tests of exploitation beyond which "there ain't no more," — a stunt, ad,
poster, or story must first arrest attention; second,
arouse curiosity ; and third, create desire. Does your
exploitation meet these requirements?

POST NATURE

PICTURES
l;

The one reel subjects that are
universally recognized as
Program Builders
Acclaimed by the Public
and Press as the ultimate in
Motion Pictures

Created by

POST

PICTURES
CORPORATION
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The Proof Is Not in the Padding
by Carl Laemmle
President, Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
( Written before his departure for Europe)

many years Universal produced and distributed serials in fifteen and eighteen episode
lengths. Some of these serials were shown in as many
as six thousand theaters. Some months ago it was
brought forcibly to the attention of serial makers that
FOR

the "kill 'em quick" serial, depending for its drawing
power solely on thrills and trick photographic stunts,
was growing more and more in disfavor. Many cities
absolutely barred serials from their theaters. Others
insisted on rigid censorship of the material shown.
It was realized that it was only a question of a short
time when serials would be forced off the market unless very radical changes were made. The history
of the picture business shows that Universal was the
only producer to make a radical change in the constitution of its serials.
Universal made a serial based on history. It was
called "Winners of the West" and was the story of
Capt. John Fremont's famous expedition into California in 1848. To date Universal has made the only
historical serials. Everybody knows the wonderful
success of "Winners of the West." This serial broke
all Universal booking records, and shattered theater
records of years' standing in hundreds of cities.
"Winners of the West" was followed with a story
of the discovery of David Livingstone in Darkest
Africa in 1871. "With Stanley in Africa" was a true
picture of one of the most romantic quests of modern
times. "Robinson Crusoe" was next released. Next
month will see the release of the serial "In the Days
of Buffalo Bill," a story of the building of the Union
Pacific and incidents in the life of the great plainsman,
Buffalo Bill.
All of these serials have a reason for their production, outside of the idea of providing a series of harrowing thrills. Exhibitors today don't want pictures
that make children wake up in the middle of the night
in terror.
The old serial has seen its day.
"The test of the pudding is not in the padding." In
other words serials without padding. Each serial will
be in the length called for in the story, and no longer.
No longer will a faint idea be padded out to two thousand feet of film. Universal will not attempt to make
a serial in any set number of episodes. When the
story is told, the serial will stop. It may be eight
episodes — it may be ten — it may be fifteen — it may be
more.
There is only one way to make a serial and that

is to make it from a completed story. If the story is
written by a writer of national fame, and many will
be, so much the better. Exhibitors today insist that
serials be built along the lines of the best of the current literature of the day.
In addition to serials in the natural length of the
story, Universal will cast for the leading parts well
known star actors peculiarly fitted for the parts they
are called on to play. Harry Myers was the best man
that could be selected for the part of Robinson Crusoe.
William Desmond made an ideal mining engineer in
"The Perils of the Yukon." Art Acord, probably the
greatest horseman in the west today, plays the part of
the dashing cowboy "In the Days of Buffalo Bill."
Roy Stewart is the radio detective in "The Radio
Universal serials in the future will be in the exact
footage, called for in the story. Serials will be reKing." leased in as few as six episodes if the story can be
properly told in that footage. Some serials may take
fifteen or even eighteen episodes to tell the story
properly.
But there will be no padding.
"In the Days of Buffalo Bill" is a historical story that
contains as much picture material as three or four
ordinary serials. It is full of thrilling and exciting
incidents but these are the exciting moments that history tells us were the life of the early pioneers on the
American frontier. A two reel excerpt from this
serial has been shown in the public school systems of
New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Omaha and others, and created an overwhelming demand on the part of educators for the showing of this
picture in completed form to the school children.
Universal is on record that the schools of the country could depend on its producing a type of picture
that not only would thrill and please adolescent children but would teach them such lessons as history,
biology, inventions and geography.
Universal's new serial plans call for a number of
short serials. These are to be serials with all-star
casts, selected to fit parts in well-written stories.
Universal will not produce serials in any set length.
When the story is told, the serial ends. Exhibitors
will not tolerate longer padding out a few time-worn
thrills into a serial. If the story isn't there, there
isn't any serial.
The proof of the pudding is not in the padding-!
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to Draw

By Al Christie

President Christie Film Co.

exhibitors of America who this year are advertising the good comedies and other short
subjects which they are jWaying are writing
moving picture history. Perhaps they do not
reaHze just what this means, not only in the definite
box-office value which entire-bill advertising brings,
but in showing the great American public that theaters are doing more and more as the weeks pass to

THE

give patrons their money's worth in diversified entertainment.
I never maintained that comedies should be played
just because comedies have been a habit since the early
days of the picture business or just because it seems
logical to have some comedy on the bill, but I do
claim most heartily that "good comedies" should be
played and should be advertised because a 'good clean
comedy is just one more string to the theater man's
bow. It is just one more drawing card, which, if advertised, will pull at the place where the money comes
in.
We are basing our whole future business on the
fact that the best theaters are advertising comedies ;
on the fact that they are selling varied entertainment.
Two years ago we said : "If a comedy is worth playing, it is worth advertising." As a producer of comedies, Ihaven't a complaint in the world as to widespread bookings, in fact 100% showings, and I take
oflf my hat to the fellows who are taking advantage of
what they've booked by selling it to the public. I don't
mean putting up a couple of ones and threes out in
front and letting it go at that, but I mean using every
medium which the theater has to include the good comedy attractions. There are the newspaper ads, part
of the space on billboards, a little of the space on the
display of electricity out in front and all other forms,
where just a little space will enable the theater to tell
the public that it has a little something extra on the
bill to attract its attention, and to entertain it, and
send the whole family away with a smile.
I don't think comedies should be billed over the
longer features except in very exceptional cases, but I
do maintain that all good comedies should be given a
share in the advertising. For instance, managers from
several of the biggest theaters in the country have
recently sent us word that certain of our comedies
were "knockouts" in their houses. Yet, knockout or
no knockout, I should hesitate to bill this on the top
line in advertising if I were a manager, but I would
promise the patrons a laugh.
I would promise an

added attraction. Then when they come out smiling
and talking to each other about the comedy, I would
know I had made good.
The phrase "And a comedy" is rapidly becoming a
thing of the past, because the public has shown us
that it is just as much inclined to shop for its comedies and other short subjects as it is for its features and
its music.
I have been more
have built with one
back from New York
the reception being

than repaid for all the years I
idea in mind, by my recent trip
after visiting Europe when I saw
given in different centers to my

latest comedy, "Cold Feet." Seeing this — just one
comedy out of a series of two-reelers — attracting more
attention than a whole series of features which we
might have made, I'm glad I didn't desert the tworeeler for the making of the longer pictures.
We

want to branch out ; we want to try new pictures in the two-reeler. The old, hackneyed subjects
in comedies have to be thrown away. We want to
give the public something different in their short entertainment.
The public is bored at the old stuff in features, but
I believe they are more easily bored by the old gags in
comedy. For the same reason, our Friend Public —
and he is friendly if we play fair with him — is twice as
pleased when we hit the mark and give him something new in comedy. When we do, we can get up
on our hind legs and advertise it proudly.
The whole world loves a laugh just as well as it
loves a lover, and when we know we've got a good
one to slip to the waiting world I feel like shouting
about it. Because if you promise amusing entertainment in the advertising and make good, they'll stop at
the door on the way out to tell you about it.
At present when an exhibitor uses the phrase "and
a comedy" or doesn't mention comedy in his advertising he falls into the class which is on the down grade
and which is slipping out of the industry fast. I
don't care whether it is my comedy or the other fellow's comedy, it deserves to get its proper chance to
pull in the public. There's an old expression —
"A man is known by the company he keeps."
You might well say, a theater is known by its advertising in the newspaper.
Show me a theater man's advertising and I will tell
you what kind of a theater he is running.
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Earl Hurd's One Reel Sensation!
A new idea comedy in which living beings and drawn
characters appear on the screen together in fast, furious,
and uproariously funny action.

"Begins where the other cartoon novelties
leave off. ' '

joe la rose, malto Theatre, New York City
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ToRCHY Comedies
"BATTLING TORCHY." "Here's a winner." It is not only
one of the most enjoyable of the Torchy Comedies, but it is a
worthy competitor of any comedy on the market. C. C. Burr has
continually oflFered consistent laugh-getters, and Johnny Hines
was never seen to better advantage than in "Battling Torchy."
The story is a good one in the first place, the titles are funny without punning, and there are high class gags following one another
in rapid fire order. Few prize fight scenes have been done more
realistically or amusingly than that which occupies the latter half
of the second
reel NEWS.
of "Battling Torchy." — Matt Taylor in the
MOTION
PICTURE

Recent
Reviews

. . . "whose work in 'Battling Torchy' has won the unanimous and hearty approval of every critic who has viewed the
picture." — "reel FACTS."
"TORCHY TAKES A CHANCE." . . . "An amusing
comedy built around a lottery ticket that wins a prize. The gags
follow one another in rapid succession, the business is clever and
no time wasted. 'Takes a Chance' is one of the best of the
series, and will entertain any audience. It is full of good comedy
work and has £n abundance of laughs." — THE FILM DAILY.
"TORCHY
CHANCE."
. . of"Was
feature
at the TAKES
New YorkA Strand
for the .week
Marchthe5.comedy
. . .
The picture was well received by a large afternoon house. . . .
And one of the cleverest pictures made by the popular 'Torchy'
of
the screen,
played
last week at the Strand theatre." —
EXHIBITORS
TRADE
REVIEW.

Recent
Exhibitor
Comment

"TORCHY'S KNIGHTHOOD," with Johnny Hines. "A corking good comedy. All of the Torchy subjects are well received
here." — H. J. Gmybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, Ohio.— NEIGHBORHOOD PATRONAGE.

"TORCHY'S KNIGHTHOOD," with Johnny Hines. "BANG,
this went over good to a Saturday crowd. This and all Torchys
have pleased to date."
— J. F. Rees,
NEIGHBORHOOD
PATRONAGE.

Regal

Theatre,

Wellsville,

Mo.—

"TORCHY A LA CARTE," with Johnny Hines. "A very
enjoyable comedy. Plenty of stunts. It kept them laughing
from beginning to end." — h. J.
"DOG-GONE TORCHY," with Johnny Hines. "A dandy.
Some new baby stunts and one of the cutest little stenographers
ever 'released' in this two-reel comedy." — d. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.— GENERAL

PATRONAGE.

^^Consistently

Good^^

MASTODON
C. C. BURR,

FILMS

President

133-135-137 West 44th Street
NEW
YORK
CITY

A Torchy ^

Comedy

Distributed by Educational Film Exchange, Inc., E. W. Hammons, Pres.
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In New York — in California — in Penn(15 SPECTACULAR

EPISODES

OF DARING

ADVENTURES

AND WILD-ANIMAL

THRILLS

sylvania—throughout theSouth— wherever
it is now booking — it is proving itself the
mightiest serial box-oflfice attraction ever
market!*
the thatindependent
on house
offered Every
ever played a serial will book
this one!
READ

Houses that never before played serials are booking it!
Every house that plays it will make money with it!
—AND
THIS
—AND THIS—

" — we have heard from our patrons a
number of complimentary remarks.
... I am sure the presentation of the
serial is going to increase our business. . . . This is one of the most interesting wild animal serials I have
ever had the pleasure
of reviewing.

ROY STEPHENSON, Mgr.,
PANTAGES THEATRE,
San

Francisco,

Calif.

Serials
(JUNGLE

EXPORT

"Am

Import)
GODDESS—
Export

and

This is a corking good serial. Luck is
holding up hot weather business. Give
us more like this one. Advertising;
ballyhoo. Patronage; home crowd.
Attendance; very, very good. S.
Baker, Park Theatre, South Ozone
World.)
Park, L. L, New York.— (M. P.

WORLD

THIS

running THE JUNGLE GODDESS' for the past seven weeks and
am very much pleased with the business on the two days I run it. . . .
It has held up wonderfully and am
looking forward to bigger results each
week. ... I certainly recommend this
serial to all who are looking for something out of theGEORGE
ordinary." DAVIS,
STADIUM
THEATRE,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS

& IMPORT

729 Seventh Avenue, New York
^Ask Bobby North — Bob Lynch — 16Tom

FILM CO., Inc.

Gable Address:
Eximfiim, N. Y.
Brannon — Sol Lesser and others!
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How Short Reels Aid in Program Building
By Hugo Riesenfeld
Managing

Director, Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion Theaters, New

THE
pul:)lic is well informed as to the production
of photoplays, the details of the scenario, the
casting, the photography, the creation of settings and
costumes and how ail the arts are brought together to
give the world the finest that the screen art is capable of.
But the work of the exhibitor is not so well known.
The producer creates the motion picture, the exhibitor
prepares it for the puljlic. We come into the class
of coutouriers — we dress it up. When the picture is
beautiful as a pretty girl, we are lavish in our decorations ;when the picture is not so fine we try to cover
up the defects with veils and other bits of camouflage.
While the feature film is to us — and also to the
public — the center of interest around which all other
efforts center, it is my intention to speak rather of
the trimmings than the feature film. It is about the
shorter subjects, the prologues, the music and the
short-reel subjects that I want to say a few words,
and to point out that, while it is important to know
Vv'hat to do, it is just as important to know what to
avoid.
With the feature film as the center, the program
may reflect it in the preceding or following numbers,
or may be made up of different themes. For instance,
if the locale of the feature film is laid in Spain, we
might use an overture by a Spanish composer or a
composition with Spanish color. The next number
might be a scenic showing interesting or characteristic places in Spain. By this time the audience will
be ready for a prologue to the feature film. Here a
street scene in Madrid, or a garden in Seville — with
singers and dancers — might be used, always bearing
in mind that the character of the feature film must
determine the choice of details.
Again, if the feature film is highly dramatic and
the following number is a hilarious comedy, it will
be necessary to bridge the space between the two
pictures with a sort of compromise — and the best
compromise is a musical number, instrumental or
vocal. Whenever I face this problem of bridging
between two distinctly different tempi, I recall the
evening when I went to a vaudeville theater to see
Sarah Bernhardt. The Divine Sarah, who appeared
in the most dramatic scenes of her great successes,
was preceded by a troupe .of trained seals. Trained
seals as a prologue to Bernhardt !
That is what we must avoid — too great a repetition
of theme over several numbers and too great variety.
One of our greatest aids in liridging numbers, besides music, are the hundreds and tliousands of short
reel subjects. If I were inclined to make a catalogue
of short films I would divide them into three great
classes. The first I would call the historic film ; the
second would be the nature, and the third the dramatic picture. This latter class, while it also includes
the feature film, is composed of the short cartoon
comedy, the slap-stick farce comedies, the one or tworeel dramatic film and the dance films.

York

The news films or the historic pictures, have become
the basis of the so-called "weeklies." At the Rialto
we call it a magazine, at the Rivoli it is called a pictorial, but they are the same in purpose. To my mind
the "weekly" has done a great work in education. The
value of visual teaching cannot be over-estimated.
To the few, to those hungry for knowledge, a dip
into books and a search in a library, or the study
through ear and memory is none too difficult. But
to the great mass, education, knowledge of the great
world around us, must come sugar-coated and the
screen is the excellent sugar coating for valuable information. In other words, the news picture — the
historical picture — gives to the man of today a larger
perspective, a more sweeping view of what is going
on a1)out him. W'hen the schools and colleges universally adopt the motion picture as a means of educatifjn, the news and scientific films will have come
into their real great work.
And finally, the short dramatic subjects, the comedies, the dance films, the cartoons — all of them invaluable aids to bring the necessary variety or similarity into a program. The three classes of short films
may be used in connection with the "weekly" or as
a "bridge." They may appear on the program as a
bit of historic prologue as was done with "The Golem."
Scenes of Venice recently made a delightful introduction to the Barcarolle from "Tales of Hoffman," inasmuch as it was Venice which inspired Offenbach to
write the opera.
I have barely sketched in what the possibilities are
in program creation. Now I want to add a few words
aljout that other field of art — music — which has accomplished more than its most devoted friends hoped for.
It is hardly necessary for me to point out that the
l^resence of something like 500 additional orchestras
in this country, ranging from ten to fifty or sixty
trained musicians, has developed in the American
public a taste for music which had died down in the
last 25 years — and a knowledge of music that is growing with startling rapidity.
When the Rialto opened six years ago we played
such overtures as "Poet and Peasant," and the more
spectacular and semi-popular selections. Toda}' we
give Tschaikowsky, Liszt, Wagner, Dukas, SaintSaens and Enescu. At the big picture theaters the
patrons hear operatic arias, see esthetic dancing, listen
to excellent chamber music soli and see artistic settings. And the result has been that the public has
learned to like these things — it has become familiar
with the better compositions, been delighted by the
settings and dance numbers.
This remarkable progress of the fine aTts would
have been impossible without the motion picture. The
audiences 43aid their money to see feature films and
other pictures — unconsciously it learned to like the
incidentals which we used as "bridges," as prologues,
as colorful beads in the necklace of gems and pendants.

THE GREAT STORIES
OF THE BIBLE
12 SlhGLE REELS
NOW READY
FOR RELEASE
n.u[<BAo;(

SACREDFILMS
HAVE

BEEN SELECTED FOR OFFICIAL
ERAL CONVENTION OF THE EPISCOPAL
OREGON, IN SEPTEMBER.

SHOWING AT THE GENCHURCH IN PORTLAND,

4UUU Ministers from all over the country will return
home and boost these Bible Stories from their pulpits.
THE FAR-SEEING EXHIBITOR WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS UNPRECEDENTED EXPLOITATION AND LET THE MINISTERS OF HIS
CITY KNOW THAT HE IS PLAYING THEM.
A GREAT

THING

BEAUTIFUL
PLAYING
THAT
ABOUT

ENTIRE

INDUS-

TRY—WORDS FAIL TO DESCRIBE THESE
PICTURES AND EXHIBITORS

THEM

WILL
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WILL

HAVE

MAKE

A GETAWAY

HIS THEATRE

TALKED

FOR MONTHS.
Danny in The Film Daily.

SACRED FILMS SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF
BIBLE STORIES FOR THE BIG AND AVERAGE THEATRE. MR. ROTHAFEL OF THE
CAPITOL THEATRE IS USING THEM WITH
PRONOUNCED SUCCESS.
WE RECOMMEND THEM TO THE CAREFUL
CONSIDERATION OF EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE. Arthur James in
The Moving Picture World.

These and thousands of other theatres are seeing people in their audiences who have
never been there before.
*

CAPITOL THEATRE, NEW YORK, HOWARD THEATRE, ATLANTA— CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELESCALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO— ALLEN THEATRE, CLEVELAND— STRAND THEATRE, ALBANYSTRAND THEATRE, BUFFALO— THE ENTIRE S. A. LYNCH CIRCUIT IN THE SOUTH.
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The Arrival of theBy George
Short
Subject— and Why
L. Levine
General Manager, Short Product for Universal

I AM an evolutionist on this subject. The chance
has been given ifie to develop different ideas I
have nursed for several years and I hope to prove to
the trade that this field, so long regarded as a side
issue, ranks side by side with the big feature if
properly explored.
I know from experience that the big houses are
hungry for short product of quality, and Mr. Laemmle
was quick to recognize this fact two years ago when
the feature business throughout the United States
showed an inclination to rest up, and the short product shot into action. The result of Mr. Laemmle's
keen insight of the possibilities of the short product,
was a complete divorce of short product from the
feature department in the Universal organization,
with a separate staff of general managers, managers,
salesmen and publicity departments.
And most important of all, an enormous investment
in short product production, cautious selection of
stories, separate cast of talent, and carte blanche to
increase the output and spare no effort to establish
the fact that the short subject has arrived.
The first step was to change the old order of producing serials that had nothing to recommend them
to the intelligence of the audience. Instead of the old
hide-and-go-seek l)unk, screen novels have been introduced by Universal, called serials if you wish, and
I might mention as an illustration that our "In the
Days of Buffalo Bill" is regarded as a positive revelation in the serial field.
The new method is based on the length of time the
story will sustain interest, and if it requires only seven
or eight episodes to tell the story, the length of the
screen novel will be determined accordingly. This
idea does away with the unnecessary padding and
nerve of.
racking long drawn out agonies we're all sick to
death
"The Leather Pushers" with Reginald Denny, is
just the beginning of our new campaign with regard
to two reefers, and the success we are meeting with
these subjects has stimulated us to the highest pitch
of ambition to make the two reeler a feature in itself
instead of a filler. Our West Coast studios are hard
at work on this proposition and have promised us a
variety of the best two reel box office attractions that
have ever been turned out on the lot.
Our Century Comedies have always been above par,
while we can boast of first-runs in nearly all the big
houses in the United States, we won't be satisfied until

we've Ijocjkcd 'em all. This means that we are going
to strive harder than ever to reach the highest degree
of excellence and quality of merriment. We have
wonderful material to work with in Baby Peggy,
Brownie, the Wonder Dog, Johnny Fox, Lee Moran
and last, but not least, Queenie, the greatest trick horse
on the screen. With the rapid strides we are making
on these comedies, it's only a question of a short time
when Century Comedies will be the feature attraction
instead of the comedy, in the first-run houses.
Two reel westerns are becoming a very important
and indispensable proposition to the exhibitor. Whereas a couple of years ago the western was regarded as a
filler, our financial returns show that they are rapidly
coming into favor in the big houses, in fact, sharing
honors with the feature.
However, there's lots of room for improvement in
the matter of exploitation of this part of the short
product. In the old days, when the two reel feature
was the order of the day, exploitation was as important as the picture itself. Every inch of space on the
front of the theaters shrieked about the two reel feature being shown — even the electric light bulbs were
weighted down with exploitation stunts. Now it's
different, we've gone to the other extreme with two
reel subjects. Maybe the idea was overdone in the
old days, Init it was the right idea and it should be revived, particularly on two reel westerns.
Our fall policy with regard to International News
has been very well taken care of. R. V. Anderson in
charge of this special department, informs us that our
European connections have been re-arranged, and that
we may anticipate more exclusive pictures such as we
received during the lifetime of Pope Benedict — the
Lenine and Trotsky regime — the first airplane flight
over the Alps, etc.
At the present time we have exploitation men in
every one of our exchanges to help the salesmen put
over the big features and short product. The exploitation man's work begins after the salesman lands the
contract, and the exhibitor is freed from all worry and
work of putting the picture on properly. It's the duty
of the exploitation man to see that the picture is advertised and offered to the public with the proper
trimmings, and the idea is working splendidly. It will
only be a short time before our hard work and concentration on the general uplift of short product will
convince the exhibitor that no show is complete without short subjects.
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The Prologue in the Case
By Joseph Plunkett

Managing Director, Mark Strand Theater, New York City

exliibitors of America's fourth or
WHENEVER
fifth hirgest industry — more power to them —
hold a confal) and in beneficent moods exchange the
innermost secrets of program ])rcscntation. much
wrangHng over the su1)ject of the prologue is bound
to ensue. Certain indomitable traits are inherent in
most exhibitors — they love to feel that theirs is the
best method of presentation and are not satisfied with
being a step or two removed from this enormous ambition. This is a commendable characteristic, indeed,
and not easily found in any other American field of
endeavor. Though I am one of the brood, I shall
attempt to be dififerent this time by being less recalcitraInt ; merely shall ofifer my views in the following, which may be regarded in any light but not disputed because they are based on experience alone.
But to grant a concession I will say that it is quite
possible for experiences to diflfer.
It is apparent from the foregoing that I am proprologue. Whatever has been said derogatorily of the
prologue, I have sought to overrule ; but reiteration is
sometimes necessary. I have read on one or two occasions of several people who have designed to express themselves rather dubiously on this subject, its
intrinsic value as a subsidiary factor to good picture
presentation. It seems to me that reason for this,
their doubtful attitude, is attributable to the fact that
the true meaning of the word prologue is very often
misinterpreted. Once the prologue becomes unequivocal to all, it will serve all as invariably as it has
served the Mark Strand theater.
Evidently the general impression seems to be that
a prologue must of a necessity be a replica of a certain
scene or anything else, no matter how irrelevant, from
the photoplay which it precedes. It must not. A
prologue should — and must, to earn the right to be
called that and to be of value — be representative of
the style or type of photoplay it is to serve as an introduction. Itmust typify the locale for one, be atmospherical, strike a note of symbolism and suggest
the nature of the picture that is to follow. Here it
must stop !
But in a desperate effort to create atmosphere some
have instead been accustomed to present such material
that either bears no resemblance to the theme or which
is a direct extract from the picture. The latter of the
two mistakes oftimes reveals enough of the plot to
destroy the desired illusion and thus kill the suspense,
and is therefore impracticable. Imagine a producer
spending hundreds of thousands in the making of a

picture, leading up to the grand denouement of his
story by many months of toil, only to have the climax
shattered by a faulty prologue. An exhibitor may,
with the liest of intentions, do injury to both the producer and the audience. Which goes to prove that
there are prologues and prologues, just as there are
exhibitors and exhibitors.
The prologue may be overworked, top, but the danger is slight. The only time prologue idea will jar is
when there is a constant repetition of the same scenery,
soloists, music or other embellishments. It is even
a necessity when the preliminary scenic picture is
Chinese in character, for instance, and the exhibitor
must switch to his feature picture of the Alaskan
wilds. The climatic transition is so expansive that
the shock which the spectator receives may be compared with that of a speeding car of which the brakes
have suddenly been jammed on. It is here as well as
in innumerable other instances that the prologue is an
excellent medium. And as long as good prologues can
be presented intelligently they will be successful and
their life interminable.
I am not overlooking the faot that "the picture is
the thing," and if it is in my power to enhance the picture's value with a prologue that can be perfect in any
way, I doubt whether it is my duty NOT to do so since
I would be rendering a service to the producer, the
theater and, most important of all, the audience, w-ithout whom I would not be writing this to-day.
Brevity in footage, namely, the short reel, is as
praiseworthy as it is in wit. The phrase "short, pithy
and to the point" is now applicable to most of the short
reels on the market because their producers realize
that is the only way to make them presentable, and
that, too, is the only form in which spectators will accept them. So efficient is their production and so
great is the popular demand for them, that I have
been compelled to present an entire program consisting of short reel features at intervals of seven or eight
weeks.
The success most of the exhibitors have met with in
such departures is traceable to the care they have expended on the short reel. The short reel is not to be
slighted simply l)ecause it is lacking in footage. It
can be made to serve as entertainingly as the big
feature picture if it is allotted the same preliminary
attention. By this I mean that exhibitors ought not
to neglect the possibilities of giving it as splendid a
musical embodiment as it is customary for the lengthy
film to receive.

Qhrisiie Comedies
Make CrGailfecords
A. C. RALEIGH, of
Jensen and Von Herberg's Columbia,
Portland, Ore.

When "Cold Feet" came
along I realized that I had
never played a real comedy
before. I have never heard
SUCH RIOTOUS GALES OF
LAUGHTER — SUCH SPONTANEOUS AND LONG— CONTINUED HILARITY as has
been rattling the roof tree of
the Columbia the last two
weeks. I suggest that Mr.
Christie and Educational be
requested to stand up and be
showered with congratulations for making the CLEANEST, MOST CLEVER, AND
FUNNIEST COMEDY
OF
THE SEASON.
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VITAGRAPH
52

RELEASE

(Single Reel) FcaturCS

URBAN

POPULAR

CLASSICS

First

Weekly

Release

July

30

In every respect the URBAN POPULAR CLASSICS will differ from the Official Urban Movie
Chats except in one — the same high standard of
quality.
A full description of each reel will be contained in
a booklet now in preparation. Every exhibitor will
receive a copy.
The vast scope and variety of this series of 52 subjects are readily noted by a perusal of the following
list:
1. Pageantry in India.
2. U. S. Battle Fleet
Seas.

on

the

High

3. "Roving
Thomas"
Seeing
New
York.
4. Alexander Hamilton.
5. The Maverick.
6. The Towering Wonders of Utah.
7. The Alphabetical Zoo.
8. "Roving
Thomas"
on an Aeroplane.
9. Grandfather's Clock.
10. Better Milk.
11. Nature's Wild Babies.
12. Spending Six Million a Day.
13. Bending the Twig.
14. Trip.
"Roving
Thomas"
on a Fishing
15. Abraham
Lincoln.
16. Dwellers of the Deep.

KINETO

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Hunting Ground of Hiawatha.
The Cavy and the Rat.
"Roving Thomas" in Nova Scotia.
Pirates of the Air.
The Staff of Life.

36.
37.
38.
39.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Bobbie's and
Ark.Poet.
Nature
Bare Facts Concerning Bears.
Beniamin Franklin.
Wiliiam Tell.
"Roving
Canada. Thomas" in Banff,

40.
41.
42.
43.

Science at Home.
The Lion and the Fly.
Fishing in Many Waters.
"Roving Thomas" in Mountains of
LUah and Colorado.
Nature Lover's Rambles.
The County Fair.
Little Old New York.
Beasts of Prey.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Seeds and Seed Dispersal.
The Silvery Salmon.
George Washington.
Nature's Handiwork.
"Rovingcisco andThomas"
Chinatown.in San

44.
45.
46.

"Roving
to
Frisco. Thomas" from Vancouver
Daniel Webster.
The
"Woodland
League
of Na-

Fran-

33. Thomas Jefferson.
34. The Hare and the Tortoise.
35. The Power of the Clouds.

COMPANY

OF

47. Newsprint Paper.
48. Sage stone
Brushing
Through
YellowNational Park.
49. The Prophecy of a Dying Bird.
50. "Roving Thomas" in Chicago.
51. Last
Stand of the Red Man.
tures."
52. Modern Banking.

AMERICA

INCORPORATED

71 West Twenty-third St.

PRESIOENt
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New York City

i
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Essentials in House Management
By John Matthews, Herman Landwehr, Edward Douglas
Resident Staff, Capitol Theater. New

EACH week the Capitol Theater entertains from 75,000 to 90,000 persons. Making these people comfortable, extending to them the courtesy that will make
them cultivate the theater as a weekly habit, ushering
and changing the huge crowds that fill the theater is
a big job. Yet it is doubtful whether a more courteous, efficient system of house conduct can be found
than that which exists at the world's largest theater.
Perhaps the important factor behind the success of
the system is the esprit de corps which S. L. Rothafel
has established among the house attendants. We believe that we have the finest, cleanest, snappiest and
best-mannered uniformed stafif of house attendants of
any theater in the world. It consists of six doormen,
thirty ushers, five chief ushers, ten page boys and two
chief pages.
When a new man is added to the staff he is given a
copy of the house rules. Among other things these
rules require him to be punctual, obliging and courteous at all times ; to refrain from social conversation
or activities during the discharge of his duties ; to be
immaculate in his person and irreproachable in his
demeanor. The management employs no "experienced" men. In other words, we prefer to take young
men who are fresh and impressionable and train them
according to the ideals of the theater. When a new
man is taken on, he must begin at the bottom of the
ladder. Promotion is given according to merit only.
An usher may advance himself to the position of house
manager. The present managers have risen from the
ranks.
Twice a week the men report for physical training
and military drills which helps the men to carry themselves with dignity and snap and to attend to their
duties promptly and efficiently. Their morale is kept
to the highest pitch by organized athletics, a baseball
team, a basketball team, institutional lectures and
regular inspection by Mr. Rothafel, and monthly
bonuses for the most meritorious service given during
the month. Recently a school of motion picture presentation was established for the benefit of the ushers
and attaches by which we hope to still further
strengthen their institutional pride and spirit.
The comfort and convenience of the patron is of
paramount importance. "The patron is always right."
This principle is strictly adhered to. A patron must
never be argued with, no matter how unreasonable.
They must be appeased and satisfied at any cost. Another point which helps to make friends of the patrons
is to have the staff well-informed.
So many people

York

want to know what time the different units arc presented, when the feature goes on, when the orchestra
plays, etc. etc. Questions should be answered courteously always, and every attempt made to send the
patron away completely satisfied.
While many managers do not seem to consider the
position of doorman of much importance, it must be
remembered that the doorman is the first attache the
patron comes in contact with and the first reception
has much to do with the general impression. The men
whom we place on the doors at the Capitol are carefully selected with two traits of character uppermost
esty.
in mind — natural inborn courtesy and absolute honThe system under which our doormen work has
been found to be the most satisfactory. Of the six
doormen, one is chief and another assistant. The men
are directly under the supervision of the chief who is
held responsible for the proper performance of their
duties. When he is off duty, his assistant takes charge.
Two doormen and the chief go on duty at twelve
o'clock and are relieved at three o'clock for dinner,
then report back at five and finish at nine-thirty. The
other shift, two doormen and the assistant chief go on
duty at two o'clock and work until five, then go to
supper and return to work at seven and finish at tenthirty. One man remains each night to close the
house. These shifts change each week. During the
rush periods all six men are on duty.
The "break" in the performance must be handled
systematically or it becomes a riot. At the Capitol
a system as regular as army routine was installed by
Mr. Rothafel when he first took over the house. It
has worked efficiently in some nerve-testing, recordbreaking experiences. The "break" occurs at the end
of our first show — about 9:30 P. M. The most difficult "breaks" occur on Sundays and holidays. Our
ushers avoid a great deal of trouble by suggesting to
patrons "To the right please" ; "You will get out much
easier and quicker, please." The "please" is essential
and gets recognition, where a peremptory order goes
unheeded. If an usher tries to make crowds rush
and does so obviously there is trouble. Mobs will
listen to courteous, reasonable instructions.
Another important phase of managing a theater is
that of keeping the house scrupulously clean. We
start cleaning the Capitol after the last show at night
by turning up every seat. At 6 o'clock in the morning the cleaning staff comes on duty and by 12:00 the
house is thoroughly ci.eaned and inspected.
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Scheherazade Was Right
By Edgar O. Brooks
Serial Sales Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
NOTHING

is more

output of motion

true in connection with the
picture entertainment

tlian

that a very worth-while percentage of the public continuously demands episode stories — serials. These are
the same people who, as recent history abundantly
proved, withdraw their support from newspapers and
magazines which make the mistake of dropping their
"continued story" attraction.
To-day this type of printed fiction in popular newspapers and periodicals is greater in volume and l)etter
in cjuality, generally speaking, than ever before. The
reason for that is also the reason why the experienced
motion picture serial producer and distriliutor has
used every endeavor to improve and standardize his
product — the certain loss of profit resulting from any
other course.
The h\g lesson was learned by several of the most
important magazine publishers only a few years ago
when shortly after they had ordered their editors
to discontinue the use of novels in serial form, their
circulations fell off with alarming rapidity. There
\\'as no doul)t about the cause — readers l)y thousands
in canceling their subscriptions declared bluntly that
the only reason why they had been subscribers was
their interest in the seria'l story, now discontinued.
Whereupon the continued story feature was promptly
restored.
All of which ])roves that Scheherazade, heroine of
the immortal "Arabian Nights Entertainments," was
right when she invented tiie "continued in our next"
romance as the only axailalale means of inducing the
Sultan to permit her pretty head to remain on her
lovely shoulders.
From that da)' down to this the fascination exerted
by the device of interrupting the telling of a story at
a critical scene and announcing its resumption in "our
next," has steadily increased, rather than diminished.
The greatest fiction writers of all nations have applied
it in the issuing of some of their best works — such
novelists, for example, as Walter Scott, Charles Dickens, Victor Hugo, Alexandre Dumas and Eugene Sue.
It is one of the highlights of literary iiistory tliat tlie
two novelists last named kept half the population of
Paris up until the early hours of the morning eager
for the next issue of the great newspaper that was
printing daily installments of "The Memoirs of a
Ph3-sician" and "The Wandering Jew\" And — according to the abilities of the authors — the same
spectacle has been repeated often in France, England
and America down to the present.

The to-be-continued-in-our-next story — when it is
a good story and cleverly arranged to produce the
maximum amount of hold-over suspense agony — has
fastened its grip more and more firmly on the affections of the multitude. Magazines and "family story
papers" can't exist without it. Big daily newspapers
are solving real life domestic prol^lems with epitomised
forms of it.
Wise motion picture producers were quick to utilize
its advantages ; and it has lately been figurde out that
many motion picture exhibitors credit sixty per cent
of their profits to their bookings of the best serial pictures obtainable. They are discovering that the successive episodes of such serials, duly announced, have
genuine "feature" drawing power ; and in this way the
capable serial producer finds his product actually invading the field formerly exclusively occupied by the
multiple-ree Idrama or spectacle.
The story-telling art of the motion picture is too
new to have possessed itself to the full of the experience of writers and publishers of printed fiction ; but it
has a drawing power which printed fiction lacks, and
this fact is most apparent in the case of the thrilling,
yet clean and wholesome, standardized fifteen-episode
motion picture serials released' in the last twelve
months. Picture patrons, exhibitors and reviewers
unite in expressing satisfaction with these examples
of the latest stage in the evolution of the filmed chapterplay. They are the result of experience gained in
the production and distribution of more than thirty
serials of this length during the last ten years, plus a
settled determination to provide realism, forceful
dramatic action and a generous supply of thrilling
phvscal "stunts" combined in stories that are clean
and in every way in line with developing public taste.
This describes the New

Era Patheserial in fifteen

episodes, which General Manager Elmer Pearson recently announced was "here to stay." The specific
examples referred to, which are enjoying exhibitor and
public sup])ort fully warranting Mr. Pearson's declaration, are: "Hurricane Hutch" and "Go-Get-Em Hutch"
with Charles Hutchison, and "White Eagle" and "The
Timber Queen" with Ruth Roland. Hutchison has
completed another called "Speed," while
practically
Ruth
Roland is well along with her current production,
"The Riddle of the Range." Pearl White has returned from Paris to carry out her new contract with
Pathe and is the star in a serial called "Plunder" now
being filmed by Producer George B. Seitz.
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MUSIC-FILMS
IN ITS REVIEW OF SCREEN PICTURES
SUNDAY, JULY 2, 1922
*'ALL IN ALL THEY
MOST SIGNIFICANT

IS THE

OF 1922

ARE AMONG THIS YEAR'S
AND SATISFYING WORKS"

THE MUSIC-FILM

FIRST SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT AT CORRECT SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN ACTION ON THE SCREEN AND
MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT. NO MECHANISM IS USED,
YET IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE ORCHESTRA OR ORGAN TO
GET "OUT OF STEP" WITH THE ACTION. INVENTED BY J. F.
LEVENTHAL.

The First Production Is

The DENISHAWN DANCERS
IN

Prizma Colors
TWELVE

BEAUTIFUL DANCES PRODUCED
UNDER SUPER VISION OF TED SHA WN
WITH SETTINGS BY MILLARD
TWELVE CONSECUTIVE WEEKS AT
RIVOLI AND RIALTO, NEW YORK

Booked Solid by Loew Circuit

MUSIC-FILMS, Inc.

110 WEST 40th STREET
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Music and the Films
By Victor Herbert
THE
pleasure of touring the country last season
as guest conductor in the large motion picture
theaters, and coining in contact with exhibitors, managers, producers and orchestra conductors in the various cities, has afforded me an opportunity of making
a few observations regarding the combination of music
and films.
Music as an attraction for picture theaters has come
to stay. With the passing of the tin-pan piano, the
three piece orchestra — piano, bench and cover — with
the erection of these tremendous film theaters, an adequate music program must be rendered. Patrons expect it and enjoy it. What is known as presentation
is here for all times, for the people have learned to
love the good because they have been made familiar
with it. It has not been an evolution of music and
the films but really a revolution. The progress has
been so swift, the strides so great, that it is staggering
to contemplate the great change. Time was when
music was turned out in a picture theater only to
drown the noise of the old-time projection machines.
Whereas the music of that day drove the people away,
to-day the music is a real attraction, sharing honors
with the film.
That is one phase of the subject — the music that is
heard daily in the picture theaters. In this country
where art is dependent on private enterprise, the
achievement of the film theaters is a colossal task.
They have spread music to the masses in greater
numbers than all the symphony orchestras put together. To hear a Beethoven overture, or a Liszt
Rhapsody four times daily — think of it and you will
realize how puny the efforts of the symphony orchestras
become in the face of such vast appeal. And because
the motion picture theaters have raised the standard
of the patrons to a higher level, and are giving the
patrons good music — for this the musician is duly
grateful. He is gradually coming into his own with
the film theaters as his medium of expression.
Another phase of the subject is music for the films.
I once wrote the music for a film. It went admirably
at first but I soon found that the picture had been
cut and that the operator had been given orders to
speed up the running of the film. This had not been
told me so the natural result was that while my love
theme was being played the villain was murdering a
dozen people and my poor lovers were in fond embrace
while the orchestra was playing a march.

To-day music to the films is being adjusted — in
mosaic fashion. But the time will come when the
music for the picture will be part of the picture. I
wanted two minutes for a love theme, which isn't very
long for such a theme but which is very long for a picture. However, the producer and the musician must
get together and the music, if necessary will be written
right on the lot and scenes will be shot to fit the music.
In other words a real grand opera, must be written
for the motion picture of to-day. In Los Angeles, a
half dozen producers and directors asked me to write
scores for their pictures but I found that these pictures would be released in three or four weeks. Of
course, it could not be done conscientiously in such a
short time.
The motion picture industry has done a great thing
for music and what they have done for music will
come back to them at the box office and in public
approval.
The motion picture theaters have developed their
own type of musicians — I mean by that a man must
be adequately trained in order to properly accomplish the scoring of a picture or even the conducting
of the classics in motion picture theaters. A specialist in this field should start a training school for motion picture musicians and give them the knowledge
of the required technique. That is one thing that I
have found lacking in the motion picture industry as
far as its music is concerned.
I also look for the entry of our great concert and
operatic artists into the motion picture theater. I believe that these picture houses will offer them
commercially and artistically the appreciative field
that they now enjoy in concert halls. Artistically the
motion picture theaters are a genuine joy for the artists for the great myriads that come to the motion picture theater are keenly enthusiastic for good music
and they are thankful for the artists that come to the
picture theater and bring good music within the reach
of the masses because of the popular prices that prevail in motion picture theaters. Whereas the two dollar and two and a half dollars price prevails at concerts, the public will soon have an opportunity of
hearing these same artists at fifty and seventy-five
cents, and this is a monumental accomplishment for
which the artistic camaraderie is grateful.
The development is constant and grows daily and
will continue until the marriage of music and films
becomes more firmly cemented.

The SPORT

REVIEW-A

Series of 26 that is a moneymaker— not just a space filler!
It has a real box-office draw! Listen! —
If you could trick up a banner or streamer
with the names of Americans most famous
athletes on it — don^t you see that that would
induce patrons to walk in?

short Subject
TACK DEMPSEY
J packed the N. Y.
Hippodrome to a
world's record
week. This shows
that the public will
flock to see the
sport champions.

The Capitol and Strand Theatres
of New York hid and hattle to he able to get

THE SPORT REVIEW
Edited b}' GRANTLAND

Produced b}' JACK EATON.

A few of the subjects
you can get right now !
SPEED !
STAMINA !
FORM!
IN THE PINK!
SELF DEFENSE!
DRAWING CARDS!
RECORD BREAKERS !
CENTAURS of the FIELD!

The Press Likes Them!

"The most enlighte- ing
view of sport of anything
I ever have seen. The pictures are remarkable. A
distinct addition to sport."
— N. Y. Evening Mail

"The Sport Review, a series
of short films in which
sports and sportsmen of all
kinds are knowingly and
treated
entertainingly -N.
Y. ."
Times

RICE

Each issue is one reel in lengths Every issue
of The Sport Review contains the most
interesting slow motion shots that have ever
been presented on the screen.
Every shot in The SPORT REVIEW

is taken

through exclusive arrangements. If you don't
book it — youVe slow !
We have seen theatres, playing a specially
weak feature picture, sell to capacity by
featuring the star athletes, the big names in
The Sport Review.

Ask GOLDWYN
Distributors by arrangement
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Applied Theories of Presentation
By Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, The Mark Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y.

say, that in liuilding programs, the feature is
the first and all-important consideration, is
archaic. I contend that if the diversified programs
now ofifered in some first, seccmd and even third run

TO

houses, were inaugurated five years ago, the enthusiasm of the public for motion pictures would have forever remained unmitigated. The paucity of dyed-inthe-wool fans during the past few years I lay to the
short-sightedness of those exhibitors who gorged their
l)atrons with feature pictures. When exhibitors angle
for patronage by playing "double feature" programs
they burn their business candle at both ends. Because the theater clientele has been over-satiated with
features, some of which set high standards and were
not consistently upheld, it now takes a genuinely extraordinary production to induce even the smallest
sign of enthusiasm to come from them. Fans have
now become hard-boiled critics.
These are the prime justifiers of my statement — that
features have been relegated, by producers who failed
to issue good pictures consistently, and exhibitors
who gorged their public on the good and bad, to a
place where the public no longer uses them as the sole
dictator as to whether cjr not they shall buy a ticket.
No matter how well a piece I may put on the Brooklyn Mark Strand's program may be received, I never
. deal it sufficiently to make the patron anesthetic to
its charms. I believe with the scientists, who say
that we should rise from the table with our appetites
an atom from appeasement.
The period I have been managing director for the
Brooklyn Mark Strand has been prolific in bringing
me a pretty de])endable gauge of my patrons' pictureneeds. Thus my features present very little difficulty
in selection. In the face of this, however, the selection is not wholly guided by any set of principles or
occult formulae. My 'principles and formulae vary,
as even does public taste. In pulsing my audience I
can shift my views and principles like a gun on a
turret, and train them on any new visions they may
have formed, in complete co-ordination with the adaption.
The struggle for survivance in commercial realms is
more relentless and of greater constancy than that in
fields of physical combat. And as on the ground of
strife, so in the commercial realm, those carry away
victory, whose battery is strongest. The more batteries you command, the greater the effectiveness of
your assault upon public interest and public attention.

Therefore, isn't it logical that if news reels, scenics,
condensed plays, novelties, travelogues, ballets and
masques provide variegated entertainment and profTer
high powered armaments for patronage-tussles, they
l)e advertised, programmed and featured in proportion
to the feature picture? Does not the feature sometimes fail to score? And in this event is it not advisal)le to have something in readiness to be thrown into
the entertainment breach? If the feature does score
and the short subjects please — then that is a knockout! On the other hand if it fails, the short subject
program will support the falling feature!
This has become a sort of creed with me, upon
which I have been working during my entire exhibitorial career. It has also been the inspiration of
my programs. As far as my audiences were concerned, times too numerous to mention have so-called
super-specials devolved into mere "shooting gallery"
material. What bolstered up the w;eak headliner and
side-tracked an epidemic 'bf clientele-dissatisfaction
was the supplementary program, the short subjects
which, chosen with this possibility in view, 'had a culniinative entertainment value as great as the feature.
My program building is then set in locomotion with
the consideration of short subjects. I use the term
short subjects in its most comprehensive theatrical
meaning. Perhaps there is nothing in the entertainment world so much in demand as the news reel. The
editing of the Brooklyn Mark Strand's weekly news
reel 1 have not delegated to any one subservient. I
edit the reel selecting my subjects from three sources.
I found the news reel entertainments to be augmented
one hundred per cent by synchronizing the action of it
with the playing of the orchestra. News reels run
ofif inharmoniously with the theme the orchestra is
playing are hardly above the level of news-pictures
seen in the newspapers daily. Give them an accompaniment of proper music, it matters little whether it
be supplied by organ, orchestra or piano, and they will
become imbued with all the intimacy and warmth
of life.
Public spirit is a power, just as real and no more
mysterious than electricity, steam or any other great
force of nature. It may be harnessed and guided in
the same way these forces are controlled.
Just as electric dynamos must be kept running to
provide continuous current, so must novelties be continuously on tap, if the ticket roll is to continue to circulate.

"Surest Thing You Know!"
You can make some of the public laugh all
the time, all of the public someof thetime, but
you can't make ALL of the public laugh
ALL of the time, unless you're booked for —

BULL MONTANA

COMEDIES

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED
HUNT STROMBERG
DISTRIBUTED

BY

BY METRO

Eight Comedy Specials the first year. Number
One is '*A Ladies' Man" in three riotous reels. The
succeeding releases will be two reels in length.

i

HUNT
METRO

STROMBERG

PRODUCTIONS
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Why Variety in Programs Is Essential
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By Mack Sennett

Producer of Sennett Comedies

comprises the ideal program, aside from
WHAT
the feature production?
The reply to that question will he as variable as
there are short program suljjects.

has not the desire to hie away to some remote land —
become a wanderer on the face of the globe? It is
an innate desire in every man, and most women, and
the sadness of it is that they cannot accede to the

It will vary, too, in different communities or localities. What may be interesting to the patrons of a
Los Angeles neighborhood house might not please
those v^'ho attend a motion picture show in Yonkers.
I have my own ideas and preferences, naturally.
First of all, I believe in variety. Second, being a producer of comedies, I feel that no program is complete
unless it contains a two-reel comedy. Then there
should l)e a good musical program — for who is there
that does not love and appreciate good music? — a
news reel, and an educatiorral or travel subject.

demand that tells them "go." Their enjoyment therefore comes through seeing these foreign lands and
customs flashed across the silversheet before them.
The news reels are ideal program subjects, but the
items that compose them should be selected with
more care than is now being exercised. The public
is become surfeited with scenes of parades, reviews,
winter sports, and like subjects. What I personally
believe the public desires are more scenes of unusual
people, events, places and things. There are countless of these that have never been photographed.
In the matter of program comedies, I have always
striven to attain the highest degree of excellence, and
the success of Sennett comedies is proof sufficient that
I have not failed. And too, their success proves the
efficacy of the two-reel comedy as an ideal program
feature.

Above all, there should be contrast in all programs.
I believe the subjects should be so alternated that
the same emotion will not be appealed to at any two
successive times. By that I mean, a comedy should
not follow a comedy, a news reel should not follow an
educational feature, a light, airy overture should not
follow a comedy or a deep, heavy, emotional selection
follow a drama.
It has been my observation that short, scenic picture appeal to lovers of nature and the beautiful, provided they are well done, of course. Travel pictures,
I feel, appeal to most everyone, for who is there who

Educational reels are exceptionally good, in my
opinion, for they have the effect of visual instruction,
than which, according to renowned educators, there
is no better.
In general, however, if plenty variety be incorporated into a program a majority of the people will be
satisfied.

That's my opinion, at any rate.

ghE. B.ARussellMinister's Eyes
Short Reels Throu
By Reverend
T

Director of Distribution, Geographic Film Co.

HE opportunity of the motion picture theaters at
the present time for public service is without
a doubt the greatest than any industry in the country
has ever had and the element that makes this opportunity so predominant is the fact that in the showing
of motion pictures they are utilizing the greatest force
known today to modern science, in the shaping and
making of human character. The exhibitor holds a
tremendous power over this industry, for the simple
reason that in the last analysis he determines what
shall or shall not be exhibited on his screen and if he
so desires he can either prostitute or he can make the
most of this wonderful opportunity.
The class of film today that contains the strongest
elements in the building up process of this great industry to the writer's mind, is the short reel subject.

and if the exhibitor will make a careful analysis of
his theater audiences he will find that they carry away
with them more of the influences of the short reel
subject than they do of the long feature subjects.
This reason is perfectly obvious from the fact that the
human mind works, not in a peculiar way in its reaction toward the treatment of any given subject, but
that it always works in one way and is only able to take
in a certain amount of information at a time and where
the information has been padded, as many feature subjects are with extraneous matter, trivialities, etc., it
will be found that about all that is of a real informational character could have been contained in one reel.
The novelty of the motion picture is now gone and
the public is asking that this great medium be utilized
for a more noble and higher purpose than mere entertainment.

DAILV
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Photoplays and Music
By Fred Miller

Managing Director, California Theater, Los Angeles

a full year of following the policy of unusual photo])lays and unusual music, I have
come to the conclusion that here in Los Angeles that
is what the discriminating jjicture hunters really want.
When I opened the California al)out four years ago I
followed the established custom of giving a diversified
program including special stage numbers, prologues, a
chorus of thirty-five or forty voices and maintained an
orchestra of about thirty pieces under a capable director. I had the best talent I could find in the matter
of artists and ])resentation directors and business was
AFTER

good.
But with the coming in of the combination vaudeville and picture houses I found it more and more
difficult to secure talent of a high enough character
to satisfy my clientele and it was then that it dawned
upon me that possibly I was trying to please too many
varied tastes. If a person wanted vaudeville there
were a couple of high class vaudeville houses here and
if he wanted po])u]ar ])riced vaudeville and an ordinary photoplay as a chaser there were numbers of
that type of houses newly opened. Then is when I
decided that there was an even larger number of amusement hunters who desired exceptional pictures and exceptional music. I engaged Carli D. Elinor, a nationally known orchestra leader and the most famous
synchronizer of music to pictures in the country, as
my director and told him to go out and gather together
an orchestra of not less than fifty artists and we would
inaugurate a three-a-day-concert program of from
twenty-five to thirty minutes and make that a feature
of our programs and cut out all presentations and
prologues. He went to work and in a short time had
secured a splendid organization that has made the
California theater the most talked of house in this section in regard to music.
I don't want it thought that there has been or will
be any neglect of the short subjects and novelty reels.
It has always been our aim to keep abreast of the times
and we hold contracts for many excellent short subjects including International, Fox, and a local news
reel. We also have been a steady buyer of the beautiful Prizma scenics and the Robert C. Bruce W'ilderness Tales. Many other novelties including Aesop's
Fables, Goldwyn Graphics, Screen Snapshots, etc. find
a place on our programs and they are all carefully
chosen and are a great help in rounding out a program
that will appeal to all tastes. This is true as well in
regard to one and two reel comedies, and Christie's
specials have been welcome when we had the twentytwo or three minutes necessarv to run them.
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By Fred E. Baer
Publicity Manager, Kineto Company of America
THE especial value of short subjects to exhil)it()rs
is in the uniformity of excellence that can be
obtained.
Short subjects have to do mostly with realism ;
they deal in travel, science, history, the arts and all
the many subjects of life that have to do with facts
and not with fiction. Every one of them can be made
higli-grade. It is a cjuestion of ability and workmanship and these qualities can be obtained in the planning, the camera work, the editing, the developing
and printing — always provided that the man at the
head has the vision to gather the right kind of men
around him.
The regularity of fine short subjects insures to a
theater a definite patronage that will not be afifected by
the various values of feature productions. They form
a staple, very much like his music. The right kind
of short subjects can be depended upon to draw a certain number of patrons week in, week out, regardless
of what feature subjects are played.
When Charles Urban first started to release his
Urban Popular Classics in the United States there
were many critics who said that while they would interest some first-run theaters, the pictures were too
"high-brow" to make a general appeal.
Now, Mr. Urban has an absolute conviction that no
picture can be too good for any audience; that the
general understanding of the audience always rises to
the tone of the picture and that the better it is, the better the reception it gets. By that he does not mean it
can afiford to be boresome. He does not consider any
picture as having real educational value unless it is
as entertaining as it is instructive. How correctly he
has judged the temper of theater patrons is indicated
by recent comments in trade journals by exhibitors.
In the Autumn the Kineto Company intends to publish a new series of Urban Popular Classics, releasing
one new additional subject every week. The same
high standard of the Movie Chats will characterize
this new series, but the form and structure and method
of treatment will be altogether different, so that the
theaters now playing Movie Chats will find the new
series a welcome addition to their program.
Mr. Urban, in addition to his tremendous collection
of negatives, gathered by himself and his agents over
a long period of years, is constantly getting new material. The new series that will be released beginning
this Autumn will consist of 52 subjects and these are
being selected from 350 reels that he has edited from
his library of negatives. Thus, it is apparent, what a
wide variety is possible from such a large selection.
This library is being developed on a scale to furnish, in
time, a picture for every theater every day.
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IMPORTANT
Owing to mechanical difficulties, which
could not be adjusted in time, the Pathe
insert of sixteen pages, planned for this issue, is held over until next week's number.
It will consist of the following:
PATHE
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SPECIALS

COMEDY

SNAPSHOTS
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'OUR GANG" COMEDIES
"SNUB" POLLARD COMEDIES
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AESOP'S FILM FABLES
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RE-ISSUES
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This insert will appear in this same position
in our number of August 13th,

The Film Daily

Pathe Exchange

I

The most widely shown, widely known one reel comedies produced

Hal Roach Comedies
1916

"Consistently Good"

1922

Mr. exhibitor ! Are you one of the discriminating many who look for the *' Roach"
trademark ?
''A place on any program" for these —
Harry "Snub" Pollard — One and two reel comedies.
Paul Parrott — One reel.
"His Rascals" — Two reel "kid and animal" comedies.
HAROLD LLOYD — Two reel comedies. Also one reel (Re-issue) .
READ

THESE

NEWSPAPER

CLIPPINGS

"Down and Out" — "Snub" Pollard is the chief fun provoker in
this latest Hal Roach comedy. It is full of laughs and clever
comedy business.
"Friday the 13th" — Hal Roach has given us a new — and welcome
— comedian in Paul Parrott. The newcomer has a big bag of
new tricks, and this picture is so funny it will please any
audience in the world.
"Our Gang" — This new feature, a children and animal comedy,
was given a studio preview for the benefit of the Los Angeles
critics. In the opinion of the writer the new series will be a
knockout. Like all Hal Roach productions the fun is along
clean lines without the slightest tinge of the offensive.
"Pistols for Breakfast"— This Harold Lloyd re-issue got as many
laughs as it did when first released.
Produced under the personal supervision of Hal Roach
himself. No wonder they are good.

PATHE RELEASE

— — —
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HARRY SE/V\ELS
Character Heavy
You Must Remember These Serials —
"In Secret," "Bound and Gagged," "Pirate Gold,"
"The Phantom Foe," "Velvet Fingers," "The Sky Ranger," "Rogues and Romance"
(Spain), "Hurricane

i
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Hutch."

Ill

"Speed" (To be Released)
AND NOW! LEADING "HEAVY" WITH PEARL
WHITE IN "PLUNDER"
All under the supervision and direction of
George B. Seitz. Thank You.

WARREN
"THE

4

KRECH

MYSTERIOUS
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MR. JONES"
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"EBEN"
in

Automobiles —
All Makes
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Blue Bird Auto & Aero Service
(Established
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Via Land or Air

1907)

Five Columbus Circle
Jack Mandola, Mgr.
Branch
Miami, Fla.

-
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TOWN THAT GOD FORGOT"
Wm. Fox Special ( To be released)

"Props" to be
Photographed :Wind Machine
Land Planes
Steam Launches

•*

fV ( ^^^^BH^^^^^^^^H

"PLUNDER"
{Now in production)

"THE

^^^^

Code Address
Birdauto, N. Y.

Telephone 5430 Columbus

MOTOR

CARS

For Location
$18.00 Per Day

We have been serving World-Peerless — Selznick — Goldwyn —
Famous Players — R-C — Metro — Tiffany — Distinctive and all
well known
independent
companies — there is a reason.
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What

The

New

DAILY

Season

Has

51

to Offer

Below will be found a comprehensive outline of what producers of short reels have to ofifer for the 19221923 season.
In some instances, complete schedules have not been prepared.

National

Distributors

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
No definite schedule as yet, but probably:
6 Buster Keaton comedies, each in two reels. Release every
six weeks.
18 Mack Sennett comedies, each in two reels.
Release
every third week.

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
12 "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes," each in two reels,
now in distribution.
Release bi-monthly.
12 Campbell Comedies, each in two reels, now in distribution. Release one a month.
20 Christie Comedies, each in two reels.
Release about
every two weeks.
6 Lloyd Hamilton Comedies, each in two reels.
Release
in series of three, every other month.
13 Mermaid Comedies, each in two reels.
Release about
one a month, beginning in September.
104 issues Kinograms,
each in one reel.
Release
twice
weekly.
6 Earl Hurd
Comedies, each in one reel.
Release one
every month, beginning this month.
12 Tony Sarg Almanacs, each in one reel.
Release one
a month beginning this month.
6 Toonerville Comedies, each in two reels.
Release every
other month.
12 Torchy
Comedies,
each in two reels, now
in distribution. Release one a month.
10 Wilderness Tales, each in one reel.
Release to begin
in March or April.
A first series now in distribution,
one every five weeks.
26 Cameo Comedies, each in one reel. Release one every
two weeks, beginning in September or October.

Film Booking Offices of America.
12 Carter De Haven Comedies, each in two reels. Release every third week beginning Sept. 3.
12 Gloria Joy Comedies, each in two reels. Release every
third week, beginning Sept. 17.
12 Plum Center Comedies, each in two reels. Release
every third week beginning Sept. 10.

Fox Film Corp.
This company has announced only part of its new short
reel product as follows:
3 Clyde Cook Comedies, each in two reels. First release
Aug. 27.
52 educational and instructional films, each in one reel.
Release weekly.
The first 52:
"Wild Animals of Field and Forest," "Better Babies,"
"The Future Generation," "From Tree to Plank,"
"The Story of Ice," "Modern Inventions," "Toyland,"
"The Tale of a Dog." "Modern Astronomy," "Volcanoes of the World," "The History of Cork," "On
the Firing Line of Japan," "Modern Japan," "Parasols
and Fans," "The New Japan," "The Japanese Housewife," "The Camphor Industry," "The Beauties of
Spain," "The Streets of Cairo," "The Conquest of the
Air," "Bird Life," "The History of Coal," "The Grand
Canyon," "New and Ancient Rome," "Cranberries and
Asparagus," "Fishing," "Swimming and Diving," "Fire
Fighting," "Fire Prevention," "Maple Sugar," "Water
Craft" and "Facts and Fancies of Our Garden Flow104 issues Fox News, each in one reel. Release twice
ers."
weekly.
2 Lee Kids Comedies, each in two reels.
First release Aug.
20.
3 Lupino Lane Comedies, each in two reels.
First release
Aug. 20.

26 Mutt and JefT Cartoons, each in one reel.
other week.
2 Al St. John Comedies, each in two reels.
Sept. 3.
,
3 Sunshine
Comedies,
each in two reels.
Aug. 20.

Release every
First release
First

release

Goldwyn Dist. Corp.
26 Sport Reviews, each in one reel.
week.

Release every other

W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
13

Bray Cartoon
Comedies,
each in one reel.
Release
every other week, beginning Sept. 17.
13 Bray Technical Romances, each in one reel.
Release
every other week, beginning Sept. 3.
6 Chester "Snooky" Comedies, each in two reels.
Release
every month, beginning Sept. 3.
6 issues Days Afield with Rod and Gun, each in one reel.
Release monthly, beginning Sept. 3.
52 issues Fun From the Press, each in one reel. Release
weekly, beginning Sept. 3.
4 Triart Prod., each in two reels.
Release every other
month, beginning Sept. 3.

Metro Pictures Corp.
8 Bull Montana comedies, the first in three reels and the
others in two.
Release about every six weeks.
Series of two reelers, kind to be announced later.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
52 Aesop's Fables, Inc., each in one reel. Release weekly.
6 Johnny Jones Comedies, each in two reels.
Release
every four weeks, beginning July 30.
52 Harold
Lloyd
Reissues,
each in one reel.
Release
weekly.
104 weekly.
issues Pathe News, each in one reel.
Release twice
52 Pathe Reviews, each in one reel. Release weekly.
6 Snub
Pollard Comedies, each in two reels.
Release
every four weeks beginning Sept. 17.
26 Range
Rider westerns,
each in two reels.
Release
every two weeks, beginning Sept. 3.
52 Roach comedies, each in one reel. Release weekly.
3 Serials "Speed,"
starring
George
Hutchison
in 15
episodes.
First episode in three reels, remainder in
two.
Release weekly, beginning Oct. 22.
"Plunder," starring Pearl White, in 15 episodes.
First
episode in three reels, remainder
in two.
Release
weekly, beginning Jan. 28.
"Riddle of the Range," starring Ruth Roland.
First
episode in three reels, remainder
in two.
Release
weekly, beginning May 6.
26 Screen Snapshots, each in one reel. Release bi-monthly.
52 Topics of the Day, each in one reel. Release weekly.
13 Our Gang Comedies, each in two reels.
Release every
four weeks beginning Sept. 10.

Selznick Pictures Corp.
104 issues
weekly.Selznick News, each in one reel.
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
12 Baby Peggy Comedies, each in two reels.
a week beginning Sept. 4.
52 Century Comedies, each in two reels.
week, beginning Sept. 4.
12 Neely Edwards Comedies, each in one
every third week beginning Sept. 18.
12 Fish Patrol Series, each in two reels.
third week beginning Sept. 11.
104 issues International News, each in one
twice weekly, beginning Sept. 4.
6 Leather Pusher series, each in two reels.
second week beginning in October.

Release twice

Release one
Release one a
reel.
Release
reel.

Release
every
Release

Release every

The Greatest Array
Gopd Shorf Feolur
rH-h
c
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ART !
NEELY
EDWARDS

ACORD

as "Nervy Ned," the funniest, most
comical tramp on the stage or
screen. His series of single-reelers
have taken the fans by storm.
They get the laughs that pay at the
box-office.

Breezy action star of "In the Days
of Buffalo Bill" and numerous features, in a series of eight two-reelers of adventure and romance
strong. men in the great
among country
lumber

LEWIS SARGENT
who won a great big spot in the heart of
every motion picture fan with his intensely human and humorous characterization of Huckleberry Finn, is now
making a great set of laugh-getters in
his one-reel Messenger Boy Comedies.

JACK LONDON
A series of eight two-reelers based
on thisof great author's gfamous stories the sea, starrin
:?^^:^
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12 Lumber Jack series, each in two reels. Release every
third week beginning Sept. 11.
12 The Mirror series, each in one reel. Release every
week beginning Sept. 4.
12 Charles Molina Bull Fight comedies, each in one reel.
Release every third week beginning Sept. 11.
12 Lewis Sargent Messenger Boy Comedies, each in one
reel. Release every third week beginning Sept. 4.
10 Serials, only two titles announced.
"In the Days of Buffalo Bill" starring Art Acord, in 18
two reel episodes.
Release weekly beginning Sept. 4.
"The Radio King" starring Roy Stewart in 10 two
reel episodes.
Release weekly beginning Oct. 15.
12 Westerns including six re-edited Harry Carey features,
each in two reels.
Release every third week beginning
Sept. 18.

Vitagraph, Inc.
8 Jimmy

Aubrey Comedies, each in two reels. No release dates set.
6 Larry Semon Comedies, each in two reels. No release
dates set.
52 Urban Popular Classics, each in one reel. Release
weekly.
Several serials, no data available at the moment.

State Righters and Other Releases
Arrow Film Corp.
14 Broadway Comedies, each in two reels.
Release every
third week beginning Sept. 1.
12 Eddie Lyons
Comedies,
each in two reels.
Release
every third week beginning Sept. 8.
14 Mirthquake Comedies, each in two reels.
Release every
third week, beginning Sept. 15.
3 serials titles to be announced.
Shakespearian
monthly.

Dramas,

Forward Film Distributors, Inc.
12 Eclipse Comedies, each in two reels.
Release one a
month.
12 Foremost Comedies, each in two reels.
Release one a
month.
12 National Poem Classics, each in one reel. Release one
a month.

Lee-Bradford Corp.
15 Canadian Travelogues, each in one reel. Release
monthly beginning Sept. 1.
6 Squirrel Comedies, each in one reel. Release at undetermined periods, beginning Sept. 1.

William J. Ganz Co.
12 educational and topical films, each in one reel.

Monopol Pictures, Inc.
12 Dorothy Gishs, each in two reels.
6 Lillian Gishs, each in two reels.
8 Wallace Reids, each in two reels.
Total of 26 releases or one every other week, all reissues.

National Exchanges, Inc.
52 comedies, each in one reel. Release weekly.
12 comedies, each in two reels.
Release monthly.
12 comedies, each in two reels.
Release monthly.

Warren A. Newcombe
"The Enchanted City" in one reel. Release undetermined.
"Sea of Dreams," in two reels.
Release undetermined.

Pacific Film Co.

12 Bugs comedies, each in one reel. Release monthly.
12 comedies, each in two reels.
Release monthly.

Post Pictures Corp.
26 Post Nature pictures, each in one reel. Release every
other week, method undetermined.

Rialto Prod. Inc.

Aycie Pictures Corp.
6

53

each

in

two

reels.

Release

Aywon Film Corp.
12 issues American Picture Book, each
lease monthly.
12 Cherokee Jill series, each in two reels.

in one reel.

Re-

Release monthly.

Bowker Film Co.
One reelers dealing with life of bridge hands. Release and
method undetermined.

C. B, C. Film Sales Corp.
26 Hallrom Boys Comedies, each in two reels. Release
every other week.

Second National Pictures Corp.
24 comedies, each in two reels.
Release every other week.
Storey Pictures, Inc.
monthly.
26 Boys'
Life Screen

Clark-Cornelius Corp.
26 "Tales of the Tenements" detective stories, each in two
reels.
Release twice a month.

Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
"The Jungle Goddess," serial in 15
reels.
Release generally Sept.
"Princess
Mary's
Wedding
Gifts,"
by Pathe of England.
Release
"The Rasmussen Expedition," each
undetermined, probably in one

8 Funnyface Cartoon Comedies, each in one reel. Release
beginning September.
3 Lee Kids Comedies. Reissues each in two reels. Release beginning September.
12 Rialto Dramas, each in two reels.
Release one a month.
7 Tony Sarg Almanacs, each in one reel. Release beginning September.
Sacred Films, Inc.
12 Narratives of the Bible, each in one reel. Release one
a month.

episodes, each in two
1.
in one reel.
Made
undetermined.
in four reels.
Release
or two reels.

Federated Film Exchanges of America
12 All Star Comedies, each in two reels. Release monthly.
12 Monte Banks Comedies, each in two reels.
Release
monthly.
26 Federated Screen Reviews, each in one reel. Release
every other week.
12 Ben Wilson Federated Comedies, each in two reels.
Release monthly.
12 Joe Rock Comedies, each in two reels. Release monthly.
12 comedies, details not available at present, each in two
reels.
Release monthly.
Probably several serials and some novelty reels.

Review, each in one

reel.

Release

12 Burlesque comedies, each in two reels. Release monthly.
26 Federated Screen Reviews, each in one reel.
Release
every Life
other'Screen
week. Review, each in one reel.
26 Girls'
Release
every other week.
12 Kiddie Komedies, each in one reel.
Release monthly.

Pat Sullivan Cartoons.
12 Felix Cartoons, each in one reel.
monthly. Slate Cartoons,
12 Willie's
each in

Release monthly.
one reel.
Release

Truart Film Corp.
26 Around the World with Burlingham series, each in one
reel. Release every other week.

Visual Symphony Prod.
12 stories based on musical compositions, each in one reel.
Release undetermined.
Reginald Warde, Inc.
10 Lupino Lane Comedies, each in two reels. Release and
method undetermined.

LUPINO LANE

FOX NEWS
The All American Pictorial Record.

COMEDIES
THE King of Komics in a new star
series of comedies.
Present representative of the famous
LUPINO FAMILY, who have made the
British Empire laugh for a century.
LUPINO LANE will be the comedy
surprise of the season. FIRST FOUR
RELEASES—
"THE REPORTER"
"THE PIRATE"
"MY HERO"
"FRIEND HUSBAND"
The Man With A Million Laughs.
WILLIAM FOX

SUNSHINE

COMEDIES

stacamerame
staff ofthan
a larger
JJAVING tioned
over the world
all then other
news reels put together. FOX NEWS also
has secured more exclusive features during
its existence than all of the other reels.
We advise every first class motion picture
showman to insure the best news reel service
by signing a contract for the season 1922-23,
thereby securing a bona-fide purchase.
Recognized and Justly So, As —
"MIGHTIEST OF ALL"

CLYDE COOK
COMEDIES

Released Every Other Week.
pOR the coming season the SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
are the most entertaining
that ever have been turned out since they
have become world famous.
Two reels of laughter that will send your
audience home in a happy frame of mind,
and bring them back again. FIRST FOUR
RELEASES—
"SPLITTING HAIRS"
"PUPPY LOVE"
"THE TIN BRONCHO"
"DANDY DAN"
Book These Comedies Early.

the world over repiCTURE soundTheatres
to laughter created by this
eccentric comedian. Clyde Cook's antics
give the world a stitch in its side.
His new pictures are better than ever
and add to the general merriment.
THE
FIRST TWO—
"THE ESKIMO"
"THE ARAB"

AL ST. JOHN

MUTT and JEFF

COMEDIES

^HIS funny fellow has a place in the
hearts of millions of fans because of
his unfailing drollery.
Al St. John comedies are greatly in
demand and therefore a new series, better
than ever, has been planned. THE
FIRST TWO—
"ALL WET"
"THE CITY CHAP"

THESE FUNNY FELLOWS
THAN EVER

FUNNIER

JHE finest MUTT and JEFF cartoons ever
conceived have been prepared for the new
season. These inimitable fun makers have
a vacation and are now back at work
enjoyed
of pep.
full
MUTT and JEFF CARTOONS
RELEASED EVERY OTHER
54

WEEK

SUBJECTS
GOLDEN

WILLIAM

FOX

OFFERS

YOU

OPPORTUNITY

TO

weld together a better understanding between
you, as representatives of this industry, and the
molders of public opinion, the Parents and Teachers
Associations, Educators, Clergymen and Community
Workers, is to make the —

FOX

EDUCATIONAL
SERVICE

a part of your daily program. A wealth of short subjects contributed by cameramen from all parts of the
globe, and edited to meet your strictest demands for
quality are at your command.
EACH

SUBJECT

A

FEATURE

IN ITSELF

Ask the Manager of Your Clearest Fox Exchange

THE

LEE

KIDS

Jane and Katherine Lee Comedies

THE "Two Baby Grands" are back in a series of two-reel comedies that will endear them
''A PAIR OF ACES" and ''KIDS AND
more than ever in the hearts of their followers.
SKIDS" are the first two of their laughable comedies.
55
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THE VOICE OF THE LAND
A SERIES OF 52 SINGLE REELS EMBELLISHED IN PRIZMA
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
A COMPLETE
HISTORICAL
GEOGRAPHY OF PALESTINE.
The one reel you need to balance and complete a high class program.
Ninety percent of the people of your city are directly interested in this subject. Make new fans of them by using this series of allegorical Bible
stories, bringing a real and new novelty in motion picture production.
A Walled City
Beersheba
Bethlehem
Bethel
Bethsaeda
Beyrut
Caesarea
Cana of Galilee
Capernaum
City of Damascus
City of Tiberius
Down to Jericho
Egypt of the Holy Family
Egypt
Day E.
Environsof Joseph's
of Jerusalem.
Environs of Jerusalem. N.

Environs of Jerusalem. S.
Gadara
Gates of the Holy City
Gaza
Gethsemane
Gibeah of Saul
Gilead Country
Hebron the Ancient
The Hills of Judea
Jezreel
Joppa
Men and Their Occupation
Mount Carmel
Mount Herman
Monumental Churches
Mount Moriah

Mount of Olives
Nazareth
Plain of Sharon
River Jordan
Road to Bethlehem
Samaria
Sea of Galilee
Shechem
Shiloh
Solomon's Temple (4 reels)
The Ark of the Covenant
The Lebanons
Towers of Zion
Tyre
Via Doloroso
Women and Their Work

What the Critics Say
"... a beautiful and impressive picture
. . . a far more powerful influence for good,
we believe, than any Easter sermon that was
ever preached." — Harriette Underhill in The
New York Tribune.

"... a little gem of a film." — R. W. Baremore in The Morning Telegraph.
". . . glamorous and mystic scenes of the
Holy Land . . . without allegory or the aid
of human figures." — Allison Smith in The New
York Globe.

". . . In every respect a most impressive
picture . . . splendidly photographed." —
George Blaisdell in The Exhibitors Trade Review.

". . . starts a new era in Biblical pictures
suitable for exhibition in the theatres." — Arthur James in The Moving Picture World.

ra
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Producers of Short Reels
r
A list of producers of short reel subjects with studio or business addresses, type of picture made, length
and releasing medium, where such information was obtainable will be found below:

New York
Producer
All-Star
Comedies,
Inc
♦Baumer Films, Inc
*Blake and Coyle
Bray Prod., Inc
♦Robert C. Bruce
Chronicles of America
*Jack Cohn
Jack Eaton-Weiss Bros
Fables Pictures, Inc
Fox Film Corp
Funk and Wagnalls Co
William J. Ganz
Earl Hurd
♦International News Reel Corp..

Studio Address

Subjects in Work

Length

Federated

3021 Myrtle Av., Glendale, L. I.. Comedies
6 West 48th St:
Industrials
1600 Broadway
Industrials
.130 West 46th St
Cartoon Comedies
Screen Magazine
Technical Romances

Scenics
Historical
Starland Revue
Sport Reviews
Cartoons
News reel
"Fun from the Press"
Educationals
Cartoons
News reel
"The Mirror"
Kincto Co. of America
Irvington, N. Y
Urban Movie Chats
ITrban Popular Classics
♦Kinograms Pub. Corp
121 West 41st St
News reel
Hocy Lawlor
Care T. G. Slobey, 729 7th Ave.. .Detective stories
Macdono Cartoons, Inc
3021 Myrtle Ave., Glendale, L. I. .Cartoons
Mastodon Pictures, Inc
3021 Myrtle Ave., Glendale, L. I.."Torchy" comedies
Arthur Maud
Care Pathe, 35 West 4Sth St
Films based on music
Music Films, Inc
3193 B'levard. Jersey City, N. J. .Color films
*Nat'l Poem Classics Ass'n
110 West 40th St
National Poem Classics
Warren A. Newcombe
130 West 46th St
Novelties
Nick Carter Prod
361 West 125th St
Detective stories
Out-of-the-Inkwell Films, Inc... 128 East 4Sth St
Cartoons
♦Pathe News
15 West 45th St
News reel
♦Pathe Review
35 West 45th St
Magazine
Dr. Lillian D. Powers
Red Squirrel Farm, White
Plains. N. Y
Squirrel comedies
Prizma, Inc
3193 Blvd., Jersey City, N. J.. . .Color films
A. M. Putnam
12 Serpentine Drive, New Ro"Tales
cheire,
Rialto Prod
10th
Ave, N.andY 54th St
Dramas of the Tenement"

Hodkinson
State rights
Hodkinson
Educational

Care Educ'I, 370 7th Ave
15th and Locust,. BmokJyn
1600 Broadway
135 West 44th St
133 West S2nd St
lOth Ave. and 55th St
354 4th Ave
507 5th Ave
Kew Gardens, L. I
281 William St

Tony Sarg
♦Screen Snapshots,
Inc
Geo. B. Seitz Prod

54 West 9th St
1600 Broadway
1990 Park Ave

Cartoons
Magazine
"Speed" serial
"Plunder"
serial

♦Selznick Pictures Corp
♦Storey Pictures, Inc
Pat Sullivan
Timely Films, Inc
♦Triart Prod
Prod
♦Visual Symphony
♦Eltinge F. Warner

729 7th Ave
729 7th Ave
1947 Broadwav
1562 Broadwav
469 5th Ave
17 West 44th St
25 West 45th St

News reel
Federated Screen Review
Cartoons
Topics of the Day
Dramas
Stories of music
Days Afield with Rod and Gun.

,

Release

Goldwyn
Pathe
Fox
Hodkinson
State rights
Educational
Universal
Universal
Hodkinson
Vitagraph
F.B.d.
Educational
State rights
Educational
One through Pathe
Forward Film Dist.

Pathe
Pathe
1

Lee-Bradford Corp.
Clark-Cornelius
State rights
Educational
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Selznick
Federated
State rights
Pathe
Hodkinson
Hodkinson

Los Angeles
Adams Prod
C. B. C
Campbell
Comedy
Corp
Century Film Corp
Chas. Chaplin Prod
Chester Prod
Christie Film Corp
Cinal Prod
Cosmosart Prod
Crescent Prod

1412 Bond
St
6070 Sunset
Blvd
4530 Sunset Blvd
6100 Sunset Blvd
1416 La Brea Ave
.1720 N. Soto St
6101 Sunset Blvd
3500 Beverly
Rd
3500 Beverly
Rd
4500 Sunset Blvd

Comedies
Hallroom Boy comedies.
Comedies
Johnny Fox comedies...
Lee Moran comedies....
Baby Peggy comedies...
Comedies
Comedies
2 comedy units
Slow motion
Educationals
Northwest stories
Comedies

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
?

2

State rights
Educational
Universal
ITniversal
Universal

Nafl

Hodkinson
Educational
Asso. First '.

peoeoATgk

'^?^^jMH^y

excuftMCE

CET SET FOR
"]hp NewSericf

VECOT

See ME ABOUT
'^Ue NcwScrics

of

"Jhe NewSericsof

of

HALLROOH
BOYS
COMEDIES

HALLROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES

WATCH

FOR

PACIFIC'S
NEWEST NOVELTY
they're "BUGSI
>•

OTHER

PACIFIC FILM CO. INC.

SHORT SUBJECTS

Studio and Executive Office

Folly Comedies

Culver City, California

with George Ovey and Vernon Dent

John J. Hayes, President
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Producer

Studio Address

DAILY
Subjects in Work

A. E. Cuthbert
Fashion Features
Film Booking Offices

217 N. Burlington St
6050 Sunset Blvd
780 Gower St

Eclipse comedies
Magazine
Carter DeHaven comedies.
Gloria Joy comedies
Frankie Lee comedies

Fox Film Corp

Sunset

Chester Conklin comedies. .
Clyde Cook comedies
Lupino Lane comedies....
Al St. John comedies
Syd Smith comedies
Stock company
Lloyd Hamilton comedies.
Animated models
Comedies
Comedies
Broadway comedies
Mirthcjuake comedies
Leo Maloney westerns. . . .
Johnny Jones comedies....
Billy Franey
All-star
series comedies....

Hamilton-White Comedies, Inc.. 5341
L. C. Haynes Prod
i\0
Fred Hibbard Prod
5341
Buster Keaton Prod
1025
Eddie Lyons
5821
Malobee Prod
J. K McDonald
O'Conor
Prod

Prod..

Blvd. -Western Ave

Melrose Ave
Court St
Melrose Ave
Lillian Way
Santa Monica

Blvd

'i050 Sunset Blvd
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
1110 Tamarind St

Paragon Prod
Reagner Prod. Co
H. E. Roach Comedies

!811 Fountain
1 745 Glendale
Culver City

Ave
Blvd

Joe Rock
Rodeo Comedies
Ruth Roland Serials
Russell Prod
Sanford Prod
Mack Sennett

Universal City
5341 Melrose Ave
^341 Melrose Ave
•')050 Sunset Blvd
6050 Sunset Blvd
'712 Glendale Blvd

Comedies
Comedies
Paul Parrott comedies . . . .
"Snub" Pollard comedies..
"Our Gang" comedies
Comedies
. .f
Comedies
"Riddle of Range"
Comedies
"Tweedy" comedies
Billy Be Fazenda
van comedies.
. . . ..
Louise
comedies..

Hunt Stromberg Prod
Universal

6642 Santa Monica Blvd
Universal City

Vitagraph
Jack White Corp
Ben Wilson
Prod

1 708 Talmadge St
5341 Melrose Ave
5821 Santa Monica Blvd

Ben Turpin comedies
Bull Montana comedies. . .
Neely Edwards comedies . .
Charles Molina comedies..
Lewis Sargent comedies...
Larry Semon comedies
Mermaid comedies
Eddie Barry comedies
Monty Banks comedies....

Length
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
7
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
7
?
1
2
2
2
7
2
2
312
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Release

59

Forward Film Dist.
F. B. O.
F. B.O.
F.
FoxB.O.
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Educational
1

Arrow
Asso.
State
Pathe
Pathe
State
State

First Nat'l
rights
rights
rights

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Federated
Pathe
State rights
State rights
Asso. First Nat'l
Asso.
Metro First Nat'l
Asso. First Nat'l
Universal
Universal
Vitagraph
Universal
Educational
Federated
Federated

Elsewhere
Toonerville comedies
Cartoons
Comedies
Foremost comedies
Funnyface cartoons
Plum Center comedies
Vera Glynn comedies
'Jim" Baker
comedies
ls
Industrials-educationa
Chicago..
P'kway,
Diversey
1339
Rothacker Film Co
Biblical
Burbank, Cal
Sacred Films, Inc
Industrials
Mass
Worcester,
Worcester Film Corp
are business addresses.
given
Addresses
♦These companies operate in no regular studio.

Philadelphia
Betzwood Film Co
Norwalk, Conn
Bray Prod., Inc
San Francisco
Carter Prod
Bruce
Commercial Film Studios, Inc. ..21st St. and Olive, St. Louis
III
Chicago,
Essanay Film Co
San Francisco
Paul Gerson Pict. Corp
Bakersfield, Cal
Harter-Wall Prod

I wonder what

THE

FILM

DAILY

will say about it ?

Educational
1
2
1
2
2
2
1

Forward Film Disf.
Rialto Prod.
F. B.O.

State rights

ROY DEL RUTH
DIRECTING

MACK
SENNETT
COMEDIES

"^
MR. EXHIBITOR:
Ask Your JFilm Company for the

**Thematic Music Cue-Sheet**
=■ (Pat. Applied For)

IT MEANS
THAN ANY

=

MORE
TO
YOU
OTHER ACCESSORY

It is the Cue-Sheet that insures a musically perfect
ptesentation.

The Greatest Novelty Ever Produced
Something Every Theatre Is Booking

FUNNY FACE COMEDIES
The totally different single reel
Territories open. Wire at once
ALEXANDER FILM CORP. 130 West 46th St., N.Y.C.
Selling agents for
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, Inc. Lou Rogers, Pres.
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Seven Months' Short Reel Releases
Releases o{ national
detailed form :

and

state right distributors from Jan. 1 to July 31, 1922, will be found below in

National Distributors
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, Nezv York
Title

Length in ft.

Charles Chaplin Comedies
A Dog's Life
Pay Day
Sunny side
Shoulder Arms
A Day's
Pleasure
Buster
Keaton
Comedies
The Paleface
Cops
My Wife's Relations
The Frozen North
The Blacksmith
Mack Sennett Comedies
Bright Eyes
The Duck Hunter
On Patrol
Step Forward
Gymnasium Jim
Ma and Pa
Home-Made
Movies

Producer

Type

Release Date

Star

2,674
1,892
2,769
3,205
1,714

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Chas.
Chas.
Chas.
Chas.
Chas.

Chaplin
Chaplin
Chaplin
Chaplin
Chaplin

Chas.
Chas.
Chas.
Chas.
Chas.

1,960
1,725
2,096
2,049
1,764

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Buster
Buster
Buster
Buster
Buster

Keaton
Keaton
Keaton
Keaton
Keaton

Joseph
Joseph
Joseph
Joseph
Joseph

1,731
1,844
1,977
1,737
1,820
1,804

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Turpin
& June
& June
Turpin
& June
& June
& June

Mack
Mack
Mack
Mack
Mack
Mack
Mack

Sennett
Sennett
Sennett
Sennett
Sennett
Sennett
Sennett

StoU
StoU
StoU
StoU

Films,
Films,
Films.
Films,

Ben
Bevan
Bevan
Ben
Bevan
Bevan
Bevan

Chaplin
Chaplin
Chaplin
Chaplin
Chaplin
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

Feh.
March
March
April
May

.'^chenck
Schenck
Schenck
Schenck
Schenck

Jan.
March
May
June
July
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
August

Educational Films Exchanges, Inc.
370

7th Avenue,

Neiv York

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Devil's Foot
The Dying Detective
A Case of Identity
A Scandal in Bohemia
Bruce Scenics
Unknown
Switzerland
Campbell Comedies
Schoolday Love

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama

1,000

Scenic

2,000

Comedy

Monkey Shines
A Rag Doll Romance
A Penny Reward
A False Alarm
Circus Days
Christie Comedies
A Barnyard Cavalier
One Stormy Knight
A Rambling Romeo
Hokus Pocus
'Twas
Ever Thus
Oh, Promise Me!
'Tis the Bull
Fair Enough
Any Old Port
Cold Feet
A Hickory Hick
Bucking Broadway
Mi!e-a-Minute Mafy
Kinograms
Mermaid Comedies
Rolling Stones
Step This Way
The Rainmaker
Spooks!
Danger
Poor Boy
Rapid Fire

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
News reel

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Eille
Eille
Eille
Eille

Norwood
Norwood
Norwood
Norwood

Ltd
Ltd
Ltd
Ltd

June 11
June 25
July
7
July 23

Educational
Doreen
TurnerCoy
Watson,
Jr.
Turner and Licalzi
Turner and Licalzi
Turner and Licalzi
Turner and Licalzi
Turner and Licalzi
Bobby
Dorothy
Neal
Bobby
Viora
Neal
Bobby
Dorothy
Neal
Viora
Bobby
Neal
Dorothy

Vernon
Devore
Burns
Vernon
Daniel
Burns
Vernon
Devore
Burns
Daniel
Vernon
Burns
Devore

'.Lloyd
LigeHamilton
Conley
Lloyd Hamilton
Lige Conley
Lige Conley
Lloyd Hamilton
Lige Conley

Campbell
Campbell
Campbell
Campbell
Campbell
Campbell
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie
Christie

Jan. 15
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Coinedy

Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film

Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp

Kinograms Pub.
Hamilton-White
Hamilton-White
Hamilton-White
Hamilton-White
Hamilton-White
Hamilton-White
Hamilton-White

Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp

Jan.
Feb.
April
May
June
July

29
26
2
14
11
9

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
April
April
May
May
June
June
July

8
22
5
19
5
19
9
23
7
21
4
18
2

Co. Issued twice w'kly
Comedies
Jan. 15
Comedies. ... Feb. 12
Comedies. . March 12
Comedies. . ..April 16
Comedies .... May 14
Comedies. .. .June 18
Comedies
July 16

standard
Film
Service
ser
vice

LEBCATEO
PUtt'EBS
BLM
COQff.

Hichi^an
Ohio
PILM

-^y

fedepateo

TGnr^
/ We$t
_WestVii^nia
Kentuckv

EXCHANGE
SALTlMOaC

HY BIC BET
^hc New Series oP
HALLROOH
BOYS
COMEDIES

See ME ABOUT

IHSUREACAIK5T LOJJES

7hc New Series of

\/itk fit© New Scries oF

HALLROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES

HALLROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES

Ask Your Exchange When My New Two-Reel Comedies
Will Arrive

BILLY FRANEY
Now with

O' Conor Productions
1107 N.

Bronson Avenue

Who

Hollywood, California

directed those
starring new two-reelers

BILLY

FRANEY

Why

WARD

?

HAYES
(of course !)

STORIES, GAGS, TECHNICALITIES.
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Type

Title

Length in ft.

Sketchografs
The Family Album
Toonerville Comedies

1,000

Cartoon

The Skipper's Policy
2,000
Toonerville Trials
2,000
Toonerville Blues
2,000
Torchy Comedies
Battling Torchy
2,000
Torchy and Orange Blossoms. .2,000
Torchy's Ghost
2,000
Torchy 's Hold-Up
2,000
Torchy Steps Out
2,000
Torchy's
Nut Sunday
2,000
Wilderness
Tales

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

And Women Must Weep
Missing Men
Nights of Many Shadows
My Country
The One Man Reunion
World Wanderings
Bonnets of Auvergne
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
The Silver Harvest

Scenic
Scenic
Scenic
Scenic
Scenic

1,000
1,000
1,000

Scenic
Scenic
Scenic

Release Date

Julian Ollendorff
Dan Mason
Dan Mason
Dan Mason

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Producer

Star

Johnny
Johnny
Johnny
Johnny
Johnny
Johnny

Hines
Hines
Hines
Hines
Hines
Hines

Jan.

Betzwood Film Co
Betzwood Film Co
Betzwood Film Co

March 19
May
7
June
4

Mastodon Films,
Mastodon Films,
Mastodon Films,
Mastodon Films,
Mastodon Films,
Mastodon Films,

Jan.
March
April
May
June
July

22
26
30
28
25
30

Feb.
March
April
May
June

12
12
23
21
25

Inc
Inc
Inc
Ins
Inc
Inc

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
".. . .

8

Educational
Educational
Educational

Jan.
1
Jan. 29
Feb. 26

Burton
Burton
Burton
Burton
Burton

Jan.
1
Jan. 8
Jan. 15
Jan. 22
Jan. 29

Famous
Players-Lasky Corp.
485 5th Ave.. Nezv York
Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Stamboul
Along the Rio Grande
At the Damascus Gate
Lake Maggiore
First Families of America

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel

Film Booking Offices of America,

Holmes
Holmes
Holmes
Holmes
Holmes

Inc.

723 7th Ave., Nezv York

Hy Mayer Travelaughs
Such Is Life in London's West
End
1,000
Such Is Life in Vollendam
1,000
Such Is Life in Mnte Carlo. ... 1,000
Such Is Life in Mon Petit Paris.1,000
Such Is Life Among
Children
of France
1,000
Such Is Life Among Paris
Shoppers
1,000
Such Is Life in Amsterdam and
Alkmaar
1,000
Starland Revue
1,000

Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel

Cartoon.
Cartoon.
Cartoon.
Cartoon.

Hy
Hy
Hy
Hy

Travel

Cartoon.

Hy Mayer

June 18

Travel

Cartoon.

Hy Mayer

Aug. 13

Travel Cartoon.
Magazine

Hy Mayer
Jack Cohn

Aug. 27
Twice monthly

Mayer
Mayer
Mayer
Mayer

.'

April 23
May
7
May 31
June
4

Fox Film Corp.
1 Oth Avenue
Try and Get It
A Ghostly Wallop
Beside Her Cider
False Alarm
Long Live the King
The Last Laugh
Hold the Line
The Hole Cheese
Straight from the Farm
The Phoney Focus
Please Be Careful
The Crystal Gazer
Stuck in the Mud
West is West
Too Much Sap
The Last Shot
Laughing Gas
The Cashier
The Studio Rube
The Barnstormers
Any
Ice Today?
Hoot
Mon!
The Piper
Golfing
Tin Foiled
His Wife's Son
Amid the Pyramids
Special
Delivery

2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2.000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
.....1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000

Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Comedy
Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Comedy

and 55th Street, New

York

Al St. John

Al St. John
Al St. John

Al St. John

Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

JOHN

J. GLAVEY,

GLAVEY

Producer

PRODUCTIONS
Independent

FEATURES

SPECIALS

FEATURETTES

Now Producing a Second Series of the Famous

"NickTWENTY-SIX
Carter"
DetectiveSUBJECTS
Stories
TWO
REEL MYSTERY
FOR INDEPENDENT

RELEASE

135 West 44th Street, New York

Telephone Bryant 6903

t

BOOKED BY THE
CRITERION. RIALTO, RIVOLI. N. Y.
CAPITOL, DEIROIT
OPENING AT THE NEW
EASTMAN THEATRE, ROCHESTER

"THE FIRST-RUN

REEL

A MARVEL
COMEDY
OF SHOW

OF

CREATION

DOM"

"OUT OF THE INKWELL"
ONE REEL

WONDERS

BY MAX

A

ASK ABOUT
OPEN TERRITORY

FLEISCHER

STATE-RIGHT

DISTRIBUTORS

L. LAWRENCE WEBER
& BOBBY NORTH
1600 BROADWAY

^- ^- ^- STOREY,

SPECIALISTS

IN QUALITY

SHORT

STUFF

STOREY

President and Gen'l Mgr.

LESTER

SOMAN,

FOR THE INDEPENDENT

PICTURES

N. Y. CITY

Sec'y-Treasurer

MARKET

INC.

Y.

729 Seventh Avenue, 'New York, N.
Bryant 6745

RELEASING
PHOTOPLAYS
"SHADOWLAND

BURLESQUE
TWO

REELS;

POPULAR

ONE

A MONTH.

STORIES
STAGE AND

SATIRES

OF
THE
SCREEN,
LITERATURE.

"FEDERATED

SCREEN

REVIEW"

Distributed by FEDERATED

12

TWO
REEL
DRAMAS

26
26

IN

FILM

SCREEN

REVIEW"

SINGLE REEL DE LUXE.
SERIES OF 26
STAR
OF THE
STAGE, SCREEN, DANCE
AND
OTHER ARTS— AT HOME— AT WORK—
AT PLAY.

ON

single reel, every

EXCHANGES

OF

two

AMERICA,

weeks.

INC.

PREPARATION

ONE-REEL JUVENILE
NOVELTIES
ANIMATED

1 O
1^

SILHOUETTE

64

ONE-REEL
KID
KOMEDIES
NOVELTY

COMEDIES

1 O
1^

ONE-REEL
DE
LUXE

SCENICS

THE
Sunday, August 6, 1922
Title
Getting Even
Excuse Me Sheriff
Hop, Skip and Jump
Modern
Fishing
The Wise Duck
Hither and Thither
The Village Sheik
The Landlord
Safe in the Safe
Fox News

Length in ft.
1.000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2 000
1.000
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Type
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
N ews reel

Star

Al St. John

Producer
Release Date
Fox
April
Fox
May
Fox
May
Fox
May
Fox
May
Fox
May
Fox
June
Fox
June
Fox
June
Fox
Issued twice weekly

Goldwyn Dist. Corp.
465 Fifth Avenue,
Goldwyn Graphic
Sport Reviews
Self-Defense
Centaurs of the Field
Winter
Pep
Rex Beach Week End
Taking the Air
By-Way Champions
Fore!
Hook, Line and Sinker
Split Seconds
Play the Game
Record Breakers
Seven Ages of Fishing
Building Up

Nezv

York

900

Magazine

Goldwyn

900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

Novslty
Novelty
No\elty
No\elty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
No\elty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Noveltv

Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack
Jack

Twice

Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Eaton-Weiss
Katon-Weiss

Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros.
Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros

monthly

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
April
...'..April
April
May
May
June
Jul.\-

8
22
5
19
5
19
2
10
30
14
28
11
25

W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
465 5th Avenue,
Triart Prod.
The Young Painter
Hope
...:
Great American Author Series
John Greenleaf Whittier
James Fenimore Cooper
Washington Irving
Edgar Allen Poe
James
Russell Lowell
Nathaniel Hawthorne
Oliver Wendell Holmes
William Cullen Brvant
Mark Twain
Walt Whitman
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
Official Urban Movie Chats

3,000
2,000

Drama
Drama

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,009
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Educational
Educational
Educational
h'ducational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Topical

New

York

Mary Astor
Mary Astor

,

Triart Pictures
Triart Pictures
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Jan.'
July

Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

America
Feb. 5
America
Felj. 12
America
Feb. 19
America
Feb. 26
America
March 5
America
March 12
America
March 19
America
March 26
America
April 2
America
April 9
America
April 16
America
April 23
America. . Issued weekly

Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables

Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,

Pathe Exchange Inc.
35 W. 45th St., New
Aesop's
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
Rich
The
The
The
The
The
Love
The
The
The

Fables
Cat and the Mice
650
Dog and the Mosquito
650
Dog and the Flea
650
Bear and the Bees
650
Miller and His Donkey
650
Fox and the Grapes
650
Villain in Disguise
650
Dog and the Thief
650
Cat and the Swordfish
650
Tiger and the Donkey
650
Spendthrift
650
Farmer and the Ostrich. .. .650
Dissatisfied
Cobbler
650
Lion and the Mouse
650
Cat— Poor Cat
650
Wolf
in
Sheep's
Clothing.
.
.650
Wicked
Cat
650
Boy and His Dog
650
Eternal Triangle
650
Model Dairy
650
at First Sight
650
Hunter and His Dog
650
Dog and the Wolves
650
Maid and the Millionaire. . . .650

Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
C.-.-Vtoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedv
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

York

^ ...
.V

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
March
March
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
June
June

1
8
15
22
29
5
12
19
26
5
12
19
26
2
9
16
23
30
7
14
21
28
4
11

^

THE
Sunday, August 6, 1922
Title
Length in ft.
The Farmer and His Cat
650
The Cat and the Pig
.650
The Country Mouse and the City
Mouse
650
Crime in a Big City
650
Brewing Trouble
650
The Mischievous Cat
650
The Worm That Turned
650
Adventures of Bill and Bob
The Canadian Lynx
1,000
Dangerous Trails
1,000
Mysterious Tracks
1,000
The Opossum
1,000
Ballad
House of Fisher's Boarding
1,000
Harris Dixon's Comedies
The Beauty Contest
2,000
Johnny Jones Comedies
Supply and Demand
2,000
Lloyd Reissues
Before Breakfast
...1,000
Take a Chance
1,000
The Non-Stop Kid
1,000
That's Him
1,000
She Loves Me Not
1,000
The Lamb
1,000
Look Out Below
1,000
The Big Idea....
1,000
Here Come the Girls
1,000
On the Jump
1,000
On the Fire
1,000
Hey There
1,000
Hit Him Again
1,000
Beat It
1,000
Next Aisle Over
1,000
An Ozark Romance
1,000
Bride and Gloom
1,000
Pipe the Whiskers
1,000
Follow the Crowd
1,000
Swing Your Partner
1,000
Why Pick On Me
1,000
Ask Father
1,000
Nothing But Trouble
1,000
Billy Blazes, Esq
1,000
Be My Wife
1,000
Wanted— 5,000
1,000
Just Neighbors
l.OOC
A Jazzed Honeymoon
1,000
Spring Fever
1,000
Going — Going — Gone
1,000
A Gasoline Wedding
1,000
Pathe News ,
1,000
Pathe Playlets (Reissues)
The Midnight Stage
3,000
Convict 993
3,000
Via Wireless
3,000
Hunting the Hawk
3,000
At Bay
3,000
Sylvia of the Secret Service. . . .3,000
Little Mary
Sunshine
3,000
Loaded Dice
3,000
The Angel
Factory
3,000
The Mark of Cain
3,000
Shadows and Sunshine
3,000
More Trouble
3,000
The Mysterious Client
3,000
Told at Twilight
3,000
Vengeance
Is Mine
3,000
Rulers of the Road
3,000
Cry of the Weak
3,000
A Daughter of the West
3,000
Kidder & Co....
3,000
Carolyn of the Corners
3,000
The Silver Girl
3,000
A Japanese Nightingale
3,000
The Ghost of the Rancho
3,000
The Little Diplomat
3,000
Todd of the Times
3,000
The Hillcrest Mystery
3,000
Twenty-One
3,000
Pathe Review
1,000

jg^

Type
Cartoon
Comedy
Cartoon
Comedy
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Producer
Fables Pictures, Inc
Fables Pictures, Inc

Star

Cartoon Comedy
Cartoon Comedy
Cartoon Comedy
Cartoon Comedy
Cartoon Comedy

Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables
Fables

Outdoor Trapping. .W. &R. Bradbury
Outdoor Trapping.. W. &R.Bradhury
Outdoor Trapping. . W. & R. Bradbury
Outdoor Trapping. .W.&R. Bradbury
Drama

Cyrus
Cyrus
Cyrus
Cyrus

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
( omedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
News reel

Johnny Jones
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
Harold
_. Harold

Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd
Lloyd

Drama
Frank
Keenan
Drama
Irene Castle
Drama ..Gail Kane and Bruce McRae
Drama
Wm. Courtney
Drama
Florence
Reed
Drama
Irene Castle
Drama
Baby Marie Osborne
Drama
Frank
Keenan
Drama. . .H. Chadwick and A. Moreno
Drama
Irene Castle
Drama
Baby Marie Osborne
Drama
Frank
Keenan
Drama
Irene Castle
Drama
Baby Marie Osborne
Drama
Irene Castle
Drama
Frank
Keenan
Drama
Fannie Ward
Drama
Baby Marie Osborne
Comedy
Bryant Washburn
Drama
Bessie Love
Drama
Frank
Keenan
Drama
Fannie Ward
Drama
Bryant Washburn
Drama
Baby Marie Osborne
Drama
Frank
Keenan
Drama
Irene Castle
Drama
Bryant Washburn
Magazine

Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,
Pictures,

8
5
5
2

April

2

Harris Dixon Film Corp

Jan.

1

J. K. McDonald

July 30

Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Pathe

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams

July
2
July
9
July 16
July 23
July 30
Jan.
Feb.
March
April

Fireside

J.
J.
J.
J.

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Release Date
June 18
June 25

Prod

Prod

Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach

Anderson-Brunton
Astra Film Corp
Geo. Fitzmaurice
Astra Film Corp
Geo. Fitzmaurice
Astra Film Corp
Balboa
Herbert Blache
Astra Film Corp
Astra Film Corp
Balboa
Anderson-Brunton
Astra Film Corp
Balboa
Astra Film Corp
Ernest C. Warde
Astra Film Corp
Balboa
Diando Film Corp
Anderson-Brunton
Anderson-Brunton
Geo. Fitzmaurice
Anderson-Brunton
Diando
Film Corp
Robert Brunton Co
Astra Film Corp
Anderson-Brunton
Pathe

Jan.
1
Jan. 8
Jan. 15
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Feb.
5
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
March
5
March 12
March 19
March 26
April
2
April
9
April 16
April 23
April 30
May
7
May 14
May 21
May 28
June
4
June 11
June 18
June 25
July 2
July 9
July 16
July 23
July 30
Issued twice weekly
Co

Co

Co
Co
Co

Co

Jan. 29
Feb.
5
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
March
5
March 12
March 19
March 26
April
4
April
9
April 16
April 23
April 30
May
7
May 14
May 21
May 28
June
4
June 11
June 18
June 25
July
2
July
9
July 16
July 23
July 30
Issued weekly

The Story of the Man
Who Went Fishing
will be a Great Big Smashing Super-special.
You have been watching the news! You
know the directors Goldwyn has lined up to
make these twenty specials.

npHIS is the story of the man who went
-^ trout fishing. He took his stand at a
good point along the bank of the stream
and watched and waited. Of a sudden
there was a flap and a splash in midstream. Knowing that the only fair-sized
fish in this water were trout, the fisherman cast his fly to the spot.
He pulled his line in at once. But it was
not a trout he had caught.
A little useless chub was wriggling on the
hook. He tossed it off and cast out again.
This time he pulled in a copious quantity of
river bottom. Again he hurled out his line.
He collected an old-water-soaked shoe this
time.
Then he pulled in a bullhead.
Then a little shiner.

'HpHE
pictures are Great
"'■ Men men
in thebehind
motionthese
picture
industry, and
they will make pictures greater than those
which made their names so great.
Not only on the basis of their past successes, but because they are now backed
by the greatest resources of their careers,
and because they now have stories which
you as a showman would be willing to book
into your theatres on the weight of their
titles and possibilities * alone.
l\/[ ARSHALL
have power^^■^
ful stories,NEILAN
unlimitedwillresources
and
free reign to make motion picture history
during the coming year. He will produce
all his pictures for Goldwyn on a scale surpassing anything he has ever done in his
successful motion picture career.
Maurice Tourneur is back from London
directing a great picturization of Hall
Caine's world-famous novel and play, ''The

BUT FINALLY
HE GOT THE TROUT
THAT HE WANTED.
However — before he got it, he had to take
many other poor fish that he had no use for.
*

VOU, too, go fishing every day. You try
■*• to catch the whale of a picture that made
the big splash in the motion picture sea.
But in order to hook up this big one, you
have to take many other small try.
You don't get sunburnt where you go fishing. You sit in your office or visit a film
exchange.
How many times have you angled for that
BIG PICTURE— and got it, but you also
had to take other smaller, mediocre attractions.
Suppose we should tell you of a stream
where there are only BIG fish — no bullheads
or chubs or small fry to eat up your bait?
Wouldn't you fish there?
*

Allen
Holubar is already filming "Broken
Christian."
Chains," the $10,000 prize-winning story
and one of the greatest narratives that has
ever been written directly for the screen. It
was selected from 30,000 manuscripts submitted to the Chicago Daily News.
R. A. Walsh has begun production on "Passions of the Sea," a smashing story, and this
famous director's first big picture at the
Goldwyn studios.
Rupert Hughes has not only made all of
his widely famous fiction masterpieces available for Goldwyn production, but he will
now personally direct each one of them.
E. Mason Hopper has finished "Hungry
Hearts," from the novel by Anzia Yezierska,
a photodrama that is going to be the BIG
PICTURE of next season, and he will start
soon on another splendid
story rich in human interest and heart appeal.

VT/'HEN you angle for Goldwyn Pictures
^ ^ next season, you will find that there are
only BIG ONES to be had.
And therefore you will not have to take any
little ones to get these Big Ones.
Goldwyn will make only Twenty pictures for
1922-23.
Only Twenty ! But each of these

Moral: Don't fish for BIG FISH in a stream where
there are also small ones, if you can fish in a pond
where there are only big ones
:
:
:
:
68
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Title
Hal Roach Comedies
Try, Try Again
Loose Change
Call the Witness
Years to Come
Blow
'Em Up
Stage Struck
Rich Man, Poor Man
Down and Out
Pardon
Me
The Bow-Wows
High Tide
Hot Off the Press
The Anvil Chorus
Jump Your Job
Stand Pat
Full O' Pep
Kill the Nerve
Days of Old
Light Showers
Do Me a Favor
In the Movies
Punch the Clock
Strictly Modern
Hale and Hearty
Some Baby
Friday the 13th
The Stone Age
A Bed of Roses
The Sleuth
The Dumb-Bell
The Bride-To-Be
Busy Bees
Take Next Car
Rolin Comedies
The Man Haters
Non-Skid Kid
Good Morning, Judge
Many Happy Returns
The Man Haters
The Late Lamented
Serials

Type

Length in ft.
1,000
1,000
1 .000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1 ,000
1,000
1,000

Coiliedy
Comedy
Comedy
Crmcdv
Comedy
Comedy
Comcdv
Comedy
Comedy
Comcdv
Comody
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
(^omedy
Comedy
Comedv
Comcdv
Comedy
Ccmedv
Comedy
Comedy
Comedv
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
("omedv
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedv
Comedy

1 ,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Comcdv
Comedy
Comcdv
Comedy
Comedv
Comedy

Producer

Star

. . .^

Release Date

Paul
Paul
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Paul
Snub
Snub
Snub
George
Snub
Snub
Snub
Paul
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Snub
Paul
Snub
Paul
Paul
Snub
Paul
Paul
Paul

Parrott
Parrott
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Parrott
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Rovve
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Parrott
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Pollard
Parrott
Pollard
Parrott
Parrott
Pollard
Parrott
Parrott
Parrott

Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach....:
Roach
Roach..
Roach
Roach
Roach

Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie

Boland
Boland
Boland
Boland
Boland
Boland

Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal
Hal

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach
Roach

George

B. Seitz

April weekly
9 and
then

Serial

The Timber Queen

15 episodes

Serial

Ruth

Roland

Ruth

Roland Serials,

The White Eagle

15 episodes

Serial

Ruth

Roland

Ruth

Roland Serials,

Screen
Topics
Truex
The

Hutch

Snapshots
of the Day
Comedies
Bashful Lover

Charles Hutchison

June
2
June 11
June 18
June 25
July
2
Jufy
9

15 episodes

Go-Get-'Em

1,000
500

Magazine
Magazine

2,000

Comedv

Jack Cohn
Timely Films, Inc
Ernest Truex

Ay

Jan. 1
Jan. 15
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Feb. 5
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
March 5
March 12
March 19
March 26
April 2
April 9
April 16
April 23
April 30
May 7
May 14
May 21
May 28
June 4
June 11
June 18
June 25
July 2
July 9
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 23
July 23
July 30

Inc
July 16
and then weekly
Inc
Jan.
1
and then weekly
Twice monthly
Issued weekly

Vee Bee Corp

Jan. 15

Selznick Pictures Corp.
Selznick

News

1.000

News

729 7th Ave., New
reel

York
Selznick

Issued

twice

weekly

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
J 600 Broadway,
Century Comedies
Shipwrecked
Among
mals
The Straphanger
An Idle Roomer
Circus Clowns
The Touchdown
Horse Sense
Little Miss Mischief
Table Steaks
Upper and Lower
A One Horse Town
Peggy, Behave!
Mutts
Two of a Kind
The Rubberneck
A Dark Horse
No Brains

the

Ani-

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
.....2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedv
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedv
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Nezv York

Harry Sweet
Lee Moran
Harry Sweet
Babv Peggy and Brownie
Lee Moran
Harry Sweet
Baby Peggy
Brownie the Dog
Lee Moran
Harry Sweet
Baby Peggy
Brownie the Dog
Harry Sweet
Lee Moran
Sally the Horse
Harry Sweet

Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century
Century

Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film

Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp
Corp

Corp
Corp

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
March
March
March
April
April
April

4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22
1
8
15
22
29
5
12
19

Why Pay License Fees for the Privilege
of Playing Copyrighted Music ? ?
Because —

Because
—

Because

I need music in my theatre, lots of it, and new music too. I need
popular music, the kind they are whistling and humming, the sort
they are dancing to. . I doubt if people would come to see my pictures at all if it weren't for the music, and without the musical
accompaniment they certainly wouldn't pay an admission to see
pictures alone. The time when they would was in days long
gone by.
1 realize that this music is an essential part of the service I deliver to my patrons, it helps me make profits, or makes my chance
of getting them much better. I am willing to encourage authors
and composers, just as I am scenario writers — I only hope that
both will create constantly better stuff.
The price that is charged me for a
an enormous repertoire of the most
sonableit; has not been pyramided
but has remained at a fixed figure

license permitting the use of
popular music is entirely reaalong with other rising costs,
for years.

Because — if authors, composers and publishers are to take the risk and
make the investment incidental to creating new music for my use,
and then making it popular so my patrons will enjoy it when rendered, am
I glad to share my very reasonable part of that burden,
and I want these men, who contribute to the welfare of my enterprise, to prosper and succeed.
Because —

The law says they are entitled to these fees ; I am now and I hope
always to be, a law-abiding and law-respecting citizen, and any
business that I run is going to run according to law.

Because —
—

I know that in the larger sense it is the part of wisdom and foresight to contribute reasonably to the encouragement and development of musical entertainment, and this can best be done by a
practical reward to those who create it.

And There Are Lots of Other Reasons
There are hundreds of thousands of compositions that may be played entirely free of any restrictions, but the ones for which there is a public demand,
the tunes which the people are whistling, singing, and dancing to, are in a
large measure included in the repertoire of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. Don't you want your orchestra to play
these tunes — or would you prefer it to be a "plugging" medium for unknown
works?
The question will answer itself at the box office, if you give it a
Information on request, cheerfully and promptly

American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers
56 WEST

45th STREET

/O

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Title
Cheerful
Credit
Red Hot Rivals
Sic 'Em
Brownie
Ofif His Beat
The Little Rascal
Three Weeks OflF
Some Class
Speed
'Em Up
Ten
Seconds

&^

Length in ft.
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Horse
Tears
2,000
Live Wires
2,000
Apartment
Wanted
2,000
You and Me
2,000
Hello Mars
2,000
International
News
Weekly
1,000
The Leather Pusher Series
2,000
Let's Go
2,000
The Meal Ticket
2,000
Payment Through the Nose... 2,000
A Fool and His Money
2,000
The Taming of the Shrewd. .. .2,000
Whipsawed
2,000
Serials
With Stanley in Africa. . . 18 episodes
Adventures of R. Crusoe. 18 episodes
Star Comedies
Westward Whoa
Almost a Rancher
Penny Ante
The News Maker
The Fake Quake
Watch Your Wallet
Both
Booths
Friday the 13th
The Bottle Baby
His Inheritance Tax
Gee Whiskers
Panicky Pullman
A Movie Mixup
The Minute
Man
A Golf Insect
Society Sailors
Taking Things Easy
Loose Nuts
The Gay Deceiver
A Shaky Family Tree
His Prehistoric Blunder
Easy to Cop
A Powder Romance
Should Watchmen Sleep
Cured by Radio
High Fliers
All Balled Up
Society Hoboes
A Spirited Aflfair
Unfermented Bricks
Caesar's Ghost
AA^esterns

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Type
Star
Comedy
Brownie the Dog
Comedy
Lee Moran
Comedy
Brownie the Dog
Comedy
Harry. Sweet
Comedy
Baby Peggy
Comedy
Lee Moran
Comedy
Brownie the Dog
Comedy
Harry Sweet
Comedy
Lee Moran
Comedy
Queenie the Horse
Comedy
Brownie the Dog
Comedy
Lee Moran
Comedy
Century Kids
Comedy
Harry Sweet
News
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Dramas
Reginald Denny
Serial
Serial
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

The Deputy's Double Cross. . .2,000

Western

The Night Attack
Capt' Kidd's Finish
The Phantom Terror
The Ranger's Reward
The Open Wire
Fighting Back

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Western
Western
Western.
Western
Western
Western

A Bluejacket's Honor
Matching Wits
The Trail of the Wolf

2,000
2,000
2,000

Western.
Western
Western

Trickery

2,000

Western

Desperation

2,000

Western

The Call of Courage

2,000

Western

The White Messenger

2,000

Western

George Walsh
Harry

Myers

71

Producer
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Century Film Corp
Int. News Reel Corp
Knickerb'ker
Knickerb'ker
Knickerb'ker
Knickerb'ker
Knickerb'ker
Knickerb'ker
Knickerb'ker

April 26
May
3
May 10
May 17
May 24
May 31
June
7
June 14
June 21
June 28
July
5
July 12
July 19
July 26
Twice weekly

Photoplay
Photoplay
Photoplay
Photoplay
Photoplay
Photoplay
Photoplay

Universal

and
Laura La Plante
Lee Shumway
Eileen Sedgwick
Mack Wright & Lillian Byron
. .Jack Perrin & G. Olmstead
Art Acord
Eileen Sedgwick
Laura La Plante and
Elmo Lincoln
. .Jack Perrin & G. Olmstead
Art Acord
Laura La Plante and
Percy Pembroke
Dorothy Woods and
Harold Goodwin
Laura La Plante and
Elmo Lincoln
Laura La Plante and
Percy Pembroke
Eddie Polo

C'p.
C'p.
C'p.
C'p.
C'p.
C'p.
C'p.

...Jan.
..Feb.
..Feb.
March
March
..April
..April

16
13
27
13
27
10
24

Jan. 23
and then weekly
March 27
and then weekly

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
LIniversal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

i^'"\
ii
Roy Atwell
Neely Edwards
Roy Atwell
Neely Edwards
Roy Atwell
Neely Edwards
Roy Atwell
Neely Edwards
Roy Atwell
Neely Edwards
Roy Atwell

Release Date

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
March
March
April
April
April
April
May
May

2
9
16
23
30
6
13
20
27
6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24
1
8

-.May
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July

15
22
29
S
12
19
26
3
10
17
24
31

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

7
14
21
28
4
11

Universal
Universal
Universal

Feb. 18
Feb. 25
.March
4

Universal

March 1 1

Universal

March 18

Universal

March 25

LIniversal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
l^niversal
Universal
Universal

Universal
Universal

.'

April
April

1
8

Cheap Novelties to Advertise the Picture
From our own art department.

From novelty factories throughout the United States.

From countries abroad.

Distributors are asked to submit titles of new productions for
1^ us to work on. There will be no obligation.
We will
III supply you with the best novelty tie-up that the entire
market and the ideas of specialists can produce.
Novelties are your best bet. Printed matter is thrown away.
NOVELTIES SPEAK IN EVERY
LANGUAGE!
EVERY W-D EXPLOITATION NOVELTY origina ed for distributors EXCEEDED
the 1 00,000 MARK.
THAT'S A RECORD !
Ask Pathe, Universal, Educational, Robertson-Cole, Affiliated Distributors, Producers Security Corporation

THE WESHNER-DAVIDSON
117 West 46th Street

AGENCY

Phone Bryant 41 77

New York

"The Novelty Clearing House for the Motion Picture Industry." Manufacturers, Factory Representatives, Importers

HUMOR

SPEED
M. J. WINKLER
announces the acquisition
of the second series of

FELf^r

comics on the strength of
the success of the first
series.
There Must Be a Reason

WIT

NOVELTY

C2)/

Film Daily

''S.OO

Binders
Invaluable for reference purposes.

72
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Title
A Treacherous

Length in ft.
2,000

Rival

Type
Western. ... Laura La

The Verdict
The Big Ranger

2,000
2,000

Western
Western. ... Laura

Squariii' It
The Getaway
A Guilty Cause
Never Let Go
It Is the Law
Laws of Steel
Seeing Red
Plain Grit
Daring Dangers
Go Get 'Em Gates
Two Men
Ridin' Through
The Hour of Doom

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000

Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

Star
Plante and
Percy Pembroke
Eddie Polo
La Plante and
Elmo Lincoln
Tom
Santschi
Neal Hart
Tom
Santschi
Reginald
Denny
Tom
Santschi
Reginald Denny
Tom
Santschi
Reginald Denny
Tom
Santschi
Art Acord
Tom
Santschi
Art Acord
Tom
Santschi

7,S
Release Date

Producer
Universal
Universal

April IS
April 22

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

April
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July

.-

29
6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24
31
8
15
22
29

Vitagraph Inc.
1 600 Broadway,
Jimmy Aubrey Comedies
A Charmed
Life
Larry Semon Comedies
The Bell Hop
The Saw-Mill
The Show
A Pair of Kings

2,000

Comedy

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Nezv

York

Jimmy

Aubrey

Vitagraph

No definite date

Semon
Semon
Semon
Semon

Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Vitagraph

No
No
No
No

Larry
Larry
Larry
Larry

definite
definite
definite
definite

date
date
date
date

State Righters and Other Release
Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Producer
Release Date
*12 Anchor Comedies
2,00U
*12 "Little Napoleon" Comedies. .2,000

Type
Comedies
Comedies

Title
Length in ft.
Anchor
No definite dates
Anchor
No definite dates

Star

Arrow Film Corp.
220
Broadway Comedies
Tomale O
Sweet Cookie
Koo Koo Kids
What Next
Whose Husband Are You
Rented Trouble
But a Butler
Cruelywed Comedies
Husband & Strife
Eddie Lyons Comedies
Do You Take
Just a Minute
Keep Moving
Mv Mistake
Why Not Now
Follow Me
All Is Fair
That's It
Mirthquake Comedies
Fresh Paint
Hands Up
All Wrong
Give Him Air
No Luck
Speed Comedies
Are Husbands Happy
Papa's Night Out
Janitor's Wife

West 42nd Street, New

York

1,946
1,892
1,971
1,997
2,011
2,013
2,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

1,609

Comedy

2,084
2,079
2,051
1,989
2,118
1,978
1,623
1,968

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie

1,740
1,903
1,661
1,804
1,850

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Bobby
Bobby
Bobby
Bobby
Bobby

1,998
1,956
1,927

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Duffy & Merriam
Edwards & Merriam
. . . Barry & Merriam

Barry
Barry
Barry
Barry
Barry
Barry
Barry

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds

Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris

Schlank
Schlank
Schlank
Schlank
Schlank
Schlank
Schlank

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
April
April

4
3
20
10
23
6
27

S. Herzig

March 16

Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons

Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie

Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July

Dunn
Dunn
Dunn
Dunn
Dunn

Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie

Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons

Reggie Morris
Reggie Morris
Reggie Morris

4
1
25
25
25
25
25
21

April
4
April 24
June
9
June 30
July 25
Jan. 14
Feb. 23
March 26
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A.ycie Pictures Corp.
■
Type
*6 Charley cartoons
*10 Spur Series

Star
each 650
each 1,500

117 W. 46th Street, New

York

Title
Length in ft.
Cartoons
Westerns. ...Francis Ford-Edith Story

Producer
Release Date
Pat Sullivan
No definite dates
Francis Ford
No definite dates

C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
1600
Carnival Comedies
Nell's Busted* Romance
Why Wives Worry
Oh, You Sheriff Nell
Tell 'Em Nothing
Look Before You Sleep
His Mushing Bride
Moonshine Madness
Fans and Flappers
She Loved Him But—
Telephone Troubles
Star Ranch Westerns
The Golden Lure
The Outlaw's Revenge
The Stranger
Tangled Trails
The Scorpion's Sting
Desperate Chances
The Fighter of Diamond
The Border Menace
Sunrise Comedies

X

You'd Be Surprised
Don't Be Foolish
Wedding Dumb Bells

Broadway,

New

York
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800

Western... .Jack Halliday & Eve Lang
Western — Jack Halliday & Eve Lang
Western
C. Edward Hatton
Western
C. Edward Hatton
Western
Western
C. Edward Hatton
Western
C. Edward Hatton

Star
Star
Star
Star
Star
Star
Star
Star

Comedy
Comedy

C. B. C
C. B. C
C. B. C

1,800
1,800
1,800

Polly Moran
Smiling Bill Jones
Polly Moran
Smiling Bill Jones
Polly Moran
Smiling Bill Jones
Smiling Bill Jones
Hal Stephens
Earl Montgomery
Earl Montgomery

Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion
Marion

1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800

Comedy

■.

Ranch
Ranch
Ranch
Ranch
Ranch
Ranch
Ranch
Ranch

Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn
Kohn

Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod

Westerns,
Westerns,
Westerns,
Westerns,
Westerns,
Westerns,
Westerns,
Westerns,

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
April
April
May
May
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
April
April
May
May
June

Clark- Cornelius Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New
Texas Ranger Series
Under Orders
Sante
Fe Mac
"8412"
Flash in the Dark
Heads
or Tails
45 Calibre Law
The Test
Out of the Storm
Out of My Way
Man Tracker
Larimee and Me
Ambushed

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns
Westerns

York

Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo
Leo

Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney
Maloney

Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al

Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira
Ira

Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite

dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates

Dominant Pictures, Inc.
135 W. 44th Street, New
*20 Western

Star Dramas

2,000

Western

York

Art Acord

Criterion Corp

No definite dates

Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc.
220
Chester "Snooky" Comedies
Birthday Guests & Jungle Pests 2,000
Snooky 's Home
Run
2,000
Federated Screen Snapshots
Nos. 16 to 26.'
each 1,000
Hallroom Boys Comedies
Nobody's Baby
From Soup to Nuts
Beware of Blondes
Game Birds
The Dentist
Breaking Into Jail
Better Late Than
No Money to Guide Them
Joe Rock Comedies
Pot Roast
Help Yourself
All Wet
Solid Ivory
His Wedding Daze

-

West

48th Street, Nezv

Comedy
Comedy
Magazine

1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800

Comedy
Comedy.
Comedy.
Comedy.
Comedy.
Comedy.
Comedy.
Comedy.

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Gornedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

York

"Snooky"
"Snooky"

C. L. Chester
C. L. Chester

No definite date
No definite date

Screen Snapshots, Inc.. No definite date
. . Sid
.Sid
.Sid
.Sid
.Sid
.Sid
.Sid
.Sid

Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Jimmie
Jimmie
Jimmie
Jimmie
Jimmie
Jimmie
Jimmie
Jimmie

Adams
Adams
Adams
Adams
Adams
Adams
Adams
Adams

Joe
Joe
Joe
Joe
Joe

Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock

Hallroom
Hallroom
Hallroom
Hallroom
Hallroom
Hallroom
Hallroom
Hallroom
Joe
Joe
Joe
Joe
Joe

Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock

Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy

Photoplays
Photoplays
Photoplays.
Photoplays.
Photoplays.
Photoplays.
Photoplays
Photoplays
No
No
No
No
No

Jan.
Jan.
.. .Feb.
..March
..March
.. .April
May
May

definite
definite
definite
definite
definite

3
23
14
4
24
6
5
25

date
date
date
date
date

THE

Title
Screen Snapshots
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 26
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Length in ft.

Type

950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950

Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine

Release Date

Producer

Star

Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen

Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,
Snapshots,

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
March
March
April
April
May
May

9
23
14
1
25
6
21
IS
25

Fidelity Pictures Corp.
117 W. 46th street. New
*12

Witwer

Stories

2,000

Comedy

York

Chas. E. Delaney

Witwer

Stories

Wm.
Wm.
Wm.
Wm.

Ganz
Ganz
Ganz
Ganz

Prod. Co

Monthly

William J. Ganz Co.
507 5th Avenue, Nezv York
Tropical Fish in N. Y. Aquarium. 1,000
Skylines of Manhattan
500
Europe, Asia and Africa in N. Y.. . .500
Pen and Ink
500

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

'. , .'l.'i^

J.
J.
J.
J.

Co
Co
Co
Co

No
No
No
No

definite
definite
definite
definite

dates
dates
dates
dates

Hozvells Sales Co., Inc.
729 7th Avenue, New
The Hope Diamond

Mystery . . 30 reels

Serial

York

Grace Darmond

Kosmik Films, Inc.... No definite date

Macdono Cartoons, Inc.
135 West 44th Street, New
Burr's
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Novelty Review
1
2
3
4
5
6

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

York

Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty

Macdono
Macdono
Macdono
Macdono
Macdono
Macdono

Cartoons,
Cartoons,
Cartoons,
Cartoons,
Cartoons,
Cartoons,

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc.

March
April
May
June
July
...August

1
1
1
1
1
1

National Exchanges, Inc.
398 5th Avenue, New
Kineto Review
Science of a Soap Bubble
1,000
Kentucky Thorobreds
1,000
Rio De Janeiro
1,000
Manhattan Life
1,000
Hiking the Alps with the Boy
Scouts
1,000
Eccentricities of the Wasp and
Bee
1,000
Victory Pageants
1,000
My Adirondack's Outing
1,000
The Chemistry of Combustion. .1,000
Furs and Feathers
1,000
Delta of the Nile
1,000
A Glimpse Into the Animal
Kingdom
;
1,000
Rejuvenated Mexico
1,000
Childhood
1,000
Gypsyland
1,000
Giants of Industrv
1,000
Willing Captives
1,000
Friends of Man
....1,000
Fortune Builders ,
1,000
America's Gateway
1,000
Game of Golf
1,000
Swiss Bov Scouts
1,000
Rambles Round Rio
1,000
Liquid Air
1,000
Blackpool
1,000
King Cole Comedies
Moonshiners
1,000
Strikes to Spare
1,000
Bars and Stripes
1,000
Jazz Babies
1,000

York

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedv

'.
•
Bobby
Bobby
Bobby
Bobby

Burns
Burns
Burns
Burns

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

of
of
of
of

Am
Am
Am
Am

...Jan.
1
Jan.
8
Jan. IS
Jan. 22

Kineto Co. of Am

Jan. 29

Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

of
of
of
of
of
of

Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March

5
12
19
26
S
12

Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto
Kineto

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am
Am

March
March
April
April
April
April
April
.May
May
May
May
June
June
June

19
26
2
9
16
23
30
7
14
21
28
4
11
18

Mark Dintenfass
Mark Dintenfass
Mark Dintenfass

Mark Dintenfass

March 1
April 1
May 1

• .June 1

i

■

^
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Title
Length
General Nuisance
National Comedies
Wanted a Girl
A Million More or Less
Charles Ray Reissues
Saved
from the Depths
African
Love
After the Storm
Mystery of the Mission
Double
Crossed
Other Comedies
Up in the Air About Mary
Gymnastics
Flips and Flops
Shimmying by the Sea
American
Quail
Tennis
Water Sports by Water Sprites
Juggling— A La Carte

in ft.
1,000

Type
Comedy

2,000
2,000

Comedy
Comedy

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama

1,000
1,000
1000
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
1,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Sunday,

Star
Bobby
Burns

Edna Shipman & John Junior
Edna Shipman & John Junior
Charles
Charles
Charles
Charles
Charles

Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray

August 6, 1922

Release Date

Producer
Mark Dintenfass.,
Sun
Sun

July

Prod
Prod

1

Jan.
Feb.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

P.
P.P.
P.
P.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

of
of
of
of
of

Am
Am
Am
Am
Am

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Am
Am
Am
Am
Am...-.
Am
Am
Am

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
June
June
July

1
15
29
13
27
10
24
2

Jan.
Jan.

5
5

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5
5
10
10
10
10
15

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

20
20
20
26
26
26
26
26
30
2
2
5
5
5
5

National Non-Theatrical M. P. Inc.
130 W. 46th St. New
Earth and Moon
2,000
Eternal Question
1,000
God Divided the Night from
Day
1,000
Mystery of Space
2,000
Beginning of the World
1,000
Moses in Egypt
1,000
Noah and the Ark
1,000
Passion of Christ
1,000
Hawaii
(text film)
1,000
Physiological Study of Blood
Circulation
600
Story of the Seasons
1,000
Time
1,000
Building Up France
1,000
Coal Mining in France
1,000
Linen Making in France
1,000
Rebuilding French Industries. . .1,000
Spirit of Joan of Arc
2,000
Alaska (text film)
2,000
Beauty Spots in Italy and
Vatican
1,000
Pilgrimage to Lourdes
2,000
Boxing at U. S. Naval Academy .2,000
Hey
Diddle Diddle
600
Swimming at \J. S. Naval Acad. 1,000
Wrestling at U. S. Naval Acad. 1,000
Alps of Sweden
1,000
Athens and Its Ancient Temples
1,000
Bee Culture in Sweden
1,000
Birds of the Sea
1,000
Copenhagen, the Capital of
Denmark
1,000
Day With the Sea Gull
1,000
Dances of Many Nations
1 ,000
From Flax to Linen
1,000
Gripsholm Castle
1.000
Holv Land
1,000
How Birds Build Their Nests.. 1,000
How Charcoal is Made
1,000
How Tar is Made
1,000
Life Neapolitan
1,000
Path of a Log
1,000
Peregrine Falcon
1,000
Sea Birds' Paradise . . . :
Seeing Sweden With Longfellow's Eyes
The Reindeer
Twin Isles of Limestone
Web-Footed
Swimmers
of
Mountain and Lake
Winged Hunters
Volcanoes (text film)
A Hot Time at the North Pole.
A Stormy Voyage
Captain at Home

1,000

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Captain's Courtship

1,000

1,000
1,000
1,000

York

Educational
Educational

William
William

Educational
Educational
Religious
Religious
Religious
Religious
Educational

William
Park
William
Park
Nat'l Non-Theat.
^af\ Non-Theat.
Nat'l Non-Theat.
Natl Non-Theat.
Burton
Holmes

M.
M.
M.
M.

P
P
P
P

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

Nat'l Non-Theat. M.
William Park
William Park
Mrs. Wm. H. Hill
Mrs. Wm. H. Hill
Mrs. Wm. H. Hill
Mrs. Wm. H. Hill
Mrs. Wm. H. Hill
Burton Holmes

P

Religious
Religious
Recreational
Recreational
Recreational
Juvenile

Geo. F. Crummey
Geo. F. Crummey
U. S. Naval Academy
U. S. Naval Academy
U. S. Naval Academy
U. S. Naval Academy

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish

Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10
10
10
10

Educational
Educational
Recreational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

Swedish
Swedish
Geo. F.
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish

Biograph
Biograph
Crummey
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph . . . ;
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Educational
Educational

.Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph

Feb.
Feb.

10
10

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile

Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Burton
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish
Swedish

Park
Park

Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Holmes
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph
Biograph

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
March

10
10
10
10
15
1
1
1

Sunday,

f^^

August 6, 1922

Title
Length
Captain Goes A-Hunting
Missing
Link
Seeing Stars
Tale of a Dog
Up in a Balloon
With the Piggie Wiggies
Elephant-Seal Hunting
Gravity
Kingdom of the Storm
Adam's Bovs
Aunt Tabitha
Gulf Stream
Ocean Currents

in ft.
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

DAILV

Type
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
! uvenile
Educational
Educational
Educational
Juvenile
Juvenile
Educational
Educational

n
Producer
Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph
Swedish Biograph
Wm. Park
Wm. Park
Mrs. J. H. Gibson
Mrs. J. H. Gibson
Wm. Park
Wm.
Park

Star

Release Date
March
1
March
1
March
1
March
1
March
1
March
1
March 15
May 10
May 10
June 10
June 10
June 15
June 15

Pacific Film Co.
Culver City, Cat.
*26 Comedies

1,000

Comedies. ... 13 starring Vernon Dent
13 starring George Ovey

Pacific Film Co
Pacific Film Co

Twice monthly
Twice monthly

Post Pictures Corp.
527 Fifth Avenue
2C Post Nature Pictures.

,1,000

scenic

Post

Pictures Corp. ..No definite dates

Prizma, Inc.
now. 40th St., New York
■:
Neighbor Kelly
So This Is London
Sunbeams
Ruins of Angkor
Gems
Magic
Away Dull Care
the Unseen
Seeing
N ippon
The Sno-Birds
Cape of Good Hope
The Glorious Dead
The Unselfish Shell
Algeria the Ancient
Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata
and Its Inspiration
Hints
Fashion
Water
Wonderful

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films
Films

500
500
500

Color
Color
Color

Films
Films
Films

,

,

Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma
Prizma

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite

dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates
dates

Prizma
Prizma
Prizma

No definite dates
No definite dates
No definite dates

Rialto Prod., Inc.
130 W. 46th St.. New
Tony Sarg's Almanac
Why Adam Walked the Floor... 740
772
Movie
1 he Original
The First Earful
Noah Put the Cat Out
Funny Face Comedies
786
Cracked Ice
°' **
Food
Angel

Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon

York
Tony
Tony
Tony
Tony

Comedy.
Comedy .
Comedy .
Comedy.

Cartoon Comedy.
Cartoon Comedy.

Sarg-H.
Sarg-H.
Sarg-H.
Sarg-H.

M.
M.
M.
M.

Hugo
Hugo

Riesenfeld
Riesenfeld

Russell

Prod

Sacred
Sacred
Sacred
Sacred
Sacred
Sacred
Sacred

Films,
Films,
Films,
Films,
Films,
Films,
Films,

Dawley,
Dawley,
Dawley,
Dawley,

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

Feb.
April
May
July

5
9
28
9

Feb.
5
May 21

Russell Prod., Inc.
Chicago

*25 Tusun

Comedies.

.1,000

Comedies

Bobby

Ray

Twice

monthly

Sacred Films, Inc.
Burbank, Cal.
Creation
Cain and Abel
Noah and the Ark
The Deluge
Abraham and Sarah
The Migration
Abraham and Lot

J-OOO
.000
,000
.000
l.WU
}."""
1>"""

Biblical
Biblical
Biblical
Biblical
Biblical
Biblical
Biblical

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
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Star Serial Corp.
1 600 Broadway,
Title

Length in ft.
.15 episodes

Cap'n Kidd.

New

Type
Serial . . .

York

Star
.Eddie

Polo

Producer
Star Serial Corp.

Release Date
. . . .March 1 and
then bi-monthly

Storey Pictures, Inc.

729 7th Avenue,
Federated Screen Review
Shadowland Screen Review

1,000
1,000

New

York
Storey Pictures, Inc. ...Twice monthly
Storey Pictures, Inc. ...Twice monthly

Magazine
Magazine

Pat Sullivan "Felix" Cartoons

Felix
Felix
Felix
Felix
Felix
Felix

Saves the Day
at the Fair
Makes Good
All at Sea
in Love
in the Swim

Distribution through M. J. Winkler, 220 W. 42nd St., New
Pat
Cartoon Comedy . .
650
Cartoon Corned}^,.,,
Pat
650
Pat
650
Pat
Cartoon Comedy ...".
650
Pat
Cartoon Comedy . .
650
Pat
Cartoon
Comedy
.
.
650

York.
Sullivan
Sullivan
Sullivan
Sullivan
Sullivan
Sullivan

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
.June

Western Pictures Exploitation Co.
1540 Broad-way, New
Cactus Series
Streak of Yellow
Double Reward
Western Ways
Fingers of Fate
No Man's Gold
Phantom of the Hills
West
Meets
East
His Brother's Blood
The Claim Jumpers
Irving Cummings Series
Trapped
Jules of the River
Valley of the Missing
Campbell of the Mounted
The Avenger
Scattergood Series
Scattergood Makes a Match
Soothing Syrup
Down the Line

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
:2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Westerns
Westerns.
Westerns.
Westerns.
Westerns
Westerns.
Westerns.
Westerns.
Westerns.

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

2,000
2,000
2,000

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Reeves
Reeves
Reeves
Reeves
Reeves
Reeves
. Marion Ave
Ay^'&^Bob
.Marion
& Bob Reeves
.Marion Ave & Bob Reeves
.Marion Aye & Bob Reeves

. .Marion
.Marion
.Marion
.Marion
. .Marion

Mtd.
Mtd.
Mtd.
Mtd.
Mtd.

York

Police.
Police.
Police.
Police.
Police.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

&
&
&
&
&

. . Irving
. .Irving
. . Irving
. . Irving
. . Irving

Bob
Bob
Bob
Bob
^Bob

Cummings
Cummings
Cummings
Cummings
Cummings

William M. Brown
William M. Brown
William M. Brown

Rogel
Rogel
Rogel
Rogel
Rogel
Rogel
Rogel
Rogel

■Halperin
Halperin
■Halperin
Halperin
Halperin
•Halperin
•Halperin
•Halperin
Rogel Halperin
Maple
Maple
Maple
Maple
Maple

Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf

Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod

Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod

lidna Schley Prod
l^,dna Schley Prod
Edna Schley Prod

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
April
April
May

1
1
1
1

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
Jan.
Feb.
March

■jf Too late to classify by titles

Feed the Goose
By Charles C. Burr
Producer,

"Torchy"

Comedies

VTEVER before in the history of the picture business has
there been such a need for good short subjects.
The standard of the feature pictures has sunk in entertainment value to almost an unbelievable degree. The big first-run
theaters are scrambling for features that bear the smallest
semblance of attraction.
The short subjects are coming into their own — Harold Lloyd.
Buster Keaton, Larry Semon, and Johnny Hines are frequently
billed on the front of the marquees of the leading theaters.
No longer is the comedy a filler. Today it is an attraction and
exhibitors must appreciate this and be witling to pay the price
for the comedies on an attraction basis. .If they don't, they are
going to lose their two-reelers.
Harold Lloyd is going to five-reelers — why we don't know.
Of the two other comedians mentioned, their style of work
doesn't lend themselves to feature productions, but in the case
of Johnny Hines he has gone into five-reelers for good, for
reasons we can talk about. We filid Vfe can make five-reelers
much easier and simpler at ^yj^ry . little more cost than tworeelers.
.tjii H '.•, : , ■■
There is more fun working oiit a big story and more pleasure
in making it, to say nothing of the monetary returns, which are

so much greater. It is very difficult to think of funny situations, and how much more difficult is it to think of the kind
that get laughs in two-reelers than in five-reelers.
In a two-reel picture, there is little or no opportunity to
plant a laugh, to characterize the people, and then explain the
coming situation. In a five-reel picture, you can do all this,
and very frequently in a two-reel picture v/hat should be a very
funny situation falls flat before an audience, for there has not
been sufficient footage to get the idea over properly.
Our experience in making two-reel comedies, and a brand
that has had a certain degree of success, is that it is a heartbreaking, back-breaking, thankless task. At the finish of a
two year trial of this kind of production, we found ourselves
with all our capital still invested and over $25,000 on the wrong
side of the balance sheet in addition. True, we have gotten a
little of this back out of the percentage interest we retain in the
distributing rights and at the end of another year we will probably be out of the woods. It is conceivable that we can make
10% profit if the exhibitors and the distributor cooperate, and
the former backs the distributor up sufficiently.
This is no compensation at all for the "grief" that anyone
has to put up with in making this type of picture. There are
very few producers or organizations able to make comedies,
and very few have ever turned out a successful series, regardless of the fact that there have been probably more two-reel
comedies made than any other kind of film, and there are
more so-called two-reel comedies on the shelves now than any
other kind of pictures.

Some Short Reels
fan. The type of story that ends by saying that it is all a bad
dream has long passed out of favor because it leads the public
to believe that the dream is a reality and arrests their attention under false pretences. When you find out it is all a
dream and you were not taken into the confidence of the players- then you are very apt to be more disappointed than
amused.

"Take Next Car"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Paul Parrott and Jobyna Ralston are the prime movers of
this amusing single reeler. The comedian is a horse car driver
who is loyal to his company, and the daughter of the president.
The jitney service run the car a heavy competition and make
as much trouble as they can. As the car is seldom on time
the franchise is greatly endangered until the driver gets the
idea of putting the horse inside and pulling the car with the
aid of a motorcycle. They race back to the city and arrive
just in time to save the franchise. Some clever comedy business and funny gags are sprinkled throughout the reel making

"The Song of the Lark"— Pathe
Type of production

2 reel drama

"The Song of the Lark," is a little two-reel drama with
foreign settings, directed by Arthur Maude and J. C. Haydon.
The story, which was written by Arthur Maude, deals with
the eternal triangle. Two men love the same girl. One is
strong and rich, and the other is a hopeless dreamer. The
rich wins the girl because he proves his courage by saving her
caged bird from fire. Doris Coram makes a very charming
girl, but the story allows her little room for acting, and the
situations appear stiff and unreal. There is very little action
in the production and no characterization. The struggle between the two men is told mainly in tiie titles. The photography, however, is good and some picturesque effects have been
obtained. The drama is made along foreign standards and
will have little appeal for the average American audience.

the production amusing and entertaining. "Take Next Car"
will please almost any audience.
"Screen Snapshots" No. 6 — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
Ruth Roland shows how easily she can change her facial expression in this informal number of "Screen Snapshots." The
cameraman took advantage of the opportunity and shot Ruth
in slow motion, so that everybody may see how it is done.
Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of "Tarzan," shows you how
easily he writes his stories on the typewriter while his children
bang over his shoulder and make useful comments. .A.t a
Legion benefit a great number of film stars are assembled and
are shown in close-up. Others in this number of the fan
magazine are Blanche Sweet and her husband Marshall Neilan,
William Farnum, and Larry Semon. The number is well up
to the standard of the series and will please picture fans.
"The
Bride-To-Be"— Hal
Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Paul Parrott is the chief fun maker in this latest Hal Roach
comedy. Paul is about to be married but loses his clothes.
Starting out in his B. V. Ds,. he walks behind a hiker and
gets the necessary clothes from the knapsack. He even shaves
as he walks behind the man with the knapsack. Unfortunately the hiker turns out to be an old friend of the bride
and a chase follows when he discovers that his dress suit is
being worn by the groom. The gags are mildly funny and
the comedy business only average. The production as a whole
is not up to the Hal Roach standard and will make but an
average comedy filler.
"Daring Dangers" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
Tom Santschi is the hero of this two reeler which uses the
familiar dream trick. The story is told in the regular way,
but in the end you discover that it is only a dream. The story
is told of a man convicted of murder. The foreman of the

Pathe Review No. 168
Type of production
1 reel magazine
A special feature of this number of Pathe Review is the shots
showing the development of the egg. Some of these shots
were taken through a microscopic camera. You are shown
the circulation of the blood in the unborn chick and its gradual
growth. The final scenes showing the chick breaking through
the shell are well photographed and will please any audience.
A dog, cat and parrot form a domestic animal section while
the travel subject this time is devoted to views of the Ashokan
Reservoir in Alaska. The colored section takes you on a personally conducted tour to Jibuti. The review is varied in subject matter and well up to the high standard set by this series.
"The Fable of the Mischievous Cat" — Aesop's Fables — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
"Satan finds mischief for idle hands," is the moral of this
number of Aesop's Fables. The story deals with an idle
cat who manages to fool the police officer. In one scene the
cat plays the role of a Spanish bull fighter. But the bull
is a friend and they do a lot of stalling until the public protest
and demand blood. A good many laughs are contained in
this number of the Fables. The animation is clever and up
to Paul Terry's high standard. The number will hold the
attention and make a good hot weather program filler.

neighboring ranch pays a good deal of attention to the con-

"The Fable of the Boastful Cat"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
It is never wise to be too boastful — is the moral of this

victed man's wife. The prisoner manages to escape and return
home where he shoots the foreman and throws his body in a
closet. The sheriff arrives and discovers the murder. The

number of Aesop's Fables. "I can lick 'anyone in the world,"
says the hero of this little cartoon. He gets on pretty well,
but in the end meets his Waterloo. Some of the fight scenes
are very funny and will bring several laughs from the average
audience. The cartoon is up to the average of the series and
contains some clever bits of animation. Will do well as a
program filler and amuse almost any audience.

convict's wife is wounded as they attempt to escape, and at
this point you learn that it is all a bad dream of the prisoner.
The warden then comes into the cell and announces that the
convicted man has been found innocent and therefore pardoned. The story contains some fairly good action but is far
from convincing and will hardly satisfy the average western
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Short Reels
"Touch

"The Dog and the Fish" — Aesop's Fables — Pathe
1 reel animated cartoon
Type of production

All

Bases"— Hal

Roach— Pathe

Type of production
Paul Parrott is the chief comedian

The Httle dog in this number of Aesop's Fables goes fishing.
He throws out his bait when he sees a big fish coming along

1 reel comedy
in this fairly amusing

Hal Roach comedy, dealing with a base-ball game. Paul takes
his girl to sec the game but encounters some difficulty at the
gate and is forced to remain outside. Many of the gags occur
when Paul tries to get a view of the game through the fence.
Then he finds a rain check and decides to give the bleachers a
little rain with the aid of a hose. This gets him into the field
but not for long. At length he is brought into the gaftie as a
pinch-hitter and manages to make a home run; but he runs
around the wrong way. The gags are not over original but
v\ill bring more than one good laugh when shown. Paul
Parrott is supported by Eddie Baker and Jobyna Ralston.
Little time is lost between gags and a good deal of the action
is fairly amusing.

but he only catches a little one. He throws back the little fish
into the water and falls asleep. His dream is quite funny.
The grateful little fish comes back and saves him from a difiicult .situation. When the little dog wakes up he finds plenty
of fish playing with his pole and line. The moral brought out
by this number of Aesop's Fables is — "He who dreams catches
no fish." The animation runs along quite smoothly but the
situations and subject matter are not up to the best in this
series. The fact that the little dog would have caught plenty
of fish if he had not fallen asleep hardly leads to the above
axiom.
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Stuff
>^^HETHER it is Straight Stuff or Ad
Stuff or Table Stuff or Short Stuff — as
in this book — we are equipped
to
handle every kind of Printing Stuff.

THE BARNES
229 WEST

28TH

PRINTING
STREET

COMPANY,

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17
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5

IN TOYLAND
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Is not a short subject
but is

HERBERT'S

VICTOR

Rearranged Operetta

For the exclusive use of Motion Picture theatres
Produced by

FRANCIS

A. MANGAN

BESSIE

with

WYNN

Supported by a cast of eighteen, in three scenes

(Scenic

Envestiture

by

JOHN

WENGER)

Opening in Atlantic City, August 27
Bookings now being taken for a tour of the
Leading motion picture theatres to
commence September 15
Communicate

with

fRANCIS A. MANGAN PRODUaiONS

Or book through

mm

SMALL

1476 Broadway
New York

1493 Broadway
New^ York

(Phone 3738 Bryant)

(Phone 2389 Bryant)

HODKINSON SHORT SUBJECTS
TRIART
PRODUCTIONS
—

MOVIE

CHATS

GREAT AMERICAN
AUTHORS SERIES
BRAY COMEDIES and
TECHNICAL RO^dANCES
?^

Cornpikd by LITERARY DIGEST
_

as a featured picture in Manager Rothafel's famous
Short Subject Week.

*^

Charles Urban's engrossing single-reel screen organ
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Am^ric.
One of the fastest-selling single reelers in the fi Id.
Released weekly.
A screen dramatization of the most interesting characters in American literature.
Twelve one-re'l sib
jects ready for spot bookings.
Box-office tested and
hailed country-wide as solid entertainment.

Two series (13 each) of one-reel Bray Specialties, released every two weeks.. Unquestionably the bes';
novelties open for program-building. .At last, something ABSOLUTELY NEW in screen entertainment.

The fun of the world compiled by the greatest weekly
journal in its class. This is the ONLY film of its kind
sponsored by the LITERARY DIGEST, and is backed
by the biggest advertising campaign in screen history.

_

DAYS AFIRD WITH
ROD AND GUN
Compiled by nEW

"Snooky," the world-famous chimpanzee, in a new
series of six side-splitting two-reelers. This frolicsome
"humanzee" gets more fun out of life than most
humans.

—

FUN FROM THE PRESS
,

subject of the Triart Group, "Hope," with beautiful
Mary Astor in her greatest role, has just finished its
pre-release showing at the Capitol Theatre, New York,

T^mP —

CHESTER COMEDIES

—

The two-reel sensation of the past season.. The fourth

Action in every field where the crack of the gun or
the swish of fast-running tackle mean that thrill known
only to the keen sportsman.. Issued under the direction of one of America's greatest sporting magazines.

L STREAM

BUILD BETTER PROGRAMS.

iTHE
^<? brAdstreet

Authority
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lans 26 Exchanges

ry Levey Promises National Non
fheatrical Will Have Branch
i
Offices in Key Cities
I system of exchanges, covering
ey cities is contemplated by the
;onal Non Theatrical M. P. Inc.,
iivork of laying out the plans now
jg in the hands of Arthur James
) is associated with Harry Levey.
I have bought out Alfred S.
Ik's stock in the concern," Levey
i on Saturday, "and as for the old
lio on 38th St., that has been
■i;ht by a syndicate which will
e: a 16-story office and loft buildpn the site.
")uring the coming year, we are
g to distribute 80 pictures taken
.' from the World Film Corp.
te are all in 5 and 6 reels, many
hem costume plays, and practili the entire lot have not been revd non-theatricallj-. In addition,
j'lave 160 Swedish Biograph oncers, 28 popular science subjects,
mericanization films. 6 Field and
run offerings, 308 Burton Holmes
rbers and 35 biblical pictures."
(:i the exchange matter, Levey exaed that hitherto the concern had
I'sed through arrangements with
li.'rsities and small concerns handij non-theatrical material.
This is
!: changed with the opening of the
:i set of branches. A tie-up has
r ally been arranged with a Church
ilcation which
has a circulation
oout 2,000,000, Levey declared,
Kimany pictures will be released
■)njunction with it.
Kann Due Soon
(orge E. Kann, foreign manager
'Dldwyn, is expected back in New
o;ii from abroad
in about
three
e(js.

Price 5 Cents
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Lon esome
Reading

American

trade journals.

In rainy London.

Fox Lands One
Ed

J.Smith. And B. Harrison Grimm. Know B. Harrison Grimm?
No? In little ole New York. They formerly called him Ben.
Yes. Ben Grimm. Not so over in Ltinnon. There he parts
his name. Right in the middle. And wears a monocle. And
carries a stick. It helps. (Around 3 a. m.) And otherwise
plays
part.
a real Englishman.
done. the
When
the Of
Broadway
boys.
Hit the That's
Strand. the way it's
But his boss. Eddie Smith. Who's putting over Universal.
In England. Does it differently. He looks dignified. And important. Out Cleveland way. And down in Philadelphia. Well
— boys, you'd never know him. If Manny Mandlebaum. Or
Paul Gusdanovic. Of Cleveland. Or Gene Felt. Or Jules
Mastbaum.
Saw him now.
Oh, boy !
WAITING AWHILE
That's what the new American organizations. Do over here.
Because of block booking. And other conditions. But they
wait patiently. They get in the habit. Because what between
holidays and the general methods of doing things over in England. No one bothers about things. If you don't believe it ask
Harry Reichenbach. Or George Kann. Who gets back early
in August. They will tell you the story. Over here yoti catch
a man on business chiefly on Wednesdays. Because on Thursday he leaves for his week end trip. And gets back on Tuesday.
So you do business on Wednesday.
Or not at all.
By the way. Universal puts on "Foolish Wives" for a run.
Sometime in August.
In London.
At a downtown house.
BIG HOUSE GOING UP
American producers will be glad. To hear that a big house —
2500 seats — will be started. In the Strand. In the heart of downtown London. Within a few weeks. Well known theatrical
magnate back of proposition. Great chance for a live American
manager. But heaven only knows. What he would do to get
them going.

|erman Films Sold for Africa
I'port
Import, onCorporation,
behalf of
a ilton &Theatrical

For this is a word to mouth country. The newspapers won't
"fall." For what is known as American publicity. And if it's
a good show.
The crowd has to tell one another.
Otherwise

isiold "Loves of Pharaoh," "The
o'n," "Deception," and "One
rtian Night," for South Africa.

AMERICAN CAPITAL IN GERMANY
For a big house. In Cologne. Which is the gateway to
Germany. Understand a great site has been procured. Right
opposite the wonderful old Cathedral. And a 2,500 seat house.
be erected as part of a gigantic hotel property. There isn't
Will
a big house in Cologne. And this one promises to be a real
baby doll. Up in less than a year. The backers are already
dickering. For American product. Understand Fox has been
working on it. But didn't get very far. Up to this time.
AL KAUFMAN BUSY
Running things at the big EFA plant. In Berlin. Al likes
Germany a lot. But still hankers. For Hollywood. When
Mabel Normand gets to Berlin. There will be a reunion. Mabel
likes
this side.
But still
won't mind.
When it's time to get
back.
(Continued on Page 2)

"U"
Royal,
Louis
specialAfter
to THE
FILMSt. DAILY)
S Louis — There is a persistent
!pit in usually very reliably inin;d circles that the Universal
ia;take over the Royal Theater. 6th
:id31ive, owned by Harry Koplar.
E'-ney Rosenthal, local manager
)r Universal, refused to affirm jr
en the report that ! n'versal may
ikiover the Royal. Koplar could
ot e reached for a siitScment.

E H. Goldstein, of Universal, was
onommittal when asked to comlei on the St. Louis dispatch.

Gets Film Rights to "Six
Love" — To Be Made as a
Production
Winfield R. Shcehan has
deal with Sam Harris for

Cylinder
Special
closed a
the film

rgihts
to "Six
Love"
for
which there
has Cylinder
been active
bidding
in the picture field.
No purchase price was revealed by
either party concerned but it is believed the film rights were held at
about $50,000. The picture will be
made as a Fox special but neither
the director nor the cast has been
selected.
Tebbitt Buys Lloyd Series
David Tebbitt, of the W. and F.
Film Service, London, is in New
York, making his headquarters with
Inter-Globe Export. He has purchased the .'Kssociated Exhibitor series of Harold Lloyd comedies for
Great Britain and also the new
Pathe series.
Three Weeks' Run at RivoH
"Blood and Sand," which opened at
the Rivoli yesterday, will remain
there for three weeks, according to
present plans. It will be followed on
August 27 "The
by "The
Young
Diana''
and
Oldalso
Homestead."
This then
latter film will
be at the
Rivoli for three weeks.
F. B. O. Plans Own Sales Force
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto — It is understood that the
F. B. O. will maintain its own sales
force in Canada, but continue its
physical distribution through Regal
Films, Ltd.
Joseph Schnitzer denied the above
on
Saturday.
He B.said
contract
with F.
O. his
still company's
had some
time to run, and that no change was
contemplated.
May Exports of Positives $451,987
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — Figures just compiled by the Department of Commerce show that May exports of
moving picture film included 4,297,296 ft. of unexposed film, valued at
$121,664; 1,016.416 ft. of negatives,
valued at $63,299, and 9,825.625 ft.
of positives, valued at $451,987.
The largest market for raw stock
was England, whose imports
amounted to 1,380,596 ft. valued at
$39,647. That country was also our
best customer for negatives, taking
324,033 ft., valued at $25,612. Our
most important market for positives,,
however, was Canada, whose imports
266.
totaled 1.425,096 ft., valued at $81,-
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Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

East. Kod. 75. H
F. P.-L. .. 845/i
do pfd
Goldwvn .. 634
Griffith

75s/s 75-5^ 200
84/2
84;4
1,000
Not quoted
Gyi
65/^
1,200
Not quoted

Loew's
...
Triangle
World

16K

mi

163/^
1.500
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Trenton, N. J.— La Fexat Comedies, Jersey City. Capital $150,000. Incorporators Samuel Spingarn, John C. Flanigan and James J.
McCarthy, Jersey City.
Dove r, Del. — Anglo-American
Fihn Corp. Capital $200,000. Incorporators:
O'Brien,
Mamaroneck, N.
Y.,Wilfrid
andJ. Henry
O.
Falk, Brooklyn. Attorney, U. S.
Corporation Co.

(Continued

from

Such as Belgium and Switzerland. Just won't do. For America. And yet. Over here. In Paris — and say, boys, what they
liave all told you of Paris. Is the goods. Plus a lot more — there
is a lot of prodtiction under way. But so little of it good for
ottr country. That it's a joke. Of course there are several big
ones under way. For instance there's "The Mistress of Paris"
which Phocer Fihns are making. In 12 episodes, and which will
cost. About 3,000,000 francs! Or about $300,000. And this
is a lot of money. Anywhere. Then Gaumont has just released
"Jocelyn." Which is said to be very artistic. But those who
know the American market. Say it may not do. For our
peo]:)le. Mundiis has "The Agonies of the Eagle." The big
Nai)oleon picture. Which made a big hit in London. I hear
Ben Blunienthal's organization may get it. For America. This
is said to be a big boy. And Abel Gance is finishing "The
Wheel"; on which he has been cutting some months. Diamant
Bergere is working on "Twenty Years After" the sequel to "The
Three Guardsmen."
But generally — and this means the bulk of French pictures —
just won't do.

WHO

IS

Soon. \'"ery soon. I'm going to pack the bags. See how
much is left. And come home. But maybe you'll get an earful.
Of what's happening in dear ole Lunnon. Before. Meanwhile —
or tintil then — so long.
DANNY.
"Columbus" Completed
The Chronicles of America Pic(Special
to THE
FILM
DAILY)
tures Corp., has about completed
Irving and Chester D. Judis have
purchased
a site on Dyckman
St., "Columbus," its first picture. A
west of Nagle Ave., on which they company returned last week from
Chicago, where some scenes were
shot.
intend building a 2,500 seat theater.
2,500 Seat House on Dyckman

Blue Bird Auto &
Aero Service.

The
Assistant
Ass'nin plans
to build
its ownDirectors'
club house
New
York.

$18.00 Per Day

Jack^Mandola,

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

In the North^^e
Seattle — Fire destroyed '1
Radtke's
last week. City at Mansfield
The
Mission,
Alount
\\'ash., has been closed.
M. E. Maxwell,
of Cosmopl
Prod.,
distributed
through
mount,
was
in Seattle fromi
York the other dav.
i
Ben Larson, house superintfl
at the Coliseum, has been transi
to the management of the Ntjj
in the Universitv district.
The Rialto, has
F. E.
Wesp's
\\'enatchee,
been
closedho>lJ
porarih', for the installation of a]
ing
15th. system. He will reopen Aj
Eason Again Directs Gibs
(.Special to THE

Los

FILM

DAILYl

Angeles — Reeves

Easel

again directing "Hoot" GibsoJ
Universal.
"Laramie
Lad''Mai;|
title
of the film
under way.
Daw has the feminine lead.
Gerson Features for F. B. Cl
(Special to THE

FILM

DAIL\[

San Francisco — The
Paul GkPictures Corp., which is makin
Plum Center Comedies for F. ][
states it will also produce
so
features for the company.
about
report, va;
he s>
When the JoeaboveSchnitzer~
was news to him.

3,000,00

FEET A WEE
That is the capacity of our n
laboratory at Flushing, L. I
twenty

minutes

from

Tin

St.

For Location

Gen. Mgr.

SHE?

Paris Herald. Had a double sized portrait. Of "Marie
lulith Wells." Who was reported as a beautiful "movie star."
^^ ho enjoyed the great distinction. Of never having been in
Hollywood.
But she is ingoes.
Paris.
Which'll
a lot. Because
so
far as my recollection
I never
heardhelp
of beautiful
]\Iarie
Edith in American pictures!
Did you?
OLD
HOME
STUFF

COLUMBUS
5430

MOTOR CARS

1)

.\1 is in hopes. That the scheme. Which blocks out American pictures. In (iennany. Will be lifted. But tliat looks
some time off. At present. Still the moves may be under way.
And you never can tell. What will hapi)en. When they start
at things.
In Germany.
FRENCH PRODUCTION
Seems destined not to get to America. The old. story.
What is good for the French market and the nearby countries.

Ass't Directors' Revel Thursday
The Assistant Directors' Association will hold its midsummer night's
revel at the Willat studio, Fort Lee,
on Thursday. A number of vaudeville acts, several exhibitions of pugilistic ability, refreshments and dancing are on the list for entertainment.

Rep. U. S. Pat. Off

Page

"Zenda" at Two Coast Theaters
"The Prisoner of Zenda" will be
the first film special to inaugurate the
straight picture policy to be definitely
established at Loew's Warfield, S.an
Francisco, Aug. 17 and Loew's :State.
Los Angeles, .Sept. 4. E. A. Schiller,
general
Lie. justrepresentative
returned fromoftheLoew's.
,co,ast

Mayer Buys "The Middleman" . .
Jay Packard states that Louis B.
Mayer has purchased the film rights
to Henry Arthur Jones' "The Middleman" through the Myra Furst
Agency.
Packard leaves for the coast about
Sept. 15, to dispose of a number of
properties.
Two More for St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis — The Midway. Grand
Blvd. and Washington Ave., has been
closed, but the airdome is still operating. Charles Thimmig, owner
of the Midwav, plans to erect a
$l,t)00.000 theater-office and apartMidway^ment building on the site of the
Groun<3 has been broken for the

piade this statement on Saturday.
new Aubert. /(."'^ef;': and ' Easton
Indefinite runs "will be made on all ■Winter
Avesy 'Season.
It' may be' ready for • the
big pictures he has contracted ■ for.

The
new plant is equipped w
Square.
the latest type of printing a
developing machinery, op
ated on the tube system, ei
bling us to turn out high
quality work at extremely r
sonable prices.
Absolute cleanliness of pri;
and evenness of developme
toning, tinting, washing a
drying is assured by t
system.
If you are interested in redi
ing your printing costs, te
phone us at Bryant 1939 a
we will gladly have a represe
tative call on you.

THE ASSOCIATE
SCREEN
NEWS,
In
120 West 41st Street, New Yo

I

LITTLE
FIRST

CLASS

PUBLICITY SERVICE

ADS
LESLEY

& CONLON

Apollo — "Silver Wings"
Geo. M. Cohan— "My Dad"
Central — "Human Hearts"
Lyric — "Nero"
Strand — "Just Tony"

THEATRE LOBBY
DISPLAY

FRAMES

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

MASON

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

Film Editor
729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 8174

1608 Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

KASSEL LOBBY PAINTINGS

BIG THOUGHTS

"Mortal
Clay"
Will
Be
The Talk of the Season.

for star or producer

HOWE

WITH

For All

FILM

NEGATIVE

Ill Westchester Sq.

Purposes

Specializes exclusively in

Bryant 9900

STOCK

DIRECTORS-

Save money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

THE

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

Corp.

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

ARE
OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd.

QUALITY

YOU

MAKING

LETTERIMG
LAYOUTS

"Ask the First Man

WESTERNS?

See Aywon's "The Cowboy King."
Story,titling
production,
supervision, editing
and
by
MARTIN & NATTEFORD
723-7th Avenue
Bryant 5437

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Motion

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

For

"CAMERA!!"
"ACTION!!"
Action

on Your
Camera
Wants See
Ruby
Camera
Exchange
Bryant 0631
727 7lh Ave., N. Y. C.

Bryant 2 1 58
729 - 7th Ave., N. Y.
The only "Process" that has made

Start

Right BygoodReading

The

Week

The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Picture

Editing

Titles — Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy — Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

Evans Personal
A ttention Prints
Has been a big factor in
the success of the Evans
Film Laboratories.
Because of the personal
interest Evans Prints have
always been the very best
prints obtainable.
Evans

Film

Laboratories

418 W. 216th St. New York City
Wadsworth 3443

ILLUSTRATIONS

S.MARKENDORFF

AND

Theatrical Picture Frame Maker
Lobby Display Frames, Etc.
159 West 23rd St.
New York
Telephone 2483 Chelsea

CARTOONS

Bill Pause
7iW. 44TH.ST.
Ph.Vanderbill- 4551

ARTISTIC
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and
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GEVAERT
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and titles for all
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130 West 46th St.
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Small Booking Herbert Operetta
Arrangements have been completed whereby Francis A. Mangan
versions of \'ictor Herbert's Miniature Operettas for picture theaters
will be booked through the Edward
Small offices.

j5S^Putting

On Broadway

Apollo — "Silver Wings."
Aster — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Broadway — "Hurricane's
Gal."
Brooklyn Strand — "Hurricane's Gal."
Cameo — John
Barrymore
in "Sherlock
Holmes."
Ten Cent House in Poplar Bluff
Capitol — "Voices
of the City."
tSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Central — "Human Hearts."
Poplar Bluff, Mo. — The New Cohan — Johnny
Walker
in
"My
Jewel will be thrown open to the
n
public on Aug. 15. This house seats Criterio — "Forget Me Not."
600. Turner, the owner, has an- Loew's
New
York —ndT."oday — Agnes
rla
nounced a general admission price
s
r
e
o
Ayr day in "B dieng
and
of but 10 cents.
t
s
"
t
'
e
u
Tu Dad. — "Pan
It Osvee.r""
m
o
o
h
e
"The
W
H
C
St. Louis Musicians To Arbitrate
t
sday
Wednseday
— "Deser Goldt.y""
and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Thur
— "Her
Majes
St. Louis — The Musicians Mutual
"Step this Way."
Benefit Association has accepted the
Friday — "Eyes
of the
Mummy"
principle of aibitration and will apand "The Rosary."
point two representatives of a board
Saturday — Jack Holt in "The Man
to decide all questions of dispute that
Unconquerable."
may arise between the local theater
— "Nero."
owners and their musicians during Lyric
Rialto—
Gloria
Swanson
in
"Her
the year commencing
Aug. 15.
Gilded
Cage." Valentino in "Blood
William Goldman, manager of the Rivoli
— Rodolph
Missouri, and chairman of a special
committee appointed to negotiate Strand
." Mix in "Just Tony."
and —Sand
Tom
with the musicians union, so informNext Week
ed the United Theater Managers.
Goldman and Joseph Mogler were
Apollo — "Silver Wings."
named members.
the managers' arbitration Astor — "The
Prisoner
of Zenda."
board
Broadway — J ackie
Coogan
in
"Trouble."

A Stage Success
Road Showed Six Years in
Every City and Hamlet
NOW
A Screen Classic

Richard Walton
TuUy
presents
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It Over

Engelbrecht Gets Another
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
J
Temple, Tex. — F. O. Engelbrech }
owner of the Gem,
has bought th
Crescent from Southern Enterprise!.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show
over.
S'l
along
your ideas.
Let the othf
up.
fellow know
hoiu you
clftmeu

WHY CLOG THE
WHEELS OF
PROGRESS?

Stratford, Ont. — "The Man From
Home" was found to be a satisfactory
title for co-operative newspaper, advertising when the Altman played it
recently. Leon J. Bamberger, Paramount exploiter of Toronto tied up
nine merchants for a full page under
the title used as a caption. A typical
one read: "The Man From Home"
would appreciate a radio installed
when he returns. Complete radio
sets in stock." The same theme was
used successfully on other commodities.

If it's a shortage of capital,
we can help you keep the
wheels turning. Call upon
us for assistance and advice
in strictest confidence. Our
personnel knows the INS
and OUTS of the motion
picture industry.

Ocean Park, Cal. — In this resort,
many thousands who walk the big
asphalt sidewalk between Venice
and Santa Monica were attracted by
a mammoth head of Tommy Meighan
v.-hich was painted on the marquee
of the Rosemary when it ran the
Paramount picture, "The Bachelor
Daddy." During the opening matinee a large board was erected and
while the crowd was watching the

CHROMOS
TRADING
1123 Broadway
Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

INSIST UPON

artist began blocking out Meighan's !
Brooklyn Strand — "Fools First."
Cameo — Probably John Barrymore in features. It was simple and it took
only four hours to do it, but during
"Sherlock
Holmes."
the four hours enough people were
Capitol — "The
Prince and the Pau- drawn into the house to set a record.
The house artist did the work.
Central — "Human Hearts.''
Criterion — Not yet determined — probReading, Pa. — At the Arcadia,
ablv "Forget" Me Not."
Fourty-Fourth Street— "The Count of Manager Hendricks tried a stunt
used in Newark recently. He was
Monte Cristo."
Lyric ——per."
"Nero."
playing
and in
arranged
Rialto
"Nice People."
the use "Molly-O"
of a window
which for
he
Rivoli — Rodolph Valentino in "Blood placed several turtles, each with a
letter of the title on its back. A pass
and Sand."
Strand—
Guy
Bates
Post
in "The was offered to any who saw them
spell the title of the film properly and
Alasquerader."
on this occasion, the turtles lined up
in the proper formation several times.
Of course, there was a fair-sized
Hollywood — Erich von Stroheim free-list but attention was drawn to
and stafif are at Chatsworth finishing
the presentation and it repaid the exthe writing
of "Merry
Round."to
hibitor. This stunt is an exceptionEleanor
Fried
has beenGo added
ally good one and in addition it has
his staff as film editor.
the merit of being inexpensive as well
as very easily adaptable.
Hank Mann has been added to the

CO.

Duratized

WHYM

COMING-

Coast Brevities

cast of "Quincy Adams

The

MasqueradG
THE

MO'iOr'v

PICTURE

TD:'_M

Directed by James Young

A First National
Attraction

Grab It Quick

Sawyer."

A street stunt on "The Prisoner of
King Vidor has taken offices at Zenda," arranged by Terry Turner
Metro and is making preparations for of the Loew office, included a parade
of 28 men in gaudy uniforms on
filming "Peg O' My Heart."
Broadway. The men were selected
William Farnum is in the city and from "extras" who work quite steadily in pictures and the only visible
will begin work shortly in "Without signs of any advertising in connection
Compromise,"
which Emmett Flynn with the stunt were the gold letters
will
direct.
"ZENDA" on the red sash from the
J. C. Wright, former art director shoulder to the waist. The financial
for Goldwyn and Metro, will super- district, subways, buses, Harlem,
Bronx, all the beaches and parks
vise, art work for "Enter Madame."
were invaded by the uniformed men
and crowds followed wherever they
<^ The cast for "The Stranger's Banquet," will include Claire Windsor,
Rockcliffe Fellows; Thomas Hold- appeared.
One afternoon they paraded Broading, Claude Gillingwater, Nigel
way horseback, making quite a flash.
Barrie and Stuart Holmes. Frank A teaser ad campaign ran in the
Urson will be co-director; Tom dailies during the week of this stunt.
Held, assistant director; David Kes- The opening night the men were
son, cameraman, snd D. J. Gray, used as "atmosphere" in front of the
cameraman.
Astor theater, where moving pictures
H. E. GAUSMAN.
were made of the first nighters.

COM/NC-

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Dependable
Accountants and
Auditora
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St
Telephone Longacre 9074

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
We furnish and guarantee compl
equipment for Studios or Locatioiu
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
A. L. Hendrickson
Telephone. Longacre lOj
JOS. GELB COMPAN'

ROTH

ACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hillj

4ff brAdstreet

Authority
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Sennett

38

Tuesday,

Talks

Fox Under Scrutiny

He Will Make as Many Com[iies and Features for First
j National as He Can Do
Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

5 Angeles — "I have contracted
First National to supply them
as many Ben Turpin special atons and as many two reel
dies as I can possibly produce,"
fklack Sennett to the Times upon
eturn from New York.

ntinuing he said: "This means
ally that I will be forced to put
fiditional comedy companies,
have also contracted to deliver
any feature productions as I
nd desire. In addition to starMabel Normand in features, I
1 to produce a number of other
pecials all of which will be five
t-reel coinedy dramas.
r that time Miss Normand will
returned from her European
and no doubt will be engaged in
ijcing her next feature, the story
?j:ich is now in course of preparallnett stated that Billy
liippear without make-up.

Bevan

Ijfst Convention for Paramount
sales department of Famous
jrs is making plans for a big coni n of sales and district managers
!s Angeles in November.
It will
)r three or four days.

Pat Dowling
Here
Dowling, director of publicity
hristie Film, is in New
York
ithe coast.
He plans to make a
B;^r of stops on his way West.
Danto in Buffalo

r r>- Danto, one of the sales manr at the New York Paramount
1 IRC, is in Buffalo doing special
'Ifor Harrv H. Buxbaum.
rbuckle Going to the Orient
pecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

.( Angeles— Roscoe ("Fatty") Ar1- lias applied for a passport for
1 r F.ast. He expects to leave on
!■ etluite trip Aug. 16.

iB' They
Have
Kaiser Picture
I ry Levey and Fred E. Hamlin,
II ^liaper writer, said yesterday
y lave authentic pictures of the
n Kaiser, taken in May
o . Holland.
Two reels of fifm
ifli- up of this matter, which is
1- 1(1 to show
the former
Ger'1 lonarch in his garden.
' 11 .ys,
Clemens
broughtvontheRadowitz-Nei,
films to this

Trade Commission
Charges
Reissue
of Old Films Under New Titles
Without So Informing Public
(Special to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents
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DAILY)

Washington — A formal complaint
was issued yesterday by the Federal
Trade Commission against the Fox
Film Corp, the question raised being
whether or not the reissue of an old
film under a new title, without disclosing that the films are re-issues is
an unfair method of competition.
The complaint avers that Fox
selected several pictures which had
been previously produced by it and
exhibited throughout the United
States and gave them new names,
such names being different from
those under which films had already
been exhibited. This was done, the
complaint states, notwithstanding the
fact that the leases under which such
pictures were furnished to exhibitors
called for new releases and not reissues. This practice, it is alleged,
tends to mislead exhibitors and
through them the public into the belief that such "re-issues" are new
pictures.
Paragraph two of the complaint
alleges that in 1919, Fox selected
several pictures which had been
previously released in the United
States and gave them new names. It
is further charged that new advertising matter was prepared and that,
when the pictures were again ultimately shown, the exhibitor was
under the impression that they were
new.

Goldwyn-First National Deal Off;
Former to Maintain Own Exchanges
Brief Statement Attributes

Failure to Close Contract Because

"Difficulties Involved Are So Many" — Guarantees One
Big Stumbling Block
There will be no inerger between Goldwyn and Associated
First National. The negotiations of long standing have been
definitely terminated and the tvvo companies involved will continue their individual identities as at present.
About 5 :45 o'clock last night the following statement was
issued by Associated First National and verified at Goldwyn :
"After a thorough consideration of the contemplated contract
between Associated First National Pictures, Inc. and Goldwyn
Pictures, Inc., both companies have reached the opinion that the
difficulties involved in a contract of this magnitude are so many
that it is better at this time not to conclude the deal."

Strike Talk Dies
Tentative
Agreement,
Amicable
to
Both Operators and Theater Owners Drawn — Ratification Later
Possibilities of a strike of moving
picture machine operators are decidedly on the wane as a result of a
Joint meeting held yesterday between
the employees' committee of the T.
O. C. C. and a special committee of

It is understood that Goldwyn will
continue its present distributing organization and function, as in the
past, as both a producing and distributing body. The company as frequently announced to the trade will
release 20 pictures. Of that number
eight are finished and two, about half
completed.
T!ie First National announcement
will probably come as a surprise to
a great many. The details of the deal
v;ere decided upon some time ago
and for many weeks past, the matter
has been in the hands of attorneys
for both sides. About ten days ago
it was apparently only necessary to
secure the signatures of the necessary
parties to make the merger a fact.
The consummation of the deal would
have brought about what would have
undoubtedly proven the most important consolidation in the history of the
business.

the operators' union.
The meeting w-as held in the T. O.
C. C. rooms in the Loew State building and representing the union was J.
P. Mahoney of Phillips, Mahoney and
Libell and acting for the exhibitors
was
State Senator James J. Walker.
Three pictures were thus changed,
A
temporary
of settlement was
cites the complaint, which mentions drawn which basis
is expected to prove
"The Yankee Way." released as satisfactory to both sides.
"Sink or Swim"; "The Love Thief,"
This agreement will be ratified by
released as "The She Tiger," and both sides, probably by the T. O. C.
"The Silent Lie," released as 'Camille C. today and by the operators who
The advantages to both sides were
meet tomorrow. The strike was set many. For one thing, for Goldwyn
of the Yukon."
The Commission issued its com- for Sept. 1 and hinged around the rethe merger v/ould have meant a savplaint against Fox on July 29, but
quest for on the part of the exhibitors
ing of about $600,000 a year in distridid not make it public until yester- and the refusal on the part of the
buting costs and perhaps, a more
day. The defendant has until Sept. operators of a 10% cut in wages.
v/idespread
distribution of its product,
18 to file its answer and then, after
'or First National there would have
the Commission has set a date, the
Lichtman Deal with Friedman?
been according to advance informamatter will be brought to trial.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion a guaranteed supply of good boxChicago — It is reported here that office attractions.
At various times it has been reAl Lichtman has made a deal with
Saul E. Rogers could not be reachported that the unexpected obstacles
Joe Friedman, of Celebrated Players
ed for a statement yesterday.
up. One report indiwhereby the latter company will dis- Iiad cropped
cated that the Goldwyn interest in
tribute
Lichtman's
Preferred
Pictures in this territory.
the Ascher theater holdings intervened and another, that the financial
say of Alfred Weiss in the New York
Harry
Scott
Joins
Pathe
York
New
in
due
is
Hays
H.
Will
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
State exchanges blocked the negotiations.
tomorrow from his cross-country trip.
Detroit — Harry Scott yesterday asHe will again take up the standard
What is said to have figured largesumed his new duties as Pathe mancontract negotiations and may later
ly in the (Continued
final sessions
was the quesager here. He was formerly
with
on Page 2)
First National.
leave on a short vacation.

Hays Due Tomorrow
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd. .
'G'wyn
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Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World
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851^
9434
6/2

Low

Close

Here is hew a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over.
S'l
along your ideas.
Let the othf
felloiu knoiv
hoiu you
deaneu
up.

Ottumwa, la. — The high spot of
every party of our kid days vias the
moment they cut the cake and it was,
carefully broken to find the dime
baked in it. The Strand provided a
like thrill for more than a thousand
citizens when it tied up with a local
bakery to bake a free admission
ticket with every loaf of bread. A
couple of days before it was pulled
the bakeries put cards in every
kitchen announcing the stunt. The
wagon boys made a house-to-house
canvass including both patrons and
persons they wanted to rope in. The
next day the stuffed loaves were delivered. None of the publicity matter
was put through the mails and as
the purchasers of the bread got their
full money's worth whether they received the tickets or not. The stunt
did not come under the lottery regulations.

FILMS
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and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
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Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.
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Ionia, Mich. — When the manager
of the Regent wanted to bring all^he
freckled faced boys in town to his
house for an exploitation stunt on
"Penrod" he advertised for them but
got only three. Three never made a
parade and the situation looked desperate. Faced by this crisis he called
a meeting of all the boy scouts — and
it was true. There were only three
freckled faced kids in the crowd! So
he ofifered an award calling it a
booby prize, for the youngster who
hadn't a trace of a freckle on his face.
After that the judges had their work
cut out and there were enough relatives of candidates for the prize in
the theater to make the stunt a paying proposition.

August

8, ] j

Off

Page 1)

tion of guarantees. It is reported
that Goldwyn objected when First
National refused to guarantee the distribution of any one picture if it did
not approve of it after production.
Goldwyn Stock Active
Goldwyn was actively traded in on
the curb yesterday. Eighty-seven
hundred shares changed hands with
the closing at 65^.

Phone — Beekman

9091

f,
SBRVICS

.«EA1<

119 Fulton

St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY

TN its review of the princial

photoplay productions o' ie
first six months of the curnt
year, the New York Times, ie
of the most powerful cri al
authorities of the country, as
■ this to say of two HODKINJ^
'
releases:
"JANE EYRE— This Hugo B

75^
%W2
9434
5J4

Duratize
ROTHACKER

Big
Deal
(Continued from

Sales

1W%
400
Memphis, Tenn. — In the general
%\V2
2,900 impression that catch lines are good
100
943/4
only for newspaper advertising copy
W%
8,700 or teasers, there is a tendency to overNot quoted
look their value for lobby displays or
I6/2
16K
I6/2
1.800 theater fronts. Perhaps it is the one
Not quoted time popular ballyhoo coming back
Not quoted again with the swinging cycle; but
the management of the Majestic
Lincoln Film for Posterity
demonstrated the value of catch lines
for arousing interest when they placed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
over the theater front during the reRockett-Naylor
—
Angeles
Los
Prod., Inc., has ofFered the Governcent engagement of "A Woman's
ment and the National Lincoln Me- Side." The theater front was literally "covered" with posters and cards
morial Ass'n a print of the life of
Lincoln film it intends making. The on the attraction. Above the theater
picture will be in 15 reels, and it is front ran a 40 foot streamer banner
the idea of the producing company to which illustrated by words and drawhave it kept in a vault until Feb. 21,
ings the tensest situations in the picture. A hand grasping at the tele2109, the 300th anniversary of Lincoln's birth.
phone had the caption: "A crafty
man held the telephone. Against his
voice came through. 'Is that story
O. K.?' Again the girl's voice said:
'No.' " On the other end of the banner was the pointed revolver with the
catch line: "A desperate girl stood
behind the gun. A quivering pause.
Then a shot." The suggestion of
suspense drew in many fans who
would have passed by an ordinary
R-ir TT .<^ Pat rifi
lobby display.
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12,000,000 read
the novel!
3,000,000
the play !saw
Get in on the clean-up
with the picture

Richard Walton
\ Uliy

presents

lin production has the flavor of
old novel, which means chat
has been sincerely and inte
gently done "
1
THE YOUNG PAINTER
As a motion picture existing I
its own sake, the best of the T
art productions, based on we
known paintings Herbert Blac
and Lejaren a" Hiller are the i
rectors, Mary Astor and Piei
Cendron the principal playe
Simply and expressively stag'
"'
and
In photographed
Its introductory rema'j,

the Times says of its list of ,:tures that they are nomina
"not for the hall of fame
for exhibition before reasor
intelligently and normally
ient people seeking screen en;r-

Masquerade

V the
THE

MOTION

PICTURE

After all what more coulcie
expected of any photoplay, t n
that it entertains?
tainment.'"

TRIUMPH

Directed by James Young

A First
tion l
AttracNationa

Book It Now !

'^

tC« 5;
HODKINSO
PICTURE
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EVE. TELEGRAM— Rodolph Valentino
* * * and "Blood and Sand," one of the
greatest stories of modern Spain, took New
York by storm * * * a triumph for Valentino ♦ * * and a deserved success for Fred
Niblo, the director; June Mathis, * * * and
Jesse ingL,storyLasky,
the producer.
» * * a thrillone moment,
an appealing
study
the next.

"Blood and Sand"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli
TIMES — With a seemingly authentic Span,
ish background, a cast of people, who both
look and act like Spaniards, and a director
capable of pointing his pictures with veracity,
"Blood and Sand" ♦ ♦ * could not fail to
be entertaining.
First credit, perhaps, should
go to the director, Fred Niblo.
In individual
scenes, and in sequences
of scenes, he has
made this Belasco Ibanez story real on the
scr'^en. * * * The story as a whole or, if you
prefer, in a number
of its most important
episodes, is disturbingly unsatisfactory.
For
one thing, though Spanish in its appearance
and much
of its action, it often seems to
reflect incongruously
the careful conventionality of Hollywood. * * *
N. Y. WORLD—' * * Will prove more
satisfactory to those persons who have not
read Ibanez's novel or seen Otis Skinner act
the great Gallardo, toreador. * * • Fortunately there are stories and plays which, if presented on the screen only half as effectively
as originally conceived, make relatively good
photoplays. This is one of them. ♦ * * Stands
high above the average. Our contention is
that it ought to have been great.
HERj^LD — Every once in a while there
happens on the screen one of life's great little
moments, whether by the design of the director or because he can't help himself. Such
a moment occurred * * * at the close of Rodolph Valentino's first starring vehicle * * *
when Valentino had a dying scene that exalted the picture above the rank and file of
everyday * * * THis picture proves conclusively that he is more striking as a tragic
actor than a romantic star, despite the evidence of all the impressionable flappers to
the contrary. • ♦ *
♦ ♦The
Rodolph
theTRIBUNE—*
idol of America.
crowds Valentino
which wereis
pictured on the screen in "Blood and Sand"
as rushing to see their hero kill his bulls in
the ring at Seville did not lool< as great to
us as the crowds which elbowed us yesterday in their efforts to beat us into the Rivoli.
* * * For one hour and a half they sat spellbound applauding Valentino,
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * The
greatest picture ever made. * * * Never before has such a notable tragedy been filmed
in so masterly a manner. It is the pinnacle
of Rodolph
Valentino's
Hisnovel
imper-is
sonation of the
hero of career.
the Ibanez
unsurpassed in the history of the screen.
DAILY NEWS— It is our opinion that
"Blood and Sand" is a great picture and that
much of its greatness hinges upon the performance of Rodolph Valentino. ♦ ♦ ♦ Do not
let the fact that Mr. Valentino has had a
rapid rise to matinee idol popularity keep you
from seeing this picture. His success as an
entertainer already assured, his work in this
film establishes him as an artist. * * * Xhe
film is splendidly cast, mounted and photographed. *» ♦
EVE. MAIL— The brilliance of the film's
execution, the splendid presentation of the
highly wrought atmosphere of the bull ring,
and the excellent portrayal of a phase of
Spanish life almost succeeds in covering the
sordidness of the plot's central theme. * ♦ •
The cast is made up of excellent players
and perfect types.
EVE. WORLD—* * * may be correctly
enough called a great picture. It's the best
thing shown
hereabouts
for many
months.
* * * to one who has not read the book their
work leaves little to be desired. They have
succeeded even in maintaining the dramatic
values of individuals in scenes where
enormous crowds are pictured at bull fights.
More than this we can't ask.
GLOBE — Vicente Blasco Ibanez wrote
"Blood and Sand" as a stinging indictment
of the bull-fight, but the film version can
hardly be regarded as an awful warning.
What with the decorative careers of
Rodolph Valentino, Lila Lee, and Nita
Naldi, the sport is made so attractive that
it might well disquiet a mother who didn't
raise her boy to be a bull-fighter. These
three ♦ ♦ » have made the picture the most
savage, the most exciting and colorful of
the film year.
SUN—* * * The picture itself was an
excitmg one, with first rate adting throughout by all the members of the cast and a
profusion of very beautiful "shots." ♦ ♦ ♦
A very good picture, this, and one which
is sure to be a hit. Valentino acts with
assurance, but at the same time with restraint and fully deserves to be starred.

JOURNAI^-Here is Rodolph Valentino at the apex of his career. This vivid
' youth has never done anything so well in
i hns * * * a picture to stir enthusiasm for
the spectacular thrill of it all, and to rouse
a deeper, stronger sentiment for the sheer
artistry of the star, the convincing realism
of the production and the power of the
, story itself brought out in all its virility.
POST — * * * its staging, acting, and
photography
are excellent throughout.
* * * Exciting episodes follow quickly
one another; beautiful women of lovI upon able
charm vie with fascinating women of a
serpentine attractiveness — and win ; crowds,
bull fights, human weakness, and foibles —
all crowd closely upon one another.
'

EVE.

"Voices

of the

City" — Goldwyn

CapitolScott can, as a rule,
MAIL — * * * LeRoy
write rattling good underworld and police
stories, but apparently he has followed the
footsteps of so many of his brother authors
when they jumped into screen work and has
been writing from the screen back to the
story instead of from the story to the screen.
As a result "Voices of the City" is a weak
thing,
* * « illogical and absurd in the extreme
eve! WORLD— "The Voices of the
City" must have been on a busy wire, for
the
reach.film of that name * * ♦ does not quite
SUN — * * * It is a good stock in trade
movie, looking much like other underworld
movies, for all it is labeled differently. Lon
Chancy is most woodenly expressive as the
boss, and CuUen Landis, Leatriee Joy, John
Bowers and "Lefty" Flynn appear to advantage against a background of crooked
morals but fairly straight shooting.
EVE. TELEGRAM— * * * Leroy Scott
has written a characteristic screen drama. It
is
a story
of San
Francisco's
underworld,
with
a series
of well
drawn and
lifelike
characterizations delineated by an unusually
capable cast, headed by Lon Chancy.
EVE. JOURNAL— Lon Chancy, in the
unexpected role of a political boss of the underworld, is featured. ♦ * * He invests the
part with vigorous realism. * * * A homicide, involving a girl, an attempt to fraine
up the belligerent district attorney, a series
of gun fights and a denouement in a crowded
ball room form the high tension thrills of
the film.
HERALD—* * * The cast on the whole
gives a good account of itself, and Lon
Chancy * * * displays versatility in another
line by combining a dress coat and a polished manner with the vocation of being King
of the Barbary Coast.
TRIBUNE— "Voices of the City" is at
the Capitol, and one is bound to admit that
while those voices talk a great deal they do
not say a thing. It is one of the most uninteresting pictures we have seen in a long
AMERICAN—*
* * A typical Leroy Scott
* ♦
* with
time.
story,
Lon Chaney as the Duke, in a
sufficiently villainous role to please his most
aident admirers. He doesn't utilize more
than a hundred of the thousand faces cred* * *ited to him, but he uses them very effectively.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— * ♦ * It is
not without its interest ♦ • » the sort of
play that has been done time and again. In
this case, due to some very excellent acting on
the part of Leatriee Joy, good direction and
unusually fine settings the familiar plot offers
fair entertainment. As a matter of fact there
are certain audiences that will undoubtedly
think it "just grand," but we don't think
they will be found at the Capitol.
POST — * ♦ • 9 suspicion exists that a
decade ago — or even a half decade ago —
this screen play would have been considered
pretty good. But time hasn't changed as
much
as babelous
the "movies,"
and these
are both
and libelous.
What"voices"
is the
plot? Well, it is not very clear in the mind
of one spectator. * ♦ *

Too Reopen in September

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Halifax — Acker's -will be reopened
some time next month.

Tuesday,

Won't Name Receiver
Chicago Judge Says There Is No Indication of Insolvency in
Ascher Bros. Firm
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Judge Hugo Pam has
denied the petition for the appointment of a receiver for the Cosmopolitan Securities Co., and Max Nathan,
and Harry Ascher, and has entered
an order sustaining the defendants.
In the petition filed by Sigmund
David, Eugene A. Katz, owner of
a third interest in Cosmopolitan,
charged that moneys of the corporation had been diverted by Ascher
brothers for the financing of their
interests and that the company, as
well as the Ascher brothers and
their allied interests were in danger
of bankruptcy.
"There has been nothing shown to
this court which indicates insolvency," Judge Pam said in denying
the petition. "The charges of fraud
and insolvency are without foundation and should not have been made."
"I am not impressed by the accusations made here, which have led
to loose talk. A great deal of gossip often spreads and soon dwells
into suspicion and engenders a lack
of confidence, which is often harmful
and

unwarranted."
Penrhyn

Stanlaws

has

finished

cutting
and begin
assembling
Gods"
and will
work "Pink
shortly
on
"Singed Wings," featuring Bebe
Daniels.
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illy the Sherwood has become .
sociated with Robert Edgar Long
the management and exploitation
a number of well-kn(i'.yn film
stage people.
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LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIOSil
For Lease in Whole or in Parti
The last word in modem studio
and electrical equipment. Five
stages.
Direct15 current.
Remote control.
minutes from
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
and
shop. offices. All electrical apparatus, lamps and props, new
and complete. Large carpenter
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. —New
at ' Subway
Station
York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290

Latitude in printing is dependent upon film
quality or scale of gradation. The most
difficult negatives — those with a long range
of tones from brilliant highlights to deep
shadows — are easily registered, tone for tone,
and with latitude to spare on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN
ROCHESTER,

KODAK
NEW

YORK

CO.

7Ae BRADSTREET

;^«re(ocmizeb»
Authority

o/' FILHDOM
FORMERLY

•^hai
vol.

y^Ai

iSio. 39

Pass Kitchener

Wednesday,

Film

;ustoms
Pass It — British Embassy
Originally
Protested
Its Exhibition Here
i'hc customs
authorities have detided to permit "How Kitchener Was
Jetraycd"
to be
shown
in this
buntry.
J. Parker
Read,
^r., will
■andle the American distribution for
English producers.
This
picture
is the
one
which
-ed a storm of protest in England
len it was shown.
The story nurKitchener's
show that
forts toto Russia
Irip
was Lord
revealed
to the
iirmans through the machinations of
German spy and her influence on
British officer.
When
the picture
rrived here, it was held up in delerence, it was later learned, to the
f.-ishes of the British Embassy.
For
time it appeared
that the picture
oula
not
De
allowed
into
the
lountry, but after customs
officials
(creened it, they discovered nothing
'nproper or obscene.
The only rulhg which Read will have to comply
■ith calls for the insertion of a fore. ord after the main title, explaining
lat the picture is not based on hisrical fact.
Read stated yesterday tiiat because
f pressure of his own affairs he had
irned the picture over to a third
arty for distribution. Just how the
icture will be handled is problelatical. It may be state righted.

Price j Cents
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'Getting

Ready

Get Blackton-Carpentier Film
London — Tiie
British
National
oldwyn
Plans Extensive
AdvertisFilm League has secured the Black-, «joldi
ing Backing for Each of Its 20
ton production
with Georges
CarPictures — Series from Neilan
pentier,
"Love April," through
Gaumont.
Goldwyn intends backing .with an
extensive advertising campaign each
of its 20 pictures for release during
Bosworth in "The Beloved Unknown"
1922-1923. Company officials point
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
to the new schedule as an indication
San Francisco — Hobart
Bosworth of a desire to produce better pictures,
is finishing work
in "The
Beloved and compare the forthcoming 20
Unknown,"
which William
H. Clif- under the Goldwyn franchise with
ford is producing.
the 30 released last year and the 40
the y :ar t efore.
Tax Nets £2,460,577
Marshall Neilan will, of course,
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
make a series for Goldwyn. R. A.
London — Receipts from the enter- Walsh, it is understood, is definitely
tainment tax for the period from with the Goldwyn organization. He
April 1 to July 15 totalled about held a contract with First National
£2,460,577, according to Sir R. for two pictures, both of which "Serenade" and "Kindred of the Dust,"
Home. A sum of £9,300,000 is estimated as the total tax for the current have been completed. Maurice
financial vear.
Tourneur, originally a member of
Associated Producers, is believed to
have definitely cast his lot with
Craver on Rotating Committee
Goldwyn.
R. D. Craver, President of Associated First National of the Southeast,
is serving on the rotating committee
this week.
"Business conditions i.re improving
in the southeast," said Craver yesterday. "Building operations are picking up. Many new theaters are being built, especially in the small
tov.-ns."

Fooled

the

Kaiser

Allen Holubar, who is making
"Broken Chains," according to wellinformed circles, has one more to
make for First National. His contract was supposedly for two. One,
"Hurricane's Gal." is now ready for
release.
If one of the reports in circulation
yesterday is to be at all credited, a
certain official formerly prominent in
the Goldwyn distributing machine is
slated to return to his old post.

Kent Here Tomorrow

A special showing was held yesterday of the Kaiser film which was
Sidney R. Kent of Famous Playbrought to this country in connection
's is expected in his office tomorrow.
with the former emperor's book which
will run serially in The New York
Earle Planning Special
Times. The film will be released
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
through Harry Levey and Fred E.
Los .A.ngeles — William P. S. Earle, Hamlin.
ho intends to produce here in the
Baron von Radowitz-Nei, who
iture, is planning a special.
brought the films to America explained that permission had been
Laurette Taylor on Coast
granted to photograph the castle and
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
grounds in which the Kaiser is conLos Angeles — Laurette Taylor and
fined. A specially built camera with
Hartley Manners
are here.
Pro- a fixed focus, and telescopic lense
ction
on
"Peg
O'
My
Heart" was used. The operator worked unirts shortly.
der a black cloth. In one or two
places the Kaiser got out of the way
Want Streets Named After Stars
of the photographers only to get into
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
range of the disguised camera. At no
Los Angeles — A petition in cir- time did he suspect that he was being
ilation here has for its purpose
a taken. His appearance is much
quest to the City Council to rename changed.
rtain streets after film stars.
Finish Shooting "Robin Hood"

.-•(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The actual shooting
1 Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
obd"; has been completed. The
jrk attached to editing and cutting
tremendous.

^^Landis a Star

^ p. A. Powers yesterday advised the
F. B. O. offices from the Coast that
Cullen Landis has been signed to star
in three pictures. Landis has been
playing leads in the West for a number of vears.

Long Delay
(Special

to THE

Expected
FILM

DAILY)

Seen

hance

for

Ind'p'ts

in Failure
of Goldwyn-First
National Deal — Latter Plans
One a Week
One of the chief topics of discussion yesterday was the official announcement ofthe falling through of
the Goldwyn-First
National deal.
One apparent result — and this
was talked of extensively yesterday —
concerned the independent producer.
It was pointed out that First National
had counted on the 20 pictures from
Goldwyn to swell its total for next
year to about 70 productions. Now
that the Goldwyn product will contiiiue through that company's own
exchanges, the impression prevails
that independent producers will have
a chance to place their output with
First National because the latter will,
of necessity, have to turn to the open
market to round out 't= schedule.
First National division managers
will be in New York next Monday
for sales conferences with the home
olfice. At that time, they will be
acquainted with the details of the first
six months' line-up. Immediately
after they have advised their sales
forces of what the schedule will be.
First National
will publicly announce it.
There will be one release a week
for the first six months, beginning the
end of this month.
Apollo Buys C. B. C.'s Six
The Apollo Exchange has purchased the C. B. C. series of six
melodramas for Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey.

Washington — The legality of the
demurrers in the Knickerbocker case,
Ratify Agreement
filed by the five men indicted, will
probably not be decided for several
TheingT.ratified
O. C.the
C. atagreement
yesterday'sentered
meetmonths. In fact it may be half of
a year before the Appellate Division upon with the operators at the meeting on Monday. A joint arbitration
is ready to hear arguments on the
board composed of three T. O. C. C.
matter.
members and three members of the
operators'
union will in the future
Injunction Dissolved in Detroit
handle all disputes.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — The application of Phil
Gleichman for a permanent injunction to restrain Famous Players from
turning over its pictures to John H.
Kunsky for exhibition has been
denied. "While Satan Sleeps" goes
into one of the Kunsky theaters next
week.
The Kunsky interests have withdrawn from the Michigan M. P. T.
O. because the board of directors, of
which George
general
managerW. is Trendle,
a member,Kunsky's
passed
a resolution calling on Famous Players to live up to its contract with
Gleichman while Trendle was absent
from the meeting.

Say Trade Knew Films Were Old
The Fox offices stated yesterday
that the trade in general knew that
the three pictures, cited by the Federal Trade Commission as having
been reissued as new pictures without proper identification, were old
and had been previously released.
The three pictures originall}' known
as "The Yankee Way," "The Love
Thief" and "The Silent Lie," Fox
says, were first released in 1915 and
1916, again reissued under new titles
in 1919 and 1920 and finally with1920.
drawn from circulation in December,

■

^

THE

^

DAILY
Newspaper

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Otis Harlan
will be
seen
in
"All
the
World's
a
Stage,"
starring Dorothy Phillips.

TIMES— Tom Mix is a likable fellow and
an exeellent horseman, and his horse is a
splendid animal. Therefore there is someCopyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
thing to see. * * * Tl'.e only trouble is that
inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., the director
Keaton's "The Love Nest"
and adapter, and, perhaps, the is Buster
finished.
New
York,
N.
Y.,
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
author
of their original story, could have
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ; done better Ijy them. The photoplay has a
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- numlier of stirring camera shots, but, in alJune Elvidge
is cast in "Quincy
most every case they are repeated until faager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
miliarity breeds contempt, or weariness, anyEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Adams Sawyer."
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Ruth Roland ha.s about completed
liow.N. * Y.* *WOULD—* * * We never have
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside seen such remarkable "acting" on the part her new serial.
■of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 of an animal as that of Tony, Tom Mix's
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign 'pany. * * * Here is a photoplay that evry
Sidney
Franklin
has
completed
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. one who loves a horse should see.
Address all communications to THE FILM
HERALD — * * * Has at times the same cutting of "East is West."
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Paul Powell has returned from an
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. gripping air of reality as "Nanook of the
Xorth," except that this picture * * * makes automobile
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman, one
trip to Canada.
long for the life of a horse of the plains.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood It has
been directed by Lynn E. Reynolds
1603.
into something worth wliile and decidedly difChicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
"The
Voice
from
the
Minaret'
Wabash Ave.
ferent. * * * — If you are fond of horses go will be completed Aug. IStli.
TRIBUNE
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, to see "Just Tony" at the Strand. Tom Mix
is the star on the program, but Tony is the
C. W. States will start work on a
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de real as well as the titular star.
12-reel feature about Aug. 15.
Clichy.
AMERICAN—* * * If you really want to
Central
European
Representative — Interna- see a horse, a real horse, a free-horse, look
tionale Filtnschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- at the pictures of Tony in the film that
W. S. \'an Dyke is expected to
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
bears his name. He looks like one of those
direct Buck Jones' next picture for
horses of tradition. * * * There's no trick Fo.x.
in the long graceful flight of the horse over
the desert and through the sagebrush, and
.\lf Gonlding will produce "Hansel
there's no trick in the thrilling beauty of the
High
Low
Close Sales
horse enraged, and there's no trick in the and Gretel." another fairy tale with
way he grips your affections. A horse in Baby Peggy.
East. Kod.. 76^
7534
753/^
400 harness will never look like a horse agai
F. P.-L.... 843^
8234
SSyi
3,700 when you've seen this one.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Tony, th
do pfd... 9434
94J4
94J^ 600
MarshallwillNeilan's
forthcoming
prosorrel horse who has long shared leadle^r
■^^duction
be
"The
Stranger's
G\v.vn ....
bVs
5
5%
6,000 clever
ing roles with Tom Mix in Western dramas, Banquet," by Doun
Byrne.
Griffith
Not quoted monopolizes a greater portion of the calcium glare. * * * It is to be regretted, howLoew's
... 1634
1634
1634
1,800
Lex Neal, formerly with HamiltonTriangle
Not quoted
ever, that so much good "horse-sense" should White
comedies, is now a member of
he
wasted
on the usiial stereotyped class of
World
Not quoted Western pictures
such as this film proves to the Warner
Bros, scenario staff.
Vol. XXI No 39 Wednesday, August 9, 1922 Price 5 Cents
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Coast Brevities

Opinions

"Just Tony"— Fox
Strand

Wednesday,

PatheNews
No. 64
FREE
STATE
CAPTURES
LIMERICt
FROM
REPUBLICANS— Irish
Nationa
army
now
in control
of irregular stroitg
holds.
COAL IS MINED IN INDIANA DE
SPITE STRIKE— State troops protect th
miners at work.
HUNDREDS
OF CONVERTS BAPTIZE:
IN
CALIFORNIA— A swimming
poo: \
used for the baptism in Oakland.
Other news as usual.

Quotations

Up ♦ * «

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Norman Prod.,
New York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators: W. G. Lovell, S. Schwartzman. Attorney, H. S. Hecheimer,
1540 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — EiTkay Amusement
Corp., Brewster, Putnam County.
Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, H.
Kaplan, W. F. Fix and B. Zorn. Attorney, L. Julian, 116 Nassau St.
Jack Holt Arrives
Jack Holt, has arrived in New
York to begin work on "Making a
Man." Joseph Henabery is the director.
"Thirty
Days"
Raid's Next
"Thirty Days," will be Wallace
Reid's next vehicle. It will be started some time this month under the
direction of James Cruze.

MAIL — * * * The real star is Tony himself, Tony being one of the most nearly human horses that has appeared on the silver
sheet in many a day. In fact Tony has just
about all the emotions, good and bad, that
the human being is subject to, and demonstrates them all during the course of the film.
* * * There is romance and human thrills
galore * ♦ * but it is essentially the story
of the horse, and every lover of horses or of
animal kind in general will like "Just Tony."
EVE. WORLD—* * * Tony is one of the
few real animal actors we have seen ; most
of the others have been dogs or cats and it
is a positive pleasure, not to mention a relief, to gaze upon his naturalness. The film
is
one that will appeal especially to lovers of
horses.

and under
editingtheof direction
"Suzanna"of
is Cutting
progressing
Mack Sennett and F. Richard Jones.
Don

Ryan has resigned as publicity manager of Loew's State and
has been succeeded by Linton Wells.

Record Receipts
for Stage Play
ONE

WEEK

STANDS:

Los Angeles
$20,472
Kansas City 20,236
Cincinnati 20,409

There's More Money it
the film !
Get Yours

Shirley- Christie, eleven, daughter
and only child of Al Christie is dead
froin injuries received from a fall
from a horse.
It is reported that Ruth St. Denis

SU.V — * * * One of the unique and at- will appear in Cosmopolitan Film
tractive pictures of the year, so far as the Co. productions upon her return
Europe.
horses in it are concerned. As soon as the from
human actors begin sentimentalizing through
it and pulling guns it becomes just another
Western thriller, with plenty of fighting and ■<^Vord has been received of the arplunging through rivers to make it look real.
rival of R. A. Walsh's Gcldwyn comMix and Claire Adams are as good a couple
pany in Tahiti for the filming of
of plainsfolk as one can expect, short of the
genuine article, but the notable feature of "Passions of the Sea."
the picture is the way it has done honor at
last to the faithful beast who so often carLouis A. Archer, better known as
ries the hero rampaging to victory without
Louis
D'Orr, is dead. At time of
getting as much notice on the program as the
cameraman.
death he was playing an important

EVE. TELEGRAM—* * * Remarkable part in "Robin Hood."
actmg ability of the intelligent horse. » • ♦
Making Six Reeler from Song
The Universal companx' making
EVE. JOURNAL— Tom Mix is backed
Los Angeles — H. J. Reynolds, right out of his own picture * * ♦ but the "Perils of the Yukon," starring Wilstar probably won't mind it a bit.
liam Desmond, has returned to Los
president of Renco Film, states that six-gun
for the actor that runs away with the show
a six-reel drama, adapted from the is Tom's own horse, Tony. He is a won- Angeles after 11 weeks' absence at
der animal to be sure, not merely for his Truckec making winter scenes.
song, "When You and I Were intelligence, although he has more than a
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Young, Maggie," is scheduled for fall horse's share of that, but for beauty and grace
production.
and speed and all-around lovability. Wonder man and his work in this picture was way
animals are. usually, overfed and underbred,
long of brains and short of wind, but Tony above the average. His role had little subtlety, or logic, but he got away with it. * * *
is a real horse. * * *
E\-E. WORLD—* * * Serves as a firstrate starring vehicle for Johnnie Walker. • • •
"My Dad"— F. B. O.
EVE. JOURNAL—* * * A story of cyclonic emotions, including, perhaps, the most
Cohan
thrilling fist fight ever shown on the screen.
AMERICAN—*
* * This picture. vhich This picture begins and ends with Johnnie
sounds banal in the telling, and is banal in
its Walker. He runs ofl? with the honors. * * ♦
mere story, is neatly set and dramatically put The story is laid in the Northwest amid the
Reg. U. S. Pat. OflE.
forth. * ♦ * Johnnie Walker is a clever young snows.
The theme is father love ♦ ♦ ♦

The

Masquerade
Tully
THE

MOTION

PICTURE

TRIUMPH

Presented by

Richard Walton
Directed by
James Young

A First National Attractioi
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In {xMrthcoming announcemenis
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Wednesday,

ipB^

At Broadway Theaters

Dp'rib: ; iS'ilies dance a "Mazurka" from the
"Coppeli* Tiallet" and then there is the magazine reel. Gene Linza. Mabel Ritch. Josef
Turin and Pierre Harrower, respectively soprano, contralto, tenor and bass, comprising
the Metropolitan quartet, sing the familiar
"Quartet" from "Rigoletto" and then "Voices
of the City," the feature, is presented. AxtMeudoza's "Love Sj'mphony" is rendered by
the orchestra after that, and then the spectator see "Toonerville Blues," a Toonerville
comedy by Fontaine Fox. The organist closes
as usual.

Cohan
Johnnie Walker is starred in "My Dad,"
a new feature here. In addition, the program includes a Starland Revue, a Plum
Center comedy, "Pop Tuttle's Clever Catch,"
featuring Dan Mason; a Hy Mayer Travelaugh, "Such Is Life in Munich;" an overture, conducted by .\ndrew Dore. and a prologue. Miss Brock and Mr. Fairclough. soprano and tenor, sing this, the theme being
the song
cially for "Dearest,"
the feature. composed by Dore espe-

Rialto
Gloria
Swanson
"Her
has
been
moved
down in
from
tlie Gilded
Rivoli Cage"
with most
of the rest of the program shown at the
latter house last week. Josef .\lessi. trumpet
virtuoso,
i)lays is"Musica
Prohibita" by S. Gastaldon. wtiich
a new number.

(Special to THE

Are

DAILY)

Vancouver
Ira Eidson, recently
at the Rex, is now
managing
the
Allen.
Parker Sells to Cox and Lome
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hopewell,
N. J.— Harry
L. Cox
and William
G. Lome
have taken
over the Hope from Donald Parker.
Marcoux Plans One
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
New Bedford, Mass. — .\rcade Marcoux has purchased a block of stores
on which he will establish a picture
theater.
Start Bethlehem
(Special

Bethlehem,

to THE

House

FILM

DAILY)

Pa.— Work

has

been

begun
on the People's,
one of a
chain operated by a syndicate workine; on a popular-price basis.
Lease the Wayne
(Special to THE

for 10 Years

FILM

DAILY)

Wayne, Pa. — The Wayne has been
leased for 10 years by Harry Fried
and Jacob Halpern. They have also
taken another 10 year lease on the
Berwyn in Berwyn.
Receiver Is Named
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cincinnati — Perin W. Scarborough
has been named receiver of the
Lyric, the action being brought
by the Lyric Theater Co. The house
will continue to operate. The attorney for the plaintiffs, John C.
Hermann, says $74,856 is past due.
According to James G. Stewart, attorney, $78,000 of its obligations have
been paid off l)y the present management. Large sums due too close
together and not paid owing to a
slump in the theater business, are
given as the cause for the present
financial status, but arrangements
will be made shortly to liquidate the
indebtedness, it is claimed.

Kodolphthe\'alentino
"Blood on
and the
Sand"
occupies
big lightin position
bill
and a Spanish note is reflected in the rest
of the program, the overture being Nicholas
Kimsky-Korsakoi^'s "Capriccio Espagnol."
wliile the number just before the feature is
".V Xight in Spain," sung by Augusto Ordonez, baritone, and the Rivoli ensemble. In
addition there are the usual pictorial, a ballet
oflering by .Martha Mason and an Earl Hurd
comedj-, "One Ol" Cat."

Strand
Selections from "Naughty Marietta," by
\'ictor Herbert, comprise the overture. George
Eliorre. tenor, sings "I'm Falling in Love
With Someone." One of the Great American Author Series, "Oliver Wendell Holmes."
follo\vs, and then Kitty McLaughlin, soprano,
sings
by Guy
topical "Because,"
review is next
and D'Hardelot,
then there is The
the
vocal 'prologue to the feature Vjy the National Male Quartette. Tom Mix in "Just
Tony" is the principal attraction, and is followed by another Victor Herbert number
played by the orchestra, "The Military Ball,"
from "Babes in Toyland." A Fox Sunshine
comedy, "Pupj^v Love," rounds out the show.

Atlantic City Outing
(Special

to THE

FILM

mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
West Asia (specially addressed). Hypatia
for Cape Town sails at 1 1 A. M., mails close
at 8 A. M. for South Africa (specially addressed). Oscar H for Copenhagen, sails at
2 P. M., mails close at 10 A. M. for Norway,
Sweden, Denmark and Finland. Conto Rosso
for Naples sails at 3 P. I\L, mails close at
noon for Italy. Inca for San Domingo City
at noon, mails close at 9:30 A. M. for Dominican Republic. Morro Castle for Vera
Friday
Cruz sails at 1 P. M..
mails close at 10 A. M.
for Yucatan, Campeche (Cuba and other
parts of Mexico specially addressed).

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

DAILY)

Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware,
will hold an
outing at Atlantic City on Aug. 20-21.
Kassel Displays in Broadway
The Kassel Studios have prepared
special lobby displays for "Human
Ilearts" at the Central; "My Dad"
at the George M. Cohan. "Just Tony''
at the Strand, "Monte Cristo," at the
44th St., and later on, "A Little Child
Shall Lead Them" at the Lyric.

Paramount Players Hurt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY) i
Los Angeles — Just prior to lea
for Los Angeles a switching en;
at Victor, Idaho, bumped the priB
car in which a number of Parame
players were to make the journey
injured several of them. Mary Ik

Minter's
left arm a was
badly ofcut,bri'!'
Moore received
number
and Patricia Palmer possible inte
Stavangefjord for Bergen sails at 2 P. ^I.,
injuries. The company was fik'
mails close at 9:30 A. M. for Norway. Munargo for .-\ntilla sails at noon, mails close "The Cowboy and the Lady."

at 9 A. M. for Bahamas, Inagua, Fortune
Island, City of Antilla (other parts of Cuba
specially addressed). Bogota for Savanilla
sails at 2 P. M., mails close at 10 A. M,
for Haiti, Colombia (Jamaica specially addressed). Guiana for Barbados sails at 2 P,
^l.. mails close at 11 A. M. for West Indies
(\'irgin Islands, Trinidad, Guiana specially
addressed). W. M. Tupper for Cayenne sails
at
noon, Trinidad,
mails closeGuiana,
at 8 A.Ciudad
M. forand\'irgin
Islands,
Bolivia. .\evis for Nassau sails at noon, mails
close
at 9 A. M. for Bahamas (specially addressed).

Schertzinger
Making "Lonely Road"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rivoli

Changed

FILM

Randolph Follows the Chicago

Sailings of steamers
for
foreign
Chicago — "The
Storm"
is i
Capitol
Mu>ic from "Martlia" is offered by the parts, with destinations and times of playing its second week at the E
orchestra for the overture, after which a inail closings are as follows:
dolph.
It first played a week at
Robert Bruce Wilderness Tale, "The DriftTomorrow
Chicago
and
then
opened
at
e,rs,V • is , .slio\vn. Alexander Oumansky and
Manchuria for Hamburg Sails at noon, former theater.

Thursday's Issue

Managers

Steamer Sailings

August 9, 19}

Los Angeles — Victor Schertzinger'.s picture for B. P. Schulberg will
be "The Lonely Road," starring
Katherine
MacDonald.
Signs Warner for Three Years
Clifford S. Elfelt, of Metropolitan
Prod., Inc., Los Angeles, is here conferring with Franklyn E. Backer,
who state rights the Metropolitan
output through East Coast Prod.,
Inc. Elfelt has signed J. B. Warner
for three years to appear in westerns.

WHY CLOG THE
WHEELS OF
PROGRESS?
If it's a shortage of capital,
we can help you keep the
wheels turning. Call upon
us for assistance and advice
in Strictest confidence. Our
personnel knows the INS
and OUTS of the motion
picture industry.

CHROMOS

TRADING

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

CO.

'Phone Chelsea 8284

INSIST UPON

Duratize
FILMS

WHY to

COMtf^G-

HENlMARHi
«
COM/N,

W. A. FLEMING & CC
Public Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th S
Telephone Longacre 9074

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTI

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
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ats Offer to Aliens

August

Cohen Plans Trip

Swing Around Country Designed to
Clear the Way for Expected
Legislation
^Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Sydney S. Cohen will make a
bronto — Definte
annovmcement swing around the country next month
been made regarding the size of on behalf of the M. P. T. O. His
(Bnal offer of N. L. Nathanson of trip will have a two-fold purpose:
Jous Players Canadian Corp., for one to prepare the various state units
ssets of the Allen Theaters, Ltd., for the expected rush of fall and
[oronto.
Several bids have been winter legislation and the other to
|e for the Allen assets by Nathan- strengthen the organization wherever
but the final and official offer such measures are deemed necessary.
Details of the itinerary were not
s at $850,000, it is announced.
first offer was $1,050,000, but forthcoming yesterday from Cohen.
was withdrawn and lower pro- He was not sure just how long he
would be away from New York or
)t,ls were subsequently made.
Ihe reason for this action, as out- just when he would leave. He stated
M by J. M. Bullen, lawyer for the that a number of important M. P. T.
O. officials would accompany him,
^lous
Players
Canadian
Corp.,
S that in the intervals between but refused to divulge who they
would be.
i-s some
of the assets of Allen
hpters, Ltd., had been lost by reaof foreclosure proceedings.
This
May Go to Minneapolis
Dened during the delay in getting
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
e finality to the situation, he deMinneapolis — Sydney S. Cohen is
izd. He said approximately $243,- expected here for the Minnesota conhad been lost to the trustee of
vention Aug. 24-25. An invitation to
n Theaters, Ltd., because of the Will H. Hays will also be extended
y and,
accordingly,
Nathanson and if both accept, the convention
(Continued
on Page 2)
will be brought to an end by a banDwan to Direct Valentino
"Greater Amusements" has been
quet.
llan Dwan
will direct Rodolph
sponsoring a move for a "Northwest
ntino in "A Spanish
Cavalier" Go to Movie Week" here. The date
of Paramount's
first 41 for the has been set for the week beginning
season.
Dwan's
work
on Aug. 26. The co-operation of all
of the industry here is asSbin Hood"
is practically
com- branches
li^d. Nita Naldi will play opposite sured.
ntino.
Fairbanks Westerns for Arrow
When W. E. Shallenberger was on
the coast he closed a contract for a
:. L. M. Club and T. O. C. C.
series of six William Fairbanks westPestivities at Glenwood — Many
erns to be made bv Ben Wilson.
!
Prizes on Tap
I': .iimual outing of the F. I. L. M.
Gores Threatened with Strike
"ill be held at Glenwood-on(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
:nd today.
About 300 are exLos Angeles — Twenty-six local and
10 leave the foot of 31st St. at
Southern California houses of West
>ck this morning.
Coast Theaters, Inc., and the Gore
M party will last throughout the Brothers Corp., are threatened with
1 :ind will be marked by a baseball
i.e between the F. I. L. M. Club a strike beginning Aug. 14 of 100
musicians, stage hands and machine
ijthe T. O. C. C, various athletic operators as the result of the Gore
' '^ and dancing.
There will also Brothers refusal to pay a $l-per-hour
hore dinner.
All of the ex- rate to musicians in their 10 houses
-- .^ who
are members
of the on Main Street. The strike order is
■ L. M. Club have contributed issued by officials of the Los Angeles
'■ -^ for the various
dashes
and Amusement
Federation.
Cosmopolitan Prod.'s contriPointing out that they have no
" is a gold and silver cigarette direct connection with the houses in
id that of B. S. Moss, a silver question, and that they are associated
cup.
with the Gores to the extent that A.
exchange
managers
in town, L. and Mike Gore are stockholders
wf the salesmen and a goodly in their organization. West Coast
I'Cr of exhibitors
are scheduled Theaters, Inc., are protesting the
i> lid the party which is a recog- spreading of the strike to their holdings.
1 joy fest every year.

A New

. Nathanson Lops Off $200,000,
Making $850,000 His Final
Figure

Outing

Today

Price 5 Cents

10, 1922

Combine

Two prominent male stars,
new financial interests, a wellknown production figure, a film
man known all along Broadway, and one of the most important distributors in the business are the integral parts of a
new combination that is pracIf advance information is any
tically "set."
indication at all of ultimate accomplishment, this new organization will make a decided impression in the feature output
for next season.

Deals All Closed
Al

Lichtman's
Distribution
Taken
Care of Throughout the Country
— 28 Exchanges

According to Al Lichtman's office
yesterday, the distribution of his
Preferred Pictures throughout the
country has been completely arranged.
That Lichtman had tied up with
a number of well-known independent
operators out in the territories has
been commonly known for some
time. THE FILM DAILY has published some of the deals from time
to time, but the complete list of 28
exchanges is now available. In each
instance, the branches will be known
as Al
Lichtman
exchanges.
The
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Walter Hiers In Town
Walter Hiers. a member of the
Paramount stock company is in New
York.
Foundation Laid for "Lasky Lab."
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Foundations and
concrete bases have been erected for
the new laboratory at the Lasky
studio. Construction is being made
under direction of Frank E. Garbutt.

At

Last Approved

Goldwyn's "The Night Rose" Shownas "Voices of the City" — Originally Banned
It was learned yesterday that
"Voices of the City" the Goldwyn
picture now playing at the Capitol is
"The Night Rose" in a reedited form.
It will be recalled that "The Night
Rose" is the picture which fell under
the ban of the Motion Picture Commission last year on the ground that
it was immoral. Later, Goldyn took
the matter before the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court where the
Commission was upheld in its decision against Goldwyn. The company
in its brief at the time stated that the
picture cost $200,000 and that the loss
of revenue in New York State would
be $40,000.
It was ascertained yesterday
that
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Studio Party Tonight
The its
Assistant
Ass'nWillat
will
hold
studio Directors'
revel at the
plant in Fort Lee tonight.
Abrams
Hiram Abrams
York on the
which will dock

Due Friday
is returning to New
George Washington
tomorrow.

Niblo and Condon Here
Fred Niblo and Charles Condon,
director of publicity for Louis B.
Mayer are here from the Coast.
Metro today.
will give Niblo a lunch at thcAstor
Cubberley out of 1st NatT
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis — J. F. Cubberley, one
of the best known exchangemen in
the country, has resigned as manager
of the First National exchange to
devote all of his time to the F. and
R. Film Co., which Finkelstein and
Ruben operate as a state right unit.
Cubberley has had plenty of duties
on his hands to keep him busy, what
with the operation of the First National exchange and the other F. and
R. distributing activities.

Urge
to Push Children's
Week
W. Aid
D. McGuire
of the National
Board of Review at a luncheon at
Will H. Hays returned from CaliKeen's yesterday explained a plan
fornia yesterday, still expressing surto boost Children's Book Week, Nov.
12-18 with the aid of the important
prise over the vastness of the industry,
distributors. Present were Warren as he found it in Hollywood. He
Lewis, Hodkinson; Lynde Denig, said he had found nothing wrong with
Goldwyn; C. F. Hodge, Vitagraph; the industry "except youth" and then
Gordon White, Educational; and added that before long the "severest
Russell Holman, Famous Players critics will be warmest in their
whose co-operation was sought in the
"Altogether it was a wonderful
issuance of a joint folder and onesheet to help put over the idea.
trip," was his concluding remark.

/ Hays

Returns

THE

jg^
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Strike Causes Closing
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Mrs. McTague has
closed the Coaldale until an improvement occurs in the mining situation.
Out of Film Press Ass'n

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

— "The from
Photoplay
hasBoston
withdrawn
the FilmRecord"
Press
Association, which is composed of
regionals throughout the country.
The paper, which is published by
Leon J. Rubinstein, is to be issued in
an enlarged form with a number of
new features.
Ambassador
(Special

to

Has New
THE

FILM

Love Slave"
Rights to "The
Gets
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Philadelphia— Rights to "The Love
Slave" for this territory have been
secured by Dave Starkman, formerly
of the Rex and Wood's, Atlantic City,
and now in the exchange business.
Gets Rights to Hallroom Films
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Masterpiece
Attractions has secured rights to the new
series of 26 Hallroom
Boys
Comedies for this territory.
Leases

(Special

Space

to THE

at

FILM

"U"

City

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Ward Lascelle will
produceversal
"Mind
Over Friganza
Motor" at
City. Trixie
willUnibe
starred and Hodkinson will release.

Thursday,

Deals All Closed
(Continued

1)

had withdrawn his proposals and reduced the offer to $850,000, which
would hold providing the court issued
a receiving order. This was done by
Mr. Justice Middleton, there being
four petitioning creditors.
G. T. Clarkson, trustee, reported
that he could not certify that a proposal for the extension for Allen Theaters, Ltd., had been approved or rejected on the vote of the creditors as
objections were placed before him at
the time of voting, and also subsequently regarding the eligibility of
voting power and regarding the
legality of claims voted upon at the
meeting of creditors.

(Special

Quotations

from Page

DAILY

from

Page

1)

to THE

FILM

"THE

SPICO OF THE

DAILY)

Buffalo, N. Y.— Territorial n
to four B. B. Prod, starring 1;
Blythe have been secured by F;i
and
"How
Women I.
is theMurphy.
first of the
series.

YOUR

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — The Columbia chain, operating houses in British Columbia,
has been broken up, with C. R. Dippie, secretary of the concern, now
operating the Bijou, John Ruskin
owning the Royal at Westminster,
and William Brown taking over the
Maple Leaf. Shaw, who took over
the Columbia and Princess, Vancouver, when the concern went into liquidation, is still running those theaters.
W. P. Nichols, managing director, is
interested in an exchange in Winnipeg, as well as the Gaiety, a small
house.

St. John House Has New Scale
St. John, N. B. — Admissions of 25
cents are now being charged at the
Queen Square, which seats 900.
First Run House Passes Out
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hazleton, Pa. — The Campbell,
a first run house, which was eight
j'ears old, has been converted into a
business site. H. L. Campbell is
going out of the business and will
relinquish the Weatherly and Diamond also. M. V. Moll, house manger for Campbell is also leaving the
industry.

SERVING

"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

WEST

FILMS

Why Our Rates
Are Low
Our rates for motion picture
positives are low because:
1. Our up-to-date equipment, 1
including
the
scientifically
correct Tube
System enables us to turn out 3,000,000
feet of prints per week.
2.
The prints
are so ornear
fection
that little
no perre-; '
placements are necessary.
3. Our staff consists of ex- :
perts who have had life-long
training in laboratory work.

DAILY)

PROGRAM"

Get B. B. F $
FILM

Duratiz

Xos Angeles — Mrs. Wallace C.
'Clifton, age 47, is dead. Under the
name of Emma Bell Clifton she has
done a number of scripts, her last
work being the continuities for the
"Fish Patrol" series for Universal.

'?fer. — ■

THE

Columbia Chain Broken Up
(Special

DAILY)

f^cLcLCXLtlcnval (fictii^

to

?-$

Mrs. Wallace Clifton Dead
'^iSpecial

(Special

10, 1<

men with whom arrangements have
been made follow:
New England, Harry Asher with
exchanges in Boston, New Haven
and Portland; Greater New York,
Sam Zierler; Buffalo and Albany,
Sam Grand and Bobby North; Ohio,
Billie Rhodes in "Ali Baba"
Los Angeles — "Ali Baba
and
Michigan, West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania, Harry L. Char- Forty
City.
Thieves,"
starring
1;
will be made
at Uni\
nas with exchanges in Cleveland, Rhodes,
Cincinnati, Detroit and Pittsburgh;
Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and Western Missouri, A. H. Blank, with exchanges in Des Moines, Omaha and
COMING SOON
Kansas City; Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota, J. F. CubPERFECT PICTURES
berley with exchanges in Minneapolis
and Milwaukee; Colorado. Wyoming,
NEITHER
SCREEN
NOR
STAGEUtah, New Mexico and Southeast
BUT
LIFE'S
WINDOW
Idaho, M. A. Klausner with an exchange in Denver; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, Ben
Amsterdam with an exchange in
Philadelphia; Northern New Jersey,
Herman F. Jans with an exchange
in New York; Delaware, Maryland,
Dist. of Columbia and Virginia, Tom
Moore with an exchange in Washington; Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois, S'pyros Skouras with an exchange in St. Louis; Southern Illinois
and Indiana, J. L. Friedman with exchanges in Chicago and Indianapolis;
eleven Southern States, E. V. Richards, with exchanges in New Orleans,
Atlanta, Dallas and Oklahoma City;
Pacific Northwest, Al Rosenberg,
with exchanges in Seattle and Portland, Ore. and the
Pacific
Coast,
ouis Hyman, v/ith exchanges in San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

Manager

West Philadelphia, Pa. — Arthur M.
Taylor is managing the Ambassador,
Harry A. Smith having been transferred to the Nixon. When the
Rivoli reopens, Taylor is expected to
assume the management
there.

Fakins and Murphy

August

Not only are our rates the
lowest, but the insurance rate
on negatives stored at our plant
is only 43.8 cents.

THE
ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.

t/o/in M.Nickolauf!

Phones
Holly ivoodt
63/Sctnd
0943

Scivarcl iuicl/hmainQ Streets

Holli/woocl Cali/ornta

120 West 41st Street
New York City

d
i
m
A
thunder,

lightning,
rain and
hail

On one of the
hottest days
since 1883 —

The record of the RIVOLI was smashed
to pieces!
On August 7th New York's millions sweltered in the heat of one of the most oppressive
days in years. The official temperature was
81, the average for 33 years was 73. And at
two o'clock a terrific hail storm broke out, continuing all afternoon.
But undaunted by the heat, the rain and hail,
thousands stood in front of the Rivoli all day
long, waiting to buy tickets for "Blood and
The paid attendance for Monday was 8,587.
The biggest Monday in history hitherto — and
this was in the winter — was 7,977.
Sand."

There is a record if f
there ever was one*

It means that "Blood and Sand" is the biggest box-office attraction ever released. It
means that the critics were right when they
said :—

*'The greatest picture N.ever
made"
Y. Telegraph.
"One of life's great moments."
N. Y. Herald.

,
j^
IT
S a
^^— >.

*,

liIlOUitC.
\j/^Cl/X^
*^

Q*icture

the idol of
Valentino
"Makes
America.
Crowds cried' Bravo.' "
N. Y. Tribune.

"The most exciting and colorful
film of the year." n. y. Globe.

And dozens of other superlative comments too
abundant to print.
Jesse L. Lasky presents

Rodolph Valentino
in

''Blood and Sand''
From the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez
and the play by Tom Gushing.
Scenario
by June Mathis.
A Fred Niblo Production, with

LILA LEE and NITA
■JfAMOUSriAVtRb IAS KV CORPORATION ,

NALDI

THE

■<

2^

DAILY

In the Courts

At Last Approved

An answer has been filed in the
Supreme Court by Malcolm D. Gibson of the Mozart, at Elmira, to a
suit by the United Artists Corp. for
breach of contract over "Way Down
East."
who also from
asks New
that
the
case Gibson,
be transferred

(Continued from Page 1)

the portion of the picture which tended to show that one of the women

players
Lon Chaney's
has been was
eliminated
from themistress
picture
and a new set of sub-titles inserted.
The picture in its new form has, of
York County to Chemung County for course, been submitted and approved
trial, alleges that the film sent him by the commission. Senator George
was so broken and defective that it H. Cobb, chairman of the commission
stated yesterday that the production
was totally unfit for use, that the the- is entirely different from the original
atergoers of Elmira learned of it, and
and no longer objectionable.
only a third of the number he expected to view the film from Feb. 20
The title "Voices of the City" is
to March 4 last did so. He asks being used in New York State only.
$3,000 damages as a counterclaim.
Elsewhere the original name, "The
Night Rose" is on the main title.
A suit for $5,605 on a note has been
8,582 at Rivoli on Monday
filed in the Supreme Court by Ben"Blood and Sand" is smashing atjamin Miners against the Adeline
tendance records at the Rivoli. On
Amusement Co., Inc., and Max and
Monday
the
attendance was 8,582, the
Annette Marx Spiegel, who alleges
that the corporation made a note on best previous Monday record being
March 1 last, signed by Max Spiegel, with "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hj de,"
totalled 7,977. "The Sheik,"
which has not been paid. The papers which
which was shown simultaneously at
were served on Max Spiegel at 1579 the Rivoli and Rialto had a Monday
Broadway.
attendance of 6,857 at the Rivoli and
8,052 at the Rialto.
Danford Suing Mitchell
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Five Year Old in Comedies
Atlanta — Maurice Mitchell and C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Douglas Danford of the Standard
Los Angeles — Arthur Trimble, a
Productions Co., are involved in liti- five-year old will be featured in a
gation which started when the former series of 12 two-reel comedies to be
secured an injunction restraining
made by a company known as the
Mitchell from interfering with an ex- Arthur Trimble Prod. Production
amination of the books. Later, will be at the Hollywood Studio.
Mitchell was cited for contempt of
court, Danford claiming that he was
not admitted after securing the in- Newcombe Fnishes "Sea of Dreams"
Warren A. Newcombe has finished
junction, and that case is pending.
Still another step is the issuing of an "Sea of Dreams," his second picture.
order by Judge Bell restraining J. His first, "The Enchanted City,"
E. Mitchell, brother of Maurice will be released through one of the
Mitchell from signing checks on be- large short reel distributors.
half of the Standard organization.

IN

NOTORIETY
Will Nigh's Biggest
Box-Office Bet

THEM!

100 Subjects Go to Visual Education
Society for Release — Some State
Righters In It
Distribution of all American Red
Cross films will be handled hereafter
by the Society for Visual Education.
There are 100 Red Cross films on the
list, ranging from one to five reels.
They cover all sorts of activities of

Savatonio Now
(Special to THE

M

Company
(Special

Will Work

to THE

FILM

Here
DAILY)

Binghamton, N. Y. — The newly
incorporated Buckley-Ferguson Prod.
Co. will shoot exteriors here and
make its interiors in New York.
British

Firm

(Special to THE

Reorganized
FILM

DAILY)

1922

A SURE-FIRE
MONEY-MAKER

DAILY)

F. P.-L. in Billboard Campaign
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Famous Players has
covered the city with 75 billboards
measuring 50 ft. These are all painted, and each one advertises "Blood
and Sand" and "Manslaughter."
Ferguson Chosen Manager
to THE

10,

Operates Two
FILM

Montreal — E. Savatonio is managing the Electra now, in addition to
the New Grand.

(Special

August

Leading American Acto
Brings 6 Year Stage
Hit to Screen

the
Red Cross
in this country
' and
abroad.
The exchanges,
to date,
through which these films will be distributed are as follows: Boston,
Major Film Corp.; New York, Society for Visual Education; Chicago,
Society for Visual Education; San
Francisco, Edward H. Kemp; Washington, Southern Moving Picture
Corp.; Atlanta, Harcol Film Co.;
Detroit, National Film Library; Oklahoma City, H. O. Davis. This list
is expected to be extended rapidly in
the next few months. A number of
new Junior Red Cross films, recently
taken in Europe, are to be added to
the releases.

FILM

DAILY)

I The

Masquerade
THE

MOTION

.PICTURE

TRIUMPH

TuUy
Richard Walton
Presented by

Cleveland — Lee Ferguson has been
chosen manager of the Standard.

(Special to THE

London— Provincial Cinematograph
Theaters, Ltd., and Associated Provincial Picture Houses, Ltd., have
been reorganized. The 39 principal
theaters will be divided into 4 circuits,
each under the control ol a circuit
manager, and each house in charge
MAURINE
POWERS
of its own manager. All of the theaters will be under the direct control
MARY
ALDEN
of the department of the general
ROD
LA
ROCQUE
GEO.
HACKATHORNE
manager, in charge of F. D. KenJ. BARNEY
SHERRY
drick. The department of finance will
RICHARD
TRAVERS
have R. D. Scott as its head; A. E.
Newbould will be in control of the
By
department of catering and auxiliary
Soon Ready for State-Right Release business, and E. A, Crisp will supervise the department of the secretariat
and estates. The position of managL. LAWRENCE WEBER
ing director is not to be filled, and
Lord Ashfield himself will, as chair& BOBBY NORTH
man of the company, actively control
1600 Broadway
N. Y, City the entire business.

SIXOF

Deal With Red Gross

Farmer Plans $40,000 House
Buys "Seeing Canada" Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Seeing Canada," the series of CaWichita,
Kansas — A house costing
nadian scenics made by the Dominion
Government, has been purchased for $40,000 is to be built by Fred Farmer.
a number of South Atnerican counWill Be Ready Early in 1923
tries bv Max Glucksmann.

You' II See Stars!
ii

Thursday,

FILM

Cady Buys the Empress
FILM

DAILY)

Lansing, Mich. — Claude Cady, who
operates the Gladmer, has taken over
the Empress, seating 900. He will
remodel it and change the name to
the Capitol.
Moore Forms Theater Concern
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Tom Moore has
formed Federated Theaters. Inc, to
build the Parkway and Biltmore as
well as additional houses, two more
sites having been secured. Moore is
director general and president.
Margetts Is Made
(Special

to THE

FILM

A First National Attractk

DAILY)

Detroit — Work is under way on
the Ambassador, which will seat
3,600, and involves an expenditure of
$2,000,000. It is expected to open in
January.
(Special to THE

Directed by
James Young

Manager
DAILY)

St. John, N. B.— G. A. Margetts
has been appointed manager in the
Maritime Provinces for Famous
Players, with headquarters here. He
1 as been with Universal in a similar
capacity.

ROTHACKER

PRINT

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill W'

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N,
J. ForE. particulars
write
K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307
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'Holmes" Title Suit

tion Brought to Make Educational
i^hange Names of Its Stoll Series
,
of Pictures
lustice O'Malley
of the Supreme
lurt has set a hearing for Aug. 18
the injunction proceedings brought
i WiUiam
Gillette, Charles
Frohn. Inc.. and
Fleet
Enterprises,
\., against the Stoll Film Co., Ltd.,
■\ the Educational Film Exchanges,
'■. The plaintiffs are asking for an
Ruction restraining the defendants
im infringing on their rights to the
I- of Sherlock Holmes films.
t is alleged that the Stoll concern
■. produced
15 motion pictures in
first series, two reels each, which

y call.\ d"Sherlock
and also
he
V e n t u r Holmes"
e s of Sherlock
Imes.'
These
titles are
being
d. it is alleged, without any license
consent from the plaintiiTs.
The
i|!is being distributed by the defend,(s. the complaint says, are based on
•ries by Sir .\rthur Conan
Doyle
itio way resembling the motion pict!e play of the plaintiffs and which
:.;'t them $150,000 to produce.
The
I'jntiffs
also
assert
that
not
only
will
I alleged non-geunine Sherlock
Jlmes films cause them injury and
tlen the value of their production.
i|that besides, it deceives the public.
iarl W. Hammons of Educational
a! yesterday:
1 "The suit is based on a supposed
'jbal contract entered upon some
trs ago between
William
Gillette
II Sir Conan Doyle. Our contract
VI} Doyle gives the rights to 46
tties. We are paying Sir Arthur
^000 in royalties.
(It is our contention that since the
;l[racter of Sherlock Holmes is purey'|i fictitious one a copyright claim
vi not hold. We arc not deceiving
H public as the complaint states.
r plaintiffs have asked that we reh;; the words Sherlock Holmes in
•ti advertising- to- a size type 25*^0
nller thaii the words in the title of
hi particular adventure. Of course,
vivill not submit. to that." ,
jhe only other new picture having
hjname "Sherlock Holmes" in its
It is the one starring John Barry11 t- the distribution of which has
•^ lit-en made.
No Successor Yet for "Cubb"
!rst National has not as yet apd anyone to succeed J. F. Cubas branch
manager
at Minis. Cubberly, as noted, will
■it-vote all of his time to the state
y end of Finkelstein and Ruben's
!'Mbuting business.

Friday, August

'Gapt.
Applejack' First
Fred Niblo to Start It In September

Price 5 Cents
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Garewe

Signs

Kent

Gloses

Deal

Arranges with Finkelstein and Ruben
for Paramount Product on Three
Year Contract
Sidney R. Kent, general manager
Fred Niblo was the guest of honor
Edwin Carewe has signed a contract with Associated First National of distribution of Famous Players, reat a luncheon given him by Metro
turned to New York yesterday after
to
make a series of Edwin Carewe
yesterday. The luncheon was held at
an extended tour of the country.
(he Astor with about 40 present.
Prod. The first one will be "Mighty
One of the important matters
Announcement was made then that Lak'
a Rose" by Curtis Benton.
which he personally attended to was
Mr. Niblo's first picture for Metro
Carew's last picture
was
"I
Am
the consummation of a three-year
ose"
will be "Captain Applejack" which the Law," which Rbecame entangled contract with Finkelstein and Ruben
last night played its 260th perform- in a legal controversy with Cosmowhereby that conance at the Cort theater. The picture
politan Prod. Among his recent pic- of Minneapolis
cern secures the Paramount product
will be made on the coast and will
tures is "Isobel or The Trail's End," in a stipulated number of its theaters
enter production sometime next which was state righted.
for the life of the contract.
month.
It was first reported that Carewe
The arrangement became effective
It will be the first four pictures would produce for First National at
which Niblo will make under the the dinner given to State Senator on August 7 with the first picture,
Eouis B. Mayer banner for Metro James J. Walker by the T. O. C. C, "While Satan Sleeps." While Mr.
distribution. The director who is at the Plaza. At that time, when Kent did not care to discuss the
THE FILM DAILY asked Harry amount of money involved, it is
here
withofCharles
Condon,
Mayer's O. Schwalbe whether the report was understood from Minneapolis that
director
publicity
will probably
about $1,000,000 is the figure.
leave for the coast on Sunday. He correct, he was non-committal.
I'Vom the Northwest city came
At First National no one cared to
came East primarily to sec some of
word
that the pictures will be shown
comment
on
the
Carew
contract.
the new plays.
at the State, Lyric and -Strand theaters in Minneapolis and the New
Hammons Sails Aug. 19
Post's First at the Strand
.Astor, and New Garrick in St. Paul.
E. W. Hammons president of It was recalled yesterday that recent
Guy Bates Post's first motion pic- Educational sails for a month's stay differences
between Famous Players
Masquerader"
featureture,at"Thethe
Strand next will
week.be tbs in Europe on Aug. 19.
and Finkelstein and Ruben later led
to an arrangement whereby ParaFox Going to ,Rome
mount pictures were shown first run
Mayer Plans "Meller" Series
William Fox has left London for in the Pantages, Minneapolis and the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris, where he will remain until he Tower, St. Paul. In the latter city,
Los Angeles — J. Grubb Alexander
another arrangement entered upon at
has been engaged by Louis B. Mayer goes to Rome to witness the com- the same time with eight suburban
pletion
of
"The
Shepherd
King."
to adapt a series of melodramas the
theaters gave those houses first runs
Greene With Universal
first of which will be "The Span of
day and date for the first three days
Fred V. Greene has joined the Big of the week.
Kent stated yesterday conditions in
U exchange as exploitation man, the
Chicago
and the West were still far
post
he
formerly
held
with
Famous
George
B.
Howard
'With
Universal
Life."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
from satisfactory. He added, howPlayers' New York office.
ever that he looked for a decided upLos
Angeles — George
Bronson
turn in the near future and remarked
Durlam Promoted to Managership
Howard
has been engaged
by Universal as a member of the scenario
G. A. Duriam has been promoted that there was a good deal of confidstaff at Universal City.
ence among theater men so far as the
to branch manager of the Famous
future was concerned.
Players
Milwaukee
exchange,
sucHe refused to comment on the deal
New Rivoli Record
ceeding A. E. Bernstein. He was forin the South whereby Famous Playmerly
at
the
Minneapolis
office.
"Blood and .Sand" is tearing up old
ers will take over the five exchanges
records and making some of its own
Stunt Actor Near Death
at present operated by Southern Enat the Rivoli. In the first four days
terprises Inc. on Sept. 1.
of the week 35,510 saw the picture
John Stevenson while doing a
while the record for "Dr. Jekyll and stunt yesterday for "Plunder," the
Mr. Hyde" was 34,459 for the same new Pearl W^hite serial was seriously
period. The "Blood and Sand" injured and was reported near death
records are Sunday, 8,797; Monday, at the Roosevelt Hospital last night. Independents
Affiliated in Graphic
8,582; Tuesdav, 8.916 and Wednesday
Film's Plan to Discuss Three9.215.
Cornered Tie-up Monday
Ayres Film in Work Monday
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
A
number
of independent
exShowing for the Blind
affiliated with Ivan .\hLos Angeles — August 14 has been changemen
A special showing for 600 blind set as the starting date of Agnes ramson
in
the
recently
created
franchise
will be in New
people will be held tomorrow after- Ayres' new picture, "A Daughter of Graphic
York
on Monday
and Tuesday
of
Paul Powell will direct.
noon at the Criterion where "Forget Luxury."
next week to discuss with .Abramson
Me Not" is running. There will be
a musical and vocal program offered,
plan, which an anAlice Brady Starts "Anna Ascends" a three-cornered
nouncement issued yesterday
said,
all action being explained dramaticAlice Brady has started "Anna As- would include e.xchangemen, producer
ally, scene by scene. The showing
cends" at the Paramount Long Island
under
direction
of Victor
is being given in connection with the studio
Fleming.
(Continued
Page roof.''
3)
New York Institute for the Blind.
and exhibitor
"underon one
— His Initial Release Through
Metro

Will

Make

Series for First National

— First to Be "Mighty Lak' A

Astor Gonfab

Set
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Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

East. Kod.
7514
F. P.-L. .. 84Vi
do pfd. .. 945^
G'w3ii
Griffith

76
83-)4
94p^

76^
1,500
83-y4
1.500
9454
200
Not quoted
Not quoted

Loew's
..
Triangle
World

16^

16J4 300
Not
quoted
Not quoted

16K
.'

Baumer Films Alleged Bankrupt
A petition in bankruptcy against
Baumer Films Inc. has been filed by
the following creditors J. Leonard
Gehorsam, with a claim of $355;
Pauline R. Casselli, $175; Tremont
Film Laboratories, $457. The assets
are said to be about $15,0UU and the
liabilities $40,000. Harry Kopp has
been appointed receiver in $2,500
bond by Judge Mayer.
At Baumer Films, Inc. il was said
yesterday that it was the intention to
carry on the business as usual with
the receiver in charge and that the
petition was a result of outstanding
accounts with large corporations
whose payments were slow.
Receiver Appointed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis — A receiver has been
appointed for the Lester Prairie
Amuse. Co., in the person of Paul
Basel and the Palace, owned by that
concern, has been leased by Fred
Bauman.
Has New
(Special to THE

Renovator
FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis,
Minn. — A new
type
of film renovater is soon to be placed
on the market by Sam Dworsky.

"THE

SPICE OF THE

PROGR/ttv]-

Here ix how a brother exhibitor put his .show over.
Send along
your ideas.
Lei the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
From the Flagpole
Boise, Ida. — The Pacific National
Bank has a huge flag pole which has
never before been used to fly anything but Old Glory. However,
Walter M. Mendenhall, of the Pinney
and Kenneth O. Renaud, Paramount
e.xploi'.er, talked the president into
permitting the display of a banner
with cooperative reading lines for
both the bank and the Pinney. This
banner was 6x8 feet and read: "Open
a savings account and be known as
'The Good Provider.' See this Paramount Picture at the Pinney Theater." This location is in the heart
of the city and the banner could be
seen and read for blocks in every
direction.
Appealed to the Women
Pontiac, Mich. — A prominent store
offered to give away free a pair of
slippers to the first lady entering the
Saturstore any time after 11 o'clock
day, the closing day of the run of
"Molly O" at the Oakland. (July
one pair of slippers was advertised
as the co-operative advertising donation; but the manager of the store
had to give away three pair. A trio
of women managed to slip through
the eight foot doorway coincidently
immediately after the town clock
struck eleven. Some two dozen
others were unable to get in with
the first rush. Meanwhile attention
was drawn to the film.

other in a well-fitting dress suit and
silk hat. Across the chest of the
ragged man was a sign reading "Before Idecided to 'Turn to the Right,'
Strand now playing. The other man
displayed a similar sign with the
"before" changed to "after."
Pay Day Envelopes for "Pay Day"
Lafayette. Ind. — Thousands of prospective patrons were reached by
Manager Martin A. Leavitt of the
.\rc with pa.v day envelopes when he
played "Pay Day." Enclosed was a
check from "First National" giving a
a tie-up with the bank which advertised the ])icture. The check was
good for "one million dollars worth
Aof Barrel
laughs."Stunt
Springfield, 111.— To exploit "The
Trap." A. G. Kerosates of the Strand
and Royal worked the old barrel
trick. He used about a dozen barrels,
marking each one. "Danger!" This
plus the human inquisitiveness element secured the desired results.
Gave Away

Ice Cream

Schenectady, N. Y. — Manager Shirley of the Strand topped an excellent
freckles contest and a Penrod suit
contest with the use of ice cream

11,
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performance.
The
cost of the
ploilation
was
'S'2'i
and
it increas
business 15 per cent.
Had

Vol. XXI No 41

August

Unique

Display

Ivvanston, 111. — One week befi'
W. (j. .Sturdivant, manager of I

Seymour Hoyburn, opened with "7
Iron Trail," he put a table, three f
by seven, in his outer lobby. On'
front, hanging down, was a big s:'
with the title of the production,
top being covered .green, and tht
was a background representing a li
est view, on which was another sid
with the name of Rex Beach and ij
film. On the table was an electi
train,
a miniature
tra-j
with arunning
station,on two
bridges, set
phores,
tunnel, etc., making an int^
esting display.

Duratiz
YOUR

FILMS

Watch New Yor)
Newspaper Ad
Campaign— Meam
Money for Youj.
Opens Sunday, August 13[

cones for his showing of "Penrod."
at the
The ice cream during hot weather
built up a matinee attendance that
surpassed the manager's fondest
hopes. A deal was arranged whereIn Which a Race Was Used
by the International Ice Cream Co.,
Kansas City, Mo. — With 8,000 in return for some free advertising,
people in the stands, boxes and along furnished enough cream for a cone
the rail, and 2,000 others swiping for each child. Outside the theater
was a white clothed table over which
looks from house tops, "Across the
Continent" was announced at the big a lady dressed in white presided. Each presents
RK
SMA
auto race held at Independence, Mo. child entering for the matinee was
This was one of the most effective given a cone. More than 10 gallons
exploitation stunts put over by the of cream was used during each day,
Newman. H. P. Kingsmore, Para- but the results justified the stunt for
mount exploiter, tied up with a local the production recorded a knockout
agency for a racing car capable of matinee attendance with a promise
doing 85 miles an hour. It vyas cov- of a capacity showing for the evening
ered with banners advertising the performances.
continental race in "Across the
great
Continent." The car was driven by Worked Various Angles
Bill Schaubert, formerly a racing
Austin, Tex. — Manager Ray Whitdriver, now a Paramount film salesfield of the Majestic built a moneyman. Kingsmore acted as engineer.
lobby for "Beauty's
The car was on the track forty-five compelling
minutes before the race and sped \\'orth," the basis being a six-sheet
cut-out of Marion Davies seated on a
around forty times. Five thousands throne. Plush curtains were borrowheralds advertising the picture were
also distributed in the stands. The
ed from a local interior decorator's
car was driven from the Paramount shop and hung artistically to frame
exchange to Independence and was the figure. Imitation marble columns
seen by the throngs on their way to made of wallboard and large palms
the track.
made it an inviting entrance. Whitfield also tied up with the Austin
American for an essay contest on
Inexpensive Stunt in Schenectady
Schenectady, N. Y. — A highly "What is Beauty's Worth?" This
effective exploitation stunt, which got front page publicity. A radio set
TI^e' MOTION
PICTURE
emphasized the moral appeal of was donated by a local firm, and a
$.?5
watch
by
a
local
jeweler
for
"Turn to the Right." was created by
a street parade in connection with prizes. To build good-will, Whitfield Directed by James Young
the showing of the picture at the invited the inmates of the ConfedStrand. It consisted of a parade
erate Home, the Old Men's Home, A First National
through the streets of two masked the Old Women's Home, and the
Attraction
men.
one dressed
in rags and the town's two orphanages for a special

T R A nU
Richard Walton Tul
v^

The

Masquerade

TRIUMPH

THE
Friday, August

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

-^il^

DAILY
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Astor

Confab
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7 In Three Months
That

Many Features and Six Short
Reel Series
Hodkinson's
Fallin List

Wiiile the meeting will primarily
Hollywood — Universal will make a
;ries of eight two-reelers from Jack deal with matters concerning
The sales control board of Hodkinondon's "Tales of the Fish Patrol." tiraphic's output under the franchise
eorge Hively is writing the con- arrangement, it is stated other prob- son has just completed a series of
lems of interest in the state right field conferences as a result of which the
nuities.
will be discussed. Abramson said
first decided.
three months' releases have
been
Lawrence Creutz is film editor for yesterday in this connection.
dward Sloman.
There will be seven features and
"We shall take up the all-important proposition of finding an six series of short reels. The feaequitable
basis
upon
which
all
three
Frank
Mayo
will be the star of
tures will be "The Veiled Woman,"
units of our market can best do busirhe Altar Stairs."
ness. There must be some rational made by Renco Film, released Sept.
plan by which we all can improve 3; "Married People," a Hugo Ballin
Actual
photography
on
"Broken our relations. This is the proposition Prod.. released Sept. 17; "Slim
hains" is completed.
which various representatives of ex- Shoulders," starring Irene Castle,
Sept. 24; "Affinities," a Ward Laschanges will discuss on Monday.
Ralph Graves is appearing in "The
celle Prod., Oct. 15; "Heart's Haven,"
Tuesday "Wildness of Youth," a Benjamin B. Hampton Prod., Oct.
It"
with Marguerite De La Mottee theOn first
Graphic picture under the
r Universal.
franchise will be shown. .A. board 29; "The Headless liorsemen," starring Will Rogers, Nov. 5, and "Mind
of directors to control the comOver Motor," a Ward Lascelle
Selznick's "One \Veek of Love
pany will also be elected, and the Prod.,
Nov. 19. The short reels will
jmpany" has returned from loca- number of pictures for next year de)n in Topanga Canyon.
include "Hope." a series of Bray
cided upon. A special showing of the Technical Romances, a series of
new picture will be given at Asbury
Frank May's next picture will be Park on Aug. 20 for the Hebrew Day Bray cartoon comedies, "Fun from
the Press," six Chester comedies and
'he Hot Head," by Mrs. George Nursery.
mdolph Chester.
.'Among the exchangemen who are six issues "Days Afield with Rod
Edythe Chapman is cast for the expected are: E. H. Emmick. of San
Francisco; Frank Zambrino of ChiDenies Deal with Adele Blood
other role in "The Girl I Love,"
cago. Frank Fay of Dallas, Harry A. andF. Gun.''
G. Munro, general manager of
larles Ray's new picture.
Lande of Pittsburgh; Herman Rifkin Hodkinson 3resterday denied a report
of
Boston,
E.
E.
Richards
of
Ivansas
from the coast that Adele Blood
Drville Caldwell will be leading
un with Katherine MacDonald in City; Sam Werner, of St. Louis; H. would appear in two features to be
-A.. Sherman of Philadelphia, and made in the Orient for Hodkinson
Mills and Bcrkowitz of Buffalo.
■^"he Lonely Road."
release. The report, which appeared
in the Los Angeles Times, said that
jBob Horner, who is signed by the
Lesser Buys C. B. C. Melodrama
Jistcrn Arts Film Co. of Chicago
T. Daniel Frawley would direct them
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
and that Carl Gregory would act as
ij direct a series of westerns, will
Slate in Hollywood.
Los Angeles — Rights to "More to photographic chief.
Be Pitied," have been purchased by
lizabeth McGaffey, head of the Sol Lesser of All-Star Feature DisBaker Now in Omaha
tributors, for California, Nevada and
(Special
to THE
FILM
DAILY)
.Arizona.
I'al Paramount research departl?nt, has returned from four
Omaha — The management of the
local office of Associated Exhibitors
r;)nths' journey in Orient.
Will Increase Chain
(.Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
has been turned over to Sidney Baker
[vVilliam
de Mille,
having
comCleveland — The Ohio Amusement until recently manager of the Exhibit:ted "Clarence," will start in Sep- Co. will erect several houses, adding Louis.ors Direct Service Exchange in St.
t^ber a new production, with Bebe to its chain of five here.

September
"Arrow
Month"an e.xArrow
Film will
conduct
tensive
sales
drive
in September,
which
will be known
as "Arrow
Point Is Gained by Builders
.A deci.sion granting motions for a
bill of particulars and an inspection
ofMonth."
the minutes of the grand jury has
been handed down by Judge McLaughlin in the Kings County Court
in the case of the four men indicted
in connection with the collapse of the
.American Theater last November.
Although only two of the defendants
were concerned in the motion, the
decision applies equally to the other
two

in its result.

J. A. Levinson has moved to new
quarters in the Straus Bldg. 46th St.
and 5th Ave.

WHY CLOG THE
WHEELS OF
PROGRESS?
If it's a shortage of capital,
we can help you keep the
wheels turning. Call upon
us for assistance and advice
in strictest confidence. Our
personnel knows the INS
and OUTS of the motion
picture industry.

CHROMOS

TRADING

Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

1123 Broadway

CO.

niels.

WARNING

^agmar
Godowsky
(Mrs. Frank
^lyo) will appear
in "The Altar
?lirs,"
to be directed
by Stuart
on.
Reports here have it that German
ducers are seeking to sign Ameriscreen
celebrities, meeting
the
iiiry demand
of the
American

plyers.

n completion
of "The
Lone
[•*nd,"
in
which
he
is
being
directed
Reaves Eason, Hoot Gibson will
ear
in "Ridin' Wild," directed by
: Ross.

iWhen Summer Comes," with
By Bevan and Mildred June; and
Fd Jackman's "Bow Wow'' are in
:f Sennett cutting rooms. Jackman
II; his family has left for an exten5i; automobile tour along the coast
Wi in the Northwest.
reduction is in progress on "The
M 1 Who Saw Tomorrow," starring
r*mas
Meighan
and directed
by
.■^' Green.
The cast includes Leatri' Joy, Theodore
Roberts.
Eva
^' nk, John Miltern, Albert Roscoe.
Francis,
June
Elvidge,
LauWheat,
Robert
Brower
and
nd Patrick.
H. E. GAL'S^L\^■.

To Whom It May Concern :
Our attention having been called to the fact that certain processes for
lengthening the life of motion picture films, reducing wear and tear and
adding to the brilliancy of the picture by a method of chemically or otherwise treating the emulsion side of the film, have been and are being
offered to the trade, we hereby give notice to all persons interested that
we are the sole owners of the basic United States Patents covering all
motion pictures so treated or "processed," including the basic patent on
the finished motion picture itself after having been "processed." That in
addition to these basic patents we have other patents pending covering
the latest improved methods and machines for insuring the most perfect
results.
We hereby warn all persons, manufacturing, dealing in or exhibiting
films so "processed," that they are trespassing upon our exclusive rights,
and that their violations must cease immediately and that they will be
held strictly accountable for each and every such infringement of our patents to the full extent of the law.
D|URA FILM
ALLAN

A. LOWINEE,

PROTECTOR

CO. INC., 220 West 42nd

President

" DURATIZE

YOUR

Street
FILMS"

■

^

^

THE

DAILV
Must
Help
If Industry is to Be

Ind'p'ts
Stabilized, Coast

Lawyer Writes Will H. Hays —
Explains Why
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles— While Will H. Hays
was at the Ambassador, Samuel H.
London, an attorney with offices here,
wrote and delivered a letter to the
former postmaster-general in which
he stressed the point that the stability of the industry rested upon the
encouragement of the independent
producer.
London's ofifice stationery describes
him as an attorney whose practice is
"limited to motion picture matters."
In his letter he says in part:
"Everyone engaged or associated,
directly or indirectly, in the motion
picture industry who believes in you
and the honesty of purpose of the
association, owes to you the duty of
rendering everj'' assistance possible
that is directed toward the fulfillment
of the objects and purposes of the
association.

reputation that the distributor has
l)rought upon himself, by reason of
these unscrupulous methods, has done
more to drive capital from the industry than all other attending evils of
the industry combined.
"In logically following the progressive steps of independent production
it will be readily seen that upon its
wholesome existence depends the
freedom of creative thought that is
and will ever be the foundation upon
which we must build motion pictures
— the writer — the director — the artist
— the cameraman — the laboratory- —
are and must of necessity be the
builders that will bring to the public
the source of education and entertainment in a manner and upon a
plane that the public deserves and
must have.
"The ultimate result of pleasing
the public cannot be accomplished until all doors are thrown wide open to
the independent producer, in whose
wake will follow infinite creative
thought on the part of those who
contribute them to the making of motion pictures and without them and
their independence, guaranteed by the
adoption and enforcement of the
highest standards and ethics in the
dealings between independent distributor and independent producer, the
public will be as they now are — deprived of better and cleaner pictures
at lower admission prices."
No one at the Hays office yesterday recalled definitely whether Mr.
Hays had received the letter. It was
said it might have been brought East
with a mass of other correspondence.
At all events, no definite action has
been taken.

Friday,

Desberger With Assoc. Exhibitors
(.Special .to THE

FILM

ROTHACKER

DAILY)

Oklahoma City — Joseph Desberger, former manager of Associated
First National in St. Louis, has accepted the management of the local
ofifice of Associated Exhibitors.
Stern Party Coming Via Auto
Los Angeles — Julius S^ern, Lee

542 Fifth Ave.,
N.Y., Murray
Hill 18 *
Hollywood,
Cal.

FILMACK PRODUCTION i

TRAILERS
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

C A Foot
• TINTING FREE

Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074
Public

24

LISTEN!

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
We furnish and guarantee complete
equipment for Studios or Locations.

"In of?ering to you the assistance
which the consciousness of duty compels, permit me to urge upon you the
conclusion that a wide range of motion picture experience, extending
JOS. GELB COMPANY
back more than ten years, has forced
Represented by
512 West 36th St.
A.
L.
Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1042
upon me:
"That the stability of the motion
picture industry rests upon independent motion picture production.
"Unless it is made possible for the
independent producer to enter the
field of motion picture production on
a stabilized business basis, that attends other industries, the industry
:^<?brAdstreet
o/'FILMDOM
will not lift itself to the plans of others that enjoy the confidence of the
public.
Will Go Up in Yoakum
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
formerly!
"Up to this time, the distributor in
almost every instance has literally
Yoakum, Tex. — Work on the new
robbed the independent producer both house is due to start immediately. Dr.
of his product and the profits which W. Shropshire is building it.
he is justly entitled, through unscrupulous methods which seem to have
Irving Making "Lost in Big City"
become the custom and rule; and the
George Irving is directing "Lost in
a Big City," which Blazed Trail
WANTED
Prod., Inc., is making for Arrow release. J. Stuart Blackton, Jr., is
DEVELOPING
MACHINES
acting as production manager.
for motion picture film.
Illinois Man
Invents
Projector
Answer by mail only.

IF

YOU

Are
On

Service

IRVING MACK & CO.
CHICAGO

DON'T

EVERY

Hour

Without fear of contradiction we
maintain that our Trailers are th«
?est of their kind.
Make us prove it!

READ
:9»^re(0ckized
Authority

uiim

You

PRINT

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory

W. A. FLEMING & CO.

LOOK!
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and SERVICE

Moran,
Gillstrom
Enright,Arvid
scenarist,
haveand
left"Brick"
on a
trip to New York, via automobile.
Betty May and Moran may make a
comedy in New York, Miss May
traveling by train.
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Galesburg, 111.— The Gillette Multiple Picture Machine Co. is the name
of a firm recently incorporated to
produce a new projection machine.
Rae Tennery, L. D. Gillette of Galesburg and David Walker of Peoria,
111., are the incorporators. Gillette
conceived the new machine and holds
the patents on it.
Reed's Victory Pleases Film
(Special
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You'll find it the best $1 0
investment you ever made
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St. Louis — The victory of Senator
James A. Reed over Breckinridge
Long for the Democratic nomination
for Senator from Missouri has
brought joy to the moving picture
colony of St. Louis and to the exhibitors throughout the state.
Reed was bitterly fought by the
Missouri Anti-Saloon League, the International Reform Bureau, the
Alliance, The Women's
Lord's DayTemperance
Christian
Union and
other organizations that stand for a
limitation of personal liberty and intolerance.
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i*om Drink to Films

'ti-Saloon League Official Says
'rohibiticn Boosted
Admissions
Many Millions of Dollars
n a specially prepared statement
THE FILM DAILY, Wayne B.
leeler, general counsel and legisve superintendent of the Antioon League of America discusses
benefits derived by the theaters
tn the enactment of the 18th
dendment. He says admissions in
II increased many millions over
ise of 1918 which was in the prehibition period. His statement
ows :
iProhibition has been characterd by its opponents as a joy killer.
ordinarj- cartoon
in the hostile
iss personifies prohibition as a tall,
averous, plug-hatted, black-clad
ividual who demands that all joy
life be eliminated. The first two
irs of national prohibition have relied the fact that prohibition has
de it possible for more people to
e wholesome, invigorating enteriment and recreation than any
er policy of government ever
ipted.
9,000,000 Saloon Habitues
When the 18th Amendment was
pted there were 177,790 saloons in
United States. Estimating that
average of 50 people per day visiteach saloon (which is exceedingly
servative), nearly 9,000,000 people
ered these places every day when
y were open. A goodly percentof these people spent the margin
ween actual subsistence and the
iforts of life in these places. There
5 little left for the drinker to take
family or even himself to a place
wholesome amusement. The more
became a slave to the drink habit,
less desire he had for such enteriment, for the atmosphere and
versation of the average bar room
■ foreign to the motives that go
t'nake a good play or picture.
While the moving picture theater
t!ild have succeeded to a large ex: even with the saloons open, yet
1 177,790 of them outlawed, sevmillion saloon habituates turned
Xj.ome other form of recreation and
isement.
The
moving
picture
Iter was the natural substitute for
saloon.
The price of admittance
n low.
To look at the pictures reS* ed no great mental effort.
Mil" < of alcoholics were attracted to
I wholesome
kind of amusement,
II in addition, their families and
i' indents were the beneficiaries of
'■ r earnings. Money formerly spent
" I'Ifish (Continued
indulgenceon Page
was 3)
now
used

Price 5 Cents
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Trade

Union

Films

More from Italy

Plan Similar to Labor Film Service
Here To Be Tried in Berlin—
and Throughout Germany
According to the New York Times,
a group of representative trade
unions in Germany has formed the
Volks Film Buhne for the purpose
of entering production and distribution.

Ernest Shipman to Handle Series of
Crawford
Stories — Others
of
His Fall Line-up
Ernest Shipman in a cartoon of
himself, which apparently is being
distributed to the trade, is depicted
holding a number of balloons on a
>tring, each bolloon with the title of
a picture to be handled by him for
Some of them arc:
"In an attempt," says the Times, the new season.
"Don Carlos" and "The Last of
"to emulate the success of the Freie
V'olks Buhne, which, from a modest the Dorias," to be made in Italy tobeginning a number of years ago, has
gether with other works of F. Marion
grown to be a power in the German Crawford; "An Eskimo Romance,"
theater world and has 160,000 mem- to be made in the Eskimo covmtry;
bers in Berlin alone, a group of rep- "Black Rock, ' "The Man from Glenresentatives of trade unions met in
garry," "The Patrol of the Sun
the German capital a few days ago Dance Trail," "Glengarry School
and organized the Volks Film Buhne. Days," "The Prospector" and "The
The new institution plans to establish Rapids," all of them Ralph Connor
its own motion-picture houses all stories; "Fogged," to be made in
over the country and also to go into Newfoundland; "The Golden Dog"
the producing business. Several film to be made in Quebec; and "Chivexperts have offered their services,
alry," to be made in British Columbia.
Also promised are short reels and
and working class control of the
novelties
and a series of pictures to
organization is to be afforded through
the election of four of the nine mem- be made in South America.
bers of the Board of Management by
More Short Reels for Metro
the Berlin Central Labor Union, the
In addition to the Bull Montana
Clerical Workers' Union, the Teachers' Union and the Moving Picture comedies, Metro will distribute a ser\\'orkers' Union.
ies of 8 Stan Luarel comedies, each
"The sponsors of the Volks Film in two reels. The producer is
Buhne say they are going to supply .Amalgamated Prod.
the members with good, high-class
shows at moderate prices and will
Oldkncw Buys Out Depinet
do their best to put an end to the
.\tlanta- — Oscar Oldknow, it is
militarist and monarchist films which
have aroused so much comment in understood, has purchased the interest held by Ned Depinet in the
Germany of late. Trashy films are Southern States Film Co., and is now
also to be subjected to attack. The the sole owner. He has appointed
Berlin Freiheit points out that, of the Ben Y. Cammack manager at Dallas
2,500,000,000
marks on spent
in motion- and Charles E. Gregg, manager at
( Continued
Page 2)
Memphis.

Seek

Lower

Rentals

Minnesota
Convention
To
Discuss
That Issue — Elaborate Plans
for Theater Week
(Sptci.'il

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis — The announced purpose of the forthcoming convention
of the Minnesota M. P. T. O., to be
held on Aug. 24-25, is to seek ways
and means for the reduction of
rentals.
Al W. Steffes, president of the
state unit has had a circular widely
distributed throughout this territory
in which he says, in part:
"Are you being misled by the
silver-tongued, well-schooled salesmen and managers of the various film
companies? We are informed that
several cities in this territory have
already purchased pictures for 19222^ at a price even higher than was
(Continued

on

Page 4)

O'Brien In Serious Condition
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Goes to Allied
"A Woman's Woman" Generally Believed Backed by Local Exhibitors Goes to New Company
"A Woman's Woman," produced
for X. L. Prod, by Charles Giblyn,
will be released by the .'Mlied Producers and Distributors Corp., in the
Fall. The contract has just been
signed.
rhis picture was made at the old
Mirror studio in Glendale, L. L, before Charles C. Burr took it over. At
the time, it was generally believed in
film circles that a number of wellknown local exhibitors had each contributed a pro rata share toward the
fund that made the production possible. The fact was never officially
confirmed.
The picture will be a fall release.
Abrams Back; Optimistic
Hiram Abrams returned to New
'I'ork yesterday on tiie George Wash'*"
ington from Europe. He found
United Artists business in England
and on the Continent in fine shape.
Valentino Leaves for New York
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Los Angeles — Rodolph
Valentino
left for New York on Thursdav.
Chet
Chet Withey
Withey tohasDirect
been "Outcast"
engaged to
direct
ElsiebeFerguson
which will
made at in
the"Outcast,"
studio in
Long Island City.
Talmadges Here Tuesday
Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Mrs. Talmadge and Joseph M.
Schenck are due in New York on
Tuesday from the coast. They will
leave for Europe on Aug. 29th.
Danto Slated for New Post

Sydney R. Kent yesterday anLos Angeles — Eugene O'Brien is
that Harry Danto had been
in a serious condition at the Holly- detached nounced
from his duties with the
wood Hospital, after being hit by an
automobile. An examination has re- sales force of the New York Paramount exchange. His new post has
vealed a fractured skull and possible
not been announced as yet.
internal injuries.
1st Nat'l Omaha Exchange Damaged
•K telegram was received by First
National yesterday that the First
National Omaha Exchange had been
swept by fire and that all film and
advertising matter were destroyed.
The message stated that a majority

"U" Making "Notre Dame"
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Universal is preparing to film "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame." Lon Chancy will
probably be starred.

It is more or less common knowlof
the bookings
and The
the cause
cashier'sof
records
were saved.
edge that Chaney has been anxious
the fire is not known. First National to make "The Hunch Back of Notre
immediately arranged to make special Dame" for some time. As a matter
shipments of film and paper to of fact, at one time he intended
Omaha so that there would be no organizing a company of his own to
film it abroad.
delav in service.

/
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East. Kod.
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Sales
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"Adam and Eva" for Marion
".Adam and Eva" has been purchased by Cosmopolitan Prod., for
use of Marion Davies.
Opens Laboratory
A laboratory has been opened by
Maximilian Veith, whose purpose will
be the developing and perfecting of
inventions under confidential conditions.
Rushing Glyn Picture

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angele.s — Work is being rushed on the Elinor Glyn story, "The
World's a Stage," which is to be in
eight reels. The Principal Pictures
Corp. production will be ready for
cutting in about four weeks.
Duty on British Negative Off

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — When the finance bill
reached the report stage in the
House, a move was made by the
Chancellor of the exchequer to remove the tax on raw stock when the
manufacture of such stock was
brought about by persons whose
chief or only place of business is in
the United Kingdom, and when the
producer of the stock employs
Britons as his principal actors and
actresses.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAlLVj

Find

Projector
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Universal Invites Clergyme

King Baggott has wired the L,
versal office suggesting an invitat
to the clergy of New
York to
"Human
Hearts,"
with the idea
(Special to THE
FIL.M
U.MLV)
impressing
on
the churchmen
Rochester, N. Y. — An interesting fact that clean pictures are be
Acting
on this suggest!
discovery is claimed by the manage- made.
ment of the new Eastman theater in that organization has extended ir|
connection with standard projection tations to all clergymen in this c
machines.
to see the picture at the Central
When the selection of projection Mondav.
apparatus was considered, a sample
machine was requested from each of
WANTED
the principal manufacturers. These
DEVELOPING
MACHINES
were sent to the laboratory for testing purposes and taken in haiid by
for motion picture film
the technical experts. A few days
Answer by mail only.
later the manager, Charles Goulding, received a report which stated
N. J. S.— 542 Fifth Ave., N. Yj
Room 118
that while several of the machines
possessed in varying degrees the
qualifications required for the theater,
every projector submitted was deficient for the purposes of the average
1
small low-priced theater. This, the
report explained, was due to the fact
that after its first run, film has a
tendency to shrink and that none of
the projectors was mechanically
adapted to accommodate this factor,
with the result that defective projecused. tion would follow where old film is
Experts at Eastman Theater Discover
Machines Don't Allow for
Shrinking of Films

Hamilton, Ont. — What is taken to
mean an end of the theatrical strife
between Marcus Loew and Alexander
Pantages in Eastern Canada, takes
form in the announcement of the formation of the Hamilton United Theaters, Ltd., here. By it, the Loew
and Pantages theaters aie merged into one company.
The desirability of uniting the two
iheaters had been considered for
some time, and under the one control, it is stated, a very large saving
will be effected in operating costs.
The theaters, both of which are practically new, are in the one block and
tliere has been fierce competition.
In the new company, the Pantages
interests will hold preferred and
common stock amounting to $1,087,UOO, 4,375 paid-up cumulative preferred shares of $100 each and 6,500
paid-up shares of common stock at
$100 each. Loew's will hold stock to
the value of $900,000, according to the
agreement, this comprising 3,500 preferred shares and 5,500 common
shares.
An elaborate tabulation of facts,
The Pantages opened in Hamilton
on Oct. 3, 1921, and was in operation and drawings illustrating a simple
for 44 weeks when amalgn>ation took method of overcoming the difficulty
place. A financial statement for the accompanied the report. These in
first 39 weeks showed profits of %i7 .- turn were given to the competing
407.84 before deducting charges for manufacturers to be subjected to the
depreciation and income tax. The analysis of their engineers and laboratory experts. It is said few had
current liabilities unpaid amounted to
$65,822.45. There is a mortgage of given so much as a thought to the
possibility of time and climate work$150,000.
mg changes in the film until the subject was brought under scientific
Toronto — A meeting of Hamilton
Theaters, Ltd., the company which scrutiny through the circumstances
described.
has been operating the Pantages in
Hamilton, is to be held in Toronto
Now that attention has been diin a week. It is understood that N.
rected to the possibility of improving presents
L. Nathanson
is directlj- interested in projection generally through an inthe
theater.
significant and inexpensive alteration
in the standardized projectors, the
theater thinks is a safe hazard to anticipate that the correction will automatically follow. As a matter of
(Continued from Page 1)
picture houses last year, at least 80% fact, two of the manufacturers who
came from the pockets of the work- submitted projectors are said to have
ing masses, and it opines that it adapted slight modifications of their
would be a good thing to keep this machines to obviate the objectionable
that the test disclosed.
money in the union organizations and condition
away froin Herr Stinnes and his
The World on Hays
A similar plan has been tried here
associates."
The
World,
in an editorial yesterwhen the Labor Film Service, Inc.,
day,
said
in
part:
was formed some time ago. The
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Watch It Mall
Screen History
at the
MARK

T R A nD
Opens tomorrow

Richard Walton

Trade

Union

Tul

I

Films

"According to Will H. Hays, nothing is
project was backed officially by the wrong
with motion
pictures except youth.
central federation of unions in New * *- *
*^ ■'
"The excuse is ingenious hut it is not
York. The purposes of the organiza- clear
Iiow it applies. The movies may be
tion were to produce and then dis- young, but the principles of morality of
tribute motion pictures which de- motion-picture art are not more youthful
picted labor in a light apart from than those of any other pictorial art. If a
picture violates the canons of good
that of the manufacturing interests. screen
taste is it entitled to an exemption which
The assertion was made that labor would not be granted to a daguerreotype or
plain photograph? Is scenario- writing to
was always shown in an unfair man- ahave
the benefit of a tempered criticism
mer before the public.
which woiild not be accorded to older forms
An organization of union workers of dramatic composition? By this criterion
also formed a theater company in radio broadcasting because of its greater
youthfulness
Seattle and as a matter of fact, the moral
license. must be entitled to a yet wider
recent convention of the American
"The mistakes of the motion pictures have
Federation of Labor revealed the in- been not so much errors of youth as errors
teresting fact that the Federation was of dramatic sensationalism which have grown
of undue prosperity and were fostered
seriously considering the launching of out
by laxity of regulation. The standards
its own production and distribution violated are not new' ; they are the same for
the young movie art as for the older art
machine. Apparentlj', only the fact of
painting and the drama. Only the
that the expenditure would be too
motion-picture producers have not shown a
great restrained the ultimate carrying
due respect for them and they are nowout of the project.
brought

to book

for their rashness."

Keep your eye on the N.
Newspaper Ad. Campai
It means money for you.
Directed by
James Young

A First National Attract n
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From

PatkeNews
No. 65

;SINGTON. PA. — Air pioneers prepare for
;ht from New York to Rio de Janeiro —
i>embling the aerial cruiser "Sarapeio Coria" which will make the 8,500-mile voyage
: the Brazil Centennial Exposition.
-800 Horse Power in the two huge Liberty
.Jtors.
;-Walter Hinton, pilot of the NC-4 of
Insatlantic fame, will pilot the "Sampeio
*rreia" to Brazil.
:-E. Pinto Martins,
Brazilian naval officer,
iassistant-pilot and navigator.
'-Launching
the airship which
is expected
I write a new
chapter
in the history
of
rial progress.
[-Animated map shows the route of the New
'rk-Brazil
flight.
By Bert Green.
(Pathe News cameraman will be present on
epochal flight.
ler news as usual.

oday

1 Cuts

and

Flashes

peorge Hackathorn will have the
llding role in D. W. Griffith's next
ftture with Mae Marsh in the prinial role.

Andree Peyre, who has been doing
>!;nts on the coast for the new Ruth

[•■land serial, "The Rider of the
Ejnge," is in New York, preparatory
;' sailing for France.

G. G. Gregory, formerly with Ar^*r, is now New Jersey representa;ie of Climax Film.
'oseph
Striker,
leading
man
in
he Queen of the Moulin Rouge,"
r.l appear in support of Faire Binij' in "Flapper Love" for Pyramid.
immie
Adams,
who
has
been
;ting
continuities
for
Mermaid
ibedies, will appear in the second
)lthe New Jack White pictures for
Eucational.
/lartlia Mansfield will appear opite Glenn Hunter in "The Lap of
-v:iiry,"
m Guild.which is being made by the

ylrs. Margaret Talmadge has
;!tten a book called "The Life
5 ry of the Three Talmadges,"
I ling with Norma, Constance and
Vtalie.
Lyric Closes Permanently
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

ilinton, Tex. — The Lyric has been
jsed permanently.

A Correction
p the advertisement which appear!»in yesterday's issue of the Dura
?'Ti Protector, the name of the
(isident read Allan A. Lownee. It
luld have been Allan A. Lownes.
Foreign Buyers Here
|.gnes Egan Cobb reports two
ugn buyers in town, one B. S.
|nes, who is buying for Spain and
J\. G. Swenson, who is here from
;den.

DAILV

Drink to Films
(Continued

from

Page

1)

for the benefit and pleasure of the
entire family. The box office receipts are conclusive evidence that
the prohibition or restriction of a
harmful form of recreation and alleged pleasure helps the theaters and
moving picture theaters financially.
In spite of unfavorable financial conditions during 1921, the total box office receipts of the theaters, including
the moving picture theaters, were
$897,000,000; while in the pre-prohibition period of 1918 the receipts were
$264,000,000. This increase of $633000,000 in the business of the amusement purveyors was accomplished
under prohibition.

Here's A Thought
FOR

Saturday

"In view of these startling facts,
every owner and manager of a theater
should hesitate to allow the stage or
film to be used to fight the thing that
has been of such tremendous benefit
to them.
"The moving picture industry has
received much criticism — not all of it
constructive or complimentary. Some
of it has been resented, but it can
be tnet and overcome only by bringing the industry up to the standard
which the average, clean-minded
x\merican enjoys. People instinctively recognize in the screen an excellent medium for Art, an aid to
culture, a supplement to the educational institutions, as well as a pastime for an idle hour. They are disappointed when it does not measure
up to its possibilities. The producer
who seeks simply to entertain is
neither seizing his opportunity nor
living ui5 to his responsibility. The
best screen artists do not long remain
in the custard pie, slap-stick stage
but develop to the point where they
can interpret higher and finer emotions. If the moving picture is to
evolve into a real art, as it can, it will
lend its efiforts to perpetuating the
best things in our national life, inculcating patriotism, advocating law
and order, and thus become a force
that will raise our nation to higher
levels.
"When films are shown which disparage the duty of law observance
or preach the doctrine of nullification
of the Constitution, an influence is
set in motion which is not only subversive of good morals but threatens
to undermine our government, upon
which, in the last analysis, not only
the prosperity of the moving picture
industry, but the enjoyment of life
and liberty and the very pursuit of
happiness
of the individual depends.
"Aside from the moral and civic
duty resting upon it, the continued
security of the industry itself depends upon the attitude which the
business assumes to these fundamental principles of life. The theater will
maintain its hold on American life by
catering to the demand for wholesome amusement based on inspiring
themes and patriotic motives and supplementing the work of the schools.
The people want amusement, yes,
fun, hut they want more. The well
balanced moving picture will play
upon the different strings of human
emotion. It is imperative that this,
one of the greatest beneficent inventions of man, be used as a constructive contribution to human pro-

gress."
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(Continued from Page 1)
paid for product of similar merit a
year ago. Are you being 'buncoed'
by the usual cry that the next season's pictures
going to be bigger
and better
thanareever?

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

otr- Louis — Frank Harris, local
Pathe manager, has been out in the
territory the past few weeks getting
things in shape for the Fall drive.
Tom Leonard of Pioneer is back
from a trip through Southern Illinois.
Billy Mueller of Jefferson City contemplates opening his new theater in
September.
Joe Scrempp, former owner of the
Knickerbocker, has joined the Independent Producers Exchange.
A meeting will be held this week
to consider the formation of a St.
Louis Film Bowling League. If plans
are consummated there will be eight
teams and a schedule of 35 games
will be played by each.
Barney Fagen's Independents der^-aled Harry Weiss' First Nationals
16 to 10 in a- thrilling game of baseball at Forest Park last week. Laurent and Collins formed the battery
ior First National, while Hester and
Caruso were in the points for the
.winners. A return battle may be
staged shortly.
Editing Universal Films
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles— "The Flirt" and
"The Kentucky Derby," UniversalJewel productions, are now in the
editing process. A Hoot Gibson production, "The Galloping Kid" is also
in the hands of the editor, while "The
Girl Who Ran Wild," a Gladys Walton pi(:ture, is almost entirely "shot"
and will soon undergo similar treatment.

Saturday, August 12, 192;

Putting It Over
Here is hoiu a I
itor put his show
up.
along your ideas.
ielloiu k low how

rother
Let
overthe

Construction Work
(Special

to THE

Troy — The Troy
Co., is building.
eant.
exhibothf

you (
Masked the Usherettes
Minneapolis — The usherettes at the
State were dressed in hussar outfits
with sailor bow ties and unique caps
SV.
during the run of "The Masquerader," but masking them provided the
big exploitation idea. Patrons were
asked to award a beauty prize to their
favorite and the entire affair supplied
"Why tie up yourselves with long- much word-to-mouth advertising. It
term contracts and long series of
wasn't a campaign of wide-range, but
it amused those who attended. Curipictures,
whenareyou
don't
know whatespecially
the pictures
going
to
osity as to who each one might be
be, other than the information you among the regulars and the unusual
ave received from well-schooled aspect of a masked set of employees,
salesmen?
made the contest more interesting
"I say let's buy service from 40 than ordinary beauty competition.
to 50% less than we paid before. Each usherette had a following and
If we don't we might just as well get many ballots were cast making it a
ready to turn our theaters into success.
garages.
"Please bear in mind that if the Used Political Slogan
uniform contract, now being negotiAsheville, N. C— In 1912, the Bull
ated by the various organizations is
Moose
the clogan "We Want
adopted there will be no more pos- Teddy" used
in its campaign for the late
sibility of obtaining reductions or
Theodore Roosevelt. For "Our Leadgetting out of the obligations of playing Citizen," John B. Carroll of the
ing tlie pictures, as this contract is Imperial
paraphrased this slightly to
definitely going to bind you to fulread,
"We
Tommy." A large
fill its terms. In plain English, you banner wasWant
hung in front of the
will have to play or pay for every house with these words, and a platpicture at the price you contract for
form resembling an oratorical stump
regardless of conditions that may with a cut-out of Meighan was placed
in the lobby. It worked on both the
It you."
is possible that the campaign conscious and subconscious minds.
visit
for lower rentals will embrace the
exhibitor units in Wisconsin and the Tied Up On Recruiting
Dakotas. Representatives of those
Des Moines — The fact that the U.
bodies will be here in connection with S. Navy is after recruits was utilized
the "Northwest Go to Movie Week,"
Des Moines when "Hurriwhich will be launched immediately at the cane's
Gal" played there. Some of
after the Minneapolis meeting.
the scenes in the film having been
Elaborate plans are being made for made in conjunction with the Navy
that week. In Minneapolis prizes Department, and destroyers and
will be offered to exhibitors who hydroplanes having been used, the
stage the best stunt during the week. house had legitimate ground for using
These will be $100, $50 and $25.
All sorts of special exploitation stunts posters reading, "See the Navy in
Week in etc." Acwill probably be worked. A Action All this
companying the posters was copy on
special prize will be offered to ex- the enlistment regulations.
hibitors who re-open their theaters
d\iring that week which really her- Held Swanson Swim Contest
alds the new season.
V'alparaiso, Ind. — Gloria Swanson
who was once a Mack Sennett bathGets Hallrooms for 3 States
ing beauty happens to be a swimmer
(.Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
of scant ability. When "Beyond the
played at the Premier, ManChicago — J. L. Friedman, of Cele- Rocks"
ager J. Shauer remembered this and
brated Players has secured rights to
the news series of Hallroom Boy held a Swanson Swimming Contest
Comedies for Illinois, Indiana and for boy scouts, pointing out the value
of being able to keep afloat. W. E.
Wisconsin.
Danziger, Paramount exploiter in
Chicago sent a yarn along telling how
To Produce in North Carolina
the ex-beach damsel had almost
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
drowned during the filming of .the
Charlotte, N. C— Educational, his- production and when the newspapers
torical and theatrical pictures will be supplied the publicity, many became
made by the Carolina Films Corp., interested and went down to the
in which W. C. Crosby, Prof. N. W. beach to see the boys speed through
Walker, Dr. W. C. Horton, J. V. the briny. Meanwhile, a bootblack
Mann, T. Van Planoke and Junius was also hired and told to go through
Harden are interested. The concern, the town shining shoes free of charge,
sales talks on the production
which is to produce here, has an giving
incidentally.
authorized capital of $100,000, of
which $40,000 is subscribed, plans to
Waddell Has Plans
Iniild a studio in Raleigh and move
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
headquarters there, from B\irlington.
Caldwell,
Ida.—
E.
W.
Waddell
is
"The Romance of Alamance" will be to build a house.
the first release.
"Don't forget that the country is
now threatened with one of the worst
rail tie-ups in history. Bear also in
mind that there is going to be a big
coal shortage, especially in the
Northwest. No later than Saturday,
the State of Wisconsin issued orders
that no more electric signs or other
display signs shall be lighted, in
order to conserve the coal.
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Pinehurst House Is Begun
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pinehurst, N. C. — Work on the n
$60,000 theater has been started.
Pace Starts $20,000 House
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Delta, Utah.— Work on the n
W. H. Pace house has been beg!
It will cost $20,000.
Plan House for Dallas
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas— A sum of $50,000 is to
spent on the erection of a house
the Popular Amusement Co.
Two

Houses Under One Head

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Fromberg,
Mont. — The
mana
ment of the Liberty is now operat ;
the Pastime at Red Lodge.
Wright Buys Union Grand

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Union City, O. — The Union Gr}
has
been
bought
by
Edward.'
I Wright, who will open it after iri
ing improvements.
Canadian Ships Showring Films
(Special

to THE

Montreal — The

FILM

DAILY)

Canadian

Paik

will show
pictures
all ofpopiil
its -'
films
having
provedon very
vessels
in
the
transatlantic
where thev were an exclusive fc
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SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hmil
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With and Without
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Without fear24 of Hour
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maintain that our Trailers are I
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Price 25 Cents

The^rarxD^est
PRESENTS

"FUN FROM

THE PRESS"

THE LATEST AND BIGGEST LAUGHMAKER— a genuine novelty that will
add distinction and entertainment-value to any bill and will delight any audience.
Exhibitors will recall the sensational success of the short subject formerly sponsored
by The Literary Digest. This new Literary Digest subject will be even more popular, because The Literary Digest with its great influence and prestige, will be behind
it 100 per cent.

Biggest Exploitation Campaign Ever Given
a Short Subject!
400 Daily Newspapers Will Tell Nearly 14,000,000 Readers About It!
20,000 Street Cars Everywhere Will Carry a Message To the Millions Who Ride!
5,000,000 Men and Women Will Read of It in Magazines!
Uncle Sam Will Carry Direct Messages to Millions More Throughout the Year!

CA UTION
"Fun From the Press" is the only motion
picture subject with which "The Literary
Digest" has any active connection whatever
at present. Any use of the name "The
Literary Digest" by producers, distributors,
or exhibitors, except in connection v/ith
this new subject "Fun From the Press" is

wholly unwarranted and unauthorized and
when so used is illegal. If exhibitors wish
to show the genuine Literary Digest subject
— the only film now produced, sponsored and
backed by The Literary Digest, they will immediately get in touch with the nearest
Hodkinson exchange.
/If

Distributed by W. W. HODKINSON

CORPORATION

Authority

o/'FlLHDOH

Vol. XXI No. 43
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Price 25c.

News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines
Fox purchases rights to "Six Cylinder Love."
Harr)^ Levey and Arthur James now associated in
National Non-Theatrical
Plan 26 exTuesdaM.y P. Inc.
changes.
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Short Reels
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Current Releases
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Yioldwj'ii-First National deal
continue operation of own
Mack .Sennett on coast says
National calls for as many
features as he can make.

definitely otV; foniiei to
exchanges.
new contract with First
two reelers and as many

Federal Trade Commission charges Fox with reissuing
old pictures under new titles without so advising
Operators
public. and T. O. C. C. reach friendly agreement.
Strike possibility dies.
Wednesday
With 20 Goldwyn pictures cut off from First National,
trade sees chance for independent producers to secure outlet.
"How Kitchener Was Betrayed" passed by Customs.
Entrance was held up because of opposition of British Embassy.
Goldwyn promises to back each of its 20 pictures with
extensive advertising.
CuUen Landis to be starred by F. B. O. in three picThursday
tures.
Goldwyn's "The Night Rose" re-edited and retitled as
"Voices of the City" passes New York censors.
N. L. Nathanson cuts offers to take over Allen assets
from $1,050,000 to $850,000.
Sydney S. Cohen plans cross country trip.
Fridaydistribution arranged.
Al Lichtman's country-wide
Will H. Hays back from Hollywood, finds nothing
wrong with pictures.

Sidney R. Kent closes three year contract with Finkelstein and Ruben.
"Sherlock Holmes" title in dispute. Suit to make Educational stop using it.
"Capt. Applejack," Fred Niblo's first picture for Metro.
Edwin Carewe signs contract to produce for First National.
Independents interested in Graphic franchises to meet
in New York Monday.
Saturday
"A Woman's Woman". to be released by Allied Prod.
and Dist. Corp.
Minnesota to seek lower film rentals.

*Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin,
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Niblo and Valentino Make a Success of Ibanez Novel
Rodolph Valentino in

the presentation of Vincente Blasco Ibanez' novel — is
surely a noteworthy achievement. And lastly, the
picture brings Valentino to what may be the pinnacle
of his career for certainly he does his best work so

"BLOOD AND SAND"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Fred Niblo
AUTHOR
Vincente Blasco Ibanez
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis
CAMERAMAN
Alvin Wyckoff
AS A WHOLE
Likely destined to be one of the
big pictures of the year both for the acting and
the production
STORY
Highly colorful Spanish bull-ring story
with much of the author's philosophy ; beautifully executed
DIRECTION
Excellent;
a worthy
tribute to
Niblo who deserves foremost credit for his fine
work
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid
LIGHTINGS
Very good
STAR
Has more opportunities for dramatic acting than heretofore and gives probably his very
best performance
SUPPORT
Selected with evident care and discretion; Lila Lee more attractive than ever as
Carmen; Nita Naldi and many others contribute
to feature's success
EXTERIORS
Realistic
INTERIORS
Fitting
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF
in the ring is
love and then
forever at the
him
LENGTH

STORY
Toreador's
spoiled by woman who
scorns him. He leaves
request of his wife who

OF PRODUCTION

prowess
wins his
the ring
forgives
7,235 feet

From all appearances Rodolph Valentino's first starring production, "Blood and Sand," seems likely to be
one of the year's big pictures not only from the box
office angle but from an artistic standpoint as well.
Further than that it puts Fred Niblo's name definitely
on the list of great directors, for his accomplishment —

Fine Entertainment and

far in "Blood and Sand."
June Mathis wrote the scenario which retains practically the entire original story. It is a drama of the
bull-ring and a more or less concealed indictment
against this particular sport. Some of the author's
philosophy is included through the character of the
biologist who follows the careers of people who interest him. There is romance, tragedy and adventure in
this highly colorful tale of Spain, one of the best of
Ibanez's recent works.
Notwithstanding the fact that he had good material
to work with, it remained for Niblo to visualize the
author's ideas and it is to him that the foremost credit
for the success of the production rightfully belongs.
He has provided an unusually colorful and realistic
atmosphere, an all around excellent production and
executed the story with deftness and skill that never
falters. The scenes of the bull fights are carefully
done. Probably the average eye won't detect the
views of a real fight which are included. Difference
in photography is the only thing that makes them
obvious. On the other hand the film has been excellently photographed.
Valentino has more opportunity for dramatic acting
in this than he has had previously and he is far more
pleasing and appealing than as a romantic lover. Lila
Lee is pretty as the toreador's wife and Nita Naldi, a
compelling vamp. Other types are splendidly portrayed by George Field, Walter Long, Rose Rosanova,
Leo White and Marie Marstini.
Story : Juan Gallardo becomes Spain's most famous
toreador. During one of his triumphs in the ring he
is attracted by Dona Sol, a Spanish beauty, who wins
his love and later spurns him. Juan turns to dissipation and in the greatest fight of his career is tossed by
the bull. In the crisis his wife. Carmen, comes back
to him.
He recovers and leaves the ring forever.

Undoubtedly a Big Box Office Find

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You will surely want to book "Blood and Sand" for
a run and judging from its reception on Broadway
they will flock to see it. And it is apparently the
star's name which is drawing the crowds because when
he played at the same theater in "Beyond the Rocks"
with Gloria Swanson, the theater was packed. It
might have been either Miss Swanson or Valentino, in
that case, which drew them, but then came Miss
Swanson alone in "The Gilded Cage" and there was

not such a crowd, but with "Blood and Sand" the same
demand for seats is repeated.
So it is evident that you can cash in with the star's
name. Tell them this is his first starring vehicle.
Say "Blood and Sand" is from the famous novel by
Vincente Blasco Ibanez, author of "The Four Horsemen," in which Valentino appeared, and the play by
Tom Gushing, in which Otis Skinner starred on BroadAvay. Properly handled it should bring highly satisfactory results.
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The Best Entertainment of the Kind So Far This Year
Marshall Neilan's
"FOOLS FIRST"

/
DIRECTOR

Asso. — First Nat'l Pict.
Marshall Neilan

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
AS

direction

Hugh

MacNair Kahler
Marion Fairfax
David Kesson and Karl Struss

A WHOLE
The most interesting and
human crook story so far this year ; skillfully
made and well acted

STORY
Perhaps
given
excellent
handled

not strikingly
treatment
and

different
but
intelligently

DIRECTION
Splendid; makes characters appear human and does not extort the imagination
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Richard
Windsor
EXTERIORS

A very suitable and capable cast;
Dix,
Raymond
Griffith and
Claire
give noteworthy performances
A few beautiful shots

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Always appropriate
Good

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
The
regeneration
of a crook by his own will without the outward
influence of anyone aiming to reform him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,770 feet
Marshall Neilan's latest production easily claims
the distinction of being the most interesting crook
picture released so far this year, and also one of the
best directed picfVires. The producer has taken a
story suggested by Hugh MacNair Kahler 's story, a
not unusual crook regeneration theme, and shaped
it into an absorbing entertainment through skillful
direction that is chiefly composed of common sense
and the right sort of application. Neilan has a faculty
of applying deft touches that make common things
entirely uncommon and it is just that quality in his

Promise A Crook

that makes
teresting feature.

"Fools

First" a thoroughly

in-

Often crook stories are so exaggerated and unreal
that the spectator must .have an enlarged imagination
lo get any enjoyment out of them but such is not the
case with this one. Nothing is overdone or too stressed. The imderworld sequences are not represented
I)y smoke filled hop joints nor is the "gang" made up
of a great assortment of natural freaks. At the same
time they are fine types for the characters they represent and you
than that given
W^op," leader of
ning.
and quick to act

couldn't ask for a better performance
by Raymond Griffith as "Tony, tlia
the gang. He is just daring enough
and at the same time smilingly cun-

The development of the regeneration tlieme is ])articularly good, There is no preachment nor o1)vious
efifort by anyone to do any reforming. It is just a
natural result of association, cleverly handled. There
is probably but one bit that may strike some as being
improbable. It is the ruse the crooks adopt to throw
ihe "bulls" off the track when one of their members
is murdered. They sit the dead man up to the card
table and a man concealed in back of the body, play's
the dead man's hand, fooling the cops.
Story : Tommy Frazer, one of a gang of crooks,
contents himself with forgery while the others go in
for bigger hauls. Tommy is caught ant! given three
years. Upon his release Ann Whittaker, employed in
the same ofiice as Tommy when he was arrested,
ofTfers to get him in Denton Drew's bank on condition
that he will work with her in a plan to rob the place.
Tommy agrees but through association with Drew,
whose confidence he has gained, Tomni}- realizes he
wants to go straight. Ann insists upon putting o\er
the deal but at the last minute Tommy balks and goes
to Drew with a confession. Then he learns that Ann
and Drew
clutch.

had planned his regeneration. Follows the

Story Well Worth Seeing

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can safely promise your folks the most interesting and unusual crook picture they have seen in a
long time. Appeal particularly to your men patrons,
telling them they will find a new angle on crook regeneration inMarshall Neilan's latest ofifering, "Fools
First." The story contains many surprises and you
can assure them their attention will be held from
start to finish and that there are several fine dramatic
moments

with real wallops.

Give the producer the proper prominence and use
the names of Richard Dix and Claire Windsor. Raymond Griffith is not well known but his work as the
Wop, should get him a place in your announcements.
Others in the cast are Claude Gillingwater, George
Siegmann, Helen Lynch and George Dromgold. Exploit the title and use it with catchlines that will give
an idea of the story.
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Betty Gompson Has Interesting Sea Story in Latest Production
to Samoa to save a drunkard to whcjm she felt in-

Betty Compson in
"THE

BONDED
WOMAN"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
Philip E. Rosen
AUTHOR
John F. Wilson
SCENARIO BY
Albert S. LeVino
CAMERAMAN
Jas. C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Well sustained interest and
good characterization the principal points of
appeal
STORY
Perhaps a bit far-fetched for some but
offers satisfying entertainment generally
DIRECTION
Very good with exception of a
little too much detail; realistic and appropriate
atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Quite appealing and does good work even
if you don't always agree with her
SUPPORT
Richard Dix and John Bowers give
especially satisfactory performances with Bowers the hero
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
,
Suitable
DETAIL
Sometimes stressed
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sea captain's daughter spurns ship owner's son and marries ship's
mate whom she reforms
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION.

7,178 feet

This latest production starring Betty Compson affords an entertainment that will probably please a big
enough majorit}^ to make it worth while booking and
John Wilson's story is sufficiently original to prevent
any hesitation on that score. "The Bonded Woman"
is likely to strike some as being pretty far-fetched at
first because it seems most improbable that a woman
would give every penny she owned and would travel

debted for saving her father's life.
That is the situation which gives the piece a tendency toward being far-fetched. However, the climax
explains it when the spectator learns that the girl is
in love with the man she fought to save. In this
connection there is a well sustained interest and you
don't know until the very end whether John Bowers,
as the drunkard mate, or Richard Dix, as the ship
owner's son, is the hero of the story.
Director Rosen has provided an unusually fine and
realistic production. The storm scenes aboard the
ship are excellent and even the miniature used for
long shots of the sinking is real enough looking. Occasionally hehas gone a trifle too extensively into detail that isn't quite necessary and makes the picture
longer than it should be for the amount of story it
contains.*
Betty Compson is thoroughly appealing as the captain's daughter and her women admirers are quite certain to be interested in the character she portrays in
this. Her method of winning the love of the man she
wants is well worth seeing. John Bowers does good
work also but he shouldn't have been given close-ups
that' showed his face blackened to represent a heavy
beard.
Richard Dix should have had more to do.
Story: John Somers, mate on Captain Gaskell's
ship, saves the captain's life when the ship is wrecked
in a storm. Angela, Gaskell's daughter, feels indebted
to Somers, and tries to help him overcome his weakness for drink. He promises to give.it up and to encourage him Angela mortgages her home in order to
provide a bond for Somers that he may secure the
captaincy of a vessel, owned by Lee Marvin's father.
Marvin, in love with Angela, is jealous of Somers. On
the first trip the mate robs Somers and he loses his
place. He disappears but Angela follows and eventually the two are happy.

Will Probably Get Over If You Gan Get Them

In

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can probably please enough of your folks wilh
Betty Compson's
an." If they like
interested in this
storm sequences,
and carry a thrill

latest feature, "The Bonded Womsea stories they will be particularly
and you can make promises for the
telling them the scenes are realistic
for those who like them.

The star's name can be boosted if you know she is
popular with your patrons and recall any of her re-

cent offerings that have proved successful. Catchlines relative to the girl who traveled to Samoa to save
the man she loved might attract them or a trailer
showing the storm scenes might be a good way to
bring them in. Stills in the lobby will interest them
;.nd if you go in for lobby display or stunt advertising
the press sheet offers suggestions.
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English
"THE

Production

Presents

WOMAN
WHO
CAME
Playgoers Pictures

DIRECTOR
Author
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
in England.
interest

j^^ DAILV
Complicated Though Interesting Romance

BACK"

Denison Clift
Stephen McKenna
Denison Clift
Not credited
Entertaining production made
Rambling in construction but holds

STORY
From the novel "Sonia."
Requires many
titles to explain action and lacks drama
DIRECTION
Fair.
Hampered by complicated
story and scenario
PHOTOGRAPHY
Nothing out of the ordinary
LIGHTINGS
O. K.
PLAYERS
Try hard and do fair work but fail
to convince
EXTERIORS
Not important
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Plenty
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich haughty girl
humbled by outbreak of war and blindness of
her lover
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,106 feet
"The Woman Who Came Back" is an entertaining
production, which holds the attention all the way
through, but in its present form it resembles a novel
more than it does a screen drama. The story is told
in a fiction manner and long titles are required to
explain the various complicated circumstances. Lacking in action one would expect that special attention
would be paid to characterization, but the people presented in "The Woman Who Came Back" impress one
as very artificial. They appear as mere puppets in
unreal situations. The attention is held by the foreign atmosphere and the many situations.
The scenes at Oxford University, where the young

hero is a student, will attract. The story, for the
most part, is biographical. It traces the life of a
young orphan who is very ambitious and wants to
make a success in the world. He leaves the sea and
works his wa}" through scliool and college. Then he
falls in love with a wilful girl, hut is forbidden to
marry her until he can reach her social level by securing an income of $25,000 a year. But nothing
stops the young hero. He goes down to Texas, armed
with a classical education and a good knowledge of
.Ancient Greek, and before the year is up, returns to
England with the necessary coin. Dick Turpin and
Jessie James were small change artists compared
to David Standish, the hero of this offering. If David
had only engaged in robbery we would at least have
had some action, but you are told that he merely
struck luck in the oil fields. Such things have been
known to happen, but American heroes are loved not
because of their luck, but because they have pluck
and daring, and make their successes through effort
and work.
The director has followed the novel very closely
and has done well with a complicated theme and a
limited cast. The leading roles are played by Evelyn
Brent and Clive Brook. Supporting them in the cast
are M. Gray Murry, Hetta Bartlett, Cyril Raymond,
George Travers and Olaf Hytten.
Story : The engagement between Sonia and David
is broken off when it is found out that David is earning his tuition by working as a waiter. He then goes
to America where he cleans up in the oil fields, but
returning to England finds that Sonia has gone off on
a motor trip through Germany. Her companion
deserts her just as the war breaks out and David goes
into Germany with his partner's American passport
and manages to get her released. But still her haughty
spirit is unbroken. And not until David is blinded in
the war does she join hands with him.

Play Up Foreign Atmosphere And

Situations

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The Woman Who Came Back" is certainly not a
picture of action, but its situations and atmosphere
are a little different from the usual run of pictures, and
it can be relied upon to hold the attention and entertain the average audience.
The novel "Sonia" has had a wide circulation, and
its name should be used in connection with the showing of this production. Do not make too much fuss
about it or try to make a sensation out of it, but just

run it into your bill as you would
drama.

any other polite

While the characters of this drama will not' convince a critical audience, they will nevertheless prove
of interest and hold the attention. A catch line might
read : "In 'The Woman who Came Back,' you will
see a love battle between a stubborn girl and a man
with iron will. The battle takes place at the
Theater."
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An Up-to-date Story With Situations That Will Appeal to Many
"WHAT'S

WRONG WITH THE
Equity — State Rights

WOMEN"

DIRECTOR
R. William Neil
AUTHOR
Daniel Carson Goodman
SCENARIO BY
Daniel Carson Goodman
CAMERAMAN
George Folsey
AS A WHOLE
A satisfying entertainment for
certain audiences but does not contain a universal appeal
STORY
Aims to point a moral from an existing
social condition although no remedy is offered
DIRECTION
Ordinary; goes to the extreme at
times to impress the spectator with "what is
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
wrong"
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
PLAYERS
Includes well known
names but
nearly everyone in the cast overacts, Hedda
Hopper a chief offender ; others are Constance
Bennett, Montague Love, Barbara Castleton,
Rod La Roque
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Happy young wife
is induced to accept the pleasures offered by
rich rounder but is reunited with her husband
through an accident suffered by her child
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,400 feet
The title is certainly a good one and quite likely to
make this latest Equity production a good attraction as
far as bringing them to the box office window is concerned because the theme is more or less of a current
topic and undoubtedly a good many will be interested
to know just what Daniel Carson Goodman thinks is
wrong with the present generation of women, whether
the}' happen to agree with his theory or not.
According to the author the main trouble with women of the present time is that they are dissatisfied

and too fond of pleasure and to this end he weaves
his story around two families, one rich and one poor,
in which the daughter in one case, and wife in the
other, seek the good things of life regardless of consequences and without considering others. So far as
what is wrong with women is concerned, the story is
quite plausible and sufificiently consistent but there is
also something terribly wrong with the men, which
the author has made no effort to analyze, unless perhaps he intends to follow "What's Wrong With the
Women," with a sequel, "What's Wrong With the
Men." And there is something vitally wrong with
young Jack Lee and with the rich and elderly Mr.
f3ascom.
Goodman's reasoning is not always clear. He has
one woman, who wants the rich James Belden for
herself, introduce the young wife to him as a means of
securing him for herself. Inasmuch as the wife is
younger and more beautiful her method is not at all
obvious. The direction is fair. The picture is too
long and there is an anti-climax in which the little
child falls out of the window in order to reunite the
mother and father. A bearded "healer" seems out of
place in the story. The jazz sequences are exaggerated and the shimmy exhibit is more than likely to be
tabooed.
Barbara Castleton, as the young wife, gives the best
performance and Rod La Rocque does satisfactory
work Init Constance Bennett tries to be too willowy
and
blase while Hedda Hopper overacts all the way
through.
Story : Jack and Janet are quite happy until Mrs.
Lee, across the hall, persuades Janet to accompany
her to parties, while Jack minds the baby Janet tries
to imitate her high life friends, neglecting her husband
and child. Eventually she realizes her mistake and
while she is telling them she is going to give it up,
her little girl is injured. This brings about the reunion
of the husband and wife.

A Good Title For Exploitation
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
With "What's Wrong With the Women" is a matter
of just what type of audience you cater to. If they like
the more sensational form of entertainment, stories
dealing with the present day fast set, you can be sure
they'll
which
them.
would

like this one. Or if you think the moral lesson
it offers, will appeal to them, you might please
Probably your local reform organizations
be only too glad to cooperate with you in inter-

esting patronage and, of course, the title has a drawing
Post the title of the picture prominently well in adpower.
vance and you might describe it as an expose of modern living, its mistakes and remedies. There are well
known names in the cast that you can use and if you
think the author's name will attract, use it also.
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Story Based On

Power of Faith

"HEART'S

HAVEN"
Benj. B. Hampton Prod. — Hodkinson
Benj. B. Hampton and associates
DIRECTOR
Clara Louise Burnham
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
Gus Peterson and Friend Baker
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
A rather good picture for those
who like simple stories in preference to melodrama or straight drama
STORY
Built upon the idea of faith as a power
of healing; has a tendency towards a certain
religious belief
DIRECTION
Good
for the most
part; some
very effective touches ; one or two sequences
too prolonged
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
All do
satisfactory
work;
Claire
Adams, Claire McDowell, Robert McKim and
Carl Gantvoort, the principals; Betty Brice
gives excellent characterization
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
The faith of a

DAILV

to Cure Ills Will Interest Many
pecially through the appearance of
splendidly played by Frankie Lee
Irving. The attention is well held
ment is quite smooth. There are one

the two children,
and Mary Jane
and the developor two sequences

which have been accorded more footage than necessary, such as that in which the young girl is miraculously cured through the faith of hero's mother. It
is just a l)it agonizing to watch the girl arising from
her couch and going through the process of the cure
which banishes a broken back. No footage is wasted,
however, in reaching the conclusion.
The usual Hampton comedy relief is found in the
character of Pynch, a butler, played by Frank Hayes,
and Mrs. Harohan, the housekeeper, portrayed by
-Aggie Herring. Quite a few laughs come from
Pynch's petty ailments and his various medicinal
remedies. An unusually interesting characterization
is given I:>y Betty Brice as the pleasure loving wife of
hero Carl Gantvoort. Miss Brice is strictly opposed
to her husband's mother and when she goes away
with her lover she leaves a note reading, "if my going
wounds you, get your mother to heal it."
Claire McDowell, as the healer, is sincere, if not
always convincing, and Gantvoort, McKim and Claire
.Adams are quite suitable. Frankie Lee and Mary

cures her son's crippled child and restores the health of his employer's daughter
OF PRODUCTION
5,500 feet

Jane Irving are delightful juvenile types and Jean Hersholt is the nearest approach to a villain.

Benjamin B. Hampton's latest production, made
from a story by Clara Louise Burnham, should prove
a very interesting feature to a great many, particularly
those who believe in the power of faith to heal, a subject which is the real basis of the story and through
which two miraculous cures are effected during its

secretary to Adam Breed. Mrs. Laird objects to Joe's
mother coming to live with them and laughs at her
promise to cure little Bobbie Laird of liis affliction,

mother
LENGTH

Story : Joe Laird secures the position of private ■

course. This angle of the oflfering should give the picture a wide appeal.
There is also a good deal of human interest that is

through prayer. Breed's daughter, Vivian, is seriously injured by rescuing Laird's little girl who is caught
in a tree. Joe's mother once more prays for the girl's
recovery. Meantime Mrs. Laird elopes with an old
suitor and is killed. Vivian gets well and sometime
later marries Laird while Mr. Breed recognizes in

brought out through deft directorial touches and es-

Laird's mother his old sweetheart. May

Caroline.

Likely to Please and Can Stand Exploiting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Heart's Haven" should prove a sure-fire success in
localities where people are strong in their religious
beliefs and particularly where a certain faith which
practices faith as a means of healing is established,
the production should go over big. You might even
secure the co-operation of these people who may be
interested in the story.

If you know your folks like simple stories, you can
be quite sure they will like "Heart's Haven." It will
probably not please those who want action or plenty
of plot in their picture entertainment. There are
names in the cast that can be used in your advertising
and the Hodkinson organization has prepared an extensive press book which will assist you in putting the
picture over.

The greatest PICTURE-THEATRE
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This Combinaiion will Pack
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mniON PROMENADE
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LIM SHOULDER
"Slim Shoulders," a picture the press all
praise. "It's the kind of picture the public
will thoroughly enjoy," says the Morning Telegraph. "One of the nearest approaches to
thorough satisfaction an exhibitor in any
locality might be able to get hold of" — Exhibitor's Trade Review. "A picture that eclipses
anything
in whichNews.
the star has ever appeared."
Motion Picture
The Irene Castle Fashion Promenade
An exploitation idea which in addition to
the great advertising value of Irene Castle's
name and what it stands for, will mean thousands of additional dollars at any box ofRce.
This consists of five girls selected by the producer of Broadway's most lavish extravaganzas, who will display 20 gowns of exquisite
design that were personally selected by Irene
Castle during her recent tour of Europe.

1

A dancing act, of carefully selected artists
will give a demonstration of modern ball room
dances.
Special Publicity Men, equipped with the
most carefully thought out plans for newspaper, department store and general exploitation will accompany each unit and see that
every exhibitor who has booked this finest of
Irene Castle productions gets the greatest
amount of publicity that is possible to obtain.
The proposition is too big to enumerate the
great number of ideas that have been formulated to assist exhibitors in putting over this
tie-up, so we will let our representative in your
locality give you the full details. Send for
him at once. This is one of the strongest boxofiice combinations being offered on the market today, and every first-run exhibitor in the
country should know about it.

ny Theatre in the Country
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Shirley Mason Pleasing As School T eacher In Her Latest Picture
Shirley Mason in
"THE NEW TEACHER"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
st
that
ory presents

Joseph Franz
Dorothy Yost
Dorothy Yost
Frank Good
First rate light entertainment
star in very suitable romantic

Will appeal to star's admirers and the
STORY
majority of audiences who prefer light stories
DIRECTION
All right; gets in a few good bits
of suspense and some effective human interest
touches
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Pleasing and has an appropriate role in
this
SUPPORT
Alan Forest and Earl Metcalf good;
others Otto Hoffman, Ola Norman and little
Pat Moore
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich girl refuses
wealthy suitor to teach poor children but finally
accepts him after she has accomplished some
LENGTHgood OF PRODUCTION
4,453 feet
Shirley Mason has another good little picture in
"The New Teacher," a story that suits her personality and contains a pleasing romance, the kind that
will satisfy a good majority of audiences, and the
star's admirers in particular. It contains rather slight
situations but after all, these are the best for star and
provide the right sort of vehicle for her. It is chiefly
romance with some heart interest sequences woven in.
The

rich

girl's desire

to

do

Nice Romance

good

is accomplished

through teaching poor children and in her successful
attempt to restore a little blind girl's sight by providing proper medical attention. The director has
gotten in some worth while touches in this connection
and little Helen Stone who portrays the blind child,
deserves mention for the good work she does. Little
Pat Moore, as her brother, is always an appealing
youngster.
The story also contains a few bits of action, hero's
encounter with a burglar and later the star's fight
with the same man and finally the effort of hero to
capture the girl's assailant whom he recognizes as the
l)urglar and the latter's death when he falls while trying to escape. Director Franz has included one or
two good bits of suspense that get over. One is
where the little negro boy climbs a flag pole and is
afraid to come down. You are lead to believe that the
boy will fall before rescued ; and another is that in
which the little blind girl climbs out of a window
mistaking it for one which has a fire escape outside.
The villain is attacking the heroine at this point and
once more it looks as though the child would fall to
the street but here again is a last minute rescue.
Shirley Mason is as appealing as usual and her
admirers will like her work and the part she plays in
"The New Teacher." Alan Forest is her leading man
and Earl Metcalf is the villain. The cast, on the whole
is a good one and the production is up to standard.
Story : Constance Bailey refuses to marry Bruce
Von Grifif because she believes she must first accomplish some good in the world. So Constance becomes
a school teacher in New York and is surprised one day
to see Bruce in a policeman's uniform. He has followed to be near her and joined the force to be doing
good also. Bruce keeps on proposing and one day
rescues Constance from Ed Hurley. Eventually after
Constance has completed her good work, cared for a
family of poor people and had a little girl's sight restored, she accepts Bruce.

and an Appealing Star For You to Talk About
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors who usually please their folks with the
Shirley Mason features can show their folks this one
also and be able to satisfy them. It is an interesting
romance and a particularly appropriate one for the
star. You can promise them Shirley Mason is as
pleasing as ever as Constance Bailey, "The New
Teacher."

Your folks have probably seen the star in every kind
of a role. Tell them in her latest picture, she's a
school teacher. Catchlines will give a further idea of
what it is about and stills in the lobby will also attract.
A lobby display might draw a crowd if you staged a
school room with a teacher and some typical bad boy
title with the star's name well
pupils.
showing.
the the
of up
advancePlay
in
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Another "Miracle" Picture With Theme
Clara Kimball Young in
"THE HANDS OF NARA"
S. Zierler Photoplay Corp. — Metro
DIRECTOR
Harry Garson
AUTHOR
Richard Washburn Child
SCENARIO BY
Frank S. Beresford
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Another

L. Wm. O'Connell
after the fashion of

"The Miracle Man," interesting at first but too
long and far-fetched
STORY
A difficult one to handle for the screen;
requires too many conversational sub-titles
DIRECTION
Gives story a careful and complete production but should have kept footage
down
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Appealing, sincere and tries very hard to
be convincing
SUPPORT
Several good performances; Elliott
Dexter, Edwin Stevens and others do good work
EXTERIORS
Few, and most of these aren't
real
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Russian refugee
believes in her power to heal until man she
loves refuses to have faith in her power
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,997 feet
There have been any number of "miracle" pictures
since George Loane Tucker's now famous "The Miracle Man" and Richard Washburn Child's, "The Hands
of Nara" is just another despite the apparently sincere effort of all concerned to make it distinctive and
unusual. The trouble with most of the miracle stories is that the subject is taken too seriously. In this
case the point — power of faith to heal bodily ills — is

DAILY
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That Has Not Universal Appeal

argued pro and con in numerous conversational titles
that lessen the picture's value as entertainment and
make it draggy and uninteresting.
At the outset the picture promises to be a thoroughly
interesting one dealing with the flight of a Russian
refugee and her subsequent arrival in America where
her beauty attracts an artist. But at this point there
is a break and the story resolves into a long discussion
on faith as a healer, with the various characters taking
opposite sides in the controversy until the feature becomes little short of a screen debate.
Child's novel does not lend itself readily to picture
adaptation and it has obviously been a difficult one to
handle because of the controversial nature of it. And
it is not a theme that will appeal to everyone. The
faith healing angle is not purely the business of a fakir
but the actual belief of the beautiful healer with specific instances of her power presented. In this respect
the story is almost certain to appear far-fetched and
unconvincing for a good many, at least.
Harry Garson tells the story well enough but his
picture is too long notwithstanding that there have
already been some eliminations if the synopsis sheet
reads correctly. The numerous sub-titles also help
to extend the footage. Clara Kimball Young gives a
very good performance and a sincere one. The supporting cast is well suited and capable.
Story : Nara, a Russian refugee, comes to America
where Connor Lee, a fakir, persuades her that in her
hands she has the power to heal the sick. Nara is
fully convinced of her power but is rebuked by Emlen
Claveloux, a scientist, with whom she is in love. Sometime later Emien's father, a doctor, begs Nara to cure
his wife who is beyond his aid. She does but once
more meets with Emien's rebuff. She leaves the house
but a mysterious influence draws Emlen to her and
they are reconciled.

Better See This and Decide Whether Or Not It Will Do
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors know

the likes and dislikes of their

particular clientele best and it will probably be necessary for them to see this one for themselves to decide
whether or not it will satisfy their patrons. The story
is not one that will appeal to everyone, especially its
latter sequences dealing with the miraculous cures
effected by supernatural means.

If they like Clara Kimball Young sufficiently well
to be pleased regardless of what the story is, you can
show it. The title is unusual and with catchlines
might attract considerable attention. Use the author's name and if you can secure the cooperation of any
local organization or body which is interested in the
theory presented in Child's story, it would be a good
means of putting the film over.
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Some Good Amusement

Despite Pretty Weak

Dorothy Gish in
"THE

COUNTRY

FLAPPER"

Producers Security Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
F. Richard Jones
AUTHOR

From

SCENARIO
Effect" BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Malbro

Hartley's

"Cynic

Harry Carr
Fred Chaston
Will please those who are not

too particular as to what their comedy entertainment ismade of
STORY
A series of incidents and situations held
together by many
titles

comic, flapper style sub-

DIRECTION
Fair; allows too much slap-stick
and not enough good small town atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Occasionally poor
STAR
Handles role in her own inimitable style
SUPPORT
Glenn Hunter good except for the
costume he wears; others Mildred Marsh, Harlan Knight, Tommy Douglas, Raymond and
Albert Hackett and Catherine Collins
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Ordinary
CHARACTER OF STORY
Country girl's attempt to win town druggist's son by threatening
to expose father's operation of a still
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
It is apparent that this first independent production
of Dorothy Gish's has been revised through the use
of both the main and sub-titles, in order to bring it
up-to-date and at the same time to take advantage
of the present flapper rage and since the character
played by Miss Gish is not what the regular flapper
girl

is purported

to

be,

Title and

they

have

Star's

called

it "The

Name

Will
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Material

Country Flapper," a branch of the fad that city folks
will have to take for granted.
The story, if it is a story at all, was suggested By
Malbro Hartley's "Cynic EflFect." However, the producer admits in the opening title, that no attempt has
been made to include a plot so you are saved the
trouble of looking for one. "The Country Flapper" is
a series of incidents and slight situations strung together by the means of a great many sub-titles, without which, the picture would hardly have extended to
the regulation feature length. In substance, too, the
fihn has more of the characteristics of a two-reeler.
F. Richard Jones has made use of his Sennett training by using typical Sennett touches and a little more
slap-stick than necessary. And instead of the proverbial Keystone police force, a hick fire department
adds another comic gag. The majority of laughs
come from Joseph W. Farnham's sub-titles which are
written in flapper language and usually worthy of the
laughs they draw. At least a Broadway audience
got a lot of amusement out of them.
Dorothy Gish is herself in the role of the country
flapper whose only desire is a beau, and Glenn Hunter
portrays the object of her desires. Hunter is natural
except for the movie idea of hick attire that he wears.
Story : The flapper is kept on the jump trying to
retain her place in the affections of young Huggiris,
son of the town druggist, whose father is plainly opposed to any such "goings on" until Dorothy overhears a conversation which gives away old Huggins'
secret — that he has a still in his barn. Dorothy gets
busy blackmailing Huggins, finally gaining his consent to her having his son for a beau. Meantime
Huggins sets fire to the barn to destroy evidence and
in the excitement Dorothy's beau is won over by the
enemy, Marguerite, so Dorothy contents herself with
the bashful boy, her devoted slave through the whole
five reels.

Undoubtedly Bring Them

In

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Probably your folks will be satisfied with the comedy offered in Dorothy Gish's offering because of the
inimitable style of the star and her ability to register
comedy business, and also because they will enjoy
the sub-titles. If you think they will be satisfied
without a particularly strong comedy story, you need
not worry about showing them "The Country Flap-

per."

There isn't a doubt but what'the title will draw
good business. The flapper rage is sufficiently new to
arouse their curiosity and bring them in. You can
bet all your local flapper crowd will be on hand when
you announce Dorothy Gish as the flapper, you can
be assured they will want to see her. Boost the title
for it is your be§t exploiting angle, aside from the
star's name,

Some Short Reels
"A Ladies' Man"— Hunt Stromberg Prod. — Metro
Type of production
3 reel comedy
Bull Montana plays the leading role in this very novel three
reeler filled with laughs and amusing situations. The story
is told of a child who is adopted into a rich family. He is
brought up like any good little boy but turns out to be a
rough-neck. He runs away from home when he is quite
young and the picture really begins when he returns home.
For this occasion his mother has invited a large gathering
of society folk and you can imagine their surprise when dear
little "Oswald" turns out to be a regular hard guy — as hard
as Bull Montana ever appeared. Then the fun begins. Oswald
brings his pals along with him and they provoke a good deal
of laughter when they try to play the part of gentlemen. At
first they receive a cold shoulder from the society guests but
after a little encounter with some burglars they become
idolized heroes. That is how Oswald becomes "A Ladies'
Man." Now Oswald did not care very much for the stock and
bond business and decided to open a gymnasium to accommodate the fair sex. The last scenes in this very laughable
comedy are laid out in the suburbs in a house where two
maiden ladies are being harassed by ghosts and terrorized by
intruders. The ladies' man arrives with his two fisted assistants and cleans out the place.
Bull Montana presents a new type of comic character that
is full of possibilities and also full of laughs. The humor is
whimsical and at the same time in keeping with the story.
This comedy is not a mere collection of gags but contains a
real story that is at the same time funny. It is certain to
entertain and wring laughter from any audience. It is novel
and presents a comedy character entirely different from anything yet done on the screen. Use Bull Montana's name
when advertising the picture to your public.

"The First Barber"— Tony Sarg— Educational
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
Here is the first of a new series of Tony Sarg's Almanac
to be released by Educational. Sarg's silhouette . cartoons
are already well known to the average audience. The figures are cut in amusing forms and are manipulated in a
manner that adds greatly to their humor. These shadow cartoons are different from anything presented on the screen and
their novelty alone is enough to warrant their success. But
added to this there is a clean, keen humor which is irresistible. It will make a dead audience laugh and a live audience
scream. Yet it is all so simple. In "The First Barber" you
see how a tonsorial artist looked in the cave man days. Trimming is an old art. As far back as Adam and Eve, trimming
was a gentle art from which few could escape. Tony Sarg
cuts the little figures to fit the time and shows you a little
domestic comedy filled with human interest. His beard was
so long that it was difficult for the cave man to keep birds
from building nests in his hair. Surely it was time to go to a
barber! Here the fun begins. The barber has many devices
for amputating a gentleman's locks. The shoe shine boy
comes in for his share of the fun and the manicure girl shapes
the ends of our prehistoric hero. A little bay-rum and
lavender water sprayed lavishly finish the gentleman. But
when he arrives home his wife is much upset over the smell.
It was not at all to her liking and was enough to start a row.
The remedy lay in a skunk who supplied an odor more agreeable to the woman in the story. After the husband has
tampered with the skunk and finds himself back in his wife's
graces he is led to remark — "Oh! Well, you can never tell what
a woman will like." It doesn't seem that any theater owner
can go wrong in booking a series as novel and whimsical as
Tony Sarg's Almanac.

"At Large" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
Here is one of the very best that Tom Santschi has made in
some time. The story is good, the photography excellent and
the acting above the average for a two reel western. Besides
this a child adds a great amount of human interest stuff and
gives the production everything that a western needs. At the
start of the picture Dan is unable to get medicine for his sick
wife. Illness has taken his child from his and now his wife
is threatened. He steals a horse to get the money to buy the
medicine but is soon tracked to his home. When he is accused of being a horse thief, the excitement proves too much
for his wife and she falls back apparently killed by the shock.
Now Dan has nothing to live for and in desperation he rushes
out of the room and jumping on a horse rides into the desert.
Here in a shack he finds a baby girl who has just lost her
mother. He buries the woman and takes the child with him.
In the meantime the sheriff and his men are hunting the desert
and one of the men, Pete, finds himself lost and without water.
When Dan arrives he is too weak to shoot and falls from exhaustion. The hero gives him water and risks his own life by
bringing in the sheriff's man and the homeless child. He is
pardoned his crime and is taken home where he finds that
his wife had only fainted and was on the road to recovery.
It is difficult to foretell the end but it all turns out very satisfactory. The picture was directed by Robert North Bradbury
and the excellent photography is by Virgil E. Miller. On the
whole this is one of the very best that Tom Santschi has done
in a long time.

"Official Urban Movie Chats" No. 28— Hodkinson
Type

of production

1 reel magazine

Views of Rome with its old castles and churches form the
first chapter of this number of the Official Urban Movie Chats.
A factory where overalls and mackinaws are made, comes
next. Here each step in the process, from the cutting of the
goods, hundreds at a time, to the finishing and packing, are
shown. General Grant's old home in Point Pleasant is illustrated in another chapter of this review which ends with some
views of a bare-footed boy fishing by the bank of a shady
stream. There are not very many subjects in this number of
the Movie Chats but what there is is well photographed and
interesting.
Pathe Review No. 169
Type of production

1 reel magazine

A special feature of this number is a chapter called "Super
Golf." Joseph Kirkwood, the Australian Champion illustrates
some very direct and some very tricky shots on the links.
Slow motion photography shows you exactly how it is done.
Other chapters of this review show scenes at the sailor's home
in Staten Island and the modern cave dwellers in France.
Some beautiful shots of cloud effects form an attractive chapter in this review which is up to the standard of the series.
The subject matter is interesting and will hold the attention.

CURRENT
Release Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASiNd

5,000
5,000
.5,000
6,000
5,000
.7,000

Man's Law and God's
(Finis Fox)
The Three
Buckaroos
(Fred
Balshofer)
The Pillagers
(Louis W. Chaudet)

6,000
5,000
7,000

Destiny's Isle (Wm.
P. S. Earle)
His
Wife's
Husband
(Pyramid)
False Fronts
The
Great Alone
(Monroe
Salisbury)

6,000
6,040
5,044
5,912

EXHIBITORS,

7-16-22

Silver Wings
Nero
The
Fast
Mail
A Fool There Was

Special

7- 9-22

FIRST

5-28-22

Godiva

Don't
Doubt Your Wife
(Leah
The
Real Adventure
(Florence
The Woman
Who
Came
Back
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
Father
Tom

Baird)
Vidor)

Hills of Missing
Men
Tracks
(Noble Johnson)

FAMOUS
June

4
4
11

July

Aug.

18
25
2
9
9
16
30
7
7
14
21
21
28

Tom

Mix

PLAYERS-LASKY

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over
the Border
(Penryhn
Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
Our
Leading
Citizen
(Thomas
Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
The Man Unconquerable
(Jack Holt)
For the Defense
(Ethel
Clayton)
The Greatest Truth
(Mia May)
South of Suva
(Mary
Miles Minter)
Borderland
(Agnes Ayers)
While Satan
Sleeps
(Jack Holt)
The
Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
The Young Diana (Marion Davies)

7- 9-22
5-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

If You Believe
It, It's So (Meighan)
The
Bonded Woman
(Betty
Compson)
The Top of New York (May McAvoy)
The
Loves of Pharaoh
(Lubitsch)
The Mysteries of India
The
Gilded
Cage
(Gloria
Swanson)

FOX

Series

FILM

5,700

5-14-22

4,800
5,000
5,106

5-28-22
7- 2-22

4-30-22

6,837

6- 4-22

5,947
6,634

6-18-22
611-22

5,795
4,905
5,257
4,369
5,486
6,069
5,221
6,774
6,764
7,178
5,148
7,476
7,177
6,338

7-23-22

6-25-22
7-30-22
7- 2-22

6-25-22
2-26-22
7-30-22

CORP.
4,373

6-25-22

Shackles
Dustin Farniun

of

5,057

S-14-22

Hugo

Gilbert
The Yellow Stain
Charles Jones
Western
Speed
Rough
Shod
O'Neil

7-30-22

4,809

5-28-22
6-18-22

Married

5-21-22
7- 2-22

4,406

4-23-22

5,006

5-14-22

5,002
4,486

5- 7-22
6- 4-22
7-16-23

4,662

5-14-22
5-28-22

4,470
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,003
5,947
4,630
5,651
5,450

6-12-21
6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22
4-16-22
6-11-22
6-11-22
7-9-22
7-16-22

(Irene

6,150

6-25-22

Apr.

Castle)

5,500
5,300

6-11-22

5,200

7-23-22

PICTURES

4,300
5,000

5-28-22

6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
6,800

5- 7-22
5-21-22
5-28-22
6-4-22
6- 4-22
7-23-22

10,467

4-30-22

6,000

6- 4-22

6,000

6-18-22

CORP.

3
17

Kisses
(Alice
Lake)
The Face
Between
(Bert Lytell)
Seeing's
Believing
(Viola
Dana)
Hate
(Alice Lake)
Missing
Husbands
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
Sherlock
Brown
(Bert
Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby
(Viola Dana)
Forget-.Me-Not
Rex Ingram Productions

The

of

FILM

Zenda.

Stroke of Midnight

PATHE
11

Nanook

of

BOOKING

7-30-22

CORP.

People

The
Prisoner
Biograph Co.

5-21-22
5-28-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
6-25-22

PICTURES

HODKINSON

METRO

June

4,999
4,920

4,500
5,420
5,773
6,172
5,000
6,900
.5,192
5,484
7,589
4,716
6,837
7,944
6,131

The Veiled Woman
Ballin Prod.

6- 4-22

4,300
4,468

W.

Holtre Prod.
Slim Shoulders
Benj. B. Hampton
Heart's
HaveA
Renco Prod.

Swedish

John

Trouper

W.

7- 9-22
7-30-22
7-16-22

Stakes

Strange Idols
Oath
Bound
Shirley Mason Series
Very Truly Yours
Lights of the Desert
The New Teacher
Maurice Flynn
The Last Trail
William Russell
The Men of Zanzibar
A SelfMade
Man
Pearl White
Without
Fear

5-21-22
5-28-22
7-9-22
7-23-22

Be My
Wife
(Max
Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Back
Against
the Wall
Watch Your Step
The
Wallflower
When
Romance
Rides
(Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton
Prod.)
The
Dust
Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty
Compson)

6-11-22

For Big
William Farnum

Gold

GOLDWYN

CORP.
5,S02

8,271
10,000
4,880
6,604

NATIONAL

The Deuce of Spades
(Chas. Ray)
The Girl in the Taxi
(DeHavens)
Fools First (Neilan Prod.)
The Primitive Lover
(Constance Talmadge)
The Cross Roads of New York
Sonny
(Richard
Barthelmess)
Domestic
Relations
(Katherine
MacDonald) ..
The Half Breed
One
Ckar
Call
Smudge
(Charles
Ray)
Rose
O' The Sea (Anita
Stewart)
Hurricane's
Gal
( Dorothy
Phillips)
Alias Julius Caesar
(Charles
Ray)
Fool's
First

7-23-22

INC.

6,000

ReTieweil

S- 7-22

(Distributed through Pathe)
Lady

Footage

Release Date

CORP.

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
Daring
Danger
( Cliff
Smith)
Jan of the Big Snows
(J. Oliver Curwood. ..
The Cradle Buster
(Tuttle Waller)
The Hidden Woman
(Nanuet Am.
Corp.)
My Old Kentucky Home
(Pyramid Pictures).

ASSOCIATED

Reviewed

RELEASES

the

EXCHANGE,

INC.

North

OFFICES

Queen o' the Turf
Gay and Devilish
(Doris
The Glory of Clementina
The Son of the Wolf

OF AMERICA

(R-C)

5,000
4,800
Frederick) . .5,700
4.790
4,557
May)
(Doris
Understudy
The
4,738
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
5,500
Walker)
(Johnnie
Dad
My
6,217
of the Law
In the Name
5,260
(Harry Carey)
The Kick-Back
May)
(Pauline

5-14-22
5-21-22
6- 4-22
6-18-22
7-2-22
7- 9-22
7-9-22
7-16-22

7-30-32

UttcMC Date

FooUge

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

ENT.
5,000

Eugeue O'Brien Star Series
The
Prophet's
Paradise
Channing of the Northwest
Special Productions
A Woman of No Importance

Feb.

26

Fair Lady

(Rex Beach's)

MFG.

5,000

6-11-22

6,400

3-26-22

CO.

Jewel Features
The Trap
(Lon
Chaney)
The
Storm
Himian
Hearts
Universal Features
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
Step On It (Hoot
Gibson)
Kissed
(Marie
Prevost)
The
Black
Bag
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
Out of the Silent North
(Frank Mayo)
Her Night
of Nights
(Marie
Prevost)
Afraid
to Fight
(Frank
Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot
Gibson)
The
Trouper
(Gladys
Walton)
The
Married
Flapper
(Marie
Prevost)

5,481
7,748
6,350

5- 7-22
6-25-22
7-16-22

4,433
4,225
4,231
5,000
4,211
4,450
4,600
4,583
5,000
4,862

5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
7-23-22
7-2-22
7-23-22
7-30-22

7,000

6-18-22

5,000
5,249

7- 2-22

5,000

5-28-22

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
My Wild
Irish Rose
Corinne
CrifHth
A Virgin's
Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun
The Angel of Crooked
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber

Street

5,951

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED
Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

W. W. HODKINSON

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

SeHg-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai,
Dexie.
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel) :
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(I reel)
Paramount-De
Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount
Magazine
(1 reel):
Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergb
Series (2 reelj>

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. $2
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Go Get 'Em Hutch
(Serial)
Roach
1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd reissues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Chaplin
Selznick Classics.
News.
Serials:
The Whirlwind (15 episodes), The Branded

FILM

MFG.

Four

(IS episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes;
Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies
(1 reel) : When
Eve Fell, No License
(Billy Fletcher),

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; "The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes;. The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

KINETO
CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL
(weekly).

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley
(2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reel*)

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Burns).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA,
FIRST

CORP.

VITAGRAPH

FILM

FAMOUS

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review (1 reel)

UNIVERSAL

SHORT

CORPORATiOM

GOLDWYN

5,000

FILM

FILM

6-18-22

ARTISTS

UNIVERSAL

FOX

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and JeS Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

SeUnick Picture* (Distributed by Select Ezcbanget)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Evidence

UNITED

liefiewed

EXHIBITORS
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the Unknown'' (5 reels)

Short Reel Music Film Product

INCORPORATED

INDEPENDENT
Release Date

Footage Reviewed

AFFILIATED
I Am

DISTRIBUTORS
6,500

FILM

5,000
5,332
5,944

FILM

4.800

SALES

COMMONWEALTH
Hidden

PICTURES

Step

Talmadge)

4,800

5- 7-22

of Hate

(Big

EQUITY

Boy

5,000

5-21-22

Kimball Young). 5,600

7-16-22

PICTURES

The Worldly Madonna (Clara
What's Wrong .With Women

EXCEPTIONAL
(Chic

Williams)

CORP.

PICTURES

HOWELLS
Royal

SALES

Citizen

& BRADFORD

(Franklyn

Farnum)

SECURITY

RIALTO

5,000

7-30-22

C.

FILM

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS,

DOMINANT

Dramas

(2

EXPORT

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

reels).

AND

IMPORT
FILM

Callahan,

INC.
FILM

CO.

EXCHANGE

FILM

MARKET,

INC.

12 2-re«ls.

COMPANY

PRODUCTIONS,

Reissues

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

r

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

LEE

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
6-18-22
7- 2-22

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC

5,164
5,496

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).
-

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzlmg Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau). .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5 000
Mrs. BeUame (Nance O'Neil)
5 QOO

(each

He's In Again,
Invisible Ray Series: Ruth CliflFord and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) ; (2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes,
The Conquering Hero.

INC.

4,800
...SfiW
5,000

INC.

Mack Swain Comedies (2 reels) : Moonlight Knight, Full of Spirit, See
America First.

HORIZON

PICT. CORP.

David and Jonathan
Her Story
Brenda's
Heritage

SALES

(1 reel each).

(2 reels) : Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,Isle.Why

SYNDICATE,

PICTURES

Star

Norma Talmadge

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

TRI-STAR

B.

HERALD

S,800
5,600

NATIONAL

C.

GAUMONT

CORP.

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

SECOND

CORP.

News (every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19.089 feet), 10 episodes.

PROD.

CLARK

FILM

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hail Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

Jimmy

CORP.

Squire Phin ( Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Single
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country
Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night (All-Star)

RUSSELL

AYWON

CORP.

2 reels).

Monty Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge,
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles ot the Jungle, 15 episodes.

The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

PRODUCERS

(each

FEDERATED

'

FILM

PICTURES

15 Westerns

Serial: The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore Field), IS
episodes.

.,

MERIT

CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

Western

CO.

Sold
a Million
Count ForCagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

The Angel

Series:

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

Love

LEE

FILM

CLARION

CORP.

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan;
The Fighting Kentuckians
Her

ARROW

Gump (1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies
4,951

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood
Dramas
(2 reels) : Looking
Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines.
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies
(2 reels) : Champion
by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath
XLNT
Comedies
(2 reels):
Wild Women and Tame Men, Th»
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force,
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

CELEBRATED
PICTURES

Sales)

FIDELITY

15 episodes.

DISTRIBUTING

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reel8), Pure and Simple (3 reels), Liquoriic
Lips (2 reels).

Success

INC.

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

(Elmo Lincoln),

AYCIE

CORP.

GOLDSTONE
(Richard

DI LORENZO,

His Nibs

Adventures of Tarzan

S.OOO

PHIL

Trail

5,800

Light

Him

5-21-22

CORP.

Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

The

^-

CORP.

Off

C. Br C. FILM

Watch

^

10,000

AYWON

The

6-25-22
7- 9-22
7-30-22

CORP.

After Six Days
They're

5- 7-22

CORP.

PICTURES

REELS-STATE
ALLIED

The Innocent Cheat
God's Country and the Law
The Broken
Silence (Zina Keefe)

ARTCLASS

SHORT

ADVENTURES

the Law

ARROW

FEATURES

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke Mc Luke's Film-Osophy, each Yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

CORPORATION

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

—
— — .

Sacred Films (1 reel)

SACRED

2,000
2.000

FILMS,

INC.

WHY

WAIT

UNTIL SOMEONE TELLS YOU
THE NEWS
WHY

NOT READ IT EVERY
MORNING IN

7Ae BRADSTREET
o/* FILMDOM

It Pays

Authority

To Know
Going On

What's

"JfiCeAWMOEMAN
u)
ho
BACK
From the novel

Directed

oOOld

Denison
uOitri
Evelyn Brent and Clive Brool^

by Stephen McKenna

by

Clift

iTHE

Pi> brAdstreet
< FILMDOM

2^^RE(0GMIZEir

Authority
FORMERLY
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)eal With

ans

:an Releasing Takes Over Two
ires for Most of Country —
Has Cassinelli Film
rican Releasing has made a
■ith Herman F. Jans for the
ation of two Jans Prod., "The
tig Lovers" and "Man and
n" in the territories where
IS not sold the pictures to state
luyers.
major portion of the country
:ver seen these two pictures.
for New York, New Jersey,
ngland, "Mississippi, and Louisive been sold by virtue of predeals with independent operalUt American
Releasing
will
the picture elsewhere. For^hts have also been turned over
lerican with the exception of
lia and Argentina.
;t\X\Challenge"
Doloresof
is another starring
new release
ban. This picture was
m Terriss.

made

kghty Back to Long Island
mas J. Geraghty will again asjactive charge of Paramount's
'Island City studio when it reifuU blast. Geraghty is now in
jj-nia at the Lasky plant.
imonwealth Gets Two

More

s Country Flapper," starring
liy Gish and "Sure Fire Flint"
!xh Johnny Hines is the prinhave been acquired by Comsalth for release in the metroIt territory.
Iford in Temporary
fecial to THE

FILM

Charge
DAILY)

'ago — Ralph Bradford of First
lal has been named as tempomanager of the Minneapolis
i left vacant, by the resignation
f. Cubberley.
Jeeldng a World
pedal to THE

FILM

Market
DAILY)

don — Graham-Wilcox
Prod.
le company which brought over
Marsh to appear in a picture
it is producing for the world's
H and not merely for England.
'st two pictures will be "Flames
-,ssion" and "The Wonderful
'i' Charles Wilcox will go to
|ca next month to establish an
Ithere.

August

14,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Inspiration

A

Every American director. Every important American producer. Owes it to himself. To see the Louvre. It's the palace
of Paris. Where there is more art to the square inch. Than can
be found anywhere in the world.
Oh ; I can see the old heads shaking. I can see the old
crowd. And altnost hear them saying: "He's of? again." But
it isn't so. If any director. Or producer. Cannot learn a tubfull. And more. In the way of composition. In direction.
In definite effects. Of grouping and handling of individuals.
Froin the paintings in the Louvre.
Then I miss my guess.
Don't start talking. About Art. With the capital A. That
isn't it at all. It's simply a matter of good business. That's all
There are some masterpieces. That all but talk to you. They
are so perfect. And that is what moving pictures should do.
They should be so complete ; so perfect — in their composition,
effects and purposes, as to tell you what is intended. Without
Ralph Spence. Or anyone else fussing with the titles.
SCHOOLS NOT ONLY FOR STARS
But for directors as well. Perhaps all the directors and producers cannot come to Paris. All right. There are lots of magnificent art collections in America. Let them go there — whereever they are — and see if they can't get an idea or two.
Everybody knows how the buck is passed. Everybody
wants credit for the good stuff. And piles what's wrong. On
the other fellow. But if the stock compianies and schools.
That
going to get anywhere. Let's see what
can beI read
done about.
for the Are
director.
There are a lot of people who think they know it all. And
there are a lot of people who hang around studios. Or Bryant
Park.
Who once upon a time.
Belonged to this very same
^^^^^GETTING THE MONEY

Understand old George Bowles. Has closed for "Orphans of
the Storfn." To Films Erka. For France. And that the Paris
premier will take place sooru Reported that Bowles got 750,000
francs for the show. That's about $80,000. Which is_ a good
Even for one of DW's masterpieces.
price for France alone.
It'll be interesting. To see what the Parisians think. Of
DW's ideas of the Revolution; and how he has interwoven the
old play into the picture. Because here is where the great old
play got its real start.
MARCUS ARRIVES

'>n Mae Marsh completes her
I;, for p. W. Griffith this fall,
ill again go to England to ap-

jiist to see how "Metro" looks in Paris Marcus Loew and
one of his sons. Are scheduled to arrive. In a day or so. ^ Hope
to catch him and get the news -.of what's what. And who's who.
Jumping about so much haven't been able to get -the little old
paper. ■ So of course don't know. ^ ':^''^/'^^\
UP IN MABEVS' ROOM
At the Crillon. One of the Y6r,y:tsraart hotels. There are
dressmakers. And milliners? ga)Gfi&-< Referring to. Mabel Nor-

■j!! two more pictures for Gra^
iiyilcox Prod. '

mand,

■'■'■ (Continued" on Page
so 'mitch'finery.2) That when she shows
Who has bought

After Si es Chief

First National Expected to Make an
Appointment by
Yearthe First of the
It is understood that First National
is looking over the distributing field
for a high-powered sales executive
to take charge of their distributing
Between now and the first of the
system.
new year an announcement of some
sort may be looked for. It is understood that the selection of the man
has been held up because of the prolonged conferences on the Goldwyn
merger. Now that matter is out of
the way. Undue pressure on the
executive committee has been removed and a number of matters that
would have ordinarily been disposed
of before this will now be taken up.
The post to be filled is the one for
which Al Lichtman was at one time
slated.
"Monte Cristo" Opens Tonight
"Monte
Cristo" opens
tonight
the 44th St. theater.

at

Meighan
Coming in September
Tom Meighan will be in New York
the end of next month to work at
the Paramount
Long
Island studio.
Gish Girls in Special?
It was reported on Saturday that
Lillian and Dorothy Gish would appear in a special production for Inspiration Pictures, Inc. Dorothy is
at present supporting Richard BarOther plans
of Charles H. Duell,
thelmess
in "Fury."
president of the company are said to
include the removal of Henry King
as Barthelmess' director and the
placing of him as head of a unit to
produce specials.
Elliott with F. P. in France
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — William Elliott, formerly a
partner of Elliott, Comstock and Gest
is appearing in a picture for Famous
Players
here. Meller.
It is "Les Opprime"
with Raquel
Henry Wife"
Rousell iswho
produced
"The
Sheik's
actually
directing
the
picture.
"The Sheik's
Wife"
was
released
by Vitagraph
in the
States.
It was pointed out on Saturday at
Famous Players that while it was
true that such a picture was being
made in France, the production is
being made for Continental consumption only and will probably never
reach America. A serial is also being
made in France for distribution
abroad only.
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Cupp Buys Walker's
Share
FILM DAILY)

(Special to THE

Little Rock, Ark. — The Royal is
now owned entirely by Cecil Cupp,
who purchased the interest of L. A.
Walker.
Cozy, Dyersville, Reopens Sept. 1
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dyersville, la. — Sept. 1st has been
chosen as the date for the reopening
of the Cozy. J. E. Grimm, who operates the Cozy at Bellevue, will
manage it.

MOTOR CARS
For Location
$18.00 Per Day

COLUMBUS
5430
Blue Bird Auto &
Aero Service.
Jack Mandola,
Gen. Mgr.

Page
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Somebody told me. They read that Al Steffes. Had come
out in the open. And said what he thought about Will Hays.
How he had changed his mind. And realized what a real man
Hays was — and is.
Well, if that's true that's fine stuflf. Because Al was one of
them "show me" boys — who — when they tried to show him —
got nervous affection of the eye. And his feet got all wrapped
up.
With lumbago. Or something. At all events he couldn't
be shown.
DANNY.
W-B Exchange Opens Aug. 21
The W-B Film Exchange Inc., will
be opened by Warner Brothers Aug.
21, with Charles S. Goetz as manager.
Theater in Bankruptcy

Sales

from

up. On the Coast. A lot of other young women. Are going
to have their eyes turne(i green. With envy. Mabel buys
wholesale. That is. She rests comfortably on the floor. And
the mannikins pass slowly in front of her. And if she likes
anything — and she likes a lot — she falls for it, hook, line and
sinker. And buys the whole darned thing. From shoes to hat —
gown included.
HELLO ; AL

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — The Harmony, opened
last winter, has filed a bankruptcy
petition. The house which is open,
is being managed by Bill Haines.
To Write Book from Picture
"Suzanna," the forthcoming production with Mabel Normand, is
being novelized by R. E. Drago and
the Macaulay Co. will publish it.
This reverses the more usual process
of making a picture from a book.
Minter Enjoins Mundstuk

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — An injunction restraining
Dave Mundstuq from interfering with
his business has been secured by
James Minter — United exchange. In
a, transaction made last winter, Mundstuk sold the exchange and Strand
features to Minter for $47,000. So
far, it is said, Mundstuk has received
(inly $14,000 and he is suing on the
ground that he is not receiving payments as frequently as he should.

Trixie in Lascelle Film
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Ward Lascelle Productions have started work on "Mind
Over ies Motor,"
one of
the "Tish"
serof magazine
stories
by Mary
Roberts Rinehart. Trixie Friganza,
vaudeville star, will make her debut
as a star of this production which
Lascelle will direct.
"Hearts Aflame" Cast Rescued
(Spedial to THE

FILM

Powhattan Prod. Co. Formed
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Portland, Me. — The Powhattan
Prod. Co., Inc., has been formed with
H. S. Edwards, formerly scenario
writer for the Monarch Film Co., of
California, as president; Grover C.
Richards, treasurer and Charles L.
Kaskill, governor-director. Headquarters will be maintained here and
O'Donnell Takes Issue
production work will be done in
for the present. It is inE. J. O'Donnell, educational sales New York
tended to build a studio in this
rpanager for Fox, takes issue with
some of the statements made by vicinity later on. South Portland is
Elmer R. Pearson in his article which the probable locale.
appeared in the Program Building
Edition of THE FILM DAILY.
Form Joint Arbitration Board
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
(D'Donnell takes exception to what
City, Mo. — A joint board
he terms Pearson's discussion of "the of Kansas
arbitration has been created by
morals of the screen," and quotes representatives of the Kansas City
that portion of the latter's article in
of Trade and a comwhich he states "we may ascribe Film Board
mittee from the M. P. T. O. of this
most of the attacks on the morality
of the motion picture to those per- state. To minimize, as far as possons who are never happy unless they
sible, the differences between distributors and exhibitors is the purareO'Donnell
crusading says:
against something."
pose of this board. Changes in the
"The leading educators of our land, personnel will be made every three
as well as that great army of school months, but two members will serve
teachers who fashion the character of for five months. The present body
youth and mould public opinion, includes in addition to Lawrence E.
cannot be accused of being fanatics; Goldman, chairman, the following:
yet it is this body of intellectual lead- T. C. Goodnight, A. H. Cole, Charles
ers who are demanding better films — T. Sears and J. W. Watson, exriot so much better art, better intellihibitors' representatives. A. H| Cole
the Kansas City Film
gence or better entertainment — but represents
Board of Trade.
Setter morals."

14, 922

Get "Torchy" Fibns for Ausi
Rights to the "Torchy" con
for Australia have been secur(
Famous
Players
in a deal
Mastodon Films, Inc.
"Power of Love"
(Special to THE

ia
its
by
jtli

Complet

FILM

DAIL^I

Los Angeles — The Perfect Fore
Co. has completed "The Pow of
Love," its first picture. B; ata
Bedford, Elliott Sparling and jjh
Beery are in it.
"Rich Men's Wives" for Cap-l
"Rich
Men's
Wives"
has 'm
booked for the Capitol for the
of August 20. The production
initial release of Prefered P:
and will be distributed by Al
man Corp. It was directed by out
Gasnier, who will make anoth for
Preferred Pictures, entitled "Ijmis
and Orange Blossoms."

STUDIO SPACE FOR RtT

Complete in every del
Perfect Lighting Equipni jt
Modern Sets.
IDEAL STUDIO
Hudson Heights, N. J.
Phone Union 5067

WHY

RUl

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Word has been received at the Louis B. Mayer studio
of the rescue of performers working
in "Hearts Aflame" near Cranbrook,
B. C, where they were trapped in a
forest fire. Those caught were
Reginald Barker, Frank Keenan,
Richard Headrick, Anna Q. Nilsson,
J. M. Voshell, cameraman, Hilburn
and Mayo.
(Special

August

ANY RISK'

The production of a motjipicture feature costs my
thousands of dollars. Why Ik
the success of that featured
using poor positive prints? I
No longer is there the exc e
that the outlay for good pr s
is too great. Our rates for e
very highest grade of printis
no greater than what otbfs
charge for work that does it
compare.
Our low rates are possible ll>cause our men are experts, sid
because they use the mostito-date, scientific labora^t7
equipment yet invented: «
famous TUBE SYSTl!,
which insures absolutely elk
perfect prints.
Telephone Bryant 1939 and d
out how low these rates are

THE
ASSOCIATE
SCREEN
NEWS, I120 West 41st Street, Newljk

tH£

Aldine in New Hands
(Special

FILM

to THE

DAILY)

^^ilmiiigton,
Del. — The
Aldine
been taken over by the Topkisns Corp.

PROFIT BY
EXPERIENCE
We could cite many cases
where our clients have benefitted immeasurably by
our service. Why not investigate for yourself ? We
will finance any legitimate
proposition.
Consult with us.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

I

'Phone Chelsea 8284

INSIST UPON

Duratized
FILMS
OM/NG-

*^ ' '*'

WHYM
COMtNC-

M, A. FLEMING & CO.
Dependable
IIPublic Accountants
and
Auditors
;52 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
' Telephone Longacre 9074

SOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN!

For Sale or Rent
SPECTRO
LAMPS
W| furnish and guarantee complete
eqi)m(;nt for Studios or Locations.
JOS. GELB COMPANY
Resented by
512 West 36th St.
l\. Hendrickson
Telephone, Longacre 1042

R>TH ACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
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I '
Rothacker
Film 111.
Mfg. Co.
Chicago,
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Hollywood, Cal.
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Putting It Over

Monday,

14,
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Coast Brevities
/ (Special

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show oner. Send along
your ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
An Error But It Helped
Sounded Bugle Calls
Omaha — An expert bugler, formerSan Francisco — Because a newsly in the service, was engaged by
paper rack was built at the bottom
Manager Johnson of the Rialto dur- of the sign, the Inige display advering the run of "One Clear Call."
tising "The Crossroads of New York"
Standing on the marquee of the house
he sounded the various calls from at the intersection of Market, Kearney, Third and Geary Streets, rereveille to taps and including the
mained up for two weeks despite
local
ordinances.
lesser-known calls. It proved to be
The fact that the Chronicle was
a popular demonstration and increased patronage.
sold from the rack and that the display was regarded as a newspaper
Here's Real Ingenuity
tie-up with all the privileges of the
Madison, N. J.— Exploitation paint- press rendered it safe from police interference. The result was that the
ed on the sidewalks has been in common use for some time but G. T, picture at the California got the benefit of the most prominent publicity
Spoffard of the Liberty, gave it a new
space in the city without any more
angle when he played "Smilin' cost than the erection of the stand.
Through." Some of the main roads
were being repaired, necessitating de- It is to be used later for the "One
tours. For the benefit of motorists Clear Call" at the Tivoli.
unfamiliar with these by-ways SpoffWolves Supplied Idea
ard had the pavements painted "Go
Creston, la. — Coincidence and an
Smilin' Through to Morristown."
Another sign read: "To Dover" indi- ability to recognize and take advancating the direction of the intersection
tage of an opportunity brought sucwith an arrow. The city council was
cess to Manager E. Metzger of the
glad to consent to such a plan which
during his showing of "The
gave the tlieater abundant publicity Strand
Call." The newspapers carried
and rendered a useful service. The .Silent
a story about a farmer who had
American Automobile Association captured five young wolf cubs and
figured out the bounty he would get
please take notice!
for them. Metzger reached the farm
Teaser Ads Worked
in time, secured their loan for his
Columbus, Ga. — Manager I. C. house during the run of the film and
Holloway had the curiosity of this then held a special matinee offering
town at fever heat by the time he passes to boys bringing dogs with
some wolf strain in them. More than
opened
in Love"
at the
Rialto. "Lessons
About a week
in advance,
he 200 youngsters responded and even
started a teaser campaign in the daily water spaniels were led forward with
the assertion that they had a wolf
papers by inserting a quiet and un- strain. The judges were liberal in
ostentatious announcement that Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of the liicir decision and could afford to be.
following week, lessons in love would The free advertising given the picture
he given by an expert. Each lesson almost doubled normal receipts.
was to take only a trifle over an hour Meanwhile, the wolf cubs were used
and was guaranteed to please. For in the lobby of the theater for disfurther information, one had to call
play purposes.
a given 'phone number. These
changed only a little in wording, some Distributed Novelties
giving the street address of the theaBoston — Gordon's Central Square
ter. It was a potent appeal to the
iinagination and many a surreptitious got out two novelty stunts for "Beyond the Rocks" which were nearly
call came to the theater for a little
100% effective. One was a little enprivate information on the subject.
velope with the following on the
cover: "You will be surprised — but
Getting Real Newspaper Space
don't throw this at anybody."
Upon opening, the recipient found
Every town has its pet blind man
— some boot-black, newsboy, or street a little rock and card reading: "This
vendor that is more or less a town is a lucky stone. Keep it in your
figure. Bill Danziger, a Paramount pocket. It will carry you safely "Beexploiter tied up with the town blind
yond the Rocks," etc. According to
man when the Illinois played "Our John P. McConville, Paramount exploiter, who helped with the stunt,
Leading
Citizen" space.
and grabbed a lot of
free
newspaper
the thought liehind the lucky stone
The Elwell and Hainline manage- was that a large part of the public is
superstitious anyhow and would not
ments invited Bob Purdy to "see" the
picture and Danziger prepared several tempt bad luck by throwing the stone
long newspaper stories about the pos- away. The other novelty was a
sibility of a blind man holding the similar envelope with the following
wrist of another person and perceiv- on its cover: "You will smile when
ing the screen story through the you open this. Follow instructions
"pulsation" — the Helen Keller stuff. and you will keep smiling." Inside
Publicity or no publicity, it made a the envelope was a little card with a
good newspaper yarn and the picture
and the theater rode into the public
consciousness on the wave of interest
that attended the stunt.

August

read: "Use
safety
this
in pin
case attached.
of accident.It Gloria Swanson met with a series of accidents,
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Hollywood — George Siegmann will
be seen in "Passions of the Sea."
Cliarles
J.
lairv "Snub"

Parrott
is
Pollard.

directing

Norman Dawn will start directing
a new production shortly.
Jack Conway will direct Herbert
Rawlinson in "Another Man's Shoes."
Viola Dana
"June atMadness"
company
are onand location
Balboa.
Betty May the new Century lead
has been signed on a long term contract by Julius Stern.
Ralph Graves will he seen in "The
Jilt," which Irving Cummings is directing for Universal.
Rock has
"AH Baba"
forJoe
Federated
Filmfinished
Exchanges.
Billie
Rhodes will also be seen in it.
Wesley Barry is finishing "Little
Heroes of the Street" which Harry
Rapf is making for Warner Bros.
The title of "A Kiss in the Dark,"
the next Tom Mix production has
been changed to "Blood Will Tell."
Bernard McConville will write a
story rect
which
Emmett Farnum
Flynn will
diwith William
as the
star.
Estelle Taylor will play the feminine lead in "Thorns and Orange
Blossoms,"
Gasnier will direct
lor
Preferredwhich
Pictures.
Billy Dove and the Metro company filming
returned
from"Country
locationLove,"
along have
the
.'^acramento River.
Monte Banks' first comedy for
P'ederated. produced by Ben Wilson,
will
be called for
"Pure
It
is scheduled
early But
fall Simple."
release.
Lillian Lascelle will be

business

manager for the Ward Lascelle company which
filming has
"Mind
Matter."
Abeis Scholtz
beenOver
appointed cameraman.
Cecil Spooner, Eddie Barry and
Billie Fletcher will be seen in
"F'amily Affairs." which Ben Wilson
has just completed for Federated. It
is the first of a series of 12 comedies.
Production has started under direction of Howard M. Mitchell on "The
Great Night,"
featuringWade
William
Russell. Cast includes
Boteler,
Henry :\. Barrows, Harry Lonsdale,
Witmifred Bryson, with Eva Novak
in the leading femiiiine role.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Regent

Ready Jan.

(Special to THE

Grand
been set
Regent.
building.
William

FILM
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DAILY)

Rapids, Mich. — Jan. 1 has
as the opening date of the
The Regent Theater Co.,
M. Wurzburg, president, is

■^

ak
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On Broadway
Apollo— "Silver Wings."
Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Broadway — J ackie
Coogan
in
"Trouble."
Brookljm Strand — "Fools
First."
Cameo — John
Barrymore
in "Sherlock llolnies."
Capitol — "The Prince and the Pauper."
Central — "tluman Hearts."
Criterion — "F"orget Me Not."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Loew's
New
York — Today — Anita
Stewart in "Question on Honor."
Tuesday — "The Night Riders" and
"The Star Reporter."
Wednesday — "Paid Back."
Thursday — Elaine Hammerstein in
"Under Oath."
Friday — "Heart of a Woman" and
"Door That Has No Key."
Saturday — Marguerite
Snow
in
"Veiled Woman."
Lyric — "Nero."
Rivoli — Rodolph Valentino in "Blood
and Sand."
Strand— Guy
Bates
Post
in "The
Masquerader."

Atkinson Sells Rex
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Basin, Wyo. — E. H. Atkinson has
sold the Rex from A. B. Martin.
Purchase Menominee
(Special to THE

FILM

House
DAILY)

Menominee — Bennie Brothers have
bought
the Menominee
from
C. L
Cook.
Two

Houses in Pratt Sold

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Tiffin, O.^ — Scott Garrison and Mr.
Patterson have taken over two local
theaters.
Lease the Jennings
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Jennings,
Fla. — The Jennings
has
been
leased by F. N. and J. H.
Houppert.
Carter Gets Lease from Campbell
(Special to THE

FILM

the Univetsol
Jewel production
never-toof the
•forgotten

DAILY)

New
Port, Tenn. — W. G. Garter
has secured a lease on the Gay from
T. H. Campbell.

Next Week

Haris Starts Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Carrier Mills, III. — John R. Harris,
Broadway — "Fools First."
Brooklyn Strand — Guy Bates Post in who operates the Crescent, is erecting
another theater.
"The
Masquerader."
Cameo — Not yet determined.
Princess, Monticello, Sold
Capitol — "Rich Men's Wives."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Central — House
Peters
in "Human
Monticello, 111. — The Princess has
Hearts."
Criterion — "Forget Me Not."
become the property of E. E. Rose."
e
to
cann and W. E. Martin.
44th St.— Mont
Cris
Lyric — "Nero."
Stewart Leases Dreka
Rialto — Probably
"Nice
People."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rivoli — Rodolph Valentino in "Blood
and Sand."
DeLand,
Fla. — The
Dreka
has
Strand — Not yet determined.
been leased by Howard
P. Stewart
from
the DeLand
Enterprises
for
Waller Is Under Construction
which he has been manager.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Laurel, Del. — Work
is now under way.

on the Waller

Will Be Ready Next Month
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Summerside, P. E. L, Can. — A new
picture house will be opened in
September.
Plan One for Philadelphia
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia,
Pa.—
The
Northeast Amusement Co. will build a new
house.
Exhibitor Victim of Accident
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Joseph, Mo.— Dr. W. W. Wertenberger, who operates the Empress
and Olive, was killed by stray bullets
fired by a man crazed by liquor in a
pistol duel with a policeman.
Delmonte

May

(Special to THE

House

FILM

Turner Buys the Orpheum
(Special to THE

Opera

DAILY)

St. Louis— The Delmonte, Delmar
Blvd. west of Clara Ave., which has
been dark since early last season, may
be used for a winter season of municipal opera this year.
The opera has become so popular
that those behind the project believe
that a winter season would be desirable. The Delmonte has a seating
capacity of approximately 4,000 on
one floor. The theater is controlled
by the Famous Players Missouri
Corp.

FILM

DAILY)

Muskogee, Okla. — Fred E. Turner
is the new owner of the Orpheum,
having taken it over from
Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Hinton.
Benton to Erect Another
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ballston
Spa.,
N.
Y. — A house
seating 650 and costing $40,000 is to
be erected by W. E. Benton, manager
of the Congress at Saratoga Springs.
Mayflower to House Films
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Providence, R. I. — M. F. Williams
of the Strand and Max Nathanson,
of the Modern, have taken over the
Mayflower
and will show pictures
in it.
Holds Cartoons for Eight States
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle — Greater Features, Inc.,
has purchased the Felix Cartoons for
the eight Northwest states and "How
Make
a Radio for Sixty Cents,"
ato one
reeler.
New
(Special

Firm to Build

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Athol, Mass.— The Athol Amuse.
Co., organized with a capital of
$90,000, plans a new house. C. W.
Mercier, manager of the Athol O. H.,
and Lyric is interested.
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Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
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patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
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Picture
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that has made

And unless you get "Personal
Interesf in the printing of this
negative you cannot hope to get
a 100% reflected value.

Start

The

Week

Right BygoodReading
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LETTERIMC
LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIOMS
AND

CARTOOHS

Bill Pause
7IW. 44TH.ST.
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The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Personal interest follows your
picture

through

every

stage

Evans Film Laboratories
418 West 216th Street

New York City

S.MARKENDORFF
Theatrical Picture Frame Maker
Lobby Display Frames, Etc.
159 West
23rd St.
New York
Telephone 2483 Chelsea

Little Ads
BRING

Results
Big
The Film Daily

The greatest pictures I ever
made will be released to
the theatres of America
this season.

There are EIGHT of themEIGHT tremendous boxoffice attractions.
They
with
have
casts

have been created
infinite care. They
been produced with
of superior selection.

them the acI have given d skill
cumulate of my years
of experience.
They are the product of
the greatest producing organization inthe world.
They have been built to
meet the box-office demand
—
for big motion pictures all
entertainment that fills
the seats, and satisfies.

WATCH FOR
IMPORTANT
RELEASING
ANNOUNCEMENT

They are offered to a critical public at a critical
time with certainty of success.
I know what Fm talking
about because these EIGHT
big productions are finished.
SAVE EIGHT BOOKING DATES!

7Aff brAdstreet

Authority

>/* FILHDOM
FORHERLY
V . XXI

Second Inspections

Amer. Legion Films
Thomas H. Ince to Make One — May
Be Followed by More Later

Robertson Through

Jail Goldwyn Has $800,000 on Hand
^t market letter published by
:I«;^is and Co. stock brokers has
hi;ito say of Goldwyn stock:
'fhe financial condition of Goldfy; Pictures is verv strong. The
oipany has over $800,000 cash on
lai with unreleased films valued at
ro $2,000,000 to $4,000,000 and un■ai; collections from pictures e.xhibitd f approximately $2,500,000."

Terriss Starts
FILM

DAILY)

indon — Tom Terriss is about to
itaj work on "Harbor Lights" as his
w; picture for Ideal Films, Ltd.
r-:;bor Lights" is the play in which
r«;iss' father appeared for many
Wi and may prove to be the first
31 series for Ideal.

No Action Yet

Ince- 1st Nat'l Settle

Litigation over Eight Features Ends
— First Release to be
"Skin Deep"
The American OnLegion announced
The litigation pending between
yesterday that Thomas H. Ince had Thomas H. Ince and First National
been engaged to produce a motion over the distribution of future Ince
has been settled out of court.
picture temporarily titled "Blood product
Ince
will
turn over eight pictures
Bond," at a cost placed at $200,000.
There is a possibility that there to First National under the terms of
may be further production entered the settlement, these productions to
upon, but that is problematical at the be released during 1922-1923. They
moment. Hanford MacNider, Na- are: "Skin Deep," "The Hottentot,"
tional Commander of the Legion, in "Jim." "The Brotherhood of Hate,"
making the announcement said that "Bellboy 13," "The Sunshine Trail,"
the Legion is interested in the pro- "Someone to Love" and "The Man
duction of motion pictures "that will
inspire good citizenship and faith in of Action."
First National Men Here
our
government
and
the
people."
H.
A.
Bandy, R. C. Seery, L. O.
H'-[iquiries
.
... s MacNider is a member of the Better Lukan, J. McCabe and W. E. Callomade at the commission
ifitie revealed the information
that Films Committee of the Hays or- \vay, district managers of First NaiQunusual avenues were opened to ganization.
tional, arrived in New York yesterjciwyn and that the same method
day and immediately entered conferences at First National regarding
s yailable to any other produer or
Strauss Making a "Salome"
Malcolm Strauss is making a ver- fall product.
lis-ibutor.
sion of "Salome" at the Biograph
studio. Diana .Allen has the title
Jig Accessory Plant on Coast
Expect to Work With
Hays
role.
kSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
At the office of the Authors
League, it was stated yesterday that
ips Angeles — Sol Lesser and his
isiciates state they intend building
tiie newly appointed Joint Committee
Bosworth Not Badly Injured
for the Promotion and Protection of
lelquarters for film accessories
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
.Art and Literature of which George
lej. Exploitation aids such as dolls,
San Mateo, Cal. — Hobart Bos- Creel is chairman expects to work with
ihijoplay editions of novels, blotters
worth, who was burned about the
in|the like will be manufactured.
in fighting political cenface and hands while appearing in a Will H. Hays
sorship. This committee is the one
new
picture
the
other
day,
is
paindiscussed some time ago and the one
vlrners Engage Sydney Franklin
fully but not seriously injured.
■ i.ecial to THE
FILM
D.'VILY)
on which are represented the Actor's
Equity, .^merican Dramatists. AmerAngeles — Warner Bros, have
ican Federation of Musicians,
iiiged Sydney Franklin, director of
Postpone
"Get
Together"
Authors'
League, Cinema Camera
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
'Silin' Through" to direct "Brass"
Club, Guild of Free Lance Artists,
vlih Wallace Worsley was originPhiladelphia— The First National M. P. D. A.. Printing Trades Unions
ill|scheduled to direct.
together" scheduled for the
hnneth Harlan and Marie Prevost "get
Guild.
Eastern Pennsylvania territory has and Screen Writers'
vi[ appear in "The Beautiful and been indefinitely postponed.
Daned."

M P. Commission
Ready
to See
Pictures Rejected but Changed
1 to Meet Requirements
he fact that a picture has been
)4 rejected by the Motion Picture
riimission of New York does not
lefssarily mean
that the picture is
jared out of the state for all time.
he fact has developed as a result
)f;he approval stamped on "Voices
3f:he City" which, as "The
Night
R(e" was rejected in its entirety by
;h commission
last winter.
Goldw; rearranged
the picture, made
10 e eliminations
and changed
the
;e;ral tenor of the story in such a
liaier. that the commission passed
t j^hen it was submitted a second

Special to THE
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Oldknow Buys Series for South
Contract with Famous
Players
ExWhen Oscar Oldknow of the South/pires — Last Picture "Spanish
ern States Film Co. Atlanta was in
town last week, he purchased the seJohn S.Players
Robertson's
contract with
ries of James B. Warner westerns Famous
Jade"
has expired.
His
/
from East Coast Prod. Inc., for Ten- last picture for Famous was "Spanish
nessee, the Carolinas, Georgia, Ala" which
was made returned
abroad. from
When
Robertson
bama. Florida, Mississippi. Louisiana, Jade,
Te.xas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Europe he was loaned to the Mary
tit
Pickford conipany to make "Tess of
Famous Declares Dividend
the Storm Country," which is about
completed on the coast. He wasas
The board of directors of Famous
to make "Outcast," star
Players yesterday declared a regular scheduled
ring Elsie Ferguson, but as note ^
quarterly dividend of $2 on the com- Chet Withey has been engaged in his
mon stock, payable Oct. 2 to stockholders of record at the close of busi- place.
ness Sept 15. The stock was actively
Neil McCarthy Coming Here
traded in on the exchange yesterday,
(Special )o THE
FILM
DAILY)
hands.
changing
shares
13,900
about
Los
Angeles
—
Neil
McCarthy,
The high figure was 88^, the low
John
S.
Robertson's
attorney,
is
an
87.^,
price
closing
85}4 and the
leaving for New York shortly.
increase cf 3 points over Saturday.

First

National's
Failure to Call in
"Jimmy"
Walker
Attributed
to Pressure of Business
There has been some speculation
in the trade over the status of State
Senator James J. Walker and First
National so far as the revision of the
sub-franchise
is concerned.
The high light of the dinner given
to Walker by the T. O. C. C. at the
Plaza some time ago was the brief
statement from Walker given at the
close of his speech that he had been
asked by First National to help revise
the sub-franchise to more adequately
meet present conditions.
It is understood that the pressure
of business connected with the recently dropped Goldwyn deal kept
the executive committee from acting
upon the matter. In all likelihood,
shortly.of some sort may be looked for
action
First National was prompted to invite Walker's help because of the
study he made of the sub-franchise
when he was actively connected with
the M. P. T. O.
Ralph
Kohn
Returns
Ralph Kohn of Famous Players is
back in New
York from Germany.
Williams Going Abroad.
J. D. Williams sails for Europe on
the 29th with Joseph Schenck and
the Talmadges.
Laemmle

in Rome.

Universal has been advised by cable that Carl Laemmle is now in
Rome. He intends taking a rapid
trip over the Continent before returning home.
Strike Holds Up Arrivals
The scheduled confab of Graphic
franchise holders did not open at the
Astor yesterday because the railroad
strike held up all but two arrivals.
Sam Werner of United Film Service,
St. Louis, and H. A. Lande, of Lande
Film Distributing. Pittsburgh, are
here. Wires from about five others
were
received by Ivan Abramson.
uncle): real
The
meeting will probably get
unde): way today.
j^

Goes to Goldwyn

"Sherlock Holmes" starring John
Barrymore has been turned over to
Goldwyn for distribution. It will be
one of the early fall releases which
include "Remembrance," "The Sin
Flood," "Brothers Under the Skin,"
"Hungry Hearts," "A Blind Bargain"
and "The Stranger's Banquet."
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O'Brien Recovering
(Special to THE
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Columbus, O. — Creditors having
been paid off, the receivership on the
James has been lifted and the James
Building Co., is again in control.
Carl Link who made the posters
for the Passion Play at Oberammergau is doing special work for
"When Knighthood Was in Flower.

f (SvJULcaJlcr^xiZ O'ictuAJi^

■THE SPICE OF THE PROGRA.M"
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Los Angeles
Eugenesustained
O'Brien last
is
recovering
from — injuries
week when he was hit by a truck in
Hollywood. He will be out of the
hospital ill 10 days.

Sacramento — Children's United
States History and Film Co., of
\' e n i c e. $75,000. Incorporators,
George H. Kern, O. R. Coyle and
,\. L. Peckham.

Dawn Sues Over Color Process.
Los Angeles — Norman Dawn, has
filed suit against Ferdinand Pinney
Earle and The Rubaiyat, Inc., for an
alleged infringement on what Dawn
claims is a new color photography
method which he had discovered.

Dover, Del. — T. and A. Film Producing Corp. New York. Capital
$500,000. Attorney U. S. Corporation

Crandall

Here.

After an absence of many months,
Milton D. Crandall, arrived in New
York yesterday. He has been writing political stories for Ohio dailies
in connection with the primaries.
Crandall has put over a number of
successful exploitation stunts and for
a long time handled the personal appearances of Clara Kimball Young.
Hays
Now
Member
of "Wampas."
Los Angles— Will H. Hays has
been unanimously elected to honorary
membership in the Western Motion
Picture Advertisers, comprising the
advertising and publicity men of the
studios, theatres and exchanges in
Los Angeles.
Will Make

Historical Pictures

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Venice, Cal. — The Children's
United States History and Film Co.
has been formed by citizens of this
community to produce educational
pictures of historic character. George
H. Kern, O. R. Coyle and A. L.
Peckham, are the incorporators.
School children, from nine to twelve
years old will be the actors.
Ohio

Company
(Special

Completes

to THE

FILM

Comedy
DAILY)

Co.

Albany, N. Y. — Albany Theater
Corp. Schenectady. Capital $24,000. Incorporators T. Jelenk, P.
.■\lbert and M. Arginteau. Attorney,
A. Lifet, Schenectady.
Rifkin Buys Serial
Herman Rifkin of Eastern Feature
I'^ilm Co., Boston, has purchased "The
land.
.\dventures of Tarzan" for New EngTitle Is Selected.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — "A Gypsy Cavalier" has
been chosen as the title for the J.
Stuart Blackton production with
(ieorges Carpentier, adapted from the
novel, "My Lady April."
Four

More

(Special

in

to THE

Nigh

Picture.

FILM

DAILY)

William Nigh added four more to
the cast of "Notoriety."
They are:
William H. Tooker, Anders Randolf,
-Mona Lisa and Ida Waterman.
Mace

Here with One Reelers.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Leslie B. Mace, general sales manager of Laugh-O-Gram Films of
Kansas City Mo., is at the Astor arranging for the distribution of 12
one reel animated cartoons of fairy
tales to be released everv two weeks.
Smallwood

on Locoation.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Columbus. O. — The J. S. Deane
Ray C. Smallwood, has a company
Statler Producing Co., with a studio that includes Violet Heming, Robert
at Buckeye Lake, a summer resort
near here, has as its inital release, a Eraser, Sheldon Lewis, and a hundred Arabs, "on location" two miles
two reel comedy: "Adventures of southeast of Amagansett, L. L, where
Weary Waggles." which has been
passed by the Ohio Censor Board. he is making "When the Desert
It will be given a premier shov.-ing at
the Majestic.
Pyramid
Buys
Three
Stories.
Fire Threatens Los Angeles House.
Los Angeles — Smoke of a fire
which broke out in a bakery next
door to the Bards theatre, on Hill
St., was drawn into the interior of
the theatre by electric ventilator fans
on the roof. Panic among audience
was prevented by the presence of
mind of L. I. Barr. manager, and
house employes, who assured spectators that there was no danger. Several hundred dollars damage resulted.

Arthur N. Smallwood, production
Calls."
manager of Pyramid Pictures, announces the purchase of three stories
for production: "Wife in Name
Only." by Bertha M. Clay, "Captain
Eri." by Joseph C. Lincoln and
"What
Fools
Men
Are."
Phone — Beekman

9091

PRINTS

(Special to THE

FILM

Biennal Convention. General
Federation of Women's Clubs
at Chautauqua, June 28th.

Commenting
editorially (
Mr.
Hodkinson's
New York
Evening speech,
Post, onetij
the most influential newspape
in the country, says"

"It is the factory system of prodi.
tion that Mr
Hodkinson deplore
A certain group of producers has g j
hold of theatres throughout the coul
try, and because of this control t
public is forced to see their phot]
plays . The expense of such an orga i
ization is tremendous.
What is tl
result''
Photoplays must
be turn I
out
hastily
and
indiscriminate!
Hence a mass of inartistic films.
"Luckily for the public, some pt;
sons are demanding something bettel
It is the independent producer,
most cases, who is supplying it. I
dependent
producers,
however,
i
not
it easy
to 'break
through'
the find
public,
because,
as Mr.
Hodki;
son declares,
fifteen national
di
tributing systems for motion pictur]
are being operated at an estimattj
cost of twenty million dollars ann^l
ally, and nearly all of these are co
trolled by 'factory producers "
The new Hodkinson Product f>
the coming season is one of the mo

SBRVICS

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Rothacker-.Aller plant has been selected by EastE. O. BLACKBURN
man Kodak to develop the Eastman
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
color photography on the Coast. Joe
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
-Aller has set aside quarters for the
Chicago, 111.
use of John G. Capstafif and D. W.
Rothacker-AUer Laboratory
Rupert, Eastman technical experts.
Hollsrwood, CaL
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray HUl 1831 The former is the inventor of the
process.

W. W. HODKINSON
tures discouraged
"

conclusive
answers to the "bett
of
them
movies"
problem. Write for a li

Rothacker Handling Process on
Coast.

ROTHACKER

" -'J BELIEVE
thai the assist
women i]
i,
America
should
every way possible to establish l
system for the distribution of m
tion pictures, whereby each pi
ture may stand on its own mef
and under which good pictw;
will be encouraged and poor pij

and SERVICE

119

Fulton

St..

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY
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/ Will Finance
Distribution Through
The State Rights Market
If, Mr. Producer, you have the production that will stand
exploitation, that has the real honest to God quality that will
make money for the Independent exchange-man, and his
exhibitor patrons.
If real salesmanship will put your product across I am in the
market to work with you on an equitable arrangement. You
will receive that which 100% energy, brains and money will
deliver.
The State Rights Market can absorb immediately both small
and large productions at a price in proportion to their exhibition value.

A. Levinson
Jesse Straus
Building
Cor. 46th Street and 5th Avenue
PHONE
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"The

Opinions

Masquerader" — First
Strand

National

TIMES — * * * If you enjoyed this story
in the hook and on the stage, you will prohably enjoy it on the screen, for the production is rcmarkahly well made, as to photography and continuity, and the acting is nicely above the average. Although Mr. Post
sometimes overacts and more often seems
stereotyped in his performance, he has a
number of effectively emphasized scenes, is
always definitely intelligible, which is more
than can be said of many stage players who
*come,
» » with their reputations, to the screen.
N. Y. WORLD — Guy Bates Post makes
awfully hard work of acting for the screen.
* * * A pretty good picture at that. It has
several double exposure views ♦ ♦ ♦ and
these scenes • * ♦ are put together with some
cleverness. A London fog helps out considerably, however, as the most important
of these scenes takes place in a heavy blanket of gray.
TRIBUNE — The story ♦ ♦ * has been done
on the screen so many times and so much
better than it has been done by Richard
Walton Tully ♦ ♦ • that we fear nothing but
disappointment awaits those eager souls who
have been looking forward to this screen
version of a successful play. It is vmbelievably dull. A picture where the leading man
plays two characters is usually more or less
interesting. * * * But in this picture the
two men do not meet often enough to hold
the interest and you do not care what becomes of either of them, anyway. The truth
of the matter is, Mr. Post belongs anywhere
rather on the screen. • * *
HERALD — Remarkable photography distinguishes "The Masquerader." ♦ » * It has
double exposures such as never were on sea
or land. * * * In addition to this novelty the
picture has a strong and legitimate appeal
of its own as photodrama and not solely as
legerdemain. It is a faithful transcript of
the i>lay. * * * The picture has a superior
air of reality to the play, because the spectator not only sees the two men together —
which he never did in the play — but Post
can play the part without having been apparently flung into his frock coat to make a
quick change in the wings. * ♦ *
AMERICAN — Guy Bates Post, appearing
for the first time in the cinemas, scores a
new triumph. ♦ » ♦ And Richard Walton
Tully, making his debut as a movie producer, has set a pace so high that it will
be difficult for him to keep up the excellent
standard of his flickering endeavor. Mr.
Post's acting is superb. The scenes are wonderfully well done. Both star and producer
have given the best they have to make "The
Masquerader" a picture well worth seeing.
They have scored a dual triumph .
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * There
seems no reason to doubt that as a cinema
attraction "The Masquerader" will run the
stage version a race for honors. * ♦ * Those
who have been thrilled by the stage play,
those who have found Katherine Cecil Thurston's novel absorbing and the general run of
motion picture fans will find nothing lacking
in the screen adaptation. ■» « ♦ A pictorial
novel, enacted by a cast that seem to actually live their roles, providing film drama
of the highest type. Mr. Post need not have
the least doubt about getting over on the
silver sheet. * * ♦ There must also go considerable praise to Ruth Sinclair in the role
of the broken-hearted wife. * * *
SUN—* * * An excellent feature. * ♦ *
Quite successful as a picture as it lias been
as a play and Guy Bates Post did masterly
acting in his double role, which he made
famous on the speaking stage. The photoplay follows its footlight original closely
except that the world war is brought into it.
*
*
*
We can recommend this picture to
fans.
movie

MAIL — Sometimes a story is so unreal,
so unplausible, that the audience can enjoy
it by drifting through a delightful fantasy.
While you cannot compare "The Masquerader" to a tale by the brothers Grimm, you
see how far a fertile imagination can go.
Guy Bates Post, now aging somewhat, should never have played the part of
Chilcote and his cousin. • • ♦ The director
threatened his audience with boredom by his
overuse of soft focus and excessive shadows. * ♦ *
GLOBE — ** * This is a picture very
much worth while any one's seeing. Per
sonally, we found the theme rather grue
reforNot that we wanted a grand
5ome.

mation and a reunion of husband and wife
in the end. But the broad road that led to
ilestruction was paralleled too closely, and
tor us. too appallingly, by that narrow road
lh:it led to fame and riches. It was a sermon with grim humor. This sort of thing
may ai)peal to that mysterious "average patton of the movies," but we have our doubts.
If "The Masciuerader" has a long run, we
should prefer to attribute it to excellent acting and production.
EVE, WORLD— We've read so much,
heard so much, written much and talked
so
about
*■ ♦
that much
we were
all "The
primed Masquerader"
for sotnething *great.
* * * That we were a bit disappointed was,
we think, entirely due to our super-expectations. Evidently we had looked for too
much. But what we did find was a good
picture, well acted, particularly by the star —
atid decidedly well photographed, especially
in the matiy, many double exposures. • * ♦
Guy Bates Post can certainly act. * * * It
is a picture we would hate to have missed.
EVE. TELEGRAM— * * • After successes
in book form and in spoken play, achieves a
new lease of life as a screen play. In
"movie" form it is even better than as a
"speakie." It is seldom that the creator of
a role on the spoken stage appears in the
same character on the film. The Strand has
exhibited two such instances — Otis Skinner
in "Kismet," and George Arliss in "Disraeli." Guy Bates Post, in "The Masquerader," eclipses both.
EVE. JOURNAL— Richard Walton Tully,
in his first screen production * * * set a
standard that it will be difficult for him to
live up to in future oiiferings. He chose
wisely in selecting for his initial production
"The
Masquerader,"
with Guy
Bates
Post.
* * * Post, too, is a newcomer to the screen,
but he acted with all the facility of a vetsubtlety.eran. His performance is of real power and

"Nice People"— F. P.-L.
Rialto
N. Y. WORLD— It is first rate summer
film entertainment, but it doesn't seem to
make any demands upon the ability of its
director.
It is r.ght funiiy at times. * ♦ »
HERALD— » * ♦ The little fable about
the dissipated flappers spreads thinly over
the screen. * * * Of course Miss Daniels is
pretty. Some of her feminine associates on
the other hand might have been selected to
throw this quality into still higher relief.
The scenes of country life are beautiful * • *
Conrad Nagel, Wallace Reid and Edward
Martindel
were popular
figures. ♦ ♦ ♦
MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
* * It is a
clever satire on the social life of the present
generation, of the boys atid girls of good
family whose undisciplined craving for excitctnent often leads to an a'ljpearance of
moral laxity. * ' * The picture is delightfully directed and poitits to its moral with
well chosen
and witly sub-titles. * * *
AMERICAN—"
* * Can always be relied
upon for pointing a moral — which helps. We
are shown the evil of cocktails, jazz and fast
society, but we are also shown cocktails,
jazz and fast society ! * * * So "Nice People"
may he set down as both useful and ornamental, and the combination should be valuable. The fact that it is not exciting nor
thr.lling cuts no real ice.

SUN — * * * Follows the story of the stage
play fairly accurately and still retains the
moral which the play pointed. ♦ * ♦ That is
the trouble with "Nice People." It keeps
pointing the moral so hard that you feel like
you want to look in the opposite direction
from the warning finger of the author. If
iVIiss Crothers had been content to let the
lives of her characters run their course without hammering her points. * * *
It cannot be denied, however, that the photoplay is excellently done, both in the matter of the scenario and the production.
MAIL — * * * A vastly entertaining production. ** ♦ BeBe Daniels plays Teddy, the role
created on the stage by Francine
Larimore.
the satisfaction of all who
does
She
the toplay.
never saw it

GLOBE—*
* ♦ An extremely faithful
transference to the screen of Rachel Crothers' stage preachment. * * ♦ In many ways
"Nice People" in motion pictures is an improvement upon the theatrical version. William deMille, the director, has taken excellent advantage of the additional scope his
medium affords in a sOenic way and aUo
has pictured society life in a somewhat more
extravagant fashion than was possible in the
or.gmal play. " * * Truly an all-star screen
production. * * *

transcribable material for the screen,
considerable discretion has been used t
selection of scenarial matter. But chief
ors for the production must be almost (
ly apportioned to the director responsib
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
the spelndidly given pageantry and t(
child star appearing in tlie dual title role
Los Angeles — That cordial
the director, it may be said that his sj
relations between the great nathctic aiul intelligent skill has resulted
convincing atmospheric ([uality which t
tions would be decidedly inthe street scenes of London town in the
fluenced by pictures in the fuof Henry VIII live for us again.
ture, and that the film industry
DAILY NEWS— It remained for ar
is America's greatest ambassatrian company, producing in Vienni
dor, is the opinion of Thomas
Prague, to contribute to the literature i
H. Ince, who further states in
screen "The Prince and the Pauper"
an interview that screen stars
way that
would
pleased
Mark ' i;
could
he have
seen have
it. And
it remainde
have done more in establishing
for a little Polish boy, Tibi Lubin, tc i
a friendly spirit between this
prince and pauper in a manner that i J
realize the dream of every youngster i
country and Europe than conhas read and loved the book. We ( i
ferences of a political character.
think of any child in pictures today i
could have done it as weU. This fib i
caught the spirit of Mark Twain if evt (
one or anything has caught it, and yo i
it to your children and to yourself a j
EVE. WORLD — The whole trouble with
to take them to see it. * * * Has been i
the nice people in "Nice People" is that a magnificent period setting that carrii i
they are not nice. * * * The film is acceptaalong through the sheer belief in the | r
ble in a way — but it seemed to us to be
another anwser to the far flung cry of that it inspires. Nor has the deeper i
lected.
lying satire of the great writer beer |
"What's the matter with the movies?"

Greatest Ambassador

EVE. TELEGRAM— As a Broadway play
was an immediate hit. As a motion picture
* * * it continues in that happy class. ♦ * *
Avoids the spectacular and points his camera always upon the dramatic action of his
story, never permitting the theme to drop
to pleasing only the eye. Naturally, with
such an ideal ever before him, he demands
the best actors and the best acting, and the
cast which he assembled ♦ * • includes some
of the m.ist capable talent drawn from the
Paramount
Stock
Company.
EVE. JOURNAL— It is not often that a
play, carried to the screen, is improved in
transition, but "Nice People" at the Rialto
Theater this week is an exceptional picture
in that and other respects. William deMille
has made a high-grade production throughout, from the selection of the cast to the
editing of the sub-titles, but most of all he
has given the original theme the body that
the stage presentation lacked. Bebe Daniels
is ideally fitted for the part of Teddy Gloucester. * * *

"The Prince and the Pauper" — Larry
Giffen — Capitol
TIMES — You can sit * * * and score
against it one fault after another, but, as you
put each one down, you'll say to yourself,
surely, "It's a darn good picture in spite of
that." For it's a good picture notwithstandits several
serious shortcomings.
* * *ing Well
worth and
seeing.
N. Y. WORLD—*
* * It is extremely
effective in parts, and ragged and unworthy
of the great author's work in others. So far
as this seven-year-old child's portrayal is
concerned, we must say that while he did as
well as a mere baby coidd be expected to do,
the part ought to have been given to one
trained in the art of pantomime and expression. * • * The picture version is unusually
well done in its exterior views. * • *
HERALD — Pomp and pageantry which
might have delighted the heart of Mark Twain
himself are revealed * * * in the second screen
version of his story. * * * This Austrian
adaptation, produced with the help of the
foreign government, will be welcomed by all
those who revelled in the great American's
description of the life of the period, while
there is plenty of action for those who want
their romance on the run.
AMERICAN—*
* * There was not much
fault to be found with what was presented
in the film version of this wonderful romance, but there was so much that was missing! Instead of broad deep veiws of English meadows and woodland, there were skimpy flashes of the coiuitryside such as might
have been made in a park. Instead of a
background of historic London, there were
bits of courts and corners and alleys, obvious imitations, apparently made on the lot.
Instead of a splendid spectacle, there was a
simple story. It is such a good story, of
course, that all the sins of omission on the
part of the producers could not kill it or
even weaken seriously its sentimental grip,
but it did seem such a pity that so fine a
theme could not have had more worthy a
setting. There is only one actor in the
cast worthy of note and that is Tibi Lubin.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— * * * One of
the best pseudo-historical pictures the cinema has produced. * * * The piece is rich in

MAII^ — * * * Done on a grand seal i
the producers did no stint the directoi j
if the mark or kronen is falling daily, ii
castles are authentic, the pageantry st i
ous and the mobs — mobs. The prog »
announces that 10,000 persons took f i
the picture, and it seems to be trutlil i
vertising. Most of the success beloi I
the adorable youngster who takes th i
role of the Prince and Tom Canty.
His shock of blond curls, his cherub 1
meanor and his handsome, sturdy younf i
won yesterday's audiences like few n i
idols can. ♦ • ♦ The audience forgot i |
nity too and clapped like it was a wil i
show.
SUN— * * * This foreign picture
compare in any way with four of its
excellent
* * crowds
♦ Whileof
done
on a predecessors.
large scale with
numeraries
and
lots of detail, the
seems
to lack life and reality.
It
tainly not the ideal "The
Prince X
Pauper"
picture.
No
fault can be
however,
with
the acting
of the la 1
Lubin, who played the double title par ll
there is a general
heaviness about tl II
duction
that is far removed
from thf

* ** ♦It* is a sun »
of TELEGRAM—*
Mark Twain's book.
production, with thousands of assistin i|
ers. Of course the chief honors fall ll
boy actor, Tibli Lubin, who appf I
both roles. The production is an el 111
one and accurately transmits, throu l|
meilium of the screen, the true sf I
Mark
* * »
EVE.Twain.
JOURNAL—
This

is a pictu MI

might yetwellat be the
expected
and
Capitolto appeal
Theater to y<c "^
almost
all the spectators
appeared •
adults and many of them gray-haired,
ly the charm of Mark Twain is for 3
Yet this film version
of the romanti
ultimately will depend for success on c to
for it has been stripped
in the filr :
many
of the elements
that made its a
universal.
The
Prince
and the Pau ■
played
by the same child actor, Tibi lb
and he plays both equally well, with k
degree of dramatic technique and per; Ji

Norwalk House to Seat l,5i
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Brockton, Mass.— J. W. W nt;
has sold the Empire to Bosto; ne
who intend
about
$5,000. altering it at a c ''
Controls Two Seattle Hod!

Seattle— The Woolley Theat Co
now owns and operates the uoj
and Victory, two downtown H

formerly
operated the
h^- Top
MikeNo !•oniij
who
now operates
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Some say
First NationaFs
in a helluva (ix
with its Fall Lineup

i^m

0^1 U^

Tuesday, August 15, 19.2

Maybe weVe alright
Maybe we're all wrongHere*^ how we're fixed

WeVe got 12 Knockouts
Most of which are big enough to deserve two
weeks or longer in the average first run house.

WeVe

got 10 Pippins

That will play a full week in our Franchise
holders best theatres.

]Cu£_^

"Wise'' Film men tell us
that the market can't
absorb all this big stuff
between August 1st and
the first of the year
They say First National ought to hold
the big ones up and release them one
a month over the whole year. But
possibly we have other big ones up
our sleeve.

TgEg^

DAILY

Tuesday, August 15, 1922

I^m not
^Ob you —

But this goes!
First National will positively
release 1 2 Knockouts and 1 0
Pippins for its Fall Group.
We figure that big pictures are the one
thing our Franchise holders need right
now to bring business back with a bang!
That's the real reason we're releasing
this many in our fall group.

YV ClLC^ll for first detailed announcement in
Motion Picture News of August 26th out this week.
More details in Motion Picture World, Exhibitors
Herald, Exhibitors Trade Review and Film Daily later
issues.

We

can't tell the whole story all at once.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood
—
Forrest
Seabury,
Eugenie Besserer and Leo Willis will
appear in "The

Stranger's

Benqiiet."

Sir Hall Caine will write tlic subtitles for "The Christian."
Filming
of "Tess"
after
14 weeks
of work. is
John
M.
Stahl
Dangerous Age."
"Peg
work.

O'

My

completed

is

cutting

Heart"

is

"The
now

in

Bert Sternbach, Century casting
director, has returned from a three
months' trip abroad.

direcU-d by Frederick
Hollvwood studios.

G.

Becker

Monte M. Katterjon has returned
to Paramount to adapt "His American star
Wife" written
by Hector Turnbull to
Gloria Swanson.
J. K. McDondald Productions
have begun "Listening In," fourth of
a series of two-reel comedies featuring Johnny Jones and Gertrude Nessinger.
Edward I^owe, scenarist, and
Frank Atkinson, film editor, have returned to Universal from Vienna
where they accompanied Edward
Laemmle.
Robert Hill will direct Roy Stewart
for Universal in a series of lumberjack vehicles which will be made in
the vicinity of Fort Bragg, Calif.

Jack Mulhall will star in Universal's "Tales of the Fish Patrol"
series.

Starring Baby Peggy. "Hansel and
Grethel," Century's third fairy tale,
is finished. Jim Kelly is the father
and Blanche Payson, the mother.

Julian Josephson has completed
adaption of "All the Brothers Were
Valiant" for Metro.

Katherine MacDonald's supporting
cast in "The Lonely Road" will include Orville Caldwell, Kathleen
Kirkham, Eugenie Besserer, Vera
Lewis, William Conklin and Charles
French.

"Over Here," directed by Bertram
Bracken at Hollywood studios, is
Hearing completion.
Chrles J. Hall's production of
"Loyalty"
complete and is being
edited and istitled.

Edward Sloman is directing cutting
and titling of "Blind Justice," which
will be released in September. Sloman will go to New York to arrange
for distribution.

Century's horse comedy now in / Cutting, titling and editing are
production has been titled "Some progressing on "Gimme" under suHero," with Betty May as feminine pervisoin of Rupert Hughes; and
lead.
on "Broken Chains" under supervision of Allen Holubar and Paul Bern.
"Omar the Tentmaker" is completed and is being titled and edited by
A preview will be held shortly of
Richard Walton Tully and James
"The Power of Love," a Perfect PicYoung.
tures production, in six reels. The
exhibition will be made through what
Filming is under way on"The Ad- is claimed to be a new stereoscopic
ventures of Prince Courageous" se- method. Directed by Nat Deverich,
ries of 12 two-reelers, starring Ar- the cast includes Noah Beery,
thur Trimble, five year old actor, and Barbara Bedford, Elliott Sparling,
Aileen Manning, Albert Prisco, John
Herdman, Phillip Sleeman and Frank
STUDIO SPACE FOR RENT
Kingsley.
Complete in every detail.
Perfect Lighting Equipment.
Modern Sets.
Hobart Henley has recalled memIDEAL STUDIO
bers of the cast of "The Flirt" for
additional scenes at Universal.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
Phone Union 5067
Rowland V. Lee has completed
"Mixed Faces," starring William
Russell for Fox, and is preparing the
FILMACK PRODUCTION
script for his next production.

TRAILERS
With and Without
Scenes
Can Now Be Had For

C A Foot
• TINTING FREE
24

Hour

Service

Without fear of contradiction we
maintain that our Trailers are the
5est of their kind.
Make us prove it I

IRVING MACK & CO.
CHICAGO

i

at

David Bader, director of publicity
for Century comedies, has left for
New York with Julius Stern, and
after several days in the metropolis
will leave on a national tour of the
key cities to work in co-operation
with Universal exchanges and theatre
owners in the exploitation of Century
vehicles.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Rhode

Won't

(Special to THE
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SUBSCRIBE NOW— TO-DAY
You'll find it the best $10
investment you ever made

The Film Daily
71 West 44th St., New York City
Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Dailyl
for one year, starting immediately, to include
THE

FILM

DAILY— 313 Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews — 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10 — Foreign, $15
Name

Theatre

Run Again
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Milwaukee — Joseph G. Rhode,
twice president of the M. P. T. O. of
Wisconsin, will not run for the presidency again this year, although his
friends are anxious to have him enter
the field again.

Address

_

„

\

The Sheik broke all records in cool November
But
Blood and Sand breaks The Sheik record in sweltering August
T AST week "Blood and Sand" broke all records for the Rivoli
^ Theatre, New York, by two thousand dollars.
The biggest week heretofore was "The Sheik," and that was in
November, with two holidays during the week.
The following comparative box-office statement of these two
weeks deserves study. . It proves conclusively that "Blood and
Sand" is the greatest money-maker ever made.

The Sheik
First Week
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Total
*Election
fArmistice

Blood and Sand

in November
$7,055.41
4,004.55

First Week

6,547.48*
3,104.13
3,343.45
6,000.68t
5,028.99

in August
$6,166.49
4,649.84
4,881.16*
5,004.39
4,721.53
4,738.54t
6,844.47

$35,084.69

Total $37,006.42

Day,
night prices at
*One ofthethesummer.
hottest day of
matinees.
Day, night prices at
fEven hotter than Tuesmatinees.
day.

Heat, Rain and Hail mean nothing
when youVe showing
"Blood and Sand
JESSE L. LASKY

jj

presents

RODOLPH

VALENTINO
in

"Blood and Sand"
with

Lila Lee and Nita Naldi
From

the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez and the play by Tom Gushing
Scenario by June Mathis

A FRED

NIBLO

PRODUCTION

A Paramount Picture

ISi
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Putting It Over
Hert is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

DAILY

across with free tickets for the best
25 verses. The contestant was to
read the Journal want ads and find
one which fired his poetic genius.
The rhymes could only be four lines
long, the only rule being that the
verse had to contain the word "want
ad." John D. Howard, Paramount
exploiter
for Detroit, devised this
stunt.

Gustav Seyffertitz will play a proi|

inent role in "The Face in the Fof :
which Cosmopolitan Prod, will mall
Alan Crosland will direct.

INSIST

UPON

Duratized

car. In the case of the Capitol he
covered the main streets the week before actually advertising and anmotorist
nouncement of the picture began. A Weekly "2 for 1 Day"
Mt. Vernon, O. — Advertisements
riding
"through
the gateway
to
Estes
Park this
was town,
presented
with a Local residents were asked to guess
reading
"2 for 1 Day" — the date —
who "The Masquerader" was; and
warning card reading:
interest in this picture was inaugu- I This coupon and $.22 buys two $.22
"Warning! Go slow and see our
rated even before the fans had any Itickets, $.10 buys two $.10 tickets, intown. Go fast and see our jail. Or
serted in two local daily newspapers
better still stop and see Bebe Daniels idea it was coming. The man with have brought big returns to H. V.
the concealed identity happened to be
FOR LEASE
Smoots and F. V. Harris who operate
in 'The Speed Girl" I sis theater."
a tall, well-formed individual, im- the Vine and Photosho. During the
maculately dressed who might have
A "My Boy" Ballyhoo
aroused interest in many feminine summer months, there has been such
Litchfield, Minn.— "I am looking hearts even without a mask. With a "2 for 1 Day" every week and cash
receipts have been increased by $50
for "My Boy." With this sign on his this equipment, plus a touring car
For Lease in Whole or in Part
back a weather beaten, aged man in and liveried attendants borrowed and $125 over the usual daily returns,
tattered clothes and a flowing white from the Capitol he proved a vortex barring Saturdays. This in spite of
The last word in modem studio
beard walked the streets of Litchfield.
and electrical equipment. Five
of curiosity. The papers caught onto the fact that only about half of those
His pathetic figure and the heart in- it as a story and the theater gained attending pay to get in! The ads are
stages.
Direct15 current.
Reterest of his appeal evoked sympathy several columns of free publicity. The checked to ally the business brought
mote control.
minutes from
and countless people stopped him to management recorded extra good in by each paper.
Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
ask questions. Towards dusk he car- business as the result.
and offices. All electrical apried a lighted lantern on his back
paratus, lamps and props, new
shop.
that illuminated the advertisement he
Issue Exhibitors' House Organ
and complete. Large carpenter
Stole
the
Crowd.
The
Motion
Picture
Review
is
a
carried.
It gained immense publicity for the
Augusta, Kans. — Dare devil bally- new fan magazine published monthly
hoo artists, performing under the by the Macon Publishing Co., and
Westchester,
Jack-picture until the display advertising
son
Aves. — at Forest
SubwayandStation
distributed free of charge in theaters.
New York
gave the secret away; and then Litch- auspices of a shoe polish manufacturing company were doing their tricks One theater in each city is given a
field, knowing that "My Boy" was
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
in town, flocked to the Unique to see at the time that "Smilin' Through" local franchise for circulation of the
W. H. Weissager, President
opened its run at the Isis. Manager magazine as its house organ. It con121 W. 39th Street
Jackie Coogan's picture.
Johnson seized the opportunity to
sists of 20 pages, the exhibitor placA Good Turn!
proclaim the merits of his picture
Bryant 7290
ing in it a four-page insert that includes his program.
heralds to the huge crowd
Pomery, O. — This is a story of through
that had assembled to watch the
good will building. A. W. and R.
T. Kaspar, run the Electric and have stunts. A banner was also used, far
an unfailing supply of power, whereas larger than the banner to advertise
the power supplying the churches the shoe polish and it practically
broke down recently owing to the "stole the show." Mr. Johnson repaid
Latitude in printing is dependent upon film
closing of the mines. As soon as the the kindness, however, because his
Kaspars learned of the churches banner read: "Use This Shoe Polish
quality or scale of gradation. The most
plight they got busy. Despite the and You" Go 'Smilin' Through'
fact that the church element had been 1922." The ballyhoo was equally
difficult negatives — those with a long range
largely responsible for the local successful for the manufacturing
of tones from brilliant highlights to deep
ordinance closing the motion picture company and for the Isis, the only
theatres on Sundays, the owners of difference being that it didn't cost
Isis a cent outside of the banner and
the Electric promptly turned their heralds.
shadows — are easily registered, tone for tone,
houses over to the members of all
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Colorado Tourists Snared
Longmont, Col. — Every

FILMS

THE NEW
JACKSON STUDIOS

and with latitude to spare on

churches to hold religious services on
Sunday. The offer was accepted and
has built up good will for the theatre
of inestimable and lasting value.

Tied Up Chamber
of Commerce.
Butler, Pa. — The Lyric managed to
tie up its picture "Bought and Paid
For" with a "Pay Up" Campaign
Admitted
Husbands
Free.
conducted by the Chamber of Commerce. It was one of the few times
W. \'a.got
— For
lifeWheeling,
dad or hubby
the once
best in
of his
it. an exploitation campaign secured the
Manager Chas. A. Fuller of the Vir- bona fide endorsement of such a
ginia arranged that every husband at- civic organization. Window cards
tending any matinee performance of were made up and paid for by the
*'Is Matrimony a Failure?" accom- Chamber of Commerce to be dispanied by his wife would be admitted
played in every mercantile window
free, although the better half had to on the main street, reading as folshell out. This was something like
lows: Are your belongings "Bought
giving away ice in the winter because and Paid For?" Celebrate Butler's
a small percentage of the husbands pay-up campaign by paying all curcould knock off work long enough to
rent bills. You pay Peter so Peter
see the picture. However, it made a can pay Paul. Endorsed by Butler
big hit with everybody and caused a Board of Commerce. Be sure to go
lot of talk. In a town of Wheeling's
size, any woman trying to slip in and see etc."
some man not her husband took a Conducted Rhyme
Contest.
chance with her reputation.
Detroit — A lot of pep was put into
Kept Them Guessing
St. Paul. Minn.— The old Rafi^Ies
stunt has been modernized with the
coming of the automobile; and accordingly isfound the masked marvel
seated in a seven passenger touring

the advertising for "The Bachelor
Daddy" by the tieup of the Broadway
Strand and the Detroit Journal. The
Journal offered prizes of $5, $3, and
$2 for the best ads in rhyme submitted during the week. Phil Gleichman of the Broadway Strand came

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN
ROCHESTER,

KODAK
NEW

YORK

CO.

'
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Warner Series Sold

Gland Film
jbd

Other
Scientific
Productions
Coming
Here
from
Abroad
Through the U. F. A.

researches
Steinach's
jProfessor
|th glands controlling internal secrepns, sex and rejuvenation have been
'corded in films and will be brought
!iis country in the fall. The pic^ were made under the auspices
■ I he U. F. A. in Germany.
It is
\d to be one of the most
costly
|ucationals produced.
|The experiments
were
conducted
er a period of a year and a half,
le final negative was cut into two
itions, one
purely
scientific
deigned for the medical profession and
>■ other of a more or less popular
Hire. Each will have a footage of
"iut 6,000 feet. These pictures are
I to be confused with monkey
Jand transplantation processes. Profesor Stciiidch's researches have
ainly to do with the control of injrnal secretions through the tying
I the ducts of certain glands.
JThe same organization will disibute the Einstein films which will
;Listrate the modern theories of
Nativity. These will be in two
;!rts, each of feature length, and are
He in this country in the late fall.
lother scientific production
which
II be finished this year is a film
(Continued

"cur Horsemen"
(Special

to THE

on

I'age

3)

at Palace, London
FILM

DAILY)

London — "The Four Horsemen of
Apocalypse"
has opened
a 10
i-ks' engagement at the Palace, the
jrangements having been made permally bj' Marcus Loew. "The Pris' r of Zenda"
may
follow
"The
uir Horsemen" at the Palace and
i the event that it does not, it will
1 sli^n in another theater.

Practically the Entire Country Now
Disposed of — Seven
Features
in the List
Warner Bros, yesterday announced
the list of sales to territorial buyers
in connection with their seven features for 1922-1923. The pictures involved are "Main Street," "The Beautiful and Damned," "T' ■ Little
Church Around the C,-iier," "A
Dangerous Adventure," "Rags and
Riches," "Heroes of the Street" and
"Brass." Sales have been made to
the following;
Second National, of Chicago, have
contracted for Northern Illinois;
Finkelstein and Ruben. Minnesota,
North and South Dakota; R. H. Lieber, Indiana; A. H. Blank, Iowa and
Nebraska; A. M. Fabian, Northern
New Jersey; Tri-State Film Exchange, Wisconsin; Independent
Film Corp., Maryland, Delaware,
Virgina, District of Columbia, Eastern Penn., and Southern New Jersey; Franklin Film Co. of Boston,
New England; Skirboll Brothers of
Cleveland, Ohio; Kwality Pictures of
Denver, Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Colorado,
Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico;
S. & O. Pictures of Los Angeles,
California, Nevada, Arizona, and Hawaii; First National of Pittsburgh,
West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania; and Standard Prod, of Atlanta,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, North
and South Carolina.
Stevenson Buys C. B. C. Series
Charles Stevenson of Stevenson's
Attractions, Ltd., has purchased the
series of C. B. C. melodramas for
Canada.

Sheldon Coming with Geraghty
When Tom Geraghty arrives in
New York this week to assume his
Devlin Introduced
old duties as chief supervising di(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rector of the Famous Players Long
San Francisco — Rupert Hughes Island Studio, he will be accompanied
s toastmaster at the banquet of by E. Lloyd Sheldon who will be a
; M. P. T. O. of Northern Cali- member of the Eastern scenario de■nia last night, at which Frank R.
;vlin, newly appointed advisor to partment.
'.
M. P. T. O., was formally intro- "Musketeers" Temporarily Held Up
ced.
(Special to THE

orma

In From the Coast
and Constance Talmadge

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — The copyright on "The
Three Musketeers" in France has yet
about a year to run and until that
period elapses, United Artists cannot
show the picture in this country.

'fs.in Fred
New York
with their
Talmadge,
and mother,
Joseph
henck, making preparations for a
Hiram Abrams in commenting on
■ee months' tour abroad. They sail
•ig. 26th, on the Majestic. Next the above yesterday said that the
"uth Buster and Mrs. Keaton, with picture was being shown at present
|;ir infant son will pay New York in Switzerland and in other Contiivisit.
nental countries.

Raw Film Tax Fixed

r

Pnce 5 Cents

Aid to Godsol

James R. Grainger to Join Goldwyn
/
Executive
Staff — Gives Up
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Hearst Sales
Washington — The Senate
Jaines R. Grainger will shortly join
yesterday adopted a rate of
Golvvyn
as a member of the execufour
a centfilm.
per linear
tive staff. Among other things, he
f"+' -w ofstock
will act as special representative to
X
ows the suggestion
F. J. Godsol and in that connection
mat
the Senate
Finance
he
may
shortly make a trip throughout the country.
Comi
uice last week.
Grainger is expected to relinquish
his post as sales supervisor for Cosmopolitan Prod., but will continue
After Shakespearian
Subject
his present duties with Marshall NeiWeiss Bros, are understood to be lan Prod.
negotiating for a Shakesperian subJulius Stern Sails
ject to be released this fall.
Julius Stern of Century Comedies
sailed on the Mauretania for Europe
Sells Another
yesterday. He will be gone about
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
four weeks.
Boston ■— Black's New England
Theater's, Inc., yesterday announced
Majcr Buys Another
the sale of the Hamilton Hall Opera
Louis B. Mayer has purchased the
House at Ludlow, Vt., to H. N. La
Mare, the former manager.
film rights to "Dancers of the Night."
It will be produced as an all-star
special, and will probably be Fred
Strike Holds
Up Valentino
The Famous Players office has not Niblo's first release for Metro.
received any word as to the whereNiblo and Condon Leave
abouts of Rodolph Valentino who
Fred Niblo and Charles Condon,
was scheduled to leave the coast the
end of last week. The railroad the latter director of publicity for
Louis B. Mayer left for California
strike may have held him up.
yesterday.
Vanguard
of Exploiters
Leaves
Gillstrom
and Enright
Here
The vanguard of the special exArvid Gillstrom, Century director
ploitation force to work on the new
series of Fox specials left town yes- and Ray Enright, his "gag" man
terday. Ben Davis went to Dallas, are in New York from Los Angeles.
George Wotherspoon to Cincinnati; They motored across the country,
Henry Parker and Ben Wolcott to making the trip in 12 driving days.
Moran will probably be here in
Pittsburgh; Lowell Cash to Indian- Lee
a few days.
apolis and Joseph Shea to Buffalo.
The Fox offices are preparing for
Special Train for Convention
another opening, that of "A Little
The Famous Players sales conChild Shall Lead Them" at the Lyric
vention which will be held either late
on the evening of Aug. 25.
in October or early in November in
New Rivoli Record
Los Angeles will include practically
In setting up a new record at the the entire sales force. Present plans
call for the chartering of a special
Rivoli, "Blood and Sand" topped the
previous high mark by nearly $1,500, train to take the Eastern group to
the coast.
according to Famous Players. The
"Blood
former record was held by "The
Deny Deal for Sales Chief
Sheik." The latter played the Rivoli
the first week in November, 1921.
The report published in these columns that First National is seeking
The comparative totals for "The a sales chief to handle its distribution
Sheik" and "Blood and Sand" are as
follows :
are categorically and emphatically
denied by officers of the company.
and Sand" No such move is under contempla"The Sheik"
Sunday
$7,055.41
$6,166.49
tion, it is stated. Reports of that naMonday
4.004.55
4,649.84
ture have been prevalent in the inTuesday
6,547.48
4,881.16
Wednesday
3,104.13
5,004.39
dustry in the past few weeks. First
Thursday
3,343.45
4,721.53 National also denied the report pubFriday
6,000.68
4,738.54
lished yesterday that J. D. Williams
Saturday
5,028.99
6,844.47
intended sailing for Europe with the
Totals... $35,084.69
$37,006.42 Talmadge
party.
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.. 76y2
F. P.-L.... 88^
do pfd... 96M
S. G'wyn ....
5^
Griffith
Loew's
...
Triangle
World

17^

Low

Close

Sales

76
871^
96
55/^

l^V^
1,400
87%
6,000
963^ 700
55/^ 200
Not quoted

165/i

17
5,500
Not quoted
Not quoted

Says Market Is Opening Up
Louis Auerbach of Export and Import reports that the usual summer
lull in foreign trade is over and that
business is beginning to pick up.
Censors
Cut Out
(Special to THE

Feminine
Limbs
FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O. — A portion of a
news reel showing the legs of Mile.
Mistinguette, as she landed after her
arrival in New York from France,
was ruled out by the censor board.
Free Films in Jersey City
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Jersey City, N. J. — A. Harry
Moore, director of parks has arranged
to give the first open-air free picture
show at the Mary Benson Park tomorrow night. The performances
will be continued during the entire
month.

(T^WcLtuiaticmcd (RxJjuajU^
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POST— * * * Lent itself readily to the
screen,
and logically
after thetofirst
* * jt ending.
moved
easily and
its act
new * happy
The pictures left little to be desired. No
"Monte Cristo" — Fox
money had been spared in the production,
44th St. Theater
and it had been well spent. The thrilling
TIMES — * * * The scenes are impressive- scenes were even better than in the play, and
No. 66
ly set and photographed, the acting in all the escape of Dantes from the bag under the
the important roles is strikingly effective and sea was a most effective bit of realism, and, as
CO WES
REGATTA — Famov
the action of the story is swift, sure and before remarked,
the players were all good. ROYAL
classic
brings
out
the pick
smooth. Seldom has a picture begun so * * * Screen acting is an art, and Mr. Gil- yachting
English
society.
well and kept its pace so stirringly. But it
bert is a master of it.
PRESIDENT
SEEKS
RAIL
SETTLl
must be confessed that it reaches its peak
SUN — * * * A film of rare pictorial beauty ; MENT — Chiefs of the "Big Four" brothe
when Dantes escapes from his prison. After
that, although there is much lavish display in fact it is doubtful if any previous films hoods meet to consider Harding's proposal
in the costumes and settings, and although, excel it in that respect. And at times it BUMPER CROP PRODUCTION FO
at times, as in the dueling scene, the action rises to a point of genuine excitement', but 1922 — Animated drawings give graphic id
America's big crop this year.
picks up and momentarily regains its cine- it must be admitted that those moments are of
matographic force, the story lags in the comparatively few when you consider what ANTI-WAR DEMONSTRATION IN GEl
main.
MANY
— Anniversary of World War brim
a glittering tale he had to work with. At
best it is only consistently interesting and out
BerHn.
demonstration
foe "No More War"
HERALD—* * ♦ A wealth of pictorial and not the fine sweeping movie you are bound to
Other news as usual.
drainatic detail that no power of the illustrator of books could possess or a dramatist expect.
THE
ONE
INDISPENSABLE
FILM
EVE. TELEGRAM— If you want real
achieve in the spoken play. * * * Was true
to historic detail, which gave unusual dra- thrills * * ♦ watch Edmund Dantes, the hero.
matic force to what would otherwise have * * * There are pictures of great beauty.
* * * To be sure, the film is not perfect.
been a roaring melodrama.
* * ♦
There are moments that fail to be impresTRIBUNE—* * * We failed to be thrilled
sive, but these are merely passing incidents
by the love, hate and vengeance of Edmund and can easily be cut out. John Gilbert is
Dantes, or to feel any particular interest in Edmund Dantes, and swings through the film
the vicissitudes of Mercedes, Caderousse, De with the gait of a real hero.
Villefort and the others. Some of the scenes
JOURNAL — If you wish to renew your
were interesting, but the picture as a whole
failed to hold us. * * * The part where youth,
two hours
* ♦ *
Cristo"
* * *at Inleast,
this see
production
Dantes became a substitute for the corpse "Monte for
and escaped by being weighted and liung into there has been woven all the wealth of romance, adventure, intrigue, love and hate
the ocean was also fascinating, but the picSTUDIO SPACE FOR RENT
ture had not the slightest romantic appeal, that has made of the elder Dumas's novel an
imperishable favorite. The author himself,
Complete in every detail.
that was the trouble. * ♦ *
were he still living, could hardly ask for a
Perfect Lighting Equipment.
N. Y. WORLD—* * * There is not much
Modern
Sets.
more
eloquent
interpretation.
*
♦
»
Xo
John
doubt you will be entertained to your heart's Gilbert was given the role of Edmrmd Dancontent. * * * A sincere, often brilliant,
IDEAL
STUDIO
sometimes awkward effort. Watching it, you
tes, and it was a wise choice. * * *
Hudson Heights, N. J.
occasionally grow bored, but about that
Phone Union 5067
Rea Sells Two
time a distinctly new twist comes racing
along and the interest brightens. It is ad(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
mirably directed in its various scenes, but
Hillsboro, O. — Rosselot Bros, have
it is most ruthlessly put together. ♦ * ♦ It
strikes us that the finest thing about this film taken over the Forum and Orpheum
drama is its characterizations. * * * We lay from George A. Rea.
INSIST UPON
astuff
wager
they on
like. its success. It's made of the
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Opinions

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Had Alexander Dumas been permitted to occupy a seat
* * * he would have found little cause for
complaint in the manner in which the William Fo.x company handled his original text.
True, there were one or two scenes that were
not according to Mr. Dumas's description.
They did not interfere with one's enjoyment
of the photoplay. ♦ ♦ • Belongs on the credit
side of the Fox ledger.
MAIL — * * * The early scenes of the play
offer such gorgeous advetnure for the camera and the camera actors that they are
much more picturesque and impressive than
those that conclude. * * ♦ Glorious picture
stuff, this greatest of adventure romances,
and Emmett J. Flynn, who did the directing,
has made much of it. If his crowds move
with a little too much precision, and there
is an occasional jerkiness, as though he were
hurrying the action in order to get in as
much as possible of the story, there is also
a fine pictorial background for many of the
scenes and intimate snapshots of character
well emphasized.
EVE. WORLD—* * * If you have read
the romance, is well worth seeing. If you
haven't read Dumas's story — by all means
see Monte Cristo in film form. ♦ ♦ * John
Gilbert tries hard and, in a way, makes good
in the titular role, but he isn't massive nor
impressive enough. The acting honors must
all go to William V. Mong. ♦ * *
GLOBE—* » * Given the island and its
treasure, Dantes concerns himself solely with
getting even with his enemies. * * * It is
about midway this morbid course that one
begins to get tired. * ♦ » A drama whose
chief and almost only theme is that of revenge. Thus a great deal of that richness of
romance and thrill of adventure with which
Dumas's work is packed, has been sacrificed.
John Gilbert, in the title role, is most commanding and statuesque. * • ♦ See "Monte
Cristo" byof all
means, Dumas
only leave
memories
another
film. at home all
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Gland Film
(Continued from Page 1)

aiig with the Freud theories of
>^io-analysis. This picture is beTtetained in Vienna awaiting the
national conference of physicians
ijwill be the first to see the procon.
Aother educational feature which
sjalready arrived deals with the
I'e Plague and is about 4,000 feet
ngth. The U. F. A. is repretid in this country by Fred S.
ijwho has as yet not determined
jt'bution. Arrangements are alK under way to show the scienti-

j2^
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Ban Corinne Griffith Film

Eastern Film Has New Release
Eastern Film has "The House of
Dallas — "A Virgin's Sacrifice," in lease.
ready for rewhich Corinne Griffith plays the lead, Darkened Windows"
has incurred the wrath of the local
Start Fox Exchange Soon
censor board, which forced a termination of its run at the Rialto.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Promote
Sunday
Shut-Down
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Dallas — Work is to be started in
Deane Sails Shortly
the near furture on the Fox exchange,
Dallas — A campaign is being inTerminal.
augurated by the Dallas Christian
Albert Deane of the Famous-Lasky located near Union
Endeavor Union and the Dallas Dis- Film Service, Ltd., of Australia,
W. W. Kofeldt Resigns
trict Senior and Junior Epworth leaves New York for Europe on the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Leagues with a general Sunday shut- Majestic on Saturday, Aug. 26. Havdown as the object. Resolutions
San Francisco — W. W. Kofeldt has
ing spent ten months in the United
urging "blue" action by city officials States, he is now going to look over resigned as president of the local
have been passed by these organiza- conditions in Europe before returning Film Board of Trade. He is local
tions.
to Australia.
branch manager for Pathe.

fic edition of the gland pictures before the American Medical Society.
Sells is arranging to import other
non-theatrical productions of feature
length.

mE GREATEST
PICTURES OF
THE YEAR

(Special to THE
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

Thursday's Issue

Winifred Byrd, pianiste, starts the performance with a rendition of Greig's "(Concerto in A Minor" and immediately after
comes Prizma's "A Little Love Nest," followed by "The Message of a Flower."
"Whispering Flowers" is the title of the
ballet unit in which Doris Niles appears assisted by Leona Lee, Blanche O'Donohue,
Norova. Emily John, Joan Desborough and
Margaret Fisher. The news reel is next and
then the orchestra plays "The Merry Wives
of Windsor." The feature is "The Prince
and the Pauper," with a prelude, "Should
Auld Acquaintance Be Forgot."

44th Street
"Monte Cristo," a version of Dumas' "The
Count of Monte Cristo," comprises practically the entire iprogram. There is an overture,
but the rest of the time is taken up by the
feature.

Rialto
"Nice People" is the principal attraction
and other film numbers include Larry Semon
in "Golf" and the usual magazine. Rossini's
"Semiramide," played by the orchestra ; Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz; a duet from Bizet's
"Pearlfishers," sung by Ruggiero Baldrich
and Giuseppe Interrante, tenor and baritone
respectively,
and Sarasate's
"Faust"
offered
by Michael
Leonoff onFantasie
the violin
make
up the musical program.

Strand

Sixth Plum
(Special

Center Completed

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Sau Francisco — The sixth of the
Plum Center comedies, with the action centered on and about a race
track, has been completed this week
by Director Robert Eddy at the Gcrson Studios in San Francisco.

Selections from Verdi's "II Trovatore" are
rendered by the orchestra for the overture,
with Kitty McLaughlin, soprano, and Fernando Guarneri, baritone, assisting vocally.
The Topical Review is next and then there
is the vocal prologue to the feature, sung by
another baritone, Harrison Brockbank. Guy
Bates Post in "The Masquerader" is the biglight number on the program and the comedy
relief is furnished by an Earl Hurd comedy,
"Fresh Fish."

At Other Houses
Programs at other theaters are virtually
unchanged. John Barrymore in "Sherlock
Holmes" is still at the Cameo, "Forget Me
Not" at the Criterion, "Human Hearts" at
the Central, Rodolph Valentino in "Blood
and Sand" at the Rivoli. and "The Prisoner
of Zenda" at the Aster.

Promise Production in St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis— The Mid West Prod.
Co. has been organized to produce at
Troy Company
Chartered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Creve Coeur Lake, a suburban amusement resort. The United Railways
Albany, N. Y.— The Capitol EduCo., which owns the park and John
cational Films of Eastern New York,
H. Meyers state they have agreed to with principal office in Troy has been
build a large studio. Leon De La granted a charter. The enterprise
Mothe will be in charge of produc- is capitalized at $3,000 and the stocktion. Aaron Fineschriber will be
holders: R. G. Matteson and Margpresident and Louis K. Ansell, secaret A. Manning of Troy, and George
retary-treasurer. Fineschriber and H. Briger and S. P. Briger of Albany.
Ansell own the Variety theater.
Danes Seek New Copyright Law
Joint Arbitration in Washington
The Associated Press reports from
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Copenhagen that the Danish Government is considering a new copyright
Washington — Changes in policy
and officers were made by the Film bill. The existing act gives an author
Board of Trade, at a meeting when and dramatist unlimited rights in his
R. Clinton Robin, Pathe, was unan- own production during lifetime, and
imously elected president. The other to his descendants unlimited rights
officers elected were, Walter Price, until 50 years after death. Thereafter
Goldwyn, vice president; Eugene the rights are "free," and a publisher
^^'ilson, Vitagraph, treasurer; and C. or theatrical manager can respectiveM. Thomas, Strand Film, secretary.
ly publish or produce his works withIt was voted to continue the services
out paying any author's fees.
of Charles E. Wagner as correspondThe Danish Authors' Association
ing secretary.
demands that an organization of living authors and dramatists, and not
The first step to develop harmony
will be the establishment of a griev- the state, control the works of dead
ance committee composed of three colleagues after the expiration of the
exchanges and three exhibitors, one 50-year period; that the rights should
appointed by the Virginia Exhibitors not then become free, and that it be
League, one by the Alaryland Ex- empowered to decide to whom royalties be distributed.
hibitors League, and one representDanish organizations are said to
ing the District. The exchanges will
be represented on this committee by be working jointly in this matter
Clinton Robin, Pathe; Joseph S. with their colleagues in Norway and
Hebrew, Fox; and C. M. Thomas, Swedeii, and similar bills are likely
Strand Film.
to be introduced in these countries.
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Motion Pictures Can B
Better Advertised
THIS is not a criticism of the advertising that has b
done.
Much of it is very good, but progress she
never halt auid much progress may still be made.
It has become a by-word that most motion pictures
bad, but they're not.
It has become a by-word that motion picture advertij

is bad, but it's not.
It has become a by-word that all the people connec
with motion pictures are corrupt, but they're not.
It has become a by-word that the motion pictures 1 1
every story they touch, but they don't.
How are these popular misconceptions to be coun :
acted ?

Mainly by some super-advertising.
Who might conceivably inspire and direct such su i
advertising ?

Certainly not a beginner or an experimenter.
Certainly not a man utterly out of touch with the w 1
industry, no matter how great his experience. ;
And most certainly this necessary super-advertising c<1i
never be done by a man entirely steeped in the custt u
traditions and taboos of the industry.
The writer of this message to some big motion pii r
executive is none of these things.
He is writing li
message because he happens to be perhaps the one u
who has the peculiar combination of talents and e e
riences that the creator of this new super-advertising : u

possess.
He is first of all, a sound advertising man of wide e le
rience; successful in his work; well known and hitl;
regarded in the advertising fraternity.
He is now dir< o
of advertising for one of the largest advertisers ir h
country.
He is also (and this completes the rare, the unusual m
bination ) a writer of popular fiction that has been sue si
fully transferred to the screen.
y
And please
was ruined
He is a man
today.
all nations,

note that he has never claimed that his 'w
in the process.
widely read in the literature, of all ages n(
a man up to the minute In the literatu o

He is an enthusiastic lover of motion pictures and
liever in their great future.

be

Surely such a man and only such a man is quallfi< i<
produce and direct the super-advertising that some no
tion picture organization needs.
This man seeks that work first and foremost becai i
Is the work he would most like to do.
He Is not In ie<
of a position or ever likely to be.
He wishes to meet you and assures you that your tte
will be regarded as confidential.
Address

FILM AD, Box 105
General Post Office
New York N. Y.
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Local Combine

Who's in Line?

Exhibitors
Rallying
to Fight FirstRun Situation — Action Aimed
at Big Circuits
A number of well-known local exhibitors have formed a booking combination to fight the big circuits' hold
on first-runs.

of
S|culation as to the Successor
at
nger
Grai
R.
; J , JamesCosmopoUtan
Ihere is marked interest in the
trie as to who will succeed James
RJ ("Jimmy") Grainger, in charge
olhe sales end of Cosmopolitan Proditions — the Hearst pictures rele'ed through
Paramount.
;rior to Grainger entering the orgiization, Hearst had no one overlo<ing contracts and generally attejing to sales problems. When
Ginger took up the work it is
utlerstood that Hearst was trerriidously satisfied to such an extei: that he wanted Grainger for a
lo'j contract.
'he
developments following
Giinger's work were such that it is
the Cosmopolitan orejjected that
gJization
will want a high powered
ml to continue the work, which has
mch more to it than the simple

As yet there are about seven men
involved but they are probably only
the nucleus of what is hoped will be
a strong organization, capable by virtue of the total of booking days it
will control to secure action of the
kind it wants from exchanges. The
complaint is that the big circuits get
the cream of the market because they
are in a position to offer the distributor a block of days that he cannot
in justice ignore. The result is the
exhibitors who run one, two or a
chain of theaters has to follow ♦he
circuit and pay high rentals to get
the product.
The apparent aim of the embryonic
organization is to offer the exchanges
a total number of booking days on
one picture or a series of pictures.
After the product is secured the members can arrange the dates on a prearranged basis.

Oi-'ing of contracts.
J'here was no information availalfe yesterday from the Cosmopolitl studios as to the possible sucCffior of Grainger.
Loew Stock Closes at 17
,oew stock closed at 17 yesterday,
tHj highest figure in some time.
H|h was 17}4, low 17 and sales
2]0.

Church Tie-up

Price 5 Cents
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One of the many tremendous scenes between House Peters and Claire
Windsor in "RICH MEN'S WIVES," a Preferred Picture, directed by
"Gasnier.
New York,Distributed
next week. —through
Advt. Al Lichtman Corporation. At the Capitol,
Von Herberg Here
J. G. Von Herberg. of Jensen &
Von Herberg, is in New York serving as a member of the rotating committee. He said conditions in his
sections were satisfactory and that
the outlook is good.

Ltey Perfects
Arrangements
with
Christian Herald for Non-Theatrical Distribution
larry Levey stated yesterday that
hejhad made an exclusive contract
w;i the Christian Herald whereby
tH publication will maintain a moti(i picture bureau in each of the
Changes in F. B. O. Field Forces
26exchanges National Non-TheatricaM. P., Inc., intends establishing.
Harry M. Berman has returned
ihe representatives of the Herald, from a tour to F. B. O. exchanges.
wch has a weekly circulation of
Milton Simon, who has been manalut 250,000, will concern themager at Washington, has been transsees with distribution to churches.
ferred to St. Louis and will act as
Attatement from Levey says that
the has been a reaction against dis- special representative. A new exchange will open at Sioux Falls to
tr-'itors by churches because of the
serve
North
and South Dakota. Sherre'sal of a number of exchanges,
man Fitch has been appointed sales
ndbly in Cincinnati and Springfield,
III to supply churchs with films in manager. Two new division mancdpetition with exhibitors.
agers were also announced by Berman. J. H. Calvert will be in charge
[he Christian Herald has taken a
st d in opposition to that of Will of Omaha, Kansas City and Oklahoma, with headquarters at Omaha,
HHays, who said in his address befoi the National Education Ass'n and A. R. Cheery will act as division
thi schools must stick to educationmanager with headquarters at Pittsali churchs to religious films and exburgh. The new exchange at Milhilcors to amusement films.
waukee wlil be managed by Harry
Irthur James, who recently joined Hart. J. J. Simpson has been apthj Levey organization, is a vicepointed city sales manager of the
pilident.
Chicago office.

Connick Denies Report
H. D. H. Connick yesterday denied
the report that he was returning to
the picture business. He said all

Hays Going to Minneapolis
Will H. Hays leaves for Minneapolis next Wednesday to attend the
convention of the M. P. T. O. of
Minnesota. He will be there for a
short time and then return to New

York.

Cubberley Here
J. F. Cubberley of Minneapolis is
in town. Cubberley, as noted, recently relinquished his duties as First
Extend "Zenda" Run
"The Prisoner of Zenda" will be National manager to take charge of
seen on Broadway indefinitely. The the state right distributing activities
of Finkelstein and Ruben.
original agreement covered a certain
number of weeks but that period has
Eastman Making Picture
been extended.
The Eastman Kodak Company is
producing an educational in which
Duffy Has French "Crusoe"
pointers to professional photographGerald C. Duffy is holding for disers will be given. The Tilford Cintribution here a French-made version
ema Studios have been commissioned
of "Robinson Crusoe" in serial form. to construct the sets. Part of the
Lesley Mason is editing it for this picture is being made here and part
market and expects to reduce it to in Rochester.
a six-reel feature.
Four Milne Comedies HereFour two reel comedies the stories
Reissuing "Rogue's Romance"
of which were written for the screen
Vitagraph
reissuing
"A Williams
Rogue's by A. A. Milne are in this country.
Romance" iniswhich
Earle
Lesley Mason has acquired American
originally starred. The new advertis- rights through Adrian Brunei of Mining matter stars Rodolph Valentino.
erva Films, Ltd., of England. They
The picture was first distributed
are "The Bump/' "Bookworms," "5
three years ago.
Reward" and "Twice Two."

such reports were "news" to him.
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Brunswick
Unit in New
Organizes
Ernest Shipman writes from St.
John, N. B., that he has formed the
New Brunswick Films, Ltd., and
that the first picture will be "Blue
Waters."
Unity Pictures, New Distributor
Unity Pictures, Inc. is the name
of a new distributor which will operate in the state right field. The
first picture will be "Why Do Men
Marry?" featuring Edy Darclea who
in "Nero." She will be seen
appears
in a series.

Rosen Heads
(Special

"U" in Minneapolis

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis — Eph Rosen has been
manager of the local Uniappointed
versal office.

Sailings of steamers for foreign
l>orts, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
Today
mail are as follows:

St. Paul for Hamburg sails at 11 .V .M..
mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe. Africa
and West Asia {specially addressed). Carmania for Liverpool sails at noon, mails close
at 8 A. M. for Cork and Queenstown (other
countries specially addressed). Mount Clay
for Hamburg sails at noon, mails close at
9 A. M. for Germany and Denmark, Colombo for Naples sails at noon, mails close at
9 A. M. for Italy (specially addressed).
Bonny for Acua sails at noon, mails close at
9 A. M. for Canaries, Senegal. Gambia (other
ports of West Africa specially addressed).
Santarem for Santos sails at noon, mails
close at 9 A. M. for North Brazil, Iquitos
(other parts of Brazil specially addressed).
Esperanza for Vera Cruz sails at 1 P. M. for
Vera Cruz, mails close at 10 A. M. for Yucatan, Compeche (Cuba and other ports of Mexico specially addressed). Nickerte sails at
3 P. M. for Paramaribo, mails close at noon
for Cape Haiti. Gonaives, Pt. Prince (other
parts of Haiti, Curacao.
Venezuela and
Friday
Guiana
specially addressed).

Look
for a Better
Fall
Ralp Ince in Legion Deal
First National district managers
Ralph
Ince will produce
"Bio
now in New York look for a decided Bond"
for the American Legion a
pick-up in Fall business. Here is not Thomas H. Ince, as stated. T ;
ritory:
recently
formed
the In 1
what each has to say about his ter- former
Producing Co. in Delaware.
L. lent
O. prospects
Lukan, for
Far the
West:
"Excelseason
just
about to open. Business is picking
R. C. in
Seery,
MiddleThis,
West:
"Big
recovery
business.
of course,
aflfects the picture industry. E-xhibitors full of confidence and eager for
H. A. Bandy, Central District:
pictures."
good section
"Our
is looking for big business. We expect to break all
V. J.
"The out-is
look forMcCabe,
pictures (Tanada:
in the Dominion
records."
up."
more than optimistic."
E. Callaway:
the South:
"We
areW.looking
for a bumper
cotton crop.
That means prosperity in business,
and prosperity means a boom for mo-

FILM

have
Burns with the th'
of oneimplicated
reel of film.
Beck

Returns

(Special to THE

from
FILM

Trip
DAILV

Los Angeles — Arthur F. Beck h'
just returned to the Ince stuc I
where he produces, from a countr i
wide sales trip full of optimism. 1
states that he has made a new ;*
rangement with Associated Exhi t
Brittania for Lisbon sails at 2 P. M., mails
tion
pictures."Officials in Boston
tors. Inc., whereby the remaini ■
Arrow
close at 11 :30 A. M. for Azores (Portugal
pictures featuring Leah Baird will ;
specially addressed). Zinwell for Buenos
W.
E.
Shallenberger
has
gone
to
Aires sails at 9 A. M., mails close at 6:30
made on a larger and more elabon'
.\. M. for South Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Boston, accompanied by J. S. JosParaguay (specially addressed). Munamar sey, special representative of Arrow. scale.
for Nuevitas sails at noon, mails close at 9
A. M. for City of Nuevitas»(other parts of
Cuba specially addressed). Baran for King- French Producer Making Sue Story

ston sails at noon, mails close at 9 A, M. for
.Jamaica (Cuba specially addressed). GeGn.
O. H. Ernst for Guayaquil sails at 3 P. M.,
mails close at noon for Cape Haiti. Gonavies, St. Marc (other parts of Haiti, Canal
Zone, Panama, Ecuador specially addressed).
Haiti for Jacmel sails at 3 P. M., inails close
at noon for Port au Phince (ther parts of
Haiti specially addressed).

Strand Books Linder Feature
The Strand has booked Max Linder's first picture for Allied, "The
Three Must Get There's."
Filming Russian Fair
The Russian Pictures Corp, which
now has an expedition in Russia, has
been granted permission to shoot the
fair at Nijni-Novgorod.
Marilyn and Jack in Picture?
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — That Marilyn Miller,
will in all likelihood co-star with
Jack Pickford in his next production
is part of a statement issued from
the Pickford-Fairbanks studios.

SERVING

(Special

to THE

Paris — Charles

FILM

DAILY)

Burguet of Phocea

Films
is producing
"The
Mysteries
of
episode serial.

Eugene
Paris"
as

Sue's
a 12

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

Whitman Bennett and Charles C.
Burr recently announced a joint producing venture, the first picture to
be "The Mysteries of Paris."
Reproducing
CabinStudios
for Rio have
"Expo"
Tilford Cinema
been
engaged by the Government to reproduce a replica of the first class
cabin of the United States Shipping
Board vessels for exhibition at the
international exposition at Rio de
Janeiro.
Lesley Mason has completed the
cutting and editing of "The City of
Beautiful Nonsense" for the American market. It is a Hepworth picture to be released state rights by
Burr Nickle Prod.

"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

WEST

Three Pictures Near Completion
(Special to THE

Indicted for Film Thefts
William
E. Burns
is being h,
at the Tombs on a charge of rece: t
ing stolen films.
The complaint w!
filed by the Hays
office and, it ;
said, resulted from the confession
three boys employed by the Prude
tial Film Service who were said

DAILY)

Los Angeles— Production activi
ties at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios are gradually drawing to a close
for the time being. "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" is finished, all
but the editing and titling. Mary
Pickford has about 10 days more
work on "Tess of the Storm Country," while Jack Pickford has a week's
"Garrison's Finish."
workyet on
more has
announced future plans.
None

The Right Way
to Tint Film
Tinting is as essential to the
success of a picture as any
other part of the laboratory
work. No producer of today
would think of showing an untinted print.
But tinting improperly done
makes a worse appearance on
the screen than plain black and
white. Tinting that is too deep,
or improperly applied, smears
so quickly that the prints are
worthless after a few runs.
Tinting that is too deep or
dense also makes prints worthless for theaters
that haven't
powerful
lighting equipment.
Our

TUBE SYSTEM guarantees the scientifically correct
tinting of film. It enables our
expert staff to apply one, two,
or even more colors as lightly
or as deeply as may be desired,
and in such a way that they
will not run, smear, or rub off.
Our low rates for printing
fect tinting.
include
all charges for this per-

jShrifcfarcf I^iln^ Iraborahpi^
(John M.Mckolaufi

S.MTompkins

Phones
cinci RomainQ Streets
//o/iuwood Sqivoti/
, J.
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6^rs and 6943
/jo/fywooci Laitromta
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Ban Rescinded
iagle in England Over Foreign Acors Seems Settled — Ann Forrest
Allowed In

'omplications arising from British
migration laws which prevent the
Dortation of labor which Englishrri are capable of filling, and which
le been cited in cases of screen
iiformers, have apparently been
tied.
t was learned by the local Fox
il:e in advices from London that
^t Forrest, who went to the British
rital to appear in "If Winter
3nes," had been allowed in. the
lihibiting order which originally
:(t her our having been rescinded.
Aile the authorities and Fox rep■e:ntatives were debating the matter,
Ms Forrest was not permitted to
viik and the lifting of the ban is
a;n to mean by the industry that
he will be no diiificulties of this
iC in the future. Had the officials
h'e persisted in their policy, the
)rluction planned for Britain by
\:erican producers would have been
;t(ailed if not entirely eliminated.
New

Universal

Jewel

niversal announces ''Sally in Our
\llv"
will be produced as a Jewel
)r action.
ay Appointed Casting Director
ed Hay, formerly
an assistant
tor at Paramount's Long Island
io, has been appointed
casting
iii;tor.
He succeeds
Arthur
Coznewho becomes location manager.

I New Era Assets on Sale
rSpecial to THE FILM
DAILY)
jiicago — By order of the U. S.
DiHct Court for the Northern Distri'i of Illinois the assets belonging
to le estate of the New Era Films,
Inc will be sold at public auction toda: A number of films will be dispo:d of.
Vage Scale of 1921
iSpeoial to THE

Renewed

Among Exchangemen
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Harry
M. Willard has
been appointed
sales representative
for Associated Exhibitors in this city.
Chicago — T. L. Marks has
the Vitagraph sales force.

Film

Sheared

(Special to THE

by

FILM

Censor

DAILY)

Columbus — State Censor
Vernon
Riegel has cut from a Selznick news
reel scenes
of a Ku
Klux
Klan
gathering in Dallas, Texas.

Rose Shulsinger in New Post
Rose Shulsinger, former publicity
Minneapolis — Mannie Gottlieb has director of William R. Hearst's film
been named manager for Goldwyn enterprises and for several years personal representative to Marion Dain this territory.
vies, has signed in a similar capacity
with Robert M. Catts, owner of the
Chicago — Benny Eisenberg, hither- (jrand Central Palace and head of the
to head booker, is now a member of
Merchants and Manufacturers Exchange.
Universal's
selling staff.
Buffalo — Sarah Rappaport will
manage the local Pioneer exchange,
having resigned from Filkins and
Murphy; George Schafer and Jim
Fator have resigned from Metro and
Famous Players respectively to become afiiliated with Universal; J. F.
McKenna. short subject salesman for
First National is no longer with that
organization; Homer Howard, formerly with Nu-Art is selling for Grand
and North in Syracuse and Max
Rowleyforce.
has resigned from Goldwyn's
sales

Quigley

Is

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Charleston, W. Va. — Eugene Quigley has been named manager of the
Kearse and will take charge in October. The house, seating 3.000, is
under construction.
Princess
(Special

Reopened

to THE

FILM

"Orphan Sally" for State Rights
"Orphan Sally" made by the New
Superior Prod, viill be state righted
by Lee-Bradford Corp.
'.Special to THE

FILM

Is what it needs to bring
it fame and fortune

Get It I

YOU

Nigh's Ace!

SOME
Maurine Powers
Mary Alden
Mona Lisa
Ida Waterman
Anders Randoll

CAST
Rod La Rocque
Geo. Hackathorne
J. Barney Sherry
Richard Travers
Wm. H. Tooker

Ready
for Independent
Rr lease in September by

DAILY)

Chilton, Wis. — The Princess
has
been reopened.
It has been dark
since April.

IF

NOTORIETY
It's Will

Appointed

F. B. O. Plans Witwer Series
Century's new series of fairy tales
The Film Booking
Offices
have will be released early in the Fall.
purchased
a series of 12 fight stories by H. C. Witwer.
They will be
made on the coast in short reel form.

Get Territory on Two

Is Your House
in the Dark?

joined

L. Lawrence Weber &
Bobby North
1600 Broadway

New York City

DON T

READ

:9^«brAdstreet
o/'FILMDOM

7/cRE(0CMIZED

Authority

More

DAILY)

Dallas — The Southern States Film

rORHERLYl

EVERY DAY

Co. has bought "The Better Man
Wins." made by Sanford Prod., and
starring Pete Morrison for 11 states.
"Fire. Fire!" with Tweedy has been
bought
for the sarne territory.

You

Sell Territory on Blythe Film

DAILY)
B. B. Prod, have sold "How Women Love," to Federated for New
linsas City — -The wage scale for
"• *ors in vogue in 1921 was re- England and to the Merit for New
York State and Northern New Jerat a meeting attended by re- sev.
"tntatives of the operators and ex-libiors. Rates of $1.15 an hour in
Hoffman
Buys from Hastert
•■'^-ban houses and $1.35 in down(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
theaters are provided for in the
ni gement.
Le Mars, la.— W. H. Hoffman has
purchased the Elite from Henry Hastert.
.?o|gn Sales on Lee-Bradford Films
Ahur A. Lee, of the Lee-BradLaughlin Leases Mecca
■•■ '~orp. has opened a foreign dent in charge of Frank Whittle,
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
rmination" has been sold to
Midland,
Mich.— J. Bart Laughlin
International Film of Brussels has taken a lease on the Mecca.
Igium, to Argentine American
Corp. for Argentina. Uraguay,
Lambiotte Sells Interest
;uay, Peru, Chile, Brazil and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
}ol{ia and to the Isidro Sanchez
RobertInd.- Robert
Mishawaka,
son and E. H. Ahars
have bought
'ill' Co., of San Juan for Porto Rico.
'Tli Unconquered Woman" has Oscar J. Lambiotte's interest in the
)_eejsold to the Stoll for the United Temple.
vinjiom, to Arrow for Argentine
indiAiba; to the Belgo International
Crane Opens in Carthage
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
^lii; for Belgium; to the Internaioi^ Film Agency for Porto Rico
built
Crane,
Mo.— The
Carthage,
indjD the C|ne Bucareli for Mexico. at a cost of $75,000, has been opened.
'Fin and Spirit" has been sold to
'Ociad General Cinematografica
Will Be Finished in Fall
orrgentine. to the Isidro Sanchez
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
■ilrCo., for Porto Rico and to Cine
J. McNamara's
Cal.—
•Judeli for Mexico.
in the fall.
be J.ready
house will
newMartinez,

•i
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Officials Against
Censo
ture." Local residents fell hard for California
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
j
the stunt. It was promised that as
San Francisco — Following a vii
soon as the girl was identified, she
would admit her part and accompany to local studios of Will C. Woo
her captor to the Enterprise office state superintendent of public instru'
where the reward would be paid.
Here is how a brother exhihilor put his show over. Send along
tion, he
Mr. was
Woodopposed
made the
stateme '
to censorshj
Several good natured mistakes oc- that
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
your ideas.
curred adding to the excitement, and and that he was gratified that t!
the hunt lasted several days. Before censorship up before the last legisP
with a baby show. The details of the girl was finally caught the En- ture did not pass.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
this campaign were handled by Rick
Watch the Timetables
terprise and the First National atRicketson, who got the newspaner,
traction at the Strand had both won
Salt Lake City — Kenneth Renaud, the theatre and the National Society
Lloyd
"DoctorDAILY)
Jack"
(SpecialFinishes
to THE FILM
enough new business to justify Manexploitation man and Tom Glenden- for Better Babies together. Tom
Los Angeles — Harold Lloyd h :
ager Cahill's showmanship. The
ning, manager of the Glendenning
had learned of the injury to Mary Meighan was publicized as sponsor- campaign reported a net catch of 290 completed "Doctor Jack," the first 1
inches
of
free
publicity.
ing
the
stunt.
The
affair
was
made
his full length features for Pathe. \
Miles Minter and were aware of the
is slated for release this autumn.
fact that a train carrying her was due pleasant to all by eliminating many
long-drawn-out features usually found Essay Contest Got Space
Conseto pass through the city.
There were no speRobbins
Buys Two in Utica
quently, they hit upon an idea to in babycialshows.
Syracuse, N. Y. — The Strand gobpreparations nor rehearsing.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
bled nearly a thousand lines of free
boost "South of Suva" in which she Clothes had nothing to do with it as
is starred. With considerable care
Utica, N. Y.— The Gaiety and C
publicity in the Syracuse Herald with
the youngsters appeared quite in the
onial have been bought from Wilrr
they watched the timetables and
an essay contest on "Our Leading
when the locomotive pulling the cars "all-together." On Monday night, Citizen." With the co-operation of and Vincent bv Nathan Robbins.
were still three hours away, they babies of one and two years old were Harry L. Royster, Paramount exfeatured. On Tuesday night came
ploiter from Buffalo, the newspaper
OFFICE
SPACE
tipped the newspapermen off. Re- the older children up to five. Ricket- was sold to sponsor the contest. The
porters were on the job and the next
For Rent
son arranged for the printing of the paper asked for essays from their
day, articles of more than average
pictures of all babies entered in the readers proposing some local light as in large, light, and airy office w
length as well as photographs apin "America's Future," the the "leading citizen" of the town.
film vault and re-winding room
peared in the dailies. Casually, mean- contest
while, Glendenning let them know physical education magazine of the The three best essays were to bring
729 Seventh Ave.
that he had a film with her and the National Society for Better Babies, $10 each in cash prizes. The contest Room 408
Bryant 1
while the theatre furnished cash ran six days four of which were given
patrons wended their ways to the box
prizes
to
the
winners.
office. Of course, injurious accidents
over to the publication of typical letters, the first two days being used
are always deplorable, but sometirnes An Attractive
Lobby
for the announcements. The idea of
COME IN AND SAY HELLO,
a fellow finds some way of getting
Lansing, Mich. — Among the lobby the contest hit home with every reada bit of good out of one.
RUDY
BECKER*/!
decorations that have come to hand,
er. The American public is extremeamong the most tasteful is that used
SALES
MANAGER
A Puzzle for Children
ly concerned about honors and distinction, and Syracuse proved no exMinneapolis — A picture puzzle by Manager Ellsworth Hamer of the
ception. The whole town watched
which appeared in the Daily News in Strand, for "Smilin' Through." A
wax bust of Norma Talmadge in the the Herald to see whose name was
MFIIM
DISTRIBUTING COMPANV
connection with "Fool's Paradise" starring role was the centerpiece. It singled out for the headlines.
proved to be a clever bit of exploita- stood inside a latticed bench, such as
tion. It was as follows:
A boy with a dotted line traveling one sees in summer houses on a One Ticket for Family
723 SEVENTH AVE. 3rd FLOOl I
from his eye to a window sill. Fol- country estate. At the right a gilded
La Crosse, Wis. — F. L. Kopplelowing the window sill was a buzzing stairway led to the balcony of the berger, general manager of the La
theatre but was closed to allow the Crosse and his press agent. Bill Freiss
bee. Then followed the letters "de." display to have the space it needed.
Next a picture of one of the flour
evolved a plan that boosted business
mills made famous by Minneapolis. The stone stairway before the waxed during the dull season with the result
Following that was the sketch of two figure was decorated with potted that the La Crosse is showing splenCOMING SOON
did returns. It started with the run
court jesters. Then came a pair of plants and shrubs. Local merchants
dice. It was simple, for the line of co-operated in lending the floral dis- of "My Boy." The idea being nothPERFECT PICTURES
play and furniture necessary for this
ing more or less than Family night.
sight stood for Ce, (see) ; the window
NEITHER
SCREEN
NOR
STAGE"de" layout and received recognition in Special admission rates of 55 cents
(Cil); thetheletters
sill forforsill
stood
themselves;
picture of advertising signs. It made them at the Rivoli and 28 cents at the Maautomatic
boosters
for
the
picture
the mill stood for Mille; the two
jestic, including war tax were in orlUT LIFE'S
WINDOW'-H
and helped build patronage.
der for the entire family, including
jesters stood for Fool's and the dice,
father, mother and the children. The
there being two in number, stood for
ROTHACKER
PRINJ
Distributed Magazines
idea was extensively advertised and
a Pair-of-dice,
(Paradise).
and
SERVICE
Twin Falls, Ida.- — During the run on the second week of the plan a
E. O. BLACKBURN
The Odor of Mint Leaves!
of "South of Suva" at the Idaho, J. gentleman and lady presented themSPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
E.
Madsen,
the
manager,
advertised
Hutchinson, Kan. — When Earl
selves at the box office having in tow
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Haas, manager of the Midland played that to every woman and girl, a pres- what Koppleberger declared looked
Chicago, 111.
ent, worth more than the price of ad- like a Sunday School picnic. It was
Rotbadter-Aller Laboratory
"The Lotus Eater" he sent around
Hollywood, Cal.
small tags to his mailing list with this
mission" would be given upon the father, mother and eleven children
purchase of a ticket. Of course, many and they all got in for 55 cents. The 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill H
copy.
"In Lotus land they eat leaves like were skeptical, but very many more theatre lost money on this visit btit
these to win soothing peace and were curious and they came to see the family consented to be photodreamy delights. John Barrymore what it was all about. A tie up had
STUDIO FOR RENT
graphed for advertising and exploitabeen arranged meanwhile with the
tion purposes. The whole idea built
inspires that, etc."
To each card he mailed out he at- Photoplay Magazine, and a copy was up libusiness
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. ar
at the Majestic and Rivosolidly.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, I
tached a spray of mint. The leaves, gvien to each member of the gentle
at the time of sending were just off sex. The fact that reading such a fan
J. ForE. particulars
write
K. LINCOLN
the ice and their odor was a certain publication would stimulate interest
Stone Signs with Paramount
110 W. 40th St.. N. Y. C.
incentive to open the package. The in pictures justifies Madsen's claim
Lewis S. Stone has signed a concards and flowers were supplied by a that it was constructive advertising.
Bryant 5307
tract with Paramount to become
local florist who was anxious to adpermanently
identified
with
the
stock
vertise his business in this way and They Becam» Detectives
Brockton, Mass. — Manager Joe company. He will first appear with
all Manager Haas had to pay for this
Cahill
of the Strand, revived the Bebe Daniels in William de Mille's
stunt, which increased box office reINSIST UPON
ceipts considerably, was the cost of Raffles idea, using a girl as the lure next picture, originally titled "Nomailing or sending.
when "Sonny" opened. The "Enterprise" sponsored the chase, openGibbs Stationed Here
ing the campaign with a two column
Linked
Up With
Baby
Show
toriety."
Scotsbluff, Neb. — The Orpheum article and a photograph of the mysHarry Gibbs of the Fox field forces
got on page one of the Platte Valley
located in the
terious girl labelled: "You are 'Son- will be permanently
Daily News for three weeks by
ny's' girl and the "Enterprise" offers New York office during the coming
hooking
up "The
Bachelor
Daddy" Fifty Dollars Reward for your Cap- fall and winter.
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F. P. Earnings Drop

List 19 Features

Six Months' Profits $1,000,000 Under
Totals for Same Period in
1921

pst National to Release Them Be- |
tween Now and Jan. 1— Also
i
Keaton, Sennett Comedies
-t National yesterday announced
-t of releases as far ahead a.. There are 19 features in the
ule and an unannounced numof Buster Keaton and Mack
at comedies.
' productions listed are as folRichard Barthelmess in "The
Boy";
Norma
Talmadge
in
Eternal Flame"; Constance Taln,(ige in "East
Is West";
Mabel
Nrmand
in
"Suzanna",
Douglas
WcLean in "The
Hottentot";
Guy
Ptes Post in "The
Alasquerader"
ail in "Omar the Tentmaker"; Hope
timpton
in "The
Light
in the
I;rk"; "Slippy
McGee";
"Kindred
Ojthe Dust"; Katherine MacDonald
' *liree
pictures:
"Heroes
and
ands," "The Woman Conquers"
"White
Shoulders";
Charles
!in in an unnamed comedy that
V 1 be in two and possibly
three
r|ls; "Brawn of tlie North"; "Skin
E^p"; Dorothy
Phillips in "Hurriclie's Gal"; "Minnie";
"Jim"
and
"Jie Dangerous
Age."
Mulhall a Universal Star
ack Mulhall will be starred by
Ljiversal in the film versions of Jack
Ltidon's sea stories, "Tales of the
Hh Patrol."

Famous

Players-Lasky, in its consolidated statement which includes
the earnings of subsidiary companies
owned 90% or more reports for the
six months ended July 1, 1922, net
operating profits of $2,018,337.37 after
deducting all charges and reserves for
Federal income and other taxes.
After allowing for payment oi
dividends on the preferred stock, the
above earnings are at the annual rate
of $15.93 on the 206.834 shares of
common stock outstanding in the
hands of the public.
The earnings for tiie same period
of 1921 totaled $3,078,697 and at the
time, those figures represented an
average earning power of $26.04 on
the 206 849 shares of common stock
outstanding in the hanJs of the

Men and women, no matter how blase, will feel a resistless pull at
their heartstrings when they see "the Most Wonderful Kiss the Screen
Ever Has Known," in "Rich Men's Wives." It's a Preferred Picture,
made by Gasnier. Presented by B. P. Schulberg, through Al Lichtman
Corporation, to positively sensational success at the California theatres
in Los Angeles and San Francisco, this week. At the Capitol, New
York, Sunday,
Aug. 20th.— Advt.

X

Out of Theater

Evelyn Greeley Returns
J. D. Williams Transfers Interest in
clyn Greeley who went abroad
The Hope, Dallas, to Jesse H.
Wu Oscar Apfel to star in "Bull
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cg Drummond" for H o 1 1 a n d i a
Jones
Dallas — The Hope Theater closed
Fps returned yesterday on the Honfic.
last Saturday
night for four weeks.
During
this
period
a new refrigeratGarson May Star Dexter
ing plant will be installed.
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
This theater was built by Jesse
^ Angeles — A local report has it
tut Harry Garson may star Elliott H. Jones, of Houston, and was subleased to the J. D. Williams AmuseEkter in "An Old Sweetheart of
ment Co., of which J. D. Williams,
^lie.'' Dexter is at present leading Jules E. Brulatour and Tom Brulairjii in "Enter Madame." Clara Kim- tour are directors. The impression
b| Young's second picture for Met- prevalent in film circles here at the
time the theater was being built
was that its construction was underBerman With Goldwyn
taken because of the tight hold of
vbe Herman, formerly with United Southern Enterprises, Inc., on the
^ ists in Canada and later in charge first-run situation here. The house
0 their London office, resigned yes- opened on April 26.
tday to become executive assistant

Process
"Lab"
Invention from Abroad

Ready

Coats Emulsion Side of Stock with Thin
Layer of Celluloid
The laboratory built by the Dura
Film Protector Co. Inc., at West
Orange, N. J., for processing films
has recently been completed and is
beginning to operate commercially.
The process, which has been brought
over from Germany, where it has
been in operation for over a year,
protects the emulsion side of the
negative by coating it with a thin
layer of celluloid. This is applied
automatically in liquid form and
dries hard in a few minutes, incasing
(Continued on

Page

4)

Robertson Due Soon
public.
John S. Robertson is due to arrive
in New York shortly. His contract
with Famous Players-Lasky has expired as noted.
Loew Stock Continues Active
The market for Loew stock continued active yesterday. About 10,600 shares changed hands with the
closing price at 17J4 PControl

(Special

Bellingham

to THE

FILM

Houses

DAILY)

Bellingham, Wash. — Jensen & Von
Herberg, who bought out W. S.
Quimby's Liberty and Rialto here
last spring, have sold their interests
to a company formed by Fred Walton, W. S. Quimby and William
Sothern. The new owners will close
the Rialto. This merger gives them
control in Bellingham. They are remodeling the American, the largest
house, which
will reopen
this fall.

Ricaud Organizing
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — Denis Ricaud, formerly an
executive in charge of Pathe ConAfter Latin-American Market
sortium has practically completed his
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
furture
plans.
He is organizing a
Los Angeles — Leandro Garza Leal,
Mexican consul here, announces the large corporation, financed chiefly in
(Continued
on Page 2)
formation of a company to produce France, and will make a series of
JjE. J. Bowes.
three of four very large pictures each
for
the Latin-American market.
Will Hays Gives a Lunch
lH t was impossible to ascertain yesyear. He expects to sail early in
General Hays yesterday tendered a
"lay just what Herman's duties will
Goes Into Two Theaters
October for America to discuss reb Heretofore he has been in the lunch at the Union League Club to
leasing arrangements for his product.
"Blood
and
Sand"
will
play
at
the
'• = department
and
James
R. Joe Dannenberg, ("Danny"), editor Rivoli and Rialto next week. It will, Negotiations have about been coniiger will have this department of THE FILM DAILY, in honor of
cluded by which Ricaud will secure
(ioldwyn.
It is expected
that his return from flurope. All of the mean a third week at the former one of the best known producers of
iger will leave for a swing about members of his official family were theater and the first at the Rialto. France to have charge of production,
xchanges
within the next few on hand and the General made a brief "Nice People" was scheduled for the
in a supervisory capacity.
Rialto next week.
address.
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Quotations
High

East. Kod. liy%
F. P.-L. .. 88
dopfd. .. 97
vGoldwyn ..6^
Griffith
Loevv's
... 18
Triangle
World

Low

Close

76iA
86/2
9634
6^
17^

Sales

7(>y&
2,000
87-4
2,500
9634
1,100
6^
500
Not quoted
17fi
10,600
Not quoted
Not quoted

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — The title of the Reginald Barker production
"Timber."
has
been
changed
to "Hearts
Aflame."
Paul Powell will direct .■\gnes .\yres in "A Daughter of Luxury."
Katherine
MacDonald's
next picture will be "Heroes and Husbands."
Mrs. Jack Coogan has undergone
an operation which will keep her at
home for several weeks.
"Enter Madame," starring Clara
Kimball Young and directed by Wallace Worsley, is finished.
Gareth Hughes will return to his
home city, Llanelly. Wales upon the
completion of "The Christian."
Mabel Trunnelle, remembered as
leading woman in the early days of
the old Edison company is a member

Out of Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

It is understood that the operation
of the theater has not been very
successful. Williams placed T. H.
Eslick of Australia, in charge of the
house, while Tom Brulatour, brother
of Jules E., was house treasurer.
Jules E. Brulatour is generally understood to have financed the greater
portion of the project.
It was stated for J. D. Williams
yesterday that he had transferred his
interest in the house and its lease
to Jesse H. Jones, the builder, and
that Williams would have little or
no say in the management of the theater from now on. Jones, it was said,
live in Houston and can more adequately manage the theater from that
comparative near-by point than Willimas can through a representative
while the former is so far away from
the actual operations.

Asks Help of Producers
S\'dney S. Cohen in a statement
of the cast of "Singed Wings."
issued yesterday asked the co-operation of all producers and distributors
Earl T. Montgomery, has filed a in eliminating taxable music from
petition for bankruptcy, listing no their music cue sheets.
assets with liabilities at $6,022.57 including $1,972.13 government income
tax.
Arbuckle Starts World Trip
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Edith Roberts will appear in
.San Francisco — Roscoe Arbuckle
has started his world-wide trip. He
"Thorns
and
Orange
Blossoms"
instead of Enid Bennett. This will be said before leaving he expected to
a Gasnier production for the Al meet Joseph M. Schenck in Egypt
Lichtnian Corp.
later on and that they may discuss
H. E. GAUSMAN
his future picture plans there.

Incorporations
Albany. N. Y. — Mempico, NewYork. Capital $100 000. Incorporators: J. L. Burke, E. Bailey and J.
N. Hartt. Attorney, Hess and Kahn,
140 W. 42nd St.
Columbus. O. — J. Deane Stalter
Producing Co., Columbus. $50,000.
J. Deane Stalter, Ralpii Lembeck.
L. Wareham, H. C. Alfread and Alfred Bader, directors.
Albany, N. Y. — Monopol Pictures
New York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators George Merrick, I. Messing and Max Cohen. Attorney H.
G. Kosch, 1476 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — Daniel Carson
Goodman Corp. New York. Capital, $500. Incorporators: D. C.
Goodman, Joseph Schnitzer and Freda Freeman. Attorneys, Marks &
Marks, New York.
Storey to Make
Two-Reelers
A. D. V. Storey has signed Helen
Westdy, for a series of two-reelers
which Storey Pictures, Inc.. will distribute on the state right market.

.^f^^SdiLcatitrncd 6^xduA^
"ThE SPICE OF THE

Among Exchangemer
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis — -P. Hickey
has bee
appointed
exploitation
representativ 1

for F. B. O.

I

St. Louis — The Eureka Film E)
change has moved into quartet
formerly occupied by Enterprise,
Kansas City, Mo. — H. N. Holmt
has resigned
from
the post of a.
sistant manager
of the local Ui.
versal branch to become special nl
presentative for F. B. O.
Washington — Moe Bobys has n
signed from Educational for whoi
he was special representative, an
now owns an interest in Flax Bro
Liberty
Film Exchange.
Cleveland — W. C. Bachmeyer, di;
trict manager for Metro, will be hor
ored at the local office during th
week of Aug. 26. The Pittsburg
and Cincinnati offices have set asid
the week of Sept. 24 for a simil;

purpose.
Kansas City. Mo. — First National
ball tossers are leading the local filil
league with the Pathe-Crescent an I
Vitagraph-R.
& F.place
aggregations
second
and third
respective! i'
The regular schedule has been finisl
ed but some unplayed
contests sti
remain
to be decided.

FOR

RENT

Small
private office or office
space.
Light and airy.
Room

603,

130 West 46th St.

"DURATIZE YOUR flllW"
Add to the life of your film by
Preventing rain
Strengthening sprocket-holes
Reinforcing splices

We could cite many cases ;
where our clients have benefitted immeasurably by

Oil-proofing

DURA flLM PROTECTOR CO. INC.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

PROFIT BY
EXPERIENCE

Allan A. Lownes, Pres.
Phone Bryant 5576

PROGRyVvf

our service. Why not investigate for yourself? We
will finance any legitimate
proposition.
Consult with us.
CHROMOS
TRADING
1123 Broadway
Suite 616

/

CO.

'Phone Chelsea 8284
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show oner.
your ideas.

Send along

Running Resemblance Contest
Los Angeles — The Gore Brothers,
Ramish and Sol Lesser West Coast
Theaters are running the Baby Peggy Contest which originated with
Sid Grauman and was tried successfully at the latter's Million Dollar
theater is to find the little girl's double. Fond mothers all over the country are sending in pictures of their
little girls .in the hope that one of
them may resemble Peggy and not
only win the prize but also the chance
to make a debut on the screen in
Century Comedies. Over 75 neighborhood houses comprise the chain.
"Thrill-ometer" Is New

Friday, August 18, 195

Process
"Lab" Ready
(Continued from Page 1)

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Curios and Furs Helped
Indianapolis — Norman H. Moray,
local branch manager ior Pathe, cooperated with the management of
the Circle in letting the public know
about "Nanook of the North." With
the aid of Eskimo curios brought
down from the North by Producer
Flaherty, the theater lobby was
transformed into an Eskimo village.
There was a realistic igloo. The Indianapolis Rod and Gun Club furnished alarge quantity of wild game
specimens, and furs were much in
evidence. This display attracted
crowds from the start.
A tie-up with L. S. Ayres & Co.,
the largest dry goods store in town,
which loaned the entire stock of its
fur department, gave added force to
the newspaper advertising. It was
the store's "style show week" of furs
for the coming season. Its prettiest
mannikins. attired in these furs, extended their parade to the theater
lobby and foyer. Endorsements from
officials were also of value.

DAILY

One

Peoria, 111. — A "thrill-ometer," installed in the lobby of the Madison
is the latest ingenious attractor that
that theater added to its list of cutouts and window displays. It was
installed during the run of "One
Clear Call" and found instant use.
As the feature picture was run off
and the high points reached, the
"thrill-ometer" recorded them by
mercury rises. The operator, who
Free Gas!
manipulated the mercury with one
Fort Morgan, Colo. — Free gasoline hand and watched the feature picture
became an actual fact when H. L.
one eye, had the thrill-ometer
Hartman, manager of the Cover with
coincide with the picture, the mercury
touching horror, suspense, thrills, or
played
"The Hartman
Ruling Passion."
here is what
says about And
his sentiment at the same moment that
stunt:
these motions were reached on the
"For five days before the showing screen. The passersby and people
of 'The Ruling Passion' I ran teaser watching in the lobby the thrillads in the newspapers calling atten- ometer was a sure-fire salesman.
tion to the 'Free Gas" at the Cover
theater on the nights the picture was Officer Did His Duty
to be shown. I arranged with the
Sinclair Filling Stations at Fort MorSyracuse, N. Y. — When "The
gan to furnish the gasoline free to Loves of Pharaoh" played at Keith's,
of an important inme on the strength of the good ad- all four corners
tersection were lettered in a manner
vertising in it for the Sinclair Oil Co.
The display in front of the theater that would ordinarily bring prompt
was worth the price of the gasoline interference from the police. Fred
the stations would give away. We Greene had been on the job, however,
gave a ticket entitling the holder to and arranged with the officials
one gallon of gas free to every fifth to permit the completion unmolested. When the signs had been
ticket purchaser at the theater boxofiice. In all we gave away 100 gal- marked on the pavement, the long
arm of the law suddenly presented
lons of gas.
itself in the form of an indignant offi"My stunt was the talk of the town
cer. He saw to it that one of the
ahead of the opening, as well as durhouse
staff took a mop, pail of water
ing the days of the showing. Everybody was curious to know how I was and some turpentine with which to
to give out this free gas. I said noth- remove the offending letters.
Meanwhile, a good-sized crowd
ing about a ticket. I must say that
the stunt increased business on two witnessed the painting and removing
of the hottest nights we had all this on the important thoroughfare. Not
summer. The fine part of the stunt only did this go over as a ballyhoo,
was that it did not cost me a cent. but the newspaper publicity was obtained. Three papers ran prominent
All I was out was some paint, old
discarded compo boards, and two stories and Greene also arranged a
hours hard work. The center piece tie-up with the Postal Telegraph Co.
in the lobby was built of compo A message from Ernest Lubitsch,
board. It is a shadow box, the interior director of the production was faked,
draped witli heavy green plush which and cablegram stills together with
was borrowed from two of the doors inserts were mounted on a frame
in the theater. With two 100 watt about the size of a one-sheet displaylights in the top of this display I dow.ed in the telegraph company's winmade a very pretty effect at night.
The answer to it all is that the enCelebrated Buys C. B. C. Film
tire layout stopped them, and ushered
Celebrated Players of Milwaukee
them on up to the ticket window —
all in a very satisfactory manner from have purchased "More to Be Pitied"
for Wisconsin.
a box-office standpoint."

the emulsion and protecting it from
scratches,
"rain," and oil from
the
projection machine.
A special demonstration was recently given to the technical men of
the trade press. A reel was screened
before and after processing. The additional layer of celluloid did not preceptibly make any difference in the
screening. Several of the experts
present claimed that it brightened the
reel and gave a better screening.
The secret of the process lies in
the solution that is used to coat the
emulsion. The print is run through
a little machine which spreads an
even coat of liquid celluloid across
its surface. From this machine the
ribbon passes on to a drying drum
and in several minutes is wound back
to its original spool.
Other advantages claimed for the
process are that it will prevent gumming of the projection machine, increase the strength of the film and
allow the use of sepia prints which
at present, due to their affinity for
oil, are not used with much success.
The sprocket holes are also said to
be slightly enforced by the deposit of
the additional
layer of celluloid.
The Dura Film Protector Co. Inc.,
has imported their process from Germany but has been required to purchase a basic patent already issued
in this country for a coating process.
The original machinery and drying
drums were also brought over from
the other side. Additional units will
however be made in this country
after the models now in operation.
The company has adopted the trade
name "Duratize" for their process.
Offices have been established in the
film district and the president of the
company
is Allan A. Lownes.
Rex Now

Owns

(Special to THE

Wauseon
FILM

Doll Reopens Royal
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)]

Cincinnati — The
Royal
reopened by J. Doll.
Hoffman

has

I

to Build in Derby

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Derby, Conn. — I. J. Hoffman p
a $300,000 theater.
He operates
Capitol at Ansonia.
Buy

Two

Texas

Houses

(Special Springs,
to THE FILM
Sulpher
Tex. —DAILY'
Lilly ,
Wheeler have taken over two he'
from Barnes and Hunter.

Fire Wrecks Majestic
(Special
Graham,
stroyed the
$6,000, not

\

to THE

Tex. — A FILM
fire, DAILY)-']
which •
Majestic caused a lof ;
covered by insurance.

Will Complete
(Special

to THE

Merced
FILM

Hous
DAILY;

Merced, Cal. — J. R. Saul and Fi
McNeil are expected to enter i
local exhibitor field, spending $5l I
to complete the house begun at I
St. and Courthouse Ave. They i
erate a chain including the New ;
celsior, to be opened soon, the Bi }
and Irving.
way, Oakland, the Panama, Pa'ji
\

t

House

DAILY)

Wauseon, O. — Joe Rex has bought
the Princess
from
W. W. Caddell.
Will Build in Haddonfield
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Haddonfield,
N. J.^A
house will
be erected by Lackey and Hutte.
Marinos
and Alexander
Plan
One
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Luzern,
Pa. — Louis
Marinos
and
Thomas Alexander will erect a house.
Fire Causes $10,000 Damage
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Houston, Tex. — A loss of about
$10,000 was caused by a fire at the
Star.
Reopens in Gidden

(Special

Gidden,
reopened.
a week.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

la. — The Casino has been
It operates
three nights

Planned for Fairhaven
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Fairhaven, Mass. — The American
Building Trust will erect a $60,000
house.
Snowden

DROP

FILM

A\CH.

A-ri a:
general:

mfllM

MANAGER

DISTRIBUTING

723 SEVENTH

AVE.

ROTHACKER

COMPA I

3rd FLO

PRI

and SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIV
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hi I

W. A. FLEMING & C
Public

DAILY)

Charlestown, W. Va. — T. L. Kearse
Enterprises
publicity is now
being
handled by H. T. Snowden.

HAVE

BIBI.IBRODYSIS

Is Publicity Director

(Special to THE

IN AND

452

Dependable
Accountants
Auditors

and

Fifth Avenue at 40th •
Telephone Longacre 907^
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Complaint
Allen

ride
Commission
Files
Charge
lAgainst American Film — Old
( and New Titles Involved
(Special

to THE

FILM

Nathanson's

DAILY)

(Special

Baum Off on Selling Trip
)uis Baum has been made a vice
"iritdent of Equity, and is now
on
ay west to close territory on
t's Wrong with the Women?"
~ to this production for the An^ have been bought
by Austra|^ian Films Ltd., and for Argentiti| Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru,
1 and
Ecuador,
by
Jacobo
^man.
Chicago Faces
Special to THE

Music
FILM

Strike
DAILY)

cago — The outcome
of a conitTjice between theater owners and
rer?scntatives of the Chicago Fed1, of Musicians may determine
er the musicians take a strike

Turn

Down

N.

L.

tionProposition
is Clearing — Situa-

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — At a general meeting of
creditors of Allen Theaters, Ltd., it
was decided by vote to give the Aliens an indefinite extension of time in
order to settle claims against the
company. A committee of creditors
was appointed to manage the Allen
theater affairs, this committee comprising R. J. Bulkley of Cleveland,
M. H. Ludwig, a Toronto lawyer,
George F. Perkins, president of the
Perkins Electric Co., Montreal, Lee
A. Kelley of Ottawa and J. Goldring of the Robert Simpson Co.. Ltd.,
a department store of Toronto.
The offer of $850,000, made by N.
L. Nathanson in behalf of the Famous Players Canadian Corp., for the
assets was refused, it is announced,
and the unlimited extension of time
for the Allen company was then

a^liington — The Federal Trade
fdniission yesterday issued a comil It against
the American
Film
'<[>.. of Chicago.
The respondent
^ n en thirty days in which to antfter which the case will be tried
merits.
IK case against the company in0 cs the question of unfair methods
jfpmpetition in the leasing and selln|of old and second class films, unIq different titles than originally
wiented 4:0 the public, without proIi'signation and explanation
to
•Jiibitors to whom
such films
ir.leased or sold, although the con:rsts for such films called for first
'■ new photo plays.
This pracihe complaint
states, had the
;ej, ency to deceive and mislead the
;xlbitors and their patrons into the
that these new-named pictures
•t been previously displayed.

Leon d'Usseau Leaves
on d'Usseau, Eastern scenario
:dpr for Universal is on his way
ttt le coast with a number of stories
[5 'ersal has purchased.
The scripts
be used for the bulk of that com•'s 1922-1923 product.

R'ject Offer

Crediors

(Continued

on

Page

2)

granted.
Mastbaum

(Special to THE

in Maine

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Jules Mastbaum
gone to Maine for a vacation.

House Peters in denunciation of Society's Follies in "Rich Men's Wives,"
a Gasnier production presented by B. P. Schulberg, president of Preferred
Pictures, through the Al Lichtman Corporation. At the U. S. Photoplay,
Paterson, N. J., Aug. 20th.— Advt.
Loew Sailing on Berengaria
London — Marcus Loew has booked passage for America on the
Berengaria.
Sunday

Issue

ISpecial to THE

Up

in

FILM

Memphis
DAILY)

Memphis — As a result of activities
of the Laymen's Committee of the
Prostestant Churches, which began
with the arrest of Charles A. McElravy and Lloyd Dearth, managers of
Consolidated Enter. Theaters and

has

Promotion from Ranks Expected
While the Hearst organization has
made no statement regarding a successor to James R. Grainger as supervisor of sales, it is understood that
the new sales manager will be appointed from the field force.
Vote to Support Hays

Change Planned at Universal
It is understood that a change in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the field force of Universal is planSan Francisco — At a meeting of
ned. Corge Levine, at present short
the M. P. T. O. of Northern Calisubject sales manager, is expected to
fornia, attended by over 200 memassume charge of the Chicago exbers, a motion to support Will H.
chang" and there is some talk that Hays' policies was passed. Frank
Herm
.rn, at present a district Devlin, former chairman of the State
manager,
vvnl assume new duties in Railway Commission, was introducNew York.
ed. He will act as general counsel
to ^be organization.
Saxe with C. B. C.
Samdepartment
Saxe is for
now
sales
C.
just sold Wisconsin on
C. features, the first
"More To Be Pitied"
brated Players.

,06ldwyn Holds Three Italian Films
(Joldwyn still holds for release
handling
the-'
B. C. He has three Italian pictures contracted for
the six C. B. when Samuel Goldwyn was in Euof which is
Ship," "Beatrice"
and "The
of Madame
Sans
rope.
They areSon"The
to the CeleGene," produced by the U. C. I.
"Theodora," the first of the group,

Pantages, respectively, a "blue Sunday" battle is under way. Due to the
fact
that the churchmen were unable
•d nibers of the federation employiii picture theaters have already to produce witnesses in court on the
'i unanimously not to accept any day scheduled for the hearing, the
cut and to demand a guarantee cases against the exhibitors have been
indefinitely postponed, and other
weeks' work a year.
Manager
Georgia Body Takes No Action
de the loop have given notice sof theater men continue to show films
vSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
1% wage cut, with no guarantee on the Sabbath. The law invoked
Atlanta — When the Georgia Leg0 amount
of work.
The
loop against McElravy and Dearth was
islature adjourned, no action had
;rs are threatening a wage
de- passed in 1803 and provides for a fine
e^ of $7 per week, with a 52 of from $3 to $40. Efforts to unearth been taken on the censorship and luxury tax bills, against which the
s' work guarantee, or a $5 week- other statutes are under way and if
i;ut with
a guarantee
of nine these are not found, new legislation Georgia Amusement Protective Association has been waging a battle.
of a "blue" character will be urged.
[ths' work per year.

has already been released. At Goldwyn is was stated vesterday that no
plans had been made for distribution.
It was added that the pictures are
still held by the company, that they
are in need of further editing and that
no decision had been made as to
whether or not they would be included in next year's schedule.

fjg^
Reject

Coast Brevities

Offer

(Continued from Page 1)

.Announcement was also made that
the creditors favored the quashing of
Vol. XXI Ho 49 Saturday. August 19, 1922 Price 5 Cents the reciving order issued b.\- Mr
Justice Middleton at Osgoode Hall,
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
is understood that an applicaInc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.. and it
tion is to be made to the courts, to
New
York,
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Y.,
by
WID'S
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and
FILM
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INC.
set aside the bankruptcy order.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Considerable optimism was in eviJ. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
dence at the creditors' meeting. An
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Allen Theater official declared, folat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
lowing the meeting, that the situation
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside was now definitely clearing and that
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 immediate prospects appeared bright
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Quotations
High

East. Kod. nVf.
NF. P.-L. .. 8954
do pfd. ..98
Goldwyn
..6^
Griffith
Loew's ....
Triangle
World

17.)4

Low

Close

Sales

76 J^
86'^
97
6

77/8 400
3,800
8834
98
300
b\i
2,000
Not quoted

17^

XHA
5,200
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Dover, Del. — Orient and India Picture Corp., Wilmington. Capital
$100,000. Attorney, Corporation Service Co.
Albany, N. Y. — Louis Rosen Prod.,
New York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators: L. and I. Rosen and H.
Rosenthal. Attorney, B. Kantor,
116 Nassau St.

Albany, N. Y.— Jester
York. Capital $20,000.
tors E. Dudley, L. Hess
Kahn. Attorneys, Hess
140 W. 42nd St.

Prod. New
Incorporaand C. L.
and Kahn,

Albany, N. Y. — Irmy Amusement
Co. Brooklyn. Capital $10,000. Incorporators B. Stern, L. Elgarten and
S. Stern. Attorneys, Reit and Kaminsky, 305 Broadway.
Two

Sales

on

Williams

Westerns
the "Big
sold
has
Inc.
Di Lorenzo,
Boy" Williams series to Lee Goldberg of Big Feature Rights Corp.,
Louisville for Kentucky and Tennessee and to James Alexander of Columbia Film Service, Pittsburgh for
Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.

■THE SPICE OF THE PROGR.A,M"

Labor Trouble in Chicago
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — An effort made to put 10
non-union men to work on the new
McVicker's theater caused others on
the job to quit. When the non-union
men arrived there, the others began
to throw bricks. The trouble was
finally ended when the non-union
men were withdrawn.
McWilliams

Is Chosen President

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)
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Hollywood — Robert
play

the

DAILY)

McKim

will

heavy
in "Without
Compromise," starring William
Farnum.

Clyde Cook's next comedy for Fox
will be "The Arab."
Lupino Lane's forthcoming comedy
is to be "My Hero."
William Duncan has started work
on

"When

Danger

Smiles."

Wallace Reid will begin under direction of James Cruze on "Thirty
Carniel Meyers will be seen opposite John Gilbert in "Where the
Heart
Lies," which Joseph Franz
will
direct.
Davs."
Ralph Graves has been engaged to

19, 192

PatheNew!,
No.

67

ay

8,500 MILE FLIGHT STARTED FC
BRAZIL.
Pathe News presents first motion pictui
ever taken aboard an airplane during a trai
oceanic flight.
A Pathe News cameraman will take the ti
on the S-C and pictures of this most infi:
esting flight will be shown in coming inuij
Other news as usual.
•
THE FfRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL
NEWS FIRST

tod

play anIrving
important
role in is"The
Jilt,"
which
Cummings
directing.
The Samarkand Hotel at Santa
Barbara is being employed for oriental exteriors for "Omar the Tent-

Murphy

in Open

(Special to THE

Sunday Campaig
FILM

DAILY)

Wilmington, O. — Frank Murph
Milwaukee — F. J. McWilliams of
manager of the Murphy, has started
Afadison, has been elected president
campaign for an open Sunday ai
of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin sucCieorge Melford has returned with the editor of the News Journal
ceeding Joseph G. Rhode. Over 150
Through the coluin
exhibitors attended the convention. his company frofn island location to co-operating.
work on "E^bb Tide" at the of this publication, billboarcfs and t
maker."
Other officers elected are Charles continue
Lasky studio.
screen, a dignified agitation to CDiin
eract the influence of the blue la
Guelson, vice president; Joseph Winninger, treasurer; J. H. Silliman, regentry is going on.
Al Herman has finished "My
cording secretary and Steve Bauer,
Horse Pal" a Century comedy and
Have Three Stories
sergeant-at-arms.
started another, featuring Queenie
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
the horse, which will be called "Some
Adler Asked to Resign
Orlando, Fla. — Two stories
Los .\ngeles — F. O. Adler, recently-elected president of the M. P. T.
O. of Southern California, was asked
to resign at a closed meeting of the
hoard of directors. The drastic action, it is reported was due to his
having invoked an obsolete law prohibiting pictures and actor in the
same house, against an opposition
theater.

"The Young Rajah" the next Valentino release is now being cut and
edited. Allan Dwan will direct "A
Spanisli Cavalier," which follows
Hero."
"The
lease. Young Rajah" in order of re-

Hapsl)urg Liebe, "The Clan Call" ai
"The Broad Road," as well as "T
Man Hater," by George Allen En
land, will be made by the newly fori
ed Associated Authors' Productii
Co. John
C. O'Loughlin
heads tf
concern
which
has a capitalization

of a studio shortly.
"The Cowboy and the Lady" com- $250,000 and will start the erecti.'
pany has returned from location in
Will Elect in November
W>oming. Charles Maigne is di(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
recting this picture in which Mary
Miles Minter and Tom Moore will
Cleveland — The annual election
Says Exhibitors Back Board
be featured.
the Cleveland M. P. Exhibito
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
H. E. GAUSMAN.
League has been postponed until N
Detroit — H. M. Richey, manager of
vember. In view of the fact tl
the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, says
Will Release One a Month
higher wage demands by operate
that the members of the organization
The Atlas Film Dis. Co., newly and musicians are being faced, it h
will support the action of the board
of directors in protesting to Famous formed, has offices at 723 Seventh been deemed wiser to allow the pni
ent staf? to remain in office until m:
Players against an alleged abroga- Ave. Rudy Becker is sales manager
ters have been adjusted, even thoui
tion by that concern of a contract and I. Brod}-, general manager.
their regular terms have expired.
with the Broadway Strand. Because
of differences caused by this affair,
Jacobson and Benjamin Here
the Kunsky houses and George W.
_ Artliur Jacobson, of the Universal
Trendle withdrew from the board,
Kansas City office and Sam Benjaand the matter is to be laid before the
min, manager at Oklahoma City are
entire body.
in New York.

INSIST UPON

Will

Produce

18 Pictures

"The Voice from the Minaret"
"The Voice from the Minaret," a
Columbus, O. — Eighteen pictures
will be made this year by the J. Norma Talmadge production, was inadvertently omitted from the list of
Stalter Deane Producing Co. Of
these, six will be features which First National attractions for the fall,
James Fitzgerald will supervise, and published
in yesterday's
issue.
12 two reel comedies. In the latter,
Loew House Raises Prices
Billy Gilbert and Avis Leslie will be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
featured, the former also directing.
Studio arrangements have been made
Cleveland — Admissions at Loew's
at Buckeye Lake which is near here State have been raised. A scale of
and Fitzgerald will make two com- 60 cents during evenings and 35 cents
edies and one feature there, after at matinees is in vogue, the increases
which he will move his company to beina:
iveiv. 10 cents and 5 cents respectMiami for the winter.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)
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Season's Greatest
Comedy Buy !
THE BABY GRANDS

Jane and Katherine Lee
NEW
Two Reel Comedies
(NOT RE-ISSUES)

Get Busy For Territorial Rights
Don't

Wait To

Write!

126-132 West 46th Street, New York City
Cable Address LOUROGERS

Wire!

DAILY

fjJB^

Putting It Over
Sunday *s Issue

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his thoio over. Sen •
along your ideas. Let the other
ielloiu knoiv hoiu you clrant,,
up.
Free List Was Surprise
Cumberland, Md. — After running
a puzzle contest for "Find the Woman" in a tie-up with the Daily News,
Manager Slote of the Strand came to
the fore with a surprise. A picture of
Alma Rubens was cut into pieces and
each part was used in a cooperative
ad of some merchant's. Prizes of $5,
$3 and $2 respectively were given
away at the offices of the publication,
but Slote hit upon a better idea — he
gave free tickets to all those who had
taken part in the competition. As usual, practically every free pasteboard
was accompanied by one or more paid
admissions. It was a surprise and
built up good will.

A Many-Angled Campaign
Denver, Col. — The Isis was the
center of a many-sided campaign for
"My Wild Irish Rose" when it played there. M. Witmark and Sons,
music publishers, through their district organization, lent effective aid in
the general program, which included
Olympic Reopens Labor Day
many novel stunts. Carnatioiis, dyed
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
green, were used as souvenirs; a poBuffalo — Labor
Day has been set
lice quartette appeared at all performfor the reopening of the Olympic.
ances and rendered Irish melodies,
and the Denver Post entered into the
Waite
Buys from Trepp
spirit of the thing with a "freckle con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
test," challenging the city for Mickey
Lewiston, Mont. — Leslie Waite has Daniels, the speckled kid of the production. The Post also broadcasted
bought David Trepp's interest in the
Judith.
the song of the same name in vocal
solo, an(J announced the picture. WitStrand Opens Aug. 26
mark and Sons were successful in in(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
ducing bands at various municipal
Niagara Falls, N. Y.— The Strand concerts to include this sweet old
under R. W. Thayer is scheduled to song in the programs. Not many
open Aug. 26.
were allowed to go uninformed that
it was Irish week at the Isis.
Wm
Cost $100,000
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Tied Up With Balloon Meet
LaGrange, Ga.— A sum of $100,000
Sandusky, O. — While the internais to be spent on the erection of a
tional balloon contest was being connew house bv M. L. Render.
ducted in Geneva, Manager George
Schade of the house bearing his name
House Changes in Illinois
conducted a race all his own. For
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Galva, 111. — B. E. Nordstrom
has "The Invisible Fear" he used toy
leased the Opera House from F. E. balloons that were sent up, some carrying passes, and most all of these
Dack.
were redeemed later on at the box
Lincoln — William
Wamsher
has office. His big surprise came several
days later when he received a letter
leased the Grand.
from a woman of Youngstown, enclosing one of these passes. It was
Houses Remodeling
evident that the balloon had actually
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
covered the distance of 125 miles and
Cumberland.
Md.— The
Liberty,
she
claimed her rights under the conwhich
will reopen
in September,
is
test. As it was manifestly unprofitanow undergoing repairs.
ble to travel 125 miles to redeem a
pass, Schade sent her a new dollar
Mahanoy City, Pa. — Alterations bill with a letter advising her to spend
the
in
made
be
to
are
costing $70,000
it in a film house in her own town.
Family. A balcony seating 1,000 will
be added together with other features. Although Schade's theater did not
benefit directly by the aeronautical
flight he claims that the newspaper
publicity given this incident, was
worth the slight investment.

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

Fire Causes Damage
(Special

to THE

FILM

Cuero, Tex. — Fire
damage
at the Queen,
halt performances.

DAILY)

caused
some
but did not
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"The Masquerader" Held Over
ing.
The Strand will hold "The Masquerader," for a second week's sh;owFontenelle Buys Comedies
Fontenelle Feature Films of
Omaha have purchased the Hallroom
Boy comedies for Iowa and Nebraska.

Aywon
Buys
"American Toreador"
Aywon has purchased Greatet New
York and Northern New Jersey
rights
for Virginia
"The American
featuring
Warwick Toreador"
and Jim
Patten.
Mrs.

Guts

and Flashes

Universal has signed George Hai
athorne to appear in Von Stroheii
"Merry-go-Round."
Pedro de Cordoba is the Duke
Buckingham in "When Knighthc
WasWilliam
in Flower."
Miller is photograph
the New York scenes for Jack Hc^
new picture, "Making A Man."
L. J. Selznick has appointed Josi
W. Schleiff his assistant, succeed
E. J. Doolittle, now export mana{

Claude Jensen Dead

FILM DAILY)
"Blood Will Tell" has been cho
Mrs. Emaline Et- as the title of the Tom Mix pict
here from double
named
"A
Kiss in
was the wife of originally
of Jensen & Von
Cjharles
Beahan.
who
wrote
sub-titles
for "Rubaiyat
of Oi
Mayor
Issues
Sunday
Edict
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Khayyam"
the co-author
of "' |
I
Islanci God isForgot"
to be publis
Martinsville, Ind. — Mayor George soon by Henry
Holt.
Dark."
Avery has announced that no Sabbath performances will be permitted . . Favorite Buys Hoxie Features
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
hereafter, bearing out an election
Detroit — Favorite Films have )•
campaign pledge. Opinion on the
matter is pretty well divided and a chased a series of Jack Hoxie •
tures.
battle is expected to result.
(Special

to THE

Portland, Ore. —
ta Jensen, died
pneumonia. She
Claude S. Jensen,
Herberg.
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Features Reviewed
Guy Bates Post in

THE

MASQUERADER

Richard Walton Tully— Asso. First Nat'l Page 2
Gloria Swanson in
HER GILDED
CAGE
Paramount
Page 3
THE
R. L. GifFen

PRINCE

AND

THE

Herbert Rawlinson in
Universal
,
Charles Jones in
Fox

PAUPER
Page 4

DON'T

SHOOT
Page 5

WEST

OF CHICAGO
Page 6

FOOLS
American Releasing Corp

OF FORTUNE
Page 7

Tom Mix in
Fox

JUST TONY
Page 8

,
VOICES

OF THE

Goldwyn

Wm.

NICE

deMille's
Paramount

William Farnum in
Fox

Hoot Gibson in
Universal
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Short Reels
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Page U
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Page 12

LOADED

QUEEN OF THE MOULIN
Pyramid Prod. — American Releasing

CITY
Page 9

DOOR
Page 13

ROUGE
Page 14
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First National's failure to call in State Senator James
J. V\'^alker on sub-franchise revision Itlamed on activity over Goldwyn deal.
Motion Picture Commission ready to see rejected
films a second time.
I'homas H. Ince and First National settle difficulties
on distribution.
American Legion to produce a feature. Ralph Ince
in charge of production.
Wednesday
James R. Grainger appointed
special aide to F. J.
God sol.
U. F. A. of Germany to send scientific films here for
distribution.
Warner series of seven pictures sold for entire country.
Senate fixes four-tenths of a cent per foot as tax on
Thursday
raw film.
Local exhibitors plan booking combine to relieve firstrun situation.
Speculation over James R. Grainger's successor as
sales supervisor for Cosmopolitan Prod.
Friday
Harry Levey perfects tie-up witli Christian Herald on
non-theatrical distribution.

Famous Players' earnings for first six months total
$2,018,337.37, $1,000,000 less than total for similar
period in 1921.
First National lists first batch of fall releases.
}. D. Williams disposes of interest in the Hope theater, Dallas.
Dura Film Protector Co., Inc., opens laboratory which
prolongs life of prints by coating emulsion side with
celluloid.
Denis Ricaud organizing production company in
France.
Saturday
l'>deral Trade Commission files charges against
American Film. Old films with new titles the basis
of complaint.
N. L. Nathanson's ofifer for Allen Theater assets rejected. Creditors vote time extension.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good."— Benjamin Franklin.
t^A

■c
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Film Version Of Successful Stage Play Is Good Dramatic Offering
Guy Bates Post in
"THE
MASQUERADER"
Richard Walton Tully— Asso. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTOR
James Young
AUTHORS
Katherine Cecil Thurston, the novel;
John Hunter Booth, the play
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

George Benoit
Will best suit those who like

dual role stories and plenty of dramatic acting
STORY
From the stage play; too implausible as
told here but a good screen vehicle nevertheless
DIRECTION
A good production; permits star
to overact and does not demand
enough distinction between his two roles
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
STAR
alike

Usually all right

Does very fine work at times but is pompous and makes both his characters too much

SUPPORT
An adequate but ordinary cast on
the whole; includes Edward M. Kimball, Ruth
Sinclair, Herbert Standing and Marcia Manon
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Member

of Parlia-

ment changes places with reporter who assumes
his identity even after the former dies, then
marries the other man's wife
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,835 feet

"Tlie Masquerader" is undoubtedly the best known
of all stories dealing with dual roles, although similar
themes have been used time and again for screen
vehicles. However, Richard
of the Booth stage play for
debut was a wise one and
since Post scored a success

Walton Tully's selection
Guy Bates Post's screen
a fully appropriate one
in the same role in the

stage version.

For those who like stories Iiighly dramatic and pictures generally tliat contain pk-nty of dramatic acting,
"The

Masquerader" should prove tlioroughly entertaining. Still it requires a pretty lil)eral imagination
to he entertained by sucli implausil)ilitics as those
set forth in the story. How one man could ever possibly be sufficiently like another in looks, voice and
])ersonality to impersonate him even to the other's
wife, is beyond the most augmented imagination, but
I'A'e Chilcole ne\er sus|)('cts that |(ilni l.oder is not
lier own husband nntil he i)iays llie jjiano and then she
recalls tliat her "Joim" tiid not ]jla)'.
The dual role of Jolm l.oder and John fhilcote
marks Guy Bates Post's entrance into films, and it is
an auspicious introduction even though the star has
not fully adjusted his playing to the requirements of
the screen. His work is a bit rough at times and he
does nf)t lend enough distinction to the two parts.
While l:e is not masf(uerading as John Chilcote he
frequently forgets to act as John Loder and retains
the nervous attitude belonging to the character, John
Chilcote.
The story follows the stage play closely except for
a slight difference in the ending in which the World
^^'ar is brought in and John Loder returns a hero to
the woman he loves. Ruth Sinclair plays the wife
and Alarcia Mannon, Ladv Astrupp. Others in the
cast are lulward Kimball, Lawson Butt, Barbara Tennant and Kenneth Gibson. The supporting company
is adequate.
Stor}' :
])ersuades
while he
that have

John Chilcote, M. P., realizing he is a failure,
liis cousin, John Loder, to im])ersonate him
remains in hiding, indulging in the things
caused his ruin. Meanwhile Loder rises to

great heights as John Chilcote, until finally the wife
of the real John Chilcote discovers the deception.
Chilcote dies under the identity of Loder while the
latter enters the war, returns a hero and claims Mrs.
Chilcote, whom he loves.

A Title That Can Be Made To Work

For You

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In view of the success of "The Masquerader"
as
a stage play, it is probable that the film version will
prove to be a good drawing card, also more part11
•
•* includes
• 1 J „ r'
+
DPost,J. iU
^+ ^
icularly
since
it
Guy -D
Bates
the star
of the original.
Exhibitors who know their patrons
favor dramatic entertainment will do well to show
,
, .
,
,,
.,
„_,
them
The Masquerader,
and the title is one that
will draw if proporlv exploited.

Tell them it is the first appearance of Guy Bates
p^g^ j^ pictures and let them know he plays a dual
role — this for the benefit of those

not familiar with

the story. Catchlines of the usual order should attract
i , ,
n
r
i
i^\ r^\
•
^.i \ a
''lit above all, display the title prominentlv and do
your best to cash in'on its drawiu"];- power and the star.
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Too Much Money Expended For Elaborate Production of Poor Story
Gloria Swanson in
"HER

GILDED CAGE"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
Sam Wood
AUTHOR
Ann Nichols
SCENARIO BY
Elmer Harris and Percy Heath
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Gilks
AS A WHOLE
Extravagant production, lavish
settings and bizarre effects provide a picture
with pictorial appeal only
STORY
Weak and unconvicing situations that
would have amounted to nothing but for the
money spent to picturize them
DIRECTION
After the fashion of Cecil DeMille,
elaborate plus, wasted too much money on production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
STAR
Does some good acting in opening reels
but is artificial as the actress named after a
perfume
SUPPORT
Satisfactory; cast includes Walter
Hiers, David
Powell, Harrison
Ford, Anne
Cornwall and Chas. Stevenson
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Very elaborate
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
French dancer "suffers" the "past" composed by her press agent in
order to secure the money, such fame will bring,
to pay for operation to cure sister
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,338 feet
Undoubtedly there is a big market for just such pictures as "Her Gilded Cage," Gloria Swanson's latest
offering, a lavish and extravagant production that
offers little excuse for the money expended upon it in
the story it tells. But as long as it pleases the eye
and shows every sign of having cost real dollars to
produce, probably everybody will be happy — that is if
it brings back the dollars.
There are many picture

goers who favor extravagance and display in preference to a good story that contains some common sense
but there is a bigger majority who demand the latter
type of picture.
The Paramount scenario department seems to be
of the impression that Gloria Swanson will get over
in any kind of a story so long as it allows them to dress
her up in fancy head-dress and gorgeous gowns, all of
which doesn't speak very highly for what they think
of her acting ability. In the early reels of "Her Gilded
Cage," the star appears in ordinary attire and is much
more convincing and pleasing than in the scenes where
she is "shown off." In these sequences she is good to
look at, no doubt about that, but artificial.
The story is a rather spineless one with situations
that are very unconvincing. The old, old angle of the
lover believing the worst of the woman he loves, without giving her a chance to explain, is one that the remainder of the story hinges upon with subsequent
situations equally far-fetched. Another is that in
which a press agent publishes a notorious "past" for
the dancer in order to gain fame for her and the intelligence ofthe public is once more insulted as accepting the publicity.
Sam Wood used plenty of elaborate settings that will
attract the eye. One, a party given by Harrison Ford
in honor of "Fleur D'Amour," Miss Swanson, a huge
gilded cage encloses the table at which the guests are
seated. It is indeed an extravagant party. Throughout, Wood hasn't spared expense in making the picture lavish.
Story : Suzanne comes to America where her press
agent bills her as "the favorite of King Fernando,"
and all the notoriety that goes with it. How Suzanne
suffers the loss of her lover who believes these things,
in order to get money that will cure her crippled sister,
but eventually wins back his love, is told in much more
detail.

Sure to Please Those Who Are Satisfied With Visual Appeal
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who know Gloria Swanson to be a good
bet as far as the box office is concerned will be sure
to satisfy their patrons with her latest picture if their
patrons liked her past productions. You can promise
a lavish production and plenty of elaborate display in

what they came in for.
The title suggests an ideal for exploitation if you
care to go to the expense. A large gilded cage in the
lobby with a pretty young woman dressed after the
fashion of the star would certainly draw a crowd and

"Her Gilded Cage." The title hints of just that kind
of a picture and you won't disappoint them if that is

if you display stills they should be sufficiently interested to come inside for the picture.

THE
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Interesting and Fairly Spectacular Version of Mark Twain Story
"THE

PRINCE AND THE
R. L. Giffen

PAUPER"

DIRECTOR
Alexander Kardo
AUTHOR
Mark Twain
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
An enjoyable rendition of the
famous Twain story; carries especially strong
appeal for juvenile audiences
STORY
Interestingly told and occasionally
good spectacular bits; retains pleasing humor
of the author
DIRECTION
Good as far as telling the story is
concerned but faulty in some angles of production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Usually good
LIGHTINGS
Varying
PLAYERS
Tibi Lubin an interesting juvenile
performer; handles dual role capably; others
quite subordinate to boy star; foreign players
whose names mean nothing here
EXTERIORS
Fair; should have been used
more extensively
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Apparently well taken care of
CHARACTER OF STORY
Heir to throne
changes place with boy beggar and nearly loses
his throne as a result
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,522 feet
It is somewhat of a coincidence that the identical
criticism given the Paramount production of the Mark
Twain story, released in 1915, should apply exactly in
the same light to the Austrian version showing at the
Capitol the past week. A review of the Hugh Ford
picture, in which Marguerite Clark played the dual
roles, mentioned that the director had not taken advantage of opportunities afforded by the story for exterior shots. The same error has been made in this

l)ruduction. Instead of using picturesque natural backgrounds, studio sets have been eiiiploycd, witb the
result that consideraljle realism has been destroyed
and the pipture made quite "stagey."
This is not to say that some of the sets are not commendable. The pageant and coronation scenes are
nicely done and the mob shots, for the most part, carefully handled. The story is interestingly told and the
director has deftly included much of the humor intended by the author, although he has not Ijeen quite
as successful in applying the human touches. The
continuity is good and on the whole the presentation
apparently tries to be quite worthy of name and you
could not ask a better bit of juvenile entertainment
than Mark Twain's pseudo-historic novel, "The Prince
and the Pauper."
The cast of players is not known to American audiences but Tibi Lubin, an interesting and capable
youngster, is likely to win considerable admiration for
his dual portrayal. The supporting company is adequate but the remaining parts are all very much subordinated to the dual roles of the boy player.
Story: Tom Canty, a beggar's boy, dreams of l:)eing
a prince. One day he wanders into the Royal Gardens and is greeted by the Prince who longs for a
glimpse of the outside world. The two look exactly
alike so the Prince begs Tom to change places with
him a while. While Tom tries to convince those in
the palace that he is not the Prince, the real Prince
meets with hardship at the hands of Tom's father, who
thinks the boy is his son. Henry VIH dies and the
Prince tries to get to London before the beggar boy is
crowned King of England. His adventures and sufferings trying to reach London, and the worries Tom,
whom the people believe is their Prince gone insane,
are told in interesting sequences which finally lead to
the Prince's arriving in time for the coronation when
he names Tom as his ward.

Should Appeal to Matinee Crowds Especially
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
For a certain class of patronage "The Prince and
the Pauper" should provide a pleasing diversion and
there should be a splendid market for the production
in schools, etc., and anywhere that a juvenile audience
is to be catered to. Children will be sure to enjoy it.
Tell them about Tibi Lubin and if you can secure stills
to display
terest them.in the lobby it shouldn't be difficult to in-

Give the title good prominence and remind them
that "The Prince and the Pauper" is one of Mark
Twain's best known works. You might make a specialty of matinee showings and make some arrangement with the various schools in your town for showings, one day for one school, and so on. For a regular program subject, it depends upon the people you
cater to. It would hardly please those of downtown
districts.
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The World's Leading Distributor
of Short Su bjects
Announcement
IN quality, quantity and diversity
of product, Pathe is the world's
leading distributor of short subject motion pictures.
This supremacy has come from the
unceasing and earnest effort of years,
to render to the exhibitors of the
nation a service and a product which
they could get nowhere else.
Pathe is a specialist in pictures under
feature length.
Short subjects are of more importance to the exhibitor today than they
have ever been. Conditions which
have so hampered the production
of true quality features have not af-

for 1922-23
fected the Pathe short subject product.
That product is better today than it
has ever been. Hence short subject
programs have come to stay, since
they fill a very real need. Pathe offers
complete short subject programs of a
quality and diversity suited to any
audience in the land. Pathe offers
also the best so-called" fillers " that
money will buy.
Unhampered by the restrictions imposed by a regular feature release,
Pathe offers a limited supply of true
Special Features. "Nanook of the
North" and "The Isle of Zorda"
illustrate their quality.

Summary
Pathe News ; twice a week ; one reel each.
Pathe Review; every week; one reel.
Harold Lloyd; six comedy specials.
Serials; four a year, one two reel episode
every week.
Aesop'S Fables; one short reel; every week.
Topics of the Day; one short reel; every
week.
Screen Snapshots; one reel; 26 a year, one
every other week.

Comedies—
Harold Lloyd Re-Issues; one reel, every
week.
Hal Roach; one reel; one a week.
"Our Gang"; two reels; 13 a year.
"Snub" Pollard; two reels; 13 a year.
Johnny Jones; two reels; series of six.
Range Rider Western Dramas; two reels;
26 a year; one every other week.
Playlets; 3 reels; 2 series of 15 each.
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Pathe News
During the past twelve months Pathe News has
shown news items of international interest from the
following countries:
France, England, Ireland, Italy, Germany, China,
Canada, Russia, Latvia, Japan, Cuba, Africa, Mexico,
Egypt, India, Hawaii, Holland, Philippines, Asia
Minor, Morocco, Spain, Jugo-Slavia, Greece, Greenland, Madeira Island, Monaco, Iceland, Porto Rico,
Haiti, Roumania, Switzerland, Serbia, Panama Canal,
Denmark, Java, Belgium, Portugal, Turkey, Australia,
Norway, Fiume, Sardinia, Wrangell Island, Wales,
Nova Scotia, Indo-China, Bermuda, Bahamas, Lithuania, Silesia, Singapore.

During the same time Pathe News has also
thoroughly covered each one of the United States.

Again we say it

The First News Reel
The Real News First
104 Issues Every

Year
Covers the World
like a blanket
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Hal Roach presents

The Superlative Star

Harold Lloyd
m

Six Great Comedy Specials
TT AROLD LLOYD is the only star
in the world who has played in
one picture in one theatre for thirteen
consecutive weeks, with the run still
unfinished. At this writing he is on
his thirteenth week at the Symphony,
Los Angeles.
Pathe announces with pride the return
of Mr. Lloyd as a Pathe star, and the
release during the coming year of six
feature comedies that will represent
the supreme effort of his career.
Exhibitors of the nation know

that

there is only one Lloyd and that he
stands alone as an attraction the wide
world over.

Pafhecomedy
r»*I>L
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More Laughs, Longer Laughs,
Longer Comedies

"Snub" Pollard Comedies
Now in Two Reels
"Snub" Pollard has won his
spurs as the star in one-reel
comedies.
His success has demanded

a

more pretentious product.
Pathe now announces thirteen
two-reel comedies starring the
little comedian with the big
mustache, to be released during
the coming season.

Pathecomedy

One Two Reel Comedy
Every Four Weeks

Hal Roach, king of comedy producers, will give these comedies
his personal supervision, which
means that they will be the best
that can be made.
The

thousands of exhibitors

who are playing the
Hal Roach Comedies
"Snub" Pollard, will
this new product with
— and with profit.

one-reel
starring
welcome
pleasure,

f^lSC^f
The Standard One Reel Comedy
Release of the World

Hal Roach Comedies
TTAL roach has discovered
and developed more comedy
stars than anyone in the business.

Paul Parrott

His name on a comedy is just as
much a guarantee of quaHty as the
sterHng mark on silver; or the Tiffany name on a ring. Week after
week, year after year he has been
turning out comedies that bear the
marks of genius.
Exhibitors who are playing the Hal
Roach comedies are assured that
the new comedies, with Parrott,
will continue to live up to the high
reputation these productions have
always enjoyed.

Ilr
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Another Comedy Triumph
from the Hal Roach Studios

"Our Gan^" Comedies
Two Reels
T_TERE is the most distinct, novel and genuinely humorous comedy innovation of
a decade.
A cast of just kids, freckled, tattered and full
of spirits, who put the acting of many high
priced stars to shame; who deliver a laugh
a minute in stories that are gems, assisted by
a troup of trained animals and birds that are
wonders.
These comedies are irresistible; the hardest
boiled critic will hold his sides; and everyt\.u.
one, old and young, will thank Heaven for
,'<H
entertainment so delightful.

Pafh^comedy
TRADE
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One Comedy Every Four Weeks
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Showing in More Houses Than Any
One Reel Comedies Ever Made

Harold Lloyd
One Reel Comedies
Reissues
TTAROLD LLOYD is the biggest
box-office comedian in the world
today.
No other screen comedian has ever
starred in as many comedies without a
certain percentage being of a quahty
less than Good.
Harold Lloyd has never appeared in a
poor or just fair comedy!
These wonderful one-reel comedies,
with "Snub" Pollard and Bebe Daniels
in the supporting cast, have never been
surpassed. They are as certain to pull
and please as anything can be.

Pafh^comedy
TRADE

®
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Produced by
The Rolin Film Go.

r
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One One Reel Comedy Every Week

1

in a Delightful Way

Johnny Jones Comedies
Two Parts Each
T F you could see yourself as you were
when you were young, what a lot of
fun you'd have!
That's just what the Johnny Jones
Comedies do, put every man and woman back to the days of childhood.

"On the screen program at the Capitol
also is a Johnny Jones juvenile picture
far better than the average, with a clever
plot and lots of humor. Baby Messinger
appears to have the true touch of talent
for photo-drama." — N. Y. American.

Each portrays the adventures of Johnny
and his kid pals in juvenile business. The
stories are splendid and well produced.
Johnny and little Gertrude Messinger
will find their way into the hearts of the
grown-ups and the youngsters will love
them.

"My weakness is for the 'kid' pictures
which Johnny Jones ornaments so beautifully. .Take my tip and don't miss 'Supply and Demand.'. .Funny little Johnny!
He is the realest of boys. . .There is really
lots of fun. I'm glad I saw it. .Direction
the Y.best.
N.
News.Plot ingenious. Value 100%." —

A Series of Six, Issued One Every Four Weeks

J. K. McDonald
Productions, Inc.

Pafhepicture

Brilliant and Beautiful

Pathe Review
A Screen Magazine — One Every Week
T^ ACH number of Pathe Review must be varied in sub=
ject, each subject must be interesting and the issue as a whole
must be strikingly beautiful.
Is it surprising that the Review
is popular with both exhibitors
and public? That many exhibitors tell us that it is the best
screen magazine ever issued?

without players; Photographic
Gems, which are true masterpieces, showing Nature in her
many moods; striking little
dramas with a novel slant, like
the

"Drama

illustrated b y

feet"; the superb Slow Motion;
nd the incomparable Pathecolor, which appears in each
issue.
Science, sport, art, travel, nature, novelty; you'll find them
all in the Pathe Review.

Supreme-

PATHE

Pathe announces with pride four big, vital Patheserials for the coming year. In stars, stories, casts,
direction and production they fully measure up to
the very high standard Pathe has set and will
maintain.

RUTH

ROLAND

tn Western serials
Peerless star of

THE TIMBER

QUEEN

A brilliant, breath-catching, stunt-filled story
of the big timberlands of the Pacific coast.

2
Charles Hutchison
Dare- Devil of Dare- Devils
Life Risker tn
Extraordinary

iSPEED
A serial which lives up to its name, and presents
the cyclonic star in many amazing exploits.

SERIALS
PEARL

WHITE

Pathe Serial Queen
tn

PLUNDER
i Now back to repeat her former history-making
serial successes with the co-operation of the very
men who were identified with those successes—
Geo. Brackett Seitz, producer and director, and
j Bertram Millhauser, author and scenario writer.

RUTH ROLAND
Box-Office Magnet Unsurpassed
tn

THE RIDDLE

OF THE RANGE

A galloping, invigorating, seat-filling
story of lofty Western mountains and
wide-stretching Western plains.

In Box-Office Value, Audience Interest and Money
Making Power These Serials Speak for Themselves
W

k
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The Drawing Power of a Big Special
Feature, Yet it's in Just One Reel

Screen Snapshots
'T^HE stars of a thousand successes,
as they are at home, at work,
and at play, and in just one reel.
A stroke of genius created this release that is so widely popular, so
widely shown.
It is wisdom to show it for the sparkle
it adds to your program, the dollars
it means at the ticket window.
Edited by Jack Cohn and
Louis Lewyn

One Reel, Every Other Week

h&e'Cf)

Brilliant, Clean-cut, Thrilling Western
Dramas in Two Reels

Leo Maloney
in the

Range Rider Series
good Western
ic loves
TH
a. pu
amE
dr
Itblmust be
logical, well photographed in picturesque exteriors, full
of thrilling action,
well produced, well
directed, well cast.

The Range Rider
Series more than
meets every requirement. Each has a
strong story. Each
starts off at a gallop
and is racing at the
finish. There is not
one wallop but a
dozen in every one.

One Two Reel Drama
Every Other Week

Pafhepicture

M..

Fables Pictures, Inc.
presents

Aesop's
Film
Fables
Cartoonist Paul Terry
Every line a laugh — every scene a
comedy — every flicker a snicker.

The Car/oon

/S /i/r7VS//7a a//

Shown in best theatres everywhere.
Appeal to all classes, sorts and
conditions.
Aesop's
Fables have
years cf advertising.

had 2600

One Every Week

ll
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Timely Films, Inc.
ojjers

Topics of the Day
3000 theatres in the United States
show Topics of the Day regularly
It has helped them build up business
It will help you if you give it a chance

One Every Week

It's Sweeping the Country
Like a Prairie Fire

Nanook of the North
Some of the bookings, played, playing
and to he played
CAPITOL, NEW YORK; Big business;
"One of the four most distinctive pictures Iever played." — Rothafel.
KEITH'S CIRCUIT; 17 theatres; has
played the Broadway, N. Y., to big business; month of July.

STRAND,

BROOKLYN;

Good business;

"In point of timeliness, entertainment
qualities, and sure fire box-office value,
I consider this the most striking featurenovelty issued this year." — Edward
Hyman.

Kinema, Los Angeles; 14 days;
played to a line a block long;
hailed by Los Angeles papers as
the greatest attraction ever
played in the city.
Pantages, Salt Lake; one week;
"40% increase in business. Most
remarkable record."
Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia; 75
days.

Entire Gore circuit, 25 houses, Los
Angeles.
Rialto, Ft. Worth; one week.

Capitol, Altoona; one week.

Blue Mouse, Seattle; one week.

Liberty, E. Liberty, Pa.; one week.
Pittsburgh State, Pa.; one week.

Heilig, Portland; one week.

Allen, Cleveland;
"Splendidpicture
success; I never presented
that pleased such a large percentage; without doubt the most
entertaining and fascinating
picture
in years." — S. Barret
McCormick.

Rye Playhouse,
Rye, N.atY.advanced
"Established a new record
prices, though picture followed
'Four Horsemen' and 'Orphans
Storm'.""Caused more faof the Dallas;
Palace,
vorable comment than any picture we have ever run. Wonderful."— So. Enterprises.

Century, Baltimore; one week.

Capitol, St. Paul.
State, Minneapolis; one week.

Mecca, Saginaw; one week.
Walnut, Cincinnati; one week.
Granada, San Francisco; one week.
Franklyn, Oakland; one week.
Colorado, Denver; one week.
Blue Mouse, Tacoma; one week.

Regent, Rochester, N. Y.

Circle, Indianapolis; one week.

Liberty, Spokane; one week.

Positively the Outstanding Feature Success of 1922

'M^M^-t-.

Pafhepicture
A Revillon Freres Production
Produced by
Robert J. Flaherty, F. R, G. S.
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Proven Successes, Big Stars, Directors and
Stories, Now Presented in Three Reels

Pathe Playlets
npHE heavy bookings, the highly
favorable comment on Pathe
Playlets, have proven that the
length of a picture has nothing to
do with its exhibition value.
Picture value is based upon the
story, director, star and cast. If
they are all good, the picture is
good, whether in six parts or
three.

Pathe Playlets are features with
really successful records, carefully selected and re-edited to
three parts.
They, with other Pathe short
subjects, enable you to present a
diversified, intensely interesting
program with which you can
make money.

What some of the many exhibitors say:
"The Playlets are all Pathe
claims them to be." — M.
Swedberg, Cort, Luverne,
Minn.

that each Playlet has
ful dramatic action.
true. Am using these
Pathe serial and Hal

"The Playlets are just the
thing for the suburban house.
We have noted an increase in

comedies, and claim that's
the best program in the
United States."— Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro, Greenland Theatre,
Greensboro, Ga.

patronage on each succeeding one." — C. E. Crane, Ideal,
S. St. Paul, Minn.
"Pathe claims each Playlet
is a 'thrill-packed story.'
That's true.
Pathe claims

powerThat's
with a
Roach

"I find by booking the Playlets with a serial and the
Rolin comedies I have a varied
program so that each part

will suit each patron and it
has increased my attendance
to a wonderful extent. This
gives the small town exhibitor a wonderful and varied
program to suit all at a reasonable feature price and
helps to keep the service
rental down. One gets as
much in the Playlet as in
most five or six-reel features."
— L. G. Benefiel, Mars
Theatre, Pendleton,
Ind.

Two Series of Fifteen Playlets Each
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Crook

Story

Makes

Herbert Rawlinson

Picture

in

"DON'T
SHOOT"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack Conway
AUTHOR
George Bronson Howard
SCENARIO BY
George Kively
CAMERAMAN
Virgil Miller
AS A WHOLE. . . .Good entertainment in Universal's
latest crook picture; well sustained interest and
pleasing romantic twist
STORY
Has some suspense and not unusual but
well handled situations that make it interesting
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; keeps interest alive
and story moves along at good pace
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR

Pretty good in this; doesn't do as much
posing as usual
SUPPORT
Edna Murphy pleasing; others Wade
Boteler,
Wm.
Dyer,
George
Fisher,
Harvey
Clarke
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Not many
Suitable

DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Burglar breaks into
house and is forced into marriage with girl who
had planned to meet her suitor at that hour
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5.130 feet
Admirers of crook stories will likely be pleased with
this George Bronson Howard story which serves as
Herbert Rawlinson's latest vehicle. It is not an
especially original piece, but has been capably handled
by the director and should satisfy a big enough majority to make it a good number. "Don't Shoot"
deals with a crook's regeneration, but there is no
preachment or reform propaganda to annoy those who
object to such incidents.
In fact the regeneration in

Use Gatchlines, Star's Name

DAIR.V

Of

Average Entertainment

this case is quite accidental. It involves a fairly worn
twist in which the burglar hero is forced to marry
a girl he has never seen before. The idea has been
used in various ways before, but Director Conway
keeps it logical and interesting.
The interest is well sustained throughout, and there
are one or two ei¥ective bits of suspense. Toward the
close some action is gotten in in the way of a freefor all fight with the hero victor, of course. Otherwise there isn't much action in the picture.
The story is a good one for Rawlinson and he does
l)ettcr work than he has in some of his recent offerings. There's less posing and an apparently more serious effort to please his audience. Edna Murphy is
a pleasant leading lady and the cast, generally, is
quite satisfactory.
It is easy enough to follow once the story gets
started. At first it is a trifle confusing because of the
various sequences, one dealing with the rich girl and
her Texas suitor, another with the crook, and a third
that has to do with a political boss and his schemes.
Conway brings them together, nicely, however, and
the remainder runs off smoothly enough.
Story: James Harrington Court, known as "The
Possom," makes a midnight visit to the home of
Buck Lindsay for the purpose of stealing a necklace
belonging to Buck's fiancee, Velma Gay. Buck is
waiting for another midnight visitor, Velma's lover,
Archie Craig. Believing Velma had planned an elopement and taking Court for Craig, Buck has a minister
on hand to perform an immediate marriage. Velma
finds herself married to a crook, but her influence reforms him and they are happy until Court's former
ruler, a political boss, demands that he handle a little
"job" for him. How Court
"straight" completes the story.

wins out and keeps

And W hatever Appeals Best To Your Folks

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you know your crowd likes crook stories you will
be able to satisfy them with this latest Universal release, starring Herbert

Rawlinson,

"Don't

Shoot."

And even if they aren't particular!}- keen about crook
themes, they will probably like this one because it

Where the star is a favorite, use his name prominently, and stills will give a fair idea of what he has to
do in "Don't Shoot."

Tell them he goes from crook
to cabaret dancer in his latest film, "Don't Shoot."
You might also play up the regeneration angle if you

action and a rather interesting romantic

think that would appeal to them. Edna Murphy's
name might also be mentioned. They may remember

side that you can refer to in appealing to your women
patrons.

her from the Fox pictures in which* she co-starred
with Johnny Walker.

has some

■
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Pretty Good Story In Jones' Latest Western
Charles Jones in
"WEST OF CHICAGO"
Fox
DIRECTORS
Scott Dunlap and C. R. Wallace
AUTHOR
George Scarborough
SCENARIO BY
Paul Schofield
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Andriot
AS A WHOLE
Good western offering that is
fairly
original,
has enough
action and will
satisfy
STORY
Very suitable story for Jones, gives
him good opportunities and is nicely told
DIRECTION
All right; distributes action very
well and provides a thrill or two and keeps
surprise ending out of sight until proper time
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR
Sure to please his admirers in this one
SUPPORT
Philo McCullough first rate villain
and Rene Adoree good in feminine lead; others
Sid Dalbrook, Charles French
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy returns to
uncle's ranch and foils attempt of foreman who
has killed uncle and plans to get his money
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,694 feet
"West of Chicago" is about the best story Charles
Jones has had of late. It is particularly well suited
to him and a bit out of the ordinary for a western. It
has the usual plotting of a villain and the brave hero
who spoils his plans, to be sure, but they are handled
with some originality, with a first rate surprise for
the ending that makes it quite a satisfying offering
of its kind.

There is only one thing you might have against
Philo McCullough as the villain and foreman who
plans to secure his employer's riches, and that is his
stupidity. Just how he ever expected to get away
with his scheme isn't obvious since he took into his
confidence, about everyone that came along. And of
course he made a bad mistake when he took hero
Charles Jones into his scheme. Otherwise Scarborough's story is as logical as most westerns and
there is some good action such as Jones' leap from
horseback to a moving train and the usual riding.
Directors Dunlap and Wallace have distributed the
action fairly well and the best thing they do in the
whole picture, is to keep the news that the uncle is
not dead, until the very end. They should have produced hero's sister, Patricia, since she is spoken of so
frequently in the sub-titles and it would have been
well to have shown the audience how the uncle escaped
death in the quick-sand pit.
Jones is very pleasing in this and it is better that
he is not accorded so many posing close-ups in this,
not that he isn't a good "looker" but they don't go
with a cowboy hero. Rene Adoree is pleasing as the
girl in the case and the bad men are convincingly bad.
Story : Con Daly's uncle sends for him to come
home and manage his new ranch. When Con arrives,
Cooksey, the foreman, explains that Daly is dead and
he is in charge. Con keeps his identity a secret and
plans to learn the foreman's scheme. Cooksey has
threatened the sister of the boy held for Daly's murder,
into playing the part of the late Daly's niece while he
invites Con to play the nephew. Con joins the conspiracy and at the right time gives Cooksey the beating that is coming to him, while the uncle reappears
on the scene and Con asks the girl to retain the name
of Daly by marrying him.

Her brother is then freed.'

A Satisfying Western For Your Program
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who have a regular call for westerns
can put this latest Charles Jones feature down for a
booking and feel sure they will satisfy their folks. If
they like westerns at all they'll be satisfied with this
one and even those not over partial to this type of entertainment, should be pleased with "West of Chicago"
because it has a* good plot besides the regulation western atmosphere.

If you number many Jones admirers make a special
effort to interest them in this one and promise them
they'll like him as the cowboy hero who saves his
uncle's ranch from a scheming foreman. Catchlines
will tell the story and for your women patrons, tell
them there's a pleasing romance connected with the
story of "West of Chicago."
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Very Few Laughs In Picture That Is Weak Comedy Number
"FOOLS OF FORTUNE"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Louis W. Chaudet
AUTHOR
W. C. Tuttle
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
King Gray
AS A WHOLE
Comedy that rarely amuses and
has barely enough situations for two reels much
less five and a half
STORY
Contains no real comedy values; a lot
of silly incidents that make it ridiculous
DIRECTION
Ordinary; gets very little humor
out of story; required too much explaining
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Marguerite Be La kotte the bright
spot of the picture but she is out of place;
Frank Dill, Russell Simpson, Tully Marshall
and Frank Brownlee an unamusing quartette
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Adequate
Fair
OF

STORY

Cowboy

and

pals

plan to inherit riches by cowboy's claim to fortune of missing heir
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,609 feet
W. C. Tattle's story, "Assisting Ananias," from
wliich "Fools of Fortune" has been adapted, might
have made amusing reading- but it certainly doesn't
make a good screen comedy. In the first place there
doesn't seem to liave been enough situations, or strong
enougli ones, to satisfy the demands of a feature comedy. Probably a two reeler would have been thoroughly amusing but to get it to five reels, it has been necessary to pad it so frequenlly and there are so many subtitles, that its interest is disconnected.

The situations presented in "Fools of Fortune" may
appeal to those who can laugh easily but to the majority they are likely to appear quite silly and almost
entirely without entertainment value. Added to this
there are so many sub-titles (they are about equally
divided with the pictures) and they are such poor
attempts at humor that folks are apt to be annoyed
more than entertained.
The director doesn't make any attempt to get into
the story until the beginning of the second reel, taking
up the whole first reel to introduce the comedians,
I'rank Dill, Russell Simpson, Tully Marshall
I'rank Brownlee, who try hard enough to get in
edy business but seldom succeed. Some familiar
such as the pullnian sequence is used with the
cowboys piled in one berth. Then there is a
Englishman, Willie, who gets tipsy and also tries
to make you laugh.

and
comgags
four
silly
hard

It may not be the director's fault entirely that "Fools
of Fortune" isn't a good picture because he didn't have
strong comedy material to work with, but there are
times when he could have gotten more genuine comedy
and less foolishment out of the situations. Marguerite
De LaMotte is very much out of place in the picture
and has practically nothing to do but pose for a closeup now and then.
Story : Chuck Warner decides to impersonate Ashburton de Puyster, long lost son of the millionaire,
Milton de Puyster, and collect as the rightful heir.
He is accompanied East by three cowboy friends, one
posing as an Indian. They get into all sorts of mixups until finally they arrive at the de Puyster home. It
happens that Chuck is not de Puyster's son but the
long lost child of his second wife, whose name had
been Warner.

May Do If It Isn't Difficult To Make Them

Laugh

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Possibly your

matinee crowd,

if composed

mostly

but probably it would be well to see it first and use

of children, would get some enjoyment out of "Fools

judgment
°^" let
y°"''
Better
them . know

of Fortune" because it doesn't necessarily have to be
"sensible"
comedy
to amuse
the younger
element,
p,,( u ; , . •* 1 1 ii- I 1 <^i
i ti
,
DUi it IS quite dc)u1:)ttul whether or not the grown-ups

^-^^^ ^^q,^.^ indicate just what it is. Catchlines could
read : "One way to become a millionaire is to present
yourself to some millionaire as his long lost son. Chuck
■>
°
Warner tries it in 'Fools of Fortune.
See what hap^^^^^^ ^^ j^j^ scheme."
Or, "Want to get rich quick?
See how it's done in 'Fools of Fortune' at the blank
theater."

will be satisfied with the picture.

Unless you know
they are very easily suited and not too particular about
their comedv entertaimnent, vou can show it to them

it is a comedy

because the

■c
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Mix's Horse, Tony, the Real Star of This Interesting Picture
Tom

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Mix in

"JUST TONY"
Fox

Lynn

F. Reynolds
Max Brand
Lynn F. Reynolds
Dan Clark
An unusual offering with Tom

Mix's horse, Tony, the real star of it ; fine human
interest stuff
STORY
Rather unique for screen vehicle; given
first rate production
DIRECTION
Very good; provides mighty interesting locations and always
keeps things
logical
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR
Mix is credited but Tony is given more
prominence than his master in this one

and it is especially noticeable that he does not allow
things to become illogical or far-fetched and there are
plenty of times, in connection with the marvelous
instinct of the horse, where it must have been difficult
to keep from over-estimating the animal's intelligence.
Reynolds took his company on desert location to
shoot the picture and throughout there are some of the
most beautiful and unusual backgrounds that have
been found in a feature in a long time. The photography is also excellent and the camera work first
class.
The long shots are particularly effective.
Tony has long been a familiar and important figure
in the Tom Mix features but this time he goes it
alone, acquitting himself capably at all times. It
seems almost impossible but a twist of Tony's head or
a flash of his eye is sufficient to register his mode and
it is little short of remarkable that they have succeded
in making an entirely tame animal play the part of a
wild mustang.

SUPPORT
Claire Adams, star's leading woman;
others J. P. Lockney, Duke Lee, Frank Campeau and Walt Robbins
EXTERIORS
Beautiful
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wild mustang,
leader of desert band, captured by man who
saves his life and whose life he saves later
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,880 feet
At last Fox has made a picture with a story featuring

I^rand's story furnishes a rather unusual entertainment and an interesting story that will appeal to a
great many people and Director Reynolds has done
splendid work on the production end of it. Tom Mix
does some fast riding and there is a love interest
woven in in which Claire Adams plays the principal
part. The usual western bad men have a part in the

Tom Mix's wonder horse, Tony, and while Mix is given
stellar prominence in the billing, it is really Tony who
is the star of the offering. The piece is an adaptation

father's horses from the ranch. Tony, the mustang,
girl. his captor until he is eventually trapped, but
eludes

plot to steal horses and spoil hero's chances with the
Story : Jim Ferris accepts Marianne Jordan's commissi(jn to catch the wild mustang which is luring her

Jim's kind pats wins Tony, who later saves Jim's life
when Hervey, foreman of the Jordan ranch and a rusof Max Brand's novel, "Alcatra/.," a particularly appropriate vehicle that affords excellent opportunities
tler, tries to get Jim because Jim knows he (Hervey)
for Mr. Tony and a unique entertainment as well.
has stolen Jordan's horses.
Tony acquires a master
Lynn Reynolds has handled the story intelligently and Jim, a bride.

A Good Entertainment and You Can Promise An Unusual One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a real human picture, wholesome in its value
as entertainment, and a worth while offering generally.
You can be certain to please all of your patrons with
it and be sure to make it plain that "Just Tony" is
entirely different from Mix's previous pictures and
that his horse, Tony, is the real star of it. Mix's
admirers know his horse by now and they'll be interested to see the picture.

Your local prevention of cruelty to animals society
will probably be only too happy to cooperate with you
in showing the picture since it depicts what kindness
will do for animals. Tell them they have seen pictures with dog stars but here's something different.
Play up Mix's name but give Tony his due share of
prominence. Your men patrons should be appealed
to in particular.
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has compelled
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ice carnival of Switzerland are among the
many gorgeous settings by Joseph Urban which
prompted the Motion Picture News to characterize itas the most lavishly mounted picture that
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Underworld
"VOICES

Story Not Likely to Please High Glass Patronage
OF THE
Goldwyn

CITY"

DIRECTOR
Wallace Worsley
AUTHOR
Leroy Scott
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Hardly
a fair entertainment;
underworld crook story that will appeal to sensationalists
STORY

Very illogical and not always comprehensive ;a few mildly thrilling situations
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Standard
PLAYERS

No noteworthy or especially convincing performances ; Lon Chaney's acting
parts have been eliminated ; Leatrice Joy poorly
cast
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl becomes implicated in plot of underworld leader to overLENGTH

DAILY

throw district attorney's clean-up campaign
OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet

follow. For a crook, and underworld leader, who is
supposed to be so "slick," Chaney takes some great
risks and there are other illogical twists that make
"Voices of the City," at best, only mildly entertaining.
The story is easy enough to follow at first but from
the point where the leader plans to take his young
bookkeeper's girl for himself, things become complicated and incomprehensive. They get around the situation carefully enough by a sub-title that refers to the
leader's "marriage" to the girl. The plot becomes
more involved in the leader's plan to get rid of the
hero and at the same time upset the plans of the district
attorney who has instigated a clean-up campaign.
No suspense is created because the audience is taken
into the confidence of the schemers.
It is difficult to judge the director's work after so
many changes have been made in the picture since
he finished with it. One scene, that in which hero
Cullin Landis is shot, shows Landis waiting for the
director's cue to register "wounded." The cutter
should have caught this one.
Lon Chaney has done much better things than the
role of McGee in this and what acting bits he did
have, have been largely eliminated. Leatrice Joy is
a suitable heroine and Cullen Landis is cast as an un-

Leroy Scott's story of the underworld couldn't secure the approval of the Censorship Commission when

usually dumb young man. Betty Schade is McGee's
girl who finally kills him. Others are John Bowers,

submitted under the title of "The Night Rose," but
with some changes in sub-titles and the necessary
cuts, plus a new main title, the picture is being shown
at the Capitol, all properly stamped and labeled by
the Commission. Goldwyn has removed the objectional bits, suggestions of white slave traffic, etc. and
there is nothing strictly ofifensive remaining in the
picture.
Through the process the story has become somewhat disjointed and illogical as well as rather hard to

Richard Tucker and "Lefty" Flynn.
' Story : McGee, underworld leader and restaurateur,
wants his young bookkeeper's girl, Georgia Rodman.
He plans to get rid of Jimmy and at the same time
spoil the district attorney's effort to locate the girl
who is sought by her people. Sally, formerly McGee's
girl, and jealous of Georgia, warns Jimmy, who is shot
by McGee's man before he can escape. How one of
McGee's henchmen squeals, Jimmy recovers and
McGee is captured, completes the story.

Depends Upon the People You Cater To

For You To Decide

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Voices of the City" is an ordinary feature and will
probably be accepted by the average audience as a
fair entertainment, by the better class patronage as a
poor picture and by the cheaper tastes as a first rate
underworld melodrama. It depends upon the class
you cater to just how the picture will go over.
If you have a crowd that favors more or less sensational stories you can promise them they'll be satisfied
with "Voices of the City," an original Leroy Scott

story of the underworld. Lon Chaney's name can be
used with the title and to keep yourself straight with
your regular patrons, let them know just what you
are showing and they'll have no comebacks if they
are displeased. The title isn't sufficient to let them
know what to expect so you'll have to resort to catchlines or newspaper notices if your local paper gives
you space.

OPEN MARKET

Betty
Blythe
THE NOW
WORLD
FAMOUS STAR
OPENS THE NEW SEASON WITH THE
BIGGEST HIT OF HER BRILLIANT
CAREER,

How Women Love
From Izola Forrester's Novel
"The Dangerous Inheritance"
Adapted by Dorothy
Farnum

JUST COMPLETED
AND READY FOR SHOWING
Territory Immediately Sold
NEW

ENGLAND:
(Me., N. H., Mass., Vt., R. I., Conn.)

Federated Film Exchange of New England
S. B. Grand, Pres.
48 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass.
Federated Film Exchange of New England
S. B. Grand, Pres.
134 Meadow Street, New Haven, Conn.
N. Y. STATE

& NOR.

NEW

JERSEY:

Merit Film Corpn.
130 West 46th Street, New York City
Merit Film Corpn.
680 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
Merit Film Corpn.
254 Franklin Street, Buflfalo, N. Y.
EASTERN

PENN.

& SO. NEW

JERSEY:

Masterpiece Film Attractions
Ben Amsterdam, Pres.
1329 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
APPLICATIONS BY WIRE OR MAIL
CONSIDERED IN THE ORDER RECEIVED.

B. B. PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

JAMES A. GAUSMAN, Sales Manager
15 West 44th Street, New York City
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Rachel Grothers Stage Play Makes Spicy Film Entertainment
Wm.

DeMille Production

"NICE PEOPLE"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Julia
latest Faye,
fad. shows what she can do with a pipe, society's
All this, of course, belongs to the people whom

Wm.
DeMille
Rachel Crothers

SCENARIO BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Guy Wilky
AS A WHOLE
Will prove a fine entertainment
for a good majority; more interesting than the
usual story with a moral
STORY
From the stage play; offers good screen
material and has been very well done
DIRECTION
Good; a trifle too exaggerated at
times but for the most part not to be criticised
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Will be well liked in this role except by
the reformers
SUPPORT
Very good; Wallace Reid, JuHa Faye,
Conrad Nagel, Claire McDowell, Wm. Boyd and
Edward Martindel
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Society girl and jazz
favorite, gets angry at papa and spends night at
farm with disastrous results at first but finally
gives up her wild life and proposes to westerner
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,244 feet
From the looks of "Nice People" it would seem that
one of the biggest items in the cost of production was
for the cigarettes consumed. And it is only in this

Rachel Crothers satirizes as "nice" and quite appropriately. The stage play serves the needs of the screen
nicely and the picture ofifers a first rate entertainment
and one that will be thoroughly enjoyed 1)y a large
niajdrity, ])articularly those who depend upon the
"movies" for llieir information as to what goes on
in society. 'I'here is nothing offensive, and the only
ones to object may l)e the anti-cigarette league or sonic
reformers who may decide tliat they arc protecting
the ]nil)lic"s morals I)y not letting it see how
I'copie" ]i\e.

"Nice

The produclion is good and llie story smooth running. Towards the close it drags slightly while Bebe
Daniels tries to \anip W'allie Reid into proposing, but
exentually she has to do the asking herself. There
are a lot of good touches and some good comedy bits —
one in a hennery that doesn't require sub-titles to get
a iaiigli. 1lic sul) titles throughout are very good.
Bebe Daniel's admirers will like her work in tliis
and Conrad Nagel also will please them. WaUace
Reid hasn't very much to do except be on hand for
the clutch-fade-out. The cast is good and includes
Julia Faye, Edward Martindel, Wm. Boyd and Claire
McDowell.
Story : Teddy Gloucester ( Bebe Daniels) leaves
home because her Dad forbids her visiting a notorious
cabaret. Teddy, accom])anied by Scotty Wilbur, poor
but willing to marry the rich Teddy, continues her
lite of jazz at her Dad's farm. Society refuses to take
her back once she has spent a night in company with

connection that Wm. DeMille's direction might be
criticised, but he certainly does overdo the cigarette

Scotty so it remains for Billy Wade, an ex-soldier
who ha])pens in at the farm, to reform Teddy. Later

smoking. There's hardly a half dozen scenes in the
picture in which the star and her society friends are
not puffing on the weed and the longer the holder, the
more smoke, in nearly every case.
In one instance.

TeiUU's Dad forgives her and she is happy except for
one thing. She loves Billy but he refuses to submit
to her vamping until Teddy proposes and he accepts
after she promises to be just an old fashioned wife.

Should Prove a Profitable Number Especially With a Certain Crowd
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Very likely you will be ai)le to do pretty good business with this latest William DeMille production.
The success of the stage play must have reached the
cities at least and by this time they are probably well
enough acquainted with the story •f Rachel Crothers'
play to want to see the film version.
In certain localities all the exhibitor will have to

do will be to show a sliort trailer prior to the regular
showing date, and he can rest assured they'll be back
to see the picture. There are enough well known
names to warrant calling it a picture with an all-star
cast. Let them know there are Bebe Daniels, Wallace
Reid, Conrad Nagel, Julia Faye and other well known
players.
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Farnum Has Dramatic Role That Wi 11 Probably Please His Admirers
William Farnum
"MOONSHINE
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Murillo

in

VALLEY"

Herbert Brenon
Mary Murillo
Herbert Brenon and Mary

CAMERAMAN
Tom Malloy
AS A WHOLE
Another eternal triangle theme
with a possible new twist but nothing to make
it distinctive entertainment
STORY
Apparent from the start; works out
just as you expect it to ; rather unconvincing
drama on the whole
DIRECTION
Satisfactory but wasn't able to
make good entertainment of poor material
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Will please his admirers in role that he
usually overdoes
SUPPORT
Good; Sadie Mullen quite capable.
Holmes Herl^ert adequate as the villain, and
Dawn O'Day a cute kiddie
EXTERIORS
Nice country
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Requisite
CHARACTER OF STORY
Doctor elopes with
wife of prospector who saved his life; years
later the husband and wife are reunited
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,679 feet
This is the second time in the last few months that
William Farnum has lost his screen wife, first in
"Shackles of Gold" and now in "Moonshine Valley."
Both stories are the old eternal triangle theme though
dififerently worked out. The main trouble with "Moonshine Valley" is- that the story is apparent from the
very start.
Once the prospector saves the doctor's

life and brings him into his home to recover, the spectator knows that Bill is going to be minus a wife.
But you can't think much of him for giving the other
man a chance to make love to his wife. Somehow or
other screen husbands are too careless about leaving
their wives in the care of other men.
The story's dramatic moments are pretty unconvincing but there is one pleasing episode that contains a
good heart interest twist. It is that in which Farnum
finds a little girl, unknown to him, but the daughter of
his wife and the other man. How the child brings
about his regeneration makes for a rather effective
heart interest. Little Dawn O'Day is a mighty appealing and cute child player.
Farnum has just the kind of opportunities that he
glories in in the sequence in which he becomes a drink
crazed degenerate as a result of his misfortune. There
are all kinds of close-ups showing him raving and looking like anything but a human being. He still overacts his dramatic parts but the rest of his work is well
done. Sadie Mullen handles the part of the faithless
wife very well and Holmes Herbert is an adequate villam.
Story : Ned Connors saves the life of Dr. Martin
and his wife nurses the physician back to health. Connors leaves for a prospecting trip and upon his unexpected return finds his wife in Martin's arms. Connors sends Martin away but he turns and shoots. Believing Connors dead he takes the woman away with
him. A few years later Connors, now a degenerate,
craving vengeance,
ence brings about
comes ill and the
Martin. Connors

finds a little girl. The child's influthe man's regeneration. She bedoctor that is called happens to be
puts off his revenge to save the

child's life, but in a fight, later, Martin is killed. Connors finds his former wife, forgives her and is happy
with her and the child.

Appeal to Those Who Like Star and

Use Gatchlines

Box OfHce Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you number enough of Farnum's admirers among
your patrons you can show them "Moonshine Valley"
and satisfy them. Where they like the star and his
work, the picture will have no trouble getting Over.
However, the success of the film depends largely upon

Catchlines will give a good idea of the story and it
might be well to let them know what it is about, otherwise from the title they might expect a bootlegging
story. Use the angle in which the child brings about
the regeneration of a derelict and promise them a de-

the star's popularity. Or if you know they favor eternal triangle themes, you can count on it pleasing also.

lightful child player in Dawn O'Day. She's a real
treat. There are ptenty of good locations in the picture that make it quite good to look at.

THE
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First

Rate

Comedy

Drama

j2^
With

Hoot Gibson in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

LOADED DOOR"
Universal
Harry A. Pollard
Ralph Cummins
George Hively
Sol Polito

well blended; first rate action and amusing situations
DIRECTION. .... .Very good; comedy and dramatic
business evenly balanced and always gets the
most out of material

wood

All right
Natural

Does good work and has suitable role
Gertrude Olmsted, Eddie Sutherland, Noble Johnson, Joseph Harris, Chas. Newton, Chas. Smiley, Victor Potel and C. L. Sher-

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Action and Plenty of Laughs

witli the result that "The Loaded Door" is a really
wortli while comedy drama. The humorous touches
are contributed by Victor Potel and C. L. Sherwood,

WHOLE
An especially interesting and
rather
unusual
western
offering
that makes
satisfying entertainment
STORY
Good
comedy
drama
with
elements

STAR
SUPPORT

13

Director Pollard has kept things evenly balanced

A

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Good

DAILV

Appropriate
All right
Adequate

CHARACTER

OF STORY
Cowboy saves sweetheart's brother from conviction for murder he
did not commit, rids town of smugglers and
wins the girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,430 feet
Hoot GilDson's last picture, "Trimmed," was a good
one but "The Loaded Door" is even better. The
story is a bit out of the ordinary for a western and
although it contains some more or less tried and true
situations, it remains distinctive and offers a thoroughly satisfying entertainment. Elements of comedy and
drama have been splendidly blended with neither one
dominating the other.

two tramps, and there hasn't been a better tramp duet
since "Turn to the Right." Potel is a tramp philosopher who speaks in poetry while his fat companion,
Sherwood, is an uninterested partner. Sherwood's
make-up is great and he gets laughs without trying for
them. Pollard introduces the comedy pair at proper
intervals and they are not entirely irrelevant to the
story either.
The action is well distributed and there are some
good bits, though not as much as you find in the customary variety of wild and woolly shoot 'em dead westerns. There are one or two good fights and one particularly effective suspense in the sequence in which
the villain plots to blow up the ranch house. It is so
arranged that when a door is opened the blast will go
off. Pollard brings the heroine to the door several
times in her attempt to escape her pursuer.
Hoot Gibson does good work as "Cherub," the cowboy, and will certainly please his admirers with this
one. He has a good supporting cast with Gertrude
Olmsted as the leading lady. Noble Johnson and
Joseph Harris are the bad men and Victor Potel and
C. L. Sherwood provide the laughs.
Story : Bert Lyons returns to his ranch to find his
former foreman dead and the place leased to a real
estate shark. The new crowd is trafficking in booze
and narcotics under the guise of raising cattle. Bert
sees his old sweetheart, Molly Grainger, who tells him
of her suspicions. The smugglers do not like Bert and
plan to "get" him. Meanwhile the new boss plans to
kidnap Mollie, telling her if she will accompany him
across the border, he will save her brother who is in
prison, charged with murder. How Bert learns of
the ruse, rides to Mollie's rescue, rounds up the
story.
smugglers
and clears Mollie's brother completes the

A Good One For Star's Admirers and Any Average Audience
Box Oflfice Analysis for the Exhibitor
You will be showing them an entertaining picture in
Gibson's latest. Promise them a first rate comedy
drama and don't be afraid to tell them there are some

say it is one of the best stories he has had.
The title is a catchy one and affords good exploita-

first rate laughs in "The Loaded Door." If you can
secure a trailer showing the two tramps it should bring

tion possibilities. They'll wonder what it is all about.
It is pertinent and will go well with catchlines. Get
them interested in coming in to see the picture and

them back for the feature and for the star's admirers,

you can be quite sure they will go out satisfied

fi^^
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A Good Number For Exhibitors Who Cater to the Glass that Likes This Type
"QUEEN
OF THE
MOULIN
ROUGE"
Pyramid Prod. — American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Ray C. Smallwood
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
Milne

BY

From Paul M. Potter's play
Garfield Thompson and Peter

CAMERAMAN
Michael Joyce
AS A WHOLE
Apache atmosphere and few
risque situations will make it good box office
bet for certain classes
STORY
Far-fetched and a bit unconvincing but
the sort that will appeal to a good many
DIRECTION
Very good for the most part; a
little too plain at times in detail that suggests
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
A suitable cast including Martha
Mansfield, Joseph Striker, Henry Harmon, Fred
T. Jones and others
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Music master makes
genius of violinist by planning a love affair for
him
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

6,700 feet

Tliere's hardly a doulit Init what "The Queen of the
Moulin Rouge" will prove a good box office picture for
certain exhibitors, those catering to the more sensational tastes and a more or less cheap class of patronage. It is the story tliat will appeal strongly to this
type of audience because it contains a few risque situations and the sort of atmosphere that appeals to their
sensation loving minds.
Director Smallwood has handled the piece well
enough and apparently toned it down considerably
but the Apache episode is certainly due for some scene
eliminations before the audiences in some states see it.
He has gone in just a little too strong for suggestive

Will Make

Money

(lelail in liic way of close-ups in this sequence. The
facial expressions of the players in this case are just
a trifle too expressive. There is nothing offensive in
llie Moulin Rouge sequence and Smallwood has been
(|uite elaborate in his depiction of the resort, which,
Id all appearances, is quite mild in comparison with
tin- rating- given it l)y the sub-title. The crowning
of tlie queen of the Moulin Rouge is interesting and
rather fantastic. The story is smooth running and
llie continuity is a good one.
riif story's main idea is a fairly far-fetched one in
llie sort of theory it oiTers. A great music master
seeks to make a genius of a pupil by putting him
through a series of emotions for which he plans extensively, arranging a love affair, a disillusionment
and a final reunion when he is satisfied that his student
can at last play the violin with feeling.
Martha Mansfield does good work as the girl but .
does not seem cjuite as attractive in this, probably dife
to not being always photographed to the best advantage. Joseph Striker is adequate as the student and
the remainder of the cast suitable.
Story : Rosalie Anjou is saved from an Apache by
Jules Riboux, an artist, and Tom Richards, a student
of the violin, when she accidentally crashes into their
studio. Jules Rousseau, an old music master who despaired of kindling the flame of genius in his pupil,
seizes upon a love which blossoms between Tom and
Rosalie to prevail upon the girl to dance at the Moulin
Rouge, a notorious night cafe in Paris, that Tom's
lessons may continue, the master pledging secrecy.
But he betrays her secret and Tom bitterly denounces
Rosalie. He then throws all the anguish of his soul
into his bow. The master is elated and confesses
that he bartered the girl's good name to awaken Tom's
soul, without which genius would have been denied
him. Tom saves Rosalie who tries to drown herself
and there is a reunion.

If You Have the Right Grovs^d For It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who know their patrons favor more or
less sensational stories will surely be able to cash in on
"The Queen of the Moulin Rouge" by promising them
a story of Paris' night life and telling them about the
Apache sequence. There is nothing terribly offensive
even in this sequence but it is quite certain there will
have to be some eliminations made.
It is not a picture

1^1

for juvenile audiences by any means so you will have
to be careful if you cater to family trade.
The title should give a fair idea of the type of picture it is and stills in the lobby will probably bring
them in. Martha Mansfield's name can be used in
connection with the title and the proper exploitation
should get it over with the crowd it will appeal to.

Some Short Reels
"The
Empty
House" — Sherlo-k
Type of production

Holmes — Educational
2 reel drama

Here is another Sherlock Holmes mystery built from the
well known stories of Conan Doyle. Tliis time the criminal
takes a pot shot a^t the famous detective and for a moment
you think all is lost. The suspense is great. The first shots
take place at a club where you see a group of men playing
cards. A highly polished cigarette case on the table next to
the dealer reflects the cards that he deals. His cheating is
discovered and that very night his accuser is found dead.
Holmes is brought into the case. The gentleman criminal
learns about this and goes to the empty house opposite Holmes'
residence. Here he can see across the street into the windows
of the house. Dr. Watson and a detective from Scotland Yard
hide in the empty house and see the assassin load his highpower air rifle and shoot at the famous detective. Then they
arrest him and bring him across the street. Holmes meets
them at the door for what the criminal shot was nothing but a
waxen figure. Of course the man is not accused of killing a
dummy but he is charged with the murder of his colleague.
The bullets are both the same. While no women enter into
this story it is well up to the standard of the series and holds
the attention throughout. It will make an ideal program picture and please the average audience.

"Bath Days"— Century— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
"Bath Days" presents an average number of the Century
comedies. Harry Sweet plays the part of the boy and Jackie
Morgan the role of his brother. The story is a little rambling
but the interest is held through a series of gags that employ a
combination bath-tub and an automobile. In the end the house
is flooded by an overflow in the bathroom. The picture is
filled with gags and contains several laughs. It presents little
that is new but nevertheless will entertain the average audience
who enjoy this type of comedy.

"Makin' Movies" — Johnny Jones — Pathe
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Little Gertrude Messinger and Johnny Jones presents an
amusing adventure with films in the second of their series
called "Makin' Movies." This time the juvenile stars step behind the scenes and do a little picture all of their own called
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." Johnny got the idea when he went
out to the coast on a visit and accidentally played a little role
of a newsboy. He bought a small camera when he returned
home and became his own producer, manager and director.
The scenario was culled from "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and the
blood-hounds were gathered from all over town. When finished they showed the picture to a selected gathering and expected them all to weep; — but it turned to a comedy. Financial ruin turned to success and the exhibitor promised to play
the show all week. The production has not near as many
laughs as the first of the series but it does contain a lot of
clean and novel fun. It is very different from anything yet
done on the screen and will more than please the average
audience. Johnny Jones does some clever acting and little
Gertrude Messinger is .most captivating in anything that she
does. Imagine the kid, in the role of Little Eva, chewing gum
as she ascends to heaven on the end of a rope!

"Toonerville Topics" — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Here is another Toonerville Comedy originated by Fontaine
l-'ox and edited by Ralph Spence. The classic old trolley and
its Skipper are the central figures. The story is very mild and
contains very little action but a good deal ow humor is obtained from the characters presented. An old town faker lands
in Toonerville and puts up at a hotel. Here he meets the
Skipper's niece and trys a little flirtation. Her sweetheart,
however decides to cure the traveling salesman and lays a deep
plot. He informs the Skipper that the city man is a checkermaniac and becomes violent at the mention of the game checkers. They "frame" him up and lead him out of town in the
trolley car which is readily converted into a jail. This number
of the Toonerville Comedies is up to the standard of the series
and will please the majority. A little re-editing would greatly
help the offering.
Pathe Review No. 170
Type of production
1 reel magazine
After opening with some splendid photographic shots of
country landscapes this interesting number of Pathe Review
fades into a scientific section which shows you what microscopic life looks like in ordinary water. "The Children of the
Sun" is the title of another section in this magazine and illustrates how a lot of children are given the sunshine treatment for the white plague. The children run about naked in
the severest weather and engage in snowball fights. Other
sections of this view show in slow motion how Joseph Kirkwood, the Australian golf champion, executes some of " his
difficult shots. This review closes with the usual colored travel
pictures.
"Simply Shocking" — Star — Universal
Type
of production
1 reel comedy
Margaret Cullington and Jack Duffy are the chief fun makers
in this fairly amusing Star comedy. The action is timely. It
is based on reformers and one piece bathing suits. The old
lady reformer forbids her maid from kissing the ice-man but
slips on a cake of ice and becomes frozen to it. A barrel saves
her modesty. But on the beach the reforming lady insists on
arresting all girls with one piece bathing suits until the ice
man shows her the picture of herself in the barrel. The
comedy has some funny incidents and contains several laughs.
Not only will this prove entertaining but it will also gain the
sentiment of the average audience. Reformers are not very
popular with the average audience and nothing pleases the
folks better than to see them discredited.
"The Egg"— Amalgamated Prod. — Metro
Type of production
1 reel comedy
"The Egg" seems to be a cross between a Chaplin and a
Larry Semon. Stan Laurel is the leading comedian and in
spite of the age of the gags he manages to put over several
hearty laughs. When Charlie played in "The Kid" he has
a little business in which he selects his cigarette butt from a
soap box. Stan Laurel picks his out of a cigar box. A good
portion of the comedy takes place in a saw mill. It is built
along regulation lines and contains the standard comedy types.
The final scenes include a chase in and about the saw mill.
The comedy as a whole presents but an average offering.
Most of the gags have been done before in several variations.

Short Reels
"Falls
Type

Ahead"— Fox

of production

1 reel

cartoon

Mutt and Jeff have some very funny adventures with a waterfall in this cartoon. They land in the water and hang on to
a bale of hay but are carried on by the current to the dangerous precipice. Here they are just about to go over when they
are saved by the dam being locked. As the river dries out
they find themselves perched on the edge of the cliff. After
many struggling efforts they gain a secure foothold and
breathe a sigh of relief, but just then a washerwoman empties
her tub into the stream and down go Mutt and Jeff. The
animation is good throughout and many of the adventures of
these well known comic characters will provoke mirth and
laughter. Mutt and Jeff always make a good program filler
and are always good for a series of laughs from any audience
regardless of the weather.

"The House of a Thousand
Type of production

Trembles" — Star — Universal
1 reel comedy

The gags and business in this comedy, starring Neely Edwards, are derived from a haunted house and several ghosts,
to say nothing of the colored man. It is in this haunted house
that Ned meets the girl, and together they attempt to capture
the ghost. After many experiences they finally capture the
man in the sheet and knock him unconscious only to discover
that he is the girl's sweetheart. In the end Ned and his hobo
valet decide that it would be best for them to leave the house.
Most of the gags in this single reeler were done before in
several variations and the laughs are not too close together.
However it will entertain an audience that is not over particular and likes to laugh at the same old jokes. Most of the
laughs will come from the fear that the colored man has for
ghosts.
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Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
''The Friendly Circle''

>^^ITH additional floor space and increased facilities we are better able to
handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.
THE BARNES

PRINTING

229 WEST

STREET

28TH

?ft^«Wt^WP^^^^1

COMPANY,

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17

Have You Ever Noticed
How Many Times
7Ae BRADSTREET
o^ FILMDOM

kTi

2$«re(0cmized
Authority

Is Quoted In
Motion Picture Publications

a

There Must Be a Reason

>>

Pop Qrout
was the
family
gold digger

.1 ^

Goldwyn
jyve sents

RuperetsI
Hugh
motion picture masterpiece —
the story of Pop who paid all
the hills while his fam,ily had
all the fun

Written
and Directed by
the Author
Money! Money! Money! Pop was easy
and the family knew just how to make
a little touch. While he slaved to paya
the bills, his wife and children learnedc
to play bridge with a grand manner.
Dear old Dad. He remembered other
days when a little girl in a gingham
apron announced the dinner. Now
there was a butler.
Now there was only scorn for his lack
of social grace and his shabby clothes.
But he remembered the dear, meaningful words of long ago, "John, 1
With a great cast including
Claude Qillingivater, Patsy
love you."
Ruth Miller, Cullen Landis,
Richard Tucker, Lucille
Ricksen, Kate Lester.

rAe brAdstreet

Authority
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For Open Market

^^low
Over Patents
ij man Dawn and F^ Jinand Earle

Talmadge Productions Will Be Available to All, Not Only First National Franchise Holders
First
National
is understood
to
have reached a decision to sell the
future Norma
and Constance
Talmadge product on the open market
and not as franchise pictures as in
the past.
Lender the franchise plan, the pictures at first go to franchise holders
throughout the country on a prearranged exhibition value which is
lixed by the home office. The plan
makes it compulsory for franchise
holders to play pictures coming to
them. If the other measure is
adopted, and it is reasonable to assume so, it will mean that franchise
holders can turn down the pictures if
they so desire and in that event,
other exhibitors will have first call
on the picture.
The matter is being discussed at
the meeting of division managers. At
h"irst National, no statement was
made regarding the above report, and
at the office of Joseph M. Schenck,
it was said that the distribution of
the Talmadge product rested with
First National.

n Tilt Over New Phocographic
Process
DAILY)
FIL
THE
(Special to
bs Angeles— A test case is to be
Me of Norman Dawn's legal tilt
i'l Ferdinand P. Earle and The
{ijaiyat, Inc. Dawn alleges that
la'iit's he holds on a new photo;r^hic process have been infringed
ipi by Earle.
liie process involves double expo,uis and has been used in "Dougas^airbanks in Robin Hood." Earle
liljes that Douglas and John Fair)i s have assured him of moral and
in'icial support in the controversy.
4c also claims that other compaii& including Famous Players, Met•ojjoldwyn, Vitagraph and the W.
i*. . Earle Prod, are morally on his
liabecause they have used the pro.Iv.hich he alleges was in general
isipefore Dawn claims to have seriird his patents in 1918.
'ie case will
brought
trial 10.
in
thtFederal
Courtbe here
aboutto Oct.
Max Graf Here
-ii.\ Graf of Graf Prod., San Fran:i?i' is at the Astor.
. S. Senate Passes Tariff Bill
tSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
V^shington — The Senate on SatI'assed a new tariff bill liv a
48 to 25.
Cp/er Buys "Country Flapper"
F;D. Graver of Charlotte, N. C,
jasnurchased "The
Country
Flap'" om Producers Security for the
.IS, Georgia, Alabama, Missisiul Louisiana.
Buy

Territorial

pecial to THE

FILM

Rights

Meet the Emersons Abroad
Schenck party which sails for
on the 26th expects to meet
Emerson and Anita Loos in
'. They will go to Algeria,
iraor other places, where exteriors
or ,:he Garden of Allah" may be
eleid.
Fire Drives 200 Out
FILM

This, a tremendous scene between Claire Windsor and Gaston Glass,

is one of the reasons why "Rich Men's Wives," a Preferred Picture, presented by B. P. Schulberg through Ai Lichtman Corporation, was bookGrainger
ed into the Kinema, Fresno, and the Franklin, Oakland, Calif., by OH
has left on a
es R.
r Jame
ver Kehrlein.
Now current at the Capitol, New York. — Advt.
trip
to
changes.
Goldwvn
exfive weeks'
Exhibitors, Ragland.
of Associated
John C. Inc., is away on a ten
day trip.

Bach Home

DAILY)

uinati — Rights to the series of
!!. C. productions for AVestern
ivania, Ohio, Kentucky and
\ irginia have been bought by
ade Film Exchange.

ecial to THE

Schlager in Paris
to THE
DAILY)
AwayFILM
Paris — Sig Schlager is here in the
interest of the .Affiliated International Prod., Inc.
(Special

DAILY)

Orleans — A fire which broke
the box office and spread to
he eater drove an audience of 200
ut , the Alamo and caused a damgel $15,000. Defective wiring is
elic-d to have been the cause.

And

m;iyl)e it i.sn't good. I'o be here. This Europe stuff is
all right. Know what the proud papa said : He wouldn't take
$10,000 lor his youngster. And wouldn't give a nickel. For
another one. And that's it. I wouldn't give ten thousand buckos.
For all that happened. .And all that I learned. In Europe. And
the moment; Despite the heat.
at
nickel.
To start in again.
NUTSHELL

Wouldn't

give a plugged

STUFF

This is certain : There isn't anything to fear from Europe.
In production. There is nothing to worry about. In anything
Init inventions. And they are sure turning out some wonders.
From Berlin vou were informed. Of the way they plan to make
duplicate prints. Without the use of the negative. You can
imagine what will happen. If this gets in the hands of the
wrong birds. There is another. The perfection of a device.
^^■hich will make definitely stereoscopic. All motion pictures.
To
Then there will be a real new impetus.
If this works out.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Harry Myers Returns
Harry Myers is back in New York
from Europe. Edward Lacmmle,
who was scheduled to produce
"Ivanhoe" abroad, is ill abroad and
at the moinent it is doubtful if the
production plans will be carried out.
Musicians Refuse Reductions
fSoecial to THE

FILM

DAILY

i

Chicago — A refusal to accept any
wage reduction and a decision to demand a guarantee of work during 52
weeks in the year has been decided
upon by the Chicago Federation of
^lusicians, The 800 men employed
b)' managers outside of the Loop had
been told to accept a 15% cut with
no guarantee as ' to the amount of
work. In the Loop, the 600 musicians were notified of a 10% reduction but guaranteed work for a year.

THE

iS^^

DAILY

Back Home
(Continued
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Quotations
High

East. Kod
F. P.-L. .. 80^
do pfd... 9714
^vGoldwyn
.. 6K>
Griffith
Loew's
...
Triangle
World

nVi
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971^
5%
17K'

Close

Sales

Not quoted
8914
2,600
971^ 100
5^8
1.300
Not quoted
\TVi
1,200
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Thieves Are Disappointed
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Marshall, Tex. — Thieves who entered the Palace and completely examined the premises were unable to
find anything of great value.
Schultz Is Named
(Special

to THE

Omaha

FILM

Manager

DAILY)

Omaha — Clarence Schultz has been
appointed manager of the local Vitagraph office. He was connected with
tlie Minneapolis
office previously.
Rhode Managing Three Houses
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Kenosha, Wis. — Joseph G. Rhode
has been appointed manager of the
Rhode Opera House, Orpheum and
Majestic, with which Jack Quinland
will also be affiliated. Rhode has
been elected a director of the
Orpheum Co., succeeding John E.
Saxe, of the Saxe Amusement Enterprises, Milwaukee.

A Dependable
Sales Agency
ROBERT Producers'
W.
PRIEST
In the SaleSpecialist
of NEGATIVES:
Sales to STATE
RIGHTS
BUYERS
Sales to FOREIGN
BUYERS
We Can Sell Your Pictures
THE
FILM
MARKET,
INC.
1482 Broadw^ay Tel. Bryant 6548

from

Page

1)

In
the industry.
Can you imagine
what that will mean
colored photography.
Talking of colored ])h!)tography — they are busy on that.
In Ciermany. .And figuie the}- pretty near have a new idea
developed. To a point where it will change everything. In
production.
Then there is a machine. Made in Germany. By -some
Swiss experts. Who have taken the lab experts. From the old
UFA organization. To watch things. And they expect. Their
method of developing. Printing. And toning. Will revolutionize things. American capitalists. Pittsburg and the West.
Reported to have it. For this country.
DIFFERENT
POINT
OF VIEW
Can be found. As to production. Anywhere in Europe.
The directors and producers. As a whole. Think our ideas are
all wrong. They will continue making heavy, gloomy, tragic
things. Until they wake up. Their studio equipment and accessories, except perhaps for the Famous EFA studio in Berlin.
Cannot hold an eyelash. To even the poorest equipped studio
here. Their props are a joke. In all of France. There are but
two Sunlight Arc lamps. They are owned by a smart woman
in Paris. Who rents them out. To producers. And they are
kept busy.
Making the rounds.
In Paris production methods — as against our own — are so
lax. so different. They are not comparable. If the leading lady
is tired. Well — the production halts. System ; efficiency, business methods inin France.
making j)iclures. As the\' are known here.
Arc unknown

ONE

PICTURE

Monday, August 21, 192

COMPANIES

All over Europe. You'll find them. Some dead. Some
acti\e. Some in prospect. Some further away than that. Concerns capitalized to make one picture. The inevitable must happen. With this sort of an idea. Long ago American producers
learned. That to meet the market. More than one picture had
to be planned for the organization. But over there. AVell, if
you could see the roster. Of the companies that started to make
one picture. And then went l^looey. Boy; howdy; what a lot
of them there are !
There are a few com])anies ojjcrating otherwise. But they
are the exception. These concerns go along all right. But the
others
— well, the percentage is all against them. As it naturally
must be.
ONCT
UPON
A TIME
Did you know that Reggie Barker was a stage director?
And that Emmett Flynn was a taxi driver? Yep. In Denver.
(Which is a long way from here). Was working for a certain
man. Now in a very big job. With a very big company. He
wasn't so big then. But he was working on a feature called
"Alimony." And F"lynn sat up all night to help him. And
right then and there he lost his taxi. And now see where he is.
But that's nothing. Rex Ingram was a sculptor. In those
long ago days.
HEADQUARTERS
New ones. Starting up. Over at the Commercial Trust
Company.
Where And
"Doc"took
Gianinni
forth. W^hen There
he arrived
from the Coast.
over holds
the Commercial.
was
some film business there. But now. Well, you can almost meet.
Anyone you want to see. In his office. Or waiting to catch
him a moment. Has one great asset. Turns them down with
such a sweet smile. That they come back again. And that's
sure something.
For a banker.
Incidentally. Joe Schenck. Is a director. Of the East
River National. In which the Doctor's friends. Are heavily
interested. The banker has a right to his title, too. Studied to
be a medical man. But got into banking. And has saved more
lives that way. Than possibly might have been done. In the
other profession.
.r- .
,
r,
.^ ■
'
(Contmuea on Jrage 4)

Huey Manages Vitagraph Branc
(Special

to THE

Dalias^ — J. E.
pointed
manager
grapli branch.

FILM

DAILY)

Hucy has been
of the local V
He succeeds H.

I

Corbett Goes to Atlanta
Baile\'.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
•)
Atlanta — Jack Corbett has bii
transferred
to the
local office j
Southern fromEnter.,
having been tri ■"
ferred
Dallas.
Want Theaters on Priority Lis
The T. O. C. C. has appointr
committee of three to confer
Federal and municipal authoriticthe coal question. An effort wi!;
made to have tlieaters placed o
priority list in the event carta
measures are found necessarv.

Duratize
YOUR
MOTOR

CARS

For Location

FILMS 11
COLUMBUS
5430
Blue Bird Auto &
Aero Service.
Jack Mandola,

$18.00 Per Day

Economy
Quality

The 3,000,000 ft. per week
capacity atories
of enables
our our
Flushing
expert laborstaff

s
pluprints
to make positive
at rates
that others cannot beat.
The
location
of our laboratories and the fact that our !
storage
vaults
meet
every
underwriting
requirement
are I
tive
insurance
this '
lowestin negafor therate
responsible
section:
43.8 cents.
This double economy means
a great deal to the producer of
motion pictures. But the uptodate and scientific equipment
we have recently installed, including the wonderful Tube
System of developing, fixing,
tinting, and drying, means
more:
Superlative quality.
Economy in prints means
nothing unless the prints have
quality. But when economy
and perfect prints can be had

Telephone
together
—

Bryant 1939 and
let us tell vou all about it.

THE
ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.
120 West 41st Street, New York

ITTLE
FIRST

CLASS

PUBLICITY SERVICE

"Mortal
Clay"
Will
Be
The Talk of the Season.

LESLEY

for star or producer

HOWE & CONLON

KASSEL LOBBY PAINTINGS
Don't fail to see the unusual
lobby display paintings in purple and yellow color scheme
on "Monte Cristo" at the 44th
St. Iheatre, made by Kassel
Studios,
220
W.
42nd
St.

MASON

GEVAERT

DISPLAY

RAW

FRAMES

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

FILM

NEGATIVE

Clips

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STOCK

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

ACTION
OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.

Let us get some action into that picture on the shelf — and you'll get some
action on the independent market.
MARTIN & NATTEFORD
Film Editors
723-7th Avenue
Bryant 5437

130 W. 46th St.

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Start

The

Week

Right By Reading

Bryant 5600

;^«biiAdstreet

JS^^RECOCMIZED

p>^FELHDOM

or

LETTERIMC
LAYOUTS

of
THE

HIGHEST

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

"Ask the First Man

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Motion

Corp.

I Film Storage Vaults
I Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding

and
FIRST PRINTS

DIRECTORSSave money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

DEVELOPING

: : POSITIVE

STORAGE

JOS. R. MILES

Specializes exclusively in

PRODUCERS

Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd.

i

Ill Westchester Sq.

Purposes

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

THE

rSTAR LABORATORY, Inc.
NEGATIVE

Bryant 9900

THEATRE LOBBY

Film

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

Continuities
and titles for all
Second National Pictures.
130 West 46th St.
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For All
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Motion

Film Editor
729 Seventh Avenue
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The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Picture

Editing

Titles — Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy — Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

You and I Know
Personal Interest will get
every ounce of value out of
your negative, nothing e!se in
the world can do it, that is the
reason Evans Personal Attention Prints get full value for
the picture.
Personal Interest Follozvs
Your
Picture
Through
Every Stage

Evans Film Laboratories
414 W. 216th St.. N. Y. C.
Wadsivorth SUk-i

ILLUSTRATIOHS

i^t:

AND

CARTOONS

Little Ads
BRING

Bill Pause
7IW.44TH.ST.

Big Results
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On Broadway

Moran

(Special

A judgment for $2,784 has been
filed in the County Clerk's office
against the Michael Kessel Laboratories, Inc., by the Powers Film Products Co., which obtained the original
judgment in the action in the Circuit
Court of Bergen County, N. J.
Justice
of injunction
the Supremeto
Court
hasO'Mallcy
denied an
Frederick W. Herbert against Fox,
Herbert seeking to restrain Fox from
continuing the exhibition of "Silver
Wings."
Justice O'Malley said:
"Tlie written promise of the defendant's director general that the
plaintifif should be given credit as coauthor of the scenario was more in
the nature of a matter of favor than
of right." Herbert still has a damage suit pending agaist Fox, alleging breach of contract. In the injunction proceeding he asked that the
defendant be enjoined from showing
"Silver Wings," unless he was featured as co-author.

The Reeland Publishing Co. is being
sued ixi the Supreme Court by the
R-C, which seeks to recover $5,038,
the value of certain cuts and plates
and advertising cards, which the
plaintiff alleges were turned over to
the defendant to be sold, but on
which
payment has not been made.
Leopold -Singer has filed a judgment in the Supreme Court, for
$2,672 against William M. Pizor and
Herman Gluckman, doing business as
the Capital Prod. The suit, for
which judgment was given, was for
films furnished to the defendants.
Action and Thrills Are Wanted
That the public wants action and
thrills is the verdict of the majority
of over 100 newspaper
editors, to
whom
Fox sent questionaires.
Levey in Deal with De Vry
Harry Levey has arranged with
the De Vry Corp. for the sale of De
Vry projectors to churches and nontheatrical institutions on an instalment basis.
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Lisbon, O. — S. L. Moran has leasl
Aster — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Broadway
"Fools
First."
ed the H.Opera
Housewho
and recently
Grand froi'
Hinciffe
pui
Brooklyn —Strand
— Guy
Bates Post in John
chased them.
I
"The Masquerader."
Cameo — John
Barrymore
in "SherDelmonte
to Show
Pictures
j
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lock
Holmes."
.Capitol— "Rich Men's Wives."
St. Louis — The Delmonte will r(j
Central — House
Peters
in "Human
open as a moving
picture house i
September.
Charley
Vollmer
h,
Criterion — "Forget Me Not."
been engaged to manage it.
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Loew's
York — Today — Betty
Hearts."New
Resume
Construction
Work
Compson in "The Bonded Woman."
(Special to THE
FIL.M
DAILY)
Tuesday — "Studio Girl" and "DanSalem, O. — Labor Day is expecte
Wednesdaygerous
— Love."
Harry Carey in "The to see the opening of the house whicJ
Virgil Rakestraw will manage, coni
struction
work having been resume©]
Kick Back."
Thursday
— "Through
the Storm.'"
Friday — "Don't
Shoot"
and "The

SUPERSTITIOUS
Years ago. Jesse Lasky had some offices. In the Longacre
Theater Building. A few mcjnths ago Joe Brandt needed offices.
For the Federated. The same suite was available. J(je grabbed
it quicklv. Not that he's superstitious. But he figures, li it
was lucky for Jesse. Maybe it'll be lucky. For Joe. And his
bosses.
ONE
ON
VON
Out from the wild and woolly comes Von Herberg. JH.
Of First National. And he's a regular sport. But then he has
to get on to the ways of the Big City. Every now and then.
F'r instance : Von gets some seats for the Follies. Lays down
a lot of real money for them. And then, about midnight —atwhen
8.15
the show was on — wanted to know whether it opened
When told it was a midnight show he skooted along.
or 8.30?
Saturday
— Elaine
Hammerstein
in
Sage Brush
Trail."
"Under
Oath."
MISTER
VICE
PRESIDENT
Otherwise Lyric
Of the Duke of I^ockaway.
Being the title.
— "Nero."
Rialto—
Rodolph Valentino in "Blood
Not
Jimmsy.
Now titles never hurt
"y'clept Jimmy Grainger.
— Rodolph Valentino in "Blood
But they Rivoli
and Sand."
And he don't really want his latest.
as yet, anyway.
And Strand—
Over in Goldwyn's.
Guy
Bates
Post
in "The
him by some big name.
to call
had had
and Sand."
this
to come.
Now this is a smart move. Jimmy has been handling
Alasquerader."
Next Week
—
Mickey
with
partner
a
he's
—
so long
Mickey Neilan's affairs
that the world has forgotten his early training with Fox. Then Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
he took up a lot of other managements. Such, incidentally, as Brooklyn
Strand — Not
yet
termined.
the Chaplin contracts. And Holubar, and then Willie Hearst
Cameo — Not yet determined.
sent for him. To help iron out the linen. Over at Famous
Capitol — Not yet determined.
then
And
Players. And Jimmy showed Willie a few things.
Central — Not yet determined.
something.
takes
that
And
up.
sit
Moore
some. That made Joe
Criterion — "Forget Me Not."
Then along came the Goldwyn move. And Joe Godsol cornered 44th
St.— "Monte Cristo."
Lyric — "Nero" until Aug. 31 and then
It'll
happens.
what
watch
well,
—
is
result
the
And
Jimmy.
be interesting.
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
OPTIMISM
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
In hunks. All around the industry. Over the outlook for Strand— "Kindred of the Dust."
Fall and Winter. Real prices in sight. For big pictures. Sales
Sayeg Gets Two
'managers say it's no use talking of anything but good times.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Say when the coal strike is settled. And the railroad strike
Ennis, Tex. — John
M. Sayeg has
gets off the front page. That business will whirl. With a purchased the Jewel and Grand .
real whirl. Hope they're right.
Renovating Columbia, Seattle
But on the other hand. Billy Brandt's crowd. Figure prices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
are too doggoned high. And are talking of booking. Their own
.■^cattle
— The Columbia, one of Seway. In bulk.
attle's
largeandhouses
is closed
for re.
DANN\
Better go slow, boys.
novation
installation
of a $50,000

In the Courts

Gets Leases

to THE

organ. It will reopen Saturday with
"The
Storm."

MILLIONAIRES
FIND THEMSELVES
IN A PINCH
SOMETIMES ! !

FOR

RENT

Small
private office or office
space.
Light and airy.
Room 603,
130 West 46th St.

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Dependable
Accountants
and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074
Public

INSIST UPON

de-

Ehifatized
FILMS

ROTHACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray HiU 1831
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ANNOUNCEMENT

TRyxii-ERy

\ -ARE. MODE WITH OS MUCH ,
'BEaUriFUL
CARE as THE . BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS

The lack of a little extra
cash to swing a deal is often
the handicap of even a millionaire. If that'.s iionr problem
now, we can solve it. All
transactions confidential. Legitimate propositions invited.

CHROMOS

TRADING

,

CO.

OND

aS

\Yo\i can obtain FILMACK/°/
/Production
Trailers
on
'All Features for
1°'

6

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE,
Elaborate Borders I
24 Hour
Service!
Pr»-BenlationTrailcrs

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

\\°\
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f/-CHlCAQO, ILL.
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Stroheim

Meeting Today
l>i'aors of Hays Organization Will
(jnvene — May Discuss Standard Contract

(Special to THE

'le directors of the Hays organzaon are scheduled to hold a meetnjioday. One special order of busie may be the standard contracts.
IS understood that the interpreiat^n of a certain clause in a tentaMv ^igreement drawn by lawyers for
xhibitors and the various cornmembers figures largely in setmatters
definitely.
Mr. Hays
^..3
tomorrow
for
Minneapolis
wire he will address the M. P. T. O.
ofilinnesota on Friday.
ifter weeks of conferences, a defini^i plan of action in which national
;i:; associations will work with the

Page

The key situation in "Rich Men's Wives," the powerful Preferred Picture
being presented by B. P. Schulberg, through the Al Lichtman Corporation, at the Capitol, New York, and U. S. Photoplay, Paterson, N. J.,
this week. — Advt.

2)

Selznick Here Saturday
Vi\id O. Selznick will be in New
from the coast on Saturday to
lie first Theda Bara picture un- Hope Hampton at Niagara Opening
Hope Hampton will head a party
J' way.
of well-known film folks which will
Tybitt Gets "Rich Men's Wives"
the opening of A. C. Hayman's
|i)avid Tebbitt of the W. and F. attend
new Strand theater at Niagara Falls,
Ftti Service of London has purchased
next Saturday night. The group will
Llited Kingdom rights for "Rich leave on Friday in a special car. Miss
^n's Wives," the first Al Lichtman
Hampton's new picture "The Light
rt ase.
in the Dark" ture.
will be the opening feaStoll Buying Theaters?
' Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hennegan Here
I'lulon — It is reported that Sir OsJolin K. Hennegan of the Henne' Stoll is negotiating for the purgan Co., Cincinnati manufacturers of
of the Tivoli in Copenhagen,
novelties is at the Astor.
's at Odense
and Casino
at
i~ which are to be converted in. 1 mres houses.
Block Coming East
^j^
Ralph Block, associate editor at the
« ioklwyn studio, is expected in New
\"nrk in tlie near future.
Irmer
R-C President
Takes
Over
Jl
Automobile Agency in
•^
"Souls for Sale" Next
New York
If

'ZIole Out

DAILY)

When R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal was asked concerning the above wire he said yesterday:
"So far as I know, Von Stroheim is
still
with touch
Universal.
This
office
I'n
constant
with the
studio
andis up

_ol. Jaion C. Joy, formerly cx:ive secretary
of the American
Cross selected as executive offiHe started his new duties yesay at the Hays office.
on

FILM

Los Angeles — On the best of
authority, it is learned that Eric Von
Stroheim has severed relations with
Universal. This has not been officially announced but, nevertheless, it
is understood to be true.
Von Stroheim's new picture is
"Merry-Go-Round." The cast which
includes Norman Kerry, Mary Philbin, Spottiswoode Aiken, Al Edmundson, Maude George, Allan Sears and
George Hackathorne is under contract and the sets all constructed.

't-T'^ i;s
office
in furthering
better
movement
has beenthe evolved

(Continued

Quits?

Coast Reports Him Out of Universal
— No Knowledge of Move in
New York

of Films

/

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Rupert Hughes next
^peculation
over ceased
Rufus yesterday
S. Cole's
fture
activities
Men it became known that the for- for Goldwyn to follow "Gimme,"
which is completed, will be "Souls
r|,r president of R-C Pictures, now for Sale," which ran as serial in Red
tj Film Booking Offices of Amer- Book magazine.
i|. has taken over the inetropolitau
(jtrbituion of the Stephens Salient
"Dorothy Vernon" Sold to Mary
^(: motor cars, controlled by the SteThe Kenma Corp. which produces
vens New York Motor Car Co.
the Madge Keimedy pictures has sold
I^hortly after P. A. Powers assumed
film rights to "Dorothy Vernon of
tjR-C, Haddon Hall" to Mary Pickford. It
vie managing
resigned. directorship
He refused toofdivulge
has been variously reported that Lady
■^jiat his plans were at the time. His Diana Manners is to make the same
iHY venture includes foreign distri- picture in England for J. Stuart
lition as well.
Blackton.

Denial from Buxbaum
Harry
H. Buxbaum,
state supervisor of sales for Famous
Players,
yesterday denied the report that he
intended joining Vitagraph.
Holubar Planning New
(Special to THE

FILM

Story

DAILY)

to 4 o'clock today, no word has been
received from the coast which would
indicate that Von Sitroheim was not
at work. You cannot make this too
emphatic so far as I am concerned."
While Von Stroheim's deflection
from Universal, if true, will come as
a surprise to a great many, to others
who
are acquainted
with the Von
(Continued

on page 3)

Warners Open Exchange
The W. B. Film Exchange, Warner
Bros.' local distributing office opened
yesterday. Charles Goetz is the man-

Los Angeles — Allen Holubar is
making
preparations
for his next
to Star Ruth
Stonehouse
First National production which, will Premium
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
ager.
star Dorothy Phillips.
Los Angeles — • Ruth
Stonehouse
will
be starred in three productions by
Go to Baltimore
Premuim Pictures Corp.
She is now
\V. E. Shallenberger and Harry G. en route to Portland, Ore., by boat.
Kosch, the latter attorney for Arrow,
More
Records
went to Baltimore .yesterday to investigate the receivership of Palmore and
"Blood and Sand," according to
Homand, who distribute some of the Paramount, has broken every daily
Arrow product there.
record for a second week's showing
at tiie Rivoli. On the Sunday of the
Goldwyn to Make "The
Inheritors" second week, the total was $200 above
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
that for the first Sunday.
Los Angeles — Goldwyn will produce
Exhibitor Unit Changes Name
"The Inheritors," by I. A. R. Wylie,
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
which ran as a serial in Good HouseSan Francisco — The M. P. T. O.
keeping.
The
locale
is
laid
in
Engthere.
land and Wales and may be produced of Northern California has decided
to change its name to the M. P.
Chamber of Commerce of California.
Brabin Finishes
First Picture
Charles J. Brabin has finished A constitution is to be drafted and a
shooting on his first picture. The charter applied for at once. Frank
story has a Georgia locale and in the R, Devlin has been accepted by all
cast are diaries Mack, the Griffith branches of the industry as their legal
advisor. When a constitution is
protege who appeared in "Dream adopted another meeting will be callStreet," Burr Mcintosh, Emily Fitzed for ratification.
ro\-, Elinor Fair and Leslie Stowe.

THE
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High

East. Kod.
77^4
F. P.-L. .. 90^8
s^
do pfd. . 97?^
^G'vvyn
...
Wi
Gnttith
Loew's
..
Triangle
World

XHA

Pheiffers Have
(Special

lo THE

Low

Close

11 :y\
2,6U0
89K'
2,600
97?^
300
5%
2,300
Not quoted

\1Va

11 'A
1,100
Not quoted
Not quoted
Houses
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Kenton,
O. — Phcift'er
Bros.,overowners of th Grand,
have taken
the
t^mpress.

Faribault
(Special to THE

House

DAILY)

Faribault, Minn. — The Sun has
been purchased bj- Sam P. Cornish
and Fred H. Hey wood. The former
has been managing it for Interstate
Tneaters Inc., heretofore.

.JTHH SPICE OF THE PROGH;>.M ■

Duratize
ROTHACKER

DAILY)

r The Goldwyn company filming
"Passions of the Sea" will leave Tahiti for this country on Aug. 23.
Ruth Clifford will be seen in "The
Dangerous Age" which John M.
Stahl is directing at the Mayer studio.

"Monte Cristo" in Indianapolis

Two Universal-Jewel productions
have gone into the editor's hands
"The Flirt" and "The Kentuckv Der-

(Special

to THE

FILM

D.\ILY)

Indianapolis — "Monte Cristo" opens
at the Apollo on Sept. 3. M. Lowell
C"ash has arrived from New York to
handle exploitation.
Staub, Joe Daley's Successor
Philadelphia — Jack Staub, with
First National in Pittsburgh for three
years, has joined Universal here as
exploitation man. He succeeds Joseph A. D,ale>-, who goes to another
citv.
Will Erect Detroit Studio
(Special

to THE

FII,.\[

D.\ILV)

Detroit — The Truart Motion Picture Corp. will erect a studio in this
city and produce two-reel comedies.
Charles H. Grant is president of the
organization, Roy C. Jones, vicepresident and C. V. Holsbeke. secretar\ -treasurer.
Westerns
Sold
The series of westerns starring J.
B. Warner have been sold to Quality
Film, for Western Penns\ivania and

YOUR

FILM

C. Briggs its New York representative. Briggs has his office in the Park
Row Bldg.

Sold

FILM

(Special to THE

Sales

11
89J4
979.8
5^

Two

y

Coast Brevities

Tlie plan of operation calls for a
Hollywood — For marine scenes in
general committee composed of about which 2,000 shipyard workers will ap100. A committee of 20 chosen from
pear, in "The
Stranger's
Banquet"
the general committee will act as a Marshall
Neilan
has established
smaller working miit. This second headquarters at San Pedro harbor.
committee has on it people who are
so situated geographically that fre- Fo.x.
Ballard McDonald
is directing for
quent meetings will be possible. A
third committee composed of three
will act between meetings of the largBessie Love will play the feminine
er bodies. The executive officer will
:ad in "Prince Courageous."
co-operate with all three committees.
The general purposes of the comJ. B. Warner
has just completed
mittees will be the development of
more intelligent co-operation between work
in "Flaming
Hearts."
the public and the industry, and "the
futherance of all constructive methods
Buster Keaton's ne.xt comedy is to
of Ijringing about a sympathetic in- be "The
Love Nest."
terest in attaining and maintaining
high standards of art, entertainment,
Max
(jraff's new picture is "The
eduation and morals in motion pic- .Modern
Madonna," with Milton Sills.
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West
Dist.
Jack
P-ast

\'irginia and to the Lande Film
Corp. for Ohio and Kentucky.
\'on Tilzer,
sales
manager
Coast
Prod, who
is on
the Roadof

has sold the same group to .A.ll Star
Features, for Michigan, except the
iijiper peninsula.
St. Louis Worried
(Special to THE

Over

FILM

Coal

DAILY)

St. Louis — Local picture managers
are worrying about their Winter's
coal suppl}-. There is hardly an
amusement place in the city with a
reserve stock of fuel with which to
start the cool season. The continuation of the national coal and the rail
strikes and the few cool nights the
past few weeks has brought a realization of the crisis just ahead. Usually
the tiieaters stock their Winter coal
in August, but it is now impossible
to obtain coal because of the restrictions i)ut into force by the Missouri
fuel commission.

Lawson Butt is making "The Flying Dutchman" at San Carlos, directing himself in the leading role.
Finis Fox will start work shortly
on a new story. He is now cutting
"The Bishop of the Ozarks."

l-'rank

Lloyd,

states

that

inju i

sustai
Eugene
O'Brie
n reo
iy willnednotbyinterfe
any
see '.,
re with
in
whichfromthethe actor
appears
\'oice
Minare
t."

in "'

Doubleday
Prods., have left if
week's location work at Keen's Ca
near Hemet.
"Skyfire" is the titlr, I
the current western, which is bf
directed by Henry McCarty.
Kenneth McGaffey has returni
San Francisco from the Orient, v,
he arranged for the rights of a se
of one-reel Japanese stories. H(
tends to make a series of one
fairy tales, with an all-Chinese i. ,

I

First of a series of 12 two-reel'
featuring Arthur Trimble, is comp;
ed with Bessie Love, Roy Couls^j
Charles
Belcher,
Monte
Collins
Gilbert Clayton, Boots Fabing, Or
Woods
and- Irene DeVoss
in
cast.
Three will be completed bei
a release will be made.
H. E. GAUSMA>
Royal,

Phila.,

(Special

to THE

in New
FILM

Deal

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Royal Pictures, 1
has secured an Amalgamated P'
franchise for this territorv.

Hyland Directing Kodak Filmi
The instruction film being made I
Eastman
Kodak, as part of an e(|
cational
program
for
professioi^
photographers,
is being
scenari?
and will be directed by Jack B. I
land under supervision of A, B. Coi
ish of the Eastman Company. I

Phcne — Beel-man

"?091

Frank E. Woods, chief supervisor
of Famous Players has been bitten
by."
by the golf bug and is busy totalling
up some of his scores.
Monte Katterjohn is at present
adapting "His .American Wife," an
original story written for Gloria
Svvanson by Hector Turnbull.
Lambert Hillyer is substituting for
Stuart Paton in the direction of "Altarture,Stairs,"
Frank Mayo's latest picat Universal.
W. R. Rubert, former exchange
manager, has been made assistant
business manager at Universal
City,
to hel]) Julius Bernheim.
The filming of "Bow Wow," the
Sennett comedy featuring Louise Fazenda, John Henry, Jr., and Teddy
has been completed.
Perfect Pictures plan to start work
within the next few days on a SouthSea Island story, starring Barbara
Bedford.
Nat Deverich will direct.
Edward Sloman has established
production quarters at the Berwilla
studios on Santa Monica Blvd., where
he

is cutting and

tilting "Blind

Alec Francis will be seen in "The
Man Who Saw Tomorrow," which
Al
Green is directing at the Lasky
Justice."
studio. He has completed work for
Ed Sloman
Prod.

119

Fulton

St..

N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION

PICTURE

FOR

INDUSTK

LEASE

THE NEW
JACKSON

STUDIOS'

For Lease in Whole or in Part
The last word in modern studio
and electrical equipment. Five
stages.
Direct15 current.
Remote control.
minutes from

Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms
and offices. All electrical apparatus, lamps and props, new
shop.
and complete. Large carpenter
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves. — at Subway Station
New York
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149
W. H. Weissager, President
121 W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290
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Lichtman

'IMES — * * *, Of course, the thing was
iile for the provinces, where, according to
rort, they hke to see wealthy and wicked
hv Yorkers and at the same time remain
i;sfied that virtue is always triunnpliant. It
sihown on Broadway, presumably, because
t.'re arc so many provincials here.
:v. Y. WORLD — * * * Engaged a particuriy capable cast of players, constructed
jutiful and dignified settings and injected
>;inality and taste in its atmospheric backaiund, even to the sub-titles. * * * Senti^ital stuff which has not been outdone in
ii'hery on a screen for months. It is ster♦ * *
:iyped and obvious and mushy.
HERALD — * * * It is difficult to underihd how two persons could have used their
tie in concocting this tale. * * *. Claire
liidsor was alternately pretty and vixenish.

iiich makes you feel as though you must
rl: up in your seat and shout, "Stop, please
lip !" ♦ ♦ » Evidently intended as a warn% and we should say that it is — a warning
dall producers. It might be called: "What
tAvoid in Making a Picture." ♦ * *
American — * * * with such a picture,
Slosing the oldest and most
familiar matt,\ there is nothing to do but watch the act.
The acting in this case was very comI'ent. The star jjerformer
was little RichHeadrick, who was the curly-headed one.
was delightful.
Claire Windsor made
a
rful but
engaging
heroine,
and
House
ers, as the rich hero, wore one of those
h silk hats that, we are told, have been
ij;gated by authorities in the Englisli swim.
t provinci^ilism.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
* * Claire
\ndsor as the wife is very appealing. * ♦ "
ien who could resist the child played by
it adorable baby Richard Headrick? There
ift scene where they, the baby and his moth\ kiss each other through a glass window
it is guaranteed to break up anybody.
Buse Peters is rather wasted on tlie uninfpsting part of the father. * * * In fact, the
"liole picture is so well cast and smoothly
[jected that you become reconciled to the
jfious motion picture material. Settings,
gwns and photography are all remarkalily

Sasing.

DAILY NEWS— One of the interesting
tpgs about this photoplay is the astonish'V manner in which it comlnnes good and
1. * * * Much that is poor comes as a
ult of the mediocre performance of llr.
us Peters as the husband. * * * jMr. Gasr's most masterful scene was the one
ere the distracted mother, barred at the
tes, sees only her boy's balloon, as. tied
a string, it shows above the tree tops,
d a genuinely touching moment, though too
ig drawn out, was the meeting of mother
jl son at the barrier of the window pane.
iUN — * * * Excellent picture * * ♦ Those
o love the sensation of laughing and cr> simultaneously will find that little Richard
adrick gives them the opportunity. House
:ers as the husband. Rosemary Theby.
in Camillio and Carol Holloway were in
capable cast, and the photography was
rellent, some night scenes on the seashore
ng of unusual beauty. ♦ ♦ ♦
HAIL — * * * All the ancient and accepted
>sages which have become bromides of the
iety film have been drafted.
■ * * — However, the plot is all that is the
tter. * « ♦ Aside from its story, it is an
:ellent picture, Louis Gasnier, who dited it, displays the touch of his genius at
ny points in the progress of the film.
ere are numerous extremely well done
sodes which reveal Gasnier at his best. He
i extracted the last vestige of possiljility
m an extremely feeble scenario. * * *
LOBE — The picture's saving grace is
rather elTective mounting. There is an
nosphere of opulence, but it is very artistUy, and even sparingly, applied.
* * * — Claire Windsor does some real actas the wife. * *■ * — House Peters has a
nl<Iess job to put over the role of a
ed business man.
* * *
EVE. TELEGRAM—*
* * The cast ..is
idigal in the matter of beauty. • * ♦ The
ry is an absorbing society drama of today

F. B. O. To Use Billboards
F. B. O. intends conducting an ac'e billboard campaign whicli will
en in New York and then Chicago.

Stroheim

Steamer Sailings

Quits?

(Continued from Page 1)

Strolieim-Universal situation, the
news will not prove so unusual. Von
Stroheim and Universal had a tilt
over "Foolish Wives." After the picture was completed, the director's
prolonged editing finally resulted in
Universal taking the entire matter
from his hands. At the time. Von
Strolieim stated that if the picture in
its final form was not up to iiis expectation he would not continue with
the company.
Later when \o\\ Stroheim returned
to the coast, it was generally believed
that all difficulties had been straightened out. If the coast dispatch is
true, it will be interesting to note
where \'on Stroheim will tie up.
When "Foolish Wives" made its appearance, the original ideas of some
producers regarding Von Stroheim's
value as a producer were altered because of the excessive cost of the picture. Others are known to consider
\'on Stroheim one of America's best
directors, basing this opinion on his
work in "Foolish Wives" and some
of his earlier films.
Ambrose

and

(Special

Levy

to THE

Buy

FILM

Queen

DAILY)

Nacogdoches,
Tex. — Ambrose
Levy have bought
the Queen.

and

House Will Seat 4,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Orleans — Saenger Amusement
has completed plans for its new 4,000
seat theater. It will cover an entire
block running from Canal to Iberville and from North Rampart to
North Basin Sts. Actual construction will start in the Fall.

Making
"Secrets
Paris"
('h;irle^
C. Burr
statesof that
the new
Sailings
of steamers
for foreign I^roduction he is undertaking with
j>orts. with hour of departure, time of
mail closing and ports for which mail Whitman Bennett is not "The
:s carried arc as follows:
Mysteries of Paris/' but "The Secrets
novel.Paris." based on Eugene Sue's
of
Tomorrow
I'resitlent Adams for London sails al noon.
ni:iils close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
West Asia (specially addressed). Paris for
Havre sails at noon, mails close at 8 A. M.
for Kurope. Africa and West Asia (Northern Europe specially addressed). Seydlitz for
IJremen sails at noon, mails close at 8:30 A.
M. for Germany (specially addressed). Latvia for Lihau sails at 2 P. M., mails dose
at 11:30 A. M. for Poland, Northern Europe
(Germany specially addressed). Sixaolo for
Santa Marta sails at 11 A. M.. mails close
at 8 A. M. for Jamaica, Canal Zone, Panama
and Colombia.
Thursday
f^nited States for Copenhagen sails at noon,
mails close at 10 A. M. for Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland. Pan American for
Huenos .Aires sails at noon, mails close at
10 A. M. for South Brazil. Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. Mexico for Vera Cruz
sails at noon, mails
close at 9 A. M. for
Friday
Yucatan and Campeche (Cuba and other
farts of Mexico
specially addressed).

Three

Units at Fine

(Special to THE

FILM

Arts
DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Fine Arts Studio management states that negotiations have been virtually completed
whereby three new producing companies will work in that studio.
Storey at Babscn
Conference
John K. Storey represented Pathe
at a recent meeting of the Babson
Statistical Organization held at Wellesley Hills, Mass., at wdiich it was
generally agreed that this country
had already entered a period of industrial expansion.

Megali Hellas for Constanza sails at 3 P.
M.. mails close at 12 :30 A. M. for Italy,
Greece. Turkey. Bulgaria and Rumania (specially addressed). Munargo for Antilla sails
at noon, mails close at 9 A. M. for Bahamas.
Inagua, Fortune Islands and City of Antilla
(other parts of Cuba specially addressed),
liaracoa for Savanilla sails at noon, mails
close at 10 A. M. for Colombia (Haiti anrl
Jamaica specially addressed). Panama for
Colon sails at 4 P. M., mails close at 11 :3U
A. M. for Haiti, Canal Zone, Panama (Nicaragua except East Coast). Surina, for Paramaribo sails at 3 P. M.. mails close at
noon
\'irgin
Islands,
Trinidad,
Ciudad,
fiolivarforand
Guiana.
Hellas
for Azua
sails

y

at 3 P. M., mails close at noon for Turk's
Island (Dominican Re*public specially addressed).

Latitude in printing is dependent upon iilm
Forms

(Special

Theater

to THE

Owners'
FILM

Service

DAILY)

Minneapolis — The Theater Owners' Service, which has as its purpose
helping exhibitors in their exploitation, has been formed by Charles
Perry. He has resigned as managing
director of the State and Capitol in
St. Paul operated by Finkelstein and
Reuben.
Stanley Siegelbaum has succeeded
Charles Perry as managing director of the State and Capitol. Stan
Brown succeeds Murphy at the
Strand, Ted Force going into the
Loring and k\ Kells will be in charge
at the New
Garrick.
Northwest

Construction

;SpeciaI to THE

FILM

Picks

quality or scale of gradation. The most
ditKcult negatives — ^those with a long range
of tones from brilliant highlights to deep
shadows — are easily registered, tone for tone,
and with latitude to spare on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM

Up

DAILY)

Seattle — Theater liuilding in tlie
Pacific Northwest is picking up.
Tohn Hamrick has opened his fourth
Blue Mouse in .\storia. Ore. Dennis T. Carmody, wholesale tobacconist of Bend. Ore., has let contracts
for a $65,000 theater 50x150 to be
the Pilot Butte Hoerected
tel. Theopposite
house will seat 750 and will
be called the Carmody.
Mack J. Davis, is incorporating
several features in his new Mack
Theatre, now under construction ii«
Port Angeles. Plans call for a banquet hall of 1 000 capacity in the
basement, with a fully equipped
kitchen in connection, and a rooffloor that will acgarden dancing
commodate UK) couples.

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN
ROCHESTER,

KODAK
NEW

YORK

CO.

Tuesday, August 22, 192 [

Putting It Over

Managerial Changes
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Rice Lake,
Wis. — Con
managing the Majestic.

Martin

Harrington, Kan. — C. E. McVey
managing the Dreamland.

is
is

Kingston, Kan. — O. G. Bratcher is
managing the Majestic.
Rochester, N. Y.— John O'Neill,
recently manager of the Regent and
formerly at Loevv's Star, is in charge
at Fay's.
Macon, Ga. — J. H. Stelling succeeds Phil Gersdorf as manager of
the Grand. The latter has been promoted to a more important position
with Southern Enter., Inc., in Atlanta.
To

Convene

USpecial to THE

in

Harrisburg

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The board of managers of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pa. has chosen Harrisburg for the
convention of the M. P. T. O. of
Western Pa.. Southern New Jersey
and Delaware.
Love Scenes O. K. in Cuba
The Associated Press reports that
fadeouts, kisses and similar scenes are
not to be banned by the board of
censors which has been newly created and will consist of five people.
According to an order signed by Ricardo Lancis, secretary of the government, the board will veto only such
shots as tends to have a criminal influence.
Piqua

Faces

(Special to THE

"Blue"

FILM

Sundays

DAILY)

Piqua, O.- — Unless Mayor A. W.
Dewees has a change of heart this
city will spend its future Sundays
in a most blue atmosphere. He has
ruled that only prescription druggists,
the electric power plant and milk
wagons may operate on the first day
of the week. Not even gasoline for
the family Henry may be purchased.

, :I]VSIST^ip3N- ;

Duratized
FILMS

FOR

RENT

Small
private office or office
space.
Light and airy.
Room 603,
130 West 46th St.

In the Courts

Monmouth
Ministers
"Blue"
(Special to THE
FILM Go
DAILY)
The United States Moving Picture
Monmouth, 111. — The Monmou
Here is hoiu a brother exhibCorp., is being sued for $28,700 by Ministerial
Alliance
has adopted :
James K. Polk, Washington attorney, resolution condemning Sunday ba.
itor put hit show
over.
Sfi
for services rendered. It is alleged ball and similar amusements.
along your ideas.
Let the othf
the defendant gave two notes, one for
ielloiu knoiu how
you
clfatf^
up.
$12,500 and another for $30,000 and
Phyllis Haver with Keaton
paid on account $13,800 leaving a bal- /
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ance
due
of
the
amount
sued
for.
Simple But Effective
W. Martin is a co-defendant. ^ Los Angeles — Her work in "T
Kearney, Neb. — ^Manager Swan of James
Phyllis Hav
The notes were made to him and Mr. Christian" completed,
the Empress put over some unique
will be loaned by Mack Sennett
Polk, but Mr. Martin refused to join comedy.
night time exploitation when he play- as one of the plaintiffs.
appear opposite Buster Keaton in
ed "Smilin' Through." He used window cards in his retail merchant tie(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ups and had them perforated and
New Aywon
Sales
Los Anglees — Betty Compson was
boxed with incandescent lights inside. The perforations outlined the made defendant in a suit for $1,971
Aywon
has sold three "Snow
j
illustrations and type in the picture filed by John McFadden, her former Baker
pistures
and
six
"E
Williams
pictures
to Fra
and the light shining from within gave bookkeeper and cashier, covering an Boy"
Zambreno of the Unity Photoplay '
a fine display at night time without amount alleged to be due for the dis- Chicago,
for
Northern
Illinois,
posal of films made during her career
the cost of illuminating the whole
window.
as a producer. The sum sought by Williams pictures to Columbia Fil ■
Pittsburgh,
for
Weste
I
I McFadden is claimed to be covered Service,
Pennsylvania
and
West
Virgin
by
an
agreement
whereby
he
was
to
Tied Up With Shaving Cream
Baker
pictures
to Lupori
receive 50% of any amount derived three
Paraguay ai
Lansing, Mich. — For "Hail the from the sale of films and the return Bros, for Argentine,
Woman" Manager Hamer of the
premiums. Miss Comp- Uraguay
and
"Fidelity,"
"Worn;
Strand made a special drive for male of insurance
son disclaims the existance of any Above Reproach," "Winning Of Tl
interest. The Barbasol Shaving agreement
as to commission but West," "Sons Of The West," "Go
Cream Co. was just putting out a new
states that McFadden's work in dis- Of The Desert," and "Evolution (
product that it was anxious to adto Sam
Werner
of Uniti
posal of film was recompensed for in Man"
vertise and Manager Hamer arranged the salary
Film
Service
for Southern
Illinc
paid him.
for a tube to be given away to every
and Eastern
Missouri.
man who attended "Hail the WomNita Naldi in "Spanish
Cavalier"
an." As the company that is dis(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tributing this product operates naLos Angeles — Famous Players
tionally, there is an opportunity for
Private
Office, Light, Airy,
further tie ups in this way. In the officials are so pleased with the success of the Rodolph Valentino-Nita
campaign here the men accepted the
with cutting room and film vault
Naldi combination in "Blood and
pamphlet and tuiie advertising the ad- Sand"
Reasonable rent.
that
Miss
Naldi
has been cast
vantages of a clean shaven face and
Phone Bryant 1110
to
support
Valentino
in
"A
Spanish
then was told to "Hail the Woman." Cavalier," his next picture.
This Is Efficiency!

FOR RENT

Kalamazoo, Mich. — With "Penrod" scheduled to open immediately,
and "My Boy" due to follow into
The Majestic, Roy Tillson, manager,
hit upon an idea that approached the
acme of efficiency. On the opening
of the former film, it was decided to
admit the first 25 youngsters at the
box office free of charge, the second
25 for 5 cents each, the third 25 for
10 cents and the fourth 25 for 15
cents each. The information soon
travelled about and there were more
than 100 lads squirming about to get
in line, so that the police had to
handle the situation. This in itself
was a good idea, making a hit not
only with the kiddies, but attracting
the attention of grown-ups who
wondered what it was all about, and
were naturally made curious.
On top of this came another
scheme. Each boy who went into
the theater was given a "Jackie Coogan whistle." appropriately captioned
with made
advertising
for "My that
Boy."
He
was
to understand
it was
simply loaned to him and would be
taken away if he didn't blow it after
he got out on the street again. When
the first matinee crowd emerged
Kalamazoo sounded like Gary when
the five o'clock whistles let off steam:
and there wasn't a chance for any
one in Kalamazoo not to know about
the coming production.
Harding's Condition Improves
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — Dave Harding
of the Liberty is improving rapidly
after being shot by a bandit, the danger point having been passed.

Must Sell Immediately,
in a 7% territory,

I

a complete

Independent Film Exchange
Have only been in business one year.
any investigation.

Will stand

Dissolution of partnership cause.
No Brokers.

BOX

B-212, Care THE
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liets "Lorna Doone"
Jrst National Will Release the Tourneur Film in Fall — Included in
Settlement With Ince

li'Lorna Doone" produced by Mauri' Tourneiir will be released by First
^tioiial in the Fall. This feature
^111 be turned over to the circuit for
i5tribution as part of the recent seti^mcnt with Thimas H. Ince.
(A statement issued from the Ince
■iidios on the coast reached New
ork yesterday and in addition to
e titles of the eight Ince features
imcd by First National recently,
ere was included the Tourneur pic:re.
Tebbitt Sails
,.David Tebbitt of the W. and F.
liilm Service, London sailed for home
psterday.
* Future Broadway Showings
t Future bookings at Broadway
fieaters include Florence Vidor in
Dusk to Dawn" at the Capitol next
|eek and Irene Castle the week of
lept. 3; Marion Davies in "The
joung Diana" at the Rivoli next week
nd "The Siren Call" at the Rialto;
at the Strand
iKindred
ext weekof the
and Dust"
Harold Lloyd in
iGrandma's Boy" the week of Sept.

In reviewing "Rich Men's Wives," a Preferred Picture distributed by the
it "a concentraAl Lichtman Corporation, the Los Angeles Times called drama.
A sensition of purpose and unity of effect all too rare m cinema
Advt.
—
genius."
to
almost
times
at
tiveness amounting
Edwards and Carlos Returning
..Pola Negri Arrives Sept. 15
J.
Gordon Edwards is due in New
Pola Negri will arrive in New York
New Producers Start
on the Majestic on Sept. 15. George York in a few days on the France.
Fitzmaurice who will direct her first He has been abroad for many months
Hess and Kahn, attorneys have inpicture
will arrive with his staff about producing "Nero" and "The Shepherd
units,
g
liorporated two new producin
the same time. Ben Blumenthal will King" for Fox. Abraham Carlos the
JerNew
a
business manager of the Edwards
,
Comedies
also come over on the Majestic.
pne is Lafat
at $150,unit is expected shortly. William
ey corporation capitalized reelers
in
iOO., which will make two
Fox will be home in September.
Holt Leaves for Coast
>Iew York and the other Mempico,
chartered
Jack Holt who came East to shoot
nc, a New York company
Lease Up Sept. 3
it $100,000. The same attorneys scenes for "Making a Man" has reUniversal's
lease on the Central
turned to California
riave chartered the Times Square Inture. to finish the pic- theater expires Sept. 3. At that time
irestment Co., and E. Harris Pierce,
the compan\- will have rounded out a
nc, both financing companies. Pierce
London Opening a Success
year's lease on the theater. During
s the fiscal agent for the Morosco
The Metro offices have received that period. Universal pictures, in
Holding Co.
word from London that the opening the main, have been shown, although
of "The Four Horsemen" at the Pal- the theater has been sub-leased to
other distributors.
ace was very successful.
There will be no renewal.
for
Sold by Arrow
Pictures
Many
Will Meet to Discuss Coal
Abroad — 26 Features Disposed
Seek Extension for Aliens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of for Cuba
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany. N. Y. — There will be an
Toronto — An application is before
D. J. Mountan, foreign manager extra session of the state legislature
for Arrow, has closed a number of
the judge in bankruptcy at Osgoode
having
Miller
Governor
28,
Aug.
on
deals for abroad.
Hall, in behalf of .A.llen Theaters,
issued a formal proclamation to that
Ltd..
asking for an official extension
a
for
ask
will
governor
The
Liberty Film of Havana has pur- efTect.
chased 26 features, a series of com- drastic Taw to meet the coal shortage. over several years to enable the bankrupt company to attempt a recovery
edies and "Nan of the North" for It is intended to created a coal disCuba. Camus and Co. of Mexico
tributor with complete power to act instead of selling to another corporation. The judge in bankruptcy had
City has purchased 12 two reel Ed- against profiteers and arrange for a
die Lyons comedies for Mexico. The fair disbursement of fuel during the been called upon to decide whether
the proposed extension should be
Aktiebolaget-Skandinavisk Filmcen- winter.
granted or not or whether the assets
tral of Stockholm has bought 12
should be sold to the other corporaSpeed Comedies, 14 Broadway comSenator James J. Walker will retion for $850,000. The corporation in
present the T. O. C. C. and the
edies, "Ten Nights in a Bar Room,"
question is presumably the Famous
exhiof
ation
organiz
state
y
"The Splendid
"The 2) Innocent O'Reill
(Continued Lie."
on Page
Players Canadian Corp.
bitors at the special session.

Foreign Deals

Price 5 Cents

August 23. 1922

What

is Wanted

In Told
Australia,
and Producers
What Won't
American
by F..Dp,
H. Day— Will Talk With Hays
F. H. Day, a member of the Commonwealth Film Censorship of the
Department of Trade, of Australia,
with headquarters in Melbourne, is
visiting American producers. During
his stay he has conferred with not
only large producers like Jesse Lasky, but a number of smaller and less
important producers, making an effort to clarify to them the type of
production which is desired in Australia — that is, desired by the censor
authorities, who serve under power of
a Governmental act.
"I am much impressed with the result of my visit," said Mr. Day yes"Not only on with
pro(terday.
Continued
Page large
3)
Von
Herberg
Sails Saturday
J. H. Von Herberg sails or Europe
on the Majestic
on Saturday
for a
four weeks" vacation.
Minnesota

Convention

(Special to THE

FILM

Tomorrow
DAILY)

Minneapolis— The M. P. T. O. of
Minnesota
will meet tomorrow
and
Friday.
Will H. Hays and Sydney
S. Cohen are expected.
Weiss Bros. Bid for Astor
Weiss Bros, are understood to have
made an offer of $8,000 for the lease
of the Astor theater for a year 'but
the deal fell through because the theater management asked for cash. They
intend
showing
"After
Days'' for
on
Broadway
and are
nowSixlooking
a theater. They say they made an
offer to the Metropolitan O. H. b.ut
that the theater's figure of $14,000 a
week
precluded the closing of any
deal.

Brinch

Resigns

' p. N.

Brinch, manager of exchanges for the W. W. Hodkinson
Corp. has resigned. His plans for
the future are undetermined. BrincJi
was instrumental in organizing th^
Hodkinson exchange system wheli
the hitter's contract v\ith Pathe exi-|
pired.
G. E. Johnston, office manager ajt
Hodkinson has temporarily taken
over Brinch's duties. There has also
been a change in division managers.
A. W. Smith is no longer with the
company and his duties as Easteiin
sales manager have been taken ov?r
by W. F. Seymour, former Central
division manager. H. H. Hurn,
former branch manager at Cincinnati
has assumed Seymour's old duties
while L. M. Kniskern is now Southern sales manager.

^IMJf

THE

j5g^Coast

Wednesday,

DAILV

Foreign Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

Brevities

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cheat," "The Golden Trail," "Before the White Man Came," "The
Girl from Porcupine," "God's Country and the Law," "Luxury" and
"Hills of Hate" for Sweden. The
deal was closed when Erik Lundberg,
president of the company was here.

Hollywood — Ward Lascelle's cast
for "Mind Over Motor" will include
Trixie Friganza, Ralph Graves, Clara
Horton, Larry Steers, Caroline Rankin, Ruth Hanforth, Grace Gordon,
and George Guyton.

Five Ostriche comedies, "Luxury"
ght
and
Way
have
been "The
sold to
BertWomen
Parker Love"
for Mexico
Interocean has secured 18 Spotli
comedies, 26 two reel Hank ManiV
comedies and 12 Speed comedies for
Great Britain. "Nan of the North,"
"The Blue Fox" and "Thunderbolt
Jack" three serials have been bought
by J. Pearson and Co. for Egypt.
"Bitter Fruit" has been sold to La
Cinematographic Francaise for
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. France and to Artistic Films for
Wabash Ave.
Switzerland. The latter company

Hallam Cooley has been added to
/
the cast of "One Week of Love."
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.. ny^
F. P.-L. .. 90J^
do pfd. .. 98%
Goldwyn
..6
"Griffith
Loew's
...
Triangle
World

18

Low

Close

77y&
88^
98K
5%

77y&
9Qy2
98 J^
5%

Sales

17

Not quoted
18
8,400
Not quoted
Not quoted

700
5,500
400
1,100

Carvon Joins Universal
Tom Carvon who has been art
manager for the Cleveland News for
six years, is now connected with Uni\'ersars art department.
Kershaw
(Special to THE

Is

Back

FILM

DAILY)

Winnipeg — Raymond Kershaw,
president of the Manitoba M. P. Exhibitors and owner of the Osborne,
is back from a vacation of three
months, spent in England and New
York.

f~^xitLocitUnval 6\ctuA^

A Dependable
Sales Agency
ROBERT Producers'
W.
PRIEST
Specialist
In the Sale of NEGATIVES:
Sales to STATE
RIGHTS
BUYERS
Sales to FOREIGN
BUYERS
We Can Sell Your Pictures
THE
FILM
MARKET,
INC.
1482 Broadway Tel. Bryant 6548

has also purchased "Devil Dog Daw-

Rupert
ton GlassHughes
for the has
roleselected
of heroGas-in
"Souls for Sale."
Burglars who broke into the home
of Mildred Davis stole jewelry
amounting to $1,500.
Preceding his departure for the
Paramount Long Island studios, Tom
Geraghty was entertained at a dinner given by the Screen Writers
Guild.

A quantity of film was destroyed
and four lives endangered when a
son."
skiff, which carried Arthur Edeson,
St. Louis — Sol Koplar, formerly Richard Holohan, and two boatmen,
associated with his brother Harry
Koplar in the operation of a string overturned in the Pacific near Balboa. They had just made re-takes
of local houses, has moved to
Toronto.
for "Robin Hood." Equipment was
recovered but film ruined.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Seibel Returning with Picture
Sol

PatheNew!
No.

YOUR

FILMS

68

ay

IRELAND
A BATTLEFIELD— Lati]
scenes from the disturbed country.
FASCISTI FIGHT GENERAL STRIB I
— Scenes from Genoa, as the Fascist! eii,<l
the city after a sharp fight.
1
THE LOG OF THE S-C— Novel and intvl
esting scenes taken en route from New? Yoll
to Charleston, S. C, on the record trip |il
Rio Janeiro by airplane.
Other newfs as usual.

tod
THE ONLY

ONE REEL FEATURE

Koplar in Toronto

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Bert E. Seibel. formerly on the
production staff of Thomas H. Ince
is returning to New York on the
America with a print of a picture
made by Thomas B. Walsh and starring Albertina Masch. The film will
be state righted here.

Has
Papal Picture
Here
Jaxon Film holds for this country
aThe
picture
calledit "The
Chair
Peter."
picture,
is said,
hasof received
the endorsement of Pope Pius XI and
was made bv H. C. McCourt.

School for Actors in St. Louis
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Leon De La Mothe and
Harry L. Rork have opened an art
studio for the Mid West Prod., and
are teaching a class of 50 motion picture acting. The company says it
will produce a series of pictures.

Klein Gets "Is A Mother To Blame"
"Is a Mother to Blame?" has been
aquired for the foreign markets by
the Edward L. Klein Co. The Production was directed by Roy Sheldon.
Model Film is distributing it on the
independent market.

Grand Buys Serial
Sam Grand of New England Fed!
t rated has purchased "The Jungliij
Goddess" for his territory.
Films and Tea Together
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Winnipeg — V.
Joclyn
who
hasil
leased the Garrick will operate it asf
a theater and tea room.

Paramount Outing Sept. 16 '
k
The Paramount Pep Club, the*
social organization will hold its second outing at Asbury Park on Sept.
16. A boat will take the party to
Atlantic Highlands and a special train
to Asburj' from there.
Lunn

Sued

(Special to THE

Over
FILM

Funds
DAILY)

Schenectady, N. Y. — Edwin E.
Becker, a taxpayer has brought action
Four Deals on Serial
against Mayor George R. Lunn to
Reopens
Cristo"
coniDcl him to account to the citv
(Special towith
THE "Monte
FILM
DAILY)
Arrow has sold the "Nan of the
what he has done with $8,524.02 colSt.
Louis
—
Harry
Greenman,
man
North" serial to Federated for Westlected from exhibitors for permission
ern Pennsylvania, to Progress Pic- ager of the Liberty Theater has re
He says he to operate on Sunday. It is alleged
tures for Northern Illinois and Indi- turned from New York.
the Liberty
on Sept. 2 that the Mayor has disposed of the
ana, to Standard for Ohio and Michi- will reopen
with
"Monte
Cristo."
The
house has money without accounting to the city.
gan and to Liberty Film of Washington for the District, Delaware, been
re-decorated
during
the
off
season.
Maryland, and Virginia.
F. B. O.'s "Box Office Ten"
F. B. O. has selected a block of'j
Two Managers Join American
Hillyer Film for Amer. Releasing
10 fall releases and has called them ■
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
American Releasing announced yes- the "Box Office Ten." They include
Omaha — Sam Henley formerly
terday that Lambert Hillyer will di- "In the Name of the Law," Harry
salesman for the First National in
rect
a
picture to be called "Rejuve- Carey in "The Kick Back" and "Good
St. Louis has taken over the Amer
nation" for that company. It will be
ican Releasing office here. Joseph made by Overland Prod, which has Men and True," Jane Novak in "The
Trail" and "Thelma,"
Desberger, who was the St. Louis taken over the plant of the Stewart Snowshoe
"Wreckage," Ethel Clayton in "The
manager for First National, has gone M. P. Co. of Oakland, Cal. Henry
to Kansas City to take charge of Walthall, Jack Mulhall, Bessie Love Three Cornered Kingdom" and "The
American there. It is understood and Tully Marshall have thus far Remittance Woman," Johnnie Walker in "Captain Fly By Night" and
that he will later open a St. Louis been engaged. It will be a fall reHelen Jerome Eddy in "When Love
lease.
office for American Releasing.
Comes

Duratize

August 23.

of Age."

"WE NEVEf2 DISAPPOINT

(pOm/JWfiLn lABORAIOIUES
PHONE
BPyANT 5576
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Exchangemen
pong
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

What is Wanted

Seidelman Back
J. H. Seidelman of Famous Players
has returned from a trip to Argentina
and Brazil.

Bronx

House

Sold

(Continued from Page 1)
The picture
now under
construction theater
on Southern
Boulevard,
ducers, but with the smaller ones as
south
of
Fremont
St.
in
the
Bronx
well, I have been received with a
has been sold to Joseph Moscovitz,
welcome that much gratifies. And Mr.
Neal Hart Series Sold
who operates the City Hall theater
Hays, whom I have talked to briefExport and Import have sold the on Park Row. Isador Benenson
ly, is much interested in our ideas series
;!ffalo — Harry E. Lotz has come
of Neal Hart westerns for Cuba was the seller.
Denver
to manage
the local and we will lunch together shortly and Venezuela.
it office.
to go further into matters.
Get Canadian Distribution
"I have been much impressed with
naha — T. E. Delaney has resign- the result of my visit so far," he con(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
manager of the local Vitagraph
tinued, "insofar as we had been told
Toronto
—
Vitagraph
is
distributing
to join Fox in Chicago.
by representatives of various companies in Australia that we were ex- "The Four Seasons," in Canada.
ceedingly strict in our censorship. As
veland — Lawrence Solether,
"Under
Two
Flags" Arrives
er exhibitor, is now a member a matter of fact I have learned since
A print of "Under Two Flags" was
e sale force of American Releas- being here that, generally speaking,
received yesterday at the LTniversal
and along broad lines, we have about
office.
"Manny" Goldstein hasn't
the same ideas that generally prevail stopped enthusing
over it yet.
The lack of a little extra
nsas City, Mo. — Milton Simon so far as censorship goes. We are
w district manager for F. B. O., strict, however, with regard to picPearce Buys C. B. C. Series
cash to swing a deal is often
)f this city and St. Louis. He
tures dealing with divorce, because
Eugene Pearce of Pearce Films,
the handicap of even a millionformerly manager of the Wash- in Australia they still have very defi- Inc., has purchased the series of six
,n.
nite ideas indeed regarding the ques- C. B. C. melodramas for Louisiana,
aire. If that's your problem
tion of divorce. But other than this, Mississippi and part of Florida.
now, we can solve it. All
) Louis — Harry Weiss, manager I think our ideas are about on a partransactions confidential. Leity with others who have this work
Lssociated First National, is begitimate propositions invited.
!a movement to establish a Film
Apfel to Make
"Lion's Mouse"
Wyndham Standing and Marguerhand."Day, in explaining the work'ing League. It is planned to in Mr.
ite Marsh have been signed by Hol\ an eight-club organization.
ings of the Australian board, said that landia Films, through Jess Smith to
CHROMOS
TRADING CO.
the reviewing of pictures was done by appear in "The Lion's Mouse" which
1123 Broadway
fnsas City, Mo. — F. E. Hendon, either he or his associate, and if de- will be directed by Oscar Apfel in
;ant manager of the local Select
Suite 616
'Phone Chelsea 8284
sired an appeal could be taken from Holland. Apfel has just completed
j, has been appointed sales repre- their findings with the chairman of
"Bull Dog Drummond."
ijtive. S. W. Ross who has been the board. Other than this, however,
Ig, has been shifted to the book- there is no appeal.
lepartment.
Here are the basics of the Australian laws on censorship:
'ay
Maketo THE
One FILM
in Winnipeg
Special
DAILY)
Objectionable Characteristics As Prescribed By Act of Parliament
tnnipeg — It is reported
that
(;e Lovely is to make a picture
No film shall be registered which,
:9^<^brAdstreet
:s»&re(ocmized
o/'FILMDOH
of the censorship —
■|with Jack Mulhall as her leading in the opinion
Authority
a. is blasphemous, indecent or obscene:
Theater for Clayton, Mo.
b. is likely to be injurious to moSpecial to THE FILM
DAILY)
rality, or to encourage or incite to
fyton. Mo. — George M. Khoury, crime:
I'lhas been operating an airdome
c. is likely to be offensive to any
has organized
a company
to ally of Great Britain or
a theater on the site.
It will
d. depicts any matter the exhibiiiodate 500 and will cost $50,000.
tion of which is undesirable in the
You Are
Holding
Out
On
Yourself
public interest.
I
May Enter Pictures
Objectionable Characteristics As De^[Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fined By the Commonwealth
ib Angeles — The Neilan office
Film Censorship
(^ that Dr. Oscar Henning. the
prer may enter production of pic1. Indecent, suggestive or insufficient dress.
ii after first receiving a course of
You'll find ii the best $10
ii: from Marshall Neilan.
2. Embraces overstepping the limits
investment you ever made
of affection, or which would be conlooking Agreement Dissolved
trary to propriety in ordinary life.
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
3. Nude figures.
The Film Daily
4. Positions of the actors which are
simokin, Pa. ■— The booking ar1 ment made by the Chamberlain
71 West 44th St., New York City
suggestive of sexual passion or deiffiggins interests which operate sire.
i: s near one another and in
Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for one
5. Scenes which might be offensive
)it Carmel, have dissolved their to the religious feeling of any class
year, starting immediately, to include
of the community.
iji'lidated booking arrangement.
THE FILM DAILY— 313 Issues— Every Day
6. Scenes which might be thought
Will Be Ready Next Month
subversive to morality or virtue.
Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Including Weekly Reviews — 52 Issues
7. Scenes which might be morally
Bchester, N. Y. — The Eastman, harmful, to the young especially, of
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
!iig $5,000,000, will be ready next both sex.
Subscription, $10 — Foreign, $15
>:]h. Various accessories neces8. Scenes which might seem to en"l immediately have been rushed
courage or appear to view with indifName
•uck eliminating any inconvenference, breaches of law, or perpetran the railway strike might cause.
tion of crime.
li; es H. Goulding will be manag9. Scenes of brutal cruelty or viofjlirector; Arthur Ann, formerly lence.
Theatre
i\ Shea's North Park in Buffalo,
10. Scenes from which the mferu: manager; Arthur Alexander is ence
offences
could be drawn that
nial musical director; Victor WagAddress
rules, or recogagainst those laws, or
ri.'ormerly of the Criterion, New
nized social codes, which govern the
)«, assistant conductor, and Alex- relations of the sexes in married and
d Roman, concert master. A
to be overare matters
single life,
looked or treated
lightly.
'8 organ has been installed.

jicago — Albert Gallas, recently
li F. B. O., is now with Select,
Jring the city.

MILLIONAIRES
FIND THEMSELVES
IN A PINCH
SOMETIMES ! !
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Putting It Over

Thursday's Issue

5E

MEWS

JCJC

International Glider Meet.
Anti-War
Demonstration
in
Berlin.

Dynamite

Clears Trees From
Golf Course.
Graphic Train Wrecks in
Missouri and Indiana.

Women's Supplement:
Dress and Doll Fads from Paris.
Unique ear pendants.
Monocles for Flappers.
And

Other

News

Events.

Wilson Manager in Western Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto — R. C. Wilson has been
appointed manager for Western Canada for United Artists. He has been
connected with Winnipeg film exchanges.
Incorporate in New
(Special to THE

FILM

Jersey
DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.— The Nixon-Apollo,
Nixon-Forrest, Nixon-Chester and
Jumbo-Montgomery Theater Companies have been chartered, each with
a capilization of $2,000. In the charters, Fred G. Nixon Nirdlinger holds
49 shares in each of the first two concerns named, with Jules E. Mastbaum
owning SO and Thomas M. Love 1.
In the latter two, Nixon-Nirdlinger
holds 98 shares, J. Fred Hartman, 1
and Thomas M. Love, L Love is
also listed as owning a share in each
of the first two companies.

ANNOOMCEMENT
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At Broadway Theaters

Using the Stairway
Lansing. Mich. — The Strand has a
beautiful marble stairway, that Manager Ellsworth Hamer has a knack
of dressing up in effective, decorative
style. He used it to good advantage
with "Smilin' Through" and then followed up with a splendid drop display for "One Arabian Night." He
had a curtain effect of a Mecca background a cutout of Pola Negri before it. Just how the bronze statue
of Buddha in the foreground fitted
in he didn't explain; but it added a
picturesque touch and no one objected. The plush curtains and velvet
pillows added a rich effect that was
in keeping with the atmosphere Manager Hamer created for the picture.

there is another operatic selection, "Piangi,
Piangi," from "Rigoletto," sung by Louis
Rossa, baritone. Selections from Herbert's
"Mile. Modiste" are also played by the orchestra after the feature, while the ballet
offering is "The Flatterer," which Doris Niles
dances.

Playing the Dog
Boston — Manager Morriss of the
Orpheum, played upon the fact that
Richard Barthelmess' dog, Waggles
enjoys almost as great fame as the
star himself. When he played "Sonny" he bought a collie who was a
double for Waggles and offered the
pup
as
the prize in a lucky number
idea.

Nita

Will Go Up in Somerville

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

in "Anna

Asccrii

RENT

W. A. FLEMING & COl
Dependable
Accountants and
Auditor*
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th Sn
Telephone Longacre 9074
Public

Rodolph
Sand,"is
which
is in Valentino
its third in
week"Blood
at theandRivoli,
also here for a week, and, as at the other
house, a Spanish spirit is reflected in the
rest of the program. Alexis Chabrier's "Espana" is the overture, while following it is
"Scenes of Spain." Ruggiero Baldrich sings
Buzzi-Peccia's "Lolita" after which the feature is flashed on the screen. Tividar Natahez' "Gypsy Dance" is played by Michael
Leonoff on the violin and closing is a cartoon number.

INSIST UPON

Duratize

Pictures Held Over

The contest was staged through the
London— Ideal Films, Ltd. has purauspices of the Advertiser with its
400,000 circulation. The pup cost the
chased Hobart Bosworth in "The Sea
Orpheum $18 and brought in 150 Dog" for English distribution.
inches of free space in addition to
word of mouth publicity and photographs of the winning girl with the
dog.

Brady

Small
private office or offic
space.
Light and airy.
Room 603,
130 West 46th S

Rialto

At the Strand Guy Bates Post in "The
Masquerader" remains for a second week;
John Barrymore in "Sherlock Holmes" is
still at the Cameo ; Rodolph Valentino in
"Blood and Sand" holds sway at the Rivoli;
"Human Hearts" occupies the big light position at the Central; "The Prisoner of Zenda"
runs on at the Astor ; "Forget Me Not" is
the Criterion's feature; "Monte Cristo" goes
into
its second week at the 44th St., and
"Nero" will wind up its stay at the Lyric
Aug. 31.

August 23. 19J

will appear in sup]

FOR

FILMS
ROTHACKER

PRINi

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.

Ideal Buys
"The Sea Dog"
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)

At the same time the picture was
exploited by a "Mother and Son"
campaign, special inducements being
ofifered to mothers and sons who
came together to see the picture.

Naldi

of Alice

Capitol

"Rich Men's Wives" is the feature, other
screen numbers including "Such Is Life in
Busy London," a Hy Mayer Travelaugh ;
"Western Stuff," a Jack Eaton Sport Review, and tlie customary news reel. The
overture
"Poet at
andthePeasant"
rendered to
by Suppe's
the orchestra
start andis

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hffli

Must Sell Immediately,

Somerville, Mass. — A house will be
erected at a cost of $60,000.
Lyric

(Special

Changes

to THE

FILM

in a 7% territory,

Hands

DAILY)

Salisbury, Mo. — R. M. Shelton has
bought the Lyric from J. Q. Adams.
Cohrs

TRAIL-ERy

Wednesday,

Here is ho<w a brother exhibitor put his show
over.
Sf.
along your ideas.
Let the othf
ielloiii knonu hovi yuu ilfaut .
up.

(Special
I P

DAILY

Has
to THE

Two

Now

FILM

DAILY)

Trac}^
Minn. — Albert
Cohrs
operates
a house
in Dovray.
opened the New Princess.
Will Open Sept.

(Special

to THE

FILM

a complete
who
has

DAILY)

St. Paul — The Mound which John
A. Freiermuth is building will open
Sept. IS. It will seat 600.
Regent, formerly
(Special

to THE

Rex,

FILM

Independent Film Exchange

15

Have only been in business one year.
any investigation.

Opens

Dissolution of partnership cause.
No Brokers.

DAILY)

Winnipeg — Weiner and Triller
have opened the Regent, seating 900.
It was formerly the Rex and has been
remodeled.

Will stand

BOX

B-212, Care THE

FILM

DAILY

ailer s

Pennsylvania Theaters
(Special

I 808 S.WABASH AVE
(.CHICAGO, ILL.

to THE

FILM

Closed

DAILY)

Hazelton,
Pa. — The Diamond
and
Campbell
at Weatherly,
conducted
in conjunction with each other, have
been closed.

3
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Franchise

Snags Over Tariff

House
and Senate
Have
Different
Ideas Over American
Valuation
— Now in Commitee

Jiing Norma and Constance Talndge Productions for First National Franchise Holders
■ has been considerable
disin jicture circles as to how
^t Norma and Constance Tal..^^ productions will be released,
isso. First National. Inquiry yes"The
both
that
,y developed
nal Flame"
Norma's
latest, as
as "East Is West,"
the latest
stance Talmadge feature, will go
le franchise holders,
hile no exhibition value has as
been placed on "East Is West"
! expected that this will be delined after the test run in about
:ities. There is hardly a doubt,
ever, that it is expected to go on
jxhibition value materially in exof any of her former
produces.
it is underFlame,"
Eternal
!jrhewill
on an exhibition
go out
M,
Siie of $1,200,000.
Sloman's Next
i (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
OS Angeles — Edward Sloman's
)nd production will be "A Honeyjn for Three."
He also holds the
its to "The Tavern and the Ar-

(Special to THE

of "Rich Men' s Wives," a Preferred Picture, at the
the opening
FollowingNew
Capitol,
York, the Evening T elegram said "The cast is prodigal in
— Advt.
the
matter of beauty. The story is an absorbing society drama of today."

Plan Attack
on First National
The Emersons Return
Scientist Brings Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
John
Emerson
and
Anita
Loos
■ordon MacCreagh, an ethnologist have returned from Europe.
Original
Minneapolis — One of the chief mat1 New York with motion pictures
ters of discussion at the convention of
the Tal- the M. P. T. O. of Minnesota will be
meeting
their
for
called
plans
he Caapi, native name for a South
madge party abroad.
erican devil dance. • The pictures
First National and that company's
e shot while MacCreagh was a
rentals. The keynote of the entire
Scott Detroit Manager for Pathe
nber of the Mulford
Biological
convention,
is lower rentals. W. A.
DAILY)
FILM
THE
to
(Spedal
has intimated that action of
ploration Expedition.
Detroit — Harry Scott has been ap- Steffes
some sort will be taken against the
pointed manager of the local Pathe company.
Branch. He has been succeeded at
Will H. Hays is due here today.
the First National office by F. E.
North.
s."

What's the Outlook?

"Many believe wage increase of U. S. Stel Corp.
indicates great era of prosKindly wire
jparity ahead.
views on this subject."
Iyour
This telegram was sent
ito over 100 Captains of InIdustry in America, together
I with members of the President's Cabinet, and other
[notables, by THE
FILM
I DAILY
following the anInouncement
of the Steel
jCorp.
What
these most
Iimportant business executives and statesmen think
I of the outlook will appear
1 in tomorrow's issue of this
' publication.

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — When the conference
committee, which has just started its
work on the tariff bill, reaches the
moving picture paragraph in that
measure it will find a large number
of differences between the House and
Senate rates which will have to be
adjusted. When the House passed
the bill it provided for ad valorem
rates on all classes of moving picture films, to be based upon the Amervaluation of the imported film. The
Senate practically rewrote this paragraph, placing the film rates on a specific basis and leaving but one or two
ad valorem duties, which were to be
based upon the foreign valuation.
As passed by the Senate a rate of
20% ad valorem is provided for photographic cameras and parts thereof,
not specially
provided
for, 2)in lie", of
vContinued
on Page

Goldwyn Downtown
■ Svecal t., -I UK

in Chicago

I'U.M

OA I I Yj

Chicago — It is understood that
Balaban & Katz will show Goldwyn
pictures in the Chicago and Roosevelt
during the coming season. This
gives Goldwyn a downtown first run.

"Blue"
Goes DAILY)
Anotherto Town
(Special
THE
FILM
Wilmington,
O. — Wilmington
go "blue" this Sunday.
The
will be shut tight. ,
Kann

Back

will
town

Sidney Garrett Back
Sidney Garrett is back in New York
from an extended stay in Europe.
9 Million Marks for "The Kid"
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Berlin — It is understood that $25,000
many.or about 9,000,000 marks is the
price asked for "The Kid" for GerIrene Castle Injured
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ithaca, N. Y. — Irene Castle while
riding horseback
was thrown
from
her horse and her collar bone broken
on Wednesday.
Irene Castle has made three pictures for Hodkinson, one "Slim
Shoulders" going into the Capitol the
week of Sept. 3. She was not at work
when the accident happened.

/

Weiss Sells Out

George Ka)in of the foreign depart- Interest
in New
York and Buffalo
ment of Goldwyn, who has been makA. M. P. A. Election
Goldwyn
Exchanges
Revert
to
Company
ing
an
extensive
business
tour
abroad,
The nominating committee of the returned on the Majestic Wednesday
A. M. P. A. have presented the fol- and was back at his desk yesterday.
Alfred Weiss, formerly vice presilowing slate for election the third More about what he descovered later.
dent and general manager of Goldweek in September:
wyn Distributing Corp., has sold to
For president: John C. Flinn.
Premise Free Gold as "Cristo" Stunt that company his entire commission
Mahone
vice-president: Col. J. W. O'For y.
The Fox organization promises to interests in the operation of the Golddistribute $250 in small bills today,
wyn exchange offices in New York
For secretary: Tom Wiley.
City and Buffalo. This important
For treasurer: Horace Judge.
duplicating the action of the Count transaction,
which was consummated
Since the report of the nominating
in "Monte
Monte
of the
public vesterday involved a cash transfer of
The Cristo"
St. theater.
44thCristo
committee was made, the name of at
advised that the offer is
Victor Shapiro has also been sub- has been
bona fide and that it will be merely $100,000.
mitted for Vice-President.
Mr. Weiss' arrangement with the
to dis- Goldwyn company has been in effect
By some this is taken as indicative a question
eyesight
keen
of
cover the bills in a number of plac* for the past five years and in lieu of
that there may be contests for other
(Continued on Page 4)
will be definitely specified.
which
places.
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Quotations
High
Low
Close

Sales

East. Kod.
%\V^
F. P.-L. . . 91
do pfd. . 100
G'wvn ....
6^
Griffith

783/4
89%
99
eVs

80
6,200
907A
3,200
99J/S 400
6^
700
Not quoted

Loew's ....
Triangle
World

18'A

18>4
3,600
Not quoted
Not quoted

18.)^

Extended Run in Los Angeles
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los .Angeles — "The Queen of the
Moulin Rouge" opens at the Mission
theater on Saturday for an extended
run.
Buys

"Flesh

(Special to THE

and

FILM

Blood"

DAILY)

Seattle — Al Rosenberg of De Luxe
has purchased "Flesh and Blood" for
Washington, Oregon. Idaho and
Montana. It features Lon Chaney
and is in six reels.
A Dependable Producers' Sales Agency
ROBERT
W.
PRIEST
Specialist
In the Sale of NEGATIVES:
Sales to STATE
RIGHTS
BUYERS
Sales to FOREIGN
BUYERS
We Can Sell Your Pictures
THE
FILM
MARKET,
INC.
1482 Broadway Tel. Bryant 6548
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the rate of 30% ad valorem provided
by the House. Raw stock is dutiable in the Senate version o,f the
measure, at four-tenths of one cent
per linear foot of the standard width
of \-y% inches, with proportionate
duties for all other widtns. wlnie the
House fixed the rate of this class of
film at 20% ad valorem. The House
fixed a rate of 30 '/i ad valorem for
negatives, imported in ain- form, for
use in any way in connection with
moving picture exhibits, or for making or reproducing pictures for such
exhibits, exposed. Vihether developed
or not. The Senate provided a rate
of two cents per linear foot for such
films if exposed hut not developed,
and three cents per linear foot for
such films when exposed and developed. The House rate of 30% ad
valorem for positive film is changed
in the Senate bill to a rate of one
cent per linear foot.
The House provided that upon the
importation of a film, or film negatives taken from the United States
and exposed in a foreign country by
an American producer operating
temporarily abroad, in the course of
production of a picture of which 60%
or more was to be made in the United

attempts to restrict exportation to the
Ifiiited States either by unreasonable
ciiargcs, •regulations, export duties or
otherwise, by providing additional
customs duties to be equivalent to
such burden, but not to exceed 50%
ad valorem or its equivalent, and in
the case of extreme discrimination, he
may even require the exclusion of the
products of such government.
At least a month, and proJ^ably a
much longer time, will be needed by
the conference committee to conclude
its work on the bill. One of the chief
pouts of difference is in the basis on
which duties are to be assessed, the
conferees of the House has been
equally firm in its attitude toward foreign valuation. There will also be
some fight between the House and
the Senate on the rates of duty as applied to certain agricultural products,
but after these arguments have been
disposed of it- is .expected that good
. time will be made in deciding upon
the actual rates which are to be included in the bill.
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Tunstall to Form New Exchan;
' the article in question.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee — E. G. Tunstall '
Two
Sales on "Your
Best Friend" has resigned as manager of the
state Film Exchange in Minneapi
Warner Bros, have sold "Your will form an exchange to operate
Best Friend" to Balaban and Katz
of Chicago for Northern Illinois and clusively in this state.
to the A. H. Blank Enterprises of
Des Moines for Iowa and Nebraska.
Oldknow
Makes
Some
Purchat

States, a duty of 2h'/< ad valorem
would be assessed, but this rate was
changed to one cent per linear foot
by the Senate.
A rate of 35% ad valorem, based
upon the American valuation, was
fixed by the House for photographic
and projection lenses; this class of
lenses, however, in the Senate bill, is
given a rate of 45% ad valorem, based
Seattle Preparing for Strike
upon the foreign valuation. The Senate also reduced from 35% to 20%
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ad valorem the House rates provided
Seattle — Anticipating the seriousfor incandescent electric light bulbs
ness of a possible tieup developing
and lamps, with or without filaments, from the railroad strike exchange
but increased
from on
35''/rcarbons
to 45% and
ad men, have held several meetings.
valorem
the rate
Truck service has been arranged for
electrodes.
that can be put into full operation
When the Senate threw out the within 24 hours. Sub stations will
American valuation provision of the be established in Spokane, Wenatmeasure it inserted in lieu thereof
chee, Yakima, Portland and other imcertain so-called
"flexible
'tariff" when
proportant senters.
visions. Under these
provisions
the President finds, after due investigation by the United States Tariff
Commission, that the duties fixed in
the bill do not equalize the differences
in the cost of production at home and
abroad, he may increase or reduce the
rates of duty, to an extent not exceeding 50% of the rates fixed in the act.
He may not. however, transfer an
article from the dutiable list to the
free list or vice versa, nor change the
form of duty from specific to ad
valorem. Further, when it is provided in the bill that the duty shall
not exceed a specified ad valorem
rate, no rate proclaimed by the President under these flexible tariff provisions may exceed the rate so fixed.
For the purpose of meeting unfair
methods of competition ■ and unfair
acts in the importation of merchandise, or in the sale in this country of
imported merchandise, the President
may order the assessment of an additional duty, not to exceed 50% nor
be less than 10% of the value of the
merchandise, which will offset such
unfair methods or acts. He is also
authorized to take retaliatory action
against any foreign government which
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Hope to Film Thibet

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — A British mission hopes
to secure permission from the Dalai
Lama in Lhasa, Thibet to film that
country and its customs. The mission is now in Calcutta and before
leaving India intends taking pictures
of the Bodhidruma Tree or the Tree
of Intelligence, under which Buddha
is said to have secured perfect wisdom. These pictures and others of
the Western world will be shown in
Lhasa.
Poster Show at A. M. P. A.
The weekly luncheon of the A. M.
P. A. yesterday was made an occasion of hearing something about foreign methods of advertising ^nd publicity from Joe Dannenberg ("Danny") editor of THE FILM DAILY.
The discourse was enlivened by the
showing of a number of posters used
by Paramount Pictures in France.
Posters from Germany and England
collected for the A. M. P. A. will be
turned over to that organization upon
their arrival.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlanta — Oscar Oldknow while
New York recently purchased th(
B. Warner westerns, "The Man fr
Hell's River," and a series of Ri
de Remer features for the South.
Tokio
Film'
(Special Bars
to THEPlagiarized
FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — A dispatch from 1
kio, published in the Los Ange
Times states that a court there
fused
permitas the
showing
of act:
"U
Down toEast"
a result
of the
brought by United Artists. It v
alleged that the print was stolen.
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Crowds lined up at Chica^Tbeatre
ipOO waiting in line
jbi'boK office to open
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presents a picture made famous by
six years' road showing to record
crowds in every city, town and hamlet.

I
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from

the novel by Katharine
Cecil Thurston
the play by John Hunter Booth.

and

Directed by James Young
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Run
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Held for
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Weiss Sells Out

Lee Starts Mason Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Continued from Page 1)
Los Angeles — Rowland V. Lee has
the completion
of the arrangement
for the two years to run, the payment begun work on "A Circus Story,"
starring Shirley Mason for Fox.
was made.
Few men in the business are better
Moos Back from Europe
known than Alfred Weiss, who has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been closely identified with the industry for the past 17 years.
Los Angeles — Sigmund Moos of
Because of his experience he was Universal, has returned to Universal
secured to organize the Goldwyn City, from Europe.
branch offices when that company
was launched in 1917. Previous to
Jacobs is New
Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
his connection with Goldwyn he occupied important executive positions
Philadelphia — Walter Jacobs has
with Triangle and also operated his
been
named manager of the Orpheown exchange for five years.
having been transferred from the
It is understood Weiss will take a um,
Fairmount.
trip to Europe and that after his return his future plans will be announcNew House for New Orleans
ed.
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New
Orleans — J. M. La France, is
Levey Handling Alexander Product
to
spend
$30,000 on a house to be
Harry Levey has arranged to
and Iberville. Conhandle the output of Alexander Film built at Lopez
struction will start this month.
in the non-theatrical field. About
150 subjects are involved.
O'Fallon Theater Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Brulatour Returns From Texas
Thomas Brulatour, treasurer of the
O'Fallon, 111.— H. P. Schwarz has
Hope, Dallas, has returned to New sold the Opera House here to Samuel
York where he will resume his for- Taylor. The house seats 400 and the
mer connection with the Hope. Hamp- transfer will be made Sept. 1.
ton Prod. Inc.
Cornwell Takes Over House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chet Withey Arrives
Chet Withey, who will direct Elsie
St. Louis — Fred L. Cornwell has
Ferguson in "Outcast," has arrived personally taken over the Delmonte
at the Long Island studio from Cali- and will re-open it as a straight picfornia- and is making production
ture house Sept. 1. The Delmonte
plans. The picture will be put into was formerly controlled by the Faproduction
late in August.
mous Players Missouri
Corp.
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Putting It Over
Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his thoiu over.
Sru
along your ideas.
Let the othf'
fellow knonxi hoiu yuu
clmm
up.
A Unique Herald
Pittsburgh — Bonds issued by the
Olympic were gilt-edged in so far as
exploitation for "The Bonded Woman" was concerned. Bill Robson,
Paramount exploiter, got up novelty
heralds which had external aspects of
legal paper, with the familiar borders
and other such superfluities. It was
folded into three parts and the middle
section of the outside contained the
title and date lines. The word "Bonded" was slightly lifted by larger type
to help the illusion along. The inside
section contained advertising matter
illustrated by a press-book mat head
of Betty Compson.

Friday, August 25, 192

United Suing Spokane Exhibito
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Spokane — United
Artists
i
against
Ray
Grombacher
and
Liberty
Amusement
Co., for $2,J
to compel the latter to play contra]
which, it is alleged, they repudiat
has been set for Sept. 11. A suit
already been filed against O. Phe
of the Liberty, Hillsboro, Ore., v
it
is alleged,
check for
"V
Down
East," gave
thenhisstopped
paym
and refused to play the picture.
Three New Paramount Exploite
Claud Saunders, director of exp!
tation for Famous Players, announ
the appointment of Russell B. Mo
D. H. Finke, and Harry C. Eag
to the exploitation staff.
Moon has been assigned to
New Haven territory, succeed
Fred E. Walters, who has bt
transferred to Indianapolis. Fin
has been sent to Albany, Eagles v

formerly ataccessories
exchange
Seattle, andmanager
has been ofgi^■
The Veil Got Them
charge of the exploitation in Po
Beatrice, Neb. — A new angle to the land and Seattle.
harem impersonation on "One Arabian Night" was given by the Gilbert
in having the veiled figure on the
street giving away cars on the picture. The novelty lay in the fact that
Public Dependable
Accountants and
the veil covered not only the eyes but
Auditors
the entire face as well. The impersonatress was grotesquely garbed and
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
this fact, coupled with the unique veil,
Telephone Longacre 9074
aroused interest. Another reason for
the curiosity was that from the form
and clothing, it was impossible to determine whether the ballyhoo artist
was a man or woman until a glance
IJVSIST UPON
at the delicately formed fingers and
the diamond sparkler on the left hand
gave away the secret. The veil bore
the title of. the film, incidentally .

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
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Spanish Spirit Here
Spanish atmosphere and an
art gallery of stills is featuring
the Rivoli lobby for "Blood
and Sand." John C. Flinn and
Louis Gardy in charge of the exploitation have given a brilliant yellow and red flash to the house. These
Spanish national colors proved to be
a verj' successfu 1 attention-getting
combination. A ball-shaped framework of wire was fastened midway
up the front and was covered with
red and yellow bunting. Streamers
in the two colors flowed down to the
marquee. The under-side of the marquee was hung with American and
Spanish flags. Flinn followed by taking out almost all the art posters
which usually occupy the frames and
substituted 136 stills. The foyer is also hung with red and yellow bunting,
which decorated as well the dead
radiators, for which the management
certainly had no use this summer. A
copy
o'f Spanish
newspapers
with
headlines
over a bull
fight, stories
were also shown. Two large heads
of bulls were hung on the walls to
complete the display.
Kramer Joins F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Louis P. Kramer has resigned as publicity manager for Universal at Kansas City to assume a
similar post with F. B. O. here. Kramer is very well known in the fiddle
West.
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Seek Reductions
Innesota Exhibitors Determined to
Secure Lower Prices from First
National
special to THE

FILM

on

Page
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Booked at Capitol

p
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ineapolis — Minnesota
exhibitors
, I termined to secure some sort of
jrice readjustment from Associated
rst National.
The matter is being
pensively discussed at the convenin now in session here.
In this connection a recent state;nt given to Greater
Amusement
more than usual signiperhaps,
[s,
ance.
StefTes said:
"One
instance
which
has
been
attenorganization's
our
to
ought
)n serves as an illustration of the
ethods
First National
intends
to
nploy
this year.
This
exhibitor,
len told that he would not be servwith any of the company's new
ctures until he had played all franlise pictures issued to date, informtlie corupaiiy Jiai I.c was willing
(Continued
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Ralph Block Resigns
It is understood that Ralph Block
,s resigned as associate editor at the
oldwyn studio. He is now in New
ork.
iwo Cosmopolitan Prod, on Bway.
Beginning tomorrow. Cosmopolitan
'rod. will have two features running
multaenously on Broadway, Marm Davies in "The Young Diana"
► the Rivoli and "The Valley of Sint Men" at the Rialto.
Leave for Niagara Falls
Hope Hampton and a group of film
i^tlks left at midnight last night for
liagara Falls where Miss Hampton
?ill be the guest of honor at the
pening of the Strand theater toight. "The Light in the Dark," her
ew picture will open the house.

Sales Meeting Over
kastern District Sales Force of First
I National Winds Up Session —
Party Last Night
Following a conference in New
t'ork of district managers a general
neeting of Frist National branch
nanagers and salesmen for the Eastrn District was concluded yesterday.
rhe sessions were held at the Astor.
•Those who attended the meeting
vere:
.Mbany — A. J. Herman, manager; Dave
jross, salesman; A. K. Burks, exploitation
nan.
Buffalo — E. J. Hayes, -manager ; E. C.
Markens and G. M. Blackman.
Boston — T. B. Spry, manager; Salesmen
King. Bibber,
Magman
and Pinkham.
New Haven — Branch Manager Keleher,
Salesman
BuUwinkle.
(Continued
on Page
2)

ik^.

these pictures.
(Continued "Blood
on Pageand4) Sand" is

Angeles Express said of "Rich Men's Wives": "Claire WindThe Los
sor plays with a sincerity, an understanding that seems quite inspired.
and effective drama." Al Lichtman Corporation distributes
A gripping
Preferred Picture. — Advt.
this

Cabinet Members, Legislators
and Business Men Very Optimistic
Summer

Two
Paramount
Pictures
Go Into
Big House in October — Lengthy
Runs Responsible
An unusual booking has been
made in the placing of two Paramount pictures in the Capitol theater for October showing. The pictures are "The Old Homestead" and
"To Have and to Hold," two productions whoch Famous Players ofificials
consider important in their first fortyone for 1922-1923.
The fact that the Capitol has booked Paramount pictures is a direct result of the long runs given other
product of that company at the Rialto
and Rivoli. It will be recalled that
Paramount officials planned to show
something like 17 of the first group
pre-release on Broadway before the
new season actually opened. John C.
Flinn was temporarily relieved of
other duties pertaining to Famous
Players theater activities to devote
all of his time to the exploitation ot

Vacations Prevent Replies from Many Important Executives Who Were Asked for Opinions Regarding
the Steel Corp. Wage Advance

Leading members of President Harding's Cabinet, including
Secretary of Commerce Hoover, Attorney General Daugherty
and Secretary of the Treasury Mellon, as well as many Senators
and Congressmen are emphatic in their behef that the recent
wage advance to day laborers of the U. S; Steel Corp. indicates
an era of real prosperitv this Fall.

Myers Leaves for Coast
Harry M3'ers who returned from
Europe last week is now on his way
to the coast to start work on another
Universal picture.
American Gets Farnum Feature
American Releasing will distribute
"The Trail of the Axe"_ a Dustin
Farnum feature. The picture was
made by Ernest C. Warde.
Maberry

in Mid-West

>; Special to THE

FILM

Permanently
DATLY)

Chicago — It has been definitely determined that Cecil E. Maberry, vice
president of Goldwyn will make his
headquarters here and will supervise
the Western district from Chicago.
Ingram Leaves for Miami
Rex Ingram and the company

that

will
appear
in "The
Vine,"
his next
picture
for Passion
Metro left
for

Miajni yesterday. Interiors will be
Telegrams were forwarded by THE FILM DAILY to al- made at the Miami Studios of which
throughes
executiv
t
importan
and
Industrv
of
Captains
most 200
John Brunton is the head while exteriors will, in all likelihood, be made
the country, but replies' indicated that most of them were
out
on their summer vacations and could not be reached by their in the West Indies.
oro-ani/ations for information. Among these were Thomas H.
Lamont, of J. P. Morgan & Co.; P. A. Franklm, of the Internamail ortional Alercantile Marine; JuHus Rosenwald, of the bigthe
U. S.
It was reported yesterday that Poof
Lasker,
Albert
;
Co.
&
Roebuck
Sears,
der firm of
la Negri's first picture for Famous
Chiof
Thomas
Players to be made in this country
Shippino- Board and also president of Lord &
be "The Wanderer." George
p. formerly president of the National will
cago ;Frank A. VanderH
Fitzmaurice, will, of course, direct it.
Citv Bank, and many others.

Negri

Pennsylvania Railroad said that
' Samuel Rea, president of the
to express for publication regardmg the wage
opinion
no
had
he
,,
„
advance of the Steel Corp. •
(Continued

on

Page

2)

in "Wanderer"

Miss Negri is due here on Sept. 16.
The production department at
Famous had no knowledge of the
above report yesterday.

DAILV

Cabinet Members, Legislators
and Business Men Very Optimistic
(Continued
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East. Kod. 83
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Locw's ...
Triangle
World

18K
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Sales Meeting Over
(Continued from
Page
I)
Xew Jersey — S. H. Fabiant, manager;
Sale-Siuen and
C. F.
Kennetli.
J. \'ergeslich.
S. J.
Ullman
William
Osborne;
E.xploitation

Man J. Fuld.

New York — R. H. Clarke, manager;
Department,
Seide.
sell Clarke,Joe
H. L'nger,
Levy, Harry
Muelhauser,
Bergen, Sam Zevin, William Leitt,
Lefkowitz, Joe Fclder and Kxploitatioii
Ed. .Mc\amee.

Sales
RusSam
Sam
Man

Philadelphia — 'W. J. Heenan, Manager;
Salesmen D. Heenan, Lieberman, Pippin,
Loftus and Schwalbe.
Washington — Louis Bache, manager;
Salesmen Charles Tyson, John Golder, Harry
Levy,
Frank
Greenlagh.

Among those who addressed the
managers were J. D. Williams, H.
O. Schwalbe, Ned Holmes, Floyd M.
Brockell, William Morgan, F. Conkliu, J. W. Kelley, J. H. Burger, F.
Crosbic, J. Gore. Jay A. Gove and S.
Hatch of the sales force.
The First National Club, gave a
party yesterday. Six buses filled
with the club members and their

from

Page

1)

A most interestiii'j view is tiiat of
H. R. Mallinson, pr^feident of the big
silk .concern of that' name, wiio said:
"Business is going to be what business men make it and no more but
business is not only going to be better it is already better with the leaders that have the nerve to look forward instead of backward."
Joseph P. Day, prominent real
estate operator, said: "The Steel industry is the best barometer of business conditions that we have. When
the best minds in that industry concur in a general wage advance, we
must conclude that prosperous times
are ahead of us."
Frank Camsall, secretary to Henry
Ford, wired: "Mr. Ford's absence
precludes his reply to your message,
however his views on this subject
have been published on numerous oc-

Ford's views as to the outlook,
casions."
published some time ago, indicated
that he was optimistic but as is well
known he has certain ideas as to the
currency situation, coinage, etc. He
has always been an exponent of good
wages. — Ed. Note.
Official Washington Optimistic
(Exclusive to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — Unlimited and permanent prosperity is headed this way.
according to Secretary of Commerce
Herbert Hoover, who, in an exclusive interview with a representative
of THE FILM DAILY, expresed
the opinion that the increased wages
announced by the steel corporation
shows that business realizes this fact
and is making preparations accordingly.
"When the railroad and coal strikes
are settled, and fuel production and
transportation settle down to a steady
basis, there will undoubtedlj- be a
decided shortage of labor," declared
Secretary Hoover. "The fact that
there is employment for all who desire it will, in itself, be an indication
of
the mills
prosperity
that will said
ensue."
Active
and factories,
the
Secretary, are the best basis of prosperity and the only one on which a
real and lasting prosperity can be
founded.

demands, acording to SecretaVy of
the Treasury Mellon. When the rail
strike is settled, Mr. Mellon told the
representative of THE FILM DAILY
there will undoubtedly be a shortage
of labor, and the increases in wages
have been made by the steel industry
in order that steel plants may be assured of adequate labor supply.
Steel plants now are booked well
ahead and will be kept busy for some
months
filling orders already taken.
Senator John W. Harreld, of Oklahoma: "Wage increases have always
been a barometer of good business
so I see jio reason why they should
not be a correct barometer at this
time. I think that if we once get
the railroad strike and the coal strike
out of the way — and these are the
only things that are retarding the
return to normal — we will see a
wonderful period of prosperity in
this country. The action of the Steel
Corporation seems to carry out that

Saturday, August 26, 19;

the way to solution to bring ii
greatest prosperity this country \
ever known.a bumper
We are in
the and
mi'
harvesting
crop
I/arvests as this always means
and
prosperity
if' properly
1 believe
that the
action of interpr"^
the Unil
States Steel Corp. is one of the sig
of reai industrial prosperity for t
Representative Thomas

A. Cha,

ler, of Okla. : "I think that the pre
ability of the new. tarifif bill goi
country."
into
effect in the near future mea
better markets for all of our produi
and prosperity not only in the ste
but in every other industry,
presages a resumption of operatic
generally with a market protect
from the onslaughts of foreign ma
ufacturers. With the wheels in she
and factories again revolving it
evident that the Steel Corporatii
sees in the future a very active bu:
ness — we are on the eve of gre

prosperity
in my Carl
judgment."
Representative
R. Chindbloi
of Ills.: "The action of the Uniti
States' Steel Corporation is a ve:
healthful indication of a business r
view.
We are on the upgrade now." vival all over the country, and it was
Senator Henry L. Myers, of Mon- verj' courageous and a very con
tana: "I am not a very close student mendable thing to do. It is to I
of industrial conditions or finance,
that not only the action itse
but on the fact of it, this action on hoped
but the motives actuating it will ii
the part of the United States Steel duce others to take similar steps I
Corporation looks like a revival of the end that we may have a sol:
business and industry in this country. foundation for our coming busine;
It would appear that they anticipate
increased orders for their goods and
Representative Richard W. Elliot
renewed building activities; and they
must be strengtliening themselves for of Indiana: If the United Statt
Corporation is willing to it
prosperity."
new orders. If their business will Steel
justify it. and they are the judges of crease its payroll $35,000,000 a yea
that. I am glad to see it, and on that it is an indication t^'at prosperity
basis also it is apparent that pros- coming, oecause many of th? leadin
ir.uustries are founded on st.^el an
perity is just ahead of us."
steel industry will noi: boom un
Senator David I. Walsh, of Massa- the
less it is iiecessary to speed up t
(Continued on Page
3)
chusetts: "The action of the steel
corporation in increasing wages is to
be commended. I hope it will be
followed by similar action on the part
of other big industrial corporations
throughout the country. It seems to
indicate that the earnings of the steel
corporation have been increasing and
that the outlook for future business
is most promising. What the country needs is a spirit of optimism increasing wages. The decreasing of
wages brings about a pessimistic
state of mind, while increases stimulate the employes. Employees and
their families con.stitute the great
body of consumers of the country.
I ^
ANNOUNCEMENT
Anything which will indicate the reI
TR/XII-ERy
storation of prosperity to them is
bound to be reflected all along the
' -ARB MODE WITH OS MUCH i
line. Let us hope for many repeti'BEaUriPUL
CARE as THE . BIGGEST
tions of this action."
Senator Charles Curtis, of Kansas:
PRODUCTIONS OND JIS
"The action of the United States
Steel Corp. in increasing wages is a
/o/You can obtain FILMACK i
good sign. I have been of the opinion
rProduGtion Trailers on i
all along that we are on the eve of a
[All Features for
big boom in business, and this is certainly an indication of coming pros-

A shortage of labor with the prosperity that always accompanies a
period in which there is plenty of
work for all looms in the near future, according to Attorney General
guests left the office at 5 o'clock pro- Daugherty, in commenting on the action of the steel corp. in increasing
ceeded to Tappan's Inn, Sheepshead
Bay, where a shore dinner was wages. The attorney general pointserved. Afterward they went to
ed out that when the strikes are settled there will be a great shortage of
Steeplechase Park, where they remained until 11 o'clock. The buses labor, as the country works desperthen brought them back to the city.
ately to make up for the loss in production which occurred this summer
and that with everybody working
Representative Louis T. McFadthere will naturally ensue a period den, of Penn., Chairman. House
of prosperity which he believed would Banking and Currency Committee:
be a stable condition for sometime to "We arc apparently
(T^dicca-iitmai 6^Lctu.iL
on the eve of
perity."
come.
great prosperity. The shelves of our
Wage increases in the steel indus- merchants are empty and the mills
try indicate that producers believe are ready to produce goods. It simply
that resumption of normal rail move- means a clarifying of some of the
difficulties which
are on
ment will be followed
by increased immediate
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Hold Optimistic Views
(Continued

from

Page

2)

keep the other industries going.
I
am sure the action of the Steel Corporation is indicative of big times
No.

69

Representative Frederick H. GilCOLLINS—
MICHAEL
ahead."
OF
ING
of Irish Free State shot from Ambush lett, Speaker of the House of RepreScenes of his fight for the
rre^ars.
sentatives. "Ihave felt that the county and against Civil War.
try for some months has been on the
OF
DEATH
JLIN MOURNING THE
verge of a great business boom and
{HUR GRIFFITH— Scenes at the Bier all that has delayed it has been the
e Dail Eireann President.

strikes. As soon as that disturbing
CROWNS— $1.00-^ feature is out of the way I believe
jlOO AUSTRIAN
of Money"
Jiese scenes of "Mountains
i;ost of a loaf of bread.
the industrial prosperity will immediike other news.
ately advance. The recent wage increases of the United States Steel
fHE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE
Corporation is a symptom of this

pod ay

wmmmmmmmm

Seek Reductions
(Continued from Page 1)

ay for the pictures, saying that
;nce, arranging to use them up in
manner best suited to his indial needs. He declared that it
his business whether he played
pictures at all, so long as he
for them. Accordingly, he gave
company a check for $1,500 and
check was refused by the home
which notified this exhibitor
he must play the pictures by a
lin date, or be refused service on
;ompany's new pictures.
)ne would judge from an instance
lis kind that Associated First Nail is laboring under the false imjion that the company owns the
t National believes that it can
ters of its franchise holders. If
te the policies under which our
ters are operated, it is high time
it was disillusioned in the matter.

Representative Frank W. Mondell,
prosperity."
of Wyoming, Republican Floor Leader of the House: "The action of the
Steel Corporation in increasing wages
would seem to indicate that the officials of that corporation are in harmony with what seems to be the general sentiment throughout the country that the settlement of the coal
and railroad strikes would bring a
period of industrial revival and activity. The time seems to be ripe for a
renewal of normal conditions of industry. Hence, the importance of a
settlement at the earliest possible
date of the strikes now in progress is
Representative Harold Knutson, of
evident."
Minn.: "The voluntary increase of
20 per cent granted by the United
States Steel Corp. to its employes
convinces me more than any other
one thing that we have definitely
turned the corner and are now on the

highway to general prosperity."
Representative George W. Edmonds, of Pa.; "It is very evident
that the United States Steel Corp.
with their facilities for securing information all over the world recognizes that the turn in the tide has
come and the dull times occasioned
by the reaction after the late war are
Ve have information that a gen- now at a finish. This should be conincrease in franchise rates is to
sidered as a broad view by a great
ut into effect Sept. 9. Such a corporation of the prosperity we arc
at this time is not only unfair
now reaching."
chibitors, but is ridiculous."
ill H. Hays is here. He arrived
Sending
Out Music
Questionaires
;rday morning and delivered two
The M. P. T. O. is broadcasting
esses. One at lunch yesterday questionaires to members in which
the other at a dinner given last information is sought relative to the
kind of music the house is using.
The for
presence
of Hays of here
et."signal
the launching
the
:hwest-Go-to-Movie Week which
McCormick in Chicago
jeing boosted and heralded far
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
|wide through the territory.
Chicago — S. Barett McCormick.
First National it. was stated the managing director of the new Mc;rday that nothing was known of Vickers'
theater
is here arranging
attack by the Minnesota M. P. for the opening in mid-September.
). It was added that no word
lat effect had been received from To Auction
Off Coytesville
Studio
Morthwest.
The contents of Universal's Coytesville. N. J. studio are to be auctioned
off September 14, by J. Mott
End Slide Agreement
Allaire, at the studio. The studio is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the pioneer studios in the
:troit — The agreement between one
East.
M. P. T. O. of Michigan and the
mount Publicity Corp. of New
Crandall to Handle Fashion Show
: has come to an end. Under the
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
igement which is still effective
a number of exhibitor units
St. Louis — Milton Crandall will
ighout the country, the slide come here from New York to put on
Jany pays the dues of exhibitors the fashion show which will be shown
heir state units, provided they
in conjunction with "Slim Shoulders"
• slides supplied by the company. at the Delmonte next week.

it
dGmanded
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Putting It Over
Sunday *s Issue

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

"Across the Continent" Gag
Syracuse, N. Y.— The Robbins-Eckel secured unheard of locations to
bill "Across the Continent" when it
I put
over,was
one George
after another."
The them
speaker
Schade. played at that theater. Every gasoline station in town was tied up to
Schade's latest was the woman's or- post one sheets reading:
chestra that he imported, appropiately
"Gas up before going across the
enough, when he played "Red Hot
continent." This gave flashes in
Women's orchestras have been used every part of the town. All told there
Romance."
frequently, especially in Richmond, are 26 signs maintained by the city
Va., and Boston, Mass., but they were which read "City of Syracuse. Slow
a novelty for Sandusky. They down to 15 miles per hour." Harry
gave public concerts, placarded Royster, Paramount exploiter, worked on the chief of police until the
with banners that they were
latter
permitted the theater's signs to
at Schade's theater during the run of
erected underneath the city signs.
"Red Hot Romance." They were be
These
read.
not only a good exploitation idea but
"Wallace Reid will greet you
better still, they could play well and
Sandusky voted their appearance a (this in small type) at Robbins-Eckel
success.
Theater," (in large type), Royster
also dug up an old 1901 model Oldsmobile for a Saturday afternoon balPyramid Stunt for "Pharaoh"
lyhoo. The one cylinder of the old
When Henderson's at Coney Island tub was audible for a radius of six
played
"The concentrated
Loves of Pharaoh"
the blocks. On the machine appeared the
management
on a lobby
following banner:
display calculated to arrest the atten"Wallace Reid drove this Oldsmotion of the myriad of vacationists
bile across the continent in 1901.
passing the theater every day. Prop'Across the Continent' a Paramount
ped against
the stanchion
' was Picture at the Robbins-Eckel Theaa large
wall-board
pryamid, rails
mounted
on a square box trimmed with
Egj'ptian decorations. Flanking the
pyramid were a smaller mausoleum A Weather Forecast
and the head of the Sphinx.
Danville, 111.^ — Thomas P. Ronan,
Six eye-catching stills were made manager of the Home' Theatet Co.,
into colored glass transparencies and controlling the Terrace, Fischer and
illuminated from a shadow-box. The Palace, could qualify as a forecaster
display featured Emil Jannings, Dag- in the Weather Bureau. Last week
ny Servaes, and Paul Wegener as the
devised
a novel stunt for "The
ter."
leading players; and Ernest Lubitsch, he
Storm," with surprising results. Two
director. The selling lines included girls,
employed for the purpose,
information that the picture had a called up every telephone subscriber
three month run on Broadway.
in the town and delivered the followThis display was constructed from
ing message: This is a Warning —
plans drawn by A. M. Botsford, ad- 'The Storm' is Coming!" The girls
vertising manager of Famous Play- would hang up immediately, thus
ers, and was originally exhibited at avoiding any conversation with the
the New York exchange. However
called. This proved so effecexhibitors have been able to borrow person
tive that the manager of the telephone
it, and by making a few changes in company was inundated with calls for
the selling lines, adapt it for uses in further information on the predicted
their lobbies.
weather disturbance.
The following Sunday, the day on
An Understudy for a Star
which the film opened its run one of
White Plains, N. Y. — Acting the worst thunder storms of the year
as an understudy for Constance struck Danville. Despite a downpour
Talmadge's personal representative, punctured by lightning flashes and
a First National exploitation man thunderbolts, the house played to good
introduced himself as such at
Another means of exploithe offices of the local newspaper business.
tation emploj'ed by Manager Ronan
when the Lynn was about to play consisted of several hundred cards,
Used a Woman's
Orchestra
Sandusky, O. — "Perhaps I do go to
extremes; but the fact remains that

In the Courts
Leopold Singer who filed a judgment against William M. Pizor and
Herman Gluckman obtained the
by default when the dejudgment fendants
failed to answer the suit.
After the filing of the judgment, the
defendants asked that it be re-opened
and that they be given an opportunity
ti file an answer. The defendants explained that they did not obtain sufficient evidence in time to file a verified
answer but that since the judgment
was given for the plaintiff they had
obtained the evidence. This motion
by Pizor and Gluckman was later
withdrawn and there was filed in the
Supreme Court and signed by Justice
O'Malley, a stipulation between attorneys for both sides who agreed
that the judgment should be set aside
and vacated without costs to either
of the parties.
Exhibitor
(Special

Dies
to THE

After
FILM

Stroke
DAILY)

Plainview. Minn. — G. A. Colby,
operating the Gem here, died after
suffering a stroke.
New

House

(Special to THE

for

Hollywood

FILM

DAILY)

will
Angeles— L. L. Baird
Los
Blvd.
erect a theater at Hollywood
and Hillcrest Ave. to seat 900.
"Polly
The
Universal Representative Injured
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Des Moines — Hugh Bennett, of the
Universal exchange, was seriously
hurt in an automobile accident. He
is not expected to return to business
for a month.
Liberty Re-opens Today

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis— Fox's Liberty re-opens
todav with a Universal re-issue, "A
Delicious Little Devil." "Monte
Cristo" goes in there Sept. 2.

of the Follies."
emergency representative explained that work at the studio detained Miss Talmadge from attending
the opening but that he had been sent
to represent her in extending an invitation to ten White Plains ladies to
be her personal guests at the performance. Then the list was chosen
with the theater manager and the
newspaper editor officiating; and all
of Miss Talmadge's guests wrote
their opinion of the picture which
was published. It was a slightly new
idea and it won about half a page of
extra publicity.

furnished by the local Universal exchange, tacked on a pointed lathe and
stuck in the ground. These cards,
carrj'ing some slogan were planted a
week in advance, and proved very
effective.
Signs for Gloversville
Series
Through William Armstrong of the
George L. Clarke offices, Jane
Thomas, Anne Brody, Edward N.
Phillios and Whitney Healy have been
signed for a series of pictures which
Mrs. L. Case Russell wlil make at
Gloversville, N. Y.

Booked at Gapit(
(Continued from Page 1)

now rounding out four weelf
Broadway, three of which we
the Rivoli and the fourth ai
Rialto. It was planned to show
Old Homestead" at the Rivo
three weeks in September and f
that
Rialto.run with a fourth week i
With bookings of that kind
rest of the schedule was held ut
the company was then faced wil
predicament of meeting release
without first playing the pictur
Broadway. Another outlet was i
fore necessary and for that re
it is beleived the Capitol bo'
developed.
Metro
is understood
to hol<
Criterion for an indefinite perioi
intends
keeping
"Forget
Me
there as long as business holds
Thomby's First "Stormswep
Robert Thornby's first pictur
F. B. O. will be called "Storms\
instead of "Wreckage."
Pyramid Float in Mardi Or
Pyramid Pictures,. Inc. will hi
float in the Coney Island Mardi
to illustrate a scene from "The C
of the Moulin Rouge."
Talmadges Sail Today
Norma and Constance Talm
Mrs. Talmadge and Joseph
Schenck sail on the Majestic I
for an extended trip to Europe, t
inal plans called for a lengthy so;
in Southern Europe. It was als'
original intention of the party to
John Emerson and Anita Loos at
but the latter two have alread;
turned. Most of yesterday was
ed in discussing scenarios and sc
with the Emersons.
While Schenck is abroad, he
confer w'ith a representative of
Russian Soviet Government whc
made a tentative offer to the I
office regarding production in R»
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B. P. Schulberg presents
RICH MEN'S WIVES
Preferred Pictures — Al Lichtman Corp.. .Page 2
WOMEN

B. B. Prod.— State Rights

Universal
presents WILDNESS

HUSBANDS

THROUGH

THE

Playgoers Pict. — Asso. Exhib
SAGEBRUSH

Page 8
BLOOD
Page 9
STORM
Page U

Col. Jason S. Joy named executive officer of committees of civic organizations which will work for better pictures with Will H. Hays.
R. S. Cole out of the picture business.
Wednesday

First National to release "Lorna Doone" as part of
deal with Thomas H. Ince.
1'. N. Brinch resigns as manager of Hodkinson exchanges. Other changes in sales line-up.
Thursday
Film executives feel prosperity is returning, basing
belief on 20% wage increase granted to 156,000 steel
employees
Theater owners in New York not worried over coal
situation.
Enough supply available.
Famous Players will not take over I^ynch Southern
exchanges until Nov. Fr
1. iday

Mouse and Senate will have to iron out difficulties over
tariff. Both bodies have made conflicting recommendations regarding motion pictures.
"The Eternal Flame" and "East Is West," Norma and
Constance Talmadge productions, to go out on franchise.
Alfred Weiss sells interest in New York City and Buffalo Goldwyn exchanges to company for $100,000.
Saturday

TRAIL

Western Pict. Exploit. Corp.— State R'ts Page 13
Some Short Reels

Coast reports Eric Von Stroheim has quit Universal.
Local office knows nothing of it.

DECEIVE

FLESH AND
Prod. — State Rights

THE

BACK
Page 5

Page 7

A. F. Beck Prod. — Asso. Exhib.-Pathe
Lon Chaney in
Irving Cummings

LOVE

OF YOUTH

Graphic— State Rights
Leah Baird in.... WHEN

Ferdinand P. Earle and Norman Dawn in legal tilt
over patent ownership of new photographic process.
Tuesday

Page 3
PAID

Ivan Abramson

to lie

F. H. Day, member of Australian censorship commission, here to explain to producers what the Commonwealth does and does not want in pictures.

Features Reviewed

HOW

productions

and

Terms (Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.

Betty Blythe in

^"orma and Constance Tahnadge
available on open market.

Page 15

Prominent legislators and big business leaders agree
that steel corporation's wage increase indicates era
of prosperity in Fall.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good." — Benjamin Franklin,

'Simi
TKE
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Hokum

of Mother Love and Child

B. P. Schulberg presents
"RICH
MEN'S
WIVES"
Preferred Pictures — Al Lichtman Corp.
DIRECTOR
L. J. Gasnier
AUTHORS
Frank Dazey and Agnes C. Johnston
SCENARIO
BY
Frank Dazey and Agnes C.
Johnston
CAMERAMAN
Karl Struss
AS A WHOLE
Built along somewhat sure fire
lines for average audience.
May get by nicely
STORY
The usual hackneyed idea of what
wealthy people do; how they live and the
tragedy that follows. But one of the poorest
things the Dazey's have done
DIRECTION
Gasnier again shows he can get
effects. But story made this difficult
PHOTOGRAPHY
Uneven.
At times excellent
LIGHTINGS
Fair.
Too much spot on bed of
child
PLAYERS
Baby Richard Headrick should be
the headliner. House Peters and Claire Windsor have impossible characterizations
EXTERIORS
Very fine
INTERIORS
Lavish but in good taste
DETAIL
Some excellent bits
CHARACTER OF STORY
Old sure fire hokum
centered about a kiddie — the well tried formula
that always works
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,500 feet
"Rich Men's Wives" the first of the Al Lichtman
Corp. releases, looks like a pretty nice picture. The
story is old, hackneyed, v^^ell worn and well proven.
It seems a pity that a pair of clever writers like Frank
Dazey and his very capable wife could not have found
something better for Gasnier. But this is sure — they
took no chances.
All the old, sure fire stuflf, the kind

Sunday, August 27, 1922

Will Get This Over

that never failed to get them to the box office, is
there. They took Formula 816 and unwrapped the
aliandoned wife of the stage millionaire. They took
out Formula 123 and 1)rought in the cute youngster
who always gets the hearts of the women in the audience. They took out Formula 113 and brought the
well dressed willun out and as usual he was too poor
to demand marriage of the other man's wife, "but
they were intended for each other." And a few more
of these stock ideas and rounded up the picture sweet
and pretty and let it go at that.
Gasnier, with this thin sort of a story, has done very
well, indeed. He has taken some incidents and built
them to a point where they contain a very certain
wallop that is bound to have its effect upon any audience. For instance when the rich man's wife is compromised, and ordered to leave her home, she yearns
fur a sight of her little boy, who, in turn, has been
told she is dead. One night she visits the home, the
boy toddles downstairs, and through the glass of the
front door, they kiss and exchange loving glances — the
kiddie thinking it is the spirit of his mother. This has
been done very well indeed. And again towards the
finish when the agonized mother takes her boy out of
the fountain where he is posing as Cupid to the social
revellers, this is sure fire in its appeal.
But as a whole human beings, even socially elect,
never live or behave as they are presented. The atmosphere is false, the characters are impossible and
a lot of people will want to know what on earth happens to the family of the girl after she is married —
and you see none of the love making leading to the
marriage. The cast is good l:)Ut Claire Windsor has
been poorly photographed at times. House Peters
hasn't enough to do to worry about and the star of the
production is the youngster. Production values are
excellent.

Talk About the Cute Kiddie and Mention Gasnier 's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You had better see this one. It has a lot of good
stuff in it for the box office and this appeal may easily
offset the lack of story values. There is enough sure
fire hokum to make them like it, and while it is hokum,
if you bank on the mother love appeal and tell of the
very clever youngster it is likely to more than please
the average audience.
If, on the other hand, your

people
over.

do not

care

for

social

dramas

then

think

it

You can talk al>out Gasnier, and tell of some of his
past successes. Also tell them that he made "Kismet." Many will recall this even if they have forgotten the name of his more recent successes. You
can talk of the production value and also of the cast,
many of the names being well known to your patrons.

—sae^
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First Betty Blythe Special Looks Good
Betty Blythe in
"HOW WOMEN
LOVE"
B. B. Prod. Inc.— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Kenneth Webb
AUTHOR
Izola Forrester
SCENARIO

BY

Dorothy Farnum

CAMERAMAN
Paul

Harry

Stradling ^and

Edward

AS A WHOLE.Should prove a money maker,
especially if exploited
STORY
Melodramatic and at times stretched
too thin, dealing with career of a girl who desires to become an opera singer
DIRECTION
Fair, missed a few points.
Several dramatic scenes well handled
PHOTOGRAPHY
Careless at times, failing to
handle star to best advantage
LIGHTINGS
At times too harsh
STAR

Has several strong dramatic moments

SUPPORT
Good.
Gladys Hulette hasn't enough
to do as a flapper, Robert Fraser satisfies as hero
and Charles Lane has good part
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Excellent
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Generally adequate
Girl sacrifices rich

suitor who endows her operatic career to marry
poor composer
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,300 feet
While at times there is so much melodrama in the
story of Izola Forrester that has been made into "How
Women Love" as the first of the Betty Blythe specials,
taken all in all this looks like a pretty good piece of
material for the state rights market. There is a good
production, Betty Blythe wears some stunning gowns,
and if the idea of having her appear as a special attraction isworked out there is a good chance for her to
break in on the picture in the opera sequence and get
away with it.

It is rather a pity that at times Miss Blythe has not
been photographed to better advantage. The camera
catches her at times in a manner which checks the
screen beauty that she is, and again the lighting is so
harsh that she is hardly shown to advantage. These
may be considered more or less minor matters but
when it is considered that she has a strong screen appearance, and in addition the character she plays
does not give her too many opportunities, then every
bit of help the cameraman could have given should
have been placed at her disposal. Considering how
splendidly she is photographed at times there seems to
have been carelessness or indifference to some of the
shots.
These points, however, may not have any serious
effect on audiences, except that they may wonder why
she fails to appear as beautiful at times' as others.
Those who like her will probably overlook it.
The picture is based on "The Dangerous Inheritance" a very clever stoiy which has to do with some
rulMes, heirlooms of a great opera singer to her daughter. The millionaire who is interested in the development of operatic stars, and who is also a collector of
jewels, is willing to pay half a million for the rubies,
not knowing his protege possesses them. In the end
it all works out nicely and of course Betty throAVS
the millionaire over and marries the poor composer,
well presented by Robert Fraser.
There are a number of interesting twists to the story
which is at times markedly melodramatic, and contains
several strong punches especially towards the end.
Production values are excellent. There are several
good sets and the atmosphere is kept steadily correct.
The cast is well balanced and all in all it works out
satisfactorily. There

are several sceYies where

the

millionaire starts to "get" Betty that have quite a
wallop in them, and while there is nothing offensive
in the handling of these scenes the censors have been
kind.

Good Title Should Help a Lot Attracting Them to the Box Office
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Where they like society dramas and aren't critical
about whether or not the situations are strong or
forcefully handled, you will be able to satisfy them
with "How Women Love." Incidentally, the best bet
in connection with this production, is the title. It is an
unusually strong one for the box office and should
prove to have a fine drawing power. Properly exploited you should not have much trouble bringing

them in on the strength of the title and the star's name.

Tell them is is the story of a singer who sacrificed
a career to be with the man she loved. The usual
teaser lines would do to arouse interest. Post them
prior to announcing the title and then follow them up
with conspicuous signs of the title and star's name.
The average crowd will probably accept it but if you
cater to a critical patronage, they may find fault. In
this case you might see it for yourself first.

A

boost

to

2,196,580

potential

patrons!

What the critics of 16 powerful newspapers said about

"RICH MEN'S WIVES"
Los Angeles Times:

Daily News:

"Theme has not often, if ever, been turned into a production more powerful or artistic A concentration of
purpose and unity of effect all too rare in cinema
drama. A sensitiveness amounting, at times, almost
to genius. Touches like tying balloon and moment
where mother and child meet on opposite sides of
locked door are unforgettable."
Los Angeles Examiner:

"Mr. Gasnier's most masterful scene was the one
where the distracted mother, barred at the gates, sees
only her boy's balloon, as, tied to a string, it shows
above the tree tops. And a genuinely touching moment was the meeting of mother and son at the barrier of the window pane."
New York Globe:

"It is necessary to type down a few adjectives of
praise, when one meets with an emotional performance as stirring as Claire Windsor's; sharply sincere,
pleasantly free from ranting, interestingly intense."
Los Angeles Express:
"Claire Windsor plays with a sincerity, an understanding and finish that seem quite inspired. A gripping and effective drama. Director touches lightly
upon comedy relief and achieves a vividness that
stamps the production as a fine piece of cinematic
Los
Angeles Herald:
work."

"There is an atmosphere of opulence but it is very
artistically and even sparingly applied. * * * Claire
Windsor does some real acting as the wife."
Neio York Mail:
"Louis Gasnier, who directed it, displays the touch
of his genius at many points in the progress of the
film. There are numerous extremely well done episodes which reveal Gasnier at his best."
San Francisco Chronicle:
"A sumptuously produced picture. Has beautiful
women, good-looking men and much good acting.
Peters gives the husband fine dignity and plays with
splendid reserve. Claire Windsor does excellent emo-

"Replete
withthat
thrills
of the kind
can and
maketeeming
better with
the human
best of interest
us. A
completely finished play of a type that are too fe\(r
and far between for the good of the motion picture

tional work." Examiner:
San Francisco

industry."
New York World:

"There is a big scene, which is bound to appeal to
the sympathies of everyone — no matter how hardened. It is in this scene Claire Windsor reaches top
notch emotional work; it is about the best thing she

"* * * Engaged a particularly capable cast of players,
constructed beautiful and dignified settings and injected originality and taste in its atmospheric background, even to the subtitles."
Morning Telegraph:
"Claire Windsor as the wife is very appealing. Then
who could resist the child played by that adorable
baby Richard Headrick? Settings, gowns, and photography all remarkably pleasing."
The Sun:
"* * * Excellent picture. * * * Those who love the
sensation of laughing and crying simultaneously will
find that little Richard Headrick gives them the opportunity. ** * The photography was excellent, some
night scenes on the seashore being of unusual beauty."
New York Telegram:
"The cast is prodigal in the matter of beauty. * * *
The story is an absorbing drama of today."

"Cast ideally chosen, the sets uncommonly realistic."
San Francisco Bulletin:

has ever done."
Oakland Tribune:
"Without doubt one of the greatest society dramas
ever filmed. It convinces with straight, full arm
punches. No better acting has been seen here for
Paterson Morning Call:
months."
"Thousands wept at the heartrending scene, where
the neglected child tries desperately to reach its
mother and, in one final effort, the latter daringly
steals her way into the home that was once hers, only
to be sent away, broken hearted, wronged. * * *
Paterson has been fortunate in the past in seeing
scores of great screen productions, but few can compare with 'Rich Men's Wives.' * * * It is one of those
truly great pictures that come only every now and
then. * * * The cast headed by Claire Windsor is
remarkable. * * *"

DISTRIBUTED
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Outdoor Scenes and Actionful Story Make This Satisfactory
"PAID
BACK"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Irving Cummings
AUTHOR
Louis Lighten
SCENARIO BY
Hope Loring
CAMERAMAN
William Fildew
AS A WHOLE
Rapidly moving drama shifting
to exotic locale that affords fine outdoor atmosphere
STORY
Offers several interesting situations and
gives Stuart Holmes many opportunities for
his villainy
direction:
Satisfactory; has kept the various
twists well in hand ; more detail might have
helped in places ; climax is effective
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Adequate
PLAYERS
Gladys Brockwell handles her role
well; Mahlon Hamilton has little to do as hero;
good cast includes Kate Price, Edna Murphy
and others
EXTERIORS
Excellent
INTERIORS

Well staged

DETAIL

Comedy relief provided by stout servant and shots of a monkey are of value
CHARACTER OF STORY
Blackmailer and
woman

whose

happiness he has marred reach

island where he suffers usual penalty for continued crime
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,920 feet

A multiplicity of situations and possibilities for
thrilling episodes have been offered by the author and
to a certain extent, they have been used to good ad-

vantage in "Paid Back." Having the heroine sail for
a small and distant island with a lustful and treacherous man where .she intends to keep him prisoner, his
sulisequent wooing of an innocent maid and the other
points leading up to his well-deserved death make up
an entertaining production.
Gladys Brockwell in her featured role performs in
good style and should please those who have liked her
in the past, while Stuart Holmes as the prime bad
man causes one to dislike him most heartily. He
takes part, incidentally, in a ver}i effective climax.
The hand in the darkness, feebly waving him out and
his ultimate death in the stream after he has been
stricken liy the pestilence, while a trifle ghastly, hold
attention.
What is really the strongest feature of this production is its outdoor locale which is pleasing to the eye.
The various island scenes are refreshing, having been
shot in a manner which does not detract from their
natural beauty and the tropical night scenes are good
to behold. It is regrettable that the romance between
Ghulys Brockwell and Mahlon Hamilton was not
lirought to its climax more gradually but in its entirety,
this is likely to hold its own.
Story : Society woman, placed in embarrassing
position 1)y blackmailer, is spurned by her husband
directly after marriage through the misunderstanding.
She goes to a small island with the villain whom she
makes prisoner. He continues on his ungodly way,
winning the alfection of an innocent maid, but his
treacherous plan is nipped and he is punished for his
sins in customary fashion. The heroine meanwhile,
meets the man
happy fadeout.

she loves and" there is the expected

Use Names, Teaser Lines and Tropical Lobby Display
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It should not be difficult to exploit this. To begin
with, the names of Gladys Brockwell, Stuart Holmes
and Mahlon Hamilton can be used to draw those who
know them. They are familiar to many fans and their
work in this will not be disappointing.
A teaser campaign

can easily be worked

into the

advertising, for the primary angle of the production —
the situation which places the two leading performers
on the island has several aspects that can be played up

to advantage. Catchlines about the woman cast aside
by her husband just after the marriage ceremony, the
philandering villain and the heroine who sacrificed
wealth to punish the latter, should attract notice.
Stills showing bits of the tropical island can be
used in a lobby display. If the weather should be cool
when you get this, palm.s and a miniature grass hut
placed before the entrance together with other suitable
accessories will make
spection.

passers-by stop for closer in-
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A Better Picture Than Abramson Has Made In Some Time
Ivan Abramson
"WILDNESS

presents

OF YOUTH"

Graphic Film— State Rights
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Ivan
Ivan
Ivan
Marcel

Abramson
Abramson
Abramson
Le Picard

AS A WHOLE
Likely to be a good box office
number for many exhibitors ; has good audience
appeal but is not a high class entertainment
STORY

Covers a pretty large variety of situations; some familiar melodramatic twists
DIRECTION
Satisfactory
for the most
part ;
uses extras in awkward fashion occasionally;
holds off surprise ending very well
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually
good;
night exteriors
need darker tinting
PLAYERS
Principals well known;
Virginia
Pearson, Harry Morey, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Joseph Striker, Mary Anderson, Thurston Hall
and Bobby Connelly
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Titles poor
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl, marrying
broker for spite, learns he has a wife.
He is
killed, the wife acquitted
united
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

and

the

lovers re-

About 7,000 feet

To a good majority of audiences "Wildness of
Youth" is likely to prove a fine entertainment and
there are exhibitors who will probably find it a first
rate box office number. It all depends upon the class
of patronage they cater to. It is a good all around
melodrama that contains a fairly prominent audience
appeal that will give it a favorable reception with the
right crowd.
It is not a high class entertainment,

however, and will hardly be agreeably received by a
high class clientele.
Tlie prochiction does show ;i more serious attempt
upon the part of the producer to make something
worth while and both in direction and in the selection
of a cast there is a considerable improvement over
some

previous releases. The story is somewhat involved but, on the whole, easy to follow and with one
or two new titles it would be even better. One instance is where a title reads to the effect that one of
the characters has been ill for four months. The lapse
of time is not e.xi)lained until after and causes a confusion in the mind of the spectator for the time being.
It \v(nild l)e well to insert a title prior to the trial scene
indicating that four montlis had elapsed. This would
not hurt the surprise ending that the director has been
hoUHng for the finale.
.\l)ramson has handled tlie players satisfactorily,
especially the principals and the cast is a good one.
Some of the scenes in which extras are used are a trifle
awkward, as, for instance, that in which the guests
at a party all run out into the garden to witness an
argument between the host, one of the guests and her
lover.
Virginia Pearson returns to the screen after an
alisence of three years. She hasn't very much to do
until the close of the picture when she has a good
dramatic bit ; Joseph Striker is a good hero and little
Bobby Connelly, who died recently, is a pleasing
youngster. Mary Anderson makes a good deal of the
flapper heroine.
Story : Jule Grayton decides to marry James Surbrun when she quarrels with her lover, Andrew.
Andrew forges a check belonging to Surbrun to defray
expenses for an operation on a little boy who was injured while attempting to save Andrew's life. Surbrun is killed and Andrew accused. How the mother
of the boy comes forward and admits she murdered
Surbrun who had deserted her years before, is interestingly told.

Should Prove A Good Box Office Number

If You Have the Right Crowd

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is undoubtedly the best box office attraction
that Abramson

has made

recently and in other re-

spects as well, "Wildness of Youth" is a better picture
than some of his previous releases. There is a good
melodramatic story, logically told, and smooth running, with a well sustained interest and a first rate sur-

prise ending. Then there is a well chosen cast with
several prominent players.
It is the right picture for the right house and with
a crowd that demands just such situations as those
offered here, it should prove highly acceptable. If it's
what they want, let them have it. Use the players
names and catchlines in connection with the title.
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Latest Leah Baird Offering Fairly Satisfactory
Leah Baird in

Great Dane comes to the rescue of his mistress.

"WHEN HUSBANDS DECEIVE"
Arthur F. Beck Prod. — Asso. Exhibitors — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Wallace Worsley
AUTHOR
Leah Baird
SCENARIO
BY
Leah Baird
CAMERAMAN
Charles J. Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Quite interesting material of
average type well worked out
STORY
Of the tried and true type of girl marrying wrong man and eventually finding it out
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTING

Generally good
Fair; occasionally harsh

STAR

Acceptable, but hasn't very much to do
to demonstrate her ability
SUPPORT
Fair.
None of them have very
much
strong to do excepting Jack Mower, who closes
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF STORY
for neighborhood houses
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Few but good
Up to standard
Well handled
Particularly good
About 6,000 feet

With a particularly attractive title "Wlun Husbands
Deceive," Leah Baird's latest offeriiif^ measures up
satisfactorily.
Miss Baird wrote the story and scenario, so this can
be taken as an indication that this is the type of work
which she likes to do. There is very little new in the
story excepting a particularly good twist in which a

It is the old story of a girl, who, finding the man she
loves is guilty of theft, turns to her guardian who is
supposed to love her and becomes his wife. Eventually she discovers all this was a trick for her guardian to
secure her money and the end finds the lovers united
in the inevitable clutch.
The Great Dane is used splendidly to defend his
mistress from an attack by her husband and you know
from the clever manner in which it is handled that the
man dies from the dog's attack, although the actual
death is not shown. This is very good direction and
exceedingly effective. Perhaps it would have been
better had there l)een a greater use of the dog in the
earlier portion of the picture, although this may be
easily overlooked by a majority of picture goers. There
is also a cute monkey, the pet of the unhappy wife,
who is responsible for playing around the husband's
safe and throwing all over the library floor the various
])aptrs and stolen bonds, which gives her the clue that
her husband has not only been conspiring to wreck
her hap]:)iness, but also to secure her property. The
entire incident where this develops is well done and
sure fire audience material.
jack Mower appears as the lover, who is tricked
into a position where he is apparently a thief and is
very satisfactory. William Conklin has the part of the
deceiving husband. Eulalie Jensen has very little to
do as an adventuress. But Mack Bennett's Great Dane,
Teddy, is worthy of notice. Production values are
good.

Use Star's Name

and Do Not Forget Teddy, the Great Dane
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can book this without much trouble. First,
because the title is attractive ; secondly, Miss Baird is
fairly well, if not very well known in your community,
and it is a sort of story women will like even though it
is light in structure. You can play up and also use
in your lobby display stills showing Miss Baird with
Mack Sennett's Great Dane, Teddy. You can use catchlines of the way the Great Dane comes to his mistress'
rescue, and if there are any stills of this by all means
get them.
You can also ta|k about the clever little

monkey and a catch line something like this might
help : "See how a Great Dane and a wonderful monkey
save a wife from a husband's deceit" or "Can you
imagine a little monkey and a Great Dane completely
upsetting the plans of a villainous husband." "See
When Husbands Deceive" at the Blank theater."
If your crowd likes spectacular stunts like cabarets,
you can point out that there is a rather daring fountain
dance presented ; and do not overlook the fact that
Wallace Worsley the director is well known and has
made a number of popular pictures.
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THE role of Diana May is the
most interesting Marion
Davies has ever created. It offers her a wonderful opportunity
for the display of her delicate
dramatic art — as well as the most
gorgeous collection of gow^ns this
delightful star has ever worn. It
will appeal tremendously to
every member of the fair sex.
"The Young Diana" really merits the Motion Picture News
characterization :
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Has Everything
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Star Plays Familiar Role In Underworld Drama
Lon Chaney in

bid circumstances depicted. The star plays the part of

"FLESH
AND
BLOOD"
Cummings Prod. — State Rights
Irving Cummings
DIRECTOR
Duryea Lighten
Louis
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Heavy melo-drama with little
AS A WHOLE
action but some able character work.
Splendid
cast
STORY

Not over convincing but holds the interest throughout
DIRECTION
Fair.
Allows some overacting
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Fair
STAR
Does good work as a cripple
SUPPORT
Good
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Typical
DETAIL
O. K.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Convict breaks jail
to find his daughter and deal out justice overlooked by law
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,147 feet
Since the success of "The Miracle Man" and "The
Penalty" Lon Chaney seems doomed to play the role
of make-believe cripples. In "Flesh and Blood"
Chaney has another role of this type. He takes the
part of an escaped convict who disguises himself as
a cripple. While the story is full of incident and character it contains very little action. To make up for
this you have melodrama and some nice bits of characterization.
The interest is held throughout in spite of the mor-

Use Star's Name

the girl's father who hides himself from the police and
also his identity from the girl. A good deal of mystery
is created by the Chinatown settings and the underworld characters who shield the convict while he accomplishes his purpose. The police are ever on his
trail and in this way a good deal of suspense is created.
The director has succeeded in building up a good
deal of atmosphere and creating a lot of suspense. He
has done more too ; he has made an ordinary story interesting. Careful attention has been given to detail
and facial expression to convey the required emotion.
Some of these close-ups are a little long and could
with advantage be trimmed. A little editing all around
would help speed up the production and remove the
slow moments.
Supporting the star are De Witt Jennings and Noah
Beery. Beery plays the role of the Chinese doctor
who shields the convict from the police. Ralph Lewis
does an interesting character role while the boy and
the girl in the story are played by Jack Mulhall and
Edith Roberts.
The story begins with the convict breaking jail.
He finds shelter from the police in Chinatown. After
traveling over the roofs of buildings he reaches his
old home in time to see the funeral of his wife and
catch a glimpse of his daughter. His desire to watch
over his daughter leads him to assume the guise of
a cripple, while in the meantime he seeks the rich man
who was the real criminal. The girl loves the rich
man's son and for the happiness of his daughter he
tears up the confession which he has forced the rich
man to sign. The picture ends with the convict returning tojail of his own free will.

and Mention Former Successes

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The star's name and some of his former successes
Hke "The Miracle Man" and "The Penalty" are your
best talking points. The picture is not of the cheerful
kind but will hold the attention of your audience and
entertain the great majority.
Mention the underworld atmosphere and show
them stills of Lon Chaney in his role of the cripple.
It might also be a good idea to run a trailer a week or
so before the picture.
Show one of the parts where

Chaney discards his crutches and straightens out his
legs.
Play up the Chinatown scenes. If you are in the
habit of using catchlines then something like this
might help attract : "He escaped prison to prove his
innocence but returned to save the happiness of his
own 'Flesh and Blood.' " A lobby hung with lanterns
giving a Chinatown effect will also help attract,
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Conventional Material a Little Handicap for This
"THROUGH

THE

STORM"

Playgoers Pictures — Asso. Exhibitors
DIRECTOR
Horace G. Plimpton
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Lc.wrence L. Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Succession of conventional situations which fril to lead to gripping climax
STORY
A stock theme which works up a fair
amount of suspense at one point
DIRECTION
Left much to the subtitles
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS
acceptable
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Average
Edith Stockton fair ; Louis Kimball
Many

pretty scenes
Adequate
Insufficient

CHARACTER OF STORY
Poor girl placed in
wealthy surroundings with
her true identity
concealed encounters blackmailer and has mental struggle as to honesty
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,905 feet
Novelists and film producers have been using for
many years the basic situation of the poor girl placed
in wealthy circumstances, her true identity hidden,
with a subsequent struggle against detection. A new
angle is all that anyone may expect. In this, however, they have failed to provide the element of novelty in the story material, the locale and the handling.
The script calls for scenes showing the struggle of

the poor heroine; they have her discharged from her
office and refused work by a familiar type of screen
farmer with the usual beard on the tip of his chin.
Through it all, bothersome details are disposed of
with subtitles.
When

the man

who knew

the heroine in the past

appears and recognizes her, does the aristocratic matron suspect anything? No. She tells the young man
to attend to the business at hand. In the case of the
clearing up of matters,
ised? Well, they tell
is nothing aside from
reprobate accosts the

is the villain punished as promyou so in some titles, but there
that to show it. And when the
kindly old woman who shouts

for help, the group nearby wait until the evil-doer has
tossed a heavy curtain over her head, looked around,
broken out and escaped. After that, they trot leisurely
to the rescue.
Suspense is furnished in the scenes where the paralyzed woman names the individual who brought about
her condition and there is a l)it of tension as to what
course the heroine will pursue. Some

of it has been

unduly prolonged. Fortunately, there are some
charming exterior bits which will prove pleasing and
add to the value of the offering.
Story : Accident enables girl of ordinary means to
establish herself in a wealthy household. A blackmailer appears and threatens exposure. There is a
psychological combat with regard to her telling the
truth with love on the part of the woman who has
accepted her and a romance
veloping at the finish.

with a young doctor de-

Indicate the Nature of the Story and Use Gatchlines
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

What

will probably be the safest and wisest course

will be to explain in the advertising what this concerns. Such lines as "He knew her secret," "What
is the true value of honesty in such a predicament?"
indicating the position in which the heroine finds herself, and others similar will in all likelihood attract
notice. Stimulate curiosity and at the same time let
them knoAv what sort of a film it is.

The title is apt to create the impression that this is
some sort of an outdoor story of a battle with the
elements and it would be wise to post them on that
point, so as not to mislead. This can readily be accomplished byplacing stills in advantageous places.
It is well worth remembering tliat tliere are some
exceedingly pleasant exterior shots, stills of which
will look well in the lobby.

CURRENT
Release Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Reviewed

CORP.

RELEASES
Release Date

Special

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(Cliff
Smith)
5,000
Jan of the Big Snows
(J. Oliver Curwood
5,000
The Cradle Buster
(Tuttle Waller)
6,000
The Hidden
Woman
(Nanuet Am.
Corp.)
5,000
My Old Kentucky
Home
(Pyramid
Pictures) . .7,000
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000
The Three Buckaroos
(Fred
Balshofer)
5,000
The
Pillagers
(Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000
His
Wife's
Husband
(Pyramid)
6,040
False Fronts
5,044
The
Great Alone
(Monroe
Salisbury)
5.912
Fools
of Fortune
5,609
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
6,700
Mc and My Gal
5.433

Silver Wings
Nero
The
Fast
Mail
A Fool There Was

Godiva

5-21-22
5-28-22
7-9-22
7-23-22

4,500
5,420
5,773
6,172
5,000
6,900
.5,192
5,484
7,589
4,716
6,837
7,944
6,131
5,770
7,835

5-14-22
5-28-22

4,470
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,003
5,947
4,630
5,65 1
5,450
5,600

6-12-21
6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22
4-16-22
6 11 -22
6-11-22
7- 9-22
7-16-22
8-20-22

6,150

6-25-22

5,500

8-13-22

5,300

6-11-22

5,200

7-23-22

5,000

5-28^2

6,500
6,000

5- 7-22
5-21-22

They Like 'Em Rough (Viola
Dana)
5,000
Sherlock
Brown
( Bert Lytell)
5,000
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
5,000
Forget-Me-Not
6,800
The Hands of Nara (Clara Kimball Young) ... .6,997
Rex Ingram Productions

5-28-22
6- 4-22
6- 4-22
7-23-22
8-13-22

The
Prisoner
Svtredish Biograph Co.

10,467

4-30-22

6,000

6- 4 22

6,000

6-18-22

7- 9-22
5-28-22

FIRST

5- 7-22

7- 9-22
5-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22
8-20-22
8-20-22

Don't
Doubt Your Wife
(Leah
The
Real Adventure
(Florence
The Woman
Who
Came
Back
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
Father
Tom

Baird)
Vidor)

Hills of Missing
Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)
The Woman Who Came Back

FAMOUS
June

4
4
11

July

Aug.

18
25
2
9
9
16
30
7
7
14
21
21
28

Mix

4,800
5,000
5,106

5-28-22
7-2-22

6,000
5,106

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.
5,502

4-30-22

6,837

6- 4-22

Dalton)
^
Our
Leading
Citizen
(Thomas
Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
The Man Unconquerable
(Jack Holt)
For the Defense
(Ethel
Clayton)
The Greatest Tryth
(Mia May)
South of Suva
(Mary
Miles Minter)
Borderland
(Agnes Ayers)
While Satan
Sleeps
(Jack Holt)
The
Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
The Young Diana (Marion Davies)

5,947
6,634

6-11-22
6-18-22

5,795
4,905
5,257
4,369
5,486
6,069
5,221
6,774

7-23-22

If You
Believe
It, It's So (Meighan)
The
Bonded Woman
(Betty
Compson)
The Top of New York (May McAvoy)
The
Loves of Pharaoh
(Lubitsch)
The Mysteries of India
Her Gilded
Cage
(Gloria Swanson)
Blood and Sand (Rudolph Valentino)
Nice
People

6,764
7,178
5,148
7,476
7,177
6,338
7,235
6,244

FILM

Holtre

6-25-22
2-26-22
7-30-22
8-20-22
8-13-22
8-20-22

CORP.
4,373
4,480

6-25-22

Shackles
of Gold
Moonshine
VaUey
Dustin Farnum

5,057
5,679

S-14-22
8-20-22

Strange Idols
Oath
Bound
Shirley Mason Series

4,300
4,468

6- 4-22
7-30-22

4,809
4,453

5-28-22
6-18-22
8-13-22

The
Men
of Zanzibar
A SelfMade Man
Pearl White

4,999
4,920

5-21-22
7- 2-22

Without Fear
John Gilbert
The Yellow
SUin
Charles Jones

4,406

4-23-22

5.006

5-14-22

t

4.486
6- 4-22
4,662
7-16-22
4,694
8-20-22

HODKINSON

Slim Shoulders
Benj. B. Hampton

Hugo

7-30-22
8-13-22
8-20-22

CORP.

(Irene

Castle)

Haven

The Veiled Woman
Ballin Prod.
Married

People

METRO
17

PICTURES

The Face
Between
(Bert
Seeing's
Believing (Viola
Hate
(Alice Lake)
Missing
Husbands

The

Stroke

of

11

FILM

Nanook

of

BOOKING

CORP.

Lytell)
Dana)

Zenda

of Midnight

PATHE
June

Very Truly Yours
Lights of the Desert
The
New
Teacher
William Russell

W.

5-21-22
5-28-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
6-25-22

Prod.

7-16-22

For Big Stakes
Just Tony
William Farnum

Shod
O'Neil
of Chicago

W.

Hearts
Renco Prod.
6-25-22
7-30-22
7- 2-22
7- 9-22
7-30-22

Series

Rough
Trouper
West

V^
Be My
WifeGOLDW
(Max YN
Linder) PICTURES
Man With Two Mothers
His Back
Against
the Wall
Watch Your Step
The
Wallflower
When
Romance
Rides
(Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton
Prod.)
The
Dust
Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty
Compson)
Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)

6-11-22
6-13-22

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over
the Border
(Penryhn
Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (Melford-

FOX
Tom

5-14-22

NATIONAL

The Deuce of Spades
(Chas. Ray)
The
Girl in the Taxi
(DeHavens)
Fools First (Neilan Prod.)
The Primitive Lover
(Constance Talmadge)
The Cross Roads of New York
Sonny
(Richard Barthelmess)
Domestic
Relations
(Katherine
MacDonald) ..
The Half Breed
One
Clear
Call
Smudge
(Charles
Ray)
Rose O' The Sea (Anita Stewart)
Hurricane's
Gal
(Dorothy
Phillips)
Alias Julius Caesar
(Charles
Ray)
Fools
First
The
Masquerader
(Guy
Bates
Post)

7-23-22

5,700

Reviewea

8,271
10,000
4.880
6,604

716-22

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
Lady

Footage

the

EXCHANGE,

INC.

North

OFFICES

OF AMERICA

(R-C)

Queen
o' the Turf
5,000
Gay and Devilish
(Doris
May)
4,800
The Glory of Clementina
(Pauline Frederick) . .5,700
The Son of the Wolf
4.790
The
Understudy
(Doris
May)
4,557
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
4,738
My
Dad
(Johnnie
Walker)
S.SOO
In the Name
of the Law
6,217
The Kick-Back
(Harry
Carey)
5,260

5-14-22
5-21-22
6- 4 22
6-18-22
7-2-22
7- 9-22
7- 9-22
7-16-22
7-30-22

THE
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Action and Love Interest in Pleasing Western
'THE
SAGE
BRUSH
TRAIL"
Western Pictures Exploitation Co. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Robert T. Thornby
AUTHOR
H. H. Van Loan
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Harold Janes
AS A WHOLE
Western with action, suspense
and romance that will prove pleasing to followers of this type of production
STORY
Has all of the elements that have
thrilled them in the past
DIRECTION
Material
has been treated
in a
manner that holds attention until the end
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Acceptable
PLAYERS
Roy Stewart a forceful character;
Marjorie
Daw
charming;
Wallace
Beery
a
sneering villain ; Johnny Walker up to the mark
EXTERIORS
Excellent
INTERIORS
;
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sheriff facing problem of duty versus love finds supposed rival is
heroine's brother and apprehends real criminal
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

Although most of the situations used in this western have been employed successfully before, they have
l;een woven about a theme that maintains interest
throughout and the director has made much of his
material. The result is a production which can be
depended upon to please tht)se who like this variety
o{ drama, for it has all of the desired elements — there

is gun play, a strong love theme, some mystery which
is nicely sustained and a leering Mexican l)andit in a
hand-to-hand encounter with the hero.
Roy Stewart, Marjorie Daw, Wallace Beery and
Johnny Walker, who comprise practically the entire
cast, all perform in a commendable manner. Stewart
is vigorous, while Marjorie Daw's petite figure and
pretty countenance furnish a pleasant contrast to the
rugged aspect of the rest of the film. Beery grins
and scowls alternately after the most approved fashion for bad men from across the border, earning unpopularity without difficulty.
As far as the desert atmosphere is concerned, and
much of the footage concerns itself with the dry territory, that has been secured in creditable style, and
technically this is up to par. although some of the
shots have nt)t l)een lit as well as they might have
l>een. On the whole, it is the sort of stuflf western
fans will want.
Story : New

sherifif starts to clean up a bad town.

The heroine's brother appears and apparently is guilty
of a shooting, his innocence and identity remaining
unknown for the time. Seeing him in an eml)race with
the woman he loves, the official is torn l)y conflicting
emotions, finally sending the youth to apparent destruction on the desert. Appealed to by the girl who
explains that the fugitive is her brother, he rides out
to the rescue. Meanwhile, a Mexican enters the home
of the heroine and starts for her. There .is a more
e\en struggle when the sheriff returns, everything is
cleared up and then a light touch put in at the finish
with a ride to the preacher in progress.

Direct Drive at Western Fans, Using Author's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you cater to patrons who like tlieir drama set in
the wild and woolly regions, you may safely book
this with the knowledge that they will be satisfied.
Those who demand a large amount of action will find
enough shooting and fighting to please them ; those
who insist upon romance will find that.
H. H. Van Loan's writings have been read extensively and his name is properly played up in the paper
on this. You should not neglect to mention his name
in any advertising you may decide to 'do, for it will
As for the principals, all
undoubtedly help to draw.

of them are known, and while you have no outstanding star about whom to build a campaign, they should
pull
Thewell.
theme of this will provide you with material
for good catchlines.

Present to them some

of the

problems involved and make them guess as to the
ultimate unraveling of the tangle. If you care to go
in for more than the ordinary plugging, a cowboy
street parade or lobby dressed with cactus and other
desert adjuncts will prove effective.

IMeaae Date

Footage

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Evidence
Eugene O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise
Channing of the Northwest
Special Productions
A Woman of No Importance

UNITED
Feb.

,

26

Fair Lady

,„

(Rex

6-18-22

FILM
MFG.
es

5,000

611-22

6,400

3-26-22

CO.
^-^•

Irish Rose

Street

5.481
7,748
6,350

5-7-22
6-25-22
7-16-22

4,433
4,225
4,231
5,000
4,211
4,450
4,600
4,583
5,000
4,862
4,430
5,130

5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
7-23-22
7-2-22
7-23-22
7-30-22
8-20-22
8-20-22

7,000

6-18-22

5,000
5,249

7- 2-22

5,000

FILM

CORPORATION

GOLDWYN

VITAGRAPH

A Virgin's Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun
The Angel of Crooked
Alice Joyce
The Inner Chamber

FOX

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

5,000

ARTISTS

Jewel Featur
The Trap (Lon Chaney)
The Storm
Human
Hearts
Universal Features
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
Step On It (Hoot Gibson)
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
The Black Bag (Herbert
Rawlinson)
Out of the Silent North (Frank Mayo)
Her Night of Nights (Marie Prevost)
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot Gibson)
The Trouper
(Gladys
Walton)
The Married
Flapper (Marie Prevost)
The Loaded Door (Hoot Gibson)
Don't Shoot (Herbert Rawlinson)
Super-Features
My Wild
Corinne Griffith

5,000

Beach's)

UNIVERSAL

Rertewed

S-28-22

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review (1 reel)

W. W. HODKINSON

CORP.

Tlie Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, I reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind

(15 episodes), The Branded Four

(15 episodei).

5,951

UNIVERSAL

SHORT

PICTURES

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED
Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

FILM

MFG.

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (I reel)
Western and
Railroad
Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies
(1 reel):
When
Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH
EDUCATIONAL

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie,
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

FAMOUS

FIRST

NAiTIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedie* (2 reeU)

EXHIBITORS

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second
Series (1 reel):
Was
Darwin
Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird* of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet#.
Combatting
the Elements,
Dexterity and Mimicry
of Insec.tii.
Primitive Life in Tennessee,
Bear Hunting in California, Pari*
the
A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterioui,
Let's Beautiful,
See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics (1 reel)
Pararaount-De Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reels^

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL
(weekly).

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Burns).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA,
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the Unknown'
(5 reels)
Short Reel Music Film Product

INCORPORATED

Some Short Reels
"In

the

Type of production

Days of

Buffalo

Bill" — Universal
18 chapter serial

Here is the best historic chapter play that Universal has
yet made. It is taken from an epoch making period of American history and records faithfully one of the Nation's biggest
crises. There are three centers of activity. The Civil War
recording the conflict between the North and the South, Abe
Lincoln, his cabinet and enemies, and finally the great opening
of the West and the building of the railroad. All three settings work at once and interlock. In all cases history has
l)ecn quite faithfully recorded and a good deal of credit is due
the investigators who drafted the details included in the
scenario.
The great appeal in this serial is the historic material.
There are plenty of thrills, too, with the usual bad men and
savage Indian stuff, but^the great interest lies in the historic
(lashes. Who will not want to see what Lincoln's cal)inet
looked like. Or how the mother received a pardon for her
boy who was sleeping at his post — and how Lincoln received
the old lady. What American will not be interested in seeing
how Lee surrendered to Grant, and the grand gesture that
Grant made when the great Confederate general offered him
his sword. And this is by no means all. You see the theaterwhere Lincoln was shot. The details of these scenes are
worked out with realism and accuracy. You see the crazed
actor. Booth, leap from the box to the stage and you see the
death of Lincoln. And through all these historic moments the
great railway is forging its way across the continent. Strikes,
Indians, highwaymen manage to create a good deal of difficulty but the railway goes on. The girl and her father find a
new home in the west but remain loyal to the Southern states
while the hero is a member of the Union army.
Art Acord has the leading hero role and presents some
splendid wild west riding and thrills. He is supported by a
large and capal)le cast. Dorothy Woods makes a satisfactory
heroine and George A. Williams plays the role of her father.
The part of Buffalo Bill is taken by Duke R. Lee.
There are so many points of appeal in this serial that there
should be very little difficulty in putting it over. It is clean,
amusing and instructive and will please all types of people.
Make a special appeal through the schools on its historic situations and also appeal directly to the children in your neighborhood through the wild West scenes and Indian stufif. Use the
posters and stills and some of the exploitation ideas presented
in the press book.

"Screen Snapshots" No. S — Pathe
Type of production

1 reel fan magazine

Tom Mix shows you a few tricks that his horse Tony can do
when he is not engaged in a western. At a party given by
Bebe Daniels you see many of the shining lights of the screen
including Jacqueline Logan, Fred Niblo, Lila Lee, Bessie Love,
Claire Windsor, Lois Wilson, Pauline Starke, Buster Keaton
and Bull Montana. Jane and Katharine Lee do a little scene
together and Theodore Roberts falls asleep at the beach and
dreams about bathing girls. The majority of these film folk
are well known and their informal appearance will please the
average screen fan.

"The Copper Beeches" — Sherlock Holmes — Educational
Type of production

2 reel drama

Here is another of the splendid series of Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes made from the well known stories by Conan
Doyle. "The Copper Beeches" follows the story very closely.
A governess enlists the aid of the famous detective and tells
the story of how she was induced to act as companion to a
middle aged lady and her horrible husband. A mystery
reigned in the house and a locked door kept its secret. The
governess was requested to wear a certain dress and to send
away a young man who kept intruding upon the grounds.
Holmes and Watson go with the governess to the house and
force open the locked door only to find a girl escaping from the
window by means of a ladder. When all is explained it is
learned that the horriI)le father had locked up the girl to keep
her from eloping with her lover so that he could get hold of her
private income. The governess was engaged because she
resembled the daughter and was forced to wear the girl's
dress and order the young man away. The suspense is great
and it is impossible to wholly foretell the ending. This number
of Sherlock Holmes is well up to the high standard of the
series and will entertain as well as hold the attention of any
audience. The drama unravels smoothly and builds up as it
goes along. These two reel dramas offer a welcome relief
from the over-done westerns and at the same time contain all
tlie necessary elements of entertainment.

"Official

Urban

Type of production

Movie Chats" No. 27 — Hodkinson
1 reel magazine

Dr. Royal S. Copeland, New York City's Commissioner of
Health, opens this number of the Official Chats with some
very good hot weather advice. He tells you how to keep
cool and what to cat in hot weather. He also says what
should be avoided if you would keep comfortable in Summer.
His advice is illustrated in flashes. The second chapter of
the magazine is devoted to animals at the zoo. Here you see
in turn the wart-hog, elephant, hippo, llama, hyena, ostrich,
bear and ant-eater. The final chapter of this magazine takes
you on a personally conducted tour to the Grand Canyon in
Arizona. The photography is good throughout and the subject
matter interesting. This number however contains but three
main subjects and lacks the variety of some of the early issues
of this series.
Western Stuff — Jack Eaton — Weiss Bros. — Goldwyn
Type of production
1 reel sport feature
This is considerably different from the usual type of the
sport review which Jack Eaton has been turning out. It
consists in the main of the sport of the Far West in the breaking in of bucking bronchos. By far the feature of the reel is
the very clever camera work which shows closeups of those
exciting moments when the horses buck all over the corral and
twist and turn on their riders. That someone wasn't killed
during the event is difficult to understand. Certainly the
riding is rough enough to satisfy anyone, and the danger ever
imminent. Some of the shots have been tinted and look very
good. The last two shots really have nothing to do with the
reel and might be eliminated to advantage. \'ery good for any
type of house.

INDEPENDENT
Kelease Date

Footage Reviewed

AFFILIATED
I Am

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

ARROW

FILM

PICTURES

5- 7-22

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodei.

5,000
5,332
5,944

6-25-22
7-9-22
7-30-22

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (3 reel*), Liqoorian
Lipi (2 reels).

CORP.

FILM

CORP.

Off

4,800

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

Life's Greatest Question (Roy
More to Be Pitied (All Star)

COMMONWEALTH

5.800
5,800

PICTURES

The

Hidden

The

Prince and the Pauper

5-21-22

CORP.

Stewrt)

CORP.

Light

ARROW

Step

Success Series:

The

Trail

of Hate

(Big

EQUITY

Boy

4,800

5- 7-22

5.000

5-21-22

Kimball Young). 5,600
6,400

7-16-22
8-13-22

PICTURES

CORP.

PICTURES

FIDELITY

PICTURES

HOWELLS

SALES

The Angel

Citizen

(Franklyn

PRODUCERS

Farnum)

5,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

SYNDICATE,

7-30-22

FILM

CO.

EXCHANGE

MARKET,

GAUMONT

INC.

COMPANY

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

HORIZON

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

INC.

(each 2 reels).

FILM

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE
8-13-22

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE
6-18-22
7- 2-22

INC.
5,164
5,496

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Your

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

PACIFIC

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau). .5,000 .
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mri. Belfame (Nance O'NcU)
),0M
.

Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Dream,
Isle.Why

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

4,800
5,000
5,000

PICTURES

FILM

12 2-recls.

Norma Talmadge Reissues

PICT. CORP.

David and Jonathan
Her Story
Brenda's
Heritage

TRI-STAR

IMPORT

Mack Swain Comedies (2 reels) : Moonlight Knight, Full of Spirit, See
America First.

(2 reels):
5,800
5,600

NATIONAL

Callahan,

HERALD

CORP.

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

SECOND

AND

INC.

News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

PROD.

CLARK

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

FILM
Jimmy

CORP.

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

RUSSELL

INC.

(2 reels)

Monty Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge,
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizxy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles ot the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country
Flapper (Dorothy
Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night (AU-Star)

RIALTO

Dramas

FEDERATED

CO.

SECURITY

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS,

DOMINANT

Star

SALES

(1 reel each).

EXPORT

The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

FILM

FILM

Serial: The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore Field). IS
episodes.

& BRADFORD

MERIT

CORP.

CELEBRATED

Western

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

'.

LEE

C.

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half

CORP.

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million
Count
Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

B.

CLARION

4,951

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

FILM

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room
Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)
CAp't\ Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial
Gump (1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

Sales)

CORP.

(each 2 reels).

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

C.

INC.

Williams)

EXCEPTIONAL
(Chic

8-20-22

GOLDSTONE

The Worldly Madonna (Clara
What's Wrong With Women
His Nibs

6,522

CORP.

CORP.

PICTURES

15 Westerns

AYWON

(Richard Talmadge)

DI LORENZO,

FILM

AYCIE

5.000

PHIL
Him

DISTRIBUTING

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies ^ One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels) : Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels) : Wild Women and Tame Men, The
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

R. L. GIFFEN

Watch

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

6,500

10,000

AYWON

REELS-STATE
ADVENTURES
ALLIED

After Six Days
They're

SHORT

CORP.

The Innocent Cheat
God's Country and the Law
The Broken
Silence (Zina Keefe)

ARTCLASS

FEATURES

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

CORPORATION

Irving Fitzgerald
Cumraings Series
Cissy
■
.

Sacred Films (1 reel)

SACRED

2,000
"^^^
2,000

FILMS,

INC.

I

ADMITTED !
CONCEDED !
STILL

HE RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY
'4o BRADSTREET ^^^M
Vtral^
►/* FiLMDOM ^^WmtL
^ ^
^^

t

2^«RE(0GMIZED
Authority

AND OVER

5000

FEATURES

REVIEWED

HER
MAJESTY
WITH

MOLLIE
KING
CREIGHTON
((

and
HALE

Exhibitors who are shopping for a film
which can compete with summer heat, automobile riding and other warm weather competition, will do well to consider *Her Majesty*
as the subjec t of an extra effort in exploitation and advertising.

"Playgoers Pictures has offered showmen a
number of pictures worth special consideration, but it is doubtful that any one of them
has measured higher in all essentials; cast,
story, settings, costuming, suspense and
general appeal." The Exhibitors Herald,
July 22nd.
PRESENTED

PLAYGOERS
FOREIGN

BY

PICTURES

REPRESENTATIVE.

SIDNEY

GARRETT

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange
INC

. .i^^^m ~.

"MoUie King is good to look
at, wears some stunning gowns
and exhibits real emotional
ability in a number of dramatic
scenes." — Charles Larkin in the
Motion Picture News, July
22nd.

iTHE
h brAdstreet

2i^«RE(0CKIZEir

Authority
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(ost Over Million

DDOO Is Figure Placed on "When
in Flower"
Was
nighthood olitan
Prod.
by Cosmop
oiiopolitan Prod, has just come "When Knighthood Was in
ji\" starring Marion Davies. In
:amcnt issued by Cosmopolitan
S urday the cost of the picture
led at $1,500,000. The followi cresting facts are given:
F; three largest studios in New
J<A'ere required over a period of
lys at a cost of $1,221,491.20,
f:)34.32 per day, or $954.29 per
rfor the actual filming. Other
e es increased the total cost of
tioduction to approximately $1,Di.
Lgest indoor set ever filmed
; onstructed, costing $41,721.26
5 Id, covering 28,800 square feet
if or space and containing 32
u;e bciildings. Tlie employment
ne than 3,000 actors. Great hall
.jimpton Court palace, reproB exactly as in the time of King
j: Vlli of England. Genuine
f tapestries valued at $230,000
e sed. Ancient armor came from
iiaf the most famous collections
E'ope.
Antique jewelry2) and old
(Continued on Page

['ramid To Use Billboards
|iniid Pictures, Inc., has anlid its plans to devote a 24-sheet
ign to each production, begin,'ith, "The Queen of the Moulin
." This campaign will be inited in New York, and extendoughout the country.

on't Fear Europe

Cinion of George E. Kann, Goldvyn's Foreign Manager —
His Impresions
erica need have no fear of Euon productions, is the opinion
3rge E. Kann, foreign manager
ildwyn who has just returned
the other side.

in stated on Saturday that con> in general abroad are far from
ctory.
Germany
is making
a
pictures which will not appeal
i American
tastes while few
ri' can films are being shown in
^my because of the existing em-

France
the American
picture
ains its firm hold on the public
le tax situation is becoming so
that all picture houses may shut
on Jan. 1st as a protest.
In
0 Slovakia, American films are
n popular and the theater situan good, due prirnarily to the fact
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Price 5 Cents

Set An Orphans' Day

League for Women Voters and Industry to Spread Good Cheer to
Orphans on Oct. 14
Mrs. Frank A. Vanderlip, chairman
of the N. Y. State League for Women Voters and Will H. Hays, joined
forces with the women of the State
in a campaign which has as its slogan
"Make 'Em Happy," and will culminate with simultaneous performances
for orphans in 75 large picture theaters in New York, Buffalo and Albany. Saturday, Oct. 14, has been
designated
"Orphans'
Day"
and
will
be so asheralded
upon
screens
throughout the State. God-mothers
will be provided for these institutional
charges.

One of the many big scenes from "Rich Men's Wives," a B. P. Schulberg Production distributed by the Al Lichtman Corporation. It has been
Louisville. —
for Cincinnati, Columbus,
booked by Ike Libson
.Dayton and
vt
Ad

Ming Toy
Otherwise Connie Talmadge. In "East Is West." A Chinese love story. That will be world-wide. In its appeal. Best
thing Connie has ever done. Biggest production ever offered her.
Thanks to brother-in-law Joe. Enough sure fire stuff. To make

Among the theaters in New York
whicli are participating in the plan
are the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion, Strand, the Loew theaters, the
For theaters and the Moss and Keith
theaters.
This joint undertaking is the result of a conference at the Cosmopolitan Club, at which Charles L.
O'Reilly, of the M. P. T. O. of N.
Y. State Owners of New York City,
and Charles S'teiner, expressed their
willingness to co-operate.
A shoit film, "Open Arms" is now
being made by Famous Players at
its Astoria studio. This distributed
gratis, will be exhibited throughout
the State for three weeks prior to
Oct. 14. The campaign is under the
joint direction of Mrs. George A.
Skinner, for the League, and Lloyd
dustry.
Willis, representing the picture in-

Max Glucksman Expected
"Roxy."It
Arranged
score. night.
the Friday
Andthewith
anywherens. at
Well,by boys.
it appeal
Ritz.
the decoratio
And
Max Glucksman, South American
sure was a triumph. For all the First National crowd. All of importer is due in New York next
At what had month.
And rejoicing.
And smiling.
who were there.
happened.
. .
,
Lupino Lane Sails
init.
not miss
It's a picture. Review Sunday. Better
Lupino Lane, the English comedian
Old
Oland.
Warner
part.
star
the
has
Connie
While
lv
cidental
who came to this country to make
Pathe serial willyun. Stepped right out. And did a (korge a series of comedies for Fox sailed
Great success for Warner.
for home on the Majestic on SaturNash. As Charley Young.
day. He has completed his contract.
MARCUS' IDEAS
Back on the Berengaria. This week. From London. After
Strand at Niagara Opens
Loew.
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
s
Marcu
'
a start. To 'The Four Horsemen.'
cause a
givin
Niagara Falls — A number of trade
Filledg all up To the brim. With an idea. 1 hat will
ers. paper editors and friends of Hope
lot of discussion. If nothing else. Among the big produc
up. Hampton and Jules E. Brulatour
things
ing
Clogg
ct.
Idea is this: Dispose of the old produ
all were present Saturday evening at the
as
well
As
nd.
Engla
let
Bv virtue of block booking. And
opening theater.
A. C. Hayman's
beautiful
. And better pictures. Strand
The house
seats
other foreign countries. Have the newer
three
to
Two
res.
pictu
ng
showi
are
2,200,
R.
W.
Thayer,
formerly
with
Thev
Over there
Famous Players is managing director
ng.
one. Who knows anythi
rule.' And every
ve-irs old As a vemen
t made in production. Diirmg the past of the theater. Miss Hampton's new
Knows the impro
picture "The Light in the Dark" was
ing busi- the
feature.
few vears. Loew thinks this will help a lot. In bring
DANNY.
Inidea.
the
on
hard
Is sold
n field. on Page
In the foreig
ness^back.
(Continued
2)
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(Continued
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Quotations
High

East.

Kod.. %m

Low

83^

Sales

Close

4,100

86%

2,200
92
91'/2
P-h.... 92%
400
100% 102
do pfd...l02
2,400
7
67/s
. 7/8
Goldwvn
Not quoted
Griffith
Loew'.s
... 18./8
18
18%
800
Not quoted
Triangle
Not quoted
World
F

Cost Over Million
(Continued from Page 1)

silverware used worth many thousands of dollars. 3,000 costumes of
the Tudor period costing more than
$100,000 were worn. Three thousand
one hundred and twenty-three people
in a single scene. Fifty-five prmcipal
accharacters, played by celebrated
tors of stage and screen, compnsmg
the greatest ad highest salaried cast
ever assembled, were employed.
Thirty-three cavalry horses — 2 jumping off bridge 30 feet high. Twenty
expert swordsmen engaged in the
duel scenes. Stone bridge 90 feet
long was especially constructed.
Wedding dress of silver cloth, ermine
and pearls, weighs 25 pounds. Street
of old Paris two city blocks long.'
The picture will have a pre-release
on Broadway
shortly.

To Reopen House Closed Two
;Special to THE

FILM

Years

DAILY)

Lyric, closed
Ore.— The
Ashland,
ned . '
reope
be
to
is
,
years
two
for
Earl Managing St. Louis House
(.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St Louis — Harry Earl has been
named manager of the Rialto. Grand
near Olive.

h

Toy
from Page

Monday, August
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tends doing- it alone. If the other big companies \von"t agree.
To the idea. Universal doing it also. But the Hays organization. And the big producers. Will surely have things to tell
Marcus,
^\'hen he spills the idea.
AMONG THE EXCHANGE BOYS
First there's .Mired Wei^s. Who had more money in his
pockets. On 'Thursday. Than for a long time. Sold his interest ill New York Goldwyn exchanges. To the company. And
will tour Euro])e. Before he settles down again. Has several
interests. Other than pictures. And you never can tell. But
it's a good I)et. 1"hat Alfred will still be. In celluloid circles.
So to speak.
Then there's Al Aronson. Also formerly with Gokhvyn.
Who has some big ideas. Up a large and comfortal^le sleeve.
And will tell the world all about them. In a day or so. ]\leanwhile "Buxy" insists he's not going to Vita, or anywhere else.
Although there has been some talk. Of that "elsewhere" position. Hearst will have a sales manager of his own soon. Taking Grainger's place, and old Harrv Scott. After ]Hitting First
National
all over
Michigan.
For Kunsky.
like things.
And switched
to Pathe.
Working
for Elmer Didn't
Pearson.
And it
wasn't so many years ago. That* Elmer was working. For
Harry.
How Time flies !
WHERE WAS ARTIE STEBBINS?
When "Doug" got out all those policies? Amounting to
almost half a million. To cover things. In case something
the making
wrong.
went And
where During
was Rul)c
.Samuels?of "Robin Hood."
PATIENZO

is. \\'ith
ThatCommittees
be patient. The
in Italy.
say Fall
As they
reference
to the
Film ^Meaning
Golf Tournament.
All of them.
Will get to work within a week or so. And the
date and place will be selected.
Brush up your clubs.
Because
one of the prizes.
Is a special golluf cap.
Bought in Paree.
And it's some lid.
T-o/~iXTir
IRONY
Leon Schlesinger. Who Hms The Gotham. Uptown. Had
for his overture. A few days ago. "Jolly Robbers." ^Meaning
nothing, of course. To the gang. Selling him pictures.
Still Leon was in the other end. Of the business. Only a
little while ago.
BEST OF FRIENDS, ETC.
Must part. Sometimes. \\'hich refers to P. N. Brinch.
Leaving W\ W. Hodkinson. Been with WW a long time.
Caused quite a stir. Among the old timers. Who specialize.
In the "Iknewdiimwhen" stuff.
BIRD OF A YARN
Comes from Famous Players publicity. About Tom
Geraghty and E. Lloyd Sheldon. Starting East. With a carTo get them East.
rier pigeon. In case they needed an auto.
If that's the best they can do. Over there. Somebody
better get an idea.
Or maybe two.
SOME PICTURE
Will Rogers. And Frank Borzage. Dropped into the
Rivoli. To see "Blood and Sand." Sat through it twice. If
that isn't acid test stuff.
Being proven.
What is?
HIGHBROW
George S. Hellman. Who is the other end. Of the Hugo
Ballin corporation. Hellman is — or was — an art collector. And
connoisseur. Before he got into pictures. And some of his experiences. With the late JP Morgan. Make an interesting
In the Satevepost.
article.
Ballin. by the way. is asking the dear old peepul. To sugQuite an idea.
to see filmed.
like HORSES
gest stories. " They would
SOME

Used him for
George Walsh had a horse. Named "Joe."
Wanted him back.
over to Tom Mix.
years. Then turned him(Continued
on Page 4)

Iowa Exhibitor Dead
rSpetial lo lili; ril..\I DAI
Lake City, la. — N. W. SI I
well known Iowa exhibitor i 1

Heilig

Leases

Eugene

(Special- to THE
FIL.M DAll
Eugene, Ore. — Calvin Hei
leased the Eugene which he 1 1
mode!.

Duratiz
YOUR film:
MOTOR

CARS

For Location
$18.00 Per Day

COLUMB
5430
Blue Bird Aut
Aero ServiJack Mandi.

Photographic
Experl
One of the reasons why „
Flushing laboratories turn c
such superlative prints is t
cause the members of our tec
nical staff are experts in moti'
picture photography. i
It might almost be said that tl'
were
in the
tain it"born
is that
they laboratory."
have had maC
many years of valuable experience. I
have learned how to extract the I
treme value from the negative.

The
superintendent'
of exo
laboratories
planned and
cuted the installation of o
great Tube System, tl
very
last word
in scienti)
laboratory equipment.

I

Is it to be wondered that such exper 1
aided by such equipment, can ma
positive
printsunknown?
of a uniform exc
lence
hitherto

THE
ASSOCIATEl
SCREEN NEWS, IN(
120 West 41st Street
New York City
Phone: Bryant 1939

LITTLE
FIRST

CLASS

PUBLICITY SERVICE

ADS

'Mortal
Clay"
Will
Be
The Talk of the Season.

LESLEY

for star or producer

HOWE & CONLON

Don't fail to see the unusual
lobby display paintings in purple and yellow color scheme
on "Monte Cristo" at the 44th
St. Theatre, made by Kassel
Studios,
220
W.
42nd
St.

THEATRE LOBBY
DISPLAY

FRAMES

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

MASON

FILM

NEGATIVE

The only place of its kind in
the World

Bryant 9900

STOCK

Save money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

ACTION
OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Holly w'd Bvd.

LLOYDS

FILM

Clips

STORAGE

Let us get some action into that picture on the shelf — and you'll get some
action on the independent market.

MARTIN

& NATTEFORD

Film Editors
723-7th Avenue
Bryant 5437

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Start

The

:^«biiAdstreet
p/^FILHDOK^

LETTERIMC
LAYOUTS

Specializes exclusively in

DEVELOPING
and
FIRST PRINTS
of

THE

HIGHEST

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

''Ask the First Man

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

Titles — Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy — Drama

Week

Right By Reading

Bryant 5600

or

Ill Westchester Sq.

Motion Picture Editing

Corp.

JOS. R. MILES

ISTAR LABORATORY, Inc.

DIRECTORS-

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

THE

Film

PRODUCERS

GEVAERT
RAW

Picture

NEGATIVE

Continuities
and titles for all
Second National Pictures.
130 West 46th St.

ENLARGEMENTS

For All ofPurposes
■
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

« LAUB

Wm.

BIG THOUGHT
Motion

Film Editor
729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 8174

1608 Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

KASSEL LOBBY PAINTINGS

WITH

JS^^RECOCNIZED

Authority

The First Thing Every Monday Morn

Telephone Bryant 2798

Better

Times

Are always in a measure due to better
business methods, better workmanship and better business relations.
We have always tried to do our
share toward better times by taking
atory.
Personal Inleresl in every bit of
work that goes through our laborBetter times are right on our heels.
Business is on the up grade because
people are taking a greater Personal
Interest in things.

Personal Interest Follows
Your
PictureStageThrough
Every

Evans Film Laboratories
416 W. 216th St., N. Y. C.
Wadsivorth SUUS

ILLUSTRATIONS
AND

CARTOONS

Bill Pause
7rW.^4TH.ST.
Ph.Vanderbilt 4551

Little Ads
BRING

Big Results
IN

The Film Daily

THE ■c^a

^

DAILV

Ming
(Continued

I
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Several years later. But Tom said he and Joe were buddies
And wouldn't give him up. So George finds a lawyer. And
sues Tom for $50,000. Figures "Joe" is worth $500 a week
to him.
Which makes "Joe" some horse.
At the moment.
It looks. As if Tom had a horse on George.
SOME
RACE
PICTURES
Not including "The Birth of a Race." But actual hoss racing pictures. Go back to "Mickey." Then "Checkers," Fox
release. August, 1919. Then came "In Old Kentucky," First
National. December, 1919. Then there was a little lapse. And
in January, 1921. Vitagraph released "Black Beauty." Six
months later Fox released "Thunderbolt." And then. Six
months later. Came the deluge. Last March Arrow released
"Chain Lightning." The next month Goldwyn turned loose
"When Romance Rides." Within three weeks of this Fred
Warren's American Releasing had "My Old Kentucky Home"
out. And R-C set May 14. As release for "Queen o' the Turf."
But that isn't all. Universal has "The Kentucky Derby" coming. As well as "The Suburban Handicap." And the Allied
Corporation
is making ready "Garrison's Finish."
Any more?
I
BEATING BACK
To his early love. Felix Feist. Who has charge of a national
advertising campaign. For Dick Barthelmess' picture, "The Bondboy." Onct upon a time. A long while ago. As the old fairy
stories start. Or should. Felix was in the advertising business.
But — Avell. it isn't fair. To rattle the skeleton. But you can
bet. What vou like. It'll l)e good.
'
'
DANNY.

Don't
Fear Europe
■ (Continued from Page 1)
tliat money there has depreciated less
than in other European countries.
Ital}' is making many pictures, fully
half of which are spectacles, but the
cost is becoming so great that production may be curtailed. Few American fihns are shown there. Russia
is doing nothing either in production
or distributing aside from a few German fihns, taken in exchange for
goods, and a rare American film
smuggled into the country. In England the American film retains its
popularity and conditions have improved as a result of the inroads
made on the block and the advance
booking systems.

half a dozen American films were bein.g shown
at the time I was in Italy. Twenty-four
Goldwyn pictures have been sold for Italian
distribution. Italy is producing so much on
her own account that the held for .American
pictures is limited despite the fact that so
much of the native product is of in<lifTerent
quality — about one half being of a spectacular
character."

House
(Special to THE

Changes
FILM

DAILY)

Jewell, la. — The Lyric is now unKean.der the management of Mrs. B. McRichland Center, Wis.— .\. S. Rockwell, has sold the Orpheum to Fred
Smith.
McVille, N. Dak.— John Halvorson, has acquired the Gem, reopening
this week.

■'In Italy the general outlook is discouraging, due mainly to the censorship situation.
It is expensive and entails an cndle=s amount
of red tape. The theatrical situation there
is in the_ hands of one or two big men and
it is difficult for an outsider to break into
tlie producing
or distributing field.
About

has just been leased to Rogers and
Snyder Bros, or pictures and roadshows.

Cambridge, Minn. — The work on
the New United theater is rapidly
nearing completion, E. Behrndt, will
be manager.
Kana, Iowa — The Star theater now
has its second manager in a week.
The first deal involved Thos. Berhow,
who sold out to Johnson Bros. The
theater has been closed since June.

Prisoner

of Zenda."

Broadway — Guy Bates Post in '"The
.Ma^qneradcr."
Brooklyn
Strand — Lady Diana Manners in "Glorious Adventure."
Cameo — John Barrymore in "Sherlock Holmes."
Capitol — Florence Vidor in "Dusk to
Central — House

Peters

in

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company

for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET'
(Pat. Applied

For)

It means more to you than an
other accessory. It is the cue shei
that insures a musically perfe«
picture presentation.

"Human

Criterion — "Forget Me Not."
Dawn."
.—.""Monte Cristo."
Stts
44thHear
York — Today — Gloria
New
Loew's
.Swan son in "Her Gilded Cage."
Tuesday — "The
Country
Flapper"
and "Unconquerable Woman."
Wednesday — Norma
Talmadge
in
"The New Moon."
Thursday — Johnny Walker in "My
Friday — "Top of the Morning" and
"Chain Lightning."
Saturday — Alice
Calhoun
in "A
Girl's Desire."
Lyric — "Nero"
until
Aug.
31 and
then "A Little Child Shall Lead
Dad."
of
Rialto— Alina Rubens in "Valley
Rivoli
— Marion
Davies
in
"The
Silent
Men."
Them."
Young
Diana." Cooper in "Kindred
Strand
— Miriam

HITCH
YOUR
MOTOR TO
And

A STAR-

let us furnish the power

to help you get there. Our
organization will steer you
clear of the pitfalls. Motion
picture propositions financed.
All dealings in confidence.
Consult with us.

CHROMCS

TRADING

CO.

Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

1123 Broadway

of the Dust."
Next Week
Aster — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Broadway — Guy Bates Post in "The
Brooklyn
Strand — Miriam Cooper in
Masquerader,"
"Kindred of the Dust."
Cameo — Not yet determined.
Capitol — Irene Castle in "Slim ShoulCentral — House

Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined
Strand — Harold Llovd in "Grandma's
Them."
Among

INSIST UPON

Duratized
-■::r'V-«LMS..

■/

Peters in "Human

Criterion — "Forget Me Not."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Hearts."
Lyric—
"A Little Child Shall Lead
ders."

(Special

"'J he film situation in France," said Kann.
"is becoming very complicated ove • the government tax and the danger of all motion
picture theaters closing up shop on Jan. 1.
Minneapolis — Anderson and Johnunless the tax is rescinded, is becoming acute.
son, have completed alternations on
"Hie
producers,
and against
exhibitors
Penn.
are putting
up adistributors
united front
the the New
tax. At every picture theater, at counting
up time, a representative of the government
is present, at the expense of the exhibitor, to
Dupree. S. D. — Hugh Walkup is
see that receipts arc correctly reported. The now operating the Lyceum. A Bergvarious exchanges, are tacking lO'^r on the lin is the owner.
rental price to raise a sum to care for their
employees while the theaters are shut, if they
do shut down the first of the coming year.
Earlville, la. — The Opera House
"From a producing standpoint, Germany
has improved remarkably but most of its
output is not suited to the .'\merican market.
Tl'e r dramas are heavy and slow moving
with a lot of attention paid to details^but
usually unimportant details. German pictures are not jikelv to sell to any great extent
is the Uhited States: they are gradually
hnding their way mto France but the American film is already supreme there.

On Broadway

Astor — "The

2)

t

Monday, August 28, 1922
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ROTHACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Holljrwood, Cal.

542 Fifth Ave.. N.Y., Murray HiU 18?t

Omaha — Sidney
Baker
assumes
the position of Association
Exhibitors representative at Omaha
Pathe
Boy."
Branch.
^

Omaha — Edgar Haines formerly
Des Moines Universal manager, is
now with the sales staff of the Omaha
F. B. O.
New

Theaters

(Special to THE

FILM

ANNOUNCEMENT

'°lf-ARE Max WITH OS MUCH
R/"
'BEaUTIFUL
CARE TR
as AI
THELE
. BI66BST
PRODUCTIONS

DAILY)

Elizabeth, N. J.— The New
is under
construction.

Regent,

Humboldt, S. D.— The Humboldt
recently completed, has been opened
by local business men.
Keokuk, la. — A 1,500 seat house,
erected by the Baker-Dodge Theater
Co., will be ready Sept. 4.
Central City, Neb. — Ruzicka •&
Beach of Belgrade are to open the
Auditorium as a picture house.
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'You can obtain FILMACK
'reduction Trailers
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Goal a Worry

Control

Jrged bv Canon Chase— Would Have
Six Commissioners Appointed by
Secretary of the Interior
Canon WiUiain Sheafe Chase,
romiiHiit ill reform circles for some
ears has prepared a look called
Catechism on Motion Pictures in
ntcrstale Commerce" which will
hortly be issued and which will urge
he passage of a Federal regulatory
aw.
In a lengthy statement, Canon
!hase reproduces part of the catehisni and toward the end describes
he sort of regulatory commission he
,vould want. It would be composed
if the commission of education and
ix commissioners to be appointed
ivithout party affiliation by the Secctary of the Department of the Inerior. The commission will operate
aider the supervision of the Departnent of the Interior, salaries will be
^9,000 for the members of the cominission and $10,000 for the chairman.
Chase proposes to have the commission fix prices "over all branches of
the motion
picture onindustry"
(Continued
Page 2) although
Loew's Inc. Active
Loew's stock which closed at 18^
was actively traded yesterday, 14,700
shares being sold.
What's Blumenthal's Catch?
When Ben Blumenthal arrives on
the 16th from Europe, he is expected
to have with him an important picture, the name of which is, at the moment, shrouded with secrecy.

Hays
Situation
WhicV"
Looks Cognizant
Serious —of Local
Theaters
Without Supplies, Says Brandt
The seriousness of the coal situation, locally at least, became
very
evident at a meeting called yesterday
by Acting Mayor Murray Hulbert at
which were present a large gathering
of business
men.
William
Brandt,
former president of the T. O. C. C.
appeared officially for that body and
explained
that the 700 theaters represented by his organization
were
without coal.

Men's W ives," of which the New York Mail
from "Rich
sceneGasnier
A punch
said:
"Louis
who directed it displays the touch of his genius at
many points," B. P. Schulberg produ iced it. Al Lichtman Corp. will distribute it.^— Advt,

A

16 Million

Drop

1922 Tax Figures That Amount Under 1921 Totals— All Lines of
Business Show Declines
(Special' to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Stroheim Back
(Special

to THE

FILM

Albany— The Filmless
rait Co., of New York
certificate of dissolution
attorney, Arthur Butler
New York City.

Los Angeles — Mildred Davis who
has been with the Hal Roach organiation for over three years has completed her contract and will shortly
appear in a series of features.

DAILY)

M. P. Porthas filed a
through its
Graham of

Mr. Graham stated yesterday that
Kessels who control the patents and
manufacture of a new camera and
paper stock operating on a direct
positive principle have formed the
Flimless M. P. Portrait Co. of Delaware to which the assets of the New
York Company have been transferred. The new company has been
formed to take care of increased business, according to Graham.

"Drifting"
Buys
Universal
sed "Drifting"
purcha
has
sal
Univer
for Priscilla Dean. Other purchases
include "The Ghost Patrol" by Sinclair Lewis and "Gret'n Ann." The
latter will be for Gladys Walton.

Home

J. Gordon
Edwards,
is back in New York.

Fox

director

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Eric Von
Stroheim
has returned to the Universal lot and
has resumed direction of "Merry Go
Round."
The difficulties existing between the director and the coinpany
are understood to have been ironed
out and harmony once again prevails.
It is understood
that Von
Stroheim had some words with company
officials regarding a point in production and that the entire difficulty arose
over that.

FILM

Edwards

Difficulties with Universal
Patched ^
Godsol Leaves for Coast
F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn
Up — Direction
at the Studio is
Resumed
left yesterday for a trip to the coast
studios.

n taxes colWashington — Admissio
lected bv the Government during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, totaled %7i,?>7i,')27, according to a report
made public by the Commissioner of
Deal on "Gypsy Cavalier"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Internal Revenue. This is a reduction of $16,356, 895 as compared with
London — "A Gypsy Cavalier," J.
$89,730,832 collected from the
the
Stuart Blackton's picture with
source during the fiscal year
Georges Carpentier will be distribut- same
1921.
ed by International Artists Film Co.
Collections from the seating tax
Gaumont has purchased Great Britain rights.
on theaters, circuses, etc., during the
an intotaled on $1,850,075,
fiscal year,
(Continued
Page 4)
Kessels Form Larger Company
(Special to THE

That the situation calls for action
of some sort nationally is indicated by
the fact that Will H. Hays is cognizant of the conditions as they exist.
Courtland Smith, speaking for him
slated yesterday that Mr. Hays would
make every effort to have theaters
placed on a priority list. Hays returned yesterday from the Minnesota
exhibitor convention where, it is understood, he publicly voiced his intentions so far as coal and motion
picture theaters
were
concerned.
(Continued
on Page 4)

Mildred Davis in Features
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Jack Pickford and Bride Arrive
Jack Pickford and Mrs. Jack
(Marilyn Miller) arrived in New
York from the coast yesterday. Before leaving the coast, Pickford finished "Garrison's Finish."
H. O. Larsen Here

H. O. Larsen, general sales manager of Russell Prod., Chicago is at
by Radio"
"Saved Larkin
withGeorge
Flanderswith
and
athe feature
Jacqueline Logan. Harry Charnas
of Standal-d Film has purchased Ohio,
PennMichigan, Kentucky, Westernrights.
sylvania and West Virginia

Hays Wins Over Superintendent
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis — At the banquet of the
Plan Five Simultaneous Runs
M. P. T. O. of Minnesota when Will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
spoke to about 400 guests,
Hampshire Meets Soon
New
Weiss Bros, state they expect to H. Hays
Webster, superintendent of
F.
W.
DAILY)
have five simultaneous showings of
(Special to THE FILM
s questioned the
Boston— The M. P. T. O. of New "After Six Days" in as many cities. Minneapolis school
of motion pictures so far as
value
here
g
Aside
from
New
York,
the
premieres
meetin
a
Hampshire will hold
on Sept. 7.
n were concerned and demandwill , be in Detroit, Boston, Minne- childre
ed that distorted versions of life be
apolis
and
Cleveland.
The
Boston
screen. When
Oklahoma City— The Theater Own- house will probably be the Park and removed from the
, Webster
d his answer
finishe
Hays comple
ers' and Managers' Association of the Detroit house, the Broadway- was
ted and his
conver
tely
Oklahoma will hold a two day con- Strand,
opinion changed,
vention here on Sept. 7-8.

/

THE
^^

Federal

Control

(Continued from Page 1)
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w hal lie means by that is not explained. He does say that this price
control will be similar to that exercised over the meat and poultry business by the Packer Act.
Under the proposed law, films
would not be subjected to a censorship but would be allowed in interstate commerce after receiving a permit based on a written description of
the story. Permits would be revoked
upon complaint from any district attorney or any chief of police. License
fees would be $10 per reel for the
first print and $5 per reel for each
additional print. Scientific, educational and religious films would not
he taxed. After six months, the commission would revise its license fees
so as to collect only enough to pay
its expenses and $1,000,000 for the use
of the U. S. Bureau of Education in
visual instruction. Posters and advertising matter would be subjected

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
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INC.
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Stoll

Quotations
High

East. Kod.
88K
F. P.-L. .. 92^
do pfd.. 102^
-G'wyn
...
7
Griffith

Low

86
90^
101
6%

Loew's
. . 19^
Triangle
World
New

Close

Sales

86j4
5,400
91%
3,700
101
200
6%
1,400
Not quoted

183/i

ISJ^ • 14,700
Not quoted
Not quoted

Chicago Censor

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Mrs. Anna
been appointed a member
cago Board of Censors.

Barber has
of the Chi-

Pearce Buys "Country Flapoer"
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

New Orleans — Pearce Films, Inc.,
will distribute "The Country Flap
per" in Louisiana and Mississippi.

Office

in the

(Special to THE

Poli's Theater Opens

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGR.i.M ■

Duratize
YOUR
ROTH ACKER

FILMS
PRINTS

and SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
HoUsrwood,
C»l.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

Albany, N. Y. — Endicott Theater
Co. Binghamton. Capital $80,000.
Incorporators, N. Kornblitz, D.
Cohen and F. J. Gillen. Attorney,
R. W. Meeker. Binghamton.
Dover, Del. — Russian Pictures
Corp. Capital $1,000,000. Incorporators, Harry Stern, Morris Greenberg
and Isaac Schmal. New York . Attorney, Delaware Corporation Co.
Trenton, N. J.— Washington Theaters Corp. Jersey City. Capital,
$50,000. - Incorporators, Louis F.
Blumenthal, Jersey City, Hyman
Sonn and Charles F. Haring, New
York.
Robbers Get $500

Sept. 4

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Two robbers waited for
Nathan Wolf, manager of the Biltmore theater in the vestibule of his
apartment and got away with $500.

DAILY)

Pickering Controls Slide Company
Bridgeport, Conn. — S. Z. Poli's new
theater, the Palace will open Sept. 4.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
A number of stars have promised to
Dallas — W. T. Pickering has purattend the premiere, stopping off at
chased the controlling interest in the
New Haven on the returning trip.
James P. Simpson Co., conducting
an advertising slide business in this
Edith Roberts in New Film
section.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — B. P. Schulberg has
De Vry to Distribute
engaged Edith Roberts to appear in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms"
Chicago — The De Vry Corp. inwhich Gasnier will direct. Ray H.
tends entering the distributing field
Leek has resigned from the R-C in the near future, with schools and
Studio to handle Schulberg's publi- non-theatrical users the main objectcitv.
ives. Roy L. Davis is in charge.
Van Pelt Back on Coast
(Special to THE

\J^[&clu<xitlcrrtaI U<xJxiyxju^

FILM

Albany, N. Y. — Stanep Amusement
Corp. Bronx. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, A. Stanzler, P. Epstein
and C. Cartoon. Attorney Kornblush
and Hutter, 154 Nassau St.

DAILY)

St. John, N. B. — It is reported here
that Stoll Films will open an office
here shortly.

(Special to THE

Incorporations
Dover, Del. — Turnstall Film Exchange, Wilmington. Capital $50,000.
Attorney, Corporation Trust Co. of
America.

Maritime

FILM
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Burbank, Cal. — Ernest E. Van
Pelt, field division manager of Sacred
Films, Inc., is back at the studio after
an absence of seven months. A company will leave for Egypt shortly to
shoot the lives of Joseph and Moses
in the original locales.
Grossman

a Lichtman Manager

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Experience

Studying the plans and problems of
numerous diversified lines for many
years has given us an experience that
comes to few.
It is at your service.
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

Chicago — Edward Grossman, formerly with Famous Players will be
tlie Al Lichtman Corp. manager here.
Grossman will make his headquarters
with the Celebrated Players office.
Joe Friedman of Celebrated holds the
Lichtman franchise for Illinois and
Indiana.
More

of Shipman's

(Special to THE

FILM

Within ten days after tht
announcement of the completion of plans whereb}
"Slim Shoulders" would be
released in conjunction with
the "Fashion Promenade"
scores of the leading keypoint theatres of the country
had either contracted for or
asked for play-dates on both
picture and "Promenade."
hnxong the theatres are:
Capitol, Detroit, Mich.
Capitol, Jackson, Mich.
Loew's State, Cleveland, O.
Del Monte, St. Louis, Mo.
Metropolitan, Atlanta, Ga.

Desmond,Milwaukee,
Port Huron,
Mich.
Strand,
Wis.
'
Strand, Charlestown, W. Va.
Peter Dawe's, Bridgeport, Conn. «
Bellevue, Niagra Falls, N. Y.
1
Ft. Armstrong, Rock Island, 111.
Capitol, Altoona, Pa.

The best showmen in AmerPhone — Beekman

ica are booking "Slim
Shoulders" and the "Fashion
Promenade." How ahoutyou}

9091

SBRVICS

Plans

K <rvrni ft**/

DAILY)

St. John, N. B.— Ernest Shipman
has formed two new producing companies, one in Halifax and another
in Newfoundland. The Halifax company will make "The Viking" and
tl-e Newfoundland
unit which will
have its headquarters in St. John's

will make "Fogged."

"Slim Shoulders,'
goes into the bi;
Capitol Theatre, New York
on September 3Irrden,e it
Castwilel^
N
E
H
k
W
r
one of the quickes
ma
ng
ir
pieces of picture-selli
the history of the industry
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Fulton

St., N. Y.
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New Brunswick Films, Ltd., will
produce
WATERS"
Frederick"BLUE
William
Wallace, by
as
their first film production. A big,
stirring, colorful drama with entirely new scenic backgrounds
ind settings.
The story selected for Nova
Scotia is "VIKING
.BLOOD,"
'another well-known book by
jFrederick William Wallace. This
ktory ideally fits the locality for
Iwhich it is selected, and by per^nission of the author will be augjmented in picture form by several novel punches and twists of
the adaptor who is rapidly working the picture
version
into
(Shape.
iAfter reviewing several excellent stories, Newfoundland Films, Ltd., have
iselected Kenneth O'Hara's "RIP
ITIDE"
for is
their
film offering.
The author
now first
at Newfoundland
Snjecting incidents that will enhance
ithis drama and to take advantage of
(this entirely new locale.
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ESKIMOXSUN DANCE
ROMANCE \ TRAIL

The first Film dramal
tt be made

'Ernest
at
Mexico Shipman's
City, where representative
a story of the
iAZTECS will be filmed, reports that
Ijrrangements are now being made for
i>tudio accommodations. Ernest Ship;inan is negotiating with Madame PeItrova to play the stellar role of the
jfirst big film drama of the Mexican
unit.

^vpV°""!J^^-«0/^^'-°^'^^

itTlZ^

'0 »£ MADE, in

SHORT REELS
\

^

-J

XTRA!"

Sault Ste. Marie Films, Ltd., before
leciding on a director to make "THE
RAPIDS," had screened for them
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY,"
'NOMADS OF THE EARTH" and
'THE GOLDEN SNARE," all di'■ectedsultby
David M. was
Hartford.
rewas Hartford
asked The
to take
,he direction of this fascinating book.
ft was during a performance of "CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED"— a picture which Henry McRae
[directed under great difficulties in the
Canadian Rockies — that Ottawa Film
Productions, Ltd., decided upon MacRae to make "THE MAN FROM
GLENGARRY" and "GLENGARRY
SCHOOL DAYS."

"DR. ISAACS," conceded to be F.
jMarion Crawford's greatest story, will
[be produced in India during the curSrent year.

; LAM
STUDY

MAkifc A CLOSE-AS
OF DISTRIBUTING CGI

'^DITIONS — THE CHANNELS
MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE EXHIBITOR
WILL HANDLE THIS OUTPUT.
5

— DEFINITE
,R0«TO

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MtW

IN SEPT.

ROME-^j^^lg:

YORK

LURE OF THE LABRADOR," the first great romance of the
lEskimo, will at a later date be filmed
by Newfoundland Films, Ltd. This
production will be made in the Hudson
Bay Country.

''r^HIRTY thousand postal cards of the cut used in this advertisement
have been printed and are being mailed from Ernest Shipman's
New York office to all the moving picture and legitimate theatres of the
United States and Canada, also to all leading exchanges and dealers in
this country and abroad. Over 5,000 will be mailed to the list of newspapers which have already commented most favorably on Ernest Shipman's productions of past years. The volume of correspondence already received in this connection has been tremendous.

The "ULTRA" Company of Rome
will produce F. Marion Crawford's
"THE DIVA'S RUBY" as their second American-Italian made production.

Ernest Shipman has opened up temporary booking offices at Toronto, Canada,
for the exploitation of some of the Canadian-made pictures over the Fall Fair
circuits of the Dominion.

[A production to be made at Vancouver, Brit. Col., entitled "CHIVALRY,"
will either refer to "THE CHIVALRY
OF KEITH LEICESTER" or to an
original manuscript of considerable
value discovered by Ernest Shipman.
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TRIBUNE— Do not miss "The-Three-MustGettheres." It is an extremely amusing burlesque.* ** In some places slow motion pictures are used with telling effect. Whoever
directed this comedy got all the fun possible
out of it and the titles are not only smart,
they are clever.* * *
HERALD—* * * A traversty on the film
version of Alexandre Dunias's "The Three
Musketeers" that would probably paralyze
even the energetic Douglas Fairbanks with
laughter. For three quarters of its length
it comes pretty close to being one of the biggest laughs ever unwound on tile screen.
Toward the end it loses some of its speed
and sparkle but that is really a welcome
respite for aching jaws.

SUN — ♦ ♦ • Joseph Urban has made the
film a thing of beauty with his settings.
Each new picture he has had a hand in
seems to improve pictorially. He has now
mastered the lighting effects of the movies
and the camera catches velvety tints and
shades that make the picture look very much
like a painting. * * * At any rate the scenario
instead of being just weak and inoffensive
was positively obtrusive.* * *
EVE. WORLD — The most surprising part
* * * is that Davies actually acts.* * * We
must admit that some parts of the picture interested us, especially when it came down to
photography.* * * Joseph Urban, the master
of design, has rather overdone his bit in
furnishing Miss Davies with marvellous backgrounds. Urban should really be starred.
EVE. JOURNAI^-Around a fascinating
theme. Cosmopolitan Productions has developed a picture of rare beauty. * * ♦ The
vivid, convincing artistry of the company
from Miss Davies to Gypsy O'Brien stands
out clearly against the rich background of
scenery and plot. "The Young Diana" is
interpreted, not acted.
EVE. TELEGRAM—* * ♦ Marion Davies
is revealed as an actress of wider scope than
she has hitherto had an opportunity to reveal.

Three Must-Get-Theres"
Allied Prod, and Dist.
Strand

Goal a Worry

16(Continued
Million
Drop
from Page 1)

ci-ca.sc of $146,695 over the $1,703,280
collected in 1921.
During the six months of the fiscal
year during which the tax on films
was in effect, a total of $3,678,868
was collected. The tax was removed
on January 1, 1922, Collections from
this source during the fiscal year 1921
totaled $6,008,108.
These collections indicate that during the fiscal year 1922 the amount
paid liv the public of the United
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * A win- States for admissions to amusements
ner. Most of the characters, including Mr.
Linder as Dartin again, and Bull Montana was about $100,000,000 less than duras the Duke of Rich-Lou, are such good
ing the preceding fiscal year. At the
likenesses for those in the cast of the straight
screen version of the Dumas drama that the same lime, however, the collections
laugh would be instantaneous even without from the tax on films, for the first
the action and the capital continuity. The six months, indicated that more
burlesque has been well staged and the cast money was being spent for films by
the exhibitors.
is an ideal one.* * *
POST — * * * It is an entertaining mixThe slump in the picture and genture of clever fun-making, craziness, and
eral amusement business was by no
slapstickerie, with Max Linder as Dart-inmeans a condition peculiar to those
* * — *The audience * * * seemed to enterprises. In every State there was
again.
GLOBE
enjoy this picture a great deal and so did a falling off in income and profits tax
we ourselves, though, considering the possi- payments in 1922, as compared with
bilities, we thought a much better parody
1921, while the decrease from 1920
should have been possible.* * *
collections
was extremely heavy.

N. Y. WORLD— They have dressed up
Marion * * * in silks and furs designed to
knock your eye out. Don't expect, however, to * * * be affected any further back
than the optics. This is strictly a picture
to be looked at, not at any time to be subjected to mean meditation.* * * We are
waiting for the time to come when they
will give Miss Davies a story of life which
she can act.* * * Because it does seem she
has developed remarkably in her pantomime
in the last two years.* * *
TRIBUNE — * * *Just about as bad a
picture as it can be and we do not blame
Miss Davies for not taking it seriously ♦ * *
she wore some gowns that will probably make
the women in the audience draw their last
penny out of the savings bank and invest in
copies of those gowns. Miss Davies may
not act, but she certainly can look.* * *
HERALD — Marion Davies ♦ * ♦ achieves
the difficult feat of looking homely. This
is by far the severest test of her acting powers she has Ipassed through.* * * Cosmopolitan Productions has given this photoplay
its usual lavish production.* * *
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
» * The
story by Marie Corelli is a fantastic thing,
particularly suitable for screen translation.
It has been made with all the glamour of
Urban settings and the skilful direction of
MAIL — ♦ ♦ * The film pokes ruthless fun
Albert Capelani and Robert Vignola.* * * at Dumas' story, and it achieves some exNo expense has been spared and there is an
tremely humorous episodes in the process.
abundance of wonderful effects.
* * * On the whole it preserves its comedy
atmosphere
well and most of the subtitles are
DAILY NEWS— If "Young Diana" has a
Linder is splendid as Dartinagain.
purpose other than providing a background clever.
for Miss Marion Davies, it failed, we be- * * *lieve.* ** Dramatically, it lacked a real and
SUN — * * * It is ludicrous enough to
rising interest.* * * The picture has been cause more than one laugh, especially to
mounted lavishly, and yet, expensive, as the anybody who has seen Douglas Fairbanks in
sets were , there was something about them his film version of the Dumas
story. * * *
that was labeled "studio."
K\'E. JOURNAL— * * * Considered on
AMERICAN — * * * Miss Davies elected its merits, the burlesque of Dumas' masterpiece contains enough comic situations to fill
* * *to prove that she is an actress, and not
merely a good-looker.* * * She did it extra- one reel with ludicrousness. Stretched to
ordinarily well. You will probably prefer five reels the idea slumps into silliness and
her in * * * the exquisite "creations" she stupidity and at times into blunt vulgarity.
dons • ♦ * but I insist upon regarding her
EVE. TELEGRAM— * * * Reveals Max
work as the old maid as infinitely finer. It Linder
as a comedian imbued with remarkable finess and fifacility of mimicry. His
was really a first-class characterization.* * *
humor
is
broad travesty that is
MAIL — It is customary, in a Marion Da- inoffensive uproarious,
to the most fastidious of tastes.
vies picture, to find gorgeous custoraes, lavish
sets and a general disregard for expense in If Mr. Linder's comedies have been few and
far between, quality more than recompenses
production,
Diana,"
* * hasis his audiences for the irregular appearance
all these, but "The
it hasY'oung
something
else* which
of each.
intinitely more precious, viz. and to wit, an
interesting story.

"The

A

—

"Kindred of the Dust" —
National
Strand

First

TIMES — * * * An interminably long and
tedious work,* * * It takes itself seriously.
It offers itself earnestly. It would have you
believe that it is a profound and fearless
study of human life. Yet surely no intelligent
person can sit through it, after seeing "The
Three Must-Get-Theres," without laughing
out loud at a number of the things it asks
>ou, in all seriousness, to believe.* * *
TRIBUNE—* * * One of the draggiest,
dullest pictures we ever have seen,* * * It
has nothing of merit save the photography,
which is fine, and occasionally the acting.
But the titles would kill any picture, even
one which had started out with far greater
promise than this one.* * *
N. Y. HERALD—* * * Seems at first to
have unconsciously caught some of the other
picture's ("The Three Must-Get-Theres")
burlesque
spirit.* TELEGRAPH—
* *
MORNING
Not since
"The Birth of a Nation" has the beautiful
and talented Miriam Cooper found a vehicle
so well suited to the peculiarly appealing and
tender rative
quality
charm.*
* * The
narof Peterc- B.herKyne
provides
all sorts
of effective backgrounds, climaxes and heart
interest. The outdoor scenes are extremely
well done from a photographic standpoint.
Mr. Walsh proves himself a director of discrimination and fine judgment.
POST — Once again you can have that
comparatively rare pleasure of enjoying a
good photoplay beautifully and simply shone.
* * * And it is due more to the acting, the
staging, and the photography than the story
itself
tion. that this is such an excellent produc-

TIMES—* * * Rough and ready burlesque of "The Three Musketeers," ♦ ♦ » But
it is good-natured and lots of fun. If it
lacks subtlety and pointed satire, it abounds
in broad and wholehearted mockery. Its
method is that of absurdification.* * * The
Fairbanks version runs along the line of the
GLOBE — * * * It is a very much spimromantic. The Linder version runs along out affair and would be improved by cutting.
the line of the ridiculous.
(Continued on Page 6)

$2,500,000
(Special

Collected

to THE

FILM

in L.

A.

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — According
to Internal Revenue officials, .$2,500,000
was collected
from
the theaters as
admission taxes.
William B. Laub has returned
from Washington where he directed
the filming of a number of scenes for
a forthcoming Second National production entitled "One Moment's

August 29,

^

k *

(Continued from Page 1)
Present at the meeting in City
were .Sydney S. Cohen of the J
T. O.; S. S. Rothschild, pres

Retail Drygoods Ass'n; Edwai
Boyle, chairman of the Real E
Board; and William F. McConn
the N. Y. Board of Trade and,
merce. It developed that the im
ant transportation systems in
York were operating from day t(
with coal supplies on hand and::
about 5%. of the Greater New ■,
public schools were without fuel
the fall term. A survey condt
by the United Real Estate Ow.
Ass'n brought forth the fact tha!
coal users have more than a mo
supply on hand. Matters have v
ed the point where a revision o
sanitary code was considered to rJ
mit the extensive use of soft co; '
A committee was appointet to
work out ways and means of i iing the problem. One of the i j.
bers is Sydney S .Cohen.
Legislature Discusses Coal
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany — At a special meetinij
the legislature called last night, ^
ernor Miller in his message dec' d
that households shall first rc'/i
coal. In all likelihood, a state 4
administrator will be appointed a a
$10,000,000 fund specially desigr 4
to take care of the new situatioi
Enid Bennett, will return to e
legitimate in Oliver Morosco's *■
production, "The Sporting Thin- o

Temptation."
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To the Independent Producers
of Motion Pictures

offering

services

not

hitherto

available

Distribution

Exploitation
We will have on our
staff competent people
to thoroughly exploit

Our intimate acquaintance with all phases of
distribution — national,
independent or staterights — enables us to
place your product at
the most advantageous
terms and with the utmost protection.

your product in important key cities, and to
cooperate with the exploitation departments
of the distributors.

Field Selling

Foreign Department

Our organization in the
field will undertake a
new and vital service for
independents by watching every first run situation and assisting the
local exchanges in placing the product advantageously, and in following up unsold territory.

Auditing
With a thorough knowledge of values, we will
approve contracts, enforce play dates, and
with a competent auditing staff in the field, we
will check up every exchange to the end that
our clients may obtain
their due revenue from
each booking.

LEST YOU DO NOT KNOWAlexander S. Aronson, who
pioneers this thorough and
long-needed service, has had
a most extensive and intensive
experience in all phases of
motion picture distribution.

Our foreign division will
place product so that
our clients may obtain
the maximum benefit
from foreign sales.
Where

product is dis-

posed
on department
World's
Rights, this
will be an invaluable aid
in determining the Foreign value.

e ashe becamFILM
years
with theagoWORLD
SOME nine sociated
CORPORATION,
confining
activities at different times to their producing
and distributing divisions.
Thereafter he organized, with others,
REGAL FILMS of CANADA, and subsequently GOLDWYN PICTURES
LIMITED, also of CANADA.
Three and a half years ago he joined
Goldwyn in the United States and controlled their distribution from Denver
west.

Star Appearances

In December, 1920, he became General
Sales Manager and Vice-President of the
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, from which duties he voluntarily resigned this year.

advantageous
arrangements.

We

will maintain a department to book stars
or featured players,
either with or without
film, obtaining the most
business

Every Department will be under my personal supervision
TO WEST COAST PRODUCERS
Within the next three weeks Mr.
Aronson will be in Los Angeles.
Write or wire now to arrange interviews when there.

Alexander S. Aronson
(LOEW BUILDING)

1540 Brodway

New York

These services as a whole or in part,
as you require them, are available at a
price you can afford to pay either on
a flat basis or percentage arrangement.
They can be applied to product already
released as well as to product contemplated for release.
,

DAILY

Newspaper
(Continued

Opinions
Page 4)

from
* • * The acting is on the same plane with
the story — stigary and overstrained.
MAIL — It is hard to believe tliat Raoul
Walsh, who has produced such good things,
could turn out a picture so weak and feeble.
* * * It is entirely too long, with a plot
inept, futile, ridiculous, absurd, exasperating
and irritating conglomeration of nonsense, unreal to the last degree. * * •
SUN — * * * A highly sentimental tale of
the love of a rich' man's son for a poor man's
daughter. * • *
EVE. WOULD— " " » .Tust as good a
tilm as it \\;is a stor.v. * * * We cannot
tliinU of a more praisier phrase in which to
describe it.
EXIC. .lOURNAL— • « * So well is the
story told that one's interest is carried to
each point in turn, as the plot slowly develops, then swings swiftly to the solution
without interfering with the smooth, eloquent
telling of the story itself — and the story is
worth the watching.
K\'K. TKLKGRAM— * * * Merits favorable .comment.

"The Valley of Silent Men"
Rialto

erstorm— have been utilized • » * from a
pictorial standpoint, the picture is a real
triumph.
AMERICAN — -Against the limitless background of the northern wilderness an enthralling tale of love and mystery and violence was thrown on the screen. * * * It
was the realism — no, it was the reality of the
setting that caused the first thrill. * * ♦ Not
since "River's End" has there been so fine
a .\orthwest picture shown in litis town.
GLOBE — • » ♦ Much of the wide appeal
there seems to be in these northwest dramas
lies in the scenic beauty with which it is
possible to endow them. Rarely, if ever, has
one of them been so generously treated in
this respect. ♦ ♦ * From a dramatic standjjoint, too, the story by James Oliver Curwood is splendidly done.
SUN — * * * Brought the atmosphere of
the .North to the Rialto.
EVE. WORLD— * * * It's a Northwest
Mounted yarn and if you like that sort of
thing you will, we imagine, find some interest in the unsnarling of the much-twisted
EVE. JOURNAL— ♦ * * A picture that
plot.
gets
* * photographic
* There are
scenesyouthatfrom
can the
onlystart
be \called
masterpieces. * * » The girl of the picture is
Ahtia Rubens and she does dominate the

F. P.-L.

* * *
EVE TELEGRAM—
With more than a
company.
N. V. WORLD — Seems to us to be about hint of the passing of smrtmer in the atmosphere the new Ipicture * * ♦ seems especially
as effectively done as is possible with any of
♦ * » and it brings with amazing
these melodramatic things. There is not much appropriate,
reality the atmosphere of the Frozen North.
question that the average spectator has a
pretty good notion as to how matters will
work out in the end all along the way, but
with Alma Rubens in the principal part and
"Dusk to Dawn" — Associated
Exhibitors
Lew Cody, .Toseph King and George Nash
in other imiportant roles, it succeeds in moving its audience at times. Certainly it grips
Capitol
the interest from first to last.
N. V. WORLD—* * * Finds Miss Vidor
HERALD • • * Gets over strongly with in her favorite field of dreams and souls.* * *
ft is pretty thin going, say we.
the help of some powerful scenery. Once
more nature in all its wildness comes to the
HERALD—* * * Beautiful views of far
aid of what might otherwise be a hackneyed
stretching landscape, interesting reproduction
photoplay, and avalanches turn a trite story of life in India, and uncommonly clear, if
into a landslide. It is a James Oliver Cur- conventional photographic values marked the
w^ood running true to form. * * *
cinetna.* * * The story, which was generally
dramatic in stretches, grew somewhat conMORNING TELEGRAPH — Although
the standard ingredients — even to the thund- fusetl otdv at the end.* * *
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Putting It Over
Tulsa, Okla. — The only com I
that has been voiced against
Clear Call" has been a subtl
nuendo that the title does not I
to exploitatior
EVE. WORLD—* * * Proves a very itself as easily
ups
as
might
be
wished
for.
tiresome night. * * *
EVE. ination,
JOURNAL—
* * inRequires
imag- manager of the Rialto, is on ha
both in author *and
the audience.
* * * The picture is very well done, with disprove the statement for he sej
Florence Vidor playing both roles in a very a double truck purely on the
pleasing manner.
possibilities of the title.
EVE. TELEGRAM— * * * A thrilling
The two pages that feature
drama. * * * The solution * * * is unusual.
Sunday edition of the Tribune
based on "One Clear Call" in
Theater Changes
face capitals for the leading lini
the cut of the masked rider pi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dundee, Minn. — H. L. Duncan has nently displayed in each one. A
store advertised "One Clear Ci
bought the Opera House.
Have Your Prescriptions Filled
restaurant
advertised "One Cleai
Charlottctown — An 800 seat theater
to a Good Meal." An auton
will be constructed here from a re- dealer
used "One Clear Call t
modeled garage. It will open about Best Used
Car Bargains in Ti
Christmas.
and music dealers, ice cream r
facturers were other businesses i;
Farnhamville,
la. — J. O. Werner sented.
sold his share in the Star to his partThe striking array of hooded I
; ner, C. H. Worsley.
men was the best advertisemet
advertisers could have wished fo
Cedar Rapids, Iowa — The Strand "One Clear Call" proved a logic
is now under the control of "Eddie" up for their wares.
"Westcott, formerly a salesman.
St. Cloud, Minn. — Alterations on
the Capitol will be completed Aug.
26. A new organ is to be installed.
Rockville, i Conn. — Albert J. Mann
t
has bought
it the Turn Hall here. He
it
will remodel
the property into a theater.

itit
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POST — • » » Both parts cleverly played
by Florence Vidor. Here is another yoving
woman who understands the art of acting
before
the camera's
merciless eye.
* * scenes
* The
composition
and photography
of the
worthy.
supposedly laid in India are especially note-

m BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc
Phones:

Tuesday,

^are easily registered, tone for tone,
latitude to spare on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM

it

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN
ROCHESTER,

KODAK
NEW

YORK
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"Bella Donna" First

iNew Organization

tinned by Al Aronson Possesses
J Several Interesting Angles for
y
Independent Producers
Independent producers and directIt; interested in launching their own
jtures will probably be interested
\\the announcement just made by
Sexander A. "Al" Aronson, one of
!(■ best known men in the sales end
1 the industry.
iKccording
to the announcement
^onson will have an organization
Ginned to look after the interests of
pducers
and directors, which
will
i addition to arranging distribution,
ijiitrol all sales by the approval of
ijjitracts, by enforcing play dates and
tough a competent auditing staff in
D' field will check up local exchanges
i that the independent may secure
lat is coming
to him from each
oking.
A capable foreign depart■nt will look after the disposition
world rights on independent proct. Other departments of the new
ompany include exploitation, where
^perts will act in conjunction with
h exploitation
departments
of the
i|easing organizations.
Another dertment will concern itself with the
oking of stars or featured players
■ personal appearances over periods
weeks or months, either with or
thout
accompanying
productions,
le announcement states that these
fyices will be available either singer as a whole and either at a flat
te or on a percentage basis.
Aronson will leave for Los Angeles
thin the next few weeks to discuss
e details of his organization
with
)ast producers
who
have become
terested in the new
organization,
e first of its kind.

For Pola Negri — Production Will Be
Made on > ; Coast — Was
Dor
in 1915
Pola Negri's i.rst American-made
picture for Famous Players will be
"Bella Donna."
A change of plans so far as production isconc'rned has been made.
George Fitzmaurice will make the
picture in Hollywood and not in New
York as first planned. Incidentally.
"Bella Donni" lias 'jeen done before
in licture by Paramount. Pauline
Frederick appeared in it and the picture was released in 1915.
The

publicity department at Famous yesterday had no knowledge of
the report that Miss Negri will appear in "The Wanderer" as reported
last week.
Mae Marsh Arrives
Mae Marsh arrived in New Yorkyesterday on- the Olympic. She has/
been in London for some weeks apin a picture
for Graham-Wilcox pearing
Prod.
;
"Around the World" Film
(Special

of Missouri

Go.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Universal
will produc-c "Around the World in Eighteen
Days,"
from a story by Carl Coolidge. J. P. McGowan will direct.
" 'Rich Men's Wives' is one of those truly great pictures that only come
now and then," said the Paterson, N. J. Call when B. P. Schulberg presented it,through the Al Lichtman Corporation, at the U. S. theatre in
that city. — Advt.
^_

Promotions at Famous Players
Three Paramount exploiters have
been advanced to executive positions
at Famous Players-Lasky.
John D. Howard, has been appointed assistant to Harold Franklin, director of the theater department. Leon J. Bamberger, is at the home office
•ed Cornwell Succeeded as Head of as assistant to Claud Saunders, diFamous Players Subsidiary
rector of exploitation and Norman
There by Nathan Frank
Dixon has been made manager of tne
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Empire,
New
Bedford,
Mass.
St. Louis — Fred L. Cornwell has
Oscar Kantner and Harry Swift,
Sposed of his stock in the Famous
have returned to Famous. Kantner
ayers-Missouri Corp. and has been
will be ascceeded as president by Nathan, succeeds Howard. Swift
signed to Cincinnati, where he will
"ank, well known capitalist and at- succeed Dixon.
rney. Famous Players -Lasky is
id to have paid Cornwell a handme price for his holdings but the ,?^'''"Bennett to Star Phyllis Haver
•nount has not been made public.
Phyllis Haver, will henceforth be
seen at the head of her own company
Under the terms of the deal, Faous Players is reported as having as the star in a series of comedy dramas to be released through First Naven the Delmonte Building and InSennett.
by Mack
tional and made
•stment Co. approximately $100,000
be released from a lease on the
Brown's Contract Expires
elmonte theater. This lease is said
- have called for an annual rental of
with
contract
Brown's
Clarence
His last
16,000. Cornwell will open the Del- Jules Brulatour has expired.
(Continued
on Page 2)
picture was "The Light in the Dark."

)ut

Price 5 Cents
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Hearst Takes Over Criterion
William Randolph Hearst has
leased the Criterion beginning Sept.

'Another

House

(Special to THE

Leased

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — Black's New England
Theaters, Inc.. has leased the Quincy
at Quincy, Mass., for a long period
of years to the Hancock Theater Co.,
of which Fred Murphy is president.
The latter formerly conducted the opposition house at Quincy.

10 on which date "When Knighthood
Was in Flower" will open for an
indefinite run. Joseph Urban will
Whelan Sees Prosperity Ahead
decorate the theater in sympathy with
In response to THE
FILM
the theme of the picture. A number
wire regarding the busiof new boxes will be installed and a DAILY'S
ness prospects for the future, C. A.
52 piece orchestra engaged. It has Whelan, president of the United
been reported that Hearst has secured Cigar Stores of America who was
the house for a year but that report away at the time the wire was received telegraphed yesterday:
is understood to be exaggerated. He
"In my opinion there is no queswill probably have it under lease for
six months.
tion but what we are entering a period of great prosperity. We see evidences of this fact coming from more
Jackie Still Plans Trip
than 500 different cities in which we
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
operate stores. Business is gradually
Los Angeles — Upon the completion getting better from the Atlantic to
of his present picture, Jackie Coogan Pacific. Large unfilled tonnage in a
whose productions are released by basic industry like steel, assurance of
First National will take his tour of
bumper crops, increase in mail order
the world.
business and confidences demonstrated by retailers at National MerchanPlan Simultaneous Release
dise Fair makes us believe this proswill manifest itself just as soon
Goldwyn states that "The Chris- as the perity
railroad and coal troubles are
tian" will be released simultaneously
here and in England.
behind us."
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd. .
G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

Low

Close

Sales
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1,200
94}4
91 J4 94
5,800
101J4 101
lOm
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6M
6^
6j4
1,500
Not quoted
19^
19
19J4
7,100
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Zukor Talk by Radio
Adolph Zukor on Friday evening
will deliver a talk by radio on Paramount Week which opens Sept. 5.
"Meller" Goes into Randolph
Chicago — "More To Be Pitied"
has been booked into the Randolph
for a run, starting Sept. 3.
"If I Were Queen" has been selected as the final title of Ethel Clayton's
first production for release through
the F. B. O.

The Famous Players Missouri
Corp. now only operates the Missouri, Brand Blvd. and Lucas Ave.
About
ers." a year ago it sold its 18 neighborhood theaters and airdomes to the
City Wide Amusement Co. headed by
Harry Koplar and Sam Hamburg.
Those theaters have since been consolidated with several of the Skouras
Bros, houses in the St. Louis Amusement Co.

"U" Buys Royal, St. Louis

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Harry Koplar has sold
the Royal, on N. 6th St. to Universal
for upwards of $50,000. Improvements to the house which are now
under way will bring the cost to $75,000. For several weeks it has been
reported Universal would take over
the Royal as a first-run but confirmation was not obtained until Barney
Rosenthal, Universal manager and
Harry Koplar returned from New
York where papers were signed.

Ivan Abramson

PatlieNews
No.

70

LAST

PICTURE
OF
MICHAEL
COLLINS— Taken
at the Bier of Arthur Griffith a few days before he was killed in
ambush.
10,000 MINERS RETURN TO WORK IN
ILLINOIS— First coal shipped in 144 days.
BABY AEROPLANE tested at Farmingdale, L. I., lands safely on its skids after
dropping its wheels, needed only for starting.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

today

PICTURE

Exchange Merger in Washington
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

WORLD,

Issue

Dated

(PtctcLxID

ROTHACKER

"The exhibitor has learned that booking HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES is like walking into a
haberdashery

and purchasing an Arrow Collar."
—MORGAN
A. WALSH, Mgr.
FEDERATED
FILM DIST., San Francisco.

Fed. Film Exch., New England
ApoUo Exch., Greater New York
Celebrated
Players Film Corp., Chicago,
Milwaukee, Indiana
Fed. Film Exch.. Washington, Baltimore
Standard
Film
Service
Co., Cleveland,
Detroit, Cincinnati

THE

PRINTS

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

Morey— |

Josephnelly — Thurston
Striker — "Bobby"
Con- |
Hall — Julia
Swayne Gordon and others
A Tale of Youth and Its Follies
HAVE

YOU
READ
REVIEWS?

THEll

They're Unanimous in Praise of |
This Production

AT

LIBERTY

paperman. Want to connect with £1!
company as exploitation man in fie!
or with high class theatre. Have re
utation in the trade for accomplis
ment.
Address XYZ, care Film Daily

HITCH
YOUR
MOTOR TO
And

Masterpiece Film Attractions, Philadelphia
Fontenelle Feature Films, Omaha
Regal Films, Toronto
Fed.
ciscoFilm Dist., Los Angeles, San FranGrand-North Exch., Buffalo, Albany
Greater Features, Seattle and Denver

ALMOST ALL SOLD
NEW
1922-23 SERIES
BEST INDEPENDENT COMEDIES

A STAR-

let us furnish the power

to help you get there. Our
organization will steer you
clear of the pitfalls. Motion
picture propositions financed.
All dealings in confidence.
Consult with us.

CHROMOS

TRADING

^MLOW^BIM
PHONE
BPVANT 5576

Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

lABORAIORIES

INCOCPOPATED

2 20 WEST 42 ae STREET
NEW yORK

CO.

1123 Broadway

"WE NEVE(2 DISAPPOINT

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.

T.

WE TOLD YOU SO !

WANTED
Specials
—
Program Feature
Short Subjects For
Northern New Jersey.
Address Box B-288
c/o THE FILM DAILY

Anderson — Harry

September 2, 1922

THEY THINK SO, TOO
f'S^dcLOCLtunxcd

"WILDNESS
Of
YOUTH'
With
Virginia
Pearson — Marj I

Theatre Manager; long experience
booking, managing and exploitation
community of 100,000. Former new I

Washington — The Reliance Film
Corp., will absorb Rialto Prod. Inc.
. Some Hodkinson Changes
Nat Sauber of Rialto will act as asH. J. Pangborn has been appointed
sistant sales manager in the new organization. Reliance has given- up
Hodkinson sales manager at Indianapolis. R. E. Nehls occupies a the handling of the Triangle reissues
similar post at Cincinnati and A. W. and will release only new product in
Carrick at Pittsburgh. Harry Rieff, the future.
former Pittsburgh salesman has been
made a special representative out of
"Hungry Hearts" will be the Capthat office.
itol's feature the week of Sept. 10.
Reprinted from MOVING

presents

ALLAN A.UD^'NES
CEN.MCe.

THE
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The Big Outstanding
Independent Feature
Of The New Season
Arthur Housman
m

MAN

WANTED

When exchangemen bid for a picture, it js some
picture. That is just what is happening with
"Man Wanted". It seems an absolute impossible condition in face of the market, but still
that's the power of the picture.
We have been somewhat conservative in extolling its virtues. We knew they would be
recognized by everyone who viewed the picture.
They want it for their big opening attraction.
They want it for its big money earning qualities. They Want It Because It Is A Positive
Box Office Attraction.

Sold Territorially

CLARK-CORNELIUS
117 West 46th Street

CORP.

New York City

THE
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At Broadway Theaters

Thursday's Issue

Capitolwith a rendition of
The orchestra starts
Dvorak's "New World Symphony" and during the "Largo" films photographed by W.
A. Van
'Scoy,
"Arcadian
are
flashed
uponcalled
the screen.
AfterMeadows."
that the
Lallet corps, including Mile. Gambarelli, Alexander Oumansky, Doris Niles, Thalia Zanou
and others, offers a terpsichorean display
from Borodin's "Prince Igor." The Capitol
News
with a Florence
"Dance Hindu"
Doris comes
Niles ne.xt,
following.
Vidor byin
"Dusk to Dawn," the feature, follows this
dance. Lidja de Buda, ballerina from Budapest, makes lier .American debut in Strauss'
"Morgen-Journal." and Johnny Jones in
"Makin' Movies" closes.

Rialto
Another James Oliver C'urwood story of the
Northwest comes to Broadway in "The Valley of Silent Men," with Alma Rubens, the
feature. Other film numbers include "Flies,"
a Max Fleischer Out-of-the-Inkwell Comedy,'
and the usual magazine. The orchestra offers
Franz Von Suppe's "Morning, Noon and
Night in Vienna" as the overture, followed by
"Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz." Grace Bowman, a soprano, who sings "My Heart is
Calling" by Leo Fall, and Arthur J. Martell
at the Wurlitzer are also on the program.

FOR RENT
Floor at 1600 Broadway, corner 48th
St.; entire
Broadway
front;
3200
square feet; will be divided to suit.
Write Box B-29, care Film Daily

Here's the chance of q l-ifetimi
"^ Read and Redp!
15 Great Stars— 8 Big Picture
Everything for a Cleanup
Lon
Dorothy
CHANEY — PHILLIPS
Jack Mulhall
Joseph de Grasse
in a stirring drama of the great Northwest —
teeming with action and heart interest

Rivoli

"Sherlock Holmes" will be the
Broadway's feature the week of Sept.
4.

STATE RICI1TER

Jules Massenet's "Phedre" is played by the
orchestra at the opening and then the pictorial is presented. Lillian Powell and Martha
Mason dance what is billed as "Spring, a
Fantasy." with settings by Joseph Urban.
Marion Davies in "The Young Diana" is the
feature. Following that number is a duet,
"Sunrise and You," by Arthur Penn and arranged by Josiah Xuro. Miriam Lax, soprano, and Susan Ida Clough, mezzo soprano, sing this. "The ■ Pawnshop," an old
Chaplin, is revived at the close.

Strand
Two films of feature length are on the program— an R. A. Walsh production, "Kindred of the Dust," and Ma,x Linder in "The
Three Must-Get-Theres," a travesty on "The
Three Musketeers." The orchestra plays
Nicolai's familiar "Merry Wives of Windsor" as the overture and there is another musical offering sung by Harold Brown and
Kitty McLaughlin, namely, a duet from Mascagni's "Cavalleria Rusticana." Of course,
the topical review is included on the bill.

"The Place Beyond the Winds"
HOBART
BOSWORTH
in one of his finest and strongest pictures
made from the famous novel by Bret Harte

"Two Men of Sandy Bar"
Lon
Franklin
Juanita
CHANEY— FARNUM— HANSEN
in a powerful photoplay of love and action

"Fast Company"
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
in a forceful drama of a girl who had to make
the greatest decision that can come to any girl

"The Co-respondent"
Adapted by RALPH

CARTER

At Other Houses
"The Prisoner of Zenda," "Forget Me
Not," John Barrymore in "Sherlock Holmes,"
House Peters in "Human Hearts," "Monte
Cristo" and "Nero" continue at the Astor,
Criterion, Cameo, Central, 44th St. and Lyric,
respectively.

Every Manager and Agent
SHOULD

OWN

a copy of
THE

JULIUS
CAHN-GUS
HILL GUIDE

containing
All the Essential Facts of the
Show Business
20th Edition Price
$3.00 net— 1921
21st Edition Supplement Price
$1.50 net— 1922
$4.50 Complete

Sheehan
"NotreDAILY)
Dame"
(Special Adapting
to THE FILM
Los Angeles — Perley Poore Sheehan is at work on the adaptation of
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" for
the screen. As noted, Lon Chaney
will appear in this for Universal.
Rosenthal, Mid-States Manager
(Special to THE

FILM

7th Ave., N.Y.C.

"From Broadway to a Throne"
Jack
Virginia
Noble
MULHALL — LEE — JOHNSON
in an action-filled picture of the purple underworld
from the well known story by Raymond Wells

"The Terror"
Rupert Ella Kingsley
JULIAN — HALL — BENEDICT
in a crashing story by Robt. H. Davis
with an appeal that is universal

DAILY)

Kansas City — Sid Rosenthal has
been appointed
general manager
of
the Mid-States Dist. Co.

"The
BuglerSALISBURY
of Algiers"
MONROE

Chicopee, Mass.— F. L. Frechette
of South Hadley Falls will spend
$20,000
in remodeling the Playhouse
here.

DURATIZE
DURA

FILM
ALLAN

Edeno, Mo.— Carl Muff has bought
the Electric here. He formerly owned the Rex at Clarence.

YOUR

FILM"

PROTECTOR
A. LOWNES,

220 W. 42nd St. N. Y.

CO.

INC.

Pres.

Phone Bryant 5576

INCE

HAVEN

in a breezing, bounding comedy —
one of the best of this clever comedian's

with a special cast in a stirring picture
of the golden days of old California

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rm. 207—701

De

YOUR

"Sundown

Trail"

TERRITORY IS STILL OPEN
WRITE-WIRE— OR SEE

PICTURE ART SALES CORP.. Inc.
MAURICE

PIVAR,

Mgr.

1600 Broadway—
3rd Floor
New York City

I
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"Lady Hamilton"

iported American Concern Plans to
Production
Release Big Oswald
Abroad
Made
Considerable mystery shrouds the
on"
C "Lady Hamilt
release production
pbable
? big foreign
made by
chard Oswald, and which was sold
this country for $175,000.
At the time of the sale there was
jch interest as to the purchaser P.
Parish, who was then unknown in
e picture circles. Later Rudolph
rg, representing the producer, ar,-ed here, and talked with one of the
rgest distributing organizations reading the picture which created
lite a stir abroad, upon its release,
erg did not however accept the
mis offered. Reports have been in
rculation recently that Sterling Picres Corp., just fgrmed in New Jery, will have charge of the American
ghts. and that distribution plans
ive been determined upon. It is
lid that the picture will be released
uch as "The Four Horsemen" was
■that is in one large city after anher, without a general release date,
is usually the case.
Special excitation will be given each presentaon, so the story goes.
It is said that Parish is interested
the new company, and that over
70,000 will be spent for initial exloitation. The name of a well known
m man is being mentioned in conection with the distribution, but it
as impossible to locate him yesteray to verify the report.
Moore

Feature

at

Price 5 Cents
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Buys

13 Houses

Joseph
Lawren
To Handle
Empire
Circuit in New England — Papers
Yet to Be Signed
The Empire circuit of theaters in
New England, 13 in number is expected to pass into the hands of Joseph Lawren on Sept. IS when a court
order will be signed in Boston to
that effect. Lawren who has his
office in the Candler Bldg., does not
operate any theaters personally but
states he acts as a financial agent in
acquiring houses.
The Empire circuit is part of the
assets of the defunct Cosmopolitan
Trust Co. of Boston the affairs of
which are now in the hands of Bank
(.Continued

ou

f*;ike M

New Feature for American
American Releasing has acquired
"The Proof of Innocence" for distribution. The picture was made in
Queijec by the Canadian Feature
Prod. Co. of which Roy Mitchell is
president and John A. Martin, treasurer.

Valentino Claims Breach of Contract;
Objects to Form of F.P.-L. Advertising
Not Going West to Start Next Production — Famous Will Fight
Through Courts to Establish Validity of Contract for
"Protection of Producers" — Sensational Career
of Leading Box Office Attraction
Kockdph Valentino has served notice on Famous Players
tint he will not continue with that company because, he claims,
the company has breached its contract so far as publicity and
advertising were concerned.
Arthur Butler Graham is Valentino's attorney. When he
was asked \ esterday whether he cared to cominent on the report
re.^arding the star, he said he had nothing to say in confirmation
or denial. Questioned as to whether or not another organizamake

tion had made offers for Valentino's services, he replied he could
no statement at this time.
Elek John Ludvigh, counsel of Famous Players, when queried regarding this development admitted that
the matter had been brought to his
attention. The report reaching THE
FILM DAILY credited Valentino
with serving notice on Famous Players that he would not return to the
studio to make further productions.
Mr. Ludvigh stated yesterday that
the matter of advertising and publicity had come up shortly after "Blood
and Sand" was pre-rcleased and
when the picture had not been generally shown to the public. He added that when Valentino left the coast,
he promised to return to the studio by
Sept. 4 to start work on his next picture which was to be "A Spanish

Criterion

"Forget Me Not" closes at the Cririon on Saturday. On Sept. 10
When Knighthood Was in Flower"
ill have its premiere. In the interal, Owen Moore in "Love Is An
wful Thing" will be seen there.

Ludvigh said: "For once Famous
Players intends establishing in court
whether a contract means anything,
Cavalier."
not
so much for the sake of Famous
Players as for the business as a whole.
We intend ascertaining whether a
contract will hold, and we intend to
use every legal remedy to require
him (Valentino) to perform his agree-

Goldwyn Exchange in Milwaukee
James R. Grainger, recently aplointed aide to F. J. Godsol is now
rranging for the opening of a Goldvyn exchange in Milwaukee. There
I'm be probably several more offices
ipened.

At the Hays' office it was explained that the contractual relations between any star and any member of
that association was of no concern to
Mr. Hays and his staff and that no
action of any sort was contemplated
in ment."
connection with Valentino or any
other similar case.

Buys Rights to "The Hero"
Al Lichtman has purchased film
ights to "The Hero" in which Richrd Bennett appea''ed on the stage.
Melford to Produce "Java Head"
George Melford's next production
ollowing "Ebb Tide," will be "Java
iead," by Joseph
The
)roduction
will be Hergesheimer.
made in the East.
Universal Engages Chautard
Universal has engaged Emile Chau-

ard to direct "Forsaking All Others."

Of "Rich Men's Wives," presented by B. P. Schulberg at the Capitol,
Y. Sun said:—
New York, through the Al Lichtman Corporation, the N
and cry"An excellent picture. Those who love the sensation of laughing
the opthem
gives
Headrick
Richard
find that little
ing simultaneously willty."—Ad
vt, .
portuni
-. :.._i:r.irrr" — "

Regarding Valentino
disagreement
between
Valentino and Famous Players will come
u surprise to many.
But those

The
as

CCotitinued on Page 6)
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd. .
*<G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

Low

85^
95%
102
654

85^
94
101^
6

20

1914

Close

Sales

SSyi
1,500
95%
7,500
101^
300
6^
2,500
Not quoted
19%
16,200
Not quoted
Not quoted

Anna Nillson Injured
Charles R. Condon, director of publicity fro Louis B. Mayer yesterday
wired from the coast that Anna Q.
Nillson who is appearing in "Hearts
Aflame," Reginald Barker's first picture for Mayer was severely burned
about the face, neck and shoulders
while on location near San Fernando
on Monday night.
A six acre plot of ground was soaked with 700 gallons of gasoline and
set afire for a scene in which Miss
Nillson was to drive a locomotive
through the flames. Percy Hilbrun,
cameraman shot the scene from an
asbestos cabinet erected on the side
of the locomotive near the boiler.
Hilburn and Craig Ward were also
injured.
Meighan Here Soon
Thomas Meighan will shortly be in
New York to apfiear in "Back Home
and Broke" which will be made at
the Paramount Long Island City
studio.
New

Fox Opening Tomorrow

"A Little Child Shall Lead Them,"
a new Fox special will open at the
Lyric tomorrow night.

Leonce I'crrct, who has been doing
hiisincss as the Emerald Film Co., is
being sued in the Supreme Court for
%l 156 by Miss Georgette Duchesne.
J'errct, is in Europe where he will be
served by publication. An attachment has also been issued against
property he might have here.
Miss Duchesne alleges that on January 31, 1921, Ferret, agreed to pay
her one-sixth of the profits of the Emerald Film Co., and that there is now
due her from that source, $927. Prior to January 1921, says the plaintiff,
there was due her $100, for money
loaned to Perret. Miss Duchesne,
also claims that from February 1917
to May 1921, she acted as secretary
for Perret, and that there is owing
to her as salary, $1,029.
Two judgments have been filed
against the Paladin Pictures Corp.
One is a City Court judgment for
$1,419 obtained by the Republic Laboratorjes. Inc., 'for work done and
materials furnished in connection with
printing done for the defendant. The
other judgment is for $288 and was
obtained in the Sixth District, Municipal Court, by the Ullman Manufacturing Co. The transcript of the latter judgment filed in the County
Clerk's office, does not state what the
claim was for.
"Around the World" a Serial
"Around the World in 18 Days"
concerning which a report appeared
in yesterday's issue will be made as
a serial by Universal.

NEGATIVE
and

POSITIVE
The producer knows that if he
fails to get a good NEGATIVE, his picture will be a
failure. Therefore, he employs
a capable director and competent cameramen, and supplies
them with the best equipment
he can obtain.
Some producers spend lavishly to get
a good negative, but try to economize
with cheap prints. Heretofore, this
has been a mistaken policy, for cheap
prints were poor ones.
A good POSITIVE is as essential
to the success of a production as a
good negative. Even more so, it
might be said — for the positive print is
what the public pays to see.
Now, the producer can economize
when he orders prints, and still get
good ones. The wonderful Tube
System recently installed in our
laboratories enables us to furnish perfect positives at rates no higher than
others charge for poor ones.

Telephone Bryant 1939 and find
out all about it.

THE
ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.
rHE SPICE OF THEPROGR^.M-

120 West 41st Street
New York City

A BOX OrriCE VINNER —
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WILL present
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Relea
sed thru Universal
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To the Exhibitors
Who Will Share in the Greatest Week
in History —

Congratulations !
NEXT

week will be the greatest week in history.
It is Fifth Annual Paramount Week.
Each year there
has been a steady increase in the number of exhibitors booking this week, and this year the increase has been large out of all
proportion.
The newspaper and magazine advertising has been greater
than ever. This year over 2,000 newspapers in the United States
will carry the Paramount Week message.
The Paramount product is greater than ever. The "Famous
41" excel any group ever offered. Everybody knows that now.
A colossal advertising campaign has announced this complete
group to the public.
This combination of product, public interest, exhibitor enthusiasm and advertising will make next week a turning point in the
motion picture industry.
Fifth Annual Paramount Week will open a season that will
be the greatest in history for everybody. The depression, that
everyone has felt since the war, will be over. The motion picture
business will be back on its feet again.
All this would be impossible were it not for the organization
behind Paramount Pictures — an organization that has the courage and the resources to invest in the most expensive product and
the most expensive advertising in history.
Everybody will profit by Paramount Week. But most of all
the thousands of exhibitors who are taking direct advantage of it.
So — congratulations !

C/>aratnount Qldures
mKK^
famous ;=^PLAYERS-IASKY
corporation
)J^
t*|BjMMiia*J .
aOOLPH
2UKOB,
P^.^idt^it
,
-l*'P^
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Tried Several Schemes
Niagara Falls, Ont. — When the
Webb played "Arabian Love," several plans to attract the multitude
were put into operation. To begin
with, an arrangement was made
with one of the leading hotels to
stage a musical dance in its ball room,
called, "An Arabian Night." Patricia
O'Connor, well-known musical cornedy prima donna sang at the affair
and then appeared at the theater in a
musical prologue. The hotel, for a
week prior to the opening of the production inserted ads in local and Buffalo newspapers, issuing 2,000 invitation cards, and in addition, placed in
the most conspicuous position in the
hotel lobby a large frame consisting

■MiiiHilHiiiadM
Thursday, August 31,

ly took the six sheets and made a
huge cut out of the klansman that
measured at least seven feet and put
it on the top of the marquee. Simple,
broad in construction and a sure eye
attractor it offered a good example
of how marquee space can be used
for exploitation when it becomes impossible or inadvisable to use the
street ballyhoo.

forced the participants to see tl
ture first. "What Were Thei
of Pharoah" was the topic,
not an easy subject as supe
as it seems that Pharoah had oi)
love — the slave girl. But, givil
little thought, one preceived a
one:
Pharoah's
undying
lo»l
himself.
It cost only $15 in jl

also obtained from the police to place
three three-sheet cut-outs in the con- An Egyptian Lobby
Billie Dove in Williams' Stil
gested district, under the charge of
(Special to THE FILM DAILVl
Jacksonville, Fla. — Manager Guy
tliree men who carried them from one
Kenimer
of
the
Arcade
sold
"The
Los
Angeles — Billie Dove w:l
busy corner to another during the
Loves of Pharoah" with a fine lobby. pear in "All the Brothers Wer«l
entire day. The stunt used during The
front was dressed to represent a iant" a Ben Ames Williams' I
the New V'ork run by Nat Rothstein big archway with Egyptian figures which Irvin Willat will direci
of having a camera take pictures of
the crowds from an automobile was covering the front. Under it, look- Metro. Miss Dove's first pictuil
ing into the theater, was a large realso used in Cleveland to good effect.
production of the treasure house been renamed "Youth to Youth.'l
A lew feet of film was taken at in- which plays an important part in the original title was "Country Loif
tervals and a crowd was never ab- picture. In addition Kenimer worked
Production of "June Madnesl
finished. Viola Dana has leff
sent from around the cameraman, a newspaper
essay
contest
which Yosemite.
who had plastered his stand with announcements of"In the Name of the
Law." A tie-up, made possible by
"DURATIZE YOUR FILM"
the title of the picture, was arranged
with the Steward-Warner Speedometer Co., which carried a circular
compo-board representing a speedoALLAN A. LOWNES, Pres.
meter on their trucks, on the bottom
220 W. 42nd St. N. Y.
Phone Bryant 55
of which was printed "Drive-carefully

of photograps of Miss O'Connor and
wording that advertised the dance as
well as the fact that she would also
appear in the prologue at the Webb.
The invitation cards and the ads car- to see etc."
ried identical announcements. A Horse Race Was a Surprise
large notice similarly worded was
Stopping traffic on Broadway bealso posted on the announcement
tween 45th and 43rd Sts., during a
board beside the hotel desk. The hotel Saturday noon hour and drawing the
used their selected mailing list to eyes of the crowds to the house where
send out a number of the invitations, "Aly Dad" was showing was
the rearranged for a card to be delivered to
sult obtained by the F. B. O. during
the room of every guest, and placed the run of that picture at the George
others on ihe tables of the lounge, M. Cohan. Broadway saw a horse
palm room, writing and reading race between high class race horses
rooms. The theater also mailed out a mounted by actual jockeys, the scene,
large number; placed then on the as far as the riders were concerned
menus of all the leading restaurants, resembling in every way a gala day
and by arrangements with several at one of the big racing centers. The
bookstores placed others in the copies tour horses, each carrying its respecof latest issues of the best selling
tive colors, were started at the barmagazines.
rier and raced at full speed between
Leading stores in Niagara Falls crowds that lined the sidewalk and
part of the street from 45th street to
carried
of Miss
O'Connor andphotographs
stills from the
film in
their the entrance of the house where they
windows. A special canvass of all crossed the tape almost neck and
men's and women's clubs in both neck. Of course each horse carried
Niagara Falls, Ont., and N. Y., was a banner in plain sight advertising
made. Cut-outs decorated the front the Johnny Walker production.
of the theater, in addition to frames
with photographs of Miss O'Connor Programs for the Blind
and lobby cards of the picture. DurThe programs in raised lettering,
ing the day these cut-outs were affixed were used by the audience of blind
to the back and sides of a large tour- persons at the special showing of
ing car which was driven throughout
the town and its New York name- "Forget-Me-Not" at Loew's New
sake. The affair at the hotel further York recently, proved one of the most
interesting exploitation features in
heralded by special stories in the pa- connection with this event. As a repers on both sides, proved a success;
sponse to the interest which has been
the ballroom, attractively decorated
in these programs, the Metwith Oriental drapings, and color displayed
ro officials have had a sufficient numscheme, being thronged with hotel
ber of them printed to enable the
guests and visitors. Prestige thus
various exchanges throughout the
gained brought big business.
country to distribute them to exhibitors who may desire to carry out the
These Stunts Worked
same exploitation st^nt. Two types
Cleveland, O. — An exploitation were used in the print of the procampaign which caused the State to
grams; the Revised Braille and the
bill a coming attraction over its cur- New York Point. In addition to the
rent feature preceded the run of "In names of the cast there appeared remarks about those who played the
the Name of the Law." It was staged
by Harold Wendt, F. B. O. field ex- leading roles.
ploiter. The campaign started when
the picture was screened for Chief of On the Marquee
Police Graul who wrote a letter of
Winston-Salem, N. C— The Audiendorsement which was reproduced
torium got over the Ku Klux Klan
on 500 window cards used in the effect of "One Clear Call" without
downtown
district.
Permission was the use of the night riders. He simp-
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A record breaker I That is what they say about
Col. Wm. N. Selig's serial

The

the

JUNGLE GODDESS

most

sensational

wild-animal-stunt
chapter-drama
ever
Ask these men about it:
BOB LYNCH
Metro Film Exch., Phiia.
SOL LESSER
City
All Star Feat. Dis., Calif.
GRAND-NORTH
EXCH.
ta
Buffalo, New York

SAM GRAND produced!
Fed. Film. Exch., Boston
BOBBY NORTH
Apollo Exch., New York
TOM BRANNON
Eltabran Film Co., Atlan
For open territory wire :

EXPORT

& IMPORT

729 7th Ave., New York City

15
SERVING

FILM CO., INC.

Cable Address: Eximfilm, N. Y.

Melodramatic

Episodes!

"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
THE FOREMOST
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I direcf€>d by
-RANK
BORZAGE

v-

THE VALLEY OF
5ILENT MEN
Here is a Gold Mine For You I
Curwood, past master of Northwest country fiction, never
wrote

a better

story

than

"The Valley of Silent Men."

Borzage, who directed "Humoresque," took his company to
the actual location w^here the scenes are laid and there, amidst
the natural surroundings, made his picture. He has created
another "Humoresque," the gold medal winner, the picture
exhibitors fought for and of w^hich the public never tired.
Alma Reubens does the greatest w^ork of her career. Lew^ Cody,
George Nash and Joe King are included in the all-star cast.

Cash in on this bigmoney maker!
Cr^a'tf'cl by

psmopolitan

productions

THE

■e^
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Tilt With F. P.-L.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

wlio have followed the meteoric career of X'alentiiio say they are not
surprised. Tlity add that in the opinion of many exhibitors Valentino is
one of, if not the most popular box
ofificc bet at the moment of any male
performer on the screen. With this
is coupled the statement that "Blood
and Sand," his ciirrent release, promises to be one of the sensations of the
season, from a box office viewpoint.
Just what this will gross is questionable; l;ut some exhibitors and exchangemen say it will mount over
two million, based on present values.
One exiiibitor of prominence said
only a few days ago that present high
prices of ex:;eptional pictures is based
chiefly on the manner in which the
public has flocked to the box office
to see "Blood and Sand."
Valentino has been in pictures
some t.'me. In a small way he supported a number of stars in the past,
but it was not until Rex Ingram
started on "The Four Horsemen"
and studio gossip leaked out that Valentino was a "find" that any in the
industry had an idea that he was to
amount to anything. Then came the
premiere and with it Valentino became one of the most sought after
leading men in the business. Jesse
Lasky eventually secured his services after he had made a second picture for Ingram and also supported
Nazimova in "Camille." The terms
of the contract, it is said, called for
three years, with a graduating scale
and which gives Valentino around
$3,000 a week during the last year
of the contract. For the first year
the salary is reported around $1,000
a week. For Paramount, Valentino
first appeared in "The Sheik," which
was a tremendous box office attraction. There was some question
whether this was due to the story or
to Valentino, or both. Then he worked with Gloria Swanson in "Beyond
the Rocks" and again the crowds
flocked to the box office. But they
came to see Valentino — the women
especially. The following release of
Gloria Swanson proved this. Then
Lasky gave him the lead in "Blood
and Sand" and the industry knows
what has happened. It ran at the
Rivoli and broke all records for two
weeks and then played jointly at the
Rialto and Rivoli. It is just beginning to be released all over the country and so far has proven a knockout.
Valentino's next, "The Young Rajah," is completed, but he was expected to start on "A Spanish Cavalier" next week in Hollywood.
Anent "Robin Hood"
From United Artists comes the following regarding "Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin Hood". "Thirty thousand
calls issued through casting department to players. Eighteen hundred
players used in the biggest scenes.
Three hundred horses used in a
single scene. Total scenes shot,
eleven hundred and eight.
"Outcast"
"Outcast"
Elsie
vehicle for Famous

Steamer Sailings
Sailings of mail-carrying steamers
with time of departure
and ports for
Friday
which they carry mail are as follows:
Bcrgciisfjord for Bergen sails at noon,
mails close at 9:30 A. M. for Norway. Sanilown Castle for ("ape Town sails at 3 P. M.,
mails close at noon for South Africa (specially addressed). Munamar for Nuevitas
sails at noon, mails close at 9 A. M. for
Nuevitas, Cuba (other parts of Cuba specially addressed). Port Antonio for Kingston sails at noon, mails close at 9 A. M.
for Jamaica (Cuba specially addressed). Venezuela for San Jose sails at 2 P. M., mails
close at 11 A. M. for Canal Zone, Panaitia,
Colombia and Ecuador (Guatemala specially
addressed). Parima for Georgetown sails at
2 P. M., mails close at 11 A. M. for West
Indies (Virgin Islands, Grenada, St. VinGuiana specially addressed).cent, Trinidad and
Saturday
Olympic for Southampton sails at 3 P. M.,
mails close at 11 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West .^sia (Great Britain, Ireland and
.South Africa specially addressed). America
for
sails
at 3 Britain,
P. M., Ireland,
mails close
at
11 'Bremen
A. M. for
Great
South
.^frica, Madeira and Sierra Leone (other
countries specially addressed). ' Ryndam for
l-lotterdain sails' at noon, mails close at 8
.^. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia
(specially addressed). Gothland for Antwerp sails at noon, mails close at 9 :30 A. M.
for Belgium and Luxemburg (specially adf'ressed). Berengaria for Southampton sails
at 3 P. M., mails close at 11 A. M. for Europe, Asia and West Africa (specially addressed). Boswell for Buenos Aires sails at
9 A. M., mails close at 6:30 A. M. for Ceara
(other parts of Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay specially addressed). Silvia
for St. John's sails at 10 A. M., mails close
at 7 A. M. for Newfoundland. Fort Victoria for Hamilton sails at 11 A. M., mails
close at 7 A. M. for Bermuda. Orizaba for
Havana sails at 11 A. M., mails close at 8
A. M. for Cuba (specially addressed). Porto
Rico for San Juan sails at noon, mails close
at 8:30 A. M. for Porto Rico, Virgin Islands
and Dominican Republic. Maracaibo for La
Guayra sails at noon, mails close at 9 A. M.
for Costa Rica (Cuba, Canal Zone and Panama specially addressed). Inca for Barabona sails at noon, mails close at 9:30 A. M.
for Dominican Republic. Western World for
Buenos Aires sails at 1 f. M., mails close at
10 A. M. for South Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. Luksetjell for Baraliona sails at 3 P. M., mails close at noon for
Turk's Island and Dominican Republic.

Myers in New
(Special to THE

Los
rial
Islam's
Harry

Serial
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Angeles — Universal's next sewill be adapted
from
Frederick
story "The Social Buccaneer."
Myers will be starred.

[very Manager and Agent
SHOULD

OWN

Commissioner Joseph C. Allen. The
notes of the various corporations
owning the theaters were among the
assets of the bank when the state
.,j6terling in "Stranger's Banqi
took over its afifairs. The commis
M
'Soecial to THE FILM DAIU
sioner has since acquired as collateral
M
Los Angeles — Ford Sterling {■
Sennett star has been added
the stock
in most
the companies'
and
has now
made of
a petition
to the
cast
of "The Stranger's Banquei
Supreme Court there for permission
Bessie Love in Comedies
to close the deal. Lawren's ofifer is
understood to be $550,000, the highest
(Speciaj to THE FILM DAILY
Allen has received.
Los Angeles — Bessie Love vi
Lawren stated yesterday the future the feminine lead in the 12 tw
policy was undetermined. The Bijou comedy dramas featuring i\
and Empire in Fall River show Trimble.
vaudeville and the others pictures.
The theaters involved are the
"Burning Sands" will be the
Strand, Portland, Me.; Strand and
Premier, Newburyport, Mass.; li's feature next week. "The 1
Diana" will be transferred to tl
Strand, Amesbury, Mass.; Central
Square, Waltham, Mass.; Bijou, Em- alto.
pire, Nickelodeon and Rialto, Fall
River, Mass.; and Colonial, Bijou,
R.
I.
Strand and Opera House, Newport,

FIGUREITOUT

Pathe
Sub-Branches
in California
San
Francisco
—
Pathe's
subbranches in Sacramento andnewFresno

If Will Nigh and ONE
star could make a box

are expected to give exhibitors in
those sections better service. A third
branch may be opened between Sacramento and Oregon. Supervision is
exercised from 'Frisco.

office gold-mine like
"SCHOOLDAYS"

Newark, N. J.— Work has begun
on the Capitol by Associated Theaters, Inc.

What can Will Nigl

For Sale — Cooper Hewitts

and TEN

Two Cooper Hewitt seventeen tube
elevator
stands
with
wings
and
equipped
with
alternating
current
tubes.
Perfect condition.
Address K31, care The Film Daily

stars make':

NOTORIETY
Ansti'er ;—

COUNT THE STARS!
Maurine Powers Rod La Rocque

AT

LIBERTY

Theatre Manager; long experience in
booking, managing and exploitation in
community of 100,000. Former newspaperman. Want to connect with film
company as exploitation man in field,
or with high class theatre. Have reputation in the trade for accomplishment.

Mary Alden
Geo. Hackathomt
Mona Lisa J. Barney Sherry
Ida Waterman
Richard Travers
Anders Randolf Wm. H. looker
Release
by
Soon Ready
for Independenli

L. Lawrence
Bobby
1600 Broadway

Address XYZ, care Film Daily

Weber &
North
New York City f

a copy of
THE

JULIUS
CAHN-GUS
HILL GUIDE

containing
All the Essential Facts of the
Show Business
20th Edition Price
$3.00 net— 1921
21st Edition Supplement Price
$1.50 net— 1922
$4.50 Complete

Started

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide

Ferguson's
next
Players has been

F.r:. 207—701 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

placed in production in Long Island.

Lichtman Goes South Tod
Al Lichtman
leaves for Ne\
leans today in connection witl
distribution
of his product
i
South.

Buys
13 Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

STUDIO FOR RENT

ROTHACKER

PRII

and SERVICE

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St.. N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIV
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, lU.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollsrwood, Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hil 3j

WANTED
—
Program Feature
Short Subjects For
Specials
Northern New Jersey.
Address Box B-288
c/ 0 THE FILM DAILY
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iiys Prints Are Bad

ink
J. Rembusch
Complains
.gainst Streaky Films Being
Placed in Distribi'tJon
a letter to the eel
of THE
M DAILY, Frank J Rembusch
helbyville, Ind., comi lins about
(jprints and asks why streaky, innet films are placed in distribu( His letter reads;
'v^e are all very happy to have you
r here' again — It was a terrific
•n for the picture industry to get
jj with yourself in Europe, — but
^Tianaged it somehow.
')on't go away any more — because
i^ires have been as bad as the busi1 this summer — perhaps worse,
iI.ebody
shoulddoneraisemy 'ned'
— so and
get
I have
share

on

Page

1

Upon Request, He Informs His Association's Members of ValentinoFamous
Players
Controversy
Will H. Hays was brought into
I lie controversy between Rodolph
Valentino and Famous Players yesterday when Guggenheim, Untermeyer and Marshall, who have been
retained by Famous Players forwarded a letter to Mr. Hays. In this communication. Hays was asked to inform all members of his association
of the status of the contract between
Valentino and Famous Players.
A copy of the letter, which was
forwarded by Mr. Hays to all members of his association will be found
below:

"We address you as President of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
.•\merica, Inc. We have been retained by
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. to bring suit
against one(Continued
Rodolph on\'alentino,
page 3) a motion

Fox Special Opens at Lyric
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them."
one of the new Fox specials opened
at the Lyric last night.

^K^^

3)

"Torchy" Leaves
ep. He's gone. Into the ranks
le A. M. P. A. And incidentally
Lichtman's company. All of
:h ' refers to Maurice S. Kann,
rwise known as "Red," "Torchy"
other non de plumes based upon
hirsute adornment. He has been
1 this publication. Almost since
rery start. And in his new place,
ere, of course he will make good,
vill have the best wishes. Of all
s here.
Good luck, "Red."
DANNY.

Seek Hays' Aid

1

e. When a fellow picks out the
st ones from a lot of bad ones'
1 dozen and a half theaters — you
see I have been so busy I could
raise anything.
"he Fall line-up of pictures looks
;r — and so does business; — but
the prices asked one would think
are going to have another war.
iy theaters for sale this summer.
(Continued

Price 5 Cents
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Goldstone Here From Coast
Phil Goldstone, of Los Angeles, is
in town. He has sold the Greater
New York and Northern New Jersey

:■ h^H

rights on "Deserted at the Altar," to
the Capitol Film E.xchange.

"There is an atmosphere of opulence, very artistically applied," said the N.
Y. Globe of "Rich Men's Wives," the Preferred Picture which will be
presented on the Loew Metropolitan Circuit beginning Sept. 11 by B.
P. Schulberg, through the Al Lichtman Corporation.— Advt.

Lincoln Script by Frances Marion

WSKKmiit^mtmmKKKm . ■ -^mj

Eastman House Ready

Informal
Reception
Today
but
Formal Opening Occurs on Monday— Magnificent Theater
Marcus Loew Back
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
larcus Loew, accompanied by his
Rochester, N. Y. — A number of
David, returned yesterday from
idon where
he looked after the well-known figures in the picture industry will make an informal inspeciiing of "The
Four
Horsemen."
tion of the new Eastman theater here
en the Berengaria arrived at quarne the police boat Hylan was on today. This evening a dress rehearsal will be held. The formal
;'d with Mrs. Loew and a number
(datives. Will Morrissey was also premiere occurs on Monday.
hand but it was too early in the
The theater is George Eastman's
ning for the other stars to show
gift to the City and University of
j There was a motor cycle police Rochester and is a magnificent place.
prt for the cars from the dock to
The auditorium is divided into three
i State Theater Bldg. and as soon
:he arrived at his desk Mr. Loew levels and has a total seating capacity of 3,358.
ted work.
(Continued on Page 4)
le received a number of visitors,
I'cver, throughout the afternoon,
uding Adolph Zukor, Richard A.
After American Films
kvland and others. Mr. Loew reI. E. Svoboda, stopping at the Hoted "The Four Horsemen" was
from Czecho-Slotel Aster is here to
ng splendidly in London when he
acquiring films,
. He said he could not talk about vakia with a view
distribution
the
for
iate
negot
to
and
rent film matters as he was not
al foreign
sever
in
films
can
Ameri
of
ted.
countries.

Warners Plan 18
Decide to Increase Production Schedule for 1923 Season — Seven
This Year
Warner Bros, have made their
plans for the 1923 season. They will
produce 18 features all of which, they
promise, will be based on novels and
well-known plays.
Abe Warner leaves for the coast to
confer with Sam and Jack Warner
regarding the new schedule, work on
which will probably be started in
the spring. It is planned to sign a
number of directors and players under long-term contracts. Warners
will release seven pictures this year.
These have been sold for practically
the entire country.
Skirboll's Return
Joe Skirboll of Pittsburgh arrived
in town yesterday to meet his mother
and two brothers who returned on the
Berengaria from an extended trip
abroad. The Skirbolls were looking
into short reel foreign productions in
between having a good time.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Frances Marion has
been engaged by the Rockett-Lincoln
Film Co., to prepare the script for
their first picture which is temporarily titled "The Life of Abraham Lincoln." The subject will be filmed
in from 12 to 15 reels and actual
shooting will begin soon. This company is the successor to the RockettNaylor Prod.
More Syracuse Production

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Syracuse, N. Y. — Austin Huhn who
has been engaged in commercial photograph work here has interested local capital in motion picture production. The first picture will be made
here.
Norma

Shearer, Gladden James and

Richard
Neill will
Huhn'sto
first picture.
Theyappear
were in
signed
play in it through William W. Cohill, of Actors' Equity.
Monday, Sept. 4 being Labor
Day and a legal holiday there
wil be no issue of THE FILM
DAILY published.
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tations
Quo
High
Low
Close
East. Kod.. 84/2
83.K
F. P.-L. ..100
98J/^
do pfd...l05
103
Goldwvn ..8
65^
Griffith
Loew's
... ZO'A
20
Triangle
World

Sales

84}^
1,500
99}/^
3,100
105
700
6^
100
Not quoted
20
5.800
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Des Moines, la. — Frankle Theaters Co., Des Moines. Capital $25,000. A. Frankle, and L. Mayer, directors.
Bahimore, Md. — Southern Motion
Picture Corp. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, W. E. Claflin, F. O. Petrie and E. P. Claflin.

Des Moines, la. — Grand Amusement Co., Des Moines. Capital $150,000. G. H. Strotz, W. H. Conley and
A. Frankle, directors.
Albany, N. Y. — First Graphic Exchanges, New York. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, H. Borkowitz, .S. Kersoner and B. Milberg.
Attorney A.
M. Weinberg, 165 Broadway.

Dover, Del. — Takoma Theater
Corp. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, W. G. Piatt, H. L. Thornton
and lohn Farnsworth, Washington,
D. C. Attorney, Registration Trust
Co.
Bendell Named
iSpecial

to THE

Albany Manager
FILM

DAILY)

Albany — R. S. Bendell has been appointed manager of the F. B. O.
branch.

(TSduxMlUyrvcd

6\ctuAj^

Here IX how a hrolher exhibitor put his show o»er.
yum ideas.
Clowns

Were

Send along

Let the oilwr fellow know how you cleaned up.

Hired

Memphis — The circus front animated by two clever clowns sold "Love's
Boomerang" for Manager H. B.
Clarke of the Majestic. The clowns
were hired at a small expense and did
their stunts out on the side-walk, always attracting a crowd. Toy animals
borrowed from a department store
occupied a table in front of box-office
and were arranged to resemble a miniature circus ring. A large card was
tacked on the table with ad copy for
the picture. Two large banners converged under the marquee and sold
the picture and Ann Forrest and David Powell, the two featured players,
to the pedestrians.- Under these were
cut-out boomerangs of various sizes.
The exploitation cost Clarke $21 and
he says receipts on this picture were
much increased.

Looked

Like a Cave

Among
^Special

Exchangei
to THE

FILM!•■■ DAILIj

St. Louis, Mo.^ — Milton Simo
been appointed special represerj
for F. B. O.
-' Chicago — C. F. Young, for I
with Goldwyn,
is now
represt
Reelcraft on the north side.
]
Weisenbach has been shifted 1 1
south side by that concern.

Waterloo, la. — Constance Talmadge
in "The Primitive Lover" had a caveBuffalo — Chester A, Saund'i
man title, according to the ideas of
Arthur E. Weld, manager of the member of the New York City I
Strand, and he built a lobby to match. staff of United .\rtists, has succ
Rocks, rocks, nothing but- rocks, M. H. Markowitz as manager (
exchange
of United
.^ |
(built of compoboard, of course) Buffalo
greeted the eyes of the people as they Corporation.
neared the Strand. The heat outside
Buffalo — John H. Lyons has
was forgotten as they gazed into the

added Man
to Educational's
sales
cooling
of Weld's
latest
tion anddepths
this factor,
coupled
withcreathe Ralph
has resigned as
ass
booker
for
Famous
Players
a;
appropriateness of lobby for title,
now affiliated with Macy. Pic
drew a good business during the engagement. The manager had two Paul B. Elliott is a member o
large paintings made to depict scenes mous Players' sales force.
in the Rocky Mountains and these
were used to conceal the usual photo
Kansas City — H. N. Holme;
frames on the walls and to lend depth been made special representati'
to the illustration. The box office was F. B. O. M. J. Meyers is again
situated back of a rift in the rocks Richards and Flynn, having
occasioned by a landslide during the forced out by illness some time
pre-historic times. Movable set Thomas Dodd, Pathe booker, is
A Walking Bally-Hoo
pieces
gave realism to the interior a member of the sales force. Ri
Roanoke, Va.— Elmer D. Heins believes in word-of-mouth advertising, lobby. ^ From the sidewalk line to the Ringo has been added to the
of the local Assoc
and with the co-operation of. Harry entrance every piece of brickwork department
Exhibitors branch.
Swift, Paramount exploiter, saw that was covered by compo rocks and the
effect w^as like entering a cave. ApHarriett Hammond Suing Ft
he got it for "If You Belieye It, It's
lighting effects were used
So." They located a nice, neatly- to sustain propriate
the
illusion
until
the
patron
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
dresed old man with a square-trimmed
Los Angeles — Harriett Hami
mustache — in fact a respectable and entered the auditorium.
has filed suit against Fox for ^
attractive person. He has lived in
500 damages alleged to have res
Roanoke all his life and knows near- Using the Lobby
ly everybody on the. streets. He
Spartansburg. S. C. — The lobby of from explosion of dynamite oi
sauntered up to the first acquaintance the Rex is long and narrow, which lot on Oct. 14, 1921. while she
and said: "If You Believe It, It's fact was used by Manager A. C. being loaned by Mack Sennett t
So." "What on earth are you talking
in "Theon Fast
Mail."
She
Cowles in exploiting "The Dictator." pear
her action
alleged
physical
about?" was the query. "I'm talking A week in advance, Cowles covered nervous injury and mental angui
about a picture, 'If You Believe It, both sides of his lobby with signs
It's So.' It's playing at the Rialto painted in -jvater colors, which gave
and is just about the best you ever off the name of the star and title of
ROTHACKER
PRI^
saw." The old man kept it up all day, the film in enormous letters. This
and SERVICE
and after he got a good line perfected vyas the first time the walls had been
E. O. BLACKBURN
he grew bolder and tried it on the used for such purposes and it attractSPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
strangers. It is figured that he must
ed unusual attention. The night beRothacker Film Mfg. Co.
have spoken to several hundred peofore thesistants
opening,
Cowles straw
and his
Chicago, 111.
made a thatched
hut asof
ple. Which is a fine nucleus for a
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
lot of talk.
the box office and a jungle roadway
Hollywood, Cat.
of the lobby itself. Tall bamboo was 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill
x^
cut from the brakes and lined both
Toy Frogs Make Them Hop In
Sandusky, O. — George Schade sides of the lobby meeting at the top
pulled a real novelty for his showing in "natural" archway. Ferns and
of "The Seventh Day" starring Dick small potted palms were arranged
Barthelmess at the house bearing his along both sides, and a large artificial
I P
ANNOUNCEMENT
name. He put out a toy-frog that palm stood on each side at the front.
TR/^IUERy
measured two and a half inches long, The box-office was completely masked
one inch wide and reflected an emerald. with cane and wheat straw. No extra
-ARE MODE WITH OS MUOf
newspaper advertising was taken and
BEaUTIFUL
The real reason for the frog's notori- no more than the usual heavy poster
' CARE as THE . BIGGEST J
ety, however, lay in the underside.
Under his head was a thick wad of billing was used. Business jumped
PRODUCTIONS OND OS
wax, not so big as to reach the table, forty per cent over its summer average during the two-day run. The
but simply inserted snugly in the cavilin FILMACi
ty under the flexibe cardboard. A lobby cost $27.50 and Cowles says it
mechanical catch, wath a point could paid for itself many times.
Trailers on
be inserted so as to catch on this wax
Features I
Lois Weber
Plans
Trip
and then release, causing the frog to
»JG FREE
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
make a jump anywhere from one foot
O O T
to three yards. The figures are based
Los Angcle.s — Lois Weljcr expects
to
leave
for
the
Far
East
shortly,
upon actual tests, the nine feet being
based on four up and five ahead. A where she will make several pictures.
sign on the frog's back had appropriate information, reading, "Hop to the
SessueHavakawa
Havakawa onwill"Legit"
appear localSchade Theater— The Seventh Day."
ly in a legitimate play this fall. He
The frog, passed out to hundreds of
children worked very effectively, for will arrive on the West Coast from
808 S.WABASHILLAVE
rI CHICAGO,
on Sept. 12 and then travel
it leaped all over the Sandusky picnic- Japan
across countrv to start rehearsals.
I grounds and caused laughter.
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UOAT
SUNK — One of German undersea
qft turned over to U. S. is sunk at sea.

tJe WOMEN'S
OLYMPIC
GAMES
AT
JRIS — Britain wins the games; the U. S.
ijsecond.
■iiE LOG OF THE S-C — Pictures taken en
rjite to Rio Janeiro, showing the flight from
ist Palm Beach to Guantanamo.
(juer news as usual.
1
THE FIRST NEWS REEL

THE

REAL

NEWS

FIRST

tmmmmmmmmmmm
oday
I

Hold a Midnight Performance
JBalaban and Katz have wired First
litional that it was necessary to give
midnight performance -of "The
|asquerader"
at the Chicago
theater
t week to accommodate
the crowds.
Says He Stole Stock Money
Harvey A. Pastor has been sued
Christina Usteller who charges that
took $350 given him for 21 shares
if the Urban M. P. Corp. without
;ing her the stock. Pastor was
Id in $10,000 bail by Magistrate
iller in the Jamaica Court.
ate Committee to Help Exhibitors
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee— The M. P. T. O. of
isconsin intends forming a statede committee with chairmen in
ch of the 22 congressional districts
the state to help exhibitors fight
verse legislation and the spread of
ti-film propaganda.
German-Italian Deal
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Berlin — Contag of Berlin and Cine
•ts of Rome have perfected a reciocal distributing arrangement. The
ilian firm will handle 60 German
.;tures and the German firm, 10
am Italy. Cine Arts is said to con5l 250 theaters in Italy.
Hellman Gets Westerns
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Maurice Hellman, who
ans to open a Milwaukee branch,
s bought the Illinois and Indiana
jhts to eight five-reels westerns in
nich Dorothy Wood and Pete Morion are featured. Hellman also opates an Indianapolis exchange.

Says(Continued
Printsfrom Are
Bad
Page
1)
Bouglit some
A friend asked
get the money?'
theaters without

and buying more.
me — 'where do you
Answer — 'Can buy
money — they give

them away.'
"If we had money we would not go
into the picture business. Have not
made a cent for 18 months and know
only one or two exhibitors who have.
In my eighteen years in this game I
have seen it 'four times' the picture
business is out — but it come back, —
so it will again.
"A lot of detail in bad shape. For
example, bad prints. What is it? Is
the stock bad, or the distributors unable to buy enough prints or perhaps
projection machines in such bad shape
that prints are 'ruined in running'?
The public are sick of seeing dirty,
rainy pictures. It's like going to a
restaurant and finding a 'fly in the
pie.' You go out and never come
back as there is no argument on the
subject.
"Last week we put in a big picture
in one of my 'pet' theaters. Without
notice I came in and everything was
'sitting great' — Fine front and lobby
display. — A smile on the cashier's
face. — Ushers at attention. — Fans
and air fine. — Music marvelous. —
Light on screen perfect. — Theater
clean, everything 100%. I was proud
of my theater. The picture started, —
Titles and sub-titles so short they
could not be read, — rainy, jumpy, —
scenes cut out, — the print was 1,000
feet short. Consider. I had done
everything in exploitation and presentation possible, and promised my
patrons so much and my film print
made a liar out of me. Any exhibitor
who has pride in his work would
commit murder under the circumstances, r,alone, paid enough for the
picture to buy several prints. If you
went to a library and they gave you
a book with the front pages torn out
and the rest of the pages smeared —
would you care for the book? The
same with a picture. Our film libraries should keep good prints if they
expect
the public to consider the picture.
"These things have a great bearing
on general business conditions and
force many exhibitors out of business,
— especially the small ones. Poor
pictures and Poor prints — that's much
of the trouble. Perhaps poor machines do damage. True, many exhibitors are broke and don't know it.
They have no surplus to put in good
equipment. There is more to running a theater than buying pictures.
Most anyone can operate a theater,
but not everyone can make them give
milk.
"All these hardships thrown on the
exhibitor will react. Co-operation is
lacking, and much buying and selling of pictures remains in the same
ethics the cave man used. Well, let's
hope some day — etc., — etc. — etc.
"Oh, yes! — Now, just for fun, —
one question?
How does it feel to go
to Europe, — the 'land of freedom' —
cheerstrength
wherethetheheart,
Ieth
whereof the
you vinemay
sit
down and break bread and pass the

No More Scenarios from Kelly
Anthony Paul Kelly will write film
ripts no more, the decision being
lie to what he calls "butchering" of
stories. According to the playright, the directors have the last
ord to say with regard to the mak|g of pictures. He goes on to re|ark in part :
"I wouldn't have minded if stories
iere intelligently handled, through
did'
as 'Evento the
wiae return
existMaster
on bread
hich the changes might he of bene- '—cupandof then
;, but the_\- are not. at least as far and water — and sadly chant, 'How
I have observed in person."
'How Is It?' "
Drv I Am!'

/

DAILY
Report a New

(Continued
from Page Aid
1)
Seek
Hays'

liis agreement to appear exclusively in motion pictures, for the Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. for a period which, including renewal
options, has about two and one-half years
to run. We are ready to disclose to you
the terms of the contract should you desire
further information regarding it.
"Pending the hearing of an application
which we are preparing for an injunction
pendente lite, it is important that no producer shall enter into a contract with Valentino, in ignorance of the rights and claims of
our client.
"In order that the facts may be brought
to the attention of thfe industry, will you be
good enough to communicate promptly with
all producers and distributors who are members of your organization, acquainting them
with our client's claims in the premises? You
will thereby render a distinct public service
by preventing others from becoming involved
in this litigation and at the same time will
afford proper protection to our client, who
is a member of your organization, against the
consequences of what we regard as a threatened breach of contract.
"An acknowledgment of the receipt of this
communication will be appreciated."

When Arthur Butler Graham was
asked to comment on this newest development, he said he had the matter
under advisement and that in all likelihood, he would, in turn, send a letter
to Mr. Hays.
Forms Two

" The new effect is accomplished with
standard motion picture machinery, minor
changes being incorporated in the new pro"The picture is taken with two cameras,
set in positions corresponding to the right
jector.
and left eye. In the development the two
films are double-printed on one film. In its
projection this film is run through a machine with a double aperture, which throws
two images on the screen, one above the
other, the upper one being the reproduction
of the film taken by the camera representing
right eye and the lower that representing
the left.
"The instruments have for eye-pieces prisms
arranged so as to reflect the light rays from
the upper picture to the right eye and the
rays from the lower picture to the left. The
two combine on the principle of the old stereoscope to show one picture, giving the sense

IVAN ABRAMSON
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Harrison's Reintensely human
ports call it "an
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Des Moines — Two new theater
firms were formed here lately. They
are the Grand Amusement Co., and
the Frankle Theaters Co., with capitals of $150,000 and $25,000, respectively. G. H. Strotz is president of
the Grand Amuse., and A. Frankle,
president of the Frankle Theaters Co.

offeit

"WILDNESS

of depth."

New Theater Firms

(Special to THE

Projector

According to yesterday's Morning
World, Barnett W, Harris of_ Chicago has invented a new projector
which puts "life in moving pictures."
The
lows: projector was described as fol-

Mary
is
one ofAnderson
the big 7,in
the cast
it's the firat of the
GRAPHIC

PRODUCTIONS,

drama."

In Memory of Dan Mason, Revenue Officer,
Killed While Performing his Duty

for details see
f?

OF THE LAW"

BEWARE

The Picture with a Wallop
like

an

Officer's

Club

Starring Beautiful Marjorie Payne
JAWITZ

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 9444

New York City

INC.

¥

—SitlK.
On Broadway
Next Week
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Eastman House Ready

Mary Minter
"Sacrifice"
(Special
to THE in
FILM
DAILY)

(Continued

I

from

Page

1)

The architectural design of the
Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
main auditorium is Italian RenaisBroadway — John Barry more in "Shersance, Venetian in treatment. The
lock Holmes."
walls at certain points have hangings
Brooklyn Strand — Miriam Cooper in
of rich velvet and tapestry which add
Worcester Paper to Feature Films
"Kindred of the Dust."
warmth and color. The seats are
Cameo — Wallace
Reid
and
Bebe
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
opera chairs, upholstered in the back
Worcester,
Mass. — J. F. Estes is with mohair velvet, with leather botDaniels in "Nice People."
the Sunday
Times
and
Capitol — Irene
Castle
in
"Slim establishing
toms. The three levels are covered
intends to make
theatrical and mo- throughout, back to the last row of
Shoulders."
tion picture news a feature.
Criterion — Owen Moore in "Love is
seats on each, with heavy Saxony
an Awful Thing."
carpet. The foyers and all levels are
Two New Paramount Exchanges
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
furnished with sofas, chairs, tables
Loew's N. Y. — Monday — Rudolph
Paramount has opened two new ex- and lamps of various suitable periods.
changes, one at Wilkes Barre, Pa.,
Valentino in "Blood and Sand."
The stage. 42 feet deep and 91 feet
Tuesday — "Bulldog Courage" and and the other at Sioux Falls. This wide, is built and equipped to stage
"Heroes
and Husbands."
brings the number of Paramount ex- any type of theatrical production.
changes in the United States to ii.
Wednesday — Roy Stewart in "Life's
The stage setting for pictures deGreatest
Question."
picts an Italian garden with terraces,
Thomas Dixon Producing
Thursday — Viola Dana
in "The
walls and balustrades leading to a
Five Dollar Baby."
Thomas Dixon, the author is pro- great marquise or tent of brilliantly
ducing an original story of his own colored silk. The curtains of this
Friday — "The
Galloping Kid" and
"The Isle of Doubt."
called "The Beast" at the Tilford open and disclose a picture screen. 20
Saturday — House
Peters in "The studio. He has engaged Helen Ware,
Gustave Von Seyffertitz and Warner by The
24 feet.
orchestra pit is 14 ft. deep and
Storm."
Lyric — "A Little Child Shall Lead Richmond through William W. Co- extends across the entire front of
Them."
hill of the Actors' Equity, while Bob the stage, with exits on either side
Rialto — Marion
Davies
in "The
Ellis later
will play
the lead. as
. "The
Beast" opening into the basement. It prowill
be produced
a play.
vides room sufficient for an orchestra
Young Diana."
Rivoli — "Burning Sands."
of 60 pieces.
Conheim Buys Pacific Films
Strand — Harold Llovd in "Grandma's
The feature will be shown three
^1 CL al lo lirit, I'lLM
DAILY)
"
.
times
daily. On Wednesdays, the
y
o
B
Week of Sept. 10
Los Angeles — According to Pacific house will be closed until the evening
Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Filni, Mike Conheim of Greater Fea- when concerts will be given. ThursBroadway — House Peters in "Human
tures, Minneapolis, has purchased Paday a new feature will be introduced
ts."
aryn
Hekl
cific's entire program including "The and continued until Sunday. In OcBroo
Strand — Harold
Lloyd
in
Girl From Rocky Point," "The Forest
tober, it is planned to inaugurate a
"Grandma's
Boy."
King," "The Fatal 30," and "The Able week of grand opera.
Cameo — Not yet determined.
Minded Lady" for his territory. Reed
Adolph Zukor, J. D. Williams and
Capitol — "Hungry
Hearts."
a number of other important film men
Chapman,
who
is
featured
in
"The
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
have already visited the Eastman
Forest
King,'" and
has Nevada
purchased
Northern California
rights,
and theater. Because the Labor Day
Knighthood was in Flower."
Cristo."
"Monte
—
is making personal appearances in holiday is at hand, the number who
44th St.
Lyric — "A Little Child Shall Lead conjunction with it. John J. Hayes would ordinarily attend the premiere
has appointed Robert Bertschy, East- will be somewhat curtailed. Many of
hem—."Not yet determined.
RialTto
ern representative succeeding Julius
.
ed
in
rm
li
the members of The Allied LaboraJ^vo — Not yer dete
Singer,
resigned.
d.
in
tories Ass'n will be in Rochester.
Strand — Not yet determ
Los picture
Angelesfor— Famous
Mary Miles
Minter's
next
Players
will
be
".Sacrifice."
Charles
Maigne
will
direct.
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To Sell Pioneer Films

Sterling Pictures' Personnel
It is understood that Sterling Pictures which will handle "Lady HamilChicago — Certain pictures of the
ton" the big foreign picture based on
bankrupt Pioneer Film Corp. are to the career of Lord Nelson, includes
be sold by trustee William F. Zibell in its personnel P. S. Parish and
Sept. 2, at his office.
Thomas F. Martin. Parish is a capitalist who, it is said, engineered sevSome New Universal Features
eral large loans to foreign governments, and during the war was interUniversal has completed the followested in munitions. Thomas F. Maring on the coast: Frank Mayo in
tin, secretary of State of New Jersey
"Wolf Law," Herbert Rawlinson in
"Confidence," "The Girl Who Ran is heavily interested in realty in both
Wild" ("M'liss"), Hoot Gibson in Jersey and New York, and is also
"The Lone Hand," "The Kentucky proprietor of The Hudson Despatch
of Jersey City.
Derby" and "The Flirt."
Neither of these men will appear
U. C. I. Reported in Bad Shape
actively in the operations of the Sterl(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing. The work will be left to a well
London — "The Cinema" reports known film man whose identification
that the Unione Cinematografica with the company is expected to be
Italiene is in a bad way financially. made shortly.
This company is generally considered
As previously noted "Lady Hamilton" was made by Richard Oswald,
Italy's
mostoneimportant
filmat enterprise
and
is the
which was
one time and the title role is played by Lliane
mentioned in an international tie-up Haide, reported to be a sensational
beauty of Europe.
with Famous Players.
(Special to THE

FILM

I

DAILY)
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Features Reviewed
Constance Talmadge

in

EAST

THE

VALLEY

OF

Cosmopolitan Prod. — Famous
in. . . .THE

Hope Hampton
Gladys Walton
Universal

SILENT

IIvT THE

O' THE

OF

TO

DUSK

SAVED

BY

Russell Prod.— State Rights

KINDRED

OF

THE

R. A. Walsh Prod.— Asso. First Nat'l
Some Short Reels

Coal supply a worry locally. Will H. Hays considering matter nationally.
Canon W. S. Chase urges a Federal regulation of motion pictures.
Admission taxes for fiscal year of 1922 sixteen million under those for 1921.
Eric Von Stroheim back with Universal. Difficulties
straightened out.

Wednesday

picture to be "Bella

Page 2
MEN

'Fred Cornwell out of Famous Players' Missouri Corp.
But one theater held there now.
Thursday

DARK

MORNING
Page 10

Export and Import presents
THE CURSE
Apollo Trading— State Rights

Florence Vidor in
Associated Exhibitors

as Orphans' Day. Theaters to give special showings.
"When Knighthood Was in Flower" reported to have
cost Cosmopolitan $1,500,000 to make.
George E. Kann, Goldwyn foreign manager, says this
country
has nothingTuto
fear
esda
y from European pro(hicer.s.

Players. .. .Page 3

LIGHT

TOP

Voters and industry set Oct. 14

Al Aronson, former Goldwyn executive, launches special service for directors and producers.
Donna."

IS WEST

Prod. — Asso. First Nat'l.. Page 4

in

League for Women

Pola Negri's first American-made

Asso. First Nat'l Pictures

Hope Hampton

News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday

7AfKiOCmi&

Rodolph Valentino claims Famous Players has
breached contract so far as advertising and publicity are concerned. Contract and options run for
about three years.
Speculation over release here of "Lady Hamilton."
Sterling Pictures may handle it.
Empire theater circuit Fr
in New England to pass to
iday
Joseph Lawren.
Court order will be signed Sept. 15.

DRINK
Page 11

DAWN
Page 13
RADIO
Page 14

DUST

Friends plan to meet Marcus and Arthur Loew
lice boat down the bay.
Back from Europe.
Famous

in po-

Players busy on second forty-one pictures.

William deMille to make "Grumpy."
Paramount officials deny George Fitzmaurice
leave them to produce for United Artists.

will

Hugo Ballin to make "Vanity Fair."
Harris and Libson lease Loew's State, Indianapolis.
Saturday

Page 15
Page 16

Famous Players' attorneys ask aid of Will H. Hays
in settling Rodolph Valentino matter.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good."— Benjamin Franklin.
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By Odds Connie's Best and a Sure Fire Success
Constance Talmadge in
"EAST IS WEST"
Asso. First Nat'l. Pictures, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Sydney Franklin
AUTHOR
Taken from the stage play by Samuel
Shipman and John B. Hymes
SCENARIO BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
Anthony Gaudio
ART DIRECTOR
Stephen Goosson
AS A WHOLE
By odds the best thing Connie
has ever done ; a svire fire box office
STORY
Liberal adaptation of famous stage success, fitted and measured to Connie
DIRECTION
Considering liberties taken with
stage play excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Gorgeous
LIGHTINGS
Generally excellent
STAR
Ming Toy, while different from Fay
Bainter's interpretation, will give Connie a big
push forward
SUPPORT
Warner Oland takes first honors as
Charley Yong; Edward Burns satisfies as Billy
Benson, the hero. Little for others except
excellent makeup as Chinamen by Frank Lanning and others
EXTERIORS
Splendid; love boat slave mart
especially
INTERIORS
,
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Excellent; titles good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Suits any house;
charming love story
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,737 feet
"East is West" looks like a smashing hit for Connie
Talmadge. That should be enough. For after all
there isn't
best work
there may
those who

a lot more to be said. She does easily the
of her career in this big production. While
be some difference of opinion coming from
saw the stage play, as to the liberties taken

in the characterization of Ming Toy, as presented by
Connie, broadly speaking, considering the hundreds
of thousands who did not see the stage play and who
may see it in pictures, the production will easily be
sure fire from a box office viewpoint.
But even as in the stage play when George Nash
almost stole the show as Charley Yong, .so Warner
Oland handles the screen characterization. His
mincing walk, his gestures, his complete difference as
the dandified Chinese and the Oriental with a background of villainy make him stand out strongly. His
is the best work in the entire picture.
Too much praise cannot be given the production.
The early shots showing a street in China lack atmosphere but when they pass on to the home of Hop Toy
the atmosphere is laid on thick. The love boat is also
excellently done, although a stronger close up could
have been advantageously used. The shot is too long.
The lightings are fine, although once or twice the star
has too much light and it was a mistake to show Connie
holding the little Chinese tots to her cheek kissing
them
mined. good bye. The difference is too easily deterFrances Marion, always dependable, presented a scenario evidently intended to fit Connie. And it does.
As the devilish girl on the love boat where she screws
her face into knots to prevent being sold to a rich Mandarin ;and latfer, when in 'Frisco, she chews gum as
American girls do, and dances, and makes goo goo
eyes, she is delightful.
Towards the close they ring in melodrama when
Charley Yong starts to kidnap Ming Toy, and this
presents quite a little thrill. The end of course, finds
Ming Toy to be a stolen x^merican child, and not a
Chinese, and the finish shows her with Billy Benson,
and you can imagine the rest. - The story is too well
known to need retelling, and if you don't know it, the
First National salesman will gladlv tell it to vou.

Brush Up the "S.R.O." Sign— You'll Need It For This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This looks like a sure fire hit. You had better get
this one, not only because it is a big picture, but because the atmosphere, the stor)^ and the whole thing
is so different from the usual big picture that it is
bound to make a stir.
There are some exhibitors who think the Connie Talmadge pictures have been too high for them to cash
in on, but this one looks like ready money.
So you

had better think it over seriously. You have so many
angles to work on that you need hardly any help in this
connection. But make sure to tell about the great
success of the stage play, which ran for months on
Broadway. Use the star's name, and don't overlook
Warner Oland who has quite a reputation as a serial
villain. If you go in for lobby decoration or prologues,
there is a splendid opportunity to do big things with
this one.
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Fine Mystery and Great Scenic Background for Borzage's Latest
"THE

VALLEY

Cosmopolitan
DIRECTOR

OF

SILENT

Prod. — Famous

AUTHOR

MEN"

Players
Frank Borzage

James Oliver Curwood

SCENARIO

BY

John Lynch

CAMERAMAN

Chester Lyons

AS A WHOLE
Stirring drama of the Northwest
with some great snow stuff
STORY
Typically Curwood
dramatic touch
DIRECTION

Even ; at times very strong

PHOTOGRAPHY
nificent
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS

out of doors with

terior shots

Beautiful.
At
Alma

times

too

Snow

stuff mag-

pronounced

in in-

Rubens, featured, at times

beautiful ; Lew Cody excellent ; others unimportant but Mario Majeroni does a character bit
very well
EXTERIORS
Superb and inspiring
INTERIORS
Satisfy
DETAIL
Finish might have been improved
CHARACTER OF STORY
Should please
generally.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,541 feet
Typically a Curwood out-doors drama ; full of mystery from the beginning almost to the very end Cosmopolitan's "Valley of Silent Men" brings a mighty
good picture to you. There is an air of profound
mystery as to the cause of two killings, and finally
another one, from the start, and it is going to be hard
to outguess this, even by the fans who study pictures
for this purpose alone. You have no idea how many
of such there are, either.
Of course you have the great out-door stuff which
Curwood always uses, and Director Borzage has found
some great locations including a magnificent snow
clad glacier. Chester Lyons has used a telephoto lens
with mighty good result, and some of the shots drew

applause
from
beauty .alone.

the

Rialto

audience

for

their

sheer

Incidentally Borzage gives a real thrill in one of
these shots where you see Alma Rubens hanging on
the ledge of the great mountain, with the rocks below,
and with barely a foothold. This series of shots might
have been held longer, or the reunion of the lovers in
the cabin introduced in a better way, and found a
much more satisfying touch. As it was, after hero
Lew Cody and Alma struggle through the snow and
seem to be lost to each other they find this isolated
cabin without
stuff." From
Another slip,
comes at this
a member of

difficulty. It looks too much like "movie
there on the finish is almost abrupt.
one of the few in the production, also
point, where the brother officer of Cody,
the Northwest Mounted, who has de-

clared that he will "bring in" Cody, seems satisfied
by the explanation of the dying man and allows Lew
and Alma to go unhampered on their way to the Valley
of Silent Men.
A title could easily clear this up.
Barring these points, however, the production is
well handled. Borzage starts the picture with real
suspense, almost from the opening shot and holds it
all the way through and it never gets away. This is
one of the best pictures recently shown which holds
the atmosphere of suspense so well. Cody as the
meni1)er of the Northwest Mounted, believing he is
dying from a gunshot wound, confesses to a murder
which he did not commit. For this murder there is
arrested
figures
murder
recovers

a man who once saved Cody's life, and Cody
as he will die anyway that he can take the
on his shoulders. But instead of dying Cody
and is held for the murder he did not commit.

How a mysterious girl, Marette, of the Valley of Silent
Men, and her father, figure in all the important developments how
;
the mystery is developed and finally unwound satisfactorily make for a very interesting picture.
Alma Rubens is featured as Marette, and is quite
satisfying. At times she is very beautiful. But Lew
Cody as usual does very good work.

You Have a Lot of Good Names to Play With in This One
Box Oflfice Analysis for the Exhibitor
You have a lot to talk about in this. You

have

James Oliver C urwood's name, and that should mean
■ a lot to your patrons in view of his many screen successes. They will know it is a picture of the big
out-doors and when, in addition to this you inform
them of the nature of the mystery, and tell how Borzage has maintained this note to the end you have
something more than the usual. In addition the title
is a good one and in the event that you go in for
catchlines will work out nicely in various ways. The
type of production easily fits for lobby displays and

prologues.
Some attractive ideas can be developed
in this connection.
Borzage should be well known to your people, but
you can remind them that he made "Humoresque"
and that will help. Alma Rubens' name may be remembered byyour people, and she certainly appears
beautiful in this. You know what to do with Curwood. The Hearst publications will probably give
this a lot of publicity and this should also help you

cash in.
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Magnificent
'THE

Colored

Photography

Hope Hampton in
LIGHT IN THE DARK"

Hope Hampton Prod. — Asso. First Nat'l Pict. Inc.
DIRECTOR
Clarence Brown
AUTHOR
William Dudley Pelley
SCENARIO BY
Clarence Brown and Wm.
D. Pelley
ART DIRECTOR
Ben Carre
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Ortleib
AS A WHOLE
Easily the best picture Hope
Hampton
has made;
color work
magnificent
STORY
New twist in love story by virtue of
The Holy Grail being worked in ; trite at beginning but interesting
DIRECTION
Generally satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good— color process probably best ever shown in this country
LIGHTINGS
Too much on star at times
STAR
Works easier than ever.
At times very
SUPPORT
Lon Chaney scores honors; E. K.
good
Lincoln satisfies in churlish role ; others have
little to do
EXTERIORS
Few but good
INTERIORS
Satisfy
DETAIL
Well handled; some good touches
CHARACTER OF STORY
Will suit any house
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,600 feet
"The Light in the Dark," otherwise Faith, is by
odds, the best story, and certainly is better handled
by Hope Hampton than anything she has ever done.
There appear several opportunities for Miss Hampton
to show that she has developed materially since her
last picture, and while the story is somewhat trite
(the usual poor girl falling in love with a millionaire)
still there is a brand new twist — the introduction of
The Holy Grail, or what is supposed to be The Holy
Grail — and this works to a very interesting finish.

Sunday, September 3, 1922

Feature of Hope Hampton's Latest
Incidentally the introduction of this feature allows
the use of aliout a reel of colored photography, showing Tennyson's famous interpretation of The Holy
Grail, and this is, by odds, the finest color work ever
shown in this country. It undeniably lifts the value
of the production materially. If the picture contained
nothing else of value — and in fact it does — the reel
mentioned would easily make it attractive to lots of
peoj)le. Too much praise cannot l)e given this. The
reel is a charming addition to the picture, and makes
it unusually worth while.
Someone should keep the strong lights ofif of Miss
Hampton. Lon Chaney, excellent actor that he is,
does splendid work as an Italian who in a simple
way loves the heroine. His work is very good, and
in the sequence showing the escape from the police
there is some excellent climbing done by either Chaney
or a double. When he climbs to the elevated structure and jumps the train your crowd is sure to be
thrilled. E. K. Lincoln has a rather mean role, first
falling in love wth the heroine and then running after
another girl which leads her to leave his sister's home
and almost die from a broken heart. But in the end
all is patched up.
The color work insistently demands attention. The
story of the search for the Holy Grail adapted from
Tennyson's poem, is done masterly. Not only are the
colors soft, without fringe, and unusually attractive,
but the work of the star and Lincoln, appears to advantage. Lincoln, of course is Galahad.
Story : Hope Hampton, as a hat check girl, is
struck by the motor of a rich society woman who
adopts her as a companion. Her brother falls in love
with Hope, trifles with her, and Hope leaves the home
of the rich woman. The brother goes hunting in
England, finds a cup which he thinks is the Holy Grail,
which when stolen by Chaney, eventually cures Hope
of her ills. How she cures the suffering with it, and
finally wins her lover back, is the end.

Talk of the Colored Reel, Use Star's Name

and That of Lon Chaney

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

While you can use the name of the star to advantage,
and easily promise the best picture she has ever made,
you can also promise your people the finest reel of
colored photography ever shown in this country. The
episode of the Holy Grail should be known to many,
even though they may not know Tennyson's poem.
Get some stills of the colored reel and use them all
around the lobby.
If they are in color so much the

better. They will be excellent as an attraction. But
use them in black and white if you cannot get the
colored ones. Also use the stills of the star. She
looks very beautiful in one.
The title hardly lends itself to catchlines, but you
can talk about Faith being the Light in the Dark and
perhaps work it in. Also use the name of Lon Chaney
who is easily the best known in the picture and E. K.
Lincoln may also be known to some of your people.

HODKINSON
P ICTURE

S

The Practical Fulfilment
of a Picture-Ideal
the first three months of the new season, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
makes one of the most important announcements in its history — an announcement that
tutes
in a practical manner the fulfilconsti
ment of a picture ideal.
FOR

In presenting the features and short subjects listed on the succeeding pages, we have
sought to give expression to the sense of responsibility which we have always felt toward
the Exhibitor, a responsibility that begins
with good product and ends only when the
full service implied by a HODKINSON CONTRACT has been faithfully and expeditiously
performed.

"Hodkinson Pictures are the talk of Bristol. We have
never had a poor picture or a poor film since we began
William
F. Eddy,
receiving prints from your Boston
office."
Star Theatre,
Bristol, R. I.
"All Hodkinson Pictures are good, and their prices are
right. They don't ask you to give them a share of the
Charles Holtz,
theatre to pay the rental."
Princess Theatre,
Danforth, Me.
"I find all Hodkinson's are above
the Higgins,
average."
J. E.
Majestic Theatre,
Cullom, HI.

That the Hodkinson policies have met with
the full recognition of the Exhibitors of the
country is best evidenced by sentiments such
as the following which are continually making
their appearance in the Box Office Records of
the trade press. They are typical of the Exhibitor-attitude toward Hodkinson product and
Hodkinson service:

"The fine condition of Hodkinson prints invariably
makes it safe to run them even Fred.
a bit Hinds,
old."
Cresco
Theatre,
Cresco, la.

"Have played a great many Hodkinson Pictures, and
each one has proved to be a good attraction."
R. H. Durham,
Mission
Theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Wash.

And so we might go on for many pages.
It is significant that not only have Hodkinson Pictures demonstrated their audiencevalues, but when the Exhibitor goes out of
his way to mention the condition of prints,
the square-dealing prices and the efl^ectiveness of paper and accessories, it is proof positive that he is getting more than so many feet
of film when he buys a Hodkinson Picture,
that an element of service goes with the sale
which makes for satisfaction.

"Hodkinson Pictures are the mo".t satisfactory, clean
and entertaining, and at a price, too, exhibitors, that
enables you to make money."
L. L. Connor,
Victory Theatre,
Cambridge, N. Y.

W. W.

"Hodkinson

paper and

A. S. Kelsted,
photographs
show up well."
Rialto Theatre,
Hood River, Ore.

CORPORATION
HODKINSON
469 Fifth Avenue, New York
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One of the Best

Get This One

Class A-b (Superior).
One of the most interesting
of
modern
screen achievements.
— Screen Opinions.

The picture holds the interest and
has the quality that will attract.
— The Morning Telegraph.

The picture is almost flawless.
— The Morning Telegraph.

Mr. Ballin has provided his usual
finished and artistic production. Audiences will be pleased with "Married
People" and you have a title with
good exploitation possibilities.
— The Film Daily.

There is easily enough drama with
its accompanying love story to keep
spectators firmly interested throughout.
— Moving Picture World.
A very unusual picture. Gets
away from the general run of picture
theme.
— The Film Daily.
Screen entertainment of the best
and highest grade. Exhibitors should
find this production a valuable treasury aid.
— Exhibitors Trade Revieiv.

Mr. Ballin's direction soars high
above any of his other efforts.
— Exhibitor Trade Review.
Class A-c (Excellent).
This production may be classed
among the best of the year. A high
class feature that will be enjoyed by
all.
— Screen Opinions.
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One of the nearest approaches to
thorough satisfaction an exhibitor in
any locality might be able to get hold
of.
— Exhibitors Trade Review.
The kind of picture which the public will enjoy thoroughly

Will Make Good Anywhere
Class A (Very good).
A picture that holds inspiration.
Wholesome and entertaining.
— Screen Opinions.
This

picture will have a tremendous appeal.
— Exhibitors Trade Review.

Exudes a wholesomeness sure to be
Good to look at from start to finish.
One that you can rely upon to please.
•— The Film Daily.

Eclipses anything the star has appeared in.
— Motion Picture News.

appreciated.
The

— Motion Picture Neivs.

picture is well made.
A finished piece of work.
— The Morninc/ Telegraph.

Will interest many. A very interprove a surefire esting
success.feature. Should
— The Film Daily.
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Box-Office Dynamite

1000% Advertising
Value

Here is one that is guaranteed to
get them in.
Exhibitors! Look at the DYNAMITE TRIO you have in this producmoney.
tion to assist you in making some easy

"Affinities" is an ideal showman's
picture. It's a rip-snorting comedydrama tremendously rich in entertainment values.

WILL ROGERS, one of the most
popular characters on the stage today
and the big star of the nationallyknown Ziegfeld Follies, and also one
industry.
of
the sure-fire drawing names of our

It was written by Mary Roberts
Rinehart, the author of "Affinities,"
whose books are known to millions.
It has Colleen Moore, one of the

WASHINGTON IRVING, whose
classics are to be found in every nook
and corner of the universe.

great shining lights of today's galaxy
of popular screen stars.
It has John Bowers, that versatile
young actor, who has climbed to such
heights of popularity that his name
has become a great power at the boxoffice.

"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN,"
that mysterious, terrifying spectre of
the "Legend of Sleepy Hollow" that
caused one of the best-known characters of fiction, Ichabod Crane, so many
uneasy moments.
Man alive! Here is a picture that
will pull them in rain or shine.

"Affinities" has all those values that
go to make a big money maker.
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mind over
motor:
bresents

SHORT

feaiumtg

TRIXIE FRIGANZA
BUILD BETTER
PROGRAMS

Irom. the story ky

MARY ROBERTS
RINEHART

SUBJECTS^
TRIART

Packed With Laughs

PRODUCTIONS

Heralded in every section of the
country as the finest two-reelers ever
made.
"The Beggar Maid,"— "The Bashful Suitor"— "The Young Painter" —
"Hope" featuring Mary Astor.
TECHNICAL
ROMANCES
The foremost novelty to make its
appearance in several seasons.
All of
one reel length.
BRAY COMEDIES

"Mind Over Motor" is one of the
famous Mary Roberts Rinehart
"Tish" comedies that became tremendously popular through the medium of the Saturday Evening Post.
Very few writers of today have such
an enthusiastic following as Mary
Roberts Rinehart.
Her name has become a powerful
box-office factor in the moving picture
business. Additional advertising value
has been added to "Mind Over Motor"
through the selection of Trixie Friganza, who plays the lead in this
exceptionally amusing photoplay.
The American public from Coast to
Coast remember Trixie Friganza as
one of the greatest comediennes that
ever graced the musical comedy stage.

New
idea.

adaptation of the animated cartooo

FUN

FROM

THE

PRESS

Consists of the wit and humor of the world
as compiled
by one DIGEST,
of America's
lies, LITERARY
and leading
the onlyweekreel
sponsored by them.
One reel a week.

DAYS AFIELD GUN
WITH ROD AND

Si.K, one reel specialties, prepared under the
supervision of Eltinge Warner, publisher of
"Field and Stream."

With a good picture and two such
business getting names, exhibitors
are assured of more than satisfactory
returns at the box office.

MOVIE

CHATS

Official Urban Movie Chats of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. Should
he in every theatre in the country.
-
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Anne Caldwell's Play Makes Appealing Screen Offering
Gladys Walton in
O' THE MORNING"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Edward Laemmle
AUTHOR
Anne Caldwell
SCENARIO BY
George Randolph Chester and
Wallace Clifton
CAMERAMAN
Charles Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining drama with laughs,
sobs and crook theme cleverly blended;
has
many elements that will appeal
STORY
Adaptation of stage play of the same
name ; nothing new, but a good vehicle for the
star
DIRECTION
Creditable; a capable rendition of
the story with numerous touches of merit
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
STAR
Performs in a commendable manner
SUPPORT
Up to the desired standard; Doreen
Turner a cute child; Ralph McCuUough, Harry
Myers and others do well
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Clever touches
"TOP

CHARACTER OF STORY
Irish girl in America, mistreated in home of relatives gets into
banker's household, marrying him ultimately
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,627 feet
Incidents of a character that will undoubtedly appeal
have been blended into a story, which although not
entirely novel in theme, is practically certain to register favorably with most audiences. From the start,
"Top O' The Morning" is replete witli little episodes
and twists that hold attention.

Gladys Walton is charming in the role of the Irish
girl which suits her splendidly and the rest of the cast
is up to par. The scenes with the baby girl, the insertion of shots with the pig and other bits all help in
rounding out an offering that should score with those
who do not crave sensationalism.
Edward Laemmle has maintained an even tempo and
put the smiles and throbs in cleverly. The suspense
is maintained until the end. If one insists upon
])r()1:)ing to the depths, he will find that the story is
basically old — that the situations are in no sense new.
On the other hand, this is a clean and wholesome
production in which the somewhat familiar material
lias been given commendable treatment without the
aid of glamourous sets or dramatic encounters.
Woven into the story is a bank-theft angle, but this
has been toned down in a manner that is entirely in
harmony with the spirit of the picture. Furthermore,
the situations lead up to a climax that leaves the onlooker well satisfied. There is nothing to tax the
imagination, and while some of the coincidences are
rather startling, they are not too far-fetched.
Story : Irish girl who arrives in America finds that
she does not' fit into the household of her relatives.
.She leaves and through a near accident meets a
wealthy banker with whom she had come in contact
in her native land. Given the task of taking care of
liis motherless baby, she wins his heart, but complications set in because her innocent brother is involved in
the machinations of dishonest members of the bank
force.
aticm])t
there is
and the

She lands in jail helping her brother in an
to secure an important letter, but at the finish
a general reunion with the villain apprehended
clutch is in order.

Get the Title Over and Boost the Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In the title you have a valuable asset, for it is an
expression of greeting which you can popularize with
suitable advertising and then readily link with the
production. If you book this, you should concentrate
f)n that at the start. Play up the idea of meeting folks
with a cheerful, "Top o' the morning" ; get over the
idea that a merry greeting in the early hours is the
proper way of starting the day ; use handbills and
throwaways with only the title lettered on them and
then follow with literature tying it all up with your
show.

Gladys Walton is attractive and has followers who
should be reached. She does good work in this and
her name should come in for its proper share in the
hally-hooing. Incidentally, Anne Caldwell, the authoress, may be known to many and the fact that this
is taken from a stage drama that had a New York run
will attract. Get over a light spirit and get the attention of those who like stories about Irish characters.
A cute pig figures in some of the humorous bits and a
press book suggestion is that one of these animals be
lettered and sent through the town.
Not a bad idea.
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Strong Cast in Old Time Meller
Export and Import presents
"THE
CURSE
OF
DRINK"
Apollo Trading — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Harry O. Hoyt
AUTHOR
Charles E. Blaney
SCENARIO BY
Charles E. Blaney
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fishbeck
AS A WHOLE
Old time mailer will get by with
those who like this type of material
STORY

Railroad engineer who drinks and almost brings ruination to his family and home
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
Fair
PLAYERS
Exceptionally
strong
cast includes
many good box office namss — Harry Morey,
George Fawcett, Miriam Battista, Marguerite
Clayton, Edmund Breese
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
Look cheap
DETAIL
Average; runaway locomotive chase
only fair
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Good particularly
for those houses catering to lovers of melodrama
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,900 feet
This is one of the famous old time mellers adapted
for the screen and expected to find some of the business which for a time proved very popular recently.
The chances are the producer was inspired to make
this after "Ten Nights in a Bar Room" went out and
cleaned up, and the question is whether or not they
will want to see another of this sort of picture. It is
inevitable that the comparison will be made with the
other "drink" picture, and in comparison this will
hardly average up. At times there art evidences of
cheapness in the production, both in the home of the
Railengineer and that of the president of the road.

nary.

road engineers, while not making fortunes, have comfortable homes. The one presented looked very ordi-

In the effort to bring the production to a point of
real interest they have introchiced what is intended
to be a real thrill by having the engineer's daughter
and the president's son trying to overhaul the train
which is carrying the president and which is run
by the drink crazed engineer. The long shots are
fairly interesting as they show the race, and there is
one fairly good shot of Marguerite Clayton swinging
from the swaying locomotive and over the top of the
train to the cab where her drunken father is running
the engine. She prevails on him to stop the train
just on the edge of the bridge which has gone down,
saving not only his life but that of her lover's father
as well. The clutch comes almost instantly. But
why Mister Hero allows the girl to climb over the
swaying train is left untold. But then the hero hasn't
much to do anyway.
He's just a nice pretty boy.
As long as they were making this it is a pity they
did not put a little more money in it. There is an atmosphere of cheapness that could have been avoided
without much additional expenditure. The compo
board walls of the engineer's home are made rather
evident when the drunken engineer is able to smash
a door panel with a large water pitcher, and the railroad president's home, with the artificial flowers was
hardly up to standard.
The cast, however, does very well. Harry Morey
is excellent as the drink crazed engineer and Edmund
Breese satisfies as the railroad president. Brinsley
Shaw overacts as the villain and Marguerite Clayton
does well as the engineer's daughter. Little Miriam
Battista does a great fall and otherwise is clever, as
she usually is. George Fawcett has too little to do.
The others are unimportant.

Use Players' Names, But Forget Production in Exploitation
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Stick to the well known

names of the cast. This is

You can talk about the thrill of the railroad chase

your best bet. There are enough good names in this

and show some stills. If you can get one of Marguerite going over the train it will hel]), especially to
those who like thrills. But otherwise lay ofif the i)r()duction. Just forget it and center you exploitation
on the strong cast and the title. If your i)eoi)le liked

to get away

with the so-called all-star cast feature

without dii^culty. Harry Morey will easily be recalled and George Fawcett is a box office bet in his way.
Then too Edmund Breese has done some excellent
work and Marguerite Clayton is well known

especially

to serial lovers. Little Miriam Battista's name will
be well known, and lots of people like to see clever
kiddies in pictures.

"Ten Nights" then they may flock to s^-e this. On
the other hand they may say this is just like that was
this out to make sure you'll get
better work based
had Catchlines
so you in.
them
on the title and existing
proliiliition laws might well be used.

Dirigo Films Inc.

presents WIGGIN
KATE DOUGLAS
S

Story of the Heart

'Directed hy

GUEST

Sidney Olcott
Scenario by Kptherine Stuart
All the world loved "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm" and "Daddy
Longlegs'"
exhibitors
where madeand
big money
when everythey
played them.
Here is another story by the beloved
author of "Rebecca" and it is as
big, as human, as sweet and appealing as "Rebecca." It was sceilarioized by the girl who did "The
Cinderella Man" and directed by
the man who made Mary Pickford's
"Poor Little Peppina."
TIMOTHY'S QUEST" is the loveliest, sweetest story that any distributor in the world has for the new
season. Prints now being shipped
to all our 24 exchanges. See it

^^mw

quick.
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In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited
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Lavish Production Giving Star Dual
Florence Vidor in
"DUSK TO DAWN"
Associated Exhibitors
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

King Vidor
Katherine Hill
Frank Howard Clark

BY

13

Role Makes Optical Appeal

Florence Vidor who plays a dual role, including a
characterization of an Indian girl, performs unusually
well. As the American woman, she is stately and dignified in
; the other role she is active and vivacious.
In each case, she is worthy of praise.
As to the manner in which the story will be taken,

PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid
LIGHTINGS
Very good
STAR
Handles dual role in capable and intelligent fashion
SUPPORT
Good;
includes James
Neill, Jack
Mulhall, and many others
EXTERIORS
Commendable

that is problematical. Certainly, it is unusual. Highly imaginative, it has been directed in a manner that is
fully in keeping with its character. It is likely that
many people will not regard seriously the possibility
of one soul belonging to two people ; that very fact,
however, will interest others.
The scenes in India, the tiger hunt, the end of the
Oriental girl who goes to join her slain husband at
the funeral pyre and other incidents have all been
transferred to the screen with extreme care. Enjoyment of the story depends on the manner in which
one regards spiritualism.
Story : Marjorie Latham during her sleep lives the
life of a maid in India, the basic idea being that her
si)iritual self is not her own. Babette, a notorious
dancer, has meanwhile had entanglements with Mar-

INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Elaborate
Carefully handled
Woman whose soul

jorie's brother and the son of a banker. Latham has
accepted responsibility for a forgery committed by
Babette and in order to save the family name, Mar-

is shared by another becomes
free to marry
when death makes her spirit her own
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,200 feet

jorie consents to cure the banker's son of. his infatuation for the dancer, in return for which there is to be

CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Richly mounted production
given to a most unusual theme; reaches a high
standard technically
STORY
From the novel, "The Shuttle Soul";
based on the idea that two persons may have
the same soul; distinctly out of the ordinary
DIRECTION

Treated the material in an imaginative manner

,
OF STORY

From beginning- to end "Dusk to Dawn" is replete
with lavish settings, expense apparently having been
disregarded in the making. In America and India,
the spectator sees impressively staged scenes, painstaking as to detail.

no prosecution. Winning

the confidence of Babette,

she learns of the hitter's guilt and ihe ensuing fight
causes her to be placed in jail. At this stage, she is
presence in India and sumbrother's
apprised
mons himofto her
America
where he is cleared. The death
of her psychic counterpart makes it possible for her
at the saine time to wed the man of her choice.

Get the Idea of Spiritualism Over— Create Talk About

It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
During the last few years, much publicity has been
given various psychics. Spiritualism and differing
ideas about souls have been discussed and prominently
played up with the result that many people have been
converted to believing in the beyond. The fact that
the predominating idea in this is the dual-soul theme
gives you an exploitation angle which can be made to

to possess a single soul. Hit home along that line in
teaser.s — use the mailing list, telephone and newspai)er
advertising. Get them talking about spiritualism —
arouse comment.
There are many who are attracted by an Oriental
display and stills of .shots in India should be displayed
for their benefit. Should you find it desirable to go

pay. What you should do, is to stage an essay contest on dreams, whether or not they are to be believed
and whether it is possible for more than one person

in for extensive plugging, a. booth with a mystic answering questions or some such .scheme would ])ro\e
a magnet.
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Sensational Story With Radio Twist M ade for Thrill Hunters
"SAVED BY RADIO"
Russell Prod. Inc. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
William Craft
AUTHOR
William Craft
SCENARIO BY
Lieut. Thomas Berrien, U. S. N.
CAMERAMEN
Ernest Miller and Hal Mohr
AS A WHOLE
Should appeal to those who
like sensationalism in large quantities
STORY
A series of fights and plots built up to
radio rescue
DIRECTION
Has concentrated on thrills with
several sentimental touches to soften it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
PLAYERS
Jacqueline Logan attractive; others
acceptable
EXTERIORS
•. . . .Good fishing village shots
INTERIORS
Plain
DETAIL
Conventional
CHARACTER OF STORY
Battling hero uses
the radio to summon flying machine and government boat to foil plotters, winning rich man's
daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet
Obviously made with the object of taking advantage
of the current radio craze, this is quite a thriller. Its
appeal is directed essentially at those who crave sensationalism. The element which follows serials and
is lured by personal encounters, rapid rescues and
malicious machinations will probably find in it enough
to justify stamping of feet and whistling. At the
climax when
the aeroplane
and government
cutter

.speed to cut off the crew of evil-doers, with the hero
perched on one of the wings, ready to do battle in
noble style — when a flag is seen flapping in the wind- — ■
when the leading man finally lands among the scheming gentry and delivers sleep-inducing blows a la
Jack Dempse}', there is plenty of excitement.
As a matter of fact, it is old stuff in spite of its modern title. The radio outfit might just as well have
l:ieen a wireless set of the type formerly used but
somehow they seem to like material of this sort.
Technically, it is not up to a very high standard, the
one prominent idea having been, apparently to jam it
with action. Nevertheless, an effort should have been
made to make some of the details more convincing.
The mob scene with all of the people near the jail
waving their arms lacks realism and there are other
failings. One does not sympathize very strongly with
the miserly old doctor whom the hero struggles so
desperately to save, and the conversion to goodness
of that individual told in a late title is sudden. But the
action is there.
Story : A stingy old man has a monopoly in a fishing \illage. Plotters endeavor to secure a foothold in
the town and the villain succeeds in winning the former's favor. The result is that the hero's chance for the
hand of the doctor's daughter is weakened. When
the elderly individual is taken to a cave high in the
hills and held with the purpose of securing an important signature, suspicion is cast upon the leading
man who is lodged in jail. He gets away, reaches
the cave, figures in fights and uses a' radio outfit to get
help. A chase, riot, reunion, smiles and matrimony
in the ofling.

Popularity of the Wireless Your Big Exploitation Angle
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With the development of the radio, it was natural
that films dealing with the novelty should be offered.
If you cater to an audience that wants pictures of this
nature, if your patrons include dyed-in-the-wool radio
fans — should they be of the thrill-chasing element, you
can probably use this to advantage. If a more discriminating set of theater-goers frequent your house
you had better look it over carefully.

The radio angle is not as prominent as it might be,
but there is enough fofttage dealing with it to make
possible tie-ups with wireless establishments. It
should not be difficult to arrange for cooperative advertising with the stores that deal in supplies and a
stunt that can be made to pay is the broadcastingthrough the air the fact that "Saved by Radio" is to
be exhibited. Rig up your lobby with broadcasting or
receiving outfits.
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Walsh's Production of Unusual Material
R. A. Walsh presents
"KINDRED OF THE DUST"
Asso. First National Pictures, Inc.
DIRECTOR
R. A. Walsh
AUTHOR
Peter B. Kyne
SCENARIO BY
J. T. O'Donohue
CAMERAMEN
Lyman
Broening and Chas.
Van Enger
AS A WHOLE
At times tedious and uninteresting; £gain excellent, a peculiar picture to define
Could have been vastly better
STORY
One of finest pieces of screen material
in market badly spoiled
DIRECTION
Very uneven; held some sequences
entirely too long, lost some
very effective
punches
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
Miriam Walsh presumed to be outstanding player but honors go to W. J. Ferguson
for splendid character work. Ralph Graves
very good. Little Bruce Guerin cute ; and there
is an adorable baby at the finish
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Lavish
DETAIL
Some excellent touches.
Titles very
poorER
CHARACT

OF STORY
borhood houses, women

Audiences of neighy
r
pa ticularl may like

it a lot
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,422 feet
When U. .\. Walsh obtained from Hearst the picture

rights to "Kindred of the Dust" those who follow picture material declared that Walsh had secured one of
the greatest stories ever written for the screen. There
were so many splendid touches in this unusual storv
of the love of a stern Scot for his only son ; and how
this was twisted 1)y the love affair which the boy develops for Nan of the Sawdust Pile, a charming girl

Your Women

15

Disappointing

who, tho apparently unmarried, has a son ; so many
splendid characterizations, including the wonderful
old Laird ; the son who inherited all of his pride and
proved himself a real man on all occasions ; of the
charming Nan, together with a lot of others, that it
seemed destined that even a young inexperienced director could hardly fail with it. Surely Raoul Walsh,
with all his long experience, and his splendid training,
was ex])ected to produce st)mething unusually worth
while.
The picture was privately shown .some time ago, but
reached Broadway only last week. After the original
showing Walsh's friends conceded that the picture
needed cutting, hut certainly if it had been left in its
original shape it might have been better than what is
now oiifered. Walsh has made a new reel showing
Nan and her boy sweetheart, when Nan and her father
first reach the sawdust pile, evidently for the purpose
of bringing out the love interest later. But in doing
this he was compelled to sacrifice some of the material presented before and to bridge this he has used
titles. Some of these may get by with audiences that
are not critical ; but certainly the regulars are going to
wonder why there weren't pictures instead of titles.
Then some of the big sequences have been held so
long that they become tiresome or tedious. This is
especially noticeable when Nan's grandfather dies;
when Donald is supposed to be dying and again where
l!)onal(l starts to leave his parents' home to visit Nan.
Too brief is the shot showing Nan reaching Donald
in the hospital. Unnecessary altogether is the shot
showing Nan being spurned by Donald's mother and
sister after she has brought him back from the edge
of the grave. Because even though a mother might
not desire a woman for her daughter-in-law she would
surely be too grateful to the woman who saved her
son's life to treat her in such a churlish fashion.
The production is lavish, and there is a fair thrill
reafistert'd at the entl when Donald rescues his father.

Patrons May Like This, But Go Slow On Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you have this coming you had better slide it by
without too much talking. Otherwise you may disappoint. You can talk about the splendid production,
and say it is a story of the northwest lumber country.
You can use catchlines telling of the splendid love
story, but be careful not to make too many promises.
The Strand built up its program for this by showing

applauded the picture and you could hear sniffles and
the use of handkerchiefs was noticeable among some
women in the final episodes. So you may be able to

Max Linder's burlesque on "The Three Musketeers"
and seemed to do a fair business.
Indeed some few

But it is really a woman's picture, and by making a
play in this direction you may come out all right.

get this b\' especially if you happen to have a lot ol
women fans as regulars. It will hardly please many
men; it is too tedious. Which may account for .some
of the unsatisfactory reviews in the New York papers.

I!

Some Short Reels
"Ma and Pa"— Mack
Type of production

Sennett— First National
2 reel comedy

Several amusing gags and situations are included in this
offering which leads up to and culminates in a burlesque on a
stage melodrama — a favorite subject for satire with the Sennett forces. Thematically, there is scarcely any reason for
attaching the theater farce which includes little that is new, the
trick of disclosing how some of the devices work being an old
one. On the other hand, there are incidents that will please,
some likable youngsters and two dogs including the Great
Dane, Teddy, who figure in a bath scene that will strike home
to the feminine part of your audience if not all of it. That sort
of material always gets over effectively and it should here as
well. In the paper-hanging episode, there are several funny
stunts and the portion in which Billy Bevan's home is demolished is good slapstick. On the other hand, the idea of
tossing the principals into water does not register so well.
Mildred June is pretty and Jim Finlayson secures laughs, while
Bevan does his share. As a whole, it is creditable stuff of a
riotous nature.
"Their First Vacation"— F. B. O.
Type of production
Two reel comedy
Here is a comedy with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
which should score solidly. It has a clever theme, several
unique situations and knock-about bits which are really funny,
as well as commendable work by the performers. The scene
in the saw mill in which first the feet and then the head of the
male De Haven escapes the blade is thrillingly laughable and
although he gets into various difficulties, a humorous spirit is
maintained at all times. Mary Culver, Charles King, May
Wallace and Tin Sanford are included in the cast while credit
for the scenario goes to Beatrice Van and for the photography
to Lee Garmes. There is no reason why this should not get
over in good fashion.
"Unfermented Bricks" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Here is another comedy that turns out in the end to be a
dream. Neely Edwards plays the part of the tramp. Nervy
Ned. The tramp begs for a sandwich, and the lady of the
house tells him to come back in five minutes. At the next
house the landlord is asked to return in five minutes for his
rent. When the time is up the landlord gets the sandwich
and the tramp gets the rent money. This starts the chase
which ends when the cops knock out the tramp and call the
patrol wagon. The rest of the story is what the tramp is
supposed to dream. In his dream the tramp becomes a rent
collector and is showered with Irish confetti- — bricks. As he
staggers out of the ton of bricks he acts as though he were
drunk and causes twenty-five men to follow him. The gags
are only mildly amusing, for all have been done before many
times. Will make an average comedy filler and bring several
laughs from the less critical type of audience.
"Such Is Life in Busy London" — Hy Mayer — Film Booking
Offices of America
Type

of production.

One

reel travelaugh

As usual very good, and if your people like this you can run
this with certainty that it will please. It surely presents
London
life as only a clever cartoonist
or would
show
it.

There is the famous London Bobby, shots
historical buildings and sections and the
which Mayer fades out into actual photos.
brought forth laughter at the Capitol this
interesting, not only as travel features but

"Official Urban

Movie

Chats"

Type of production

of well known and
inimitable drawings
Nearly all of them
week. Exceedingly
as a comedy also.

No. 30 — Hodkinson
1 reel magazine

Here is a typical number of the chats. It opens with a few
words from Congressman Fess of Ohio who takes the opportunity to congratulate the "Movie Chats." The industrial
section illustrates the mining of surface coal at Wilkes-Barre.
Views of the Pan American Building in Washington are next
in line. A title tells you that a good portion of the expense
of this building was contributed by Andrew Carnegie. The
sport section shows some very thrilling motor boat races while
the travel chapter takes you to the Blue Ridge Mountains of
Tennessee and introduces you to some of the natives. The
magazine as a whole is varied and contains some interesting
material which should please the average audience.

"Pop Tuttle's Movie Pictures
Queen"—Corp.
F. B. O.— Paul Gerson
Type of production

Two

reel comedy

Dan Mason is the proprietor of a rural picture house in this
Plum Center Comedy in which there is a contest for patronage
between the place of amusement and meeting of the "blue"
element. The principal is given an opportunity to go through
a series of antics and gags relative to the out-of-date features
of his theater. His use of the sprinkler, running the slides
upside down, the tearing of the celluloid and efforts to pass a
waitress off as a genuine screen performer from Hollywood
should amuse those who find "rube" comedy entertaining. The
titles are written in a light vein, and while much of this is
slapstick stuff, there is enough of a plot to hold the bits together and it should register nicely. Mason is funny and the
offering can be used to advantage after a feature in which the
city is the locale. Robert Eddy directed, A. H. Giebler wrote
the scenario and Roy Vaughan was at the camera.

"The Truth Jugglers"~Hal
Type of production

Roach— Pathe
.1 reel comedy

Paul Parrott is the chief comedian of this comedy built on
the well worn mother-in-law theme. Paul plays the part of the
stay-out-at-night hubby and in order to explain his delay he
invents a lovely story about freight yard rough-necks and how
he was robljed, gagged and bound to the tracks with the
Overland Limited dashing towards him. He was saved by
an earthquake which shook the ground and threw the locomotive off the tracks. Does the mother-in-law believe the
story? Not a bit of it. The finish of the film illustrated the
finish of the stay-out-at-night husband. The gags are not
very new but the picture is well done and will amuse almost
any type of audience. It is not up to the best_ that Hal Roach
has done recently but it is well up to the general average of
the series and contains the usual number of laughs.
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Goldwyn
presents

Rupert
Hughes
The one great American author
who tells his own story on the
screen has directed a perfect
motion picture
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Tom Moore Sails
New
Sales Heads
Paul Lazarus has been made sales
om Moore, accompanied by Mrs.
Jme Ideas of What Is Not Desired manager of United Artists and Ken- Moore, sailed today on the Maurein the Way of
neth Hodkinson sales manager of Al- tania, for London, where he will apProduction
lied Producers. Charles Hines, form- ^Toi pear in the Tom Terriss special, "Harerly sales manager of United, has reenjamin De Casseres, writing in
bor Lights" with Wyndham Standing.
American and Canadian rights for
signed.
:; New York Times Book Review
the production are in the hands of the
,.t Sunday, says, in part:
Coming Back Home
Inter-Globe Export Corp. — Sydney
'I have lately examined thousands of ex(By Cable to THE FILM
DAILY)
Garrett.
l.itors' reports from the small towns
Paris — A number of important film
loughout the country. Their reports are
folk
are
scheduled
to
sail
tomorrow
],chological mirrors of the ideals and menLeave for Coast Tomorrow
1 needs of the people. ♦ • ♦ The public are. on the Majestic from Cherbourg.
Tconsciously, in league with the censors to They include Ben Blumenthal, Pola
Mae !\Iurray and Robert Z. Leonhp everything down to the level below
ard leave tomorrow for the Coast
■lich to fall is sheer idiocy. If the censors Negri, Emil E. Shauer, Watterson R.
Rothacker
and
others.
1; allowed to ride the backs of our moving
where "Coronation" will be made.
::ture concerns
much
longer, it will result
As previously noted Pola Negri Many members of the cast will go
half-wits. * * *
pictures for
TAn exhibitor in Sheboygan, Wis., reports will make pictures for Famous Play- along. The Murray's expect to return immediately after making this
lit one of the finest pictures ever made — a
ers' release immediately upon her ar.'ture founded on the 'Peter Ibbetsen' of rival.
production.
■orge du Maurier — went flat in his town
Ben Blumenthal is taking with him

What's Wanted

cause it was a costume play. The 'elite'
pported it the first night. After that the
neral opinion was
it was a 'sleepy'
j:ture — i. e., it has that
some beautiful dream
lenes in it. Peter Ibbetsen was played by
lally Reid, but the fans of Sheboygan want
ially cast in a 'happy' role. They mean
1 this that they want to see Wally munchK caramels with a flapper sweetheart in a
lllroom corner or spinning with her in a
)rd to lift the mortgage ofT her furniture.
i"The inhabitants of Omaha walked out on
1 picture because some of the guests on a
Inch wore evening clothes. To see a man
a picture walk into a Fifth Avenue manon dressed in cowboy attire and throw a
!'all Street broker in a boiled evening shirt
(rough a window arouses the Nebraskan to
j' frenzy of applause. But evening dress at
I;ranch party — a has the effete East !
"Arlington is a small town situateil in the
ate of Washington. A big super-special
t the town — a drama of a blind man. But
hat do you think drew the Arlingtonians
to the theater? A scene showing a crocole pit. This scene, when it got noised
)road from pump to pump, sold more ticks than anythintr else in the show, according
(.Continued
on Page
2)

Abe Warner Off for Coast
Abe W'arner of Warner Bros,
aves tomorrow for the Coast to look
I'lto
various
activities
i thethefirm.
He production
will be away
about
' month.
Educational has "Enchanted City"
Educational has announced the dis■ibution of Warren A. Newcombe"s
The Enchanted City." Newcombe
as returned to town and is editing
[The Sea of Dreams."
Over
18,000 Admissions
i More than 18,000 people paid to
!e Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy"
t the Strand Monday, Labor Day,
stablishing a new summer holiday
^cord for that house.
Arbuckle

to Cancel

(Special to THE

FILM

Trip
DAILY)

i! Los Angeles — Cablegram advices
eceived here from Roscoe Arbuckle
idicate that the comedian has aban' oned his tour of the Orient and will
leturn as soon as he has recuperated
jrom his recent operation.

New Magazine

to the States a print of "Sodom and
Gommora" made by Sascha Films of
Viemia. This production was 18 Is Being Prepared by Captain Bains
months in the making.
For Educational Release — New
Ideas
A new sort of a pictorial magazine,
different, so they say, than anything
Twist" ever done of this kind, is being pre"Oliver
to Handle
Lesser
This Way— Release
pared by Captain G. McL. Bains, for
Oct. 1
educational release. It is expected
Hollywood — Sol Lesser will road- that the initial release will be made
show his production of "Oliver Oct. 1.
While Capt. Bains was not anxious
Twist," starring Jackie Coogan, with
the release date set for Oct. 1st. to discuss the new magazine yesterWith a Broadway run planned. Lesday he finally admitted that it is exser announces that between 30 and
pected to show something entirely
40 companies will be put on tour different. With this in view over 50
visiting every important city in the men experienced in magazine concountry. Each road company will be
struction for pictures were interviewed
and
finally the editorial manunder ' supervision
of
experienced
showman and will include musical
agement was placed in the hands of
T.
B.
Sherman,
who has had long
conductor with special score, projectionist, advance man and second man. experience with the Hearst publishing
Each company will carry a complete organization.
Something like 15 cameramen are
line of exploitation paphernalia. According to the Lesser plan, booking working for the magazine; the special
and not con- bonus of $150 per month being an
will be independenthouses
but open unusual bait for their work.
fined to the cinema
well.
as
It is understood that the New York
houses
egitimate
to
Lesser will leave shortly for New release will, at the start, be confined
York where he will make his head- exchisively to members of the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce.
quarters, until after the release of
"Oliver Twist," with his brother,
Barber on Way
Irving M. Lesser.
Maurice Barber, general manager
It is understood that Lesser, who
the Cinema Finance Corp. is exof
will come East with Abe Gore and
pected in New York about Sept. 11.
print
a
bring
wall
Mike Rosenberg,
will be at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
and
of "Oliver Twist," and also the first
German Press Organizes
Glvn's first producEleanor
of made
print tion
by the Principal Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The World's a Stage.
Berlin — A number of film critics of
Corp caled
Dorothv Phillips, Kenneth Harlan
the Berlin newspapers have recently
and Bruce McRae are in the cast.
organized to assure the situation of
Not to Star
professional film critics against the
Muriel McCormick
film industry as well as against the
DAILY)
FILM
(Special to THE
has
mick
Members are not allowed
McCor
Uriel
publishers.
^I
go—
Chica
for sale, nor to be
to star to write manuscrips
refused "the offer made her,
in the industry.
interested
materially
salary.
us
in four pictures at a fabulo
Tannenbaum, editor of
Eugene
Dr.
to
on
intenti
s
McCormick'
It is Miss
the B. F. .\m Mittag is president.
grand opera.
enter

Another Road Show

Price S Cents

6, 1922

Local Circuit
Expecteo
to Have
Something
Like
400 Da '; Booking — In Opposition
to Loew and Other Circuits
Reports are in circulation that the
proposed booking circuit of members of the Theater Owners Chamber
of Commerce is reaching the point
where
legal papers will soon be in
readiness.
While the proposed organization itself has nothing to do with the T. O.
C. C. as a body it is anticipated that
many of the members, if not the entire personnel of that organization,
will sooner or later identify themselves with the new circuit. At all
events, those interested claim that the
circuit which up to this time is unnamed, will be able to give the distributor 400 days of booking.
The largest individual booking now
being given is 100 days for the average feature by Loew, although this
was extended to 159 days for "Blood
One of the men interested in this
movement of which Lee Ochs is reand Sand."
ported to be the Chairman, said yesterday: "There is every reason why
we should protect ourselves for booking. As the case now stands, what
between Loew, Keith and the Fox
circuits, the neighborhood houses are
practically shut out, that is until after
the feature has played in one of these
circuit houses.
"Practically every exhibitor of any
consequence that is rumiing neighborhood houses has erected them since
or during the war. They represent
large investments and to be compelled to follow the circuits means a
hardship and at times a definite loss
for them because in many instances
although they have to follow the
showing of a feature in the circuit
houses, they are compelled to pay
more to follow than the circuit does
plaving it in advance.
"We plan that the proposed circuit idea will check this sort of thing
igh
and also give exhibitors the opportunity of at least breaking even if
not making a profit."
Famous Playrs Stock Active
ock
Famous
Players
common
stock
was actively traded yesterday, 21
shares being sold.
It reached a h 300
mark at 106M, low at 102^ and closed
at 103.
Film Stars Attend Opening
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Bridgeport — It is understood a
number of important film stars attended the opening of the Palace, the
new S. Z. Poll house, on Monday
through the courtesy of Marnight,
cus Loew.

I
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What's
Wanted
(Continued from Page 1)

to the exhibitor.
There will be standing room
Duly in -Vrlington when the great aquarium
drama hits that town.
Vol. XXI No 66 Wednesday, Sept. 6, 1922 Price 5 Cents

"Mary Miles Mintcr hit -Augusta. Me.,
some time ago in 'The Heart Specialist.' The
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, show nearly went under because the female
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., patrons hotly protested against Mary wearing French heel evening sliiipers while living
New
N. Y.,
FILJI York,
FOLKS.
INC.by WID'S FILMS and in a harem. Augusta should read Pierre
foseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; Loti. That expert on female raiment tells
/. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- us that not only do the ladies of the harems
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
now wear French heel shoes, but they bob
£ntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, their hair. Hut Maine was always strong on
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the Orient ^ireserving the ancient traditions.
the act of March 3, 1879.
"Gloria Swanson in one of her pictures is
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside compelled
by her director to swim the Rio
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Grande.
When she emerged on the other
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
of the river slie still preserved her mar$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. side cel
wave. The women of Portland, Ore.,
Address all communications to THE
FILM
would
not stand for this. They told the cowDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
exhibitor in his lobby cubbyhole that it
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. simply ering
could not be done. But I know it
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman, can be done — for I saw her do it. As a
6411
'Phone, Hollywood matter of fact, 1 saw Ruth somebody swim
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
from the Battery to Norton Point some years
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. ago,
and when she emerged her bangs were
Wabash Ave.
But how long can the 'movies' withLondon
Representative — W. A. Williamson, dry. stand
such Sainte-Iieuvery ?
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
"Columbia City, Ind., wants Bill Hart to
be
more
tender with children. The fans in
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Columbia City will not have anything to do
Central
European
Representative — Interna- with the logic of Bill's parts. They are
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- trying to can Bill because he looks like himvakia), Wenzelsplatz.
self. Smile. Bill — damn you, smile !
"Bridgeport, Conn., sends in the news that
the picture public there is going for 'society
and high life.' A suppressed New York comHigh
Low
Close Sales
plex.
Bernardino, Cal., wires in that they
East. Kod.
85
85
85
200 do "San
not want any more pictures for 'the grand

Quotations

F. P.-L. •. . 106.K 102>^
i^ do pfd. . 1075^ 105
%GVyii
...
6^
6^
Grittilh
Loews
... 20y2
19%
• Triangle
World

103
21,300
106
3,200
63/i
1,900
Not quoted
20
12,300
Not quoted
Not quoted

Added Feature
Martha -Mansfield and six girls,
has been booked by American Releasing Corp. in connection with
"Queen
of
the Moulin Rouge," as an
added feature.
/T

Eckman

"In class.'
Hanover, N. H., an exhibitor had his
opera
people walk out on him because the picture
he showed was 'for intellectuals or those with
a good education.' This picture, by the wav,
was not 'Dr. Caligari,' but just 'Peter Ibbe'tson.'
When culture hits Hanover we may
expect the return
of tlie dodo.
"Columbus. Ga., asks for pictures based on
stories like 'Pigs is Pigs,' where "one can
see guinea pigs or rats.' That is what they
call
South.'the educational motion picture' in the

"Texas is losing its imagination. An exhibitor writes that his audience could not
imagine 'a woman cowing a multitude of bad
men and then killing the villain.'
"Waco, Texas, is also moving up a point.
They don't want any more 'improbable' plots

Wednesday, September 6, IK

down there. Hut what is a probable plot and
what an improliable one?
"Jn Denver. Col., the motion picture is up
against the caste system. Some of the working people out there said that a certain picture was 'an insult to their set' because it
showed
an 'intcTiningling
the one
classes.'
am writing
these lines onofthe
hundredI

and forty-sixth aimiversary of the Declaration
of Independence — q. v.
"When 'Boomerang Bill' hit Freeland, Pa.,
the consensus of opinion was that a cop
never urged anybody to go straight. 'If
anything, they gave a fellow a push downward.' Now, this is sound motion picture
criticism, although I once knew a New York
copper who used to take the boys home from
'Jack's' every Sunday morning. But eviFreeland.dently they tlon't make 'em that way in
" 'Give up the society stuff,' howls Greeley, Cul.
"I^incoln, 111., wires that the denizens of
that town would "go through fire to see
Rodolph
\'a]entino.'
"Dallas,
Texas, doesn't want to see any
pictures
with things
a 'notewere
of sadness
never
knew
as bad inasthem.'
tliat inI
Dallas.
"Mount \'ernoii. III., just swarms with
hunchbacks. It seems everybody out there
has a friend or a relative who is a hunchback. Therefore, they ask, please make no
pictures that have a hunchback in them.
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame' is on the
Index out there.
"Gilmer, Texas, wants 'society pictures,
where people wear flashy costumes.' Naughty, naughty Gilmer ! We've got your speed !
"Salt Lake City, Utah, is getting sick of
'murder and sudden death.' It is swinging
toward ^he Gilmer idea — 'society pictures with
"Ardmore,
Okla., wants pictures 'with lots
flashy
costumes.'
of clothes — not Western.' See what comes
of sudden oil wealth !
"What is the future of the movies?
".\sk the people of the small towns of
.-\merica."

Sherman Here
Harry Sherman, now an exhibitor
in Des Moines, is in the city.
DeHaven Coming Here
Charleston, W. Va. — A Milo De
Haven has resigned as directing manager of the T. L. Kearse Circuit and
will make his office in New York.
He will produce prologues and many
presentations.

Has Weiss' Work

^'months
Sam Eckman,
who supervising
for several
past hasJr.,been
Goldwyn's eastern branches, will
take up active charge of the metropolitan district and adjacent territory
with headquarters at the New York
exchange.
)
George
S. Jeffrey, formerly
with !
Famous
Players
in Canada,
will
actively manage the New York exchange under Eckman's
supervision.
Hayakawa Leaves Screen
Sessue Hayakawa will transfer his
activities this season to the legitimate
stage and will begin rehearsals about
Oct. 1st in New
York.
Hayakawa's last release was "The
Vermillion Pencil," which F. B. O.
issued March 19. At that time there
was considerable discussion regarding the contract and the Jap went
home on a vacation. It was reported
later that he might make one or two
more pictures for F. B. O.

PatkeNe^
No.

ay
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TCHATALJA,
TURKEY— Martial seer < |
the World
War are being re-enact?d ii , I
Balkans as the Turks, aided by the / ,
nople.
move to stay Greek advance
on Cons
BAY
CITY, scenes
WASH.—
"whale"
of a ic j
Remarkable
of Awhale
hunting
Northwest — the
harpoon,
weighing
j
pounds, is fired from a three-inch pivot .
FOREST
HILLS,
N. Y.— Americans •
opening singles of Davis tennis match ^1
Australians
take
the doubles — Tilden iil
Johnston both down their opponents ia il
test.
15,000 fans watch attempt of the iil
tralians
to wrest
the international hoil
from America.
The Austrahans,
G. L. \
terson and J. C. Anderson,
turn the t; i
and win the doubles match.
Other news as usual.

tod

Pioneer Creditors to Meet
A meeting of the creditors of t
Pioneer Film Corp. will be held F
day afternoon. A report of the coi
mittee, which was appointed soi
time ago, to consider the best pla
to be pursued in regard to the bu
ered.
ness of the corporation will be ran

Motion PictureNews
calls
it "up to-date
melodrama
with

Joseph
splendid
is one of cast."
theStriker
big 7 in
the cast
IVAN

ABRAMSON

offers

"WILDNESS

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME

OF
GRAPHIC

its the first ot the

YOUTH" INC.
PRODUCTIONS,

The producer, after delivering his picture to the
distributor, is somewhat
like the chap who throws
a stone in the middle of
the ocean and waits to
hear it strike bottom.

[very Manager and Agent

ALEXANDER

THE

SHOULD

OWN

a copy of

S. ARONSON

Producer Service
1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

JULIUS
CAHN-GUS
HILL GUIDE
containing

All the Essential Facts of the
Show Business
20th Edition Price
$3.00 net—
1921
21st Edition Supplement
Price

(T (S>cLucatumat

THE

SPICE OF THE

U'Cctu/iz4^

PROGR/l,M"

FILM PROTECTORib

YOUR

FILM

ZZtWEST42o 5T. NEW
PHDNE BRYANT 5576

YORK

AllAN A.L0WHE5,P.is.

$1.50 net— 1922
$4.50 Complete

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rm. 207—701

7th Ave., N.Y.C.

28 %easons
WHY
VITAGRAPH
SERVICE
PLEASES
ALL
EXHIBITORS
Years in Vitagraph Service

I

G.
C.
J.
F.
J.

H. BALSDON, Manager Vitagraph New York Exchange
W. SAWIN, Manager Vitgraph Boston Exchange
E. HUEY, Manager Vitagraph Dallas Exchange
W. REDFIELD, Manager Vitagraph Pittsburgh Exchange
T. DROY, Manager Vitagraph Toronto Exchange

7
7
7
6
6

years
years
years
years
years

4
4
4
7
6

6
6
6
6
5
5
..5

years
years
years
years
years
years
years

5 months
4 months

5
Exchange.. 5
4
B. A. GIBBONS, Manager Vitagraph Albany Exchange
4
C. W. ANTHONY, Manager Vitagraph Buffalo Exchange
N. G. SHAFER, Manager Vitagraph Cincinnati Exchange
3
3
M. W. OSBORNE, Manager Vitagraph New Orleans Exchange
3
A. J. BECK, Manager Vitagraph Oklahoma City Exchange
3
I, P. STONE, Manager Vitagraph Atlanta Exchange
3
J. H. YOUNG, Manager Vitagraph Detroit Exchange
3
H. A. BLACK, Manager Vitagraph Seattle Exchange
2
C. J. MARLEY, Manager Vitagraph Los Angeles Exchange
2
T. O. BYERLE, Manager Vitagraph Kansas City Exchange
2
F. H. KNISPEL, Manager Vitagraph Minneapolis Exchange
2
C. A. SCHULTZ, Manager Vitagraph Omaha Exchange
2
JOHN RUGAR, Manager Vitagraph Salt Lake Exchange
1
Exchange
F. E. HICKEY, Manager Vitagraph Denve

years
years
years
years
years
years

3 months

J. P. BETHELL, Manager Vitagraph Philadelphia Exchange
J. A. STEINSON, Manager Vitagraph Chicago Exchange
J. E. BECK, Manager Vitagraph Cleveland Exchange
JOHN FLEMING, Manager Vitagraph Winnipeg Exchange
R. J. ROMNEY, Manager Vitagraph St. John Exchange
FRANK MEYERS, Manager Vitagraph Montreal Exchange
W. C. WHEELER, Manager Vitagraph San Francisco Exchange..
G. H. WARE, Manager Vitagraph St. Louis Exchange
EUGENE WILSON, Manager Vitagraph Washington

ALBERT E. SMITH president

months
months
months
months
months

7 months
4 months
4 months

5
1
8
8

months
month
months
months

years 3 months
years 1 month
years
years
years 5 months
years
years
years
years
year

THE

Newspaper
"Grandma's

Opinions

Boy" — Asso.
Strand

Exhibitors

TIMES — Amusing nearly always and hilarious a good part of the time. It carries
its hero through a series of familiar adventures, but they are tricked out, as Mr. Chaplin tricks out his comedies, with enough
amusing incident to provide good entertainment.
TRIBUNE — If Fred Newmeyer is responsible for the delightful bits of business with
which "Grandma's Boy" is replete then he
deserves to share the honors with Harold
I.loyd. ♦ * * Entirely free from vulgarity and
it is filled with surprises. Although it is
difficult to believe that a five-reel slapstick
comedy could be concocted without the former ingredient and with the latter, Lloyd
and his director have managed it somehow.

j2^

DAILY

Wednesday, September

Coast Brevitieii

HERAT, D — The picture is just about as
wild as its predecessor in the Moore series
and just about as fatal to gloom.
(Special to THE FILM
DAIll
SUN — Owen Moore is very entertaining
Hollywood
—
Titling
and
edil
in
the
mob
of
complications
which
compose
.SI'^X — .ludging by "Slim .Shoulders" there
"Omar the Tentmaker" has!
isn't a thing which Mrs. Irene Castle can't "Love Is An Awful Thing."
do and still retain her good looks and the
EVE. TELEGRAM— There is a riot of
curl in Iier hair — except possibly rescue a wholesome fun and laughter throughout the completed.
drowning man.
si-x-reel cinema which is starring the inimitable Owen Moore, supported by most of the
EVE. TELEGRAM— Miss Castle, slim and
Tom Mix's next picture is "jl
.graceful, dominates the screen offerings in actors and actresses who appeared in "Re- Dare" formerly listed "Blooi|
"Slim Shoulders."
Missing."
EVE. ported
WORLD—
As far as I can see, love
EVE. JOURNAL— The settings of the production are elaborate, and the acting well isn't the only "Awful Thing" at the CriteAndree Tourneur will play t
rion this week.
Not by a long, long way.
done. There are a number of clever complications, and, while the situations are rather
Roy
Stewart stories.
in Universal's s(j
overdrawn, in spite of the fact — or, more
lumberjack
Shall
Lead Them"—
'probably, because of it— the story is very "A Little Child
Fox
—
Lyric
entertaining.
Fred Becker will produce a I
AMERICAN— Resembles the kind of
TIMES — Those who know anything about of two-reel fairy tales. Hal;]
fashionable fiction that is avidly devoured by movies and are attracted to this picture by
our manicure. The locale is Miami — the its title will find about what they are looking will be his cameraman.
satisfied. They may find its sen"playground
fortune's
favored
— and for and be timentality
one
is shownof shots
of the
surf, few"
horseback
Tell."
spread a little thicker than even
Rowland V. Lee's next pictv
riding, golf, motor boats, beautiful homes they could expect, even they may find it too
Fox
is to be "A Circus Story,i and a lawn party.
far-fetched in some places and too cut-anddried in others for their taste, but the chances ley Mason will be starred.
are that they will sob a little and smile a
"Burning Sands" — Famous Players
little at the obvious plays for their easy emoProduction on "Without G]
Rivoli
tions, and so, in the main, they will get what
mise,"
starring
TRIBUNE — There is a good enough story they are looking for.
been started
at William
the Fox Farnu
studio ',
.AMERICAN — Everything in this picture
here, but it is utterly lacking in any human
touches by the director, the title writer or the seems to be adopted — from the title to the
actors.
characters. One is shown orphans of every
With Shannon Day as leadi:
sort and description, and all kinds of people
HERALD — "Burning Sands," as reply to coming around to adopt them. The trend of man, Johnny Walker will be
"Sheik," is a weak negative. Has a me- the story starts to prove that motherhood is in "Captain Fly-by-Night," by
chanical and obvious plot.
the noblest career of any woman, and ends
HER.\LD
Iiest molded
ever had a
of fetching

— .Ml. things considered, it is the
picture in which Mrs. Castle has
chance to display all the changes
gowns she can make.

DAILY
NEWS— Lloyd's first five-reeler
one of year's best films. » • ♦ This is the
kind
of picture
where you laugh
yourself
weak, but when you come out you know why.
It is a picture that you remember.
TELEGRAPH — When you say that
"Grandma's Boy" is Harold Lloyd at his
best there isn't much more to be said. This
young actor has made a great many two-reel
comedies — good ones, too, but never anything better than this, his first five-part production. It is, therefore, not only his finest
work, but his most ambitious, as well.
WORLD — The funniest screen comedy
which we have seen this year. The really
SUN — Should you ask us. it isn't worth
humorous situations in it are wholesome and very much, being throughout its length exoriginal and seem to have a reason for be- moreover,tremelyisdull.misleading,
"The title "Burning
Sands,"is
because there
ing there. ♦ * • Go and see "Grandma's nothing burning or even warm about the
Roy." It is impossible even to suggest the
thing — it's stupid enough to need a title like
brightness of much of it in a review. A pub- theater.
lic that already admires him will now be all "Burning Sands" to lure people into the
the more enthusiastic about Mr. Lloyd and
his work.
EVE. TELEGRAM— "Burning Sands" has
first five- been called a man's answ-er to Edith M.
reelAMERICAN—
film so good Harold
it is too Lloyd's
short.
Hall's "The Sheik," and depicts the figure
that stands in strong contrast with the title
HERALD — Makes his biggest imprint on
role
in Melford's previous hig screen prothe screen. ♦ * * There are other very ludi- duction.
crous moments and they serve to make this
EVE. WORLD— The cast would make any
picture one of the loud gufifaws of the new
picture worth while, numbering among its
season.
such film folk as Milton Sills, .lacSUN — This first five reel picture hy Lloyd members
qucline Logan, Wanda Hawley, Winter Hall,
has a plausible plot, skillfully managed, swift- Louis Dresser and Robert Cain. If you crave
ness of movement, freedom from vulgar slap- desert scenes and hectic love-making, by all
stick and many of those novel touches which
so often in a Lloyd picture touch ofl the means take a squint at "Burning Sands."
EVE. JOURNAL— Though it bears the
laughs with the unexpected abruptness of
explosions.
title "Burning .Sands" that qualifying prefix
does not entirely describe the activity of the
EVE. TELEGRAM— Lloyd is the star and desert grit.
he is a real star, too, for he twinkles all the
M.AIL — "Burning Sands" has all the earway through
"Erandma's
His have
past commarks of a huge box office success. It is
edies have been
as good Boy."
as they
been
fast and furious. Now, after a little more replete with the kind of things that the romance loving and imaginative public likes to
than usual deliberation, he shines out with
see on the screen, but, better than that, it is
a "magnum opus," The merry little play is staged magnificently and well acted. Whatfilled with philosophy, romance, exciting
ever may be said of the story, which has its
clashes, satire on human weaknesses, pathos
weak moments, the settings which Melford
and optimism.
EVE. WORLD— Other films at other has given the film are ultra superb.
TELEGR.^PH — The story proves to be
houses would ordinarily be outstanding ones,
but they are but tallow dips alongside rather tedious, the conversations of the people are dull, and the players are much more
a lighthouse compared with "Grandma's dramatic than their parts. You find the picture hard to believe in.
Boy."
EVE. JOLTRNAL— Lloyil was never before so entertaining because he never before
AMERICAN — "Burning Sands" was tremendously futile. After you had viewed the
had so entertaining a picture.
MAIL — It would be difficult to conceive "scenery" — and I think I saw a pyramid in
getting too much of Harold Lloyd when he the distance — there was nothing left.
maintains his high standard as he has done
in "Grandma's
Boy."
"Love
Is An Awful
Thing"— SelzM.\IL — One would have to go far and
nick-Select — Criterion
wait long before witnessing a picture which
TELEGRAPH— "Love Is An Awful
provides more genuine entertainment and
Thing." but it isn't at all. It's just one
wholesome, whole-souled amusement as that round
of good fun. Owen Moore stars and
sui)plied by "Grandma's Boy."
puts over a performance that is a guaranteed
cure for the blues.
WORLD — One looking for escape from the
"Slim Shoulders"— W. W, Hodkinson florid
and maudlin stuff of recent flamboyant
films will find an opening at the Criterion.
Capitol
TIMES — It is a ttiorou.ghly conve:iiional "Love Is An Aw-ful Thing" should be a w'elfilm tale in which Miss Castle poses this time, come diversion from bravado and bunk.
but interesting for all that.
TELEGRAPH — The photography by
George l-'alsey is exceptionally fine. The cast
is excellently picked and the whole picture
delightfully entertaining. It is directed by
Alan Crosland.
WORLD — Not at all a bad picture play,
contains several extremely well directed,
mounted and costumed scenes, and leads us
further to believe that Mrs, Castle has as
PHONE
much right to claim she is an actress as a
SPVANT 5576
great many others we see in the films each
week.

up by pleading that one should adopt orphans until it hurts.

On Way to Coast
Louis Burston is en route to the
Coast, where
he will resume production.
Opens Tonight
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Elizabeth, N. J.— Jacob Fabian will
open the new Regent on Broad
St.
tonight.
Estabrook With F. B. O.
Howard Estabrook has completed
the transfer of a number of features
to F. B. O. and has been made executive assistant to Vice Pres.
Schnitzer and Gen. Mgr. Berman.

ton

McCulley, author of "The

Eddie HefTernan and Hal
automobile racers engaged by
of Zorro."
Lascelle for "Mind Over M
narrowly escaped death when t
chine they were driving skidd
overturned at Riverside.
H. E. GAUS

ROTHACKER
and

PRI H

SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATn
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hi «3

FALSE PRIDE
IS FOOLISH
It's no shame for a business
man

to

be financially embarrassed. Very often it is a

sign of his progressiveness.
Call on us for financial assistance— many big and prominent
institutions do. No red tape —
terms moderate. All transactions in confidence.

CO.

' CHROMOS
TRADING
1123 Broadway
Suite 616

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUC
BEAUTIFUL .
I CARE as THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS OND /3S

ou can obtain FILMACi
reduction
Trailers or
f All Features for

A

FOOT

TINTING

FREE,

Elabcrate Border;
24 Hour
Service

Pr«»«en» at ion Trailer*

'Phone Chelsea 8284

I 808 S.WABASH A\
J/ -CHICAGO, ILL.

"WE MEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(^MLO^r Ff LM b^BORJOrORIES
INCOCPOCATED

220WEST42t*5
NEW YORK STREET

ALLAN A.liDWNES
CEN.MCB.

tiff BRADSTREET
j< FILMDOM
)]XXI

;9^^re(0ghizeiii
Authority

Start

Series

For Non Theatrical Distribution at World
Studio
i; years from now no less than
lo
Protestant
churches
and
50,000 rehgious auditoriums, Y.
!. A.'s, etc., throughout the
iiry will have their own prot<s and will receive their supply
Herald
ijins from the Christian
n Picture Bureau which recentand merged with
jus organized
vlational Non-theatrical
Motion
res, Inc.
This prediction was
Patteryesterday by Graham
ijDublisher of the Christian Her-

Price 5 Cents

Thursday, September 7, 1922
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Gourdeau Arrives
E. R. Gourdeau, general manager,
Australian Films (East) Ltd., is due
in New York today from an extensive tour of the East.
American's New
(Special to THE

Exchanges

FILM

DAILY)

Charlotte, N. C. — The American
Releasing Corp. will open an exchange here to look after business of
North and South. Carolina. F. E.
Lane will be in charge, having been
sent here from the Atlanti office. W.
J. Sparkes is, in charge at Atlanta.
Omaha — Glenn Ellison will have
charge of the American Releasing
Corp., exchange to be opened here
next Monday.

■ the last three years the Herald,
ion wide organ of religious life,
been endeavoring
to get pros to make what Mr. Patterson
Reported Raw Stock Venture Soon
"movies that present a mora!
To Be Started After Many
."
contrast
a rotten
ut effectin
Experiments
ithe
Heraldg has
abandoned that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fivor in its latest move to take
Philadelphia — The Exhibitor says:
•esponsibility directly upon
its
"Plans have been perfected by the
'jihoulders.
Rterson
announced
that
the duPont Company whereby they exdd Film Studio at Fort Lee will
pect to be in the market with cinematograph films sometime within
se3.
He said that prominent
n writers will prepare the first the next few months. The plant, in
which the films will be manufactured,
(Continued
on Page 2)
is being constructed at Parlin, New
Jersey, where the company has
Werner's Purchases
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
established a large cellulose manufacLouis— Sam
Werner
of the
turing operation.
"The decision of the duPonts to
d Film Co. who
has just red from New
York
announces enter this line of manufacture was
urchase of the Southern Illinois arrived at only after several years of
Eastern
Missouri
rights
for intensive experimental work conducted by a large stafif of research
ere Is My Wandering Boy Tochemists in conjunction with experts
t." He also bought
a number
Igh class features and short sub- from the trade."
hile East.
Mattison Going to the Coast
storey Leases Starlight Park
Frank S. Mattison of F. M. San-"(irliglit Park, the Bronx amuse- ford Prod, starts for the coast today.
resort,
has
been
leased
by
?y Pictures and will be used as
's
a With
Fazend
a, theWarner
former Mack
Fazend
Louise
i^idio between Sept. 15 and April
t
y
star, and Jimmy
;hen it opens again for the sum- Sennct comed
i-ion. Work on a series of 12 Morrison, who was featured in Vitaers starring Gladys
Westby graph pictures for six years, have
! DC begun
and production
reengaged to appear in Warner's
»>d on the series of burlesque been
of F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel,
version
iloplays with Elsie Davenport, of "The
Beautiful and Damned."
h two have been completed and
.'main to be made.
Meighan Leaves for East

DuPont's Plan

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Webb Leaves Bennett
Hollywood — Thomas Meighan eft
!nneth Webb,
the director, has Hollywood Tuesday for New York
■ ''ed his long term contract with where he' will start work at the
litman Bennett
organization.
Home
Long Island .studio in "Back DirecI I.J the past two years Webb has and
Broke," by George Ade.
1 Hi'd four Lionel Barrymore feator Alfred Green and his staff will
i>. two Betty Blythe films, three follow in a few days, as also will
.
.
tar productions
and
one
Rex Lila Lee.
will
East Meighan
his way
On
'■'• picture.
As yet he has made
:)uncement
of his future acstop at the home of Mr. Ade in InY<:s except that he intends mak- I author. diana for final consultation with the
ija two weeks' motor trip.

The Only One
The only publication in the
film industry mentioned in Nina
Wilcox Putnam's story of
Hollywood life, running in the
"Wid's"
Saturday
Evening
Post was
otherwise
THE
FILM
DAILY
The Saturday Evening Post
has 2,500,000 readers.
Does this mean anything to

Chamberlain Out
Frank V. Chamberlain, who has for
some time held an important position
with Famous Players in the home
office in charge of the physical
operationschanges, of
the company's
exhas resigned,
to take effect
the end of this week.
The news
of Chamberlain's
resignation will come
as a surprise
to
many who had regarded him as having a very important post with that
organization. His future plans have
not been definitely determined upon.
Fielding Leaves National

you?

(Special to THE

Ray's Next

(Special to THE

Hollywood —
will be "The
Standish," work
started at the

FILM

DAILY)

Charles Ray's next
Courtship of Miles
upon which will be
completion of "The

Girl I Loved."

Paramount Plans

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky made
a number of interesting announcements yesterday regarding Paramount's advance production plans,
chief among which was that Conrad
Nagel had been chosen to play opposite Pola Negri in "Bella Donna,"
which George Fitzmaurice is to produce on the Coast.
Lasky also announced that Betty
Compson's next picture will be from
an original story written especially
by Julia Crawford Ivers. The title
is "The White Flower," and the
scene is laid in Honolulu. All the
location scenes will be made in
Honolulu and vicinity.
"The Covered Wagon." by Emerson Hough, is to be the next James
Cruze production following the completion of "Thirty Days," in which
Wallace Reid is starred. Jack Cunningham is now doing the continuity.

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Romaine Fielding has
severed his connection with the National Film Publicity Studios and is
working on a new picture in St.
Louis (Tounty. The production probably will be ready for release in the
late Fall or Winter season. Fielding
was production
director for the National.
Buy Stock of Bankrupt Firm
(Sp'ecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Des Moines, la. — The stock of the
bankrupt Des Moines Film and Supply Co. has been purchased by the
Iowa Theater Equipment and Supply
Co. Former employees of the bankrupt concern make up the purchasing

organization.
The Loew Dividend
With reference to the comment of
the New York Globe as to a resumption of the dividend for Loew,
Inc. While officials of the corporation do not care to discuss the question of dividends at this time it is
believed that the re-sumption of dividends will not occur until the corporation is in such condition that, barring unforseen difficulties, they will
be continued indefinitelj'. After loans
are reduced to a satisfying figure it
is anticipated that a reserve will be
established and when this meets a
sum sufficient to assure dividends under normal business conditions they
Fire in Studio
will be resumed. If this occurred
Fire in the Physioc Studios, Inc., early in 192.3 it would not be surprising.
and the Selwyn Construction Studios
at 451 First Ave. on Tuesday night
Northwest Theaters File Answer
caused damage to the property
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
amounting to about $100,000.
Missoula, Mont. — An amended answer has been filed with the Federal
Trade Commission by the Northwest
Cast of "The Marriage Chance"
Theaters Co., which was charged
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — Hampton Del Ruth with accepting mail-order catalogues
for theater admissions at the instigahas completed his cast for "The Martion of business men, and later burnriage Chance," .\merican Releasing
ing them. The theater company
Corp., release, in which Alta Allen
will be starred. It includes Irene denies that it conspired with any person or organization, or tried to preRich. Milton Sills. Henry B. Walvent
any Montana,
person from
or organization
outthall. Tullv Marshall and Mitchell
side
selling goods,
Lewis. This is the first of the Del
Ruth series.
upon mail-orders.

■aaa.M

THE

DAILY
Start

j?B^

Series

Lichtman

(Special

(Continued from Page 1)

production, a series of 52 reels upon
which work will start early in
Vol. XXI No 67 Thursday. Sept. 7. 1922 Price 5 Cents October. The last week of that
month will see the distributing of one
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks. reel per week to 5,000 church organInc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
izations which comprise., the first step
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS,
INC.
in active industry which the religion
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ; liureau has made. The picture is
j. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- based on a story written by Dr
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Charles M. Seldon. author of "In

at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10,00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filtnschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

X

East. Kod.
F. P.-L...
do pfd.
Goldvvyn..
Griffith
Loew',-; ...
Triangle
World

84.>4
103
105 K
6^
20

Low

Close

Sales

In the Courts"!

Atlanta
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Atlanta — Al
Lichtman
was
here
yesterday en route to New York from
New
Orleans.

"DANNY"
OFF HIS

FELL

SEAT
Regardless of what The Film
Daily may say in its review, the
editor stated Tuesday noon at
the Astor he "rolled in the aisle,
literally," at the Mark Strand
showing Labor Day of

Twenty-four Sheet Campaign
C. B. C. announces
that a slieet
campaign
will feature in exploiting
"More To Be Pitied" in New York
territory.

Says U. C. I. Is Well Financed
Ignazio Thaon Di Revel, in a communication to Film Daily, says that
a report in a London paper that
Unione Cinematografica Italiana is
failing financially has probably been
the misinterpretation of dififerences
between producers and distributors.
The U. C^L capital is over $2,000,000
at present, the writer says.
Count Revel adds that the U. C. I.
lias ready for release this year, two
big specials, Cyrano do Bergerac and
the Betrothed and 26 normal productions and two other big specials
and are now in the making. As you
know, U. C. I. is the amalgamator of
15 producing companies in Italj-. and
among them are some who are very
well known in this country, such as
Pasquali and Itala, Cines. Caesar.
Gloria, etc.

in

The Triangle Film Corporation

filed a suit
in thefrom
Supreme
recover
$52,000
Hyman ('our,
W
John Killman, secretary and treas
of the Triangle Corporation, m;
Garsson Buys "Way Down South"
'Murray W. Garsson has purchased affidavit that on June 28 last, Wi
the picture, play and book rights to executed to the plaintiff, eighi
"Way Down South," from Harry P. notes aggregating $52,000. pay,
Diggs and Adelaide Leitzbach. Diggs between August 28 and Decen\ber
will ^supervise
the making -of the The contract between the parties
vided
Winik's
failure bec(
to
any ofthat
theupon
notes,
all should
"Madame Sans-Gene" Finished
HisPatterson
Steps." said that last night he
Producers Security Corp. announce ])ayable. It is alleged that Wi
made arrangements with agents ii
defaulted on the first note, due
Sansfour European countries for the first the film version of "Madame
August
28, and which went to i
Gene"
has been completed and will
view of all material suitable for non- be
test. Kollman, says he and W
released imnjediately.
theatrical house--.
had a conference on August 10, at
the defendant negotiating for
James Young On His Own
Awyon Buys More
Holly vv'ood — Richard Walton payment of the first note payal)le,
Territorially rights for Greater TuUy's "Omar the Tentmaker," is it is alleged Winik said he would
New York and Northern New Jersey completed. Tully v^-ill leave shortly negotiate for its payment.
for "The American Toreador" have for New York. James Young, who
been sold to Awvon.
Pathe Gets Kiser Films
directed "Omar the Tentmaker" as
well as "The Masquerader," has
Pathe has arranged with K
Whitman Buys Meade Interest
signed to direct four productions Studios, Inc., of Portland, Ore.,
(Special to THE FILNt DAILY)
under his own name for Sam E.
distribute a series of one and i
Rork. These will contain all-star
Detroitchased—the "Dad"
Whitman
has
purinterest of Charlie Meade casts. This arrangement will not reel productions, beginning late
in the firm of Meade & Whitman and afifect the program wherebj- Young the fall. Three subjects aire:
will continue in the state right field is to direct two future productions delivered are, "The Price of P
for Tully.
under the name of Re.x Film Co.
gress," "The Royal Chinook" ;
"Fleeced
for Gold."

83 >< 83/, 600
100
101^
9.400
103-34 10454
1,000
6.K
6^4
1.100
Not quoted
19K
19^2
7,600
Not quoted
Not quoted

Cobb Back
C. Lang Cobb, general sales manager of the Color Cinema Co. has returned after a trip covering the key
cities where he visited the American
Releasing
Corp. exchanges.

to THE
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HAROLD

LLOYD

"GRANDMA'S

BOY"

He couldn't get a chair or it might have held him in place.
Reason — no chairs vacant. So he sat on a step in a loge and when
some of the laugh explosions came he toppled over and almost fell

BOOKING NOW!
Atlas rilm Distributing Co.
announces that it has purchased from Unity
Pictures, Inc., for

Greater New
and

Northern New Jersey

down the steps. That's how good "Grandma's Boy" is. Ask "Danny."
Presented by
Through
HAL
ROACH
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Arthur
Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange.
Inc.

SERVING

S. Kane, President
Foreign Representative
Sidney (3arrett

"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

WEST

York

the thrilling society and
domestic drama
u

WHY
DO
MEN
MARRY?

»i

Featuring Edy Darclea
This title means money!
'Phone, write or wire

Shfpcfcrrcf J^iln^ Irahorahjt^i^

'

i/ohn MJVicko/ait ft

Phones
Hollyivood
G^ISand 6943

S.M.Tompktns

Scivarc/ €md IhmaitiQ Streets

Holly wood dli/ornta

ATLAS FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
723 7th Ave.

N. Y. City

Bryant 1365

itoSday. September 7, 1922
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In Los Angeles
They Say —

"The Great American
Photoplay is Here
At Last!"
tt ts

Cecil B. DeMille's
PRODUCTION

"Manslaughter'*
with

Thomas Meighan
Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson
From the novel by Alice Duer Miller
Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson

Here are a few press comments:
"The great American photoplay is here at last.
What
other directors
accomplished."
have been groping after Cecil B. DeMille has realty Los
Angeles Times
"DeMille's greatest, most honest effort. A success by unanimous opinion.
Will go down as one of the most vital works of motion picture art.
Los Angeles Herald
"MUST

be seen!"

Los Angeles Examiner

Watch What They Say
in New York!

(X Cf>araniount Q>icture
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Independents Ready
T. R. Coffin
Prod,
have
finished
iheir two-reel Crescent Comedies, to
be released in the state right field.

The

"Orphan Sally" Ready
Lee-Bradford
Corp.,
Septem-

ber^relcase will be "Orphan
picture produced by Superior

Sally,"
Prod.

Sales by Di Lorenzo
Inc., have sold their
Big Boy William series to Lee Goldberg, of Big Feature Rights Corp.,
for Kentucky and Tennessee, and to
Tames Alexander of Columbia Film
Service, for West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania.

Di

Lorenzo,

IVAN

ABRAMSON

offsn

"WILDNESS
YOUTH"
OF
Elxhibitors Trade
Review
says the
"it
will
lank with
best of the recently
screened state right

Buys "Curse of Drink"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — Ben Amsterdam will
distribute "The
Curse of Drink"
in
Eastern
Pennsylvania
and
Northern
New Jersey.
Series Sold
(Special to THE FILM

"Flesh and Bond"

GRAPHIC

It's the first of the
PRODUCTIONS,

COMING

INC.

SOON

PERFECT PICTURES
"neither
but

stagenor
screen
LIFE-S WINDOW

in Northwest

"Flesh and Bond," with Lon
Chaney and Noah Berry, has been
purchased by the De Luxe Feature
Film Co., for distribution in Washington, Idaho, Oregon and Montana.
Three

Arrows

Sold

Independent Films, Inc., have acquired the New England Rights to
three new Arrow releases, "The
Innocent Cheat," "Chain Lightning,"
and "The Splendid Lie."

Bobby
subjects."Connelly
is one of the big 7 in
the cast

DAILY)

Washington — Barry Thomas has
purchased from the East Coast the
rights to the J. B. Warner series, for
Delaware, Maryland, the Dist. of
Columbia
and Virginia.

Expedition in Siberia
The

W. K. Ziegfeld office has received word from Siberia of the arrival there of an expedition which will
take pictures in the regions controlled
by the Soviets.
Three

Sales on Kid Comedies

Lou Rogers of Rialto Prod, has
sold three Lee Kids comedies to Federated of San Francisco, Arizona and
Nevada; Fine Arts Film of St. Louis
for Eastern Illinois and Southern
Missouri and Exhibitors Film of
Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.
Carpentier Signs Contract
Cable advices from London state
that Georges Carpentier has signed
a three year contract with J. Stuart
Blackton.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd.
and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

ROTHACKER

PRINTS

and SERVICE

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE .
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Hollywood, Cal.
542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 1831

Hal Home
Boosting at Omaha
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Harold (Hal) Home,
formerly affiliated with Famous Players as exploiteer, has been engaged
by the Film Booking Offices, to exploit "In the Name of the Law" in
Omaha territory.
First National Sales Prizes
(Spedial to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — First National will offer
a series of sales prizes to its force
this fall. R. C. Seery told the First
National managers and salesmen of
the Mid-West at a convention here
last week. He also said a number of
the new releases will be backed by
national advertising.

Gets "Determination"
EquityEquity
The
Picture Corporation
have secured "Determination" in addition to 12 Eddie Lyons' comedies
and six other features for Canada.
Thomas

Buys

Westerns

Harry Thomas, of the Thomas
Film Co., Washington, D. C, has
purchased the J. B. Warner series
of Westerns for Delaware, Maryland,
District
of Columbia
and, Virginia.

Thursday,

September

7, 111

Klein Sells Foreign Righti

Regal Buys Hallroom Comedies
Regal
Films,
Ltd.
has purchased
the Hallroom Boy comedies for Canada.

"Is a Mother to Blame" ha
sold for Argentine, Uruguay
Paraguay, by the Edward L. 1 1
Co., who also controls the foi 1
rights. Distribution in the UiJ
will be made through Ltj
Atlas
Marry?"it States
AtlasTakes
Film "Why
Dist. Do
Co. Men
announces
Film.
has purchased from Unity Pictures,
Inc., "Why Do Men Marry?" for
greater New York and Northern New
Jersey.

One Year Ago

Conheim Buys Four
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Culver City — The Pacific Film Co.,
Inc., have sold their four features to
Mike
Conheim
of Greater Features,
Minneapolis.
More

h was Will Nigh's

"Why Girls Leave Home"

Six Months Ago

Rights Sold

Equity's production, "What's
Wrong With the Woman," has been
sold to Progress Features, who will
handle distribution in California,
Nevada, Arizona, and the Hawaiian
Islands.

h"School
was WillDays"
Nigh's

AND

Control "Othello" Rights
Export & Import Film Co., in conjunction with David P. Howells, have
secured the American rights to
"Othello." and they say a Broadway
run has been assured. The picture
is now in the hands of the cutters.

It is Will Nigh's

NOTORIETY
That Office
Will History
Make Box-

Signs Hallroom Boys for West
C. B. C. announces the signing of
contracts with Greater Features, Inc.,
of .Seattle, whereby that company
secures distribution rights in the
states of Colorado, Wyoming, Utah.
New Mexico, Washington, Oregon,
Montana, and Idaho.

THE
Maurioe Powers
Mary Alden
Mona Lisa
Ida Waterman
Anders Randolf

CAST !
Rod La' Rocqne
Geo. Hackathorne
J. Barney Sherry
Richard Travers
Wm. H. Tooker

Release
by
Soon Ready
for Independent

"Lost in a Big City" to Arrow
Arrow will handle distribution of

L. Lawrence Weber &
Bobby North

the Blazed Trial production, "Lost
in a Big City," which is nearing completion. N. S. Woods is the author,
L. Case Russell wrote the scenario,
photography by Joseph Settle, and
George Irving directed.

Members

NOW

1600 Broadway

New York City

of the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
are invited to attend a Special Luncheon
at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday next,
September 12th, after which there will
be a special screening of Rupert Hughes'
new photoplay entitled REMEMBRANCE
Members

Goldwyn

ivill please respond hejare Monday

Distributing

729 Seventh Avenue

noon to the

Corporation

New York City

DURA
FILM PROTECTOR CO
ZZOWEST-flZoST. NEW
PHONE BRYANT SS76

YOR

AUAN A.LOWNES.^
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;9^^re(0cmizei^
Authority
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Raphael Leaves Goldwyn
(Special to THE ¥1±.U DAILY)
n I Am the Law" by Judge Knox—
London — Percy Raphael, who has
Burr Ready to Make
been Goldwyn Ltd.'s sales manager
Them
since that organization opened in in
ixtice Knox of the U. S. District London, and who previously conhas filed his decision in the
trolled the sales forces of Pathe for
Internatl. Films, etc., against a number of years, has joined the
others. Phillips' Film Co., Ltd., as sales
and
Distributors
yiiated
manager.
reference to the production "I
"Slim" Cole Injured
the Law."
It will be recalled
the Hearst
organization
made
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ain contentions with reference to
St. Louis — Nathan Cole Hebert,
rtain situation in "I Am the Law" known as "Slim" Cole, sustained
inging
upon "The Valley of Silent three fractured ribs Monday, while
"
riding a motorcycle over the scenic
1.
1 deciding against Affiliated Dis- railway at Creve Coeur Lake. Hebert
utors the Court ruled:
was rehearsing for the climax of "The
will permit defendants, if they can, to
rtake to so change the pres.nt film of Eyes of Mystery," a serial being produced by the Mid-West Prod. Co.
m The Law' as to eliminate any scene,
ent or event that infringes upon the He successfully negotiated the trip
once and was making another prer,
'ThehasValley
Silentout,Men.'
When
effort
been of
carried
,he picture
paratory to shooting the scene when
then appears shall, before being released
distribution or exhibition, be shown to the flooring suddenly gave way.

Ghan.^e Ordered

Court and Counsel for the plaintiffs, to
!nd that it may then be determined, withthe necessity of further litigation, that
; is infringement of plaintiffs' rights.
".a'l tiSfs ;:' , :n rdd-ti.-n to injunctive redamages
in 'the
of $500,000.
Manly, they can
have sum
no such
sum. Indeed,
n inclined to believe that any monetary
has been very small.
In this connecit is to be said that the attitude assumed
defendants since the charge of the in[ement was first made, has been charrized with somewhat unusual frankness
* * •
consideration.

^harles C. Burr, speaking for
liated yesterday, said that he had
;ady notified his attorneys of their
[ingness to make these changes,
in fact, had already done so, and
submitted them to the Hearst
nsel.
Mae Marsh Again Abroad
ess Smith has arranged a second
duction for Mae Marsh with the
iham Wilcox Prod., of London,

'.ddy The Next Best Thing," has
jfn chosen as her next vehicle. Miss
rsh
returned
to England
last
5(iurday on the Olympic after coning with D. W. Griffith about his
:t picture in which she is to play,
I'ting some time in November.
"Grandma's Boy" Held Over
Grandma's Boy," running at the
and will be held for a second week
' probably a third.

Rialto Exchanges
gers

to

Open
20 By Oct. 1—
Levine General
Manager
Halto Prod, on Oct. 1st will open
exchauTPs in kev cities, so Lou
jgers said yesterday. Nat Levine
'i been appointed general manager.
Jere wilt be released one feature
ai-monthly,
four specials a year,
reels of short stuflf of comedies,
nics and cartoons.

Price 5 Cents
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New Fox Exchange Building
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas — Fox Film will erect a twostory exchange building on Jefiferson
St. opposite the Jefferson Hotel. The
building will cost $25,000.
This is the first film exchange
building to be erected outside of what
is popularly known as the Dallas
"film row."
American Gets "Prince and Pauper"
.American Releasing yesterday
closed a contract with Larry Giffen
to take over the distribution of "The
Prince and the Pauper," based on
Mark Twain's famous story and recently shown at the Capitol.
Mrs. Mathis Dies
/Wednesday night at the Hotel
On
.A.stor Mrs. Mathis, the mother
of
the famous scenarist, died suddenly.

Michigan

M.

P.

(Special to THE

T.

O.

FILM

Convention
DAILY)

Detroit. Mich. — Plans are well
under way for the next Michigan M.
P. T. O. convention to be held Oct.
10 and 11, at Flint. Many prominent
men in the field are to attend, among
S. Cohen, M. J. O'Toole
Sydney
them Will
H. Hays.
and

Senate Rates for Industry Agreed Upon
By Coneference Committee of Tariff Bill
Standard Width Film Will Have Four-Tenths of a Cent Duty —
Prints of Foreign Films One Cent a Foot — Devsloped
Negative Three Cents — Other Rates
(By

Long

Distance

Telephone

from Washington)

The Conference Committee on the proposed tariff bill have
agreed with reference to the rates affecting the motion picture industry. The rates proposed by the Senate have been agreed to
and will become a part of the new tariff bill when passed.
Under this the rate on foreign raw stock, as well as finished
negatives, will remain practically as they are today.
The rates are as follows :
Per Cent

Photographic cameras and parts thereof not specifically provided for 20
Photographic and moving picture films, sensitized but not exposed or
developed — Standard width of 1^ inches, per linear foot, other
widths in proportion
4/lOc
Photographic film negatives, per linear foot —
Exposed but not developed
2c
Exposed
and developed
3c

ic
..".'.'.'.'....
linear infoot
or duplicates,
prints from
including taken
Positives,
Films or negatives
U. S. and per
exposed
a foreign
country
by an American producer in making a picture of which 60% or
more is made in U. S., per linear foot ._
Ic
Electric light carbons
45
Incandescent electric lights, bulbs and lamps, with or without filaments
20
Photographic
and projection
lenses
45
All rates based on percentage are ad valorem and as provided by the
Senate are to be based on foreign valuation of the commodity. The House
lain provided for assessment based on American valuation.
When the House passed the various items they were materially different from those which the Senate agreed upon. It was expected that
there would be some difficulty in working the varying rates out, but there
was little experienced with any of the items, except with the proposed duty
on standard width raw stock. The House conferees desired to have this
raised from 4/lOths of a cent, as desired by the Senate, to 5/lOths, but
the original Senate rate finally prevailed.
Receiver

Appointed

workii
orking on "Ben Hur"

Mathis
to Do
Continuity —
Judge Mack has appointed Wolf- June
Will Collaborate on
for Al
gang S. Schwabacher receiver
Gilbert Film Productions, Inc., of
Production
220 West 42d St., under bond of
A. L. Erlanger announces that
June Mathis has been engaged to

$1,000.
Allen and Bloom to Tour the World
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — Bernard Allen, president
of the Allen Enterprises, and Ben
Bloom, former manager of the Allan
theaters in Winnipeg, leave this
month for a trip around the world.

' Sues Sam Goldwyn for $500,000
Will A. Page, well known publicity man, has brought suit against
Rogers Heads New Company
nt of GoldSamuel Goldwyn,forpreside
Charles
R. Rogers, formerly with
the
$500,000 in
wvn Pictures,
Select and later with R. C. Pictures,
that
asserts
Page
Supreme Court.
is the head of Dependable Sales Corp.
he had an agreement with Goldwyn
just formed, which will promote, finby which he was to prepare l Goldance and handle distribution for infurmateria
from
s
Memoir
wvn's
dependent producers. Interested with
nished by Goldwyn, and that they
new concern is Edsevin
Rogersward Small,the
were to share the profits. After
the agent. Offices will
eral weeks work he claims that Gold- be with Edward Small in the Putnam
wyn refused to continue and now Bldg.
Page wants damages.

write
the continuity
"Ben Hur,"
collaborate
on the for
production
and
edit the film, which is to be produced
by Goldwyn.
The players will be sent to Palestine and to Italy in order to secure
the exact locations described in "Ben
Hur." Other scenes will be photoCity.
graphed at the studios in Culver
Miss Mathis will start work immediately on the continuity and will
accompany the players on their forexpedition. has been selected for
No eign
director
the task up to the moment, but it
would not be surprising if this "was
arranged by F. J. Godsol, who is now
in California. None of the leading
players have been determined upon.
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Cuts

and

Flashes

Steamer Sailings

Harry T. Morcy has been cast for
"Tlic Passion Vine," being directed
in Florida by Rex Ingram. Morey
Vol. XXI No 68
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Price 5 Cents

recently completed work in "The
Rapids," produced at Ottawa, Can.,
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, by Ernest Shipman.
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
/. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
£ntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

E. H. Griffith has returned from
Nova Scotia, where he directed "The
Sea Riders" for the Canadian Maritime Pictures, Ltd. His cast included
Edward Phillips, Charles Eldridge,
Betty Bouton. Edward Lawrence and
America Chedister. Freeman Owen
was the cameraman.
Mabel Bardine has opened a casting office in conjunction with
Maxine Alton at 1482 Broadway.

Ernest Haller will photograph
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
"Outcast"
with Elsie Ferguson. He
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, was cameraman on "The Shepherd
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Better Films Week
Central
European
Representative — InternaKing."
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod. 84^
83^
F. P.-L. ..1035^ 100^
do pfd...l04'^ 104
Goldwyn . . 6^
Wa
Gnltith
Loew's
... 20
19^
Triangle
World

Sales

843/^
4,100
103^
6,200
104/2 400
Wz
1,600
Not quoted
\W%
6,900
Not quoted
Not quoted

Pearson Arrives on Coast
Elmer Pearson, general manager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has arrived
on the coast. Mr. Pearson will consult with Hal. E. Roach upon the
enlarging of the Roach activities.
Gloria Starts New
(Special to THE

Production

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles— Gloria Swanson has
finished "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" and will appear in "His American Wife" next. Sam Wood will direct.
Plan

for

Big

(Special to THE

Amusement
FILM

Friday, September 8

Atlanta — The Better Films Committee met recently to outline plans
for the Better Films Week to be held
beginning Sept. 18.

Sax With Weber and North
Sammy Sax, formerly with F. B.
O. and Select, starting next Monday
will assume the general sales managership of Weber and North who
are producing William Nigh's series
of pictures, the first of which will be
"Notoriety."

Sailings of steamers for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Sail Today
Munargo for Antilla sails at 12 M., mails
close at 9 A.' M. for Haliamas. Fortune Islands. Inagua and City of Antilla (other parts
of Cuba specially addressed).. Bogota for
Savanilla sails at 2 P. M., mails close at 11
A. M. for Haiti and Colombia (Jamaica specially addressed). Paria for Paramaribo sails
at 4 P. M., mails close at 1 :30 P. M. for
Virgin Islands, Trinidad, Ciudad Eolivar and
Guiana.

Sail To-morrow

Homeric for Southampton sails at 12 M.,
mails close at 9 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West Asia (specially addressed). Finland, Antwerp, sails at 12 M., mails close
at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia
(specially addressed). Savoie for Havre sails
at 12 M., mails close at 7:30 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia (specially addressed). President Roosevelt for Bremen
sails at 1 P. M., mails close at 9 A. M. for
Europe, Africa and West Asia (specially addressed for Canaries, Syria and Palestine).
Argentina for Gravosa sails at 12 M., mails
close at 9 :30 A. M. for Italy, Greece and
Yugoslavia (specially addressed). Europe for
Naples sails at 2 P. M., mails close at 11 A.
M. for Italy (specially addressed). King Alexander for Constanza sails at 3 P. M., mails
close at 12:30 P. M. for Greece, Turkey and
Rumania (specially addressed). Westerdijk
for Rotterdam sails at 12 M., mails close at
9 A. M. for Netherlands (specially addressed). Rosalind for St. John's sails at 10 A.
M., mails close at 7 A. M, for Newfoundland. Ft. Victoria for Hamilton sails at 11
A. M., mails close at 7:30 A. M. for Bermuda. Siboney for Havana sails at 11 A. M.,
mails close at 8 A. M. for Cuba (specially
addressed). Zacapa for Tela sails at 11 A.
M., mails close at 8 A. M. for Jamaica, Guatemala, Salvador, British Honduras (Cuba and
Tela specially addressed). Philadelphia for
La (Juaira sails at 12 M., mails close at
8:30 A. M. for Curacao and Venezuela
(Porto Rico specially addressed).

EVERY woman in Arr
is interested in "OTi
WOMEN'S CLOT
n 'pic
80 HES,
per
cen
motio
audiences
women. Tl
one of the
siderations
following
prompted 1
theatres to I
Hugo Ballins newest pic
success, "OTHER WOME
CLOTHES,"
ing
Mabel Ball in starr
in one wins
of
season's most enthralling s<x
dramas :
GOODWIN
THEATRE
Newark
Chicago

The worth-while

BARBEES

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER

LOOP

THEATRE

WASHINGTON THEATRE
Dallas
ORPHEUM
THEATRE
Detroit

is invited to avail himself of our International Facilities.
WHAT

THE

THIS MEANS

FINANCE

Park

DAILY)

St. Louis — A syndicate headed by
Charles P. Bland of the real estate
firm of WilHams and Bland has purchased Spanish Lake, a 75-acre fishing lake on the Bellefontaine Road
north of St. Louis and 225 acres of
adjoining property as the site of a
large amusement park.

LEGAL

EXPLOITATION

SALES

PUBLICITY

AUDITING

HIPPODROME
San Francisco
BLUE MOUSE
THEATRE
Baltimore
WALNUT THEATRE
Louisville
STRAND THEATRE
Akron
ISIS
THEATRE
Grand
Rapids
AMERICAN
THEATRE

Troy. N Y
MAJESTIC
THEATRE
Wilmington.
Del
STATE
THEATRE
Sacramento
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COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA. INC.
Phone: Madison Square 4430
15 East 26th St. New York City
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy.
Ask for samples and prices.

WE
WE

WILL HELP YOU FINANCE PRODUCTION
WILL FINANCE all laboratory work, including
all prints.
WE
WILL
FINANCE
all advertising expenses.
Now in 4th Year of Service

Here are a dozen successful exhibitors wl
leadership you can well afford to foil
They
recognized
the exhibition
values
OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES
by be
ing it for first-run in their territories
trwTAOi

The Producers
Security Corporation
Ricord Gradwell, President

Tkc bh
HODKINSON

General Offices: 516 Fifth Avenue, New York

PICTURES

Ilow We Will Set the Value
of "East is West"
SETTING

EXHIBITION

The unusual production cost in which, of
course, the screen rights to the play are an
important item, make it necessary that unusual precautions be taken in order that the
rentals on the picture be determined by actual
box office test runs before any definite
exhibition value is placed on the production.
Accordingly Mr. Schenck and ourselves
have agreed upon the following plan :
Play dates for preliminary test runs in six

REGARDING

SPECIAL

theatres are now arranged. Upon the result
of these engagements a temporary or tentative
exhibition value will be set, at which rate 40
additional test engagements will be played.
Upon the results of the 46 engagements the
final exhibition value for all rentals will be set.
We believe this plan will be fair to exhibitors
while at the same time giving the producer
what he is justly entitled to.

NATIONAL

We have agreed with the producer that the
public must be told of the unusual entertainment value of "EAST IS WEST," so they will
understand that this latest picture of Constance Talmadge's is a real special, and far
bigger and finer than anything in which she
has yet appeared.

REGARDING
The general release date has been set for
Oct. 23rd. The test engagements will precede
this general release date. Exhibitors will be

VALUE

ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN

A national magazine advertising campaign
running over a six weeks' period has been
decided upon. In order to tie up this campaign
directly with theatres, each exhibitor running
the picture will be given free certain special
advertising for local uses. An unusually big
and fine line of standard accessories will be
provided in addition.

RELEASE

DATE

kept informed as to what the picture does at
test runs by advertisements in the trade

papers.
IN HANDLING THIS BIG PRODUCTION BOTH MR. SCHENCK AND FIRST NATIONAL WILL
LEAVE NOTHING UNDONE TO ASSIST EXHIBITORS TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM RESULTS

Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
in

8 reels

of

the best fun, love
ever screened.

and

thrills

By Samuel Shipman and John B. Hymer, from the
play produced by Wm. Harris, Jr.; adapted by
Frances Marion; photographed by Antonio Gaudio;
art direction by Stephen Goossoon.

Directed by Sidney Franklin, Director
of "Smilin' Through"

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

—/Xl^
Northwest Notes
Seattle — Phil Selznick was in Seattle this week on his swing about
the country.

Too

Conservative

Says

Marcus Loew of English Exhibitors Advertising Methods —
Newer Pictures for England
In his first inter^fiew issued since
Fred Mercy reopened the Capitol, his return from London Marcus
Loew said yesterday:
Yakima,
with "Foolish
Wives."
y
"The one fault I have to find to
English exhibitors are that they are
y- ■ James R. Grainger is due here to- too
conservative in their advertising
day. He will be met by Harry Leonhardt, division manager of Goldwyn methods. Such advertising as they
who will travel with him to Port- do we would not consider advertising here at all. They have their proland, 'Frisco and Los Angeles.
grammes a year ahead and they proceed just along set lines.
Robert Marsden, Jr., owner of the
Noble of Marshfield, Ore., is con"This block system of booking I
valescing from a serious operation.
think to be faulty, as the new product
does not reach the English screens
Frank Randolph of San Francisco, until it too has become old and of
has been appointed salesman for F. less value.
B. O., covering southern Idaho and
"Metro hopes to relieve this situaEastern Oregon, out of Seattle.
tion, providing the proper co-operation is forthcoming from the exMt. Vernon, Wash.— O. O. Ruth,
hibitors in retiring some of the old
who owns the new Vernon, is report- product and supplanting it with new
ed to have taken over the holdings of material. This will not only bring
R. K. Dunn, in the Mission.
the foreign market up to date, but
determine proper values for the new
Barney S. Rose, formerly with Ar- product.
row in Denver, has been transferred
to Seattle. He will cover Washington and Oregon.
E. Marshall Taylor, a former Jensen & Von Herberg man, in Wenatchee, Portland and Bremerton, is to
cover Montana as special representative for De Luxe.

specialist.
You may

Greater Features, Inc., has purchased the series of twenty-six Hall
Room Boys Comedies for 1922-1923,
for the Pacific Northwest.

good producer— that's your
specialty.
Our specialty is to perfect your distribution arrangement.

"The Storm" is reported to have
brought one of the largest figures on
record, from Jensen & Von Herberg,
for their Tacoma Rialto, where it
will run at least two weeks.

Know Your Busid

FALSE PRIDe
IS FOOLISH

man

Squirrels in Pictures
The

Canadian's Exhibitor Exchange have for release, six one-reel
Squirrel Comedies. Over 300 squirrels are shown in these comedies
which were taken at the home of Dr.
Lillian D. Powers, White -Plains, N.
J., the owner of the animals.

to

be

financially <;

barrassed. Very often it ii
sign of his progressivenii
Call on us for financial ass
ance — many big and promin
institutions do. No red tap«i
terms moderate. All transi
tions in confidence.

CHROMOS TRADING (
'Phone Chelsea 8
1123 Broadway
Suite 616

ROTHACKER

be a corking

PRIin

and SERVICE
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIV
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago, lU.
Rothacker-Allcr Laboratory
HoUjrwood, Cal.

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hi 83

ALEXANDER S. ARONSON
Producer Service
1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

I P

Motion
World

are invited to attend a Special Luncheon
at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday next,
September 12th, after which there will

Picture
calls it

'You can obtain FILMACr J
'reduction
Trailers or

be a special screening of Rupert Hughes'
new photoplay entitled REMEMBRANCE

patrons are deJULIA SWAYNE
GORDON

/o/All Features for

A
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manding."
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"powerful - dramatic and what the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce

Goldwyn

"Presenting super-features in legitimate theaters or in a method as
we know as 'road show' is somewhat
new to English exhibitors, and Not knowing it has resulted in
failures. Let us guide you
proved quite satisfactory with our
presentation of 'The Four Horsemen'
your problems.
at the Palace."
W. A. FLEMING & C
"Doug" Wants Injunction
Public Accountants and Busi
Douglas Fairbanks has applied to
Advisors
the Supreme Court for an injunction 452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacr
against the Leader Film Corp., Majestic Motion Picture Co., Triangle
Film and Hyman Winik. Fairbanks
asks that the Triangle corporation be
restrained from re-editing or reconstructing any pictures /-manufactured
by the Majestic Company under a
contract made in October, 1915, and
in which pictures Fairbanks was the
It's no shame for a busid
star.
:

This is the age of the

Members of the

Members

Friday, September 8,

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME

R. A. Hawkinson, formerly with
First National here, is now covering
Montana
for
Educational,
out
of
Seattle.

Kent, Wash. — R. A. Czerney who
operates the Kent won the second
major prize for the best exploitation
of "Robinson Crusoe" during July.
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Clarke Back from Orient
Horace T. Clarke, Australian and
Siies To Be Given in Mid-West — Oriental Representative of the David
P. Howells Company, has just reLichtman Honor Guest
j
turned from a trip around the world
I party of film folks, including Al
of in the interests of the Howells orCarroll H. Dunning
l^htman,
ganization. Clarke spent some time
Ezma, Inc., Lin Bonner, of the Al
Corp., and all the trade in Europe and made his usual annual
Lhtman
tour of the entire Orient.
pier editors will leave for Pittsbgh
Saturday
night to attend a
First for Dixon
of four exhibitor dinners to be
Work
has
been started at the Tilin Lichtman's honor by Harry
1 Lharnas, who holds the Lichtman ford Studios on T. H. Dixon's first
Ken- of a series, "The Beast."
Virginia,
in West
fnchise
t ky, Ohio, Southern Michigan and
Another Showing for Blind
\.stern Pennsylvania.
Ju Sunday,
the first dinner will
There will be a showing of "The
t held at the William Penn Hotel, Prisoner of Zenda," for the blind toItsburgh.
The others will be at
day, on Loew's New York Roof.
t: Sinton, Cincinnati on Monday; at
Ideal May Join FUm League
V. Statler, Detroit on Tuesday, and
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
r the Carlton Terrace, Cleveland on
London — It is reported that Ideal
Exhibitors m those terWednesday.
^ories have been invited to attend Films, Ltd., will join the British Film
ii dinners at each of which Licht- League.
iin will explain his distributing plan,
nias will discuss
his fall and
Bamberger Transferred
Leon Bamberger who has been
Men's
"Rich
and
. p:..r.3
s," the first of the Lichtman reFamous Players' exploitas will be screened, as well as a handling
tion in Canada has been made assistant to Claude Saunders at the
izma subject.
The party will return to New York home office.
\ixt Thursday.
Say
"Dying
Nations
Finished
Lichtman Back
(Special
to THE
FILM " is DAILY)
London — The Film Renter
in an
Al Lichtman returned from the
,)uth yesterday, where he conferred article about German film conditions
ith E. V. Richards of the Saenger
says that a production called "Dying
musement Co., holder of the Licht- Nations" has been completed.
an franchise for the Southern states.
Hum District Mcinager
McCarthy Due
Hal Hurn, former branch manager
J. J. McCarthy,
of the D. W. of the Hodkinson, Cincinnati exriffith office, is due in New York,
change, was recently made district
iionday, after spending several manager and a member of the sales
lonths abroad.
council. The promotion will transfer
Hurn to the New York office.
Zeitlin Here
Frank
Zeitlin
has
arrived
from
Friedgen Forms Own Unit
iHgland and will arrange to repreJ. Ray Friedgen has entered the
•nt Ann
Forrest and Percy
Mar- production end of the business, as
iont on the other side.
president of the Effanem Photoplays,
Inc. His first picture, "When the
Coast Theaters Merged
Come Home," has recently
Cows
. (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been completed at Fort Lee, under
'j San Francisco — Arrangements have the direction of J. L. McCutcheon.
fen completed for the consolidation
I the California, Imperial and
Exhibitor Threatens Suit
, ranada theaters, to be operated by
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
1 le Herbert L. Rothchild Amus. Co.
Goodland. Kans.— E. E. Sprague
announces that he will file suit
Goldwyn Changes in Buffalo
against Paramount, under the Kansas
i.eorge A. Hickey is leaving Gold- anti-trust law and prosecute under the
yn's Buffalo office, where
he was federal statutes, in an attempt to ob..lanager, to become district manager
tain an injunction preventing Para■jr'Poston, Philadelphia and Washmount from doing business in Kan"leton.
Hickey
is succeeded
by
sas, as a result of a contract on "The
Mias W. Brady,
who
has been
Sheik." Sprague charges that the
..lager of the Hodkinson and other picture, which was shipped to him,
j:fchanges in Buffalo in past years.
had 500 feet of film missing. A sales
jiJt is said that Fenton Lawler, of representative immediately made a
me- Hodkinson sales force, has been
new contract but the company refcVnmmended as Brady's successor.
pudiated it,according to Sprague.

Albermarle Opens
Under

new management the Albemarle, at Flatbush Ave. and Albemarle Road, opens tomorrow night
with "Hurricane's Gal."
Film Man Killed in Accident
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Middletown, N. Y. — Abraham
Sinna was killed in an automobile
accident, near here recently. Sinna
was a film inspector in the New York
Exchange of First National for sevral years, and lived in Brooklyn.
Gets "Fun From the Press"
Hodkinson will handle the distribution of The Literary Digest's new
screen venture, "Fun From the

Unusual Stunt
Press."
Warner's Float All Ready for Cross
Country Jaunt
Coast — Idea
Looks to
Good
Something which resembled the top
of a library table; so big that it compelled attention, rolled up yesterday
in front of the office of THE FILM
DAILY. It was the float designed
by Eddie Bonns of Warner Bros.
The float is 13 feet high, and the total
length of the seven books is 17 feet.
The books are in striking colors, and
the names of the seven pictures are
emblazoned on both sides of the
truck.
This float will make a tour of the
country, beginning in New York and
ending in California. On the tour
will be a publicity man, who will
visit every Mayor and Governor along
the route, carrying with him a letter
of introduction from Will H. Hays
and Mayor Hylan of New York.
An unusual number of publicity
stunts are expected to be put over,
and it is conservatively estimated that
about 25 million people will see the
float display of the Warner pictures.
In this respect it will exceed the circulation of the largest and best known
national magazine published in America.
The seven productions to be advertised by the float include, "Rags to
Riches," and "Heroes of the Street,"
both with Wesley Barry, "The Beautiful and Damned," by F. Scott Fitzgeral, "Main Street," by Sinclair
Lewis, "Brass," by Charles G. Norris,
"A Dangerous Adventure," with
Grace Darmond, and "Little Church
Around the Corner,"
by Marion
sell.
^ Rus- ;
The truck will be equipped with S
radio amplifier, and reports of current
news events and concerts will be
given at street corners Jn the various
proAso,on aPageportable
cities visited.
( Continued
2)

Universal

Ahrrtiid

Establishing Exchanges — Will Make
Release Dates Same As Here
Universal is establishing an exchange system in Europe through
which it plans to release at the same
time productions there and in this
country. The system will cover all
important
European
territory.
.\lbert B. Blofson is in Paris
where he will be located as sales
manager for France and Belgium.
He was
for manager
t\*o years at
Universal's
feature sales
Philadelphia.
G. A. Hager, for many years in the
Salt Lake City exchange has been
appointed managing director of the
exchange at Amsterdam. At the
Rome exchange Emanual Zamma is
the head. E, A. Shoeninger is in
charge at Copenhagen and Oscar
Einstein is the managing director in
Berlin.
As previously noted, Edward J.
change.
Smith is in charge of the London ex"Under Two Flags ' tor Strand
The Strand will show "Under Two
Flags," the week of Sept. 24.
Burton King's Next
Burton King's next for State Pictures is "The Shyiock of Wall
Street," an original by Loretta Morgan, who wrote the continuity for
"The Streets of New York." Dore
Davidson and Zena Keefe will have
the leading roles.
Elect New
(Special

to THE

Officers
FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland — New officers for the
next six months were elected by the
Film Board of Trade as follows:
Robert Cotton, Fox manager, president; E. C. Holah, Hodkinson, vice
president; C. E. Almy, Metro, secretary and treasurer. Howard Christman remains as office secretary.
Following the election of officers,
means of preventing the bicycling of
film were discussed.
"Robin

Hood"

(Special to THE

Road

Show?

FILM

DAILY>

Los Angeles — It is reported that
"Robin Hood," the Fairbanks production, will be sent out as a road
show. Harry D. Buckley, former
manager of United Artists coast exchange is to manage the tours of
several companies and it is planned
to give the production its premiere
simultaneously at New York and Los
Angeles.
Hiram Abrams could not be reached for a statement on the matter
yesterday, and al! other.' refused to
discuss it.

z^E^
Coast Brevities
(Special
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.. 85
F. P.-L.... 10414
do pfd... 104^8
Goldwyn . . 6^
Griffith
Loew's
... 20
Triangle
World

Low

Close

to THE

FILM

Incorporations
' A 1 b a n }• —
Needle-Rhoiiheimer
imuse.
Co..
Brooklyn.
Capital,
^10.000.
Attorney,
I. J. Ginsberg,
/Brooklyn.
Albanv — Em'essen Picture Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital $2,500. Attorney,
J. S. Solomon.
Manhattan.
Albany — Shea's Incorp., Buffalo.
Capital, $100,000. Attorney, T. D.
Powell, Buffalo.
Albanv — Seminole Film Prod.,
Manhattan. Capital $25,000. Attorney, J.H. Walters, New York.

Albany — Primrose Pictures Corp.,
New York. Capital $25,000. Incorporators. C. H. Rosenfeld, C. Scheid.
M. Shapiro. Attorneys, M. Klapper,
New York.
Newark. N. J.— Thomas Dixon
Corp. Capital $500,000. Incorporators, Wm. A. White, Newark, A. S.
Handler and O. F. Grab of New York.
(Delaware Registration & Incorporators Co.).
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Unusual Stunt

Changed
DAILY)

(Continued

from Page 1)

Minneapolis — The following man- jector will be used on the tour, ar
agerial shifts have been made in the during the evening trailers of tl
ranks of the Finkelstein Reuben or- Warner pictures will be shown 1
ganization: "Buzz" Bainbridge, formPhyllis Haver will return to the
public.
erly manager of the Shubert, is now theThe
publicity man will visit tV
Sennett fold under the direction of
production manager for the firm, with Chambers of Commerce and the R(
F. Richard Jones on the completion Charles F. Murphy, for two years
tary Clubs in the various cities, an
of the current Keaton comed\-.
manager of the Strand, as assistant. he will give a talk on the idea of tl
.Stan Brown, of the Loring is the new
With Jack Mulhall and Louise manager of the Strand. Al Kaells, trip reative to its usefulness as
means for stimulating interest,
Lorraine, the Universal "Tales of the treasurer of the Shubert under Bain- clean pictures as advocated by M
FishSanPatrol"
company is on location
bridge, goes to the Garrick, where Hays.
in
Francisco.
Shubert Unit vaudeville will replace
The float will tour through Nemotion pictures for the season. Ted York
City for one week, after wliic
Fred Niblo will produce "The Force, who managed the Park at it will make a trip to Boston an
Famous Mrs. Faire'' as well as Loring.
Brainerd, becomes manager of the come back to New York. Then
"Captain Applejack"^ for Louis B.
vi'ill proceed direct to the coast. /
Mayer and Metro.
has

Century's next fairy tale comedy
starring Baby Pegg}-, will be "The
Little Match Girl," which, directed
by Alf Goulding, will include Joe
Bonner, and Lillian Hackett in the
cast.
Universal has engaged Colleen
Moore to appear under Emile
Chautard's direction in "Forsaking
All Others," from Mary Lerner's
magazine story.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Carrick With Hodkinson
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburg — A. W. Carrick has resigned as manager of the F. B. O.,
St. Louis, and is now manager of the
Pittsburg office of Hodkinson.
Add 15 to Orchestra
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Indianapolis — The orchestra of the
Circle has ben augmented and now
numbers 40.
'
Will Show
(Special

to

THE

Baltimore — The
been putting
on
week,
will
show
running full week

First Runs
FILM

DAILY)

Strand, which has
three programs
a
tirst runs
again,
shows.

Inadequate

Fire

(Special to THE

Protection

FILM

Motion Picture

DAILY)

New Orleans — The New Orleans
Fire Board, during a recent controversy with the amusement division of
the Association of Commerce, concerning complaints of inadequate fire
protection, suljmitted a plan v^hereby
theaters would maintain a fireman
during business hours at their own
expense. J. E. Pearce, speaking for
the association, lieaded the opposition, declaring the theaters of New
Orleans are adequately equipped to
cope with any fire emergency
that
Weinberg For Troy
-"Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Troy, N. Y. — Edwin O. Weinberg,
manager of the Syracuse Strand, will
manage the Mark Strand in Troy
when the theater opens about Jan.

Journal calls it a
"powerful dramatic
story with a big

**

Thurston Hall

surprise ending."
is one ol the big 7 in
the cast

IVAN ABRAMSON offer,
"W
ILDNES5
It's the first of the

YOUTH" INC.
PRODUCTIONS,

OF
GRAPHIC

1st., As soon as W'einberg returns
from a vacation at Atlantic City he
will be either at the New York or
Brooklyn Strand collecting ideas for
the new house, which is to be one of
the finest on the Mark chain, and will
have a sealing capacity of 2,400.

ROTH

Increase Capital
(Special

to

THE

FILM

ACKER

DAILY)

PRINT!

and SERVICE

Stumpf Undergoes an Operation

Nyack, N. Y. — The Appreciated
E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Picture Co., have announced an inRothacker Film Mfg. Co.
crease in capital. 1,000 shares of
Baltimore — William E. Stumpf,
Chicago, 111.
common stock, no par value, to 20,000
secretary of the Exhibitor's League of
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory
Maryland, is in the hospital recover- shares preferred, $100 each, and 20,Hollywood,
Cal.
ing from an operation. He will re- 000 shares common stock, no par 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill 183
turn to work in two week?.
value.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Members

of the
*

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
are inviteci to attend a Special Luncheon
at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday next,
September 12th, after which there will
be a special screening of Rupert Hughes'
new photoplay entitled REMEMBRANCE
Members

1

(Special to THE

D.\ILY)

Hollywod — Dorothy
Wallace
been cast in "Merrv Go Round."

Albany, N. Y.— Endicott Theater
Corp., Endicott. Capital, $80,000.
Directors, Ned Kornblite, David
Cohen and Fred J. Gillen.

rHE SPICE OF THE

F. and R. Managers

Sales

84^
84^
1,400
10214 102M;
9,600
103^ 1035/8 400
6%
6^
400
'
Not quoted
I9y,
19?^
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted
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(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Kate
Lester
and
Frank Hayes have been added to the
cast of "One Week of Love."

73

A ERICA'S
PRETTIEST
GIRLS
ASSVIBLE AT ATLANTIC
CITY— 58 cities
II represented in the Beauty Contest at the
p ular ocean resort.
TE TRAGIC CAVE-IN AT JACKSON,
CL. — 46 men are entombed and shut off by
fi ; scenes in connection with the attetnpted
ri:ue.
EVIS TENNIS CUP REMAINS IN THE
I S. A. — Johnston beats Patterson of Austiia in the world's greatest tennis classic.
I3LAND MOURNS HER LOST LEADi — Crowds pay homage to Michael Collins
liDublin.
Cier news as usual.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Howard Bretherton
Week of Love."
Malcolm McGregor
lead in Metro's "All
Were Valiant."
Lucille Ricksen has

will cut "One
is to play the
the Brothers
been added to

the cast of "The Stranger's Banquet."
William
Farnum's
next for
will be "Without Compromise."

Fox

•■' Goldwyn's "Passions on the Sea"
company is homeward bound from
Tahiti.

oday

Selznick has engaged Shirley Martin to photograph stills on Selznick
productions.

Principal To

Make

(By Cable to THE

FILM

Lloyd Bacon, son of Frank Bacon,
will direct Lloyd Hamilton in Educational comedies.

Eight
DAILY)

|Hollywood — Principal Pictures haS
ipleted deals for the production
distribution of eight features be|es Elinor Glyn's "All the World's
[Stage,"
jree of starring
the eightDorothy
will be Phillips.
Irving
iimmings productions. Production,
fder direction of Cummings has bein on the first, "Chicago Sal," an
iginal by Harvey Gates.
Invents Useful Signal for Ushers
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

"Blazing Arrows," starring Lester
Cuneo for Western Pictures Exploitation Co., is finished.

Universal's "The Lavender Bath
Lady," starring Gladys Walton and
directed by King Baggot, is finished.
Harry Garson is producing "An
Old Sweetheart of Mine," adapted by
Luis Leighton from the James Whitcomb Riley poem.
Dustin Farnum will be starred in
"The Yosemite Trail" for Fox.
Irene Rich will be leading woman.
Bernard Durning is directing.

St. Paul — A signaling device for
ihers which will tend greatly to rave congestion in theaters has been
Fox will star Charles Jones in
monstrated here recently. Several "West of Chicago," and "The Bells
Icred lights, illuminated by two dry
both westerns, the latU batteries which are contained in a of SanterJuan,"
being adapted by Jackson
aall casing, carried in the hand of Gregory.
e locating usher who flashes the
imber of vacant seats to the rear. •■'Hobart Bosworth
will appear on
. J. Cohen is the inventor.
Orpheum circuit after completion of
T. and D. Buys Another

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco — The T. and D.
mior Circuit has purchased the
erced theater at Merced for $125,10 from C. H. Douglass and Francis
gan. The junior circuit now opates theaters at Lodi, Paso Robles,
ilinas, Merced, Sacramento and Rep, Nev.
! Two Arrests in Film Theft
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

YOU'RE
MISSING
SOMETHING

his part
in "The
Stranger'
s Banquet"
and
before
beginnin
on his
g work
own productions in San Francisco.
Cast of Principal Pictures Corporation's "Chicago Sal," directed by
Irving Cummings, will include Milton Sills, Alice Lake, Ralph Lewis,
and Richard HeadrickL
S. M. Herzig has returned from
New York and is making preparations for new series of Newlywed
comedies, production on the first of
which will begin early in September.

Kansas City — Sales of Pathe films
1 the part of an operator of Inde;ndence, a suburb of this city reThe cast of "Ridin' Wild," starilted in the arrest of the janitor of
ring Hoot Gibson, will include Edna
le building housing the Pathe office Murphy, Wilton Taylor, Otto Hoffid the operator. Films worth over
man, Wade Boteler, William Welsh,
[0,000 had disappeared from the ex- Burton Wilson and Jack Walters.
lange.
Lillian Rich, Sidney Bracy, Sidney
de Grey, Dale Fuller, Tom Murray.
Poll's
Plaza
Reopens
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Jack Pratt, Jean de Briac, Percy
Worcester, Mass. — The Plaza, op- Challanger, Christian J. Frank. Robated by S. J. PoH, reopened last
ert Homburg, Joseph Girard. and
onday, Labor Day, with a change Albert Prisco will appear with Herpolicy making the theater a picbert Rawlinson in "Another Man's
re house. Extensive alterations
H. E. GAUSMAN
ere made during the closed season.
Shoes."
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Putting It Over
Here is how /a htothef <eo^-j
hibitor put hi^^ skow^ over.
Send alovg yowf ideasJ pet
the other fellov>knmv how you
cleaned up.
f ied Up With Dance Hall
Worcester, Mass. — Beqause (he <Joi)-gols a dance hall as well, Manager
aniels of the Olympia arranged a
sipecial "Sonny" dance for his hall at
the same time that the picture played
his theater. The combination proved
a hit and made the title of the picture
don't
in Worcester.
byword
ahave
to control
the dance You
hall to
do
this. If the locality and patronage
make it advisable a tie up' could be
effected with some hall in the neighborhood.
Orange Growers Cooperated
Los Angeles — As the result of arTangements made at the West Coast
a national tie up has been made for
Dorothy Phillips, star of "Hurricane's
Gal" with the Orange Extractor Co.
As the first evidence of this arrangement the Kinema was given unusual
displays during its run of the picture.
The Sunkist Orange Growers Association backed the picture during its
run as they are behind the movement
to do anything that will stimulate the
sale and growth of oranges. Four
windows were tied up in this respect.

Y^Music Halted Passers-by
'^"''i St. Petersburgh, Fla. — Manager H.
G. Griffin of the Phiel "said it with
music" in his Ipbby for "Th^ Dictator." One of those Southern darkies who plays the guitar as well as he
does African dominoes, was concealed behind a lattice over the box-office.
He perched there all day and emptied
his soul of Spanish music. He made
quite a hit, the unseen harmony halting nearly every passer-by. Most of
them stopped to locate the source,
and by the time they perceived his
kinky head, they had seen the lithos
and stills. The lobby was decorated
with bright bunting and vari-colored
streamers of crepe paper, hung in
festoons from ithe front to the rear.

figure. .A. circular pan, about six ft. irti
diameter, caught the flow and fe^l
the pump at the same time, the totall
co$t being $4, which was spent foifl
th^ pajn. The\other articles were borj^
rojvccl•
fronj retail merchants. j|
-f
i|i
Special Show for Clergymen
li|
Washington— An invited audienq^
of clergymen, social workers and busifi
ness men attended ^ showing of "Fos^;
giet-M^N(>t" ^efolre it began il!|s
regular
Loew's
Col+
uhibia. ; engagement
When it wasatfirst
exhibited
publicly, many were eager for a
glimpse. The exploitation for this
film was continued through a series of
special morning showings for orphans
sponsored by the Washington Times,
the Columbia rnanagement, and leading'business men.; Wide, newspaper
attention was given to these early
performances, which has had a definite effect on the box office.
Even greater publicity was given
to the series of performances for orphans, in which the Washington
Times figured prominently. More
than 300 youngsters from various orphanages attended the showings,
which began on Monday and continued through to Thursday. The children were called for by busses provided by the Rapid Transit Co. .which
also deposited them at their institutions at the cose of the performance.

Sattirdaty, September 9, 192

Jvme Exports Total $648,261
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Speciar to IHE FILM
DAILY) ■
Washington — Exports of films (
' Kansas' City— C. W. Allen; and iH. ing June, as made public by the !
L.' BtovVnfield havfe been added to 'the partment of Commerce, included
Vitagraph sales' 'force working Out of 952,397 linear feet of raw st«
the local office.
valued at $149,338; 529,973 linear
of exposed negatives, valued at $
Buffalo — Harry Marsey, Who has 595; and 10,276,437 linear feet of p
been out of the picture business for tive film, valued at $465,328, a tt
five yeaTs has taken over the Niagara

Among

Exchangemen

Pictures- Corp.

•

(Exports, of raw stock were lim
of,
to $648,261.
less than a dozen countries,
which Japan took the greater p
shipments to that countrj' totaling
the iiionth 2,988,052 ft., valued
staff. ■
■ .^
Omaha — J. F. Connelly will travel
The field for exposed nt
in Nebraska for W. W. Hodkinson. $87,331.
tives also was very limited, the 1;
C. A. Schultz has succeeded T. E. est exports being those to Engh
Delaney as local branch manager for which country imported 197,420
Vitagraph. Carl L. Nedley has been valued at $15,943. Nearly 50 cc
promoted from booker to assistant tries, however, imported positive !
from the United States during Ji
manager at the same office.
the greatest exports being 1,128.
ft., valued at $57,379, to Canada,
1,274,468 ft., valued at $56,094,
Australia.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Darlington, Wis. — F. L. Roy &
Title Chosen for Ince Film
Son of Darlington, announce the construction of a new house here in the
The Thomas H. Ince special j
near future.
duced under the working title, "J;
will be released as "What a V
Story City, la. — B. G. Potter has Learned." Harry F. Wilbur, ow
closed the Grand. He expects to of the Rialto at Fullerton, Cal,. s
open a new house in Tama.
gested the titles, winning a prize
$250 for which 5,641 competed.
Dysart, la.^ The Opera House has
To Combine
been sold at public auction to HerGave
Away
Count's
Gold
man Schroeder, former manager.
Blase New York was in eruption as
Hartford, Conn.— J. Alpert and
Smith owners of two local pict
a result of a stunt for "Monte Cristo,"
Green Bay, Wis. — Manager Henry houses, formerly operated indepe
at the Forty-fourth Street. For days
advertisements in the various dailies Goldman, recently re-opened his ently,
will form a partnership,
city.
heralded the coming of the Count of liouse, the Colonial, which had been pert will manage both houses, w
Srnith will run a house in an adjac
Monte Cristo, who was to share his closed for alterations.
fortune with the people of the metroEagle Bend, Minn. — Five thousand
polis by distributing certificates of
different denominations in many dollars was paid by Dr. W. Oram
House to Replace Old Structui
nooks and corners within 300 feet of and F. V. Lang for Kenny's theater.
Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.which
— Constt
tion
on the Bardovan
is to
the theater. Those finding the certificates, which represented some of $1,
Columbus, O. — The Southern, un- cupy the site of the old Collingwc
der new management, will open here is well under w^aj'. The house
$5, $10, $15, $25, $50 and a grand shortly.
seat 1,400.
prize of $100, were to cash them in
at the box office. When all was ready,
Dayton, O. — The New Sigma Theathe Count attired in the costume in
ter, is nearing completion and will be
which he appears in the picture, drove opened to the public shortly.
up to the front of the house and announced to the throng awaiting him
Fort Madison, la. — Sullivan and
that the money had been hidden and Helling, managers of the Grand which
was destroyed by fire, will rebuild
that
the "gold
rush"five
wasminutes
on.
Within
less than
more the house.

Griffin's expenditure was $5 and he than 15,000 treasure-seekers were enstates business was increased by
gaged in the scramble and thousands
much more.
of others were interestedly witnessing
the rush, as men, women and children
A Miniature Dirigible
pushed, fought, and searched about
Bristol, Va. — As the outstanding the Times Square district. Every
feature of a "Molly O" campaign at areaway, store, building, sign, garbage pail and automobile received a
the Isis, the manager fixed up a lobby'
display of two animated attractions. thorough ransacking in the great
One was a miniature dirigible eight scramble that ensued. For four
feet long suspended under the hours the mobs surged through the
marquee. A battery in the cabin kept thoroughfares of the city, blocking
the propeller in motion while a strip traffic and finally necessitating the
of leather between the blades pro- calling out of police reserves and the
duced the realistic whirring sound. issuing of police orders against future
Red lights were placed in the cabin congestions in the streets.
When the battle was over, $250
and the windows reflected the light.
This display cost $3, the paint costing worth of certificates had been brought
$2 and $1 was spent . for sundries. forth, from their hiding places and
JThe gasbag consisted of an old sign exchanged for their cash equivalent.
.Ml during the search the Count drove
ploth, repainted with silver color.
The second animated display was about the streets encouraging the
a Mabel Normand cut out from the people to look for the money.
24-sheet. A real umbrella was inFollowing the stunt large adverserted in her hand to replace the lithotisements were used to tell New Yorjkgraphed one and a syphon pump ers about the successful finders and
worked bj' a dry cell battery produced the rewards that resulted from th^ir
t-he effect of water, ppucjng over the labors,;-::: ,'.;:/j^---\;::^'.r-i?-;?;— —----•

Houston. Tex. — W. B. Wesley has
beeh idded to the local Goldwyn sales

Theater Changes

Mammoth

Mailing!

List of Theatres

Sioux Falls, S. D. — The Princess
after undergoing thorough alterations,
has been changed to the Praamount
Princess. H. J. Updegrafif is manager.
Balaton, Minn. — Mrs. F. Leaf, has
bought the Garden from Ed. Sharp
and Josephine Deniger.
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Oberlin, O. — The Apollo, will again
change hands and revert to the ownership of Ira W, West, by whom it
was sold last spring.

20th Edition- 1921 -$3.00 net

Wichita, Kan. — Samuel Harding,
owner of a chain in Kansas City.
Omaha and Oklahoma City, has
secured control of the Wichita.

JuIiuslCahn - Gus Hill Guide

$4.50 Complete
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CARL LAEMMLE
Will Present
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James R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay, lays a
charge of dynamite against the roots of the
motion picture industry.
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He says the council tables in New York are
surrounded by a lot of dead-wood personalities
and that the old leaders of the industry are
unfit to produce better grades of pictures
because
theywhich
haven't
gotit.the brains in their
heads with
to do
That's straight talk from a fighting Irishman
and American Releasing Corporation, speaking
for itself alone, challenges and resents Mr.
Quirk's charge.
Speaking to and at the directors and producers
of America across a distance of miles, we say
American Releasing Corporation:
that —
1. Has the intelligence to select and shape the
photoplay materials that will appeal to the
intelligence and liking of the American

he, ^^^ ^^^^

to overM=^""'; Intlcallv trv-in.
There ^""."l.^^s topple over.

us.
of

He says "a stone wall of ignorance" among
distributors and producers in New York is
responsible for the bad pictures, the uninteresting pictures; the pictures the American
public does not want to see.

2. Can tell producers and directors what the
public
people.wants and will pay for willingly.
3. Can steer a producer or director safely away
from the kinds of pictures that should not
be made and can eliminate the players that
the public refuses to pay admissions to see
4. AND — can ofiFer all this expert advice and
a successful channel of distribution to any
director or producer who is unhappy or
crippled by the conventions of his present
environment.
Having appealed successfully and intelligently
for twenty odd years to the better and best
tastes of millions of the American people we'll
be damned if we will accept as true the direct
charge that this particular unit of the motion
picture industry lacks the intelligence to direct
its directors and producers in the selection of
the proper materials for those millions of
Americans who are seeking from motion pictures what Jimmie Quirk says they are not
getting.
Copyright
1922 by
American Reietising
Corporation
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Charles Stevenson and others develop new Canadian
theater chain.
George R. Meeker appointed general sales director of
Cosmopolitan Prod.
Wednesday
Educational to release "The Enchanted City."
Roscoe Arbuckle cancels around the world tri]) and
will return to Hollywood from Japan.
Sol Lesser to road show
"Oliver
Twist"
starringJackie Coogan.
Members of T. O. C. C. form booking circuit to give
400 days.
Thursday
Graham Patterson outlines plan for Christian Herald
Motion Picture Bureau.
Report duPont's raw stock venture will start within
a few months.
Fr ay
Frank V. Chamberlain outidof
Famous Players.
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ment. Studios,

Washington reports that tariff conferees have agreed
on Senate rates for new tariff bill.
Judge Knox of U. S. District Court orders Affiliated
Distributors to make certain changes in "I Am
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June Mathis to prepare continuity and collaborate on
production of "Ben Hur."
Will A. Page sues Samuel Goldwyn for $500,000 reLaw."
garding the Goldwyn Memoirs.
Receiver appointed for Gilbert Film Prod.
Charles R. Rogers head of Dependable Sales Corp.
Rialto Prod, to open exchanges in 20 key cities by
October 1.
Saturday
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Trade paper editors and others leave for charnas dinners in Middle West.
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Lloyd At His Best in a Knockout' Five Reeler
Harold Lloyd in
"GRANDMA'S BOY"
Associated Exhibitors
DIRECTOR
Fred Newmeyer
AUTHORS
Hal Roach, Harold Lloyd and Sam
Taylor
SCENARIO
BY
Hal Roach. Sam Taylor and
Jean Harez
CAMERAMAN
Walter Lundin
AS A WHOLE
One of the best comedies seen
in months — means real money in the till. Get
this or regret
STORY
How cowardly boy is made into a real
man — but this isn't the half of it. The story
is only a vehicle for a lot of gags and sure fire
laughs as only Lloyd develops them
DIRECTION
Even and good. Last shot a wallop
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Generally good
STAR
Never better.
Incidentally pulls some
honest trouping other than comedy
SUPPORT
Anna Townsend a deUght as
Grandma.
Mildred Davis pretty but has little
to do. Others unimportant
EXTERIORS
Satisfy
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Good — titles at times exceedingly funny
CHARACTER OF STORY
Dont bother about
it — just get the picture
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,841 feet
Here you are, boys, all wrapped up in dollar bills
and
It's fellow
a cleanup
if you
get it,
sour silver
face ifdimes.
the other
lands
it. Get
thisandonea
a,nd push over the start of your season with a real
kick. They'll probably want a lot for it, but — it looks
like real business and the S. R. O. sign to work.
Harold Lloyd has been developing rapidly during
the past few years until it was necessary to put him
in features to give a better run for the money. "The
Sailor Made Man" was his first longer than two reels
and cleaned up. But "Grandma's Boy" looks like better entertainment value from a lot of angles. Incidentally itgives Lloyd his first chance to put over
some straight stuff and while you know he is a come-

dian and playing to register a laugh later, still his
straight work is effective.
There are so many good gags worked in, so many
sure fire laughs, that it is hard to pick the best. But
there was a tremendous roar at the Strand when,
wearing his grandfather's clothes, of the vintage of
1861, he calls on Mildred. First his grandmother had
told him the peddler had said that he hadn't sold another suit like it; and the colored servant wears the
same thing. Then the mothballs give Mildred a noseful and he finally gets the balls out of the inside pocket
and puts them in the box of candy, only to cause a
greater laugii when he as well as the l)ully who is also
courting Mildred, mistake them for candy and start
eating them. Then, when the pet kitten comes in and
smelling the goosegrease on his boots starts to lick
them — well, this brought a real gale of laughter; to
be increased when the kitten after being kicked away
returns with three other cats to have a goosegrease
party. The way they annoy Harold — 1)ut see it, or
better still, let your crowd see it.
The manner in which Grandma inspires Harold to
lose his cowardice through a magic piece of carved
ivor} — in reality the handle of her umbrella, how he
captures the tough tramp, and overcomes the bully,
winning Mildred at the end, make up the storv. But,
as noted before the story is but a thread on which
Lloyd and his associates hang their gags. The sequence
showing Lloyd capturing the tramp is full of laughs;
his fight with the bully a roar, and the last shot, showing him falling in the pond, while carrying Mildred,
when he mistakes the back of a pig for a rock, is the
very touch needed to send your folks home in the very
best of humor. The man or woman who won't laugh
at this Lloyd comedy just hasn't been born. As for
the kids — they will love it.
There isn't much for anyone else to do but Harold —
and by the way there is a clever touch in ha\ ing him
called Harold and his leading lady called Mildred. It
makes them seem very natural. Anna Townsend is
the delightful, charming old lady who is Harold's
grandmother, and she is very natural indeed. The
others haven't much to do. But Harold stages a good
fight with Charles Stevenson, the bully.

This is the Sweetie Peach — See to it That You Get It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the sweetie peach of the minute. If this
doesn't spell a lot of business then you can't tell 'em
in advance. This looks like the best piece of money
Lloyd ever got for you — and you know what has has
done for you — or the opposition.
Best not worry too much over the cost. Better
figure to get it because they are going to talk about
this for a long time and this means prestige to the
house playing it. You'll have to get back of it to
clean up — pnd it deserves all you can figure, because
if
you standing
don't jamin them
everybe perfomance
and have
them
line itin will
your own fault.

There isn't much you need do except plug this one.
If your crowd likes Lloyd tell them it is the best thinghe has ever done, and say that almost every New
York newspaper said so — if that means anything to
your people. Tell them of the 16 weeks run in Los
.Angeles and the long run it has had wherever it has
played. Get something attractive in the lobby, and if
you go in for prologues, write Joe Plunkett at the
Strand, New York, get his orchestration, and score and
else. it. Stick to Lloyd's name and forget everything
use

■
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Sheiks and Desert Atmosphere In Latest Melford Production
"BURNING SANDS"
Geo. Melford Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHOR
Arthur Weigall
SCENARIO BY
Olga Printzlau and Waldemar
Young
CAMERAMAN
Bert Glennon
AS A WHOLE
Rather interesting desert story
with some good dramatic sequences and fairly
forceful climax
STORY

More "Sheik" atmosphere; slightly illogical but offers entertainment of type that
appeals to many
DIRECTION
Very good; has staged picture
with a tendency toward the spectacular and has
gotten in much effective detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
' .Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
A carefully selected and capable
cast with Milton Sills and Wanda Hawley in
principal roles; Jacqueline Logan, Robert Cain,
and others
EXTERIORS
Good desert shots
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Given good attention
CHARACTER OF STORY
Philosopher, living
among Arabs, is rewarded for his good deeds
at death of Sheik whose unfaithful son is foiled
in his effort to secure the honor for himself
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,919 feet
Although "Burning Sands"' differs considerably
from many of the other recent Sheik stories, in substance and as far as atmosphere goes, it is similar to
those that have preceded it— the familiar love theme
running through and the conflict of the desert tribes.
All of which is to say that Arthur Weigall's work is
another desert story and as such will either appeal or
not, according to whether or not they happen to like
or dislike this kind of story.

It is a typical George Melford production, rather
spectacularly handled and with the director's customary careful attention to detail and a bid lor a
punch in the climax. He works up a good suspense
toward the close and, in fact, all of the more dramatic
moments carry a force that make them register definitely. The night attack of the Arabs has been staged
with care and photographs realistically. The atmosphere of the desert is conclusive and it is obvious that
expense was not spared to make it so.
The story contains good screen material and it has
been well adapted by Olga Printzlau and Waldemar
Young. It may strike some as being fairly illogical at
times. The plotfing of the hostil-e tribes is. done so
openly that it is just a trifle too convenient for the
dancer to overhear their plans and warn the hero.
The dancer's ride from Cairo to the desert is another
improbable bit since she could hardly have arrived in
safety and rescue her lover with the place surrounded by the enemy. However, it is action the public
wants, so it will likely overlook improbabilities.
The cast is very good. Milton Sills plays the philosopher whose life is saved by the dancer, Jacqueline
Logan. Wanda Hawley is the daughter of a British
Commissioner, Winter Hall, and Robert Cain is the
villain. The cast, on the whole, does very satisfactory
work.
Story : Daniel Lane, a philosopher and confidant
of the old Sheik, is made leader of the tribe upon the
Sheik's death, his son having played him false. The
son enlists the aid of Barthampton, an English officer,
to get Lane- out of the way. Lizette, a dancer once
befriended by Lane, overhears the plot and warns
Lane. Meantime Lane has been followed to his desert
camp by Muriel Blair, an English girl, who loves Lane
and seeks his forgiveness for having spurned him.
The renegade Arabs attack and Lane is held captive,
but later freed by the troops sent by Muriel's father.
Lizette is killed while trying to escape.

Will Go Over Very Well Wherever They Like Sheik Stories
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With "Burning Sands" a lot depends upon whether
or not your folks like pictures with desert atmosphere.
If they have shown a liking in the past for similar
subjects tliey will undoubtedly be well satisfied with
George Melford's offering. It is an interesting picture of its kind and well produced but it is for you

to decide what it can do for you at your own particular
box office.
Exploitation will be easy and besides the name of
the producer, you have several well known names in
the cast to help interest them. Catchlines will do to
give an idea of the story or a trailer might be a better
means of acquainting them with it.
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Burlesque on "The Three Musketeers" Very Funny
Max Linder in
"THE
DIRECTOR

THREE MUST-GET-THERES"
Allied Prod. & Dis. Corp.
Max Linder

AUTHOR
Burlesque on Dumas "The Three
s"
Musketeer
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMEN
Harry Vallejo and Max Dupont
AS A WHOLE
Merry piece of nonsense and
horse play — sure to please
STORY
Just what a good burlesque should be
DIRECTION
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
.. ..:
'.
Good
STAR
Funnier than he has been in a long time
SUPPORT
Bull Montana a scream a§ Richelieu;
Frank Cooke funny as the King.
Others not
important
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Few but satisfy
DETAIL
Well handled— titles very funny
it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Don't bother about
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

3,842 feet

While this is somewhat short to be used as a feature, still it is going to prove unusually good entertainment to lots of people. It is particularly worth using
where you have a weak feature and need bolstering of
your program. On the other hand it will make a
whale of a feature especially if you can build an all
around comedy bill to go with it. It's the sort of thing
that could be well advertised to work' in with a
"Laughter Week" or something of that kind. And it
will not disappoint.
Almost everybody knows the famous Dumas

story,

and especially since "Doug" made a feature of it last
season. The entire burlesque is based on the same
episode that "Duug" used, of the scheming Richelieu
and how D'Artagnan came to the rescue of the Queen
by securing the jewels she had given Buckingham in
time for her to wear them at the big ball. Around this
Linder has based his burlesque, and he has hardly overlooked a point. There is a lot of furious sword play
but all of it burlesque and most of it extremely funny.
There is a lot of fancy riding but almost every sequence shows something at which your audience will
laugh. All the way through there is one episode after
another crowded with laughs, and many of them are
sure fire. The famous scene where, after all his difficulties, D'Artagnan returns to the castle with the ferrets in time for the Queen to wear them, is shown
with an»attractive background of soldiers and guards
he has to fight, and there is one good set showmg the
dance and a lot of extras. Indeed the entire production is well mounted.
Linder is in the picture almost from beginning to
end. Rarely is he out of the camera, but this helps
materially, for there isn't a lot to it excepting when, as
"Dart-in-Again" he is on the job. Bull Montana, in
a good make up, is "Duke of Rich-Lou" and is properly
embarassed when his plans are upset. All of the characters have burlesque titles, such as Walrus, Octopus
and Porpoise, who are the three musketeers ; Bunkumin is intended for Buckingham, and very often the
title writer refers to the Queen in a jocular manner
that is far from what dignity requires she should be
termed. But at that it is all the funnier for the treatment.
If you know the story, or remember the Fairbanks
picture, just imagine that it is thoroughly burlesqued,
and you need have no fear about it.

Tell Them It Is Unusual, a Burlesque, and a Scream
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
When this was presented on Broadway the Strand
used it in addition to "Kindred of the Dust" and it
seemed to be liked a lot better than this other feature.
This may have been due, of course, to the fact that
being on the same bill the lighter feature proved more
to Broadway's liking. But it is certain to please any
audience.
There are few burlesques that reach the screen and
because of this it would seem you could apply a lot of
unusual stunt advertising and publicity to the feature.
Other than it is a burlesque on a famous story and
picture that is well known there isn't a lot to talk

about, although Max Linder 's name may be remembered because of some of his earlier comedies. But
unless they went over big in your territory don't
stress his name too much.
Be careful to make plain that this is an American
made comedy, up to the minute, and well produced,
for Linder's name may give the impression that it
was made abroad ; and this might prove detrimental.
Other than Linder there is hardly any name in the cast
sufficiently known to capitalize except that of Bull
Montana, and you can say Bull is really very funny as
the Duke.
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Good Wholesome Comedy With Star of "Reported Missing"
Owen Moore in

"LOVE

IS AN AWFUL
Selznick-Select

THING"

DIRECTOR
Victor Heerman
AUTHOR
Victor Heerman
SCENARIO BY
Sarah Y. Mason
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS A WHOLE
Wholesome and enjoyable
comedy number that can be relied upon to send
them out contented
STORY

A lot of complications arising from a

man's desire to marry one girl and ward off the
breach of promise suit of another
DIRECTION
Gets good humor out of situations
but occasionally uses one idea just a little too
long; good on the whole
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
An agreeable comedian and convincingly
flustered by the complications in which he finds
himself
SUPPORT
Marjorie Daw pleasing as the girl
he wants to marry; Charlotte Mineau does a
good bit as the girl he doesn't want; Arthur
Hoyt in his familiar characterization
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Farce comedy with
plenty of laughs
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,500 feet

enoug-h to carry the feature to the footage given and
be continuously
funny.
They get into the comedy business right off with
Moore gaining the consent of a grouchy father to
marry his daughter after having vowed to a spotless
past. The first big laugh comes when Moore, to convince "papa" that a phone call is from his buddy, Harold Wright, puts his father-in-law-to-be on the phone
and Harold, thinking Moore is on the other end, tells
him that a certain Marion is coming to town and will
be ready to marry him. The only way Owen can get
out of it i.s by swearing "Marion" refers to Ohio.
All of the comedy comes from the complications
which pile on through Owen's attempt to marry Helen
without letting her know he has a "past" at all. Heerman gets plenty of laughs out of the situations, but
he makes the mistake of using one idea too long and
occasionally spoiling the effect of the first laugh by
repeating the same stunt. Hero's attempt to evade
the man with the .summons is too long drawn out,
with too many shots of Moore and his buddy chasing
up and down hallways and in and out of rooms. The
episode of the letters is another that might have been
curtailed to the betterment of the film.

Selznick started something when it presented 'Owen
Moore in "Reported Missing." The latter was such
a good entertainment that they realized there should

Moore is splendid in the role of the willing-to-behusband. It is different from the part he had in "Reported Missing," but once more he's a successful comedian. Marjorie Daw is Helen and others are Arthur
Hoyt, Douglas Carter, Charlotte Mineau, Snitz Edwards, Alice Howell and Kathryn Perry.
Story: Tony Churchill wishes to marry Helen
Griggs and in order to get rid of an old sweetheart,
Marion, who appears at the wrong time with her old
love letters from Tony, he hires the apartment house

be more like it, so the next effort is "Love Is An Awful
Thing," another good comedy and wholesome entertainment, but not up to the pace set by "Reported
Missing." The story isn't as strong as Moore's previous vehicle and while there are situations that offer
opportunities for first rate comedy, they are not big

superintendent's wife to play the part of his, Tony's,
wife, so that Marion will not expect him to marr. her.
Complications pile on with Helen also thinking her
fiance is married. Matters eventually work out to the
satisfaction of everyone with the ceremony making
Tonv and Helen one.

Amusing, But Not Quite Up to Moore's Last
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You know by now what "Reported Missing" did for
you — or for the other fellow — and that is all you need
to know to make your decision on "Love Is An Awful
Thing." It is a good, wholesome comedy entertainment that will satisfy any crowd if they want light,
cheerful pictures. You can promise them they'll be
amused.
If they saw "Reported Missing" you can get them

in on its reputation and by promising another laughgetter in Owen Moore's latest. The title is a good
one and catchy. Play it up prominently and in conjunction with the star's name, of course. Use plenty
of stills and any stunt advertising that you think will
get them. Post the title alone for a teaser and follow
•it up with information that will give them the rest
and the date you show it.
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This Western Not Suited For High
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Grade Patronage

"THE RANGE PATROL"
Premium Pict. Prod. — Russel Prod. Inc. — State Rights

elaborate mounting. Where that attitude prevails,
this will be accepted on the strength of its fast-moving
action.

DIRECTOR
Harry Moody
AUTHOR
L. V. Jefferson and Rosemary Rode
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
J. C. Cook
AS A WHOLE
Lacks real dramatic value; a
conglomeration of riding, fighting and shooting
made for popular-priced trade
STORY
Offers little that is novel
DIRECTION
A mechanical rendition of the
script

Allowing for the fact that "The Range Patrol" was
not filmed for the more discriminating fans, one still
finds much that is at fault. There is a general spirit
about the offering that is not modern ; rather it is
all very much like the stuff they turned out long ago.
There is no real illusion and the performers are just
men who jump at given signals, shoot according to
specifications and do everything else with little true
histrionic display.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Ordinary
LIGHTINGS
Commonplace
PLAYERS
Are not usually called upon to act;
Mary Wynn pleasing
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Sufficient

The action does move with rapidity and one incident
follows rapidly after the other. Probably, those who
enjoy material of this sort will be pleased by the speed.
At the same time, this is distinctly jerky and had an
effort been made to include more acting with a consequent toning down of the riding and fighting, it
would have probably reacted more favorably in the

CHARACTER OF STORY
Ranger and girl
foil a band of rustlers working in league with
dishonest banker in effort to deprive her of land
which contains gold
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

direction of the producer's wallet.
There are weaknesses in this Avhich cannot be overlooked and as far as genuine dramatic value is concerned, that is not often present.
Story : A gang of rustlers work in harmony with

One must take into consideration when viewing
this western that it is intended primarily for patrons
of the smaller houses. That will explain the total
lack of modern production values, for this was not
intended for high-class trade and should not be judged
from such standards. There is a type of picture-goer
who is satisfied when a set of encounters and bits of

a banker who has a mortgage on the heroine's land.
The leader of the gang wants to marry the girl who
naturally spurns him and the ranger appears for the
customary fight. Gold having been discovered on
the land, the thieves use the mortgage in an effort to
deprive the girl of her property. There are several
one-against-the-crowd duels with ultimate victory for
the leading man and woman and punishment awaiting
the banker.

gun-play are offered without very much of a story or

Let Them

Know What It Is About Without Big Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Several difficulties may present themselves in the
exploitation of this. To begin with, you may have
few names of importance to draw them in, nor is there
any unusual angle presented

in the picture.

What

will probably be the wisest course, will be to figure
up the receipts of offerings of this kind in the past
and give this a play in keeping with the success of
those films.
A stunt th-^t r.'io'.iM n.ppcnl In those Vv-ho will ace pt

this as satisfactory entertainment will be something in
keeping with its character. In that connection, a
street parade of westerners or a few men in cowboy
attire stationed in your lobby will draw notice.
Regardless of what you do, be sure to let them know
what is is all about. Don't make any promises about
dramatic qualities, don't make claims about anything
unusual in the way of a western. Simply tell them
that it has action and moves at a good rate of speed.
Don't Ijall} hco it too boldly, however.
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Human
"THE

Interest Play Should Prove Satisfactory Entertainment

WOMAN

American

HE

LOVED"

Releasing Corp.

DIRECTOR
Edward Sloman
AUTHOR
William V. Mong
SCENARIO BY
William V. Mong
CAMERAMAN
Tony Gaudio
AS A WHOLE
Mixture of humor, pathos and
Jewish characterizations which should satisfy
STORY
Primarily a vehicle for Mong; includes
enough sure-fire material to get over
DIRECTION
Sustains interest in commendable
style and handles performers well
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good
Creditable

PLAYERS
William V. Mong gives interesting
performance; Marcia Manon, Lucile Ward, Fred
Malatesta and others up to the mark
EXTERIORS
Good city shots
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Jewish family from
Russia comes to America where mother leaves
her husband.
reunion
LENGTH

Complications

lead

to a happy

OF PRODUCTION

5,200 feet

Throughout "The Woman He Loved," William V.
Mong occupies the center of the screen, the story serving primarily as a vehicle for the character actor. His
performance in the role of the Hebrew peddler is a
most interesting one ; his demeanor, constantly jovial,
will win favor. The rest of the cast, which is quite up
to the standard desired, helps considerably and as a
whole this is quite acceptable.

Technically,
ing of interiors
been done in a
realism. Tlie

the production is satisfactory, the stagand selection of outdoor locales having
manner that provides an atmosphere of
city shots and portions showing life in

New

York's glietto are deserving of praise, tlie interiors look like tlie real thing.
As far as the theme is concerned, one will find nothing especially noteworthy, but it is satisfactory stuff
with the happy and pathetic moments so distributee
as to maintain interest. Several incidents in which
Bruce (inerin, a youngster is seen, and a few bits o'
footage showing other kiddies, have been cleverly in
serted and as children on the screen u.sually appeal
this is enhanced.
It is essentially a lunnan interest drama, and whik
audiences everywhere may not be especially interested
in Jewish life, there is no reason why it should not be
accepted on the strength of its general spirit and a
number of meritorious situations. It is not a big
picture but a pleasing one.
Story ; Nathan and Esther Levinsky come to America where the latter leaves her peddler husband because of poverty and runs off with Levy, who is apprehended as a forger and she is stranded. The result
is that she gives her youngster into the custody of
others. Her husband's affairs, meanwhile, prosper
and in the West he comes across his son recognizable
by a peculiar mark. The latter's romance with a
young woman whose father is antagonistic to the Jewish race makes it imwise for the father to disclose the
relationship. Another attempted villainy on the part
of Levy later on, when the peddler has lost his possessions in a Tire, leads to a complete reunion of the
family and a happy ending.

Will Register Especially With Jewish Clientele
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In houses frequented by a Jewish clientele, this

that twist in the theme should provide you with the

should prove very welcome entertainment, and if your
theater comes under that classification, yoti should

basis for starting a controversy on the matter. Teasers, catch-lines and heralds judiciously worded will do
the trick there.

find this easy enotigh to exploit in a manner

that will

get them in. Tell you patrons just what it is about —
use the mailing list freely.
In the production there is a problem presented ijy
the love of Lcvinsk}'s son for the daughter of a
rancher whose attitude to Hebrews is unfriendlv and

William V. Mong who wrote the story and plays the
leading role is known to many. He should be mentioned in the advertising, as shouKl ;; n.i.' ( ! J.i i h _ : .
Stills showing the kiddies and Mong ::;';.- ir.:. . ily
'atlcn p.c'.c.kr shculd l)c (_'isijla\ (.d in Uic loi by, lor
lh:sc should attract,
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Another Good Entertainment With
Hoot Gibson in
"THE

GALLOPING
Universal

KID"

DIRECTOR
Nat Ross
AUTHOR
Wm. H. Hamby
SCENARIO BY
A. P. Younger
CAMERAMAN
Arthur E. Reeves
AS A WHOLE
A good entertainment with
action, well sustained interest and good wholesome material generally
STORY
Another suitable vehicle for the star;
gives him fine part and will please big majority
DIRECTION. . .First rate; holds attention splendidly
all the way; some fine comedy touches
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Pleasing
SUPPORT
Edna Murphy again leading lady;
satisfactory support including Leon Barry,
Lionel Belmore, Jack Walters and Percy Challenger
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Adventures of a
drifter who saves a ranchman's daughter and
his property, eventually winning the daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,783 feet
"The Galloping Kid" is another thoroughly pleasing
bit of entertainment from Universal's pleasing portrayer of western roles. Hoot Gibson. The picture has
a tone of general satisfaction and holds an appeal for
the big majority of picture audiences and offers the
sort of story that suits both the star and the public.
This is Nat Ross' first picture with Hoot Gibson and
he has done exceptionally well in every respect.
He

Sunday, September 10, 1922

Hoot Gibson the Star

handles the story, the star and cast in good judgment
and provides an acceptable production, good photography and something just a bit new in the way of
locations. The caves of the cliff dwellers haven't
found their way into many films but they do play an
important part in Hoot Gibson's latest, with Hoot
doing some fancy escaping when left there by the
villain to die. Ross has also included some interesting
western
locations that will appeal to the regular audience.
William Hamby's story is an interesting one and
the director has developed it carefully with good attention to detail, a proper distribution of action and
some effective comedy touches that relieve the melodramatic business. It isn't an unusual story but contains the kind of situations that permit of a good audience appeal and give the director opportunities to appeal to the spectator through the action they afford,
some comedy bits and then because they fit the star.
Gibson does good work and competes with some of
his cowboy competitors with a fairly unusual stunt,
that of hopping on to a flat car and crawling beneath
on the Inimpers while the train is in motion. He has a
]5leasing personality and works to satisfy his audience.
Story : "Simplex" Cox, a happy-go-lucky drifter,
gets the job of chaperon to a ranchman's daughter,
Helen Arnett. because her father wishes to keep her
away from Bolston, a man with "shady" dealings.
Bolston ])ersuades Larabee, Arnett's foreman, to force
Cox into the cliff dwellers caves owned by Arnett,
and abandon him. Cox escapes and learns that
Bolston had been mining platinum on
erty. He rounds up Bolston's gang
Bolston, returns to Arnett and tells his
saves the property which was about
mortgage and wins Helen.

Arnett's propand captures
story. Arnett
to go for the

Safe Bet and An Audience Picture You Can Count On Pleasing
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors catering to the average motion picture
audience, the kind that is satisfied with a good wholesome entertainment and a ])leasing star, will do well to
book Hoot Gibson's latest offering, and for that matter,
all of the recent Gibson pictures. They have all been
very worth while and offered interesting pastime.
Exploit the star's name and promise them another
good one in "The Galloping Kid."
Use catchlines to

give them an idea of his latest adventures and tell
them how he took a job for $10 which included a chance
' of being killed as part of the bargain. Edna Murphy
is the star's leading lady again. She also appeared
in the last Gibson feature, "The Loaded Door." Play
up the star's name and if he has a following in your
latest.
neighborhood, promise them they'll surely like his
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OR the year 1922-23 the Selznick Pictures
Corporation will produce only SUPER SPEClAL PHOTOPLAYS.
The Star Series, or Program Plan, has
been abandoned.
SIXTEEN SUPER SPECIAL PHOTOPLAYS are already definitely planned
and in production. It is the aim of Lewis J. Selznick to make these sixteen
photoplays
the biggest and most important group of pictures of the year.
In their decision to divert from the Program Plan to a policy of SUPER
SPECIALS only, the Selznicks are but following the dictates of a demand that
is both unmistakable and insistent. No man championed the Star Series system with more vigor than did Lewis J. Selznick at that time when the Star Series enjoyed its early vogue; no man was quicker to realize the present necessity of its abandonment.
Because they represent the definite result of a Selznick production plan
which has been many years in the making, Selznick's SIXTEEN SUPER SPECIALS will unquestionably fit present-day exhibitors' needs better than any
other group of attractions being offered in the industry.
To this end the Selznick company has been carefully building and perfecting a producing organization capable of excelling in any task, no matter
what its magnitude, vv^hich may be laid out for it.
For years the Selznick company has kept a vigilant watch over the literary
field in its determination to secure the best stories for photoplay production
which have been flashed across the market.
Quietly the Selznick company has been outlining scenarios which insure
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novel screen treatment — no matter what the screen situation, and has been experimenting with new technical ideas involving the most advanced methods of
lighting and scenic investiture.
With acute care and discrimination the Selznick company has been entering into contracts w^ith screen notables ideally suited for the various parts they
are being called upon to play in these SIXTEEN SELZNICK SPECIALS.
Every Selznick Picture produced during the season 1922-23 will have in its
cast stars of the first magnitude, chosen without restrictions from the motion
picture industry at large.
All these careful preparations w^hich have been in the making, not for
months but for the past three years, w^ill enable Lewis J. Selznick, first in the
industry to advocate screen plays of a real Broadway character, to continue
his leadership in the industry by making not only "big" pictures, but the kind
of
"big" pictures which w^ill insure the exhibitor record business at his boxoffice.
In this booklet the Selznicks tell you of the first eight of this
group of SIXTEEN
SUPER
SPECIALS
In view of the
tremendously big scale upon w^hich each of these features
will be produced, it would be well nigh impossible to
announce with accuracy the details of a year's entire output. Announcements
covering
the remaining eight pictures will follow in due time.
Selznick Pictures will continue to be distributed by its releasing organization,
Select
Pictures

Corporation.
Follow^ing
its announced policy. Select will also distribute
such other high-class product as may be
arranged for with the better Independent
Producers.

Cleaituplfear
wJtH Selzittcli
Product

LEWIS J.SELZNICK
Presents
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Celebrated Comance

A Victor Heerman Production
Scenario by Edward J. Montagne

his spectacular sequel to "The Prisoner of Zenda''
features the biggest cast of screen notables the
amusement world has ever known - a cast that
could only be assembled for a picture as big as this.

O^RIEN
rrEARlrE
MOORB

'RUPERT (^/'HENTZAU

is the pride of
i\iQ entire Selznick
organization wLich
clicillen^cs its comparison with any
otlicr pKoloplay
of \he year.

and an astounding supporting
cast in the biggest picture of the

year
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Robert ^X?
r^hambGr5
set the literary world agog when "The
Common Law" was published in magazine and book form. Everywhere it was
proclaimed the greatest piece of fiction
ever penned. This picture version of
"The Common Law" is being made on
the tremendously lavish scale which the
bigness of the story demands.

From the Astounding Novel

by

obert
hambers

The Selznick production force is making
"The Common Law" and "Ruppert of
Hentzau" its master works of all time.
Everything that brains, money and experience ever injected into a picture is being
put into this production.

One oP the Truly
Great Photoplays
oP 1923

an elaborate picturization of the biggest and best known piece ever
written by this favorite author.
Conceded by the entire industry to
be the greatest of all screen stories,
"The Common Law" will have in
its cast for additional box office
magnetism the most remarkable combination of names in picture history.
ti

returning to the millions who
are eager to see her in the
most notable production in
which she has ever appeared.

TficdaBara
the most celebrated of all stars — the one screen player
in whose work all the world is interested.

TfiedaBara
whose announced return to the photoplay has already caused editorial
comment in newspapers the country over, will star in a special production which Selznick will unsparingly develop into the greatest attraction
ever made.

Celebrated
(whose name we are unable to announce at present
because of her existing contractual obligations)

in a comedy drama that will win the hearts of all the world

by Victor Heerman

A Victor Heerman Production

Absolutely the biggest thing in which Owen Moore or his famous co-star has appeared—
for delightful humor, for heart-stirring pathos, for sheer good entertainment this production
is probably the finest picture it has ever been the pleasure of the Selznicks to present — it will rank
in the realm of comedy-drama with "Lightning." Remember the name— "A Dollar Down!"

^kMosfcRemaife
ableCombinabion
in MobionPicfcures 1

in a blazing romance of society teas and
desert sands, of red blooded men and blue
blooded flappers

HE story of a Foolish Butterfly, aproduct of Society's
Hothouse, who has flitted
here and there, tasting all
the Sweets of Life without sharing any of its pains, suflerings or
emotions, hi a single night this
pretty creature was stripped cf
her golden wings. In one night
she knew the full meaning of

By Edward J. Montagne and Qcorge Archainbaiid

Directed by Qeorgc Archah\baud

Without a doubt the most powerful screen story
ever filmed — a story so full of dramiatic action,
heart interest and pleasing comedy reliefs that its
instant appeal is assured.

Fear, Hate — and Love. Instantly she became part of the big,
pulsating Outside "World she
had never known before. Magically, she became — a Woman.

^roQGi'QQtStorios by
Tfii'GG Great Auihoi's

lllinor ®lyiis

from the

celebrated

novel and Cosmopolitan Magazine serial, "The Reason Why"

from the story by William MacHarg which created a furore in
magazine circles when published in Hearst's International

EUGENE
WALTER

i

written by Eugene Walter and produced by David Belasco,
it was recognized as the greatest American drama ever
staged. This picture version is being made in keeping
with the bigness of the subject matter with renouned stars
in the familiar roles of Laura Murdock, Willard Brockton,
Jim Madison and Effie St. Clair.

The World's Greatest
Reel"
News
Presented with Newspaper Heads

Selznick News "Scooped" all competition on : First Ascent of
Mt. Rainier ; Prince of Wales Tour; Massacre in Herrin, 111.;
Secrets of the Ku Klux Klan ; Pickford-Miller Wedding ; Conclave in Rome and countless other momentous
events.

EXCLUSIVE

The Only Reel with a Woman^s
Supplement
Always First'-and Every Subject
a Front Page Story
Expertly Trained Cameramen Cover
Every Inch of the Globe
A Feature Necessary to Every
Exhibitor's Program

feP'CTURES

Select Field Service is, as always,
unsurpassed ^- ^— These men will
personally attend to your ever;v^ need
'^^^^^m^^M_
lENRY
E.UWLKINSC
ALBAJVJY

RANKM.OELORENZf
MILWAUKEE

"wUST

SATTUE

NAT

BEIER

SA.VE9 MaWAfiBR

:LAUDE CEZELL

PHIL 3ELZNICK.

?TFTT>PVmiTTV5

trtrt rvcn/cr'n'f TVf

SELECT
luc -n nx:

Albany
Atlanta
Boston
IJiiffalo
Charlotte
C'liicaso
Cincinnati
Clev'land
Diillas
I),.,i\er

EDWARD

C

EXCHANGES
Address

Branch

Detroit
Indianiipolis
Kansas City
l.os AiiKcL'S
iMilwaukee
Minneapolis
New
Haven
New Orleans
New
Yi.rk
N.w Jersey

Broadway
6'"
106-108 Walton
St.
78 Broadway
257 Franklin
St.
13 So. Chureh St.
831 So. AVabash
Ave.
Pioneer St. and Broadway
Payne Ave. and E. 21st St.
ISOlVi Commerce
St.
1"28 Welton
St.
159 E. Ellzabetli
St.
66 AV. New
York
St.
19th & Wyandotte Sts.
818 So. Olive St.
1"2 Second
St.
608

First Ave. N.
19 Portsea
St.
1006 Gravier St.
729 Seventh
Ave.
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Oklahoma
City
Omaha
I'liiladeliihia
PlttshurKh
Portland

412 W. Ueno
1411 Harney
1308 Vine
1024 Forbes
915 Congress

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

St. Louis
Si It Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington

3617 Washinffton St.
160 Regent St.
104 Golden
C«ate Ave.
2024
Third
Ave.
916 G St. N. W.

CANADIAN
BRANCHES
Calgary
32 Elma
Block
.^liinlr
12 Mayor
St.
John"al
167 Prince
William Street
St.
1 oronto
21 Dundes
Street
Vancon\ir
42 Lelgh-Spencer
BIdg.
\t iiinii>< g
Phoenix
Block

•«•
'A? C
A

CiKcn Pkkss, Inc., Niw YoKi
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Rather Tense Pathos In Story Based On DecHne of Motherhood
"A LITTLE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

CHILD

SHALL
Fox

LEAD

THEM"

J. Searle

Dawley
Mr. X
Paul H. Sloane
Bert Dawley
Highly sentimental subject that

will best suit those who favor pathos to the 'nth
degree
STORY
Has a moral that is kept before you
throughout the entire picture — that woman's
highest ideal should be motherhood
DIRECTION
At times very good but occasionally strives too strenuously for sympathy and
stresses sentimental bits
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Also good
PLAYERS
Peggy Shaw appealing and expressive as the heroine ; others do good work but
in roles considerably subordinate to Miss Shaw's
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Fair for the most part; one or
two very poor ones
DETAIL
Ample, sometimes overdone
CHARACTER OF STORY
Effort to show that
children bring happiness to the home
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,361 feet
The title and the style in which the Fox organization
is billing, "A Little Child Shall Lead Them," is all
any one should need to get a pretty definite idea of
what it is all about. And in all probability they'll
guess right the first time. The title, plus the caption
"The Rivals," over Avhich appears the face of a baby
alongside of another of a bulldog, tells the whole
story, a story with a message that is kept constantly
before you.
It is "adopt an orphan."
"Mr. X" has really included two themes in his
"romance of modern American life," both of them ap-

parently sincere and truthful expositions of present
day living. The one, the interference of parents with
regard to the marriage choice of their children, is not
a new situation on the screen but possibly still an
existing condition and worthy of a place in a picture
that proposes to get over a moral. The other is a
more popular condition of the present day — that of
women who prefer the things of society rather than
the joys of motherhood. The two themes have been
nicely woven together and the continuity, for the
most part, quite smooth and easy to follow.
Director Dawley has used his material to advantage
and as far as production values are concerned, the
ofifering is well up to standard. There are times,
however, when the director has not shown good judgment in the way he has handled situations. There is
too obvious an attempt to register pathetic bits and
he never misses a single chance to force more sympathy from the spectator. A few of the scenes are too
prolonged, such as that in which a mother dies leaving
her two children, orphans. The pantomime between
the two children is the feature's most far-fetched
sequence. Babes of their age would neither act nor
ta:lk the way they are supposed to here.
Peggy Shaw handles the role of heroine capably
and seems thoroughly sincere in her interpretation.
At times she photographs beautifully but occasionally
poor lighting greatly spoils her appearance. Roger
Lytton is convincing as the stern parent and others
who do good work are Florence Billings, Robert Agnew and Niles Welch.
Story : Betty Lewis marries Bob Hale secretly
when her father objects to the match. Bob is killed
and when Betty's baby is born, the father tells her it
died. Later Betty marries Ken Tyler, keeping her
past a secret at her father's request. How Betty
finds her babe in an orphanage and is denounced by
her husband is followed by his forgiveness when he
is told that he too was an orphan.

A Good One For Certain Audiences But Be Sure You Cater to That Kind
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's another one where you will have to consider
your own particular clientele in deciding whether or
not you book the picture. "A Little Child Shall Lead
Them" is the familiarly termed "sob stufif," that is a
story that brings chokes and tears and contains a general atmosphere of sadness with just a bit of humor
here and there. It is a matter of personal likes and
dislikes with a feature of this kind.

With a certain class it is likely to draw and on the
other hand it may not go at all. It's up to you to find
out what type of entertainment they prefer and supply
whatever fills your house the best. There are plenty
of exploitation angles in connection with the story and
it should be an easy matter to secure the cooperation
of local charitable organizations to help interest your
people. Take advantage of the title and give it good
prominence.

I
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A Fair Entertainment That May Please Enough To Get By
"LIFE'S GREATEST QUESTION"
C. B. C— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Harry
Revier
AUTHOR
Harry Revier
SCENARIO BY
Harry Revier
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Ordinary entertainment in feature that combines Mounted Police slogan with
another familiar situation
STORY
May satisfy if they aren't critical but
rises to no dramatic heights
DIRECTION
Average on the whole; surprise
twist near close is the best effort put forth
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Poor
PLAYERS
Louise Lovely, featured in role
which she handles capably; Roy Stewart always a good Mounted; others Harry Von
Meter, Dorothy Valegra and Eugene Burr
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
:Adequate
.CHARACTER OF STORY
Jealous suitor kills
woman when she marries another and mounted
officer is held until deathbed confession clears
him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
Harry Revier's story is a combination of the "should
;i wife tell" and "get your man" themes, worked together in satisfying fashion and offering a feature
that will please those who are not too critical and
won't complain because of the lack of originality in
story. There is an appropriate atmosphere of the
North and for those who like action there are a few
physical combats that should be enough to satisfy
them.
The director tells his story in a straightforward
fashion, keeps things logical enough and handles the

players carefully with the exception that he allows
Van Meter to overact and wear clothes that hardly
gc with the locale, for instance a swallow tail coat,
lionise Lovely has a more dramatic role than usual
lor her but she proves quite capable of handling one
of this kind. Roy Stewart has been seen before as
an officer of the Mounted Police and once more lie
fulfills

the requirements

of such

"Life's Greatest Question"
married witiiout telling her
is later hounded by the man
this is the romance of the

a part

adequately.

deals with a woman who
husband of her past and
she left. Combined with
Mounted officer and tlie

daughter of the woman's husband. The "get your
man" angle comes in when the woman he killed by
her former lover and suspicion is cast on the Mounted
anrl his arrest demanded by the jealous husband. Despite the complications here, Revier manages to keep
tilings com])rehensive and there is a first rate suspense
in connection with the woman's death. First the
identity of the person who has been murdered is concealed while the spectator is allowed to form his own
conclusion. Then when it is disclosed that it is the
woman, there is a further suspense as to who killed her.
Story: John Carver learns that the woman, Nan,
who had formerly been his, is married to Julio Cumberland, a prosperous citizen in a little Northern village. Carver is sought by Dick Osborne, of the
Mounted

Police, the sweetheart of Nan's new stepdaughter, Dorothy Cumberland. Dorothy, who knows

Nan's story, warns her and she appeals to Dick to
protect her. Meantime Cumberland becomes jealous
of Dick and quarrels with him. At the same time
Nan is attacked by Carver and killed. To cast suspicion upon Dick, Carver places a button from Dick's
uniform in the dead girl's hand. How Dick is held
but later freed through Carver's deathbed confession
completes the story.

Consider Those You Cater To and Then Decide
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This one will do for theaters catering to a crowd

of Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely who are fairly well

that isn't critical.
It won't satisfy where they expect
ami
demand
the
best
pictures
Greatest
,,
^- ., does
1 not.reach
, that
, because
, "Life's
, either
.,
Ouestion
standard
m storv

Vrxu^^■x^ to the "fans."
Or if vou think the idea of the
-r ikeeping
•
i
'
. r
i
i
\\'\\^
her past . a secret
trom iher ihusband

It is just an average feature that will
or production.
])lease an average crowd.
11 } on know ihcy lavor Norlhwest Mounted stories,
play up that angle of it and you might use the names

'' ""''\ ^""^'^^ ^ stronger drawing power, go at it from
The title can le rjaycd up with inter\\\\^\. diiection.
i(gali\c catchlines and an invitation to come to your
theater and find the answer.
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Alice Calhoun Does Her Best Work
Alice Calhoun in

In Modern Cinderella Story

gratifying. Miss Calhoun does probably the best
work of her career so far and her interpretation of the

"LITTLE
WILDCAT"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR

11

David Devar

"tough kid" is likely to gain many
her.

new admirers for

Gene Wright
Bradley J. Smollen
Stephen Smith
Interesting and pleasing modern

The story itself isn't anything unusual nor original.
Besides the Cinderella theme, there is a war romance
included, with coincidence playing a prominent part
ill bringing the two sequences together. However,

Cinderella theme 'with star doing her best work
so far

this will not spoil the feature's entertainment value
for those who demand a happy ending fur the hero
and heroine. It is pleasingly told and will appeal to

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

STORY
Not unusual but very suitable to star;
has been nicely handled
DIRECTION
Gets the most out of the star and
makes good use of contrasts afforded
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Shows great improvement in this; probably the best performance she has given
SUPPORT
Adequate; includes Ramsey Wallace,
Herbert Fortier and others
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

.'.All right
Ample
Girl of tenements

is adopted by rich man for experiment ; years
later she marries the judge that wanted to send
her to a reformatory
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
Ever so often there has to be a modern

Cinderella

story. The latest is Vitagraph's production, "Little
Wildcat," starring Alice Calhoun. The most prominent and outstanding feature of this latest Vitagraph
release is the marked improvement in the acting of
the star. Whether it is that she has a more suitable
story and better opportunities, or the fact that David
Devar can get more out of her, is a matter of conjecture, but the result is decidedly satisfactory and

*
a good majority.
There are a few instances wherein Devar niig!it
ha\ e been a trifle more explicit and at the same time
nut been accused of using unnecessary detail. This
is in connection with the girl's regeneration and lier
sudden appearance as a nurse in the war. Her position in the midst of the enemy is not made sufficiently
clear except that you are told she is aiding the escape
of American soldiers captured by the Germans. Tlie
sub-titles are occasionally poorly written, or at least,
not in good taste.
The photography is very good and lightings also.
The star is always photographed to advantage.
She
is given a satisfactory supporting cast with Ramsey
Wallace as the hero and Herbert Fortier, the good
Samaritan.
Story : Robert Ware contends that there is good in
every woman if it is but given a chance to come out
SO he wagers an experiment with his friend, judge
Arnold, who allows Ware to pick his choice from the
court. Mag o' the Alley is selected and Ware begins
his task. Four years later finds Mag, now Margaret,
a nurse in the World War. Arnold, now a Major, is
wounded and nursed back to health by Margaret,
whose identity he does not know. He falls in love
with her but is sent away. After the war he is
shocked but happy to find her in Ware's home.

Exploit the Star — Her Work In This Deserves It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can

safely show them this one and feel sure

Tell them it is the story of a girl of the slums who

they will like it. The typical "fan" audience will be
especially pleased with it and vou can count on "Little
Wildcat" drawing more admirers for Alice Calhoun,
It should be worth your while exploiting her name and

Use stills that
that he could make a lady out of her.
show the star in the contrasting parts which she plays,

promising
this one.

them a really interesting performance in
She hasn't had much chance to create an

^^^^ ^^ ^^6 ^j^j ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^ ^^^1

impression heretofore but rhe h;-s a j^ood chance in
this one to start a following for herself,

fi"^''"}' as the society jjirl. For your women patrons,
mention the fashion show that is a part of the picture.

was ■taken into the home of a millionaire on the wager

CURRENT
RclcsM

Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Reviewed

RELEASES
Release Date

CORP.

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(Cliff Smith)
5,000
Jan of the Big Snows
(J. Oliver Curwood
5,000
The Cradle Buster
(Tuttle Waller)
6,000
The Hidden
Woman
(Nanuet Am.
Corp.)
5,000
My Old Kentucky
Home
(Pyramid
Pictures). .7,000
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000
The Three Buckaroos
(Fred Balshofer)
5,000
The Pillagers
(Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny's Isle (Wm.
P. S. Earle)
6,000
His
Wife's
Husband
(Pyramid)
6,040
False Fronts
5,044
The
Great Alone
(Monroe
Salisbury)
5,912
Fools
of Fortune
5,609
Queen of the Moulin Kouge
6,700
Me and My Gal
5.433

716-22

Silver Wings
Nero
The
Fast
Mail
A Fool There Was

Special

7- 9-22
5-28-22

FIRST

5- 7-22

Godiva

7-23-22
7- 9-22
5-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22
8-20-22
8-20-22

Don't
Doubt Your Wife
(Leah
The
Real Adventure
(Florence
The Woman
Who
Came Back
PUycoers Pictures, Inc.
Father
Tom

Baird)
Vidor)

Hills of Missing
Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)
The Woman Who Came Back

FAMOUS
June

4
4

July

18
25
2
9
9
16
30

Aug.

7
7
14
21
21
28

Tom

PLAYERS-LASKY

If You
Believe
It, It's So (Meighan)
The
Bonded Woman
(Betty
Compson)
The Top of New York (May McAvoy)
The
Loves of Pharaoh
(Lubitsch)
The Mysteries of India
Her
Gilded
Cage
(Gloria
Svvanson)
Blood and Sand (Rudolph Valentino)
Nice
People

Mix

Series

FOX

4,800
5,000
5,106

5-28-22
7-2-22

4-30-22

6,837

6- 4-22

5,947
6,634

6-11-22
6-18-22

5,795
4,905
5,257
4,369
5,486
6,069
5,221
6,774

7-23-22

6,764
7,178
5,148
7,476
7,177
6,338
7,235
6,244

6-25-22
7-30-22
7-2-22
7-9-22
7-30-22

6-25-22
2-26-22
7-30-22
8-20-22
8-13-22
8-20-22

CORP.

Shackles of Gold
Moonshine Valley
Dustin Famum

5,057
5,679

5-14-22
8-20-22

Strange Idols
Oath
Bound
Shirley Hason Series
Very Truly Yours
Lights of the Desert
The
New
Teacher
William Russell

4,300
4,468

6- 4-22
7-30-22

4,809
4,453

5-28-22
6-18-22
8-13-22

The Men of Zanzibar
A SelfMade Man
Pearl White

4,999
4,920

5-21-22
7- 2-22

Without Fear
John Gilbert
The Yellow Stain
Chailes Jones

4,406

4-23-22

5,006.

5-14-22

4,486
4,662
4,694

6- 4-22
7-16-22
8-20-22

S-2I-22
5-28-22

6,837
7,944
6,131
5,770
7,835

PICTURES

Be My
Wife
(Max Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Back
Against
the Wall
Watch Your Step
The
Wallflower
When
Romance
Rides
(Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton
Prod.)
The
Dust
Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty
Compson)
Voices of the City, (Lon Chancy)

W.
Holtre

W.

7- 9-22
7-23-22

HODKINSON

514-22
5-28-22
5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
6-25-22

7-30-22
8-13-22
8-20-22

6-12-21
4,470
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,003
5,947
4,630
5,651
5,450
5,600

6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21
22
6-11
22
4-16-22
7- 2-22

6-11-22
7- 9-22
7-16-22

8-20-22

CORP.

Prod.

Slim Slioulders
Benj. B. Hampton

6,150

6-25-22

5,500

8-13-22

5,300

6-11-22

5,200

7-23-22

5,000

5-28-22

6,500
6,000

5- 7-22
5-21-22

They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
5,000
Sherlock
Brown
(Bert
Lytell)
5,000
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
5,000
Forget-Me-Not
6,800
The Hands of Nara (Clara Kimball Young) ... .6,997
Rex Ingram Productions

5-28-22
6-4-22
6- 4-22
7-23-22
8-13-22

The
Prisoner
Swedish Biograph Co.

10,467

4-30-22

6,000

6- 4-22

6,000

6-18-22

Hearts
Renco Prod.
Hugo

(Irene

Married

Haven

People

.'

METRO
17

Stroke

of

FILM

Nanook

of

BOOKING

(Bert
(Viola

CORP.

Lytell)
Dana)

Zenda

of Midnight

PATHE
11

PICTURES

The Face
Between
Seeing's
Believing
Hate
(Alice Lake)
Missing
Husbands

The

June

Castle)

The Veiled Woman
Ballin Prod.

7-16-22

6-25-22

Rough
Shod
Trouper
O'Neil
West of Chicago

GOLDWYN

CORP.
5,502

8,271
10,000
4,880
6,604

NATIONAL

Rose O' The Sea (Anita
Stewart)
Hurricane's
Gal
(Dorothy
Phillips)
Alias Julius Caesar
(Charles
Ray)
Fools
First
The
Masquerader
(Guy
Bates
Post)

6-11-22
6-13-22

4,373
4,480

WUliam

For Big Stakes
Just Tony
Farnum

FILM

5 14-22

6,000
5,106

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over
the Border
(Pcnryhn
Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
Our Leading
Citizen
(Thomas
Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy
(Pola Negri)
The Man Unconquerable
(Jack Holt)
For the Defense
(Ethel
Clayton)
The Greatest Truth
(Mia May)
South of Suva
(Mary
Miles Minter)
Borderland
(Agnes Ayers)
While Satan
Sleeps
(Jack Holt)
The
Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
The Young Diana (Marion Davies)

11

5,700

Reviewe*

The Deuce of Spades
(Chas. Ray)
..4,500
The Girl in the Taxi
(DeHavens)
5,420
Fools First (Neilan Prod.)
5,773
The Primitive Lover
(Constance Talmadge) ... .6,172
The Cross Roads of New York
5,000
Sonny
(Richard Barthelmess)
6,900
Domestic
Relations
(Katherine
MacDonald) .. .5,192
The Half Breed
5,484
One
Clear
Call
7,589
Smudge
(Charles
Ray)
4,716

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
Lady

Footage

the

EXCHANGE.

INC.

North

OFFICES

Queen o' the Turf
Gay and Devilish
(Doris
The Glory of Clementina
The Son of the Wolf

OF AMERICA
May)
(Pauline

The
Understudy
(Doris
May)
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
Walker)
(Johnnie
Dad
My
In the Name
of the Law
The Kick-Back
(Harry
Caray)

(R-C)

5,000
4,800
Frederick) . .5,700
4.790

S-14-22
5-21-22
6- 4-22
6-18-22

4,557
4,738
5,500
6,217
S,J60

7- 2-22
7- 9-22
7-9-22
7-16-22
7-30-33
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Not As Good a Story As They've Been
Shirley Mason in
"YOUTH MUST HAVE LOVE"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Joseph Franz
AUTHOR
Dorothy Yost
SCENARIO BY
Dorothy Yost
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A WHOLE
Not as good as the stories they
usually get for the star ; characters rather uninteresting except for star
STORY
Unoriginal and quite improbable for the
most part ; given satisfying production
DIRECTION
Average; suffices for the material
at hand but couldn't do much better with it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Pleasing as usual but handicapped by
poor story
SUPPORT
Adequate; Wallace McDonald, lead;
others Landis Stevens and Wilson Hummel
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowardly father
exposes hiding place of daughter's lover to protect himself but eventually discloses the guilty
one
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
; . . .T. .4,368 feet
Shirley Mason has not nearly as good a story in her
latest release, "Youth Must Have Love," as in her
last few pictures. Dorothy Yost has used a thread-,
1:>are plot and one that the director couldn't do very
much with to make it a good entertainment. But
for those who like the star it will probably suffice.
For those who want to see a god picttn^e \\'ith a stronsj
and original plot, it won't do.
It is the old story of a man who was too much of a
coward to tell the truth and save an innocent fellow

Getting

13

For

Shirley

Mason

from being convicted of a crime he did not commit.
And the reason it is so tedious is because the spectator-knows from the start, that the man will eventually
clear the hero in order to save his daughter's happiness. It is just a matter of w^aiting for the climax,
one that fails to carry a bit of suspense since it is so
ol)\ious what it will be. There is just one thing that
Miss ^'ost neglected in following the familiar formula.
She doesn't kill her villain but saves his life to be
dealt with as the sherifif sees fit.
'i'he star is pleasing as usual, though a trifle less
winsonu' than in most of her films. She will please
lur admirers well enough and there are plenty of
pretty close-ups for those who like her. Wallace
McDonald handles the lead capably but never for a
minute acts as though he had an}- fear of being held
for the other man's crime. Landis Stevens is a convincing enough villain while Cecil Vanauker is cast
for the role of the miserable coward.
Director I'Vanz has dt)ne the best he could with the
material and the production is quite satisfactory.
There are some good locations and one sequence gives
Shirley a chance to show what she can do as a swimmer. Photography is also good.
Story : Mar\in and his friend, Hibbard, go to the
latter's imcle to ask for a loan. They overhear Earl
Stannard quarrel with old Hibbard and when Stannard leases the room, the younger Hibbard enters to
iielp himself to his uncle's money. In a fight the
uncle is shot. Hibbard hides and when Stannard returns accuses him of the crime. Because Hibbard
threatens to implicate him if he squeals, Marvin keeps
quitt while Stannard is held for the crime. Marvin's
daughter, Delia, falls in love with Stannard and plans
to help him escape. How Marvin eventually tells
the truth and saves his daughter's happiness completes it.

Will Satisfy Star's Admirers But Don't Count On It Otherwise
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Here's one that Shirley Mason admirers will be satisfied with but unless you know she has a good following
in your neighborhood you had better consider it a
little more carefully. Those who like her will accept
it but those who seek a good entertainment from the
standpoint of the story, regardless of the star, will
undoubtedly be 'disappointed.

If you can sell it to them on the strength of the star,
and know she's well enough patronized to do it, go
right ahead and boost her name and count on it to
get them in. The title will probably appeal to your
women folks and they'll like the romance angle of
the story. Catchlines will give an idea of the story
if you think they should know what it is about.

foatat*

Dkt*

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Feb.

26

Fair Lady

(Rex

Jewel

5,000

GOLDWYN

MFG.

Features
The Trap (Lon Chaney)
The Storm
Human
Hearts
Universal Features
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
Step On It (Hoot Gibson)
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
The Black Bag (Herbert
Rawlinson)
Out of the Silent North (Frank Mayo)
Her Night of Nights (Marie Prevost)
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot Gibson)
The Trouper
(Gladys Walton)
The Married
Flapper (Marie Prevost)
The Loaded Door (Hoot Gibson)
Don't Shoot (Herbert Rawlinson)

5,000

611-22

6.400

3 26-22

CO.
5,481
7,748
6,350

5- 7-22
6-25-22
7-16-22

4,433
4,225
4,231
5,000
4,211
4,450
4,600
4,583
5,000
4,862
4,430
5,130

5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
6-4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
7-23-22
7-2-22
7-23-22
7-30-22
8-20-22
8-20-22

7,000

6-18-22

5,000
5,249
.

7- 2-22

5,000

5-28-22

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
My Wild Irish Rose
Corinne Griffith
A Virgin's Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun
The Angel of Crooked
Street
Alice Joyce
The Inner Chamber

5,951

Si lORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED
Harold

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS,

INC.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

SeHg-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smoke*, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could Columbus
Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

W

W. HODKINSON

CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No 27 to No. 52
(each 1 reel).
The Pour Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes), The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 epi
sodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and
Railroad
Sedgwick ) Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Star Comedies
(1 reel):
When
Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedici (2 reel*)
Buitcr KeatOD ComedlM (2 r««la)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

KINETO
CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel):
Was
Darwin
Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird« of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets.
Combatting
the Elements,
Dexterity and Mimicry
of Insecla.
Primitive Life in Tennessee,
Bear Hunting in (California, Paris
the
A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysteriotts,
Let'sBeautiful,
See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount
Magazine
(1 reel):
Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reels)

FIRST

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review (1 reel)

VITAGRAPH

FILM

FAMOUS

PICTURES

5,000

Beach's)

FILM

CORPORATION

6-18-22

ARTISTS

UNIVERSAL

FILM

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde
CookJeff
Comedies
reels)
Mutt and
Animated(2 Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanget)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Evidence
buKEue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise
Charming
of the Northwest
Special Productions
A Woman of No Importance

UNITED

FOX

Rmieired

Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL
(weekly).

EXHIBITORS

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward
(Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Bums).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA.
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Ball, the Unknown'
(5 recb)
Sbg«t Reel Music Film Product

INCORPORATED

:

^s^^mmmtmaMmm

Some Short Reels
"Speed" — Pathe
Type

of production

15

episode

serial

111 their efforts to secure novel situations for episode endings, serial producers have left little unused. Heroes of chapter plays have been placed in death-defying positions of all
varieties and one would not expect anything very much out
of the ordinary any longer. The producers of this, however,
have developed a genuine thriller. From the beginning in
which Charles Hutchison, the star, figures in a locomotive
rescue until the end of the third episode, the.\' have crowded the
production with action, and the result is a genuine up-and-at'em offering for those who hunt excitement.
Dramatically, this presents little, but it was obviously made
for another purpose. Everything has been subordinated to
the idea of crowding it with action and it fully lives up to its
title, "Speed." Hutchison rambles about the constantly shifting scene of activities, dodging detectives, foiling pursuers,
getting into trouble and out again, dealing out blows and
performing various stunts. At the end of the first episode,
he is in danger #f falling into a chimney and suffocating in
the smoke; at the wind-up of the second chapter, he fights a
shark and in the third he is attempting to rescue his lady love
from a car that falls off a broken bridge into the water. He
swims, climbs and rides, pausing occasionally to display affection for the heroine.
Lucy Fox in the feminine lead is energetic, while Very Harper holds down the role of wicked woman in good fashion.
John Webb Dillon is the male evil doer and Harry Seniels
plays his character without his usual mustache. It is an able
cast and production values are good. Hutchison wrote the
story, while George B. Seitz directed.
As in most serials, there is much that baffles credulity, but
those who follow them do not pay much attention to that
part of it. The press agents promise a thrill a minute. There
may not be as many as that, but there certainly are a great
number of them. If your crowd wants action, this is their
meat.
Official

Urban Movie

Chats No.

32— Hodkinson

Type of production
T
1 reel magazine
From a shot of Senator Sutherland who praises films at
the start, to the finish where several Sealyham terriers are
shown hunting a badger, varying subjects are dealt with in
this magazine which is quite acceptable. There is some scenic
material taken in Florida, an industrial portion showing the
making of celluloid buttons and novelties, some footage in
which beach-combers ply their trade, a bit of a travel study
in Tuscany and finally the section in which the dogs are seen.
It is satisfactory entertainment of its type — not very much
out of the ordinary but good enough to hold its own.
Pathe Review No.
Type of production

173
1 reel magazine

TJiis number opens with some splendid photographic shots
of a bear hunt in the snow-covered Rockies. Next, "The
Alchemy of Sunlight" shows the actual growth of a plant,
recording in "speed" pictures fifty hours growth in as many
seconds.
The comedy
element
is furnished
by a series of

shadow silhouettes made by means of the hands. The cathedral of Milan, Italy is then visited in all its splendor while
tile colored travel pictures of the ocean grottos at Morgat,
Brittany called "The Palaces of the Sea (jod" close the review.

"The Two

Explorers" — Aesop's Fables — Pathe

Type of production

'

1 reel animated

cartoofi

Tom Cat and Jerry Mouse set out in a balloon to discover
the North Pole. Caught in a storm, they are driven to earth
b>' lightning. The anchor of their balloon catches in the top
of an Eskimo Igloo and lifts it off like the top of a beehive.
The Eskimos scatter to the four winds and Tom and Jerry
arc left in possession. They are having some exciting adventures with a flock of walruses when suddenly a giant Eskimo
returns and chases them with a spear. Tom Cat yells "Each
man for himself" and jumps in the balloon leaving Jerry Mouse
in the clutches of the Eskimo. Tom returns home triumphantly waving a barber pole when all of a sudden Jerry Mouse
sails up on an iceberg from the middle of which he leads a
group of Kangaroos. The moral of which is, "Trouble and
Adversity are the true tests of Clreatness." The animation is
smooth and the picture amusing.
"Adventures of Roving Thomas"
— Urban
Vitagraph

Popular Classics —

Type of production

1 reel novelty

Scenes of New York City, most of them familiar, are offered
in a novel manner in this reel, the unusual element being injected in the form of an animated-cartoon cat which parades
about. The titles are the comments of the cat, a unique kind
of an animal which cuts capers of an amusing sort. From
Columbia University, the educated feline strolls to Central
Park, visits one of the more crowded sections of the town,
climbs a steel structure and performs other stunts. The
drawings of the Urban cat have been transferred to the celluloid in creditable fashion and what would under other circumnoveltv. stances be "just a set of city shots" becomes an entertaining
"Come
T\pe

of

production

and Get

Me" — Pathe
2

reel

western

Leo Maloney is in love with the ranch owner's daughter
who teaches school, but so is the "straw boss" of the ranch.
However this doesn't mean anything to the girl until he forces
her to kiss him. Maloney interferes and the meti fight. The
ranch owenr comes out and orders them all to get their pay.
The girl tries to explain and finally she convinces her father
but when he walks into the room where the men are, the
"straw boss" and two of his friends accuse Maloney of stealing money from the owner's desk. The owner tells Leo
they are going to arrest him, but he, saying, "Come and get
me," locks the door on them. General acceptance of this invitation gives Maloney an opportunity to ride and fight his
wa>' through the reel. There is plenty of action and it should
make an average western for audiences who enjoy this type
of film.

INDEPENDENT
Release Date

Footage Reviewed

AFFILIATED
I Am

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

6,500

ARROW

FILM

5,000
5,332
5,944

PICTURES

They're

CORP.

CORP.

Off

4,800

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

Life's Greatest Question (Roy
More to Be Pitied (All Star)

COMMONWEALTH
The

Hidden

6 25-22
7- 9-22
7-30-22

10,000

FILM

5-21-22

CORP.

Stewrt)

S,800
5.800

PICTURES

REELS-STATE
ADVENTURES

CORP.

Light

Prince and the Pauper

PHIL
Watch

Him

Step

(Richard Talmadge)

The Trail

of Hate

(Big

EQUITY

Boy

ARROW

PICTURES

The Worldly Madonna (Clara
What's Wrong With Women

AYCIE

EXCEPTIONAL
HU

Nibi

FIDELITY

4,800

5- 7-22

Young). 5,600
6,400

716-22
8-13-22

PICTURES

PICTURES

HOWELLS

SALES

IS Westerns

AYWON

The Angel

Citizen

(Franklyn

PRODUCERS

Farnum)

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

EXPORT

AND

Callahan,

IMPORT

FILM

INC.
FILM

CO.

EXCHANGE

MARKET,

12 2-recls.

GAUMONT

HERALD
7-30-22

CORP.
5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

SYNDICATE,

INC.

COMPANY
INC.

HORIZON
Reissues

JOAN

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

(each

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE
8-13-22
—

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE

6-18-22
7- 2-22

(2 reels) : Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,Isle.Why

COMEDIES
Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation's

PLYMOUTH

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

INC.
5,164
5,496

PACIFIC

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-amonth)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

4,800
5,000
5,000

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

CO.

FruiU of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall) . . 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
. . . 5,000
Sh« Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mra. BsUaae (Na>ec O'NcU)
i.M«

PRODUCTIONS,

Mack Swain Comedies (2 reels) : Moonlight Knight, Full of Spirit, See
America First.
Norma Talmadge

PICT. CORP.

PICTURES

DOMINANT

Dramas

INC.

(2 reels)

News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

5,000

David and Jonathan
Her Story
Brenda's
Heritage

TRI-STAR

Star

FILM
Jimmy

5,800
5,600

NATIONAL

PHOTOPLAYS,

FEDERATED

CORP.

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

SECOND

^^jp'n KiddCELEBRATED
(Eddie Polo) serial PLAYERS
Gump (1 reel each).
^
Celebrated Comedies
(1 reel each).

Serial: The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore Field), 15
episodes.

PROD.

CLARK

SALES

Monty Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge,
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

RUSSELL

FILM

Western

CO.

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country Flapper (Dorothy
Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night (All-Star)

RIALTO

C.

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

CORP.

SECURITY

B.

CORP.

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)

CLARION

& BRADFORD

FILM

C.

FILM

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half

The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)

MERIT

(each 2 reels).

4.951

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million
Count
Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

LEE

CORP.

8-20 22

S-21-22

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan>
The Fighting Kentuckians

PICTURES

6,522

5,000

(Chic Sales)

CORP.

Harry Carey:
IS Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

CORP.

Kimball

FILM

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Nonhwood Dramas (2 reels) : Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hti
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men, The
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), IS episodes.
Success Series:

INC.

Williams)

CORP.

5,000

GOLDSTONE

DI LORENZO,

15 episodes.

DISTRIBUTING

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (3 reels), Liqaoriao
Lips (2 reels).

R. L. GIFFEN
The

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

ALLIED

After Six Daya

AYWON

SHORT

CORP.

The Innocent Cheat
God's Country and the Law
The Broken
Silence (Zina Keefe)

ARTCLASS

5- 7-22

FEATURES

PRODUCERS
■

^— —

SECURITY

CORPORATION

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

Sacred Filou (1 red) SACRED

2,000
2,000

FILMS,

INC.
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WHY WATT
UNTIL SOMEONE TELLS YOU
THE NEWS
WHY

NOT
READ
MORNING

„.

IT EVERY
IN

iTHEr

7^ brAdstreet ^M^n&W9^
o^FiLMDOH ^^WMMf^^

To Know
Going On

It Pays
M

s^^recocmized
Authority

What's

ms
Arthur

F. Beck 'presents

eive
mi..

'

BYasb with

M
k

'V-

T

HIS man married to get hold of his

fidelity.

She is saved by an unexpected

wife's money.
First he eliminated
his rival by a framed up robbery
Then he systematically lied, cheated and
deceived the innocent girl behind the respectability of marriage. Eventually the
wife found him out. To save his own

and highly dramatic occurrence.
It is a gorgeous vision of ravishing
g^^^, and lavish settmgs,

reputation he attempted to prove her in-

An early Fall release, now booking.

it has an exploitation title.

» t

It will open

big and hold up for a run.

"Don't Doubt Your Wife"
"When The Devil Drives"
Both Brilliant Dramas of JVedded Life
by and with

LEAH

BAIRD

and now
((

When

Husbands Deceive"

Her Greatest, Most Astonishing
Women, Love and Marriage.

Revelation

of

a

Pointed

Truth

About

Men,

Directed by Wallace Worsley, supervised by Arthur F. Beck and played by a splendid cast.
LEAH
BAIRD
Jack Mower
Katherine Lewis

Associated
Ex^iigits
Arthur S.JCah^Pres

William Conklin
Eulalie Jensen

John Cossar
~kTHE Exchange

icAL Distributors

iTHE
« brAdstreet

Authority
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No. 71

Has No Fear

Messy Business

Private Detective Agencies May Be
Needed
to
Vatch
Some
Managers and Salesmen
Heads of several of the larger ditributing orgarzations are upset ovti
the actions of certain managers and
salesmen throughout the country.
While no definite charges are made
and while there is reluctance on the
part of these executives to discuss
the matter, it is understood that defalcations have been reported running
up into si:£ figures. In consequence
there is some talk of employing private detective agencies, or other
means, to make an effort to definitely

L n Emerson A ^.er Touring Europe,
Changes
His i^ind — No Invasion Feared
John Emersoi president of the
ictors Equity, und one of the best
nown scenarjoists in the industry,
as had strong convictions relative
0 foreign pictures, and their effect
n "the
in the
industrymaking
here,
nd
on artists
American
producers
ictures abroad.
In view of this, realizing his investi;ations abroad were interesting, he
vas asked to present his views in
his publication. They are most ineresting, inasmuch as he frankly adnits he has changed his mind, and
ays that at present "the industry
las very little to fear from foreign
;ompetition."
Below will be found Emerson's im>ressions:
Heavy Influx of Foreign Pictures
"Two j'ears ago there began a terrific influx of cheaply made German
motion pictures into America, and
for a time it looked as if the industry
liere might be destroyed,- as these
pictures could be bought for a song
and sold in the American market in
competition with the much more costly American product. Our producers
became alarmed at the outlook and
cut down production almost twothirds below normal, thus throwing
thousands of actors, writers and artisans out of work. This naturally
occasioned considerable alarm among
those who depend upon the motion
pictures for a livelihood.
"Another disturbing fact was that
several American producers, wishing
to take advantage of the lower cost
of production in Europe started a
movement which threatened to result
in the transportation of our industry
to the various European countries.
"One of the chief objects of my
recent five months
tour of Europe
was to study this question
at first
hand and to gather data which might
be of some little use in determining
our future policy
After a fairly exhaustive study of conditions
in the
various producing centers of Europe,
I have come to the conclusion that
for the present at least, and probably for some time to come, the
motion picture industry of America
has very little to fear from foreign
competition.
"As 1 have l^een one of the most strenuous
advocates of protection for the American
industry, it seems only fair that I should
take advantage of your kind invitation to
express my present views on the matter in
the light of my experiences abroad, where
my observation has convinced me that European producers have such a vague and imperfect knowledge of the psychology of American audiences that, except in rare cases
(which might be classed as accidents), they
'Continued
on Page
2)
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break up what is termed "crooked
An executive of a very import£organization said on Saturday some
thing must be done.
That is all there
Recent developments indicate that
there seems to be a working plan
work."
by
which
it." the manager and the salesis to
men, working together, put through
contracts at a rate below what the exhibitor should pay, making a deal
with the exhibitor, and pocketing the
difference between what he pays, and
what he should have paid, thus fleecing the company. This idea has
Of Selznick's Owen Moore feature, "Love is an Awful Thing," The Evening Telegram said: "If you want a good laugh, go to the Criterion this been possible during the summer,
week. There is a riot of wholesome fun and laughter
throughout." — Advt. when business fell way off, and when
the usual prices for various houses
and territories, were not held strictly
by the home office executives.

Boosting

Nina Wilcox Putnam.

Who

spent a year or more. Out
Hollywood way. Will have an article. In "The Pictorial Review." Next issue. On "What's Right With the Movies."
Answering these unhappy idiots. W'ho have been trying. For
'em. signed note. From
withhand
see what's
past.will Toentitle
months
Which
Nina. wrong
To a nice
Will Hays. And a nice fat check. From "The Pictorial ReWHY AND WHEREFORE
view."
Does a picture. Like "A Little Child Shall Lead Them"
money.likeAs to"Monte
get the same Would
Come ain.
both
They areThat's
know. Cristo."
of exhibitors.
lot To
what
rating. And there isn't any comspecials. Getting the same
parison. To the box office power. As to drawing them in.
"Monte Cristo" will get two for one. To put it mildly.
TARIFF TROUBLES
Can now be forgotten. Looks like things remain. Pretty
much as they are. And that means. Foreign productions.
Can come in. Without trouble. And stay in. If good enough.
From
No one has heard any holier.
Well.
As to raw stock.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Getting

Set

Uniform
Contract
Likely
to
be j
Settled in Hays Office Before
/
a Month
In all likelihood, sometime before
Oct. 1, or shortly thereafter (unless .
some
unforseen
hitch develops)
the
uniform contract is likely to be OK'd
by the Hays
organization.
It av/c
is understood the attorneys
are still
ling with some of the points, and thu,
the office of former Attorney
General Wickersham was
called in t"
work out the details of the proposi

joint arbitration ' board, which, it
expected,
will settle all difference^
arising
from
the workings of the uni- ^
form contract.
This is expected to be one of the
real features of the contract.
Among the incidental points which
have been taken up, and practically
settled, although as yet not definitely agreed upon, are those relatir? 'o i;
replacement of film, wliich, it is sai(V^
may 'be fixed at four cents a foot anA|'
allowing 14 days maximum
for thti
approval of contracts.
,\

DAILV
impossible at the present time to get an
.Vmerican exhibitor even to look at a foreign picture, which proves that they must
liave had a lot of sorry experiences with
them during the past year or so.
"The American producers who went over
to Europe with the hope of making cheap
Vol. XXI Nd. 7 1 Monday, Sept. 11,1922
Price 5 Cents pictures for the American market, have apparently realized the impossibility of doing so
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks. as they have all given up the struggle and
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., come home. One or two .American producers
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and still have studios in Europe but they are
FILM
FOLKS, INC.
making pictures for the European market
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; with the vague hope that they may, by some
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- lucky chance, occasionally strike one that
will sell in America.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
May Sleep Soundly
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
"So
altogether
I am pretty well convinced
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside that those of us who
are engaged in the makof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
ing of pictures here inay sleep soundly
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
without any
great fear
unfair,
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. o'nights
cheap European
competition,
at of
least
for
Address all communications to THE FILM some time to come.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
"I do think, however, that something
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. should be done to compel Cjermany to remove
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman, what now ainounts to practically an embargo
6411
'Phone, Hollywood on American pictures. Of course with the
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
mark at two or three thousands to the dollar,
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. the German market does not mean a great
Wabash Ave.
deal to the American producer, but as a
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson, matter of principle, and with an eye to the
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, future, it seems to me that Germany should
be compelled to open her inarket to AmerLondon, W. C. 2.
ican pictures if the American mai-ket is to
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
remain open to German pictures."
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
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Loew's New

York — Today — Dorothy
Phillips in "Hurricane's Gal."
Peters in "Rich
Tuesday — House
Men's Wives."
Wednesday — "Big
Stakes"
and
"The Snitching Hour."
Thursday — Wallace
Reid in "The

Work

on

Fox Theater to Continu

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Rumors to the effec
that work on the Fox theater aiv
office building, to go up at 16th am
Market Sts., will be suspended, ha:
been denied by Saul E. Rogers, coun
Friday — Clara Kimball
Young
in sel for Fox Film. An agreement
"
"The
Hands
of Nara."
Dictator.
was supposed to be pending, where
Saturday — "Confidence"
and
"A
by, the Stanley Co. were to taks!
Motion
to Adjourn."
Lyric—
"A Little
Child Shall Lead over operation of the project anc
make some disposition of the Stanton
Rialto — Wanda
Hawley
and Milton which adjoins.
Sills— inWallace
"BurningReidSands."
The Philadelphia concern have
Rivoli
and Lila Lee
closed contracts to run all Fo.x supei
."
em
inTh"The
Ghost
Breaker."
specials, for the year.
Strand — Harold Lloyd in "Gran«Jma''s
Boy." Next Week

Astor — "Prisoner of Zenda."
Mr. Exhibitor:
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Ask Your Film Company for the
Brooklyn
Strand — Irene
Castle
in
"THEMA
TIC MUSIC CUE SHEET
"Slim Shoulders."
Cameo — Not yet determined.
(Pat. Applied For)
Capitol — Mae
Murray in "Broadway
It means more to you than a
is the cueperfe
she
Davies in "When [other
Criterion — Marion
that accessory.
insures a It
musically
Knighthood was in Flower."
picture presentation.
I
44th St. — "Monte
Cristo."
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall Lead
Astor — "Prisoner of Zenda"
Broadway — House Peters in "Human RialtoRo—se.No
" t yet determined.
Close Sales
nd
ld
d
84
100 Brooklyn
ra
in Rivoli — "Manslaughter."
Lloy
— Haro
St
MOTOR CARS COLUMBUS
ts"
lOZ'A
1,200
ar
He
ld Lloyd in "Grandma's
nd
Grandma's
— WallaceBoy" Reid
and
Bebe Stra —m."Haro
104
100 Cameo
5430
The
Not quoted
Blue Bird Auto &
For
Location
Daniels in "Nice People."
Merit
Exchange
Moves
Not quoted Capitol — "The Hound of the BaskerAero Service.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Jack Mandola,
IQi/s
1.200
$18.00 PerDay
Buffalo— The Merit Film Corp.
Gen. Mar.
Not quoted Criterion — Marion Da\ies in "When
have moved their offices here, to 265
Not quoted
."
es
ll
vi
Knighthood was in Flower."
Franklin Street.
44th St. — "Monte Cristo."
Bov."

On Broadway

Quotations
High

East. Kod.. 84)4
F. P.-L. .AOZ'A
X
do pf. ..104
'idoldwvn
Griffith
Loevv'.'; .... 19^
Triangle
World,

Low

84
lOl'A
104
19

Has No Fear

(Continued from Page 1)
arc utterly un.iblc to m.ikc pictures which
will be pleasing to the American public.
'There are two exceptions to this general
rule in the persons of Ernst Lubitsch and
Pola Negri, the only two European artists
to date whose pictures have met with any
degree of success in America. But both Mr.
Lubitsch and Miss Negri are arranging to
come to America this fall and make their
future productions in American studios with
American actors, for the simple reason that
they realize, and their managers realize that
with American actors, writers, artisans and
studio equipment they can make pictures
which will have a very much larger sale than
if made on the other side. There are many
reasons for this, fn the first place. European
authors do not take the motion pictures
seriously, the writing of scenarios being left
largely to the directors or to inexperienced
hack vpriters, a custom abolished years ago
in America. Then again, European cinema
actors, while highly skilled and technically
very proficient in the great majority of cases
do not appeal to American audiences.

OUR
BEST AD

FINANCE
for the worth-while

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER

appeared one reason why pro- •
ducers should have their positive prints made in our laboratories.
Mr. Frank J. Rembusch voiced
the complaint of many exhibitors against the bad prints
and streaky, indistinct films
that are now in circulation.
/( is impossible for prints that
are dei'eloped, fixed, tinted and
tvashed i)i ozir TUBE SYSTEM to be anything but clean,
clear, and a photographic de-

Stage Play Another Matter
"With a stage play brought from Europe
the case is, of course, quite different, as a
' stage play can be adapted to American understanding and appreciation and is played
by American actors. This is obviously not
true of the pictures. We may cut and edit
a foreign film as much as we please, but the
foreign actors and production slill remain.
and the story, probi.hly badly constructed at
the beginning, is only rendered worse by
much editing.
"Personally I '';>ve the greatest admiration
for European actors and acting, but in the
pictures at least the American public refuses
to accept them, and there isn't any use in
arguing about it. I am told that it is almost

In the first column of page 1 of
the FILM DAILY for Sept. 2

Finan-ce furnished for

PRODUCTION— PRINTS— ADVERTISING
Uistribution.
SERVICE DEPTS {( k"^'';
, ^''" hxploitation.
p f "^^'*

The

rublicity
p , ,• ,

Producers
Security Corporation
Ricord Gradwell, President
General Offices: 516 Fifth Avenue,

New

York

light.
And it's a remarkable fact that
our rates for perfect prints are
no higher than laboratories not
so well equipped have been
charging for the poor positives
about which Mr. Rembusch
and others complain.

THE ASSOCIATED
SCREEN NEWS, INC.

120 West 41st Street
New York City
Phone: Bryant 1939

JTTLE
FIRST

ADS WITH

CLASS

PUBLICITY SERVICE

LESLEY

& CONLON

Motion

MASON

Film Editor
729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 8174

1608 Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

iCassel Lobby Display Paintings

Wm B L AUB
Film Continuity— Titles
Watch
for Second
Nationjil's
"ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

THEATRE LOBBY

GEVAERT

FRAMES

lenger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

RAW

FILM

NEGATIVE

of
Picture Fihn

Clips

STOCK

The only place of its kind in
the World

FILM

OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.

STORAGE

Corp.

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
!Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
ICustom
and Forwarding Clearances

and
FIRST PRINTS

DIRECTORSSave money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has.it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

New
Little Ads
BRING

Big Results
IN

The Film Daily

3 car
C.
ichheister

iPT titles;
lOtediyQitles

6^ Special Sffects/
835 EiditJbAve.

'Jivoli ffheatreSldg
S>/io/ie^Circle 5103

Watch for the art titles in
the great

[COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTION
MARION
DAVIES
in "WHEN
~<NIGHTHOOD
WAS
IN FLOWER"

LOUIS

of
THE

HIGHEST

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

''Ask the First Man
Let us get some action into that picture on the shelf — and you'll get some
action on the independent market.

MARTIN

& NATTEFORD

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"

Film Editors
723-7th Avenue
Bryant 5437

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Entirely

DEVELOPING

ACTION

Hollywood, 6514 HoUyw'd Bvd.

LLOYDS

Specializes exclusively in

PRODUCERS

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

Ill Westchester Sq.

NEGATIVE

106 W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

THE

L'STAR lABORATORY, Inc.

For All Purposes
W. J. MO RAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

on "Monte Cristo" at the Fortyfourth Street Theatre and "A
Little Child Shall Lead Them"
at the Lyric Theatre.

91SPLAY

ENLARGEMENTS

"Mortal
Clay" WUl
Be
The Talk of the Season.

for star or producer

HOWE

BIG THOUGHTS

ART

TITLES

Better

Titles
Lower
Prices

MEYER,
TITLES
LABORATORIES,
.«cop,..on*TED

CR/XFTSIVIEN

riLMI

2*1 WBl

I9'"S1. WATKINS

7461-7610

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Motion Picture Editing
Titles — Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy — Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

Be Selfish
The print is your entire stock
in trade. You stand or fall in
your dealings on its quality.
Be selfish about it— Demand
that the laboratory take a Personal Interest in your prints.
For fifteen years Evans Prints
have stood the test of selfish
demands.
Personal
Interest
made this possible.
ConseieEvans
n t i o Prints.
u s effort
signalizes
Personal Interest Follows
Your Every
Picture StageThrough

Evans Film Laboratories
416 W. 216th St., N. Y. C.
Wadsworth 3ii3

BILL PAUSE
for
LETTERING, LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIONS and
CARTOONS
71

West 44th Street
Phone: Vand. 4551

fjg^
\
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Rochester., As to ,the tariff terms. And. it it;, suits Eastman.
Well. 'Perhaps the rest. Of the American ciravv stocl^,, makers.
Will labor along.
Without getting gray, , ;,
"
; ; r; .
By the way.
Notice the DiiPont's threaten.
To get going.
In raw, stOcilv'. : But they !ve threatened before.
"LEAD KINDLY LIGHT"
Is the name of the hymn. To be sung. Gentlemen. By
all arising.
Whyfore? Because Nita Naldi. And Florence Dixon.
.With Victor Fleming. The director. Refused. Point blank.
And emi)haticany. To touch a drop of wine. When aboard
the French liner Savoie. Where they were to '"Hjoot" a scene.
"We never touch liquor" they were quoted. In the Evening
"but as neither of us have touched intoxicants — "'
Teleofram,
Liquor ! Wine ! Never touched it !
Golly; are these picture people? Boy; page Old Doc Crafts.
Spread the tidings.
Sound the tocsin.
And There
what's always
in sight.
Well;Say
there's
been As
a lotif
of talk.
is. For
And the
the referendum.
smart howlers.
it looks.
the referendum. In October. Will result in censorship. Which will indicate a defeat.
For the Hays organization.
Now Hays isn't talking. Nor are his people. But — and this goes — instead of howling. And yapping. If these young men. Will just plug.
And go to v^-ork. Maybe they can save Massachusetts. In October.
There'll
be glory enough. For all. If the referendum shows. They don't
want
censors.
HOW IT HAPPENS

Some years ago.
James Young.
Directed Earle Williams.
In a "Vita,..
graph
picture.
"A Rogue's
Romance."
In which
Valentino
appeared^
Now- Vita is pushing it again.
Because of the Valentino vogue.
Aija
getting
more
business.
Than
when
the
first
release
occurred.
There's
a
reason.
CROSSING
SWORDS
Jimmy Quirk. And Fred Warren. Of American Releasing. Who resents. And says so. In paid space. Jimmy's attack. On the producers.
(And Warren includes distributors.) Jimmy says water can't rise. Above
its own level. And blames the producers and the swivel chair army. And
Warren takes the other side.
Go on, boys.
Whoop her up.
TALKING OUT OF TURN

talkative Mr. Johnson. Mister Ride-Em-Horseback Quigley; Master Curley Welch; the youngest boy editor ever; Larry Boynton. And lastly me.
Are all out that way. Seeing as to how Harry Charnas. Tells the exhi-bi-tor. In that section. How to do things. And being compelled to
listen. To Al Lichtman. Saying what a good picture. "Rich Men's
Wives" is. But it's all in the day's work.
Tho some call it pleasure.
BRAVE MAN JOHN
Referring to John Emerson. Who helps Joe Schenck. Set the Talmadge girls. And who, incidentally. Is Mister pres. Of the Actors Equity.
Remember how John tore into the tariff. And how he saw the industry.
Going to the bow-di-wows. Because of German made stuff. And figured
four million. More or less. American artists and helpers. Were going
to get hurt. Yes?
Remember?
John's
got And
a change
of heart.
All ofbecause
And Well.
look into
things.
learned.
What all
us did.he's
Whobeen
haveabroad.
been
there: That there isn't any trouble. That is, real or serious trouble. For
the industry at all. From over there. And he's man enough. To come out.
And say so. Elsewhere. In the little old paper. Today. It's worth
reading.
Smart men change their minds. Only idiots insist on always thinking
the same wav.

[iBE^M
Thanks. "

DANNY.
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Coast House Changes Policy
(Special to THEFILM
DAILY)
San Francisco — The Casino in the

future will run

MASSACHUSETTS

About "Grandma's Boy." Which is some picture. And Arthur Kane
was smart. And coppered the bet. And pulled a nifty. Telling the world.
How I fell off my seat. All of which was clever. But hereafter — well.
Ever hear the words of that popular melodee: "I've learned my lesson."
TRAVELLERS
If any side swiping striking engineer. Hits a train. Mid West. During the next
so. Well,
You'llWehave
new editors.
To write
for day
vou.or What
you boys.
read. For
Us a& flock
Co. ofIncluding
the

f
pictures.

Studio Contents to be Auctionet
(Special W THE

FILM

D.^ILY)

>«. J.-—are
ITheto contents
theCoytesville,
Universtai studio
be auctii
ed off Sept. 14 at the studio on 1
moyne, A,v.enue.
••

'

WHATWOULDN'TYOUGIVf

rOR A LIITL[ EXTRA
CASH NOW

Your plans are completed —
everything ready to go ahead —
but there's a hitch — not quite
enough cash to see it through.
We'll tide you over if the proposition is O.K. Financing film
enterprises our specialty. Reasonable terms. Quick action.

CHROMOS

TRADING

Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

ROTHACKER

E. O. BLACKBURN
SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Rothacker
Filjn Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Rothacier-Aller
Laboratory
Hollywood,
Cal.

CO.

1123 Broadway

PRINT

and SERVICE

542 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Murray Hill H

r^MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME
A lawyer who has himself for a client, sometimes represents a fool.
MORAL — Let us represent you in your relations
with the distributor.

ALEXANDER S. ARONSON
Producer

Service

1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

Members of the

Owners Chamber of Commerce'
Theatre
are invited to attend a Special Luncheon
at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday next,
September 12th, after which there will
be a special screening of Rupei-t Hughes''
new photoplay entitled RE3IEMBRANCE
Members will please respond today, Monday, bejore noon to the

Goldwyn Distributing

729 Seventh Avenue

Corporation

New York City

;i

iTHE

7A0 brAdstreet

Authority

o/* FILMDOM
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250 At Dinner
irst Charnas Dinner for Lichtman
Held at Pittsburgh — Discuss
Contracts
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — "Watch your confacts. Be careful what you sign,
fever mind whether they are uniform
bntracts or any other kind of conacts."
This was the advice given by Mike
:osenblooni of Charleroi to nearly
50 Western Pennsylvania and West
'irginia exhibitors at the dinner given
y Harry Charnas of the Federated
Exchange to Al Lichtman at the
VilHam Penn Hotel on Sunday
ight, following a statement by the
ditor of THE FILM DAILY to the
athering that a uniform contract
oiild probably be agreed upon in
ew York within the next month,
osenboom added that if Will Hays
ould have attended the dinner, he
ould have appreciated "confidence
nd co-operation."
The slogan of the Hays organizaon was definitely manifested at the
inner, where the exhibitors heard
:om Al Lichtman and also later saw
Rich Men's Wives" the first of the
ileases of his new organization,
ichtman spoke of independence and
'ent back to the early days of the
idustry to demonstrate that he alays believed in independence. He
lid of the plans of his new organlation, incidentally mentioning that
efore he decided to start this, that he
ad been offered important positions
y First National, Goldwyn and Uniersal. Among the^ other speakers
?ere W. A. Johnston, editor of the
•otion Picture News, Robert E.
Velsh, editor, Moving Picture XVorld;
.arry Boynton. editor, Exhibitors
'rade Review; William Brewer, Otis
Jthographing Co. arid Fred Herington, of the M. P. T. O. of Westrn Pennsylvania. Ike Silverman actd as toastmaster.
DANNY.
"Tell

Your

(Special to THE

Price 5 Cent*

Tuesday, September 12, 1922
Brooklyn
Operators join Big Body
The entire membership of the Motion Picture Machine Operators
Union of Brooklyn has been consolidated with the I. A. T. S. E. & M. P.
M. O., Local 306. For a number of
years this consolidation has been
expected. Practically every licensed
operator in Greater New York will
now work under the banner of Local
306, under the direction of Pres. Sam.
Kaplan and its executive board.
To Auction Colorcraft Assets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The assets of the Colorcraft Corp.,
bankrupt, consisting of furniture, machinery and application for patents,
will be auctioned off Friday, Sept. 15,
at 203 W. 40th St.
Prices
(Special

Cut

to THE

in Leeds
FILM

DAILY)

Action of Government May t orce
Some Independents Out of Business
Federal Authorities Backed by Deputy Sheriffs Invade Offices
of Several Concerns in Effort to Collect Back Taxes —
Total Amount Involved Qver $1,000,000
A number of the more independent exchanges dealing in
state rights are threatened, so they say, with "being put out of
business" as a result of the action of the Internal Revenue Department. Treasury officials backed by deputy sheriffs have been
in the offices of a number of these concerns during the past few
days. They are making efforts to collect the 5 per cent tax on
all sales made from May, 1919, to Jan. 1, 1922.
The amount involved is said to be over $1,000,000.
"Manslaughter" Opens Sept. 17

Leeds, England — The highest price willCecil
openB. atDetheMille's
Rivoli,"Manslaughter"
Sept. 17.
charged in any of the local houses is
now 2s., and in many the top rate is
Premiere Showing
Is 6d. This is due to the competition
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
heightened by the opening of new
houses.
Atlantic City — The premiere showing of the Arrow picture, "Night Life
in Hollywood" will be held next week
Millarde and Marmont Return
at Wood's Theater.
Harry Millarde arrived on the
Closes Long Run
A q u i t a n i a after spending three
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
months in Europe filming "If Winter
Los
Angeles — Harold
Lloyd
in
Comes." Accompanying him was
Percy Marmont. Millarde was anx- "Grandma's Boy" has closed its run
where it was preious to get ashore to meet a new ad- at the sented
Symphony
17 weeks.
dition to his family.

deputy sheriff calmly awaiting his arrival and notifying him that unless
his taxes of $50,000 were paid, the
sheriff would step in and seize the
business. The way that operator got
busy was something well worth seeing. He rnoved faster than he has
for many months.
(Continued

Universal

on Page

3)

Showing in London

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Carl Laemmle has leased
the New Oxford Theatre here for an
indefinite period to present in arrangement with C. B. Cochran "The
Storm" then "Foolish Wives" and'
"Under Two Flags."
This is the first time that the New
Oxford has played pictures.

Brunet Resigns
As President of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
— Successor Not Announced
Word comes from Lewis Innerarity. Secretary of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., that he has received from Mr.
Paul Brunet his resignation as President of tiie Company.

Children"
FILM -DAILY)

London — "Tell Your Children,"
iiade by Donald Crisp for Internaional Artists' Film Co., Ltd., is anlounced for a trade show at the New
Jallery Kinema on Sept. 14.

Pola Negri Due Today
Pola Negri is scheduled to arrive
board the Majestic this afternoon.
imil E. Schaiier, foreign manager for
'amous
Players
and Mabel Normand
re also on
the ship.
Miss Negri will stay in New York
or a few days and then proceed to
iollywood where she will start work
>n "Bella Donna" Sept. 23.

Government Action a Surprise
Although ever since the Christie case
developed some time ago, many of
the independent operators have been
apprehensive, the action of the Government during the end of last week
and yesterday came as a surprise. A
very improtant state rights distributor
walked into his office and found a

story. The
Laughs— and more laughs— thrills— thrills— and a rip-snortmg
Hmes,
Johnny
.th
Fl>n>"w
re
"Sure-F.
feature.
kind you need is C. C. Burr's
Shannon.-Adv.
Doris Kenyon, Robert Edeson, J. Barney Sherry and Effie

Mr. Brunet's resignation will be acted upon at the next meeting of the
Board of Directors of Pathe Exchange, Inc., which is expected to be
held during the present month. Mr.
Brunet will remain a member of the
Board of Directors, and it is expected
that he will return to the United
States occasionally, and will continue
to take an active interest in the
affairs of the Company.
No information could be obtained
from any of the Pathe officials as to
Mr. Brunet's probable successor.
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In the Courts
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Supreme Court Justice Marsh iias
.signed an order discontinuing a suit
by the Inter-Ocean Film Corp.
Price 5 Cents against J. C. Barnstyn because the
case has been settled.
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Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

East. Kod. 86%
84]^
863/4
3,300
F. P.-L. .. 103^ 101% 103%
6,000
do pfd. . 105
105
105
200
G'wyn
...
6^
6
6
1,700
Griffith
Not quoted
Loew's ... 20
19
19%
6,000
Triangle
Not quoted
World
Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany — Bernice Amuse. Corp.,
Queens. Capital, $50,0000. Attorney,
C. Diringer.
Dover, Del. — Pictorial Feature Service, Wash. Capital $200,000. Attorney, Capital Trust Co., of Delaware.
Boston — Tranklin Film Corp.
Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, C. H.
Cleaves, Rockport, F. W. Carter,
Brookline, Wm. C, Hutch, Marlboro.
Boston — Morton Theatrical Amus.
Co. Capital, $200,000. Incorporators,
S. Simons, M. Risman and C. Epstein, all of Boston.
Albany — The Community Players
of Newr York have filed a certificate
of incorporation. J. W. Wyte, and
Margaret and Harry De Muth are
the principal stockholders.

An unsatisfied execution for $3'-iS.70
in favor of the American Photo Player Co. against Nat Feldman, has
been filed in the County Clerk's office. The judgment was obtained in
the Third Municipal Court against
the property of Feldman at 729 Seventh Ave., but no property was
found.

Among
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Exchangemen

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee — G. A. Durlam has succeeded A. E. Bernstein as manager
of the Famous Players exchange.
Washington — J. L. Cathrot has
joined Metro's sales force and is now
covering Maryland and Delaware.
Kansas City — Sid Rosenthal, manager of the Mid States Distributiifg
Co. will go to New York on a buying
trip. -He is traveling in Missouri and
Kansas to find out what is wanted
there.

New Orleans — Paul Tessier, of the
Supreme Court Justice Lydon has
dismissed for failure to prosecute a F. B. O. office at Cleveland, will
suit by Frank M. Sanford and Lorain manage their exchange here.
C. McHenry against the Exclusive
Features Inc., for $50,000 damages.
Minneapolis — G. A. Durlam, formerly with Paramount, will succeed A.
The complaint alleged that the defendant gave the plaintiffs the right E. Bernstein as manager of the Milwaukee office. Bernstein resigned.
to distribute the film, "Brown of Harvard," in the United States and Canada for three years, in consideration
Pittsburgh — A. R. Cheery has been
of the payment of $1,500 and then appointed manager of the F. B. O.
refused to carry out the contract after sales office on Forbes St.
the plaintiffs had made many sales
of the film.
Pittsburgh— The Lande Film Dist.
Co., have sent Wm. Kinkel here to
In the suit of Horace Goldin against manage the Pittsburgh, Cleveland
the Clarion Photoplays Inc., and the and Cincinnatti offices.
Alexander Film Corp. in which the
National Theater to be Sold
Appellate Division granted Goldin an
injunction against the exhibition by
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
the defendants of a film, "Sawing a
Philadelphia — The National Theater, on So. Fifth St., will be sold at
Woman in Half," based on Goldin's
vaudeville act, the Appellate Division public auction Sept. 13, at the auction
allowed him $166 costs but the execu- rooms of S. T. Freeman Co., Chestnut St.
tion in the case filed in the County
Clerk's office shows that the execution was satisfied by direction of the
plaintiff's
attorneys, House, Grossman and Vorhaus.
Switch Films to Victoria
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wilmington, N. C. — Films are to
be shown at the Victoria between
road shows, the Roya being used to
house tabloids.
Goldstone Sales
Phil Goldstone announces the following sales on "IDeserted at the
Altar": New England, Pioneer Film
Corp., Boston; Southern New Jersey
and Eastern Penn., Twentieth Century Film Co., Philadelphia. Goldstone is pn route to thp Coast, where
he will produce a new special for the
independent market.

Praises Small Town Houses
A publicity man who writes in from
Denver says in part:
It is a pleasant surprise to find the
Albany — Halberg Contracting Co., wonderful modern houses even in the
Brooklyn. Capital $1,000. Attorney, smaller cities, the day of the store
N. P. Shapiro, Brooklyn.
shows and remodeled town opera
house is gone, Rock Springs, Wyo., a
Rob Theater
small town has a $100,000 theater,
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Newark — The
Rivoli, operated
by Ogden, Utah w" find the Alhambra, a
Gold and Hennessey, was robbed of half million dollar house run by a
real showman, Mgn, Skinner, and the
$1,700.
Pan house in Salt Lake under the
management of Mr. Diamond, is one
of the finest houses I ever visited,
makes the Los house look like a Main
f^cLicccLtlcm^ (/ictuAju)
Street grind house and the managers
are all of a diff^erent class than a few
days ago, they are well read and on
their toes every minute always looking for something new that will appeal.

Will Issue "Earl of Essex"
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
^.
Berlin — Transocean will soon liav
"The
Earl of Esse.x" ready for r^)
lease.
Royal, Manchester, Showing Films
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Manchester,
England — Films
ai
being shown
at the Theater
Royaj
an old and historic house.
Ph^-nt— Bfckmao

119 Fulton

INSURANCE

9091

St., N. Y.
SKKVia'

EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRl

NOW
For New

BOOKING
York State and New

"CinderellaEngland
and the

Magic

"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star"
"Little Red Riding Hood"
Wholesome Films Co. of N. Y.
and New England
Room 1628 71 W. 23d St.. N. Y.
r"
Slippe
42 Melrose St.,
Boston,
Mass.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds good photography to picture interest
— gives that truthful, accurate reproduction
that is only possible when the reproductive
scale of the positive material parallels that
of the negative. That's why Eastman Posiscreen.tive Film carries quality through to the
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled
in black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

I

CO,

N.Y.
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Independents Hit
(Continued from Page 1)

Harry G. Kosch, attorney for Inpendent Producers and Distributors
so., when asked yesterday what
ion the organization intended to
ce, said that a brief would be filed
th the Treasury Department but
It obviously its contents could not
discussed.
It is said that Educational Films
>rp., will be taxed for a quarter of
nillion. Aywon is said to be in the
ighborhood of $50,000, Warner
others over $50,000 and others in
oportion. In reference to this
arry Kosch said yesterday that if
ese taxes must be paid as they are
sessed, a large number of indepennt operators will be forced out of
isiness; that their actual profits duraf the period mentioned do not meet
e amount of the tax, much less the
ss that they had to cover.
The provision of the tax contained
the Revenue Act of 1918 known as
iction 906, is as follows :
"That on and after the 1st day q£ May,
19, any person engaged in the business of
ising or licensing for exhibition positive
otion picture films containing pictures ready
r projection shall pay monthly an excise
X in respect to carrying on such business
[ual to 5 per centum of the total rentals
med from each such lease or license durg the preceding month. If a person owng such a film exhibits it for profit he shall
ly a tax equivalent to 5 per centum of the
,ir rental or license value of such film at
e time and place where and for the period
iring which exhibited. If any such person
IS, prior to December 6, 1919, made a bona
ie contract with any person for the lease
■ licensing, after the tax imposed by this
ction takes effect, of such a film for exhitton for profit, and if such contract does
it permit the adding of the whole of the
X imposed by this section to the amount to
Ijaid under such contract, then the lessee
licensee shall, in lieu of the lessor or linsor, pay so much of such tax as it not so
rmitted to be added to the contract price."
In this connection the Treasury Departent has made the following rulings :
This applies to contracts with a dealer,
(change, or exhibitor for the sale or lease
'.
picture
Thea term
"dealer"
jesmoving
not refer
to orfilms.
include
purchaser
for

his own use, unless such use in the manufacture or production of another article intended for sale. A foreign government, or a
state or any political subdivision thereof, buying or leasing an article for its own use is
not a dealer, nor in the case of moving picture films is it deemed an exhibitor or exchange. This section permits an adjustment
of the tax between the manufacturer and
dealer, but it does not affect the liability of
the manufacturer to return and pay the tax
to the
Art.
J7.) government. (Regulations, No. 44,

(Special

Buys Six
to THE

Houses

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland — The Ohio Amus. Co.,
has purchased six neighborhood
houses an investment of $400,000.
Protest

Against

(Special to THE

New

FILM

House

DAILY)

(Special to THE

Lexington,
built by the
of which Col.
will be ready
seat 1,600.

FILM

DAILY)

Ky. — The house being
Lafayette Amuse. Co.
Fred Levy is president,
about Oct. 6. It will

Fox Will

Lay

(Special to THE

Comer
FILM

Stone

DAILY)

Cleveland — William Fox is expected here to lay the corner stone for
the new theater and office building
which will cost $2,000,000. It is expected that the building will be ready
for occupancy next September.
Another House for Stanley
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia— The site of the old
Hotel Bingham at 11th and Market
Sts., is fast being demolished to make
way for the new ten story theater
and office building to be erected by
the Stanley Co. The house will be
called "Elrae," and is expected to
open next spring.

IT IS ONE

OF THE

GANG

COMEDIES

BY HAL

ROACH

The New York World says:
"There is an extremely funny comedy at the
Rivoli called 'One Terrible Day.' ... It had
them laughing out loud yesterday, which is a
real accomplishment."
ITS A TWO

REEL

PATHECOMEDY

ZZ0WEST42o5T.
PHDNE BPyANT 5576

FIRST-RUN RELEASE

OCT.

It's the first of Onf
Goldwyn's Big ^^^
A picture you will
remember forever!
Greater than
f(

FILM PROTECTOR
DURA --CO.
YOUR

HUGHES

Will Be Ready About Oct. 6

Go into the Rivoli this week and hear the laughter when "One Terrible Day" is being shown.

PRODUCED

fdoorng'ett
RUPERT

Chicago — Residents of Winnetka,
a suburb near here, recently held a
mass meeting, protesting against the
erection of a $750,000 theater to be
built.

Exhibitors of Greater New York

OUR

Tie a string around
your finger!

NEW

YORK

ALLAN A.LOWMES,p.b.

e Old Nest"
Th
any member of the Theatre

Ask
Owners Chamber of Commerce!
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Putting It Over
Here is how a hroiher exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
Looked for The Best Smiles
Racine, Wis. — Masked men traveliiig around tine town in an automobile
pliotographing attractive smiles comprised part of the exploitation on
"Smilin' Through," It was done in
connection with the Journal News
and the Bijou, which was playing the
production profited by the '200 inches
of pulilicit)' secured. Manager McKivett was responsible for it.
Offered Scenario Prize
Tulsa, Okla,^-Of¥ering an award
to the person living here who submitted the best scenario for a
comedy to be enacted by local talent,
Manager W. Smith of the Rialto
aroused much interest in "The Crossroads of New York." The Tribune
helped in the stunt and about 25
scripts were submitted.
Offered Ticket: Prizes
■Oklahoma City — When .the Folly
played Ruth Roland in "The Timber
Queen," Manager Robert Hutchinson
went after prospective patrons in the
following manner:
A full page advertisement was carried in the Oklahoma Advance and
a notice in the editorial columns
started the fire^works. The notice told
of an offer of $10 in Ticket Prizes
for the best essay on Ruth Roland.
After inserting this notice Hutchinson received over one thousand; essays
from children and there were 'fifteen
hundred youngsters who attended the
Folly the first day of the Pathe serial.
Manager Hutchinson also distributed
the "Timber Queen" wooden whistles
thrown from the back of a log cabin
which was built on a truck.

"Stole" Advertising
Newburgh, N. Y.— When Gilbert
P. Josephson played "Bipod and
Sand" at Cohen's Opera Housei he
was
a ' problem.
Local confronted
authorities with
are rather
strict
about outdoor advertising and the bus
lines have pretty high fates, but
Josephson got his think-tank working and hired a negro to carrjf a
window card. He was instructed to
say that he was delivering it if stopped. During his numerous rides, he
held it in a manner that made it
plainly visible. The cost of this was
5^1,50 in bus fares.
Short, business-like letters sent to
secretaries of clubs listed in the city
directory, telling that the demand for
tickets was very great and offering
to set aside blocks of seats resulted
in 16 organizations taking advantage
of the ofTer. while the notices placed
on bulletin boards of others furnished free advertising. The negro
who rode the buses also paraded
about in the costume of a toreador
and distributed herald to a circus
crowd. A carefully decorated lobby
and other stunts rounded out the
exploitation program.

Newspaper
"The

Opinions

Houiid of the Baskervilles" —
F. B. O.— Capitol

■|"IMES— As a story, however, with Hohiies
in a relatively minor role, the photoplay is
not so bad. It is often entertaining. Though
it is by no means as stirring pictorially as it
miKlit be — the fiery hound being especially
disappointing — it does include a number of
strik-iiig scenes, and several of its sequences
umlcubtedly hold the interest. Also, it was
made in England, and the natural settings of
the story have been used effectively. Some
of the acting, too, is good. * * •
N. Y. WORLD—*
*•. * This is a fairly interesting picture, despite the fact that not
one member of the cast does half as well as
he or she ought to do. * • » Much of the
suspense and mystery is lost, due to the almost continuous -foreshadowing of events
which the directors wove into the running
play.
the great
methodsFew
are of
brought
into sleuth's
play, andtraits
thereandis
nothing in it to indicate he was the genuine
Sir Arthur led us to believe,
TRIBUNE — * * * Follows Conan Doyle's
story pretty closely, but it is rather a sloppy
production, with none of that neat compactness which is found in the good American
productions. Also, no efifort has been made
to interest the spectators in the individuals
The director has depended entirely upon the
drawing powers of the Doyle story, Betty
Campbell, as the girl in the case, is particularly unattractive. However, Eille Norwood
looks just the way Sherlock Holmes ought
look. * * * TELEGRAPH—*
to MORNING
* * Packed
clearly into two reels it might have been bet•ter. The settings are indifferent. Druid
stones obviously made of plaster do not convince. ♦ * * But after all the_ fascination of
the Sherlock Holmes adventtires was largely

a trimph of character drawing. * * * In this
respect the picture, satisfies, it has a fine
Holmes in Ellie Norwpod.
AMERICAN—*
* f The sort of detective
drama that it would take a detective to understand. Eille NoAvood is interesting as
Sherlock Holmes, for he looks the part to a
closer degree than most of the actors who
have essayed the role..'* * * A big theme, deserving big treat(nfnt, and the R-C company
does not deal iiixh it that way. There is
endless dialogue alid monologue and reports
and letters carried in. some instances through
three long sub-titles! Indeed, the story is
almost told in the sub-titles with the pic-
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memories of what held you in its spell on the
printed
there is apage
wide and
gap. what actually is screened
EVE. JOURNAL
A film version
t'-at follows closely ii,c Sherlock Holmes
story o.f Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. There is
a strong suggestion of the supernatural about
ii that makes the production the more timely
just now with the author's lectures still echoing here.
EVE. of
TELEGRAM
Eille Norwood's
handling
the role of —Sherlock
Holmes is
atlmirable in every respect, giving an -accurate' interpretation of Doyle's famous character. * • * Hubert Willis gives an excellent interpretation of Dr, Watson, ♦ ♦ ♦ The play
is well - directed and put together and successfully holds the interest of the spectator
throughout,

"The

* * * .

Ghost

Breaker"— F.
Rivoli

P.-L.

TIMES—* * * The Dickey-Goddard play
ofifered almost bo'undless opportunities for fun
and thrills on the screen, and they have been
taken advantage of only half-way and halfheartedly. Whereas the comedy ought to
move rapidly, with mystery and humor merrily mi.xed and spinning always, it proceeds
deliberately and dwells upon each detail of
its strung-out story until the impatient spectator wants to stick spurs in it to make it go.
N. Y. WORLD—*
* * It is just pretty
good film stufif and 'Will bore none of Mr.
Reid's admirers. * * *We imagine it is better
no\v than when it was behind footlights.
Lila Lee has dark eyes and hair, so she makes
a fiitting Spanish heroine. * * * This photoplay, like many others being made these days,
is most worth while as an exam]ile of high
grade
photography. * * ** Almost
*
TRIBUNE—*
the world's
worst picture. In the first place what has
happened to Wallace Reid? His attitude is
that of a bored onlooker, instead of an actor.
He is positively lethargic when his mood
isn't farcical, and he has tossed aside all of
his naive, attractive ways with which he
beguiled, the fans only a year ago. He
acts as though he were convulsed with ironical merriment
and had' and
decided
that making
pictures
was a delusion
a snare.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * Mr.
Reid's ease of manner, however, adds a certain charm to his performance and those who
admire him will find his work up to its usual
standard. Lila Lee, as the Marchesa. is
strikin.gly attractive and gives one of the best
porti<ayals she has -yet contributed to the
cinema. * » ■» No one need regret missing,
or will regret missing, or will regret sedng
"The Ghost
Breaker."
.AMERICAN — * ♦ ♦ I suppose that it will
a]ipeal principally to those who are interested in the star, Wallace Reid, and who

tures lighting up the text. ♦ « *
HER.-XLD— * * * Much of the plot is
dealt out to the audience in missives that
are as long as a screed by a boarding school
miss. * * * In addition, as sometimes happens in a British made picture, the subtitles
don't mind what he does. * * * It is a picrun wikl over the story. There are so many
ture that can scarcely be described, and it
of them they crowd the characters for room.
reminds one of the stories one tells to chilSeveral of them state a fact and immediately
dren to keep them good — particularly the
afterward illustrate it— a method which seems
incidents wound around the ghosts. But
to hark hack to the B. C. period of the films. adults who like that kind of thing will find it
DAILY NEWS — For honest-to-goodness
enough.
* ** »♦ This is not the first
HERALD—*
double-barreled cold storage creeps, the open- breezy
ing of "The
Hound Toof the
the Baskervilles"
♦ * at* adaptation of the play ♦ ♦ ♦ for H. B. Waris bar
dto beat.
bleak moorland
Iter, its original star, appeared a decade ago
dark of night, the weird Druid stones, the ■■1 one of tlie first feature pictures hewn out.
gloomy halls of Baskerville, the ghostly hound
* * * Alfred E. Green in the present version
outlined in fire against the moon, Mr. Rothseems to have leaned more heavily on tlie
afel has added the whine of the wind as it dramatic side of the story than in the earlier
I'lUrls hack the curtains in the manor room
picture, though memory presents a far more
and the mournful howl of the great dane. turbulent struggle iu the castle of the first
Brrrrrrrrrrr !
version, with villains disappearing down trapSUN — * * * The locations of the photoplay
doors by wholesale. * « ♦ The initial himare thoroughly satisfactory ; the acting, for jiig seemed more amusing, but probably if one
the most part, is rather pleasing. Still, the saw it agahi one should turn with relief to
production appears to lack something. The
scenarioist or the director, or both, must be
— * ottering.
* * A * good
irlelodrama.
the.SUN
Rivoli
* -* movie
the culprits. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is not * * * If you remember the show it was a
to blame. ♦ • * Xhe missing ingredient is fairly original mingling of laughter and thrills
sustained suspense. The events on the screen
and the movie follows along the same lines
do not grip you as much as they should.
with appro.ximately the same degree of suc.Now and then you catch yourself worrying
cess. Wallie * * * is allowed to be himself
about the Baskerville heir but there is no
again. * * * It is in this sort of show that
he is in his best vein. , His ability as a light
terror in your soul. * * *
EVE. WORLD — We were somewdiat dis- copiedian has now taken on great proportions
and he acts these semi-humotrous semi-heroic
appointed *♦ • because the cast doesn't contain one single wonder-dog. It's a fair deteckatuff picture, provided, of course, one roles just as if he were that way inj-eal life.
likes Sherlock Holmes. » ♦ ♦ Doyle's Sherlock Holmes yarns r*ad far better than they

EVE. WORLD—*
♦ * Serves Wallace Reid
right
as afunstarring
* ♦ ♦ Wallyin
has a well
lot of
and a venture.
lot of excitement

GLOBE
film.
♦ ♦ ♦— * * * More of a melodrama than
a mystery thriller. It has -sacrificed a great
deal of atmosphere and creeps for the sake
of plot. Literally it has taken Sir Arthur's
novel and squeezed it dry and the result is a
film too complicated and hurried. This is
not saying that the picture is not a creditable one. it is and there are some neat bits
But between what you expect with
of acting.

his ghost-breaking. * * ♦
EVE. JOURNAL — Anyone who craves
spooky adventure will find consolation in "The
Ghost Breaker." • ■► ♦ But there is something more than spooky adventure in , this
play, whose scenes pop about from castles
in Spain to huts in Kenutcky and is a hiixture ofvokinghair-raising
thrills and mirth-prosituations.

EVE, TELEGRAM^*
• • An ideal fill
vehicle for -Mr. Reid. The star has the net
essary dash and br.ngs out all ,tl:e hrmor (
the situations. .Vliss Lee has never been mot
beautiful in Spanish costume aid Hiers
a

goodRobbins
darkey.

* ■* • to California
Going

Jess Robbins,
producer
of "Toi
Much
Business"
and "The
Ladde
Jinx," will produce his next featur
on the coast.
IVAN
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"WILDNESS
The 20th Century Tale

OFof

YOUYouth
TH"

American

With Virginia Pearson, Harry
T. Morey, Mary Anderson,
Joseph Striker, Julia Swayne
Gordcn,Thurston
"Bobby"
Hall. Connelly,
GRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. C.

COMMERCIAL

FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA,

INC.

Phone:
Madison Square 4430
15 East 26th St.
New York City
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy.
Ask for samples and prices.

How to Run a Succesf
ful Business
is a vitally important problem.
can help you solve it.

V

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
BUblic Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.

Tel. Longacre 90 1

Mammoth

Mailing

List of Theatres
JUST OFF THE
PRESS
IN
«

2 1 st Supplementary Edition
1922-1923 $1.50 net
20th Edition- 1921 -$3.00 net.;
$4.50 Complete
Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rnn. 207—701

7th Ave., N.Y.C

7Ao brAdstreet

Authority
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Lichtman on Trusts

. Pathe's President

Almost
200 Exhibitors
and Wives
Attend Charnas Cincinnati Dinner
Cincinnati— "I believe that no one
in the motion picture industry has any
reason to fear the operation of any

,ikely to be
Bernhard
Benson —
Elmer L. Pearson, Vice President
nad General Manager
The report published yesterday that
! Brunei had resigned as Presi1 of Pathe came as a distinct surribc to the industry.
Immediately there was conjecture
s to his successor. While officials
if Pathe refused to discuss the matter
I is expected that Bernhard Benson,
t present a vice-president of the corloration, will become president and
hat Elmer L. Pearson will be made
1 vice-president in addition to being
jeneral manager of the organization.
Inasmuch as Mr. Benson represents
he banking firm of Merrill, Lynch &
To., it is anticipated that the work
)f handling the large Pathe organzation will fall upon Pearson's shoulkfs, Mr. Benson giving his time alnost exclusively to the more importInt executive problems.
Brunet's Future Plans?
The future plans of Paul Brunei
ire sure to be of interest to the many
who have followed his career in
America for so long.
Some months ago it was exclusively reported in this publication that
Brunet might resign as president of
(Continued

on

Page

and

Wilson

trust in this business" said A! Lichtman,dinner
the guest
honor at last
the night.
Charnas
in of
Cincinnati
"None of us have anything to fear
except tinued
our Lichtman.
own shortcomings" conThe dinner held at the Sinton hotel
was a complete success. Over two
hundred exhibitors, their wives and
members of their families were present. Lichtman, who was the principal speaker of the evening traced
the history of the distributing end of
the motion picture industry from its
inception and dwelt upon the importance of exhibitors keeping open time
for independent production. Other
(Continued

Here

on

Page

3)

Barber Here
Maurice Barber, general manager
of the Cinema Finance Corp. arrived
here today as expected. He will be
at the Ritz Carleton.
Open at Capitol Next Week
"Broadway Rose," the Robert
Leonard production starring Mae
Murray
will open at the Capitol Sept.
17.

2)

M. P. T. O. Convention
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
' Boston — The New Hampshire and
Massachusetts theater owners opened their convention here yesterday
with Sydney S. Cohen and Michael
J. Toole present.
McCormick

Price 5 Cents
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Owen Moore and Arthur Hoyt are responsible for most of the fun in Selznick's "Love is an Awful Thing," said by the New York World to provide
stuff of recent flamboyant films." —
florid and maudlin
escape from the
.
"an
vt
Ad

Pola Negri

Arrives

/ Rothafel to Stay

Hays Back
Will H. Hays returned from Washington yesterday. He expected to go
to Rochester to see the new Eastman
theater, but changed his plans at the
last moment.

Announcement is made by the CapiPola Negri arrived aboard the Matol Theater that the contract of S. L.
jestic yesterday and will stay at the
Danto Resigns
Rothafel
as director of presentations
St. Regis while in New York. Mabel
has
been
renewed.
In
confirming
the
Harry
Danto
who has been with
Normand and Emil Schauer were on
board also. A luncheon at which announcement, Edward Bowes, Man- Famous Players sales department in
various capacities for some time, has
representatives of the press will meet
aging Director of the World's largest
resigned.
last activities were
theater
said
yesterday:
"I
am
very
Sherry's
in
the New Danto's
York district.
her will be held at Louis
todav at one o'clock.
conRothafel's
Mr.
that
say
tohas been renewed. Our agreehappy tract
Dillon Sales Manager
ment with him has not expired. We
Gomora"
Here With "Sodom and
had an option on his services and took
Geo. M. Dillon has been appointed
Ben Blumenthal was on the Majesttic when it docked, with a print of advantage of it. We were delighted branch sales manager for the New
to do so because of our admiration York office of Hodkinson. succeeding
"Sodom and Gomora."
for his splendid work and our per- F. Kingour, who will handle the
Lesser Here
With
"Oliver
Twist"
Sol Lesser who arrived in New
Brooklyn territory.
sonal regard for him."
"More to Be Pitied" on Broadway
York yesterday direct from the coast
A. L. Gore Sees New York
"More to Be Pitied," which Apollo
Alice Brady at Rialto
brought the print of Jackie Coogan's Exch. is handling for New York, will
A. L. Gore of the West Coast
"Oliver Twist" with him.
According to this film executive, be seen at B. S. Moss' Broadway
Alice Brady in "Missing Millions" Theaters. Inc., arrived in New York
will be presented at the Rialto during this week with Sol Lesser. Gore has
there are possibilities of a road-show next week.
the week of Sept. 17.
never been in New York before.
tour of the Coogan offering, and if
While east. Gore and Lesser plan
this is arranged, some thirty to forty
Beast"
"The
Starts
Dixon
Warner
Bros.
Sign
Barry
companies will be sent out from New
Work has been begun by Tom
arrange for transporting the bigto
Warner Bros, have signed Wesley
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.
gest of musical and legitimate shows
"The
on
Studio
Tilford
the
at
Dixon
Lesser plans to remain in New Beast." Included in the cast are Barrv for a term of more than three nov;' in Gotham to the West Coast
York several weeks and will not re- Gustav Von Seyfertitz in a comedy
arranged for a down
Barry will first make a vaude- where they have Los
Angeles to house
turn until after the "Oliver Twist" character role, Madeline Clare, Helen years.ville tour of the key cities and then them.
town theater in
deal is arranged.
Ware and Robert Ellis.
start work on the Warner lot.

John McCormick, West Coast representative for Associated First National Pictures, and Harry D. Wilson,
publicity representative for Jackie
Coogan, are in town. McCormick will
remain in New York a week or ten
days and Wilson plans to stay for a
month or six weeks during which time
plans are being mapped out for Coogan's forthcoming release, "Oliver
Twist."
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President
n'oritnned
from
Pa.tie \)
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Low

Close

Sales

East.P.-L.
Kod.. . 104>^
87j^ 102}^
86^ '10334
86j^
2,900
F.
2,900
do pfd. . 104^8 1041^ 103.Ki
300
G'wyii
...
iy^
6^
7^
8,000
Griffith
Not quoted
Loew's
Triangle . . . 20^
World

\W%

20^
4,700
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany — Ealt Pictures Corp.. NewYork. Capital. $5,000. Incorporators. I. S. Borden, G. M. Arthur. R.
Mailer. Attorney, D. Mailer, New
York.
Albany — Stanep Amus. Corp.,
Bronx. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators. A. Stanzler, J. Epstein, C. Cartoon. Attorney, Kornblush & Hutler, Manhattan.
Dover, Del. — Russian Pictures Corp.
Capital, $1,000,000. Incorporators, H.
Stern, M. Greenburg, I. Schmal. Attorney, Dela. Corp. Co.
Dover, Del. — Turnstall Film Exch
Wilmington.
Capital, $50,000.
Attorney, Corporation Trust
Co., of
American.
Trenton, N. J.— Independent Picture Exhibitors, Jersey City. Capital,
$75,000. Incorporators, S. Pesin and
L. J. Kriegel, Jersey City and H. Zeiman. Union Hill. '
Trenton, N. J.— Sterling Pictures
Corp., Union Hill. Incorporators, A.
Zecker. Grantwood, Agnes Vogt. Jersey City and Edna Weisman. Weeliaw ken.

Wednesday,

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood, Calif. — Christie comedies are starring Xeal Burns in a
house-boat comedy, directed by Sidney, with Charlotte Merriam, Sylvia
has
long Pathe.
been closel)'
asfcciatcd
Charles
the head
of tic w'th
i)ig .Vshton, Don Bailey and Bebe Blackforeign Paliie Consortium. It would
burn, three and one-half year old
not be surprising to find Brunet made swimming
actress, appearing
in the
cast.
president of the French organization,
nor would it be surprising to find
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
some interesting developments on the
will be Mary Pickford's next starring
other side following this move.
picture.
Those who know Brunet say that
Harry
Carey
has started another
being a Frenchman he naturally pre- five-reeler, \'al Paul is the director.
fers to live on the other side. It was
anticipated that Brunet would visit
Larry
Semon
is working
on anthis coimtry bringing with him
other feature comedv
Charles Pathe. some time this fall.
Nat Ross is directing the opening
Pollard a Star
scenes of the next Gibson _ picture,
Sept. 17 will show Snub Pollard a "Kidin' Wild," written by Roy Myers.
star, in his two-reel comedies.
Sanford Prod, have finished another

invasion of American stars in Europe.
High

DAILY

I'athe Exchange after he reached
France. He arrived in Paris the
larly part of the summer. Brunet
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Invasion of American Stars
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Central
European
Representative — InternaLondon — It is reported
that film
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slomen here are much interested in the
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations

i

Universal
to Make
New
Serial
Work has been started on the new
Universal serial. "Around the World
in
willEighteen
direct. Days." J. P. McGowan
Powers

Move

Tweed}' comedy and- will soon start
work on a new feature.
Maryon Aye has been cast to play
the lead in Bull Montana's current
]Metro comedy, "A Punctured Prince."
Gladys Walton has finished production on "The Lavender Bath Lady"
and will seek rest in Catalina. King
Baggot directed.
Lee Sliumway is co-directing with
Phillip Hubbard at the Cosmosart
studio, a new independent producing
unit.

The Powers P^ilm Products, Inc.,
will move to their new quarters in
Wallace Reid has started a new
the Robertson-Cole Bldg., 723-7th
Ave., Sept. 15.
production, "Thirty Days." in which
Wanda Hawdey appears. James
Cruze is the director and Karl Brown
Bessie Love in Two
Reelers
the cameraman
Bessie Love has completed three
of the twelve two-reelers being made
by F. G. Becker, managing director theJ. Hawaiian
P. Spencer
expects'
for
Islands
Nov.to 1 leave
to shoot
for little Arthur Trimble.
some pictures with Duke Kakmakau.
the famous swimmer.
Buys French Play
Henry McCarthy has started a new
"La Belle Marsellaise," a French
pla\' written by Pierre Berton, was Doubleday Production at Fine Arts.
sold by Bory Osso, American agent Lester Cuneo is star and Mrs. Cuneo
of the Society of Authors and Com- (Francelia BiUington) plays the opposers of France to the International
posite role.
H. E. GAUSMAN
Film Serv.. for picture purposes.
<'^fi9^.

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME
Yon insure your life and
your property.
Yon do not insure your
business prosperity.

"The

'Special

Eternal
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Flame"
FILM

Opens

DAlLYi

Des Moines — Norma Talmadge ;
"Tlie Eternal Flame" had its premie?
at the Des Moines Monday night.
Will D.Bring
"Robin
Harry
Buckley
will Hood"
arrive liei
some time this W'eek from the coat
with a print of the Fairbanks pictui
"Robin Hood." \\'hile here. Buckle
will arrange with Hiram Abrams fr
a premiere at one of the Broadv
houses.

1

Equity Gets Einstein Film
Edward M. Fadman. of Equil
Pictures, recently returned from (le
many bringing over with him a pcii
of the film on the Einstein theor
According to a representative of tl
company it took six German profe
sors to translate the theory for pit
tures.
.i\
Meighan Arrives
Thomas Meighan arrived here fro
the coast yesterday, and on Frida
will leave for Brooks, Ind., where I
will visit Geo. Ade to talk ovi
stories, Ade writes for Paramoun
Upon
arrival
he
will Meighan's
immediately
startfrom
work Indiar
in tl
Eastern studios.

WHATWOUIDN'I YOU GIVE
fOR A linL[ EXTRA
CASH NOW
Your plans are completed —
everything ready to go ahead —
but there's a hitch — not quite
enough cash to see it through.
We'll tide you over if the proposition is O.K. Financing film
enterprises our specialty. Rear
sonable

terms.

Quick

action.-

CHROMOS
TRADING
1123 Broadway
Suite 616

CO.

'Phone Chelsea 8284

Mammoth
Mailing
List of Theatres
JUST

OFF THE
IN
PRESS

We fill the gap between
you and the distributor,
and
it's mighty good i>is)irance.

ALEXANDER

S. ARONSON

Producer Service
1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

21st Supplementary Ediuon
1922-1923 $1.50 net
20lh Edition- 1921 -$3.00 net
$4.50 Complete
Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rm. 207—701

7th Ave., N.Y.C.
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Lichtman on Trusts
(Continued

PatheNews

No. 74
LIES THREE HOURS IN ENGINE...ESS GLIDER — Pictures of the record
)reaking performance of the German student,
■lentzen, whose exploits have amazed the
rorld; Gerfeld, Germany.
>ICKING
AMERICA'S PRETTIEST
3IRL — Atlantic City does it at a Beauty
'.ontest that brings out a remarkable array
f pulchritude; pictures of Dorothy Knapp
Ind "Miss Columbus," the winners.
THE EYES OF THE WORLD AGAIN
IRE TURNED ON CONSTANTINOPLE
—Turkish victories in Asia Minor bring new
troblems to the Allies : scenes of the Allied
orces in Constantinople,
^ther news as usual.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

tod

from

FILM

DAILY)

Binghampton — Charles H. Smith
ecently bought the Citilyne from A.
Z. Crossley.
Westboro, Mass. — Thomas Lewis
)urchased the picture house at the
iVestboro Town Hall.
Dayton — Harry Lederer, of Cleveand, has taken charge of the Audiorium, and will run vaudeville with
jictures.
Dayton — The Rialto, which has
lean closed for the summer, has been
jpened by Gill Burroughs.
Toronto — Mrs. J. Rappaport sold
he Crescent Palace, to Bernard
Press, for $38,000.
Lockney, Tex.— T.
)OUght the Olympic.

B. Triplet

has

Hornell, N. Y. — It is reported that
ames Cranideas, who controls sev;ral houses in Olean, has bought the
.'eerless from H. C. Fint.
Youngstown, O. — J. P. Harris,
vho operates the Grand and Ma;estic in Pittsburg, has taken over
he Capitol here.
Olean, N. Y. — Jim Cranides, who
uns several theaters in this city, has
lurchased the Peerless in Hornell
rem H. C. Flint.
"The Shriek" for Turpin
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Los Angeles — Ben Turpin's
next
Vlack Sennett comedy will be "The
5hriek," directed by F. R. Jones.
Search for Missing Exhibitor
FILM

DAILY)

Horace Goldin has filed an application in the Supreme Court to punish
Louis Weiss and the Clarion Photoplays, of which he is the head, for
contempt of court because of violation of the Appellate Division injunction restraining the exhibition of the
film, "Magic and Mystery Explained." Goldin alleges that after the injunction was granted the defendants
delivered eleven prints to the Goldwyn Fixtures Corp., and the film has
been shown recently in Atlantic City
and in California. He alleges he has
been damaged $100,000 by the acts of
the defendants and contends that the
Keith Circuit will not book his act
so long as the film continues to be
shown.

IVAN

to THE

FILM

with
OF

Buys Santa Cruz House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Santa Cruz — Frank R. Malcauley ot
San Francisco has purchased the
Unique from the Unique Amus. Co.
Macauley's agent.
Saul acted
J.
TheR. house
will beas redecorated.
F.

B.

O.

Buys

(Special to THE

Witwer
FILM

Stories
DAILY)

Production on the H. C. Witwer
fight stories, which were purchased
by the F. B. O. will start at an early
date, at the R-C studios, as yet the
names of the star and director have
not been selected.
Gets Pictures of Convicts
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

DURA
FILM PROTECTOR COi

ZZ0WEST42d5T.
PHONE BRYANT SS76

(Special to THE

FILM

NEW

YORK

ALLAN A.LOWNES.c.es.

Know What's Going On

I

Subscribe to THE FILM DAILY Now
The Film Daily
71 West 44th St., New

York City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for one
year, starting immediately, to include
THE

Sioux Falls. S. D.— H. J. Updegraff,
proprietor of the Paramount Princess
has pictures of the chase after and
capture of convicts who escaped from
the state penitentiary. They are now
readv for release.
Biglow Sent West

YOUTH"

an all-star cast

GRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. C.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Mrs. J. E. Lucy
known as Virginia Ware, on the
screen, died here recently. Mrs.
Lucy's last work was at the Christie
studios.
To Handle Raw Film
The Commercial Fibre Co., of
American have opened a raw film
dept. under the management of G.
Zezza. The film to be handled will
be a new product manufactured by
the Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milan.

presents

The great American Flapper Can
Now
See Herself!
Read the Title and Guess How
Many
Young
People
to Stay
Away!Will Dare

Film Actress Dies
(Special

ABRAMSON

'W I L D N ESS

Injured

FILM

DAILY— 313 Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews — 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10— Foreign, $15
Name

DAILY)

Chicago — Charles Biglow. assistant
tendent of the Rothacker labsuperin
Grofton. Neb.— Police of South
oratory since the close of the war, has
Dakota and Nebraska have joined in been transferred t6 the Rothacker
!he_ search for Herman Drexler, exood. The Chiiibitor, who has been missing since Aller plant in Hollyw a farewell dincago crowd gave him
vug. 3.
ner at the Edgewater Beach Hotel.
(Special to THE

In the Courts

"Aesop's
Film Fables"
in England
"Aesop's Film Fables" are now
A default judgment for $3,585 has
throughout Great Bribeen filed in the Supreme Court by beingtainshown
according to the announcement
tiie Evans Film Mfg. Co. against of Fables Pictures, Inc., who state
Nicholas Kessel for services in detliat Grainger's Exclusives, Ltd., control the Paul Terry cartoon subject
veloping prints and for materials furnished.
for the British Isles.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Klein F. B. O. Manager
Los Angeles — Wm. Williams and G.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollingshead, Fox cameramen were
Chicago
—
Joseph
Klein
has taken
injured by a runaway while shooting charge of the F. B. O. exchange
of
scenes of the Eleventh Cavalry charge this city, succeeding R. C. Plough,
at Exposition Park.
who resigned.

Theater Changes
to THE

1)

speakers were Harry Kress of Mays
Opera House, Piqua, Ohio, Carroll H.
Dunning of Prisma and the Editor
of THE FILM DAILY. Fred
Smeyer of the Palace Theater, Hamilton, Ohio was a genial toastmaster.
Prior to the address William A.
Johnston, editor of the Motion Picture News, Robert E. Welsh, editor
of the Motion Picture World and
Larry Boynton. editor of the Exhibitors Trade Review were introduced
and each responded with short talks.
After dinner the Lichtman production "Rich Men's Wives" was shown
to the gathering after which the visiting editors and others left for Detroit
where another dinner will be held
Tuesday night.. The editors will be
guests of the Motion Picture Theater
Owners of Michigan at a luncheon in
their honor in Detroit. F. B. MacLaren of the Capitol Theater of Jackson, Mich, will act as Toastmaster.
Cameramen

(Special

Page

Theatre
Address

THE
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Putting It Over

New Theaters
(Special

Here is hoic a brother exhilyitor put his show over.
Send aloiiy your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how yoxi
cleaned up.
An Interesting Lobby
Newark, N. J.— When the Branford played "The Storm," Manager
D. J. Shepherd started by running a
full page ad in the Star-Eagle and
then concentrated on his lobby. In
the interior was built a scenic cut-out
effect reproducing snow-clad mountains. The box office was transformed into a log cabin flanked by lobby
walls covered with snow effects. It
made a pretty display and made them
come in, for the impression of coolnesj in warm weather was quite inviting.
Serial Story Did It
Dallas, Te.x. — One of the widest
exploitation aids ever given any local
showing of a picture was accorded
"The Masquerader" during its run
at the Hope. The Dallas TimesHerald carried a serialization of the
story and had 35 trucks advertising it,
the trucks simply carrying the sign
to begin reading "The Story." No
mention was made of a motion picture until the display advertising
actually announced it, and by that
time all Dallas was so well aware of
"The story that it was like telling a
farmer that Henry Ford makes a
serviceable automobile.
Artist Attracted Attention

to THE

Elizabeth,
N.
been opened.

FILM

J.— The

has

Richmond,
Cal. — Turner
& Dahnken have opened a house here.
Milwaukee — Alterations
on
the
Juneau are scheduled to begin at once.
Wichita,
Kan. — The
been opened.

At Broadway Theaters

DAILY)

Rialto

Orpheum

has

New Haven, Conn. — The Bijou,
formerly vaudeville, just reopened,
will run pictures.
Providence, R. I. — The Capitol,
run in conjunction with the Strand,
opened.
Pittsburg — John Elmore, will erect
a house on Center Avenue. Plans for
construction are now under way.
Grand View, Wash.— B. N. and R.
M. Barnett will open their new house
here Sept. 20.
Wilmington, Del. — State Photoplays. Capital, $300,000. Incorporator, L. E. Wales.
Kansas City — Construction will
start soon on a $350,000 house, for
negroes.
Lancaster,
Pa.— J. W. Vogel
will
build a theater and hotel building, to
cost $200,000.
Caro, Mich. — The Strand, a new
500 seat house, under the operation
of James Chapman, has been opened
here.

St. Louis — Mike Vogel made them
stop and take notice during the past
week when he installed an artist on a
Endicott, N, Y.— The Elvin, a 1,000
scaffold at Sixth Street and Washington Avenue and had him paint signs seat house has been opened here. A
corporation of local residents will run
and Sand" the
"BloodNew
the run ofBros.
boosting
theater.
at
the Skouras
Grand
Central, West End Lyric and Capitol.
Ponchatoula, La.— $30,000 will be
A young man attired in a bull fighter's outfit impersonated Rodolph spent on a theater by Bernard AnValentino. At times it was difficult
thony, and to be ready the first of the
The house will seat 500.
for street cars to get through the vear.
crowds. It is estimated that apSan Francisco — The Excelsior,
proximately a quarter of a million
passers-by viewed the stunt. Of costing $200,000, was opened here
course there were many repeaters recently, by R. A. McNeil, R. E.
but a goodly portion of the residents Baines and W. G. Bailey.
were reached.
New Bedford, Mass.— The Empire
Theaters, Inc., will open their new
Trombone Tunes Got Them
Empire, sometime this month, with
Lexington. Ky. — A ballyhoo artist Norman Dixon as manager. The
with a sign on his back combined a house seats 1,700.
vaudeville novelty with his street
strolling, when he appeared to exploit
Pittsburg, Pa. — Work on the new
"Fools First," at the Ada Meade. Cameo is fast nearing completion,
Manager Henry Eger, who was ap- and is expected to open the middle
The house will cost
proached by the man saw the novelty of this month.
in his act after he had rattled off the
$125,000.
notes of several dozen popular airs
on his trombone. He was widely adJacksonville — R. N. Koblegard, of
vertised. His odd make up, rural Wash., and E. R. Minshall, of Tulsa
character, identified him at once and Akla., have purchased a site on Pine
he played any tune that was called for St., and will start construction shorton his trombone. In two days he
ly, on a $150,000 theater.
became one of the best known figures in Lexington. Inasmuch as he
Rockingham, N. C. — The Rockingwas constantly advertising the theater
ham Theater Corp. will open their
and First National it was good pub- new theater, at the Garden sometime
licity all around. This man is tour- this month. W. G. Atkinson will
ing the country and will probably be manage. The theater has recently
been remodeled.
heard from again.
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Cameo
Davies
"Tlie numbers
Young Diana''
theMarion
feature,
otherin fihn
includingis
Charles Chaplin in the trench comedy, "Shoulder Arms." "Topics of the Day," a Prizma
reel called "Moonlight Sonata," and the usual
news magazine. The overture is made up of
selections from Puccini's "Madame JJutterfly" and another orchestral piece is Lincke's
"Glow Worm." There are also two 'cello
selections played by Edward Turk — Giordano's "Caro Mio Ben" and "Chanson Villa-

Donald Crisp's Production
The title of the first Crisp produc-]
tion under International Artists wil
be, "Tell Your Children."

Showing for Teachers
(Special

to THE

FILM

Detroit — Universal

DAILY)

is arranging

il

screening of "In the Days of Buffal<
Bill," for principals and teachers o
the Detroit schools.

Criterion Closed
The Criterion has been closed t<
The orchestra starts
Capitolwith a rendition of undergo extensive alterations and wil
Tschaikowsky's "Fourth Symphony" after be reopened Thursday night, whei
wliich there is a unique spectacle consisting

of some scenic material flashed on a scrim
the premiere showing of "Whei
drop
with Doris Niles doing an "Indian
goise."
Dance"
theand
picture
mag- Knighthood was in Flower" take
azineasfollows
then fades
there out.
is a The
miniature
extravaganza in which a quartette consisting
of Betsey Ayres, Louise Scheerer. Ava BomIjerger and Ray Hunter start with "The Blue place.
Danube," followed by Frederic Fradkin playing Poldini's "Chanson Boheme," "Schon
Rosmarin" played by Fradkin and danced by
Mile. Alexander
Gambarelli,Oumansky,
"Sixth Hungarian
Dance"
with
Thalia Zanou
and
the rest of the ballet corps dancing, and
IM THE NEW
winding up with a finale number in which all
on the stage participate. "The Hound of the
Baskervilles" is the feature — a production
based on A. Conan Doyle's story. Zerola,
1922-25
operatic
tenor,
sings "Di "Their
Quella First
Pira" Vacafrom
\^erdi's "11
Trovatore."
tion.'" a Carter De Haven comedy, closes.

PERCY
and

HAUROOH
BOYS
COHEDIES

Rialto
George
"Burning
Sands"
has
been
movedMelford's
down from
the Rivoli,
this being
its second week on Broadway. Other ntimbers include an overture made up of ballet
music from "The Queen of Sheba," Riesenfeld's "Classical Jazz," the magazine and
"Orientale." sung by Mary Fabian, soprano.
Giovanni Daz, tenor, with Margaret Daily
dancing. After the feature. Frank Stewart
Adams plays on the Wurlitzer organ and a
closes.
Christie comedy, "Mile-a-Minute Mary,"

library stuff
— maybe Stone has it :

Rivoli
familiarafter
"Pique
Dame"
is Franz
offeredvonas Suppe's
the overture
which
the
pictorial is flashed on the screen. Fred
Jagel, tenor, and Ocy SchofT, mezzo soprano,
sing Anton Strelezki's "Dreams" directly
after and the feature, Wallace Reid in "The
Ghost Breaker," comes next, "La Cinquantaine" is offered next by Paul Oscard, Nellie
Parker-Spaulding and Anna Delane, "One
Terrible closing.
Day," which is a Pathe one reel
comedy,

Room 61 7

220 W. 42nd S

Phone;8419

I 9

Bryant

ANNOUNCEMENT

At Other Houses
House Peters in "Himian Hearts" is at the
Broadway, "Monte Cristo" continues at the
44th
St.. at"AtheLittle
Child
LeadLloyd
Them"is
remains
Lyric,
and Shall
Harold
held over at the Strand in "Grandma's Boy."
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Rochester — "The
Hands of Nara"
has been booked for the new Eastman house. Samuel
Zierler Photoplay Corp. is handling the picture.

A

Back From Japan
(Special to THE
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Pretenlation Tr ailer s \°\

San Francisco — Sessue Hayakawa
is expected to arrive here today from
Japan, remaining on the coast for a
brief visit. He will reach New York
Oct. 1 to begin rehearsals for his
first production as a legit' actor.
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J/CHICAQO, ILL.
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Eternal Flame" at Strand
ma Talmadge in the "Eternal
First Nat'l, will be shown at
rand next week.
Goldwyn on Big Board
iication has been made to the
iTork Stock Exchange for perto list 1,000,000 shares of
on stock of the Goldwyn PicCorporation. This is in line
he announcement made some
g9 in THE FILM DAILY that
tion was intended.
Dancer to Produce
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
ma — Albertina Rasch, known to
fnerican people as a dancer, will
ippear in pictures, which are to
ide at her newly acquired stuid released in the States somein the fall. Miss Rasch's diand technical staff were re\ when
she was in California
ly.

Brunton Director Arrives
: Okey, director and Paul H.
cameraman, for the John Brunr<^ductions, of Miami, Florida,
1 m New York yesterday. They
;re to put the finishing touches
ttipg and titling of their first
:rtion, and to cast for their next
:tion. This is the first producrom the new Miami Studios,
'H are now in full blast, with Rex
B»JTi making his "Passion Vine."

to Aid

Offer Screens to State Fuel Administrator in Coal Emergency

In Producers Will Adapt Films
>ur Tastes Says J. J. McCarthy
t foreign producers will eventmake pictures suitable for the
ican trade, preserving at the
time some of the characteristics
nable them to please European
iS, is the opinion of J. J. Mci? who has returned from a trip
;h England, Scotland, France,
my, Czecho-Slovakia. Belgium
Switzerland. One production
for the American market has
y come from England and more
be expected, he declared.
:ussing the foreign situation furMcCarthy stated the following:
to low exchange rates, it is
ery profitable to sell our films
at the present time except in
nd and Scandinavia. France is
fair market, but the others are
early so good. At the same
I do not consider it very wise
pp selling American pictures
'',\'c have seciiicd a. fair footEurope and if we were to wait
)rmal economic conditions, we
(Continued
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(Special to THE

Laughs — and more laughs — thrills — ^thrills — and a rip-snorting story. The
kind you need is C. C. Burr's feature, "Sure-Fire Flint," with Johnny Hines,
Doris Kenyon, Edmund Breese, Robert Edeson, J. Barney Sherry and Effie
Shannon. — Advt.

"Oliver
Twist" on Road
Lesser Plans to Send From 30 to 40

Gharnas in Detroit
W.

FILM

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — State Fuel Administrator, William H. Woodin, received
here today a telegram from President
Charles L. O'Reilly, of the Motion
Picture Theater Owners, of New
York State, and Secretary S. A.
Morse, of the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce, extending hearty
co-operation and support to Administrator Woodin in his efforts to secure an equitable distribution of coal
at fair prices to the people of the state.
The telegram reads as follows:
"On behalf of the theater owners
Chamber of Commerce of the City
of New York and on behalf of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
the State of New York which represents every exhibitor in the Empire
State we wish to assure you of our
anxiety todo our share in the present
emergency and to this end appointments will be made in the very near
future of men in each judicial district
to render assistance to your district
fuel administrators. We pledge ourselves to carry whatever message you
may have to the public through the
medium of our screens and v/e are at
your command to do nnj' public service you may designate us to do with
assurances of our good will in the administration of your office and with

S. MacLaren Likens Travelling
best wishes for your success."
Editors to Uncle Tom Troup
Companies Out
New York Press Meets Pola Negri
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sol Lesser, now in Gotham is probably one of the busiest personages in
Nearly one hundred representatives
Detroit — By far the largest and
the film industry. With the print of most enthusiastic gathering of the of New York newspapers and national publications were hosts of the
Jackie Coogan's
Twist" pro-is Charnas-Lichtman flying squadron
duction in town,"Oliver
this executive
was held at the Statler Hotel in De- Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
mapping out his road show plans at
troit Tuesday night. Over two hun- at a luncheon yesterday at Sherry's in
top speed. According to Lesser, if
dred exhibitors, their wives and mem- honor of Miss Pola Negri.
plans shape themselves for definite
Miss Negri was introduced to the
bers of their families attended the
road-showing of the Dickens film, dinner given by Harry Charnas of guests by Adolph Zukor and respondbetween thirt/ and forty companies the Standard Film Service in honor
ed to the assembled journalists thru
the medium of Ben Blumenthal. Miss
will operate throughout the territories of .K\ Lichtman.
within as many days.
W. S. MacLaren of the Motion Pic- Negri leaves for the Coast on Sunday.
ture Theater Owners of Michigan,
Companies will leave from New
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Each probably the strongest exhibitor body,
^^^^eld Exploitation for Goldwyn
Announcement of a force of exan ad- in the country acted as toastmaster'
w'thmanager.
be headed
company
vance man,will
second
man, and
ploitation men to visit the theaters
and kept (Continued
the gathering
in
good
humor
on Page 2)
Legitimate theaters will be played as
running Goldwyn productions follows
well as picture houses and a car load
the launching of a country-wide newsSeiter With Warner Bros.
of stage props and accessories will
paper advertising campaign on "ReWilliam Seiter has been engaged to
accompany the showings.
direct the Warner Brothers screen
The personnel of the staff and the
membrance."
Renault Brothers with Century
version of F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel, exchanges to which its members are
assigned
will be announced
soon.
Julius Stern, president of Century "The Beautiful and Damned." The
The department will be under the
Film Corporation, who is now in Eu- story was adapted for the screen by direction
of Howard Dietz. Director
rope .has cabled that he has signed up Olga Printzlau.
of Advertising and Publicity for
the Renault Brothers, a celebrated
Goldwyn, with R. E. Pritchard as
Lewis Leaves Hodkinson
pair of French clowns.
Warren W. Lewis, who has been Exploitation
Manager.
The Renault Brothers, who have
handling
the
publicity
for
Hodkinson
conforemost
the
with
been appearing
ance"
the "Remembr
Following
ion force
will
the exploitat
tinental circuses, will leave for this for the past year, and who was pre- campaign,
will
and
Selznick
the
Mauretania
viously associated with
concentrate on "Sherlock Holmes,"
country on the
go straight through to Hollywood to organization, leaves the Hodkinson the second of Goldwyn's releases, and
on Saturday to join the Shubert so on through the full list of 20 probegin their contract at Century stu- office
dios.
ductions.
forces.

fjg^
Gharnas in Detroit
(Continued
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Sales

East. Kod.
87
86^
Seyi
2,600
F. P.-L. . . 105
lOSyi 104^
4,300
do pfd. . 105^ 105
1053/^
400
G'wyn
...
8
7H
lYn,- 6,400
Griffith
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Loew's
2Wi
195/^ 20
14,700
Triangle
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World
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Packed Full Of All the E)
PLOITATION HELPS Yc
Need. Ask for a Sample of tl
Special Gold-Tipped WHISTL
CIGARETTES With Envelops
Tie Them Up With a Campai^
of Women Smoking.

OF

Turpin Doing "Shriek of Araby"
"The Shriek of Araby" is the title
of the latest Mack Sennett comedy
feature in which Ben Turpin and
Kathryn McGuire appear. The production, which will be released
through First National.
Hollander a Lichtman

Aim at U. S. Market

.-

Marshall
Neillan's
Detroit — Detroit exhibitors are been
edited and
titled, "Minnie'
to be re
tiiroughout the entire evening, fie
happy
over
the
announcement
that
the
compared the travelling editors and
in the early fall by First Natic
Ford plant in that city is expected to
publishers to an Uncle Tom'.> (fabin continue operations and not close on
Troup giving Lichtman tlic role of
Uncle Tom, the editor of THE FILM the eighteenth as announced some
DAILY that of little Eva and William time ago. Henry Ford has just announced that ample coal will reach
A. Johnston of the Motion Picture
him in time to keep the plant open.
News as a piece of ice.
Lichtman again urged exhibitors to
"Buster" Collier Sailing
keep open time for independent pro"Buster" Collier is the latest addiduction and sketched the position of
the independents and their activities.
tion to the cast of "Enemies of WoHe told of how Famous Players had
man" the Cosmopolitan production
that
Alan Crosland will direct abroad.
started with a capital of eighteen
IVAN
ABRAMSON
presents
thousand dollars and now had a capi- He will support Alma Rubens and
Lionel Barrymore. Others in the
tal of fifty million.
Carroll H. Dunning of Prisma cast include Gladys Hulette and Nita
urged that exhibitors give greater ap- Naldi. The party will sail on the
preciation of the short reel as an in- President Harding Saturday and expect to be abroad about six weeks.
tegral and important part of their
program as a prestige urging them to Scenes will be taken in Paris and
,
pay better prices than they formerly Monte Carlo.
have done. Bill Johnston, Larry
Boynton, Bob Welsh and the editor
of THE FILM DAILY also addressed the gathering.
The party left at midnight for
Cleveland where the final dinner will
• W I L D N ESS
be held at the Winton Hotel Wednesday evening.
DANNY.

(Special to THE

FILM

YOUTH'

GRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS, IN)
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. (

Manager
DAILY)

STUDIO FOR RENT
Minneapolis — Harry Hollander has
been appointed manager of the Al
Ekiuipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
would probably lose it and have to Lichtman Exchange here. Hollander
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
start re-establishing our grasp. When is Very well known in the Northwest
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
they become educated to seeing well- territory and was for two years, Edu110
W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
cational
manager
here.
The
Lichtinwant
won't
made pictures,
ferior material. they
man exchange is in the Loeb Arcade
Bryant 5307
Building.
"In central Europe, they have not
producshown many big American
tions for seven years due to the war
"Unlimited Facilitie s for Quality Work"
and it is hard to determine exactly
SERVING
THE FOREMOST
PRODUCERS OF THE WEST
how well they like our pictures. The
Ufa is in control of the entire situation and will show shortly some of
D. W. Griffith's big productions, one
being scheduled to open at the Ufa
Palace, Berlin, this month or in October.
"Foreigners generally like American films and "Way Down East" has
gone so well in England that Allied
Artists are releasing it on an exhibition value of 150,000 pounds. Such
stars as Norma Talmadge, Douglas
Fairbanks, Fatty Arbuckle, Charles
Chaplin are very well liked, as are
ethers.
"Several big historical films are be''"""''''ing made in Germany now, glowing
S.M.Tompkins
'
t/ohn M.Nickolau sreports having been received of the
success of other sucli films in AmerPhones
ica. It is problematical as to whether
Sciviu-d and RomairiQ Streets
all of them will go well — whether the
Holtyvvood
novelty has not worn off and the
63/Sctnd 6943
field been exhausted."
(Continued from Page I)

Hollywood Ca/i/ornta
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WHY

RU»

ANY risk:

The production of a motion ii
ture feature costs many t >\
sands of dollars. Why risk 1
success of that feature by v£
poor positive prints?
No longer is there the ex
that the outlay for good p"
is too great. Our rates fm
very highest grade of printt
no greater than what at
charge for work that does
compare.

Our low rates are possible*
cause our men are experts, Ji
because they use the mostil
to-date, scientific labor; n
equipment yet invented: :l
famous TUBE
SYSTlV
which insures absolutely <jf
perfect prints.
Telephone Bryant 1939 and|
out how low these rates art

THE ASSOCIAT 1
SCREEN NEWS,
i<
120 West 41st Street, New oi
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f| Leatrice Joy is" consistently
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an interesting makes
character.
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From the story by
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THE VALLEY OF
SILENT MEN
With ALMA

RUBENS

Played to the biggest business of the
summer at the Rialto Theatre, week
of August 27th. Acclaimed by NewYork dailies and trade papers as one of
the greatest pictures of the year.
Read what these authorities say:

r^'^^f,:

The Picture is a real triumph. The writer
has seen at least 7,684 pictures of the
great North-west, but never such a world
of scenic beauty. — Morning Telegraph
This is one of the best pictures recently
shown. — Film Daily
Hats off to Borzage
and his settings.
— Motion Picture News

It Will Put Money Into Your House

Directed by FRANK

CP paramount
(reated by Q>smopolitan

BORZAGE

picture
productions

7Ae BRADSTREET

Authority
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Valentino

Cohen on Distribution

Famous
Players
Obtain Temporary
Injunction Against Popular Star
Temporary injunction obtained by
Famous Players Lasky Corporation
througl: Supreme Court Justice William P. Burr was served yesterday
afternoon on Rodolph Valentino,
starring in Paramount Pictures, restraining him from entering into contract with any other motion picture
producng company or from producing
pictures himself.
The restraining order is returnable
Monday morning when argument to
how why it should not be made
permanent will be heard.

Raps Present Method at Conventior
of M. P. T. O. of New Mampshire and Massachusetts
"Methods in the distribution of pictures now in vogue lead to needless

waste and excessive costs" said Sydney S. Cohen, President of the M. P,
T. O. of America at the Annual State
Convention of the New Hampshire
and Massachusetts Theater Owners
held this week at the Arlington Hole
in Boston. Continuing, Cohen said,
"The system of independent effort ir
picture play making by denying tc
the independent producer an outlei
for his pictures to the public and constitutes the greatest menace now facing the industry.
"Present distribution systems ar(
antiquated and must be so changec
that the cost of handling pictures wil
be materially reduced and independeni
producers given an opportunity tc
market their product among exhibitors. Discriminatory practices-4r
this relation, directed against the in
dependent producer, must be se
aside and an absolutely square dea
supplant (Continued
present unfair
on Page processes.
4)

Pete Smith With Fairbanks
Pete Smith, director of publicity
and advertising for Marshall Neilan
I'roductions for the past three years,
will temporarily leave this post to
take charge of the exploitation of
Fairbanks
111Dougla.s
connection
with intheRobin
road Hood"
show
presentations of this 'production.
Tiirough courtesy of Mr. Neilan
Smith has been appointed by Douglas
Fairbanks to direct the exploitation
of the newest screen spectacle when
it appears at theaters which are to
be leased by the producer in the
larger cities.
Negotiations for theaters in New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston
and otheK' -cities are now under way.

Fred Desberg Talks
Jives Views
on Proposed
Uniform
Contract at Charnas Cleveland Dinner

Operators'

(Special to THE

is an
feature,
Owen Moore
latest r'nrli^nrpQ
in Selznick's
runs "riot
Comedy
A ,.rf .,1 T^u;«rtT.rViioU
Are^wj n^r\^r-\^\7
at MpTw
York's"Love
Criterion
Awful Thing," which drew capacity udiences
at New
York's
Criterion
theatre all last week. — Advt.

Test

Exchange

Value

"East is West" to be Shown for Preliminary Verdict Before General
Cleveland — Before
a gathering
of
Release Date
^ver four hundred
exhibitors, their
Before
an
exhibition value is placed
irives and members of their families
ie series of dinners
tendered
by on Constance Talmadge in "East is
Karry Charnas of the Standard Film West," this Joseph M. Schenck production will be submitted to motion
Service to Al Lichtman came to an
unusually
satisfactory
end with the
picture
patrons
for a preliminary verlii.ner at the
Carlton
Terrace
in
dict as to its merits, according to a
'Cleveland Wednesday night.
statement just issued by Associated
Addresses were made by the editors First National
Pictures, Inc.
of the various trade publications who
"Play
dates
for preliminary test
accompanied the party, by Al Lichtman and Fred Desberg of the Loew runs in six theaters have been arEnterprises.
Desberg,
in speaking
ranged. Upon the result of these enof the proposed uniform contract sug
gagements a temporary or tentative
gested that someone
inform
those exhibition value will be set, at which
rate
40
additional
test engagements
preparing
this document
that some
provision be made whereby the exhi will be played. Upon the results of
bitor was protected from film com
the 46 engagements the final exhibition value for all rentals will be set.
panics who, after selling an exhibitor
a picture of series of productions
"The general release date has been
failed to deliver them.
set for Oct. 23rd. The test engageAfter dinner the Lichtman produc
ments will precede the release date.
tion "Rich Men's Wives" was shown Exhibitors will be kept informed as
at the Allen Theater to the assembled to what the picture does at test runs
exhibitors and their friends.
by advertisements in the trade
DANNY.
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

papers."

Hail President Flinn

Strike
FILM

Ends

DAILY)

Youngstown, O. — Following j
settlement of a wage dispute witl
operators, a score of houses whicl
had been forced to close reopened
The men went back to work at th(
old scale of $50.40 which will be ii
effect until Jan. 1 when a $56 rate wil
be in vogue.

New

Officers of A. M. P. A.— Vic. Garrett Fort Returns
from
Canad;
Shapiro
Vice-President After
Garrett Elsden Fort has returnee
Spirited Contest
from Canada and Newfoundland
At the annual election of the Asso- where he has been preparing_ threi
ciated Motion Picture Advertisers, continuities for Ernest Shipman
held yesterday at the Cafe Boule- Ralph Connors' "Glengarry Schoo
vard, the following ticket was chosen: Days," at Ottawa; the Frederick Wal
President, John C. Flinn; Vice- lace novel, "Viking Blood," at Hali
President, Victor M. Shapiro; Sec- fax; and an original written in con
retary, Thomas G. Wiley; Treasurer, junction with Kenneth O'Hara, a
St. John's, Newfoundland.
Horace Judge;" Board of Directors,
Charles Barrell, A. M. Botsford, Ar"Omar the Tentmaker" Arrives
thur Brilant, Howard Dietz, Paul Lazarus, P. A. Parsons, Nat Rothstein,
Richard Walton Tully arrived i
Harrv Reichenbach, C. L. Yearsley; New York yesterday from Los An
Managing Editor A. M. P. A. Bulle- geles, bringing with him the corn
and Chan- pleted film of Guy Bates Post i
Loughborough,
M. Chamber
tin. J.cellor
of Commerce, Samuel "Omar the Tentmaker." It will b
D. Palmer.
distributed by Associated First Na
tional Pictures, Inc.
(Continued
on Page 2-)
McGovern

Is Back

Elmer J. McGovern is back from
Ottawa, Canada with a print of the
Ernest Shipman production "The
Man From Glengarry" for which he
went up there to cut and edit.

Mr. Tully, accompanied by Mr<
Tully and their daughter, will sa:
shortly for England, where he wi!
der" on th
Masquera
"The as
produce stage,
well as superinten
London
the London premiere of "The Mas
querader" in picture form.

THE

jg^

Hail President Flinn
(Continued

from

Page

1)

The onl\' opposition in the ticket
was for the office of Vice-President,
»ol.XXI No.75 Friday, Sept.l 5, 1922 Price 5 Cents Mr. Shapiro running against J. W.
O'Mahoncy. When the result was
Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks, announced Mr. Shapiro was declared
Inc., Puhlislied Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.. unanimously elected by a rising vote.
New York. N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
Mr. Flinn succeeds C. L. Yearsley,
FILM
FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenberg;. President and Editor ; who retires as president to become a
J. W. Alicoate. Treasurer, and Business Man- member of the Board of Directors.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, After the result of the election had
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under I)ecn announced Paul Gulick paid
the act of March 3, 1879.
tribute to the splendid work done by
Terms fl'ostage free) United States. Outside Mr. Yearsley and the other retiring
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign ofiicers of the A. M. P. A. Mr. Flinn
$1.S.OO. Subscribers should remit with order. was then called on for a speech. He
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York. said:
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
"I feel for
a particular
pleasure
elected
the reason
that inI being
have

Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood been away from New York. To come
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. back and be received like this is gratWabash Ave.
ifying. I hope we can accomplish
Ijondon Representative — W. A. Williamson, much during the coming year. I have
Kinemalograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, been a member of the A. M. P. A.
London, W. C. 2.
T'aris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de ever since it was started some six or
.
Clichy.
seven years ago, and can look back
Central
European
'Representative
—
Internationale Filmschau. Prague
(Czecho-Slo- with pride on its splendid record.
While every other similar organizavakia), W^enzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

East. Kod. 87
F. P.-L. .. 103
do pfd
G'wyn
( .ritfith
Loew'.s ...
^Triangle
World

20->i

Low

Close

Sales

86^^
86^
1,000
101 K 103
4,400
Not quoted
Not
Not quoted
quoted
ZOVs

20y&
11,300
Not quoted
Not quoted

Canada Sold on "Rich Men's Wives"
"Rich Men's Wives," the first Al
I.ichtman release, will be handled in
Canada by the Famous Players Film
Service, Ltd. The deal was closed
by Henry Ginsberg, sales manager,
acting for Lichtman and Louis Rosenfeld for the Canadian company. Famous maintains exchanges in Montreal,
St. John, Calgary, Vancouver and
Winnipeg.
Zierler Has "Man From Beyond"
Houdini Pictures Corporation announce that "The Man From Beyond"
is I)eing booked for road showing in
New York and Northern New Jersey
by Sam Zierler of the Commonwealth
Film Corporation. Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey territory has been sold to Bob Lynch of
the Metro Film Exchange, Philadelphia and the New England States to
Mystic Enterprises, Inc.
Fire in Evans Lab.
Fire, of an unknown origin broke
out yesterday in the plant of the
Evans Film Laboratories, 416 West
216th St. Employees extinguished
the flame, before the arrival of firemen.

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME
Exploitation makes
friends for a good picture.
Put it on cold and you
are with strangers —
friends are glad to see
you — strangers are indif-

.'THe'-SnCE^OK THE PROGRAJSf^.-i-

Friday, September 15,
1922
wwflp^wi^^*
Mi'i

In the Courts
Samuel E. Fink has filed a judgment by default for $4,047 against
Francis X. Bushman in the Supreme
Court on a note given to J. Robert
Rubin on March 3, 1919.
Ill a suit of the Powers Film Products Co. against the Nicholas Kessel
Laboratories, in which a judgment
for $2,784 was obtained, an execution,
which is unsatisfied, has been filed
in the County Clerk's office.
The litigation between Horace
Goldin and Clarion Photoplays over
the exhibition by the latter of a film
exposing the secret of Goldin's vaudeville act, "Sawing a Woman in Half,"
has resiilted in the filing of a new action by Goldin in which he demands
$100,000 damages and wants a receiver appointed for the business of
the Clarion Photoplays.

In a suit by the Film Developing
Corp. against the Kev Holding Corp.
of 209 East 124th StVeet, in which a
tion has disintegrated, the A. M. P.
judgment for $833 was obtained, the
A. has stuck.
execution has been filed in the Coun"My hat is in the ring with John
ty Clerk's office unsatisfied.
Flinn,"
Mr. Shapiro.
"I 'hope
I shall besaid
something
more than
John
An application has been filed in
Flinn's only vice."
Prior to turning over the chair to the Supreme Court in, behalf of Hyman Winik to vacate the service of
his successor Mr. Yearsley said:
papers in the suit of Triangle Film
"The past year has been a successful
one for the A. M. P. A. and was sig- to recover on a note by Winik. The
is made by W. E. Restnalized bv 'harmony, unity and good application
ing on whom the papers were served
at 71 West 23rd Street, who states
Harry Wilson,
a publicity
man
fellowship.'
"
from the coast,
who
attended
the that he is employed by the Western
meeting, extended greetings from the Import Co. and the Leader Film
Western Association of Motion Pic- Corp. but not by Winik, and that
service on him was not binding on
ture Advertisers.
Winik, who he says is abroad and is
expected back about Oct. 1. He says
Hyman
is a Father
Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn the notes sued on were given by
Strand is the father of a baby girl Winik on June 28 under a' contract by
which he got the privilege of re-editJean Grace
Hyman. ^
ing and reconstructing negatives of
Triangle,
and then assigned the con' Get Rights to Radio Film
tract to the Leader Film. He failed
"Saved by Radio," the Russell
Prod, picture, has been sold to First to pay the notes because when he attempted to act under the contract he
Graphic Exchanges, Inc., for all of
N. Y. State and Northern New was enjoined from doing so, Resting
said.
Jersey.

RALPH
CONNOR
wrote a more
stirring ne\j
stc
of
the' Northwest
than ROY/
"CAf
ERON
OF THE
He never wrc
a better descri
tion of the spi
•
MOUNTED
of
pioneeri:
that carries t
peoples of the Old World ir
the wilds of the New th
■•■GODS CRUCIBLE ■
Both of these masterpiec!
have been picturized with
fidelity to detail that breath
the very atmosphere of Canad
Western Empire
An entire squadron of t
Northwest Mounted Police ta
part in "CAMERON,"
complishment
due solely an
to t;
influence of Sir Charles Gordc
who life
IS "Ralph
vate
This Connor"
is the firstin tiip
these indomitable soldiers of t
Northwest have ever appeared
an organization in motion p
tu res , and
their participation lendsofa
measure
action to the
picture
at
times that
moves at breath-tak:
Book both of these RALPH CC:
features Millions of read
know his books, many more mil^^
will be attracted to the theatres t
show his pictures The> are B[C
every test that you can apply
motion pictures

speed
NOR

jKC

ferent.

ALEXANDER
(f\&cUiA:cttio7xaI (/^i4stuA^

DAILY

S. ARONSON

Producer Service
1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

-OiKpvmtcii
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We Can't Recommend

It Too Highly!"

That's what Balaban and Katz say. But let them tell you
of its Big- success at their Chicago
Theatre
in the
following wire: —

R. A. Walsh

" 'Kindred
of the
Dust' opened
Chicago theatre
to
tremendous
business.
From at
ourtheobservation
of the
impression the picture is making on our audiences First
National has a worthy successor to the biggest dramatic production of the year. Both men and women
wept at the powerful emotional scenes. Exhibitors
have an opportunity for great results by getting back
of this picture. It is perfect in every detail and we cannot recommend it too highly."

Miriam Cooper

News and Trade Papers Praise
"This lovely picture is holding
audiences at the Chicago theater
spellbound. It is as real as hearts
and homes and human nature. It
makes you hold your breath. Brilliantly acted, its staples are honest sentiment and the truest pathos, interlarded with bits of most
exquisite humor. See the picture.
I don't see how you can fail to be
charmed with everything about it.
It's one of the simplest BIG and
one of the biggest SIMPLE accomplishments ever screened." — The
Chicago Tribune.

"Suspense and interest are held
throughout." — Los Angeles Record.
"All that can be asked — a noteworthy film." — Los Angeles Herald.
"Handled in masterly fashion —
poignantly interesting — played
with remarkable strength. The
picture is unusual." — Los Angeles
Express.
"Superb direction- — a splendid
portrayal." — Los Angeles Examiner.

"Just as good a film as it was a
New
story and we can't think of ■anything
more
praiser
to
describe
— New York Evening World. it."

"Sympathetic in appeal and
strong in human interest. Expert
acting and direction. Smooth,
— a valuable
office asset."
—swift
Exhibitors
TradeboxReview.

"Unusually
York
Sun.

"Holds the sympathy from first
to
heart interest," —
Newlast.
York Great
Telegraph.

interesting.'

"A vigorously presented story,
told smoothly and eloquently and
swiftly.
New
York Well
Journal.worth seeing." —
"Graphically told with absorbing interest from beginning to end.
True to life and a genuine pleasure to see." — New York American.
"A rare pleasure of enjoying a
good photoplay beautifully and
simply done. The acting is wonDirection is
inspired." —
New Yorkderful.
Evening
Post.
"Beautiful in detail."- -Los Angeles Times.

A. Walsh

The Trade Experts say:

"Splendid direction and good acting. A colorful romance with audience appeal — originality in treatment. Hard to equal. The photography is exceptional. No better story could be selected for Miriam Cooper. She makes it rich
with tender emotion. It is Mr,
Walsh's masterpiece. There is sentiment, humor, rugged exteriors, a
fine thrill, tense suspense, and a
fight realistic enough to startle
anyone. A well rounded, high class
feature — every class of audience
can ture
appreciate
it." — Motion PicNews.

Production

with

Miriam Cooper
Adapted by J, T. O'Donohoe from Peter B. Kyne's story in the Saturday
Evening Post. Directed by R. A. Walsh. Photography by Lyman
Art Direction by William Menzies.
Broening and Charles Vanenger.
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Cohen on Distribution

Werner Returns to Goldwyn
After an absence of a year and a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Continued from Page 1)
half at the head of his advertising
Hollywood — Dorothy
Devore
is
"One of the objectionable phases
company Richard "Al" Werner has
by Christie in "Let of this close corporation distribution
returned to the Goldwyn Company as to be featured
Run"
with
George
Stewart
as system is the "block" selling of picassistant to Vice-President W. F. Er
leading man.
tures, where forty or more pictures
Rodgers.
by a single company, all factory made
Hal Mohr will photograph Arthur product by practically the same peoTrimble productions.
ple, are presented to the Theater
Adustable Diaphragm Clearance
Owners in such a way as to practiWe cuaranrcc satitlaction, or your money
refunded. The adjusimcm (eiture pljccs our
John Ellis has been added to the
cally compel them to purchase the enphono on a pat with ilic world's grcaiut maku
tire "block" of pictures or be denied
Our lalet plan eliminaics dcilcr'i piofiu and
cast of "Peg O' My Heart."
louca from bad accounb, hence the low price.
the
right
to exhibit any of them. To
Better phones cannor be made. Immediate
secure a few pictures which may have
(JclivefiM.' Double 3000 Ohm sets, J3. 98; ISOO
Cyril
Chadwick
has
been
added
to
Ohm iinclc lei, $2.50.
Circular free.
_ _
merit he must buy forty pictures or
the cast of "The Stranger's Bapquet." more, most of which have no real exEdesonPlioiieCo.,6BeachSt.,Dept.A-36
hibition value and in which the theaWaldemar Young has left for New
York.
ter going public can have no special
interest.

Edcson Radio Phones

Rewards of Dependability

Dagmar
Godowsky
and Hayford
^^
Hobbs
have been added to the cast
of "The Stranger's Banquet."

"This process of forcing upon the
exhibitor and the public factory-made
pictures under the guise of art and preWe have had the pleasure of serving
suming to be a genuine expression of
a great many of our clients ten or
American genius alnog the motion
Hal
G.
Evarts,
author
of
"The
more years.
Silent Call," is in the city en route picture line, must cease. It is an
to his home in Hutchinson, Kans.
imposition upon theater owner and
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
public alike. It cuts into public
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
-The Goldwyn "Passions of the rights two ways. In the first place it
Seas"
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074 Tahiti. company has returned from imposes upon the public inferior pictures having little or no artistic appeal or entertainment or informative
.-'After four months work, actual value. In the second instance through
a control of distribution processes, the
filming is completed on "The Chrissame agencies shut out independent
effort and deny the public that to
and
Herman J. Garfield is completing which they are always entitled, namely, the highest possible expression of
plans for the production of a series
unhampered art and genius in picture
of tian"
"Buster Brown" Comedies.
production. Unable or unwilling to
NEW~
THE
IH 192
Richard Walton Tully has left for supply that demand themselves these
2-23
New York with a completed copy of concerns refuse to allow others to
"Omar the Tentmaker."
supply it. This is the greatest danger of the monopolized distribution
system.
It defeats the highest purConrad Nagel will be Pola Negri's
pose of motion picture production,
leading man in "Bella Donna" to be
which is resident in the freest exmade locally by Paramount.
pression of art and ability, and forces
Production has been started on the the theater going public to be entertained only by the factory-made proPenhryn Stanlaw production, "Singed
duct of studios handled solely for the
Wings," with Bebe Daniels.
complete commercialization of this
COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
great medium of expression and of
Billy
Bevan
has
returned
from
vaPhone : Madison Square 4430
cation to begin production of the Sen- demonstrated service to the people.
15 East 26th St. New York City
nett two-reelers in which he will for- It is there that public interest centers
Sole Agents for
most and because of which a radical
sake slapstick for straight parts.
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano
change must be made at once.
"The Motion Picture Theater Own"
F.
I.
L.
M.
"
Universal
has
purchased
"The
Positive raw fihn manufactured in Italy.
Social Buccaneers," the popular novel
ers of America must prepare to deAsk for samples and prices.
by Louis Tracy. It may be produced
velop in a definite way such distribuas a serial.
tion plans as will most effectively
meet this situation. The time has arIVAN
ABRAMSON
presents
rived for affirmative action in this reFrank Mayo has finished "The
lation. Hedged about by artificial
Altar Stairs" and will begin production immediately on "The Hot Head." business conditions which threaten
Lambert Hillyer directed.
the life of the industry, through a
control which is arrogant and opposed to the interests of the public,
Buster Keaton's latest comedy,
"Day Dreams," in which Renee the theater owner must act on beAdoree plays the feminine lead, has
half of his patrons and himself. A
been delivered to First National.
definite outlet must be afforded the
independent picture and the means
Rowland V. Lee has selected the to that end can best be provided by
following cast to support Shirley the organized action of the. Theater
Mason in "A Circus Story," which he
is directing for Fox: Allen O'Hara,
' W I L D N ESS
Lulu Warrington, Graveford Kent,
Buys Michigan Rights
Maude Wayne and Mathilde Brun- Owners."
YOUTH"
OF
With An ALL-STAR CAST IF
F. E. Beecher has bought the rights
dage.
THERE EVER WAS ONE!
to "The Parish Priest," for Michigan.
Here's the Screen Roll of
Preferred Pictures will produce a
Honor: VIRGINIA PEARSON, MARY ANDERSON,
screen version of Larry Evans' "Are
HARRY MOREY, JOE STRIKYou a Failure?" the scenario for
ER, JULIA SWAYNE GORwhich is being prepared by Eve UnDON. THURSTON HALL,
BOBBY
CONNELLY.
sell, who has been appointed head of
the scenario department of that orGRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
ganization.
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. C.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

PiRCY

nFEMIE ^
HALLROOH
BOYS
CONEDIES
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WHAT WOULDN'T YOU GIVE
rOR A LinL[ EXTRA
CASH NOW
Your plans are completedeverything ready to go ahead —
but there's a hitch — not quite
enough cash to see it through.
We'll tide you over if the proposition is O.K. Financing film
enterprises our specialty. Reasonable terms. Quick action.

CHROMOS TRADING
1123 Broadway
Suite 616

CO.

'Phone Chelsea 8284

Mammoth

Mailing

List of Theatres
JUST OFF THE
PRESS
IN
2 1 St Supplementary
Edition
1922-1923
$1.50 net
20th Edition- 192 1-$3.00 net
$4.50 Complete

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rm. 207—701

I *

7th Ave., N.Y.C.

ANNOUMCEMENT
ANNOUMCEMENT

TRAILERS

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
' CARE as THE BIGGEST
BEaUTIPUL
PRODUCTIONS. DND OS

'You can obtain FILMACK
/Pro|duGtion Trailers
[All Features for

A

(

FOOT

TINTING FREEioi
Elaborate Borders!

24 Hour Tr
Serviced'
Presentation
ailer s I

I) 808 S.WABASH AVE
f/ CHICAGO, ILL.
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New Theaters
(Special

to THE

FILM

22 Rialto Exchanges

DAILY)

Willisville, III. — The Liberty opened Monday.
The theater seats 350.
Ballwin, Mo. — W. Baumann has
opened a small theater. He will run
three nights a week.
Madisonville, O. — Charles Weigel
has secured a building permit: to erect
a $55,000 theater, to seat about 600.
Troy, N. Y. — A. Symansky and H.
L. Symansky have opened the Linoln. E. H. Crawford will manage
the house.
Little Rock, Ark. — The Strand, on
Washington Ave., opened recently.
The house has a seating capacity of
500, and will be under the managenent of F. Nowell.
Jefferson City, Mo. — J. Horsefeldt
)f Horsefeldt & Klepenberger projrietors of the St. Clair at St. Clair,
Vic, is reported to have under conjideration plans for a house at Jefferion City, Mo.

Lou Rogers Announces Co-operative
Plan Covering
Entire
Country
According to an announcement of
Louis T. Rogers, president of the
Rialto Productions, Inc., plans are
rapidly being completed for the opening in the near future of twenty-two
branches in key cities to be known
as Rialto Film Exchanges. Each
manager will own his own exchange
and work on a co-operative plan in
the distribution of Rialto productions.
Nat Levine, former president of
Plymouth Pictures has been engaged
as general sales manager. The plan
further calls for five district managers
to be placed at advantageous points
throughout the country. The district
managers will also share in the cooperative arrangement.
Rialto Productions announce they
have already contracted for ten productions and arrangements are now
being consummated with various producers for the first year's output.

Opens Office Here
An office for New York State distribution of "Cinderella and the
New Fire and Film Protector
Magic
Slipper,"
"Twinkle, Twinkle,
- (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Little Star" and "Little Red Riding
Atlanta — A. R. Shoemaker recently Hood" has been opened at 71 W. 23d
;ave a demonstration here with a Street.
nodel of an automatic Fire and Film
Buys State Rights
i'rotector, which he has invented.
The Fontenell Feature Films of
The protector works electrically, and
vill prevent accidents from happening Omaha have purchased the state
0 machines while in motion, the de- rights to the new "Hallroom Boys"
•ice automatically cutting off the comedies, for Iowa and Nebr. C. B. C.
ower and the light from the aperture announces that three-thirds of the ter■late.
ritory has been sold.

GoldM(yn wants
the Best
Exploitation
Men

FINANCE
for the worth-while

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER

l^i'

Jne opportunity is a^ hi^
as the man.

Finance furnished for

PRODUCTION— PRINTS— ADVERTISING
^^^^"'^
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^^^^^
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Seattle Notes
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle — Louis Baum, vice-president
of Equity Film Corp. is selling state
Northwest
Pacific
the
for
rights
-What's Wrong With the Women."

E. J. Lipson, former manager for
Film Booking Offices here has become manager of the Denver Offices
distriof Kwality Productions rswhich
product in
bute the Warner Brothe
the North Pacific states. Lipson is
well known in film circles here, having made his debut ten years ago
with L. K. Brin, for whom he is now
handling affairs in Denver. Al E.
Bernstein, formerly manager for
Famous Players in Milwaukee and
Minneapolis, "is new manager at R-C.
A novel stunt helped to put across
"School Days" in Spokane when the
Chronicle invited all school teachers
in town to be its guests at one performance. The showing was simultaneous with the opening of the school
term, at the Auditorium Theater. The
picture was held over for eight days.

L. O. Lukan. western district manis
?ger for Associated First National
back in Seattle after two months on
the Pacific Coast and in the East.
He sounds a note of optimism for the
future of the industry. After two
weeks here, Mr. Lukan goes to Mantana.
W. H. Lamont, booker at American
Releasing, has recovered from a serious operation for appendicitis, and is
back at his desk.
Loew

"Roxie" Rothafei of the

CAPITOL THEATRE
Books F. B. O's sensational thriller "The
Hound of the Baskervilles" and
the Capitol is

Packing
'Em In
all this week
Exhibitors
— Detective
Don^tstorymuff
oneMystery
— It's
a bear cat
The greatest
author inthis
his greatest
Story presenting

Eille Norwood ^^ Sherlock Holmes
in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's

biggest and best known
thrilled millions.
Y all odds—
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Los Angeles — Commencing Sept.
17th, Loew's State theater will eliminate vaudeville acts from the program and run on a solid picture basis,
"The Prisoner of Zenda," will inaugurate the policy.
Goldwyn Sales Changes
Goldwyn has transferred Nat Barach, for several years in charge of
the Pittsburgh office, to Cleveland,
succeeding W. J. Kimes, resigned.
Lester Sturm has been appointed
manager of the Pittsburgh office, replacing Barach.
•J.. H. Hill, who has been assistant
manager in the Kansas City exchange, has been promoted to the
managership.
De Haven Coming East
Carter DeHaven is completing his
transcontinental trip from Los Angeles and will arrive in New York
next Saturday.
Mr. DeHaven will remain in New
York several days before resuming
his trip which will take him to Philadelphia, Washington and Southern
cities and hence back to Los Angeles.
A luncheon has been arranged for
the star to meet representatives of
the press and prominent film folk of
New York. It will be held on Monday, September 18th, at the Hotel
will be Mr. DeHaven's
Astor, which while
headquarters
he is in New York.
Accompanying him on his trip is
Mr. _ Al Nathan, his personal representative.

xriE HOUND

OF THE

BAS

story of the season among detective stories. I
B. O. exploitation (than which there is none
equal it in the entire industry), plus our adverti
ing, publicity and showmanship, will help you pi
this
one over in your house with a smash. BOO
IT NOW.

House Changes Policy

(Special to THE

mystery story that ha

THE

Another
Record
Smashed
FOR the first time in the entire history of the picture
business ONE organization alone books THE CAPITOL THEATRE ITS ENTIRE PROGRAM for one
solid week, to wit: "THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES" (the feature), HY MAYER'S TRAVELAUGHS, CARTER DE HAVEN COMEDY— "Their
First Vacation." Note — the only thing we didn't book
'em was the news reel and we don't make news reels, or
we would have booked them the news reel too. All from
F. B. O. All F. B. O. product. We said "WATCH
US" — we're coming like a house afire.

HOUND
OF THE
RVILLIS

The picture that will bring you a basketful
ALSO
of real
B. O.s—We're g°jn/ "l?? ^ hou.
on F. profit
your eye
KEEP
afire Watch for another tremendous HARRY CAKJs.
he ev
Special COMING, bigger by miles than the b.ggest
made Also watch for ETHEL CLAYTON m "IF I W"^*
DRAMA,
QUEpN," a dazzling Star in a DAZZLING
box office clean-up.

Film Booking Offices of America, Im
Main 0«ice-F. B. 0. Building
New Yd
7th Avenue at 48th Street
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Binderup Case
fore Supreme Court — Writ Return
able Oct. 2
(Special

to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents
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Kane Leaves for West
Arthur S. Kane, of Associated Exhibitors left yesterday for Chicago and
the West.
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A^ashington, D. C. — A petition for
vrit of certiorari will be submitted
the Supreme Court on October
counsel for Charles G. Binderup,
0 seeks to have the court review
case against the Pathe Exchange,
; Omaha Film Board of Trade, et

Goldwyn Pictures Reports Loss
The Goldwyn Pictures Corp. in connection with the listing of its stock
on the New York Stock Exchange,
reports a net operating loss of $108,036 for the period from Jan. 1, 1922,
to May 27. After payment of interest and other charges, there was reported a net deficit for the period of
The action was instituted by the $370,202. The profit and loss surplus
itioner at Omaha to recover three- on May 27, 1922, totaled $779,092.
d damages in the sum of $750,000
injuries due to an alleged illegal
Bruce
Johnson
to Sail
nbination and conspiracy in violaBruce Johnson, manager of the
n of the Sherman
anti-trust act. Foreign Department of Asso. First
arles G. Binderup was engaged in National Pictures, Inc., sails for Europe next Friday, on the Berengaria.
business of exhibiting moving pices in several theaters in Nebraska He will spend three months travelling
d also was engaged
in selecting through England, Scandinavia, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Holland,
)t-on picture films from
the reS indents and supplying them, in the France, Italy and Portugal. The pur[m of complete
or balanced
propose of his trip is to go over the foreign business of Asso. First National
tims, to a large number
of Nebfika theaters.
Pictures, Inc., and establish exchanges
in those countries where the business
j)[t was alleged that the respondents, warrants it. First National now has
th the motive of destroying the
exchanges in England, Copenhagen,
itioner's business and securing con1 of the moving picture industry Paris and Berlin.
Accompanying Johnson on his trip
)mbined, federated and conspired
commit a large number of illegal will be David P. Howells, and Louis
Brock, representing Joseph M.
s,"the
thedefendants
principal act
alleged
it
refused
to being
lease, Schenck.
1 or deliver to the petitioner any
ition picture films upon any terms
conditions whatsoever at any time.
e petitioner alleged that he was
able to secure films from any other
irce and that by the acts of de/fdants his business was totally de|oyed. The United States Circuit
urt of Appeals held that the busi.s between the parties to the suit
not constitute interstate comrce.
The petitioner asserts that contracts
films were taken by the Nebraska
Hresentatives of the exchanges but
ai 1 to be approved by the New York
■l|ce and the business therefore was
interstate commerce.

Lichtman

Back

y

Affidavit Filed

By Zukor in Valentino Case — Damage Cannot be Estimated
In the suit of Famous Players
against Valentino to restrain him
from entering the employ of any
other motion picture producer before
the contract with Famous expires on
Feb. 7, 1924, an affidavit was filed by
Adolph Zukor yesterday in the
Supreme Court. Zukor says that
Famous Players has invested $40,000,000 in its enterprise and during the
past five years has spent $7,500,000
on pictures.
Zukor says that Valentino possesses
expert and unique qualities for the
characters he represents. On Jan. 17
last, he contracted for a year at $1,250 per week with an option to Famous Players of extending the contract
for another year at an increased salary. On Sept 1, Famous Players
notified him that the option would be
exercised, which extended the contract to Feb. 1, 1924. Zukor says
that up to Aug. 26 Famous Players
had paid Valentino $35,833 and in
addition had advanced him money
and had guaranteed certain contracts.
Zukor
says
that
Valentino
was
never heard of prior to 1920 and that
his sudden rise to popularity has been
due to the publicity given him by
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Fox Here Tuesday
According to word received at the
Fox, New York offices, William Fox
will arrive here Tuesday, after spending three months in Europe.

Al Lichtman accompanied by editors and publishers of several trade
papers and other* members of the
Pola Negri Going to Coast
party who have been touring the MidWest returned to New York from
Pola Negri will leave for the coast
Cleveland yesterday. Lichtman ex- Tuesday, to begin work on her first
presses himself as being delighted production for Famous Players.
with the results of the trip.
Before leaving Cleveland Harry
Charnas thanked all of the publishers
for their courtesy in attending variHays Tells Clothiers all of it Lies
ous gatherings of exhibitors and exwith Producers
pressed his great satisfaction with the
result of the trip.
In an address before the Nat'I Asso.
of Retail Clothiers, Will H. Hays
said: "The evils in the motion picture
can be removed and the good retained
t is possible that the court will anPioneer-Lefcourt Reduces Claim
only at one point. That is at the
mce whether or not it will review
Against Corporation
moment and the place of its produccase within a few days after the
tion, and it is plainly the duty of the
ig of the petition.
If the petition
Plans for the resumption of busigranted, however, the case would
ness were drawn up at a recent meet- producer to do it. They must approach it from the point of view not
come up for about a year, since
ing of creditors of the Pioneer Film
would
have to taV:e its regular Corp., and if these are approved by only of the man who has millions of
, ce on the docket of the court.
the majority, Pioneer will continue dollars invested in the industry, but
also from that of the fathers and
operating as in the past. A. E. Lef- mothers who have millions of chilcourt's proposal to waive $135,000 of
Jack Pickford to Stay Here
dren. The men who make and distri$215,000 claim, cutting it to $75,ack Pickford will not return to his
bute pictures find themselves the re000 was one of the interesting desponsible custodians of the greatest
llywood to make pictures, but has
velopments. Itis intended to give all
ided to rent a New York studio, creditors their total claims, according force for moral and educational advancement. They see and recognize
be near Marilyn. At least two Jacob Schechter who is one of the
i 'ductions will be made by young receivers. Thomas H. Matters, Jr., their duty to the public and are going
kford in the east.
being the other.
out to fulfill their duty."

Responsibility

May Resume

Resume

Production

World Film Reported About to Start
— Plans Uncertain
It was reported yesterday that the
World Film Corp is about to resume
production. The best information obtainable was that at the moment but
one picture is planned and depending
upon the success of this production
there may be more pictures put in
work.

Can't Get Service
Singer
Bros.
Complaint
Against
Members of Loew Organization
and Distributing Companies
The District Attorney of the
County of New York and the same
official of Westchester County, as
well as the Federal Trade Commission, will be asked today or early next
week to look into the complaint of
Singer Bros, against Nick Schenck,
David E. Bernstein, of the Loew organization and others, Asso. First
Nat'I Pictures and a number of other
important
distributing
organizations.
Nathan Burkan, who represents
Singer Bros, said yesterday he intended to ask for an investigation of
the case by the authorities mentioned,
to ascertain if the criminal code had
not been violated as to a conspiracy
on the part of the film companies to
deprive the Singer's of film service
in their house, the Peekskill, at Peekskill, New York.
In discussing the case Burkan declared that Schenck, Bernstein, and
the other owners of the Colonial, in
Peekskill, had conspired with distributors and blocked the Singer's from
obtaining pictures for their new house.
The companies named include, besides First National, Universal, Selznick. Famous Players, and Commonwealth Films. United Artists delivered "Orphans of the Storm" as
per contract. The other companies
gave various excuses for not delivering, or for rejecting the contracts
offered. The Singer house is new
and cost $90,000.
At First National an official stated
that the organization knew nothing
of the matter, and it was impossible
to obtain any information from Bernstein, of the Loew office, or any others involved in the case.
To Build in Atlantic City
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlnatic City — The Stanley Co. of
America and the Guilfords of Phila.,
have purchased a long term lease on
the property of J. T. and G. H. Bew,
located at the Boardwalk and Kentucky Ave. Plans are already well
under way for the erection of a house
on this site to cost $500,000.
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Women

Affidavit Filed

Producers

To Make Musical Productions — Have
Van Loan Picture
What is supposed to be the first
Vol. XXI No. 76 Saturday.Sept. 16. 1922 Price 5 Cents motion picture company to be entirely controlled by women was reported
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., here yesterday. The company known
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and as the Dramus Prod. & Releasing Co.
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
Inc., has a capitalization of $500,000
Joseph Daniienberg, President and Editor ;
and identified with the new project
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manare, Mrs. David Allen Campbell,
ager ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Pres., editor of the Musical Monitor.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Mrs. N. Furst, Vice-Pres.; Mrs. E. R.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside Abbott, Sec'y and Treas. and Mrs.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 Sydney Farrar, mother of Geraldine
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign Farrar, Chairman of the Board of
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Governors.
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York.
All the pictures produced will be
N. Y.
'Phone:
Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman, actual opera dramas. The first production being "The Soul of the
6411
Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood
Violin," which had been made for
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. the company in Italy, last Feb., by
Wabash Ave.
Phillip Van Loan. The story deals
London
Representative — W.
A, Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85
Long
Acre, with the creation of the Stradivarius
London, W. C. 2.
violin, tracing its historj' from the
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de time of its manufacture, in the 17th
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Interna- century, to the present day. In the
tionale Filmschau, Prag'ue
(Czecho-Slo- picture such violinists as Jan Kubelik,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Jasha Heifetz, Toscha Seidel, Efrem
Zimbalist and Nathan Franko, appear.

Quotations
High

East. Kod.
87
F. P.-L. .. 102^
do pfd
,^^-^'wyn
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World . . . ;

22

Low

Close

86.>4
101

Sales

86)4 900
101>^
2,300
Not quoted
Not
Not
22
Not
Not

20^

quoted
quoted
42,700
quoted
quoted

Albee Bars Malicious Comment
E. F. Albee, head of the Keith
vaudeville circuit, in a letter to house
managers and performers requests
the stamping out of "any references
to motion pictures in a discourteous
or criticising way." Exception is
taken to sarcastic references to controversies in Hollywood implicating
film folk.

Incorporations
Albany — S. R. F. Amus. Co., Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, M. H. Saxe and I. M. Racer.
Attorney, H. Fried, Manhattan.
Dover, Del. — Technicolor. Capital,
$33,000,000. Incorporators, H. W.
Bense, H. W. Stephens and J. J.
Jansen Jr., of New York. Attorney,
Corporation Trust Co. of America.
Prudential Named
Official Carrier
At a recent meeting held between
the Film Trans. Comm., of the
F. I. L. M. Club and the T. O. C. C.
it was definitely decided that the Prudential Film Delivery Service would
be named as official carrier for a large
number of exchanges represented, as
well as for the exhibitor members
of the T. O. C. C. This action was
taken as a means of preventing the
great loss of films, in delivery. There
are IS individual delivery companies
operating in Greater New York.

Will Direct Hamilton
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lloyd Bacon, son of Frank Bacon,
of "Lightnin" fame, will direct Lloyd
Hamilton in a series of comedies- to
be made on the coast.

Saturday, September If
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Famous which has spent $20,000 on
advertising for him outside of its own
publication. Zukor says that Valentino was notified that he was to appear in "The Spanish Cavalier" which
has begun work Sept. 4 at Hollywood. At that time he told Jesse
Lasky that he was going to New
York and would return. He has
failed to do so and did not even report to Famous Players in New York,
Zukor says that on the other hand
a letter was received from his attorney, Arthur Butler Graham, claiming
that Famous Players had breached
the contract through failure to feature
Valentino properly. Famous Players denied this and demanded that an
instance of it be pointed out. Zukor
states that the acts of Valentino indicate that he intends to breach the
contract, thinking he can get more
money elsewhere, and Famous Players has been advised that he has been
negotiating with others and has been
threatening to appear for another producer.
Zukor says that his company has
already lost $30,000 through the failure of Valentino to appear in Hollywood and the amount is growing
daily. He says that the amount of
damage Famous Players will sustain
if Valentino breaks the contract cannot be estimated.
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Picture With

a Wa.

Like an Officer's Club.
Compare it with them all — ^t
story, and production stand
with the best now being offe
to the independent market.
Business is crashing back—
your share with this surespecial.

i%
JAWITZ PICTUREl
i%
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue
New York
Telephone Bryant 9444
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ABRAMSON

present

An
ALL-STAR
FEATUF
That Comes But ONCE in
Generation ! Proclaimed by t
Trade Papers as ONE of t
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POWERFUL
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MATIC Pictures Ever Releas
on the Independent
Market.
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Hobart Henley arrived here yesterday, after spending six months on
the coast, working for Universal.
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Barthelmess on Seas
Richard Barthelmess is now
high
seas,
having
recently
fi;
"The Bond Boy."
His next \\
"Furv."

I
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PatheNews

(Special to THE
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Hollywood — Betty Compson will
be starred in "The White Flower," an
original by Julia Crawford Ivers with
locale laid in Hawaii. Exteriors will
SEASON l)e filem in Hawaiian Islands. James
warriors begin C. Van Trees will be cameraman.

No. 75
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
STARTS — Harvard
gridiron
to limber up.
POLICE CHIEFS MEET IN NEW YORK
George
Melford
has
completed
— The latest things in weapons and implements of the underworld are shown at the "Ebb Tide" for Paramount.
meeting of pohce chiefs in New York.
MINERS WIN COAL STRIKE— Scenes
Myron Selznick has left for a one
from Wilkcs-Barre as 155.000 anthracite
miners return to wotk after a walk-out lasting week trip to San Francisco.
five and a half months.
Other
news
from
Cairo.
Egypt ; London,
Tom Gallery will be leading man
Eng. ; Texas, California, Virginia ; Italy, etc.
THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE
to Agnes Ayres in "A Daughter of

today
St. Louis Notes

■ John A. Walsh has joined the local
Enterprise sales staff in place of Lew
Bent who went with Educational.
Clem Beauchamp,
ager during filming
Gal,"
will serve
in
with Arthur
Trimble

production manof "Hurricane's
similar
capacity
Productions.

Moline, 111., is to have a new theater and store building. It is estimated the structure will cost $200,000.
It will be ready this Winter.
The Enterprise Dist. Corp. has obtained the Southern Ilinois and Eastern Missouri rights to "Flesh and
Blood."
The Melvin, 2914 Chippewa St.. has
been purchased by Gladino Lange
and associates from Joseph Hallomann.
Eli Gory plans to open his new
theater at Wilsonville, 111., on Sept.
IS. It has 385 seats. He will operate four nights a week.
J. Hickman is now traveling South€rn Illinois, Southern Missouri, Kentucky and Indiana for the local Associated Exhibitors office. He comes
over from the Film Booking Offices
of America.
J. F. Duthrie has rejoined the local
Select selling organization. He takes
th* place made vacant by the resignation of W. C. Bloomberg, who has
gone to Boston, to assist R. C. Fox
in the operation of a string of theaters
in New England.

Luxury."
The Lasky administration building
on Vine St, is being enlarged to a
two-story
structure.

FOR

—

Saturday ==

Maryon Aye will be leading woman
for Bull Montana in Hunt Stromberg's "A Punctured Prince." .
B. P. Schulberg has bought rights
for
"The Hero," Emery Pottle's stage
success.
Tom

Forman

will direct B. P.

Schulberg's production, "Are You a
Failure?" which Eve Unsell is scenarizing.

Send In Your Subscription To

The Film Daily

James Cruze will direct Jack Cunningham's adaptation of Emerson
Hough's novel, "The Covered Wagon," a story of the days of '49 on
the plains.
Universal will make a Jewel production of all-star cast of "The Ghost
Patrol." from the story by Sinclair
Lewis. E. T. Lowe, Jr., is making
the adaptation.

NOW

TO-DAY

Leon J. B. d'Usseau, New York
scenario chief for Universal, is in the
city. He is studying production
methods at Universal City.
The Loew "films only" policy, calling for the entire elimination of
vaudeville, goes into effect at the
local Loew's State on Sept. 17. The
policy is in
already
in effect at Loew's
Warfield
San Francisco.
Complete cast of William deMille's
production, "Notoriety," which will
be begun Sept. 18, includes Lewis
Stone, Bebe Daniels, Kathlyn Williams, Adolphe Menjou, Winter Hall,
Edward Martindel, Bernice Frank
and Mayme Kelso.

Wesley Ruggles has purchased film
rights
for "Blow
Your Own
Horn,"
the Owen
Davis comedy
drama,
and
W. H. Donovan is said to have un- will begin production following the
der consideration the opening of a completion of his current vehicle. He
will present his brother, Charles Rugnew house at Frankford, Mo.
gles, in his film debut in forthcoming
film.
Paul Haynes has succeeded J. F.
Tod Browning will direct Priscilla
Duthrie in the Vitagraph sales organization, making Indiana, Kentucky, Dean in "Drifting," which Lucien
Tennessee and Arkansas. He was Hubbard is adapting from the Owen
with Hodkinson in New Orleans and Davis play. Reginald Denny will be
Pathe in Salt Lake City.
starred A.in P.
"The
Abysmal
Brute,"
which
Younger
is adapting
Trenton, N. J.— M. Hirschfeld, of
the State, has disposed of his interests in the Asso. Theaters, Inc.,
(operating the St. Regis and So.
Broad houses), to H. W. Elfreth, of
Philadelphia
and W. Vernon, Trenton.

Here's A Thought

from the Jack London story. Both
productions will be Universal-Jewels.
Cullen Landis will support Colleen
Moore Doris
in "Forsaking
Others,"
which
Schroeder isAll
adapting.
H. E. GAUSMAN. '
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In the Courts
Isaac Guryan, President and Treasurer of the Army & Navy Distributing
Co., a clothing concern, have brought
suit in the Supreme Court against
Loew's Inc., and Daniel V. Picker,
asking that the defendants take back
their Elsmere Theater, motion picture house, at Crotona Parkway and
Elsmere Place, the Bronx, and pay
him $43,000 spent on the enterprise
and return notes given in part payment.
The papers filed by Isidore Gainsburg in behalf of Guryan show that
after he had bought the theater for
$65,000 the building authorities inspected all places of amusement in
New York City following the Knickerbocker Theater disaster in Washington, D. C, and closed the Elsmere
on the ground that the walls were
cracked and the foundation defective.
M. Gainsburg alleges the condition of
the building was known to Loew's
Inc., and to Picker and that they not
only concealed the fact but represented that the theater had made a
profit of $50,000 the year before they
sold it, whereas it was operated at a
loss.
The buyer gave $20,000 and notes
for the balance of the $65,000 purchase price, and alleges he lost $17,000 additional in operating the theater. Guryan contends the sellers are
liable to him for the damage because
as a clothing merchant he knew nothing about motion picture theaters,
and was compelled to rely on their
representations.

A New Exchange in Buffalo
Bcrkowitz and Mills for years with
Elk Photoplays, Inc. are opening an
exchange in Buffalo under the name
First Graphic Exchange, Inc.
New Stanley House Under Way
The Stanley Company of America,
Jules E. Mastbaum, president, has
just completed negotiations whereby
that organization acquires a site for a
new motion picture theater in Atlantic
City. The ground is located at the
corner of Kentucky Avenue and the
Boardwalk and the transaction is said
to be the biggest in the history of the
ocean resort.
Mr. Mastbaum has ordered plans
prepared and work to be begun upon
the new theater immediately. The
structure is to be modeled upon the
same lines as the Stanley theater, the
Stanley Company's $2,000,000 theater
in Philadelphia and will be the most
elaborate of its kind not only in Atlantic City but in New Jersey.
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put hig show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
Reached The Ku Klux Klan
Tulsa, Okla. — A real scoop was the
discovery of a secret box by which
letters could reach the Ku Klux
Klan. A blind letter box was the
answer. The Klan received a letter
advising the members to see "One
Clear Call" at the Rialto, of which
W. M. Smith is manager, and it is
reported that this letter was actually
read in convention before more than
5,000 assembled klansmen. While it
is impossible to determine the exact
results, there is no question that
many klansmen were impressed by
this intimate knowledge of their
meeting place and regarded the suggestion to attend the First National
attraction as a message of real im-

Hartford to Direct "Blue Water"
David M. Hartford has completed
the filming of "The Rapids" for Sault
St. Marie Films, Ltd., and has moved portance.
his producing organization from the
Canadian "Soo" to St. John, New Distributed 5,000 Telegrams
Brunswick, where "Blue Water" by
Quincy, 111. — H. E. Nelson of the
Captain Frederick William Wallace
Star, used the personal telegram stunt
will be placed into production.
New Brunswick Films, Ltd. of St. very successfully to exploit. "The
John are sponsoring this production. Storm." He had 5,000 telegrams
Ernest Shipman, who is organizing printed which read: Warning! The
these Canadian producing units, has Storm is coming. Star Theater."
Boys dressed as messengers delivered
just secured the film rights to "Viking these to prominent business men,
Blood" and others of the Frederick merchants, doctors, lawyers and
William Wallace stories.
housewives of the city. He also put
The Clark Cornelius Corp. has been
on a contest with the Quincy Herald
Showing
Paramount
Pictures
sued in the Supreme Court by Pat(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
awarding prizes to the girls who anrick A. Powers for $15,000 on a note
swered best this question: "Which
for ninety days made on June 3 last.
Detroit — During
the recent Paramount Week held here all of the should she choose a city or an outdoor man?" Maurice Engel, public
An unsatisfied execution for ^37 has Kunsky houses, numbering close to director
for Universal in St. Louis
400 showed solid Paramount pictures.
helped Nelson put it across.
been filed in the County Clerk's office by the United Theater Equipment Co. against the Talking Motion
Pictures, Inc.
Northam, Australia — The Palace, A Penny Matinee
destroyed by fire some time ago, will
Pittsburgh — Manager Ed Fra-zier is
Gladys Walton has had her man- be rebuilt. A. W. Byfield is the responsible
for the exploitation plan
ager, Allen Alexander, placed under owner.
by
which
he
aroused interest in moarrest on a charge of embezzling
tion pictures and the new season
$1600, alleged to have been a portion
Findlay, O. — W. S. Richards has when he initiated a one cent matinee
of funds entrusted him by the actress. purchased the Majestic. Richards
for "Sonny" at his New Grand. The
also runs the New Royal.
rules were that a child coud buy a
Edward A. Leopoldt has sued the
ticket for ten cents and bring in one
Alexander Film Corp in the Supreme
Sydney, Australia — The Repertory companion for a penny. Adults
Court for a balance due for posters was sold recently to F. W. Hughes, bought tickets at the regular admiswho
will demolish the house and erect
printed by the Otis Lithographing
sion price but could bring in another
Co. The defendant has filed a de- an office building.
adult or child for a penny. The
nial, but the plaintiff asks that the
trouble came when children tried to
Detroit — Halstead, owner of the buy admission and then bring in an
answer be stricken out as frivolous
Savoy, reopened his house last week adult for a penny. Frazier had to
' ccause the Alexander Company
knows it received the posters and is after alterations. The theater seats explain the rules in person. It gave
550.
merely trying to delay the case, for
him the opportunity to become acquainted with a lot of his patrons,
which reason Leopoldt asks judgBattle Creek, Mich.— The Regent, and inasmuch as they were getting
ment.
which was closed for the summer, has
a bargain matinee they took his exbeen opened.
planation in good nature. Daily
Headlight carried a feature story on
Theater Burns
the penny matinee because of its
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wilson,
Okla.— The
Rialto, Sam
for although the scheme has
Horton manager, has been reopened.
Warren. Ark. — Fire in the theater novelty,
been used in other forms of business
of T. E. Thcsiger destroyed an ^entire it is unusual as an exhibitor stunt.
Springfield, 111. — The Vaudette has city block here, causing damage estibeen reopened.
mated to be over $50,000.

Theater Changes

Houses

Re-opening

Ottawa — The Family, Jack Soanes
manager, has been reopened.

Buys Interest

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Fort Worth, Texas— William T.
Oklahoma City — The Palace has Pickering has purchased a controlling
been reopened. The Orpheum is interest in the J. P. Simpson Co.,
tlated to follow suit Sept. 16.
operators of slide and film advertising.

YOUR

FILM

Cuts

and

Flashes

George D. Baker, having return
from a motor trip to Nebraska, is
the Lambs' Club.
Jess Robbins leaves for the Coa
where he will resume production.

Arthur Goodrich and Anthony iM
Guire, authors, are under contract i
deliver to Jesse Robbins, two storj
each.
Irving Bunze has joined the tr
department of the Craftsmen Lat
ratories.
Due to the rail situation, Dougl
Fairbanks has entrusted the print
"Robin Hood" to the personal ca
of Harry D. Buckley to be taken
New
York
City.
Buckley
has i
ready left Hollywood.
He will
road show manager of the film.
U
til the present he was sales manag
tory.
for United Artists for the Arizoi
Utah and Southern
California ter
Saenger to Build in New
(Special

to THE

FILM

Orleans
DAILY)

New Orleans — The Saenger Ami
Co. are rushing construction on
million-dollar house to be complet
about the first of the year.
Universal Buys Rights
Universal has bought the rights
"The
Power
of a Lie," by Joh
Boger,
the Norwegian writer, froi
MofJat Yard & Co.
Charles Keny.
will write the scenario.
Murdered
(Special

Man

Was

Exhibitor

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Johns, N. B.— Fred Trifts, i
cently found murdered in his ci
formerly conducted two houses
Halifax, later operating the Gei
which was destroyed by fire and h;
never been rebuilt.

I »
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For weeks the Selznick production
force has labored tirelessly in an effort to
reduce its newest and greatest Owen
Moore feature to a maximum of 5,000
feet of film.

Every situation not absolutely necessary
has been eliminated-every incident shortened to its limit. Even the titles are
confined to a minimum of footage.
And still there remains 6,500 feet of
film fun with not a single "frame" to "cut".
That is but one indication of the big'
ness of
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Film Booking Offices
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Page 4

Wallace Reid in
Paramount
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Dorothy Dalton in
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SIREN
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TRAIL
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A GIRL'S DESIRE
Page 13

WHY DO
Unity Pictures — State Rights
Short Reels

MEN

Paul Brunet resigns as president of Pathe.
First Charnas dinner for Lichtman held in Pittsl)urgh
attended by 250. Contracts discussed.
Action of Government in collecting back tax may
force some independents out of 1:)usiness.
Wednesday

Pola
ager.Negri arrives together with Mabel Normand,
Emil Schauer and Ben Blnmenthal from Europe.
Al Lichtman talks on independence at Charnas dinner
in Cincinnati which 200 attend.
Thursday

J. J. McCarthy back from Eur.ope thinks foreign producers will aim at U. S. market.

Sol Lesser plans to send from 30 to 40 "Oliver Twist"
companies out on the road.
Exhibitors offer screens to State Fuel Administration
in coal emergency.
John C. Flinn, Famous Players,
Friday elected president A. M.
P. A. Other officers chosen.

CALL
Page 10

Wyndham Standing in
THE ISLE OF DOUBT
Playgoers — Associated Exhibitors
Page 12
Alice Calhoun in
Vitagraph

Uniform contract likely to be settled in Hays office
before a month.
Tuesday

Bernhard Benson likely to be president of Pathe and
Elmer L. Pearson vice-president and general man-

Cosmopolitan Proci. — Famous Players. .. .Page 2

Frank Mayo in
Universal

John Emerson alter touring Europe has no fear of foreign competition affecting American industry.
Heads of several distributing organizations may hire
detectives to watch certain managers and salesmen.

Published
Joseph

News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday

MARRY?
Page 14
Page 15

Players obtain injunction restraining Valentino from entering into any contract with any
other producing company.

Famous

Sydney S. Cohen informs New Hampshire and Massachusetts theater owners that present methods of
distribution must be changed to bring pictures to
exhibitors at lower prices.
Saturday

World Film may resume production.
Pioneer Film may resume business.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin,

THE
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A BigDavies
Onein and Undoubtedly One of the Year's Best
Marion
Mary and her lover are overtaken by the King is the
big moment of the first part and the flight of Mary
"WHEN
KNIGHTHOOD
WAS
IN FLOWER"
following the death of her husband. King Louis XII,
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Robt. G. Vignola
is the outstandnig bit of the second part. The pursuit
AUTHOR
Charles Major
through the storm is really big. The tinting of the
SCENARIO BY
Luther Reed
fiery torches adds a touch of realism that makes it
CAMERAMEN
Ira H. Morgan and Harold
unusually effective. Detail throughout is particularly
Wenstrom
fine. The film is still too long and will be the better
of further cutting.
AS A WHOLE
A noteworthy achievement; has
all the qualities to nominate it for one of the
Marion Davies' interpretation of Princess Mary
Tudor is the most ambitious thing she has ever done
year's best
and certainly indicates what perseverance will do. She
STORY
Delightful pseudo-historic romance that
is genuinely entertaining; certain to hold any
portrays a wide variety of moods and is especially
audience
pleasing when she masquerades as a boy and is led
into a fencing match with some ruffians at the inn.
DIRECTION
A big task that has been remarkably well accomplished; splendid from about
She is very beautiful in some of the close-ups and there
every angle you look at it
is one shot — that in which she prays for her lover's
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
safety — that is a wonder. The cameramen deserve
their share of credit for the fine photography and
LIGHTINGS
Very fine
lighting.
STAR
Far surpasses anything she has ever done
both in her acting and in appearance
The supporting cast is one of the best ever assembled and almost any individual performance is well
SUPPORT
One of the feature's strongest points;
every individual performance well worth seeing
worth the price of admission. William Norris, who
EXTERIORS
Numerous extensive and spectacwill be remembered as the gay old rascal of "Mayular settings
time,"
is a play in himself as Louis XII. Just as the
INTERIORS
Very good
chorus girl in "Maytime" remarked when she married
DETAIL
Appears quite accurate
the old flirt, you expect a title to read, "I hope he lasts
CHARACTER OF STORY
The plight of Prinuntil
get him home," when Princess Mary is forced to
cess Mary, daughter of Henry VIII, who is marry I him.
Then there is the portrayal of Henry VIII
forced to marry a King but eventually is happy
by Lyn Harding, an English actor who has played the
with her soldier lover
part many times on the stage. Harding does very fine
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
10,800 feet
work. Forrest Stanley as Charles Brandon is an ideal
hero. Even the small role of the jester stands out.
Cosmopolitan's production of Charles Major's pseudo-historic novel far exceeds anything that was anticiJohnny Dooley plays it. Ernest Glendenning is fine
and others, all of whom deserve credit, are Pedro de
pated. The result will undoubtedly put "When Knighthood Was in Flower" in the list of the year's best pic- Cordoba, William H. Powell, Arthur Forrest, Macey
tures. And the picture easily bears out all the things
Harlan, William Kent, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Charles
that have been said for it. The production is gorGerrard, George Nash, Arthur Donaldson, Theresa
geous, the direction excellent, the acting often masterMaxwell Conover, Flora Finch and Ruth Shepley. It
ful and it is real entertainment.
is truly an all-star cast.
Furthermore, the picture looks like the money that
Story: Henry VIII arranges an alliance with France
is claimed to have been spent on it. Almost the enby marrying his young sister, Princess Mary Tudor,
tire action required many special sets which Joseph
to the aged King, Louis XII. Mary rebels and elopes
with her soldier lover, Charles Brandon. They are
Urban's usual artistry has taken care of perfectly. The
courtyards and street scenes are splendid and all of captured, Mary kept a prisoner and Brandon thrown
the interior sets are interesting reproductions of old
into the tower. Finally Mary consents to marry Louis
English architecture. Added to this the marvelous
to save Brandon's life and with the understanding that
array of costumes and other elaborate displays makes
she may choose her second husband. Louis dies shortit easy to believe that the cost of production ran high.
ly after the marriage and Duke Francis, heir to the
Great credit is due Robert Vignola, who directed
throne, attacks Mary in her chamber. Brandon, who
the picture. From every angle you take it his work
has been warned of her danger at the hands of Franstands out as something achieved. The story is
cis, arrives in time to save her. They escape and turn
smoothly told and it holds you all the way. The drato England. Francis' emissary is already there asking
matic climaxes carry a force that is unmistakable and
for Mary's hand. Henry is reminded of his promise,
even the old last minute pardon carries a thrill, also the marriage of Mary and Brandon takes place, with
though you expect it. The scene in which Princess
Brandon made Duke of Suffolk.

Put Your Order In and Get Ready to Have It Work for You
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

By the t.me you can get "When Knighthood Was in Flower"
It will probably have gamed sufficient reputation to pack
your
house without your doing very much to convince them that
it
IS well worth seeing. The vast exploitation that it has already
received, and will receive, in the Hearst publications is building up a popularity for both the star and picture that should
make it an easy matter for you to cash in on when it gets
around to you.
There have been several foreign productions of stories sim-

ilar to "When Knighthood Was in Flower," so let them see
what an American director can do. You can make promises
and feel sure the production will bear you out. Tell them the
star does the best work of her career as Princess Mary and use
stills showing her in the large variety of court costumes which
she wears throughout the picture. Let them know about the
fine work of the supporting cast and make use of the production notes given out by the producer to give them an idea of
its bigness.
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Rupert Hughes Exploits "Pop" Instead of "Mom" in Heart Interest Story
"REMEMBRANCE"
Rupert Hughes Prod. — Goldwyn
DIRECTOR
Rupert Hughes
AUTHOR
Rupert Hughes
SCENARIO BY
Rupert Hughes
CAMERAMAN
Norbert Brodin
AS A WHOLE
A very human picture that will
probably prove a profitable box office attraction
STORY
A contrast to the recent run on "mother"
pictures ; this time "Dad" comes into his own
DIRECTION
Great on bringing out the human
interest stuff; just a trifle long drawn out in
one or two sequences
PHOTOGRAPHY . . .
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Claude Gillingwater gives a mighty
interesting
and
true-to-life
performance
as
"Pop" and Kate Lester as "Mom;" others are
well suited and include Patsy Ruth Miller, Cullen Landis and Richard Tucker
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
AH right
DETAIL
Good ; some titles great
CHARACTER OF STORY
Father recovers
from critical illness and finds that his being so
near death has cured his wife and children of
their selfishness
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION...,
5,650 feet

out the human side of it through a deft combination
of humor and pathos that brings laughs and possibly
tears, in a true-to-life fashion. And the comedy sequences should go over big. A Jewish business man
lends a touch of atmosphere and, as may be expected,
offers some characteristic humor. One particularly
good laugh is where the Jew, after turning down the
youth's offer to purchase his business (thinking the
boy hasn't the backing he claims to have) sees the boy
conversing in friendly fashion with the president of the
bank. The Jewish business man loses no time in going
up to the fellow to take up the deal where they left
off. This is but one of the comedy bits that are to be
found throughout "Remembrance." It has plenty of
them and all carry worthwhile laughs.
Hughes has used much of his psychology in the subtitles that are very well written and interesting. The
one about the man's life insurance policy being the
kindest love letter, etc., and another about the old
shoes buying the new shoes, stand out. The latter
one follows close-ups of dad's feet, roughly shod, contrasted with the neatly clad feet of his wife and children. There are many equally effective touches. Director Hughes has given a little too much footage to
the collapse of the father. While it develops the theme
and brings about the reconciliation of the family, it is
too long drawn out and the scenes showing the mother
and then the daughter running out in the rain could
come out all together.

As far as the story goes Rupert Hughes' "Remembrance" is very much like Fannie Hurst's "The Good
Provider," which also tended to exploit father, following a long and successful series of "mother" pictures —
successful to the extent tliat they satisfied the public.

Claude Gillingwater is admirable as "Pop" and Kate
Lester splendid as "Mom," while the children are nicely
played by those mentioned above.

However, Miss Hurst's people were good old fashioned Jewish people who had risen to wealth, while
Rupert Hughes has selected an American family. But
the moral remains the same.
The author has written a very human story and in
transferring it to the screen has succeeded in bringing

Story : John Grout is nearing bankruptcy when illness overtakes him and his selfish wife and children
gradually realize how miserably they have treated
their provider. Upon his recovery they start life over
again on a more cooperative basis, founded on better
understanding and appreciation.

Promise Comedy and Pathos and a Good Human

Story

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the type of entertainment that will appeal to
the largest majority of American audiences. It depicts a typical American home and a situation that is
recognized as an existing social condition, more or
less familiar to most people. Tell them it is a drama
of American home life with true-to-life characters and
splendid acting on the part of the players, Claude Gillingwater particularly.

Be sure to let them know about the comedy contained in "Remembrance" and you can promise a variation in this one in which "Pop" is exploited. After
the many "mother love" themes it shouldn't be difficult to interest them in a picture in which a father is
the center of attraction. It looks like a good box office
number if you handle it rightly and give it a good exploitation. Give Rupert Hughes' name good prominence.

fsg^
Real Atmosphere
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of Mystery in Sherlock

"THE

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
Maurice Elvey
AUTHOR
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
A perfectly fine number for
those who like to solve riddles or favor mystery
stories in their film entertainment
STORY
A Sherlock Holmes adventure in which
the great detective's ability to solve mysteries
has to be taken mostly for granted
DIRECTION
Has concentrated upon telling the
story rather than in production values; some
good effects
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good; occasionally too
dark
PLAYERS
The men do good work but the girl,
Betty Campbell, is poor; Eille Norwood not
given much prominence as Holmes ; others
Hubert Willis, Rex McDougal, Lewis Gilbert
and Frederick Raynham, who makes a good
deal of small role of butler
EXTERIORS
Particularly appropriate
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mystery in deaths
of members of certain family, all of which follow the strange appearance of a dog
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,382 feet
It seems rather strange that a story which exploits
the remarkable ability of Sherlock Holmes to fathom
mysteries should expose so little of the actual work
of the detective. Or perhaps it is just the way in
which it is told here that keeps Holmes' method of
solving the mystery so much of a secret. At any rate
you are asked to take his genius very much for granted
while his assistant looks around for clues.
The picture, of English make, offers a perfectly
good entertainment for those who like deep mystery

Use the Author's Name

Holmes

Story

stories with the plot thickening with every foot of
film that is unwound, the thrills sometimes uncanny
and the characters in constant danger of death. It
has been carefully developed and quite coherently,
despite the complex situations. But, in order to keep it
continually comprehensive, many subtitles have
been found necessary, plus the written report of the detective's assistant which is shown to the spectator and
cleverly recounts events that have preceded it. In
this way incidents, perhaps not clear at the time they
occur, are fully explained, leaving no doubt in your
mind. The only objection is that it keeps you busy
reading. And one criticism that is appropriate right
here, and applies to many American films as well, is
that it is very difficult to read some of the hand written communications. A legible hand writing should
be used and the script reproduced large enough to be
read with ease.
Director Elvey has obviously given the best of his
effort to telling the story and in that respect he has
succeeded splendidly. There are a lot of individually
good touches and the manner in which he handles the
more uncanny bits shows good restraint. There
was plenty of room for exaggeration and gruesome
touches but they have been passed by. The ending
is a trifle too abrupt.
The acting is not especially noteworthy, although
everyone fulfills requirements and is well suited to the
part. Eille Norwood looks the part of Holmes but has
little to do. The performance that seems to stand out
most is contributed by Frederick Raynham, as the butler, Osborne. Betty Campbell is a poor choice as leading woman.
Story : Several masters of the Baskerville estate
had died suddenly of heart disease, each death following the mysterious appearance of a hound, seen at midnight on the estate. The new master puts the matter
before Sherlock Holmes who conducts a secret investigation arriving at the solution that a distant
relative, in hope of eventually inheriting the estate,
had caused the deaths.

and Let Them

Know

What It's About

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You know pretty well just what a picture of this
type can do for you because you also know whether
you couldn't give them one that will set them guessing any more than "The Hound of the Baskervilles"
will. In case they may not know it, be sure to say it is

Because of the recent publicity which Doyle received
for his theories regarding spiritualism, and because he
is noted as the author of the famous detective stories,
give his name plenty of prominence and in case the
title may not be definite enough, play it up with explanatory catchlines relative to the dog who appeared
at midnight and following each appearance a death

one of Sir Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes adventures.

occurred.

or not your patrons like mystery stories. If they do,

If they want detective stories, don't miss it.

fjg^
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Well Sustained Interest and Action in Latest Mayo Film
Frank Mayo in
"CAUGHT
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

BLUFFING"
Universal
Lambert Hillyer
Jack Becholdt
Charles Sarver
Charles Stumar
Good action story that will

please a "fan" crowd particularly well
STORY
First rate vehicle for star; moves along
at good speed and holds attention all the way
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; works up to effective climax but might have kept it a bit less
obvious
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Does good work in role he can handle
very well
SUPPORT
Edna Murphy capable leading lady;
others Wallace MacDonald, Jack Curtis, Ruth
Royce
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl accuses man
who had befriended her sweetheart but later
marries him when fiance proves to be a cad
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,518 feet
Frank Mayo has a very suitable story in this and one
that gives him a particularly appropriate role. He has
a good variety of opportunities and there are enough
actionful sequences to keep him busy. The atmosphere issimilar to one of his recent features, "Out of
the Silent North," and the themes not greatly unlike
each other. In both cases Mayo saves the life of a man
for another woman only to win her for himself in the
end.
Lambert Hillyer, who directed all of the recent Will
Hart pictures, was behind the megaphone for "Caught

Bkiffing," and he knows just how to handle a story
of this type. He distributes the action evenly and
there are a lot of small things that are unimportant
of themselves but made to stand out as mighty effective touches just through intelligent treatment. One
bit that is especially clever is where Mayo reaches the
cabin to which he has rushed in order to save the heroine. He is exhausted when he gets there so instead of
jumping on the villain, he merely interrupts the attack upon the girl by falling in the door, with the explanation that his horse had carried him over the clifif.
His method of sparring for time in which to regain his
didly.
strength is a twist that Hillyer has brought out splenThe attention is held all the way and toward the
close Hillyer works up to a rather exciting climax.
There is only one fault to be found, and probably that
couldn't be helped, but it does seem that the outcome
could have been kept a little less obvious. There's
hardly a doubt in the spectator's mind, from the start,
that Edna Murphy will not marry Wallace MacDonald. It only remains to be seen how he will make his
exit while Mayo claims the girl.
The star is given a good supporting company -with
Edna Murphy handling the lead capably. Wallace
MacDonald is the weakling and Jack Curtis a burly
villain. Others are Andrew Arbuckle, Ruth Ro\ ce,
Jack Walters, Scott Turner and Martin Best.
Story: Doris Henry, upon her arrival at Katama,
learns that her fiance, Towers, has absconded with
money belonging to his company. Assuming that
Towers was influenced by John Oxford, a gambler,
she hates Oxford, although she has never seen him.
While hunting for Towers, Doris is attacked by her
guide and rescued by Oxford, who happens to be in the
vicinity. Oxford promises to clear Towers' name if
he will tell the girl the truth. Towers doesn't keep
his promise until confronted by Oxford. He confesses
but Doris will have nothing more to do with him.
Later she marries Oxford.

A Good Northern Picture if They Like Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can show them this one and feel quite sure they
will be satisfied. If they like Northern stories, so
much the better. In case you happened to have played
Mayo's "Out of the Silent North" and found that it
pleased them, you can go to it safely on "Caught Bluffing." Stills and the usual order of lobby display will
let them know it is a Northern story.

If they like a good fight you can promise them an
exciting one between Mayo and Jack Curtis, as the
burly guide. It certainly looks like the real thing.
There is nothing objectionable in any part of the story
unless they might object to the suicide scene in the
dance hall sequence, although this is not really offenYou might interest your local card sharks by
sive.
promising them some card tricks in "Caught Bluffing."

7& e HODKI^I
MARGUERITE

SNOW

I'TieVEILEDWOMANI
Let us follow this strangely veiled figure
through one of the most intriguing mysteries ever screened, listening the while to
the strains of Will the Piper, as he roams
the countryside spreading a rare philosophy of life. A picture of breath-catching suspense superbly developed by a
master hand.
Taken

from

the great

MYRTLE

story by

REED

Directed
by LLOYD
INGRAHAM
A Renco Film Production

ROBERT M^KIM
*heaiits"haven'
Another "Miracle Man," with all its possibilities, inwhich the triumph of steadfast faith over bodily affliction drives
home a story of impelling power. A picture utterly unlike the average run of
screen diversion, handled with an intelligence that lifts it to a plane of its own.

MABEL
D
RRin IE
A shot
the dead
MA

LOUISE BURNHAM

A Benj. B. Hampton Production

PEOPLE'

of night, a tiny form

falls across a beam of moonlight, and the
fast-diverging lives of two on the brink
of despair are brought together on the
one

plane of common

understanding

which all "Married People" know — the
patter of little feet. An intensely interesting production and one that possesses unlimited exploitation possibilities.
A Hugo Ballin Production

COLLEEN MOORE
Affinities"

A rollicking comedy in which one ribtickling laugh fast follows another from
the time the first "affinity" swings by his
tail as he vamps his brother Simian's better-half, to the finish of a thoroughly sophisticated and up-to-the-moment advrnture along the same age-old lives.
From great story by

From popular book by

CLARA

BALUN

MARY

ROBERTS

RINEHART

Presented by Ward

Lascelle

EVERY Distributors
ONE of BUI
LT
FOI
OfRcial Urban Movie Cha »i

IREOT inCASTLE
SUM SHOULDERS"
The climax of Mrs. Castle's screen
achievements. In it, she dances more
divinely, wears more beautiful gowns and
plays more appealingly than in any other
picture of her career. Which is possibly

loll
Release

why "Slim Shoulders" was chosen to
open the Autumn season of the Capitol
Theatre, New York.

Story by CHARLES
Directed by ALAN

K. HARRIS
CROSLAND

.'-mjsm'fj

L^WILL ROGERS

HEADLESS HORSEMAN!
What if the weird Headless Horseman,
tearing through Sleepy Hollow during
dark o' the moon, did carry a pumpkin for
his top-piece? Ichabod Crane never suspected it, until the selfsame pumpkin
crashed upon his own luckless pate and
thus shattered his hopes of the hand of
winsome Katrina Van Tassel.
Adapted from the great classic by

WASHINGTON

IRVING

"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
Presented by C. S. Clancy

EBO:

TRIXIE FRIGANZA
'MIND OVER motor:'
A "Tish" story that has its beginning in
an ear-to-ear smile and its ending in a
side-shaking roar of delight. In his two
new comedies, Ward Lascelle has stuck

i

a new rate of humor, a staccato of laughter that should echo from the four walls

I

of every theatre in the country.
From

MARY

the popular Saturday Evening
Post "Tish" stories by

ROBERTS

RINEHART

Presented by Ward Lascelle

OFFICE
'
WAA /V\ VOCEL
^
ronton
DISTRIBUTOF "•BUT.**"
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Just Missed Being a Fine Comedy Feature
Wallace Reid in
"THE
DIRECTOR

GHOST
BREAKER"
Paramount
Alfred Green

AUTHORS
Paul Dickey and Charles Goddard
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
William Marshall
AS A WHOLE
A medium entertainment; not a
vehicle that gives Reid very much of a part
STORY
Romantic comedy; has some good laughs
but not enough to make it continuously funny;
weak in spots
DIRECTION
Takes too long to get started but
otherwise adequate; should have omitted feudal
episode entirely
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Hasn't a particularly suitable role and
apparently not anxious to impress
SUPPORT
Work harder than star; Walter
Hiers eventually funny as colored valet; Lila
Lee pleasing and Arthur Carewe a fair villain
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .American aids Spanish heiress to rid her castle of a "ghost" which
turns out to be the girl's suitor who is seeking
a hidden treasure
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,130 feet
The adaptation of Paul Dickey's and Charles Goddard's stage play ofifers about a fair film entertainment
and will probably go better than that with Wally
Raid's admirers, although it does not give him as good
a vehicle as either of his last two features, "The Dictator" or "Across the Continent." It is a romantic
comedy with its principal episodes laid in Spain where

most of the comedy is brought out through hero's effort to solve the mystery, of the haunted castle.
Director Green has taken a little too long to get
into the story and the Kentucky feudal sequence is the
chief delay in getting started. In the first place it
switches the locale from Spain to Kentucky in abrupt
fashion and has no part in the story thereafter. It
seems they might have found a less roundabout way
to bring the hero and heroine together, but they introduce afeud with hero finally taking refuge in the heroine's room at the hotel in his effort to elude detectives
chasing him for his attack on one of the enemy.
The best of the story is the ghost episode in which
hero Wally braves the terrors of the haunted castle,
assisted by his negro valet, played by the good natured
Walter Hiers. Hiers does good work, but a real negro
comedian such as they have in Owen Moore's latest,
"Love Is An Awful Thing," would have been better.
Green gets the most out of the situations here and
there's some genuine laughs when Hiers fights off
armored ghosts with a razor and "shoots" craps with
spectres, also his eiTort to get his master out of the
trunk in which he was secreted aboard ship, unknown
to the suspicious villain.
The romance is rather weak but will appeal to the
star's admirers and Lila Lee fills the part of the Spanish heiress splendidly, especially in looking the part
of a Senorita. The photography, as usual in Paramount pictures, is excellent and production values up
to the usual standard.
Story : Maria Theresa, a Spanish heiress, comes to
America where she secures the plans of a castle owned
by her dead father and which contain the hiding place
of a great treasure. Warren Jarvis offers to help her
rid the castle of ghosts and find the fortune. It develops that the "ghosts" were "planted" by D'Alva, a
suitor of Maria's, who also sought her fortune. How
Jarvis exposes D'Alva, finds the treasure and wins
Maria completes it.

Perhaps the One Good Comedy Sequence Will Send Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Undoubtedly there are enough laughs in "The Ghost
Breaker" to send them out satisfied even though it
isn't as fast moving or as continuously funny as it
might have been. The star's admirers will likely be
well pleased with it unless they prefer Wally in a role
that is more romantic. There's more comedy than
romance in "The Ghost Breaker."
They are probably familiar with Walter Hiers as a
comedian go you might let them know that he supplies

Out

Happy

most of the laughs in this. Let them know he is a
negro valet whose master has him chasing ghosts. That
should be sufficient to give them an idea of the comedy to expect. Use
has a new job in
ridding a haunted
winning an heiress

Lila Lee's name also. Tell them Reid
his latest picture. This time it is
castle of its ghost and incidentally
and a fortune. Title and catchlines

can be played up effectively.

libitor !
OUR

support and encouragement has made it possible
for us to bring forth the
unusual array of box-office
attractions described on the following
The most brilliant group of directors,
pages.
authors,
scenario writers, cameramen
and a stellar aggregation of screen
players have worked in harmony and
with the utmost enthusiasm to create
these wonderful productions.
Popularity — prestige — profits will all
be yours because —
Millions have read the books —
Millions will want to see the pictures.
"Our policy is dedicated to exhibitor co-operation."
WARNER

BROTHERS

JM^uRewce W- CH»ve-yri

HIS production, adapted from the tremendously popular novel and stage play
of the season's greatest boxone ions.
will beattract
office
It will endear itself not only to those who have
risen from "Rags to Riches", but also to that countless
multitude earnestly striving to attain the same goal.

artt^v Hivo^-

Wesley Barry, a star of unquestioned popularity
and ability, is supported by a brilliant cast of screen
favorites including Niles Welch, Ruth Renick,
Russell Simpson, Richard Tucker, Minna D. Redman
and others equally well known.

Directed hy
Wallace Worsley

A Harry Rapf Production
Adapted by

W. Nigh and W. De Leon

I

I

HE fiction sensation of the year!
It has caused more comment than any
other book published during the current
season, and it is unanimously conceded by the critics
to be the greatest story ever written about the
modern flapper.

am^r

if^Tos.

Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan head a cast of
well known screen players which includes Louise
Fazenda, Jimmy Morrison, TuUy Marshall, Eileen
Percy and Clarence Burton!
This picture will prove to be another screen
sensation:
Produced h-y Warner Brothers
Directed hy
William Seiter

Adapted fc^i
Olga Printzhu

EVEN

amcr

lyvo^.

reels ot cyclonic action!

al
Unquestionably the greatest wild ,anim
with
uced
prod
n
ever
atio
„_^_^. .„ novelty sens
es of wild
thousands of gleaming savages and hord
tric action
beasts furnishing a veritable feast of elec
adventure
interwoven in a thrilling story of strange
in the African jungles.
including
Grace Darmond heads an excellent cast
rt Agnew
Philo McCullough, Jack Richardson, Robe
and Derelys Perdue.
Produced by

Written by

Warner Brothers

Frances Quihan

!HIS picture will create film history!
most
It was adapted from one of the
of the
widely read and discussed novels
^
make or deIt deals with conditions which
year
this problem will strike a poigstroy marriage, and hear
ts of humanity.
nant chord in the

arn^r Tjjrog.

lavish and
"Brass" has been staged in a most
ance pathos and
elaborate manner. It contains rom
ted by a strong
comedy in profusion, and it is enac
cast headed by Marie Prevost.
A Harr^i Rapf Production

Directed b}i
Sidney Franklin

Adapted b^i
Monte M. Katterjohn

ERE is another Wesley Barry film achievement!
The setting of the story, adapted from
the book and stage play that has enjoyed years of
popularity, is the colorful and romantic slum section
of New York.
The popular freckle-faced idol is supported by an
exceptionally strong cast including Marie Prevost,
Jack Mulhall, Wilfred Lucas, Philo McCullough and
Aggie Herron.
A Harry Rapf Production
Directed by
William Beaudine

Adapted by
Ednnmd Qoulding
Mildred Considine
Isabel Johnston

^^INE

of the sweetest stories ever told!

an apA homely humar^ document with
humanity itself. In its
,^^^^ peal as broad as
as a stage play and as
many years before the public,
known all over the
a novel, the story has become

world.

s of sets and a dis^
For real story value, lavishnes
--/^
tingmshed cast of players, "Little Ch--\^
of the big box-office
the Corner" will rank as one
pictures of the season.
Produced by

Adapted by

Warner Brothers

Olga Printzlau

REATEST
America!

novel

ever

written

of rural

This splendid production will surpass
the success of the fiction version and the stage play.
It serves to reveal the bitter clash of new, free
ideas against the entrenched complacence of small

am^rm

<iJros.

town tradition. There's a Main Street in every town,
and this is but one of the many exploitation hints
on the box-office possibilities of this attraction.
Produced by Warner Brothers
Dramatized by
Harriet Ford and

Adapted by

Harvey O'Higgins

Julien

Josephson

EXHIBITOR
CO-OPERATION
UR

pictures have been
country!

When you book
tions, you are guaranteed —
Powerful

sold lOO^/o throughout the

the Warner

Brothers produc-

monc-y-mciking box-officc attractions —

With an aggregation of celebrated screen jAayers —
Backed by a national advertising and publicily
campaign.
And when we receive your contract helpful advertising
suggestions which will aid you in deriving the maximum results from our pictures will be sent direct to your theatre.
A perusal of the names of the exchanges on the following
page distributing our productions will convince you that our
features will be given first run showings in the most representative theatres throughout the country.
We have entered into a co-operative arrangement with
these exchanges, and they have pledged themselves to give
exhibitors booking our pictures the utmost co-operation.

Double-barreled guarantees mean double-barreled box-office
receipts when you book a Warner Brothers production!
WARNER

BROTHERS

Exch anees

jutinj

er

Balaban &. Katz
Second National Pictures

J. S. Skirboll

831 S. Wabash
Chicago, HI.

119 Ninth Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.

)ros.

luctions

Iron City Film Corporation

Ave.

Rubin & Finkelstein

The Standard Productions Co.,

407 Loeb Arcade
MinneapoHs, Minn.

146 Marietta Street
Atlanta, Ga.

A. H. Blank Enterprises

Creole Enterprises

303 West 2nd Street
Des Moines, Iowa

1401 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans, La.

The H. Lieber Oompany

E. G. Tunstall

122 W. New York Street
Indianapolis, Ind.

505 Toy Building
Milwaukee, Wis.

Skouras Bros. Enterprises

Big Feature Rights Corporation

Film B'. tiding

New Grand Central Theatre Building
Grand &. Lucas Sts.
St. Louis, Mo.

223 5. 3rJ ^^rreet
Louisviiie. Ky.

A. H. Fabian
Associated First National of N.w Jersey
729 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

S. &. O. Pictures Corporation

298
San
913
Los

Turk Street
Francisco, Cal.
S. Olive Street
Angeles, Cal.

Inc.

A. L. Kahn Film Enterprises
Jll5 W. 17th Street
KaD=as Citv, Mo.

Kwality Pictures
2005 Third Avenue
Seattle, Wash.
1525 Tremont Street
Denver, Colo.

Independent Film Corporation

Skirboll Gold Seal Productions, Inc.

1319 Vine Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

21st Street &. Payne Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

Franklin Filni Company

Specialty Film Company

40 Court Street
Boston, Mass.

107 S. St. Paul Street
Dallas, Texas

Warner's Exchange

W-B Film Exchange, Inc.

601 Film Building
Detroit, Mich.

1600 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

-Regal FilmSj Ltd.
21 Dundds Street, E.
Toronto, Canada
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Old Fashioned Melodrama
Jane Novak in
"THE SNOWSHOE TRAIL"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
Chester Bennett
AUTHOR
Edison Marshall
SCENARIO BY
Marion Fairfax
CAMERAMAN
Jack MacKenzie
AS A WHOLE
Old school melodrama is given
good production but material is too antique to
make entertainment
STORY

Belongs back in the 10-20-30 days; contains a series of near-climaxes in succession of
far-fetched situations
DIRECTION
Ordinary with exception of fine
locations selected for Northern sequence.
PHOTOGRAPHY
^
Good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR
They keep her in Northern pictures
SUPPORT
Roy Stewart, the lead; Herbert
Prior and Lloyd Whitlock equally villainous;
others adequate
EXTERIORS
Most of snow scenes pretty
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl seeking lover
in North is double-crossed by him after she
risks her life to rescue him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,832 feet
Jane Novak's latest starring vehicle is strictly an
old school melodrama and Bennett hasn't tried to make
anything else out of it. So it retains all the evidence
of the days of the 10-20-30's. It is the old story of a
girl's happiness interruped by first an unfaithful lover
and a scheming guardian with the whole theme resolving itself into a series of plottings that consume
about six reels. Hero does his best to pave the way

In Northern Setting

for the heroine's happiness but the last minute rescue
party is called in to save the hero in the last scene.
Roy Stewart overacts as the hero.
Chester Bennett evidently realized that he couldn't
change the story so he has let it remain strictly
"meller" with no attempt to conceal it. "The Snowshoe Trail" has the most wicked trio of villains that
have found their way to the screen for a long time, so
it isn't difficult to imagine the wealth of plotting that
takes place. And most of it is so terribly far-fetched
that it fails to furnish a genuine thrill. The best one
is the rescue in the rapids when the heroine falls from
her horse and is destined to perish in the falls below.
Shots of hero swimming to her rescue with intermittent shots of the falls, supplies a fair, but familiar,
thrill.
The Northern sequences are attractive and there are
numerous honest-to-goodness snow scenes with the
players ploughing knee deep through the drifts. The
photography in these bits is very good.
Jane Novak is an appealing heroine but it is doubtful if she will gain much sympathy in her love for
the worthless fellow portrayed by Lloyd Whitlock.
Herbert Prior also has a hand in the villainous business but his part is short lived. A Chinese cook supplies a mild humor now and then.
Story: Harold Lounsbury's father dies after confessing that years before he had left his partner to die
in a mine which they had staked together. Kenly
Lounsbury, guardian of Virginia, the girl Harold is
going to marry, hears the story, but wants the mine
for himself and sends Harold in the wrong direction.
Not hearing from her lover, the next year Virginia
starts in search of him. Her guide happens to be Bill
Bronson, son of the man old Lounsbury had wronged.
After many complications the story ends in the romance of Bill and Virginia.

A Suitable
Feature For a Certain Glass of Patronage
«
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There are plenty of audiences that will "eat up" a
story of the type offered in "The Snowshoe Trail."
The more villainy and plotting it contains, the better
they'll like it and to these people you can go the
limit on promises for its being an out and out melodrama. You probably know best what angle you
should work on to obtain the biggest results.
If it is

the star, boost her name; if it's Northern atmosphere
they like, display stills and give the title a good place.
The title is an easy one to exploit if you want to
take the trouble to do it. Have the lobby decorated
with snowshoes and have throwaways printed with
the picture of a snowshoe and the line; "Follow the
trail to the blank theater."
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Dorothy Dalton in Another Northern Story and Dance Hall Girl Role
Dorothy Dalton in
"THE
SIREN
CALL"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Irvin Willat
J. E. Nash
J. E. Nash and Philip Hum
C. E. Schoenbaum

AS A WHOLE

Not ambitious as far as orig-

inality goes; thrills will register if they don't
mind them being familiar
STORY
A tried and true Northern formula with
the usual settings, situations and characters
DIRECTION
SuppHes a good production and
an adequate cast, but the story is still commonplace
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Especially pleasing at times and well
photographed ; will please her admirers
SUPPORT
David Powell, E. J. Brady and
Mitchell Lewis give good performances
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Customary sets
CHARACTER OF STORY
Dance hall girl is
eventually freed of husband who mistreats her
and marries man who saved her life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,542 feet
J. E. Nash's story might have served for a first rate
entertainment if there had not been so many similar
ones to precede it. As it is "The Siren Call" will
probably give complete satisfaction where they don't
object to the very familiar formula which it contains
and after seeing the way it was received by an audience that had sat through nearly three hours of vaudeville before the picture, it would seem to have a pretty
good chance. They appeared well pleased with it, at
least they must have been when they waited for the
end.
It is the old story of the dance hall girl who wants
to "keep straight."

In this instance she happens to be

married to the proprietor who, for business reasons,
forbids her to wear her wedding ring, and since the
girl loves the little gold band and longs for a home and
baby, there's sufficient reason why she should gain the
spectator's sympathy. Then to further indicate how
good she is she is given the care of a babe whose
mother and father died in the snow. Willat doesn't
fail to make the most of the heart interest touches
afforded by this twist.
The remainder of the story is the same old conflict
between good and evil with the happy ending obvious
from the start. There are two rather effective thrills,
one where the reformers burn the dance hall and the
battle of hero and the girl's husband on a river barge.
The latter has been very well staged, although it
would have been better not to have had the boat go
over the falls with the hero and girl surviving the
plunge. It's too implausible. The fight between E. J.
Brady and David Powell on the boat is first rate, however.
Dorothy Dalton gets back to the spangles in the role
of Charlotte, the dancer. Despite the familiarity of the
role she makes it interesting and appears to fine advantage in most of the scenes. Schoenbaum has seen
to it that she was always photographed to the best
advantage. David Powell, E. J. Brady and Mitchell
Lewis handle the principal male parts adequately. A
minor part, that of an Irishman, is played by Lucien
Littlefield, one of the best character actors on the
screen.
Story : The burning of Brent's dance hall prevents
him joining his sweetheart, so he lives with his wife,
Charlotte, in a cabin until Beauregard, a trapper, in
love with Charlotte, comes to collect a kiss that Charlotte had promised as a reward to Beauregard's saving
the life of a baby. Brent leaves and Beauregard attacks Charlotte. Stevens, a prospector, saves Charlotte and chases Brent, who escapes after a fight.
Charlotte is happy with Stevens and Brent is killed
by wolves.

Will Satisfy if They Don't Object to an Old Plot
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The average picture audience will undoubtedly be
well pleased with "The Siren Call." If, however, you
know you have a critical clientele, one that demands
something new in their entertainment, it may not do.
It is a good Northern story of its kind and you can
safely promise enough action to satisfy them. Talk
about the burning of the dance hall and the fight on
the river boat.
Incidentally a trailer showing either

of these two bits would be a good means of interesting them.

probably know pretty well what Dorothy DalThey
ton can do in a role such as she has here and will know
what to expect. If she has a number of admirers
among your patrons, you are quite safe in showing
them her latest picture. The title is good and should
be exploited.
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Very Poor Story in Dustin Farnum's Latest
Dustin Farnum
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

YOSEMITE
Fox

in
TRAIL"
Bernard J. Burning
Ridgwell Cullum
Jack Strumwasser
Don Short

AS A WHOLE
A pity to have wasted such gorgeous backgrounds on such a poor story ; so
"meller" at times it is funny
STORY
Very old school; typical 10-20-30 stuff;
doesn't come up to what they want for present
day entertainment
DIRECTION
Doesn't try very hard to cover up
the weak spots in story ; production all right
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR
Could not be convincing in such a role
SUPPORT
Adequate; includes Irene Rich, Walter McGrail, Frank Campeau, W. J. Ferguson
and Charles French
EXTERIORS
Many very beautiful shots
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Titles terrible
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cousin cheats man
out of woman he loves and later frames him for
robberies which he himself committed
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,735 feet
If the story of "The Yosemite Trail" was intended
to give Dustin Farnum a hero role it certainly missed
out, for it is doubtful if many will admire the beating
he takes not only when his cousin double-crosses him
in his effort to win the girl he loves, but when he is
later willing to be hanged for a crime committed by
the same man. This is carrying the self-sacrifice theme
to extremes and beyond, and such improbabilities
hardly make for good entertainment.

It is a great pity that such gorgeous exteriors as
those selected had to be wasted on such weak material. Undoubtedly the scenes were shot in Yosemite
Valley and needless to say they are always very beautiful. The photography, also, is excellent, but scenery
and photography isn't sufficient for entertainment.
For anyone who likes plot and some more plot, "The
Yosemite Trail" will be a good number because Walter McGrail, as the chief double-crosser, supplies all
the hard knocks and trouble that hero Dustin Farnum
suffers, all for the love of Irene Rich. It wasn't enough
that Farnum gave up the girl, but he was also ready
to sacrifice his life, although you know all the while
that he isn't very worried because there's bound to be
a last minute rescue and a confession from villain McGrail. The story is so "meller" that it cannot be taken
seriously and some of the sequences are probably due
for laughs that aren't intended. The bit in which McGrail pushes Farnum down an embankment and then
through a chute that deposits him on a track in the
path of an approaching train is the wildest thing in the
picture.
Farnum hasn't much chance for a favorable impression with such a stupid role and the remainder of the
cast performs in mechanical fashion. The sub-titles
are very poor and the sentiment very much out of
Story: Jim Thorpe and his cousin Ned Henderson
place.love Eve Marsham. They draw for the privilege
both
of first proposal. Jim wins but Ned double-crosses
him and wins Eve. Jim goes to Peru and a year later
returns, only to learn that Ned is mistreating Eve and
that they are not happy. Ned is suspected of robbing
the stage so throws suspicion upon Jim, who is arrested. Rather than expose the man he thinks Eve
still loves, Jim keeps silent, but Ned's confession saves
him.

Use Good Short Reels With It If You Show It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Your folks will have to like Dustin Farnum awfully
well to put up with the poor story he has in "The
Yosemite Trail," so it would be well to consider the
drawing power of his name befot-e you decide to show
it. Or if you know your folks are easily suited and
won't kick even at the hokum meller presented, then
you are equally safe.

The only promises you can make are for the locations and there are some fine ones. And it might be
easy enough to interest by showing some stills or a
trailer of the more exciting sequences. It would be
wise to secure a strong accompanying program, a news
weekly, good comedy and whatever short reels you
are in the habit of using. A good comedy would help
you out in case they don't like the feature.
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Doubtful
Wyndham

If This

Will

Standing in

"THE

ISLE OF DOUBT"
Playgoers — Associated Exhibitors
Hamilton Smith
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
• • • • Derek Bram
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Mostly well worn situations in
AS A WHOLE
picture that remains about in the average class
STORY
Society atmosphere and South Sea
Island sequence may please them but it reaches
no dramatic heights
DIRECTION
Fair; hasn't handled players to
best advantage, particularly leading lady; fails
to cover up improbabilities
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Capable of handling a much better role
and deserving of a good story
SUPPORT
Dorothy Mackaile much too theatrical
and displays little personality; a fair cast including Marie R. Burke, Warner Richmond
and Arthur Dewey; George Fawcett should
have been permitted to live longer
EXTERIORS
Island scenes pretty
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Rich husband Shanghai's wife who repulses him, and takes her to
island where she finally admits her love
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION.

5,483 feet

There have been so many pictures similar to "The
Isle of Doubt" that it would have to contain unusual
production values, a particularly strong cast or some
strengthening feature to make it rise above the average. As it is the picture is an ordinary attraction but
with the sort of appeal that may pull big in certain
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the Majority

districts where they are not critical, don't bother about
improbabilities or the like, but are satisfied with the
type of atmosphere and adventure that the story oflfers.
The author has included mostly familiar situations
with very few instances of originality in their handling.
There is a rich girl with a mother whose social ambitions demand a rich husband for her daughter. Then
there is the cad who persuades her to marry a rich
suitor in order that she may divorce him and secure a
fortune in settlement. Added to this you have the
husband who loves his wife and takes her to a deserted
island and through cave man treatment finally wins
her love. None of this is new and it has been given
the usual treatment.
Director Smith supplies a production that satisfies
but does not lift the story out of the average class.
There are times when he might have gotten more out
of the players and particularly does he allow Dorothy
Mackaile to be too theatrical. She overdoes the
"haughty" stuff throughout and her personality certainly sufifers for it. Wyndham Standing deserves
better material if they wish to make a star of him.
It would have been a big help to the story if the role
played by George Fawcett had not required that this
interesting player "die" in the second reel. He is always reliable and entertaining.
Story: Through the terms of his will, Burton J.
Warburton, leaves his wife and daughter, Eleanor,
without the luxury they are accustomed to. Gerry
Patten has persuaded Eleanor to consent to be his
wife but the will causes a change of mind and he suggests that Eleanor first marry the rich Dean Deland,
divorce him, secure a large settlement and then marry
himself, Gerry. She agrees but her plan miscarries
when Deland takes her aboard his yacht, and Gerry
also, and for a year the three live on an island where
Eleanor finally learns that Gerry is a cad and that
Deland is the man she loves.

Get a Good Accompanying Program Or Another Feature If You Use It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You should know whether you can satisfy your
crowd with a feature like this so you will have to be
the judge. If you know they are not hard to please
it will do all right and if you cater to the regulation
average audience it would be well to surround the feature with a good live comedy number and whatever
short subject material you are in the habit of using.
Or if you use the double feature day it would work
in that way nicely.

Wyndham Standing probably hasn't a great following but his name should be familiar and it might interest them to know that he is starred in "The Isle of
Doubt." Play up the title with catchlines, explaining
that on "The Isle of Doubt" a woman found her true
love and a man won the love of the woman who had
married him for his money. You might mention that
George Fawcett is in the cast.

4AR0LD LLOYD
In "Grandmas Boy

HIS LATEST. GREATEST
AND LONGEST^
PRODUCTION

f
,lw
Sidney

lAL rnE.ROUGH
RO»
\\

GARRerr

SOCIATEO

EXH

■t Ekchance

- : ^jrMmaimmmL^r ^r>sfX!».

Harold Lloyd .nGrandmas m
e in a vilEQUALLY acceptabl
lage hall or the Throne
Room of Buckingham Palace. —
Bioscope, London.

though begun as long before as
May 14th.
A veritable tornado of endorsements has followed its every
showing.

It is impossible to reproduce
the smallest fraction of the praise,
commendation, exultation, adulation with which Harold Lloyd in
"Grandma's Boy" already has
been received.

More indefinite runs start during August and September, as
well as shorter ones beginning
with September.

Up to August 1st no theatre
had opened it except for indefinite
runs.
No run had finished, al-

ii

Don't show this greatest comedy feature of all time if your
seats are in bad repair or if you
and your staff do not want to work
handling crowds.

Now Booking For The Fall Season
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Alice Calhoun's Latest Is Fairly Entertaining Comedy
Alice Calhoun in
"A GIRL'S DESIRE"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
David Devar
AUTHOR
C. Graham Baker
SCENARIO BY
C. Graham Baker
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Acceptable comedy offering
which bears no relation to the title
STORY
Conventional incidents wrapped about
simple theme
DIRECTION
Did well enough with material at
hand
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Adequate
STAR
Likeable; not called upon for anything
unusual
SUPPORT
James Donnelly and Victory Bateman good; others all right
EXTERIORS
Commendable
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Nothing wrong
CHARACTER OF STORY
Efforts of bogus
British lord to marry Amercian heiress frustrated by real nobleman
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Just why "A Girl's Desire" was selected as the title
for this comedy is not quite apparent, for it suggests
a problem drama rather than a light ofifering. There
is little in the production that justifies the use of this
title and it may prove misleading.

The idea of having Americans of much wealth and
little knowledge of the customs of aristocracy hunting
a crest and heirlooms, with a resultant effort on the
part of one of the blue-blooded gentry to secure some
of the material possessions of the newly-rich via the
matrimonial route is not a new one. Without anything very unusual in the way of situations, except
for a surprise at the finish this just about manages to
getAlice
over. Calhoun holds her end of it up well enough but
no great demand upon her histrionic talents is made.
In one portion the star uses burnt cork in making a
debut at a girl's club in the guise of a janitor. It is
not a very effective bit, but she carries it off in good
style. Her personality is pleasing and that helps.
In the sequence which shows the search for relics
of aristocracy on the part of the simple old couple
unused to riches, there is some of the old hokum with
the woman misusing unusual words in the titles. It is
fairly funny with some creditable work on the part of
James Donnelly and Victory Bateman registering in
good style.
Story : Girl of poor parents come into sudden
wealth, and is at a finishing school where a false "lord"
courts her in order to get at the family money. She
finds that he is faithless, but his threat to expose her
folks who have secured heirlooms and a crest not
really belonging in their family causes her to elope
with him. The genuine lord breaks up the elopement
and weds her instead and the finish where the identity
of the real owner of the title is concealed until the very
end furnishes a surprise.

Avoid Wrong Impression Which Title May Convey
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

When you start your campaign on this you had
better take pains to let them know that it is a comedy,
for they will undoubtedly understand from the title
that it is a serious play. Let them understand what
it is all about before you go any further and avoid incorrect impressions.
Alice Calhoun is known to many and has done some
good work in the past. Give her name due prominence in the plugging for it should prove fairly
potent.

As for promises, don't make them too strong.

Say that it is an entertaining humorous offering and
let it go at that.
If you want to use teaser lines, the theme shoul'J
provide you with some fairly effective ones. Let them
run
the
he
did

along this
happiness
could have
not marry

line : "He was faithless, but threatened
of her parents with some information
disclosed. She eloped with him, but
him. See how the situation was saved,

THE ■c^a
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Uninteresting and Badly Made Foreign Picture
Edy Darclea in
"WHY DO MEN MARRY?"
Unity Pictures — State Rights

DIRECTOR
Genina
AUTHOR
Leo Gozlan
SCENARIO BY
Lesley Mason
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Not the type of picture that will
satisfy American audiences ; too obviously continental
STORY

An unusual concoction, fairly improbable and hardly makes for entertainment
DIRECTION
Crude and very amateurish; provides one good thrill but effort otherwise is not
notable
PHOTOGRAPHY
Poor
LIGHTINGS
Uneven
STAR
Might be attractive in a suitable role
SUPPORT
Players not credited; appear uninspired with exception of rather pretty girl
playing part of maid
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Fair
DETAIL
Careful editing helps at times
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man kidnaps wife
of another for revenge and returns her after
making it appear that she had gone away with
him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
There's hardly a doubt but that this one is going out
on the strength of its title and that is its only saleable
feature. The production, of foreign origin, is way
l^elow the standard of our own films and so obviously
continental that it won't fool anyone. The story is a
highly improl)al)le one 1)ut does contain situations that
might have lieen made interesting if they had been
skilfully handled. The idea in the main is a fairly new
angle on the revenge theme but it sufifers from poor
treatment generally.

.Title Will Bring Them

The direction is quite crude and amateurish as compared with even the better foreign productions. Particularly does the director show poor judgment in his
handling of the players. Usually they fail to harmonize witli the scene l^eing enacted. Their posture and
expression is given little attention. Then there are
scenes which have no point such as the all night vigil
of the two men who wager against each other for the
liaiid of the actress.
It is quite ai)ixirent that the film has been extensively
edited in preparation for the American market and
while the cutting has probably eliminated much unnecessary detail, it leaves a rather choppy continuity
and requires a good many sub-titles to supply the missing links. The kidnapping of the heiress is sufficiently
clear but one of the many far-fetched bits. The photography and lightings are very poor and the cameraman seems to have shot many of the scenes over the
heads of the players, possibly with the camera on a
platform. This has a tendency to give scenes a distorted appearance at times.
Edy Darclea gives a fair performance in a dual role
while the best acting bit is done by a girl who is both
pretty and evidently talented. She plays the role of a
maid. The male characters are not given. Their playing is somewhat unfinished.
Story : Flavia, an heiress, is sought by Madoc, a
naval officer, and by Glenmcfre, a fortune hunter. Mousselaine, an actress, is said to look exactly like Flavia.
Madoc and Glenmore wager that if either one of them
wins the hand of either beauty, he will forfeit $50,000.
Glenmore marries the actress and later hears that
Madoc won Flavia. Glenmore kidnaps Flavia in her
husband's absence and keeps her in hiding while
Mousselaine poses as Flavia. giving the impression
that the heiress has left her husband for Glenmore.
The two men eventually fight a duel with Madoc the
victor.
He and Flavia take a belated honeymoon trip.

In If You Don't Mind Disappointing Them

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You won't be al^le to satisfy your folks with this
one because tliey will immediately see that it is a
poorly made foreign picture and there are enough
])oor home-made features for them to see without
looking at imports. The only chance with this one is
where it can be sold to them on the strength of the
title and you don't have to worry about the kicks
afterwards. A transient house could undoubtedly do
a good business witli a title like this to display.
The

mainquery.
trouble with the picture is that it doesn't answer
the
Some rather striking posters of the star will be
available for lobby display and you should have little
difficulty in filling the house if you play to a crowd
that follows up the pictures with titles that promise
a sex story. In this respect they will be disappointed
because there are no sex situations in "Why

Marry?"

Do Men

Some Short Reels
"Young Ideas" — Universal

"Thrills and Spills"— Fox
Type of production

1 reel sport feature

Winter sports at St. Moritz form the subject of this reel
which is another of the new series of Fox Educationals. Ice
skating runs the ballet a close second as shown in the opening
shots. In quick succession are shown speed skating, barrel
jumping, tobogganing and skiing, the latter being very good
indeed.
Will make a good filler for any program.

"Soak the Sheik"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Paul Parrott travels over the desert on a radio equipped
camel in this comedy, which is not above the average in humor.
In trying to evade the Sheik while capturing his favorite wife,
he avoids sudden death in many forms. A gag that should
get a laugh is derived from a shrouded figure standing motionless in the tent where the lovers meet. A kick proves it to be
a bronze bust on a pedestal. Thinking they have nothing to
fear from shrouded figures they play hide and seek around
another one which suddenly uncovers its face and is — the
Sheik. This reel is not very much out of the ordinary, but
should hold its own.

Type of production

1 reel comedy

Roy Atwell is starred in this comedy in which Jack Duffy
really plays the principal role. It concerns an elderly grandfather who completely surprises those who expected to find him
feeble, and proceeds to cut capers with vim and vigor. Most
of the material is of slapstick variety but is is funny enougli
to get over and there are a few bits of business which are
quite clever. An acceptable offering of its kind with Lila
Leslie adding pretty features.

"Riding the Goat"— Mutt and Jeff— Fox
Type of production

1 reel cartoon

The latest Mutt and Jeff cartoon is also better than some of
the more recent numbers. In this one the comedy characters
visit a circus and on the merry-go-round Mutt gets on a live
goat instead of a lion and the maneuvers that he and Jeff go
through in an effort to shake off the goat lands them a year's
contract with the circus for the great performance they give.
The goat eats the salary given them by the manager and the
two do their usual fade-out.
"Bone Dry"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production

"The Alphabetical Zoo"— Kineto

Type

of production

1 reel educational

The titles of this single reel animal picture are written in
rhyme and run from A to Z. A stands for alpaca, B for Bison
and C for camel, etc. Each being illustrated by the animal
in question. The animals are photographed in the zoo and
form but a minor feature of this picture, the main feature
being the titles which introduce the animals. This novelty
reel will please the children and make a suitable educational
filler.

1 reel comedy

Paul Parrott spends all of his dad's money that he can gel
having pictures taken of himself as a detective until dad who
is a revenue officer sends him out to prove his worth by
rounding up some desperate moonshiners. Paul makes a
brand of hootch that knocks out even "Bourbon Bill," the chief
moonshiner and turns the whole bunch over to the authorities
reserving for himself the "moonshining" daughter. There is
a funny chase and a number of situations that will get laughs
although the plot is somewhat hackneyed.
"The Eskimo"— Clyde Cook— Fox
Type of production

"The Speeder"— Educational
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Lloyd Hamilton who is starred in this two reeler uses a
flivver to get laughs in the early portion of the offering, after
which material of a more riotous nature is introduced. Several novel gags have been inserted and there is a genuine laugh
when Hamilton attempts to park his car. As he selects space
and starts to drive into it, another machine rolls in and again
after he has removed an inconveniently placed car so that there
is enough room for him, a faster vehicle rides in. Towards
the finish, there is much knock-about stuff, the old idea of the
trail of gasoline being lit and pursuing the comedian covering
a good bit of footage. It removes a man's trousers, wrecks a
fireworks shop, causes other damage and at the end when
Hamilton is being given a summons for speeding completely
demolishes the automobile and motorcycle. There is mirthprovoking material in the portion where the frog perches under
the principal's cap and raises it whenever he meets anyone and
the film should register in satisfactory fashion.

2 reel comedy

This is one of the funniest Clyde Cook comedies that Fox
has turned out recently. It is essentially a burlesque on the
snow pictures that have been so numerous of late, with the
exteriors all obvious studio affairs. It opens wiih Clyde enjoying a morning ride on his ice boat. Cook is one of the
crew of a ship that is "frozen in" and of course there's a burly
captain to make life miserable for the comedian. Most of the
gags are new and there's a lot of worth while and original
laughs. It is a good comedy number that will go over on most
any program.
Pathe Review No. 174
Scenic shots of the "painted waters" of the Adirondacks
open this interesting issue. Some of the reflections in the water
are exquisite. Next, the "Mud Pie Man" models interesting
figures in swift succession. A novel feature of this Review is
the passing of Pong, a chief of the Dutch East Indies, the
rites of his burial being shown in detail. Handwriting analysis
and colored shots of the Amphitheater at Athens do their Iiit
in keeping this issue up to its usual high standard.

Short Reels
"Ancient Rome" — Fox
Type

of production

1 reel educational

This reel imparts really valuable information in a clear, interesting manner. An animated map shows the extent of the
Roman Empire when it was at its height, at the beginning of
the Second Century. Present day ruins of ancient Roman glories interspersed with titles containing informative data make
up the balance of the reel. Among other ruins are shown the
C olosseum, the Forum, the Vestals Temple and the Pantheon.

Betty Compson and Bert Lylell are in costumes of Grandma's
day; Pearl White, back from the land of the Spree, directs a
new serial, and Snowy Baker plays tag with a kangaroo.
Among other favorites are shown Johnny Hines, Edward
Earle, Grace Darmond, the ex-Mrs. Valentino, Jane and
Katherine Lee, Mabel Ballin, Wesley Barry and Colleen Moore.
The reel is very entertaining and should prove a winner with
any audience.

"Towering Wonders
"Two Slick
Type of production

Traders"— Aesop's

Fables— Pathe
1 reel animated cartoon

"A fair exchange is no robbery" is the moral of this cartoon.
Farmer Al Falfa has all sorts of trouble with his live stock.
The Mule and the Goat play "medicine ball" with him and
he is quite ready to change his farm for Abie's flivver. The
beginning of the reel is quite funny but there is not the usual
wallop at the end which falls rather flat. However it should
get over as the animation is clever and the series popular.
"The Blanket Stiff"— Bruce

Wilderness

Tales— Educational

Type of production

of Vitagraph
Utah" — Urban

Popular Classics —

Type of production

1 reel classic

One of the most unusual scenic productions offered in a long
while is this subject show uig many of the strange rock formations in the Mormon state, i-rom start to finish it is replete
with striking spectacles faultlessly piiotographed. There are
straight and curved rocks, balanced and slanted boulders, stones
resembling toads, flat-topped hills, a remarkable natural bridge,
aj well as other peculiarly shaped works of nature. Written
111 a spirit in keeping with the character of the offering — of literary worth without the excessive flourishes often found in titles
written for scenics — the captions serve the desired purpose.
.An excellent short subject.

1 reel scenic

Some interesting shots of the wheat country are about the
best part of this Bruce offering which lacks the scenic beauty
usually associated with his productions. It concerns a city
fellow who gets out into the rough country, becoming a
"blanket stiff" and taking knocks and favorable happenings as
they come. He encounters a more experienced wanderer and
the two get a "lift" as the reel ends.
"Volcanoes of the World" — Fox
Type of production

1 reel educational

The "why" of a volcano is first shown by means of a crosssectional drawing which is animated. You are then taken on
a visit to the most active volcanoes, all over the world. The
scenes in which the cameraman flys over the crater of Vesuvius is thrilling in the extreme. This, however, has been used
before in a Fox News Weekly. This reel is the first of a
series of Fox Educationals, all one reel or less in length.

"The Gypsy Trail"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel northwest

More complications than usually go into a two-reeler make
their way into this story of the Northwest Mounted Police,
starring Art Acord. Among the twists introduced in the theme
are the kidnapping of a white girl by gypsies, the attempt of the
villain to rob a widow of oil land, horse stealing, the jealousy
of a gypsy woman because her husband displays affection for
the blonde lass, the burning of an oil derrick and a few events
of minor importance. Although it is rather jerky because of
the quantity of material used and because little of it can be
treated at sufficient length, it has a thrilling rescue and plenty

"Water Sports"- Fox
Type of production

1 reel sport feature

This reel is not quite as good as the other Fox Educationals
released up to this time, but should prove adequate as a program filler. The photography is very good, especially the shots
of aquaplaning and surf riding, but this subject has been used
very frequently in news weeklies recently and therefore may
not go as big as it would otherwise. We jump rapidly in this
to all parts of the globe, from the beach at Brighton to the
beach at W'aikiki, Hawaii.
of water tennis.

"Official Urban

There is a novel shot of a game

Movie Chats,"

No. 33— Hodkinson

Type of production

1 reel magazine

A number of portions differing in character and each of
interest make up another creditable magazine. Count llya
Tolstoy, son of the famous author, is shown at work in the first
section. After that, the spectator is taken to Algiers where
Orientals are seen mingling with people from the west. There
is another rapid shift and some highly commendable shots of
a spider at work demolishing another insect are presented.
Youthful colored musicians are seen in competition following
that and closing is some footage showing the effect of perfumes upon wild animals.
Quite up to the mark generally.

"The Story of Ice"— Fox
Type of production

1 reel educational

"Screen Snapshots" No. 9 — Pathe

The exquisite scenic shots together with excellent photography are outstanding features of this Fox Educational. The
reel holds the attention throughout and should be acceptable
for any program. It deals with the cutting of ice in the winter
for summer use. As a contrast scenes of a countryside which

Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
Screen stars on a holiday are shown in this interesting reel.

has been flooded by an ice floe is shown. Shots of a Government cutter on the lookout for icebergs closes the reel.

o' punch.

Hugh

iioffnian directed.

If You Want Results
Use The Film Daily

"In consideration of the wonderful
results of my ad in The Film Daily
I would like you to change my
contract from three to twelve
insertions. "
(Signed) Oscar C. Buchheister,
835 Eighth Avenue,
New York City.

An Unsolicited Note of Which We
Are Modestly Proud

yis fkarJii P^rfjed jDus Jtj^ifd^ of Its Kmc
€n/jBr Rui on ihe ScTjeen f "
Every line and every word
in this remarkable critical
review liom the New York
Telegraph of September
10th is an amazing tribute
tooneoftlie greatest pictur-is
produied in the industry in
the past five years.
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Gleichmann Case

Big Deal Started

Court Decision Expected Within the
Attitude
Next Few Days — Exhibitors'

cirial Clubs
May
Secure
Nonrbeatrical Rights to Kineto
Productions
Special to THE

FILM

Price 5 Centa

Monday, September 18, 1922

No. 78

(Soecial

DAILY)

[is understood that W. R. Kelley,
^senting the Pictorial Clubs, Inc.,
sabout concluded negotiations to
^•e the non-theatrical rights to the
!e Kineto library. It is further
rstood that several million dolrjare involved in the deal.
\. R. Kelley, the head of Pictorial
IS,' said yesterday that there was
f to be discussed at this time reling the move, but admitted that
j.tiotions were under way. It is
5Cted that the organization will
t)1ish 10 exchanges throughout the
itry and there is some talk of one
ilred salesmen being employed to
t:handise this product in non-thelal circles.
ictorial Clubs, Inc., will move in
'it 43rd Street early next month.
l(ir present location is 233 Broad-

■

Block, staff,
formerly
of the within
Gold>'alph
scenario
will leave
w days for California where he
L have an important editorial posi) in the production department of
!imount pictures.

Hearst's Big Sign
"It'll knock 'em for a row of encomiums," declared the Moving Picture
Im folk passing through Broadi in the neighborhood of the Crite- World during the Criterion showing of Selznick's "Love is an Awful
: are gasping in astonishment at Thing," meaning, of course, that the picture will elicit praise from every
tremendous electric sign which quarter by reason of its broad humor and fine entertaining qualities. — Adv.
i;rs the theater from
about the
ind story to the roof. It is un:;tionably the largest, most magent sign ever used relative to a
■are production on Broadway. The
I has a gold background and in
le letters reads "Marion Davies in
'len Knighthood Was in Flower.' "
Getting somewhere. Riding into it. And knowing it.

Moving On

Kleine Leaves for Chicago
teorge Kleine, after spending a
' k here on business has returned
:Chicago. Some time in the near
ire, it is expected Kleine will anjince some interesting plans.

Iport-Import Gets Pete Morrisons
'Export & Import Film Co. have
It announced the closing of a conjet with Sanford Prod, under the
jms of which they take over the
jire foreign rights, including Can1, for the new series of Pete Mor)n semi-western productions now
ng made by that company. Inded in the series are several Northjstern dramas.
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upon Famous
Phil Gleichmann's
litigationis
with
Players. Gleichmann
featuring United Artists and product
from sources other than Famous

•!^ Block With Paramount

Brabin Well Again
harles Brabin, who was ill. is up
about again.

to THE

Lansing, Mich. — The State Supreme Court action with reference to
Judge Richter of the Detroit Circuit
Court is scheduled for a hearing tomorrow. A decision is expected within a few days. The action is based
upon an effort of the Supreme Court
to have Judge Richter of the Detroit
Circuit Court show cause why he dissolved the temporary inj.inction previously issued by Judge Ira Jayne
forbidding the exhibition of Paramount pictures in any other first run
Detroit theater except the BroadwayStrand.
This will have a definite bearing

With the uniform contract. In sight at least. And maybe only

Something to think about. If it's right.
the corner.
around
be. Or it will never last. And this business has
it must
And
about reached a point. Where it had better have .some important things. Which will last. So let's take that for granted.
But — and here's the point. Assuming you have the uniform,
contract. Assume it is all satisfactory. Even to the exhibitor
body.

WHiat ne.xt?
(And that's saying a chawful.)
ABOUT
THINK
TO
NG
SOMETHI

Maybe it will be this : a central clearing house. Established
in New" York. Maybe in; maybe outside. Of the Hays office.
The purpose of which. Will be to have information cleared
In every
Just as the banks have the clearing house.
through.
big city.
Suppose there was an office. Where a record was kept.
That's
Just bookings.
Of every exhibitor.
Of the purchases.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Players and First National. It is understood that the Theater Owners of >
Michigan, the strongest exhibitor
body in the country, has forwarded
to Famous Players a resolution condemning action in the Gleichmann
case. It is also said that had Gleichmann desired, he could have been
nominated for the presidency of the
Michigan organization. This he refused. It is further reported here
that John Kunsky and George W.
Trendle, Kunsky's general manager,
have resigned from the Michigan Exhibitors' organization as a result of
these recent developments.
Another Barthelmess Release
Producers Security are preparing
for immediate release "Just a Song at
Twilight"
in which Richard Barthelmess is featured.
M. P. T. O. Meeting
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Omaha— The M. P. T. O. of Iowa
and Nebraska meet her today.
Paramout Club Holds Outing
.■\n outing of employees of Famous
Players
was held at Asbury
Park
Saturday.
The ofuces were closed.
Carlos
Abraham

Going to Europe
Carlos, of the Fox organization expects to sail for Europe
shortly after the arrival here of William' Fox.
Twenty-seven New Corporations
During the month of August 27
new motion picture companies were
forn>ed in the state of New York, representing a capitalization of $1,011.000.
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Price 5 Cents

The trunks and jewelry of Mabel
Normand at the Hotel Amba.ssador
were attached in a suit of Perry M.
Charles, a publicity man, for a balance alleged to be due for pre;..sagcnting Mi.^s Normand's trip abroad tins
summer. He claims she paid him only
$1,100. and that he spent more thaii
$1,300 in her behalf. He says she
told him lie could name his own salary, and he tliinks he should have
$150 a week.
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Flashes

An Acord having fully recovered
from his recent accident is about to
start another serial, "The
Trial."
/

Oregon

Renault Brothers, famous French
clowns, have been signed to appear
in Century Comedies.
E. D. Leishman, formerly connected with Warwick Mitchell & Co.,
public accountants, has been engaged by Universal as a travelling
auditor. He has left New York for
Pittsburgh where he will begin work.
Director George Melford, Waldemar Young, scenarist; Leatrice Joy,
Jacqueline Logan and Raymond Hatton have arrived from the coast to
begin production of "Java Head," at
the Paramount Long Island studios.
Scenes will also be shot in Salem,
Mass.
Better Films Week
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlanta— The Atlanta Chamber of
Commerce is squarely behind the
"Better Films Week" which starts
today. Every civic organization is interested and the idea is expected to
give a decided impetus to pictures.

f^^dcLc^xtLornal (PcctuA^)

Oklahoma City — Royal Amus. Co.,
Waco, Texas. Capital, $4,000. Incorporators, J.L. Witt, C. E. Witt
and G. F. Witt, all of Texas.
Oklahoma City — Floresville Amus.
Co., Floresville, Texas. Capital, $3,800. Incorporators, V. Lichnovskv, E.
Miculka and R. J. Goesch, all of
Floresville.

SPICE OF THE

Service Departments
In
Charge of Proven Experts

'f SEAL1\
,^

THE

.

iiSEClilMT>#

LEGAL
SALES
AUDITS

PUBLICITY
DISTRIBUTION
EXPLOITATION

Ihc Producers Security Corpj
Ricord Gradwell, President
General Offices:

516 Fifth Avenue

New

York

Albany — Lee Film Corp., Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators.
H. Herzbrum, M. Spero. Attorney!
H. Lewis.

Albany — Dependable Sales Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, C. R. Rogers, E. Small
and
wald.E. Mackey. Attorney, M. GreenAlbany— Life Like Film Co., Manliattan. Capital, $50,000. Attorney,
White & Case, Manhattan.
Albany — Thomas Film Co., Brooklyn. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators
S. A., D. M. and L. Thomas. Attorney, W. F. Timms, Manhattan.

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME
The producer ivho audits the records of the home
office of a distributing
company, is somewhat likt
the chap who goes to a
desert for ivater instead
of a river.
MORAL: The local exchange is where all transactions originate from.
Go there for your infoimation.

ROBERT Z. LEONAR
Announces

that his ne>

production with

MAE MURRAl
will be

"MAM'SELLE
MIDNIGHT'i

adapted

from manuscript
novel

by Eldmund

Goulding

Produced

TirrANY

by

PRODUaiONS

ALEXANDER S. ARONSON

INCORPORATED

Producer Service

M. H. Hoffman, Gen. Mgr

1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York
THE

Worth While Producers, fo^
Production, vertising.
Prints and AdJ

Dover, Del. — Community Cinema
Equip. Corp., Wilmington. Capital,
$100,000. Attorney, Corporation Service Co.

Dover, Del. — Anglo-American Film
Corp., Capital, $200,000, Attorney,
U. S. Corp. Co.

FINANCE

1540 Broadway, N. Y.

PROGR/'.M'-

J

LITTLE ADS WITH
FIRST

of

CLASS

PUBUCITY SERVICE

'Mortal
Clay" Will Be
The Talk of the Season.

LESLEY

for star or producer

HOWE

& CONLON

MASON

Kassel Lobby Dbplay Paintings
on "Monte Cristo" at the Fortyfourth Street Theatre and "A
.Little Child Shall Lead Them"
at the Lyric Theatre.

Film Continuity — Titles
Watch
for Second
Nationsil's
"ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

THEATRE LOBBY

GEVAERT

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

RAW

FILM

NEGATIVE

Picture

Film

Clips

The only place of its kind in
the World

Save money on your next production.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic.
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE UBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue
<
New York City

OF

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.

FILM

STORAGE

ACTION
We take pleasure in announcing the
completion of Maciste in "The Un-

MARTIN
conquered."

& N ATTEFORD

Film Editors
723-7th Avenue
Bryant 5437

Corp.

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
1130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

In a Few Words —
Editing and titling that will
win the case for yoiir picture
before Old Judge PxibUc.
LESLEY MASON
?29 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

>car
C.
ichheister

6^ Special SFfects/
836 EidithAve.

S^oiT«A«Ctrcle 5103

At

the

^']^ mde de^ /i^ tL f(M time'
F C ^^ PROCESS
nTT TT
ILLUSTRATING
-^ \ RELIEF EFFECT,
HANDPH0T06RAPHIKG
ill JLiL-iJ
LETTERING

MEYER

LOUIS
CISAFTSMEN
251 ^EST

FILM
I9TH ST.

LABORATORIES
VATKINS

7620 - 7f 6I

of

THE

HIGHEST

ARTISTIC

QUAUTY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

**Ask the First Man

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

Motion Picture Editiiig
Titles — Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy — Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

Be Selfish
The print is your entire stock
in trade. You stand or fall in
your dealings on its quality.
Be selfish about it — Demand
that the laboratory take a Personal Interest in your prints.
For fifteen years Evans Prints
have stood the test of selfish
demands.
Personal
Interest
made this possible.
ConscieEvans
n t i o Prints.
u s effort
signalizes
Personal Interest Follows
Your
Picture
Through
Every Stage

Evans Film Laboratories
416 W. 216th St., N. Y. C.
Wadsworth 3ii3

MR. PRODUCER

APT TITLES!
?r{t€ctN^itJcs

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the Httle things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

DEVELOPING

FIRST and
PRINTS

DIRECTORS-

: : POSITIVE

Hollywood, 6514 HoUyw'd Bvd.

LLOYDS

Specializes exclusively in

PRODUCERS

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

THE

111 Westchester Sq.

NEGATIVE

STOCK

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

rSIAR UBORATORY, Inc

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St Vanderbflt 7361

w™ B L AUB

FRAMES

ENLARGEMENTS

Motion

Film Editor
729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 8174

160S Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

DISPLAY

BIG THOUGHTS

Notice our art
CRITERION

MARION

titles
this week

DA VIES
m

lEN KNIGHTHOOD

WAS

IN FLOWER'

Have your Negatives and
First right
Prints way
done the

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.
1942-44 Jerome Ave.

KNOW

HOW

0970— Bingham— 097 1
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Moving On
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from

tage
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all. Play dates perhaps. But not absolutely essential. So that
all distributors.
Would know.Or Not
have toelse.
guess.
Jim
Jones. In Shandygaff.
Someone
In "Whether
Chicago,
Had contracted. For a lot more stuff. Than he could possibly
wit.
During a season.
(Everyone knows why he buys it. To block out the other
fellow.).
NO MONEY RECORDS
Now this sort of a bureau. Would be worth its weight. In
gold. There should be no records. Of prices paid. And of
course no one. Should have access to these records. Properly
handled. It would mean. That where exhibitor A needed 104
features. For a year's service. That when his contracts. For
service. Reached — let's say- — 80. That all distributors were
notified. And from then on. His purchases would be watched.
Carefully. And scrutinized. And then. At the end of the year.
MAtcus Loew. And others. Wouldn't have a chance to sa}^
That it cost 40 per cent. more. Than was necessary. To get
play dates. To have the contracts lived up to. Incidentally. And
it's not so incidental, at that. When the uniform contract comes
along. There will probably be a play date included. Famous
has been too successful this season. With this play date in.
Not to have the other companies follow the lead. Hereafter.
KUNSKY'S NEW
(?) IDEA
Film folk. Out Michigan way. Talking about the new ( ?)
idea. Of Georgey Trendle. For John Kunsky. They say
Trendle wants. To tie up. All the pictures he uses. In the
chain. For a period of six months. So that no one else in his
town. Can show them for that long. Believing. Of course.
That by advertising this. It would help his business a lot.
And block out. These pictures. From the neighborhood folks.
Who show at less. Than Kunsky does. In his houses. Trendle
ready to pay more. To get his product.
On these lines.
Well, George. Think this over : Some years ago. Down
New Orleans way. Herman Fitchenburg. Had the same hunch.
And played it. And got some companies. To book up their
stuff that way. And then the neighborhood house exhibitors.
Got together. And put over an advertising campaign. Telling
the fans. What Herman was doing. And the result was : that
Herman had a lot of expensive contracts on his hands. And the
fans were going in the other houses. To help the under dogs.
Who Herman had trapped. And that's one of the reasons Herman tied up. With Rich. And the Saenger's. It was a costly
experiment.
SPILLING

BEANS

Al Lichtman dropped a few pearls. In his various speeches.
When you see him. Make him tell you the story. Of Cohen at
the race track. Its a nifty. But in his serious moments. And
they were many. He tipped off that Famous. Only had $18,000
capital. When Zukor started it. And now has fifty million.
And that he had been offered jobs. Big ones, too. With First
National. With Goldwyn. And with Universal. Before he
"
started his owTt:

FOX'S EDUCATIONAL REELS
Something worth while. A move in the right direction.
Intended at the start. For theaters. Later. If the non-theatrical field. Including educational institutions. Really develops..
As it should. As many think it will. These reels should prove
of tremendous value. Something like 1,000 cameramen. All over
the world. Looking for material. Looks like Bill Fox. Is
stepping out.
DANNY.

On Broadway

Missouri Rentals Lower
The M. P. T. O. of Missouri in a
recent canvass through the state anAstor — "Prisoner of Zenda."
nounce that exhibitors here are payBroadway — "More to be Pitied."
m
Brooklyn
Strand — Irene
Castle
ing on an average of 40 per cent lower film rentals this year than last yesir.
"Slim Shoulders."
Cameo — "What's
Wrong
With
the The fact that a depression in business
Women."
, has led the exhibitors to be more
in buying is the reason given
Capitol — Mae Murray in "Broadway careful
for the lower rentals.
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood was in Flower."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Loew's
New
York — Today — Bessie
Love
in "Forget Me Not."
Rose."
Tuesday — "Headin'
North"
and
"Cub Reporter."
Wednesday — F rank
Mayo
in
"Caught Bluffing."
A lack of sufficient capital
Thursday — Owen Moore in "Love
should be no hindrance in realis an Awful Thing."
Friday — "Fighting Guide"and "Marizing your most cherished plan.
If it is a problem of expansion
Saturdayried— People."
House Peters in "Human
or promotion in the motion picLyric— "A Little Child Shall Lead
ture industry, we can help you.
All dealings in confidence.
RialtoHearts."
— Alice Brady in "Missing MilTerms not excessive.

YOU CAN MAKE
YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE

Rivoli — Thomas
Meighan
Them."
Strand — Norma
Talmadge
slaughter."
lions."
Eternal Flame."
Next Week

in

"Man-

in

"The

Suite 616

Capitol — Not yet determined.
ionrs.
terake
CriBre
— "Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood was in Flower."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall Lead
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — Not yet determined.
Them."
Bible Films
Ready for Release
American Releasing Corp. announce
the completion and release dates of
the first twelve of their fifty-two pictures of Bible countries produced in
the Holy Land by the Geographic
Film Co., Inc., of Cincinnati. Beginning Oct. 15 and extending to December the 12 will be released one a
week.

CO.

IVAN

'Phone Cheliea g2«4

ABRAMSON

presents

' W I L D N ESS
feraie:

OF

YOUTH'

A Crashing, Smashing, Upto-the-minute 20th Century Story of Young People
flockswill
!
that
bring them in in
GRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. C.

^(^^.

' Adustable Diaphragm Clearance
Wceuaranrcc satisfaction, or your money
refunded: The adjuKtmcni feature places our
phones «n a par with the world's greater: tnako^
Our lalcs plat) climiiutn dealer't piofiu and
loues frotn bad accDuncs, hcrtce ihc low pnce,
Better phone* cannot be made. Intmcdiate
dxlivcnu.' Double 3000 Ohm ten, (3.98; 1500
Ohtn single so. $2-50.
Circular free,

EdesonPhooeCo.,66eacllSt.,Dept.A-36

$171

Net for a Saturday Morning Performance
That's What We Did for a New EngExhibitor
he's begging for
more land
of the
sameandstuff.
Not Screen Advertising

Wholesome Films Co. of N. Y.
and New England
Room

TRADING

1123 Broadway

Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Broadway — "Deserted at the Altar."
Brooklyn
Strand — Norma
Talmadge
in "The Eternal Flame."
Cameo — W'allace Reid in "The Ghost

Edcson Radio Phones

CHROMOS

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for th

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEEI

It meahs
more
to yoii than
Foi'> ■ '
(Pat. Applie
other accessory.
It dis the cue sh
that
insures
a musically
per
picture presentation.

3
MOTOR CARS
For Location

1628

71 42West
23rd Street,
Street, Boston,
New 'ifork
Melrose
Mass.City

$18.00 Per Day

COLUMBUS
5430
Blue Bird Auto k
AtTo Service.
Jack Mandola,
Gen. Mtr.
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Valentino Case

i Another Combine
Missouri Exhibitors Get Together to
Buy Film
I (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
. St. Louis — The Exhibitors Film
Exchange. Dists., has taken over the
physical distribution of the Fine Arts
Picture Corp. Pat Collins, manager
for -Fine Arts, will be in charge, while
Johnnie O'Brien and Ernest F. Elenberg are the salesmen. The exchange iscomposed of exhibitors who
believe that there is a field for an
organization of their kind which assiires an exhibitor pictures and better films at lower prices on the dates
he contracts for. The exhibitors interested and their theaters are: Fred
Wehrenberg, Melba and Cherokee;
F^rd Warner, North Grand and Zelphia; W. O. Reeve. Maryland and
Eighteenth Street; Thomas James,
Comet and Retina; John Karzin, Casino, Olympia and Lincoln; Chris A.
Ethim, Star; R. A. Stierlin, Fairy;
S. Horwich, Red Wing; Charles Warner, Queens; Fred Hoelzer. Ivory;
Steve Kaiman, Baden and O'Fallon,
and Fred Speros, Marquette.

Asso. Booking
Passes Legal Stage — Will Start
Shortly — 89 Days Assured
The Associated Booking Corp. is
the name of the local bookirrg organization made up of members of the
T. O. C. C. Offices will be secured
in the Candler Bldg. and officials of
the new corporation will be selected
as soon as the legal papers are finished by Nathan Burkan. It is understood that the agreement has been
practically settled.
While the so-called "Big Five" will
start the organization, with a total of
89 booking days, it is understood that
this will be increased, the only question being to what point it should be
extended. The leaders in the movement are Lee Ochs, who runs the
Costello; Rachmill. Warschauer &
Riznler who liave five houses in
Brooklyn; A. H. .Schwartz, who has
five houses in Brooklyn; Louis Blumenthal, of Haring & Blumenthal, who
operate 10 houses in New York and
New Jersey, with another being built
and Arthur Hirsh, with two.
Carter De Haven Lunch
Carter De Haven was the guest of
honor at a luncheon given by Joe
Schnitzer of the Film Booking Office
at the Astor yesterday. The other
guests included all of the members
of the T. O. C. C. and the editors of
the various trade papers. De Haven
is making personal appearances at
jsucb
affairs^withiij
from acoast
coast
[will leave
few todays,
on and
his
return.

Price 5 Cents

Argued — Star Dislikes a Barrel
Seating Purposes

for

Supreme
Court
Justice
Wasser-vogel
reserved
decisibn
yesterday
on
the application of Famous Players
Lasky for an injunction restraining
Rodolph Valentino from breaking his
contract with Famous Players which,
it is alleged does not expire until Feb.
7, Louis
1924. Marshall, attorney for Famous Players, argued very briefly sta-*
ting that Valentino is a man of education and a college graduate and
that he knew what he was signing
when he made the contract, which, it
is alleged he is now seeking to break.
Arthur Butler Graham, attorney for
Valentino in explaining his contention
that Famous Players broke the contract first, asserted that it was agreed
to advertise Valentino as star in
"Blood and Sand," but that Famous
Players also advertised Liia Lee and
Nita Naldi as co-stars which he alleges was to his damage because Miss
Lee had been a star and Miss Naldi
was not yet one. He charged that
The fastest moving story, with a thrill and a laugh a minute is, C. C. Burr's when he was making "Blood and
feature, "Sure-Fire Flint," with Johnny Hines, Doris Kenyon, Edmund
Sand" the plaintiff made him the victime of studied cruelty by compelling
Breese, Robert Edeson, J. Barney Sherry and Effie Shannon. — Advt.
him to dress in a room too small to
turn around in and if he wanted to
sit down he had to use a barrel. He
State right operators received further To Be One of Feature of New News alleges that this was done with the
intention of curbing his disposition.
Reel — Exhibitors Reported
visits from Government tax officials
He also alleged that the plaintiff comRepresentatives of the Treasury
pelled him to hire his own toreador
Agreeable
The Associated
Screen News plans
Department created considerable stir
to instruct him for the picture instead
in the Godfery Bldg., 729 Seventh to publish a news reel twice a week, of doing it for him.
(Continued
on Page 2)
Ave., yesterday when they visited a and expects to start operations about
number of offices of state right oper- Nov. 1 or shortly thereafter.
Bert Adler on Trip
E. G. White, general manager of
ators. They were interested in colthe
organization
said
yesterday
that
Bert
Adler,
publicist for Distinctive
lecting or trying to collect the 5 per
cent sales tax which, as before noted, information reaching them was to the Prod., Inc., is leaving for a two weeks
has caused considerable stir in the effect that exhibitors would be glad trip through the Southern territory.
industry.
to show the reel, which would be furnished without charge; the expense
Moor" Plans Two
It is understood that efiforts are be- of maintaining the service coming
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
ing made to bring about a meeting of
national advertisers whose proWashington
— Two
hou.ses, costing
the State right distributors for the from duct
would be in some form shown
purpose of taking concerted action on the screen, as a part of the reel.
$250,000 and $150,000 are to be erectwith regard to the situation which all
ed by Torn Moore,
according
to a
local report.
admit threatens to imperil the existence of a number of firms doing busiA Correction
ness in this manner.
Times Square Fire
The rights to the Einstein film for
Fire breaking out in the offices of
Har.y G. Kosch, attorney for the America are held by Equity Films in
Independent Producers and Distri- the Selwyn Theater Building and not Topical Films Inc.. Herbert Miles
butors .\sso. said yesterday that in- by Equity Pictures as appeared in a proprietor, on the sixth floor of the
asmuch as the Association had filed a recent issue. Edwin M. Fadman is Leavitt Building at 1.^0 W. 46th St.,
brief there was nothing to be done in charge.
caused considerable excitement yesterday, in the Times Square section
relative to the matter until this had
but iittle damage. Miles estimated
Mike Rosenberg Coming
been passed upon.
Mike Rosenberg who, with Irving the total loss at less than $500, including three reels of film and office fixM. Lesser controls Western Pictures
Brandon Joins Cubberley
tures.
D.A.ILY)
exploitation,
and
who
is
associafed
FILM
THE
to
(Special
More inconvenience was caused by
M i n n e a p o 1 i s— Ralph Brandon, with Sol Lesser in Principal Pictures water which short-circuited the elevaCorp., will arrive from the Coast this
formerly affiliated with Amusements week.
tors and put them out of commission
Rosenberg will be at the
for the rest of the day. The cause of
is now associated with J. F. CubberLesser
offices
in
the
Loew
State
buildthe fire is unknown.
ley in the operation of Finkelstein and ncr 'luriiK' hi': brief stay here.
Reuben exchange.
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Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
k

High

I

86^'
86
863/^
993/^
96
97^
1045^ 103^ 103J^

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd. .
^-' G'wyn
Griffith
Loew's
....
Triangle
World

Among

Low

23.)4

Close

Not
Not
22?^
Not
Not

21->4

Sales

1,200
9,500
900

quoted
quoted
39.200
quoted
quoted

Exchangemen

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Barney B. Breen is now a member
of the Metro sales force.
C. S. Williams is in charge of exploitation at the local Fo.x office.

Valentino's attorney also asserted
that the plaintiff's treatment of his
wife was further cause for his contention that the plaintiff broke the
contract first because as soon as he
had married, the piaintitt demanded
that 'lis wife leave for the East in
three days and instead of giving her
a Pullman compartment to protect
her from annoj'ance, she was compelled to ride in a berth where she
was found and disturbed by reporters.
He says that this treatment of his
wife so affected him that he was unable to do any work.
Valentino alleged further that the
plaintiff agreed to give him the same
contract as it gave Thomas Meighan
but he found out that they were not
the same, because Meighan is paid for
the time when he is both playing and
working and Valentino is only paid
when he works.
He also alleges that the plaintiff
compelled him to pay the cost of his
correspondence which cost him $20 a
week. He also alleges that when
"Blood and Sand" was given a private
showing on the Coast he was not permitted to invite his friends as other
stars have been. He also alleges that
mail and telegrams sent to the plaintiff's office for his wife were held up.
Theater Fire Snuffed Out
Quick work choked off an incipient
blaze in the Cosmo, 176 E. 116th St.
Damage trifling.
Barach
(Special

Succeeds

to THE

FILM

Kimes

(J icttUASLA-J

THE SPICE OF THE PBOr,R.>.\

and

Flashes

Minter Takes Over All Star
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Helen Ferguson has been chosen as
Detroit — ^ Minter
United
Amusements. Film Exchange
Bldg., have
leading woman in "The Hot Head."
taken over the distribution of all pro
duct of All Star Features for MichiBettyleading
May woman.
will be Lee Moran's
ne.xt
gan. P. S. Morrit is the manager
Wesley Barry, who recently completed "Litte Heroes of the Street,''
for Warner's, will shortly start on
another personal appearance tour
tliroughout the country.
Through Jess Smith, Pauline
Garon has been signed to do one
picture for Famous Players. On
completion of her work in "Glengarry
SchoolforDays,"
at Ottawa, she will
leave
the Coast.
Throuogh the J. Crosby office Paul
Walters has been signed to play the

PAUL

Ihouse
in 'Randolph
ed on but
so far no Street,
contractarehasreportbeen
signed.
The Olympic has 1760 seats
with $4,000 reported as weekly rental
It is understood that the Fox special
productions will open in some legitimate theater by Nov. 1.

GRAY

productions

Current attraction
'IRENE
CASTLE
FASHION
KEVUE"
in conjunction
with
Daily
"SLIM
Starring SHOULDERS"
Irene Castle

Permanent

heavy in C. A. Burr's forthcoming
comedy. The cast includes Raymond
McKee and Mary Anderson. The
picture is now being filmed at the
Mirror Studio.
Fox After Chicago House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — William
Fox
is negotiating for a "loop" theater to house
■ his big productions
such as "Nero"
Iduring
the coming
season.
Negotiations for the Olympic, a legitimate

phans of the
Storm."
Griffith
makes
the point that the
feature was passed on by French governmental authorities before it was
admitted to France for exhibition.
The matter is now in the hands
of the European distributors of the
production but no further outburst
is expected.

Address Care Film

Pbi,oe — Beekmao

9091

.^BAL.

119

Fulton

St..

N

Y

9K«nncB,'

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRV

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds good photography to picture interest
— gives that truthful, accurate reproduction
that is only possible when the reproductive
scale of the positive material parallels that
of the negative. That's why Eastman Positive Film carries quality through to the
screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, ts
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled
in black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN

i

Exploitation Expert
Specializing
on
Advertising
Campaigns for worth while

DAILY)

Cleveland,
O. — Nat
Barach
has
succeeded William J. Kimes as manager of the local Goldwyn office.
At Pittsburgh Lester Sturn formerly with Fox, is managing the Goldwyn branch, replacing
Barach.

Labor in Censor Fight
Peter J. Brady, president New York
Charlotte,
N. C— Jack Ehvell
is State Allied Printing Trades Council,
is broadcasting a pamphlet to the
traveling for Metro.
effect that this organization and organC. B. Whitehead is a member of
ized labor condemns the motion picture censorship law, as signed by
the sales department of the Eltraban
Governor Miller. The pamphlet states
Film Co., covering Tennessee.
that the New York State Federation
Labor will seek the repeal of the
bill.
St. Louis — John A. Walsh has been of
added to the Enterprise sales force,
succeeding Lew Bent, now with EduFamily Rates in Texas
cational.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bastrop, Texas — The Dixie here
BufTalo — Fenton Lawlor has been
has
tried a novel stunt with good sucnamed sales manager for the local
cess as an attendance booster. FamHodkinson branch. Howard Riehl
ih' tickets are now sold at 50 cents
will cover Rochester territory for
on Saturdays admitting all the memGrand and North.
bers of a family living outside the city
limits. This enables week-end shopOmaha — E. Haynes, Oscar Kimpers to take in
the Dixie show collectively.
mel, G. L. Lee, John Graham, F. C.
Thortsen, E. H. Strickland, Phil
Disturbance at Paris Opening
Zacharia, O. S. Whittaker and Sam
Goldflam are members of the sales
No far-reaching results are expected at the D. W. Griffith offices from
force operating out of the local F. B.
O. office, opened by William Benja- the reported disturbance in a Paris
min.
theater at the first showing of "Or-

(&cLcLCCLtlCmcdt

Guts
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heater Changes
Hi, Texas — The Hope has been
eid under a new management.
a It Ridge, Ark.— J. C. & L. L.
$ ive purchased the Triangle.
xton, Mass. — An org^n has
dieted
i\
cost in
of Gorden's
$50,000. new Olymilgoro, Texas — Fuller has sold
lij interest in the R. & R. to
r.( Rowley.
tliRock, Ark.— A. H. Stebbins,
.gi of the Majestic has resigned,
iicjssor has not been named.
ivle, Texas — The Rial to, seat»T« 700, under the management
1. Hall was opened here reKa:lphia, Ark. — Cecil Cupp has
titlL. A. Walker's half-interest
i J3yal. The transaction makes
t: owner.
Jhn, N. B.— The Opera, has
ne to a straight picture policy,
ijf-un tabloid repertoire coms jring the summer.
Jin, N. B.— The Lyric, formi f :ture house has been remodeltoi dance hall under the name
le '"enetian Gardens.
iejndence, la. — J. S. Bassett
G.F. Weber have disposed of
(dney theater, to the Boss
o., who have changed the
1 the Grand and thoroughly
ir ed the house.
: Heads Own Company
V. Coyle has resigned from
n^of Blaice and Coyle at 1600
i%r to head Walter V. Coyle
ith offices in the Candler
, aking industrial, educational
)rqaganda pictures.

Okla.-Texas Notes

DAILV

In the Courts

National Open in Chicago

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
A summons has been filed in the
Chicago — National Screen Service
Oklahoma
City — ^The
Broadway Supreme Court by the Fidelity Pichas reopened.
tures Co. against the H. C. Witwer has opened new quarters at 732 So.
Stories Productions, Inc. The amount Wabash Ave. in charge of H. C.
Kirkland & Davenport have piu-- sued for is not stated.
Young. This office will directly serve
chased the Dreamland at Denton,
exhibitors in Illinois, Indiana, WisTexas, from Manager Bates.
consin, Missouri and Iowa.
The Vario Films Inc. has filed an
application
in
the
Supreme
Court
for
The Melba formerly the Hope, at
judgment on the pleadings against
Dallas, will reopen shortly.
Arthur F. Beck in its suit against
him.
L. C. Baxley will open a new house
The U. S. Moving Picture Corp. Studying the plans and problems of
at Kansas, Texas, in the near future.
filed an answer in the Supreme Court numerous diversified lines for many
New Exchange in Buffalo
to a suit by James K. Polk, who has years has given us an experience tfaat
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
been its president in which it admits comes to few. It is at your service.
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Buffalo — A new exchange will be that notes for $12,500 and $30,000
operated by Berkowitz and Mills.
given to Polk and James W. Martin
Public Accountants and Business
have not been paid. It is alleged that
Advisors
Atlas Makes Purchase
the notes were giv a for no value and
Tel. Longacre 9074
Atlas Film Dist. Co. has purchased states that Polk, who controlled the 452 Fifth Ave.
"Why Do Men Marry?" for Greater directors, caused the notes to be exeNew York and Northern New Jersey.
cuted for $42,500 in excess of the purchase price of certain property bought
BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHBRB
Bouveng Here
for the defendant by Martin. The
Nils C. Bouveng of the Swedish corporation also says that Polk falsely are using the following ad. mats in tfaeir
newspaper advertising
Biograph has arrived here from Swe- represented that he and Martin were
den with features and short length owners of the property. A counterAOOED ATtftACTi
N<»al Burns frt
subjects. He is accompanied by his
claim for $13,800 is made on the
wife and daughter and will spend the ground that Polk bought State rights
fall and winter in this country.
Cotnody
for "Determination" and "Flesh and
TME LATEST
Spirit," and failed to pay.
uiat&hftslfe
Son of a SKeik ',
Another Northwest Mounted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kramer Leaves Shea
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Edmonton, Alberta — The Alberta
Tlt«»5h,*«ek^ of f1o!ly>wood
Buffalo — E. S. Kramer has resignM. P. Ltd., which is to make a production dealing with the Northwest
ed as treasurer of the Shea Amusement Co., effective Oct. 1.
Mounted Police, has been organized.
Get them at all Educational Exchanges oa all
new Christie Comedies
"The Scarlet Keeper" is the title of
the production. Local business men
"An inch in time draws nine"
are financing the concern.
Berlin — German
Talking "Talkies"
pictures in which
the sound is reproduced by photoExhibitors Get Injimction
graphy have just been shown at the
COHMEBCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, IMG.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alhambra. The synchronization is
Phone: Madison Square 4430
Council Bluffs, la. — An injunction said to be perfect but the reproducIS East 26th St. ^^ew York City
tion of sound, especially the human
restraining operators from interfering
Sole Agents for
with local houses was obtained by voice, is reported as needing much
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano
Morris Cohen, Abe Smead and Ben- improvement. Hans Vogt and Joseph
jamin Harding, managers of the Masolic are the inventors. The prinPositive
raw film
"^.
I.manufactured
L. M. "in Italy.
ciple is said to be the same as that
Strand, Majestic and Liberty respectAsk for samples and prices.
ively from Judge E. B. Woodruff.
used by Lee DeForest.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Experience

^j^tH
Putting It Over

Newspaper

Here

is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how. you
cleaned up.
A Unique Teaser
Nebraska City, Neb. — Telegrams
reading, "Am coming home. Mf>et
me Paramount Theater tonight.
Love. Sonny," were very effective !n
arousing interest in Richard BarthelMi^wgs' "Sonny," when it played at the
i^oiise named in the communications.
Many were attracted and attended.
Saw Bills on Calendars
Cortlandt, N. Y. — The Novelty sent
each person on their mailing list a
csilendar for September, on which was
advertised each bill for the month.
The house plays a picture a week,
and through the dates on the calendar the title of the picture was printed.' Few people throw away calendars so the Novelty was sure their
ad was preserved. Harry Royster,
J*aramount exploiteer from Bufifalo,
co-6perated on the stunt.
Truinpeter Did It
Lexington, Ky. — Gabriel and his
trumpet had nothing on tlie street
ballyjioo artist who skirted the streets
to exploit "Fools First" at the Ada
Meade. The effectiveness of the stunt
lay in the make-up of the ballyhoo
artist. He was dressed like an old
patriarch with a flowing white beard
and long locks. He might have been
taken for an evangelist who had come
out of his hermitage to preach a new
doctrine. He had a new doctrine, all
right. It was painted on his back,
advertising the show.
Rocked the Boat
^ Astoria, Ore.— Manager S. Danz,
of the Liberty, believes in simplicity
and economy and Thomas D. Grindley, his operator and display manager is an effective agent for putting
these principles into practice. Two
wave lines, a six sheet cutout and a
motor were all the equipment necessary to build an attractive lobby display for "The Boat." In exploiting
the comedy the manager installed an
electric motor to rock the boat and
illuminated the craft with a dozen Icolored Christmas tree lights. Blister
Keaton stared gloomily down horn
the top.

i

Teaser in Window

St. Louis — Skouras Bros, staged a
little performance in the window of
Browning, King & Co. which sold
throngs of shoppers for "Nice People" playing at the New Grand Central. A well-known store kept a valuable window heavily curtained all day
displaying onlv a sign reading: "At
Noon Friday We Will Show in This
Wmdow Something That Will Interest All the 'Nice People' of St. Louis."
This teased an audience which gathered at 12 o'clock to see the curtains
part d^n a display of Mallory Hats
tying .up with the co-operative Wallace R'eid card. In the center was a
live niiCKjel who wore one style hat
after |iliother.

Opinions

"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
Cosmopolitan
Prod. — F. P.-L. —
Criterion
TIMES- — * * * As a spectacle, it is daz
zlmg to the eye, splendidly impressive and
aiiparently true to the time and places of its
setting. And spectacle and story go together. Neither eclipses the other. The
spectator is easily interested in the people and,
simultaneously in the palaces and pageantry
of their surroundings. Which means that the
story as a whole has vitality. » ♦ * Marion
Davies * * * is surprising. She really outdoes herself. * * *
WORLD — ♦ ♦ * The best motion picture
JIarion Davies ever made. * * ♦ We see in it
a sterling performance by this beautiful young
woman, an example in sane cinema directing
which ranks high alongside the best in romantic screen drama, and a beauty of background which has not to our knowledge been
surpassed.
HERALD — This production presented for
the delight of the romantic minded, while
needing suspense at times, is the best Miss
Davies has made.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Marion
Davies
has scored
a personal
Never before
has she
been seentriumph.
to better* *ad-■*
vantage. ** ♦ All who in any way contributed to the making of this film deserve a
world of praise. ' * * A remarkable film in
many \yays and seems destined to create a
record in the industry. * * *
AMERICAN—* » * Sets a new pace for
pictures. If they are still in their infancy
this film has started to grow up. There is
in it a suspense of golden adolescence. The
mere cast looks like a list of all the availalile
stars, results.
and every role was played with
wonderful

DAILY

"The Eternal Flame"— First National
Strand

Tuesday, September 19,
Another First Run
(Special to THE

FILM

DAI] I

San Diego, Cal.— The Bn!
■riME,S — Some of Norma Talmadge's later
pictures have been regrettably feeble attempts ■will show first runs hereaftt)
hut she does mucli to atone for them in "The serials are to be booked in con!
Eternal Flame." It is unquestionably a fine with the new policy.
picture, because it presents the always com
petent Miss Talmadge with an excellent
story, intelligent direction and an unusually
good supporting cast.
N, y. WORLD — There are a great deal of
beauty and dramatic strength in this adaptation of Balzac's novel of French romance.
A remarkably fine performance by Miss Talmadge and one of the corresponding excellence by Conway Tearle ♦ * * maike it a
real and holding drama of the screen. We
have not seen Miss Talmadge in a more effective role.

TRIBUNE— The picture is long— a— little
too long, perhaps, but every foot of it is
interesting. How could it fail to lie with
those two fascinating people. Norma Talmadge and Conway Tearle, as the lovers.
Frank Lloyd, as the director, and Francis
Marion, as the adapter, add to this beautiful
photography and common-sense title, and
you
can of
readily
that "The
Eternal
is one
those seepictures
which
keep Flame"
people
going to the theaters in the hope that they
will encounter them often.
AMERICAN — As the Duchesse, who becomes the coquette of the court when she
finds her husband gambling on her fidelity,
Miss Talmadge creates one of the most interesting figures of her career. The role is
one that calls for more than mere grace and
beauty, because the Duchesse is not a character to stir sympathy, and there are several
points in the story at which one fervently
lioped the worst would happen. But Miss
Talmadge's
interpretation
is definite, restrained and effective
in its artistry.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Norma Talmadge does a most appealing bit of acting
as the wife who hardens under the unjust
treatment
of a husband and brings sorrow
M.ATL — The most amazingly beautiful moupon herself through sense of right. The
tion picture ever screened. * * ♦ Simply sets scenes
in the convent are particularly fine.
a ;ie-.v --tandard in magnificence and splendor It is upon
its picturesque quality that the
of production. A goodly portion of the
film
most
strongly depends. The story drags
artistic talent these LTnited States possess
combined in the evolution of this film and a bit in spots and hardly seems like an American production at all except for its fine
the result is the attainment of dizzy heights photography.
of gorgeousness. * ♦ * Robert Vignola, who
directed, has elevated himself to the ranks of
HER.\LD — The picture is more consistthose who can do the biggest things in the
than intense
"Smilin' scenes
Through,"
and
there ently
are dramatic
sufficient
to outfit
film world and do them splendidly.
several romances. Miss Talmadge is very
EVENING JOURNAL— Sets new photo- moving, playing with exceptional variety in
play standard. Marion Davies scores a new
moods, and when her eyes suftriumph in perfect and enchanting play of hev different
fuse W'ith tears so gently — well, the ladies
the days of Henry VIII.
will have to busy themselves powdering their
TRIBUNE — A film masterpiece. ♦ ♦ ♦ The noses after the weeping is over.
picture is beautifully staged and exquisitely
EVE. MAIL— "The Eternal Flame" posphotographed, but, of course, it is not possesses an indefinable something of superlasible in one short review to do justice to a
tive art that gives it the atmosphere of a
production which cost a million and a quar- classic. "The Eternal Flame" i>resented as
making.
ter of dollars and was six months in the Frank Lloyd directed it, is fascinating from
beginning to end. So beautifully and splenhas it been
staged and
that thinks
it isn'tit until
DAILY NEWS— It seems to us that this one is didly
outside
the theater
over
picture is every bit as important to see as that the weaknesses of the story appear, and
any play running on Broadway. It marks a
the work of the true interhigh point in the art of entertainment and that bespeaks
pretative artist.
in the art of the American motion picutre
EVE. TELEGRAM— All the pomp and
studio. * * * In the field of artistic production and direction Robert Vignola has hung glory of the court of Louis XVIII is brilup a mark for others to shoot at and he has
liantly presented on the screen. The numerhung it high.
out characterizations are exceptional with
an excellent cast.
EVENING WORLD— Isn't the greatest
EVE. JOURNAL— There are scenes of
picture we have ever seen, not
by a long way; regal
magnificence now and then, scenes in
biit it comes very near to being the prettiest. which
the director must have revelled, but
We cannot remember when money has been
against them the figures of the lovers stand
lavished so upon a single production.
out as on a cameo, which is a tribute to the
TELEGRAM — Cosmopolitan has amplified taste of the director, and adds much to the
Charles Major's historical romance until it artistic merit of the picture.
IS one of the greatest film epics ever made in
GLOBE — Excellent opportunity for an acAmerica. Here are gorgeous settings, caretress at home in the sublime, intense manfully made with a scrupulous attention to
ner. LTnfortunately, Norma Talniadge, who
historical accuracy. ♦ ♦ ♦ The detail is so plays the role of the duchesse, is not at home
engrossing that the picture merits visit after in this manner, however much she may try.
visit to grasp all its glories. ♦ « ♦ Estab- She is wistful and lovely and her eyes speak
lishes a new standard of magnificence for volumes, but when it comes to portraying
motion picture plays.
downright distress or the torture of a soul
between love and religion, she is clearly
GLOBE — The film is a triumph in sensu- torn
not with the film at all.
ous effects; and if the charm is somewhat
broken toward the end, and vou are guilty
EVE, SUN — Miss Talmadge in this lavish
picture has unheld the standard she set in
that
simply
'is
it
hat,
your
for
reaching
of
the eye has had as much as it can stand and "Smilin' Through" and it is decidedly worth
while watching her perform that feat.
that even beauty must lose its edge.

SUN — Just about the loveliest thing to look
upon in a season of beautiful screen spectaMove to New Quarters
cles. It is tricked out with magnificent set(Special
to THE FILM
DAILY)
tings, costimies and lighting effects of almost unbelievable beauty for the films, and
Buffalo — Filkins and Murphy have
It IS acted with a great deal of skill in addi- moved to new quarters in the Grand
tion. This picture shows that artistic movies
North Building, at 265 Franklin
don't have to come from Germany or anv and
Street.
place else — no, not by a long shot.
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Better

Hopeful

Films

Week

•|o Need to Fear Foreign Producers"
t i Says E. K. Shauer, Back from
Long Trip

Atlanta Clergy and Clubs Join Committee in Forward Movement

I'Hopefiilness is the most impressive
t re- in European conditions today"
E. E. Shauer, of Famous Playi., who has returned from a two
rmths tour of Europe. "But highess American producers need have
li fear of losing any of the world
rirket to foreign producers.

Atlanta, Ga.— "Better Films Week"
the first concrete expression of the
Better Films Co niuittee through the
picture theaters (i the city started yesterday with the co-operation of representative clergymen and of the
city's clubs.
This event is a unique one in Atlanta's film history as it is the first
time that exhibitors, exchangemen and
leaders in public life have definitely
worked together.
Ernest L. Crandall, director of lectures and visual instsuction of the
public schools of the City of New
York, was the opening speaker yesterday at the Rofary Club. His topic
was "Motion Pictures in the Classroom R. K. Atkinson of the recre.'it!..
r! oart..
"", .pc
Foundation,
New cni,
YorkFiis'oM
City, spoke

(Special to THE

'The best sign in England was the
cistant shortening of the delay betieen the trade showing and the reI se of productions. Two years ago
t s period ranged from 12 to 18
nmths. Now nine months would be
a^air average. It will soon bring the
r.ease date as near our American
stedule as is physically possible.
['Belgian conditions show a great
cjinge for the better. The leading
f aters in BruE.-.els and Antwerp are
1. . Using postci-a liberally. Business
c.iditions in France are uniformly
g!)d.
Spain is on the threshold of the
b t business ever known. Two
sjendid new theaters are being erecte] in Barcelona and one in Madrid.
Sxt year will begin the presentation
pictures on a scale never before
aiimpted in Span. Signs of similar
JDrovement in Italy are found in the
Isztr cities.
Only in Germany and Central Eul^e is improvement being held back
bjpolitical and economic conditions."
One Week for Affidavits
is understood that Justice Was^ogel of the Supreme Court has
ttted the attorneys for the Famous
i^ers-Valentino case an additional
■fk in which
to secure affidavits.
lecision is expected for at least 10
or two weeks.

FILM
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on "The Motion Picture — A -Corrective Agent" at the Kiwanis Club.
Other speakers during the week
will include Edward M. Barrows associate director of training service for
community workers, Columbia University and Rev. Chester C. Marshall,
First Methodist Church, Bridgeport,
Conn.
Organizations
in "Better Films Week" participating
include the Chamber
of Commerce, Masonic Club, Lions'
women's clubs and parent-teachsaid of Club,
er associations. Christian council, ministers' associations and the Civitan
play of
into the
of Fay Club.

of The Educational Screen, M. F. L.
No Importance"; "built on the gnppmg
loses none of its force when transcribed
Under the exquisite beauty and firmness
story furnishes the screen with one of the year's finest proCompton, ductiothe
ns."— Advt.

In the September issue
Select's "A Woman of
Oscar Wilde this story
medium of the screen.

Winik Sells Out

London Reports Tom E. Davies Acquiring Interests in Western ImCohen
Leaves
Metro
port and Pearl Companies
irry J. Cohen, formerly in charge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Renter
Film
oregn Department for Metro reEng.— The
London,
■ d on Monday.
says in
Picture News
and Moving
is understood that in all probly, Arthur Loew which has been
"We understand that Tom E.
part:
ying the Foreign Department for Davies,
J. P., has acquired the entire
e time, will probably succeed interest of H. Winik in the Western
■n in charge.
Import and Pearl Distributing Companies of 86-88 Wardour Street. Mr.
Davies stated that he was not in a
Houses Closed
position, at the moment, to either
Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
confirm or deny the statement.
hicago — All
Balaban
and
Katz
(Cotitinued on Page 4)
th|ters were closed all of Monday
ouof respect to Mrs. Ida Balaban
Graf with Metro
Kk, wife of Sam
Katz, of First
It is understood that negotiations
Nional who died last Friday. At the
are being closed between Metro and
• ral there was a big turn out of Max Graf Prod, whereby Graf will
Xjbitors and exchangemen.
Mrs.
pictures at least for redeliver two
i'^''.- has been ill for some time.
lease almost immediately.

Technicolor Active

Application to list 60,000 shares of
common
stock
on
New
York
Curb
Market
—
Directors
Elected
"Rags and Riches," featuring WesTechnicolor
Inc.. a company
orley Barry will have its premiere in the
east at the Capitol, next week.
ganized to produce
colored motion
pictures, ha.-^ made application to list
Kane to Coast
60,000 shares of common stock on the:
The entire
Arthur S. Kane will leave on Thurs- New York Curb Market.
capitalization
is
reported
at
$33,000,day for the Coast to look over produc- 000.
tion activities there.
Members of the Board of Directors
Peekskill
Theaters
Seek Injunction have been elected, including many big
names. They are Eversley Childs.
Justice Martin of the Supreme William Hamlin Childs. James C.
Court signed an order requiring Asso. (Zolgate, William H. Coolidge, C. E.
Loew's Inc. and offiNational,
First cials
of these corporations to show Danforth of Loew's Inc.. Frederick
H. Ecker, A. W. Erickson. Albert
(Continued on Page 2)
cause why the Peekskill Theaters,
Inc. should not be granted injunction asked.
Ginsberg Goes South
.TheaAs before noted, Peekskill
ion
Ginsberg, sales manager of
intimidat
by
Henry
that
ters Inc. claim
and coercion they are being deprived the Al Lichtman Corp. left last night
for Atlanta and New Orleans relative
of film service.
The writ is returnable for Justice to the Lichtman distribution in the
Martin today.
South.
Barry

Picture

at Capitol

THC
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Technicolor
(Continued
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1)

Fritzche,
William
Travcrs
Jerome.
Herbert C. Kalnius, N. T. Pul.sificr,
Nicholas
Schenck
and Tiiomas
W.
Siocum.
On July 27, THE FILM DAILY
printed an article about the showing
at the Cameo of special strips of film
taken from what was reported to be a
feature called "The Legend of
Troubled Water," produced on the
Coast by Joseph Sciienck from a story
\ty Francis Marion and directed by
Chester Franklin.

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Dailv at 7173 West 44th St..
New
N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and
FILM York.
FOLKS.
INC.
Joseph Dannenberg. President and Editor ;
J. W. Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at Xew York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater Neiv York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00 ; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
The process is said to have been in$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
vented by Dr. Daniel E. Comstock,
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York. a professor of physics at the MassaN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. ciiusetts Institute of Technology. It
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
is claimed that all natural colors, in6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

cluding blue, are fixed on the Film

Chicago Representative — Irving Mack. 808 S. which can be shown on any projecWabash Ave.
tion machine and requires no special
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
apparatus.
London, W. C. 2.
The bankers in the new company
Paris Representative- — Le Film, 42 Rue de are said to be James B. Colgate & Co.
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Pragrue
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

The name of "Technicolor" has
also been used in a color photography

Quotations

progress
in which Willat
C. A. "Doc"
Willat
was
interested.
worked
on
Low
Close
Sales
the process for years and one feature
SGyi
86'/- 100 was photographed in Florida under
97
99ys
6,700 his supervision but it has never reachlOSYz 104K- 200
ed the public.
Not
Not quoted
quoted
Booking
Office Dissolved
Loew's ... ZiVi
22
22^;^
14,100
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Triangle
Not quoted
World
. Not quoted
Shamokin.
Pa. — The
Chamberlain
& Higgins
booking office, has been
dissolved bv mutual consent.
Mrs. Coogan En Route
Mrs. Jack Coogan, mother of little
Jackie, will arrive this week to see
Jackie's New York opening in "Oliver
Twist." She will confer with Sol
Lesser about Jackie's next production.
High
East. Kod. 86K>
F. P.-L. .. 99-M
do pfd. . 104J^
G'wyn
Griffith

Back

With

(Special to THE

Jungle

FILM

Films

DAILY)

Chicago — E. M. Newman, lecturer
and globe trotter is back from a 7,000
mile trip tlirougli the heart of Africa
with 30,000 feet of negative taken by
his two cameramen in five months.
The film has been developed at the
Rothacker laboratories. Two hundred different tribes of natives and
all possible species of wild animals
were photographed.
The pictures will be shown for a
j'ear exclusively with lectures by Newn^.an opening at Cleveland Oct. 9 and
coming into Orchestra Hall Oct. 11.
Vogel Buys Rights
William M. Vugel, closed a deal with
C. C. Burr, for exclusive foreign rights
on "Sure-Fire Flint." and the next six
reel comedy special featuring Johnn\
Hines as well; also tiie Whitman Bennett-C. C. Burr special "The Secrets
of Paris."
Vogel has also closed for the fortl'coming series of 12 two-reel Affiliated Distributor comedies with Cliarlie Murray, as leading fun-maker.

Chicago Notes

In the Courts

.\n answer with a counter claitr
for
$10,000 damages has been filed if
Chicago — Pat Campbell, formerly
the
Supreme Court by the Clarl
exploitation manager for United .\rX.ists has been appointed publicity man Cornelius Corp. in the suit of Moraatt
for Woodlawn and associate theaters. Fowler. The defendant alleges tha
on Sept. 22, 1921, the plaintiffs agreW
to sell them eight films and were b
Ed. Silverman, Chicago's Select ofget
way out of the income frbi
fice, announces that Ascher's have the their
releases. It is alleged that fotu
booked
"Love
is
an
Awful
Thing"
for
were delivered and that the plaintiflbi
the circuit.
then represented that another fil
Sigmund Faller, formerly manager "Blind Circumstances," which tf
would deliver was better than the Ol
of
Jones,lias
Linick
Schaefer's,
Bijou ers and the defendant took that ai:
Dream,
been &appointed
manager
released the contract for the oth
of the Orpheum on State St.
four, and executed bills of exchaag
The Edward Small Co. have opened for the films delivered, which are be
a Chicago office at 1?>2 S. Wabash ing sued on. The firm says it foua
Ave. Ed. Silton is the manager and "Blind Circumstances" greatly in
Phil Tyrrell has been appointed West- ferior to the others and it was 5
ern representative.
severely criticized bj- the reviewer
that several contracts for the fijt
L. M. Rubens, president of the Illi- were broken, causing the damage sue
nois M. P. T. O. is in a Chicago hos- for.
pital, where he has just undergone an
operation for the third time since his
return from Europe.
Dover,
Del. — Wandering
Cros
Frank Thielen, president of the Photoplays, Capital, $1,000,000
Thielen Circuit of theaters, is seriously ill in the St. Joseph Hospital in
.\ustin. Tex. — Royal Amuse. Gc
Joliet, Mr. Thielen was on his way Waco. Capital stock, $4,000. Incoi
to one of his theaters in Joliet when porators, J. Leslie Witt, C. E. VVi
a cornice from a building broke loose and Guv F. Witt, brothers.
and landed on Mr. Thielen's head,
St. Louis— Rivoli Theater Co., Cajj
fracturing his skull.
ital $30,000. Will operate the Roy.
Brewster With Warner Bros.
recently purchased by Univera
Harry Koplar. Incorporator
Rafel Brewster, son of the pub- from
lisher of the famous publications bear- Barney Rosenthal, R. G. Taylor r
Nat Steinberg, each with 100 sha
ing the same
name for
will Warner
handle "fan"
magazine
publicity
Bros. of stock.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

i

Incorporations

St. Louis — The Allied Amuseme.
Co. Capital
$20,000.
operate'
theater
in South
St.ToLouis.
Tf
stock is held as follows: Fred J. Hofl
meister and E. L. Kuh. 99 sharj
each, and Forrest J. Trelies, tvj
shares.

WE FINANCE

SITUATION WANTED

Worth While Producers for
Production, vertising.
Prints and Ad-

Service Departments
In
Charge of Proven Experts

LEGAL
SALES
AUDITS

PUBLICITY
DISTRIBUTION
EXPLOITATION

.\Ct'OUXTANT— Capable
office man,
iiierly auditor for firm with several br
offices, other interests, supervision oC
counting, also preparation of all statistil
and financial reports including systemaT
ing ; laboratorj' experience : exceptional C|
dentials as to abilitv and character. AddtJ
K.20, care The Film Daily

Mammoth

Mailingj

List of Theatres
JUST

OFF THE
PRESS
IN

Producers Security Corporation

20th Edition- 1921 -$3.00 n«»

Rtcord Gradwell, President

Geut-idl Offices:
516 Fifth Avenue

New

21st Supplementary
EditioB
1922-1923
$1.50 net

York

$4.50 Complete

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide I

Rm. 207—701 7th Ave., N.Y.Cj

f-^E^
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Steamer Sailings

LtheN ew5
No.

^ Exhibitors are
Grabbing

Sailings of steamers
for foreii
ports, with time of sailings, destj^
tions and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Today

76

Pres. Monroe sails at 12 M. for Cher■lE WAR IN THE NEAR EAST— The
b ning of Smyrna emphasizes the seriousness
bourg, mails close at 7 A. M. for Great Britain, Ireland. So. Africa and Madeira (other
L the situation in Asia Minor ; scenes in
countries specially addressed). Sangamon
t conquered and disputed area.
sails at 12 M. for Constantinople, mails close
IE
THIRD
MEETING
OF
THE
at 8 :30 A. M. for Turke.v. Burutu sails at
I AGUE
OF
NATIONS— Representatives
12 M. for Accra, mails close at 9 A. M. (or
: 44 countries
gather
at Geneva,
Switzer- Canaries, Senegal Gambri:i (other parts of
I.J, for annual
assembly.
West Africa specially addressed). Swazi
ENUS BILL UP TO THE PRESIDENT
sails at 12 M. for Cape Town, mails close
-laving
been passed
by both houses
the at 9 A. M. for South Africa (specially adb is sent to the White House.
dressed). Polonia sails at 2 P. M. for LiCier news from Germany : Elizabeth. N . J . ; hau, mails close at 11:30 for Poland and
Sska; Turkey, etc. etc.
Northern Europe (Germany specially addressed). Eastside sails at 3 P. M. for HelTHE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE
singiors, mails close at 12 M. for Esthonia
and Finland (specially addressed). Ft. St.
George sails at 11 A. M. for Hamilton, mails
close at 7:30 for Bermuda. Sixaola sails at
II A. M. for Santa Marta, mails close at
S .\. M. for Jamaica, Canal Zone. Panama
and Nicaragua (except east coast). Dryden sails at 12 M. for Buenos Aires, mails
close at 10 A. M. for Pernambuco. Parahyba,
Natal (other parts of Brazil, Argentina, So.,
.\merica specially addressed).

tod

Thursday

jlanagerial

Changes

'^^terbur}^ Conn. — I. Bernstein is
manager
of the Eden.
Bern;: was manager of the Alhambra.
ferbury, Conn. — J. Dietrichs,
ing the Eden.^will run the Novf Waterville.
oston — The
Columbia
has
Jljned with Ripley operating.
.aterville, Me. — Tom Cuddy now
i> the Silver. Formerly operated
h Opera House.
okomo,
Ind. — Charles
Raymond
s laanaging the Strand
which
has
ipi *aken over by the Consolidated
and Theaters Corp.

. Wagner, auditor of the DelUdte, has assumed the managerrient
)f lat house. The Delmonte has had
'' ' managers
in less than two

DAILV

Oscar II sails at 12 M. for Copenhagen,
mails close at 10 A. M. for Norway, Sweden. Denmark and Finland. S'ta Teresa
sails at 10 A. M. for Valparaiso, mails close
at 6:30 A. M. for Canal Zone, Panama, Ecuador. Bolivia. Chile and Peru (except Iquitos). Mexico sails at 12 M. for Vera Cruz.
mails close at 10 A. M. for Yucatan and
Campeclie (Cuba and other parts of Me.xico
Friday
specially addressed).
Bcrengaria sails at 12 M. tor So. Hampton, mails close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa, West Asia (Norway, Great Britain, Ireland. So. Africa. Sierra I^eone specially addressed). Villemoes sails at 12 M. for Reykjavik, mails close at 9 A. M. for Iceland.
Stavangerjord sails at 12 M. for Bergen,
mails close at 9 A. M. for Norway. Lake i
Winthrop sails at 12 M. for Barahona. mails
close at 8:30 for Monte Christi (other parts:
Dominican Republic specially addressed). |
Munargo sails at 12 M. for Antilla. mails
close at 9 .\. M. for Bahamas, Fortmie. Inague Isles and City of Attila (other parts of
Cuba specially addressed). Baracoa sails at
3 P. M. for Savanilla. mails close at 12 M. lor
Haiti and Colombia (Jamaica specially addressed). W. M. Tupper sails at 3 P. M. for
Cayenne, mails close at 12 M. for Trinidad,
Ciudad Bolivar, Guiana.

Thieves

(Special

Open

to THE

Juanita

FILM

Safe

DAILY)

St. Louis — Thieves who opened the
safe at the Juanita cook $326.

Goldwyn 's First Big
Picture of the Year
Booked

by-

Capitol Theatre
California Theatre
America Theatre
Walnut Theatre
Strand Theatre
Colonial Theatre
America Theatre
N. Gran(i Central
Chicago Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Majestic Theatre
Goddard Theatre
California Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Stanley Circuit
Majestic Theatre
Ansonia Theatre
Ogden Theatre
Calfornia Theatre
Blackstone Theatre
Miller Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Hollywood Theatre
Towers Theatre
Strand Theatre

New York
Los Angeles
Denver
Cincinnati
Dayton
Columbus
Col. Springs
St.
Louis
Chicago
Kan. City
Tulsa
Sacramento
San Fran.
Portland
Seattle
Phila.
Beloit
Butte
Bakersfield
Ogden Bend
South
Wichita
Long Beach
Hollywood
loiva
City
St. Paul

and hundreds more !

RUPERT

HUGHES

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME
Physical Distribution and the Producer
ire strangers —
We make them relates,
LEXANDER

S. ARONSON

Producer Service
40 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

Goldwyn' s Next Release

John

Barrymore
in

Sherlock Holmes

TH£

■;x

i^
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At Broadway Theaters

Winik Sells Out

Capitol

Spirit of the organization.
There is
no more popular
figure in the film
world of England and America today
than Tom E. Davies."
New productions to be handled under the incoming regime include "Pay
Day," with Charlie Chaplin and a
Biblical film in 102 reels. The two

The overture is "Pagliacci" and another
musical number follows, Julia Glass rendering on the piano Liszt's "Hungarian Fantasy." The customary magazine follows and
then the "Divertissements" unit is offered.
The Capitol Quartette sings "Deep River,"
Mile. Gambarelli dances "Uiie Tabiere de
Musique" and Alexander Oumansky and others appear in the prologue, billed as "Broadway Rose." Mae Murray in "Broadway
Rose," the feature, completes the program.

Cameo
"What's Wrong With the Women" is the
feature. Other screen numbers including
the news offering, one of the Aesolp's Fables
series, a Prizma called "Fashion Hints" and
"One Terrible Day," a comedy. Selections
from "The Chocolate Soldier" are played as
the overture and Michael Volski's rendition
of McDowell's "Long Ago" and "Valse Bluette" on the violin completes the musical
proE^ram.

Criterion
"When Knighthood Was in Flower," with
Marion Davies starred, is the attraction and
the house has been decorated in a manner
that is in keeping with the spirit of the production.

Rialto

(Continued from

Page

Newspaper

1)

recent successes of the firm are "Why
Girls Leave Home" and "Peacock
"The companies mentioned possess one of the finest distributing and
Alley."
renting organizations in the United
Kingdom with branches in all the
principal film centers. For many
years Mr. Davies has been the guiding
Beauty Contestant to Arrow
Edria Fisk of Trenton, N. J., a contestant in the inter-city beauty contest recently held in Atlantic City has
been
signed
to play
in "Jacqueline,"
a James
Oliver
Curwood
story to be
produced for Arrow by Prince Tree
Productions, Inc. with Dell Henderson directing.

The preludes from the first and third acts
Strand
of "Lohengrin" comprise the overture, after
The orchestra plays selections from "Car
which Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz is offered. men"
start with, Louis Rosza singing the
"Through English Eyes," a Post Nature pic- familiarto Toreador
Song during it. The Topture, comes next with the magazine occupyical
Review
followed by a vocal prologue
ing the screen after that. Arturo Cerino plays to the featureis sung
by Judson House, tenor,
Drigo's "Serenade" and Alice Brady in and Estelle Carey, soprano. It is a compo"Missing Millions" is presented immediately
sition by House called "Evening and You,''
after. Lillian Powell trips through a "CirNorma presented
Talmadgenext.
in "The
Eternal
cassian Sword Dance" and Ben Turpin closes being
A Tony
Sarg Flame'"
Almain "Home Made Movies."
nac concludes the performance.

Rivoli
■•Manslaughter" is the principal offering
little room so that the
and its length leaves
overture is the only other number, except for
a Max Fleischer "Out of the Inkwell" novelty.

ROBERT
announces

MAE

At Other Houses
At the .'\stor "The Prisoner of Zenda'
runs on ; "More to Be Pitied" is at the
Broadway; "Monte Cristo" remains at the
44th St., and "A Little Child Shall Lead
Them" continues at the Lyric.

Z. LEONARD
that
withhis production

will be

Based on A. E. Thomas' English Adaptation of the
French Play

"La Jeune Fille a Marier"

TIFFANY

Paul

1540 BROADWAY

'we never

OtOMLOWFlIM

NEW

Inc.
YORK

PHONE
BRYANT 5576

in fact, before Mr. De Mille's reasons for
picking
obvious.
For its out
early"Manslaughter"
parts show the become
very fast
set at
its business of being terribly fast, and it is
here that Mr. De Mille cuts loose.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Here is a
really great picture. Great in its dramatic
power, in its action, production and greatest
of all in its direction.* * * There is not a dull
moment during the hour and a half that the
picture is on the silver sheet. There is
action at all times, and here and there truly
breathless minutes, as for example the thrilling smash-up between the speeding, skidding
auto and the motorcycle. This and many
other bits work one up to a high pitch of
excitement.
HERALD — Meighan is an admirable strong
man in the grip of merciless fate and Misses
Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson, together with
the rest of the cast, make "Manslaughter" a
sure "killing" in popularity. De Mille is just
the man to have handled it, with its sophistication, and besides having the best of court
and prison scenes it is the first to bring the
radiophone and its many blessings to the
screen.
TRIBUNE — "Manslaughter" is a peach of
an idea — if only Mr. De Mille and Miss MacPherson had been content to let it go as a
story told for the entertainment value. But,
Lord no ! They must haffimer and preach
and "point a moral" at every turn instead of
being satisfied to "adorn a tale."
MA 11^ — Mr. De Mille almost shattered his
record for incorporating symbolic Egyptian,
Roman, Grecian, or Persian orgies in his
pictures. But old habits will not down. So,
despite its ultra-modern setting, "Manslaughter" has its ancient Roman feast, showing the bacchanalian revel at that point
wherein all the characters are sprawled out
in drunken stupors, when, lo, in comes Attila
and his Huns and the revellers reap the reward of folly,
or words
effect.*
* It's
a good
picture
and itto isthat
well
done * by
an
excellent cast.

Universal Buys Play
Universal has bought the screen
A. Brady.
rights
to "Up the Ladder," from Wm.

CITY

"This

DISAPPOINT''

(Special

lABOR4rOieES

. :'INCOQ0ORATEO

220

WORLD — Its melodramatic pace seems
never to slacken, and once you allow yourself
to become interested in the affairs of Lydia
Thorne, the rich woman and O'Bannon, her
fiancee, the District Attorney, and Evans, tlie
rich woman's maid, there is not much question about your staying through to the end.
TIMES — It is a decidedly good picture, although parts of it have been considerably
exaggerated
make
a director's
holiday.
One does nottohave
to go
far into this
film,

TELEGRAM — It is a realistic study of
the modern craze for excitement, the hunger
for speed and for the dazzling night life, revealed by De Mille in one of his typical elaborate film interpretations. There is deep
tragedy in the theme, touches of comedy and
always a consciousness of a fine sincerity.

Aruiont
and
Marcel
Gerbidon
PRODUCED BY zm

PRODUCTIONS,
M. H. Hoffman, Gen'l Mer.

WE5T42!ffi STPEET
NEW yOPK
ALLAN

A.LOW'NES

CEN. MGQ.

P.-L.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

■ '

Freedom"
to THE

FILM

to Ideal
DAILY)

London — Ideal has secured the film
rights to "This Freedom," the new
book by A. S. M. Hutchinson, author
of "If Winter Comes." "This Freedom" will be the first of the
Denison Clift Art Produtions. three
Fay
Compton
is cast for the leading role.
C

'

London — Construction
work
v
.tstart next Spring
on the big f"
laboratory which Watterson R. Ro
acker proposes to erect near Londi
Rothacker's
idea
is, primarily, j
serve the European trade of the c
tomers
he already has in Los j
geles and Chicago.
He will send o
a staff of technical
experts
to
things going but the plant will la
be in permanent
charge
of BriTl
laboratory men.
IVAN

ABKAMSON

presents

•W I L D N ESS
YOUTH'

OF

A Feature That Will Set 'Em
AU Talking
an Over-A
flow DemandandforCreate
Admission.
Smiling. That Will Make the
Picture
BOX-OFFICE
Come Up
GRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. C.

library sti

U1«

— maybe Stone has
Room 617

220W. 42nii

Phone 8419 Bryant

Edcson Radio Phones r ^^ :

"THE FRENCH DOLL"
by

"Manslaughter"— F.
Rivoli

Rothacker Laboratory in Englan

EVE. JOURNAL— Some of the fineness of
Alice Duer Miller's story has been sacrificed
to make the heroine, interpreted by Leatrice
Joy, a wild habitue of roadhouses. but against
this he set the fact that Director De Mille has
Adnstable Diaphragm Clearance
added great panoramas of ancient Rome in
W( guaonrcc taiisNcnon, or \out money
refunded. The adjutintem feature places o«r
its downfall and decadence that surely thrill
phortocn a par unh ihc world's tfrcaic^t tnako.
one.
"Manslaughter"
appearssuccess.
to possess all
Our lates plan ctiminatet dcaler'i piofits and
the elements
of an unusual
IOMC« from bad accouncs, hence the low pnct.
Bciiet phoi^ca tar>n«T be made. Immediaie
SUN — The story as it was written conAirvcriei.' Double 3000 Ohm *«». «3.$8; 1500
tained many elements which would seem to
Ohin sinjlf jet. f2,50.
Circular free.
make it an ideal scenario for the films. Some
of these elements have been retained by EdesonPboneCo.,6BeachSt.,Dept.A-36Bo3^
Jeanie MacPherson in the scenario and some
of them are lost. Of course, over all the
proceedings Mr. De Mille has been casting
his competent box office eye, and the picture
now stands, even with its several shortcomings, as anpart.
exceptionally impressive film for
the most

MURRAY
Following "CORONATION"

Opinions

YOU CAN MAK.
YOUR DREAMI
COME TRUE

A lack of sufficient capil
should be no hindrance in re I
izing your most cherished plij
If it is a problem of expansil
or promotion in the motion pi
ture industry, we can help yij
All dealings in confidenj
Terms not excessive.

CHROMOS

TRADINGI CJ

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8i|

iTHE
7/io BRADSTREET
of FILMDOM
. XXI

New

No. 81

ZI^^RECOGMZEI^

Authority

Price 5 Cent!
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Griffith Film

Accept

Resignation

Of Brunet — No President Likely Until Next Year
At the regular meeting fo the Board
of Directors of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
the resignation of Paul Brunet as
President was formally accepted and
the Board authorized the following
statement.

One
Exciting
Night"
with Carol
Dempster and Henry Hull, Due
On Broadway Soon
D. W. Griffith's new feature, on
vhich he has been working for the
ast five months, is rapidly nearing
Broadway. Following the usual Grififth procedure, no official announcenent hs been made of the title, the
ast or the nature of the story. The
iroduction has been tried out in
!)erby, Conn., under the working title
if "The Haunted House'' and now
he final eliminations are being made.
The picture, as shown in Connecticut,
an more than 13,000 feet but will be
ut to approximately ten reels.
Present plans are to call the film
One Exciti'ng Night." Taking 'his
ue from the success of "The Bat"
nd other mystery plays on the stage,
Griffith it is said has produced a sur'rise thriller. The entire action takes
1
'lace in one night, thus involving
nany lighting effects.
Carol Dempster and Henry Hull, Is even better than "Burn 'Em Up, Barnes," C. C. Burr's feature, "SureFire Flint," with Johnny Hines, Doris Kenyon, Edmund Breese, Robert
" are
>0|W
iji "The Others
Cat and inthe the
Canary
are
he l<earis.
cast
Edeson, J. Barney
Sherry and Effie Shannon. — Advt.
et
rfna Harris, Margar
Dale. Frank
heridan. Charles Croker-King from
Creditors Time
Ask
Extension
of
.''Remembrance" At Capitol Oct. 1 Allen
nd'' company,
he "Bull Dog Drummo
iorgan Wallace, Frank WunderleC,
Rupert Hughes' "Remembrance" is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
scheduled to open at the Capitol Oct.
'orter Strong and Charlie Mack.
1.
Toronto
— An application has been
'When "One Exciting Night" was
finally and formally made to George
1 production not a visitor was allowBachmann
on
Vacation
d at the Mamaroneck studio.
S. Holmsted, K. C, Registrar in
J. G. Bachmann, treasurer of the Al Bankruptcy, by the creditors of the
_ Simultaneous openings of "One
Ltd., for the grantixciting Night" in several large cities Lichtman Corp. yesterday left for a Allening of"Theaters.
an extension of time to the
i'ill be under the management of week's vacation in Maine.
company in which to satisfy claims.
llbert L. Gray. Present plans are to
how the picture as soon as possible.
This action was agreed to by a
■Wiliam Fox Back From Abroad
William Fox returned yesterday on majority of the creditors of the company, it was announced, who felt that
the Berengaria from a three months
trip abroad covering Great Britain an extension would be preferable to
selling out to another theater com'echnicolor plans to print positives and the Continent.
for all producers leasing cameras
pany which has made several offers
Max Glucksman Due
Plans under whicli Technicolor,
to buy the Allen theater assets.
nc. intends to operate were made
The application to the registrar in
Max Glucksman, the well known
nown yfesterday by William Travers South American importer is. due in bankruptcy for his approval for an
erome who said :
tomorrow from Rio. He will remain extension, which was made on September 14, is the final legal move on
"Technicolor
Inc.
will
lease
its several weeks before going to Lonolor cameras to producers and print don.
the part of the creditors to provide
ie positive
films
for distribution.
for the solution of the financial diffiVe already have a laboratory at Bosculties of the Allen Theaters, Ltd.
Henley's
Future
Plans
m with a capacity of 50,000 feet of
Hobart
Henley
who
has
about
comositive film a week.
All money repleted his contract with Universal is
eived from the sale of stock will be
expected to announce his future plans
oent in enlarging
this plant and within the next few days. It would
E. V. Richards
and Al- Lichtman
uilding one in Hollywood. Cal., so
not be surprising if these plans kept
Features
Distribution
iiat we will have a capacity of a him in the East.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
'lillion feet of positive a week.
This
New Orleans — E. V. Richards, Jr.
! put color photography within the
Negri Leaves for Coast
ch of all producers.
of the Saenger Amusement Co. and
Pola Negri left yesterday for Fam- Al Lichtman have formed a partnerOne feature has already been proous Players studio at Hollywood to
ship agreement under the terms of
>-ed on the Coast.
It is "The
send of Troubled
Waters." 4.700 enter production. She was accom- which a company to be known as the
panied by John C. Flinn, who will Al Lichtman Southern Exchanges
; long.
It will be released in Ocact
as her personal representative en will be launched.
,,iber, probably by Metro.
route.
(Continued
on Page 2)
(Continued
en Page 2)

Rent Color Process

New

Southern Deal

"No action was taken on the election of a new President, nor is any
such action contemplated for ^some
time to come, and in all probability
will be deferred until our annual
meeting some time next year.
"The Pathe Executive organization
as now composed has been functioning for over a year with splendid efficiency and with entire satisfaction to
all concerned. We accordingly see
or'
no change.
immediate need of rearrangement
"Fuithermore, the resignation ci
Mr. Brunet will in no way affect the
policy of the Company

nor its man-

Elmer Pearson, general manager
of Pathe, will in all probability be the
agement."
acting
head of the organization until the ani\ual meeting.

Sees 40 Weeks
Of

BusinessWeeksin

Theaters
Closing

(Special to THE

FILM

and

12

DAILY)

London — Earl
Hammons,
of the
Educational
Film
Corp., haS been
here, negotiating
a deal with Ideal
Films, Ltd., whereby the latter will
handle the larger part of the Educational output, in England.
Questioned as to the present posi'
tion of the business in America, Hammons is quoted as saying that it i§
gradually getting into the hands oi a
better type of showman. "When this
becomes general,'' he declared, "you
will find that they will run their
houses on strictly commercial lines,
writing tlieir expenses off in 40 weeks.
This metliod will enable them either
to close their tl eaters for the remaining 12 weeks of the year, or to keep
open at a loss if necessary. Some of
the big showmen, such as Butterfield,
of Michigan, are already doing this,
and the result is that they are avoiding the unnecessary expense of closing up and cutting down, and can
afiford to run good pictures instead of
being forced to indulge in false economy in the running of their entertainment, which is what has been happening to a certain extent during th<
past summer."

i
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Rent(Continued
Color
Process
from Page 1)

^

"Technicolor pictures can be taken
l;y artificial light. The color is printed on the film which can be shown on
Vol. XXI Ho. 81 Thursday. Sept. 21, 1922 Price 5 Cents
any projection machine. Tliere is absolutely no 'fringing' or breakini^ up
Copyri(?lit 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.. into primary colors wlien rai)id!y
New York. N. Y.. bv WID'S FILMS and moving oi)ject.s, such as an aeroplane
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.
Joseph Dannenbeig. President and Editor ; propeller, are shown. Technicolor
J. W. Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Man- films can be purchased at a cost low
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
enough directly to compete with black
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, and white pictures.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
"Technicolor. Inc., the new comTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
pany has been organized under Delaof Oreatn- New York $10.00 one year; 6
ware laws, witii 330,000 shares of
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
capital stock, at no set par value, to
$15.00. all
Subscribers
should remit"
order. take over the stock of the Technicolor
Address
communications
to THEwith FILM
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St.. New York.
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollvwood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85
Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de
Clichy.
Central
European
RepresentatK-e — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

..,~t. Kod. 863/^
i" . P.-L. . . 100
do pfd. . 104H
^ G'wyn
Griffith
Loew's
...
Triangle
■— Wof Id

ZZy.

Low

Close

Sales

85^-1
99^
104/2

85'A
2,100
99ys
3,000
104/
100
Not quoted
Not quoted

21/

21-/
13.000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Foreign Trade Increasing
Film exports to Argentina. Brazil,
Chile, Mexico, Cuba, Czechoslovakia
and British South Africa made a gain
of approximately $187,500 in 1921 as
against the 1920 figures according to
bulletins issued by the United States
Department of Commerce.
The tabulated figures are:
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Mexico
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
British
South
Totals

$422,740
360.071
112,012
224,744
Africa

335,136
$1,454,703

$530,7.!3
274.296
138,750
132,625
229,612
2,112
334.071
$1,642,199

•'Goldwyn Appoints Sales Supervisors
' • In addition to the local manager of
each office, Goldwyn has appointed
seven supervisors to oversee the dis■ ,tribution of its product.
__The country has been divided into
seven districts and each supervisor
will have several exchanges in his
territory. The supervisors were formerly managers of Goldwyn's branch
.exchanges. Their names and the cities
where thej^ will make their headquarters are S. Eckman, Jr., New
York; Ben Fish, Denver; J. A. Koer,-■' pel, Cleveland; H. Leonhardt. T^os
Angeles; Arthur Lucas, Atlanta; C.
E. Maberry, Chicago; W. E. Truog.
Kansas City.

Thursday,

New Southern Deal
(Continued

from

Page

1)

There will be tiiree subsidiaries to
take care of the 11 Southern States.
One will be ■ the Al Lichtman Exchange of Dallas and will control
sales in Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma; a second, the Al Lichtman
Exchange of New Orleans to handle
Louisiana and Mississippi and the Al
Lichtman Exchange of Atlanta to
liandlc the Carolinas, Tennessee,
Georgia. Alabama and Florida. Richards and Liciitman will each have an

equal
share in the ownership' of the
exchanges.
E. C. Leeves, former district sales
Alotion Picture's Corp., a Maine cor- manager for Asso. Producers in the
poration with an equal number of Southwest will be general manager of
shares.
the Dallas district. He left for the
"Technicolor lias been brought to South early this week. Harry Ginsits present state chiefly by Dr. Daniel
berg, sales manager of the Al LichtF. Comstock, professor of physics at
man Corp. is in .'Xtlanta today arMassachusetts Institute of Techranging for the opening of the exchange there. The fourth branch
will be established in Oklahoma City
nology." "Shadows" New Title
shortly.
■■ "Shadows" is the new title of Ben
Petitioned
Into Bankruptcy
Schulberg's second picture for Al
Lichtman. The working title was
A petition in bankruptc}' has been
"Ching,
Ching, Chinaman." Tom filed against the Cinemaplays, Inc.,
Forman
directed.
of 8 Bridge St.. by these creditors:
Tanne}' Printing & Publishing Corp.
Pathe Has Will Rogers Comedies
$784; Consolidated Engraving Co.,
Pathe announces the acceptance $264, Henry Bosch Co. $64. It is
of two 2-reel comedy productions alleged the corporation has consented
starring Will Rogers for release this to be adjudged bankrupt,
Fall. Tiiey are entitled respectively,
A petition in bankruptcy was filed
"The Ropin' Fool" — which was against P. W. Pictures, Inc., of 8
shown at the Capitol, with great sucBridge St. by these creditors: Tannev
cess several months ago, and "Fruits Printing & Publishing Corp. $897,
Baumann & Co. $837; Crystal Art
of Faith."
Service, Inc., $52. It is alleged the
Business Coming Back
corporation has consented to be ad"Manslaughter" broke all Sunday
records at the Rivoli, last Sunday, the judgd bankrupt.
opening. The attendance at the theaTo Show Non-Theatricals
ter was 8939. exceeding the previous
Dr. Chester C. Marshall who left
record set by "Blood and Sand," by
'1*^42. Sunday night records were also for Atlanta yesterda3- took with him
broken at the Capitol, by "Broadway five of the National Non-Theatrical
Motion Picture films, on the Bible,
"Manslaughter" will be held over which he will exhibit in connection
for a second week at the Rivoli.
with his talk in Atlanta showing what
Rose."
the non-theatrical field is doing in
Loew Stock Active
the Better Film Movement. These
Loew's Inc., which closed at 21^ reels are part of a series of 52 which
yesterday has been actively traded in were made in Italy taking five years
to make, and it is said cost $3,000,000.
during the last two days.
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"Blood and
Sand"
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It's Sure Read
Film Daily,
New York Cily:
It is no more than right that
I should send you this unsolicited letter in connection with
the announcement which appeared relative to my association with Rialto Prod. Your
daily was the only medium we
used in making the announcement, but frankly, we did not
realize the far-reaching effect
it would have. My telephone
was constantly ringing with
calls from people in every
branch of the business.
It is really commendable.
More power to you.
Yours truly,
NAT

LEVINE,

General Manager.

To Make
(Special to THE

FILM

10
DAILY)

Houdini Foreign Sales
Miss Bertha Schwartz reports the
following foreign deals for iioudii,ii
Pictures Corp.: "The Man Fr^im B.eyond" for Australia and New Zealand,
Argentine. Uruguay, Paraguay, Chili,
Peru and Bolivia and "Haldane of the
Secret Service" for Argentine,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chili, Peru and
Bolivia.
Storey Has "Shadowlafs"
Storey Pictures will distribute on
the independent market a series of
twenty-six "Shadowlafs" — animated
silhouettes created by Bryant Fryer.
Short Subjects Questionnaire
Replies received by Federated Film
Exchanges of America Inc. in answer
to, the questionnaire sent out by that
company asking theater owners why
they do not advertise short subjects
indicate that this condition is mainly
due to the lack of interest of patrons
in short subjects. The majority of
the replies are to the ef?ect that patshort
subjects as
"fillers"
which ronsareregard
used
to lengthen
a program
and that their quality is not taken into consideration.

To Erect Exchange Building
Los Angeles — Mrs. A. B. Maescher,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
one of the biggest business heads of
Pittsburgh — A
new
building,
to
Los Angeles, and president of the house several independent exchanges
DeLuxe Building Co. has just return- will be built on Forbes St. and finished about December.
ed from a trip to New York, where
she made arrangements with Arrow
Playgoers
Get New
Production
Film for distribution of 10 producAttractions
Dist.
Corp.
have placed
tions.
their forthcoming feature "The Man
Eugene Evans has been appointed and the Moment," with Playgoers
general manager. Jack Pratt has been Pictures, for distribution.
appointed Director General and J.
Grubb Alexander, will handle the
Goldstone Sells More Rights
scenarios and continuity. "The RipPhil Goldstone announces the folTide" will be the first production, in
lowing sales on "Deserted at the
which j. Frank Glendon and Diana
Altar"; New England, Pioneer Film
Alden will appear.
Corp., Boston. So. New Jersey and
Eastern Penn., Twentieth Century
Film Co., Phila. Goldstone is now
;^
Monopol Sales
Max Cohen, of Monopol Pictures, en route to the coast, where he will
Inc., has just returned from a ten-day make a new special for the state
trip on the road. The Monopol rights market.
Three Star Series of short subjects
To Handle Distribution
featuring Wallace Reid, Lillian Gish
and Dorothy Gish has been sold for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the following territories: Greater l^ew
Pittsburgh — Skirboll Brothers have
York, Producers Feature Service; announced that all their state rights
Eastern Pennsylvania, Dave Stark- distribution in this territory will be
man, Philadelphia; Western Pennsyl- handled through their newly formed
vania and West Virginia, Vimy Film company, the Iron City Exchange.
^Corporation, Pittsburgh; Northern They have already acquired the Western Penn. rights to the C. C. Burr'Illinois & Indiana, Griever Productions, Chicago; Georgia, Florida, AlaWhitman
Bennett picture, "Secrets
bama. Tennessee, North and South
Carolina. Saviri Films, Atlanta, and of Paris."
Canada to Canadian Exhibitors ExLevinson Has
Napoleonic
Pict\u-e
change, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.
Jesse A. Levinson has acquired for
distribution throughout the United
"Big Boy" Williams Sales
States and Canada "The Plaything of
DiLorenzo. Inc. announced this an Emperor," said to be a spectacular
week the following sales on their costume picture based on the celebrated love aflair between Napoleon
series of six "Big Boy" Williams productions produced by the Frederick Bonaparte and Countesi Walewska.
Herbst Productions to Dave Segal of The story of their romance is well
Royal Pictures, Inc., Phila.. Eastern known to all students of history. Distribution will be through the State
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey; to Harry Segal of Pioneer Film rights market.
Levinson says he also controls the
Corporation of N. E., Boston, the six
New England States: and to Herbert rights for the British Kingdom and
colonies, for which distribution arand
Moe New
Ker'mati,
130 and
West Northern
46th St.,
Greater
York
rangements have not as. yet . been
made.
New Jersey.

DAILY
"Broadway
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Rose" — Metro

To Handle the Hoxie Series

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh — Simeral Exchange
E\)v. M.VIL — Capitol
Miss Murray emotes, tremendously, yea, even violently, as she por- acquired the series of six Jack i
trays her sad role, in this opulent film, which
was staged with an evident disregard for the
Arrowproduced
Film Corp.
westerns,
by Ben \^'
cost of settings. This sort of film usually from
brings big box office receipts. Miss Murray
is attractive and does jazz dancing well. As
Sell Rights on Unity Fil
always, she has any number of becoming
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Mae Murray
gowns.
provides
most of the glamour in this "drama
of glamour." Miss Murray is very pretty
and attractive and will lose none of her following through this picture. The production, too, is unusually elaborate and the result
probably pretty much what the public wants.
WORLD — Somehow the lovely Miss Murray seems too gorgeous to enlist sympathy.
One is likely to be able to curb his tears,
but he will be almost certain to resolve all
over again that this blond star is the vivacious
beauty of them all.
AMERICAN— Mae Murray, as Broadway
Rose, revealed three special preferences.
When she aimed at emotion she wriggled
from shoulders to toes. If, on the other
hand, it was grace that she purposed showing, slie owned to a most remarkable ability
to kick and jerk about. And while under the
influence of these Miss Murray was inevitably
draped or swathed in golden cloth. She was,
in fact, a golden rose of energetic leanings.
HERALD — Robert Z. Leonard has proGoulding's
obviousliftstory
a care duced
and Edmund
lavishness
that almost
it outwith
of
the commonplace, and it's a pity he
hasn't controlled Miss Murray to the same
effect, for she can act. Now she seems to
confine herself to wearing so many golden
clothes she appears to have been dipped in
the mint.
TRIBUNE— If you like Mae Murray you'll
surely like this new picture, for it has more
of everything in it than either of her preceding ones. The first part is done in beautiful natural color. * ♦ ♦ Miss Murray is at
all times a delight to the eye. The picture
lias been very well directed by Robert Leonard.
.'^UN — Robert Z. Leonard, the director
and, we believe, the husband of the star, has
provided the film with exquisite settings
whenever possible.* * * It is needful to say
that the direction is flawless.

Mary Anderson With Burr Comedies
Mary Anderson has signed to appear with Ray McKee and Charley
Murray in C. C. Burr's "All Star
Comedies." Production has already
begun at the Glendale studios under
the direction of Gregory La Cava.
Plans call for one a month for a year.
Opening
(Special

Another
to THE

Exchange

FILM

DAILY)

Buffalo — Berlowitz & Mills, operating the Elk Exchange in New York
City, will open a Graphic Exchange
here, to be located on Franklin St.

Unity Pictures, Inc., have sol3
rights of "Why Do Men Marry,
Greater New York and - No?
New Jersey to the Atlas Film
buting Co.

^^BEWARE

OF

THE PICTURE WITH A WALLOP

THE LAW"

LIKE AN OFFICER'S CLUB !
Picks an audience right o
of their seats and whirls the
up to the rugged North.
They thrill— love, hate, fig!
with the dynamic characters
the"One
picture.
crowded hour of gloi
ous life" — ^then home agai
satisfied.
Get your territory for it
State rights smash from
"I

JAWITZ picture!
CORPORATION

729 Seventh Ave.

STUDIO

FOR RENT

Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. i
L^ayettc Ave., Grantwood,
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. CI
Bryant 5307

Abramson Sales
Ivan Abramson has sold territorial
rights for "Wildness of Youth" to
Frank Zambreno of the Progress Pictures Co. of Chicago for Northern Illinois and Indiana, to Richards
and Flynn of Kansas City for Missouri and Kansas and to William F.
Donohue and John Gill of Imperial
Co. of Philadelphia for Eastern PennDelaware. sylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Pioneer Bankruptcy
(Special to THE

FILM

Sale
DAILY)

Chicago — By court order, a public
sale will be held today of assets of
the Pioneer Film Corp. of Illinois,
bankrupt, consisting of 217 reels of
film including "Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde." "Swifter than Crime" "Boomerang," "Sins of Children," "Saispicion," "Tempest and Sunshine,"
"Hearts of Men" and several comedies. Michael
and Co. "are
conducting
the Tauber
sale.
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Life of Kaiser
;pecially Relating to War Period
Being Made by Warner Bros.
It is reported that Warner Bros,
making a special based upon the
of Kaiser Wilhelm, a large porm of it dealing with his relationip to the Great War.
Harry Warner said yesterday he
not care to discuss the matter at
is time. It is said that the deterination to present this special is
sed upon the manner in which the
blic is being attracted to the
emoirs of the Kaiser now being
blished by a large syndicate of
wpapers in this country the New
)rk Times and Chicago Tribune
mg among the more important.
It is expected that the part the
liser played in the Great War; his
erited cruelty, and other unusual
itters concerned with his life will
)ear in the film.
t will be recalled that the Warner's
duced "My Four Years in Gerny" based upon the volume pubed by James W. Gerard, the formambassador.
ilian Gish Signs With Inspiration
!harles H. Duel], president of Iniration Pictures announced yesterr that he had entered into a contract
h Miss Lillian Gish for a series of
tares. Under the terms of this
itract Miss Gish severs completely
relations with her former employthe D. W. Griffith organization.
ss Gish will be directed by Henry
ng. The first picture will be "The
lite Sister," by Marion Crawford
i will be made in Italy. "The
tiite Sister," was played in this
ntry for seven years by Viola
en.
ir. Duell also recently signed Miss
rothy Gish, who at presnt is playopposite Richard Barthelmess. It
inderstood that she will play again
h Richard Barthehiiess, following
ich she will appear in a picture
h her sister.
Back With

Norma

jiugene O'Brien
againTalmadge
be seen
lleading
man for will
Norma
Tting with her coming production
lie Voice from the Minaret."
"Knighthood" in London
J'able
iDolitandispatches
Prod, say received
that this by
firm Coshas
led the Scala in London and will
Iw "When Knighthood Was in
Iwer" there for an indefinite run
linning Oct. 1.
lick Potter, representative of the
lirst publications abroad is in
Irge of the showing.

May

Booking

Combine

Find Difficulties of Arranging
Average Program — Much Discussion
There has been considerable discussion among a number of distributors with reference to the recently
organized Associated Booking Corp.
As before noted this organization is
made up of a number of the more important members of the T. O. C. C.
who are planning a get together for
the purpose of making booking arrangements in an effort to escape
from the embarassment and difficulty
of playing important pictures after the
big circuits around New York have
shown these features.
The promoters of the Associated
believe that they can secure a large
number of members of the Chamber
of Commerce to co-operate and are
talking about 400 days of booking.
The question now confronting the
distributors who have discussed the
matter is: shall a booking combination be served with product?
It is well known that practically all
of the larger companies have long refused to do business with any booking
combine. AH of them are working
with the Stanley Co. of America, but
this has been of such long standing
that it is generally not considered.
Otherwise there has been a general
"Plenty of speed, high jinks and action," was the way Laurence Reid put objection to doing business with bookit in the Motion Picture News after viewing "Love is an Awful Thing,"
ing combines. This was clearly deSelznick's latest comedy sensation starring Owen Moore. Critics everymonstrated ayear or more ago when
where describe it as the greatest farcial creation of the year. — Advt
members of the Northwestern combine, engineered by Jensen & Von
W. A. Stefifes Here
Linder to Produce Here
Herberg finally dissolved because of
difficulties
in securing product.
W. A. Stefles of Minnesota is here
According to cable reports from
Paris, Max Linder will make his pic- conferring with officials at the na"It is impossible to say at this time"
tional headquarters of the M. P. T. said one of the distributors who has
tures in America.
O. A.
been talking this matter over with
Strand Books Fox Educationals
other
distributors,
"what
the company
attitude
Loew
in Technicolor
will be.
This is sure
: our
It is understood that the Strand
Marcus
Loew
will
be
elected
a
(it
is
one
of
the
largest)
will
not do
has booked the first five of the new
member of the Board of Directors of business with a booking combine. It
series of Fox Educationals.
Technicolor Inc. next Tuesday ac- is a dangerous thing to start. I say
fully what some exhicording to a statement issued by Wil- this realizing
bitors in this section are up against
liam Tra%ers Jerome
^^
Pete Smith Here
'^Pete Smith, publicist now with
because of the circuit booking."
Douglas Fairbanks, has arrived from
Moreno With
Lasky
Morris Back
the Coast, to make arrangements for
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
the New York opening of "Robin
Hood" and is making his headquarters ' Los
Angeles^ — Tony
Moreno
has
at the United Artists offices. While l-.een signed by Lasky to play the lead
the theater has not been definitely
in Gloria Swanson's
"My American
settled, rumor points to the Apollo.
Wife."
Schlesinger to Europe
Stan Laurel Comedies to Metro
Schlesinger general manager
Metro will distribute eight come- of Gus
Warner Bros, foreign department,
dies starring Stan Laurel, made by
the Amalgamated Producing Co. ac- sails today for Europe on the
Berengaria. Schlesinger is leaving to
cording to W. E. Atkinson, Metro's close a big deal in London and will
general manager. "The Egg" and also visit the Continent. David P.
"The Weak-End Party" are ready for
release. Gil Pratt is directing with Howells, and Louis Brock of the
Norman Tourag as his associate and Schenck offices are sailing on the
Clyde Brockman as deviser of stunts. same boat.

Sam Morris, of Select has arrived
from London and the Continent.

Going Up
Chicago — Railroads of the
country are moving the largest
volume of business in their history, except in October, 1920, it
was announced yesterday at the
Western offices of the Association of Railway Executives.
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Philadelphia— J. J.
been
named
road-man
P"ox office.

DAILY)

De
Roy
for tlie

has
local

Toronto — H. li. ?,Iastcrs is acting
as special representative for Pathe.
He was formerly with United Artists
as branch manager.
Rocheste r — Sherman Webster,
formerly special representative for
Select, is now representing Nu-Art
in this territory.
Portland — Fred Normand, branch
manager for Pathe, has resigned. L.
A. Samuelson, inspector-booker of
the Seattle office succeeds Normand.
Seattle — The Vitagraph exchange
here, announces the appointment of
L. V. Lamb, of Portland, to the sales
staff, covering Washington.
Atlanta, Ga. — Frank Merritt. of
Birmingham has joined the F. B. O.
sales force in this territory. Frank
Rogers, formerly of Fox, will also be
connected with the same organization.

Chicago — Tom Delaney and Tom
Norman have been added to the Fox
85'/, 85^
100 sales force. I. Natkin is now covering Eastern Illinois for Metro, while
963/4 97
1,700
103K 10314 300 Charles H. Dingman is covering Indiana. H. D. Johnson is a member
Not
Not quoted
quoted
of
Goldwyn's
sales staff.
has become affiliated
withJoeF. Koppel
B. O.
21.)^
213/^
10,700
Not quoted sales department, while Bill Brimmer,
Not quoted Theodore Stover and E. A. Rockerbrandt are now Educational salesmen.
Low

Close

Sales
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Newspaper
"Missing

Opinions

Millions"—
F.
Rialto

P.-L.

AMKKICAX— The art of .Mice Rrady rose
;ibove tlie rather maudlin matter contained
111 the crook picture entitled "Missing MilUoiis" at tlie Rialto. And Miss Brady owns
a certain "art." She dominates the various
situations.
Millions" other
is neither
better nor worse"Missing
than a hundred
films that
l:ave an interesting star, and no story in
wliicli to encase her.
E\'E. MAIL — Crook stories have a fascination all their own, whether in book, on
stage or screen ; and when they are well done,
they are fairly certain to supply interesting
entertainment. "Missing Millions" is well
done, and, barring one strilcingly weak point,
is an excellent example of the crook film.
HERALD — For seven-eighths of its length
"M.ssing Millions." Alice Brady's latest veliicle. conies within striking distance oi
being the best crook thriller ever produced
in tilms. qualified to challenge all comers.
It just loses on points, you might say, for
ill the end it suddenly gets stuck in a bog
of sentimentality.
TRIBU-ME — Whatever inay be said oi tlie
picture.
are story
well worth
going a Miss
long lirady's
way to gowns
see. The
is by
.lack Boyle and it is the tale of Mary Dawson and Boston Blackie. It is one of those
stories where crooks turn out to be detectives and detectives turn out to be crooks,
and you feel all the time as though you were
playing "Button, button, who's got the diaSUN — The picture is a fairly good specimen mond
of itsnecklace?''
kind, but it is never as exciting
as it promises to be.
E\E. JOURNAL — This sometimes exciting
picture * * * owes much of its interest
to the excellent and suppressed acting of
Alice Brady, who as Mary Dawson, is the
liead and brains of a gang of international
thieves.* * * Miss Brady's performance is
natural, convincing and intense.

Visitors
Visitors at the Al Lichtman office
yesterday were Sam Grand and Harry
Asiier of Boston.

In the Courts
Los Angeles — The Exclusive Features, Inc., which asserts it was given
the exclusive agency for the sale and
distribution of pictures and negatives,
by the Selig Polyscope Company, Inc.
has filed suit against the latter asking

WE FINANCE

■for an injunction and an accounting.
The purported agreement was for
ten years and the pictures. Hoyt Comedies, were to be sold throughout the
world.
It is asserted that the defendant sold
certain pictures to third parties and
failed to report the fact to the plaintiff.

Worth While Producers for
Production,
Prints and Advertising.
Service
Departments
In
Charge of Proven Experts

Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court by Morante & Fowler against
the Clark Cornelius Corp. for $9,248
on a bill of exchange issued May 24,
1922.

%ECURITVa

IROQUOIS PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

present
a CARYL S. FLEMING Production
"THE DEVIL'S PARTNER" of
offices
the
thru
Distributed
AGNES EGAN COBB
Phone, Bryant 8479
1600 Broadway
New York

LEGAL
SALES
AUDITS

PUBLICITY
DISTRIBUTION
EXPLOITATION

■'- good game,the whether
"■pOLLOVV
leader' '
play it after school or in
motion
picture
business
The
harder the pace
the leader sets,
the more fun you
get
It, andof
in out
the ofcase
Irene
Castles
•NO picture
TRESnew
lated into money
PAS ING.' the
office
Here are some of the leaders
have booked
NO TRESPASSI^!
CALIFORNIA THEATRE
San Francisco
ChicagoTHEATRE
STATE LAKE
MADISON THEATRE
Detroit
CLUNES BROADWAY THEAl
Los Angeles
GORDON

Boston
5 OLYMPI.a'THE.A'

Atlantic Cifi
POLLS THE a1
Wilkes Barre
WIZARD
BIJOU THEA'
THEATRE
Baltimore
CRITERION THEATRE
Oklahoma Citv
KEITHS THE.^TRE
These theatres
are known as'
Indianapolis
money makers
I f NO TRESP/>
INC
IS the kind of picture 1
produces profits for them
ic is
picture that will do business
YOU
Book It' _ /:? <—-

Producers Security Corporation

HODKINSG

Ricord Gradwell, President
Genentl Qfficex:

516 Fifth Avenue

New

York

PICTURE
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood, Calif. — Fred Niblo will
educe "The Famous Mrs. Fair" for
ouis B. Mayer and Metro before benning work on "Captain Applejack,"
versing the program originally innded.

ie&H

DAILY

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

To

Be

Successful

You must constantly know how you
stand so as to be able to plan the
development of your business.
We can help you.

W. A. FLEMING
& CO.
Romantic Atmosphere
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
Huntsville, Ala. — In his lobby for
Hartford, Conn. — In connection
Robert Kurrlle will photograph "All
452
Fifth
Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074
"The
Dictator,"
Manager
C.
A.
Crute
Brothers Were Valiant."
with the showing of "The Eternal
the gay, romantic atFlame" at the Princess, Manager tried to create
mosphere ofSouth America. Japanese
[Russell
Simpson
will
play
the Needles of the Princess offered a
lanterns were hung over all lights in
:her in "Peg O' My Heart."
string
Talmadge
Pearls"
SITUATION WANTED
to the of
girl"Norma
who most
resembled
that the lobby and posts on each side of
the lobby were wrapped with red and ACCOUNTANT— Capable office man, forstar.
Ijoseph Brandt, head of Federated
merly auditor for firm with several branch
white bunting. Red and white buntIm Exchanges, is here, from New
ing was also hung in festoons across ofiices, other interests, supervision of acDfk.
Reached the Golfers
counting, also preparation of all statistical
the front of the lobby. Crepe paper
and financial reports including systematizCentralia, 111. — An interesting and
streamers,
red
and
white,
were
hung
ing
;
laboratory
experience ; e.>:ceptionaI creVitagraph has begun work on a
dentials as to ability and character. Address
"Golf,"
for
from the lights. Along the sidewalk
exploitation
bit of
simple
K-20,
care
The Film Daily
the
Larry
Semon
comedy
was
used
;w Earle William's feature, "You
in front of the theater were a number
;ver Know."
by the Illinois. Cards reading, "This of small orange trees with green fruit
ticket and 40 cents good for one lesthem, while
Wallace
Julius Stern has cabled from EuCOMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA. INC.
son in Golf, etc.," were given to mem- on
cut-out
beaver
board Reid's
lettersname
was
pe that he has signed the Renault
bers of the Country Club and quite a in
Phone: Madison Square 4430
hung
in
front
of
the
lobby.
15 East 26th St. New York City
I'Others, famous
clowns,
who
will few of them attended.
Sole Agents for
il immediately for this country.
Fabbrica Italiana Lamina Milano
Got Up Novel Heralds
All for a Short Subject
Harry Lament, Eugene Burr and
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Stanley
Kansas City, Mo. — During the run
" F. I. L. M. "
;Ien Broneau complete the cast of of "Golf" at the Royal, arrangements through Eli M. Orowitz, Paramount
Positive raw film manufactured in Italy.
Ask for samples and prices.
for
window
displays
were
made
with
exploiteer, got up a novelty herald
mt Stromberg's "A Punctured
Sevince," starring Bull Montana
for
"Blood
and
Sand"
consisting
of
stores.
goods
various sporting
eral hundred golf balls bearing an- the word "blood" in red ink and
nouncements about the picture were "sand" in real sand. The process
Henry B. Walthall, Ruth Clifford,
j alter Emerson, Fred. Sullivan and tossed out on the fairways, vvhile the takes some time but is fairly simple
a Bennett will be seen in a new house front was decorated with vari- and inexpensive. The herald naturalX picture.
ly requires two runs through the press
ous implements used in the ancient
on the second run the rollers were
Scotch game. It was a somewhat unusual splurge on a short reel offering. "inked" with glue. As soon as the
'f'Timber" is near completion. Regid Barker, who directed, will also
word "sand" was imprinted in glue
t this production for Louis B. They Feared the Dog
the printer sprinkled sand over the
lyer. It is expected four weeks
Toronto — Ballyhoo advertising that herald some of the grains catching
A lack of sufficient capital
1 be required.
was a reminder of circus days was a on the glue, and the rest rolling
should be no hindrance in realharmessly
off.
They
cost
only
$7.50
of the exploitation of "The
Thomas Wonder, six year old feature
izing your most cherished plan.
Silent Call" at the Allen. A strong a thousand.
icer who has appeared with Gus likeness of the dog in the film was
If it is a problem of expansion
wards and Annette Kellerman, crated and put on an old circus
or promotion in the motion picture industry, we can help you.
kes his film debut in Century's wagon for display around the city.
he Match Girl."
The painting on the box, done in red
All
dealings in confidence.
yellow with hand lettering was of
Vlbert L. Rockett has been elected and
Terms not excessive.
the "tent show" variety. The dog
retary-treasurer and production used as Strongheart was really ai'
nager of the Rockett-Lincoln Film amiable animal but the signs on the
CHROMOS
TRADING
CO.
mpany which is producing "The wagon. "Hands Off" and "Do Not
h<
that
impression
the
1123
Broadway
'e of Abraham Lincoln."
Touch" created
was ferocious. The campaign was
Sarry Wilbur, Fullerton, Calif, ex- further tied up with a Dog show at
Saite 616
'Phone Chelsea 8284
jitor, has won the Ince national the Exposition ground.
apaign for a title for the produci, "Jim" Wilbur submitted "What
fVife Learned."
Ran Resemblance Contest

YOU CAN MAKE
YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE

mm^

fc ileal Hart has shipped "South of
oii rthern Lights," the last of his eight
': ring five-reelers for William Stein|nProductions, to New York.
The
ir riors were made at Universal City.
'niversal's next comedy for Lew
S gent will be "Sleep," written by
S tt Darling who also directs. Lila
L lie, William Irving, Margaret Culffton and John Rand are in the cast.
[f,d Sedgwick has returned to Uni^al City — this time to direct Frank
"•^yo in "The Hot Head," a story
n the pen of Mrs. George Ranbh Chester.

MY EXPERIENCE
TEACHES ME
Between -pictures, is a
curse. Overproducer's
head mounts up quickly.

Mammoth
Mailing
List of Theatres
JUST

OFF THE
PRESS

We place stars and featured players for personal
appearances for long or
short periods.

IN

This reduces your overhead.

2 1 tt Supplementary
Edition
1922-1923
$1.50 net

ALEXANDER

S. ARONSON

20th Edition- 1921 -$3.00 net

Ishn Bowers and Allan Forrest are

Producer Service

$4.50 Complete

Rti playing male leads in "Miss
|my
directed Viola
by Harry
lumontLou,"
and starring
Dana.
in'ade
ast. Gillingwater will be included
H. E. GAUSMAN.

1540 Bdwy. (Loew Bldg.)
New York

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rm. 207—701 7th Ave.. N.Y.C.
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Canadian

Theater Changes
Winslow, Ark. — A
been opened by Mr.

new house
Martin.

has

Notes

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Lansing, Mich. — The Gladmer a
new house opened last week; Claude
Cady will manage.

St. John. N. B.— G. A. Margotts,
manager for Famous Players, St.
John exchange, has been transferred
to Winnipeg. Margetts was formerly with Universal. P. J. Nogan
succeeds Margetts.
Mrs. A. C. Wilson has been appointed to the New Brunswick Board
of Censors. She is the first feminine
appointee to this board. Dr. N. S.
Bridges, superintendent of schools of
St. John is the chairman of the board,
and E. S. Owens is the remaining
member.

Webster Groves, Mo. — J. A. Seipker of Edwardsville, 111., has assumed
the management of the Ozark, succeeding Thomas Hehl. Seipker sold
his Wildie Theater, Edwardsville, 111.,
several weeks ago.

Ben Williams, manager
Wonderland Carnival Show,
rested in Edmundston, N.
showing of alleged obscene
pictures. He was committed
in the circuit court.

Cincinnati- — Legitimate attractions
■will be shown at the Grand after a
Slimmer of pictures.
Highlands. Ky. — Fred J. Dolle, oi
the Alamo and Louis Sterle of the
Walnut will spend $50,000 on a theater.

Prod.
Security
Increase
Capital
The Producers Security Corp., have
filed an increase in capital from $300.000 to $600,000.

(Special to THE

FILM

Censorship Bay State Issue
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston, Mass. — The question of
censorship will undoubtedly be taken
up as an issue at the Republican Convention on Saturday Sept. 2.3 as it
will be put to referendum vote at the
regular State election in November.
The women's vote is expected to have
a large influence on the result. Speakers against censorship are appearing
before the women's clubs of tlic State.
Non-Theatrical Films in Iowa
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ames. la. — A recent report submitted by Charles Roach, in charge
of visual instruction for the Iowa
State College of .\gric. and Mech.
Arts furnishes interesting figures on
the work being carried on by films
in the state. Films were shown at
3384 exhibitions, with a total attendance of 563,360. The report also indicates that, out of a total of 98 counties in Iowa, 58 counties, or a percentage of 59, are receiving ten or
more film programs annually on a
farm bureau circuit.

DON'T

^

READ
^f^RECOCMIZED

^yFILMDOH
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EVERY DAY

Will Be Called Rivoli
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

You

St. Louis — The Royal w>iich Universal bought from Harry Kopler, is
to be known as the Rivoli when re-

DAILY)

"A Bill of Divorcement"
Here
Prints of "A Bill of Divorcement."
six reels, produced in England with
Constance Binney starred, have arrived at the Reginald Wards office.
This is taken from the stage play
which ran in New York and London
last season. Fay Compton and Malcolm Reed are in the cast. Denison
Clift directed the production for Ideal
Films Ltd.

YOU

of the
was arB. for
motion
for trial

Jossey Leaves for New England
opened.
J. S. Jossey, Arrow special representative, who just returned from a
Jawitz Back
trip through Pennsylvania and MaryCharles Jawitz, president of the
land leaves today to cover the New Jawitz Films, has returned to New
England territory.
York from a trip through several
territories.
He reports good business.
Sam Benjamin to F. B. O.
Oklahoma City — Sam Benjamin,
formerly manager of the Universal
exchange, has been appointed manager of the P. B. O. exchange here
by Harry M. Berman, general manager of distribution for P. B. O., now
on tour.

IF

^IHSpi^

"Baskervilles"

in

Photoplay

Sentenced for Stealing Films
especial to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Kansas City — Roy Ballinger. an
operator at the Electric Theater, Independence, Mo., and Luther Lawton,
negro vault man have been sentenced
to six months in the county jail for
stealing $10,000 worth of films from
the local Pathe exchange.
Union Operator Head Jailed
FILM

DAILY)

Council Blufifs, la. — As the result
of an operator's war v.'hich has been
raging for more than four weeks a
number of arrests, and several indictments returned for the throwing of
tear bombs and other anti-law implements. Among those who have been
given jail sentences are Mayc Paden, pres. of the Omaha local of the
Inter'l Alliance of Theatrical Employees, and Thos. Smith a member.
Lloyd
(Special

Picture
to THE
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Los Angeles — At the close of the
18th week, "Grandma's Boy," was
shown about 1,000 times to almost
400,000 people during its phenomenal
run. The picture has attained distinction in many ways, it played the
Symphony all summer, something
that has never been done by any picture in any theater. The picture is
in
its 19th week and is still going
strong.

York City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
lor one year, starting immediately, to include

Still Going
FILM

Holding
Yourself

Edition

A special photoplay edition of "The
Hound of the Baskervilles," the Sherlock Holmes story now distributed
by F. B. O. will be issued by Grosser
and Dunlap, publishers. In this edition. Conan Doyle's novel will carry
a special jacket, mentioning the photoplay, and will be illustrated by
"stills" from the feature.

(Special to THE
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Saturday, September 23, 1922
Universalhas Buys
Universal
bought"Bavu"
the screen
rights to
"Bavu,"
the
Russian
melodrama seen last season at the Carroll

or Directors When DeForest Idea
of Talking Pictures is Used
Lee De Forest, just back from theater. It will be produced with an
all-star cast.
urope. discussing his invention for
Iking pictures, is quoted as saying:
Wesley Barry for Vaudeville
Wesley Barry will soon be seen on
"An entirely new technique from
le usual silent drama remains to be the vaudeville stage supported by ten
other kiddies in an act in which he
will do a song and dance specialty.
jveloped."
Ordinarily the film picture of to- The boy actor is now rehearsing on
jy would not be greatly benefited by the Coast and will work his way East.
le addition of the voices of the
:tors. An entirely new class or
Walter Hays on Committee
■pe of moving picture plays will be
Walter
Hays of Buffalo will serve
7olved for the phonofilm. Actors
of the rotating commitid actresses who can speak as well as a teemember
in the New York office of First
i look pretty and make funny faces
National for the two weeks comill be in demand.
mencing Monday, Sept. 25, represent"We will now hear, when a fine
ing Moe Mark.
cture is shown of a waterfall or
'6 surf upon the shore, the impresChristie Buys Coast Property
ve music of nature itself reproduced
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ith perfect fidelity — the lack of
Los
Angeles — Charles Christie and
lich now makes all such pictures
George Mauser have purchased from
rangely "empty."
One more revolutionary effect the a syndicate, of which Gore Brothers,
Sol Lesser and John Young form a
honofilm" promises to have on the part, frontage on Hollywood Blvd.,
esent picture industry. Mr. De For- between Cosmo and Vine Sts.
f added will be the silencing of the
3vie director.
Dixon and Cast in Auto Crash
No more will he megaphone his
Thomas Dixon and several members
Structions
to the All
actors
being
the camera.
must
be "shot"
silent of the cast of "The Beast," now being
escaped death ThursIring the production of the "phono- filmed,daynarrowly
when
a
two-ton
motor truck
m," so as not to mar the recording crashed into their auto in
Lexington
the actor's voices.
Ave. as the party was on its wa}' to a
The director, therefore, must "do location in Bronx Park.
Stuff" in pantomine.
Those in the cast were Dixon,
Madelyn Clare, Warner Richmond,
Cromelin in London
Fillie Schaff, eight years, and his
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
mother.
London — Paul Cromelin,
head of
■.er-Ocean has arrived here.
He inShow "Four Horsemen" to
jids touring Europe
to look over Move to League
of Nations
(■ film situation.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — Representatives of the
"Trifling Women"
at Astor
League of Nations Union are working in conjunction with Marcus Loew
iex Ingram's "Trifling Women." a
tro special, will succeed "Prisoner and Sir William Jury to arrange a
Zenda"
Oct. 2.at the Astor opening Mon- presentation of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" before the
'he cast includes Barbara LaMarr, League of Nations at the earliest opmen Novarro, Lewis S. Stone, Edportunity. This move follows the
d Connelly, John George and endorsement of the film by the
ers. "Trifling Women" is an orig- League of Nations LInion.
story by Ingram.
Prominent film men planned a
luncheon for Mr. Loew but, owing to
Gene Stratton-Porter Producing
his departure for the United States,
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
the chair of honor was occupied by
<os Angeles — Gene
Stratton-Por- Sir Harry Brittain, M. P. Two
Prod., formed to film the works offers advanced by Mr^ Loew were
the authoress under her personal set forth. Acceptance of the first has
ervision, is now making "Michael resulted in the effort to show the
■lalloran" at the Ince studios. Oth- production to the representatives of
Mr.
jproductions planned include "The the fifty nations in the league.
rvester," "A Girl of the Limber- Loew also sent word that, regardless
;" "Laddie," "A Daughter of the of profit or loss, he would be glad to
id," "Her
Father's
Daughter," send the film to remote countries so
the Foot of the Rainbow" and that people far removed from the war
le Firebird. "
might see and understand its horrors.

Strand Books Lupino Lane Comedies
The Lupino Lane comedies made
by Fox have been booked for the
Strand, by Joseph Plunkett. "The
Reporter" will be the first.
Mary Alden to be Starred
Mary Alden will be starred by Allied Dist. Co. in "A Woman's Woman, ' Nalbro Bartley's Saturday
Evening Post serial. Miss Alden
has just returned from Porto Rico
after finishing a picture there. A
second starring vehicle is promised.
Gill Forms New

Firm

Philadelphia — John F. Gill, formerly manager of the R. C. Exchange
has organized a new distributing company of which he is president and
general manager. The new organiation will be called Imperial Pictures
and is temporarily located at 1302
Vine Street.

Booking War?
Associated
Feels
Hostile
Attitude
Toward
Any
New
Combine
Must Be Combatted
While incorporation papers have
been secured for the newly formed
Associated Booking Corp., made up
of members of the T. O. C. C, the
important matter of securing films
for the 400 booking days claimed by
the organiation will be attended by
considerable difficulty if Nathan Burkan, attorney for the organization has
been correctly informed.
"I understand that the distributors
and producers who make up the Hays
organization have already expressed
opposition to this booking plan" Burkan said yesterday. "They regard .
all circuits as an evil and this particular circuit is a very unwelcome
child. The christening will be a sad

'However we have no doubt as to
party.
our ability to get film. We are conJohn Adolfi is directing "The Darfident on that point. The organization is so new that it has not had time
ling of the Rich" for B. B. Prod, at
the Whitman Bennett studio, Yon- to make booking arrangements. Any
kers. Betty Blythe is starred and difficulty in securing film is regarded
her supporting cast includes Gladys
as a bridge which we will cross when
Leslie, Montagu Love, Charles Ger- we come to it.
rard, Leslie Austen and Walter Walk"The present booking situation is
er. Edward Paul is the cameraman.
very serious to independent theater
owners, without the purchasing powPathe Declares Dividend
er of a circuit. I refer to the presPathe Exchanges, Inc., announce a
way of determining who
dividend at the rate of 8 per cent per shall entbeunjust
first run exhibitors and who
anum on the preferred stock, paya- shall be forced to take the leavings.
ble Sept. 30th to stockholders on rec"Formation of the Associated
ord at the close of business on Sept.
Booking Corp. is entirely due to the
20, 1922. The statemen* explains system that operates unjustly toward
that these are the dividends accumu- innocent men who have made large
lated since the dates of issue up to investments and who must protect
and including Sept. 8, 1922.
themselves
financially.
Start Filming

Canadians
(Special

B. B. Production

to Distribute

Own

to THE
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FILM

Films

Ottawa, Ont. — At a conference attended by representatives of nine Canadian producing firms, it was decided
to reserve for Canadian management
the distribution of all films made with
Canadian capital on Canadian soil.
Picture production in Canada has
greath' increased during the past year
and Canadian-made films enjoy great
popularity
Those in here.
attendance at the meeting
included representatives of Canadian
Photoplays, Ltd., Northern Pictures
Corp.. Ltd., Winnipeg Productions,
Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie Films, Ltd..
Prince Edward Island Films. Ltd.,
New Brunswick Films, Ltd.. Halifax
Films, Ltd.. Newfoundland Films,
Ltd., each operating under a provincial charter, and Ottawa Film Prod.
Ltd.. which has just finished "The
Man from Glengarry" and "Glengarry
School Davs," operating under a
Dominion charter.

"It is up to the powers that be to
devise a plan whereby the evils oi
the present method of booking first
runs can be obtained."
The following statement was issued from the Hays office:
"The attention of Mr. Hays has
not 3-et been called to this matter. Mr.
Hays is the only person qualified to
outhne the policies of this organization. He will do so when the proper
time comes and will give every one
a square deal.
Another Woman Director
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Julia Crawford Ives,
Famous Players-Lasky scenario writer, has been made a director. She
will leave soon for the Hawaiian Islands to film one of her own stories
with a cast including Betty Compson,
Sylvia Ashton, Edward Martindafa
and Arthur Hoyt.
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Coast Brevities
(Special
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Incorporations

.■\lbanv— 170th St. Theater Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, M. Rosenblatt, F. Elliot, S.
Weiss.
Attorney, M. Klatzko.

Hollywood — Universal has completed "Ridin' Wild"; changed the
title of "Lady Raffles" to "White
Tiger"; and will star Gladys Wal'on I .Mbanv — Asso. Booking Corp.,
in "The Runaway Girl." adapted by
Hugh Hoffman from "Gret'n Ann," Manhattan. Capital $10 000. IncorR.Attorney,
^^ogcl, E.
London
and
Louis Dodge's Ladies Home Journal Ijorators,
Nathan
Burkan.
story. Directed by King Baggot, M. Elkin.
cast will include Spottiswoode AitAlbany — Amalgamated Exch. of
ken, Otto Hoffman. Rose Gore, William Robert Daly, Ted Price, Robert .America, Manhattan. Capital, $200,
000. Incorporators, C. Kranz, G. M.
Agnew and Ann Schaeffer.
Davidson. H. Grossman. Attorney,
Ground was broken this week for H. & M. Frank, Manhattan.
the new Hodkinson exchange, at 2015
Third Ave.
Dover, Del. — Maytan Pictures,
Capital, $150,000. Incorporators, L.
Universal has completed produc- L. Mayer, Bklyn, A. Guttormson, F.
tion on the King Baggot picture, F. Lome, J. Transet, J. Disroste,
Manhattan. Attorney, Registrar &
"The Kentucky Derby."
Transfer Co.

Saturday, September 23, 192<
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BRITAIN MOBILIZES LAND AND SEi
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
POWER IN NEAR EAST— Threat of th
Turkish Nationalists under Kemal causes coi
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS,
INC.
centration of available forces at the neutr.
zone.
Joseph Dannenberg. President and Editor ;
J. \V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManPRESIDENT
SIGNS
TARIFF
BILI^^.
Agci ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Much discussed McCumber-Fordney bill finai
Entered as second class matter May 21. 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
UP THE
EIFFEL
TOWER— Pathe New
the act of March 3. 1879.
given
special permission by French GoverBt
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
ly passed.
ment
to
secure
interesting
pictures of taUe» '
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
structure in the world.
months, $5.00; 3 ■ months $3.00. Foreign
Other news as usual.
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
THE
ONE
INDISPENSABLE
FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone. Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Barbara Bedford, who has been ill,
Kinematograph
Weekly.
85 Long
Acre,
Dover, Del. — Pan-American Films.
has caused a hitch in the production
London. W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Fijm, 42 Rue de of the Jack Conway film in which Capital, $3,500,000. Incorporators, J.
Clichy.
Herbert
Rawlinson
stars.
Kimberly, J. A. Hanley, F. W. ColFree Campaign Material
Central
European
Representative — Internalins. Attorney, U. S. Corporation
Every exhibitor signing to play i
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-SloThe M. P. T. O. A. of Northern
First National attraction will receive
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Co.

California has appointed a committee
Jefferson City, Mo. — Rivoli Theaof nine designed to represent all
ter Co., $30,000 Incorporators, Barbranches of the motion picture inHigh
Low
Close Sales
dustry in combating adverse legisla- )]ey Rosenthal, R. G. Taylor and Nat
Steinberg, 100 shares each.
tion and censorship.
East. Kod. 85K84
85^
1,800
F. P.-L. .. 97/2
95 K' 97
4,700
Jefferson Citv, Mo. — Allies Amuse.
do pfd. . 103/> 1025/^ 1025/^ 900
"The W^orld's a Stage," the Princi- Co. $20,000. Stockholders, Fred J.
pal Pictures production written by
,«,jG"wyn
...
7
6%
6%
1,700
Griffith
Not quoted Elinor Glyn will have an English Iloft'meister and Eulalie L. Kuh, 99
shares each and Forrest P. Trelles, 2
Locw's ... 22
21 /s 21^
9,900 premiere at the Globe. London, si- -shares. Plan 1o erect a theater in
multaneous with its American premi- South St. Louis.
Triangle
Not quoted
er.
World
Not quoted
Anna Q. Nillson, Craig Ward, leadOklahoma Citv — Pitchford Amus.
A One-Woman Censor Board
ing man: Percy Hilburn and Allan
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Siegler, Harry Vallejo, and Edward Park, Okmulgee,'
corporators, S. L.Capital,
Owen,$50,000.
Anna InM.
Manitoba, Can. — The Manitoba Linden, cameramen; w'ere exposed to Owen and L. Pitchford.
Censor Board is said to be composed serious burns in filming of fire
of a woman, who condemned five scenes in San Fernando valley for High Taxes Force Houses to Close
features the week of Sept. 4, after "Hearts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Aflame."
some of these were passed by the cenBerlin — Three hundred theaters
sors in Ontario.
Edward Laemmle will direct Art members of the Asso. of Cinema
Acord in "The Oregon Trail," his- Theater Owners, will close ow^ing to
Sale of Caryl Fleming Productions
torical serial written by Robert Dil- ihe excessive amusement tax. HamAgnes Egan Cobb announces the
lon. Universal states that the time is
burg houses have already.' closed for
sale to the New York Film Exchange regarded as inopportune for produc- the same
reason.
of territorial rights to Argentine,
tion of contemplated series in Europe.
Uraguay, Paraguay, Chile and the
Edit and Revise Lee Kids
West Coast, on the series of Caryl
Leah Baird is at work on a producWilliam
Fox is issuing five two-reel
tion from her own scenario from a comedies starring
S. Fleming north woods melodramas
the Lee Kiddies
made by Iroquois Prod., Inc. This
four-act play, ".A.11 Mine," with Rich- v.iiich have been refilled and reard Tucker, Walter McGrail and assmbled by Ralph Spence from past
series consists of four five-reel productions per year. The first two are Tom Santchi in cast. Release will be
Leenowkidsat pictures.
"A Pair of Others
Aces"
"The Devil's Partner" and "The Val- through Associated Exhibitors. Wal- is
the Fox exchanges.
lace Worseley is directing. Arthur will come along as follows: Sept. 30
lev of Lost Souls."
Todd is cameraman.
"Kids and Skids"; Oct. 8, "Double
AdojJt
Rules
for FILM
Non-Theatrical's
(Special
to THE
DAILY)
Trouble";
Nov. 12, "Town Terrors"
Paramount Week is being observed with personal appearances of stars and Dec. 17, "The Wise Birds."
Pliiladelphia — Tlie regulations covTaisho Buys Four for Japan
•ering non-theatrical exhibitions adopt- at local houses showing Famous
-ed by the State Indus. Board are now Players-Lasky films. Fox Week,
The Taisho Film Co. has purchased
• effective.
These regulations relate to Sept. 10-16, will be marked with the for Japan the three Warner producshowings
in schools
and cliurches, exhibition of three Fox films for first
tions "School Days," "Rags to Rich2nd according
to C. B. Connelley, runs and two for second runs.
es" and "Little Heroes of the Street,"
■ Comm.
of the Dept. of Labor
and
all starring Wesley Barry. They
Mildred Davis will not renew her
Industry,
of which
the board
is a
contract with Hal Roach and Pathe Gasnier
have also
purchased "Kismet" the
production.
Jivision: "It is the first attempt
in
*ny state to bring under governmental to continue as Harold Lloyd's leading
■^regulation non-theatrical
exhibitions woman nor will she sign to be star"Aching Hearts"
Completed
red by Pathe, as has been consistently
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
iin the interests of safety."
reported. Pathe's inability to star
Betzwood, Pa. — "Aching Hearts," a
her in other than two-reelers and
written
and diofficers to star in features coming six reel production
rected b}- Frank N. Seltzer has been
from other sources, which has made completed
at the Betzwood studios.
k,er decide against continuing as a
Lee Kohlmar. Richard Farrell, Arleading woman, are given as the reathur Ashley, William Strauss, Jane
son. Miss Davis' contract expires Thomas and Betty Howe are in the
with the current Lloyd production.
cast. E. S. Manheimer will market
H. E. GAUSMAN.
the picture.

Quotations

\

toda

free of charge, a fall announcemeni
package containing adequate materia,
for an opening campaign according tc
an announcement from the main of
fice. The object is to provide exhi
bitors, especially those in small towns
an opportunity to put on handsonu
advertising displays. The Fall announcement package contains the fol
lowing material :

A two color campaign press sheet : Fivi
rotogravure
slieets in colors : One each fo
"Suzanii.-i.
riie Masquerader,"
"Kindre'
of
the Dust"scenes
and ''The
and oni
containing
from Hottentot"
several
attractions
A colored announcement sheet with a filli
strip of First National
stars and feature!
players and a list of attractions. Sixteei
11x14 star portrait lithos. A slide and a pos'
card to request cuts and mats free. Miscel
laneous material such as program suggestions
samples of miniature star photos to be givei
away and lobby strips.

Mammoth

Mailing

List of Theatres
JUST

OFF THE
PRESS
IN

2 I st Supplementary
Edition
1922-1923
$1.50nei
20tli Edition- 1921 -$3.00 net
$4.50 Complete

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill Guide
Rm. 207—701

7th Ave.. N.Y.C.

A New Idea in National Advertising
of Motion Pictures!

7^_/<Lm_^
(«

TLTERE'S some big news for you. Ellis
■■^ Parker Butler, one of America's foremost authors, whose book "Pigs is Pigs" is
known to practically every family, will write
a series of six story advertisements in the
Saturday Evening Post on "East is West."
First National considered this picture so unusual itinvited Mr. Butler to see it. He was
so enthused over its bigness and its fine entertainment value that he agreed to write a message to the American public on its merits. It
was then arranged to use these heart to heart
talks in the most widely distributed medium
known, The Saturday Evening Post.
Think of the tremendous asset in having Mr.
Butler write these messages under his own
signature. No more capable writer could be
engaged to undertake such a campaign. And
his high standing as a man of letters will carry

M

additional weight. Besides, the American
people love the personal touch in advertising,
and especially when a man of so unusual attainments taiks directly to them, telling them
what HE thinks. This is something new in
picture advertising.
We want the public to know that "East is
West" is a BIG picture, so big that it can't be
compared with any previous Constance Talmadge picture. So we arranged for this unusual campaign to drive home the fact to
every man, woman and child.
These six story advertisements will also be
reproduced on six half sheet posters for your
lobby so that a single glance will connect the
advertisement with the picture, even if any
one should not have taken time to read them
through,
though
they'll be so interesting every
one will read
them.

Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
in 8 reels of the best fun and
ever screened

thrills

By Samuel Shipman and John B. Hymer, from the
play produced by Wm. Harris, Jr.; adapted by
Frances Marion; photographed by Antonio Gaudio;
art direction by Stephen Goossoon.

Directed by Sidney Franklin, Director
of "Smilin' Through"
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
vour ideas.

;%g>*S

Send along

Lei the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Saying It With Music
Scotts Bluff, Neb. — The song published in connection with "Burning
Sands" and bearing the same title
has been used by Manager Osfenberg
of the Orpheum to exploit the George
J\relford production A singing contest was started with cash prizes for
the winners and the ambitious vocalists warbled before the presentation
of the film. The winners sang as a
especially "successful in the case of prologue and it worked out in a profitable manner.
"The Prodigal Judge" recently.

Just Plain Postal Cards
Sabetha, Ky. — Ordinary postal
cards with printed announcements,
carrying at least one small illustration
each time, have been used successfully by the management of the Royal
to keep people in this section apprised
of its coming features. On many
occasions this has proved a means of
getting the motor car crowds from
the country into the house, and was

Interested the Police
Kansas City — A few feet of film, a
motion picture camera and cameraman won a huge amount of publicity
for "In the Name of the Law" when
it was presented at the Liberty.
Police officials were interested in the
matter and they agreed to take part
in the stunt which consisted of having
a pistol duel and chase staged for the
benefit of the public while the camera
was cranked. The newspapers wrote
it up explaining that it was the shooting of a scene for the police film.

Letters from Prisoners

Kansas City, Mo.— The Royal came
through with an exploitation stunt for
"If You Believe It, It's So" that was
so touching in it's appeal that it interested the whole town, and cracked
the columns of the conservative Kansas City Star wide open. Although
Kansas City is in the state of Missouri, most of its interests lie in the adjacent state of Kansas. Howard
Price Kingsmore, the Paramount
exploiteer, offered to exhibit the picture to the inmates of the Lansing
Prison, the state prison of Kansas, if
Music from the Roof
the warden would permit the prisoners to write their reviews of the picLogansport, Indiana — W. H. Lindture. Warden M. F. Amrine consay is an ardent radio fan, as well as
sented and the exhibition was staged.
a showman. Coincident with his
Kingsmore announced that the writers
Rose,"
showing
g of the best review would receive cash
Equippin
stunt.Irish
clever Wild
he worked ofa "My
ph
with a repeating device, prizes. The story of "If You Bea phonogra
and the vocal record, he hooked it up
lieve It, It's So," which deals with
to his radio amplifier, and placed the crook life and regeneration, got under
whole assembly on the roof of the the skins of the prisoners for they all
theater. With the machine slowed wrote their criticisms under a seeming emotional stress. A flood of
down a little more than ordinarily
would be done, the effect was weirdly manuscripts poured into the warden's
attractive.
office and Kingsmore then took them
to the Kansas City Star where the
Created Medical Discussion
editors used them in a feature story.
The Star ran the letters for several
Lawton, Okla. — Breaking into the
medical profession Manager H. A. days, and the reception by their readers is best attested by the number of
Williams of the Murray got prom"open
forum" comments which were
inent physicians to express an opinion as to whether such a close re- sent to the editors.
semblance of two men as forms the
basis of the story of "The Masquerader" were possible. To start the
exploitation the manager did some research work and uncovered records
of where double identity and mixed
identities had puzzled the police.
With this as a basis he went the
rounds of the medical fraternity and
uncovered a wealth of material that
formed the basis of a feature article
in the Oklahoma Constitution. The
Constitution went a step further and
arranged a personally conducted
shopping tour for a mysterious man
garbed in a mask and Prince Albert.
It was sponsored by the paper's advertising department, all the stores
staging bargain sales at set hour with
the understanding that the masquerader would head the shopping contingent. It worked all ways. The
stores were glad of the notice, the
newspaper had a chance for an extra
advertising spread and the Murray
profited by a lot of gratuitous publicity.
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Sailing on the S. S. Berengaria, September 22nd. Will
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Brothers Screen Classics.
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Features Reviewed

Pictorial Clubs Inc. negotiate deal for non-theatrical
rights to entire Kineto library.
Twenty-seven companies incorporated in New York
State during August with total capitalization of
Tuesday
$1,011,000.
Famous Players injunction to retain Rodolph Valentino argued in Supreme Court. Justice Wasservogel reserves decision.
Exhibitors Film Exchanges, Dist., a St. Louis exhibitors combine, takes over physical distribution of
Fine Arts Picture Corp.
Associated Booking Corp., made up of members of
T. O. C. C, starts with 80 booking days.
Associated Screen News announces news ree! twice a
week.
Wednesday
Tom

Thomas Meighan in
Paramount

MANSLAUGHTER
Page 2

Mae Murray in.
Tiffany— Metro

BROADWAY

American Releasing Corp
Norma Talmadge in

TIMOTHY'S
^

THE

ETERNAL

Asso. First Nat'l Pict
Alice Brady in
Paramount
MORE

TO BE PITIED

THAN

SCORNED

DO

AND

^
_.HEADIN'

Richard Talmadge in
THE CUB
Phil Goldstone— State Rights

kiii^iiSu^^

Page 8

CONFIDENCE
Page 9

Pete Morrison in.
Arrow — State Rights

SKort Stuff

FLAME

MILLIONS
Page 7

C. B. C. Film Sales— State Rights

Tom Mix in
Fox

QUEST
Page 4

Western
London. Import and Pearl Distributing Co.'s of
Technicolor Inc. applies to list stock on New
Curb Market.

York

"Better Films Week" starts in Atlanta with co-operation of clergy and clubs.
Court orders First National and Loew's Inc. to show
cause why Peekskill Theaters Inc. should not be
granted injunction in suit over film service.
Thursday

Page 5
MISSING

Herbert Rawlinson in
Universal

ROSE
Page 3

E. Davies buys out interests of H. Winik in

DARE
Page 12
NORTH
Page 13

REPORTER
Page 14
Page 15

way.
"One Exciting Night," new Griffith film, nears BroadPathe directors accept resignation of Paul Brunet
from presidency. No president likely until next
E. V. Richards, Jr. and Fr
Aliday
Lichtman form Al Lichtman Southern Exchanges with four offices.
year.
Film Life of Kaiser reported in production by Warner
Brothers.
Lillian Gish signs with Inspiration Pictures.
Difficulty in securing product may confront Associated
Booking Corp. members.
Metro gets eight Stan Laurel comedies.
Saturday
Asso. Booking Corp. members not surprised at opposition in securing product.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good** — Benjamin Franklin.
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A Regular DeMille, Including an Unnecessary Orgy
Cecil B. DeMille's Prod.
"MANSLAUGHTER"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Cecil B. DeMille
AUTHOR
Alice Duer Miller
SCENARIO BY
Jeanie Macpherson
CAMERAMEN
Alvin Wyckoff and Guy Wilky
AS A WHOLE
Gripping, powerful theme with
usual DeMille extravagances. .Looks like real
money in the box office
STORY
Unusual for the screen and except for
trite ending, powerful.
Roman
bachannale
dragged in by the horns
DIRECTION
Superb, especially the orgy of ancient Rome
PHOTOGRAPHY
Magnificent
LIGHTINGS
Splendid
PLAYERS
Tommy Meighan comes back into
his own with a rush. Leatrice Joy a delight to
look at. Lois Wilson excellent as always. Others haven't enough to do to talk about
EXTERIORS
Excellent
INTERIORS
.The Cecil B. DeMille type
DETAIL
Splendid
CHARACTER OF STORY
Should be a cleanup for any house.
The rich girl suffers like
the poor usually does
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
9,061 feet
To the collection of splendid productions now being

ties, but when DeMille took it over he decided appar- '
ently that it did not have sufficient material for a true,
typical DeMille production, and so to the Miller story
he pushed in another.
Now as originally written the
story seemed good enough.
It told in a striking an'd
commendable manner 'wha;t happened to a typical rkh
girl of today who had nothing but money and. time,
and spent both in an effort to strike a happy prbpoftion between : Heaven and Hell every twenty'-four.;
hours, so that when this spoiled and pampered-beauty.
is the cause of a traffic cop being killed and is sentenced to prisoii for manslaughter, human.beings gen-,
erally agree that she sure got what was coming to Ijer.
Of course, in the end she married the relentless persecuting prosecuting district attorney, who all the time
has been her heavy lover.
But DeMille wasn't satisfied with this and so'hedrags in a Roman orgy, to make
certain that tliis, iti picture talk, becoines" sure firie.
There have been orgies and orgies. Every director
now and then conceives an idea of what an orgy should
be and most of them are distressingly weak, insultingly sickening and get nowhere. But Cecil DeMille decided that his orgy was to be a real one, and it is-. Just
how it gets by the censors is surely interesting. The
way the Huns led by Tommy grab the various females
and hurling them on their horses ride away. into. anything you want to imagine has enough picture hokum
to put this over anywhere.
,
- ,
Tommy Meighan, nor for that matter the. entire
cast, nor the story need this, but it all helps. Tommy
comes back into his own with a tremendous kick as

released, Cecil B. DeMille comes along with "Manslaughter," and adds another to a tremendously interesting lot.

the prosecuting attorney and Leatrice Joy is a sheer
delight pictorially. She is so easy to look at. There

Everyone who read this when it appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post realized its picture possibili-

is a long and unimportant cast, but they haven't
enough to do to talk about.
. ,- -

"Manslaughter"— What a Title for Electric Lights!
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor This looks like real money. You have so many
things to work with that you should need very little
help in getting this one over right. First, it is a DeMille production. Then it has a peach of a title. This
is going to look very good in the electric lights. For
once a title gets away from the sickening sweet stuff
so many producers like to use. This is going to hit a
lot of picture-tired people on the nose because it is so
different.

Then you have Thomas Meighan whose name should
be easy to work with and you can also talk; about Leatrice Joy who is photographed so beautifully tfiat she
looks like a knock-out in a dozQji different ways.

Judging from the way" in which "Manslaujglxf er"" Has
been received on Broadway' it should be easy "to get
by. They are fighting for seats at four o'clock
this
in theoneafternoon.
You can work the title with unusual exploitation
angles, especially around election time in November.
■% V. ,'. o ■*, ^ ^- ''•■- •--.'■■ '.•.'•••/•. ^
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Tried and True Story Weakness of Mae Murray's Latest
Mae Murray in
"BROADWAY
ROSE"
: ;;
Tiffany Prod. — Metro
DIRECTOR
Robert Z Leonard
AUTHOR
Edmund Goulding
SCENARIO BY
Edmund Goulding
CAMERAMAN
Oliver T. Marsh
AS A WHOLE
Average crowd seems to like
this stuff which doesn't measure up to previous
two successes
STORY
It's a wonder they don't get tired of
using this dancing girl, Broadway willun and
country boy hero
DIRECTION
Good.
Allows star to overact too
much at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
STAR

Works as hard as ever.
Make-up too
white, giving ghastly appearance at times
SUPPORT
Monte Blue the same quiet country
boy. Ray Bloomer, the millionaire's son without a spine. Charles Lane of course the heartless father. Others unimportant
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Lavish.
Of the Leonard standard
DETAIL
Good.
Somebody tried to be smart
with the titles
CHARACTER OF STORY
Could not offend.
Been tried out time and again
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 7,000 feet
This is a tricky one. The title, "Broadway Rose,"
sure looks like a box-office. Mae Murray, who in her
two recent successes has proven one of the sensations

in so far as she has won back a tremendous public
is likely to please because she has one of those parti
where despite the wicked willun she is happy with the
man of her choice back on the farm. This although
she had all the glamour of Broadway at her feet.
They have loved this kind of stuff in picture houses
since Harry Davis opened his first one in Pittsburgh.
They probably always will. But there is no more
comparison between "Broadway Rose" as a story and
Miss Murray's two other recent successes, "Peacock
Alley" and "Fascination," than — .
Of course Miss Murray works hard. She always
does. She is probably one of the most sincere workers
in this business, and inasmuch as she is on the screen
most of the time her personality is bound to have its
effect and those who like her rarely can see too much
of her.
The direction is up to Bob Leonard's usual standard. All of the sets are magnificent, but even this fails
to help in keeping your audience from outguessing the
result. They know from the moment Monte Blue appears on the screen and is contrasted with Ray Bloomer as the millionaire's son, just what is going to happen, and they have to sit through a lot of footage before their guess comes true.
The star is allowed to overact at times and her
make-up is too white. She wears gorgeous gowns
and the production values are exceedingly high, but
the story is so old that some may find fault with it,
especially those who have been looking to her for the
type of material presented in her two recent big ones.
The Hattons did the titles. They look as though
somebody tried to get smart.

Concentrate Everything On Star — ^This Should

Be Enough

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
illis (Jiic looks very good. Besides a well-known
star you have so many advantages in your favor that
jriitting this one over should be child's play. You
have Mae Murray's name and based upon her two recent successes, she is probably one of the most popular women stars, of the day.
You can talk about her great successes, "Peacock
Alley" and "Fascination," and you can say that she is
just as charming in this as the others.

Then there is a certain type of audience which "love"
stage romances on the screen. To them you can appeal by talking about Mae Murray as the Broadway
dancer who eventually marries the country boy when
she finds the millionaire's son is worthless. There
are still a lot of people who like this sort of material.
Concentrate everything on the star because- if Mae
Murray^s name arid her reputation doesn't get them in,
you're just in hard luck.

f-<2^
Tender, Delightful, Heart Throbbing
"TIMOTHY'S
QUEST"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Sidney Olcott
AUTHOR
Kate Douglass Wiggin
SCENARIO BY
Katherine Stuart
CAMERAMAN
Gene French
AS A WHOLE
Charming, delightful. Unusual
in that two extremely clever youngsters carry
this all the way
STORY
Tender, throbbing with heart-punches
which will delight your women folk immensely
DIRECTION
Fair.
Missed many splendid opportunities
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
^.
Average
PLAYERS
Master Joseph Depew and Baby
Helen Rowland practically the whole thing. No
others important
EXTERIORS
Some charming country and excellent slum shots
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Will please all except those who look for wild excitement and
thrills in their picture entertainment
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,377 feet
Every once in a while — too seldom it seems— someone comes along with a picture full of heart throbs,
full of sentiment, full of charm. And it gets away
from the wild thrilling line of stuff that so many think
constitutes a good picture. "Timothy's Quest" is one
of these. The story is slight, indeed almost meagre,
but then so was the story of "Humoresque" ; so
the story of "Over the Hill." It isn't so much
story as the treatment and while Director Olcott
failed to take the fullest advantage of what was

was
the
has
of-
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Story Makes Excellent Picture

fered in this delightful theme, nevertheless he has
turned out a mighty fine picture. It might have been
improved very much, but just the same it registers
very definitely and there isn't any doubt but that your
women patrons are going to dampen several handkerchiefs before these two charming youngsters. Master Joseph Depew and Baby Helen Rowland, bring
the story to a close.
The dominant idea of the theme is that love is after
all the compelling force. The manner in which these
tots bring this about is one of the sweetest, finest,
cleanest things that the screen has ever known.
It might seem that this sort of a theme with youngsters carrying the leads might sag, but it doesn't.
From the moment you are introduced to the city slums
until the final shot it holds you very strongly.
Production values are quite satisfactory and the cast
very good, although except for Vivia Ogden, who will
be remembered as the gossip in "Way Down East,"
there isn't very much for anyone else except the clever
children and a humanly intelligent dog called Rags.
The story tells of two tots left in a tough tenement
district which has the ironic name of Minerva Court.
The boy overhears one of two drunken women say
that he and his little supposed sister are to be sent to
an orphanage, steals away taking with them their pet
dog and a funny little wagon, a feature of which is a
wicker clothes basket. They board a freight car and
land somewhere in New England, where they finally
reach the home of a stiflf, prim old maid who is soured
on life because of the manner in which her neighbors
regard her sister's unfortunate experience.
How they obtain real heartfelt sentiment and sympathy, and how it eventually develops that they are
story.
the children of the unfortunate sister, completes the

Go Strong After Your Women

Patrons — Forget All Else

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Here is one of the pictures that are called "different." It is. And it's so full of charm with so many
punches that keep you feeling for your handkerchief
that it is a safe bet that your women folk will love it.
Base all of your appeal to your women patrons. Take
no chances.
Circularize and otherwise inform your

women's clubs and your church folk about this one
and tell them it is the sort of a story that mothers
love to see.
You haven't any names worth talking about to draw
them in so stick to the idea of the story and the moral
which is that children make the home a worthwhile
place and that a home without them is incomplete.

1
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Seasons
"
(Best

These words have more than one important
significance to the Metro exhibitor this year.
They voice Metro's wishes for the prosperity
of the showman :
9f

"T/re season's best

They fix the quality of the new big Metro
pictures, in relation to all others:
ff

T/re season^s best^^
They foretell the kind of business the Metro
exhibitor will do with the amazing array of
special photoplay attractions now about to
be released:
ff

The season^ s best
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is a picture no exhibitor
can afford not to capture
Here are the criticisms:
Arthur James in the Moving Picture
World—

"A great attraction picture."
Motion Picture Neu/s —

"Bears all the earmarks of a
million-dollar production."
Moi'ing Picture World —

"Rex Ingram once more . . .
has supplied the screens of
the country with a moving
picture achievement."
Exhibitor's Herald —

"'The Prisoner of Zenda'
has several things in it that
may make the famous quartet of 'Horsemen' look out
for their blue ribbons."

Morning Telegraph —

" 'The Prisoner of Zenda*
should
occupy a place
among our best photo-

New York
"Reflects

World—
credit

upon

Its

New
York Herald —
makers."
Picture Play —

"Pure romance
plays."
chantment."

and

en-

Film Daily —

"A splendid box office, sure
e." Cine-Mundial —
fire picturfrom
Translated

"Will

win

applause

and

Neiv York Sun —

"Easily
profits."the peer of all romantic photoplays."
New York Journal —

"A good evening's entertainment."

"A very good one, making
it worthwhile to fight one's
way through the horde."
Daily
News —
"A thrilling

and well done
picture ... it is distinctly
worth while."
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NEW
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TIMES-

Genuinely poignant.
taneous sympathy,

1

EVENING

Wins your spon-

MAIL—

It Strikes its note of appeal as few
films that have crossed the horizon of
^^^^^1

the silver sheet, ^^Forget-Me-Not" is
a fine, clean, beautiful picture,

k1

NEW

YORK

WORLD-

It is an excellent production in every
particular.
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W YORK

FILM DAILY—

AMERICAN-

■' Forget 'Me 'Not/' at the Criterion,
held the attention engrossingly from
\he start to finish. It was charmingly
md artistically told — genuinely poigmnt drama. Anybody who can sit
nonchalantly through these several
scenes must be callouser than any
Professional critic,
RIETY-

Exhibitors . . . can rest assured that
they will be pleased with ^^Forget-MeNot,"
enough, Exploitation should be simple
BILLBOARD—

The world will not soon forget ^Torget'
Mc'Not,"
SUITABILITY—
Show this everywhere.
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE— 100 percent.

The picture looks strong enough to go
nto any of the week stand houses and
ret money.
N YORK

REVIEW—

i most remarkable picture. It is one
}f the finest pieces of work all the
my around — in directing, acting and
photography — that we hare yet seen
n the silver sheet.

rvvsForget'Me-Nof' is aptly named. Few
'ho see this little screen drama will
ion forget its sweetness and charm.
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Well, I alius said the boy'd make good
More'n ten million people have read the
book about him
An' the play went quicker 'n hot cakes
Say, who's that playin' Alice Pettengill ? Why, it's

Blanche Sweet

And there's Obadiah Strout himself.

No, it's

Lon Chaney

Who's that purty girl with the black eyes — Lindy
Putnam, the village vamp? —

Barbara La Marr

An' Abner Stiles, the blacksmith? —

Is that Mandy Skinner?

Elmo Lincoln

No, I d'clare, it's

Louise Fazenda

Say, where'd they get this cast?
Never saw such a high-priced collection.
Why there's

June Elridge

Kate Lester

Gale Henry

Billy Franey

Hank Mann

Taylor Graves
and Harry Depp

Joseph Dowling
Edward Connelly
Victor Potel
Claire McDowell

f^^^^P

oiiVe Only Read
iheJirst Chapter
I

in the book of big box-office business
Metro is printing on the screen this year
Watch for these to come:
The Rex Ingrain Production of

I

TRIFLING

WOMEN

♦

VIOLA

DANA

in June Madness

A Harry Beaumont Production
♦

THE

Louis B. Mayer will present the
FRED NIBLO PRODUCTION of

FAMOUS

COLD

MRS* FAIR

COURAGE

A Special Production of Ben Ames Williams's stirring sea romance

All the Brothers Were Valiant

I
It

♦

Robert Z. Leonard will present
i

MAE

MURRAY

in a new production

LAURETTE
1

■■

TAYLOR

in Peg O' My Heart
By J. Hartley Manners
♦

And Other Equally Big,
Equally Powerful Drawing -Cards

Tictures/

^METRO
PICTURE

Metro L'-Jii^Wo'^,
CorporcLtioi
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Norma's Latest a Beauty But Still Quite a Bit Too Long
Norma

Talmadge in

"THE ETERNAL FLAME"
Associated First National Pictures
DIRECTOR
Frank Lloyd
AUTHOR
Honore de Balzac
SCENARIO
BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
Tony Gaudio
AS A WHOLE
Beautifully mounted and splendidly composed; probably one of the star's best
offerings
STORY
A particularly happy choice; affords
star unusually varied role with fine acting bits
DIRECTION
Has made a picture very beautiful
to look at; good on the whole but uses too
much footage
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
STAR
Plays with a good deal of feeling and
sincerity ; very fine in this
SUPPORT
Conway Tearle has splendid opportunities and handles them capably ; others Rosemary Theby, Irving Cummings and Adolphe
Menjou
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Elaborate at times; attractive
Given good attention
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
Woman enters convent when her lover fails to respond to her letters but is rescued by him just before taking
her final vows
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,453 feet

The story is a splendid vehicle for the star. There
may be some doubt as to its entertainment value, inasmuch as it may not appeal universally. However,
it makes a good picture and as such should please the
largest majority. Frank Lloyd has given it a most
careful production and there are some sets in which
he must have reveled, such as the ballroom scenes and
those in the convent. They are beautifully done. Excellent photography and lighting is equally responsible for the feature's attractiveness.
There is only one thing that can be held against
Llo3rd and that is the excess footage. Although all
the sequences and scenes are interesting and good to
look at, there are a fcAv that are too long drawn out.
He takes too long to tell you that the Duchess' lover
will not relent, for instance, and despite the remarkably fine work of Miss Talmadge in the convent Sequences, and the uncertainty of the climax which he
develops, this also is a trifle drawn out. It needs
some more cutting to give it an evenly sustained interest.
As the wife of the Duke who wagered on her fidelity Norma Talmadge acquires a role that is about
the closest approach to what she needs. Her portrayal of the coquette is delightful and the more dramatic moments carry a restraint and conclusiveness
that is first rate. Her best work is in the convent

Norma Talmadge's latest release is a very fine picture and, excluding "Smilin' Through." is the best
of all her recent productions. It is gorgeously mounted and from start to finish it fascinates the eye, not

episode where she tries to remain true to her vows
l)ut finally goes back to the world with her lover.
Conway Tearle gives an excellent performance as
Montriveau.
Others are of minor importance.
Story : De Langeais wagers with de Marsay that
the Duchcsse de Langeais would accept the attentions
of no man. The Duchesse leaves her husband when
she learns of the wager. She falls in love with a young
soldier, Montriveau, whose friends persuade him that

only through the star but in the settings and excellence of photography and lightings. "The Etermil
Flame" is a pictorial accomplishment whatever else
it may be.

he is being trifled with. "When the soldier does not
answer her letters, the Duchesse enters a convent and
is about to take the final vows when Montriveau comes
for her.

Will Surely Appeal to a Better Glass Clientele
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The Eternal Flame" is a picture that will 1)e appreciated by the better class patronage. You can safely
make promises for it and talk about the beauty of it.
By now you know what "Smilin" Through" did for you
or your competitor. They'll undoubtedly be anxious
to see what Norma follows with and you should be
quite satisfied with the business if you give your
attention to putting it over.

The star's name is one of your best bets. Appeal
to her admirers and tell them they'll be sure to like
her in "The Eternal Flame" and for those who want
to know, say it was adapted from Balzac's "La Duchesse de Langeais." Conway Tearle's name might also
be u.sed. Catchlines or notes from the press sheet
can be used to give a further idea of the story and
atmosphere.

AHunum Pldtwrjs Wlih Paiho^jomd Gmed^
Here is a production that we know possesses unusual box-office
values. This knowledge is based upon the picture having
proved these values across the big new "Third Circuit" in New
York and else^where. Sydney Cohen and others have said they
believed it to be as strong as "Hiunoresque." We don't say
that ourselves, but we cannot help exhibitors from saving it
after the picture has made good at their box-offices.

^ J. L.Frothingham Production

THE WOMAN
HE LOVED
From tlie story by^\^lliam VMong

Cbirected 6y Edward Slomarh
William V. Mong who wrote this imusual story, with
laughter and tears combatting each other for control
of your emotions, acts the role of a Jewish refugee
who found sorrow — and happiness — in America. The
challenging Marcia Manon plays the leading feminine
role. You will like the story even more than the
critics who are quoted below.

What the Critics*
Say:
Moving Picture World:

The Film Daily: The theme of
"The Woman He Loved" is satisfactory stuff with happy and pathetic moments so distributed as to
maintain interest. It is essentially
a human interest drama. In our
opinion it is not a big picture, but
a pleasing one and it will prove
satisfactory entertainment.
Trade Review: An entertaining
story with an appeal that will be
fairly general. Excellent types;
good comedy situations and at
times revealing a real sympathetic
appeal. Will prove a worth while
attraction in houses where "Humoresque" and "The Sign of the
Rose" have found favoF.
Reeland Reviews: A good, clean
picture that tells a heart story; has
a nice love interest, plenty of
smiles and is very well made in
every detail. Plenty of humor and
real pathos — not over done and one
that will interest every type of
audience.

William
Mong, considered by many to be
among the foremost character
actors on the screen draws a fine
characterization in this picture.
He wins immediate sympathy for
the jnan he portrays. You can

make
this another
with some
driving. "Humoresque"
A story built
on the idea of making certain
human appeal, which it has in no
small degree.
Motion Picture News: Heart in*
terest story based on family separation. Much sentiment and character study here. Play it up for
heart interest ... it will go
like a house afire.
We beg also to report that Pete
Harrison, of Harrison's Reports,
and Fred Schader, of Variety, had
attacks of mental dyspepsia the day
they saw the picture and wrote dyspeptic reviews. With a quorum
present they are out-voted.

in Otnada; Cauadiau Releasing Corfjoraiioa, Limited
i^^^'^J^f^^- — ';"^p«S^«a!S»i'«i*«"y-^-'^
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"Boston Blackie" Story Will Please Admirers of Crook Themes
Alice Brady in
"MISSING MILLIONS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Joseph Henabery
AUTHOR
Jack Boyle
SCENARIO BY
Albert Shelby Levino
CAMERAMAN
Gilbert Warrenton
AS A WHOLE
Rather interesting crook picture
if you can believe that crooks could ever get
away with as much as they do here
STORY
Nicely told and given an adequate production; a good cast; interest pretty well sustained
DIRECTION
Generally satisfactory; keeps
story moving at good pace and handles cast
very well
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Does good work ; sometimes looks badly
in closeups ; will please her old admirers
SUPPORT
A good cast with David Powell,
George LaGuerre and others
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
.Girl trying to avenge
death of father implicates innocent man but
tells the truth to save him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,870 feet
The "Boston Blackie" stories have been so popular
and so widely read that a picturization of one of them
should meet with public favor. Alice Brady returns

There is only one possible objection to the story and
that is some improbabilities which it contains in the
way of remarkable feats accomplished by crooks. It
is hard to believe they could ever operate as successfully in reality as they do in "Missing Millions." The
securing of an impression of the key to the strongroom of a ship by a girl who has won the confidence
of the. purser is plausible enough but the workings of
her two male accomplices who conceal themselves in
the strong-room long enough to open many chests of
gold and replace it with lead weights is a highly improbable bit even considering the fact that the "detectives", also turned put to be crooks. It isn't likely
either that a man would be permitted to take part in
the grilling of the man he accuses.
Another almost impossible twist is that in which .
the. two crooks are surprised at their work by the other
two crooks and in the fight that follows no ship attendant appears on the scene until Boston Blackie
and his accomplice have made a get-away. However,
for those who won't pick it apart for improbabilities, .
the feature will prove sufficiently entertaining.
.-.7^-.';
Joseph Henabery supplies an adequate productiori
and succeeds in holding the attention nicely all the
way, through and handles the cast very well. David
Powell does good work as Boston Blackie and others
in the cast are Frank Losee, Riley Hatch, John B.
Cooke, Wm. B. Mack, George LaGuerre, Alice May,
Cooper Cliff, Sidney Dean, Beverly Travers and Sidney Herbert.
Story : Mary Dawson agrees to return valuable
diarnonds which she has stolen if her father will be

freed of a charge of which he is really innocent.- She
to the screen in an interesting "Boston Blackie" story,
one that gives her a role which undoubtedly will please
is d.ouble-crossed and her father dies in prison. Mary
her admirers. The star plays with a good ■ deal of plans- her revenge .by stealing the gold - which
sincerity and a desire to appeal to her audience and she
will -save her father's accuser, Gantwell, from banksucceeds pretty well. She does not photograph as
ruptcy. She fails because it would send an innocent
man to prison. Later Mary marries her accomplice,
well as she used to probably because she has gotten
quite thin. Miss Brady wears attractive costumes, as . Boston Blackie, and Gantwell kills himself because of
usual.
financial ruin.

Announce Star's Return and Appeal Particularly to Men and Boys
Box Office-AnalyMS for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who. cater to a large majority of men

For the women patrons use the star's name, and announce this as her return to the screen. If she proved

will undoubtedly find they'll be well pleased with
"Missing M,jJIions" or young boys as well will parti;cularly relish a picturization of a Boston Blackie story.

a favorite in the past make a special effort to reestablish her and you can say she wears some pretty new

Let them know that "Missing MiUions" is one of them
and tell them about the international crooks who never
tho.ught a job too big for them to tackle.

costumes in "Missing Millions." Say that David Powell is her leading man and use catchlines to give an
idea of the story.
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Familiar Situations in Meller that is Highly Improbable
"MORE TO BE PITIED THAN SCORNED"
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Edward J. Le Saint
AUTHOR
Charles E. Blaney
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMEN
Gilbert Warrenton and King
Gray
familiar melodrama of
Very
AS A WHOLE
the eternal triangle formula; will please only
if they excuse improbabilities
STORY
Contains several illogical twists and
nothing new in its situations

DIRECTION
Ordinary; couldn't make anything
different of the material so keeps it strictly in
the "meller" class
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Alice Lake as the innocent wife
gives a fine performance; J. Frank Glendon.
Rosemary Theby and Philo McCullough do fair
work
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Actor, believing his
wife in love with another, deserts her only to
learn years later that their separation had been
framed
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,641 feet
"More to be Pitied than Scorned" has really only
one point of appeal and it is to the lovers of melodrama.
For them it will undoubtedly prove entertaining and
thrilling in its more dramatic setjuences, particularly
the climax in which the scheming villain and villainess
receive their just punishment. But for others the picture is a very familiar bit of meller with the same old
eternal triangle situations, improbable and sometimes
quite illogical.
When the husband finally exclaims, "It is all clear
to me now.
It was a frame-up," is is quite likely that

the majority of the audience will feel relieved that at
last he begins to show some signs of life for surely the
role of Julian Lorraine gives J. Frank Glendon the
most stupid part imaginable. In fact the things you
are asked to believe are so utterly improbable that you
lose interest in everyone and eventually in even the
cute little girl whose appearance at intervals brightens
lip an otherwise distressing story. The child is shown
to have more intelligence than the father especially
when she tells him that her mother wholhad disappeared
was in the house but they would not allow her to be
seen. The stupid parent accepts the explanation of
the woman who wants him for herself, that the child
had been dreaming.
There are other equally illogical twists. When
the woman, whose husband believed her in love with
another and left her, is taken from the home of the
actress into whose care the husband had given her
child, the officer is satisfied with the actress' explanation that she knows nothing of the woman excepting
the fictitious name which she gives him. And why
the mother waited a whole year before she finally kidnapped her own child is another bit that is not explained. But it's all to provide a plot and it certainly
is a plot.
Alice Lake as the wife does the best work even if
there are times when you lose patience with her for
suffering in such silence. Rosemary Theby appears
to very poor advantage as the siren and Philo McCullough isa fair villain. J. Frank Glendon might do
well in a decent role.
Story: Julian Lorraine, leading man in a stock
company, leaves his wife Viola, because he thinks she
is unfaithful. When told that she has drowned herself he marries his leading lady, Josephine Clifford.
Sometime later the husband and wife meet and learn
that the actress, who was in love with Lorraine, and
Grant, another actor, who was in love with Viola,
planned their separation. Josephine is killed and
Grant turned over to the police.

Might Please Admirers of Melodramas But Consider Your Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You'll have to decide on this one for yourself because itall depends upon the class of people you cater
to and just the kind of pictures they like. If you know
they favor melodrama and think they would be satisfied with as improbable a one as this, let them have it.
You should be able to judge by past performance
whether or not they like the eternal triangle theme.

If they do they'll undoubtedly be satisfied with it.
Perhaps the title will have a drawing power so give
it good prominence. Where this feature is used it
might be well to get a strong accompanying program,
good comedy, scenic or whatever short reels you use.
Then in case they don't like the feature you can make
up for it with the remainder of your program.
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Will Please Those Who Like Small Town Humor
Herbert Rawlinson in

ing, nevertheless, and there are only a few slow spots

"CONFIDENCE"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Harry A.
Bernard
Raymond L.
Howard

Pollard
Hsrman
Schrock
Oswadl

AS A WHOLE
"Hick" comedy stuff that is all
right for two-reeler but not the right material
for a comedy feature
STORY
Nonsensical but will likely entertain a
good many, the star's admirers in particular
DIRECTION
Finds some new comedy uses for
the Ford; keeps it moving pretty well but with
some repetition
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Tries to be too expressive usually; will
please his following
SUPPORT
Lincoln Plumer snd the sheriff do
good work; Harriett Hammond not well suited
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Salesman gets mixed
up with crooks who think he is one of them until he persuades them to play the game straight
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,787 feet
Herbert Rawlinson has a vehicle somewhat out of
the ordinary in "Confidence," his latest Universal release. However, the variation may please the star's
admirers and appeal especially to those who like "hick"
comedy stuff. The picture resembles the small town
humor of some of Sennett's two-reelers and this one,
also, would have been much more effective as a short
reel subject.
Harry Pollard has managed to keep the story mov-

caused by repetition. The main theme isn't novel but
it is given a few original twists and some of the comedy gags will undoubtedly register sure-fire. The burlesque bit, showing a taxi fully equipped with the many
new accessories, will get a laugh. An old Ford is all
rigged out in signals such as "Empty," "Fare," "Back
Up," signs for left and right turns, etc. It's a fairly
ingenious comedy bit and will go over with an average
crowd. There's a pretty good thrill in the auto chase
sequence with the camera shooting from the front of a
speeding machine. The result is similar to that found
in one of the recent news weeklies when the cameraman accompanied a fire engine that was rushing to a
fire. Where the fire engine dodged traffic, the car in
this one dodged curves and precipices.
Most of the comedy business is pure nonsense with
one of the episodes something like the one in "GetRich-Quick Wallingford" where the slick crooks get
all the small town farmers to invest their savings in
a fake project. Of course there is also a romantic
twist with hero Herbert winning the hand of his competitor's daughter.
Rawlinson will uiidouhtedly satisfy his adniirejs in
the role of salesman and the feature, as a whole, may
please them. It is something a little different than
the star's recent vehicles.
Story: Bob Mortimer loses his job as a result of
his failure to land a certain order. In his room Bob
is surprised to find $50,000 in his traveling hag. The
townspeople immediately presume that Bob is a rich
man who has come to build factories in the town and
he is given a cordial welcome. Lang, a professional
crook, who has come to the place to fleece the people,
joins forces with Mortimer whom he believes is a
brother crook. How Bob reforms Lang and becomes
prosperous completes the story.

You Can Judge Whether or Not It Will Do
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who usually can please their folks with
the Herbert Rawlinson features will probably find
they'll be satisfied with his latest. Let them know that
it is somewhat different from the star's recent offerings
and it might also be well to tell them it is a "hick"
comedy number. The small town comedy stuff may
just appeal to thetn.

Play up the star's name and tell them he has a "GetRich-Quick WaUingford" role in his latest picture,
"Confidence." The title isn't very explicit so it would
be well to give them a better idea of the story by using
catchlines such as, "Bob Mortimer lost his job, but
see how 'Confidence' found him another." A trailer
showing the automobile chase might serve to bring
them back,
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"The Veiled Woman" — Class A-b.
(Superior)
j "The Veiled Woman" is one of the most interesting of modjiern screen achievements.
It is distinctly not "movie stuff,"
[but is impressionistic in style.
Character development is excellent, the story is clearly defined and its points of argument clearly set forth. Lloyd
Ingraham deserves a great deal of credit for his worthy attempt at the making of an inspirational picture.
SCREEN

OPINIONS

There is easily enough drama with its accompanying love story
to keep the spectator firmly interested throughout the progress of "The Veiled Woman," a picture produced by H. J.
Reynolds and released by Hodkinson. It is a somewhat poignant story of simple souls told appropriately in a simple
. manner.
• MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

'An agreeable absence of the stereotyped and exaggerated small
:own types so prevalent in the motion pictures.
The picture is almost flawless.
THE

MORNING

TELEGRAPH

OPINIONS
A very unusual picture. Contains a moral and certainly gets
away from the general run of picture themes.
"The Veiled Woman" is the most out of the ordinary picture
that has been shown in some time, or rather it is Myrtle Reed's
sLory which is unusual. The iheme is wholly unlike anything
that has been used and is certainly a deviation from the general run of screen material.
For those who want pictures that are unusual, this latest Renco
production can be highly recommended. It isn't likely that
they have ever seen anything like it.
THE FILM DAILY
The offering is certain to
its unusual theme and the
acterization iswell defined
the title character. In its
from the ordinary run of
drama which is absorbing
climax.

excite considerable interest due to
moral established. Again the charand stands out, particularly that of
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Really Two Stories in Mix's Latest.
Tom
"DO

Mix in

AND
DARE"
Fox

DIRECTOR
Edward Sedgwick
AUTHOR
Marion Brooks
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Dan Clark
AS A WHOLE
Starts out like a fine, thrilling,
old fashioned western but ends in tiresome
comic opera hokum
STORY
The first part is great — alive with action and interesting
DIRECTION
Excellent in opening reels but
never should have allowed Mix to attempt to
be a comedian
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
All outdoor shots
STAR
Will make them hold their breaths in the
Indian sequence but not in the comedy stuff
SUPPORT
Very subordinate to star. Claire
Adams,
Claude
Peyton,
Hector
Sarno
and
Gretchen Hartman have little to do
EXTERIORS
Some fine shots
INTERIORS
Fair
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Westerner, looking
for excitement, gets mixed up with Southern
Republic revolutionists
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.4,744 feet
There's one big disappointment due Tom Mix's admirers in "Do or Dare" when they find out that this
picture isn't what it starts out to be. The first reel
or two promise a genuine old fashioned western with
Injuns and all and there are some great thrills right
in these two reels. But just when it's going good and
you're all set to enjoy a typical old timer, the scene
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The First By Far the Best
changes and you find that an old man is only relating
the story of the once famous Kit Carson Boone to the
latter's grandson Henry.
From this point on the feature becomes uninteresting with Mix playing a comedy role that is not at all
suited to him. He's much more at home doing stunts
than trying to get laughs. Then, too, there has been
such a run on Southern Republic revolutions Jately
that they hold very little attention for the average picturegoer. There is a lot of aimless fighting that
doesn't make thrilling action and gets few laughs. The
firing squad gag has been used several times already
in short reels. Clyde Cook used it not so very long
ago. The titles are after the fashion of the so-called
"wise cracks" and run like "he's safe enough * * *
thinks a revolutionary movement is a dance step."
The Indian sequence is so lively and full of real
thrills that they are bound to be disappointed with the
other half of the film. There is an attack on a fort
that is great. The scene was shot from a distance and
at a considerable height. Then the pursuit of the
Indians after the stage is another fine thrill. Mix does
splendid work in this sequence and furnishes some
new thrills that will go bix with his admirers, only
they'll want more of them.
Story : After listening to an old timer tell what a
great man his grandfather was, Henry Boone decides
to go out and hunt up some excitement. He is given
an important message to deliver to a certain general
who is planning to overthrow his government and
gain control himself. Instead Boone is captured by the
soldiers of the one in power and held as a spy. He
escapes and saves the ruler's daughter from the enemy.
After various captures and escapes he aids the ruler
in getting rid of the enemy and wins the hand of the
ruler's daughter, Juanita.

Let Star's Admirers Know He Has Some Old Fashioned Western Stuff in This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Maybe Tom Mix's admirers will like this one all
right and maybe they won't. It depends on how well
they like the comic opera stuff that makes up the last
lialf of the picture. Most likely they'll favor the first
lialf. It's been a long time since there has been an
honest-to-goodness western with Indians and that's
what "Do and Dare" promises to be at the outset.
You can promise some fine thrills in this sequence

and you can get a pretty good idea of what Mix's
admirers think of him as a comedian after you show
this one. He doesn't register very well as a comedian so he had better stick to the saddle and stunt
stuff for that is where he shines. A trailer of the attack on the fort will bring them back and of course
Mix is a drawing sard, just give him plenty of prominence.
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Poorly Made Picture With Action of Implausible Nature
"HEADIN'
NORTH"
Arrow — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Charles E, Bartlett
AUTHOR
Barney Furey
SCENARIO
BY
Barney Furey
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Only pictorial appeal to recommend it; otherwise crude and implausible in its
thrills
STORY
A succession of events that keep piling
on more complications all the time; incomprehensive usually
DIRECTION
Gave all his attention to dramatic
effect without regarding the logic of it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Fair
PLAYERS
Pete Morrison and others fulfill requirements but no one can be credited with a
good performance
EXTERIORS
Many fine shots
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Fair ; cutting very poor
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Man searches for
another whom he believes responsible for the
death of girl he loved and finds him after numerous adventures
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,257 feet
They"ll have to be mighty easily pleased to be satisfied with such old school meller as that provided l)y
"Headin" North," a third direction in the many "Headin' " titles. "Headin' West," "Headin" South" and
"Headin' Home" having preceded "Headin' North,"
a state rights feature in which Pete Morrison has the
featured role. It is a very ordinary picture and will
satisfy only those who prefer action and an acknowledged high tension in preference to logic and plausibility.

Things do happen in "Headin' North." That's to
be admitted. But in securing this rapid succession of
events, the director has sacrificed about every other
rule of drama. The continuity is choppy and the feature incoherent during a good part of its course. In
tlie first place the hero starts out on an errand of revenge that is hardly justified. The girl he loved is
killed and he assumes that her death was caused by
the man with whom she eloped. The fact that hero
apparently cHd not even know the man except by name
certainly would have made his plan a far-fetched one.
'I"he development is obvious from tht start and all
the way through regardless of the many intervening
adventures which supply the action. There is the felling of a huge tree which pins a man beneath it, the
rescue of the heroine from a canoe, the payroll robbery and a series of incidents which are intended as
thrills. The lynching of the hero is unintentionally
funny. Pete Morrison's face is so composed even with
the rope tightening around his neck, that you would
almost wish they do the unusual for once and hang
the hero. Morrison shows little ability and not much
])ersonality.
His supporting cast is no better.
1"he picture does not look like a very recent production and it has been very badly edited. The cutting is
pretty poor in places especially once where the girl
is shown talking to her lover and in the next shot she
is greeting another suitor at her home.
Story : Bob Ryan loved Madge Mullins and when
she is found dead he sets out to get Stowell, the man
she had eloped with. He meets with many adventures in a lumber camp where Stowell, under another
name, frames him for a robbery. Later Stowell is shot
by an eccentric fellow and gives out the usual dying
confession that he committed the robbery but that
Madge's death was really an accident.

You'll Have to Decide Whether or Not It Is What They Like
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Maybe this will do. It all depends upon the people
you cater to. If they prefer action and thrills in preference to a sensible, plausible story, you needn't worry
about not satisfying them. But "Headin' North" will
hardly do if you know they are critical and demand
good pictures.

The only feature of "Headin' North" that you can
safely talk about is the exteriors. There are some
reallv fine shots in the picture. The players are not
known nor are any of them likely to gain a following
from their work in this. You might work it in best
with a double feature day program or a good short
reel program.
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Fair Action in Picture That Hasn't Original Story
Richard Talmadge in
"THE

CUB

REPORTER"

Phil Goldstone— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Jack Dillon
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Another version of the missing
jewel theme, told here a la Doug Fairbanks
STORY
The title and the opening scenes give it
all away; you know from the start what will
happen
DIRECTION
Makes no bid at all for suspense;
gives star plenty of opportunity for his acrobatics
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Poor on interiors
STAR
Works hard enough to entertain his
audience
SUPPORT

Not important; includes Jean Calhoun, E. B. Tilton, Lewis Mason and Ethel

Haller
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

All right
Suitable
Ample
Cub reporter solves

mystery of famous jewel's disappearance, wins
a promotion and a rich girl's hand
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The story of "The Cub Reporter" doesn't amount
to much other than serving as a vehicle for this new
athletic star. It does give him plenty to do and most
of the stunt stuff registers. His attempt to secure an
interview with the owner of a famous jewel gets the
picture off to a good start. Talmadge commandeers
a taxi and follows the girl and when traffic regulations

lirings his cab to a halt, he jumps to the roof of a
passing trolley, from the trolley to the tonneau of
aiiotlier machine and from one to another until he
linally lands in the girl's cab.
There's a fair comedy touch in the young reporter's
effort to get into the rich girl's house as a. guest at the
ball. The various ways he tries to get by the butler
at the door may get some laughs, especially the disguise he finally assumes. The comedy, however, does
not reach any great heights. Talmadge is a rather
likeable player who appears to want to please. It will
be difficult to get the proper material for him for
features.
"The Cub Reporter" is not unlike a recent Jack
Boyle story that appeared in the Red Book, although
no author is credited on either the screen or press
sheet. The theme has been used before. It is an
improbable one but affords some good action and will
appeal to a certain crowd.
The direction is fair. It might have been a whole
lot better if the director had made some bid for suspense. As it is the spectator is one jump ahead of the
action pretty nearly all the way through. The regular picturegoer will have the conclusion figured out
almost from the start. The title and the first scenes
give it away. A cub reporter is sent to get a story on
a valuable jewel. You know he's bound to get it and
the girl too.
Story : Dick Harvey is sent to interview Marian
Rhodes, whose father has just presented her with a
famous jewel which was supposed to have originally
been stolen from a Chinese temple. While Dick is
talking to Marian the jewel disappears. Two guests,
in reality the emissaries of a ^Mandarin who had sent
them to steal the jewel, disappear. Dick follows and
regains the stone. Later Marian is kidnapped but
Dick rescues her also.

Will Do if You Have the Right Crowd

for It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
A downtown

audience would

be especially well

pleased with a picture like "The Cub Reporter." It
contains the sort of material and action that goes over
big with them and undoubtedly they'll like Richard
Talmadge and his stunts. A trailer of either his rescue
bits or the episode in which he seeks an interview with
the rich girl would be sure to bring them back.

Tell them it is a story of a young newspaper reporter who either had to get a story or lose his job.
Catchlines might also be used to attract attention. In
case you have played one or two of the star's previous
pictures you know pretty well how your folks will
accept this one. If they like him they'll surely be
pleased with this one. It won't do for big first runs
or a critical audience.

Short Stuff
"The

Frozen

North" — Buster

Keaton — First

Type of production

National
2 reel comedy

In selecting the drama of the northwest as the subject of his
latest burlesque. Buster Keaton has hit the proverbial nail on
its head. The subject is one which has not been satirized to
any great degree and is.eaton's antics have the advantage of
novelty. There are several distinctly amusing episodes in the
production, the scene at the fishing hole being unusually good.
In it the sorrowful comedian approaches a spot where an
Eskimo has made an opening in the ice and is holding his line.
Keaton approaches behind him and drills another. The manner in which their lines tangle and Buster finally pulls the other
fellow under and out is certain to keep them laughing. In the
scene with the sled, vi'here the principal's team consists of dogs
of varieties ranging from the squat pup to the rangy mongrel
there is more mirth-provoking material.
Not essentially original is the bit in which Keaton shoots
up a saloon. He is seen pulling the trigger rapidly and then
counting the fallen, finally checking the total up on a cash
register. A shot which just misses him causes him to complete the dealing out of death and revise the total. Somehow,
this is similar to the scene in one of Chaplin's productions in
which he is seen keeping track of the men he shoots. It is
funny, however, and will probably amuse them. The piece as
a whole is a coinmendable efifort and a distinctly desirable
addition to almost any bill.
"Face

the Camera"— Pathe

Type of production

Challenge"— Max

Type of production

Fleischer

Cartoon— Apollo Trading
1 reel cartoon comedy

An unusually interesting nvmiber and one of the best novelties that Fleischer has created. It shows the little imp from
the inkwell making an effort to waken the artist whose snores
disturb all other sleepers. Fleischer wakes,' makes a cutout
of himself in miniature and this cutout figure boxes with the
imp from the inkwell. Just as the imp is about to knock him
out a rough looking customer who is occupying a cot in an
adjoining room and is kept awake by Fleischer, comes in and
actually knocks out the artist. There is a lot of good humor in
this and the clever animated work as usual.
"The Radio King"— Universal
Type of production

"The Tiger of San Pedro"— Sherlock Holmes— Educational
Type of production

2 reel drama

Here is another of the Sherlock Holmes mystery stories
which follow closely the original Conan Doyle stories. The
suspense is held well and there is a fight between the detective and the villain which holds the spectator almost breathless.
The plot is quite intricate but unravels smoothly, dealing with
The Tiger, so called because he claws his victims after killing
them, his enemy Garcia, Garcia's sister, Dolores, whom the
Tiger steals after killing her husband, and Scott Eccles,
through whom the mystery is brought to light. This film
should prove a very good program picture and please the
average audience.

1 reel comedy

Several bits of knockabout comedy have been wrapped about
the efforts of a photographer to shoot a bathing-girl pageant.
In ^he riotous stuff there is little that is new and the sophisticated patron, accustomed to slapstick is not likely to find it veryfunny. As a matter of fact, an important feature is the display
of femininity. Jobyna Ralston is the leading woman. Paul
Parrott, the featured comedian, is not given the opportunity to
do anything out of the ordinary.
"The

review — almost every bit of action concerns itself in some
manner with the use of electricity. The arch villain in the
offering is an electrical wizard, the detective knows a thing or
two about the wireless also and in addition there is an inventor
who perfects a method of recalling radio messages. Much of
the plot deals with the eiforts of anarchists and the chief evildoer to learn the secret of the latter device.
In the battle between the scientific detective, in which role
Roy Stewart is starred, and the principal heavy, electrical apparatus constantly appears and that should appeal to most
serial fans. The episode endings which show in turn, the attempted electrocution of the hero, the assault on the inventor
and the trapping of the detective, girl and a youngster will
probably induce them to come again.

10 chapter serial

Taking advantage of the current popularity of the radio,
Universal has turned out a serial which offers numerous exploitation possibilities and which the capable showman should
be able to present to his advantage. From the beginning of the
first episode to the end of the third — all that were shown for

"Some

Wild

Babies" — Urban

Popular

Classics — Vitagraph

Type of production

1 reel animal study

Made up of interesting material excellently photographed,
this reel should make a worth-while addition to almost any
bill. Animals shown on the screen invariably appeal and this
in particular should be liked because it includes material dealing with young birds and animals which most patrons will
classify as "cute." Newly-hatched birds in nests stretching
their necks for food are seen in the early portion and later on,
one sees minute rabbits, prairie dogs, young deer, a Rocky
Mountain goat, sheep, llamas, a yak, pigmy hippos, opossums
and other animals. Raymond L. Ditmars, Arthur H. Fisher
and F. Percy Smith who recorded this have contributed' a
desirable addition to the month's release list.
Pathe Review No. 175

Type of production

1 reel magazine

Of more than passing interest is another Pathe Review. No.
175 is fully up to the standard maintained in these films if not
a bit higher than the average. "Water Spearmen" is the title
of the initial portion which shows the primitive fishing method
of Congo dwellers and the second section, scenic material called "Silhouettes of Nature" fully lives up to the designation
"photographic gems." "How It Feels" is a clever animated
cartoon, while "My Chum," which deals with a dog and a bit
of colored footage at the close are also up to par. This series
includes some truly commendable material and the exhibitor
who is on the look-out for desirable short stuff should see some
of these issues.
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229 WEST

PRINTING

28TH STREET

COMPANY,

INC.

Fhone: Watkins 1416-17
si?

First Call — Now in Preparation
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Morris
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Kohn, President

Has Placed for
Distribution Jby

Associated Exhibitors
O^RTHUR.

S. Kane,

PRESiOENr..

IillWe Meet
Agai n

AWiLLiAM

Christy Cabanne

Productionp

UJith a distinguished cast including
Mae Marsh
MoRMAN /Cerry
/Salter M/ller
Martha Manse/eld Julja Sh^a///£ Gordon <J. Barney SnERRy

Gdapud hi/ Sclmund Moulding
^rom a story Jby (l2)ilUam Cknsti/ CaJbanm
^ /•'noioqrapfied Jot^ /V/Z/iam /uers
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Baumer

Monday, September 25, 1922

Warn

Bankrupt

Prizma

as Tied Up

With Exhibitor Organization With Advertising
Films
Baumer Films. Inc., producer of
)tion pictures of 8 W. 48th St.,
ve filed schedules in bankruptcy,
ting liabilities of $161,286 and asis of $219,929, main items of which
: accounts, $160,811: stock. $34.f>, and patents. $10,000.
Principal creditors listed are Kimrk State Bank, Chicago, $12,000.
-ured; Equitable Trust Co., $5,000,
rured; Commercial Credit Co., $9,9, secured; Lodi Trust Co., Lodi, N.
$8,000; Norbert J. Baumer. $11,2; J. A. Neyenhouse Sons. $4,587.

Jack Von Tilzer Back

Harry Shaw Leaves for Coast
larry Shaw is on his way to the
today to acquaint himself with
onditions after an absence of
Uears from this country. In 1913
Mw went to England as director
fieral for London Films. He has
)n there ever since. Shaw came
Jr as director of a company filmr "Cupid and the Cunard." Mem>s of his company sailed for Engal on the Berengaria.

Technicolor

Threaten
Suit for Alleged
Infringement of Patent

William ofTravcrs
Jerome,
President
Technicolor,
Inc.,\^icewas
notified Saturday by Prizma, Inc.,
producers of Prizma color pictures,
through its attorney, Julian S. Wooster, 115 Broadway, not to manufacture, exhibit, lease or sell any color
motion picture films made according
to the process and with the apparatus
described and claimed in U. S. Patent to Mason, No. 1,348,029, dated
July 27, 1920, and which is said to
be owned by Prizma, Inc.
Jerome and Technicolor, Inc., are
also requested to immediately discontinue further exhibition of the
film exhibited at the Candler Building, and to account to Prizma, Inc.,
for all gains and advantages received
therefrom.

Several years ago Baumer had a
ntract with the various State ex)itor organizations whereby he was
I produce advertising reels which
t'y would distribute. He also has
ii'n making industrial and advertis' films.

Hack \'on Tilzer, sales manager of
'st Coast Prod, has returned from
itrip through middle West selling
[B. Warner series of Westerns.
last Coast Prod, has also con:icted to market Crescent comedy
lies and new series of Fatty Karr
inedies.

Price 5 Cents

R. W. Baremore in The Morning Telegraph wrote: "Selznick's 'Love is
an Awful Thing' is highly recommended for any one suffering from a
grouch. Owen Moore puts over a performance that is a guaranteed cure
for any case of blues." — Advt.

Real Pictures

Mary and Doug Start East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
OS Angeles — Mary Pickford and
Diglas Fairbanks have left for New
^ k to attend the opening of "RobtiHood." They expect to remain
ilut a month. Fairbanks will pericilly supervise sending out the road
ifivs of "Robin Hood." Neither anKticed any definite production plans.
Ms Pickford will probably start a
M picture soon but Fairbanks exMs to remain idle, so far as producii> is concerned, for about six
i^iths.

Lots of 'em. Never in the lT,istory. Of the business. So
early in the sea.son. They're
And this
same time.
At theother.
many. each
hitting
All over.
Cannot possibly give all their
names. Too many. And liable to overlook one. Which will
cause an awful howl. Don't like howls. But this is sin-e : they
are out. In force. The kind of material. All the optimists
were talking about. Several years ago. Fewer and better.
You know. Bu they have arrived. That is — the better ones.
Don't know so much about the fewer.
And this is the funny angle. Despite that they are good.
Meanino- the big ones. Reports from small towns. Indicate
some. Are not getting the money. Particularly s6. Regarding one of the big ones. From Famous. And one from United
Artists. Which is puzzling. A lot of people. And properly
so. Because if they won't come in. For this .sort of materiak
What do they want?
HEARST PUTS ONE OVER

_'he theater and date for the New
Y k opening of "Robin Hood" have
'" ^een set, but negotiations will be
ided shortly.

And does it big. With "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
And establishes Marion Davies. In a real way. What a picTake off your hat.
What a cast?
ture? What a production?
(Continued or Paee 4)

This move on the part of Prizma
was not entirely unexpected by many
in the industry in view of the claims
made in behalf of Technicolor, Inc.,
during the past few days in the N€w
York newspapers, and the recent appearance of Technicolor stock on the
New York Curb market.
Piizma, Inc., has been producing
color film for the pa^t four or five
years and is now taking steps for the
immediate filing of suits through
Church & Church, Washington, D.
C, and Julian S. Wooster, to fully
protect its interests.
Castle Fashion Revue in Pittsburgh,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The fashion revuewhich will be presented at the Grand
when Irene Castle opens Monday
Sept. ting
25 wide
in attention
"Slim Shoulders"
is getin the dailies.
The Pittsburgh Press will broadcast
by radio a talk on styles by member
reach
of
the 40,000
rcVuc, persons.
a messagePaul
thatGray.
v'!'
Hodkinson exploiteer, is in charge.
"Oliver Twist" to First National
"Oliver Twist," the Sol Lesser production starring Jackie Coogan, will
be distributed by First National. It
will be booked on the open market,
with no reservations, on a guarantee
and percentage basis.
Foreign distribution will be handled by First National exchanges, instead of by Pathe, now handling preJackie Coogan's.
Mrs.vious Jack
Coogan, mother of
Jackie, reached New York yesterday.
She will take up with Lesser the renewal of hi."! contract which covers
the boy's services for two more pictures.
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Kansas M. P. T. O. Convention
(Special to THE
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd. .
G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

Low

Theater Safe
(Special

Close

Sales

85^
84
85^
1,800
97^
9514
97
4,700
103^ \025/s 1025^
900
7
6]/^
6%
1,700
Not quoted
22
21^
2114
9,900
Not quoted
Not quoted

to THE

Blown
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Chicago — The safe of the Howard,
1621 Howard Ave., was blown open
by yeggmen who escaped with $3,500.
Stage draperies were used to mufifle
the explosion.
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Broadway

Wichita, Kans. — The convention of Astor — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
the M. P. T. O. of Kansas is in sesBroadway — "Deserted at the Altar."
sion today at the Hotel Broadvii\s . , Brooklyn
Strand — Noriina Talmadge
ill "The Eternal Flame."
Goulding
Quits Eastman
Theater
Cameo — Wallace Reid in "The Ghost
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)

44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall
Them."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — George Arliss in "The

WhoTo Played
Show God."
Film of Pope
Capitol — Weslej' Barry in "Rags and
"The
Chair
of
Peter," she ^
Breaker."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When ceremonies incidental to election Bd
coronation
of Pope
XI, byha'J pa
ed
Knighthood Was in Flower."
in
United States
and Pius
Canada
44thRich
St.es—.""Monte Cristo."
"June Film Corp., will be shown toj
New
York — Today — Milton
"T"riSallim
post till Gouldiug's successor is Loew's
Catholic Writers Guild at the Si
named. Goulding was formerly with
Sills in "Burning Sands."
ing on Tuesday evening Sept. <]
Proctor's, Schenectady.
Tuesday — Gladys Walton in "The the Ansonia Hotel.
Girl Who — Ran
Wild." Vidor
Madge Kennedy Over Radio
Wednesday
Florence
in
Madge Kennedy is now a radio
Prefers Licensing Films
"Dusk to Dawn."
star, having broadcasted a talk on
Thursday — Viola
Dana
in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY) '
"The High Cost of Being a Screen
Portland,
Ore.— Dean C. N. D|
Star" from the wireless station at
executive
secretary of the social
Friday
—
"Face
to
Face"
and
Newark. Miss Kennedy mentioned
vice dept. of the Episcopal Churtiin
Madness."
the high cost of mailing
photos
to
Saturday — Irene
Castle
in
a
talk before the Portland city ib
of the Axe."
fans.
denounced censorship, declaring at
Lead
Wolper Dead
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall
a system of licensing producers is
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Shoulders."
saloons were, would be preferabli
Boston — The funeral of Isaac WolRialto — Bebe Daniels in "Pink Gods."
per, one of the founders and promotmas
li
Lobby Floor Caves In
Meighan
in "Maners of Mayflower Pictures Corp., Rivo — ^Tho
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
took place here several days ago. StraTh
."
em
a
ll
nd — Prisci
Dean
in "Under
Pittsburgh — Collapse of the l(i
Wolper was found dead in a Boston
slaughter."
floor of the Strand resulted in thil
hotel, with indications that he had
Two Flags."
jury of 38 children and the deati
taken poison. He was 46 years of
Next Week
one. Manager A. H. Saner and!
age and had been president of an
Selznick, the owner, were also]
apron manufacturing company until Astor — "Trifling Women."
he interested Max Mitchell and other Broadway — Not yet determined.
financiers in pictures. It was through Brooklyn
Strand — John
Barrymore
Sol Selznick is a brother of l|
in "Sherlock Holmes."
the financing of Mayflower that "The
jured.
Selznick
of Selznick Enterprises.
Miracle Man" was made. Later Cameo — Wallace Reid in "The Ghost
Wolper was interested in Triart Pictures for which Herbert Blache made
." in "When
ceies
ion
emem
ionbranDav
terol
small
—r."
Cripit
—"RMar
ake
Bre
ings. features based on famous paint- y^a
Knighthood Was in Flower."
Rochester, N. Y.— Charles H.
Goulding has resigned as managing
director of the new $5,000,000 theater
built by George Eastman. Arthur
Amm, assistant manager, is filling the
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Worth While Producers] for
Production, Prints and Advertising.
IROQUOIS

PRODUCTIONS.INC.

Present to the STATE
RIGHT
MARKET
a series of four CARYL
S. FLEMING
Productions.
The first one is now ready
••THE DEVILS
PARTNER
The second one in the cutting room
"THE

VALLEY
OF LOST
SOULS"
Write
Call
Wire
AGNES
EGAN
COBB
1600 Broadway, N. Y. 'Phone, Bryant 8479

THE ^^

tejSECURIT#

For Location
$18.00 Per Day

C0LUMBU5
5430
Blue Bird Anto S
Aero Service.
Jack Mandola,
Gen. Mgr,

i

Service
Departments
In
Charge of Proven Experts
I ^

LEGAL
SALES
AUDITS

PUBLICITY
DISTRIBUTION
EXPLOITATION

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAII-EiRy

-/>/?£ MODE WITH as MUCH J
' CARE as THE BIGGEST
BEaUTIPUL
PRODUCTIONS. OND OS

f You can obtain FILMACKiS
/o/ProduGtion; Trailers
[All Features for
At the LYRIC
ChUd ShaU Lead Tfaem

Producers Security Corporation

At the RIALTO
BRADY in Missing Millions

Ricord Gradwell, President
General Offices:

A Little
ALICE
UADGB

Just Completed
KENNEDY in The Piuple Highway

GLEN

In Woric
HUNTER in Second Fiddle

-ad
l
i

516 Fifth Avenue

New

A

FOOT on

TINTING FREE
Elaborate Borderij
24

Hour

Presentation

Service!
Trailer*

York
1) CHICAGO,
808 S.WABASHILL.
AVE
3/

BIG THOUGHTS

ITTLE ADS WITH
FIRST CLASS

PUBUCITY SERVICE
for star or producer

HOWE & CONLON
508 Times Bldg.
Phone: Bryant 1351

assel Lobby Dbplay Paintings

a "Monte Cristo" at the Fortyjurth Street Theatre and "A
ittle Child Shall Lead Them"
t the Ljnic Theatre.

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that wUl
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

wm.B. LAUB

GEVAERT

ISPLAY

RAW

FRAMES

enger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.

FILM

NEGATIVE

rhe only place of its kind in
the World

LOYDS

FILM

JOS. R. MILES
iliri Storage Vaults
utting Rooms
jrojection Theatres
lacking for domestic and expoi-t shipment
ilm Library
iditing and Titling
lustom Clearances
and For, warding
0 W. 46th St.

STOCK

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

Bryant 5600

OF

&^ Special &£Pec

Specializes exclusively in

and

Save money on your next productioo.
Create atmosphere by inserting scenes
that no amount of money or ingenuity can duplicate — scenes spectacular, historic, scientific, geographic
We saved others money, we undoubtedly can save you some. Not "Maybe-Jawitz-has-it" — JAWITZ-HAS-IT.
JAWITZ MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenne
New York City

PLAYTHING

OF

THE

HIGHEST

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Oietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

AN

New York City. 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd.

723-7th Avenue

MARTIN

& NATTEFORD

Bryant 5437

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

ILLUSTRATING

of

*'Ask the First Man
has artistic merits, which made the
editing and titling a source of pride
EMPIRE"
and pleasure.

L.OU IS

^7 TITLES]

111 Westchester Sq.

DIRECTORS-

"THE

HAND

£:ar
C.
iiiheister

I'STAR lABORATORY, Inc

FIRST PRINTS

: : POSITIVE

NG
LETTERI-

'

"I NE>> PROCESS

r RELIEF EFFECi;
' PHOTOGMPHIKG

MEYED

FILM' LABORATORIES
CRAFTSMEN
19 TH ST. CATKINS 7620 - 7f 6I
25 1 VEST

JOS.W.FARNHAM
You Meet"
220 W. 42nd St, N. Y.
Motion Picture Editing
Titles — Scenarios — Originals —
Comedy — Drama
Telephone Bryant 2798

Evanize

Your Film

Give it that long life that only
Personal Attention to every detail can give it. Not only long
life, but full value by being
certain of its quality.
Evans Prints have been known
for fifteen years for their long
life, their unfailing quality
and their screen reflection of
negative values.

Personal Interest Follows
Your Every
Picture StageThrough

Evans Film Laboratories
416 W,
216th
N^ Y.C.
Wads
worthSt..SiiS

835 Ei^thAvB

PAone-x^Circle 5I03

Notice

Clips

For All ofPurposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

STORAGE

Corp.

in dSOitles

Picture Film

PRODUCERS

« W. 42nd St., N. Y.— Longacre 9380

THE

Motion

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING

Film Continuity— Titles
Watch
for Second
National's
"ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION"
130 West 46th St Bryant 9900

HEATRE LOBBY

ENLARGEMENTS

our

Art

MARION

Titles

on

OAVIES
in

ni< KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER"
In Production

ILL NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"
^0 e art titles in color for the first color
production by
IH, TECHNICOLOR
MOTION
PICI'JRE CO. of BOSTON,
MASS,

MR. PRODUCER
Have your Negatives and
First right
Printsway
done the

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.
1942-44 Jerome Ave.

KNOW

HOW

0970 — Bingham— 0971

Mil
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Real Pictures

St. Louis Notes
W. H. Leahy, representative of thie
Houdini Picturts Corp., was a visitor
)ast week.
Spyros Skouras made a flying trip
to New York. If rumor has it right,
Spyros Skouras expects to come back
with a new theater for St. Louis,,
which will be run under the Skouras
Bros, banner.
Tom Mayers of the Capitol, Chas.
Skouras and Frank T. Laurent; auditor for Skouras Bros., are spending a
two weeks vacation in the Ozarks.
They report fishing very good.
Sales Manager Bartlett of the Asso.
Exhibitors has resigned.
Harry A. Fischbeck is photographing "The
Beast,"
now in production
at the
Tiltord
studio.
Pathescope Sales to be Pushed
Sales of the Pathescope, a projector for the non-theatrical field,
will be pushed following elimination
of possible competition by a Germanmade machine. Percy G. Williams,
former vaudeville magnate now interested in the Pathescope, has secured control of this competing machine for America.
Transfer Finkel to Pittsburgh
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — Wiliam Finkel has
oeen trasferred to the local office of
the Lande Film Distributing Co., and
will act as general sales manager and
publicity director of the Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati and Cleveland branches.
He has been in charge of the Cleveland office.
Showing of Films for Churches
Clergymen and religious leaders of
all denominations in Greater New
York have been invited to attend a
special presentation of motion pictures in Town Hall Sunday evening
Oct. 1, under the auspices of the
Christian Herald. Rev. Dr. Charles
E. Sheldon, will show how motion
pictures may be used as part of religious services. Old Testament films
taken in Italy will be screened.
THE
MAGIC
MONEY
MAKERS
NEW
ENGLAND
THEATRES
ARE
TALKING
ABOUT
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper
Little Red Riding Hood
We furnish the pictures and the idea that
will not only make big money
for you but
will keep churches, schools and clubs from
competing.
It is paying in New
England
and we will
make it pay out in New York.
, ,
Write for particvBars
WHOLESOME
FILMS
CO.
OF
N. Y.
AND
NEW
ENGLAND
Room 1628
71 West 23rd St., N. Y. City
42 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company

for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
It means

(l^at. Ajiplicd

more

For)

to you

than any

other accessory. It isi'^he cue sheet
that insures a musically perfect
picture presentation.

Monday, September 25,

(Continued

from

Page

l)

To Bob V^ignola. Forget this small town stuff : "Anyone could
do it. If they had the money." That's out. Lots of 'em have
had the money. And fiivvered. But this one. Hits on all eight.
At
the once.
money. It's real. And — what's more important. Will get
Everybody. In this industry. Froin executives. To'
errand boys. Should see it. And feel proud. That they are in
the picture
Too
often. business. Lord knows. You don't get that chance.

FIRST
CALL

Hearst has spent millions. Trying to get somewhere. Well ;
this time.
He landed.
And it's a peach.
MIXING UP THE STARS
Important foreign buyer. Looking over Hugo Ballin's "Jane Eyre."
Comments:
'"'Well, I don't know. I like it all right. Think it's good. But
where they want this. Somehow or the other Agnes Ayres isn't going
very well. And I'm afraid they'll think. It's her sister Jane. And pass
HELP 'EM OUT
Policemen and firemen. Want $220 a year more. In salary. Help
it by."
them out. .^11 you can. Particularly you exhibitors. In the T. O. C. C.
Where you get a lot more help. From these boys. Than you want to
talk about.
WAKE UP!
Meaning you members. Of the Independent Producers & Distributors. Who organized awhile ago. And then seemed to stop short. After
a real start.
The one great difficulty. Of this business. Is that they start a lot
of
themthemselves.
die. There's a Biblical expression: The
Lordthings.
helps And
them. then
Thatlet help
LAY OFF BUFFALO
In the past 32 months. In Buffalo. There have been 49 managers
changed. In the various distributing offices. Last one to go: M. H.
Markowitz, United Artists.
It would seem. Buffalo is a good spot. For managers to shy away
from.
THOSE COLLIER ARTICLES
About pictures. Creating a lot of talk. But — outside of the titles.
The material don't seem particularly bothersome. Of course everyone
wants to know. Who'se doing it. And the names of several. Recently
in production.
Have been mentioned.
Incidentally. Hear that the Goldwyn Mirrors. Or Memoirs. Will
not
In The
Pictorial IsReview.
expected. And Will Page's
law appear.
suit. Against
Goldwyn.
awaiting As
daylight.
GOLDWYN'S NEW ADDRESS
Cable from South America. Reached Goldwyn offices. Several days
ago.

Addressed: "Goldwyn Pictures, 469 Filth Avenue, New York."
DE HAVEN'S LATEST
Carter De Haven. Touring. Among exhibitors. Tells this one.
About his property man: Came out on location. Carrying an iron. Such
as women press clothes with. And explained it was a good one. Worried.
Puzzled. De Haven wanted to know. Where such an impleitient was

FILM
1923
YEAR
BOOK

needed. In the script: "Here" said prop's; pointing proudly to scene 32:
"don't it say 'Carter meets Flora on the lawn and presses his suit?' "
Business of De Haven doing a flop.
OH, ALFRED!
Since selling his chain. Up in New England. Alfred Black has taken
over distribution. Of one of those ice cream confections. Like Eskimo

\

Pie.

Which let's him out. Of pictures.
Justcream
think.
What a time he'll have. When he starts an organization.
Of ice
distributors?
KEEP A COMING
All these reports. About H. D. H. Connick. Onct upon a time. At
Famous. It's true he's denied them. But they are saying. And it just
won't be downed. That if he isn't in one of the big companies. Soon.
Well — they just say he will be.
GET OUT THE OVERCOATS
B-r-r-r! It's cold. Feels that way, anyhow. When you look over the
list. Of snow pictures. There's "The Valley of Silent Men." That must
give the stockholders. Of the American Ice Co. The pip. When they
see all those undivided profits. Pathe has had three. Mayo made "Out of
the Silent North" for Universal, Betty Compson had a lot of fur clothes
made. For "Over the Border" and all the little Chinooks looked happy
in "Nanook of the North." Then Universal tried out "The Trap" and
"The Storm" — by the way, that's getting a lot of money these days. And
R-C put in a bid. With "The Son of the Wolf" and Fred Warren shot
'The Great Alone" and Universal did another "Perils of the Yukon."
That's enough snow for awhile. But, say; isn't it about time? For a
good sea drammer.
DANNY.

Now in
Preparation

7j^ BRADSTREET
0/ FILMDOM
ol. XXr

Authority
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Studio

Business Recovering

Activity

lys Elmer Pearson Just Back from
Trip — Producers Also Active
Elmer
Pearson,
general
manager
Pathe Exchange, just back from
long trip, says:
"Throughout the course of my
cent trip to the Pacific Coast, my
■journ there and the return journey,
was everywhere manifest that the
cture industry was making a rapid
covery from what has been the
ngest and most severe period of
•pression it has ever experienced.
"It was equally apparent that ineased receipts at the box office had
maintain themselves tor several
eeks longer than ever before in
der to convince exhibitors that
;)od times were really on the way.

Paramount's
Eastern
Production
Schedule Expanding — Five Companies at Work
With the arrival of two new production units from the West Coast,
activities at the Paramount Long
Island studio are increasing rapidly.
Within the week four companies will
be under
way with a fifth to be started very soon.

!**!that
suppose
we cannot
the exhibitor
ir
attitude
in viewblame
of what
he has
len through during the last year or more;
t, of course, a regular good old-fashioned
vf^l of patron interest in motion pictures
nnet take place before the exhibitor demon•ates his own confidence in present and
:ure possibilities by giving his public only
3 best, and getting behind it with his old
ne fervor in advertising and exploitation.
"Likewise, the increased rentals must make
emselves felt through the exchanges and
ck to the producers before that very esitial of the industry's future gets fully
live again in the (production of wonderful
'^turcs in sufficient numbers to sustain com:te patron interest.

temporarily
and
Alice Brady, titled
who "Black
has just Fury,"
completed
"Anna Ascends," is scheduled to start
another picture very soon.
Preliminarjr preparations are being
completed now for the production of

i"Production
activities
were,
course, greater
than inat Los
any Angeles
time during
'; last two years : but on every hand came
■ query : 'When are we going to start
iting real returns on pictures made last
ar so that we can have real money with
lich to develop this big plan, or that,
iifh has been mapped out for months?'"

Joe Engel in Town
fjoe Engel. production manager at
|ei Metro West Coast studios, has
rived in New York.
He will stay
rrfe three or four weeks.
t
Action Filed
:(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
[\yilmington, Del. — Suit was filed
Tt yesterday by Prizma, Inc.,
ainst Technicolor, Inc. Process
iS served on the Corporation Trust
).,' representing Technicolor.

This is undoubtedly the action anti)ated in the report appearing yesrday regarding the alleged infringejent of patent rights which
Prizma
jarged against Technicolor.
iWilliam Travers
Jerome
said he
\i not care to discuss the action.
A director of Technicolor
howjer, said yesterday that if the action
jW. brought that it was a good thing.
;Ve will then be able to clear up
is : situation quickly regarding
the
*9ic patents," he commented.
Jerome will be the guest of honor
i i,he A. M. P. A. luncheon
on
jiursday and doubtless
tell of the
ilor process.

George Melford's unit will start
"Java Head" this week and Alfred
Green will begin work on "Back
Home and Broke," starring Thomas
Meighan, at the same time. A few
days later Dorothy Dalton will commence work under the direction of
Victor Fleming in a picture that is

C. C. Burr's All Star
This may tip off a good gag, but it originated in
Comedies produced for Hodkinson Exchanges with Charlie Murray as
one
of the chief fun-makers. — Advt.

Fore !
Fall Golf Tournament, to be held under the auspices of THE FILM DAILY, will take place Thursday
October 19, at the Sound View Golf Club, Great Neck, Long
Island.
Play will consist of 9 holes in the morning round, for proper
classification, and 18 holes in the afternoon. As usual, there
will be a large number of prizes, as well as the special trophies and cups, details of which will be furnished later.
In case you did not fill up the blank last Spring at the
Rush it along. There isn't
your appHcation.
dinner send in spare,
and the Committee desires this event
much time to
to be the biggest and best yet held.

THE

Better Films Lunch Today
The Better Pictures Assoc, will
tender a luncheon at the Biltmore
todav to 400 guests who will hear the
the association has deplans which
vised for the improvement of the
motion picture situation. After the
luncheon there will be a pre-release
showing of the new George Arliss

picture, "The Man Who

Played God."

Black's

Name

Joseph Hergesheimer's story, "Java
Head." and by the end of the week
the company, headed by Albert Roscoe, Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan
and Raymond Hatton will be on its
way to Salem, Mass., where all the
e.xterior scenes for the picture will
be filmed.
George Ade has completed the
writing of "Back Home and Broke,"
his original story for Thomas
Meighan. Lila Lee has been selected
as the leading woman but other members of the cast have not yet been
chosen.
The details of the production of
"Black Fury," a story by Edmund
Goulding, have not been announced,
except that Dorothy Dalton will play
the
and Brady
\'ictor will
Fleming
will leading
direct. role
Alice
also
work in the cast.
Frank Newman in Town
Frank Newman, of Kansas City, is
in town.
Godsol Starts East
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Joseph Godsol, of
Goldwyn is on his way back to New
York.
He left here last Friday.

Dropped

Regarding "Oliver Twist"
DAILY)
Sol Lesser says: "It is my sincere
Boston. Mass. — The name of
Jackie
Coogan's
"Oliverin
Twist"that
will
make
$3,000,000
Black's New England Theaters, Inc. belief
has been ofiicially changed to New
England Theaters. Inc. There is no
America alone."
change in the capitalization or in the
! The anticipated exhibition value of
officers.
"Oliver Twist" has created considerBlack's theater, Fairhaven, Vt., has
able interest among exhibitors.
been sold to Edward J. Bolen.
(Special to THE

FILM

-^m
THE
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"Robin Hood" Road Show Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
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In the Courts
Suit has been filed in the Supreme
• Court by Levison & Co., bankers,
against the Sheridan Theater Co..
Max Spiegel, and William F. Rafferty
for $2,500 on a note of the corporation
made last January, and endorsed by
Spiegel and Rafferty.
The S. R. F. Amusement Co., has
sued Oliver D. Bailey, who controls
the Republic Theater, for an injunction restraining him from preventing
the plaintiff from giving Sunday night
shows there under a contract signed
by Bailey with Max H. Saze, who
transferred the agreement to the
plaintiff. The complaint alleges that
Bailey now says he made a mistake
in giving the agreement because the
week-day lessee contends that its receipts have fallen off because of the
Sunday shows. The agreement provided for a rental of $10,000 for the
theater on Sunday nights from Julv
15. 1912, to April, 1924.
X

port Review Series Completed
Tl
The last two of the twenty-six one
reelers in the Sport Review series
distributed by Goldwyn have been
completed by Louis Weiss. They are
"Trail and Stirrup" and "The Great
Northwest Mounted."

Managerial

Changes

Webster Groves, Mo. — J. A. SeipLos Angeles — "Robin Hood" will
be handled as a road shaw in Entj- ker is managing the Ozark, succeeding Thomas Hehl.
land and in Europe uiukr the immediate supervision of Clarence
Reno, Nev. — F. J. Costello has been
Ericksen, assistant to John Fairbanks, made
manager of the three theaters
and Robert Florey, foreign director
operated
here by the T. & D. Jr. Cirof publicity for Douglas Fairbanks
cuit. Costello was formerly general
and Mary Pickford. Foreign the- manager of the Turner & Dahnken
aters will be rented and American Circuit.
showmanship methods introduced.
Milwaukee — Charles Brewster has
Einstein Expedition to Cable Results left the Merrill to become house manEdwin M. Fadman. director of
ager of the Butterfly.
Equity films, who recently brought
over the Einstein relativity film from
Milwaukee — Fred Hassman is the
Europe, has arranged to have the re- new assistant manager of the Palace
sults of the Einstein eclipse expedi- Orpheum, which was recently retions cabled to him. Members of the decorated.
expeditions ar<' on
Southern Pacific and in the Australian wilds to observe an eclipse of the
sun which will furnish a test of the
Einstein theory.

Move
Players' Contrac
Will for
H. Uniform
Hays is co-operating
wit '"
Actors
Equity to secure a standar
contract
for motion
picture player. ■
according
to a statement
issued t i
Equity members by John Emersot
president of that organization.
"Th 1
Valentino
case,"
Emerson
added
"which will cost much money and er
tail much time could be settled out o
hand by an arbitration board if sucl
a contract were in force."
New
British Distributors
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
London — The Rose Film Co., Ltd.
a new distributing concern has beet
recently organized here, with office)
at 89 Wardour St. Plans for 26 pic
tures a year are scheduled, including
ten supers, five Wm. Russell features
a series of two-reeler comedies anc

Wilmington, Del. — The Southern
Hamilton's,
"Eve manager
in Dixie.'&I
Enterprises report a number of Cosmo
Sam Berney,
is general
changes on their managerial staff. A. the company.
P. Roberts goes to the Salisbury
Strand, succeeding A, Cooper, who
"After Six Days" Opening
Phone — Beekman
9091
will manage the Piedmont at Charlotte. Claude Lee, formerly of the
Weiss Brothers will open their
Piedmont has been sent to the AcaBiblical spectacle "After Six Days"
demy, in Charlotte. M. L. Semon
at the English Opera House in In- will re-open the Lyric, Atlanta, which
dianapolis and at the Metropolitan has been closed for the summer.
SBBVml
tEALi
Opera House in Minneapolis.
Out-of-town openings were decidColumbia Course Reopens
ed on after six weeks of fruitless efColumbia University will open the
fort to secure a Times Sq. theater.
119 Fulton St.. N. Y.
Offers made for the Astor, the Gay- Fall term of its motion picture production
course
on
Oct.
3
with
Rowety, the Cohan, the Metropolitan OpINSURANCE EXPERTS
I
era House and Town Hall came to
land Rogers as instructor. This
nothing.
course is designed to be of special
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
value to scenario writers, directors,
MOTION
PICTURE
INDUSTRY
title
writers,
cameramen,
laboratory
Nordisk Loses as Mark Drops
workers and film editors.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — The rapid decrease in the
value of German and Austrian money
has resulted most disastroush' for
the Nordisk Film Co. Losses on foreign exchange have cost 53,828 kroner, or 3,560 pounds, so far. In addition the companj' estimates that it
will only get 50,000 kroner for its
1919 sales to Germanj' which had
been estimated at 300,000 kroner.
During the war Nordisk was cut off
from the British and American markets and became heavily interested in
the Central European countries.
Adds good photography to picture interest

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Toronto Notes
(Spedial to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto, Can. — Labor troubles are
looming up for Toronto exhibitors
as a result of the demand of employes for the restoration of the 1921
scale of wages for musicians, projection machine operators, electricians,
stage hands and other organized
workers. A walkout was threatened
Ijut it has been averted by the arranging of athat
two they
weeks'
truce. aThe
men claim
accepted
10
per cent reduction in wages last winter when business conditions were
causing the exhibitors considerable
worry, but they now want the old
rates of pay restored.
The sale of the Royal, Orillia, Ont.,
by Luke Wilson and George French
to William S. James, formerly of
Lindsay, Ont. resulted in an action
for damages for alleged misrepresentation and a claim for $2,000 in
the County'
at Toronto.
Justice Mowat Court
gave judgment
in favor
of James, awarding $100 damages and
costs.

— gives that truthful, accurate reproduction
that is only possible when the reproductive
scale of the positive material parallels that
of the negative. That's why Eastman Positive Film carries quality through to the
screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled
in black letters in the transparent margin.
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Coast Brevities

FIRST
CALL

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood, Calif. — Metro's "All
the Brothers Were Valiant" company, under the direction of Irvin
Willat, is on location in San Francisco. Forty are in the party.
Wallace
MacDonald
phoid fever.

is ill of

ty-

Florence Vidor expects to begin
work on her next picture, "Alice
Adams," within a fortnight.
Sylvia Ashton will appear with
Agnes Ayres in "The Impostor," to
be directed by Paul Powell.
Al Herman

will direct Lee Moran

in "Camping
reeler.

Out," a Century two-

DAILY

George Marion Jr. to Goldwyn
Risingers at Metropolitan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
George Marion Jr., son of the
actor and stage director, has been
Atlanta, Ga. — Buel B. Risinger,
added to the Goldwyn scenario staff formerly conductor at the Capitol,
as an authority on foreign literature. Cincinnati, will act as producing conductor and presentjition director at
Fox Offers $1,000 for a Title
Sig Samuels' Metropolitan.
Through an ad running in the New
York dailies, William Fox is offering
BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
a prize of $1,000 for the best title for
are using the following ad. mats in their
the production now called "A Little
newspaper
advertising
Child Shall Lead Them."
ADoeo Arm ACTION
•' Moreno with Gloria Swanson
Hollywood — Antonio Moreno who
dOBBnrVEttNONt
has signed with Paramount has startChristie Gamedii
ed work as leading man with Gloria

Pardon my glove

Swanson

in Sam Wood's new
duction, "My American Wife."

Marshall

F.

(Special to THE

P.-L.
FILM

pro-

Manager
DAILY)

Calgary, Alberta — Frank Marshall,
assistant manager of the
j'Xolleen Moore has been engaged formerly
by Universal to head an all star cast Minneapolis Famous Exchange has
been named manager of the office
here.
which will present "Forsaking All
Others."
Claude Gillingwater will appear in
support of Viola Dana in her latest,
"Miss Emmy Lou," Harry Beaumont
is directing.

FILM
1923
i^EAR
800K

B. P. Schulberg has again signed
Victor Schertzinger to direct Katherine MacDonald. Her next vehicle
will be "The Scarlet Lily."
Ernest Torrence, has signed with
Paramount to appear in "The Covered Wagon" following completion of
his part in "Singed Wings."
Gene Stratton Porter has entered
producer ranks. She will produce
"Michael O'Halloran" at Ince studios.
Work will begin at once.
Century's next for Baby Peggy will
be "Peg of the Movies," directed by
Alf Goulding. Joe Bonner and Lillian
Hackett are in the cast.
"Grandma's Boy" will close at the
end of the nineteenth week at the

Policy Changes In Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland, O. — Loew's State will
play Shubert vaudeville starting Sunday Sept. 24. Pictures previously
booked for the State will play the
Park.
Weds

En Route to Coast

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Edward O. Blackburn,
who passed here on his way from the
New York Rothacker offices to the
Rothacker-Aller laboratory on the
Coast stopped just long enough to
marry
Miss Ruth Deppman.
Police Recover Stolen Posters
A large quantity of posters for
"The Adventures of Tarzan" have
been returned to Louis Weiss by the
police of the \ Poplar St. Station,
Brooklyn. The p^per is believed to
liave been stolen from the Commonwealth exchange.

Five Reeler for Buster Keaton
When Buster Keaton resumes work
(he is now on a vacation, with two
two reelers ahead) he will make his
Anna Q. Nilsson, who sustained in- first five reeler. The nature of the
juries while driving a locomotive story is not known, nor has any release been determined upon, but work
through a forest fire scene in "Hearts will be started in a few weeks.
Aflame," is back at work on the
Keaton is due here on Thursday with
Mayer lot.
his wife and will remain in and
Eva Novak has finished two pic- around New York until he goes
tures with Paramount, one with Jack West.
Holt and the other with Thomas
Meighan, and will appear with her
sister, Jane, in a film version of "Rock
New Symphony. "Where is My
Wandering Boy?" will follow.

Now in

^reparation

of Ages."
The completed cast of Metro's "Peg
O' My Heart" includes, Laurette Taylor, Mahlon Hamilton, Russell Simpson, Ethel Grey Terry, Nigel Barrie,
Lionel Belmore, Vera Lewis, Sidna
Beth Ivins, D. R. O. Hatswell, Aileen
O'Mayyel and Fred Huntly.
The second episode of "The Strange
Adventures of Prince Courageous,"
directed by Frederick G. Becker, starring Arthur Trimble with Bessie Love
in the leading feminine role, is being
edited and titled. Work will begin
on third shortly.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

0^^^==^
Get them at all Educational Exchanges on all
new Christie Comedies
"An

inch

in time

draws

nine"

A Great Value
To our clients is our aid in planning
the development of their business.
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

PRODUCER
DISTRIBUTOR
THEATRE
OWNER
This organization is equipped
to render financial service to
each important link of the
motion picture industry. Consultations invited. No obligations incurred. Terms reasonable. Transactions confidential.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

LABORATORY FOR SALE

Motion picture developing ari;d printing laboratory with
capacity of 400,000 feet per week, fully equipped with
modern
machinery
and, apparatus
in all departments.

ECLIPSE FILM LABORATORY
321 West 23rd Street
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Opinions

"Rags To Riches" — Warner
Capitol

Brothers

WOKI.U — Here, we think, is a photoplay
oi rare quality, combining fun, romance,
lieart interest and excellent dramatic compOMtion. This yoimg Wesley Barry, the
treckle- faced boy who was seen last in
"School Days," does, perhaps, the best work
of his career. • ♦ ♦ ■ g^g "Rags to Riches."
It is highly amusing and intelligently constructed.
HERALD — * ♦ * provided Barry with several amusing incidents among the stiffly rich
on the one hand and the stififly narrow
rainded country folks on the other. A very
great deal of credit also goes to the restraining hind of Wallace Worsley in eliminating
the mechanical elements and making this
Barry's best film to date.
TIMES — "From Rags to Riches," is the
sort of picture that has a moral and sticks
to it with a vengeance. ♦ » * Xhe film is
pretty old stuff and very obvious, but it has
a good measure of amusing moments, which
ate due to Wesley Barry.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — "Rags to
Riches," that good old melodrama that we
used to laugh, cry, applaud and hiss over,
has at last reached the screen. ♦ • • It's
going to be just as big as the stage version,
or we miss our guess. • * * Barry is excellent throughout; in fact, has seldom if
ever been seen to better advantage, and
places this feature film high up in the success class.
. TRIBUNE — Wesley Barry is such a nice,
friendly, himian sort o* young hero that one
can't
him no
matteris what
picture
he is help
in, liking
and Niles
Welch
one of
our
favorite leading men.
JOURNAL— A more delightful and wholesome comedy than "Rags to Riches"' has
not been seen in New York for many months.
The fun is almost perpetual, and the silver
lining to the few clouds are only occasionally
shrouded.
SUN — The pliotoplay contains nothing remarkable, but it ranks as ciuite good entertainment. The clever youth is surrounded
by a thoroughly
competent cast.
TELEGRAM — An interesting picture and
Wesley Barry is its juvenile hero. The story
is told in an entertaining and human manner.
GLOBE — This feature is an obvious vehicle
' ^\ esley Barry.
It gives him a chance to
be both
little gentleman
and
roughneck.
* ' * It is a very much strung out affair,
for all that. There
but pleasing diversion
is rarely a dull moment and this is due both
to comic incidents introduced and capable
.— ___
acting.

"Under Two

Flags"— Universal
Strand

TIMES — Colorful, well acted, has sevetal
good scenes and otherwise is entitled to rank
among
the leaders of the recent cinemas.
* * ' the picture seemed to drag in spots,
despite Priscilla Dean's efforts.
WORLD — As a screen play, this becomes
a romantic thriller of the desert without much
thrill. The producers first made the mistake of selecting a story about love and intrigue and a sheik which coud not have made
a really good photoplay in anybody's hands,
and then did a very bad job of putting it
together.
HERALD— The good old rules of photodramatic construction have never been more
capably employed than under Ted Browning's direction. Some of the tricks employed
by Griffith in "Orphans of the Storm" are
presented once more with telling effect.
DAILY NEWS— There is no one in pictures who can look quite as attractively angry
as Miss Dean, and one hears that scenario
departments are kept hustling to provide her
with something in which she can scowl. This
time, we think, they guessed wrong. * * ♦
The picture suffers from a goodly share of
hokum and fearfully sentimental subtitles.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — There's a
Sheik on every good director's callboard this
season.
And so and
Ouida's
"Under
Flags,"
an
old favorite
a good
one, Two
already
suclessful as a novel and a play, is receiving flic
third degree as a film play on the screen of
the Strand. Priscilla Dean gives an excellent performance as Cigarette.
AMERICAN— They've made Sheik stuff
out of "Under Two Flags," and it's rather
a disappointment. ♦ ♦ ♦ Yet if you like
Sheik stuff and if you have not read the
novel, you may enjoy this picture immensely.
For there is a harem scene and a Circassian
dancer, and there is Miss Dean in silken
seragoli costume.

JOURNAL — If excitement is what you
crave, it surely comes in this film.
TELEGR.\M— "Under Two Flags," makes
a marvellous, vivid motion picture drama.
Miss Dean is an admirable exponent of the
character, with a wide range and more spectacular opportmiities on the screen than the
speaking stage permits.
GLOBE- The chief fault with this photoplay made from the famous novel of Ouida
is that is hurried and overcrowded with incidents. •♦ * Miss Dean is all in one vein
and that a coy and kittenish one.
SUN- — This Universal-Jewel adaptation of
Ouida's famous romance has been so wisely
directed by Tod Browning that the patron
is willing to allow a big discount for plausibility and swallow it all simply as a hearty
feast of thrills. Priscilla Dean, the star, has
never looked more alluring nor more expressive.
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New Theaters
Dallas, Tex.— Bob Littlefield opened the new Hippodrome, with a
vaudeville and picture policy.

Fox News Nears Third Birth
Fox News will be three years
on Oct. 4. It enters its fourth
according to Don Hancock, with
cameramen in the field.

f
IJ
ir,
(^

McAllen, Tex. — The Columbia, a
"The Fog" First Graf Producti
new house was recently opened by
"The
Fog,"
featurized
from
E. M. Berg.
book by William Dudley Pelley, ill
be the first Max Graf productio to
Wilmington, Del. — Work on Pryor be released by Metro under the ;w
Bros, new house is rapidly nearing contract.
completion.

Kosse, Tex.- — W. F. Box owner of Chipman Ltd. Gets Metro in ' a
Indies a contract tli
two houses at Mexia, is planning the
Metro has closed
erection of a theater here.
Chipman, Ltd. whereby this firn
have exclusive distribution righ
Covington, Ky. — L. B. Wilson will Metro productions in Cuba, ] m.
"Pink Gods"— F. P.-L.
manage the new house scheduled to Rico, Santo Domingo, Haiti, Trii at
Rialto
open Thanksgiving Day.
the Windward Islands and B is!
TIMES — Would deserve commendation if
Guiana for two years. This is lii
only for the fact that it sticks logically to
Endicott, N. Y.— The Elvin, a 1,000 to be the largest contract ever c lei
its ending, even though that necessitates the
killing of such a popular figure as Bebe seat house has been opened, and will for the Carribbean territory, hi
be run by a company consisting of deal involves $150,000.
Daniels.
on
several But
other"Pink
scores.Gods" may be praised several local residents.
HERALD — Ending is not only unconventional and dramatically dynamic but the few
swift glimpses of the explosion, with their
atmosphere of horror, are as graphically
effective as the end of the world.
Miss Daniels dies very finely and she is
showing more and more symptoms of real
acting ability.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— The cast has
four well chosen principals and the picture
on the whole deserves a high place among the
Paramount productions of the season. Bebe
Daniels has never done a more interesting
piece of acting than as the woman with the
diamond
mania.
WORLD — There is more beauty in Mr.
Stanlaws's pictorial effects than in the subject matter
thisthe
picture
play.woman
* * * inBebe
Daniels,
whoof is
leading
the
romance, does better than we had e.xpected,
and that James Kirkwood is quite all right.
SUN — Although "Pink Gods" is a fairly
exciting melodrama in itself, it is chiefly notable for the really striking performance which
Miss Bebe Daniels donates. In this Cynthia
Stockley fracas of heavy love amongst the
diamond mines of South Africa she surpasses
herself and contributes a note that is particularly powerful.
TELEGRAM — Miss Daniels does some
excellent acting in the part of the young
wife, who cannot resist the lure of the "pink
gods," revealing a power of tragic acting in
strong contrast with some of the joyous roles
she has appeared in before.

Winnipeg, Can. — The Gaiety on
Portage Ave. is scheduled for an
early opening under the direction of
its owners, the Capital Loan Co.
Frcdericton. N. S. — The Gem will
be opened in the near future by, F. G.
Spencer, who controls several theaters throughout the province.
Lexington, Tenn. — The
cess owned and operated
Drake opened last week.
a radio station installed in

new Prinby E. L.
Drake has
the house.

Bloomington. Ind. — Work on a
new house to cost $50,000 has been
started. Harry Vonderschmidt, owner of the Liberty, at Washington is in
back of the project.
Milwaukee — George Fisher will be
the manager of the New Milwaukee,
a 1,250 seat house, costing $300,000.
Merchants in the vicinity are erecting
the theater.
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Johnson Buys First Release
Millard Johnson of Australasian
Films, Ltd. has purchased "Rich
Men's Wives," Al Lichtman's first
release, for Australia and New Zealand.

Will Be Ready in December
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — The new exchange
building, which is going up on Forbes
St., will be ready for occupancy in
December.

Bradford Succeeds McCracken
Simeral Gets Hoxie Westerns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. — Guy I. Bradford
Pittsburgh — The Simeral Exthe local
Hodkinson
change has secured the series of six is managing
Jack Hoxie westerns, rnade by Ben branch, having succeeded Fred B. McCracken.
Wilson.
Gets "Buster Brown"
(Special to THE

FILM

Rights

DAILY)

Cleveland — Herman Garfield has
secured the rights to the "Buster
Brown" series of cartoons from John
Leffler and Richard F. Outcault. It
is planned to start production on the
coast shortly.
Two New
Pictures
(Special
to THE
FILM Started
DAILY) '
Los Angeles — Two pictures were
placed in production yesterday at the
Schulberg studio. Tom Forman
started work on "Are You a Failure?"
an original story bv Larry Evans and
Gasnier on "The Hero." Both will
be released by the .M Lichtman Corp.

Majestic Again Shows Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Utica, N. Y.—The Majestic is
again showing pictures after a long
stock season. "The Storm" was the
first attraction; "Prisoner of Zenda"
follows. Robbins Amusement Co. is
the oji'ner.
Uets Goldwyns
for South
America
A contract has been closed between
Gokhvj'n and the export department
of the New York Film Exchange
whereby that firm will handle the
Goldwyn output for 1922-23 for the
greater part of South America, including Argentina, Uraguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.

$4.50 Complete

Julius Cahn - Gus Hill G
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European Move

1 Which Wm. A. Brady is Interested Held Up Awaiting Important
Arr.va
William A. Brad is patiently
waiting the arrival an important
isitor from Berli' before anything
jrther
is started
the corporation
/hich he
formed ' yUfon
his return

•cm Europe several months ago.
'he name of the corprration has heen
hanged from the I iternational, as
riginally planned, because of possible
onfiict with the Hearst organization.
Upon the arrival of this important
jreigner it is anticipated that the oranization, which plans to operate as
clearing house for the best foreign
ictures, will begin to function.

P. A. Powers To Sail
P. A. Powers
plans to sail
Europe on Saturday, Oct. 7th.

for

Regarding Alice Brady
Alice Brady will soon start work
n her next production at the Paramount Long Island studio. She will
lot work in the cast of the next
)orothy Dalton picture, as reported
esterday. This was due to a typoTaphicai error.
Kansas Censors Doom
(Special to THE

"Movie Cops"

FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City — The Kansas State
Joard of Review recently passed a
esolution prohibiting "Any burlesque
if an officer of the law. or any scene
vhkh would tend to create disrepect
or any federal or state law. or miti;ate against its proper enforcement."
rhis measure was taken because the
loard believes the children's respect
or the policemen is lessened as a reult of the comedy scenes which make
ittle of an officer.

Swedish Biograph Finishes Five
Nils Bouveng, of the Swedish Biojraph Co., says his company will reease five features here. Bouveng
ays they are more international in
;haracter and story than any others
vhich have come out of Europe.
Two Victor Seastrom productions
lead the list: "The Surrounded
^ouse," by Pierre Frandaie and Hjalnar Bergen. The third is a Maurice
Stiller production from a story by
5elma Lagerlof. John W. Brunius
lirected the other two, "The Dream;rs," by Knut Hamsun and "The
lyes of Love," from a story by
brunius. Prints will reach America
)y November.
George W. Hamilton. Inc., is the
hstributor in the United States and
-anada.

Not Interested at the Moment in Any
Motion Picture Project
H. D. H. Connick, formerly chairman of the finance committee of Famous Players, yesterday denied emphatically that he was interested in
any motion picture project. Reports
have been in circulation recently
identifying him with one of the large
and old companies, in which it was
said that he would take an important
post, refinance the organization and
thus get back in the industry.
"I have been approached by a number of people with various projects in
motion pictures," he said, "but so far
I haven't found anything which inter-

Clergy
and T. O. G. G.
ests me."

Biblical Series Endorsed by Churchmen at Get-together Luncheon
The Chuch and theater met yesterday at the Hotel Astor when the T.
O. C. C. gave a luncheon attended by
many clergymen in an effort to establish a point of contact between
churches and motion picture theaters.
Announcement was made of distribution by American Releasing Corp.
"Highly recommended for anyone suffering from a grouch," said the
of
a
series
of fifty-two one-reelers of
Telegraph of Selznick's latest Owen Moore farce, "Love is an
Morning
—Awful
Advt. Thing." It's a comedy feature with action and laughter throughout.
scenes in the Holy Land. Black-andwhite scenes showing the Holy Land
today were taken by Dr. J. E. Holly.
Prizma scenes, photographed from
Bromhead Due
Visitors
paintings by Jean Paleologue, showCol.
A.
C.
Bromhead,
managing
ing Palestine as it was in Biblical
Guy Wonders, of Baltimore, and
Thomas D. Sorriero, of the Strand, director of Gaumont, Ltd., of Lon- days are inserted. These pictures
Lowell, Mass., are in New York.
don, is due on the Homeric either to- were produced by Geographic and
have been endorsed by the convention
Both are stopping at the Astor.
day or tomorrow.
of Federated Churches of America la
session in Washington, D. C.
Motley Flint Coming
Supply Company Alleged Bankrupt
The first speakers for the T. O. C.
Motley
Flint, a well known
Los
A petition in bankruptcy was filed
Angeles banker, is on his way here. yesterday against the Independent C. were Charles A. Steiner, who preHe is due to arrive on Friday.
Charles L. O'Reilly and BernMovie Supply Co., of 729 Seventh Ave.
ardsided,
Edelhertz.
Many of the clergyby these creditors: J. Spear, $750,
men
spoke
briefly, including Dr.
United Artists Managers Arrive
J. J. Wilkinson, $125; J. S. Harley,
Crane.
Several exchange managers of $200; liabilities are listed at $50,000, Frank
Among those present were Dr.
United Artists are in town to confer with assets at $25,000.
Frank Crane, Dr. Christian Reisner,
with Hiram Abrams. They include
Rabbi Joseph Silverman, Dr. Wm. A.
Better
Pictures
Asso.
Lunch
Mike
and
Cleveland
King Evans of
Kirkwood. Broadway Tabernacle; Dr.
Coigne of Atlanta.
.A.t a luncheon given by the Better Crocker, Church of Epiphany; Father
Pictures Asso., at the Biltmore yes- Martin Fahy, Church of Our Lady of
Worsley to Direct Reid
terday, Dr. Robert A. Watson gave Lourdes; Fr. G. C. Tracy, National
DAILY)
FILM
a report of the B. P. A. Cooperative Catholic Weekly; Dr. F. S. Idleman,
(Special to THE
,
Los Angeles — Jesse Lasky has Committee appointed last year at the Central Church, Disciples of Christ;
signed Wallace Worsley, of the Hotel Plaza. He also explained the Rev. F. B. Beal, Dr. Joseph P. WilGoldwyn forces, to direct Wallace nine points of the Association which
son, Wr. E. B. Russell and Courtland
membership organiza- Smith of the Will Hays office.
Reid in his next picture "Nobody's is a non-profit
tion operating for the benefit of the
public, producer and exhibitor.
Chas. Stephenson Here
Arthur S. Friend gave a short talk
Mor\^."
yn Article to Pictorial Review
,,eWldw
Chas.
L. Stephenson, president and
"Behind the Screen," by Samuel on "The Producer and his Problems"
Goldwyn, a series of articles dealing and Dr. Clifton Harby Levy, repre- general manager of Stephenson Attractions, Ltd., of Toronto, is in New
the N. Y. Board of Jewish
with intimate and little known as- Ministerssentingalso
said a few words, after York stopping at the Astor. Stephenpects of the motion picture business,
son is here looking over independent
will appear in Pictorial Review start- which George Arliss' latest picture,
"The
Man
Who
Played
God"
was
arThe
ing in the February issue.
productions.
ticles will run for five or six months. shown.
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St. Louis Notes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis — Incorporation papers
of the Mid West Prod. Co. will probably be filed at Jefferson City this
Vol. XXI No. 87 Wed'sday. Sept. 27. 1922 Price 5 Cents
week. It will be capitalized at $150,Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, 000. St. Louis financiers have agreed
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., to put up the money. The company
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS. INC.
is making a serial "The Eyes of MysJoseph Dannenberg. President and Editor;
tery" at Creve Coeur lake.

J. W. Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Manager :J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London. W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
. Central
European
Representative — Interna, tionale
Filtnschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slo1 vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
'do pfd. .
•G'wyn
...
Gritfith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

Low

Close

Sales

85
97
103
7

84^
85
1,200
951^
9554
8,500
102M 102M
100
6%
7
300
Not quoted
21 J4 20K
20^
8,700
Not quoted
Not quoted

Theaters

Re-Opening

Pontiac,
Mich. — The
been re-opened.

Strand

has

St. Louis — The Melvin, 600 seats,
has been reopened by Gladino Lange.

Eastman Kodak Stock Offered
The banking firms of Dominick &
Dominick, and Bernard, Scholl &
Co., have arranged to offer for subscription ablock of Eastman Kodak
common stock, the first Eastman
stock to reach the public. The stock,
which has no par value, has been
paying quarterly dividends of $5 a
share. For the last years the com209,295. pany's earnings have averaged $15,-

Worth While Producers for
Production, vertising.
Prints and Ad-

Scranton, Pa. — The Miles re-opened wit ha continuation of the policy
which existed last year, vaudeville
and pictures.

U -LctuAJL^

Redecorating Fox Studio
Several thousand dollars have been
devoted to new additions and decoratings. An enlarged entrance on
the 10th Ave. side, new tile walls and
fixtures, and two new projection
rooms are among the many new features. The advertising and publicity
department have been provided with
larger quarters, now occupying an entire section of the top floor.

WE FINANCE

St. Stephen, N. B.— The Bijou,
which was destroyed by fire last
spring has been re-opened.

f (^cLcLccUicmal.

Paramount Opens Two More
^
Paramount has opened two new ex- ||
changes, one at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
and the other at Sioux Falls, So. Dak.
This brings the total number of
Paramount exchanges in the United
States up to 33.

Floyd Lewis has opened his new
Select exchange at 3332 Olive St.
Off for Florida
This move takes the Select office
from Washington boulevard to what
The opening scenes of "A Million
promises to become a popular ex- in Jewels," a William Brush Production, to be distributed by Americhange block. Fox and Universal excan Releasing, were made in New
changes have moved to this block
York this week, and the company
in the past few months.
leaves today to complete the picture
Huge Incandescent for Studio Use
especial to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Don R. Davis has been appointed m Miami, Florida.
J. P. McGowan is directing and
sales manager for Asso. Exhibitors
Boston, Mass.— A 60,000 candlesucceeding E. G. Brient who assumes playing the leading role in the story power incandescent light designed
charge of the theaters of the Hall by Caroline Barnes, with Helen for use at motion picture studios was
Holmes as the heroine, others in the shown for the first time at the conAmusement Co. in Centralia, 111.
cast being Elinor Fair, Nellie Parkervention of the Illuminating EngineerGeorge W. Gaw will handle the Spaulding. Charles Craig, Fred Kaling Society now in session at Siwampgrer
and
Leslie
J.
Casey.
Pathe short subjects in the Missouri
scott.
district.
The National Lamp Works, of the
First National October Releases
General Electric Company, at CleveFirst National releases for October
Al Bartlett, former office manager
land, have made about a dozen of
for Asso. Exhibitors has joined Harry will be as follows: Oct. 2, Hope these lamps, the largest ever manufactured of their kind. The bulb is
Weiss at First National.
Hampton in "The Light in the
12
inches
in diamater and I8J/2 inches
Dark"; Oct. 9, Richard Barthelmess
U. S. Agricultural Films Listed
in "The Bond Boy"; Oct. 16, Kath- high. To operate a lamp costs $3 an
The U. S. Dept. of Agriculture has erine MacDonald in "White Shoul- hour. It is claimed that the light is
completed its list of motion picture
ders"; Oct. 23, Constance Talmadge nearest to sunlight of any artificial
films for use by its extension and field in "East is West"; Oct. 30, "Lorna
light.
workers and by officially co-operating Doone," a Tourneur production.
institutions. Films may be obtained The comedies to be released are
The largest light for studio use today is the Sunlight arc with 1,000,000
by direct application to the depart- "Home Made Movies" with Ben
candle power. Cost of operating a
ment. The list is contained in deTurpin;
and
Buster
Keaton
in
"The
Sunlight arc is estimated at not more
partment circular 233.
Electric House."
than $2 an hour. Many experiments
have been made with incandescent
lights for motion picture photography
but these lights have not attained any
great
to date owing to lack of
iif vogue
actinic
quality in their rays.

Kansas City — S. K. Williams has
re-opened the Highland, for Curry &
Green.

Yakima, Wash. — The Capitol which
has been closed for the summer was
recently re-opened. Fred Mercy is
hte owner.
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Putting It Over

ew5
No.

78

•INOPLE
MOHAMMEDANS
E TURKISH
VICTORY
IN
OR — Wild rejoicing
greets the
smal Pasha's victory over the

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

During the showing of "Human
Hearts," at the Strand, Far Rockaway, L. I., Harry Thomas, manager,
put over a unique bit of exploitation.
Five youngsters were engaged and
supplied with hoops in which heartshaped cut-outs advertising the film
had been attached by strings. The
stunt was pulled on a Saturday when
many New Yorkers go to the beaches
there, and the boys rolled the hoops
along the sand, in and out among the
fustine, Tex. — W. L. people, attracting much attention.
P. Cartwright and M. K. Fred V. Green. Universal
exploiter,
: incorporated the Victory helped in the plugging.
I. Capital stock is $6,800.
Filmed Fashion Parade
Amron Enterprises, ManSeattle — An ingenious bit of expital $10,000. Incorpora, M. Hunt and R. Pastor.
ploitation was put over for "The
Storm," by George E. Bradley of
. F. Gleason, Manhattan.
Universal. First, he sold a prominent department store on the idea
;1.— Burden, of the Strong
Capital,
$100,000.
At- of cooperation. A fashion parade picture, using the store models and
p. Trust Co. of Dela.
gowns was made, a florist shop ofiFering the use of its windows as the
Ordinance Attacked
scene of action. A miniature screen
to THE FILM DAILY)
was then placed in one of the departex. — The legality of the
ment store's windows and the films
nance has been attacked
flashed on it, drawing quite a crowd.
mke, of the Crystal, who A
scenario, showing a character in
for an injunction against
of commercial
amuse- the story coming to the cit^' to buy
clothes had been worked up, one of
the town's beauties who had appeared in films for Universal playing
Jrandt Starts East
the principal role. The work of tako THE FILM DAILY)
ing the pictures and showing both
les, Cal. — Joe Brandt, of made them stop, look and then come
tarting back to his East- to the theater.
! after putting "Only A
into production with a Decorated the Lobby
ig Mae Busch. Estelle
Youngstown, O. — Manager Joseph
ire DuBrey, Josephine Shagrin of the Park prepared an elabes Morrison, William
orate lobby decoration during the run
:e Beery, Tully Marshall of "Monte
Cristo," which attracted
Louis.
the attention of all those who passed.
The marquee which extends over a
c On "This Freedom"
side-walk was beladen with a large
THE FILM
DAILY)
array of flags, buntings, signs, cut'enison Clift is starting
outs, and stills. Across both sides
production
of the new were canvas signs announcing the
lovel, "This Freedom," picture. Above these was a large cutns, Ltd.
In the face of
out from a 24-sheet mounted on
ican competition
Ideal heavy beaver-board. This representfilm rights of the novel
ed the Count of the story standing
immediately contracted with arms outstretched on a sphere
I Clift, the Ainerican
bearing the words, "The World is
produce
the
picture. Mine." The corners
where the marids from America
for
quee and the buildings met were
on of "This Freedom" rounded out with bunting and the
Clift to postpone his outer corners were embellished with
on of "Mary Queen of American flags. Beneath the mar_ months.
These
two
quee running at right angles to the
ill be oflfered to ex- curb was suspended another canvas
in Great Britain and sign painted by hand and describing
be spring and a third the picture. Water colored stills and
Jut to Win," will al^o mounted posters were placed abou^
Mr. Clift's contract.
the side-walk and entrance way.
i

corporations

The entertainmentCapitol
is divided into six units
I he first IS the overture, Liszt's "Hungarian
Ivliapsody" with a czynibalom cadenza. The
second unit
Bruch's "Kol
vocal
arrangement is
by Wilham Axt Nidre,"
The Capitol
magazme is the third unit, the fourth
is a
lantasy, "The Queen of Sheba," with the
Capitol orchestra accompanying the ballet
corps. Mile. Gambarelli and Alexander Ouniansky follow in a veil dance. Erik Bye
sings and the finale concludes this unit Wesley Barry in
to Riches"
the
htth unit. The"Rags
six^h is an oriinalfurnishes
paraphrase
on Hebrew melodies played by Melchiorre
MauroCottone, chief organist.

On the Cigar Lighter
Elizabeth, N. J.— In every cigar
store in the city, signs were placed
on the h'ghters, reading, "This flame
is for a light. 'The Eternal Flame'
is for the heart. Norma Talmadge.
Cameo
Miller Theater." Stanley Chambers
Selections from "Mile. Modiste" are played
of the Miller, arranged this tie-up.
by the orchestra under the direction of Ed-

kNEIRO CELEBRATES 100th
ARY OF BRAZIL'S INDE!— Secretary
of State
Hughes
U. S. building and reviews the
with President Pessoa.
IN PENNANT— John J. McN. Y. National League
team
;ain.
s usual.
In the Hoops!
E FIRST NEWS REEL
E REAL NEWS FIRST

d

At Broadway Theaters

ward Kilenyi for the overture. Then follow
three short subjects : the news pictorial, topday and
ics of the
ulg Water," a
Prizma
picture.
John "Wonderf
Roodenber
gives two
flute solos, Puccini's "Prelude" and Kohler's
"Pappihons." The comedy is "A Hard Boiled Egg" with Chesteh Conklin. Wallace
Reid follows as star of "The Ghost Breaker,"
the
feature.
An organ solo is the concluding
number.

Rialto
Tschaikowsky's "Marche Slav" is the overture,^ followed by Riesenfeld's "Classical
Jazz" and the Rialto Magazine. Pietro Bussi, baritone, sings the aria from "The Baris "Pink
featureBoslet
ber of Seville."
Lilhan
Powell andTheLouise
followGods."
in a
dance to Victor Herbert's "Badinage." The
comedy, "Home Made Movies." with Ben
Turpin, concludes.

Strand
The overture is selections from Verdi's "La
Forza del Destino" with Kitty McLaughlin.
The Review
presents news of the world
Then comes "Under Two Flags." the feature, preceded by a prologue, "A Street in
Algiers," in which Wilberta Babbidge is seen
as a cigarette
dancer while Joseph Martel,
baritone, sings Finden's "Less Than the
?"?,'•„' and^
'^^^a ^^°'^^
"Thrills
and
Spills
Mutt subjects
and Jeff are
cartoon
entitled
"Red Hot."
All organ solo closes.

At Other Houses
"The Prisoner of Zenda" is in its last
week at the Astor. Marion Davies
remains
at the Criterion in "When Knighthood Was
m Flower." "Monte Cristo" continues at
the 44th Street and "A Little Child Shall
Lead Them" at the Lyric. "Deserted at the
Altar IS at
Broadw
"Manslaughter"
at theayRivoli.
IS in Its secondtheweek

Fox Buys Two
William Fox has purchased the
screen rights to two Booth Tarkington novels, "Gentle Julia" and "The
Shadow of the East," the latter is a
sequel to the "Sheik."
Sigmond with Associated
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle — Harry Sigmond has been
appointed sales representative of
Asso. Exhibitors. He has been
assistant manager of the Vitagraph
exchange here.

Betty Francisco has been cast for
"Miss Emmy Lou," starring Viola
Dana and directed by Harry Beaumont.

The Biggest
Bargain in
the States !
FOR RENT
One of the finest studios
in the East; complete with
the best of modern equipment; 30 minutes from
Times Square ; producers
may lease all or any part
for any length of time;
make arrangements to suit
your own convenience.

For full particulars
communicate with
BOX No. B-262 c|o
The Film Daily.
i«£i
KatioxuLl
Week /
CIEAN-UP

Clean J0ct*9

SHERIOCIC
HOLMES

LABORATORY FOR SALE
Motion pictyre developing and printing laboratory with
capacity of 400,000 fee,t per week, fully equipped with
modern
machinery
and -apparatus
in all departments.

ECLIPSE FILM LABORATORY
321 West 23rd Streef

Wednesday

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood, Calif.— T. L. Tally has
resumed active management of
Tally's after a year's absence and has
inaugurated a policy of presenting
second-run engagements of features
which have previously established
their drawing
power.
Reginald Barker's "Hearts Aflame"
is completed.
George Reed is working with Gasnier at the Louis B. Mayer studios.
Cullen Landis is back from location with the Harry Carey company.
Edward Horton may be seen sometime in the near future in a Morosco
production.
Jane Black is working in the small
town scenes of the Charles Ray production now in the making.
J. C. Van Trees is going to Honolulu to make a picture. His last work
here was as cinematographer for Phil
John Sainpolis who left his engagement in Los Angeles stock to appear
in "Shadows" has returned to his
original post.
Betty May, who is Century's latest
addition to the ranks, will be cast in
Lee Moran's next two-reel Century
Comedy.

A

Vernon Dent, while waiting to start
with Thos. H. Ince accepted a position with one of the Universal companies, ^,^-1 ,-«j*, ' ,.»-—
r'— '
Rosanova will remain in
IT-Madame
Los Angeles until the western showof "Hungry
she ing
comes
to theHearts,"
front asin awhich
new
screen mother.

Steamer Sailings
Sailings
of steamers
for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
Today
mail are as follows:
Pres. Adams sails at 10 A, M. for Bremen;
mails close at 6 A. M, for Europe, Africa
ami West Asia, (Canary Islands specially addressed). Colombo sails at 12 M. for Naples;
mails close at 9 A. M. for Italy, (specially
addressed). Seydlitz sails at 12 M. for
liremen ; mails close at 9.30 A. M. for Germany, (specially addressed). Ft. St, George
sails at 11 A. M. for Hamilton; mails close
at 7.30 for Bermuda. Michael sails at 2 P. M.
for Iquitos; mails close at 11 A. M. for No.
Brazil, except Ceara, (other parts of Brazil
.sjiecially addressed).

Thursday

Scythia sails at 12 M. for Liverpool; mails
cose at 8 A. M. for Great Britain, Ireland,
So. Africa, Madeira and Sierra Leone, (other
countries specially addressed). Mt. Clay
sails at 12 M. for Hamburg; mails close at
9 \. M. for Germany and Denmark. TJ. S.
.•\. T. St. Mihiel sails at 10 A. M. for Colon;
mails close at 7 A. M. for Canal Zone,
Panama, Nicaragua, (except east coast),
Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Peru, (except
Iquitos). Monterey sails at 11 A. M. for
Vera (3ruz ; mails close at 8 A. M. for
Yucatan and Campeche. (Cuba and other
parts of Mexico specially addressed). Carrillo sails at 1 1 A. M. for Santa Marta ; mails
close at 8 A. M. for Jamaica, Canal Zone,
Panama, Colombia; mails close at 10.30 A,
M. for Canal Zone, Panama and Salvador,
(Honduras and Guatemala specially addressed). Parima sails at 2 P. M. for Barbados;
mails close at 11 A, M, for Virgin Islands
and West Indies, (Guiana, Grenada, St. Vincent and Trinidad specially addressed).
Baralt sails at 3 P. M. for Maracaibo; mails
close at 12 M, for Haiti, (Curacao and
Venezuela specially addressed).

Kauffman
(Special

to THE

FILM

G. A. Margetts Transferred

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. John, N. B.— G. A. Margetts, of
the F. P.-L. Film Service, has been
sent to manage the Winnipeg office.
P. J. Hogan, of the home office at
Toronto, succeeds Margetts.

To Film G. A. R. Encampment
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Des

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco — Stock selling in the
Rellimeo Film Syndicate, a milliondollar motion-picture project, headed
by Dr. Orlando Miller, has been
halted by Corp. Comm. Daugherty
and an application for a permit to
continue to sell stock was denied until
the tangled affairs of the corporation
are satisfactorily explained to the
State authorities. Comm. Daugherty
stated that the officers of the company will have to explain an asserted
shortage of $15,000.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
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Coast Film Stock Sale Halted

DAILY)

Moines, Iowa — Motion pictures will be taken of all important
events at the G. A. R. national encampment here as a permanent recGeorge Melford and company will
ord for history. The encampment
leave shortly for New York whence will last for three days.
they will go to New England after
Talbot Reelected
filming interior scenes of "Java Head"
at the Long Island City studios.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City — Ralph Talbot of
Mildred Davis was given a farewell Tulsa has been re-elected president of
the
Oklahoma T. O. and M. A.
dinner by members of the Girls' Club
in observance of her departure from Other officers for the coming year
the Hal Roach organization as lead- are Morris Lowenstein, Oklahoma
ing woman to Harold Lloyd.
City, vice-president; Josh Billings,
Norman, secretary and Harry BritLionel H. Keene, western repre- ton, Norman, treasurer.
sentative of Loew's, Inc., is in the
Stars at Midnight Show
city for the changing to the "pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
only"
policy.
He
will
leave
shortly
for San Francisco where he will make
Chicago^ — Stars of the stage and
his headquarters.
screen turned out en masse for the
invitation midnight showing of
The Sennett studios are preparing
for a busy session with at least four "Under Two Flags" at the Randolph,
by Marc Lachmann, of Unicompanies scheduled, Mabel Nor- arranged versal.
Ed Wynn, Frank Bacon and
mand will head one, another by Pauline Fredericks were among those
Phyliss Haver, one by Ben Turpin
present.
and the fourth under Billy Bevan.
The entire Shipman company has
now returned from Canada to Los
Angeles. There were twenty-five
men and women in the cast. Nell
Shipman is engaged in cutting the
picture. "The Grub Stake," with the
assistance of Joe Walker, who is
finishing the double exposures.
H. E. GAUSMAN

Klein in Chicago
Edward L. Klein has left for Chicago to close a deal for a series of
big productions to be distributed by
the Klein organization.

With Paramount

Toronto — Joe Kaufifman, who recently completed a trip through the
Maritime Provinces for Regal, has
joined the Famous Players Film
Service as salesman.

September 27, 192
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The Tournament

Lesser's

lef Topic of Discussion
Among
'hose Who Know What a Great
Party The Event Is
n a number of the more important
ces in New York there is only one
ic of discussion at the moment —
Golf Tournament.
Some of the
re raving golfers are now able to
back to their work, inasmuch as
date has been set — Thursday,
tober 19, at the Sound View Golf
lb, Great Neck, L. I.
rherc is every indication that the
II Tournament will be a great sucs. It is anticipated that there will
over 100 players, and in all problity at the dinner plans will be
initely laid for the formation of a
m Golf Organization,
rtiere will be ample prizes, not
ly the cups nnd the opportunity to
: n '^p- on ihe big special offered
THE FILM DAILY, but inmerable other special prizes.
[n all likelihood all of the follow; will be present, and in addition
iny more than these who signed up
t spring to attend the Fall Tournaint:
den, P. F., M. P. News.
icoate, J. W., THE FILM DAILY.
ron, E., Metro.
ikerman, Irving, Loew's.
onsen, AL, 215 West 98th St.
3tty, Jerome, Famous Players.
:nson, Bemhard, Pathe.
:mie, Edw., Carewe Prod.
itsford, A. M., Fam. Players.
ock, Louis, Talmadge Prod.
imard, J. L., Kineto.
ach, F. A., United Artists.
ockell, F. M., Asso. First National.
own, Geo., Universal.
rewe, Edward, Hotel Algonquin.
lamberlin, F. V., Famous Players.
•chran, Phil., Universal.
mners, Tom, Metro.
awford, Roy, Asso. Exhibitors.
eske, H. H., Aeolian Bldg.
on, James, THE
FILM
DAILY.
innenberg, Joe, THE
FILM
DAILY.
llenbeck, A. O., Hanff-Metzger,
Inc.
inning, Carroll H., Prizma.
(Continued

on

Page

May

Gover Abroad
to See
"OliTwist" is Put
OverThat
— First
National Approves Plan
When Sol Lesser returns to the
Coast at the end of the week it is
likely that he will take up with his
associates the question of going to
London and perhaps visit the Continent to see to it that the Coogan production, "Oliver Twist," gets a start,
with real American exploitation.
'
Lesser could not be found yester->«
day, but it is said that First National
has appropriated a sum sufficient to
cover expenses for Lesser and the
whole question is whether or not Leaser's associates on the Coast consider that hi: can afford to give the
time to the idea.

Amalgamated
Distributing
and Producing
Organization Formed by Kranz, Davidson and Grossman
A union of independent exchanges
with a producing company to supply
them with features has been effected

William Collier, Jr., and Gladys Hulette, who in the "Secrets of Paris"
give a performance that will make screen history. C. C. Burr gives all
Laboracredit to the Whitman Bennett Studios for one of the most sensational
tories. \i attractions of the coming season. — Advt^

irahams, L., Craftsman

4)

rhird Week for "Manslaughter"
'Manslaughter" will hold over for
hird week at the Rivoli beginning
pday Oct. 1.

t
Mrs. Bray Returning
■Mrs. Margaret
Bray of the Bray
I'dios is returning from Europe on
'■ -^quitania, due to dock tomorrow.

Trip

Shipman Offices Move
Ernest Shipman's offices have been
moved from 17 W. 44th St., to the
ninth floor of the Strauss Bldg.. 565
Fifth Ave. Claude H. Macgowan
will be general manager.
No $20,000,000 Campaign
"Printer's Ink" publishes this week
a letter from Will H. Hays denying
an editorial appearing recently in that
publication to the efTect that the motion picture industry, or the Hays organization, was contemplating a campaign in which $20,000,000 was to be
spent. "Printer's Ink" indicates, in
a note accompanying the Hays letter,
that their editorial was based upon
information reaching them from a
press agent.
/^ Valentino Affidavits Filed
All the affidavits in the ValentinoFamous Players-Lasky suit have
been filed in the Supreme Court.
Affidavits were made by Adolph
Zukor, Joseph Plunkett of the
Strand, C. F. Yearsley of First National, Aaron Jones of Jones, Linick
and Schaeffer. Chicago, and others,
in behalf of Famous.
Affidavits in behalf of Valentino
were executed by the star and by his
wife.

"Get to the Public"

Distribution the Great Block to Motion Pictm-e Progress Says
Arthur S. Friend
Wide distribution of the good pictures is the one thing that will better existing conditions in the opinion
of Arthur S. Friend, of Distinctive
Prods., who planted this thought
firmly in the minds of his hearers at
luncheon of the Better Pictures Ass'n.
"Distribution is the most serious
block in the path of progress," said
Friend. "The production of good,
clean, worthwhile pictures means
nothing
culated. unless they are widely cir-

Morante Brings Film East

Friend said:
"I find myself in a dilemma.
The Chairman has said that we havg very little time,
and still I am scheduled, 1 see, to speak on
the subject ( Continued
of 'The Producer
on Page and2) His Prob-

Coast

Welcomes

(Special to THE

by the formation of Amalgamated Exchanges of America, with offices in
Loew's State Bldg.
Those concerned
are Charles Kranz, George Davidson
and Harry Grossman.
The company is announced as an
independent organization of independent exchanges formed by two officers of the company after personal
visits to key city exchanges. No information as to the exchanges involved could be obtained yesterday.
The production policy is announcedl
as features taken from stage successes
and famous books. For the first picture "The Madonna in Chains," E.
K. Lincoln. Martha Mansfield and!
Mrs. Rodolph Valentino have been en^
gaged. Production will start Oct ^
at the studios in New Rochclle. The
Mittenthal studio in Yonkers has also
been engaged for a second producing
unit. Negotiations are also said to be
in progress for well known stars.

Pola
FILM

Negri

DAILY)

Hollywood — Pola Negri has been
officially welcomed at a luncheon tendered her at the Hotel Ambassador
by 40 newspaper and magazine representatives. She was introduced by
John C. Flinn and short speeches of
welcome were given by Jesse L. Lasky and George Fitzmaurice.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Milburn Morante of
Morante Prods.. Inc., has left for
New York carrying negative and
print of "The Motive" with Clara
Horton.
Fight Censorship
in Conventions
Charles O'Reilly and Samuel Berman of the T. O. C. C. left yesterday
for Albany and Syracuse to appear
before the platform committees of the
Republican and Democratic State
conventions and ask for the insertion
of an anti-censorship plank.

THE
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.. 84^
F. P.-L. .. 95ji
do pfd...l02
* Goldwyn
. . 6Vs
Griffith
Loew's
... 21
Triangle
World

Low

Close

Sales

84
84|4
800
93y2
93ry2
5,000
101§^ 101^
200
6%

1,600
/ . . (>%
Not quoted
20y2
ZOVz
3,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

In the Courts
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Trenton — An order has been issued
by Federal Judge Joseph L. Bpdine
in the U. S. Dist. Court, directed
against W. J. Vernon; W..H. Elfreth,
the Marquette Co., Inc. and Asso.
Theaters, Inc., to show cause why the
management of the St. Regis shQUld
not be turned over to Wl EJ Ryanj
who was appointed receiver last Jan.,
because the management refused to
continue the payment of rents to
Ryan.
The Stratfield Amusement Co.,
which owns the State at Brooklyn,
was sfled in the Supreme Court by
Paul M: logolevitch, who conducted
the orchestra there in Jufie for $13,000 damages. He wants $10,000 for
injuries to himself when he fell,
through an unguarded hole in the
orchestra pit, and $3,00P| because he
smashed his violin. .' ■
•:

Cuts

Icms.' I have been in the picture l>usiness
about nine years, and during most of tliat
time I h.-ive been finding problems tii.it t'le
producer b.id to wrestle uitii. If I sinrt,-d
to speak of tlieni. I am afrai'I I s! all ;oij'_'t
your Chairman's
I la'l
lietter
simply walk\varniiig,
right outso of1 think
the dilemma
and
not try
to speak
producers'
problems
at all.
I amabout
sure tlu'
that
will be
kinder than to forget the limitations of time.

and

Thursday,

Flashes

J. G. Bachmann, of Preferred Pictures and the Al Lichtman Corp., has
returned from a short vacation.

Mary Hunt has been engaged by
Harry Garson to direct publicity for
Clara Kimball Young productions.

September 28, 19

Schoninger in Copenhagen
Fred Schoninger is reported
Copenhagen, Denmark, represent
Universal. Schoninger was last w
Inter-Ocean where he succeeded f
Schlesinger as sales manager.

i
;
i
;

7

Sacred Films Inc. have begun pro"I should rather speak about the Better
Pictures Association anyway. I am interduction on "Isaac and Rebecca," the
ested, and I hope you all will continue to Old Testament storv.

be. I don't believe you need worry very
much about the production of good, clean,
Sol Lesser will give a dinner party
worthwhile pictures, but the production of
them means nothing unless they are widely today at the Hotel Biltmore in
circulated.
honor of Mrs. Jack Coogan, mother
"All of the olijects which the Better Pictures Association desires to attain will follow rapidly enough if the Association can
accomplish one thing, and that is the wide
distribution of the good picture. Get back
of the things that are worthwhile.

of the famous star, who
Gotham.

is now

in

"The Screen," an article by Quinn
Martin of the New York World, commenting favorably upon the number
"The producers of motion pictures are in
business, and, if the production of good pic- of good pictures now before the pubtures is profitable, they will always prolic or in the making, has been reduce, or try to produce, good pictures. But
printed by the Will Hajs office for
remember, that interesting and theoretically
simple as your job may seem, it is a very, general distribution.

very big job, because the pictures belong to
the masses, and because the pictures reach
further and to more people than most of us
are able to conceive.
"Letters come into picture offices from
postoffices that only the politicians in Washington know are on the map. Unless literally millions of people patronize a picture,
it is not a success, and if it is not patronized at all, it is not a matter of anybody's
concern.

"Obviously
you interest,
must un-a
dertake to do the
is tothing
createthat
a real
practical interest, a patronage interest in the
pictures tliat are worthwhile, and that is
obviously difficult, because the interest of
so many millions of people must be aroused ;
but the greatest difficulty, the most serious
block in your path of progress will be foimd
in what in the industry we call 'distribution.' It is going to be no easy matter to
change the customs that have been maintained for so many years, and which, I believe, make for most of the evil that is now
to be found in the industry.
"Distribution is a big problem. You cannot just make a picture and delight in your
accompltshnrent and be happy at the plaudits of your friends who see it in a private
pr<3Jection room. It must reach the millions and it can only go to them through
the channels that exist. The establishment
and the maintenance of those channels involves a huge expense, but in the course of
time they will be adopted so that the right
result can be attained. You can be helpful
and I am sure you will be.
"The time is not far distant when pictures
will really be sold on their merit as jfictures, and then the public will be able to
have and to enjoy the kind of thing that it
is really entitled to.

SERVING

Gets

Renovator

Rights

Julius Singer has taken over exclusive selling rights to the Bennett
film renovator.
To Sell Empire Circuit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston — Judge De Courcy of the
Supreme Court has authorized Bank
Comm. Allen to sell for $550,000 the
stocks and notes of the various theater companies known as the "Empire
Circuit," which stretches from Maine
to Rhode Island and comprises 16
houses, valued at $1,228,818. The
sale is for the benefit of the Cosmopolitan Trust Co., which has been
closed. The stocks and bonds are
part of the assets of the bank.
"The producers need not worry you. They
are really not a bad lot. I have been with,
among and of them for many years, and I
can still boast of the confidence of the friends
I had before motion pictures came into my
life. Even our good friend, Dr. Watson,
calls me by tny first name and seemed to
have no hesitancy in introducing me to his
wife and to his children.
"I am sure the product that you want will
come into existence, but the problem is to
get that product to the public, and just now
the thing that you can do better than anyone is to get the public to that product when
the product is brought to it."

"Unlimited Facilities for QuaUty Work"
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They 7/ All Cornel
emotion
all that
t of
greates
npHE
has
play
— the
^ dramas
drawn laughs and tears from a million American hearts — at last given
a production worthy of its story.
With the screen's greatest character actor, Theodore Roberts, in the
role he was born for — "Uncle
A story made of the sorrows and
joys of plain folks and a great love
that
weathered adversity. ReachJosh."
ing its climax in a mighty cyclone
scene that dwarfs any storm ever
shown on the screen before.
Certainly one of the four biggest
money-makers of the season!
A James Cruze
Production
Adapted from Denman Thompson's play
by Perley Poore Sheehan and FrankWoods.
Scenario by Julien Josephson.
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Earle, C. W., Bay State Film Co.
Eberhardt, Walter F., 1st Nat'l.
Eschmann, E. A., Pathe.
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Mfg. Co.
Feist, Felix, Talmadge Prod.
1 Ferber, J. J., 2102 Broadway.
I Fields, Harry M., care W. Fox.
Flinn, John C, Famous Players.
Ford, Garrett, 74 S. Munn Ave., East
[
Orange.
I Friedman,
Leopold,
Loew's,
Feinman, Al.,
117 West
46th Inc.
St.
Fritts, John P., 36 Valley Road, New
Rochelle.
Gallup, G. B., Hodkinson Corp.
Gillette, E. K., M. P. News.
Goetz, H. M., Erbograph Co.
iGrainger,
4n
Prod. James R., Marshall Neilan
Greene,
Corp.Walter, American Releasing
Gulick, Earl, O. J. Gude Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal.
Gunning, Wid, 1540 Broadway.
Garrett,
Corp. Sidney, Inter-Globe Export

FILM
1923
YEAR
BOOK

Now in
eparation

Goetz, Ben., Erbograph Co.
Greene, J. I., Asso. Exhibitors.
Hammons, E. W., Educational.
Howells, Ben F., 729 7th Ave.
Hedley, A., Vitagraph.
Horn, Edward, Tremont Film Lab.
Inglis, Gus, Willis & Inglis.
Johnson, W. A., M. P. News.
Kane, A. S., Asso. Exhibitors.
Kohn, Stuart M., Howells Sales Co.
Levinson, Jesse A., 1600 B'way.
Lynch, E. C, Pathe.
Loughbrough, James, 106 West 47th
St.
McConnell,
Fred J., Universal.
McGovern, J. W., Evans Film Mfg.
Co.
McCloskey, Joe., 142 West 44th St.
McGovern,
Charles F., 126 West
46th St.
Meador, J. E. D., Metro.
Meeker, Geo., World Film.
Meltzer, Saul, Select.
Merrill, C. E., Pathe.
Milligan, Jim, M. P. World.
Milligan, Wen, M. P. World.
Moore, Tom, Moore's Theaters Corp.,
Washington, D. C.
Morgan, Oscar A., Famous PlaycrsLasky Corp.
Macloon,
W. A., Oliver Morosco.
Prod.
Morrissey, Raymond,
Eddie White
Studios.
North, Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.
Northrup, Stanley, Exhibitors Trade
Review.
Ohrt, J. v.. Universal.
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson Corp.
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe.
Perrin, Dwight
S., New York Tribune.
Price, Oscar, 565 5th Ave.
Reed, Luther, Metro.
Rothstein, Nat G., R-C Pictures.
Russell, John, Metro.
Reilly, Wm. J., Cine-Mundial.
Ritchey, J. V., 406 West 31st St.
Rollo, Stanley J., Clark Cornelius.
Ryan, James, Fox Film Corp.
Samuels, Reuben, 119 Fulton St.
Saunders, E. M., Metro.
Schnitzer, J. I., R-C Pictures.
Seymour, W. F., Hodkinson Corp.
Shallenberger, W. E., Arrow.
Sheldon, E. Lloyd, Metro.
Stebbins,
Samuels. Arthur W., Reuben
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.

Thursday, September 28, %\
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Newspaper

Opinions

"Pink Gods"— F. P.-L.
Rialto

GLOBEordinate
— loveOld,
old tale ofand
a woman's
infor something
her willingness to pay the price. ♦ * * Picture is worth
your while for its pictorial value.
POST — Thievery, dynamiting, love and
hatred are indiscriminately and inexplicably
mixed. Bebe Daniels gives a clever impersonation of the woman. * * *It is beautifully staged and photographed.

"Rags to Riches" — Warner Bros.

One of the finest studio*,
the East ; complete
with
best of modern
equipment;
minutes
from
Times
Squ£
producers may lease all or
part for any length of tic
make convenience.
arrangements to suit y j
own
For full particxtlart commutMi
at ones with

POST-^Here isCapitol
an improbable story, in
fact, an impossible story, yet a fairly enjoyable one. Perhaps it is because Wesley
Barry is the central figure ♦ * • there is
something so insolently happy about his farspreading smile that you want to smile in
return.
DAILY NEWS— "Rags to Riches" was
a series of joyous chuckles to us because
of the excellent work of Wesley Barry as
the rich youth who suflfered from too much
parents. ♦ • • The picture descends to a
species of entertaining hokum, which you
recognize
mind.the* ♦picture
» When
Wesley is on butthedon't
screen
is great
fun, well
and Viasorthhe'sseeing.
in view most of the time,
it's

"Under Two

The Biggest Ba3
gain in the Statei
FOR RENT

Flags"— Universal
Strand

TRIBUNE — And such desert scenes I
about the best we ever saw. * • ♦ the best
thing Miss Dean ever has done on the
screen. She is absolutely dynamic, for she
has caught the spirit of the desert and has
transferred it sparkling with life to the
celluloid.
MAIL — Although it is the picturization of
a classic, it does not possess the distinctive
qualities it deserves. It is a bit too much
like
most Dean
of theas other
desert the
pictures.
* * of*
Priscilla
Cigarette,
daughter
the regiment, irrepressible, impetuous, unrestrained, who was as brave as a man and
fought like one, is her ever dashing self, forbidding when she frowns, irresistible in her
smiling moments. Cigarette is an ideal role
for her, and she gives it her best.

"Ten Nights in a Bar Room"
It is reported that "Ten Nights in
a Bar Room" has completed 88 per
cent of the Northern California territory and is now booking in the
schools and churches.
Smith, Boyce, Inspiration Pictures.
Smith, E. L., Inspiration Pictures.
Terriss, Tom, 260 Riverside Drive.
Thompson, Hamilton, Fox.
Warner, A., Warner Bros.
Warner, Ernest J., Otis Lithograph
Co.
Warner, Harry, Warner Bros.
Weaver, Jack, Fleming & Reavely.
White, Eddie, Eddie White Studios.
Willis, Lloyd, N. A. M. P. I.
Wilson, Fred G., Reeland Publishing Co.
Winik, Leslie.

BOX No. B-262 c/o
Film Daily.

'National
WeIek
C
EA.N-/UP
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John
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REN" id
FOR Blvd.
STUDIO Bergen
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood .I.
J. ForE. particulars
write
K. LINCOLN
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Bryant 5307

LABORATORY FOR SALE
Motion picttare developing and printing laboratory wi|
capacity of 400,000 feet.per week, fully equipped wi|
modtern

machinery ^and

apparatus

in

all departmen

ECLIPSE FILM LABORATORY
321 West 23rd Street

^
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, 3:riffith — Germany
Films
Two
;jing Sells
fi, Amid Bizarre Business
s
Condition

There

1 '. Epping, treasurer of D. W.
jtilh, Inc., is back from a three
nitlis' trip to Germany where he
& distribution rights to "The
ther and the Law" and "The Fall
j1 Babylon" to the Trans-Oceanic
hi Co. of Berlin under conditions
:lt made business transactions alist impossible.
These two productions were sold
ii marks," says Epping, "and the
!)rmous depreciation of the mark
Ijce then makes it impossible to figI how much we will get in Ameria money. What was a good price
: the time of the sale has rapidly
;'indled.
'Conditions in Germany are very
[usual. No one in Germany knows
|iat he wants to do. Everyone
ems in a daze. The fluctuating
hie of the currency is to blame.
Germany currency is being inflated
the rate of a thousand million
arks a week. There are 380 billion
arks in currency in Germany. All
isiness is done by cash. Checks are
it used because governmental regu:ions have robbed banking transacins of all privacy. Every check
ust be reported to the government
d every check is taxed. Every diffiIty is thrown in the way of transting business and I do not look
r any improvement
in the near
ture."
painger Coming Back From Coast
James R. Grainger, personal repsentative of F. J. Godsol of Gold^'n, is due to arrive from the Coast
^xt week.

Wires Entry
Buster Keaton, in a wire to
Asso. First National Pictures,
has requested that he be entered in the Fall Golf Tournament to be held under the
auspices of THE
FILM
DAILY at the Sound View
Golf Club, on Oct. 19. Buster
reaches town today with his
wife, formerly Natalie Talmadge, and their baby. They
will be in New York for six
weeks.
Other entries include S. R.
Kent and Robert Kane, of
Famous Players; Ricord Gradwell. Producers Security Corp.,
and H. J. Yates of the Republic
Laboratory.

Price 5 Cent>
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An "escape from the florid and maudlin stuff of recent flamboyant films
* * * a welcome diversion from bravado and bunk," said the New York
World of "Love is an Awful Thing," starring Owen Moore. It's a laugh
picture your patrons will thank you for showing. — Advt.
Carl Laemmle Returning
Carl Laemmle is returning from
on the Aquitania, due to arEurope
rive on Saturday.

Bankers To Attend Capitol
The American Bankers Asso. have
bought all the seats for the Capitol,
for Tuesday night.

^(^
F. J. Godsol Back
^<n^. J. Godsol, of Goldwyn, returned
yesterday from the Coast, and, as
London — Tom Terriss has con- usual, said that he had nothing to
tracted with Seymour Hicks and report for publication.
wife, Ellaline Terriss to make a series of polite two-reel comedies of the Ben Blimienthal Will Remain Here
Ben Blumenthal will remain in
style of Sidney Drew. Some of the
this country for some time to come,
few of Hicks'
be from a playlets
will vaudeville
stories
which it was said yesterday at the offices
successful
he presented in London with his of Export & Import, of which he is
wife. All these will be produced by president. It is understood that he
over several other proan American director under Terriss' has brought
ductions in addition to those already
supervision.
announced.
Terriss Two

(Special to THE
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A. M. P. A. To Aid Movie Week
At the weekly luncheon yesterday
of the A. M. P. A., Victor Schapiro,
as acting chairman, appointed_ A. N.
Botsford chairman of a committee to
work in conjunction with the Hays
organization for a national movie
week. A meeting of the committee
has been called for next Thursday
night.
Judge Moses H. Grossman spoke
on the American Society of Arbitration, which aims to eliminate the red
tape and delays of the courts by
organizing a new tribunal of justice.

^^XJniform Contract
Reaching
The Shortly
Point
Indicating
Will Reach Distribution

It

After a long session through the
law committee of the Hays organization, and with important attorneys
outside passing upon various intricate
points, the indications are that the
proposed
contract
will,a within a shortuniform
time finally
reach
point
where it can be presented for acceptance to all interested parties.
Probably the chief reason for the
length of time consumed in the arrangement of the contract is what is
known as the arbitration clause. So
that this will be fair, effective, and at
the same time legal, considerable
thought has been necessary. Only
yesterday the most recent draft of
this clause reached the Hays office.

H'

/. XXI

There are several problems meeting the committee in charge of the
preparation of the contract, among
them being those points on which the
Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce vary with the desires of the
National exhibitor organization. It
is believed, however, that this will
be satisfactorily worked out. With
the arbitration clause out of the way
it is generally believed that there
will be little or no difficulty in settling the other problems.

Chicagoans Boosters, Says Klein
Edward L. Klein wires from Chicago: "Western exhibitors and exchange men are happy over greatly
increased business and excellent prospects for the future. All are boosting and co-operating with each other
and team work always wins."
"Robin Hood" to Open at Lyric

Douglas
Fairbanks'
"Robin
will
open at
the Lyric
in theHood"
near
future. Contracts for the theater
were signed yesterday by the Shuberts and by H. D. Buckley, representing Fairbanks.
The presentation will be under the
personal supervision of the star who
Ziegfeld Brings First Siberian Films is due to arrive here next Tuesday,
Members of the motion picture ex- accompanied by Mary Pickford.
"Robin Hood" will not be shown
pedition headed by W. K. Ziegfeld
are due tomorrow on the Ryndam at any other New York theater durbringing the first films _ taken in nounced.
ing the coming season, it is anSiberia with the permission of the
Soviet government.
The expedition left New York on " Pete Smith, in charge of the
Tune 17. Every possible co-operu...m "Robin Hood" exploitation and road
"was lent by the government. More shows, left yesterday for Chicago,
than 40,000 feet of film were photo- where contracts have been signed
graphed, a great portion of which
was secured in remote sections of which call for the opening of "Robin
Siberia. Princinal figures of the Hood" on Oct. 15 at George M.
Cohan's Grand Opera House.
Soviet government were also taken.

/
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Northwest Notes

New French Loew-Metro Firm
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris — For tiie purpose of exploitKrome and MacArdle have bought
ing the Metro pictures in France a
the
Strand, Laurel, Mont., from C. L.
Harvey.
small company has been formed under the title. Societe Anonyme des
Ferndale, Wash.— (Juy Merrill, of h'ilms Loew-Metro, with offices in the
Elk River, Idaho, has bought out .Hubert building, 124 Avenue de la
Republiquc. The capital is fixed at
Edna
Fitzgerald's
Liberty.
250,000 frs., in five-hundred franc
L. K. Brin, who handles Warner shares. The first directors are J. G.
Brothers products in the Pacific Brockliss, of Wardour Street, W., and
Northwest. has started a high- Messrs. Pollock-Barr and Thomas
powered billboard campaign with 24 Salter, of Paris. The renting of these
films will be done through the Aubert
sheets of Warner ' Brothers Screen establishment.
Classics, papering the city thoroughly. It is exciting favorable comment.
Glen Moore, will cover Oregon fo
Brin, and John Brothers will cover
Colorado and Utah out of the De„
ver office, which is under the manage
ment of E. J. Lipson.
(Special
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National

Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
Robertson Here
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre.
London, W. C. 2.
John Robertson, formerly with FaParis Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
mous Players and who has" just comCentral
European
Representative — Internapleted Mary Pickford's "Tess." is in
tionale Filmschau. Prague
(Czecho-Slo- town. It is expected that Robertson
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
will announce his future plans short-

ly. There is considerable talk that
he will make a series of specials bearing his name.

Quotations
High

East. Kod. . 84J^
F. P.-L. .. 95.K
do pfd...l02
Goldwyn ..6%
Griffith
Loew's
... 21
Triangle
World

Low

Close

Sales

84
84^
800
9Zy2
93H
5,000
101^ 101^
200
6^4
63/4
1,600
Not quoted
ZOyi
20j^
3,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

English Comedian Coming Over
Word comes from London that
Walter Fordc who is claimed to be
the foremost British screen comedian,
will visit New York within the next
few weeks. Forde will be accompanied by Billy Bowman. Forde
plans to inspect the studios in New
York and on the West Coast.

UPWeek.CLEAN
Clean up with
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INC.
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1600 Broadway.
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exploitation. A space getter— not a
time killer. Agency handling several
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Worth While Producers for
Prints and AdProduction, vertising
.

Present to the STATE
RIGHT
MARKET
a series of four CARYL
S. FLEMING
Productions.
The first one is now ready
"THE
DEVIL'S
PARTNER"
The second one in the cutting room
"THE
VALLEY
OF LOSTWire SOULS"
V/ritc
Call

is
DAWN"
breaking — attendance: records at; some of the nrst
important first^run fheatres.n

.1!

WE FINANCE
IROQUOIS

T"HERE"S an old song ah'ut
■^ "the gray dawn is bnking,'^' and there's more tith
poet
than
ry Yin
"THEfact
GRA
the"
that
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CREATED

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD
WAS
IN
FLOWER

BY

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
A Paramount Picture

Is the most sensational hit in the history of motion pictures. All New York is talking about it! The
newspapers are filled to overflowing with its praises!
Here are a few extracts from leading New

York dailies:

W^hen Knighthood W^as in Flower is one of the greatest film epics ever made
in America; in fact, the picture merits visit after visit to grasp all its glories."
— Robert G. Welsh, Eve. Telegram.
'The most amazingly beautiful motion picture ever screened. Moves swiftly
never wearying, and leaving at the last a regret that it is over." — N. Y. Mail.
"When Knighthood Was In Flower is all that has been claimed for it; the
people simply
burst N.intoY. applause
Harriette
Underhill,
Tribune. again and again. Don t miss it." —
"It seems to us that this picture is every bit as important to see as any play on
Broadway. It marks a high point in the art of entertainment and in the art of
the American motion picture studio. We whole-heartedly commend it to every
man, woman and child to whom romance and beauty are not mere words
found in dictionaries." — Dail^ News.
"When Knighthood Was In Flower ranks high alongside of the best in romantic
screen drama with a beauty of background which has not to our knowledge
been surpassed. The scene showing Marion Davies in an attitude of prayer is
one of the finest moments which we have seen in the cinema." — N. Y. World.
"it has magnificent settings and costumes, and lighting effects of almost unbelievable beauty, and is acted with skill in addition." — N. Y. Sun.
"When Knighthood Was In Flower is dazzling to the eye, splendidly impressive
and apparently true to the time and places of its settings. Marion Davies really
outdoes herself, while Lyn Harding is a joy. Such a King!" — N. Y. Times.
'»'

"No one can afford to miss this great screen masterpiece, and
you may be assured we will go again." — Evening Journal.
"Marion Davies gives a performance of the modern, stubborn,
adorable Mary that is not only the best thing she has ever
done, but one of the finest performances ever given by any
actress." — Morning Telegraph.

Playing to capacity and turning hundreds
at the
performance
awa;y} at every

Criterion Theatre
BROADWAY

Seats

AT 44th STREET

eight

in

:: :: NEW

e

CITY

advance.

in

weeks

YORK

21

"You come away from 'When Knighthood Was In Flower' as
pleasantly weary as an art collector after a day among treasures, or an out-of-towner after a Sunday afternoon on Fifth
Avenue." — N. Y. Globe.
"The production is one of the most massive and costly ever
attempted, and Miss Davies' interpretation has made the entire
effort worthy." — Edward E. Pidgeori Journal of Commerce
"W^hen Knighthood Was In Flower represents the supreme
achievement ofthe motion picture art." — New York American.
The costuming is
"Beautifully staged and photographed,
gorgeous." — Evening Post.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

(Special to THE
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Hollywood, Calif. — Rowland V.
Lee used 1,000 extras, 75 circus performers, a technical staff of 55, and
a battery of ten cameras for the circus episodes in "A Circus Story,"
which, starring Shirley Mason, is
lieing directed by Lee for Fox.
Filming has begun on Metro's "All
the Brothers Were Valiant."
"Kick
In" and "Singed
have been completed.

Wings'

Harry Pollard has started another
one of those Leather Pusher stories.
Hunt Stromberg's "A Punctured
Prince,"
completed. starring Bull Montana, is
King Baggot is directing Gladys
Walton in "The Runaway Girl," from
the scenario by Hugh Hoofman.
.. Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix
»'^will appear
Flood."

in

Goldwyn's

"The

St. Louis Notes

Progress Get Russell Pictures

Sin

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Progressive Pictures
have acquired several Russell productions. The first to be released by
Progress is "Saved By Radio," "Barriers of Folly," with Eva Novak, is
the second.
Garson To Produce Three
Aside from his productions on the
Metro contract, Harry Garson will
produce three independent pictures.
It is planned to sell this new series
direct to exhibitors for an indefinite
period. The first will be "An Old
Sweetheart of Mine," by James
Whiteconib Riley, featuring Elliot
Dexter.

New Belasco Company Active
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — The recently organized Edwin Belasco Prods., have begun work at Universal City. The
first picture will be "Her Price," in
which Mitchell Lewis, Forrest Stanley and Miriam Cooper will appear.
Dallas Fitzgerald is director. Jack
Allen assisting and Al Kelly production manager.

St. Louis — The Rivoli, formerly the
Royal, will re-open about Oct. 22.
It is being enlarged and remodeled.
The house was recently purchased by
Universal from Harry Koplar.
Eli Gory plans to rebuild his theater at Wilsonville, 111., destroyed by
fire Sept. 10. His loss was $25,000.

$310,000.
Mayor Marshall B. Peterson, of
Webster Groves, Mo., has announced
that he will vote for the repeal of
the "blue law" passed ten years ago,
which forbids Sunday amusements.

One of the finest studio;
the East ; complete
with
best of modern
equipment;!
minutes
from
Times
Squ
producers may lease all or
part for any length of t
make arrangements to suit
own convenience.

F. B. O. is to occupy a new exciiange building now being erected
by Nat Koplar on Olive Street, next
to the new P'ox exchange. It will
be ready for occupancy on or before
Dec. 1. Meanwhile Tom McKean,
city salesman, is in the FulcoSchaeffer Supply Co. quarters, 3301
Olive Street.

The Kunsky Idea

Irving Cummings will take his entire company including Milton Sills,
Alice Lake, Ralph Lewis, Gertrude
Claire, Ben Hewlitt and technical
staff to Chicago for several daj's for
scenes
"Chicago Sal," Principal
Pictures for
Production.
Universal will star Frank Mayo in
"The Summons," which is being
adapted by George Randolph Chester
from George
story.
Herbert Patullo's
Rawlinson magazine
will be
starred in Richard Harding Davis'
"The Kidnappers," Stuart Paton
clirccting. Chester is also writing the
scenario. Universal has bought film
rights to "The Power of a Lie," by
Johann Bojer; "Drifiting," a play by
John Colton and Jack London's "The
Abvsmal Brute."
H. E. GAUSMAN.

publication."

Lee Goldberg's Big Feature
Corp. has bought distribution
for Kentucky and Tennessee
row's William Fairbanks' seri
also to Casino"
"One-eighth
Apache'B
"Little
of the Peter
series.

The
Biggest B{^
gain in the Statei
FOR RENT

Samuel Werner, of United Film
"Robin Hood" Hollywood Opening Service, has secured the Eastern Mis(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
souri and Southern Illinois rights to
Los Angeles — Sid Grauman will the followin pictures "Evolutio
Parker McConvill has been eng
:
n
gaged by Warner Brothers for the open his new Hollywood theater with of Man," "Woman
Above Reproach,"
Dougla18.
s Fairbanks in "Robin Hood" "When Doctor Quackle Did Hide,"
part of Maury Noble in "The Beau- Oct.
tiful and the Damned."
"Winners of the West," "Gold of
the
Desert," and "Sons of the West,"
Offices have been opened in the
June Elvidge, David Torrence, May
Wallace and Sam De Grasse have Brokaw Bldg. to handle the "Robin "Defying the Law," "Fighting Ranger." and "Guilty."
charge. road shows. Pete Smith is in
been added to cast of Universal's Hood"
W.
W. Hodkinson Corp., will move
"Forsaking All Others."
into the old Metro quarters in the
Plaza Hotel building as soon as alAnthony Coldeway is adapting
terations and improvements are comMarcus Whitman's "The Trail
In a recent issue of this publicapleted. Additional vault space
Blazers," in which Art Acord will be
tion there appeared an item with bemg installed. The Goldwvn officeis
starred under direction of Edward
Laemmle on his return from Europe. reference to "Kunsky's new idea," adjonnng is also to be enlarged and
which told of a reported plan by unproved. Under the
altered plan
Claire Adams will be leading which George W. Trendle, General Goldwyn and Hodkinson will useManager of the Kunsk-y enterprises the same main entrance leading to
woman in "The Kidnappers," Beat- contemplated
tying up product for the Luidell boulevard. At present Hodrice Burnham, to Hoot Gibson in
Kunsky chain.
kmson has quarters
"Kindled Courage." George ArchIn reference to this, Trendle writes: Pioneer exchange. in Tom Leonard's
ainbaud will direct Universal's "The
"We have never dreamed of tying up any
Power of a Lie."
pictures on a circuit of our liouses to tlie
/'' Clayton
has been
pointedHamilton
educational advisor
with apthe
Palmer Photoplay Corp., which also
announces that Douglas Doty has become associate editor of the institution's department of education.

Territorial Sales

The Odeon has been purchased by
Henri Chouteau from James Wilson
for a price said to be in excess of

Lucile Young has been cast to appear in the James Cruze feature that
is being made at the Lasky studios.

elimination of other theaters in Detroit.
"Secondly, we have never thought of tyiiiK
up any pictures on a six months' period for
the purposes named or for any purpose.
"Thirdly, pictures like "The Four Horsemen." "Orphans of tlie Storm." "Three Musketeers," etc., have usually played in a dramatic house at increased prices and have
then been kept out of the larger cities for a
period of three or four months before beinpr
shown in the picture houses, and in each instance the picture house has profited by it.
as it has enhanced the value of the film.
For that reason the writer arranged with the
producers of "Blood and Sand" for a three
months protection on this one picture to determine whether or not a protection of this
nature would be an advantage or a detriment
to our residential houses.
"You now have the entire idea complete.
Any information you
have to the contrary
is not only erroneous, but apparently mali
cious due to the fact that perhaps because
of a legal dispute with the Broadway-Strand
theater over Paramount pictures we felt justified in resigning from The Theater Owners' Association of Michigan for reasons
made public in the Michigan Film Review.
Tliis resignation has decided certain exhibitors to give a one-sided account of the litigation and to take any other means possible
to discredit our organization with Association members throughout the State.
"Your
has always been fair,
to the bestpublicati
of our on
knowledge
, and we read it
religiously in regard to the purchase of film
productions. Therefore trust that you will
set us right through the columns of your

Arrow

See "Nanook"
(By Kiddies
Cable to THE
FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Twenty-five hundred
small boys and girls from 30 charitable mstitutions saw "Nanook of the
North" in Orchestra Hall at the invitation of the management.

Fur full particulars r.ommuni
at once with
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South America Busy
Glucksman who has just arrived from South America en route
to London and Paris says that all Not knowing it has resulted in n)iy
failures.
Let us guide you i
through South America business is in
very good shape. He points out furyour problems.
ther that many of the features should
W.
A.
FLEMING & CG
be shorter. "A picture which went
over tremendously in the United
Public
Accountants
Advisors and Busin s
States and which was admittedly one
of the biggest successes of last year, 452 Fifth
Ave.
Tel. Longacre
74
did very badly in our part of the
country because it was too long.
South Americans have not the patience that North Americans have.
They like things done quickly and
With Vault Space
then they want to get away. Because
Suitable for Film Exchange o
of this none of our features should be
over five reels, no matter what imState Right Distributor
portance there is either to production
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
or story. It makes it so difficult,
Phone Bryant 6436
when they run longer."
\
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NOTICE
To Authors, Playwrights, Agents and
Others Negotiating for the Screen
Rights of Stories, Books and Plays
No person is or has been authorized to consummate deals for stories,
books or plays, other than Jacob
Wilk, 1476 Broadway, New York,
or ONE of the Warner Brothers.
WARNER

BROTHERS

1600 Broadway, New York City

THE

Arbuckle
(Special

Back From
to THE

FILM

Orient
DAILY)

Victoria, B. C. — Roscoe Arbuckle
has arrived on the President Madison,
having cut short his trip through the
Orient.

jg^

Talmadge Plant Taken Over By TecArt
The
Tec-art
Studios, Inc., have
San Francisco — Several prominent
exhibitors have incorporated, and leased the Talmadge plant on E. 48th
formed an exchange, acquiring a St., with entire equipment.
Tec-art have been operating in the
number of pictures from the state
right field. Some half hundred ex- studio for the past four months. The
hibitors are already investors in the Studios are at present undergoing extensive renovating and alterations.
new project.
Exhibitors Form
to THE

Exchange

FILM

Friday,

September 2

Neal With Warner Brothers
Alexander Neal, comedy scenarist
has been added to the scenario staff
of Warner Brothers.

Three Working At Tilford Studios
Three pictures are in production at
"Grandma's
Boy" Runs 19 Weeks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Tilford studios: "The Beast,"
by Thomas Dixon, "Betty,"
Los Angeles — Harold Lloyd in directed
directed by George L. Sargent and
"Grandma's Boy" closed its long run
on the coast Sunday. It ran 19 "The Shylock of Wall Street," directed by Burton King.
weeks.
(Special

DAILY

DAILY)

YOU'RE
MISSING
SOMETHIN

Paramount
October Releases
Second Naf 1 Enters 2nd Year
Paramount announces its October
Second National Pictures Corp.,
this week enters their second year in releases as follows: "Oct. 1, "Above
the industry. They have released All Law" and "Pink Gods"; Oct. 8,
three productions during the summer, "The Old Homestead" and "The
with two more to be released shortly. Face in the Fog;" Oct. IS, "Burning
The new releases are, "Broken Sands" and "The Ghost Breaker;"
Shadows" and "One Moment's Oct. 22, "The Cowboy and the Lady,"
Temptation."
and Oct. 29, "To Have and To Hold."
GrifEth Film in Boston
Major Wilson Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Major P. B. Wilson, president of
Boston — "One Exciting Night," the Sault Ste Marie Films, Ltd., is a
new D. W. Griffith feature, will open guest of the Canadian Club en route
at Tremont Temple Oct. 9.
for London, where he will arrange
for a showing of "The Rapids,"
recently filmed at Sault Ste Marie,
by David M. Hartford, with Harry
Morey and Mary Astor in the leading roles.
This is the first official opening of
Major Wilson is doing business
this picture in a large city. Plans for through the International Bankers
the New York opening are not defi- Asso. He is president of the Spanish
nite.
River Paper and Pulp Co.
Prior to opening in Boston, Griffith will take the picture to Newport, R. I., for a short engagement.

Film Book Week Nov. 12-18
The National Committee for Better Films, which is part of the National Board of Review, has designated Nov. 12 to 18 for the presentation of motion pictures based on approved literature. The dates coincide

Departures for the Coast
John P. M. McCarthy, producer of
"Out of the Dust," has left for the
Coast to produce a series of similar
productions inspired by the Frederic
Remington paintings in association
with Pliny P. Craft.

with Children's Book Week, promoted by the Nat'I Ass'n of Book
Publishers, the American Library
Ass'n., Boy Scouts and the General
Federation of Women's clubs. A list
of 10 films has been sent to exhibitors

Thomas Heffron, former Famous
Players director, has returned to the
Coast.

and to about 800 women's clubs,
school superintendents and parentteacher organizations.
More Comment on Los Angeles
In an article titled "California the
Prodigious" in this week's issue of
The Nation, George P. West says:
"Today there are 10,000 actors
alone in and around Los Angeles, including all who are listed with the
central casting bureau from millionaire stars to drug addicts used for
"atmosphere" in plays of the underworld. The movies spend hundreds
of millions a year for salaries and
materials. They have profoundly
changed the tone of Los Angeles, a
sprawling, formless city with an
underlying population of Middle
Western villagers, and their influen e
reaches into every home of the
Southland where there are boys and
girls. In Hollywood, Puritanism out
of Iowa lives neighbor to this
demimondaine of the arts."

Huntley Gordon is en route to the
Coast to take a prominent role in
"The Famous Mrs. Fair," to be
directed by Fred Niblo.
New
(Special

Baltimore Company
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Baltimore — Progress Pictures, Inc.,
of Baltimore has been formed to distribute films and to finance and build
theaters in Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia. The personnel
of the company includes Oscar Neufeld and Tony Luchese of the DeLu.xe Film Co. of Philadelphia; Raymond Robert, J. M. and J. O. Langrail, fruit packers, and Clarence
Bowie, a lawyer.
The company has purchased distribution rights to "Night Life in Hollywood," 12 Eddie Lyons comedies,
tour Neva Gerber features, four Peter
B. Kyne features, three Curwood
features, two Grace Davison features,
"The Innocent Cheat," "Western Justice," "The Lone Horsenab," "Chain
Lightning" and "The Deceiver."
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
Lei the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
VGur ideas.

;Check Throwaways
, ingenious throwaway was used
the
'; C. Emery, manager of was
•dan, recently. Permission
can
iied to duplicate the Ameri
|je Base Ball Club rain check,
[ig it larger than the regular rain
so the gate-keeper would rec,e the duplication if anyone tried
it. On the face of the throwrain check was print I the
ing "Rain Check issued in case
he Storm,'" and the play dates
e picture at the Sheridan. On
averse of the check was printed
rain
following: "This Yankee
: and 40 cents will admit you any
ng, etc." Twenty-five thousand
buted
s were distri
-awayds
ese' throwGroun
during Yankee
e Polo
■s, and proved a distinct novelty.

Tied Up With New Game
San Francisco— An unusual tieup
came through the new craze "Mah
Jong" which is having a big vogue on
the West Coast. A prominent store
decided to put a window display of
the game in to boost its sales. A live
showman got wind of it and sold the
store on the idea of having one of the
figures masked. The masked man
wore one of "The Masquerader" diswith
Jong"several
played "Mah
guises, and Chinese
three chic
maidens
afternoons while the stunt drew
thousands to the windows.

Gave Away Bananas
Charleston, III. — Manager O. W.
McCutcheon of the American tried
the banana peel joke when he played
"The Dictator." McCutcheon bought
up a lot of bananas and to each he
Effective Tie-Up
attached the following tag: "This
banana put Wally Reid to work and
5veland— During the run of "The
"
mer of Zenda" at the Stillman, made him 'The Dictator.'
Several hundred of these were dis; tie-ups and newspaper publictributed as heralds and made a big
jroved effective in arousing inpromin, folks aren't afraid
a
of
Charlesto
In
hit.
window
the
t. In
shoe store was shown a pair of to
peel 'em and eat 'em right on the
street.
ers worn by Alice Terry. A large
was displayed, which read:
"THE PLAYTHING OF AN
;se dainty slippers were worn by
: Terry, in the making of the picR"
merits
made the
PEROv/hich
production, etc. Can any Cleye- has artistic EM
girl wear them? The following editing and titling a source of pride
s will be given: First, second and and pleasure.
ladies whom the slippers fit, a
MARTIN & NATTEFORD
some pair of slippers each, made
rder. Fifth, sixth and seventh 723-7th Avenue
Bryant 5437
s free tickets to 'The Prisoner of
a.' They can be tried on inside
FOR RENT
: in Ladies' Shoe Department
day morning, August 22, between
Half of three room suite of
nd 11 o'clock." A large colored
offices furnished. Including
;ing showing Lewis Stone and
telephone and stenographer.
: Terry was exhibited in the winbackProjection rooms in building.
and provided an attractive
Phone Bryant 9323.
nd, while a large assortment of
s' slippers completed the effectlisplay. The Clevelfind Press
shed a detailed story about the
ress of the competition. The first
; story outlined the general idea
le stunt, under a large picture of
Terry. It made an appeal to
pride, in that it gave the opinion
xperts that Atlanta, Pittsburgh
Portland were the only cities in
h "Cinderella feet" could be
d. The story went on to give
feet in
average size of women's the
aveland in comparison with boasted.
e which other cities
utixvith.
I day the details of the competiof
were published. Photographs
estants were printed, and on the
of the final choice of Cleve's Cinderella, when the lucky
lan was to get a pair of slippers,
shoe store was crowded with
for the coveted disr applicants
tion.
Instead of the single hour
wed for the trying on of the shoes
proprietor of the store was obliged
ixtend the time to permit everyy to have her chance. The theaprofited greatly.

Hatioxial
UP
NEA
CI
Week /
Clean

SHERIOCIC
HOLMES

DAILY

NEW BRUNSWICK

Ltd.
FILMS
by

(St. John, Canada)

u

present

Blue Water

»

A tale of the Bay of Fundy Fisher Folk

Capt. Frederick William Wallace
Author of "Viking Blood"
Editor of "Fishing Gazette"

Directed by

DAVID

M.

HARTFORD

Past Successes
the North
Nomads
The ofRapids
Back to God's Country
The Golden Snare

Wallace^s Stories Have Made An
International Conquest!
ENGLAND
"Wallace is well versed in the

the sea!"
mystery
GAZETTE
MALL
PALL of

STATES
UNITED
"The story brims over with
plot and action ... is a most
faithful insight into the deep-

(Me.) Express
and man."
fisher
Portl
water
"A vivid tale of the life of the
fisherman on the wild Nova
Boston Transcript
Scotia coast."

CANADA
"Wallace can visualize for his
audience all the evil and all
the good there is in the
S. MORGAN POWELL in
fisherman." "Montreal Star."
"Captain Wallace has proved
himself the Kipling of the
'Bluenoses.' Blue Water is
an epical masterpiece of the

THE

SAILOR— official
an
Canadi
organ ofNavy
League

AUSTRALIA
"Here is a virile writer that
out-Kiplings
SYDNEY Kipling."
BULLETIN
sea!"

City

United States Distribution
UNDER

MANAGEMENT

OF

New York

565 Fifth Ave.
(Strauss Bldg.)
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WANTED

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS

THAT'S WHY

WE ENGAGED

E. K. UNCOLN
MARTHA MANSFIELD
MRS. RODOLPH VALENTINO
TO PLAY IN

"THE BYMADONNA
IN
CHAINS"
EDWARD O WINGS TOWNE
THE FIRST PRODUCTION

ON THE PROGRAM

OF

The AMALGAMATED EXCHANGES of AMERICA, Inc.
An Independent Organization Comprised of Independent Exchanges
Executive Offices
1540 Broadway
New York City
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p. &R. Road Shows
bberley Plans Unit Program For
One Exhibitor In Each Small
Town
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis — J. F. Cubberley,
anager of the F. and R. Film Co.,
,s inaugurated what he terms the
'. and R. Roadshow Attractions
an." Forty exhibitors in the
orthwest have already signed for
he says.
The scheme provides for the sale
a unit program under a licensing
an which is available to one exibitor in a town of 5,000 or less,
he exhibitor guarantees to show two
)mplete unit shows a month on a
ercentage arrangement. Each show
ill include a feature, and selected
lort subjects. There will be a
•easurer appointed in each town so
lat the interests of both distributor
nd exhibitor can be equally looked
fter. The advertising and exploitaion costs will be pro-rated between
he two.
Cubberley has made available all of
he product handled by his exchange,
Deluding the Preferred Pictures, reeased through the Al Lichtman
Zorp., Warner Bros, output and a
niscellaneous assortment of state
•ights material. The Educational re■eases will supply the short subjects.
The idea in back of the plan is to
boost business in small towns in the
'Northwest. For example: F. and R.
holds the Lichtman franchise in
Minnesota, Wisconsin, the Dakotas
and the upper peninsula of Michigan.
It is expected that all of the small
towns in that territory will be ultimately reached.
Cubberley is of the opinion that,
until now, business at the box-offices
of these theaters has flopped because
pictures of established box-office
value have not been available until
long after first-runs have played
them. He promises new prints, not
old ones, and also pledges a real exploitation service to all those who
use the service with enough local
stunts to boost receipts.

Goldwyn in Town
Samuel Goldwyn of the Goldwyn
organization has returned to town
and is stopping at the St. Regis.
Douthwaite With West Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bakersfield, Cal. — Guy Douthwaite,
former Oxnard Theater magnate has
joined the West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
to handle exploitation at this office.
Calvert in British Films
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Catherine Calvert has
been signed to appear in English
made productions by the Master Film
Co.
Will Write For "Doug" and Mary
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Edward Knoblock is sailing Oct. 3rd on the Berengaria for
the
States,
to write for Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
Burmcister Here from Coast
J. A. Burmeister of Los Angeles,
producer of the Poem Classics, is in
New York conferring with Jos.
Sameth of Forward Films regarding
distribution of the second series.
Book on Use of Soft Focus
"The Uses and Abuses of Soft
Focus Lens," is the title of a book
which has recently been completed by
Hal Mohr, cameraman for Arthur
Trimble Productions. The book is
for distribution among students of
motion picture photography.
Films for Churches Campaign Opens
Dr. Charles M. Sheldon of Topeka,
Kans., clergyman and editor-in-chief
of the Christian Herald, will show
"The Story of the Creation" and
other films tomorrow night at Town
Hall as the start of a campaign for
the use of motion pictures in church
services.

Stereoscopic Pictures Shown

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — A pre-yiew of^ the
picture "The
stereoscopic motion
Power of Love," was given at the
Ambassador hotel theater. Scenes of
the Yosemite valley were shown as a
StoU Passes Dividend
con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
prologue.
tinuous The
applause. film received
London — Sir Oswald Stoll, at the
The Fairalls camera has two lenses
SHinual meeting of the company ex- the distance apart of human eyes.
pressed a hope that the British ex- One photograph is taken through a
kibitors would have greater confi- red lens and one through a blue lens.
dence in the drawing power of the The two films are superimposed in
kome made product. Lack of conviewing the films,
fidence on the part of the exhibitors projection. Inworn
with a red glass
spectacles are
Was given as the reason for the pass- over one eye and a green glass over
ing of the dividend. It was also dethe stereoclared at the meeting that the the other eye to obtain
interests
Fairall
The
effect.
scopic
American franchise method of dision rights to Perproduct
leased
have
Iributien wiH be inaugurated here.
fect Pictures of Los ,*ingeles.

Price 5 Centi

Eugene Roth Here
j,
Eugene Roth of San Francisco iy
in town.
To
Protect
Rights
To
"Sherlock
Holmes"
TitleFUed
— Other Actions
Warner Float Starts Tour Today
A self playing electric calliope has
Goldwyn Dis. Corp., handling Jack
been installed in the Warner
Bros,
float, which will start on its trans- Barrymore's "Sherlock Holmes," ancontinental tour today.
nounces that it will endeavor to restrain all other films from issuing
motion pictures under the title of
Sameth Off on Long Trip
Jos. Sameth is leaving on a trip "Sherlock Holmes" or "The Adcovering independent exchanges in
ventures of Sherlock Holmes."
key cities all over the country in the
This brings Goldwyn into the motion already filed in the Supreme
interests of Forward Films.
Court by William Gilette, Charles
Frohman Inc., and Alcet Enterprises
Luporini Offices Move
Luporini Brothers, film exporters Inc. asking for an injunction restraining the Stoll Film Co., Ltd. and
and distributors, are moving their
offices from 17 West 44th St. to the Educational Film Exchanges Inc.
Straus Bldg., 565 Fifth Ave.
from
the on
"Sherlock
Holmes"
title. using
Hearing
the action
was
held
before
Supreme
Court
Justice
"Skin Deep" Shown to Amer. Legion Francis Martin on Sept 14.
"Skin Deep," which Thos. Ince will
The plaintiffs contend that Conan
release through First National, has
been shown to State Conventions of Doyle transferred dramatic rights to
the American Legion. The release the character of Sherlock Holmes to
date has been set to coincide with Charles Frohman in 1897. Educathe State conventions in preparation tional's contention is that a contract
for the National Convention at New with Conan Doyle gives them rights
to 46 stories and that, since the charOrleans in October.
acter of Sherlock Holmes is a fictitious one, the copyright claim will
William Goldman Promoted
not hold.
William Goldman, formerly managing director of The Missouri, the
Pioneer, Boston, First Anniversary
big Famous Players House in St.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis, has been promoted to become
Boston, Mass. — The Pioneer Film
assistant general manager of the the- Corp., will hold its first anniversary
ater department of Famous Players,
of which Harold Franklin is in housewarming and luncheon at its
new building, 44 Church St., at noon
charge. Goldman will move to New on Tuesday, Oct. 3rd.
York
immediately.

Goldwyn Sue

Mildred

Harris

(Special to THE

Chaplin Sued
FILM

DAILY)

Noah Beery Wounded

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Noah Beery was acSt. Paul — Mildred Harris Chaplin,
shot this week by Helene
former film star, has been sued by cidently
Chadwick while both were working
J. W. Rubenstein, a Chicago booking in a new production at the United
agent, for .$1,850. Rubenstein claims
Studios. Beery's condition is not
to have received only $500 under a serious.
contract entitling him to $200 a week
First National Chicago Meeting.
for securing
twelve atweek's
ment for the aactress
$1,750 engagea week.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
An attachment was served covering
Chicago — The executive committee
salary.
the star's trunks, wardrobe and of First National will meet here on
Monday. Those present will be
Messrs. Williams, Blank, Mark,
Warners Issues Warning
Richards,
Sichwalbe, Lieber and Katz.
A warning directed at agents and
others attempting to negotiate for the
Several very interesting matters
screen rights of books, plays and with reference to forthcoming prostories, has been issued by Harry M.
ductions will be taken up at the meetWarner, of Warner Brothers. Acing, and it would not prove surpriscording to Warner, a number of pering if certain matters dealing with
sons have taken it upon themselves the more important affairs of the
to attempt to consummate deals for organization came up for discussion.
screen material with reputable publishers by using the name of Warner
Mike Levee, of the United States,
Brothers.
Hollywood, who has been East for
As a safeguard against future mis- several weeks, will be in Chicago durrepresentation Warner said that only
ing the meeting. He will leave imone of theedWarner's or Jacob Wilk
mediately after the meeting for the
is authoriz
to negotiate for rights Coast.
to screen stories.

i
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Quotations
High

East. Kod. 84
F. P.-L. .. 94
dopfd. ..101
Goldwyn .. 6J4
Griffith
Loew's
... 20%
Triangle
World
Wagner

Low

83^
92J4
101'
,6j^

20K

Close

Sales

83^
1,100
94
5,000
101
500
6%
300
Not quoted
20^
5,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Joins

Hodkinson
Publicity
Staff
Charles E. Wagner has been added
to the pubHcity staff of W. W. Hodkinson Corp. Wagner was formerly
managing secretary of the Film
Board of Trade of Washington, D. C.

Export and Imports for July
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington, D. C— Statistics for
moving picture exports for the month
of July,. just published by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
show shipments during the month of
2,706,156 feet of unexposed negative,
valued at $80,930; 503,820 feet of exposed negative, valued at $55,697; and
9,350,123 feet of positive film valued
at $411,867.
Exports of raw stock were confined
to less than a dozen countries, of
which Japan took the bulk, shipments
to that country totaling 1,861,526
feet, with a value of $53,096.
Only eight countries made exports
■of negatives during the month, the
most important being the shipment of
223,910 feet, valued at $21,123, to
England. Exports of positive film,
however, were made to some 40
countries located in every section of
the world, the most important market, being Canada, whose imports
amounted to 1,385,832 feet, with a
value of $73,289.

Putting It Over

Deal for Mexican Rights
"Rich Men's Wives" has been so
to German Camus and Co. d
Mexico.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
Let the other felloie know how you cleaned up.

"The Sheik" A Winner in Austral

V our ideas.

Record Size Canvas Sign
Columbus, O. — One of the largest
canvas signs ever used to advertise
a motion picture was a feature of the
Grand's exploitation 6f "Monte
The sign wafe dropped from the
Cristo."
roof
and covered more than five
floors. It was 69 feet long by 11 feet
deep. The letters were four feet high.
Seventy-four nitrogen lamps were
necessary tp illuminate it at night.
Tied Up Merchants
Hamilton, O.^-Fred Meyers of the
Palace and a holdout for his doubletruck for "Nice People." More merchants than could have possibly been
accommodated in two pages of newspaper advertising liked the title so
well they really solicited permission
to partake in the tieup. Harry Swift
Paramount exploiteer from Cincinnati
did the talking that got the merchants.
A typical ad read, "All 'Nice People'
eat at the De Luxe Restaurant."
Auto Dealers Take Space
Evansville, Ind. — Seventeen automobile dealers paid for Manager C.
F. Lewis' full page ad on "The
Bonded Woman," at the Criterion.
Each ad contained an unidentified
picture of an automobile with that
car's advertising slogan. Any person bringing the ad to the newspaper
with each automobile correctly identified, received a free ticket to "The
Bonded Woman."
Acrostic Poem

Contest

Altoona, Pa. — Manager Russell of
the Capitol inaugurated a novel newspaper contest a week before the opening of "A Fool There Was." The
contestants were to write a poem
with the initial letters of each line
spelling the words "A Fool There
Was" when read downward. Several thousand came to see the production and then went home to write
their poems. The winner received a
cash prize.
Invited Criticism
Allentown, Pa.— Dr. B. H. Stuckcrt, manager of the Strand with the
co-operation of Eli M. Orowitz, Paramount exploiteer, sewed up the
town's leading newspapers for a
criticism contest on "Her Gilded
Cage." In asking the public its
opmion. Dr. Stuckert realized that
persons would have to see the picture
first, so the stunt built patronage for
all days of the run. The initial announcement was made in the form of
a four column reproductioni of a
telegram from Gloria Swanson, paying a few complimentary remarks to
Allentown and stating that she, personally, was anxious for a nationwide criticism contest for the picture and offering $25 in gold for the
best essay.
It worked.

"Put and Take" Novehy
Kirksville, Mo. — The Liberty
sprung a new novelty on its patrons
of a "Put
way announce
m the gram
ment. and
TheTake"
rules profor
"Put and Take" read:
"Put me in Your Pocket."
"Take
me Out Every
Dav
from
Sept. 4 to 9 and I will tell you what's
going on at 'The Home
of Perfect
Pictures.' "
^
"Put
away
all
care."
*^
"Take the Whole Familv There."
The "Put and Take" folder will be
issued regularly.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Sydney, Australia — "The Sheil
has close
d an 18 weeks run at
Strand which netted Famous Playeit'
between $40,000 and $45,000.
Buries

Transferred

(Special to THE

FILM

Salt
Lake
City— M.
accessory
manager
for
has been sent to Los
assistant booker.

DAILY)'

C. Burie:
Paramoun
Angeles a

oldwyn
Opening
More Exchange
Goldwyn has added two more nev
^I
branch exchanges to its list, bring
ing the total up to 26. James E
Grainger, now on tour of the ex
changes has just opetied up a brand
office in Portland, Oregon and ar
ranged
for another to be opened al
Tunnel Effect for "Fast Mail."
most immediately in Butte, Mont.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Unusual lobby deHe has previously, as noted, ar
coration attracted crowds at the run
ranged for
s in Indiauapoli:
of "The Fast Mail" at the Blackstone. and Milwaukeexchange
e.
The two doors to the theater were
dressed with painted beaver board to
look like the opening of two enormous LIVE WIRE PUBLICITY MAN
For trade-fan-newspaper. Press sheei
tunnels. The words "The Fast Mail" exploitation. A
space getter— not a
were written over them in streaky
letters and over these was a cut-out time killer. Agency handling several
of a city skyline with a long train in accounts wants someone really in
the foreground. Over the ticket win- terested in helping himself and us tc
grow. $40 to start. Write detaik
dow was a sign reading "Ticket office K-29— Film Daily.
to all points with 'The Fast Mail.' "
Danger signs on six and seven foot
stands were stationed around the
lobby. Others were placed at prominent locations around the city. "They
read "Stop! Look! The Fast Mail!
First National Exchange
The Knickerbocker Theater!"
o£ New York
Miniature train wrecks with a poster background were shown in the
729 7th Ave.
windows of several department stores.
A tractor was driven through the city
streets drawing a trailer carrying a
liberal display of paper.
FOR RENT

"INSINUATION"

Displayed Old Stage Coach
W e i n g a r an
t e nold-time
's Parthenon
gave
Brooklynites
thrill with
Its exploitation for the serial, "In the
Days of Buffalo Bill." After a long
search, Herbert Weingarten, the
owner and manager, aided by the
local Universal exploiteer. found an
old stage-coach, such as were used
fifty years ago. This was dressed up
according to the best methods of the
stage-coach era. A colorfully costumed cow-boy was put on the box,
an Indian in full regalia was mounted
on the back of the coach, and the
equipage driven through Williamsburg during the several days precedmg the showing of the first chapter
of the picture. Banners and signs on
the coach announced the showing.
The ballyhoo not only advertised the
chapter-play for the Parthenon, but
also for the Belvedere, a new Weingarten house, which had also booked
the picture.
In addition to the street ballyhoo,
the Parthenon obtained a stuffed
horse and set it up in the lobby, with
true western accoutrements and bearmg streamers calling attention to the
various high-lights of the Buffalo
Bill picture.

Half of three room suite of
offices furnished. Including
telephone and stenographer.
Projection rooms in building.
Phone Bryant 9323.
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THINK

OF

IT!

All These Big Ones
in 3 Short Months!
f■

Norma Talmadge in "The Eternal
Constance Talmadge in "East is
Thomas H. Ince's "Someone to
R. A. Walsh's "Kindred of the

Flame"
West"
Love"
Dust"

Hope Hampton in "The Light in the Dark"
Richard Barthelmess in "The Bondboy"
Thomas H. Ince's "Skin Deep"
Maurice Tourneur's "Lorna Doone"
Katherine MacDonald in "White Shoulders"
John M. Stahl's
Strongheart in a Laurence
"Brawn
A Charley
Katherine MacDonald

"The Dangerous Age"
Trimble-Jane Murfin production,
of the North"
Chaplin comedy
in "The Woman

Conquers"

Mabel Normand in a Mack Sennett production, "Suzanna"
Guy Bates Post in a Richard Walton TuUy production,
"Omar the Tentmaker"

Marshall Neilan's "Minnie"
An Edwin Carewe Production

^

Jackie Coogan in "Oliver Twist"

First

National

We are giving you the pictures — and there's never been
a time in the history of motion pictures when so many
Big Time Attractions came in such a bunch. It's up to
you to make the most of them. Show your Showmanship! Go to It!

Attractions

THE

-£^l^

«

DAILV

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

Hollywood — B.
cast Barbara
Le

FILM

DAILY)

P. Schulberg
has
Marr and Gaston

Glass to appear in "The Hero," to be
directed by Louis Gasnier.
King Gray will film Hallroom Boys
comedies.
John Stumar and Al Willey are at
work in San Francisco.
Curt Rehfeld will be assistant director to Irvin Willat for "All the
Brothers Were Valiant."
Frances Marion is scenarioizing
Rockett-Lincoln Film Co.'s "The
Life of Abraham Lincoln."
The

Tillain character Atwater, in

Robert
Stevens<^'s
Tide"
will be Louis
portrayed
by Noah"Ebb
Berry.
Les Bates is playing a heavy role
with the Sequoia M, P. Co., in Sacramento. Eileen Sedgrwick is the
star. George Chesebro is the leading
man.
Breezy Eason is directing.
Katherine MacDonald's next Preferred production will be "The Scarlet Lily." Victor Schertzinger has
been signed to direct, and Orville
Calder to be leading man.
Lon Chaney has completed work
as Yen Sin in "Shadows" and has
gone over to Universal City to start
work in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
George Archainbaud will direct
"The Power of a Lie," from Johann
Bojer's novel, for Universal. Mabel
Julienne Scott, June Elvidge and David Torrence are in the cast.
Universal has bought film rights
to
"The Nat
Ghost
by Sinclair
Lewis.
RossPatrol,"
will direct.
Edith
Roberts is starred. Cast includes
Ralph Graves and George Nichols.
Bill Craft and the Russell company
went to Portland with George Larkin
and a company of players, including
Harry Moody who is assisting him
and Doc Cook as cameraman. They
will make three pictures in the Oregon territory and return south.
Tom Forman has taken his entire
cast of players to Del Monte, where
a fishing village has been constructed
on the rugged shores of the bay for
the big scenes of "Ching, Ching,
Chinaman." The principals include
Lon Chaney, Marguerite de la Motte,
Harrison Ford, Walter Long.
H. E. GAUSMAN

While In Chicago
In passing through Chicago,
visit Irving Mack, our representative there. He will be
found at 808 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
a file of THE FILM DAILY
for your use. Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

Swedish Film Buyer Here
S. A. G. Swenson, representing the
Skandinavisk Filmcentral of Stockholm. Sweden, is here to buy films
for distribution in the Scandanavian
countries.
Jamaica House Leased
Jamaica, L. I. — The Rialto has
been leased from the Long Island M.
P. Corp., by the Kings Park Theaters
Corp., for 20 years at a net rental
of about $30,000 a year.
Arrow Gets "Streets of New York"
Arrow Film Corp. has acquired
"The Streets of New York," a Burton King production with Edward
Earle, Barbara Castleton, Anders
Randolf and Dorothy Mackail.
Form

New

(Special to THE

FILM

FOR

—

Saturday — =

DAILY)

Oldknow Will Re-enter Business
William P. Oldknow of Atlanta,
back from
a four
months"
pleasure
jaunt
through
Europe
accompanied
by his wife, is looking the industry
over with the intention of again becoming active.
"The film business fascinates me,"
says Oldknow. Before sailing Oldknow sold his interests in the Consolidated Film Co. to Carl Laemmle.
Oldknow
is registered at the McAlpin.
Edward Laemmle Due Today
Edward Laemmle will arrive
here from Europe today on
the Acquitania. He is scheduled to
direct Art Acord in another serial
"The Trial Blazers" out on the coast.
Herbert Rawlinson has started "The
Kidnappers," a story by R. H. Davis;
June Elvidge and David Torrence
have been added to the cast of "Forsaking All Others," now in production; George Archainbaud has been
added to the directorial staff, to direct "The Power of a Lie." The company of the "Fish Patrol" has returned from a trip through the Pacific,
making the famous Jack London's
sea stories and have started shooting
the interiors at the studio.
Presidents Lives Filmed

(Special to THE

Here's A Thought,

British Firm

London — Oliver Ward, formerly
sales-manager of the Haywards
Prod., Ltd., has organized a new renting company, bearing the name of
"Ward's Productions." Harry Ward
is also interested, financially, in the
new project, which has already acquired several productions, one of the
first being a French picture.

Want
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Hollywood — The Rockett-Lincoln
Film (Zo.. which is filming "The Life
Of Abraham Lincoln," proposes having a bill draughted for introduction
into Congress by California representatives to provide that motion
pictures be made of the official lives
of presidents ot the United States,
and to further provide that a museum
be established in connection with
sorne government department to
which producers, allied trades and
professions would be asked to contribute films, machines and other
paraphernalia showing the evolution
of the industry. It is intimated that
the Rockett-Lincoln organization is
considering the filming of other historical subjects, such as the life of
Mahomet.

Send In Your Subscription To

The Film Daily
NOW

TO-DA

Y

The Film Daily
71 West 44th St., New York City
Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
for one year, starting immediately, to include
THE

FILM DAILY— 313 Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews — 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10 — Foreign, $15
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News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday
First National
Prizma notifies
patent rights.
Baumer Films,
Mary Pickford

gets Jackie Coogan's "Oliver Twist."
Technicolor that it will protect its
Inc., files schedules in bankruptcy.
and Douglas Fairbanks start East.
Tuesday
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Two production units come East to Famous Players'
Long Island studio.
Prizma sues Technicolor over color process.
Elmer Pearson of Pathe says business is recovering.
Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Wesley Barry in
RAGS TO RICHES
Harry Rapf Prod. — Warner Bros. — State
Rights
Priscilla Dean in

."^
UNDER

Page 3
FLAGS

TWO

Jewel — Universal
Viola Dana
Metro

Page 4

in

JUNE

MADNESS
Page 10

PINK GODS
Penrhyn Stanlaws Prod. — -Paramount. . . .Page U
DESERTED

AT THE

ALTAR

Phil Goldstone— State Rights
THE

Page 14
LONG

Universal
Gladys Walton in. . .THE
Universal

GIRL

WHO

THE MOHICAN'S
American Releasing Corp
Tom

Mix in
Fox

WILD
Page 16

DAUGHTER
Page 17

Dustin Farnum in
THE TRAIL
American Releasing Corp

H. D. H. Connick denies report linking him with picture activities.

Thursday
Amalgamated
Exchanges
of America
formed
Kranz, Davidson and Grossman.
Affidavits filed in Famous Players- Valentino suit.
O'Reilly and Berman fight censorship in New
State political conventions.

by

York

Friday

CHANCE
Page 15

RAN

MIXED

Clergy endorse Biblical pictures at T. O. C. C. lunch.
Arthur S. Friend principal speaker at Better Pictures
Asso. lunch.

FACES
Page 18

OF THE AXE
Page 23

Current Releases

Page 28

Short Reels

Page 31

Fairbanks gets Lyric for "Robin Hood."
Uniform contract nearly ready for presentation.
New Griffith feature will open in Boston, Oct. 9.
German rights sold for "The Mother and the Law'
and "The Fall of Babylon."
F. J. Godsol returns from the Coast.
Saturday

Cubberly plans "F. & R. road shows" for one exhibitor in each small town.
Goldwyn Distributing Corp. active in "Sherlock
Holmes" title suit.

*Pardoning the bad is injuring the good**— Benjamin Franklin,

r

''He Booked Jl Costly Attraction To
Advertise the Dheatre!' But—-

It made him a profit above all expenses and overhead beyond his
wildest expectations. The experience of Stanley Chambers, of the
Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kansas, merely repeats the experience of
a score more of great American exhibitor-showmen.

The greatest record-shattering attraction in America today is "The
Sign of the Rose."

Harry Garson
presents

George Bebai
^^^

M
"^

THE SIGN O
THE ROSE
Helene Sullivan
and a, saperlative cast

Written and supervised by George Bebari
WESTERN

UNION

TELEGRAM
Wichita, Kans., Sept. 23, 1922,

Fred Warren,
American Releasing Corp.
15 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Booked Beban and company in conjunction with The Sign of the '
Rose. Played to regular admission prices figuring lucky to breaW
even for the advertising it would give the house. Delighted tS
advise you that it played to profit beyond my wildest expectations,;
Congratulations and many thanks for the attraction.
Stanley Chambers,
Managing Director, Miller Theatre

Telegraph us immediately for price and open timie. Out of a thirty-week
route for this splendid combination of Mr. Beban and his company in
hurry.
conjunction with the motion picture attraction, only a few weeks' time
remain open. If you want the combination attraction you'll have

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

I
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Wesley Barry's Latest Another Really Delightful
Wesley Barry in
"RAGS TO RICHES"
Harry Rapf Prod. — Warner Bros. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Wallace Worsley
AUTHORS
William Nigh and Walter De Leon
SCENARIO BY
Wm. Nigh and Walter De Leon
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Delightful entertainment;
wholesome
and amusing
and likely one of
Barry's best so far
STORY
Conventional melodrama of itself but
serves as an ideal vehicle for star and has been
splendidly handled
DIRECTION
First rate; counterbalances meller
with great comedy and fine audience appeal
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Sure to "get" any audience; does very
good work throughout the picture
SUPPORT
Niles Welch a good hero and Russell
Simpson fine as the farmer ; others Ruth Renick,
Richard Tucker, Eulalie Jensen
EXTERIORS
Good shots
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich boy runs away
from home to have some fun ; mixes with crooks
who plan to hold him for reward
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,209 feet
There isn't a whole lot to be said about "Rags to
Riches" other than that it is a fine picture, delightful
entertainment and a wholly amusing feature. But
that should be enough. It doesn't matter that the
story is the old conventional meller hokum. It is the
way Wallace Worsley presents it and Wes Barry's
presence that makes it a winning number. They cannot help but be satisfied unless they object to being
amused.

Entertainment

Worsley has handled the piece splendidly. He has
kept the meller bits toned down and keeps the laughs
coming. And they are all spontaneous. The opening
shots showing Barry and Marmaduke Clarke, the
poor little rich boy, are fine. It is going to hand
the poor kids a thrill of satisfaction when they find
out it isn't so pleasant to be a rich kid who is forbidden to play ball with the other boys. But the best
of all is the farm sequence. If they don't, get a long
laugh out of the picture where Barry rides a broken
down nag whose back looks like a scenic railway
curve, they probably never will laugh. There is another especially good bit in the opening reels where
Wes is practicing on his violin but a close-up of the
music stand shows that he is reading a "Diamond
Dick" novel.
Besides the comedy business there is considerable
human interest in the farm episode. The farmer,
played by Russell Simpson, is a kind hearted old fellow
who gives the supposed crook and his little pal jobs on
the place. Then comes the love interest in the romance between Niles Welch and Ruth Renick, the
farmer's ward. There is everything imaginable in the
story, even a sure-fire thrill when Welch and Barry,
in order to escape being hit on a railway tressel,
are forced to jump into the water below.
But it isn't the story but Wes Barry that makes it
a show. They'll hardly know him at first as the rich
boy. He's not himself until the freckles show and he
gets back to overalls. The supporting cast is adequate but not greatly important except for Niles Welch
who makes a pleasing hero.
Story : Marmaduke Clarke encounters a burglar in
his home and decides to follow him and see the world.
The crook who calls himself "dumbell" takes the boy
away from the rest of his gang when they plan to
hold him for a reward. Marmaduke's adventures with
Dumbell and the final discovery that he is a detective
are interestingly told.

Get It and Let Them Have a Good Time
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Barry's latest is another sure-fire box office that you
don't want to miss. Put in your order as early as
possible and start getting them interested as soon as
you are sure of it. You don't have to promise anything but Wesley Barry in another delightful comedy
entertainment that will please them all.
The star should have a big enough following by

now to bring them in at the mention of his name.
Give them an idea of what he does in this by saying he
was a rich boy who ran away from home to have some
fun and found it on a farm. You can't beat this for
clean entertainment and a really "family" picture.
It is for old and young alike. Appeal particularly to
youngsters and their praise will send the grown-ups.
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Star Does Good Work.

Story Is Very Slow Moving Except For Climax

Priscilla Dean in
"UNDER

TWO

that precede it. Otherwise his presentation is a
good one. It contains fine bits of pictorial a])peal and
a cast that provides some interesting characterizations.
Some variations have been made in Ouida's novel.
For one thing they have taken the recent Sheik craze
as an excuse for bringing out the desert atmosphere
and generally stressing this angle of the story. It
affords opportunity for . picturesque desert shots,
harem scenes and dancers, all of which are good to look
at. But it is this and other slow-moving incidents that
help to make the story drag when it should be one
of continual action. One of the very offending slow
bits is that in which the Princess Corona flirts with

FLAGS"

Jewel-Universal
DIRECTOR
Ted Browning
AUTHOR
Ouida
SCENARIO BY
Edw. Lowe, Jr. & Tod Browning
CAMERAMAN
William Fildew
AS A WHOLE
The action, though thrilling,
comes too late; early reels slow and consumed
chiefly with incident
STORY
Its possibiliti^ for Sheik stuff have
been elaborated upon; the ending is left indefinite
DIRECTION
On a big scale pictorially; players
are well handled but allows interest to drag
badly at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
STAR

Victor, the carver. There is inuch bowing and ceremonial gestures with frequent closeups that greatly
retard the action. The scenes in which Cigarette tries
to win the affection of Victor are interesting inasmuch
as Priscilla Dean's playing holds the attention, but
beyond that they also help to slow things up.

Role of "Cigarette"
provides her with
right opportunities; admirers will surely like
her

The best of Browning's effort has been concentrated
upon the climax. And it is very good. The escape
of Cigarette from the Sheik's harem and her wild
ride to save her lover's life and warn her regiment of
the coming Arab attack, is especially well done.
Browning has used a Griffith touch, that of shooting
the scenes of the dashing horses from a low level With
the result that the hoofs appear to jump right intq>
the camera. There is a genuine patriotic flavor in the
last scenes where Cigarette, though badly wounded,
shoots the Arab who attempts to pull down the French
flag. The original ending was tragic but here you are
not definitely told whether or not the heroine dies.

SUPPORT
James Kirkwood a good actor but
too much so for a soldier ; John Davidson, Stuart
Holmes and Ethel Grey Terry all do good work
but are occasionally stiff
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
French girl, favorite of regiment, joins forces of Arabs to get information which saves her country and her
lover's life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,407 feet

Priscilla Dean's admirers will in all probability be
delighted with her performance as Cigarette. She is
a thoroughly alive and fiery daughter of the regiment
and then at times rather alluring. She is excellently
photographed at all times. James Kirkwood is too

Priscilla Dean's "Under Two Flags" is just a bit
disappointing, or at least it is likely to prove so to
those who will expect a picture full of thrills and
action from start to finish. Tod Browning's production contains some fine action but it is all in the last

good an actor to be a convincing soldier but they'll
like him. Stuart Holmes is up to his old tricks as
the villainous Marquis de Chateuroy.

reel, too late to save the five or six slow moving reels

Good

For

Dean's
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Admirers

But

Be Careful About Promises

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In your announcements of "Under Two Flags" concentrate more upon the appearance of the star and the
pictorial values than on any promises of action because
the production is disappointing in the last mentioned
quality. Yoii can, make promises for. the climax but
don't bring them in for the thrills otherwise, because
after five reels without any they are liable td give up
hope of any at all. The climax itself is fine but this is

one time when there should have been more than one
climax.
It is a safe bet where the star is popular. Her admirers will be pleased with her work and probably
won't kick because the story runs slow. Use James
Kirkwood's name also. The title is enough to let
them know what it is about and be sure to say it is
a new picture since Fox made one a few years ago.Thry might get -the idea that it is a re-is-sue.
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Here's what you've got when you book
"A Tailor Made Man"—
The best Charles Ray in the best and
biggest Charles Ray feature.
Made from the best and biggest photoplay
vehicle he ever had.
With a title known by everybody in every
town in the United States.
What more does any box-office want?
"A sure-fire attraction with any audience.
Exhibitors can go the limit," says the
World.
"The finest houses in the world can
put this picture on and clean
up," says the News.
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A Picture You Can
Show and Look Your■fh
Patrons in the Eye
As They Go Out
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"A WOMAN J WOMAN"
maryOidew
Wl

O Char/ex Qib/yn Produciion
Odapfed fmrn Mrx Malbm Bai'fleylr
Saturday CueninqPoxt sfoi'y
of the xame name

A Powerful Dramatic Close-up
of the American Home of To-day
A photoplay that lifts the veil of secrecy from the
home-life that exists in every community.
A picture that every woman will be sure to see and
then tell her friends to go see it.
A great star, with an all-star cast, in a great story that
has love and romance, pathos and humor, joy and
despair, success and failure — everjdihing that goes to
make a 100 per cent box-office feature.

j^.'

ullied J-^roduceKT and O/J'fnbufofv Corporation^
729 ^ecrenth

(Jaenue, JVeur C/or/c City
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It's New—
It's NovelIt's Different—
The First All-color
Feature Length Picture

\m DUCKTON
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jJlanners

prey en tr

in hix ourn xfory

Mz fflorkms QdvmturQ
J he jii'sf Pi'izma Color Photoplay
Scenai'io by 3ellx Orman

"Melodrama intense and unrestrained. — Action in abundance.—
Hits you squarely between the eyes." — N. Y. American.
"A new £md beautiful addition to screen art. — London's great fire
is marvellously reproduced." — N. Y. Telegraph.
"In a class by itself. — Lady Diana Manners is unquestionably beautiful."— ^Trade Review,
"Here is realism beyond the scope of the ordinary picture." — N.
Y. Evening Telegram.
"Splendidly done. — Gorgeously beautiful.- -Lady Diana Manners
is beautiful."— N. Y. Mail.
"At last a new dramatic situation, the like of which has not been
done before." — Brooklyn Eagle.

Qllleb f^roduceiir and 0/j'fn'bufo/<r Corpoi^afion^
72^ Jlsurenfh Cuenue,

Jslear Cjork City
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Not as Good Comedy Entertainment
Viola Dana in
"JUNE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

as Star's Recent Pictures

temperamental young society girl for the star.
Viola Dana's last one, "The Five Dollar Baby," was
such a winner that this one seems even weaker than

MADNESS"
Metro
Harry Beaumont
George Crosby
Harry Beaumont
John Arnold
Fair comedy number, but not

nearly as good as star's last picture, "The Five
Dollar Baby"
STORY
Almost a complete repetition of a previous picture, but not as good material
DIRECTION
Average; keeps it moving pretty
well except for anti-climax that slows it up at
the finish
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Not nearly as appealing in this; losing
some of her "cuteness"
SUPPORT
Bryant Washburn leading man; an
adequate but unimportant supporting cast
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl deserts mother's choice of a husband at the altar and eventually marries a musician
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
George Crosby's story, Viola Dana's latest release,
is so much like a Rex Taylor story which the star
appeared in under the title of "They
that at first you would think they
same picture again. There is the
much the same line of characters

Sunday, Octoben, 1922

Like 'Em Rough,"
were showing the
same atmosphere,
and the role of a

it otherwise would if it hadn't followed such a good
one. The" situations in this are familiar and not strong
enough to provoke genuine laughs. At best it is only
mildly amusing. The intended comedy is mostly nonsense and even where the star's winsomeness at other
times made up for poor material, she fails todo it in
this. Somehow or other she doesn't register her usual
"cute" line of tricks and there is an obvious lack of
refinement in some of her acting that will undoubtedly
hurt her with some of her admirers.
The director keeps the story moving fast enough
with the players chasing each other about in helter
skelter fashion. For those who can be amused by the
very slight situations that make up the story, it will
probably seem a bright enough offering. Beaumont
might easily have stopped with five reels but he takes
on an anti-climax that gives it a rather draggy finish.
The star's dance may cause come discussion where
there is rigid censorship. It isn't the sort of thing her
admirers will want from her. Bryant Washburn has
a limited hero role. The cast is fair. Some of the
titles are very poor.
Story : Clytie, a rich society girl, is about to be
married to a man of her mother's choice. She deserts
him at the altar and is taken back to her home by her
orchestra-leader sweetheart. Her mother locks her in
her room but she gets out the window and goes to the
roadhouse where the jazz king plays. The dancer
does not appear so Clytie takes her place. The mother
arrives and tries to force Clytie to go home with her
but she refuses. The leader kidnaps her, takes her to
his island home and they are married.

May Go Over Where Viola Dana is Popular
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can undoubtedly do business if you know the
star is popular just by mentioning her name.

Prob-

ably they won't be as well pleased with this one because she has had some really good entertainments
lately, especially the last, "The Five Dollar Baby."
They'll want them to keep coming good.

Play up the star's name and tell
Madness" refers to the month of
You might tie it up with some stunt
will interest them. Use catchlines

them that "June
many marriages.
exploitation that
and it might be

well to let Bryant Washburn's old admirers know that
he is Viola Dana's leading man in "June Madness."

I
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Treats of a Fairly

ffS^
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Unusual Subject and

"PINK GODS"
Penrhyn Stanlaws Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Penrhyn Stanlaws
AUTHOR
Cynthia Stockley
SCENARIO BY
Ewart Adamson
CAMERAMAN
Paul Perry
AS A WHOLE
Probably too far-fetched for the
majority; requires an enlarged imagination to
appreciate this
STORY
Interesting is some ways but always
sensible ;, offers a cure for ithose who crave
diamonds
DIRECTION
Up to the Stanlaws standard;
uses to much footage for the amount of material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Features
Bebe Daniels and James
Kirkwood in unconvincing roles which they
handle capably nevertheless; Anna Q. Nilsson,
Raymond Hatton and Adolph Menjou have unimportant roles
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Attractive
DETAIL
Suitable
CHARACTER OF STORY
Woman with craving for diamonds is ready to barter her soul
for them but learns diamond king only desires
to cure her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,180 feet
The figures in the above line indicate one of the bad
features of "Pink Gods." The picture is far too long
for the material involved. It would have maintained
a more even interest and held the attention more
closely if Stanlaws kept it down to at least six reels.
The climax particularly could be speeded up and at
the same time create a better suspense. The familiar
method of approaching a climax is used and it is so
obvious what is going to happen that it would be a

11

May Please Some Folks

whole lot better to get it over with quickly. There
is a shot of the couple in their rendezvous, another of
a bomb placed by the man's enemy, still another of
the woman's husband rushing to the scene in one
machine and the man's fiance in another car. There
is little thrill in this for the spectator because they've
all seen it before. They may not be prepared for the
death of the heroine, however. It must be admitted
this is one exception to the rule.
Stanlaws presents a well made picture and there
are the usual number of interesting shots, both interior
and exterior. He has a good company and uses it to
good advantage except that Bebe Daniels' diamondhysterics are not likely to be taken seriously. His
scenes showing how the Kafiirs steal the precious
stones which they mine are very good and the most
sensible angle of the story, incidentally.
Cynthia Stockley's story is a trifle too far-fetched for
most minds to accept as fihn entertainment. It presents a possibly interesting bit of psychology but
highly implausible — that of a woman's desire for diamonds reaching a state of near insanity and then indulges in a long episode in which she is finally cured
of her desire but accidentally meets her death in the
bargain
Bebe Daniels tries very hard to make you believe she
is "crazy" about diamonds and Anna Q. Nilsson looks
very attractive in some new gowns but she hasn't a
great deal to do. James Kirkwood is the diamond merchant who will undoubtedly strike some as being very
reckless with the precious stones. Others are adeStory: Lorraine Temple craves diamonds so, in
quate.
the
absence of her husband, she forces an invitation
from a diamond king, Quelch, to see his collection.
Lady Cork, in love with Quelch, tries to warn Lorraine that her husband is in town. An enemy of
Quelch's blows up the building. Lorraine dies after
explaining that Quelch had cured her of her craving.

Good Exploitation Possibilities With This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It may be a little difficult to judge how they will
receive "Pink Gods." Where they like adventure
stories and don't look for plausibility, you can most
likely satisfy them thoroughly with this latest Penrhyn Stanlaws production. Tell them it is from
Cynthia Stockley's story, "Pink Gods

Demons."

and Blue

Play up the names in the cast such as Bebe Daniels,
James Kirkwood, Anna Q. Nilsson and Raymond Hatton. The subject offers plenty of ideas for stunt advertising and exploitation. Catchlines directed to the
women would undoubtedly arouse considerable interest and there's an unusually fine opportunity for a
tie-up with your local jewelry shops. It should help
business on both sides.

The Two Reel BOX

OFF!

These Triarts are the added measure that
turns the conventional program into the ideal
entertainment. There isn't a program in the
country that cannot be made better by including
the Triart series, nor is there a theatre in existence that, having played them, has not received
the enthusiastic endorsement of a well pleased
audience.

BASHFl
SUITC

BEGGAR
MAID"

Praised by the leading Critics
A contribution to the screen.

-National Board of Review

Bound to make a decided impression

— A musements, Minneapolis
Done with good taste and is beautifully acted.
— Robert E. Sherwood in "Life"
Exceptional pictures.
_^^^ j.^^^ j,.^^^^
A reel novelty exquisitely produced.
_^^^^ york Tribune
The most artistically constructed and photographed motion picture
shown on Broadway this season.
>,
y .i. ru jfj
One of the most artistic short subjects ever shown on the screen.
— Morning Telegraph
Well worth seeing.
rr- l-i,-*
tj
u
"
— Exhibitors
Herald

An important achievement.
-Portland
(Me.) Herald
Were outshining features on our program.
— Eugene H. Roth, California Theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Most interesting and highly entertaining short subjects ever shown
^*
— Philadelphia Record
These two reelers should be worth seeing.
— Milwaukee (Wis.) Journal^
Should do well anywhere.
— The Film Daily
Can be enjoyed by highbrows and also persons whose hats have no
difficulty in reaching their eyebrows.
;— New York Su7i
Finest short reel productions made.
— Edward Hyman, Mark Strand, Brooklyn
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NSATIONS Of The Season
Booked by America's Foremost Theatres
CAPITOL THEATRE— New York
RIVOLI THEATRE— New York
RIALTO THEATRE— New York
GRAUMAN'S THEATRE— Los Angeles
MARK STRAND THEATRE— Brooklyn
CALIFORNIA THEATRE— San Francisco
CAPITOL THEATRE— Cincinnati
STRAND THEATRE— Albany
LOEWS STATE THE ATRE— Indianapolis
STANTON THEATRE— Philadelphia
BIJOU THEATRE— Atlantic City
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TOM MOORE'S RIALTO— Washington, D. C.
ALLEN THEATRE— Cleveland
CENTURY THEATRE— Baltimore
STANLEY THEATRE— Philadelphia
PARK THEATRE— Boston
RIALTO THEATRE— Louisville, Ky.
STRAND THEATRE— Buffalo
SYMPHONY THEATRE— Los Angeles
JAMES THEATRE— Columbus, Ohio
REGENT THEATRE— Rochester
TEMPLE THEATRE— Toledo
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More Old Fashioned Melodrama With Regulation Hokum
"DESERTED AT THE ALTAR"
Phil Goldstone— State Rights
DIRECTOR
WiUiam K. Howard
AUTHOR
Grace Miller White
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Glen McWilliams
AS A WHOLE
As meller as they come; will
please a certain crowd but won't do everywhere
STORY
Just about what you would expect from
the title ; some good human interest stuff but no
original situations
DIRECTION
Fair; some bits are very good;
ordinary production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Work hard with roles that are quite
unconvincing; Bessie Love appealing and
Frankie Lee an old-fashioned kid ; Wililam Scott
a fair hero; TuUy Marshall and Wade Boteler
the villains
EXTERIORS
Fine shots
INTERIORS
Regulation sets
DETAIL
Stressed at times
CHARACTER
OF STORY
frames a case against

her

Girl's guardian
fiancee when
she

refuses to marry guardian's son who is anxious
to share the fortune the girl will inherit
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 7,000 feet

\

adequate cast and some excellent locations but otherwise his efforts are mediocre. There are a few good
touches that make up the human interest side of the
story and will undoubtedly appeal to a good many.
The shot showing the school teacher's recollection of
her girlhood romance is a good touch. She is shown
riding the now out-of-date tandem with her beau, the
present villain of the story. This offers one of the
feature's humorous touches and the school room
sequence is another that may get some laughs even
though the same thing has been used before.
Director Howard has used nearly two reels too much
in telling the story. The climax especially is long .
drawn out and almost tedious in its length. It is ob- \
vious all the way that the hero and heroine will be
happily brought together at the close and it's just a
matter of waiting around for the ending. The lynching sequence is very .much out of place and a highly
improbable twist. It isn't likely that any city fellow
would remain in a small town long enough after having a case framed against him to permit the townspeople to lynch him.
Bessie Love is a rather appealing heroine but she
looks far too clever to allow her scheming guardian to
put anything over on her. Frankie Lee will win the
audience as her brother and the remainder of the cast
is more or less well suited. It includes William Scott,
Wade Boteler, TuUy Marshall, Barbara Tennant and
Eulalie Jensen.

"Deserted at the Altar" is just another meller with
the regulation plotting and scheming usually found in
the type of melodrama represented in Pierce King-

Story: A squire and his son plot to steal the inheritance ofthe squire's ward and her brother Tommy.
The boy is injured by an automobile owned by a city

sley's stage play adapted from the book by Grace
Miller White. The picture oiTers entertainment only
for a certain crowd, those who are satisfied with improbable situations and the usual melodramatic
hokum.

fellow who pays the doctor's bill and falls in love with
the boy's sister. This spoils the squire's plan for his
son to marry the girl, so he hires a woman to present -,
herself as the hero's deserted wife and prevent the
marriage ceremony. Eventually the woman, in reality

The producer hasn't spent, very much on it and the
director has not been extravagant.
He provides an

the deserted sweetheart of the squire's son, tells the
truth and the lovers are happily reunited.

Will Probably Do Business Where They Like This Kind
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Once more it is up to you to decide whether or not
you want this feature. And it depends entirely upon
the class of people you cater to and the type of picture
that appeals to the largest majority. If they like
melodrama you will undoubtedly satisfy them with
"Deserted at the Altar." It will not do for big first
runs nor even the better neighborhood houses where

they want original stories and good entertainment.
In the proper localities the picture will probably do
good business. The title will bring them in and it
can be boosted by stunt exploitation or catchlines, although it is sufficiently explicit in itself without further explanation. Bessie Love's name might be mentioned. She is the best known player in the cast.
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Walthall
"THE

Does Fine Work

LONG CHANCE"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Jack Conway
AUTHOR
Peter B. Kyne
SCENARIO
BY
Raymond
Schrock
CAMERAMAN
Benjamin Reynolds
AS A WHOLE
Fast moving dramatic offering
that should please a good many
STORY
Makes an interesting screen piece and
is particularly well acted
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; gets in considerable
force in dramatic bits that are well handled
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
St-ndard
PLAYERS
Henry B. Walthall gives excellent
performance ; Marjorie Daw pleasing and Ralph
Graves a suitable hero
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

A few good desert shots
Adequate
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
Woman's dying request is for old sweetheart to look out for her
daughter's happiness for which he
gives his life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

eventually
4,836 feet

For those who like dramatic stories, Peter B. Kyne's
"The Long Chance," picturized by Universal with
Marjorie Daw, Henry B. Walthall and Ralph G aves
in the principal roles, offers a good entertainment.
It contains some strong situations and good drrmiatic
moments that will interest them and Jack Ct nway
supplies a suitable production.

DAILV

IS

In Peter B. Kyne Story
except in one instance when they do not e.xplain how
the Indian came to follow hero Ralph Graves nito
the desert. It is a fairly important bit inasmuch as
the Indian's presence saves the hero's life after lie
is attacked b}- the villain's emissary. A title is needed
here to clear w\> the point.
There is one especially strong scene in tlu climax
where Walthall goes out to "get" the man he believes
has killed the hero, with whom his ward is in love. It
has a good deal of punch and Walthall's acting is very
fine. In fact it is Walthall's work throughout that i.-^
cons])icuous. His performance is well worth seeing,
all e.xcept the actual death scene. There are too many
of them in pictures anyway. The last shot showing
the graves should come out altogether.
The story deals with some fairly conventional situations such as the lost mine and the villain who tries
to stake a claim for it and cheat the pretty heroine
out of it. However, good acting and rather careful
direction keep it from becoming" commonplace and
give it an entertainment value. The cast is a good one
and the i)erformances of the three ])rincipals, capabk'.
Marjorie Daw is quite pleasing as the girl and Ral])h
Gra\es a suitable hero. Jack Curtis is always a convincing villain and others are Boyd Irwin, William
Bertram.
Story : John Corbaly had died without staking his
mine. His wife, Kate, dies twenty years later leaving
her daughter, Donna, in the care of Hennage, a
gambler who had always loved Kate. McGraw, a
stranger, comes to town to buy Donna's mine for his
em])loyer, Carey. Hennage learns that a bully,

The director tells the story in a smooth, st .'iqhtforward fashion and it moves rapidly toward the
climax. He has succeeded in getting tlie dramatic
bits over with some force and conviction e\en when

O'Rourke, is also employed by Carey. McGraw falls,
in love with Donna but Hennage doubts his sincerity.

coincidence or slight improbabilities are associated
with them.
It is easy to follow and quite explicit

\ears before double-crossed Donna's father and had
sent McGraw on as a "blind," completes the story.

McGraw is lost in the desert and O'Rourke files a
claim on the mine. How it develops that Carey had

Satisfying Dramatic Entertainment and Good Acting

j

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitors
The many

old admirers of Henry Walthall will be

glad to see this one.

Play up his name

prominently

It should be an easy matter to arrange a tie-up with
'i local book shop by having them display copies of the

the
Chance" and
"Thebe Long
novel,
^^^^^ ^- Kyne that
work announcement
he does some fine
tell.. them
at your
seen picturized
it can
and you T can safely
.-If
Tr
^1
u] „T,,1 he Long Chance.
If you can secure a trailer ot
nr • • t^
.
,
,
, , ■,
theater.
Marjorie Daw s name can be used and while
the gun fight between Walthall and Jack Curtis you ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ j^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^j,
^^^^^,^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^
can be quite sure they'll come back to see tlu- whole
picture.

stars he may be remembered for his role in Gri-ffith's
' ■
Street."
"Dream
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Gladys Walton in Rather Uninteresting Version of "M'liss"
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Gladys Walton is not especially adapted to dramatic

Gladys Walton in
GIRL WHO RAN WILD"
Universal
Rupert
Bret
....Rupert
Allen

Julian
Harte
Julian
Davey

AS A WHOLE
Harte's "M'liss" rearranged as
a vehicle for Gladys Walton;
can't compare
with the Mary Pickford version
STORY
Has had most of its dramatic situations
eliminated or toned down; chiefly incidents
DIRECTION
Fair; allows star to overact and
leaves some raw edges in telling story
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Average
STAR
Gets her usual tenement district girl
characterization mixed with that of mountain
hoyden
SUPPORT
No outstanding performances; Lloyd
Whitlock, Joseph Dowling and Vernon Steele
in the cast
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wild mountain girl
is finally tamed by her love for school teacher
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,506 feet
Back in 1918 Marshall Neilan directed Mary Pickford in an adaptation of Bret Harte's "M'liss." Probably the Pickford production will have been quite forgotten by now but those who remember it will not be
likely to look with favor upon the Rupert Julian version, in contrasting the two. The original story has
been changed somewhat and most of the dramatic
sequences either eliminated or consistently toned
down.
This may have been done for a reason, since

playing. But in taking- it out the story becomes too
slight for screen purposes and there is little left but
the romping of the star.
As the story goes now it is essentially a series of
incidents in the life of an untamed mountain girl.
There is not sufficient explanation of the action of
the man who appears, claims to be the brother of the
girl's dead mother, and kills her father. This was the
big situation in the Pickford production. The schoolmaster was accused of the crime and the girl saved
his life. In the Walton picture no one is accused of
the murder. It's just forgotten. And there is a peculiar twist in the adoption of the girl by the murderer's
two friends whom the title tells you are gamblers.
There doesn't seem to be any good reason for them
devoting their time to pampering the mountain girl
with dolls and finery.
The star may please her admirers but she is capable
of better things. She seems to confuse her character
in this with some previous things she has done. Instead of making "M'liss" an untamed girl, at times she
makes her appear tough, more like the gum-chewing
sales girl that the star has portrayed cleverly. The
remainder of the cast is average. Vernon Steele is a
hero of minor importance.
Story : M'liss's father is killed and the two old
men present themselves as guardians, much to the
girl's objection. A new schoolmaster persuades her
to attend school and the girl is contented until she
sees the teacher sitting in the seat with Clytie, another scholar. M'liss secures a promise from the
teacher that he will not do it again. When she is sent
from the room for swearing during the school board's
examination and gets no sympathy from the teacher,
M'liss plans to run away with Velvet Jack. The
teacher battles for the girl and takes her away with
him.

May Do For Star's Admirers But

Not Strong Enough Otherwise

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Don't count on getting them interested in "The Girl
Who Ran Wild," on the strength of its being an
adaptation of Bret Harte's "M'Hss" because they may
have difficulty recognizing it. It will go best where
the star is very well liked and they don't care a whole
lot what the story is as long as Gladys WaUon is in the
picture.

She has had many better vehicles than this. There
is not very much you can say about "The Girl Who
Ran Wild" so if they are at all critical you probably
won't be able to satisfy them. It is a short feature,
however, and might go very well on a double feature
program or with a strong short reel program. It is
not strong enough to serve as the main attraction.

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
William Fox desires to make known
to Exhibitors and Motion Picture
Iheatre Owners the fact that^^^s

I
(N

FOX
EDUCATIONAL
ENTEKTAINMENTS
are now ready for release to the trade

Another Mile -Stone in Motion
Picture History Has Been Passed

VJ

The release of the first ^roup of Fox
Educational pictures marks the oe^inning
of a new Epoch of public Appreciation of
the Service rendered the Community^
c=^^
by the Motion Picture Theatre.
See three
FOX

following
FILM

pages For details.

CORPORcATION

U

of

Wm.

Fox

Educational

Entertainments:

A.Johnston, Publisher Motion Picture News
says editorially, (See page 13^4, issue Sept. 16.)

"When

K

William Fox takes off his coat and goes after anything you can always count on results. We speak prominently here of this enterprise because we regard it of great fundamental
importance. This kind of picture brings the exhibitor in sympathetic touch with those community groups which today are often opposing him. And it is just this bridging the gap — and
only this — which will eventually eliminate censorship."

Robert E. Welch, Editor Moving Picture World
says editorially, (See page 182, issue Sept. 16.)
"There is going to be unusual interest in Fox Educational Entertainments. William Fox is
spending a lot of money here on an idea that is akin to an ideal. If all the subjects hold up
to the first ones he has lived up to every calculation he has made."

Martin

J. Quigley,

Publisher Exhibitors

Herald

says editorially, (See page ig, issue Sept. 23.)
"The significance of this undertaking is very great. The time is most opportune for the production ofmotion picture subjects of an educational character. . .but the effort of the Fox organization does not stop merely with the production of subjects that inform and instruct ... these
subjects afford genuine entertainment. They place in the hands of the theatreman an instrument that certainly will be productive of excellent results in gaining the attention of the best
people of his community. The Fox organization in this matter has identified itself with a
highly commendable undertaking.

Coming

Fox

Educational

Future Releases
The Educational

Production Plans

Division

of

Fox Film Corporation plans to
release fifty-two subjects yearly
of from 300 to 1,000 feet in
length. These will be pictures
of current educational and
entertainment value and will
not be of a scientific or technical
nature. They will be produced
from the showman's angle for
the purpose of entertaining and
amusing the theatre-going public.
Each one will be a distinct novelty, unlike anything heretofore
offered the motion picture
theatre.

r.

^^^

FOX

Entertainments

FILM

More than 200 experienced cameramen are now gathering especially ordered material for Fox
Educational Entertainments.
Frederick Fesneau and L. Maes,
two cameramen thoroughly acquainted with the Old Country,
now are in Europe making special pictures for these subjects.
Russell Muth, who won fame by
his daring flight over Mt. Vesuvius
is in South America. Al Brick,
another of the Educational staff,
has just returned from China,
where many unusual subjects
were made for your use. These
pictures set a new standard of
exceptional entertainment.

CORPORATION
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Fair

Jack

London

j2^
Production

"THE

MOHICAN'S DAUGHTER"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
S. E. V. Taylor
AUTHOR
Jack London
SCENARIO BY
S. E. V. Taylor
CAMERAMEN
Oliver Marsh and Lester Lang
AS A WHOLE
Holds attention but sequences
are too abrupt
STORY
Interesting Indian story, not entirely
plausible but holds attention well
DIRECTION.
Satisfactory but seems to have
been cut considerably
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good
LIGHTINGS
Some very artistic, others too
dark
PLAYERS
Nancy Deaver very appealing,
Saxon Kling and Nick Thompson give good
performances
Beautiful
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Half breed Indian
CHARACTER OF STORY

girl accused of murder by jealous Indian suitor
is rescued by white lover
4,700 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
story "Jees
This picturization of Jack London's
transbeing
in
somewhat
losing
Uck" while probably
, ferred to the screen still makes an interesting if somewhat improbable entertainment.
The settings which have been taken on the shores

Use Jack London's Name

ammmma
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Gutting Obvious

of Lake Champlain and in the surrounding forests
are very beautiful. Although the story is obviously
movie-stufif, and the introduction of an adventuress
entirely unnecessary, the picture holds the attention
all the way through. Miss Deaver has been well-cast
in the role of the half-breed girl and gives a very
appealing performance. Nick Thompson is a satisfactory villain and Saxon Khng as the white lover
does good work.
There is a counter-plot that is unnecessary and unconvincing and could easily have been omitted, and
the picture has evidently been cut considerably thus
losing much of its smoothness. Some of the sequences
are quite abrupt. However the story holds the attention well until the very end. Then, instead { showing the action of the climax, a title is used to explain,
leaving the audience somewhat bewildered by the
sudden turn of events.
The Indian atmosphere, while somewhat theatrical
is by far the most attractive point in the picture.
Story : Jees Uck, half-breed Indian girl is accused
by a jealous chieftain of murdering the tribe's medicine-man. She flees to her white lover at the trading
camp for protection. When the tribe attacks the post,
she misinterprets the presence of an intriguing white
woman and surrenders herself to the tribe. Her
lover follows and getting into the chief's tent by a
ruse, finds evidence of his guilt in the murder and
delivers him to the authorities.

for Your Strongest Appeal

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Those who like Jack London's stories will undoubtedly be drawn to this if you feature it as a picturization
of his story, "Jees Uck." It is probable that a great
many people have read "The Sea Wolf" or "John
Barleycorn" who have not read "Jees Uck," and a
There
display of his name will get their attention.

is a good cast that you can feature and if your crowd
likes this sort of thing it will not be misled by the
title.
You can certainly make promises for the locations
as some are splendid. A good comedy would help in
case they don't care for the feature, and otherwise
build up the rest of your program.

I!
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Russell Good In Dual Role But Story Is a Bit Weak

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

William Russell in

manages to keep things moving, though much of the

"MIXED

action is of the helter skelter variety and doesn't mean
a great deal. There is a lot of chase stuff that helps
to make some excitement such as the kidnapping of
the impersonator and early in the picture, the method
employed by Jimmy Gallop to sell his fire extinguisher,
may supply a thrill. He sets the hotel on fire to persuade the owner that he should purchase a supply
of extinguishers.
Some comedy bits make their appearance but the}
are shortlived and not important. The main trouble

FACES"
Fox
Rowland V. Lee
Roy Norton
Paul Schofield

CAMERAMAN
'.
David Abel
AS A WHOLE
Far-fetched situations with
double role for star whose admirers it will probably please
STORY
Amusing at times but there is a lot
of helter skelter action that doesn't mean much
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Average
STAR
Will satisfy his admirers
SUPPORT
)Rene Adoree, DeWitt Jennings,
Elizabeth Garrison, Eileen Manning and Harvey Clark
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Ample
DETAIL
Too many sub-titles
CHARACTER OF STORY
Political gang hire
"double" to impersonate candidate for mayor
who loses his sweetheart in the bargain
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,400 feet
William Russell hasn't very good material for his
latest release, "Mixed Faces," another dual role vehicle
in which he plays the part of a judge who is candidate
for mayor and that of a fire extinguisher salesman
who is hired to impersonate the judge and spoil his
chances for election. The situations are rather slight
and not very original so the feature will have to depend upon the popularity of the star for its success.
Rowland V. Lee provides a fair production and

with Roy Norton's story is that it is a combination of
comedy and melodrama but isn't sufficiently strong in
either to make a good picture. It will probably get
over on the strength of the star and his admirers will
be adequately pleased with it.
Russell does good work in the dual roles. There
are not many double exposures, however, and the
few that have been used are not especially good.
Rene Adoree is the star's leading lady, and De Witt
Jennings,
the "heavy." The cast, on the whole, is
fair.
Story : Judge Granger, candidate for mayor, is
trying to persuade Miss Sayre to say "yes" to his
proposal. She promises to write him her answer
from the city. On the street in the city she meets a
young man, Jimmy Gallop, who looks just like Granger
and mistakes him for her suitor. Granger accepts
her friendship and when he leaves for a trip to see
the man he is impersonating. Miss Sayre writes that
her answer is "yes." How Jimmy is hired by
Granger's political opponent to undermine Granger's
campaign and spoil his chances for election, and how
Jimmy finally tells the truth but wins Granger's sweetheart, completes the story.

Will Go With Star's Admirers Or If They Are Not Too Fussy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Possibly the average crowd will be satisfied with
"Mixed Faces." Anywhere where they are not too
critical, it will have a fair chance of getting over. But
if you know they are pretty particular and want good
strong stories, or pictures with a lot of action, you
probably won't be able to get "Mixed Faces" over.
Where the star has a good following, you shouldn't

have any trouble with it. Play up the idea of the two
men who looked so much alike that even the sweetheart of the one could not tell them apart except by the
way he hugged. That might be a good idea for catchlines, too, if you want to go to a little trouble to get
them interested. Give the star's name a good prominence and use the regular line of exploitation.

I
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FIFTY

MILLION

People Will Read, See, Hear and Talk About the

WARNER

BROS. SCREEN CLASSICS

Our productions have been sold 100 per cent throughout the country. Our efforts are now centered in selling the Warner screen classics DIREGT-TO-THEPUBLIG. This will assure exhibitors capacity business when they show our productions.
The following pages will convince you, Mr. Exhibitor, that Fifty Million people will see our advertising
and read our publicity. This is merely the first broadside of our sweeping exploitation campaign. The figures do not include the millions of people who have read
the books, those who read the "fan," national and territorial trade magazines, or those who will read the newspaper stories of our float en route to the Warner west
coast studios.
There will be more advertising in the Saturday Evening Post, more advertising in the Trade Papers, more
publicity stunts, newspaper stories and other avenues
of advertising which patrons of your theatre will see,
hear and talk about.
We have pledged Exhibitors the utmost co-operation,
and we are constantly striving to surpass their wildest
expectations.

WARNER

BROTHERS

Circulation — 1,500,000
THE

SJiTUIiPMY

IWARNER

EVENING

POST

September 30th, 1922

DROTWERS

FIVE

NILLIOI^

Circulation
of the 61 Iiott Service - one of the
Greatest
Direct-to -the -People Pictorial Necuj
Q gender in the World, Zlhij Pictorial Service
is posted in prominent places throughout the country.

BIGGEST BOOKS IN THE WORLD
This huge float announcing the forthcoming array of Warner Brothers Screen Classics blocked traffic on its first appearance at 42n(l
Street and Fifth Avenue, New York, just prior to its start on a
transcontinental tour to the west coast.
F. SCOTT

FITZGERALD

(in oval) author of "The Beautiful and Damned."

TWENTY
FIVE
MILLIO
N
This huge Float -one oF the greatest advertising stunts
ever evolved in
Calliope covering
to Los Angeles will
What the Eye sees

the industry - equipped with an Electrotone
the principal cities en route from New York,
be seen by approximately Uu/entc/ five Million People.
becomes Firmly imbedded in the Human JHindi

COMING

TO

YOUR

FAV

O R ITE TH EATR

E
£^j.

S.
BRO
ER
ARN
COMING SCREEN CLASSICS
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f
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TWENTY
■

«:=**

MILLION

National Bill Posting Campaign. These attractive
twenty -four sheets are posted on the best billboard
locations all over the United States. They will be
seen by approximately Zlvjentii jyiiUion People • • • •
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Regulation Melodrama Is Dustin Farnum's Latest
Dustin Famum

in

"THE TRAIL OF THE AXE"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Ridgewell McCuUum
SCENARIO BY
.Ridgewell McCuUum
CAMERAMAN
Robert S. Newhard
AS A WHOLE
Old story helped by beautiful
scenery
STORY
Old time lumber mill story with highly
transparent plot of brother against brother
DIRECTION
Production
all right.
Did the
best he could with the story
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Role of painfully good brother not particularly becoming
SUPPORT
Winifred Kingston, and George
Fisher do good work.
Others adequate
EXTERIORS
Best thing in the picture.
Forest
shots excellent
INTERIORS
Few
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ne'er-do-well dynamites brother's saw mill to revenge supposed
alienation of his sweetheart's love
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,428 feet
Dustin Farnum's latest starring vehicle is obviously
and unashamedly an old school melodrama, its salient

feature being the explosion of the sawmill, in which
the hero is pinned to a wall by a falling log. The
first three reels are crammed full of Farnum in a
"holier than thou" role as the strong brother. The
action here is very slow moving, but after that thrills
come thick and fast.
Everything happens just as you expect it to, and
you are quite certain of the finish all the way through.
The exteriors are very beautiful, and the shots of
the logs sliding down a mountain to the river are
among the best points of the picture. The direction
is good except in the bit where the dynamite is tucked
into a log that is going into the mill. Close-ups show
the saw slicing its way to destruction. In the long
shots of this scene rain comes down in torrents but
the closeups in which the villain inserts the dynamite
show a surprising absence of rain.
Those who like Farnum, old fashioned melodrama,
with a drunken villain a "strong" hero, striking workmen and a sure rescue finish will in all probabilities
find this satisfactory entertainment.
Story : Dave Malkern wants his brother to reform
because of Jim's engagement to Betty whom both
love. Jim's continued drinking forces Dave to eject
him from his job whereupon Jim dynamites Dave's
sawmill. Dave is pinioned by a log, but escapes.
However, Dave cannot turn his own brother over to
the law, so allows him to get away, while Betty at last
realizes where her true love lies.
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ETC.,
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Use Farnum's Name — Get Good Short Stuff to Help Out
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Dustin Farnum in
"THE TRAIL OF THE AXE"
American Releasing Corp.
The title of this doesn't mean much so you will have
to depend on Farnum's name to draw them. If they
like him, or if they like old-fashioned honest to goodness melodrama, this should please. Otherwise it
won't. You can feature the explosion of the sawmill and the beautiful settings without hesitation, but
the plot is threadbare.

If you think Farnum has a large enough following
or if your crowd likes lumbering stories maybe this
will get by. Better get a good program to carry with
this. Try some unusual novelty short stuff. There
isn't enough of this type of material being used anyway, and when you get a chance to bolster up a weak
sister this is the time to put it over in good shape.
Don't think about short stuff as "filler's." Make them
cash
for you. And this is the chance with pictures
of thisin type.

s!®@i5^!!e5®li5§I®©i5©!|i@!®^

Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
''The Friendly Circle''

>^^ITH additional floor space and increased facilities we are better able to
handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.
THE BARNES
229 WEST

28TH

PRINTING
STREET

COMPANY,

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17
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Poor Direction in Murder Mystery
"FACE
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^^

TO

FACE"

Playgoers — Pathe
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN
T. . . .
AS A WHOLE
Ordinary feature
that is fairly illogical and very
structed

Not credited
Not credited
Not credited
Not credited
in melodrama
poorly con-

STORY
Not well developed;
continuity quite
choppy; its entertainment value weak
DIRECTION
Below the average; does not tell
the story smoothly or always coherently
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Very dark
PLAYERS
A fair cast; includes Marguerite
Marsh, Coit Albertson,
William
Kendall and
others
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man accused of
murder is cleared by girl who solves the mystery
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,587 feet
"Face to Face" is an ordinary picture as far as its
entertainment value is concerned and a poor one when
compared with present day productions. It is badly
made and doesn't look as though it is a recently made
picture. The clothes worn by the women players are
of the date when long skirts were in vogue the last
time. Surely Marguerite Marsh would not be wearing
a short belted waist or a full tunic in the days of long
straight lines. Fashions are tell-tale things when it
comes to showing old pictures.
The story is a very conventional one that concerns
itself chiefly in the solution of a murder for which a
young burglar is accused and in which a friend of the
murdered man's daughter interests herself for no other

Meller

reason than that she suspects a mystery In the man's
death. Many of the situations are illogical and it certainly speaks bad for the police department to have a
girl solve the mystery where they had apparently not
even made investigations. The man is killed in one
room and the burglar cornered in another where he
claimed he had fired the shot but not at an old man
such as the person who had been killed. Even a slight
examination of the room would have immediately disclosed the fact that the fellow shot at a mirror in which
he saw his own reflection. But it took the girl to find
it out.
In his effort to create a great suspense the director
has only confused the spectator with a series of unimportant movements which you are given to understand are highly significant, such as the introduction
of a lot of papers found in the suspected man's room.
They are handed to the judge and you expect startling discoveries, but the people in the picture are the
only ones who are in on the secret. The development
is quite false and very incoherent and the story at best
is an implausible melodrama. There is but one really
good twist which discloses that the man was not murdered at all, but committed suicide.
Marguerite Marsh as the self-elected detective gives
a satisfactory performance and the remainder of the
cast is adequate. The photography and lightings are
not up to the present day standard.
Story : John Weston is found dead in his room.
Manners, a youth, discovered in another room, is accused of having killed the financier. Helen Marsley,
visiting with Weston's daughter, Grace, believes Manners innocent and suspects Hartley, Weston's brother.
She accuses Hartley in court and produces a glass door
at which Manners had directed his shot, thinking that
the reflection of himself was ^another man. How it
develops that Hartley knew his brother had committed
suicide but had kept silent because of his theft of certain bonds, completes the story.

Will Not Satisfy Them If They Demand

Good Pictures

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If they like murder mysteries and are not critical
about how logical or well developed they are, you can
show "Face to Face" and probably not displease them.
But if they demand melodramas with strong situations
and coherent development they won't accept this one.
The picture is not up to the expected standard and
those educated to better pictures will find this one
lacking.

It will do for a transient house, double day feature
or with a good short reel program. If you care to
arouse their interest in it because of the mystery atmosphere, catchlines will probably be adequate to do it.
There are no names in the cast to help the box office
unless Marguerite Marsh might interest them.

y.

A

PRANK

STATEMENT!

In announcing^ a new picture for release/
the conscientious producer and distributor finds it most difficult to convc^/
the excellence of his production......
for fear he will over-rate or sometimes
under- rate its real value.
Ve are in just this position in announcing^

Thefev persons at Los Angeles vho have
the most"
"Shadows"
pronounce
it
seen
unusual picture ever mad^a revelation in
every way !
So totally different that it just doesn't
permit comparison with any other
picture !
Their comments tempt us to refer to if
as'the Greatest; "the Most Vonderful "
motion picture ever made.
But one reads so many such claims
that these adjectives have long^ since
lost their true meaning/

19S

Oo we merely wish to convey that

B.PSchulbergf
presents
NA
A.Tom Forman Production

*^>j^j:)
Adapted fi'om the famous prize story,
"Ching*'/ Chin^/ Chinaman",
by Vilbur Daniel Steele.
Portravcd

by

ion Chaney
Harrison Ford
Margs'ueritc De La Moite
John Sainpoh's
Valter Long^
Buddy Messengfer
Priscilla Bonner
Frances Raymond
Directed by Tom Forman,
LSJe asL :;)oa Id looL ai lL and judge
for yourself if ii is as uoonJQiful ana
as greai as ihe^ sg>).

Prints at Oxcnang^es
Pfoduced

by

PREFERRED
PICTURES-Inc.
B.P. Schulberg-

-Pres ■JCBACHMANN-rr«M

in October
Distribufed by

AL-LICHTA4AN
CORPOR.ATION

576 FIFTH AVENUE ( 'gsg' ] NEW

YORK

CITY

CURRENT
Release Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Release Date

Quest

Special

7- 9-22

The
Fast
Mail
A Fool There Was
A Little Child
Shall

7-23-22

FIRST

7-16-22

7- 9-22
6-11-22
6-18-22
8-20-22
8-20-22
9-10-22
9-24-22

6,377

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC".
(Distributed through Pathe)
The
Real ' Adventure
(Florence
Vidor)
The Woman
Who
Came
Back
Dusk
to Dawn
(Florence
Vidor)
Grandma's
Boy
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
Father
Tom

(Harold

FAMOUS
Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

7
7
14
21
21
28
4
4
II
11
18
18
25
2
2
9
9
16
16
23
"1

Tom

Mix

5,000
5,106
5,200

Lloyd)

Hills of Missing
Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)
The Woman Who Came Back
Thrnueh the Storm
The Isle of Doubt (Wyndham

7- 2-22

6,000
5,106
5,905
5,483

6-13-22
8-27-22
9-17-22

CORP.
7- 9-22
7-30-22
7-16-22

If You
Believe
It, It's So (Meighan)
The Bonded Woman
(Betty Compson)
The Top of New York (May McAvoy)
The Loves of Pharaoh
(Lubitsch)
Her Gilded Cage (Gloria Swanson)
Nice
People
(Wm.
DeMille)
Blood and Sand (Rodolph Valentino)
Valley of Silent Men
(Cosmopolitan)
The Siren Call (Dorothy Dalton)
While
Satan Sleeps (Jack Holt)
Manslaughter (Cecil B. De Mille)

6,764
7,178
5,148
7,476
6,338
6,244
8,110
6,541
5,542
6,069

8-13-22
6-25-22
2-26-22
8-20-22
8-20-22
8-13-22
9- 3-22
9-17-22

Above All Law
Pink Gods
The Old Homestead

7,177

7- 2-22

FILM

6,919
5,130

10,800

9-17-22
9-24-22

CORP.

5,679

8-20-22

4,300
4,468
4,735

6- 4-22
7-30-22
9-17-22

Lights of the Desert
The
New
Te.-icher
Youth
Must Have Love
William Russell

4.809
4,453
4,368

6-18-22
8-13-22
9-10-22

A
Pearl White

4,920

7- 2-22

4,406

4-23-22

4,48«
4,662
4,(194

6- 4-22
7-16-22
8-20 22

Without
Charles Jones

Fear

Rough
Shod
Trouper
O'Neil
West
of Chicago

Watch Your Step
The
Wallflower
When
Romance
Rides
(Zane
Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden .Dreams
(Hampton
Prod.)
The
Dust
Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty
Compson)

4,713
5,228
5.003
5,947
4,630
5,651
5.450

5 212.'
7- 2-22
4-16-22
6 11-22
611-22
7-9-22
716 22

Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance
(Rupert Hughes)

5,600
5,650

8-20 22
9-17-22

6,150

6-25-22

5,500

R-IVM

5,300

6-11-22

5.200

7-"-M

Sherlock
Brown
(Bert
Lytell)
5,000
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
5,000
Forget-Me-Not
6,800
The Hands of Naia (Clara Kimball Young) ... .6,997
Biograph Co.

6-4-22
6- 4-22
7-23-22
8-13-22

W.

HODKINSON

CORP.

Heart's
Renco Prod.

(Irene

Castle)

Haven

The Veiled Woman
Ballin Prod.
People

PICTURES

CORP.

Swedish

The
Stroke of Midnight
June Madness
(Viola
Dana)
Tiffany Prod.

Moonshine
Dustin Farnum

Man

PICTURES

Prod.

9,10-22

6-25-22
8-20-22
9-24-22

Trail

8-13-22
8-20-22
9- ,V22
9- 3-22
9- 3-22
9-24-22

6 12-21
6- 4-22
5 2122

Slim Shoulders
Benj. B. Hampton

Hugo

7-30-22

9-17-22

4,373
4,480
4,744

Valley

NATIONAL

4,470
4,423
4,680

W.
Holtre

Them

Be My
Wife
(Max
Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Back
Against
the Wall

Married

For Big Stakes
Just Tony
Do and Dare
William Farnum

Self Made

66-11-22
6-25-22
6-25-22

METRO

'The Face in the Fog (Cosmopolitan)
Burning
Sands
(Melford)
The Ghost Breaker (Wallace Reid)
The Cowboy
and the Lady
(Chas.
Maigne)
To Have and to Hold
(Fitzmaurice)
When Knighthood Was in Flower (Mar. Davies)
Missing Millions
(Alice Brady)

Strange
Idols
Oath
Bound
The Yosemite
Shirley Mason Series

Sonny
(Richard Barthelmess)
6,900
Domestic
Relations
(Katherine
MacDonald) .. .5,192
The Half Breed
5,484
One
Clear
Call
7,589
Smudge
(Charles
Ray)
4,716
Rose O' The Sea (Anita
Stewart)
6,837
Hurricane's
Gal
(Dorothy
Phillips)
7,944
Alias Julius Caesar
(Charles
Ray)
6,131
Fools
First
5,770
The Masquerader
(Guy
Bates
Post).
7,835
East
is West
(Constance
Talmadge)
7,737
The Light in the Dark (Hope Hampton)
5.600
Kindred of the Dust
(R. W. Walsh)
8,422
The Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge)
7,453

Lead

GOLDWYN

6-11-22

5,221
6,774

FOX

7-9-22
7-23-22
9-10-22

9- 3-22
9-10-22

The
Dictator
(Wallace
Reid)
The Young Diana (Marion Davies)

Series

Reviewea

4,880
6,604
8,361

4,841

Standing)

PLAYERS-LASKY

Footage

CORP.

Belle of Alaska (Cliester Bennett)
5,000
Daring
Danger
(Cliff Smith)
5,000
Jan of the Big Snows
(J. Oliver Curwood. .. .5,000
The Hidden Woman
(Nanuet Am.
Corp.)
5,000
The Three Buckaroos
(Fred Balshofer)
5,000
The Pillagers
(Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny s Isle (Wm.
P. S. Earle)
6,000
False Fronts
5,044
The
Great Alone
(Monroe
Salisbury)
5,912
Fools
of Fortune
5,609
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
6,700
Me and My Gal
5.433
The
Woman
He
Loved
5,200
Timothy's

Reviewed

RELEASES

Broadway

Rose

PREFERRED
Rich

FILM

Men's

BOOKING

(Mae

Murray)

6,000
6,000

6- 4-2J .

7,000

9-24-22

PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN

Wives

OFFICES

The Glory of Clementina
The Son of the Wolf

6,500

OF AMERICA
(Pauline

The
Understudy
(Doris
May)
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
My
Dad
(Johnnie
Walker)
In the Name
of the Law
The Kick Back
(Harry Carey)
The Snowshoe Trail (Jane Novak)
The Hound
of the Baskervilles

8-27-22

(R-C)

Frederick). .5,700
4.790

6- 4-22
6 18-22

4,557
4.738
5.500
6,217
5.260
5,832
5,382

7-2-22
7- 9-22
7-9-22
7 16-22
7.'0-M
9-17-22
9-17-22

Thursday, October 19th
That is your day.
That is the date for the second Fall tournament of film
golfers to be held under the auspices of THE FILM DAILY at

Sound

View Golf Club, Great Neck,

Long

Island.

Only a rain storm can delay the event, and in that case it
will take place the following day.
Almost exerj'one of importance in the industry, in and
around New York, will attend. Besides many well known film
men from Philadelphia, Washington and other points are expected.
It promises to be another real holiday for fij.m folk.
Ask

any who attended the event at Oak Ridge last May.

The fee for players, $10, including lunch, dinner and prizes.
For non- contestants, $5. Send in your entry. Checks can be
made payable either to the Committee, or this publication.

1
Meleai« t>»U

Footaee

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

UNITED

ENT.

UNIVERSAL

5,000

FILM

GOLDWYN
5,000
5.000
6,500

6-11-22
9-10-22

6,400

3-26-22

3,842

9-10-22

7,748
6,350

6-25-22
7-16-22

5,000
4,211
4,450
4,600
4,583
5,000
4,862
4,430
5,130
4,920
4,627
4,783
4,517
4,787

6- 4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
7-23-22
7-2-22
7-23-22
7-30-22
8-20-22
8-20-22
8-27-22
9- 3-22
9-10-22
9-17-22
9-24-22

7,000

6-18-22

5,000
5,249

7- 2-22

Linder)

MFG.

Jewel Features
The Storm
Human
Hearts
Universal Features
The Black Bag (Herbert
Rawlinson)
Out of tlie Silent North (Frank Mayo)
Her Night of Nights (Marie Prevost)
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot Gibson)
The Trouper
(Gladys Walton)
The Married
Flapper (Marie Prevost)
The Loaded Door (Hoot Gibson)
Don't Shoot (Herbert Rawhnson)
Paid
Back
Top O' the Morning (Gladys Walton)
The Galloping Kid (Hoot Gibson)
Caught
Bluffing (Frank
Mayo)
Confidence
(Herbert
Rawlinson)

CO.

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
My Wild Irish Rose
Corinne Griffith
A Virgin's Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun
A Girl's Desire
Little
Wildcat
Alice Joyce
The Inner Chamber

SHORT

5,000
5,000

9-17-22
9-10-22

5,951

REEL RELEASES
EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS,

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

FAMOUS

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
ToonerviUe Trolley (2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No.
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
William
Chaplin
Selznick

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (IS episodes). The Branded Four (IS episodes).

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reds)
Serials: The Flaming Uisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and
Railroad
Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies
(1 reel) : When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), IS episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; The Sileiit Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson),
15 episodes.

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel):
Was
Darwin
Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds oi
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets.
Combatting
the Elements,
Dexterity and Mimicry
of Ini«>.t«.
Primitive Life in Tennessee,
Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the
A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterio
Let's Beautiful,
See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity — It's Development.

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel Pictures (I reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
(2 rtels)
Paramount Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series (2 reels)

FIRST

W. W. HODKINSON

INC.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograpbs
(1 reel)
Sport Review (1 reel)

Serials:

ASSOCIATED

CORPORATION

6-18-22

ARTISTS
(Max

FILM

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and JeS Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammcrstein Star Series
Evidence
Etigeue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise
Channing of the Northwest
Special Productions
A Woman of No Importance
Love is an Awful Thing (Owen Moore)

Feb. 26 Fair Lady (Rex Beach's)
Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp.
The Three Must Get Theres

tOX

kevitwed

NATIONAL
(weekly)

EXHIBITORS

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby
Bums).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA,
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"BaK, the Unknown'
(5 reels)
Short Reel Music Film Product

INCORPORATED

I

i

Short Stuff
"Let 'er Run" — Christie — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Dorothy DeVore is featured in this comedy which holds the
attention very well and is amusing throughout. She is ably
supported by George Steward and Lincoln Plummer, the latter playing the role of a horse-racing Kentuckian, incidentally
her father. He promises his consent to her marriage if her
sweetheart's horse wins the race. At the last moment the
hero's horse bows a tendon and in unable to run. They borrow a horse from Dad's stable and paint it white. The footage showing the race is excellent. The white horse wins and
Dad rushes out to buy it, finally giving a check for twelve
thousand. Just then a storm comes up and the rain coming
down washes the paint off the horse. The idea that a man
cannot recognize a horse tlirough a coat of paint, or not even
know that it is paint is a trifle far-fetched, but the whole thing
is so amusing that it will probably not be questioned.

"Bending the Twig" — Urban
Popular
Classics — 'Vitagraph
Type of production
1 reel educational
Several shots of youngsters, showing them doing things not
calculated to make them entirely healthy and other scenes
showing proper ph3'sical care make up a fairly satisfactory
number. Children are always liked upon the screen and there
is quite a bit of footage in this that will hold interest. At the
same time, this sort of material may not be accepted as suitable entertainment in some quarters. Its educational value,
however, is a feature which can be employed to advantage,
for school teachers can probably be induced to endorse it.
"The
Radio
Type of production

Hound" — Century — Universal
2 reel comedy

Brownie, the educated dog, figures very prominently in this
two reeler which has several amusing bits. Most of it is quite
satisfactory laugh-getting material, with the dog and two
youngsters who are occupying the center of the screen most
of the time, making a likeable trio. It is essentially a vehicle
for the trained pup, who is amusing in a radio rig and other
bits. Using the wireless to provoke mirth is something that
has not been done a great deal as yet and this hits the mark
in doing just that. Kiddies are liked on the screen as are
animals. In view of the fact that the capably performing canine and lads hold down the honors in this, it should register
in fine fashion.
"The Big Flood"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
Built around the idea that it is an ill wind that blows no one
good, this cartoon reel holds interest in good fashion. It includes several amusing bits of business, one touch being especially funny. That is a play on the popular expression, "It's
raining cats and dogs." During the flood which causes Noah
to embark in his boat, innumerable little cats and dogs are
seen mingled with the rain drops.
It should get quite a laugh.
"His First Job" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is the first of a series of comedies with Lewis Sargeiit
in the lead and throughout the reel it holds interest. Then
the crash comes in the form of an ending that is all too abrupt

and sudden and one feels as he sees the final fadeout that
this should have been continued another reel. Until the conclusion, itshows good direction and the various situations in
which Sargent is placed amuse. Julia Brown, who plays the
role of little sister is clever and one wants to see more of her.
Probably, the forthcoming issues will give her greater prominence. As to the story, that works up an interesting antipathy
between the principal in the role of messenger boy and a pugnacious scrapper from the gashouse district. One begins to
wait for the impending clash which is averted once, but it
never comes. It is regrettable that they did not work this out
further for Sargent performs capably. As long as it runs, it
is sure-fire stuff', hut why did they wind it up so soon? Robert
Kerr and Scott Darling directed.
"Fresh Fish"— C. C. Burr— Eductational
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
Here is a corking good cartoon which should fit into almost
■ any bill and hold its own. It is built aliout a clever idea, has
been aniinated in clever fashion and in its entirety registers
well. It includes scenes of a youngster photographing some
cartoon characters and the capers cut l)y the figures — a boy,
goat and some fish — are unique and entertaining. Earl Hurd
who is credited with this has contributed a reel that is worth
its weight in laughs.
Official Urban Movie Chats, No. 34 — Hodkinson
Type of production
1 reel magazine
Quite a i)it of globe-trotting is done in this issue of the Urban
Movie Chats. It starts with several shots taken in New York's
aquarium, takes one to Hawaii directly after, roams to
Canada where people of a strange religious sect- are seen,
jumps to scene or two in Guatemala and then shifts to California where sets used in some big films are shown. All of
the material used is interesting and this is entirely up to the
mark set in most of these releases.
"The Fable of the Hated Rivals"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon comedy
"None But the Brave Deserve the Fair" is the moral of this
fable, in which Jack's Jill is temporarily stolen from him by
another suitor who proves too cowardly to protect her from
an escaped lion. The animation in this comedy is good as
always and the subject matter is amusing. If they like this
sort of stuff you can give them this without hesitation.
"Twin Husbands" — Carter DeHaven — Film Booking
2 reel comedy
Type of production
This Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven comedy, while pleasant because devoid of slapstick humor, is still slightly too impossible
in plot. Carter DeHaven takes a dual role insofar as he is
supposed to be twins. There is a funny scene in which he
fights with his twin who has become violently insane and is
locked in a room. By standing in the doorway with his own
arm around his neck DeHaven gives the appearance of fighting with his twin. This should get a laugh. Carter having
recently married has never seen his father-in-law. They are
invited to visit him and at the station meet a friend of the
wife's whose $50,000 inheritance depends upon her husband's
signing of a paper that afternoon at three in the presence of a
lawyer. Her husband misses the train and Carter is appointed
temporary husband. The lawyer happens to be Carter's
father-in-law and naturally complications arise. Mai St. Clair
directed.

INDEPENDENT
Keleaie Date

Footage

AFFILIATED
I Am

DISTRIBUTORS

the Law

6,500

ARROW

FILM

ARTCLASS

5- 7-22

CORP.

The Innocent
Cheat
God's
Country and the Law
The
Broken
Silence
(Zina
Keefe)
Headin'
North
After Six

Reviewed

5,000
5,332
5,944
4,257

PICTURES

6-25-22
7- 9-22
7-30-22
9-24-22

CORP.

Days

10.000

APOLLO

TRADING

CORP.

The Curse of Drink

5,900

9- 3-22

5,300

8-27-22

5,S00
5,800

9-10-22
9-24-22

B. B. PRODUCTIONS
How

Women

Love

(Betty

lily the)

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

Life's Greatest
Question
(Roy
More to be Pitied (All Star)

COMMONWEALTH
The

Hidden

Stewart)

PICTURES

and

CORP.

Light
Blood

(Lon

5,147

8-27-22

6,522

8-20-22

5,000

9-24-22

5,000

5-21-22

The Worldly Madonna
(Clara Kimball Young). 5,600
What's Wrong With Women
6,400

7-16-22
8-13-22

R. L. GIFFEN
The

Prince and the

Pauper

PHIL

GOLDSTONE

The Cub Reporter (Richard Talmadge)

DI LORENZO,
The

Trail

of Hate

(Big

EQUITY

Boy

PICTURES

EXCEPTIONAL

His Nibs

INC.

Williams)

(Chic

Sales)

FIDELITY

Her
Royal
Love
Sold For a Million
Count
Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

SALES

CORP.

CO.

Lincoln),

IS episodes.

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

Alt & Howell Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liqnorise
Lipi (2 reels).

ARROW

FILM

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels): Looking tip Jim, In the RiTcr,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands,
Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, H«i
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame Men, The
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), IS episodes.

AYCIE
Series:

15

PICTURES

Westerns

(each

CORP.

2 reels).

FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

C.

B.

C.

FILM

SALES

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)
Kidd

(Eddie Polo)
CELEBRATED

Gump
(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

Western

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS,

of Sawing a Lady in Half

DOMINANT
Star

serial

(1 reel each).

CLARION

The Expose

Dramas

(2

EXPORT

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

INC.

reels).

AND

Serial: The Jungle Goddess
episodes.

IMPORT

(Truman

FEDERATED

FILM

Van

FILM

Dyke

CO.

•

and Elinore Field), 15

EXCHANGE

Banks Comedies (2 reels) : Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy
Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

& BRADFORD

MERIT

Citizen

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

Monty

LEE

PRODUCERS

(Elmo

ALLIED

4,951

The Unconquered
Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst
(All Star)
The Angel

of Tarzan

^^^'n

PICTURES

PICTURES

HOWELLS

Adventures

CORP.

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives
(Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carngan;
The
Fighting
Kenluckians

REELS-STATE
ADVENTURES

AYWON

PROD.

Chaney)

SHORT

Success

5.000

CUMMINGS
Flesh

CORP.

FEATURES

FILM

FILM
Jimmy

CORP.

(Franklyn

farnum)

SECURITY

5,000

CORP.

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right
Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr.
Bingle
Mr. Potter
of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country
Flapper
(Dorothy
Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs
(Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night
(Ail-Star)

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000

Retribution
Nine Seconds to Heaven

7-30-22

Callahan,

MARKET,

13 2-recl8.

GAUMONT

INC.

COMPANY

News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

HERALD
Mack

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.

HORIZON
Norma

Talmadge

Reissues

Moonlight

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

INC.

Knight, Full of Spirit, See

(each

FILM

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

8-13-22

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Cliflord and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) ; (2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The Conquering Hero.

5,800
5,600

6-18-22
7- 2-22

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

Saved by Radio
The
Range
Patrol

5,800
5,000

9- 3-22
9-10-22

The Man
Worth While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

5,164
5,496

RIALTO

PROD.

RUSSELL

PROD.

NATIONAL

David
and Jonathan
Her
Story
Brenda's
Heritage

TRI-STAR

CO.

Why

Do Men

Marry

Sagebrush

Trail

WESTERN
The

PACIFIC

4,800
5,000
5,000

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

PICTURES

FILM

COMPANY

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy, each H reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope
Diamond Mystery (IS episodes).

PRODUCERS

5 000

9-17-22

5,000

8-27-22

EXPLOITATION

Your

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-weck
(1 reel).

PICTURES

PICTURES

Change

PLYMOUTH

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Water Lily (Ahce Mann
& Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling
Miss
Davidson
(Marjone
Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjone Rambeau)
...5,000
She Paid (Marjone
Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs.
Beliame
(Nance
O'Neil)
S.OOO

UNITY

(2 reels) : Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Why
Isle.

COMEDIES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PICT. CORP.

PICTURES

& BRADFORD

PINNACLE

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.
SECOND

LEE

SECURITY

Irving Cummings
Cissy Fitzgerald

SACRED
Sacred Films H

reaU

CORPORATION

Series

2,000
2,000

FILMS,

INC.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE

1923 FILM
YEAR BOOK
WILL WORK FOR YOU
365 DAYS THROUGHOUT
THE COMING YEAR

We Are As Close To You As
Your Phone

¥

Arthur

F. Becl^

presents

3^hen Husbands
DeCGi V6 "u„.. Leah Bairdi
Marcus Loew, W. H. Clune
Messrs. Jones, Linick & Schaffer
among others

Opened It Release Day
\ feature tingling with emotion. lavishly gowned and
portrayed skillfully by Leah
Baird and a supporting cast which
includes Jack Mower. William
Conklin, Katherine Lewis.

Directed by Wallace
Worsley
Produced by Arthur F. Beck.

EulalieJohnson and John Cossar.

sired."

Associated Exhibitors
APTHUR

S. KANE,

PRES

All critics agree with the Moving
Picture World — "a perfectly safe
bet when
strong drama is de-

rAff brAdstreet

2^<?re(0ckizeii^

Authority

9/ FILMDOM
ol. XXII

No. 2

/JusticeValentino
Wasservogel

Big Lc ngs

Loses

Grants Famous
Players Injunction
—
Case Probably Will Be Appealed
Justice Wasservogel handed down
a decision on Saturday in the
Supreme Covirt, granting Famous
Players-Lasky an injunction with
regard to the services of Rodolph
Valentino. The Justice directed
Famous Players to file an additional
bond of $25,000.
Valentino, as before noted, contended that Famous Players has
broken the contract.
Arthur Butler Graham, counsel for
Valentino, said that an appeal will be
filed immediately.

Are in sight. 1 one of the
'g companies. .\nJ may hap•n. 'Any day. Or for that
•atter. An}- minute. And if
ley happen. One or more.
Vry important men. May —
'ell, they may rot continue,

"'hat they are now doing.
Wish there was more. That
(iild be told. At this minute.

]now it's all wrong. To whet
j'petites. And not satisfy them,
lit no more can be told. Now.
'lan the above. And that must
I. At the moment.
Enough.

Binderup Writ To Supreme Court
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington, D. C. — Counsel for
Charles G. Binderup will today submit a petition for a writ of certiorari
to the Supreme Court in an effort to
have the couri review ihe Binderup
case against the Pathe Exchange, the
Omaha Film Board of Trade et al.
The action is to reciver $750,000 for
alleged conspiracy under the Sherman
anti-trust act.

Once More — Millions
-'.ciated Press. Runs a
jrn. From Oberammergau.
"^lat
an American
las offered
a million. producer,
For the

ijhts. To picturize. "The
li.ssion Play." Villagers "consiering."
What a laugh? As though
gyone. In that part of the
\irld. Would ''consider." Taki,,' a million. For anything?
i sides, there have been several
Ission Plays produced. And
cly last year. One was made
i: Germany. Saw it abroad,
letty good picture. But not for
gneral distribution
here.

Price 5 Cents

Monday, October 2, 1922

Lon Chaney, as Yen Sin in "Shadows," a Tom Forman Production. The
cast: Marguerite De La Motte, Harrison Ford, John Sainpolis, Walter
Long and Buddy Messenger. The producer: Preferred Pictures, Inc.
The distributor: Al Lichtman Corporation. "Shadows" starts its whirlwind climb to success this month — Advt.
The Retort Courteous

Says Kinemetograph Weekly
(Kine) of London: Loew — front
name Marcus — has taken the big
idea of scrapping old product back
to America. Says Danny, of the
(late WID'S) : "Idea
FILM
is this: DAILY
Dispose of the old product.
More Millions
Clogging things up. By virtue of
block-booking. And let England. As
rhey're rtinning loose.
Up in well as all other foreign countries.
t- Warner
Brothers
office, Have the newer. And better pictures.
Idie Bonns got out some copy. Over there. They are showing pictures. Two to three years old. As
fnning last week.
First page
tiked of 50 millions. Who would a rule." Then they add. In this
style :
s the float. Next page. About
"To which Kine says, we reply:
tl 2y2
millions.
Who
read
unloaded. Since 1918. All
Having
ti Satevepost.
Next
of the their surplus
product. On trusting
fi' millions.
Who would bene- boobs. Of renters. Who have still
fiirom the Elliott service. And some. To put out. And having.
tl last of the 25 millions who Loaded up. The exhibitor. With
more. Of it. Some producers.
uld see the float, and the 20 someAmerica.
Finding. Themselves
In
lions.
Who would read the
held up. For a market. Because it
board
ads.
About
the is overloaded. With their old stuff.
Of the rest
"irner
pictures.
Some millions, Propose. To "dispose."
, some
millions.
"give" the
of it. Still on hand. Andbetter.
Picexhibitor. Newer and
have chariThey
doubt.
tures.
No
Who Said "Hard Times"
table notions. Realizing that charity.
Selznick. Building Begins. At home. And seldom.
j'Ck Woody.
a|l5,000 home. At Fieldston. Must
' filing a lot. Of Elljay's pictures. Goes out."
(CoTitmued
on Page 2)

William Landau Back
William Landau is back from
Europe, having returned on the
Homeric.

30 Exploiteers

F. B. O. Publicist At Each Branch
Office Will Increase Staff
Within a very short time there will
be an exploitation
By 22representative at
each of the 30 F. B. O. branch offices,
increasing the present staff by 22,
according to J. I. Schnitzer, vice-

Heretofore eight men have been
president.
working in the field. They have been
Charles Urban returns from Eng- exploiting mainly "In The Name of
land on the Cedric, due to dock today.
the Law." Under the new plan an
exploitation man will be attached
Carl Laemmle Back
permanently to each F. B. O., to
Carl Laemmle. of Universal, re- handle general exploitation and to
turned on the Aquitania, Saturday render comprehensive service to exfrom a European trip accompanied by hibitors.
"This is the most important move
his daughter, his son and his secretary. Mrs. Margaret Bray, of the since the re-organization of the company, and the change of name from
Bray studios was also on the
Robertson-Cole" says Schnitzer.
-A.quitania.
"F. B. O. puts itself on record as an
advocate of personal, intensive exAction in Peekskill Theater Case
The first to be added is Gilbert F.
In the suit of the Peekskill The- ploitation.
ater, Inc., against various film Josephson, assigned to the Albany exchange. The eight men already servagencies for an injunction to compel
ing F. B. O. are Jesse Weil, Buffalo;
them to refrain from refusing to sup- Frank
Leonard, New York; Charles
Charles Urban Due Today

plyater.
their Supreme
films Court
to theJustice
plaintiff's
theMcCook
has appointed Edgar Bromberger
referee to take the affidavits of Dave
Brill, Paul Swift, Joe Unger, Moe
Streimer, J. N. Iris, Sam Zierler, Nat
Bcier and J. W. Morgan, who are
directed to testify as to efforts made
by the theater to get bookings, and
to the reasons for refusing them.

Giegerich, Philadelphia; Harold F.
Wendt, Cleveland; Louis Kramer,
Chicago; Hal Home, Omaha, Preston Hickey, Minneapolis and Monte
Rice, Seattle.
The enlarged exploitation staff will
be under the supervision of Al Boasberg, who came to F. B. O. from
Famous Players.
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East. Kod. 84
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do pfd. ..101
Goldwyn . . 6^
Griffith
Loew's
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World
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Close

Sales
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20H
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"Lawful Larceny" to First National
First National has bought the fihii
rights
"Lawful Carewe
Larceny"
Woods. to Edwin
will from
direct.Al
McCabe
Here
J. J. McCabe, manager for First
National in Canada is in New York,
after visiting exchanges through the
provinces. He said the business outlook in Canada was bright, and although the exhibitors are paying higher rentals, they are making more
money than ever before.

Mattison

Back

(Special to THE

Oh, Watty, Watty!
Watty Rothacker has a real job.
His organization has been hired. To
In
Canada, Thep^.^making of real beer.
picturizf.
j^^^
Powers.
Of Film
Who'se
going
abroad.
In a Booking.
week or so.
To
look things over. Thinks distributors should help. Exhibitors. In
selling their pictures.
To the public.
Believes distributor's advertising
money. Could be spent to better advantage. In that manner. Than in
any other.
Maybe so. But a lot. Of distributors. And producers. Are doing
that now. Satevepost getting a lot.
Of picture monej'. These days. Including Famous. Universal. Educational. Pathe. Metro. And others. That's surely helping Mister
Exhibitor.

on
FILM

Coast

Ross a Sales Manager
(Special to THE

DAILY)

announces in issue No. 79

First and Exclusive Pictures
of the

Tricky
Titles
Writes Hugo Ballin. To his Uncle
Danny: It sure was a good story:
the one about Jane. And Agnes
Ayres. But picture to yourself.
What I did. When an old gentleman. From out Flatbush way. Asked me. How I was going to get a
story. Out of that Vanity Fair magazine? "I read it once," said the
fussy old gent, "and I can remember
nothing else. Except that it contained matter. The censors wouldn't
stand for. And pictures. Of a lot
of naked women. And stories. Of
picture stars. With a great past.

Burning and Capture

of Smyrna

by the Turks.
Pictures taken by a regular staff cameraman and rushed
with phenomenal speed to the United States.
When the big first page news is breaking, a Pathe News
cameraman is always there.
An Amazing and Tremendous Scoop !

First With the First Page News
SHOWING TODAY

And
no future."
Them
titles are sure tricky, nephew.
DANNY.

"INSINUATION"
First National Exchange

WE FINANCE

of New York
729 7th Av«.

Worth While Producers for
Production, vertising.
Prints and AdService
Departments
In
Charge of Proven Experts

PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
of CARYL
S. FLEMING
Productions

1— The Devil's Partner
2— The Valley of Lost Souls
State

Righters:

1600 Broadway,

Write — CaU

N. Y.

or

Wire

'Phone, Bryant 8479

LIVE WIRE PUBLICITY MAN
For trade-fan-newspaper. Press sheet
exploitation. A space getter — not a
time killer. Agency handling several
accounts wants someone really interested in helping himself and us to
grow. $40 to start. Write details,
K-29— Film Daily.

ISECURITli
^^**24^^//jJj4r
STi~\Q\^./

DAILY)

PatkeNews

MOTOR CARS
For Location
$18.00 Per Day

IROQUOIS
present a series

FILM

Detroit — Harry A. Ross, for s(
Hollywood — Frank S. Mattison, of
the Sanford Productions, has return- eral years with the Paramount offi
ed from a trip through the states. As in this city, and formerly divisi
a result of the trip, the Sanford re- manager has been promoted to fie
leases of the eight semi-western feat- sales manager, with complete supt
ures, with Pete Morrison, and the vision
over Detroit, Pittsburg, Clef
twelve two-reel comedies featuring
land, Columbus, Cincinnati and i
Tweedy, have been sold throughout
the world.
dianapolis.

LEGAL
SALES
AUDITS

PUBLICITY
DISTRIBUTION
EXPLOITATION

Producers Security Corporation
Ricord Cradwell, President

Blue Bird Auto &
Aero Service.
Jack Mandela,
Gen. Mgr.

THE
MAGIC
MONEY
MAKERS
NEW
ENGLAND
THEATRES ARE
TALKING ABOUT
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper
Little Red Riding Hood
We furnish the pictures and the idea '
will not only make big money for you
competing.
will keep churches, schools and clubs 1
It is paying in New
England and wc
make it pay out in New York.
Write for particulars
WHOLESOME
FILMS
CO. OF N.
AND
NEW
ENGLAND
Room 1628
71 West 23rd St., N. Y. (
42 Melrose
St., Boston, Mass.

Mr.

Exhibitor:

Ask Your Film Company

1
for t|

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHE

General Offices:

516 Fifth Avenue

COLUMBUS
5430

New York

(Pat. Applied

For)

It means
more
to you than
other accessory.
It is the cue s
[that
insures
a musically
pe' '
picture presentation.

^"S^g^
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From The Motion Picture News
September 23, 1922
"A Rogue's Romeuice"
Vitagraph — 5 Reels

(Reviewed by Charles Larkin)
TAKING advantage of Rodolph Valentino's
phenomenal rise to fame, Vitagraph is reviving this production of other days and in billing
the
picture is with
givingthe"The
Lover"
equal prominence
star, Perfect
Earl Williams.
This is all well and good and fine business practice, but Williams is the boy who does the work.
It was as a dancer that Valentino first won public attention and in this feature he gyrates
through a couple of wild Apache dances, in
which his fair partner undergoes some rough
treatment and otherwise distinguishes himself in
the role of The Ferret, a Montmartre hard-boiled
egg. The girls will undoubtedly rush to see
Rody dance, so this picture has a real box office
value.
So much for the Valentino end. To Earl
Williams, however, goes the honor of portraying
a very entertaining character, that of M. Picard,
master criminal. Williams dominates every scene
and it is Earl at his best.
The atmosphere of Paris has been fairly well
transferred to the screen. The Cafe D'Or being
a colorful underworld setting for the Valentino
dances. There are some elaborate shots at a
fashionable hotel. The story is one that holds
the interest throughout. It deals mostly with
the theft and recovery of pearl necklaces and
the capture of a band oi grafters. The exposure
of the plot and subsequent escape of Picard
forms a dramatic climax. James Young directed
this one. That is a decided asset. The thing
for exhibitors to do when they book this one is
not to overplay the The
\'alentino
end too much.
Cast
M. Picard
The Ferret
Helene DuFrenay
M. Henri DuVal
Jean Denieau

.'

Earl Williams
Rodolph
Valentino
Katherine Adams
Brinsley Shaw
Maud
George

By H. H. Van Loan. Scenario and direction by
James
Young.
The Story — M. Picard, a master criminal,
antagonizes The Ferret, a dangerous Apache.
The Ferret in return hounds Picard, informing
the police of his every move. Picard always outwits the police and escapes. A girl induces Picard
to turn his powers to the aid of society. He helps
the police capture a dangerous band of grafters
as well as recover a valuable pearl necklace. He
is cornered several times but always gets away.
Classificatio7i — One of those interesting
French crook stories that always appeal.
Production Highlights — The Apache dances
performed by Valentino and a sprightly little
partner. The work of Earl Williams as Picard,
the criminal. The exciting escapes. The theft and
discovery of the necklace. The fine photography,
direction and lighting effects. The correct Montmartre atmosphere. The thrilling climax.
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JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

BIG THOUGHT;
ENLARGEMENTS
of

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

WITH

Motion

RAW

FILM

THE
=1^

fYou can obtain FILMACK/°/
"reduction Trailers
f All Features for

FOOT

animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

1 808 S.WABASH

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.
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At
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GEO.
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AVE IP

ILL.

&^
835 Special
Eixhtt Ave.SffectsJ
Oivoli ffheatreSIdg

.O/ior.e-vjCircle 5103

MARION

At the STRAND
WHO
ARLISS
in "THE
MAN
•SECRETS
PLAYED
GOD"
In Production
"
M
E
H
T
C. C. BURR
SPECIAL,
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Art

ARTISTI

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
//
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

APT

our

HIGHEST
of

IN

CI^AFTSMEN

Notice

THE

QUALITY

: : POSITIVE

Oscar
C.
Buchheister
&>nntea*<Oitles

and
FIRST PRINTS

STOCK

TINTING FREEioj
Elaborate Borders!
24 Hour
Service!
Presentation
Trailers |

rCHlCAGO,

Specializes exclusively in

Library Stuff?
Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,

GLEN
' -ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH i
' CARE OS THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS OND /IS ,,o,
BEnUriFUL .

111 Westchester Sq.

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester IW

New York City. 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Hollyw'd Bvd.

ANNOUMCEMCNT

L'STAR LABORATORY, Im
NEGATIVE DEVELOPIR

"A

6

Clips

GEVAERT

Bryant 5600

A

Film

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

LAUB

Film Continuity — Titles
Watch
for Second
National's
"ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

NEGATIVE

I *

Picture

WAS IN FLOWER"

Completed

WILL NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"
the art titles in color for the
color production
by

first

TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mass.
In Production
THE
ART TITLES
FOR THE
LATEST
D. W. GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION

TREMONT FILM
UB. CORP.
1942-44 Jerome Ave.
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Jo Fear oi Europe

I Laemmle Says It Is Not The
Place To Make Pictures
For America
uropean films will never be a
ace to productions made in
frica, according to Carl Laemmle,
ident of Universal who has reed after three months spent
ad in making an analysis of
bpean activities and the possiies of filming pictures abroad with
rican actors. Laemmle was pred to make several productions in
ope, but decided against this after
eying the field.
am convinced that Europe is
the place to make pictures for
rica," said Laemmle. "Workconditions there are very unrable. The difference in exige is more than counterbalanced
he distance from the base of supar-d the difpf-nltv of getting
rican atmosphere,
furthermore, I didn't see a single
r or actress in Europe who could
ibly be made to look American.
ir gestures and expressions are
ely different. There are no inles at all in Europe so far as I
d see.
am pleased with the results of
experiment we have just made in
ising films abroad simultaneously
the release in this country,
etofore American productions
been two years late in showing
England. The British film situais vastly improved, I believe."
lemmle was given a spectacular
ome. A letter from Mayor
an was dropped on the deck of
Aquitania by Paul Perez from an
plane piloted by Dixie Davis with
slcome Carl Laemmle" painted
its wings. H. C. Bate greeted
mmle from a 30-foot cruiser with
sides covered
by similar signs.
LTniversal
department
heads
;omed Laemmle at the dock.

["o Attend Premiere in Boston
3bby North will head a delegation
ditors and publishers of the trade
Ts ,and local film people, who are
g to Boston today, to attend the
aiere of William Nigh's first incident production, "Notoriety."

Mary and Doug Due Today
ary Pickford and Douglas Faircs are due to reach New York tohaving been a week or more
"ansit from the Coast. Fairbanks
personally supervise the "Robin
id" openings in New York and
;ago, and the sending out of the
. shows.

Con

luirici.'i
jn
May Solve First
Situation
in St
i~ Run
'
-*
Louis — Skouras
Conferring
With Famous
Spyros Skouras, holder of Asso.
First Nat'l franchise for Missouri,
and one of the leading exhibitors of
St. Louis, is in town conferring with
Harold Franklin and other Famous

Marguerite De La Motte is only one of the principals in "Shadows," a
Tom Forman Production. There's a million dollars worth of talent in it,
including Lon Chaney, Harrison Ford, John Sainpolis, Walter Long and
Buddy Messenger. B. P. Schulberg, the producer and Al Lichtman, the
distributor KNOW pictures and they say this is a real one. — Advt.
Film Folk Attend Premiere
A number of important film people
attended the opening of "Trifling
Women." at the Astor, last night.
Atkinson
Returns
from
Florida
W. W. Atkinson, general manager
of Metro, has just returned from
Florida where he looked after several
matters in conjunction with Rex
Ingram's "shooting" now taking place
there.

The Jewish Holiday
A number of offices were closed,
and activities in the business lessened,
terday.
on
account of the Jewish holiday yesLester Blankfield Arrives
Lester Blankfield has arrived from

officials regarding the first run situation in St. Louis.
Famous controls the Missouri,
which is the largest new house in the
city and Skouras operates, among
others, the Grand Central. Skoura';
wants the first run situation cleared
up to avoid the difficulties that exist
at present.
He doesn't
want to dispose of his big
house however,
and
it is said Famous has no desire to
sell the Missouri. If, however, some
sort of a combination could be arranged, this might work to the satisfaction of both parties concerned. If
such a deal corlrl bp arrano-prl the
long runs would be shown at the
Grand Central, Missouri being given
over to big pictures and specials
which, however, would not have long
run possibilities.
It became known several days ago,
that William Goldman, formerly manager of the Missouri, would become
asst. general manger to Franklin,
looking after the Famous theater interests. This might have some bear^
ing on the St. Louis situation.
St. Louis — Nathan Frank, president of the Famous Players Missouri
Corp. admitted that negotiations ^^^e
underFamous.
way between Skouras Bros.
and

the Coast to lay plans for a producMyron Selznick to Coast
tion to be started in December, under
the supervision of Eve Unsell. He is today.
Myron Selznick leaves for the coast
stopping at the City Club.

Assoc. Pictures

Golfers, Attention !
Fill in the following and forward to the
FILM DAILY.

Editor

Enter my name in the third semi-annual Fall
Film Golf Tournament.

of THE

$2,000,000 Company Formed by Sawyer and Lubin — Has Completed
"Quincy Adams Sawyer"
The formation of Associated Pictures Corp., a $2,000,000 producing
company, which takes over contracts
and franchise rights formerly owned
by S-L Finance Corp. is announced
by Herbert Lubin. The company
will produce and market features.
The first production "Quincy
Adams Sawyer" is already completed
and will be released through Metro.
Herbert Lubin and Arthur H. Sawyer are managers of the new enterprise. Marcus Jacobowsky. Chicago
banker and forrncr treasurer of Cook
(Continued

on

page

3)
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In the Courts

This Week

Supreme Court Justice McCook
has reserved decision on an application by Lucille Langhanke, 17 years
Astor — "Trifling Women."
Broadway —Strand
"Pink— John
Gods."Barrymore in old, who has taken the stage name of
Vol. XXII Ho. 3 Tuesday. Oct. 3, 1922
Price 5 Cents Brooklyn
Mary Astor, for an injunction re"Sherlock Holmes."
Copyright 1922, Wid's Fihn and Film Folks,
straining Harry Durant, of the FamAEAL
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., Cameo — Mary
Golden
in "A Womous Players Lasky Corp. from interNew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
an's
Woman."
fering with her employment by film
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
producers because she signed an
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; Capitol — "Remembrance."
119 Fulton
St., N. Y.
Criterion
—
Marion
Davies
in
"When
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Managreement two years ago to put herager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
self
under
his
exclusive
control
for
Knighthood
Was
in
Flower."
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
INSURANCE EXPERTS
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under 44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
six years.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Loew's
New
York — Today — "The
TO THE THEATRICAL ANJ
Counsel for the girl argued that
Terras (Postage free) United States. Outside
Man She Brought Back" and "The Durant had done nothing for her, al- MOTION
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
PICTURE
INDUST
Hound of the Baskervilles."
tliough the contract required him to
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
Wednesday
—
"The
Sin
That
Was
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
give her instruction, and at one time
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
ay
her father to seek a posiDAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York.
Thursd
— Henry
B. Wathall
in lie advised
tion for her with some other producer
"
N. Y.
'Phone:
Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
"The
Long
Chance."
COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, INC
tiian Famous Players; and when he
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
Friday — "The
Lone
Hand"
and tried to do so was notified that the
Phone:
Madison Square 4430
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
'Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
15 East 26th St.
New York Citj
"David
His." and Jonathan."
agreement with Durant was still bindChicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Sole Agents for
Saturday — Johnny Walker in "The
Wabash Ave.
ing. It was alleged that Distinctive
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano
Productions would have given her
Name of the Law."
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85
Long
Acre, Lyric— "A Little Child Lead Them."
employment
but
for
its
desire
to
avoid
" F. I. L. M. "
London, W. C. 2.
Rialto — Dorothy
Dalton
and
Jack
Positive raw film manufactured in ItatjT')
a lawsuit.
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de
Ask for samples and prices.
Holt in "On High Seas."
Clichy.
Philip Wittenberg, or Durant, told
Meighan
in "Man- the court that film stars of today are
Central
European
Representative — Interna- Rivoli — Thomas
tionale Filmschau, Pragfue
(Czecho-Slo"not actors or actresses, but plastic
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Strand
— George Arliss in "The Man material which is moulded into shape
slaughter."
I... "^i-^'iJeas of the director.''
Who Played God."
Next Week
Not Directing Blanche Sweet
High
Low
Close Sales
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Astor
—
"Trifling
Women."
East. Kod. 86
84^
85
2,900 Broadway^ — Not yet determined.
is a vitally important problem
Los
Angeles — Marshall Neilan has
F. P.-L. .. 96J4 94J^
96K
3,000
can help you solve it.
denied
the
rumor
that
he
is
directing
do pfd. . 102
102
102
200 Brooklyn
George God."
Arliss'^^in
"The ManStrand
Who — Played
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
his wife, Blanche Sweet. As a reG'wyn. ...
6^/^
6^
65^
400
Golden
in "A Womsult of the fact that he recently superGriffith
Not quoted Cameo — Mary
Public Accountants and Busines
an's Woman."
vised her preliminary preparations in
Advisors
Loew's ... 23
22
225^
13,400 Capitol— "The Old Homestead."
connection
with
her
appearance
in
Triangle
Not quoted Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Tel. Longacre 9(
"Quincy Adams Sawyer," it left an 452 Fifth Ave.
World
Not quoted
impression that Neilan was directing.
Knighthood
Was in Flower."
44th St. — "Monte Cristo."
Lyric — "A Little Child Lead Them."
Rialto — Not yet determined."
Albany — Smart Films, Manhattan. Rivoli — Not yet determined."
Barthelmess
in
Capital, $20,000. Incorporators, J. J. Strand ■ — Richard
and F. Smith and R. Behrman. At"The Bond Bov. '
torney, H. O. Falk, Brooklyn.
Pell Mitchell With C. B. C.
Pell Mitchell, news editor late with
Albany — Du Art Film Laboratories,
Bronx. Capital, $10,000. Incorpo- Fox, starts this week to supervise
rators, F. Gottlies, J. M. Jerome and and produce the Starland Revue for
R. Pecoreli. Attorney, Younger & C. B. C.
Uptal, Manhattan.
Lester Scott, Jr., to Tour Exchanges
with its long scale of gradation faithfully
j
Lester Scott, Jr., leaves this week
Dover, Del. — Capital Photoplays
Corp. Capital, $2,000. Incorporators, for a tour of the Affiliated Distributors exchanges boosting Johnny
C. H. Jarvis. Attorney, U. S. Corp.
portrays all that is in the negative.
It carCo.
Hines in "Sure Fire Flint."
ries quality through to the screen.

How to Run a Succes
ful Business

Quotations

I

Incorporations

EASTMAN

POSITIVE

St. Paul, Minn. — International Film
Corp.. Duluth. Capital $50,000. Incorporators, A. Sorolaincn, V. and C.
H. Solminen and J. J. Asiala.

Richards

&

(Special to THE

Flynn

Move

FILM

DAILY)

Kansas
City, Mo. — The
Richards
& Flynn Film Co., hav.^ moved their
offices from the Film Bldg., to 113
W. 18th St.

A 1 b a n y — Kings Park Theaters
'Corp., Manhattan. Capital, $15,000.
Legal Difficulties Settled
Incorporators, S. C. Walsh, R. S.
The legal difficulties in connection
Attler and M. Traum. Attorney, H.
Asher, Manhattan.
with the Weiss Bros.' film "The Expose of Sawing
Lady performed
in Half" and
Horace
Goldin, awho
the
Albany — Autopitcon, Buffalo. Capiillusion
in
vaudeville,
have
been settal, $1,000,000. Incorporators, O. E.
tled and the film expose is now sancNell, G. White and D. M. Gilliverary.
tioned by Goldin.
Attorney, Palmer, Garono, Houk &
Wickser, Buffalo.
Filming in Florida
May Allison, Richard Travers and
Ben Hendricks, Jr., are the leading
players in "The Broad Road," 'by
Hapsburg Liebe, which is being
filmed here by Associated Authors
Prods., for release through Associated
Exhibitors. Edward Mortimer is
directing. Wm. Cooper is the
cameraman.

FILM

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base
— now available in nine colors, is identified
throughout its length by the words "Eastman"
"Kodak" stenciled in l>lack letters on the
transparent margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

CO.

I

I

—JXI^
aesday,
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^j^iange Runs Newspaper Contests
Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

<dahoma City, Okla.— The diffiuks of reaching patrons and thete owners by a single advertising
ai)aign have been solved by Walic Walthall, Enterprise Dis. Corp.,
rach manager, who conducted two
etpaper contests here with marked
jc;ss.
; prize contest in the Oklahoma
tdince offered $5 in money and $5
1 ickets for the best essays on
Wy I think the Bible in motion
-es should be shown at every
" in connection with the run
: cred films at the Capitol.
.'Other contest offered the same
ri s for essays on "I Am The
,a " during the run of the picture
! le Folly.

' he many inquiries we received
■Oi theaters resulted in sales that
10 than covered our expense," said
l': hall. "To our knowledge this
e first time that a consumer's
ie,um has been successfully used
3 trade paper."

IE PSYCHOLOGICAL
0MB4T IS NOW!!
any a corking idea has gone
smash through lack of
ificient capital to put it over.
lis financial organization acts
lickly when time is a factor,
igitimate propositions invited.
;asonable terms.

iROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
■te 616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

INUATION"
INS
First National Exchange
of New York
729 7th Ave.
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Assoc. Pictures
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County is the president. Otto E.
Freund, a New York banker is the
vice-president. Harry G. Kosch is
the attorney.
"The contracts' of the new company provide for production of pictures at the Metro studios and distribution by Metro all over the
world," says Lubin. Arthur H. Sawyer will personally supervise production. A Willard Mack story will furnish the next feature.
Offices
State
Bldg.have been opened in Loew's
Netter Resigns
It is reported that Leon D. Netter
has resigned as manager of the New
York Educational Exchange.
Smyrna Films To Pathe
First films showing the burning
and capture of Smyrna by the Turks
arrived Saturday on the Aquitania for
distribution by Pathe News.
New Keith House for Brooklyn
Keith Vaudeville announce plans
for a 3,500 seat theater and office
building, at a cost of $3,000,000.
Thomas Lamb is the architect.
Sistrom Back From Coast
William Sistrom, Western producing manager for Cosmopolitan, has
returned from the Coast where he was
with the Frank Borzage company
filming "The Pride of Palomar," by
Peter B. Kyne.
Pathe Administration Changes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris, France — A complete reorganization ofthe administration of
Pathe took place at the directors'
meeting. Two managing directors
have been appointed instead of one.
Marcel Gounouillhou is now chairman. The managing directors are
Henri Mege and Andre Gounouilhou.
Denis Ricaud is a member of the
board of directors.
Democratic Anti-censorship
Plank
The
Democratic
State platform,
adopted at the Syracuse convention,
contains the following:
"They (the Republicans), have
passed an arbitary and tyrannical
motion-picture censorship law. We
believe that a free pr^ss, untrammeled
public criticism, the unfettered expression of moral and religious
opinion, and the adequate enforcement of the police power by local
officials are the remedies for any
abuses that may exist in the exhibition of motion pictures."

Bj5T THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
$23,743
Award
Against
■e ling the following ad. mats in their
Kodak
newspaper
advertising
(Special to THE FILM
ADDED AmACnON

The
Biggest

Studio Bargain
in the East!
Producers who have had trouble locating adequate studio facilities are urged to investigate this offer. They will find at their service the greatest bargain in the states — the
finest and most complete studio in this section. It offers the following special advantages—

-•— finest and most modern
equipment in the East
— any part of space may
be leased for any length
of time
— 30 minutes from Times

Square
— will make arrangements
to suit convenience of
lessee
This studio is ready for occupancy — producers may lease all or any part of it for any
length of time at a figure within reach of
all. Its handiness, convenience and adequacy are again pointed out, and interested
producers urged to —

Eiastman
DAILY)

Atlanta, Ga. — Damages of $23,743
>ARDON MY glove'
and attorney's fees of $5,000 have
ICBYVEaNOlV
been awarded by the Federal District
Court to the Southern Photo and
Material Co., in its suit against the
3^ siie Gomedij
Eastman Kodak Co.
The suit alleged a violation of the
Slierman anti-trust law between 1910
'^^^^^^
^
and 1914, during which time the
t pm at all Educational Exchanges on all
plaintiff complained that the Eastnew Christie Comedies
man Kodak Co. tried to put out of
business several Atlanta photographic
'An inch in time draws nine"
supply houses.
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/" "Remembrance" — Goldwyn
Capitol
r

Hi

WORLD — A ratlier good photoplay, one
of sometliing like middle-ground proportions.
* * * There is a good deal of naturalness
in the way Pop Grout's family behaves, and
the performances by Mr. Gillingwater, Mr.
Landis and Miss Miller are all right. It is
excellent photography.
TIMES — It runs true to form — though
it can hardly be said to run. It moves deliberately, and sometimes tediously, in a
beaten path. It is more than just explicit
and oltvious. It is overtly so. And it lacks
the keenly pictorial treatment with which
Mr. Hughes has vivified obvious stories
before.
HERALD — For all its exaltation of the
commonplace and its moments of classical
movie sentimentality, the picture holds the
interest with mounting eflfect more signally
than many a photoplay of ferocious clashes.
#. ♦ ^ This is obviously due to the varied,
resourceful acting of Claude Gillingwater,
who is coming to be the Frank Bacon of the
screen.
A.MERICAN— Claude Gillingwater. in the
role of Pop Grout, does some exceptionally
fine acting, and is well supported by the
rest of the cast. The whole production is
billed as a character study, and proves that
a happy family life can be had for a song.
At the price which Galli-Curci would charge
to sing it.
.SUN — His (Gillingwater's) acting rises
i.ir aiiove the dull material of the story and,
fighting against the probability of failure,
makes the photoplay quite interesting and
well worth one's whiie to see.
EVE. WORLD — For once the advertisements of a picture release have been absolutely right. "Remembrance" really is a
picture one will remember. "Remembrance,"
is Rupert Hughes at his hughesiest.
iVLAIL — "Remembrance" is just one of
those films that can he classified as "sobby."
It- is quite another thing, though, to discuss
the interpretation of the story by the characters. Claude Gillingwater, in the role of
"Pop" Grout, fairly outdoes himself. It is a
magnificent role for any player and Gillingwater fits it like the proverbial glove, only
more so. He is splendid and cannot be
praised too highly.
EVE. JOURNAL— It is a play full of
"hark-backs," with an accompaniment of remorse and regret. The pivot of the play is
"Pop"
Grout,
the coat-of-arms
father of a islarge
family
of
limpets
whose
the check-

mn

i
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EVE. SUN— Thanks to the high class scenario, the directing of the picture by Harmon Wright and the acting by Mr. Arliss
and the excellent support given by the other
players, this is one of the finest photoplays
of the season.
HERALD
It not
merely
hisbut(Arliss')
strongest
and— most
human
picture
it bids
fair to be considered throughout most of its
reels one of the finest screen transients seen
here this year. ♦ • ♦ From an artistic as
well as a box office standpoint, Arliss is
coming to have the Midas touch in pictures.
* * * sharp restraint is preserved through
the picture by the director, Harmon Wright,
who is content to suggest an impression with
a few swift strokes.

"On The High Seas"— F. P.-L.
Rialto

TRIBUNE— Another sea picture, with
Dorothy Dalton doing cute things in a
middy
blouse quality
and sailor's
♦ • * There
is a human
about pants.
the picture
which
probably is the work of the director, Irving
Willat, for the story offers notliing new,
HERALD— The production by Irvin Willat for most of its length is superior to the
average shipwreck fable, principally with the
aid of the first original screen tale by Edward Sheldon, who compels the story to unfold in terms
action.
* *- * Uptold,
to
a certain
point oftheterse
story
is excellently
due not only to the march of events but to
tlie most remarkable sea scenes that ever
washed over the films.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Although
Miss Dalton's work is admirable, as usual,
she has done better things. One loses
sympathy for her as soon as she turns her
back on her stoker rescuer. Anybody who
like the sea will doubtless enjoy this picture.
* * * Jack Holt has risen ten points in
popularity by his work.
DAILY NEWS— The production is excellent, the fire and the sea storms being
thrilling, but the story has been hauled
straight from the cannery. The acting is
as trite as the yarn.
AMERICAN
— Everything sank but
Dorothy. * * * In justice I am bound to.
say that some of the pictures of the wrecks
and so-forth were very admirably shown.
Better pictures of shipwrecks and so-forth
I have rarely seen.
EVE. WORLD— A thrill drama if there
was ever one written. It succeeds in keeping one on the edge of the orchestra chair
(if one gets there early enough to get a
seat) from the start to the fadeout.
SUN — A melodramatic tale of seafaring
book with the dollar rampant. "Mamma"
Grout, who graduated from the kitchen stove life in its most lurid screen form. It is full
to the parlor piano, also fails to remember of action, has a happy ending and, no doubt,
makes a certain popular appeal.
for the time that "Pop" is anything but a
money-making machine.
JOURNAL — Those who crave adventure
to the Nth degree can find it in "On the
High Seas." Thrills — the strife of the sea
the terrors of the deep, wrecks, fire,
"The Man Who Played God"— United and
Artists — Strand
storm, plague and turbulence — occupy nearly
all of the six reels.
TRIBUNE— We felt almost as though
George Arliss were playing God to us. He
GLOBE — Unusually skilful direction on the
certainly gave us something we ardently de- part of Irvin Willat has resulted in the making of an ordinary story by Edward Sheldon
sired— a good picture. ♦ ♦ •
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Arliss has into an entertaining motion ' picture. * * *
Second
to the director in making much of
been inspired to put into it his most carethe mediocre material given them were the
ful and beautiful work. * * * It is an players,
Dorothy Dalton, Jack Holt and
uplifting picture as well as an enjoyable one.
Mitchell Lewis. * ♦ ♦ The sea scenes were all
WORLD — This is an excellent perform- astonishingly realistic.
ance by Mr. Arliss, who at last has had
■fastened upon him a conventional motion
picture plot. * * * no matter what Mr. Arliss
Buffalo M. P. T. O. Meeting
does on the stage or before the camera, it
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is worth seeing.
GLOBE — Arliss is more successful than
Buffalo, N. Y.— At a meetiner of
happy. * * * The part makes little demands the Western New York unit of the
and M. P. T. O. A., those present voted
resourcefuln
actor's
upon
a conit is butess,
and done
said infinite
all is
when this
scientious bit of pot boiling.
to give five cents for each seat in their
EVE. WORLD— "The Man Who Played theaters to fight the local daylight
God" is not only George Arliss's latest, but savings ordinance. They also voted
it is by far the best picture he has yet made.
this sterling actor's cin- to co-operate with the New York
And, remembering
State Fuel Administration in saving
• ema contributions, this is, indeed, praise.
MAIL — Arliss again assumes a role wholly coal.
i apart from his other essays into the realm of
Officers were elected as followsthe screen. And once more he leaves the
confidence that no one could have done it George Williams Linden, president;
.better.
James Wallingford, General Theater
TIMES — It slips into disconcerting sen- Corp., vice-president; Al Beckerich,
timentality sometimes and in the end gets
entirely away from its true idea. * • ♦ Loew's State, treasurer and Bruce
Throughout a good part of the photoplay Fowler, Elmwood, secretary. George
Arhss' performance is so smooth and genuine, Keating, Barney Vowinkle, Charles
he shows so naturally the bitterness of the
man denied the life he loves and the fun he Higgins, J. H. Michael, Henry Carr,
has later as a philanthropist, that the spec- George Haney and Frank Nowak
constitute the advisory board. J. H.
tator's enjoyment
of the story is, for fairly Michael presided.
long stretches,
unalloyed.
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New

Outlook Fine

Canadian Chain

After

H. J. and Max Allen Mentioned In
Connection With Sterling
Theaters, Ltd.

nes R. "Jiinniy" Grainger, who
practically have charge of sales
oldwyn. returned yesterday after

Toronto, Can. — Announcem.ent is
made of the organization of an entirely new chain of moving picture
theaters in Canada by an enterprise
that is titled Sterling Theaters, Ltd.
It is intimated that the new chain is
being organized by the Aliens, including H. J. Allen and Max Allen.
One of the early acquisitions of the
company has been the Walkerville,
in Walkerville, Ontario, which is operated under the direction of Max
Allen. Two theaters have been secured in Toronto, the La Plaza, at
735 Queen St., and the National, at
373 Yonge St.
Sterling Theaters, Ltd., has also
secured or will acquire theaters in
various Ontario centers outside of
Toronto, it is declared. These houses
are located at Windsor, Paris and
elsewhere.
Whether the development of the
Sterling Theaters chain is a sequel to
the failure of the Allen Theaters, or
is an organization which is being
undertaken by several of the Aliens
formerly identified with the Allen
chain is a matter that is arousing discussion in Canadian theater circles.

s R. Grainger Optimistic
Circling The
Country

ic weeks'

trip

throughout

(Special

the

(ring this time he visited prac'y every important exchange
r excepting Boston and Philalia. Commenting on conditions
i found them Grainger said :
has been years since I found
optimism out in the field. The
difficulties are v^diere exhibitors,
verbuilding, have created opposifor themselves. Crop conditions
splendid. In the Northwest,
le and Portland are back where
belong. The strike situation
if the way has cleared the atmos; in manufacturing centers, and
rthing looks fine,
'early everyone I rnet was opitic. It looks to me as though
re going to have a very fine seaprobably the very best that has
experienced in years."

New Faces
They've been talked of for
sme time. Every producer
iys they are needed. But it
ras left to Rex Ingram. To
how two new ones. In "Triing Women" — his latest. At
le Aster, Monday night.
He presented Ramon Navarro.
Vho made a real and distinct
it. He brought a new charm
3 the screen. He was clean,
ind youthful. And worth lookig at. Incidentally. He is of
ie same general appearance of
Valentino. Who happened to
e in the audience. Given the
ight sort of material he will
robably give Valentino somening to think about.
Then Ingram gave the screen
new vamp. Barbara Le Mar.
)f course vamps aren't very
luch in demand these days,
iut Barbara Le Mar stands out
s a very interesting type.
md can be expected to do
ther things.
Navarro was a dancing massr in Hollywood. Barbara Le
lar a scenario writer. That's
cw they develop in pictures.
low they are doing leads.
DANNY.

Punch, pathos, drama — use all the superlatives and you won't go wrong
is describing "Shadows," directed by Tom Forman for Preferred Pictures, Inc. B. P. Schulberg will present it and the Al Lichtman Corporation distribute it. The picture is "there." Watch how the first runs pile
up. — Advt.

Ohio Convention
First Meeting
Of Cinema
Clubs —
Better Conditions Seen By Cleveland Organization
(Soecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland, O. — The Cinema Clubs
of Ohio, will meet in convention for
the first time at the Statler Hotel on
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 6 and 7.
An effort will be made, according to
IVtrs. Elmer G. Derr, president of
the Cleveland Club, to speed up censorship proceedings in view of the
fact that important productions have
been kept out of Ohio for a year or
more before being passed.
Other subjects for discussion will
films, children's matbe educational
inees and non-theatrical films.
The convention is under the auspices of the Chamber of Commerce,
in co-operation with the Film Board
of Trade. Delegates will represent
150 organized communities voicing
the opinion of 80,000 Ohio womenBetter conditions are reported by
the Cleveland Cinema Club after a
survey of theaters in
two months'
northern
Ohio. The report says m
"The
part
:

character
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"Notoriety" Premiere in Boston
(Special to THE FILM
DAILYj
^^'ashington, D. C. — Admission
Boston, Mass. — New England extaxes collected during the month of
hibitors and a delegation from New
August amounted to $4 710,470.46, ac- York headed by Bobby North atcording to a report which has just
tended the premiere of "Notoriety,"
been issued by the Treasury Depart- William Nigh's first independent production.
ment. This is a decline of $1,219,033.34 from the collections of last
Film Men at Capitol
August, which totaled $5,929,503.80,
Will Hays, his stafif, and many
For the month of July the collections prominent film men attended tf^e
special performance at the Capitol
were $4,620,893.78.
During the month of August there
yesterday
for the American
An added Bankei^s
feature
was also collected $389,145.58 from Asso. delegates.
the seating tax on theaters, museums, was the screening of quotations from
etc. This tax in August, 1921, re- Will Hays' remarks.
turned $365,412.62, and in July, 1922,
the collections were $746,397.19.
"Bill of Divorcement" Release
.Associated Exhibitors have closed
Stuart Kohn on Trip
Stuart Kohn, of the Howells Sales for the .American distribution of "The
Co., has left on a sales trip through- Bill of Divorcement."
out the states.
This is the production made by
Ideal Films in England, directed by
"M'sieur Beaucaire" Fairbanks Next
Donald Crisp, arid for which Constance Binney ^erit to England. Fay
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Mrs. Pickford
and John
Fairbanks Compton is also in the production,
reached
New
York
early yesterday and according to those who saw the
Fairbanks announced that picture in England both she and ConI morning.
nie Binney have outstanding parts.
!his next picture will be "M'sieur
Release date has not yet been set.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)
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"A Woman's Woman" — Allied Prod.
& Distribs. — Cameo

films is, on the whole, good and conditions are improving. There is evidence of effort on the part of the exVol. XXII Ho. 4 Wednesday, Oct 4. 1922 Price 5 Cents
hibitor to attract the public with long
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, programs, and an increased effort to
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., attract children.
New York, N, Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
I. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manigerj J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post ofiice at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

HEK.\LD — * * * not only gives the title
oliaractcT an opportunity to give free rein
to her suppressed desires, but it also satisfies
Miss Mary Alden's suppressed desires to be
a star. ♦ * * Miss Alden gives an interesting performance.
MORXING TELEGRAPH— For the most
part the picture is rather a draggy afifair,
with e.xceedingly good acting on the part
watching.
of
the star, Mary Alden, to make it worth

"The public is picking and choosing
entertainment with greater care.
The makers of pictures are recognizing this condition, generally, as evidenced by the employment of the best
TRIBUNE — A pretty good picture. ♦ * *
story writers of the country and fur- Mary Alden is always delightful.
WORLD — Subject upon which this play
nishing ample funds for the use of
is important, and one that lends itskillful directors in securing the high- is based
* » * We are inclined to
est artistic resjlts. Thus we have place selfitto filming.
in the list of films worth seeing. It
is wholesome and sincere and is constructed
upon a serious thought.

a healthy growth of the producer, exhibitor and public."
The report
also states that, on May
1. 1922, 93 theaters were open in
Cleveland and its suburbs out of a
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
total of 170 theaters, due to poor business conditions.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,

Shea's Inc. Formed
(Special

to THE

Here" and '.'The Challenge," which
he recently completed at Hollywood
studios.

in Bufin

FILM

DAUl

Buffalo, N .Y.— Shea's Inc. li;
formed,
capitalized at $100, Um
M. Shea, Harry
Zimmer,
T
Powell, James Franklin and W
Northrup as directors. The m \
panj' will take over the amn
interests of the Shea Amuseme
(
while the McNaughton
Real i.
will handle the old firm's real jtait
interests.

CHEAP
Ticket for sale
New York to Denvc
K-4

First Woman Censor Dies
Mrs. Josephine Redding, writer,
and the first woman censor of motion
pictures in New York, died at the
House of the Holy Comforter, after
a year's illness. In 1909 she was appointed a member of the New York
State Board of Censorship. While
a member of the board, Mrs. Redding

Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Bringing Prints
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Central
European
Representative — InternaHollywood
—
John
Jasper
will leave
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
for New York with prints of "Over

Quotations
High
Low
Close
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fought to have "The Birth of a Nation'' passed in New York without
eliminations.

Sales

East. Kod. 86
F. P.-L. .. 983/^
do pfd. ..103
iGoldvvyn . . 7
Griffith

85
96^
103
65^

85^
3,000
98
3,000
103
100
6f^
2,100
Not quoted

Loew's
... 23J^
Triangle
World

22^,

22y2
10,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

B'way
Send-off
for Warners'
Float
Warner
Brothers'
bally-hoo
float
was
scheduled
to start
from New
York for the Coast last night with a
spectacular send-off tied up with the
convention of the American Bankers
Asso.
The plan of action called for the
float to start from the Capitol at 7:45,
as the bankers would be entering the
theater for the invitation performance.
The float, decorated with signs
"We're off for California" was to be
preceded by a sight-seeing bus
carrying a band decorated with signs
reading "Welcome American Bankers Asso." From the Capitol the float
was to proceed down Broadway to
34th St. and across 34th St. to the
ferry.
The activities were to be photographed by the light of four Sunlight
arcs. Permits and the services of
25 policemen were secured by Eddie
Bonns.

Great Screen Stories For Sale
Mrs. Major has authorized me to offer for picture
production these wonderful books of Chas. Major :
"Yolanda."
"Touchstone of Fortune."
"Uncle Tom and Andy Bill."
"Gentle Knight of Brandenberg."
"Little King."
"Forest Hearth."
"Bears of Blue River."
Also some unpublished works.
The vakie of Mr. Major's
the factsworks
that may be judged by
Cosmopolitan is now releasing the greatest picture
of the age
"WHEN
Mary

KNIGHTHOOD
Pickford

"DOROTHY

and

VERNON

WAS

Douglas
OF

IN

FLOWER"

Fairbanks
HADDON

OFFICE
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Today and until Friday Hotel Astor, New York City
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30TBALL
TEAMS
BUSY— Army
team
ns double header.
2 ENDS
FLIGHT
FROM
ATLANTIC
D PACIFIC — First time a dirigible has
mpleted the transcontinental trip.
iE
PENDLETON
Ider and woolier
than
,: old-time hair-raising
!her news as usual.
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ROUND-UP — It's
ever.
Oregon
sees
stunts.

ONE-REEL

FEATURE

today

It Broadway Theaters
Capitol
"'1812"' overture
opens, foliC^dchaikovsk>'s
by
the
magazine.
Impressions
oi
'*■ e Fortune
Teller," a condensed
version
01 Victor
Herbert's
opera,
is next,
w^hile
■U-r Oumansky
and
Mile.
Gambarelli
K' dancers.
Then
follows the feature,
ncmbrance."
Thalia
Zanou
and
AlexII r Oumansky
interpret
"Three
O'Clock
n tile Morning,"
a
pantomimic
dance.
" -' Fire Fighters," a one reel comedy fol0 and an organ solo closes.

Cameo
»r the overture, selections from "The
pieThey
Teller."
Three
short news
subjects
fol
are the
Cameo
pictorial,
op's Fables," a Cameo cartoon, and
utiful Nippon," a travelogue. Joseph
ivsky, cellist, follows with 'Tschai
ky's "Chanson Triste" and Goens'
erzo." The comedy is Jimmy Aubrey
\ Tenderfoot's Luck."
Mary Alden ap
in the feature "A Woman's Woman.'
irpn solo by John Priest concludes the
^mmeiit.
IMII

Rialto

■ections from Puccini's "La Boheme,"
[fh the overture, which is followed by
feld's Classical Jazz. The magazine
s. Evelyn Buehler, mezzo soprano,
'The Light of the Sunset Glow," as
]T§ed by Leslie Taylor. The feature is
lf>|the High
Seas" with
Dorothy
Wipflolt
and Mitchell
Lewis.
Joseph Dalton,
Alessi,
Bet, virtuoso, plays Bartlett's "A
42lfc'' " ^ Snub Pollard comedy called
wDays" closes.

Strand
the overture, the orchestra plays
ons from "Tannauser" with Louis
a baritone from the Metropolitan
I Co. "Odds and Ends," a compilation
subjects is second. Walt Kuhn's
I tAvesty
the Field,"
pretopical"Lillies
review.of After
a prologue
Jiqties Grun, pianist. George Arliss is
^s
of "The
ManLane
Who
Played
. thestar
feature.
Lupino
makes
his
[ in
Reporter,"
a Fox number,
comedy,
is "The
followed
by the closing
kan solo.

At Other Houses
"|3ing Women" opened its run on Mon'Pink Gods" moves to the Broadway.
:s that hold over are "Manslaughter"
Rivoli, "When
Knighthood
Was
in
.-^" at the Criterion, "Monte Cristo" at
UBh St., and "A Little Child Shall Lead
la ^1at the Lyrid.

Ilk Mantzke Transferred
Ipecial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

^neapolis —
Frank
Mantzke,
n er of the American Releasing
.Clin this city, has been sent to
*'- i'hicago
exchange,
succeeding
"L^ldman.

iBHUnH

DAILY

"Every Morn"

Film Daily,
New York City.
Boys:
I will be at the Woodstock
Hotel from Oct. 1st to Oct.
9th, and in order not to become
ill, I must have the Bradstreet
of Filmdom with my coffee
and rolls each morning. Don't
be the cause of my demise by
neglecting this.
Yours truly,

a

Rupert Hughes'

W. P. McCartney, Manager,
Jefferson Theater.
Punxsutawney, Pa.

Frank J. Rembusch Here
Frank J. Rembusch of Indiana is
in New York for a few days. He is
at the Astor.
Hy Mayer Back
Hy Mayer returned yesterday on
the Olympic after two months abroad
getting material for more travelogues.
Englander With Hyperion
James Englander has been appointed publicity and advertising director
of George H. Wiley's Hyperion Pictures Corp., organized to distribute
films in the independent field with
offices in the Candler Bldg.
Dinner to Charles Urban
Charles Urban was guest of honor
at a dinner tendered him at the N. Y.
Athletic Club by Harry J. Knight on
his return from Europe. The guests
were M. E. A. Tucker, Guy Tinkham, Louis Weslin, James A. Fitzpatrick, J. L. Barbard and Fred E.
Baer, all of the Urban organization.
Clarke to Assist Lasky
Victor H. Clarke has been appointed assistant to Jesse L. Lasky first
vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky. Clarke went to Hollywood
over a year ago as special representative of the production department.
The object is to create a closer relationship with directors, writers and
stars.
"Knighthood"

Vx>^ '

opens at

CAPITOL,
N. Y.
The Reviews!
ments of a picture
releasethe advertise
"^or once
WORLD:
EVENING
have been absolutely right. 'Remembrance,' now being
unreeled at the Capitol, really IS a picture one will remember.
" 'Remembrance,' too, is Rupert Hughes

at his hughes-

years
recognitfon
as
to ^ have
r forseems
"Glllingwate
N. Y. HERALD : waited
an actor, and now it must seem to be raining on him out
of the heavens.
iest."
"He gives a pathetic and genuine glimpse of the father
who slaves for his family, despite his realization that
when they greet him effusively they are in reality saluting
his checkbook."
membrance, at the Capitol
picture. 'Rel^^ '^test
RAM: has "I"
N. Y. TELEG
Theatre,
Rupert Hughes
repeated
his success of last

/

/ Old Nest.'
season, 'The
"The story is a simple, straightforward one, yet with all
the 'heart interest' that distinguishes the work of its
role of Gniingwat
Pop Grout,
the
infairly
er
author." G
"Claude
MAIL:
EVENIN
outdoes
himself. It is a magnificent role for any player
and Gillingwater fits it like the proverbial glove, only
more so. He is splendid and cannot be praised too

Opens in London

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London, Eng. — "When Knighthood Was in Flower" has opened at
the Scala. The Prince of Wales was
present. It was the first time that
he has attended a film opening. His
highness was presented with a check
for 1,000 pounds from Marion Davies,
who bought a box to aid the London hospitals fund, which gets the
entire first week's receipts.
Oscar Morgan to Cosmopolitan
Oscar A. Morgan has resigned as
assistant to E. E. Schauer, director
of the Famous Players foreign department, to become general representative of the sales department of
Cosmopolitan Prods. Jos. H. Seidelman succeeds Morgan. The members
of the foreign department gave a
luncheon at the Commodore extending a farewell to Morgan and a welcome to Seidelman.

you

highly."

haven't booked
**Remetnbrance yet — Get Busy!

The California Theatre, Los Angeles,
wires that " 'Remembrance' will be
held for second week."

GOLDWYN
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WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

Wednesday,

October 4, 19i

Distributors of

AMALGAMATED
PRODUCTIONS

and it^s profitable for you
to know about —

to be

announced

later

"THE MADONNA IN CHAINS"
By EDWARD

OWINGS

TOWNE

with

E. K. LINCOLN
MARTHA MANSFIELD
MRS. RODOLPH VALENTINO
and W. H. TOOKER
Real Assets to an Exhibitor

Sunshine of Paradise Alley
Life
Too

By Denman

of

An

Thompson

Actress

by Langdon McCormack

Rich

to Marry

by Edward Owings Towne

Driven

From

Home

by Hal Reid

It's Never Too Late to Mend

The

by Charles

Reade

Fire Patrol

by Harkins & Barber

The Land of the Living
by Martin J. Harvey

Her Fatal Night
by Hal Reid

Lost in New York
by Leonard Grover

Easy Money

by Edward Owings Towne

EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
1540 Broadway, New York City
STUDIOS
New Rochelle and Yonkers, N. Y.
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I Campaign

Authority
Outlook Fine

Started

ipening Gun Fired In Massachusetts
Against Censorship
Referendum
(Spedal to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston — The opening gun of the
dustry against the proposed censorlip, which will be voted upon on
ov. 7th, was fired yesterday. There
lis been a lot of criticism directed
i;ainst leaders of the industry for
iling to apparently move to offset
t influence that has strongly supi)rted the proposed censorship, but
ose who have had the campaign in
ind resisting all efforts to smoke
em out before they were ready,
arted their campaign yesterday with
State-wide well-planned fight.
Every exchange in Massachusetts
lis been equipped with special traili-s. Every exhibitor will be asked
) show these trailers, the first of
hich presents Jackie Coogan in his
mous court trial scene from
Trouble." In his inimitable way,
ickie argues against the censoring
ii his first picture. This is followed
Jith expressions against censorship
-cm important political leaders of
!Dth parties, as well as prominent
tizens of the Bay State.
Arrangements have been completed
hereby open air picture shows will
1; given throughout the state, at
ihich these trailers will be present'1— the leaders of the movement takg no chances. There are other inresting and important plans, some
which have reference to the treatent of the campaign in the newsipers of the state. Every newsiper for or against censorship has
;en tabulated and in many of these,
■pecially where the editorial policy
in favor of censorship special adTtising campaigns will be con;icted.
;A committee of over 100 of the
lost prominent citizens of Massachu■tts will lead the fight against cen■irship. These men have the strong|t standing socially and politically.
:A man well posted with regard to
e political status, and who up until
;sterday has been definitely certain
at the industry could not withstand
e fight against censorship now adjits that at least there is an even
jiance of the referendum being
)ted down.
1 Charles C. Pettijohn, of the Hays
jganization, is in Boston.
James Young To Direct Specials
James Young arrived yesterday
om the Coast. He will probably
jrect a series of special productions.
! would not be surprising if these
jere distributed by First National.

Price 5 Cents

First

National
Makes
Survey
Businesri Outlook Through
Newspapers

On

Highly optimistic reports as to the
business outlook for the coming fall
and winter have been compiled by the
statistical department of Asso. First
National Pictures, from data supplied
direct from the editors and publishers
of representative newspapers in all
parts of the United States.
Of the replies received 97 per cent
showed that the 1922-23 business season would be marked by a sharp recovery from the post-war depression.
With the Goverment's August crop
report indicating a $7,134,654,000 crop
— a record production — with the total
building construction in the United
States during the first nine months
of this year having reached the unprecedented total of $3,000,000,000, the
general business outlook was regarded as more than "highly en-

Austere New England and the mysticism of the East are perfectly blended
in "Shadows," based on a prize story by Wilbur Daniel Steele. Your faltering box-offices will welcome it. Tom Forman directed a real pictvire in
ihis for Preferred Pictures, Inc. Look now for the address of your nearest
Al Lichtman Exchange. — Advt.

n

This work — the first industrial surcouraging."
vey to be made in the field of daily
journalism — was ordered by officials
of First National for the following
reasons:

(1) Owners and editors of newspapers are constantly in touch with
the public pulse, and are therefore in
a position to give the most up-to-date
and accurate information on questions
vitally affecting American life.
Hays Inspects Eastman Plant
(2) The motion picture industry is
Will Hays
and Courtland
Smith Goldwyn
Announces
The
First 21 largely dependent on other lines of
left yesterday
for Rochester
to inof Augmented Field Of
business for the activity or depresspect the Eastman plant as guests of
sion— that is, the outlook for trade
Staff
George Eastman.
Assignment of exploitation men to and employment is good, then this is
each exchange is being rapidly com- a certain indication that the average
Max Graf Off to Coast
pleted by Goldwyn. The first 21 have exhibitor may look forward to a good
Max Graf, head of Max Graf Prod., already been added. Others will fol- season; if it is bad, the exhibitor must
low next week and will be assigned make his plans accordingly.
is on his way to the Coast, after comto
the
new branches as they are
pleting
releasing
arrangements
with
(3) The newspaper survey to be
Metro.
made with the idea of obtaining the
opened.
The enlarged exploitation force latest industrial information for producers, exhibitors and distributors.
will be conducted as a part of the
Peekskill
Theater
Case Argued
The First National survey covered
department
of
advertising
and
pubArguments were heard yesterday in
licity, Howard Dietz director, under a period of two months; more than
the Supreme Court in the suit of the
the immediate supervision of R. E. 700 .American newspapers were
Peekskill Theaters, Inc. against vari- Pritchard, exploitation manager.
ous film organizations for an injuncThe new men are all experienced in queried.
In the survey the editors and pubtion to compel the latter to refrain
lishers were asked whether the unfrom refusing to supply films to the exploitation and publicity work.
employment situation had been
They include:
remedied in their territories during
plaintiff's theater.
James Carrier, former general man- the last six months; whether their
ager for the Harry Koplar theaters observation of the business outlook
Griffith Gets The Apollo
and exploitation repre- for the Fall and Winter indicated a
The Apollo has been secured for in St. Louis
sentative
for Robertson-Cole and
the New York presentation of D. Selznick, and his
brother, Eddie, who material change in unemployment for
W. Griffith's "One Exciting Night," has been with him in Carrier's own these two seasons as compared to last
due to open there in about three office.
year; whether the cost of living had
weeks.
H. H. Niemyer, formerly with the increased or decreased; whether retail sales of staple commodities had inMissouri theater, St. Louis and, becreased or decreased; and the attitude
fore that, publicist for 14_ Famous
Newport, R. I.— "One Exciting
of local bankers and business men as
Night" did capacity business at the Players theaters in St. Louis.
W. R. Ferguson, who has been to the outlook.
Colonial during its five performances
t Continued on Page 2)
here.
(Continued on Page 2)

Exploitation Force
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Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New
N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.

"On the strength of tliis survey,"
says a statement issued by First National, "members of the motion picture industry who have big pictures
to show may feel assured of a big
year for such productions. Everything indicates that the average motion picture patron is tired of cheap
stories, cheap productions. The public will have the money and the desire to see pictures of the right sort.
The producer, releasing organization,
exhibitor must present them."
A synopsis of the replies received
in the survey will be published from
day to day.

Joseph Dannenberg, President .ind Editor;
T. W. Alieoate, Treasurer and Business Maniger; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter M;,y 21, 1918,
at tlie post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one >ear; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4532-555S.
Polo Filming in Rome
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
'Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
Rome, Italy — Eddie Polo is filmChicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
ing a serial here. - It is understood
Wabash Ave.
that Pathe will distribute it.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Harry Scott Elected
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Clichy.
Detroit — Harry Scott, manager of
Central
European
Representative — Interna'
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slo- the Pathe exchange has been elected
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
vice-president of the F. I. L. M. Club

Quotations
High Low Close
East. Kod.. SSyi 85
F. P.-L. .. 99^
97%
do pfd
'Goldwyn
. 7y2
7
Griffith
Loew's
.... 22?^
21^
Triangle
World

of Detroit, succeeding J. B. Duggan,
who has gone to Columbus.

Sales

85?/^ 1,200
983/^
2,200
Not quoted
7K
14,900
Not quoted
21^
19,200
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany — Mihon Products, Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, H. A. Friedman, M. M.
Mandel, F. H. Edelman. Attorneys,
C. L. Hoffman & H. A. Friedman,
Manhattan.
Albany — On the Stairs, moving
pictures, Manhattan. Capital $5,000.
Incorporators, W. H. Hurlbert, W.
( 1. Lovatt and D. Schneer. Attorney,
v. S. Hcchneimer.
Albany — Children's Matinee Service Co., Manhattan. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, M;. L. and K. D.
Fiillon, O. W. Lindquist. Attorney.

■■■^■■milWI— B3B

Exploitation
(Continued
from PageForce
1)

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Scarecrow" To Be Filmed
Percy MacKaye's story of Salem
witchcraft "The Scarecrow," will be
Glenn Hunter's next Film Guild picture. It is being adapted by James
\.
Creelman. Frank Tuttle will
direct.
Vignola Plans World Tour
Robert G. Vignola plans a four
months' trip around the world on the
completion of "Adam and Eve," with
Marion Davies for Cosmopolitan.

handling unusual assignments for the
home office. He will be assigned
chiefly to pre-release showings.
William Robson, one of the
original members of the Famous
Players staff.
Others are: L. D. Barclay, Charles
C. Perry, Phil Gersdorf, J. D. Stewart, Saul Silver, Frank Burns, Richmond Dorman, R. J. LaVoise, Howard J. Phillips, Robert H. Clemmons,
Howard G. Carroll, Earl Bayne, John
Wilstach, W. A. Burke, William H.
Branch and Edward F. Finney.
Thompson Nominated in New Jersey
J. J. Thompson, Jr., of the George
Kleine offices, has been nominated for
assemblyman from Essex County, N.
J. on the Republican ticket. Thompson lives in Bloomfield.
Agree on Visual Instruction

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany — Motion pictures will be
used in schools this year to give
visual instructions in physical education, this innovation was decided
upon at a meeting yesterday of the
Northeastern New York Physical
Educators' association.
Ermolieff to Produce in Munich
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris, France — Joseph Ermolieff,
the Russian who is rated as among
the most artistic of European directors, will make his headquarters in
Munich according to authentic report.
It is believed that Ermolieff has
bought the old studios of the StuartWebbs Filmgesellschaft in the Wittelsbacher
Platz.

Phi! Carle, him.
yignola's assistant, may
ncconipany

SERVING

QUAUTY SHi
STUff
m STATE RIGHTS BUY[|

"AL HAYNES

Single Reel Every Two We$

COMEDIES"

With Al Haynes and cast of
other former Christie Players

"SHADOW laf:'
Single Reel Every Two Wes
Animated Silhouettes

"BURLESQUE
PHOTOPLAYSI
With Elsie Davenport

Weiss To Produce
It is said that Alfred Weiss, formerly Vice-President and General
Manager of Goldwyn. has just acquired the rights to "The Fall of the
Hapsburgs." a love story of the
aristocracy. This production, it is
understood, will be photographed in
Europe and America.
Weiss, as noted, recently sold his
interest in the Goldwyn exchanges of
New York and Buffalo.

G. J. Gindiu.

October 5, 1?

Two Reels Every Two We Is
r L/*

"Ham Omelet' '
"Salan '
"No Darn Yeast " "The Snei '
"Four Coarse Men' ' etc.

o^ an

Emperor

"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
THE FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

WEST

Albany — Mystic Enterprises, Manhattan. Capital, $8,000. Incorporators, H. Clayton, J. Rahner and J. L.
Dienstag, Attorney, Ernst, Fox &
Cane, Manhattan.

"SHADOWLANl
SCREENREVIEV
26 Single Reels De Luxe
Stars of Stage,
Screen, Dae
at Play.
and other Arts, at Home, at W Si

Trenton, N. J.— Shucco Amusement Co., Clifton. Incorporators, E.
A. Cooper, Clifton, and G. E. Shuert
.'^uffcru, N. Y.

A Few Territories Opn

Dover, Del.— The Fabiola Photoplay Corp. Capital $1,000,000. Attorney, Corp. Trust Co. of America.
/

iJohn M.MckoIaus
fr_t_
x4AK.i,^i^^.^

Phones
Holly tvood

eaiscutd 6943

^

■S.M.Tompkins

Sotutirel cmd RomairiQ Streets
HoUt/wood Cali/ornta

STOREY PICTURI,
INCORPORATED

A. D. V. Storey, Pres.

729-7th Avenue,[New York, Nf.

Whichever Way \bu Turn
It's d paramount picture
Week of

Capitolf.

"The^Old Homestead" with Theodore Roberts

From the play by Denman Thompson.
Adapted by Perley
Poore Sheehan and Frank Woods.
A James Cruze Production. Scenario by Julien Josephson.

Ocfe

Rialto .

Cecil B. DeMiUe's "Manslaughter"

with Thomas Meighan, Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson.
By Alice Duer Miller.

Rivoli .

Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson.

"The Face in the Fog"

with including
Lionel Lowell
Barrymor
e,
Seena Owen and an all star cast
Sherman.
By Jack Boyle, Directed by Alan Crosland. Scenario by
Jack Boyle and John Lynch.
A Cosmopolitan Production.

Cameo

.

"Pink Gods" with

Bebe Daniel

s,
James Kirkwood, Anna Q.Nilsson and Raymond Hatton.
By Cynthia Stockley.
Adaptation by Sonya Levien and
J. E. Nash.
Scenario by Ewart Adamson.
A Penrhyn
Stanlaws Productions.

Criterion

.

Marion Davies in "When Knighthood
Flower"
Was . In Directed
By Charles Major
by Robert Vignola.
A Cosmopolitan Production.

Loew*s State "On the High Seas" with Dorothy
Dalton and Jack Holt
By Edward Sheldon.
Scenario by E. Magnus" Ingleton.
An Irvin Willat Production.

IP it'sitsa the
paramount
picture
Best Show
in Hown
i*JiFAMOUS
.

PLAYERS-tASKY
aOOlph zuKon. P«.CORPORATION
!*»"(■

Fan Stuff
When Rodolph Valentino entered the Astor Monday night
a flock of girls and young men
almost knocked him down.
When he wanted a breath of
fresh air during the intermission they again manhandled
him. And when the show was
over and Valentino and his wife
left the theater they were all
but mobbed. By a small but
zealous crowd, and had to take
refuge in the New York theater,
where the front doors were
closed, to give them a chance
to live.
There is a police sergeant on
duty at the Astor. As he pushed the mob away from Valentino he kept saying: "Buy a
magazine and see his face
there. Give the man a chance."
Want Better Films
(Special to THE

FILM

Steamer Sailings

Ohio Exhibitors Form New Body

for foreign
of steamers
Sailings
time of sailings, destinaports, tionswith
and points for which they carry
Today
mail are as follows:

Youngstown, O. — As a result of
the Theater Owners of Ohio and the
Nat'l Assoc, of Theater Owners combining, the Youngstown Theatrical
Assoc, has been fovined.

Munargo sails for Nassau; mails close at
9 A, M. for Bahamas, Cuba and City of
specially adAntiila (other parts of Cuba
dressed) Bogota sails for Port Au Prince;
mails close at 10.30 A. M. for Haiti, and
Colombia (Jamaica specially addressed).
Ixion carries mail for Japan, Corea and
China. Manoa sails for Hawaii; carries
mail for Hawaii and Fiji Islands.

New Wage Scale for Texas Operators
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Sherman, Texas — Managers and
operators have signed a new wage
contract, at a scale of $30 per week
and 75 cents an hour overtime.
Ray

Plans

(Special to THE

"
TIONand
INyUAWilson
NSMarjer
"I
With
Percy Helton
First National Exchange
729 7th Ave.
of New York,

STUDIO FOR RENT
Blvd. and
Bergen
Eqmpped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307
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Mongolia sails at 11 A. M. for Hamburg;
mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa
Berlin Editor Enters Movies
and West Asia (Norway, Cork, Queenstown
and Italy specially addressed). Laconia sails
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
at 12 M
for Liverpool;
mails
close at
Berlin—
Maximilian Harden, pub(other
wn
Queensto
and
8 A. M., for Cork
specially
parts of Ireland, and other countries
Zunkft, a weekly newsthe
of
lisher
addressed) Caronia sails at 12 M., for
for
M.
A.
Hamburg; mails close at 8
paper, has gone into the movies beas Harden says, "it pays betcause
Europe, Africa and West Asia (specially
ter." He has completed a scenario
addressed). Chicago sails at 11 A. M. for
sails for Asta Neilson.
Havre; carries no mail. United States
mails close at
at 12 M. for Copenhagen;
9 A. M., for Norway, Denmark
asd Finland. Saugus sails at 3 P Sweden
109 Films for Book Week
M., for
Constantinople; mails close 12 M.
for
A
list
of 109 films, approved by the
Turkey. Santa Ana sails at 9 A
for
Bolivia,
Valparaiso; mails close at 6.30 A M.,
Committee for Better Films
National
M., for
Canal Zone, Panama, Ecuador,
Chile and Peru (except Iquitos)
Morro for use in connection with Motion
Castle sails at 12 M. for Vera Cruz; mails Picture Book Week, Nov. 12-18, has
close at 10 A. M. for Yuctan and Campeche been sent to 15,000 exhibitors, 5,000
(Cuba and other parts of Mexico specially
addressed). Colon sails at 4 P. M. for librarians and to 8,000 women's clubs,
Cristoball; mails close at 11.30 A. M. for
and parentschool superintendents
Haiti, anal Zone, Panama, Nicaragua (except teacher
organizations.
east coast). Carna sails at 2 P. M. for
close at 12 M. for Haiti,
Maracaibo; mails Friday
Venezuela and Curacao (specially addressed).

DAILY)

Nashville — Recommendations for
the creation of three new departments
were made recently by the Exec.
Council of the Tenn. State Federation
of Women's Clubs while in session
here. One of the departments recommended was for better films.

(Special to THE

New

FILM

Building

DAILY)

Los Angeles— The Chas. Ray Prod.
Co., will erect a new administration
building, on property fronting Sunset
Drive. This building is said to be the
first of a series of structures encircling the Ray studio property.
English "Trade Shows" Dropped
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILV)

London, Eng. — First National has
put into effect a new policy by which
ed all "trade shows,"
it hashasdiscontinu
and
replaced them with first runs
of big productions in the key cities.
The object is to enable exhibitors to
see the box-office value of pictures
as presented to the public. Norma
s
Talmadge'
the
first feature "Smilin'
to come Through"
under theis new
policy.
New York Theater Assessments
'Loew's, valued at $4,200,000, leads
the theaters on the New York city
assessment list for 1923. William
Fox is on the list of personal assessments for $100,000. Among the
buildings in which many film offices
are located are the following assessments: Longacre, $3,200,000;- Fitzgerald, $2,700,000; Putnam, $3,400,000; Candler, $2,275,000; Knickerbocker, $4,900,000; Robertson & Cole,
$725,000 and Loew, $4,300,000.
Broadway motion picture theaters
are assessed as follows:
Name
Rialto
Capitol
Rivoli
Strand

OF

PUBLICITI
IF YOU

ADVERTISL
IN THE

Royalties
of the estate of MarThe appraisalCooke,
authoress, who
jorie Benton
died in 1920, shows that for the film
rights to her book, "Cricket," she got
in the Woods"
for. "Girl
0 and
$13,50
These sums exceed
$3,600
she got
the royalties she received from the
publishers of the stories.

Production Increasing Says Switzler
"There is more activity in motion
picture production in the East right
now than there has been for the last
three or four years," says T. W.
Switzler of the Tilford Cinema Corp.
".\nother healthy sign is that most of
the fly-by-night producing companies
have dropped out of sight."

Optimistic About Canada
an manVincent J. McCabe, Canadi
ager for Asso. First National, wasg
visitm
after
ly
in New York recent
First National Exchanges at St.
CalJohns, Montreal, Winnipegss and
outlook
gary. He said the busine
tors
in Canada was bright, that exhibi
and, in some inwere optimistic
stances, were paying higher prices
,
than ever before and making more
pictures are what Canmoney.wantsBig
today, said Mr. McCabe.
ada
Western Canada, he explained, has
an abundant crop, but the Fordney
tariff measure has interfered with its
movement.
Chicago Business Good Says Klein
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago, 111. — That Chicago neighas the "loop"
borhood theaters
capacity business
doneas well
houses have
last five days is the observafor the
tion of Edward L. Klein, here on
business.
"That's an indication of better

times," says Klein. "The Pantheon
(Lubliner & Trinz), is showing
"Grandma's Boy" and a fashion show.
with local merThrough chantsco-operation
it is drawing crowds. The
1922
1923
2,050,000 2,070,000 opposition houie, the Riviera, (Bala2,500,000 2,550,000 ban & Katz), is playing to capacity
1,350,000 1,370,000 with "Human Hearts" and a jazz
2,900,000

365 DAY]

2,950,000

Iband.
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ANNOUNCING
To the Exhibitors and the Public, the

Gene Stratton-Porter
Productions
Which will be made under the personal supervision of the Author, and
which will include film dramatizations of the following of her recordbreaking books:

Michael 0*Halloran, A Girl of the Limberlost, Laddie, A
Daughter of the Land, Her Father's Daughter, At the Foot of
the Rainbow. The Fire Bird, and others.
Gene

Stratton-Poi'ter
all otherand contemporary
novelists
number ofleads
her readers
sales. More than

10,000,000 COPIES OF HER

in

the

BOOKS

have been printed and sold to English-speaking readers, giving her an
estimated audience of

50,000,000

READERS

and a marvelous salesdown
record,
with ofthe famous
to thebeginning
present time

1,645 COPIES SOLD EACH

DAY

"Freckles"

FOR 18 YEARS.

In addition to this matchless record of sales in the English language,
there are EIGHT FOREIGN TRANSLATIONS, including the Arabic,
and three Braille point editions for the blind.
The famous Bird Woman of the Limberlost country, in Indiana, is
known where ever books are read. Her readers include readers and
lovers of clean, wholesome, inspiring fiction and Nature Studies, between
the ages of fifteen and ninety.
The first of her personally produced pictures, now being made with
an all-star cast at the Ince Studios in Los Angeles, will be MICHAEL
O'HALLORAN — a clean, simple story of real people, doing things in a
sincere way, under the inspiring influence of an unusual newsboy —
Michael O'Halloran, the most lovable youngster of modern fiction.
Up to June 1, 1922, the certified figures of the Doubleday & Page
Company showed that

OF MICHAEL
COPIES estimate
had been1,061,473
sold. Publishers
readers on aO'HALLORA
basis of five Nreaders to
the book, which gives this novel alone, more than FIVE MILLION
READERS,
of
her story. who will be anxious to see Mrs. Porter's own screen version
Gene Stratton-Porter has carefully selected a competent experienced
staff of picture makers to produce her films. She will be with them every
day to contribute her own genius to the work — to add the little, intimate
psychological touches that have made her fiction people beloved by all
the world; and to assure her millions of readers of a film version which
will be true in spirit to the books.
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN will be ready for the public early in the
Winter. Distribution arrangements will be announced later. Meanwhile, exhibitors who wish to make plans for booking
The Biggest Box-Office Attractions of the Year,
and Most Widely Read Stories of Modern Fiction
may do so by communicating with

GENE

STRATTON-PORTER

PRODUCTIONS

609 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, Gal.
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Joe Brandt Returns
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C,
is 1)ack from a stay of several weeks
on the Coast where he put "Only A
Shop Girl" into production.
To Avoid Confusion
Equity Pictures Corp., distributors
of "What's Wrong With the Women," announces that it has no connection whatsoever with the organization bearing the name of Equity
Films.
Brackett Back From Coast
Robert A. Brackett, sales manager
of Chester Pictures Corp., which has
taken over C. L. Chester Prods., Inc.,
is back at the offices in the Candler
Bldg., after a trip to Hollywood.
Storey Pictures Active
Al Haynes, former Christie comedian, is the latest oflfering of Storey
Pictures, Inc., in a series of 26 onereel comedies. He will be supported
by George French, Tom Dempsey,
Jack Henderson, Vera Reynolds and
Billie Bennett. Elsie Davenport has
resumed production on the Burlesque
Photoplays series for Storey.

i

|

"WHEN DID YOU |
WRITE YOUR I
MOTHER
LAST?" |
It is being made into %
1
|

MAXSCOT
PRODUCING |
CORPORATION |
BROWNE
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

Hollywood."
Close Deal for So. America
Second Nat'l Pictures have closed
a deal with Ferdinand H. Adams,
whereby the latter will handle for
distribution. Second National releases
in South America.
Neill to Produce in Italy
R. William Neill will sail this
month for Italy where he will direct
four productions for the Community
International Corp. The first will be
"The Conspirators," by Alexander
Dumas. "The Marble Faun," by
Hawthorne and "Sands of Destiny,"
by Guy Bolton will follow. Lucy Fox
will be one of the principals.
Arrow Sales
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Davis Here For Belasco Prods.
George H. Davis, Eastern representative of Belasco Prods., Inc.. is
in New York with temporary offices
at 1600 Broadway completing releasing arrangements. Belasco Prods.,
Inc., is headed by Edward Belasco,
brother of David.

1IIIII1

ALLEN

Another Ralph Connor Success

Glengarry School Days
companion picture to the

"Man from Glengarry"
Past Ralph Connor Successes :

"The Sky Pilot"
Cameron of the Royal Mounted
"God^s Crucible"

Bert Ennis will leave for Indian.apolis next week and devote two
weeks to an advertising and stunt
campaign. "Ater Six Days" will
open soon in Cleveland, Minneapolis

Address
138 E. 78th St. Rhinelander 6963

LEWIS

DAILY)

Toronto — Charles Stephenson of
Stephenson Attractions has secured
the Canadian rights to "Night Life in

(Special

Players — Selznick

Story by

Canada

Indianapolis, Ind. — Sunday Oct. 22
has been set as the date of opening
Weiss
Bros.' "After
Six Days"
at
English's Opera House.

"Loves of Pharaoh"
"Prince and Pauper"
"All For a Woman"
Etc.

a sure-fire feature
by the

for

FILM

"After Six Days" Opening Set

PERFORMANCES

Do You Remember
That Sterling Slogan

Rights

Canadian Exhibitors Exchanges
Ltd. of Toronto, Canada has acquired
14 Broadway and 12 Mirthquake
comedies for Canada.

RANDOLPH
BARTLETT

Famous

Gets

(Special to THE

Pittsburgh, Pa. — H. C. Simeral has
contracted with Arrow Film for the
new series of William Fairbanks pictures.

EDITING AND
TITLING

PAST

Buys Twenty-Six for Australia
W. A. Robbins, representing Cooperative Film Exchange, of Melbourne has purchased 26 Arrow features for distribution in Australia.

Thursday, October 5,

"Her Price,' the first picture, is in
production in Hollywood. The cast
includes Miriam Cooper, Forrest
Stanley, Mitchell Lewis, Richard
Tucker, Maude Wayne and Kate
Lester. Dallas M. Fitzgerald is
directing.
Canadian Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. John, N. B.— Maritime M. P.
Mfg. Co., with studio and office in
Sydney,
is second
producing
"Sea Riders."
This
is the
production
of this
company which was recently financially reorganized. This was distributed by Asso. Exhibitors after considerable litigation.
Faith Green is the scenarist for the

production of "Blue Waters," a fishing story. David M. Hartford has
arrived here and will direct the picture. New Brunswick Films is pro|
ducing under the general direction
of Ernest Shipman.

m

In the Making:

"Black Rock"
"The Prospector"
"Patrol of the Sun Dance Trail"
Distribution in the U. S, A.
MANAGEMENT

565 Fifth Ave.
(Straus Bldg.)

OF

City

New Yorki

iTHE
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Cohen Tour

J[mportant
Session
t National Executive Committee

Will Address Industry
M. P. T. O. Conventions On Major Evils of

sported Taking up Production
and Other Serious Matters
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Sydney S. Cohen, national president M. P. T. O., will leave on Saturday for an extended trip covering
several conventions which Cohen will
address on the major evils of the industry, pointing out definite means
through which these evils may be
eradicated and arranging for cooperation to that end.

licago, III. — The Executive Comae of Associated
First National
1 session at the Drake Hotel..
is reported in the hotel lobby
several important matters have
taken up dealing with the perel of the organization.
It is imible to verify these reports.
V. Richards of New Orleans,
Blank of Omaha and all other
ibers of the committee have re1 to discuss the nature of the
less transacted at this session,
her reports are to the effect that
National is considering plans to
: several orders for immediate
uction with independent prors. This report is strengthened
le appearance here of Mike Levee
rie United Studios, Hollywood,
of Sol Lesser whose "Oliver
;t"
has just been taken over by
National.
[anslaughter" in Fourth Week
[anslaughter," at the Rivoli, will
its fourth week on Broadway at
iialto.
and Doug Dined by Nobility
>ry Pickford and Douglas Fair3 were dinner guests last night of
and
Lady
Mountbatten.
Sir
las Lipton was also a guest.

Price S Cents

What a list of names to boost! Lo n Chaney, Harrison Ford, Marguerite
De La Motte, Walter Long, John S ainpolis and Buddy Messenger are
in the cast of "Shadows." There is a series of wallops in this picture that
will long be remembered. B. P. Sch ulberg made it and he knows.
Distributicn through Al Lichtman. — Advt.

^
Harry Danto With Goldwyn
Pyramid
Gets "Tatiana"
,!<T Harry Danto, formerly of the New
ramid
has bought screen rights' York Paramount office, has succeeded
5
Sheldon's
"Tatiana,"
a play Harry Lorch as manager of the
lig with Russia during the 1917
Goldwyn exchange. Lorch will probival.
ably be transferred to another post
by Goldwyn.
lipman Emissary to Montreal
Is. Faith Green has gone to
Bimberg Gets Injunction
[real, Quebec, representing
it Shipman, in the interests of a
Supreme
Court Justice WasserCanadian unit to be sponsored vogel has granted
the injunction
le Shipman organization.
sought by Bernard K. Bimberg restraining the management of the
ckton Believes in Carpentier
Park from interfering with Bimberg
''special to THE FILM DAILY)
conducting Sunday night motion picture shows there under his contract
;idon,. Eng. — J. Stuart Blackton,
cer of the Georges
Carpentier which runs till Oct., 1923.
t'es, does not believe that the
me of the Battling
Siki-Car- Peekskill Theater Hearings Continue
■r fight will detract from
the
Hearings
continued
yesterday
beas screen
star. I believed
"I engaged
M.
ntier
because
in his
fore Referee Edgar
Bromberger,
in
' as a screen
artist,"
says the application of Peekskill Theaters,
compelling
ton. "My faith was fully justi- Inc., for an injunction
Loew's, Inc., and various film men to
y his performance in 'A Gypsy refrain
from refusing to supply film
ier,' and in the reception of his
by the critics. Consequently the to the plaintiff's theater.
Joe Unger.
of the Paris fight will not aflect of First National, and John Iris, of
were
examined
last
ntier's future work for nie.
I Educational,
1 emphasize here in that, in the night.
The
testimony
of Brill of
ising and publicitv, the noted Universal, Sohmer of Commonwealth
hman has been featured as an and Moe Streimer of United Artists
has already been taken.
I and not as a boxer."

Mattison to Produce
Frank S. Mattison is in New York
forming his own producing company
following his resignation from Sanford Prods, of Hollywood.
Mabel Ballin Over Radio
Mabel Ballin will speak by radio
from the WJZ station at Newark on
"Making Pictures for Prosperity and
the Present
next
Saturday Public
night. Trend" at 10:15

Cohen's party will include M. J.
O'Toole, chairman of National Public Service committee; W. E. True,
president Connecticut M. P. T. O.;
R. F. Woodhull, president New Jersey M. P. T. O., and M. E. Comerford of the Comerford circuit. The
trip may take Cohen as .far as the
Pacific Coast where his presence has
been requested. The party will attend several state conventions and
meetings with exhibitor organizations
in the larger cities.
The first state convention to be attended will be held at Flint, Michigan, Oct. 10-11. This will be the
most important gathering of theater
owners yet held in Michigan.
Other conventions will be attended
at Indianapolis, Chicago and Kansas
City. If arrangements can be made,
Cohen will attend M. P. T. O. conventions in Omaha and Denver. It
is expected that the state meetings
and centers visited will cover at least
12 states.
Cohen and his party will carry the
message of the national organization
of M. P. T. O.-, and means of coordinating exhibitor activity and
rendering it effective in a national
way will be indicated.
Edward Laemmle

To Coast

Edward Laemmle, Universal director who has just returned from
Europe, is leaving for the Coast to
ter play.
produce "The Trail Blazers," a chap-

Phil Hatkin Back
Phil Hatkin, cameraman, has returned from England after an absence
of more than two years. He went
over with Harley Knoles to photograph "Carnival" and remained in
England and Germany working for
Alliance and other companies.
Clergy
See "The
Homestead"
The Keith
circuit Old
invited
the clergy
of different sects, who have churches
near Keith
jHomestead
*o e;et their
, The picture
. week, and
go into the

theaters, to see "The Old
" at the Palace yesterday
opinion on the nroduction.
will play the Capitol next
immediately after it will
Keith houses.

Giblyn To Holland
Charles Giblyn will leave Saturday
for Holland, where he will direct
"The Hypocrites" for Hollandia
Films of Haarlem, Holland. Contract was signed through Jess Smith.
Marr With Associated
Alan D. Marr is now assistant general sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, having resigned as assistant
general manager of Arthur S. Kane
Pictures Corp. A. W. Smith, Jr.,
former genera! sales manager for
Hodkinson, succeeds Marr iii the
Kane organization.
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Price 5 Cents
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to the
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Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
3^
6411
1603. Hollywood lilvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
/J^trangers' Banquet" Photoplay
Nazimova's Next
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
"The
World's
Illusion," by J. A. ,
Edition Banquet," by
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson, Wassernian, is announced ^s the next
/
"The Strangers'
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, story to be filmed by Nazimova.
Donn
Bj^rne,
will
be issued by CrosLondon. W. C. 2.
set & Dunlap in a photoplay edition
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Meehan To Direct
Clichy.
illustrated with scenes from the pic(Special to THE FlLiM DAILV
Central
European
Representative — Internature directed by Marshall Neilan for
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-SloHollywood — James Leo Meehan, a Goldwyn.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
Low
Close

Sales

East. Kod.. 865/^
85^
SSM
7,100
F. P.-L. .. 993/i
985/^
98.K
2,700
dopfd. ..104^ 103>4 103%
200
Goldwyn -.8^
7j4
8^
19,300
' .riffith
Not quoted
Loew's
... 22
21.}^
2\}i
4,400
Triangle
Not quoted
World
Not quoted

Theater Changes
Sikeston, Mo.— Mr. and Mrs. McCormick, owners of a house at
Charleston, Mo., have purchased the
Malone.
Litchfield, 111.— W. B. Kneedler has
sold the Gem to D. Frisini, who operates a house at Taylorville and
Kincaid.

comparative newcomer, has been
chosen by Gene Stratton Porter, to
direct a series of eight productions of
her most popular stories. Production
work on tlie first of these, "Michael
O'Halloran" has just began at the
Ince studios.
Two Big Italian Films Coming
The L-nione Cinematografica Ital:ana, producer of "Theodora," "Cahiria" and "Quo Vadis," has ready
for .American release two big specials,
"Cyrano di Bereerac" and "The Betrothed," in addition to 26 features,
according to Count Thaon Di Revel,
American representative. Two other
big specials are now in the making.
Ohio Convention Starts
'Special 10 IHE

FILM

DAILY)

, Cleveland,
O. — TheClubs
first ofconvention of the Cinema
Ohio,
starts today at the Statler Hotel and
will continue through tomorrow.
Colo. Springs, Colo. — F. J. Foot- Delegates represent 150 organized
man has bought the Liberty from J. i-ommunities. Subjects for discussion
E. Tompkins.
ncludc censorship, educational films,
children's matinees and non-theatrical
Chicago- — Louis Bloom, former tilins.
owner of the Crystal, has purchased
the Lawndale.
Knoles
Backhas"Bohemian
HarlevBrings
Knoles
returned Girl"
from
Decatur, 111. — Harry Grampp, who
onerates the Avon, has bought the England, bringing a print of "The
Bohemian Girl," which he directed
Lincoln Square.
for .Alliance with a cast including
Ellen Terry, Gladys Cooper, Constance Collier. Ivor Novello and C.
LaSalle. 111. — J. J. Collins has purchased the Marquette.
Aubrey Smith. The story has been
filmed so that the screen production
tnay be accompanied by selections
from the opera.

Sol Selznick Held
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa. — Sol Selznick, one
of the proprietors of the Strand, in
East Liberty, has been ordered held
on a manslaughter charge by the
coroner's jury as a result of. the collapse of the foyer floor Sept. 22, when
a girl was killed.
Pathe Producers Move
Timely Films Inc. and Fables Pictures Inc., makers of "Topics of the
Day" and "Aesop's Film Fables" for
Pathe. have moved their production
activities to the Tams Bldg., 318 West
46th St. where they occupy two floors.
Executive offices remain at 1562
Broadwav.
Christie Starts Costume
(Special to THE

FILM

Comedy
DAILY)

Hollywood — Al Christie has started
filming a costume-play comedy laid
in a European mythical kingdom
setting, which is the biggest movie
nndfrtaking which Christie has pro
fluced. It will be called "Choose
Your Weapons," a tvvo-reelcr featuring Bobby Vernon.
New

In a suit of Rita Vinay agai
Mmc. Valentine P. Perret, wife
Leonce Perret, in which the plain
!s trying to collect on a judgm
against Mme. Perret, an applicat
was
Mme.directing
Ferret'sthe
behalf
vacatemade
an in
order
Eqi
able Trust Company to turn over
the plaintiff a balance of %337 on
posit in the name of Mme. Pen
It was alleged that this money
longs to Perret, and that he is n
in Munich making a film and will
there several months longer.
Supreme Court Justice McCo'
who heard the suit of Mary Aster
restrain Harry Durant from preve
ng her from getting employment w
film companies on the ground that
has an "apprentice" agreement w
her by which she is to be under
exclusive control for six years, i
cided that the question is one fot
jury to decide because her allegatic
are denied by Durant. The co
decided that if she was described
an apprentice in the agreement as
subterfuge
well be
that fo<
is entitled "it
to may
the relief
asked
but the court found the question t
difficult to decide on affidavits alo
In
the
suit
of Horace
Goli
against Clarion Photoplays, in wh
he asked the appointment of receiv
for the film, "Sawing a Woman
Half," because
it has damaged
,'audeville act of that name $100,0
an agreement was made in the
oreme Court by which A. B. Silv
nan and Louis Weiss are to act
receivers for the film, and make
contracts
concerning
it, without
bond.

abihty
Rewards of Depen
We have had the pleasure of serv
a great many of our clients ten
more years.

W. A. FLEMING

& CO.

Public Accountants and Busines
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.

Tel. Longacrc 9i

California Association

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los
Asso.
been
wedel

Angeles,
Cal. — The
Exhibitors'
of Southern
California,
has
formed bv Dr. H. B. Breckof the New Symphony. William A. Howe of the Glendale and
William H. Hussey. The new organization has put itself on record as
opposing unfair and misleading advertising and pledging co-operation
"with exchanges using clean business

Bumper Crops
The "Farm Journal" estimates tliat
the total value of farm crops and live
stock produced in this country this
vear will reach the huge total of
Lichtman Foreign Deal
methods."
$13,650,000,000 or considerably more
Al Lichtman has closed a deal with
tPOQUOIS
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
than half the total national debt. the Sociedad General Cinematografica
present a series of CARYL
S. FLEMING This is an increase of $1,284,000,000
of Buenos Aires, for the distribution
Productions
over the 1921 figures.
1— The Devil's Partner
of the first year's line-up of Lichtman's
Moreover, the "Farm Journal" Preferred Pictures in Argentine,
2— The Valley of Lost Souls
says this 10 per cent increase is all
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia,
Stat*Righters:
Write — Call
or
Wire
profit because this year's crop has Perua and Ecuador. The list will
cost less to produce. The acreage
planted has not increased and the cost include "Rich Men's Wives," "Shadtws," "Thorns and Orange Blosof
labor, fertilizers, etc., has decreased.
soms," "Are You a Failure?," "The
1600 Broadway, N. Y. 'Phone, Bryant 8479
i^ero" and others.

THE PSYCnOlOGICAl
MOMENT IS NOW!!
Many a corking idea has gone
to smash through lack of
sufficient capital to put it over.
This financial organization acts
quickly when time is a factor.
Legitimate propositions invited
Reasonable terms.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
'Phone Chelsea 82M
Suite 616

t![CHANG£S''EXHimroRS/
You
Now Expose
Book and Flay
TheCanFilm
o^

J

'

S4WINGALADYInHALF
MthowtFear of Legal Piosccuttan!

iDui leniip^
^^&BSt

1 0QMP^V

L if^ Hii^ J

Horace Goldin
Famous Magician
and
Performer
in Vaudeville of Illusion
Sawing

a Woman

Louis ofWeiss

in

Clarion Photoplays, Inc.

Half."

HOUSe.

OROS3MAN
ft VORHAUS
l*7S BPOADWAV
MEW

;••(.€

AOOHCaft

YORK

These Exchanges Have It!

L

Ootol>*r 4, 1933.
■•!•• Biothar* Clarion Photoplay*, Ino.
1540 Broadway,
low York City.
OentlMon:Thla lottar will Inform you tbat
Horao* Goldin, famous raudaTlll* lllualonlat and
parforaer of the aot known ae "Sawing A Woman In
Half* now oonsanta to the axhlbltion of your
plotnra ontltlad 'Tha Film Izpoaa' of Sawing 1 Lady
In Half".

State Right Distributors
'Sawing
a Lady m
of

Mr. Goldin gtrea hla approyal to thla

film ae the only authorized veraion ol hla illusion
In exietenoe for ecreen exhibition.
ThlB letter will alao serve to
oonfira the arrangement that your company is fully
authorized to ooneummate all exietinp contraots and
to make any nsw oontracte for any dispoeltlon of
•Ths Film Expos*' of Sawing 1 Lady In Half".
Vary truly yours,
HOUSE,.

Quality Film Service,
1022 Forbes Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alexander Film Corp.,
130 West 46th Street,
New York City.
Masterpiece
Film Attractions,
1329 Vine Street.
Philadelphia.
Pa.
Federated Exchange of New England,
46 Piedmont
Street,
Boston, Mass.
Lande Film Distributing Co.,
201 Broadway
Film Bldg.,
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Lande
Film Distributing
Co.,
Cleveland Film Building,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
C. & C. Film Company,
804 South Olive Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Crescent-Federated Exchange,
115 West
17th Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Federated
Film Exchange,
Film Building,
Omaha,
Nebraska.
Favorite Films. Inc.,
143 E. Elizabeth St.,
Detroit, Michigan.
Strand Film Service,
916 "G" Street,

Ch;ago,
Illinois.
Gus
Metzger,
Equity
Distributing
403 Davis Street.
Portland,
Oregon.

Entire New York State
Northern
New Jersey

Half."

Eastern
Pennsylvania
Southern Jersey
Entire New

England

Kentucky
Southern Ohio

Northern

Ohio

California
; Arizona and Nevada
West Missouri
Kansas
Iowa
Nebraska
Michigan

Washington,
D. C.
Greiver Productions,
804 South Wabash Avenue,

''Wt.-C-

i Western
Pennsylvania
West Virginia

Corp.,

Washington,
D. C.
Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia
{ Indiana
( Northern

Illinois

[ Washington,
Oregon,
{ Northern Idaho, Montana
l^ American Alaska

Horace Goldin AuTHonzEsTiiE IxHiBinoN a/'

meFJlia£g>ase OF S/S/MGAlADYmllMf
OARIQK

PHOTOFIAVS.INC.

1540 BSQAn^^vir, Nnr.

THE
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"Trifling Women" — Metro
Astor

s2^

m
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TIMES — Hid you ever read some old tale
of vain and incredible puppets, so fartetched in its assumptions and development
and so fruitlessly horrible in its outcome
that you kept saying to yourself, "What
Both acting and direction is excellent.
impossible
and made
yet sosowell
so vivid inrigmarole!"
its details and
vitaltold,
as
EVE. WORLD— Under the tritest, most
a whole by the author's treatment of it
that you could not put it down? If so, you
pane ai.d far too box otficey title of " I'ritl.nK
may experience the same sensation when you Women"
there came to the Astor a superb
picture tragedy.
see Rex Ingram's "Trifling Women."
Although
frightfully morbid i:i theme and
So, if. despite its modern setting, the careless
incredibilities of its horrors, you can regard the working out of its story, "Trifling Women is practically perfect
in its ilirection,
this tilm as an old tale made fascinating by
in its photography
aiul its cast
the telling of it, there is an evening of ex- wonderful
o Ki I ot he improved upon.
citing entertainment in store or you.
Rex
Ingram,
who
wrote
the
story under
The difficulty of accepting the photoplay
is increased, however, by the fact that tlie the far more alluring title of "Black Orchids."
real story is set within a story and told iif course did the directing for Metro. And
avowedly to point and emphasize a moral. what a director Rex Ingram is ! No wonThis is absurd.
der that in the Hollywood telephone di
rectory he is listed as Ingram. Rex; there
WORLD — It is as beautiful a thing in is no question but what he is king among
background, costuming and interior decor- the swingers of the directorial megaphone.
ation as we have seen this season.
:>lay.
This story was written by Mr. Ingram,
JOURNAL — Scores a success as screen
who directed "The Four Horsemen" and
"The Prisoner of Zenda." Its direction is
MAIL — A director has something
far besuperb. We understand that Mr. Ingram
ond the ordinary in ability when he can
protested strongly against the producers' de•K.n
with dreams
pulsing fulfilled
drama
termination to change his own title, "Black
hat his
doesaudience's
not lead favor
to love
Orchids,"
to that
"Trifiing
even
this does
not ofabsolve
him Women."
from blame But
on and can. further, move it to a spontaneous
outburst of applause at the culm.natt,on oi
two scores. He never should have consented
to the title change, and he never should have Lhe most tragic scene of his picture. Vet.
served.
:hat is just what happened and it was well dewritten the story.

floor. The Canadian Educational
Film Co. Ltd. will be located on the
fourtii floor.
Bud Lennon, lately with the Stephenson Attractions of Toronto has acquired several theaters here. One is
the Imperial and another is reported
to be the Aster. William Sturgis,
former manager of the Imperial, has
joined the Famous Players sales staff.
It is understood that the control of
the theaters mentioned has nothing
to do with Stephenson Attractions.
Carl Weeks has been appointed
branch manager of the Famous Players-Lask\' exchange 'succeeding Morris Milligan who has left for New
York. Mr. Weeks was formerly in
charge
of the Winnipeg ofllice of Famous-Laskv.

DAILY NEWS — An unusual picture in
Women"
is real'v ji'st a "vam
After 25 j^ears as manager of the
many ways. A tedious story of intrigue in •lire"'Prifl'ng
picture, but it is a film of this type
the first half, it closes with a smashing climax,
lone artistically. It is not the best or the Grand Opera House, James W. Cowilepicting the vengeance of a deceived man, strongest picture that Ingram has made, but
an has resigned to become connected
which, in its visual suggestion of horror and
t is a good picture. One could scarcely with the Royal Alexandra.
absolute doom, is one of the best things
Se expected to produce a "Four Horsemen"
Rex Ingram has yet done.
It looks as though Mr. Ingram has neatly IT a "Prisoner of Zenda' at every attempt.
EVE. TELEGRAM— Without doubt Mr.
A. C. Smith, former proprietor of
side-stepped the censorial mind — paid and
ngram's best. In theme, in execution and the Crescent and Isis, Calgary, has
otherwise — by setting his main story, that
of Zareda the Sorceress, into another one,
11 photography it excels "The Four Horsebeen added to the Regal sales staff
and using it to point a sugary moral.
'len of the Apocalypse" and even the "Prisoner of Zenda." Mr. John F. Seitz is without by H. M. Master, branch manager.
Reminiscent
of
all
three
of
Ingram's
last
pictures, it does not stand out as being 1 peer as photographer of tense situations.
better than any one of these, but in its end- He brings out all that is necessary. No
ing— the ending of the Zareda story — we thing more.
Walter Thomas, formerly of Bufhave the most vivid and dramatic treatment
POST — "Trifling Women"
is called Rex
of the theme of the punishment of the unfalo, N. Y., is the manager of Shea's
faithful wife that has ever come from an
ngram's
greatest picture, but although
it
Reserves a place with the big pictures of the Hippodrome which has started out
American studio.
■this
season
showing motion pictures
we beSettings, lighting and photography are alone year, it is not the equal of what
'icve to be his greatest effort, "The Four exclusively. A Wurlitzer organ has
worth attending the picture for.
been installed. Ernest M. Hunt is
'-firscmen of the Apocalypse."
The scenii
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It is a bold
•ffects and the photography are exce'lent — t''i the organist.
combination of Marie Corelli at her deadliest '5ne
fly in the ointment,
however,
is the
with touches of Lucretia Borgia and other glaringly
studio-made
exterior
of the Sorfavorite vi.xens of literature and fiction. Of
ceress' tower with its stationary clouds.
Mr.
Jkcoch to Manage F. B. O. Office
course, all the time the audience knew the Ingram has the gift of injecting real humor
at
the
right
moments.
What
a
happy
trait
vendetta tomb scene, where the outraged
,/
(Soecial to THE FILM DAILY)
ar'
husband kills his rival and imprisons his in a director ! The dramatic moments
Atlanta — U. T. Koch will take over
fine, and are very creditably/
wife with the two dead bodies is iust a bit exceptionally
the management of the F. B. O.
of fiction being told as an object lesson for handled by the actors and the director^
It is headed for a successful run at the office, succeeding R. A. Davis, who
another young woman who is given to Astor.
trifling with masculine
hearts.
recently resigned to take charge of
Rex Ingram has touches that are strongly
the new Al Lichtinan Exchange of
reminiscent of "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse." but here the resemblance ends.
Atlanta. Koch was formerly manRamon Navarro will probably wake up
ager of the Goldwyn office.
one of these days to find himself famous.

Managerial

TRIBUNE — Mr. Ingram wrote the story
as well as directed the picture, or perhaps
we should say not quite so well, for the
most interesting thing about an Ingram picture will always be the direction. Close on
the heels of this comes the fine performance
of that ardent young actor, Ramon Navarro,
and the gorgeous beauty of Barbara La
Marr.
Ramon Navarro seems to us to make
every man who ever wore the hero's laurels
look to his wreath. He is sincere, extremely
handsome, and his acting is facile and intelligent.
The story of the black orchids is a grewsome one, but it has a happy ending.
AMERICAN — The settings of the picture
are elaborate, and the whole thing is well
done and acted.
In the principal roles are Ramon Navarro,
as Ivan, who resembles the sort of chap every
married woman hopes her next husband will
be like.
HERALD — Rex Ingram for his new photoplay concocted this story of France during
the war apparently after consulting the
authors
many
of the onpreceding
"vamp"
tales
that ofonce
flourished
the screen.
His
direction saves the picture from being worse
than the average, though it is distinctly subnormal for Ingram.
Regardless of the title it could be called a
trifiing story.

1

Toronto Notes

GLOBE — Rc.K Ingram's latest picture is
not so very compelling or thrilling until the
last quarter of play, when it picks up might
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ily
and drives through to a smashing conclusion.
Toronto, Can.^ — Canadian UniverIngram risks the unhappy ending. And if
sal, Claire Hague, manager, has
he sweetens the pill a bit by having this dis- moved to the new Universal KIdg. at
mal tale a story within a story, it is only a
277 Victoria St. The Lhiiversal ordevice for sending you home m a clieciiu
frame of mind. The film is virtually a
tragedy.
ganization occupies the entire ground

Changes

Lemocre,
Cal. — Francis
'urchased the Liberty.

Egaii

has

Pittsburgh — M. Rosenberg
of the
Rialto has taken over the American.

Theater Week
(Special to THE

in Montreal
FILM

DAILY)

Montreal, Can. — Local

exhibitors

have arranged a "Go-to-the-theater"
Lubbock, Tex.— W. T. McEIroy week starting Oct. .9. Special bookhas bought the Majestic from the
ingsative
havestunts
beenin planned
with co-operthe business
section
R. & R. Enterprises.
and a newspaper advertising camSan Francisco — Ferris Hartman
and Paul Steindorf have taken ovei
the Rialto. It will be redecorated paign.
Pittsburgh News Notes
for an October opening.
f Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)

El Paso, Tex. — The Bijou has been
closed by S. Vance Fulkerson, the
owner. William Winch has taken
over the old Rialto, now called the
Wigwam.

Ottawa, Can. — Harry Pomeroy
former manager of the Strand is now
in charge of the Regent, Oshawa, and
the Royal, Port Hope, for Famous
Players.

YEAR'
THE BEST
ADVERTISINi
OPPORTUNir

1923
FILM
YEAR
BOOK
Used

Every Daj

Throughout
Coming Year

th(
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EXECUTIVES
EXHIBITORS
EDITORS
CASTING
DIRECTORS
Everywhere

Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Ben Engelberg is
rebuilding the Elmore to seat 1,000.
D. F. Ferguson, formerly manager
of tlie Savoy, is now in charge of the
accessories department of the First
National exchange succeeding Kennedy Blair.
Eddie Wheeler has taken over the
Penn Film
Teplitz.
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2 plus 2 equals 4
YOU
JACKIE
COOGAJSr
OZilfer^the little boS)
tha,t cxa,\>ed. more loOe.

These

KNOW
pages

are

THAT!
the

producer's

pledge of

SERVICE!
. . . not their
venture
manship.

into sales-

The purpose of these pages is to
give to exhibitors the assurance of
the producer's cooperation and to
convince them that service, ample
in measure and abundant in suggestion and of money-getting power
is theirs when they book

Jackie Coogan

George Siegmann

"

W
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Charles Dickens' Classic
Masterpiece

r.

]oan.

k

"Oliver Twist"

Gertnide Clair
lajlor

Gra'Oes
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JACKIE

Cfs

OlWer

Do These Scenes
Invite Interest ?

COOGAK

~~^ in

tlie

establisKment of
Mr. So-werberr'9

Charles Dickens'
"OLIVER TWIST"
has been evoking like interest for
nearly a century! Millions of
readers have imagined these episodes; you will realize them when

9

you project

Jackie Coogan
in

"Oliver Twist"
on your screen and your patrons
will reward you with their tribute
of laughter and tears . . . and
money at the box office!
==^

Q
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On this and following page are but
a few suggestions that are easily
realized.
Your Street Exploitation!
A Dog Contest!
Appropriate Stage Settings!
The Walking Book!
Old Clothes Matinee!
Accessories !
Music Cues!
A

CUE

SHEETS-.
W

scored

ft \^

full description of these and

many other new and novel stunts
will be found in the Special Service

/^\^
W

Twist"
book on "Oliver
Campaign especially
compiled
for you, Mr.
Exhibitor.

( Write for your copy today)
=^

Q

^

x57^=7^^^Ky^or^:or

AN INVINCIBLE

TRIO

Jackie Coogan
Charles Dickens
"Oliver Twist"
6
^.

.^'

.-^■<?

A
The

Household
Word I
name

of Charles

Dickens' "Oliver Twist"
has been a household
word for a century. To
the book and the story is
now added the name of

9

jjimmm"

Jackie Coogan
who enters to give reality
and spirit to the dream
child of Dickens.

JACKIE COOGAN
")
^„
CHARLES DICKENS \ Invincible
Trio!
)
"OLIVER TWIST"

^^^>fV

NT

T/

o PRIZES
9

TO

EXHIBITORS

full description of this
mighty cash prize ofTer for
your efiforts in putting over
this Jackie Coogan superpicture.

YOUR CAMPAIGN
Q

BOOK-

20 pages of stunts!
25 pages of press stories!
10 pages of Newspaper tieups!
—and everything else you need!

6

The greatest volume of its kind
ever produced.
Within its pages will be found
every possible aid and suggestion for the exhibitor who has
booked

ir

Jackie Coogan

9

in

"Oliver Twist"
The message in lower corner will
tell you how to obtain this book.
This is an open market picture
To obtain a Campaign
book, write Associated
First National Pictures,
Inc., 6 and 8 West 48th
Street, New York City,
and it will be shipped you
immediately.

For Booking See
Your Nearest
First National
Exchange

released by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., with release
date set for early November, 1922.
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C. C. BURR
presents

JOHNNY HINES
ROBERT EDESON
J. BARNEY SHERRY

Johnny Hines' Latest

With
DORIS KENYON
EDMUND BREESE
EFFIE SHANNON

SURE FIRE FLINT!
MASTODON
Films,

Inc .

New

N.

C. C. BURR. Pres.
133 W. 44th Street

BIG SUKPRISE

AT PLAYHOUSE.

Saturday night, in tlie face of new
opposition, the Playhouse was crowded to the doors to see Johnnie Hines
in "Sure Fire Flint." It was a wonderful laugh-getter, as it kept the
audience in laughter throughout the
entire seven reels. Then the surprise. Manager Flagg escorted
Johnnie Hines himself to the stage,
where the people were given an opportunity to see and hear him in
person, and from the comments of
the audience it is one of' the best
comedy dramas they have ever seen.
There were also with Mr. Hines the
producer, C. C. Burr, Lester Scott,
general sales manager

York.

Y-.

The local newspaper reported "the picture went on cold" and
"warmed the house"
DISTRIBUTED

DAVE SEGAL
Royal Pictures, Inc.
1337 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ROY SEERY
Associated First National Pictures,
831 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
M. A. KLAUSNER
Mountain
States Film Attractions,
1525 Tremont St., Denver, Colo.
FLOYD BROWN
The H. Lieber Co.,
122 West New York St., Indianapolis, Ind.
A. H.
BLANK
ENTERPRISES
Des Moines Theatre Bldg.,
Des Moines, Iowa,
WM. SKIRBOLL
Skirboll Bros. Gold Seal Prod.
21st & Payne Sts., Cleveland, O.

Foreign Distributors— WM. M. VOGEL,

209

BY

LOUIS HYMAN
All-Star Features Distrib., Inc.,
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
SAM
MOSCOW
Moscow Films, Inc.
54 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
DAVIS & ALEXANDER
Columbia Film Service, Inc.,
119-121 Ninth St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. FF. & CUBBERLEY
R Film Co.,
Arcade Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
SAM
ZIERLER
Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Loeb

126 West 46th Street, New York City

Secrets
^ Paris
Jrom Eugene Sue's famous storif^

.The

Mysteries of Paris"

jfddvted by Lyorofhu'J^arnuttu

T\

"Diracfed by jH^neth TOebb

i-fOlOTQS L-dSSUielll

^rt "Director- (^isa jo^z^

1

Walter

/^

.

17.

Janics

Realizing that exhibitors have long memories arid
that our reputation is our greatest asset, we want to
say that we just screened "SECRETS OF
and go on record right here and now to say
is a splendid attraction and one of the most
ing, thrilling, and colorful productions that
seen for many a day.

PARIS"
that this
interestwe have

—this is the most
FGrnarkdhle cast
that has ever
passed through
my hands^

"S^*"

...-A.

fciSS*^-

Buster Collier
Rose Co^hlan
EfEe Shannon.
Harry Sothern
Bradley Barkgr
Jane Thomas

cTfj
JHi;Xasky's assistant and frodvc-

ini jy{ana^er ofjamous Playerssomething
j^sky for years
— this mcdns

1 personally recommend that every exhibitor save
a date for this picture, as it looks like a "sure-fire"
bet to me.
< «

\

MASTODON
Films, Inc.

WM. M. VOGEL
Foreign Distributor

133 W. 44th St.
New York, N. Y.

126

C. C. BURR. Prts.

New

W.

46th

York,

St.
N.

Y-.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
llollj'wood — Arcliie Stout lias
joiiifd the Jimniic Clcnimens comI)aiiy as cameraman at the Court
Street plant. Jaek C. O'Brien is directing a series of two-reel comedies
with kiddies and grown-ups.
Larry Scmon
ne.\l comedy.

is preparing

for his

-Mary McLaren, sister of Katlierine
-Mac Donald, has been added to the
cast

of Elsie

Ferguson's "Outcast."

Ma.x Aslier will appear in Century's
"Peg of the Movies," starring Baby
l^e.^gy.
(ierlrudc Astor has completed her
contract as leading lady to Earle Williams at Vitagraph.
Mrytic Steadman and her son Lincoln, will be seen together in "The
Dangerous Age," a Louis B. Mayer
production.
Kdward Connelly, Metro's "vet"
character actor, has left for New
York to plaj' a prominent part in Rex
Ingraham's "The Passion Vine."
"Paths of Glory," has been chosen
as the title for the new Paramount
picture just started at the Lasky
studio under the direction of. William
DeMille.
Although it has been denied,
rumors have it that Paramount has
purchased "Deburau," the Belasco
success, as a vehicle for Theo. Kosloff.
B. P. Schulberg has signed Kenneth Harlan and Orville Caldwell to
play leads in future Preferred Pictures. Schulberg states he intends
forming a permanent stock company.
Blanche Sweet, John Bowers,
Barbara La Marr and thirty members
of Metro's "Quincy Adams Sawyer"
company directed by Clarence Badger have returned from a month's trip
in Northern Washington.
The Rockett-Lincoln Film Co. proposes to have a bill draughted to be
introduced in Congress by Calif, representatives providing that a motion
picture history be taken of the official lives of future American presidents and that a motion picture
museum be created to which all motion picture producers, allied trades
and professions would be asked to
contribute material showing evolution of industry.
The following changes have been
made in the personnel of Chas. Ray
Prod. Inc.: Albert A. Kidder, Jr.
succeeds Richard Willis as general
manager. Willis becomes literary
advisor and personal representative of
Ray. Wesley G. Gilmore is advanced
from studio to production manager.
Chas. T. Ray, father of star and
Monroe Lathrop remain in their respective positions of president of the
organization and exploitation manager. Kidder was assistant general
manager and legal advisor of Ray.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

Loew House Changes Policy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Windsor, Can. — Loew's local theater have discontinued
vaudeville, lo
play a straight picture policy,
and Detroit.
Masked Bandits Get $2,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis, Mo. — Two masked bandits obtained $2,000 at the Lyric, East
St. Louis, after holding up C. C.
Cravens, auditor, and George York,
janitor.
Beban Repudiates Quoted Slur
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis — George Beban, who is
here with "The Sign of the Rose,"
at the Delmonte, has repudiated an
interview printed in the Chicago
Tribune, in which he was quoted as
saying that "eighty per cent of the
moving picture actresses were beautiful but dumb."
Australian Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
L o n d o n — United Theaters and
Films, Ltd., of Perth, Western Australia, is sending over a representative in June next with about 100,000
feet of negative film of its production,
including a good proportion of scenic,
industrial and educational material,
and meanwhile, by circular, it is inviting British exhibitors to book an
"ail-Australian program" on a fiftyfifty basis.
Many
Incorporations
(?pec.al to THE HLM DAILY)
Albany — Judging from the large
number of companies incorporated in
this state, there is little likelihood of
any scarcity of motion picture productions during the years to come.
To the hundreds already incorporated,
and in business, 25 more companies
were added in this state alone during
the past month, according to the
records on file in Secretary of State
John J. Lyons' office. By the end
of the year, close to 300 such companies will have incorporated during
the twelve months, these enterprises
will involve a capitalization running
far into the millions.

Friday, October 6,

Among Exchangeir

Mayer & Schneider's Newest
Mayer & Schneider recently added
(Special to THE FILM DAIL\
a new house to their circuit with the
Montreal — Ben Kaufman, b:
opening of the Commodore, Broad- manager of Regal Films, Lti
way & Rodney Sts., Brooklyn. The
manager of the Montreal bi
house seats 1.500. The opening at- ai^ain
of Famous Players, succeedini
traction was "Kindred of The Dust." Smith, who resigned to become
ager of the Regal Films office :
Allison Elected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
John, N. B.
Atlanta, Ga. — George R. Allison,
Kansas City, Mo. — J. E. Dc
southern manager of Fox Film, was is the new serial sales-manage:
elected chairman of the Film Ex- the Universal office in this city.
c^|ange lanta.
Managers
Association
AtIt has almost
100 perof cent
"DANTE'S INFERNO
membership.
Re-edited and re-titled, mr
prints
with
new
advertisit
^^r Showmen Join Goldwyn Forces
matter.
Territorial rights a^
.f
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
bargain price.
Atlanta— Phil Gersdorf, of the
'Jawitz Pictures Corporation
Rialto, R. DeBruler, formerly of the
729 Seventh Ave.
New York C
Howard, R. Dorman, manager of the
Imperial in Jacksonville and Frank
Burns, manager of the -Southern Enterprise theaters in Orlando, Fla.
have joined the exploitation forces of
Goldwvn.
"Third
"The
Johnson
life of a

Alarm" F. B. O. Special
Third Alarm," an Emory
production dealing with the
big city fire fighter, is announced as an F. B. O. release. It

will be a companion to Johnson's "In
the Name of the Law" which dealt
with the American policeman.
"The Third Alarm" has been endorsed by the fire chiefs of America
in session at the golden anniversary
congress in San Francisco. The cast
includes Johnnie Walker, Ralph
Lewis, Richard Morris, Franke Lee,
Ella Hall, Josephine Adair and True
Boardman. Its release will be heralded by a big advertising' campaign.
Censorship Committee in Kansas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wichita, Kans. — M. B. Shanberg,
of the Midland Amusement Co.,
Richard Biechele of the Osage, Kansas City, and C. E. Cook have been
appointed as a censorship committee
by the Kansas M. P. T. O. in session here. They will co-operate with
the Kansas censor board, in an effort
to save needless eliminations. The
principal speakers at the convention
were Rev. Earl A. Blackman, national chaplain* of ' the American
Legion; W. Y. Morgan, candidate for
governor, and Richard J. Hopkins,
candidate for Supreme Court Justice.

Hollywood
Benefit
(Special to Actors'
THE FILMFund
DAILY)
Hollywood — Plans have been completed for the big performance of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" at the
Hollywood Bowl Saturday Oct. 7 for
the benefit of the Actors' Fund.
Among the stars who will appear
Blue Laws in Indianapolis
are Pola Negri, PLnid Bennett, Fred
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Niblo, William Farnum, Bert Lytell,
Lionel Belmore, William Desmond,
Indianapolis,
Ind. — Mayor
Lew
Viola Dana, Shirley Mason. Mary Shank has refused to let the niotfon
Miles Miiiter, Larry Semon, Conrad picture theaters of this city be the
Nagel, Harold Lloyd, Mae Murray, only sufferers if the threatened
reAgnes Ayres, Ruth Roland, Helene
vival
of
"blue
laws"
is
put
into
effect.
Chadwick. Mae Busch, PriscillaT)ean, When a delegation of the W. C. T. U.
Virginia Valli and Dorothy Phillips. called on the Mayor
and told him
Progarms will be sold by film beau- j that they would
have 12,000 signaties headed by Clara Kimball Young. ! tures to a petition to close the theFred Sullivan is staging the perfornV- i aters on Sunday he replied that the
ance.
Major
Maurice
Camphe
theaters could get 100,000 signature:,
general manager with James Patrick
on a petition to keep them open.
Hosan
as stage manager
and Billy | Mavor
Shank
further said that if
Sullivan as his assistant.
| the Sunday
closing laws were
inFhe bowl has been enlarged to a \ voked against theaters he would see
seating capacity of 44,000 with ad-", that the laws would be strictly enmission prices ranging from $1 for \ forced, which would result in "evervgeneral admission up to $200 for front i thing being closed." He advised the
"'-"'^^I delegation to seek a court injunction.
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First National Exchange
of New York, 729 7th Ave.

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, IN
Phone:
Madison Square 4430
15 East 26th St. New York Ci
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Ital
Ask for samples and prices.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange o
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

/iNNOUl^CEMENT

{-ARE MODE, WITH as MUCH \
BEaUTIFUL
PRODUCTIONS. OND /IS
1^1 j CARE as THE BIGGEST

rYou can obtain FILMACi
^reduction Trailers on
fAll Features
A forFOOT,,,
TINTING FREE /a
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24 Hour Service
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Expanding

Over

National in Executive Session
[)ecides to Join Hays' Organization
Special to THE

FILM

Arthur Friend Has Several Important Financial Powers on His
Directorate
Back of the brief announcement
that Distinctive Pictures Corp. has

D \ILY)

icago — Associated Fir^ National
ires, Inc., will join the Hays oration. Formal announcement to
ffect is expected to occur early
week in New York.
session of the executive come is over, and nothing in the
e of a formal statement was isas to the developments of the
ng. Several of the leading memof the committee left yesterday
ew York.
Others returned
to
respective home cities.
is understood that Mike Levee
'. United
Studios, Hollywood,
contract to make two pictures
irst National, with Maurice
iieur directing.
sational reports have been cird during the past few day^ of
ble changes in the personnel of
)rganization, and these reports
ed New York where they occamuc'h comment. Nothing,
ve'r, developed to confirm in any
er the veracity of these rumors.

In the Fight
n American Offers $1,000 For
Mt Letters Opposing Censors
As Referendum Nears
Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ston, Mass. — The Boston Amerias actively entered the campaign
st the proposed censorship.
1 will come up for referendum
on Nov. 7, by ofTerin" $1,000 for
est letters opposing motion piccensors, grading from $250 for
est letter to $2 for each letter
ed.

been incorporated with $1,000,000 capital is probably the beginning of the
development which was reported
coming ration
to someArthur
Friend's corpomonths S.ago.

Marguerite De La Motte and Harrison Ford are only two of the principals
in "Shadows," a Tom Forman Production for Preferred Pictures, Inc.
There's a million dollars worth of talent in it, including Lon Chaney,
John Sainpolis Walter Long, and Buddy Messenger. B. P. Schulberg,
the producer and Al Lichtman, the distributor KNOW pictures and they
say this is a real one — Advt.
Lichtman Travelling
Al Lichtman left New York yeserday for Kansas City, where he expects to meet Ben Schulberg and disuss production plans.
Exhibitors to Fight Daylight Saving
(Special

to THE

Milwaukee — At
li the Milwaukee
;iation a plan will
attack the daylight

FILM

DAILY)

the next meeting
Exhibitors' Assobe mapped out to
saving measure.

Producing Company

to Italy

R. Williain Neiil's company will
sail on Monday for Italy, where four
productions will be filmed for Community International Corp. Holmes
E. Herbert and Lucy Fox are in the
cast.
$100,000 Exchange
(Special to THE

FILM

Fire
DAILY)

San Francisco, Cal.^Fire breaking
out in the basement of the Independent Film exchange destroyed the exchange and damaged the Co-operative
Film exchange, Alta studios, Wester
announcing this step, the AmeriTo Remake "Spoilers"
iaid:
Poster
Co., and Western Supply Co.
Benjamin B. Hampton will remake
law aimed at the family theater Rex Beach's "The Spoilers," which Ten persons including Guy McEleing urged for the State of vvas originally released 8 years ago, wain, of Alta, Ivere injured. Damachusetts.
having been made by Col. Selig. It
ages are estimated at $100,000.
his law has been passed as a \vas the opening feature at the Strand
Griffith Opening Oct. 23
endum by the State legislature. ivhcn that house opened.
Monday night, Oct. 23, has been
rs are to determine at the polls
set as the date for opening D. W.
Missouri Convention
Oct. 18-20
fov. 7th, whether it shall become
f.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Griffith's "One Exciting Night" at
Excelsior Springs, Mo. — The M. P. the Apollo.
he law provides for State cenlip of moving pictures. You T. O. convention, to be held here, has
Boston, Mass. — D. W. Griffith is
dyi have State censorship of all been lengthened to a three-day sesng pictures shown
on Sunday,
sion, Oct. 18-20. Sydney Cohen, na- here preparing for the opening of
that censorship has rendered
tional president M. P. T. O., will "One Exciting Night" at Tremont
attend as will Senators James Reed Temple. Oct. 9th. Carol Dempster
lay's moving pictures so disiable that few people care to see and Sheldon Spencer. The program and Porter Strong, of the film cast,
includes two days of work and one will be present at the opening in addition to Griffith.
(Continued on Page 2)
for baseball and golf.

The incorporators named at Albany are Friend, Henry M. Hobart
and C. S. Hervey, all of whom have
been with Friend since he started his
Drganization.
From the records on file, however,
t is disclosed that on the directorate
if the corporation are Richard Whit'ley and Winthrop W. Aldrich. Whit•lev is the head of Richard Whitney
& Co., brokers, 14 Wall St., and Ald•■ich is a son of former LT. S. Senator
Nelson W. Aldrich of Rhode Island,
orominent in tariff making circles until his death several years ago.
While Friend said yesterday he
did not care to discuss the development of the corporation at this time,
it is reported that three or four well
known stars are under consideration,
and the announcement of the future
"Blind
plans of the concern will be awaited
with interest.
Friend is still a director of Famous
Players. George Arliss is under contract with Distinctive Pictures.
Sloman Here With "Blind in New
Edward Sloman has arrived
York,
bringing; a print of
Justice" made in Hollywood Justice
ward Sloman Prods.
It is in seven
narts with a cast including Francis,
Carmel
Myers,
Milton
Sills, Alec
Charles
Pat O'Malley, Jack Mower,
by EdClary, Walter Long and Eric Mayne.
Distribution will be handled
pendable Sales Corp.
Loew Coast House in Pool
by DeFILM DAILY)
San Francisco — It is reported that
Loew's Warfield is now being booked
'iv Eugene Roth of the Market St.
city.
Realty Corp., controlling the California, Granada and Imperial in this
(Special to THE

The booking arrangement is the
outgrowth of a plan on the part of
downtown exhibitors to "beat the
gate" in the matter of keeping up the
price of first run showings. The Roth
outfit now controls practically all of
the downtown first run houses, his
buying for the Warfield giving him
control of the market.

THE
<^^

In the Fight
(Continued from Page 1 )
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Predari

(Special

With

to THE

DAILY)

Lhicagc — C. John Predari has joined the (ioldvvyn sales staff, replacing
Charles Heede, transferred to Milivaukee. Predari was formerly with
the Meridian at Anderson,
Ind.

"This newspaper is opposed to
censorship. It is tyrannical, unwise
Vol. XXII No. 7 . Saturday, Oct 7. 1922
Price 5 Cents and un-American. It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL, as the constitution
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, guarantees freedom of speech and
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., publicity, and the moving picture is
Morris Kohn Resigns
Kew York,
N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and one form of pul)licity.
?ILM
FOLKS,
INC.
oseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Morris Kohn has resigned from the
"This
new'spaper
is
opposed
to
havf. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Maning the people surrender a single Selznick organization, taking effect
,ger; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager,
filtered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, right to arbitrary legal power. Too immediately. He will establish a
suite of offices in the Putnam Bldg.,
ii the post office at New York, N. Y., under
many of the people'- rights have alhe act of March 3, 1879.
to
begin work as an independent proreadj- been given up."
."erms
(Postage
States.
Outside6
ducer, with Dependable Productions,
The anti-censorship letters are
/(
Greater
New free)
YorkUnited
$10.00
one year;
. \, hich he is president.
.lonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign being printed in the A;nerican daily.
ilS.OO. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

Stilson Writes on Express
Palmer
H. Stilson, general traffic
manager of Famous and chairman of
transportation
for the Hays
organMack, 808 S.
ization isthe author of an art-'cle en
Movies — Their
Relation
Williamson, titled "The
Long
Acre,
to Express" appearing in the October
of The Express Messenger, the
42 Rue de issue
house organ of the American Exprcs
Co.

Chicago Representative — Irving
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — W. A.
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85
London, W. C. 2.
'aris Representative — Le Film,
CHchy,
'entral
European
Representative — Internationale Filmscbau, Prague
(Czecbo-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
Low
Close
Fast. Kod. 86%
F. P.-L. . . 99ys
do pfd

85^
97y2

Fox Answers

855^^
2,000
9834
3,200
Not quoted

to THF.

Federal Charges
FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Fox Film Corp. has
Filed an answer denying nracticallv al

^f the Federal
Trade
Commiss'""''
harges in regard to re-issues.
The
Tnly charges which are not denied arc
G'wyn
...
Syz
7^
8^
10,000
aragraph one describing the corno' '•riffith
Not quoted 'atinn and its similarity to other producing and distributing organizations
Loew's...
2214
2iys
21^
3,000
Triangle
Not quoted and the clause in paragraph two which
World
Not quoted
^ays that Fox re-issued "Sink or
Swim," "The She Tiger" and "Can'l'c of the Yukon" in 1920.
Great Bend, Kans. — Ed Smith has
Fairbanks Suit Argued
purchased the Lakin.
Arguments
were
heard
yesterday
Elmhurst, Calif. — A. Scott bought
the Bijou and will demolish the '~efore Supreme Court Justice Wa"'building to make room for a new ■ler in the suit of Douglas Fairbanks
"^a'nst Triangle
Film Corp.
Fair1,000 seat house.
banks asks an injunction restraining

Theater Changes

Mt. Vernon, Wash.— O. O. Ruth,
operating the Vernon, has taken over
the Mission, formerly run by R. K.
Dunn.
Acton.
sold his
thorn.
house at

Ontario — R. L. Gregory has
Wonderland to Mr. SilverGregorj' will build a new
Brampton, Ont.

Bathurst, N. B. — The Opera House
is being re-built and will be opened
this month. The house was destroyed by fire last spring.
Winnipeg — Col A. Sullivan and Dr.
Wilmot have purchased the Province,
from Jack Schulberg. J. Ward will
continue as manager.
Lemoore, Calif. — McCabe & Anderson have sold their holdings in the
Lil)erty to Francis Egan, of Merced.
Detroit— F. W. Taylor, of Calumet, has purchased the Sheridan
from Wm. Sheik and Fred Leyerenz,
who are retiring.

10
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:'t. Louis — A new building for the
~iini Booking Offices of America will
be ready about Dec. 1st. Construcion to start at once.
The building
vill he located on Olive St., adjoining the new Fox headquarters.
Lcntucky Theater Opens
iS.ecl.il

(Special
Sales

New Bldg. fcr F. B. O.
'S-Mvial

to THK

I

Goldwyn
FILM

FILM

DAILY)

PatkeNew

No. 81
WORLD'S
BASEBALL
SERIES — Ft
News presents striking pictures of the t
game, won by the Giants 3-2.
REMARKABLE
SAILING
FEAT— C
Gaorge Ward arrives at Victoria, B. C i
a umall Chinese junk, completing the 5 )
mile journey in 87 days.
FLOW
OF TROOPS
TO
NEAR
JU
CONTINUES— Britain
sends
troops {
Glasgow;
the U. S. sends 12 destroyerr
look after American
interests and to b'
rdief to the suffering.
Other
news
from
Norfolk,
Va. ; Czil
Slo/akia; Brighton
Beach, N. Y.; Mint:
N. Y.; Oakland, Cal., etc.
THE
ONE
INDISPENSABLE
FILM

tod

m%

Seattle Notes

Lexington, Ky. — The Kentucky
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
was formally opened Oct. 4th. It is
operated by the Lafayette Amus
.Seattle, Wash. — Hodkinson has
Co.. Inc. Officers are Fred Lew. pointed James K. Beale as mana^
president; M. Switow, and W. M. succeeding Ralph Pielow, resigm
Tames
vice presidents.
Beale was formerly Hodkinson m
ager in Salt Lake and more recen
Halloween Ball Planned
Oregon representative.
The S. Rankin Drew Pos' of the
H. M. Glenfield formerly w
American L'^gion wlMch draws its
membership from motion picture and Goldwyn, has joined Vitagraph, i
CO' er eastern Washington and we
theatrical folk, will hold a Halloween
entertainment and ball at the ern Montana.
Pennsylvania on Mo.idav, Oct. 30th.
Webster &: Walsh have remodel
S. G. Gumpertz heads the ball committee.
the Liberty, Everson, Wash., and '
St. Lcuis

Arbitration

(Special tn THE

FILM

Board
DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo. — A board of arbitration to settle diff^erences between theater owners and musicians during the
r-'-old
't's
re-issuing
Triangle
•ires in anfrom
altered
form.
His conten- coming year has been apoointed con>n is that his contract
called for
sisting of Tos. Mogler, President St.
Louis Exhibitors League, Mosrler and
Hinervision
by D. W.
Griffith a"''
"riffith.
hat if the films are revised they are Bremen: William Goldman, the Mis■■ot the same
films
supervised
liv sour'- Fred Geeks, president of Musicians' Mutual Benefit Asso. and
Justice Wagner
reserved
decision Str--'^ Fu*'''r. business agent of the
and gave the plaintiff until Oct. 15 rame organization. A referee may be
"> submit affidavits.
called in to arbitrate if necessary.

opened.
O. O. Ruth, owner of the. new V
non. Mount Vernon, has taken othe Mission from R. K. Dunham, vi
is remodeling
the Rex.

rS
Important Announcement
Exhibitors are advised that the announcement in yesterday's issue of The Film Dnily
with: reference to the proposed prize plan regarding the exploitation of "Oliver Twist"
be disregarded pending the correction of the
conditions to conform with the postal laws
governing such contests.
Amended condition or notice regarding the
conduct of the plan will be published in this
paper as soon as practicable.
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Here's What We Think of "East Is West"
We've printed the most expensive and the biggest
Hne of posters ever put out on any First National
picture. Look 'em over! Count 'em!
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The de luxe posters— special art work, finer,
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1st Nat'l Survey
What Newspaper Editors Think

Of
Business
Conditions And
The Outlook
Following will be found excerpts
from the survey made by Asso. First
National, of business conditions
throughout the coinury. The survey
was made from newspaper editors
and publishers.
ALABAMA
Mobile. Erwin Craighead, Editor The
Register; Unemployment situation remed.ed, due to more money at easier rate, which
encourages investment and increases demand
of labor. Business outlook for Fall and
Winter indicates improvement over same
period last year. Cost of l.ving lower. Merchants generally expressmg satisfaction witi
business done, taking full account of condi
tions both recent and present, and are vigorously pushing trade. Local bankers, busi
ncss men, economists, optimist. c.
ARKANSAS
Little Rock. Business Manager, The
Gazette: Unemployment remedied, due to
big crops, road work, building and oil business. Business outlook for Fall and Winter
indicates improvement over last year. btate
is prosperous. Retail sales of staple commodities has decreased some, according to
merchants, because people are gett.ng oyer
the
obta.ned
the "orgy
war. of
Asspending"
a rule, that
business
is during
better
than before the war. Local bankers, business men optimistic but advise caution saying business conditions are not absolutely
settled.
COLORADO
Denver. Rocky Mountain News and Denver Times. Samuel Sherman, General Manager : Unemployment situation remedied
in the West, due to better crop movements,
farming conditions and business in cities.
Business outlook for Fall and Winter might
be better in this region than last year.
Conditions are improving steadily in the
Middle West. Estimated decrease in income
per capita, 20%. Cost of living about
25% lower. Retail sales of staple commodities slightly better than this tirne last
year. Bankers and business men optimistic.
This section was not so heavily depressed as
the East, and is well on the up-grade.
CONNECTICUT
Hartford. C. L. Sherman, editor The
Times: 5,000 more men employed in Hartford territory than last Fall, and Unemployment Committee discontinued. Business
outlook good. Industries 75% normal.
Little change in retail sales staple commodities. Bankers and business men optimistic.
GEORGIA
Atlanta. Clark Howell, Jr., The Constitution : Slight improvement in unemployment
situation. Business outlook indicates decided improvement because prospects of good
price for cotton, virith the tremendous amount
of building, sliould improve conditions. Ten
per cent increase in average income per
capita. Cost of living has decreased slightly.
Business men and merchants optimistic.
Business operations in Atlanta have reached
a new high level. Prospects for the South
seem to be particularly bright for the next
year as compared to the last year.
IDAHO
Caldwell. C. J. Shorb, editor and publisher of the Daily News : Unemployment
situation remedied because money has become
more staple and investors feel more secure.
Cost of living is lower. Retail sales of
staple commodities have decreased. Bankers
and business men optimistic. Conditions at
Caldwell as good as ever before, mainly on
account of its wonderful climate. People
living here do not gamble on the weather
and crops conditions.
ILLINOIS
Chicago. Glenn Griswold, Chicago Journal
of Commerce : Unemployment situation has
improved to the extent that the steel industry
and some other industries are facing a rather
acute problem in finding help. -Some of the
steel mills in this territory have reduced their
operations 10 per cent because of inability
to find sufficient labor. Some of the packing
houses have advanced wages for common
labor to obtain help. Look for a gradual
improvement in business in the Fall and
Winter. Do not anticipate that this will be
any large or sudden betterment. Believe that
deflation of commodity
prices will begin in

the Fall and continue intermittently over a
period of years. Money is cheap, buying has
been only of the urgent, hand-to-mouth sort.
Little change in average income per capita.
Employment has increased considerably but
wages have heen decreased. Cost of living
•lightly higher than a month ago, but considerably lower than six months or a year
ago and promising to turn to lower levels
ioon. Business men and bankers almost
jnanimously
conservatively
optimistic.
L. H. Miner, editor Illinois State Journal,
Springfield: Unemployment situation been
decidedly remedied in this section of Illinois.
Jankers and business men optimistic.
INDIANA
Indianapolis. Russell E. Smith, Indianipolis Star : Unemployment situation remedied, because of talks of industries. Adverisements of most of them have been for
^xtra help in general. Business conditions
in general have improved. Sales have been
>ctter. Cost of living is lower and retail
ales of staple commodities have increased.
J"siness men and bankers optimistic.
Evansville.
Earl
Mushlitz,
editor
The
Journal : Unemployment situation remedied.
Much depends on outcome
of present labor
illiculties.
Better prices for farm products,
"i'ding shortage, depleted merchandise
and
jquipment stocks — all indicate increased emiloyment
and
increased
buying
power.
ng of business men and bankers is that
gradual
improvement
is certain
until
a
lormal volume of business returns.
South Bend, Boyd Gurley, editor News^imes : Unemnloyment situation remedied
completely. Industrial plants being enlarged,
vith no cessation of new orders. Business
>ien and bankers optimistic. This city is
'le home of the Studebaker Motor Corporation -which is engaged in doubling its output
of 1921.
KANSAS
Topeka. H. T. Chase, editor Daily Capital :
Unemployment situation remedied. Surplus
Tf goods has gradually been absorbed ; need
-if new goods has started manufacturing
(note great demand or labor by automobile
nanufacturing) in most lines ; railroads again
uvin<^ equipment; wholesale prices advancng slierhtly. Farmers again entering market
for machinery after staying out two years.
Nothing can prevent steady and increased
rate revival. We are on the upcurve of the
business cycle. Acute unemployment has
lassed in this territory. We cannot escape
from natural law, and we know that forces
are always working under law which make
for cycles in business. Having gone down,
having reached bottom and started up, we
are on our way up. Eurone is the only
fly in the ointment. Cost of living a fraction
higher than six months ago and perhaps 10
or 15 per cent lower than at the peak of
extravagance. Slight decline in retail sales
since the period of enforced economies,
■general feeling among business men and
bankers is one of hopefulness and increased
"Oiifidence. There is no danger that business
will not improve. Secretary Hoover has
the right idea : Business must be watchful
igainsl the danger of excessive activity, overlo'ng and overplaying returning confidence
and prosperitv.
Leavenworth, J. E. Gardiner, editor The
Post : Unemnloyment situation remedied because of building activity and good crons.
'^ost of living lower than a vear asro. Re'ail spies '^f staple commodities have in-•-ea.sed. Business men and bankers optimistic.
KENTUCKY
Owensboro. Lawrence W. Hager. editor
The Inqiiiriet': lUnemployment situation
remedied, because plants have been running
nearer canacity than since 1919. Cost of
'ivino- lower. Retail sales of staple commodities have increased.
MICHIGAN
Gearge B, Hassett, financial editor of
The News, Detroit; Unemployment situation remedied as shown by actual figures on
the number of men employed in factories
which are members of the Employers' Association, Outlook is for immensely better conditions than prevailed last Fall and Winter,
Business improvement is genuine and there
is every evidence that this improvement will
continue. Strikes may hamper but will not
deter this improvement. Living costs decreased during the period of depression but
has not shown a tendency upwards. Business
men and bankers optimistic. The prospects
here are for a considerable period of prosperity, with business now very definitely on the
upward side of the business cycle. The coal
and rail strikes, if prolonged, -may cause a
temporary setback, but the improvement is
based upon better fundamental conditions and
is as inevitable as are depressions after overexpansion.
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Features Reviewed
OLD

Paramount

Page 2
WOMEN

Rex Ingram Prod.^— Metro
George Arliss in THE

MAN

Page 3
WHO

PLAYED

United Artists

HIGH

Irvin Willat Prod. — Paramount

Allied Prod. & Distr
Thcs. H. Ince presents

WOMAN
Page 9

SKIN

Asso. First Natl' Pict
MAN

SEAS
Page 8

A WOMAN'S

THE

GOD
Page 4

Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt in
ON THE

BROUGHT

Playgoers — Pathe

BACK
Page 13

NOTORIETY
Apollo Trading Corp. — State Rights
John Gilbert in
Fox
Short Reels

CALVERT'S

opensTuesday
at the Astor.

Spyros Skouras, St. Louis, confers with Famous Players in effort to secure Missouri theater.
Associated Pictures Corp., $2,000,000 producing company, formed by Herbert Lubin and Arthur H.
Sawyer.
"N6
need to fear Europe," says Carl Laemmle of production.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks arrive from
Coast.
Wednesday

James R. Grainger optimistic alM)ut business conditions after long trip.
"Al'sieu Beaucaire" Douglas Fairbanks' next.
Premiere
Boston. of William Nigh's "Notoriety" held in
Federal admission taxes for August show decrease
from 1921 figures.
Associated Exhibitors to distribute "A Bill of DiThursday
vorcement."
Massachusetts campaign against censorship starts in
preparation for referendum vote.
Goldwyn adds 21 to field exploitation forces.
Griffith gets the Apollo for his new picture.
First National issues optimistic report on business
outlook based on data Frsupplied
by editors and pubiday
lishers all over country.

DEEP
Page 12

SHE

"Trifling Women"

Sterling Theaters, Ltd., formed in Canada ; the Aliens
mentioned.

HOMESTEAD

TRIFLING

Justice Wasservogel grants Famous Players injunction against Rodolph Valentino.
F. B. O. adds 22 exploiteers to field staff.
Carl Laemmle, Joseph Urban and William Landau
back from Europe.

at

Terms (Pr.«'age free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00.
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News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines

Page

Important session of Asso. First National Executive
Committee in Chicago.
Sydney Cohen and party leave to cover several M. P.
T. O. conventions.
Cinema Clubs of Ohio open convention at Hotel StatSaturday
ler, Cleveland.

15

Boston American offers $1,000 for best letters opposing
censorship.

VALLEY
Page 17

First National to join the Hays organization.
Arthur S. Friend has 2 important financiers on directorate of Distinctive Pictures which now has

Page 19

$1,000,000 capital.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good**— Benjamin Franklin,

•stu
tHC
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Spectacular Wind Storm Features Ex cellent Production of "The Old
"THE

OLD
HOMESTEAD"
Paramount

During
Homestead"

DIRECTOR
James Cruze
AUTHOR
Denman Thompson.
.Adapted by
Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank Woods
SCENARIO BY
Julien Josephson
CAMERAMAN
Karl Brown
AS A WHOLE
A great picture; should get lots
of money
STORY
Tried and true material; sure-fire stuff
of New England life
DIRECTION
Generally splendid; misses several
big points from old play, but introduces tremendous wind storm almost as effective as Griffith's famous ice stuff in "Way Down
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

East"
Splendid
Good

PLAYERS

An unusually fine cast led by Theodore Roberts, Harrison Ford, George Fawcett
and Fritzi Ridgeway
EXTERIORS
Good studio stuff
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Just book this and
don't worry
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,650 feet
To their strong list of attractions Famous adds another in "The Old Homestead." This is going- to
prove a real box office attraction. Not only has James
Cruze, the director, used almost everything- that made
Denman Thompson's famous old play one of the most
popular attracti( ns for years, but he has thrown in
very effectively a tremendous wind storm which comes
at the climax, and which is used to build the same sort
of suspense, and furnishes almost the san-ie kind of a
thrill that Griffith developed in the famous "ice stuff"
in "Way Down East."

this splendid sequence, you see a whole village destroyed ; with trees being uprooted, houses demolished and barns tumbled over. At the height of
the storm the cowardly villain, conscious stricken, tells
his father that he committed the theft for which the
hero has been arrested, and the l)eloved Uncle Josh
has practically become penniless in the effort to protect the good name of his son.
George Fawcett, one of the finest character actors
that the American stage has even known, rises to extreme heights in this picture. Towering over the conscious-stricken son, and wielding a mule lash over his
son's shoulder, he drives him through the storm to the
old homestead where, l^ecause he is "a. just man," he
demands that Uncle Josh mete out the punishment
which his son should have. Then Theodore Roberts
as the beloved and lovable Uncle Josh tells Fawcett
that in his religion there is no vengeance, and urges
Fawcett to forgive his son. This is a whale of a punch.
Especially the way Fawcett carries out Roberts' sug-

Then it is discovered that Fritzi Ridgeway has left
gestions.
the old homestead, and the brave hero, Harrison Ford,
dashes after her, and finds her on the very edge of the
precipice called "Lovers' Leap." Her waist has been
torn off her ]K)dy by the storm, and the rest of her garments are ripped to shreds, and in this manner she is
1)rought hack to the old homestead in her lover's arms.
The entire effect of this storm, its Avhirling clouds,
and the dramatic action throughout, make this one of
the Inggest sequences ever filmed.
Vou should know the story of "The Old Homestead."
If you don't, your people probably do. Seldom has
there been a stronger cast exhibited, led off as it is by
Tlieodore Roberts and George Fawcett. Roberts goes
through the whole performance without the sign of a
cigar.
Production values are high.

If You Can't Put This Over You Ha d Better Quit
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There are so many good pictures coming and going
these da>s that it is difficult to classify one which
surely ranks among the very topmost without drawing inevitable comparisons. "The Old Homstead"
stands out all alone, and right at the top of what might
be described as the rural picture drama of the season.
You can tell your crowd that it has everything; laughter, tears, dramatic action, splendid story, and the
finest wind storm with spectacular as well as dramatic
effects that has ever been shot by the camera.

The present generation of picturegoers may not be

familiar with Denman Thompson's old play, but their
parents sure are. Any time you have something which
gives the old folks a chance to talk and mix around
the supper table, you are helping things out matethe story.rially. \o\\ may tell them to ask Pa and Ma all about
You have well-known players also to talk about.
Tell them George Fawcett and Theodore Roberts head
a splendid cast. These two probably stand out more
conspicuously than any other character actors on the
American stage.
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Ingram Handicaps His Latest Great Dramatic Picture
"TRIFLING WOMEN"
Rex Ingram Prod. — Metro

DIRECTOR
Rex Ingram
AUTHOR
Rex Ingram.
Evidently based on
Balzac's famous story "Black Orchids"
SCENARIO BY
Rex Ingram
CAMERAMAN
John F. Seitz
AS A WHOLE
Tremendous dramatic theme
comes to unsatisfactory end because of story
told within story.
Undeniably could be much
improved by leaving off the story telling episode
and letting big smash end without using it as
anti climax
STORY
Powerful — tells of what happens to an
intriguing woman who causes the deaths of
three men who love her
DIRECTION
Ingram again demonstrates he is
one of the greatest in this country.
Many excellent touches
PHOTOGRAPHY
Magnificent
LIGHTINGS
Splendid
PLAYERS
Ramon Novarro a find. Will be
much talked of. Barbara Le Marr another find.
Lewis Stone, splendid.
E. J. Connelly very
fine
EXTERIORS
Superb
INTERIORS
Excellent
DETAIL
Fine touches help a lot. Little bits
well put over.
Joe Martin the monk has a lot
to do — and does it well
CHARACTER OF STORY
Old time vamp stuff,
with war background, ending in a great dramatic
smash
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 9,000 feet
Here is -a great picture, a magnificent production,
and a corking story, all carefully worked out and slipping at the end for no good reason. Rex Ingram,
whose recent productions have put him among the
most prominent of American producers has used the
old idea of having a story told to point a moral, and
he does it so powerfully, that when, after a great big
dramatic sequence he cuts back and takes up the com
pletion of the story telling tale, it is like — well, can
you imagine how a splashing big diamond would look
with a circle of cheap stones around it? That's just
what this is ; a magnificent fiery diamond, a great
dramatic or tragic story, cheapened by the frame with
which Ingram has thought necessary.
That's what hurts the most,
And it isn't necessary.

If, instead of having the novelist try to warn his daughter against flirting and trifling (although this might
have been considered worth while to help the title, or
to escape censorship) Ingram would have started right
off with the big theme— well, it would have been a
different story. Then at the end you would have real
drama, real tragedy, if you will, a real story, anyway.
As it is, when the big sequence closes you have them
on the edge of their seats. You have them all worn
out from watching the death doomed husband carry
out his powerful revenge upon his faithless wife and
her innocent boy lover. And then Mister Author says
to his pretty flirtatious daughter, in effect, "Now you
be good." And then comes her own lover, and a
clinch.
One can understand why some directors who haven't
the understanding, or the position, or knowledge that
Ingram possesses doing this sort of thing. But a
man who has done what Ingram has, who knows
dramatic values, should know better than to taper off a
great dramatic moment, the very point to which he has
built all the way, by easing it off as is done here.
It is a beautifully made picture. The cast is excellent. Ingram— who really found Valentino — has
produced another leading man who promises to give
Valentino a run — Ramon Novarro. And out of
Barbara La Marr, a former scenario writer, he has
made a corking fine actress who does a vamp part here
in a way to attract much attention. Of course Lewis
Stone carries off the honors. What a fine actor he is?
And Edward J. Connelly contributes a splendid character part as the decrepit but flirtatious French Baron.
Hughie Mack looks the part of the innkeeper. The
cast is otherwise good.
Joe Martin does a lot of tricks.
Story : Zareda, a seeress, first having the love of
Ivan de Maupin, is desired by his father, the Baron de
Maupin. Ivan goes to war, eventually believing
Zareda faithless. When Zareda learns the Baron intends poisoning the Marquis Ferroni, a millionaire,
she has the ape switch the glasses so that the Baron
dies. She marries Ferroni and when Ivan returns
from the war she intrigues her husband to fight a duel
with Ivan, who she claims, insulted her. As her
husband is dying from a sword thrust she falls into
Her husband, realizing her perfidy, sumIvan's arms.
mons sufficient will power to live long enough to work
his revenge and causes not only her death but that of
Ivan. This story is told by a novelist to his daughter to
show why she should stop trifling with her own lover.

Bank On Ingram's Name — ^Talk of Handsome New Leading Man and Newest
Vamp on Screen
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Rex Ingram's name means a tremendous lot to the
box office these days. Not only is this deservedly so,
but on most of his recent productions you have cashed
in. You probably will get them in without a lot of
trouble with his latest — "Trifling Women" which incidental y, isa box office title, and with Ingram's name
should prove sure fire.
Your higher grade audiences will love the manner in
which the production has been handled and any crowd
at all is going to appreciate the great force of the story
and especially the finish where the outraged husband

I ^-li

wins out against the scheming wife and causes her
This is great stuff.
lover's death.
Forget all about the story told within a story, and
stress everything on the dramatic stuff. You can also
talk about a new handsome leading man who is going
to prove popular with ygur women folk, and if your
crowd likes it go after Ba'rbara La Marr as the newest
and handsomest vamp on the screen. She photographs like a million. Use some stills showing her
Remind them of Ingram's great pictures
best.
at her
of the past several years. If you don't know their

names get out of the show business.
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Even Arliss' Ability and Artistry Hardly Saves Very Poor Story
George Arliss in
"THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD"
Distinctive Prod. — United Artists
DIRECTOR
Harmon Weight
AUTHOR

From a play by Jules Eckert Goodman founded on Gouverneur Morris' story of
the same name
SCENARIO BY
Forrest Halsey
' CAMERAMAN
Harry Fischbeck
AS A WHOLE
A pity to have wasted the talents
of an artist like Arliss on such dissatisfying
material
STORY

In no way absorbing and with its principal situations quite far-fetched; a poorly sustained interest
DIRECTION
Poor; had fair material for screen
purposes but fails to make half-way entertaining feature of it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
The only asset of the offering; he is
interesting at all times but has little opportunity
to appear to real advantage in this
SUPPORT
Of rather minor importance ; Ann
Forrest suitable as the wife; others have little
to do; Edward Earle, Effie Shannon, Ivan
Simpson
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Little variation; always the same
shots from the same angle
DETAIL
.Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Musician who loses
his hearing is about to give wife her freedom
when she convinces him she still loves him.
A
fall restores his hearing
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,810 feet
Admirers of George Arliss are due for a disappointment in his latest feature, "The Man

Who

Played

God," chiefly because of the material and poor handling. Gouverneur Morris' novel might have provided
interesting reading and even Jules Eckert Goodman's
adaptation for the stage may have met with success,
but the material certainly doesn't measure up to the
requirements of the screen, nor the demands of an
artist like Arliss, as the director shows it.
The main situations in themselves fail to convince,
or it may be that Harmon Weight has failed to make
them convincing. In the first place it is difficult to
believe that a person would completely lose his hearing as the result of an explosion. This is not to say
it is impossible — it is improbable. And so is the sudden restoration of his hearing, brought about by a fall.
There are numerous inconclusive twists that annoy.
Just why an accomplished musician should destroy
his instruments and lose faith in his wife and God because of his sudden affliction is incredible. Rather
would you expect him to master his trouble and gain
even wider admiration. So it is that John Arden
gains little sympathy from the audience. The producer and director have wasted not only good money,
but a talented artist in the bargain.
Harmon Weight does not get the most out of the
story, despite its weakness. He shows an apparently
cultured society gentleman, played by Edward Earle,
invite an obviously well bred woman into the park to
"tell her something which he prefers not to say in her
home." And yet you are to understand that they are
people of refinement. Weight drags his sequences
very badly at times, noticeably that of the musician's
philanthropic adventures, the one of the two kiddies
in particular. Arliss does very good work but his admirers will be disappointed at what he has to do. Ann
Forrest is the wife and others are adequate.
Story : Arden upbraids his pretty young wife whom
he believes does not love him since he lost his hearing.
His charitable deeds brings about a recoHciliation and
his hearing returns.

You Will Have to Depend on Star's Admirers But Be Careful of Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The staunch admirers of George Arliss may be compensated by his mere appearance and not complain
about the poor material whicl\, has been given him in
"The Man Who Played God." If you can count on
them being satisfied from this standpoint, you can
play safe with the feature. You are likely to disappoint them otherwise.

The interest is allowed to lag badly at times and you
may find some won't wait for the ending. It is the
kind of a picture that makes you impatient. It is
slow and without suspense. Probably cutting would
speed it up in places and if it can be done without
greatly injuring the continuity, then it should be done
by all means. The name of the star is your best asset
so rely upon this to attract them.
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COPTIC/ PUAUE
Moving Picture World :—

"Rag5 to Richer "-Warner '5 oi^fer a human interest fenockout
bitors . Here '5 a pro —
5
e
promi.5e
that
that pronnising to
andexhi
is thatminbig for
that gold
duction
warrant cancellation o? any contract in order to showit at the best houses anywhere.
'Motion Picture JVews ■•Here is a photoplay combining all the elements which build
smashing
box-oPPice
Don't
this picturereturns
. Then attahetheyour
money to
the he^sitate.
\)axS}9^. Get

Film Daily —

Barry's latest is another sure-fire ^fO-yi-o^Pice hit that you
don't want to miss . Put in your order as early as possible
and. start getting them interested as soon as you are
sure of it. Tou can't beat this Por clean entertainment
and a really "Family" picture.
Exhibitors Trade rievievr •—
"Rags
I2iChe5"is
rare blessed
entertainment
.It a wholesome
^torx
a storyto Por
the whole
Pamily, Pilled
with laughs
and many alternating choices. A peach oPan audience picture.
Mew YorK World '.—
Here, we thinh., is a photoplay o? rare quality, combining
Pun, romance , heart interest and excellent dramatic compositioSee
n.
''Rags
to Riches! It is highly amusing and^
intelligently
Constructed.

Evening Journal ' —
A more delightPul and wholesome comedy than "I^ags
to
the principal
at Por
the many
Capitolmonths.
Theatre,
hasl^iches,"
not been
seen in attraction
New ybrli
'Morning Telegraph :—
"Rags
to please
moi'taseverybody
and
ought totoQiches"
create has
as something
Pine a cinema
record
it did as
a speaking
stage prodixction.

'Mail :—
"RaqS
a "human Peeling
picture,toward
one inthewhich
you can
characters.
with a16 personal
warm toup Riches"
It is interesting, and it is delightPully played by th&
cast which We6ley Barry headv^ .
Globe :—
There is rarely a dull moment and this is due hoth to
comic incident jj" introduced and capable acting .
ram ••—
leginteresting
TeAn
picture and Wesley QaTvy is its juvenile hero.
The ^tory is told in an entertaining and human manner.
Herald :—
Barry's best Pilm to date .
i/lmerican •—
Wesley Barry \s amusing in "I^ags to niches'' at Capitol.
PoJt '■'^Uaqs
to Riches" brings smiles in an interesting Pilm
at Capitol.

n :—
(SuGood
Entertainment. The clever youth is surrounded,
competent cast .
by a thoroughly
Timed- :—
*Rags
I^iches
good measure
which to are
due" hasto a Wesley
Barry. of amusing moments,
"Rag^ to R,iches" is rich in comedy. The Pilm oP
is comedy
always
interesting and amusing, and the blending
and adventure mal^e^ "^Rags to Riches'' a good picture.
1/ariety :—
"Rags to Riches ''gives promise oP being another ''School
Days ."Its a great Pilm Por the youngsters and an amusing
one Por their eldercS* . A wholesome picture oP this
feind deserved support.
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Fine Production Keeps Sea Meller
Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt in.
"ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Irvin Willat Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Irvin Willat
AUTHOR
Edward Sheldon
SCENARIO BY . .
E. Magnus Ingleton
CAMERAMAN
C. Edgar Schoenbaum
AS A WHOLE.
Sure-fire entertainment for
those who like melodrama of the sea ; has action
and thrills
STORY
Contains nothing original and loses
considerable interest in its heroine

From Being Ordinary

one that will have a decided appeal for the lovers of
melodrama, especially of the sea.
Willat's production is on a big scale and apparently
nothing has been spared to obtain realism. The picture contains two shipwrecks, both providing genuine
thrills and looking like the real thing although they
undoubtedly are not. It looks as though slow motion
photography has been used on mighty well executed
miniatures. Whatever it is the effect is highly satisfying. There is only one instance in which the director's
desire for realism has been carried to extreme. That

is in showing the bodies of the crew of a plague infested vessel and the shots of the burial at night.
DIRECTION
Has provided an unusually real„Xhese are just a trifle gruesome.
istic and actionful presentation; some of the'
The story varies little from the usual sea melodrama.
thrills really fine
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
The stoker who saves the girl's life turns out to be a
rich man who had merely been seeking adventure and,
LIGHTINGS
Very good
of course, then it is perfectly all right for the society
STARS
Jack Holt likeable as usual; Dorothy
Dalton has done better things
girl whose Hfe he saved, to marry him. It is a question whether or not the greater majority would not preSUPPORT
Mitchell Lewis offers great charfer to have the girl marry him as the stoker instead of
acter bit; others not important
her turning her back on him even after she admitted
EXTERIORS
Splendid
her love for him. It seems a little false to follow the
INTERIORS
Good
conventions so rigidly.
DETAIL
Good
Jack Holt is always a likeable hero and he has lots
CHARACTER OF STORY
Society girl, saved
from wreck by stoker, is about to marry society
to do besides just acting in "On the High Seas."
Dorothy Dalton is suitable but she has done better
man when stoker kidnaps her and turns out to
work.
A fine bit of character work is contributed by
be a rich fellow who was seeking adventure
Mitchell
Lewis as the ruffian stoker. Photography
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,171 feet
is first rate.
Only for the remarkably fine production that Irvin
Story : Leone Devereaux is homeward bound to
Willat has provided, "On the High Seas" would probably have amounted to a very ordinary picture, at best,
because the story contains some well worn situations
and melodramatic twists and no original bits to make
it any different than several similar ones that have
preceded it. But a thoroughly live production, consistently good action and realistic atmosphere and
thrills, make it a sure-fire entertainment of its kind —

marry her father's choice of a husband. The vessel
is wrecked and Leone saved by Jim, a stoker. They
take refuge on a plague infested ship which they
fumigate and live aboard in hope of being picked up.
Leone finds herself in love with Jim. In a storm the
vessel becomes unmanageable and is about to sink
when they are picked up by a Government vessel.
Later Leone is about to be married when she is kidnapped by Jim.

Should Be Popular If They Like Plenty of Action and Thrills
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This will please a big majority of picture goers
because there are a great many of them who favor a
picture of this kind and they will certainly be satisfied
with the production which Irvin Willat offers. It is
a sea melodrama that has been done in a big way and
you need not be afraid to make promises for the production which he has given the story.

A trailer of any of the thrill sequences or good bits
of action would be about the best means of letting them
know what to expect and it will undoubtedly bring
them back to see the whole picture. Use the stars'
names and take advantage of the exploitation suggestions contained in Paramount's press sheet which you
can secure at your local exchange.
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One More Mother Story.
"A WOMAN'S WOMAN"
Albion Prod. — Allied Prod, and Distr.
DIRECTOR
. Charles Giblyn
AUTHOR
Nalbro Hartley
SCENARIO BY
Raymond Schrock
CAMERAMAN
Jacques Bizuel
AS A WHOLE
Another "mother" picture that
will satisfy those who can sympathize with the
heroine
STORY
Deals with recently popularized selfmartyred mother and wife; occasionally logical
but mostly unconvincing
DIRECTION
Consumes entirely too much footage making story long drawn out
PHOTOGRAPHY
.Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS

Mary Alden puts considerable feeling into mother role even though you don't
always feel sorry for her ; an adequate cast with
Louise Lee, Dorothy MacKail, Albert Hackett,
Rod La Roque, Holmes E. Herbert and J.
Barney Sherry
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Death of a son, killed
defending
his sister's name,
reunites family
that had drifted apart
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,892 feet
There has been a lot said and written, recently
about the self imposed martyr in the persons of wives
and methers who voluntarily assume all the worries
and hardships for the whole family. And that is
whg^t "A Woman's Woman" is all about. Mary Alden
is the martyr of the Plummer fapiily and the chief
reason you cannot sympathize with her is that she
realizes her own failing but doesn't bring about the

The Women

May Like It So Make

DAILV

Too Long Drawn Out
necessary change which she knows is needed to remedy
matters and which she indicates in her diary as "I
must keep up with the times." But instead of heeding
her own warning she continues to pamper her husband
and daughter and to suffer their neglect in silence.
Nalbro Bartley's story will undoubtedly only appeal
to those who can sympathize with her heroine, Densie
Plummer. For the others, they will likely be so out
of patience with the character that they'll be annoyed
rather than entertained. Even though there is'a certain amount of logic and truth in her story, she detracts from it by making her heroine entirely independent of those who mistreat her. If she remained dependent upon them and there was no way out of her
trouble, then you could readily sympathize with her
but Densie Plummer is talented and clever enough to
have brought her family to its knees long before she
finally does.
The conventional happy ending is somewhat sacrificed inasmuch as the death of her favorite, a son, is
the means of bringing about the reunion. Director
Giblyn provides a perfectly well suited cast and an
adequate production but he makes the very prevalent
mistake of using too much footage to tell his story.
It takes so long to reach the climax, and such a short
while to set the whole matter to rights, that you cannot help but wish they had reached the climax much
sooner.
Mary Alden is pleasing as the mother and the cast,
on the whole, seems to have given the director good
cooperation. Holmes E. Herbert, Dorothy MacKail
and Albert Hackett are the most prominent.
Story : John Plummer does not appreciate his wife,
Densie, even when she establishes a business to help
him out of financial difficulties. Her daughters live
their own lives and her only confidant is her son, Kenneth, whose death finally brings about a reunion.

Your Appeal Chiefly to Them

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is a good chance for this one with the right
type of audience. One composed chiefly of women
will be the best bet for "A Woman's Woman" and you
can use the title with catchlines to attract your women
patrons. Undoubtedly many of them will find consolation inthe character of Densie Plummer or if you
want to play it up differently you might get them
interested by the line: "Wives! Mothers! Attention!

Find the cure for it in
Are you a household drudge?
'A Woman's Woman' at the blank theater."
Mary Alden is the best known player and you might
use her name. You had better consider your clientele
in deciding on this one. It will probably do for the
women but it is doubtful if the men will Hke it. At
any rate let them know what it is about through
catchlines and your regular exploitation methods.
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i Great Tribute to a Great Picture and a Great Star
More thanjlOO of the]^best^theatres in^the country will play
CAPITOL THEATRE
New York
MARK STRAND THEATRE
Brooklyn, N. Y.
IWIZARD THEATRE
Baltimore, Md.
CAPITOL THEATRE
Detroit, Mich.
DELMONTE THEATRE
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago, 111.
IBARBEE'S loop THEATRE
alamo theatre
Louisville, Ky.
lyric theatre
Cincinnati, O.
capitol theatre
Jackson, Mich.
tower theatre
St. Paul, Minn.
plaza theatre
Sioux City, la.
lyric theatre
Lincoln, Neb.
grand theatre
Pittsburg, Pa.
savoy theatre
Syracuse, N. Y.
fairfax theatre
Miami, Fla.
nemo theatre
Johnstown, Pa.
st. charles theatre
New Orleans, La.
metropolitan theatre
Atlanta, Ga.
superba theatre
Raleigh, N. C.
desmond theatre
Port Huron, Mich.
post theatre
Battle Creek, Mich.
liberty theatre
McKeesport, Pa.
AlUditorium theatre
Winston Salem, N. C.
rialto theatre
Newport News, Va.
lyric theatre
Shenandoah, Va.
rialto theatre
Newark, N. J.
^metropolitan theatre
Watertown, S. D.
:alifornia theatre
San Francisco, Calif.
RIVOLI theatre
Columbia, S. C.
liberty theatre
Albany, Ga.
^alace theatre
Little Rock, Ark.
5trand theatre
Springfield, 111.
princess theatre
Quincy,
111. Conn.
rialto theatre
New
London,
:olonial theatre
Boston, Mass.
jniversal theatre
Auburn, N. Y.
regent theatre
Elmira, N. Y.
arcade theatre
Princeton, N. J.
iTRAND THEATRE
Plainfield, N. J.
^lAIN THEATRE
Uniontown, Pa.
american theatre
Roanoke, Va.
.yric theatre
Camden, N. J.
.yric theatre
Paterson, N. J.
:avoy theatre
Asbury Park, N. J.
Lowell, Mass.
,/ierrimac sq. theatre

loew circuit

"Slim' Shoulders" within 30 days after release dale.
HENNEPIN THEATRE
Minneapolis, Minn.
JEFFERSON THEATRE
Fort Wayne, Ind.
STRAND THEATRE
Madison, Wis.
PALACE THEATRE
Milwaukee, Wis.
ZELDA THEATRE
Duluth, Minn.
CAPITOL THEATRE
St. Cloud, Minn.
BIJOU THEATRE
Warsaw, Wis.

UNITED

BOOKING

PROCTOR'S THEATRE
ALBEMARLE THEATRE
RIVIERA THEATRE

OFFICE

MOORE'S RIALTO THEATRE
Washington, D. C.
EASTMAN THEATRE
Rochester, N. Y.
Erie, Pa.
PERRY THEATRE
HAMILTON THEATRE
Lancaster, Pa.
BELLEVUE THEATRE
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
BROADWAY THEATRE
Richmond, Va.
PALACE
THEATRE
Buffalo, N. Y.
DE LUXE THEATRE
Utica, N. Y.
LELAND THEATRE
Albany,
N. Y.
AMERICAN THEATRE
ALBANY THEATRE
Troy,
N. Y. N. Y.
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DAWES THEATRE
Bridgeport, Conn.
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Shreveport, La.
CAPITOL THEATRE
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RIALTO THEATRE
San Antonio, Tex.
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W. Va.
MAJESTIC THEATRE
Grand
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Mich.
FT. ARMSTRONG THEATRE
Rock Island, 111.
LIBERTY THEATRE
Sharon, Pa.
STATE STREET THEATRE
Trenton, N. J.
STRAND THEATRE
Stamford, Conn.
STATE THEATRE
New Brunswick. N. J.
STATE THEATRE
Jersey City,
CAPITOL THEATRE
Passaic,
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Atlantic City, N. J.
BIJOU THEATRE
REGENT THEATRE
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Superior,
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Patriotic Melodrama That Will Draw Big Business in the Right House
Thomas H. Ince presents
"SKIN DEEP"
Asso. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTOR
Lambert Hillyer
AUTHOR
Marc Edmund Jones
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Charles Stumar
AS A WHOLE
A patriotic flavored melodrama
a little wild for the better class but a big box
office for the right crowd
STORY
Has quite an audience appeal despite
conventional situations and twists that comprise it
DIRECTION
Gets action and thrills of the
popular variety ; selected fine types for parts
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
A really fine performance by Milton
Sills whose make-up in early reels is great;
Florence Vidor, Marcia Manon, Frank Campeau
and Charles Clary good
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Suitable
CHARACTER OF STORY
Crook's wife works
with gang to frame him so she can be free of
him; instead he rounds up gang and clears his
name
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,303 feet
Where the crowd is right, Ince's "Skin Deep" will
likely make a clean-up. With a better class clientele
it is more than likely that they will say lots of things
about it that aren't nice. It's that kind of a picture —
wild, wild meller but a fine one of its kind and an ac
knowledged money-maker where they want this kin
ef entertainment. Ince follows in the footsteps of the
well known George M. Cohan by injecting a patriotic
flavor with the flag waving in the breeze for a finale.
Can't help but send them out cheering when you do
that.

But regardless of what some may think about "Skin
Deep" it has every chance of making many box offices
happy because there is a large percentage of picture
patrons who still seek the dyed-in-the-wool melodrama.
Added to this "Skin Deep" holds the advantage of
being very well produced and containing a first rate
cast. Milton Sills' performance alone is worth seeing
if for no other reason than the make-up he wears in
the early reels. And while it isn't quite probable that
he could ever have his face as completely renovated as
they do it, it is a fine boost for plastic surgery and an
interesting side-issue in connection with the genera!
reclaiming of maimed soldiers. They have been
known to do some quite wonderful things in making
over broken noses but they have not been able to restore a"cauliflower" ear.
The story sticks pretty closely to the regulation
formula for melodrama with coincidence playing an
important part in the development. But Hillyer does
manage to keep things more or less plausible and
there's a punch in the thrills that will satisfy. The
prison escape includes an airplane stunt in which the
convict jumps froni the prison wall to the roof of a
speeding train and from the train to a rope ladder
dropped from the plane.
Milton Sills gives a fine performance in the role of
Bud Doyle, ex-gunman and war veteran. Florence
Vidor is appealing as the heroine but the more important part, that of Doyle's wife, is played excellently by
Marcia Manon. The entire cast is "very well suited
does good work.
Story : Bud Doyle returns from France bound to
go "straight." When a "dishonest politician" — as the
title puts it— finds that he cannot secure Bud's services any longer he co-operates with Bud's wife, who
wants to be free of him, and Bud is sent to prison for
a frame-up. How Bud eventually rounds up the crooks
and saves a large sum of money intended for the
soldiers is told in a series of rather exciting sequences.

Great Exploitation Angles For You

to Work On

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
■ Without even looking at the press sheet it was a
safe bet that the producer had the American Legion
back of him on "Skin Deep," that is as far as exploiting the feature is concerned. As it happens the press
copy does inform the exhibitor
Legion Post awaits the coming
that the Posts will cooperate.
you will undoubtedly do a fine
ture.

that "every American
of 'Skin Deep.' " And
So if you can do this
business with the pic-

Where they like melodrama and if you know they
"fall" for patriotic stuff, give it to them. They'll be
delighted with it. The production should bring returns where the audience is right. It isn't for highbrow trade, however. So don't try to give it to them.
Otherwise boost it and properly exploited it should
bring in fine returns.
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Just Another Northwest Mounted Police Picture
"THE

MAN

SHE BROUGHT
Playgoers — Pathe

BACK"

DIRECTOR
Charles Miller
AUTHOR
Jasper Ewing Brady
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Lawrence Williams
AS A WHOLE
Ordinary feature with the same
old Northwest Mounted situations; fair action
at times
STORY
Not well handled;
drags very badly
especially in climax that carries no punch at all
DIRECTION
Creates no suspense and is content
to allow the spectator to know what will happen in advance
PHOTOGRAPHY
!. . . All right
LIGHTINGS
Shadows of lighting apparatus
visible in some scenes
PLAYERS
Mediocre cast; Earle Fox poor in
emotional
bits; others Doris Miller, Frank
Losee and Charles Mackay
EXTERIORS
Fair
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mounted officer
ambushed by man he went after, is exiled from
the force but. later brings in his man
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,792 feet
They never seem to tire of the Royal Mounted
Police slogan. It once more forms the main situation
in Jasper Ewing Brady's story produced by Charles
Miller under the title, "The Man She Brought Back."
It is a fair entertainment whose value as such is considerably lessened by the frequency with Avhich the
idea is used. Each Northwest Mounted picture becomes more tiresome than the last, chiefly because
they all revolve about the capture of a murderer with a

dash of romance to set it off. The Brady story doesn't
differ from the rest as far as this formula goes.
It introduces a wholly unnecessary character in the
person of Fenton, a, preaching philosopher, played by
Frank Losee, who goads the hero on to better things
and is the general consoler of the heroine when she
fears her lover is a coward. His is a silly part that
doesn't help the story a bit. Earle Fox is a fair enough
hero except when he tries to emote. They might well
have omitted his close-ups in these moments. Doris
Miller isn't required to do very much as the heroine
and the remainder of the cast is about average.
The director hasn't always handled the material
to good advantage. There is one scene that is silly.
The girl's lover returns to his post after having been
trapped by the man he went after. This disqualifies.'
him in the eyes of the major and the girl, supposedly
in love with him, without hearing his story personally,
plucks a white feather from a stuflfed dove and hands
it to hero to indicate that he is a coward. Jt is a decidedly poor touch.
The action is allowed to lag considerably especially
from the time hero is disqualified until the time he
finally brings in his man. Cutting in the sequence
showing the pursuit would speed things up a trifle.

Story : Major Shanley satisfies his daughter's request when he gives her lover, John Ramsaye, a
chance to win his chevrons in the Mounted Police, by
bringing in Benson, a murderer. Webster, a rum
smuggler, also in love with Doris Shanley, sends his
men to ambush Ramsaye. His disqualification follows. Encouraged by an old philosopher, Ramsaye
sets out on an independent expedition to get Benson.
He gets his man and also Webster who has killed one
of his gang who has threatened to squeal. He wins
back Doris' love and is reinstated.

They Are Probably Tired of the Formula But Use Your Own Judgment
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This will probably do for the average audience but
if they are the least bit particular don't try to pass
it over on them. You will also have to consider their
feelings with regard to the Northwest Mounted stuff.
If you have given them a lot of it and think they are
beginning to get tired of it, it won't help matters to
give them another.

"The Man She Brought Back" isn't different enough
from the others to allow you to boost it for originality.
Better let them know what it is either by catchlines or
display in the lobby because the title doesn't' hint
that it has to do with "get your man." You haven't
any names to work with in the way of players, although
Earle Fox may be known to them.

I
CURRENT
Footage

D^tc

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Reviewed

RELEASES
FIRST

CORP.

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)
Destiny* Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
False Fronts
The Great Alone (Monroe Salisbury)
Fools of Fortune
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
Me and My Gal
The Woman
He Loved
Timothy's Quest
The Trail of the Axe (Dustin Famum)
Daughter
The Mohican's

5,000
5,000
5,000
7,000
6,000
5,044
5,912
5,609
6,700
5,433
5,200
6,377
4,428

7- 9-22
6-11-22
6-18-22
8-20-22
8-20-22
9-10-22
9-24-22
10-1-22
10-1-22

FAMOUS
Sept.

Oct.

4
4
11
11
18
18
25
2
2
9
9
16
16
23
■'0

PLAYERS-LASKY

7- 2-22
9-3-22
9-10-22

6,000
5,106
5,905
5,483

6-11-22
6-13-22
8-27-22
9-17-22

FILM

CORF.
4,373
4,480
4,744

6-25-22
8-20-22
9-24-22

Moonshine Valley
Dttstiii Pamna

5,679

8-20-22

Strange Idols
Oath
Bound
The Yosemite Trail
lUrlcy Masoa Series
LighU of the Desert
The New
Teacher
Youth Must Have Love
WOUaa Kusasn

4,300
4,468
4,735

6- 4-22
7-30-22
9-17-22

4,809
4,453
4,368

6-18-22
8-13-22
9-10-22

A Self Made Man
Mixed Faces
Chartea Jems*

4,920
4,400

7- 3-22
101-22

Trouper
O'Neil
West of Chicago

4,442
4,694

7-16-22
8-20-22

The Fast Mail
A Fool There Was
A Little Child Shall

4,880
6,604
8,361

7- 9-22
7-33-22
9-10-22

Spwial

Lead

Them

8-13-22
8-20-22
9- 3-22
9- 3-22
9- 3-22
9-24-22

PICTURES
6-12-31
6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21-22
7- 2-22
4-16-22
6-11-22
6-11-22
7- 9-22
7-16-22

Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance
(Rupert Hughes)

5,600
"
5,650

8-20-22
9-17-22

6,150

6-25-22

5,500

8-13-22

5,300

6-11-22

5,200

7-avM

5,000
.5,000
6,800
6,997
6,000

6-4-22
6- 4-22
7-23-22
8-13-22
10-1-22

6,000

6- 4-22

7,000

9-24-22

HODKINSON

Holtre Prod.
Slim Shoulders
Benj. B. Hampton
Hearts
Haven
Renco Prod.

(Irene

CORP.

Castle)

The Veiled Woman
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Married
People
Rex Ingram
Prod.
Trifling

Women

METRO

PICTURES

CORP.

Sherlock Brown
(Bert Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
Forget-Me-Not
The Hands- of Nara (Clara Kimball Young)
June Madness
(Viola Dana)
Swedish Biograph Co.
The Stroke of Midnight
Tiffany Prod.
Broadway Rose (Mae Murray)

PREFERRED
Rich

FILM

7-30-22

4,470
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,003
5,947
4,630
5,651
5,450

W. W.

T«B IIU Series
For Big SUkei
Just Tony
Do and Dare
William Famum

6- 4-22
6-11-22
6-25-22
6-25-22

Be My Wife (Max Linder)
Man With Two Mothers
His Bade Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
When Romance Rides (Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
(Hampton Prod.)
The Dust Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty Compson)

CORP.

Her Gilded Cage (Gloria Swanson)
6,338 8-20-22
Nice People
(Wm.
DeMille)
6,244 8-20-22
Blood and Sand (Rodolph Valentino)
8,110 8-13-22
Valley of Silent Men (Cosmopolitan)
6,541 9- 3-22
The Siren Call (Dorothy Dalton)
5,542 9-17-22
WhUe Satan Sleeps (Jack Holt)
6,069 7- 2-22
Manslaughter (Cecil B. De Mille)
9,061 ,9-24-22
Above All Law
7,177
Pink Gods
7,180 10-1-22
The Old Homestead
The Face in the Fog (Cosmopolitan)
6,095
Burning
Sands
(Melford)
6,919 9,10-22
The Ghost Breaker (WaUace Reid)
5,130 9-17-22
The Cowboy and the Lady (Chas. Maigne)
To Have and to Hold (Fitzmaurice)
When Knighthood Was in Flower (Mar. Davies) 10,800 9-17-22
Missing Millions (Alice Brady)
9-24-22

FOX

NATIONAL

GOLDWYN

5,000
5,106
5,200
4,841

Reviewe*

Sonny (Richard Barthelmess)
6,900
Domestic Relations (Katherine
MacDonald) .. .5,192
The Half Breed
5,484
One Clear Call
7,589
Smudge
(Charles Ray)
4,716
Rose O' The Sea (Anita Stewart)
6,837
Hurricane's
Gal (Dorothy
Phillips)
7,944
Alias Julius Caesar (Charles Ray)
6,131
Fools First
5,770
The Masquerader
(Guy Bates Post)
7,835
East is West
(Constance
Talmadge)
7,737
The Light in the Dark (Hope Hampton)
5,600
Kindred of the Dust (R. W. Walsh)
8,422
The Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge)
7,453

7-16-23
7- 9-22
7-23-22

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS. INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
The Real Adventure (Florence Vidor)
The Woman Who Came Back
Dusk
to Dawn
(Florence
Vidor)
Grandma's
Boy (Harold Lloyd)
Playioeri Picture*. Inc.
Father Tom
Hilli of Missing Men
Tracks (Noble Johnson)
The Woman Who Came Back
Throueh the Storm
The Isle of Doubt (Wyndham Standing)

Footage

Release Date

Men's

BOOKING

PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN
6,500

Wives

OFFICES

OF AMERICA

8-27-22

(R-C)

The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick). .5,700
4.790
The Son of the Wolf
4,557
(Doris May)
The Understudy
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
4,738
5,500
My Dad (Johnnie Walker)
6,217
In the Name of the Law
S.J60
*.
(Harry Carey)
The Kick-Back
5,832
The Snowshoe Trail (Jane Novak)
5,382
The Hound of the Baskervilles

6-18-22
64-22
7- 2-22
7- 9-22
7- 9-22
7-.10-23
7-16-22
9-17-22
9-17-22
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Corking Fight Features Nigh's First Special
William Nigh presents

spots where it drags. But it is much too long, especially inthe courtroom sequence, although this is well
done.

"NOTORIETY"
Apollo — State Rights
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

William Nigh
William Nigh
William Nigh
Not credited

AS A WHOLE
Remember "Gallagher?" This is
a female version and has a corking good fight
to help out
STORY
Fair, but drags at times
DIRECTION
Contains some of Nigh's wellknown touches. Excellent fight. Court room
sequence much too long
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
PLAYERS
Maurine Powers good as Pigeon, the girl of the tenements who craves notoriety. Many good names in cast. Few have
much to do but Rod LaRoque as the hero.
George Hackathorne very well cast
EXTERIORS
Some beautiful locations
INTERIORS
Look natural
DETAIL
Well handled
CHARACTER OF STORY
Unnecessary attack
on girl in barn may be disliked by patrons of
some neighborhood houses
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,600 feet
There is a whale of a fight in Bill Nigh's first special, "Notoriety." This has to be stressed because it
is probably what will put the picture over big in some
places. The way Nigh puts this fight on — well, it has
the "Td'able David" fight skinned. That should be
enough. Otherwise many of the expected touches and
titles that have made Nigh stand out during the past
several successes are not as evident as was hoped for.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that when the picture
was shown it was admitted that it should be cut, and
perhaps the necessary cutting will speed this up in the

In fact the entire production is well handled. Nigh
knows his types and knows just what effect he wants.
Usually he gets it. But there are too many titles, too
much argument in the courtroom scene, and then it
ends suddenly, too suddenly considering how much
has been put into it. You discover Pigeon, the little
waif who wanted notoriety, only because it gave her
something she had never before had — some attention,
and consideration from the world — then realizing that
it is all to be taken from her. This is a fine touch and
skilfully handled.
If the unnecessary footage can be removed — and
there is no reason why it should not be easily done —
then "Notoriety" is going to attract a lot of attention.
There is a tremendous lot of action in the fight
which is staged in the barn when the hired man goes
after Pigeon. There are three fights in all, not including the one Pigeon puts up for herself, and finally
the bad man is sent reeling down the railroad tracks
into the great nowheres. But he certainly puts up
a smashing fight before hero finally sends him to
cover. And before then the half wit boy, and the
good for nothing sport, splendidly played by Richard
Travers, also puts up a real fight.
Story: Pigeon, a tenement waif, who has nothing
to awaken or interest her in life, while peeping at a
big dance in a mansion, becomes involved and is
accused of murdering a philandering social pet. In
a moment her whole life changes, and the notoriety
attendant upon her arrest for the murder of this well
known social butterfly puts into her life all that had
heretofore been missing. When she is about to be freed
of the charge, realizing that she is going back to her
dreary, slow life, she tries to claim being the murderess, but is acquitted, and finally, on the farm of
her hero lawyer she realizes what life and love hold
for her.

Use Nigh's Name and
Remind
Them
His Recent Successes
Box Office
Analysis
for the of
Exhibitor
You have Will Nigh's name to work with in this
and that should help a lot. Tell your people he made
"School Days" and other successes last season for the
Warner's, and you can add that he also wrote the scenario for "Rags and Riches" which looks like another
hitj and has just been released. His name should mean
a lot in the box office. You can talk about some of the
better known players, and then center everything on
the big fight. It should get them in. You also have

a great chance to have the newspapers working for
you both because of the title and also what is back
of it.
Some neighborhood houses
might well consider the attack
man. Some particular people
will have to consider this as

with a peculiar clientele
on the girl by the hired
might not like it. You
it is the basis for a big

punch in the production. There are ample possibilities for catchlines and lobby display.
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LEWIS

FooU(«

J. SELZNICK

ENT.

SeUnick Picture* (Distributed by Select Ezchanees)
Elaine Hanimeritein Star Series
Evidence
BuKcue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's
Paradise
Channing of the Northwest
Special Productions
A Woman of No Importance
Love is an Awful Thing; (Owen Moore)

UNITED
Feb. 26Prod.
Fair& Lady
Allied
Dist.
The Three
A Woman's

6-18-22

Top O' the Morning (Gladys Walton)
■The Gallopmg Kid (Hoot Gibson)
Caught
Bluilfing (Frank
Mayo)
Confidence
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
The Girl Who
Ran Wild (Gladys Walton)
The Long Chance
The Lone Hand
(Hoot
Gibson)

6-11-22
9-10-22

6,400

3-26-22

3,842

9-10-22

CO.
6,350
7,407

7-16-22
10-1-22

4,600
4,583
5,000
4,862
4,430
5,130
4,920

7-23-22
7- 2-22
7-23-22
7-30-22
8-20-22
8-20-22
8-27-22

4,627
4,783
4,517
4,787
4,836

9- 3-22
9-10-22
9-17-22
9-24-22
10-1-22
10-1-22

7,000

6-18-22

A Virgin's Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun

5,000
5,249

7- 2-22

•^Girl's
Desire
Little
Wildcat
Alice Joyce
The Inner Chamber

5,000
5,000

9-17-22
9-10-22

SHORT

5,951

REEL RELEASES

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS.

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

°' ^'" ^''°""°<' Smo^iJ^et

""""'"TjiJ.
KaVriai
D^ie "^""""'"^
Sketchojfrafs (1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
CampbeU Comedies (2 reels)
Cinai Films (slow speed)

FAMOUS

^'■''=°^" ^'""'"'

'^"'^ ^-'^

PLAYERS-LASKY

FIRST

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2
(3 and i3 rcalt)
real
ToonarvUle Trolley (2 reeU)
Henry
(t rMla)
—. L«hnnan (;omadi«
_ V.
loMar KMMa Ceaa4lM (3 rMta)

I

CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's
Chats
WondersMovie
of the
World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. S3
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

LEWIS
Herbert
William
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four (IS cpiiodca).

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Uisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The—Dragon's
episodes; Queen
King of
the Circus
(addie Polo),
episodes;Net,
The15 Diamond
(Eileen
Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (B4die Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and
Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, BUccB
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies
(1 reel):
When
Eve Fell, No License (Billy FlMeber),

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon
Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), IS episodes; The Veiled
Mystery
15 The
episodes;
Silent(Joe
Avenger
(William (Antonio
Duncan), Moreno),
15 episodes;
Purple"The
Riders
Ryan
and Edith
Elinor Johnson),
Field), 1515 episodes;
and
episodes. Fighting Fate (Wm. Ounc*~

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel) : Was
Darwin
Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birdu eA
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar FeU.
Combatting
the Elements,
Dexterity and Mimicry
of Insw.t*.
Primitive Life in Tennessee,
Bear Hunting in (California, Paris
the Beautiful,
A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterioaa,
Let's
See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

P«ramount-Burton
Hohnes
Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burhngame
Adventure
Scenics (1 reel)
Pararaount-De Haven Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramou
nt-Vandenbergh
Series (2fr^:sr
|:jsr;-p"os"t*^'^tiri'i^'c:i,Us
reels>

W. W. HODKINSON

VITAGRAPH

Selig-Pork- Photoplays (2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Bduettional Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War). 2 reels; Art
of Divmg
(Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe Ruth— How
he IcAocks

Bruce Scenics
Beautiful
rrUl"^"'"^
(1 reel)
e^trurs!
Modfrrc'
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review (1 reel)

INC.

Hack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ban Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

CORPORATION

GOLDWYN

S.OOO
6,500

VITAGRAPH
Irish Rose

FILM

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (30 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)

5,000

(Max Linder)

MFG.
FILM
Jewd Features UNIVERSAL
Human
Hearts
Under Two Flags (Priscilla Dean)
Universal Features
Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo)
Trimmed
(Hoot Gibson)
The Trouper
(Gladys Walton)
The Married Flapper (Marie Prevost)
The Loaded Door (Hoot Gibson)
Don't Back
Shoot (Herbert Rawlinson)
Paid

Super-Features
My Wild
Corinne Griffith

S.OOO

ARTISTS

(Rex Beach's)
Corp.
Must Get Theres
Woman

POX

Reriewed

"*• '^""'°" ^'''^">-

EXHIBITORS

Electricity — It's Development.

national'

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Bums).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA,
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"BaU, the Unknovvn'
(5 reels)
Short Reel Music Film Product

INCORPORATED

THE
Sunday, October 8, 1922

Jg^

Unoriginal and Weak Situations That

Jack Dillon
Margaret Prescott Montague
Jules Furthman
Don Short

AS A WHOLE
A weak attraction with only an
appeal to those who favor sensational stuff; all
right for certain patronage
STORY
Contains unpleasant situations and is
badly constructed ; drags considerably at times
DIRECTION
Fair; might have speeded up the
action although situations are slight and required extension for feature length
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Does average work; hasn't a very agreeable role

SUPPORT
McCullough,
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Fair; Sylvia Breamer
the principals

DAILY
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Are Not Very Well Handled
uations that it contains. It all revolves about the death

John Gilbert in
"CALVERT'S
VALLEY"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

tea

and Philo

of Philo McCullough, as the fiance of the heroine. A
stranger in town who had been present when McCullough tumbled off the cliff and met his death, believed
himself guilty of murder inasmuch as an old woman
who had seen the incident, told the stranger that he
had pushed the victim off the ledge. The stranger,
being drunk, takes her testimony for granted. From
this point on the story drags terribly. You are shown
the stranger, played by Gilbert, going through all
kinds of conscience stricken torments until finally he
wanders into a church and exclaims that he murdered
Calvert, the character played by McCullough.
This might have been worked into a rather forceful
climax, but the director has not succeeded in getting
the slightest punch into it. The courtroom scene that
follows, in which Gilbert -is cleared of the crime, carries no suspense and it is a safe bet that the biggest
majority of any audience will have the ending all figured out long before Dillon gives it to them. There
is one sequence in which he leads the spectator to be-

Adequate
Suitable

DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man confesses to
murder he believes he committed in order to
save girl who is accused of having caused the
man to commit suicide
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,416 feet
Untl()ul)tedly there is an audience for such a picture
as ''Calvert's Valley" and others like it and that is the
reason they are made — to reach that particular crowd.
If this is true, and they get them money, you can't
l)lame i)roducers for making them. But it is decidedly the cheaper class of patronage that will favor the
sort of thing presented in this latest Fox release starring John Gilbert.
They probably like the sensational touches and sit-

lieve that the murdered man's brother suspects the
stranger of having killed his brother and is subjecting
him to a series of incidents that will force him to confess. There seems no other good reason, at the time,
for inviting Gilbert to participate in settling the dead
man's estate.
The production is adequate and the cast satisfactory. The sub-titles are clumsy in their wording which
frequently makes them difficult to read.
Story : Hester Rymal breaks her engagement with
Jim Calvert. A widow, with a demented son, tells
Emlyn. a stranger in town, that he killed Calvert but
keeps his secret. Later Emlyn hears Calvert's mother
accusing Hester of having caused her son's death, the
mother thinking he had committed suicide. To save
Hester, Emlyn confesses and then to save Emlyn, the
widow tells that her half-wit son killed Calvert.

Good for the Right Crowd But Be Sure That You Have That Kind
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Here is another case where it depends upon the class
you cater to. And you know best whether or not they
like pictures of the type represented by "Calvert's
Valley." If your audience is right for it, let them
have it and they'll probably like it very v/ell. On the
other hand, if you play to a better class clientele,
those who demand good logical story material, don't
try to please them with this.

Gilbert is hardly popular enough to warrant bringing them in on the strength of his name, so you'll have
to do it with catchlines or by using a trailer of whatever iMt you think will be most likely to bring them
back for the rest. The title will need explaining to
give them an idea what it is all about.

INDEPENDENT
Date

Footage Reviewed

ARROW

FILM

CORP.

God's Country and the Law
The Broken
Silence (Zina Keefe).
Headin' North

APOLLO

TRADING

5.332
5,944
4.257

7- 9-22
7-30-22
9-24-22

CORP.

The Curse of Drink

5,900

9- 3-22

B. B. PRODUCTIONS
How

Women

Love

(Betty

Blythe)

SHORT REELS-STATE
ADVENTURES

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

ALLIED

15 episodes.

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

Alt & HoweU Comedies (12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reeU), Liqaorish
Lips (3 reels).

ARROW

FILM

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week (2 TceU).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels) : Looking Up Jim, In the RiTsr,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) : Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hm
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels): Wild Women and Tame M«n, Tli«
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the .Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), IS episodes.

8-27-22

5,800
5,800

9-10-22
9-24-22

5,147

8-27-22

6,522

8-20-22

Success Series:

5,000
7,000

9-24-22
10-1-22

The Worldly Madonna (Clara Kimball Young). 5,600
What's Wrong With Women
6,400

7-16-22
8-13-22

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dt'amas (2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CUMMINGS
Flesh

and

Blood

(Lon

CORP.

Stewart)

PROD.

Chancy)

R. L. GIFFEN

AYCIE

The Prince and the Pauper

PHIL
EQUITY

PICTURES

EXCEPTIONAL
Hit Nibs

CORP.

PICTURES

(Chic Sales)

FIDELITY

4,951

PICTURES

CORP.

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan;
The Fighting Kentuckians

HOWELLS

SALES

CO.

FILM

(Franklyn

PICTURES,

(2 reels).

EXPORT

AND

IMPORT

Farnum)

5,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

INC.
FILM

CO.

SYNDICATE,

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

UNITY

Trail

(Wesley

8-13-22

Barry)

INC.

COMPANY

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain Comedies (2 reels) :
America First.
Reissues

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

JOAN

INC.

Moonlight Knight,

Full o< Spirit, See

INC.

(each 2 reels).

FILM

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE

7- 2-22
9- 3-22
9-10-22

& BRADFORD

PINNACLE
(2 reels) : Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
Isle.Why

COMEDIES
Change Your Mother-in-Lawf Nation's

PLYMOUTH

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

CO.

PACIFIC

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring (Jeorge Ovey (Once-*-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-moath)
(3 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).
-^— —

9-1 7-22

EXPLOITATION
BROS.

GAUMONT

HORIZON

5,164
5,496

5_000

WARNER

MARKET,

12 2-reels.

Norma Talmadge

PICTURES

PICTURES

Callahan,

HERALD
Mack

INC.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson
(Marjorie Rambeau). .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambcaa)
5 000
Mrs. Bcliaoie (Nance
O'Neil)
J.OM

Do Men Marry

Jimmy

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues
5,800
5,000

PICTURES

EXCHANGE

News
(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

PROD.

Saved by Radio
The Range
Patrol

TRI-STAR

7-30-22

CORP.

5,600

CLARK

FILM

FILM

PROD.

RUSSELL

Rags to Riches

Dramas

INC.

(2 reels)

Monty Banks
ComediesScandal,
(2 reels)Where
: Nearly
Kidnapper's
Revenge.
A Bedroom
Is MyMarried,
Wife? His
First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

CORP.

SECURITY

RIALTO

Sagebrush

Star

.

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS,

FEDERATED

Nine Seconds to Heaven

The

SALES

(1 reel each).

DOMINANT

Western

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night (All-Star)

WESTERN

FILM

The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half

& BRADFORD

PRODUCERS

Why

C.

CORP.

Serial: The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore Field), IS
episodes.

MERIT

RUSSELL

B.

CLARION

The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
SaUy
Branded
(Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)
Citizen

C.

FILM

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West) (2 reels)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial
Gump (1 reel
each).
Celebrated
Comedies

;

LEE

The Angel

AYWON

CORP.

(each 2 reels).

CELEBRATED

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million
Count
C)agliostro
A Daughter of Eve

PICTURES

15 Westerns

GOLDSTONE

The Cub Reporter (Richard Tahnadge)
Deserted at the Altar

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

5,300

Life's Greatest Question
(Roy
More to be Pitied (All Star)

\

I

FEATURES

PIONEER

PRODUCERS

5,000

8-27-22

7,209

10-1-22

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery (IS episodes).

SECURITY

CORPORATION

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald
Sacred 'FUmi (I reaU

SACRED

2,000
3,000

FILMS,

INC.
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Short Stuff
'Rough Going"— Pathe
T \ |)e of production

"Pop Tuttle's Clever Catch"— Film Booking Offices
2 reel western

I. CO Maloney is a young rancher in love with the daughter
his Cattle King neighbor. As he is about to propose a
luthful stranger appears who is affectionately greeted by the
rl. Maloney overhears two of tiie men say that he is Jim
awson, wanted for murder. After a hard-riding, hard-fightl; mix-up of outlaws and detectives in which the real "Jim
awson" is discovered, Maloney learns that the man he suscted is an officer of the law and the girl's brother. This
lould please those who like westerns. There is plenty of
tion and the riding ranks with the finest.

Lupino Lane in "The Reporter" — Fox
PC of production

Type of production

This Plum Center comedy stars Dan Mason who as Pop
Tuttle is the central character. The picture moves along placidly and is content to be mildly funny during the first reel. In
the second however it peps up quite a bit and moves to a good
finish. The titles are among the most clever bits in the picture,
getting a good many of the laughs. Pop Tuttle runs the village stage, which meets all trains. He is returning with the
week's mail when he is held up by a bandit. He consents to
give the thug the mail if he will shoot bullet holes in his hat
as an alibi. After the bandit empties his gun shooting holes
in Pop's clothes, Pop pulls his own gun and making him mount
Wildfire, the town's truckhorse, rides him into town and gets
the reward.

2 reel comedy

Here is a mighty fine bit of amusement. If all of the Lane
omedies, or any part of them measure to the standard set by
his then they are going to be a decided addition to any proram. This was caught at the Strand and during his activities
tveral in the audience could be heard audibly commenting that
-ane seemed like Doug Fairbanks. As a matter of fact either
le, or if a double was used, the double does a lot of stunts
lore or less of the Fairbanks variety. They are all good, too,
nd some of the gags pulled by Lane are not only new but
xceedingly funny. He is a scream when he plods along with
he telegraph pole tied to his back, and when he is on the
round and tumbles and pulls one leg over the other in an effort
adjust himself, your crowd surely will laugh. There are
lore good gags in this than in the average and if the Strand
rowd is a criterion then your people are going to like it a lot.

2 reel comedy

"For Rent— Haunted"— Pathe
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Most of Johnny Jones' previous productions have possessed
more humor than this one, in fact, this could almost be classified as a serious drama. It concerns the efforts of Jones and
a group of youngsters to nip the plans of a shrewd and unrelenting real estate operator who has driven an aged widow
from her home. The youngsters create the impression that
the house is haunted and collect a reward of $50 for renting it,
when the fear of spooks has made the dwelling place undesirable. Youthful performers in short reels are liked and Jones
is capable, which will get this over in good style. It is not
as funny as some of his other comedies but it is good, clean
entertainment.
"The Tin Broncho" — Simshine Comedy — Fox

{oving Thomas

Takes a Trip on a Fishing Trawler — Kineto

Type of production

2 reel comedy

1 reel novelty

They have a lot of laughs coming in this latest Sunshine release
in which they show that all the comedy possibilities in an auto

This latest edition to the Urban "Roving Thomas" series takes
Thomas to sea on a fishing trawler. There are a lot of fine
larine views in the reel and a few of the shots taken from the
Dcking vessel are likely to produce nearly the same effect as
dually being on the boat. It is a pretty rough voyage for the
udience, as well as for Thomas. Shots showing the hauling
of the fishing nets and the return of the trawler with its
tch make it a rather interesting reel.

haven't been exhausted as yet. In this one they have a specially
constructed body that they call the Klassy Komplex and the

ype of production

"A

Kickin'

'ype of production

Fool"— Century— Universal

2 reel comedy
A trained mule occupies the center of the screen through a
insiderable portion of this and figures in a number of indents which should elicit laughter. The opening portion in
hich the animal is used to break up wood, boards being
laced where it may smash them with its hind hoofs it sure
) get a laugh. Later, the shot in which it guzzles a bottle of
quid, placing one foot upon a rail in the fashion once famiar is really funny and its other antics, such as the eating of
ancakes, will provoke mirth. It is a satisfactory knockabout
Dmedy with the mule registering in great style during a conderable part of it.

gags that they work in with it make it a sure-fire comedy
number. The front of the car is so big that the driver takes
a step-ladder to get down to look at the engine. One of the
biggest laughs is where the parts of the motor keep falling out
so the driver secures a huge magnet which he attaches to the
back of the car for the purpose of having it pick up the parts
as they fall out. But the parts of the car aren't the only thing
that the magnet attracts. Sewer covers, letter boxes, etc. follow the car with policemen, merchants, etc. chasing the driver.
It's a good number and will get the laughs.
"Screen
Type of production

Snapshots"

No.

10 — Pathe
1 reel fan

magazine

Lon Chaney's art of make-up is shown in interesting closeups which open this number of the Screen Snapshots. Marillyn Miller's wedding affords interesting pictures of Mary and
Doug, the bride and her new husband. Jack Pickford, Charles
Chaplin and other guests. Interesting scenes of the meetings
between Will Hays and a score or more of film celebrities at
Hollywood and of the wonderful reception given him close the

issue.

.

Short Stuff
Official Urban Movie Chats, No. 35 — Hodkinson
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Opening this are several shots taken along the Sixth Avenue "L" line in New York and they hold attention fairly well.
Some wasps are seen at work directly after and that is a
meritorious section. Ivory is dealt with in the following portion and then there are a few shots among the Arapahoe Indians. In the concluding part, different birds face the spectator and wind up a satisfactory screen review.
"The Upper Cut"— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Paul Parrot plays the timid hero in this mildly amusing
comedy.
He is forced into a ring fight with "Champion Poison

Fist O'FIannigan" in order to win his lady love's hand.
Jobyna Ralston is pleasing but is not given an opportunity to
do very much. The ring shots take up most of the footage in
which Paul ultimately knocks out the champion accidentally.
"Cold Turkey"— Mutt and Jeff— Fox
Type of production

1 reel cartoon

There doesn't seem to be a very good reason for Mutt and
Jeff to be fooling around with turkeys at this time of the year
but they are trying to secure a good meal in their latest number,
"Cold Turkey," in which the bird is so tough they can't kill it,
so they chloroform it and start plucking the feathers. The
turkey revives and chases Jeff until he does his usual star-light
fade-out.

Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
''The Friendly Circle''

>^^ITH additional floor space and increased facilities we are better able to
handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.
THE BARNES
229 WEST

PRINTING

28TH STREET

COMPANY,

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17
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I

Arthur

F. Becl^

presents

"When Husbands

Decei V6 "w- le ah bmrb
Marcus Loew, W. H. Clune
Messrs. Jones, Linick & Schaffer
among others

Opened It Release Day
A feature tingling with emotion. lavishly gowned and
portrayed skillfully by Leah
Baird and a supporting cast which
includes Jack Mower. William
Conklin, Katherine Lewis.
Eulalie Johnson and John Cossar.

Associated Exhibitors
APTHUR

S. KANiE,

Directed by Wallace
Worsley
Produced by Arthur F. Beck.
All critics agree with the Moving
Picture World — "a perfectly safe
bet when strong drama is de-

sired."

PRES

'iLm

fw brAdstreet

Authority
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On
I Ban Still Attitude
U Organization's

cinged Towards Reappearance
Of Arbuckle In Pictures
Special to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents

October 9, 1922

Wants Claim Killed
Famous Also Says Valentino Charges
Are "Scandalous and

Un-

Famous Players-Lasky Corp. has
filed an application in the Supreme
nt" defences and
Court to strike
outinethe
Impert
a counterclaim for $320,000 damages
in its suit against Rodolph Valentino
on the ground that the allegations he
makes in defence of the suit to restrain him from taking employment

DAILY)

Angeles — Friends of Roscoe
le say they are confident that
will return to the screen and
F

some months past anonymous
isigned letters have been re, 1 in the offices of the Hays orlon, all of the same
purport
ny of them along the same
licating that the writers were
to see Arbuckle return to the
All of these communications
' such a similar expression that
ive been disregarded, and the
cilice maintains the same attiid-towards Arbuckle's return to the
:r(ii as it did weeks ago.
Arbuckle
garded
as unnecessary
to the
:ria.
ring the past few days the ap;t propagaiioa to have Arbuckle
in to the screen has been in:d through the aid of newspaper
jfnns, both in Los Angeles and in
'*■ York.
I Morris Joins Warners
m E. Morris, who has one of the
St acquaintanceships among the
ri)itors and others in the industry,
"' who has but recently returned
trip abroad, will join Warner
, in an executive capacity begin11 today.
rry Warner
will, in all probrelegate to Morris such of the
lie has been handling person-

y Warner will leave for the
within the next few days to
.liter production matters.

with another film company are "a
sham, irrelevant, impertinent and
scandalous, and will prejudice or delay a fair trail of the action." The
application also asks that Valentino
be compelled to file an entirely new
answer.
Famous Players objects to the first
defence and counterclaim for $220,000, in whic'iresentations
he werealleges
made tothat
him misrepas the

Lon Chaney's work in "Shadows" will stick in your memory. Tom Forman directed the picture for B. P. Schulberg, of Preferred Pictures. Distribution will be through the Al Lichtman Corporation. How the live
exhibitors will grab it! — Advt.

(Continued

Fightin'

Jimmy Grainger. Over in Godsol's — meaning Goldwyn's.
Just back. Seven weeks on the road. Sick of bad hotels. And

worse Pullman's. But all his Irish blood boilin'. Just fightin'
mad.
All set. To put Goldwyn over. Don't care whose toes
''amous-Skouras Deal Closed
is understood that the deal be- he steps on. Grabbing the best men he can get. To man the
w n Famous Players
and Skouras
exchanges. Looking for other specialists. Killing ofif office
h,., of St. Louis
has practically
)ei closed.
As a result a new cor- politics. Got his sleeves up. Carries a wicked punch. In either
K) tion to be known as the Missourihand. Has six new branch managers. Sturm at Pittsburg.
jiid Central Co., will be formed
Barach at Cleveland. Tom Brady in Buffalo. Harry Danto
Nat
0 ake over the Missouri
theater
ivprl by Famous,
and the Grand
in Chicago. (Thought he would fit better in New York.)
al. owned
by Skouras
Bros.
Perkins in Los Angeles and Gottleib in Minneapolis. To try
^ ) of these firms will control
!<)illy the stock of the new
cor- and get some money.
Nice hard job.
Out of Moe Finklestein.
ic.tion.
Grainger isn't telling his men. How to do it. But is shows before noted, the Grand Central
ing them. Closed for these circuits. On his trip : Balaban &
be used for long runs.
Skouras
5. will have active management of Katz, Chicago; Ike Libson, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Dayton
houses, but Herschel Stuart will and Columbus; Jenson & Von Herberg, Seattle, Portland and
esent Famous in both houses.
Tacoma; Saenger Circuit, Louisiana and Mississippi; Skouros
he directors of the new corporaBros., St. Louis ; Hoblitzell Circuit, Texas and others.
^will be S. R. Kent and Harold
'ranklin, of Famous, Spyros and
Skouras,
Arthur
Stickney
and
?h C. Libau of the latter.

result of which he was made to beliive that his services as a film actor
were worth only $1,000 a week,
whereas they were worth $5,000 a
week. The plaintiff also asks the
court to strike out the allegation that
a contract like that with Thomas
Meighan was to be given Valentino,
and he thought he was signing such
a contract. Valentino asserts that
Famous Players made its contract with
him without consideration and to
"take improper advantage" of him,
and that it is not binding.

If that sales gang. Don't get their pep. They'll just lose
That's all. (Continued on Page 2)
their jobs.

on

Page
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Fined For Unsanctioned
Releases
The R-C Pictures Corp. has been
fined $300 in the Court of Special
Sessions for releasing pictures and
permitting them to be shown before
they had been passed by the NewYork State Motion Picture Commission. The fine covers $100 for each
of three pictures released in May;
"The Sheik of Araby," "Gay and
Devilish," and "The Fatal Marriage,".
Officers of the company claimed that
the films were released without their
knowledge.
Lynch Books First National
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlanta — Houses identified with the
S. A. Lynch interests are now playing First National pictures. It is
understood that the deal is on a franchise basis with no percentage entering into the arrangement.
The arrangement for the showing
of First National pictures in these
houses which are regarded as Famous
Players' property
wasLynch
probably
summated before
left confor
abroad.
Incidentally it is reported here that
Lynch will return from Europe within the next few days.
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THIS "INFANT INDUSTRY"
Will Day. London. Has collection of old Chinese relics.
Showing. So he says. That Confucius. Who lived 500 years
before Christ. Had "shadow shows." First sign of animated
pictures.
"BUXY" HAPPY

Just received. Handsome bronze tablet. From International Shipbuilding Corp. For his services. During the Great
War. At the big shipbuilding plant. Below Philadelphia.
Prouder than a new papa.
Should be.
WHAT A RECORD!

(Special

October 9, 19i

Releasing Move

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

!

Minneapolis
— Themoved
American
leasing
Corp., have
their o£"1
to the Film Exchange Bldg.
Col.
H. P.to Smith
With Wamet*L
(Special
THE
FILM
DAILY).
Buffalo— Col. H. P. Smith has b.
appointed manager of the new W
ner Brother's exchange.
Smith
been manager of First National
United Artists exchanges.
Wants

Sunday Showings

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Webster Groves, Mo. — More tl
1,000 residents have signed a petit

revolting against the "blue la
In Boston. Where there's a hot fight on. To win out. In which prevents the Ozark, a $7S,(
from showing pictures
the referendum. And kill proposed censorship. Film folk structure
Sunday.
should be interested. But — and what a "but" this one is — of
92 exchange managers and salesmen. In Boston. In the film
business.
How many do you think are registered voters?
Exactly three.
WORKING OUT IDEAS
Six years ago. Ben Schulberg. Working for Famous.
'^^ft*>
Read a story — "Ching, Ching, Chinaman." Thought it would
■
^ make
big picture. Talked it over. With Al Lichtman. Also
Quotations
working for Famous. "Some day," said Ben, "when we have
High
Low
Close Sales
our own company — ." "Yep," said Al. And the some day
East. Kod. SeVs 85i/< 855/^ 2,000 arrived. Finally. Like it usually does. And they have their
F. P.-L. . . 993/^ 97yi 98.M
3,200
own company. And they have made the story. And are callingdo pfd
Not quoted
it "Shadows."
That's what sticking to an idea does.
G'wyn
...
8^
714
&%
10,000
FROM OVER THE POND
Griffith
Not quoted
Locw's...
22^
213A
2\y2
3,000
Tom Terriss.
Drops a postal.
Showing quaint old English
Triangle
Not quoted
World
Not quoted village.
W^here
he is on location.
Making
his first special
"Harbor
Lights."
Sends best wishes.
To the crowd.
And
regrets.
That he cannot play golf. On the 19th.
Same regrets, |j
Guts and Flashes
here, Tom.
The title of the Norma Talmadge
GOLFERS AND
GOOFERS
picture taken from the stage play
Speaking of the tournament. It looks like another great
"The Passion Flower" has been
success. Over 60 entries in. And many promises. Expect over
changed to "Love or Hate."
100. To tee ofif. At Sound View. Great Neck. Don't forget
Crosset & Dunlap, book publishers,
the day.
And the place.
are printing a Marion Davies edition
Incidentally
Yates. Herbert J. Of the Republic Laborof "When Knighthood Was in Flowatories. Writes. In sending his application. To the Grand
MOTOR CARS COLUMBUS
er" illustrated with 61 scenes from
the film.
5430
Supervisor. Of the Golfers and Goofers Asso. : "If a Goofer
Blue Bird Auto &
For
Location
Leon Gordon, who was featured in is one of those fellows who never plays golf. Doesn't know hoAv
Aero Service.
to play golf. But stands around. And shows regular golfers
Jack Mandola,
"Watch Your Neighbor" has been
$18.00 Per Day
Gen. Mer.
engaged for Cosmopolitan's "Little how to play — then, I guess. You will have to put me down as a
Old New

York."

"Vanity Fair," the next Hugo Balj|!n production, was selected because
it was the first available choice of
6,233 persons who wrote to Ballin
suggesting the picturization of 316
different stories. Mabel Ballin will
play Becky Sharp.

On October 16th. 1922, we wHU be in our
new quarters at 52nd Street and Broadway,
in "The
Earl Building,"
1674 Broadvyay.
Come in and see us

Caryl S. Fleming Productions
Iroquois
Productions,
Inc.

Now you all know.
What a goofer is.
Goofer."
MAKING A POINT
Fred Desberg. Lawyer. Also running Loew houses. In
Cleveland. Talking of uniform contract. Speaking with regard. To the independent producer. Or whatever he is. Who
calls himself that. "What are you going to do?" asks Desberg,
"to compel him to deliver a picture. After an exhibitor has given
him play dates. And he doesn't deliver? The exhibitor has
given days. Passed up other pictures that he might have secured. And put himself in a hole."
Something to think about.
SOL THE SOLOMON
Referring to Lesser. Little. But oh, my. Only thirty.
But here's what he is: Head of All Star exchange. Los Angeles. And Golden Gate exchange. In 'Frisco. Has Jackie
Coogan under contract. Will show his "Oliver Twist" soon.
Vice president of West Coast Theatres, Inc. Only has 58 houses.
In the chain. Franchise holder in First National. And only
just started. Uses an alarm clock. To tell him when to go to
sleep. Keeps Brother Irving busier than that. Trying to do
the things.
He figures out.
Some boy.
(Continued on Page 4)

THE
MAGIC
MONEY
MAKERS
NEW
ENGLAND
THEATRES
ARE
TALKING ABOUT
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper
Little Red Riding Hood
We furnish the pictures and the idea ti
will not only make big money
for you li
will
keep churches, schools and clubs fr
competing.
It is paying in New
England and we »
make it pay out in New York.
Write for particulars
WHOLESOME
FILMS
CO.
OF
N.
AND
NEW
ENGLAND
Room 1628
71 West 23rd St., N. Y. C
42 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for th

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEE
(Pat. Applied

For)

'^Vf,

[

It means
more
to you
thkh
other accessory.
It is the cue si
that
insures
a. musically
pe
picture presentation.

'

, I

JTTLE

ADS WITH

'he only place of its kind in
the World

LOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

Corp.

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

WmB

JOS. R. MILES

LAUB

ilm Storage. Vaults
utting Rooms
rojection Theatres
acking for domestic and export shipment
ilm Library
diting and Titling
ustom Clearances
and ForIwarding

GEVAERT

0 W. 46th St.

RAW

Bryant 5600

2''ifth Ave.

Tel. Longacre 9074

Little Ads

Motion

Picture Film

Clips

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. VanderbUt 7361

L'STAR LABORATORY, Inc.
Ill Westchester Sq.

Specializes exclusively in

NEGATIVE

of

FILM

STOCK

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

HIGHEST

MR. PRODUCER

OF

Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

DEVELOPING

and
FIRST PRINTS

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

THE

THE

^ng the plans and problems of
STOUs diversified lines for many
I has given us an experience that
•■8 to few. It is at your service.
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Iblic Accountants and Business
Advisors

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Library Stuff?

Film Continuity— Titles
Watch
for Second
National's
"ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

NEGATIVE

Experience

BIG THOUGHTS

ARTISTIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchester 1089

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.
1942-44 Jerome Ave.

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Holly w'd Bvd.

KNOW

HOW

0970— Bingham— 0971

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

BRING

I W

I

ANNOUNCEMENT
TR/llt-ER-T

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH j
' CARE as THE BISGBST
BEaUriFUL
PRODUCTIONS. QND /3S

'You can obtain FILMACKj
/oiPro duct ion Trailers on
[All Features for

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE]
Elabrrate Borders jo/
24 Hour
Service!
Presenlation Trailers |o|

Big Results
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Art

MARION

Titles

on

DA VIES
in

N KNIGHTHOOD
Just

WAS IN FLOWER"

Completed

ILL NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"
art titles in color for the first
color production by
IICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mass.
In Production
'he Art Titles for the Latest
GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION
ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
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On Broadway
This Week

(Continued

Astor — "Trifling Women."
Broadway — "Remembrance."
Brooklyn
Strand — George
Arliss in
"The Man Who Played God."
Cameo — Priscilla Dean
in "Under
Two Flags."
Capitol— "The Old Homestead."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Loew's
New
York — Today — Harold
Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy."
Tuesday — "Thundering Roofs" and
"Blaze Away."
Wednesday — Alice Lake in "More
to be Pitied."
Thursday — Dorothy Dalton in "On
the High Seas."
Friday — "The
Better Man
Wins"
and "Ladder Jinx."
Saturday— Frank
Mayo
in "Wolf
Law."
Lyric—
"A Little Child Shall Lead
Them—."
in "ManMeighan
Rialto Thomas
slaughter."
g."
Rivoli—— "The Face in theesFo
Strand Richard Baithelm s in "The
Bond Boy."

Astor— "Trifling
Women."
'
Broadway
— Not yet
determined.
Brooklyn
Strand — Richard
Barthelmess in "The Bond Boy."
Cameo — Priscilla
Dean
in "Under
Two Flags."
Capitol^ — "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — Charles
Ray
in "A Tailor
Made Man."
Fred

Greene

Heads
Corp.

New

Theater

"Red" Kann. Once of this staff. Now working for Al
Lichtman. Writes. Under date of Oct. 4: "In today's paper.
You talk of Barbara La Marr. In "Trifling Women." And
then you add : "And can be expected to do other things."
"Righto. Miss La Marr has been cast. For 'The Hero.'
Which is now under way. In Los Angeles. Well. One of
'those interesting things.' Will be her work in this. If coast
reports — not publicity — are to be credited."

MORE SPACE STEALING
This also came in. From an enterprising PA:
"Dear Danny. That. REAL PICTURES column. Of yours is.
Great. And something new. Every day L Read it. To-day I saw in it.
Something you had about its being. Time. For a good sea drammer.
What about. Allen Holubar's 'Hurricane's Gal?' With Dorothy Phillips,
Danny? Anyhow. You're right. It's time. For another. Sea drammer.
That's good. And First National will soon. Have one. Richard Barthelmess is the star, Danny. Inspiration Pictures. Produced it. The

without a soul.

So there.
Etc., etc."
A THOUGHT
FOR EDITORS
Of all these trade papers. Says Peter Hamilton; editor in chief. Of
the Wall Street Journal.
"Of the 22,000 editorials which I estimate the newspapers of the country print each week, 21,500 might far better never have been printed.
"You can put your premises, illustrations and conclusions in any way
you please, but you must arrest the reader's attention before the end of
the first line. The title can often serve this purpose. This can all be done
in not more than 450 words. An editorial needs a mighty good excuse to
SPOOFING

be longer."

Or, as they say. In ole England. "Being taken in the garden."
That's what it looks like. When they take seriously. What Hy Winik
says. About Fay Compton. Hy says Fay "knocks the beauty spots off
Mary Pickford.
And the rest of the American actresses."
Oh, Hy! And say, Hy, don't you own a picture. In which Fay
appears?
SHAKESPEARE SAID IT

(Continued

PAST

PERFORMANCES

"Loves' of Pharaoh"
"Prince and Pauper"
"All For Etc.
a Woman"

Famous

Players — Selznick

Censorship

223

Problems

Solved

Putnam
Building
Bryant 7054

TELLTMl
YOUR
STORY
THRU
THE

name is Fury. It's a ripsnorting. Sea story. Full of gales. And billows.
And the tang of the. Ocean. And battles on a boat. Captained by. A

Wants Claim Killed

RANDOLPH
BARTLETT

2)

Fightin'

Fred V. Greene. Jr., formerly with
"Imitation is the sincerest"- — You
Paramount and Universal, is Presi- »
ring. And appertaining to. A young
dent and Managing Director of the
bitor's Herald." Who concludes his
newly formed King Park Theatres
Corp. This company has taken a up stuff. Like this. And signing it:
long time lease of the Rialto, Jamaica,
L. I., has secured options on two
other theaters in Greater New York.

EDITING AND
TITUNG

Page

TOMBSTONE STUFF
National Association. Of the Motion Picture Industry.
Gone. But not forgotten. Honorary pall bearer. Frederick
Elliott.
STEALING SPACE

man

Next Week

from

from

Page

1)

should know the rest of it. Referwriter. On Martin Quigley's "Exhicolyum.
By using.
Some chopped
"Dan E. Daily."

DANNY.

Engineers
(Special

Meet at Rochester

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y. — The semi-anThe plaintiff wants the court to
nual convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, in session
strike out Valentino's allegation that
Famous Players intimidated his wife, here from Monday through Thursday,
which "humiliated and embarrassed" starts with a large attendance of
him, and for which reason he raises members and others interested in
the damages asked to $350,000. scientific phases of the motion picture.
Famous Players objects finally to the
The following papers will be read at
allegation that Adolph Zukor, Jesse
Lasky and others connected with the the convention: "A Motion Analyzer," Dr. Herman Kellner; "Accuplaintiff "use unfair methods of comrate Methods for Expressing the Perpetition in business" and that they
formance of Lenses," Wilbur B. Rayviolate the anti-trust laws. The
"A Demonstration Model for
plaintiff asserts that the allegations as ton;
Showing Lens and Condenser Action
to "oppressive and unfair business
practices and policies are scandalous in the Motion Picture Projector," Dr.
and impertinent and will delay a fair Sander Stark; "Practical Effects of
trial, and even if true would not be Distance of Projection and the Projection Angle," F. H. Richardson; "A
availing" in the Supreme Court be- New Sensitometer
for the Determinacause only the Federal courts have
tion
of
Exposure in Positive Printjurisdiction over the anti-trust laws.
ing," L. A. Jones and J. J. Crabtree;
"Standard Dimensions and CharacAt the oflfices of Arthur Butler
teristics of a New Film for Home
Graham, Valentino's lawyer, it was Picture Use," Dr. C. E. K. Mees, and
said that an answer is being prepared "Standardization of Positive Density
which will be filed before Oct. 19,
when the action is returnable in court. and Printing Exposure," by L. A.
Jones.

1923
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And Your Ac
Will Be Aliv^
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Stroheim Through?

Lining Up

Reported
Rupert Julian Completing
"Merry Go
Round"
— Nothing
Known
Here

(tting Set for the Golf Tournament
October 19 at Sound View,
Long Island
Now that thq world series is out
the way there is a~ chance to clean
the few remaining details for the
ill Film Golf tournament. As
ted, it will be held on Oct. 19, at
e Sound View Golf Club, Great
;ck, Long Island.
Play will start promptly at 9
■lock in the morning and a qualifyl round of 9 lioles will serve as
:rodiictory to the 18 hole foursomes,
lich will wind up the event. As
;t Spring, the v^'inner of each fourme will qualify for a prize, and
th handicap allowance has an oprtunity to secure the various prize
ps and also a leg on the special
ze offered by THE FILM DAILY,
?s having been won so far by Tom
oore of Washington and P. A.
nvers.
(Continued

on

Stanley-Metro
(Special to THE

Page

"Three Musketeers" in France
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

The following communication
has
st been received from Henri Diaant-Berger, producer of "The Three
usketeers" in France:

1 read in your estimable paper that the
irbanks production called 'The Three Musteers' will be given in France next year.
;t me say that [ own the rights from Du:S' heirs and the distributors of my film,
hebe Three
let
done Musketeers,'
before 1943,won't
when certainly
my rights
jire.
I am very sorry and shall be very happy
any case to let the Fairbanks film shown
ce in Paris, but commercially we could not
d together the real basis to let his film be
ploited in the countries where the rights
'- protected.
"Please
take thishowoccasion
to explain
to
ur countrymen
dangerous
it is for
;m to think that the copyright in Wash?ton is an international law. In France
d practically all the Latin countries of
trope the rights are automatically pro;ted 50 years after the death of the writer.
aqtiet, who wrote the Musketeers with
imas, died in 1888, With the war proi[ation it means that all Dumas' books are
atected to 1943. inclusive. We pay high
ces to the heirs and of course without
mity for any one are obliged to defend
lat we own. I am very sorry we are
liged to do so with Fairbanks, who is a
;at artist and personally a friend.
"Cordially yours,
W. DTAMANT-BERGER."

t

Go

At the home offices of Universa!
no information had been received
Round."
from
the Coast but information obtained could not be regarded as very
satisfactory, inasmuch as Car!
Laemmle and other officials were ..in
Philadelphia.
Some time ago reports of this
nature were circulated, but Von Stroheim returned to work at Universal
City after a brief delay.

DAILY)

Prisoner
will Loew
open
e"The
series,
on Oct.of23.Zenda"
Marcus
d 20 stars will appear.

DAILY)

he has been at work, "Merry

Contract
FILM

FILM

Eric Von Stroheim is "out" at Universal City and that Rupert Julian
is completing the special on which

2)

Philadelphia — A contract has just
en consummated between the StanCo. and Metro, for the exclusive
St run of all Metro productions in
Aldine theater, at 19th and Cfiestt Sts.

(Special

(Speci .1 to THE

Hollywijod — It is reported that

There is drama that
Production for release
supervised the making
"Shadows" plays your

touches the
through the
of it. Dust
theatre, you

heart in "Shadows," a Tom Forman
Al Lichtman Corp. B. P. Schulberg
off the S. R. O. sign because when
will need it. — Advt.
Wm.

Mayer and Barker Coming East
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer and
Reginald Barker will leave for New
York shortly taking with them a
print of "Hearts Aflame."

(Special

S. Hart III

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Wm. S. Hart is reported critically ill with typhoid.
Charnas Here

Harry Charnas,
who operates the
Standard exchanges in Cleveland and
Famous Players-Lasky Meeting
other Middle
Western
cities, is in
The regular monthly meeting of town.
At the Astor.
the Board of Directors of Famous
Players-Lasky was held late yesterPhyllis Haver With First National
day. Only routine business was an(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ticipated.
Hollywood — F. Richard Jones has
been selected to direct Phyllis Haver
Hays Near East Relief Chairman
in her starring debut and Asso. First
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
National Pictures will handle the disWashington D. C. — Pres. Harding tribution.
has named Will Hays as chairman of
The Minter Contract
the special committee to assist in the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
emergency nation-wide appeal for
funds for the Near East relief.
Hollywood — Mary Miles Minter is
reported as seriously considering
leaving pictures for the speaking
Griffith Film Opens in Boston
stage at the expiration of her con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tract with Famous Players about the
first of the year.
Boston, Mass. — D. W. Griffith's
latest production, "One Exciting
At the Famous Players New York
Night" opened at Tremont Temple. offices
it was learned that Miss
Griffith was present with Carol
Dempster and Porter Strong, who Minter's contract will expire about
appear in the picture. The film was Jan. 1st, and that it has not been
renewed as vet.
enthusiastically received.

Feinman With Warner's
\. L. Feinman, exploiteer of a number of screen successes, has joined
Warner Brother's exploitation department, where he has been assigned
to the W. B. Exchange, which controls the rights to the Warner product for Greater New York.
Quinn Organization Incorporated
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Albany — The stimulation of interest and patronage and to generally
elevate the standard of motion pictures, are among the purposes of the
"B. P. A. of the World, Inc.," a membership corporation, which has been
granted a charter by the Secretary
of State. The organization, which
will have its principal office in NewYork City, also proposes to provide
reliable information as to the best and
most effective methods of production,
exploitation and exhibition of pictures. To secure fi eedom from unjust and unlawful exactions and regulation is another object of organiza-,>
tion.
The board of directors and incorporators are. Dr. Robert Watson,
Mrs. Harry Sternberger and John A.
Quinn, of New Yor': City, Charles
A. McMahou of Washington, D. C.
and Ilsley Boone of Oakland, N. J.
The attorney for the corporation is
Arthur
S. Friend.

Thursday, Oct. 12, Columbus
Day, being a legal holiday, there
will be no issue of THE FILM
DAILY.

THE
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitolis divided into two
musical program
"Tannhauser"
of thecomprising
the first
parts,
overture
and consisting
the second
the
The
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Theater Changes
Luling, Texas — A.
huild here.

D.

Baker

will

Midland,
Texas— The
Rialto has
abandoned the airdonie for the winter.
Huntsville, Tex. — Sam Parish has
re-opened the Dixie after extensive
repairs and alterations.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — The Temple,
under the management of G. Spaeth,
is undergoing extensive alterations.
Philadelphia — Work has started on
a house to cost $45,000. to be built on
No. Sixth St. M. Yellin is behind the
prctject.
Breckenridge, Texas — Ray Stinnett
has taken over the National. This
gives Stinnett control of all the houses
in Breckenridge.
So. Haven, Mich. — Burrell Tripp,
owner of the Center and Princess has
bought the O. K., which gives him
everything in the town.
Attleboro, R. I.— Joe An^ell has
boiight the old Star and will completely remodel the house to run a
■straight picture policy.
Savoy, Texas — Ray Blankenship
has leased the Savoy.

^^dA.uuiliorvai 6\ctiviE^

prelude and presentation of "The Old
special
Homestead" with Theodore Robert.s. The
second part is a medley of favorite old songs.
.Mile Gambarelli and the ballet corps dance
an old-fashioned quadrille. The Capitol
Xews is the only other film on the program.

Cameo
"Favorite Melodies," as arranged by Ednard Kilenyi is the overture followed by the
news reel and "Topics of the Day." Two
'cello solos. Mendelsohn's "Songs Without
are
Words" and Tscliaikowsky's "Melody"
Iil.iyed by Sergei Koroshansky. Then comes
The
"365."
.Snub Pollard in the comedy
feature is "Under Two Flags" with Priscilla
Dean.
An organ solo by John Priest closes.

Rialto
"Manslaughter"

with Thomas Meighan is
preceded by Verdi's "The Force of Destiny,"
as the overture, and by Riesenfeld's "Classical Jazz."

Rivoli

As the overture, the orchestra accompanies
Saint-Saens'
playing
piano
a reproducing
■Concerto, Opus 22, First Movement." This
is followed by views of the 'Frisco fire in
1906 and the news film. Miriam Lax and
Adrian Da Silva sing "In the Gloaming."
is "The Face in the Fog" with
feature
The
Lionel
Barrymore. Desha interprets the
»rahms
waltz
and
the
closing
number
is
■Fifty-tifty." a comedy cartoon.

Strand
•'Fantasie Espanol" is the overture with
Ti-ina \"arella, soprano and Maria Montero,
Spanish dancer. The sport review is "Mass
Play" followed by "Lillies of the Field" in
its second week. The topical review precedes
Everett Clark who sings "A Little Town
Nearby" as the introduction to "The Bond
Bov" with Richard Barthelmess. "The First
Flivver" follows and an organ solo closes.

At Other Houses
/■ "Remembrance" heads the bill at the Broad■ wav. Features that continue are : "Trifling
Women' 'at the Astor. "When Knighthood
Was In Flower" at the Criterion. "Monte
Cristo" at the 44tli St. and "A Little Child
Shall Lead Them" at the Lyric.

Tuesday, October 10, ISSH^

Leander de Cordova Back
Leander de Cordova has returned
from South Africa where he directed
six features taken from novels by Sir
Rider Haggard for African Film
Prods. Ltd. of Johannesburg.

F. I. L. M. Club of Detroit
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit, Mich. — The former Boa
of Motion Picture Exchange Ma
agers has changed its name to the
I. L. M. Club of Detroit. Tl
officers tre: Ray Branch, Merit, pr«
dent; Harry Scott, Pathe, vice-pr||
Chicago Office Moved
The Chicago office of THE FILM
dent; Joseph Friedman, Univers
DAILY has been moved from 808 S. treasurer and W. E. Wilkinson, sf
Wabash Ave. to 802 S. Wabash Ave. retary. Offices are at 607 Jos. M&
Bldg.
I
X'isitors are requested to use the office for their convenience and com3
fort.
Richard Walton Tully Sails
Richard Walton Tully sailed for
France Saturday, with his wife and
to spend sevdaughter.
eral weeks He
in expects
Paris, where he will
make preliminary shots for his next
picture. Mr. Tully also intends staging "The Bird of Paradise," in Paris.
From Paris Tully will go to London to arrange for the premiere in
that country, of "The Masquerader."
West Coast Theaters Add Three
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Phone — Beekman

8BRVIC
.tEAL

119

Page

Buster Keaton will play. Willie
MacFarlane, "pro" at Oak Ridge,
who has just broken the Quaker
Ridge course with a 64. will come
along, as a guest of Felix Feist, to
show the boys how to do it, and
Tom Moore will be on hand if he can
decide not to play in the District of
Amalgamated Foreign Deal
Columbia championship event, which
E. R. Chambers of the Selected is scheduled to start on Oct. 19.
Super-Films of Australasia, -vyho is Jules Mastbaum will be on hand,
in this country to purchase pictures Marcus Loew nd other heads of big
for Australia and New Zealand, has companies will be there, and Will
closed with Amalgamated Exchanges Hays as well. It looks like a big
of America, Inc., for their entire outFill in the blank below — if you
out of 12 pictures. The first rel°'^=<' party.
haven't already done so.
is "The Madonna In Chains."

Bartlett Back
Randolph
Bartlett
has
returned
from
a four
months'
vacation
in
Maine and will engage in freelance
editing and titling.

Golfers, Attention !
Editor of THE

Enter my name in the third semi-annual Fall
Film Golf Tournament.

N.

Y.

EXPERTS

LOANS
New

Enquire

ON

Negatives
or other

Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Room
705 — Wool-

Telephone

Barclay 7940

1)

Over 60 entries have already been
received and many of those who
signed up last Spring have failed to
send in their notification, as requested, for the coming event. When
these arrive — and it is confidently
expected they will — the outlook is for
the largest
attendance
ment has ever
enjoyed.the golf tourna-

Fill in the following and forward to the
FILM DAILY.

St..

INSURANCE

Lining Up
from

Fulton

TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTF

San Diego, Cal.— The Plaza, California and Kinema, formerly owned
by W. W. Whitson, have been taken
-over by West Coast Theaters, Inc.
No changes are contemplated in the
local managements, but bookings will
go through Dave Bershon at the
West Coast Co. headquarters in Los
Angeles.
(Continued

9091

COMMERCIAL
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FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA,

INC.

Phone:
Madison
Square 4430
East 26th St.
New York City
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy
Ask for samples and prices.

Fto^^i;
BOOKING
through our New York
Exchange we have definitely
proved the exhibition value of

"Beware of Hie Law"

Exhibitors who bought the
title only have been surprised
at the hearty welcome their
patrons gave the production.
IT'S AN AUDIENCE
PICTURE
State rights closing now.
Don't delay— rush a wire to

JAWITZ PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
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n the Courts
ault judgment for $6,238 has
d in tlie Supreme Court by
: Laboratories, Inc., in suit
the Louis Tracy Prod., Inc.,
ley Garrett on a note of the
ion endorsed by Garrett.

"Billy"
(Special

to

Mick Resigns
THE

FILM

DAILY)

Progress in Argentina
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

SPEED WHEN
EMERGENCY
REQUIRES IT

Minneapolis — William, (Billy)
Washington, D. C. — South AmerMick, Universal representative, has
ica, lead by Argentina, is coming to
resigned to take over management of the front in motion picture production
the Tower Theater, St. Paul.
according to Trade Commissioner
Correction
Brady of the Department of Comla a recent issue it was noted that
merce who has just returned from
udgnients have been filed in Thomas D. Soriero was connected there.
' Court by Erbograph Co., with the Strand, Lowell, Mass. This
The swiftness with ■which
he Rialto Prod., Inc. One is was an errorj Soriero is not with
The first local production, "Nobleza
our service works will be a
as a balance due, and the the Strand.
Gaucha," was a failure. But during
the past year considerable progress
i which Louis T. Rogers is
revelation to you. We'll loan
has been made and there are now a
jed, is for $1,030 on a note.
you the cash in 24 hours or less
Harry T. Nolan Here
dozen established producing firms in
if the proposition is sound.
Harry T. Nolan of Denver, presi- Buenos Ayres. Most prominent are
Call on us in an emergency.
I^'idelity Pictures Co., has
dent
of
Asso.
First
National
of
Colothe
Cinematografica
Argentina
and
H. C. Witwer Stories Prods.,
Investigate.
rado, is in town for two weeks as the
$15,000 damages. The comthe Tylca Film, maker of "El Triunfo
llleges that the defendant visiting member of the First Na- de la Verdad" ("The Triumph of the
tional Rotating Committee.
Truth"). News films are produced
p furnish negatives of twelve
CHROMOS
TRADING
CO.
comedies in 1921 and 1922,
regularly by foiir or five companies.
1123
Broadway
Novel
Made
From
Goulding
Story
vered onlv two, one on Aug.
The publishing firm of Dodd, Mead
)ne on Sept. 30, 1921.
New Invention Important
Suite 616
'Phone Chelsea 8284
& Co., will issue "Fury," by Edmund
(Special
to THE
FILM
DAILY)
I Smith has sued the Clark Goulding in book form. The story
Los Angeles — Perfect Pictures
s Corp. for $35,600 damages. lias already been filmed by Inspiration Pictures, with Richard Barthel- gave a demonstration here this week
es that he gave the defendant
BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
d rights to distribute twelve mess and Dorothy Gish. The pub- at the Hotel Ambassador Theater,
are using the following
ad. mats
in their
westerns, and the defendant
of
a
new'
stereoscopic
method.
Harry
lishers hold an option on Goulding's K. Fairall is the inventor, and it was
next tx)ok.
newspaper
advertising
!ed him $3,000 on each, but
announced that the invention is proreceived only $400 from the
tected by 26 dififerent patents. The
Ralph Ince Starts
Also ■the laiest Ghrisiic' Comcdu
ture and nothing
from the
Ralph Ince will start production inventor's detailed explanation of his
"LET 'ER RUN"
new
invention
is
as
follows
:
w.ik DOHOTHY
DEVORE
tomorrow at the Tec-Art studio on
suits have been filed in the "Success," the first of a series he will
THE GREATEST HORSE RACE EVER IN THE MOVIES
"The stereoscopic method of projecting motion pictures is obtained
Court against the May- make for Mtirray W. Garsson, Inc.
hotoplay Corp. Lewis Hop- Dore Davidson, Brandon Tynan, by the projection on the screen
ers asks $2,250 on the ground Mary MacLaren and Lionel Adams simultaneously and super-imposed of
was engaged Nov. 1st last, will be in the cast. Billy Black is two positive films, which have been
rm legal services at $100 a cameraman.
photographed at the same time Get them at all Educational Exchanges on all
new Christie Comedies
id resigned on April 8th.
through a single camera having two
Brown alleges that he was Sees Bright Outlook for Independ's lenses, separated a distance equivalent
"An
inch in time draws
nine"
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
ployed at $100 a week and
to the position of the human eyes.
for 26y2 weeks is due him,
Minneapolis — Upon a recent visit
f $2,650.
here, Bert L. Hadfield, general manager of the Wisconsin Film Corp.,
ne Court Justice Wasser- predicted that the year will be a
s granted the injunction ask- highly successful one in the state
y the S. R. F. Amusement right field and emphasizing the fact
ch has leased the Republic that big pictures are the saving of
lay night shows at $10,000 a the industry.
straining Oliver D. Bailey
Michigan Convention Opens
;e of the house, from break(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tontract because the weekday
contends that the use of the
Flint. Mich. — The convention of the
for films on Sunday night Michigan M. P. T. O. opened today
with a large attendance at the Durant
he weekday
attendance.
with its long scale of gradation faithfully
Hotel. Sydney S. Cohen, national
iswer has been filed in the president arrived with his party inportrays all that is in the negative. It carCourt by the Clark-Corcluding M. J. O'Toole of Pennsylvania and A. J. Moeller. Speakers
orporation in a suit of Patries quality through to the screen.
fowers on a note. The answer include Lieut. Gov. Thomas Read,
:hat on Sept. 28, 1921, the Police Commissioner James W. Init had a contract with the
ches of Detroit and Alfred J. Murphy
er Photoplay Corp., for the of Detroit, counsel to the organization.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base
ion of the film, "A Scrap of
Courtland Smith of the Hays office
under which Mayflower was
— now available in nine colors, is identified
to about $30,000. It is al- left yesterday to attend the Michigan
it thereafter Mayflower made convention.
throughout its length by the words "Eastman"
"Kodak" stenciled in black letters on the
larate assignments of a halfUniversal
Get
Together
in the money to secure obtransparent margin.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
, one of which w;as to M. L.
1, of Boston, for $15,000; one
Philadelphia — There was a Uni:rs for $20,000, and one to
versal get-together here yesterday.
L McKay, and others for Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochran and
The answer states that on other officials of Universal attended.
last, the defendant delivered The New York crowd arrived about
iQO note, sued on by Powers 4 o'clock.
The party was in the nature of a
n consideration of an agreeat he would have Cushman celebration as a result of the unusual
elease of his claim, and that business secured by Universal in and
nment to McKay and others about Philadelphia during the past
ained by fraud and, was .not few weeks, when all sales records
- It is alleged ^ that Powers Were broken. Jules E. Mastbaum, of
get the release from Powers the Stanley Co., gave Laemmle a
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
her, that the assignment to dinner and many exhibitors attended
is valid and was made before the prosperity supper after a theater
;mnent to Powers.
party.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood, Calif. — A new administration building will be built for
Charles Ray Prods., of ornate Spanish
type nnining 200 feet on Sunset
Drive and 100 feet on Commonwealth
Ave. This is to be the first unit of a
continuous series of buildings encircling the Ray properties.
The next Christie comedy starring
Xeal Burns will be "Ocean Swells."
Irving Reis will photograph "Mud
and Sand."
Wallace Worsley will direct Wallace Reid in his next Paramount production, "Nobody's Money."
Lambert Hillyer has started the
filming of "A'liles Brewster and the
Super-Sex," by Frank R. Adams.
Wanda Hawley will be leading
woman with Wallace Reid in "Nobody's Money," diricted by Wallace
W'orsley.
Cast of B. P. Schulberg's "Are You
a I-"ailure?" will include Tom Santschi, Hardee Kirkland and Lloyd
Hughes.
James Clemens is assisting Scott
Sidney direct "Hazel from Hollywood," a Christie c(jmedy featuring
Dorothy Devore.
Featuring Bobby Vernon, "Choose
Your Weapons," Christie comedy,
will include Charlotte Stevens, Earl
Rodney, Victor Rodman, Lincoln
Plumer and Maude Truax in the cast.

Newspaper

Opinions

"The Old Homestead"— F. P.-L.

AMERICAN — All the advantages of the
screen are undeniably attained in "The Bond
Hoy." The picture has everything in its
favor — -Richard Barthelmess, discriminate
direction, emotional appeal and an entire
lack of ground
bromidic
banality.
• * ♦ the
backof the Kentucky
mountains
ofifers
an
appropriate and picturesque setting for the
dramatic
situations.

Capitol
TIMES—
They've
the abilities
directorial
skill
of James
Cruze, applied
tlie acting
of
Theodore Roberts, George Fawcett, T. Roy
Barnes and quite a number of others, and
all the technical facilities of the Paramount
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Richard
Studio to Dennian Thompson's ancient melo- Barthelmess scores again in his latest contribution to the screen, decidedly so, for his
drama. "The Old Homestead," and of
course they have a photoplay of many fine
'The Bondboy" is without question one of
points and considerable popular appeal as a the finest motion pictures produced in many
result. • ♦ • Then the storm comes. And moons. It is the finest kind of drama.
you sit tjp in your seat. It blows and it There are touches of deep pathos, expertly
rains. Trees, houses, people, vehicles — the
screen is a whirl of them. You see the acted scenes that tug at the heartstrings and
just enougli of a let-up in bits of comedy to
storm as a whole, and separate parts of it. relieve
the tenseness of the excellent story.
Vou see it all and every detail of it. And
"The Bondboy" is a decided credit to
it is about the most complete and conscien- all concerned in its making.
tiously destructive storm ever shown on the
screen. As a piece of cinematograpliy in
WORLD— In "The Bond Boy," Richard
itself, regardless of the story and everything Barthelmess is a poor young farm hand who,
else, it is thrilling.
though innocent, is convicted of murder on
circumstantial evidence and who refuses to
TRIBUNE— "Way Down East" has its defend himself because by so doing he would
blacken
the name of a woman. He wears
snowstorm but "The Old Homestead" has
its hurricane, and it makes the ending of that his usual get-up of oversize shoes and
stage classic quite as exciting as the Griffith trousers.
thing.
And he makes of his own character at times a rather movipg and human
picture.
• *— *This is a sturdy, workmanlike
WORLD
film version of a great old melodrama. Mr.
HERALD— -One indelible impression that
Lasky selected a cast that could not have stands out is the scene showing young Joe
gone wrong in it. Theodore Roberts is the Newbolt, wrongly condemned to death for
only real Uncle Joshua we know of in murder, watching the shadow of the rope
pictures. * * * It takes its place in the middle on the gallows. * * • King, who usually
ground as a picture.
is able to surmount the commonplace methods
directing, manages to make his trial scenes
DAILY NEWS— Whether or not yoy of
have ever been on a farm, you really ought realistic, occasionally amusing and supremely
human, but he could have shortened this
to go to see "The Old Homestead* as put one by half a dozen sobs.
into motion pictures by James Cruze and
the Paramount forces. All the sentimental
EVE. WORLD— Richard Barthelmess is
things that have ever been written or sung
about being down on the farm, and the old stepping gradually upward with each succeeding picture.that
"The
has
home and cows and chickens, have been reached heights
even Bond
he did Boy"
not dream
crowded into this film. • ♦ ♦ The loig
thrill is supplied by the storm, and, let us
tell you, it is some storm.
of. GLOBE— "The Bond Boy" is another
HERALD— "The Old Homestead" in "Tol'able David." * ♦ * "The Bond Boy"
has
richness
of that -film
pictures moves with such speed that it seems
whichhardly
it has the
drawn
its inspiration,
but from
is a
like the name of an express train rather
good
melodrama
with
plenty
of
human
inthan a famous melodrama. Here is none
terest. If you do not grip your seat and
of the deliberate pace of the average b'gosh pray for the success of that unhappy youngplay but rather the tempo of a CJeorge M. fan. ster you are a pretty hardened sort of film
Cohan musical comedy.

MORNING TELEGRAPH — "The Old
Homestead" promises to be one of the most
successful audience-getters of the year.
John Jasper, builder of Hollywood Technically, and from the standpoint of cast,
has nearly attained perfection in spite of
Studios, Inc., has re-entered produc- ait well
worn rural narrative.
tion field. On his coming trip to
EVE, WORLD— It doesn't jar a single
New York he will make arrangements illusion
loose. "The Old Homestead" in
for filming five special productions, it film form is just as good, if not a deal
better, than it was as a play. Who can ask
is announced.
more?

Arthur .Sawyer has acquired screen
rights
for Willard
Mack's
a vaudeville
sketch.
Film"The
titleRat,"
will
be "Your Friend and Mine." Clarence G. Badger will direct. Winifred
Dunn is adapting.
Lambert Hillyer is directing "Miles
Brewster and the Super-sex," from
Frank R. Adams' story, for distribution by American Releasing Corp.
Charlotte Pierce, Gertrude Claire,
Lydia Knott, Tully Marshall and
Kenneth Gibson are in the csat.
Bebe Daniels and Lewis Stone, who
with Kathlyn Williams and Harrison
Ford, are featured in the new Wm.
de Mille Paramount picture, "Paths
of Glory," are playing together for
the first time in 10 years. The previous occurrence took place when
Miss Daniels was a child actress.

MAIL — Here is a story that undoubtedly
crontains real beings, and it is almost painfully true to the life with which it deals, and,
as a portrayal of life, is worthy of attention.
But there is an eternal depression in its
atmosphere, always a hovering shadow, relieved by scarcely a ray of hope. * ♦ * Barthelmess is, of course, splendid in his interpretation of the boy's role.
JOURNAL — If it were merely written that
this is the finest work Richard Barthelmess
MAIL— "The Old Homestead" is a well has ever done, the statement would be the
truth, but far from the whole truth. The
rn'gh
picture.
It comes
very
being perfect
the great
American
picture.
It near
tells actor revealed unguessed depths of sincerity
a story of life and scenes that are character- and understanding and an aibility to portray
istically and distinctly American, but more
that was astounding. * * * Richard
than this, it is huinan and cannot but strike emotion
Barthelmess's work alone would have made
a responsive chord in every one who sees it. it a splendid film.
Its people are genuine, human folks, playing
EVE. TELEGRAM— That excellent allithe drama of life, accepting the good and
ance, Richard Barthelmess, the star, and Henthe evil as it comes, ready to laugh when
ry King, the director, has outdone itself with
laughter beckons or meet affliction in the
the production of "The Bond Boy."
dark liours.
SUN — Despite minor faults. Director Henry King has kept one more of his Southern
JOURNAL — The play proves to be as
diverting an entertainment as it must have stories on a very high level, and Barthelmess
been away back in the 80's when it broke again gives a performance that entitles him
all local theatrical records for long runs. to a place among the screen stars who hold
'* * * The principal characters played with the altitude record for lofty acting.
the simplicity that signifies great art and
POST — Richard Barthelmess does consistwith a knowledge of expression and effect
ently good work before the camera. But
that registered every emotion.
■'The Bond Boy ' is not a particularly good
EVE. TELEGRAM— The original humor story ; it is true that it holds the interest of
and pathos and characterizations have been the spectator throughout, but this is due more
carefully transmitted to the screen by a well to the acting of Mr. Barthelmess and two
chosen cast,
or three of the other principals than the
POST — A picture which the entire family series of events that go to make up the story.
will enjoy. James Cruze, the director, has
Winnipeg News Notes
wisely directed "The Old Homestead," and
furthermore has staged a remarkable driving
(Special to THE FILM DAILY).
wind and rain storm which, in excitement,
equals anything of that nature done on the
Winnipeg, Can. — W. S. Jones has
silversheet — yes, even the snowstorm of "Way resigned as manager for First National and is leaving for California.
Down East."

Principals in Cecil B. De Mille's
next Paramount production, as yet
unnamed, will be Milton Sills, Elliott
Bond
Boy"—
Dexter, Theodore Kosloflf, Anna Q. "The
StrandFirst NationalNilsson and Paul Gordon. SupportTIMES — It has its virtues. Henry King,
ing cast W'ill include Clarence Geld- as director, has made many genuine motion
art, Lucien Littlefield, Robert Brower pictures, and Richard Barthelmess, as the
and Kalla Pasha. Story and scenario poor country boy who is bound out to an
old skinflint and later accused of his murby Jeanie Macpherscn.
der, is true to his part and often arouses a
H. E. GAUSMAN.
responsive sympathy in the spectator.

He Calgary.
is succeeded by W.
of

H. Mitchell

The Manitoba Exhibitors Asso. has
secured action from the authorities of
Winnipeg and neighboring municipalities limiting traveling carnivals to
short engagements.
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Griffith Opening

Want Protection

Boston Newspaper Critics Enthusiastic Over Storm Scenes

nsen & Von
Herberg
Reported
In Clash With Independent
Exhibitors
(Special to THE

FILM

(Special to THE

rVirtland, Ore. — Booking
competiin lias brought about a serious con(ii.n here.
It is stated that the Jensen
&
'ill
Herberg
theaters,
through
(iiide Jensen, resident manager, deiiiid six months protection on feaits played in West side houses and
', days on East side showings.
Phis policy has a decided effect on
t' attractions shown by small, in(ficndent
exhibitors,
and
it has
;gered them so that many are re•rtrd to be refusing to book any
ires so restricted and are consid4 changing to a first run policy
btain desirable bookings.
1 iie United Theaters
Corp., con;tiiig of 10 exhibitors conducting 12
laters, has delegated
corrimittees
'10 have conferred twice with Jen; 1, but it is believed that nothing
1- been accomplished so far.
j. G. Von Herberg is expected to
):urn shortly from a trip to Europe.

To Again
(Soecial
to THEMake
FILM"Jewel"
DAILY)

FILM

DAILY)

Boston, Mass. — With reference to
"One Exciting Night," the D. W.
Griffith production which opened on
Monday at Tremont Temple, the
Herald says in part.

DAILY)

IcConnell Optimistic Over Serials
Fred McConnell, series sales man;cr for Universal, who has just rerned from a six weeks trip, reports
It serial business is better than it
s been for a year.

Price 5 Cents
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"The only thing that saves "One Exciting
Night," is the storm scene in the second
part. It is no exaggeration to say that it
is the most realistic tempest that the art of
man has ever simulated upon the state. The
gale which leads up to the climax in 'Way
Down East' is a tame and kittenish affair in

"Shadows" will gross new totals tor exhibitors. How the trade will talk
about its rapid push towards success! Ben Schulberg, a box-office producer, made it and Al Lichtman will release it. Paint the S. R. O. sign
and get ready. — Advt.
Visiting
Allen Brett in Town
Allen Brett, receiver for the Circle
Theater,
Cleveland,
was
in town
yesterday.

Harry Weinberg, manager of the
Al Lichtman exchange of Des Moines
was in town yesterday.

Hollywood — It is understood that
liversal will again make "Jewel" the
c Christian Science story which
Laemmle Leaving for Coast
Reichenback with Mayer
_
;ated much talk when it was made
Carl Laemmle, president of Uniout five 'ears ago. Universal has
Harry L. Reichenback has been enversal Film, leaves on Saturday for
tained Mrs. Philip Smalley, Lois
gaged by Louis B. Mayer to handle
iber, to again direct the special special publicity for two Mayer pro- the Coast. He will remain at Uni!iich it is said will be made on a
versal City for about three weeks
ductions for a period of eight weeks.
looking into production activities of
mil larger scale than the original
Ballin to Produce on Coast
his organization.
"iluction. Lois is said to be work■-: on the script at present.
-"^Hugo Ballin leaves today for HollyArbuckle To Ask Lifting Of Ban
wood where he will film "Vanity
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Fair." Mabel Ballin and James
Diamond, camera man, will accomLos
— "Fatty"
Arbuckle
Pathe Offers Cup
will
soonAngeles
go to New
York personally
pany him.
to ask Will Hays to lift the ban on
Pathe Exchange, Inc. through
his return to the screen according to
Will Hays Due Back Today
General Manager Elmer R.
Pearson, has offered to the
Will Hays is expected back at his Milton Cohen, Arbuckle's attorney.
Committee in charge of the
office today after an absence of several days devoted to work for the
forthcoming Fall Film Golf
Ennis Handling "Quincy Adams
Tournament, a trophy in the
Near East relief, following his apBert Ennis has been loaned by
form of a cup, to be awarded to
pointment byPres. Harding as chair- Louis Weiss to Associated Pictures
man of the special committee.
the Runner Up of the low net
Corp. to handle special publicity on
score.
Sawyer"
Aller on Way to England
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" which will
Harry Warner announced
be
distributed
by
Metro. Ennis still
Jos. Aller is in New York on his
yesterday that Warner Bros,
retains his connection with Artclass
would again award a trophy for
way from the Rothacker-Aller labor- and will leave for Indianapolis on
atory in Hollywood to London where
the lowest gross score. The
Wednesday to conduct the advance
he "will take active steps toward
Warner's have always presentbuilding a laboratory in England. campaign for the opening of "After
ed this trophy.
Aller will sail on Saturday on the Six Days" at English's Opera House,
Olympic.
Oct. 22.

"The air is full of flying branches and
streaming rain.
trees are uprooted
comparison.
* Huge crashes.
and fall with* *splitting
The howl
of the wind and the concussion of thunderholts comes as near to the reality as anything can be and be only an imitation.
"When the heroine, in pursuit of the
mysterious villain who has killed a couple
of men and decamped with half a million,
plunges through the confusion and is herself rescued from beneath a prostrate trunk
by the hero, (who is handcuffed under suspicion of being the murdered) and dragged
forth, draggled and breathless in the nick of
time, the applause that rises from all parts
of the house is the real article.
"As for the remainder of 'One Exciting
Night,' there is little to be said in commendation. Mr. Gril^fith has tried his hand
at 'comedy and mystery' and has betrayed
the sad fact that he has no experience whatever in that department of the moving picture
drama. There are 40 pictures extant in
which comedy-melodrama is shown twice as
ness.
skillfully and acted with far greater effective(Continued
on Page 2)

Desberg Here
Fred Desberg, of the Loew organization, Cleveland, is in town.
Nolan Optimistic
Harry T. Nolan of Colorado is in
New York serving as a member of
tee. First National Rotating Committhe
"The Fall outlook for motion pictures is good in our section," he said.
"This is because the general feeling
in business circles is much better and
confidence is returning with renewed
strength. There is a good crop outlook out our way. People are working. You will find only a few croakers nowadays and even they are
gradually disappearing from the business map of the United States.
"To my mind the forthcoming season will be one of selling the picture
to the public by the releasing company as well as the exhibitor."
Thursday, Oct. 12, Columbus
Day, being a legal holiday, there
will be no issue of THE FILM
DAILY.

z^^

Griffith

Steamer Sailings

Wednesday,

DAILY

Opening

(Continued from Page 1)
Sailings of steamers for foreign
"The action takes place in a country house
ports, with time of sailings, destina- in which evacuating bootleggers have left
tions and points for which they carry all their profits. A dozen people, from tlie
mail are as follows:
Today
policemen down, try to obtain the treasure
Vol. XXII No. 11 Wed'sday. Oct. 11, 1922 Prices Cents
which passes from hand to hand and is successively concealed in chests, secret safes and
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
tlour
barrels. There is a perpetual hurlyInc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Touraine sails at 11 A.' M. for Havre; burly of running to and fro for no particular
New
N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and mails close at 7.30 A. M., for France; reason, as far as can be seen. The action
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.
(otlier countries specially addressed). Pres. filially crosses the hord r into the realm of
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ; i'olk sails at 1 P. M. for London ; mails sheer burlesque. Murders are committed in
. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- close at 9 A. M. for Europe, Africa and the most casual manner and there is a total
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
West Asia. Hannover sails at 12 M. for
the slightest shadow of probEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Bremen ; mails close at 9.30 A. M. for Ger- disregardabilityof throughout.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
many; (specially aTldressed). Ft. St. George
the act of March 3, 1879.
sails at 11 A. M. for Hamilton; mails close
"The vil.ain, masked, and cloaked in conventional fashion, prevades the place until
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside at 7.30 A. M. for Bermuda. Metapan sails
•f Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 at 11 A. M. for Santa Marta ; mails close he becomes a short of comic character. He
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign at 8 A. M. for Jamaica, Canal Zone, peers through a window shutters, extends a
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. Panama, Columbia, Ecuador and Peru; (ex- claw-like hand from behind doors and
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cept Iquitos). Guiana sails at 2 P. M. for mysteriously disappears with a whisk of
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York. Georgetown; mails close at 11 A. M. for trailing robes up staircases and behind curtains. It was supposed to be very spooky
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Virgin Islands, West Indies and Guiana ; and mysterious
doubtless some in the
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman, (Grenada, St. Vincent and Trinidad, spe- audience indulged and
in the luxury of a shudder.
cially
addressed).
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
'Phone,
Hollywood
Others
laughed.
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Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
Minnekahda sails at 11 A. M. for Hamburg;
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson, mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre, and West Asia; (Norway, Cork, Palestine,
London, W. C. 2.
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Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de Carmania sails at 12 M. for Liverpool; mails
Clichy.
close at 8 A. M. for Cork and Queenstown ;
Central
European
Representative — Interna- (other parts of Ireland, and other countries
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- specially addressed).
Pres. Arthur sails at
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
11 A. M. for Bremen; mails close at 8.30
A. M. for Germany; (specially addressed).
Hellig Olav sails at 12 M. for Copenhagen ;
mails close at 9 A. M. for Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Finland. Britannia sails
High
Low
Close Sales
at 2 P. M. for Piraeus; mails close at 11.30
East. Kod.. 86^
85
85
1,700 A. M. for Azores, Portugal, Palestine and
Syria; (Greece specially addressed). Chinese
F. P.-L. .. 98
965/g
97
3,200 Prince sails at 3 P. M. for Cape Town ; mails
do pfd. . . 102>1 102^ 102K
200 close at 12 M. for South Africa; (specially
Goldwyn . . 7^
lYz
7>4
1,100 addressed). Esperanza sails at 12 M. for
Cruz; mails close at 10 A. M. for
Griffith
Not quoted Vera
Yucatan and Campeche ; (Cuba and other
Loew's
... 21^
21
2\V%
5,700 parts of Mexico specially addressed). Mt.
sails at 12Friday
M. for Hamburg; carTriangle
;
Not quoted Carroll
ries no mail.
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World
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Charles Christie Here
Charles Christie of Christie comedies has arrived from the Coast. He
is spreading the praises of his Scottish
terrier which just won several prizes
at the San Francisco dog show.
Wyndham

Standing With Hollandia

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London— Wyndham Standing has
been signed with Hollandia Pictures
to appear in a series of productions,
the first of which, "The Lion's
Mouse," is weSl under way.

Berengaria sails at 10 A. M. for Southampton ; mails close at 6 A. M. for Europe,
.'Vfrica and West Asia; (specially addressed).
Bergensfjord sails at 12 M. for Bergen;
mails close at 8.30 A. M. for Norway. Port
Antonio sails at 12 M. for Kingston; mails
close at 9 A. M. or Jamaica; (Cuba specially addressed). Munamar sails at 12 M.
for Nuevitas ; mails close at 9 A. M. for
City of Nuevitas; (other parts of Cuba specially addressed). Commewijne sails at 3
P. M. for Paramaribo; mails close at 12
M. for Haiti, Curacao, Venezuela, Trinidad
and Guiana; (specially addressed). Haiti
sails at 3 P. M. for Jacmel ; mails close at
12 M, for Cape Haitien, Port de Paix,
Gonaives and St. Marc. (Other parts of
Haiti specially addressed).

The Post said in part:
"For two hours it kept an interested audience in suspense as to the outcome.
" 'One Exciting Night' is not the Griffith
of 'Broken Blossoms' nor yet of 'Orphans
of the Storm.' As Mr. Griffith explained
in a little speech at intermission, his latest
pictorial effort is simply to entertain.
"It is a story of romance, love and mystery,
principally mystery.
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London— J. Stuart Blackton has
started on another costume production. Blackton will not make
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"
as originally planned, because of the
obvious reason that the picture will
be made by an American producer.

®A

v
d of
lwinous
whirestu
Temp
love !

RANDOLPH
BARTLETT
PAST

PERFORMANCES

"Loves of Pharaoh"
"Prince and Pauper"
"All For Etc.
a Woman"
Famous
Players — Solved
Selznid
Ceiisorship Problems
223

or an

Putnam

Building

Bryant 7054

Emperor
THE

OFFICE

WEST

FOR

RENTB|

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Elxchange c
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

COMING

SOON

PERFECT PICTURE
NEITHER
BUT

Caryl S. Fleming Productions
Iroquois
Productians,
Inc.
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Blackton's Next

(Special to THE

(/^hituAjS^

On October 16th, 1922, wre will be in our
new quarters at 52nd Stneet and Broadway,
in "The
E^l
Building,"
1674 Broadway.
Come in and se« us

!

THE GREEK RETREAT IN A
MINOR — First pictures from the Turk-G
war zone showing the withdrawal of
forces vanquished by the Turks.
THE BIG FOREST FIRES IN ONTA
— 50 dead, 5,000 homeless as result of f
forest fires in Ontario.

"There is a most realistic storm near the
end, which is a miracle of photography.
One Exciting Night' is exciting enough to
furnish a thoroughly enjoyable evening's
entertainment."

"Knighthood" Openings
Irving Cummings has engaged Hal
"When Knighthood Was in FlowKern
to edit "Chicago Sal."
er" opens today at the Roosevelt,
Chicago, and at Grauman's Rialto,
Los Angeles. It will be presented in
"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
Boston on Oct. 25, at the Park.
SERVING
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF
Preparations for showing the production in other cities are well under
way. Settings for these presentations have been designed by Joseph
Urban.

(T&du^uiticrrr^

October 11, 111
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Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, 1
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of Better

Pictures

On Broadway — this week —
CAPITOL

RIALTO

"The
Old Homestead"
with Theodore Roberts

Cecil B. DeMiUe's

From the play by Denman Thompson
Adapted by Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank Woods.
Scenario by Julien Josephson.
A James Cruze
production.

"Well nigh perfect. Near being the
Great American picture." N. Y. Mail.
CRITERION

Marion Davies in
"When
Knighthood
was in Flower"
By Charles Major.
Directed by Robert Vignola.
Cosmopolitan production.

"The
most amazingly
beautiful
picture
ever made.
Sets a new
standard
for
magnificence"
CAMEO

A^. Y, Mail.

"Manslaughter"
with Thomas Meighan, Leatrice Joy
and Lois Wilson
Adapted by Jeanie Macpherson from the novel by
Alice Duer Miller.

"DeMille said it would be his biggest.
A'^. Y. World.
And we guess it is!"
RIVOLI

"TheLionelFace
in theSeenaFog^^
Barrymore,
Owen

with
and

all star cast including
Lowell Sherman.
By Jack Boyle.
Directed by Alan Crosland.
Cosmopolitan production.

"A thrilling mystery story with a wonderful cast." N. Y. A merican.
LOEWS

"Pink Gods^^

ivith Bebe Daniels, James Kirkwood,
Anna Q. Nilsson and Raymond Hatton
By Cynthia Stockley.
Adaptation by Sonya Levien
and J. E. Nash. Scenario by Ewart Adamson.
A Penrhyn Stanlaws production.

"Deserves a high place among the season's productions."
N. Y. Telegraph.

STATE

theDalton
HighandSeas^^
with"On
Dorothy
Jack Holt
By Edward Sheldon. Scenario by E. Magnus Ingleton.
An Irvin Willat production.

"A thriller if there ever was
N. one."
Y. World.

They're all

Q>ara
mount pictures
and there are dozens more as good!
r^ FAMOUS
.

—PLAYERS-LASKYCORPORATION
AOOLPH
ZUKOB.
Dn,i49'f
.
.

THE

■<

^!
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Newspaper

Opinions

"The Face in the Fog"— Paramount —
Rivoli
WORLD— The plot itself is regular detective fiction stuff, but it is first rate maferial in its own field, and from the first five
minutes of showing develops rapidly, plot
incidents being heaped upon one another into
a logical cJimax. • * * An entertaining
picture.
TRIBUNE — Lionel Barrymore is just
about one hundred times as effective on the
screen as he used to be. He is especially
good in this part — Boston Blackie Dawson —
a reformed crook. The story is excellent
for the screen, and it has been presented so
well that it holds your interest to the last
flicker. Of course the cast is made up of
stars, and each one is excellent, but the
director has left no loose ends anywhere.
AMERICAN — There is something doing
every minute — and then something else. The
action never halts for a moment, and nobody could possibly complain
of dullness.
Lionel Barrymore showed once again
what an excellent actor he is.

Daylight Saving Vote Delayed
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Baltimore — In response to the request of theater owners that daylight saving be voted on as soon as
possible. City Solicitor Marchant has
ruled that the matter cannot be voted
upon until next May. Exhibitors
hope for a repeal of the act.
Lincoln Opens in Troy
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Troy, N. Y. — The Lincoln, representing an investment of $200,000,
has been opened by the Symansky
brothers. The house, which seats
1,100 persons, is located in the heart
of the business section. The Mayor
and other city officials were present
on the opening night.

New Theaters
Middleport,
O. — J. E. Lyons
build early in the spring.

will

Philadelphia — E.
A.
Stopper
is
building a new house to cost $70,000.
Clifton, N. J.— E. A. Cooper and
G. E. Shuert will build a house in the
near future.
Dallas, Tex. — Dr. W. F. Box, who
is interested in several theaters, is
at Kosse.
planning
the erection of a new house
Painted Post, N. Y. — The Imperial
has been opened by J. J. Kelly who
week.
will show pictures on three days a

Coudersport, Pa. — H. E. Care has
received building permits to erect a
500.
Huntington, W. Va. — Business is house costing $25,000, to seat over
HERALD— "The Face in the Fog is en- recovering at the theaters after the
gros ing. ** * it is a very fascinating carDennison, O. — A company of local
nival of crime — a Mardi Gras of murder — depression caused by the mine strike.
done, of course, in a refined and inoffensive Both the Orpheum and the Lyric, business men contemplate building a
fashion, according to the best standards.
charging 35 cents, report excellent house here, with a seating capacity
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Lionel
of 350.
Barrymore does some of the best screen attendance. The Hippodrome is rework of his career.
ported as doing well at 50 cents admission. The Blue Ridge, features
DAILY NEWS— This is melodrama thrillTO THE TRADE
ing and entertaining. ♦ » ♦ Barrymore is and vaudeville, at 55 cents, is also
delightful as the sure-handed, quizzical ex- doing very good.

crook, and the production and direction of
the film leave little to be desired.
EVE. WORLD — Any picture graced by
Lionel Barrymore is worth seeing.

GLOBE— The producers of "The Face in
the Fog," probably because the author left
no other course open, are too generous with
their thrills, fights, and suspense. There is
enough of that sort of thing offered to make
a couple of Pearl White serials.* * * The
story is splendidly cast and lavishly produced.
It is a Boston Blackie story and Lionel
Barrymore plays the leading role as only he
can.
SUN — The picture aimed, we believe, to
be partly a mystery story, in addition to
being wholly a violent melodrama. The
melodrama ambition was certainly achieved
btit the mystery was — well, rather childish.
POST — What photography! Rarely has
anything been done so beautifully on the
screen. One regrets turning to indoor scenes
and a plot. And the plot is as thick if not
thicker than the fog.
EVE. TELEGRAM— The force of the motion picture as a vehicle for dramatic story
telling is pointedly shown in "The Face in
the Fog * * * the excitement keeps up to
the final fadeaway.
JOURNAL — Cosmopolitan has hit another
bulls-eye
withfilm
"Theversion
Face inofthea Fog."
This
remarkable
remarkable
story, cast with a most distinguished company
of actors, sets the pulse thrilling with its succession of tense, absorbing episodes.* * *
Lionel Barrymore, as Boston Blackie, discloses his skill as an interpreter of subtlety
and suppression.

Recovering After
(Special to THE

Christie Forms
(Special to THE

Mine Strike
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Realty Co.
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Hollywood — Charles H. Christie,
of Christie comedies, has formed the
Christie Realty Co., to consolidate all
his real estate activities. Christie is
president; Fred L. Porter, secretary
and Wm. S. Holman, treasurer.
The first properties which have
been acquired include tracts on Vine
and Cahuenga Sts., and Sunset Blvd.,
in Hollywood and 50 acres of land
at Sherman.
Universal City Active

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood, Cal. — Four new productions are being started at Universal City in addition to the long list
of films already in the making.
Stuart Paton is directing Herbert
Rawhnson and Claire Adams in "The
Kidnappers," by Richard Harding
Davis.

365 DAY J

PUBLOFICm
IF YOU

ADVERTISI
IN THE

Take Notice — We will shortly
release a

Burlesque

Photoplay

entitled

"THE COLD IHOMESTEAD"
STOREY PICTURES, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York

LOANS

ON

New or Negatives
other
Good Collateral
Enquire worth
Room BIdg.,
705 — WoolTelephone

Barclay 7940

"The, Summons," by George
Patullo.^Ts being filmed by William
Worthington with Frank Mayo as
star.
Nat Ross is starting on "The Ghost
Patrol, by Sinclair Lewis, and Robert F. Hill is beginning work on Room 606
$2,000,000 Theater in Milwaukee
220 W. 42nd
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
"Wolves of Society." George ArchPhone 6269 Bryant
ainbaud
and
Rupert
Julian
are
preMilwaukee, Wis. — The Wisconsin
paring to start their next features.
Real Estate Development Corp. is
Productions already being filmed
building a $2,000,000 theater at Sixth
St. and Grand Ave. The new build- include: Von Stroheim's "Merry-Going will be a seven story structure of Round," Chautard's "Forsaking All
concrete and steel, and will seat 3,000. Others," Priscilla Dean's "White
Plans call for completion by Sept. Tiger," "The Runaway Girl," "Kindled Courage," "Around the World in
1923.
Eighteen Days," three series of tworeelers and the Lewis Sargent and
Two $50,000 Damage Suits
Neely Edwards comedies.
Two suits asking $50,000 damages
each have been started in the Supreme Court, Brooklyn, against the
'.WE NEVEC DISAPPOINT"'
American, in Bedford Ave., as a result
of the collapse of the theater Nov.
29, 1921, when seven workmen lost
their lives. The suits are brought
■ 220
',,„.,.• INCOOPOCATED
;- .'
because of the deaths of two of the
WEST -*2Sfi STCjtET
PHONE
CEN. MGR.
men. Among the defendants are SylBRYANT 5576
vester Rosenthal and Samuel Mosko.ALLAN A.LdWNES'
'•■■,'■■'•
witz, owners of the theater.
Ntrw yoCK

"library stuff
— maybe Stone has it
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Price 5 Cents

Denial

Surety Bonds
For

Producers
and
Distributors —
Plan Worked Out by National
Surety Co.
Announcement was made yesterday by the National Surety Co. that
the National Agency Co., Inc.,
working in conjunction with the National Surety Co., has "worked out a
method" by which loans to producers
and distributors of pictures "can

]om
Zukor
Regarding
Lasky's
Leaving Famous — Lasky's Wire
iu|ualified denial of published re; t- tliat Jesse L. Lasky, first viceI, Hit
-iilent
of Famous"
Players with
was
to sever
his connections
tit company was made yesterday
111 by Lasky and Adolph Zukor.
nformed in Hollywood that "Varir " had printed the report. Lasky
it the following telegram of denial
1 the editor of the publication and
ro to the New York World, which
nrinted the story:
'I have just been advised that you
l.'c printed a story to the effect that
lontemplate leaving Famous PlayI. -Lasky Corp. As this story is abso1 i:l\- untrue and without foundation
l\'iil appreciate it if you will correct
\ ir statement by printing my absoic denial. I have no thought of
1 ving Famous Players-Lasky and
I relations with its chief executive
al president, Mr. Zukor, are most
cdial as they have always been in
t' past." (Continued on Page 8)

New

Lesser Firm

lincipal Pictures Co. Has Dorothy
Phillips and Irving Cummings
Under Contract
Principal
Pictures
Co. has been
med by Sol Lesser and associates
make pictures for the open market.
I officers are Sol Lesser president;
ing Lesser,
vice-president
and
ichael
Rosenberg,
secretary
and
asurer.
New York offices are in the
)ew State Bldg., where Irving Lesser
ill be located.
Coast offices are in
Paramount
Bldg.. Los Angeles,
le Rosenberg will be located in
arge of production activities.
Dorothy Phillips has been engaged
appear in "The World's a Stage"
Elinor Glyn.
Kenneth
Harlan
d Bruce McRae have been signed
r roles in the production to be dieted by Colin Campbell.
Distribution' rights have been aclired for a new Irving Cummings
eduction tentatively called "Chicago
il" by Harvey
Gates with Milton
lis, Alice Lake, Gertrude Claire and
aby Richard Headrick in the cast,
his is scheduled for November rease.
Sol Lesser and Rosenberg announce
at their exchange affiliations have
en completed with the exception of
■Q territories.
"Principal Pictures is not making
eductions for competitive bidding"
id Rosenberg. "We will make picres for the independent market. Wa
e now busy lining up stars, directors
d stories."

I

be

While details of the plan are lackbonded."
ing the announcement says:

"Loans to eitlier producer or distributor
will be bonded only when approved contracts
with exhibitors or state right l)uyers have
been signed
desired
loan. in sufficient amount to justify the
"This plan of credit based on surety bonds
was worked out after thorough investigation
of the conditions by William Churchill, Treasurer of the National Agency Co., Inc., which
represents the National Surety Co. in this
special field. George M. Demarest. who has
had twenty years experience in general bond'Tig and insurance business, is President of
the National Agency Co. The offices of the
N^ational Agency Co.. Inc., are located in
rhe

The
premiere
showing
of "Shadows"
will be
an invitation
affair at and
the
Biltmore
on Friday
evening,
October 20.
Leaders
in the industry,
prominent exhibitors will then see what a real picture Ben Schiilberg
made for release through the Al Lichtman Corporation. — Advt.
"Doc" Golden Here
"Doc"
Golden,
manager
of
Metro Boston office, is in town.

Will Rogers Before A. M. P. A.
Will Rogers is scheduled to address the A. M. P. A. at the weekly
luncheon, to be held today instead
of Thursday on account of the holidav.

William Axt Awarded Degree
William Axt, associate conductor
of the Capitol orchestra, has been
presented with the degree of Doctor
of Music by the American University
of Chicago and Los Angeles.

Goldwyn will handle Hugo Ballin's
latest production, "Vanity Fair."
Hugo
Coast.

Ballin left yesterday for the

First National Directors Meeting
Asso. First National Pictures, Inc.,
will hold a directors meeting here
on Monday, Oct. 16. It is said that
while there may be some changes
in the directorate that otherwise only
routine business will be transacted.

Page

2)

Church Sharply
Competition
Bullock

Says It Is Menace To
dustry— Clergyman Replies

In-

the

Leaves for the Coast
Bernard Edelhurst, of the T. O. C.
C, left New York yesterday for a
visit to the Coast.

"Vanity Fair" to Goldwyn
It was announced yesterday that

Candler (Continued
Building." on

Jane Murfin Back to Coast
Jane Murfin. who has been associated with Larry Trimble in the production of two features with "Strongheart." a dog actor, now being distributed by First National, has returned to the Coast to start work on
the third film.

Fox Opening At Astor Oct. 30th
"The Town That Forgot God," a
Fox special, will open at the Astor
Monday night, Oct. 30th. Wm. Fox
has taken over the Astor for an indefinite period for the Broadway presentation of six big features. "The
Showing for "Shadows"
Biltmore
Forgot God," was diThe premiere of "Shadows." B. P. Town That
rected by Harry Millarde, from
Schulberg's second picture for release
through the Al Lichtman Corpora- Paul S'loane's scenario.
tion will be held at the Biltmore on
"The Shepherd King." filmed in
Friday evening, October 20. Special Palestine by J. Gordon Edwards,
presentation and special music will will be the second Fox production
to be shown at the Astor.
be put on.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland, O. — Competition of
church motion pictures and the theater stirred up a debate at the meeting here of the Cinema Clubs of
Ohio, in which Samuel Bullock, of
the M. P. T. O., and Rev. Raymond
G. Clapp, of Cincinnati, took issue
with each other.
"I believe that churches and
schools should by all means avail
themselves of educational films,"
said Bullock,
"but they the
should
obtain them through
proper
channels and should not offer legitimate motion picture theaters comcompetition."
"The mercial
non-theatrical
picture is a
menace

to the. industry," he continued. "This type of picture is
growing to such an extent that we
feel we shall have to take drastic
steps to nrotect the theater owners'
(Continued on

Page 6)

interests."
Brownell F. B. O. Scenario Chief
John Brownell is now at the F.
B. O. offices as head of the newly
established Eastern scenario department. Brownell will select and purchase stories for production at the R-C
studios in Los Angeles for F. B. O.
Brownell has been connected with
Universal for the past six years in
a similar capacity.

fj^^
Surety
Bonds
f Continued
from Page 1)
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also says:

"The production and distribution of a
(licture necessarily requires a much longer
turn-over than most other lines of manufacture. This is an additional handicap of serious niomenl. especially so with the better
grades of pictures. Any industry which has
to contend not merely with a long slow
turn-over but also with difificulty in securing
borrowing facilities from the banks, will always find it hard to show a normal profit
on invested capital.

FOR

RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
On October 16th. 1922. we will be in our
new quarters at 52nd Street and Broadway,
m
The
Earl Buildmg,"
1674
Broadway
Come in and see

Caryl S. Fleming Productions
Iroquois
Productions.
Inc.

Friday, October 13, 192

EXHIBITORS!

"The proportion of capital invested to bank
credit extended, is probably higher in the picture industry than in any other industrial
held — a fact which many bankers do not
fully appreciate.
"The motion picture producer has the
reputation
of being
"hard
up," own
because he has
to do always
virtually
all his
fniancing. either on his own capital or on
loans secured at high rates, because bank
credit is seldom available. Such conditions
i-osls.
obviously are reflected in higher production

BOOK
LON CHANEY
IN

"Insinuation" New York Distribution
First National's New York exchange has acquired distribution
rights or this territory to "Insinuation." Margery Wilson is both star
and author.

FLESH I BLOOD

Winik Offers to Uuy "One Exciting

From the following reliable exchanges

Hy Winik returned yesterday from
Boston, where he witnessed the
showing of D. Night"
W. Griffith's latest
production: "One Exciting Night."
Winik says he offered to buy the
production outright from Griffith,
but too many obstacles stood in the
way of a deal.

New
Series of Comedies
Kitty Gordon-Weber
Suit Renewed
Kitty Gordon, actress, has renewed
E. W. Hammons announced yesher suit against L. Lawrence Weber
terday the forthcoming issue by Eduasking for $20,000 for alleged breach
cational of a series of single-reel
of contract. Miss Gordon claims rough and tumble comedies, to be
that Weber engaged her to appear in known as Cameo Comedies.
eight motion pictures but that only
The first, "Crash," will be released
one, "Vera the Medium," was filmed. early in November. Releases will
The suit was tried last year before follow two each month, there being
Justice Ford in the Supreme Court twenty-four subjects in the series.
and resulted in a $20,000 verdict for Jimmic Adams heads the cast.
Miss Gordon but the Appellate Division reversed the lower court. The
Smith to Home Office
preliminary hearing is scheduled for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oct. 20.
Chicago — Cresson Smith, who has
been manager of the United Artists
office here ever since its inception
lias been transferred to the New York
office.
f^(S>dAjjzalLaruxi O-tctiJAju/
Harry Eichenlaub, who has been
manager of the First National exchange, succeeds Smith.
THE SPiCE OF THE PROGR^^v

OFFICE

nm

DAILY

At the New York offices of United
Artists it was stated that the exact
nature of Smith's future activities
here liave not been settled.

"Lawful Larceny" Film Rights
The matter of screen rights to
"Lawful Larceny," current stage success, is in dispute. It was recently
announced that First National had
bought the rights and this statement
was confirmed at the Al Woods
office^. Now Maurice Revnes, play
broker and producer, announces that
he holds the rights and disposed of
them to J. E. Brulatour for Hope
Hampton. The Woods office now announces that Revnes holds the rights.
Meanwhile First National officials
know of no reason why their claim to
the filni rights can be forfeited.
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MAC

DONALD

Congratulations, Miss Mac Donald!
We have seen your latest picture, "White Shoulders," and we wish
to congratulate you on your finest picture from an artistic, dramatic and entertainment standpoint. Much as we have liked your
work in previous productions, we believe that this excells anything that you have ever given First National.
We also wish to congratulate Mr. B. P. Schulberg, of Preferred
Pictures, Inc., on the beauty and artistry of this production.
Never, we believe, has there been a picture so adapted to the
artistry of the American Beauty as this one.
With Miss MacDonald's beauty, her fine portrayal of this character, and with the advance advertising received through the prominence of the author, George Kibbe Turner, and its wide circulation as a novel in the Saturday Evening Post, this picture should
prove one of the big winners of 1922
And not forgetting the excellent direction of Tom Forman and
the intelligent adaptation by Lois Zellner.
ASSOCIATED
FIRST
NATIONAL
PICTURES,
INC.

r.vc^.^.'V.:!i-~i

THC

?%g^

Qy^l^Y
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Announcement
TO THE MOTION

PICTURE

Consider now with us in
crowning achievement o)
reproduction in motior

u

THE DRAMATIC LIFE
After more than a year of intensive research, directed by Dr. Gilbert
Ellis Bailey, Ph.D., of the University of Southern California, in co-operation with Ray R. and Albert L. Rockett, and Miss Frances Marion, the
ROGKETT-LINGOLN FILM GOMPANY announces that the preliminary work for the production of the dramatic life of Abraham Lincoln
in motion pictures has been completed and that actual shooting will begin
upon final O. K. of the working script, a product of the matchless genius
of MISS FRANGES MARION.
This research, covering a period of two hundred and fifty years, from the
origin of the Lincoln family in England to the present time, embraces
hundreds of interviews with relatives, friends, neighbors, associates and
acquaintances of our Martyr Ghief Magistrate; also authors, educators,
government officials, army and navy officers and the custodians of all the
great collections of Lincolniana in America, thus exhausting every imaginable remaining source of contact with Abraham Lincoln and his times.

The last word forever in Lincoln Lore and Expression. Supreme in entertainment and educational
value.
The broad scope of this picture will compel the most sumptuous production and the largest cast in the history of the cinema, while the quality of
the cast will be limited only by the genius of the American screen.

ROCKETT
R. R. ROCKETT, President
A. L. ROCKETT, Vice-President

LINC0LI4

THE
Vay, October 13. 1922
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xtr a ordinary
XHIBITORS OF THE WORLD
oughtful amazement the
ie cinema art — even the
ictures of

)F ABRAHAM UNCOLN
Without prejudice to any section, race, class or party, and in twelve reels
of the most compelling drama since Calvary, this greatest of world stories

"THE

DRAMATIC

ABRAHAM

LIFE OF

UNCOLN

will be told with the WAR BETWEEN THE
and with the strictest historical authenticity.

STATES

as a background

The producers believe the time has come to make history live again in
action and to tell in animated scenes the great stories of the progress of
humanity in order that the lessons may be better understood by all the
people and that a sick world may be made to feel the healing inspiration
of America's undying ideals.
Of this NEW ERA in pictures this Lincoln film is the herald and archetype and you are invited to share with us in the fruit of it, for no conceivable subject can more quickly or more largely be transmuted into
box ofl&ce returns.

t\LM

LiOok for additional announcements
in these columns.

COMPANY
,.,
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Reelcraft Bankruptcy Sale

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The assets of Reelcraft Pictures Corp., bankrupt, will be
auctioned off, Oct. 18, by an order of
the district court.

LOANS

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
Enquire
Room
705 — Woolworth Bldg.,
Telephone Barclay 7940

EDITING AND
TITLING

RANDOLPH
BARTLETT
PAST

PERFORMANCES

"Loves of Pharaoh"
"Prince and Pauper"
"All For a Woman"
Etc.
Famous

Players — Selznick

Censorship

Problems

Solved

Church Competition

Putnam
Building
Bryant 7054

Fiiiger

o

from

FILM

Qsm^shinv
pbotO'-dramas
for
Independent
Exchanovsr
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Gene Stratton Porter Starts

Hanshaw Maytan Production Head
Dale Hanshaw, who left the post

(Special to THE

FILM

DA

1)

DAILY)

Hollywood — The newest organization to produce pictures independently is Regent Pictures Co., headed by
E. D. Newman, formerly special representative on the West Coast for
First National.
"The Drivin' Fool," by WiUiam F.
Sturm, is announced as the first story
to be filmed. It deals with the adventures of a San Francisco youth
endeavoring to break all automobile
records to New York.
John Flynn Honor

i
fc C^nefivstof
Prints'

f^
J,

I'agc

prodded by committees on better
films to select high class pictures are
seriously handicapped by the methods
by which they must book pictures.
"Few exhibitors have the choice of
he concluded.
programs,"
Newman Forms Producing Co.

(Special

/

Friday, October 11

Hollywood — Production w
Rev. Dr. Clapp followed with a of production manager for National "Michael O'Halloran" the fi
Exchanges several months ago, is series of screen adaptations c
statement designed to show disnow
associated with Maytan Films, by Gene Stratton Porter ha
crimination
against
churches
showing
films.
under the personal supervisio
Inc., as production manager at the authoress. James Leo Meeh
"When I assumed the pastorate offices, 1674 Broadway.
reefing with
Mrs.Porter,
Porter's
Jeanette
Helen
as d!
in Cincinnati," he said,
of
"I my
felt church
that the use of an inspirational
and Tennant Wright as pt
Forest Fire Menaced Players
manager.
or educational film was a legitimate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
adjunct to the Sunday evening serSebago Lake, Me. — Marguerite
vice. It proved successful and, as Courtot
and Lew Cody, with Dell
Offers $1,000 for an H
our attendance grew, the manager of Henderson, director and Chas.
(Special
to THE
FILM
DA'
nearby theater objected that -yve Downs, cameiaman, were seriously
awere
Hollywood — Cecil B. Delii
hurting his business.
endangered by the forest fires raging offered $1,000 for the best id
"The situation grew more involved near here during the filming of scenario submitted before
until I discovered i was having diffiSecond choice will be paid !
culty in obtaining films. One ex- "Jacqueline."
$50
each will go to the tl
change after another turned tne down. No Connection with Fox Film Corp. fourth ideas selected. The i
Pictures 1 had booked were canCharles Donald Fox, president of be expressed in three or fou
celled. Icall it an unfair restraint
The limit is 300 words.
Fox Photopla->' Institute, with offices
of trade which is forcing the churches at
The Los Angeles Times is
30 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
exchanges
non-theatrical
establish
to
and 25 W. 43rd St., New York, has the contest. Only emplo
no connection, direct or indirect, with Famous Players and the T
their own."
of George
barred. DeMille obtained t
J. Zehrung, director industrial department Y. M. C. A., Fox Filrns Corp., according to the idea for "The Women God
statement issued by Saul E. Rogers, in the same way.
bureau, said that exmotion picture
hibitors who are continually being general counsel for Fox Films Corp.
((orilinucd

(Special to THE

223

DAILY

to THE

FILM

Guest
DAILY)

Los Angeles — John Flynn, newly
elected president of the A. M. P. A.,
the New York parent organization of
the W. M. P. A. was honor guest at
the Wampus riot given by the Western M. P. Advertisers, held here recently.
To Have Washington Premiere
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles- — The first showing of
the Rockett-Naylor production, "The
Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln,"
will take place in Washington before
Congress and official America. President Harding and his Cabinet are
among the many
who have been invited.
American

Films in South America

John L. Day, South American representative of Famous PlayersLasky, who has just returned from a
three montiis visit to Rio de Janeiro,
reports that American productions
are the most popular in South America. Foreign competition, principally
German, has made no serious inroads
upon this market according to Day.
Day made arrangements for increased Paramount distribution and
reports that the offices in Rio de
Janeiro and San Paulo show an imness.
portant increase over last year's busi-

1

us

lin

LOOK AT THI

TcTephop*

Laui3 F. BIumenth«I
Chas. F. Marine
Honry Hulng

tl

Haring & Blumenthal Enterprises
1658 Broadway
Suite 605
New York. NY.

Oototor

10th,

1922.

Mr. -Ben SctwartZjMgr.,
Apollo Exchange,
1600 Broadway,
New York. City.

Dear Sir:
You will vmdoubtedly
that your picture
just completed
wonderful

be

pleased

to

Imow

MORS TO 3E PITIED THAN SCORNED which has

its run at our BELMONT

attraction

booking arrangements

THEATRE

is Indeed a -

and my only regret is that my other
did not permit me to run It for a longs

period.
It has broken some of our best house records
for attendance, having played to approximately
people on each day of Its run.

eight thousand

Of course the attendance

would not have reached these figures unless the picture had
been properly exploited;
attraction

In fact, no picture can be a stronf

unless It has been given plenty of exploitation.

MORE TO BE PITIED THAN SCORNED more than Justified the
exploitation

we gave it as our audiences

were more than

pleased with It and were lavish in their praise,
very truly yoiira,
BSLMONT TIIEATR3

THE
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t Nat'l Survey
Newspaper Editors Think

business Conditions And
The Outlook

of

win^ will be found excerpts
ill le survey made by Asso. First
il, of
business
conditions
lOut the country.
The survey
ade from
newspaper
editors
^lishers.
LOUISIANA
Orleans. Marshall Ballard. Manag:or The Item : Following answers
pinion of six of our best qualified
,. Unemployment situation remeving railway
strike out of considProhably between 10 and 20 per
J unemployment. Labor Commis;timates 4.000 unemployed in this
gainst 8.000 or more in December.
er carrying more "Help Wanted"
ppartment stores putting on extra
tnployment in 12 leading industries
iprovement over January, this imt following slump in meantime, and
: during
seasonably
dull
Summer
Employment outlook for Fall and
indicates imorovement over same
st vear. Public imnrovements and
■building proiects, held back, are
Most businesses are better.
5 report greater volume; many with
ues. Port business shows excellent
=4. Little change in 6 months of
ncome per capita. Decrease mostly
ized lines Labor beginning to get
nilar work.
Number
of savinp^s acIotchanged much. Cost of living,
?ig, slightly lower. Pents still high,
average reduction nrobably between
0 per cent. Petail sales of staple
ties have increased 30 to 35 per
se
4'oney
sales
en 8shows
therefrom
betwe
and decrea
10 per
to lower prices Bankers and busin expect better business provided
nd soon. Savings deposits in city
trv bepin to increase. Loans are deFarmers also borrowing less. Crop
•Qod. Collections in city generally
I. General
tone
in coinservatively
:porf.
Doloh
G. Frantz.
editor The
Unemployment
situation remedied.
iblic work under way. Bankers and
men
ontimistic.
Improved
nrice of
nain nroduct. strenirthens this view
is the nrincinal business of this secwith the nrice of cotton, the main
higher than last year, the gen'=''-ai
outlook
naturally
is brighter.
The
less comes
next and helns the geni*'on.
Shreveport being the center of
>il area.
Rnup-e.
Charles P. Menship. editor
te-Times : No unemnloymfnt here.
movinc^ at a normal rate.
Fall busiuM be brisk locallv because of vast
of construction work, crops good,
Tivintr lower.
Retail sales of stanle
f*ies have increased. Business men
ers very ontimistic.
MARYLAND
s M. Harwond. editor The Baltimore
Baltimore : Unemployment situation
!. as shown bv observation, municinal
and renorts from various orEranl7aCost of livinc much Inwer than durwar time and annreciably lower than
r. Business
men
and bankers
opMINNESOTA
Hammond, f^'^ancial editor St. Paul
4. St. Pfinl: Unemnlovmpnt situation
1 in Minnesota.
Work
for all who
work a"d at iust waees Rf^asons
tatinp. The rip^ht aboi't face of want
mns. now filled with "Heln Wanted"
ere there were ^'Positions Wanted"
^w morit^s af^o ; inrrpa'!*='s in buiMincr
other industries here. The nros^erts
ntpr are that t^p fartorif^ ,v,'n \eers
normal production and therefore furnlovment. Cost of living shVhtN^ lo"-.
omnared to a vppi- ac^o a^d sl'"htb'
than in Anrll 1922. Retail ctUq of
nmrnoditips ha^'e in^rea<=pd "d-.c^ti^cc
d bankers ontimistic. Hpripral bi'ci.
nfidence
improvement of ban^^ rnndietter than averat^e crnn nrosnpcts.
ion of unemr>lo\'ment— pvrpt-.t volun'mplovment of strikers — and increased
on nf factories gives promise of steady
ty for the future.

-JXI^.

Minneapolis. D. M. Carr, managing editor |
Commercial West (Banking and Financial
Weekly) ; Unemployment situation remedied,
■land for men in building lines anci
mining. Increase in construction of buildings, crops above the average in North
Dakota, Montana, Minnesota and South
Dakota. More activity in copper mining,
the reopening of old worked gold and silver
mines. Employment outlook for coming
Fall excellent. In lumbering, outlook good.
General retail business will improve with increased income for farmers. Business in general is getting down to a more solid basis.
Bank deposits show increase per capita of 3
to 7 per cent in different parts of the Northwest. General living costs lower than a year
ago. Rentals up as high as a year ago.
Bankers more optimistic but cautious. Rates
are lower and fear in some quarters that they
will become too low. The coal situation in
^he Northwest is not so good. Supplies short
hut remedy promised. Railroads curtailing
•^rain service to conserve fuel and to meet
iitrike conditions.
MISSISSIPPI
T. M. Hederman, Clarion Ledger, Jackson : Improvement in unemployment situation. This section is largely agricultural and
the outlook is unusually good. Trucking has
brought more cash into this section than ever
before. There will be a further improvement
n employment situation in our opinion. The
nrice of cotton is advancing far bej'ond the
nast season and the sale of the crop in the
Fall will bring a large volume of money.
Cost of living is lower. Sales of staple commodities have increased. Bankers and business men of this section look forward to
Prosperous times. Statistics recently given
out as to general trade conditions showed
Tackson to have a larger per cent increase
■n trade than any other section.
MISSOURI
E. Lansing Ray, editor The Globe
Democrat, St. Louis: Unemployment situation remedied due to a general improvement
of business. Everyone more optimistic and
contracts being made by manufacturers for a
"reatly increased volume of advertising.
Banker and business men ontimistic. General viewpoint is ontimistic. with proviso that
it will not be a sudden but a general improvement, based on good business and crop conditions
NEBRASKA
H. E. Newbranch, editor World-Herald.
Omaha: Unemployment situation remedied,
business outlook better on the whole if railroad strikes are satisfactorily settled. Cost
of living lower. Retail sales of staple commodities have decreased since "peak"; picked
Mo since low stae-e of slump. Business men
-ind bankers mixed in views as to business
conditions for tl''e comine year
Bruce McCullousrh, editor Drovers* Journal Stockman. Omaha: Unemployment situation remedied. Business outlook p'ood ex'-ept for strike. Advance orders . indicate inTeased business. Evervthing lower except
'*ents. Business men and bankers optimistic.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Alferd R, Newall, the Daily Patriot. Con^ord : Unemployment situation not remedied
•^o an apprec'alile extent because of apparent
=;iiccess of different railroa<ls in obtainine
■nen to fill places of those on strike. No
-hange in unemployment situation from last
■■ear, due to increase in selling price of manv
"omniodities, particularly \vearine apnarel.
T^'^'S increase which though it mav be avoided
•■■n nrobablv cause a second bttvers* strike
^verat^c income ner ranita remains about
"ornial. f^ost of livinn' lower, if it has fluctii
-*-'l at aH. Retail sales of staple commodi'-»>=; remain about iiormal. T,ocal business
■Tipp and bankers feel that with the coming
-f the '^"tticnient of tlie Tn'^or d'A^culties in
' " -"oal mines conditions will be better
AT^rmliester. Frank Knox. Union and Lead■^r • LTnemnlovment situation remedied. Out''>ok for Fall and Winter indicates improvempt^t ip emnloyment sitnation over same
•^eriod last vear. because of good crons better prices,
farmers
' Cost
of livinc
'ower
and reta'l
salesbuying.
of stanle
commodities
'■■avp increaspd. T^ocal business men and
bankers optimistic. Local conditions temporarily upset bv textile strike.
NEW MEXICO
AT B. H-nliif^. editor The Herald. Albu"nermip- TTnemplovment situation sliehtly
'-"tnpd'pd. due to increased buildine operations liptter conditions in vfool market and
■^"neral imorovement in asrri'^u^tural sitnr^tion.
o--tlo^V for business in Fall and Winter
'...tt^T- than same tirpe Ipst veai^ provided tabor
troubles are settled. Business men and
bankers optim'stic.

\flditional excerpts
followinp: issues.

will

appear

in
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You tell 'em.
Rupert Hughes'
IS going

like a
forest afire

ockin' 'em
knad
de
everywhere —
and ''everywhere''
is a large place.
New York,
Chicago,
California
and all points
in-between
and around.
The public loves
and soon, brother,
they'll be
seeing the great
and only

John Barrjrmor^i
HOIMES
SHEHI.OCK
Keep watching, but
cut out the \vaiting
Book Goldwyn!
Bank-book the profits!

'jn

THE

'c^Hk
Friday, October

DAILV
(Special

THE YEAR'S
BEST

ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITY

Philadelphia — Achievement Films
have filed an increase of capital of
from $50,000 to $150,000.
Hake to Manage Appell Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
York, Pa. — Daniel L. Hake, a
former newspaperman lias been appointed business manager of all the
theatrical interests of Nathan and
Louis Appell.
Open a New Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — The U. S. Releasing
Co. have opened a new exchange at
1314 Vine St. "Every Man's Price"
is the initial release, followed by
"For Your

1923
FILM
YEAR
BOOK

Increase Capital
to THE FILM DAILY)

Daughter's

Sake."

One More for Lubliner & Trinz
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago, 111. — Lubliner & Trinz
have awarded the contract for a new
theater to cost $1,700,000 at Belmont
and Lincoln Aves. The structure will
house a dance hall, stores and offices.
Dave
Mundstuk
Opens
Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — Dave Mundstuk, former
president of Strand Features Inc. is
opening his own exchange at 304 Jos.
Mack Bldg. His first release will be
"The Black Panther's Cub."
Sunday Midnight Shows Popular
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Philadelphia — Midnight shows have
proved so popular at the Family, that
the Princess and Savoy, on Market
St. have instituted the new idea. The
show starts at 12.05 and continues until 3 A. M.
Negotiating for More
(Special to THE FILM

Used Every Day
Throughout the
Coming Year By

EXECUTIVES
EXHIBITORS
EDITORS
CASTING
DIRECTORS
Everywhere

Novo in
Preparation

Houses
DAILY)

Philadelphia — According to a statement made by John Guirk, the Stanley Co. is carrying on negotiations
for a number of houses in the smaller
towns. Houses in Montgomery,
Bucks County. Perkasie. Lansdale,
Quakertown
have been mentioned.
"Expose" Foreign Sales
Weiss Brothers have sold distribution rights for the British Isles on
the "Expose of Sawing a Lady in
Half" to Goldwyn through George
Kann. foreign manager. (Jus Metzger of Equity Distributing Corp.,
Portland. Ore., has purchased rights
to Washington. Oregon, Northern
Idaho. Montana and Alaska.
Ohio M. P. T. O. for Sunday Opening
(Special tn THE
FILM
DAILY)
Toledo, O. — Martin G. Smith,
president Ohio M. P. T. C, has
issued a bulletin from state headquarters announcing that the organization iscanvassing all candidates for
office at the coming state election to
ascertain their attitude toward the
theater owner. He also announces
that a plan has been formulated
whereby the question of Sunday
shows may be submitted to the
voters by Initiative process through
petition or by Referendum process
through the Legislature.
Southern Ohio headquarters have
been opened at 309 Broadway Film
Bldg., with J. Maurice Ridge in
charge.

Emphatic
( r.intinued

from

Denial
Pape 1)

In making
his and Lasky's
denial.
Zukor public
was vigorous
in his
denunciation of what he termed was
the shameless trickery which would
foment such rumors and the irresponsibility of newspapers which
would print them without verification.
"I have no doubt that this story
was inspired by men in this industry,"
he said. "In support of my original
belief that the rumor was inspired I
wish to cite a telegram which I receivedwire
fromyesterday
Cecil B. DeMille:
ceived
from New "'ReYork
producing firm saying they had definite information I was leaving Famous Players, and last night representative of another big firm called on me
making same statement positively,
both firms of course laying proposition before me. What is it all about?
To this telegram Zukor asked De"
for the names
of the firms who
regards.'
Kind Mille
approached

C. C. Charles with Nu-ArtJ
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILYl
Albany, N. Y.— C. C. Charles, i\
erly withhere.
Vitagraph,
now repre.'!
Nu-Art

SPEED WHEN
EMERGENCY
REQUIRES IT
The swiftness with whici
our service works will be
revelation to you. We'll loa
you the cash in 24 hours or W
if the proposition is soun'
Call on us in an emergenc
Investigate.

CHROMOS
TRADING
1123 Broadway

W. Ray Johnston in Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Buffalo, N. Y.— W. Ray Johnston,
vice-president of Arrow, is here on
business. He will visit Syracuse exchanges before returning to New
York.
First Graphic Opens in Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — The First Graphic Exchange has opened offices at 257
Franklin St. with Jack Berkowitz as
manager. Product includes the Richard Talmadge series, Franklyn Farnum series, "His Nibs" and "Saved
Cameraman Now a Producer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by Radio."
Los

Angeles — Sam Mogi who recently finished the camera work on
Tully's "Omar the Tentmaker" has
entered the producing end of the industry, with his two brothers.
Mogi will make a series of two-reel
Blues,"

Suite 616

"DANTE'S

INFERNO,

Re-edited and re-titled, ne'il
prints
with
new
advertisinl
matter.
Territorial rights at
bargain price.

Jawitz Pictures Corporation i
729 Seventh Ave.

1

New York Cill

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, IK
Phone:
Madison Square 4430
15 East 26th St.
New York Ci
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Ital:
Ask for samples and prices.

I *

ANNOUNCEMENT

TR/^ll-ERy

Berlin Theaters May Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
_ Berlin. Germany — All German motion picture theaters may close by
voluntary action of the Asso. of Theater Owners and the Berlin Asso. of
Film Distributors in protest against
the present high amusement tax imDosed bv the crovernment in such a
way that the theaters are obhVed to
nay it and can not pass the burden on
to the public.
The tax amounts to 50 per cent of
the gross receipts and the exhibitors
of Germany regard this as an intolerable burden. The authorities
have not only refused to lessen the
tax but have been unwiHine to hear
the grievances of the theater owners
in conference.

WANTED:
Exchange
M a n a g e r

C(

'Phone Chelsea 82(

him.

comedies;
the first, "Memphis
is
near completion.

13,
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PRODUCTIONS
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You can obtain FILM AC K
Production Trailers on
[All Features for

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE
Elaborate Border?
24 Hour Service
Presentation
Trailers

808 S.WABASHILL.
AVE
rI CHICAGO,

A
capable man — possessing executive
ability — with a proven record of achievement and an intimate knowledge of
Spanish — is wanted for foreign exchange
office of a prominent distributing organization. Write full details to Box B 111
care The Film Daily.
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Stereoscopic

J.>U.^1V

Now
Goldwyn Executive
President of
Artclass^
'■
is
We s
Alfred Weiss, former Goldwyn
executive, has been elected president
and general manager of Artclass
Pictures Corp., following his acquisition of a considerable interest in the
Former

itures Planned To Open On Broadway In December Given First
Showing
First showing was held yesterday
( "Mars Calling," a five reel feature
lotographed by the Teleview stereos^;pic process at the experimental
boratory conducted by Lawrence
'ammond and Wm. F. Cassidy.
"Mars Calling" was directed by R.
illiam Neill, with a cast including
ant Mitchell and Margaret Irving,
ptions have been taken on a Broad■;iy theater where it is planned to
Resent the production in December.
('Stereoscopic pictures made by the
«leview process are photographed
1 standard stock by two cameras
ith the lenses separated by 2^
(ches, the normal distance between
e average person's eyes. The
ints are made on standard stock,
iri the projection is through two
nchronized machines, each running
a normal rate of speed.
Spectators view the screen through
teleview, an instrument containg a shutter which is synchronized
fith the shutters of the projection
iiachines and which cuts off the
;reen so that the left eye sees one
cture and the right eye sees another.
he result is that the spectators see
ne picture and that is stereoscopic.
iThe films as shown yesterday atined a remarkable degree of per)ective without eye strain and withut going out of focus.

Dinner Guests
The committee in charge of
the Fall Film Golf Tournament,
scheduled for next Thursday,
cheerfully invites non-players
to attend the dinner. This
affair has always been a riot of
real fun. With everybody having a great and glorious time.
So if you want a lot of laughs.
And a mighty fine dinner,
come on out. Even if you
don't play.
It only costs $5.00. And it's
worth five times that much. If
you one
don't
believe these
it askaffairs
anywho attended
in the past.
Sound View, Great Neck,
Long Island. Next Thursday.
Don't forget the date.
Contestants who have not forwarded their entry are reminded they have but a few
days more.

company, a transaction said to involve more than $250,000. The
three Weiss brothers, to whom Alfred Weiss is no relation, continue
to hold the following offices: Louis
Weiss, vice-president; Max Weiss,
secretary and Adolph Weiss,
treasurer.
Weiss expects shortly to announce
plans for a pretentious producing
schedule as well as distribution arrangements. Weiss was vice-president and general manager of Goldwyn. He recently disposed of his
interests in the Goldwyn, New York
and Bufifalo exchanges.

Yellow
There's a real picture in store for exhibitors in "Shadows." Showmen
will have names to conjure with: Lon Chaney, Marguerite De La Motte,
Harrison Ford, John Sainpolis, Buddy Messenger, and Priscilla Bonner.
Direction by Tom Forman. Once again the S. R. O. sign will come out
of the store-room. — Advt.

Griffith Reviews
More Excerpts From What Boston
Newspaper Critics Say About
"One Exciting Night"
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Boston, Mass. — Extracts from the
six Boston newspaper reviews of
"One Exciting Night," the new D.
W. Griffith production now at Tremont Temple, in addition to those
already reprinted from the Herald
and Post follow:
The Daily Advertiser said in part:
"The audience nearly lost its dignity and
cheered. * ♦ * It (the plot) races along
so fast and contrives to include so many
toupee-lifting episodes that only a foolhardy
person would test his powers of description
trying to put it in mere words.
* * *
"It .may be said safely, however, that
never did ladies gasp more homfiedly, nor
strong men wonder more dazedly at any
screen mystery
fable. * ♦ *
"Griffith
said he hoped
that the second
act would
be a bit exciting.
And
it was.
A typical
Griffith big scene, visualizing
a
hurricane,
came
as a on
surprise
climax."
(Continued
Page 4)

Lynch Returns
Atlanta — S. A. Lynch, head of the
Southern Enterprises, is back from
Europe. It is understood he will remain in this country but a short time
before returning to France.

Famous Golf Tournament
Oscar Morgan, formerly of Famous, and now with Cosmopolitan
Prod., is the star golf player of
Famous Players. He won the title
and trophy offered by William H.
English at Adolph Zukor's Mountain
View Farm on Thursday, in competition with about 20 players. A.
M. Botsford was runner up and
Adolph Zukor won the third prize.
In the invitation event played at
the same time, Wm. H. English, Jr.,
won the trophy offered by Adolph
Zukor.
Oscar Morgan was second.
The players included those mentioned and Felix Kahn, Ralph Kohn,
Henry Salsbury, Theodore Young,
Austin Keough, Marcus, David and
Arthur Loew, Frederick G. Lee,
Arthur W. Stebbins, Eugene Zukor,
A. O. Dillenbeck, S. R. Kent, Robert
Kane, Emil and Milton Shauer, B.
Morgan and Ed Gaylor, of the Morgan Litho. Co., and George Spidell.
A number of these players have
already entered the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, and it is expected that
the rest will.
Daughter Born to Jesse L. Lasky
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky is the
proud father of a girl born Wednesday night.

Someone so proud of his
name that he refused to sign it,
sent the following to THJE
FILM DAILY relative to the
review of "The Man Who Played God," which appeared in last
Sunday's issue:
"I am a neutral, and have no
interest in this production, but
this is the damndest piece of
petty faulting of a big picture
that I have ever seen in your
columns. If your reviewers
don't know a big "diety" theme
when they see it, and can only
understand a wind storm or a
sawmill,
you'd betterThere
hire some
new reviewers.
are
plenty to be had who would
recognize the weight of this
story,
and if such
your paper
doesn't
appreciate
productions,
you are doing a
of a lot to
keep the film business where
Collier's Weekly thinks it is.
You have some responsibilities,
THE FILM DAILY has in
the past, does now and will conyou know."
tinue, to criticize productions as
it sees them. Our reviewing
staff is not infallible but it gives
its best. Over 5,500 Reviews
have appeared in THE FILM
DAILY since its inception with
a compelling number of buUs
eye hits — a record to be modestly proud of.

■^
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Golfers, Attention !
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Fill in the following and forward

to the

Editor

of THE

Rogers Hit at A. M. P. A
Will Rogers witty sallies at pict
folk and film companies were a 1
mendous
success
yesterday
at
A. M. P. A. luncheon.
He m<
probably
greatest
er who hastheever
spokenhitto oftheanyAdvts'

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
tisers.
He brought a gale of laugh
FILM DAILY.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
when told of Doug practicing archd ■
New York, N. V., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
Enter my name in the third semi-annual Fall
on
the roof
of the Ritz
hovi'
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
butcher
on Second
Avenueand was
Film Golf Tournament.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man»ger; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
by the arr-ow, and suggested that th
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
were hotels in town that had larj
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
roofs.
He also brought a roar by
aie act of March 3, 1879.
ferring to the Marion Davies hit
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
sf r ..iv.- -New York $10.00 one year; 6
"When
Electricity Was in Flov/
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
^nd said when the picture left Brc»|
|15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
way
everyone would have to ca.
Address all communications to THE FILM
lanterns.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Referring to his own pictures V
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
said that every time Griffith madt
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
'Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
picture his organization said it ]
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Knoblock
ArrivesData With
Fairbanks the industry five years ahead, a
Wabash Ave.
Fox Changes Release Dates
added that he had to make a picti
London
Representative — W. A. Williamson
every time Griffith did to keep the S
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long
Acre,
Release date of "A Little Child
London, W. C. 2.
Wiicn Edward Knol^lock, the play- dustry on a level keel. He brouj
Shall
Lead
Them,"
a
Fox
special,
Taris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
wright, arrived on the Bercngaria he forth another roar when he referred
has been changed from Oct. 29 to
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internawas met at tlie pier by Douglas Fair- the Advertisers as the Mother Led
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-SlO' Nov. 26. "Lights of New York," anbanks, to whom he was bringing the of Liars of the World, and start
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
other Fox special, will be released

Quotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd. .
■G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's....
Triangle
World

Sales

85^
85
85^
1,100
97J4
95^
97y&
3,000
102J4 102^ 102}^ 200
75^
7>^
7j^
1,400
Not quoted
20^
ZOYz
20 J^
3,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Will Take Company to Georgia
Roy Sheldon will leave this week
for Albany, Ga., where he will film
"Way Down South" for Murray \¥.
Garsson Inc. with a cast including
Jack Richardson and Joe King.

Nov. 12 instead of on Oct. 22 as pre-

historical data for the coming Fair-

viously scheduled. "My Friend the
Devil" is now set for release Nov. 19.

hanks ]iroduction of "Monsieur Beau-

off by saying that it was the fi;
time in the history of the world tl
a press agent had paid for an acto
lunch. "I'm not out of it yet,"
commented, "they may slip me t

Metro Closes with Southern Circuits
Tom Connors assistant sales manager for Metro, who has j ist returned from a four weeks' trip
through the South, reports that contracts have been signed for the
Metro product by the Sacngcr
Amusement Co. chain and by the
Southern Enterprises.
Connors reports business as greatly improved through the entire
South.

John J. Jasper Here With Films
John J. Jasper, builder of the
Hollywood Studios, Inc.. is in New
cairc."at the Ambassador, to arrange
York,
distribution of "Over Here' and
"When Might Meets Right," fivereelers. Jasper reports that prod iction conditions on the Coast are
nntch better than they were two
months ago.

Rogers
introduced by Hati
check
any was
minute."
Reichenbach.
Because of the Film Golf Tourn
ment it was announced that on
regular business would take place
the meeting next Thursday. B.
Moss will be the speaker the follow
ing week.

"Robin Hood" Hollywood Opening
Ginsberg Returns
/ The following telegram has been
by Douglas Fairbanks from
Henry Ginsberg, sales manager of received
Sid Grauman :
'.'Orphans' Dajr" Performance
the Al Lichtman Corp., is back in
By arrangement with Bird S. New York from a trip through the
"Every seat for premiere showing
Coler, Commissioner of Public Wel- South, where he arranged for the of 'Robin .Hood,' at $5.00 each was
fare of New York City, 1290 orphans opening of exchanges in Atlanta. New sold afte-- the box office had been
will see a selected program Orleans a^id Dallas. R. A. Davis, open only two hours. I consider
this morning at the Audobon. The formerly with the F. B. O. in At- this a marvellous compliment to
performance is sponsored by the
lanta, has been appointed manager in 'Robin Hood.' The first tickets were
New York .State Ltague of Women Atlanta; F. J. Briant, in New Orleans, purchased by Wm. G. McAdoo, who
Voters. Mrs. George A. Skinner is and, as noted, E. C. Leeves in stood in the line that reached comin active charge. She plans to give Dallas.
similar performances in other cities
pletely around the block. * f *"
in the near future.
This performance is the materialization of "Orphans Day,"
was announced several weekswhich
ago
as a very elaborate affair. At that
time the co-operation was announced of the Hays organization,
the M. P. T. C, the T. O. C. C,
and the leading theaters of New
York City, Albany and Buffalo.
Exhibitors are advised that the proposed
But the plans proved to be too
contest for the best exploitation idea furnishelaborate to be practical, especially
as it developed that many orphaned regarding the showing of "Oliver Twist"
ages have their own motion picture
shows, and the heads of these instiand advertised in this publication, has been
tutions felt that this covered the
need for entertainment.
abandoned by the Jackie Coogan Produc-

James Young Addresses Student
James Young addressed the Colur
bia University cinema class on cor
mcrcialism in art and other subjec
pertaining to the motion picture.

LOANS

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire
Room
705 — WoolTelephone Barclay 7940
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Putting It Over

kkeN eW5
No.
yA

83

AFTER
THE
FIRE— Graphic
ic devastation of the once prosper-

:i N VOTES "WET"— Scenes of the
litest which resulted in victory for
cohol.
V DAY" — Why

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

it should be observed.

: ews from Venice, Cal. ; Pitt River,
ashington, etc. etc.

b day

Goldwyn-United Cigar Tie-up
Goldwyn has effected a tie-up with
United Cigar stores whereby each
store will display a card advertising
I*"Remembrance."
The card contains a picture of
Claude Gillingwater as "Pop" Grout
in "Remembrance," holding his
grandson's
up against
is smoking face
a cigar.
Above his.
the"Pop"
head
of Gillingwater are the words, "Hello
Pop," while underneath, running clear
across the page is the title of the
picture,ters."Remembrance,"
red letThe text underneathin runs
as
follows:

"That's the title of Rupert Hughes'
perfect picture now playing, and one
of
the things that Old Pop Grout in
, g Lesser, reports the follow;es on "Flesh and Blood" star- 'Remembrance' never forgot was to
on Chaney.
smoke his Ricoro, Old Pop's choice,"
monwealth Pictures Corp. of followed by prices of the cigar.
This tie-up was engineered by W.
I'ork; First National of ChiEastern Feature Film Corp. of R. Ferguson who has also arranged
' ; Standard Film Service of a national tie-up with the Victor
md, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Talking Machine Company by which
lati; Midwest Dist. Co. of Mil- "Remembrance" is to be exploited in
:; Enterprise Dis. Co. of New windows of stores selling Victrolas
fs, Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City, and Victor records.
I, Oklahoma
City
and
St.
H. Lieber of Indianapolis;
ir Feature Distributors, Inc., of Newspaper Serial Helps
rancisco and Los Angeles and
Seattle Wash. — The
run of Guy
Post,
former
Seattle
stage
Film Service of Washington. Bates
Some

Sales

favorite in "The Masquerader" at the
Coliseum, was tied up by Manager
Frank Steffy with serial publication
of the story in the Post-Intelligencer.

St. Louis Notes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo. — The Majestic has
been sold by the McKinley Amusement Co., to Sam Lewis and H. R.
Want Ad Stunt Draws
Hamburg for a price said to be approximately $20,000. Hamburg and
Erie, Pa. — The management of the
Perry executed a clever newspaper Lewis have also taken a five-year
contest in connection with the run of lease on the theater building which
"Monte Cristo" working with a local is owned by A. D. Pappas. The
daily at an expense of twenty-five house seats 1,100. Hamburg and
Lewis also control the New Shenanpairs of seats for the show.
doah and the Bridge.
In the want-ad columns of the
newspaper extra letters were inserted
which, when located and assembled,
Mike Newman has joined the Paraspelled the words t-h-e- w-o-r-I-d i-s tory.
mount organization and has been asm-i-n-e. The first, twenty-five consigned to the Southern Illinois territestants to solve the problem received
the passes. More than 5,000 answers
were turned in and all attendance
records were broken.
The St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors League has voted to place
a float in the Armistice Day parade
Trailers Supplanting Slides
fostered by the American Legion.
The Export & Import Film Company, in cooperation with the ReThe Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. has
public Laboratories, have prepared a been awarded the contract to make
special "stunt" trail r ot about three an official moving picture for the city
hundred feet for advance announcement of "Jungle Goddess" screenings of St. Louis to be known as "The
in theaters.
The reel is made up of thrill shots Spirit of St. Louis."
The Committee of Fifty, the
from the fifteen episodes of the animal chapter-play and its use as a Church Federation and similar organizations interested in censorship are
serial business getter has already
been proved by many exhibitors. It canvassing candidates for the state
is gradually supplanting the use of legislature. There is every indication
slides for serial advance announce- that when the new body of lawmakers
ments. Due to its fast action, ex- convenes in Jefferson City next Januhibitors have been able to pack their
ary the old efforts to enforce censorhouses on the premier showing of the
ship and blue laws in Missouri will
be renewed.
first episode.

Elinor Glyn 's version of a Screen stars life in Hollywood
The Biggest Attraction Ever Offered Through
Exchanges
Independent
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Kenneth Harlan, Bruce McRae and an all star cast
Directed by Colin Campbell
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''Continued
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The Transcript says in part:
"Griffith tlic larKC romancer, Griffith the
historian, Gritlilli the interpreter of the mob
were absent. Insteail came Griffith, the
teller of a tale of myster\', fashioned and
pieced, a story of a haunted house, of bootleggers, young lovers and detectives, Griffith,
the troubadour, to repeat his own phrase,
is recounting a story to while away a p'casant hour. * * * The events of "One Exciting Night' take place in a rambling mansion
on Long Island. • ♦ * Extensive grQunds,
dotted with heavy shrubbery, long hallways,
curtained alcoves, capacious store rooms,
sliding panels and darkened shutters make
it an ideal place for intrigue and shady
'lioings.'
"The twelve hours which limit the ni tion
are crowded with events iiiduding: at least
two improbable murders and culminatin;,' in
the 'surprise ending' imperative in all
mystery dramas. * * •
"In adornment of his photographic narrative by incessant pointing of morals.
Griffith is in deadly earnest. * * * ■ As
the present films progresses, these lapses
into moralizing become more infreouent, and
the magnificent climax afforded by storm
scenes near the close sweeps upon the spectator unchecked by a pause in the action.
The soinewhat feeble allegory ditninishes as
the forces of nature rise to the height of
a. teriffic tempest, transferred to the screen
with a vividness unequalled by anythinij of
its sort
own
hand. previously, even from Griffith's
"The hall-mark of David Wark Griffith
is stamped intangibly upon every foot of
filming in 'One Exciting Night,' jus; as
patently as his monogram is embossed upon
every sub-title panel. But the spectator can
not help feeling that Oie director has chosen
a mood in which he is not fortunate and
such matter a3 might better be set forth
more briefly. * ♦ * Only the theatric climax
saves the film from a savor of dullness."

The Traveller says in part :

"It is a mystery story, wholly modern,
with no mobs, no spectacular sets or extravagant costuming. 'One Exciting Night'
fits it better than any other title could
is all about the wildlest night
it
have, for
that any set of actors ever lived through,
set forth as only a master like Griffith can
do it, and reaching the most stupendous
climax
that was
ever filmed.
" 'Stupendous' is the word ; you wanted
to rise up on the edge of your seat and
scream, but you couldn't have for you would
have been powerless to utter a sound. That
is the artistry of Griffith, master of the
imagination as well of the mechanical means
of picture-making."

The Globe says in part:

"It gave the audience a night crammed
full of thrills. Men and women were still
palpitating deliciously with fear, or shaking
with laughter, as they wended their way
* * •
homeward.
"It doesn't seem possible that a producer has managed to get love, mystery and
burlesque comedy all in one film, but
Griffith appears to have succeeded pretty
well.
* * * "A wild chase through a hurricane
is the scene that sets the pulses of the audience to juinping wildly and their hair tingling along with their skulls.
"Griffith must have felt fully rewarded
for his painstaking work in the scene when
one enthusiastic man jumped -to his _ feet
and yelled 'She's got him' at a critical
point of the film. And he must have felt
gratified when the dignified first-nighters
hurst into uproarious laughter at the antics
of a negro servant and his bobbed liair
sweetheart."

The American

said in part:

"Nobody would have believed that D.
W. Griffith could ever persuade the forces
of nature again to give him as thrilling a
climax to a motion picture as the river ice
scenes in 'Way Down East, but he has
done so in 'One Exciting Night.' There
is a storm, or rather tornado, in this new
photoplay which is indescribably dramatic
and it puts the new picture right away into
the rank of successes. * ♦ *
"He (Griffith), has shown that he is able
to construct a thrilling and harrowing detective drama as skillfully as he can build
an epic of history. Just at present, however. 'One Exciting Night' is too slow in
getting started. Griffith approaches his subject majestically and ponderously, and such
a subject isn't worth such an approach.
He should cut ruthlessly about three reels
out of the first half of the picture. It would
then be eight reels long, and the story would

I

Illinois
(Special

Exhibitors
to THE

FILM

Meeting
DAILY)

Chicago — The first meeting of the
M. P. T. O. of Illinois since the
coalition of all exhibitor forces in
the state was held at Hotel Sherman
yesterday. It was in the nature of a
receiUion to National President Sydney S. Cohen and other National
officers, as well as a convention of
exhibitors for the transaction of general i)usiness.
The reception accorded to Cohen,
President True of Connecticut, A. J.
Moeiier, W. J. O'Toole, chairman of
the National Public Service Committee, and other visitors, was of
a most enthusiastic character. The
work of the National organization
and its officers was highly commended and the closest cooperation and
support pledged.
Cohen delivered a very constructive
address on the advances made by the
National organization, the close contact maintained by it with all matters
of concern to the theater owner; the
harmony and cooperation existing,
and the many elements of advantage
proposed for the future. Addresses
were also delivered by True, Moeller
and O'Toole.
The Illinois Exhibitors are very enthusiastic and are already making
local arrangements for the National
convention which will be held in
Chicago next spring.
Cohen and his party left Chicago
to attend the M. P. T. O. conventions in Milwaukee and Kansas City.
Mayer

Negotiating

for

"The

Great

Louis B. Mayer is negotiating for
"The Great Divide' for Fred Niblo,
Divide"
to make for Metro
release.
Big Opening
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Houdini's "Man From
Beyond," opened at Kunsky's Madison to the biggest business since
"The
Kid."
To Produce on Stage and Screen
"Old Husbands and Young Wives,"
by Ralph Proctor, will be produced
and directed by Henry King, on his
return from Italy in December. He
plans to present a stage version of the
story in January and will use the
same cast that will be in the picture.
The stage and screen productions
will be made simultaneously.
King leaves on Oct. 28 for Italy,
where he will direct Lillian Gish in
"The White Sister" for Inspiration
Pictures, Inc.
gam tremendously by such condensation
The best way to tell a slashing mystery
story i,s to lump right into the middle of
't. When Griffiffith is finally under way
he moves as rapidly and as spiritedly as
one could wish until he gets to his really
superb clima.x."

The Telegram said in part:

"Itseen.
IS as thrilling as any
ever

Bonding and Banking
Regarding the before noted plan
(Special to THE FILM DAI
of the American Surety Co. to bond
\
producers and distributors, William
Hollywood
—
Thomas
Ciiurchill, treasurer of the National six-year old dancer, makes hi
in support
oi
Agency Co., who is well known in into pictures
film circles said;
Peggy in "The Little Match
"This plan opens up bank credit
or the producer who is a good mcra)
Owen Moore will be star
risk. The National Surety Co. guar- Victor Heerman who will alsr
antees bank loans by issuing a bond Sarah Y. Mason is adapting.
guaranteeing payment to the bank.
PreiTiium rates on the bonds are fixed
Anna Q. Nilsson has been
on the amount of loan, the collateral
and the nature of the risk as they are
appear
Cecil B. DeMille's
coming inproduction,
the na
on any other bonds.
which has not as yet been ann
With such a bond actual granting
of the loan is a matter of routine. We After finishing the De Mille
do the investigation and take the tion it is expected Miss Nilss
risks. Distribution contracts, whether enter vaudeville.
signed by a distributing organization,
Bradley King, continuity wr
state rights buyers or by exhibitors
will be taken as collateral if these the Thomas H. Ince Studi
contracts are believed to be sound." been presented with a luxuric
coupe at the conclusion of a
larity" contest conducted by
Hyperion Announces Series of Six
Angeles newspaper. Miss K
Hyperion Pictures Corp. announces
original
a new series of six productions for two
Learned"
and stories,
"A Man "What
of Act! ,
distribution by independent ex- Ince's fall program.

Coast Brevitiei

changes. "Finger Prints," the first
of the series, is now ready. It was
directed by Jos. Levering with a cast
including Violet Palmer, Emily Lorraine, Aida Horton, Arthur Donaldson, Stanley Walpole, Louis B.
Foley, Aida Horton, Arthur Donaldson, Stanley Walpole, Louis B.
Foley, Horace James, William Wells,
W. J. Gross and Jack Sharkey. "The
Seventh Noon," an adaptation of
Frederick Orin Bartlett's novel will
be the second.

Hunt Stromberg's next pro
for Bull Montana will be
Rags," an adaption by Davit
land from Rene Rivierre's m
story, "Silk Purses and Cau
Ears." Hughie Fay, assist
Theodore Joss, will direct.
Bruckman, formerly with
Keaton, has been added to the
berg
man. staff as sub-title writer a
H. E. GAU:

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK,
Number One

I think your Year Book is the
most valuable source of information for the motion picture
producer, distributor and exhibitor as well as the public that
I have ever had the pleasure of
^
reading.
r\ar Pric
t» • e
Osc

stage drama

"The first part of the picture is, however, too long, and Griffith wastes too much
time getting lo the point. People were
actually becoming bored, and no such thing
has ever occurred before in any production
"■'f,'! wli'ch D. W. had anything to do ♦ * ♦
*'^^* ''<■ S^'^f^s us bids fair to
. T l*^riva
his^'•°''"'
ice jam
in
Down East,' his
battle scenes in war 'Way
productions and
other realisms wielded by the master many
hand
of the motion picture. • ♦ » Charles Emmet
Mack scored as the unfortunate youth who
was murdered."
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Famous Players asks Supreme Court to strike out
Valentino defence and counterclaim and compel him
to file new answer in suit.
Hays organization disregards Arbuckle's desire to return to screen.
Famous Players and Skouras Bros, of St. Louis form
new company to take over Missouri and Grand
Central.
Sam E. Morris joins Warner Bros.
R-C Pictures Corp. fined for releases unsanctioned by
censors.
Society of Motion Picture Engineers meets in Rochester,
Tuesday

Eric Von Stroheim "out" at Universal City.
Michigan M. P. T. O. convention opens at Flint.
Griffith's new feature, "One Exciting Night," opens
at Tremont Temple, Boston.
Better Pictures Assoc, of the World, Inc., granted New
York charter.
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Unusually Powerful Dramatic Entertainment In Film Version of Stage Play
Constance Binney in
"A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT"
Ideal — Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Denison CHft
Clemence Dane
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Adapted by Denison Clift
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
About the most powerful and
vivid straight dramatic offering that has reached
the screen this season; a mighty fine presentation of stage play
STORY
Stark drama bared of the sugar-coated
covering; a real wallop in the theme
DIRECTION
Has handled material that must
have presented difficulties, excellently ; probably
the best English production that has come over
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right generally; occasionally
too bright
STAR
Gives a splendid performance
SUPPORT. .Fay Compton's work well worth seeing;
her portrayal is admirable; others excellent
EXTERIORS
Many beautiful shots
INTERIORS
Very good; the opening shot of
the Cathedral magnificent
DETAIL
Given good attention
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife granted divorce from husband declared incurably insane
is stunned by his return, cured, on eve of marriageher
;
daughter sacrifices her own happiness
to remain with father
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
It has been conceded that "A Bill of Divorcement,"
the play in which Allan Pollock starred last winter,
was one of the most powerful dramatic pieces that the
stage has ever seen. It is more than likely that the
film adaptation, made in England by Denison Clift,
for Ideal, will occupy the same position here upon the
screen. For sheer dramatic entertainment, minus the
sugar-coated trimmings, "A Bill of Divorcement" can
hardly be surpassed.
All credit is due Denison Clift who made the picture

and the exceptionally capable and well suited cast that
he has selected. The material must have presented
difificulties in adapting it for the screen but Clift has
adhered strictly to the original without elaboration or
revision. The development is smooth and logical.
The continuity is very good.
Clift has also provided an excellent production,
probably the best that has yet come here from the
English studios. There are numerous beautiful exterior shots and the interiors are in keeping with the
atmosphere. The photography is all right and the
lighting too, with the exception of a few sets that are
too bright. A few of the titles might be rewritten. It
is somewhat surprising that Clift succeeded in telling
the story as comprehensively as he has without using
many more sub-titles. But there is no trouble to follow the story.
It is always definite.
The characterization offered by Constance Binney
may be the best thing she has done so far. The development of the character, that of a modern young
lady with the modern view of things, contrasted with
the girl she shows herself to be later on — when she
sacrifices her own happiness for that of her mother's,
is really worth while. And too much cannot be said
about the excellent performance of Fay Compton, the
wife entitled to a divorce under certain laws protecting the woman married to a man declared incurably
insane. The individual types ^re well suited and
splendidly handled. Malcolm Keen, who played the
role of Hilary Fairfield on the English stage, has the
same part in the film.
Story: A bill provides that after a certain length
of time the wife of a man incurably insane is entitled
to a divorce. Meg Fairfield secures a divorce from her
husband, Hilary- and is about to marry Gray Meredith
when Hilary returns, cured. Sydney, daughter of
Hilary and Meg, is engaged to Kit Pumphrey, son of
the parish rector who refuses to permit his son to
marry Sydney when he learns her mother is divorced.
How Sydney sacrifices everything that her mother may
find
happiness and remains with her father completes
the story.

You Can Promise the Most Unique Self -Sacrifice Theme They Have Ever Seen
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It is doubtful if you have ever had anything as
strictly or powerfully dramatic as "A Bill of Divorcement." And it is a fine picture, one that is going to
start them talking because of the wallop that it contains. If ever there was dramatic punch, this has it
and for those who favor dramatic entertainment, it is
going to prove a great success, undoubtedly.
The best angle to play up is the remarkable selfsacrifice of the daughter. If you can give them an
idea of what it is about without letting them in on the
whole story, do so. Let them know that it has to do
with a young girl who sacrificed her own happiness to

make her mother happy and to protect her father.
The picture will probably be well patronized wherever
the stage play has been seen and you might play up
the title prominently.
You could also interest them from another angle if
you see fit. The question which the story raises
relative to a wife bound by the marriage law to a man
declared incurably insane. It is more than likely that
you can start some interesting discussions by raising
this point. Use the name of Constance Binney, the
best known of the players, but promise them fine
work, giving Fay Compton the mention she deserves.
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Barthelmess Deserves Better Material But It May Please His Admirers
Richard Barthelmess in
"THE

BOND

BOY"

Inspiration Pictures — Asso. First National
DIRECTOR
Henry King
AUTHOR
George Washington Ogden
SCENARIO BY
Charles Whitaker
CAMERAMAN
Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE
Will undoubtedly please those
who like the star and can be satisfied by his
performance
STORY
Unreal and improbable; a familiar
"movie" plot that has been done many times
DIRECTION
Adequate but not unusual; ending
is much too long drawn out and there are unpleasant touches
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Generally all right
STAR
Will please his admirers; despite good
work it is hard for him to be convincing
SUPPORT
A fair cast; Mary Thurman not the
right type for farmer's wife ; Charles Hill Mailes
Ned Sparks and Mary Alden adequate
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Boy accepts guilt of
farmer's murder to protect the honor of the
latter's wife who eventually clears him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,902 feet
With those who like Richard Barthelmess and will
be satisfied with any picture in which he appears,
"The Bond Boy" will undoubtedly have a favorable
reception. On the other hand if they want a good
story and original, interesting situations they are likely
to be disappointed because George Washington Ogden's story does not provide anything new in the way
of screen entertainment. Nearly all of the situations
have been used before and because they are so obvious-

ly familiar, the director has found it difficult to build up
any suspense.
Even when the shadow of the rope that is to hang
him, reflects in pendulum fashion on the wall of his
cell, you are certain that hero Dick will never feel it
against his neck. And sure enough the last minute
confession once more brings about the happy ending.
Probably it isn't altogether the director's fault that
you anticipate things so much but he doesn't lessen
that condition by prolonging the "agony" and dragging
the climax. It would have been just as effective to
have had the woman weaken at the trial and tell the
truth. She had nothing to lose because it is quite
evident that her "good name" didn't bother her very
much when immediately after her husband's death she
goes to live with her lover. The author has made his ,
characters inconsistent in this respect.
Director King provides an ample production for the
most part although there are a few things that he has
not handled very well. The introduction of comedy
touches, regardless of the fact that they are very
slight, is out of place. Just why the defendant should
be given a lawyer with a sense of humor is not clear.
And in just what part of the country do they make a
picnic out of a murder trial? It would be interesting
to know where they carry on like this. Another touch,
that of the shadow of the rope, is not attractive to the
spectator.
Barthelmess does very good work but the story is
not worthy of it. He needs to overcome the very
common "movie" idea of registering nervousness by
chewing his finger nails. Barthelmess is too good an
actor for this.
The cast is adequate.
Story : Isom Chase believes that his wife is about
to run away with a farm hand, Joe. Chase is accidentally killed by his own gun. To save Chase' wife, Ollie,
who had planned to elope with a drummer, Joe remains
silent and is convicted.
Later Ollie confesses.

Depend Upon Star's Popularity to Satisfy Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It depends altogether upon the popularity of Richard
Barthelmess whether or not you want "The Bond
Boy." His many admirers will probably consider his
performance sufficient to entertain them and if you
know they like him, you won't have to worry about
pleasing them. Or if you think there's a chance of
them liking such a story with conventional situations
and the regulation ending, you can go to it. It is up
to you to give them what they want regardless of what

And you know best what goes with your particular crowd.
Of course the star's name should be the pivot of
your exploitation. Mention his previous releases and
there is a good selection of stills that can be displayed
in the lobby. Stills and catchlines will give an idea
of the story and a trailer shown in advance, if you use
that method of getting them interested in coming attractions.
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A Good Climax But Otherwise Not A s Strong as Gibson's Recent Pictures
"Hoot" Gibson in
"THE

LONE HAND"
Universal

Reeves Eason
DIRECTOR
Ralph Cummins
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
A. P. Younger
CAMERAMAN
Virgil Miller
AS A WHOLE
Quite slow moving when compared with Gibson's last few features; climax
is the best of it
STORY
A comedy drama that is rather weak in
both elements ; not strong enough for a feature
DIRECTION
Fair with exception of climax
that is first rate and furnishes a thrill
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
His admirers will be satisfied
SUPPORT
Marjorie
Daw a pleasing heroine;
others adequate but unimportant
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy hero saves
girl's father when he is trapped by a flood in his
own mine
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,570 feet
Universal selected such appropriate and interesting
stories for the last few Hoot Gibson releases that it
is probably all the more noticeable that the material
in* "The Lone Hand" is weak and not as actionful as
the others. It is a comedy drama that would have
made a suitable two reeler but it isn't weighty enough
for a feature, even as short a one as they have made
of it.

The comedy business is typical of the short reeler
and not very funny. The dramatic situations are the
best but they are all in the last reel and make the
climax which is first rate and very well handled. The
flood scenes are fairly vivid and register a thrill in
which the hero and the girl's father are trapped in a
mine which the girl floods, not knowing that her
father's life will be endangered. Gibson has to work
hard in this bit to save the unconscious father. It
seems just a bit unconvincing, however, that the father
didn't regain consciousness as soon as the water struck
him, but, of course if he had, Gibson wouldn't have
had to save him and he had to be a hero.
Another fair thrill is where Gibson traps the gang
scheming to get the man's mine by rolling a huge
boulder down the mountainside and demolishes the
cabin in which they are hiding. There is a big crowd
that likes this sort of thing. Gibson's admirers will
like what he has to do and they'll be satisfied with the
picture too in all probability.
Reeves Eason fills the early reels with unimportant
bits of business, comedy mostly, at the same time introducing his characters. The development is slow
at first but it speeds up toward the close.
Story : Laramie, a cowboy, meets Jane Sheridan
whose father owns a mine which a certain crowd is
trying to steal from him. Jane confides the secret
entrance of the mine to Laramie. Later, one of Sheridan's enemies tells Jane that Laramie is planning to
steal the mine. Jane sees him enter through the
secret passage and not knowing her father is also in
there, she floods it. Laramie saves Sheridan's life
and then traps the thieves, claiming Jane as a reward.

Depend On Last Reel's Thrills and Gibson to Get It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you have been satisfying them with the recent
Hoot Gibson you will probably be able to please them
with "The Lone Hand" although the story is not as
good as those in his recent releases. It is a fairly good
title and will attract the men and boys of your crowd
in particular.
.For the women, let them know that Marjorie Daw

is the heroine. Display stills showing
mine and if you usually show trailers of
ures, use a bit of this to interest them.
ably serve to bring them back. Refer

the flooded
coming featIt will probto some of

Gibson's recent releases such as "The Galloping Kid,"
"The Loaded Door" and "Trimmed." Catchlines will
also give an idea of what "The Lone Hand" is.
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Crook Melodrama That Will Bring a Big Crowd to Many Box Oflfices
the crowd that still reads dime novels and like pictures of the same type.

"THE
FACE
IN THE
FOG."
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Alan Crosland
AUTHOR
Jack Boyle
SCENARIO BY
John Lynch and Jack Boyle
CAMERAMEN
Harold Wenstrom and Ira H.
Morgan
AS A WHOLE
Good suspense in crook melodrama that will appeal to many; should reach
a big majority
STORY
Of the dime novel variety but the right
material for a picture of this kind
DIRECTION
Secures fine suspense at first but
allows things to become too much involved before he begins explaining
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Lionel Barrymore capable, of course,

gets the spectator's interest fastened on the development of the plot at the very beginning. In this respect itmay strike some that Crosland has been a trifle
too solicitous for suspense when he keeps piling it on,
but shows no signs of solving the mystery. There are
two fights in the picture that are great ; one between
Louis Walheim and Lionel Barrymore that is going
to go big with the men and another between Lowell
Sherman and Macey Harlam. Crosland has gotten
speed into his film, undeniably, with one possible exception, where a flash-back explains the mystery of
the smuggled jewels. This bit seems a trifle anticlimactic but it has apparently been cut down considerably.

and does good work; a well assembled cast including Seena Owen, Lowell Sherman, George
Nash, Mary MacLaren, Macey Harlam, Louis
Wolheim and Gustav von Seyffertitz
EXTERIORS
Night street scenes good
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Usually ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
A reformed crook
becomes involved in mysterious death of beggar
who possessed smuggled Russian jewels sought
by Government

Lionel Barrymore fills the role of Boston Blackie
splendidly and his many admirers will like him first
rate in the part. He is better cast in a straight dramatic role but they will like the variation. He has
been given a strong supporting cast which includes
Louis Wolheim, drafted from the legitimate for the
time being. Wolheim is a fine type for the part of
Petrus. George Nash and Mary MacLaren are the
next in importance with Lowell Sherman, Seena
Owen, Macey Harlam and Gustav von Seyffertitz following.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,095 feet
Exhibitors who cater to a crowd that like crook
melodrama with plenty of mysterious situations and
hair-raising thrills will have a treat in store for them
in this latest "Boston Blackie" story which Cosmopolitan isreleasing. It is by Jack Boyle and probably
contains as much, if not more, excitement than Boyle
usually finds for one story. He certainly crammed
this one full of crooks, detectives, smuggled jewels
and all that goes for making a thrilling melodramatic
entertainment, the kind that pleases a big majority —

Story : Boston Blackie, a reformed crook, suddenly
comes into possession of certain famous jewels sought
by the U. S. Government. Blackie permits himself
to be trailed by the crooks who seek them ; he traps
them. There are a great many complications following in which a Grand Duchess tells a story of having
been forced to flee from her native country and of the
loss of her jewels which are a curse against her happiness. How Boston Blackie hands over the gems to

Alan Crosland certainly creates an effective suspense right at the start with a mysterious murder and
follows it up with equally mysterious events which

the detective, brings about the Duchess' happiness
and retains the faith of his wife completes the story.

Where They Like It Go After It and Get Results
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Once more you will have to consider your audience.
If you have the right crowd for "The Face in the Fog"
you should be able to do big business with it. It is
one of the best crook melodramas that you have had
a chance to get lately, so if you know this type of picture brings them to the box office, go after "The Face
in the Fog" and boost it.
Be sure to let them know it is a "Boston Blackie"
story and use Jack Boyle's name.
Of course give

Lionel Barrymore plenty
given stellar credit on the
is the biggest bet of those
can mention the names of

of prominence. He isn't
press sheets but his name
in the cast, although you
them all for that matter.

Seena Owen and Lowell Sherman are co-featured with
Barrymore. Mention Barrymore's other releases and
play up the title with catchlines or whatever exploitation gets the best results.
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MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
presented byWaxd Lascelle

The only true affinity in the motion picture business is the sincere
attachment that ought to exist between your box-office and the public's
pocketbook.
You can encourage this friendship, silver-rivet it, and cetnent it
into a lasting one, by running "Affinities" on your first open playdates.
"Affinities" is a picture that will be chuckled over by those who
have been affinities, hugely enjoyed by those who are affinities, and
enthusiastically whooped up by those who would like to be affinities.
Some of the really important affinities in "Affinities" are worth
your careful consideration:

JOHN
BOWERS

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART— The Author, who
has been a literary affinity of the 2,000,000 weekly
readers of the Saturday Evening Post for the past
fifteen years;
COLLEEN MOORE, The Star, whose screen affinities
run into the millions, who have never gotten enough
of her and her inimitable characterizations on tiie
silver sheet; and
JOHN BOWERS, The Other Star, whose screen
affinities are legion — ^but of a different sex from
Colleen's.

Shake these up in your house, spell out "A-F-F-I-N-I-T-I-E-S" in
your lights, and tell the property-man to put a new coat of paint on the
S. R. 0. sign.
That's "Affinities," in a nut shell, a rib-tickling comedy with a
thousand laughs !
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Way Below the Average As Entertainment and On Production
old race track stuff with the heroine riding the horse
to victory. Incidentally the same distributors released

Peggy O'Day in
"THUNDERING HOOFS"
Aywon — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Francis Ford
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
;
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
. . . O. G. Hill
AS A WHOLE
Unbelievably amateurish and
poor; nothing to recommend it but horse race
climax that has already been done to death
STORY
.". .Commonplace; very weak situations
that are.developed into the same old climax with
the heroine winning the race
DIRECTION
Poor; production is way below
the average and there is no attempt at sustaining the interest
PHOTOGRAPHY :.........
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Very bad on interiors
STAR
Given too many close-ups; tries to be

too "cute" Ordinary;
SUPPORT
Ford have most to do
EXTERIORS
...:..
INTERIORS ■.
DETAIL
They
CHARACTER OF
foster parent,
has convinced

Francis

Unattractive
didn't bother
STORY
finally wins a
him that she

"other fellow"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Ford and

Phil

Adequate
sets badly lighted
about it very much
Girl, in love with
proposal after she
does not love the
Abdut 5,000 feet

This is about the most amateurish attempt at picture
producing that has been seen lately. , It is a downright
waste of time to try and' pass this off as an- entertainment, not to say anything about a waste of money to
make it. In the first place the idea has served as the
basis of so many screen stories already that it is getting to be impossible to keep track of them ; the same

a picture only five months ago with the identical situation, the same star and the same director. It is impossible tobelieve that the situation is popular enough
to warrant using it over and over without some obvious new twists or something to offset the hackneyed
situations. Of course the race furnishes the climax
which is all right of itself and supplies a fair enough
thrill. But the material that precedes it is weak and
certainly works up no suspense in anticipation of the
climax.
Francis Ford directed and also plays a leading role.
That you cannot do two things at once and do them
well, once more holds true. Ford's acting certainly
won't attract much attention but it is likely that his
poor direction will. If he had given his whole effort
to making a picture that would at least measure up to
present day production standards, the commonplace
plot would undoubtedly have been less conspicuous.
There has been some attempt at humorous touches
but they will hardly be recognized as such. The titles
are very poor. The settings are ordinary and usually
the lighting is too dark. Peggy O'Day fulfills requirements of the heroine satisfactorily although she is not
sufficiently attractive to warrant continual close-ups.
Story : Betty returns from college after an absence
of seven years and learns from the man she calls Daddy
Bill that he found her when she was a baby and is not
her father at all. Bill's sister insists that Betty marry
her son, Phil. Betty has fallen in love with Bill but
when he says he thinks she better marry Phil she agrees
until she overhears Phil telling the other girl he loves
her. A title tells you that if Phil had money he would
not have to marry Betty. Betty rides Bill's horse,
Dona, to victory in a race and wins the money for Phil
so heBetty
won't is have
to marry her. Finally Bill proposes
and
happy.

Pretty Poor Picture But It Is Up to You
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you don't mind giving them a weak one and do not
have to depend upon regular patronage to keep your

Of course it is sometimes possible to slip in a weak
one with another good feature but if you know they

house open then you may take a chance with "Thun-

are going to balk at it, don't do it. A transient house,
where they don't have to worry about pleasing or displeasing them, is the safest place for "Thundering
Hoofs." In case you showed the feature, "They're
Off," they are likely to think this is the same picture
so assure them it is a new one.

dering Hoofs." Otherwise you can promise yourself
they'll do some complaining. Any place where they
expect at least, an average picture, they are going to
kick on this one.

MARY PICKFORD
in

3ess of the Storm. C(xmtn("
\Jrorr) the nocje! by Qi^ace JHi-llei- White
J3y ai'tancfement axith Qdolph Zukor
Oifecfion by §ohn S J?obertxon
Photodraphy by Charles Qoxhei'

■sZ't^tm The Picture S0;000,000
Are Waiting to See

0^-

Mary Pickford with her famous curls in a new
1922 version of her greatest early screen tri\imph, "Tess of the Storm Country," a portrayal
that lifted this supreme artiste to the very peak
of popular approval.
Mary Pickford as a girl again — as the lovable
Tess who has brought glad tears and joyous
smiles to millions.
Mary Pickford in rags and tatters and rubber
boots — but always smiling her impish child
smile, always shaking her golden curls.

H
^

Book This Picture Early for
Your Share of the SO, 000, 000
UNITED
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Cut Your Losses —
Measure Your Profits
With Charles Ray and "A Tailor Made Man," by all odds the
biggest and best Charles Ray production.
A tremendous box-office success that has made big money wherever shown, and that will make big money for you.
Every exhibitor needs " A Tailor Made Man " — not just because
it is a box-office certainty, but because it pleases every class of
patron, builds theatre prestige and makes new business.

Crfhuf^ S Kane

Charles Rau
in

^

<^

"A Tailor Made Man
J2eieased by
3y Marry §ames Smith
Ox produced by
Coil an and Marrix in tiie
United Statex of'Omerica
Direct/ on ~

Joseph de Qrasse
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''All America Will Want to
See *A Woman* s Wom.an* *
Says the Motion Picture News. "Just the type of picture
everyone likes. It can be shown with success everywhere."
There's "A Woman's Woman" in every home — A famliy
model for every product — And here is the 100 per cent,
family photoplay.
It is filled with tense moments — There is tremendous heart
appeal — It is vibrant with reality — ^There are powerful emotional scenes — E very-day home settings that bite with truthfulness— And an all-star caist led by Mary Alden at her
best.

It's a Picture All America
Will Want to See
Qlbion Pmducfionj; Sncoi'porafed

AW0MAN5W0MAN
pi'ej-enfj-

Ujrifh

'^Iflary Gldeit
Q Char/ej^ Q'b/yn Production
adopted from Mi'x^ Malbro BaffleyjSafurday Cuenin<^Poj-f rioi-y
of the xame name

U/iied f^roducQiir and Oistribuforj- Corpoi^afiory^
7^9 -Pe<^&nth

Ouenue,

J/ear C/ork City

— O lii'anch Office located In each United Ci'Hj-fx Coi'poi'aflon Cxchanc^e —

**A New Dramatic Situation—Never Has Been Done Before**
This was the critics' verdict on the midnight
prison-cell marriage when "The Glorious Adventure" played the Mark Strand, Brooklyn.
And that is only one of many powerful, thrilhng
and gripping melodramatic scenes in this new
and novel first all-color feature length picture.
You also have a nation's most beautiful and
titled woman with gorgeous costumes for a
feminine appeal, plus a powerful love story and
an all-star cast,

It*s New, It*s Novel, It*s Different .
A Big, Gripping Melodrama

J.5TttART DUCKTON
^jdn T)ianailhriners
prej~entr

in his ourn J'tory

Jhe glorious Gdi^enhire
J he jii'j-f Pi'izma Coloi' Photoplay
Jtenai-io by Jelix Oilman

Qllied J-^foduceiir and OisfribufoiT Corpoi^afion^
72Sf Seventh
*—0 branch

Ouenue,

J/ear C/ork City

Office locatsd in each United Qi'tistx Corporation Cxcfiande-^
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Gets Humor Out of Ladder Superstition.
"THE

LADDER
Vitagraph

JINX"

Jesse Robbins
Edgar Franklin
David Kirkland
Irving Ries
Will keep them interested, esAS A WHOLE
pecially the "fan" crowd for whom it holds
fine appeal
STORY
Pretty far-ietched and improbable but
makes for some rather effective comedy; will
amuse
DIRECTION
Good for the most part but drags
the story occasionally ; could have done it in less
footage to better advantage
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
A good cast with Edward Horton
giving a good characterization ; TuUy Marshall,
Margaret Landis, Wilbur Higby and Otis Harlan and others
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Bank cashier walks
imder ladder and gets into all kinds of trouble,
nearly losing his fiancee in the bargain
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
The second Jesse Robbins picture for Vitagraph
will undoubtedly appeal to a good majority of picture
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

goers, the typical "fan" crowd in particular. It is a
fairly live comedy piece with events occurring in
rapid succession to keep them interested. The theme
is a novel one and there are so many people who believe in the various superstitions which it involves that
they will probably get a good deal of enjoyment out of
the film.
The director has developed good action and for the
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Will Please a Majority

most part the story moves rather rapidly. There are
a few instances where it could be speeded up ; cutting
would take care of this adequately. The picture would
have been better in five reels, however. For some the
story will probably be too improbable but there is a
chance that the action it contains will make up for the
fairly wild situations. The complications pile on quickly and there are good comedy touches throughout that
help to make it interesting.
The idea of incurring bad luck by walking under a
ladder is what the story is based upon and hero certainly gets his share of it even after he has gone back to
retrace his steps at the command of his fiancee who
claims that by so doing he will avoid the ill luck that
would otherwise follow him. The things that begin
to happen to hero are the far-fetched bits but they
offer amusing twists that will appeal to many.
Edward Horton, who played the bookkeeper-hero
of Robbins first Vitagraph production, "Too Much
Business," is the cashier-hero of "The Ladder Jinx."
Horton fits the part very well and gives a satisfactory
performance. Tully Marshall hasn't very much to do
•here but his admirers will like him. Margaret Landis
is the heroine and others are Wilbur Higby, Otis Harlan, Colin Kenny, Tom McGuire, Will R. Walling and
Tom Murray.
Story: Arthur Barnes becomes cashier in place of
Peter Stalton who resigns thinking his nephew, Richard Twing, will get the job. Helen Wilbur, daughter
of the bank's president, is to announce her engagement
to Arthur that night but insists that before he comes
to the party he go and walk back under the ladder he
had come under during the day so as to prevent any
ill luck. Arthur does so but is taken for a burglar.
The complications that ensue are too numerous to go
into detail but eventually Arthur is happy with Helen
and Stalton and his nephew are accused of robbing the
bank.

A First Rate Number For Your Hallowe'en Program
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors will probably find it very easy to get
them interested in "The Ladder Jinx" if they use some
of the exploitation possibilities that the title and picture suggests. You could have a man going about
town carrying a ladder bearing the sign : "Mr. Arthur
Barnes walked under this ladder. Go to the blank theater and see what 'The Ladder Jinx' did to him." Make
use of any superstitious omens which might attract

attention.

Incidentally the picture will make a fine

number for your Hallowe'en program.
If you showed them Jesse Robbins first picture,
"Too Much Business" and they liked it, they will undoubtedly be pleased with
up the title with catchlines
to secure good business if
exploitation possibilities in

"The Ladder Jinx." Play
and it should not be hard
you take advantage of the
connection with it.
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Short Stuff
"White and Yellow"— Tales of the Fish Patrol— Universal
'Type of production
2 reel drama
Jack London's "Tales of the Fish Patrol" are excellent
screen stuff, being replete with action and thrilling episodes.
In selecting these stories, good judgment has been shown and
to the credit of Universal, it must be said that good use of
the material has been made. In this initial offering of the
series, there is action and a certain amount of suspense which
will enable it to get over, but there is slight anti-climax at the
conclusion. On the other hand, one must bear in mind that a
certain amount of introductory material must be inserted in
the opening issue of a set of pictures and that perhaps slows
this up a bit. Incidentally, the title is not entirely appropriate,
for the Chinaman in the offering is not quite as important as
he might be and probably will get a greater opportunity for
his villainy in forthcoming numbers. In houses where they
want short-length dramas, this is almost certain to register
well in spite of a few flaws. Karl Coolidge wrote the scenario,
Edward Kull directed, Arthur Reeves cranked the camera,
while the cast includes Jack Mulhall in the featured role,
Louise Lorraine, Alfred Gronell, John Wallace, Robert Gray,
Jim Wang and others.
"The City Chap"— Al St. John Comedy— Fox
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This one may please a few but it is the "mussy" kind of
comedy that tries to get laughs by the worst sort of slap-stick
tricks. Such stuff as playing around with limberger cheese
and putting shaving cream on the comedian's ice cream is
likely to prove nauseating, rather than amusing. Al St. John
can be used to much better advantage than in material like
this. His old bicycle comedies were great and he is more
adapted to clowning than straight stuff. "The City Chap"
isn't a strong number but if you think they like this kind, give
it to them. They'll probably find it amusing. There is one
touch that will get a laugh if they catch it. It refers to the old
saying of "a. town where they take the sidewalks in at nine
o'clock." They show Al taking up the sidewalk in front of
the store and taking it inside.
Graphic 2542 — Educational
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This, the third issue of Educational's new screen magazine,
opens with some footage showing how some armless men
get along in the world. While extremely interesting, this
feature of the reel may not go over so well with those who are
a bit squeamish. This is followed by a section entitled "Which
is Worth More — Face or Feet?" in which New York beailties
exhibit both in the effort to supply the answer. The footage
demonstrating what is called, "plug bait" fishing is interesting
and the Ollendorf cartoon is sure to get more than one laugh
at the finish. Altogether the reel is good.
Pathe Review No. 176
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This reel opens with shots of summer landscapes in which
the goddess of summer floats gracefully. The scenes of the
N. J. State Game Farm, dealing with pheasants and showing
the newly hatched chicks should be liked, as should the scenes
of the Chinese "Djinn Maker," his produce and eager audience.
A novelty in clay and a bit of colored footage showing the
Grotto of Lourdes complete this interesting issue.

"Some Family" — Century — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Lee Moran's latest comedy is funny in spots and pleasantly
entertaining all the way through. It deals with Lee's troubles
with his sweetheart's family who range in size and age from
an infant baby to a big brute of a brother. They all sleep in
one big bed that slides into the fireplace in the daytime. There
is a funny situation when Lee proposes to the girl and his
hand gets stuck on some fly paper and a good laugh at the finish
when the Ford that Lee has paid for and the family appropriated
suddenly separates, one half going one way and the other half
another.
Good, average offering.
Felix, the Cat, in "Fifty-Fifty"— Cartoon Comedy— State Rights
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
The Felix cartoon series is one of the most interesting of this
form of screen entertainment. The material is novel and the
cartoons splendid. The issues are genuinely amusing and the
latest, "Fifty-Fifty" shows the Cat at some new stunts in the
way of association with a tramp. Felix promises to split
fifty-fifty with the hobo. His first deed is to get his pal a
pair of shoes. Felix secures them by sending up a serenade
which is greeted with a storm of missiles, including the necessary shoes. The number is a first rate one of the kind and
will fit in on any program. It can be relied upon to amuse,
as well.

'X^l
"Love Drops" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Neely Edwards is starred in this one reel comedy which is
only mildly amusing. Fainting upon hearing of his inheritance
from his uncle, Neely is restored by a flask of Love Drops
which make all the women in sight fall in love with him. Unable to shake off the ladies, he dives into the sea, where he is
immediately vamped by a mermaid. In desperation he turns
salesman t»nd peddles Love Drops for a living.
Screen Snapshots No. 11 — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
Views of stars on vacation instead of "location" make this
a very pleasing reel. Most audiences like to see their favorite
players "back stage" and this offering should prove popular.
Florence and King Vidor, open the reel. Babe Ruth and Eva
Novak demonstrate the art of batting a ball. Little Peggy
Cartwright shows us how to take a hurdle. The screen stars
at the opening of "The Prisoner of Zenda" are introduced
informally and Billy Dove who is learning to swing a golf
club closes the issue.
"Once to Every Boy" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Lewis Sargent is starred in this comedy and is very likeable
as an always-on-the-job messenger boy. Mary Philbin, who
incidentally will be starred in Von Stroheim's new one,
"Merry-go-round," plays the part of Sargent's sweetheart.
She hasn't very much to do, but is very good-looking and one
wants to see more of her. Jimmy, the messenger boy, is
knocked down by a burglar coming out of a house. Jimmy
runs after him, thinking he is the owner of the telegram. A
policeman arrests Jimmy and takes the burglar with him to
appear against him. They are about to convict Jimmy when
the lady who was robbed comes in and accuses the burglar.
Jimmy receives a reward and buys a Ford.
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Not as Much Action as They Usually Get in Jones' Pictures
Charles Jones in
"BELLS

OF SAN
Fox

JUAN"

DIRECTOR
Scott Dunlap
AUTHOR
Jackson Gregory
SCENARIO BY ...._,
.Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Dev Jennings
AS A WHOLE
Not an especially well suited
vehicle for Jones; gives him too much dramatic
work that he doesn't handle very well
STORY
Of a familiar "movie" manufacture;
improbable situations that are dragged out for
purposes of plot
DIRECTION
Fair; gets in some pretty good
action that will please unless they find it too
far-fetched
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
^
Satisfactory
STAR
May please his admirers; not well suited
to dramatic acting
SUPPORT
Fritzi Brunette looks very good in
this; others Claude Peyton, Sid Jordan, Harry
Todd
EXTERIORS
.,
Good
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Ample ; some titles not very good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sheriff-hero recovers from blow that affected his mind, clears his
name and gets the man who killed his father
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,587 feet
Jones is a good cowboy actor and he is best suited
to the regulation western characters, minus the straight
dramatic acting that he is required to do in "Bells of
San Juan," a not altogether appropriate vehicle for the
star. It gives Jones too much straight stufif and not
enough of that which makes him popular with his
admirers — riding, rescue stunts and fights. Of course

the story includes some of this but not enough. And
it is this that Jones does best. He is not a convincing dramatic actor and it is especially obvious in the
scene where he is supposed to be out of his mind.
The title is a bit off. The story isn't anything that
you might expect it to be and after they introduce the
bells they forget to ring them. The title at best isn't
very pertinent especially for the type of picture which
you usually associate with Jones' name. The plot is
not an unusual one except for one angle — the heroine is
a doctor. This is a fairly new twist but otherwise it
follows along familiar lines with Jones, as the sheriff,
seeking the man who killed his father.
The director has not succeeded entirely in keeping
things convincing. It appears to the spectator that
Jones might readily have secured the necessary evidence to convict his father's slayer early in the picture when he captures one of the gang. The production is all right and the cast adequate.
The picture contains a fair amount of action with
Jones' capture of one of his enemy's gang offering a
fair thrill and the fight at the finish, as well as the one
in which Jones is injured, offer other exciting bits.
The star does good work throughout. with the exception of the bits requiring heavy dramatic acting and
he isn't well suited to this. Fritzi Brunette looks very
nice and handles the role of heroine capably.
Story: Dorothy Page, a doctor, is called to attend
a man who has been injured. The men refuse to allow
her to return for fear she will tell the sheriff where
he can find them. Rod Norton, the sheriff, is after
the men to make them tell who killed his father. Rod
rescues Dorothy and declares his love. She goes away
to continue her studies. Rod is injured by his enemies
and Dorothy returns to take care of him. She succeeds in restoring his mind and after Rod captures
the man who killed his father, the two go off on a
honeymoon.

Star's Admirers and Western Fans

Will Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The average audience will probably be satisfied with

Better use catchlines with the title to let them know

Charles Jones' latest, "Bells of San Juan," and it will
get by with his admirers although they will probably
want to see him in pictures with more action and less
acting. Fox has been pretty fortunate in securing the
right material for Jones, but this is just a bit off.

what it is about because it won't give them a very
definite idea of itself. Use the star's name and if Jones
has a following you can be quite sure it will satisfy.
The Fox press sheets contain plenty of suggestions
for exploitation, lobby display, ballyhoo and a book
store tie-up — all that you need to get them interested.
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Florence Vidors
First three starring productions through
Associated Exhibitors are proving exceptional
Box Office "Winners —

= "Woman, Wake Up!"
Florence Vidor supported by Louis Calhem and Charles
Meredith in a drama spiced with subtle satire by Ben Moore
Clay.
^,^
Runs of not less than one week already r*>e;istercd
^^rticago in such
theatres as these:
1
Victory
Boston
New State
Minneapolis
Barbee's
Providence
Blue
Mou; 1 '>op
Pittsburgh
Tivoli
San Francisco
Grand
Philadelphia
>A^ inter Garden Seattle
Liberty
Aldine
Portland, Ore. Pantages
{
_^lt Lake City

"The Real Adventure
^
^^

From the famous novel by Henry Kitcheil Webster.
Sup.-orting cast includes Clyde Fillmore, Nellie P. Saunders, Lilyan
cCarthy, Philip Ryder.
Directed by King Vidor.
Not less than one week in such representative theatres as:
Liberty
Kansas City
Boston
New State
Detroit
Adams
Branford and
Gifts
Cincinnati
Newark
Rialto
Aldine
Philadelphia
Broadway
Toledo
Los Angeles
Temple
Heilig
Akron
Clune's
Strand
Strand
San Francisco
Sacramento
Portland, Ore.
Hippodrome

fiL

-'"Dusk To Dawn

m 0^

Ff

A wonderful novel by Katherine Hill and a splendid cast to
support Florence Vidor, including Jack Mulhall, Norris Johnson,
James Neill, Lydia Knott, Truman Van Dyke, Herbert Fortier,
Peter Burke, Nellie Anderson and Sidney Franklin. A King
Vidor Production.
Played a big week at the Capitol, New York City, and showing over the entire Marcus Loew circuit of vaudeville and motion
picture theatres in Greater New York. Now playing in leading
first run theatres everywhere

Associated Exhibitors
Arthur

'Physical
PatheDis
Exchange
tributors
IMC

FOBEION

S. Kane, pres.

REPRESENTATIVESIDNEY
GARRETT

rAff brAdstreet
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Warners Buy Three

Stroheim's Plans

"Beau
"How

Brummell,"
"Cornered"
and
to Educate
a Wife"
Acquired for Production Next Year
Warner Bros, have concluded negotiations for the purchase of material
for three productions
to be filmed
for next season.
They
are "Bean
Brummell," Mansfield's greatest success, "Cornered," in which Henry W.
Savage presented Madge Kennedy on

IS Nothing To Say — Reported May
< Join Hearst Organization
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Eric von
Stroheim,
der advice from his counsel, has
thing to say at this time relative
his future plans. Reports are
ing circulated here that he may
n the Hearst organization.
Universal officials in the East ree to discuss the Stroheim situation,
lere is no doubt, however, but that
is out of that organization.

the stage last year and "How
to
Educate a Wife" by Elinor Glyn.
Negotiations
are in progress
for
other material.
New Coast Company

Gould With Murray Garsson
Murray W. Garsson announced
turday that he has signed G. B.
luld, recent editor of the M. P.
;ws, as business manager and di:tor of advertisini? and publicity of
irray W. Garsson, Inc.
rulatour Owns "Lawful Larceny"
Film rights to "Lawful Larceny"
! now the property of J. E. Brulair. First National having waived its
im in the matter. Hope Hampton
d an all-star cast will be seen in
; screen production.

Peter J. Brady Issues Letter
Peter J. Brady, president of the Ald Printing Trades Council of New
)rk State, has issued a letter to the
n industry relative to the support
Al Smith for Governor in opposin to Governor Miller in the coml election.

iree Chas. Major Books to Cosmo.
Three of the remaining seven Chas.
ajor books have been bought by In■national for screen presentation as
)smopolitan productions. They are
"olanda," "Touchstone of Fortune"
d "Gentle Knight of Brandenberg."
le deal was consummated by Frank
Rembusch of Indianapolis during
3 stay here.
Tully
Film "Trilby"
(Special Plans
to THEto FILM
DAILY)

Hollywood— Richard Walton Tully
reported as planning to produce a
w filrti version of "Trilby" with
ly Bates Post as Svengali, having
quired the rights from World Film
)rp. which released "Trilby" in 191S
th Clara Kimball Young and Willi Lackeye in the leading roles,
ally's production will adhere more
jsely to the George Du Maurier
rsion than to the Paul M. Potter
rsion prepentcd by Wm. A. Brady,
le actress for the title role has not
en chosen.

Universal is also reported as conmplating
filming "Trilby."

Price 5 Cants

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Leon Rice is president of the Mission Film Corp., oi
Hollywood. The first productior,
"Wasted Lives," has just been
finished.

Spotty business can be turned into boom business, "Shadows" was made
to create new high levels at the box- office. Watch its smoke. B. P. Schulberg, the producer Imows entertainment values and he's embodied a carload in this picture. Distribution through the Al Lichtman Corporation.
— Advt.

Whiskerino' s

A la T. Roy Barnes. Took him three months to grow 'em.
And was scratching his neck. All the time. Wanted to look
natural. As "Happy Jack." In "The Old Homestead." But
love's labor. Was almost in vain. Because our reviewer forgot.
To say Roy. Was Happv Jack. Which is tough. When you
figure. How hard it is. To raise whiskers.
And how thankless.
in "Adam and
you're
Better luck next time, Roy. When
Eva." You won't have to wear 'em then. And maybe you'll
be recognized.
Understand Hearst will feature. Or star Roy. In "The
Go-Getter." By Peter Kyne. Before he allows him. To return.
To his old Hollywood home.
WHAT OF VON STROHEIM?

Being asked among producers. Now that he's through.
With Universal. Hearst reported dickering. Others also talked
about. Something queer. None at Universal. Want to talk.
Stroheim won't. Mystery stuflf. Wonder what's back of it all?
CLEVER STUFF
That "Waste Basket." Issued by Wampas. Those Western
Advertising boys. Pat Dowling. And "Carly" Robinson. Editors. Of Vol. 1. No. 1. Which was "entered at the Southern
to be mailed." And is just
Pacific Freight Yards as matter unfit Eastern
boys. Might well
as cleverly handled. All through.
glance at this.

darb.
It's a (Continned

on

Page 3)

Mary and Doug to Chicago Opening
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
and George M. Cohan left yesterda>for Chicago to attend the "Robin
Hood"
at George
Cohan's
Grand opening
Opera House
on M.
Sunday.
Swift Resigns
Paul Swift has resigned as superintendent sales manager of the Famous Players' Manhattan office. John
Hammell, superintendent of sales in
the Brooklyn district, will succeed
Swift, while R. G. Ledhill, a salesman
in the Brooklyn exchange, becomes
sales superintendent in that office,.
succeeding Ledhill.

Golf Players
You who haven't forwarded
your entries. Be sure to get
them in immediately. Those
who played last Spring have
until Wednesday to enter.
New contestants are urged to
forward their names by Tuesday because of handicapping.
The Fall tournament talies
place at Sound View, Great
Neck, Long Island, next ThursMotorists
day, beginningcan
at 9easily
o'clockmake
Great Neck, from 59th St.
bridge, in 40 minutes. Go out
through Broadway, Flushing,
bear left after passing Douglaston, follow signs to clubhouse
after crossing bridge.
Lonp Island trains leave for
Great Neck at 7.59 and 8.41 A.
M., and there is a cheap taxi
service to the Club. The 9.11
train will get you to the course
late. Avoid this if possible.
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Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
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New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
>,
do pfd. .
G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ....
Triangle
World

Low

Close

Sales

85%
85
85j^
1,100
97J4
95J^
97^
3,000
10254 102J4 102J^
200
75%
7j4
7j4
1,400
Not quoted
20 J4 ZOyi
20^
3,000
Not quoted
Not quoted
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On October 16th, 1922, we will be in our
new quarters at 52nd Street and Broadway,
in "The
Earl Building,"
1674
Broadway.
Come in and see us

Caryl S. Fleming Productions
Iroquois
Productions,
Inc.
THE MAGIC
MONEY
MAKERS
NEW ENGLAND THEATRES ARE
TALKING ABOUT
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper
Little Red Riding Hood
We furnish the pictures and the idea that
will not only make big money for you but
will keep churches, schools and clul>s from
competing.
It ia paying in New England and we will
make it pay out in New York.
Write for particulars
WHOLESOME
FILMS
CO.
OP
N. Y.
AND
NEW
ENGLAND
JSoom 1628
71 West 23rd St., N. Y. City
42 Mebose St., Boston, Mass.

A Motion Picture Exposition

Astor — "Trifling Women."
Broadway — Wesley Barry in "From
Richeds."
Rags
lyn to Stran
Brook
— Richard Barthelmess in "The Bond Boy."
Cameo — Lionel
Barrymore
in "The
Face in the Fog."
Capitol^"The Prisoner of Zenda."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Loew's
New
York — Today — Mae
Murray in "Broadway Rose."
Tuesday — "Wild
Cat Logan"
and
"Blazing Arrows."
Wednesday — William
Farnum
in
"Moonshine
and Valley."
Thursday— "Till We Meet Again."
Friday — "Other Men's Boots" and
"Deceived at the Altar."
Saturday — Alice Calhoun
in "The
Lyric- "A Little Child Shall Lead

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Although the plans
have been f-^rmulated for months, in
secret, it has just been announced
that the first Motion Picture Exposition, to be an annual event, will be
held
1923. in this city, probably in June,
A Stunt
Indianapolis — One of the features
of the celebrated exploitation campaign conducted by Bert Ennis for
"After Six Days," opening Oct. 22nd,
is a stunt by which the telephone
girls in leading hotels will notify each
guest by phone that the first complete film version of the Bible may
be seen at English's Opera House.
Extensive exploitation has been arranged in the way of billing, display
ads in the dailies and book store tieups
Bible.involving window displays of the

Rialto — Mary Miles Minter and Tom
Moore
Cowboy
and the
Them." in "The
Rivoli — "Clarence."
Strand—
Charles Ray in "The Tailor
Lady."
Next Week
Made Man."
Astor— "Trifling Women."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Brooklyn
Strand — Charles
Ray
in
"The Tailor Made Man."
NOTICE OUR ART TITLES
Cameo — Not yet determined.
Capitol— "The Sin Flood."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
IN
"THE
FACE
IN
THE
FOG"
Knighthood Was in Flower."
44th St.— "Monte Cristo."
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall Lead
Rialto — Not yet determined.
liem
Not yet determined.
— ."
RivoTh
in
Talmadge
Strand — Constance
"East is West."
Alexander Film Moves
Alexander Film Corp. has moved
from 130 W. 46th St. to 729 Seventh
Ave.
Realart Dissolves
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.— Realart Pictures
Corp. has filed a certificate of dissolution with the Secretary of State,
thereby ofiicially discontinuing business in this state. Adolph Zukor's
signature appeared on the certificate.
To Open Oct. 18th
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Sid Grauman's new
Egyptian theater _ will be officially
opened Wed. evening. It will be the
first picture house in the West to
maintain a strict policy of reserved
seats for every performance. A
symphony orchestra is now being
organized, and Grauman's intention
is to play the biggest productions
obtainable. "Robin Hood" will be
the opening feature.

"Oliver Twist" at the Strand
■ "Oliver Twist," featiying Jackie
K oogan, will have its New York
remiere, Oct. 29th, at the Strand,
mmediately after the New York
showing, the production will open in
I
(Pat. Applied For)
It means
more
to you
than
any Chicago, Los Angeles and San
other accessory.
It is the cue sheet Francisco. The London premiere
hat
insures
a musically
perfect will take place in December. Foricture presentation.
eign contracts for "Oliver Twist" are
expected to be closed in the near
future.
'Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for the

^THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET" I

Canuck Film Co. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. John, N. B.— The Canuck Fi
Co. has been organized here.
It \
start by making advertising and
dustrial one reel films.

Theyhave
are to
so mention
popular we
theirdon't I
first names

GISH

CAREY

SWEET

WALTHALL

MARSH

BARRYMORE
Favorite Stars Directed By
DAVID

W.

GRIFFITH

in twelve two-reel Westerns
and semi-Westerns re-edited
and issued under the original
titles.
FOR
STATE
RIGHT
DISTRIBUTION
For open territories and further
particulars address

Independent Pictures Corp.
729 Seventh Avenue
Room 707
New York City

CANNOT BUY
\lYOU THE
FIRST FOUR
THE

OF
SERIES OF TWELVE

NEW

NICK
WORLD

CARTER

FAMOUS
DETECTIVE
STORIES
TWO REEL FEATURES

Without Having

Them

Screened

THESE BIG LITTLE FEATURES
ARE REAL PRODUCTIONS
with
A BOX-OFFICE
WALLOP
FOR TERRITORIAL
JOHN

MURRAY

RIGHTS
Address
J. GLAVEY

W. GARSSON,

522 Fifth Ave., New York

Inc.

Phone Vanderbilt 8056

zx^E^
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Whiskerino 's
(Continued

TALKING

from

Page

1)

OF MYSTERIES

iW's latest. Got away to a start. In Bosting. Where the
'papers. As a whole. Figured it will be good. When it's
(lOugh. And Jack Lloyd. And Paul Lazarus. Find it diffi. To understand.
Why a newspaper.
Is a newspaper.
THIS HAPPENED
aid he was an insurance agent. Wanted information. On
itino. "Does he take unusual risks. In his work?" he
\ "Does he do much of that bull fighting?" He went on.
|vhen told. Rodolph. Probably never saw a bull. Except
i cut up. Expressed great surprise. "Gee," he said. "I
ht he was a regular bull fighter."
CAN IT BE FIGURED?

rhe Old Homestead."
When a play. Did over 20 weeks.
e run.
In Boston.
And when the picture.
Played the
Business dropped.
After the_ first few days.
And no
mows wby»
ZUKOR HET UP
rotests.
Vigorously.
Uses harsh words.
Over printed
s. Indicating. That Lasky.
Might resign. Shows wires.
DeMille.
Indicating that others.
Are trying to steal
way.
As well.
ush, tush. Every three months. Or so. The report is
ited. That Lasky is through. With Famous. Every six
is. It gets out. That Zukor himself. Will quit. One
: about as correct.
As the other.
DE-TEK-ATUFF
STUFF
hristie Cabanne. Minus his mustache. Barely recognized,
by his friends. All due. To a calamity. Was shaving.
3ok some of it off. So had to sacrifice all. Or look foolish,

e's growing it. Some more.
PAGING "MISTER AUTHOR"
therwise Edmund Goulding. Heretofore. Just a scenario
. But you don't know the half of it, dearie. Because he's
fledged author now. Since Dodd Mead & Co. decided to
h. His "Fury." Which Inspiration has made. With Dick
jlmess.
And Dorothy Gish.
Iter a while. A lot of people.
Will wake up. To what
ing can do. And has done.
One of the real script men.
business.
Some day.
Will produce on his own.
MeanWill have to join. "The Author's League.
And be reto. As "Mister."
Instead of plain "Eddie."
SLENDAFORM

ree advertising.
It's something to reduce you.
Harry
mbach reported handling it. Been experimenting.
On
y Cabanne's chin. And reports. Great results.
OPTIMISTS

ver at Fables Pictures.
Just made one.
"Friday the
enth."
And released it. On that date.
To prove it.
rs Neilson says.
(You don't have to believe him. Unless
ant to.) That it will blow Doc Gloom.
To the four winds.
TRY THIS ON JOHN
hey say John Zanft.
Is harder to "get a rise" out of.
any man.
In Bill Fox's organization.
But if you want to
out. For yourself. Ask him about Georgey White.
But
e and duck.
NECK AND NECK
oug and Willie Hearst. Running. For their respective
igs. So far Hearst leads. Getting "Knighthood" started.
[ cities. Chicago a-going. Boston soon. And the Crion. In full blast. But Doug is stepping. And the race
ver. Not yet.
MABEL'S
BISCUITS
ime all the way. From Omaha. From some enterprising
lan. Who used them as a stunt. For "Suzanna." Thanks.
■ Whoeveryouare.
'
DANNY.

DAILY

EXHIBITORS!
Follow the good judgement of
these prominent showmen and book

LON CHANEY in
"FLESH AND BLOOD
Chicago

Tivoli
Chicago, 111.
Riviera
Howard
Avon, Decatur, III.
Loew's, Indianapolis
Rialto, Milwaukee
California, Los Angeles
Strand, San Francisco
Moore's Rialto, Washington
Entire U. B. O. Circuit, New York
Loew Circuit, New York
Poll Circuit, Pennsylvania
Modern & Beacon, Boston
Lynch Enterprises — Entire South
Rialto, Atlanta, Ga.
Strand, Birmingham, Ala.
Old Mill, Dallas, Tex.
Palace, El Paso, Tex.
A. H. Blank Circuit, Des Moines,
Iowa, and Nebraska
Liberty, Sacramento, Calif.
Liberty, Stockton, Calif.
Mission, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Rialto Theatre, Long Beach, Calif.
Rialto Theatre, San Diego, Calif.
Liberty, Seattle
Majestic, Portland, Ore.
Bijou, Green Bay
Menominee, Menominee, Mich.
Temple, Sault Ste. Marie
Keith's, Providence, R. I.
Graphic, Bangor, Me.
Majestic, Hartford, Conn.
Regent, So. Norwalk, Conn.
Plaza, Salem, Mass.
Capitol, Lynn, Mass.
Strand, Lawn-ence, Mass.
Strand, Lowell, Mass.
Bijou, Ventnor, Atlantic City
Capitol, Atlantic City
Carman, Philadelphia
Germantown, Philadelphia
Astor, Philadelphia
Alhambra, Canton, Ohio
Hippodrome, Youngstown, Ohio
Waldorf, Akron, Ohio

Distributed by

WESTERN

PICTURES EXPLOITATION

Irving
M. Lesser
Loew State Building
New York

CO.

Mike Rosenberg
5528 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

LITTLE

ADS

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

wm B LAUB

Corp.

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

Be

GEVAERT
RAW

Bryant 5600

THE

You must constantly know how you
stand so as to be able to plan the
development of your business.
We can help you.
W. A. FLEMING & Cp.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

Motion Picture
Hand Coloring

FILM

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

OF

I'STAR LABORATORY, t
111 Westchester Sq. i
Specializes exclusively i

Library Stuff?

FIRST and
PRINTS

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.
KNOW

HOW

0970— Bingham— 0971

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the Uttle things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

ILLUSTRATING
LETTERING
HAND-

25 1 VEST

&^
835 Special
EidiihAve,SfPects/

Phone Circle9183

HIGHEST
of

ARTUIC

QUALITY

G. Dietz, Pres. Westchestep

UU

((

F. 1. L. M

"

Positive
manufactured
in'
Askrawforfilm
samples
and piicei

lAttle Ads
BRING

Big Resu
The Film Daili

i RELIEF EFFECTPHOTOeiMPHIKG

MEYKR
FILM

19 TH ST.

LABORATORIES
WATKIKS

7620 - 7f 6I

LETTERI

or

ILLUSTRATI

DAVIES

i'WHEN KNIGHTHOODin WAS IN FLOWER"
Completed
first

TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mass.
The Art Titles for the Latest

I

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AHERICi IC
Phone: Madison Square 44:
15 East 26th St. New Yoii :
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milaij

CARTAND
OO^

Titles on

D. W. GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION
"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

^ ma^ Man Axgfy: tnevvN
fiXd
time
Ei> PRO
CESS

TITLES]

WILL NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"
Also the art titles in color for the
color production
by

Clips

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

Hollywood, 6514 HoUyw'd Bvd.

ART

Just

Film

For All Purposes

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.

CRAFTSMEN

MARION

STOCK

LOUIS

Art

Picture

MR. PRODUCER

: : POSITIVE

Oscar
C.
Biichheister

our

Motion

IN

JOHN
DUER
SCOTT
106 WEST
52nd ST,
CIRCLE 7872
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Notice

ENLARGEMENTS
of

THE

Successful

ff>rinted}<Qitles

BIG THOUGH1S

NEGATIVE DEVELOP IG

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Watch
for Second
National's
"MEN WHO FORGET"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

NEGATIVE

To

WITH

LAYOU'
Bill
Pa
71 W. 441.
Ph.Vandcibilf '

iTHE
7Aff brAdstreet
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Spuds for Pictures

Big Turnout

Cubberley Wires Suggestion to Hays
For Relieving Exhibitors in
Northwest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis, Minn. — J. F. Cublerley, of the F. & R. Film Co., has
sent the following telegram to Will
)Hays:
"The Northwest has millions of
bushels of potatoes, part of which
'will never be dug on account of the
market price being only about 30
cents per bushel. Potatoes are one
of the staple crops of the Northwest.
"In the South, a few years ago,
a similar condition existed with cotjton and, as a result, everybody in
iht South bought a bale of cotton.
"What is to prevent each man and
woman in the motion picture industry
from buying ^0 bushels of potatoes
immediate y
" vhat is to prevent
theaters irom immediately getting
behind a move of this kind?
"Business continues terrible in the
Northwest and immediate action of
this nature would attract nation-wide
attention and, at the same time, inrairectly reflect itself in box office
receipts. If the thought is worth
anything get busy at once."
At the Hays office it was said
that it was necessary to turn down

jCubberley's
proposition,
although
the
Hays organization
is in
sympathy
with any proposition to aid exhibitors. It is understood that the
reply was to the effect that it is not
advisable to ask people to invest in
Lpotatoes which are perishable, while
the purchases of cotton mentioned by
Cubberley are an investment in a
negotiable staple.
P. A. Powers to Europe
P. A. Powers, managing director
of F. B. O., is en route to Europe on
the Berengaria. He will be gone for
several weeks.
Join Hays Organization
As anticipated, D. W. Griffith Inc.
and Associated First National Pictures Inc. have joined the Hays organization. Formal announcement
was made yesterday afternoon at the
Hays offices.

Biggest
Crowd
Yet
Expected
Appear
at
Fall
Film
Tournament ThursdayGolf

to

At the end of a perfect day yesterday there were close to 120 entries
for the Fall Film Golf Tournamert
scheduled for Thursday at Soun 1
View Golf Club, Great Neck, Lon ;
Island.
It would not be surprising if ther.were a large number in addition to
this, because many of the golfers of
Famous Players are yet to be hear 1
from. So with good weather c ;i
Thursday everything is "set" for a
great day.
E.The
Kendell
GiletteCommittee
and G. B.of Gallii
Handicap
whic'i\
Jr., are the active heads will be wor! ing well into the night getting tl -■
players lined up. The prize conmittee will spend all of today selectingmittee
trophies
and theits Food
Com-a
has completed
task with

A punch story with a happy blending of
adequately describes "Shadows." It will
berg produced it for distribution through
Prints are now on the way to exchanges.
Richard Kipling Here

box
book
the
Get

office requirements! That
like wild-fire. Ben SchulAl Lichtman Exchanges.
busy! — Advt.

Franchise Holders

Richard Kipling, producer of Westerns, is in town, having motored
from the Coast.

Amalgamated Exchanges Announces
Line-up of Distribution Offices
Amalgamated Exchanges of AmerFairbanks Files Affidavits
ica, Inc. announces exchange affiliations with the following franchise
Affidavits have been filed by Doug- holders:
las Fairbanks in his suit to restrain
Greater New York State and
Triangle Film Corp. from permit- Northern New Jersey; Renowned
ting old Fairbanks pictures to be
Pictures, Inc., J. Bellman, 729 Seventh
shown in an altered form.
Ave., New York City.
"Shadows"
Showing
Postponed
Northern Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin; Celebrated Players Film
which Corp.. J. Friedman, Chicago. 111.
s" at
"Shadow
showing
d forof next
wasTheschedule
Friday
the
New England States: Amalgamated
Biltmore has been postponed until
(Continued
on Page 4)
Friday evening, Oct. 27. On that date,
of
it will be possible for a number
Lichtman franchise holders to attend.
Hiram Abrams'
Father Dies

First National London
(Special to THE

FILM

Convention
DAILY)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Portland, Me. — Isaac Abrams,
aged 84. died here on Saturday. He
was the father of Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists, who is
here attending the funeral.

London, Eng. — A convention was
held here of the First National exchange managers and salesmen concluding with a dinner, at which AlBurr Showing at Biltmore
Browne, Walturdaw, Coming
bert J. Pugli. difltrict manager for
C. C. Burr of Affiliated Distribuwas master of cereBritain,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Great
tors, Inc., has completed arrangemonies, and Bruce Johnson, manager
London — Col. H. A. Browne,
ments for an invitation showing of
of the First National foreign depart- chairman and managing director of
"Secrets of Paris" and "Sure-Fire
ment, was guest of honor. It was the Walturdaw Co., Ltd., London,
Flint" at the Biltmore tomorrow
ed that First National' will will arrive in New York towards the
announc
night. The stars appearing in both
open more distributing offices in the end of the month.
pictures will be present.
British Isles.

royal setup for both lunch and dinner.
A number of important film folk
who cannot get away for the play
— and some who do not play — will b?.
on hand for the dinner at which Felix
Feist will preside. Harry Reicher bach will be on hand to add to tl .■
gayety of the event.
The usual trophies and cups will 1 ■
awarded. New trophies are ofifert I
this year by the Motion Pictu • ^
News; Warner Brothers, Pathe Exchange Inc., Reuben Samuels ar. 1
the big trophy of THE FILl l
DAILY will also be in the runnin
There will be special prizes for a 1
foursome
winners and
and others.
other specia ■
for non winners
Marcus Loew, Adolph Zukor, Juh
E. Mastbaum, Will Hays and othi •
prominent executives promise to 1; :
on hand.

Another Trophy
Reuben Samuels, who insures
nearly everybody in the film
business, has offered a special
cup for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament.
R e m e m b e r — Thursday, at
Sound View Golf Club, Great
Neck, Long Island. And pray
for good weather. Nothing else
needed to insure a great day
in the open, and a great time at
night. Harry Reichenbach will
assist in the speech making.
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Fox To Star John Gilbert
John Gilbert, now appe. ring in thi
title
role to
of "Monte
willFojbi
elevated
stardom Cristo,"
in future

Golfers, Attention !
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Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

East. Kod.. 87J4 8SK
86^
7,000
F. P.-L. .. 99;^ 97
99J4
5,000
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102
102
300
Goldwyn .. 7H
7^
7^
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...
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Missouri M. P. T. O. Convention
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Fill in the following and forward to the Editor of THE
FILM DAILY.
Enter my name in the third semi-annual Fall
Film Golf Tournament.

Phone — Beekman

Kineto to Move
The Kineto Co. will move their
offices from 71 W. 23rd St., to Irvington-on-the-Hudson.
Pat Argust in Town
Pat Argust, well known exhibitor
of Colorado Springs, is in New York
for a two weeks stay, stopping at
the McAlpin.

BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
tulng the {oUowing
ad. mats In their
newspaper
advertising

Also -fhp latest Christie' Cotn^da

"LET

'EU,

w.VA DOROTHY
THE GREATEST

HORSE RACE

RUN"

DEVORE
EVER

IN THE MOVIES

Gret them at all Educational Exchanges on all
new Christie Comedies
"An

inch

in time

draws

nine"

9091

SBKVICIil

Fox Prize Title
"Who Are My Parents" is the title
selected by Fox Film Corp. for the
picture formerly called "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them." The title
was submitted by Julia Gordon, 836
Dawson St., who will receive a check
for $1,000 for her suggestion. More
than 11,000 titles were submitted.

itBAL

119 Fulton

St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY

Ben Grimm Returning Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sherwood Writing for N. Y. Herald
London, Eng. — Ben H. Grimm,
Robert E. Sherwood, motion pic- who left Universal last March to organize the publicity and advertising
ture critic for "Life," is now writing film reviews for the New York departments of the European Motion
Herald.
Picture Co., isLtd.,
distributors,
soon Universal's
to return toBritish
New
Selznick Adds Two Publicists
York after a quick tour of European
L. F. Guimond, recently with Real- centers.
art, has joined Selznick to edit the
house organ and supervise special
advertising campaigns. Blythe Sherwood has joined the publicity staff
under special assignment for Theda
Bara.

Excelsior Springs, Mo. — The semiannual convention of the Missouri
M. P. T. O. will be held here Oct.
18-19. Among those expected are
"Sure-Fire Flint" Openings
Sydney S. Cohen, national president;
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
President Pramer of Nebraska, President Van Praag of Kansas, PresiBoston — "Sure-Firt Flint" opened
dent Steflfes of Minnesota, President yesterday at Gordon's Olympia.
Cady of Michigan, Senator James
A. Reed and Gov. Arthur M. Hyde,
Philadelphia — "Sure-Fire Flint"
of Missouri. Among the subjects will open at the Stanley Monday,
scheduled for discussion are the Oct. 23.
music tax, the Lambert Bill, uniform
contracts and censorship.
Clarence League Invited
Hugo Riesenfeld has answered the
newspaper accounts of the formation
of the Clarence Anti-Defamation
(T^dcLccttlcrrLcd O^cLvxE^
League, by wiring Clarence Massey,
of Cleveland, O., inviting him and
the members of the New York branch
of the league to be his guests durrun week.
of "Clarence"
at the
Rivoliing thethis
Presentation
of
league membership cards will tecure
adriiittance.
are

productions by the terms of a cott
tract just signed. Gilbert's firsl
starring role will be in "St. Elmo."
Herbert Lubin on Trip
Herbert Lubin of Associated Pictures Corp., is visiting Chicago
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis and other key cities in the
interests
of
Sawyer,''
soon to be "Quincy
released Adams
by Metro.

LOANS

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
worth BIdg.,
Enquire Room 70S — WoolTelephone Barclay 7940

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

with its long scale of gradation faithfully
portrays all that is in the negative. It carries quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base
— now available in nine colors, is identified
throughout its length by the words "Eastman"
"Kodak" stenciled in i>lack letters on the
transparent margin.

Peekskill Theater Hearings Continue
Hearings are continuing daily before Referee Edgar Bromberger in
the suit of Peekskill Theater, Inc.,
against
Loew's
Advance
Amusement
Co., Inc.,
and the
various
film
men to compel the defendants to refrain from refusing to supply films
to
the
theater.
Morgan plaintiff's
and Crosbie
of FirstSchwalbe,
National
and Wm. Hines, formerly of United
Artists, are among the recent witnesses. Itis expected that two more
weeks will be spent in taking testimony.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO.

I
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Opinions

■larence"— F.

P.-L.— Rivoli

Then there is a little economic moralizing,
and after that, complete abandonment to
out-and-out melodrama, with, of course, the
return of the noble hero to the girl in
the tailor shop.

i)S — They've made a pleasant screen
I out of material taken from Booth
WORLD—*
* • fairly entertaining hit
-on play, "Clarence."
andrun film comedy. * * »
ght be expected, the picture is not
Mr. Ray's work in "A Tailor Made Man'
mands.
is sincere and vigorous, as the action dec as the original play was. * • •
t's a good
substitute.
William
de
e director, and Clara Beranger, the
DAILY NEWS— In "A Tailor Made
:, have been faithful to the TarkingMan" Mr. Ray fulfills his promise and goes
p.t.
further.
We think that his performance as
le Reid qualifies beyond expectations.
ly McAvoy * * * at last has a John Paul Bart, the "common presser"
who rose to be adviser to a great financier,
;5 do a little of the acting of which
places him at the head of the screen
pable.
:,D— The Clarence of Wallace Reid juveniles.
• * ♦ himself and the work of
And between
:i;s one of the best bits of acting his director, Mr. De Grasse, the resulting
\s screen star has done. ♦ * *
picture
has
elements which classes it, in
im as a whole is one of the most
our estimation, as one of the best of the
ing we have seen in recent months.
rDeMille
has retained
the spirit of year.
I play and has not added a quesTRIBUNE— While we hesitate to say
that the play has made a good picture we
eiituation. * * *
sio thoroughly
refreshing
and free do not hesitate to say that we enjoyed it.
■eracted love scenes that it is Mr. Ray has not lost one atom of that
oded without qualification.
pathetic charm which won for him the
ItCAN — Quite amusing, lively and hearts of all theatergoers a few seasons
ago, and he plays John Paul Bart with
0 action." That houseful of dis- all
of the naive whimsicality which belongs
:(i"family" — what a merry family !—
to that character.
( rights by the subtle, lugubrious and
ii"CIarence," proved to be most en"A Tailor Made Man" gets
ir: even though the sub-titles worked offHERALD—
to a very slow start but is rescued from
II
the doldrums and rushed to an effective
L.D— William De Mille has done finish. This is Charles Ray's most ambitious
effort, and it gives satisfactory evidence of
; I humanly possible with "Clarence,"
the pains that have been expended on its
iiicture is an exceptionally deft pro-

: * *

.excellent. He displays unexpected
it and loses none of the quiet humor
aington's quaint character affords.
s of the cast is considerably more
ifiate.
B^^E — There can be no doubt in
n of all who see "Clarence" that
Itvoy is the real star of the occa\.llace Reid in the title role, is
it,

[ING TELEGRAPH — "Clarence"
athe best things Wallace Reid has
oi. Here is a picture that you
^ lore than once just as you saw
II J<e "Clarence" unless your view
did or your temperament curdled.

. /ORLD — "Clarence" is very well
It eally has three stars, Reid, May
y nd Agnes Ayres, and supporting
0 ich players as Edward Martindel,
• new, Maym Kelso and Dorothy
. Almost any picture would
be envh that layout of talent supplying
ir and comedy. The role of Clars 'ally Reid like the proverbial rubv<.nd is one of the best things this
ung
screen
idol
has done
in
rnrhis is a mighty enjoyable photoI* May McAvoy is a delight to
;;ally, what a beauty
she is, and
mlfly ingenuous ; she should go far.
— illiam de Mille's movie version
e of the best light — yes, really
Oldies that the screens
have
had
d irtune to house.

L-Clarence" in motion picture form
iv( indication of taking rank as one
enost entertaining pictures of 1922.
skilly amusing story has been trans0 m by an imposing array of picIk iid_ they have fully grasped
the
1 rkington's pleasing comedy.
I^fj L — That
delightful
and
naive
fi! form is now being shown with
arnal charming
qualities preserved.
Id, with his familiar placid traits
enent and absence of violent methis j most
fortunate
choice
for the

HI-Tarkington's
comedy
has been
rot stage
to screen
with
only so
sdig as is necessary
to clearness.
erizations
and
humor
are pre* It is a good performance and
rn anything Reid has done before.

Tlor-Made Man"— United
Artists — Strand

■S-A^hen Mr. Ray is really acting,
n«|^ more and make a scene mean
^nijnost any screen performer you
'«.iid he is all in and for his part
J < times in "A Tailor Made Man "
Wyssisted too by Frank Butler.
:m^ trouble with the photoplay as
lihat it is never-- definitely any'VI a sermonizing subtitle at the
B"^ig, It Starts as light comedy.

production.
* * •
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Although Mr.
Ray has a very engaging personality and
is in a class by himself in a certain field
of light comedy, he is never at any time
John Paul Bart. His performance is unsympathetic.
Joseph De Grasse directed the picture,
and, while it cannbt by any means be listed
as
been.poor, it isn't as good as it should have
EVE. WORLD— Charlie Ray, one of our
favorite screenites, couldn't be improved on
as John
Paul Bart, the leading character.
SUN — Ray is once more a delight to the
eye as he forges ahead, for all his appearance of a lanky scared rabbit. * * • And the
story itself, while staying closely to the
original, has been speeded up by the introduction of a whirlwind chase over and under
freight cars and docks, in which Ray leaps
and ducks among everything Douglas Fairbanks ever attempted, and more. * * * It
gives Ray above all a chance to show that
he still has a finger on the pulse of dramatic
art.
GLOBE — Ray carries the part with a
light, deft and whimsical touch, and it is no
easy part to carry, since it may at any
moment degenerate into mere silliness. Ray
is excellent in the straight comedy scenes,
and as convincing as it is possible to be in
tfie others.
POST — It has many enjoyable moments
due to Charles Ray as John Paul Bart.
MAIL — It is neither remarkable, nor is it
particularly poor. It is interesting most
of the time and the leading role is fairly
well played by Mr. Ray, but it never rises
above the ordinary and not a little of it
seems Considerably overdrawn and improbable, to say the least.
EVE. TELEGRAM— "A Tailor Made
Man" is Charles Ray's most ambitious effort.
JOURNAL — The dramatic episodes in the
original story are separated with interesting
and intensely active scenes.

Omaha Film Club Planned
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Exhibitors!

Leading Exchanges
throughout the
United States will
soon offer you the biggest and best independently .produced attraction.

^/? Unbeatable Quartet

1.

ELINOR GLYN
Author
2.

DorothyStar Phillips
3. ff

World'sTitle A Stage"
^ A Story :— A Screen
Star's Life in Hollywood
Plot

Directed by Colin Campbell
Supporting
cast includes
KENNETH
HARLAN
and BRUCE
McRAE

Omaha — At a meeting held here
recently by local exchangemen, plans
were formulated to organize a film
club.
Atlanta's Criterion Closes(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlanta — The Criterion closed last
Saturday after six years in the picture field. The house was the first
in the south to use a complete
orchestra opening in 1916. The
Criterion Theater Co. still controls
the lease on the property, which will
be turned into a commercial ent.rprise.

Principal Pictures Co.
1211 Loew State Bldg.

New York City
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(Continued
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United Artists, Melbourne, Move
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Melbourne. A. — The United Artists
Exchanges of New England, Inc., oiSce have moved to more spacious
Chicago — Saw premiere of
Herman Rifkin, Boston, Mass.
quarters, 270 Flinders St.
"Robin Hood." It is the greatSouthern New Jersey and Eastern
est picture of the year. The
Pennsylvania
Metro
Film
Exchange,
reception it received stamps it
To Produce in North Carolina
R. Lynch, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
as Fairbanks' greatest achieveMaryland, Delaware, District of
Charlotte,
N. C— At the close of
ment and Dwan's masterpiece.
Columbia: Virginia Federated Film the "Made-in-Carolina"
A picture like this makes a
exposition,
Exchanges of Baltimore, Inc., P. The Travers Vale Prod., Inc., of New
man proud to be in the industry.
O'Letsky, BaUimore, Md.
York, will take over the exposition
JOE BRANDT
North and South Carolina, Georgia, building to produce their pictures
here.
Florida, Alabama, Louisiana and
Mississippi; Amalgamated-S a v i n i
J. F. Barber, vice-president of the
Films, R. M. Savini, Atlanta, Ga.
To Deliver Prints by Airplane
organization, announced that he had
California, Arizona, Nevada and
When "Quincy Adams Sawyer" is Hawaian Islands; Progress Pictures, completed arrangements with the
released by Metro it is planned to Inc., E. H. Emmick, San Francisco, directors of the exposition for the
use of the property, and that the
have a fleet of airplanes deliver the Calif.
entire production activities of the
prints to SO first run theaters in the
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and West- concern will be moved to Charlotte,
larger cities.
ern Missouri: Supreme Pictures immediately after the close of the
exposition.
Corp.. Al Kahn, Kansas City, Mo.
Oregon, Washington, Colorado,
Brenon Starts Filming "Penzie"
Herbert Brenon has started filming Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah,
(Special
THE "Extras"?
FILM DAILY)
No toMore
"Penzie," a Fox production with New Mexico and Alaska: Greater
Los
Angeles
—
The
Lasky studios
Features
Inc.,
Lennon
and
Sheffield,
Mary Carr. This is an adaptation of
Seattle, Wash.
no
longer
engage
"extras"
in minor
Florence Bingham Livingston's novel
Dominion of Canada: Chas. Ste- parts, and, according to Lou M.
"The Custard Cup."
Goodstadt, casting director for Paraphenson, Toronto, Canada.
mount, only experienced actors and
Australasia; Selected Super Films,
New British Association
Ltd., Chambers and Gurney, Sydney, actresses
etc.
are to play in "mob scenes,"
Australia.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — A new organization, to
be known as the British Cinematograph Assoc, has recently been
formed here. The idea being formulated for some time by a number of
prominent men in the British film
industry. The new organization has
been formed to tackle any question
that may arise, such as Sunday opening; the necessity of a new Cinematograph Act; the fostering of British
Productions, or their sale in America.

October

Goodstadt said: "For many months
The initial production, "The
have not used 'extras' at the Lasky
Madonna In Chains" will be finished we
next week. It will be released to studio. We film a lot of crowd
scenes
— scenes requiring hundreds of
franchise holders Dec. 1.
people at a time, but we do not use
'extras'. Men and women with
New Montreal Theater
trained experience, people who know
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
their business are now engaged for
Montreal,
Can. — The Century, at such parts, with the result that every
Monk Blvd. and Cardinal St., is near- year two or three of these men and
ing completion.
Cost estimated at women advance from minor parts into
roles of real importance."
$100,000.

ROBERT Z. LEONA)
Announces that his ne
production with

MA[ MURR/I
previously announced
"CORONATION"
has been changed t(

"JAZZMANIi
adapted

from manusoj
novel

by Edmund Gouldinjj
Produced by

TIffANY PRODUCTIO!
INCORPORATED

M. H. Hoffman, Gen. h^
1540 Broadway, N. ^j
Distributed by

METRO PICTURES,^

Harold MacGrath's
stirring novel

THE

GREY

CLOAK

Ideal vehicle for a real man star. Opens in Romantic days of old
France, with escape to the pioneer settlement of Quebec — Thrilling

story of Love, Romance
Mystery.

and Adventure.

Full of Action and

Apply for further information to

JACOB
1476 Broadway

WILK

Room 825

New York City

1

^ BRADSTREET
if FILMDOM
)iXXII

Authority
Price 5 Cents
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Ug Foreign

Writ Denied

Deal

U. S. Supreme Court Decides Against
Binderup in $750,000 Suit
Against Pathe

ajour Contracts
For
American
Isleasing Product For British
Isles

(Special to THE

the terms of a long-time condj Wardour Films, Ltd., becomes
listributor of the entire 1922-23
. ct of the American Releasing
If) for England, Ireland, Scoticand Wales. The contract was
e;ed in London between Holmes
(alton, head of the foreign deHient of the American organizariand Henry Hibbert, managing
eor, and J. W. Thorpe, general
itger, of Wardour.
iiJhandling the new product Waruwill abandon the long establish^•itish block-releasing plan which
5 :ept American pictures waiting
y,r or more before reaching the
;3;rs and will release the first
ajiction during the last week in
!(|niber
Vjirdour will handle one American
;l|sing feature a week starting
tr'Timothy's Quest" followed by
)ten of the Moulin Rouge" and
'1 Woman He Loved." The first
[1 pictures have already been deieid to Wardour.

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — The L^nited States
Supreme Court has denied the petition of Charles G, Binderup, asking
for a writ of certiorari to have the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals review his suit against Pathe Exchange,
Inc, the Omaha Film Board of
Trade et al asking $750,000 damages.
It is still possible for Binderup to
seek review of the case by a writ of
error.
Binderup brought the action in
Omaha to recover three-fold damages
in the sum of $750,000 for injuries
due to an alleged illegal combination
and conspiracy and combination in
violation of the Sherman anti-trust
act.
It was claimed that the respondents,
with the motive of destroying the
petitioner's
and industry,
securing
control of the business,
motion picture

refused to lease, sell or deliver to the
petitioner any motion picture films
Fred Cubberley wires Will Hays a suggestion for boosting general busi- upon any terms or conditions whatsoness in the Northwest. Exhibitors there and everywhere will have a
ever at any time. The petitioner al"ur alliance with Wardour is financial celebration when they play "Shadows." Prints are arriving at
leged that he was unable to secure
films from any other source and that,
amdously significant," is the
the
exchanges
of
the
Al
Lichtman
Corporation.
There's
a
tip
for
you.
—
i^nent issued by Walter E.
Advt.
by the acts of the defendants, his
•flie, president, and F. B. Warren,
business of conducting motion pic:oresident, of American Releasture theaters was totally destroyed.
Lichtman Returns
The United States Circuit Court
j|:"This is the biggest distribution
Al Lichtman returned from a trip
aibetween England and America
held that the business in1^ Sir Oswald Stoll contracted for Screen Closely Scrutinized for Pos- through the Middle West yesterday. of Appeals
volved in the suit did not constitute
sible Infringement
Of Stage
Plays
inter-state
commerce.
el oldwyn output five years ago."
times Walton, head of the export
Macey
Theatrical producers are closely
ptment of American Releasing,
Macey Harlam
Harlam inis"Bella
on hisDonna"
way to
li return to Europe shortly to watching all motion pictures with Hollywood to play in support of Pola
Monte Blue in "Brass"
Monte Blue leaves tomorrow for); deals for distribution on the a mystery theme since the success of
Hollywood to play a prominent role
rJnent.
several stake plays of this order. Negri in "Bella Donna."
in the Charles G, Norris novel
Mayo Remains With Universal
"Brass," which Harry Rapf will pro"One Exciting Night," the new D. W.
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)
duce for Warner Bros, Sidney
j Roth Books Next Lloyd
Griffith feature, furnishes a case in
Igene Roth of the Portola, San
Hollywood — Universal
has
re- Franklin will direct.
■fcisco, now
in New
York, has point.
Griffith first tried unsuccessfully to tract.
newed Frank Mayo's
starring conW.
S. McLaren
Michigan:
iced "Dr. Jack" the next Harold
M. P. T.Heads
O.
qi comedy, for an indefinite run. buy screen rights to "The Bat" or
"The Cat and the Canary." When
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Famous Signs Kolker
decided to produce "One ExFlint, Mich, — Officers of the MichiHenry Kolker has been signed
ghthood" Opens in Los Angeles Griffith citing
Night," the story was read to
Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
gan M, P. T. O, for the coming
Avery Hapwood, co-author, and to by Famous Players to direct Alice year were elected at the convention
Bs Angeles — "When Knighthood Kemper, of Wagenhalls & Kemper, Katherine
Brady in Newlin
"The Leopardess,"
by
here
as
follows:
Burt. Al Hall
'\ in Flower" had its Western the producers, before production was goes with Kolker as his assistant.
W,
,S,
McLaren of Jackson, presi^iere at Grauman's Rialto. Many begun. This was done to avoid any
dinent motion picture personages
dent;
Phil
Gleichman, Detroit, vicepossibility of the theatrical men
Wded.
Swift With Associated Booking
president; H, T, Hall, Detroit, secclaiming an infringement. Both
retary and Fred Rumler, Detroit,
Paul Swift is now connected with
Hopwood and Kemper felt at that
treasurer. Members of the Board of
Becker and Trimble Here
time that there was no vital similarity the newly formed Associated BookDirectors are: W, S, Butterfield,
Ibert J. Trimble, president, and in the two stories.
ing Corp., with offices in the Candler Battle Creek; Claude Cady, Lansing;
Bldg.. following his resignation as
'<erick G. Becker, producing diWhen "One Exciting Night" was
James Slocum. Detroit; Fred De
cjr of Arthur Trimble Prods., shown at Newport, R. L, Mrs, Mary superintendent sales manager of the Lodder, Detroit; Fred Wuerth, Ann
Famous
Players
Manhattan
office.
.•< arrived in New York from
Roberts Riuehart, co-author of "The
While considerable activity is ap- Arbor; J. C, Ritter, Detroit; Herb
c/wood, bringing prints of three Bat,"
came on from Pittsburgh and
Port Huron; CharKv- Garfield,
Associated office in the Weil,
'"'eel fantasies starring Arthur joined Kemper in viewing the finish- matter parentofat thecontract
conferences, no Flint and A, J. Kleist, Pontiac.
rjble, boy actor, to arrange for
ed picture. At that time it was de- statement is forthcoming as to the Jackson, Mich,, was selected as the
Sfbution. Their headquarters are
cided that the Griffith film and the
next convention city.
le Jos. L. Rhinock offices.
present status of the organization.
(Continued
on Page 4)
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Dover, Del. — Lcona Lamar Prod.
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Inc. Capital. $1,000,000. New York
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Strand "Oliver Twist" Exploitation
Jackie Coogan's "Oliver Twist"
will open at the Strand - Oct. 29th
with exploitation including a stage
coach drawn by six horses, which will
furnish a street ballyhoo for a week.
Dickens characters will be seated on
top of the coach which will be heavily
bannered.
Two huge walking books of "Oliver
Twist" will be on Broadway day and
night. School and newspaper tieups will be a part of the campaign.
"Oliver Twist" inserts are now
being distributed with the Strand
programs.

.f (StULccttlottai uActunjUt^

-THE SPICE OF THE

PROGR.J.M"

On October 16th, 1922, we will be in our
new quarters at 52nd Street and Broadway,
in "'The
Earl
Building,"
1674
Broadway.
Come in and see us

Dover, Del. — Blan\- Film Productions, Wilmington. Capital, $100,000.
Attorney, Corporation Service.
Albany — Sills & Co., ^NLanhattan.
Capital, $50.000. • Incorporators, S. D.
Sills, R. Rosenthal and E. J. Sichel.
Attorney, A. A. Silberg, Manhattan.
Albany — Edwin F. Townsend Studio, Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, E. G. Townsend and E.
H. Cacciola.
Attorney, L. E. WigDover, Del. — Bunny Film Productions, Wilmington. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, J. Revard, N.
Revard and G. Revard, San Antonio,
Tex. Attorney. Corporation Service
Co.
Albany, N. Y. — The Autopitcon
Inc., of Buffalo was incorporated with
the Secretary of State today. The
concern is capitalized at $1,000,000
and has been authorized to manufacture motion picture machines, stereopticons and other apparatus. The
stockholders and promoters of the
enterprise are: Donald McGilliverary
of Port Colborne. Ontario, Canada.
Otto E. Enell and George White of
Buffalo. The attorneys are Palmer,
Garano, Houck & Wickser of Buffalo.

F. B. O. Gets "The Black Domino"
F. B. O. has taken over for distribution "The Black Domino," directed by Harry Revier, with a cast
including Juanita Hansen, Dorothy
Revier, Jack Connolly, Harry Van
lard.
Meter,, Eugene Burr and Lee Wil-

FILM
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Hollywood — Ruth Roland is in the
hospital recovering from the effects
of being dragged through the Pacific
for nearly a mile while clinging to a
rope hanging from an aeroplane
when a stunt for a new thriller went
wrong.
Theater
Owners
Win
Suits
Supreme Court Justice Callaghan,
in Brooklyn, has dismissed the suits
brought against Sylvester Rosenthal
and Samuel Moskowitz, owners of
the American in Bedford Ave., asking $50,000 damages each for the
death of two workmen in the collapse of the building Nov. 29, 1921.
Justice Callaghan held in his decision
that no negligence in the construction of the building had been shown
on the part of the defendants.
Schenck- Soviet Conference

Live wire salesman and sales-manager desires to make connection.
Possess years of experience handling everything from advertising and
publicity to consummating final negotiations on states-right productions.
Addess Box B-172— Film Daily.

Court
O'Malleya
hasSupreme
signed an
orderJustice
discontinuing
suit of Leopold Singer against the
Capitol Prod., because the case has
been settled.

"The
White
Players
company
Honolulu.

LOANS

City Court Justice Meyer has directed judgment for $1,871 against
John A. Curtiss in a suit brought by
Morris Littman against him and
Alexander J. Bimberg for that sum
on a note of Curtiss, endorsed to
Bimberg, who delivered it to Littman. Curtiss alleged that Bimberg
represented that he had two judgments against the Ziegfeld Cinema
Corp. for $2,256 and $2,247 and agreed
to assign him an interest of $1,850
in the judgment as security for the
note but failed to do so.

I Will

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
Enquire worth
Room BIdg.,
705 — We

A default judgment for $5,122 has
been tiled in the Supreme Court
agains the Picture Theater .Pub. Co.,
Inc., by the Wynkoop Hallenbeck
Crawford nished.Co.,
for programs
furThe defendant
was served
at 251 West 19th Street.
Paul Spanton and Solomon Silverman has sued Louis Sachs in the
Supreme Court to recover $3,500 paid
on a contract to buy the Boselin
Theater at 7 West 110th Street, for
$4,400, on the ground that Sachs
falsely represented that the house
was profitable and that Morris Goldman, who was responsible and
would repay $2,500 deposited as
security. They allege that both
statements were untrue.

Flower,"
m(
has
arriy

Telephone Barclay 79

OFFICE

FOR

RE^

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchanga
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th ;
Phone Bryant 6436

HAROLD

MacGRATS

stirring novel

"The Grey Cloa;'
Ideal vehicle for a real a

star. Opens in Romantic 1 n
of old France, with escapi :o
the pioneer settlement of ( ;.
bee — Thrilling story of LO 1
ROMANCE
and ADV: ITURE. Full of Action d
Mystery. Apply
for further formation
to
JACOB
WILKN. Y ,
1476 Broadway
Room 825

Gamble

Ruth Roland Hurt
(Special to THE

(Special to THE
Caryl S. Fleming Productions
Iroquois
Productions,
Inc.

In the Courts

October 1 19;
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DAILY)

Berlin, Germany — Jos. M. Schenck
is conferring with representatives of
the Soviet government who have
offered their services as escorts to
Russia, better to acquaint Schenck
with conditions there should he wish
to produce pictures in Russi.n
Norma and Constance Talmadge
expect to arrive in England Oct. 23rd
The whole party plans to sail for
America Nov. 12th.

that there never was
a pic^^
ture or series of pictures
better
produced
or one that packs more
punch and thrills than the new series
of twelve

NICK
WORLD

GARTER

FAMOUS
DETECTIVE
STORIES
TWO REEL FEATURES
The FirstNow
Four Ready
of Which are
Territorial Rights will not be
sold without screening
Address

MURRAY

JOHN

W.

J. GLA

522 Fifth Ave., New York

VEY

GARSSON,

Inc.

Phone Vanderbilt 8056 ^
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At Broadway Theaters

PatheN ews
No.

84

IRL CHANGES FROM SPEEDING
UTO TO AIRPLANE — Miss Lillian Bayer
[irills spectators at the State Fair, Dallas.
M
MILES
AN
HOUR!— Lt.
R.
L.
laughan makes remarkable air speed record
Mt. Clemens, Mich.
ANKEE FISHING SCHOONER
HOSEN TO RACE AGAINST THE
OVA SCOTIAN "BLUENOSE"— "Henry
ord" wins the elimination contests at Glou;ster, Mass.
ther news from Italy, Kansas City, San
rancisco, Los Angeles, Washington, etc.
c.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
y

THE REAL NEIPS FIRST

today
Guts

and

Capitol

broke all
records at

Cameo

Hoblitzelle's
— Worth,
Majest,icFort
Dallas
San Antonio,
Houston—
Ask Mr, Hoblitzelle, he knows!

An elaborate musical introduction precedes
the Rex Ingram production of "The Prisoner of Zenda." During the introduction
"Ode to Ruritania," "If Love Were AH" and
the "Zenda" waltzes are given as well as
Balkan dances by the ballet corps. An organ
solo by Melchiorre Mauro-Cottone closes.
low,
The

overture is a selection from
Romberg's "Maytime." Two
short subjects folthe News
Pictorial and "Aesop's Fables." A violin solo by Eugene Sevelly precedes the comedy, "The Fire Fighters."
"The Old Homestead," with Theodore Roberts, is the feature. An organ solo by John
Priest concludes.

Rialto
"The Face in the Fog" with Lionel Barrymore is the feature supplemented by J. E.
Williamson's "Wonders of the Sea." The
Rialto magazine is the only other film. "Light
Cavalry." by Von Suppe, is the overture,
followed by the Riesenfeld classical jazz
number.

Rivoli
For the overture the "Moonlight Sonata"
is screened in Prizma colors accompanied by
Beethoven's music played by the orchestra.
"Forest Idyll," a sketch, follows with Miriam Lax, soprano, and Lillian Powell and
Louise Boslet,
"Clarence,"
Wallace
Reid, isdancers.
the feature,
followedwith
by

Flashes

Rufus W. Gaynor will be affiliated
ith Howe & Conlon.

"iMan vs. Beast," pictures of an East African
comedy.
expedition, and "Soldiers of Fortune," a

; Dorothy V. Cleveland has joined
!ie staff of Distinctive Pictures, and
ill have charge of all magazine and
2wspaper publicity.

knocked 'em dead
in Chicago
(at the Chicago Theatre)

Ask Sam Katz, he knows!

Strand

"Dear Old New York," a song in)ired by the Arrow special, "The
itreets by
of New
been pubtshed
the York,"
CameohasMusic
Co.
jarry Urbach and Victor Nurnberg
e the authors.

Leoncavallo's "Pagliacci" is the overture
with Louis Rosza, baritone. This is followed
by the topical review and the first presentation of the Fokine ballet in "Les Sylphides."
Charles Ray is the star of the feature, "A
■Tailor-Made Man."
An organ solo closes.

At Other Houses
"Trifling Women" continues at the Astor
while "When Knighthood Was in Flower"
is still at the Criterion. "Monte Cristo"
holds over at the 44th St. "Who Are My
Parents?" is the new title of "A Little Child
Shall Lead Them," which remains at the
Lyric.

Joseph Plunkett has appointed Wm.
Harris as resident manager of the
:rand, succeeding Harry B. Davey,
Lew Sargent is starting his eighth
•signed, who goes to a Max Spiegel
heater in Jersey City.
comedy
at Universal City.

crashed over for a
three week run
in Los Angeles —

Ask Fred Miller, he knows!

is going big everywhere —
one of the Big Weeks at
the Capitol, New York.

It's a hit!
II you are

looking for the

best location in
New York for use
as film exchange,
executive offices, or both,
communicate with Box B-666
care of The Film
Daily
Entire
fioor lo.ooo square feet
Ideally laid out
In large corner building
Excellent elevator service
Windows face three streets
Act at once.

And now^ w^e hope you're
all dated up for
John Barrjrmorein
SHEHI^OCK HOLMES
and for
THE SIN FLOOD
by the director of "IVf adame X"

Lefs go with Goldwyn!

THE

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

has finHollywood — Ben Hewlett with
the
ished his second engagement
Irving Cummings Prod., playing the
part of Willyboy Tober in "Chicago
Sal."

Goldwyn's "PasJEIO Actual filming of
ions of the Sea" is finished.
Scott Sidney has begun filming
"Hazel From Hollywood," with Dorothy Devore.
Ward Lascelle has completed
"Mind Over Motor," starring Trixie
Friganza, and will release through
Hodkinson.

Christie has finished his "European"
comedy of life in Graustark, called
"Choose Your Weapons," featuring
Bobby Vernon.
Wallace Worsley will direct Wallace Reid for Paramount in "Nobody's Money," adapted by Beulah
Marie Dix from William Le Baron's
playRowland V. Lee is using a large
corps of more than 75 professional
circus performers for his Fox production, "A Circus Story," starring
Shirley Mason.
Vitagraph will film "The Ninety
and Nine," from the play by Ramsey
Morris. Dave Smith will direct;
Colleen Moore will be featured with
Warner Baxter playing opposite.
William Orlamond has been cast
for Metro's "All the Brothers Were
Valiant." The complete cast is as
follows: Malcolm McGregor, Billie
Dove, Lon Chaney, Bob McKim, Bob
Kortman, Otto Brower, Curt Rehfeld,
W. H. Mong and Leo Willis.
William Worthington is directing
Frank Mayo in Universal's "The
Summons." Claire Adams will have
the leading feminine role with Herbert Rawlinson in "The Kidnappers."
George Nichols and Ralph Graves
have been cast in "The Ghost Patrol,"
directed by Nat Ross and scenarized
by Raymond L. Schrock and Edward
T. Lowe, Jr., from the Sinclair Lewis
story. Robert F. Hill will direct
"Wolves of Society," serial, with
Lucille Ricksen already cast, and
signed for an indefinite period.
"Speed," Universal comedy starring
Lewis Sargent is completed, and work
has begun on the eighth of series.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

jg^

Goldman Joins F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAJLY)
Chicago — Sidney Goldman, who
has l)een with F. B. Warren for the
past five or six years and recently
with American Releasing Corp. has
I)ccn appointed manager of the Salt
Lake City office for F. B. O.

October 18, 19;

To Be Dedicated Tonight

Mystery
Stuff1)
(Continued from Papre

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY) J

Los Angeles
— Sid will
Grauman's
theater
be offici :!»
y
Stage play did not conflict with the Hollywood
possible exception of certain mystery
'
situations
which
are
regarded
as dedicated tonight.
common property.
Mrs. Rinehart is the author of
"The Circular Staircase," a novel
printed several years ago, from which
State to Make Pictures
"The Bat" was taken in collaboraThe activities of the Game Comtion with Hopwood.
mission isprotecting the wild life of
"The
Staircase" has been
Pennsylvania will be shown in a produced Circular
in motion pictures by Selig.
series of pictures for exhibition It was released by V. L. S. E., in
throughout the state, if plans now 1915. Later, prints were sold to state
under consideration by the commis- rights buyers. But the time set in
You may not need additiona
sion are adopted.
the agreement with Selig has expired,
capital this minute, but it's a
the prints have been recalled, and
British Censors Reject Two
mighty good thing to know
where to turn to when you do
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
ownership of "The Circular Staircase" has reverted to Mrs. Rinehart.
London — The British Board of
Here's one financial organizaFilm Censors during the month of
Patents Granted on Coast
tion you ought to know about
August, passed 223 films, and re(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Let's
get acquainted.
jected two, both serials. One was
Hollywood — A patent on a film
Pathe's "White Eagle" and the other,
numbering machine has been granted
European's, "Robin Crusoe."
CHROMOS TRADING CO.
to Joseph Aller, of the RothackerAller laboratories. Three separate
Has Peruvian Film
1123 Broadway
patents have been granted to Lloyd
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Victor Mackenzie, Brown, covering motion picture
Suite(i616 'PhoneVChelsea 8284
cameraman for Fox in the east, is in camera construction and a special
film
magazine.
Hollywood, after three years making
commercial films in Peru. Horsley
Laboratory is printing 4,000 feet of
film made by Mackenzie for a chemical concern.
Complete Fairy

(Special to THE

FILM

Story

DAILY)

San Antonio, Texas — "A Prince
There Was." a one-reel fairy story,
directed by P. S. McGeene)', of the
Shamrock Photoplays, featuring Geraldine Will and supported by a cast
of 75 children has been completed
and will be given a private showing at
the Rialto before being shipped to
C. H. Rosenfeld enterprises. New
York.
Twelve fairy stories will be made
to complete this series.
Film City in Tampa
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Tampa, Fla. — H. A. Kelly announces that incorporation in Maryland of the Florida West Coast Studios will enable him to take up the
offer of the Tampa Board of Trade
by which he will be given 750 acres
of land on Old Tampa Bay providing
he furnishes the capital to build a film
city at an investment of not less than
$2,500,000 in five years. In event of
the conditions not being met, the
property is to revert to the Board of
Trade. Kelly says that production
will start by Dec. 1.

AN INTERVIEW
INVOLVES NO
OBLIGATIONS

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK
Number Two
One of the most valuable contributions to motion picture literature.
The book is crammed with information which everybody in the motion
picture industry should have handy.
Charles E. McCarthy,
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

Ince Closes Big Foreign Deal
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Thos. H. Ince has
sold rights for Eastern Europe on
seven productions to the Chicago
Agnes Egan Cobb Moves
Film Co. The territory included in
Agnes Egan Cobb, distributor of the deal is Austria Hungary, Czechothe Caryl S. Fleming Productions,
slovakia, Jugoslavakia. Poland,
has moved her ofifices from 1600
Greece, Turkey. Roumania and BulB'way to Tbe Earle Bldg., 1674
garia. The features are "Hail the
B'way.
Woman." "Lying Lips," "Mother o'
Aline," "The Cup of Life," "Blind
Universal Takes London Theater
Hearts," "The Sea Lion" and "Love
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London, Eng. — The European Motion Picture Co., Ltd., representing
Universal, has completed arrangements by which it takes over the
New Oxford for showing Universal
pictures.

Wednesday,
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Never
Rud Dies."
Vacek, who represented the
buyers,
"East
Europe
has been
almost asays
closed
market
for American
productions for years. This is the
largest block of pictures that has been
sold for this territory since the war."

Out Jan. 1st— Bigger and Better Than Ever
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Richmond Starts

Stabilized

uction Now
Under
Way
New Staten Island
Studios

At

Howells, in British Interview, Says
Industry Here Is Soimder Than
Ever

'reduction has been started by the
ntly formed Richmond Film
■*)ds., Inc., at the new studios at
spleton, Staten Island.

London — David P. Howells, who
is here with Bruce Johnson, of First
National, in an interview in The

'he president of the company is
I. A. Richmond, member of the
^ P. D. A., who is also managing
lector. Richmond directed the
B.ck Diamond comedies, distributed
) Paramount. He has also been
[«h Edison and Selig.
larry G. Kosch is vice-president
til legal representative. Business
inagement is in the hands of the
J B. Garrison, the secretary, who
li been associated with Midgar Fea;ies Whitman Features and Triifle.
!l series of two reel comedies is
nsr in production for distribution by
tl Clark-Cornelius Corp., at the
rib of one a month. Edward
N^lder is the juvenile lead, suppjted by Jenny
Harris
and Wm.
/ers.
Horace
G. Plympton,
Jr.,
he camera man.

(Special

FILM

DAILY)

Film Renter, declared that conditions in the American film industry
are now much more stabilized.
Speaking of motion picture conditions in America, Howells is quoted:
"That production was now about
40 per cent less than previous year' .
but the industry was much more
stabilized.
"Much of the wild-catting haceased and a more sane and sound
business policy has been initiated in
film production lines. Independent
concerns that have only made an
occasional -icture have dropped out,
and it is now being practically left ti>
the bigmoteproducing
companies
to very
profilm production
on the
"Shadows" starts its climb to new records for gross bookings after its
premiere at the Biltmore on Friday evening, October 27. Exhibitors will
forget their box-offices ever had any financial failings when they play it.
There's an Al Lichtman exchange waiting to book you. Take a hint!—
Advt.

Go-Operative

Pola Negri Autobiography Syndicated
"The Mirror of My Life," a series
of ten feature articles telling the
life story of Pola Negri is appearing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
l^ondon — Co-operative distribution in the Sunday issues of the New York
World and 30 other Sunday newsirjAmerica by foreign producers al- napers.
lif for that purpose under the firm
nhe of International Pictures of
AJierica, Inc., is the subject of a ^^
Valentino Suit Goes Over
comunication from Wm. A. Brady fr Kxi extension of time has been
reived here by Walter Wanger and granted Rudolph Valentino's attorney
mmented upon at length by Kin- Arthur Butler Graham, by the Supreme Court, in the matter of filing
eiatograph Weekly.
an answer to the Famous Players
'
^
'he article quotes the Brady com- application
to strike out the defence
irnication as saying that the object and
counterclaim for $32O,00U in its
oj International is "to sell in the
Uited States and Canada nothing suit against Valentino. The action
is now returnable in court Oct. 2Sth.
b foreign-made pictures, distribut- It was first set for Oct. 19th.
ir; through branches in such manner
a.'to avoid the present lanes of dis- Waters Reported Joining As. Booking
tt ution. and, at the same time, to
It is reported that Percy L. Waters,
fi,l an outlet abroad for films turned
Triangle official, whose experience as
o|liehere
by further
independent
article
says thatproducers."
it is planned a film executive goes back to General Film Co., has been oflfered a
" its board shall include, besides represtatives of a number of powerful financial
post with the Associated Booking
in 'ests centered in New York, members of
Corp. It is understood that if Waters
*!■ industry in all important foreign territcj;s.
accepts
will
be chief
executive he'
of the
neweither
organization
or
Jttibution Here By Foreign ProI ducers Forecast By Wm. A.
Brady Communication

is declared
that two European
governts have already
olBcially indicated
their
'est in the scheme and a general meeting
is.lanncd in New York
in October or Noyt-ber .which, it is expected, will have a real
innational character.
(Continued
on Page 2)

to THE

will occupy a very important post.
Present plans of Associated Booking, it is understood, call for handling'
ginning.10 to 12 pictures at the very be-

Chester R. Baird Funeral
Private funeral services will be
held tomorrow for Chester R. Baird,
president of the Chester R. Baird Co.,
manufacturing projection machines,
who died at St. Vincent's hospital.
American Releasing-Glucksman Deal
Max Glucksman, who came to New
York from Buenos Ayres to close a
deal with the American Releasing
Corp. for the distribution of its product over a wide range of South
American territory, has signed a contract for the entire American Releasing output for Argentine, Chile, Peru,
Bolivia, Paraguay
and Uruguay.
This is the second largest contract
ever closed with an American distributor by the Glucksman organization, according to the announcement
by Walter E. Greene, president and
F. B. Warren, vice-president, of
American Releasing Corp.
Two productions will be released
each week of the coming year in
South America. Prints of 20 productions have already arrived in Buenos
Ayres and Montevideo and the
Glucksman organization is starting
immediate release of these pictures.

best possible lines, with the result
that to-day the industry is sounder
than it has ever been before.
"The inclusion of Will Hays as the
mouthpiece of the industry in Americn
has also had a very sane effect, and
I am convinced that never was the
picture business in a better condition.
"Bruce Johnson is over het'e primarily to strengthen the organization
of First National not only in England, but to open exchanges on thr
Continent and in Scandinavian countries. There will be no more indi,';
criminate handling of First National
pictures by members of renting concerns," said Howells, "but in futurievery picture will be rented th'-ougl".
the First National organization."
Missouri Convention Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Excelsior
Springs,of Mo.
semiannual convention
the —M.The
P. T.
O.
of Missouri, in session Oct. 18-19-20,
opened with an address by Franl:
Cromwell, mayor of Kansas City, Mo.
Other speakers were Sydney S.
Cohen, national president; A. J.
Moeller, general manager, and M. J.
O'Toole, chairman public service
committee.
The convention was preceded by
a reception and banquet tendered to
Cohen at the Hotel Baltimore
Kansas City, Lawrence M. Goldman
secretary of the Missouri M. P. T. O,
presided. The speakers included
Mayor Burton, of Kansas City, Kan .
Cohen, Moeller, O'Toole and Cromwell.
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Commenting on this, Kine says:
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Armstrong Universal
(Special to THE

FILM

"Any prejudice which
up bars before
these artistic importationsputs
is not only injurious to tlie interests of the American public
as a whole, but from the selfish standpoint
of business
it is criminally
shortsighted."
He concludes: "It was considered essential to have a Will H. Hays come in and
supervise the picture industry here. I say it
IS just as essential to have a man in Europe
who would represent American pictures there
with enough
ability to interpret
our view»°i"l "?
•"'""
'" *"■'"■ theirs
backan tooutus
this
new '""^'
co-operation
will give
'•-'''"„ Europe for our independent
producers
and
when
it comes
to selhiig foreign
pictures here, the small independent who turns
out a picture will have as much consideration
as the powerful corporation."
. Kine further says that this is an e.-vcelleut
Ideal and one whieli we would all like to see
realized, but as to which it is inevitable that
certain doubts sliould sliU e.Niist— for reasons
quite unassociated with Wm
A Brady "

Coast Head
DAILY)

San

Francisco — Edward Armstrong, who has been district manager of the Universal coast exchanges for the past year, has been
Iiromoted to be assistant general
sales manager with particular charge
of Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain exchanges.

FOR

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
Enquire Room 70S — Woolworth BIdg.,
Telephone Barclay 7940

What

DoesThis
M£AN

r-

X

^WATCH THIS SPACE
NEXT WEEK

Jawitz Pictures Corporation]
New York C ;

729 Seventh Ave.

HAROLD

RENT

MacGRATH

stirring novel

!

*'The Grey Cloak"
Ideal vehicle for a real maj
star. Opens in Romantic daj
of old France, with escape 1
the pioneer settlement of Qu< 1
bee— Thrilling story of LOVI
ROMANCE
and
ADVENI
TURE.
Full of Action an
Mystery. Apply for further in
formation
to

RENT

Film Cutting and Examining Rootn

MECCA

INFERNCj

Re-edited and re-titled, n« '
prints with new advertisiil
matter. Territorial rights at|
bargain price.

Majesty the American."
—'■■■""'
Private Offices

REASONABLE

BUILDING

1600 BROAWAY
8th Floor— Room 804
Phone 8479 Bryant

JACOB
WILKN. Y. C
1476 Broadway
Room 825

Do these names mean anything to you ?
PAXiS.W- GRIFFITH as Director LILLIAN
GISH
?T^?iH??
SWEET
HARRY
CAREY
MAE
MARSH
HENRY
WALTHALL
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
They appear in the
FAVORITE
STAR SERIES
of twelve productions of two reels each-Westerns and semi-Westerns —
Productions which made these stars what they are to-day.
Ihese attractions will draw exhibitors, like flies, t- honey.
POPULAR
PICTURES AT POPULAR PRICES
For open territory
and foreign rights
address

INDEPENDENT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue
707
TelephoneRoom
Bryant
0499

NOTICE
All

Motion

Picture

rights

to

The Face Upon the Floor
or

The Face Upon the Barroom FU

New York City

f 0tliu>ationa£ U^^tunju^

LOANS

"DANTE'S

^r
Capitol Third Anniversary
^ The Capitol celebrates its third
anniversary next week. S. L.
Rothapfel has arranged as special
program.
Liszt's
"Memorial"
be
the overture
followed
by thewill
news
film. The ballet corps will be seen
in Schumann's "Papillons." , "King
Winter," scenic precedes the feature,
Goldwyn's "The Sin Flood." "Impressions of Vienna," will be given
by the orchestra and ballet corps.
"The Northwest Mounted Police"
and "How Autos Are Made" will
conclude.
The Capitol opened Oct. 24, 1919,
with Douglas Fairbanks in "His

State Right Buyers and Independent Exhibitors!

fuotations
High

"Mr. Brady is very outspoken to his compatriots, declaring that the American trade's
~y,o
of income from foreign sources is enliangcred
by the hostility which America
■iliows to European films. He prophesies
k'reatly improved films in Britain, France and
taly, and hints that this improvement will
l><- associated with a definite campaign for
tlie exclusion of American films unless the
iloors are opened in New York.
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are

fully

protected

by

the

Richard Kipling Enterprises
?-$

Was
Ch

M

If you are

kil

her

Emperof

looking for the

best location in

New York for use
as film exchange,
executive offices, or both,
communicate with Box B-666
care of The Film Daily

Entire floor 10,000 square feet

Ideally laid out
In large corner building
Excellent elevator service
Windows face three streets
Act at once.

COMING?"SOON

PERFECT PICTURES
-NCITHEII
• UT

SCREEN
LIFE'S

NOR

STAOE—

WINDOW

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. ForE. particulars
write
K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307
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gger than "Blood and Sand"

At the Strand, Omaha, "The Old
Homestead" broke the "Blood and
Sand" record. Read this wire:
"Business steadily increased during our ten day run until we had
the best Saturday of the year. It
drew better than 'Blood and Sand.'
Enthusiastically received by press
and public." ^ jj BLANK.
And here's another :—
"'The Old Homestead' established a new record for the week
at the Empire, New Bedford,
Mass. This is remarkable in that
all the theatres opened with new
shows on our fifth day and still we
broke records."
NORMAN H. DIXON.

"The
Old
Homestead"
is
the one picture in all the world that every
human being, old or young, rich or poor,
highbrow or lowbrow, will cry over, and
laugh over, and thrill over.
And here's a friendly tip to exhibitors — PLAY
UP THAT CYCLONE. You can't say too much
about it. It's positively the greatest spectacular
effect ever achieved in motion pictures, and it brings
down the house every time.
Jesse L. Lasky presents a
JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION

d^^
stea
Home
Old
e
"Th
WITH THEODORE ROBERTS
a
Q*icture

George Fawcett, T. Roy Barnes, Harrison
Ford, Fritzi Ridgway. Adapted from
Denman Thompson's play by Perley Poore
Sheehan and Frank Woods. Scenario by
Julian Josephson.
'
.
— -^ ADOLPH
ZUKOn.
0^../rf.»t •
ViFAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION

I

iTHE
tAe BRADSTREET
fjT FILMDOM
XXII

No. 19

7AeU£COCmB6

Authority
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Price 5 Cents

First Steps
Vita's

12 Specials

lert E. Smith Announces Series Of
Features From Novels And
Plays

Will Hays Confers With Educators
About Producing Films for
Classroom Use

jl^itagraph has completed arrangeijhts for filming a series of 12

The first steps toward the production of motion pictures by members
of the Hays organization as a widespread and practical educational force
were taken yesterday by Will Hays
when
try. he held a conference with educational leaders from all over the coun-

j'cial productions taken from novels
,|! plays by well known authors.
}rhe list as announced by Albert
5 Smith, president of this company,

dudes "The Ninety and Nine," by
?msay Morris "Masters of Men,"
I Morgan Robertson, "A Ready
\idc Husband," by Rupert Hughes;
*he Man Next Door." by Emerson
rugh; "Hidden House," by Amelie
^S'es; "The Kidnapped Millionaire,"
) Frederick Upham Adams; "My
^n," by Edith Ellis; "The Man
im Brodney's," by George Barr
^ Cutcheon; "A Shop Girl," by C.
^ and A. M. Williamson; "Steele
) the Royal Mounted," by James
Iver Curwood; "The Tenderfoot,"
)| Alfred Henry Lewis, and "Who's
ho," by Richard Harding Davis.
The Ninety and Nine' and "A
5)p Girl" were released by VitaAll the elements of a great box-offic e attraction are ingeniously mixed in
rlph in 1916, and "The Tenderfoot"
\^ released in 1917, but they will
"Shadows." There are going to be s ome new records made when the pic) photographed again for the new
ture starts its first-run engagements
Don't write but wire your nearest
Al Lichtman exchange. — Advt.
^■ase schedule.
lus
jThis announcement m.arks the
:h- ^y
'1 of several months of strenuous
Goldwyn Buys Film Rights
Lasky Buys Hollsrwood Estate
f(art,"
Smith
have search
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Goldwyn announces the acquisition
vast
fieldsays.
for "We
the material
co
aed in these 12 stories. Each pic of motion picture rights to two plays
Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky
has
i> will receive the greatest care in and one novel. Thomas Hardy's
purchased "The Outpost," a 12-acre
estate, at a price quoted at $160,000.
:;ting, and the production will be
"Tess of the D'Urb'ervilles,'* will be He will build a house of Spanish
) a pretentious scale."
filmed as a Marshall Neilan produc- architecture.
tion. Edward E. Rose's new mystery
Herbert Blache Joins Universal
play, "The Rear Car," has been
Herbert Blache leaves for the bought. The sum of $30,000 has
Beachis Retains
"Spoilers"
Denial
made by
Robert W.
[!:ist on Monday to join the Uni- been paid for Ethel M. Dell's new
7 sal directorial staff.
Priest, representing Rex Beach, of
novel, "Top o' the World." Hugo
report that "The Spoilers" is to
Rallin is filming "Vanitv Fair" for the
be filmed again. According to
E-pworth Bringing "Three Reigns" Goldwyn release with Mabel Ballin Priest, no negotiations have been
'ecil M. Hepworth, pioneer British t; Reck\' .Sharpe.
conducted. Prints of the Selig ver111 producer, will arrive Oct. 24th,
sion of "The Spoilers" are being
bhging with him "Through Three
handled by exchanges under a con•^rank Woods Leaving Paramount
tract which still has a year to run
Eigns," a film record of events
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Priest says.
uler Queen Victoria, King Edward
Hollywood — Frank E. Woods has
a! King George during the past
tendered his resignation effective Nov.
2. years.
Chaplin Classics Get Charter
11 from his position as supervisor-inespecial to THE FILM DAILY)
chief
at
the
Paramount
West
Coast
ioston Exchange Housewarming
Albany — The Chaplin Classics;
Studios.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Inc., incorporated under the laws of
?oston, Mass. — The Franklin Film
"I understand that Woods is plan- the State of New Jersey, was granted
ning to hand a production unit of his a charter by the Secretary of State
C, handling the Warner Bros, prod'.t for New England, entertained own" says Jesse L. Lasky. "Tn leav- to engage in all branches of the moing this corporation after years of
5 exhibitors at the housewarming
tion picture business in this state.
vich signalized the opening of the faithful service he has the best wishes The principal stockholders are:
e hange.
Richard Bennett, Jr., of Brooklyn,
of myself and my associates."
>am Morris represented Warners
It is reported that Thompson and Walter J. Ryan and Peter G.
lis. Al Feinman is also here conBuchanan, who resigned as Wood^' Brennan of New York City. Stanley
d-.ting the newspaper campaign for assistant last week, and Elmer Harris J- Rollo, 117 W. 46th St., Manhattan,
are to be associated in the new pro- has been designated to represent the
tl
liwopening
s State. of "Rags to Riches" at
concern in New York State.
ducing organization.

The object of the conference was to
ascertain the value of the screen for
study and to find out what kind of
pictures will be best adapted to this
A committee was appointed to go
purpose.
into the subject further and report
back at a second conference to be held
in November when it is expected that
alined.
more definite program will be outDr. William Bishop Owen, President of the National Education Association and L. A. Kalback, Acting
Federal Commissioner of Education
were present at the conference.
The Committee appointed by the
National Education Association to
study the question is as follows:
Dr. Charles H. Judd. Director of
the School of Education. University
of Chicago, Chairman; Leonard P.
Ayres. Vice-President of the Cleveland Trust Co.. Cleveland. O.; Elizabeth Breckenridge, Principal, Louisville Normal School, Louisville; Dr.
Ernest L. Crandall, Director of
Visual Instruction, New York Board
of Education; Susan M. Dorsey,
Superintendent of Schools, Los AnSuperHall, Ass't
geles;intendent
Elizabeth
of Schools,
Minneapolis:
Dr. Payson Smith, Commissioner of
Education, Boston.
This Committee together with Dr.
John J. Tigert, Federal Commissioner
of Education. Dr. J. B. Creeden,
President of Georgetown University,
and others will meet with the motion
picture producers at the November
conference.
"Zenda" Holds Over at Capitol

"The Prisoner of Zenda" will hold
next week. "The
at the Capitol
over
originally scheduled to
Sin Flood,"
Golf
open Oct. 22, will open Oct. 29.

Full reports of the Fall Film
found
Toura
GolfPage
on
5. nment will be

i^!^

THE
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Chicago,
111. — George and Harold
Gollos have closed their exchange and
iiave
affiliated
themselves
with
Favorite Players exchange.
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Manager.
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Incorporations
Des Moines, la. — The Community
Opera House Asso., St. Olaf. Capital
$10,000.

Church Bros.
Around
Warner
Heads

Chicago

(Special

to THE
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Chicago — Edwin Silverman, manager of the Selznick exchange, has
been elected president of the Chicago
Film Board of Trade.
To Use Films
Tile National Committee for Better
Films, of the National Board of Review, are formulating a plan for the
use
of
pictures
during
Book Week,
Nov. 12
to 18. Children's
Regent

(Special

Pictures
to THE

Starts

FILM

Filming

DAILY)

Hollywood — Regent Pictures has
started work on "The Drivin' Fool,"
its first iiroduction, at the Christie
studios. Robert Thornby is directand Wallv \'an is playing the
title ing
role.

Friday, October 20, 2j
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Johrmy Mack With Smart Films
A. Johnny Mack is now in charge
of the publicity, advertising and exploitation departments of Smart
Films, Inc. Mack was formerly with
Fox and with Equity.

In the Courts
An

attachment has been grs ei

in the Supreme Court against hi
property of the George Clark ic
tures, Ltd., in a suit of Harry R h
enbach, Inc., on an assigned c n
Talmadges Subject of Book
Mrs. Margaret Talmadge, mother of Harrj' Reichenbach. The 1 e:
of Norma, Constance and Natalie, is stated in an affidavit that he si; a
the author of a new book entitled a contract with the London film n
"The Talmadge Sisters," now going cern on Dec. 21st last, by whic. b
out to book stores. The introduction
was made general manager for k
is by Ellis Parker Butler.
years at 100 pounds a week, k
"Robin
Hood"
Premiere
In Holly- was to get from 10 to 20 per cen ji
wood
the income from all films distribi d
(Special .to THE
FILM
DAILY)
He alleges he was discharged \ h
Hollywood — Every seat was taken out cause on July 4th last. He st :(
that the only property of the dei d
at theDouglas
premiere
of "Robin
Hood"
with
Fairbanks.
Prices
for ant in this State is funds due i n
the first night ranged up to $5.
the
here.Film Booking Office for book j;
"Speed"
Novelized
for Newspapers
"Speed," the new Pathe serial
with Charles Hutchinson, has been
novelized by Herbert Crooker for
newspaper and magazine publication.
Pathe furnishes proof sheets or mats
to editors.
Eastman

Course for Film Organists

(Special to THE

FILM

LOANS

ON

New or Negatives
other
Enquire

Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Room
705 — Wool.

Telephone

Barclay 7940

DAILY)

Rochester. N. Y. — A course in
organ accompanying of motion pictures is now offered by the Eastman
School of Music. The studio for
this course is located in the Eastman theater, which is equipped with
a Wurlitzer orchestral organ. The
regular organ department has for its
use two three-manual teaching
organs and nine two-manual practice
organs. The teachers of this course
are the organists of the theater.

AN INTERVIEW
INVOLVES NO
OBLIGATIONS
You may not need additiom

capital this minute, but it's
mighty good thing to kno'
"Kindly Act Week" Campaign
where to turn to when you d<
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
The "Kindly Act Week" campaign
Here's one financial organizz
St. Louis — Rumors have it that
Albany — Revue Prod., Manhattan.
as publicity stunt for "The
Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, H. Skouras Brothers may take over an- planned
tion
you ought to know abou
Man Whoby Played
God" showing
has been
other theater in St. Louis, when the launched
an invitation
of
Kendler, F. Fischer and E. Gordon.
Let's get acquainted.
deal with Paramount is concluded. I he picture at the Palace, attended by
Portland, Ore.— John K. Wells. The Kings Theater is mentioned in Boy Scout officials and representatives
Capital, $25,000. Incorporators, F. P. the deal. Famous Players Missouri of various religious denominations.
CHROMOS
TRADING CO
Farrell, E. Marshall, V. Vawter and Corp. hav(: the Kings under lease to
During the run of the picture at
1123
Broadway
the Loew interests.
G. Hunt.
the Keith, Moss and Proctor theaters from Oct. 30th to Nov. 6th,
Suite 616
'Phone Chelsea 828
All-British Film Week
$1,000 in prizes will be awarded for
Austin, Texas— The Texas-Okla.
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
I
lie
most
kindly
acts
reported
within
Fair Asso., Wichita. Incorporators,
London — At a meeting of the a mile of each theater.
H. Verschoyle, T. E. Noble and W.
E. Norton.
British Nafl Film League, held
recently, a resolution was adopted,
"Unlimited FaciUties for QuaUty Work"
Albany — Distinctive Pictures Corp., naming the week of April 23rd, 1923,
Manhattan. Capital, $1,000,000. In- as .\11-British Film Week, and elcctSERVING
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE WES'
corporators, A. S. Friend, H. M. nig a committee to make the necessary arrangements.
Hobart, C. S. Hervey. Attorney, F.
One of the several reasons for this
J. Knorr, Albany.
action is to impress upon the
English public, that producers in
Britain can make pictures equal to
tliose of any other country.
Another For Skouras Bros.?

Middle-West Receiver Appointed
fSpecial

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cincinnati, O.— Jacob Stegler has
been appointed receiver of the
Middle-West Film Amusement Co.,
following the suit for receivership
filed by Lawrence Bueche, Sr., president and manager. Bueche says he
has endorsed notes for the company
totalling more than $10,000, which
he alleges the company is making no
effort to repay, and he claims that
the assets, which exceed the liabilities, may be dissipated unless a receiver takes charge,

jShfifcfcrrcf J^iln^ Irabopahpi^
S.M.Tompkins

Phones
Hollywood Sewarct
ir IIandlhmainQ
i/^ IT Street

63/San€{ 694^

/lollywooci Calf/or/tt€x

M^^Ri^on 3ffH.vi E s
Two Continents are
singing the praises of

"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
Cosmopolitan Productions' wonder picture.

At the Criterion Theatre, New York
"When Knighthood Was In Flower" is now in
its sixth week. During that time there has not
been a single vacant seat at any performance
and the turn-a^vay from the box-office has
averaged a thousand daily.

At the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago
"When Knighthood W^as In Flower" opened
October 11th with thousands unable to gain
admittance. In order to accommodate the enormous crowds the doors are now being opened
at 9 A. M. and performances started at 10.30.
Yet thousands are being turned away.

At the Scala Theatre in London
This American-made picture drew such a tremendous crowd at the opening October 2nd that
the police had to hold back the throngs and
traffic was retarded for blocks. It has been
playing to the capacity at the Scala since.

'WhenAlso Knighthood
Was in Flower"
opens for indefinite runs at G; auman's
Rialto, Los Angeles, October 16th; Columbia
Theatre, Washington, October 23rd; Park
Theatre, Boston, October 26th; Garden Theatre,
Milwaukee, October 28; Royal Theatre, Kansas
City, October 29th, with other leading cities
opening as rapidly as possible.

"The most amazingly beautiful picture ever made.'*

— N. Y. Evening Mail

Directed by
ROBERT G. VIGNOLA

Settings by
KXSEPH URBAN

Created ^v
COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
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E. K. LINCOLN
MARTHA MANSFIELD
MRS. RODOLPH VALENTINO
W. H. TOOKER

H
ifif

And a Competent Supporting Cast
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A PRODUCTION THAT
IS TOTALLY
TO ANY OTHER, AND WITH WHICH
ISON CAN BE MADE
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DISSIMILAR
NO COMPAR-

In the Annals of Fitmdom It Must Be Awarded
a Place of Honor

f
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Year!

IT WILL QUALIFY FOR SCREEN HONORS
ABOVE ALL OTHER PRODUCTIONS OF 1922
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The Supreme Effort of True Artistry and One of the Classics
of the Screen,
The First of a Series of Twelve Distinctive
Photo-Plays.
Produced Under the Personal Supervision of
Harry Grossman.
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Film Men Turn Out For Golf Tournament
j

Great Success

"all Film Golf Tournament
Brings
Out Big Crowd at Sound
View
Set with an ideal day, the Fall Film
lOld Tournament held at the Sound
Hew Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.,
iesterday, proved a tremendous suc:;ss.
; This was the third event held under
it auspices of the Film Daily, and
fter 27 holes of golf, and a great
inner, it was voted "the best of all."
; There was something like 104 playig in the afternoon, and about 125
it down to dinner, at which Felix
tist was the toastmaster, and which
as enlivened by many quips from
;.arry Reichenbach.
iThere was a tremendous lot of fun
■hen the prizes were
distributed,
'Specially when the boxes containing
e special secret prizes were opened.
The following
telegram
was
reived from Kenneth Webb :
"Regret that business compels me
cancel entry.
Very disappointed,
jope tournament is biggest success
er."
Among

those present were:

irahams, L., Craftsmen
Lab.
lolphi, John, Whitman
Bennett
Studios,
den, Percy S., M. P. News,
icoate, Jack, The
Film
Daily,
iderson, R. V., International
News.
onson, Al.
ichmann,
J. G., Preferred
Pictures,
■ach, Frank A., United Artists,
nnett, Whitman,
Whitman
Bennett
Studios.
nson, Bernhard, Pathe.
■mstein, David.
itsford, A.
M., Famous
Players,
ady, Hy, Bayside, L. I.
adley, Bill, 123 W.
40th St.
ockell, F. M., Asso.
First Nat'l.
own, Geo., Universal,
yant, Chas., Nazimova
Prod,
irr, Charlie, Master Prod,
itts, Wortliington.
•Imeron, Rudolph, Lambs
Club,
•impbell, H. D., Seaboard Nat'l Bank,
iristie, Chas., care J. D. Williams,
eske, H., 19 W. 44th St.
on, James
A., Film
Daily,
inby, Robert, J., Ivan B. Nordheim Co.
innenberg,
J., Film
Daily,
widson,
Wm.,
care Chas.
Bryant,
Metro.
»y, F. H., care Preferred
Pictures.
; Fabritis, Walter,
Barnes
Printing
Co.
;ibel, C. W., care Motion
Picture
News
(Liberty
Theater,
Youngstown).
Jlenbeck, A. O., Hanflf-Metzger
Co.
unning, Carrol, H. Prizma, Inc.
f ;chmann,
E. A., Pathe, Inc.
■ans, Tom, Evans
Film Co.
■ist, F., Joseph
Schenck.
rber. Jack.
eld, S. B., Eggers Engraving Co.
elds, H. M., Penn. Hotel,
ank, W. B., Asso.
Exhib.
iedman,
Leopold.
itts, John P., A. S. Kane Offices.
.Hup, Geo. B., Hodkinson Corp.
irrett, Sidney,
Inter-Globe
Export
Co.
lylord, Eddie.
raghty, Tom J., Famous Players.
Uett, E. Kendall, M. P. News.
Iroy, Allen, Hodkinson.
Iroy, Foster,
Hodkinson.
ucksman,
Jacob,
care Max
Glucksman.
eene, J. I., Asso.
Exhibitors,
cy, Albert
H., 303 Longacre
Bldg.
iffing, Ed. Stetson,
dick, Earle, O. J. Gude Co.
;dick, Paul, Universal.

Tom Moore, who shoots a mean
ball, gave up the opportunity of be- ;,
coming champion of the District of i
Columbia, to play yesterday. The
District championship was set for
Thursday but Tom tigured the golf
championship was much more un-

The Winners
The winners of the Fall Golf Tournament, held under the
auspices of THE FILM DAILY, at the Sound View Golf
Club, Great Neck, are as follows:
Low Net (Reuben Samuels, Inc. Trophy), Earl Hammons,
with a score of 69.
Low Net Runner-Up
Wilson.

portant.
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe
News, not only was on hand to superintend the photographing o£ the
special reel, but did the best he could
on the links.
He had a busy day.

(Pathe Exchange Trophy), George C.

Low Gross (Warner Bros. Trophy), and Low Gross RunnerUp (Motion Picture News Trophy), a tie between Tom Moore
and C. W. Diebel.
Winner to be decided by a toss-up.
Winner of Leg on FILM DAILY Trophy, Earl Hammons.

Many of the crack shooters of the
Famous Players outfit failed to appear, but A. M. Bottsford, who is
one of their best, was out early.

Winner of Duffer Prize, the Rubye de Remer goat, Charles
R. Rogers, with a score of 218.

Hall, Frank G.
Harper,
H. W., Newark.
Hammons,
E. W., Educational Film Exch.
Healey,
A. Vitagraph.
Henry,
T, Y., United
Artists.
Howells.
Benj. F., David
P. Howells,
Inc.
Hurn, H. H., Hodkinson.
Hurst, Wm., O'Hagen, Whitman
Bennett.
Johnston,
Wm.,
M. P. News.
Jones, Aaron,
(Not
Playing).
Kahn,
Ralph,
Famous
Players.
Kane.
A. S., Asso.
Exhib.
King,
Henry,
Inspiration
Pictures.
Kohn,
Stuart
M., Howell
Sales Co.
Lewis, Edgar.
Loew,
David,
Metro.
Loew. Arthur, Metro.
Loughborough,
J. M., First Nat'l.
Lynch.
Tony.
MacEwen. John, Wyanoake Publishing Co.
MacLoon,
Louis, Morosco.
McConnell,
Fred., Universal.
McFarlane, Wm., care Felix Feist.
McGovern,
T., Evans
Film
Lab.
McGovern,
Chas.,
126 W.
46th St.
.Marcus,
Lee., F. B. O.
ilastbaum,
Jules,
Stanley
Co. of America.
Meador,
Jack, Metro.
Milligan, W. P., M. P. World.
Milligan,
James,
M. P. World.
Morgan,
Oscar A., Cosmopolitan.
Mooney, Paul, Louis B. Mayer Prod.
Moore.
Tom,
Rialto
Theater.
Morrissev,
Raymond,
White
Studios.
Morrissey,
Frank,
100 William
St.
Noble,
John
W., Sound
View
Golf Club.
Nortli, Bobby,
Apollo
Exchange.
Northrup,
Stanton,
J., Exh.
Trade
Review.
Pawley,
Raymond,
Hodkinson.
Pearson,
E. R., Pathe, Inc.
Perrin, Dwight, N. Y. Tribune.
Reed, Luther A., Metro.
Reichenbach,
Harry, Louis B. Mayer Prod.
Riley, W. J.. Cine-Mundial.
Ritchey,
J. V,, Ritchey
Litho.
Rollo, Stanley, J., Clark Cornelius
Corp.
Rothenberg,
F. N., Wyanoake
Pub.
Co.
Rothstein,
Nat., F. B. O.
Rogers,
Chas. R., 1493 Broadway.
Ryan, James,
Fox.
Salsburg,
Henry
L., Famous
Players.
Samuels.
Reuben.
Sax, Sam.,
L., Weber
& liobbv
North.
Schmid, Alfred
R.
Schmidt,
Artie, Universal.
Schreiber, Win, Ascher
Bros.
Schnitzer,
Joe, F. B. O.
Schwab,
Frank
M., Wm.
Fox
Circuit
of
Theaters.
Seeman,
Clark
Cornelius
Corp.
Seery, Roy,W. First
Nat'l.
Seymour,
F., Hodkinson.
Seligsberg,
W.
N.,
Seligsberg,
Lewis
&
Rothschild.
Sheldon, E. Lloyd, Metro.
Sloman, Edward.
Small, Edward.
Smith,
J. Boyce.
Smith,
E. L., Inspiration
Pictures.
Smith,
Cortlandt,
M. P. Producers & Dist.
Assn.
Stebbins, Arthur.
Stokes, James S., Jr.
Storey, Jack, Pathe.
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing Co.
Tierney,
A. S., Eckart
Insurance
Co.
UfFner, Geo. D., Universal.
Vogel,
William.

Jules Mastbaum brought a party
over from Philadelphia including Al

Drives and Puts
"It's a shame to get a man up this
early in the morning," said Marcus
Loew, who arrived promptly at nine.
"But I wouldn't miss it for anything
in Earl
the world."
Hammons, of Educational, had
with him as his guest over night at
the club, Charles Christie, of the
Christie Comedies, and mumble peg
and other childish diversions killed
the long hours of the night.
C. W. Diebel of the Liberty,
Youngstown. Ohio, travelled all the
way to see how well he could match
his skill along side of Tom Moore,
who is the greatest exponent of golf
among the exhibitors. Diebel thinks
they should have a tournament every
other week.
Everybody missed "Butch," otherwise Abe Warner, Warner Bros.,
whose genial good nature and winning smile have made him always
welcome at these events. He had
the sympathy of everyone, however,
because he was way out in California,
and all alone.
The Committee had great difficulty
in keeping the players from breaking

Boyd
that
New
back

andwould
J. O'Brien.
Al Boyd
he
never come
oversaid
to
York if he didn't take a prize
to the Quaker City.

J. V. Ritchey of the Ritchey Lithographing Co., was disappointed. He
gave the Duffer's Cup last spring, and
wanted to give another one, but the
offer came too late.
■ Harley Ivnoles who has been making pictures abroad, telephoned early
that he was going to be on hand for
the afternoon round, and show everybody how it was done in old England.
Attached to the menu was a slip
which many diners signed, indicating
their desire to join the Film Golf
Association. This organization which
is to be formed, will hold two tournaments a year, and will also have a
"get-together" at
one
of the
N. Y. hotels.
mid-winter
special
A telegram was received from Abe
Warner of Warner Bros, who was
San Gabriel
playing yesterday at the Par
for the
Golf Club, Hollywood.
reported a
Warner
73.
course is
Warner
97. will
Felix
Feist
miss wired
me but"I'm
let sure
him
score of
else." of the Whitsomebody Hurst,
pick
Wm.on O'Hagen
man Bennett organization, came all
the way from Canada to play in the
tournament. He turned in a fairly

good
was much favorable comment
Therescore.
on the efficient way in which the
tournament was conducted. Special
in and playing "tip-top golf," a diversion which can cost a lot of money if praise went to the Prize Committee
for the selection of special prizes and
the top rolls wrong.
Mrs. Earl Hammons, when she saw trophies.
the big collection of prizes and
Coast Stuff
trophies — there were over 70 — told
her husband that if he wanted to have
Charles Christie annoimced
asomething.
happy home, he'd better return with
yesterday that immediately
upon his return to the coast,
he would take up with the film
Walsh, C. K. D., Prizma, Inc.
folk, the idea of having a West
Warner,
Harry,
Warner
Bros.
Coast Tournament played semiWarner.
Ernest
J., 1476 Broadway.
anually on the same days when
Webb,
Kenneth,
Whitman
Bennett
Studios.
the New York tournament
Weiss, Alfred W., 215 W. 98th St.
White,
Edward,
White Studios.
takes place.
Winick,
Lesley,
I., 71 West
23rd
Wilson,
Geo. C., Rivoli Theater.
Williams,
J. D., First National.
Vates,
H.,
Republic
Lab.

St.

Details of the events will be found
elsewhere on this page.

Special
be awarded for the prizes
coast will
to coast
event,
and scores, and handicaps will
be telegraphed.
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
uour ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Moves Style Show From Store
Elyria, O. — H. Georgeople made
tlie most of liis opportunities during
the run of "Nice People" at the Grand
when he transferred the entire style
show from the Lewis department
store to the stage of his theater every
evening. The tie-up boosted business
for theater and for the store.
Use Foreign Language Daily
Philadelph a, Pa. — Nine neighborhood theaters which draw from the
Jewish section of the city, the Grand,
Philadelphia, Jackson, Poplar, Grant,
Park, Jefferson, Hippodrome and
Franklin, decided to co-operate in advertising in The Jewish World, the
only Yiddish newspaper in Philadelphia, in return for publicity. The
papers gives the theaters a column
every day with a one column cut.
On Friday the cut is two columns.
The publicity is written by Eli M.
Orowitz, Paramount exploiteer at the
Philadelphia
exchange.
Teaser Ad and Dodgers
Springfield, 111. — Attention was called to the man distributing dodgers

Novelty Street Ballyhoos
Pasadena, Gal. — Has had its introduction to street ballyhoos, while
"The Masquerader" was playing at
the Strand. The manager constructed a compo board reproduction of the
cover of the book, "The Masquerader," seven feet tall, made with
castors underneath so that the pilot,
who was entirely concealed, could
move swiftly. At first glance the
ballyhoo had every appearance of an
inanimate Dinosauria, thereby attracting large crowds.
Aeroplane Distributes Teasers
Milwaukee, Wis. — Manager Weisfeldt of the Strand had an aeroplane
distribute teaser cards reading "S.O.S.
Help. They've got me up in the
air. Hurricane's Gal" during the run
of "Hurricane's Gal." He made sure
of his publicity by sending up Miss
Downie Downer, a feature writer for
a Milwaukee paper, in the plane. She
wrote
a column describing a thrill a
day.
The aeroplane was provided free of
charge by the Curtis Co. The entire
stunt cost only $60.

Friday, October 20, 19;
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New Stage for Brooklyn Strand
A new stage setting has just been
completed, for the Brooklyn Strand,
and will be installed in a few days.
Under the new regime a larger stage
will be created, and new scenic effects
constructed.
To Film Charles XII of Sweden
(Soecial

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Stockholm, Sweden — Productions
will begin soon on a film version of
the life of King Charles XII, perhaps the greatest national hero of
Sweden's history.
U. S. Uses Films to Stimulate Trade
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington, D. C. — The Bureau
of Mines and the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce are cooperatinguse
with American
turers in the
of motion manufacpictures
as silent salesmen to stimulate trade
with foreign countries.
Special "Oliver Twist" Showings
Trade showings of Jackie Coogan's
"Oliver Twist," will be held in every
key efit
city
in the country for the benof exhibitors.
Max Roth, one of the Coogan representatives, isalready on tour to
visit each First National exchange
and do the preliminary work for the
showings. The exchange manager
will send the invitations to exhibitors.

Theater Changes

^ 1

Beaver Falls, Pa.— Ben Wall
has taken over the Lyceum, forme
conducted by Sam Hanauer.
Third St. Th.l
1 number of loil
— The
terEaston,
has beenPa.sold
to aDr. H. C. Fisl I
residents, headed by
Weatherly,
Pa.— Dr. G. I. Sa
mons, owner of the Campbell is
pairing and redecorating the house.
Vancouver, Can. — R. E. Berry w
recently bought the New Kitsilai
has re-opened the house after exte
sive alterations.
Rome, N. Y.— The Star, located
t
N. James St. has been bought by t
Carroll Theater
Amus.
Co. Alb( .
Kaufman was the former owner,

I

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Wm. DevO|
shire has bought a house on State J
Devonshire is a salesman for Far
mount.

Schuylkill Haven, Pa. — The Uniq
operated by Perry & Bone has bei^
sold to Edgar Brown, owner of t'
Garden, in Pottsville.
Philadelphia— The
theater at N
4024 Girard Ave., has been sold '
C. Livingston, subject to the monl
gages of $60,000.
.1

St. Louis — H. Chouteau paid $31(
000 for the Odeon Theater and offii
Public Painting Stunt
He
will
spend
sever
Harrythree
Rathner
Roth's building.
days will
later, follow
and supervise
St. Louis, Mo. — Exploitation for tour,
thousand dollars on the house for r
I modeling.
"Blood and Sand" playing at three the actual presentations.
Skouras Houses, the New Grand
"If you see a tall dark man of aristocratic
bearing in a Prince Albert coat and top hat Central, the West End Lyric, and the
Capitol Theaters, held up traffic in the
please notify Harry Thornton
(address)."
A man dressed to fit this description center of the town every day for a
distributed the dodgers. The ad served week and advertised the picture to at
to keep people on the look-out least a quarter of a million people.
for him, and many people telephoned
A Mike Vogel, Paramount -xThornton which gave him a chance ploiteer,
tied up the Shapleigh Buidto tell them about "The Mas- ing to erect a 24-sheet stand on the
second story ledge. A scaffold was
querader."
built in front of it, on which stood an
"Rich Men's Wives" Boost
artist who painted signs and the portrait of Rodolph Valentino taken
Philadelphia — Five pretty blondes,
choosen from 200 applicants, gave se- from a model drossed as a toreador.
date Philadelphia a thrill when, be- The artist painted a bit of each letter
decked in butterfly costumes, they with the result the crowd was contoured the business section on foot,
tinually wondering what it was all
disbursing chocolate as a stunt for about. This served to hold them to
Number Four
"Rich Men's Wives" when that pic- the very last minute of the demonstration.
ture played at the Aldine.
The girls were dressed in bright
gold costumes, with flowing capes Red Auto Brings in $100.
and nattv knickers, carrying baskets
Mt. Vernon, Wash. — R. K. Dunham, manager of the Rex used a
draped in gold cloth to match their
simple,
inexpensive means of exploitoutfits. The words, "Rich Men's
Wives" appeared on the baskets, and mg "When Romance Rides."
He took his automobile, gave it a
on ribbons worn by the girls.
Ben Amsterdam, of the Master- new coat of red paint with a sign
piece Film Attractions, arranged painted in white on each side and on
with the H. O. Wilbur and Sons Co., the back. The wheels were also
to cooperate by donating 25,000 bars painted white. On the rear of the
of almond chocolate which ordinarily car was painted the name of the
sell at five cents apiece. These bars photoplay and the name of the novel
were wrapped with a bright yellow from which it was adapted. The ads
folder on which was imprinted on each side gave the name of the
"Food For Thought For 'Rich Men's theater, the date of showing, and a
Wives.' " Under the wrapper was descriptive phrase in addition to the
placed a smaller card announcing title.
The red automobile was driven
the engagement at the Aldine.
The unusual success of the stunt through the city for several days and
was evidenced at the box-office of attracted much attention. Mr. Dunthe Aldine, where the theater manham considers that, from the exagement stated, the first days receipts
penditure of $9, he added a hundred
exceeded those for any other picture dollars to his receipts for the two day
showing.
at the house in eight months.
during the run of "The Masquerader"
at the Princess, by Manager Harry
Thornton, who inserted a teaser ad
in the dailies reading:

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

Its information is so comprehensive and valuable that one might

call it the Bible of the Industry.

Ernest Shipman

Out Jan. 1 St- Bigger and Better Than Ever
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Four Nick Carter's Finished
];w Nat'I Non-Theatrical
Feature
To Distribute
(Special
to THE FILM"Hoxies"
DAILY)
The first four of the series of 12
A'ational Non-Theatrical Motion
Jctures has secured from the Tem- Nick Carter stories being produced
Syracuse — The Qualtoplay Film Co.
have secured the Jack Hoxie Series
f Producing Co. the five-reel feat- by John J. Glavey for Murray W. for
Northern New York.
Garsson
Inc.
have
been
completed.
i." "Johnny Ring and the Captain's
S'ord" in which Rev. Dr. Russell They are "The Spirit of Evil," "UnOhio Rights Sold
I Conwell plaj's a leading role. It
seen Foes," "A Game of Craft" and
\ 1 be released immediately.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Last Call."

Columbus, O. — Ohio rights to "Ten
Gets Big Church Films
Nights in a Barroom," have been
National Non-Theatrical Motion bought by Sandor Weiss, a theater
^ittsburg — A deal was recently Pictures, Inc., has acquired 45,000 owner. The territory on this production is now sold one hundred per cent.
csed between Arrow and H. C. feet of films, made in behalf of the
Siieral, of the H. C. Simeral Co., Interchurch World Movement showWeber-North Sale
v^ereby the latter will distribute
ing native life religious customs and
a)ut 28 features and 12 comedies, in ceremonials in the lands where
J. J. Schrempp, of the Schrempp
V'stern Penn. and West. Va.
American missionary work is in Film Co., St. Louis, has bought territorial rights to "The Curse of
progress.
Exchanges Reciprocate
Drink,' for Eastern Missouri and
Southern
Illinois from L. Lawrence
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buy Reelcraft Negatives
Weber and Bobby North.
.eattle. Wash. — The Reliance DisThe Export & Import Film Co.,
ti'Uting Corp. will handle the InterNew Hollywood Company
sl e Film Exchange product in this Inc., has bought negatives of 160 one(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tfitory. In return, Interstate will reel and two-reel subjects formerly
d ribute Reliance product from its owned by Reelcraft, now in bankHollywood — A new producing comruptcy. Stars include Billy West,
Siikane and Portland branches.
has been formed by Burr Nickle
Texas Guinan, Alice Howell, Billy to be panyknown
as Burr Nickle Prod.
Franey,
Matty
Roubert,
George
Clark
[ Smart Films, Inc., Starts
A series of 12 productions will be
and Milbun Moranti.
made to be released one a month,
!mart Films, Inc., a new producin and distributing organization,
beginning Nov. 1.
Independent Buys Star Series
Kch will operate its own exchange
Indeoendent Pictures Corp., of 729
Foreign Sales
:cering the Greater New York terriry, has opened offices at 723 7th 7th Ave., has purchased a series of
Foreign sales on the Lon Chaney
h!f. E. Marks Behrman, formerly two reel productions featuring Lionel feature, "Flesh and Blood," are anwh Selznick and Universal, is man- Barrymore, Lillian Gish, Henry
nounced by Irving Lesser, eastern
igr of productions as well as ex- Walthall, Mae Marsh and Harry manager of Principal Pictures Co.
:fige manager.
David P. Howells, for continental
Carey for re-issue to state rights
Europe, Wardour Films, Ltd., of
^ reduction has been started at the buyers.
jndale studios of a series of comindependent also plans to produce London for Great Britain. Associated
bos featuring Billy West and di- features and has purchased three First National Exhibitors, Ltd., for
•eed by Will Morrissey. The re- stories, "Blind Parents," "Mate and Australiasian countries and John
e;ing schedule calls for one comedy Checkmate" and "Does Marriage Kunzler of Societa Cinematografico
for South America.
!vy two weeks.
Simeral Get Arrows

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paj ?"

A REPUTABLE

Exhibitors Start Exchange
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Francisco— The Western States
Film
Exchange,
Inc., owned
and
controlled by exhibitors, is now operating with 25 features.
Live wire salesman and sales-manager desires to make connection.
Possess years of experience handling everything from advertising and
publicity to consummating final negotiations on states-right productions.
Addess Box B-172— Film Daily.

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

IF YOU TAKE EXPERT OPINION
"It is timely and reads like
a visualization of the back page
of a newspaper which features
rum running along the border.
The cast is unknown, but the
players contribute first rate
performances. A good pro—M. P. News
gram offering."
YOU MUST TAKE

"Beware of the law"
FOR YOUR

TERRITORY

JAWITZ PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Bryant 9444

PRODUCTION

They say a man is known by the company he keeps.
Hence a film production
must be known by the theatres it plays and the exchanges who distribute it

LON CHANEY in "FLESH AND BLOOD"
Leading Theatres Everywhere

CHICAGO
TIVOLI
1 „. .
,,,
r Chicago, 111.
RIVIERA
\
HOWARD
AVON, Decatur, 111.
LOEWS,
Indianapolis
RIALTO, Milwaukee
CALIFORNIA,
Los Angeles
STRAND,
San Francisco
MOORE'S
RIALTO, Washington
ENTIRE U B. O. CIRCUIT,
New York
LOEW
CIRCUIT, New York
POLI
CIRCUIT,
Pennsylvania
MODERN
& BEACON,
Boston
LYNCH ENTERPRISES— Entire South
RIALTO, Atlanta, Ga.
OLD MILL, Dallas, Tex.
STRAND,
Birmingham, Ala.
PALACE,
El Paso, Tex.
A. H. BLANK
CIRCUIT, Des Moines,
Iowa, and Nebraska
LIBERTY,
SacramentCN Calif.
LIBERTY,
Stockton, Calif.
MISSION, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Irving M. Lesser
Loew State Building, New York

I

RIALTO
THEATRE,
Long Beach. Calif.
RIALTO THEATRE,
San Diego, Calif.
LIBERTY,
Seattle
MAJESTIC,
Portland, Ore.
BIJOU,
Green Bay
MENOMINEE,
Menominee,
Mich.
TEMPLE,
Sault Ste. Marie
KEITH'S,
Providence, R. I.
GRAPHIC,
Bangor, Me.
MAJESTIC,
Hartford. Conn.
REGENT,
So. Norwalk, Conn.
PLAZA, Salem, Mass.
CAPITOL.
Lynn, Mass.
STRAND,
Lawrence,
Mass.
STRAND,
Lowell, Mass.
BIJOU, VENTNOR, Atlantic City
CAPITOL, Atlantic City
CARMAN,
Philadelphia
GERMANTOWN.
Philadelphia
ASTOR, Philadelphia
ALHAMBRA,
Canton, Ohio
HIPPODROME, Youngstown, Ohio
WALDORF,
Akron. Ohio

WESTERN

Leading Exchanges Everywhere

COMMONWEALTH
FILM
CORP.,
New York
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS EXCHANGE,
Chicago
EASTERN
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.,
Boston
STANDARD
FILM SERVICE CO., Cleveland
MIDWEST
DISTRIBUTING
CO., Milwaukee
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., Atlanta
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., Dallas
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., New Orleans
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., Oklahoma
City
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., St. Louis
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., Kansas City
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO., Omaha
DE LUXE FEATURE FILM CO., Seattle
H. LIEBER
CO., Indianapolis
ALL STAR FEATURE DISTRIBUTORS,
San Francisco
ALL STAR FEATURE DISTRIBUTORS,
Los Angeles
STRAND
FILM SERVICE, Washington,
D. C.
.
NU ART FILM CORP., Buffalo
20TH CENTURY
FILM CO., Philadelphia
FEDERATED
FILM
CORP.,
Pittsburgh
STANDARD FILM SERVICE, Detroit
STANDARD FILM SERVICE, Cincinnati
.

Distributed by
PICTURES EXPLOITATION

CO.

Mike Rosenberg

5528 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

,
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1stNewspaper
Nat'l Editors
Survey
What
Think

of
Business Conditions And
The Outlook
Following will be found excerpts
from the survey made by Asso. First
National, of business conditions
throughout the country. The survey
was made from newspaper editors
and publishers.

"Little
(Special

Church"

to THE

FILM

Cast
DAILY)

Hollywood — The following principal players have Ijceu engaged for
"The Little Church Around the Corner" now in production by Warner
Brothers:
Bessie Love, Claire Windsor, Marguerite Sedden, Hdbart Bosworth,
Walter Long, Alec Francis, Cyril
Chadwick and Winter Hall.

Friday, October 20, Hi

Denver Building Nearly Finished
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

'•

Managerial

Chang

;

Little Rock,
Ark.— Albah
Wi
Denver, Col. — The exclusive filrti is now managing the Majestic.
building at Broadway and 21st St.,
costing $125,000, according to E. S:
Ottowa,
111. — Gene
Crawford
Goldstof and Charles Ginsberg, thq
opened the Utica.
owners, is nearly completed. It
Ann Arl)or, Mich.— G. H. H
will be occupied by the First Na-i
tional. Universal, F. B. C, Metro, will manage the Majestic, recently
and Select exchanges, and by the
Denver Theater Supply Co.
opened.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa — D. E. Ar
and M. L. Dickson are now manag
Plan Winnipeg Theater Week
the Mt. Pleasant.

NEW JERSEY
Marc P. Dowdell, The Times, Trenton :
Sacred Films Engage Educator
Unemployment situation remedied to the ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tent of about 17 per cent, according to figures
compiled by Trenton Chamber of Commerce
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Burbank,
Cal. — Larry Weingarten.
Unemployment probably will not be much of
a factor this year because recovery of local manager of Sacred Films, Inc., anWinnipeg, Can. — The Manitoba
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Sid L
business has been at rate of 2''^ to 3% a
nounces the inauguration of an edu- Exhibitors Ass'n has definitely de-l rcnce has left First National to n
mopth
and
is
still
contintn'ncr.
Industries
cational department which will func- cided to stage a "Go to the theater";
which have been slow to feel pickup now
tion in connection with the presenta- week in Winnipeg in November. G. age the I sis and Idle Hour.
showing its cflFects. Cost of living has retion of their Bible films in theaters, De Grandcourt, of Fox Film Corp.,
duced from peak but is still 150^^ higher
than 1913. Slight trend upward at present. churches and schools. Dr. Edgar J
Sheyboygan, Wis. — W. A. Schi
Retail sales of staple commodities have in- Banks, formerly of Harvard and the is chairman of the committee ap- former owner of the Orpheum
pointed to make arrangements. Will
creased. Business men and hankers optiMenasha, has opened the Orphi
Univ. of Chicago, will have direct Hays has been asked to visit Winni- here.
mistic but do not look for big boom.
NEW
YORK
supervision of the new department.
peg during the week.
George J. Hurst, editor Daily Financial
America, financial publication : Cormtry is
choked with gold. This is the backing of
both our currency and credit mediums. As
we only need about 40 billions of both of
these and at present have sufficient gold to
extend them to over 100 billions, our. needs
are more than amply covered. The danger
of inflation is. however, our greatest menace.
Human nature is still subject to the temntafion of extravagance. From present indications we will have bumper crops at fair prices
This means comfort for 12.000.000 of our
agriculturalists and raw materials for SO^'r
of our factories. The buying power thus
engendered will reflect itself in almost every
other line of our activity. The cost of living
will in my opinion go up again. Tn fact it is
now higher than on January 1. 1922. This
is attributable to our plethora of money and
'ack of real teadership both politicallv and
industrially. With plenty in our till we
prone to give wav too easilv to demands we
must know are harmful. Unemployment is
decreasing. Those out of work to-day are
mostly strikers who choose to be idle. This
'loes not hold in the marine shipping lines.
The outlook generally is optimistic and soundly so.
NORTH
CAROLINA
C. R. Sumner. The Charlotte Herald.
Charlotte : Unemnloyment situation in North
Carolina materially impioved. according to
observations in connection with the Herald,
which is the largest labor oaner in the State,
lousiness situation will continue to imnrove.
because the farmer and the cotton mills are
getting in better condition every day. Per
capita income has decreased due to peculiar
situation in which the farmer was placed
by the so-called "Deflation" policy
Charlotte. J. S. Parham. editor The Observer : Unemployment situation remedied,
according to reports of local. State and
National agencies and local first-hand observation. Improvement in business outlook
nromised. So far as Charlotte and this
State are concerned, city and vicinity are in
midst of building boom which is hardlv
more than well started. Millions to be snent
here in building, in addition to other millions
in highways, which are being constructed
thronp-hout the State as well as around
Charlotte. Cost of living slip-htlv lower Ret,nil sales of stanle commodities have increased. Pusiness men and bankers optimistic
except so far as relates to present rail and
coal strike situations. That is the only anoarent clo"d on the business improvement
horizon. _ Prospects of good crop yields in
this territorv augment the General drift to•yard bt'siness normalcv. Average cost of
living slit^htlv lower. Retail sales of stanle
commodt'ties
have increased.
.. Pusiness
men
and
bankers optimistic
and believe
conditions
Produced by
and business will imnrove slowly but steadily.
Distributed by
OREGON
O. C. T^ester. managing editor The Telegram. _Portland; Unemnlovment situation
remedied ; nlentv of work in Orepon. Demand in logging camps and lumber mills
I'ard to safisfv. Farmers unable to find
enough help. Cost of living lower: retail
sales of stanle commodities have increased.
B.P. Schulberg' -Pres J.CB&chmar.i5-7r«K.
576fifthavenue(^')newyork city
T.ocal business men and bankers a littile hit
more ontimistic. Great drawback to com•itefe rpcoverv in our State is low price of
.Tgricultural products.

It affords us pleasure to announce

"MOTHERS-IN-LAW"
has been added to the Hst of coming
Preferred Pictures

Now being prepared for production

PREFERRED
PICTURES-Ihc.

Additional excerpts will appear in
following issues.
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CLARENCE
Paramount
A TAILOR-MADE

THE
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Will Rogers in . . . .THE

HORSEMAN
Page 5

C, S. Clancy Prod. — Hodkinson
THE
Sanford — State

MAN
Page 3
DERBY

Jewel-Universal

Rights

BETTER

MAN
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Warner Bros, buy film rights to "Beau Brummell,"
"Cornered" and "How to Educate a Wife."
Eric von Stroheim reticent on plans for the future.
Richard Walton Tully plans to film "Trilby."
Paul
Swift Corp.
gc)es from Famous Players to Associated
Booking
J. for
E. Brulatour
gets film
rights to "Lawful Larceny"
Tues
Hope Hampton.
day

at

Terms (Postage free), United States, Outside of Greater New York,
^10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.

Charles Ray in
United Artists

News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines

Entries for Fall Film Golf Tournament
date.

total 120 to

Hays turns down F. J. Cubberly's suggestion to nave
purchase of potatoes advocated on screen to alleviate bad business conditions in Northwest.
Amalgamated Exchanges of America, Inc., announces
franchise holders.
D. W. Griffith, Inc., and Assoc. First National Pictures, Inc., join Hays organization.
P. A. Powers sails for Europe.
Wednesday
Wardour Films, Ltd., take over distribution of American Releasing product for British Isles.
U. S. Supreme Court denies Binderup's petition for
writ of certiorari to have his $750,000 suit against
Pathe and Omaha Filrri Board of Trade reviewed.
Theatrical producers scrutinize screen for infringement of mystery plays.
Thursday
W. T. McLaren new president of Michigan M. P. T. O.
Richmond Film Prod., Inc., start production at Staten
Island studio.
"American film industry stabilized," Howells declares
in London interview.
American Releasing Corp. concludes deal with Max
Glucksmann for South American distribution.
Missouri M. P. T. O. convention opens.
Percy L. Waters offered important post with Associated Booking.
Wm. A. Brady discusses plan for co-operative distribution in America by Fr
foreign
iday producers.
Chester R. Baird dies.

10

Fall Film Golf Tournament held at Sound View Golf
Club, Great Neck, proves great success.
Ethel Clayton in
IF I WERE QUEEN
Hays organization confers with educators about makFilm Booking Offices
Page 1 1
ing films for classroom use.
Vitagraph announces 12 specials adapted from novels
and plays.
Frank Mayo in
WOLF
LAW
iFrank E. Woods resigns as supervisor-in-chicf at Par.
,
v>
iA / amount Hollvwood studios.
Universal
i-age i^ f chaplin Classics, Inc., get
New York charter.
Saturday
Milton Sills in
THE FORGOTTEN LAW
Max Graf Prod. — Metro
Short Reels

Page 16
Page

15

Lawyers
T. O.by C.Hays
C.'s organization.
failure to accept
uniform ]:)lamed
contractfordrawn
Associated
ent" films.Booking policy — will play big "independ-

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the goodJ** — Benjamin Franklin,
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Stage Play Makes Fine Screen Entertainment
Wallace Reid in
"CLARENCE"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
WiUiam De Mille
AUTHOR
Booth Tarkington
SCENARIO BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Guy Wilky
..Genuine wholesome entertainAS A WHOLE
ment that can be depended upon to amuse
everyone; a really good picture
STORY
From the stage play; slight but interesting situations that provide first rate comedy
business

DIRECTION

Very good; has caught the atmosphere of the play and tells story in smooth,
well sustained manner.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Standard
PLAYERS
An unusually fine cast with Wallace
Reid doing his best work in months; May McAvoy pleasing and Agnes Ayres also; others
Kathlyn Williams, Ed. Martindel, Robert
Agnew, Adolphe Menjou
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ex-soldier enters
rich man's household and smooths out all the
wrinkles in its domestic imhappiness
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,146 feet
Clara Beranger's adaptation of Booth Tarkington's
stage play oflfers one of the most entertaining features
so far this Fall. "Clarence" is as interesting and
amusing a picture as anyone could ask for and a good
deal of credit is due William De Mille for the manner
in which he has handled the material and for the excellent cast selected. Three of Paramount's most
popular star's handle the principal parts — Wallace
Reid in the title role, with Agnes Ayres and May
McAvoy next in importance.

Wallace Raid's performance as
edly the best thing he has done
certainly different from anything
and a pleasant variation from
for which he is usually cast. In

Clarence is undoubtin months and it is
he has done recently
the romantic roles
the ill-fitted uniform

and rimmed glasses, Wallie's admirers will have a hard
time recognizing him at first but they will probably
all agree that the star gives an interesting and amusing
interpretation as the ex-service man. May McAvoy
is very pretty and does good work and Agnes Ayres
is always appealir^g. The entire cast is well suited
and thoroughly capable.
The adaptation adheres closely to the stage version
and Director De Mille has used good judgment in not
attempting any elaboration upon the original. The
development is smooth and the story moves at a good
pace with the laughs properly distributed. Wallie's
introduction is one of the best comedy bits — where he
sits in Mr. Wheeler's offices and unknown to the
others is the sole spectator of the family row. Later
Clarence's kidnapping of Wheeler's daughter from
the secretary with whom she elopes, offers a good
laugh and the finale in which the governess wins his
heart much to the sorrow of the other feminine admirers, isanother good bit.
It is a bright, amusing picture and offers a first rate
entertainment. It is not composed of weighty situations or particularly strong ones, but it makes for a
sary.
genuinely amusing picture and that is all that is necesStory : Clarence, an ex-service man; is employed by
Mr. Wheeler for odd jobs about his home. There is
general disorder in the Wheeler household with Mrs.
Wheeler complaining about her husband's neglect,
the daughter, Cora, planning an elopement with her
father's secretary and the son, Bobby, in trouble with
the maid because he kissed her. As a side line, Mrs.
Wheeler is jealous of the pretty governess, Violet.
How Clarence's entrance into the household changes
things, will have to be seen to be appreciated.

They'U Like "Clarence" and Reid So Let Them Have It
Box 0£Bce Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here is one that you will surely want to get so put it
right down on your list before you forget it. "Clarence" is good entertainment and when there is one
like it available don't let it get by you. You can make
promises for it. Tell them "Clarence" is Wallace
Reid at his best and let them know it is different from
the usual Reid pictures. Do your best to get them interested and you won't regret it. It should draw a
iull house.

Use Booth Tarkington's name prominently and let
them know that the picture is an adaptation of his
stage play which ran last winter in New York. Use
plenty of stills in the lobby and catchlines to let them
know what the story is about. The title itself is not
sufficient so you will have to use publicity means to
let them know about it.
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Should Bring Charles Ray Back Where
Charles Ray in
"A TAILOR-MADE MAN"
United Artists
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMEN
Meehan

Joseph DeGrasse
James Henry Smith
Albert Ray
George Rizard and George

AS A WHOLE
Good entertainment though it
could be cut to advantage
STORY
Not worth the tremendous price paid
for it, but offers good picture material especially
after they get it going
DIRECTION
At times very good but allows interest to drag through excess footage
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Sure to please his admirers; works hard
to make you like it
SUPPORT
A big cast; all pretty well suited
EXTERIORS
Not many except those around
docks
INTERIORS
,
Suitable
DETAIL
Occasionally overdone
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young tailor's
apprentice wins place in society and business
through unusual faculty of "getting there"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,469 feet
Except that it takes too long to get going, and too
much is made of trifling incidents "A Tailor-Made
Man" is a mighty good picture. It will probably do
more to bring Charley Ray back to where he once
stood than anything he has had for a very long time.
It is full of good stuff after the first two or three reels,
which only tend to drag the story, haven't very much

He Belongs

to do otherwise, and could easily be trimmed a lot.
Once, however, the young pants presser gets going in
social circles the picture moves splendidly to a reat
finish, which is heightened by a very clever chase with
a lot of Doug Fairbanks thrills in it.
This picture should prove one thing to Ray and his
associates — that the quicker they get to earth and use
a good director, the better Ray will go. When he was
directing Charles Ray wasn't as good an actor as
when someone else directed. Perhaps Joseph DeGrasse was the right man for this production. At
all events, it is a big improvement in the right direction.
The start is too slow. It is very annoying. But
when Charley gets going in high social circles there
is a lot of good stuff. The way he handles the strike
situation first with the financiers and then with the
workers is also good, and the chase of the villains to
get him and stop the strike going into effect is well
worked up. There is a wallop at the finish when the
men go back to work. The story runs a bit rough
here because even if the papers did print that he was
a pants presser no real ambitious man would allow
that to stop him. But it works out all right, anyway. The closing clinch is shot from a new angle,
for which Director DeGrasse deserves many thanks.
It's about time they got something new for the clinch.
Story : John Paul Bart, a presser in a tailor shop,
aspires to greater things so he attends a fashionable
party, uninvited, and manages to meet a man of great
prominence, Abraham Nathan. Bart's favorable impression wins him a responsible position with Nathan,
Later, through Bart's efforts, a great strike is averted
Then he wins further advancement and marries the
tailor's daughter.

Should Prove a Winner — Make Unusual

Comparisons

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This should be a winner. Ray hasn't been going
so good of late but at that this should bring him back
with a wallop. The play should be well known — it
was one of the best comedies of the year. Then, too,
you can say that it cost $100,000 to buy the picture
rights for the material. For once you will be understating something about pictures — and this is also
worth thinking about. Because Goldwyn paid $105,000
for it and later sold it to Jack Pickford who in turn
let it go to Ray. This is also something you can use
to advantage.
Make comparisons of how Jack Pickford might have done it; how Doug might have done

it and how Ra}' does it. This is an unusual slant but
it should be worth thinking about.
Ray's admirers will surely like this one and if your
crowd includes a lot of Ray fans by all means go the
limit on this one. Where he hasn't been pulling so
well make your advertising extra strong. He is entitled to the come back. This one is there. Much of
the play has been picturized and a lot of stuff thrown
in to make it exciting.
But it will get by nicely.
Use stills of Charley
pretty and cute.

and

Ethel

Grandin.
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Adaptation of Stage Melodrama Offers Good Thrill in Race Sequence
"THE

KENTUCKY

DERBY"

Jewel-Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

,..

King Baggot
Charles T. Dazey
George Hull
Victor Milner

AS A WHOLE
A good production of melodrama
that will please those who like the regulation
meller hokum
STORY

Has all the situations and thrills typical of its class; improbable and occasionally
quite illogical
DIRECTION
Qives an adequate production and
provides fine atmosphere for racetrack sequence
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Good; Reginald Denny, Lillian Rich,
Emmett King, Walter McCrail, Gertrude Astor
ably
and Lionel Belmore handle principal roles capEXTERIORS
country

Some

pretty shots of Southern

INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Son, disowned by
father, is shanghaied aboard vessel, escapes in
wreck and returns in time to prevent father
from losing Kentucky Derby
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,398 feet
Evidently there is a big demand for this type ol
melodrama if you are to judge by the number of them
that are on the market at present. Charles T. Dazey's
stage play, "The Suburban," has been retitled "The
Kentucky Derby" in the film adaptation which Universal isoffering, and as melodramas go it is a good
picture, will undoubtedly appeal to a good majority
of picture goers and will reach the "fan" crowd par-

ticularly. They seem to hold on to this sort of hokum
and like it thoroughly well.
There isn't much in the way of familiar meller
hokum that they've forgotten in making "The Kentucky Derby." It includes about every situation that
has ever been used with the exception of a fire —
the villain, a hero and heroine, a shanghai-ing sequence, a shipwreck, fights, horse race and a happy
ending. These are the ingredients of the plot, one
that doesn't differ greatly from the many other racing
pictures that have been releasing lately.
The production is a good one, however, and on a
somewhat larger scale than some of the others similar
to it, but the thrills are chiefly in the race in the climax. The shipwreck is poorly handled. Miniatures
are used that never appear even barely realistic. The
episode in which hero is shanghaied aboard a sailing
vessel offers a fair enough thrill and there are a couple
of good fights. Director Baggot has secured fine atmosphere for the racing sequence, the scenes being shot
at the last Kentucky Derby.
There are several unconvincing and illogical twists
in the development, such as hero's return to civilization. You see him on a deserted island and the next
shot shows him in New York with no explanation as to
how he did it or how long it took. Another twist
that is illogical is where a title tells you the ship when
wrecked is three months off the coast of China, but
lor all you know it is the next day when the survivors
drift toward land. Some additional sub-titles might
clear up these vague bits.
Story : Donald Gordon is disowned because he marries Alice Brown. Ralph Gordon, who presents himself as a cousin of the elder Gordon, wins Donald's
place in the Gordon home. How Donald returns in
time to convince his father that Rdlph is an impostor
who had him shanghaied and had planned to prevent
the Colonel's horse from winning the Kentucky Derby
completes the story.

Will Go Over All Right if Your Patrons Like This Type of Meller
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who know their folks like pictures of the
type represented by "The Kentucky Derby" will undoubtedly be able to do a good business with this one
because it has everything in it that they want and
you can make promises for the racing sequence. You
shouldn't have to do very much to let them know what
it is about because they all know what the Kentucky
Derby is and it shouldn't be necessary to tell them
anything else.

If you have the right crowd go in for all the exploitation which the title and subject affords and make
use ol whatever stunt stuff you can to advertise it and
get them interested. Your ushers dressed as jockeys
would be a good stunt and a jockey riding a horse
about town would be a means of advertising it. It
will do good business with the right crowd.
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Rogers Does Fine Work

s2^

In Vivid

DAILV

Picturization of Popular Irving Story

Will Rogers in
"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN"
C. S. Clancy Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Edward Venturini
AUTHOR
Washington Irving
SCENARIO BY
C. S. Clancy
CAMERAMAN
Ned Van Buren

rector Venturini has provided a splendid production.
There is color and fine atmosphere to it and in spite
of the narrative of it, and lack of plot, he has succeeded
in sustaining the interest very well. His presentation
is realistic and the pictures are just about what you
imagine them to be when you read the story. The
locations are very good; some of them the actual

AS A WHOLE

scenes identified with Irving's story. There is the
old church at Sleepy Hollow and the graveyard where
Ichabod used to entertain the choir between services
by reading the epitaphs on the tombstones.
Detail throughout is well taken care of. The interiors are true to the period and the various types
of villagers are nicely portrayed by players suited to
the parts. Lois Meredith is a pretty Katrina Van
Tassel although she is not the buxom coquette you
might expect. Will Rogers, while not as lanky as

Interesting adaptation of Washington Irving's "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," will appeal to many
STORY
A faithful reproduction and amusing
screen material ; contains fine atmosphere
DIRECTION
Has given story a careful production and maintains good interest despite its
narrative form
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
STAR
An amusing and convincing Ichabod
Crane; will delight everybody with his work
in this
SUPPORT
A well selected cast with Lois Meredith and Ben Hendricks Jr., all well suited
types
EXTERIORS
Many beautiful shots
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Well taken care of
CHARACTER OF STORY
Yankee school
teacher is accused by Dutch settlers of being a
doctor of witchcraft; he disappears and is not
seen again
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,000 feet
C. S. Clancy's production of "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" should arouse a good deal of interest since it
is one of Washington Irving's best known works and
a highly popular one. There are not many people
who are not acquainted with the school teacher hero
of the legend.
The adaptation follows the original closely, starting
with the coming of Ichabod to Sleepy Hollow.
Di-

Irving's Ichabod, is the right one for the part. His
humorous touches never fail and he makes Ichabod a
likeable fellow regardless of his appetite and bad proportions. Rogers gets the most out of the role and
never misses a chance for a comedy bit.
Besides careful attention to production values,
among which must be mentioned the excellent photography and beautiful shots including some exquisite
cloud effects, Venturini has brought out the humor
of the Irving tale pleasingly. The ending, while
logical, is a trifle abrupt for the screen. It is somewhat unsatisfactory to end a picture with a title.
Story: Ichabod Crane incurs the enmity of the
villagers through his apparent familiarity with witchcraft. "Brom" Bones, Crane's competitor for the
hand of the wealthy Katrina Van Tassel, bribes one of
Crane's scholars to say that the teacher has bewitched
him. Old Van Tassel saves Crane from being tarred
and feathered. After Katrina refuses to become Mrs.
Crane Ichabod is chased by the headless horseman
("Brom" Bones in disguise) and is never seen in
Sleepy Hollow again.

Should Draw a Good Crowd If You Make Use of the Exploitation Afforded
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors should have very little trouble to induce
their patrons to see "The Headless Horseman." Everyone is familiar with Irving's story, "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow" and they have probably all read it
whether they wanted to or not — in school. You can
promise an interesting presentation of the story and
a good wholesome entertainment in C. S. Clancy's
production.

Be sure to let them know Will Rogers plays the role
of Ichabod Crane. That should be one reason why
they will want to see "The Headless Horseman." It
will be a fine number for the Hallowe'en program
and affords great exploitation possibilities. The feature will do nicely on any program and it should have
a big field for showings in schools. The title, the star
and the author's name should be enough to let them
know what to expect.

Charles Miller Production presents

THE MAN SHE
BROUGHT BACK
WITH Earle Fcfx. Doris Miller and Frank Losee
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young recruit in the Royal
Mounted is sent out to get his
man. He sneaks back alone. He
is disgraced and dishonored before the girl he loves. Then her

faith rekindles his manhood and
he fights his way to her favor.
When, single handed, he wades
into a snarling pack of lawbreak*
ers and licks them with his bare
fists,
you'll know
by the noise
your audience
is happy.
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If Your Patrons Like
Royal Mounted Stories,
PUT THIS ONE DOWN—
Motion Picture News,
September 23rd. 1922
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HEADLESS HORSEMAN
The most sophisticated theatre
audiences in America pay as high as
$10 a seat to see Will Rogers, Star of
the Ziegfeld Follies and one of the
biggest drawing cards on the American
Stage.
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In "The Headless Horseman" you
have six reels of the inimitable Rogers
at his best!
As Ichabod Crane, in the picturization of "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,"
Rogers gives the screen one of the most
finished bits of fine comedy ever run
through a projecting machine.
Forty-eight publishers have issued
this book in one form or another, and it
is available in fifty-three different editions. Hundreds of thousands of copies
have been sold; it is justly considered
"The best known short story in the
English language."
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Here you have a ready-made audience that includes every man, woman
and child who has ever languished with
Ichabod over the'charms of Katrina, or
felt the goose-flesh creep at the weird
and ghostly night-riding of "The Headless Horseman."
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Conventional Story Detracts From Production Values
"THE BETTER MAN WINS"
Sanford Prod. — State Rights

Marcel Perez
DIRECTOR
Marcel Perez and Frank S. Mattison
AUTHOR
Marcel Perez
BY
SCENARIO
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Western movie stuff with cowAS A WHOLE
puncher hero. Plenty of thrills for those who
like them
STORY.
Action may hold interest but story is
unconvincing
DIRECTION
Opening reels not bad at all, but
finish should never have been attempted
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Fair
PLAYERS
Pete Morrison and Dorothy Woods
and cast work hard
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Very good
Fair

sweetheart and going to the city the story is cheapened considerably.
The final scenes in which Morrison rides a horse
into a cabaret to save his country sweetheart and
then proceeds to fight single-handed all the patrons,
throwing them into the artificial lake in the middle of
the floor as he overcomes them, instead of lending
dramatic value, get a laugh. And then for a finish
the vamp instantaneously reforms and offers the escaping lovers her car. It is beyond belief.
Morrison works hard and tries to please but the
story handicaps him in places, especially when they
put titles in his mouth to the effect that, "You can
have your gentleman's outfit. I'm going back to the
West where a man's a man!"
Story: Bill Harrison, cowboy, is in love with Nell
whose father is ill and has had to shift the burden of

Fair
hero

the ranch upon her. While touring Dick and Grace

is lured away from country sweetheart by desperate vamp but returns to his old love in the
end

meet with a motor accident and Grace's leg is broken.
She is attracted to Bill and when going East persuades him to go with her. Nell, broken-hearted over
the death of her father and the loss of her sweetheart,

LENGTH

OF

,.
STORY

story makes no great demands on one's imagination
or credulity. With the entrance of the vamp motive, however, and the hero actually deserting his

OF PRODUCTION

Cowpuncher

About 5,000 feet

The first three reels of "The Better Man Wins,"
while leading one to expect no more than the average
western, with beautiful scenery, swift riding, and the
average amount of fighting, still hold the attention
and interest, for Dorothy Woods is pretty and the

auctions the old home and comes to the city at Dick's
persuasion to work in his cabaret. Bill, discovering
Grace's true self, goes back West, where a telegram
from Grace informs him that Nell is in the city. Back
he goes and riding into the cabaret where she is working, he carries her away.

If They Like Thrills This Will Satisfy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors catering to the type of audience that like
thrills in spite of their implausibility will make no
mistake in booking this. The thrills are there. You
can tell them about the fight on the cliff, the overturned machine that falls down the mountain, and the
hero's ride into the cabaret on horseback.

However,

if they demand high-class productions, this will hardly do.
You can talk about Pete Morrison in case they like
him and you can safely feature the exteriors as there
are some very fine western shots. The picture could
be used with another on a double feature day.
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Star Pleasing in Her First for F. B. O. But Needs Better Material
Ethel Clayton in
"IF I WERE QUEEN"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
Wesley Ruggles
AUTHOR
DuVernet Rabell
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Joseph A. Dubray
AS A WHOLE
Good production values in otherwise average picture; rather weak material
for Ethel Clayton
STORY
A pretty old theme although it hasn't
been used very much lately; unconvincing and
occasionally inconsistent
DIRECTION
Provides a good production, settings, etc., but thrills are unreal and hardly
get over
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Always appealing and wholesome; is not
always photographed to best advantage
SUPPORT
A satisfactory cast including Andree
Lejon, Warner Baxter, and others
EXTERIORS
Suitable except for unrealistic
miniatures
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
American girl, mistaken for Princess, is held captive by Prince
who falls in love with her and marries her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,955 feet
"If I Were Queen" is the first picture starring Ethel
Clayton to be released by Film Booking Offices. Ethel
Clayton is always an interesting player and her personality does a lot for any picture in which she appears, but the weakness of the story in this prevents
"If I Were Queen" from rising above the average

line. Although the theme has not been used lately it
is a quite familiar one in which an American girl falls
in love with a Prince.
The situations are far-fetched and the characterization of the heroine sometimes inconsistent. She is
pictured as a fearless American girl who is afraid of
nothing, but when it comes to her being imprisoned
by the man who loves her she seems at a loss to know
what to do or how to escape even though you are given
to understand that she wants to reach her destination.
Coincidence plays a prominent part in the development with the girl being rescued at the opportune
moment by the man who had fallen in love with her
at first sight. They never make quite clear the connection between the real Princess and the Prince who
takes the American girl for a Princess. In a vague
way you understand that he probably refuses to grant
his permission for the Princess to wed because he
believes she is the woman he loves, but it is not clearly
brought out.
The settings and the star are the best features of
the production. There are a number of unusually attractive sets that make the picture really good to look
at. The unreal exterior shots, those of the train
wreck and the flood, fail to provide thrills because
they are so obviously artificial. The idea of the nun
acting as a servant in the Prince's household is false
and the marriage ceremony confuses with regard to
just what religion is practiced in this house. You are
told that the clothes the heroine wears while held a
prisoner belong to the Prince's sister, but the lady
never puts in an appearance.
Story : Ruth Townley, an American girl, falls in
love with Valdemir, a Prince, but believing that he
is in love with the Princess for whom he mistakes her,
she refuses him. Eventually the real princess appears,
clears the mystery and the two are happy.

Trust to Ethel Clayton Satisfying Them — Be Careful of Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Film Booking Offices have a good possibility in
their new star because she is appealing, has personality and an abihty to win her audience, but they will
have to give her the right material — worthwhile stories. "If I Were Queen" is not especially well suited
to her, although her admirers will not find fault because they'll undoubtedly be pleased with her appearance.

The title is a fairly good one for the box office and
might do very well to bring them in if properly exploited. Give the most prominence to Ethel Clayton's name, telling them this is her first for Film
Booking Offices. Don't make any promises for the
story or the thrills in it. The latter are too unreal
and your folks will know it. Stills of the star in the
lobbv will attract attention.

EXHIBITOR^
Unlimited co-operation icf ad'd'ured ex.hihitoM who booh a Warner Brothevd'
Cla^Sd'ic oP the (Screen.
Ourtheproduction's
100'/ efforts
throughoat
country . QndareourJold
entire
are now concentrated in celling the
picture to the public so that you. Mr.
Exhibitor, can reap the henePits when
you iShow our attractioncf .

BI1€ITHER#
CO-OPERATION

Z^he first stop of oar transcontinental
Float was made in Philadelphia .J h&se.
pictures of the float in front of the,
various theatres in that citi] are convincing proof of the co-operation we are
according exhibitors. Dhe tour of the.
float is bat part of our nation -wide^
publicitij and advertising campaign.
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Some Fair Action But Story Not As Good As Mayo

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Frank Mayo in
"WOLF LAW"
Universal
,.,

Stuart Paton
Hugh Pendexter
Charles Sarver
Ben Kline
Fair action picture that will

satisfy star's admirers and probably any average
crowd
STORY

Contains slight and rather unconvincing situations; has enough villains to do the
plotting
DIRECTION
Average; makes story a bit long
drawn out at times although atmosphere is
PHOTOGRAPHY
good
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
All right
Does good work

SUPPORT
Sylvia Breamer hasn't very much to
do in only feminine role; others Tom Guise,
William Quinn, Nick De Ruis and Harry Carter
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Son of aristocratic
Southerner runs away believing he has killed a
man; returns later to find man did not die
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,465 feet
"Wolf Law" doesn't contain as much action as some
of Frank Mayo's more recent offerings but for those
who are satisfied with a fairly intricate plot with the
hero combatting a whole army of villains, it will supply adequate entertainment. The story is slight and,
if analyzed, quite unconvincing. It has to do with a
fairly familiar twist in which a man disappears after
a row in which he believes he has killed his opponent.

Should Have

And the ending is the same.
He returns and finds
that the man was only wounded.
Of course there is by-plot to round it out and it is
in this that most of the action occurs with hero Frank
held as an involuntary member of a desperate band
whose dare-devil reputation is defined only in the
sub-titles. That they are as bad as the titles would
have you believe, must be taken for granted, unless
you are satisfied that they look the part, because they
are not shown in action. In connection with sequence
they do not make clear the reason why this gang is
holding Rodney and his daughter as prisoners. Their
position enables hero to do a bit of rescue work which
is another good bit of action.
Most of the action is left to Mayo and it will please
his admirers. The incident of his escape from the
gang offers a mild thrill that will register with those
who like this type of picture. It would have been
better if Paton had shown the escape in its entirety
but probably it was best to get to the climax faster.
Mayo does good work but he deserves better material than this. Some of his previous vehicles such as
"Out of the Silent North" were much more appropriate
and gave him much better opportunities. Sylvia
Breamer is not an important heroine. She has little
to do. The male characters are capably handled by
good types.
Story : Jefif De Croteau leaves his home town after
a row in which his opponent in a race accuses him of
winning it falsely. Jeff believes he killed the man
so disappears. Later, in hiding, he learns that he is
wanted for the theft of money from his employer. He
returns to clear himself of the charge. He is informed
that the man did not die and that a large sum of money
disappeared at the same time he did. How Jeflf proves
that another stole the money and cast the blame upon
him completes the story.

Will Please Star's Admirers and the

Average Crowd

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With Frank Mayo's
age audience "Wolf
favorable reception.
plot to satisfy them

admirers and the general averLaw" will probably receive a
It contains enough action and
and the hero stuff will go big

with the right crowd. You can't promise them very
much romance but there is a slight twist which gives
the picture a finale, in the marriage of hero to the
girl whose life he saved.

Use the title with catchlines to give them an idea of
what the story is about because the title itself is not
over definite. Where Mayo is popular use his name
prominently and say that Sylvia Breamer is his leading
lady. The usual exploitation should be sufficient and
if you use trailers secure the bit showing how Mayo
escapes his captors who are holding him prisoner in
the hut.

Short Stuff
"The Electric House"— Buster Keaton— First National
Type of production
2 reel comedyHere is a winner. Buster Keaton's new one is a series of
laughs from start to finish and then some. Besides his inimitable tombstone face he has the funniest gags in the world
to help him. When the two reels come to an end you'll
wish there were more. Don't miss this. It's a sure bet.
Buster is taking a course in botany from a correspondence
school. At the graduation he secures the diploma of an
electrical engineer by mistake. Through another misunderstanding the father of the girl he loves hires him to fit his
home with all modern electrical appliances, while the family
is away on a vacation.
The family returns and Buster displays his handiwork.
There is a laugh in every move. Electrically moving stairs
take them upstairs when they want to go down. An attachment on the billiard table sends the balls to the racks unassisted. A button brings the bathtub out into the bedroom.
Sooner or later every single appliance works when it
and doesn't when it should. Finally, the fellow
Buster's diploma instead of his own, comes to
revenge. Entering by a window he finds the room
the batteries are and mixes the wires. From that

shouldn't
who got
take his
in which
point on,

the picture is one howl. Through it all Buster doesn't lose
his facial expression for a minute. Finally he is ordered to
go. Mournfully he ties one end of a rope to a rock and the
other end around his throat and jumps into the swimming
pool. But even this watery grave is denied him, for his
sweetheart comes along and pulling the electric switch he has
installed, lets the water escape.
Pathe Review No. 177
Type of production
1 reel magazme
Beautiful and varied scenic shots form the main portion of
this issue of the Pathe Review. Hy Mayer's always interesting travelaughs, this time on "Dear Old Summer Time," make
most entertaining material. Illustrations on Longfellow's
"Daybreak" come next followed by some footage showing
puppies of Scotland. The colored bit dealing with the peasants and fisherfolk of Old Brittany rank favorably with the
most beautiful tinted photography seen in quite a while.

"Starland Review No. 11— F. B. O.
Type
of production
1 reel magazine
This interesting reel contains a great variety of subject matter ranging from James Watts' female impersonations, to
Coney Island and its weird novelties including footage show ing
a glimpse of the Theatre Guild Production of "He Who Gets
Slapped," Taps the child drummer of "The Pin Wheel," and
Hamtree Harrington of "Strut Miss Lizzie." The material is
varied and interesting.
"The County Fair"— Urban Popular Classic— Kineto
Type of production
1 reel novelty
Kineto offers a fairly amusing one reeler in "The County
Fair," wherein "Maw Plunkitt" describes her impressions of
the big day. There are a good many sub-titles that help to
furnish the laughs. The old lady's enthusiasm about small
matters and her excitement over the horse race where "Paw"
gets reckless and bets two dollars v/ill please. Some of the
titles are a little too long.

"The
Skipper's
Sermon" — Toonerville
Comedy — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Here is another Toonerville comedy centering around the old
trolley and its skipper originated by Fontaine Fox. The story is
very slight and ambles along to its finish at a quiet pace. However the old skipper and the trolley are most amusing and the
comedy will doubtless please the majority. The story deals
with a slick bank robber who enters the bank and holds up the
teller, locking him in the safe. Just then the bank examiner
comes in and the crook takes his card, using it to introduce himself to the president of the bank. After shaking hands with
the town minister who comes in with his attractive daughter,
the crook decides to go straight and releases the teller, who
persuades him to stay in Toonerville. Next Sunday finds the
minister unable to preach and the skipper preaches the sermon,
much to the enjoyment of the congregation and the audience.
"Two of a Trade" — Aesop's Fables— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
This series of cartoons is on the whole very good, and this
reel is up to the usual standard. The opening scenes showing
the two room apartment of Dickie Bird will hold the attention and get a laugh right at the start. Tom Cat steals Dickie
Bird's
same.
bottom
farmer

fishing worms, and in turn Farmer Alfalfa does the
Tom Cat swims after him and diving to the ocean's
puts a bottle of hootch on the farmer's hook. The
drinks it and then the fun begins.

"Starland Review" — Film Booking Offices
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
This interesting issue of the Review contains a wide variety
of subject matter ranging from "Don," the clever dog, to scenes
from "From Morn to Midnight," the stage play starring Frank
Reicher. The material used is interesting and the different
subjects do not run too long. Scenes at Coney Island complete the issue.

"Giants of the Open"— Timber Tales— Universal
Type of production
two reel drama
This is the initial number of a new series of two reelers
called "Timber Tales." It deals with the activities of the
forestry service. The scenery is very beautiful all the way
through. Roy Stewart is starred and makes his first appearance floating unconscious down the river on a log. Being
rescued by Dorothy, daughter of the foreman of the Lumber
Camp, he recovers and goes to work at the camp. Taking
charge of the next raft to go down the river, he surprises
and captures a band of log pirates after a good fight on the
moving logs. He then makes known his identity — that of an
agent for the U. S. Forestry Service.

Graphic 2541 — Educational
Type of production
1 reel magazine
Jimmy Syracuse, two year old baby raised entirely on raw
food opens this issue very bravely, showing how he lives on
raw corn, lettuce and grapes in a private park in New York
City. Then William Tilden, tennis champion of the United
States demonstrates some serves and strokes. A little excitement is injected in the footage showing a duel between a
U. S. destroyer and an enemy submarine which is particularly
good, 'as is the Ollendorf cartoon which closes the issue.
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Highly Improbable Story Makes For Ordinary Entertainment
Milton Sills in
"THE FORGOTTEN
LAW"
Max Graf Prod. — Metro
DIRECTOR
James W. Home
AUTHOR
Caroline Abbott Stanley
SCENARIO
BY
Joseph Franklin Poland
CAMERAMAN
John Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Will chiefly appeal to those who
do not object to highly fictitious material in
their entertainment
STORY
Artificial; seldom rings true to life
DIRECTION
Tries hard to make you believe
in the situations but does not succeed
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Has done much better things
SUPPORT
Cleo Ridgely sincere but not the
right type for role; Murial Dana, a delightful
youngster; others Alec B. Francis, Jack Mulhall
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man wills daughter
to his brother by right of old law
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Where they like highly exaggerated and unlifelike
stories "The Forgotten Law" will please them but the
educated picture-going public will in all probabilities
have plenty to find fault with "A Modern Madonna,"
Joseph Franklin Poland's adaptation of Caroline Abott
Stanley's novel. The situations almost without exception are fictitious and as artificial as the wildest imagination could conceive.
They claim that the point around which the story
is built was a law actually in existence in an Eastern

state — that a man might will his offspring as he would
his personal effects. That in itself is unconvincing
despite the title which establishes it as a fact. The
situations with which the author has built up the plot
seldom, if ever, ring true to life. The man who adds
a codicil to his will, leaving his baby daughter to his
brother, is shot. The coroner gives a verdict of accidental shooting committed by the man himself. The
man's brother believes his sister-in-law is guilty when
the dying man says "she did it." The wife herself
accepts the accidental shooting theory without investigating her husband's words.
The brother, therefore, takes the child from the
heartbroken mother. Meantime the judge, a lifelong
friend of the family, persuades him to give back the
child to her mother. After much footage is devoted
to showing the mother in her anguish and the man
in possession of the child, the family friend finally decides to prove that the dead man had not been worthy
of his wife. There follows some thoroughly unwholesome touches in which the man is given proof that his
brother was a cad.
The death verdict is a most inconclusive bit since
there were people in the room adjoining when the shot
was fired. Later, in explaining how a jilted woman
killed the man, they fail to clear up this discrepancy.
The idea of the widow taking a strange woman into
her house and nursing her during an illness is another
ludicrous touch and it is also a bright bit of coincidence
since it was this woman who murdered the man.
A compensating feature of "The Forgotten Law"
is the appearance of a delightfully refreshing youngster
Murial Dana, who is the bright spot of the picture.
Milton Sills has had so many better things to do and
has done them so well, but his work doesn't amount
to very much here. The cast is adequate and the production good.

Better Be Sure They Won't Kick Before You Decide
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you don't think they will kick at a story as improbable and unreal as this, you are safe in playing it.
If, on the other hand, you cater to folks educated to
better pictures and those who want sensible, entertaining stories, you had better see the picture and
make your own decision. Where they are at all
critical you are likely to get some comebacks.
It should not be difficult to arouse interest in the

production if Milton Sills is popular with your patrons.
He is the best known of the players. The idea of a
man "willing" his child to another might be a good
point to work on where you want to get them in.
This might attract some attention if used in catchlines or through your regular publicity channels. The
theme is not one that will make the picture especially
suitable for family trade.

Some People
In This Business
Are Always Asleep

The Others Read
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Announcing the inimitable

in two comedies
A RopinToOrCTwo Parts)
and Fruits of FaitK'ohree Parts)

Broadway and Main Street
know Will Rogers equally
well.
The same, clean, fresh -original humor that makes
Broadway audiences roarmakes Main Street audiences
howl.

He is the star and his -pictures the pictures forthe whole family to see.

Comincy Soon
A/l"*^

Path^comedy
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Coming Back

Studios' Goal In
w York Plants Report Preparedless for Possib
""'lel Shortage
laiivass of tlie
picture stus in and arounc v York shows
.t the producer
are prepared
to
et the contingency
of a possible
i) shortage during the Winter.
The Famous Players Long Island
y studio, it was learned from RobT. Kane, Eastern production manjr, has 450 tons of coal on hand
ich is regarded as enough to last
ough the Winter.
Kt the Biograph studio, where inpendent productions are continuy being filmed, it was said that
ough coal is on hand to carry the
irfio till Spring.
The Wm. Fox studio is prepared to
;et any coal shortage. Fox is a
ge consumer of coal, through his
;erests, and the studio will not be
and unprepared.
At the Tilford studio, T. W. Switzthe treasurer, said that the organition is prepared to continue proction through the Winter. Studio
rap will be burnt in the furnace but
is will be done because that is the
ist economical way of getting rid
the scrap and not because of any
al shortage.
At the Griffith studios, at Mamarock, the possibility of a cod shortage
11 be taken into consideration in
anning the next production. The
cale of the subject now under conderation is laid in the South and it
not likelv that any coal shortage
11 affect Griffith's plans.
Ray Smallwood to the Coast
Ray C. Smallwood is on his way
Hollywood, accompanied by
eorge A. McGuire,
his assistant,
d Thomas Bracken, who will act
manager of Pyramid's
estbusiness
coast studios.
Smallwood will undertake the makig of two productions for Pyramid,
Tatiana," by H. S. Sheldon; and
The Deerslayer," by James Fennilore Cooper.
Special Showing of "Oliver Twist"
There will be a special showing
or newspaper critics and the trade
tress, of "Oliver Twist," Friday afteroon at Wurlitzer Hall, prior to the
Sunday opening, at the Strand.
Before the Jackie Coogan jiicture
s shown, the old "Oliver Twist,''
nade by Famous some years ago,
vhich James Young directed, Marie
Dora portrayed the part of "Oliver
Twist," and T'ully Marshall that of
Fagin," will be screened.

Price 5 Cents
Better Outlook for Productions for
"Independent" Exchanges, Says
Harry Charnas
Cleveland — "There is a better outlook for productions than for years
for the 'independent' exchange," said
Harry Charnas, of the Standard Film
Service. And Charnas should know.
He operates the Standard in Detroit,
and Cincinnati as well as the Federated in Pittsburgh, and his territory
covers over 15 per cent of the country.
He is regarded as the most important
"independent"
Middle West. exchange man in the

Superlatives in motion picture adver tising have lost their punch. BUT —
gather all the adjectives together, use each and every one of 'em in describing "Shadows" and you won't be wrong. Tell your patrons that you will
have a winner.
You have! — Advt.

Wash Day
Today.
you never can tell. What \vi Ikuist out. On the
line.
But — if half the wash.
Talked of. Is hung- on the line.
Uj) at First National.
As a result.
Of the annual meeting.
Weil — there'll be a lot. Changes!
New faces! Everything like
it. Talk of some resignations.
As well. Been enough
XfAnd

And dirty linen.
But the next
Talked of. To fill a booklet.
gossip.
few davs. Should tell it all. Meanwhile patienzo.
INTIMATE
STUFF

Of the Talmadge's. You know. Written by their mother.
Should be good. You only know of two. Norma and Connie.
But there's something in it. About Natalie, too. And Natalie
is Buster Keaton's. Better seven eighths. And the only Talmadge girl mother. So she has something. On her better known
sisters. Because she's done something. For them. They
wouldn't do for her. She has made them "Auntie Norma" and
"Auntie Connie."
IN
DIGGING
^
y
Tipped you. To that, .\bout Jimmy Grainger. A few weeks
ago. As a result, luldie Bonus. Who has been plastering.
Exploitation ideas. All around. For Warner's. Is now over
in Goldwyn. In charge of advertising. And exploitation. Some
boy. Some stunts. Which moves Howard Dietz to publicity.
Eddy's job.
Gets (Continued
And Lou Young.
on Page At 4)Warner's.

"For a time," said Charnas, "there
were a lot of pictures which we could
,pick up. Then there came a slump
and it was impossible to get anything
worth while. Exhibitors, as a result,
figured that when a salesman for an
'independent' exchange came along
that he had something which the socalled 'big' companies had turned
down. This made it difficult to do
business. But then there came another development. Producers found
they could well afford to make productions for the so-called 'independent' exchanges
and being
as a result
our salesmen
are now
given
first call by exhibitors who realize
what the field now offers. The latest
big productions we have handled
have been very easy to dispose of.
First runs have been booked without
trouble. Bigger prices have been
secured for these pictures than have
been obtained by many of the old line
'big' companies, and our pictures have
been given play dates without trouble.
It looks to me as if the tide had
turned. All we need for the business
to carry along is more good pictures
made
for us.
restvolume
is easy."
Charnas
has The
a large
of product for his territory, including the
franchise
for the Lichtman productions.
Griffith Opening Tonight
"One new
Exciting
Night,"
W.
Griffith's
mystery
feature,D.opens
tonight at the Apollo.
William Blumenthal Sails
William Blumenthal sailed for London, Saturday on the Homeric in the
interests of Export & Import, and
Ben Blumenthal.
J^evee and Tourneur to Produce
yy (Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — The first independent
production of Mike Levee, of the
United studios, will be "The Isle of
Dead Ships," to be directed by
Maurice Tourneur for release by
First National. Levee states that he
is looking forward to a very busy
field.
winter in the independent production
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In the Courts
A default judgment for $113,300 has
been filed in the Supreme Court
against Frank G. Hall, by Emanuel
Vol XXII No. 22 Monday, Oct. 23, 1922 Price SCents M. Leibowitz, who alleges that an
agreement was made between Hall
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.. and the Hallmark Pictures, by which
by WID'S FILMS and he endorsed 48 notes for $120,000 in
N. Y..
New York,
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.
connection with the sale of four picPresident and Editor ;
Joseph Dannenberg,
tures, "Should a Wife Work?." "For
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManManager.
•ger; J. A. Cron, Advertising
"Discarded WomEntered as second-class matter May 21. 1918, Love an"orand Money,"
"Common Sin." It is al»t the post office at New York. N. Y.. under
leged
that
$92,000
remained due on
iie act of March
3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States.
Outside the notes and that collateral given
>f Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 on the notes was sold for $15,000.
Foreign
$3.00.
3 months
$5.00;
nontha,
judgment is for the balance due
U5.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. The
interest.
.Address all communications to THE FILM with
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4S52-55S8.
Bollywood. California— Harvey E. Gatumao,
6411
1603. Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wahatfa Ave.
London R«pr«se«tative — Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave.. London. W. 1.
■•aris
Representative — Le Film. 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central European Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-SIovakia), Wenxelsplatz,

Quotations
High
Low
Qom
East. Kod. 87ji
F. P.-L. . . 100^
do pfd. . 102

G'wyn
(jfiffith ...

lYt

Loew's
..
1 riangle
World

21J4

86]^^
99
102

86^
99^
102

1
21

Sale*

2,400
3,200
100

7
SOO
Not quoted
21J^
3,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Asks
Bankruptcy Action
Harry Houdini has filed a petition
in bankruptcy in the United States
District Court against Octagon Films,
Inc., with studios in New Rochelle,
producers of "The Master Mystery,"
in which Houdini appeared.
Houdini declares he has a claim
for $32,938 on a judgment and over
$25,000 additional on an employment
contract to appear in films.
File Petition
\ petition in bankruptcy has been
liled against the Alonuniental Film
Corp. at 1520 Broadwa.v by Robert
Adelman on a claim of $3,000.

(^"^cLcLcailcfrvai (fictuA^
THE

SPICE OF THE

PROGR.Vf

An

answer has been filed in the

Supreme Court by the ClarkCornelius Cor*^., in a suit of Al Ira
Smitli, in which Clark-Cornelius pre.'^ents counterclaims for $40,000 damages. The answer asserts that the
defendant bought twelve pictures
from Smith on his representation,
that they were marketable and would
be worth the price charged for them,
and for that reason the defendant did
not examine them. It is alleged that
the films proved to be unmarketable
and inferior, and no sales contracts
could be made for them.
"Klieg Eyes" Force Reid to Rest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Wallace Reid is suffering from an attack of "Klieg eyes."
Jack Holt has taken the role in "NoIjody's Money" originally scheduled
for Reid. Reid expects to start work
soon on "Mr. Billings Spends His
"Robin Hood"
Dime."

(Special to THE

\

Import Tax

(Special to THE

Modified

FILM

FOR

RENT

Private Offices
Film Cutting and Examining Room
RENT

MECCA

REASONABLE

BUILDING

1600 BROA,WAY
Stli Floor

Room

804

Phone 847'> Briant

DAILY)

London — New regulations have
been drawn up by the Board of Customs and Excise, modifying the import tax, to relieve British film producers who, after taking scenes for
their productions in foreign countries,
have on their return paid a heavy
tax on the film.
Exchange Men Win $1,500
The 3;i,00D piize offered by M. H.
Hoffman, of Tiffany Prods, to the
Metro district manager doing the
greatest amount of business on the
Mae Murray features in proportirn
to territorial quota, has been awarded
to W. C. Bac!imeye. of Cincinnati,
while the second prize of $5:'() has
gone to C. E. Almy of Cleveland.

Mr.

(Special

to THE

FILM

Exhibitor:

Ask Your Film Company for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET
j
For)
It means (Pat.
moreApplied
to you

than a
bther accessory. It is the cue shi
'lat insures a musically perf;
icture presentation.

"Glengarry School Days" Screened
DAILY)

LOANS

Ottawa, Can. — "Glengarry School
Days," the second of the Ralph Connor stories to be filmed by Ottawa
Film Products, Ltd., was screened
here at an invitation showing for
leaders in social, political and industrial circles. Ernest Shipman, who
was unable to be present on account
of illness, sent a congratulatory wire.

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire Room
705 — WoolTelephone Barclay 7940

Detroit Opening
FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Douglas Fairbanks' "Robin Hood" will open here at the Orpheum Nov. 6 under the auspices of
the Shadukiam Grotto of the Masonic order as the initial attraction of
the campaign to raise funds for a
$7,000,000 Masonic temple.

POSITIVELY
NOT

ONE

OF
TWELVE

THE

British Censors Passed Pathe Serial
Patiic has issued a statement that
the serial "White Eagle" has not only
been passed by the British board of
film censors but received a "U" certificate, which means that its exhiliition is not limited to adults only.
This is in correction of the report
from London that this serial had
been rejected.

THE

'^ Woods-Buchanan-Harris Firm
■ ■' Reports that Frank \\. Woods,
who recently resigned as supervisorin-chief at the Paramount Hollywood
studios, is forming a new producing
company with Thompson Buchanan,
who resigned as Woods' assistant,
and Elmer Harris of the Mary Pickford forces are confirmed by Harris
who is leaving today for his home in
Canada to finish writing the screen
adaptation of "Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall" for Miss Pickford.
Releasing arrangements of the new
company will soon be announced.
Harris' latest work for the Pickford
interests was the supervision of
ford.
"Garrison's
Finish," with Jack Pick-

NEW SERIES
OF

CARTER

NICK

OF

STORIES
DETECTIVE
FAMOUS
TWO REEL FEATURES

WORLD
Live wire salesman and sales-manager desires to make connection.
Possess years of experience handling everything from advertising and
publicity to consummating final negotiations on states-right productions.
Addess Box B-172— Film Daily.

Madge Bellamy has been cast i
"Are You a Failure?"

Damaged Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — At a recent branch meeting of the C. E. A., strong protests
were made by members against the
alleged practice of renters in sending
out printsmolished
which
condition.are in a very de-

Will

be sold without

screening

First Four of These Big Little Features
Now Ready
Address

MUIRRAY

JOHN

W.

J. GLAVEY

522 Fifth Ave., New York

GARSSON,

Inc.

Phone Vanderbilt 8056
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Offers for immediate outright sale

FEATURE

NEGATIVES

including the following

ft i*<2APTAIN MAC KLIN
•

YANKEE

RICHARD
HARDING
DAVIS
STORY
' FEATURING LILLIAN GISH
FEATURING

LOST HOUSE
1

RICHARD
HARDING
DAVIS
FEATURING W. REID AND

MAN

STORY
L. GISH
GLADYS

FROM

THE WEST

OPIE REID STORY
WALLACE REID— SEENA

OWEN

AND HIS MATE

FEATURING
BROCKWELL— HENRY

WOODRUFF

FOX WOMAN
JOHN LUTHER LONG STORY
FEATURING SEENA OWEN

These subjects have never been reissued and have great box office value

STORIES and SCENARIOS
By the following well known authors

RUPERT HUGHES
COSMO HAMILTON
SIR GILBERT PARKER

RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
Dr. CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY
NINA WILCOX PUTNAM

There are also available many good stories by other authors

Producers - Distributors - State Right Buyers
Communicate

TRIANGLE
T .

with

FILM CORP.

1457 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

THE
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Frankie Lee in "The Hero"
Clarence Bricker, producer of the
Frankie Lee Comedies, has loaned
little Frankie to B. P. Schulberg, to

1)

MAYBE

portray the child role in Gasnier's,
You can figure this out. Bob Vignola. Finished Marion "The Hero."
Davies last one. Saturday. Adam and Eva. Will tour the
world. For five months. And maybe. Will return to Cosmopolitan. Just maybe. Because if you look at the 24 sheets.
Maybe you'll find his name. And maybe you won't. About
making "Knighthood." And maybe this is the reason. And
maybe it isn't.
CHATTER

There was a lot of talk. Schmoos.

Company

(Special to THE

Changes
FILM

Nan

DAILY)

Dover. Del. — The American Im
Film Co., of St. Louis have char
their
Picturename
Corp.to the Pageant Moi

I

Few months ago. About

what a great stunt. Would be pulled. When "Orphans Day"
was celebrated. There was to be. A lot of things happen. And
the idea got a lot of space. And when it happened. It was —
well, don't let's talk about it. But — as a tip: It might be well.
To talk. When the thing is done. And not so much. Beforehand.
GOLF
The Fall tournament is over. And it was the greatest. Of
all successes. And everybody. Including the losers. Had a
good time. And we're mighty glad of it. Golf Association. Of
Film Folk. Will be organized. During Winter. And the Spring
event.
Will be better'n ever.
P. S. : And Earl Hammons secretary. Will be happy. For
the next six months at least. Why?
Ask him.
WORDS
OF
PRAISE
From Manchester, England. For the new Bruce series.
Says the Guardian (one of the most important papers in England) :
"The Surprise — America has certainly sprung a surprise on us at
last. When we look at 'The One-man Reunion,' 'And Women Must
Weep,' and 'Nights of Many Shadows' grouped together under the generic
title of 'Wilderness Tales' and produced by Robert Bruce we are forced
to withdraw at least one favourite statement: that progress in the kinema
is not coming, and cannot come, from the West. These short impressionist
pictures have cut away all that is inessential, all that is popular or merely
pretty. We wait for the little more to spoil the beauty — America has
taught us to expect that little more, — and it never comes. Their incompleteness isstrangely and completely satisfying. * * * America does not
seem conscious herself of what she has done. * * *"

BEAUTIFUL

Film

STUFF

Beethoven's "Moonlight Sonata." As presented by Prizma.
Rivoli last week. With special score. And piano accompaniment. What a beautiful thing it was. Got the biggest hand of
all. Beating out the feature. Inspiring. Especially if you happen. To love music. As well as pictures. One or two. Of the
shots. Looked like paintings. In an art gallery. May not be
the trick. For the crowd. That likes mellers. But for real.
High class audience.
What a feature. For any show !
TOMMY'S
BROTHER
King Meighan. Working for Famous.
ing the money in the family.

At Albany. Keep-

THANK
YOU,
HARRY
Harry Rowson. And his associates. In Ideal. Of London.
Thank you all. For that production. Of "A Bill of Divorcement." Which, without doubt, and barring all others. Is the
best thing England has ever sent over. It's a production. That
any company, ftere. Or anywhere. Would well be proud of.
Thematically, a question. Whether it will make a great deal
of iTioney. Yet it might. Although the somber idea. May block
a bit. But — and this is the point : The company releasing. The
house showing; and all identified with it. Gain prestige. And
something else. For bringing these worth while things. To the
screen. And to the people. Again, Harry; thanks,
P. S. Make some more.
•
DANNY.

If you are

looking for the
best location in
New York for use
as film exchange,
executive offices, or both,
communicate with Box B-666
care
of The Film
Daily
Entire floor 10,000 s^quare feet
Ideally laid out
In large corner building
Excellent elevator service
Windows face three streets
Act at once.

\

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK
Number Four
I find the Year Book of great
value to me as a reference book.
I have on file your books since
1917 and there isn't a week that
some of them are not used.
Mrs. Roy Shilton,
Motion Picture Editor,
Lincoln, Nebr. STAR

Out Jan. 1 St— Bigger and Better Than Ever

I
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On Broadway

New
Goldwyn
Office
( )klahoma City— W. E. Truog,
This Week
(loldwyn division manager, has opened a new Goldwyn office in this city.
) -"Trifling Women."
jvay — Lionel
Barrymore
in J. E. Hill, formerly of the Kansas
City branch, will manage the new
lace in the Fog."
exchange.
lyn Strand — Charles Ray in "A
iDr-Made Man."
Schools
for "Nanook"
^Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's
(Special toClosed
THE FILM
DAILY)
1— "The Prisoner of Zenda."
on — Marion Davies in "When
jhthood Was in Flower."
t.— "Monte Cristo."
s New
York — Today — Norma
ladge in "The Eternal Flame."
iday — "Broad
Daylight"
and
'eaceful Peters."
Inesday — John
Barrymore
in
lerlock Holmes."
rsday— Billie Dove
in "Youth
Youth."
ay — "Another
Man's
Shoes"
d "Affinities."
rady — William
Duncan
in
Vhere Danger Smilee."
-"Who Are My Parents?"
— "Clarence."
—Gloria Swanson in "The Imible Mrs. Bellew."
I— Constance
Talmadge
in
St is West."
Next Week
—"The

Town

That

Forgot

way — Not yet determined,
lyn
Strand — Constance
|ge in "East is West."
■Not yet determined.
Tal1— "The Sin Flood."
on — Marion D^avies in "When
hthood Was in Flower.'
It.— "Monte Cristo."
—"Robin Hood."
— Not yet determined.
Not yet determined. "Oliver
i— Jackie
Coogan
in
iSt."

Port Henry, N. Y.— By order of
the School Board, the public schools
closed early during the showing of
"Nanook of the North,' at the Empire," run by Wachter & Bernard,
to allow the pupils to attend the
special matinee. Two convent
schools as well as several smaller
schools outside of the jurisdiction of
the village board also closed.
Kan. M. P. T. O. Censor Committee
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City, Kans. — D. T. Harris,
chairman of the Kansas Board of
Motion Picture Review, has verbally
apjjroved of co-operation with the
newlj' appointed censor board of the
Kansas M. P. T. O., consisting of M.
B. Shanbcrg,
Midland
Amuse.
Co.,
C. E. Cook, business manager of the
M. P. T. O., and Richard Biechele
of the Osage.
Amusement

(Special to THE

Tax

FILM

Invalid

DAILY)

Ottawa, Ont. — The cities of the
Province of Saskatchewan have no
right to collect an amusement tax
through local theaters, according to a
decision handed down by Justice
Ousley, at Moose Jaw, Sask., in an
action entered by Walter Clarke, an
exhibitor to have the municipal bylaw
to collect a tax on theater tickets declared invalid, and set aside.
Another Better Films Move
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Charlotte, N. C— The Better Films
Committee of Charlotte, has been
formed at a meeting of social and
tpecia! to THE FILM DAILY)
civic leaders along the lines of the
John — F. G. Spencer has named Atlanta committee. Mrs. James
Eugene Reilley, prominent club wom'yv
the Capitol.
itehouse
has been
set for The
Oct. open15.
an, is president.
The three major aims of the
lurst, N. B. — The Opera house, committee are inauguration of Saturday morning performances for school
was
destroyed
by fire last
children, establishing regular showhas been re-opened.
ings for review of pictures by specially designated members of the
ifax — The vaudeville policy of
trand has been abandoned for committee and the introduction of
pictures in schools and colleges.
ight picture policy.

]lanadian Notes

Ijohn — The Fox office is under
Tianagement. Reginald March,
rly with Pathe, is the new mansucceeding W. J. Melody.
I Kaufman of Boston, is touring
laritime provinces. He reports
sss so far, as good. Kaufman
ts to open an exchange in St.
John, N. B.— The New BrunFilms, Ltd. are out on location,
ing exteriors for "Blue Water."
Hartford is the director, with
n, of the Shipman forces at the
-a.
awa, Ont. — Val Bureau has red as manager of the Francais
ler. A Donaghy, manager of the
iment National, is his successor,
ghy has taken a long term lease
e property.

You are
the Director
we want

Film Delay Suit Compromised
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Oklahoma City, Okla. — The Supreme Court of Oklahoma has handed down a decision in the suit
brought by W. S. Billings, of the
American, Enid, holding that Billings
cannot collect damages for admissions lost by the failure of a film to
arrive for an advertised exhibition
and also collect damages for money
spent in advertising.
In the trial court Billings won a
verdict for money spent in advertising and for the 3,000 admission which
he claimed he lost because of the
non-arrival of the film. The Supreme
Court has allowed Billings $721 for
the forfeited admissions, but refused
to allow any claim for advertising
expenses. The picture in question
was Arthur Guy Empey's "Over the
Top," released by Vltagraph in 1918.

if you have a record of
proven achievements--If you believe you are one
of the best ten directors in
the business-- if you have directed productions "Super" in every
sense of the word--if you are certain that you
are THE MAN to direct
one of the greatest productions of all time--You are the man we want
if you do not possess the necessary qualifications do not
waste your time nor try our
patience

apply m writing to
Box: 212 ::: Film Daily

LITTLE

ADS

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

Corp.

A

FEW

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding

Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

Bryant 5600

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Watch
for Second
National's
"MEN WHO FORGET"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

GEVAERT
RAW

FILM

NEGATIVE

THE

A

Great

Value

To our clients is our aid in planning
the development of their business.
W. A. FLEMING
& CO.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

Motion Picture
Hand Coloring
JOHN
DUER
SCOTT
106 WEST
52nd ST.
CIRCLE 7872
NEW YORK, N. Y.

titles:
6^
835 Special
Ei^thAve.6."

PhoneCircIe91(

Notice

our

Art

MARION
'WHEN

Titles

on

DAVIES

: : POSITIVE

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

OF

WILL NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"
Also
the art titles in color for the first
color production
by
TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mass.
The Art Titles for the Latest
D. W. GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION
"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
In Production
DIXON'S

"THE

BIG THOUGH
Clips

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AHERICt.
Phone: Madison Square 44;
15 East 26tb St. New Yort
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiaoa Lamine Mill

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

Positive raw film manufactured in
Ask for samples and prices.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

Picture

Film

" F. I. L. M.

'

Library Stuff?

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ
HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

Little Ads

MR. PRODUCER

Big Result:

BRING

Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

\

IN

The Film Daily

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.
Hollywood, 6514 Holly w'd Bvd.

KNOW

HOW

0970— Bingham— 097 1
//

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the Httle things that help to build
patronage. Producers the httle things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

^ ma£c m€m. /ugAt mc fiMt tmc
1 mO PROCESS
RELIEF EFFECT,
PHOTOeiMPHIKG

ILLUSTRATING
LETTERING
HAND-

CRAFTSMEN
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Bill Pausi
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FILM
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VATKIKS
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KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER"
Just Completed

THOMAS

STOCK

LOUIS

Oscar
C.
Buchheister
S^rintecTOitles

WORDS—

wm B LAUB

JOS. R. MILES

130 W. 46th St.
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All Features forTrailers
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FREE
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Service^
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Authority
Business Spotty

Sells 6 for England

First National Directors So Report^
Routine Business Taken Up
Directors of Asso. First National
started arriving in town yesterday for
the annual meeting of that organization. Practically everyone was on
hand when routine matters were
taken up yesterday morning, although
E. V Richards. New Orleans; Nate
Gordon, Boston, and Col. Fred
Levy, Louisville, were scheduled to
arrive later in the day. It was
stated that only routine affairs would
be considered, and it is expected that
the important work of the directors
Thursday.
will be reached either tomorrow or

'arner Bros. Conclude
Important
Deal With F. B. O. of London
For Series
(Special to THE

FILM

Price 5 Cents
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DAILY)

London,
Eng.— The
F. B. O. of
Dndon, headed by Edward Hulton,
;eminent British newspaper owner,
IS bought the entire series of War■rs Bros, six productions
for disibution in the British Isles.
The deal was concluded
by Gus
:hlesinger, general manager of the
'arners' foreign
department,
who
owed
Hulton
a print of Wesley
arry's "Rags to Riches."
On the
rength of that picture, Hulton conacted for the series.
The other five productions involved
^ the deal are "The Beautiful and
amned,"
"Brass,"
"Main
Street,"
ittle Heroes
of the Street" and
The
Little
Church
Around
the
nother Exchange for Warner Bros.
Charles Goetz, of the Warner orinization left last night for Buffalo
open an office in that city, for
''arner Brothers.
Will Hays has promised the theatre-going public better pictures.
Hepworth Due
"Shadows" is going to top the list for worthwhile productions. Ifs a
happy combination of artistic excellence and real box-office value. — ^Advt.
Cecil M. Hepworth is due to arrive
:re today on the Majestic. He is
Nathanson Here
inging a print of his latest novelty
ade up of news reel . entitled,
N. L. Nathanson of Regal and
Special Representative of Hays Or- Famous Players Canadian Corp., is
Through Three Reigns."
in town en route to Atlantic City.
ganization Conferring With
Officials There
"Knighthood" Three a Day
Harold Lloyd Coming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Three performances of "When
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Mexico City — Bernon Woodle is
nighthood Was in Flower" are
Hollywood — Harold Lloyd will
>w given daily at the Criterion, a here as special representative of the
Hays organization, conferring with leave in a day or so for New York,
o'clock supper show having been high officials of the Mexican govern- where he expects to have a few
Ided to the regular matinee
and
rest. He is due in New York
ment in an effort to secure the ad- weeks
ening performances.
next Monday.
mission to Mexico of certain American made motion pictures which
E. Mandelbaum in Town
have been kept out of the country be- Eddie Cline to Direct Jackie Coogan
Eddie Cline is on his way to Los
E. Mandelbaum of Cleveland, First
cause they were felt to represent
ational franchise holder in Ohio, is Mexican characters in an unfavorable Angeles where he will direct Jackie
town for two weeks as visiting light.
Coogan in his next picture taken
embers of the First National RoWoodle has already had a con- from "Toby Tyler," a story of circus
ting committee.
ference with Pres. Obregon, and is life. En route Cline will work on
quoted as expecting the Mexican the script. Cline came East with
Montreal Business Better
chief executive to lift the ban soon. Buster Keaton, who he recently directed. Cline will return to Keaton
It is understood that Obregon told
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Woodle
that
repeated
appearances
of
Montreal, Can. — Better business
when he finishes "Toby Tyler."
iring the past year as compared Mexican villians in American-made
Belasco Prods. Finish First
ith the preceeding 12 months is pictures presented harmful and false
(Soecial to THE FILM DAILY)
lown by the annual report of A. characterizations of the Mexican
ienvenue, superintendent of privi- people. In behalf of the American
Hollywood— "Her Price," the first
ges and licenses. During the fiscal producers Woodle assure-! Obregon of series of features planned by
;_ar just ended 17,089,585 paid ad- that Mexican? would not be mis- Belasco Prods., Inc., has been comrepresented inthe future.
lissions carried an amusement tax
pleted under the direction of_ Dallas
M. Fitzgerald and the supervision of
i $609,854, representing well over
Edward Belasco, the president.
5,000,000 spent on amusements
as
Irving Mack Here
Miriam Cooper and Forrest Stanley
ainst figures for the preceding year
Irving Mack, of Irving Mack &
lowing 16,422,927 paid admissions Co., and Chicago representative of head the cast which includes Mitchell
ixed for $449,475, an increase of The Film Daily, is in New York Lewis, Richard Tucker, Maude
)me 666,000 admissions.
Wayne and Kate Lester.
stopping at the Astor.

Lifting Mexican Ban

While important officials of the
organization declared there was nothing to the reports circulated as to
possible changes in the personnel of
the organization the reports were
kept alive by the discussion. It
should not be surprising if certain
resignations, or changes occurred,
and there may be some changes on
the Executive Committee as well.
President Robert Lieber said business was not so good in Indiana, but
Sam Katz reported excellent business
in Chicago, and Abe Blank said
things were moving fairly well in
the West.
Clucksman Sailing
Max
Gucksman
sales today
London.

for

Vitagraph's 2Sth Anniversary
Vitagraph will celebrate its 25th
anniversary next February.
Reelcraft Negatives Purchased
Export and Import Films have
purchased nearly 200 negatives produced for Reelcraft.
M. P. T. O. Officials Back
Sydney S. Cohen, national president M. P. T. O., together with W.
A. True, president of the Conn. M.
P. T. O.; M. J. O'Toole, head of the
public service department and A. J.
Moeller, general manager, returned
yesterday
from a twoof weeks'
covering
conventions
the M.trip,
P.
T.
O.
Wallace Reid 111 in Mountains
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Wallace Reid, suffering from a serious nervous breakdown, has been removed to the San
Bernardino Mountains under the care
of physicians and nurses and with
Teddy Hayes as trainer. He is not
expected back at the Lasky studio
for a month. Meanwhile Jack Holt
has taken the starring role in "Nobody's Money."
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Coast Brevities
,

(Special }o THE

FILM

DAILY)

: Hollywood — Goldwyn
Kate Lester.

has

signed
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Sauber Back With Goldwyn

JF

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

r
Washington — Nat Sauber
is back
' at
the
Goldwyn
exchange
as
assistant
manager.

are

Del

Andrews
is preparing
continuity for "Friend Wife" for Ince.

Claude
King
has been
cast of "Bella Donna."
Buster

Keaton

has

added

finished

to
his

latest comedy "The Balloonatic."
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.,«|lj«'E SPiCE OF THE-PROGH,a,M;. A

"DANTE'S INFERNO"

Re-edited and re-titled, new
prints with new advertising
matter. Territorial rights at a
bargain price.
Wire for open territory
Jawitz Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

(Special to THE

Gray Circuit
FILM

DAILY)

Lewiston, Me. — Jim Somes has become general manager of the Gray
circuit, which operates about 30 theaters in Maine. He was formerly
with the Giles circuit in Mass.

from

Lincoln Stedman has been added
to the Katherine MacDonald "The
Scarlet Lily" cast.
William S. Hart has written another book for boys, entitled, "Told
Under a White Oak."
Blanche Payson has rejoined
Century Comedies; playing in support of Lee Moran in "The Boarder."
Priscilla Dean and Tod Browning
are expected to leave soon for China
to shoot some scenes for "Drifiting,"
John Colton's drama.
yfGoldwyn has renewed Kate Les■fer's contract, which follows close
upon the completion of "Remembrance," in which Miss Lester plays
a leading role.

Ladder," taken from Owen
play.

LATEST

Somes Managing

Priest Preaches Against Films
Rev. M. A. Clark, in his Sunday
sermon at the Church of St. Francis
Ralph Dixon and LeRoy Stone are Xavier, declared that the harmful
cutting and editing "The Hottentot." character of some motion pictures endangers the nation by striking at the
Mrs. A. B. Maescher has signed morals of youth. Unwholesome screen
Rosemary Theby to co-star with J. productions lead insidiously to crime
he added.
Frank Glendon in "Rip Tide."

/ Frank Urson has
a major operation.

BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
Hobart Henley, who recently arrived from New York, is assembling
using the following ad. mats in their
newspaper
advertising
a cast for his next production. "The
ALSO

Schwab to go on Loew Board
Charles M. Schwab of Bethhhem
Steel Corp. will be elected a member
of the Board of Directors of Loew,
Inc.. at a meeting to be held this
week according to present plans.

Davis's

Leon Rice, is now president of the
Mission Film Corp. of which Norman
\yalker, formerly Cleveland automobile man. is general manager. Mission's "Wasted Lives" will be ready
for release shortly.
Production is also under way at
Fine Arts on "Playing Double," starring Dick Hatton, directed by Dick
Rush from the story by J. Stewart
Woodhouse with Ethel Shannon,
Phillips Sleeman and Clark Comstock
in the cast.
Lillian Worth, Arnold MacDonald
and Paul Stanhope have been added
to the cast of Century's "Little Miss
Spunk." Harry Sweet has returned to
Century to appear with Lee Moran
in "The Boarder."

Weingarten

Coming

East

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Burbank, Cal. — Larry Weingarten,
sales manager of Sacred Films, left
last Saturday for New York by way
of the South. En route he will stop
at Washington to see Bishop Harding
and also Col. J. T. Axton, Chief
Chaplain of the Navy. When he
reaches New York Weingarten will
stop at the Elks' Club.

St. Louis Notes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Samuel Werner, of th«
United Film Exch., has obtained the
So. 111. and Eastern Mo. rights tc
"Young America," taken from th«
Geo. M. Cohan success. Wernei
also purchased the new series 61

"Weekly
from the Artj
Film
Corp.,Witticisms,'
Cleveland.
,, jj^(

Chet Stewart, formerly with Uni-« lec
versal, has joined
the Assoc.
E»«
hibitors organization.

E. L. Hammerstein
is travellingp \
in Illinois for the Exhibitors
Ser
vice Exch.
Hammerstein
was
re-t
cently
connected
with
the
loc^
Robertson-Cole sales force.

itu
Phone— Beekman

9091

SBBCVICtt
*EAt.
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119 Fulton

St., N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY

it

kb

McVicker's
Opens
Thursday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Jones, Linick & Schaefer
will open the new McVicker's on
Thursday, presenting Paramount
pictures exclusively. "The Old An original and unusual story has
Homestead" will be the opening at- just been completed. Producers contraction. Adolph Zukor is expected
templating a special feature are into attend. Barrett McCormick is in
vited to get in touch with the authors,
charge.

The Fruit of Divorce

Leon de Costa & Jacques Kopfstein
Studio 2, The Playhouse, New York

Engineers Elect Officers
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.— The following
officers for the coming year were
elected at the Fall meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers:
L. C. Porter, president; Dr. Herman
K'.llner, vice-president; P. M. Abott,
secretary; W. D. Cooke, treasurer;
Dr. Mees and William V. D. Kelley.
members Board of Governors.
McManus

k
k
J

LOANS

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire
Room
705— WoolTelephone

lai

Barclay 7940

Back from Porto Rico

Edward A. McManus arrived yesterday from Porto Rico bringing the
film of his second production tentatively called "Allah is Allah" with a
cast including Mary Alden, Monte
Blue. Macey Harlan, Frank Currier,
Charles Lane, Sally Crue, and Mary
Thurman. Charles Logue, author
and director, is cutting and titling the
film
for delivery to Associated Exhibitors.

,.:.'•' Robertson with Inspiration
Reports that John S. Robertson,
Work has begun on Western Pic- director of Mary Pickford in "Tess
tures Exploitation Co.'s "The Devil's of the Storm Country" was to head
Ghost," starring Lester Cuneo and di- his own producing company, are set
rected by Henry McCarty who also at rest by the announcement that
wrote the story. Cast includes he has signed a long term contract
Thelma Worth, Lafayette McKee, with Inspiration Pictures to direct
Clark Comstock, Clin Francis and Lillian and Dorothy Gish and RichPhil Gastrock. Floyd Jackman is
ard Barthelmess. Henry King recinematographer.
mains with the company as a
director.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

FINANCING
and

COUNSEL
This organization has a staff
catering to the film industry.
They know every phase from
the angle of the producer, distributor or theatre owner. Consultations invited. No proposition to small or too large.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

'Phone Cheliea 8284

f

ere is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
mr ideas.

Send along

New Theaters

Schwartz With Assoc. Exhibitors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — George E. Schwartz,
of Philadelphia, is special representative of Associated Exhibitors at the
Pathe exchange, replacing Wm. Bush.

Clarendon, Va. — A new five story
building and theater are in construcTrust tion.
Co. The site adjoins the Clarendon

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ntted on Star
elid, O. — Instead
of taking
Lif the picture for the keyexploitation, Manager Al
oncentrated on Katherine
when he played "Domesis'' at Loew's
State and
e Park.
He
staged
an
shion show with a dozen
is and gowns furnished by
of department
stores,
iked so well that Freedj, 10 repeat the stunt.
vii Advance Exploitation
lit Ga. — One week in advance
,ol
and of Sand,"
Managererected
De
a isoii
the Howard
kby a large panoramic painta ull fighting arena with cut■ ' adors, matadors and bulls.
trailer was run for a week
Heralds were passed out
ier door and 5,000 roto1-; were
distributed
on
the
y ushers
in uniform.
A
dvance
showing
was
aror the
press.
The
re' 'his advance exploitation is
laim that the week's rethe highest of the year.

York, Pa. — Work on the new
Strand will commence about April 1,
1923. Nathan Appell and others are
interested ii the project.

"Quincy Adams Sawyer" Quartette
When "Quincy Adams Sawyer" is
Used Newspaper Puzzle Ads
presented for first runs by Metro
Lawrence, Mass. — Newspaper ads four male singers to be known as
containing puzzles, the solution of
Adams Sawyer" quarwhich entitled one to free tickets to the "Quincy
tette will introduce the production
"The Prisoner of Zenda" proved with a special song written by
effective in exploiting this production William J. McKenna.
at the Palace.
The ads were carried by local merchants in the Sunday Sun. The
puzzles consisted of jumbles of letters
which, when properly arranged, spelled the names of screen stars. The
first person who correctly assembled
the names of all the stars received a
season pass to the Palace. The next
fifty correct answers to be received
were rewarded by two passes to "The
Prisoner of Zenda."
Boy and Dog Race Cost $7

Independence, Kans. — Manager J.
C. Krauss staged a boy and dog at
a total cost of $7 during the run of
"The Silent Call," at the Quality.
He got the contestants together a
day in advance to pin signs on the
dogs' backs advertising the picture.
Then he had the boys and their dogs
go around the city, ostensibly to get
more contestants. This covered the
entire city with a house-to-house
j-i Advance Campaign Wins
n us, Ga. — Thoroughness was canvass. Twenty-five teams entered
iDition of the success of Man- in the race before some 5,000 spectators. The newspapers carried dis. Holloway's advance camplay headlines announcing the ret( "Blood and Sand" at the
sults. Four dollars were paid in
le started five weeks in ad'tli slides. Two weeks in prizes, and $3, for the banners worn
(jiic trailer was put on. Ten by the dogs.
1 J\ ance he covered the town
a T and window cards. For Uses Fake Wireless
\ ays in advance a bannered
Sandusky, O. — George Schade,
d1 e drove through the busi- owner and manager of the playhouse
residential districts. A
his name, used a faked wireking the retu.n of a pocket bearing
less for a novel exploitation stunt
... uuning "Blood and Sand" that kept his house crowded for days
;d a sum of money was used
he played
"One found
Clear a Call."
J: ics in addition to the regular while
The Ohio
showman
new
r lobby was dressed in red medium for expressing his ability in
ll.v bunting. Holloway doesn't
a littlefive
novelty
costcanmore
tit he tried any new or novel than
dollarsthatanddidn't
which
be
i;lic reports excellent business used by any theater in the country as
3 1 of steady plugging.
far as the matter of expense is involved.
igClothes Theme of Stunts
In one of the offices of the theater
,-nfi O. — For a week before

of Charles
Ray in "A building Schade had his "sending station." It shows the phonograph,
.: ;. Man," Manager W. H.
r f the Hippodrome displayed rubber hose, "disseminator" through
which
the
phonographic voice was
•'-''.re wax dummies togged conducted out
of the window and
suits and dinner jackets
over
the
marquee
to the sidewalk beio , ing the sign "Next Week,
low, via the hose. The connection
1- Made Man.' "
unagement also had a good- between the phonograph's reproducer
;: oung chap in evening clothes and the rubber hose was nothing more
1 the streets accompanied by tiian a small funnel encased in a
ri l)oy in uniform, carrying small box made of cigar box wood.
The hose was strung through the
15 with placards advertising
l-e.
window, coming down the lamp post
licity stunt was tied up with to the lobby from outside the theater
1 Clothing Co. which carried where a phonograph horn reproduced
.1 using a big cut of Charles and loudened the voice from the inside of the theater. While the voice
yening clothes and mention1 Ray and the picture. For gave its message the crowds outside
: )illing 500 three-sheets and could hear this wireless endorsement
) -sheets were used, together of "One Clear Call." The novelty
) cards on the street cars. alone attracted and built up what
declares was his best business
■ It was capacity business for Schade
for twelve months.
: ccording to Raynor.

Philadelphia — Morris Hana invited
all local exchangemen and exhibitors
to the opening of his new house, the
Pastime, on W. Pt. Breeze Ave.

Mr. HENRY

KING

announces he has secured for production and with
all rights fully protected
"OLD

HUSBANDS

and YOUNG

By RALPH

WIVES"

PROCTOR

Mr. King states] this piece will be presented both
as a STAGE and SCREEN offering during next
year when he has completed his production, in
Rome and other European locations of ^''The White
Sister, ' ' in which Miss Lillian Gish will be starred
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
The production of ''OLD HUSBANDS and YOUNG
IVIVES"
is promised
to be
unusually
pretentious.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE

FILM

with its long scale of gradation faithfully
portrays all that is in the negative. It carries quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base
— now available in nine colors, is identified
throughout its length by the words "Eastman"
"Kodak" stenciled in black letters on the
transparent margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

CO.

f^^
Newspaper

Opinions

"Skin Deep"— First NationalStrand
TIMES — Despite its undisguised incredibility and the sentimentality in which it indulges, "Skin Deep" is not uninteresting. It
is well done as a piece of trickery, and it is
saved by the fact that you don't take it seriously. You endure its more earnest moments and enjoy the theatrical skill that has
gone into its manufacture. It is exceptionally
well photographed, for instance, and many of
its scenes, though pieces of a meaningless
melodrama, are stimulating as expressive motion pictures.
WORLD — It is brimful of film tricks and
melodramatic hokum, but the tricks are applied in a brand new fashion and the hokum
IS the kind that is as sure as a display of
the Stars and Stripes. As motion pictures
of this type go, Inde has produced something that is far beyond the average in vigor
and eflfectiveness. * * ♦ Sills is tremendously
real as the thug, and Miss Vidor's work as
the nurse is commendable. Here is a picture too which owes a great deal of its appeal to the clever work of the director. It is
almost certain to go.
HERALD — It is a succession of fierce
thrills, tied together after a fashion and presented as a continuous story. ♦ * * Milton
Sills plays the leading role in this boisterous
melodrama and succeeds in making a real
character of the oppressed Bud.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — The film
starts out with the premise that glory like
beauty
Deep," but soon
loses
itself inis aonly
maze"Skin
of melodramatic
incidents
connected with the underworld, some of them
gripping and some rather tiresome and long.
Undoubtedly patrons of the cinema will find
it to their liking.
AMERICAN— A capable cast, headed by
Milton Sills and Florence Vidor, presents
this propaganda for pulchritude.
EVE. WORLD— The picture has a real
movie theme (whatever that may be). It'»
story, no matter how implausible or unbelievable, is ideally picturesque (the word "picturesque," of course, meaning movie).
MAIL — A good story, well told and well
played. Milton Sills, in a makeup that is
little short of marvelous, plays the crook
hero and plays up to his highest standard,
which means a sterling performance.
SUN — It is a striking theme. » • ♦ Exceptionally entertaining melodrama. * * * Milton
Sills is first rate as the underworld Cyrano —
his makeup incidentally with the huge crooked nose in the first part was a triimiph of
illusion. And the picture is very well put on.
It is decidedly worth seeing, although it is
unusually long.
GLOBE — If you are determined to be entertained and will not struggle against inconsistencies or improbabilities the picture will
undoubtedly prove enjoyable. On the other
hand, if you are inclined to be exacting, I
don't think you'll like it.
JOURNAL — Another of those crook plays
in which scenes of the underworld furnish
the background for an hour of uninterrupted
thrills. * * ♦ The weight, and it was a heavy
one, of the play was borne by Milton Sills,
whose performance of Bud, the reformed
gangster, was superb.
EVE. TELEGRAM— If you are an adherent of the finer melodrama that has been
purified of all cheap sensationalism, you will
find good entertainment in Thomas H. Ince's
production of "Skin Deep." It has a tenseness of action, logical situations, and the
thrills are not manufactured or wedged into
the story.

"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew"—
Paramount — Rivoli
TIMES — It seems designed for the special exploitation of Gloria Swanson, who can
wear clothes, look injured and be smart.
* * • It's well photographed, too ; its settings are as elborate and as tasteless as they
should be, and its marionettes wear the
clothes
and make the gestures expected of
them.
WORLD— This is a beautifuUy photographed series of events in which the star
expresses varying emotions, part of them in
close-ups, and wears stunning wraps. As
film drama, it is we think, nix.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— An excellent
vehicle for Gloria Swanson.
DAILY NEWS— On the strength of the
costumes Miss Swanson wears and about we
know nothing, we pass this picture along to
the ladies. There are also plenty of movie
revels in it, if you like them.

HERALD — It is tailored to order for
Miss Swanson, which means that the central
character is a beautiful, vivacious and vastly
overdressed lady who is incessantly misunderstood,
TRIBUNE— It ought to make a lot of
money. Gloria Swanson is seen as one of
those faultless young women who has a millionaire husband who does not appreciate her.
AMERICAN— The more Gloria suffered,
the more pompously lovely was the raiment
she wore. » • * The picture ended with a —
bang 1 Gloria had ceased to suffer. There
was nothing more to wear. As the wronged
wife in a sinister divorce, in which she was
branded — though always a lady I— Miss Swanson, sartorially emotional, did quarts of work
— quarts.
SUN — Robert Cain and Conrad Nagel have
assisted Miss Swanson materially in the leading roles, and Sam A. Wood has made this
an effective production for all that it seems
an she
effort
to show the vampire isn't as black
as
is painted.
GLOBE — Gloria is herself again. Not
since the good old days of "Don't Change
Your Husband" and "You Can't Have Everything" has Paramount done so well by
Miss Swanson. Not only have they surrounded the yovmg lady with one of the most
consistently good casts of the season, but
have given her no less a place than Deauville
as a backgrotmd for her somewhat exotic
personality.
MAIL — "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" is
of the usual Swanson standard. * * * Gloria
has lots of opportunity to be tragic in her
most emotional manner. Also she has the
opportunity to make her customary appearance in a scanty costume.
EVE. TELEGRAM— Gloria Swanson is
at her best in "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew,"
a Sam Wood production, and wins the audiences with one of the strongest pieces of
characterization which this young star has
yet created for the screen. Her interpretation of a young mother who first loses the
love of her wastrel husband and then has
her little son torn from her as the result of
divorce proceedings is a powerful and convincing piece of work.

Griffith Feature Opens
"One Exciting Night," the new
D. W. Griffith mystery feature,
opened last night at the Apollo.
Many prominent motion picture personages and well known New Yorkers attended.
Invade British Theater Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — Benjamin Hicks, vicepresident of the Apollo Trading
Corp. of New York, together with L.
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
are interested with Joseph de Wyckoff of the Replogle Steel Co. in the
erection of a 2,500 seat motion picture theater to cost $1,000,000 in the
heart of the West End.
The theater is scheduled to be
completed in January, 1924. The
building will be four stories high.
The theater is expected to be one of
the finest in the world.
"Other theaters will be built later
on," Bobby North said yesterday.
"It is our intention eventually to construct a chain of pretentious houses
in England."

Guts

and

DAILV

Tuesday, October 2-

Fined for Fight Films
(Special to THE

FILM

Managerial

DAILY)

Gha

Little Rock, Ark.— S. F. Rothstein
and J. E. Kiellow, owners of the
Arkansas rights to the DempseyCarpentier light films, were fined
$250 each by the Federal District
court on a charge of exhibiting the
pictures. They testified that the
films had been shown in 22 towns
in Arkansas.

St. John, N. B.— H. Smith
manager of Famous Play
changes here and in Montreal
managing the Regal exchan,

Burr Nickle Starts

Chicago, 111. — Charles J.
is now operating the Garfiek
he recently purchased. Chi
Ryan remains as house mana

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Burr Nickle Prods.,
Inc., has been formed by Burr
Nickle, president and general manager; Fred V. Gordon, vice-president
and Richard Welty, secretary and
treasurer. The new firm announces
"Once Aboard the Lugger," by A.
S. M. Hutchinson, author of "If
Winter Comes," as the first special
production. "Sunken Rocks," with
Alma Taylor, is scheduled for release Nov. 1st.
Theater Receiver Asked
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Baltimore, Md.— Wm. J. E. Diven,
a stockholder in the Circle Theater
Corp.. has filed a petition in the Circuit Court asking that a .eceiver be
appointed for the corpor tion and
that an accounting be made. Diven
claims that the officers of the company have actea in bad ' ith and have
"allowed
the securities and money
to be squandered and misappropri-

Wilmettc, 111. — Manager 1
again running the Village :
absence of a year in Florida.

Chicago,
111. —New
KarbBrooklin
& Lat
taken
over the
erly owned by Mrs. Pearce
Buffalo, N. Y.— Eddie V
will soon leave for Troy to
the theater being built there
Strand interests. Weinbe
been managing the Syracuse
during the illness of Edgar ^
Elyria, O. — L, W. Chapmai
erly with the Masterpiece e
of Cleveland, is now m
director of the Bannon cir
eluding the Colonial, Dnt
and Strand.
Providence, R. I.— James ]
ers is now with the Victory, p
Clara Blaney.

Brunswick, Ga. — Perry
John J. Carlin treasurer of the
corporation, has filed an answer formerly of the Park, Ashet
C, is now managing the Gr
denying Diven's allegations.
A. C. Moore of Savannah.
ated."

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

Number Five
The Year Book is chuck full
of valuable information and
statistics.
Winnie Sheehan

ii

Flashes

F. R. Jones,rector-in-chief
Mack
Sennett's
dihas returned
to the
Edendale studios, after a visit of several weeks in New York.
May Allison and Robert Ellis are
featured in "The Woman Who Fooled Herself," the first of a series to
be made in Porto Rico, by Assoc.
Exhibitors.

Out Jan. 1st— Bigger and Better Than Ever

7Ac brAdstreet
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M. P. T. O. Franchise
It. Louis
Exhibitors
Ask
Separate
Organization Covering Eastern
Missouri
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Well

Known "Serenade'
Musical Scores
Schubert's
the —First

DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo. — Exhibitors of St.
Louis and the Eastern section of
Missouri, who are members of the
M. P. T. O., are awaiting action on
their request for a separate franchise
which has been promised consideration by Sydney S. Cohen.
Cohen stopped here on his way to
New York from the Missouri convention at Excelsior Springs and addressed a meeting of the St. Louis
body.
Under the plan said to have been
approved by Cohen, Missouri would
have two distinct M. P. T. O. organizations; one in St. Louis and one
in Kansas City. The exhibitors of
Eastern Missouri claim that, with the
headquarters of the state organization
in Kansas City, it takes too much
time to get action on complaints.
"There will be no friction between
the two organizations if the second
charter is granted," said Jos. Mogler,
a vice-president of the national body. A picture that makes you feel there is art in motion pictures. That's
"Shadows." A picture that will better any box-office record made by any
"If arrangements can be made
with the Chicago headquarters of the other production you have ever played. That's "Shadows." There's a
Illinois M. P. T. O. Southern Il- tip for yog — Advt.
linois may also be included in the
St. Louis district, while Eastern
Kansas may be added to the Kansas
Waukesha
Farmers
Ask
Hays
to From "The Film Renter and MovCity territory."
Help forMovies
New Kind of
ing Pictures
LondonNews" of
Sydney Cohen could not be reach(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ed for a statement yesterday.
London — That big productions are
Waukesha — At a mass meeting
here 5,000 farmers and business men the salvation of the kinema is unLoew Shows Increase in Profits
doubtedly the opinion held by leadcriticized movie programs of sentiing exhibitors in England at the
The operating profit of Loew's,
mental and emotional themes to the
Inc., and subsidiaries for the year exclusion of the economic and social moment, and the policy of Proended Aug. 31, was $2,267,871 after
vincial Cinematograph Theaters, the
sides of urban and rural life
expenses and depreciation as com- welfare
in the Middle West. Resolutions leading exhibiting concern controlpared with $1,800,550 in the previous
sent to all big producers and to ing over 70 halls, is to obtain as many
year. The profit and loss surplus on were
great super productions as possible.
Will H. Hays.
Aug. 31 was $S45,997 as against
It was announced that 10,000 To this end they are showing "The
$100,413 on Aug. 31, 1921.
Bill of Divorcement," one of the finest
are being asked to aid the British
It is anticipated that the complete clergymen
films ever produced, at their
effort.
annual report will be ready for disAs evidence of what is sought, a West end theater, the New Gallery
tribution at the end of this week.
Kinema for an indefinite run next
series of tableaux in the public square
week.
This picture really marks an
was presented, and camera men
filmed the crowds to build a prologue epoch in British films for it contains
for a production to be made soon not only some of the finest acting, but
Obregon Reported Lifting Embargo embodying the ideas of the Waukesha it is in its direction and settings enOn Famous Players and Metro
tirely out of the ordinary.
County people. The film will be sent
Productions
(Continued
on Page 4)
to Hays.

f Mexican

SpecialBy Features
Prizma For

Be Made

(Continued

on page 3)

Washington— Official dispatches received here from Mexico City carry
onns
Running
Goldwyn
Exploitathe_ news that the Mexican embargo
tion
which has been in force against Fa- f
It was stated at Goldwyn pictures
mous Players and Metro productions yesterday that Eddie Bonns, who has
will be terminated.
just joined that organization, leaving
Papers are to be signed at once by Warner Bros., will be in charge of
Pres. Obregon of Mexico and Vernon exploitation, taking the place of R.
T. Woodle of the liavs organization E. Pritchard, and that Howard Dietz
who has been in Mexico City for sev- will remain in charge of advertising
eral weeks working on the matter.
and publicity.

i.

Theater Receipts Decrease
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Figures on tax collections for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1922 prepared for the report of
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue show that the total sum spent
on taxable amusements was $733,749,375.70, a decrease of $160,000,000
from the previous year. This includes receipts from picture theaters.

Prizma Pictures has completed
plans for a series of 13 specials for
next season, and work on production
will start immediately. These specials
will be similar to "The Moonlight
Sonata" which made a hit at the
Rivoli last week. The story of the
composition, or something definitely
bearing on it, will be told in pictures,
and this allows the rendition of thtf
composition during the screening.
The first of the better known compositions to be screened will be
Schubert's "Serenade" which will be
followed by Sir Arthur Sullivan's well
known "The Lost Chord."
Planning Long Trip
E. V. Richards of the Saenger
Amusement Co., New Orleans, is
planning a four months trip around
the world to start next January. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Richards
and Julian Saenger.
First Nat'l Directors In Session
The annual meeting of the Board
of Directors of First National continued in session yesterday at the
Hotel Chatham. It was stated that
only foutine business was transacted.
Pete Smith Due Today
Pete Smith is due to arrive from
Chicago today to actively supervise
the publicity for the opening of
Douglas
Fairbanks'
"Robin
at
the Lyric
on Monday.

Hood"

,•''
Valentino Appeal Date
Arguments in the appeal taken in
the suit of Famous Players against
Rodolph Valentino, will probably be
heard before the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court on Nov. 3rd.
Lois Weber in Town
Lois Weber is paying a visit to
the offices of F. B. O., which is distributing her pictures "What Do Men
Want?" and "The Blot." She is
stopping at the Astor and will
shortly return to the Coast.

Golf Photographs
Photographs of individual
players who appeared in the
Fall Film Golf Tournament
last Thursday, can be obtained
from the Kaplan News Service
Company, 154 Nassau St., or
by
with The
Film communicating
Daily.
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Film Men Bank Officials
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille and
Thompson Buchanan are among the
officers and directors of the New
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Alan Dwan With Paramount
Alan Dwan has been signed to
direct Edith Wharton's "Glimpses of
the Moon," for Paramount at the
Long Island City studio with Bebe
Daniels and Nita Naldi. The scenario is by Edfrid Bingham.

«f Greater$5.00;
' New 3 York
months.
months$10.00$3.00.one year;
Foreign6
$15.00.
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Quotations
High

East. Kod. 86
F. P.-L. .. 98^
do pfd. . 101 J4
G'wyn
7K
Griffith ...
Loew's
1 riangle ...
World

21

Low

Close

Sales

86
86
300
95^
95^
6,100
99% 100
500
IVi
7%
100
Not quoted
2Qy&
20J4
3,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany — Cosmopolitan Corp., Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, L. I. King, M. L. Elkin
and E. London. Attorney, Nathan
Burkan, Manhattan.
Albany — Carlson Film Co., Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, J. Carlson, J. J. Meyers
and R. F. O'Keefe. Attorney, Hartman, Sheridan and Tekulshky.
Albany — Nassau Play Corp., Manhattan. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators, G. S. Harding, A. Ross
and J. Friedman. Attorney, Wingate
& Cullen, Manhattan.

Montana

Burlesques

"Robin

"Robbing 'Em Good," a burlesque
of "Robin Hood," made by Hunt
Stromberg with Bull Montana as
Hood"
star, will be released by Metro within a few weeks.
E.

H. Griffith with
Cosmopolitan
E. H. Griffith has been engaged as
a director by Cosmopolitan. His
first production will be Peter B.
Kynes' "The Go Getter," adapted by
Doty Hobart. T. Roy Barnes and
Seena Owen head the cast.

Paramount
(Special

to THE

in Japan
FILM

LOANS

DAILY)

Tokio — Tom D. Cochrane, general
manager of Paramount offices in
Japan, reports the signing of contracts for first runs in a leading theater of each of the five largest cities.
Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and
Yokohama.
Big Reception for Loew
(Special to THE

FILM
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New or Negatives
other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire
Room
70S— WoolTelephone

Barclay 7940

Party

DAILY)

OFFICE
FOR RENT
With Vault Space

Philadelphia — Marcus Loew, Rex
Ingram, Alice Terry and a score of
Metro Stars were received Monday
by the Mayor of this city, prior to
the opening of "The Prisoner of
Zenda," at the Aldine Theater.
Mayor Moore presented the key of
the city to Loew at the reception.

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

Merit-Betty Blythe Contest
Merit Film Corp., distributing the

FOR

Betty Blythe feature "How Women
Love" in the Greater New York territory, is holding a screen test contest at theaters showing the picture
to select a girl from each of the five
boroughs to appear in future Betty
Blythe productions. Miss Blythe
will make a si^ries of personal appearances with this picture.

RENT

Private Offices
Film Cutting and Examining Room
RENT

REASONABLE

MECCA

BUltDlNG

160bBROAWAY
v
8th Floor-Room 804
Phone 8479 Bryant

Allied Producers tions
— "Salome" NegotiaIt was reported yesterday that Dennis F. O'Brien was drawing up a contract for the distribution of Nazimova's "Salome" by Allied Producers
& Distributors Corp.
Hiram Abrams said that such a
contract had not been consummated
although he admitted that negotiations were in progress.
"Tatterley" George Arliss' Next
The next George Arliss picture to
be made by Distinctive Pictures will
be "Tatterley," by Tom Gallon,
English novelist. It will be produced
by the staff who worked on "The
Man Who Played God," including
Harmon Weight director, Forrest
Halsey, scenario writer, and Harry
Fischbeck, camera man. It is likely
that the production will be made in
Chicago, where Arliss is now appearing in "The Green Goddess."

"Village Blacksmith" Premiere Nov 2
The world premiere of "The Village Blacksmith," a Fox special, will
be held at the 44th St., Nov. 2nd,
when it will follow "Monte Cristo."
This production is not an adaptation
Trenton, N. J.— The Chaplin Class- of Longfellow's famous poem, which
ics, Inc. Capital, $500,000. Incor- has no story, but the theme has been
porators R. Bennett, Brooklyn.. W. carried out by Paul Sloane, who
J. Ryan, Manhattan and P. G. Bren- wrote the scenario.
nan, Brooklyn.
The picture was directed by Jack
Ford. Wm. Walling plays the title
Albany — Players' Co., Manhattan. role. The cast includes Bessie Love,
Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, M. Virginia Valli, Tully Marshall and
J. McKogh, Jr., B. K. Auser, T. others.
Austic. Attorney. F. T. Walsh, Manhattan.
$55,000 Suit Against Ince
Charles H. Duell. Boyce Smith,
Trenton, N. J.— Academy Theater Fred Neuman and George Newgrass,
Coorp., Jersey City. Capital, $10,000. the latter two constituting the law
Incorporators, J. Jolson, B. and R. firm of Neuman & Newgrass, have
Joelson, Manhattan.
brought suit in the Supreme Court
asking $55,000 from Thos. H. Ince
for services rendered in connection
with the Ince-First National contract.
f ^cUcccLtUmcii 0-tctuAju^
The original bill for services was
$60,000 which sum Ince has already
paid $5,000. Max D. Steuer represents the plaintiffs while Hirschfield
"WE SPICE OF THE PROCR.Vl"
& Levy are the attorneys for the defendant.

The Film Mutual Benefit Bureau
4 West

40th Street

Tel. Longacre 9122

has opened a
RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT
which will furnish producers with authentic i. ' rmation --n customs,
costunes and settings of any country at any date.
The Bureau has access to private galleries, libraries and collections,
and guarantees historic references on all subjects. Personal supervision of all scene scenarios.

Mr. HENRY

KING

announces he has secured for production and with
all rights fully protected
"OLD

HUSBANDS

and YOUNG

By RALPH

WIVES"

PROCTOR

Mr. King states this piece will be presented both
as a STAGE and SCREEN offering during next
year when he has completed his production, in
Rome and other European locations of '"''The White
Sister," in which Miss Lillian Gish will be starred
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
The production of "OLD HUSBANDS and YOUNG
WIVES"
is promised
to be unusually
pretentious.
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theNews
No.

86

j SCHOONER "HENRY
FORD"
(S "BLUENOSE" — American chaliis closely contested
race at Glou)iss.
(A ARMISTICE CONFERENCE
URK-GREEK C O N F L 1 C T—
ilelegates meet with representatives
^es.
ILIDER MEET IN ENGLAND—
joted aircraft designer, makes suc(;ht at Peacehaven Champion logi|Hoquiam, Wash.; American Legion
i!New Orleans; Italian rulers visit
lyal family, etc., etc.
\rHB FIRST

NEWS

REEL

\rHE REAL

NEWS

FIRST

bday
M

(Continued

from

Rivoli

illiamson's "Wonders of the Sea"
tl ImII followed by a Gypsy dance,
inossible Mrs. Bellew," with Gloria
nfs the feature.
"My Wife's Relah Buster
Keaton, closes.

Strand
S from
"Mile
Modiste,"
with Elird, are the overture.
"Odds and
^selection of short subjects, is folb the topical review.
The
Fokine
is5een
in "Humoresque,"
"Polka"
:al."
This.
H.
Ince's
"Skin
feature.
The comedy
is "The
li Clyde
Cook.
An organ solo

At Other Houses
' ' and its surrounding bill have
the Rivoli to the Rialto. Featituiue are "Trifling Women" at
.« The Prisoner of Zenda" at the
, iVhen Knighthood Was in Flower"
C'erion, "Monte Cristo" at the 44th
1 Wlio
Are
My
Parents?"
at the

iclwyn Transfers Hickey
,al to THE FILM DAILY)
J — George Hickey is now
'- iianager of the Goldwyn
Milwaukee and Minneapolis
ajs succeeding Cecil Maberry,
ie( Hickey was formerly disinager of the Philadelphia,
inion and Pittsburgh offices.

I)

Y."
FIFT"NoJ. R. Diamond Photographed
Credit for the camera work shown
toriety"
in William Nigh's "Notoriety" goes
to J. R. Diamond, now in Hollywood
photographing
Hugo Ballin.
Kansas

"Vanity

Fair"

City Theater

(Special to THE

0 e Melodies"
compiled
by Edward
the overture.
The news pictorial
'ccs of the Day"
are followed
by
Drsakoff's "Song of India"
played
l<jOlo by Edward Turk.
Will Rogers
"The Ropin'
Fool."
The Prizma
l^ilarnia Lakes A'Fire"
is followed
d Lloyd
in "Grandma's
Boy."
An
la by John Priest closes.

Styles
Page

Telegram to Hays
This telegram was sent Hays.
"Five thousand Waukesha County
farmers and business men are gathered as a protest against frivolous
movies, and to start a movement to
change the trend of production to a
constructive program to deal with national unrest. We are prepared to
extend the movement to 10,000
pulpits in the Middle West if this
appeal is ignored. Are film producers
ready to listen to the views of Middles West farmers and small town
film patrons?
"WAUKESHA COMMITTEE OF

Big

[-oadCameo
way Theaters

k

FILM

for

Open

DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — The Electric, in
Minnesota Ave., a $500,000 theater
seating 2,500, has been formally opened by Grubel Bros., A. F. Baker is
the house manager.
Mendelssohn Goldwyn District Man.r PI (Special to THEagerFILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — Felix Mendelssohn,
formerly manager of the Goldwyn exchange, has been appointed district
manager of the Philadelphia, Washington and Pittsburgh offices succeeding George A. Hickey, who goes to
Chicago for Goldwyn.
Coogan Field Force Increased
The field force of Jackie Coogan
Prods., Inc., is being increased by
Irving M. Lesser. Newt Levy has
been added to cover the Western
field. Jos. Deitch, formerly of Educational, has been added to the Eastern staff, which already includes
Harry Rathner and Max Roth.
The throw-aways being distributed
for Jackie's opening in "Oliver
Twist" at the Strand Oct. 29th, play
the political game safe. One side
reads "vote for Gov. Miller," while
the other side reads "vote for Alfred
E. Smith."
New Hampshire M. P. T. O. Election
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Manchester, N. H. — The following
officers for the coming year were
elected by the New Hampshire M. P.
T. O. in session here: C. H. Bean,
Franklin, president; J. E. Charbonneau, Manchester, first vice-president Herbert B. Daley, Claremont,
second vice-president; A. A. Davis,
Nashua, third vice-president; Fred
rOand Company Returning
Couture, Rochester, fourth vice-presiil to THE
FILM
DAILY)
dent; C. A. Riva, Tilton, secretary
I Carlo — The
Cosmopolitan and A. L. Coutoure of Manchester,
which has been producing treasurer.
Members of the Executive Comof Women,"
by Vicente
mittee are: Michael White, Dove;;
o |)anez, is sailing for America
pltographing scenes here and J. B. Halisey, Nashau; D. J. Adams.
ind Nice.
Alan Crosland Concord; C. C. Baldwin, Keene;
iicctor.
The
company
in- George Lapierre, Lakeport; A. M.
> onel Barrymore, Alma Ru- Graves, Lebanon and George W.
Plro de Cordoba, Buster Col- Yetton, Exeter. An invitation was
li Hughes, W. H. Thomp- extended to Vermont exhibitors to
ladys Hulette.
join the organization.
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Exciting

Opinions

Night"— GriffithApollo

TIMES — Cloaked figures steal about, murders are committed, frightened women
and scream, white arms reach out from run
secret passages and two terrified negroes are
always trymg to escape from it all. And
at the end there is a storm. This is the
screammg, streaming climax of the film And
It IS a magnificent piece of work. Griffith
has even gone beyond his ice scene in "Way
Down East " In itself it is a thrilling thing
to watch. It would
be if there were no story
attached to it. It brings the picture
to a
whirlmg, whirring end.
WORLD— The part of the play that has a
speaking acquaintance with "The Bat" possesses all the machanics and all the characteristics that go to make mystery thrillers,
and despite this equipment the picture is tedious and involved and rambling. • * • If
there is anything about this picture that is
worth while it is the storm.
HERALD — Griffith has connected a slapstick farce which is well worthy of Mack
Sennett at his best. "One Exciting Night"
IS very much on the order of "Bulldog Drummond." It is a mystery melodrama, so liberally leavened with broad burlesque that
the casual spectator never quite knows
whether he is laughing at or with Mr. Griffith. Just when the action becomes so terrific that the audience is constrained to smile
patronizingly in self defense, Mr. Griffith steps
in and pushes his characters over the line
which separates ham melodrama from utter
nonsense; and the audience suddenly realizes
that It IS being effectively kidded. * * ♦ "One
Exciting Night" is in reality a pot boiler —
and a highly successful one at that. It will
do well in the box office wherever it goes.
AMERICAN— There is a storm, or
rather a tornado, in this new screen production which is indescribably dramatic. • ♦ ♦
He (Griffith) has shown that he is able
to construct a thrilling and harrowing detective drama as skillfully as he can build
an epic of history.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— For sheer
blood-curdling inventiveness, it is going to
snatch a lot of royalties away from
Avery
Hopwood and Mary Roberts Rinehart and
put them back into the fihn industry. If
there is one single spine-tingler or gooseflesh inducer that Pinkerton, Doyle, Poe,
Jack Boyle and the other mystery spinners
have overlooked here you have it * * * "One
Exciting Night" will probably be as great a
money maker as Griffith ever released.

GLOBE— D. W. Griffith, all things being
carefully considered, is the world's greatest
producer of motion pictures ; there is no
doubt about that. This contention could,
however, hardly be proven by "One Exciting
Night" alone. * * ♦ 'At no time during the
one as real. It
action does the thing impress
just has everybody figuring how it is all
going to come out, and judging by last
nights's audience this sort of thing is really
better entertainme
nt than absorbing a lot of
alleged realism. In addition, Griffith has injected a great many enormously funny bits,
which were uproariously received by the firstnighters. The storm scene which comes as
the climax of the second act, is the directorial
genius at his best.
SUN — This new product of the man who
has been called the master of the screen is a
mystery play in the manner of Avery Hopwood and Mary Roberts Rinehart. It is just
as exciting as "The Bat," "The Cat and
the Canary" and other prize nerve wreckers
which have held the American stage in recent
years. The piece is listed as a comedy drama
— if we recall the label correctly — but Griffith
evidently worked on the principle that farce
is the only comedy, because the continuity
is full of exaggerated humor. In fact, this
is its chief charm. • * ♦ We have seen
numerous mystery films, but Griffith's offering is eminently superior to anything of the
sort that the American screen has known.
Throufjhout every inch of the celluloid the
director's
art are
is evident,
most tellingly
dent. There
tense moments
when evione
thinks one's heart just cannot last another
yard. Then comes an onslaught of comedy
that congests the theater. If you don't die of
fright you will laugh yourself to death.
EVE. JOURNAL
what the master film
other pictures, such
scene in "Way Down
that his present storm
thriller.

— Even remembering
producer has done in
as the spectacular ice
East," it is safe to say
surpasses all. It is a

M.-ML— Mr. Griffith has caught the injection from the prevailing craze for mystery

England

^5^

Happenings

(Continued from Page 1)

More west end theaters go over
to pictures every day, and one of
the oldest music halls in this country,
The Holborn Empire, is definitely
taking to pictures on Monday. Their
first film for release is "Where is
My stuff
Wandering
Boy America.
Tonight?," a
sob
drama from
English companies are turning out
a remarkable number of good pictures. Stolls have almost completed
"The Prodigal Son," a big dramatization of Sir Hall Caine's well known
work, whilst the British & Colonial
Kinematograph Co. have produced a
really remarkable series of History
films. The greatest attention has
been paid to detail, with the result
that these films are historically accurate and make very acceptable
showing propositions.
Business continues to be brisk with
exhibitors, and there is every sign
that this winter will be one of exceptional prosperity.
More theaters are shortly going up.
One big building has already been
commenced on the Tivoli site in the
Strand, which is the most populace
thoroughfare in London. This
building will hold 3,000 when completed and will have a great ball room
and restaurant. Another theater has
just been opened in the suburbs of
London, holding over 3,000, with tea
rooms in addition, whilst many other
important kinemas are in the course
of erection.

If It's Mystery
you want, just realize that over
sixty million people have been

^ /^

mystified, enthralled by
thrilled,
the

^

'^

\
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NICK

CARTER

World Famous Detective Stories

The first four of a new series of tivelve two re
features based on these famous stories are now read^
Territorial rights are being sold.
look a sure bet. Act quickly.

Don't ove

Territorial-rights will not be sold without screenin
Address

MURRAY

JOHN

W.

J. GLAVEY

522 Fifth Ave., New York

GARS;S|ON,

Inc

Phone Vanderbilt 80i

"Knighthood" Opens in Washington
r Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — "When
Knighthood
Was
in Flower"
has opened
at
Loew's Columbia.
plays and has set out to out-mystery
all. Whenever he decides to portray an
he can always be depended upon to do
bit more emphatically and a bit more
pletely than any one else.

them
idea
it a
com-

And so he has done in "One Exciting
Night.' In it he has something of "The
Bat," more of "The Cat and Canary" and a
little from various other mystery plays, in
addition to a few specially selected chills and
thrills of Its own. * * * But the big Griffith
punch comes in the titanic storm
in which
the picture has its denouncement. There
have been storms and storms on the screen
Only recently it seemed that the high-water
mark had been reached in the picturization of
"The Old Homestead," but compared with
this terrific cyclonic blast in "One Exciting
Night" that storm was a mild zephyr.
.EVE. TELEGRAM— A mystery drama,
with just enough to relieve a tense situation
when the plot begins to thicken. While Mr.
Griffith has departed from the heavy and
spectacular, he has produced a picture that
will live among the immortals of the silver
screen. It is one of the best photoplays ever
shown and has a well balanced cast of characters, which is headed by Miss Carol
Dempster, who shares the honors with Henry
Hull. * * ♦ The producer has left nothing
undone to make the picture a real thriller.
Spooky hands, secret panels, shadows and
darting figures all have their play, while Peter
.Strong and Miss Harrison, playing servants,
are humorous throughout. Just before the
identity of the mysterious villain becomes
known there is a storm scene, which is about
the most realistic ever produced on the screen.
EVE. WORLD— "One Exciting Night" is
emphatically not the best thing he (Griffith)
has ever done but it will probably prove one
of the best money getters. After all, that
is something. The story is not a spectacle.
There is no lavish display, no mobs, no "overthe-cliff" scenes — in fact, "One Exciting
Night" is not even advertised as "A $1,000,000 picture." But it's mighty good entertainment. » * * "One Exciting Night" is
well worth the price ; even the war tax.

READ WHAT THEY SAl
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOl
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Number Six

No other publication now in existence, or in fact, all the other
publications combined could not
furnish the industry with the
data that is contained between
the two covers of this compact
little book. It is truly the filmmans encyclopedia.
M. A. Kraus,
Kraus Manfg. Co.
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Politics

Digest

s for News Film and Cartoon
eel With Intensive Exploitation
Reported Nearing Completion
is understood that Literary
Dest is on the verge of entering
th motion picture field on an exte ive scale.
resent plans, which are being discvied very favorably by officials of
th organization, are to put out a
rejlar news film service and also
a irtoon reel every week. Distributi( arrangements are also under
ccsideration.

This will be a real news film,"
is le attitude taken by the sponsors.
"ji expert camera man will be locad in every important country,
wi executive charge of a field force,
iniddition to photographers, which
w
cover the United States
houghly."
these plans go through, as they
ar] expected to, Literary Digest will
gc behind the films with intensive
■ itation by personal letters to
:< uiis. As each booking is repcted, the plan is to advise all perSC5 on the Literary Digest mailing
lis in the vicinity of the theater of
th showing of the films.
he field of readers has already
bei canvassed by mail, and it is The wise showman might heed this: That "Shadows" will be the talk of
industry; that "Shadows" will be a box-office tonic wherever it is
sa that the publication feels that the
shown.
Such pictures come too rarely. — Advt.
itjas an audience waiting for the
pixires, judging from the nature
Two Charged With Larceny
JTi quantity of leplies received.
fjF
Mayo Leaving Universal
.iterary Digest claims a circulation
James Goldie and Julius Singer 'f
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of 1,500,000 copies with 5,000,000 have been held in $2,000 bail each
Hollywood — Frank Mayo has left
relers. It also has a mailing list for the Grand Jury on a charge of ' Universal. The company at first
of;ome 8,000,000 persons, who will grand larceny, involving the owner- notified the star that it would take
up the option for another year in his
bt circularized about the projected
of a film Kelschner
called "Scrooge."
fils.
Miss shipArabelle
is the contract, which expired this week.
But Mayo did not wish to renew.
complainant.
jriffith Film to United Artists
Mayo's plans for future have not been
definitely settled.
IS usual, with D. W. Griffith proCensor Complaint Dismissed
■li'tions,
Stanley Co. Issues New Stock
ExcitinUnited
g Night,"
The Grand Jury in General Seswill
leased"Onethrough
Artists
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
sion yesterday dismissed the charges
r the pre-release showings in brought against Famous Players by
Philadelphia
—
The
Board
of Direcscie of the larger cities.
tors of the Stanley
Company
has
Attorney General Newton alleging
violation of tie censorship law. It authorized the issue of 28,857 shares
of stock at $60 a share.
was alleged that "The Truthful Liar"
ultimate object of the order
was exhibited before the chr.nges or- is The
to raise funds for the erection of
Rusal of N. Y. State License to
dered by the commission were made.
lara Smith Hamon Picture Takthe three large houses, the completion of which will round out the
en to Supreme Court
present
Coming for "Shadows" Premiere
residing Justice Clarke, of the
company. building program of the
Among the Al Lichtman franchise
Apellate Division, Supreme Court
oiVew York, together with Justices holders who will be in town for the
Patten To Represent Hays
Genbaum, Dowling, Smith and premiere of "Shadows" at the BiltThomas
Patten, who was postmore
on
Friday
will
be
Ben
AmsterFch yesterday saw "Fate," a feamaster of New York City for eight
tu: based on the life of Clara Smith
dam of Philadelphia, Joe Friedman of
Hnon, at the Simplex projection Chicago, Harry Asher of Boston, Sam years, has been named by Will Hays
rcrn in connection with the motion Grand of Bufifalo, Tom Moore of as special representative of the Hays
Ola writ of certiorari asking a re- Washington, together with J. H. organization at the joint convention
viv of the decision of the New Beaver who handles the Lichtman of the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and
Yk State Motion Picture Commis- business in that territory and of Kansas to be held at Omaha on
S! refusing to license the film for course, Sam Zierler of New York and Nov. 1 and 2. This is Patten's first
e-'ibition.
Herman Jans, who handles the New appearance in connection with the
(Continued on Page 2)
Jersey territory.
Hays organization.

Judges See Film

Developing
Rapidly — Theater
Owners Say Theystand" Cannot
"UnderHays Position
Politics and the political situation
in New York and Massachusetts is
developing a nice state of aflfairs in
New York City. The Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce say they
cannot "understand" the attitude of
General Hays of the Producers organization who wants them to keep
"hands ofi" as bet\yeen Smith and
Miller in the Gubernatorial fight here,
while they claim Hays is in charge
of the campaign in Massachusetts to
prevent censorship from becoming a
law.
!
"Smith is in favor of no censor-!
ship" said an important member of
the T. O. C. C. yesterday and Miller
has given us censorship. Why we
should not favor the man who wants
to help us I cannot understand. It
isn't a case of politics at all; it is
simply a business matter. Some of
us in the T. O. C. C. are inclined to
think Hays is thinking more of poliIn tics
addition
to the slides and trailers
than pictures."
and pictures being issued to exhibitors
in favor of Smith it became known
yesterday that a well developed campaign in behalf of Miller had been
worked out in pictures, slides and
trailers, and these are being widely
distributed through the State. In
New York City the T. O. C. C. is on
record as favoring Smith.

Straw Votes

Will Be Conducted Next Week by the
Globe and M. P. T. O. on
Gubernatorial Election
A straw vote on the New York
gubernatorial election will be conducted for six days next week by the
M. P. T. O., in conjunction with
The Globe in 400 theaters in Greater
New York and Long Island from
Sunday through Friday.
Slips will be distributed at the theaters for the patrons to indicate their
between
Smith
and Miller*

choice

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Golf Photographs
Photographs of individual
players who appeared in the
Fall Film Golf Tournament
last Thursday, can be obtained
from the Kaplan News Service
Company, 154 Nassau St., or
by
with The
Film communicating
Daily.
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Neilan Busy

6e Will Film "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" and
"The Rear Car"
for Goldwyn
(Special
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Quotations
High
Low
Close

Sales

East. Kod.. 86
F P-L. ... 96
do pfd. ...100
Goldwyn . . 7j^
Griffith

85 J4
94
100
7"^

85 3^
500
95 J^
7,600
100
200
VVg
Not quoted

Loew's ....
Triangle
World

19H

20
9,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

20H

Incorporations
Nashville, Tenn. — Standard Proluctions, Inc.
Capital, $100,000.
Albany — Olio Producing Co., Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators: C. A. Gerber, M. Marks,
S. Felix.
Trenton, N. J.— Thespis Theater
Co., Newark. Capital, $150,000. Incorporator: John L. McKenna, Wm.
V. Rafferty, J. J. Quinn.
San Francisco — Lincoln Theater
Co. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators,
E. Rosenthal, E. Lion, W. Harnum
and L. S. Hamm.
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Briefs have already been filed by
Ass't Att'y General Rose, and by
Samuel Hershenstein, who represents
Wm. E. Weathers, the producer.
The case will soon be argued before
the Appellate Division.
"Fate" was shown to the N. Y.
State Motion Picture Commission
last Spring and was refused a license
on the grounds that it portrays an
immoral story and that it excites to
crime. The producer claims that
similar stories are often produced on
the stage or told in book form, and
that the story of the picture will act
as a deterrent to crime.
Clara Smith Hamon, who plays
the leading role in the film, was tried
for the death of Jake Hamon and
was acquitted.

Culver City, Cal. — Marshall Neilan
has three pictures in view to produce
in association with Goldwyn as soon
as he finishes cutting and titling his
first production for Goldwyn. "The
Strangers' Banquet," by Donn Byrne.
Neilan's second and third coming
features will be Thomas Hardy's
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles" and
"The Rear Car," by Edward Rose,
now in its twelfth week on the
speaking stage in Los Angeles.
Because of the vast amount of research and preparation necessary for
"Tess," Neilan will produce one
other picture, not yet chosen, before
he starts work on the Hardy story.
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles" will
"Secrets of Paris' English Sale
be filmed in England and at the
Inter-Globe Export Co. has bought
Goldwyn studios here. Neilan has
already sent Frank Urson, staff English rights to C. C. Burr's "Secdirector, and David Kesson, camera
rets of Paris."
man, to England to take some of
Assoc. Screen News Jan. 1
The first news and advertising reel
the scenes for "Tess." They sailed
from New York on the Berengaria planned by Associated Screen News
with other members of the company. will be released about Jan. 1st, according to present plans.
The
scenario of "Tess" is by Dorothy
Farnum.

Sonin New Warner Manager
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles" has
already been filmed. It was the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
second production made by Famous
Detroit — Carl W. Sonin is now in
Players. At that time Mrs. Fiske
active charge of Warners' exchange
played the title role.
here, succeeding Dave Warner who
"The Rear Car" is a mystery has left for Los Angeles.
melodrama. When first produced in
Los Angeles, Richard Bennett was
United Artists Changes
starred in the leading role as a crime
Promotions of United Artists exdetector with a sense of humor.
change men carry the following
changes
in the line-up of the personnel:
Beach Writing for Meighan
Rex Beach has been engaged by
C. E. Smith, former sales manager
Paramount to write an original for of the Chicago office; T. T. Henry,
Thomas Meighan.
former sales manager of the Kansas
City office, and Jos. K. Burger are
Van Horn to Open N. Y. Office
now assistant general sales managers
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
at the New York office. R. K. Evans,
Philadelphia — Van Horn & Son, former sales manager of the Clevetheatrical costumers, will open a New
land exchange, is now general manYork office and show rooms at 7
ager of all Canadian offices with
West 42nd St., Nov. 6. Rollin W. headquarters in Toronto.
E. J. Eichenlaub succeeds Smith
W. Van Horn, vice-president and
general manager, will be in charge. in Chicago, while Maurice Safier folThe firm, which was established in
lows Evans in Cleveland. F. B. Mc1852, specializes in historical and Cracken is the new Kansas City
sales manager.
motion picture costuming.

Palmer Theater Co. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators, R. McNeill, L.
S. Hamm and W. B. and O. B.
Attkinson.

"Unlimited
SERVING

THE

Facilities for Quality Work"
PRODUCERS
OF THE

FOREMOST

October 26, 192

Sec'y
Davis
Asks FILM
Theaters'
(Special
to THE
DAILY)Aid
Mooseheart,
III. —
Secretary
Labor, James J. Davis, accompar
by Ass't Sec'y Kenning,
asked
co-operation of all theater owners
aiding progressive
public prograi
especially in immigration
problei
at a conference held here with Syd'
S. Cohen,
national president
M.
T. C; General Manager A. J. Mc
ler,
J. O'Toole W.
of •
publicChairman
service M.department,
Burford
and J. J. Rubens,
of
State executive board.

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

NEJCrWEEK

OLD

SUBJECTS

WANTEI

The American Continental Film A;
(Berlin) is seeking the Agency for p
American Fitais. Old subjects and films t
have run their course can still earn a §■
revenue in Central Europe. Our Mr. Wai
is now in New York to effect arrangeme:
Address care of Harry Wadler, 11 E. 2
St.
Telephone Madison
Square 1063.

COMING

SOON

PERFECT PICTURES
NEITHER

SCREEN

BUT

LIFE'S

STUDIO

NOR

STAGE-

WINDOW"

FOR RENT

Eqtiipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N. •
J. ForE. particulars
write
K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

WEST
I ^

Albany — Claremont Film Laboratory, Bronx. Capital, $375,000. Incorporators, W. E. Greene, L. J.
Rosett and E. Gage. Attorney, Rosett
.and Deutsch, Manhattan.

I

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRyaiL.ERy~

' -ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
' CARE, as THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS OND
BEaUriFUL .

Albany — Steadylite M. P. Machine
Corp., Manhattan. Capital, $1,000,000. Incorporators, A. P. Anderson,
J. Bramwell and L. C. Dunn. Attorneys, Davis, Wagner, Healer &
Holton, Manhattan.

US

FREE/o]
C ATINTING
FOOT

f^^cULcaUerud

THE SPiCE OF THE

(Rctu.i£)

PROGR.i.M

I

ll'i

fYou can obtain FILMACK/S
3 duct ion Trailers
on
All Features for

Elaborate Borders
24 Hour
Service
Presentation Trailers

t/ohn M.Nickolaus

Phones
Hollyivood
6^/Scuid 0943

Sewewct and IhrnauiQ Streets

Holli/woocl Cali/ornia

e08 S.WABASH AVE
CHICAGO,
ILL-

it^vjOT since 'Don't Change
rN Your Husband' has Gloria Swanson had such an excellent vehicle. One of the best
casts of the season. Mr. Lasky
has outdone himself in an effort to give theatre-goers their
money's worth."
N.Y. Globe
"The star is at her best. One
of the strongest characterizations she has ever created.
Powerful and convincing."
A^. Y. Telegram

"Lavish sets, daring gowns;
effective production."
N. Y. Sun
ki^•; FAMOUS

PlAYERSIASKy
CORPORATION
AOOLPH
lUHOn.
Pxi.dwi

A Sam Wood Production
From the novel by David Lisle
Scenario by Percy Heath

Gloria
Jesse L.Lask^

presents.

in

«1he Impossible
Mrs. Bellew "
(2 Cparaniountg>icturej
this advertisement was made

from the 4 column cut that you can get at your exchange

-^m

i
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Steamer Sailings
Sailing of steamers for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Today
Manchuria sails at 11 A. M. for Hamburg;
mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
West Asia (Cork, Queenstown, Spain, Gibraltar, specially addressed). Scythia sails at
12 M. for Liverpool; mails close at 8 A. M.
for Cork and Queenstown (other parts of
Ireland and other countries specially addressed). Tuscania sails at 12 M. for Naples;
mails close at 9 :30 A. M. for Spain and Gibraltar (Italy specially addressed). Mt. Clinton sails at 12 M. for Hamburg; carries no
mail. U. S. A. T. St. Mihiel sails at 10 A.
M. for Colon ; mails close at 6 A. M. for
Porto Rico, Canal Zone, Panama, Nicaragua
(except East Coast). Monterey sails at 12
M. for Vera Cruz; mails close at 10 A. M.
for Yucatan and Campeche (Cuba and other
parts of Mexico, specially addressed). Parima sails at 10 A. M. for Barbadoes ; mails
close at 7 A. M. for Virgin Islands and West
Indies (Guiana, Grenada, St. Vincent and
Trinidad specially addressed). Flora sails at
3 P. M for Jacmel; mails close at 12 M. for
Haiti.

Friday

Munamar sails at 12 M. for Nuevitas ; mails
close at 9 A. M. for the City of Nuevitas
(other parts of Cuba specially addressed).
Manchioneal sails at 12 M. for Kingston;
mails close at 9 A. M. for Jamaica (Cuba
specially addressed).

Standard Buys Two Arrows

Seattle Notes

Straw Votes
(Continued from

Page

1)

The slips will be returned to the State
M. P. T. O. headquarters, where they
will be counted.
It is expected that at least 500,000
votes will be polled. The number of
votes recorded will be of interest as
showing the power of the screen in
politics.
The vote is under the immediate
supervision
Charles
president of the ofNew
YorkO'Reilly,
State M.
P.
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The Ballard has been reopened
T. O., and E. V. Durling. of the
Globe.
after extensive remodeling. E. H.
Haubrook is manager.
Jesse J. Goldberg Trip
The Apollo has been reopened in
Jesse J. Goldberg will leave Monday on a sales trip in connection with Everett, Wash. Pells and Swanson
are the owners.
the "Favorite Star series" of two
reelers.
A. H. Huot, special representative
for F. B. O., is the new publicity man
here.
Supreme Buys Equity Picture
(Special to THE

FILM

FILM

FOR

RENT

Private Offices
Film Cutting and Examining Ri
RENT

MECCA

REASONABLE

BUILDIN(

1600 BROAWAY
Sill FIoor-^Room 804
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Pittsburgh, Pa. — Supreme PhotoC. A. Malotte has left the Select
plays Prods, has bought Equity Pic- to become sales and pubilicty man for
tures Corp.'s "What's Wrong with the Universal in Spokane.
Women?" for Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.
Hodkinson has moved into the new
exchange
built for them at 2015
Griever Buys Six
Third Ave.
(Special to THE

Exchangen m

Washington — Harry Hami nd
has
joined the sales force of i in
Seattle, Wash. — Miss Faye BernFilm Attractions. He was fori 'Ij
stein, previously
Universal's
New York
export with
department,
has with Merit Film Co. of Baltimor
arrived here to assume her duties as
Wash.— R. C. Montgo r
assistant-booker
and secretary at F. is Seattle,
B. O.
now with F. B. O. as salesman
MacRae
has been transferred -i
Spokane
to
Seattle.
A. W. Sin
Leo Potter is now sales manager comes from Spokane
to Portland
of short subjects for Universal.
(Special to THE

LOANS

Phone 8479 I:

ON

New or Negatives
other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire Room 705 — Wool-'
Telephone Barclay 7940
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Chicago — Si Greiver, head of Si
Seattle Film Exchange has purNOTICE
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Greiver Prods., has bought six feachased the "Fighting Devil" for
tures from C. B. C. for Indiana and Washington,
All
Motion
Picture rights to
Pittsburgh — The Standard Film
Oregon, Idaho and
Exchange, headed by W. J. Weiland, Northern Illinois. "More to be Montana.
The Face Upon the Floor I
has bought rights for Western Pitied" will be the first release.
or
a
Pennsylvania and West Virginia to
William Heineman, former man- The Face Upon the Barroom P »
Get
Eight
Warners
"The Lone Horseman" and "Westager for Pathe in Butte, has been apare fully protected by the
'.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pointed sales manager at the local
ern Justice," Arrow productions.
Richard Kipling Enterprises
Atlanta, Ga. — The Southern States First National exchange.
Film Co. have bought "Your Best
. Distinctive To Film "Backbone"
Friend,' and other Warner produc,' "Backbone," a story by Clarence
tions for North and South Carolina,
^
Buddington Kelland, which is now Ga., Fla. and Alabama.
running in the Saturday Evening
Post," has been chosen by DisAmalgamated Announces Second
tinctive Pictures Corp., as its first
"Sunshine of Paradise Alley," by
all-star production. Charles Whit- Denman
Thompson, is announced by
taker will write the scenario.
Amalgamated Exchanges, Inc., as its
second production to be made at the
New Rochelle studios. Mrs. Rodolph
Two "Notoriety" Sales
Bobby North reports the sale of Valentino will be featured.

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

Wm. Nigh's "Notoriety" to the
Supreme Film Co. of Los Angeles for
Johnny Hines Filming "Luck"
Arizona, Nevada, California and the
"Luck," an original story by JackHawaiian Islands and to the Colson Gregory, is being produced at
umbia Film Service of Pittsburgh for the C. C. Burr Glendale studio,
Western Pennsylvania and West starring Johnny Hines with a cast
Virginia.
including
Breese, J. BarKing.ney Sherry,Edmund
Charlie Murray and Joe
"Lena Rivers" State Rights
E. Marks Berhman, general manHartford Forming New Company
ager of Smart Films, Inc., will re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lease "Lena Rivers," from the Mary
St. John, N. B.— David M. HartJ. Holmes story, on the state rights
ford is organizing a new company to
market. M. Welsh, of Welsh Bros.,
has purchased rights for New Jersey, produce films in Canada. It will become active after Hartford finishes
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland
and Washington.
producing "Blue Water" for New
Brunswick Films, Ltd. Distribution
will
York. be by Ernest Shipman of New
Get 150 "School Films"
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle, Wash. — The Cosmopolitan
Film Exchange has been appointed
representative of the Society of
Visual Education, giving it distribution of 150 "Schoolfilms." The
Community M. P. Bureau of New
York has also appointed this exchange distributor of their complete
service, including the Benj. Chapin
life of Abraham Lincoln. D. C.
Millward is President.

Fisher

Productions

(Special to THE

FILM

Formed
DAILY)

San Francisco — Fisher Prod., Inc.
has been formed by A. L. Jaflfe, president, and Victor B. Fisher, former
general manager for Associated
Photoplays Inc. Production activities
will be at the Pacific Studios in San
Mateo where the first story will be
filmed with Virginia Lee (Sorbin,
child actress, as the star.

Number Seven
I have found the YEAR BOOK of
the greatest value in the work of editing the motion picture section. The
Film Daily seems to me to be to the
Motion Picture Industry what Roger
W. Babson is to the business world.
Don Skene,
Motion Picture Editor,
Portland Oregonian.
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Business Good

What They Want

thanson Finds Canada Exhibiting
Field Profitable — Acquiring
More Houses
L. Nathanson, head of Famous
yers Canadian
Corp. and Regal
ms, and one of the most important
men in Canada, passing through
w York to Atlantic City where he
1 rest up for a week or so, said that
siness during the year had been exit lent in Canada. "Our records show
;^cellent results," he declared.
"We
e; putting through a plan to call our
tl;aters the home of Capitol Entertnment, so that this name, in the
fure will mean exactly what certain
\ II known names mean in theatrical
prlance in the States.
We are getiigf this through nicely.
"We
have acquired
several more
hises lately and all of these will be
1; homes of Capitol Entertainment.

Cohen, After Trip, Says Exhibitors
Seek Honest Information and
Chance to Play Bigger
Pictures
The chief anxiety of exhibitors all
over the country
is to learn the
truth about coming pictures and a
chance
to play the bigger pictures
at a price which will show a profit,
according to the analysis of theater
conditions made by Sydney S. Cohen,
national president M. P. T. O., who
has just returned from a tour which
carried him as far West as Kansas

S. Moss at A. M. P. A. Lunch
B. S. Moss was the principal speak\esterday at the A. M. P. A. lunch.
He advocated
"getting n.ore conete, window-dressing ideas in camjiign books."
Vacek Buys Lichtman Films
Rudolph Vacek has purchased the
il Lichtman output for Greece, Buliria, Turkey, Austria, Hungary,
izecho Slovakia, Jugo Slavia and
.oumania. The contract covers the
rst year's productions.
• Literary Digest Films Through
Hodkinson
Arrangements have practically been
ompleted for the release by Hodkinon of the news film and weekly caroon reel planned by Literary Digest,
lodkinson is now handling "Fun
rom the Press," a Literary Digest
ilm.

r.>l

City, Mo.
"Everywhere we visited," says
Cohen, "we found exhibitors keenly
desirous for honest information about
the merits of pictures, both in advertising and in reviews, and for
practical suggestions of real exploitation and presentation of advertising
matter to the public.

' e feel very good over the outlook."
Nathanson declared that in many
lies
"Grandma's
Boy"
outdrew
liiaplin's "The Kid."
Blumenthal to Atlantic City
Ben Blumenthal of Export & Imrt has left for Atlantic City.

..;T

Tonight at the Biltmore, an invited audience will see what will be the outstanding picture of the year. Remember that: the outstanding picture of
the year. And what a money maker! — Advt.
Lynch Leaves for Atlanta
S. A. Lynch, Y. F. Freeman and
Dan Michaelove, of Southern Enterprises, left yesterday for Atlanta.
Richard Kipling to Pittsburgh •
Richard Kipling, of Richard Kipling Enterprises, leaves today for
Pittsburgh on business. He will return to New York before motoring
back to the Coast.

300 Billboards for "Shadows"
Al Lichtman and Sam Zierler have
closed contracts for 300 24-sheet
stands in Greater New York to be
used for the exploitation of "Shadows." About half will be illuminated at night.
Neufeld Heads

Phila. Trade Board

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Oscar Neufeld, of
Cohill Casting Director at Famo\is
De Luxe, has been elected president
Wm. Cohill, who has been in of the Film Board of Trade. Other
harge of the motion picture section incoming officers are Gene Marcus,
)f Actors' Equity, has been engaged of Twentieth Century, vice-president;
is casting director at the FamoiUS Ben Amsterdam, of Masterpiece,
Players Long Island City studio. ,H6 treasurer; John Flynn, of F. B. O.,
succeeds Ned Hav who will do recording secretary, and F. B. Willis,
pecial work for Edward C. King, corresponding secretary. A dinner
general manager.
wjll be given Oct. 30th, in honor of
Actors Equity is closing the mo- th«retiriiig president, Felix Mendelsgolna, . and^^af-thenew president.
tion picture sectiote^
- r^v^-nT-""--

Blackton Busy on Another
(Special

to THE

London — J.

FILM

Stuart

DAILY)

Blackton

"They want an opportunity to play
the bigger pictures at a price which
thev can afford to pay and secure
a nroper return on their investment,
and the arduous labor connected with
the operation of their theaters. They
found, in many instance., that they
were refused the right to play these
pictuies, or that the pictures were
placed out of their reach by high

is

"Theater owners, thus treated, exprices.
pressed the conviction that this process, which kept these bigger pictures
away from them was a gross injustice to them as they had popularized the stars appearing in the pic- .M
Lowe Heads Betzwood Plant
tures, and also the products of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
companies involved.
Philadelphia — Al Lowe, well and
"We found a growinqf appreciation
favorably known in the film industry,
of the value of the theater as a comhas succeeded Ira Lowry as active
munity center on the part of leading
men and women in all the towns we
head of the Betzwood Film Co. plant. visited.
The laboratory is being refitted at an
"The State conventions in Flint,
expense of $80,000. Considerable in- Mich., and Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
dependent production activity is ex- were very successful, as were the big
meetings of theater owners in Chipected.
cago, Kansas City, Milwaukee and
St. Louis.
Fox Camera Man's Contest
Fox News announces its camera
"Theater owners highly commended the activities of the M. P. T. O..
man's contest for 1923, carrying three
prizes as follows: A gold trophy for and definite plans were made for the ■liD
extension of the public service work
the best thrill picture, a silver loving
of the organization. This direct concup for the best news novelty picture,
tact with the public and co-operation
and a bronze placque for the exclusive with the people in advancing community interests, we believe will oppicture showing the greatest entererate to the mutual advantage of all
prise and news value.
The contest begins at once and
Cohen added that general opinion ^
ends June 1, 1923. Wm. Fox, W. R. favored
concerned."
granting a separate franchise
Sheehan and Dan Hancock are the to the exhibitors of St. Louis and
the Eastern section of Missouri.
judges.
,1

working
on "The
Virgin
Queen,"
starring Lady Diana Manners.
The
production will be in natural colors.

f
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I'l'icago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
Representative — Ernest W. FredLondon
man. The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
^ ve.. London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
rentral European Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), WenzelsplaU.

Quotations
High

Low

85^
945/g
99
7Yi

85
92^
99
7

20

18^

Close

Sales

85
2,000
933/i
5,000
99
200
7
200
Not quoted
18^
8,500
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations

Dover, Del. — Gloria Productions,
Slew York. Capital. $1,400,000. Atorney, Registrar & Transfer Co.,
3over.

Albany — Inkwell Distributing
Zorp., Manhattan. Capital, $15,000.
[ncorporators: H. S. Bareford, J. H.
HIazen and A. C. Thomas. Attorney,
rhomas & Friedman, Manhattan.

Albany — Novel Film Co. of Amerca, Manhattan. Capital, $100,00. In:orporators, E. Roder, H. Halmow
md G. F. Cowen. Attorney, M. J.
lunger, Manhattan.

Albany — Page Cape Producing Co.,
Manhattan. Capital, $25,000. In;orporators, M. Klein, A. Werner and
H. E. Diamond. Attorney, W. Klein,
Manhattan.

Bebe Daniels, with her mother, are
expected in New York soon, to begin
work on "Glimpses of the Moon,"
directed by Allan Dwan.

^^rr
-THE SPICE OF THE PROr;K->.M

JJB

Two Join Goldwyn
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Golf Photographs

St. Louis, Mo. — Jack Weil, Goldwyn manager, has
added
Morris
Aaron, formerly with United Artists,
and R. M. Beck to his sales force.
New

Photographs of individual
players who appeared in the
Fall Film Golf Tournament
last Thursday, can be obtained
from the Kaplan News Service
Company, 154 Nassau St., or
by
with The
Film communicating
Daily.

Fox Exchange Opening

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

OFFICE FOR RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

LOANS

Assistant
FILM

to

Sheehan
DAILY)

Chicago — Clyde Eckhardt, for the
past six years manager of the Fox
office here, has been made assistant
to Winfield Sheehan, general manager. Eckhardt's successor has not
been named.

$1,250,000 Theater Lease
The
theater being erected by HumNOTICE
bert J. Fugazy and Antonio Rosetti
We are in the market for state at Macdougal and Houston Streets,
has been leased for 21 years, from
•ight features for greater New York Dec. 1st to the newly formed Deenind Northern New Jersey.
traus Corp., at a net rental approxiWhat have you to offer?
mating $1,250,000. The lease also
Address all communications to
Charles H. Streimer, Jawitz Pictures carries an option for purchasing the
2orp., 729 Seventh Ave., New York property before Dec. 1st, 1923 for
$650,000. The theater will seat 1,769.
3ity.
Phone Bryant 9444
Its estimated cost is $150,000,

ON

New Negatiyes
or other
Good CoUateral
Enquire worth
Room Bldg.,
705 — WoolTelephone Barclay 7940

FINANCING
and

COUNSEL
This organization has a sta£F
catering to the fihn industry.
They know every phase from
the angle of the producer, distributor or theatre owner. Consultations invited. No proposition to small or too large.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

Mr. HENRY

(Special to THE

(T^cULCcdlcrruii 6\c
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Buffalo — Fox Film Corp. will open
its new exchange in North Pearl St.,
Nov. 15. Winfield R. Sheehan,
Dolores Cassinelli is appearing in general manager, will come back to
"Pochontas," being produced at his home town for the event. A Fox
Whitestone, L. I., by Chronicles of special will be screened for invited
America, with E. L. Hollywood as
director.
guests.Prepare for Censor Fight
William B. Laub has completed the
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
editing and titling of Second NaPhiladelphia — The Pennsylvania
tional's "One Moment's Temptation," M. P. T. O. have decided to prepare
and is putting the final touches to to combat hostile legislation, especially censorship laws, by meeting
this organization's "Men Who Forearly in January, just before the
Legislature convenes, to formulate an
Tom Wiley, secretary of the A. M. active campaign.
P. A., is now special representative
of the National Photographers, Inc., San
Francisco
Clearance
Schedule
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
as well as special representative of the
get." Illustrating Co.
Excelsior
San Francisco — The San Francisco
Film Exchange Board of Trade has
Alice Brady and Henry Kolker, adopted a clearance schedule rangdirector, have gone to Florida with
ing from 28 days for downtown thea company filming South Sea island
aters, to 70 days when the subject
scenes for the "The Leopardess," for plays, from one to three weeks and
Paramount. The cast includes Mon- 42 days when the subject plays over
tagu Love, Edward Longford, Charles three weeks.
Oakland first runs are protected
Kent. George Beranger and Marguerite Forrest. Al Hall is assistant against Berkeley and Alameda,
director and Gil Warrenton, camera where first runs may start the day
after the Oakland first run closes.
No exclusive contract shall be given
anywhere
for Greater San FranGentry- Jones Office Opened
scisco.
Caroline Gentry and Marc Edmund
Jones, operating as the GentryA Censor in Pictures
Jones service, have opened offices at
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
562 Fifth Ave. They specialize in
St.
John,
N.
B.—
For
the
first time
titling and editing.
in the annals of motion pictures, a
member of a censor board is to play
Filming "Robin Hood, Jr."
a
part in a film production. Mrs.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
A. C. Wilson, of St. John, a member
— "Robin
Jr.," is of the New Brunswick Board of
theHollywood
title of the
first ofHood,
the Clarence
Censors, is playing the role of a
Bricker two-reel comedies now in hospital matron in the New Brunsproduction, starring little Frankie
wick Films, production of Blue
Lee.
Water, under the direction of David
M. Hartford. Mrs. Wilson is an
amateur elocutionist and actress and
On "Backbone" Location Trip
Henry M. Hobart, production man- a directress of amateur plays in St.
ager of Distinctive Pictures Corp.,
t ''!ier with Clarence Buddington John.
Kelland, author, and Charles Whittaker, scenarist, are leaving today for
Island Falls, Me. to select locations
for "Backbone," by Kellabd.
Eckhardt

Ilk V^

Flashes

Mary Carr has been invited by
Gov. Edwards, of New Jersey, to be
guest of honor at the Kiddie Karnival,
Price 5 Cents soon to be held at Union Hill.

ropyrielit 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
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KING

announces he has secured for production and wifA
all ngAts fully protectea
"OLD

HUSBANDS
By RALPH

and YOUNG

WIVES"

PROCTOR

Mr. King states this piece will be presented both
as a STAGE and SCREEN offering during next
year when he has completed his production, in
Rome and other European locations of ''The White
Sister," in which Miss Lillian Gish will be starred
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
The production of "OLD HUSBANDS and YOUNG
WIVES"
is promised
to be unusually
pretentious.
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'^'East Is West' Is Going To Be A
'Mortgage Lifter' To Many"
That's what Guy L. Wonders, of the Rivoli Theatre,
Baltimore, says. We said it would prove one of the
biggest of all time and our judgment is vindicated.
Read these telegrams.
KUNNING

IT A SECOND

WEEK

Guy L, Wonders, Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, wires:
" 'East Is West' has everything and is going to be a 'Mortgage Lifter' to
many an exhibitor. Running it a second week. It has taken our patrons
by storm. Never in the history of our theatre have I heard as many wonderful comments. Turned away hundreds after box office stopped selling
tickets at 8 o'clock tonight. Lmes waiting a block long at both our box
offices at 9 o'clock for second show. Congratulations."

HOUSE COULDN'T HOLD THEM

L. R. Brager wires from Des Moines, la.:

"Opened Sunday with 'East Is West' to jammed house at 7 o'clock. Lock out
as early as this has not occurred in the Des Moines theatre during any previous engagement this year."

BIGGEST BUSINESS THIS YEAR

Leo F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky., wires:
"Opened here with 'East I,s West' to the biggest business we have had in
Public unanimous and enthusiastic in their praise."
nine months.

BUSINESS GREW

BIGGER DAILY

Fred Desberg, Allen Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, wires :
" 'East Is West' opened good Monday.
Business built daily.
praised the picture and there was not one adverse criticism."

EXTENDS

RUN THREE

Thousands

DAYS

From Omaha, Nebraska, comes this wire:
" 'East Is West' run extended three days, business was so tremendous at the
Strand Theatre."
Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
"East Is Wesf
in

8 reels of the best fun and
thrills ever screened.

By Samuel Shipman and John B. Hymer, from the play by Wm.
Harris, Jr.; adapted by Frances Marion;
photographed
by
Antonio Gaudio; art direction by Stephen Goosson.

Directed by Sidney Franklin
Director of "Smilin' Through''

FIRST
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Putting It Over
Htrc it how a brother exhibitor put hi* shorn mter. Send along
vour ideas.
Let the other fellow know hem you cleaned up.
Red Type Front Page Extra
Troy, N. y. — When the Liacoln
was
to piay at The
' it
was iearuea
tiie Masquerader,
last miaute that
a nvai theater was piayiag up an
oppositiou attraction witti display
aus. it was too iate to put a regular
ad
in thebut i'roy
Kecord, then
to press,
arlraugements
were going
made
to nave several tnousand copies run
over with the ad ' ine Masquerader
will appear at tne Lincoln tneater today," printed
tne nrstadpage
red type.
Iheacross
last minute
savedin
the day.

Unique Police Lobby Display
Philadelphia, Pa.— With the aid of
the police department, the Victoria
showed a unique lobby display during
the run of "In the Name oi the Law."
Handcuffs, leg irons and weapons
taken from notorious criminals were
hung on a folding screen. Various
identification cards and advertisements for the arrest of criminals completed the display.

Tie-up with book dealer
Philadelphia, Pa. — A tie-up with a
leading book dealer was the exploitation feature during the rim of "Monte
Accident Stunt Startles
Cristo" at the Stanton. The stunt
of joint newspaper adveri'eoria, ill. — liill Danziger, Para- consisted
tising of the works of Alexander
mount exploiteer, got ireoria all exDumas and the picturized version of
cited over tne run or "Manslaughter"
"Monte
Cristo." A neat arrangeat Ascher's i'alace by lying down m
ment of stills lobby water-colors and
the street and lettmg an auto run into
shown in the store winhim. iiie take accident always at- cut-outsdow.was
Placards advised readers both
tracted attention. As the crowd
gathered each time, Uanziger got up to buy the books and see the picture.
and delivered a lecture on reckless
driving.
Bakers and Laundry Aid
"This is the way the accident hapDallas, Tex. — When "Monte
pened in "Manslaughter," he said, Cristo" played at the Washington, arrangements were made with the lead"iou can see it tor yourseli at the
ing local baking concern and laimdry
Palace."
A Peoria daily ran a three-column whereby each loaf of bread and packcut oi the stunt.
age oi laundry contained a slip bearing
a "Monte Cristo" message.
Distributed 20,000 Copies
The slips issued by the bakery read:
"Best Pood for Body — Butter Krust
Louisville, Ky. — The Mary Anderson being the hrst house to show
"Best Food for Thought and Pleas"ihe internal Plame," Manager
ure— 'Monte Cristo' — the mighty
George A. ::>ine made copies oi a Bread."
drama
of the hour at the Washington
telegram, apparently irom the coast,
announcing that tact. A tie-up was
More than 60,000 of these anattected with the Postal ielegraph theater."
nouncements reached Dallas homes.
to handle the wire, and i^,UUU copies
were mimeographed. These were The cost of the campaign was simply
distributed around stores and in the the printer's bill for the slips.
theater lobby, and as a matter ot civic
pride, the newspapers reproduced it. Stages Girls TVack Meet
rwo large candles placed in the lobby
Newark, N. J.— D. J. Shephard,
made an interestmg display and in managing director of the Branford,
addition there were other aids used gained free publicity for two weeks
m a well-rounded campaign.
in the sporting pages of the Newark
papers. A girls track meet was tied
Several Stunts for "Suzanna"
up with the showing of "The Eternal
An extensive exploitation campaign Flame" and Norma pearls were the
prizes
awarded instead of medals; no
has been launched by E. M. Asher,
of Mack bennett Productions, in sooner had the idea of a girls athletic
conjunction with Mabel Normand's meet been formulated than the StarEagle sponsored the campaign.
latest picture, "Suzanna."
With more than two hundred enAsher secured the co-operation of
tries, including Camelia Sabie holder
the Columbia Record people, by tyof two world's records there was
ing-up Columbia's latest dance suc- enough
news to
the sporting pages
cess," "Suzanna" with the picture. several times. fill
On
the day of the
The star's portrait with an announcement of the picture, was pasted on meet the Star-Eagle gave the attracthe reverse side of the dance mnsic.
tion the whob front page, naming all
Several hundred of these reoords the entrants, and the fact that Anita
were distributed throughout the film Stewart made a personal appearance
industry. A portrait of Mabel was at the Branford when the awards
also put on the front cover of the were made added many more lines
sheet music, publisled and released to the story. The paper also spoke
by M. Witmark & Sons.
glowingly of the co-operation of the
The Shotwell Mfg. Co., well known "theater folk" in the putting over of
candy makers, inserted different the meet, mentioning the Branford
scenes of the picture in the "Suzanna Theater exclusively. Shepard obtained bundles of publicity that, in ordiBar," a chocolate confection, placed
nary courses oi commerce, could not
on the market during the release
of
have been boaght at any price.
the Sennett production.

I want a
Great Oirectoi
with ^reat successes
—
--<=-who
to his credit
Iwanta
director
has imagination/ heart
mind and the ability
a stu produce
to
Dendous
production,
want a director who
has ah'eady arrived.
In short, 1 want the
finest abledirector
availfora magnificent

production of

%HunchbacN
I Node Dame
LON CHANEY
Vire ov
Telephone

pfies.

UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG.

COMPANy

1600 BROADWAY
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THE FACE IN THE FOG
wi+h
Here is a picture with a
kick that will
fill your house
to over-flowing
>

orrmae,n,
ymShe
LionelOwen,Barr
Lowell
Seena
Louis

Wolheim.
George

Mary

McLaren,

Nash

Three CapacityWeeks on Broadway
at the Rivoli, Rialto and Broadway

by Jack Boyle Scheduled for one week at the Rivoli, this vivid, thrilldirec + ed by
ing melodrama was so enthusiastically received that,
Alan Crosland after packing the house there it moved down to the
/I
Rialto and there repeated its success. Then another
, a r a m o u nt, record-breaking week at the Broadway. "A Nick Carter
story in a Tiffany setting" one paper called it. It's the
t(p I c t u r e
most vital, engrossing, mystifying, tense and fascinating

< hind legs
iVe want to stand right up on^our
ad tell the world that "The Face in the Fog"
ifDne of the finest crook pictures ever produced.
^^e fail to recall a more dramatic series of
S3nes. "We have never looked at more artisk! night photography than that presented in

[J9 almost two
reels ofLARKIN,
action Motion
in a dense
Charles
Picture fog."
News
mted by COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTIONS

photoplay ever filmed. It's to the screen what "The
Bat" is to the stage.
"We are not going to tell you a thing about
the story. It's too good to tamper with," says
Harriette Underhill, in the New York Tribune.

"We'll tell you, however, that it is Jack Boyle's greatest
"Boston Blackie" story faultlessly acted by a cast of stars,
wonderfully produced, with the greatest fight ever staged
and filled with action from the first reel to the final fadeout.
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Phila. U. T. E. Moves

Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

(Special to THE

DAILY)

FILM

First National 'Frisco Housewarming

DAILY)

(Special- to THE

Phila.— The United Theater Equip■ Hollywood — Metro-Sawyer-Liibin
ment Corp. have moved from 1233
announces that Winifred Dunn is Vine St.,
to 1235 Vine St., formerly
adapting Willard Mack's "Your the home of the F. B. Warren Corp.
Friend and Mine," which Clarence
G. Badger will direct.
Manager Forced to Open Safe
"Making
a Man,"
Holt, is finished.

starring

Jack

(Special

Tacoma,
bound and
Stuart Holmes is cast as heavy in manager of
"The Scarlet Lily," starring Katherine him to open
MacDonald.
took $1,600.
Cedric Gibbons is designing the
sets for "Coronation," starring Mae
Murray.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wash. — Armed bandits
gagged Ralph Winsor.
the Colonial, and forced
the safe from which they

(Special to THE

FILM

March With Fox in Canada
FILM

DAILY)

St. John, N. B.— R. March has
assumed his new post as manager of
the Fox exchanges here. He was
formerly manager of the Pathe exchange. change and the First National ex-

Edward Everett Horton, former
leading man in local stock, is being
Troy, N. Y. — Dan Keegan will restarred at the Fine Arts Studio in
open the Regent, partially destroyed
"Trouble
as
feminineBuster"
lead. with Kathleen Key by fire.
Chicago — Howard Donaldson
re-opened the Peerless which
undergone extensive alterations.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

'

Chicago — The following Committees have been appointed by the
Illinois, M. P. T. O.; Ways and
Means, Glen Reynolds, B. L. Berve,
A. Dernbach, S. Abrahams, J. Hopp,
S. H. Selig and L. H. Frank; Daylight Savings, John Silha, A. Sapperstein and L. Siegel; Political Action,
S. Abrahams, S. Selig, J. Lamm, M.
Siegel and D. J. Chrissis.
Mastbaum
(Special

Theater for West.
to THE

FILM

FILM

DAIL |

St. Louis — The City Counj
Webster Groves, at its next m]
will consider a petition askin,
the repeal of the ordinance, real
theaters to close Sundays. ]l|
council fails to act favorably,
cial election will be held, so the
can decide whether the Blue I
shall remain.
George J. Endler has taken I
the New Liberty, on Sarah Stil
■.3Tie Goldwyn
office is bein.]
'rged and redecorated.

Illinois M. P. T. O. Committees

DAILY)

Theater Changes

Eva Novak and her husband, William Read have left on a motor trip,
to be gone about a month. On her
return. Miss Novak will start work on
a new picture with her sister, Jane
Novak.

San Francisco — Manager Charles
A. Meuhlman gave a housewarming
at the opening of the new quarters
of the First National exchange, at
140 Leavenworth St.
(Special to THE

St. Louis Note?
(Special to THE

DAILY)

Cleveland M. P. T. O. Election

Cleveland — The following officers
The J. K. McDonald Prod, have for the coming year have been elected
by the Cleveland M. P. T. O.: O.
engaged "Little Ben" Alexander, to E. Bellas, president; S. Piotrowski,
support Johnny Jones, in the Johnny
vice-president; Martin Printz, treasJones Comedies.
urer and Sam Bullock, secretary.
Louise Fazenda has finished the New members of the Board of Directors are Jas. Scoville, W. J. Slimn,
night work in "Beautiful and Damn- Jules Schwartz, Sam Schactel and
ed," and is now working in the con- J. F. Hagaman.
cluding scenes at Warner's Studio.
Better Films Committee Active
Ruth Stonehouse has returned from
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Portland, Ore. where he appeared in
three features with Premium Pictures
Atlanta, Ga.— The Better Filtns
Prod.
committee is already taking definite
steps toward its goal, and has held
Harry Weil, has joined the forces a conference with the Film Exchange
of the Jackie Coogan Prods., and has Managers Assoc, to discuss a plan
started work on the next Coogan pic- by which pictures may be submitted
ture.
regularly each week for advance reviewing by representatives of the
"Chop Suey" is the name of the committee. Signs are being placed
latest Christie comedy, featuring in hotels, office buildings, railway
Dorothy Devore. Scott Sidney is the stations and other public places
director.
carrying the titles of all endorsed pictures playing in -Atlanta.
Universal will star Gladys Walton
in "The Madonna of Avenue 'A'," to
be directed by King Baggot. Hugh
HofTman adapted from story by
Rome, N. Y.— Michael Kallet has
Bradley King.
taken over the Star.

With Stuart Paton directing, Universal will produce "The Attic of
Felix Bavu." from the Earl Carroll
play. It will be of the "Dr. Caligari"
type of film. Albert Kenyon is
scenarizing.

FILM

Phila.

DAILY)

The Rivoli, Sixth St., soul
Olive, the new home of Unil
pictures, will be opened Oct. 2'A
E. C. Jones, former owner (|
American, Johnston City, 111.,
to open a new house at Cambrii]
to seat 350.
Louis
Cohen,
former manag]
the Bridge Theater, owned by
Hamburg
is now
manager
o|
Majestic, which changed owner]

week.
The combination of the coal
settlement and cooler weathei
proved a big boom to the tra
So. Illinois. During the pasi
weeks there has been a grej
crease in box office receipts, ar
Ave.
The new house will be known as Louis salesmen who have
traveling the territory report
the Benn. The total cost is esti^ th'
is every indication "
that
mated at $350,000. It will seat from there
will set new financial^ records
1,800 to 2,000.
winter.

West Philadelphia, Pa. — One of the
handsomest theaters in the country
will be erected here by the Stanley
Co. of America, Jules E. Mastbaum,
president, in conjunction with Marcus
E. Benn, at 63rd St. and Woodland

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

has
has

Number Right

Ferndale. Ore. — Guy Merrill, of
Elk River, Idaho, has boueht the
Liberty from Edna Fitzgerald.
Schenectady,
_ Y.—
-The Van
Curler
has opened N.with
pictures.
W.
H. Wright is the manager.

Superior, Wise. — The Plaza Theater propertv has been transferred
Jack Henderson, who has appeared to James Flinn, from The Land &
in numerous Century comedies, is River Co.
again with that outfit, playing the
part of a Scotchman for Alf GouldBloomington, 111. — Robert Harris
ing, who is busy shooting the latest and Roy Feltus. owners, will rebuild the Princess early in the
Baby Peggy story, "Little Miss
Spunk," a tale of the New York Spring.
underworld.
Portland, Ore. — The Union is
Complete cast of Hunt Stromberg's closed by the Woolley Theaters Co.,
"Glad Rags." starring Bull Montana, for extensive remodelling involving
will _ include Betty Francisco, as about $10,000.
leading woman; Otis Harlan. Tom
Boone, la. — L. E. Mathews, of
Gallery. Max Davidson, Billy Elmer,
Tames Ouinn, Thomas O'Brien. Mankato, Minn., and W. R. Stolte,
Marion Otis Harlan and Mervyn of New York have purchased the
Le Roy.
Lyric from W. G. Oakes, The house
H. E. GAUSMAN.
is being remodeleci.

The Year Book has genuine value as
a ready reference work and I consider it a valuable acquisition to my
ofRce library.
Arthur S. Kane.

Out Jan. 1st— Bigger and Better Than Ever
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Abrams Denies
lat A. B. C. Is to Have "Tess"—
Swift Mysteriously Says "There
is Nothing to Say"
^aul Swift, general manager of the
/io. Booking Corp. (the local bookil organization of members of the
1 O. C. C), was very mysterious
yiterday. A report was published in
a theatrical paper carrying a big
sirehead that the A. B. C. had
toked
"Tess," the Pickford feature,
: its first.
When Hiram Abrams was asked
lative to the report he declared
iit it was untrue, and added that
U A. B. C. had booked no product
hm United Artists.
jWhen Swift was questioned relative
1 the matter he said that there was
^thing to be said at this time, and
^len informed that his answer left
Is question in doubt as to whether
s A. B. C. had "Tess," he said he
<uld say nothing else at this time,
sding that when there was someing to be said he would issue the
itement. When informed that his
swer left the impression that some
ight believe his organization had
Tess," regardless of Abrams stateent he said he could not help that.
/^
Lasky Due Today
Jesse L. Lasky will arrive from the
oast today, accompanied
by John
Flinn.

Loew's

Statement

Gross Income and Subsidiaries Show
$2,267,871 Profit
Full figures of the financial statement of Loew's, Inc., and its 100%
owned subsidiary companies for the
fiscal year ended Aug. 31st, show an
operating profit of $2,267,871 as
against $1,800,550 in the previous
year. Total current and working
assets are listed at $5,854,732. Profit
and loss surplus on Aug. 31st was
$545,997 as compared with $100,413
on Aug. 31st, 1921.
The statement follows:
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Coogan's "Oliver Twist" Shown
Jackie
"Oliver
Twist"of
was shownCoogan's
yesterday
to critics
the trade press and the metropolitan
newspapers at Wurlitzer Hall following a luncheon at the Knickerbocker
grill, as it is expected that attendance
at the Strand next week will make it
hard to take care of the reviewers
properly.
An added feature was 500 feet of
and old "Oliver Twist" production
with Marie Doro and Nat Goodwin.
James Young, who directed Marie
Doro in another "Oliver Twist" for
Lasky was arnong the spectators.

/"Williams Out

Resigns as General Manager of Asso. First National and is Succeeded by R. A. Rowland — Williams Expected to Remain
in Industry — Official Statement and the Situation
After several weeks of unrest which have led to the perpetration of many rumors and much gossip afifecting the entire
organization, J. D. Williams resigned yesterday as general manager of Asso. First National Pictures, Inc., and was succeeded by
Richard A. Rowland, former president of Metro, who joined
First National last spring.
No other changes in the personnel of the organization, nor
of the directorate or the executive committee were announced.
The following statement was issued by First National :
The Statement

An Important Event
A daughter, Jane Constance Loew,
was born Thursday night at the
Knickerbocker Hospital, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur M. Loew. Mrs. Loew
is the daughter of Adolph Zukor,
president of Famous Players, and
Loew is the son of Marcus Loew.

Vogel to Europe
William M. Vogel, of Vogel Proiictions, is leaving today on the MafStic for Europe.
T. O. C. C. Ball Dec. 2nd
The annual ball of the T. O. C. C,
fUl be held Dec. 2nd, at the Astor.
uce Ochs heads the committee.
"Shadows"
Shown
at Biltmore
A large crowd attended Al Lichtnan's private showing of B. P. Schul)erg's
Jiltmore."Shadows" last night at the

Preparing Answer

r. O. C. C. and Sen. Walker to Follow Up F. I. L. M. Club Letter
About Chain Booking
Sen. Jas. J. Walker, counsel for the
r. O. C. C. has under consideration
wo letters received by Grobe &
Noble and by Chas. Goldreyer, from
the F. I. L. M. Club asking them
about chain booking and possibility of
being construed as implying that
these managements are operating in
restraint of trade. Sen. Walker, as
counsel for the T. O. C. C. will indicate the reply to the letters after the
|T. O. C. C. meeting next Tuesday.
(Continued

on Page 3)

Price 5 Cents
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ence that attended the premiere of
Ask any one of the enthusiastic audi
"Shadows" last night, what kind o f a picture it is. The trade at last
the
knows what a winner B. P. Schulbe rg produced for release through
Al Lichtman Corporation.— Advt

"Mr. J. D. Williams has found it
advisable, in view of his plans for
the future, to resign as manager of
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., and the Directors of First National have regretfully accepted his
resignation.
"Mr. Williams' association with
First National, as manager from the
time of its organization, and his
prominence in the starting of this
company, as well as in the motion
picture industry generally, are so
well
knpwn that little need or can
be said.
"Mr. Williams leaves the office of
manager of First National with the
best wishes and kind regards of all
of his former associates. It is probable that Mr. Williams will take a
considerable vacation before announcing his further plans.
"Mr. Richard A. Rowland, who has
been associated with Mr. H. O.
Schwalbe and Mr. Williams for the
last six months in directing the afifairs
of First National, has been appointed
by the Board of Directors, General
From all
indications,
everything
National."
of First
Manager
will continue as heretofore at First
National. There have been many
"wild" rumors and reports circulated.
They have included everything
imaginable, and some that were not.
There have been reports of First
National buying studios and entering
production on a huge scale. There
have been reports of resignations of
various members of both the directorate and also the Executive Committee. There have been reports of
other officials holding important posts
resigning. You could hear most anyissued clarbut the statement
ifiesthing,
the situation
considerably.
(Continued

on

Page

2)
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Williams Out
^Continued

from

Page

1)

Williams Future
Wiiile it was impossible to secure
any statement from J. D. Williams
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, as to his future plans, it has been
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., understood in some circles that he
\>w
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and will either enter production, or may
FILM Yoik.
FOLK,
'osrph Dannenberg,
President and Editor; start in the distribution field. In
I \V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- fact his name has been connected
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, with a large company now in operation. From Wall Street reports
it the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
. Terms (Postage free) United States.
Outside have "leaked out" that Williams contemplates tying up with an organizaof Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6
tion of important stars and handling
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
the
sales
end
of their business.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
Williams,
it
is understood, was
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 45.S1.4552-5558. treated very liberally by the directors
upon his resignation, and it is said
Hollywood.
California — Harvey E. Gausman.
fi411
'Phone, Hollywood that he was voted a full year's
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
riiicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S. salary. He also owns a 20 per cent
Wabash Ave.
interest in the New York First National franchise which will doubtless
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury
be taken over by his former associAve., London, W. 1.
ates, and this will probably net him
Paris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
a neat sum.
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Central

European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Ouotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod.
SSYz
F. P.-L. . . 94J^
do pfd. .. 99
^

G'wyn
Griffith ...
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

84^
93J4
99y2

7

6%

19->i

18J4

85'/^
94J/^
99

Sales

1.300
3,000
400

6%
1,800
Not
quoted
195^
4,200
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Hartford, Conn. — Fine Arts Theater Co., Westport.
Capital, $10,000.

Within the Organization
The air of unrest that has permeated the home office fo." the past
several weeks, was set at rest yesterday. All of the heads of the
various departments were informed
by President Robert Lieber tiiat so
long as their work proved satisfactory
tliey would cheerfully be retained,
and he hoped that they would remain
with the organization for a long time
to come. There are several important posts filled by men brought
into the organization by Williams,
and there has naturally been much
interest as to what would occur in
these quarters in view of Williams'
resignation.

The Feeling Towards Williams
J. D. Williams was one of the
sponsors and original promoters of
the idea upon which First National
developed. Coming from Australia
Albany — Equitable Play Prod. Co.,
with the idea of a big co-operative
Manhattan. Capital, $2,500. At- movement between producers and
torney-. J.A. O'Brien, Manhattan.
exhibitors, the details were finally
worked out until the present big
Tacoma Park, Wash . — The organization resulted. First National
Takoma Theater Corp. will build a
today is one of the most important
$130,000 house to seat over 1,000.
organizations in the industry.
None of the original franchise
Albany — Yale Theater Ticket Co., holders hesitate to admit the value
Manhattan. Capital. $1,500. Atthat "Jim" Williams has been to the
torney, M. Eichner, Manhattan.
organization. Indeed, in view of the
Dallas. Texas — Dallas Amus. Co. political conditions which developed
Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, John within the organization during the
years, those who have fav'ones, W. O. Huggins and C. A. past fe\v
ored Williams have done so as much
Rasbury.
because of his responsibility for the
idea and growth of the property, as
X'ashville, Tenn. — Standard Prod. for any other cause. And among
fV.pital, $100,000. Incorporators, R.
T. Cummings. J. L. Bellamy, S. H. those who have fought him the hardest, it is said that when Williams'
Stowe, A. S. Bryant and G. B. Trackresignation finally reached the direcston.
tors, several of these men were overcome by emotion. It was hard to
.'\lbanv- — Commodore Theater Corp. divorce Williams from First NaBrooklyn. Capital, $5,000. Incortional: this, desoite that they bad
porators. S.Borodkin, C. Solodowsky
agreed that his resignation was for
and S. Gottlieb. Attorney, M. D. the
best.
Bohrar, Manhattan.
Albany — Winthrop Theater, Brooklyn. Capital, $60,000.
Incorporators,
G. Hollis and F. and H. Gregory.

/I (£>d^LccUicrna£ O^cfuAJiJ^
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM DAILY)

Hollywood^ — Virginia Valli's first
starring vehicle will be "Up the Ladder," Universal special, directed by
Hobart Henley, and scenarized by A.
P'. Younger from the Owen Davis
vehicle.
Tyrone Brereton has been engaged
by Sacred Films, Inc.
Albert G. Kenyon has joined the
Universal scenario department as
adai)ter and author of originals.
The James Cruze Company has
finished shooting the buffalo hunting
scenes for "The Covered Wagon,"
near Salt Lake Citj'.
"The Runaway Girl," starring
Gladys Walton; and "Kindled Courage," starring Hoot Gibson, have
been completed at Universal.
Phillips Smalley. Stanton Heck,
David Torrence, Winston Miller and
Ruby LaFayette have been added to
the cast of Universal's "The Power
of Philip
a Lie." E. Rosen is making screen
tests of prospective players for support of Mary Miles Minter in "Bacmount. chanal," which he will direct for ParaThe Western Motion Picture Advertising annual "Wampas Riot" was
held at Universal City in honor of
newspaper and trade publication representatives.
Reports that Irving Cummings
was to produce "The Last Days of
Pompeii" and possibly go abroad for
that purpose, were denied at the
Cummings headquarters.
Harry Beaumont, director; and
John Arnold, cinematographer, have
left on a trip through Northern Calito seek Dana.
locations for Metro's
next forforniaViola
Agnes Ayres' next Paramount
vehicle will be "Have a Heart," an
automobile original by Byron Morgan, adapted by W'll M. Ritchey
and to be directed by Paul Powell.

Irvin Willat's Metro Company,
filming "All the Brothers Were
Valiant," has returned from a fortnight's location to San Francisco
where water scenes and whale hunts
were filmed.

October 28, 11

Henry McRae In Town
Henry McRae is in New York fil
Canada where he produced "The Ijl
from
Glengarry'
and
"GlengsL
School
Days."
He is en route W
"^
C.
Vancouver,
DrewB. Post
Plan Ball
The S. Rankin Drew Post of gi
American
Legion,
including
ir
people of the industry, will hol(i
Halloween Ball at the Hotel Penni
vania Monday evening.
American Releasing Gets Camei
The American Releasing Corp.,
taken over the Cameo for eii
weeks. "The Queen of the Moii
Rouge" will be presented 1
opening tomorrow.
Movie Supply Co. Schedules
The Independent Movie Sup
Co., filed schedules in bankrup
yesterday. Liabilities are listed
$51,330 and assets of $87,610, wh
included Nicholas Power (3b., $10,4
General Electric Co., $7,150 and 1
W. H. Rebell Enter., $5,343.
Holubar-Levee's Second

(Special to THE

FILM

tion.
"Theof the
Isle series.
of Dead
the first

OLD

SUBJECTS

Fabian Back from Europe
According to announcement from
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Fabian retujji^ M. C. Leeve. Allen Holubar's next
ed
fromam Europe
yesterd
on "the production will be "The White Frontay abroad.
Rotterd
after five
weeks
ier," and will be made at United
Fabian is second vice-president of Studios. Dorothy Phillips will be
First National, holder of its New starred. Holubar is en route to Montreal to select locations.
Jersey franchise and head of Fabian
Enterprises,
H. E. GAUSMAN

Ships"

WANTED

The American Continental Film As;
(Be.lin) is seeking the Agency for go
American Films. Old subjects and films tl
have run their course can still earn a go
revenue in Central Europe. Our Mr. Wad
iS now in New York to effect arrangemeni
Address care of Harry Wadler, 11 E. 2£
St.
Telephone Madison Square 1063.

LOANS

ON

New or Negatives
other
Good Collateral
Enquire worth
Room Bldg.,
705 — WoolTelephone

I *

I

Barclay 7940

ANNOUNCEMENT

TR/XILER-T

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH ;
'BEaUriFUL
CARE as THE . BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS

Complete
cast of "Coronation"
includes Mae Murray,
Rod La Rocque,
Robert Eraser. Edward Burns. Jean
Hersholt, Lionel Belmore. Herbert
Standine, Mrs. J. Farrell Macdonald
and .Wilfred Lucas.

DAILY)

Hollywood — "The White Fronti(
has been selected by Allen Holubar
his second production sponsored
Mike
Levee
of United
Studios
i
release through
First National.
Levee
is also behind
a series
four specials to be made by Mauri
Tourneur for First National distrib

OND

JIS

/o/You can obtain FILMACK]
Product
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a "BLOODLESS"
REVOLUTION
IN
RECE — Greeks
acclaim
troops
as Uber3 at Athens; the new riJer, King George
:eaders of the revolution;
the arrival of
ling Constantine at Palermo.
,1)
PERISH
IN
TYPHOON
IN
i>JA — Exclusive
pictures
of
frightful
V wrought
by worst hurricane ever exr iced on Chinese
coast.
EMAIDS BUFFET BREAKERS— ForeW girl swimmers of the West compete at
Francisco
in turbulent
surf on course
d Seal Rocks,
news as usual,
THE FIRST NEWS MEEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

New Theaters
liladelphia. Pa. — Marcus & Benn
|)uild a $200,000 theater in WoodAve.
inopah,
Nev. — Mickey
Clifford
erect a theater on the old Casino
»pleton, Wis. — Niel Duffy, manof the Elite will build a theater
)st $70,000.

Preparing
Answer
(Continued from Page 1)
T. O. C. C. officials say that the
letters in question summoned the recipients to appear before the F.I.L.M.
Club and be questioned about operating in restraint of trade and that the
reply will ask the F. I. L. M. Club
where it derives its authority for any
star chamber proceedings.
Grobe & Noble, control six
theaters in Harlem and the Bronx
while Goldreyer has two. Formerly,
it was said at the T. O. C. C. offices,
the two managements competed
against each other in renting films
and thus drove prices up till they
realized that their competitive bidding was creating an artificial market.
Since this realization and the resultant action business has been better
for both managements it is understood.
I. E. Chadwick of Merit Film Corp.
president of the F. I. L. M. Club and
chairman of the Executive Committee which sent the letters said:
"We have written to all persons
booking in this manner asking them
by what authority they are booking
pictures for theaters which they do
not own or control. We are doing
this to make sure that the members
of this organization are dealing with
responsible persons. Another object
is to make sure that the theater owners are not stifling competition by
agreements among

themselves."

Solomon Joins Warner Bros.
Martin Solomon, who has been
iling Tex. — Col. A. D. Baker is special representative for Universal in
)delling a two story brick build- Washington, has joined Warner
into a motion picture theater.
Bros, forces at their New York exchange.
'esno, Cal. — The Kinema Investt Co. will build a 2,600 seat theaInterest in Book Week
o cost $480,000.
Among the organizations which
have communicated with the National
ichigan City, Ind. — Abe WallenReview promising co-opera's new Tivoli is nearing com- Boardtionof
during motion picture book week
On,
Nov. 12-18, are Women's Civic Club
of Philadelphia, Cleveland Cinema
Club, federated women's clubs in
Lima, O., congress of mother and
parent-teacher associations in Penn.,
odesto, Penn. — A. Richards, con- Conn., and New Jersey, state federaing the Manteca. is erecting a
tions of women's clubs in Calif., Neb.,
Ohio and Texas, Norristown Civic
ter to cost $80,000.
Club, Authors Club of Bridgeport,
elbourne, Australia — Arrange- Council of Jewish Women of Stamts have been finished for the
ford, Catholic Women's Club of
ling of a new theater at the cor- Macon, Ga. and district federations,
of Swanson and Collins Sts.
parent-teacher organizations and
women's clubs in numerous other
ork. Pa. — Nathan Appell will places.
a house here, construction on
bh will start early in the Spring
923.
The house will seat 2,200.
acy, Penn.-r-The new house to
rected here is nearing completion,
ill seat about 800.

Managerial

Changes

Hamilton, Ont. — Harry Dann,
icsquehoning, Pa. — Martin Mc- formerly of the Capitol, Regina, is
den, a local business man has now managing Pantages.
;s under way for the erection of a
Oklahoma City, Okla.— R. L. Culiter.
ley is managing the Broadway, succeeding Toney Mitchell, resigned.
amaqua, Pa. — The Peoples TheaCo., a syndicate with a capital of
000,000 will erect a house here,
Seattle, Wash. — Vic_ Gauntlet has
struction to star* at once.
again taken up his duties as publicity
man for the Blue Mouse circuit,
ernville. Pa. — The Methodist
irch is remodeling the old town after acting as house manaij'er here
the summer. E. J. O'Keefe,
into a picture house. When during
Astoria manaeer, comes to Seattle,
pleted the house will be run two and Arthur Hile, will go to Astoria.
its a week by Rev. Dr. Ruth, pas- Hile was formerly manager of The
of the church.
Ansonia in Butte.

Principal

Pictures

Company

Ac WORLDS

A STAGE

DOROTHY

KflLLIPS

slarrtng

supported btf

KENNETH HARLAN
arui BRUCE MAC RAE

9/

ofClinor
a screenQlynn's
stars life
in^^
version
Hollywood,
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Loew's
Statement
(Continued from Page 1)
ASSETS
Current and Working:
on Hand
Cash
Receivables:
^.^^-rnunx
Accounts
Receivable
^^"'Sif?^
74,701.62
Notes Receivable
Due from Affiliated Corporations
(Kess than 100';i
1,228.410.93
Owned)
Federal Income
Taxes (Claim)
^n'c??'cn
Loans to Employees
(Secured)
^ • „n);
Subscriptions to Capital Stock
■^■^^O.OO
Inventories:

^

,

in Process, Completed
Productions
leased (after Amortization)
Film Advertising
Accessories
Theater and Studio Supplies
Advances :
To Motion Picture Producers, secured by
ductions
To Artists and Employees
Mortgage and Interest Payments
Film

Total Current and Working
Assets
Investments :
Equity Acquired
in Afifiliated Corporations
100%
Owned)
Deposits on Leases and Contracts
Miscellaneous
Investments

■

and

Frim

Reserve

Re-

$2,166,410.51
264,984.35
87,040.81

Pro-

$5,854,732.16
(Less

than

$3,116,509.97
211,374.54
— 88,533.60

3,416,418.11

$3,595,240.04
11 ,794,863.65
229,648.84
$15,619,752.53
. 942,064.01
■

for Depreciation

LIABILITIES
Current :
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Bank Loans
Taxes (Theater Admissions,
etc.)
Accrued
Interest
Advances from Affiliated Corporations

Capital Stock and Surplus :
Capital Stock :

$1,113,270.57
374,180.57
300,000.00
242,574.19
154,080.34
76,488.41
$2,260,594.08
5,806,500.00
$337,286.09
358,557.58
6,560.37

Shares without par value
1,060,477 |
303 j

Outstanding
Subscribed
Surplus :
Surplus Sept. 1, 1921 (Adjusted)
Operating
Profits for Fiscal Year
31, 1922
to

14,677,688.52
604,930.73
11,042,584.15
$35,596,353.67

Total Current Liabilities
Bonds and Mortgages :
Being Obligations of Subsidiary Corporations
Deferred Credits :
Securities from Tenants
Film Rentals Received in Advance
Rents Recefved in Advance

Charges

o r , o 4 , c g;

$348,870.39
40,424.70
100,791.62

Deferred
Leases, Contracts nd Goodwill

Extraordinary

^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

, „

Property 100% Owned :
Land
Buildings and Equipment
Leaseholds
Less

. ,„, ,^
$994,523.3^

ending

August

702,404.04

26,280,858.14

Vita. Manager

(Special to THE

DAILY)

FILM

Kansas
City— M. E. Williams
is film rights to "Bulldog Carney
now manager of the local Vitagraph W. A. Fraser. Hartford ir
exchange, succeeding T. O. Byerle.
making a series of "Bulldog Ca
features, to be produced in Ct

ns for "Book Week"
Productio
Select
On the
list of 109 pictures which
the National Board of Review selected as been suitable for the Children's
Book Week, Nov. 12 to 18. Paramount has 18, Fox 16, Hodkinson 11,
Universal 9, First Nat'l 9, Vitagraph
8. Pathe 4, Metro 4, F. B. O. 3,

English
(Special

Import

to THE

FILM

Rule
DAILY)

London — The Customs office has
made an important rule on imported
negative film. If 'the producers have
their business in England and the
productions are made here the negative stock will be treated as unexposed
and be subject to a tax of one-third
of a penny per foot, instead of five

pence.
First National Sales Contest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Reports for first three weeks of the
Albany — Canvas of theaters and "Harvest Time" sales contest been
exchanges in Albany, Troy and conducted by First National exSchenectady shows a steadily increaschanges, indicate that records are being volume of business reported in
ing smashed. The contest opened
every instance. The towns of Glens October 2 and closes November 25.
Falls, Ticonderoga, Warrenburg, The awards will be a first prize of
Corinth, Watertown and Hadley, $300, a second of $200, a third of $150
where business was poor an account and a fourth of $100 in the Canadian,
of the paper mill strike, report a Eastern, Western, Mid-Western,
Central and Southern districts.
Steady improvement.

h
id
;y
4a.

Roman to N. J. Territory
Ben
Roman,
salesman
at tht
Goldwyn,
New York exchang
been transferred to the New Jl
territory.
He
has
been
co\j
Brooklyn territory for four ye|

Goldwyn 3 and Warner's 2.
Bray to Make New Maga
Finds Business Conditions Normal
The
Bray Studios will make ; !
Returning from a tour of important
industrial centers, John E. Storey, screen magazine to be release( m
every other week on the state ?h
general representative for Pathe, re- market.
field.
This is the first step ( i:
ports general business conditions
much improved, with a lively spirit Bray organization in the indepe en'
of optimism prevalent everywhere.
Arrangements have been com le
"The only
interference'
business boom
seems towith
be the
lack
of to establish correspondents in ir
country in the world for the pi o>
adequate railway equipment," de- of
zine.collecting material for the 1 gs
clares
Storey,
"and
exhibitors
have
the fullest confidence in box office
prospects for the season."
U. S. Navy Popularity Vote
Answers to 6,000 questionnaires
sent by "Judge" to officers and enlisted men in the U. S. Navy show
the following screen favorites:
Actresses: Bebe Daniels, first;
Mary Pickford and Mary Miles
Minter, second and Betty (Tompson,
third.
Actors: Wallace Reid, first; Wm.
S. Hart, second and Douglas Fairbanks. Rodolph Valentino, Charles
Ray, Tom Mix and Wm. Farnum tied
for third place.

Big Theater for Utica
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILV

Y.— build
The Criterion
ter Utica,
Corp. N. will
and oper '
2,500 seat theater which planned
the finest house between New
City and Syracuse.

P

P. '
treasurer
is W.
the S.prime
mover
in the M.
projec
Linton,
treasurer of the corporation. Ft
Mayor Jas. D. Smith is pres
Clarence Williams of Utica, Fra
Empsall of Watertown and
Lubin of Syracuse are interest
the project.

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

$132,323.34

545,997.41

i

Hartford Buys "Bulldog Cam
David M. Hartford has bougl ti

2,267,871.08

$35,596,353.67

Business Good Up-State

M. E. Williams New

October 28,

$2,400,194.42
1,854,197.01

Surplus

Capitol Managers in Full Dress
During anniversary week at the
Capitol the three house managers will
wear full evening attire with Inverness cloaks, silk hats and white gloves
at the suggestion of S. L. Rothapfel.
The Capitol was opened Oct. 24, 1919
but the anniversary bill will be presented during the coming week because
of Zenda" holding
over for of "Prisoner
an extra week.

Saturday,

DAILY

Number Nine
You are deserving of thanks from
every exhibitor, manufacturer, star,
director, reviewer, advertising man
and film salesman in the entire industry for compiling in so compact and
easily accessible a fashion, data of
such vital interest to all of them.
Neil G. Coward,
Burnet-Kuhn Advertising Co.
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"Better

outlook for productions in independent exchange field," says Harry Charnas.
"One Exciting Night," Griffith feature, opens in New
York.
Frank Woods, Thompson Buchanan and Elmer Harris forming new producing firm.
Mike Levee and Maurice
Tourneur to produce for
Tuesda
y
First National.
First National directors, in town for annual meeting,
report business spotty.
Warner Bros, sell English rights to six pictures to F.
B. O. of London.
Eddie Cline to direct Jackie Coogan's next.
Sydney
Cohen and other M. P. T. O. officials back
from trip.
John S. Robertson signs
with Inspiration Pictures.
Wednesday

Features Reviewed
D. W. Griffith presents ONE
D. W. Griffith, Inc

prepared

Page 4

Richard Talmadge in
WILDCAT JORDAN
Phil Goldstone— State Rights
Page 5
Gloria Swanson in
THE IMPOSSIBLE
MRS. BELLEW
Paramount
Page 7
WONDERS OF THE SEA
Williamson Prod
Page 8
BROAD DAYLIGHT
Universal
Page 9
Francis Ford in
ANOTHER MAN'S BOOTS
Aywon — State Rights
Page 12
William Fairbanks in
PEACEFUL PETERS
Ben Wilson Prod. — Arrow — State Rights Page 13
Billie Dove in
YOUTH TO YOUTH
Metro
Page 16
C. C. Burr presents
SURE FIRE FLINT
Mastodon Films, Inc. — State Rights
Page 17
Edward Dillon Prod
WOMEN MEN MARRY
Genius Films, Inc
Page 18
Short Reels
Page 19

Mexican ban reported terminated through action of
Hays office.
Exhibitors of St. Louis and Eastern section of Missouri ask separate M. P. T. O. franchise.
Loew's, Inc., shows increase in profits for year.
Prizma to make 13 specials based on well known
musical works.
Negotiations
for Nazimova's "Salome" by
Allied Prods.reported
& Distribs.
Charles Duell, Boyce Smith, Fred Neuman and George
Newgass bring suit asking $55,000 from Thos. H.
Ince for service in connection with Ince's First
National contract. Thursday
Literary Digest to produce news weekly and cartoon
reel.
Straw vote on gubernatorial election to be held by
M. P. T. O. and the Globe, New York.
Thos. Patten named to represent Hays office at Nebraska-Kansas exhibitors' convention.
T. O. C. C. cannot "understand" attitude of Hays in
suggesting
"hands off" Smith-Miller gubernatorialkeeping
contest.
Fr
"Fate," Clara Smith Hamonidayfeature, shown to judges
of
Supreme
Court in action appealing from censors'
refusal
of license.
Literary Digest reel reported to go through Hodkinson.
Actors' Equity closes Saturday
motion picture casting section ;
Cohill goes to Famous Players as casting director.
J. D. Williams resigns as general manager of Asso.
First National.
Succeeded by Richard A. Rowland.
Sen. Jas. J. Walker preparing answer for T. O. C. C.
members to F. I. L. M. club inquiry about chain
booking which hints at restraint of trade charge.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good** — Benjamin Franklin,

fig^
Griffith's Newest Has Thrills,
D. W. Griffith presents
"ONE

EXCITING
NIGHT"
Griffith Prod.

DIRECTOR
David W. Griffith
AUTHOR
,
Irene Sinclair
Irene Sinclair
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
Hendrik Sartov
AS A WHOLE. . . -Good hokum; creepy mystery stuff
with comedy well interjected, and big storm
episode
STORY
All about an African heiress mixed up
with boot-leggers, loot, creepy hands, and
spooky stuff
DIRECTION
Good enough, but Griffith wastes
his tremendous talents
PHOTOGRAPHY
Uneven; some shots not up
to Griffith's standard
LIGHTINGS. . . .Fair; at times smoke from carbons
can plainly be seen at the edges
PLAYERS
Carol Dempster charming and cute
as the heroine; Henry Hull fairly satisfactory,
but Porter Strong as the colored Romeo carries off chief honors; others unimportant
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Well handled
CHARACTER OF STORY
The first real good
mystery photo comedy drama shown in years
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
11,005 feet
A long time ago, back in the old days of the Biograph, when he was "Larry" Griffith, and not "D. W.,"
the accepted grand master of screen art, he might
have made this one easily enough, and it would have
been accepted without one-tenth of the criticism
which naturally will come today.
This isn't to say that "One Exciting Night" isn't
a good box-ofifice because it is. As a matter of cold
dollars and cents, this possesses a tremendous lot of

Tell Them
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and a Great Storm

box-office value. It has all of the tried and true
mystery hokum. It is piled on in gobs, slabs, and
extra slabs. There is everything from creepy hands
with long fingers that mysteriously grope at nothing, to doors opening by trick buttons; moving
book-cases, door-knobs, twisting from unseen hands,
and all of the other sure-fire motives.
In addition, the musical department of the Griffith
organization has thrown together a squeaky fiendish
nerve tingling score, and a lot of people who laughed
at the opening, did not realize that half of their
laughter was due to sheer nervous tension.
Never in his long experience as a showman has
Griffith played so definitely on an audience as he
does in this mystery comedy drama. He not only
pulls the strings of the marionettes in his cast, but
reaches out far beyond the foot lights and miles
away from the camera, and handles his audience
with that certainty and sureness that has made him
what he is today, the greatest showman producing
pictures, in the world.
There is a mystery story and a lot of other stories
in "One Exciting Night," and there is comedy galore.
It is hard to tell whether D. W. is laughing with
or laughing at what he produces, but all in all, while
this lacks many of the features which one expects
or rather demands of Griffith, he has certainly put
over a sure-fire box-office success.
A word in passing of the storm. It is not as
effective nor as well handled as the "ice jam" in
"Way Down East," but it is very, very good indeed,
especially that part showing the heroine directly in
the way of a falling tree. The suspense at this point
is excellent. Carol Dempster is cute and charming
as the heroine, and Henry Hull has quite a likeable
personality on the screen. Porter Strong was probably the truest of all characters as the colored Romeo,
although Morgan Wallace as the villain is fair.
Others have little to do.

Griffith Has Made a Great Mystery Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This should be a clean-up. First, you have
Griffith's name to work with, in what is probably the
best of all his "low-brow" pictures. Then you have
a mystery story, and mystery stories have always
been good and probably always will be. After this
production gets through with a few pre-release
showings at top prices in several of the larger cities,
you will probably get it from Griffith's distributing
organization, United Artists.
One of the points you should carry out is that
which Griffith uses effectively on his own programs.

He prints a line saying: "Please do not reveal the
plot to those who have not seen it." This is very
good stuff because it will naturally be betrayed by
some people. Others, however, will bear out the
suggestion and refuse to tell what they have seen,
and this will add to the mysteriousness.
You can surely use some of the stills of the hurricane-storm to advantage, and this with the creepy
hands and other usual accessories for a mystery production, should be sufficient to put this over in
good shape.
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It not only arouses tidal waves of
laughter but it sounds the depths of
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There can be only one "greati The public has determined, by
Lite laughter and its dollars, its
^enthusiasm and its praise, the
I greatest box-office star before
the public today.
I Phenomenal and unprecedented
I runs upon his recent pictures,
I ranging from three to nineteen
I weeks in the largest cities, with
I doubled and tripled time in the
|smaller, with attendance record
after attendance record smashed
|with bewildering frequency,
?? prove that there is but one great■ est star — Harold Lloyd.
He, the greatest star, is now
' presented in his latest and great-
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Good Old "Meller" Based on Famous Novel
"SECRETS
OF
PARIS"
Whitman Bennett Prod. — Mastodon Films, Inc.
Pictures — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Kenneth Webb
AUTHOR
Eugene Sue
SCENARIO BY
Dorothy Farnum
CAMERAMEN
Harry Stradling-Edw. Paul
AS A WHOLE
Good melodrama which should
produce business
STORY
Full of thrills, fights, and should please
DIRECTION
Fair; lapse of 10 to 18 years not
indicated by players' make-up
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good to average
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
PLAYERS
Well-known cast; "Buster" Collier,
Jr., handles sympathetic role advantageously;
Gladys Hulette satisfying
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Some titles could stand improvement
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Based on famous
old popular novel; should satisfy generally
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,800 feet

This looks like money in the box-office. It is true
that there are several slip-ups in the production, notably that Director Kenneth Webb has failed to have his
characters indicate that there has been a lapse of from
10 to 18 years, and the king might have had a much
larger crowd at his wedding. Some of the titles could
be improved as well, but despite these minor defects,
the theme of the story is such that with the generally

Stick to Your Title.

,c

/
\

capable cast, a fairly satisfying production results, and
it should get money because it is the type of story that
appeals generally.
The theme is based upon Eugene Sue's famous old
novel, the "Secrets of Paris," which in its day was one
of the greatest sellers that publishers ever knew, and
many years after it was also in great demand. The
title is alluring, and will attract. If Paris had all the
secrets that American picture fans think it has, it
would be a terrible place in which to Hve. In fact, it
isn't, but the average American audience likes to
that it is full of intrigue and mystery, and a
sinuous women who make love to everybody.
The producer has thrown a very satisfying
sphere around the wine cellar, but none of the

think
lot of
atmotypes

appear the least bit, French, excepting "Buster" Collier, although Dolores Cassinelli does resemble a
French woman. But for the rest, they are sadly out
of focus. Montagu Love is hardly the type for the
French crook schoolmaster. Rose Coghlan's make-up
is fair.
The production, however, will hold and will appeal,
because it not only tells a tremendously interesting
story, but there are fights galore, kidnapping, and finally the big thrill when the heroine and her royal
lover. Lew Cody, are hurled into the dungeon under
the cellar, and the waters of the Seine are turned upon
these captives. They are finally rescued, soaked and
drenched, and then comes the inevitable clinch and
it's all over. Lew Cody hasn't a great deal to do as
the king, but he does it well enough. He also has one
real good scrap.

It Is Your Best Bet

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The title is your best bet. Play up "Secrets of
Paris" every way you can. Don't be afraid of electricity, and the bigger the type on the 24 sheets the
more you are going to invite their curiosity. The
chances are that many of your patrons will think they
are going to see something entirely different, but
when they get in they are going to be satisfied, and
they are going to see a corking good melodrama well
handled and a generally satisfying cast.
In addition, you have excellent names that should
Lew Cody surely has a folhave box office value.

lowing. Little Gladys Hulette is very sweet. The
old timers must remember Rose Coghlan, and in addition you have Barney Sherry and the others whose
names are found above. Do not overlook William
Collier, Jr., otherwise known as "Buster," the son of
the famous comedian and undeniably outstanding over
all others in this picture.

If you think your people know Eugene Sue's famous
story, remind them of the fact that this is based upon
that famous old novel. Catch lines and teasers can
effectively be used with this alluring title.

•^stu
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Good Audience Appeal In Gabanne Story With Mae Marsh In Principal Role
Dependable Pictures Corp.
"TILL WE MEET AGAIN"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Wm. Christy Cabanne
AUTHOR
Wm. Christy Cabanne
SCENARIO BY
Edmund Goulding
CAMERAMEN
Wm. Tuers and Philip Armand
AS A WHOLE
Will offer very good entertainment for those who like a variety of situations
and atmosphere
STORY. . ;
Contains romance, drama, thrills and
the general make-up that appeals to a majority
DIRECTION
Sustains interest very well and
injects considerable audience appeal; has a good
cast working
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right usually
PLAYERS
Mae Marsh appealing as the heroine;
Walter Miller does good work; J. Barney
Sherry not the right type of villain ; others Julia
Swayne Gordon, Norman Kerry and Martha
Mansfield
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl is placed in
sanitarium by her ward who then proceeds to
steal her property; she escapes, again secures
her property and falls in love
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
This latest William Christy Cabanne production
contains the sort of material that will appeal to a large
majority of picture audiences. Its situations are varied
and include the sort most popular with the average
audience. There are thrills, romance, some dramatic
twists and a plot that holds the attention pretty well
all the way through. Cabanne has succeeded in sustaining the interest throughout and in view of the
complications it is especially comprehensive and easy
to follow.

The picture has been well cast and includes some
popular film players. Mae Marsh is always an appealing and winsome heroine. As the young girl who is imprisoned in a sanitarium by her ward who seeks to
gain control of her property, she is convincing and
sincere in her work. J. Barney Sherry is the only
miscast member. He is not exactly the right type of
villain. Martha Mansfield and Norman Kerry haven't
a great deal to do while Walter Miller will please as
the leader of the band of crooks. Others in the cast
are Tammany Young, who contributes some comedy
touches, Dan Hayes, Dick Lee and Cyril Chadwick.
The story is made up of pretty fair situations as far
as their suitability to screen purposes, is concerned.
It is the sort of thing that many like even though it is
rather improbable and obviously manufactured. There
is only one twist, however, that is noticeably unreal.
It is where the girl, after escaping from the sanitarium
in which she is virtually held a prisoner, becomes
housekeeper for some men who live in a deserted
house in the woods. Just why a girl of her apparent
intelligence should take such a risk and, on the other
hand, fails to communicate with her friends, even
though she feared her guardian, is not conclusive.
The thrills are somewhat mild but will get over with
the right crowd. The girl's escape from the sanitarium, the fight at the inn and the summoning of the
police by radio are the most important. The romance
comes in the protection and love of the brother of the
girl's friend and the dramatic bits in the accusation
against her guardian.
Story : Montrose handles the business affairs of
the wealthy Mrs. Carter as well as those of his ward,
Marion Bates, whom he secludes in a sanitarium in
order to secure control of her fortune. Marion escapes
and seeks refuge with some crooks. Later she reaches
the Carter home where she falls in love with Bob
Carter who eventually shows up the illicit dealings of
Montrose.

If They Like a Gombination of Romance, Thrills, Etc., Take It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
A good many exhibitors will be able to do a good

Mae Marsh is (vdl liked and you can use her name

business with "Till We Meet Again" because it contains good audience appeal and it is the sort of picture
that goes very well with a good majority of picture-

prominently as well as William Christy Cabanne's.
Use catchlines with the title to let them know what

goers, the "regulars" in particular. They like the
combination of situations and the variety of entertainment elements that it offers such as romance, thrills,
etc. If you know that is what they want, you are safe
on this one.

it is about and you might attract considerable attention by announcing the part played by the radio in
calling the police. The popularity of the radio at present should easily attract them.
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Is Poor But Star's Stunts

Richard Talmadge in
"WILDCAT JORDAN"
Phil Goldstone — State Rights

DIRECTOR
Al Santell
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Fair state rights number with
acrobatic star; some good stunt stuff and some
quite slow bits
STORY
Not a strong one; initiation sequence
pretty good but the effect is spoiled by being
dragged out
DIRECTION
Ordinary
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Fair
STAR
Good at stunts but not much of an actor
otherwise
SUPPORT
Fulfill requirements but not much is
required of them; includes Eugenie Gilbert and
Harry Von Meter
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Two or three sets shot continually from the same angle
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Club stages an
initiation for westerner but the joke is finally
on them
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
Richard Talmadge hasn't very good stor)- material
in this one and if it were not for the stunts contributed
by the star the picture would be a very tame affair.
As it is "Wildcat Jordan" is not nearly as exciting as
the title might indicate. The director seems to have
been at a loss for action and every time he thought it
was about time to speed things up, he has Talmadge
perform one of his spectacular leaps.
This is very

May Satisfy

good at first but after a while you tire of seeing the
star leaping all over the place despite the fact that he
probably risks his neck at every jump.
They had a pretty fair idea in the fake initiation
which hero's business associates stage for his benefit,
but they spoil the effect of it considerably by keeping
it up too long. The idea is not altogether original but
it serves for a mild enough comedy sequence with hero
dodging an army of ready-made ghosts in a supposedly
haunted house. In the beginning the effect is good
and it gives Talmadge plenty to do in protecting himself from the onslaught. His acrobatic stunts will
probably please a good many. He makes some spectacular entrances and exits and there are a few rather
exciting scraps, the one in the speeding auto particularly.
The director provides an ordinary production on
the whole. The settings are all right but there is not
enough variation and the cameraman shoots the same
set always from the same angle. The supporting cast
is adequate but not important for the performances
contributed. Harry Von Meter overacts as the villain
and is given too many close-ups. Talmadge is all
right on stunt stuff but he cannot handle the straight
icting bits convincingly.
Story : "Wildcat" Jordan arrives in town to sell
his ranch. Gale and his crowd think that if they show
Jordan an exciting time he'll be willing to meet their
terms. They introduce Jordan to Miss Grant and
later stage a kidnapping so that Jordan will follow
to a deserted house where the Gale crowd has prepared excitement in the way of an initiation. Jordan
gets into the house and starts searching for Miss
Grant. He is visited with various ghost signs until
he finally discovers that the "ghosts" are being played
by Gale and his crowd. How Jordan turns the tables
the
story.
players and wins Miss Grant's hand completes
on the

Won't Do If Your Patrons Are At All Particular
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
A none too critical audience or probably one composed chiefly of men and boys will be fairly well satisfied with "Wildcat Jordan" in view of the stunts provided by the star and the fights presented. But if you
cater to a particular crowd that wants good stories

If it happens that the star has gained a following
with the preceding pictures in which he has appeared,
probably it will get over. If you want to exploit the
ghost sequence you might be able to attract them

and pictures that offer original entertainment, don't
depend upon "Wildcat Jordan" to fill the bill because
you are likely to hear complaints.

easily enough but don't make promises for anything
outside of the stunts offered by the star because the
feature won't bear you out.

Tlie biggest literary- reptitation in the tii8toi7 of tlie
American nation is that of Mark Twain's. Untold millions
of American pe*>j^le for three (3e<:ui<Jes liave read, continued
to read, and al^fes wUl rejid the Sitories of this worldfjimed iititlHu -'nimttrist. Behind all of the writiiiga of Mark
Twain then
id a human man, rich in imagination,
rich iji sympaciiy. Mark rwain'^ most beloved story has
been made into one of the greatest, most human and most
beautiiiil motion picture |>rodiictious ever seen on (he
screens of the \y»)rld. We are now hooking in the biggest
fij-st nni theatrftsi''of the nation.

pry

<s

TV

AKI©
Tliis is the »tory of a thief's son who found himself
wearing the x'lvet robes of the heir to tlie throne of
^iCf,

England, while the boyish Frinee (d" Wab>. seeking adventure, donned the beggar's rags and ret«;ive^l bcoff*-.
ridicule and floggings. TJie hero of this story, who f)hns
■
/ the double role of the Prince and the Pauper, is the most
.
remarkable iKiy actor viju have ever seen. This i- a
road show, big money, advanced atimissioo pri<t;^ allrof,tion offered directly to the moliori picture theatre- of the
cotmtrv.
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"The Gloria
Impossi
ble
Unintentionally Well Named
Swanson inMrs. Bellew" Is
story quite evidently has been revised
"THE

IMPOSSIBLE
MRS.
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Katterjohn
CAMERAMAN

BELLEW"

Sam Wood
David Lisle
Percy Heath and Monte M.
Alfred Gilks

AS A WHOLE

As entertainment it is as "impossible" asMrs. Bellew is supposed to be ; very
poor material in this
STORY
Probably a sensational bit of drama but
a lifeless piece in its censored form
DIRECTION
Only fair for Sam Wood; production is satisfying but he fails to make the characters even barely interesting
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Role is intended to gain considerable
sympathy for her but it doesn't succeed ; women
will like her variety of costumes
SUPPORT
Some capable players wasted on unconvincing characterizations; includes Robert
Cain, Conrad Nagel, Richard Wayne, Gertrude
Astor, June Elvidge, Mickey Moore and others
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Innocent woman is
divorced by her husband and bereft of her son
but later finds happiness with young author
who loves her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,155 feet
This is undoubtedly the poorest picture that Gloria
Swanson has appeared in, in some time, due chiefly to
the very weak and uninteresting story that has been
selected for her.
not offer good
made a sensation
situations which
been eliminated

"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" does
screen entertainment. Probably it
as a novel but it is obvious that the
apparently made it so, have either
or toned down by the censor.
The

Even Star's Admirers Will Have

to meet requirements and the heroine's deep love for her little son is
what saves her at all times and tries for your sympathy.
It isn't likely, however, that sympathy for Mrs.
Bellew will be far-reaching and the only extension of
regret will be to those who saw possible screen entertainment in such impossible situations as those in
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew." The plot is a succession of unconvincing and uninteresting situations
evolving from a divorce in which Mr. Bellew is granted
the custody of the child. Previous to this Bellew
killed his friend in a fit of jealousy following a quarrel
in which Bellew accuses his wife of being unfaithful.
At the time Bellew is still under the influence of liquor
served to him by the "lady" aspiring to fill the place
of Mrs. Bellew, No. 2. Mrs. Bellew's silence during
the trial wins an acquittal through an "accidental
shooting" verdict.
How the devoted mother sacrifices the boy, when
they take him from her as she is smuggling him off
to Europe, is another bid for sympathy and also another unconvincing touch. The remainder consists of
an uninteresting series of events in which Mrs. Bellew
indulges in a life of frivolity in Europe to overcome
her grief but is rescued by a young novelist who loves
her because she is "good" and who "knows a lot about
books but little about life." Of course there are
shadows that threaten this happiness but Mr. Bellew's
aunt arrives in time to prove that Mrs. Bellew is
really good and that she saved her husband's life.
Director Sam Wood did what he could with "The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew" but his efforts were considerably hindered by what he had to work with. The
sub-titles are very poor and although there are several
well known and capable players in support of the star
they have roles that do not get them very far. Gloria
Swanson could not be very human in a part such as
Mrs. Bellew. Occasionally she is photographed poorly. Her gowns, usually extreme with the exception
of sport costumes, will undoubtedly appeal to the
women.

To Be Taken Into Consideration

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless you are quite sure that Gloria Swanson is
popular enough to get the picture over regardless of
whether or not they are satisfied with the story, you
can hardly promise them very much
sible Mrs. Bellew." And it will have
faithful following who will be pleased
no matter how much they may admire

in "The Imposto be a mighty
with the picture
its star.

You know best how hard or how easy it is to satisfy
your particular clientele. If you are at all in doubt
see "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" for yourself. Probably your women folks will like to see the star's gowns.
She wears quite a variety in this. Don't misrepresent
the story by using a trailer showing the wild orgies of
a French fete because they are going to be disappointed if they expect any further sensation,
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Tremendously Interesting and Thrilling
"WONDERS OF THE SEA"
Williamson Prod.

J. E. Williamson
DIRECTOR
J. E. Williamson
AUTHOR
J. E. Williamson
SCENARIO BY
R. Rescher
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Interesting and absorbing study
of submarine life, with some good thrills
STORY
Practically none
DIRECTION
What there is of it, good
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
All out doors
PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Sunday, October 29, 1922
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Under-Sea Production

As the under-sea camera catches the varying beautiful
scenic eflfects, with lace-like plants and waving trees
growing at the bottom of the sea; with myriads of fish
of various sizes apparently swimming directly in front
of the camera, attention is held to a far greater extent
than many of the so called features do. It is all very
absorbing; very interesting, and when to this there
are added the thrills which come towards the very
conclusion, it makes as a whole, a mighty well balanced
worth while production of its own individual type.
The
spear
them
There

thrills come first when Williamson and "Jack"
a poisonous animal, and a second later, one of
treads upon one of the tentacles of an octopus.
is a real thrill when you see one of these men

None of importance
All good
None
Good

trying to pull the other from the hole in which his leg
is being sucked deeper and deeper. Finally when this

There really isn't
CHARACTER OF STORY
one, but it makes little difference
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,300 feet

is accomplished, and with his weights cast off, he hurriedly rises to the surface of the sea, there was an
audible sigh of relief from the Rivoli audience. A

This latest Williamson production differs from the
past few that have been released, but is without doubt
as interesting and as absorbing as any. Of course,

moment later the sea was clouded with an inky substance thrown off by the octopus as a means of camou-

there is a similarity with these under-sea pictures.
This is more or less unavoidable, but the charm of the
unknown and the splendor of the floor of the sea, the
wonder and the beauty of submarine — vegetable and
animal life, will always be attractive, and incidentally,
tremendously valuable from an educational viewpoint.

flage. Through this inky blackness,
way to the surface to be rescued
There was real applause sweeping
ence at this point. Later there was
when the camera caught the capture

"Jack" makes his
by his comrades.
through the audianother outburst
of a shark. There

is an effective close-up of this at the end of the production.

Book This, Get Behind It, and It Sh ould Satisfy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You will have to handle this with a great deal of
care, because the story is very slight, indeed almost

of it as not being entertaining. The thrills at the finish

meagre. It tells of a photographer of under-sea life
accompanied by a beautiful girl and a stowaway boy
who find themselves in the West Indies. There the

will satisfy any "hard-boiled" audience. They are
very effective. On the other hand, this is a mighty

girl disports in front of the camera, and there is a hunt
for frequenters of the deep. . Thib is about all there is
to it, so you can see just what you will have to do.
You had better get after your .women folk particularly for what value the production will have, especially
for the children,

It is full of good stuff, and you need not be afraid

valuable production to help educate youngsters as to
what the bottom of the sea holds.
You have no names to talk of, but you can mention
the charming and beautiful scenic effects, and don't
overlook the thrills.
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Fairly Familiar Theme But Makes Satisfactory Entertainment
"BROAD
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

DAYLIGHT"
Universal
Irving Cummings
Harvey Gates
Harvey Gates
William Fildew
Interesting for those who like

highly "intricate" crook meller
STORY
Plenty of plot and some satisfying
thrills; along pretty familiar lines nevertheless
DIRECTION
Creates good suspense and handles
material in a way that makes it entertaining for
a good majority
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
All suitable and do good work; Lois
Wilson, Jack Mulhall, Ralph Lewis and others
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl, ready to sacrifice herself to protect her father, a crook, is
saved by the man who loves her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,961 feet
A foreword advises that actual police records served
as a basis for this story by Harvey Gates but someone must have beat the author to the records, because
the theme, almost identically, has been used before
consequently, "Broad Daylight," while an interesting crook meller, is not a distinctive one by any means.
It does furnish a good entertainment for those who
like this type of amusement and Irving Cummings
has created an effective suspense and maintained the
interest very well.
The plot is highly complicated with a number of
characters involved and more situations than usual.
It is a familiar formula, however, though rather well
handled and for the most part the improbabilities and
inconsistencies do not appear very prominent.
There

Should

Prove

Interesting

are one or two twists that stand out as especially inconsistent. One is in connection with hero's leaving
the girl who saved his life merely because one man,
who he had sufficient reason to distrust, infers that
his relations with the girl are more than "friendly."
In comparison, he would have had much better reason
to forsake her when, three years later, she is trapped
in his home accused of burglary and murder.
Coincidence plays a fairly prominent part in the
development with the crooks locating the man they
are after without any trouble. One of them bumps
into a fellow tottering out of a cafe, the latter drops
a wallet and sure enough, it bears the name of the man
they are after. But the clever crooks never suspected
that he might not be the owner of the wallet. And
they are foiled. After they succeeded in getting him
to marry the girl who thinks she is avenging her
father's imprisonment by marrymg the son of the
man who caused it, they discover they have the wrong
fellow.
There is a lot of double crossing and plotting but it
is easy to follow in spite of the many complications.
The romance is pleasing even if you do have to wait
until the very last shot to see it consummated. This is
the one thing in the story that you are sure of however, the clutch of the hero and heroine at the end.
Lois Wilson does very well as the girl and Jack Mulhall is particularly good when he impersonates a
"drunk."
The types are all good and well played.
Story: The "Scarab," a crook, persuades Nora Fay
to marry Percival Randolph, telling her that he is the
son of the man who sent her father to prison. The
man turns out to be a friend of Randolph's, Joel Morgan. The "Scarab" gets Nora's father, after his release, to turn crook again ; Nora is accused of a murder
which her father commits when he learns it was "The
Scarab" who double crossed him. How Joel comes to
Nora's rescue completes the story.

For Those

Who

Like

Crook

Melodrama

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The above synopsis is a most meagre outline of the
plot. It has many more angles and complications than
intimated above so you can be sure to promise your
patrons a highly involved crook melodrama that presents the adventures of the daughter of a crook who is
almost convicted of a murder in protecting her father
from being found out.

If the}' like crook melodramas you can be quite certain to satisfy them because "Broad Daylight" contains
the kind of situations and characters that appeal best
to those who favor them. Use the names of Lois Wilson and Jack Mulhall. Catchlines will arouse their
interest and let them know just what type of a picture
it is. The title of itself is not sufficient to give an idea.
A trailer would undoubtedly bring' them back.
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Western of the Average Glass Has Some Pretty Fair Action
Francis Ford in
"ANOTHER MAN'S BOOTS"
Aywon — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Wm. J. Craft
AUTHOR
Daniel F. Whitcomb
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Edward T. Estabrook
AS A WHOLE
A satisfactory western with
sufficient action to make it please admirers of
this type of entertainment
STORY
Based on a fairly well worn situation,
that of a man assuming the identity of another
DIRECTION
Average; keeps it moving at fair
speed; secures right atmosphere and suitable
cast
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

All right
Poor on interiors

STAR
Satisfactory; overacts in close-ups
SUPPORT
Suitable types; includes Harry
Smith, Elvira Weil, Frank Lanning and Robert
Kourtman
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man assumes
identity of dying pal at latter's request; pal recovers and arrives in time to save man from
hands of angry mob
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
For the average crowd that likes western pictures,
"Another Man's Boots" will give adequate satisfaction.
As long as it has action they don't care particularly
whether it contains original situations or not. This
story does not differ very much from the average
western, the old assumed identity theme serving as the

Will Do For Those Who

basis of it and the usual plotting of a villain against
the hero providing the thrills.
Director Craft sustains the interest pretty well but
he has not kept the development from being obvious.
The spectator anticipates each step in the progress of
the story and any chance for suspense leading to the
climax is practically destroyed. It ends just the way
you expect it will. It would have been better if the
spectator had been allowed to believe that the man
whose identity hero assumes, died. But a title infers
that he is only wounded so when hero incurs the wrath
of the people for posing as the man they know, you
naturally
expect the arrival of the man to clear hero's
name.
The action is of the usual order,, fighting, riding and
the familiar rescue stunt in which hero saves the girl
from being rushed to death on her galloping horse.
There are a few comedy bits founded on the regulation
prohibition jokes — a western barroom serving ice
cream cones and signs advertising drinks such as milk,
etc. They were uncommonly conservative of negative
in making this picture. When a second fight is required, they merely duplicate the scenes of the first
fight.
Francis Ford is a satisfactory hero and the cast, on
the whole, is quite adequate although there are no
prominent names. Elvira Weil is a new comer and
does not screen very well.
Story: Ned Hadley is injured just as he is about to
return to his father, who is blind, and his sister whom
he has not seen since she was a baby. Thinking he is
going to die he begs his pal known as "stranger," to
assume his identity and go to his home with the money
he has saved. "Sly" Stevens, a town character, finally
proves that the stranger is not Ned Hadley and the
mob is planning to lynch him when the real Ned
Hadley returns and saves him.

Like Western Features Generally

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
For the western admiring audience, "Another Man's
Boots" is all right. They'll be satisfied with the action
it contains and as long as there is a villain, a hero and
heroine, with the usual plotting, they won't mind that
it isn't anything very new as far as the story is concerned.
If you think Francis Ford's name will mean anything at the box office, play it up but the best angle

will be the fact that it is a western with some good
action. Catchlines should do to give an idea of the
story. Say : "At the request of his dying pal he assumed the latter's name only to risk being lynched as
an imposter. See how he is saved at the last minute.
'Another Man's Boots' gives the answer, at the blank
theater."
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Average Western With Best Action in Climax
William Fairbanks in
"PEACEFUL
PETERS"
Ben Wilson Prod. — Arrow — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Lewis King
AUTHOR
W. C. Tuttle
SCENARIO BY
Daniel F. Whitcomb
CAMERAMAN

Jack Fuqua

AS A WHOLE

Regulation western with customary atmosphere and action, though a trifle
weak on the latter

STORY
A popular formula with situations that
compose the average run of westerns
DIRECTION
Adequate; could have put a little
more excitement into earlier reels
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
Exteriors mostly; natural
STAR
Plays in true cowboy fashion and will
appeal to admirers of western heroes
SUPPORT
Usual types ; suitable
EXTERIORS
Several good long shots
INTERIORS
Poor studio affairs
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy hero saves
girl from wicked
dance hall proprietor and
restores a mine which belonged to her uncle
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,696 feet
"Peaceful Peters" is a true-to-type story with all
that goes for making a western of average entertainment quality. There is nothing different in it, but
it has about everything that is required to make a
western — a hero, a villain and his thoroughly villainous band, and a heroine to be rescued by hero. Incidentally there is a mine for hero to retrieve, which
supplies a slightly new angle to an already popular
formula.

There is little to be said about "Peaceful Peters,"
other than that it is an average picture, capable of
fulfilling the demands of an average audience or any
crowd that likes western stories.. This one hasn't
as much action as it might, but there is more conspiracy on the part of the villain than usual. He
certainly goes well out of his way to put hero out
of the running, but naturally he is foiled in each
attempt, until finally hero turns him over to the
sheriff and claims the girl as a reward.
The director tells the story smoothly enough, and
toward the close supplies some good bits of action
in hero's capture of one of the villain's men. The
fight, as usual, sends the combatants sprawling down
a mountain side and continues it in the water below.
A little more excitement in the early reels would
have gotten the picture off to a better start. Hero's
entree is a little tame compared with the things he
does later.
There are some good exterior shots that contribute
the right atmosphere. The interiors are very poor,
with plain drops used in back of doors, windows, etc.
Fairbanks is the usual type of cowboy star, though
with less athletic display than some of his competitors.
Evelyn Nelson plays the lead and the usual extras
are adequate.
Story: Peaceful Peters buries Uncle Billy on the
desert after learning that he had been wounded by
Jim Blalock, who had also stolen Uncle Billy's mine,
The Rainbow's End, staked by Uncle Billy for
"Buddy's gal." Peaceful vows to retrieve the mine
and give it to "Buddy's gal," though he doesn't know
who she is. Peaceful's encounters with Blalock and
his crowd are related in a series of events, in which
Peaceful always has the upper hand. He finally
gets back the mine and learns that the girl he saved
from Blalock is "Buddy's gal."

All Right if Your Crowd Likes Westerns
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you have a crowd that likes western features
you will probably be able to satisfy them with "Peaceful Peters." This one isn't as actionful as some westerns, but it has a fairly good plot, though familiar,
and a satisfying amount of action toward the close
that will give it a good finishing impression.
The star's name isn't well enough known to bank

on, so you will have to resort to catchlines or a more
effective means of getting them interested — a trailer
showing the fight in which hero and his assailant roll
down the mountain side and battle in the water. In
case you want to get them interested in the new star,
it will be all right to use his name, but you can be the
judge about this.
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Contains Atmosphere That Proves Fascinating to Many
Billie Dove in
"YOUTH

TO
YOUTH"
Metro

DIRECTOR
Emile Chautard
AUTHOR
Hulbert Footner
SCENARIO BY
Edith Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Martinelli
AS A WHOLE
Satisfying though not unusual
picture; has some good points of appeal
STORY
Deals with stage life ; contains situations
that prove fascinating, especially in the sticks
DIRECTION
Even and usually all right; sequences might have been speeded up a trifle
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Standard
STAR
Quite pleasing and capable in lighter bits
SUPPORT
CuUen Landis a suitable hero and
Noah Beery offers good character bit; others
Edythe Chapman, Hardee Kirkland, Mabel Van
Buren
EXTERIORS
: . All right
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Country girl gives
up chance of stage career for happiness with
young farmer
LENGTH OF PRODUCTIOlSf
6,603 feet
There are so many people who like pictures dealing with stage life that "Youth to Youth" has a good
chance to prove popular and in view of the story, has
some audience appeal that should bring it a certain
amount of success. This isn't to say that it is an
unusual picture or a special production. But it does
contain the sort of material that is liked by a good
majority of "fans" and should score its point on that
angle sufficiently to put it across.
Those in the "sticks" depend upon pictures for their

insight into things that do not come within their
environ. Stage life is one that particularly fascinates
them and they do not particularly object to, or consider as a serious fault, any improbabilities that the
story may contain. They will probably be fully convinced that the pretty actress-heroine was absolutely
innocent of the fact that her sudden luxury was being
supplied by her elderly manager. On the other hand,
it is these twists that will prevent the feature from
being favorably received by the more cosmopolitan
crowd. They just won't let it by without the usual
comment.
The romance is the more pleasing angle of the story
and the average crowd, women especially, will "love"
the idea of the musical comedy beauty sacrificing
riches and a career to live on a farm with her country
lover. Billie Dove is quite pretty in some of the
shots, and more appealing in the lighter moments.
She doesn't show much ability to handle dramatic
bits. Cullen Landis is a good hero, and Noah Beery
is the manager who is finally defeated in his attempt
to win back the girl.
The floating theater which the girl joins after
running away from luxury offers a rather novel twist,
and the scenes showing the theater are realistic and
interesting. The production, on the whole, is satisfactory and the direction quite all right, except that
one
or
footage. two sequences might have consumed less
Story: When Eve Allinson learns that
Tawney is supporting her she gives up her
of a stage career and runs away. She joins a
show and while playing in a Southern town

Brutus
chances
floating
falls in

love with a farmer lad, Page Brookins. Tawney's
search for Eve discloses her identity to Page, who
refuses to believe that Tawney meant nothing to her.
How Page forces a confession from Tawney and
takes Eve back to the farm completes the story.

Let Them Know It Deals With Stage Life and Exploit New Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
With "Youth to Youth" it depends almost entirely
upon the people you cater to. Yuu should know, if
you give the desires of your clientele intelligent consideration, just what goes best with them. If you
think they will like a story such as the one contained
in "Youth to Youth," get them interested. Let them
know it deals with stage life, and you might use
lines such as "She chose between happiness and a

career. Which was it? See the answer in 'Youth to
Youth,' a Metro picture starring Billie Dove."
They may not be especially acquainted with the
star, so you might try to get them interested in her.
Also mention the names of Cullen Landis and Noah
Beery. The idea of the floating theater also might
attract attention. The atmosphere of the story is
your best talking point, however.
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"Sure Fire Flint" Looks Like Sure
C. C. Burr presents
"SURE FIRE FLINT"
Mastodon Films, Inc. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Dell Henderson
AUTHOR
Gerald C. Duffy
SCENARIO BY
Gerald C. Duffy
CAMERAMEN
Billy Bitzer, Niel Sullivan and
Charles Gilson
AS A WHOLE.'
Pretty good comedy-drama with
last two reels full of punch
STORY
You know.
Where Mr. Hero gets 100
chances to do it all and comes through 100 per
cent
DIRECTION
Satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some good, some bad, uneven
LIGHTINGS
Uneven
STAR
Very good.
Gets over most of his gags
satisfactorily
PLAYERS
Excellent cast includes Doris
Kenyon,
Edmund
Breese,
Robert
Edeson,
Barney Sherry.
Effie Shannon miscast
EXTERIORS
All right.
Drawbridge good
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Fair.
Ralph Spence titles full of wise
cracks
CHARACTER OF STORY
it. Good for any house
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Don't bother about
6,400 feet

Following Johnny Hines' feature "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes" in which Johnny Hines stepped from two
reelers to stardom a lot of people are going to like

17

Fire Money

"Sure Fire Flint" and a lot more are going to say they
don't like it as much as "Burn 'Em Up Barnes."
But this one is pretty safe to book because when
they get in they are going to like a lot of the new picture and the more they argue about how it compares
with the other one, the better off you are. Nothing
helps a show along so much as discussion. It is only
when the gang says "it's rotten" and let it go at that
that it dies on your hands and you know how many of
them you have had.
Gerald Duffy is given credit for the story but it is a
safe 495 to 1 bet that 105% of the gags and funny stuff
come from the star. There are some very good ones
and although some of those who follow the business
carefully will recognize one or two, yet all told they
get over very well. The poker sequence is well
handled with colored cards to help out and when
Johnny lifts a four of hearts over the trench and a
bullet whizzes along making it a five, thus giving him
a straight flush, will surely get a great laugh. All the
way along Hines has insured this one with a lot of sure
fire material so that it will give generally satisfactory
entertainment.
The direction is pretty good and there is a corking
good wallop in the last two reels where heroine is
locked in a vault, the cute kiddie tumbles off a drawbridge, hero chases around at a 100 mile an hour
clip in a racing car, jumps out of a- moving train
and rescues baby, and a couple more of those things
that everybody seems to like and many producers
put in pictures. But it is all good stuff and of course
Johnny gets the Heroine at the end and the bank-roll.
There is a very good cast and this will help a lot.

You Should Have No Trouble With This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can put this one on safely and one of the ways
to start them off right would be to have them argue
about how much better it is than Johnny's former
feature. You have two good names to play with,
this one being called "Sure Fire Flint"
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes." Inasmuch as
war on in the East and the election
everybody wants to argue anyway, let

and the former
there isn't any
is coming and
them use this.

You have a lot of well-known people in the cast,
many of whom should bring money into the boxoffice including
Doris
Kenyon,
formerly
starred,

Robert Edeson, Edmund Breese and Barney Sherry.
You can tell them that Billy Bitzer, one of the cameramen was formerly D. W. Griffith's right bower. Of
course the star should come in for a share of attention
because Johnny is getting better every day and while
some may have missed his former feature still his
name will be easily recalled by those who have seen
his short reel productions.
If your crowd likes thrills you have so much to
work with that you can promise them more than they
need for one night's entertainment and you can add
if they don't believe it they can come in and prove it.
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Some Rather Novel Situations That Have Been Well Handled
Edward Dillon Production
"WOMEN
MEN
MARRY"
Genius Films, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Edward Dillon
AUTHOR
Adelaid Heilbron
SCENARIO BY
Adelaid Heilbron
CAMERAMAN
Roy Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE
A rather interesting combination of situations; atmosphere exaggerated to
some extent at times
STORY
Fairly original and with an unexpected
denouement that is nicely worked out
DIRECTION
In some respects very good; allows players to overact and presents some characters in somewhat stilted light
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Florence Dixon rather pleasing when
she does not overact; a well assembled cast, including Julia Swayne Gordon, Hedda Hopper,
Margaret Hedden, Cecil Chadwick, E. K. Lincoln, Charles Hammond and Richard Carlyle
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Occasionally too stressed
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich girl seeking
titled husband finds she is really child of her
supposed father's cook; unusual will provides
for her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,986 feet
The situations that comprise "Women Men Marry,"
in themselves, are not altogether original but the combination isfairly new and quite interesting. It deals
in part with the rich girl who is willing to exchange
her wealth for a titled husband. It is in connection
with this episode that things are somewhat exaggerated. Julia Swayne Gordon and Florence Dixon, as
the aunt and heroine respectively, are allowed to overact considerably, making the characters appear in a

very stilted light. There is too much precision in their
movements and their air of arrogance is quite unreal.
Incidentally a girl as presumably well bred as the
heroine would not cross her limbs each time she seated
herself. Minor details such as these tend to make the
characters inconsistent.
Except in the first two reels, which are a trifle slow
moving in that they are consumed in establishing a
premise, Director Dillon sustains the interest splendidly and builds toward a climax that carries quite a
force, or rather it is an anti-climax which has the most
punch. But it was necessary in this case in order to
furnish a surprise ending. Dillon has succeeded in
keeping his development from becoming obvious and
in this way holding attention throughout and increasing the interest as he builds toward the climax.
The story opens with a novel situation, that in which
a rich man adopts the little daughter of his cook and
butler to take the place of his baby daughter who died
at birth, together with his wife. The understanding
is that the child's parents will be retained in his employ but the child must be taught to believe that her
foster-father is her real parent. There are some effective heart interest touches, one particularly in which
the girl's real mother prepares a cake with "welcome
home" upon her return from Europe and the offering
is resented by the haughty girl.
The best of the story is the man's will which leaves
everything to his young wife but after a certain length
of time another will is found in which the girl receives her share, the explanation being that the deceased took this means of preventing the girl's marriage to a fortune hunting Englishman who he believed
would not marry her when she was penniless.
Florence Dixon, the heroine, is quite pleasing when
she does not overact and M^garet Hedden is sweet
as the mother ; Hedda Hopper does very well as the
young wife of the girl's foster-father, and Cecil Chadwick is fine as the Englishman.

With Good Exploitation May Do Satisfactory Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Undoubtedly this will do good business in a great
many houses because there is a class that enjoys stories dealing with the aristocrats and there is added interest in the story of "Women Men Marry." The
title is good and offers many exploitation possibilities
that will help you put it over. Play it up with catchlines and readers in your local newspaper.

You will have to depend upon the title and whatever exploitation you can give it to attract patronage
because there are no names of players that will bring
them to the box office. Properly handled the feature
should do a satisfactory business, but you will have to
get behind it because it requires more than the average
announcements.

Short Stuff
Buster Keaton "My Wife's
Type of production

Relations"— Asso. 1st Natl
2 reel comedy

Buster Keaton's latest is on a par with all his other stuff.
The hatchet-face comedian never had better opportunity than
in this. The gags are for a greater part new, and the situations are unusual, starting with Buster as a candy maker in
a section of a large city where Hungarian families congregate.
An energetic mail-carrier gets entangled with the taffy Buster
is pulling, and it performs a "curley-cue" around his neck,
and floors him. He disappears after overlooking » letter
which Buster picks up. When Buster runs away from the
postman he bumps into a large athletic Swedish woman
who proceeds to take him before a police magistrate, and
instead of being sentenced for assault, the oddly assorted
couple are married, and from then on, the comedy consists
of what happens to Buster with his wife's relations — four
husky "rough-necks." There is a load of brand new material well worked in, and with Buster disappearing on the Reno
Limited, you are left to imagine that he will be divorced.
Particularly effective are the shots showing Buster preparing to go to bed, and what happens among the relatives and
friends as Buster disappears in the "home brew."
Pathe Review No. 178
This issue opens with some artistic back-to-nature picture
paintings, that are really beautiful in effect. The science section illustrating "The Life History of a Volcano," is instructive
and well developed. This is followed by some footage of dancing girls of the Dutch East Indies, a demonstration in the
art of make up which is very good and the colored section
which shows views of Avignon, France, the ancient city of
Popes.
"Such is Life Outside London" — Hy
OfEces
Type of production

Mayer — Film

Booking

1 reel travelaugh

Hy Mayer scores again with this travelaugh. The reel is
interesting as well as educational and the cartoons fading into
the actual pictures hold the attention well, and are really amusing. Occasionally the subject matter does not refer entirely to
the suburbs of London and might be found anywhere, but this
in no way detracts from the entertainment value of the reel.
Scenes along the banks of the Thames and a clever play on
the top hats worn at Eton complete the issue.
"The Old Sea Dog"— Snub Pollard— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel comedy
"Snub" Pollard is starred in this mirth-provoking comedy.
In the introductory scenes he is a wooden-legged pirate with
a wooden-legged crew. This fades out into the real story in
which "Snub" is the owner and pilot of a comic ferryboat,
which plies its way across a narrow pool. An enemy to get
revenge informs the Harbor Officials that he has not paid his
taxes for six years and they threaten to take away his boat if
the tax is not paid in an hour. Marie Mosquini takes loving
pity on him and she and her friends do some fancy diving on
the other side of the pool. "Snub" gets a rush of business on
this account and charges a fee to take the boys across, thus
enabling him to pay the taxes. There are some clever gags in
the picture and it should please the average audience.

"Such is Life in the Riveria"- Hy Mayer— F. B. O.
Type of production
1 reel travelaugh
As usual, this reel is very good. It holds the attention
throughout and if your audiences like this sort of thing, it
will surely please. Mr. Mayer has an excellent imagination
and sees in the picturesque French Riveria things that only an
artist's eye would catch. Shots of Cannes, the mountains of
Villefranchie and scenes in Eze complete the issue.
"Fire Fighters"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This, the second of the new kiddie and animal series, is one
of the best of its type seen in a long time. Dressed up ducks,
hens, goats, an almost human mule, and a dog combined with
an irresistible gang of small dirty kids of a variety of ages and
colors make up two reels of sheer fun. "Sunshine" Sammy
accidentally finds a moonshiner's still, and getting an inspiration from little Jackie Conlin's fireman's hat "agonizes" a fire
department. How they find a supposed fire to be the steam
from a kettle, squirt moonshine all over the barnyard thinking
it water, to put the fire out, get all the animals tipsy, and generally play havoc with the neighborhood will surely "get
them." Children especially will like this one which should
prove a most pleasing addition to any bill.
"The Priory School" — Sherlock Holmes Series — Educational
Type of production
2 reel drama
This picturization of the Conan Doyle story holds the attention
al! the way, and while not as exciting as some of its predecessors,
in that it does not contain a murder, makes interesting entertainment. Ellie Norwood who plays the part of the famous detective has a most pleasing personality and gives an enjoyable
performance. The story deals with the abduction of the young
son of the Duke of Holderness from his room at school. The
Duke offers a large reward for his return. After many complications, all of which are unraveled smoothly and logically, the
Duke is found to be the abductor himself. The picture should
make a good addition to any program.
"Shiver and Shake"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This one is built around the old haunted house theme.
Paul Parrott and Jobyna Ralston are newlyweds and Paul's
father-in-law rents them a house. During a storm some nearby campers are wrecked and wrapping their tent about them
they seek shelter in the nearest house which belongs to the
newlyweds. The white-draped figures are taken for "spooks"
creating an opportunity for the usual gags. It is a fair, average, offering but your crowd may like it.
Ocean Swells — Christie — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is a particularly entertaining two reeler with Neal
Burns as the young husband whose wife's family are the
bane of his existence. Scott Sidney has directed very well
and some of the gags are exceedingly funny. Baby Bebe
Blackburn is one of the cleverest kiddies seen in a long time
and her swimming is the best thing in the picture. Neal's
country home is beset by mosquitoes, so to avoid them he has
the bungalow made into a houseboat. This sounds inviting
to his mother-in-law and she proceeds to visit them with the
whole family attached. How Neal gets rid of them, or tries
to, forms the base on which the action is hung.

Short Stuff
"Broadcasting" — ^Johnny Jones — Pathe
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Here is another of the Johnny Jones-Gertrude Messinger
offerings, and those who saw "Makin' Movies" will be anxious
to see this one. It is thoroughly enjoyable and will please
any audience. Johnny Jones and his youthful supporting cast
will enlist everyone's sympathies and little Gertrude Messinger
is charming in whatever she does.
The radio craze has hit the town and an outfit is offered as
a prize to the child bringing the largest number of new members to the Sunday school. Many and varied are the lures
used by the kids to get members, but Gertrude and Johnny
win out by advertising a picnic at which members are invited
free. They win the prize and with a radio-equipped motorcycle
they solve the mystery of a bank robbery and attempted murder and bring the crook to justice.
^K

Graphic 2540 — Educational
Type of production

1 reel magazine

This is the first issue of Educational's new screen magazine,
"The Graphic" which will be released every week. Each reel
has three subjects and an Ollendorf cartoon. The first section
of this issue deals with a one-man factory at Tiger, Ga. which
is operated entirely by Uncle Charlie Arnold who works his
own farm with home-made farming implements. The next
section is devoted to the waking-up exercises used by Mary
Eaton, the well-known stage star, showing how she begins a
new day. The third section introduces Becky Lanier, America's leading horsewoman and analyzes some jumps with slowmotion photography. The cartoon which is very good, closes
the issue. Not having so much variety of subject matter, more
footage is devoted to each subject than is usual and the reel
doubtless will be liked.
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October 25th, 1922.
The Film Daily
71 West 44th Street,
City.
Gentlemen :It should be of interest to you to know
that as a result traceable direct to the two
advertisements published in The Film Daily
October 16th and 19th, one of four and the other
of five inches, we disposed of five substantial
territories on our FAVORITE STAR SERIES of
twelve two reel re-issued wester.^ and semiwestern subjects.
While the rapidity with which we closed
these sales is to be ascribed to the character
of the productions, nevertheless I should admit
that we might not have been placed in touch with
these buyers were it not for our advertisement
appearing in your publication.
Very truly yours,
INDEPENDENT

PICTURES CORPORATION,

(Signed) JESSE J. GOLD BURG,
General Manager.
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lany — The Universal Film Mfg.
ave changed their name to Uni1lo Pictures
Corp.
and Co.Shea's,
to Shea Amusement
Slomjin With

After Sol Lesser saw "Shadows," he immediately closed for a week's run
at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles. Lesser knows pictures. That's
why he booked "Shadows" for an immediate play date. Yoiu- Al Lichtman Exchange is ready for business. — Advt.

Distinctive

ward Sloman will direct "Back"forbyDistinctive
Clarence Buddington
Pictures withKelan
ar cast. Sloman's latest features
Blind Justice" and "The Woman
.oved."

Authors Ask Hays' Aid
the current issue of the Authors'
ue Bulletin, it is stated that a
■al indictment has been ordered
itted to Will Hays in the mat)f three complaints concerning
igements of stories claimed to
been made by motion picture
icers. Charles Stokes Wayne,
Lynch and Maibelle Heikes
:e are the authors with grie;s.
Robin Hood" Opens Tonight
uglas Fairbanks' "Robin Hood"
i tonight at the Cyric. Mary
ord and Fairbanks will be there,
'o performances of "Robin
I" will be given. The first will
at 8:20, to be followed by a
tinee" performance starting at
ight. Inability to satisfy the
nd for tickets is given as the
n.for the extra performance.
he Town That Forgot God," a
Fox production, opens at the
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Eskay Harris "from directly or indirectly" procuring motion pictures
which have been exhibited to the public under, and by given titles and
changing such titles and advertising,
selling, leasing or offering to sell or
lease the films depicting such retitied
photoplays unless the fact that such
photoplays have been formerly exhibited under other titles he stated,
and set forth in the photoplay itself
and in any and all advertising and
publicity matter used in connection
therewith in letters and type equal
in size and prominence to those used

ry Evans, author of "Till We
Again," "Then I'll Come Back
ju," and other well known mahas been placed under contract
I Lichtman.
Two

to THE

the "Black Beauty" case in which
the Eskay Harris Feature Film Co.
is involved, specifically prohibiting

noted the Waukesha Committee
Hays objecting to what they
d the present type of picture
d and demanding that this be
;ed.

special to THE

Film

Washington — The Federal Trade
Commission has issued an order in

ows," and has also written Will
suggesting that if desirable he
heerfully furnish a print of his
ction to be forwarded to Wauto be screened there under the
;es of the Hays organization.

Evans

Retitied

Federal
Trade
Commission
Issues
Order Against Eskay Harris —
"Black Beauty"

Waukesha Committee As Offset
o Present Tjrpe of Picture
Lichtman has wired the Com! of 50 of Waukesha, 111., oflerto screen for their benefit

ury

Price 5 Cents
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Jaydee and-?

The future. That's the question. And it's very interesting. Will be more so. Later. When his plans. Are more
matured. But going about First National. And not seeing
Jaydee. Will be like coming home.
And finding the fire out.
But changes like this. Seem to be inevitable. In this business. Rarely do they stick together long. Zukor and Lasky.
The notable exception. All things considered. With 26 men.
Of 26 different ideas. And meeting seldom enough. Were
bound. In the very nature of things. To disagree. The wonder
of it is. That they have held together. And gotten as far as
they have. With so few changes. Robert Lieber must be a
great pacifier.
This is certain : First National is scheduled to go far. It
may be. It probably will be. That changes. Of various kinds.
Will occur. That is natural. And inevitable. But the future
is assured.
Just what will occur.
Few know.
Their problems are many. Their responsibilities great.
Their financial committments large. But they are set. For a
long pull. And the loyalty. And kinship. Of their leading
members.
Is one of the things.
To be proud of.
Everyone
will watch
Jaydee.
And
wait with interest.
His future operations.
There is much conjecture.
There naturally would be. At such a time. Over this.
MAKING
HISTORY
While First National directors. Were pondering over their
troubles.
Other things were happening.
In the industry.
Of
(Continued

on

Page
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in The
displaying
new prohibits
title."
order the
also
Eskay
Harris "from usinj the words 'BlackBeauty' standing alone or in connection with any other words as a title
for or an identification of the film
depicting in whole or in .part, the
photoplay produced in 1917 by Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., titled 'Your Obedient
Servant,' or in any slides, posters,
or in any advertising or publicity
matter used in connection with such
The order further prohibits Eskay
Harris from "publishing or circulating
any warning notice threatening to
bring suit against any one showing a
motion picture
entitled 'Black
without
the permission
of the Beauty*
Eskay
Harris Feature Film Co., and assertfilm."
ing that the motion picture rights and
title controlled
to the name of 'Black
Beauty""
are
company."
According tobythesaid,
evidence
as cited
by the Federal Trade Commission,
Samuel Kantrowitch, president and
general manager of , Eskay Harris,, in
1918, bought five prints of Edison's
"Your
Obedient Servant" for $863.20,
after negotiations with Frank T.
Tichenor, president of Photo Products Export Co., on condition that
they would be used for non-theatrical
purposes only and changed the film,
adding new scenes and title and is-

"Black Beauty."
sued it as Vitagraph
When
advertised its
"Black Beauty" film in 1920, Eskay
Harris published an ad claiming motion picture rights and title to
"Black Beauty."
These tactics , constitute unfair
methods of competition in inter-state
commerce, according to the commission's finding.
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Principal

Pictures

Company

This Week
Apollo— "One Exciting Night."
Astor— "The
Town
That
Forgot
Broadway — "I Am The Law"
Brooklyn Strand— "The Old

'de WORLD^^\STAGE
starring

Home-

Cameo
— Martha
Mansfield
in "The
God."
Queen
stead." of Moulin Rouge."
Capitol— "The Sin Flood."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower."
44th
Nov.St. —1. "Monte Cristo" until Wed.,
Loew's New York — Today — ^Thomas
Meighan in "Manslaughter."
T u e s d a y — "Youth
Must
Have
Love" and "Table Top Ranch."
Wednesda y — "My
Wild Irish

Chicago Representative — Irving Mack. 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
iondon
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, 5 3a Shaftesbury
Ave., London. W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Films. 42 Rue de
Clichy.
central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quest."
Thursday — "Timothye's
and
Trial"
F r i d a y — "Yosemit
"The
Rose."Romance of Arabella."
Saturday — "Fink Gods."
Lyric — Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin

f~^cLu..oalunvcd (Rclivt^

Schildkrauts in Unsell Feature
Twist."
Jos. Schildkraut, who appeared in
"Orphans of the Storm," and his
father, Rudolph Schildkraut, will appear in "The Dance of Life," by Eve
Unsell and Jos. Rothman, announced
by Lester Blankfield for production
in January under the personal supervision of Miss Unsell.

DOROTHY

supported bi/

KENNETH HARLAN
an.t BRUCE MAC RAE

7/

i

PHILLIP*

of Clinor
a screenClynn's
stars life
iw . .
version
}{ollywood ^

Rialto — Gloria Swanson in "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
Hood."
Rivoli
— Thomas
Meighan
in "The
Man Who Saw Tomorrow."
Strand — Jackie
Coogan
in "Oliver

Edfrid A. Bingham, of the Famous
Players'
coast scenario department is
in town.
I

94^

High
Quotations
Close

94^
85
Low

East. Kod..
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd. .. ..
Goldwyn

85 J^
9M/i
997J4

Griffith
Loew's
. .. 20
Triangle
World

Mr. HENRY

18K 85
7
99

500
Sales

200
1,100

99
..Not
2,900
20
quoted
Not quoted
9,500
Not quoted

KING

announces he has secured for production and with
all rights fully protectea
"OLD

HUSBANDS
By RALPH

*

and YOUNG

WIVES"

PROCTOR

Mr. King states this piece will be presented both
as a STAGE and SCREEN offering during next
year when he has completed his production, in
Rome and other European locations of ''''The White
Stster," in which Miss Lilltan Gish will be starred
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
The production of "OLD HUSBANDS and YOUNG
fVIVES"
is promised
to be unusually
pretentious.

Irving M. Lesser
Loew

State BuUding. New

York

Mike Rosenb
5528 Santa Monica Blvd., HoUywooi
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freat import as well. On Thursday night. Adolph Zukor.
^nd Marcus Loew. Became grandfathers. In fact. (You call
ilarcus 'granddad' — and see what will happen!) Arthur Loew,
lusband of Adolph Zukor's daughter. Became a proud father,
^nd if there ever was a link. Stronger than this. What is it?
ncidentally. When Marcus heard the good news. He wired
Arthur. That he hoped the little girl. Would be better looking,
rhanMaseltoch
either. Of! her grandfather's.

JOINING
THE
INDUSTRY
Jaydee Williams rarely dines. Anywhere except at the
!)hatham First National's exclusive grubbery. But he got right
ttto filmdom. Friday. The day he resigned. When he had
unch. All alone. At Delmonico's.
THE INQUIRING REPORTER
Of the Globe. Asked people. Last Thursday. "What do
leople do to amuse themselves now since they have quit going
o the movies so regularly?"
Five answers. Chiefly indicated. Needed the money for
lomething else.
But the big question is: Where does a newspaper. Get
he idea. That people have quit. Going to pictures?
And the preceding day. The Globe said editorially:
'Whether you like movies or not, they are the greatest common
livisor of our civilization today."
AWAIT THE
HOLLER

UewGreui^
^ over the

When the author. Of "The Custard Cup." Sees what
lerby Brenon. Has done. To this sweet and pretty. "Mrs.
A^^iggs." Type of story. Which will be released. Under the
itle. Of "Penzie." They say Brenon. Has just dragged in.
\. lot of meller stuflF. By the horns.
WHAT'S
A FEW
HUNDRED
MILLION
Between friends. In this business. Anyway? Still some
)eople are old fashioned. And like their millions. Correct.
Dne of these. Charles Johnson Post. Wants it all cleared up.
Because in his article. In The Literary Digest. He appeared
:o say. The income. Of the industry. Was $800,000,000. A
veek. (Would to God it were true). And says he has asked
:hem.
Here it "To
is. make the correction. Well, Post. If they don't.

By the by. The Digest people. Are all worked up. About
vhat they expect to do. With their new reel. The promotion
deas. Back of it. Make the average mailing list. Look ill.
LET'S
ALL
BE PUBLISHER-PRODUCERS?
When "Knighthood" opened. In Los Angeles. Hearst's
japer there. The Examiner. Devoted more than two full pages.
\nd the dramatic critic. The society editor. And a flock of
■eporter's "covered" the event. In greater detail. Than anyihink like it. Was ever done before. Incidentally. Interlational News. Filmed the celebrities. Who attended. At $5
5er attend.
Wonder what Hearst'll do? With the opening. Of
'Doug's" "Robin Hood" tonight?
FRANK
BACON
AND
PICTURES
Everybody wants him. Now. To do "Lightning." At
east. For the screen. But how many. Other than Joe Engel.
Remember that Bacon. Worked for the old Metro company.
A.t a very small figure. Out in Hollywood. And how many
nore know. That a lot of people. Out that way. On the lot.
Had a chance. To finance "Lightning."
And didn't do it.
INTRIKUT
Know Sol Lesser? Well he owns an interest. In the All
Star Distributors. Which is handling. "Oliver Twist." Which
Lesser produced. And one of his salesman: Louis Hyman.
Sold "Oliver Twist." Lesser's picture. For Lesser's distributing company. To Lesser's Kinema Theatre. And then spent
real money.
Wiring New York.
The good news.
Atta boy, Louis. Anything to increase Western Union
profits.
DANNY.

(MetPopoli^an

^

Te^rt^o^y)

that's WHAT THEY THINK OF

m

ONE hundred days SOLID on the Loew Circuit is a
stunning tribute to the rare box-office power of Ethel
Clayton's first great super-special for F. B. O.
Built on gigantic lines — ^with staggeringly gorgeous scenesdazzling costumes and tons of other lavish trappings^
PLUS A STORY OF RED-BLOODED ROMANCE
IN OLD WORLD COURTS AND CASTLES— "If I
Were Queen" presents the brilliant Miss Clayton in positively the greatest and most magnificent vehicle of her career.
A dyed-in-the-wool showman's proposition with DE LUXE
written all over it. SMASH EXPLOITATION to put
it across. For bookings commimicate AT ONCE with the
New York F. B. O. Exchange

FILM

BOOKING
OF AMERICA,

OFFICES
INC.,

Main Offices— F. B. O. Building— 723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
Exchanges Everywhere
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The only place of its land in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

FEW

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
Bryant 5600

Business

Not knowing it has resulted in many
failures.
Let us guide you in
your problems.

W. A. FLEMING
Public

FILM

Business

Tel. Longacre 9074

Motion Picture
Hand Coloring

Oscar
C.
Buchheister

TREMONT FILM
UB. CORP.

OF

Hollywood, 6514 HoUyw'd Bvd.

0970— Bingham — 0971

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the httle things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.
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Art

^ ' MARION
'WHE3< KNIGHTHOOD

Titles on

DAVIES
WAS IN FLOWER"

Just Completed
The Art Titles for the Latest

D. W^ GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION
ij "ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
yhUL NIGH'S "NOTORIEtY"
tiie

art titles in color for the first
color production
by
TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mats.
In Production
DIXON'S

4 West 40th Street
Tel, Longacre 9122
has opened a

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
which will fiunish producers
with authentic information on
customs, costumes and settings
of any country at any date.
The Bureau has access to
private galleries, libraries and
collections, and guarantees historic references on all subjects.
Personal supervision of all scene
scenarios.

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
Phone: Madison Square 4430
15 East 26th St. New York City
Sole Agent* for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine^Milaiio

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy.
Ask for lamples and price*.

M^

~'^

"TH£

BEAST"

ASK

'riVA.«ljEI\S.

FOR

FILM

,

RENT

Private Offices
Film Cutting and Examining Room
RENT

MECCA

REASONABLE

BUILDING

1600 BROAWAY
Stli Floor— Room

804

Phone 84T'J Br\ ■in

Thomas Meighan in
"TheManWhoSawTo-Morrow"

ART

TITLES

by

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

NOVEILTIES

CLIPS

Little Ads
BRING

Big Results
IN

FOR
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THOMAS

Have yoxir Negatives and
First right
Prints way
done the

New York City, 117 W. 46th St.

PqESENT^

Also

MR. PRODUCER

1942-44 Jerome Ave.
KNOW HOW

■■ ;\.

our

animals, ptmch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

: : POSITIVE

JOHN
DUER
SCOTT
106 WEST
52nd ST.
CIRCLE 7872
NEW YORK, N. Y.

FtK>neJ^:Me9l(
Yf. Notice

Library Stuff?
Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,

STOCK

U. S. Distributors:
GEVAERT
CO.
AMERICA, INC.

Clips

W. St.
J. MORAT
3()2 E. 33d
Vanderbilt 7361

GEVAERT
RAW

Film

For All Purposes

The Film Mutual Benefit
Bureau

& CO.

Accountants
and
Advisors

452 Fifth Ave.

Mbtioit Picture

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Watch
for Second
National's
"MEN WHO FORGET"
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

THE

Your

ENLARGEMENTS
'd. ] J' ■
of

Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

NEGATIVE

JCnow

-^.-i^X- .

WORDS—

wm B LAUB

JOS. R. MILES

130 W. 46th St.

A

BIG THOUGHTS

The Film Daily

LETTERING
LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIONS
AND

CARTOONS

Bill Pause
71 West 44th St.
Phone: Vanderbilt 4551
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J^amous in Germany

Kaufman
Issues
Statement —
Denies E. F. A. Will Be
Closed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin — Al Kaufman, in charge of
E. F. A, studios (Famous Play) here, is quoted in "Lichtbildine":
Famous Players had invested conerable capital in the E. F. A. The
)ectations with regard to the
rman-made films were, however,
: fulfilled. The majority of Gern films have not had the expected
;cess in America.
Famous Players
themselves greatly interested in
ting back the money invested in
: Berlin branch. The first step in
5 direction was sending Pola Negri
America, where she will work
:h American actors under the direcn of an American producer. Great
Dlicity has been made on the other
e for Pola Negri, and it is quite
:ural that the American concern
;s to further profit by these exises. A picture with Pola Negri
1 the other great Paramount stars
1 no doubt have a great success
America."
(Continued
on Page 2)

Olcott to Cosmopolitan
3n his return from Europe, Sidney
cott will join the Cosmopolitan
ces. He is scheduled to direct
irion Davies in "Little Old New
irk" starting early in December.

Newt Levty Here
Newt Levi, Western manager for
Jackie Coogan Prods. ,\ is in town.

to THE

FILM

Bringing with him a pJunt of "The
Dangerous Age,'" John M. Stahl has
just arrived in New York ror a short
business and pleasure trip.X This is
his first visit East in two ydars.
Famous Convention in Los Angeles
The semi-annual convention of the
Famous Players department of^istribution will be held Nov. 21-25
Los Angeles, at the Ambassador.
A special train will leave New York
Nov. 16, carrying Paramount executives, and many of the district
and branch managers. Others will
be picked up en route.
"Who's Who" at "Robin Hood"
A list of those who attended the
opening of Douglas Fairbanks in
I "Robin Hood" last night at the Lyric
reads like a "Who's Who in Motion Pictures" headed, of course, by
Marv Pickford and Doug himself.
Two complete performances were
given.
"The Town That Forgot God," a
Wm. Fox production, opened at the
Astor.

DAILY)

5t. Louis, Mo. — Consummation
of
: deal by which
Spyros
Skouras
d Famous
Players were expected
combine in the matter of control
the Missouri,
a Famous
Players
use, and the (irand Central, owned
Skouras, is delayed indefinitely,
[t is understood that the hitch
mes in an agreement existing beeen Skouras and Harry Koplar,
10 are partners in a chain of
ighborhood theaters, preventing
her partner from acquiring interests
other theaters without
paying
a
nsiderable cash forfeit.

First National to Enter Production
^

J^^anchise Improvements Considered

Stahl in Toi

Skouras Deal Delayed
(Special

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, October 31, 1922

Ambitioug^Plans to Be Taken Up by Executive Committee Which
Will Journey to California — Talk of a New Home — Nothing Definite But Plans Receiving Much Consideration
ssociated First National

pla/s under consideration.
These refer not only to the question of what

important

extent First

ational may produce on its own, but also to finding means for
improving the franchise plan. These questions, together with
others, will be taken up by the Executive Committee which will
journey to Hollywood within the next few months, or sooner.
By the first of the coming year, or shortly thereafter, it is
anticipated that all of these matters will be settled.
As to Production
That
First
National intend to pro,Hays to be Friars' Guest
Will Hays, together with Judge
duce several pictures "on its own"
Landis, high commissioner of base- is a fact. Just to what extent furball, and Augustus Thomas, general
ther production will result will dedirector of stage activities, will be
pend upon the result of the investigaguest of honor of the Friars Club
tion to be made in Hollywood. It
at a dinner to be given Nov. 19, at
the Astor. George M. Cohan is con- may bccthat First National will make
cocting a gala program.
a number of pictures. If it is decided to do this, and if plans discussed
materialize, there will be a unique
and very unusual touch to this. The
cost of production will not be held
a secret, nor will there be any secret
as to distributing costs. Exhibitors
will be given the facts, and rentals
will be based upon these costs. Some
members of First National are confident that these operations cannot
help but prove resultful, and generally
successful.
(Continued
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Harold Lloyd Due Thursday
Harold Lloyd is coming East.
He
is
scheduled to arrive in New York
Thursday.
I

Hard Lines
Tears
in Joe
Plunkett's
eyes,
andwere
in his
voice,
Sunday
night. He had to give up
money — real American money —
to a few of the immense mob
which tried, until after 10.15
o'clock, sale
to seestopped
"Oliver at
Twist."
Ticket
9.45,

Bonuses
State Banking Department has been maldne: an investigation into the question of
bonuses paid to banking institutions for loans made to producers and distributors. It is
understood thj Banking Department frowns upon such
methods.

has, it is understood,

The

The sort of picture that will dignify the motion picture business! The sort
of picture that will act the Good Samaritan at the box-office! Yessir, we
mean "Shadows." Beat your neighbor to your nearest Al Lichtman Exchange.— Advt.

but the mob wouldn't leave.
Exactly 12 people asked for
their money back, but were
satisfied with tickets for another performance.

THE
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First

Nat'l to Enter
Production
(Continued
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Improving the Franchise
The Committee will also give much
consideration to what is hoped to be
an improvement of some of the
clauses governing the sub franchise
plan. Where these changes can be
made it will be done. Where the
changes are not acceptable to the
sub franchise holder, he will be able
to exercise his option and cancel the
franchise privilege, with the usual
notice to the organization. But there
is confidence expressed that the expected changes will cement the organization tighter than ever.
Other Matters
There is a possibility of First National moving, and having a home
of its own. This is also being considered, but nothing definite has
been determined upon. There has
been some talk of a site on 46th St.
being selected.
The directors are expected to complete their work this week, and then
the program will be in the hands of
the Executive Committee to work
out. Not since the very early days
of the organization has there been
mapped out such an amount of work,
and it is confidently expected that it
will all be well in hand by the first
of the year.

Col. Browne On Way Here
When Col. H. A. Browne, managing director of Walturdaw, London,
A Correction
arrives from England the latter part
Through a typographical error the of this week on a film purchasing trip,
name of Margaret Sedden, who ap- he
will make his headquarters at the
Plaza.
peared in "Women Men Marry"
was printed as Margaret Hedden in
Ends Long Engagement
The
feature.Film Daily's review of this
The fi-al performance of "Monte
Cristo" will be given tomorrow
BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
evening, having played 3 months at
are using the following ad. mats in their the 44th Street Theater.
newspaper advertising
"The Village Blacksmith," a new
Fox feature, will open for an inALSO
THE LATEST
definite run Thursday.

ehrisHe Gomedy
S"
WELLQj_
bCEANS
neal,
BURNS

<v5^7>

and all his Wife's r-elativ

Get them at all Educational Ezclianges on all
new Ctuistie Comedies
"An

inch

THE

in time

SPICE OF THE

draws

PROGfl^v.

nine"

•., ' '

"DANTE'S INFERNO"

Re-edited and re-titled, new
prints with new advertising
matter. Territorial rights at a
bargain price.
Wire for open territory
Jawitz Pictures Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

Hays Red Cross Committee
The following film men have been
appointed to the committee, of which
Will Hays is chairman, to boost this
year's Red Cross Roll Call from
Armistice Day, Nov. 11 to Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 30.
Adolph Zukor, Marcus Loew, Wm.
Fox, Lewis J. Selznick, Frank J.
Godsol, Jos. M. Schenck, R. H.
Cochrane, Earl W. Hammons, John
Quinn,
Harold Bolster and Warner
Bros.
Miles Bonds Warehouse
Jos. R. Miles has bonded the
Lloyds film storage warehouse. This
means that incoming film shipments
may remain in bond until it is convenient for the recipient to remove
them. It also means that films may
be projected in bond and the consignee may select the films he desires
to
purchase^
return the others
without payingandduty.
Under the regulations embodied in
\the new; tariff bill it is mandatory that
film shipments be liquidated and removed from the
S. Appraiser's
stores within
48 U.
hours
after their
arrival.

Tuesday,

Famous in Germany
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Another chance to get a return for
the sums invested in Germany would
be, according to Mr. Kaufmann,
to
send Lubitsch, the producer of "Pas
sion" and "Deception," to the Unite
States and let him produce two film
there.
The rich means of American
studios would be put at the disposal
of Mr. Lubitsch, as well as a first
rate cast. The leading men of the
E. F. A. hope to obtain better results with these
American-made
Lubitsch
pictures than with those
hitherto produced in the old country.
Kaufifmann denies, however, that
the E. F. A. will be wound up. The
company still has a number of contracts running. Even if Lubitsch
should make up his mind to go to
■America, production by other directors will go on.
It is even intended to send an
American director to Berlin. The
E. F. A. will continue to produce next
year in Germany,
in on
spitetheof German
the unfavorable conditions
market. Production became ten
times as in the past year, so there
is hardly any more inducement in it
for Americans.

October 31, 192

Bebe Daniels has arrived from t
Coast.
IMr. Exhibitor:
I Ask Your Film Company for tl

\"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEE
(Pat. Applied

For)

It means
more
to you than
other accessory.
It is. the cue si
jthat
insures
a musically
per
Ibictur^ presentation.

Phone— Beekman

9091

SBBEVIC

.«BAL

119

FtUton

St., N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTB

LOANS

OLD SUBJECTS WANTED

The American Continental Film Assn.
(Berlin) is seeking the Agency for good
American Films. Old subjects and films that
have run their course can still earn a good
revenue in Central Europe. Our Mr. Wadler
is now in New York to effect arrangements.
Address
care of Harry Wadler,
11 E. 26tb
St.
Telephone Madison
Square 1063.

ON

New NegatiTta
or other
Good Collateral
Enquire worth
Room Bldg..
705— Wo<dTelephone Barclay 7940

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
with its long scale of gradation faithfully
portrays all that is in the negative. It carries quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base
— now available in nine colors, is identified
throughout its length by the words "Eastman"
"Kodak" stenciled in black letters on the
transparent margin.

11
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.

N.Y.

I
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DAILV

EVE
UNSELL
For Production

Announces
in January

DANCE

OF

LIFE"

BY

EVE UNSELL and JOSEPH ROTHMAN
WITH

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
Late Star of D. W. Griffith's, "Orphans of the Storm"
AND HIS FATHER

RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT
The World's Leading Character Actor

THIS PRODUCTION

WILL BE SUPERVISED
BY MISS UNSELL

PERSONALLY

Adaptor of Preferred Pictures' Screen Masterpiece
"Shadows"
Through the Courtesy of B, P, Schulberg
ADDRESS

FREUDENBERG
522

FIFTH

and MATTUCK

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

THE
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Opinions

"Oliver Twist"— First NationalStrand
TIMES — All tilings considered, they've
done a good job, an excellent job, with Dickens in the
Twist"
the
Strand
and picturized
destined to"Oliver
keep the
houseat full,
if the crowds that packed the place Sunday
mean anything. But whether it is Mr. Dickens or httle Jackie Coogan that is drawing
them is, of course, a question.
It is probably, or suitably, both, for both
are gratifyingly present in the photoplay. The
picture is not unadulterated and unabridged
Dickens, but there are many genuine fragments of Dickens in it and not much foreign
matter. And Jackie Coogan's Oliver Twist
is true, somewhat less pathetic, perhaps, than
the original Oliver, but appealing, nevertheless, a characterization you cannot resist and
have no desire to.
WORLD — We have never seen so lovable a
figure in motion pictures as the Oliver Twist
of Jackie Coogan. ♦ ♦ ♦ The spirit of the
author lives in it. In this instance we confess we see nothing which is glaringly wrong,
and we see much that is unusually good. As
an example of separate pictured events joined
coherently and titled intelligently, rounding at
last into a complete story which is deeply
moving at times and robustly humorous at
others, it is a notable piece of work. ♦ * *
In the colorful and faithful finish of the characterization throughout the photoplay is superb. You may take the word of one who
is not always exuberant.
See this picture I
AMERICAN — There was not too much of
this little boy in the new film. He was not
made to usurp the entire story, due place
being given to the eternal Fagin (a star character in itself) and to Nancy Sikes (another
star character). And both Nancy and Fagin
are better material for the star to work upon
than the little workhouse lad. The picture
was made with remarkable reverence and a
Dickensonian subserviency that may be commended. ♦ » ♦ The picture could be shortened advantageously. The length of the modern film does not help it except in rare cases.
But on the whole this particular story is so
difficult to concentrate — like most of the
Dickens
tales — that the projectors must be

congratulated upon having made it as short
pelled by comparing this masterpiece with an
as it was. It might have gone on for reels earlier version of the story taken only a
and reels more.
dozen years ago.
Potent as Jackie is, he ii
GLOBE — In so far as Jackie Coogan is
DAILY NEWS— "Oliver Twist" is a good
picture, first because of Jackie Coogan as concerned, "Oliver Twist" is a better picture
Oliver and second because of the fine pro- than "The Kid." Teamed up with Chaplin
duction. Pictorially, they have achieved the
him cute, but there was a susDickens we all love, though whether they we all thought
picion that perhaps without Charlie he
have scored dramatically is a question. We wouldn't be half so good. In the present
were thoroughly captivated by Jackie. * * * instance young Coogan proves himself to be
What the picture lacked to us was a tremen- worthy of classification with those heretofore
dous climax. * * ♦ You and your children unapproachables — Pickford, Fairbanks and
should surely see this picture.
Chaplin. He is an actor in every sense of the
word, and his appreciation and interpretation
HERALD — "Oliver Twist" as a movie is of
the Dickens' character was nothing short
everything that an intelligent adaptation
The production is almost pershould be. Frank Lloyd, who directed it, of marvelous.
fect. Personally, we should say it rates 100
has managed to retain the spirit, the flavor per cent, but there are perhaps some exacting
of Dickens, and at the same time has created lovers of Dickens who will object to certain
a photoplay which possesses an identity of
its own. He has told the story in terms of
pictures that move, so that the spectator will portions.
SUN — While the picture has great diversity,
understand and appreciate it whether he has less is made of the humor than in Jackie's
previous
productions, and more of the drama
read the book or not. • • ♦ Little Jackie is
marvelous. He brings Oliver Twist to life. and pathos, perhaps because the excellent director, Frank Lloyd, is one who goes di* * * We don't know whether it is still possible for Mr. Dickens to go to the play. But
rectly after effects without much of this nonif he can sneak off from his angelic duties we
sense of by-play. Through it all Jackie mainfeel sure that he will float into the Strand
tains beautifully that wistful note of a strayed puppy. He is just an honest little soul, a
this week — and we know that he will enjoy
himself immensely.
bit perplexed by what's going on around him,
but hoping for the best, and striving his tiny
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Frank Lloyd, darndest to bring it about, even if he tears
not only in his sympathetic direction, but also his trousers doing it. And — oh, yes, the
in the adaptation, on which he collaborated ragged cap is there, but fortunately it has
with Harry Weil, has managed to catch the
"adapted" back to the Victorian style.
spirit of Dickens and to keep the spectator *been
* * Make no mistake about it, this is one
constantly interested throughout the unfold- of the matchless pictures of the year — Jackie
and the rest are the essence of Dickens.
ing of the film. "Oliver Twist" makes you not
the whole show.
feel that
perhaps
tures is here
at lastthe
1 day for "better" picMAIL — If any doubt has existed that
EVE. WORLD — A screen masterpiece of Jackie Coogan is one of the greatest natural
human interest. All in all, "Oliver Twist" actors in the world, if not the greatest, the
is the best picture we've seen in months. last vestige is dispelled by his latest film,
Splendidly cast, wonderfully photographed, "Oliver Twist." • ♦ ♦ And Frank Lloyd has
superbly acted — the Dickens' story makes as handled his theme masterfully.
good a bit of screen entertainment as one
JOURNAL— "Oliver Twist" is Dickens
could ask. And while we were dealing in from
superlatives, we should not have overlooked Jackie start to finish, with just enough of
to make spectators wish for a great
the direction — as near perfection as any story deal more.
Around the youngster, a comthat has been screened, and Frank Lloyd,
pany
of exceptional merit is assembled and
responsible for this end of the production, is every role
stands out with cameo distinction.
to be heartily congratulated.
Indubitably "Oliver Twist" is far and
EVE. TELEGRAM— The power and the biggest thing the tiny star has everaway
attempted and it is to be hoped that it will
beauty of the film are beyond question, but
any doubt on this point could easily be dis- mark a turning point in his career.

October 31, 1

"The Sin Flood"— GoldwynHERALD — Here again Lloyd demon:
the fact that he isCapitol
one of the few rao\
rectors who really understand
moving
tures.
In "The Sin Flood" he is even
delicate in treatment than in "Oliver T
Perhaps he is a bit too subtle.
That
criticism that may be made justly, for
intelligence
carriedSin tooFlood"
far. '
Whether it isor acanfine
not bepicture
"The
money
and a distinct
to the Goldwyn
corporation,
which
sored it.
Herea is
a corking
goodeverjfij
'\ii
theWORLD
screen. — And
title
writer did
in his power to ruin it. * * * However,
Sin Flood" will strike a great many as
gripping
film melodrama.
AMERICAN—
A veritable Niagara o
honesty
and
wrongdoing
is magnificent,
"The Sin Fl
* * * The photography is
cially the pictures of the river in flood s
ing turbulently through the countryside'
TRIBUNE— Everybody said "It car
done"
when we
that "The
to
be made
intoheard
a picture,
but Deluge'
it had
done, and in a way that we conside
tremely satisfactory. Frank Lloyd ha
reeled it with marvelous understanding
humor and the cast is fine.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— A pe
instance of an unsuccessful stage play
made into a decidedly successful motiot
ture. The picture is one of the mo!
fective seen in many months. It is un
tionably far above the ordinary, a fe(
that has been exceedingly well made
acted.
EVE. WORLD — Even more grippin
the screen than it was on the speaking si
SUN — Another acceptable feat of ad,
tion has* been
in "The!
Flood."
* * Itaccomplished
is likely to draw
floo
patronage. * » » Lloyd has keyed the pi
more in the pitch of comedy than the
though caustic irony does peep through
he handles
the realistic flood like a Missif'
levee
overseer.
MAIL — A surprisingly strong picture.
EVE. TELEGRAM—
movies"
revealing
what a triumph "The
they can
win
"the speakies" with the production by
wyn of that remarkable play, "The
Flood," which was produced here on
spoken stage as "The Deluge," and whi
every bit as gripping in the silent drama

Harold
MacGrath's
famous novel

THE

PRINCESS

ELOPES

A gay story of a rebellious princess, M^ho does all manner of
convention-breaking deeds. High comedy, with thrills and
laughter and love and svk^iftly moving adventure, with a surprising climax. She runs away from the bullying father
headlong into love and mystery.
Apply for further information to

JACOB

1476 Broadway

Room

WILK

825

New York City

■

7Ao brAdstreet

;s^^re(ocmized
Authority
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' Williams' Plans?

Canadian Earnings
imous Players Report Shows $439,-

■^ 192 Profits
for Added
Year— Five
Theaters
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Toronto — An indication of healthy
kde development in Canada is found
the third annual report of the
»ard of Directors for the Famous
ayers Canadian Corp., Ltd., which
s been issued for the annual general
eeting of the corporation here
DV. 9th.
This report shows that the comny made profits of $439,192.18 for
e fiscal year of 1921-1922, before
lowances for depreciation in theater
operties had been taken off, this
tal including share of profits in
bsidiary organizations. Dividends
eight per cent were declared on the
st preferred stock, these dividends
isorbing $320,000. while the sum of
18,953 was set aside for depreciam and deferred charges. Provision
IS also made for the 1921 income
X of $32,382.61 in a deduction from
te balance of surplus account carried
i-ward from the previous year.
After making this adjustment of
e 1921 surplus and after charging ofif
e items mentioned for depreciation,
;ferred charges and dividends, the
irplus account shows a balance cared forward for the 1922-1923 year
(Continued

on

Page

2)

'' Boost Spud Week

The entire trade in New York is tal king about "Shadows." Of course,
there's a reason. It's a smashing, c rashing story with a punch that lands,
Lord, how it lands! If you don't bo ok it through the Al Lichtman Corporation, your competitor will. — Advt

June Mathis Bdck to Coast
June Mathis is returning to Culver
in City. Cal., to complete the scenario
of "Ben Hur" for Goldwyn.
f

Co-operate
/isconsin Exhibitors
Relieving Crisis in Potato Growing States
Selznick Film at Ritz
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lewis
J. Selznick will hold an inExWisconsin
Milwaukee — The
vitation showing of "One Week of
ibitors Ass'n, Inc., affiliated with
Love," with Elaine Hammerstein
le M. P. T. O., is cooperating vig- and Conway Tearle, on Friday even5-11,
Nov.
Week,"
"Potato
in
rously
ing at the Ritz.
roclaimed by Gov. John G. Blaine
situapotato
the
lelieve
to
effort
an
1
To Aid Education Week
on which, as noted, has already inconditions,
business
general
jred
Will Hays has promised the cond which threatens to create a seroperation of the motion picture in>us state of affairs in Wisconsin,
dustry in American Education Week,
on Page 2)
(Continued
Dec. 3-9, after a conference at his
office with John J. Tigert, federal
commissioner of education.

Y

As to Lasky

The gossip mongers have
been busy of late regarding
Jesse L. Lasky. It can be
stated here and now-that Lasky
will be found with Famous
Players for a long, long time to
come. And there will probably
be an interesting addition to his
income as the result of next
weeVs meeting of the Directors
of Famous Players.
DANNY.

Price 5 Cents

Famous-Times Sq. Theater
The building department of New
York City now has under consideration the lay-out showing the projected
exits and alley ways of the theater
which Famous Players plans to erect
on the site of the Putnam Building in
Times Sq.
"We expect to start construction
early next Spring" said Harold Franklin of Famous, "but the theater will
not be completed until Oct. 1924. It
will be the finest motion picture house
in the world, we believe."

Talk of a Huge Concern With Large
Capital for Production With Distributor Affiliation
There is considerable talk that before long J. D. Williams' plans for;
the future will be definitely announced. Williams refuses to discuss his plans except to say that he
expects to be found in the picture
industry, and that any statement at
this time would be premature.
While Williams refuses to talk,
some of those who are believed to
be in a position to know, say that it
can be expected that Williams will be
found operating a very large organization, the primary purpose of which
will be the production of special features. These plans are said to be on
a very large scale and, in addition it
is said that the capital for the venture
has been fully subscribed. It is expected that the organization will have
an exhibitor tie-up.
Williams has no office at this time,
hut is handling his operations from
his home. It is said he contemplates
making a quick trip to California to.
discuss production and that, upon
his return, he will probably go abroad
for a brief vacation and in the Sprint
will be found actively at work with
regard to the new organization.

/ New Photoplay Department
.f-'Clayton
Hamilton, scenario writer
Golf Photos Printed
I'and
authority
on things theatrical,
One of the features of the current will write a photoplay
department for
It will start ,
issue of Exhibitors' Herald is a double The Theater Magazine.
page spread of photographs of film in the January issue. folk taken at the Fall Golf Tournament, at Sound View.
Seeks Injunction
Edward M. James, an attorney, of
Estabrook Advances
1457 Broadway, and President of the
Howard Estabrook has been placed Kempson Pictures Corp. has filed an
in charge of sales promotion of sev- application in the Supreme Court for
eral F. B. O. features and short sub- an injunction against Select Pictures
jects, and has also been made man- and Lewis J. Selznick. He asks that
ager of the newly formed educational they be restrained from forfeiting a
entertainment service.
contract between Select and Kempson relative to the reissiie of 12 pictures made by Alice Brady, Clara
Mayer Luncheon
Younsj, and Norma and ConKimballTalmadge.
'A luncheon will be tendered on Ftance
Monday next to John M. Stahl and
Reginald Barker at the Ritz by Louis
B. Mayer. A limited number of
specially invited guests will attend.
The Golf Fund
Stahl is in town, but Mayer and Barker will arrive on Friday.
The Committee in charge of
Film Golf Tournathe Fall
Uniform Contract Nears
ment furnishes the following
financial statement.
Negotiations between the Hays
office and the T. O. C. C, for a uni$1,297.00
Receipts
1,126.88
Exoenditures
form contract are nearing a success170.74
ful conclusion following the latest
Balance
conference between Hays and Karl
This will be held for the
W. Kirchway and Wm. Brandt, Leo
next Spring event, or if a mid
Brecher, Louis Blumenthal and
winter get-together occurs will
Senator Walker, representing the
help defray the expense of this.
T. O. C. C.
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Canadian Earnings
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Boost
Spud
Week
f Continued
from
Page
1)

of $114,735.15, as compared with
Minnesota,
Michigan,
Illinois,
In$114,396.54 from the previous year.
diana, Missouri and Iowa.
Y1.XXH 110.31 Wednesday. Nov. 1, 1922 Price 5 Cents
Millions of bushels of potatoes already
The statement shows that mortwill rot in the ground unless the
gages on theater properties had been grown
farmers
of the potato states can find a way
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folk*, reduced by $92,622.41 during the year,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
of
marketing
"Potato
Week"of has
to inform
the public
the
the total mortgage obligations now been proclaimed them.
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
situation and to encourage immediate buying
fILM FOLK, INC.
being
$814,057.01.
of potatoes both to enable the consumer to
Joseph
Dannenberg,
President
and
Editor;
During the year, five new theaters take advantage of present low prices and to
J W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man•ger; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
business conditions by prewith a total seating capacity of 3,745 aid in bettering
venting what is considered criminal waste of
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
food stuff.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
were added to the corporation's chain
Ae act of March 3, 1879.
of houses which extend from MonThe exhibitors' association has undertaken
Terms (Postage free) United States.
Outside
to make "Potato Week" the biggest thing
treal to Victoria, B. C.
of Greater
New
York
$10.00
one year;
6
ever put over in the state. Every theater
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
The balance sheet shows total as- will run a slide calling attention to the proclamation and the seriousness of the situation.
#15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
sets of $14,402,088 as against $14,718,The M. P. T. O. of all the other states
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
197
at
the
end
of
the
1920-21
fiscal
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
aflfected have been called upon for co-operation. Gov. Blaine has already asked the
year. Cash on hand totals $180,883,
N. Y.
'Phene: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
of the other governors.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
compared with $138,088 one year ago. help
Educational letters asking exhibitors to get
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
Accounts receivable are given as behind the movement whole-heartedly will be
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
$114,301
and accounts payable, $681,- sent out every day from the headquarters of
"hicago
— Irving Mack, 802 S. 939.
Wabash Representative
Ave.
the exhibitors' association. Radio stations in
Milwaukee and Madison will broadcast inforLondon
Representative — Ernest
W.
FredThe total stock issued amounts to
mation daily during the week.
man.
The
Film
Renter,
S3a Shaftesbury
Ave.. London, W. 1.
$12,500,000, this amount being un7aris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de
Famous Convention Roll Call
changed from last year. Theater
Clichy.
properties, less depreciation reserve,
Famous Players executives and
entral European Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slostand at $5,294,20 and franchises, con- exchange men who will go by special
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
tracts and leaseholds are valued at train to the semi-annual convention
of the department of distribution at
$8,516,390.
the Ambassador, Los Angeles, Nov.
21-25 include:
High
Low
Close Sales
Ince's Father-in-law Dies
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, S. R. Kent.
(SpecSal to THE FILM DAILY)
East. Kod.. 84^
84
84
500
E. E. Shauer, Marcus Loew, Gerald E. Akers,
F. P.-L. .. 93^
93^
93^
2,200
Hollywood — Henry W. Kershaw, Harry Ballance, A. M. Botsford, P. N.
do pfd. . 98^
98J4
98^
200 father of Mrs. Thos. H. Ince, and of Brinch of Boston, H H. Buxbaum, John
H. B. Franklin!
G. B. J. Frawley.
Goldwyn . . 7
6^6%
4,200 Willett Kershaw, actress, died here Clark,
P. A. Block, Philadelphia; Harry Hunter,
Griffith
No* quoted at the age of 66. He was auditor for Washington; J. H. Maclntyre, Portland,
Ince.
Me. ; John D. Powers. New Haven ; Charles
Loew's
.. 19M
18J4
18^
4,700
E. McCarthy ;Henry Salsbury ; Claud SaunTriangle
Not quoted
ders ;Walter R. Scates, Boston ; George J.
• World
Not quoted
Schaefcr, New England district manager ;
Mel Shauer, accessory sales manager ; W.
Special Edition of "Loma Doone"
A special edition of R. D. Black- E. Smith, Philadelphia ; (Jeorge Spidell, general purchasing agent ; E. W. Sweigert,
more's "Lorna Doone" has been is- Wilkes-Barre;
George Weeks, divisional
sued
for
the
forthcoming
Tourneur
sales manager; M, W
Kempner, Albany;
Albany — Grotto Land, Inc., Manproduction.
It
is
autographed
by
Allen
S
Moritz,
Buffalo; Otto Bolle, Chihattan. Capitol, $10,000. Attorney,
cago;
G.
A.
Durlam,
Milwaukee;
H. E.
Madge Bellamy and is illustrated with
H. L. Horwitz, Manhattan.
Elder, Cincinnati ; J. E. Fontaine, Clevescenes from the picture.
land; H. W. Given, Detroit; M. M. Hirsh,

Quotations

Incorporations

Albany — Annalena Realty Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Attorney, A. E. Schwarts, Manhattan.

Wednesday,

Guts

and

November

1, 1922

Flashes

The
Actors'
Equity
ball
held Nov. 18, at the Astor.

will

be

John Gilbert, Fox star, is in town
from the Coast.
Edmund Goulding is working on a
new story for Richard Barthelmess.
James Smith, D. W. Griffith's film
cutter, is recovering from a six weeks'
siege of pneumonia.
The Al Gilbert Prod, have started
casting for their next, "Out of the
Shadows," to be directed by Roy
Sheldon.
Murray Garsson has engaged the
stage of the Lexington Theater for
the staging of a number of scenes
for "Success."
A cartoon of men and women in
!!|IQ
the public eye drawn by Albert Weisberg has been added to Selznick
news film.

1 ii

library stuff

i — maybe Stone has it"
I
Room 502
220 W. 42nd St.
M
Phone 6269 Bryant
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllliiiiilll»llilllliillllllll!ll'lllli:il!IU^

ALICE BRADY in
"Anna
Ascends"
Art Titles
by
Louis Meyer
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251 W. 19th St.
Watkins 7620-7461

M. C. Hughes, Pittsburgh; A. B. Leak,
Sioux Falls, Charles M. Reagan, Indianapolis ;
Philip Reisman, Minneapolis; H. A. Ross,
Detroit;
Frederick
Strief,
Minneapolis;
C.
C. Wallace, Chicago; B. Blotcky, Kansas
City; F. F. Creswell, Atlanta; D. Prince,
Atlanta; R. C. LiBeau, Kansas City; R J.
McManus. St. Louis; A. W. Nichols, Des
Momes;
Frank
Newman,
Kansas
City;
R.
D. Thompson, Omaha ; Oscar Morgan and
George Meeker, representing Cosmopolitan,
and
A. O.Agency.
Dillenbeck, of HanfT-Metzger Advertismg

Famous
Leases
Shea's Hippodrome
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
HAROLDfamousMacGRAlH'S
novel
Toronto — An important theater
Albany — Winthrop Theater, Inc., change is effected by the lease by
"The Princess Elopes"
Brooklyn. Capital, $60,000. Atorney. which Famous Players Canadian
A gay story of a rebellious
H. Pearlman, Manhattan.
princess, who does all manner
Corp., Ltd., takes over Shea's Hipof convention-breaking deeds.
podrome.
Albany — Cynthia Prod. Co., ManHigh comedy, with thrills and
hattan. Capital, $20,000. Attorneys,
laughter and love and swiftly
Against
Daylight
Saving
Buxbaum Week Dec. 3-9
Bickerton, Wittenberg & Fleisher,
moving adventure, with a surfSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Manhattan.
Paramount exchanges will hold the
prising climax. She runs away
Buffalo — A strong position in oppo- second annual Buxbaum week Dec.
from the bullying father, headsition to daylight saving and favor- 3-9, throughout
long into love and mystery.
Albany — Newark Screen Corp.,
New York State and
able to the referendum now before Northe
Brooklyn. Capital, $10,000. Inrn New Jersey, the territory
Apply for further information to
corporators, A. A. and E. B. Ander- the people of Buffalo to abolish that under the supervision of Harry
H.
son and F. Albertus. Attorney, T. measure was taken by the Western Buxbaum, district manager.
JACOB
WILK
1476 Broadway,
New
York City
New York M. P. T. O.. at a well
F. Twyford, Manhattan.
Room 825
attended meetine at the Palace.
M. P. T. O. Rochester Meeting
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
A 1 b a n y — Tuscan Theater Corp., President Howard J. Smith presided.
Manhattan. Capital, , $5,000. IncorSydney S. CoVien, national presiRochester — Members of the Northdent, and M. J. OToole. chairman of
porators, F. Bien, Jr., J. L. Frieder
ern New York division M. P. T. O.,
OFFICE FOR RENT
including theater owners in Rochester
and H. Weiss. Attorney, F. Bien, the public service committee, spoke.
With Vault Space
Manhattan.
and territory extending to Syracuse,
Suitable
for Film Exchange or
met here with Sydney S. Cohen,
Perplexing Letters
State
Right Distributor
Albany — Bon Bon Buddv, ManLetters received by New York film national president, and M. J. O'Toole,
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
hattan. Motion Pictures. Capital, concerns
chairma
n
public
service
committ
ee
in
from the Actograph Corp. attendance.
Phone Bryant 6436
$10,000. Incorporators, A. C. Davis, of Soringfie
ld, Mass., self-styled as
W. Brooks and J. E. Cort. Attorney
"producers' representatives of leading
H. S. Hecheimer.
film productions," asking the value of
18 old features have created consider'we NEVEC DISAPPOINT""
able talk. The recipients cannot understand why a firm which says it
C^iuzatlajval (f^ictivvD
"will shortly be in the market for
manv more of a similar kind" does
■>::. INCORPORATED
" i j" ■-^^.^•
not know the value of the re-issues
220
WEST 42BB STREET^
named when the writer savs the conBRYANT 5576
NEW YORK
-:-lAil
-AliAN A.LOWNE5cern is "at present considering disposing of the pictures."
PHONE-

Ot0MI0WFlLH lABOR«KH^is

I

Vitagraph Announces
Twelve Great Specials
A Notable Selection From the World^s
Best
Available
Screen
Material
VITAGRAPH announces the acquisition
of rights to novels and plays from twelve
of the world's famous authors and playwrights
—each story a masterpiece from the pen
of a master. This series of special productions
will be one of the greatest achievements in the
history of motion pictures.

and vital, universal appeal that enter into the
making of big, powerful, box oflBce attractions.

P^ACH story has been selected with the
-*— ' greatest care by men who know what the
public wants. Although no two are alike in
theme and plot structure, each embodies the
necessary ingredients of strong human interest

VITAGRAPH feels that the public and the
exhibitor will confidently look forward to
the brilliant production of this illustrious series
with something of the pleasure we take in
announcing it.

STUDY the list carefully. Each one an
assured success. Vitagraph's faith is
pledged that none will be disappointed in the
quality of the finished work.

SPECIALS
THE NINETY AND NINE
Hunted and haunted, he touches the lowest depths. The exalted faith of a; girl lifts him
from the mire. Througla a blazing forest he drives, sacrificing all, to prove his redemption.

MASTERS

OF MEN

An epic of the sea. On its merciless waters, a Way's character is moulded.
The mountains from which he once fled, become mole-hills.
He returns to play a man's part.

THE MAN

NEXT

DOOR

Scorning convention, she brings to the narrow city a breath of the wide spaces.
But
there is a charmed circle slie cannot hope to enter — until she meets "The Man Next Door."

A READY

MADE

HUSBAND

She steals Tom's good looks, Dick's happy disp'osition, Harry's taste and breeding — and
more, — and makes herself a perfect mate. Tlien what, — and what of the "remnant" youths?

HIDDEN

HOUSE

A story of weird liappenings and ghostly sensations. In the shell of this beautiful girl
are imprisoned two natures — one fostered by the maniacs who reared her — the other crying for love — and release.

THE KIDNAPPED

MILLIONAIRES

When several of the country's most powerful financiers are strangely missing, there is
havoc
world's markets. An heiress and an editor, after sensational adventures find
them — inandtlielove.

MY MAN

....

Deserted by her husband, and with a baby to care for, she finds that society demands
awful retribution for a crime. Through, the light of faith burns brightly, until vindication

THE
MAN FROM BRODNEY'S
An island rich with rubies and sapphires.
Brodney's.

A SHOP

Into the struggle
comes
He is of fighting stock — luckily for him, and the Princess.

the

man

from

GIRL

She is a shop girl — a model; while he is a millionaire.
Dove tries to bridge the gulf
between them, while caste and convention seek to widen it. A world-old battle.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL

MOUNTED

.

Ramsay Morris
Morgan Robertson
Emerson Hough
Rupert Hughes
Amelia Rives
Frederick Upham Adams
Edith Ellis
George Barr McCutcheon
C. N. and A. M. Williamson
James Oliver Curwood

A tensive
of God's
country, vital
where impulses,
the weaktoldfall
— andthere.
only the
strong
survive.drama
A tale
of throbbing,
by by
one the
whowayside
has been

THE TENDERFOOT

A thriller of the West.
"Tenderfoot" describes him — but he learns fast,
finally turns and, in turning, bumps into a lot of adventure and romance.

WHO'S
WHO
Officially he was

.

The

dead. Nor can he return to life without extreme peril to himself.
comes news of the "dead man's" inheritance — and the girl, and he is in a quandry.

worm
Then

Alfred Henry Lewis
Richard Harding Davis

A New Standard of Excellence in Screen Entertainment

DAILY
Newspaper
/

Opinions

"Robin Hood"— Fairbanks —
Lyric
TIMES— To Zorro and D'Artagnan, Douglas Fairbanks has added Robin Hood, and
Robin Hood is the greatest of the three.
Douglas Fairbanks has gone beyond anything he has ever done before. He has made
a picture which, for magnificence of setting,
richness of pageantry, beauty and eloquence
of photography and impressiveness of action
has probably never been equalled before, surely not surpassed. And it is also a lively,
loping story, a tale of Merrie England, true,
it seems, in its picture of the day, even of the
crudity as well as of the romance, and teeming with action which, if not historic, yet
happens before your eyes on the screen and
convinces you to your unbridled delight.

EVE. WORLD— Douglas Fairbanks in
J<obin Hood" outspectacles all that we
have seen before on the screen. And, aside
from its spectacular side, it is strewn liberally with human interest. Many of the big
scenes are superbly handled, especially those
in and adjacent to the Norman Castle and in
t% '^°"f<"es of the forest lair of Robin Hood.
No part that we can think of would fit
an actor better than this title role falls about
the athletic shoulders of Fairbanks. Of
course, Douglas does far too much unnecessary jumping around ; he always does, but no
one_ will hold that very much against him.
The cast is well-nigh perfect with Wallace
Beery as Richard tlie Lion Heart sharing
acting honors with the star.

SUN — The second half of the picture, with
Us checkered settings in the lovely glades of
Sherwood Forest, its archery contests, its
quarter stafif tilt between the jovial Friar Tuck
and the Stranger Knight, its flight through
the secret passage and its neat trapping of
the Sheriff's men by the outlaw band, is by
far the most winsome
part of the photoplay
lor all that the earlier section, with its towering castles, makes one mistrust that skyscrapers are modern. Deep in these thickets
Fairbanks has plunged into the very deathless heart of romance. * * *
Indeed, it is too bad that Doug didn't prolong this phase of the picture and trim the
earlier portion if only to show further that
Doug can hit his man with bow and arrows.

WORLD — There are more horses, niftier
archers and bigger concrete buildings in Mr.
Fairbanks' new show than ever have been
assembled on one studio lot before. In the
matter of drama this, too, may be disposed
of without a great deal of picayune detail.
There is precious little of it to be found.
"Robin Hood" is just what the programme
calls it— a show. We think this really is
"the biggest film show on earth." And it
is going to be fine entertainment for almost
everybody almost everywhere it is shown.
* * * It affords some of the finest photographic effects which we have ever seen.
The settings are superbly colossal — probIt will be a success. For the same reason
ably the finest ever seen in a picture.
MAIL — This film is the most pretentious
that Barnum and Bailey's Circus is a success. It is big, and colorful, and furious.
and ambitious picture that Fairbanks has ever
HERALD — Here is a motion picture attempted, but it is far more than simply
which is so far ahead of any spectacle that pretentious. It is thrilling in the extreme,'
has ever gone before that it is impossible to spectacular, beautiful, dramatically compelling, whimsical, humorous, Douglas Fairbanks
appraise it in the same terms that have been
his daring, dashing best. ♦ ♦ ♦
applied to previous efforts. It represents at Douglas
Fairbanks executes some of the
the high water mark of film production — the most daring feats he has ever performed befarthest step that the silent drama has ever
fore
the
camera
in the picture and does them
taken along the highroad of art. If any one
picture could be strong enough to lift the all with a nonchalant, happy-go-lucky humor.
movies from their much mooted infancy and
EVE. TELEGRAM— He has never precarry them into a state of maturity, "Robin greater sented a more interesting picture nor one of
magnitude
or superior photography.
Hood" is that one. * * * "Robin Hood" did
not grow from the bank roll ; it grew from
the mind. And this is the chief reason for
The stupendousness of the settings was
its superiority. • » ♦ "Robin Hood" is beauThe athletic
iful to look at, it is intelligent, and it is inspiring.
* * ♦ Douglas has innumerable opportunities to display his climbing, jumping
overflowing with dramatic vigor. It will
run for a long time at the Lyric Theater and and fighting capabilities.
will be seen by many people.
JOURNAL— The old Douglas of the cathe acrobatics, the dashing escapes,
TRIBUNE — It seems so colossal that one perings,
is
repressed, or nearly so, for the star moves
wonders how a star, a director or a screen through
his scenes with much of the dignity
writer could ever have had the courage to and lordliness
that one associates with the
tackle it. When you look at the finished spectacle and costume
drama.
production in all its glory yoy marvel that
POST — Never was a photoplay film with
it ever was completed at all.
more exuberant joy, rollicking gayety, impressive settings, and gorgeous trappings for
DAILY NE\yS— Douglas Fairbanks in
"Robin Hood" is a motion pictiu"e classic both man and beast. * * » Douglas Fairbanks
which should require many years to dim its has achieved something new to the screen —
by a succession of unrealities he has achieved
lustre. It is the most ravishingly beautiful reality.
picture that has ever graced our screen,
which is saying much and little.
The most striking thing about the production is that beauty in composition, in pho- "The
Town
That
Forgot
God"—
— Astor
Fox
tography, in the massiveness of the huge sets
which suggest so powerfully the iron age of
HERALD
— It features poverty, mother
English chivalry, is not confined to individual love, the wrath
of God, all treated with overbits. Every single scene is a delight to the
a striking storm
much
sentimentality,
eye, even while the stirring action grips the scene. The scenario and
is from the pen of
heart and carries one along to truly joyous Mrs. X., and, judging by the captions, one
heights.
might think it was taken down in spirit writThis is a true photo drama.
ing from Ella Wheeler Wilcox, after she had
The spirit of Fairbanks moves through
major prophets. * * • But
talked
the picture, whether he be a diminutive fig- the
a thrill.
was the
floodwith
ure poised high on the battlements shouting
MORNING TELEGRAPH— We have seen
confusion to his enemies, the mail clad
flood and storm scenes on the screen before,
knight, or the leaping dynamic outlaw riding but
never one that could equal in any way
to save his fair lady.
the remarkable series of views presented in
MORNING TELEGRAPH— In magnifi- the William Fox picture, "The Town That
cence, costuming and ensemble "Robin Hood"
Forgot God." It is by far the most astoundis the grand opera of the movies. The proing thing of its kind ever photographed and
cessions of knights in their picturesque cos- brought prolonged applause and cheers from
tumes, the brave soldiers going to battle the first night audience. * ♦ * If for nothing
for their ladies fair, are so colorful one gasps else than this storm scene "The Town 'That
with the wonder of the thing. From a crea- Forgot God" is a great picture, but there is
tive standpoint it is in a class by itself. » ♦ * more, much more.
"Robin Hood" is a credit to the motion picEVE. WORLD— One of the most powerful
ture industry and a picture every one will photo dramas yet seen. Viewed from every
want to see. It's one of the most costly of angle, the film is practically faultless with
the spectacles, but this does not detract from the possible exception of being a little too
it. We do not mind being told a thing cost
"weepy,"
* * *
millions when it is so well spent.
. In liam
"The
God" WilFox hasTown
lived That
GLOBE — It has often been contended that
up toForgot
his reputation for
spectacular
and heart-touching melodrama.
there was art in motion pictures, but never
It is well worth a trip to the Astor.
has it been so genuinely and completely
EVE. TELEGRAM— The most realistic
proved as in "Robin Hood." The spectacle
leads all the rest in this respect. Beyond the storm and flood ever reproduced in any picture furnishes the semi-climax. Not alone
shadow of a doubt Douglas Fairbanks' greatwas It a real flood, but the photography and
est picture. * * • Douglas Fairbanks as Robin
electrical
effects are the best on the screen.
Hood was good— he always is— but his greatest triumph in the present instance is more An entire town is swept away. Buildings
as a producer than an actor. Griffith and collapse, trees are uprooted and houses are
others had better look to their laurels
swirled around like so many boxes.

Wednesday, November 1,

JOURNAL — The biggest thrill seen on
any stage at any time, in picture or out,
is caused by the flood scene which is stupendous in its awfuTness.
SUN — Not within our moviegoing experience have we seen so many obvious and
deliberate sops thrown out to an audience
in an effort to make it weep. * * *
The picture ends with an effective melodramatic rainstorm that has nothing much
to do with the story except that it swept
away the Town That Forgot God. This
storm^ which takes up the last few minutes,
is alnfost worth waiting for. It was quite
thrilling and reflects quite a bit of credit on
Harry Millarde, the director.

"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow"—
Paramount — Rivoli
WORLD — The star is entertaining enough
but it is a fanciful theme not given proper
treatment. So, therefore, the idea loses nearly all verisimilitude in the telling, and instead of a picture that hangs together we
have two badly woven themes in an awkwardly directed production.
^ MORNING
The seems
moral to
of
"The
Man WhoTELEGRAPH—
Saw Tomorrow"
be that marriage has no alternative but the
firing squad. ♦ ♦ ♦ Perley Poore Sheehan
and Frank Condon, who wrote the story,
provided Meighan with a good narrative and
one that has more than a little originality.
TRIBUNE — You think when it first starts
out that it is going to be an extremely interesting picture * ♦ • but jumps all over the
place and when it is finished you feel as
though ionedyou
crazy had
quilt.been looking at an old fash-

"The Queen of the Moulin Rou
American Releasing — Cameo^^
WORLD — A florid love story of Pa*i
cabaret life based upon the familiar pU
the same title. The present picture erab
some fair acting of a shopworri theme/
the camera work is so exceptionally a
The
well done.
that settings
it makes are
the extremely
picture worth
while. Tl
"^
is surfeit of action in the picture, and
a little suspense is employed in the vart
brawls and battles no Parisian dance dr'
can do without.
AMERICAN— Martha Mansfield miskto
the big moments and that is the fundaifacti
fault with the picture. There is considfcru
to be said in favor of the film in the waj

n

speed,
actiontheandcommonplace
love interest,just
but when
the'il
sags into
plot is rising toward the high spots, and
there
be many disappointing.
who will enjoy * it.
result may
is distinctly
* * '
TRIBUNE— In spite of the fact that
ther this critic nor the people around
cared for the picture we are able to pre
thing.
with certainty that it is going to make a
of
that the
ptSceMontmartre
called "on and
the rbj
It money
shows in
Paris,
eW

EVE. WORLD— It is a good picture/
one likes cold shivers served as a side (
with gasps as the piece de resistance. '
EVE. TELEGRAM— This being the !
son for thrills, if you want another am
good one see "The Queen of the Mo
Rouge." * * ♦ While it is one of the I
love stories ever screened, with a wealth
detail, its simplicity is not unlike a chi
reader and it is told in almost the sp
AMERICAN— The entire cast, including first
of one of the O. Henry stories. Th^
Theodore Roberts' monocle, is very capable, nothing in the picture that should n4t'
the
settings
are interesting and the hero's there, while it contains everything that sKc'
foresight
is gratifying.
be there.
In a word, it is complete.
SUN — A well directed picture composed of
JOURNAL — Pictures about pure girls \i^
rather familiar ingredients, but it is a fairly
good show. Meighan is as usual rugged, flee from hatmts of the demi-mondaine to ■
spiritual salvation and happiness in the i,
whole turesouled
interesting. * • ♦ The pic- clear air of love are almost always assured.
is ratherand
spectacularl
y mounted and is
well acted, though it breajfs no record for success, so it is with "The Queen of [
originality.

EVE. TELEGRAM— A
adventure
story with many
fights.

highly dramatic
humorous
high

POST Rouge."
— Speed, action, and love
Moulin
abound in the "Queen of the Moulin R<M(
but the story sags badly in the high i)
of the plot.

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK
Number Ten
1 want to compliment you on your Year
Book.
I started reading it in New
York, travelled to Charlotte, thence to
Atlanta, and thence to Los Angeles, and
I read it from cover to cover and found
that it was even better than previous
issues.
Irving Lesser.

Out Jan. 1 St- Bigger and Better Than Ever

I
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CHICAGO— East
BEATS
CETON
hs over West in great gridiron battle.

IN ITALY—
ISTI GAIN POWER
ization of extreme nationalists forces
ition of Premier Facta and Mussolini,
ti leader, becomes new Premier.
D

GEORGE
MAY
"BE
DOWN
HE'S
NEVER
OUT."— Former
r starts
battle
against
his
political
s.
news as usual.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

O

day

Broadway Theaters
Capitol

third anniversary program starts with
lOries of Liszt" followed by the film
;ine. Schuman's ballet, "Papillons,
.yman Howe's "King Winter" follow.
iyn's "The Sin Flood" is the feature.
iessions of Vienna" embraces vocal seis from Viennese music and a number
i ballet corps. "Northwestern Mountlice" and "How Autos Are Made," two
j subjects, are followed by the closing
r, an organ solo by Melchiorre Maurole.

(Special to THE

FILM

Principal

Pictures

Company

DAILY)

Hollywood — Universal has signed
Lucille Ricksen for an indefinite period. Her first work will be in
"Wolves of Society" a serial.
J. P. Lockney has been added to
the cast of "All the Brothers Were
Valiant."
Stuart Paton has finished "The
Scarlet Car," in which Herbert Rawlinson is starred by Universal.
Thomas H. Ince is cutting "A
Man of Action," starring Douglas
MacLean and directed by James
Home for First National.
Alice Lake has been cast for
Selznick's "A Dollar Down," starring
Owen Moore. Jules Cronjager is
filming the production.

starring

Ae WORLD'S A STAGE

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

supported by

KENNETH HARLAN
an<i BRUCE MAC RAE

7/

of Clinor
a screenQlynn's
stars life
in^^
version
Hollywood^

Louis B. Mayer has secure-1 screen
rights to Blance Upright's novel
"The Valley of Content,' which
Reginald Barker will produce.
Universal's next for Hoot Gibson
will be "Alias Sebastino," directed by
Edward Sedgwick, and apated by
George C. Hull from Raymond
Schrock's original story.
Rollin Sturgeon and Lucien Hubbard, former scenario editor at Universal, will produce independently at
Universal City. M. K. Wilson will
be manager.

Cameo
ctions from "The Red Mill" are playthe overture, followed by the news picand "Aesop's Fables" in cartoon comEugene Sevelly plays Gardner's "At
"Accisolo.
as a violin
!anebrake"
Wealth" with Neely Edwards precedes
;ature "Queen of the Moulin Rouge"
Martha Mansfield. An organ solo by
Pr est closes.

Rialto
e Impossible Mrs. Bellew," with Glofanson, has moved here from the Rivoli
its surrounding bill including "If I
King" overture. Riesenfeld's classical
Williamson's "Wonders of the Sea,"
selections by Cyril Towben and "My
Relations," a Buster
Keaton comedy.

Rivoli
jlai's "Merry Wives of Windsor" is
vertiire followed by the news film.
>sch's "Danny Deever" is sung by
Palmer and ensemble. "The Man Who
'omorrow" is the feature with Thomas
an. A dance intermezzo and "Pay
an inkwell comedy, conclude.

Strand
cie Coogan's "Oliver Twist" is the
It is preceded by Von Flotow's
Iha" overture, the Fokine ballet, the
1 review and a prologue showing the
r mixed quartet in an old book shop
"The Fable of the Enchanted Bride"
n organ solo are the closing numbers.

At Other Houses
4glas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood" is
tis Lyric
"The
Town that
Thathold
Forgot
at the and
Astor.
Features
over
'One Exciting Night" at the Apollo,
n Knighthood Was in Flower" at the
■ion and "Monte Cristo" at the 44th
:losing Wednesday night and followed
The Village
Blacksmith"
on Thursday.

The cast of "The Rip-tide," being
filmed by A. B. Maescher Prods., includes J. Frank Glendon, Rosemary
Theb". Stuart Holmes, Diana Alden
and George Rigas.
"The Web of the Law," first of a
series of six Texas ranger vehicles
written and directed by Tom Gibson,
is finished. Patricia Palmer and
Bill Miller are featured. Elmer
Dyer photographed.
George Randolph Chester, George
Bronson Howard, Charles Kenyon
and Perley Poore Sheehan are
among the authors in the Universal
scenario department under Raymond
L. Schrock, editor.
Metro

will star Viola Dana

in

"Noise in Newboro," Harry Beaumont directing. Story is by Edgar
Franklin, and adaption by Rex
Tavlor. Cast includes David Butler.
Allan Forrest, Eva Novak, Bettv
Francisco, Alfred Allen, Jean Standing and Bert Woodruff. John Arnold
will be cinematographer.
Universal has changed the title of
"The Hothead" to "The Flaming
Hour" and that of "The Summons"
to "The First Degree." Ray Stewart
will be starred in "The Further Exploits of Yorke
Norrey,"
from George
Bronson
Howard
detective
stories

and directed by Duke Worne. Cast
includes Lucille Ricksen, Fontaine
LaRue, Jack Perrin and Hayden
May Produce Short Reels
Stevenson. Hobart Henley will
■nneth Webb
is considering
a direct Reginald Denny in "The
Dsition to produce
a series of Abysmal Brute," scenarized by A.
and three real feature films with P.
Younger.
well known stars.
H. E. GAUSMAN

Distributed by

PRINCIPAL

PICTURES

1211 Loew State Bldg.,

CO.

N.'.Y. City
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Steamer Sailings
Sailing
of steamers
for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, desdnations and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Today
Reliance sails at 10 A. M. for Hamburg;
mails close at 6 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
West Asia, (France, Lithuania, Lettonia and
Estonia specially addressed). Paris sails at
11 A. M. for Havre; mails close at 7 A. M.
for Europe, Africa and West Asia. (Lithunia, Lettonia and Esthonia specially addressed). Pres. Adams sails at 3 P. M. for
London; mails close at 10 A. M. for Europe.
Africa and West Asia, (Germany, Poland
and Northern Europe specially addressed).
Polonia sails at 2 P. M. for Libau ; mails
close at 11.30 A. M. for Germany. Poland
and Northern Europe. Fort St, George sails
at 11 A. M. for Hamilton; mails close at 7.30
for Bermuda. Halocrates sails at 11 A. M.
for Buenos Aires; mails close at 8 A. M._ for
Argentine, Uruguay and Paraguay, (specially
addressed.) Tivives sails at 12 M. tor Santa
Marta; mails close at 9 A. M. for Jamaica
and Colombia, (Canal Zone and Panama
specially addressed). Iroquois sails at 12
M. for Barahonia; mails close at 9.30 A. M.,
for Turks Island and Dominican Republic.
U. S. A. T. Cambrai sails at 12 M. for Colon ;
mails close at 9.30 for Canal Zone, Panama
and Nicaragua,
(except East Coast).

DAILY

<55has^ had

Wliat shifw
the loii^@^£
the histe^^
le^itiniLate

irim. in.
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theatre

Wednesday,
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^

Correct-

Thursday

Oscar II sails at 12 M. for Copenhagen;
mails close at 9 A. M. for Norway, Sweden.
Denmark and Finland. Santa Luisa sails at
10 A. M. for Valparaiso; mails close at 6.30
for (janal Zone. Panama, Salvador, Ecuador,
Bolivia, Chile and Peru, (except Iquitos).
Morro Castle sails at 1 P. M. for Vera Cruz ;
mails close at 11 A. M. for Yucatan and
(iampeche. (C^uba and other parts of Mexico
specially addressed). Lura sails at 2 P. M.
for La Guayra ; mails close at 12 M. for
Haiti, Venezuela and Caracao. (specially addressed). South America sails at 5 P. M.
for Baralona; mails close at 3 P. M. for
Turks Island and the Dominican
Republic.

M. P. T. O. Joint Convention

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Omaha — The convention of the
M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and Kansas
will be held here Nov. 1-2. Thomas
Patten of New York is here representing the Hays organization.
Griffith Titles by Bucheister
Oscar C. Buchheister is responsible
for the art titles in D. W. Griffith's
"One Exciting Night," including the
color work photographed by Prizma.
Willard Mack
(Special

to THE

in Own
FILM

Storv
DAILY)

Long Beach. Cal.— "Red Bulldoes."
written bv Willard Mack, will be
produced here in seven reels by Tom
Gibson. Mack heads the cast which
includes Sylvia Breamer, Georee
Sherwood. George Morell and Sidney Creighton.
Correction
With reference to an item published
recently to the effect that a $600
verdict had been returned in favor
of the owners of the Regent Theater,
Rochester, aorainst the American
Photo Player Co., of New York, W.
A. Caliban, Mgr. of the Regorson
Corp., which controls the Regent.
says that he has no knowledge of
such a suit.
Cameron's

"Motion

Picture

Pro-

The third edition
of "Motion Piciection"
ture Proiection.' which is eloquently
described as "an elementary text
book," is ju=;t off the press from the
Tec^inical Book Co. It is very
handsomely gotten up and exhaustively cover-; all the information
which the title comprehends. Cameran was formerly technical editor of
the Exhibitor's Trade Review and
the Educational Film Magazine.

Goldwjrn
is p]!»od.u€iii.{f
®
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Grave Situation

No Summons

Marcus Loew Comments on Buying
Industry
Conditions
Throughout

But Chadwick Says F. I. L. M. Club
Will Proceed
Isaac E. Chadwick, chairman of the
Executive Committee of the F. I. L.
\IL. Club said yesterday that he had
■eceived Senator Walker's letter with
'eference to the Grobe and Noble
;ituation.

Marcus Loew is probably the
largest buyer of film in this country.
Incidentally he is president of Metro
Pictures Corp.
He said yesterday:
"We are reaching a serious and
grave state of affairs. Something
must happen. Otherwise there will
be a lot of theaters out of business,,
and a lot of producing organizations.
The trouble is that there is no balance
to the business of buying pictures.
Some exhibitors pay 10 cents on a,
dollar for what their pictures are
worth, and others pay 1,000 cents on
the dollar. Invariably the exhibitor
who can
afford it pays the most.
"This
is allleast
wrong.

"The fact that the Senator has
lonstrued our communication to
Grobe and Noble as a 'summons'
when in fact it was an invitation and
"the rest of the political speech which
came in this letter doesn't particularly
interest us. We have alwavs worked
harmoniously with the T. O. C. C.
We expect to continue to do so. We
hope so, anyhow. We will not allow
this to interfere with our relations.
The F. I. L. M. Club will, in due
course, continue this matter, and
doubtless will reply to Senator
Walker."
Chadwick further stated that an
investigation into the affairs of Grobe
and Noble had developed that conditions were not as unsatisfactory as
had originally been believed, but he
insisted that this in no way detracted
from the importance of the F. I. L.
M. Club checking incidents of this
nature where they developed in fact.

Trade in England
From

E.

W.

Fredman

"The

The Morning Telegraph, speaking of "Shadows," calls it "a worthy achievement." That's only one of the many kind things that newspapers said about
the picture. Discerning, discriminating and wise
showmen might take
heed !— Advt.
Another Week

for Jackie

Jackie Coogan in "Oliver Twist"
will remain another week at the
Sitrand.

Going to the Coast
Ed Schiller, of the Loew organization leaves Nov. 10 for San Francisco
and the Coast.

Film

Renter"
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
London — The principal attractions
at the London theaters now playing
to big business are "The Four Horsemen," at the Palace in its eighth
!week of showing; "Where is my
Wandering Boy Tonight," an American sob drama, at the Holborn Empire; "Cabiria," at the Philarmonic
Hall, "Foolish Wives," playing to
big business at the New Oxford, and
"A Bill of Divorcement," a superb
British film, is commencing a season
at the New Gallery Kinema. Business with all these proi'uctions continue to be exceedingly good.
A new house at Ilford, seating
3.000, opened with "Smilin' Through."
It is doubtful whether any picture of
recent months has played to the
amount of business that "Smilin'
Through" has. In every kinema that
this has been shown big business has
resulted. "The Bohemian Girl," produced by Harley Knoles for Alliance,
was released last week and has been
a tremendous winner.

Pathe District Managers Here
W. S. Wessling, W. T. Yoder, R.
S. Shrader and Robert Smeltzer,
Pathe district managers are in New
York attending a sales conference.
Harry J. Cohen with Fox
Harry J. Cohen, who recently resigned as foreign manager for Metro,
has joined the Fox forces to do
special work in the foreign department. It is understood he will leave
for the Far East shortly.
Cosmopolitan Troup Back

Laurette Taylor Coming
(Special to THE

FILM

East

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Having

completed

the last shots in "Peg O' My Heart,"
Laurette Taylor has left for the East
with her husband, J. Hartley Manners.

"The menace that exists is chiefly
due to a development of booking
agreements all over the country,
Exhibitors are working together and,
buying jointly and during the past
year this scheme has increased terrifically. The result is that the salesmen, in an effort to make a showing,
soaks the honest exhibitor to make
up in some way the loss incurred
through being compelled to sell at
ridiculous prices to these joint buying organizations.
"The producers in the business in
this country who are making money
can be counted on the fingers of one
hand. This isn't to say that even
these are obtaining a sufficient return
on their huge investment, but the rest
aren't even breaking even.
"How long this state of affairs can
exist is a question. It cannot go on
much longer, that is certain, and what
I \/Ould like to know is what is going

to be done about it?"
Hutchison With Ideal
Charles
Hutchison, well known
Paris — The Societe des Films Erka here for his
work in serials, sails
has closed a contract for the distribu- Saturday for London, where he will
tion of the Goldwyn output in make a feature for Ideal. It is
France. Jacques and Lazare Edelsten understood the feature will give him
opportunity to do many of the
are the founders, and in active charge an
stunts which were featured in his
serials.
of the organization.
Goldwyn French Distribution
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

The company which has been filmLiability Insurance Rates
ing "Enemies of Women," by
Vicente Blasco Ibanez, under the
Arthur
Stebbins, of Rueben Samdirection of Alan Crossland, returned
uels, Inc., leaves on Nov. 9th for the
on the Olympic Tuesday after a six
Coast. En route he will stop at a
weeks' trip, which included Nice,
Monte Carlo and Deauville. Mem- number of large cities in an endeavor
bers of the company are Lionel to interest owners of chains of theBarrymore, Alma Rubens, Gareth
aters in a new liability insurance rate
Hughes, Gladys Hulette, Buster Col- which he says is much lower than
lier, W. H. Thompson and Daniel
the present rate per seat.
Carson Goodman, company manager.

Can It Be True ?
Reports from Cleveland are
to the effect that three picture
houses are being planned.
Cleveland today is overseated.
More so than any other city in
this country.

THE
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yMarentette with Goldwyn

May Star Madge Bellamy

Judgments Filed
Judgments have been filed against
Atlanta, Ga. — Jos. L. Marentette
Hollywood — Plans are reported Alliance Films Corp., for $1,054.31
Motion
Picture Corp., for
has returned to Goldwyn as resident under way to star Madge Bellamy, Century
manager of the exchange here.
$149.63; and Kriterion Film (Zorp.,
Vol. XXII No. 32 Thursday. Nov. 2, 1922 Price 5 Cenis
now being filmed in "Are You a
Increase Capital
Failure?" for B. P. Schulberg, in a for $2,982.31.
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
series of productions to be made at
Lande With Holubar
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
Albany — The Commercial Traders the Ince studios and released through
(Special to THE FILM
UAiLY)
fILM
FOLK,
Corp., of New
York City Associated Exhibitors, Inc. The picJoseph
Dannenberg,
President and Editor; Cinema
Los Angeles — George Landy has.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- have filed an increase of capital of
tures will probably be known as been engaged as publicity director for
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
o $500,000.
Clark W. Thomas Prods. Thomas Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holubar;!
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, from $200,000
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
and their forthcoming productions.
is Ince's general manager.
tfie act of March 3, 1879.
N. E. Theaters Sell Two

Terms (Postage free) United States.
Outside
of Greater New
York
$10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
JIS.OO.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury
Ave.. London. W. 1.
Jaris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative — InternaEuropean
Jentral
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia). WenzelspUtx.

yfSpecial
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(Special

to THE
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(Special to THE

Randolph, Vt.— The New England
Theaters, Inc., have sold the Strand
here and the Black at Bethel to
James F. Bennett.
Opening Warner
(Special

to THE

Buffalo

FILM

DAILY)

Announcing

Office

A New Series of Six
2-Reel Comedies featuring

DAILY)

Buflfalo — Charles Goetz, manager
of the W-B Film Exchanges, Inc.
is here preparing to open an exchange
for Warner Bros.

THE

ORIGINAL

SNOOKY

Buys $400,000 Brooklyn Theater
The Commodore Theater Corp., a
newly formed organization, has
bought the Commodore, at Broadway
and Rodney St., Brooklyn, valued at
High
Low
Close Sales
$400,000. S. Gottlied, C. Solodowsky
East. Kod.. 84 J^ 84
84 J4
700 and S. Brodkin are directors of the
F. P.-L. .. 94J^
94J4
943/i
6,000 company. Morris D. Bohrar is
100 counsel.
97
97
do pfd. . . 97
Goldwyn . . 6^
6
6%
5,000
Not quoted
Chicago Trade Dinner
Griffith
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Loew's
... 19J4
18M
19
2,300
Not quoted
Triangle
Chicago — The Chicago Film Board
Not quoted of Trade, held a big get-together dinWorld
ner at the Morrison hotel. Members
More Film Inspectors
of the Illinois M. P. T. O., were
invited. Sen. Medill McCormick
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and other state and city officials were
inspectors
film
more
Eight
—
Albany
will be appointed by the New York listed as speakers.
State Motion Picture Commission.
Emelka-Pathe Union Vetoed
Selection will be by civil service
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
examination. Salaries range from
Berlin — The Bavarian government
$1,600 to $2,500.
has put a stop to the negotiations conducted by Pathe to take over Emelka,
Bunny Lease Sold
The lease of the Bunny has been the greatest Bavarian film trust, pay
sold by the Olympia Cinema Corp. off the creditors and establish a producing center in the South of Gerto Harry A. Harris, of the Blue Bird.
many. The Bavarian government
The contract calls for a rental of
looks
with
displeasure upon French
31,
May
ends
and
a year
$13,500
1935.
control of productio.'i.

Quotations

SERVING

FILM

"THE HUMANZEE"
assisted by Tom and Jerry and entire zoo owned and
controlled by John Rounan Productions, Inc.
The first of the series is
U

in which Snooky plays
nine
parts
eo"
Rom
gle
A Jun
Produced by the
JUNGLE

FILM COMPANY

For Information, Apply to

GEORGE

H. WILEY, Inc.

220 West 42nd Street

"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE

HAROLDfamousMacGRATH'S
novel
WEST

NOTICE
All

Motion

Picture

rights

to

The Face Upon the Floor
or

The Face Upon the Barroom Floor
are

fully

protected

by

jSfkrncfari/ Pilw Irahoralopies

'
'

Ml*

?-$-!

"The Princess Elopes"
A gay story of a rebellious
princess, who does all manner
of convention-breaking deeds.
High comedy,
with and
tlu-ills
and
laughter
and love
swiftly
moving adventure, with a surprising climax. She nms away
from the bullying father, headlong into love and mystery.
Apply for further information to
JACOB
WILK
1476 Broadway,
New
York City
Room 825

the

Richard Kipling Enterprises

New York City, N. Y.

John■ M.Nickolai
is
^'
■'■' • •

Phones
Hollvu^ood
63IScind 0943

^

S.MTompkins

^

Sew€W€/ and RomairiQ Streets

Holli/wooi^dCali/ornta

STUDIO

FOR RENT

Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
no W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

In the Courts

Hodkinson Gets Two
W. W. Hodkinson has acquired for
le Clark-Cornelius Corp., has
e sued in the Supreme Court by distribution "Dollar Devils" and
Kingdom Within," two Victor
Diite & Fowler for $9,248 on a "The
Schertzinger productions, handled
.c acceptance due Oct. 15, paythrough Producer-' Security Corp.
:i of which was refused.
Fox Secure Berlin House
li Sheridan Theater, Inc., Max
(Special to THE FILM DAILYj
jiel and William F. Rafferty were
Berlin — The Alhambra has just
•rin the Supreme Court by Levi- been sold to an American concern,
\k Co., commercial bankers, for
which, as "Der Film" learns, the
51 on a note of the corporation in
Berlin branch of the Fox Corp., is
1 sed by the other defendants.
interested.

F: Bunny Theater Inc., of 3589
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" Booklet
Iclway, and J. Alton Bradbury
A special "Quincy Adams Sawyer"
r sued in the Supreme Court by booklet
is being issued to exhibitors.
n A. Corn and Henry Fried for
biographies and auto9! commission for obtaining a It contains
graphed photos of the prominent
sof the theater for the defendants.
players.
Hrmony Film Co. has sued
D.crest Films, Inc., Jacob Barkotpresident, and Bernard H. Mills,
:i ary of the corporation, for
51 on notes of Sunnycrest Films,
lii the officers of the corporation
r d to pay in consideration of exing the time of payment to Oct.
Hast.

"^u;tL Know

^ suit for royalties on the O.
:iy films has been filed in the
p me Court by Doubleday
Page
o., publishers of the stories,
i5t Vitagraph. The complaint
t s that the contract called for
n.ks amounting to $100 a reel for
):;films, and it is alleged that the
f('dant guaranteed that the royalsvould be $250 a month.
It is
d that between November, 1920,
i"eb.
last, onlyof $1,143
paid,
Ihat a1 balance
$3,355 was
is due.

Wf^f/L/WEEK:

"WATCH
THIS SPACE
KJEICT -WEEK

^ WARNING
EXHIBITORS

AND

DISTRIBUTORS

As the sole and absolute owner of any and all
motion picture rights for the United States
and Canada in and to the play

"MADAME

SANS

GENE"

by Victorien Sardou, I hereby give notice that
any exhibitions of or dealings in any motion
picture based on "MADAME SANS GENE,"
or the use of that or any similar title will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
EXHIBITORS AS WELL AS DISTRIBUTORS WILL BE HELD
LIABLE
NOT
ONLY FOR DAMAGES BUT UNDER THE
CRIMINAL LAW.
KATHRYN

KIDDER ANSPACHER.

Ernst, Fox and Cane, Attorneys.

See Saturciays paper
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e Covered Wagon
is on the Way!
in the American desert, the Paramount company under the direction of James Cruze is now
engaged on the most gigantic motion picture undertaking ever attempted. This is the picturization of
"The Covered Wagon," by Emerson Hough, which will
in every way be epoch-making.
The following letter, from a man who spent two
days on location with the company, gives some idea
of the magnitude of this undertaking:
OUT

T SAW things which I scarcely beheved possible to be set
A up in a desert: a wagon train two miles long; a thousand
people, including two hundred and fifty Indians; a camp of over
two hundred tents; a complete electric lighting system; a commissary department as efficient as a hotel.
"I saw some night stuff taken which gave me more thrill
than anything I have seen in the motion picture business.
"There will never be another picture like this. No one else
would go to the expense of $12,000 a day for two or three months
to make it.
"The company is ninety miles from the railroad, and we had
to travel over the worst roads I ever saw to get there. The
temperature at night is about 3 above zero, but nobody complains.
They're all so enthusiastic about "The Covered Wagon" that
they'll undergo anything to have it right."
LOU MARCUS.

It's a Paramount Picture
Watch for
further
FACTS
about
"The
Covered

re's a
The
GOLD
MINE
AHEAD/

Wagon"

/
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Vidaver Patent

Organize in South
New Orleans Exhibitors Form Booking Combination
'
— Similar to
A. B. C. of New York

Izpected to P.evoluticnize Present
Methods of Film Inspection
It is understood that executive
pads of several of the largest organiations in the industry have voiced

(Special to THE

'idaver, the well known attorney.
The machine has been tested out
jr some weeks, it is said, by E. S.
Sorter, one of the oldest engineers
i the industry, and Porter is very
tithusiastic relative to the patent.
Those who have seen it, say that
ach machine will do the work of
ivo inspectors, and that one girl can
perate two machines, thus reducing
iie cost of film inspection in various
ranch offices 75 per cent of existing
psts. It is said the machine autolatically records where ever a break
f any kind appears in the film.
(Special to THE

Hollywood —
Irauman both
re
underDollar
way
ilillion
;oast outfit.

FILM
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Sol Lesser and Sid
deny that negotiations
for
sale ofto Grauman's
Theater
the West

Straw Vote Starts
About 300 theaters in New York
pity and Long Island yesterday be;an taking the straw vote on the
;ubernatorial election conducted by
he M. P. T. O., in conjunction with
[•he Globe. The result will be anlounced Monday.
Netter Joins Lichtman Corp.
Leon D. Netter has joined the Al
Lichtman Corp. where he will handle
'oreign
and Henry
domesticGinsberg.
sales in associaion with
Netter
recently resigned as New York maniiger for Educational. Before that he
was in charge of the Educational
Dffice in Seattle.
AUer

Returning

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Joe Aller, of the Rothacker-Aller organization, will return
to the States about Nov. 16th.
Aller will not go to Russia, according to Watterson Rothacker, but will
return home after visiting Berlin and
London. In London preparatory
tets are being made in anticipation of
starting the building of a "lab" there
next Spring. Aller will go to the
Coast almost immediately upon his
arrival, Rothacker said.

DAILY)

Orleans — Independent exhibitors operating 20 theaters in this
city, have formed an organization to
book productions for their individual

tnphatic approval over a film injection machine patented by Dr.
[axwell Vidaver.
Dr. Vidaver is a brother of Nathan

Denials

FILM

New

The thirty exchanges of the Al Lichtman Corporation are all pepped up and
roarin' to go with "Shadows." They know they have a different picture.
After you see it, you will agree. You'll have to. — Advt.
"Suzanna" Novelized
Mack Sennett's "Suzanna," has
been novelized from the original
scenario by Sennett and now appears
in book form.

"The Village Blacksmith" Opens
"The Village Blacksmith," a Fox
feature, opened last night at the
44th

St., succeeding "Monte

Cristo."

houses, and pay* for them on a pro
rata basis apportioned on the seating capacity of their theaters.
Officers have been elected as follows: Wm. Isseman, of the Iberville,
president; Wm. Ellison, of the Peters
Ave., secretary and Rene Brennet of
the Imperial, treasurer.
It is planned to increase the organization to include other Southern
states, especially Mississippi. A central office will be established where
the films will be allotted to the
members.
The plan of action, as outlined at
present, will do away with the first
run system, as each picture will be
allotted in rotation.
Exhibitors claim that the organization has been formed because it
has been impossible for independent
exhibitors to get first run bookings
on important features.
The organization also proposes to
buy new features for this territory,
if necessary, or to handle programs
if such action is considered advantageous.
A name for the organization will
be selected at a meeting to be held
early next week. Meanwhile the
officers are busy with organization
work.

"Three Reigns" Screened
Cecil
Hepworth gave a private
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
showing yesterday afternoon of
Los Angeles — Clarke Irvine, veteran newspaper man has been placed in "Through Three Reigns," a film
charge of publicity and advertising at compilation of the chief events of
the reigns of Queen Victoria, King
Warner Brothers studio.
It will be noted that the aims of
Edward and King George just
brought over from England. Some the organization and its plan of ac"Buffalo Bill" Film Case Heard
of the scenes were photographed 24
tion are parallel in many ways to the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
method of operation of the newly
years ago.
formed Associated Booking Corp.,
Denver — Suit to restrain and enjoin Universal Film Exchanges, and
organized by exhibitors of New
the Colonial Amusement Co., of Albany Film Board of Trade Formed York and New Jersey.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Denver, from exhibiting or advertisAlbany — The Albany Film Board
ing a film in which the name of
Director
Dies
of Trade has been organized by
"Buffalo Bill" appears, will be heard
in the U. S. District Court.
(Spedal
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
representatives of the 12 distributing
Los Angeles— Alfred T. Hamburg,
The suit was brought by the W. exchanges here. The purpose of the
organization will be to adjust
F. Cody Historical Pictures Corp.. new
a director under D. W. Grifdifferences between the exchanges formerly
fith, and recently with Fox Film is
who say they are entitled to the sole and the exhibitors. All disputes will
dead after an illness of several weeks.
right of exhibiting "Buffalo Bill" be arbitrated by the selection of three
pictures.
arbitrators from the exchanges, and
Ready for Peekskill Argument
The suit was originally filed in the
Denver District Court upon the the same number from the exhibitors,
Next Wednesday, Nov. 8th, has
with one head to be selected by the
promise of the defendants to refrain board. The Albany exchanges supply been set as the date for Justice Mcfrom exhibiting the film in Denver,
in the Suuntil the final hearing of the case. over 500 theaters in this territory Avoy to hear arguments
preme Court in the suit of Peekskill
covering a large part of the State
Judge W. A. Haggott, last week
Co., Inc., against Loew's,
granted a continuance. Monday the and sections of Vermont and Massa- Theaters
chusetts, employing about 350 people. Inc.. the Advance Amuse. _ Co., and
defendants filed a motion for a change
film men asking an injunction
various
of venue to the Federal courts, which
Goldwyn, Hodkinson and Metro
was granted Wednesday, by Judge organizations are expected to estab- ordering them to refrain from refusMoore.
lish booking pffifes here January 1st,
ing to supply film to the petitioner's
theater.
Clarke Irvine With Warner Bros.
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Price 5 Cents

(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
^15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE
FILM
Cliarlotte,
N.
C.
—
The
Enterprise
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Dist. Corp., has opened an exchange
lollywood,
California — Harvey E. Oausman, here, this city.
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Announce First Production
hicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
The Dranius Prod. & Releasing
.ondon Representative — Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Corp., composed entirely of women,
^ve., London, W. 1.
will make "The Soul of the Violin,"
Paris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de by Philip Van Loan, as their first
Clichy.
Say they will make four
a year.
entral European Representative — Interna- production.
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slovakia). Wenzelsplatz

Another Independent

Quotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd. .
G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

85^
95.34
98^
65/$

841/^
941^
98
6^

195^

19

(Special
Sales

84^
1,000
953^
4,200
98^^
200
6H
600
No*^ quoted
195/^
2,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

$25,000 for Exploitation
Sawyer & Lubin have laid out a
$25,000 exploitation campaign for
their "Quincy Adams Sawyer," to be
released by Metro, including a page
ad in the Saturday Evening Post, an
8-page broadside, special photoplay
edition of the novel, serial publication
of the story in 500 newspapers and
advertising aids including autographed photos, oil paintings and
huge banners.'
Rochester Meeting
(Special to THE

FILM

DATLY^

Rochester, N. Y. — The Rochester
M. P. T. O. met at the Elks Club
to arrange further meetings with the
Central and Southern New York
branches of the organization with
Jules Greenstone, nresident, in the
chair.
Sydney S. Cohen, national president; M. J. O'Toole, head of the
public service department; Howard
Smith, president of the Western
New York M. P. T. O. and L. J.
Dittmar, president of the Kentucky
M. P. T. O., were present.
George Eastman took Cohen,
O'Toole, Smith and Dittmar on an
inspection tour of the Eastman theater and the Eastman School of
Music.

f^d.ux:.atUryuxl (R-ctuA^y

"THE SPICE OF THE

PROGR.->.M'

to THE

FILM

Independent Buys Arrow
to THE

FILM

Opens Two
to THE

Exchanges
FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland — J. A. Donaldson has
opened the Imperial Prod. Inc. exchange here and a similar exchange
in Pittsburgh.

DAILY)

Hollywood — Rollin S. Sturgeon,
director, and Lucien Hubbard, former scenario editor for Universal, have
leased space at Universal City to
produce independent pictures. M.
K. Wilson is production manager.
(Special

Regal in St. John
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
St. John, N. B.— Regal Films have
opened an exchange in Waterloo St.
H. Smith is manager.

(Special

"The Contrast" to Smart Films
"The Contrast." made by Contrast
Photoplay Co. will be handled by
Smart Films Inc. It is a labor story,
dealing with the coal and railroad
strikes. Dorothy Bernard plays the
leading role.

Film

DAILY)

Boston — Patten,
McConville
&
Hefifron, who comprise
Independent
Films. Inc., of New
England,
have
nought distribution rights to Arrow's
"The Streets of New York."
Two for Arrow
Arrow Film Corp. will distribute
"High-Speed Lee," made by Atlantic
Prods., featuring Reed Howes.
Martin J. Heyl will oroduce "The
Old Red Schoolhouse" for Arrow
from the stage plav by Hal Reid.
John G. Adolphi will direct.
Hyperion Sell Territory
Hyperion Pictures has closed for
the series of six with Imperial Pictures of Philadelphia for Eastern
sey.
Pennsylvania and .Southern New JerGeorpe H. Wiley will visit all the
important key cities in the East and
middle West.

Winkler Secures "Inkwell" Comedies
M. J. Winkler has secured .the
second series of Max Fleischer's 13
single
reelfor
"Out
of the Inkwell"
comedies
distribution
in the
United States and Canada.
Greenberg With American
(Special

to THE

FILM

Releasing
DAILY)

Philadelphia — Jack Greenberg has
been appointed resident manager of
the American Releasing Corp. office
succeeding Edgar Moses. Greenberg
has been with Selznick here for
several years.
To Revive Old Two-Reelers
The Independent Pictures Corp.
has_ acquired 12 old two-reelers, the
majority of which were directed by
D. W. Griffith. Lillian Gish, Harry
Carey, Mae Marsh, Henry Walthall
and Lionel Barrymore appear in the
productions.

Howard Mann Buys "Notoriety"
tbpecial to THE FILM DAILYj
Baltimore — Howard Mann, of
Equity Pictures Co., has bought Will
Nigh's "Notoriety" for Maryland.
Delaware, District of Columbia anc"
Virginia.
Two Buy C. B. C. Series
Ben Friedman, of the Friedman
Film Corp. of Minneapolis, has
bought distribution rights for Min
nesota. North Dakota and South
Dakota to the series of six C. B. C.'
features starting with "More to be
Pitied" and "Only a Shop Girl."
Liberty Enterprises of Omaha
bought
Nebraska.the same series for Iowa and
Franchises Disputed
(Special to THE

Betty Blythe Float
Jack Stebbins of Merit Film Corp.,
distributing the Betty Blythe feature,
"How Women Love" in the Greater
New York territory, is building an
immense Betty Blythe motor driven
float for local exploitation. The star
is making personal appearances with
the picture.

Holman Day Organizing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Romeo." South American Deal
Distribution rights to Argentine.
Bp.ston, Mass. — Holman Day is organizing a producing company to
TTracriiav, Paragiiav. Chili. Peru and
Polivia have been sold to the operate in New England. It is understood that Shawmut Pictures, of
■^ncieded General Cinematoerafica of
Riienos Ai'res. bv Second National which Day is head, will be reorganT5,Vf.irpq Corn, for five features:
ized and enlarged as Superior Pic"T^-x'i'' nn-l Tonathan " "The Night
tures. George W. Smilev. former
Ri^I-r-,." "Her Storv," "Broken representative of Pathe in New England, and Percy Carver are reported
Shadows" and ''One Moment's
as factors in the new company.
Temptation."

FILM

DA 1 1 V)

Philadelphia — David Segal of Roya
Pictures, and Harry Segal of the
Pioneer Exchange, Boston, clairr
that they are entitled to the Amalgamated Film Exchanges franchises fot
these territories by contracts signed
July
20-21.
Chas.
Kranz of Amalgamated says
that the Philadelphia franchise goef
to Bob Lynch of Metro and the Bos
ton franchise to Herman Rifkin o
Eastern Feature Film Distribntor>
Inc. as originally annouiiced.

AN INTERVIEW
INVOLVES NO
OBLIGATIONS
You may not need additional
capital this minute, but it's a
mighty good thing to know
where to tvirn to when you do.
Here's one financial organization you ought to know about.
Let's get acquainted.

CHROMOS

TRADING

1123 Broadway

Suite 616

Another "Snooky" Series
John Rounan, owner of Snooky
"The Humanzee." announces a series of six 2-reel comedies featuring
Snooky. He will be assisted by Tom
and Jerrv, other monkey actors and
the entire zoo owned and controlled
bv John Rounan productions. Inc.
The first will be titled "A Jungle

3, 1922

''Indep endents''

Hartford
"The DAILY)
Rapids"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special toShows
THE FILM
Cincinnati — The Lande Film DisSault Ste. Marie, Can. — Several
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., trib. Corp., of Cincinnati and Cleve- thousand persons tried to crowd into
Vew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
land and the Quality Film Corp. of a 1,000 seat theater when David M.
FILM FOLK, INC.
loseph Dannenberg,
President and Editor; Pittsburgh, have become franchise
Hartford showed "The Rapids," by
I W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
holders in Amalgamated Exchanges Alan
Sullivan, in six reels, dealing
iger ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
of America, covering Western with the romance of the Soo. The
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio directors of Sault Ste. Marie Films,
jt the post office at New York, N. Y., under and Kentucky.
Ltd., moved Hartford a vote of a
Che act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States.
Outside
recognition
and urged him to make
of Greater New
York
$10.00 one year; 6
Opens Charlotte Office
more pictures here.
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign

Vol. XXII No. 33
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CO.

'Phone Chelsea 8284

WILLIAMSON'S
"WONDERS
OF THE SEA"
Art Titles by LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251 W. 19th St.
Watkins 7620-7461

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
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Freshnews eveiy weeh

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
"EAST IS WEST"

The Baltimore News says:
"Once again the movies have taken a stage play
and improved on it. 'East Is West' is much better
as a screen than as a stage entertainment, Constance Talmadge is at her best."

MAURICE TOURNEUR'S
"LORNA DOONE"

Word comes from Omaha, Neb., saying:
"Manager Johnson of the Rialto theatre, enjoyed
vi^onderf ul business with 'Lorna Doone' despite fierce
competition."

NORMA TALMADGE
"SMILIN' THROUGH"
Mack Jackson, Strand Theatre, Alexander

City, Ala.,
writes:
" 'Smilin' Through' made the biggest hit of any
picture run in my house. No tow^n is too small to
run this picture regardless of rental.

NORMA TALMADGE
"THE ETERNAL FLAME"

C. H. Feldman wires from Portland, Ore.:
" 'The Eternal Flame' opened at the Liberty theatre to v^onderful business. Crowds waiting in line
every night. Crowds pleased and newspapers
praised picture highly."
From Louisville, Ky., comes this letter:
"The engagement of 'The Eternal Flame' at the
Mary Anderson theatre has been extended to 10
days. The business being done is little short of
phenomenal."

JOHN M. STAHL'S
"THE DANGEROUS

AGE"

Ralph Allen, manager of T. D. and L. Theatre, Glendale, Los Angeles, telegraphs:
"I have never seen an audience more responsive
to a picture than at a showing of 'The Dangerous
Age.' IPatrons
biggest
picture asof well
the
year.
believe declared
it is best itboxtheoffice
attraction
as greatest Stahl production."

•

THOMAS H. INGE'S
"SKIN DEEP"

Harry David, Mission Theatre, Cat, wires:
" 'Skin Deep' is now in its third week at my theatre. It has proved a splendid audience picture with
constantly increasing business as a result of talk
advertisement."
Charles W. Picquet, Carolina Theatre, Pinehurst, N.
C, writes:
" 'Skin Deep' is a picture with a punch, in fact, a
lot of punches. It is a drama that will grip an audience from start to finish. A picture to be proud of."

JOHN M. STAHL'S
"ONE CLEAR CALL"
J. Cleve Scott, Princess Theatre, Huntington Beach,
Cal., says:
"If First National ever made a better picture than
'One Clear Call' I missed seeing it. This is my idea
of a well balanced production and you can boost it
to
the skies."
Frank
L. Brown, Liberty Theatre, Long Beach,
Cal., says:
" 'One Clear Call' is a real honest to goodness, 100
percent picture and cast. Did a wonderful week's
business. Every one agreed the picture was great."

HOPE HAMPTON
"THE LIGHT IN THE

DARK"

John N. Kunsky wires from Detroit:
"Just closed a great week at the Capitol theatre
with 'The Light in the Dark' after opening to one
of the best Sundays in the history of the theatre.
We held them out every day and closed to a smashing Saturday business. Advise exhibitors to play
this picture as quickly as possible and cash in."

GUY

BATES

POST

"THE MASQUERADER"
Henry F. Eger, manager Kentucky Theatre, Lexington, Ky., writes:
"We played 'The Masquerader' to really splendid
business. Every one said the screen version was
better than the stage play. One of the outstanding
box office attractions of the year."

You Can Duplicate These Successes
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In the Courts
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Arthur Ofner, who was appointed
referee to hear an accounting, ordered
m behalf of Josiah B. Millett m a
suit agauist the Master Prods., Ltd.,
Ldward Werthheimer, Arthur L.
Fullman, J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.,
and Arnold B. Carrick, on tlie ground
that he had obtanied the exhibition
ork.
rights in Great Britain for the him,
"ihe defendants
Land of the
Sun," and
Hallam Cooley has been added to the
heldRising
themselves
out
as possessing such rights, has filed
the cast of "Are You a Failure?"
his report. The referee lound that
/y. Corinne Griifith has arrived back the exhibition rights depreciated beon the Coast to begin work immeditween 1918 and 1922 $Z,500 because
ately on "The Arab."
of the defendants' acts, and they
must pay that sum. The referee
Irving Cummings has completed found that Wertheimer wrongfully
held himself out as having the British
"Chicago
and
Alice Sal,"
Lake. featuring Milton Sills rights to the film.

Hollywood — The continuity and
script for "Within the Law" has
been completed. Norma Talmadge
will start work on this production
the
i;
the^atter
part of this month.
_ ohn M. Stahl has left for New

Snitz Edwards and Frank Hayes
In the suit of the S. R. F. Amusement Co., to compel Oliver D. Bailey
have been added to the cast of "A
as lessee of the Republic Theater, to
Dollar Down."
carry out an agreement giving the
Helen Ferguson has been added plaintiff the right to use the theater
by Fred Niblo to the cast of "The for film shows and vaudeville on
Famous
Mrs. cameraman.
Fair." Allen Seigler Sunday nights, at $10,000 a year, a
will
be chief
judgment has been filed in the
Supreme Court dismissing the comUniversal will produce "His Good
plaint on the ground that a "high
Name," from the William Slavens class theatrical entertainment" was
McN'itt story. Frank Beresford is not given in the theater as agreed,
adapting.
but that "small time vaudeville" was
shown.
Richard Walton TuUy's next production will be "Trilby," revised
version of which he is writing. Guy
Bates Post will play SvengaU.
Eastland, Tex. — W. M. Wallace
has opened the Palace.
Frank Borzage's next pictiu-e for
Cosmopolitan will be "The Ninth
Gravette, Ark. — The Ozark has
Commandment," a Fannie Hiu-st opened under the management of W.
story. Frances Marion wrote the C. Mitchell.
scenario.

YOU'RE
MISSING
SOMETHING

New Theaters

Frewster, Conn. — H. A. Gautlett
tupert Hughes has completed the
L. J. Melly have opened the new
^enario of his next production for and
Brewster.
Goldwyn "Souls for Sale" taken from
his own novel dealing with Hollywood life.
Darlington, Wise. — F. L. Roy is
building a new house, construction
Tom Forman and the company on which is nearly finished.
making "Are You a Failure?" for
Preferred Pictures are up in Eureka
Keene, N. H. — The Lamson Block,
after locations. The cast includes on Maine St., has been sold to D.
Madge Bellamy, Lloyd Hughes, Latchis, of Vt., who will erect a
Hardee Kirkland and Hallom Cooley. theater on the site.
Louise Lorraine will appear opposite Hoot Gibson in "Alias Sebastino.". Cast will further include Carmen Phillips, Sydney De Grey. Frank
Leigh, Jack Crane, Burton Law and
Earl Eilvera.
The cast of "The Famous Mrs.
Fair," which Fred Niblo will direct,
includes Myrtle Stedman, Marguerite
de LaMotte, Carmel Myers, Huntley
Gordon, CuUen Landis and Ward
Crane.

Des Moines, la. — A recently formed syndicate has taken over the Alhambra, and will finish construction
on the house.
Uniontown, Pa. — Work on the new
State is nearing completion and is
scheduled for an opening the latter
part of this month.
Jamaica, N. Y. — Plans are well
under way for the erection of a new
house to seat 2,600. The site is on
Flushing Ave.

Goldwyn has bought screen rights
ttJ "The Gambling Chaplain," a
Louisville, Ky. — James Carrigan,
>K.ed Book story by Gerald Beaumont.
It has been produced on the stage operating the Aristo in this city, is
with Macklyn Arbuckle in the title negotiating for property on Jefferson
role.
St., to build a house, costing $1,500,000.
A special reel dealing with censorLogan, Utah — B. G. Thatcher,
ship has been prepared by "Topics of
W. Thatcher and William
the Day' films for use by Massachu- George
setts exhibitors in the fight against Speiker have let contracts for a
censorship for the coming referen- $225,000 house, seating 1800, which
dum vote.
will open early in December. It will
H. E. GAUSMAN.
be known as Thatcher's Capitol
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
Illuminated "Masquerader"
La Crosse, Wis. — An illuminated
"Masquerader" walked the streets
here during the run of the picture at
the Rivoli. The man was in full
dress with electric lights under the
stiff shirt bosom which illuminated
the advertisement printed on it. He
attracted such crowds that the police
finally stopped the stunt, but not until everyone knew of the picture and
where it was being shown.
Novelty Candy Stunt
Phila. — Masterpiece Film Attractions secured 25,000 almond bars from y,
the Wilbur Chocolate people, distriy
buted by six girls in knickers a.gA

Life Insurance Tie-up

Old Settlers "Remembrance" Contest
Ottawa — A life insurance tie-up
Jackson, Mich. — Manager Frank H.
proved an effective way of getting Payne of the Majestic and Earl H.
"Remembrance" before the public Payne, Goldwyn exploiteer, followed
during its run at the Regent. The a press book suggestion during the
Life Underwriters Ass'n ran a three run of "Remembrance" and interested
column, six inch advertisement read- the editor of the Citizen-Patriot in a
ing: "See 'Remembrance' and re- contest which appealed to the remembrance of old settlers as to past
member" a life insurance policy is
the sincerest love letter a man can events in the city. Two questions a
day were asked for five days. The
write.' Endorsed by the Life Under- best answer earned $5 in gold. Tickwriters Ass'n of Ottawa." The quoets to "Remembrance" were sent to
tation isfrom one of the sub-titles of other contestants. The stunt got two
columns of publicity every day.
the picture.

Citizens

Peoria, 111. — The Palace began its
campaign
for of
"The
Homestead"
with a series
fiveOld
interviews
with
local celebrities, all speaking sentimentally about old homesteads.
Wm. E. Danziger, Paramount exploiteer, got the stories and the
newspapers proved willing to use
them. The title of the picture alone
was used in the stories. No mention was made of the theater or of
the date of the picture's run, but the
stories did valuable missionary work
for the picture.
Another good tie-up was with an
insurance company which issued a
cyclone policy, which was printed in
the dailies and connected with the
storm scenes in the picture.
Police Parade Draws Crowds
Augusta, Ga. — The most important
feature of the exploitation of "In the
Name of the Law" during its run at
the Modjeska was the police parade
staged by Manager F. J. Miller.
When the parade had drawn the
crowds to the front of the theater
the police department band gave an
hour's concert. The police oatrol
was decorated with an "In the Name
of the Law" banner all week. Ten
per cent of the gross receipts were
donated to the police benefit fund.
Another stunt was turning loose 30
newsboys with heralds printed in the
shape of a newspaper marked "extra"
and bearing the bold headline "Bandits Rob Bank." The public scrambled
for copies of the "extra." The boys
were watched to see that no money
was collected for the papers. This
stunt received special notices in local
newspapers.
For the first time in the history of
the city, mounted twentv-four sheets
were stretched across the sidewalks
in front of the theater. A small passage way was cut through each so
that pedestrians were forced to walk
through the posters.

November

Colored Icicles Win

3, 1922

Attention

Duluth, Minn. — Manager Hai
Azine of the Lyric attracted attent
to Buster Keaton's run in "1
Frozen North" by two stunts t:
also created laughter. He decora
the canopy of the theater with bi'
ners notched and splashed like icic
and then colored the icicles blue, r
green and yellow.
A street ballyhoo man was put /
wearing Eskimo furs and a Pana
hat. He carried a palm leaf fan
one
hand
lady's
parasol
other.
He and
walked
on skis
made infr
barrel staves.

Cleaning up in Fliiladelpliiai
Booked for Stanle^^ Circuit

orange capes, for "Rich M^'s
Wives." Results were so favorable
that the candy makers appro^iated
an additional 25,000 bars for other
cities in the territory.
Interviewed Prominent

Friday,

Ask Goldwjrn

7Ae BRADSTREET

2^^re(0gmized
Authority
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Production

Admissions Improve
FILM

B. Mayer
Reports
on Coast
Conditions — Anticipates
Busy Season
Louis B. Mayer, the producer, arrived in town yesterday frori the
Coast, accompanied by Reginald
Barker. They brought a print of
"Hearts Aflame.' which will be
shown here a week from tomorrow.
Commenting on production activities on the Coast, Mayer said
that indications pointed to a very
satisfactory season. "As proof of
that," he said, "we have six companies at work in our studio. Three
are our own, but there are three
others at work, and we have just had
an application from another producer
who wants to use our plant for his
special. I don't know whether we
can accommodate him at the moment.
Generally speaking, all the studios
are showing activity, and this leads
me to believe that there is every
reason to anticipate a busy season

DAILY)

Washington— A total of $4,789,391
as collected by the Government from
he tax on admissions to theaters,
bncerts and other places of arriilsSnent duririg the month of Septerribef,
ccording tft figdrefe Whi^h hate jii§t
een issued by the Treasury Depaftnent. This was a slight increase
iver the collections of the preceding
nonth, which totaled $4,710,470, alhough $1,333,691 below the corresponding month of last year when
!6,123,082 were
derived
from
this

ax.

The special seating tax returned
;126,790 during the month, as compared with $135,727 during the month
if September, 1921.
Harry Warner Returning
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — Harry Warner, of
Varner Bros, is returning to New
fork.
"Robin Hood" Cigars
'"Robin Hood" cigars are now
larried by the United Cigar Stores.
[Tie first window display was intailed yesterday at Broadway and
2nd St. The smokes sell at seven
ents.

How often have you used the S. R. O. sign lately? Don't groan but get
into action. There's a way out. Book "Shadows" and then have a nice,
new one made.
You sure will need it. — Advt.
Jas. Yoimg to Coast
James
Young leaves Tuesday
the Coast.

Claremont Laboratories Dissolved
for

Edgar Lewis With
Burr
Edgar Lewis, who recently returned from an extended trip abroad,
Hollywood — Paramount
will
star
has signed to make two special features for state rights distribution by
Kary Miles Minter in "The Trail of
e Lonesome Pine" instead of "Bac- C. C. Burr.
hanal" as originally announced. This,
The working title for the first is
t is said, will be her final production
"The Boy with the Drum," an origuvith Paramount.
inal story by Edgar Lewis. "Oh,
Ye Fools!" also an original story by
Russia Encouraging Production
Lewis, will probably be the second
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
production. Lewis will start production next week at the Burr studios
Moscow — The Soviet government,
at
Glendale, L. L
hrough the All-Russia Photo-Kino
apartment, is endeavoring to making
Queshe cinema industry a paying proposi- T. O. C. C. and Building
tionnaire
ion and is encouraging film producMembers of the T. O. C. C. at the
ion, with a view to attracting Rusiian and foreign capital. It will con- next meeting will take up the recent
inue to take pictures of political State law compelling proprietors of
cientific, historical social and topical
seating over 100 pernterest, and announces that practical every sonstheater
to file an answer to a Question.tudios are located at Petrograd,
naire issued by the State Building
Vloscow, Odessa, Talta, Kiev, Char- department, together with a plan of
coff and elsewhere.
the theater, at the ofifice of Henry
The Soviet government hopes
'commissioner.
ioon to export films made in Russia, Savers,
The industrial
questionnaire
contains 170
ind to control foreign import. The queries which the theater men claim
!;overnment now controls private are so technical, in many instances,
)roduction and exhibition to keep that they can not be answered with)ictures of a counter-revolutionary
out the services of architectural exharacter from being shown.
perts.

I

Minter's Last Paramount

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Active

Louis

leptember Better Than August But
Still Below Last Year
(Special to THE

Price 5 Cents
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Griffith Chicago Opening
of production."
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Chicago— D. W. Grififith's "One
Exciting Night" will open at the
Illinois Monday, Nov. 11. Griffith
will attend the opening.

(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Selznick Invitation Showing
Albany — The
Claremont
Film
L.
J. Selznick gave an invitation
Laboratories, of New
York, filed a
certificate of dissolution yesterday.
showing of "One Week of Love"
with Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle last night at the Ritz.
W. P. DeWeese in Town
W. P. DeWeese, First National
"Mickey" to be Re-issued
franchise holder in Vancouver, B. C,
is in town. He will be the visiting
Western Import will soon re-issue
member of the First National Rotat- Mabel Normand's "Mickey," with a
ing Monday.
Committee for two weeks start- full campaign of new advertising and
ing
exploitation material. The old prints
have been called in. It was first
released in August, 1918.
Cruikshank With Fairbanks
Frank Cruikshank, who has been
with the Sells-Floto interests, Jos.
Vogel in London
Gaites and the Shuberts, has signed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with Douglas Fairbanks as special
London — Wm. Vogel, American
representative. His first assignment exporter, is here handline the First
of "Robin
Chaplins, Hodkinson feaChicago run that
is
It the
is understood
he willHood."
later National
tures and short subjects and C. C.
tour the world exploiting the foreign
Burr features. He will tour the
presentations of "Robin Hood."
Continent.
Sail for Italy
Organizing Research Bureau
Jos. C. Boyle, assistant director,
and Robert Haas, art director, sailed
Dwight Franklin, authority on period date, who has been connected with
today for Italy as the advance guard
of. the Inspiration Pictures unit the Metropolitan Art Museum, \s
to organize
which will produce "The White leaving that institution
n moEaster
for
bureau
h
Director Henrv King, Lillian Gish, a researc
picture producers. His first work
tion
Gail Kane and T. Barnev Sherry are will be in connection with Film
sch?4uled to sail next Saturday,
^.
Guild's witchcraft story "The ScareSister."

THE

DAILY

j55^

Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Rowland V. Lee has
been engaged to direct Florence Vidor
Vol. XXII Ho. 34 Saturday. Nov. 4, 1922 Price 5 Cents in "Alice Adams," which is based on
the Booth Tarkington novel which
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, won the Pulitzer prize in 1921.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..

New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
fILM FOLK, INC.
Alfred Allen has been added to the
Joseph Dannenberg,
President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- cast of "Noise in Newboro," starring
Viola Dana and directed by Harry
•B^r; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Beaumont.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postaere free) United States.
Outside
"Cold Courage," is the new name
of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 of the Ben Ames Williams story,
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
iflS.OO.
Subscribers should remit with onler. formerly called "All the Brothers
Address all communications to THE FILM
Were Valiant." Lon Chancy and
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, Billie Dove appear in the picture.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
The title of "Have a Heart,"
1603. Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S. Agnes Ayres' next picture, has been
Wabash Ave.
changed to "Racing Hearts." Paul
London Representative — Ernest W. Fred- Powell is directing and Richard Dix
man. The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury plays opposite Miss Ayres.
Ave.. London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de
Rowland V. Lee has chosen Claude
Clichy.
entra! European Representative — Interna- Gillingwater, Margaret MacWade,
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slo- Harold Goodwin, Vernon Steel and
vakia). Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod.. 85
F. P.-L. ..95%
do pfd
/Goldwyn..
6%
X
Griffith
Loew's
.... 19.>4
Triangle
World

84?^
95
6%
19^

84%
951/4
Not
6%
No*
19^
Not
Not

Tom Ricketts to support Florence
Vidor in "Alice Adams "

Sales

300
4,000
quoted
1,100
quoted
1,000
quoted
quoted

New Cutting Rooms
The Simplex Projection Co. has
equipped five new cutting rooms on
the third floor of the Candler Bldg.

Lucien Hubbard has been signed
by Paramount as one of its West
Coast production advisory editors
who further include Julia Crawford
Overs, Ralph Block and Walter
Woods.

Among

Saturday, November

Exchangemen

Goldwyn's "The Sin Flood." at the
Capitol, is exploited by a float showing a flood scene preceded by a
man on horse back with banners,

Rothapfel Composers Series
S. L. Rothapfel will present a series
reading "The Sin Flood is comin>^'
and 'The Sin Flood' is at the Capitol." of "Impressions of Great Composers,"
at the Capitol. The treatment will
The float which won first prize at
be
similar to the current "Memories
the Coney Island Mardi Gras is
of Lizst." Among the composers to
being used in connection with "Queen be dealt with are Wagner, Tschaiof thefloat
Moulin
Rouge"
at the and
Cameo.
The
carries
a throne
five kovsky, Schumann, Schubert. Richard
Strauss, Grieg. Verdi and Brahms.
persons, the queen and four courtiers.
Goldstein Bros. Add Theater
(Special to THE

^^cLuAuitlcnxcd (PictllAlD

FILM

DAILY)

Pawtucket. R. I.— Goldstein Bros.
Amuse Co.. of Springfield, Mass., has
taken over the Scenic, an 1,800" seat
house, making a total of 16 theaters
on their circuit.
Plans are in the hands of the con^--rtors for their new $350 000 the< atef at Northampton, Mass.

E

with

a

NEGATIVES BOUGHT

Indianapolis — W. Willman, formerly with United Artists, is now managing the Goldwyn exchange.

"Oscar." a circus elephant, has the
Cleveland — Carl Hoague goes from
leading role in "Ten Ton Love," an
Ince picture, featuring Madge Bell- First National to Famous Players as
amy. The story was written by C. office manager.
Gardner Sullivan and is under the
direction of John G. Wray.
Chicago — Chas. L. Casanave is

Hollywood — Richard Ordynski,
formerly stage director of the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, and
assistant to Max Reinhardt in Germany, has joined the production
forces at the Paramount studios and
will direct later on.

In the Courts

Henrietta
Morange,
film actre:
who was fined $1,513 for contemj I
of court in supplementary proceej '(
pay only $250 under
Chicago — J. M. Duskin is now on ings, must
decision by the Appellate Term,
Joe Klein's sales stafif at F. B. O.
judgment
for $1,513 was
obtain
Chicago — Newell
&
Lester
have against her by Charles K. Starr, ai
bought the Adelphi from Ascher Bros. while the proceedings to examine h
as to her property were pending, s
not to leave the State.
Sj iion
St. Louis, Mo. — C. L. Hickman agreed
went
to Los
Angeles
instead, a^/
has
rejoined
the
F.
B.
O.
sales
organization.
when
she
returned
the
judgme
creditor
had
her
fined
the
ft
amount of the judgment.
She tespio
Chicago — A. M. Rosencran, sales- fied that she went to the Coast
man, has changed from American Re- get employment to pay the judgmei
leasing to Fox.
but merely earned enough to pay t
T
Salt Lake City — Wm. Sydney is the expenses, and has nothing now.
court found that the judgment ere U
new
manager
of
the
F.
B.
O.
exchange.
tor
was
not
injured
by
M
Morange's acts.
INC
Buffalo — The Universal has leased
Aiding the Postman
the Olympic and will take control at
Reels and slides, especially arrang
once trict
according
manager. to M. A. Chase, dis- to aid the heavy work of postm,
kN,
during
the Holiday
season, will in, E
Kin
by the M. P. T. O. E
Salamanca, N. Y. — Asso. Theaters distributed
result
of correspondence
ji, t
Corp. has bought the Strand and the the
Andrews.
completed between Postmaster WclCV
and Sidney S. Cohen.
Buffalo — The Temple has been reopened as the New Family by J.
Buchinski.
Cleveland — D. Klein is now
Goldwyn as a salesman.

American
ReleasiuT'sat
Paramount has changed the title now
sales managing
department.
New salesmen
this
office
are
Horace
Conway
and
Files Judgment
of "Sacrifice." starring Mary Miles
C.
Elfenbein.
Minter,
to
"Drums
of
Destiny,"
that
The Andrew J. Callaghan Productions, Inc., have filed a judgment of "Have a Heart." written by Byron
against the Federated Film Exchange Morgan and starring Agnes Ayres,
Better Films Meeting
of America. Inc., for $6,324.70.
to "Racing Hearts," that of William
(Special to THE
FILM
DAITV)
de Mille's "Paths of Glory," to "The
Atl.nnta,
Ga.
—
A
special
meeting of
Exchange Managers to Meet
World's Applause." The latter was the Better Films Committee was
(Special to THE FILM
DATLV)
originally "Notoriety."
called to view the Abraham series
H. E. GAUSM.AN
Detroit — A joint
meeting
of all
screened by Larry Weinearten of
Detroit exchange managers and film
Sacred Films. The committee voted
salesmen will be held Monday evena unanimous endorsement.
Ordynski
With
Paramount
ing, at the Wolverine Hotel.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Two Floats Working
Two floats exploiting features are
attracting considerable attention along
Broadway.
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San Francisco Film Ordinance
(Special to THE

FILM

Co.
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Broadway,

N.

Y.

C.

Strair
IE,
BIE!

STUDIO FOR RENT
Twenty minutes from Times
Square.
One
of
the
best
equipped studios in New York.
Stage 80 feet by 60 feet; 25
feet height.
Standard electrical
equipment
including
Sunlight
Arcs.
Abundance
of
flats,
windows, arches, doorways, etc.
Will rent at a very low figure
to desirable tenant.
For further information address
Studio Manager.
Box 295, G. P. C,
New

York, N. Y.
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San Francisco. Cal. — A drastic ordinance eroverning storage and handling of films has been drawn >io for
the attention of the Board of Supervisors. It is generally regarded as
inspired by the recent film exchange
fire.
Stanley

We will
of I J*
newpurchase
pictures negatives
only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
ft

Another

Itr I
I *

ANNOUt^CEMENT

'°' I/ -ARETR/^ILERyMODE WITH OS MUCH

' CARE as THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS.
UNO nS
BEaUTIFUL

\

,„
Jh

nATLY-)

Philadelphia — The third big theater under construction by the Stanley
Co. of America is the new Logan on
the site at Broad and Louden Sts..
North Philadelphia, just secured by
Jules E. Mastbaum. the president.
The Logan will be a fireproof structure of steel and concrete seating
2.500 with a total cost of $500,000.
Work is being rushed in an effort to
open the theater early next Spring.
The Stanley Co. is also erecting the
Elrae on the site of the old Bineham
Hotel, at a total cost of over $6,000,000 and the $350,000 Benn in West
Philadelphia.

f You can obtain FILMACK
'reduction Trailers
on
f All Features for

A

]
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TINTING FREE,
Elaborate Borders (of
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Theater Changes
iei "\

itkeN ews
No.

89

HN D. ROCKEFELLER— World's rich■tnan poses for Pathe News at Pocantico
Is, N. Y.
RKS GO WILD WITH JOY OVER
CTORIOUS COMMANDERS— A wild
^e of patriotism sweeps over Constantinf: as Nationalist army commanders
return
he city.
[RTING WITH DEATH AMID SIGH
NSION
WIRES— Pluck lineman rides to
tre of 4,650 foot span to paint electric
,es.
ler news from New York,
lin, England,
Portland,
Ore.,

tod
THE

ONLY

ONE-REEL

Newspaper
(le

Village

Stockholm,
etc. etc.

Cook

Davenport, Wash. — Jack Kaufman
has sold his theater to Montana buyers.
St. Louis, Mo. — Sam Lewis and H.
R. Hamhufg have taken over the
Majestic, formerly owned by the McKinley Amuse. Co.
San Francisco— At the T & D Jr.
circuit headquarters it was learned
that the company is remodelling the
Tokay at Lodi, the Merced at Merced
and the Grand at Reno.

CHICAGO

HERALD

WEDNESDAY.

Taylorville, 111. — Frisini & Co.
have bought the Gem from Spalding
Bros, who have bought the Gem in
Litchfield from G. W. Kneedler.
Frisini & Co. operate theaters in
Taylorville, Kincaid and Auburn.

Opinions

Blacksmith" — Fox —
44th St.

Ith." • » ♦

;VE. WORLD— If you think you are
llproof or thin'< your tear-well has f^one
ihibition, _ just sit through "The Village
cksmith." Fox is giving the movie-goers
t about everything
in the way of sobstuflf
misfortune that can be crowded into an
ir and a half.

SLOBE — Vulgarity is eliminated, virtue
I'paraded, and wickedness crushed under
t. But let us not appear supercilious,
rse pictures are rc-^fainly not art, but
' make fine timber for the platform of
■^s. And Fox is no blundering reformer
IS conspicuous among producers as the
f one who is keeping up the tradition of
iment and tears.
I^^I'TT'^'}^'^"'
^"'^ »S:ain proves his right
he title of undisputed
film sob champion
»he universe. * * * But, whether or
not
care for the sentimental, melodramatic
y which has been built up around the
Ing figure o one of Longfellow's most
ous poems, the settings and many of the
ures are sure to please you

tly told. * *
the most plausible
lodramas seen ♦ onOnetheof screen
this season,
te film
successIS
. to be congratulated on another

MAIL— "Wonders of the Sea" would be
iust about the best picture in any film
program in which it held a place. This
sample of under water photography is a
marvelous piece of work as thrilling as the
most sensational melodrama and as beautiful as a visioned fairyland.

KENTUCKY DtRBY
A THRILLING

EVE. TELEGRAM— Williamson's five-reel
nicture, actually made on the "floor of the
sea" in the West Indies, is a gripping story
of adventure among the denizens of the deep.
Lulu McGrath, a beautiful diving girl, appears in some fascinating slow motion swimming scenes against the ocean's natural
gardTS. while thrilling moments are found
In the scenes in which Williamson and his
fellow d'ver spear a deadly moray and become gripped by an unseen tentacle while the
waters aT-e suddenly blackened by the ink
screen elected by the beast. Fishing for
shark, picturing the giant fish taking several
sna'^-s at a baited hook before being caught
on the hook and drawn to the surface, is another exciting episode enacted before the eye
of the film camera.
TRIBUNE— "Wonders of the Sea," made
by J. E. Williamson, has been added to the
feature • * • but it seems that the deep-sea
picture ought to be feature enough all by
Itself for any program. Those who have
not seen Williamson's previous pictures taken
on the ocean bed will perhaps be inclined to
iloubt the authenticity of the locale. But,
a few seasons back, when we saw for the
first time the wonders of the sea revealed
through the apparatus contrived by Williamson for this purpose, we had a talk with the
Inventor, himself, and after hearing all about
It from the man who has worked at both
ends
doubt. of the camera, there is little room for

Finish nf Movie Made at Track
in Louisville Last Spring
When Morvich Was the Victor
THE KENTUCKY DERBY
Presented by
Universal at the
Randolph.
THE

CASX-

Donald Gordon
Reginald Denny
Alice Brown
.Xllllab Rich
Col. Moncrlef Gordon. .Emmetl King
Ralph Gordon ...... .Walter McGrall
Helen Gordon.
Gertrode Astor
Col.
Lionel.. Benedict
Belmore
Joe Borne VVoolrtcK.".
.Kingsley
Kance- Newcombe. ... . .Bert Wpodruff
Topper Tom. ..»..---.- .Bert Tracy
Bob Thurston. ....... .H«wy
Carter
Capt. .Woltf
. . . .1 . WUfred Lucas
Jenarn
4 .,-,,., . Pat Harmon
Mrs. Clancy. ..>.... .Ann Hernandez
TImmy Clancy. ...... . Vema Winter

BY

OBSFRVEB,

This certainly is the day. of the
rielodrama; every week or. so a now
3ire cornea out.
They are bringin,-;
back all the
o 1 4 stage
thrillers and
putting
them into
p i c t u r e s,j
) u t making,

The picture shows Williamson, "the skipper," starting off for the Bahamas, and then
it skips over the next three days and lands
you on the palm-shaded, coral-reefed island
which looks so much like Bermuda. Here
vou are introduced to an artist and his
lovely model, and she volunteers to pose on
the bottom of the ocean as a mermaid in
the submarine groves and dells. The nicture
shows the young woman diving. Then it
shows her twisting and twining herself about
the palms and ferns on the ocean bed. Again
and again she dives until the painting is
finished. "The skipper" himself goes down,
wearing a diving suit, and he unearths, or
"unwaters" as we should say. a shark, an
octopus and a sea serpent. The picture is
fascinating and could easily run for five reels
without boring anyone.

offering does for father
CALL — "Wonders of the Sea" is all that
ii
w
\, 't'' "'" ''"1 for mother— it
-s him
all the credit that is due him to the title claims. Through the use of a submarine apparatus patented by J. E. Williamaccompaniment of numerous smiles
and
son, it has been possible to actually photoer,iph the bottom of the ocean with its
■V
of
flj-i
^,.
*'?ol<:some
and
interesting
y of family hfe m a rural setting.
luxuriant plant life and multifarious fish.
Certainly few landscapes can be more beautiful than these views taken below the sur"Wonders of the Sea"
face of the waters of the West Indies, nor
have we seen pictures as remarkable as the
{ERALD— Remarkable subm
arine picture. scenes of Williamson and another diver on a
^J'^~\''"^'''-^^h\e picture of the
hurting expedition on the floor of the sea.
beau-a
IHn., hunt
b.-nf^^Pf "'^ gardens. It features
their escape from the grasp of an octopus and
lling
of sea monsters.
It is much
the capture hv their native attendants of a
ure^fi'lm'^'"'"^
""'^ interesting
than the shark. In this Instance the motion ))cture
has certainly accomplished something which
UN— J. E. Williamson's "Wonders
of the neither the printed page, the photograph
^^ gives a really greater thrill than the nor the aquarium can ever equal. Not to
see it would be unfortunate.

the pictures
even in o r ej
sen sationaJ
th an the
stage

pro-

d u c t i .o-.n s
were. And
Kent)h ■'T
e-he public
just alive.
eats
them

tucky D e rby," the latest melo
maticdraoffer
PStOIKJiLD

jQEyVNY

AlVD

NOVlMBlB

FEATURE

IMES — The picture is deUberately and
estrainedly, which means theatrically,
;imental and nie'odramatic. ♦ ♦ ♦ Most
he story is told in the second half of the
The first part is. in the main, a series
llustrations fitting lines in the poem, and
e a number of them have a srenuine, simquality that is pleasing. • • »
VORLD — Whatever you hiay think as to
merits of the sentimental story that Fox
woven around the village smithy, this
ure is sure to carry you back to your
Idhood days. » ♦ * This is just a plain
odrama, with the village blacksmith, suing, suffering, suffering.
CORNING TELEGRAPH— William Fox
iws how to put good lively film eiitcriment together, and he has made dashing
,3 melodrama out of "The Village Black-

OURNAL-This

St. Joseph,
Mo. — Herman
has reopened the Grand.

m,
r'opting. ised fada
C h a rles T.

. 'a.zey'8 oldtime stage success. "The
This is a thriller of the
■uburban."
cco track and all the usual acces.th it.we have been taught. to expect,
■ries
All Old-Time Features.
I'hero is the crooked Jockey who ]
iiiAvs the race, the horse that is '

EXAMINER

It IMii

tampered with, the poor \)ut proud
biviier who M\\ jbse liU home and
everything If lils , horse _ does not
win, the (^e&^-h^eJd Vlilaln who Is
going to make a fortune and a getaway when the horse Is tricked into
ioslng the race, and the disinherited
son. falsely, accused of taking his
father's
money
and-the
returning
.n
tiime to
discover
foul plotJust
oC
the"
villain
and
win
the
race for
lather.
If you cruve excitement you wiM
get
in "The
Kentucky
Derby." andIf
you> itlike
suspense,
and thrills,
pathos,
it
is
all
tbere-riand
enough of
•each to satisfy you.
But our mothers and fathers who
trembled
excitement
Suburban"with
weren't
fed onover
half"The
the
sensationalism that we are given In
"The Kentucky Derby," for they
didn't have the 'big race. And it is
some race in the picture — just the
most rtaJistic scenes you ev^r .saw
for they are real.
Filmed at Race Track.
They were taken at the Churchill
Downs race track. In Xouisville when
Morvich won the Derby. Perhaps
some of you who did not win with
Morvich may hate to be reminded
of the fact.
But every true sportsman is going
to thrill again and again as he sees
the horses dashing around the trick, 1
and if you don't look out youiwill
find • yourself .standing up in your
on.
seat at the theater urging the horses
Reginald Denny comes Into his
own-in' this picture and for the first
tift»fe^.'is
in a feature.
And^
frbm hisstarred
performance
we are- glad
to wslcoWie him into the land of the
stairs" and hope .he will stay with us.

DAILY

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show auer. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

vour ideas.

Newspaper Page One Streamer
.Arctic, R. I.— Striking newspaper
co-operation was obtained l)y Manager A. B. Boreau, of the Palace,
who bought a 3-column ad on page
one of the Pawtuxet Valley Daily
Times and the paper came back
with a streamer across page one
■reading "Blood and Sand Extra."
Music Week

a Boost

'

Niagara Falls, N.Y.— The Strand,
which
has only been
open
a few
weeks,
is stepping qut energetically
. in exploitation.
When "The Eternal
" Flame" was shown at the Strand, the
theater inaugurated a "music week"
in co-operation
with all department
stores, and stationery stores handling
music as well as music stores.
The
song "The Eternal Flame," was featured. The Metropolitan
five, and
• ten cent store carried a window display of the song for ten days.
In the lobby an effective display
' was made of a three-foot candle with
, a 30-irich paper mache butterfly hovering near it.
Airplane Tractor Stiuit
Hartford,
Conn. — Harry
Needles,
, manager
of the Princess,
used an
: original stunt in exploiting
"Hurricane's Gal," which
brought
the
crowds, though it almost cost Need. les his life and Lieut. Stewart,
airplane pilot,
declared
wouldn't
go
J;'. through
it again
for a he
million
dollars.
; •_Needles and Stewart flew over the
; city in an airplane dragging a banner 30 feet long and seven feet deep
, about
250 yards
in its rear.
The
• newspaper
called
it the
"airplane
tractor" and readily used the story.
The danger came in the risk of air
currents with the big banner
dragging. Later the banner was displayed
in front of the theater with the caption "the first sign to fly over Hartford."
State Fair Competition Met
Richmond, Va.— Manager Jack R.
, ReVille, of the Broadway and Saul
'. Silver, Goldwyn exploiteer, met the
I opposition of the Virginia state fair
- during the run of "Remembrance,"
at the Broadway by energetic exploitation.
A private screening of the picture
• was given at the home of Mrs. Ward,
critic of the N«ws-Leader. which resulted in newspaper publicity.
' Ten thousand cards were dis' tributed as follows: 2,000 hung on
■ telephones, 'autos
and door knobs;
• 1,000 distributed from a booth at the
i fair; 2,000 distributed from house
'■ to-' house and 5,000 dropped from an
airplane flying over the fair. Doublepage newspaper ads were carried.
A
: thousand
book-marks
were . distri. buted in book stores and at the high
school.
Many window displays were
. arranged
and the town
was billed
. very completely.
The result was that
the theater triumphed over the unusually strong competition.

Hunt Norma Talmadge Double
Fort Wayne, Ind.— Manager John
Daley, of the Orpheum, created advance interest in Norma Talmadge's
"The Eternal Flame" when he advertised for a double for the star.
The girl chosen as the double danced
and posed in a floral window display
for three days.

"Old Homestead" Realty Tie-up
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Greater
West Philadelphia Building and
Loan Assoc, through a tie-up efifected by Eli N. Orowitz, Paramount
exploiteer, distributed heralds with a
front flap showing Theodore Roberts
in "The Old Homestea
during the
run of the picture at thed"Ambassado
r.
The reading matter ran: "All the
money in the world isn't half enough
to compare with the sentimental value
attached to "The Old Homestead."
If you want that once-in-a-life-time
thrill when you proudly say "I've
got the h-o-m-e — I say — I've got the
h-o-m-e all paid for, join the Greater
West Phila. Bldg. & Loan Assoc."

Saturday, November

New Theaters
Shamrock,
Okla. — The
Garden,
1,000 seat house, will open soon.
Hurst,
111.— Dr. J. Burkhardt
building a $60,000 theater.
Somerset,
Pa. — C. B. PascOe
erecting two new theaters.

is

Teaser Campaign Roused Interest
Dallas, Tex.— When "Flesh and
Blood" played at the Old Mill, Southern Enterprises set all of Dallas talking about the picture by a smashing
teaser campaign carried in the dailies
and on cards.
The Times-Herald carried a neat
and effective 2-column 5-inch ad nicely boxed which read:
"To Whom It May Concern :
"In your midst, and regarded as one of
the sliinins lights of this city there is a man
H'ho
is responsible for my present condition
and povcrtv.
"Through his duplicity I have been railroaded to jail, from which I have luckily
'srapcd. At present Detective Doyle is on
my trail, but I am hidden from him. He
will not be able to find me until I have ac-nmplished
my purpose. Then it will be
loo
late.

Shanberg and Harding I
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wichita,
Kans.— M. B. ShanbJ
and Sam
Harding have bought
is Wichita.
Shanberg is with the M|
land
circuit
operating
theaters
Salina, Hutchinson and Junction C|
Harding
is president
of
Capj
Eriterptises with theaters in Kar|
City and Coiltlcil Blufifs.

McMinnville,
Ore.— F. E. O'Neil
has opened his hew theater, the Lark.

Illihois Zone Meetings
(Special

Glascow, 111. — Harry Robinson has
opened the Opera House as a picture
theater.
Topeka, Kans.— A $300,000 theater
to seat .2,000 will be built here by Roy
and L, M. Crayvford, and L. Miller.
Keene, Mass. — D. Latchis has recently purchased the Lamson block
and will erect a house on the site.
Carterville, 111. — John Marlow will
open the Hippodrome, seating 900,
soon.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— H. A. Schafer
will build a theater in West Liberty
Ave., Dormont borough.
Portland, Ore.— W. E. Tibbits,
manager of the Highway, will build a
new theater in the Sandy Blvd. district.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ottawa, 111. — The first of series|
meetings under the auspices of
M. P, T. O. Ways and Means Ccl
mittee which has divided the sll
into zones will be held here Nov|
Other meetings are scheduled as
lows: Galesburg, Nov. 22; RockfJ
Dec. 6; Peoria, Dec. 20 and a sll
meeting at Spfitlgfield Jati. 10 w[
the State legislature convenes.

SUITE OF OFFICES
For Rent
Projection Room

Facilities

5th Floor, 130 W. 46th St.

GLENDALE

STUDIO

BUILDI|

now occupied by

MASTODON

Post Card Retraction Wins
Pittsburgh, Pa.— The McKee, owned by Archie Fineman, has been openDes Moines, Iowa — An unsual post
ed. It is a new theater replacing the
card proved a winner when "The one destroyed by fire last Spring.
Eternal Flame" was scheduled at the
Des Moines.
The post card read:
"CORRECTION— and an Apology. It was not our intention to mislead you when we made the statement that 'Smilin Through' was all
that the screen can give. We
honestly believed it and so did the thoutraction.sands of patrons who saw the at-

"We are forced to retract our statement by announcing that what we
believe to be the peer of 'Smilin
Through,' 'The Eternal Flame' in
which Norma Talmadge scores
triuniphantly, is coming to the Des
Moines next week."

FILMS,

INC. I

including three acres, with 225 feet fronl
on Myrtle Ave., centrally located in the CI
dale section of Queens, L. I.: annual r«l
ly atll
price andCHterms& exceptional
$18,000;DERSCHU
CO., 26 Cortlf
tive.
St., Manhattan.

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK
Number E/even
I have never seen so comprehensive
and interesting a volume as is your
Year Book. It will prove of great
value to our organization during the
coming year.
John McCormick,
Secretary Western Motion
Picture Advertisers.

"To th's man, Fletcher Burton, I issue
fair warning; justice is blind, but justice is
"He has forbidden his son to marry my
just.
daughter.
He 1me.
asn't played fair with the
world and with
"In flesh and lilood is the kinship of love.
[ will remain until my purpose is accomplished.
"DAVID WEBSTER."

4, 19 1
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News ofMondthe
Week
ay
in Headlines
Federal Trade Commission bans the Eskay Harris retitled "Black Beauty."
Al Lichtman wires offer to screen "Shadows" lor Committee of 50 of Waukesha, 111.
Jos. Schildkraut and his father, Rudolph, signed for
Eve Unsell production.

Edward Sloman
signed Tutoesdirect
"Backbone" for Disday
tinctive Pictures.

at

Terms (Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
110.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

First National to enter production field; franchise improvements considered.

Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y. Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California:
Harvey E. Gausman, 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative:
Irving Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative : Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury Ave., London, W 1.
Paris Representative:
Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Central
European
Representative:
Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czechoslovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Famous Players' exchangemen's convention to be held
in Los Angeles, Nov. 21-25.
Al Kaufman, in charge of E. F. A. studios (Famous
Players) in Berlin, denies that studio will be closed.
Sidney Olcott signed by Cosmopolitan to direct Marion Davies.

Features Reviewed
Douglas Fairbanks in

OLIVER

Sol Lesser — Asso. First Nat'l

ENTER

WHO

SAW

Maciste in
Aywon — State Rights

Short Reels

Page 2

Wisconsin exhibitors prepare vigorously to boost
"Potato Week" to aid farmers.
Edward M. James, president of Kempson Pictures,

TWIST

MADAME
Page 8

TOMORROW
Pags 9

UNCONQUERED
Page 12
TOM

MIX

Herbert Rawlinson in ANOTHER
Universal
John Gilbert in
Fox

J. D. Williams reported forming large distributing concern with exhibitor affiliation.

SHADOWS
Page 5

Clara Kimball Young in
Metro

Mix in
Fox

HOOD

Page 3

B. P. Schulberg presents
Al Lichtman Corp

Tom

r

ROBIN

Jackie Coogan in

Thomas Meighan in
THE MAN
Paramount

\

THE

IN ARABIA
Page 13

MAN'S

LOVE

Jos. R. Miles bonds Lloyds film storage warehouse.
State Banking Department reported investigating bonuses paid for loansWednesday
to producers and distributors.

SHOES
Page 16

GAMBLER
Page 17

asks injunction restraining L. J. Selznick from forfeiting contract relative to 12 reissues.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., report shows
$439,192 profits for year.
M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and Kansas meet in joint
convention at Omaha.
Will Hays promises co-operation of industry in American Education Week,Thursday
Dec. 3-9.
Marcus Loew says film buying condition is serious
menace to producers and distributors.
L E. Chadwick of F. I. L. M. Club says that letter to
T. O. C. C. members relative to chain booking was
an inquiry and not a summons.
Harry J. Cohen joins Fox foreign department.
Cosmopolitan
"Enemies Frof
players return
idayWomen"
from abrpad.
Chas. Hutchison to make feature for Ideal in England.
Independent exhibitors form booking combine in New
Orleans.
Dr. Maxwell Vidaver patents film inspection machine.
Albany Film Board of Saturday
Trade formed.

Page 19

"The Sin Flood," Goldwyn, released this week,
previously reviewed.

Louis B. Mayer finds production booming on Coast.
Government figures show September business better
than August.

** Pardoning the bad is injuring the good,** — Benjamin Franklin,
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Magnificent Production Plus "Doug" Makes This a Bet
©ouglas Fairbanks in
"ROBIN
HOOD"

DIRECTOR
Allan Dwan
AUTHOR
Elton Thomas
SCENARIO BY
Elton Thomas
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Edeson
AS A WHOLE
Tastes like money, looks like
money, sounds like money
STORY
An adventurous tale of Merrie England when knights were bold and faire ladyes
beloved their knights, all cut, fitted and measured to Doug's personality
DIRECTION
Very satisfactory, although at
times it lagged
PHOTOGRAPHY
The finest outstanding feature of this tremendous production
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
STAR

When he is a serious knight he isn't
Doug; when he is Robin Hood, he is Doug and
delightful
SUPPORT
Wallace Beery could have been king
of any old place.
He is delightful as Richard.
Enid Bennet is a beautiful Lady Mary.
Sam
De Grass is the willun. Others unimportant
EXTERIORS
Beyond doubt the most stupendous sets ever built for an American production
INTERIORS
Ditto.
The money that has been
spent!
DETAIL
Satisfies
CHARACTER OF STORY
Good for everybody
and anybody anywhere and everywhere
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 11,000 feet
Douglas Fairbanks calls this "the greatest film show
on earth." Maybe he is right. If you swap a few
adjectives in place of "greatest" you will pretty nearly
hit it. Certainly it is a big show. After the intermission it is a regular Fairbanks show with Doug
doing all of his spectacular and well-known athletic
stunts. Before this he is a handsome, brave knight
all messed up in armor and rarely showing his won-

derfully contagious smile. But once he gets away
from this brave knight stuff and takes off his fancy
trappings and gets down to the Doug that the American picture fan loves, he is a knockout with a punch
in either hand and he bowls things over in his own.
delightful manner until he wins the fair Lady Mary,
the clinch arrives, and you leave the theater with a
smile, happy in his triumph.
The less said of the opening, the better. Doug
looks like a heavy, serious actor, and that isn't the
Fairbanks American people love. He has spent a fortune on his production. It probably is the most expensively made — probably the finest of this kind ever
attempted in this country. You can see where the
money sticks out all over the place, but while those
who know production values gasp, and are delighted
at the pictures as they unfold in stately and magnificent precision, it is only where Doug is the nimble,
light-hearted, lovable hero that the picture really gets
into its own, thus demonstrating again, if it needed
to be, that sets don't make pictures and that extravagance means little.
Fairbanks is to be commended, however, for his
willingness to invest such a huge sum in one production. But the Fairbanks fans will be just as strong for
him when he makes a "Zorro" type of picture and the
exhibitors will like him just as much when they don't
have to pay so heavily for the privilege of running his
pictures.
Too much credit cannot be given Arthur Edeson
for the magnificence and the simplicity of his photography. Allan Dwan has handled his large mobs effectively. Enid Bennet is beautiful to look at, but
Wallace Beery, outside of Doug, is easily the outstanding figure in the cast. What a king among kings
he is !
Why someone could not arrange to score DeKoven's
famous melodies from "Robin Hood" to this production seems unanswerable. Just a bit of "Oh Promise
Me" is used to the chagrin and disappointment of all
who are familiar with this splendid composition.

Say "Robin Hood" is a Picture Among Pictures— It Is
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It may be some time before "Robin Hood" comes
your way. It is being road-shown at this time and
no one seems to have a definite idea when it will go
through the natural release of United Artists. But
if the chance comes you had better get this one. The
first part drags a bit, but that can be excused by virtue of the gorgeous settings ; and the second part
shows Doug at his best.
You have so much to work with here — the cast and
the sumptuous and tremendous production, the romantic old tale, and then Fairbanks. Some of his
admirers may not like the make-up with the httle

beard, but they soon get accustomed to that. Some of
them might want more of the real Fairbanks treatment, but they will be satisfied beyond doubt with
what they do see and after all it is one of the biggest
and most pretentious offerings of the entire season.
You musn't forget that it has been over a year since
Doug gave them anything and they will be hungry.
You can use this advantageously by saying that all
this time he has been making "Robin Hood." Get
statistical costs of production if your people like that
sort of thing. The figures are big enough to interest
anybody.

^
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cA dramatic comedy
of jazz, jilting, jeopardy and joy . . . ,

VIOLA
DAM'
tTL

i'om the

*' tr»g;ii^^ii»^¥ayiJ
rade l>resf

JUNE
REELAND REVIEWS—

. . . It's full of pep and fast-moving
nonsense. It will entertain your audiences.

A HARHy BEAUMONT
PRODUCTION

cAdaptcd bij Jir'33caunu)}vtfronv
CROSBY GEORGE'S story

TELEGRAPH—
Centrifugal 'force is the outstanding
< of Viola Dana's best effeature of most
forts. This is particularly true of " June
Madness."
VARIETY—
. . . Miss Dana is a capital comedienne.

REG US PAT OFF

PieTURE

NEWS, —. . Pace and pep . . .
MOVING PICTURE WORLD—
. . . Metro feature will be a good investment. . .
MOVING PICTURE NEWS—
. . . Metro's dynamic star fairly bubbles over with vivacity, vitality and pep-

METRO

^3L>i.5trt't>rcfccot by

PICTURES CORPORATION
%x)i ItKpertai'Pix.tures, Zidu,£v:hji(ivelXibrLbvdcrs

pery enthusiasm.
. . .piece
"JunewillMadness"
entertaining.
. . . The
be enjoyedis
by your patrons.
WEEKLY REVIEW—
..."June Madness" is one of the
liveliest of Viola Dana's pictures. . . .
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she was had . . ..
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Please, Dear God, Don't Let Jackie Grow Up
Jackie Coogan in
"OLIVER TWIST"
Sol. Lesser Prod. — Asso. First Nat'l Prod.
DIRECTOR
Frank Lloyd
AUTHOR
Charles Dickens
SCENARIO BY
Harry Weil and Frank Lloyd
CAMERAMEN
Glenn McWilliams and Robt.
Martin
AS A WHOLE
Charming, delightful, thoroughly
Dickens.
They will just "love" Jackie
STORY
There may be one or two who don't
know their Dickens.
You can forget them
DIRECTION
Deserves a medal for this one.
Kept it within bounds, refused to allow Jackie
to clown, and the various types almost stepped
out of the book, they are so real
PHOTOGRAPHY
^
Beautiful
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
STAR

He hasn't had such a chance since he
made his debut in "The Kid." What a trouper
he is!

SUPPORT

Excellent. George Siegmann probably best as Bill Sikes. Lon Chaney overacts
at times as Fagin. Several other important
names, all good
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Well handled
CHARACTER OF STORY
Good for any and
every house
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,761 feet
Some day Jackie Coogan is going to grow up. He
is going to lose his delightful whimsical expression.
He is going to wear long pants.
He is going to be an

ordinary human being. But let's hope that day is in
the "Never Never Land." Let's hope tha,t he never
finds the elixir of youth unless he can drink sufficient
to keep him what he is today — the most beloved, the
most delightful, the most wonderful child that; ever
stepped before a camera. It is going to be a tough
day for moving pictures when Jackie ceases to be
Jackie and becomes Jack.
Somehow or other you can't escape Jackie in "Oliver
Twist." You don't want to. Frank Lloyd has made
a masterpiece. He has opened the book and one by
one dropped from the delightful old melodrama — because that is what it is — all of the characters that have
helped to keep Dickens' name foremost all these years.
They're there, from Fagin — at times too theatrically
portrayed by Lon Chaney — to the least of them including the Artful Dodger and the melancholy Sowerberry.
There is Bill Sikes and Nancy and all the rest, and
they look as if they were alive.
It seems almost impossible to have been able to pull
a scenario for a picture out of the tremendous detail
of this work of Dickens. Many well-remembered bits
are of necessity lost. Others are sketched almost too
briefly, but as a whole it presents splendid entertainment. The kind that will not only bring money into
your house but which will help motion pictures as a
whole for many long days to come. And among all
of this is Jackie — pensiye, wondering, frightened, joyous, and the last shot of all showing Jackie with his
unctions grin is something that will warm the cockels
of your heart and the harder boiled you are the harder
it hits you.
This is a picture that the entire industry can well be
proud of.

If You Pass This By— Close Up
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
They're asking a
it's worth it. You
a hold-up but you
let the other fellow
Every once in

lot of money for"01iver Twist" but
may be frightened and think it is
needn't be. You cannot afford to
get it.
a while — only too seldom — there

comes a picture like this and the exhibitor who hasn't
a business brain sufficient to run a "Tiffany" when it
comes along deserves all the kicks that he usually tries
to pass to someone else.
You have so much to work with here that it seems
a waste of time and energy to have to tell you about
it. Every woman who visits your theater will just

"love" Jackie and best of all, it will bring into your
house hundreds of people who are Dickens fans and
who usually do not attend picture theaters.
In addition you have besides Jackie and Dickens,
the name of Frank Lloyd, a director of unusual importance and a list of stars and capable actors rarely
matched in any one production. Lon Chaney has a
tremendous following. Every one remembers George

Siegmann from his Griffith connection. Gladys Brockwell starred; Lewis Sargent as well, and there are
many others.
All you need to know is this — get it.

LOUISE
LAURA

^e

Cast

LORRAINE,
JOE
MOOR,E
LAVERNIE,
ROBERT ANDERSON
WILLIAM WATSON

A BIG HIT IN SUCH THEATRES

AS :

JAKE
PARKS, N E WAR
Bosbon,Mass.
ADAMS LAURIE'S
BR.OTHERS
K, Newark, N.J.
SIG. FALLER'S
BIJOU DREAM, Chicago, ILL

McMAHON

& JACKSON'S

LYRIC ,Cmcmn<iti, 0.
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A

superabundance of entertainment is to be had this week at the

Lyric.
"Up in th^e Air About Mary" is a
breezy little comedy with a farmhouse background, the "old swimmin' hole" and a country youth, portrayed by Joe Moore, who is by no
means the beauty of the Moore family, but shares the engaging mannerisms of his brothers, Tom and Owen.
Louise Lorraine, a pretty girl, who
is a blended likeness of Norma Talmadge and Mary Thurmzin, is the
heroine, and a group of bathing
beauties add to the scenic charms of
the film.

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITOR.S
ARTHUR, S. K.ANE Prtsident
FOREIGN

REPFtESENTATIVE
SIDNEY
GAFiFlETT

Physical Distributors
Path£ Exchange
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"Shadows" An Artistic Production With a Splendid Cast
B. P. Schnlberg presents
"SHADOWS"
Al Lichtman Corp.
DIRECTOR
Tom Forman
AUTHOR
Wilbur Daniel Steele
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell and Hope Loring
CAMERAMAN
Harry Perry
AS A WHOLE
Exceedingly artistic production
STORY
Has tremendous theme based upon
power of forgiveness
DIRECTION
Generally very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some splendid shots
LIGHTINGS
Very good usually
PLAYERS
Lon Chaney gives probably the most
superior performance of his long and important
career. Something moved Harrison Ford. He
never trouped as well before. Marguerite De
La Motte satisfies. John Sainpolis gives unusual characterization as the villain
EXTERIORS
Good.
Storm sequence inadequate
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
Well handled
CHARACTER OF STORY
Better see this and
make up your mind how you can best put it
over
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 7,040 feet
"Shadows" based on Daniel W. Steele's story "Ching
Ching Chinaman" proved unusually interesting considering that the same producers' initial performance
was "Rich Men's Wives." It is excellently done in
the main and tells a powerful story of how a chinaman
in his bland, naive, simple way proves a better Christian than either a minister of the gospel or the deacon
of the church.
And then, after straightening out these

two and the minister's wife, and restoring happiness
to the minister's home, he cuts the moorings of his
laundry barge and drifts to sea to die.
Al Lichtman is commercial, if anything. Ben
Schulberg has never achieved a reputation previously
for desiring a place among the artistic producers but
he certainly has joined the group. "Shadows" is one
of the most artistically made pictures and based upon
one of the most unusual themes that has ever reached
the screen. Whether or not it becomes a great commercial success, certainly by their willingness to make
and offer such a picture they deserve all the encouragement and support possible.
Except that the storm sequence fails to come up to
what might be expected in this type of production
there is little left for criticism in the production. The
cast, though small, is noteworthy. Chaney as the
great-souled chinaman gives a splendid characterization and Harrison Ford as the minister tormented in
the belief that the former husband of his wife is alive
and fearing therefore that his future and that of his
wife is clouded, rises to heights that never before
developed. He really gives an unusually fine performance. Marguerite De La Motte and the rest have
comparatively little to do except that John Sainpolis
presents a very unusual characterization as the villain,
probably different from anything ever seen on the
screen.
You could be told the story of this production. But
to attempt this briefly would be wrong, therefore you
must see it. Then you will understand just why this
is an unusually fine and worthwhile picture, and then
perhaps you will understand why you must be the
judge as to how you will present it and what you will
do with it.

Figure This One Out, Get Behind It and Get Them

In

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Some of the cleverest showmen

in this business

attended the premier of "Shadows." They included
such exhibitors as Abe Blank of Nebraska, Sam Katz
of Chicago, E. V. Richards of the Saenger Amusement
Company and a number of exhibitors whose interests
are not as large but who in their various communities
are exceedingly important. Such for instance as
Charley Hyman of Niagara Falls and others.
In talking with them as to what was best to be done

with this production a variety of opinion resulted.
But it would seem that one of the best ways to attract
them would be to use quotations bearing upon the
theme of forgiveness because this is the punch of the
picture. But you will have to see this to understand
what it is all about and after you do, use your brains.
The old fashioned old time hokum won't do. The
usual catchlines and cheap advertising to interest your
crowd had best be forgotten. You will have to handle
this one carefully.
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Stage Play Does Not Lend Itself To Needs of Screen Adequately
Clara Kimball Yong in
"ENTER
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

hold the same interest that the spoken lines did, particularly those of the prima donna. It was as much

MADAME"
Metro
Wallace Worsley
Gilda Varesi and Dolly Byrne
Frank Beresford

CAMERAMAN
L. Wm. O'Connell
AS A WHOLE
Adaptation of stage play does
not make especially interesting picture ; requires
too many titles and is draggy
STORY
Does not lend itself readily to screen;
situations insufficient for well sustained interest
DIRECTION
.Gives too literal an adaptation;
comedy touches miss fire altogether
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Average
STAR
Gives a very good performance but not
to be compared with the Gilda Varesi interpretation
SUPPORT
Elliott Dexter not exactly the right
type, nor Louise Dresser; others Lionel Belmore, Wedgewood Nowell, Arthur Rankin
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIOf^S
No variation
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Opera star wins back
her husband's love by pretending to favor a
divorce and his marriage to another
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 6,000 feet

"Enter Madame," was such a thoroughly entertaining and interesting stage play that it is no wonder
it was sought as a vehicle for the screen. But it does
not appear that its possibilities were given a very
careful consideration, otherwise it would have been
rather apparent that it presented difficulties in the
way of meeting the requirements of the screen. In
the first place it has been given a too literal adaptation
and it is impossible for the numerous sub-titles to

Gilda Varesi's charming accent in the play, as her
acting, that made her performance so completely
interesting and entertaining.
Clara Kimball Young puts considerable spirit and
temperament into her work, but pantomime alone
cannot make a role like this successful. Elliott Dexter has Norman Trevor's role and does not leave any
unusual impression. There is no apparent conflict in
his mind. It doesn't seem to make very much difference whether he remains with his wife or wins a
divorce. Louise Dresser, as the other woman, is not
well suited either. The cast, on the whole, works
sincerely to make things convincing, but they labor
under a handicap.
Wallace Worsley was supplied with a scenario that
was nothing more than a direct translation of the play,
almost scene for scene and line for line. In this case
there should have been some elaboration or by-play
to round out the theme. There is no plot and the
climax, or what should have been the climax, carries
no force or suspense. The last act of the play had
a wallop, but they didn't get it in the picture except
by the faintest suggestion. Undoubtedly the censor
had to be taken into consideration.
The comedy business misses fire almost without
exception, and the argument between the opera star's
retinue of servants consumes footage that makes the
picture drag badly at times. The film needs cutting
which may speed it up somewhat.
Story: Prima Donna Lisa Delia Robbia, in private
life Mrs. Gerald Fitzgerald, returns from a concert
tour to find that her beloved husband is planning to
divorce her and marry Mrs. Flora Preston. Lisa is
in love with her husband, however, and the remainder
of the picture deals with her scheme to win back
his love by pretending that she also has a lover and
is quite a willing party to the divorce.

Star's Admirers and Those Not Familiar With Play May Be Pleased
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unfortunately "Enter Madame" is not good picture
entertainment despite the fact tnat it was a successful
stage play. At that it was not so much the play, but
the way it was played, that made it good. The main
trouble with the picture is that it relies mostly on subtitles to acquaint you with facts and the sub-titles are
flat in comparison with the spoken lines; §pnje of the
titles have been taken from the play,

Clara Kimball Young's admirers and those who have
not seen the play may be satisfied with the offering.
Play it up with catchlines that give an idea of what
it is about. You might use the angle of the opera
star who won back her husband's love by pretending
she didn't love him. Where they don't know about
the play, better exploit the title with lines of explanation, for it is somewhat indefinite.
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Fair Entertainment In Meighan's Latest
Thomas Meighan in
"THE MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Alfred E. Greene
AUTHORS
Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank
Condon
SCENARIO BY
Frank Condon
CAMERAMAN
Alvin WyckofF
AS A WHOLE
Pure fiction that embraces implausibilities but satisfying entertainment for
the average crowd
STORY
Not taken seriously it is rather interesting material and suitable for star
DIRECTION
Fair; has not always handled
situations to best advantage ; production well
mounted
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Does well enough and should please his
admirers
SUPPORT
Leatrice Joy, Theodore Roberts and
June Elvidge represent part of a good supporting company
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man in doubt as to
which
girl he should marry
looks into the
future and then makes his decision
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,993 feet
The story selected as Thomas Meighan's latest starring vehicle is a highly fictitious one that will best
appeal to those who don't object to improbabilities
and such nonsense as a man seeing his life in the future
as he would live it with each of the two girls he loves.
Of course this is a very simple and direct means of
deciding which girl it will be best to marry but the
situation makes the picture one of typical "movie" concoction as far as the story is concerned.

Appeal

to Star's

Admirers

and

The opening reels promise an interesting story of
adventure with hero falling in love with a South Sea
Island girl, immediately incurring the "wrath of one
of her father's men who had long ago decided she was
his. But just as the premise is established and you
are prepared for some action you are taken to the land
of dreams where hero sees what his future will be as
the husband of the island girl or as the husband of the
other, an English girl who is a social climber.
The director does not weave the sequences together
very well and the result is a series of somewhat disjointed episodes. Then, while hero is having his
glimpse into the future, the English girl is waiting
for him outside in her motor, while the island girl is
in another room. A title gives the time that has
elapsed as an hour but if hero saw as far into the future
as you are told he does, it would take many hours.
The picture is very well mounted and besides the
attraction of Meighan there is a good supporting cast
with Theodore Roberts contributing his usual comedy
bits and this time manipulating a monocle cleverly.
June Elvidge does good work as the English girl and
Leatrice Joy is the island girl. Others are Alec B.
Francis and Albert Roscoe.
Story : Burke Hammond, English officer, vacationing on a tropical island, meets Rita, the pretty daughter of a schooner captain who takes a liking to Burke
and invites him to join his crew. Burke falls in love
with Rita, thereby incurring the hatred of the mate,
also in love with Rita. One day Burke boards a
yacht and, mistaken for 'a beach comber, is' held
prisoner. When the boat is under way he is recognized. Back in New York Burke wonders whether he
should marry Lady Helen or go back to Rita. A
professor, with hypnotic power, sends Burke into a
trance wherein he sees himself as the husband of each.
Rita has followed him to New York and is just in time
to marry Burke who decides on her.

Use Gatchlines to Interest Them

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can undoubtedly satisfy the average crowd
with "The Man Who Saw Tomorrow" and if Meighan
has a strong following in your neighborhood, it will
be a safe enough bet. Unless you know they want
serious stuff and object to such highly fictitious material as that contained in this, you need not worry much
about not pleasing them.
It might get a lot of attention if you use this angle

of exploitation. Tell them that "The Man Who Saw
Tomorrow" solves the question of "Which girl should
I marry." Use catchlines such as "Are you in doubt
as to which girl you should marry? See 'The Man
Who Saw Tomorrow' at the blank theater and find
the solution to your difficulty." Stills in the lobby,
the star's name, and some of those in the cast will also
be good exploitation.
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For TWO YEARS George Beban and his splendid company
have played in the biggest motion picture theatres of the country
with an unparallelled attraction combining the art and appeal of
the spoken drama with the spirit and action of the motion
picture, to overwhelming business for all the nation's great first
run showmen whose portraits are shown on this page.
Eight weeks for Marcus Loew; two weeks for Finkelstein and
Ruben; four weeks for Balaban and Katz; two weeks this season
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The great exhibitors pictured on these pages
have given George Beban combined time aggregating 45 weeks of his personal portrayal of
the greatest human scene ever enacted on any
stage in America. The act and picture combination broke every existing record of Sam
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Katz' great Chicago theatre. It will break
every known record of vour theatre.

THE SIGN
OF THE R
We have only eight open weeks in which to
book this tremendous attraction between now

city to conduct a big advance campaign of
exploitation to hang up a new record for

and September 1, 1923. The record established
by this fine star and his company in conjunction with his picture is without a precedent
in the history of motion pictures. If you act
quickly we will get an advance agent in your

you. You can't book the picture alone in
any territory where Mr. Beban will play a
personal engagement with his company until
after the theatrical engagement has been filled.
Wire us for open dates and price of the attraction.
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Plenty of Thrills in Maciste's Latest
Maciste in
"UNCONQUERED"
State Rights — Aywon Film Corp.
DIRECTOR
Not
AUTHOR
Not
SCENARIO BY
Not
CAMERAMAN
Not
AS A WHOLE

credited
credited
credited
credited

Replete with thrills built around

Maciste's physical powers
STORY
Improbable; creates opportunities
star to demonstrate his strength

for

DIRECTION
Continuity too choppy, probably
due to cutting.
Some big scenes handled well

this sort of thing will undoubtedly be pleased with
this. It is the nearest thing to a serial that a picture
can come and still be a feature, and while Broadway
audiences may not like it, the neighborhood houses
should find it a winner.
The picture, obviously foreign, seems to have been
cut a good deal and the seven reels move very rapidly
indeed. There is a wealth of incident, some of which
could easily have been left out, but which has been
dragged in to give Maciste another chance to show
his strength. The story itself is of little importance
to the star and his tricks which at times are exceed-

Average
Good at times only

ingly good.
A good deal of money seems to have been spent on
the production, but no attempt has been made to give

A marvel of strength.
Not called upon
to display much dramatic ability, but what he
does is all right
EXTERIORS
Adequate

any of the players form or character.
Maciste does everything from lifting automobiles to
pulling down a bungalow. At one point he is tied in
a sack and thrown oflf a cliflf into the sea. But even

INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

this doesn't stop him and he emerges from the sack
with a knife between his teeth.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

•

STAR

OF

STORY

Some very elabroate
Suffices
Prime Minister of

mythical kingdom attempts to oust Princess on
the death of the King, but newspaper man and
athlete friend rescue her after difficulties
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

6,500 feet

Made abroad Maciste's latest vehicle certainly
abounds in thrills. It is full of tricks enabling him
to show his strength to advantage and those who like

The story deals with the princess of a mythical
kingdom whose Prime Minister endeavors to keep her
from returning home, but a newspaper man and his
athlete friend, Maciste, rescue her from situation after
situation. The newspaper man falls in love and eventually marries the Princess, who gives her kingdom
to her uncle, while Maciste marries her friend, the
Countess.

Star and Tricks Should Please
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Use Maciste's name by all means and the fact that
he was the star of "Cabiria" and will be remembered

audiences like character work and story rather than
serial stuff, this will not do.

for his work in it. You can feature the thrills and the
tricks because they are all there.
There is plenty of
excitement which should please the kids, but if your

picttire
mention
will help
^^^ ^^ink
^ " been
has
made itabroad
you tocan
exploitthat
thistheangle,
as
^^^^ ^^^ jjj^^ ^^ ^^^ j^ ^^ ^^.^ ^c^oyxnX, and also because Maciste is called the Italian Douglas Fairbanks.
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Fine Action and Atmosphere In Latest Mix Picture
"TOM

MIX

IN ARABIA"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Lynn Reynolds
AUTHORS
Tom Mix and Lynn Reynolds
SCENARIO BY
Lynn Reynolds
CAMERAMAN
Dan Clark
AS A WHOLE
The usual Tom Mix entertainment; a good live number with some colorful
desert atmosphere
STORY
An appropriate vehicle for the star;
fast moving and vi^ith a lot of action
DIRECTION
Keeps things going and provides
a whirlwind finish
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Works hard in this especially in last reel;
will go big with his admirers
SUPPORT
Claire Adams suitable lead; others
George Hernandez, Norman Selby, Eddie Piel,
Ralph Yearsley and Hector Sarno
EXTERIORS
Nice desert shots
INTERIORS
Fitting
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy, mistaken
for heir to Arabian throne, fights off an army
of Arabs trying to kill him and saves an American girl's life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,400 feet
Tom Mix supplies the customary action and there is
a rather colorful desert atmosphere in his latest release,
"Tom Mix in Arabia." The story is not important
as far as its plot is concerned, with some more or less
familiar situations, but with the star providing plenty
of thrills and action that is fast and mostly continuous,
the picture measures up to the average, if not a little
beyond, for this type of entertainment.
At the outset it looks to be a regulation western

but the locale switches to Arabia where most of the
action takes place. Besides some picturesque shots
that make the film a bit spectacular, there is variation
in the action that makes it a bit different from the
usual Mix offering. Instead of the routine wild and
woolly cowboy stuff, it is shieks and desert tribes that
contribute the action. There are some fine shots of
desert riders and pretty locations. The one used in
the climax, that of a castle at the desert's edge, is first
rate. It is in this sequence that most of the thrills
occur and Mix certainly works hard enough to supply
them in this one reel to make up for the whole feature.
To mention a few of his stunts, there is his escape
from the spot where his captors have buried him to the
neck in sand, followed by his ride to the castle to save
the heroine who the sheik has threatened to force
into marriage with him. Mix makes a spectacular
entrance into the castle, fights an army of Arabs in a
series of leaps and bounds, finally exits with the girl
through a window and reaches the ground by a rope.
Hiere isn't a slow minute in this part of the film
and it provides a whirlwind finish. Mix is likely to
take their breaths away with his speed here.
Lynn Reynolds has done good work in the production end of it and the cast is quite adequate. Claire
Adams is Mix's leading lady. There isn't very much
comedy business but there is action to make up for it.
Story : Ibrahim, heir to an Arabian throne, hires
Billy Evans (Mix) a cowboy, to impersonate him.
Billy is taken to Arabia where he is taken for Ibrahim
and incurs the enmity of Hasson, a cousin, who also
aspires to the throne. Hasson's band kidnaps Billy
and holds him prisoner in the desert. Meanwhile
Billy learns that an American girl he knows, Janice
Terhune, is in the power of Hasson who intends to
marry her. How Billy escapes, overpowers Hasson's
band and rescues the girl completes the story.

Will Certainly Satisfy Them If They're Looking For Action
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is about the best of the star's most recent features and if they want excitement they'll be fully satisfied with "Tom Mix in Arabia." You can promise
action and thrills for this one and feel sure they won't
have occasion to doubt your word. Let them know
that Mix offers a variation of atmosphere and action
in his latest and get his admirers interested by telling

them how the star outwits a sheik
desert tribe.

and

his whole
•

A trailer showing a few of the stunts Mix performs
in the last reel should be all you need to bring them
back when you show the picture. They'll want to see
more of his stunts and there are plenty of them in the
last reel alone.
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Very Weak Material That Gives Rawlinson No Opportunity to Make Good
Herbert Rawlinson in
"ANOTHER MAN'S
Universal

SHOES"

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Jack Conway
Victor Bridges
Arthur Statter
Ben Reynolds
Very unoriginal and too implausible to make a satisfying entertainment
STORY
A peculiar combination of drama and
comedy, neither of which will be taken seriously
DIRECTION
Ordinary; rather helpless anyway
with such material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Adequate in dual role

connection with the assumed identity theme.
wise it is the familiar vendetta business.

Other-

Incidentally this part won't be taken seriously and
the movements of the vendetta band will get laughs
where they are not intended. The players seldom appear to take their work of killing the enemy in earnest
and when they finally do get their man there is little
ado about the murder. It is a highly implausible
story in which a very rich man hires another who
looks very much like him (impossibly so) to take his
place for a certain length of time. The idea is that
the rich man is pursued by a vendetta crowd and he is
in hopes that they will kill his "double" instead of
himself.
The director saw fit to brighten this absurd situation with some comedy touches that are pretty poor.
One bit is where the avenger, believing he is stabbing
the enemy, merely punctures a water bottle the enemy
had substituted in his place. You are expected to

SUPPORT
Fulfill requirements that don't ask
much of them ; Jean De Briac, Barbara Bedford,
Harry Carter and Una Trevlyn
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man sought by
avenging: band hires another to impersonate
him but is finally killed while impersonator
wins the girl avenger
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,700 feet
And again the old impersonation theme comes to the
front in "Another Man's Shoes." Last week it was
"Another Man's Boots," with very much the same idea.
The story doesn't vary from the many others that
have preceded it and again a man assumes the identity
of another with the usual resulting compHcations.
This time they bring in a slightly new situation — that
of a Queen and her band seeking revenge for the

Granger returns unexpectedly and Marcia's men kill
him. It is then that Burton tells Marcia who he really

death of the Queen's father.

is, with the usual ending.

This is new only in its

laugh when the water spurts in the assailant's face.
Herbert Rawlinson is the rich man and the substi
tute. His work is satisfactory except that he forces
smiles continually and there are too many close-ups
that give him a chance to do this. Barbara Bedford
is the leading lady. The double exposures where Rawlinson appears in both characters at once is very badly
done in some shots.
Story : Queen Marcia Salano seeks Stuart Granger
who killed her father. Granger realizes that he is
being hunted so he hires Jack Burton to impersonate
him. When Marcia attacks Burton, but is foiled, she
falls in love with him and is then kept busy keeping
her accomplices from fulfilling the vendetta. The real

*

You Might Chance It If You Know They Are Easily Pleased
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you think there is a possibility of pleasing them
with such a weak picture as this one, you can probably
satisfy them with anything. Rawlinson's latest is the
poorest picture he had made in some time; and it is
due chiefly to the very weak material they have given
him. Picture goers are tired of having the same plots
handed to them time and again. They want original
stuff and they don't care how the producers get it.

It may stand a better chance where they like Rawlinson real well. Don't try to strengthen his following by promises for what he does in this. Barbara
Bedford is well enough known to use her name. Catchlines will let them know the story but you can depend
upon the title to give the gist of it without much
further comment.
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Weak

Story Suffers From IneflScient

John Gilbert in
"THE LOVE GAMBLER"
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
Hubbard
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Joseph Franz
LiUian Bennet-Thompson and Geo.
Jules Furthman
Joe August

A suitable picture for the averAS A WHOLE
age "fan" audience ; slight and unoriginal situations
STORY
The type that is forever putting off the
inevitable happy ending
Fair
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Might do something worth while if they'd
give him a good story
SUPPORT
Adequate; Carmel Myers, lead;
others Bruce Gordon, William Lawrence, James
Gordon, Barbara Tennant
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Hero tames horse
and woman by whistling a tune
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,682 feet
"The Love Gambler" is the sort of story that will
probably be approved by the typical "fan" crowd but
where they are the least bit particular and demand
bright, original stories, this one isn't going to satisfy.
With two authors it would seem that they might have
conceived something more sensible than situations
such as these : a man taming a wild broncho by whistling a tune and compelling a girl who hates him to kiss
him merely by whistling the same tune. Instead of
going over the way it should, this twist is going to

17

Direction

register the wrong way. They'll probably laugh at it
although it isn't intended to be humorous.
Another very brilliant situation is that in which a
dying woman who hero has befriended, begs him to
marry her in order to give her fatherless child a name.
So far so good, but when the doctor says she will recover— then hero is in a tight place. The girl he is
going to marry arrives on the scene. Complications
and then some. There is no other way out. The suddenly acquired wife must die because the little child
has overheard the conversation in which hero tells
his sweetheart he cannot marry her because he has
already sacrificed himself. The idea is quite ridiculous
and two to one they won't take it seriously.
John Gilbert is a pleasing enough hero and displays
a rather likeable personality. He might develop into
a good drawing card if Fox would only secure some
decent stories for him. Such implausible themes as
"Calvert's Valley" and "The Love Gambler" won't get
him very much of a following, at least where it will
count.
Joseph Franz provides a satisfactory production and
the supporting cast is adequate. He might have
handled the twists previously mentioned in better
fashion, at least in a way that would make them not as
conspicuously nonsensical. The photography is of the
usual standard. Gilbert is allowed too many closeups and the director should not have allowed him to
pose so frequently lighting cigarettes, even though
he does it gracefully.
Story : Dick Manners wagers that he will not only
ride Col. McClelland's wild horse but that he will also
kiss his haughty daughter, Jean. Dick accomplishes
both feats and gets a job on the McClelland ranch.
He is ordered off when he declares his love for Jean.
Later Dick marries a woman who is dying, in order
to give her child a name. Jean admires him for it,
forgives him and they are happy — after the other
woman dies.

Star Can Be Exploited But Needs Better Material to Gain a Following
Box Office Analysis fo rthe Exhibitor
There's one angle on this one that will probably
attract a good deal of attention if you try to get them
interested. Let them know about the tune Gilbert
whistles, telling them it is a sure cure for taming either
women or horses. The feature will do well enough in
the second or third class houses but folks patronizing
first runs will hardly accept such a story as this.

You might exploit Gilbert as one of the latest Fox
stars although they'll have to start giving him worth
while stories if they want to sell the pictures on the
strength of his name. With a good strong story he
could probably make a very good showing. The title
can be played up with catchlines and the usual stills
in the lobby and newspaper readers should exploit it
sufficiently.
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Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
a

The Friendly Circle''

>^^ITH additional floor space and increased facilities we are better able to
handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.
The

Barnes Printing Company
INC.

229 West 28th Street

Phone Watkins 1416-17

Short Stuff
Lyman H. Howe's "Hodge Podge" No. 2600— Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic and cartoon combination

"The Haunted
Type of production

This is the first number of a new series released by Educational and made by Lyman H. Howe which is most correctly
titled "Hodge Podge." The reel is a combination of animated
cartoon cutouts doing different things and these are interspersed with scenic shots. A good deal of the material used
is clever and the novelty of the offering is bound to appeal.
The cartoons have been handled in an entirely new manner,
fitting together like jig-saw puzzles. The first subject in the
reel has not been so wisely chosen as an opening. It would
have been better to have it come later in the reel. It deals
with an animated cartoon of a cameraman who tries to photograph a cut-out shot of a waterfall which continually evades
him, turning upside down, etc. Its novelty however is sure
to be liked, and will make a pleasing short reel for almost any
house.

This is one of the funniest Sunshine comedies they've shown
in quite a while because it is new stuff and will get a lot of
laughs, dealing as it does, with the radio craze. It has some
good gags and more weight than the average slap-stick number. The girl's father finds that the "busy" hotel he purchased has been idle so long that the last to register are
"Abraham Lincoln and wife." That's a good laugh and the
weeds growing in the lobby is another good bit that contributes afurther laugh when the negro porter starts cleaning up with a scythe. They get some amusement out of the
radio, including a marriage. Some of the spook stuff is familiar but it furnishes good amusement. It is a first rate tworeel comedy and they'll like it.

"The Romantic
Type of production

Mouse" — Aesop's

Fables — Pathe
1 reel cartoon

This cartoon reel is entertaining as well as amusing and
there is only one fault, if it can be called one. That is, that the
moral quoted at the end of the reel does not apply entirely
to the action and leaves one slightly confused at the finish.
But the animation and the subject matter are altogether very
good and the reel will prove a pleasing addition to any bill.
In this fable Thomas Cat, roller-skating champion, proves a
desperate rival to Milton Mouse in his wooing of Lizzie Mouse,
with such effect that Milton resolves to kill himself. He
jumps off cliffs, lies down on railroad tracks, shoots himself,
but to no avail. However, through his bravery, he finally
wins his love.
Graphic 2543 — Educational
Type of production

1 reel magazine

This number of the Graphic is above the average in interest.
One wonders how the shots of the moonshiners and their still
in full force were obtained, and whether the authorities will
not be able to recognize them. Glimpses of Manhattan at
lunch show interesting types of city dwellers making the most
of the noon hour. Miss Adeline Gerig, America's foremost
woman fencer gives some demonstrations of the art, and the
Ollendorf cartoon which is especially good closes the reel.
"Blue Blood and Red"— Timber Tales— Universal
Type of production
2 reel drama
The opening footage of this series leads one to think that
the pictures have been made under the supervision of some
forestry service dealing as the titles do, with the conservation
of trees, but after this the action moves smoothly up to the
climax of a drama centering around Jim Allen the foreman
of Frazier's lumber camp. A falling tree pins Frazier beneath
it and Jim rescues him, thus antagonizing the superintendent,
Archer. Jim's suspicions of Archer are aroused and Archer
makes his getaway by jumping on a passing train, pursued by
Allen, who overtakes him at the end of the run and in a
thrilling fight on a swaying scaffold captures him. There is
plenty of action, thrills and a bit of a love story to complete
the action.

House" — Sunshine

Comedy — Fox
2 reel comedy

"The Golf Bug"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is another burlesque on golf and Paul Parrott is cast
in the title role. He slaps golf balls around to the damage of
everything and everybody in sight, both on the links and in
his home. The slapstick stuff in which his father is trying
to get in the room where Paul is practising and gets hit innumerably inthe effort is too brutal to be altogether amusing,
though it may get over if your audience likes this sort of
thing. There is a laugh in the stunt which the villain pulls,
putting a hop-toad inside a hollow golf ball which jumps
every time Parrot tries to hit it.

Type

"Choose
Your
of production

Weapons'-^Chrisitie — Educational
2 reel comedy

Bobby Vernon is the star of this two reeler, which is influenced itseems by the craze for the costume picture. Not
to be left out, "Choose Your Weapons" embodies a little bit
of several "big" pictures of the year. There is Fairbanks'
duel on the stairs. Von Stroheim's eye-glass and sneer, and
court costumes from "Knighthood" mixed together with a bit
from McCutcheon's "Graustark." Even the name of the kingdom is "Crowstork." Bobby, of course, is the dashing American who rescues the princess from a distasteful marriage.
He has duels without number and is really funny at times.
The picture is very entertaining and should prove a winner
with most audiences. The dream stunt at the end has been
done before but is funny. Bobby is to be shot when a bugle
blows, but the sound of the bugle wakes him to find he is safe
on shipboard and has dreamed it all.
"Hook Line and Sinker"— Pathe
2 reel comedy
Type of production
Fish of every kind and variety are introduced in Snub
Pollard's latest vehicle, "Hook, Line and Sinker." There is
a free-for-all fishing contest which the man catching the largest
fish will win. While a jury box full of solemn judges sit
waiting with scales and foot-rules, the contestants rush madly
to the dock. Every fisherman is successful except Snub.
Vainly he tries every manner and means, but the fish are
against him, as well as the fishermen. He cannot beg, borrow
or steal one lone fish. In despair he changes his bait to swissr
cheese and catches — a tiny mouse I If your folks like Snub
they will surely like him in this, as it is really funny in spots.

Short Stuff
"Blazes" — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This comedy offering while it may appeal to some audiences
derives its laughs from accidents or other unpleasant happenings such as burning houses, blowing newspapers, soot, falling
soup, etc. It is slapstick unashamedly, and as such, may be
liked by certain audiences. Lige Conley and Jack Lloyd have
the leading roles. The plot, if there is one, is smothered by the
different disasters that occur in quick succession throughout
the picture.
"The Bar Cross War"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
Leo Maloney scores again in this two reeler which contains
a goodly share of action. The outstanding feature of the picture is a corking good bullet fight with sustained action. The
plot deals with the cattleman's aversion to sheep-herders.
of them befriends an exhausted traveller who is mistaken
a herder by some ranchmen. When Maloney becomes
champion against the ranchmen, a desperate fight proves

One
for
his
the

supposed herder to be the rancher's brother.

Type

"Ginger Face" — Century — Universal
of production
2 reel

comedy

Johnny Fox's freckles inspire the title of this two reeler
which is a good clean entertaining comedy with little colored
Sammy lending much to its fun. Johnny is left behind accidentally by his parents. Although he looks like mother's
darling, he has a lot of muscle and Sammy adopts him as
promising pugilistic material. A funny touch is given when
the kids find a sheet hanging out to dry and cut a hole in it
through which Sammy sticks his head, which has a white
spot painted in the middle. The first customer that tries to
hit the target is more than surprised when the ball bounces
back from the darkies head and catching him in the jaw
knocks him out.
"The Solitary Cyclist"— Sherlock Holmes— Educational
Type of production
2 reel drama
Here is another of the Sherlock Holmes stories released
bi-monthly by Educational, with Eille Norwood

in the leading

role. Norwoods' performance is the most enjoyable feature
of the stories, although they in themselves are very good and
sustain the interest all the way through. This one deals with
the adventures of a young governess who is the unknowing heir
to her uncle's money. She is constantly followed by three
men, one of whom, the "solitary cyclist," falls in love with
her. She is accosted on the road and is being forced into a
marriage when the detective and his assistant. Dr. Watson
arrive to rescue her.

Type

"Soldiers of Fortune"— Rialto Prod.— State Rights
of production
1 reel comedy

This is another of the very clever and cute "funny face"
series where the dolls, including the little pickanniny have a
lot of fun. The producers have inserted the Max Fleisher idea
into this one by showing the artists working producing the
scene. The actual picture shows the dolls summoned to
warfare. The pickanniny tries to evade service with his flat
feet and there is some rather funny business showing the
soldiers with the realistic bomb and shell background closing
with one of them being attended by a red-cross nurse which
leads the pickanniny to "lose his head" not only literally but
figuratively. This is the tag line of the show which is very
funny. Should please most any audience. Not riotous but
just good fun and clean.

"Henpecked Harry" — Aesop's Fable — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon comedy
This fable is entirely up to the high average set by this
series, and should not fail to please if your audience likes
them. Harry Dog, though loving his own fireside is finally
forced by Mrs. Dog to hunt a job. Seeing a sign "Brave
men wanted" on the police station, he applies for the position,
and is sent to capture a desperate bandit who has killed many
a good dog. Harry proves an all-around hero in every way
until he is recaptured by Mrs. Dog, proving the moral "No
Man is a hero in his own home."
"A Model
Type of production

Messenger" — Universal
1 reel comedy

Lewis Sargent is again seen as a messenger boy in this
comedy which is sure to please his followers. Sargent has a
personality that gets over no matter what he does, and in this
one reeler he is engaged to a very pretty girl. He buys her
an engagement ring in the ten-cent store and everything is
lovely until he is called upon to deliver a wax model. Thinking he'll fool the boys, he passes them by in his little flivver
with his arm around the model. But Mary sees him and leaving his ring at the office, breaks her engagement. However,
she comes back at night to make up. After some more complications involving another eloping couple, they all go to the
marriage bureau to sit on the steps until it opens. The story
moves along smoothly and while not extremely funny, holds
the attention.
Graphic No. 2545 — Educational
Type of production
1 reel magazine
Opening with a southern society ball showing the popular
dances now in vogue abroad, this number of The Graphic
moves interestingly on to St. Louis, where a traffic officer's
job is analyzed. A very thrilling bit is next inserted showing
a lion and his family in the jungle being disturbed accidentally
by a hunter. The hunter when confronted by the lion decides
not to shoot but the lion will not let him go. After a struggle
which will have them on the edge of their seats the lion is
stabbed to death and then — you find that it wasn't a real
battle at all, but simply done before a camera, and the lion
is a tame one. Scenes drawn in pen and ink by the artist
fade into the actual photographs of the places drawn and complete the issue.
Pathe Review

No, 180

Type of production

1 reel magazine

An interesting feature of this Pathe Review is titled "The
Jungle Fast Mail" and shows how natives dispatch mail in the
heart of Africa both by foot, water and camel back. "Grandpop," the 300 year old tortoise at the New York Zoological
Park is introduced. There is an interesting chemical demonstration showing how heat may be obtained without fire, and
some good scenic shots of mountain lakes.
"The Fresh Kid"— Universal

2 reel comedy
Type of production
is far and
reeler
two
this
in
Johnny Fox who is starred
away the best thing in it. He is the regulation freckled-faced
bad boy only more so, and will surely please. The story
built around him is slight, dealing with his beautiful sister
who is persuaded to elope with a city feller after stealing the
cash from her father's grocery store. Johnny overhears them
and brings them back. He is given plenty of opportunity to
do "smart" tricks and he never misses a chance.
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Loew Adds Another

Business Spotty

Will

'\M. "S. Kent Finds the Outlook Far
From Normal — No Place for
Poor Pictures
S. R. Kent
of T
, Players,
probably one of the bes osted men
in the industry as to business conditions, answering the cjuestion of
what the immediate future prospects
of business are, says :
. "Good 'pictures are goin to do an
increasingly good business Poor attractions are still a drug o.: the market and are worth less than nothing
at the Box Office.
"The man who is making quality
negatives, and the exhibitor who is
running quality "ictures, have nothing to fear, in my opinion, if they
operate their business along conservative lines and strangle extravagance and waste.
"We are not back to normal conditions. Surely none of us are optimistic enough to try and base
future business
on the things that
t happened during the war and the year
^jaftcr. However, the new normal line
of the future will represent a volume
of business from which a fair profit
can be made for both the good exsituations," "denoue"A picture of rare power," "many highly dramatic
hibitor and the good producer.
ment worthy of an O. Henry story" — a few of the praiseworthy passages
"There
are many
spots
in this
of "Shadows" in the Exhibitors' Trade
Blaisdell's review
George
from
Better get in touch with your Al Lichtman exchange. — Advt.
'WBiintry today that are still in deReview.
use
no
is
There
plorable condition.
to kid ourselves that we have enrecovered from our slump, betirely
cause we have not.
"This is no time to go crazy. We
are still facing many serious problems. While business is very good
; in many individual spots, in my
opinion, it is going to take at least
another year, if not two years, to
bring the Mining and Agricultural
sections of the country back to anywhere near normal basis."
Mayer Luncheon
B. Mayer
will
tender
a
lunch to Reginald Barker and John
at the
today
M. Stahl, directors,
Ritz.

/ Louis

Famous in Peoria
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Peoria, 111. — Famous
Players
will
here about Dec.
open an exchange
1. Milton
Hirsch,
formerly
of the
Chicago office, will be the manager.

F. Rogers Back
/W.
ers, of Gold^yyn, diviRog
W. F.
sional sales manager, is just back
from a trip which included Indianapolis, St. Louis. Kansas City and
Omaha. He reports very good

business.

Price 5 Centi

6, 1922

Accounting

Rendering unto Caesar. The things that are Caesar's. Not
trying to be eloquent. But. That is what Will Hays is doing.
Just sent out a letter. To the 700 odd editors. Who gave him
a dinner. Last April. At which time the General. Told what
he had in mind. And now. After six months. He renders his
It's important. It's the
accounting. And it's worth while.
court record. Of achievement. Of doings. He reports to
them. As an executive might. To his Board of Directors. And
after all. That's what the editors are. To this industry. And
it is fitting and proper. That they should know. Just what he
has done. Briefly he sketches the result : the "development of a
and cooperation within the industry."
confidence
spirit ofwork.
new welfare
The educational. Coupling in the Natl. EduThe
cation Asso. And the Federal Commissioner of Education. The
desire for a better type of picture. And then he lists some. To
show in what direction. The effort is being made. It's a good
list. A fine list. A sort of Roll of Honor. Not of producers'
results. But of accomplishment. And he closes. By being
"hopeful" for the future. He should be. Never has it looked
brighter.
(Contiiaacd on Paa* 4}

Have
Bronx
House for Next
Season — Comment
on the
Deal

Marcus Loew has practically completed arrangements with Hy Winik
and others interested in the property
on Burnside Ave. near the Concourse,
in the Bronx, to take over the house.
It will be completed by next season
and will have 2,500 seats.
Commenting on the move, a member of the T. O. C. C. said; "I hope
that this doesn't again demonstrate
that there are too many houses trying to get business. It may be that
in the particular spot where the new
house is going up there is room, but
this is sure — there are far too many
houses in the Bronx now for the
business that is in sight. At all
events this only adds fuel to the idea
that a booking concern is needed;
b'^cause with Loew breaking into another neighborhood those exhibitors
affected will begin to have their
troubles with the Loew
affecting their showings."

booking's

Loew to Cleveland
(Special to THE FTT.M DAILY)
Cleveland,
O. — Marcus
Loew
is
expected
here todav to attend ttip
opening of the new Keith house.
He
will be the sole visiting star.
Bartlett to Famous
Randolph Bartlett will join the
editorial staff at the Famous Plavers
Hollvwood studios leaving about the
middle of the month.
Mundstuk
Buys FTT.M
"Notoriety"
(Special
to THE
DATLYt
Detroit — David
Mimdstuk.
of the
Exclusive Film Co., has bought Will
Nigh's "Notoriety" for Michigan, exclusive of the upper peninsula.
Straw Vote Favors Smith
The first 150,000 ballots in the
straw vote on the New York State
orubernatorial election conducted bv
the M. P. T. O. in connection with
the Globe shows returns of five to
two in favor of Al Smith. These
are the returns from about 200 theaters in New York and Long Island.
F. M. Sanford Arrives
F. M. Sanford president of Sanford Prods., is here from the Coast
bringincr prints of "Dutv First." with
Pete Morrison, and "Three O'clock
in the Morning," a Tweedy comedy.
Sanford reports that both series have
been sold. He will be at the Astor
for a week.
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Flashes

"Robin
Hood"
feathers are being
distributed by Young's hat stores.

"Lorna
Doone"to
wasMaurice
shown Tourneur's
at the N. V.
A. dinner
members of the V. M. P. A.
E. H. Griffith and T. Roy Barnes
have returned from Boston, Washington, Baltimore and other points,
where they secured locations for "The
Go-Getter," now being filmed for
Cosmopolitan.

Incorporations
Indianapolis — Goldwyn Distributing
Corp. Capital, $10,000. W. W
•
Willman, agent.
Albany — Sunrise Comedies, Manhattan— Capital, $20,000. Incorporators, B. Reisner, J. J. Smith, R. Behrman.
Attorney, Burstein & Cohn.
Milwaukee, Wise. — - Cheyenne
Amus. Co., Cheyenne. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, Dr. J. H. Clonway, W. L. Diver, C. K. Watt.

Dover, Del. — Abbey Pictures, Inc.,
Will Hays will be toastmaster at
the fifteenth annual dinner of the Wilmington. Capital, $1,000,000. Attorneys, Corporation Service Co.
Fifth Ave. Asso., on Nov. 14th, at
the Waldorf. He will distribute the
6411
medals and diplomas to owners and
Albany — Irving Productions,
Man
1603. Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
Thursday — Mary
Miles Minter
in architects of the finest Fifth Ave.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
hattan.
Capital,
$20,000.
In--,
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
Wabash Ave.
W.
Hurlburt,
J. E. Shea
structures built or altered during the porators,
Dare."
London Representative — Ernest W. FredFriday
— "The (Thallenge" and "The
and
H.
Orlob.
Attorney,
H.
S
man. The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Hechheimer.
Lavender Bath Lady."
Ave., London, W. 1.
Saturday — Lionel
Barrymore
in
Paris Representative — Le Films, 42 Rue de
Sacred Educational Department
Clichy.
"The Face in the Fog."
year. (.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jentral European Representative — Interna- Lyric — Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-SloEustis. Fla.-^Dr. Edgar J. Banks,
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B oklyn — "T nd Ol e H
n
equipped studios in New York.
in They will specialize in short subjects
Hampto
Stra — Hop
Bro
Stage 80 feet by 60 feet; 25
for the present. The first release
"The "Liuht in the Dark."
feet height.
Standard electrical
will be the new series of Shorty
God.— Not yet determined.
r^ameo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
equipment
including
Sunlight
Hamilton pictures.
Caoitol — Not }'et determined.
Chicago — Jesse L. Lasky has given
Arcs.
Abundance
of
flats,
Pinkenfeld
has
been
connected
Davies
in "When
windows, arches, doorways, etc.
instructions that hereafter any Para- Criterion — Marion
with Vitagraph for the past six years.
Knighthood
Was
in
Flower."
Will rent at a very low figure
mount stars that pass through Chicago must arrange for a personal ap- Lyric — Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
to desirable tenant.
For further information address
pearance at McVickers. This theater
Authors' League Elections
Studio Manager.
Rialto — Not yet determined..
is running Paramount Pictures ex- Rivoli — Not vet determined
Thompson Buchanan, scenario
clusively.
Box 295, G. P. O.,
Hood."
Strand— Mary
Pickford
in "Tess
of writer, was elected an honorary viceNew York, N. Y.
president of the Authors' League of
the Storm Countrv."
W. E. Shallenberger of Arrow
is
America at the eleventh annual meethere.
ing. Other film folk on the Council
for the coming year are Dwight
Massachusetts Referendum
Cleveland. Jeanic Macpherson June
Arthur A. Lee, president of the
'Special to TI.TF FTI.M
n\TI Y1
Est. 1852
Mathis, Frederick Palmer, Eugene
Lee Bradford Corp., has sold to J.
Boston
—
The
referendum
on
cenW.
Presbrey,
Rob
Wagner
and
L. Friedman, president of Celebrated
sorship will be voted on tomorrow.
Frank E. Woods.
Players, a series of one-reel Western
features.

Quotations

STUDIO FOR RENT

Chicago Notes

VAN HORN & SON

J. O. Shaugnassy and R. Wyckoff
have arrived at the Fox Chicago ofifice
where they are installing a new
system in the shipping, poster and
auditing departments.
Hornstein on Tour
Joe Hornstein of the Howells Cine
Equipment Co. and director of sales
of the Automatic Ticket Machine Co.
is touring the larger cities appointing
distributors of the new ticket machine
and tickets made by Automatic and
also securing members for the Asso.
of M. P. Supply Dealers of America.

Theatrical Costumers

Fredc-irk V?n Vranken writina: in the December MOTION
PTCTTTRE MAGAZINE imder the heading "The Romance
of the Art Title," says:

Largest and oldest in America

"There are about 20 rrt title studios in New York.
Among the type who emnhasize the artistry of their
work and who onlv do titline of the very highest type
is the WALLER STUDIOS. They started as photographic experts and have done more than any other
firm to develo-^ the "CAMERA STUDY TITLE." THE
WALLER STUDIOS have achieved a style of lettering which
is bo*-h practical and pleasing to the eye."
Producers who are desirous of having the art titles in their
productions reach the very pinnacle of perfection can attain
their desire by getting in touch with us.

Wire

WritP

Call

Radio

SPECIALISTS
MOTION

in
PICTURE

COSTUMING
7 West

42nd

Street

IMr. Exhibitor: Ask your Film Company

for ^the

"iTHEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
(^ScUu:<iticrncd (Rctu.i£)
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Irving M. Lesser

Loew State Building, New York

Mike Rosenberg
S528 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif,
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FAME
It cost Doug over a million. For "Robin Hood." But the
United has named a cigar after the picture. And you can get
behind one. For seven cents.
DOLLAR DOWN STUFF
His initials are JL. He works for Smart Films, Inc. And
has inaugurated a "dollar sale." To dispose of two old pictures.
Names furnished on request. No free advertising in this column,
But anyway, here's the idea ; He suggests you pay for one.
What
worth for your territory. And he throws in the other.
For oneit'sdollar.
Line forms to the left. Don't crowd. Maybe you'll get
your dollar's worth.
MORE DAMON AND PYTHIAS
Stuff. Last week. Overlooked another pair. Who have
travelled a long way together. And forged far ahead. In this
business. Referring to Carl Laemmle and R. H. "Bob" Cochran.
Of Universal. And those who know. Say this of much longer
duration than the Zukor-Lasky friendship. Referred to last week.
HERE'S THE WAY
It takes a Western showman. To turn the trick. And prove
that it can be done.
All these years there have been rows. Between exhibitors
and producers. As to the length of productions. And they never
get anywhere. The exhibitor wants it short enough. To turn
over as often as possible. The producer — or some of them — have
an idea. That the longer it is the more they can get for it. So
the battle wages.
And probably ever will.
But there is one showman. Who doesn't give a sou markee.
Or anything else. For such ideas. He has his own. Operates
the Acme. Out on Stockton Street. In Frisco. For 14 long
years the Acme has been doing business a la Marks. Out in the
North Beach district of Frisco there are bootleggers. And every
other nationality in the world. The chop suey palace adjoins
the spaghetti joints, and the clamor of the planners. Mingles
discontent
with But
dyspepsia.
It's nothenever
finestminds
collection
of polyglots
in the world.
this makes
to Marks.
Who
still calls for one card and throws in all his chips.
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FILM

FOLK

AND

MERTON

Of the Movies. Remember Merton? Harry Leon Wilson's
film hero? That a lot of producers. Figgered on making. For
pictures? Well, they've done it for the stage. George S. Kaufman. And Marc Connelly. Coming to Broadway soon. Film
But
folk figgered. It wouldn't make a picture. Those who have
seen it. Say it gives an unfaithful idea.
Of studio life.
that means nothing.
If it can make money.
Even got Will
Hays characterized.
In it.
WALTER'S

HUMOR

This is clipped. From Freddy's Film Renter. Of London:
"A film salesman, representing the Vitagraph Company,
waited on Walter Wanger last week, and tried to rent to him
a copy of 'My Wild Irish Rose' ('The Shaughraun') for .the
Rivoli, Whitechapel. Walter, whose sense of humour never
leaves him, said he might possibly make a deal if the title were
changed to 'My Wild Yiddish Roseky.' — 'Town Topics,' September 15, 1922."

BONDS

FOR

BANKERS

Quite an idea. That's the stunt. Back of National Agency
Co.'s. Latest move. To help finance producers. And distributors. Sounds intrikut. But if it works. If anything works.
That will put this business. On a sounder banking. And commercial basis. Let's get on our knees. Even if they creak. And
thank the man. Who worked out the idea. Because they surely
need it.
IMPERTINENCE
What has become. Of the Reichenbach idea. To honor
good films? Suggested to the AMPA.
DANNY.

And honors. For the best picture. Of 1921. Jimmy Quirk's
contest. In "Photoplay." Running a long time. Has closed.
And announcement will be made. In next issue. Now everybody. Take a long breath. And wait. For the announcement.
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READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

(1
m
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Think this is a joke? It can't be done? Is that so. Well,
then; two or three years ago. When Pathe released Frank

J. Clarkson Miller. Of Paramount. Has gone to Bridgeport. For atmosphere. For the Alice Brady picture "The Leopardess." Sticking around the winter quarters. Of the circus.
Perhaps he'll feed the leopards. With the manuscript of the
book. Instead of raw meat. And then get some real realism.
MEDALS

lit

1111
Its

WhenCutsMarks
doesn't
else Runs
to do.theHefirst
buys
five
reeler.
out the
middleknow
threewhat
reels.
and a last.
And lets his patrons have a good time.

Keenan's "The Midnight Stage." Marks bought it in six reels.
And ran the show continuously for three nights. He gave them
two reels each night.
What a showman he would have been. To have run "Foolish Wives.'' When it was in 40 odd reels !
Marks was the first exhibitor in Frisco. To pay in advance.
For his show. Claims that he gets his nickels and dimes. Before they see his show. And thinks it fair enough. That the
exchange should also get their's in advance.
REALISM

m

Number

Twelve

I am sure the members of the Film
Board of Trade of this city will
benefit by this book and enjoy it
immensely.
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
vour ideas.

sPBKl

DAILY
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in;day,

HECEN

EILEEN
PERCY

JEROME,

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ior Rode Through Streets
Snuggle Pups Exploit "Trouble"
Sandusky, O. — George J. Schade of
hmond, Ind. — Manager Frank
nd, of the Marette, mounted a the Schade displayed a cage of
loo clad as a matador and sent snuggle pups in front of his theater
riding through the streets ex- during the run of Jackie Coogan's
"Trouble" and the youngsters of
ig "Blood and Sand."
Sandusk-i^ were asked to pick out
Jackie's favorite. It was a stunt for
n Hood" Students' Contest
cago — For Douglas Fairbanks the kiddies purely but adults took an
interest in watching the boys and
ig in "Robin Hood" at Cohan's girls around the cage. More than 500
, House, two contests were held
tides based on the film. One names were turned in as a result of
the stunt.
larticipated in by the students
irnalism at Northwestern Uni■f, while the other was for school Two Weeks Publicity Drive
Atlanta, Ga. — Manager DeSales
en under IS years. Prize-winrticles were printed in the Post Harrison kept the names of the pictures running at the Howard before
je Journal.
the public for two weeks in succeson Wheels
sion by tie-ups with the street car
ladelphia — The appearance of a company.
rolling on wheels through the
During the run of "Nice People"
Dal streets broadcasted the com- cards were displayed in each car
> the Aldine of "The Prisoner observing that " 'Nice People' move
nda." The castle was built of up in front and shop early to avoid
r board, mounted on an auto
rush hour."
Cutouts from the posters theFollowing
this came the cards for
ng the leading players were dis- "Manslaughter" which was shown
1 in the barred windows. A
during the "No Accident" drive. Each
flag topped off the structure.
street car carried a huge placard reading "Be Careful and Prevent 'MANred Hoops as Ballyhoo
SLAUGHTER.'"
Heralds were distributed
with huge
ding, Pa. — They said it with
hoops during the run of
headlines reading "Beautiful Society
m' Through," at the Capitol Girl Convicted of 'MANan old fashioned surrey was
SLAUGHTER.' _"
a street ballyhoo with a bridal
The extra publicity,
combined with
• riding in it. The wheel hoops heavy billing, attracted much attenims were bordered with roses tion.

Eddy

CjEOR<3ENLCHOIv3

WlWAM

VEiLSH

vines illuminated by multid electric lights, which added
el and effective touch.

A Pretentious Campaign
Winnipeg, Canada — -An unusually
pretentious campaign was carried out
by the Province at remarkably small
rce Coupons" Card
Iceland, O. — A unique card was cost for the run of "The Fighting
)Uted by the Knickerbocker in
An extensive newspaper advertising
ce of the showing of "Divorce Streak."
)ns" reading as follows:
drive preceded the opening and convorce Coupon : Attach this to
tinued throughout the run. Teaser ads
marriage certificate in the hope ran for three days prior to the anou will never need to use it. As
nouncement displays.
baution. take your life mate or
Small envelopes imprinted with
e to the Knickerbocker. Euclid
words: "Are You A Quitter? or Have
l^d, to see Corinne Griffith i.i You Got The Fighting Streak," and"
irce Coupons." This is the containing a card with the legend:
to true happiness."
"They tion.
asked
Tomhe Mix
the samethem
ques-at
See how
answered
1 Children Helped

"Remem-

the Province all next week," were
distributed through a number of local

,.#*
LYDIA

KNOTT

ErWARD

HEARN

Whiast

BUDDIE MB^^INdea

the

title
of the
greatestof
drama
life
screened?
ever "^

L/I/DYD "VHlTlyOGK

rance" Ky. — Manacpr DoUe of grocers, bakeries and shoe stores.
[isville,
Alamo gave "Remembrance"
lid
exploitation
by a "10
name"
worked
with school
children,
aids were distributed to school
en with space for 10 names,
child who had the herald signed
adults with their name, address
elephone number was admitted
special Saturday morning pernce. This not only brought the
e to the attention of the signut increased the theater's mailit.
vindow strip worded "We have
ft you want for Rupert Hughes'
mbrance Week. Buy a gift for
old dad" was placed in the
'w of 200 stores.

More than 10,000 of these were given
out.
Newspaper announcements told
that free passes to see the show would
be found in 200 of the envelopes.
This made the public anxious to get
the envelopes and in order to do so
it was necessary to patronize the retail stores distributing them. By
thus increasing their sales the proprietors were more than willing to
pav the expense of the stunt.
Cards, six by four inches in size,
were hung on door-knobs, automobiles and telephones throughout the
city. They bore this message. "Are
You A Quitter? or Have You Got
The Fighting Streak."

'V^atch for Announcement

JOHN ODSSAR,

"WOLBERT

\-^'^

TOM KENNEDY

DOROTHEA

IT'S

A

TJTlsri-VEiR^SAL. — JBWEU

'

LITTLE

ADS WITH

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

JOS. R. MILES
/
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
-,
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
and Forwarding Clearances

How

to Run a Successful Business

is a vitally important problem.
can help you solve it.

Motion Picture Film

We

Clips

Positive raw film manufactured in It
Ask for samples and prices.

W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

Library Stuff?
Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

" F. \. L. M'. "

FOR

Motion Picture
Hand Coloring

RENT

Private Offices
Film Cutting
and Examining R'
RENT REASONABLE

MECCA

BUILDIN'

1600 BROAWAY

"'oor— Room 804

Phone S4~^'

MR. PRODUCER

Alice Brady in

ASCENDS

Have your Negatives and
First right
Printsway
done the

ART TITLES by
LOUIS MEYER

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

1942-44 Jerome Ave.
KNOW HOW

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

orLETTERIMt
LAYOUT!
ILLUSTRATIOK
AMD

CARTOON

0970— Bingham— 097 1

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

I

For All Purposes

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

ANNA
130 W. 46th St." ""Bryant 5600

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA,
Phone: Madison Square 4430
15 East 2eth St. New York
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

ENLARGEMENTS
of

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

wmB LAUB

Corp.

BIG THOUGHT

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

TIW.^^TH.ST
Ph.Vandeibilf 45 'i

BillPaus'
'ro(

JOHN
DUER
SCOTT
106 WEST
52nd ST.
CIRCLE 7872
NEW YORK, N. Y.

I *
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TR/^ILERy

J -ARE Max mm as ma
/BEQUTIFUL
CARE as THE . BI66EST
PRODUCTIONS
OND /IS

You can obtain FILMACKt
AU
duct ion Trailers on
Features for

Oscar
C.
Buchheister

TINTING FREE
Elaborate Borders!
24 Hour
Servicel
Presentation Trailer* I

PrintecT

P1ioneCiicIe9l83'
Notice our

Art

MARION

Titles

on

Little Ads
BRING

The Art Titles for the Latest

D. W. GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION
"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
WILL

NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"

the

art titles in color for the first
color production
by
TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mass.
In Production
THOMAS

DIXON'S

608 S.WABASH AV
CHICAGO, ILL

DA VIES

'WHEN KNIGHTHOODin WAS IN FLOWER"

Also

tee

"THE

BEAST"

Big Results
IN

The Film Daily

The

Barnes

Printing Co.,
C A

uin

PAone IVatkins 1416 and 1411

Increased Facilities for
Printing Colored Inserts, Hen*
Programs, etc.
" We Never Disappoint

229 West 28th St., New York

I

I

pit

7A& brAdstreet

z^^recochizei^
Authority

o/* FILMDOM
^ol. XXII

No.

37

Price 5 Cent!

Fighting Hard

Rowland's

Against Difficult Conrilm Folk Up
ditions in Referendum Battle
_
in Massachusetts
(Special to THE

FILM

Statement

Talks of First National's Production
and Advertising Plans — Promises
No Radical Changes
Richard A. Rowland issued his

DAILY)

Boston — While
son e interested
leeply in the fight to win out against
the Censorship
referenc'um
are opcimistic over the result of Tuesday's
battle, others, more conservative, de:lare that there is no reason to be
ptimistic.
They
say the battle is
being carried too hard, and that the
"llm folk have the fight of their long
xistence here.
If the proposed cenorship is defeated it will prove surrising to some old timers who have
ad long experience in these battles.
Charles H. Cole, in charge of the
fight although
not a film man,
is
Jnaking
a real showing.
The campaign is exacting in its detail, and if
he workers carry on as they should
he film
folk
will make
a great
ihowing.
Those posted on the situation say
that if the censorship idea wins out
that within a few years there will
be censorship in every New England
State.

first statement yesterday since becoming general manager of Asso.
First National Pictures, succeeding
J. D. Williams. He spoke highly of
Williams ability, promised no radical
changes because of his connection
with the organization and dwelt at
length on the various reports relative
to First National entering production
"on a big scale."
With reference to this Rowland
said:
"It is true that we may produce some pictures in accordance with certain ideas formulated by our directors at the recent meetwill take the direcsuch production
ing, but assisting
directors and independent
tion of
production
to enter
producers
rather
than offorpromise
our company
to build up a

and itself bevast organization and studiosproduction
field.
aome a big competitor in the
"We represent a great many fine theaters
which offer a ready market. We cannot
possibly produce enough pictures to supply
"An
Al
Lichtman
special
that
stands
out
as
artistic
achievement
of
rare
these theaters, which require really big time
T. O. C. C. Meeting Wednesday
excellence" is what Roger Ferri of the Moving Picture World says of
attractions. Our experience has demonstrated
The regular meeting of the T. O.
that the individual producer who devotes his
C. C. will be held on Wednesday this "Shadows." If we said that, you probably wouldn't believe it. You had
entire time and attention to the making of
week, on account of Tuesday being better see your Al Lichtman exchange — Advt.
his pictures, one by one, will turn out a more
artistic product than we could hope to do
election day.
Theaters Join in Potato Sales
in mass production. Therefore the independShow Picture of Ex-Kaiser's Exile
ent producer will always find an outlet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
through our organization for the very good
A
special
showing
of
about
tvvo
A Unique Lunch
reason that our future welfare and his own
Milwaukee
—
Members
of
the
Wisl>^he lunch tendered yesterday at the reels of pictures of the ex-Kaiser in
upon each other. For examare dependent
at Doom was given in the Simple, we have recently contracted with M. C.
consin Exhibitors Ass'n, affiliated
iRitz by Louis B. Mayer to John M. exile plex
rooms
yesterday.
Levee,
president
of The United Studios, for
with
the
M.
P.
T.
O.,
are
aiding
Stahl and Reginald Barker proved
two pictures to be directed by Maurice TourAmong
neur,
the
first
of
will be Crittenden
affair.
a very unique
"Potato Week" by taking cash orders Marriot's novel of which
romance and adventure,
Herb Weil in Town
SchwalO.
Harry
were
present
for
bags
of
potatoes
at
wholesale
those
"The Isle of Dead Ships." Allen Holubar
!be and Richard A. Rowland, of First
will alsoStudios.
do "The
White
Frontier"
at the
Herb Weil, owner of the new Des- rates.
United
Edwin
Carewe
is at present
National; W. W. Atkinson, general
mond and the Family in Port Huron,
completing
a
picture
at
the
Biograph
Studios,
manager of Metro, and James R. Mich., is in town for three or four
the title of which has not been decided upon.
Phil Ryan III
Grainger of Goldwyn, who expressed days, stopping at the Astor.
Sam Rork and Jimmie Young left for the
the
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
over
coast last week with a contract for several
themselves as enthusiastic
Kansas City. Mo. — Phil L. Ryan, James Young Productions. Mr. Young has
product of the Mayer directors, who
"Salome" Contract Signed
still to direct "Trilby," for Richard Walton
include Fred Niblo, in addition to
A contract was signed yesterday vice-president of Capitol Enterprises, Tully, before beginning upon his own series.
has been critically ill the past week Negotiations are under way with several other
those mentioned, and gave the impression that these pictures would be whereby Allied Prods. & Distribs., with pneumonia. According to the directors and producers, and while our comInc.. acquire distribution rights to
pany is interested with these gentlemen, it is
valuable to any releasing organizaissued yesterday by his phy- upon much the same general lines as our
Nazimova's "Salome" as anticipated. report sician,
tion.
his condition has changed for former production affiliations. In a word,
In connection with this it is of mour policy will be to encourage capable diIt is understood that "Salome" will the better.
rectors to improve their production, for there
terest that First National have but open as a $2 show on Broadway
is no doubt of the strong public demand for
one more Stahl release through First about Jan. 1st. Charles Bryant, husbetter
and
more intelligently made pictures.
Loew's Finincial Improvement
band of the star, is conducting the
National, and the Mayer contract
With
the
demand for a constantly improvthen expires. Metro will release the negotiations for a theater.
ing grade of pictures, there has also arisen
In reply to a query from a stockthe
necessity
for some sort of national adverNiblo product. Who will secure the
holder in Loew's, Inc., yesterday's
Sam Sax on Trip
tising and exploitation upon national advercoming Stahl series and the Barker
"Loew's
tising
which
will
prove of real benefit at the
heading
the
Tribune, under
box office. We realize the ditSculty and comSam Sax, sales manager for L. shows improvement" said:
productions has not yet been determined.
"There has been an improvement
of thewith
problem
and are
testing sevLawrence Weber and Bobby North,
eral plexity
methods
the object
of ascertaining
Harry Reichenbach acted as toast- left yesterday on a sales trip through in finances of Loew's, Inc., and it was what kind of advertising to use and how
master and was as witty as usual. the Middle West in the interests of officially stated on Aug. 23, 1922, much money to spend in order to benefit
that the company had wiped out over without creased
burdening the exhibitor with inOthers who spoke were Mayer, Robrentals. After all is said and done,
"Notoriety" and the proert H. Rubin, his attorney, repre- Will Nigh's
of its indebtedness. The national advertising which does no tincrease
$3,000,000
Nigh series. His itinerary income
jected
account for the year ending theater business is a loss and not a gain
sentatives of the press and others. will include Pittsburgh, Chicago,
to the industry. The really good picture
Stahl unfortunately was unable to atAug. 31, 1922, showed profits of will,
to a great extent, sell itself because o£
tend owing to the serious illness of Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Indian-

his mother.

Coast.

apolis and may take him to the West

$2,267,871, compared with $1,800,550
in the preceding year."

word

to mouth

advertising."
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Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks are scheduled to appear Friday
night at the opening of the Children's
theater, Fifth Ave. and lOSth St.
"Between Worlds" is ready for release by Artclass. Katherine Stuart
has been editing and titling it.
Musicians Controversy Foreseen
(Special to THE

Newark

draws

on all

nine"

(Special

Manager

to THE

Robbed

FILM

DAILY)

THE

FILM

INFERNO"

Re-edited and re-titled, new
prints with new advertising
matter. Territorial rights at a
bargain price. Wire for open
territories.

Jawitz Pictures Corporation
New York City

Theaters

of Capitol
Gounod's
a Impressions
lengthy opening
involving *'Faust"
the balletfurnish
corps
and the mixed quartette in nine numbers.
The news and magazine film follows. "Sun
Dance" by the ballet precedes the feature,
"To Have and To Hold," a Fitzmaurice
production. "Lest We Forget," a Prizma
picture showing the burial of the unknown
soldier, follows. An organ solo by Melchiorre Mauro- Cottone closes.

Rialto
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow" with
Thomas Meighan, has moved here from the
Rivoli with its surrounding bill including
"The Merry Wives of Windsor" overture,
Riesenfeld's classical jazz, the film magazine,
"Inkwell"
comedy.
a dance intermezzo
and "Modelling," an

November

7, 1922

0

"The Morals of the Movies"
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia— "The Morals of th.
Movies," by Dr. Ellis P. Ober
holtzer, for six years a member o
the Penn. Board of Censors, is jus
off the press of the Penn. Publishing
Co. The volume contains certair
information which might be of somi
interest to the industry. The ap
pendix, which contains standards
laws and ordinances, might be usefu
in the legal departments of distribut
ing companies.
Phone — Beelcman

9091

Rivoli
"II Guarany," by Gomez, is the overture
followed by the news film and "Song of
India" by a mixed quartette. The feature is
"The Young Rajah" with Rodolph Valencloses. tino. "Felix Wakes Up," a cartoon comedy,

servicb;

«EAL<

At Other Houses
that hold over include the following: "One Exciting Night," Apollo;
"The Town That Forgot God," Astor ;
"Queen of the Moulin Rouge," Cameo ;
"When Knighthood Was in Flower," Criterion; "The Village Blacksmith," 44th St.;
"Robin Hood," Lyric, and "Oliver Twist,"
Strand.

119

Features

Weekly

INSURANCE
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Attendances Forty-Million

(Special to THE

Fulton

DAILY)

London — Weekly attendances at
the picture houses in England aggregate 40,000,000. The number of
people wholly employed in the industry isabout 300,000, while the total
capital invested is listed at forty
million pounds.

St., N.

Y.

EXPERTS

THEATRICAL
PICTURE

LOANS

AND

INDUSTRY

ON

New

Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire Room
705 — WoolTelephone Barclay 7940

Ea

DAILY)

Cleveland, -O.— The
Film
Board
of Trade of Cleveland has filed incorporation paoers at Columbus.
Sunday Show
(Special to THE

Petition

FILM

DAILY)

Alliance, O.— The City Council is
considering a petition for Sunday
moving picture shows sponsored by
Sam Bullock of Cleveland. A committee has been appointed headed by
Councilman Miller.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — The Motion Picture
Producers' Ass'n plans to give an historical pageant and motion picture
exhibition at Exposition Park, Los
Angeles, next June. It will run for
30 days. Daily pageants will be
given. \y. J. Reynolds, secretary of
the association, is in active charge.
M.

P. T.

(Special to THE

^^cUi<>citlcnu:d (RctuAju)

729 Seventh Ave.

DAILY)

Newark — Walter
Jacobs,
manager
of the Court, was robbed of $300 by
two men who escaped in a taxi.

Arkansas

"DANTE'S

FILM

San Francisco — A controversy between theater owners and musicians
is anticipated soon after Jan 1st,
when the present agreement expires.

Plan Historical Pageant

Get them at all Educational Exchanges
new Christie Comedies
inch

"What the Equity players are
doing on the stage, should be done
on the screen," he said.

(Special

Tl^e Co uM"t deWiPner
at kls Wui-st."

"An

Rodolph Valentino was among the
speakers at the third meeting of the
Actors' Equity Players.

(Special to

DAILY)

Hollywood — Rev. Neal Dodd, rector of a Hollywood church, has been
engaged by Warners Bros., to supervise the church scenes in "The Little
Church Around the Corner."
are

Edward Phillips has been engaged
by Cosmopolitan to play a leading
part in "The Nth Commandment."

Trade Board Incorporates

Minister Supervises Filming
(Special to THE

Flashes

Charles Walton has been engaged
to do the casting for "Chronicles of
America," now in production at
Price 5 Cents Whitestone, L. I.
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Little Rock, Ark.— Officers for the
coming year elected at the M. P. T.
O. convention are: W. E. Collins,
Jonesboro, president; H. D. Whorton,
Warren, vice-president; O. C. Hauber,
Pine Bluff, secretary. The legislative
committee is composed of Hauber,
T. W. Sharp and Sidney Nutt, Hot
Springs. Members of the Board of
Directors are Wm. A. May, Little
Rock; W. L. Landers, Batesville; D.
E. Fenton, Harrison; E. C. Robinson,
Fayetteville; S. H. Butler, Russellville; J. A. Collins, Paragould; F. B.
Smith, Stuttgart and G. E. Haven,
Forrest City. Little Rock was selected as place for April 1923 convention.

Dependable^ because every print takes
all the quality that is in the negative
and carries it through to the screen.

ft

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

.
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Heres a Sure-fire Box-office Bet !
THE MOST IMPORTANT

REVIVAL OF THE YEAR!

CARLLAEMMLE
presen-ts
RODOLPH

What a treat !
Beautiful Carmel
Myers at her best !
Rodolph Valentino in one of his
ideal "great lover"
roles that will further endear him to
every movie patron ! Picture the
r o w d s — picture
the profits !

bt
ory by
Story
b'

cx;ar franklin

VM-ENTINO
MYERS
ALL
NIGHT

NEW PRINTS— New titles, cut
and edited in a way that makes
this a far better and bigger attraction than many recent big ones.

It's better than
"The Delicious

CARMEL

Littleyou
Devi
l"—
and
know
what that means!
Packed with wonderful possibilities
— sure-fire from

in a romance of love, youth and adventure —
a splendid Universal Special

ACCESSORIES — Two
NEW
one-sheets, two three-sheets, a
six-sheet and a twenty-four sheet,
all new — all sure to help you make
money.

start to finish.
Booked on sight
by Fox Circuit!

Directed by

PAUL POVELL

NEW SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
BOOK — Brimful of striking news
ads, big, easy-to-put-over exploitation ideas, and reams of good
publicity stories.

See If at l^bur Universal Exchange

fjg^
Coast Brevities
(Special to THB

VUM

Hollywood — Edith Roberts has
been engaged by Jess Robbins to
appear with Edward Everett Horton
in a series of comedy dramas for
Vitagraph, first of which will be
"I Will."
The A. B. Maescher
production,
"The Ripe Tide," is completed.
Louise Fazenda
has been
for a Jack White comedy.

AMERICAN — It was a most industrious
picture, and when it was over all you recalled
was Valentino — which was as it should be.
"To Have and to Hold"— Paramount
TRIBUNE— He (Valentino) is such a
good actor that he never appears to be actCapitol
ing and in his present picture he is aided
TIMES — It's a romantic fancy, flavored
with history, and well done on the screen. and abetted by a director and a title writer
George Fitzmaurice, the director, has not who believe that you may hold the mirror up
failed to give the picture the benefit of the to nature and still get a good movie.
skillful composition and appreciative phoDAILY NEWS— Valentino Post No. 1 of
tography which invariably characterizes his
work.
the Flappers
Legion they
oughtdo to
a wonderful time provided
nothave
try to
keep
WORLD — Taken merely on its own merits track of the story.
and placed alongside the average motion picMORNING TELEGRAPH— It will doubtture being shown along Broadway from week
to week, it merits your patronage and in all
less be a safe prediction that "The Young
probability will thrill you again and again. Rajah," like "The Sheik," will be one of this
If viewed in comparison with such recent star's financial successes. ♦ ♦ ♦ Photographically and from the standpoint of direction,
costume photoplays as "When Knighthood
Was in Flower" and "Robin Hood," it is it cannot approach "Blood and Sand," or
only second or third rate picture play making. some of Rodolph Valentino's lesser successes.
— ^Except when Rodolph Valentino has
HERALD — We have seen very few pic- a SUN
story and direction that holds
tures that were so consistently beautiful in himpowerful
strictly to the mark he is apt to lapse
every respect as this. The optic nerve is into merely
a pretty boy.
never jarred. The settings are well designed
EVE. WORLD— Valentino has the chance
and substantially constructed. Their outlines are soft, as in an impressionistic paint- of his lifetime to do everything heroic and
ing. There is also drama — literal gobs of it.
everything heroic. * * ♦ To the admirers
Not even a Pearl White serial could offer be
of Valentino — and they are legion — "The
more thrills. The story is fairly well known, Young Rajah" will come as a welcome addibut the picture does not rely on the spectation to the year's pictures. But to these
knowledge of the book. It stands on who do not care especially for him (and,
its owntor's
feet.
strange as it may sound, there are some of
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Fitzmaurice this variety) the picture will not especially
never lets the story go under while he shows appeal. "The Young Rajah" cannot be comto "Blood
and Sand," success
but willon probus a pretty picture. He brings the splendid
ablyparedride
to overwhelming
this
settings of the period before us quite natur- screen idol's tidal wave of popularity.
ally, putting no more emphasis on the court
EVE. TELEGRAM— Another interesting
scenes than upon those enacted in the simple
cabin of the pioneer. There is no strain and characterization. ♦ • ♦ One of the most
"Zim boum, boum," to achieve big specta- spectacular made with Valentino as star.
cles. Beauty of setting and composition are
JOURNAL — Valentino, in several picturin every shot, but he gets more out of an
makes aofpsychic
figure.scenes.
• * *
There esque
arecostumes,
a number
decorative
intimate group of courtiers, or half of the esting.
throne room, than by the acreage employed The story is sufficiently unusual to be interin the usual costume drama.

Newspaper

DAILT)

signed

Camera work on the first Leah
Baird production, "When Civilization
Failed," has just been completed.
Hugh Hoffman is preparing "The
Hundredth Chance," v/ritten by Bradley King for Gladys Walton.
H. H. Van Loan is writing the
continuity of "The Drivin' Fool" for
Regent Pictures.
Lois Boyd and Jean Hope, former
members of the Hal Roach organization, have been added to Baby Peggy's company at Century.
Irving Cummings has started casting for "The Last Days of Pompeii,"
his new production for Principal Pictures.
Snitz Edwards and Frank Hayes
have been added to the cast of "A
Dollar
Down"
now in production at
the
United
Studios.
M. C. Levee has engaged Charles
Maigne to adapt "The Isle of Dead
Ships,"
Maurice Tourneur's first for
First National.
Louis Sherwin, scenario writer, has
filed a petition for discharge from
/ bankruptcy.
The court has set Dec.
4th for a hearing in the matter.
"Her Price," the first of a series of
Belasco Prod, has been finished, and
is now being edited and titled. Miriam
Cooper is featured, and Dallas M.
Fitzgerald is the director.
Universal's next production starring Herbert Rawlinson, will be E.
T. Lowe's adaption of George Barr
McCutcheon's "Castle Craneycrow."
Jack Conway will direct. Frank
Berresford has been engaged to adapt
"His Good Name."

Opinions

SUN — It is assured of instant success
nowadays, what with "When Knighthood
Was in Flower" and "Robin Hood" selling
out, thus showing indisputably that the taste
of the movie public is inclining away from
sex and toward tales of buccaneers and bustles. * * * It is thoroughly delightful.
EVE. WORLD— The picture is lavishly
produced, boils over with chivalry and swordplay and there are some realistic sea battles
that bring a thrill every now and then. The
direction is well-nigh perfect and the two
featured players must be credited with getting everything possible out of their parts.
We wondered just why "To Have and To
Hold" wasn't put on for an extended run
at some big Broadway theater.
EVE. TELEGRAM— Here is one of the
most successful and most colorful of the romantic dramas which have found their way
to the screen. Here is thrill and adventure.
» » ♦ -pjjg ggg battle and the blowing up of
the pirate ship is effectively and impressively
done.
JOURNAL — Though scenery effects, costumes and pageants have a certain appeal,
the story is an unpleasant one.
GLOBE— A thrilling picture. * * * It is
good melodrama with some very lavish sets,
depicting life at court and some amazing
photography apparently made at high sea.
MAIL — Almost better than one has a right
to expect. It is a magnificent production
of a dashing
romance.
♦ * • Upon
this picture Paramount
has lavished
its wealth
of
talent and the result is a fine motion picture, one to stir the blood as it vividly portrays the perils and adventures of the days
of long ago. The players are exceptionally
well cast.

Ferdinand Pinney Earle has been
engaged by Selznick to execute art
Young
Rajah"— Paramount—
titles for "One Week of Love." "The
Rivoli
Mayme Kelso has been added to the
TIMES — Can you imagine Valentino an
cast of "A Dollar Down." Edwin Indian Prince and the hero of a college
Sturgis is assisting Victor Heerman crew? Think of the clothes he can wear and
the manners he can assume. Is anything
direct.
First vehicle of Sturgeon-Hubbard
Productions will be "What Is Your
Daughter Doing?" original by Hubbard, with cast including Ralph
Graves, Philo McCullough, Edward
Hearne, Truman Van Dyke, Phillips
Smalley, Patsy Ruth Miller, Dorothy
Wood, Edna Murphy, Christine
Mayo, Zazu Pitts, (jertrude Claire,
Eleanor Hancock and Fontaine La
Rue.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

Tuesday, November

DAILY

lacking — except in the real acting of which
Valentino is capable when he is not used
merely to decorate an incredible tale that
does not save itself by being openly and freely fanciful, but proceeds solemnly as if you
were expected to believe it.
WORLD — It is in every way a magnificent motion picture to look upon. In plot
it zigzags quite freely and seems to go a
long way round to get all the little romantic
moments into it, but it is likely that those
who bubble when they speak this actor's
name will find "The Young Rajah" the thing
they're looking for.
HERALD — It is a thoroughly stupid picment.
ture, enlivened by one, lone dramatic mo-

MAIL — It's a weird, wholly unconvincing
hodgepodge of a picture, and the horrible
truth may as well be told at once to those
of the fair sex whose hearts palpitate at the
very mention of the star's name. There are
times when Rodolph is positively unbeautiful.
Likewise, he has done much better work than
he displays in this effusion.

7, l?j

Open Castro
(Special

to THE

FILM

, »<

DAILV

I

San Francisco — The Castro, sty
2,000 and costing upwards of $3Cp
has been
opened
by the NM

Brothers.
St. Louis Rivoli Opening I"'
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILVl

St. Louis, Mo. — The New Riv!
Sixth Sit. near Olive will be forii
opened Nov. 19, with "The Kenf
Derby." Barney Rosenthal of
versal has invited Will Hays l|
present.

STUDIO FOR RENTl

Twenty minutes from T
Square.
One
of the
b
equipped studios in New Yoii
Stage 80 feet by 60 feet;
feet height. Standard electriil
equipment
including
Sunligj
Arcs.
Abundance
of flai
windows, arches, doorways, e|
Will rent at a very low figv
to desirable tenant.
For fi
ther information address
Studio Manager,
Box 295, G. P. O.,
New York, N. Y.

el,

NEGATIVES BOUGHT \

el

We will purchase negatives If
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP.fc
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C

il

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

iJei

str

Ira

IF

con

Number Thirteen

The Year Book contains a vast
amount of valuable information
which should be in the hands of
everyone connected with the industry.
C. B. Hoy,
Hoy Reporting Service.

Out Jan. 1st— Bigger and Better Than Ever

i
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First Finished
jronicles
of America
Picturizing
American History Under Auspices of Yale University
To Make 100 Subjects
Robert E. MacAlarney, formerly of
mous
Players, and now
producmanager
for The
Chronicles
America
Pictures
Corp.,
said
terday
that
the
first
of
the
ies of 100
subjects,
which
are
ng
filmed
under
the
control
the
council
of publications
of
e University,
had been finished.
is production is titled "Columbus,"
is in four reels.
The
second,
ich refers to the events
of the
J-nestown
Settlement including the
idents of Pocahontas and Captain
hn Rolfe, is now in work at Whitene Landing, and will be in three
Is. The next will deal with the life
the Pilgrim Fathers and following
s the Puritans will be filmed.
'.jEdward L. Hollywood is directing
Jamestown
reels and beginning
th the next subject two directors
-11 work simultaneously.
^Distribution has not been discussed
yet, those interested in the huge
)rk being more interested in proction than in anything else at the
jment.
George
Parmly
Day
is
:sident of the corporation.
Talmadge Party to Leave Nov. 12
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — The Talmadge party will
ve for New York Sunday, arriving
time to spend two weeks with the
atons, before returning to the
last.

Norma
will begin work
early in
cember
on
"Within
the
Law,"
d Constance is to appear soon in
story now being adapted by John
nerson and Anita Loos.

Turning Tables
eal Films Using America as Foreign Countries Were Used During War

Result

Massachusetts
Overwhelmingly
Defeats Proposed Censorship — Legislative Situation in New York
Uncertain — Runyon
Defeated
The elections yesterday were full
of interest to motion picture folk,
especially in New York and Massachusetts. Interest was centered
chiefly in Massachusetts, wh^re for
the first time the people voted upon
the question of whether or not they
desired censorship of pictures.
Locally interest was strong over the
result,
as Gov.
-electof "Al"
Smith inasmuch
had pledged
repeal
the
existing state censorship act.
In Massachusetts the people voted
overwhelmingly against censorship.
This is regarded as a tremendous
victory which will have its effect
wherever the question of censorship
develops. It is a great talking point
and a moral victory for pictures.

Another "Shadows" booster: John S. Sparge of the Exhibitors' Herald
who says: "This is an excellently made picture so filled with heart interest, romance and thrills as to make it a good attraction for any exhibitor."
What more need the wise showmen know? Al Lichtman Corporation is
handling the distribution — Advt.

Squabble On
Von

Herberg Houses Bucking Second Run Exhibitors — Restricting
Showings in Smaller Houses
'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland, Ore. — Conditions remain
practically unchanged in the Portland
tieup between second run houses and
the Jensen & Von Herberg interests,
so far as can be learned. Viewed

from several angles the situation presents itself as follows: Jensen & Von
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Herberg, who operate four first run
London — Those who have watched houses in Portland, placed restrictions
; course of Ideal Films and the ranging from 90 days to six months
thods now being pursued, are be- on features booked l)y their houses
ining to believe that old England and are said to be running slides to
making a bid to do what American the effect that "this picture will not
:ture producers so successfully dePortland this year."
be shown again
loped during the war — that is, The
placing of these restrictions seem
:ure sufficient from the foreign in- to have resulted from the fact that a
me on a production to almost pro- few second run houses took advanle for cost.
tage of their advertising to the extent
They point to the fact that Ideal of listing the same features on their
1ms seems to be developing per- monthly programs in advance of or
ps slowly, but very definitely along simultaneously with the J. & V. runs.
5se lines. They say that a "Bill In some cases it is alleged the small
Divorcement," for which Connie exhibitors even ran slides with the
nney was brought from America
suggestion, "Why pay top prices to
11 bring a very satisfactory sum see this attraction when you can see
^)m Associated Exhibitors, that the
(Continued
on Page 3)
neighborhood
on Pagetheater?"
2)
it at your (.Continued

In New York the election of "Al"
Smith is certain, but returns are incomplete as to the status of the Legislature. If there is a sufficient majority the existing law will be repealed. Those favoring Smith insisted early this morning that the
Legislature would be Democratic,
thus
law. assuring the repeal of the present

In New Jersey the defeat of Runyon for Governor pleased picture folk,
as Runyon has been foremost in the
Herbert Lubin on Trip
censorship fights in the Legislature.
The Hays office had a direct wire
Herbert Lubin is making a trip
to Boston and the referendum returns
through New England in the interests
were very carefully scrutinized.
of "Quincy Adams Sawyer." His
itinerary includes Boston, Lowell,
Rialto Prod. Reorganized
Worcester, Bangor and Portland.
A reorganization has taken place
in Rialto Prod., Inc., with the result
Argue Peekskill Case
that Louis T. Rogers has resigned as
Arguments will be heard today be- President and is no longer connected
fore Justice McAvoy in the Supreme with the organization.
Court in the suit of Peekskill TheaM. D. Fields is the nev/ president
ters Co. asking an injunction order- of Rialto.
Samuel R. Reece, Treasurer and
Inc., the
Co. ing
andLoew's,
various
filmAdvance
men to Amuse.
refrain General Sales Manager, will make
from refusing to supply film to the
a trip through the middle-west.
plaintiff's theater.

Encouraging

Von

Herberg's

Reported

(Special to THE

FILM

Producing

DAILY)

U. S. Employment
Service Reports
General
Industrial
Revival
and
Sound Business Conditions

Ischl, Tyrol — American film production here is hinted at by the lease
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the Tyrol game preserves reported
to have been secured by J. G. Von
Washington — General industrial advancement all over the country toHerberg of Seattle, Wash. The park,
which comprises 30,000 acres and is
gether with an increase in employment are noted in the October report
very picturesque, belonged to the
of the U. S. Employment Service,
late Emperor Francis Joseph.
just made public here.
At the offices of First National, of
ly every state the situaIn tionpractical
is reported as encouraging with
which Von Herberg is a member of
revival which has its
the Board of Directors, it was said general industrial
on in sound conditions in the
that while Von Herberg is abroad foundati
basic industries.
nothing further was known.
(Continued
on Page 2)
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No Quotations
Yesterday,
being
a holiday,
Stock Exchange was closed.

Exhibitors claim that these instances were isolated, in fact confined
to but three cases, and that the first
run exhibitor had but to complain to
the exchange to prevent a repetition
of the offense; and that such conduct
was not endorsed by them as a body.
On the other hand, some of the
independents claim that as Jensen &
Von Herberg cannot possibly assimilate the entire season's product, there
is high class service aplenty to be
had by the exhibitor apart from the
features in question.
There are 49 second run houses in
Portland, ranging from three to six
changes a week. Where the four J.
& V. houses can only show 208
changes a year on a weekly basis, one
exhibitor on a six-change policy uses
312 changes.
It is understood that Jensen & Von
Herberg have lately reduced the restriction to 60 days, which will apply
to all houses but three specified by
them. A number of exchanges have
refused to participate in the controversy, booking service as usual in
Portland.
Goldwyn
(Special

Edith Roberts in "Backbone"
Edith Roberts will arrive from the
Coast on Friday to play the leading
role in "Backbone" for Distinctive
Pictures.
Research Department Opened
The Film Mutual Benefit Bureau
has opened a research department for
use by producers. Elizabeth Perkins,
secretary, is in charge.

(Continued

in Northwest

to THE

FILM

DAILY?

Seattle — Jensen & Von Herberg are
playing Goldwyn this week in several houses here and Portland. "Remembrance" and "The Sin Flood"
are at the Coliseum and Liberty.
Frank Lloyd Coming

from

Page

1)
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FILM

1339-51

Art Titles by
Louis Meyer
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251 W. 19th St.
Watkins 7620-7461

Rochefort."

- CHICAG^^Hn

Twenty minutes from Times
Square.
One
of
the
best
equipped studios in New York.
Stage 80 feet by 60 feet; 25
feet height.
Standard electrical
equipment
including
Sunlight
Arcs.
Abundance
of
flats,
windows, arches, doorways, etc.
Will rent at a very low figure
to desirable tenant.
For further information address
Studio Manager,

DAILY)

Montreal — Europa Films, Ltd., has
assigned for the benefit of creditors.
This company was organized about
a year ago to handle the distribution
in Canada of a number of European
productions. It recently announced
a list of 15 pictures that had been

Ml
llCtti

lit

Ik

Box 295, G. P. O.,
New York, N. Y.

(inn
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Est. 1852
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VAN HORN & SON

,gei

Theatrical Costumers

In;

Largest and oldest in America
SPECIALISTS
in

Coast Brevities

ALICE BRADY in
"Anna Ascends"

PARKWAY

STUDIO FOR RENT

secured, as follows: "Chantelouve,"
"Rose of Nice," "Red Pin." "Garden
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
. Hollywood — Frank Lloyd will of Atonement," "The Night of September 11th," "A Narrow Escape,"
leave for New York to meet the Taliliadge party on their return from "Irene," "Duke of Reichstadt,"
Europe about Nov. 27. Lloyd ex- "Sealed Lips," "Parvenue," "The
Education Week Trailers
pects to film scenes for "Within the Phantom Ship," "The Dream," "The
•Quest of the Absolute," "Columba,"
After a series of conferences be- Law" with Norma Talmadge
the "The Girl with the Millions," and
tween Will Hays and John J. Tigert, Tombs and at Auburn prison.at The
federal commissioner of education, it party will then journey West and the "Determination."
has been decided that trailers at- major portion of the feature will be
tached to news reels would be a good filmed at the United Studios.
way for the screen to boost American
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Education Week, Dec. 3-9. The sugHollywood
— Century has signed
New
Chaplin
Shown
gestion will be passed on to the
Buddy Messenger, who appeared in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
editors of the various news films.
"Shadows," for a series of comedies.
Los Angeles — Charlie Chaplin's Julius Stern, Century president, has
new
comedy
was
shown
here
at
an
To Film "The Deerslayer"
arrived with David Bader, west coast
unannounced pre-view. It is called director of publicity. Conrad Birk
(Special' to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood
—
Pyramid
Pictures, "The Pilgrini." Chaplin pfeys an es- has been added to gag writing staff;
caped convict who disguises himself
formerly with Harold Lloyd in simInc., will film J. Fenimore Cooper's as a clergyman.
ilar capacity. Gus Leonard has been
"The
Deerslayer."
Ray
Smallwood
will direct.
I At First National offices it was said cast for "The Senorita," starring
Baby Peggy. Fred Spencer has
that prints of the new Chaplin have
Pyramid also announces the pur- not yet been received. No statement been added to the cast of "Farmerettes," directed by Al Herman.
chase of Bertha M. Clay's "Wife in was forthcoming as to the length of
Name Only," to be filmed in the the picture or the release date.
East.
Hobart Bosworth will appear in

It is said that de Roche is of much
the same type as Valentino. He will
first be filmed 'n "The Law of the
Lawless," to be made at the Long
Island City studios with Dorothy
Dalton.
Famous Players executives first
noticed de Roche when he was seen
in "Spanish Jade." At that time he
was programmed as "Charles de

Developing and Printing |

DIVERSEY

East

Famous Gets French Actor
Charles de Roche, a French actor,
will arrive on the France, due Saturday, to take the role in "A Spanish
Cavalier," which Famous Players had
originally
allotted to Rodolph Valentino.

tedi

HADE TO ORDER
Commercial

Europa Assigns
to THE

8, 1911

later.

Goldwyn Dance
Goldwyn employees are preparing
for an elaborate dance and entertainment at the Astor roof on Friday
evening, Dec. 15th. The Committee
on arrangements is headed by Ruth
Alston. Committee members are
Frank Rohrenbeck, Maurice Adler,
Emile Montemurro, Max Kusel, Mae
Lewis, Claire Wolin, Fanny April,
Charlotte Moore and Hazel Poppe.
The formation of a Goldwyn club is

(Special

November

Tri-Art New Series
Tri-Art Prods., Inc., announc]
The Doctor" as the first of a Ui
series of two-reel pictures based
famous paintings. It will be produci
by Tilford Cinema Studios. Rele«|
ing arrangements will be announC|[

Employment is increasing in 12 out
of the 14 major industrial groups, especially in the building industry,
which has contributed largely to the
betterment of employment conditions.
Reports filed by 65 cities show that
employment is increasing in 56 cities
and decreasing in only eight cities
one city, Columbus, O., maintaining
an even balance.
The eight cities reporting employment decreases are Toledo and Dayton, O., Indianapolis, Louisville, Perth
Amboy, Fall River, Peoria, 111., and
San Francisco.
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Warner Bros, production, "The Little
Church Around the Corner."
It has been reported in film circles
here that Irvin Willat recently directed two scenes simultaneously with
the aid of a mirror.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
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Turning Tables

^atkeN ew5
No.
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SH
FREE
STATE
TROOPS
CELEATE
NEW
CONSTITUTION— Scenes
n Gormanstown,
Ireland.
EST
FIRES
THREATEN- LOS
ANES
SUBURBS — Flames
sweep
over
0 acres in Santa Monica Canyon.

I»L-TANATE
ENDED— Decree
of Turkish
Hional
puts war
the still
"Ex" rages
on anf rulerAssembly
; ^meanwhile
in
ace.
er news from Germany; Washington;
ton; San Francisco; Norfolk, Va. ;
irmo, Sicily; Wellesley,
Mass. etc. etc.
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ONE-REEL

FEATURE
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from
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Tom Terriss specials are expected to
do the same thing, and to maintain
the program, (for the time being)
the feature which Charles Hutchinson will make for Ideal, will be
offered to America, as it is confidently expected that there will be
little difficulty in arranging a satisfactory sale.
Those who remember the situation
during the Great War, say that
American producers were at that time
assured of from 35 to SO per cent of
negative costs from the foreign market alone, and in many instances, a
great deal more than 50 per cent of
the negative cost was realized.

New

Theaters

Kansas
City, Mo. — Arthur
son has opened the Hickory.

Robin-

Schenectady, N. Y.— The new State
will open about Dec. 1.

Goldwyn
Pictures
that are now playing in
leading theatres

ertMBHug
NC'E
RupME
RAhes
RE

Middleburg, N. Y.— E. J. Sullivan
will open a new theater soon.

John Barrymore in
SHERLOCK HOLMES

'algary — Joe Hunter is now manng the Fox exchange here, while
Drge Kohn has been appointed
nager of Goldwyn.

Lockport, N. Y.— Lock City Theaters Inc. will erect a $150,000 house
at East Ave. and Elm St.

THE SIN FLOOD

Vinnipeg — Leslie Lamb,
formerly
the Osborne, is now with Regal
ms, Ltd.
Perry Wishart is with
Universal exchange.

San Anselmo, Cal. — A community
theater is being erected to cost $90,000.

^

mong

Exchangemen

Burnaby, B. C. — Percy, Deacon &
Weedon of Vancouver have been
Detroit — Jesse Weil, exploiteer, has
in transferred here by F. B. O., granted a permit to build a $10,000
theater here.
'
m Buffalo.
Uniontown, Pa. — The State, seating
A'^ashington
Baltimore— Simon
ofifice, Feldstein,
is managingof 2,000, has been formally opened by
derated Films until a successor is the State Amuse. Co. also controlling
the Imp and the Penn.
nd to Ed McShane resigned.
Juflfalo — Charles
Husband,
formy with Niagara, is now with Nut.
New

Invention Important

(Special to THE

FILM

Indianapolis — A new theater, to
seat over 1,200, and an office building, will be built by Gustav Schmidt
on Fairfield and College Aves., to
cost $150,000.

DAILY)

ondon — The "Cutausrape," a new
ention for joining "breaks" in
1 has just been introduced by a
itish film accessory firm. The
|v invention is expected to double
life of the film and insure perfect
:ning.

J. M. Schine Adds
(Special to THE

FILM

One
DAILY)

Carthage, N. Y. — J. M. Schine has
bought the Colligan. He now is
said to control the theater situation in
Gloversville, Norwich and Oswego
and operates houses in Oneonta and
Carthage.

Situation Hectic in Troy

(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Troy, N. Y. — The theater situation
e presents several widely varying
ects, the most optimistic of which
the construction of the new Troy,
: to open about Jan. \.
The Troy is a $400,000 house, of
Strand chain. It will be one of
most modern houses in the State,
nen the Troy opens there will be
i houses within four blocks with
total seating capacity of 5,350 as
lows: the Troy, 1,600; the Linn, 1,000; the Griswold, 1,350 and
American and Strand, 700 each,
n addition there are three houses
rent, the Majestic, the Empire
1
Keith's. Including Rand's,
ich burned down, they have a seatcapacity of about 2,000.
ileanwhile theater owners and
nagers are complaining that busis is not as good as it was a year

Firm to Terminate
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Rochester — The C. B. Keith
Amuse. Co. will terminate its affairs
shortly, according to John H. Fennyvessy, manager of the Family, on
account of the recent deaths of two
members of the firm. House employees may continue its operation.

While In Chicago
In passing through Chicago,
visit Irving Mack, our representative there. He will be
found at 802 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
a file of THE FILM DAILY
for your use. Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

starring
Helene
Chadwick,
James
Kirkwood, Richard Dix, Ralph Lewis.

Coming!
Marshall Neilan's Own Production ~
"THE STRANGER'S BANQUET"
BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN
with Helene Chadwick, Claire Windsor,
Kerry.
Mae Busch, Pat O'Malley and Norman

HUNGRY

HEARTS

a picture with a heart-throb in every reel.

A BUND

BARGAIN
with Lon Chaney

BROKEN

CHAINS

The Big Prize Winning Action Story

Maurice Tourneur's production of Hall Caine's

THE CHRISTIAN
—

—

and "BEN HUR"

THE ■

ei^

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
"Remembrance" by Radio
Toledo, O. — Eddie Carrier, Goldwyn exploiteer, broadcasted a speech
on "Remembrance" by radio when
that feature played at the Pantheon.
At the close of his talk. "When You
and
sung. I Were Young, Maggie" was
Stage Storm Stimt
Peoria, 111. — Manager R. C. McMullen, of Ascher's Palace, put a
kick into his prologue for "The Old
Homestead"
by staging
a storm
which culminated
in a heavy
tree
crashing through the roof of a frame
house built on the stage.
Kindly Act Week
Distinctive Pictures, Inc., kept
"Kindly Act Week" when "The Man
Who Played God," with George Arliss was shown in the Keith, Proctor,
and Moss theaters in the New York
territory. The company distributed
$1,000 to patrons who reported the
kindliest acts taking place within one
mile of the respective theaters during the run of the picture.
Date With Kewpie Doll
Sandsuky, O. — George Schade
struck a new note in the idea of
sending post cards to natrons from
an unknown lady saying that she
would meet them at "The Crossroads
of New York" in front of the Schade.
He printed a picture of the sender
with abundant black hair and sharp
eyes on the cards. When the patrons reached the theater they found
a kewpie doll in a glass case before
the theater. There was no mistaking the hair and eyes that had been
on the post card.
Fire Department Aids
Utica, N. Y.— When "In the Name
of the Law played at the Alhambra,
Jesse Weil, F. B. O. exploiteer, arranged a demonstration in front of
the theater by the fire department
showing rescue work and wallscaling. The apparatus carried a
banner reading "In the name of the
law make every day a fire prevention day." Another banner read
"Watch for the big fire picture 'The
Third Alarm.' " The stunt earned
front page publicity in the local
newspapers.
Fathers' Tag Day
San Francisco — Fathers' tag day
was observed for the run of "Remembrance," at the California. The
manager and W. A. Burke, Goldwyn
exploiteer, bought 3,000 carnations,
at an expense of $15, which were
distributed by the 20 girl ushers in
Market St. Attached to each flower
was a tag reading: "Fathers' week
at the California." On the other
side of the tags read. " 'Remembrance,' a story of Father — the best
old scout in the world." The stunt
was tied up with displays by florists
and street flower vendors.

mk
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Canadian Censor Standards
Managerial
Change
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Luling, Tex. — Henry G. Stein wl
Vancouver — It is expected that at
London — Olympia has been chosen
as the place for the International the next meeting of the Provincial manage A. D. Baker's new theater, j
Cinema Exposition to be held from Censor Boards of Canada, a standGrandbury,
Tex. — The Strand
ard set of rules will be adopted for
July 17 to August 4, 1923.
use throughout the Dominion. At the new name for the Princess, Ja
Theater Firms Consolidate
present, the varying Censor Boards Keith is the house manager.
have their individual standards.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas, Tex. — The Hope has be<
Scranton,
Pa. — A deal in which
Stock Increase
re-opened as the Melba.
the entire Miles theater interests will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
be taken over by the Comerford
Columbia, N. C. — A. P. Roberts
Amus. Co., has just been closed.
St. Louis, Mo. — The Aubert Photoplay Co., which is erecting the New managing the Imperial relieving - tall
Aubert, has increased its capital stock W. Irwin, who is ill.
To Open Nov. 30
from $30,000 to $50,000. A statement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the company has assets of $45,Schenectady — The State will open shows
St. Louis, Mo. — I. Goldstein h
000 and liabilities of $5,000.
bought the Wilson from W. Kra^
Nov.
with house
"Grandma's
Boy."
It
is a30th,
$400,000
of the Strand
czyh and A. Brclaski.
Take Over Del Ruth Studios
chain. Albany film men will attend
in a body.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris, 111. — O. L. Jarodski of Da
Long Beach, Cal. — The Hampton ville has bought the Court from , ;o
Kiser Studios Formed
Del Ruth studios, formerly the Balboa Kernns.
studios, have been taken over by a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland, Ore. — Kiser Studios, Inc., syndicate of Eastern capitalists headed
Kansas City, Mo. — Louis Cohe
formerly of the Bridge, is now ma
capitalized at $100,000, has opened a by R. S. duction
Baddely
of
New
York.
Prowill continue under Del Ruth.
producing studio here. Fred H.
Four feature and 12 two-reel comedies aging the Majestic.
Kiser is president and general man- are planned.
ager. Other executives are: F. M.
Timpson, Tex. — The Victory The Ifte
ter Co. of San Augustine has boug
Byam, business manager; John V.
Indiana
Censor
Fight
the Timpson. M. K. Moore w
Bennes, art director; Richard J.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Grace, technical director; G. M.
manage the house.
Indianapolis — More than 100 exhiVinton, sales director; Broderick
bitors
and
exchange
men
met
here
at
St. Louis, Mo. — Bromely & Beck
O'Farrell, director; T. J. Fenton,
head camera man; Chas. Ammans, the Hotel Severin at the call of F. C. will shortly re-open the Chippewa
Wai
scenic and art director; Lewis L. Dailey, secretary of the Anti-Blue
Kansas City, Mo. — George J. En (llCi
Kiser, chief electrician, and Fred Law League, for a concerted fight on ler is now operating the New Libert
restrictive legislation.
Bauer, master carpenter.
Plans were made for action when
Toronto, Can. — S. R. Scoot, late III I
the
State legislature convenes in Jan- the Orpheum, Moosejaw, is now ma;
New Chicago Firms
uary to defeat censorship legislation,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Allen's Danforth succeeding
revision of the Sunday laws and to aging
Whitman who goes to Famous Pla
Chicago — Wm. Lemle, John P. furnish opposition to music taxes.
ers Film Service.
Barrett and M. Schear have formed
the Lemle Barrett Co., incorporated
to operate picture theaters. Offices
are at 6219 So. Halstead St.
British Cinema Exposition

(Special to THE

The Automatic
So. Dearborn St.,
by Roy Coleman,
Jos. Britak to deal
films.

FILM

DAILY)

Projector Co., 38
has been formed
Guy Barrett and
in equipment and

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

The National Film & Export Co.,
736 So. Wabash Ave., has been
organized by John M. Mayer, Frank
N. Rubowits and L. Wexler to
handle films and accessories.
The California Theaters Corp., of
Chicago, has been capitalized at
$50,000 by John Longley, Jas. A. Sell
and Benj. Kaufmann.

Detroit Notes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit— The F. I. L. M. Club will
move their headquarters to the Film
Bldg. sometime this month.
Richard E. Brown has taken charge
of the Exploitation Dept., at the
First Nat'l Exchange.
Dave Mundstuk, of the Exclusive
Film Exchange has appointed S. D.
Pelzman head of the Sales Dept.
Eddie Burke, formerly traveling
auditor
for Exchange.
First Nat'l, has joined
the Warner
Announcement has been made by
Maurice Caplan, head of the Metropolitan M. P. Co., that his organizations. tion had bought out Nelson Produc-

Number Fourteen

I cannot find anything that you
have left out of the Year Book, so
it must be good.
R. H. Cochrane
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
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Schulberg

Hays' Statement

ounces Purchase of Sufficient Matrial for One Picture a Month
Schedule

Says Industry Accepts Responsibility
Developing From
ResultMassachusetts

(Special to THE

Will H. Hays issued the following
statement yesterday, regarding the
vote on motion picture censorship in
Massachusetts:
"Censorship of motion pictures has
been defeated in Massachusetts in a
direct vote of the people by a majority of three hundred and forty
thousand. This overwhelming vote
against censorship is a splendid re- .
sponse to the appeal of the Press and
citizens of that state that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts stand
against this undue political aggression.
Just as certainly is it a definite and
unmistakable challenge to the motion
picture industr to carry out its program for its own continual improvement in the full discharge of its duty
to the public. This responsibility is
accepted by the industry in the spirit
of highest service, and it will, in
grateful earnestness, fully discharge

FILM

DAILY)

ollywood — Production plans for
Schulberg's Preferred Pictures,
have been completed by the
tisition of enough screen material
he release of one feature a month
ugh Al Lichtman Corp.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Warners Plan 18 Features
n his return from the coast torow after a three weeks trip,
ry M. Warner of Warner Bros,
announce details of plans which
for the production of 18 specials
ig the coming year.
Sunday

Shows

iCSpecial lo THK

Win

FILM

Out

DAILY)

;w Rochelle — One of the
voted on here at Tuesday's
was the question of Sunday
of theaters which won out
! majority.

measelecopenby a

,obn Strauss' 'Salome' Completed
le Malcolm Strauss production of
ame" has just been completed at
Biograph studios. Strauss had
je of the production and in the
are Diane Allen, Vincent Coleand Christine Winthrop.
M Smith T. O. C. C. Guest
iv.-elect Alfred E. Smith has acid the invitation to be a guest of
r at the T. O. C. C. third annual
on Dec. 2.
L. Rothapfel will supervise and
t the entertainment. He will
;nt a surprise immediately after
(lidnight supper.
Special

Casey

to THE

on

Result

FILM

DAILY)

Danny, in this very paper, speaking of "Shadows," says it is "an artistic
production with a splendid cast," and that the story "has tremendous
theme." Heed his words and get in touch with yoiu- Al Lichtman exchange.— Advt.

A Great Day
Tuesday was probably the most eventful day in the entire
history of motion pictures.
Not only was a proposed censorship in Massachusetts overwhelmingly defeated, but Runyon, the Gubernatorial candidate
in New Jersey who favored censorship, was defeated. In New
York the party that espoused censorship was given the worst
defeat in history, and Alfred E. Smith, whose platform favors
a repeal of the existing censorship, was elected Governor. It is
to be hoped that Governor Smith carries with him into office a
sufficient majority in the Legislature to repeal the present act.

ston — Censorship was beaten by
of three to one, John M. Casey
of Licensing Division says:
overwhelming plurality means
r opinion the death knell of state
1 of censorship in the United
s and as usual Massachusetts
But just as Will Hays says in his statement, found elsethe way in stifling legislation
where, the result in Massachusetts carries a challenge to this
means the curtailing of liberty
free speech whether printed or
industry; a challenge as direct as it is formidable — that pictures
ned."
shall be kept clean. And to General Hays' expression may be
(le Legislature and Censorship
added this : they must be. For the voice of Massachusetts is but
though Gov. elect Smith of New
i is pledged to repeal the censorthe voice of all of the people of this country. They don't want
ict, this can only be done through
censorship. But they do want — and must have — good, clean
;jslative act. The latest returns
rday indicated that while the
DANNY.
pictures.
ocrats will control the Senate by
'
J.
D.
Williams
New
Offices
McCormick Resigns
te, the Republicans will have a
J.
D.
Williams
has
taken
executive
rity of 12 in the Assembly.
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
offices in the Straus Bldg., Fifth Ave.
ose who are close to the political
and 46th St., which he will occupy
!r)rship situation, say that in all
Chicago— S. Barrett McCormick re- Dec. 1st. Until then he can be found
it'hood, the Governor will be able
signed yesterday as manager of the
at 90S West End Ave.
cure the necessary legislation.
new McVicker.

I

Cohen's Comment

this duty."

Says the Defeat of Censorship is a
Triumph for Americanism
Sidney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. C,
who has been very active in the fight
for Smith, said:
"The defeat of motion picture censorship in Massachusetts at the hands
of the voters in that state Tuesday
is a triumph for Americanism and
the inherent right of free speech and
free expression. Thinking Americans everywhere regard the censorship of the screen with mingled feelings of suspicion and disgust. They
know that it threatens the freedom
of speech and the freedom of the
Press, so inseparably associated with
the founding and development of our
Republic.
know
that visualized
the Motion PictureThey
Screen
is the
development
of
(Continued

— -The
on thePage Press
2)

Nothing to Say
Attitude of State Censor Commission
on Tuesday's Election Result
It was practically impossible to obtain a statement from the State Motion Picture Commission yesterday
as to the result of Tuesday's election.
Joseph A. Levenson, of the Commission, apparently the only member
of the (Commission on hand, after declaring he was very busy and had
a number of people to see, said:
"I don't care to express any
opinion. I have been in politics a
long time and it is a see-saw game.
We are up one year and down the

THE

s5B^

DAILV

11 For

Cohen's
Comment
(Continued from Page 1)

Thursday, November

Schulberg

(Continued from Page 1)
Screen Press of America. They
Two directors are now working at
know that the control of this great the Mayer studio where Schulberg
Vol. XXII No. 39 Thursday, Nov. 9, 1922
Price 5 Cents medium of expression which brings has leased space. Gasnier is finishits visualized messages to millions of
ing "The Hero," with Barbara L,aCopyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, people daily, speaking through the Marr, Gaston Glass and little Frankie
Inc., Pjiblished Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., universal language of the eye, is a
New York,
N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and menace to liberty and opposed to Lee. He will direct "Poor Men's
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
Wives," by Frank Dazey and Agnes
Christine Johnston next. This will
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Jefferson's
immortal
expression
that
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager. a "Free Press is Liberty's Greatest be followed by "Mothers-in-Law,"
also
tion. by the Dazey-Johnston combinaEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under Bulwark."
"The American people will not submit to
a
political
censorship
of
the
press
in
any
the act of March 3, 1879.
Tom Forman is directing "Are
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside of its divisions. They know it invites disaster. The open deliberate action of the You a Failure?" with Madge Bellof Greater New
York
$10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign People of Massachusetts yesterday in deamy, Lloyd Hughes and Tom Santfeating censorship of the motion pictures
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
proves this. This verdict for a free press schi. He will next make "The Girl
Address all communications to THE
FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, and a free screen will have a salutory effect Who
Three
subjects have been
Cameother
Back."
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5SS8. in all parts of the country and will eventually
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago
— Irving Made, 802 S.
WabashEepresentative
Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau. Pragrue
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

"^

East. Kod.
87^
F. P.-L. . . 96
do pf d
G'wyn
...
6H
Griffith
Loews
... im
Triangle
World

Low

Close

85^4
93^

87i^
96
Not
e^A
Not
193/4
Not
Not

6^
19H

Sales

4,600
2,300
quoted
600
quoted
1,100
quoted
quoted

In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice Wagner has
entered judgment for the Andrew J.
Callaghan Prods., for $6,250 due in
a suit against
the Federated
Film
Exchanges of America.
The defendant had agreed last winter to settle
he suit by the payment of $11,000 at
he rate of $1,000 a month, but the
payments
due in July and August
vere not paid, and
therefore
the
^>laintifl has a right under the agreement to enter judgment for the entire
balance.
The
suit arose
over the
films,
"Bonnie
May,"
"The
Midlanders" and "Penny of the Top Hill
Trail."
A default judgment for $1,180 has
been filed in the City Court by the
Republic Laboratories against Matthias Radin.

eliminate censorship everywhere and leave
the screen with its wonderful powers for
public service free and untrammelled in the
service
of the people of Nation, State and
Community.

Massachusetts exhibitors for use in
newspapers of that state.

Prince Studies Pictures
Prince Sascha of Thurn and Taxis,
son of the richest sugar manufacturer
Ginsberg Off for West
in Czecho-Slovakia, left yesterday for
Harry Ginsberg, sales manager of Universal City where he will study
the Al Lichtman Corp., left yester- production. The prince hopes to build
day for a trip to St. Louis, Denver a motion picture city in his native
country.
and other points.
Leon D. Netter, special representative for the company, is in the Middle West.
Against Producers'
"Weeks"
Producers'
"Weeks" were
the subject
of
a
lengthy
discussion
at
yesterMacLean Through Associated
day's T. O. C. C. meeting, (jeneral
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
opinion was that they are bad business for the exhibitor.
Hollywood — Douglas MacLean will
make four big comedy specials during
Next Tuesday's meeting has been
the coming year for distribution by called as a special meeting to insure
Associated Exhibitors by a contract full attendance as several important
signed by Arthur S. Kane, president subjects are coming up for consideraof Associated.
tion including the F. I. L. M. club
The pictures will be made by the correspondence, the uniform contract,
newly formed Douglas MacLean the annual ball and producers' weeks.
Prods. Bogart Rogers is general
Congratulatory telegrams were sent
manager of the company and Lloyd to Gov. -elect Al Smith, Lieut. Gov.Ingraham will be the director. In- elect George R. Lunn, U. S. Senatorgraham and MacLean have already elect Royal S. Copeland and State
been associated in several productions. Senator Jas. J. Walker.
"Unlimited
THE

Facilities for Quality Work"

FOREMOST

(great jaortl)ern
;financeCorporatu
RESOURCES

-

DISCOUNTS
PICTURE

$5,000,0|[ai
&

LOANS

INDUSTRY

EXCLUSIVELY'

WE MAKE
ADVANCES

id

liel
purchased to round out the first year's
on Feature Productic j'
program. They are "A Mansion of
amounts.
We
jn
Aching Hearts," by Harry Von Til- in substantial
zer and Arthur J. Lamb. "My Lady's Finance Positive Prints, Advertisi^del
Lips" and another to be adapted
from a well known book.
Matter, Exploitation, Etc.

"We settscongratulate
People of verdict
Massachuon their soundthe American
on
this question. The Motion Picture Theater
Owners of Massachusetts aided by the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America,
"Bright Shawl" for Barthelmess
with the cooperation of other divisions of
our industry and many freedom loving peoJos. Hergesheimer's new novel
ple and organizations in Massachusetts are "The Bright Shawl" will be filmed
responsible for this great victory for press with Richard Barthelmess as star
and screen freedom, thus insuring the pres- under the direction of John S. Robertervation of popular rights against all menson for Inspiration Pictures. The exacing influences."
teriors will be made in Cuba.
This
statement was forwarded to
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and personal supervision of
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Kessel-Bauman, New York Mot
Keystone, Sales Co., Univei
and Triangle Film CompaJ
Creator of Ince-Kay Bee, Sent
Chaplin-Keystone and other Fafi,
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All Motion
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rights

to

The Face Upon the Floor
or
The Face Upon the Barroom Floor
are fully protected

by the

Richard Kipling Enterprises

ijohn M.MckoIau s

Phones
Hollytvood
63/Sctnd
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Knickerbocker Buildiiu
Broadway at 42nd Street— N. Y
Telephone 2989 Bryant
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Buys New York Rights
Equity's Next
C. R. Seelye, vice-president and
Something
for
Nothing,"
by
liel Carson Goodman is the title general manager of Arrow Exhe next production to be released
changes, Inc., has bought Arrow's
Equity Pictures.
"The Streets of New York" for New
York and Northern New Jersey.
Signs Frankie Lee
rankie Lee, the child actor, has
First Finished
led a long term contract for a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
es of two-reel comedies, for
Los Angeles — The first "Fatty"
)ular Pictures, Inc., to be disKarr comedy, "Weight fo Me," has
uted by East Coast Productions. been
finished and is now being edited
; first will be "Robin Hood, Jr."
and titled. East Coast Prod, are distributing the series.
"InkweU" "Felix"
iner AcquiresSeries
Rialto Buys Three
larold Rodner has secured the
ater New York rights to the new
Rialto Prods, have bought from
es of Max Fleischer's "Out of Arrow for New York and Northern
Inkwell" comedies, and Pat Sul- New Jersey "The Lone Horseman,"
n's "Felix Cat Cartoon" comics "Before the White Man Came" and
"Western Justice."
■n M. J. Winkler.

MAKING IT
ON HIGH!
More gas — so to speak —
or increased capital — and
you can "get there" so
much quicker. Consult
this financial organization
for short or long term
loans. Transactions confidential— quick action.

CHROMOS

TRADING

'Phone Chelsea 8284

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and
L^ayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Biyant 5307

STUDIO FOR RENT
Twenty minutes from Times
Square.
One
of
the
best
equipped studios in New York.
Stage 80 feet by 60 feet; 25
feet height. Standard electrical
equipment
including
Sunlight
Arcs.
Abundance
of
fiats,
windows, arches, doorways, etc.
Will rent at a very low figure
to desirable tenant.
For further information address
Studio Manager.
Box 295, G. P. O.,
New York, N. Y.

NEGATIVESIBOUGHT
We

Zambreno Buys Arrow's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Frank Zambreno, of
Progress Pictures Co., has bought
"The Streets of New York," "Night
Life in Hollywood," "Chain Lightning" and "The Innocent Cheat"
from Arrow for his territory.

CO.

1123 Broadway!
Suite 616

Making
"Black
(Special
to THE
FILMGold"
DAILY)
Long Beach, Cal.— The John P.
Mills Prod., have started work at the
Balboa Studios on "Black Gold," a
story of the oil fields, written by J.
C. Northup. Direction is under Rex
Thorpe and Elmer Dyer is the
cameraman.

will purchase negatives of
new pictures only.

ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
1540 Broadway,
N. Y. C.

To Handle "Novlreels"
Agnes Egan Cobb will handle the
distribution of the series of one reel
"Novlreels" made by Fascination Pictures Inc., in which Harry Douglas
and Lester Bangsberg are interested.
They will be released at the rate of
one a month. They have been produced in different parts of the world.
St. Louis Production Planned
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
St. Louis — The St. Louis Prod. Co.,
of which Leon De La Mothe is production manager, plans to make 12
two-reel Westerns for Canyon Pictures Corp. Later it will finish
"Eyes of Mystery," a serial already
started.
The company is incorporated
for $150,000. Officers are: Aaron
Fineschrieber, president and treasurer;
Louis K. Ansell, secretary; Nathan
Cole Hebert, first vice-president and
Harry L. Rork. second vice-president.
The officers with De La Mothe and
F. J. Fegan make up the board of
directors.

Northwest Notes
Seattle — Kenneth Hodkinson, general manager for United Artists, is in
Seattle. He reports northwest conditions more favorable than on his
previous visit.
Prints of "Doctor Jack" have been
received at the local Pathe exchange.
Release will be on Thanksgiving,
when the latest Lloyd special is expected to prove a bigger winner than
"Grandma's Boy."

CarlLaenunle
presents

CARM£Ii.

MYE^S
^.S-toryby
EDGAR. PRANKUN

Directed' by >
PAUU-iPOVS/ELU,

THE
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^Covered Wagon
is on the Way!
THE progress that has been made on "The Covered
Wagon," now in the process of filming in the
American desert, ninety miles from the railroad, justifies the statement that it will be unlike anything the
screen has ever seen.
No picture has ever been made on a scale of such
magnitude. Three thousand actors, 300 wagons, 600
oxen, 1,000 Indians, hundreds of horses and mules are
a few of the enormous items.
One of the thrills of the picture will be a buffalo hunt.
Five hundred buffaloes are used, this being the only remaining herd in existence.
No such scene can ever be taken again..

^^''^aiBiifJHfc*

Other thrills will be a prairie fire that will cover miles
of territory, and an attack of Indians on the two-mile wagon
train.
James Cruze is producing the picture from the story by
Emerson Hough.

Watch for
further
FACTS
about "The
Covered
It*s a Paramount
Wagon" Picture
ere's a
ThGOLD
MINE
AHEAD/

iTHE

}Aff brAdstreet
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Finance

Magazine Producer

A. H. Gianinni, of the Bank of
[taly Tells of Improvement of
Financial Standing of Industry
r. A. H. Gianinni, vice president
he Bank of Italy, President of the
t River National Bank and chair1 of the Board of the Commercial
st Co., talked interestingly yesterto the A. M. P. A. of how motion
ure financing had developed durthe past 14 years, both in Calilia and the East.
is remarks were very interesting,
told how, during this period, the
istry had developed as a legitimate
king risk, and that while several
rs ago bankers generally frowned
oans to picture folk that today it
entirely different.
He said that
ing the depression
several years
, that it had been noticeable that
one penny of loans made to picfolk had resulted "in the loss of
ickel."
He deplored the exaction
xcessive commissions and bonuses
loans to picture people, and deed that the industry was legiti:e, and that as such it was entitled
full banking
consideration
at
mal banking rates.
Universal Changes Name
he Universal Film Mfg. Co. has
nged its name to Universal Pic:s Corp.
I Florida Film Man Here
I. A. Kelly, vice-president and
eral manager of the Florida West
ist Studios Inc. is in town having
litects' plans drawn for a film city
)e built near Tampa.

Non-Star System

Woman's Home Companion Joins In
Making two-reelers Taken From
its Articles
The Woman's Home Companion
will soon present a series of two-reel
pictures taken from leading articles
appearing in the magazine and dealing chiefly with American home life.
The Aralma Film Co., Inc., is now
producing these films at the Estee
studios. They will be released
through Alexander Film Corp., shortly after the appearance of the basic
stories in the magazine.
Each month, Gertrude B. Lane,
editor of Woman's Home Companion,
will select a leading article as the
theme for the motion picture. The
first release will be "This Wife Business," taken from the article, "What
is Your Market Value, Madame?"
by Alice Ames Winter, president of
the General Federation of Women's
clubs, which will appear in the January issue. This deals with the
economic value of the home-maker
and is based on the survey of work
done by women in the home made
by the U.(Continued
S. census
on bureau.
Page 2)
More praise. Larry Reid in Bill Johnston's Motion Picture News says
"Shadows" has a "human interest story" and speaking of its box-office
power adds, "should go big in every community." When the critics
agree, you must believe. Distribution through the Al Lichtman Corp. —
Advt.
Goetz Back
Edgar Lewis Starts
Charles S. Goetz, general manager
Edgar Lewis started work today
at the Burr Glendale studio on his of the W-B Film Exchange, Inc., returned yesterday from a trip through
first production for Mastodon Pictures. He will be on location for Northern New York. During his
several days.
tour Goetz opened an office at Buffalo.

Claremont Reorganized
Claremont Film Laboratories, Inc.,
has been reorganized under the name
of Claremont Laboratories. Inc., and
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
lollywood — A new production its capital has been increased. The
new corporation has taken over the
icy has been established at Unisal City by the order of Carl entire business of the old firm. No
;mmle, to make a thorough trial of change has been made in the organizations personnel. Hector J.
non-star system. Non-star feaStreyckmans remains as general
;s are not to be confused with all- manager.
• pictures. The non-star products will be quite without stars,
'ifteen non-star productions will
Flinn Going to Mexico
made to give the plan a thorough
1. Six of them are already in
John C. Flinn leaves on Monday
duction.
They
are "The
Power for Mexico City. He will be away
about four weeks looking into the
a Lie," "The Ghost Patrol,"
question of distribution of Famous
Attic
"The
Others,"
)rsaking All
.7elix Bavu." "The Abysmal Brute" product in Mexico. Since last April
American pictures have been barred
"Merry Go Round."
leanwhile four star units will be from Mexico, particularly affecting
lined.
Herbert
Rawlinson,
Hoot Famous, Metro and Goldwyn product.
son and Gladys Walton will head As before noted a representative of
:e of the units.
One other star the Hays organization is now in
be added to replace Frank Mayo. Mexico, and it has been reported that
(Continued
on Page 2)
the blockade has been lifted.

iversal to Give it Thorough Trial
Vith 15 Productions— Four Star
Units Retained

Price 5 Cento

10, 1922

B. C. Gets
It is A.
understood
that "Tess"
arrangements
have practically been completed
whereby the Assoc. Booking Corp. —
the New York exhibitor body — will
release
of the Storm Country,"
late in "Tess
December.

O'Mahoney Leaves Educational
J. W. O'Mahoney has resigned as
director of publicity at Educational.
Gordon S. White, who has been his
assistant, will succeed him on Nov. 11.

Get Film Library
Pictorial Clubs Inc. Reorganizes As
New York Firm With Two Production Units
Two important deals are rapidly
putting Pictorial Clubs Inc. in a position to enter the non-theatrical field
as full-fledged producers and distributors.

The first is the deal just consummated by which Pictorial Clubs Inc.
acquires non-theatrical rights to the
Kineto Library of Urban Popular
Classics. About 300 reels are now
ready for distribution with 700 more
Hammons to Coast
to come chosen from an enormous
Earle W. Hammons of Educational amount of negative now on hand.
is leaving for the Coast accompanied
The second is t^^e rp-orR-ani7ation
by Sidney Brannecke, his assistant.
Brannecke will remain on the Coast of the comoany as a New York corporation. Incorporation nnners are
for three or four weeks but Ham- now in Albany. The orpsident w'11
mons' stay there will be short.
be W. W. Kincaid. president of the
SDirella Corset Co. of Niagara Falls.
Preview
This will succeed the old firm, a
Tennessee corooration, of whic^" W.
At the Cameo today at 11 o'clock,
American Releasing, will hold a pre- R. Kellv is nresident. Kellv will remain with the new firm in an imview of "The Marr'age Chance," a
Hampton Del Ruth production with
portant executive capacitv.
T'->"'0 nrod'iction units are now maka cast which includes Alta Allen, Milton Sills, Henry B. Walthall, Tullv inCT films for distribution hv Pictorial
Marshall, Irene Rich and Mitchell Clubs, Inc. One is Historical Films

Lewis.

(Continued

on

Page

2)
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Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
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N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and
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INC.
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J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
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$15.00.
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Quotations
High
East. Kod.
88^
F. P.-L. . . 96H
do pfd
^G'wyn
...
6^
Griffith
Loew's .... 201^
Triangle
World

Low
86
96
65^
193/^

Close Sales
86
6,000
96
1,100
Not quoted
6^
300
No* quoted
203/g
4,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

"Foolish Wives" in Rio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rio de Janiero — "Foolish
Wives"
has opened
at the
Opera
House,
leased by Universal.
It is reported
to be a hit at advanced prices.

Magazine
Producer
(Continued from Page 1)

Non-Star
System
(Continued from Page 1)

The second fihii is called "Disposing of Mother," and deals with the
influence of modern thought on the
middle-aged woman, and the prevalance of the flapper type of young
woman.
The president of the Aralma Film
Co., Inc., is Albert St. Peter. Others
actively interested are George H.
Breed, formerly of the Breed-Howells
Film Corp.; Harold S. Buttenheim,
Edgar J. Buttenheim and Wayne D.
Heydecker of Civic Film Service,
Inc.; Scott E. W. Bedford, professor
of sociology at the University of Chicago and Arthur T. Dear, a Jersey
City attorney. Arthur T. Zellner
's the director and Evelyn Kenyon
the scenario writer. Technical director for The Woman's Home Companion is Ruth E. Finley.
Woman's Home Companion claims
a paid circulation of more than
1 750.000. The films aim to create
interest in the household arts and to
simplify the duties of th? home.
The project has received the encouragement ofWill Hays in a letter
written to Miss Lane.

Priscilla
Dean
and Virginia
Valli,
stars of Jewel productions,
will not
be affected.
Both the non-star and star productions will be released as Universal
attractions.

•THE

SPICE OF THE
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Fun from the Press

Compiled

by

Is edited by the largest
organization in the world
digesting current humor
and news. The prestige
and craftsmanship of The
Literary Digest is undisputed.
Experienced
Editors

Produced by The Literary Digest
Distriliuted

by

the

W.

W.

Hodkinson

Corp.

"Capable players with a fan following will appear in these pictures and
no part will be subordinated. Every
player will be given a chance to 'steal
the picture.' Our experiments have
convinced us that this will be a payint='
proposition, and we mean to follow it

Tn the Courts

Supreme Court Justice McAvoy
has directed Harry Reichenbach. Inc..
to reply to defenses set up by the
Gpor<Te Clark Pictures, Ltd.. in the
suit for iR27 000 on an assiened claim
of Harrv Reichenbach in which an
attachment was obtained. The defences, which must be answered were
that the aereement was not bindin<7
and that on Julv 4th list. Reichenbach siened a release of claims undpr
♦he contract in consideration that
Reichenbach would o-pf a commission
on another transaction.

Supreme Court Justice McAvov
has vacated the temporary iniunction
obtained bv Edward M. James restraininc Select Pictures and Lpw's
■Dothe-Fschmann Sales Contest
T'"° Pat'-'p sales contest, which be- T. Selznick from terminating a contract with Xemnson Pictures, to
"311 Nov. 4tVi a)if^ w\\\ end at midtiitrV't. Dpc .^OtVi. h3c lippn named the whicVi Tames lent fS^S 000 for distrihi,.
Fschm^nn =ales content in honor of tion on a commission basis of 16 reE. A. Fcrhmann. ppneral ^ales man- issups of Norma and Constance Tala^pr The awards offered total m^dcp C'ara Kimball Youne and
AI'Vp Pradv nictures.
$7 000.
Mr SelvnipV 'lenied in an affidavit
Midnieht
Showinsr
that hp adv'se't Tames to Ipnd thp
'C^prlql to THE
FILM
DATLV*
money to Kemnnpr anH T^r-ot-ic-in
Chicaero — ^"The Kentucky Derby" and that he made false c<-qtp<npnts in
was shown at an invitation midnight eonnection with It an-t TipoS T
performance at the Randolph to 800
exhibitors and theater folk. Herman Kemnner rorroKorat^d ATr '^-i-rnir'-''statempntc. TTp said Vip tolfl +'-"<-n
"^tprn and the sales force of the Uni- that
!l;?5 000 vonlrl not ^" pr,^.,rr'- *o
vprsal pxchanp'P were the hosts.
exnioit
pnrl tha*
'^'^ot"Tuct Doers." a Century cornetjv, yy^as told him tl"otheynict'irps
would
get additional
capital.
'
"- ■

also shown,

'

Fineman

10, 1922

Buys Story

Bernie Fineman has just purchase!
the famous Laura Jean Libbey stor;
"When Love Grows Cold."

BUUDOG
DRUMMONp
Dead or
Alive!

through."

Get Film Library

S'>. F.ntemrises Sell Two
(•t;,,^^;,) to THE
FTT.M DATLV^
Dpuison. Tpx. — Southern Fnternricps I^as coH the Rialto and the
Star to L. M. Ridout.

Friday, November

St. Louis Rivoli Opens
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
St. Louis — The Rivoli will opei
Saturday.
Mayor
Henry
W.
Kic
"We do not wish entirely to dis- will deliver an address.
The Rivol
card the star system which has proved was formerly the Royal.
It has bee
successful for a long time," said a rebuilt at an estimated
expense
c
Universal official, "but we will make
a thorough trial of the non-star
system for "The Long Chance" and
"The Jilt" have proved to our satis- $25,000.
faction that non-star pictures will
draw. We are going to pay more
attention to stories and less to the
individual star.

Supreme Court Justice Gietrerich
has_ directed iudgment for $2,650
against the Clinical Film Co.. in a
suit bv Albuin R. Wariner to recover
Inc.. with studios in Hollvwood.
of under an agreement bv which he was
engaeed as camera man at $150 a
which Jas. A. McGill is president.
The other unit is in Japan makiner week in 1920.
a series of Japanese fairv tales with
native nlayers. Ollie Sellers, late of
In the suits of Louis Hopkins
McCauley Films, is at the head of this Rogers and Nat. I. Brown against
unit with Harry Owens as director.
Mayflower Photoplay Corp. for ser"Wp have been distributiner pictures
vices, in which thev got attachments
for tl^e P'st =ix months from our
against the property of Mavflower
branrh n^<rf in Aeolian Hall" sa->fs here. Supreme Court Justice McAvnv
W. R. ^^ellv "but as =oon as r-ossible has vacated thp attachments on the
\va cItpII oopn bratirVi offices in nine
ground that the papers were not
ntl-ier c'ti''= PlTilad°lnlT"a Pittsbiirc^
served on Mavflower in 30 days as
Cinrinna^^i Dp^roit. (^Viicaeo. A'tinnp- required by law.
ar.nl''^. Dp= Moinps. T^ansas C'tv anrl

San Francisco. Canadian 'I'otributine
Unusual Insurance Policy
\Afi11 also bp oppned."
Producers may be interested in offrps
"AVp M'ill hnok thp film in units of
jTwhl
what is claimed to be new poHcy =ix rppls. Wp ^ave pnou^h on hand
issued through Lloyd's, by which to 1-iook shows for a vear.
they can be insured for production
"Tl^io ic ah'^oliitplv a nnn-spctarian
in work. It is said that heretofore
AA/'p Vipvp iin tip-nri with
it has been impossible to secure such orTaniratton.
anv onp c^mrch but expect to reach
insurance. Monroe Fleighenheimer
has worked out the policy.
thpm
all" Clii^is Tpp.
Pirtoripl
^ac
rpcentlv
nnpno<^ main oflficps at Madison Ave
-nd 4Sth St.

f^^ &dcu>atlcrrLu£ O'ictuAJUi-^
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WANTED

TO BUY

Bell & Howell Camera
Film Daily,
Box K-9
71 W. 44th St.

WILLIAMSON'S
"WONDERS
OF THE SEA"
Art Titles by LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251 W. 19th St.
Watkins 7620-7461

"OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vauh Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

ANNOUNCEMENT
ANNOUNCEMENT

I '

-ARE MODE mTH OS MUCH
ILERy'BEQUTIFUL
CARE TRA
as THE . BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS UNO /iS
/o/You can obtain FILMACK
/Production Trailers
on
[All Features for

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE
Elaborate Border;
24 Hour
Service
Presentation Trailers

I e08 S.WABASH AVE
r CHICAGO, ILL.

1
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"EAST IS WEST" GIVES
BIGGEST OPENING IN 3 YEARS

"THE BONDBOY" HELD
FOR TWO WEEKS RUN

/. N. Phelps, Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco, said:
" 'East Is West' gave the Tivoli the biggest opening it has had in three years."
The San Francisco Examiner says:
"Miss Talmadge does her best screen work as
Ming Toy. She is poignantly appealing, charmingly
lovable. Miss Constance can make you weep hard
and plenty, but the laughs are just as plentiful. It
will make you supremely happy."

/. A^. Phelps, Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco, reports:
"Richard Barthelmess in 'The Bondboy' played to
excellent business for two weeks."

"LORNA DOONE" IS
AN OUTSTANDING FILM
Charles W. Picquit, Carolina Theatre, Pinehurst, N.
C', writes:
• " 'Lorna Doone' is one of the outstanding features
of the year and a boxoffice winner.
A classic that
will go over and go over big."

"THE ETERNAL FLAME"
BIGGEST BOX OFFICE BET
From Oklahoma City, Okla., came this wire:
"Tom Boland's New Empress Theatre opened with
'The Eternal Flame' to jammed houses from first to
last shows. Crowds packed the big lobby continuously and stopped sidewalk traffic. Biggest day's
business in a year."
Earlewires:
M. Fain, Loew's Vendome, Nashville, Tenn.,
" 'The Eternal Flame' pronounced the greatest
picture we have ever played. We played to excellent business."
Uly S. Hill, Albany Strand, wires:
" 'The Eternal
financially Norma
The picture is a
Best story, acting
welcome it."

Flame' was the best engagement
Talmadge has ever played here.
classic and appeals to everyone.
and settings. Exhibitors should

"SMILIN' THROUGH"
SMASHES ALL RECORDS
H. S. Mitchell writes from Windsor, N. S.:
" 'Smilin' Through' packed our house. The S. R.
O. sign was out and our overflow crowd gave the
opposition a fair house. We turned away hundreds.
It's the most glorious box office stimulant we know
of. No other picture gave the genuine all-round
satisfaction this did. All our records are gone —
attendance, dollars, satisfaction, profit, and we are
smilin' yet."

"THE MASQUERADER"
PROVES BIG TRIUMPH
The Atlanta Georgian says:
" 'The Masquerader' with Guy Bates Post is one
of the best pictures shown here. The screen version
is better than the play, if anything. Excellent
The Pittsburgh Dispatch says:
acting."
" 'The Masquerader' is a triumph in dramatic interest, combined with an unusual story. A most
impressive and satisfying attraction and is making
a big hit with the fans."

"HURRICANE'S
A WHIRLWIND

GAL"
FILM

May Tinee in The Chicago Tribune says:
" 'Hurricane's Gal' was a whirlwind of a film —
effective in a melodramatic, vivid way. It was just
one fight after another, with Miss Dorothy Phillips,
in the lead, being stormy and tender by turns — but
always beautiful. The picture fairly SIZZED, there
was so much doing. The big scenes were well accom-

You Can Do What Other Exhibitors Have Done!
plished."

THE

-sm^
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Putting It Over
i/fre J4 Aow a brother exhibitor put his show over.
vour ideas.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Personal Endorsement

Convinces

Fire Trucks at Ballyhoo

Friday, November

St. Louis Notes

Fight Begins for Sunday Opol

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis — The Board of Aldermen
held special memorial services for
Alderman Eddie Sholl, who was
buried recently. SchoU was one of
the pioneer picture men of St. Louis,
being an associate of O. T. Crawford. He retired in 1915 when he sold
the Bremen Theater to Jos Mogler.

Wichita Falls, Tex. — For a street
ballyhoo for "Nero," the btrand obManager Chalet, of United Artists,
tained five fire trucks and the chief's has added three men to his sales
machme to parade about the city with
staff. Jim Gately is now assistant
banners reading "We are gomg to manager and city salesman. The
see Nero and the burning ot Rome." other additions are William Sheridan,
In return the Strand boosted "Fire- formerly with Hodkinson and John
man's Day."
R. West, formerly with Select.
In Town of 56
Oscar Cantor, formerly of Detroit,
picture. (Signed) John Hamrick."
Hazelwood, Ind. — E. J. Milhon,
His patrons believed him and the pic- who runs the Cozy, has to get them has succeeded Mike Vogel as exploiteer for the local Paramount
ture played to big business.
all in as the entire propulation of office. Vogel has moved along to
Pittsburgh.
the town is 56, includmg children.
When
Milhon
played
"Where
is
Wallace Reid's Hat
The St. Louis Film Board of Trade
my Wandering Boy Tonight?" he
BufiEalo, N. Y. — Manager Vincent hired a cornetist to play the old
plans to move into new quarters about
song
of
the
same
name
as
a
street
McFaul, of Shea's Hippodrome and
1st. Rooms on the second
Harry Royster, Paramount exploiteer, ballyhoo on the night before the play January
floor of the new F. B. O. building,
enlarged a still picture of Wallace date. The stunt drew them in have been leased.
Reid wearing a Mallory hat in despite a pouring rain.
"Nice People" to about three feet in
Sunday Closing Fight
width for display in the window of
Regular Foyer Dance
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the local agency for these hats.
This stunt will probably be widely
Jamaica, L. L — Manager Fred V.
Henrietta, Okla. — At a union meetworked for the manufacturers of the Greene, Jr., of the Rialto, got himing of all Protestant church members
the
action of the Ministerial Alliance
Mallory hat have been tied up by
self into a peck of trouble with his
Halloween dance. Right after the in petitioning the City Council to
Paramount for a national campaign.
close all paid amusements on Sunday
last show of "Burning i>ands" he got was unanimously endorsed. Theater
the folks into his capacious foyer
Men of 60 Admitted Free
and turned on the orchestra. They men
tion. are actively oposing the proposidanced
until
two
o'clock
then
Fred
Butte, Mont. — Manager Merle
Davis of the Ansonia and Frank H. had to send them home.
The next day he received 25 letters
Burns of Goldwyn advertised free
admission to men over 60 on a given all asking that the dance be made a
permanent feature. Hereafter, when
day during the run of "Remem- the last Monday show lets out, Fred
brance." Many who accepted the
invitation brought their families. A will give his patrons an hour of
Boy Scout parade was also arranged. jazz.
has to. He doesn't want to but he
The boys attended a matinee in a
body. The newspaper carried the
Lighting Firms Aid
story.
Seattle, Wash. — John Hamrick of
the Blue Alouse has always kept faith
with his public so that when he personally endorsed Charles Ray's "A
Tailor-Made Man" his word carried
conviction. Hamrick displayed a big
announcement in his lobby on compo
board reading "A Tailor-Made Man"
is my idea of real entertainment. The
Blue Mouse has never played a finer

10,

lin ■<■
(Special to THE FILM DAIlI
London — The fight for S|
opening has begun in the Soul
The Free Church people hav

up a candidate against a local
of the Council who voted in
of Sunday opening. A numbj
leading film executives have gel
the Southend
o assist in the fig I
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Est. 1852

VAN HORN & SOW
Theatrical Costumer
Largest and oldest in Ameri ii/^
SPECIALISTS
in
MOTION

PICTURE

Cleveland — Both Loew's Stillman
and Loew's State tied up with the
Electrical League of Cleveland
Anniston, Ala. — Manager Roy L. through the efforts of S. G. Sladdin,
Smart reproduced the auto-motor- Paramount exploiteer.
The company built a lobby display
cyle wreck in the lobby when "Man
slaughter" played at the Noble. A in the State which cost $500. It
little red paint was spilled under consisted of model rural houses sidethe dummy policeman with startling by-side with a modern dwelling
effect. Traffic signs were planted showing the brightness of electricity
reading "Drive carefully and avoid compared with oil, and with a modern
'Manslaughter.' " A 40-foot banner electric heater side-by-side with an
was displayed in front of the theater old wood stove.
re-inforced by a 24-sheet cut-out and
two special frames of rotogravures.
Free Advertising

7 West

42nd Street

as Lobby Display

Washington — Leslie F. Whelan,
Paramount exploiteer, tied up with
East St. Louis — Harry Redmond of the Potomac Electric Company,
the Majestic, conducted a humane which specializes in electrical appliances. This company took advercontest for 15 days before the run
tising space for a week, the size
of "Human Hearts" in conjunction
with the Daily Journal. Tickets to ranging from a half to a quarter of
the Majestic and $1 were paid each a page, in which a cut was used showing Theodore Roberts as Uncle Josh
day to contestants. The letters filled
three or four columns daily and an bending over one of the company's
wares.
entire page at the close of the conTo further exploit the picture,
test. A silver mesh bag was the
it
styled
Redmond
prize.
grand
which played at Loew's Palace,
"Reid Week" in honor of Hal Reid, Whelan sold the Washington Times
on a jingle contest and a drawing
of "Human Hearts' and
author
father of Wallace Reid, whose contest, the prizes for which were
Hmnane

Contest

"Clarence" was
Majestic.

also shown

at the

cash.

The contestants had to reproduce the head of Uncle Josh.
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Number Fifteen
The Year Book contains a fund of
information that is invaluable, and
I am certain that everyone connected
with the motion picture industry will
find it of great assistance to them.
Jimmy Grainger.

Out Jan, 1st— Bigger andBetter Than Ever
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Coast Brevities
Special to THE

-c^m

FILM

DAILY)

lllywood, Cal. — Cast for Hunt
aberg's "Rob 'Em Good,"
sty on "Robin Hood," and starrJull Montana, includes "Chuck"
ler, Dot Farley, Sidney Dal:, James Quinn, Billy Elmer,
e" Robinson, Vincent Bryant,
otte Woods, Betty Allen, Evelyn
Peggy Jardon and Glada
Stromberg is directing. Clyde
•cman adapted and is writing the
itles.
jne Hammerstein
New York.

has returned.

rguerite
Clayton
will
appear
ite Harry Carey in his next R-C
iction.
;s Du Pont is to play lead in
ity Prod., made at new Brentstudios.

Arrow Gets Comedy Scries
Arrow Film Corp. will distribute
12 "Tom and Jerry" one-reel comedies, made by Lloyd G. Haynes.
They will be released at the rate of
one a month starting Dec. 1st.

HELEN
JEROME

PERCY,

EDDY

Lewis Buys House
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Shelbyville, 111. — Floyd Lewis,
manager of the Select exchange in
St. Louis, has bought the Yale and
installed Lou Wagner as house
manager.
Civic Film Service
Wayne D. Heydecker is the sales
manager of the Civic Film Service
of the American City Bureau, which
has headquarters in the Tribune
Building.
The purpose of the organization is
to distribute film relative to the development ofcities through Chambers
of Commerce and Boards of Trade.
In New

vid Torrance has been cast for

Film Building^

(Special to THE

Power
of Love,"
now
being
1 by George Archainbaud.

FILM

GEORGE NICHOLS

DAILY)

Winnipeg — Seven exchanges have
moved into the new film building at
Hargrave St. and Ellice Ave., erected
'hen Civilization
Failed," stariLeah
Baird and adapted from to comply with the stringent civic regulations governing the handling of
Mine," is finished.
films. They are Famous-Lasky,
Regal, United Artists, Universal, Fox,
Idwyn has lent Alma Bennett to Capitol and Educational.
to appear opposite Tom Mix in
Famous Players Film Service.
xt.
First National and Vitagraph, are to
remain in the Robinson BIdg., Rupert
mnon Day has been added to St., for a time.
ast of "All the Brothers Were
nt."

"VllUAM WEiLSH

Theater Changes

een Percy will play opposite
ert Rawlinson in Universal's
)n of "Castle Craneycrow,'
"Prisoners."

St.

Louis — W. Goldstein
chased the Wilson.

has

pur-

Baltimore — Franl:
H.
Durkee's
Electra will be sold at auction.

vid Smith has finished filmingreSt. Louis— V/. H. Beckers and A.
Ninety
and Nine," for Vitawith Warner Baxter and Col- Bronley have nurchased the ChipMoore.
pewa.
Roseburg, Ore. — Harrell N. Mcnston Miller, 12-year old brother
tsy Ruth Miller, has been added Farland has bought the Majestic and
Antlers from C. F. Hill.
le cast
of Universal's
"The

of a Lie."

■ry Semon gave a dinner party
por of Sid Grauman and newsfolks. Semon comedies will be
a at the Grauman starting with
R. Coffin Prod, and Clarence
have merged as the Popular
res Corp. New officers are T.
offin, president; James F. Holvice president, and W. L.
dron, secretary and treasurer.
e cast of Hugo Ballin's "Vanity
for distribution by Goldwyn
les Mabel Ballin, Harrison Ford,
ird Louis, Earle Fox, Robert
Wm. Humphrey, Eleanor
dman and Tempe Pigott.

Springfield. Ore. — It is reported
that T. L. Larson has bought the
Bell from Paul Coleman.
EDWARD

HEARN

znick will produce for another
in Hollywood. Next production
)e "Rupert of Hentzau," by Sir
Evanston. 111. — Clyde Elliot, a disDny Hope and sequel to "The
tributor of Los Angeles and former
ner of Zenda." Elaine Ham- manager of Orchestra Hall has pur:ein will enact Queen Flavia.
rbased the Evanston from Geor<5re
r Herman will direct.
Winters
and Thos. Leahy, for $100,H. E. GAUSMAN.
000.

HAROLD

ROAC?H

(jOODVIN

tdhreamgareatoefst
Americsan
it'
evex* screened
"V^atch for Aimouncement

Standberry. Mo. — I. W. Maple of
Bethany has bought the Princess.
He owns houses in Ridgeway and
Albany.
Meriden, Conn. — Corbin Wheeler
and Harrv H. Hedger of New York
City have boueht the Comm'tnitv
Plavhouse recentlv built bv N. E.
Derecktor and P. F. McMahon.

BERT

^iveyouone
™"™°^' unfor^ttable
of yoiu* few
moments

Mt. Vernon. Wash.— O. O. Ruth
has opened the Vernon which he
recently purchased by R. K. Dunham.

Portland. Ore. — Robert Marsden.
who operates the Nob Hill and Ideal.
is rpported to have sold the Tivoli
to W. E. Graeper.

tiiename^^
olthis f^^
icture "?
pT^chwiU

BUDDIE MESSlNcifiR,

JDHN

TOM KENNEDY

C05SAR,

DOROTHEA

IT'S

A

-VOLBER.T

Ulsri'VER.SAL

—

J■E^VELv

Jack

5oy ie

Lionel
Barrymore.
1 '.'1I

Seena Owen, Lowell Sherman,
Louis Wolheim,
Mary McLaren, George Nash. Directed by Alan Crosland.

The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled In
The Greatest Melodrama Ever Screened
"The weeks
Face inat the
more money
two
the Fog"
Rivoliplayed
and theto Rialto
Theatresin
in New York than any picture since "The Shiek."
Scores of new^spapers have declared it to be more
thrilling than "The Bat." Lionel Barrymore does
the greatest acting of his career and his fight
with
W^olheimeverstarstaged.
of "The Hairy Ape"
is
the Louis
most realistic

"For a real, hair-raising, thrilling mystery
picture we nighly recommend 'The Face
in the Fog.' They don't
make them better."
Chicago Herald Examiner

The Public is Hungry for Melodrama;
You Can't Get a Better One Than This
Jj paramount
yiciu re
Created
by
Cosmopoli+an
P r o d u ct i OPS

.^sr^

2^ BRADSTREET
ojC FILHDOM
l^ol. XXII

No. 41

Authority
Saturday, November

Price 5 Cents
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Loew Adds Three

Two Reelers

Purchases

Glsmne
& Ward
Theaters— Influence of Charles
Schwab Seen in Deal
By a deal now agreed upon and
lacking only the signatures to make
it complete, Marcus Loew is buying
three theaters operated by Glynne &
Ward on Long Island. They are the
Astoria, in Astoria, and the Alhambra
and the Century in Brooklyn. While
figures are not obtainable, the deal
will run into the millions.
Mike Glynn declares that he will
devote his time to the Patchogue, his
theater now being built at Patchogue,
L. I. This is a vaudeville house.

Sydney Chaplin May Make a Series —
Here With Charley's Latest
"The Pilgrim"
Sydney Chaplin, brother of the
mmortal Charley, arrived in town
iTCSterday with a print of "The Piljrim," wnich is the last Charley had
o make for Asso. First National reease.
Sydney said he had in mind the
making of a series of two reel comdies, and would look into the question of a release while here.
The last time Sydney Chaplin was
in pictures, he was under contract
with Famous for a series of feature
comedies. Only one was released,
King, Queen and Joker." Since
then he has been aiding Charley in
the business end of his productions.

While no statement in the matter
was forthcoming at the Loew office,
it is understood that the purchase of
these three theaters parallels the recent entry of Charles M. Schwab into Loew's Inc. He is now a member
of the Board of Directors. Schwab
is generally credited with having
backed Glynne & Ward and to still
have a large interest in their theaters.

Open Exchange in Rome
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Rome — Universal has opened an
exchange here at 2 Via Belle Fiamme.
The office is under the supervision of
Emanuel Zama, Universal's representative in Italy.
Nobility in Blackton Film

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Down in Atlanta, Anna Aiken Patterson saw "Shadows," and then in her
Weekly Film Review said, "the story mounts rapidly and everdy to a
smashing climax." There you are. You'd treat your regulars right by
talking to your Al Lichtman exchange. — Advt.

London — Lady Diana Manners is
playing the title role in the new J.
Stuart Blackton production, "The
Griffith to Chicago
Virgin Queen," based on the life of
D. W. Griffith left yesterday for
Queen Elizabeth. Other folk of title
in the long cast, which includes nearly Chicago to attend the opening of
40 names, are Sir Frances Laking and "One Exciting Night" on Monday at
Marquise de Rocher. Carlyle Black- the Illinois.
well has the leading male role, the
Earl of Leicester. The Misses Violet
Blumenthal in Europe
and Marion Blackton are also in the
Ben
Blumenthal of the Hamilton
cast.
Theater Corp., and Export and Import left for Europe last Saturday on
a trip to London and the Continent.
Denver
Firm
Signs to Make
Four
Pettijohn to French Lick
Series for Distribution Exclusively
Charles Pettijohn of the Hays
by National Non-theatrical
What is believed to be the first organization is leaving Monday for
contract signed for production of mo- French Lick, where he will stay for
tion pictures never to be seen as the- a week or 10 days to recuperate after
ater attractions, has been consum- the Massachusetts battle.
mated by National Non-Theatrical
Denies Insolvency
Motion Pictures, Inc., and American
Church and School Films Co., of
The Independent Movie Supply
Denver.
Co., Inc., has filed its schedule in the
The Denver firm will produce four involuntary bankruptcy proceedings
series for entirely non-theatrical dis- now pending in the Federal District
tribution. Work has already been Court, claiming that its assets exceed
Started at the Englewood, Col. studios its liabilities and denying that it is
on 26 two-reel New Testament insolvent. Wm. H. Rabell, president
Stories. These will be followed by of the corporation, says the company
26 one-reel children's comedies. The has assets of $87,610.65 against liathird series will be 26 two-reel fairy
bilities of $51,330.20. Open accounts
tales. The fourth will be a two-reel due make up $40,653.26 of the assets.
Americanization series showing the Stock on hand is valued at $34,816.45.
careers of the Presidents of the Wilson Lee Cannon, the receiver, is
country.
continuing the business pending final
(Continued on Page 2)
i_ .
adjudication.

First Contract

Thompson

Elected in Jersey

J. J. Thompson, Jr., New York
manager for George Kleine, will sit
in the next New Jersey State Legislature. He was elected last Tuesday.

Powers Returning
It is understood that P. A. Powers
of the F. B. O., is returning from
Europe, bringing with him something
which is causing considerable excitement in the home office. Whether
this is a picture, or a series, or just
a lot of contracts, no one knows.
"Robin Hood" Controversy
(Special to THE

At Marine Show
.The Harry Levey Service Corp.
was in charge of the motion picture
exhibition of the American Marine
Asso. show at Grand Central Palace
this week. Industrial and educational
films pertaining to the marine industry were shown daily.

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Detroit exhibitors have expressed their disapproval of the fact
that the Shadukiam Grotto of Masons
Fairbanks'
"Robin
Hood" atDouglas
the Orpheum
in a
is presenting
resolution which deplores the establishing of a precedent which may put
fraternal orders in competition with
motion picture theaters.

Reprisals may be in order, accordGoosman Abroad for Universal
of Phil Gliechto thethestatement
Broadway and Strand
Max F. C. Goosman, formerly with man ing of
Famous Players and more recently who says "The Masons do not intend
with First National, sails Monday to
to run the Orpheum during the Summer. They have simply leased it for
manage the Universal branch office
at Amsterdam, Holland. He will the best months of the year. Next
later proceed to the other Universal Summer the distributors will want
runs on their pictures and they will
European offices.
not have the Masons bidding on pictures. Then they will have to come
Hays to be A. M. P. A. Guest
they will realize that we
and
us
to
Will H. Hays will be the guest of
honor of the A. M. P. A. luncheon feel that the policy of the Fairbanks
next Thursday at the Cafe Boulevard.
management is all wrong."
John C. Flinn, president of the A.
EdRobert
M. P. A., has appointed
At the Fairbanks' office in New
gar Long toastmaster for the occa- York it was said that "Robin
that
. andHood"
sion. This will be Mr. Hays' first was rented to the Orpheum
appearance before the advertising and any deal with the Masons was effected
bv the theater management.
publicity men.

-^m
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First Contract
(^ Continued

irom

Pai/e
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Otis B. Thayer, remembered from
the old Selig organization, i^; the
Vol XXII No. 41 Saturday, Nov. 11. 1922 Price 5 Cents director. Mrs. Lionel Ross O'Brien,
former director of Red Cross work
in the Balkans, is the head of the
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St
company. She has formed an adNew
York,
N. Y., by WID'S
FILMS
and
visory board of clergymen and eduINC.
FOLKS.
FILM
cational leaders who have promised
•Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
J. W. Ahcoate, Treasurer and Business Mantitling. co-operation in research and
their
ager ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.. 86^
F. P.-L. .. 9434
do pfd
Goldwyn . . (^Yz
firififith
Loew's
... 20>i
Triangle
World

Low

86
92^
6^
I9.H

Close

Sales

86^
1200
931^
4,000
Not quoted
6^
800
No*^ quoted
19.)4
1,100
Not quoted
Not quoted

First Nat'l in Wilkes-Barre
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — The building
that is to house the new First Nat'l
exchange, is fast nearing completion,
and will be opened Jan. 1st.
Music Tax Cases Delayed
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Having heard four
of the 39 cases, brought by members
of the Society of American Authors,
Composers and Publishers, to enjoin
exhibitors from playing their copyrighted music without first obtaining
a license; and to collect damages for
the infringement of their copyrights
for profit. Judge Thompson, of the
United States District Court referred

Natonal Non-Theatrical has rerentlv acquired considerable product, including a scries of 52 reels of Bible stories produced liv
.^rmondon Vay under the direct on of Piero
Antonio Gariazzo. This is a very pretentioi's
series filmed in. the Sahara Desert, Babylona
Lgypt and Palestine with a cast said to include 600 principals and thorsands of extra
people. It deals with Old Testament sub-

Five years and an estimated expense of
jects.
$."1, 000, 000 were involved in the production.
They will be released at the rate of one reel
a week.
-American riglits have a'so been secured
lo ''The Christ Child," a six reel production
produced by Spera abroad.
By another contract the comnany assumes
wyn.
Jion-theatr
ical distribution of 26 Sport Reviews now distriluted theatrically by Gold.Another contract ?ives the company noiifheatrical rights to 100 World Film features
including many
well known
subjects.
Work of opening exchanges is ma'iiis;
rapid progress according to Harry Levey.
the president, who hopes to have branch
ofifices covering the entire country operating
soon after Jan. 1.

$100,000 for Trade Papers
Principal Pictures Corp., has issued
a stateinent that it proposes to lay
aside $100,000 annually for trade
paper advertising.
Buys British Rights
Inter-Ocean has acquired from Jesse A. Levinson. the United British
Kingdom rights on his current release, "The Plaything of an Em-

Cuts

and

Saturday,

Flashes

William Strauss has started work
on "The House of Solomon," at the
Whitman
Bennett
Studios, Yonkers.
Jane Jennings has been added to
the cast of Cosmopolitan's

"The

Staulcup Service Starts
M. P. Staulcup, for three years
supervising art director of Metro, and
Ernest Martin, for seven years electrical engineer with Vitagraph, have
formed the Staulcup Cinema Service.
The organization is doing the art
work on the Smith-Cadwell productions, the working title of which is
"Midnight."

11, 1922

"Shadows"
on Exceptional
List
The Exceptional Photoplays Con
mittee of the National Board of Rt
view has placed "Shadows" on th
exceptional list and, as is usual wit
pictures so selected, will sponsor
private showing of it at the TowHall on Nov. 17.

Go-Getter."
Madge Kennedy will start on another picture as soon as her stage
minates.
engagement in "Spite Corner," ter-,

Lecture Tour
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

^

Nashville, Tenn.— Elmer T. Clarl(
head of the lecture bureau of thi
Methodist church, has arranged fo
Rev. Chester C. Marshall to lectun
^ Harry A. Fischbeck has renewed
.his contract with Distinctive Pictures, in North Carolina the week of Dec
Inc., and will photograph George Ar-^ 4th, under the auspices of the Nationa
Committee for Better Films. Hi
liss and special productions.
will speak on the relation of the
Arthur Stuart Hull is here from the church to the theater, constructiv<
religious use of pictures and com
Coast directe
to appear
in "Java Head," munity programs.
being
d by George
Melford at
the Famous Players studio.

Mile. Narcita, Spanish actress, has
been added to the cast supporting
Lionel Barrymore in "Enemies of
Women" for Cosmopolitan.

Through George L. Clarke, Henry
Hull
signed for "Midnight,"
which has
willbeen
be produc
ed at tlie Metro
studio by Smith-Cadwell Prods.
Hamilton Smith will direct and Mary
Tluirman will also be in the cast.
Production starts next week.
John G. Adolfi, next week will
start the direction of "The Little
Red School House" for Andrew J
Callaghan. Interiors will
be made at
the Tilford studio, with a cast including E. K. Lincoln, Edmund
Breese, Sheldon Lewis and Martha
Mansfield.

RUBY'S WAY
of exploiting in the Boston territory is making big time
attractions even bigger.
Open with a Boston premier
and you won't have to "hire a
hall" on Broadway.

LEON44 J.Church
RUBINSTEINC'Ruby
")
St., Boston
(Lately

Banks With Seminole
Plan Chain for Coal Region
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
peror."
Pottsville— W. B. Shugars and J.
F. Nash, who are building the Lyric
at Minersville, intend to erect and
operate a chain of houses throughout
the coal region.
Plans for the forming of the new
company and the financing of the project are already well under way.

November

(Special to 1HE

FILM

Ruggles with Famous
FILM

York)

DAILY)

Eustis, Fla.— Dr. Edgar J. Banks,
formerly with Sacred Films, Inc., is
now directing his own productions
for Seminole Films, with studios here.
Dr. Banks was field director of the
University of Chicago's Babylonian
expedition.
research

(Special to THE

of New

NEGATIVES BOUGHT
We

will purchase negatives of
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
1540 Broadway,
N. Y. C.

DAILY)

Hollywood — Wesley Ruggles is reported to have been engaged by Famous Players to direct Wallace Reid's
next picture "Mr. Billings Spends His
Dime." On completion of this subject, Ruggles will direct the Owen
Davis play "Blow Your Own Horn"
for release as an independent production.

these four action's, and also the remaining 35, to a Master, to be appointed by him, at a later date. This
will involve a delay of many months.
The Master will appoint a day for
the taking of testimony, which may
necessitate hearings in New York as
Censor Candidates Examined
Semon On His Own
well as this city, and after reviewing
Examinations were held yesterday
the testimony, the Master will report
Larry Semon has stated to representatives of the press that on the in New York City of about 50 candihis decision to the court, the court
dates for appointment as inspectors or
will then review the Master's decision, completion of his present contract reviewers to the State Motion Picture
and if they approve, it will become a with Vitagraph, he will build a studio
in Hollywood and produce under his Censorship Commission. They will
- decision of the court.
own banner. Eastern and Los be appointed under Civil Service
rules. Examinations have already
Angeles capital will finance his project, he stated further. To date he been held at Rochester and Albany.
has finished four of the ten comedies Eight new inspectors will be added
(T^cUu^^itiarxal 61
which his present contract calls for. at salaries ranging from $1,600 to
It is openly reported that afTairs be- $2,500 a year.
The candidates were shown a motween Semon and Vitagraph are not
tion picture feature and then questionrunning smoothly again, despite the
ed orally as to their opinions and
adjustment of their difficulties some
time ago.
recommendations.

MAKING IT
ON HIGH!
More gas — so to speak —
or increased capital — and
you
"get there"
much canquicker.
Consultso
this financial organization
for short or long term
loans. Transactions confidential— quick action.
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New Theaters

LtheN ews
No. 91
PICTURES OF FASCISTI REIN ITALY — The huge army of revlists gathers in Naples for their adon Rome; it enters Rome without re:e; Mussolini given ovation by Romans.
riCAL GOSSIP — Some of those who
jone in; and some of the others who
fone down and out.
;STICE DAY — Striking pictures that
the past to the present.
first page news as usual.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Troy,
N. Y.— J. C. Rosenthal is
building a new theater, the R6se.
Detroit — The
new
Berkeley
been opened.
It seats 600.

has

Kansas City, Mo. — Robert Leonard
of the Strand, has opened the Alamo
and the Roanoke.
Hamilton,
Ont. — Fred
Guest
will
build a $500,000 theater at King and
Main Sts.
Springfield, Mass. — The New Playhouse will open Saturday. The
house cost $25,000 and seats 900.
Luling, Texas — The Luling Amusement Co. have completed their new
theater building.

DAILY

A Co fhag Meal
That's what Esshibitors
Everywhere are saying of tMs)

Novelty 3 Sheet
cutout

Windsor Locks, Conn. — The new
Rialto in the Viola-Alfano Bldg.,
h?s been opened.

Nanagerial Changes
Cirlotte, N. C— Ralph De Bruler
tl new manager of the Broadway.

Topeka, Kans. — Kopolous Bros.,
who operate the Columbia here and
the Princess in Kansas City, will
erect a $43,000 theater.
Buys 10 Arrow Features

Cveland — E. J. Flesher has taken
ejthe Glenside.
Aanta, Ga. — W. R. Bedell is now
irging the Rialto.
Vicouver — Dippy & Shaw are
w managing the theaters formerly
eited by A. B. Nichols.
3;i Francisco — George C. Rhodes
en made house manager of the
um.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — Frank
Fay
of the
Southwestern Film Corp., has bought
from Arrow Film Corp., four Peter
B. Kine features.
Itzit Opens
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

New Glascow, Can. — The Itzit has
opened. It is believed to be the only
theater of this name in the United
States or Canada.
It seats 1,700.
Meyers Replaces Eckhardt

R.1 BluflF, Cal.— H. M. Wilson of
; ranada has taken over the Or^ Angeles — Jack Collicotte
■I appointed
manager
of

has
the

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Sidney Meyers, formerly
manager of the Fox Omaha office
will replace Clyde Eckhardt when the
latter leaves for New York to become
assistant to W. R. Sheehan.
Prices Raised

Ddand, Cal. — E. S. Byron, formY'l Emeryville, is now managing
; !ome.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Corsicana, Tex. — The Palace has
raised its prices from the cut rates
prevailing for some time to 20 cents
3 ckenridge,
Tex. — Tom
Carra- in the afternoon and 20 and 30 cents
yias been appointed manager of evenings. Business is reported as
alace.
holding up.
3 las, Tex. — Joe Steel, former
)I tation manager for First Nali at Dallas, is now
with the

IS burgh. Pa. — W. A. Gray, form' f the Regent, East Liberty, has
'T appointed manager of the
rcraphone succeeding R. J. La
now a Goldwyn exploiteer.
anto — Roy Sampson has been
|ted manager of the Grand
House I ucceeding Jimmie
who goes to the Royal
idria.
tucket, R. L — Howard Kingslate of the Paramount Kansas
'ffice, is managing the Strand.
<ane, Wash.— Louis B. Christ
laging Pantages until a permsuccessor is found to the late
arke Walker. Christ is field
ty man for the Pantages chain.

YOU always get the latest
and best ideas in picture exploitation from the Universal
Exploitation Department. This
novel Three-sheet Cut-out will help
you get the crowds — ask for it at
your Universal Exchange,

Filming Canadian Industrials
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Moncton, Can. — The Eastern Canada Film Co., is filming two industrials for local concerns for presentation in picture theaters throughout
Canada as advertising.
New Film Building
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.— The First National,
United Artists, Metro and Southwestern exchanges are moving into
the new film building at Harwood
and Jefferson Sts.
Triart Subjects
The new series of two-reelers taken
from famous paintings, to be produced, directed by Arthur Maude for
Triart, will include "The Angelus,"
"The Doctor," "The Mother," "Sir
Galahad," "The Gambler's Wife,"
"Speak!
five others.Speak!" "A Woman" and

REGINALD DENNY
iLy famous hero of The Leather Pushers" series in

Ifrom the famous play "The Suburban" by Chas.T. Dazey
Directed by Kin(^ Ba^^ot"

Universal -Jewel —

Presented by Carl Laemmie
y
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Playgoers Pictures

HER Majesty
PRESENTS

WITH

MoLLiE King and Creighton Hale
There are two heroines in "Her
both of
Majesty" and Mollie King is
them In one role she is a delightful
imp, mischievous, lovable and true
In the other part she is a spoiled and
wilful beauty, but really fine when
put to the supreme test. The story
contams two romances and is correspondmgly rich in action, plot, suspense and audience appeal. A satisfying feature, highly praised by exhibitors and reviewers.
FOREIGN

REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY

GARRETT

a>aM(nM!MMM]a<aMMDsnca»aMBKB<^a«sQ><ttn5^

"Mollie Kmg Exhibits Real Emotional Ability." — Motion Picture News.
"Mollie
KingPoor
in aGirl
DualandRole
The
Rich Little
the— Poor
Little Rich Girl — A New, Romantic
Version of the Cinderella Tale — The
One Satisfied." —
Leaves World.
Picture Picture
Moving
"Measures High in All the Essentials; Story, Cast, Settings, Costum— Exhibitors
and General Appeal."
ing, SuspenseHerald
Physical Distributors
Pat HE Exchange
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Features Reviewed
Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle in
ONE WEEK OF LOVE
Selznick
Page 3

THE

VILLAGE

Neal Hart in
Wm.

TABLE

Steiner— State

THE

Harry Carey in
GOOD
Film Booking Offices
THE

TOP

Rights

Rodolph Valentino in
Paramount

COWBOY
SHIRLEY

Gldays Walton in THE
Universal

YOUNG

William Farnum
Fox

AND

TRUE
Page 8

AND

THE

LADY
Page 9

Short Reels

OF THE
BATH

FOOLED

in... WITHOUT
^

RAJAH
Page 7

MEN

LAVENDER

May Allison in
THE WOMAN WHO
Associated Exhibitors

RANCH
Page 6

Paramount
Shirley Mason in
Fox

POINT
Page 4

BLACKSMITH
Page 5

Fox Film Corp

Allied Prod. & Dist. to handle Nazimova's "Salome."
Richard A. Rowland's first statement as general manager of First National
promises
no radical changes.
Wednes
day
Censorship defeated in Massachusetts by overwhelming referendum vote.
Al Smith, elected governor of New York, pledged to
repeal existing censorship act.
Runyon, who has led censorship fights in Legislature,
defeated for Governor in New Jersey.
"Columbus"
first subject of "Chronicles of America"
finished.

Adolph Zukor presents TO HAVE AND TO HOLD
Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod. — Paramount
Page 2

DANGER

Marcus Loew secures Bronx theater seating- 2,500.
S. R. Kent of Famous Players finds business condition far from normal with no place for poor pictures.
Louis B. Mayer luncheon host to Reginald Barker and
John M. Stahl.
day 111., exchange
Famous Players to openTues
Peoria,
Dec. 1.

and

Terms ( Po«'age free). United States, Outside of Greater New York.
$10 00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign. $15.00.
Subscribers
should
remit with order.

THE
American Releasing Corp

News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines

CIRCUS
Page 10
LADY
Page 1 1

HERSELF
Page 12

COMPROMISE
Page 13
Page 15

Jensen & Von Herberg theaters in Portland, Ore., in
squabble with second run exhibitors.
Ideal Films, British producing concern, plans to get
back production cost from foreign sales.
Charles de Roche, French actor, coming over to reThursdayPlayers' roster.
place Valentino on Famous
Will Hays says industry accepts responsibility developing from Massachusetts defeat of censorship.
Sidney Cohen of the M. P. T. O. says defeat of censorship in Massachusetts is triumph for Americanism.
Jos. A. Levenson, N. Y. State Motion Picture Commission, has nothing to say about election results.
B. P. Schulberg announces purchase of material for
one feature a month for II months.
Douglas MacLean signs to make four comedy specials
for Associated Exhibitors.
Friday
T. "weeks."
O. C. C. members take stand against producers'
Woman's Home Companion sponsors two-reel series
based on its leading articles. Films produced by
Aralma and released by Alexander.
Universal to give non-star system thorough trial with
15 features.
Asso. Booking Corp. reported handling Mary PickSaturday
ford's "Tess of the Storm
Country."
Sydney Chaplin planning to make series of two reelers.
Marcus
Loew
takes over three Glynne
and Ward
houses.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the goodr — Benjamin Franklin.

THE
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Good, But It Gould Have Been a Lot
Adolph Zukor presents
"TO

HAVE

AND

TO

HOLD"

George Fitzmaurice Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
George Fitzmaurice
AUTHOR
Mary Johnston
SCENARIO BY
Ouida Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Miller
AS A WHOLE

Will get by but cannot compare

with the other two big costume pictures of curSTORY

rent release, "Knighthood" and "Robin Hood"
Delightful romance of early Jamestown

• period and court life of King James
DIRECTION
Fair. Court scenes indicate a burlesque on royalty
PHOTOGRAPHY
Beautiful
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
Betty Compson miscast as Lady
Jocelyn. Bert Lytell and Theodore Kosloff very
good.
Raymond Hatton a burlesque king
EXTERIORS
Beautiful
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION

Gorgeous
Very good
Good for any house
7,518 feet

"To Have and To Hold" is the third of the big costume pictures promised for the season.
It will get

Better

by because after all it is beautifully done and they have
spent a lot of money which shows, but taken all in all
it doesn't begin to compare with Fairbanks' "Robin
Hood" or Marion Davies' "Knighthood." Perhaps the
difference in cost of production might have something
to do with this, but it really doesn't seem so. Fitzmaurice has failed in handling the beautiful story.
Betty Compson should never have been cast for the
heroine, Lady Jocelyn. When

Betty tries to emote

in the earlier part of the picture — well, it just doesn't
register and subsequently when she tries to put the
character over she again fails dismally. Bert Lytell
and Theodore Kosloff are the saving graces of this
picture. Both do very good work. But Raymond
Hatton presents a King James that is pretty akin to
burlesque. Certainly Paramount will not dare to show
this picture in England in its present form. Before
the cast is passed over the splendid work of W. J. Ferguson should not be forgotten. It is one of the real
spots of the production.
Had the story been allowed to run naturally, the
chances are it would have been a Jot better, but the
pirate band and the desert island sequences do not register. They seem so melodramatic and unnecessary.
The destruction of the pirate ship by an explosion
could have been done a lot better.

Be Gareful If "Knighthood" or "Robin Hood" Match This on Play Dates
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

A good many years ago Mary Johnston's novel "To
Have and To Hold" was one of the best sellers for a
long time. Then they made a play of it, so all in all
the old-timers will probably remember this very well.

are in a difficult spot. Fortunately Paramount is releasing "Knighthood" as well as this one, so you can
work this out in all probability.

They should certainly recall it as easily as "When

George Fitzmaurice's name should be of some help
to you. He has a long record of creditable successes

Knighthood Was in Flower." But if "Knighthood"
gets to your town first, be careful of your promises on
this one. If on the other hand you play this before

and your people probably know him. They will probably also know Bert Lytell, previously a Metro star,
but lay off the promises for Compson. The chances

"Knighthood" arrives you will be safe, otherwise comparisons are inevitable. Your people are bound to

are they won't like her.
You can talk about the story as one of the most
delightful romances and most charming love stories
ever written.
It is all of that.

ligure out which is the better and if by chance "Robin
Hood" conies along at about the same time then you
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Great Audience Appeal and Sure Fire

Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle in
"ONE
WEEK
OF
LOVE"
Selznick
DIRECTOR
George Archainbaud
AUTHORS
Edward J. Montagne and George
Archainbaud
SCENARIO BY
George Archainbaud
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS A V/FIOLE
Great entertainment value with
a walloping last reel
STORY
They will probably forget all about it
when they are through with the thrills of the
last re2l
DIRECTION

Fair.
Several unimportant sequences neglected in handling
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STARS
Very good.
Conway Tearle probably
does better work than Miss Hammerstein, although she is very satisfying and easy to look at
SUPPORT
Very few in the cast who have much
to do, other than Hallam Cooley and Kate Lester, and neither of them have much to do
EXTERIORS
Sortie excellent locations found
for the Mexican atmosphere
INTERIORS
Lavish
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Suits any audience
from biggest first runs on Broadway down to
anything you can find
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,000 feet
"One Week of Love" is sure a sweet picture. It is
going to mean a lot of money in the box office and
better than that when they go out all full of thrills

DAILY

Material in "One Week of Love"

from the last reel they are going to talk about it favorably and the word of mouth advertising, always the
very best possible boost for a picture, will be forth
coming for this latest Selznick release.
They have kept this one under cover very well. No
one knew what it was all about and they have a lot of
sure fire audience appeal in it. It starts off with a
crash and ends with a wallop. The first flash shows
a lot of swell folks partying around in bathing suits
and after this novel introduction they take you along
into a sequence showing Elaine Hammerstein, the
heiress, in an aeroplane race with Hallam Cooley. The
way they have handled Elaine's plane being lost in a
fog prior to her crash into a hut in Mexico is going
to please everybody. And from then on Conway Tearle
steps in as an American who has gone to the dogs and
who buys Elaine from a pair of greasers for $15, ten
of wdiich is the purchase price of a horse. Tearle is
a rough, tough citizen, but after one week with the
proud and haughty Elaine, during which time she
shoots him, ihey realize that they are in love with each
other and then comes the Inst reel.
Elaine bids Conway farewell and is going back to
her high and mighty sociaMife, but the train on which
she is a passenger smashes over a bridge and in the
end Conway rescues her from the whirling rapids.
Then comes the clinch. But from the moment you see
the bridge (which while done in miniature is exceedingly well handled) and the train toppling over and
the many passengers fighting for their lives, it is
mighty good audience stuff and is bound to get them.
Production values are liigh and while Director
Archainbaud has slipped up on several occasions, still
as a whole it holds up satisfactorily.

You Can Make Promises for This One— It Will Hold Up
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you know anything about the show business you
should know that a fine last reel is better than five or
six good reels that run ahead and then die at the finish.
If you send your folks out talking in the right way it
doesn't make a lot of difference what else they have
seen if they like the last reel, and the last reel in "One
Week of Love" from an audience viewpoint is made
on platinum and set with pearls. It is there all the
way. Some wise folk may know that the bridge is
miniature but they will never be able to figure out
the rest of it.
The sequence showing the passengers at the mercy
of the whirling rapids is mighty well done and there

are enough sure fire human interest and heart appeal
touches including the usual baby to set it right. Stick
to the last reel in all your exploitatit)n and advertising. If you have a crowd that likes to know who is in
a picture, certainly the names of Elaine Hammerstein
and Conway Tearle should be helpful. Tearle has appeared with the Talmadge girls and in many other
productions and Elaine Hammerstein has been building her own following for some time.
The title readily lends itself to catchlines and there
be excellent stills available of th: acro])lni-'e
should
race
and the train wreck.
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Eternal Triangle Stuff With Good Cast
"THE
DANGER
POINT"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Lloyd Ingraham
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Ross Fisher
AS A WHOLE
Regulation eternal triangle stuff,
with good cast
STORY
The inevitable one of the busy husband and lonesome wife, with convenient ending
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair.
Burning well shots
LIGHTINGS
Fair
good
PLAYERS
Generally good cast. Joseph Dowling does good work as blind musician. Wm.
Carleton, Carmel Myers and Vernon Steele well
known
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
deal

Adequate
Satisfactory; one set used a great

DETAIL
Some titles at start too talky
CHARACTER OF STORY
City girl goes West
and falls in love with founder of town. After
marriage she runs away with his friend, thinking

to come and when he is seen in a vehicle which does
not give him scope enough it may be disappointing to
a majority of picture audiences.
The story of "The Danger Point" is the old, old
theme of the neglected wife and the every-ready villain who takes her away. Also in approved movie
style she is saved in the nick of time by a convenient
train wreck which leaves her unscathed, though badly
damaging the villain, who lives long enough to be carried back and exonerate the heroine.
William Carleton will undoubtedly be liked as the
husband, and Vernon Steele villainizes in appropriate
manner. Carmel Myers is very pretty at times, although she misses fire somewhat at the climax. Others in the cast are Harry Todd and Margaret Joslin,
who contribute some comedy touches.
The story moves along very mildly until the last
reel when everything happens at once. The girl runs
away, is followed by the villain who boards the train
unknown to her ; the husband's oil wells are on fire
and he rushes madly to save them, returning home
only to find his wife's farewell note. And on top of
this comes the news that the train she is on has been
wrecked. It may get over with the right crowd and

husband doesn't love her, but returns unhurt
when train is w^recked
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,807 feet

be liked, but it's old stuff.
Joseph Bowling does good work as the blind violinist, but you expect him to do something big that will
grip you, and while he is appealing and sweet, the big

From the cast in Lloyd Ingraham's latest production, "The Danger Point," one would expect a bigger
picture in every sense of the wi rd. Joseph Dowling's
work in "The Miracle Man" will live for a long time

punch isn't there, although you may think that the girl
isn't hurt in the wreck because of his prayers.
There is only a long shot of the train wreck and a
short one at that.

Mention the Players — Use Gatchlines
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The cast in this one is by all means your best bet.
Nine chances out of ten those who saw "The Miracle
Man" have not forgotten Joseph Dowling's work in
it and will like to see him in this. But it is not "big"
and they may be disappointed on this account.
The title may interest those who like excitement
and Carmel Myers' followers will like to see her again.
Unless they like "eternal triangle" stuff and will be
satisfied with an average production, you had better
see this first.
The title gives you a number of interesting angles

to work with. It offers unusual opportunities for catch
lines and teasers. Lines such as "What is the danger
point between men and women? Come to the blank
theater and see for yourself." Or, "There is a danger
point in the relations of every man and every woman.
See what it is at the blank theater."
If you stand well enough you can also get something
in your local newspaper by way of an editorial. Editors
have always liked the idea of sermonizing and there
help.enough stories breaking into print these days about
are
the relations of men and women to justify. This may
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The Bi^^est
Pomancc Picture
of the Year

ELAINE
HAMNERSTEIN
CONMV
TEARLE
Appearing together in a
production blggeiT
finer and far more sensational thaneither
anything^
in TVhich
has
previously appeared
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tkrs Still
Palk: Sdznick
low Delivers

OF LOVE
By CdWARO

J. MONTAGNE

and GeORGE

AaCHAINBAUD

Directed by George Archainbauo

Nfi^ty Flood Scenes, An
Airplane Crash, A Rail
road%eck, Drama,
Patlio8,RomanceXuxuiy-and BoxofTice .
Value Unuaralleled
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"The Village Blacksmith"— A Picture of Sobs and Suffering
"THE

VILLAGE BLACKSMITH"
Fox Film Corp.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Jack Ford
Founded on Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's famous poem
SCENARIO BY
Paul H. Sloane
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A WHOLE
Sob stuff and melodrama, not
particularly worth while
STORY
The village blacksmith suffers and

suffers just as Mary Carr did in "Over the Hill"
DIRECTION
Fair enough considering poor
material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
Fair
PLAYERS
William Walling emotes as the
suffering smith. Dave Butler, Pat Moore, Virginia Valli, George Hackathorne, Francis Ford,
Bessie Love and others in long cast
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
..
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Railroad wreck could have been a lot
better.
Too many titles
CHARACTER OF STORY
Splendid for those
who like sobby entertainment
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 7,000 feet
When Mary Carr's suffering brought oodles of dollars to Fox Film someone had an idea of having a
father suffer in the same way and perhaps add another
classic to the list. So they conceived the idea of
adapting Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's famous
"Village Blacksmith" to the screen. Of course it was
necessary to take a few liberties and throw into the
life of the smith as Longfellow depicted it a few heartrending episodes and a little melodrama and when this
was done Someone figured it would be good entertainment. Maybe it is. Certainly if they like to cry over

Look This Over Carefully.

the sufferings of a huge male character, this fits the
bill. William Walling as the blacksmith just suffers
and suffers.
First his wife dies and he is confronted with the
problem of raising a family of kiddies, one boy being
crippled as a result of playing with his brother. Then
his daughter receives presents from the rich man's son
and he thinks things and suffers. Then the older son
who is to perform an operation on his crippled brother
is all mangled in a train wreck and to make it complete the rich man's son steals $480 from the smith's
daughter, the money belonging to the church fund.
Of course no one in the church knows that he stole
it and the girl is charged with the offense. She is
about to leave home and runs away in a terrific storm
but she is caught in time and the rich man's son is
apprehended. This ends the suffering of the Village
Blacksmith.
There is a touch at the finish that many with nice
susceptibilities will dislike. That is where the crippled
boy flounders and crawls on his stomach through the
storm, to the home of the rich man and charges the
rich man's son with the theft of the money only to be
lashed with a horsewhip in the hands of the father.
The brutality of this is almost as unnecessary as the
entire idea.
The train wreck is certainly not up to the standard
of 1922 productions. Otherwise, excepting for the
manner in which at times the story lags, it will get by.
There is a long cast. Walling does good work as
the blacksmith and Virginia Valli is very beautiful as
the daughter. George Hackathorne has one of his
usual roles and Dave Butler is good looking as the
blacksmith's son. Eddie Gribbon is rather likeable as
the gossip and Francis Ford does the villain stuff well
enough. He surely looks the part. Lucile Hutton
has only a bit but is very good. Many of the village
types are very much .exaggerated.

Use Longfellow's Name

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you think your people want to see a big virile man
suffer, then you can look this one over and probably
use it to advantage. But unless your crowd likes this
kind of stuff you had better go slowly. There isn't
much to it excepting the suffering of the blacksmith.
The storm doesn't begin to compare with the same
idea as presented in a number of releases now in circulation and the railroad wreck doesn't begin to measure up.

Your best talking point is the use of the name Henry
Wadsworth

Longfellow, one of the greatest poets

and one of the best beloved of this country. Every
school child knows Longfellow and many of the older
folks remember some of his more famous contributions.
You can tell them that Fox also made "Evangeline"
which is another Longiellow poem.

-
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Fair Western Picture Containing Regu lation Plot and Atmosphere
Neal Hart in

ther and sufificient cause for hounding the villain, it

"TABLE
TOP
RANCH"
Wm. Steiner — State Rights
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Paul Hurst
Paul Hurst
Not credited

BY

CAMERAMAN
Badarac'co
AS
A WHOLE. .... .Ordinary western J.that
follows
in the line of the majority with the usual situations, atmosphere and characters
STORY
Doesn't deviate from the familiar formula and develops in the way you expect
DIRECTION
Fair; weak on action; supplies
only one or two fights and a slight thrill
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
A satisfactory cowboy hero
SUPPORT
William Quinn, the villain; Hazel
Maye, the girl, and the usual extras
EXTERIORS
Provide necessary atmosphere
INTERIORS
Unimportant
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Hero captures cattle thief who annoyed girl rancher and avenges
the death of his brother, killed by the thief
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5,000 feet

The regular weekly western offering is
Ranch," another based on the recognized
popular hero, villain and girl formula.
seem to get tired of using this one so that

"Table Top
and highly
They never
it has come

to be a part of the week's offerings — a typical, regulation western, and they seldom vary, one from the
other. "Table Top Ranch" is just one more repetition.
There is a cowboy who incurs the wrath of the villain by protecting the girl rancher and to give hero fur-

develops that hero's brother had been murdered by
the villain. The early reels are rather slow, being devoted to establishing a premise and acquainting the
spectator with the geographical position of the Mesa,
a grazing place, greatly coveted by ranchers. There
are several long, not altogether clear sub-titles in connection with the explanation.
Paul Hurst hasn't introduced any new twists to the
plot and so there is neither suspense nor speculation
as to what the outcome will be. The development is
quite obvious and from the very introduction of hero
and villain you almost know just what will take place
in the climax — a fight on a ledge. The only slight
difference is that hero doesn't hurl his victim over.
He saves him for the law to deal with. He saves the
girl from villain's attack and you can assume that this
completes the romance.
The production is average, with the usual locations
providing the right atmosphere. The film is rather
weak on action, with only one or two fights and villain's attempt to kill hero by setting off a blast in his
path, is about the only near thrill. Neal Hart is the
customary cowboy hero. You can depend upon himto fulfill expectations. The girl is Hazel Maye. She
has little to do. The cast includes the usual types.
Story: John Marvin is really a marvel at escaping
death. No matter how many men are against him,
his lucky star guides him safely through. If the villain fires four shots, they all miss, but hero's one is
always sure. So it is that he eventually traps his
enemy, Powell, who, besides having killed Marvin's
brother, is now annoying the pretty mistress of "Table
Top Ranch." How Marvin deals with Powell and
saves Kate furnishes the feature's best action and most
interesting sequence.

Will Do Well Enough if They Favor Western Features in General
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors who know their patrons like a western

The title is rather attractive and can be given good

at regular intervals can make a note of "Table Top
Ranch" and use it for one of their regular western
feature days. In all probability they'll be satisfied.
If the}' like westerns at all, it won't make very much
difference with them what it is about as long as it has
the right atmosphere, a hero and a villain.

display. Don't make any unusual promises but give
the picture your customary exploitation efforts and
catchlines will attract. For a trailer secure the shots
showing the villain's attempt to kill hero by blasting
in his path. This should arouse their interest and undoubtedly bring them back to see if he escapes.
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Not Much to the Story But It Will
Rodolph Valentino in
"THE

YOUNG RAJAH"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Philip Rosen

AUTHOR
*
J. A. Mitchell
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis
CAMERAMAN
James Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Presents star in elaborate and
fantastic surroundings; a picturesque romance
that makes it a pretty picture but little more
STORY
Fanciful tale that makes costume model
rather than actor of star
DIRECTION
Adequate; Oriental episodes are
good to look at; could not make such material
convincing entertainment
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Has little real acting to do
SUPPORT
Wanda Hawley not the most suitable
lead
for
Valentino; a satisfactory cast generally
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
Connecticut
farmer turns
rajah
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

Please Star's Following

but they are the two principal locales in the story,
with the situations almost as widely separate. On
the one hand there is an Oriental kingdom with considerable squabbling over the right to the throne and
on the other there is a village in America where the
rightful heir, a young rajah, has been hidden by those
protecting him against the wrath of his father's
enemies. The story's most outstanding implausibility
is the boy's power to forecast the future. He can
definitely foretell coming events and there is an explanation of how he came by this gift which is equally
vague and fanciful. In fact it would have been much
more satisfactory if they had given this one a dream
finish rather than try to present it in a serious vein
for the situations are such that they cannot provide
serious entertainment despite the efforts of Director
Philip Rosen to make them so.
The piece appears to have been selected solely for
the variety of situations and atmosphere which it gives
the star. To mention a few of the bits in which he

Good
Appropriate
Ample
Boy adopted by
out to be famous

appears are as a college student, a member of Yale's
rowing team, a horseback rider, lover and rajah. Valentino uses a large wardrobe in this one and as far as

7,705 feet

adequate.
The picture has been well produced with several
more or less lavish scenes in the Oriental sequences.
A slight comic vein appears at intervals and the
romance is prominent throughout. The trouble over
the throne is never very clear.
Story : It develops that Amos Judd, college student,
is a rajah and heir to the throne. How he foresees that
he will be compelled to return to his native land and
events transpire as he anticipates them compose the
most of the picture.

For the admirers of Rodolph Valentino, "The Young
Rajah" will undoubtedly furnish satisfactory entertainment because they are not likely to complain about
anything as long as the star is present. His host of
followers, the "flapper" crowd in particular, will be
pleased with the highly improbable but colorful
romance contained in "The Young Rajah," a fanciful
story with two widely different episodes that have not
a convincing connection.
Connecticut and the Orient are a great distance apart

his admirers are concerned they'll probably consider
it a first rat6 vehicle. Wanda Hawley does satisfactory work as the girl but doesn't make a particularly
attractive lead for the star. Others in the cast are

Should Be Easy to Get Them In With Valentino's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Judging from the crowd at the Rivoli this week it
would seem that all you need is Valentino's name to
get them in. And for those who like him, "The Young
Rajah" will probably please them as well as anything,
that is if they are satisfied with just seeing him, regardless of the story. This one doesn't require very much
of his acting ability but it does show him off to advantage in a variety of ways.
You can count on the "flapper" contingent especially

to support "The Young Rajah." They will be delighted with the romance and for their benefit let them
know about the young heir to an Oriental throne who
fell in love with an American girl. You can rely
upon it to attract attention particularly by displaying
stills of Valentino in his rajah attire. They may
expect another "sheik" picture. Wanda Hawley's
name can also be used but Valentino's should be sufficient.
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Will Entertain Where They Are Not Too Critical
Harry Carey in
"GOOD MEN AND TRUE"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
Grasse

Val Paul
Eugene Manlove Rhodes
George Edwards Hall
Wm. Thornley and Robt. De

AS A WHOLE
A fairly good entertainment
that has some audience appeal and will probably
please a big enough majority
STORY
A good mixture of comedy and drama
and rather timely atmosphere in election theme
DIRECTION
Adequate for the most part;
doesn't always
advantage

work

in comedy

bits to best

PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usual
STAR
Has a good role and his admirers will
like it
SUPPORT
Suitable; includes Noah Beery, Vola
Vale and TuUy Marshall
EXTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
.....Candidate for
sheriff goes the limit to prevent his opponent
from winning but is foiled in the end
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,400 feet
There are some fairly original twists in this election
story even though they are not all logical. The picture
contains a timely atmosphere and will probably appeal
to a good many. It has some audience appeal and
combines comedy and drama in a more or less interesting fashion. Harry Carey is one candidate for
sheriff and Noah Beery is another and the fight for
victory offers some good excitement into which is
injected some far-fetched comedy business but it will
undoubtedly get laughs.

At one of the "big" moments, where Beery has his
opponent at the point of a gun, Tully Marshall, lowers
a gun down the chimney of the hut where Carey is
held prisoner, and in full view of his captor, Harry
grabs the gun and marches his man off to prison.
The comedy is of the illogical kind but in all probability they'll think it pretty good stuff especially a
certain crowd that isn't particular how the laughs
come as long as they are there. Tully Marshall is
responsible for most of the humor and his large family
and wife, who is obviously the boss, will get some more
laughs. The sequence in which Carey bribes a Turkish bath attendant to change places with him so that
he (Carey) can deal with his enemy, is not funny and
somewhat out of place. Beery in his bath attire won't
gain much admiration but his performance otherwise,
as a villain, is all right.
The story is a good deal different from what Carey
usually does. It provides him with a fair vehicle but
not nearly as good as "The Kick-Back," his first for
Film Booking Offices. Carey is more at home in an
out-and-out western minus the romance. He doesn't
fit in well with this sort of thing but nearly every one
of his pictures include some such sequence with Harry
and the girl all pretty and happy for the ending.
Val Paul provides an adequate production and the
climax where Carey fights a whole army of waiters,
is the only instance where the story runs a bit wild.
It is smoothly told and the interest well sustained.
Story : J. Wesley Pringle is the popular favorite
for sheriff. Thorpe, his opponent, realizes this and
resorts to foul means to prevent Pringle's efection.
Georgie Hibler, the daughter of Pringle's biggest support, knows that Thorpe will do anything to spoil
hero's chance of election. Fite, a pleasant old fellow,
whom Pringle had saved from suicide, saves him from
Thorpe's gang which is holding him prisoner. Pringle
returns in time to be elected, Thorpe is landed in jail
and Georgie demands an immediate marriage.

Play Up Atmosphere and Unusual Exploitation Should Put It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In view of the atmosphere you might be able to
make a little extra fuss about "Good Men and True"
right at this time — not because it is an especially fine
picture but because it has a story dealing with election
and with Harry Carey as star you might be able to get
them particularly interested in it. The right exploitation should put it over satisfactorily and it might make
a fair enough showing.

Where they are not over critical they'll be pleased
with it and you can talk about the drama that is
relieved with some good comedy touches. If Harry
Carey is popular boost his name and recall his recent
picture, "The Kick Back," in case you played it.
Catchlines won't do very well for this one, it needs
stronger and more original boosting to get it over.
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\ girl is loved by a rich young aristocrat, yet
■^^ her heart is touched by the selfless devotion
of a crook who had been her only friend in an
hour of greatest need.

The stress of her indecision is experienced by the
audience whose sympathies are equally divided.

Suspense reaches the breaking point when the
two men meet and the drama ends with one of
the most gripping climaxes ever screened.

Not one photoplay in a hundred carries the
thought, power, beauty and sincerity of " Till We
Meet Again," already declared by exhibitors a
marvellous audience picture.
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Good
"THE

Production

COWBOY AND THE
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Helps

LADY"

Charles Maigne
Clyde Fitch
Julien Josephson
Faxon Dean
Rather weak on situations but

good production and pleasing players compensate
STORY
Average western material that doesn't
get away from the regulation stuff very much
DIRECTION
Quite good in consideration of not
over strong material; provided splendid locations
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
Mary Miles Minter and Tom Moore
make an interesting couple ; the remainder of the
cast is satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Unusually attractive shots
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Woman accused of
murdering husband is saved by lover who assumes guilt until guilty one is found and the pair
made happy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,918 feet
A first rate production helps to keep "The Cowboy
and the Lady" from being a very ordinary feature.
Director Maigne has evidently realized the weakness
of the material and tried to make up for it in other
ways. The picture is thoroughly good to look at and
there are any number of mighty fine exterior shots
that show the vast plains of the west with the mountain chains in the distance. Pictorially, the picture is
splendid and it is no small help in putting over a pretty
slight and familiar story.

Exploit

Players'

Names

and

DAILV

Put

Over

Average Story

The first few reels are composed mostly of unimportant incidents which establish facts that eventually
take the form of a plot but it isn't until about the last
reel that there is any real action. The one exception is
the rescue of the heroine when she climbs the trunk
of a fallen tree which leads across the rapids. Shj
misses her grasp and is destined for a dangerous ride
when hero Tom Moore saves her. Of course this l)it
gets the romance off to an interesting start. This twist
furnishes a pretty fair thrill at that.
Tom Moore's role presents a new type that is about
the only new twist in the story. He's a "dude" cowboy and it is going to please them when he spoils a
perfectly good white flannel suit to reach the lady's
horse that has strayed from her and later when he carefully removes his well fitted coat and proceeds to give
a genuine cowboy the beating of his life, it is a good
touch that will go over.
It is good audience stuff.
The best action comes toward the close when the
woman's husband is murdered and she is accused.
The idea of hero assuming the guilt to protect the
woman he loves is pretty commonplace but it leads up
to a good climax in which the villain is exposed and
everything made ready for the happy ending. Mary
Miles Minter and Tom Moore are a good couple for
their respective roles and the supporting company is
first rate. It includes Viora Daniel, Patricia Palmer,
Robert Schable, Guy Olivers and others.
Story: Jessica Weston manages a ranch while her
husband is paying attention to Molly, proprietress of
the cafe. Teddy North, called the "dude cowboy"
meets Jessica and once saves her life. Later he protects her from an attack by her husband, threatening
to kill him if he ever touches her again. When Weston
is found murdered Mrs. Weston is accused but Teddy
assumes the guilt. How Molly confesses that another
did it and paves the way for Teddy's and Jessica's
happiness.

Employ Whatever Angle Will Best Appeal

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a fair entertainment that you can use without
causing much comment one way or the other. It
is about an average feature with the exception of its
pictorial appeal which is above the ordinary. Of
course you can use the names of Mary. Miles Minter
and Tom Moore prominently in your announcements.
For those who may have read the story let them

know that Clyde Fitch was the author. The title can
be exploited with catchlines and you interest them
especially in the cowboy who was a "dude." This
might be a particularly good angle to play up, letting
them know that Teddy North is a different cowboy
from the rest. Tom Moore is popular enough to get
them interested in such a combination of cowboy and
"slicker."
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Delightful Circus Story With Fine Ac tion and Thrills in Climax
Shirley Mason in
"SHIRLEY
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

OF THE
Fox

CIRCUS"
Rowland
Robert
Robert
G.

V.
M.
M.
O.

Lee
Lee
Lee
Post

AS A WHOLE
The best of the regular Fox releases in a long time; good entertainment all the
way through
STORY
Interesting story of circus life that has
good dramatic moments and a thrilling climax
DIRECTION
Has injected thoroughly realistic
and absorbing circus atmosphere and well sustained interest
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Pleasing and does good work; does not
photograph very well and make-up is quite poor
at times

SUPPORT

Alan Hale in a truly noteworthy

performance; George O'Hara a pleasing newcomer and others Lule Warrington, Maude
Wayne and Mathilde Brundage
EXTERIORS
.., Good
INTERIORS
Very appropriate
DETAIL
First rate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Circus dancer finds
happiness with lover after vain effort of circus
master to prevent it
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,668 feet
"Shirley of the Circus" is the best regular release
that Fox has issued in some time and it is the best
thing coming from Shirley Mason in quite a while.
It is a thoroughly interesting and original story of
circus life that is splendidly told and contains especially fine atmosphere. It is absorbing from start to
finish. The opening shots are particularly well done,
showing a traveling circus troup performing in the

Should Please Them

streets of a small town in Southern France where a
premise is established and the story gets off to a good
start.
Rowland V. Lee has given an excellent production,
sustains the interest very well and injects an unusually realistic circus atmosphere in the latter sequence
which presents a circus complete in every detail. The
last reel is worthy of special comment and Director
Lee has done very fine work in building up a climax
that carries a genuine punch with at least two high
class thrills. One is where the acrobat, seeking revenge on his partner who has won the love of the
ballet dancer, purposely allows him to miss his grasp
in a spectacular leap, and the other is where the lions,
unmanageable as a result of the panic caused by the
accident, overpower the trainer and one escapes from
the cage, bearing down upon the girl. There is fast
action and a great suspense in this reel that will certainly send them out in high praise of the feature.
It is a very fine vehicle for Shirley Mason and she
does good work at all times. There is just one thing
that her admirers are going to notice — the star does
not look well in this ; it may be due to very poor makeup. But the real outstanding performance of the picture is contributed by Alan Hale as Max, the owner
and chief acrobat of the circus. Hale looks and acts
the part in every move. His portrayal is exceedingly
well done and worth seeing. George O'Hara is a promising newcomer who plays "Pierre," the dancer's
sweetheart.
Story : Shirley attracts the attention of an American artist who begs Max, her manager, to permit him
to send her to school. At the end of her term Shirley
runs away to escape returning to Max, whom she
fears. Max traces her to the artist's home in New
York and when Shirley learns that her presence is annoying the artist's fiancee, she returns
Max tries to win Shirley for himself
injury to Pierre, whom Shirley loves,
the eventual happiness of Shirley and

Anywhere and

to Max. How
and causes an
is followed by
Pierre.

You Can Talk About It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here is a worthwhile attraction that you can make a
little extra fuss over and the results should prove it
deserving of any extra exploitation that you may give
it. "Shirley of the Circus" is a really interesting picture with Shirley Mason in a role that is especially
well suited to her. Don't neglect to tell them about
the performance of Alan Hale and if you can secure a
trailer it should be an easy means of bringing them

back.

The title is sufficient to give an idea of what the
story deals with and the atmosphere affords plenty of
fine exploitation stunts that you are probably already
familiar with or have used in conjunction with previous pictures dealing with circus life. You can make
promises for this one and you can rely upon the last
reel sending them out talking about the picture.
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Gladys Walton In a Role Which She Has Down "Pat"
"THE

Gladys Walton in
LAVENDER BATH
Universal

LADY"

DIRECTOR
King Baggot
AUTHOR
Shannon Fife
SCENARIO BY
Geo. Randolph Chester
CAMERAMAN
Victor Milner
AS A WHOLE
Rather slight but interesting
feature that would have been a real winner if
it held starting pace
STORY
The sort that is best suited to the star;
would be the better of more humorous touches
DIRECTION
Gets story off to fine start but
slows it up toward close; holds interest pretty
well, however
PHOTOGRAPHY
Standard
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Always good in this kind of a role
SUPPORT
Suitable; includes Edward Burns,
Charlotte
Pierce, Tom
Ricketts, Albert McQuarrie and others
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Some the real thing
Suffices
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
Shop girl realizes
her ambition when taken into the home of rich
family whose jewels she saves from burglar
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,113 feet
Gladys Walton is always at her best in the role of
girl who plays at being a highbrow. As Mamie Conroy, the shop girl, in "The Lady of the Lavender
Bath" she , is very much at home and will appeal
strongly to her admirers. The star does better work
in this kind of a story than in any other which she
has been given and Shannon Fife's comes nearer to
what suits her best than some of her more recent
vehicles although they have still to give her another

"Second Hand Rose."
None of her current releases
have approached this one in entertainment value.
The opening reel of this one is so novel and interesting that it is somewhat disappointing that Director
Baggot didn't maintain the same pace throughout.
The introductory shots show a greatly affected young
lady at her dressing table, giving orders to her maids.
Then you are given a glimpse of a crowd in the street
and it develops that the "lady" is merely a window
demonstrator, displaying gowns for a fashionable shop.
Her demonstration creates such a riot that trafific is
blocked and the proprietor is compelled to withdraw
the attraction. About the first idea the spectator gets
that the lady is a model is when she picks up a sign
with a price and holds it to the hose she is wearing.
The comedy touches in this bit are original and good.
But it is too bad the rest of the story wasn't equally
original. It started off so fine that it is all the more
noticeable when it slows up as it progresses. Baggot
tries for some suspense in connection with the blind
hero but it isn't likely that many will really think he
is a burglar.
It is quite apparent that he is a detective.
The production is good and the shots in the department store look to be the real thing. The star is
given an adequate supporting company with Edward
Burns the detective hero.
Story : Mamie Conroy attracts the attention of the
rich Janette Gregory who persuades her uncle to bring
Mamie into the house to live with them. In the
absence of Janette, Mamie masquerades as mistress
of the big house and falls in love with David Bruce,
supposed to be blind. Later she overhears a conversation which makes her think her hero is a thief. When
Mamie is caught with the Gregory jewels, Bruce accuses her of the theft but it is proven that Mamie was
protecting them from burglars while Bruce turns out
to be a detective.

Boost the Star In This One If She Is Popular
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The story of "The Lady of the Lavender Bath" will
appeal to a good many and those who have come to
like Gladys Walton in her interpretation of the shop
girl with social aspirations will find the picture to
their liking and they'll like the star better in this than
in anything she has done since "Second Hand Rose."
The title hasn't very much in common with the story
so it will need exploitation and explanation.

Universal exchanges can supply you with a trailer
and one of the best bits of advertising that you could
give this would be to copy the opening shots — the
window demonstration. It should be a good stunt.
Universal's press sheet will explain it more in detail,
together with an idea for a prologue and store tie-ups.
Boost the star and tell them she has a typical Gladys
Walton role in this.
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Average Feature, Rather Weak Story But
"THE

May Allison in
WOMAN WHO FOOLED HERSELF"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe

DIRECTORS
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Chas. A. Logue and Robt. Ellis
Charles A. Logue
Chas. A. Logue
A. Fried

AS A WHOLE
Fair entertainment; good colorful atmosphere its best feature
STORY
Contains slight situations that are not
wholly absorbing or convincing; not original
DIRECTION
Quite slow and not always comprehensive intelling the story ; good production
and adequate cast
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

Suits the part but it doesn't require very
much of her

SUPPORT

Adequate though not unusual; includes Robert Schable,
Louis
Dean,
Frank
Currier and Robert Ellis
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Chorus girl hired
to lure man for crooked business deal, finds herself in love with her victim.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,401 feet
"The Woman Who Fooled Herself" is about an
average offering in which a familiar story is given
a satisfying production and some colorful atmosphere
make up, in a way, for the unoriginal situations and
rather, slow-moving theme. There are no high lights
and it runs along in about the same tone without increasing or decreasing the interest. The director
hasn't made much of an attempt to create a suspense
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Given

Satisfying

Production

and at the end tacks on an anti-climax that makes the
close quite weak.
The story deals with the popular frame-up situation
in which a pretty woman is hired to ensnare a young
man into a crooked deal that will net the conspirators
a valuable piece of property. After she succeeds in
this, of course, she finds herself in love with the young
man but in view of what she has done refuses to admit
it, so turns him away. Later, however, she succeeds
in retrieving the option, restoring it to her lover and
all ends happily. There are no new twists that might
make the story a bit distinctive and the development is
more or less obvious from the entrance of the hero.
The Spanish atmosphere and carnival sequence give
the feature some color and'makes it rather attractive
pictorially. There are a few interesting tropical shots
also and those in a native cafe will undoubtedly please
a good many. May Allison, as the dancer, fulfills requirements ofan unconspicuous role and Robert Ellis
is the hero. Frank Currier provides a comedy touch
now and then, as the old grandfather who "loves the
ladies." Robert Schable is the unscrupulous one.
The photography throughout is good and the production up to standard. Cutting is not very good at
times especially where they go from close-ups to long
shots. In one, where hero interrupts the girl's dance,
they repeat the actions of the close-up in the following
long shot.
Story : Eva Lee, a chorus girl out of work, accepts
a proposition in which she is to dance in a South
American cafe and lure Don Fernando into a deal
with Cameron Camden. Eva succeeds in winning
Fernando's love and then gets him to enter into a
contract with Camden. Then she spurns him although
really in love with him. After slight complications
she persuades Camden to return the contract to her
that she may square herself with Fernando and become
his wife.

Will Do Ail Right Unless They Demand

Strong Story Material

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
> |,This is a fair entertainment, will probably satisfy
the average crowd and should fit in adequately when
used in conjunction with the usual line of short reels,
a good comedy, scenic and news reel. Where they

in Metro pictures you might arouse their interest by
announcing her name in connection with the title.
Catchlines with the title might also be used to attract
attention. The usual stills for lobby display may

are particular, of course, it isn't strong enough to please
them, in view of the story's weakness.
Wh^re May Allison is popular from her appearance

prove interesting and appeal to the "flappers" with announcements concerning the showgirl who fell in love
with a Spaniard, etc.
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Good Cast Helps Regulation Farnum
"WITHOUT COMPROMISE"
William Farnum in
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMEN
McEdwards

Emmett J. Flynn
Lilian Bennet-Thompson
Bernard McConville
.Dev. Jennings and Nelson

AS A WHOLE
Regulation Farnum vehicle with
good supporting cast
STORY
Regulation movie stuff with plot hinging on unpleasant murder
DIRECTION
Generally good, except for abrupt ending
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
STAR
Has typical Farnum role and appears to
better advantage than in two previous pictures
SUPPORT
Very good.
Capable cast includes
ll
Lois Wilson, Tully Marshall, Alma Bennett and
Jii
Robert McKim
EXTERIORS
Some very good
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL . . . . . .T . 7.
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
"Square" Sheriff
does his duty according to law despite the fact
that his
LENGTH OF
Those who
without doubt,

sweetheart's family are involved
PRODUCTION
5,173 feet
like William Farnum will enjoy this
as it is very much better than the pre-

■''ceding Farnum offering, having an excellent supporting cast. The story itself, however,
while having
; plenty of action and some thrills is not a particularly
■pleasing one and does not leave an altogether pleasant taste.
•
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Vehicle

, The direction is good and the action holds the attention all the way, but the finish is much too abrupt.
Furthermore, it leaves one wondering whether or not
the brother, who is hovering between life and death,
recovers.
Lois Wilson is appealing and does some good work
as the heroine. Alma Bennett, although murdered in
the second reel, makes a lasting impression in the
small part she has, and Tully Marshall has an oppor- :
tunity for some good comedy bits.
Farnum himself is seen to much better advantage
than he has been in some time as the "Square" Sheriff
of the lumber town of Randolph. Those who admire
him will like him more than ever in this and he may
make some new friends. He does more acting and
less fighting than usual.
Story : Judge Randolph, the founder of the town,
dies and entrusts the care of the town and his foster
daughter Nora to Sheriff Dick Leighton, who although
in love with Jean Ainsworth runs for Mayor against
her father. The town bad man murders Nora and Dick
organizes a posse to capture him. After a chase the
murderer is captured and wounded by Dick, who instead of turning him over to the posse- takes him to
the hospital founded by Ainsworth. The nurse refuses to take the case and Lois agrees to nurse the
man. Her brother Tomniy, under instructions from,
his father to incite the men against Dick, urges them
to take the murderer sick or well, and going to the
hospital they break in. Dick shoots the first man to
enter, wounding Tommy as Lois announces the mur-;
derer's death. The next day Dick comes to arrest
David Ainsworth for instigating the mob. Ainsworth,,
asking ten minutes in which to arrange his papers,
runs away.
j;

Use Star's Name and Supporting Cast to Satisfy
J
L"-' •

1

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If the last -Farnum offering went over, this one is
sure to. It is far better in every respect. You can
use Farnum's name and in addition mention the splendid cast in which Lois Wilson plays opposite Farnum. There are plenty of thrills and although the

plot hinges on a brutal murder, this is gotten by with
a title, no action being shown. ■
There is a very exciting chase after the murderei;
which includes a swim down a sluice-way leading to
the falls which you can talk about, but the star and
the cast are your best bets.

Practically Everyone
in the

Film

Industry

will soon be reading the

1923 FILM
YEAR BOOK
It offers an advertising opportunity
no one can afford to overlook.
FIRST

FORMS

NOW

CLOSING

^

Short Stuff
"Harvest Hands"— Paul Parrott— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy

Screen Snapshots No.
Type of production

Those who like Paul Parrott's style of humor will doubtless find "Harvest Hands" good entertainment. Paul is sent
to his uncle's farm by his irate father in the hope that he will
do some work. He arrives as per schedule in a caterpillar
motor car. After various trials and tribulations he finds that
although he cannot stay on the farm, he is in love with the
owner's pretty daughter, and catching her up onto his trusty
tank he plows his way through haystacks, barns, houses
and everything else on the place in his cfTort to get away.

Interesting shots of film stars off location make the "Screen
Snapshots" an interesting reel and this number is no exception. Helen Ferguson is arrested for speeding by William
Russell dressed like a policeman; Claire Windsor and Jack
Mulhall make love before a camera; E. K. Lincoln is shown
with his prize-winning chows; Constance Talmadge has her
picture taken with some visitors; Tom Meighan gives some
kiddies a party and Frank Mayo, Bert Lytell, Lee Moran and
Roy Stewart have some fun on the beach.

"Hodge Podge" No. 2601— Lyman H. Howe— Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic and cartoon combination

"The
Drifter"- Leo
Type of production

The second Hodge Podge reel, is as the title reads, "Some
sense and some nonsense." But the whole has been woven
'together cleverly and the reel contains some very good stuff.
Short cartoon sequences are followed by scenic shots of winter
sports in Switzerland, then more cartoon stufif which in turn
is followed by some footage showing the sea elephants of the
South Seas being captured, for transportation to zoological
institutions. The cartoons are funny, and the novelty of the
reel will assuredly appeal.
"Deputized"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
In houses where Westerns of short length are in demand
this should get over in good shape. It is rather simple in theme
and includes enough rapid riding to please followers of this
type of drama. There is one interesting situation in which the
pursued villain hides in the home of the hero's sweetheart. A
six shooter in the hands of the fugitive is aimed at the principal
and matters are complicated when a jealous husband arrives and
starts a riot. Leo Maloney is the star, this being one of the
range rider series.
A satisfactory picture of its kind.
'The Cabby"— Century— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
The slapstick is still with us, as is witnessed by Al Herman's latest comedy starring Maudie the mule. Maudie eats
everything from poker chips to dollar bills, and takes very
good care of her master, the Cabby, breaking up a poker
game when she sees him losing. As revenge against a
tailor who didn't pay his fare, Maudie places a bomb in his
shop. A customer's suit is blown to bits and the man plots
to get even. Thgre is a cute touch when some kittens get
into the cash register, making it run all over the place and
down the street when the crook comes back to rob it. Not
high class, but will satisfy.
Pathe Review No. 182
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Always interesting, this number of the Pathe Review presents for its scientific feature "The Mystery of Magnetism"
and illustrates what can be done with t^e aid of a magnet.
Hy Mayer's "Travelaughs" this time deal with midwinter
fashions, fading from cartoons to actual photographs in quick
succession. The colored bit deals with scenes in the homeland of the Armenians.

13 — C. B. C. — State Rights
1 reel fan magazine

Maloney— Pathe
2 reel western

"The Drifter" varies from the usual two reel westerns which
Maloney has been appearing in recently, in that it is devoid of
the riding chase which has become almost a fixture in this
type of short reel. "The. Drifter" will undoubtedly be liked.
It is clean-cut and entertaining as well as swift moving and
Josephine Hiil is the pretty heroine. When the hero, without
the price of a meal, presents some ore specimens to be assayed
for gold to the real estate dealer, he learns about a plot against
a mother and daughter. They are being victimized by the
crooked land-shark, who has found gold on their land, and
Maloney accidentally becoming their champion, is enabled after
much detail and suspense which is held very well, to turn the
tables on the conspirator.
"Man vs Beast" — Educational
Type of production
Two reel African hunt picture
"Man vs Beast" presents in two reels the most thrilling
material in the series of films made by the late Louis Shuman
during his two year trip into East Africa. Shuman's courage
and marvelous marksmanship are strongly brought out in
several episodes among them the one in which he walks within
several feet of a pair of adult rhinoceros and kills one of them
after it has tossed one of the dogs twenty-five feet into the
air. The picture is full of thrills and holds the spectator
breathless at times. The shooting of a twelve thousand
pound Hippo, and the capture of a living hyena are among
the high spots of the film.
"Our Gang"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This, the third of the "Our Gang" Comedies, directed by
Hal Roach, while not quite as funny as the two preceding
ones, should more than please any audience. The opening
scenes in which little "Roosevelt Pershing Smith" the three
symyear old tough wrestles with a lolly-pop enlists one's
pathy immediately. He is the cutest kid seen in a long time
and the dirt with which he is covered, adds to the effect. The
plot is slight, but there is a wealth of incident that adequately
makes up for any deficiency in plot. The gang, headed by
Sunshine Sammy in a barrel because his mammy is washing
his clothes, find an Angel Child all dressed up. Luring
him behind a fence with a doll, there is a general riot from
which the Angel Child emerges triumphantly. He joins the gang
which proceeds to help "Little Farina" and her mother get
some business in their store which is failing. The way they
do this forms the balance of the action of the picture, which
is most enjoyable. This is one comedy that should not be
overlooked.

I
Short Stuff
Price of Progress — Kiser — Pathe
Type of t)roductioii
2 reel educational
Out of the usual run of two reelers is this interesting novelty. It deals in the main with forestry in the giant timber
country of the Northwest, and the way in which the trees are
felled and floated for shipment. Interwoven in an interesting
manner is the slight story of a down-and-out "Sammy" from
the trenches in France who finds in the manager of the camp
his long lost "Buddie." The photography throughout is very
good and the picture should make a successful addition to
almost anv bill.
■ ■

"The
Elephant's
Trunk"— Aesop's
Fable— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon comedy
Two playful elephants form the basis of this fable. They
have a lot of fun diving in a shallow lake and getting covered
with mud until Fide and his master go on an elephant hunt.
One elephant runs away and the other crawls into his trunk
and hides. Fido, however, conspires with three little mice
who crawl into the trunk and pull Mr. Elepliant out by his
tail. The moral of which appears to be "A friend in need is
a friend indeed." The cartoon is entirely up to the standard
of this series.
.:\
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Where the Promise
is Performed
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Barnes Printing Company
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Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce
present

The Greatest Social Feature of the Season
THIRD

ANNUAL

"SUPPER

DANCE

>>

Presentations and Dive/tisscn/ents by

S. L. ROTHAFEL
Music by

VINCENT

LOPEZ

with his two jazz bands

And the greatest beauty cast of all stars
ever assembled in one room.

Everybody

IVho Is Anybody
IVill be there

Saturday Night December

2nd, 1922.

Hotel Astor

Tickets $10. per person
Apply r. O. C, C.

Gold Room
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Distribution

Givic Film Service

Idea

mad to Serve Chambers of Comnerce — Now producing at Estee
Studio

Again Crops Up Among M. P. T. O.
Officials — True Suggests Formation of Oiganization

h(? Civic Film Serv'^ :. Inc., an
iiization to supply pf.tures deal« ith subjects of civiu' interest to
nibers of Commerce ?and similar
nizations, is being foimed to take
i the American City Bureau Film
vice, which was a branch of the
lerican City Bureau. The new
n will open offices about Dec. 1,
443 Fourth Ave.
ilms are now being produced by
organization dealing with such
ic subjects as zoning, recreation,
de promotion, city charters, city
nager plan, etc. Arthur T. Zellis directing. Interiors are being
otographed at the Estee studio,
stribution through Alexander Film.
The films are generally used to
(6 the place of a speaker at Chamof Commerce luncheons.

The idea of a distribution organizaloomstion for
up.the M. P. T. O. of A., again

(Continued

on

Page

This suggestion has been in vogue
on several occasions, chiefly before
and during recent national conventions. But W. A. True, of Hartford,
of the Executive Committee, has only
recently launched the idea again.
to "Illinois
Filmland,"
theAccording
official organ
of the Illinois
M.
P. T. O. of A., when True attended
the Chicago meeting on Oct. 12:
"Mr. True spoke on several matters,
such as the application for service
otherwise 'misunderstood' by exhibitors as a contract, advance deposits,
setting play dates, cancellation of star
series contract and advertising in
newspapers. He advocated forming

2)

(Continued

Famous Directors Meeting
The Board of Directors of Famous
layers holds its regular monthly
eeting today.
Fox
Buys
Belasco
Play
It is understood that Fox

Pictorial beauty, lavishness and a su re-fire story. Gasnier, Estelle Taylor,
Roberts and Kenneth Harlan. ' 'Thorns and Orange Blossoms." Each
)ught "Pawn Ticket 210," from the —Edith
Advt.
lay by David Belasco. The produc- an asset of B. P. Schulberg's third release through the Al Lichtman Corp.
on will feature Shirley Mason and
be directed by Scott Dunlap.

Van Praag Resigns

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City — M. Van Praag has
endered his resignation as president
)f the M. P. T. O. of Kansas. It is
mderstood that the reason for this
>tep is that Van Praag is about to
start a large project in the industry,
which will require all of his time.
R. G. "Dick" Liggett succeeds Van
Praag.

Patent Testimony

Edwin
S. Porter
Says
he
Used
Double Exposure 14 Years Before Dawn Obtained Patent
The freedom of the motion picture
camera is involved in the legal steps
taken by Norman Dawn to uphold
his patents on a double exposure process obtained in 1918. Testimony in
the suit has just been taken in New

Yorkuseby_inAtt'y
Henryin T.theHornidge
for
the trial
Federal
Court, Los Angeles.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Gets "Fappho"
F. J.Goldwyn
Godsol, president
of Goldwyn,
announces the acquisition by that

has

Alice Brady's Next
Henry
Kolker
will direct
Alice
rady in her next production, "The
-eopardess"
by Katherine
Newlfn
!ert. The picture will be made
at
he Paramount Long Island Studios.

on .Page

^ The A. B. C.

. -^ Has started at last. Will run Pickford's "Tess of the Storm
Country." Beginning late in December. Also after other product. But even this early in the day they are following the lead
of all other booking combines. And offering prices so low. That
they automatically start with the feeling against them. That all
other booking combines have. They made an offer a few days
ago. For a feature. At almost 40 per cent less than it has been
booked.
To some of its own meinbers.
Ofifering over 200 days.
It may be that there is a difficult situation here. Because
of the circuit runs. And the heavy investments of the neighborhood exhibitors. There is undoubtedly a grave situation facing
these men. And there is no doubt but that the ccmdition should
be altered. The only question is whether a booking corporation
is the best way to answer the problem.
This is sure : there never was a booking combination. There
probably never will be. But that almost automatically. Its
worst offense against the business as a whole develops early :
of trying to hold down prices to the distributor and exhibitor.
Even this early in its existence the A. B.C. seems heading that
This is the real menace of any booking combination.
way.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

company feature
of "Fappho,"
pretentious
foreign
with aPola
Negri,
brought over by Export & Import.

The Massachusetts
Record
This happened in Massachusetts:
For the first time in history
every precinct in Boston was
carried for either a candidate or
a measure.
More votes were

obtained

the proposed censoragainst
ship than any candidate, or any
measure ever before received;
In 500,000
every people
village,voted
town"No."
and
over
city where there was a picture
theater or a newspaper a maagainst cengiven
jority wassorship.
In 91 villages and
towns where there were neither
nor picture theaters
newspapers
28
voted for censorship, with a
total of about 6.000 votes and
a majority of 438. Some of
these settlements voted as low
as 12 people, and the polls were
open but 15 minutes.
The majority obtained against
censorship was greater than
sorship.
the actual votes polled for cenThis is the result of the Hays
organization work. File this.
It will come in handy some day
in your neighborhood.

■c
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Civic
Filmfrom Service
(Continued
Page 1;

(Contmued from page 1)

Will Hays has written the organization a letter of encouragement in
which he says that, through this
agency, "commercial organizations in
every section of the country, associating themselves in efforts for civic
betterment, -will find available not
The report says -that President
pictures."S. Cohen was present, but only the existing- oral and textual
Sidney
on Saturday Cohen declared that he agencies, but the new and powerful
aids that are at hand."
was at the dentist's at the time True visual
The staff includes Albert St. Peter,
spoke, and said he knew nothing of
the address. He added that he had general manager; Scott E. W. Bedford, educational consultant; George
not read the report and did not care
H. Breed, scenario and research edito discuss the matter until he did.
tor, and Wayne D. Heydecker, sales
manager.
Finance in Filmdom
Several members of the staf? are
Is the title of an article, by H. also interested in the Aralma Film
Manley, appearing in the current Co., producing the Woman's Home
issue of Forbes. Statistics well Companion
series of two-reelers, also
known to the industry are in the distributed by Alexander Film.
article, which is enlivened by a portRogell to Produce
rait of "The Three Pioneers," Wm.
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
T. Rock, J. Stuart Blackton and
Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph.
Hollywood — Albert Rogell has
formed an independent production
company. It is backed by Mrs.
Angela C. Kaufman, a philanthropist
worker. It is understood that the
(Continued
from Page 1)
Edwin S. Porter, veteran producer, new company will produce a series
who was asked for his testimony in of six features dealing with the drug
the matter, says that he used the evil.
process involved back in 1904 and
August Exports
1905, when he was with the old Edi(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
son company. According to Porter,
Washington— More than 13,000,000
the process consists of double-expos- feet of film, with a value of a half
ing a background, which may be million dollars, was exported from
drawn on a title card, and a scene
in which actors are photographed. the United States during the month
of August, according to figures which
By this method remarkable back- have just been compiled by the De
grounds may be obtained.
partment of Commerce. Our exports
It is likely that some of the old during the month included 3,166,526
films "shot" by Porter may be intro- feet of film sensitized but not exposed,
duced as evidence.
with a value of $100,810; 1,179,470
Dawn brought suit against Ferdin- feet of negative, worth $56,167, and
and Pinney Earle and The Rubaiyat, 8,884,469 feet of positive film valued
Inc., last Summer as a test case. The at $386,413.
process involved is understood to
Of the eight countries to which we
have been used by Douglas Fairbanks export raw stock, England was the
in "Robin Hood." At the time, best market during the month, taking
Earle stated that he had the moral 1 098,022 feet, valued at $30,803. She
support of Fairbanks, Famous Play- was also our best market for negaers, Metro, Goldwyn and Vitagraph,
tives, her imports totaling 583,487 feet
as they had also used the process. worth $15,574. Canada, however, was
Richard Willis, general manager of the best market for positives, taking
the Charles Ray Prods., is the latest 1,845,895 feet, valued at $90,108. with
to be mentioned in connection with Australia second with 1,608,367 feet,
the suit on the side of the defendants. valued at $65,578.

an exhibitors' distributing corporation
as the most effective way of bringing
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.. 86^
F. P.-L. .. 9W\
do pfd
Goldwyn ..6^
Jriffith
Loew's
... 20Ji
Triangle
World

Low

Close

86
92^4

Sales

86'/^
1,200
93^
4,000
Not quoted
6%
800
No*^ quoted
19?4
1.100
Not quoted
Not quoted

6^
19J4

On Broadway
This Week
Apollo — "One
Exciting
Night."
Astor— "The
Town
That
Forgot
"
y
.
a
d
o
w
s
BroGa
— Charle Ray in "A Tailor
Madeyn Man."
Strand — Hope Hampton in
Brookl
"The Light in the Dark."
Cameo — Violet
Heming
in "When
the Desert
Calls."
. Capitol — "Brothers Under the Skin."
y^
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower."
44th St.— "The
Village Blacksmith."
Loew's
New
York — Today — Gloria
Swanson in "The Impossible Mrs.
Bellew."
Tuesday— "The Jilt."
Wednesday — Martha
Mansfield
in
"Queen
of the Moulin
Rouge."
Thursday
— William
Farnum
in
"Without Compromise."
Friday — Dorothy
Revere
in "A
Broadway Madonna"
and "Nine
Points of the Law."
Lyric — Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
ce
li."
^Aod
RialtoHo
Brady
in "Anna
As"
s.
nd
ce
Rivoli — Rudolph
Valentino
in "The
Young Rajah."
Strand — Mary
Pickford
in "Tess of
the Storm Country."

Patent Testimony

Staulcup Cinema Service, Inc.
Studio: 3 West

%

Here is a combination for the IndepencJent Picture
Producer that stands for efficiency and economy.
The Service of designing, building and furnishing of
settings by an Experienced Art Director and Studio
Staff, in a thoroughly equipped and the best located
studio in the East.
Let us talk to you
contract basis.

3 West 61st Street
THE SPICE OF THE

PRO'C.tciill- -

I

W. P. Nichols Starts Another |
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Winnipeg— W.
P.
Nichols,
many years, owner of a large chl
of theaters in British Columbia, l]
launched another big company.

Oscar
C,
Buchheister

ART

TITLE,

S>rinted>QitlQs

13

6s^ Special 6£ft|
836 EiXhtiAve.

Notice

our

MARION

Art
in

Titles

on

DAVIES

'WHEN KNIGHTHOOD
cle 9 183""

WAS IN FLOWEll

Phone Cir
The Art Titles for the Latest

D. W. GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION!
"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
WILL
Also

NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"

=

the

art titles in color for the fi
color production by
TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Ma.
In Production
TH0M4S

DIXON'S

Van Horn

"THE

&

BE AS'

Son

Established 1S52

STAULCUP

'"

61st Street

13, 19;

about our Service on

CINEMA

a

SERVICE, Inc.

Phone Columbus

8181

THEATRICAL

COSTUMERS

Specialists in Motion Pictures
No. 5 West 42nd St. Sale or Rental

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for the

."THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET
■■I'vi'i'

(Pat;. Applied

For)

;' I;"':''

t . means more to you than ani
ther '(accessory. It is the due shee
hat .; insures,;, a, musically perfec
lidture presentation.

TTLE

ADS WITH

:i only place . of its kind in
the World

LYDS

FILM

STORAGE

iiS]t5>tag!e' Vaults
fing Rooms

f

jec^iori "tHeatres ,. _
king for. domestic khd jCX)rt shipment . « '
ill Library . , .., :
; ing and!;Titling'
itom Clearances
and;;Forlarding
. '
■ -, '
i W. 46th St.

of
ENLARGEMENTS

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

Motion

Bryant 5600

1 ve had the pleasure of serving
■(t many of our clients ten or
more years.

i. A. FLEMING

& CO.

lie Accountants and Business
Advisors
fth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

otion Picture
Hand Coloring

Clips

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

Library Stuff?
Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals,

punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

FIBRE

CO. OF AMERICA,

MR. PRODUCER

Alice Brady in

ANNA

Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

ASCENDS

LOUIS MEYER

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

KNOW

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

INC.

Phone: Madison Square 4430
IS East 26th St. New York City
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

" F. I. L. M. "

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy.
Ask for samples and prices.

FOR

RENT

Private Offices
■
Film Cutting and Examining Room
RENT

MECCA

REASONABLE

BUILDING

y Floor—■ Room
: 1600804
BROA
8th

ART TITLES by
jk'ards of
Dependability

Picture Film

COMMERCIAL

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. VanderbUt 7361

wmB LAUB

^JOS. R: ivilLES

BIG THOUGHTS

WAY
Phone

8479 Brvanf

HAND COLORING
on MOTION PICTURES
"The

Light
in the Dark"
and others
G. R. SILVERA
590 W. 178th St. New York
Wadsworth 9366

HOW

0970— Bingham— 0971

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
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WHAT'S A FEW THOUSAND
Between friends? Just see what Pete Harrison has to say:
Commenting on the "ColHer's Weekly" articles. And directors.
Says Pete : "It is common knowledge that a bartender, who
used to get $15,000 a week, a £ew years ago was receiving $3,500
per week, etc. etc. to direct."
A bartender who got $15,000 a week. Oh, shades of Volstead ! Why that's more than the "Sin Flood" barkeeper swiped.
PUTTING IT OVER
Breaking into the front page. Back page. Sunday editions.
Special articles. And all the rest. Grabbing space for "Brothers Under the Skin" in great gobs. Who? Oh, Howard Deitz.
And Eddie Bonns. And Bill Ferguson. Over at Goldwyn's.
They filed a charter in the Supreme Court. For "The Association of Brothers Under the Skin." "To establish, maintain, and
operate the household primarily as a masculine institution, etc.,
etc." And then all the New York newspapers fell for it. So
hard ; oh, so hard. That some of the wily crew. Just laughed
out right.
Ha, ha ! Just like that.
It was a peach.
BLACK JACK
All dolled up. In Canadian togs. Visited a lot of ofifices.
In the industry. Camped on Marcus Loew's trail so hard. That
Marcus thought he was a nut. And used the rear elevator. To
escape from him. But all "Black Jack" wanted. Was to give
him a copy of "Heart's Aflame." Just another good stunt — this
one from Harry a la Reichenbach.
THE HEPWORTH FEATURE
"Through Three Reigns." Contains some shots over 24
years old. And they are fine. Very interesting; very valuable.
Some first runs could surely use this feature. Cut down. But
the Hays organization or the Smithsonian Institute should arrange to get a print. For research and historical value. It is
worth while.
MASSACHUSETTS— AND HAYS
A week ago through the industry. Especially here in New
York. There was grave fear. And apprehension. Massachusetts was going to vote. On the question of whether or not the
people wanted pictures censored. By politicians. It was the
first time in the history of the industry. That the people ever
had a chance at a referendum. On this question. All eagerly —
and fearfully — awaited the result.
Last Tuesday night at 10 o'clock the answer was in. The
people had spoken. And in emphatic tones registered their disapproval. And those who had been fearful. Drew a long breath.
And a little man went back. To the last act of the play he was
watching. And enjoyed it all the more. The little man was
Will H. Hays. And, regardless of all others who helped in the
fight, and giving them all the credit desired — there was still a
lot left for Hays. After all, the Hays organization, under the
direction of Charley Pettijohn, who engineered the work, really
did the big job. Casey helped. And Casey is a lot. In Boston.
The exhibitor body helped. Lots of people helped. But the
Hays crowd laid out the plan. And saw to it that it was
executed. And if you haven't seen the plan. If you haven't
any idea. Of how it was laid out. In detail. Going down to
the individual voter in edch town. With precinct captains, etc.
Then you don't know how comprehensive. And fool proof it
was. It was a great piece of work. And carried out not only
efficiently.
But splendidly as to result.
Will Hays is getting a mighty fine salary. For running his
job. But results — like last Tuesday in Massachusetts — are worth
millions. And that's the word, millions. To the industry. Because, coupling Massachusetts with what happened in New York,
should be a definite ofifset and block. To the goggly eyed reformers inother communities.

Monday, November
WHAT

ABOUT

OHIO?

And Maryland. And Kansas. And Pennsylvania. As '
as Florida and Virginia. Where there are state censorsl:
Why isn't it possible — and why cannot something be dori
to put it to the people of those States. And let them dc'
whether or not they want censors. The next important gem
state election occurs two years from now. When the presider
contest will be on. It may be an inopportune time, but, br
on what occurred in Massachusetts, it would seem to bt
ideal occasion. To put the question up. It would be cosj
The organizations necessary are huge, and expensive. Buti
result justifies beyond all cost. It's about time to wipe tl
laws off the books. Just think of this : Pennsylvania insistec
a legal marriage for Kipling's "Without Benefit of Clergy." {\
men couldn't smoke a cigarette on the screen — in Kansas. C
objected to "Treasure Island" because 'it taught boys to
pirates.' Philadelphia couldn't look at a picture of suckling p
In the "Four Horsemen" the words "It's a boy," to denote
arrival of a son and heir, had to go. And Pennsylvania said
shot of Lillian Gish making child's clothes m "Way Down E:
would have to go because it showed pre-natal influence. Th
the sort of rubbish that makes one sick.
Some of these states haven't the referendum to use. C
has. But the new Governor's might be shown the Massac
setts results. And this suggestion might well be in ordei
repeal those censorship laws.
At once.
WHAT'S
Especially when
For instance, who do
Harold Lloyd. And
figures everyone will

IN A NAME?

it's in the electrics, in front of a thea
you think "Har'd Lloyd" is? Presum;
the Adelphia. upper Broadway, evide:
know him.
But — will they?
DANL

READ WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT THE YEAR BOOK

Number Seventeen
The Year Book is an invaluable asset
to anyone connected with motion
pictures.

John E. Kennebeck,
Motion Picture Editor,
Omaha Bee.
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Red Hot Meeting

Production Plans
rst National Executive Committee
Leaves for Coast This Week
for Indefinite Stay

Anticipated for Today's Session of the
T. O. C. C— \r^Ul Discuss Circuit
Problems and Marcus Loew
Will Attend

Richard A. Rowland, general man-

The Theater Owners meeting at the
Astor today promises to be the
liveliest since the memorable occasion when Senator Walker interrogated Adolph Zukor regarding
Paramount's theater activities.
There has been a special call made
for today's meeting, the chief purpose
of which is to take up the question
of Circuit booking. And to make the
meeting good and active, Marcus
Loew will be present.
This will probably bring to a head
all of the discussions heretofore gossipped, or printed about, between
Loew and his brother members in
the Chamber of Commerce.
The call for the meeting signed by
secretary Moross, provides for a
fine for the absence of any member,
and in part says:

ner of Associated First Nat'l Picires, leaves tomorrow for Chicago
1 route to Hollywood. In Chicago
lembers of the Executive Commit■c will probably join him, although
line may go direct and the entire
arty is expected to reach Hollywood
y the end of the week.
l^pon their arrival they will take
p the question of the amount of
reduction First National is expectd to need for the remainder of the
eason and plans will be made for
lext year's work.
At the same time it would not be
nrprising if the committee took up
;he question of the sub-franchise in
lin effort to straighten out such difficulties as exist so that by the first
pf the year their entire affairs will
3e satisfactorily arranged.

Gold Medal Award
Richard

Barthelnaess' "Tol'able David" Selected
Photoplay
azine byReaders
as BestMagPicture of 1922

Sunny Spain, dear old Southland, pretty women, gorgeous sets, a
interest story, a cast including Kenneth Harlan, Estelle Taylor and
Roberts, AND what a title: "Thorns and Orange Blossoms." What
could one ask? It's B. P. Schulberg's third release through the Al
man Corp. — Advt.
Elliott

With

Feaster

"Tol'able David," Richard BarthelFrederick H. Elliott, formerly secmess' first starring venture, has been
selected by the readers of Photoplay
retary of the old National AssociaMagaine as the best picture presenttion, is now connected in an execued during 1922.
tive capacity with the Feaster Mfg.
Announcement to this effect is
made in the December issue of Pho- Company.
toplay which will appear on the newsstands tomorrow.
Mayo's
Own
Company
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
"Over the Hill" was the second
Hollywood
—
Frank
Mayo,
former
choice and ran "Tol'able David" a
very close race. "The Four Horse- LJniversal star, is forming his own
men" was the third choice, and the
margin was very close here, as well. company. He plans to make three or
The medal which was awarded for four pictures a year. He will supervise as well as star.
the first time in 1921 was then given
to Cosmopolitan Productions for
"Humoresque." The medal is a magUse of 'Valentino's
to Name
nificent token executed in solid gold Will Object
by Tiffany.
Arthur Butler Graham, counsel for
James M. Quirk, publisher of Pho- Rodolph Valentino, said yesterday
toplay, will arrange for the presentathat he anticipated Los Angeles countion of the medal at an early date.
sel for Valentino would oppose the
Charles H. Duell, President of Inspiration Pictures, the producers, com- petition filed by Valentino's forme,
mented on the award yesterday say- wife, Jean Acker, to prevent 4rcr
ing:
using the name of Mrs. Rodolph Valentino. Jean Acker has already filed
"I am cularly
deeply
gratified
and
partigrateful to those who took a petition and has appeared in court
part in its making and made the result in Los Angeles asking for the right
to use this name.
possible.
All honor to them."

heartEdith
more
Licht-

L. C. Barnstyn Due
L. C. Barnstyn of the Netherlands
Bioscope Trust of Holland is scheduled to arrive today on the Volendan.
Gets "Sappho"
DtueGoldwyn
to a typographical error in
yesterday's issue, the foreign production "Sappho," featuring Pola Negri,
just acquired by Goldwyn, appeared
as "Fappho."
Talmadge

Sailing Postponed

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — The Talmadge party has
again postponed sailing for America.
They now expect to leave here Nov.
18 taking with them the winner of
the beauty contest which Norma and
Constance cooiiucted here.
ir Danto Leaves Goldwyn
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Harry Danto, who has
been manager of the Goldwyn exchange here for the past two months,
has resigned. George Hickey, district manager, is in charge pending
appointment of a new manager.

Our organization is a body composed ol
Independent
theaterwe owners,
almost
exclusively so. When
say almost,
we say
so advisedly, because of minor exceptions
which otherwise would have made it absolutely exclusive.
It must be obviously clear to you that
Circuits.
the above remark is directed against the
The activities of the latter and their spreading out in almost every zone and locality in
Greater New York, has grown to such abnormal proportion, that it endangers the
very existence of every independent
theater.
The situation thus created by them has
made conditions intolerable with respect to
the buying and playing of pictures.

Their cooperative and syndicated purchasing power of pictures, their colossal numerical
seating capacities, the presentation of first run features, vvith
unreasonable protection against
you, have created an imfair
competition, in the face of
which, no individual independent theater owner can remain in
business very long.
This menace is still growing
and it is permitted to exist and
to grow still more menacing,
because of our apparent or
actual indifference.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
A most interesting series of
articles will appear, under this
row's issue.
beginning in tomorcaption,
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(Continued
from Page 1)
Tills matter must be given very serious
thought and this will be the main subject
matter under discussion at this meeting.
Can you afford to be absent from this
meeting and miss the opportunity to give us
the benefit of your thought ana opinion on
this
matter,
if you
at least,
to or
those
whohaven't
have?any,
If to
youlisten
do,
then
you
deserve
to
be
driven
out
of business.
You are an unredeemable liability instead
of an industrial asset.
The term is a harsh one, but nevertheless,
it is a logical and true one.
This is only one of the subjects to be
taken up at this meeting. .'\nother subject
which is of almost equal importance is that
of the Double Feature evil now in vogue and
in practice, which has shown a tendency of
a fictitious demand for pictures and at the
same time, create a shortage of pictures.
A constructive remedy for the above must
be found and the Chamber needs your aid
and counsel in the matter.

First National Club Show
The First National Club, composed
of employees of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is planning an
elaborate affair at Kismet Temple,
Nostrand Ave. and Herkimer St.,
Brooklyn, on Friday, Dec. 8th. The
pi eduction will be known as "The
Follies of 48th Street."
Rehearsals for the "Follies" are
High
Low
Close Sales
being conducted under the direction
East. Kod.
85.)^
85 K
853/g 300 of Francis G. Conklin, chairman of
the Entertainment Committee.
F. P.-L. .. 92
88^
%W% 13,200
do pfd. . 97
96^
961/4 400
oldwyn .. W%
W%
5^
2,200
Griffith
No*^ quoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Loew's
... 19
18-54
1854 2,400
Triangle
Not quoted
Hollywood — Eileen Percy has been
World
Not quoted signed to play opposite Herbert Rawlinson in his future Universal
productions.
Who Owns These Films?
P. H. Stilson, as chairman of transportation for the Hays organization,
Julia Griffith has finished working
wants to l<now the owners of five in the Hall Room Boys comedies.
one-reelers and three two-reelers now
held in the unclaimed film section of
Malcolm McGregor has been added
the New York post office under ref- to cast of "Noise in Newboro."
erence number 501,078.

Quotations

Coast Brevities

The two reelers are "Fireside
Dream" (Cines), "Under the Livery" (Bijou), and "Workman's Safety Meeting." The one reelers are
"The Message" (Reliance), "Western
Half Breeds" (Bison), "Romantic
Suicide" (Comet), "Aeroplane Racing With Train" (Vitagraph), and
one other, identified, except for
fact that the name of the heroiire is
Deloris.

mre

Cecil De Mille's current
production has been titled, "Adam's Rib."
Wedgewood Nowell has been cast
for
tion Cecil De Mille's current producCast of "Vanity Fair" includes
Mabel Ballin, Harrison Ford, Eleanor
Boardman, Willard Louis, Earl Fox,
Robert Mack, William Humphrey
and Tempe Pigott.

BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
using the following ad. mau
in tlieir
Cast of Universal's "The Attic of
newspaper
advertising
Felix Bavu" will include House
ALSO

Peters. Wallace Beery, Sylvia Breamer, Martha Mattox, John Wallace
and Boris Karlofif.

THE LATEST

Ghrisiie- Comedy
"choose YOUR
WEAPONS"
WITH BOB&Y
VERNON

Marion Fairfax has finished titling
"Hearts Aflame." She is preparing
the adaption of "The Valley of ConTWe CbuM-t deVViPrtei*
at kis Wui'st."
tent," based on the Blanche Upright
novel and which will be Reginald
Get them at all Educational Exchanges on all Barker's second for Mayer.
new Christie Comedies

"An

inch

in time

draws

nine"

Popular pictures, Inc., are working
two units. Bruce Mitchell is directing Hilliard (Fatty) Karr in "Weight
for Me," first of a series of comedy
two-reelers. Clarence Bricker is
directing Frankie Lee in "Last Night
When You Kissed Blanche Thompson," by Bess Aldrich and first of
a series of 12 productions. Releases
will
be
through East Coast Releasing
Corp.
II. E. GAUSMAN.

Tuesday, November

14, 192J|

Tiicorporations
Boston,
Mass. — Athol
Amus.
Co.,
Athol, theaters.
Capital, $98,000.
Albany — Theater Amus. Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, S.R. Byrne, J. H. Quinna.
Attorney, T. J. Gillen, Manhattan.
Chicago, 111. — Graves Brothers,
Peoria. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, G. and William C. Graves, E.
B. Coleman.
Dallas, Texas — Local 65, Musicians
Prot. Assoc, of A. F. of M. Houston.
Incorporators, E. Hail, C. V. Williams and J. H. Weiss.
Albany — Fly Bros. Holding Co.,
Manhattan, real estate. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, C. C, L. C. and
C. S. Mosconi.
Albany — Tom Hamlin, Manhattan.
Motion Pictures. Capital, $5,000.
Incorporators, T. J. Hamlin, M. D.
Weber, M. D. Gelb. Attorney, T. A.
Keppler, Manhattan.
Albany — Welcome Amus. Co.,
Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, S. C. Somberg, S. Cassel
and M. Kaminsky. Attorneys,
Stapleton & Friedman, Manhattan.
Albany — Tyndal Stero Kinema
Corp., Manhattan. Capital, $5,000.
Incorporators, M. Scott, Jr., F. Nathel
and G. Kirschner. Attorney, I. B.
Scheiber.
Phcne

-Beeltman

CHARLES

O.

BAUMANN,

RESOURCES
PICTURE

INDUSTRY

PRESlDEN'Bii!,!''

- $5,000,000
EXCLUSIVELY

^p

WE MAKE
ADVANCES
on Feature Productions, I
in substantial amounts. We also!
Finance Positive Prints, Advertising]
Matter, Exploitation, Etc.

I*!

REPRESENT
PRODUCERS

& STARS

acting as Sales Agent,
Business Manager and New York'
Representative for individuals, firms
and
corporations
producing
in
California
and
elsewhere
in the.
U. S. or in Foreign Countries.

ARRANGE
DISTRffiUTION

9091

In effecting releasing
SBRVICf

.«EALi

nc

FuitoE

INSURANCE
TO

THE

MOTION

St . N. Y

EXPERTS

THEATRICAL
PICTURE

AND

INDUSTRY

arrangements, we require no advance
whatsoever from established and
responsible Distributors. We are,
therefore, free to represent and
collaborate in exploiting the
production of any Producer —
through any and all channels of
distribution.

RUBY'S WAY

UNDER THE
DIRECTION

of exploiting in the Boston territory is making big time
attractions even bigger.

CHARLES

Open with a Boston premier
and you won't have to "hire a
hall" on Broadway.

and personal supervision of
O. BAUMANN, Pres.

originator and organizer of: —
Kessel-Bauman, New York Motion,
Keystone, Sales Co., Universal,
and Triangle Film Companies,
producers of Ince-Kay Bee, SennettChaplin-Keystone and other Famous
Productions.

LEONJ.RUBlNSTEINC'Ruby")
44 Church St., Boston
(Lately of New York)

Telephone 2989 Bryant

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway at 42nd Street
New York City
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Putting It Over

An Idea

illntown, Pa. — The Colonial
)rlucing its own jokes subt« by patrons. It is called
tl Paragraphs." Each
jljthe theater gives admis1 ckets to the persons send\ the best jokes not from
1^ published source. The
itiioke gets a cash award,
e |)kes are lettered on slides
h uU credit to the persons
iritting them. The stunt is
I jp with the Allentown
rdicle which prints the jokes
tmes of the winners.

Exports to Australia

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

HELEN
JEROME
EDDY

IJILBEN
PERCY/

Hand-Painted Display
Evansville, Ind. — C. F. Lewis made
the Criterion lobby unusually attractive for the run of "The Valley
of Silent Men," by dressing it up
with real hand paintings with cutouts from the three and six sheets
pasted on. Lewis also billed the town
liberally, sent post cards to his mailing list and had heralds inserted in
the Sunday newspapers. As a result
he says that the picture drew many
people who never before paid a visit
to his box office.

J^

^

hi"lean" year, 1922, American
I 17,000,000 feet of film to
iccording
to the
Trade
iilished by the National Mayoral Proclamation

Long Beach, Cal. — A mayoral proclamation approving of a "Remembrance Week" in connection with the
; to THE FILM DAILY)
showing at the Liberty is an achievement to the credit of Frank L.
ady — ■ Max Spiegel's, the
\ll be opened Nov. 26. The Browne, the manager. He persuaded
located on State St., ad- Mayor Charles A. Bufifun to issue the
Proctor's, and seats 2,800. proclamation endorsing the observance of the week.
Censor Returns
A "big family contest" stunt folp*al to THK
FILM
DAILY)
lowed. Ten dollars in gold was
a)Iis, Md.— The State Board offered to the head of the largest
yn\ Picture
Censors
turned family in the city. It resulted in
,to the State treasury last much publicity and was won by the
Ijnning expenses of the com- father of 10 children.
n include
three
salaries
of
tax Spiegel's Newest

i^arly

each

and

office

over-

CjEORCJB NICHOLS

of the
greatestof
drama
American life

'viuiAMwfiLSH ever screened

A Smashing Anniversary Week

Oneonta, N. Y. — Fred Hathaway,
exploitation manager for the Schine
chain, and C. J. Rose, manager of
Haute, Ind. — Bruce Fowler
bw manager of the Indiana. the Strand, put over "The Strand and
Merchants Anniversary Week" with
0,es from the Elmwood in huge
success. The cost of decorating
0 He was appointed to his the streets and store fronts was paid,
(ition by Harold B. Franklin pro rata, by the 68 merchants who
lus Players.
co-operated. The whole town was
billed as was the country-side to
^sponsible for Non-delivery
draw the rural trade.

BDtbMln^tQn

wler in Terre Haute

ral to THE

ial to THE

FILM

FILM

DAILY)

wrote it

LYDL^i?NOTT Hobait Henlcy
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City — In a decision recently
lown by the Supreme Court,
; the Vitagraph and other
es, exchanges are not held
)le for the failure of films to
1 time,
uit was brought
by W. S.
manager
of the American
at Enid. Okla., for the fail
"Overon the
tj
t print
his of
house
timeTop,"
fpi^a
he had advertised, ori July

The week opened with a "tag day"
and
withwere
"balloon
day,"bearing
when
100 closed
balloons
released
tags calling for gifts from the stores
interested. Rose reported capacity
business for the entire week at the
theater, vvhile all the merchants were
more ti*«fn pleased.

w^

1

J^

: Trial

Pittsburgh — A highly successful
mock trial of Prof. Moriarity, the
villain of "Sherlock Holmes," was
promoted by W. E. Kirsh, general
manager of the Riwland & Clark
theaters and Wm. Robson of Gold=ial to THE
FILM
DAILY)
wyn when the picture played at the
JO — Hal Hodes, representative Regent and Blackstone.
Law students of the University of
;1 Clayton, spent several days
igo and left for New York.
Pittsburgh conducted the trial with
Judge Jas. R. MacFarlane of the
lak, President of the National Court of Common Pleas on the
Service, spent last week here bench. The trial was held in the
over his Chicago
office in County Court. Seven newspapers
carried the story that the jury was
ice with Mr. H. C. Young.
unable to reach a verdict.
. Rogers, who is Vice PresiAnother stui.t was the distribution
Goldwyn, spent several days of 5,000 Bertillon finger print record
igo in conference with George cards with a picture of Prof. Moriarity
the new District Manager.
and advertising matter.

ISSKW.

SDWARD

HAROLD

(300DV1N

directed it
AwDnderf ul Cast
acted in it

Universal Kctures Cbrp^

HEARN

PlO^UCeO.

CARL

It
liAEMiVlIjE

LI/OYD WHITLOGK,

will shortly present it

Chicago Notes

Vatch for Announcement
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"TessUnited
of theArtists
Storm— Strand
Country" —
TIMES — Some eigrht years ago Mary Pickford appeared in a screen version of "Teat
of the Storm Country," and thereby added
several oubits to her stature as a popular
star, and, according to report, as a screen
actress — the two things being not at all the
same, of course. She has now made a new
"Tess," and a similar increase must be reported, certainly in her standing as an
actress, probably in her popularity as a star.
This is not to say much for "Tess" as
a story, however. It can be thrown into the
barrel of most movie pieces as an obvious,
sentimental, unreal and artificially complicated melodrama. But it is saved by its
treatment. You find yourself believing it
most of the time. Against your better judgment, you enjoy it. * * *
WORLD— Miss Pickford probably never
has acted a part more beautifully than she
acts this one. ♦ * *
It being conventional and obvious melodrama of the most heavy handed type, we
cannot say that the play itself appears so
real, but the performance of the impulsive,
htimorous, and at times pitiable little lady
who by the quickness of her wits and the
force of her character triumphs over the
degraded community in which she lives is
just about faultless.
As we remember it, the original "Tess"
was one of Miss Pickford's most successful
and important films. This one ought to
surpass it.

EVE. WORLD— Mary Pickford culled
wisely from her long list of past successes
when
selectedto"Tess"
for remaking.
* * in*
Miss she
Pickford,
our way
of thinking,
her latest edition of the famous picture, far
outshines the Mary Pickford of eight years
ago. And that in itself, is the highest praise
we can give her present effort.
MAIL — The new "Tess of the Storm
Country"
is themade.
greatestIt picture
ford has ever
is more Mary
than Pickthat.
It is one of the great pictures of motion
picture history. Not spectacular, just human
to the core, faithful to life, it reaches to the
heart, moving one to laughter or to tears
at the impulse of the impish little figure about
whom it revolves.
EVE. TELEGRAM— the finest achievement of Mary Pickford's career. The story
is closely knit and the pictures, as they melt
beauty
before the eye, are rich in atmosphere and
JOURNAL—
Pickford * * * now has
a new
success toMary
her credit.

"When the Desert Calls" — American
Releasing — Cameo

AMERICAN — There are enough situations, backgrounds, costumes, denouements
and sheiks to go around half a dozen desert
dramas. Any melodramatic touch that
wasn't included in the scenario wasn't worth
including. They were all there — all the old
familiar faces.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It is frank
melodrama, with here and there a thrill, but
with two outstanding features, excellent
photography and even continuity. Ray C.
Smallwood has handled his players rather
well and managed to inject a bit of good
action into the telling of the story. The
HERALD — It is unquestionably a success, picture may be ranked as a fair program
although not so emphatic or so legitimate feature, nothing more.
as "Robin Hood." * ♦ *
EVE. WORLD— Those who liked "The
It is performed with much grace, charm
Sheik" (and many did), and who revel in
and intelligence. Miss Pickford, herself, is stories
of parched sands and torrid love,
splendid ; that goes without saying. * ♦ *
will like "When
the Desert Calls," * ♦ •
satisfactory
entertainment.
"Tess
of
the
Storm
Country"
was
probably considered up to date drama when it
EVE. TELEGRAM— One of the most
was first written, but it is 'way behind the
fascinating
lovehighest
storiestype
ever ofscreened.
procession now. * * *
Calls for the
acting on• *the*
It is old stuff — and therefore not worth part of Miss Heming, Frazer and Lewis, all
reviving, except as a bit of palpable box three of whom are to be congratulated on
ofifice bait.
their efforts, which made the story one of the
TRIBUNE— Mary is the Peter Pan of best of the season's screen offerings.
JOURNAL — If sheik stuff still appeals to
the movies. » • * Miss Pickford chose John
Robertson to direct the picture. It seems you, "When the Desert Calls" will probably
to us a very wonderful piece of work.
strike a responsive chord.
AMERICAN— Mary Pickford is just as
winsome as "Tess" as she was nearly a
"Anna
Ascends" — Paramount
decade ago. * * * A re-furbishing and
Rialto
deleting of some of the scenes, an improved
method of photography and filming have
WORLD — There are numerous exciting
brought the present version up to the best minutes in this picture about the escapades
standard of to-day. ♦ • • Mary Pickford of an ambitious Syrian waitress who wants
is the last word in charm and attractiveness. to be literary, and no doubt the presence in
DAILY NEWS— So high is our regard the cast of Alice Brady and Nita Naldi will
for Mary Pickford as a cinema actress that make it a successful one.
we do not think she gave herself a square
HERALD — As a movie is far better endeal in listening to the demands of her friends
tertainment than as a play. The ponderous
that she refilm "Tess." * * * an excellent dialogue which smothered its chances of sucfilm and one which cannot fail to please and
cess on the stage has been replaced by more
entertain any audience. It did us, or, rather, factory.
eloquent action, and the result is satisthe star did. Time and again she rose far
above a certain cheapness which we seemed
AMERICAN— The story itself refused to
to find in the story all of th^ honest thrills ascend. It descended constantly until it had
of enjoyment which we experienced came reached the very lowest level. But Miss
from individual bits of pantomime by Miss Brady certainly ascended and it was a pleasPickford. We felt that, as a whole, the picure to watch her work. * ♦ ♦ she was more
ture lacked originality ; that, except for cer- than charming. She was realistically emotional; she registered a dozen moods; she
tain pleasing eflFects by the cameraman, little
that was new had been achieved. • ♦ • In was febrile, animated and fascinating. Every
the last analysis, no matter what Miss Pick- time I see Alice Brady in a film I like her
ford does it is worth going to see.
better. She is so dominantly interesting.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It is doubt- She never "let's down." ♦ • * But the
ful the 1922 "Tess" could have a greater levitation of Anna wouldn't have possessed
screen sway than her predecessor. The chief one particle of interest if it hadn't carried
Alice Brady along with it.
interest
of Miss
production
is in showing
the Pickford's
remarkable new
strides
the film
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Alice Brady's
industry has made in production, photog- Anna on the stage was a vivid and sparkling
raphy and lighting since the early days of characterization which it is worth preserving
the screen.
In this it scores decidedly.
on the screen. * * * An exciting story * * *
the supporting cast contains some excellent
SUN — It is not only a vast improvement performances.
on her first picture, but it surpasses infinitely
— Exciting melodrama and presented
most movies that are now in their first blush. forSUN
what it is. Principally, however, it is
It seems by far the best picture ever a good,
colorful story used as a setting for
turned out by a film actress. * • • She is a delightful characterization by Alice Brady.
by turns impertinent, pleading, wistful, sorEVE. WOr?LD — Alice Brady reproduces
rowfully Madonna-like, pugnacious, childlike,
motherly, boisterous, ridiculous — she is a her hit made in the stage play of the same
name.
♦ ♦ Miss Brady's characterization
whole gallery of Mary Pickford portraits for equals ♦anything
she has done in her picture
the one price.
career ♦ * * should prove one of Miss
GLOBE — In so far as motion pictures are Brady's most popular pictures to date.
concerned the
"Tess
of the story
Storm ever
Country"
MAIL — It is easy to like Alice Brady's
perhaps
greatest
written.is new
film; there is a great deal of Miss
Mary Pickford never has had, and probably Brady in it, and she has a most engaging
never will have again, so excellent a vehicle screen personalitj- and she is supported by
for the extiloitation of her natural and a cast of excellent screen players.
dramatic talents. * ♦ • The picture is, as
EVE. TELEGRAM— Alice Brady scores
one would naturally expect, more elaborately a personal triumph.
and artistically produced than it was in the
Journal — Not without thrills and infirst instance.
terpreted by an efficient and well-balanced
effective
as ever.* ♦ ♦ Mary herself was as cast.

Censors to Move
(Special to THE

FILM

DAIlT

SATISFACTION
and SUCCESS

Phila. — The Penn. Censor
will move
their office^ fronj
Cherry St., to 1224 Vine St.
the first of Dec.

There is no mystery about
our success — simply, that in addition to a financial service, we
sell satisfaction. Our established clientele, the major part,

Fun from the Pi
is just
the i
plies
— awhatcompiUil
the best jokes,

"steady customers," is the
proof. Consult with us. An
interview involves no obligations.
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CO.
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Good Collateral
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BUUDOG
DRUMMED
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NEGATIVES BOUGHT
We will purchase negatives i
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORI
1540 Broadway, N. Y. (

Dependable^ because every print takes
all the quality that is in the negative
and carries it through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.
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Red Hot Meeting

Mieiick and Russia
iSpecial to THE

FILM

As Promised, Takes Place at T. O.C. C. Gathering — Loew Threatened — Walker
Says Exhibitors
Have No Organized Standing

DAILY)

.ondon — "Kine,"
Nov.
2, issue
cJnments in its editorial department,

The red hot meeting of the T. O.C. C. promised for yesterday at the
Astor took place. The trade press
was barred, so it was more or less of
a star chamber session. But enough
leaked out to indicate that there was

'"jell
llf Us":
there is any truth in the rumor
■Mt the Talmadges are to make films
liRussia with the financial support
= othe Soviet Government.
Or-

'"If Joseph M. Schenck alone is intested. And
'Whether it is a fact that his techijial experience is to be placed at
1;; disposal of the Soviets.
''If the resulting films are likely to
l of a propagandist character.
r'Who will issue them in Europe
fd the U.S.A.
And
["What is the production for which,
jcording to L'Intransigeant, Norma
'Mmadge wants setting at Riga and
xow."
^adge Evans Series to Associated
jEdgar Selden, representing Worth'hile Pictures Corp., has closed a
imtract with J. C. Ragland, secre) fry of Associated Exhibitors where• i/f Associated will distribute a series
i features starring little Madge
vans.
"On the Banks of the Wabash" will
,s the first feature.
It has been
dapted by Forrest Halsey from Paul
, jlresser's song.

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor

I'm a small town exhibitor, in fact
|he smallest; and cater to a funny
flientele. I got my theater in Pneuwonia, Nevada, population, 96 humans
'ind hundreds of coyotes. While the
I'oyotcs don't go to no show, they're
Counted in by the salesmen when
figuring rentals based on population.
' Pneumonia is a mine town. We
i|ot a mine here. It run out of coal
(ii'ears ago, but the mine is still here.
i'
I open
Tuesday
and here,
Saturday
mights,
if the
print gets
and
Wednesday and Sunday if the prints
iget in late.
I I advertise heavier than any other
iexhibitor, as I go personally to each
bouse in town (21 of them) and
tell them what attraction I'm playing
the next opening night — 100 per cent
direct-to-customer exploitation. Then
I use a one sheet and a slide, if the
slide comes ahead of the print — and
ain't broke up.
I know all about Rothafel, Plunkett
and Reisenfeld. I have been reading
about them for three years now, ever
since I abandoned my flour and feed
shop to take up entertaining as a
career.
(Continued

on

Page
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Price 5 Cents

no mincing of words, or lack of exThe tiouble developed, as was antipression.
cipated, over the attitude of the members towards the Circuit booking condition, and Marcus Loew was on hand
and let the exhibitors know where he
stood, and how he felt about it.
When one excited member yelled
from the floor suggesting that the
T. O. C. C. boycott Metro pictures if
Loew continued the expansion of his
circuit the suggestion was shouted
down, but later Loew said that he intended to continue building theaters
anywhere, that he was a progressive
(Continued

Gasnier, the director of box-office pictures lives up to his reputation in
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms." The production is "there" in every way.
Prints are now at the Al Lichtman exchanges and the thirty odd managers are ready for business. — Advt.
Arthur S. Kane Returning
Arthur S. Kane, president of Asso.
Exhibitors, is expected back today
after a trip of nearly two months
whicli took him to the Coast.
Lloyd Meets Filmfolk
Harold Lloyd broke in on his theater going activities long enough yesterday to lunch at the Astor. and was
introduced by Vic Shapiro to a lot
of film folk.
Promises to Aid Hays
B. Preston Clark of Boston, was
in Massathe ringleader in the fight
chusetts to secure censorship of
cor.pictures. But as the result ofHays,
respondence passing with Will
Clark recently sent Hays a letter
this expression:
containing
I shall be glad to
know,
you
"As
important matthis
in
help
be of any
ter, that lies in my power. * * *
"As you and I both know, had the
attitude of the Industry, more than
three years ago, when we asked them
to co-operate for better films, been
what it is todav, through you, the
l;nv would never have been passed ni
Massachusetts.

Changing

on

Page
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System

Famous Joins American Distributors
Abroad Releasing New Subjects
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Famous Players announces four new productions for
Harry Garsson Here
"immediate release." These are "The
Harry Garsson is at the Ambassador, having arrived several days Good Provider," "Saturday Night,"
ago. He brought from the Coast a "Bought and Paid For" and "The
Young Diana." All trade shows have
print of "That Old Sweetheart of been
closed until February. This
Mine," made from the famous poem indicates an effort of Famous to inof James Whitcomb Riley.
sert some of its newer pictures ahead
and thus relieve the annoyance of the
block booking situation.
Ready For Famous Convention
Executives and exchange men of
E. E. Shauer, in charge of Famous
Famous Players, start for the Coast
tomorrow by special train for the foreign department, confirmed the
semi-annual convention of the depart- above report yesterday. He said
ment of distribution at the Ambas- that it was true that an effort was
being made to bring some of the
sador, Los Angeles, Nov. 21-25.
newer pictures fuither ahead, but that
a pre-release arrangeFrank Woods Due Tomorrow
rather
this was
ment than
anything else.
Frank E. Woods is due to arrive
from the Coast tomorrow to further
When Marcus Loew was in Lonthe interests of the newly formed
don last Summer he started a dis.^fiiliated Authors, Inc.. in which he
cussion of bringing the newer picis associated with Elmer Harris and
tures ahead for exhibition, and when
Thompson
Buchanan.
Laemmle opened the new Universal
organization in London, they started
off by selling the i?ew product and
Baby Peggy Seriously III
caused quite a flurry.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollvwood — Baby Peggy Jean
Many believe that this indicates a
Montgomery, child star of Universal s changed condition in the release of
Century comedies, is seriously ill with American pictures in England where
back pictures
of dan- block booking has kept
pneumonia and is not yet outreturn
to from two to three years after they
to
ger. She cannot hope weeks.
work for at least three
are shown in this country.
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Red Hot Meeting
(Continued
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Nicholas Schenck Bank Director
The advertisement of the Commercial Trust Co., appearing yesterday in
a New York daily, indicates that
Nicholas Schenck of the Loew organization isa director of the Trust company.
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business man, and intended developing his business as long as there was
any profit in it. With reference to
circuit booking and the expansion of
his business Loew later told the reporters that "any man who didn't
protect himself in an honorable way
was a damn fool." He added "if they
(the exhibitors) don't want to buy
Metro
they don't
have
to."
Afterpicutres
Loew spoke
in the
meeting,
Senator Walker took the floor and
told the exhibitors not to single out
Loew for their attention, for this sort
of action meant that if they had any
effect on Loew they would have to
carry on to other firms and persons.
He further said that the action of the
M. P. T. O. in Washington last Spring
had destroyed the unity of exhibitor
organizations all over the country and
had made it impossible for exhibitors to go to Will Hays as they should.
Later he told the reporters that the
jroducers could do what they wanted
as things now stand, inasmuch as exhibitors do not present a solid front.
He characterized the entire proceedings as a waste of time owing to lack
of adequate national organization.
According to the official statement
issued by Secretary Moross the discussion was led by Lee S. Ochs who
said in part "the Loew circuit is a
growing menace insofar as its expansion is concerned, and especially beicause of the methods employed by the
Loew interests in barring the independent exhibitor from obtaining first
run pictures. The Peekskill case may
be cited as an example of how greatly
the exchanges stand in fear of the
Loew circuit. The Asso. Booking
Corp. has been formed for the sole
purpose of protecting the interests of
the independent theater owner and to
obtain the product that is denied by

circuit
houses."
The statement
went on to say that
while no direct mention was made
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that the T. O. C. C. is about to launch
<^' St. Louis— J. B. Bugger is now a boycott against the Metro product
manager of the Goldwyn exchange
here succeeding J. Weil, resigned. there was the inference that to support a distributor who was also an
Dugger has been manager of the
Paramount exchanges in Detroit and exhibitor was simply helping one who
Indianapolis for the past four years. was destroying the independent exhibitor.
No motion was made, nor was a
Carstensen With Garsson
R. A. Carstensen has been named vote taken on the subject. But in all
Auditor
for Murray
W.
Garsson, likelihood the matter will again come
up for discussion.
Inc.

I

Dagger With Goldwyn

Carstensen's experience dates back
to the old Reliance and Majestic
companies and Triangle Film Corp.,
and was asst. comptroller for Hallmark.

West

Coast
(Special
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to THE

FILM
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At Broadway Theaters
The first numberCapitol
is "The Rescue of Lot,"
a Biblical film, followed by Tschaikovsky's
"Capriccio Italian, " "Wonderful Water," in
Prizma colors comes next followed by divertissements which include a gavotte and
"Waiata Poi," a Maori song. The screen
magazine precedes Bernardo Olshansky who
sings "Elegie" and "Volga Boat Song."
Goldwyn's "Brothers Under the Skin" is the
feature, followed by "Rolling Down to Rio,"
aHughes.
U. S. Navy
picture
An organ
solo with
closes.Sec'y of State

Cameo

An Oriental fantasie arranged from the
works of Rimsky-Korsakoff, Cui and Saint
Saeris, is the overture followed by the news
weekly and an "Aesop's Fable" cartoon.
"Kol Nidre" and "Musette," cello solos, are
next. The Snub Pollard comedy, "An Old
Sea Dog" precedes the feature, Ilay Smallwood's "When the Desert Calls" with Violet
Heming, Robert Frazer and Sheldon Lewis.
An organ solo by John Priest concludes.

ALICE BRADY in
"Anna
Ascends"
Art Titles
by
Louis Meyer
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251 W. 19th St.
Watkins 7620-7461

S^lgf&uhti^atti
look BetterandWear longer I

Rialto

The "First Hungarian Rhapsody" is the
overture followed by Riesenfeld's classical
jazz and the screen magazine. Emma Noe
sings "Gianina Mia." Alice Brady's "Anna
Ascends' is the feature. A Wurlitzer solo by
Frank Stewart Adams follows and Bull Montana closes in "A Lady's Man."

Strand

Following the orchestra prelude,
ballet presents "The Adventures
quin.' Mary Pickford in "Tess of
Country" furnishes the feature.
solo concludes.

the
of
the
An

Fokine
HarleStorm
organ

At Other Houses
Features that hold over include: "One Exciting Night," Apollo ; "The Town That Forgot God," Astor; "When Knighthod Was in
Flower," Criterion ; "The Village Blacksmith," 44th St. ; "Robin Hood," Lyric and
"The Young Rajah," Rivoli.

Booth Tarkington Here
Booth Tarkington has arrived from
Indianapolis to confer with Tom
Geraghty, Famous Players, on the
original story Tarkington is writing
for Thomas Meighan.
Massachusetts Censor Figures
^Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — Press returns on the
recent censorship referendum show
545,919 votes against censorship as
ure.
compared with 207,476 for the meas-

OFFICE FOR RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

Van

Horn

&

Son

Eitablished 1852

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
Speciaiistx in Motion Pictures
No. 5 West 42nd St. Sale or Rental

BUlliOG
DRUiiSlOND
Dead or

Campaign Against "Blue Laws"
The Nat'l Liberty Alliance have
placed solicitors on various busy corners throughout the city, to induce
the public to sign petitions, to abolish
Prohibition and those "Blue Laws,"
existing
country. and proposed, throughout the

Houses

DAILY)

Los Angeles-^— West Coast Theaters
Co. Inc. have acquired the Crescent
and the Rivoli, both neighborhood
DeMille to Give Eight
theaters
in the southwestern section of
Eight prizes of $1,000 each instead
of one, are to be awarded in the Cecil Los Angeles, and will erect the New
B. DeMille contest for an idea for Crescent in the same section. Chohis next Paramount production. This
tiner's in the Wilshire district, has
is due to the fact that eight persons been
purchased. The Rialto, in San
in widely scattered sections of the Diego, has been annexed with W. W.
country have submitted ideas which Whitson, present owner, to be asserMr. DeMille wants to use.
ciated in future operations. In addition, the Kinema, the California and
the Plaza have been acquired in San
Diego. In Anaheim, the Fairyland,
which has been closed, has been
\£^^cLuxxx£Urru:d(RxUttA£^
bought and will be placed in operation
as soon as it is re-equipped. The
Pastime has been annexed in Bakersfield. The Orpheum has been bought
outright in Riverside.

15, 192J

RUBY'S
WAY
Alive!'

"Quincy Adams Sawyer" Premiere
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" will be
given its premiere at the Capitol,
Dec. 17. Sawyer and Lubin will
launch an extensive publicity campaign throughout the city, two weeks
prior to the opening date. Metro
will distribute the picture.

of exploiting in the Boston territory is making big time
attractions even bigger.

Neilan's Folks Busy in England

and you won't have to "hire a
hall" on Broadway.

(Special

to THE

FILM

Open with a Boston premier
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London — Frank Urson, associated
director, and David Kesson, camera
man, who were sent over here by
Marshall Neilan to film scenes for
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," report
considerable progress. They will
spend the most of the time in Beaulieu, near the old Druid temple of
Stonehenge, one of the locations
called for by Thomas Hardy's story.

LEON J. RUBINSTEIN ("Ruby ")
44 Church St., Boston
(Lately of New York)

-c^mk
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HARVARD— Scenes
battle at Cambridge,

Scenario School Ad
An advertisement of the Fox Photoplay Institute is appearing in New
York daiUes. "Have you a story in
your life?" is the catch line. The ad
says "a member of our educational
staff will consult with you on your
qualifications as a screen writer."

United Artists Staff Increased
T^N'S
ire of menNEW chosenCABINET—
by PremierExclusive
Bonar
ti succeed Lloyd George's government.
V MERICA EARNS ITS LIVING—
stJ by Roger Babson animated by
C en.

r ews from New York, Cincinnati,
orj Los Angeles, Rome, West Point,
hijton, etc. etc.

rk ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

X)day
jivspaper

Opi
vjpimons

mers Under the Skin" — Goldwyn
;
Capitol
'liS
— The overflowing
ff reviewer,
and it is thanks
hoped of
manya
sare extended to E. Mason Hopper and
■ -sponsible with him for the treatment
1 'Brothers Under the Skin." * • ♦
live told a merry, careless story. They
)iced it with humor and pointed it
|ctures that mean something. Result :
jiever take the thing seriously ;
<a't have to, you are not expected to,
;;rely enjoy it.
It's a neat job, Mr.

(Special

to THE
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DAILY)

Chicago — New salesmen added to
the United Artists staff include Jack
Geier, Southern Indiana; T. H. Johnson, Western Illinois; John Predari,
Southern Illinois; J. A. Scott, Indiana and E. H. Hoyt, Northern Wisconsin.
Celebrities Invited
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Worcester, Mass. — Herbert Lubin
has arranged a private screening of
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" at the Bancroft Hotel Nov. 20. The Governor
of Mass., the Mayor and New England literary celebrities have been invited. Arthur H. Sawyer and Bert
Ennis will also attend.
New

Crandall

(Specfial to THE

House
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DAILY)

Washington — Harry M. Crandall
will add another to his chain of the
theaters with the construction of the
Tivoli at 14th St. and Park Road.
Work will start as soon as the Sacred
Heart Church, which now occupies
the site, moves to its new home. The
Tivoli will seat 2,500.
Duncan

Hollywod — William Duncan says
that he expects to return to the making of serials, instead of Westerns as
at present, as soon as his contract expires at the end of six months with

|WING TELEGRAPH — E. Mason
-, in his direction, has added many
Eul touches of human nature, and
ire a number of bright and amusing
ri Kyne's titles. If laughs are worth
hy apiece, you ought to get your
s worth
in
"Brothers
Under
the

Vitagraph. He states that it is "impossible for me to say whether relations will be continued" with Vitagraph.
Exchange Man in M. P. T. O.

^. WORLD — It's as funny a film con\ we have beheld for a long, long time.

Charlotte, N. C— E. F. Dardine,
manager of the Universal exchange,
also manager of the Strand, has been
voted a member in good standing of
the North Carolina M. P. T. O. (despite the by-law forbidding membership of exchange men) in recognition
of his activity in the censorship fight
and in furthering exhibitor interests.

,•:. TELEGRAM— You will recognize
figures on the screen some people that
now in real life. * * * The chief den this picture is Pat O'Malley as the
md long-suflfering husband. ♦ • ♦ E.
Hopper directed the production with
aracteristic attention to the small and
te human
touches.

nother Paramount Exchange
Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

lumbus,
O. — Paramount
has
:d an exchange
at 251 North
Street.
Harry
Dodge
is the
ger.
Boston Bars Ziegfeld Corp.
Special

to

;ton — The
ew York
■ business
Jtilities
16 other
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Ziegfeld Cinema Corp.
has been barred from
in Boston by the PubCommission, together
"foreign" corporations.
',WE NEVER

(Special to THE

German
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as listed by
Mae Titieein
Chi.Tribune
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Paris — E. F.
"Kine"
says:

FILM

Clayton,

DAILY)

writing

in

"There are, approximately, one
hundred German films on the French
market; but when this surreptitious
little 'boom' is over, which will be at
the end of the year, a very considerable drop in the importation of German films may be expected, as, in
general, they are not to French taste."
DISAPPOINT'"

^MII^IFBLM I^QStilCH^E^
1^' ". -J.JNGOQPOEATED:

BRVANT5S76 -i:

ofibebest
sluTwtiin

Films Unpopular in France

(Special

226 WEST-42ao

Otie

Going Back to Serials

JUNE — The picture started ofif well
because the director put in a lot
e incidents which were human and
g. But it soon ran away from him
tely and became almost slapstick. * * *
rstar cast has been selected, so, of
1 the picture
is bound
to have
its
is.

(Special

DAILY

StCEET.-

.ALLAN

A.LOWNE5

- CEN.-MGR.--:-":

Presented
Sfarrin^ by Carl Laemmle

REGIMALD DEMNY
from the famous std^e pby Tfie Suburban bij Chas.T. Da^eij

Directed by KiYi<3 Baq^goir
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Sometime what I do ain't so entertaining, but I sure make an effort.
And I originate my own piano music
alternating with a phonograph.
But I got certain problems that exhibitors inother towns ain't got. For
instance, just about the time I hire
a big superspecial extraordinary feature, some of my best customers get
taken down with a headache, can't
come and my profit is cut in half.
One man, woman or child sick in
town — bingo goes my gross receipts.

Steamer Sailings
Sailing of steamers for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Jl
Today

France sails at 11 A. M., for Havre; mails
close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
West Asia ; Denmark, Lithuania and
Esthonia, specially addressed. Colombo sails
at 12 M. for Naples; mails close at 9 A.
M. for Italy, specially addressed. Pres.
Polk sails at 1 P. M, for London ; mails
close at 9 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West
Asia, specially addressed. Esthonia sails at
2 P. M. for Libau ; mails close at 11.30
A. M., for Denmark, Poland, Russia, Lithunia, Lettonia and Esthonia. Lassel sails
at 1 P. M. for Buenos Aires ; mails close at
Maybe this don't apply in New 11 A. M. for So. Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay
York where people go out in all kinds and Paraguay, specially addressed. Gen.
of weather and whether they are sick W. C. Gorgas sails at 4 P. M. for Colon ;
mails close at 12.30 P. M. for Haiti; Canal
or not, but not here.
Zone and Panama, specially addressed.
I am going to give you an idea of Surinam sails at 3 P. M. for Paramaribo ;
what I mean. I read about a picture mails close at 12.30 P. M. for Virgin
Islands, Trinidad, Ciudad Bolivar and Guiana.
called "Why Men Wander," some Southern Cross sails at 3 P. M. for Buenos
Aires; mails close at 1 P. M. for South
kind
a sequel
to "The
Cheater."
read of
where
a friend
of mine
over atI Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay.
Ormonde sails at 5 P. M. for Barahona ;
Tombstone, Ariz., played it two days Lord
mails close at 3 P. M. for Turks Island and
and that it went over with a smash Dominican Republic.

Thursday
at Clifton Springs so I wrote to the
salesman that comes through here
Minnekahda sails at 11 A. M. for Hamtwice a year and asked him what
burg; mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe,
chances there was of my getting it. Africa and West Asia; Norway, specially
He wrote back and asked me if I addressed. United States sails at 12 M. for
wanted it first run.
Copenhagen;
mails Denmark
close at 9and
A. Finland.
M.' for
Norway,
Sweden,

Teresa sails at 12 M. for Valparaiso; mails
close at 6.30 A. M. for Canal Zone, Salvador,
Panama, Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Peru;
except Iquitos, Murrialba sails at 11 A. M.
for Santa Marta ; mails close at 8 A. M.
for Jamaica, Canal Zone, Panama and
Nicaragua ; except East Coast. Mexico
sails at 12 M. for Vera Cruz; mails close
at 10 A. M. for Yucatan and Campeche ;
I wouldn't take it first run, that I Cuba and other parts of Mexico, specially
would follow any other joint in town, addressed. Carna sails at 3 P. M. for
he could find and that I would give Maracaibo ; mails close at 12 M. for Haiti,
Venezuela and Curacao
; specially
addressed.
Frid
him four dollars second run.
ay

I told him that I had the only picture house here and he wrote back
that that constituted first run and
that he would let me have the film
for six dollars.
I wrote back at him and said that

,
After a while I got a letter from
Westport sails at 2 P. M. for Helsingfors ;
the New York office of the company
mails close at 12 M. for Denmark and Finsaying that their books showed I
land ; specially addressed.
Munargo
sails at
12 M. for .\ntilla; mails close at 9 A. M.
hadn't
played
"Why
Men
Wander"
and that if I wanted it for exclusive

run in Pneumonia, and by way of introducing their product to iny clientele, I could have it for two dollars,
with two one sheets, a three sheet
and advance slides.
In the same mail I gets a letter
from the salesman telling me that he
would split the difference and let me
have the picture for five bucks.
I wrote the salesman and told him
I wasn't interested and then wrote the
New York office, accepting the offer
they made me.
Well, when I got through dickering,
I was on the nut eighteen cents for
postage and I started out to work up
business. I visited every house in
town and advised everyone that I
was playing "Why Men Wander" on
Saturday night. I worked it up great.
It looked like a twelve dollar night
for me.
Well, the week passes and I got
the whole town to talking, and am
putting on a prologue. There's a guy
here, sort of brittle in the belfry and
whose got the name of running
around with a lot of women so, as a
prologue, I gets him to donate his
service for fifty cents, to come out
before the picture and tell his experiences over to Reno, where he used
to be a lawyer. I cut out all the
smut.
It's the first time an elaborate prologue_ is put on here, so I figures on
capacity I seats 114.

for Bahamas, Fortune Islands, Inagua and
City of .'\ntilla. Santarem sails at 12 M.
for Santos; mails close at (A. M. for North
Brazil and Iquitos; other parts of Brazil,
specially addressed, Baracoa sails at 2 P.
M. for Savanilla ; mails close at 11.30 A.
M. for Haiti, Jamaica and Colombia.

Counting the people who live here,
and four visitors, I reckon on 104
people.
However, Friday I meets Dr. Smith
the local pill pusher and he tells me
Lena Hardscrabble is down with
swollen glands and that she will probably be in bed a week. That afternoon Luke Eberlien gets his foot
crushed at the coal tipple, and his wife
faints when she sees him. Pete
Laemmert's baby gets taken down
with_ croup and the family that's
visitin' the Brodies, gets in a row
over some bootleg hooch and blows
out of town.
Answer — here I got the big super
rented and five families are put out of
business for me. I grossed six ninetyfive, losing eighty cents on the niglit.
From now on I got to get along on
programs, for with winter coming on-no one can tell how many of my customers will get colds over night and
with the depression and everything, a
guy's a sucker to take chances with
big specials that demand prologues
and a goOd Yours
piano player.
truly,
CLEM

DENEKER,Exhibitor
Pneumonia, Nevada.
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Front page
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paper!Cash

in on it now !

"Brothers
Goldwyn's
Under
in"
Peter
the Sk
Claire

B.Windsor,
Kyne's story
Helenewith
ChadwU
Pat 0*Malley, Norman Kerry

A league
is now being
organized in
your town!
It will

'

help you
put the picture over
READ THE RULEJl

Join
"Brotthe
hers

1 boss
Husbands
of the should
bankroll.be th]

Under

2 inated
Husbands
be elim
fromshould
household
du
ties, such as cooking, wash
ing dishes, etc.
"i Husbands should be con
" suited
in all purchasini
transactions whether for Casl
or Credit.

league
the Skin"
yourself

Ifs a great

with
picture
original
exploitation
back of it!
Nab it quick!

That's the
ticket!

Ask

A Hostile mother-in-laws an(
relatives should be barrel
from household.
C All wives must be partner;
in all sorrows as well ai
the Joys of life.
C. Delicatessen store patron
age cooking.
forbidden.
Must hav<
home
7 urrected.
Past faults must not be res0 Certain evenings should b<
^ allowed husbands awa>
from home, to attend lodg(
or club
meetings.
A reasonable hour
to be agreed
upor
for return.
Q
Cave man
" mitted
againstmethods
jealous perand
unreasonable wives.
1*"
Ck suited
Husbands
should ofbe skirts
conon length
and bobbing of hair.
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Strengthening

Coming

there will be a long discussion over
the coming product, and how it shall
best be handled. Practically all of
the executives will be in the gathering leaving Eugene Zukor in charge
in the home office.
Among the more important features which the sales gathering will
take up will be "The Covered Wagon," "Bella Donna," Pola Negns
first American made feature, "Your
Wife Can't Fool You," "Adam's Rib,"
"Glimpses of the Moon," "When
Knighthood Was in Flower," "Java
Head," "The Rustle of Silk," "The
Voice in the Shadows," "The Ne'er
Do Well" and "Bluebeard's Eighth

"iDnditions are strengthening
'elwhere," said Kane. "Exhibitors
eloing better business generally.
Die there is no great revolution,
Miess is improving generally.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Carl Laemmle Back
rl Laemmle,
president
of Uni;tjil Pictures Corp., returned yesrjiy from the Coast.
o Herberg Denies He Will Produce
Tick from Europe where he created
fisation by crashing into the front
ijs of American
newspapers
ugh his amazing purchase of the
)0 acre hunting
ground
of the
Emperor Francis Joseph at Ischl,
ie Tyrol. J. G. Von Herberg, milliire First National franchise hold!nd motion picture theater owner
Seattle, Wash., denied that he had
ght this property for the purpose
roducing abroad.

East Side Control
IS. Steiner Heads New Combine
Which Aims to Dominate
Situation

'has.moving
Steinerspirit
of the
St.,
:he
in New
a new 14th
theater
nbine. together with Messrs. Blindnan and RozeTisweig to go after
ater control of New York's East
Ie. Incorporation papers have aldy been sent to Albany,
rhe new combine will start by
^rating seven theaters with a total
iting capacity of 6,000 as follows:
;w Delancey, 1,500; Florence, East
oadway, 1,500; Sunshine, Houston
. 600; Casino, Second Ave., 600;
:w 14th St., 600 Golden Ruk,
vington St., 600 and Avenue A, in
'enue A, 600.
rhe new combination has been
•med with the definite purpose of
minatine the theater situation on
; East Side.
Up to this time the M Sz: S theaters
ve been regarded as the largest
.st Side chain, operated by Elias
lier and Louis Schneider. The M
S theaters are the Roebling, Hopison, Clinton, Star, Palace, Waco,
& S and Delancey.

Product

Some of the Big Ones Famous Will
Talk About at the Hollywood
Convention
Famous
Players
salesmen's special
leaves today for Hollywood,
where

rtlx S. Kane Reports Better Busirss Everywhere — Los Angeles
}
Building Boom
A' strongly optimistic note is
lUi'ed by Arthur S. Kane, presi:n6f Associated Exhibitors, on his
tiii from a two months' trip over
e ountry. He investigated condi)n in Chicago, Kansas City, Los
nfles, San Francisco, Portland,
5ale, Butte, Minneapolis and Milaiee.

i

;^f RECOGNIZED

This is the first time the forthcoming list has been published.
Jesse L. Lasky and Robert Kane
of the production department, will
be in the party going West.

Involve 5 Millions

Seven reels of box-office picture! A title you can exploit skywards!
That's "Thorns and Orange Blossoms," directed by Gasnier and released
through the Al Lichtman Corp. Knock-'em dead receipts for those that
book it.— Advt.

Wife."
Warner Bros. Program for Next Season— New Studio Going Up
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Announced as involving $150,000, a deal has been com"Shadows' Showing
pleted whereby Warner Bros, come
Burns Detectives Engaged
into possession of four and one half
The Burns Detective Agency has
The Exceptional Photoplays com- additional acres of land making a total
mittee of the National Board of Re- of nine acres which they will occupy
signed a contract to protect all memview is sponsoring a private showing in Hollywood between Bronson and
bers of the Hays organization, especially in the matter of film thefts.
of "Shadows"
morrow night. at the Town Hall, to- Van Ness Ave., from Sunset Blvd. to
Fornwood Ave. On these grounds
will be erected new studio buildings
F. I. L. M. Club Meeting
Nothing to Say
to cost over $250,000 and to include an
A meeting of the F. I. L. M. club
administration building; two stages,
was held last night to decide upon
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
the nature of the reply to be made M. P. T. O. of A., said yesterday he 90 by 150 feet each, and each provided with 75 dressing rooms; a
to Senator Walker's letter in behalf had not read the published report of double motor-generator power house:
of the T. O. C. C. The letter will the meeting of the T. O. C. C, in
which Senator Walker commented to studio theater and cutting rooms, and
be put in final shape today.
the effect that the action at Washing- an "art" building to house other deton last Spring "had destroyed the
Famous Canadian Elections
Before leaving for New York, H.
unity of exhibitor organizations all pratments.
M. Warner announced that new
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Toronto — Adolph Zukor, of New over the country."
quarters were necessitated by 192v3-4
program which, he says, calls for
York, president of the Famous
First National Heads Here
Players-Lasky Corp.. S._ R_. Kent,
$5,000,000 expenditure.
President Robert Lieber. Nate Gorgeneral manager of distribution, and
don of Boston, J. H. Von Herberg, all
E. E. Shauer are the renresentatives
H. M. Warner yesterday confirmed
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., of First National were in town yester- the above report.
day. Thev had a talk with general
who were elected directors of the
Famous Players Canadian Corp., manager Richard A. Rowland before
Ltd., at the annual general meeting. he left for the Coast. It is exoected
The Troubles of an
Kent is a new director of the Cana- that he will be in Hollywood about a
dian organization, having been chosen week before the members of the ExExhibitor
ecutive Committee reach the Coast,
to replace W. C. Pitfield of Montreal.
A quarterly dividend of two per and will look into oroduction matters.
More of his "Troubles" will
All of the First Nation:?! folk had a
cent on the first preferred cumulative
appear in an early issue.
stock was declared pavable on Dec.
"The 'Pilgrim"
Chaplin's
look at was
1st, to shareholders of record Nov. which
tried latest
out before
an audiISth.
ence on upper Broadway yesterday.

■
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Guts

Coast Brevities

1)

(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

"Butte, to cite one town, couldn't
boast of good business a year ago.
Now
the exhibitors there are doing
Vol. XXII No. 46 Thursday, Nov. 16, 1922 Price 5 Cents
very well. Things are much better
Exhibitors are
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, in Portland, Ore.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.. running their theaters at a profit there.
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS an 1 It is three years since I have visited
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
loseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
the Pacific Northwest, and I found
I. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
conditions much improved.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
"Business is still a little off in the
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under potato
states.
Wisconsin
and Minthe act of March 3, 1879.
nesota especially, but I anticipate an
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 , immediate
improvement in that section.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3 00, Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
"The most striking thing about Los
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
Angeles is the building boom. The
DAILY.
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderhilt 4551-4552-5558.
way residences are being built, espeHollywood,
California — Harvey
E. Oausman,
cially in Hollywood and Beverly
64
1 1 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
Hills is a caution. Land is rapidly
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S. advancing in price. Real estate
Wabash Ave.
changes hands there five or six times
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Freda year, and each person makes a
man.
The
Film
Renter,
53a Shaftesbury
profit.
The rise in values has been
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de terriffic."
.
Clichy.

Hollywood — Johnny Jones, whom
Goldwyn starred in the Booth Tarkington "Edgar" series, has finished
"The Scoop," in which he is starred
by J. K. MacDonald productions.

Central
European
Representative — Intern*tionale
Filmschau.
Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Penrhyn Stanlaws has completed
the
cutting
"Singed and
Wings,"
which
Bebe of Daniels
Conradin
Nagel appear.

May Revive
(Special
to THE "Intolerance"
FILM
DAILY)
Chicago — D. W. Griffith is quoted
in the dailies as saying:
"I'm thinking of reviving my old
Close Salfs
picture, "Intolerance" soon. What a
alaxy of stars it has! Colleen Moore,
845^^ 2,400 Monte Blue, Douglas Fairbanks, the
913^ 10,600 Gishes, Rudolph Valentino, Richard
Not quoted Barthelmess. I tried out Barthelmess
5%
1,400 and Valentino for a minor part — that
No* quoted was when Valentino was getting
l^'A 7,800 $5.50 a day as an extra — and BarthelNot quoted
mess got it! I consider him without
Not quoted
question the greatest male actor on

Quotations
High

T.ow

East. Kod.. 84^
F. P.-L. .. 91M
do pf d
^ Goldwyn .. 5?^
Griffith
Loew's
... 1854
Triangle
World

X

84
98>4
534

Fred
Century

Spencer
Comedies

is back

again

with

in "Farerettes."

King
Baggot
has
finished
Runaway Girl" for Universal.

"The

Mabel Julienne Scott will support
Reginald Denny

in "The

Abysmal

Allan Forrest will have an important role in Viola Dana's next production, "Noise in Newboro."
Brute."
After a vacation of several months,
Dorothy Dalton is back on the Lasky
lot.

Gene
Stratton
Porter's
"Michael
O'Halloran,"
has been finished and
s now
-n the process of being edited
and
titled.

and

16, 22

FIash(

Max Linder has returned to
dtter a short vacation in Switzc
Paramount has signed Rex ach
to write an original for Tl nat
Meighan.
Violet Mersereau has been enj
to
appear oposite Johnny HitJl
"Luck."
Charles
de Roche,
French!
who will take Famous Players^
originally scheduled for Rodolpl
entino, has arrived in New Yofl
The title of the first Amalgar ;ed
Exchanges feature has been chf ■"'
from "The
Madonna
in Chain;
"The Woman in Chains."
Lois Meredith, who is in Free,
has been engaged to play a pa in
"Sur I'Eau," to be directed by
Maurice de Marsan, during a crui in
the Mediterranean.
Frank C. Zucker, cameraman
recently returned after three mo ,.spent in Russia for the W. K. Ziejld
°ictures
born
last Corp.,
Friday.is the father of a '"

Charles Sarver, veteran New York
The title feature
of Dorothy
Dalton's
and Boston newspaperman and more Paramount
has been
charldw
lately known as scenario editor for to "Dark Secrets." It was first tWorld and supervisor of productions
as "Black Fury." Edm d
for Universal, has joined the staff of nounced
Goulding is the author.
the screen today."
instructors of the educational department of the Palmer Photoplay Corp.
Canadian Receipts Increase
Doris Kenyon, Robert Ede; i,
Dover, Del. — De Waltoff Amus.
Edmund Breese and Russell Gr n
(Special
to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Enterprises, Phila. Capital, $1,250,"My American Wife" is completed.
Toronto — Gross admissions in all
are in "The Flaming Drums," beg
000. Attorney, Corp. Guarantee Trust
theaters in Canada under the control Paramount's next for Gloria Swanson directed at the Mirror studio by Co.
Daughters," diof the Famous Players Canadian Co.. will berected by"Prodigal
Sam Wood and adapted by gar Lewis. Edward Earle is e
Chicago — Adelphi Theater Corp. Ltd., for the past fiscal year totalled
Monte
M.
Katterjohn,
from story cameraman.
Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, H.
$2
546,100,
according
to
an
announceby Joseph Hocking. Charles Maigne
E. Newell, L. Rechtin and S. Oppenment just made by N. L. Nathanson, will
Jess Smith has signed Jack Di
direct Mary Miles Minter in
heim.
managing director of the corporation.
to direct a special production for
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,"
Boston— Point Amus. Co., New This was in excess of the total admis- which
Will M. Ritchey is adapting. lantic Features, Inc. Mary Murill ^
sions for the previous year by about
Bedford. Capital, $15,000. Incor"Nobody's
Money," starring Jack writing the continuity. Product .
porators, A. L. Gosselin and D. E.
will start soon at the Tec-Art ; $250,000.
and E. P. Bauer.
Earnings for the first nine weeks Holt and directed by Wallace Wors- dios.
Walter R. Sheridan will as t
Dillon.
lev.
is
finished.
Holt's
next
will
be
of the current fiscal year reached ap"The
Tiger's
Claw,"
written
and
Dover, Del. — Elevated Amus, Co..
proximately $94,000, compared with
theaters. Capital, $5,000. Incor- $54,600 for the corresponding nine adapted by Jack Cunningham.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
porators, L. Moore, J. Harris, Phila.; weeks last fall.
and S. J. Lewis, Trenton. Attorney,
Del. Registration Trust Co.
"Unlimited
Facilities for Quality Work"
Mm
Albany — Oroa Pictures, Manhattan.
SERVING
THE
FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE WEST
Capital. $50,000. Incorporators, C.
S. Ashley, D. J. Dowling and H. J.
Neuschafer. Attorney, W. F. Ashley, Manhattan.
18K

Incorporations

?-$-!

STUDIO FOR RENT

Equipped.
Bergen
Blvd. and I
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N
J. For particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.

(T^duccitiaTvai (RciuA^)
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NOTICE
All

Motion

Picture

rights

to

The Face Upon the Floor
or
The Face Upon the Barroom Floor
are

fully

protected

by

the

Richard Kipling Enterprises

/
'

John
r . M.NickoIaus
w>r- / »

Phones
Hollyivood

e^lScuid G94^

NEGATIVES BOUGHT

S-MTompkins

We

SQtuarcf and IhmamQ Streets
Hollt/wood Cali/ornta

will purchase negatives of
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
1540 Broadway. N. Y. C.
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;Theater Changes

Lourie

tn Francisco — Henry Rynaud has
)Cght the Larkin.
oronto — Paul Gatt has bought the
^(jtland.
altimore — The Pimlico, rebuilt
n:r the management of N. Gari; , has been re-opened.

ed BluflF, Cal.— J. L. Holbrook
a bought the Orpheum from Stan-

ijLeggett.

jetroit — C. J. Donlin, who op■■es the Englewood has taken over
itLaVeeda.
orpus Christi, Tex. — The Amusu
; re-open under the management of
ifd Stuart.
jferidian, Tex. — Hornbuckle &
[ght have leased the Queen ftom
k. Banton.

Oklahoma City — Robert L. Culley
; leased the Broadway and will
L'e improvements.
iarthage, N. Y. — The Colligan,
'rated by Edward Colligan has
II sold to J. N. Schine, of Glovers;, for $80,000.
herbrooke, Can. — Arthur St. Gern of Montreal, has leased His
iesty's. Wilfrid Lanctot will be
manager.

ALL

THE

j?B^

Griffith to Select Cast

Books "Shadows"

(Special to THE

FILM

(Special

DAILY)

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Among

Exchangemen

Pittsburgh — J. G. Sanford has gone
Columbia, Mo. — D. W. Griffith has
from Fox to Quality.
P. Schulberg's "Shadows" through Al agreed to select the cast of a five reel
Lichtman for the Modern and the feature dealing with life at the UniverPhila. — Joe Daly has returned to
sity of Missouri from photographs of the Interstate Film Exchange in
Beacon for a joint run the week startcandidates. The film will be produced charge of exploitation and advertising.
ing Dec. 11.
by the student body.
Two More With Universal
St. Louis — Charley Werner, Metro,
is confined to his home under care of
Universal's advertising and pubFor Children's Night
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
licity force has been increased by the
a physician.
addition of Tom Gerety, ad man reKansas City, Kans. — A motion picChicago — John J. Parent, former
ture committee has been appointed by
cently with Hodkinson, and Walter L.
owner ot Uie r'astime, is now with
Hopkins, an artist, from Cleveland, the Parent-Teacher Assoc, to confer Reelcraft.
with exhibitors to establish Friday
O.
Hattie K. Merrill, Universal exploitKansas City, Mo. — Sam Goldflam.
"children's night" in all theaeer in Washington, D. C, is visiting night as
Fred McCoy and Y. Darnell are now
ters.
The
committee
includes
Mrs.
J.
the home office.
with the Crescent Film Exchange.
W. May, Mrs. Clarence Waring, Mrs.
O.
O.
Claflin
and
Mrs.
Nancy
Bishop.
Japan Tightening Up
Atlanta, Ga. — R. D. MacDonald,
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
formerly with First National, is now
with F. B. O.
Exceptional Films Listed
Osaka, Japan — Several Japanese
prefectures, including Osaka, have
The National Board of Review has
decided to impose a stricter censor- issued a November list of exceptional
Des Moines — Bill Wiley is now
ship on foreign films now that the Imwith Paramount. John Kennebeck
perial tax of $15 a thousand feet on photoplays. "Nanook of the North"
imported films has plainly failed to (Pathe) and "Shadows" (Al Licht- has also joined the staff as exploiteer.
check importations from America. It
man) are listed as exceptional. "MinPittsburgh — Bernard Kahn, lately
nie" (Neilan-Goldwyn) and "A Bill
is hoped to assist Japanese production
Simeral, is now with Penn Film
of Divorcement" (Assoc. Exhibitors) with
by this action.
Service.
Subjects considered immoral will be are given extended mention.
banned including scenes showing love
Nine other pictures are given briefPhila. — Jack Greenburg, formerly
ing.
making or revolutions.
er mention. They are: "Nice Peo- with
the Select office, has been apAmerican film producers are inple," "To Have and To Hold," "Blood
creasing their business here. In the and Sand" and "Above All Law"
pointed manager of American Releasports there are numerous theaters (Paramount); "Oliver Twist," "Lorshowing American films exclusively na Doone" and "Brawn of the North"
St. Louis— J. B. Dugger. formerly
while mixed programs of American (First National); "Trifling Women"
and Japanese films are generally
with Paramount in Detroit has suc(Metro)
"Timothy's Quest"
(American and
Releasing).
ceeded Jack Weil as manager of the
shown in the country towns.
Goldwyn exchange in this city.
Boston — Jake Lourie has booked B.

CRITICS

AGREE

ON

"THE UNCONQUERED"
Starring MACISTE
Roger Ferri in Moving Picture World:
"A showman's picture in every sense of the word.
Should go over with a bang. Is entertainingly interestins; at all times."

George Blaisdell in Trade Review:
"Melodrama with a dash of romance, and will make
good entertainment. 'The Unconquered' is an excel-

Harrison's Reports :
"The fast moving tale of adventure which stars
Maciste keeps a tight grip on spectator's interest all
the \\'ay through."
Motion Picture Nevi^s :

HelenlentPollock
in Morning Telegraph :
title."
"Not for the intelligent few but for the thrill seeking many is 'The Unconquered.' Patrons who like
e.xciting films will find this one a hummer."

"It is an interesting picture because of the thrills
and stunts. Holds with greatest suspense."

They All Agree That It's a Great Box Office Winner
And So Will You and Theatre Patrons Everywhere
HOP TO IT TO GET YOUR TERRITORY

The Aywon
729 Seventh Avenue

Film

NATHAN

HIRSH,

Corporation

President

New York, N. Y.
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London Notes
(From Ernest W. Fredman, "The
FilmareRenter")
At last we
to see a German
super film publically exploited in London, for I learn on reliable authority
that "Du Barry" or as it is renamed
"Passion," will be shown at the New
Scala Theater on Dec. 11.
It is utterly incomprehensible why
these pictures have not been shown
before, but now that a start is being
made it will not be long I venture to
think, before we have many of the
great German "supers" showing all
over the country. There is no ill
feeling on the part of the trade towards these pictures and I do not imagine that they will receive anything
but favorable criticism when they are
shown to the public.
Film Booking Offices is putting out
"Passion"
Goldwynin will
ably also whilst
be releasmg
the probvery
near future four or five other German
specials.
There is little to record of the
British film trade this week, things
being a little quiet awaiting the advent of some of the big pictures that
will shortly be screened. First National are putting out "East is West"
as a pre-release, whilst I understood
that "Foolish Wives" at the New Oxford Theater will be succeeded by a
big British super entitled "Flames of
Passion."
Thisis isfeatured
the picture
which
Mae Marsh
within an
all
star cast, and a great deal is expected
of this production.
In an announcement Jeflery Bernerd, Managing Director of Stolls, announces his policy of producing only
big productions and has secured the
rights to "The Wandering Jew" featuring Matheson Lang. This will be
one of the mainstays of his program,
whilst "The Prodigal Son" another
big picture from the novel by Hall
Caine is gradually approaching completion. This has cost many thousands of pounds up to date and is expected to be a very big super.
The trend of the trade today is undoubtedly for big pictures.
"Nanook" a story of the Arctic
wastes and of Eskimo life, has been
playing at the New Gallery for four
weeks and is likely to run for another
five, whilst the West End Cinema
has also ran "The Game of Life' a
British production for two weeks and
will continue for at least another fortnight.
British films have during the past
few months made amazing progress.
One firm, Graham Wilcox Productions, have just completed a picture
which has cost £45,000 and features
Mae Marsh. Welsh Pearson who produced such well-known features as
"Squibs," and "The Better 'Ole" have
just issued another comedy entitled
"Squibs
Wins the
Calcutta Sweep" a
really excellent
production.

New Theaters
Hardm,
ill.— A. S. Talley
opened tne Apple Blossom.

Destroyed by Fire
has

Elgin, 111. — Ralph Crocker is building a l,4yy seat tneater.

(Special to THE

FILM

Moline, 111. — Fred L. Cornwell's
$1,25U,00U LeClaire, will open soon.

The town is now without a theater
$20,000.
but
the Comerford Amusement Co.
Cambria, 111. — C. C. Jones has
opened the American, a $2a,UUU house has leased property in Liberty Street
seatmg 400.
and will erect a 1,400 seat theater.

Sioux Falls, S. D. — James Doane
and his brother have formed a partnership to build a new theater.
Chatham, Can. — Lumber interests
will start construction of a 900 seat
theater in the Spring.

While In Chicago

DAILY)

Bath, N. Y. — Fire of unknown
origin destroyed the Park the day
before Charles H. Thomas, lessee,
was to turn it over to the Assoc.
Theaters Corp. The loss was about

In passing through Chicago,
visit Irving Mack, our representative there. He will be
found at 802 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
a file of THE FILM DAILY
for your use. Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

Staulcup Cinema Service^ Inc.
Studio: 3 West

61st Street

Robert Lee, Tex. — Sam Russell has
opened a picture show in the Odd
i"ellows Bldg.

Here is a combination for the Independent Picture
Producer that stands for efficiency and economy.

Connellsville, Md.— The new $800,000 State Theater has been opened.
The house seats 2,000.

The Service of designing, building and furnishing of
settings by an Experienced Art Director and Studio
Staff, in a thoroughly equipped end the best located
studio in the East.
Let
us talk to you
about
our
Service
contract basis.
on

Chicago— The New Tiffin, at 4045
W. North Ave., has been opened by
V. T. Lynch, owner and manager.
It seats 2,500.
New Haven, Conn. — The Shelton
has been completed. The house seats
over 600 and is operated by I. H.
Peck of Derby.

STAULCUP

CINEMA

3 West 61st Street

SERVICE, Inc.
Phone Columbus

8181

St. Stephen, Can. — J. W. Smith,
hotel man, has opened the Queen, an
800 seat theater. C. E. Staples is the
manager.
Ft. Wayne, Ind. — The B'way Theater Co., a recently formed organization plans to erect a new 700 seat
house, costing
$50,000. Construction to startover
at once.
San Francisco — R. A. McNiel, W.
G. Bailey, Charles Moser and
Mortimer Thomas will erect an $150,000 theater on the site of the Irving,
now being torn down. They also own
the Palmer and Panama.
New Bedford, Mass. — Work on the
new Baylies Sq., is expected to be finished in time to open Thanksgiving
Day. The house is being erected by
A. L. Marcoux and seats 1,200.
Chicago — Rapp & Rapp will spend
$3,000,000 on a new house to be erected on the West Side. The new theacity. ter will be the second largest in the
Schine Expanding
(Special

to THE

FILM
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Gloversville, N. Y. — J. M. Schine
is negotiating for two more theaters
to be added to his chain. They are
the Strand in Watertown and the
Hippodrome in Carthage. Schine rethage. cently bought the Colligan in Car-

Stolls have recently completed
British production is going ahead
"Dick Turpin's Ride to York" and
has gone over very big. "A Gypsy to an extraordinary degree. Such
Cavalier" in which Carpentier is feat- firms as Ideal Films, Stolls, Graham
ured has also made a considerable Wilcox, and Hepworth in particular,
success, whilst English comedies are all working at full pitch and most
of the productions are now on a big
notably
Skipper's
Wooing"
claimed "The
the praise
of the
critics. have scale, mainly with big artists.

YOU ARE HOLDING
OUT ON YOURSELF

I
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e Covered Wagon
is on the Way!
unbelievably stupendous is the task that Paramount has undertaken in making "The Covered Wagon."
^ The possibilities of the story and the theme are so great
that Paramount has felt justified in making the picture regardless of cost, time, or any limitations.
ALMOST

An army of 3000 actors is encamped
ninety miles from a railroad. They have
tvi'o months, and the picture is hardly half
1000 horses, 500 oxen and 500 buffalo in the

in the Utah desert,
been there now for
finished. There are
picture.

Here is a shot of part of the tvi^o mile wagon train, made up
of 300 wagons which all had to be specially built:
» "Ijei w-nvw^f"

To take care of the actors and make the picture, it was necessary to
practically transport a studio out into the desert. A complete commissary
department, tents for 3000, electric lighting plant, developing and projecting department, blacksmith shop, property construction shop, costume department, doctor's office, painting shop, financial, armory, publicity and
carpentry departments are some of the units engaged.
Some of the thrills are a buffalo hunt, with 500 bison, the only remaining large herd in the world; the attack of 1000 Indians on the wagon
train; the fording of a mile wide river; a prairie fire; a tornado; rescues
from quicksands, and dozens more.
James Cruze is producing the picture from the novel by Emerson Hough.

Watch
furthefor
r|_
FACTS,:

about "The
Covered
Wagon" Picture
It's a Paramount
There's a
GOLD
MINE
AHEAD/
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The

"Jungle Goddess" Sales
Export & Import has sold "The
Jungle Cioddess" serial to the Independent Film Service of Dallas for
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, and
to Progress Pictures, Inc., of New
Orleans for Louisiana and Mississippi.
Beecroft Has "Flying Dutchman"
Chester Beecroft has finished revising "The Flying Dutchman," an
imported feature made from Cap't
Marryat's story, so that it may be
accompanied by music from Wagner's grand opera, founded on the
same story.
Beecroft plans to state-right the
picture through the Hopp Hadley organization.

New

Abramson

(Special to ItiE tlLlO. JUAILY)

Hollywood — Albert Rogell, the
director, has formed his own producing organization and has already
started making "The Great Menace,"
his first production, in which Ann
Little, Jack Livingston and Robert
Gordon appear.
Buy "Hallroom Boys" Series
Two sales of C. B. C.'s "Hallroom
Boys" series have just been consummated. Sam Werner's United Film
Service of St. Louis bought the series
for Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois while Al Kahn's Crescent
Film Service of Kansas City bought
rights
Kansas. for Western Missouri and

Gets Vitagraph for Latin America
The Jupiter Film Corp., has closed
a contract whereby it acquires exclusive distribution rights for the entire Vitagraph product for 1923-4-5
for the following territories in Central America and So. America: Brazil,
Columbia, Venezuela, Guiamas, Canal
Zone, Panama, Costa Rica. Nicaragua, Honduras, San Salvador,
Guatemala, Mexico, Cuba, Porto
Rico, San Domingo, Haiti, Jamaica,
Trindad, the Bahamas, Bermuda and
Martinique. The contract becomes
operative Jan. 1, 1923.
Nev7 Ohio Distributing Firm
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland — Progress Pictures Co.,
of Ohio, capitalized at $150,000, has
been formed by J. S. Jossey, who has
resigned as special representative for
Arrow, to become president of the
new firm. E. C. Fielder is vicepresident and general manager.
Offices are in the Film Exchange
Bldg.
Progress will distribute features,
serials and short subjects. The product it will handle includes "Night
Life in Hollywood," "The Streets of
New York," "The Innocent Cheat,"
"The Splendid Lie," "Love, Hate and
a Woman," "The Girl from Porcupine," "The Broken Silence," "Jacqueline," "Chain Lightning, ten Jack
Hoxie pictures, four Neva Gerber
productions, "The Hidden Light,"
"The Deceiver," six Wm. Fairbanks
pictures, "The Deceiver," "The
Stranger in Canyon Valley," "Headin'
North," three Peter B. Kyne features, "The Blue Fox" serial and 12
Eddie Lyons comedies. These are
all Arrow pictures.

First

Shown

at Woman's

Club

(Special to itih. b'iLH DAILi;

Atlanta, Ga. — Motion pictures will
be shown for the first time in the
auditorium of the new $100,000 Woman's Club on Dec. 1 when "Cardigan" will be exhibited. It is an
American Releasing Co. feature. One
hundred members of the club have
pledged themselves to sell tickets.
Production Starts in Texas
(Special

to THE

FILM

16,
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Laredo, Tex. — P. S. McGeeney, director of Shamrock Photoplays Inc.
has closed a deal with the Kiwanis
Club to move his producing company
here. Wm. K. Hackett and Eunice
Goodrich are the leading players.
The company plans to make eight
S-reel Westerns. The first will be
"The Sherifif of Sunshine Valley."
Shamrock plans to build a studio here.

Film Sale

Graphic Film Prods., Inc., reports

Romaine Fielding Opens Studio^
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Romaine
Fielding hi
the sale of Ivan Abramson's "Wild- opened
a studio on Delmar
Bh|
ness of Youth," to Sam Grand of under the name of Quality Films.
Federated Film Exchange, Boston,
for the New England territory.
Hadley Has Dickens Film
The Sociedad Gene/al CinematoThrough
a contract
with Nordi
graphic, has bought the rights for Films, Hopp Hadley has secured j
Argentine, Uraguay, Paraguay, Chile,
his Producers'
Service
Co., in
Peru and Bolivia.
Knickerbocker Bldg.,
a new ve
To Produce in India
J. H. Raymond, who has just returned from four years abroad, has
joined the India Pictures Corp. and
will start for that country in January
to produce as well as to secure scenics
and educationals, according to a statement from the W. K. Ziegfeld offices.
To

"Success" Editing Under Way
Work of cutting "SuccebS," directed
by Ralph Ince for Murray W. Garsson, Inc., will be begun next week.
The production, adapted from the
Broadway stage hit of the same name,
has been over three months in the
making.
No announcement regarding distribution arrangements on "Success"
has yet been made by Mr. Garsson's
office.

Thursday, November

Produce
(Special

for

to THE

Non-Theatrical
FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — The American Historical bum Co. has contracted to produce 15 two-reel dramas based on the
lite of Abraham Lincoln tor National
Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures,
inc., of New York, which holds exclusive distribution rights. The first
three are now in production. Ihey
are "The Moulder of Men," "The
Spirit
of be
Right"
and about
"Justice."
hrst will
released
Jan. 1.The
Another

Bray

Series

A special series ot nature pictures
to be released one a month on the
state right market is now in preparation by the
R. Bray
he
series will
dealJ. with
wild studios,
animal, 'i
bird
and marine lite and wilderness scenics filmed all over the world.
Dr. K. A. Spaeth, biologist of John
Hopkins University, has contributed
many microscopic and under-sea
scenes. European astronomers have
produced a series on "Wonders of

C. B. C. Series Sales
Oscar Oldknow of the Southern
States Film of Atlanta and Dallas has
bought the C. B. C. series of six tne Universe."
Sacred Films Endorsed
features for the Carolinas, Georgia,
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas.
Philadelphia — George Aarons, secSuperior Screen Service of Salt
retary of the M. P. T. O. announced
Lake City has bought the series for at a meeting at the Hotel Vendig that
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, New the organization would endorse the
Mexico and Southern Idaho. Joe Bible pictures produced by Sacred
Brandt of C. B. C. reports that the Films inc. These are said to be the
country is now 93% sold on this first productions ever sponsored by
series.
this organization. Clinton Rogers
Woodruff, civil service head, and
Exchange Men Coming
Henry Neely, dramatic editor of the
Twenty independent distributors Public Ledger, also spoke in behalf
of
the films.
who are franchise holders in Amalgamated Exchanges of America, Inc.
Casting Contest
will be in New York Sunday, to witEquity Pictures Corp. will hold a
ness the first showing of "The Woin Chains"
the first production cisting contest for exhibitors in conof theman new
company
nection with its next Daniel Carson
The visitors will include J. C. Friedman, Goodman special. Exhibitors are
Celebrated Players, Chicago ; R. Lynch,
Metro, Philadelphia ; Herman Rifkin, Amal- asked to submit a cast for the picture,
gamated Exchanges, Boston ; H, A. Lande on information furnished by Equity
and Wm. Finkel, Quality, Pittsburgh, (Cin- as to the nature of the roles basing
cinnati and Cleveland; P. Oletsky, Federated,
Baltimore; Emmick and Edmunds, Progress, their selections on the popularity of
San Francisco ; Hurlbut and Saxe, Favorite, the players in the individual theaters.
Detroit ; Lennon and Sheffield, Greater Feat- The one submitting the best cast will
ures, Inc., Salt Lake City ; Al Kahn, Supreme, Omaha; R. M. Savini, Amalgamated receive $100. A gold watch is the
Savini, Atlanta and Chas, Stephenson of second prize. The contest will start
Nov. IS and run for a month.
Stephenson's
Attractions, (i^anada.

of Charles Dickens' "Great Expi

"Fighting

Blood"

Campaign

F. B. O. will advertise its "Fighti
Blood"
series in Collier's Weekl
each ad appearing
in the issue
tions." one of the 12 H. C. Witw
which
stories is published.
"Fighting Blood" is now in produ
tion in Hollywood under the dire
tion of Mai St. Clair with Geori
O'Hare and Clara Horton in the Iga
ing roles.
Clarion Film Case Dismissed
Supreme Court Justice Tierney hi
dismissed a suit by John E. Coutt
Frank G. Kirby, Walter Hall, ar
I. N. Weber against the Claric
Photoplays, distributor of the file
"Sawing a Lady in Half," and Av
B. Silverman and Louis Weiss, tfc
receivers of the film named in tb
proceedings brought in behalf c
Horace Goldin, who contended tha
the film infringes on and damage
his vaudeville act, and sought an at
counting of the receipts of the film;
F. B. O. Exploitation Staff
F. B. O. has now 18 men at wor
out of the projected exploitation sta;
of 28, one for each exchange. Th
members of the force are now work
ing on "The
are:

Third Alarm."

The

Herbert Weill, Albany ; Gilbert P. Josepl
son, Buffalo; Louis P. Kramer, Chicago
Harold Wendt, Cleveland ; Geo. Vivian Smitl
Cincinnati; A. L. Mitchell, Dallas; Je
Weil, Detroit ; E. C. Hull, Indianapolis ; Pret
ton Hickey, Minneapolis; H. W. Fisher, Ne^
Orleans; (ihas. Geigerich, New York; I
Pickrel, Oklahoma City ; Albert Fischei
Philadelphia ; Frank Leonard, Pittsburgh ; ^,
H. Huot, Seattle; Philip Greenberg, S!
Louis; C. W. Heath, Sioux Falls, S. D.
and \Vallace L. Rockwell .Washington. D. C

St. Louis Notes
(Special

fo THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — C. L. Hickman has re
joined the sales force of F. B. O. anc
territory.
has been assigned to Southern Illinoii

The local First Nat'l office has ob'
tained Eastern Mo. and Southern 111
rights to "Sure Fire Flint."
The Mid-West Prod, recently organized hereand
by *Theo.
Finescheiber
L. K. Ansel!
Leon De
La Motht
have obtained permission from ths
State Department of Finance to plac«
$60,000 of its stock on the open market.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
Producer of

The Ten Dollar Raise"
Pilgrims of the Night"

Shattered Idols"
The Woman

He Loved"

In Preparation

The Dice Woman"

-^Hk
THE
DAILY
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Concerning Edmund Goulding
"Tol'able David" was released the
week of January 1st, 1922. It has
since been awarded the Photoplay
Gold Medal — it was adapted by
Edmund Goulding.
January 1st,
appeared — a
success

1922, "Peacock
smashing
box
Edmund

Alley"
office

Goulding.

Then

came — "Fascination" — pronounced Mae Murray's best picture.
Story and adaptation by
Edmund Goulding.
"Broadway Rose" followed.
And now "Jazzmania" — Mae Murray's
next is nearing completion.
The story
and adaptation by
Edmiuid Goulding.
After that look for Mae Murray in
"Mam'selle
Midnight," already purchased— Story and adaptation by
Edmund Goulding.
A novel of the sea has been written
during
is by the year — it is entitled "Fury,"
and is published December 1st, by
Dodd, Mead & Co., New York. It
Edmund

Goulding.

A picture has been made of Fury —
by Richard Barthelmess — adapted by
Edmund Goulding.
And J. D. Williams says "Fury" is a
greater picture and bigger box office
picture than even "Tol'able David."
A photoplay of New York and the
Orient entitled "Dark Secrets,"
starring Dorothy Dalton, is just completed by Famous Players-Lasky.
Story and adaptation by
Edmund Goulding.
"The Bright Shawl" is being adapted
for Richard Barthelmess by
Edmund Goulding.

jAemxowm
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Lubitsch-Pickford

Inspiring Talk

Reported Important Foreign Director
May Make "Dorothy Vernon

I ys Addresses
Advertisers — Tells
Them They're "About a King's
Business" —Member
Made Honorary
iVill H. Hays, guest of honor at
t; A. M. P. A. yesterday delivered
J inspiration address which
should
ive made every member proud that
1 was in the picture business. At the
inclusion of his address and at the
.ggestion of C. F. Yearsley the unlimous membership welcomed him
0 the organization as an Honorary
ember.
Seldom have the members been so
oused as Hays talked to them. He
id the press had sensed what he was
ying to do when he entered the inistry, and that he had wanted, to
Ik to the Advertisers for some time
garding their problems — his own
id their's. He said he wanted to be
irtner with them; that he was not a
(Continued on Page 2)

It is understood
of Haddon that
Hall"negotiations
are under way which may result in
Ernest Lubitsch directing Mary Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Lubitsch is under contract with
Famous Players, and is due to arrive
here sometime next month. It was
expected that his visit would primarily
be to undertake production in this
country for Famous, but if the negotiations are successful, he will be
loaned
Hall."to Mary to make this production which' is expected to be on a
very large
scale.
(Continued
on Page 2)
Famous Players Dividend
Famous
Players
have declared
a
dividend of two dollars a share on.
common
stock, payable
Jan. 2 t6
stockholders on record Dec. 15th.

Film Sacrifice

Iritish Company Burns Scenes Costing 10,000 Pounds Rather Than
Offer Poor Stuff to U. S.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
All over this broad land, the customers at the box-office know Kenneth
London — An example of the way
Harlan, Edith Roberts and Estelle Taylor. All three are in one picture:
iritish producers are focusing their
ttention on the American market is "Thorns and Orange Blossoms." What a whale of a title to boost! Distribution through Al Lichtman Corporation. — Advt.
urnished by one of the most signifiant events of the year, the scrapping
if film which cost 10.000 pounds for
Stars Visit Hays
Williams Leaving for Coast
he latest Graham Wilcox production,
Douglas Fairbanks and Harold
J. D. Williams, formerly of First
'Paddy the Next Best Thing," taken Lloyd paid visits yesterday to Will National, is scheduled to leave today
rom the stage success with Mae
for the Coast.
Warsh as star. The film destroyed Hays at his office.
s 7,000 feet of exterior scenes taken
Stanlaws to Direct Pola Negri
Organize Booking Circuit
n South Devon.

"The destruction of 7,000 feet of
valuable film was an act demanding
:onsiderable courage," said Wilcox.
'It was that
a sacrifice,
but to
I am
nnced
if we were
sendconan
mperfect film to the United States
ve would forfeit profits considerably
nore than 10,000 pounds."
The rejected scenes are being reakeii. Work is being rushed so that
Wiss Marsh may leave for New York
0 fulfill an engagement.

Politics

Jteffes Wants Harmony — Cohen's
Position — Some Comment
It is six months away from the
^rational meeting of the M. P. T. O.
if A. but the political pot is already
leginning to simmer and before long
t threatens to boil over.
The first indication of the state of
ffairs came last week from Minnesota
n a communication which indicated
hat W. A. "Al" StefTes, President of
he Minnesota unit, was willing to
(Continued on Page 4)

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Paramount's next for
Pola Negri will be an original by
Frances Marion, tentatively titled
"The
Song
the Dark." Penrhyn
Stanlaws
willindirect.
A. B. C. Price for "Tess"
It is understood that the A. B. C.
as paid $60,000 for the rights of "Tess
of the Storm
Country"
Metropolitan district,
for 300 for
daysthebooking.
It is impossible
to confirm
these
figures.
Want Lower Rentals in London
According to an Associated Press
report from London.
"American motion picture producers
will have to come down in their rental
charges in London or face the possibility of losing the monopoly they
now enjoy. This is the ultimatum of
the London cinema owners.
"The present high theater taxes,
which the Government has refused to
lower, leave very little margin for the
picture

rentals."

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — P. G. Cameron, Joe
S. Phillips and Louis Santikos, exhibitors are organizing together with
several other exhibitors throughout
the state for the purpose of arranging for block buying of big pictures
in their respective houses.
Houses already covered by the arrangement are: the Melba, Dallas;
Rialto, Forth Worth; Rialto and
Santikos' new house in San Antonio;
Royal, Waco; the Queen and all of
Martini's houses in Galveston; J. J.
Hegman's house in Austin. Several
houses in other Texas cities, and
houses in Oklahoma and Arkansas
will be added soon to the unit.
The new organization stated they
would secure desirable products for
the houses, on terms acceptable to
the exchanges. All contracts will be
handled by the individual exhibitor.
Joe Phillips is president of the
new organization, Louis Santikos,
treasurer and P. G. Cameron, secretary, with temporary offices in the
Melba Theater, this city.

Finklestein Coming
M. L. Finklestein, of Finklestein &
Ruben, Minneapolis, will serve for
the next two weeks representing the
Rotating Committee at Asso. First
Nat'l headquarters.
Owen

Moore

(Special to THE

Out of Selznick
FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Owen Moore has severed his connection with the Selznick
organization.
Edwin Sturgis is in New York ta
arrange a release for future Moore
pictures.

Swedish

Combine

Svenst and Skandinaviska Union Expected to Lower Prices of
American Films
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Stockholm — An amalgamation has
just taken place between two leading
distributing companies, the Svenst
Film Industry and the Skandinaviska
Film Central. Negotiations have
been under way for several months,
but the consummation was hastened
by the arrival of representatives of a
leading American producing firm
whose object was to attain a stronger
hold- on the Scandanavian market.
i Continued

on pane

.3)

"The Pilgrim" Review
A review of "The Pilgrim"
Charley Chaplin's latest, a four
reeler,ofwill
issue
THEappear
FILMin Sunday's
DAILY.

DAILV

Lubitsch-Pickford
(Continued from page 1)
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Inspiring
Talk
(Continued
from Page 1)

Probably no foreign director stands
as high in picture circles as Lubitsch.
When '"Passion" was released, and
with subsequent releases, Lubitsch
became very popular here, and while
his latest release "The Loves of
Pharoah" was too heavy in subject
matter to attract great attention, at
the same time his skill as a director
was again emphasized.
The working combination of Pickford and Lubitsch should result in a
really great picture.
It was impossible to locate Mary
Pickford yesterday with regard to
'this matter.

Czar, and didn't want to be. Among
those important branches of the industry he reckoned the publicity and
advertising as among the first if not
the first, and he pleaded that every
succeeding day they try to do a little
better in lifting the industry where it
belonged, adding that a failure to do
this was "a definite laches of duty."

Worsley to Do "Hunchback"
Wallace Worsley will direct Universal's "The Hunchback of Notre

this great industry
what it is."
He statement.
urged the
Advertisers
to be truthful
in their
He said that in the past people in the industry had been maligned, "but," he went on
fervidly,
"you'retheinthought
a king's
To
which
he added
thatbusiness."
pictures were
the most potent power for solving international relationships that exist. This brought
a great cheer.
He told of the winning of the Massachusetts fight, and how the proposed censorship
had been aided by salacious advertising of a
picture which was not salacious. He then
quoted figures to show the importance of the
industry in California, pointing out that while
the oil business did $103,000,000 business
last year, with an average weekly pay roll of
$300,000 motion pictures did over $140,000,000 with an average weekly payroll of $500,-

Thomas With Allied Authors
Dame."
Clark Thomas, business manager at
the Thos. H. Ince studios, will be
associated with Frank E. Woods,
Elmer Harris and Thompson Buchanan in the newly formed Allied
Authors, Inc., according to Woods,
who arrived yesterday from the Coast.

4)ftnanrc (Uiirfroratti^l
CHARLES

O.

BAUMANN,

RESOURCES
PICTURE

PRESfDl]

- $5,000,00c|

INDUSTRY

EXCLUSIVEul

"I have underwritten the honesty of purpose, and
the integrity
of the
movement"many
he
declared
sincerely.
lie told
of receiving

letters daily "from oversensitive, folks" about
the wrong things in pictures. "And we are
the servants of those people" he added. "I'm
not a prude. But it's good business to cultivate that part of the public, for the motion
picture is tlie greatest factor in the life of
this
country.monuments
"Some day,"
he men
added,
be building
to the
who"they'll
made

East. Kod. 8SJ4 84J^ 84^
600
F. P.-L. . . 92J4
89^
90%
3,700
Rothacker Thrift Contest
do pfd
Not quoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
G'wyn
...
6
5%
S3^
500
Chicago — Watterson R. Rothacker
oritfith
No* quoted
Neilan— First Nat'l
"Minnie" appeared in yesterday's
Loew's ... 19^
185^
19J4
2,000 has offered three prizes to the emTriangle
Not quoted
ployees scoring the highest savings issue, under the November list of
World
Not quoted average during a three months period.
exceptional films, issued by the Nat'l
Board of Review, as a Neilan-GoldAn
improvised
doesabout
business
on the
studio "bank"
floor for
two wyn
Not a Re-issue
production, it should have been
; Elmer Pearson, president of Pathe, hours every Saturday.
Neilan-First Nat'l.
yesterday denied the statements being
circulated throughout the country, to
ejchibitors, that the serial, "Plunder,"
is a Pearl White re-issue. "Such reports are false»andJib.elous," declared
Pearson,
Used has
Hays'been
Namereceived at
Information
the Hays office which leads to the belief that the Continental Screen Service Corp., has been using the name
of Will Hays, without his knowledge,
to sell advertising in what is claimed
to be a news reel with wide theater
circulation.
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Coast Brevities

Swedish

Combine

(Continued Jrom Page 1)
One of the principal effects of the ainalgaleolal to, THE
FILM ; DAILY) "
ywood — Marguerite Clayton tHation, according to the companies involved,
is that it will be possible from now on to
s opposite
Harry
Carey
in obtain
American productions at reasonable
terms. This will benefit exhibitors, and is
DH of the Fools."
expectb'd
to resulthere
in that
lower American
admission pictures
prices.
It is claimed
!-He Chaplin has engaged Monte have,
been
sold
to
Scandinavia,
with
its
J assist in his next picture.
population of 11 millions, at prices considerably higher than those obtained for
France with a 'population about three and
ddy Messenger has been signed a half times a:s large.
The companies in the merger operate nine
fitury.
of the 75 motion picture theaters in Stockholm. The Svenst Film Industry has several
companies, Swedish Biograph,
;, Good Name" has been bought subsidiary
Scandia
Film Bureau and the Swedish Film
liversal, production on which
Co.
{art soon.
Famous Players and United Artists have
their own exchanges here. United Artists
production
are rented chiefly to theaters in
.ey Harlam has been added to
the Film Industry group, while Famous
(5t of Pola Negri's first Ameri- Players rents chiefly to independent houses.
Fox has an arrangement with a subsidiary
iide picture "Bella Donna."
of the Film Industry. Goldwyn and Universal have sales representatives in Sweden
|ew stage to cost over $50,000 and Denmark.
•

e erected on the Warner lot.
tage will be the largest in a
ii picture studio.

Guts

and

Flashes

Through Jack Crosby, James Kirk'ig Cummings will spend nine
[S to complete the filming of wood has been engaged for "The
Flaming Drums," which Edgar Lewis
I Last Days of Pompeii," for is directing for C. C. Burr.
ipal Pictures.
'
iLeonard
Robert Olson is directing "Schubwho
played
the
ert's Serenade," the second of the
Ir" part in "The
Old Home- Prizma one-reel composers' series.
^1has been added to the cast of
Wallace Ray is playing Franz Schubert. Wm. Van Middlesworth is the
^Peggy's latest, "The Senorita." camera man.
^land V. Lee has added GerAstor, Margaret Landis and Jay
Reynolds Coleman has been enito the cast of "Alice Adams,"
gaged through Jack Crosby to play
: starring Florence Vidor, he is
:ig.
opposite Lillian Gish in "The White
Sister," to be filmed in Italy for Inspiration.
;n Moore, Burdette Brown and
Zeidler of the Universal Scenepartment are working on the
ios of three new serials, to go
production
within
the
next

Fun from the Press

t Gibson's latest Universal proii has been finished and re-titled
I Gentleman from America."
(Jack Allen has begun work at
I'sal City on a series of one-reel
ri pictures, written by him in
uration with Jeffrey Moffit and
tsther Ralston as feminine lead.
'Madonna of Avenue A" is comH. E. GAUSMAN.

EXPLOITED

is being advertised to the
public through the largest
publicity
campaign
ever
expended on a single reel
subject.
400 Daily Newspapers
20.000 Street Cars
8,000,000 Direct Mailing
List.
TO YOUR
PATRONS

Produced by The Literary Digest
Distributed

by

the W.

W,

Hodkinson

Corp.

Who Wants Me?
Gentleman, 36, college education, organizing ability, desires
connection. He is familiar with every angle of the legitimate
theatrical business, speaks English, German and French,
student of Latin and Italian. He is identified as a fiction writer
and successful as a composer of concert and musical comedy
music. European musical education, an excellent conductor,
pianist organist, arranger and familiar with every detail of film
music. Well connected and equipped with tact and good taste,
he will not let his "references" make him clever, but will prove
the above statements.
^yhile he wants to continue his writing activities, he would
like to connect with a high class film concern where he has an
opportimity to become valuable through his ability.
Salary of little consequence, but the position must have dignity
and be strictly high class.
Address communications to B-339 — c/o The Film Daily

Watch for Announcement
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Putting It Over

Politics
from Page

(■Continued
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Theater Ssmdicate Incorporatj
1)

Step aside in the interests of harmony
if something could be done to bring
the New York unit back into the fold.
Here is horn a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
Hii proposition was fully detailed in
a communication sent by Steffes to
vour ideas.
Let the other fellow know hote you cleaned up.
Martin J. Quigley, editor and publisher of the Exhibitor's Herald, Chicago, in which Steffes declares that
Evening Clothes Worn
The Retort Courteous
for several months past he with others
Wenatchee,
Wash.
—
Tuxedo
suits
La Porte, Ind. — Manager H. K.
working to bring about harReddington and the Central and Bill worn by the ushers and all other the- has been
mony with the New York State unit.
ater
attendants
helped
materially
to
Danziger, Paramount exploiteer, callIn this communication Steffes says:
ed on George Scholl of Scholl's dairy put over the new Charles Ray fea"I would be more than pleased if
and gave him a selling talk on how
ture, "A Tailor Made Man," when the New York State unit would again
it
was
shown
at
the
Liberty.
This
Paramount bathed the films of "The
come into the national organization.
Old Homestead" in milk and Scholl theater is one of the Jensen and If necessary to bring this about. I am
Von
Herberg
chain
and
is
managed
used the idea in his advertising.
willing and ready, if for the benefit
After the run of the picture, Red- by W. L. Doudlah, who put on this
exploitation stunt. Both this and use of the theater owners at large, to redington said to Scholl, "It's a shame of the twenty-four sheet as a cut-out
sign from the executive board and
how we roped you in. We don't was suggested in the exploitation allow the remaining members to elect
a man from the New York State unit
really bathe films in milk."
"I know it," said Scholl, "but it was matter for this picture.
for the balance of my term of office.
I believe if an actual poll was taken
good advertising for me."
Co-operative Ad Stunt
of the officers and executive comCalico Beauty Contest
mittee, you would find that there are
Toronto, Ont. — Manager Clarence
A stunt suggested by First Na- Robson, of the Regent and Para- several big enough and willing to do
tional for "The Infidel" is that the
mount exploiteer George A. Smith, the same thing in order to bring about
supplemented their campaign for
beauty"
"calico
a
feature
campaign
contest. Theaters have constantly
a 100 per cent organization."
"The Old Homestead" with a fullWhen the attention of Charles O'sponsored beauty contests but the page of co-operative newspaper ads.
Reilly of the New York State unit
contestants have always been embelTen
merchants
were
tied
up
and
was directed to this, O'Reilly said he
lished by all that the dressmaker
in the display of each was an uniden- had nothing to say and he was too
could create.
tified
thumb-nail
cut
of
some
Parabusy with matters relative to Albany
The suggestion specifies that a
mount star. Persons identifying to go into any discussion about na"calico contest" should be limited to
tional matters.
entrants who appear in calico or them correctly received awards gradThose who move behind the scenes
uated at $25, $10, and $5. The cogingham and allow the audience to
operative page gave Robson the .op- in the national exhibitor political situjudge purely on beauty, unbiased by
ation commenting on this yesterday
a millinery display. The suggestion
portunity to string "Old Homestead
aid there were indications that Steffes
has new angles and offers a workable Week"
across
it
in
big
black-face
letters.
proposition.
might be a candidate for the presidency to succeed Sidney S. Cohen
Gets in on Contest
and that naturally he wanted all the
Chinese Ballyhoo
Paducah, Ky. — Manager Richard
Indianapolis — The management of harmony possible. It was also pointed out that although Cohen has deDeering of the Arcade must have the Apollo seized the opportunity to
clared he was not a candidate and in
■done some intensive research work tie-up with a popular newspaper conWashington
he said he would not be
test
in
which
the
publishers
were
for the weird but effective street ballya candidate to succeed himself in 1923
hoo he used in connection with "East offering $50,000 in prizes during the that some of his friends might insist
is West." A muhi-colored Chinese recent showing of "Silver Wings."
palanquin, carried by four men was The result packed the Apollo during upon his remaining on the job and
that in fact quite a number of states
the street ballyhoo.
each of the entire week's perform- had already urged him to reconsider
The front of the theater was done ance.
In the window of the downtown his decision. Regarding this, Cohen
over with bamboo strips and Chinese
lanterns giving the effect of a tea offices of the daily was placed a small has nothing to say beyond that he has
garden doorway. An unusual method curtain on which were flashed various expressed himself as to how he stands.
was followed in the cutouts of the scenes from the picture. These flashes
paper, the three leading characters as were intermittent and were used by
School Uses Films Exclusively
represented by Constance Talmadge, the newspaper to attract the crowds
The School of Commerce, New
Edward Burns and Warner Oland that other slides and motion pictures
York University, will present the
explaining the contest might be
stepping forward to say. "I'm Ming shown.
subject for this year's course in inToy"; "I'm Billy Benson" and "I'm
dustrial processes entirely by motion
ChoUy Yong."
pictures with supplementary information furnished by the lecturer,
A Book That Opened
First "Lorna Doone" Stunt
Nicholas Thiel Picker.
Middletown,
Conn.—
T.
M.
(Ted)
Pittsburgh — First visible evidence
of the exploitation campaigns pre- Browning of the Grand, improved
Mary Alden Magazine Film Star
pared for "Lorna Doone" came to upon the western versions of "The
Mary Alden has the star role in
light when the Grand and Regent Masquerader" book by having a walking volume that opened up.
"This Wife Business," the first of
opened with the attraction.
The outside covers were straight the series sponsored by Woman's
The star window display was a stationery and book store which featured display advertising of Guy Bates Post Home Companion, now being produced by Aralma Film Co., for rethe photoplay edition of the well- and the attraction at the Grand. The
lease through Alexander Film Corp.
known novel with photographs of inside pages were "inspiration" copy
Madge Bellamy and a message from giving some idea of what could be ex- Others in the cast are Stanley Walthe leading women proclaiming it as
pected from the picture, with a half pole, Reginald Simpson, Maude Hill,
page
of
straight billing. The book Geraldine Blair and little Helen Ro"My Own Edition," the publishers
land. Arthur J. Zellner is directing.
having dedicated it to her.
was four feet high and three feet long,
closed.
The music of "Lorna Doone" and
Sherry with Distinctive
The masked man who piloted it
phonograph records of the song
Wm. L. Sherry, veteran exchange
proved effective mediums for other through the streets followed out instructions to stop whenever he had man, has joined the sales force of
window tie-ups. Records for sales in
these stores were hung up, evidencing gathered a crowd. The releasing of a Distinctive Pictures Corp. Arthur
again the benefit to retailers in motion clasp made the book open automatic- L. Friend, the president, says that
ally. After the audience had had time he considers the acquisition of
picture tie ups and the good will exhibitors can create by discriminating to read the billing the book closed up Sherry "a real feather in the cap of
use of exploitation mediums.
and the artist went along his way.
Distinctive."

(Special

to THE

FILM
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Dover,
Del.— The
Nat'l Tbli
Syndicate of Calif., have filed i
tificate of incorporation, capital
at $1,000,000.
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Wilds, offering an extraordinary veh
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Film pr(|
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More About Marks

Assoc. Booking Corp. Statement Says
Organization Only Wants to Secure Share of First Runs for
Independent Exhibitors
A statement
issued yesterday
by
the Asso. Booking Corp., says:
"The Associated Booking Corp.
wishes to place itself squarely on
record as an organization founded
solely and absolutely fo." the purpose
of assisting the independent exhibitors
to secure a share of the first run
attractions that are being offered
which, up to the present time, have
been denied them, regardless of price,
of theiron situation
regardless( Continued
Page 2) or re-

ome Interesting
Anecdotes
About
This Universal Oldtimer and
His Methods

Sol'sng: big brother,
living tesLesser,
i
ontribu
the followi
"Back in 1913 and 1914, when
I
vas manager
of the Golden
Gate
co,
'ilin Exchange,
San Francis
one
f the earliest
enterprises
of my
, rother and myself, it used to be my
illeasure to directly deal with Mr.
. Marks of the Acme theater, whom
'\rou wrote about in one of your recent
:ssues.
( "One of the amusing incidents at
lie time I was selling this man was
he booking of 'QUO VADIS,'
liter it was a few years old at a
ental of $10. He used the picture
•ijjlit days, running one reel a day.
(Continued

on

Page

Murphy in Firm
Edngs J Murphy who recently joined
Tom Evans in the Evans Film Laboratories, at a recent meeting of the
directors of the company was made a
member of the firm. Murphy is ore
of the oldest and considered one of
the best laboratory men in the busi-

2)

Harry Warner In Chicago
Harry M. Warner, of Warner
Brothers, left for Chicago yesterday.
Lesser Merger Reported
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — It is reported here that
AVest Coast Theaters Co., Western
[pictures Exploitation Co.. and Principal Pictures Co., three corporations
p which Sol Lesser is the moving
fepirit, have been merged as Principal
pictures Corp. It is also rumored
fhat Jackie Coogan Prods, will be
|included in the merger.
j Production plans are understood to
Cover 12 subjects the first year, for
brobable distribution through First
National, and the erection of a new
studio with two stages.

Irving Lesser said yesterday that
he understood that these negotiations
were under way, but that he had received no further word.

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
Pneumonia, Nevada.

Every angle a commercial angle: The director, Gasnier; the cast, Kenneth
Harlan, Edith Roberts, Estelle Taylor; the title, "Thorns and Orange
Blossoms." A picture made for the box-office. What a splurge it will
make!
Al Lichtman Corporation is distributing it.— Advt.
Fairbanks to Coast Via Mexico
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford now plan to return to the Coast
by way of Mexico starting Monday.
However, the exact date of their departure is not certain. The Mexican
excursion will be a pleasure trip.

Hays to Philadelphia
Will Hays goes to Philadelphia
Monday to address the Civic Forum.
His subject will be "What is Being
Done About Motion Pictures."
D. W. Griffith Back
D.
W.
Griffith and "Jack" Lloyd,
Brabin Picture Ready
his press representative returned yesCharles Brabin's special, title of
terday from Chicago where they atwhich has been changed to "Driven,"
the opening of "One Exciting
will be given a special showing next Night" tended
at the Illinois. Carol DempThursday night at Wurlitzer Hall.
ster and Porter Strong, who apCharles Rogers, of Dependable
peared at the opening, will remain
Sales Corp., is handling the produc- in Chicago for a few days.
tion.

. - Through With Vitagraph
fSoecJal to THK FIT.M nATLY)
Dear Danny:
Hollywood
— Corinne Griflfith and
It's funny me callin' you that an<f
I aint' ever met you. But as I been Vitagraph have come to a oarting of
reading that sheet of yours for four the ways. It is understood that the
months now, I imagine I almost know arrangement was amicable, and that
you. Well, you remember I wrote Miss Griffith had completed her contract. Her future plans are not
you of my sad experience with "Why announced. It is understood that she
Men Wander." Well, it cured me.
I been having six and eight dollar will have her own producing company, but may make a special for
nights with program stuflf, so, naturone of the large corporations before
ally am off the super pictures. It's starting
on her own.
a tough job finding program stuflf
now. Everything I see advertised is
a super production — but I guess I
At_ Vitagraph it was stated that
can get some of the old ones at low nothing was known of Miss Griffith's
contract being terminated with Vitaenough jack to play them.
1 1 DuiUiiicd
on Page
4)
graph.

"Robin Hood" Closing in Chicago
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago
Douglas
"Robin
Hood" — ends
its runFairbanks'
today at
Cohan's Grand Opera House.
General opinion is that no film
attraction charging $2 top admission
can last long with the poor conditions prevailing here in amusements.
Hays Friars' Dinner Guest
Will Hays will be a guest of honor
at a dinner to be given by the Friars
Club tomorrow night as the Astor.
Other honor guests are Judge Kenesaw Landis and Augustus Thomas.
Will Roeers will introduce Hays.
DeWolf Hopper and Irvin Cqhh ^vijl
present the ofher two guests.

Valentino and Famous Players
Arthur Butler Graham, counsel for
Rodolph Valentino, said yesterday
that Valentino does not contemplate
working for Famous Players in the
future. This despite that his contract runs until January, 1924.
There has been some talk among
Famous officials that efforts were
being made to patch up the existing
trouble with Valentino and have him
return to work.
The argument on the case now in
court is scheduled for hearing Dec. 1.

Statistics
Interesting statistics of the
average motion picture house in
America, as disclosed by the
investigation made by The Motion Picture News and the
Babson Statistical Organization.
Says The
News:
The results of this calculation present the following crosssection of the American picture
house:
Number of seats
507
Number of days open
weekly
S
Number of people employed 7
Matinee
Evening
Average
Program
weeks
Number
Number

price scale. . 12-28 cents
price scale. . 17-36 cents
daily patronage .... 364
changes every two
7
of shows per day . . 3
of reels to program
8

-^m
THE
DAILY
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gardless of their investments,
solely
because of the collective buying power
of the circuits.
Vol. X)fll No. 48 Saturday, Hov. 18, 1922 Price 5 Cents
"It is because of this collective
Film FoUcs, buying povver that the A. B. C. is
Co»yrigbt 1922, Wid's. Fihn «nd
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by WID'S FILMS and the fairness and justice of its cause
FILM
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Joseph Dannenberg, President and *-ditor; that it is being encouraged by the
Business Man- producers who have the interest of
J W Alicoate, Treasurer and sing
Manager.
ager; J. A. Cron, Adverti
May 21, 1918, the industry at heart.
matter
class
second
as
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■ ' Four Working at Tilford
■ Fouf producing companies are now
working- at the Tilford studios,
(k-orgc L. Sargent is directing a se
ies" of. one-reel health studies featyi
ing Olive .^nn Alcorn. Tlie Martin,
Hevl production. "The Little Red
Sclioolhouse," ,is' being filmed under
'the ,t%(jcjt^on. of Jack Adolphi.
•Charles,, L Gaskill is , directing "The!
iHighest llercy" for Helioart Prods.
Thft,.:'Billy West comedy company,
under the direction of Arvid GiU'strom, has. just finished its second
•picturf^ , "The Sanitarium

(Continued from Page 1)

"We had an old imported feature
when features were quite the rage
and, of course, it was not so much
the quality of the picture as the
quality of the paper.
"The title of one of our most

popular pictures was 'THE BURNING TRAIN,' either an Italiaii or
French film, and I do not hesitate
to sincerely state that Mr. Marks
"And it is only those p''0(lucers whose in- booked this picture no less than 25
terests are closely allied with the var ous cir- times in the same theater.
cuits whose power is in danger of being less-

ened that are giving the A. B. C. the unfa r
light that it expected and is .retting urclcr
the very thin cloak of not selling combinations. Unfortunately thtse circuits, beirg
also producers, can, through their organi2ations, influence some of the producers to (lo
iheir bidding. But in the e.' es of the indi stry, the A. B. C. knows that there is abs )!utely no difference between this body of
independent
exhilitors
the orran Ihealc
7at;o- ;~s
of
stock holders
and and
partne'sluj)
controlled by the present circuits
"The A. B. C. wishes to state that it is
not asking any favors of any exhibitor circuits, of any producers who do not wish to
deal with them, that they do not wish to
■ontrol prices or to drive anyone out of
l)usiness, but that they are simply a protective association of New York Exhibitors w'o
are tired of being told that they cannot get
"irst run pictures because they are too small
individually and that they will not get thcni
if they are too big collectively.
"And furthermore, the very definite statement made by the executive head of the lai 7est of the circuits at a recent meet ng of the
Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce to
the effect that he was now engaged in picking out certain theaters over which he had
oreviously asked indiscriminate protection but
whom he was now prepared to allow a tlay
md date run, makes it clear to the members
of the A. B. C. that their corporation is most
necessary and that this direct result proves
the benefit of this association to the independent exhibitor."

Securities DAILY
Act )
FILM
Daylight Saving
Los Angeles— Raleigh Brady, head
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the Arizona Brady Feature Films,
Follette reReading, Pa. — Daylight saving was
appeared, before Justice Corpora
tion defeated here by a majority of 15,269
cently for violation of the
that
Securities Act. It is alleged
in the city and county.
Brady kept more than 20 per cent of
the stock sales.
Iris Leaves Educational
John
Iris has resigned as manager
May Be 'Quake Victim
of
Educational's
New York exchange.
■
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
He is succeeded by Harry Scott,
Buenos Aires— Reports have reach- recently with First National.
fed ' here from Chile that David
Souhami, Universal sales manager in
"The Hero" Finished
that countrv, was last reported in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
\'allcnar, the city destroyed by the
,cai-thquakc, and efforts to locate him
Los Angeles — Gasnier finished
ing. shooting "The Hero' this week. It
'since the 'quake have been unavail
•Monroe Isen, district manager for;. will be the fourth Schulberg release
lArgcntinc, is conducting the search.
through the Al Lichtman Corp.
(Special

More About Marks

Borzage's Contract Up

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood
— Frank Borzage's
contract with Cosmopolitan
has expired.
He is now producing Fannie Hurst's
"Nth Commandment," for Cosmopolitan by special agreement.
"Movie Ball" Questioned

(Sperial to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — Film men here questioned
the authenticity of the "Movie Ball"
held last night at the Arena and appealed to the Mayor to stop it, but
the Mayor said he could not act
without definite proof of misrepresentation. The stars advertised to
appear were Virginia Lee, Walter
Miller, Eugenie Gilbert and Mary
Anderson. The ball was advertised
as being under the "personal direct'on of Wm. R. Carr," who is not

I known in film circles here,

Saturday,

November

Mayer

and

(Special

to THE

18,

1922!

It.

Barker to Coast
FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Louis B. Mayer a;
Regina Barker passed through he
Thursday en route to the Coast.
Actors' Equity Ball Tonight
Many prominent film folk are e
pected
to attend
Actors' Equ^
Ball tonight
at thetheAstor.
Metro Gets Sheldon Script
Metro
has purchased
from
Llo;
Sheldon his original story written u

(islo;

the title
of "East
Suez." a piI
"He made it a point to buy a cer- der
asmuch
as this
conflictsof with
tain amount of service from me be- I now on in New York^ the title will
cause of his fondness for me, and it
to come
in about
changed when the production is mao
was his custom
nine o'clock in the morning and take
News Editors Promise Aid
his film and paper under his arm and
At
a meeting
yesterday
at
go out and open up about 10.30.
Hays office, the editors of new re<
"At any time we did not have a agreed to use trailers boosting
K ininie
)
Education
Week,
Dec.
good picture with good paper avail- tional
able or a new one, the usual argument
Pathe, Fox, International, Kinograi
ensued about 'THE BURNING
and Selznick were represented.
WIS
TRAIN.' It was never the price
or quality of the picture, because he
Iowa-Nebraska Elections
IJ8
paid $1.50 a reel for anything he took.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
It was just a matter of the condition
Kansas City — Officers for the coil
of the paper, so we would go into
ing
have been elected by t
the lithograph deoartment and we Iowa year
and Nebraska M. P. T. O.
would spread out the paoer. and if follows:
it was alright 'THE BURNING
A. R. Kramer,
Omaha, preside
IffEl
TRAIN' was booked again.
C.
E.
Williams,
Omaha,
first
vicj
wit
"It did not make much difference
Frank
Houston.
Teka:
whether he ran the whole four reels president;
Neb.,
second
vice-president;
J.
or one of them as loner as he h^d
Kirk, Omaha,
secretary
and H.
the 'BURNING TRAIN,' and the Hayman, Grand Island, Neb., tre;
urer.
swell paper up in front of the theater.
"Another extraordinary picture was
'THE LEAP OF DESPAIR.' whirh
be used in case 'THE BURNmiffht ING
TRAIN' was not in.
Dover, Del. — Standard Pictul
"Your explanation of the hou^e Corp. Capital, $500,000. Attorn<|
Del. Inc. Co.
and its locality was hardly adequa'e.
"Mr. Marks always claimed that
Boston — Newburvport Theater C!
he had the most cosmopolitan motion picture theater in the world and .Newburyport. Capital, $50,000. Il
I believed him.
corporators, A. K. Hunt, L. M. Bo
"He was situated right in the heart and G. L. Vaughan.
of Chinatown, on the outskirts of
Dagotown, just off the Russian
Albany — Co-National Plays, Ma
settlement, and just on the ragged
hattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorpoi
edge of the Barbary coast.
tors, F. O. Miller and A. Worsnc
"I cannot start to name to vou the Attorney, H. S. Hechheimer, Manhi
different classes of people that he tan.
showed to.
"Once in a while I used to call on
Albanv — Hayscx Productions, Ma
him in the night and when I used
hattan.
Capital, $10,000.
Incorpoi
to take a little selling trip in my Ford. tors, E. 'Davidow,
G. Lemaire
and
"Of all the laughs I ever had in Gershwin.
Attorney,
L. C. Schul
my life, it was to see Mr. Marks Manhattan.
sitting in the box office and givine
sales arguments to every customer.
Albany — Doormat Co., Manhattj
If any of them comolained in any motion pictures. Capital, $20,000.
manner, they got their money back. corporators, P. S. Goodman and C
"One time he decorated the house
Smith.
Attorney, S. Goodman, Ma
closed for two days, had it all painted hattan.
up nice, and when he reonened his
business went to hpll. His cha'rs
Albany — Superior Fotokraft St
were even repaired. He tried to make dios,
Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. I
an institution out of it.
"Failin'^ he closed on° night, srot
corporators
Acquaviva,A'ttorney,
T. Gol"
and C. P.
Gottdiner.
the wrecking crew in there bunted berg
B.
Louis,
Manhattan.
down enough of the seats for it to
look bad, and sliinq pnoue^h nnr'
around to imitate tobacco iuire ^nd
NEGATIVES BOUGHT
IML:S
nut
thp house on the map again."
We will purchase negatives of
new pictures only.
"Zenda' at Loew Houses
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
"The Prisoner of Zenda" has_ opened at the Metropolitan and will run
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
in every Loew house in thr city closing at the 83rd Street, Dec. 4.

t
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St. Louis Notes

litlieN ew5
No.

93

X-KAISER'S
WEDDING— Scenes
r ction with the world heralded cereDoorn, Holland.
IREAT TRIAL IN MOSCOW—
tiovernment tries 114 Social Revoluilfor disloyalty.
US LARGEST SHIP HUNTS DRY
JBIG
ENOUGH
TO
HOLD
IT—
|i finds it, at Boston.
rews as usual.
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Lichtman Takes New Offices
Jacks Open Exchange
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
The
Al Lichtman Corp. has leased
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the entire ninth floor of the new
Dallas, Tex. — Fred Jacks, together
St. Louis — Charley Werner, Metro, building at Broadway and 51st S^., with Frank Fay of the Southwestern
is confined to his home under care of opposite the Capitol, for occupancy Film Corp., have opened an exchange
here to market Arrow product.
a physician.
beginning about Dec. 1.
The Aubert Photo Play Co., which
Foreign Managers Shifted
is erecting the new Aubert, have in(Spedal to THE FILM DAILY)
creased their capital from $30,000, to
Amsterdam — As soon as Max F.
$50,000.
G. Goosman arrives from America
The Odeon Theater on Grand Ave. to assume charge of the Universal
office here. Gus Hager, the present
recently purchased by H. Chouteau manager, will go to the Copenhagen,
is being remodeled at a cost of $50,- Denmark, office as manager.
000.
J. B. Dugger, formerly with Paramount in Detroit has succeeded Jack
Weil as manager of the Goldwyn exchange in this city.
FILM

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland, O. — The following have
been elected officers of the Cleveland
M. P. T. O. for the coming year.
O. E. Bellas, president; S. Piotrowski,
retary.vice-president; Martin Printz,
treasurer and Sam Bullock, sec-

LABORATORY

EXPERT

WANTED

West Coast Buys Theater
(Special to THE

Cleveland Elects Officers
(Special

DAILY)

Los Angeles — West Coast Theaters
has increased its circuit to 57 houses

^heateMd.
r —Ch
s
simore,
Theange
Brodie
I iken over by Cleinman.

has

'hington, D. C. — Eddie Phillips,
)perates the Revere, has reil the Regent.

by the purchase of Chotiner's, at
Eighth and Vermont Sts. The theater's name has been changed to the
Roosevelt.
Hirsch Forms

Boston Firm

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

A large Pro<iucing Concern will engage the services
of a First Class Laboratory Expert, who knows good
printing from bad, who can inspect and pass on prints
before they are shipped from the Laboratory. Must
be honest and wide awake.

Boston — Irving D. Hirsch has
formed the Greater Pictures Co.,
Inc., of which he is president, which
Good salary to the right man.
n\, N. Y.— C. L. Gardner of will handle State Right attractions in
rne Falls, Mass. has bought the New England. Associated with him
lills from Harry Lazarus.
Address B-717, care The
is M. Edward Rose, an attorney.
The
company
is
incorporated
for
ervliet, N. Y. — Elmer Crow- $100,000,00. and has connections
;ld of the Bijou in Troy has
which indicate that it wjll also do inimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
over the Hudson.
an export and import business. The
company has opened offices at 44
bston,
111— Clyde
Elliott,
ex- Church St.
B man, has purchased the Strand
having it rebuilt
New Arkansas Officers
ingfield, Mass.^The Holyoke
sen added to the chain of Gold3ros.
This makes IS.
more, Penn. — The Main Amus.
which recently purchased the
ore, has just bought the Palace
Kline & Fetterman.
Loew theater in Long Beach
een sold to lohnson and Fay.
!^lace in the same city is oper)y W. J. Johnson.

idman. Pa. — The Palace has
taken over by Lewis Bochert
H. Oss, both of Cumberland,
md the name has been changed
'. Grand.

shington, Pa. — A. H. Miller.
rly of the Court, has taken over
Conner's Regent. Miller's
, meanwhile, has been taken
by B. E. Coupler of the Bijou.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Little Rock,
Ark. — The
Arkansas
M. P. T. O., in convention
here,
elected officers for the coming year
as follows:
W. E. Collins, Jonesboro, president; H. D. Whorton, Warren, vicepresident and O. C. Hauber, Pine
Bluff, secretary.
The Legislative Committee includes
Hauber, Sidnev Nutt, Hot Springs;
T. W. Sharp, Wm. A. May, Little
Rock; W. L. Landers, Batesville; D.
E. Fenton, Harrison: E. C. Robinson, Fayetteville; S. H. Butler,
Russellville; J. A. Collins, Paragould;
F. B. Smith, Stuttgart and G. E.
Haven, Forrest City.

yTTrJZ^

Detroit Notes
(Special

to THE

FILM

Robbers Gets $1,000
FILM

DAILY)

Louis — Robbers broke into the
:hester and secured $1,000.
The
; is owned
by the St, Louis
ie Co.

I

^.j/. /^!lcH^j6j.jJ^(^^^My-

DAILY)

Detroit — The new building to house
the Paramount exchange being erected on Cass Avenue, will be finished
sometime in January.

la. — Jules Mastbaum, of the
ty Co., has purchased the
Harv Irons, manager of the Butterpia A. C., on Broad St., and al- field Franklin Theater, Saginaw, is
has architects working on resigning Dec. 1st. to manage a new
to convert the club house into theater in this city, which is now in
construction.
ater.
Soecia! to THE

Film Daily

Harry Ross, district manager and
H. W. Given, branch manager for
Paramount's local office, have left
for the coast to attend the convention
of district and branch managers, to
te held the week of Nov. 26.

A::^^-^-

THE

j^^
The Troubles of an
Exhibitor

(Special

to THE

"Knighthood"

FILM

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — The
City
Mothers
Ass'n has written
to Sid Grauman
commending
"When
Knighthood
Was in Flower."
Zeidman

Starts Another

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — B. F. Zeidman Prod,
have begun work on "The Spider and
the Rose," from '■he story by Gerald
C. DufTy. Cast includes Alice Lake,
Gaston Glass, Robert McKim, Joseph
Dowling, Otis Harlan, Richard Headrick and Noah Beery. Headquarters
are at United Studios. Glenn MacWilliams is photographing. Finished
production will be placed on open
market.
Praises Arbitration Board
Judge Moses H. Grossman, organizer and vice-president of the Arbitration Society of America, has praised
the work of the arbitration board of
the F.I. L. M. club very highly after
attending one of its executive sessions.
Judge Grossman extended an invitation to the F. T. L. M. club to join
the Arbitration Society and to function under its auspices. He will
probably address the T. O. C. C.
next Tuesday.

Saturday,

November
f»i*i«ri«

Coast Brevities

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — G. B. Howard, author
f Continued
from Page 1)
Well, I got "Lena's Load" booked of "Yorke Norr.ey," the first Secret
for next Wednesday night, and it Service agent character in fiction, is
depends on whether our leading mer- finishing a new series of "Yorke
chant, Stoney Liglebaiir dies this Norrey" stories for Universal. Roy
week, or not, whetiier I open that Stewart is starring in them with Duke
Worne directing. George Hively is
night. You see, Stoney 's daughter writing the scenarios.
is to get married next Tuesday and
her father is very sick with some
new kind of diabetes and if he dies,
Herbert Blache has been signed to
the wedding is ofif, and I git the direct for Universal.
crowd. If he don't croak, and the
wedding happens, the mob will natTheodore Roberts will appear in the
urally go for the free eats — and I'll
probably only get my passes back. next Agnes Ayres production for
I tried to postpone the date till the Paramount, "Racing Hearts."
next day, but the exchange said they
needed the print back immediately.
The De Havens -have just completed the film.ing of "Baby Ben," to
I know that's the bunk, for the darn be released
by F. B. O.
thing ain't played a date in two years
uot here. I never wanted anyone
Katherine MacDonald's next will
to die, but as it's a foregone conclu"Refuge." Victor Heerman will
sion that Stoney's got to go soon any- be
direct.
how, I wish he'd git it over before
up, it sure means,
athis
lot toweek's
me.
Archainbaud's next will be a RupA salesman went through here this
ert Julian original tentatively titled,
week. I think he's a new one in "Flesh," to feature Grace Darmond.
the gaine too. he didn't mention
Zukor, Williams or Rowland by their
Fred Niblo will eliminate the war
first names and never said "Lousy"
once, although all the other boys that sequences from his version of "The
Famous Mrs. Fair." He will put over
go through, use it all the time.
I got an offer to act as salesman in the war atmosphere by suggestion.
this section from a firm, and am considering it. Will write you about it
Gene Stratton Porter's "Michael
O'Halloran.' directed by J. Leo Meelater.
Will want your advice.
It's the first ofifer that's ever come han,
titled. is finished, and is being cut and
to me from any film company that
might mean some dough for me, so
Several valuable articles were reit's worrying me; in fact I'm even
suspicious.
cently stolen by thieves, from the
Can you tell me who has shorter home of Maurice Campbell the director.
subjects than the short subjects they
are sending out?
Best regards from Mrs. Deneker
Antonio Moreno will be leading
and myself.
man to Mary Miles Minter in "The
Yours truly,
Trail of the Lonesome Pine," which
Charles Maigne will direct.
CLEM DENEKER
Mothers Commend

DAILV

George S. Hellman, secretarv and
treasurer of Hugo Ballin Productions,
Inc., has arrived here for conferences
with Ballin relative to filming of
"Vanity Fair" for Goldwyn.

Universal's revised cast for "The
Attic of Felix Bavu" includes Wallace
Becrv. FsteUe Taylor. Forrest Stanl^v. Sylvia Breamer, Martha Mattox
Harrv Carter, Nick De Ruiz, Josef
Swickard and Jack Rollens.
_ Colleen Moore will apnear as lead
in Frank Borzage's Cosmopolitan
production of "The Nth Commandment, adapted bv Frances Marion
from the Fannie Hurst story. Production will begin shortly at the Ince
studios.
"The Senorita" starring Baby
Peggy IS finished. Ena Gregorv will appear in next Brownie -romedv. Century has placed Buddie Mess
r
under contract: Harrv Edwardsinae
has
been engaged to direct him. and Marjorie Marcel to play feminine lead
tiermpn RavmaVer has been encrao-ed
as a director. Sip- Neufeld has been
made chief of production deoartment;
Charles
edito
r, Wallach succeeds him as film

H. E. GAUSMAN
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Most ImportantRevival oftkeYQwr/
RODOLPH
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CARMEL

MYERS
Presented b/

CARL LAEMMLE
In a Romance of Love,
BeouNanJ Adventure
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The Answer!
"Nigh's name should mean- a let at the box-office. The fight he has staged in
'Notoriety' has the Tol'able David' fight skinned. That should be enough." —
"Danny" in the Film Daily.
" 'Notoriety' will go in any kind of house. There is a corking fight scene which
carries action plus. The characters are convincing and the technical side is excellent."—M. P. News.
<< <

Notoriety' is a blessing to the independent market. It bids fair to out-draw
at the box-office anything Will Nigh has ever done. It is replete with thrills. Its
exploitation possibilities are innumerable." — Roger Ferri, M. P. World.
" 'Notoriety' has every ingredient a winning picture needs to make it a big boxoffice attraction and its advent should prove a boon to buyers of state-right attractions."— Exhibitor's Herald.
"One thing about Will Nigh. When he turns out a picture you can be almost
certain he will grind out a box-office product. 'Notoriety' has everything that
has ever been screened. Nothing is left out. On the title alone it should be a
money-getter." — Fred Schrader, Variety.
"Will Nigh possesses a rare insight into the psychology of the masses. The
public may eat this up, just as it did in the case of a recent Will Nigh picture.
The court scene has a real thrill. The cast is unusual and lives up to its reputation."— Blaisdell, Exhibitors Trade Review.
•)*)

The First of the Four Will Nigh Productions

ff

NOTORIETY

A Dynamo of Action and Sentiment starring Maurine Powers, Mary Alden,
Rod La Rocque, Geo. Hackathorne, Richard Travers, J. Barney Sherry,
Anders Randolf, Mona Lisa, John Golclsworthy, Ida Waterman, and others.
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Features Reviewed
STORM

COUNTRY
Page 2

Chaplin in

THE

PILGRIM

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

Page 3

Alice Brady in
Paramount

ANNA
BROTHERS

UNDER

ASCENDS
Page 4
THE

Goldwyn

SKIN
Page 9

Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin present
BRAWN OF THE
Asso. First Nat'l Pict
Violet Heming in.. WHEN

NORTH
Page 10

THE

DESERT

Pyramid — American Releasing Corp
Dorothy Revier in. . . .A BROADWAY

CALLS

BOSS

OF CAMP

Viola Dana in
Metro

4

Page 13

Gibson in
Universal
LOVE

Marcus Loew tells T. O. C. C. he will not quit building theaters. Suggestion to boycott Metro product
shouted down. Senator Walker tells meeting that
exhibitors have no organized standing.

Famous Players to release four new productions at
once in England to obviate delays of block booking
Thursday
system.
Arthur S. Kane, president of Assoc. Exhibs., back from
trip, reports business strengthening all over the
country.
Chas. Steiner forming company with Blinderman and
Rozensweig to go after theater control of New
York's East Side.
Carl Laemmle, Universal, returns from Coast.
J. G. Von Herberg denies that he will produce in
50,000 acre Tyrol park which he took over while
abroad.
Warner Bros.' plans for 1923-4, including production
cost, reaches $5,000,000.
Friday
Famous Players special leaves for Hollywood for salesmen's convention.
Negotiations on for Ernst Luliitsch to direct Mary

MADONNA

Fox
Hoot

"Tol'able David" awarded Photoplay's gold medal
as best picture of 1922.
R. A. Rowland leaves for Coast to take up First National production plans.
Frank Mayo forms own producing company.
Wednesday

Page 11

Harry Revier Prod. — Film Booking Office Page 12
Charles Jones in

Export &

Edgar Selden four Madge Evans pictures for Associated Exhibitors release.

United Artists
Charles

'Goldwyn gets Pola Negri's "Sappho" from
Import.

and
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W. A. True, of M. P. T. O. Executive Committee, revives idea of exhibitors distribtiting machine.

R. G. ("Dick") LiggettTues
succeeds
M, Van Praag, reday
signed from presidency of Kansas
M. P. T. O.

Terms (P&etagc free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.

Mary Pickford in
TESS

News ofMondthe
Week
ay
in Headlines

RIDIN'

WILD
Page 15

IN THE

DARK

Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
Leading Swedis.h distributing companies form combine
to bring down prices of American films.
W. A. Steflfes of Minnesota mentioned as candidate
for president of M. P. T. O. at next election.
Will Hays delivers inspiring talk at A. M. P. A.
J. D. W^illiams leaves for Coast.
Texas exhibitors form new booking circuit operating
theaters in Dallas, Ft.Saturday
Worth, Galveston and Austin.

Page 17
Associated Booking Corp. issues statement relative

Short Reels

Page 19

to its plans and ideas.

*Pardoning the bad is injuring the good." — Benjamin Franklin.
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"Our Mary" Comes Back to Her Own
Mary Pickford in

"TESS OF THE STORM

COUNTRY"

United Artists

John S. Robertson
DIRECTOR
Miller White
Grace
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Charles Rosher
CAMERAMAN
Best that Mary has turned out
AS A WHOLE
in a long time
How an illiterate daughter of a squatter
STORY
fisherman finds her happiness and love
DIRECTION
Some sequences held too long,
especially toward finish
Generally excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Very good
STAR
How she romps.
What hokum she uses
How they will love it! "Our Mary" back again
where she belongs
SUPPORT
Little for any others to do. Jean
Hersholt satisfactory as willun.
David Torrence and Forrest Robinson satisfactory and
Gloria Hope gives an excellent performance
EXTERIORS
Some charming shots
INTERIORS
All they should be
CHARACTER OF STORY
Your women folks
will love it and love it and love it
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Over 9,000 feet
About eight years ago when Mary was under the
Zukor banner they brought out "Tess of the Storm
Country." It had a slow start, didn't seem to be getting anywhere and then all of a sudden the public woke
up to it and from then on it was a box office triumph.
In some towns it was repeated four or five times. It
proved
one of the greatest successes of Mary's career.
Undoubtedly it was a smart move for Mary to again

Talk Only About Mary.

Sunday, November 19, 1922

Wonderfully in "Tess"

secure possession of the story. In the past eight years
there has been a tremendous development in the making of pictures. All of this could not but help to make
"Tess" a very valuable piece of property; and it is.
But best of all, forgetting the story, "Tess" gives
Mary the sort of a character which has endeared her
for years to the American public. There isn't a bit of
hokum from the wriggling of her toes to her saucy
impish mannerisms that is overlooked. They have
rung in several clever mechanical ideas that are rather
reminiscent of what Chaplin did in "The Kid," but the
audience loves it. And then again when the opportunity
comes for Mary to demonstrate her ability as an actress, especially in the serious moments, she shows
what a great artist she is. The pantomime where she
realizes what it is to have clean hands so that she
might be able to touch the fingers of the boy she is in
love with is probably the most exquisite bit of work of
its kind ever done for the screen in this country. She
demonstrates so easily here her great gift of pantomime that it seems a pity that there isn't more of this
for her to do. You need neither title nor description.
Everything is clear and easily understandable. It is
a beautiful piece of work.
For about three or four reels this rides along and is
a wonderful picture. It looks like 100 per cent, and
then it sags. Something happens and until the very
finish it doesn't pick up. It is draggy, has unimportant sequences, all of them running too long. There is
no explanation as to why her father is at liberty and
it isn't just what you would expect,
question that the average audience
and be delighted to do so because
charm of the rest of the story.
Production values are good, the

but there isn't any
will overlook this
of the tremendous
cast is satisfying,

Gloria derful
Hope
baby. being especially good, and there is a won-

Make All the Promises You Want

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Tess of the Storm Country" is going to get you
more money than any picture Mary has made for some
time. It gives her an opportunity to be the Mary that
people love, the Mary who has delighted millions and
she is so charming and delightful all the way that this
is a sure fire business getter. When they leave they
are going to be talking about it and like it and this
should help business a lot.

There isn't anything to talk about excepting Mary
and there is no reason why you should bother about

anything else anyway.

It has been a long time since

your folks saw Mary and then many of them didn't like
her in "Little Lord Fauntleroy." But you can make a
lot of promises as to how much they will like her in
this and she will redeem everyone of them. If you
think it necessary, tell them that as "Tess" she is a
little ragged, ignorant, but loveable child of a squatter
fishing settlement. Tell them it was one of her greatest former successes and that it is better now than it
was eight years ago,.

A Melodrama!

CTURES
#) PIPresident
LEWIS J. SELZNICK,

J. Parker Read Jr.,
presents ^^

By FRANK L PACKARD
^^^

AUTHOR

OF

^ihe MIRACLE MAN*

Directed ly IRVIN V. WILIAT
No picture ever made affords the showman so great an opportune
ity of appealing
to his public from so many
different angles
"PAWNED" — a six-reel melodrama, of the slashing, dashing type so much in demand today, replete
with action and thrills— but new, novel and differently done.

"PAWNED"— produced by J. Parker Read, Jr.,
builder of screen attractions de luxe. "Sahara",
"The Lone Wolfs Daughter" and Sex" are among
his great achievements.

"PAWNED" — written by Frank L. Packard, author
of many notable screen successes, was read by
millions, first as a magazine story and then as a novel.

"PAWNED" — featuring a cast of stars famed the
world over. Tom Moore, Edith Roberts, Charles
Gerard, James Barrows, Josef Swickard, Mabel Van
Buren and Eric Mayne play the principal roles.

"PAWNED" — personally directed by Irvin V.
Willat, known everywhere as" the directing genius
behind "Partners of the Tide," "Behind the Door",
"Below the Surface" and other successes.

"PAWNED" — supported by the greatest variety of
advertising accessories ever issued will prove itself
the biggest box-office attraction of the year.
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Chaplin's Latest Has Background at Church

Charlie Chaplin in
"THE
PILGRIM"
Associated First Natl. Pictures
DIRECTOR
Charlie Chaplin
AUTHOR
Charlie Chaplin
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Not up to the Chaplin standard.
Be careful of your church folk

STORY. . . .Escaped convict steals minister's clothes,
acts as clergyman until apprehended and then is
allowed to wander into Mexico, free
DIRECTION
About what can always be expected with Chaplin. Depends entirely upon
gags and stunts
PHOTOGRAPHY
Ordinary
LIGHTINGS
Fair
STAR. . . .Somehow or the other he just misses doing
the big things which his latest pictures have
given the right to expect
SUPPORT
None worth
talking about.
Edna
Purviance has little to do and Sidney Chaplin
is in one sequence
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Will do
CHARACTER OF STORY
Be careful.
It may
be that some church folk will overlook the basic

of offending the church going public of this or any
other country. It may be all right in the big cities
where they are broadminded, but in the small towns
and villages of America the church holds a very
definite position in the lives of the people of the
community, and it is a serious question just how these
people are going to regard the Chaplin picture, plot
and episodes.
It starts off showing Chaplin as an escaped convict
who steals the clothes of a minister in swimming, and
from there on leads the life of a minister until he is
apprehended and turned free into the dreary wastes
of the Mexican border. This would be all right if
some of the action did not so far transgress some
ideas that some church people may entertain. For
instance, there is a sequence showing Charlie in the
church. Of course he doesn't know what to do,
and when the collection boxes are presented at the
alter he weighs them carefull}-, one in each hand, and
then while he smiles beamingly to those on the side
which gave the most money he glares at the others.
This is mighty good comedy, but if your people happen
to like their church they may not think it so funny,
and there may be a kick back.
There
are other sequences
which
certainly are
funny enough, but bring up the same darn question,
For instance, while riding in a smoker he is chewing

idea of Chaplin's latest, but make sure of this
before you take a chance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,000 feet

dry crackers and a big hulking deputy sheriff opens
a newspaper showing a $5,000 reward and his photograph for Chaplin's arrest. This causes Charlie to
blow out or spit all of his dry crackers and make a
When Charlie Chaplin made "The Kid" he stepped
into the hall of fame, and was regarded as one of hurried exit from the train. It is funny, but again
it goes right back to the same question.
the greatest artists the screen had ever seen. Everyone knew he had always been a great comdian, and
Probably the funniest sequence in the whole picture is where as the clergyman is having tea a
it would be impossible, of course, to maintain the
youngster arrives with his parents. He is of the
standard that "The Kid" presented, but that's hardly
an excuse for Chaplin dropping so lamentably as he
pugnacious type and likes to beat his father and mother
in the jaw. His mother tells him to play with the
does in his latest "The Pilgrim."
minister, and he proceeds to beat up Charlie. He
Of course, Chaplin is funny. There are some setakes it goodnaturedly while the family are present
quences that are going to take the avera;.;e audience
but kicks the kid under the table when they are gone.
right off their feet, but unfortunately they are far
too few, and the Chaplin crowd expects more of this
Another funny sequence is that where the child
kind of material. They may not be satisfied, because
places a derby hat over a pudding and Chaplin pours
Chaplin has taught them not to be satisfied with just the cuuce including a lot of thick white creamy stuff
a laugh here and there. In addition to this is the over the presumed pudding. Later he cannot cut
more important point of whether or not even a great into the pudding and all too late it is discovered that
comedian like Chaplin can afford to take the risk
the pudding is a hat. This will surely bring a roar.

It's a Chaplin Box
— This
Should Be Enough But Be Careful
Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It's a Chaplin. That is sure enough attraction to get them
in. You will have no trouble to do business with any Chaplin
picture, but you had better think this one over a lot from
the angle of how your church folk are liable to regard it. If
you think they are broadminded, or that the humor and comedy
will overbalance their feelings put this one on. It doesn't begin
to compare
with some
of his others, but after all it is a

Chaplin, and Chaplin
in the industry.

holds

a tremendously

strong

position

Everything that you do will of course depend upon how
you use Chaplin's name, and if, after you weigh the matter
carefully you feel sure you can get away with it then all
right, but you had better use your best judgment.
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Alice Brady's Best in a Long Time.
Alice Brady in
"ANNA
ASCENDS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
A.UTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Victor Fleming
Harry Chapman Ford
Margaret TurnbuU
Gilbert Warrenton
A first rate entertainment; above

the average in many ways; a thoroughly interesting picture
5TORY
Unusual combination of comedy, drama
and romance, splendidly blended together
/)IRECTION
Very good; gets most out of material and has handled situations very well
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Very fine in this; best thing she's done
in some time

SUPPORT

First rate all the way through; includes Robert Ellis, David Powell, Nita Naldi,
Charles
Gerrard,
Edward
Durand,
Florence
Dixon
EXTEn„CRS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Syrian waitress rises
from obscurity to fame as writer who later exposes band of smugglers
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION ......:.... 5,959 feet
This is without doubt the best and most aiDpropriate
vehicle that they have given Alice Brady in many a
day. It gives her the type of role for which she is
most suited and j^lenty of opportunities to play in her
(iwii particular style. Her interpretation of the part
is her best performance in some time and should do
a lot to reestablish her with her admirers as well as
gain some new ones for her.
Victor Fleming has handled the story especially

DAILV
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First Rate Entertainment

well and rendered a faithful adaptation of the stage
play, in which Alice Brady also appeared. Fleming
injects the proper spirit and atmosphere from start to
finish and his comedy touches are genuinely fine. They
always happen in at the opportune moment and all
register laughs. The Syrian cofifee house episode is
finely done and the work of the star, Robert Ellis and
Edward Durand right here is particularly interesting.
This is one of the feature's best sequences. The atmosphere isalways right. Edward Durand makes his
first screen appearance as Siad, proprietor of the coffee house, where the smugglers have their headquarters. He is a fine type and likely to prove popular
with the casting directors.
The story's development is very good and Fleming
has succeeded in increasing the interest as he ])rogresses and at the same time manages to maintain a
satisfactory degree of logic. The only bit that is a
trifle inconsistent is that Anna should have feared the
smugglers sufficiently to keep silent regarding their
actions. She was so clever that she might have realized she had more on them than they had on her. Of
course there is a plausible alibi in the fact that she
might not have been able to prove her innocence in
connection with the murder of one of the band.
Story: Anna, a Syrian immigrant, is waitress in
Siad's cofifee house in the Syrian settlement in New
York. Howard Fisk, son of the publisher of one of
the big dailies, is tipped ofif that Siad's shop is the
headquarters for a band of smugglers. He wins
Anna's confidence, but as she is about to phone Fisk
of her discoveries the Baron, one of the band, attacks
her and in the struggle Anna believes she has killed
him. Three years later finds Anna the anonymous
author of a popular book, "Anna Ascends," a story of
her own life. How Fisk finds her and Anna eventually exposes the crooks to clear her own name, is
followed by her marriage to Fisk.

Here's a Good Chance to Increase Star's Popularity
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a first rate entertainment that should please
most any one. It combines comedy, drama and romance in a most interesting fashion and the production
is consistently good. You can talk about the dramatic
moments, and a trailer of these bits would certainly
serve to bring them back. Also give them an idea of
llie Inimurotis touches. They are very worth while
^'^m can safely iJiomise a delightful

performance by

Alice Brady and the supporting
cast is unusually
strong and worthy of comment.
You might make an extra cfifort to strengthen the
star's following with "Anna Ascends." Catchlines will
give an idea of the story and stress the idea of the
innnigrant waitress who became a prominent author.
Let them know the cast holds such names as Robert
Ellis, Nita Naldi and David Powell.
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WE PREDICT FOf^
THIS ENTERTAINING
FEATURE REAL SUCCESS
ATTHE BOX OFFICE,

Tffl We M^ Again.
WILLIAM

f-:fflljl

(should win widespread
j popularity and bring the shekels
streaming freely into the

with a distinguished cast indudinof

production

Jud.C JHOTSll

Norman Kerry, Salter Miller, Martha Mansfield, Julia Smyne Gordon, J Barney Sherry

( BOX OFFICE

EXHflmORS

CHRISTY CABANNE

JdaptedJbj/ Edmund Goulding from <? stori/ by WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
w4ssociatecl Exhibitors

RBVIEW^
The numerous admirers of fast moving
crook melodrama will find entertainment exactly to their taste in this picture. It is keyed up to top speed from the first to the final
reel and punctuated with thrills enough to
fill a serial. Not that "Till We iVleet Again"
is to be listed according to a serial standard
of excellence, for it registers as an exceptionally high-class feature in point of fine
direction; clever acting and skilled direction.
Also, the plot, while furnishing constant surprises and a legion of totally unexpected situations, isso well constructed that it is easy
to follow, in fact the perfect continuity
achieved
one of the
strongest cast
points.
Director is
Cabanne
and film's
his talented
of
players have done their work intelligently
and with great effect, the result being an attraction which should win wide-spread popularity and bring the shekels streaming
freely into the box office.
Points of Appeal. — It is seldom that such
rapidfire action as distinguishes this production can be kept up for six reels without a
jarring note or illogical sequence in the situations which arise. But there isn't a hitch
in the progress of events, one incident blends
into another with perfect smoothness, the
tension never slackens and it is impossible
to anticipate what is coming next. The persecuted heroine wins instant sympathy, the romantic chases and melodramatic punches are
splendidly developed and a crashing climax
is attained.
Cast.— Mae Marsh is excellent in the exacting role of Marion Bates, which calls for
a dynamic display of energy and the star's
ability as a forceful emotional actress has
never been manifested to better advantage.
Norman Kerry is a handsome and pleasing
lover, Walter Miller, scores as Brennan, the
outlaw chief, and the support is fiawless
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— There
are some charming exteriors, the interiors are
well filmed and the lighting effects admirable
No break occurs in the continuity and the
action never falters.

ARTHUR

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

S. KANE,

PRES.

Physical
Distributors
PathK Exchance

SIDNEY OARHETT

Sbeil0nnn32Iekgrapb
DAI UYLBI N E-W^S
A swift moving and absorbing crook drama revolves
about Mae Marsh.
It teaches the valuable les>son never to sign on the dotted line without reading the
The picture is most interpaper.
esting and pleasing and has
an excellent cast.
Martha Mansfield is very
pretty and attractive as the
girl friend and Walter Miller
is a handsome crook, who
meets with an untimely end,
and Tammany Young is very
amusing as another crook.

Title of picture, "Till We Meet
Story and direction by Wm.
Christy Cabanne.
Featuring Mae Marsh.
Released by Associated Exhibitors.
Again."
Presented by Loew's State
Theatre.
This picture has to recommend
it to moviegoers an excellent actress in the person of Mae Marsh,
a delightful band of burglars of
the Gilbert and Sullivan type,
quite the jolliest crew of criminals we have seen in some time,
some origiiial war scenes and a
thrilling fight in the final reel in
which Mae, thanks to Cabanne.
the director, does not stand
around and register horror but
takes an active part.

lElMi
This Is the first of a series of Depenoaoic
Pictures Corporation productions for Associated Exhibitors and is a pleasing romance
with a cast that should go far towards atrracting
to, theMarsh,
box offlcc.
The players
Included patrons
are Mae
Norman
Kerry,
Waller Miller, J. Barney 3herry, Marlha
Mansfield, Julia Swayne Gordon, Tammany
Young and others.
The production Is well staged and (he tale
it unfolds Is told against beautiful backwell photographed.
It will hold
Interest grounds,
and should
prove satisfactory
to the
mafority of theatregoers.
The story tells of Marion Bates, who, betrayed by her guardian, is thrown In an
asylum under the pretext of insanity. She
escapes and falls in with a band of crooks,
the leader of which is Brennan, who protects
her and becomes infatuated with her. After
escaping from the crooks she rct\ims lo the
Carter family, her only friends, where she
meets Robert Carter, son of the family. Her
guardian, she learns, Is also the trusted advisor for the Carter family and has mulcted
ihem of their money as he has done her.
Upon learning that she has escaped the.,
thieves
which
had formerly
met to
obtain
guardian,
she sheemploys
the same
gang
of'
a paper in which she had signed over her
rights 10 certain property. Brennan Is deleFated lo perform the robbery. Confronting
Marion In her room he discovers thai he is
in Ihe home of his former buddv and Cap.
tain who had saved his life In France, His
manhood Is roused aryj he determines lo protect the girl. There Is a terrific fight with Ihe
gang and Brennan la killed defending (he
<Irl and his friend.

A SWIFT MOVING AND AB-1
SORBING CROOK DRAMA.
MOST INTERESTING AND
AN EXCELLENT ACTRESS IN
SHOULD ^ FAR TO^RD
WITH AN EXCEIIENT CASTJ ITHE PERSON OF MAE MARSH. A I ATTRACTING PATRONS
ITHRILUNG FIGHT IN THE nNAL reel!
TO TtiE BOX OFFICE,,

Do You Know That
You Are Crazy —
That You Can Be
Put In An Asylum ?
As the Case Was With Dorothy Gordon

TO AVOID

IT

SEE

"TILL WE MEET AGAIN"
Which

Will Show

You

How

It Was Done

An Amazing Photoplay Which Parallels The Sensational Facts of Journalism's Latest Headline Story

A WILLIAM

CHRISTY

CABANNE

Production

with

MAE MARSH
NORMAN KERRY
WALTER MILLER
JULIA SWAYNE GORDON

MARTHA MANSFIELD
J. BARNEY SHERRY

Exhibitors
If You Are Looking For A Money Getter

HERE'S
Presented By
DEPENDABLE PICTURES
Morris Kohn, President

YOUR

CHANCE

CORPORATION
PHYSICAL
DISTRIBUTORS
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President
Foreign Representative,
Sidney Garrett

EM ID BENNETT

^ BOOILEGGERfS
ivlih FRED
NIBLODAUGHIER
Directed

by

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

"jhe Story and Cast of this Feature
Eclipses Any Other*^^Picture
of its lype ^
/Motion Picture A/ews
A rare combination.
Enid Bennett and Fred Niblo directed by Victor Schertzinger in a story by
R. Cecil Smith.
Supporting cast includes Donald MacDonald,
Sothern,
Billy Elmer and J. P. Lockney.

Melbourne McDowell. Virginia

The ""bootlegger's daughter" (Enid Bennett)is shunned by all good folks because of her father's shady business. She never had a chance until a broadminded clergyman with a sense of humor (Fred Niblo) sets her right. In time
the despised bootlegger's daughter becomes the town's pride and )oy.
It"s a drama, replete with romance -and comedy. Rely on Enid Bennett and
Fred Niblo for that.
Victor Schertzinger's big idea in directing isaction, atmosphere and interest.
In its review
the Motion
Picture
News said :

1/flBKaPPTT"**

'^^HH^.

"Recently
pictures
built
along the lines of this one had
a very successful run, mainly
because
they were
well exploited. The same
~x
thing can be done
.\ \
with this one. The
•?^^ story and cast of
this feature eclipses
any other feature
of its type."
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Light, Clever Entertainment
"BROTHERS

UNDER
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

THE

it seriously; and the opportunities were
E. Mason

BY

CAMERAMAN

numerous,

Hopper

but Hopper kept it down to a comic, light and bubbly

Peter B. Kyne

spirit, refrained from i^reaching, and the result is a

Grant Carpenter

mighty interesting picture which should give general
satisfaction and send thtni out laughing about the way

AUTHOR
SCENARIO

It would have been easy to spoil ibis I)y treating

SKIN"

•

John J. Mescall

AS A WHOLE
Light, clever and entertaining,
and should go well
STORY
Preaches that women of all kinds and
classes should be treated alike inasmuch as they
do the same things, and h^ve the same faults

the two women, the rich man's wife and llie poor man's
wife, have the same feminine faults ; how the two men
treat them identical!}' alike, and the result proves satisfactory in each case. If the stoi-y had to be told

refrained

briefly, this would tell it : "Treat 'em rough and they'll

At times, very good
Average

There are innumeraljle incidents in both the lives
like it."
of the rich as well as the poor family that ring true

PLAYERS
Uniformly good erst; Pat O'Malley's
work stands out

and the extravagance of the poor man's wife who will
buy anything for a dollar down and fifty cents a week

EXTERIORS

Good

is just as true to thousands of people as the wife of the

S::tisfy

rich man buying a gorgeous fur coat when she cannot

DIRECTION
Kept
from preaching

tempo

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

even

and

INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
LENGTH
OF

Titles put over weak
OF STORY
PRODUCTION

story

Will go anywhere
4,983 feet

Just as Kipling demonstrated that Judy O'Grady
and the Colonel's lady were sisters under the skin,
Peter Kyne proves his case for the sterner sex. As a
matter of fact, Kyne really deals with women, and their
treatment by their respective husbands, and it is more
of a sister under the skin than brothers, that is unfolded very deftly with just the right touch by Mason
Hopper.

afford it. The best part of all is that none of this is
overplayed and when at the finish Pat O'Malley starts
to swing at his spouse and she keeps on ducking succes ful y itbrings a howl.
Helene Chadwick as the wife of the poor man has
more to do and does it better than Claire Windsor as
the wife of the rich man. Mae Bu.sch hasn't much to
do, and Pat O'Malley walks away with the picture.
In the early stages you don't know what it's all
al)()ut, Ijut after a while it clears up and you begin to
get somewhere.

From

there on it's mighty good stuff.

Play to Your Married Folks; They'll Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It won't do to make too much of a fuss over this
one, but you can put it on with an assurance that it is
going to satisfy, and if you have a lot of young married couples in your clientele, you can develop some
very clever teaser material to be used as the basis for
your exploitation.
If you can obtain the material so effectively used
in New York before the opening of the "Association
of Brothers Under the Skin." It's mighty good material, and your local newspaper will doubtless be
glad to run it.

Another good talking point will be to make clear
to your people that all of their domestic troubles are
brought to the forefront in this picture. There is
hardly a family, rich or poor, but what at some time
has had the same sort of discussion and argument over
the question of extravagance, and because it is familiar
and homelike they are going to like it.
If your people like names, you have a number to
work with, as practically all of them have at times
been starred in various productions, so v-ou can easily
talk about an all-star cast.
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A Splendid Picture of the Great Northwest
Strongheart
Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin present
"BRAWN
OF THE
NORTH"
Trimble-Murfin Prod. — Asso. First Nat'l Pictures
DIRECTOR
Laurence Trimble
AUTHOR
Jane Murfin
SCENARIO BY. .Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin
CAMERAMAN
C. B. Dryer
AS A WHOLE
Wonderful dog, Strongheart, and
some surefire audience appeal material should
put this over
STORY
Life in the great outdoors in the snowy
northwest with the dog constantly featured
DIRECTION
On the whole, good.
Some
entirely unnecessary shots of Strongheart's love
affair with Lady Silver, a full-blooded wolf
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good. Mostly out door stuff
INTERIORS
Suffice
EXTERIORS
Some gorgeous locations, cloud
and sky effects
DETAIL
Occasionally too much, especially in
the sequence of the dog and the lady wolf
CHARACTER OF STORY
Should appeal particularly to those who like good strong drama,
and Strongheart takes care of himself. Question
whether it will have as great an appeal as "The
SilentOFCall"
LENGTH
PRODUCTION
About 7,000 feet
One of last season's greatest triumphs was "The
Silent Call" in which Strongheart, a magnificent wolf
dog, was such a great success that the actors and
actresses in the cast were forgotten. It was not only
a fine picture but a triumph for this splendid dog.
And now Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin have

Tell Them

and

the Wonderful

Dog

produced their second feature, and of course, Strongheart is again all over the camera. They have built
up a story of the great northwest with its wild white
spaces and primeval silences, as the title writers say.
They have the same willun and the same pretty girl
who is always in distress, but in all of this Strongheart weaves his way, and he is either rescuing his
mistress or protecting her from assault or something
or other to keep him in the forefront.
They are a bit different in this one, and show you
the heroine after she is married with the usual cute
baby, of course. And here is where the picture gets
its biggest wallop. First they show the wolves surrounding the hut in which the heroine, her husband
and the baby are living. Then they show the hungry
wolves following the scent and tracking this trio on
their way to the settlement. There are two big fights,
one in which the wolves are beaten, and the other
during which Strongheart unaided unties the fur
robed infant from the sledge and carries his precious
bundle far across the snowy plains finally depositing
it in the home of a missionary. This is great audience
stuff. It is bound to satisfy.
The producers have seen fit to use several lengthy
sequences showing the call of a full blooded wolf,
and the call is answered by the dog. There probably
was a very definite purpose in their minds in so doing,
but it is a question whether this is the sort of material
that mothers would like their young daughters to see.
Irene Rich gives an excellent performance as the
heroine, and Lee Shumway is very good as the villain, but Strongheart is the chief attraction.
Some of the locations indicating the great northwest are truly magnificent.

About the Thrills, the Wolves and the Rescue
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There isn't any doubt but that this type of picture
is usually successful. Furthermore, there is
hardly a question but that Strongheart is one of the
foremost canine celebrities. Certainly those who
saw "The Silent Call" will have a hard time to forget
him. If you think that your people are in the mood
or would like to see a story of the great outdoors, and
in addition again visualize what great work can be
done by such a dog, then by all means catch this one.

There are certain communities where apparently
(from results obtained) it is difficult to interest fans
unusually in this type of picture, but both by his work
in this as well as the reputation established in "The
Silent Call," Strongheart should get them in.
Talk about the thrilling fight and the wolves and
stress the importance of the sequence in which Strongheart rescues the infant.
It is great stuff.
If your people like names, Irene Rich has a good
following and you can feature her.
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Uncommoiv

L father can will his child
^ widow.
out of the
custody
ol his
. . and
she, legally,

Without exception, critics have
so classified THE FORGOTTEN
LAW.

is i>owcrlcss to regain it . .
Ufort this statute is built
the story o£

"Something entirely new in
theme. That alone would make
the picture worth while," is how
the Exhibitor's Herald put it; the
Motion Picture News named it

THE

"An eternal triangle story with a
'different' twist, filled with dramatic situations."
"A strong vein of originality,"
the Exhibitor's Trade Review
noted, adding: "The feature is
likely to win a high degree of favor
with movie fans." The Morning
Telegraph, too, found "An unusual theme" and "The production, direction and photography
good."

FORGOTTEN
LAW

Rr(i U% PAT OFF

'TProduced under the pevsonalsiipmis'ion of
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^METRO\
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PICTURE
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PICTURES
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Acting is of
Priine ItnportancG
One of the best directors
in the movies once said :
"Give me good
actors, before everything. They've got
to tell the story. If
they can't do it, it
never gets told."
The same insistence
upon the quality
of acting is evident
in the case of THE
FORGOTTEN LAW.
The list of players is
Milton
impressive:
Sills, CleoRidgely,
Jack Mulhall, Alec B.
Francis and Muriel
Dana — to name a few.
Glance at the pictures
and the accompanying
tributes to their performances.

FORGOTTEN

LAW

U reduced under the persoytal supervision of A4AX- Gl vAr
ada.fUJi b,^ JOSEPH PRAWKLIN-POIAND
frcmCAKOUaiMBOTT
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Another Sheik Picture That Should Please a Majority
Violet Heming in
"WHEN
THE
DESERT
Pyramid Pictures — American

CALLS"
Releasing Corp.

DIRECTOR
Ray C. Smallwood
AUTHOR
Donald McGibney
SCENARIO BY
Peter Milne
CAMERAMAN
Michael Joyce
AS A WHOLE
Rather good desert story with
plenty of colorful atmosphere and some slightly
new situations
STORY
Has fairly good audience appeal and a
good continuity helps hold the interest
DIRECTION
All right except for dragging the
ending; otherwise holds attention first rate
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Vary
STAR
Quite pleasing and capable
SUPPORT
Robert Frazer handles dual role
very well with Sheldon Lewis a convincing villain; others Huntly Gordon, J. Barney Sherry,
David Wall
EXTERIORS
Provide right atmosphere
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Couple separated
through intrigue of woman's admirer, are reunited years later upon the desert
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,159 feet
To those who like sheik stories and desert atmosphere, "When the Desert Calls" offers an interesting
picture that will likely prove quite entertaining. Director Smallwood has given the story a good production in securing attractive locations for the desert sequences, the selection of a cast to support the star and
for the most part the manner in which he has handled
the situations is effective.
He sustains the interest

through a good development with the exception of
the conclusion which drags quite a bit. Cutting could,
however, speed it up in the last reels. It needs it to
give the picture a satisfying ending. Since it is obvious
that the husband and wife will be reunited anyway it
doesn't build for a more powerful climax by holding
up on it.
The story is rather conventional screen material but
the kind that still appeals to a good majority of picture patrons. It includes the popular dual role in
which a wife once again mistakes another man for her
husband. While this leads to interesting complications itis not convincing since the woman was aware
of the presence of a man whom she mistook for her
husband previously, but immediately realized her mistake. When the other man is killed, however, she accepts his death for that of her husband.
It is also difficult to understand why the husband
suddenly distrusts his wife when he finds that an admirer whom he has protected her from before is again
annoying her. Nevertheless these bits lead into more
interesting events in the desert sequence in the latter
reels.
Violet Heming is a pleasing heroine and quite capable of handling the part. She is not properly lighted
for close-ups. Robert Frazer has fine opportunities
in the dual role and acquits himself satisfactorily.
Sheldon Lewis does good work as the villain and the
cast in general is well suited.
Story : Manners pursues Louise Caldwell and
frames a forgery charge on her husband, Eldred, to,
separate the two. Louise takes refuge with a desert
caravan, believing her husband a suicide victim. Later
Sheik El-din, being treated in a hospital where Louise
is nursing, discloses his true identity, Eldred Caldwell. There follows a reunion of husband and wife,
Manners having met his death some time before.

Exploitation Should Be Easy With This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The sheik pictures have created quite a following
for this type of story and atmosphere, so if your folks
have manifested an interest in any recent desert pictures that 3^ou have shown it should be easy to put
"When the Desert Calls" over to your satisfaction.
Stills in the lobby will attract attention and displayed
with the title should give them a good idea of what
the picture is like.

Violet Heming is better known on the stage, but
you can use her name and promise them a pleasing
performer. Give Robert Frazer a place in your announcements for his work in this, and other names
you can use are Sheldon Lewis and J. Barney Sherry.
Both are known to your patrons. Lobby display
would also be an effective means of attracting attention to the showing. Your attendants in sheik costumes would cause comment.
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This Is Not of the "Fewer and Better" Type
It looks like, and proljably is, ;i deliberate effort

Dorothy Revier in
"A BROADWAY

MADONNA"

Harry Revier Prod. — Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
Harry Revier
AUTHOR
Harry Revier
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Not particularly attractive both
in production and material
STORY
Absurd situations with dramatic climax
that carries no force or conviction
DIRECTION
.Below the average; an obvious
effort to supply the market for sensational stuff
with a vehicle
PHOTOGRAPHY
Seldom good
LIGHTINGS
Poor
STAR
Altogether too theatrical
SUPPORT
The only one in the cast who does
work worth mentioning is not given credit —
the mother. Jack Connolly an uninteresting
hero; Harry Van Meter the usual villain and
Juanita Hansen spoiled by terrible make-up
EXTERIORS
Few ; all right
INTERIORS
^
Adequate
DETAIL
Didn't bother much about it
CHARACTER OF STORY
.Blackmailing game
which implicates innocent son of his father's
murder for which mother takes blame
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Certainly this sort of picture gets the industry no
further ahead in its desire for fewer and better pictures, and the campaign will be a miserable failure if
they offer many

such pictures as "The Broadway

Madonna."

Chief Appeal to Those Who

to supply a certain market which caters to the sensation loving class of j)icture patrons, — those who like
any kind of a degenerate theme that you can hand
tlicni and the more mcller, the l)cttcr tlicy like it.
This fe'ature is a direct appeal to thcni but it sticks
riglit there. The story is a chca]) concoction of situations with blackmail and murder playing the leads.
In an effort to save it a little there is a slight heart
interest twist in which a mother goes to prison to
save her son whom she believes guilty of murdering
his father. But it doesn't register convincingly, and
you have little sympathy for the little old lady in
her part in the play despite the fact that her performance ismore, sincere, and she does the best work
of any of the players — and is not given credit on the
Screen.
The plot is poorly constructed and played in true
theatrical fashion. A man uses the medical profession
as a blind for his real business of blackmail (one
twist that is likely to cause some dissension from
medical quarters). This same man has an obliging
wife who ensnares a judge's son, the object of the
l)lackmail. When the supposed doctor murders the
judge, the wife perjures herself to convict the judge's
son, but his mother bravely shoulders the guilt and
is behind the bars when the doctor's office attendant
comes forth as the heroine of the play and supplies
the evidence which clears hero's name and lands the
doctor and his wife in jail.
Production values are below the average, and there
is little talent in the cast. Dorothy Revier is artificial
in her playing, but may register with the vamp-loving
crowd.
The titles are poor.

Seek Cheap Sensational Stories

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors who want to assist in giving the public
w(jrth while entertainment and help the industry to
hold its proper place, will have to eliminate such pictiues as tend to prevent its advancement. This picture will appeal only to the cheap, sensation-seeking
class in downtown districts. It will offend those
seeking wholesome screen entertainment.

Undoubtedly the title will be a good one for the
l)Ox oflice in the districts where the film will be best
received. It is decidedly out of the question for
family entertainment and certainly not for juvenile
audiences at all. Protect yourself I)y not showing it
if you cater to regular patronage and family trade.
Downtown houses will probably do very well with it.
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Great Action and Live Thrills in Jones' Latest
willun has sent after him as a means

Charles Jones in
"BOSS
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

OF
CAMP
Fox

Undoubtedly

4"

W. S. Van Dyck
Arthur P. Haskins
Paul Schofield
Ernest Miller
Fine actionful western that has

more
speed
than a half dozen
features
put
together
STORY
The usual situations but used to best
advantage and supply especially live action
DIRECTION
Very good; keeps story going at
great pace all the way and gets good suspense
in climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIQHTINGS
STAR

All right
Natural

Is kept mighty busy in this one; an allenduring hero

SUPPORT
Customary rough-neck types; do
good
work
and fulfill roles first rate; Fritzi
Brunette, the lead
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Foreman foils plan
of villain to prevent contractor from fulfilling
contract and wins the latter's daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,235 feet
How

Jones ever lived through the fights and hardships of this one is beyond conce])tion. As Chct

Fanning, he reaches the eclipse in a thrilHng performance that will cause his admirers to hold their
breaths for fear he won't live to do another one. They
certainly keep the star hard at it this time. If he
•isn't fighting, he's rolling down a mountain side, hands
and feet tied, or dodging
huge
boulders
that the

of destruction.

Jones is at the height of his career as

a provider of thrills in "Boss of Camp 4."
There isn't an idle minute. It's a plot from start
to finish, with the situations of the usual order. Exce])t for those who want these kind of ]iicturcs, they
will ;ip])car ridiculous. But for those that demand
action, il is sure-fire stuff. 'J'hey couldn't ask for
anything better. It opens up with Jcmes protecting
a young fellow from the blows of a bully. Here's
one good fight. Then comes the real thrills. Jones
is employed on a road construction job where conspiracy ison to prevent the contractor from finishing
the job on time, thereby ruining him financially.
The owner, Paxton, happens to have a i)retty
daughter, so there is sufficient reason for Jones being
on his side. This immediately gains for him the hatred
of Miller, btiss of tbe camp. Miller is in league with
McCormick, the one directly seeking to ruin Paxton.
To record some of the thrills resulting from this controversy can be mentioned ; the fight when Jones
is made foreman and forces the men back to work;
his escajje from the boulders that Miller has sent
rolling down tlie mountain side after him and the
rescue of Paxton's daughter; Miller's ])l;in to "get"
Jones when he learns he is going to interfere with the
plan to prevent the completion of the job — this is the
biggest thrill of the ])icture. Jones fights a whole
. army of workers, l:)reaks away, climbs out on a limb
of a tree, lowers himself by a rope, and when his pursuers cut it. lands in the cabin of the enemy and continues the battle. This time he is overpowered
and tied.
Right here Van Dyck starts gathering suspense.
\Vhile Jones is roped the enemy is planning to set
ofif the blast and Jones' buddy is in the tunnel. His
fight to escape and the usual climax and happy ending bring a might exciting feature to a close.

A Big One for the Exhibitor Catering to "Western" Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Where they want actionful westerns it is likely that
their excitement will drown your music, because the
thrills and action of "Boss of Camp 4" will certainly
get them out of their seats. You can count on it
going big if you know you have the right crowd. In
certain houses it won't make any difference what kind
of a western it is, if they don't like them you can't
satisfy Ihem with it.
But

fur the

western

loving crowd,

it is sure-fire.

If you played Mix's "Sky High" you know how it
went. Here's one from Jones equally thrilling. Just
a trailer showing one of the fights, or other good bits
of action, will be enough

to bring them

back, and

you can go the limit on promises of action. It is
the best Jones has given them

in a year at least.

Hon't bother about the story, talk about the star and
llie thrills.
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CURRENT
■•Uue

Date

Footage

AMERICAN
Destiny s Isle

(Wm.

RELEASING
P. S.

The
The
The
The

Mohican's
Daughter
Danger
Point
Marriage
Chance
Challenge
(Dolores

Reviewed

Footage

Release Date

FIRST

CORP.

Earle)

Fools
of Fortune
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
Me and My Gal
The
Woman
He
Loved
Timothy's
Quest
The Trail of the Axe
(Dustin

RELEASES

Farnum)

6.000

7- 9-22

5.609
6.700
5,433
5.200
6,377
4.42S

8-20-22
8-20-22
9-10-22
9-24-22
10-1-22

4,700
5,807

10-1-22
11-12-22

Cassinelli)

7,944
6,131
5,770
7,835
7,737
5,600
8,422
7,453

8-13-22
8-20-22
9-3-22
9- 3-22
9- 3-22
9-24-22

Skin Deep
(Thos.
H. Ince)
The
Bond
Boy
(Richard
Barthelmess)
Oliver
Twist
(Jackie
Coogan)

6,303
6,902
7,600

10-8-22
8-15-22
1 1-5-22

5,228
5,003
5,651
5,450
5,600
5,650

7- 2-22
4-16-22
7- 9-22
7-16-22
8-20-22
9-17-22

GOLDWYN

5,000
5.106
5,200

Grandma's
Boy
(Harold
Lloyd)
Till We Meet Again
(Mae Marsh)
A Bill of Divorcement
(Constance
Binney)
The Woman Who Fooled Herself (May

4,841
9-10-22
6.000 10-29-22
6,000
8-15-22

Allison)
Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
Thrnueh the Storm
The Isle of Doubt (Wyndham
Standing)
Face
to Face
The
Man
She
Brought
Back

7-2-22
8-13-22
9- 3-22

5,401

11-12-22

5,905
5,483
4,587
4,792

8-27-22
9-17-22
10-1-22
10-8-22

D. W. GRIFFITH,
One

E.xciting

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

4
4
11
11
18
18
25
2
2
9
9
16
16
23
30
6
6
13
20
20
27
27

PLAYERS-LASKY

Uis

FILM

11,000

HODKINSON

10-29,-22

CORP.

CORP.

Her Gilded Cage (Gloria Swanson)
6,338
Nice
People
(Wm.
DeMille)
6.244
Blood and Sand
(Rodolph Valentino)
8,110
Valley of Silent Men
(Cosmopolitan)
6.541
The Siren Call (Dorothy Dalton)
5,542
While
Satan
Sleeps (Tack
Holt)
6.069
Manslaughter
(Cecil B. De Mille)
9,061
Above All Law
7,177
Pink
Gods
7,180
The
Old Homestead
7.650
The Face in the Fog
(Cosmopolitn)
6.095
Burning
Sands
(Melford)
6,919
The Ghost Breaker (Wallace Reid)
5,130
The Cowboy
and the I.adv (Chas.
Maigne) ... 4.918
To Have
and To Hold
(Fitzmaurice)
...7.51S
The Man Who
Saw Tomorrow
(Thos Meighan)6.993
On the High
Seas (Dalton-Holt)
5,171
The
Young
Rajah
(Rodolph
Valentino)
7,705
Anna Ascends
(Alice Brady)
Clarence (Wm. deMille)
6,146
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew
(Gloria
Swanson) .7,155
The Pride of Palomar
(Cosmopolitan)
When Knighthood Was in Flower (Mar. Davies) 10,800
Missing Millions
(Alice Brady)

FOX
Tom

INC.

Night

W.

7-30-22

PICTURES

The
Wallflower
When
Romance
Rides
(Zane Grey)
The
Dust
Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty
Compson)
Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance
(Rupert Hughes)

W.
FAMOUS

NATIONAL

Hurricane's
Ga!
(Dorothy
Phillips)
Alias Julius Caesar
(Charles
Ray)
Fools
First
The
Masquerader
(Guy
Bates
Post)
East
is West
(Constance
Talmadge)
The Light in the Dark (Hope Hampton)
Kindred of the Dust (R. W. Walsh)
The Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge)

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
The
Real Adventure
(Florence
Vidor)
The
Woman
Who
Came
Back
Dusk
to Dawn
(Florence
Vidor)

Reviewea

8-20-22
8-20-22
8-13-22
9- 3-22
9-17-22
7-2-22
9-24-22

The
Headless
Benj. B. Hampton
Hugo
Rex

CORP.

Series

Just Tony
Do and Dare
Tom
Mix
in Arabia
William Farnum
Moonshine
Valley
Without
Compromise
Ouitin Famum

4,480
4,744
4,400

Oath
Bound
The Yosemite Trail
Shirley Mason Series
The
New
Teacher
Youth Must Have Love
Shirley of the Circus
William Russell
A SelfMade
Man
Mixed Faces
Charles Jonqi

4,468
4,735

4,920
4,400

7- 2-22
10-1-22

Trouper
O'Neil
West
of Chicago
The Bells of San Juan
John Gilbert
Calvert's
Valley
The Love Gambler
Special
Who Are My Parents
The
Village
Blacksmith
The Town That God Forgot

4.662
4.694

7-16-22
8-20-22

4,416
4,682

10-8-22
1 1 -5-22

(Will

Rogers)

Heart's
Haven
Ballin Prod.
Married
People
Ingram
Prod.
Trifling

10-1-22
10-8-22
10-15-22
9,10-22
9-17-22
11-12-22
11-12-22
11-5-22
10-8-22
11-12-22
10-22-22
10-29-22
•
9-17-22
9-24-22

Horseman

Women

METRO

. Swedish

PICTURES

Forget-Me-Not
The Hands of Nara (Clara Kimball Young)
June
Madness
(Viola
Dana)
Youth to Youth (Billie Dove)
The
Forgotten
Law
Enter Madame
(Clara
Kimball Young)
Biograph Co.

Trifling

S.679
8-20-22
5,173 11-12-22

Women

PREFERRED

7-30-22
9-17-22

Rich
Men's
Shadows

10-22-22

5,500

»-1i-?.7.

5,200

7.?»-a»

9,000

10-8-22

CORP.

The
Stroke of Midnight
Tiffany Prod.
Broadway
Rose
(Mae Murray)
Rex Ingram Prod.

8-20-22
9-24-22

6,000

6,800
7-23-22
6,997
8-13-22
6,000
10-1-22
6,603 10-29-22
6,000 10-22-22
6,000
11-5-22
6,000

6-4-22

7,000

9-24-22

9,000

10-8-22

PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN
Wives

.-

6,500
5,000

8-27-22
11-5-22

4,453
8-13-22
4,368
9-10-22
4,668 11-12-22

.8.361 9-10-22
7,000 11-12-22

FILM

BOOKING

OFFICES

OF AMERICA

(R-C)

The
Understudy
(Doris
May)
4.557
7-2-22
Colleen of the Pines (Jane Novak)
4,738
7- 9-22
My
Dad
(Johnnie
Walker)
5,500
7-9-22
In the Name
of the Law
6.217
7-16-22
The
Kick-Back
(Harrr
Carey)
5.260
7 30-22
The Snowshoe Trail (Jane Novak)
5,832
9-17-22
The Hound of the Baskervilles
5,382
9-17-22
If I Were Queen
(Ethel
Clayton)
5,955 10-22-22
The
Broadway
Madonna
(Dorothy
Revier) ... .6.000
Good Men and True
(Harry
Carey)
5,400 11-12-22
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Another Good Picture and Hoot Gibson a Pleasing Star
Hoot Gibson in
"RIDIN'
WILD"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Nat Ross
AUTHOR
Roy Myers
SCENARIO BY
Roy Myers
CAMERAMAN
Virgil Miller
AS A WHOLE
A good picture with pleasing
Universal star given another suitable vehicle
STORY
Far-fetched in parts but usually contains satisfactory audience appeal and towards
close some good action
DIRECTION
All right for the most part; one
sequence that isn't finished to spectator's satisfaction
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Admirers will like him in this role; it's
a bit different
SUPPORT
Right types well played by Edna
Murphy, Wade Boetler, Otto Hoffman, William
Taylor and Gertrude Clair
EXTERIORS
Fitting
INTERIORS
Show fine detail
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Son of Quaker is
called coward by western associates until he
"breaks out" and shows them he's not
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,166 feet
"Ridin' Wild" gives Hoot Gibson a story a little bit
different from his more recent pictures, but it is going
to please his admirers equally well and it is likely to
prove a satisfactory audience picture, on the whole.
The average crowd will be pleased with it and the
introduction of Quaker living should give it an added
interest. The feature isn't quite as actionful as Gibson's usually are, but a fairly strong plot makes up for
it in a way and the last reel contains some lively bits

that bring the story to a speedy finish. It is a good
climax and there is no footage wasted in reaching it.
Nat Ross has provided a thoroughly good production. He has selected all good t; pes for the star's support with Edna Murphy playing the lead. She's pretty
and coming to the front all the time. She has improved
greatly since co-starring with Johnny Walker for Fox.
Wade Boetler is a first rate villain but he's too fond of
close-ups. Gertrude Claire is a sweet little old lady
and delightful as the Quaker mother here. All in all
Gibson has a first rate support in "Ridin' Wild."
Exteriors are of the usual order but the interiors
are worthy of special mention. Ross has shown keen
attention to detail in making the Quaker home typical
of the people. The only fault to be found with Ross'
endeavor is that he fails to finish up one sequence —
where the sheriff and a posse start out in search of the
men who blew the station safe. You see them start off
on the hunt but that's the last you hear of it. Probably
a title could be inserted to take care of this angle of
the story.
The plot is a more or less conventional one but
through good handling rises from the mediocre. The
frame-up in which hero's father is falsely accused of
murder is an old, old situation with no good alibi, but
it leads up to some first rate action for a climax. One
thing for which Ross is to be thanked is that he did
not carry out the lynching episode that is threatened.
Lynchings are much too popular in current releases.
Story : The Hendersons, Quakers, inherit a western ranch where Cyril, the son, is called a coward because his faith prevents him from mixing in the fights.
Cyril's father settles a mortgage debt with McBride,
who is later killed by his partner, Jordan. Henderson
is held for the murder. How Cyril becomes a ridin'
wild westerner to save his father brings the story to
an exciting conclusion and wins for Cyril the hand of
Grace, the sheriff's daughter.

Not a Pretentious Offering But Capable of Satisfying Many
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors can easily satisfy the average crowd with
this one and for that matter with all of the Hoot Gibson features. They are more consistently good than
those of many other stars. Gibson is fortunate in
nearly always getting an appropriate story. You may
be sure his admirers will like him in "Ridin' Wild."

Universal's press sheet is so complete with suggestions for exploiting the picture that you should be able
to put it over very well by making use of them. Make
use of the ideas for advertising, lobby display, catchlines and stunt exploitation that it offers. Give the
star's name prominence and mention Edna Murphy
as his leading lady.
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cugeue O'Brien Star Series
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Special Productions
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ARTISTS

The Man
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Man
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Fairlianks)
Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp.
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(Max Lmder)
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Super-Features
The
Ladder
Jinx
Corinne
Grifhth
A
Virgin's
Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Aatonio Moreno
A Guilty
Conscience
Alice Calhoun
A Girl's Desire
Little
Wildcat
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber
William Duncan
Where Danger Smiles

Harold

Lloyd

6,000
5.000
5,249

5,000
5,000

7- 2 22

9-17-22
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REEL RELEASES
EXHIBITORS,

W
The
The
The

INC.

PRODUCERS,

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester
Comedies
(2 reels)
Torchy Comedies
(2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies
( 1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age
(Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel;
Babe
Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel.
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics
Beautiful
(1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics
(1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel):
Could
Columbus
Discover America,
The
Crater
of Mt. Katmai,
Dexie.
Sketchografs
(1 reel)
Punch Comedies
(2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films
(slow speed)

FAMOUS

PATHE

Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel
Pictures
(1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame
Adventure
Scenics
(1 reel)
Paramount-De
Haven
Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount-Mack
Sennett
Comedies
(2 reels)
Paramount
Magazine
(1 reel) ; Pictionary
and Cartoons
Paramount-Post
Nature Pictures
(1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Series
(2 reels>

Charles Chaplin
(2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley
(2 reels)
Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Timber Queen
(Serial)
Roach
1 I eel Loniedies
Aesop
I-'al'lrs. 2/3
reel cartoons
Harold
l.lojd re issues
Paihe
IMayk'is, J reel re-issues
Paihe
kcview,
I reel educational
Topics of the Oay, 1/3 reel
Pa'he
News,
twice a week

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman
Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Serials:
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

Four

(IS episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies
(2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming JJisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Ed
die Polo), — episodes;
Terror
Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies
(1 reel)
Western and
Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Comedies

(1

reel):

When

Eve

Fell,

No

License

(Billy

Fletcher),

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry
Seraon
Comedies
(2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials: Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; 'The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncs'
and Edith
Johnson),
15 episodes.

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second
Series
(1 reel) : Was
Darwin
Right?
Bonnie
Scotlimd,
Birdn ol
Crags
and Marshes,
Village
Life in Switzerland,
Peculiar
Pet«.
Combatting
the Elements,
Dexterity
and
Mimicry
of Inantte.
Prjmitive
Life in Tennessee,
Bear
Hunting
in California,
Pari*
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise,
Morocco
the Myaterioaa,
Let's See the Animals.
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ENTFRPRISES

Electricity — It's Development.

PLAYERS-LASKY
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CORP.

Heggar
.Maid (Mary Aster)
(2 reels)
Bashful
Suitor
(2 reels)
Young
Painter
(Mary Astor)

INC.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies
(2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

W. HODKINSON

Hope (Mary
A si or)
Charles
Urban's
Movie
Chats
\\ ollde^^ of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No.
(each
I reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

Star

ASSOCIATED

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Br?y
Comedies
(1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs
(1 reel)
Sport Review
(1 reel)

10-15-22

Comedies

FIRST

GOLDWYN

Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

VITAGRAPH

ASSOCIATED

CORPORATION

Sunshine Comedies
(2 reels)
Clyde Cook
Comedies
(2 reels)
IV1..U ana Jcrt Animated
Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News
( Twice a Week).
Serials:
liride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational
Entertainments
(1 a week)

910 22
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FILM

11-12-22

CO.

Features
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Flags
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Dean)
7,'107
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...
5,3^8
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, , ,„
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Door
(Hoot Gibson)
4,430
Don't
Shoot
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
5.130
Paid
Hack
4,920
Top O' the Morning
(Gladys Walton)
4,627
The Galloping Kid (Hoot Gibson)
4,783
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Bluffing
(Frank
Mayo)
4,517
Contidence
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
4,787
The Girl Who
Run
Wild
(Gladys
Walton)
4,506
The Long Chance
4,836
The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson)
4.570
Wolf Law
(Frank Mayo)
4,465
Another
Man's
Shoes
(Herbert
Rawlinson) .. .4,700
Broad Daylight
4.961
The
Lavender
Bath
Lady
(Gladys
Walton)
4,113
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NATIONAL
(weekly).

EXHIBITORS
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INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward
(Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King
Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Burns).
Kineto
Review
(Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.
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Viola Dana More Appealing and Has Much Better Story Than Last
Viola
"LOVE

IN

Dana

in

THE
Metro

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR .^
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

DARK"
Harry Beaumont
John Moroso
J. G. Hav,^ks
John Arnold

AS A WHOLE
Pleasing comedy drama that offers satisfying entertainment; a good mixture
of both elements
STORY
Furnishes good amusement if they will
accept it in lip;ht vein and not pick out the
improbabilities
DIRECTION
First rate; holds attention very
well and keeps it moving at good pace
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
;
Good
STAR

A

big improvement

over her perform-

ance in "June Mrdness," her last picture
SUPPORT
Bruce Guerin a mighty delightful
youngster; Cullen Landis good in lead.
Others
Arline Pretty and John Harron
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Adequate
Girl orphan adopted

by crooks brings ebout man's reformation and
saves other benefactors from unhappiness
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Metro has given Viola Dana a much l^etter story
for her latest release than they did in "June MathTess."
"Love in the Dark" is a i)retty good entertainment,
offering a story that combines comedy and ih-ama in
interesting fashion, topped off witli a I)it of romance.
It is the sort of material that is Ijest suited to llie star
and she is particularly ca])able of getting- over tlie
characterization called for in the first reel, that of an

orphan girl who does her best to attract the attention
of a woman who comes to the home and is trying to
make a selection among the girls she is given to choose
from. Viola Dana does this kind of a role much better than she does the "wild debutante" sort.
"Love in the Dark" is essentially a crook story with
some fairly new angles. One is that the hero is afflicted with total blindness during the day but his
sight returns at sundown. It is then that he makes

his "easy money" by robbery, goaded on by a wife
who threatens to leave him when he suggests that
they "go straight." About the liest dramatic moment
is where the wife deserts her husi)and as they are making ^ get-away and he is helpless to find his way l)ecause the sun is rising.
Beaumont has injected some effective humorous
touches especially where Viola and her young charge
attend a "movie" show. Viola's row with a young
freckled face kid who objects to her crying at the pictures will amuse them, also the many .scenes in which
she ])lays with the youngster; Bruce, Guerin, a sure
enougli delightful little fellow who already seems to
show a fondness for close-ups. l^he story is smoothly
told and will interest them unless they pick it apart
for implausibilities.
Tliere is one twist which is pretty far-ffetched and
might have been gotten around a little more judiciously. Itis where Viola, who, with her little charge,
is living with a minister and his wife, discovers the
minister's son stealing his father's money. Instead
of intercepting the theft she lets it go and later calls
on ihe child's father, the crook hero, to steal tlie money
back from the gambler, where the youth had "dropped"
it. 'Hiis is going a long way around the ])ush to get at
a liappy ending. Eventually Viola is happy with the
crook, whose faithless wife has been killed. They
start life over again on the farm.

Should Satisfy and Properly Exploited Will Get Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can undotibtedly depend n])on "Love in the
Dark" to satisfy them, particularly if they favor the
star. It is a much better offering than her last i)icture and will please her following if they hai^penecl to
disfavor the other one. You can promise them a satis
fying story that contains dramatic moments, comedy
and a touch of romance. Yon can reach a good majority with tliis condjinatioii and catchlines will get
them interested.

Tlie title isn't very clear so youmight play it up
with lines that indicate a blind hero. Then they won't
be misled. A trailer,' sli,owi.iig the star with little
Bruce Guerin should appeal' especially, to the women
and bring them l)ack for th.' picture. Metro should
revise the synopsis to conform with the picture as
sliown for review. There have evidently been sonu
changes made and in case the exhibitor uses th^ synopsis in his program, it should be right.
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Ford)
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TRADING
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Hall Room
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Comedies
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(Eddie
Polo)
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Star
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PICTURES
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News
(every Tuesday);
Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19.089 feet),

HERALD
Mack

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain
Comedies
America
First. (2 reels) :
Talmadge

Reissues

JOAN

8-13-22

INC.

12 2-recls.

HORIZON

Moonlight

Knight, Full ol Spirit, .Sec

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

(each

FILM

10 episodes.

INC.
INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes; il.UOn
feet);Conquering
(2 reels): Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In A)j<in.
The

LEE

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE

9- 3-22
9-10-22

(2 reels): Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,
IsleWhy

PLYMOUTH

COMEDIES
Change

Your

Mother in Law'

PICTURES

Vaiion's

Series of 5 two-reel
Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver
Dixon Comedies

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey
(Once a week)
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring
Irene Hunt
(Two-a momili)
(2
Vernon Dent
Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel)

PIONEER

FILM

(1 reel)
reels)

CORP.

The Facts and FoUies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery
(15 episodes)

PRODUCERS

Irving Cununings
Cissy Fitzgerald

PICTURES

WILLIAMSON

15 episodes.

MARKET,

PACIFIC

PICTURES EXPLOITATION
Trail
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WARNER BROS.
(Wesley

Miracles ot the Jungle,

PRODUCTIONS

Marry

of the Sea

(each

AYWON
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Star Ranch
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Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5.000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald Hall)
5,000
Dasiling
Miss Davidson
(Marjorie
Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie
Rambeau)
5.000
Mrs.
Bcliame
^Nanr*
O'Nein
5 000

Sasebrush

PICTURES

Westerns

GAUMONT
6,800

5,164
5,496

The

CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels)
Mary Pickford Revivals.

Jimmy

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.

Do Men

AYCIE

15

FILM

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

Why

FILM

The Man ol Brawn,
I'he Strangers,
Breed ol the North, A Kighl
foi a Sou
Beloved
lirute, (Juicksands,
Border
River
Spotlight
Comedies
(2 reels) . Champion
b) Chance,
boap
UubLiIek, Uei
Husband's Flat, His Wite Jimmy.
Ardatb
XLNT
Comedies
(2 reels) :
Wild
Women
and Tame
Men,
Tb«
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Serial:

5,800
5,000

WESTERN

CORP.

Banks Comedies (2 reels) : Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revent^c
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizsy Finish.
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.

PICTURES

RUSSELL

Ranch

15 episodes.

Tex
Detective Mann
Series.Comedies:
Arrow-Hank
One every other week
(2 reels).
Blazed Trail ProductionsOne every other week
(2 reels).
Arrow-Norihwood
Dramas
(2 reels);
Looking
Up
Jim, In the
Three and a Girl, Haiders of the North, A Knight ol the

Serial: The Jungle Goddess
episodes.

Saved by Radio
The
Range
Patrol

Top
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5,000
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5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
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The Right Way
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The Unconquered
Woman
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Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
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Branded
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Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The V7ay of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)
Secrets
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CORP.

Kimball Young). 5,600
6.400

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
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HOWELLS

8-27-22
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Deserted at the Altar
Wildcat
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(Richard
Talmadge)

EQUITY

9- 3-22
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6,522
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The Worldly Madonna
(CUra
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7- 9-22
5,332
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O'Day)
(Peggy
Hoofs
Thundering
Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
How
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CORP.

SECURITY

CORPORATION

Series

SACRED
FILMS, INC.
rcBll
STOREY PICTURES. INC.

9-17-22

Sacred FUma

8-27-22

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen
Review
(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque
Photoplays
(2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (la month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

7,209

10-1-22

4,300

10-29-22

(1

2,000
2.000

Short Stuff
Pathe Review No. 179

"The Split Outfit"— Bruce Wilderness Tales— Educational
Type of production

1 reel scenic

One of the most interesting scenics seen in many a day.
Interwoven with exquisite shots of snow-capped mountain peaks
and clear mountain lakes is a slight though interesting little
story of two gold prospectors and a mule. Windy, as one
is called, is a bad cook, and his partner, the Parson, after an
argument, splits the outfit and refuses to talk to him. They
travel without speaking for three days, and then the Parson
while crossing a stream is caught in the current. Windy
jumps in and saves him, and of course they patch things up.
The idea of the reel is good, and the material interesting.
Good for any audience.
"Young Sherlocks"— Our Gang— Pathe
Type of production

2 reel kid comedy

Hal Roach's latest "Our Gang," comedy, is sure to prove
a winner. All the kids including Sammy and Little Farina
are in this one. Little Roosevelt Pershing Smith, the baby
tough, has ambitions. He wants to be a great detective. While
selling papers he meets Sammy, the little colored boy, who
is vainly trying to get something to eat for his baby sister
and himself. Roosevelt Pershing sells a quarter's worth of
papers and they go to a bakery, but Sammy loses the quarter.
The gags are highly amusing. Kids of all ages will love the
footage showing the magical city for children where everything is free and no grown-ups are allowed. Should please
any audience anywhere.
"Why

Worry"— Billy West— Smart Films

Type of production

2 reel comedy

Billy West without his moustache and shuffling feet is
starred in this two reeler, the first of a new series. Those
who like him may be satisfied with his latest offering, but the
comedy is neither particularly funny or high class. The
sequence in which West takes a mouthful of supposed nitroglycerine and pursues the villain by being literally a spit-fire
in action, while a new idea, may be disliked by some audiences.
Arvid Gilstrom directed and Ethelyn Gibson is the heroine.
May prove a satisfactory program picture.

Type of production

1 reel magazine

The opening shots of this Review depicting the morning
mists on mountains are very beautiful and are adequately
described by their title, "Photographic Gems." A demonstration in specific gravity in which an egg is made to float and
sink in water comes next and is followed by a section devoted
to clay modelling. The colored footage showing Alpine
scenery along the French-Italian border closes the reel.
Rolling Down

to Rio — U. S. Navy Recruiting Offices

Type of production

2 reel novelty

This interesting series of shots, showing the Maryland on
its way to Rio to the Exposition, carrying Secretary of State
Hughes, is really propaganda, but excellent propaganda, showing the benefits of navy life, and exploiting in a well handled
manner, the happenings aboard the big battle-ships. It is
the type of picture that almost any exhibitor can run with
satisfaction. At times, it drags a little, but this is easily made
.up by the excellent material which is used. Particularly interesting are the shots showing what happens when the sailors
cross the meridian for the first time, and when King Neptune
initiates them into the Order of the Mysteries of the Deep.
"Crash" — Cameo^Educational
Type of production

1 reel comedy

This, the first of a new series of comedies released by Educational under the brand name of "Cameo," stars Jimmie
Adams. It is directed by Fred Hibbard, and it has a new
idea in the shape of a flying bungalow. Jimmie and his family
are dispossessed and wander around with the furniture until
they meet an inventor who is a friend of Jimmie's. He has
invented a bungalow which has an aeroplane engine and pro'
peller, and he invites them to try it out. The kiddie starts
the engine and the bungalow goes up in the air. After ten
or twelve loop-the-loops it decides to come down bringing a
sadly battered trio with it. Good, clean comedy.

"Hello Judge" — Century — Universal
"Rustlers of the Redwroods" — Timber Tales Series — Universal
Type of production

2 reel forest ranger story

The Timber Tale series of two reelers, which are being
released weekly, have a great deal to praise and very little
to criticize. Roy Stewart is the forest-ranger hero in each tale,
but a different cast and leading woman appear in each story.
This one, "Rustlers of the Redwoods," has a wealth of incident. The suspense and action build up to a fine climax,
which comes at the end of the second reel and includes a wild
jump from a cliff to a moving train, the plunge by the villain
off a. high trestle which the train is crossing, the jump of the
hero and the girl from the rushing train, and the final smash
of the wild engine into another train on the same track. If
they like excitement, action and wonderful scenery this should
please.

Type of production

2 reel comedy

Lee Moran is being tried for his cruel treatment of his
mother-in-law. He is supposed to have choked, bound and
gagged her and done away with her parrot Clementina. Even
the jury shed tears at the sad tale. Lee is sentenced to twentyfive years hard labor, and he is so happy he kisses the judge'
and shakes hands with the prosecuting attorney. Then he
tells the judge how his mother-in-law abused him, and how
the parrot followed him day and night. There is a very cute
touch when Lee makes all the cats in the neighborhood come
into the room where Clementina is perched on a tall stick.
The cats climb up the stick, and the parrot claws and bites
and finally flies away. When Lee gets through with his story,
the Judge lets him go and forces the mother-in-law to abdicate
with her parrot which flies into the courtroom and hides behind
the flag for protection.

Short Stuff
"His Enemy's Friend"— Leo Maloney— Pathe
Type of production

2 reel -western

As the last of the "Carters," Leo Maloney does some good
work in "His Enemy's Friend." These two reel westerns
are among the best short reels that Pathe is releasing. They
are full of pep and will not fail to please audiences that like
plenty of action. Josephine Hill is in love with Leo, but
because of an ancient feud can never marry him. Her father
has arranged a marriage for her, but not at all to Josephine's
liking. Leo, finding Josephine's small brother caught in a
rabbit trap, takes him home and binding up the broken leg,
goes after his father, but is ordered away just as the villain
comes up with the news that the "Carter" is stealing cattle.
After a good fight, some hard riding, and many complications,
the feud is wiped out when the old man, entering Leo's shack
to kill him, finds his small son being taken care of by the
hated Carter.

"The Resident Patient" — Sherlock Holmes Series — Educational
Type of production

2 reel detective drama

"The Resident Patient" follows closely the Conan Doyle
story of the same name. A young doctor calls on the detective and asks him to visit his home where a resident patient,
who has several years ago established him in his profession,
is suffering greatly from fear. The doctor further tells Holmes
that two men had called, and one had developed a fit, while
the other waited outside. Leaving the room for some drug
the doctor had returned to find both patient and friend gone,
and the place ransacked. Holmes, accordingly goes to see
the resident patient, who though greatly frightened, refuses
to give any information. The next morning the patient is
found hung in his room. Holmes is called and unravels the
mystery by a process of deduction, to the amazement of the
Scotland Yard men. You know your audience, and if they
like this kind of story this should prove satisfactory.

Stuart, Printer, on ''Raspberry Jam"
ONE

package of millet seed, some boiled pumpkin,
a little dye-stuff; mix thoroughly and call rasp-

berry jam." That stuff will look, taste and smell like
raspberry jam. Fact! But it's no more raspberry
jam than a ruble is a gold dollar. Precisely so with

The

Barnes
Printing
Co., Inc.
229 W. 28 St.
Gotham

printed matter. You can get the "synthetic" brand
or the genuine, as you prefer. Over here in west
twenty-eighth street we deal in the genuine only.
We will do for you a special kind of pleasing printing
which will represent you, your personality, your methods and your ideals more truly, perhaps, than your
best two-legged salesman can represent you. When
the lady at the switch-board is in an amiable mood,
call Watkins 1416 or 1417 and ask for

Max Stvuirt
President
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Everybody
IVho
is
Anybody will be there!
SUPPER
IVIary

AM)

Doug.

piircliasin^ tirsr
ticket t(» the ball

Theatre

Owners'

DANCE
Chamber

Sat. Night,
Hotel Astor

of

Commerce

Dec.
Gold

2

Room

A Gay, Gorgeous and
Dazzling Social Event
Tickets

$10, 00 per person

Apply T. O. C, C.
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Do you, as a Theatre
Owner, really luiow

.<^,

V 2n,

""WMt the Public nr^ntsf
.m.

"There exists no doubt
that suggestion — that is
to say, the human word,
or, to go back to its
origin, the thought, as a
species of imagination
and faith — can exercise a
quasi-magical

action

"Let go your hold, resign the care of your
destiny to higher powers,
be genuinely findiflerent
as to what becomes of
it all, and you will find
not only that you gain a
perfect inward relief but
often also, in addition,

not only the faculties of our moral being.
but also the functions of

the particular goods
which you
sincerely

our organism."

nouncing."

upon

Emile Boirac
Academy of Dijon

thought

you

were

re-

Dr. William James
America 's Greatest
Psychologist

This advertisement is intended for
the Exhibitor who is tired of making
after-the-performance apologies in his
lobby, of wearily repeating over and
over again, "Fm sorry; I know it's a
poor picture, but it's what the public
The public no longer wants to hear
!"
this
alibi, for the public
wantsshowman's
knows what it wants and isn't bashful
about showing its feelings.

Just now, one of the uppermost thoughts in the public mind is the rapid acceptance
of the doctrine that the Will exercises a more powerful control over the destinies of the
body than science has heretofore been willing to admit. Call it "psycho-analysis," if
you will, or "mind over matter," or any of the thousand-and-one names that have been
given it, but the fact remains that millions of thinking people today open the door of
their mind before they open the door of the old-fashioned medicine chest.
Clara Louise Burnham wrote a book founded on this very theory. Many thousands
of copies of it were sold all over America. It was called "Heart's Haven" and Benj. B.
Hampton and his associates have turned it into a motion-picture — a smashing good
story of life, and love and little kiddies, with the big, new and moving impulse, the
power of the human mind to direct our lives, back of it all.
Get into step with this new order of things by booking "Heart's Haven" and you'll
escape lobby alibis. It's "what the public wants!"

Phone —
Write
or Wire
The Nearest
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For
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Active on Coast

Gaumont'sHeadedPlans
Erlish Company
by

Hays
Organization
Likely
to be
Strongly Represented There in
Early Future
Reports continue being circulated
that the Hays organization will, withx
in a brief time, have a strong representative organization on the Coast,
functioning as it does here. This

Col.
iromhead to Start Making Big
Pictures — Terriss to Do First
ans have practically
been
com:)k'd by which the Gaumont Comaar of England will start a series of
- rntious
pictures.
The
first of
it is understood,
will be Sir
I'aine's "The Quality of Mercy"
' will be directed by Tom Tervho, it will be recalled, left here
nnmer to go with Ideal Films of
j,i dun. Terriss is completing "Harbc
at present
w; Lights"
start on for
the Ideal
Gaumont
releaseand
as
301 as this is completed.
he engagement of Terriss, it is
merstood, marks a new era in the
Giimont organization. The future
plis of that organization call for
la e expenditures, and the producing
jf^pecials to parallel the best grade
~'.\merican product. Upwards of
niO will be spent on each picture,
L . understood, according to Colonel
B mhead, now in New York. This
s ery unusual considering the averts cost of English pictures.

would
of the
which, mean
from that
time many
to time,
haveideas'
de^
veloped regarding the Coast conditions, will become effective, and be
definitely set in motion.
From this it should not be inferred
that the Hays Coast organization will
function with an idea of watching or
regulating the conduct of stars or
players. Nothing is further from the
fact. All of the important executives
are convinced that the industry is
not on the defensive; and from the
outlook it will not be necessary to
even consider such a move. In fact
the plans of the Hays organization are
much more important, and on a much
larger scale, according to the reports
and indicate the extension of a plan
which will attract unusual attention to
the industry.

^

"Tess' Held Over
lary Pickford's, "Tess of the
3;rm
at the
iv:l be Country,"
held over now
another
week.Strand,

DMille to Film "The Ten Commandments"
I
Announcement
was made on Satur!;■ that Cecil B. DeMilk will picUize "The Ten Commandments."
[Mille received the suggestion from
b nation-wide scenario contest and
•s he expects
to make
this the
gest picture of his career.

Over Exploitation
hd Ballyhooing Responsible for Fall
0& in Business in Small Houses
Says John Evans
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)

JP,hiladelphia — John Evans, of the
;0ga, and one of the leaders of the
/nnsylvania M. P. T. O. writes,
ider date of Nov. 17:

"I don't know what got into me toty, but I've had the heartiest five
mutes' laugh I have had in years
er the 'Troubles of an Exhibitor,'
the issue of Wednesday, Nov. IS.
laughed from start to finish.
"Then I read it over again and felt that
knew what it was all about, and when it
summed up I think it is propaganda and
'.icule injected into the moving picture
siness with the damnable super-features
nch are practically only good shows and
3se which naturally should be made witht any hullabaloo.
C Continued
on Page
2)

Dollars, half-dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels, pennies!
They will all pour
in at the old box-office when you sho w "Thorns and Orange
Blossoms."
A golden jubilee, yours for the book ing. Get in touch with your Al Lichtman exchange. — Advt.

Combinations
Booking organizations. Seems to be on the order of the day. Most
important, of course, is the A. B. C. Of New York. But Dallas exhibitors
have just started one. New Orleans was reported at work on one last
week. In St. Louis another has started. In fact, all over the country
they are springing up.
All of which makes Jules Mastbaum smile. Because he recalls what
happened. When he started the National Booking Office several years
ago. Some clever people in First National. Headed by Harry Schwalbe
and E. V. Richards. Threw a monkey wrench in that idea. But Mastbaum. As well as several of his associates. Still insist that a national
booking office. Is the real solution. Of some of the problems developing
today.
This is sure: If these local booking organizations ever start. To
communicate with each other. And make working arrangements. It's
going to be sweet and pretty. And this is also sure: that if this happens
together. Then the proyou will probably see the distributors gettingwhole
business will be tied
ducers. And the first thing you know. This
up. Tighter than a drum. And a lot of people are going to cry aloud.
"Trust!"
And elsewhere:
rooftops.
the A.
FromThe
B. C. has issued a statement. Telling all about its ideas.
And ideals. All right. Fair enough. But the industry has yet to develop.
Ethics and ideals. Sufficiently sound. And strong enough. _ To keep
and others. Who don't know what ethics means.
grafters
the
their fingers in. And having a lot of mess on them. When
sticking
Frompetty
they come out.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Holah Leaves Hodkinson
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland, O. — Doc Holah has retion.
signed from the Hodkinson organiza"Robin Hood" Foreign Arrangements
The foreign staff of the Douglas
Fairbanks organization, headed by
Clarence Erickson, will go abroad this
week to arrange for presenting "Robin Hood." The first foreign presentation will be in London.
A. E. Huebsch Due Today
A. E. Huebsch, of the TransOcean Film Co., is due to arrive today from Berlin bringing with him
"The Earl of Essex." He will make
his headquarters at the David
Howells office.
The Friars Dinner
Will H. Hays was one of the trio
of important
"'Czars"
the Friars
dinner
at the Astor
last at
night.
Judge
Landis of the Baseball organization
and Augustus Thomas, of the Producing Managers Asso., were the
others on the dais. Will Rogers introduced the General and there was
a lot of good fun and a lot of serious
talk. Many picture folk were on
hand.
Excerpts from the Hays remarks,
as well as others, will appear in tomorrow's issue.
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On Broadway
This Week

Apollo — "One Exciting Night."
Astor — "The
Town
That
Forgot
M XXII No. 50 Monday, Nov. 20, 1922 Price S Cents
y
a
Broadwyn — "rTahned Sin rFylood."ckford
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Brookl
in
Pi
— Ma
St
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
"Tess of the Storm Country."
Mew Vork, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
eiLU
FOLKS,
INC.
Cameo
God—." "When the Desert Calls."
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Capitol — "Trifling Women."
/. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Knighthood Was in Flower."
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
44th St.— "The Village Blacksmith."
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside Loew's
New
York — T o d a y — "The
of Greater
New
York
$10.00
one year;
6
Prisoner of Zenda."
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
Tuesday — Charles Ray in "Alias
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
Julius
Caesar"
and
"Riding
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4SS2-S5S8.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

Chicago Representative — Irving Made, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredmsn.
The
Film
Renter,
S3a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W. 1.
Pans
Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue
da
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-SloTakia), Wenzelsplatr.

Wednesday — Richard
Barthelmess
in "The Bond Boy."
Thursday
Wild." — Viola Dana in "Love in
k."nk Mayo in "The Altar
day —DarFra
Frithe
Stairs" and George
Larkin in
"Barriers of Folly."
Lyric — Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin

Rialto— "Ebb Tide."
RivoHoliod—.""The Pride of Palomar."
Strand — Mary Pickford in "Tess of
the Storm Country."
Close Sales
845^
1,000
Next Week
92;;^ 10,000
97
100 Apollo — "One Exciting Night."
Astor— "The
Town
That
Forgot
SK
100
No<^ quoted Broadway — Not yet determined.
18^
1,000
Strand — Jackie Coogan
in
Not quoted Brooklyn
"Oliver
Twist."
Not quoted
"
.
d
o
G — Not yet determined.
Cameo
Capitol — "Hungry Hearts."
Criterion — Marion Davies in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower."
U H^ctivyi^
44th St.— "The Village Blacksmith."
Lyric — Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — ."Not yet determined.
Hood
Strand— "East is West."

Quotations
High
Low

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd...
■iCwyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

SSVs
92y8
97
5H

84^
89J4
97
5H

1914

18^
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JUPITER
FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights for Latin
America.

Van

Horn

&

Son

Established 1852

THEATRICAL

COSTUMERS

Specialists in Motion
No. 5 West 42nd St.

Pictures
Sale or Rental

Staulcup Cinema Service, Inc.
Studio: 3 West 61st Street
Here is a combination for the Independent Picture
Producer that stands for efficiency and economy.
The Service of designing, building and furnishing of
settings by an Experienced Art Director and Studio
Staff, in a thoroughly equipped and the best located
studio in the East.
Let us talk to you about our Service on a
contract basis.

STAULCUP

CINEMA

3 West 61st Street

SERVICE,

Inc.

Phone Columbus 8181

w

Oscar
C.
Buchheister

Over(Continued
Exploitation
from Page 1)

A ,

"Over exploitation and ballyhooing. I
think are responsible for the falling off in
this business, with a result that the nation
is obsessed with the idea that the only place
they can see a show fit to look at is in
the de luxe house in one of the key towns
nearest to where they reside. Their own
home town theaters or their neighborhood
and community theaters are being looked
upon as a joke, and the outcome of it is

\Printed,

PhoneCi.cle9183
Notice

our Art

MARION

Titles

on

DAVIES

that towhere
it used to
be a principle
'Let's
go
the Movies
Maggy/
it now of
becomes
fashionable fireside chatting, by the family
and their friends for two weeks before they
■"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER" decide as to how and where they are going
to spend their fifteen cents.
The Art Titles for the Latest
"My contention for years has been that
D. W. GRIFFITH SUPER PRODUCTION
if a film is good enough to run in the finest
theater in the world at their usual standard
"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
prices, it must follow that it should run in
any other theater no matter how small or
WILL NIGH'S "NOTORIETY"
where located at the usual prices, and it
Also
the art titles in color
for the first should be sold to every place at a figure or
color production
by
an amount that allows an exhibitor a justifiable profit, and failure to do this will mean
TECHNICOLOR
INC.,
Boston, Mass. the slow throttling of the small theaters in
In Production
the communities throughout the country and
during this process the universe will be
THOMAS
DIXON'S "THE BEAST"
weaned away from movies, and in the end
the larger house will also suffer. * * *"
in

Mr. Exhibitor:

\

, Ask Your Film Cortipany for-»-the*

fTHEMATIC(Pat. MUSIC
CUE SHEET"
Applied For)
.
,

S^btAmhtS^

I It - means
more
to you than . any
Iother accessory.
It is the cue sheet
that
insures
a musically -..perfe.ct
bicture presentation. ,
-^^^ • - • ^ " I

Fropeny Piesent ibur rhotoplax

a^s^
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MECCA

J And all the Faithful. Will be in that wonderful land of MakeIlieve within a few days. Famous party there now. Zukor, Lasky, etc.
B. Marcus Loew en route. Richard Rowland, First National there,
8)3 Lieber, Katz, and other members of Asso. First National. Reach
ti're next Sunday. Some other prominent film folk talking of going.
Crl Laemmie, who always dares to be different, just returned from the
Cast. All, of course, figuring. On next season's productions, Famous
tew a bomb. In the sales end of the business. By having 41 ready.
S: early last summer. Expect to have another big batch on hand for
^!er
Year's.
plans for next season. Lok big, even this early.
P:st New
National
has toAnd
be set.
j There may be some interesting developments out there.
In the next
fir weeks.
^^
WILLIAMS
QUICK TRIP
Jaydee Williams is also out on the Coast.
Or on his way.
Going to
:e a new record for Coast commutation.
Will be there onlv a few
irs. Then back again. Something or other about corporation laws;
pjers he must sign. And all that sort of thing. But after his return.
■Vil
go back to the Coast. And spend some real time there. Then you'll
htr something.
ONE ON WILLIAMS
Jaydee Williams out with a lot of film folk. Very pretty girl in party.
S/s Jaydee (who didn't catch her name when introduced) "You oughtta
b in pictures." Says the young lady, modest like: "Well, I am; in a
s t of way; out in Hollywood." Says Jaydee: "You oughtta know
I sky, or Demille, or Neilan. I'll give you a letter. It may help."
'hanks very much," she said, as she left the table to dance. Jaydee
t^ned to his neighbor. "Who is that girl?" he asked. "Oh, said his
f^'nd,
casually,
Business
of "Bebe
Jaydee Daniels."
losing his breath.
THE A. B. C. AND MARCUS
J They had a nice time. Last Tuesday. At the Astor. And Marcus
j«t
budge.
inch.
he was
going happened.
on. Just as
he
M wouldn't
been going.
And 'Nary
after ana lot
of Said
words.
Nothing
They
dn't even resolute one resolution. How strange! Still, it isn't all over
y . Bound to be something happen further.
It may be Marcus starting his own booking organization; it may be
aiiost anything.
!; Incidentally. Keep your eye on Lee Ochs. Locally. Looks as if
hjis in the limelight. For the next presidency of the Theater Owners.
Ben very active the last few months.
In the T. O. C. C.
M. P. T. O. DISTRIBUTION
l, Again crops up. This time from True.
Of Rhode Island.
Somehow
ollother.
They just can't keep this distribution idea out of the national
eiiibitor organization.
It's been talked about and talked about.
First
t ng
know they'll do something.
Meanwhile Sydney Cohen hasn't
ord you
to say.
DID YOU
KNOW
That there were 8,025 non-competitive
play dates in this country?
Iji? Well there are.
Now all the statistically inclined sales managers,
n worry about something.
AND DID YOU KNOW
j That there is a lot of talk.
Going on downtown.
About some reojranization ideas.
In the Fox organization.
DANNY.
J

but wait until
you
Imofv
the
whole story !
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LABORATORY

EXPERT

WANTED

I

|
I

A large Producing Concern will engage the services

1

of a First Class Laboratory Expert, who knows good
printing from bad, who can inspect and pass on prints
before they are shipped from the Laboratory,
Must
be honest and wide awake.
Good salary to the right man.

g
1
1
|
1

Address B-717, care The

iaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

Film Daily

Here's the fii'st
half as it appeared
in/ipa^ead.in
Film Daily,
Nov.17Friday

|

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT

LITTLE

ADS

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment ,, ;,
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

WITH

Studying the plans and problems of
numerous diversified lines for many
years has given us an experience that
comes to few.
It is at your service.
W. A. FLEMING & CO.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

Motion Picture
Hand Coloring

Clips

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
Phone: Madison Square 4430
IS East 26th St. New York City
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. VanderbUt 7361

Positive raw fihn manufactured in Italy.
Ask for samples and prices.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

Motion

wmB LAUB

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

Picture

Film

Library Stuff?

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

" F. I. L. M. "

FOR

RENT

Private Offices
Film Cutting and Examining Room'
MECCA
BUILDING .
RENT reasonable""/'
8th Floor— RoomleooBROAWAt
804
Phone 8479 ^ Brvanc '

MR. PRODUCER

Alice Brady in

ANNA

Have your Negatives and
First right
Printsway
done the

ASCENDS

ART TITLES by

Exp<)erience

BIG THOUGHTS

LOUIS MEYER

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

KNOW

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

HAND COLORING
on MOTION PICTURES
"The

Light
in the Dark"
and others
G. R. SILVERA
590 W. 178th St.
New York
Wadsworth 9366
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Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the httle big ideas that make for success.

LETTERIMC
LAYOUTS
Of
ILLUSTRATIONS
AND

CARTOONS

Bill Pause

JOHN
DUER
SCOTT
106 WEST
S2nd ST.
CIRCLE 7872
NEW YORK. N. Y.

7IW.44TH.ST.
Ph.Vanderbill- 4551

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
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"
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Barnes Printing Company
I N c.
Fhone Watkins 14 16-17
Increased Facilities for
Printing Colored Inserts,
Heralds, Programs, etc.

"We Never Disappoint"

229 W. 28th St., New York City
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Norca Starts

Unusual Suggestion

C. Cropper, General Manager, May
Name Own Exchanges

Producers
Should
Unite
to Make
"Hamlet" With John Barrymore

R. C. Cropper yesterday announced
le formation of a new distributing
ompany, Norca Pictures, Inc., of
fhich he is vice-president and general
manager.
Norca will distribute a minimum
A one feature a month through the
xchanges of Norca Pictures, Inc., or
iffiliated exchanges.
These features
trill.all be adaptations of published
r produced material with advertisng value, well known books or plays.
The first release "Just a Mother,"
)roduced under the supervision of
Mlyn B. Carrick. It is an adaptation
)f
novel "Mrs. Thompson," by
W. the
B. Maxwell.

Says Thomas
A definite suggestion through which

"Our organization is now practically complete," said Cropper. "We
Slave been acquiring product for several months until we have now acquired sufficient features to assure
a release of one a month, and we
Iplan to increase the number of releases to two subjects a month in the
near future.
"Several months' work has been
spent in organizing exchanges.
Physical distribution will be through
exchanges operated or controlled by
Norca Pictures, Inc. In some territories, tie-ups have been effected
with leading independent exchanges
by which our product will be handled
by subsidiary companies. In other
1 territories we are opening our own exj changes."

the Producing Manager's Association and the important producers of
pictures could cooperate, with the
view of materially aiding stage as
well as the screen, was offered by
Augustus Thomas at the Friars' dinner, Sunday night at the Astor.
Referring to the death of Frank
Bacon, and regretting the fact that
Bacon's famous characterization of
"Lightnin' " had not been screened,
Thomas said that Bacon's death
should be an admonition to Hays and
the producers. He regretted the loss
of this great stage characterization to
millions of people in this country. He

"A Preferred Picture with splendid audience appeal and an out-and-out
showman feature," says Roger Ferri in the Moving Picture World of
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms." B. P. Schulberg has made another boxoffice picture for the Al Lichtman Corp. — Advt.
Lloyd Coming
(Special to THE

FILM

East
DAILY)

Abrams Off Again
Hiram Abrams, who returned Saturdav from Chicago, left yesterday for
the Middle West.

Hollywood — Frank Lloyd has left
for New York where he will meet the
Talmadge party and proceed later to
"Notoriety" Before T. O. C. C.
Auburn prison for first scenes of
\Vill Nigli's "Notoriety" will be
"Within the Law," starring Norma.
screened at the .\stor today for the
Hays in Philadelphia
T. O. C. C. members before the week(Si.ecial to THE
1-1 LM
DAILY)
Estabrook Leaves F. B. O.
ly meeting. Ben Schwartz of the
Philadelphia — Will H. Hays yesterHoward Estabrook, well known in .\pollo exchange is in charge of the
day addressed the Philadelphia Forum the industry and who has recently showing.
and before a large and important audi- been identified in an executive capaence again made many of the points
city with the Film Booking Offices
Kilner Here
previously delivered with regard to has resigned. It is understood that
F.
W.
Kilner
the Producers and Distributors organ- he will have an important post with
sive Films, Ltd., ofof Kilner's
London, Excluis in
ization.
one of the leading producing organ- town making his headquarters with
Of political censorship he said:
izations inthe East.
the E.xport & Import Film Co.. Inc.
"I am against political censorship, of
He is interested in obtaining pictures
course, because political censorship will not
A. B. C. Sees Fight
from organizations without a market
do what is hoped for it in the last analysis.
Noiv and then some one might ask: 'If the
Leading members of the A. B. C. — in the Lhiited Kingdom, Europe, and
motion picture producers really mean to
the
New York booking combination — the English colonies. Kilner's are
make better pictures, why do they object to
much interested in short subjects.
political censorship?' The chief answer to say that the Loew circuit has booked
this question was written when human naa
reissue
of
Mary
Pickford
in
"Going
ture was formed ; at least that part of human
Lesser's Distribution Ideas
nature which is doing business under the stars Straight" which they say is ten years
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
and stripes, and that answer consists chiefly old, and which they say is a definite
of one word — Liberty. « * ♦
Hollywood
—
Sol
Lesser
is quoted in
fight against them to offset their purchase of "Tess," the latest Pickford the Hollywood News, relative to his
"Now there is one place and one place
only where any evils in motion pictures can release. A. B. C. folk say that Loew
previously noted combination:
be eliminated and the good and great advan"Irving Lesser will have the mantages retained, and that is at the point where intends to advertise, including billagement of our New York office with
boards, the old Pickford picture as
and the time when the pictures are made,
by the men who make them. And it can be strong as if it were a new release.
20
men
under
him, to handle distribudone then and there, make no mistake about
tion, in case we do not release our
Universal has also sold the Valenthat. There is no zone of twilight in the
matter, right is right and wrong is wrong, tino-Carmel Meyers reissue "All product through First National, as I
and men know right from wrong."
Night" to the Fox circuit.
hope we will."

"Hamlet"
suggested that
was John
worthy Barrymore's
. of being
screened immediately for the purpose
of showing to millions of Americans
"in every tank-town," what a great
performance this was. He said this
should be done by the industry, and
not by any one producer, and that in
this, not only Arthur Hopkins, but the
entiretionProducing
Managers' Associashould cooperate.
The Friars' dinner to Hays, Landis
and Thomas proved a tremendous
success. Will Rogers, who intro(Continued

on

Page

2)

Barrymore — Hamlet

General
Opinion
is that Production
Suggested by Augustus Thomas
Would Run into Censor
Troubles and Apathy
of Public to
Tragedies
When the suggestion was taken up
with such producers as could be
reached yesterday, the resulting
answers fell naturally into three
major divisions.
Many producers felt that censor
standards would bar this classic from
the screen.
Others felt that no version of
"Hamlet" would draw any considerable patronage. In support of this
contention they pointed out that Asta
Nielsen's "Hamlet" had not been
shown to any extent.
Several
felt that
"Hamlet"
with
John
Barrymore
would
be regarded
simply as a Barrymore production
and would do business on the name
of Barrymore, not on its merits, and
more in spite of having been written
by Shakespeare than because of any
reverence (Continued
for this author.
on page 3)
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Unusual Suggestion
(Continued

from

Page

Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The
Film
Renter,
S3a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
42 Rue
de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-S!ovakia), Wenzelsplati.

Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd...

85^
92^
97

84^
893^
97

84 1/^
1,000
92^
10,000
97
100

G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

5M

5K

1954

18J^

5j4
100
No* quoted
18^
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Will

Show

Einstein

Picture

"The Einstein Theory of Relativwill be shown
the Rialto and
Rivoliity,"within
a few at
weeks.
Joe Weil With Universal
Joe Weil, recently with Export &
Import, has returned to Universal as
exploitation manager at the New
York exchange.

moving
pictures
as "a
lotHeof described
storm with
different
names
to
them," and created a roar when he
said, introducing Hays, that when the
Republican Party went into power in
1920, they promised prosperity.
"Hays
he said.is the only one that's got it,"
General Hays made a characteristic
speech, and reiterated a number of
the statements that he has made on
previous occasions with reference to
the importance of the industry.
When Irvin S. Cobb introduced
Thomas, and in discussing Plays, he
significantly declared that "sensualship was just a head of censorship"
at the time Hays was appointed. He
got a big laugh by adding, if Hays
failed as director-general extraordinary of the movies, "they could use
l.im as understudy for Jackie Coogan."
When the pjcture producers, following the lead of tive baseball magnates,
wanted an imposing head for their industry, said Cobb, they told their
committee they rriust get a man of
letters, and misunderstanding this, the
committee got .Hays. This reference
to Hays' activity as former Postmaster-General brought a big laugh.
There were a number of inrportant
motion picture film folk at the affair,
including ^^'illiam Fox, Al Lichtman.
Ralph Kohn, Arthur and David Loew
and Eugene Zukor.

Kipling on 10 Day Trip
Richard
Kipling left Saturday on
Kansas
City, Kan. — Richard
J.
Hopkins,
former
attorney
general, a 10 day trip to Minneapolis. Detroit.
who
has acted as counsel
to the Cleveland and Chicago. . Mrs. Kipling will go as far as Chicago and
.Kansas M. P. T. O., has been elected
then continue on to the Coast.
a Supreme Court Justice.

•re

BEST
using
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Capitol
".\ Hero's Life,"
an interpretative composition by Ricliard Strauss, is the overture.
"Trifling Women" is the feature. No short
subjects, owing to the length of the feature.
closes.
An organ solo by Melchiorre Mauro-Cottone
Rialto

Rivoli
"Aida"
make up
theSelections
overture.from
The Verdi's
news film
is followed
by
Ronald's "Serenade Espagnole." The feature is "The Pride of Palomar." The piano
trio renders two numbers, "I 11 Build a Stairway to Paradise" and "Hot Lips." "What
a Difference a Little Hair Will Make." a
Marcus cartoon comedy, is followed by the
closing number,
the "Cavaleria
Rusticana"
intermezzo
as an organ
solu.

At

ALSO

THE

LATEST

Christie Comedy
ICHOP SUEY^
DOROTHY

inch

in

time

draws

on all

nine"

ir^cUu:<itcan4zi (fictuAju^

BAUMANN,

PICTURE

PRESIDENI

- $5,000,000

INDUSTRY

EXCLUSIVELY

WE MAKE
ADVANCES
on Feature Productions,
in substantial amounts. We also
Finance Positive Prints, Advertising
Matter, Exploitation, Etc.

Houses

Features that hold over include "One Exciting Night." Ajiollo; "The Town That Forgot God," Astor; "When the Desert Calls,"
Cameo; "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
Criterion; "The Village Blacksmith," 44th
St. ; "Roi in Hood." Lyric, and "Tess of tlie
Storm
Country,"
Strand.

No Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Memphis, Tenn. — The injunction
preventing motion picture theaters
here from operating on Sunday, has
been upheld by a Chancery Court decision. The Blue Law, under which
the injunction was granted was
passed in 1803. An appeal will probably be taken.

REPRESENT
PRODUCERS

& STARS

acting as Sales Agent,
Business Manager and New York
Representative for individuals, firms
and
corporations
producing
ini
California
and
elsewhere
in the '
U. S. or in Foreign Countries.

ARRANGE
DISTRIBUTION

SERVICE'

119

Fulton

St.,

INSURANCE
TO

THE

MOTION

N.

Y.

EXPERTS

THEATRICAL
PICTURE

AND

INDUSTR

j LABOR ATOEi:. -EXPERT |
WANTED

In effecting releasing
arrangements, we require no advance
whatsoever from established and
responsible Distributors. We are,
therefore, free to represent and
collaborate in exploiting the .,

production of any Producer — \
through any and all channels of
distribution.

1
H

UNDER THE
DIRECTION
CHARLES

DEVORE

vGet them at all Educational Exchanges
new
Christie Comedies

O.
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I

INTRODUCING
SUSIE FAN TAN
THE ORI ENTAL FLAPPER,

"An

Other

4lf[inanrc Ctirfmrattrm
CHARLES

RESOURCES

"Oberon" is the overture followed by Riesenfeld's classical jazz and the screen magazine. A duet from "The Pearl Fishers" precedes thedoes
feature,
"Ebb
Tide."
Beardsley
a danse
coniique
and \'irginia
Harold
Dizzy."
Lloyd closes in a revival of "High and

DAILY)

THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
the following
ad. mats
in their
newspaper
advertising
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At Broadway Theaters

M. P. T. O. Counsel on Bench
(Special

November

I)

duced Hays, easily made the real hit
of the evening. He created roars of
Vol XXII No. 51 Tuesday, Nov. 21. 1922 Price 5 Cents laughter. He said that originally he
had been told he was to introduce the
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film «nd Film Folks, man
at the head of the greatest
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and amusement industry, and that he had
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
spent two weeks gathering statistics
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor ;
and information oil his subject. Then.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manhe said, much to his surprise, because
ager ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, he had gathered his statistics about
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
"boot-legging," he, was told to present Hays as the head of the movie
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater
New
York
$10.00
one year;
6 industry.
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications
to THE
FILM
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4SS2-S558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.

Tuesday,

I
J
g

A large Producing Concern •will engage the services
of a First Class Laboratory Expert, who knows good
printing from bad, who can inspect and pass on prints
before they are shipped from the Laboratory,
Must
be honest and wide awake.

I

Good salary to the right man.

I

and personal supervision of
O. BAUMANN,
Pres.

originator and organizer of: —
Kessel-Bauman, New York Motion,
Keystone, Sales Co., Universal,
and Triangle Film Companies;
producers of Ince-Kay Bee, SennettChaplin-Keystone
and other Famous
Productions.

Telephone 2989 Bryant

I
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The

Film
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ore — Hamlet
Srrym
(Continued from page 1)
^o e of the opinions expressed on
: ;bject follow:
3.V. Griffith: "I doubt
ti production
would
What would the
In the first place
iurders in the plot.
nr can be shown in

if the suguplift the
censors do
there are
Not one
Illinois or

uylvania.
The New
York cena little more lenient but cenrywhere are against death by
\\ _^.

Carl Laemmle, Universal: 'The
first difficulty to be overcome is that
of

transferring Shakespeare's immortal play to the screen without sacrificing that which makes it immortal.
If this can be overcome, and I doubt
it, the second difficulty that of solving
the distribution problem in a manner
satisfactory to all concerned could be
handled by Mr. Hays without the
shadow of a doubt."
F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn:
"The suggestion is worthy of serious
consideration, but I feel that it is
primarily a production problem and
must be dealt with as such. We have
had Jack Barrymore as a star in
"Sherlock Holmes," and we know
his screen value, but we have our

le producer wouldn't be able
;n o show the flashing of swords
1 iiggers which is essential to the
ic.
doubts as to the suitability of "Hamlet." It must be remembered that
le leading character is a morbid one very
fine screen veision of
- 1 who commits suicide. Cen"Hamlet" with Asta Nielsen has
s re very much against the morI art of character such as Hamlet. been decisively rejected by the
'\hile the play is expressed in public.
Arthur S. Friend, Distinctive Prod.,
a ful and poetic language, the subt latter that would be picturized "It would be a very wonderful idea
vy strong meat.
The censors if some one could assure the producer of enough circulation of the
II reject it and I fear that the
picture for it to be effective. The
ould too.
^ censors might pass it because general disposition of the public is so
far away from tragedy that I doubt
i "Hamlet." An original story
lithe same plot and characters if people will go to see John Barrym surely be banned.
more, or any one else, in "Hamlet."
Irving
Lesser: "I feel that the
'1 would be unjust to ask any proproposition is a good thing.
cc to spend from $500,000 to $1,- 'Hamlet'
), 0 and months of time and I base this conclusion on the fact
'ji\ to make a production which that one other meritorious stage play
isthen be tossed before the shears produced some 12 years ago at the
Amsterdam with Nat Goodwin as
ti: censors for mutilation.
star, has made a remarkable success
■ lere are several of us in the busi- in pictures. The transferrence of a
- who don't care about making really fine work from the stage to
ly but we must be protected
; -t losing a lot of money which I the screen cannot but be a success."
At a large studio now actively pronould be the case if this suggestducing it was
said "Hamlet"
has
1. 1 lire actually reached the pro- already been
presented
in a very fine
'11 stage.
screen version and has proved a sigiiuly mention all these points to
nal failure. With all due respect to
' how censorship restrictions are Barrymore's art, we do not see how
(u- producers
to make
namby- he can give a better performance
11 \ pictures.
than did Asta Nielsen in the picture
' ople talk about the screen being
R'lodramatic
as if that
were
"'hiiig to be avoided, yet it is
A that we film the very esa melodrama with the intention
. iking a picture which shall re■-' lit the best and finest in the inM. Warner, of Warner Bros.:
:1 that this would make a great
with
John
Barrymore
as
as he would play the part.
It
liing that should be placed be:■ public.
I think that the
i version would endure as long
1 stage play has.
ir my part, I would
be very
cd to produce the picture without
recompense
at all, only asking
I get back exactly the production
I don't want any profit.
We
in picture people have talked a
deal about better pictures and
iplift of the screen.
Now its up
to get behind Hays with a pro:m of this sort.
lie picture should be handled by
distributing organization to give
widest possible circulation.
c want to show the world that
re in earnest about making finer
res. Let's start with "Hamlet"
John Barrymore,
as Augustus
nas suggests.

Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Shannon Day has
been cast for Universal's "The Abysmal Brute," cast of which now includes Reginald Denny, Dorothea
Wolbert, George Stewart, Charles
French, Mae Busch, Nell Craig,
Crawford Kent, Mabel Julienne Scott
and Buddy Messenger.
Myrtle Stedman will have the title
role in Niblo's "The Famous Mrs.
Fair."

BUIIDOG
DRUMMOND
Dead
Alive!or

Julius Stern has renewed the contract of Ena Gregory, appearing in
Century Comedies.
Herman C. Raymaker, comedy director has been signed to direct Century Comedies.
Filming
of "Spawn
of the Desert,"
third
of the
Wm. Fairbanks
series,
for Arrow, has been completed.
Fay Tincher has come out of retirement to play opposite Lewis Sargent in Universal two-reel comedies,
directed by Scott Darling.
After a visit of several months in
England, Ernest Palmer has returned
to Mayer studios to his old berth as
chief cinematographer for John M.
Stahl.
Edith Roberts has left for New
York to play lead in "Backbone," to
be produced by Distinctive Pictures
Corp., and which, it is said here, will
be directed by Edward Sloman.
H. E. GAUSMAN

Are You Looking
Around the Corner?
1922 is just turning the corner.
You are face to face with your
plans for 1923 with the realization, perhaps, that insufficient
working capital is the stumbling
block to progress. We specialize in financing film propositions. Don't you want to consult with us?

CHROMOS
Suite 616

t

in question. Yet that "Hamlet" was
a miserable failure. John Barrymore's "Hamlet" is, in our opinion,
a success not because of the play nor
because it was written by Shakepeare, but because of the name of
Barrymore. We do not feel that
Augustus Thomas' point is v^'ell
taken."
To Lecture on "Robin Hood"
Miss Harriet Church, California
lecturer, will soon start a tour of the
countrychurches
lecturingandon schools
"Robin illustratHood"
before
ing her talks with stereopticon views
from the Fairbanks film.
Saenger House Burns
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pine Bluff, Ark.- — The Saenger, on
Second St., was completely destroyed
by fire la'st week.
The house had just
been remodeled.
f 1,000,000 Theater Planned

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Col J. B. Lankershim announces that a $1,000,000
theater will probably be built on his
property in Grand Ave., between
Sixth and Seventh Sts., adjoining the
Kinema.

TRADING

1123 Broadway
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"The Pride of Palomar" — Paramount
Rivoli
TIMES — The old story of the mortgage on
the homestead with variations. * ♦ * Japan is
made the villain, or at least the Japanese in
California. ♦ * • As a melodrama the picture doesn't score very heavily. Its action
doesn't run smoothly and there are too many
places in which the manipulating hand of
the story-teller is seen. Also, Forrest Stanley is scarcely the type of jingo needed for
the leading role. There are, however, a number of efifective camera shots in the production and a well-done horse race.
WORLD — This is intended to be a western
romantic thriller, with a little anti-Japanese
propaganda running through it. It is no
better and no worse than the average film of
its general type which used to be seen so
often. It is illogical and far fetched, yet it
has a definite plot of heroism for the leading
man and the leading woman. So far as its
effect upon Japanese-American relations is
concerned, it is nothing to be excited about.
* * * It is all beautifully photographed, and
Miss Daw is a pretty girl.
HERALD — Propaganda lifts its unprepossessing head, and it proves to be just
as dull and just as artificial as it was in the
days when propaganda films were a matter
of national necessity.
"The Pride of Palomar'" attempts to expose the Japanese menace. The exposure is
feeble and ineflectual. * * * Well enough
directed by Frank Borzage, but given such
third rate material to work with his job
could have been nothing more than
mechanical.
TRIBUNE— Acted as though it was
never going to get under way and then,
when it did. it acted as though it was never
going to stop. As a matter of fact, the
course it took was such a familiar one that
the story might have found its way about
alone.
AMERICAN — I've never seen one (horse
race) as stirring, as photographically accurate and as dramatic as that which enables the hero to come into his own. * * *
Characters dashed, raced and rushed
through the picture. There was never a
moment
devoid of "action."
MORNING TELEGRAPH— The story is
rather a limping, far-fetched one. but the
picture is distinguished by a decided charm
of atmosphere. * • » The direction of
Frank Borzage is responsible for the best
of the picture and the acting is excellent.
EVE. WORLD — Good screen entertainment, * ♦ * lends itself to the screen about
as well as any novel we ever read and,
whether you've ever read the book or not,
we feel sure you'll like the film version.
GLOBE — But
an
ordinary
melodrama.
* * * Frank Borzage has given the picture
careful direction, but the point to be commended, is the excellent photography.
SUN — Looks as if it had been made to
satisfy a modern director's conception of the
ideal story to knock
'em off their seats.
* * * has a well pictured derby, and although the propaganda against the Japanese
is obviously
inspired
biassed, "it might
be
termed a good
raceand
picture.

Held Caricatures for Universal
J. Held, Jr., caricaturist, will make
Robstown, Tex. — E. L. Mosive has a series of drawings of stars for Unibeen apointed manager of the Aldine.
versal Joy Week ads.

Managerial

Chicago — Charles J. Schafer has
taken over Nathan T. Brenner's Garfield.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Exceedingly
satisfactory entertainment. It is a picturesque, dramatic tale of the South Seas
enacted by an especially capable cast and
creditably directed by George Melford ♦ ♦ ♦
W'ell worth while. It should enjoy considerable popularity.
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Denver — Henry
Ginsberg, '
manager of the Al Lichtman C
is here.

New First Run for Utica
(Special to THE

21, IJ.
Novemberr 21,
IJ,

Ginsberg in Denver

Changes

Exchanges Protest High Ren

DAILY)

(Special to THE
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DAILY;

Utica, N. Y.— The Criterion TheaKansas
City,
Mo. protest
— ■ Exch-ag
have engaged Thomas Lamb, have
registered
a silent
Little Rock, Ark. — The Palace has Newter Co.
York architect, to plan a 2,500 high rents by withdrawing fron
been leased to John F. Boyle. Wm.
seat, first-run house on Lafayette and Film building and colonizing the
May will be the house manager.
Washington Sts.
tion around 18th St. and BaltL
Ave.
Only Vitagraph and U
Colorado Springs, Col. — Nick KolWill Fight Sunday Closing
Artists remain in the Film Build
gaklis is the new manager and owner
of the Star.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Cleveland, Ohio — The exhibitors
Pittsburgh — Frank Ray of the throughout the state are preparing to
F. B. O. forces will manage the new fight organizations and various inLincoln for L. Moogerman, the owner.
is the only motioi
dividuals who are opposing the Sunture which The Li
day opening.
Digest now owns,
McDonald. Pa. — S. J. Pusateri is
duces, or is in any
now owner and manager of the Grand
New Fox Pictures
formerly the Louvoy.
ner connected with
1007c.
Fox has announced many new prothe "Digest" is beh
ductions to be released in the near
McKee Rocks, Pa. — Morris Barsky
have already been comformerly of the Juniata, at Juniata, is future, some
pleted. William Farnum has started
BOOK
THE
GENUINE
now manager
of Max Engleberg's work on "Brass Commandments," to
Strand
and Liberty.
be released early next year. "Catch
DAILY NEWS — Excellent melodrama, My Smoke," Tom Mix's latest ve- Produced by The LiteraryJDi
sometimes a little obvious, but most always
hicle will be ready late in December. Distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson
thrilling. * * • Pictorially. the burning of Wm. Beaudine is the director. The

Fun from the Pn I

the schooner was most effective, while Raytion. mond Hatton did the most convincing acting.
The original story far surpassed the direc-

WORLD — There is little of Stevenson in
this version, although subtitles reflecting his
style are liberally sprinkled tliroughout the
picture. ♦ « ♦ odds and ends from every
sea story ever filmed.
Handicapped as they were by the characters around them and the director above
thern, George Fawcett, Raymond Hatton
and Noah Beery contrived to be startingly
effective as the hard-boiled seamen and
homicidal parent, lliey have a fine twenty
minu.tes.
TIMES — Seems to have more girl-andvirtue intensity than one is accustomed to
find in the free-flung thrillers. Apparently
it has been conventionalized somewhat by the
dependable movit mill.
But it has not been utterly ruined. A good
deal of what is surely authentic remains,
and. like most of the Stevenson material,
it is good screen copy.
With George Melford to direct the production, and George Fawcett. Raymond
Hatton and James Kirkwood to play the
principal parts, the film lands well above the
line of negligibility.
HERALD — There is a great deal of real
interest. Even though its plot is a trifle
forced, its people are glaringly real, and
are therefore strong enough to establish
themselves as something more than flickering shadows. ♦ ♦ * George Fawcett and Raymond Hatton manage to convey a note of
vivid reality. Whenever they are within
view
the
atmosphere is bound to be charged
MAIL — There is a good racing scene
which carries more or less of a thrill to the with drama. George Melford directed "Ebb
spectator, but the picture as a whole seems Tide," and has made his picture convincing. As much cannot be said for his thrills.
to be made up of a series of only slightly
EVE. WORLD— Makes good film enterrelated
incidents,
so
that
one
often
wonder's
where the plot is going to and why.
tainment ♦* ♦. In spots the photography
EVE. TELEGRAM— One of the most equals anything yet seen on Broadway.
GLOBE — If there ever has been a better
beautiful created by Cosmopolitan. It is
filled with thrilling action.
South Sea story it was not the good fortune
JOURNAL—
Most
interesting
and
roof this writer to have seen it. * * *
mantic.
The rapidity with which the studios are
POST — Has its moments when some good turning out intelligent adaptations of literary classics must be extremely confusing
comedy comes to the rescue, and the audience did seem to enjoy it all immensely. to the professional reformers.
The realistic background, the characters,
SUN — Deserves to be catalogued as one
beautiful photography, and an exciting horse of the very best nictures directed by George
Melford. ♦ • * It is a colorful, exciting
race — all assets for a film — failed to save
and the ridiculous, almost burlesque, hand-it, melodrama of the South Seas, and is replete
ling of the anti-Japanese propaganda cast a with many skillful touches. • ♦ * We advise
shadow over the good comedy situations.
attendance as this is an unusually exciting
picture — and for once we have a South Sea
film which really looks like it was taken in
the haunts that Frederick O'Brien made
"Ebb Tide"— Paramount—
famous.

Rialto

Tuesday,

JOURNAL— South Seas thriller.
.MAIL — Overlooks nothing when it comes
to thrills. * ♦ * So full of action as to
satisfy
drama. the most exacting lover of meloPOST — An absorbing film * ♦ ♦ underthe-sea
photography is well done and is very
real.

John Gilbert production, "A California Romance," ' being directed by
Jerome Storm, is nearing completion. Gilbert's next will be "Truxton King." "Three Who Paid," featuring Dustin Farnum is scheduled for
release sometime in January. Eva
Novak will appear in support of William Russell in "The Great Night,"
production on which will start soon.

LOANS

ON

New Negatives
or other
Good Collateral
worth Bldg.,
Enquire Room
705 — Wool-l
Telephone

Barclay 7940

Dependable^ because every print takes
all the quality that is in the negative
and carries it through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin..

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

:4fi brAdstreet

2^^re(0cmizei
Authority
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\ Thru Hodkinson
ilin Hunter
Star of Film
Guild,
Jries Called For in New
Distribution Contract
T Film Guild features starring
Hunter will be distributed.
_h the W. W. Hodkinson Corp.,
.: the coming season by the
of a contract just announced by
Waller Jr.. production manager
r Film Guild.
series includes "Second Fiddle"
rank Tuttle with Mary
Astor

K opposite
Hunter;
"The
Lap
\ury" by Townsend Martin and
Tuttle, with Martha Mansfield
ring opposite the star; Percey
.aye's
witchcraft
romance
of
P itan Salem "The Scarecrow" from
th scenario by Jas. Ashmore Creelroi and Frank Tuttle, with Glenn
Hiiter in the leading role and one
' production to be filmed from a
now under consideration.
liC first two productions have aire Jy been completed. Distribution
D "Second Fiddle" is due to start
a'ait Jan. 1. "The Scarecrow" scena-j is now being written. All will be
d.cted by Frank Tuttle with technal supervision of the camera work
b Waller.
ilecause of the likelihood of Glenn
Imter remaining for some time in
"erton of the Movies," now playi , on Broadway, the third and fourth
I lures will probably be filmed in the
Ist.

Wednesday, November
Von
/

Stroheim With Goldwyn

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Eric von Stroheim has
been signed by Goldwyn Pictures.
^'Sfnce von Stroheim left Universal
there has been much conjecture as
to his future plans. Several important producing companies were at
various times reported interested in
securing his services.
1st National Committee to Coast
Members of the First National Executive Committee leave today for
Hollywood. Some of the members
are going from New York while
others will go direct from their homes.
Harry O. Schwalbe, ext .utive secretary, leaves on the Twentieth Century. A. H. Von Herberg will also
leave today but may go to his home
in Seattle before joining the others.
Warner Bros. Engage Three
Production plans of Warner Bros.,
made public by Harry M. Warner,
include three contracts just signed.
One is with Harry Rapf by which
Rapf will produce several features annually for Warner Bros, for a number
of years.
Wm. Beaudine has been signed to
direct three features a year.
Monte Blue has been signed for
several years.

Motion Pictures to Invade and Open China —
Tremendous Interests With Huge Capital
Interested in Development of Educational anc' Amusement Field
— Frank V. Chamberlain, Formerly With I '.mous, General
Manager — To Start Development of 1,800 Houses
Immediately After First of Year
Backed with huge financial stipport, encouraged by leading
members of the Chinese Government, and receiving the support
of the largest companies in the industry, an organization has
been completed to modernize the immense Chinese Empire
throttgh motion picttir^s.
The name of the corporation will probably be disclosed within the next few days. It will have capitalization of five or six
million. While those prominent in the concern will probably
not be named it can be said that one of. if not the leading spirit
in the corporation will be James A. Thomas, for many years an
important exectitive in China for the British-American Tobacco
Co. Isaac E. Marcosson in a recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post included Thomas as one of the men who were leading
the way for the improvement of China. Thomas has been in
China almost 25 years.
The .only film man identified with

the organization, and known to the
trade, is Frank V. Chamberlain, for
over five years identified with Famous
Players in various capacities, and who
only lately resigned from that organization. At that time Chamberlain
was in charge of the physical handling of the exchange system, occupying a very important post. Chamberlain will be general manager of the
big organization which, it is said, will
open about 1,800 stations equipped
with projection machines. These
stations can hardly be called theaters, according to the sense of the
word as used here. But they will be
comfortable, sanitary and fitted for
the special purpose of educating and
amusing the 430,000,000 natives of
China, none of whom, barring about
8 per cent or 10 per cent at most,
have evpi- seen a motion picture. The
only picture theaters in China today
are in what is known as the "treaty
ports." There are less than 80 of
such houses, according to reliable
information.

Doug and Mary
ibitsch Sails Soon to Direct Mary —
Doug Discards "M'sieur Beau-

Productions plans
caire"of the next feares to be made by Mary Pickford
d Douglas
Fairbanks
are rapidly
suming definite shape.
A cable was received yesterday by
plph Kohn. assistant secretary of
Iftnious Players, from Ernest Lubit|h saying that he would sail for
jjmerica about the end of month.
iLubitsch is under contract to the
Lamilton Theatrical Corp., of which
phn is vice-president. As before
bted he will be loaned to Miss Pick)rd to direct one picture "Dorothy
ernon of Haddon Hall."
Lubitsch will arrive about Dec. 10,
nd after spending a week in New
ork will go to the Coast.
Douglas Fairbanks has decided not
3 film "M'sieur Beaucaire" as his
ext production. John Fairbanks
aid yesterday that his brother would
robably do a pirate story next. It
> understood that Fairbanks does
lOt want to follow "Robin Hood"
I'ith another romantic costume
Irama.
Fairbanks and Miss Pickford will
eave for the Coast very soon.

Price 5 Cents

22, 1922

Laurence Reid in the Motion Picture News says "Thorns and Orange
Blossoms" should "prove a winner in downtown houses." Correct, Mr.
Reid and well will the exhibitors in downtown and all other theaters know
it when they book it through the Al Lichtman Corp. — Advt.

It is understood that executives of
the largest organizations in the industry have promised all the support
necessary to those interested in the
big idea. Special selection of material will be necessary, not because
of censorship, but in an effort to develop the Chinese properly both as
to amusement as well as education.
(Continued

on

Page

2)
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William
H.
Tuers
has retur|«
Two Features for Broadway
from
Cuba
and
Florida,
where |5
Two
feature
productions
are
(Continued from
Page
1)
scheduled for Broadway runs.
"A Million in Jewf*\
In the beginning a great deal of eduNazimova's "Salome" will open at photographed
production.
cational fihn will be shown.
the
Criterion
Jan.
1st,
replacing a P. J. McGowan
Chamberlain
and
several
others,
Vol XXII No. 52 Wednesday, Nov. 22, 1922 Price Sjents
"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
including Mr. Thomas, expect to for an indefinite run.
SIMPLEX TITLE SHO
sail some time next month for
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film »nd Film Folks.
F. B. O.'s "The Third Alarm" will
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 Weit 44th St.. China.
Meanwhile the work of open at the Astor, Jan. 8.
■ TITLES
"
N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
New York,
ILLUSTRATIONS
j,
selecting material and purchasing the
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.
; necessary equipment and supplies is
New Universal Foreign Offices
Joseph Dannenberg. President and t-ditor
ANIMATION -----trailer;.! 3
W. Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Man(.Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
going ahead rapidly.
ager; J. A. Cron. Advertising Manager.
1918,
21,
Paris — A. B. Blofson, who repreEntered as second-class matter May
phone: BRYANT
985
'^
Chinese Way in the Background With
sents Universal here, has opened
at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under
Pictures Today
the act of March 3. 1879.
offices for that company at Lyons and
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
In an address delivered before the at Marseilles.
I
of Greater
New
York
$10.00
one year;
6
old National Association last Spring,
Foreign
$3.00.
3 months
$5.00;
Bonthi.
Lynn W. Meekins. American Trade
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Barcelona, Spain — Universal has
FILM
to THE
Address all communications
Commissioner to China, made some
York,
New
opened a distributing office here in
St..
71-73 West 44th
DAILY,
observations regarding pictures there Calle Valencia.
N. Y.
'Phone: VanderbUt 4551-4552-5558.
Established 1852
California — Harvey E. Gausman.
Hollywood,
that, in view of the above, are inter'Phone. Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
esting. Mr. Meekins said, in part:
George Bronson Howard Dies
THEATRICAL COSTUMERS

Developing

China

r

Van

Chicago Representative — Irving Mack. 802 S.
Wabaih Ave.
^
,.,
,, ^
W. FredLondon Representative — Ernest
man. The Film Renter. S3a Shaftesbury
Ave.. London, W. 1.
»>
.
Paris Representative — Le Film. 42 Rue de
.
chy
^
.
Cli
Central European Representative — Internationale Filmschau. Prague (Czecho-Slorakia). Wenzelsplatz.

s
tatLowionClose
Quo
High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd
G'wyn
....
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

86
925/g

85^2
9VA

5^8

5^

19

19

Sales

86
300
92y2
2,000
Not quoted
5%
800
Not quoted
19
500
Not quoted
Not quoted

Palmer with Mayer Forces
After several months in England,
Ernest Palmer, camera man, has returned to the Louis B. Mayer forces.
He will be with the John M. Stahl
unit.
Strand Circuit Books Warners
The Strand circuit has booked without screen examination, the series of
five Warner Bros. featur< •.. "The
Beautiful and Damned" opens at the
New York Strand Dec. 3 to be followed by "Heroes of the Street" Dec.
17.
Dawn to Alaska
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Norman Dawn has announced his intention of taking a
company to Alaska early next Spring
to make two pictures. He expects to
reach Point Barrow, 300 miles North
of Nome. George Madden will be
the camera man.

"There are less than 100 theaters in China.
Forty of them are comparatively good and
show new films — principally American films,
although recently some French. Italian and
German films have been brought into China.
Tile seating capacity ranges from 100 to
2000 — an average of about 600 seats per
theater. In Shanghai there are six theaters
which have a large foreign patronage and
in Hong Kong there are three. The others
are attended only by natives at admission
prices ranging from 5c American money to
$2 — an average of about 30c, The theaters
which cater to the foreign population charge
from $1 to $2 a seat.

"It is doubtful that admission prices in
China will ever be raised, because the average Chinese earns only from $4.00 to $5.00
a month and hasn't much money to spend for
amusements. About two years ago the Chinese produced a motion picture film — written,
acted and directed by native talent under
the auspices of the Chinese Motion Picture
Society. It depicted a famous Chinese murder case in ten reels and, for a Chinese effort,
it wasn't
bad at all.
"The Chinese like noise. When you enter
a theater there you can readily imagine you
are in a boiler factory. The lights are kept
going and the audience goes right on talking
no matter what is transpiring on the stage
or screen. There is no good music — everything from a victrola to a three-piece orchestra is used. The theater seats have shelves
in front of them
for tea and nuts.

SPICE OF THE

PROGR.VI'

JUPITER
FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

His picturizations included "The
Spy." "Come Through," "Queen of
the Sea,"
Daughters" and
the
Yorke "Sheltered
Norrov series.
Cochran Gets "Robin Hood"
Charles B. Cochran, a leading British theatrical manager, will present
Douglas Fairbanks' "Robin Hood" in
London. Contract was signed yesterday. The London premiere will
take place shortly before Christmas.
Cochran will sail Saturday with prints
and accompanied by Clarence Erickson, of the Fairbanks organization,
who will look after business matters.

Specialists- in Motion Pictures
No. 5 West 42dA St.
Sale or Reotal
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mqndrd
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Robert Vignola Sails
G. Vignola sailed yesterday
on the Laconia on a trip around the
world. He was tendered a farewell
dinner by Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Paterno
at Riverdale-on-Hudson.
FILM

DAILY)

London — The Talmadge party, including Norma and Constance Talmadge, Mrs. Margaret Talmadge and
Jos. M. Schenck, sailed from here on
the Mauretania, due in New York
Nov. 25. Constance will reach New
York just in time to see her "East
is West" open at the Strand.
Margaret Leahy, winner of the
Talmadge beauty contest, is now on
a tour of the provinces. She will
follow a week later on the Aquitania,
to assume her role of Aggie Lynch
in support of Norma in "Within the

Law."

Soni

DAILY)

Hollywood — George Bronson Howard, scenario writer, was found dead
at his home. It is believed that he
inhaled illuminating gas. He had
been with Universal, Fox and Lasky.

years."
Robert

Talmadge Party Sails

THE

FILM
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"As to the future of the motion picture in
China, there is this to be borne in mind :
There are only 75 large cities, with a population of. 100.000 or more that are accessible
by railway or steamship lines. In these 75
cities perhaps only 2,000,000 persons are
available as movie fan prospects. In entire
China 5 per cent of the population can be
considered as immediate prospects for films
because the rest are unable to pay admission prices. In order to enlarge the field of
films it would be an excellent plan to have
them shown in connection with the spoken
drama. There have been no moving picture
theaters built in China during the last five
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In the Courts

PiitheN ews
No. 94

_;iAL SESSION OF CONGRESS— InJting scenes as 67th Congress reconvenes
■hip Subsidy Bill.
IDE SOVIET RUSSIA — The great trial
loscow of Social Revolutionists; exclusive
JCETON
BEATS
YALE — The tiger
the bulldog at Princeton.
IMENCEAU HERE — Nation welcomes
I'Tiger oj France" on his arrival in New
)tlr news as usual.

*m£

ONLY

:o

ONE-REEL' FEATURE

The Fairmount Film Corp. had
sued Metro for an injunction restraining the latter from exhibiting the film
"Hate," on the ground that the plaintiff first used the name for a film starring May McAvoy in 1917, and that
the film is now being shown in foreign countries and is being revised for
exhibition here. It is alleged that the
Metro film is based on an entirely
different story.

DAILY

i

Francis X. Bushman was sued in
the Supreme Court for $1,670 by
Suzanne Devoyod, a member of the
Comedie Francaise in Paris. The
plaintiff alleges that in 1919 the defendant represented that if she would
send him $3,120 he would come to
France to appear in a film then being
planned by her. She says he never
went there and returned only $1,450
of the money he received.

The Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court has affirmed the decision of the lower court permitting the
^^
operation of a moving picture theater
Dorothy Dalton to Coast
in the building at the southwesat
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
corner of Broadway and 95th Street.
licago — Dorothy Dalton is visit- The property is now leased by the
n( her parents here en route from Trio Amusement Co. The proceeding was brought in the nature of an
'U' York to Hollywood.
injunction suit by the Broadway and
96th Street Realty Co., owned by the
Iiomas Meighan Takes Vacation
William Fox interests, against the
al
Y)
especi to THE FILM DAIL
Superintendent of Buildings to rehite Sulphur Springs, W. Va. —
strain him from permitting such use
riimas Meighan is here for a two of the building.
ied
7e<s vacation. He is accompan
The facts in the case have been pre(jn^awrence Wheat who has been in
viously published.
iighan's last three pictures.
Held Over in London
I

(Special

Exhibitor Arrested
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engagement of
''ay Hauser, of 106 Christopher St.,
Tt arrested on a charge of impairing
"Smilin'
Norma Talmadge's
h morals of children by permitting Through" at the West End has been
hn to enter his theater without extended for another month.
)a nts or guardians.
Unfinished Theater Sold

I
Overseating Blamed
^verseating is an ill from which
dbitors of Western Canada are
snering according to W. P. Dewees

(Special

— The

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Evansville, Ind. — Preferred creditors with claims aggregating $240,583.45 forced a receiver's sale of
the unfinished Vendomc in course of
construction. The sale brought $80,)f/'ancouver
beenas spending
w weeks in who
New has
York
visiting 000. It is understood that $250,000
mnber of the First National Reta- in stock was sold in the theater
il Committee.
company.

LABORATORY

EXPERT

WANTED
A large Producing Concern will engage the services
of a First Class Laboratory Expert, who knows good
printing from bad, who can inspect and pass on prints
before they are shipped from the Laboratory. Must
be honest and wide awake.
Good salary to the right man.
Address
§lli11l|{

B-717, care The

Film

Daily

or course its a

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
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Incorporations

Book "Rags to Riches"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle — Jensen & Von Herberg
have booked Wesley Barry's "Rags
to Riches" for their entire circuit.

Springfield, 111. — Palais Amus. Co.,
Chicago. Capital, $300,000. Incorporators, H. Emerson, W. J. Parker
and Moe Cushman.

Pictures on Steamers
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Seattle — Moving picture shows
with a daily change of program are
planned by the Admiral Oriental S.
S. line for the entertainment of nassengers on its, five boats plying between Puget Sound and Far Eastern
ports.

Boston — Clarendon Theaters, Inc.
Incorporators, L. V. Banker, L. E.
Owen and R. L. Freeman.
Trenton, N. J.— Beyer Bros., Inc.,
Manhattan. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, Benjamin, Simon and
Gussie Beyer.

$500,000 Theater in Honolulu
(Special

to THE

FILM

Albany — Tuscan Theater Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, F. Bien, J. L. Freider and
H. Weiss.

DAILY)

Honolulu, H. I.— The Consolidated
Amuse. Co. has opened the new
Hawaii with "The Three Musketeers."
Madison, Wise. — Rex Theater Co.,
It is an 1,800 seat house costing
$500,000. Officers of the companv Sheboygan. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, E. and J. Hoefer and
are Joel C. Cohen, president, and
John H. Magoon, treasurer and gen- A. S. Hahn.
eral manager. Benj. F. Simpson is
the house manager. The ushers are
St. Louis, Mo. — Illmo Amus. Co.
30 Chinese girls.
Capital, $20,000. Incorporators, F.
Lewis, R. B. Dickson and L. Wagner.

A One-Man Organization To-Let!

Albany — C. & V., Manhattan, motion pictures. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, S.& A. Coleman and N.
Vinegrad. Attorney, S. F. Bernstein.
Manhattan.

This man will write your advertisements, secure you publicity and SELL
your product. He will be your salesmanager in deed as well as in name.
Address "Him" B-221, care FILM
DAILY
\\

Albany— MacDougall Amus. Co.,
Manhattan. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, L. Prince and S. May.
Attorney, D. T. Rosen, Manhattan.

m\mm

Trenton, N. J.— Springfield Amusement Co., Newark, motion pictures.
Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, H.
Besem, A. Kreisberg and Harvey
Morchower.

MADE TO ORDER
Commercial Developing and Printing

Sheriff Sells House
(Special

FOR

FILM

Ray Stinnett Gets Three
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.— Ray J. Stinnett has
acquired two Southern Enterprise
houses in Abilene and the Jefferson
ni this city. Stinnett formerly owned
the Jefferson.

Florida House

RENT

(Special to THE

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
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Wilmington, Del.— The Polonia
has been sold for $40,000 to C. B.
Evans, attorney, by Sheriff Gould.

HAND LETTERED TITLES
negative and positive
19c per foot.
LOUIS
MEYER
Craftsmen Film Labs., Inc.
251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7461-7620
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Immoral

Priscilla Dean
Objecting
Playing Role in "Drifting"
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Hollywood — Priscilla Dean, Universal star, has registered a serious
objection to playing the role of Cassie
Cook in the screen version of "Drift;'ing," on the ground that the part
portrays an immoral woman.
The star has refused to play the
oart until it is modified. She further
insists on being paid her salary while
awaiting definite action in the matter.
Irving Thalberg, general manager
at Universal City, states that the
film will be produced with a prominent star in the leading role. He
anticipates that Miss Dean will
appear.
As far as the immorality of the
Dart is concerned, Thalberg points out
that when Wm. A. Brady produced
the play on the speaking stage, Alice
Brady appeared in the role, thus
ishowing that one important producer
|has already considered the part not
too immoral for his own daughter.
As Miss Dean shows no sign of
weakening, and her stand involves
the contractual relations between herIself and Universal, it is likely that
jlegal action will be taken by both
isides.
At the Universal offices yesterday
there was no comment forthcoming
on the report.

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor

Associated First
National yesterJan. 1st
day announced releases for the second
half of the present season, beginning
Jan., 1923. Twenty-five "ictures are
included in the list which carries the
set releases of First National well into June 1923.
In the line up of stars continue
such names as Norma Talmadge,
Constance Talmadge, Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Gish Jackie Coopan, Guy Bates Post, Katherine MacDonald, Dorothy Phillips, Douglas
MacLean. "Strongheart," the famous
doff of "The Silent Call" and "Brawn
the directors whose names
of Among
the North."
appear in the list are John Stahl,
Thomas Ince, Edwin Carewe, Allen
Holubar. John S. Robertson, Frank
Llovd, Victor Schertzinger, E. Mason
Hopper, Maurice Tourneur, Laurence
Trimble and Jane Murfin.
The releases will contain adaptions

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms," Number Three on the list of Preferred
Pictures. It will make as big a splurge as its predecessors, "Rich Men's
Wives" and "Shadows." Now ready for exhibition through the Al Lichtman exchanges. — Advt.
Famous

Canadian Lease Two

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ft. William, Ont.— Th : Famous
Players Canadian Corp. have leased
the Royal, paying a yearly rental of
Pneumonia, Nev.
$12,000 with an ontiou to purchase
[Dear Friend Danny:
the house for $150,000 any time withI didn't know you was going to
in the ten year lease.
publish tpy letters when I wrote
J.
C. Murray has sold his house, the
you, but if other exhibitors get ideas
out of them, why let them slide. I Orpheum, to Famous on the same
been getting lots of good experience terms mentioned above.
this_ week. A salesman from the
The Famous Canadian Corp. now
Universal was here. He said my
control
town was overseated, so I took out William. the only two houses in Fort
the two back rows of the Elite, but
it didn't help business much, my last
Tuesday being within ninety cents of
the one before, only on that day I
Comments Oberholtzer of Hays Reshowed on Wednesday instead.
marks "to Distract Attention
Old Man Inglebaur croaked O. K..
so I did pretty good with "Lena's
From
(Special to THECensorship"
FILM
DA TT.V)
Load." I got a great show for tonight, the express a^ent here got a
Philadelphia — Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer. formerly secretary of the
package of films by mistake, with the
address tag lost and he loant it to State Board of Motion Pictures, commenting on Will H. Hays who, as
me for the night, this will make
double feature bill, which I read noted, spoke here before the Philadelphia Forum, characterized Hays
Markus Low runs in his outlving
bouse at Ffty-ninth Street. New as "one who makes pious gestures to
York. I can't imagine a house out distract attention from State censorthat far doing anv business but guess
When Hays was shown a copy of
T,nw ain't no fool on exhibitin"- from
ivV.at T hear from a Metro salesman the charges made by Oberholtzer he
came back by handing over the 40
that was here three months ago.
(Continued
on Page 2)
ship" (Continued on Page 2)

"Pious Gestures"

Technicolor Film at Rialto
"The Toll of the Sea," one of the
new Technicolor process pictures, will
be shown at the Rialto next week.
Pettijohn Back

organHays'
Pettijohn
y
C. J. ization
returned,toofhisthedesk
yesterda
after a brief vacation.
Courtland Smith left yesterday on
a hunting trip.
Madge Bellamy, Associated Star
Arthur S. Kane announced yesterbe stardayinthat
red
a Madge
series toBellamy
be madewillby Regal
Pictures and released through Asso.
Exhibitors.
That Miss Bellamy would be starred, and Associated would have the
release, was noted on Nov. 2.
Griffith Run Near End
"One Exciting Night,' the D. W.
Griffith production now at the Apollo,
must end its run soon as the Selwyns
plan to close the theater for two
weeks to rebuild the stage for their
of "Johannes Kreisler."
presentation
picture is scheduled to close Dec.
The
2. If possible Griffith will keep the
theater two days longer to present
"The Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance."

from such stage success as "Within
the Law" in which Norma Talmadge
will star; "The Girl from the Golden
West," the Belasco play which will
be made in the west by Edwin CarVoice Talmadge
from the Minaret"
anotherewe: "The
Norma
vehicle;
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Canadian Tax
Seeming
Discrepancy
in Valuation
Results From Arbitrary
Taxation Rate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washineton— The figures compiled
bv the Department of Commerce
showine that in Aueust. 1922. Canada
took 1.845.895 feet of positive film
from America valued at $90,108 drew
an inquiry from John A. Cooper,
chairman of the advisorv board of
the Canadian M. P. Distributors.

Canadi"according
wrotere<Tulatio
Cooper
ns tothis
an customs
film
comes in here at 8 cents a foot, which
would be $147,671.60. Whv is this
film exported from America at a
whereas Canada ex$90,108,
value oftracts
from the importers of the
■same film a sales tax based on
the $147,671.60 valuation? U the U.
t's valuation is correct,
S. governmen
the
importers here are paying an
exorbitant sales tax. It makes no
diflFerence to the dutv because the
foot."
is 3 cents
dutv
that the rate
tion adevelops
Investiga
of 8 cents a foot has nothinor to do
with the price at which the film was
sold, but is a rate arbitrarily placed
thereon by the Canadian government.

'^ai
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"Pious
Gestures"
(Continued
from
Page
1)
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East. Kod.
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,do pfd
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Griffith
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\Vorld
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of the address which
livered before the Forum.

he

de-
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
(Continued
from
Page
1)

This here feature I found at the
"The figure that Will Hays makes
as an improver of moving pictures is express office ain't got no title on it
a pious gesture which has not yet and don't seem to end no where, the
deceived
very many people," said main title seems to be "Episode
Oberholtzer.
Four," which my wife thinks_ is the
four horses of Appollinaris, vvhi(:h vvas
"Nobody pretends that he sees the run in San Francisco. If it is, it's
pictures before th'^v are circulated, certainly exciting without any finish
th only way the output can be con- to it.
trolled, that he would have nroI may be the owner of a big cirhibitory powers if he did see them,
cuit by the time you hear from me
tliat he represents more than a part
of the industry, that his function is again. I got my eye on a house
over at Frostburg, twenty miles from
more than to go about t.v forums and here. It is a two hundred seater with
women's meetings to confuse the is- a, what I think they call a dummy
sue and run up sentiment unfavorable
(two far for bicycling), but I
to a legal supervision of the business. stage,
think I can make a go of it anyhow,
If he can do anything like this he
will serve his masters well and make fo." I can get better rentals on a circuit than for one house.
them willing perhaps to renew their
It
looks like I can give a matinay
fine contract with him for more pretense and buncombe. He will not Thanksgiving, if the print gets in in
time. My Labor Day show got in
fool many peonle in Pennsylvania."
too late for the night show, so_ I
ain't going to announce anything
Syracuse Starts Second
special till I feel the old picture right
Syracuse Motion Picture Co.' has in my hand.
started its second production "MidI got a slip of paper frorn a paper
night" with Henry Hull and Mary asking me to make it out with details
Thurman. Hamilton Smith is directHere's
howyouI
ing. Distribution will be handled by about
filled itmy
out.theater.
Make any
changes
Producers Security Corp.
want and return to me.
"Love Nest"Security
Thru Producers'
"The Love Nest" with Richard
Travers and Jeanne Scott, directed by
Wray Physioc. has been placed with
Producers' Security Corp. for distribution.
Judgments Filed
Judgments were filed yesterday
aeainst Elkay Feature Film Mfg.,
T^iction Pictures, McNamara Feature
T^'ilm
Corp. and Montgomery Moore
Film Corp.

City, Pneumonia, Nevada.
Name of Theater, Elite.
Policy, Prudential
Insurance
Co.Seating
capacity,
out 12 seats.)
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"Trilby" which will be made

with

Guy Bates Post as "S^engali." "The
Bright Shawl," Joseph Hergesheimer's latest book will be a Richard Barthelmess starring vehicle, most of the
scenes being made in Cuba. Maurice
Tourneur

will put on "The Isle of

With the release calendar set until
Dead Ships."
next June and with further releases
mapped out Richard A. Rowland,
Harry Q. Schwalbe and other members of Executive Committee have
gone to the coast to sign up more independent producers for First National release.

Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Johnny Jones has finished "Stung." his latest comedy for
J. K. MacDonald Prod.
Barbara La Marr will be featured
feminine player and David Butler, the
male lead, of Gasnier's- latest production, as yet unnamed, for B. P. Schulberg and Al Lichtman. Story is an
original by Frank Dazey and Agnes
Cristine Johnston who collaborated
on the adaption.
Harry Garson's latest presentation
of Clara Kimball Young, Metro release, will be "The Woman of
Bronze" and adapted by Hope Loring
and Louis Lighton, will be directed

(took

Size of program.
Don't print
any, announce them.
Population. 94 humans.
Manager, Clem Deneker.
Treasurer, Clem Deneker.
Operator, His Wife.
Best Wishes.
Yours Truly,

by
Vidor. Joseph
WilliamWright
O'Connell
will King
photograph,
will
be art director. Cast will include
John Bowers, Katherine McGuire.
Edwin Stevens, Lloyd Whitlock and
Edward Kimball.
H. E. GAUSMAN

Albany — Virginia Prod., Manhattan.
CLEM DENEKER.
Capital, $20,000. Incorporators, J.
NEGATIVES BOUGHT
Composition Confirmed
Curtis, G. Whiting and J. Lait. AtThis composition was confirmed
We will purchase negatives of
torney, F. E. Goldsmith, Manhattan. ^'psterdav; Tndenendent Movie Supply
Metro Buys
(Special
to THE "Fatal
FILM Millions"
DAILY)
new pictures only.
Co. Inc.. 729 .Seventh Ave., 100 per
Hollywood — Metro has purchased
Okla. City. — Ponca City Amus. Co.,
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
pavable 10 pe- cent in cash
Ponca City, Okla., Capital, $100,000. cent.,
nnd
the
balance,
90
per
cent
in
notes.
1540
Broadway.
N.
Y. C.
picture
rights
to
Wm.
Dudley
Pelley's
Incorporators, A. L. Hogan, C. E.
story "Her Fatal Millions," for Viola
Dana.
Harry Beaumont will direct.
Kinney and Frank Jamison all of
Capitol Officers Elected
Ponca City.
At the annual meeting of the Moredall Realtv Co., owner of the Capitol,
"Unlimited Facilities for Quality Work"
Universal
has
purchased
"The
Chicken That Came Home To in which Goldwyn Pictures Corp. is
SERVING
THE FOREMOST
PRODUCERS
OF THE WEST
Roost,' by Frederic A. Kummer, for interested, the usual quarterlv dividend of $50,000. navablp Dec. 1st.
Gladys Walton. The story appeared
in the November issue of Cosmopoli- was declared. The following officers
tan.
were elected:

(^^xiu.cahan£ilt/hjUM£)

■THE yiC^ OErTHE

CAMERA

MAN

WANTED
Must Also be Able to Shoot
TITLES
and ANIMATION.
Permanent Position — State
Experience
Address K-23 c/o Film Daily

Messmore Kendall, president: Edward Bowes vice president; P. W.
Haberman. treasurer: Erich Schav.
assistant treasurer; Armand Lopez,
secretary. New members elected to
t'le Board ar" H. Ittleson. J. R.
Grauin'er and Erich Schay.
The comrlcte list of directors of
the Moredall Realty Co., reads as
follows: Georgp Armsby. Edward
Bowes, William Braden. Robert W.
Chambers. George H. Dnran, Coleman DuPont. F. J. Godsol. J. R.
Grainger. Philin Haberman. Gabriel
Hess, Morris Hilder. Frank Hitchcork. Duncan A. Holmes. Henry
Tttleson. Messmore Kendall. Erich
Schay, Edgar Selwvn and Lee Shubert.

'•■'■"■'■•'
John M.Mckolaus

Phones
Ho/lytvood
63/Sand 6943

S.MTompki'ns

Sew€wcl and RotnaiiiQ Streets

ffollywood Gi/i/ornta
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e Covered Wagon
Js on the way !

llil!lliiiiiiilll

THEY'RE
on "The
Wagon"
out in the still
Utah working
desert, ninety
milesCovered
from a railroad.
3,000 actors, including 1,000 Indians, together with 600
oxen, 300 covered wagons, and hundreds of horses are
engaged in producing a picture that will never be forgotten.
The attack of 1,000 Indians on the three mile wagon
train promises to be the biggest thrill ever filmed. Other
thrills will be the buffalo hunt, with 500 bison ; the fording of a mile wide river, and a prairie fire.
Here is a scene on location, showing part of the great
wagon train.

James Cruze is producing the picture, from the novel
by Emerson Hough.

Watch for
further
FACTS
about "The
Covered
Wagon
>>

It's a Paramount Picture
There's a —
GOLD
MINE
AHEAD/

m
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Kurtz Bartola Sales Mgr.
(Special to THE

Hopp Hadley's Producers Service
Co. is handling Oscar Lund's "Love's
Old Sweet
Song,"
with Louis
Wolhcim,
Donald
Gallaher
and Helen
Weir.
"Notoriety" Rights Sold
Sam Sax, back from a trip for
L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby
North, reports sales of Will Neigh's
"Notoriety"
to the forMidwejt
Distrib.
Co. of Milwaukee
Wisconsin
and
the upper peninsula of Michigan and
to Lee Goldberg's Big Feature Rights
Corp. of Louisville for Kentucky and
Tennessee. Both buyers contracted
for the Nigh series of four features.
Estabrook With Distinctive
Howard Estabrook, who recently
resiTneJ, as noted, from F. B. O., has
join :d Distinctive Pictures Corp., as
general assistant to Arthii S. Friend,
president, and Henry M. Hobart,
vice-president and production manager. Estabrook will be occupied
w^th production plans which involve
several uew units in addition to the
George Arliss pictures.

DAILV

'^ Independents

Dickens Film to Alexander
Sold for Brazil
Alexander Film Corp. has obtained
"Rich Men's Wives," first release
Charles Dickens' "Great Expecta- of the Al Lichtman Corp., has been
tions" for the Greater New York ter- sold for Brazil to the Compania
Brazil Cinematografico.
vice Co.ritory through the Producers' SerBert Adler in Omaha
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Shallenberger in Mid- West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Bert Adler, special representative of Distinctive Pictures, paid
Des Moines — W. E. Shallenberger,
president of Arrow, passed through a visit to the United Artists exchange.
His next stop is St. Louis.
here en route to Minneapolis.
To Handle Lund Film

1

FILM

DAILY)

C. B. C. Offices Moved
The C. B. C. Film Sales Co j
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
moved
to larger quarters .
Wien, Austria — Sidney M. G^^ldin, eighth
floor of the Mecca B,|
American director, has completed a 1600 Broadway.
Goldin in Austria

feature
suggested
Bells,"
and is now
workingby on"The
his second
production.
New Kwality Exchange
Salt Lake City — L. K. Brin, manager of the Kwality organization,
handling Warner Bros, features, has
opened a branch office at 52 Exmanager. change Place with A. J. O'Keefe as

Chicago — K. G. Kurtz has been
S-P Exchange Opens
appointed general sales manager of
the Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
The S-P-Film Exchange, a new
He succeeds Dan Barton.
state-right company has opened offices at 729-7th Ave., under the management of Samuel Pinkenfeld. The
Burr's All Star Cast
new company will handle the new
In "Flames of Youth" which Edga' Shorty Hamilton series, and other
Lewis is making for C. C. Burr is the short
subjects.
following cast. James Kirkwoo'l,
Doris Kenyon, Mary Carr, Robert
Winstock With Kwality
Edeson and Edmund Breese. Nearly
I special to THE FILM DAILY)
all of these are either being starred or
featured in Broadway plays of films.
Portland, Ore.— Melvin G. Winstock, veteran film man, has joined
the Kwality organization, Warner
Gerson Pictures Re-organized
Bros, representatives in the North(Scecial to THE
FILM
DAILY)
west. He will have charge of the
San Francisco — The Paul Gerson new exchange,
403 Davis St., which
Pictures Corp. has been re-organized will be opened Dec. 1st.
with C. E. Reinhart, head of the Reinhart Lumber Co., as the new president
and Philip S. Baker, vice-president of
Burr Gets "Blind Justice"
the Baker, Hamilton & Pacific Co..
C. C. Burr has taken over distribuas the new vice-president. Jas. L.
tion rights to Edward Sloman's
Jerichau, wholesale tobacco merchant, "Blind Justice," filmed from Frank
is the secretary. . Paul Gerson, R. Adams' story with Milton
founder of the company, remains in Sills, Carmel Myers, Pat O'Malley,
charge of production. The company Jack Mower, Walter Long, Alex
is
producing the Plum Center com- Frances, Eric Mayne, Charles Clary
edies.
and Wilson Hummel.

.

ONLY

Ed LeSaint Here
Edward J. LeSaint, who has i
ed two features for C. B. C i
town to go over production p i
"Temptation," with Joe Bran
Jack Cohn.
Scenario Writer Engage

Mrs. L. Case Russell has b.
gaged
by Atlantic Features, .,
which Robert
W. Wood is pr 1
row.
to
prepareViolin,"
the for
scenario
Broken
releasefor'
H. H. Thomas Heads Arrow i
H. H. Thomas has beei. aca
to the position of manager of i c
New York exchange. Thoir
been with Arrow for two i)
He was formerly with the All i
Film Corp. and, before that, v .
Fox New York exchange.
Fire Chief in Film
,
(Special to THE FILM DAIjr
St. Louis — Fire Chief Wm. i
will "die" in the St. Louir hit
film being made here by the (
acker Film Co., under the d
of
Gilbert
P.
Hamilton.
Panzer
is taking the ro'"
chief who died in the great
1849.

\jan7es Morr/'son\
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Memorandum

Book

Analyze Plans
Many Important Film Folk Discuss
English Productions Ideas With
Col. Bromhead
For the first time in the history
of the industry the question of how
.\merican film folk viewed the idea

Fox Records of Jim Callahan's Producing
Company- mcern in
Troub
.Atlantic City — Tin ames Callahan
Motion Picture Corp which secured
a' Delaware charte last January
authorizing the sale o a million dollar
capital stock in the form of 100,00.)
shares at 10 each, was recently
probed before Justice of the Peace
Paxson. James Callahan, its president, was at that time in the city
jail, unable to secure $20,000 bail.
Charles Dunn, proprieto • of a delacatessen store, is secretary, and declared that he had $300 invested ir
the stock. The records he possesse:
of the million dollar corporation, ar^
kept in a pocket memorandum bool
and a stock certificate book.
Callahan was arrested on complain
of Mrs. Ernesta Vannucci, hotel pro
prietress, who had invested $300 in
the company.
The company floated considerable
stock in Bridgeton and Vineland.
During the stock selling time in
i Bridgeton a studio was operated.
The officers of the Callahan Corporation, according to Secretary Dunn
are: President, James Callahan; Vice
iContinued

on

Page

2)

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
The following has been received
from Zeke Beesun, Split Lip, Nevada:
Dear Danny:
I have read with interest the grief
of Brother Deneker at Pneumonia
and while he sure has my sympathies,
I want to state that I am anything
but a heavy hitter in the Luck League.
I own and operate, the Smellsbad
Theater at Split Lip, about 60
miles north of Pneumonia, as the
Ford flies, and we have a population
! of seventy-six souls and two insurance agents.
My house is situated about eight
doors from the main street, and it
takes a pretty good front to pull the
neighbors ofT the drag. If the
occasion demands it, I can crowd
83 customers into my house, but I
am taking a chance in doing so as
the last time I done it, fourteen were
suffocated.
You see the Smellsbad wasn't
built for a theater. Prior to my taking it over, it was used as a temporary
freight station for cattle, and although I fumigate it before every
show, the minute I get a few folks
in, the odor of swine pervades the
atmosphere.
The
last time I had
(Continued

on

Page

3)

of British made productions — as to
their desirability for America — was
liscussed in the open yesterday at
the Astor.
The discussion came in a brief
after luncheon talk as the result of
■"ol. A. C. Bromhead, of the English
Gaumont Co., announcing the ambitious plans which his organization
has in mind: of making large and
important pictures destined to find
a place among the picture successes
of and in America. The Colonel, who
sails on the Majestic today, briefly
outlined his plans^ — calling for the
first to be made by an American
director, with American stars, in

After the Adams boys saw "Thorns and Orange Blossoms" they booked it
at once fot the U. S. Photoplay theater in Paterson, N. J., and for the
Newark theater in Newark, N. J. Wise exhibitors. Watch the army of
boosters grow! The Al Lichtman exchanges are handling distribution. —
Advt.
Through Allied Prods. & Distribs.
The productions of the newly formed Affiliated Authors, Inc., will probably be handled by Allied Prods. &
Distribs., according to Frank E.
Woods, one of the organizers of the
producing company.
Reports Coast Active
Frank Lloyd, who arrived yesterday from the Coast to direct Norma
Talmadge in "Within the Law," reports considerable production activity
in Hollywood.
"The Metro, United, Selznick,
Goldwyn, Fox, Universal and Famous
Players studios are all busy," Lloyd
said. "The producers are maintaining a healthy atmosphere out there.
While there is nothing hectic about
the situation there are more productions now being filmed than for some
Lloyd's plans for the future, after
hetime."
finishes "Within the Law" are not
yet definite. Tony Gaudio, camera
man, arrived with Lloyd.
The
Talmadge
Norma.
Constance,
Talmadge and Jos.
rived yesterday on
1 after several months

party,
including
Mrs.
Margaret
M. Schenck arthe Mauretariia
abroad.

Stahl to Coast
John M. Stahl will leave for the
Coast soon to start work on "Money,
Love and the Woman" for Louis
B. Mayer.
Hays Coast Representatives
When the Hays organization opens
offices in Los Angeles, pursuant to
tlie plan previously noted, the men in
charge will be Thomas J. Patten,
former postmaster of New York City,
and Jos. O'Neill, now with the Hays
organization,
according to present indications.

Fngland and producing Hall Caine's
"The Quality of Mercy."
Harry Warner, of Vv^arner Bros.,
urged Col. Bromhead to proceed
carefully, making clear that one of
the difficulties of English productions
was the British atmosphere injected,
to which Warner declared, there was
objection from American audiences.
(Continued

on

Paite

2)

British Boom
England Expects the Cinema to Become Leading Industry — Its
Theaters Equivalent to
Continental Cafes
(Special

to THE

FILM

London — Writing
press, G. A. Atkinson
"Organization and
such men as Lord

DAILY)

in the Daily Exsays:
the leadership of
Ashfield and Sir

William Jury are solving the problems inherited from get-rich-quick
days.
"In another five years the cinema
industry will probably occupy the

fifth
or sixthhierarchy
place in this
country's
commercial
in respect
to
capital invested, numbers employed
Cleveland, O. — W. D. McGuire, of and corporate influence.
the National Board of Review, ad"The reader will say, 'How can that
dressed the Chamber of Commerce be? How can a business which exists
at luncheon here on the difficulties,
on a purely artificial and rather Demoinconsistencies and arbitrary character
cratic entertainment hope to challenge
of State censorship.
in wealth and importance such vested
McGuire followed his talk by interests as railways, banking and
screening several cuts made by
The answer
thatwhich
patvarious censor boards in comedies shipping?'
rons of cinema
theaters,is at
and news weeklies. A ballot was weekly attendance now aggregate 40,taken on the films with a resultant 000.000, are not so vitally interested
vote of more than two to one that as the reader might suppose in the
the picture should have been passed actual quality of this entertainment.
(Continued
on Page 2)
without change.
Straw Vote Against Censorship
fSpecial 'n THE

FIT.M DAILY)

THE
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PriceSCenft

(Cortinued from Page 1)
He was followed by M. L. Finklestein, of Asso. First National, who
voiced the belief that in Minnesota
(where he owns theaters) if a good
story is presented on the screen that
it makes no dii?crence where the production came from; but he insisted
on a good story with strong love
interest.
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FILM York,
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loseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Elmer W. Pearson, general manTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
ager of Pathe Exchange declared tha'
months,
$5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. in his opinion Harry Warner's viewpoint was perhaps strained. H*^
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, pointed out that by the methods used
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. in exploiting and advertising in thi'^
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman, country
that names of stars and
6411
1603. Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood authors of prominence were fssets to
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S. the box office, and tliat many British
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fred- made productions suffered in thi'
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury country on this account. But he warAve., London, W. 1.
inclined to the belief that there wa*;
Paris
Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue dc a ready market here for well mad^
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Interna- pictures, regardless ^f the source, or
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo- country, and po-'nted to the succes''.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
of "Passion" with a star unlcnown to
this country, pointinij out that man-'
exhibitors advertised Pola Negri'':
name even thouf^h their patrons did
High
Low
Close Sale«
not know who she was.
East. Kod. 85^
85 J4 85i/$
400
F. B. Warren of the AmcrV"
F. P.-L. .. 90^
89^
895^
800 Releasing Corp., broke his we
do pfd. . 97^
97^
97^^
100 K'nown rule not to speak publiclv and
G'wyn
...
5s/s
Syi ' S'A
1,200 delivered an excellent talk, urging
jrriffith
No* quoted
Bromhead to proceed with his program, but pointing out the need of
Loew's ... 18J4
183/g
18>4
4,000
Triangle
Not quoted
liaving
"the blue print of his conWorld
Not quoted
struction" that is the continuity, correct, and the action speeded to the
Pantages in Hollywood
"iewpoint of America rather than
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
England. It was his belief that such
' H o II y w o o d — Pantages
has an- nroductions should and would be encouraged here. James R. Grainier
nounced plans for a $1,500,000 theater
to be built here for combined vaude- Cioldwyn, said he felt American audiville and pictures.
ences would welcome any eood nirture. and L. B. Bovnton, of The Exhibitors Trade Review suggested t'lat
Stanley Theater for Baltimore
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
a.tTionPT the important matters t'^at
Bromhead bear in mind was t'-e
Baltimore, Md. — The Stanley Co. nroper
titling of his productions to
of America, will invade the local ■i-ippt
American ideas.
field when it re-opens Nixon's Victoria as a motion picture theater.
In conclusion the Colonel sair' hrThis theater was recently badly "•as thankful for all the suTfrest'0"s
damaged by fire and $100,00 has spent •offered, and said that when he or '-'=
brother arrived here in the .Soring
on it since that time. "Broadway
the
finished production would l-""
Rose" is scheduled as the opening
attraction.
brouerht alone, and thi= wo'il'' b"
the pnswer of the effort to be madp.
Swedish Star Coming
All of the trade papers were r""George Ekman, Swedish film star, rnnpnted. and there were nr^sen*" b'^will arrive shortly before Jan. 1st to c'des tho=p mentioned. Mr. Beae'-'oii.
make at least three productions in ■""f the Hav; organisation: '^'dnev
this country. Victor Seastrom, di- Garrett and Miltr-n Cohen of Interrector, and J. Julian, camera man, Globe Exnort; W. B. EranV of
will accompany Ekman. All three A.sso. Exhibitors, Wm. Goldie, and E.
have been with the Swedish Bio- B. Hatrick. of International.
graph. Ekman's latest release here
was "The Stroke of Midnight." Distribution will be handled by George
H. Hamilton.
(Conttnued from Pa^^e 1)
Ekman will recruit the rest of his
"The cinema theater is reallv ♦'-'■
company. Production of other pic- Rr'>i=h priu'i'alent of the 'Continen*-^'
tures will depend upon the way the Cafe' It offers a cheap convenic't
first three are received.
comfortable and restful means nf
passing the ^lack hours between bu";'ne^s and bedtime. That is its strength
and the secret of its lure"Tbe c'nema industrv has brouTlit
(^^cLu-ccLiurna£Mciuyi£)
a score of new traHes and nrof''Ssin"<f
into existence and is closelv depnnrlent upon mani' other trades. Ttc uiterectc; in the bnildine. electrical r>nd
THE SPICE OF THE PRpGR.^.M-atprincT and allied trades ('such p =
sweets and tobacco) are enormous."

Quotations

British Boom

Saturday, November

Memorandum
(Cont'nneH

from

Book

I'.i"*-

Ii

President, Nelson Yusuk, scenario
writer; Treasurer, Wm. B. Robbins;
Stock Sales Manager, Theodore
Sccndle, 1208 Atlantic Avenue.
Callahan three years ago organized
a closed corporation to make pictures
and leased the Airport, where he did
the shooting, s-^ending a year in the
work and making 12 pictures. In this
corporation a wealthy woman resident
in lower Chelsea, invested upwards
of $60,000. Not one cent, so the report goes, 1 as been returned to her
in dividends. When she closed her
rocket book the first company quit
which, however, was the second one
in which
moter wasCallahan's
a failure. genius as a proBinney Active

■«;-erl.nl t.. T H K FILM

DAILY)

Minneapolis-^A report printed in
the current issue of Greater Amusements is to the effect that Harold
J. Binney is selling stock in MonCotr na in the \'igilante Motion Picture
cidwyn Gets a Hergesheimer Story
Goldwyn has purchased the picture
rights to "Wild Oranges," a novel by
Toseph Hergesheimer, author of "Thp
Three Black Pennys," "Java Head,"
"The Bright Shawl" and other novels.
Kriger With Abbey
Maurice B. Kriger, formerly with
Universal, Triangle and the S. A.
Lynch enterprises has joined the
newly formed Abbey Pictures, Inc.,
as head of productions.
First Svibway Scenes
■W'-at pre believed to be the first
scenes filmed in New York's subwav
will be taken by Frank Lloyd for
Norma Talmadge's "Within the

N^-T T^ast Pictures Shown
"Seeing is Believing" or "Uncle
.America See it Through," a threereeler
Law."showing the relief work being
done in the Near East, was shown
last night at the Town Hall.
The picture will be released Dec.
5. wit'-' a musical accompaniment arranged by Hugo Riesenfeld.

First Principal Pictures Sales
Sales of Principal Pictures Co
first production, "The World's
Stage," with Dorothy Phillips fro
Elinor Glyn's story, have been ma(
by Irving Lesser, Eastern managt
to the following:
Gene
Marcus,
of Twentieth
Ce-'
tury Film Corp., of Philadelphia f
Eastern Pennsylvania, southern Ne
Jersey and Delaware.
M. H. Hoffman, of Renown Fil:
Exchanges of New York, Albany ari
Buffalo for New York City norther
New Jersey and New York State.
M. Toy, of Mid-West Distributir
Co., of Milwaukee for Wisconsin.
All-Star
Features
Exchanges
Los Angeles and San Francisco fi
the Coast territory.
Al Rosenberg, of De Luxe Fil
Exchange, of Seattle, for the Nort
west.
Floyd Brown, of H. Leiber Co.,
Indianapolis for Indiana.
National Publicity Co. Lease
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
St. Louis, Mo. — The National Fil
Publicity Co. has taken a long-ter
lease with privilege of purchase <
the old Empire Brewery offi
Euilding, and will move into the ne
quarters about Dec. 1st. The N
tional is spending about $10,000
ilterations and improvements.
Declares Tax Invalid
'Siiecial to THE
FILM
DAILY)
ivioose Jaw, Can. — The amuseme
ax which has beei. levied on e
'ibitors in this part of Canada, Ii!
been declared invalid, and will 1
Ifted. This is the only Province
•"anada where the tax is collecte
Action was brought by Manag
Clarke, of the Moose Jaw Theat«
supported by all exhibitors in tl
section.
NEGATIVE FOR SALE
12,000 ft. brand new, Japanese
manners
and
customs,
with
working print half titled.
BRACKETT
Room 1902, Candler Bldg.
220 W. 42nd St

I *

I

Allen Theater Managers Election
'<=TiPr;aI

tp

THE

FTT.M

PATTV>

Toronto — At a meeting of the Allen
Theater Managers .'\sso.. the following officers were elected T. B.
Cronk, honorarv ^resident; Harvey
Williams, president: R. L. Downey,
vice-president: B. Whitman, secretary and George Morrell, treasurer.
Technicolor Inventors Coming
r55"Pcial to THE
FTT,M DAILY)
Boston — Profs. Daniel C. Comstock
and Herbert D. Kalmus. inventors of
the Techn'color process for color
motion pictures, will leave their
laboratorv work here to spend two
days in New York and attend the
opening of their production "Toll
of the Sea," at the Rialto.
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Fit and
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
(Continued

from

Page

1)

a full-house, it smelt like a combination of the stockyards and a glue
factory. The only thing that saved
me from ruin was the fact that I

was running "Stronger Than Death"
c:;menceau in new England— at the time, and the patrons thought
II
"Tiger of France" is warmly welcomed I was pulling an exploitation stunt.
infankecdcm.
Just to prove that Brother Deneker
FiNCE CELEBRATES FOURTH AN- is not alone in his troubles, I booked
N ERSARY of ending of THE
WR — The great men of the Republic unite a picture called "The Flour of
innpressive ceremonies.
Minneapolis," and decorated my
Cfie of Chile cata'strophe ; anti-militarist front with Pillsbury, WashburnleJnslration in China; floating aircraft Crosby and E-Z Bake sacks, and
^er for U. S. Navy; Gene Sarazen plays
nor golf; Portugal welcomes her airmen run a nifty catch-line on my dodgers
»1 flew across the Atlantic; etc. etc.
reading: "More For Your Dough,"
THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE
and felt sure that I would pack 'em in.
Everything looked great up to the
day of the show. Weather fine, feed
mill running full blast and everybody sober, BUT when the big day
arrived I was dumfounded to learn

:oday

that, Jake Snively's boys had run
off and joined the army, Grandma
Smoots fell in the cistern and was
drowned, Joe Doakes and Elmer
Whoozis got into a fight over a
horseshoe match and were hopeless
licago — E. D. Hopson
is now wrecks, Sim Perkins stepped in the
path of a Dodge and cashed in,
:a:4er of the Commercial.
Pop Blinkley took down with the
rheumatism, and the balance of the
liL-ago — H. M. Rouda
has been
piiiited manager of the Lanecourt. population was quaranteened with the
small-pox.
I took in twenty-five cents less
licago — Dr. Sam Atkinson is
ic managing the Calo, having been than a quarter, and when I wrote
risfcrred from the Adelphi, an- the film company for a readjustment,
they told me I could play the picit r Ascher house.
ture again without cost, but the first
licago — Jack Mason,
New
York open date they had was three years
from next Labor Day. If I have
t:c producer,
is now
manap-ing my right mind by that time, it will
' i'rmick.
kers,
succeeding
S.
Barrett
be because I've traded the Smellsbad
for a shoe repair shop.
What can I do with a barrel of
etroit — Harry Irons, late of But- snub carbons?
;ield's Franklin Square in Sagi;'. will manage the new theater
Another Merger
c being built in Campeau Ave.

.lanagerial Changes

(Special

to THE

FILM

Kiser Studios Enlarging
FILM

DAILY)

ortland, Ore. — The Kiser Studios
I is enlarging its production stafif
c continue the production of the
3gon Trail series for Pathe. Herri i Howard Matteson, short story
" er, has been signed as editor-in:lf.

Theater for Auto Patronage

(Special to THE

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ydney, N. S. W. — A special showti of "Nanook of the North" was
[in in the lobby of the Legislative
- ncil at Parliament house by Ex!<' Alliance Films Ltd.
The
HTs of Parliament praised the
nthusiastic;.lly and the news- carried the story through New
'ith Wales and Australia.

DAILY)

Pasadena. Cal.— A motion picture
theater far from any center of population and depending upon automobilists for its patrons will be tried by a
grouo of wealthy men here headed by
W. T. JefiFerson, retired millionaire.
Boosts

Films to Train

(Special to THE

"Nanook" in Antipodes

FILM

FILM

Here's A Thought
FOR

Saturday
Send In Your Subscription To

The Film Daily
NOW

TO-DAY

DAILY)

Wichita, Kans.— The Wichita, Paltoona, Pa. — Jimmie ?iid Athens
ace, Miller and Princess have merged,
icge are now mana^'ng the VicD . J. P. McGovern, former man- forming the Consolidated Amusement
g, is back with Supreme Prods, Co., which will operate all four houses.
Starting immediately, the Princess
f 'ittsburgh.
will become a stock company house
and there is a probability that the PalFilms by Airplane
ace will be used for vaudeville. The
(Special to THE KILM DAILY)
other two houses will show pictures.
dney, Australia — Captain Tracey
OflRcers of the new company are:
r Lieut. Butler, World War vet- L. M. Miller, pres.; M. B. Shanberg,
■x,s, are distributing Fox pictures
and Stanley N. Chambers.
h|ughout the Commonwealth by vice-pres.,
secy, and treasurer.
Hnne.
(Special to THE

DAILV
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Washinston — Mrs. E. R. Dessez,
head of Pathe's educational department, attended the conference of the
sub-committee on Training for Citizenship at the War Department conference called by Sec'y Weeks to discuss ways and means of raising the
mental and moral standards of America's voung men. Mrs. Dessez presented the case of educational motion
pictures.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Univcrsal's next for
Gladys Walton will be •'When Carey
Came to Town," adapted by Hugh
Hoffman from Edith Delano's novel.
King Baggot will direct. The title of
Walton's latest, "The Madonna of
Avenue A" has been changed to "The
,
.
Love Letter."
Universal has arranged with Major
to
Jack Allen, globe-trotter, for Allen
write and star in a number of short
features which are to show how he
captured alive wild beasts without
shooting or wounding.
Universal will erect a replica of the
Cathedral of Notre Dame, as it existed in 1482 for "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame."

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along, your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned iiji.
Candy Store Tie-up
Detroit — A tie-up with the MacDiarmid chain of candy stores effected
of the W^ashScheafer,
Manager
by
ington,
and John
Wilstach, of the
Goldwyn forces, attracted wide attento the run
"Remembrance."
The tiontheater
andof the
seven candy

Al Christie is directing Neal Burns
in a comedy which, as yet unnamed,
revolves about strike in shirtwaist factory. Harold Bcaudine is directing
Bobby Vernon in "In Dutch."

"Dr. Jack" Novelties
Exploitation material gotten out by
Pathe for "Dr. Jack," Harold Lloyd's
new five-reeler, includes the following novelties:
A high hat cut-out, a happy bag, a
Rollin
the
Complete cast to date of
playing card herald sepia star photos,
Sturgeon-Lucien Hubbard production,
Lloyd cut-out goggles and an en"What is Your Daughter Doing?" invelope tie-up.
cludes Patsy Ruth Miller, Edna MurRegular material includes a press
phy, Dorothy Wood, Christine Mayo, book with a full line of cuts and ads.
Zazu Pitts, Gertrude Claire, Eleanor two one-sheets, two three-sheets, a
Hancock, Fontaine La Rue, Ralph six sheet, a 24-sheet, a window card,
Graves, Philo McCuIlough, Edward eight 11x14 photos, two 22x28 colored
Hearne, Truman Van Dyke and Phil- photos. 16 black and white photos,
lips Smalley.
two 40x60 oil paintings, two slides,
th.ematic music score and a trailer.
Lewis Dayton, William A. Orlamond, and Ynez Seabury have been Election Night Tie-Up
cast to support Dorothy Phillips in
Allentown. Pa. — The feature of the
"The White Frontier" which will be "Sherlock Holmes" campaign put on
directed by Allen Holubar whose stafT
will include Harold Bucquet, assistant bv J. D. O'Rear, manager of the
Rialto was an election night tie-up
director; Byron Haskins, chief cine- bv which the Chronicle displayed a
matographer; Frank Kesson, second
"Sherlock Holmes" slide along with
cameraman and Gordon Jennings, as- the slides announcing election results.
sistant.
A tie-up was effected with the Public Library during Children's Book
^BPrevious to appearing in Rupert Week. A full page of pictures was
nut
over
in the Sundav newsnaper, the
iPHughes Goldwyn production, "Souls
for Sale," Frank Mayo will play a Call, while the Record distributed
leading part in "The Man from Out- 5,000 heralds. A post card camnaien
side" an Elite Prod., cast of which was also use and the town was billed
further includes Miriam Cooper, Mit- as if for a circus. O'Rear eiv^-; full
chell Lewis, Joseph Swickard, Harold credit to co-ooeration by Saul Silver.
Mills, James Truax and Stuart Goldwyn exploiteer.
Holmes. This company has left for
location at Cascada, Shaver Lake. New Herald Stunt

Sell Ticket Books
(Special

to THE

FILM

D.MI.YI

FILM

Films
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Kirkwood. Mo. — The High School
is now holding a picture show a
month in its auditorium. "Over the
showing.
Hill" was seen by 1,000 at the first

Jamaica. L. I. — Fred V. Greene. Jr..
of the Rialto got ahold of an old
print of film and clipped it on a card,
which read:
"Here is one inch of 'Pink Gods',
a Paramount Picture. You must not
miss the other 85,307 inches at the

The Theater."
reverse side contained straight
Louisville, Ky. — The Alamo and Rialto
the Walnut are selling ticket books advertising for the picture illustrated
for $5 and $10. The coupons may by a stock Paramount ad.
be exchanged at the box office for
Greene stood in front of bis lobby
tickets.
the night of the openine and checked
up on the cards around the theater.
San Francisco — The Francesca is He found about a hundred with the
selling book of 12 10-ccnt tickets for bit of film detached. That shows they
were taking notice.
?100.

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Open Montreal Exchange
FILM

House Closed

to THE

DAILY)

Montreal, Can. — Maurice West and
D. A. Burpee, operating the Burpee
& West Amusement Enterpri<;es,
have opened an exchange in this
city. The Carpenter-Siki fight, will
be the first they will handle.

FILM

DAILY;

Winnipeg — The
Dominion, c
ated by H. Kobols,
and forn
owned
closed.

by
the
has
The
house Allen'
may j,
be takei.

(Special to THE

Vandalia, III. — The Orpheum, owned by F. E. Ertle, of Jerseyville, was
destroyed by fire of unknown origin.
Only nominal insurance was carried.
The theater seated 500.
iSprcial to THE

(Special

by a syndicate.
Endorse Two

i neater Burned

stores gave away 30 000 numbered
cards announcing that 500 pounds of
candy would be given away to holders of lucky numbers and patrons of
the theater. The stubs of the cards
Bryant Washburn has been en- were dropped in a box in the lobby.
gaged for the part of Fritz Von Tar- The lucky numbers were announced
lenheim in Selznick's "Rupert of from the stage. The candy stores
advertised the stunt liberally.
Hentzau."
Tie-ups were also effected with
Christie has signed Anna May music stores whereby an orchestra
Dor- played old time songs in one window
Wong, to appear in support of Scott
othy Devore in comedy which
while phonographs did the same in
other stores.
Sidney is directing.

Filming on "Souls for Sale" will begin
early in December with a cast including Claire Windsor, Richard Dix and
Lew Cody.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

High School Shows
(Special to THE

Metro Feati^e
FILM

DAILY)

Atlanta,
Ga.— The
Better F
Committee
has endorsed
Rex
gram's "Trifling Women"
and
Graf's "The
Forgotten
Law,"
Metro features.
Two Arrows in Cutting Root
Two
coming
Arrow
specials •
now
in the
cutting
room.
Henderson
is working
on J;
Oliver Curwood's "Jacqueline o:

Blazing
Ge^-'-e
and
Mrs. North,"
L. Case while
Russell
, .e puIi i
final

touches

on

"Lost

RELEASE
WANTED
City."

Producer will make four
to six pictures, with well
known female star for national distribution only.

If interested write B-323c/o The Film Daily.
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RAT IT U D E
I am overwhelmed by the generous thanks and prompt recognition
accorded Universal productions this season by exhibitors,
critics and the public.
In response I want to thank exhibitors everywhere for the faith
they manifested in my assurances for big splendid productions.
They helped make the entire country go Universal this year by
a large majority.
I thank the trade press for the liberal space they have given the wonderful box office reports that exhibitors from all parts of the
country have sent in on Universal productions.
I thank the critics for their frank, helpful opinions on Universal
pictures which millions of readers used as their guide for better,
worthwhile pictures.
I thank the production department and the entire staff of authors,
actors, directors, scenarists, and the thousands of people identified with the innumerable phases of production for their never
ceasing efforts to give exhibitors not alone the finest productions
but the kind best suited to their audiences.
I thank the exchange managers and
remarkable belief they displayed
year; and for the wonderful style
not only in sales but in cooperation

the entire sales force for the
in the Universal product this
in which they came through —
with exhibitors as well.

I thank the advertising, publicity and exploitation departments for
their extraordinary efforts which were of inestimable value to
exhibitors in cashing in profitably on Universal pictures.
In fact, I thank every individual who, by his untiring effort and faith
in Universal's principles and product, has helped place the Universal Pictures Corp. in the enviable position it now occupies
in the industry.
I am grateful.

A

WONDER-RECORD

OF

THE!

WORLD'S GREATEST ATTRACTION;
COMBINING
SCREEN
AND STAGE

TjJ
m

the Del Monte

Si
Iv
HI
Theatre, Struts

Week of October 1st, 1922 First Engagement
Week of November 5th, 1922 Repeat Engagement
A. Third Engagement Signed for February 1923
And a week in Fred Cornwell's new Moline house
Harrti Garson.
presents

George Bebaii
THE SIGN OF
THE ROSE
lOltll

Helene Sullivan
and a Superior Cast

The writer of this announcement knows his i
St. Louis. In ten years the only theatre attractions that ever played repeat engagements in
the same season were Madge Kennedy in "Little
Miss Brown" and Lenore Ulric in "The Bird of

Paradise."
George
now i'
takes theBeban's
record ofunparallelled
the City of attraction
St. Louis from
any motion picture or stage attraction, just as it
has broken the box-office record of all cities ,
where it has played.
Any exhibitor who desperately needs a tremen-'
dous attraction that has never failed to "hang
up a record" had better telegraph our Home
Office sales department at once for prices and
the few remaining open dates this season.

JVtitertpan
RELEASING

'Xi/riUen and Supervised by George Hebari,
^Ll—

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited
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OF PALOMAR

News ofMondthe
Week
ay
in Headlines
Hays may have strong representative organization
soon on Coast functioning as it does here.
CeciJ
B. DeMille will picturize the Ten Commandments.

Gaumont of England plans series of pretentious pictures starting with Hall Caine's "The Quality of
Will Hays, Judge Landis and Augustus Thomas guests
Friars' Club dinner.
at
Mercy."
Norca Pictures, Inc., to distribute minimum of one a
Tuesday '
month. R. C. Cropper vice-president and general
manager.
Will Hays addresses Civic Forum in Philadelphia.
Augustus Thomas suggests at Friars' dinner that industry screen John Barrymore's "Hamlet" as an
uplift move.
Producers reply that censorship would bar "Hamlet"
from screen, but H. M. Warner is willing to undertake the production.
Wednesday
Motion pictures to invade and open China. Tremendous interests with huge capital interested in educational and amusement field.
Four Film Guild features starring Glenn Hunter to be
distributed by Hodkinson.
Eric von Stroheim joins Goldwyn.
Ernest Lubitsch to direct "Dorothy Vernon" for Mary
Pickford. Fairbanks discards "M'sieur Beaucaire";
will probably do pirate story next.
Harry Rapf to continue with Warner Bros., who also
sign Wm. Beaudine, director.
First National Executive Committee leave for HolThursday
lywood.
Priscilla Dean refuses to play in "Drifting" for Universal on ground that her role will be that ol an
immoral woman.
Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer, former Penn. censor, says
Will Hays "makes pious gestures to distract attention from censorship." Friday
First National list 25 pictures
which carries releases
up to next June.
Col. A. C. Bromhead

of Gaumont, luncheon host to
Saturday
important film folk.
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Joseph Schenck and the Talmadge's returned from
Europe today.

Page 19

Varying views regarding British production in America expressed at Bromhead luncheon.

*Pardoning the had is injuring the good." — Benjamin Franklin,
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A Mighty Fine Picture and a Very Powerful Dramatic Entertainment.
Charles Brabin presents
"DRIVEN"

*

Dependable Sales Corp.
DIRECTOR
Charles Brabin
AUTHOR
Jay Gelzer
SCENARIO BY
Alfred Rabock
CAMERAMAN
George W. Lane
AS A WHOLE
A very fine picture from every
angle; a really worthwhile achievement
STORY
Simple mountain story that is made intensely interesting by excellent treatment
DIRECTION
Of a high grade; tells a very human story in very human fashion ; unusually
fine production values
PHOTOGRAPHY
Superb
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
A remarkably well suited cast of
players; all sacrifice personal appearance for
realism and expression ; includes Emily Fitzroy,
Burr Mcintosh, Geo. Bancroft, Charles Mack
and Eleanor Fair
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Pretty mountain shots
All right
Good
Wife of outlaw

mountaineer betrays husband to save her youngest son, a weakling
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,540 feet
Charles Brabin's first independent production should
find a place among the year's best pictures because he
has really accomplished something. He has taken a
thoroughly simple and unpretentious story and made
a mighty interesting dramatic entertainment, one
whose dramatic moments carry a very definite punch
and never miss. It is essentially Brabin's intelligent
treatment that makes "Driven" a highly absorbing
feature, although the splendid cooperation he has been
given by the cast and those associated with him in its
production is evident.
Jay Gelzer's theme is slight in plot and not involved

in its' situations. It blends romance, drama and tragedy consistently and the scenario dovetails the sequences in plausible and comprehensive fashion. It
has heart interest and what a wallop there is in it.
Take, for instance, the big scene of the picture, where
the wife betrays her brutal husband and sons by telling the revenue officer where their still is located in
return for money which will send her youngest son
and his little sweetheart out of the reach of the older
son, who threatens to kill the boy and marry the girl
himself. This is the real thing and it's going to draw
tears without any effort..
Director Brabin tells the story smoothly and with
such ease. Nothing is forced and the development is
very good. And best of all is the fact that he hasn't
wasted reels and reels to tell it. It is a genuine pleasure to find a picture that is short, interesting and to
the point. There is a corking fine fight between
Charles Mack and George Bancroft. It is a real thrill.
The shots of Bancroft punching Mack when he is unconscious should come out, however. It's a bit too
brutal.
Too much cannot be said for the splendid performances of a uniformly fine cast. There is Emily Fitzroy,
who is an ideal mountaineer mother, and Charlie Mack,
the Griffith find, does delightful work as the weakling
son. Mack is a real actor and an ideal type in this.
George Bancroft is excellent as one of the brutal Tollivers with Burr Mcintosh a convincing bully, as Paw
Tolliver. Eleanor Fair is pleasing as the little girl.
The photography throughout
tions very pretty. The titles
Story : Maw Tolliver is a
sons, lawless -moonshiners.

is splendid and the locaare fine.
slave to her husband and
Lem Tolliver kills old

Hardin when he objects to Lem's attack on his little
girl, Essie. When Essie goes to live with the Tollivers, Lem discovers that Tommy, the youngest and
weakest of the Tollivers, loves Essie. Lem announces
he will marry Essie. How Maw Tolliver betrays the
moonshiners to save her boy and his sweetheart brings
it to a forceful dramatic conclusion.

Should Find a Very Definite Place Among

the Best Pictures

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

One thing about this is certain. It is a fine picture,
and if you cater to a clientele that wants good pictures, don't miss "Driven." You can make promises
for a mighty fine dramatic offering that will make a
very definite impression. They'll remember the picture. Itis that kind. And they'll remember the performances ofvery capable players, probably not bo>X
office names, but deserving of it. Do your best to
vince them of their good work.
con-

They may remember Charles Mack from Griffith's
"Dream Street." Let them know it is a story of Kentucky moonshiners and play up the angle of the mother
who braved the wrath of a brutal husband to save her
youngest son. You can also promise action. Don't
miss telling them about the fight. A few feet of this,
as a trailer, will surely bring them back. Use Charles
Brabin's name and tell them he has a fine entertainment to offer them in "Driven."

/
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Harold
"DR.
Pafepicture
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A picture to rouse you
to uncontrollable laughter; to talk about; to think
about; to rave about; and
to remember forever.

w

Lloyd

"
K
C
JA
In its originality, swift action, ludicrous incidents,
fast recurring climaxes of
irresistible comicality,
Lloyd's greatest, a verit*able masterpiece of mirth.

Pafh^picture

'T^he need of the business
-*- today is big pictures.
,
Pictures big enough to fill
the biggest houses; pictures
big enough for people to tall
about — ^to tell their friendj
to see; pictures so big thai
the little houses, as well as
the larger, will have a coin
stant turnaway.

fu

^

Hal Roach presents the supreme attraction of the
world, Harold Lloyd, in suclc
a picture, **Dr. Jack*'

Pafh^picture
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Lavish Production to Famous Old Story
Preferred Pictures presents

"THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS"
Al Lichtman Corp.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

Louis J. Gasnier
Bertha M. Clay
Hope Loring

'.Karl Struss
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Will probably prove very satisfying box office attraction in certain houses
STORY
Its drama will appeal to some although
situations carry little conviction
DIRECTION
'. . . A lavishly mounted production
and it should strike them from this angle
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
Good
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS
Estelle Taylor well suited to the
when she does not overact;
pleasing
part and
Kenneth Harlan and Edith Roberts have roles
next in importance
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Very good
Adequate
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY
Opera singer, responsible for imprisonment of man she loves,
finally relents. Her confession makes him free
to return to his wife and baby
6,971 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Very likely "Thorns and Orange Blossoms" will
make some money for exhibitors who cater to a class
who favor the type of atmosphere and situations contained in it but its popularity is decidedly confined to
these. The story is much too improbable and unconvincing to furnish entertainment lor those who
demand strong, original stories with reasonable situations.
Gasnier has mounted it lavishly and this angle of

"Thorns and Orange

the picture will be one of the exhibitors best talking
points. They like to look at elaborate settings, back
stage shots and the variety of scenes that Gasnier has
included to the end of making his picture good to look
at.
As for the story, they'll pity the young heroine,
suffer with the hero and accumulate a strong feeling
of hate for the opera singer who causes all the trouble.
It won't matter to them that hero'.s imprisonment is
unconvincing, nor that his influence and the witnesses
that he might have called, could certainly have won
him an acquittal. The development is nearly always
obvious and Gasnier has not succeeded in gathering
much suspense so that when, after several reels of
suffering on the part of hero, the opera singer relents,
confesses the truth and brings about hero's pardon,
there is no great punch to it.
The last reels might be improved in the way of a
better sustained interest by cutting. The last two
or three reels need some sort of speeding up. Some
of the sub-titles are much too flowery, and at times
there is a somewhat choppy continuity.
Estelle Taylor does very well as the Spanish opera
star. Kenneth Harlan is a suitable hero and Edith
Roberts is the young wife. Miss Roberts' own dark
hair
is much more becoming than the blonde wig, incidentally.
Story: Alan Randolph meets Rosita. Mendez, a
singer, in Spain, but immediately returns to his fiancee,
Violet, in America, when he finds himse4f falling in
love with Rosita. She follows him to America, threatens to shoot Alan and in a scuffle shoots herself. She
accuses Alan and after he spends some time in prison,
Rosita eventually relents and writes a confession that
clears him. Alan then returns to Violet whom he had
married in secret.

Blossoms" — Sounds Like an Attractive Title, Especially to Women
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is a lot of good interesting material for the
average picture-goer in "Thorns and Orange Blossoms" and the title should be an easy winner especially
to women. As a matter of fact the title comes from a
famous novel written many years ago by Bertha M.
Clay and had a tremendous vogue. At the time it was
published almost every girl who went to work read
it en route. It has a lot of sob stuff in it and while
many of the situations are hardly problematical, the
title alone if properly played up, will bring them in and

there is enough of an interesting sort of picture to send
them out well pleased.
For your present generation of picture goers who
may not know the authoress tell them that Bertha M.
Clay had one of the greatest audiences of any writer
of her day. Your women folk will easily grasp that
the title has something to do with marriage and that is
probably the most absorbing topic for your women
patrons. You can tell them that Gasnier who made
"Rich Men's Wives" directed this.
If your crowd likes names you have Kenneth Harlan,
Edith Roberts and Estelle Taylor to satisfy them with.

THC
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A Big Improvement
Over Star's Recent Offerings
in

Katherine MacDonald

"WHITE
SHOULDERS"
Associated First National Pict.
DIRECTOR
Tom Forman
AUTHOR
George Kibbe Turner
SCENARIO BY
Lois Zellner
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Brotherton
AS A WHOLE
Society drama that gives star
better vehicle than those she has had recently;
contains pretty fair audience appeal
STORY
The type that pleases a good majority
despite some obvious developments and slight
improbabilities
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; nicely mounted
production and a thoroughly well suited and
capable cast
PHOTOGRAPHY
UsuaUy good
LIGHTINGS
Not quite sharp enough
STAR
Does good work
SUPPORT
Very good; includes Bryant Washburn, Nigel Barrie, Tom Forman and others
EXTERIORS
Attractive
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mother trying to
secure rich husband for her daughter exposes
girl to numerous embarrassments and misfortunes
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,966 feet
This is without doubt the best story that Katherine
MacDonald has had recently. It gives her a role that
demands a display of her dramatic ability and doesn't
rely upon her beauty alone to make it a success. The
star handles the part especially well and seems thoroughly sincere in her interpretation. The theme does
not, however, take her into a new atmosphere. It
would be nice to see Katherine MacDonald in a story,
sometime, that would require her to be a happy, cheerful person instead of habitually sad and distressed.

"White Shoulders" is a theme, familiar in its principles, but built up with interesting by-plot and incident that keeps it from being commonplace. It is the
old idea of a mother with a beautiful daughter, auctioning the girl off to the highest bidder. This in itself
is not new but the development, though occasionally
a bit obvious, makes it quite interesting and Director
Forman has handled it in a way that holds the attention and builds toward a fair suspense at the close.
It may not be wholly convincing that a girl would
allow a mother to force her into such negotiations, but
there is sufficient reason inasmuch as the girl's brother
is standing trial for his life as a result of his shooting

a man who slurred the girl's character. She is willing
to contract a marriage with a rich man in order to
secure money to save her brother's life. The introduction of meller at the end is not necessary but it
furnishes a thrill and puts some force into the climax.
The auto tumbling over the cliff will please the lovers
of thrills.
Besides the star the picture boasts of some popular
players such as Bryant Washburn, who plays the lead,
Nigel Barrie, as the rich suitor who jilts the girl when
he learns she was mixed up in a murder case, and Tom
Forman, as her brother. Others are Chas. K. French,
James O. Barrows, Richard Headrick, a cute youngster, Fred Malatesta, Lincoln Stedman and William
DeVaull.
Story : Mrs. Pitman persuades her daughter, Virginia, to accept the wealthy old Colonel, but the girl
is repulsed by his advances. For this the Colonel
tells the guests that he paid for the girl's clothes and
is shot by Virginia's brother, Robert, for the remark.
Mrs. Pitman takes her daughter to a fashionable resort where she manages to engage her to another,
Clayborne Gordon, who cancels it when he learns of
her past. How Virginia is eventually happy with her
true love who turns out to have more money than any
story.
of the others, and the brother is freed, completes the

Talk About It as a Society Drama and Use Gatchlines
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is more or less of a good audience appeal in
a story such as this and it will please a good major-

Explain that the title is derived from the fact that
the girl was nicknamed "White Shoulders." Display
plenty of stills of the star in your lobby and if they
like thrills, talk about the race track sequence and the
automobile crash in the last reels. You can appeal

ity of picture goers, the average "fan" crowd in particular. You can pretty nearly always depend upon
satisfying them with a society drama and in "White
Shoulders" you can talli about the mother who sought
to marry her daughter to the highest bidder. The
theme lends itself readily to catchlines that should

particularly to the star's admirers, telling them it is
the best of her recent offerings. Also let them know

attract attention. Say : "Shall a daughter's beauty be
marketed by her mother?"

the story is by George Kibbe Turner and appeared in
the Saturday Evening Post.

"Till A We
Meet
Again
"
SHOWMAN'S Picture
ALREADY BOOKED FOR
LOEWS CIRCUIT
Marcus Loew's Best Houses in Greater New York

WILLIAM

FOX THEATRES

The Leading Fox Theatres in Greater New York

STANLEY

AMUSEMENT

COMPANY

Philadelphia

SOUTHERN

ENTERPRISES

Atlanta and the entire South, including Dallas and other Texas Theatres

LIBSON THEATRES
All of Mr. I. Libson's Houses in Cincinnati, Dayton and Indianapolis

LAURIE

THEATRES

Mr. Jake Laurie's Houses in Boston and Suburbs

AND HUNDREDS OF THE FOREMOST FIRST RUN
THEATRES IN EVERY SECTION OF THE COUNTRY
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Norman Kerry
Martha Mansfield
Walter Miller
J. Barney Sherry
Julia Swayne Gordon and Others

Presented by
)EPENDABLE PICTURES CORP.
Morris Kohn, President

Physical Distributors
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President
Foreign Representative
Sidney Garrett
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There are ia number of thrills in the
picture and some comedy relief. The
captiu-e of Trooper Ramsey (Earl Fox)
by the gang of bootleggers; his forced
return to headquarters and his disgrace
and the scenes attending his expulsion
from the Mounted are well worked out,
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Ramsey's finding of himself, his conquering of fear under the power of
Fenton (Frank Losee) and his capture
of two criminals forms the other highlight of the production. The shooting of
one of the hootch gang by the villain is
staged in fine manner.

Charles
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Productions....

PRESENTS

The Man
She Brought
Back.

As a photoplay of its type, this is interesting entertainmcflt
with Earle Fox playing the principle irole; that of a recruit in
the Northwest Division, who, after getting a perilous assignment is overcome by fear and later, through faith in the girl
that loves himj he goes out into the wilderness and redeems
himself by capturing the leaders of a gang of outlaw smugglers.
The production is finely staged, abounds in good photography
country and boasts an excellent cast for the
of the outdoor
roles.
various

WITH

Earle Fox ANO

Doris Miller^

Frank Losee

FOREION
REPREiENTATIve
SIDNEY 6ARRETT

PLAyOOERS

PICTURES

Physical DisnuuiTMS.
PaTH( EfCMANOf

prtt^
The girl who

tried to fool others suc-

ceeded only in fooling herself.
For the victim of her wiles appeared at
midnight and took by main strength the love
which was rightfully his.

Edward A. Mac Manus

Oman
rooled Herself
mr Charles a. Logue

VIay Allison and Robert Ellis
/ DiRicTio By MR. LOGUE and MR. ELLIS

One of the bigg[est, most lavish productions of the
year now ready.
May Allison a revelation of beauty and artistry.
Robert Ellis a picturesque, romantic hero.
Gripping story of passion and intrigue by Charles
A. Logue tells of plot to wrest from owners rich
lands of tropical island, through seductive aid of
beautiful showgirl.
Cast supporting Miss Allison and Mr. HIlis includes Frank Currier,
Dean, Rafael Arcos.

Robert

Schable,

Louis '

Marvellous photography, settings unmatched in
' exotic beauty, exteriors taken andid gorgeous tropical scenery. Produced in New York, on shipboard and in Porto Rico.
A wonderful audience feature in six parts, combining all the qualities which insure box office
prosperity.
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Action and Thrills of This Will Appeal To Many
George Melford Prod.
"EBB TIDE"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHORS
Robt, Louis Stevenson and Lloyd
Osbourne
SCENARIO BY
Waldemar Young
CAMERAMAN
Bert Glennon
AS A WHOLE
First rate thriller for those who
like their entertainment of the exciting type
STORY
Stevenson's work considerably revised
for picture production; some good dramatic
moments and thrilling climax
DIRECTION
On a big scale; spectacular and
vivid; but uses too much footage
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
A popular cast with parts pretty
evenly balanced; the prominent roles handled
by Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton, James Kirkwood and George Fawcett; Jacqueline Logan
and Lila Lee haven't much to do
EXTERIORS
Many beautiful shots
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
White man, island
recluse, wages war against all other white men ;
meets death trying to regain daughter from
English lover
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,336 feet
Seven reels of attractive views, pleasing players

Melford has secured truly fine atmosphere both for
the water sequences and the island where the tyrant
Attwater holds all white men at bay while he pursues
his pearl fishing unmolested. There are beautiful
shots throughout the film and together with fine photography contribute the production's pictorial appeal.
The storm episode is not nearly as realistic as Melford's storm of "The Sea Wolf." A miniature is used
for the long shots of the ship floundering and in the
close-ups the boat isn't even tipping. But on every
other angle the director has provided a production
worthy of the material and the presentation is vivid
and often spectacular.
There are many first class thrills in "Ebb Tide" such
as a battle with an octopus in the ocean ; the storm at
sea ; the battle on the schooner in which hero is overpowered and together with the heroine, made prisoner ;
hero's escape from the island where he would be killed
by the owner if caught by his black men ; and the burning of the schooner and the tragic death of the island
tyrant. Where they demand action and thrills there
is certainly enough to hold them in "Ebb Tide."
Quite a good deal of footage is used for unnecessary
detail and makes the picture too long.
The cast is composed of popular players and types
especially well suited to these particular roles. James
Kirkwood, Raymond Hatton and George Fawcett are
a mighty interesting trio and Noah Beery is always

a reliable villain. Lila Lee hasn't a great deal to do,
nor Jacqueline Logan who is pretty as a native girl.
Story : A storm sends a schooner in sight of an
island ruled by Attwater, a man at odds with the world,
and good action is what is offered in George Melford's
white men in particular, against whom he swears venproduction, "Ebb Tide," adapted from Robert Louis
geance because one stole his wife. Herrick, Huish and
Stevenson's novel. The original has been elaborated .
upon for the purposes of the screen, however, but only
Davis, derelicts of the schooner are victims of Attto include more action and a more thrilling entertainwater's wrath especially when Huish and Davis try to
ment on the whole. And for anyone that likes a virile
steal his pearls and Herrick falls in love with his
daughter.
The plot is involved but comes around to
sea story "Ebb Tide" is certainly a first rate picture,
very well made.
the happy ending for Attwater's daughter and Herrick.

Plenty to Talk About

If You Want

to Interest Them

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors can safely promise thrills and action for
this latest George Melford production and if they have
a clientele that strongly favors this type of entertainment, they can put their best efforts into its exploitation. Rightly handled it should do a first class business.
There i&re plenty of names to use

in advertising

it. Use the author's name and arrange a tie-up with
your local book dealer. Use George Melford's name
and mention his recent offerings, "The Sheik" and
"Burning Sands." The cast contains all well known
names and offers a specially strong advertising angle.
Talk about the action and thrills in capital letters and
use stills and a trailer if you can get one.

THE
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Plenty of Excitement

S
2
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j
and Mystery If They Don't Mind

Producers Security Corp, present
"BULLDOG
DRUMMOND"
Hollandia Film Corp. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Oscar Apfel
AUTHOR
Cyril McNeile ("Sapper")
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
A rather uncanny atmosphere;
has a lot of action and keeps things moving at
fast pace
STORY
A mass of complications and mystery
stuff that gets quite confusing after a while
DIRECTION
Fair; at first keeps it quite comprehensive but seems lost in maze of events
toward close
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right generally
LIGHTINGS
Could be better
PLAYERS
Features Carlyle Blackwell and
Evelyn Greeley in roles that are not difficult;
others adequate but not well known
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ex-army officer in
search of excitement finds it in mysterious sanitorium where rich patients are fleeced of their
fortunes
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
Those who crave excitement in their screen entertainment will have a lively one coming to them in
"Bulldog Drummond," an adaptation of the stage play
of the same name. It is the wildest kind of melodrama
and too vastly improbable and impossible to be given
a serious thought. But it does furnish situations for
a fast moving and more or less thrilling film in which
things happen thick and fast. And there is a big
enough majority of screen patrons who favor this

Them Running Wild

type of entertainment to make the feature popular
with exhibitors who cater to this particular crowd.
It has an atmosphere of mystery and contains all the
mechanical contrivances that make for hair-raising
sequences. Some of the stunts are really new and
likely to produce chills among those with more acute
senses. The "thumb-screw," a device of torture, is
one of them and the poisonous bath another. These
bits supply much of the feature's thrills and unless
they are too gruesome or uncanny for your audience,
they should register the suspense for which they are
intended.
Director Apfel has done pretty well with a story
that is somewhat dififlcult to apply to the screen. There
is such a maze of incidents and complications that it
was no easy job to keep things comprehensive. Up
until about the last reel it is easy enough to follow,
but in an apparent desire to provide a speedy conclusion events become confused and it isn't easy to tell
who is ahead in the game of wits — the doctor who
operates the mystery sanatorium or the ex-officer hero
who is trying to solve the mystery.
Carlyle Blackwell is kept on the jump as the army
man who sought excitement and Evelyn Greeley is the
girl who leads him to it. Other than being kept busy
the featured players are not required to display any
unusual ability. The picture was made in Holland
and the remainder of the cast is not known to American audiences.
Story : Capt. Drummond

offers to assist Phyllis

Benson in learning the cause of Dr. Lakington's power
over her uncle. It develops that Lakington runs a
sanatorium where he fleeces his rich patients and when
they refuse to sign documents Benson is forced to
forge their signatures. The remainder of the picture
is consumed with a series of adventures in which
Drummond's wits are matched with those of Lakington with the latter eventually handed over to the police and Drummond winning the hand of Phyllis.

Undoubtedly Can Do Good Business

Where the Crowd is Right

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a good box office picture for the exhibitor
who caters to a meller loving crowd. If you know they
want excitement in their entertainment you can bank
on satisfying them with "Bulldog Drummond." You
can promise thrills and unusual mystery stuff that will
surely appeal to them. It is not right for the highbrow clientele. It will be much too absurd for them,
especially since it is treated seriously.

The stage play was purposely overdone and presented in more of a burlesque fashion, but the screen
version is straight mystery meller with both mystery
and meller piled on thick. It will make a good number
for the right house but be sure you have the crowd or
you will undoubtedly hear some kicks. Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley are names that have long
been before the picture public. Exploitation will be
necessary also.
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Then, without warning, she felt other arms around
her, felt herself lifted from the lounge. Joe Hull had
picked her up and was trying, drunkenly, to imitate
Dick.

'Tut me down!" she said sharply.
His maudhn laugh, and the sight of that prickly yellow jaw close to her face, stirred her to intolerable disgust.
"At once 1"
*'The— pan-ic— " he began, but got no further, for
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Gloria's hand swung around swiftly and caught him in
the cheek. At this he all at once let go of her, and she
fell to the floor, her shoulder hitting the table a glancing
blow in transit. . . .
Then the room seemed full of men and smoke. There
was TanaJj^li&L^hite coat reehng about supported by
Jie was blowiiis^d^flllUdend of

down oveWthe
^s^though sometlifil^""ffcid looked
gone back
have
not
could
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banister,
the
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head
into the living-room— better madness than the madness
of that clamor. . . . Up-stairs she fumbled for the electric switch and missed it in the darkness; a roomful of
lightning showed her the button plainly on the wall.
But when the impenetrable black shut down, it again
eluded her fumbling fingers, so she sKpped off her dress
and petticoat and threw herself weakly on the dry side
of the half-drenched bed.
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You Can Please a Good Majority So Get Them
Jane Novak in
"THELMA"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
Chester Bennett
AUTHOR
Marie Corelli
SCENARIO BY
Thomas Dixon, Jr.
CAMERAMAN
Jack MacKenzie
AS A WHOLE
A good box office attraction for
certain exhibitors ; first rate production
STORY
Starts off splendidly with interesting
situations and atmosphere but drifts into commonplace eternal triangle
DIRECTION
Good usually though a trifle long
drawn out in last reels; secured exceptionally
fine atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Thoroughly appealing and often very
beautiful in some close-ups.
SUPPORT
Capable and the right types; includes
Barbara Tennant, Bert Sprotte, Vernon Steel,
Jack Rollens, Harry Clark and June Elvidge
EXTERIORS
Especially attractive
INTERIORS
Quite appropriate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Norwegian girl,
wife of English nobleman returns to native land
when jealous admirer of husband tells her he
is unfaithful ; there is a reunion
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,497 feet
Regardless of the fact that "Thelma" eventually develops into a very conventional eternal triangle, it
has a lot to recommend it (to those outside of the highbrows) to whom it will furnish first rate entertainment.
Exhibitors can undoubtedly use it to their financial
advantage if they cater to a crowd that likes stories

Interested

combining the elements found in Marie Corelli's novel,
"Thelma," which has a faithful adaptation in Thomas
Dixon's scenario. They strongly favor such romance
as joins a farmer's daughter and an English nobleman
in marriage and besides this there is a tragic touch in
the love of a hunchback for the girl and his selfdestruction when he finds she is betrothed to another.
The commonplace episodes of the latter reels will not
appeal to a high class clientele but it is possible they
will accept the picture for the numerous other good
qualities which it contains. The early reels are
thoroughly interesting and for the most part, original.
The atmosphere is quite unusual and is certainly commendable. Director Bennett has secured many ideal
shots for his exteriors and the interiors are very well
done, many of them looking like the real thing. Excellent photography is another good feature.
Besides the pictorial attractiveness of the picture,
there is a star that has a really fascinating personality.
Jane Novak is very appealing and winning in the title
role. She is given a first rate supporting cast with
Vernon Steel as her leading man and other well known
players such as June Elvidge, Barbara Tennant and
Bert Sprotte who does good work as Thelma's father.
Story : Thelma lives with her father in their cabin
on the coast of Norway. Lord Phillip, a bachelor, is
cruising about to escape marriage to Lady Clara. He
falls in love with Thelma and secures her father's
consent to the marriage. Thelma and her father have
incurred the hatred of the villagers because they maintain that they are direct descendants of the Viking
Kings. To stop their talking, Thelma's father recommends an immediate ceremony. Phillip's Norwegian
wife greatly surprises his English friends and the
jealous Lady Clara finds an excuse to tell Thelma that
Phillip is unfaithful. Back in Norway the lovers are
reunited and happy once more.

A First Rate Attraction For the Average House
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Thelma" will be a good one for many box offices
and stands a good chance of getting over in good style.
In the first place talk about the star, get them interested in her by all means because she is quite charming and deserving of a following. Use plenty of stills
of her in the lobby. Talk about the Norwegian atmosphere and in catchlines indicate the story to the
extent of the young Norwegian girl as the wife of an

English nobleman.
This will get a good many in.
You can make certain promises such as for pictorial
values and let them know that the picture is really
good to look at. Stills will give them an idea of the
many pretty shots found in the picture. The novel has
long been popular so use Marie Corelli's nameand arrange a tie-up with your local book shop. Tell them
the adaptation sticks to the original.

ROGERS

always a favorite, scores
heavily as Ichabod Crane
NEW YORK REVIEW: "The Headless Horseman"
does credit to the great story by Washington Irving.
It should be hailed with a good deal of delight by the
lovers of the ever-fascinating tale of the "romantic
Ichabod Crane."
Will Rogers, alvi^ays a favorite, scores heavily as Ichabod Crane. His characterization is clever and his performance all one could ask for.
"The Headless Horseman" shows what can be accomplished when an intelligent and sympathetic director
decides to undertake the picturization of one of the
classics. Why can't we have more such directors as
Mr. Venturini and such actors as Will Rogers?
"The Headless Horseman" brings to the moving picture
world something new and something well worth
keeping.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: Will Rogers has achieved the unusual in picturing the loveless Ichabod. The
characterization is one that presents extreme difficulties, in understanding the type of man who is not likeable enough to win your entire sympathy, yet preserving something that keeps him from being at all times
ludicrous. Mr. Rogers has avoided burlesque even
though there seems to be plenty of temptation. He is
funny in a natural consistent way, as one can imagine
the author intended.
The ride of the Headless Horseman is the dramatic
triumph of the picture. It is comic and weird by turns.
These scenes have been vivified by skillful lighting and
shading, and some spectacular shots of the sky at night.
The whole production shows great care, and unusual
regard for detail and a faithfulness in the characters
and settings that bespeaks fine directing.
HARRISON'S REPORTS: It is well directed and for
the most part well acted and artistically and realistically produced.

NEW YORK REVIEW
EXHIBITORS HERALD: Will Rogers fits the role of
Ichabod Crane about as perfectly as anyone could desire and he is given excellent support by Lois Meredith and others.
It is well staged, excellently photographed and on the
strength of the author's name should attract attention
and should win appreciation from varying types of
audiences.

THE MORNING TELEGRAPH: Bringing one of the
outstanding American classics to the screen is in itself
a worthy achievement. "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," by Washington Irving, is one of the required
pieces of literature in every school and should be seen
in its screen version by all students, as it has been carried out with as much of the original charm of Irving
as accurate settings on the actual location of the story
can give it.
The picture remains a delightful record of the life of
other days and will serve to stimulate interest in the
reading of the Irving story.
FILM DAILY: Rogers does fine work in vivid picturization of popular Irving story.
An amusing and convincing Ichabod Crane will delight
everybody with his work in this.
Exhibitors should have very little trouble to induce
their patrons to see "The Headless Horseman." Everyone is familiar with Irving's story, "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow," and they have probably all read it
whether they wanted to or not — in school. You can
promise an interesting presentation of the story and a
good
wholesome entertainment in C. S. Clancy's production.
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW: "The Headless
Horseman," adapted from Washington Irving's "The
Legend of Sleepy
will be aproduced
rare bit and
of entertainment. Ithas Hollow,"
been beautifully
Will
Rogers gives a screamingly funny portrayal of Ichabod Crane.
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Quite a Good Bit of Audience Appeal in "The Jilt"
'

sequence of events as they transpire toward the finish.

"THE JILT"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Irving Cummings
AUTHOR
R. Ramsey
Arthur Statter
SCENARIO BY
Marshall
William
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Pretty good audience picture
that will appeal to the majority
STORY
Quite an interesting romantic triangle
although not convincing in its climax even
though it does get away from the conventional
ending
DIRECTION
First rate; tells story smoothly
and springs quite a surprise in the ending
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Marguerite De La Motte should have
been starred ; she does very good work ; Matt
Moore splendid and Ralph Graves adequate
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Look real
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Blind ex-soldier attempts to kill man who won sweetheart away
from him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,491 feet
Sympathy mistaken for love is the keynote theme of
"The Jilt," a good audience picture in which Marguerite De La Motte scores a personal hit in the role of
the girl who decides that she does not love her blind
war hero. She is quite charming in the part and
really worthy of stellar prominence although Matt
Moore does a good bit as the blind war veteran. He
doesn't seem the right one for the role as it develops
toward the close when he attempts the life of his friend
in an effort to retain the girl. Not that Moore can't
handle the part but he just doesn't fit in with the

Following the girl's decision to break the engagement with George she falls in love with Sandy, also
an ex-service man and friend of George's. George
returns cured of his blindness but pretends still to be
blind. It does not develop until the climax that he
can see. There is not sufficient reason for him to
have kept his cure a secret and it would have been
more logical and sensible for him to have made it
known, and probably won back the girl's love.
Irving Cummings has directed the picture in a way
that makes it a good audience attraction and it will
appeal to a good many. It is nicely mounted and although not at all a pretentious oflfering, merits a place
on your program. Cummings certainly springs a sur
prise ending in good style and builds toward it with
an increasing suspense. It isn't likely that many will
guess the conclusion. The ending does get away from
the convention finale and the chances are they will
expect the girl and her former lover to patch up their
difference and finish with the clinch. As a matter of
fact it does come around to a happy ending but not
the way you expect.
Story : Rose Trenton had refused to marry George
Prothero before he went to France but when he returned, blind, and proposed again she accepted him.
Shortly after Rose discovered that she had mistaken
pity for love and after somewhat of a conflict she
breaks the engagement. Then came Sandy, also returned from France and a friend of Prothero's. They
chum about together. Then one day George and
Sandy take a long trip and George returns alone, telling of how Sandy was blackjacked. At the same
time a letter comes from Paris explaining that George's
eyesight had been restored weeks before. How George
confesses an attack upon Sandy in an effort to win
back Rose, and Sandy returns to the girl who loves
him completes the story.

Use Gatchlines and a Trailer Which You Can Secure
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors will please their patrons with this latest
Universal offering. It has a good deal of audience
appeal and will satisfy a majority anywhere. You
have a good deal to talk about in the story. Play it
up with catchlines that indicate the plight of the
heroine when she finds she is not in love with the
blind hero.
You might also make a talking point of

the surprise ending. Ask them if they can figure it
out by giving the main facts and asking "Which one
does
You she
canmarry?"
secure a trailer on this and it would be easy
to interest them sufficiently to bring them back. You
can promise a picture that is very good to look at and
mention the names of the three principals and use stills
liberally in your lobby.
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Heart

Interest Story

E. S. Manheimer

Based

presents

"BREAKING HOME TIES"
Associated Exhibitors

DIRECTORS
Rolands
AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Frank N. Seltzer and Geo. K.
Frank N. Stltzer and Geo.
Not
Not
Another heart interest

Rolands
credited
credited
offering

of the "Humoresque" type; should be a popular
attraction and will appeal to the average picture-goer
STORY
Situations have been used before but
are twisted into slightly different form in this
drama of Russian home life
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; develops story logically and with well sustained interest
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Not very good
PLAYERS
Sincere in their portrayals ; no well
known players; Lee Kohlmar and Rebecca
Weintraub do very god work
Few
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Jewish youth flees
to America to escape punishment for murder
he believes he committed; later he finds his
parents in poverty
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Here is another Jewish home life story that is full
of heart interest and mother love. Its situations follow' closely those of the initial Russian mother love
story, "Humoresque," although they have been twisted
into different form with the same climax, however, in
which the son, now a prominent lawyer, removes his
old parents from the poverty into which they have
drifted.

Unusually Strong

on Yiddish Melody Eili, Eili

^3

As entertainpient "Breaking Home Ties" may be
destined for a big money-maker. One thing is certain— that with any Hebrew clientele it is going to be
a sure-fire winner. The authors claim the traditional
Yiddish melody, Eili, Eili, as the inspiration for their
story. This is one certain boost for the picture even
though there is little in the anthem that would suggest the story as the authors have written it. Nevertheless the connection is a clever tie-up and sure to
afford profitable exploitation. The title has interesting associations. It was the title of a poem and also
of a painting which were prize winners at the Chicago
exposition.
It also has fine exploitation possibilities.
The story has heart interest from start to finish and
the directors have refrained from greatly overdoing
any of the situations. They establish an immediate
premise by introducing their characters and getting
into the story right off. The first good dramatic
moment is where the youth finds his sweetheart in the
arms of his friend who was destitute until taken into
the boy's home. The attack and the youth's, escape
to America follow in rapid succession. The logical
and smooth development of the story is the same
throughout and at the same time, they have made
good use of all the dramatic bits available.
Most of the heart interest stuff is in connection with
the old mother and father when they are shown
struggling for an existence in the ghetto while the son,
unaware that his people have followed him to America,
is a prosperous lawyer. The plot is nicely dovetailed
to bring about a happy reunion — the lawyer's fiancee
suggests that they be married in the Home for the
Aged in which she is interested. It is here that he
finds his parents.
While there are no especially popular film players in
the cast, there are several very interesting performances, notably those of Lee Kohlmar and Rebecca
Weintraub as the old father and mother. Arthur
Ashley is the son and Jane Thomas, the girl.

Exploitation

Possibilities In This One

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors know what they did with "Humoresque"
and "Breaking Home Ties" is of the same order although not nearly as pretentious as the Borzage production. Still it has box office possibilities and with a
careful exploitation should prove a first rate offering.
Very much depends upon your effort to put it over,
so get behind it if you want it to make money for you.
Appeal strongly to your women folks. It is the sort
of thing they like.

They can "have a good cry" so let

them go to it. A Hebrew clientele will be more than
delighted with the picture so let them know that it is
based on the traditional Yiddish melody, "Eili, Eili."
Incidentally, a proper musical accompaniment will
more than help to put the picture over properly.
Associated's press sheet contains plenty of good exploitation ideas. Broadcast the title with catchlines.
It is a good one and easy to exploit.
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All Right If They Don't Mind Old Situations
Dustin Farnum
"WHILE

JUSTICE
Fox

in
WAITS"

DIRECTOR
Bernard J. Burning
AUTHORS
Charles A. and Don Short
SCENARIO BY
Jack Strumwasser
CAMERAMAN .'.
Don Short
AS A WHOLE
Old fashioned drama that builds
to fairly effective climax though always obvious
in its development
STORY
Conventional situations that have been
used time and again; contain dramatic possibilities but no originality
DIRECTION
Fair; probably couldn't improve
story but should have made story's progress less
obvious
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Standard
STAR
Should satisfy his admirers
SUPPORT
Irene Rich suffers convincingly;
Earl Metcalf, the villain; others Frankie Lee
and Gretchen Hartman
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man returns from
Alaska to find his wife and son gone; his four
year hunt results in a happy reunion and the
death of the man who stole wife
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,762 feet
"While Justice Waits" is an average offering that repeats a very well worn theme — a man returns to his
home to find his wife has gone off with another. Of
course the theme has been elaborated upon and at
times contains some new twists, but on the whole, it
is pretty conventional stuff that loses considerable of
the dramatic value it should have because it has been
done so many times.
It is unfortunate that Burning

didn't succeed in keeping the development of the plot
less obvious. From the start, when hero strikes it
rich in the gold mines and drinks a toast to his wife
before returning to surprise her with his find, you
know just what to expect — that the wife will not be
there.
Then, after a lapse of four years, when hero, still
searching for the wife and son, comes upon a lad,
you fully expect that the boy will turn out to be his
son. And he does. The story's only new angle is the
manner in which the man goes about his revenge.
This part is well carried out and there is a fair bid for
suspense in it since you cannot figure out just what
the husband intends to do. At the same time you are
not told what has become of the wife. In this respect
Burning has done very well and leads up to the climax
in good style, bringing about the meeting of the husband and wife before the man who had separated
them.
The incident in which the little boy is shot and the
doubt as to his recovery is too long drawn out but
cutting could easily remedy this. The villain's life
depends upon the boy's recovery and when he believes
he has killed him with the shot intended for the father,
the villain jumps off a balcony to his death. It looked
for a time as though a villain was really to exit unpunished but the unusual doesn't happen this time.
Bustin Farnum's admirers will probably be satisfied
with the feature. It presents him in a role typical of
his style of playing. Irene Rich gains a lot of sympathy as the wife and Frankie Lee is a capable youngster. Earl Metcalf plays the villain.
Story: Ban Hunt joins Carter's outlaw band to
locate his wife who had gone away with Carter four
years before. He finds his son in the home of a missionary but still no trace of his wife. Some time later
the two are reunited when the wife explains that
Carter had tricked her into going away with him and
then deserted her.

Will Do For the Average Crowd But Don't Make Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Admirers of Bustin Farnum will like "While Justice Waits" very well and if you cater t oa crowd that
likes dramatic stories and won't object to fairly familiar situations, you can undoubtedly satisfy them.
Talk about the man who struck gold and returned to
tell his wife the good news but found she had gone
away with another.
Or if you think it better to keep

the plot from them, just play up the title with catchlines such as "What .happens 'While Justice Waits.'"
Where the star is popular play up his name and let
them know Irene Rich is his leading woman. The
usual exploitation should be sufficient, such as posters,
stills in the lobby and your regular slide announcements.
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Plenty of Good Action Will Make It Popular With Many
Cosmopolitan Prod.
"THE
DIRECTED

PRIDE OF PALOMAR"
Paramount

BY

Frank Borzage

AUTHOR
'
Peter B. Kyne
SCENARIO BY
Grant Carpenter and John
Lynch
CAMERAMAN
Chester Lyons
AS A WHOLE
Western; good action that embraces familiar plot in the main but has been
nicely handled
STORY
A little variation from the usual formula
with fine action, will appeal to a majority
DIRECTION
Good but allows feature to run
too long ; comedy touches are fine
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Nearly all exterior shots
PLAYERS
All right; well suited and do good
work; includes Forrest Stanley, Marjorie Daw,
Warner Oland and Tote De Crow
EXTERIORS
Very good; right atmosphere
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
War hero returns
to find father's ranch in hands of mortgagor;
raising $300,000 to save it furnishes the thrills
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,500 feet
As an out and out action picture "The Pride of Palomar" offers one of the best entertainments of its kind —
that is, of course, considering that the spectator does
not object to the method of arriving at the action nor
the quality of the situations that lead up to the events.
The plot is frequently illogical in its development and
often far-fetched but all this does not matter if they
want excitement, for things certainly do happen and
happen fast.
The story is essentially a western that offers a slight

Talk About

the Action

variation from the usual formula although its chief
situation is the time worn mortgage theme. Some
very unnecessary propaganda is introduced which may
tend to make the feature unpopular where it is shown
in theaters patronized by Japanese. The propaganda has to do with the efifort to suppress the influx of Japs
into California. The influence of this isn't very strong
but it is more or less obvious and since it isn't especially essential to the plot, it might easily have been
omitted. Warner Oland plays the part of a Jap who
tries to buy Palomar ranch for colonization purposes.
The action is very well distributed and reaches the
high spots in the derby at the climax. The race is
splendidly timed and Borzage has injected a lot of
spirit into it, sufficiently so to almost get them out
of their seats at the Rivoli. There's a first rate thrill
in it. The comedy touches throughout are also good
and seemed t5 get real laughs. Borzage might have
saved a lot of footage by getting into the story sooner.
He takes too long to introduce hero and get things
started.
Forrest Stanley does good work although he is not
the best suited hero for this role. Others in the cast
are satisfactory. It includes Marjorie Daw, Tote De
Crow, James Barrow, Joseph Dowling, Alfred Allen,
George Nicholls, and others.
Story: Don Mike, last of the Dons of California,
returns from the war to find his father dead and the
famous Palomar ranch in the hands of John Parker,
wealthy westerner. Parker intends re-selling the
ranch to Okada, a Japanese who wants it for colonization. Parker gives Mike one year in which to raise
the $300,000 necessary to save the ranch. Mike has
a friend in Parker's daughter, Kay, who, in spite of her
father, helps Mike to raise the money. The remainder
of the picture deals with Mike's adventures in getting
the money which he finally puts into Parker's hand on
the last day just as he is about to forclose.

and Thrills

if That's What They Want

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
For a first rate action picture you can depend upon
this one to fill the bill. If your folks like excitement
you can make promises for "The Pride of Palomar"
and feel sure they'll be well satisfied with it. A few
feet of the horse race used as a trailer might be all
you need to bring them back. Make sure to advise
them of the action and do your best to interest them

big.
because if they like action pictures it should go over
You have the advantage of the publicity back of the
picture in the Hearst publications and the story has
been running as a serial. Use Peter B. Kyne's name
and of course a tie-up with your local book shop would
be a good stunt. Of the cast use the names of Marjorie Daw and Forrest Stanley.
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HU

Nibs (Chic Sales)

FIDELITY

PICTURES

HOWELLS

SALES

10-29-22

CORP.

PICTURES

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

8-20-22

9-24-22
5.000
10-1-22
7,000
5,000 10-29-22

(Clara Kimball Young). 5.600
The Worldly Madonna
What's Wrong With Women
6,400

EXCEPTIONAL

9-3-22
'"-^-^-^

5,000 10-15-22
5,000

Stewart)

CUMMINGS

5,332
'".^'^^
5.944
l^f^^
9-24-22
4.257
5,U00 l^J^^'^^
5,000
M'coo
11-iZZ
6.500

5,900
^.O""
5,U0U

B. B. PRODUCTIONS

Women

CORP.

716-22
8-13-22

MASTER

PRODUCERS

FILMS.

INC.

SECURITY

10-29-22

6.400

10-29-22

CORP.

5,164
5,496

The

5,000

10-22-22

5,000

11-12-22

PROD.

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.
SANFORD

Wins

WM.

Ranch

TRI-STAR

UNITY

Rags

to Riches

Wonders

CORP.

Simple

(2 reels).

Liquoriai

CORP.

15

PICTURES

Westerns

(each

AYWON

CORP.

2 reels).

FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey:
15 Westerns (each i reels)
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels)
Franklin Farnum:
12 Wesierns (2 reels;.
Helen
Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels)
Mary Pickford Revivals.

C.

B.

C.

FILM

i

SALES

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen
Snapshots
(Bi-monthly)
(1 reel)
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).
SunbeaTn
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial

CELEBRATED

Gump (1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies

Star

PLAYERS

(1 reel each).

of Sawing

PHOTOPLAYS,

a Lady in Hall

Dramas

(2

EXPORT

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

reels).

AND

INC.

IMPORT

(Truman

Van

FILM

FILM
Dyke

CO.

and Elinore Kield), IS

EXCHANGE

Morrison)

STEINER

PICTURES

CO.

PICTURES
Trail

WARNER
(Wesley

Barry)

WILLIAMSON

of the Sea

PROD.

15

episodes.

MARKET,

12 2-reels.

HERALD

INC.

COMPANY

Mack

PRODUCTIONS,

Swain.
Comedies
America
First. (2 reels) :
Talmadge

Reissues

Moonlight

JOAN
Ruth

(each

FILM

10 episodes.

INC.

Knight, Full ol Spirit. Sec

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Clifford and Jack Sheril (IS episodes) 31,000

feet);Conquering
(2 reels): Hero.
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Attau..
The

8-13-22

LEE

& BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues
9- 3-22
9-10-22

PINNACLE
(2 reels): Dream,
Razzin' Shimmy
the Jazz,IsleWhy

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

Series of 5 two-reel
Series of 12 one-reel

9-17-23

S.OOO

8-27-22

7.209

10-1-22

4.300

10-29-22

Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey
(Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-moath)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy, each '/, reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery
(15 episodes).

PRODUCERS

S.OOO

Your

PICTURES

Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Denver
Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC

EXPLOITATION
BROS.

Callahan,

Invisible Ray Series:

PICTURES

Marry

FILM

HORIZON

PRODUCTIONS
(Pete

Miracles ot the Jungle,

News
(every Tuesday) ; Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet).

Norma

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald
Hall)
5,000
Dazzling
Miss
Davidson
(Marjorie
Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman
Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5.000
She Paid (Marjorie
Rambeau)
5.000
Mrs.
Bctiune
'Nanc»
0'N»in
5.000

Saeebrush

Series:

GAUMONT
6,800

The Man Worth
While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The
Offenders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

The

Pure and

FILM

AYCIE

Success

linuny

5,800
5,000

RUSSELL

Men

2-reelbK

ARROW

Serial:

Saved by Radio
The
Range
Patrol

Do

15 episodes.

Banks Comedies
(2 reels) : Nearly
Married,
Kidnapper's
Revenge.
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon.
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy
Day.
Hallroom
Boy
Comedies
(2 reels) : False Roomers,
Their
Dizzy
Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.

S.OOU
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5.000
5,000
5.000
5,000

Why

Howell Comedies
(12
l.ipB 1.2 rcclsj

Serial: The Jungle Goddess
episodes.

Squire
Phin (Maclyn
Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night
(All-Star)

WESTERN

Lincoln),

DISTRIBUTING

DOMINANT

PICTURES

MASTEDON

Sure Fire Flint

Top

(Elmo

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:
One every other week
(2 reels).
Blazed Trail HroduttionsOne every other week
(2 reels).
Arrow-Nonhwood Urama» (.^ reels) . Looking Up Jim, In the Rivei.
Three and a Uirl, Raiders ol the North, A Knighi ol the Pines,
The Man ot Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Kighi
foi a Sou., lieloved
Urute, CJuicksands,
Border
River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) . Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Husband's Flat, His Wile Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels) : Wild Women and Tame Men. Ths
Village Grocei,
Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack
Hoxie),
15 episodes.

Western

& BRADFORD

Secrets of Paris

Table

&

ALLIED

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

Monty

LEE

Man

Alt

of Tarzan

The Expose

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

CO.

Adventures

CLARION

4,951

(Rubye de Remer)
The Unconquered Woman
Flesh and Spirit (Belle beuiieit)
Sally
Larle)
(Josephine
Branded
Earle)
(Josephine
Serving Two Masters
'I'he Way o( a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

Better

REELS-STATE

FEDERATED

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million
Cotmt Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

'

SHORT

ADVENTURES

O Day)
(Peggy
Hoois
Thundering
Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
How

Reviewed

CORP.

SECURITY

CORPORATION

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald
.
SACRED
FILMS.
Sacred Films (1 reel)

STOREY

INC.

PICTURES.

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated
Screen Review
(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque
Photoplays
(2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (la month)
Al Haynes

Comedies

(1 reel every 2 weeks)

INC.

2,000
2.000

(»>

Lewis J. Selznick,
pKesenbs

ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN
COKimY
TEARLE
AND

IN

ONE WEEK

OF Loye

If

by Edwavxl J. MonbacGie
and George Archainbaud
Irected by Geodje Archainbaud

reduced by Myron Selznicle,

fc

■>2

o
z
a
Or

'WHEN EXHIBITORS
RPSH UP TO ME AND
WILDLY ACCLAIM A
PRODUCTION J KNOW
I H/^E AWINNEf^/
AND THAT'S WHAT
THEY

DID AT THE

f^TZ-CAf^TON PREMIERE
OF 'ONEWEEK^OF

LOVE'''

Short Stuff
"The Speed Boy"— Universal

Graphic No. 2547 — Educational
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Grape pickers are seen at work in the world's largest vineyard at Guasti, Gal. where three million gallons of wine, a
title says, is annually made "for sacramental purposes." Golf
fans will be much interested in the analysis of Miss Glenna
Colett, golf champion's shots. Her grip, her form and different
shots are shown first in ordinary and then in slow motion
photography. The bridle paths of Central Park and their
guardian. Officer Cronin are then introduced. A thrill is inserted here when Miss Keith and Officer Cronin volunteer to
show how a runaway is apprehended, but the plan goes wrong
and a real accident results. Actual photographs of cod-fishing
off the Cape fade into pen-and-ink sketches, and vice-versa.

Type of production

1 reel comedy

Lewis Sargent is again seen as the marvelous messenger
boy. This time he is a speed king and delivers messages like
hot cakes. Laura La Plante is his pretty sweetheart who vainly
tries to catch him. Sargent has a likeable personality, but the
stuff he has to work with in this is the old story of the
childless couple whose rich aunt believes they have a child
and is coming to see the baby before settling her money on
him. Sargent arrives with a telegram informing them that
the aunt is coming and they impress him into serving as the
"son." All goes well, and the aunt promises to settle the
money on "Willie" when his wig falls off. Sargent's followers
may like him in this, but the story has been done innumerable
times.

Screen Snapshots No. 14 — Pathe
Type of production

1 reel fan magazine

As in the preceding numbers of Screen Snapshots, No. 14
shows film stars off duty. Charles Ray is seen getting up
early on the farm. Pola Negri arrives and is welcomed in Los
Angeles; Carter de Haven and George Sisler of St. Louis discuss baseball; Eric von Stroheim is seen directing; Anita
Stewart gets some contributions for charity and Mae Murray
and her husband entertain a truck full of kiddies at their Los
Angeles home.

"Friday, the 13th"— Aesops Fables— Pathe
Type of production.
1 reel animated cartoon
The opening footage of thig fable will undoubtedly bring a
laugh, showing as it does Farmer Al Falfa's dog and cat dancing to the music of the Farmer's violin. They do all the latest
steps and the animation is good. From there on the reel deals
with the Farmer's troubles on Friday the 13th. The reel is
entirely up to the standard of the Series.

The reel is full of interest for picture-goers.
Graphic No. 2546 — Educational

Starland Revue No. 16 — Film Booking Offices
Type of production

1 reel fan magazine

The latest edition of the Starland Revue will be of particular interest to patrons of the stage since it presents intimate glimpses of the legitimate stars. Florence Reed appears
in scenes from her current attraction, "East of Suez," Herbert Yost, star of "Why Men Leave Home," gives a good
reason why they don't leave home, and Ula Sharon displays
many of the elaborate costumes used in the Greenwich Village Follies. The remainder of the reel deals with Anna

Type of production

1 reel magazine

Lodovico Miscow's establishment at Rio Janerio is visited
first, where bric-a-brac is made from butterflies and sold for
souvenirs. The pleasures in leading a dog's life nowadays is
then shown conclusively. There is even a dog cemetery where
they are buried with funeral pomp and grief. The scenic shots
under the title "Way Down Upon the Swannee River" are
extremely good. The photography is beautiful, the material
interesting, and the atmosphere of Dixie has been caught successfully. An Ollendorf cartoon closes the issue.

Fitzu's selection of a tobacco at a Fifth Ave. shop, some
views of Tamaki Miura, the Japanese singer, Ned Wayburn
teaching his "Dancing Dozen" some new steps and Emma
Haig proving that she is none the worse for having danced
off the Music Box Revue stage and breaking her back.
"Fitter Patter"— Cameo— Educational
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Fred Hibbard's second Cameo comedy starring Jimmie
Adams, deals with a bridal couple who have to get married
before twelve o'clock in order to get the bride's inheritance.
There is no way of telling whether the action takes place
at twelve o'clock noon, or at night, but one is led t<» believe
that it is at night for a shot of the bridegroom shows him
soundly sleeping. It is pouring rain, hence the title, and the
ceiling leaks which finally wakes him. After much rushing
around, he finally gets dressed with the aid of his dog and
gets there in time to marry the girl. The plot is further
complicated by the appearance of small-pox in his house and
the quarantine resulting. Average comedy, with gags neither
startlingly new nor funny, but will doubtless get by.

Type of production

Pathe Review '184

1 reel magazine

Scenic shots picturizing Longfellow's "Sunrise on the Hills,"
open this issue. This is followed by interesting views of the
people of the new republic of Lativia, showing the manner in
which they trade their wool and grain for food and clothing.
The chemical demonstration deals with the nature of air while
the colored photography takes one to the White City of Gafsa.
"Shine 'Em Up"— Paul Parrott- Pathe
Type

of production

,

1 reel comedy

This Paul Parrot offering while not terribly funny, will
doubtless please the average audience. The familiar chase
stuff — this time deals with a bunch of escaped convicts and of
course Paul captures them and wins the station master's
daughter. In the opening scenes, Paul is a bootblack. Two
men come to have their shoes shined and getting their legs
crossed are amazed to find themselves walking away with one
shoe white and the other black.
Only average production.

Short Stuff
"The Chased Bride"— Christie— Educational
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Neal Burns plays a most active part in this Christie two
reeler. Vera Steadman is to be married to the wrong man
because he has the whip-hand over father, but Neal drags her
into the yard in her wedding dress and marries her before
anyone knows it. Nevertheless, father tells her she must marry
the villain to save him. Neal lays in wait for the preacher
and he and his friends capture him and take his clothes. A
mock marriage is performed but the villain is none the wiser.
The laugh of the picture comes when Neal pursues the train
the couple are on. First on foot, then by machine and finally
by a hand-car which he works himself. Then the father
discovers the real preacher all tied up and finds the supposed
marriage bogus, so he too . pursues the bride. At length,
however, she is caught and the villain arrested.

"The Big Scoop"— Johnny Jones— Path*
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Johnnie Jones and Gertrude Messinger, assisted by their
company of juvenile actors, offer a very entertaining tworeeler in "The Big Scoop." The kids are natural and enjoyable. In no way do they overact. Johnny is the editor of
a little local paper full of scintillating gossip called "The
Whisper," and Gertrude is the society editor. Everyone in
town is saying that it has more news than "The Daily Tribune,"
and Old Man Jones is very hot under the collar. All "The
Whisper" needs is a "big scoop," and with the aid of a falsealarm burglar scare and a flash-light photograph they get the
picture of what they think is the burglar, and they sell out
at a good price to Old Man Jones, the Tribune owner, just
before their' latest issue appears with a front page picture
that nearly gives the Old Man apoplexy.

Stuart, Printer, on "Raspberty Jam"

o

NE package of millet seed, some boiled pumpkin,
a little dye-stuff; mix thoroughly and call rasp-

berry jam." That stuff will look, taste and smell like
raspberry jam. Fact! But it's no more raspberry
jam than a ruble is a gold dollar. Precisely so with

The

Barnes
Printing
Co., Inc.
229 W. 28 St.
Gotham

printed matter. You can get the "synthetic" brand
or the genuine, as you prefer. Over here in west
twenty-eighth street we deal in the genuine only.
We will do for you a special kind of pleasing printing
which will represent you, your personality, your methods and your ideals more truly, perhaps, than your
best two-legged salesman can represent you. When
the lady at the switch-board is in an amiable mood,
call Watkins 1416 or 1417 and ask for

Max Stuart
President

Everybody who is anybody will
be there

SUPPER

DANCE

T. O. C. C.
Sat. Night
Hotel Astor

Tickets $10 pe?- person

Dec. 2nd
Gold Room
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Grauman

Back Home
madges and Joe Schenck Back —
Go West End of Week

'he Talmadge girls, Norma and
nstaiice, accompanied by their
ther, Joseph M. Schenck and Jack
nsidine.
secretar}',
ned on Schenck's
the Mauretania
afterre-a

ee and a half months' trip abroad.
ey traveled through France, Gernjf, Belgium, England and Africa,
ere they visited Tunis, Constan: and Algiers. They traveled by
avan through the desert and slept
on the desert sands. Guides had
aided the news that they might
ke scenes for "The Garden of Al." They were granted a very unal privilege of entering the Mosque
ere only Arab women worship,
ey learned to eat kus-kus and othArab dishes.
Vhile in London Norma conducted

ontest through the "Daily Sketch"
the most beautiful girl in Great
tain to return to America with her
1 make pictures under her tutelage.
ere were 80,000 entries. From these
A promise fulfilled! The many exhibitors who played "Rich Men's Wives"
100 most beautiful girls were se- were promised top-notch business because the distributor, the Al Lichtted. Schenck made tests at the man Corporation, knew it would make money and it sure did. ..Just comumont Studios. The winner sepleted a successful week's run at the Chicago theatre in the Windy City
ted is Margaret Leahy, age 20, who
and still going strong all over. — Advt.
1 arrive here Dec. 1 and meet the
Imadges to return with them to
llywood, where she will play the
t of "Aggie" in "Within the Law,"
ich will be directed by Frank
lyd. He will start shooting scenes
ay in the Tombs with Norma. He
Where are they going? And how will they get there? Re1 also take several interiors of the
ferring to five reelers. Made by noted comedians. Chaplin
way and large department stores,
urning to California at the end of started it. Lloyd followed suit. Keaton threatens to do it.
week.
onstance and Norma will remain And so it goes.
New York two weeks, with a view
Everybody knows why this idea developed. Exhibitors had
finding a story for Constance. The
atons will return with them to the to pay so much for the two reelers. That smart producers
ast.
figured they could pay more. Use the comedians as feature

Where To?

Ben Turpin in the Hospital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
-OS Angeles — It is understood Ben
rpin is in a hospital recuperating
m a slight operation.
All-Animal French Film
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
'aris — After two years of producwork, Alfred Machin and Henri
dchleger have finished a feature in
Jich all the roles are taken by
imals. About 30 animals have
fminent parts including chickens,
Ibits, guinea pigs, chimpanzees, a
jngoose, a marabou, a white mouse
a small boa constrictor. The
jjding roles are taken by a bull dog
a rough-haired terrier.

Price 5 Cents

attractions — which they were. And save buying a second rate
feature. To pad out the program. All of which was — and is
smart. But how many of these comedies can live up? How
many can register?
Everyone in the producing end of the business. From executives down. Know how difficult it is. To make four or five
reel comedies. But just as soon. As these big comedians get
going. In four or five reelers. They feel they have to keep it
up. The result may prove satisfactory.
But it may not.
Now wouldn't it be better. Wouldn't it be a lot better. If
instead of making four or five reel comedies. One after another.
These important stars made the footage needed. For their comedy. If it was better in two reels. All right. Or if four were
needed. Again all right. But let them be real comedies. Instead of footage.
(Continued

on Page

3)

Deal

Sells Half Interest in New House to
Lesser and Associates
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Sid Grauman has sold
a half interest in the Hollywood
Egyptian theater, which opened five
weeks ago, to West Coast Theaters,
Inc., which already operate five
houses in Hollywood. The deal does
not afifect Grauman's Million Dollar
Theater, Rialto, or Metropolitan (under construction) or other houses operated b}- Sol Lesser, the Gore Brothers and Adolph Ramisch under the
West Coast banner, it is announced.
The Egyptian theater will be given
advantage of the West Coast franchise with First National. The arrangements of the other Grauman
houses with Paramount remain unchanged, showing Paramount features exclusively. The Egyptian is to
be in open market for films.
Reingold Back
Chicago — B. B. Reingold, recently
manager of the Omaha branch of
Goldwyn, is back as resident manager of the Chicago office.
Famous Party Return Date
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Famous Players executives and exchange men who are
here for the conference of the department of distribution will return to
New York Saturday, Dec. 2.
Brockell District Mgr. For 1st Nat'l
F. M. Brockell has just been apmanager of Assoc.
Pictures.pointed
Brockell
has
First National nearly three
prior
to being
in the home
in
Dallas
and Chicago.

First Nat'l
been
with
years and
office was.

Elliott With Feaster
Frederick H. Elliott, who organized
the old N. A. M. P. I. and served as
its executive secretary for six years,
has been elected a member of the
Board of Directors and Executive
Committee of the Feaster Mfg. Co.,
which makes the Feaster machine,
which obviates rewinding.
Golf on the -Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — The first Western Motion Picture Golf Handicap was
scheduled to be held at the Pasadena
Country- Club yesterda}-, under the
direction of Milton E. Hoffman and
J. E.
C. Jessen.
W. Hammons is entered to defend his eastern championship. One
hundred entries are assured.
The result of the event will appear
in tomorrow's issue.

THE

jg^

London Notes
- MiSSTKrT ^^X2
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From

"The Film Renter and Moving

Picture News."
London — The long anticipated
y«IXXIINo.57 Saturday, Nov. 27, 1922 Prices Cents premiere of "Flames of i-'assion,"
the British super production, took
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, place at the New Oxford on Fridaj^
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., night, and without doubt is one jjrt
New
N. Y.,
by WID'S FILMS and the finest productions that has evfer
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.
been produced in this country. A
Joseph Dannenberg,
President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manpacked house containing practically
ager; J. A. Cron,
Advertising
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, the whole of the prominent lights of
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the film industry in England, gaththe act of March 3, 1879.
ered to appraise the value of this new
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 British picture, and this very critical
months,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign audience gave the film a great ovation.
German films are to receive their
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
first showing at the New Scala on
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Dec. 11. It's success is certain, for
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
"Passion" is the selected feature and
there is not the slightest doubt that
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S. immediately following this premiere,
Wabash Ave.
there will be released in England a
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fred- great number of German super atman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
tractions which have been stored by
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de renters for the last two years. It
Clichy.
will be very interesting to see the
Central
European
Representative — Internareception
that "Passion" receives, but
tionale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slopersonally I do not think there is
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
any doubt at all about its success.
Producing plans in England are
forging ahead, and there is now a
High
Low
Close Sales
proposal to hold an all British film
East. Kod. 85%
85^
85^
400 week in September next year, when
F. P.-L. . . 90>4
895/i S9Vs 800 nothing but British films will be
do pfd. . 97^
97^
97J4 100 shown at the leading kinemas
G'wyn
...
SVs
Syi
SV2 1,200 throughout the country
Griffith
No* quoted
Gus Schlesinger, agent for Warner
/
Loew's ... 183^
183^
18^ 4,000 Brothers, has signed his contract with
Triangle
Not quoted Arthur Clavering of Film Booking
World
Not quoted Offices who will market their six
productions
FREDM.\N.

Quotations

fScUK^aticm^.

Fox Associates Reduce Capital

U^udjjXE):<

(Special

"THE SPICE OFflTHE PROGR.l.M-;

A_

Plwne Circle 9 183

Large
Productions now
playing
BROADWAY WITH OUR
ART TITLES
MARION DAVIES

"THE

on

KNIGHTHOODin WAS IN FLOWER"
at the CRITERION
EXCITING NIGHT"
at the APOLLO
TOLL
OF THE
at the RIALTO

DAILY)

Universal Cuban Changes
Paul de Onto, formerly with the
Universal Kansas City exchange is
now on his wa}' to Cuba to acquaint
himself with business conditions there.
He will later become manager of the
I'niversal exchange in Havana, succeeding Beverly Griffith, who wmII be
promoted.

Oscar
C.
"Suchheister

"ONE

FILM

"Shadows" at Columbia
"Shadows" will be shown to the
students at the Columbia University
course in photoplay construction and
in motion picture production today.
One of the producing officers of Preferred Pictures, will be present to
answer questions.

JUPITER
FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

"WHEN

to TH K

Albany — The
William
Fox
Associates, of New York, have filed a reduction of capital with the Secretary
of State of from $500,000 to $150,000.

SEA"

<

Goldwyn's Schedule

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILV

Monday, November

On Broadway
This Week
Apollo — "One
Exciting Night."
Broadway — "Ebb Tide."
Brooklyn Strand — "Oliver Twist."
Cameo — "What Fools Men Are."
Capitol — "Hungry Hearts."
Criterion — "When
Knighthood
Was

Faces"

Sheehan, district manager, and Cha'
N. Johnson, local manager, were als(
on hand.
NEGATIVE FOR SALE
12,000 ft. brand new, Japanese
manners
and
customs,
with
working print half titled.
BRACKETT
Room 1902, Candler Bldg.
220 W. 42nd St

and
Mr. Exhibitor:
; Ask Your Film Company

Lyric —stead."
"Robin Hood."
Rialto— "Toll of the Sea."
Rivoli — "Singed Wings."
Strand— "East is West."
Ask Simpler Customs

ls>Decial to THE

FILM

for the

"f'THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEEl
Rules

DAILY

",
J

(Pat. Applied

it , means

more

For)

to

you

than

ar

W'ashington — Jack S. Connolly, re- I'btlier accessory.
It is the cue she
insures
a musically
perfe
presenting the Hays organization, has ^that
conferred with Ernest W. Camp, chief
icture
presentation.
of the Division of Customs of the
Treasury Department, asking that department to simplify its regulations
covering the re-entry into the United
States of American films returned
from abroad without payment of duty.
A system of registering the films
when exported has been suggested.

u

Bray Series Through Hodkinson
A series of 26 "Bray Romances,"
produced by Bray Prod. Inc. will be
distributed by Hodkinson at the rate
of one every four weeks starting Dec.
10.
Thirteen of the subjects combine
scientific and educational value. These
include such pictures as "The Mystery
Box," dealing with radio; "The Sky
Splitter." dealing with the speed at
which light travels and "Gambling
With the Gulf Stream" dealing with
the proposition to change the course
of the (juI Stream to have it warm
the Atlantic Coast.
The other 13 subjects are cartoon
comedies which will alternate with
the scientific subjects.

V\

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Rooms
fully equipped

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS
220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant

GOLD

MEDAL

DAILY)

Hollywood — Goldwyn has purchased film rights and will produce Joseph Hergesheimer's "Wild Oranges," Edgar Wallace's "Captain of
Souls," Ethel M. Dell's "The Top of
the World," Gerald Beaumont's "The
Gambling Chaplain" and Rupert
Hughes' "The Old Folks at Home,"
which was made by Triangle-Fine
Arts in 1916, with Elmer Clifton and
Mildred Harris in the cast. Neilan
will do an original by a well-known
scenarist, it is announced.

Fox Exchange Opened
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Buffalo, N. Y. — The new Fox e.x
change at 496 Pearl St. was openei
with festivities presided over by Wtr
Fox and W. R. Sheehan. Clayton P

44thin Flower."
St.— "The Village Blacksmith."
Loew's New York — Today — "The
Alan Who Saw Tomorrow."
Tuesday — "Bells of San Juan" and
"Unconquered."
W e d n e s d a y — "The Old HomeThursday — "Thelma."
Friday
—
"Mixed
"Hearts Haven."

27, 1922

0984-0985

1

WINNERS

1921 and 1922

"HUMORESQUE"
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
Both Negatives Developed and Sampleprinted by

L'Sl AR
Ill Westchester

LABORATORY,
G. DIETZ, Pres.
Sq.

INC.

Westchester

1089

J
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Where To?
(Continued

from

Page

Because the exhibitors will pay.
loportionately. For a two reeler.
^'ith these big comedy stars. Then
teir audience interest. The other
J mble.
WHAT

MEANS

1)

And pay. Just the same,
As much as a five reeler.
they around
are sure makes
of holding
way
it a
THIS?

fhey say Sam Goldwyn has stopped playing tennis. Also that he has
nicd riding in Central Park. Also that he has been seen. In and about
Ijgage stores. Looking over travelling bags. And they do say. Them
a know. Or think they do. That all this anticipates a trip to Hollywood.
/id that maybe — just maybe — Samuel will be back. Among the proccers.
Soon.
Very
soon.
ROAR

OF

BATTLE

Over in Paterson, Enjay. Silvertop Reichenbach. Versus Battling
bk Fuld. Six rounds at catchweights. Silvertop handling "The Danrous Age" and Fuld "East is West." Stirred Paterson more. Than
Ice the Reds broke loose. More publicity stunts. Than are good.
' a town of that size. Latest reports show no injuries. Harry wouldn't
56 Jack's
paper.Early
But inhethetiedbattle.
up all the sign painter's. And gave Fuld
(ad
half hour.
PLAYING PERCENTAGE
Talking with big producer.
Very important man.
Thinks exhibitors
kidding themselves.
By not playing percentage.
Thinks in the end
[y would see they were better off. Than paying very big prices.
For
:ain pictures.
Because
they are supposed
to be "big" — and usually
rpaying.
And again paying regulation prices.
For ordinary program
ures.
And he puts it right — "they overpay for these."
'
The answer is simple. The right way is percentage. You can't get
y from that. Of course exhibitor's still oppose it. They don't want
ducers to know their income. And their operating expense. Fearful
producer's will come in as opposition. And possibly wipe them out
usiness. And possibly they're right. It might happen.
BUT — and golly what a big BUT it is — there isn't a producer in the
iness. Who now owns theaters. But what would give them away.
to speak. And be glad to get rid of them. If he felt he could "get a
ak."
certainNot
cities
and towns.
Surely
these
houses aren't making
ley forInthem.
if their
statements
are to
be believed.
And if this producer is right — and he owns a lot of theaters — the
rage exhibitor is paying too much for the "big" pictures. And too
bh for the little ones as well. But it's a tough job. To make exhibitors
eve in producers.
Maybe an angel could.
But hardly a mortal.
GO

AND

GET

A LAUGH

If you're in the picture business.
And you live anywhere near New
k. Come on over.
And get yourself a treat.
Go and see "Merton
he Movies."
It's full of picture interest.
There
should be advertising rates for this department.
But there
I't.
THOSE

-J
2
I
i'
t
t
i
d

BOOKING

COMBINATIONS

Everybody's busy with 'cm now. Since their danger was pointed out.
his column. The Right Honorable Wm. A. Johnston. Advises in his
lified way. In the News; — suggesting to exhibitors to go slowly, very
Ay, in connection with booking combinations.
And The E.xhibitors Trade Review runs a symposium.
On the subAnd in the events of the week.
Comes the news that in Chicago
1 H. Bush is guiding such a movement.
But keeping dark the names
e houses.
In his organization.
Which proposes to fight Aaron Jopes.
the other big strings.
Like Ascher's and Lubliner & Trinz.
And
ban & Katz.
And in Los Angeles Glenn Harper.
A strong Sidney
en man.
Has a string of 40 houses.
In his Exhibitor's Association.
I that's the way it goes.
jTo Johnston's idea let's add this: Don't bother about going slow, Mister
libitor. Learn how to crawl on this subject. And after you start. Think
vtY. And crawl a little more. Before you "shoot." You'll start someg worse than circuit booking. If you don't watch out. And if you
k exhibition values are high today. You'll have a wet towel on your
head. And maybe something else. Because you'll just force the pro!rs. And distributors to combine. As sure as you are alive. And on

t| of For
that.a
ti
li g. And
To Bill

Maybe you'll
have trouble.
your own
booking organizabooking
combination.
Is as In
attractive
to gentlemen
of easy
slippery fingers. As a speckled fly. Is to a trout.
Johnston's "go slowly" add this:
"Beware!"
THE NIGHT
OF NIGHTS
s in sight.
Ne.xt Saturday.
When
the T. O. C. C. Trips the
fantastic.
Gentlemen who haven't taken the moth lialls out.
Will
pt
Men's styles in hips for Saturday is that they
Id this
bulge.as due notice.
DANNY.

■■

p

■

IS

Booth Tarkin^toris
story
Bi^^est
and
Universale
Bi^^est Picture!

LITTLE

ADS

The only place of its kind in J
the World
i

FILM

LLOYDS

STORAGE ',

JOS. R. MILES

I

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

To

Be

Bryant 5600

Successful

You must constantly know how you
stand so as to be able to plan the
development of your business.
We can help you.
W. A. FLEMING
& CO.
Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 907-1
THE

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

w„,.B. LAUB

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

Three Bell & Howell Cameras
and a staff of expert cameramen always at your service.
Better let us make your next
set of titles.
We know how.

BIG THOUGHTS
Clips

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
Phone: Madison Square 4430
IS East 26th St.- New York City
Sole Agents for
Fabbrica Italiana Lamioe Milano

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy.
Ask for samples and prices.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

Picture

Film

Library Stuff?

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

MR. PRODUCER
Have your Negatives and
First right
Prints way
done the

LOUIS MEYER

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

KNOW

" F. I. L. M. "

Van

Horn

&

Son

Ettablished 1852

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
Specialists in Motion Pictures
No. 5 West 42nd St. Sale or Rental

HAND COLORING
on MOTION PICTURES
"The

Light
in the Dark"
and others
G. R. SILVERA
590 W. 178th St. New York
Wadsworth 9366

HOW

0970— Bingham— 097 1

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the Uttle things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

"K

Barnes Printing Company

WITH

I N c.

orLETTERIMC
LAYOUTS

ILLUSTRATIONS
AND

CARTOONS

Bill Pause
7IW.4^TH.ST

Ph.Vandcrbilt

4551

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

Increased Facilities for

I 9

Printing Colored Inserts,

TR/lll-ERy

Heralds, Programs, etc.

Little Ads
BRING
"We 'Never Disappoint"
1?

229 W. 28th a. New York City

ANNOUNCEMENT

Big Results
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The Film Daily
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Schenck's Views

Believes Russia Not Yet Ready for
American Picture Help — Opening New Pictures in England
— Production Plans
The Russian situation is not yet in

]jr

Independents — Vitagraph
Announces Special Attention to
I
This Department
■In a statement issued yesterday by
■esident Albert E. Smith of Vitaaph, the following appears:

readiness for co-operation of Americans either for distribution or production.

Vitagraph's activities during the
ming year, according to the statesnt by Mr. Smith, will be further
:reased by the distribution of
ritorious productions by indendent
producers. With
its
jroughly organized sales force, disbuted in its exchanges throughout
: world, at the highest point of
ciency in its history, this particular
inch of the industry is to receive
)ecial attention."
The statement tells of the release
the Jess Robbins specials and
tes the release of the Urban
pular Classics. No additional inmation regarding the proposed
Dadened distribution for independt producers appears in the statent, and it was impossible to obtain
I additional information at Vitaiph offices.
The announcement added that 24
cials would be released during
3.

Goldwyn to Coast
obabilities of His Return to Production Activities — Some
Comment
'"Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

hicago — Samuel Goldwyn, formy president of Goldwyn Pictures,
';sed through here yesterday en
ate to the coast.
There has been considerable dission in film circles recently of the
bability of Goldwyn reentering
duction independently. This comnt has been occasioned by reports
t within the past few weeks he
. had a number of appointments
h authors as well as stars,
^.n effort was made to reach
wyn several days ago at the St.
gis in New York, for the purpose
clarifying the situation, but he
Jd not be located.
Bert Adler Back
lert Adler representing Distinct
)d. Inc., returned yesterday fr/
extensive trip in which he visited
iing exhibitors at Chicago, Des
ines, Omaha, Kansas City, St.
lis. Indianapolis. Toledo, Cleved, in the interests of "The Man
.o Played God."

Price 5 Cents
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English exhibitors should have the
benefit of showing the newest Amerpictures.
First National's
Londonican
office
has started
a plan to make
this feasible.

More "Rich Men's Wives" boosters! The Chicago Tribune speaks about
'lavish staging," the Evening American of "perfect acting" and the Herald
about an "exceptionally good picture." Al Lichtman's first release is a
real winner.
Still going strong. — Advt.
Crane to Direct Hutchison
IMecial to THE

KIL.M

London — Frank

DA1I,Y)

Crane v/ill direct

Charles
in "The
for
Ideal Hutchison
Films.

Hawk,"

A Correction
Due to an error which appeared in
yesterdays issue F. M. Brockell appeared to have been appointed manager of First National. The item
should have read "sales manager."
Goldwyn

in Chicago?

'Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — It is understood that
Goldwyn is considering erecting a
house on the site which they with
Ascher Brothers, own on Washington
Street
Von Stroheim's Pictures

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood
Under Vonhe Stroheim's
contract
with — Goldwyn,
will adapt
all his productions as well as directing them. He will act in some of
the productions as well. His first
picture, it is said, will have a continental theme with a large cast.

Wesley Barry Here
Wesley Barry chugged into town
yesterday, with all of his freckles in
tow. He intends to remain two
weeks.
Powers Back
P. A. Powers of the Film Booking
Office has returned from abroad.
Important matters closed on the other
side are not yet in condition to be
discussed.
Novelty Features at Ball
"In the Spotlight" is the title cf
the special attraction, which will be
presented
at Astor
the Theater
Owners'
Dance at the
on Saturday.
It is understood that this will be
a novelty sensation in which all the
stars will appear either singly or in
pairs, and one
of Broadway's
most
prominent
comedians
will introduce
them.
In the box party with GovernorElect Alfred E. Smith, who will be
the guest of honor, will be SenatorElect Copeland, James Walker, and
others.

Connie Talmadge will make "Madame Pompadour," the big Parisian
hit. "Ashes of Vengeance" and
"Dust of Desire" have been purchased for screen material.
These are the high spots of
Schenck's European trip, as he talked
of them yesterday. "The Russian
situation is not as important as some
people might have been lead to believe." he said. "I was willing to go
to Russia to discuss production and
distribution. But I made it clear to
Racht, the Soviet representative who
I met in Berlin — by the way he is a
New Yorker — that I would not deal
with any except the heads of the
Government. It was no use to waste
time with bureau chiefs. He said he
would get things straightened out and
I received a cable from one Lieberman in London, a bureau head, ia
charge of the Kino's, or cinemas of
Russia. I referred him to take all'
matters up with Al Kaufman of Famouse transmit
Players, the
who ideas
is intoBerlin
and'
would
the Hays
organization.
That is how I left it."
Schenck deplored the showing of
old American picturcb in England.
"The people want the new American,
pictures," he said, "and while some
exhibitors in an effort to be patriotic
show the English pictures the people
always flock to the .American pictures
when they are good. The block booking idea is all wrong; but it started
at a time when this naturally developed. Ihave arranged, and the First
National London office is now working on a plan whereby English exhibitors can have our newer product
in place of the old pictures for which
they have contracted, and the cost
Continued

on

Page

2)

First Nat'l December Releases
The First National December release list includes: Marshall Neilan's
latest, "Minnie"; The Tom Ince production, "The Hottentot"; Richard
Walton Tully's "Omar the Tentmaker" and the Morosco picture,
"Slippy McGee."

THE
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Schenck's
Views
(Continued from Page 1)
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and Film ZTolks,
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of the picture which was booked several years ago and is shelved, is split
between the exhibitor and the distributor. This seems to be an equitable
wayDiscussing
of handling
the
Schenck declared
material which

aplays
difficult
problem."
he saw
abroad
that there was little
his stars could use.

"Madame Pompadour" the big hit in
Paris which Charles Dillingham will
produce on the stage here has been
acquired for Constance, so he said,
and he also told of buying the two
books mentioned above.
When the Talmadge party leaves
for the Coast he expects to go along
and except for special visits from
time to time expects to remain on the
Coast for a year making three pictures
ing Made, 802 S. with Norma and three with Connie,
ative-^Jrv
Chicago
^
Ave.
Wabashaepi;esent
London Representative— Ernest W. Fred- for First National.

man. The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury
'
Ave., London, W. 1.
ive— L? Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representat
.
Clichy.
Central European Representative — Intertia(Czecho-SloPragnie
Filmschau,
tionale
-vakia), Wenzelapl«t«.

s
tatLowionClose
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East. Kod. 8534 84^
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< ■ddwyn
riffitl

..

IVi

SYz

Loews ....
Triangle
World

18^
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88J^
97^

Sales
1,200
6,000
300

'^Va
2,000
No* quoted
173^
5,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Another Tourist
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Larry
Semon
\yill
make a world tour at the expiration
of his contract with Vitagraph, it is
announced.
Borzage's First

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — When Frank Borzage
completes "The 'Nth Com.nandment"
for Cosmopolitan, he will start producing on his own for the Arthur H.
Jacobs Corp., the first to be "Wandering Daughters," by Dana Burnet and
published in Hearst's Magazine.
Jacobs until recently has been executive manager for Ben Schulberg.
•re

BEST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
using the following ad. mats in their
newspaper
advertising
ALSO

THE

LATEST

Christie Comedy
tHOP SUEY(
DOROTHY

DE.VORE

INTRODUCING
SUSIE FAN TAN,
THE ORIENTAL FLAPPER,

v.Get them at all Educational Exchanges on all
new Christie Comedies
*'An

inch

in time

draws

nine"

ff &tiiu>atlcrrixi£ U -vctuAjiA-^

Tuesday, November

Uncensored Movies
The Times of Sunday carried
statements from Jesse Lasky and
Douglas Fairbanks relative to the
prospect of uncensored pictures in
New York State in anticipation of
Gov. Elect Smith revoking the
present censorship act.
Pete Smith Writes
Pete Smith takes his Underwood
in hand to say that the item regarding Frank Lloyd making scenes in
the Subway in New York is not, as
noted, for the first time, and goes on
to say that Mickey Neilan did it, with
his aid, and with Georgey Cohan in
the picture, five years ago.
New

Lichtman

(Special to THE

Distribution
FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee — A new division of terHigh Rentals
ritory has been made here in order
A letter from an important film
to
secure
a more adequate distribuman in the mid-west received yestertion of the Preferred Pictures handled
day says: "The exorbitant demand of through the Al Lichtman Corp.
film rentals are driving intelligent
The Celebrated Players Film Corp.
capital out of the field, and when I
of
Wisconsin has taken over the resay intelligent capital, I mean men
lease of Lichtman product in the
who have a Bradstreet rating of state of Wisconsin beginning with
from millions to billions.
"The discord and discontent of "Thorns and Orange Blossoms,"
sorne of the big money men in this "Rich Men's Wives" and "Shadows,"
are being handled by F. and R.
business is appalling, and they are
Celebrated of Wisconsin is headed
actually seeking means to withdraw
their capital from the retail end of by J. L. Grauman, who is manager
our_ industry, that they might invest and works in conjunction with Celebrated of Chicago. The latter comit in a more honorable and safe
pany handles the Lichtman output in
Northern Illinois and Indiana.
business."

OPENING AGAINST ALL SORTS
OF OPPOSITION, IN A SEASON
REASONABLY DULL WITH NO
SPECIAL EXPLOITATION EFFORT, OTHER THAN THAT
REGULARLY INDULGED IN BY
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE
BROADWAY STRAND THEATRE, DETROIT — "AN OLD
SWEETHEART OF MINE" OPENED LAST SUNDAY NIGHT TO
CROWDED HOUSES AND THE
SWEET SENTIMENT, FINELY
CHISELED DRAMA, UNCTUOUS
ROMANTIC ACTION COUPLED
WITH FINE DIRECTION AND
AMPLE SUSPENSE — SENT ITS
AUDITORS AWAY IN A HAPPY
FRAME OF MIND.

28, 1922

;jf|matirc
(U^trparattt^.i
O. BAUMANN,
PRESIDENT

CHARLES

RESOURCES
— LEGAL
PICTURE

INDUSTRY

- $5,000,000
RATES

-

EXCLUSIVELY

|

WE REPRESENT
PRODUCERS & STARS
in negotiating releasing)
contracts.
Act as Sales Agent and<
New York Representative for individuals, firms and corporations producing in California and elsewhere
in the U. S. or in Foreign Countries.

FINANCE PICTURES
& MAKE ADVANCES
of any amount on*

Feature
tributor Productions,
Contracts, etc.Producer-DisWe also "
finance Positive Prints, Advertising ,
Matter, Exploitation, etc. — rendering
every form of financial service at
legal rates.

ARRANGE
DISTRIBUTION

i

In effecting releasing
arrangements, we require no advance
whatsoever
from
established
and
responsible
Distributors.
We
therefore,
free
to represent
collaborate
in
exploiting
production
of
any
through
any and all
distribution.

are,
an

Producer
channels

UNDER THE
DIRECTION
CHARLES

and personal supervision i
O. BAUMANN,
Phe

originator and organizer of?
Kessel-Bauman, New York Moti«
Keystone,
Sales
Co.,
Universi
and
Triangle
Film
Companies;
producers of Ince-Kay Bee, SennettChaplin-Keystone
and other Famous
Productions.

Telephone 2989 Bryant

r

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway at 42nd Street
New York City

THE
ruesday, November

Daylight Savings Committee

(Special to THE

DAILV
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Among

Exchangemen

Chicago — H.
Rittenhouse
has
laltimore, Md. — Louis Schlicter
joined the United Artists sales staff.
' jiiimy" Goldberg and J. Louis
|me, have been appointed by the
— Robinson
Bell
has
^ 'land Exhibitors' League to de !^^^ittsburgh
ipon action against daylight sav' ^one from Paramount to Goldwyn.
1 s law when it is voted on here.
Dallas, Tex. — A. M. Wolf is now
ijuitted on Sunday Opening Charge travelling for First National.
I especial to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland — Wm. Muir, late of
r i n d I a y , O . — C. E. Gilmore,
rged with keeping his house open Famous Players' Indianapolis exchange, isnow with Hodkinson.
Sunday, was acquitted.
His atleys based their defence on a conSt. Louis — F. S. Russell and V. M.
ion that the State law prohibiting
day theatrical performances does Dailey are recent additions to the
apply to motion pictures. The Hodkinson sales staff.
■ges were filed by the Rev. W. E.
and John N. Doty, attorney for
local ministerial association. Mopicture theaters have been closed
; on Sundays since 1917.

Organ Recital

(Special to THE

FILM

Jersey City — The American Guild
of Organists are holding their meetings here. Firmin Swinnen, organist
at the Aldine, Philadelphia, will give
a recital to the organization tomorrow.

PRIZMA

COLOR

TITLE PRINTS

18

ARE NOW

New Orleans — Jack Shaefer, formerly manager for Hodkinson at Dallas, Texas, has been appointed manager of Asso. Exhibitors.

Dallas, Tex. — Bert E. Graetz has
been made special feature salesman
for Consolidated. T. R. Barber and
'^ashington,
D. during
C. — Exports
ing picture film
the monthof W. Hall have been added to the Coneptember totalled a value of more
solidated sales staff.
, a half million dollars, according
igures compiled by the DepartOmaha — A! Kahn, general manager
t of Commerce. Shipments abroad of the Crescent Film Exchange, has
ig the month included 3,009,732
"Bud" Barsky
of raw stock, valued at $86,591; appointed
the local Crescent
office. manager of
m2 feet of exposed negatives,
a value of $48,702, and 11,182,258
Toronto, Ont. — Gordon White,
formerly connected with First Natl,
f of positives, worth $462,914.
ir best market for raw stock was has joined the sales force of Hodkinson as special sales representative in
'a n, whose imports totalled 1,353,- Canada.
M feet, valued at $38,578; England
y the largest importer of negatives,
a g 242,803 feet, valued at $32,715,
Toronto, Ont. — Charles Ramage
r Canada was our best market for succeeds W. Reid, who resigned, as
c ives, taking 1,287,756 feet, valued
nianagerof
in this city. the First Nat'l exchange
t|0,364.
FILM

Questionnaire
Pathe Exchange, Inc., is sending a
letter to Motion Picture Editors of
various publications asking if, in their
opinion, the value of short subjects
is increasing and whether they think
audiences favor a complete bill of
"shorts."

m

September Exports

(Special to THE

DAILY)

DAILY)

CENTS
per foot

This big reduction (from 25 cents per foot) has been
made possible by the installation of new equipment and
improved methods for making Prizma Color Title
Positive which more than Doubles Our Capacity,
and is effective Nov. 27, 1922.
Get in touch with our Title Department for full information.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
1 low. 40th St., New York, N.Y.

4500 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

all the evidence towards you ? How
would you get out of a hole like
this, with the law about to put its
hand on your shoulder?

Supposing you robbed your best
girl's safe for a packet of her letters
which you had returned to her?
Supposing the safe had already
been robbed that same night of a
fine string of pearls?

DEUCES WILD begins with a
poker game, but after that the deuces
run wild; that is, you make them
what you will. A fast gripping tale
of adventure.

Supposing in the end you found that
the burglar was your own trusted
valet and that he has been leading

HAROLD MACGRATH wrote "DEUCES WILD"
Apply for further information to

JACOB
1476 Broadway

WILK

Room 825

New York City

THE
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To Open $1,000,000 Theater
Clara Hamon
Film Barred
HERALD — "Hungry Hearts" registered
an emphatic hit. It deserves to succeed, for
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
The Appellate Division of the Suit possesses many of those rare qualities
which go to make up a great picture. It
San Antonio, Tex. — Louis Santiko
preme Court has sustained the action "The Toll of the Sea"— Technicolor— ^HEl
Rialto
announces that his $1,000,000 theate
does not achieve real greatness, but it threatof the New York State Motion Picens the heights several times. Rosa Rosawill
be opened in the near future.
It
ture Commission in refusing to liTIMES— "The Toll of the Sea" is notice- nova contributes a very fine performance as
name has not yet been chosen.
ably superior to that of "The Glorious Ad- a Jewish mother.
cense "Fate," featuring Clara Smith
•* ♦ For the most part they are
AMERICAN — A vivid account of immiHamon, who was tried and acquitted clear, trueventure."and
bright without being harsh.
grant life, with an understanding blend of
on a charge of having killed Jake The producers of the picture have been wise
humor, in great part due to the titles written
in selecting as their subject a story which
Hamon, Oklahoma politician.
by Montague Glass. The mother's craving
lends itself to colored treatment. ♦ ♦ * And
$250 HOME PROJEaORS
The film had been shown, as noted, as
for "a beautifulness," the girl's loneliness
a photoplay it is also good.
and
aching
desire
for
life,
and
the
conseto the Judges of the Appellate DiviWORLD — Is really something quite marCOMPLETE WITH UNIquent situations are sympathetically intersion. Deputy Attorney General A.
vellous. There never has been a full length
VERSAL
MOTOR
$75.00
E. Rose characterized the production picture in color
which approaches it in efWORLD — A rather rambling and incohefectiveness. Its tints and tones are rich and
preted.
sive
portrayal
of
the
trials
of
a
family
of
as "grossly immoral."
generally faithful. * * * It is the most hu- Russian Jews, from the persecutions of the
We have seciu-ed the entire outman thing which we have seen in the cinema
put of a standard and reliable
play. * * » Needless to say, this is an Czar to the Ghetto of New York. "Hungry
manufacturer, and offer them
important step in the development of the film Hearts" has a liberal collection of subtitles
for immediate sale at less than
by Montague Glass. ♦ ♦ * The film itself
hasn't the vein of humor or delicate satire
play.
1/3 their original cost.
AMERICAN— There is that particular necessary to success.

Newspaper

Opinions

Ri^ht Name

For Your Photoplay
LAURA- LEE ROGERS

NAME MAKER
Tel. Schuyler 324 1

18 1 W. 75tli Streel

Phone — Beekman

9091

SBRVICV

itEAL

I

119

Fulton

St.,

N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTR-^

BUIIDOG
DRUMMOND
Dead or
Alive!

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

SUN — This experiment should be seen by
all those who have any interest in moving
pictures. It is undoubtedly the forerunner
of great things in the department of colored
photography ; and while it is neither staggeringly beautiful, as for instance many of
the non-colored scenes in "Knighthood" and
"Robin Hood" are beautiful, it is unden abiy fascinating.
TELEGRAM — Predictions had been made
that Technicolor's first film reproduction
would mark a revolutionary step in photoplay production, and from the reception
which "The Toll of the Sea" received at its
first showing, it was easy to sense that the
public's approval endorsed the opinions of
famous artists who had previously seen the
film.

MAIL — Marks what is undoubtedly the
greatest advance yet made in colored photography for the films. It is not yet, of
course, a perfect art — there is still room for
improvement — but for reproduction of natural colors this film, in the reviewer's opinion, has_come closest to the goal.

The truth I'f this old adage
may be forcibly brought hom«
to you this minute. A lack A
surplus cash may prevent you
from grasping the opportunity
of a lifetime. We can help
you in just such an emergency.
Confidential, speedy service ;
moderate terms.

TRADING

NEWS— Originality in "The Toll of the
Sea" stops short with the Technicolor process. The picture is an interesting experiment, but a poor photoplay. The Technicolor pictures seem to be the best colored
films we have seen so far, but we do not
think that perfect colored motion picture photography has yet been achieved, nor do we
believe with the sponsors that it will revolutionize the industry. ♦ ♦ ♦ The direction
lacked the same originality that the story did.
TRIBUNE — We are afraid that it has
spoiled us for all other pictures of a similar
nature, it is so beautiful ! * * * It seems to
be just a little bit of life lifted out of the
Orient, framed and sent here to delight the
eye and sadden the heart.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— The effect is
rarely beautiful at times. This commendation does not, however, cover the length of
the film. It is in many places unsatisfying,
even mediocre.

JOURNAL— It is with difficulty the spectator is made to realize that he is not looking at the actual persons and places, for
every tint and tone in nature is reproduced
exactly as the human eye views the originals of things.

HE WHO
HESITATES
IS LOST

CHROMOS

feature in "The Toll of the Sea" that should
revolutionize film dramas. It is an achievement in natural color films, and, without
doubt, is an advance on all previous attempts
at color photography. * * ♦ The figures in
the drama are made utterly human with veritable flesh tints of hands and faces. So far
as the acting of the play is concerned chief
honors were won by Anna May Wong, a
typical beauty of the Flowery Kingdom.

CO.

'Phone Chelwa 8284

Hungry Hearts" — Goldwsm —
Capitol
MORNING
TELEGRAPH — "Hungry
Hearts" is the best thing since "Humoresque." ♦ * » The story is packed full of
human mterest. It is all so true to life,
the characters are so well played and Director E. Mason Hopper has screened it
admirably. Standing out prominently in a
brilliant cast is Rosa Rosanova, who plays
the role of the Jewish mother. "Hungry
Hearts"
ranks
very high among the really
fine motion
pictures.
TIMES — There is one — and reallv only

in "Hungr
moment
?"JT*^The
y dots
7'"^photopla
not livey upHearts."
to this
situation, however. It approaches it through
a tedious recital of the sufferings of a Russian Jewish family. ♦ ♦ • gave for the restrained performance of Helen Ferguson as
(he daughter of the family, the acting consists largely of self-conscious posing before a
camera.

GLOBE — "Hungry Hearts' is one of the
finest things of its kind ever done with any
medium of expression. The magnificent literary eflorts of Israel Zangilll, Fannie Hurst
and Montague Glass along similar lines are
all surpassed by this screen portrayal. As
a motion picture it is far better in every way
than "Hiunoresque." One feels safe in saying that much of the success which is most
certainly coming to the picture at the Capitol
is due to E. Mason Hopper, the director.
N'o one should omit "Hungry Hearts" from
his theater-going schedule. It is one of the
best pictures of the current season.

CORN

& HILKEMEIER
Room 307

117 West 46th St., New York

Fun from the Presj
is showing weekly at tl
Eastman, Rochester, tl
Mark Strand, Brookly:

JOURNAL — An emotional study of immigrant life, adapted from the book by Anzia
Yersierska. Although the trend of the play
is dramatic, there is a light love theme, and
a number of amusing situations. The entire
production is appealingly and sympathetically
handled.

Ver Halen with Lichtman
Charles J. Ver Halen is now with
the Al Lichtman Corp. as advertising
manager. He has been with Paramount, Robertson-Cole and ClarkeCornelius.

Grauman's,
Los Angde
the Capitol,
Detroi'
and a host of other photii
BOOKED

BY

THE play
MASTER
palaces. ||£KO>^ MB

Distributed

by

the

W.

W.

Hodkinson

Dependable^ because every print takes
all the quality that is in the negative
and carries it through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base — now available in nine colors, is
identified throughout its length by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in
black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN

a

Produced by The Literary Digi

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

d(

js^^recoghizep
Authority
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Godsol to Coast
tpected He Will Hustle Along Production— "Ben
Hur" May Have
Attention
F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn
ictures Corp., will leave for the
liver City Skudios on Thursday.
e duration of his stay is not anunced. Edward Bowes, vice presiint, has been at the studios for the
1st month,
his announcement came from
Idwyn
offices yesterday.
jit was impossible to secure any adjonal information from the Goldm offices, but it should not prove
[rprising that Godsol is anxious to
leed up production and to look
nngs over in anticipation of producl)n, not only for the season starting
Iter Jan. 1st but for next year's
loduct as well.
While no one in the organization
i talking it can hardly hf a secret
tit Goldwyn is anticipating much, re1 ive to the forthcoming production
< "Ben-Hur." and though work is
. logressing on the scenario and in
t: various departments regarding
loperties, etc., it is a fact that up
1 this time the directoi has not yet
Ten selected who will handle this
tsduction which is expected to take
«me time to complete, and to cost
(nsiderable.

Wednesday, November
Stanlaws Resigns
Penrhyn Stanlaws has resigned
from Famous Players effective Jan.
1st. Stanlaws says he will spend
some time abroad.
Stems' In Town
For the first time since they have
been operating Century comedies,
Abe and Julius Stern are in town
together.
Coogan's Next Two

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — When Jackie Coogan
finishes his next production, "Toby
Tyler," he will make "Buster Brown."
Want Children's Bill Amended
At the T. O. C. C. meeting yesterday the proposed amendment to
the bill preventing children from
seeing pictures without adult escort
was considered. The amendment
will allow children to attend theaters
at certain hours, with adequate legalized chaperonage and proper programs. The problem is particularly
acute on the east side.

Price 5 Cents
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Allege Monopoly
Vitagraph

Sues

Famous
Players-Lasky
for
Federal Anti-Trust Act

Under

The Vitagraph Company of America, Inc., organized in
1896, the oldest motion picture company in the world, yesterday
commenced suit against the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., alleging certain unlavi^ful acts in violation of the Federal AntiTrust Acts by which the plaintifif has been damaged in the sum
of $2,000,000 and demanding threefold judgment in the sum of
$6,000,000. The bill of complaint was filed late yesterday afternoon in the United States District Court, Southern District of
New

York, by William Marston Seabury, attorney for the plaintiff. Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Jules E. Brulatour, Frank
A. Garbutt, Cecil B. DeMille, Daniel Frohman, Emil E. Shauer,
Eugene Zukor, Sidney R. Kent, William H. English, Frederick G.
Lee, Maurice Wertheim, Gayer G. Dominick, Felix E. Kahn and
Theodore

F. Whitmarsh

are named

Lasky Corp. as defendants.

Second Arbuckle?
J me Film Folk Figure This May Be
Behind Hiers Starring Contract
[s "Fatty" Arbuckle's place on the
s een to be taken by Walter Hiers?
Film folk who figure were speculatg on this yesterday when it became
I<Dwn that Lasky had placed Walter
Ters under a five year contract to
s r him in Paramount pictures.
Hiers is a jovial, rotund type who
vighs 250 pounds and who has appired in many pictures made on the
Isky lot. His first starring venture
vl be "Mr. Billings Spends His Last
Tne" work upon which will be starte immediately at the Lasky lot in
I'llywood.
Those in the know, figure the Hays
Oce wilt not change the before noted
aitude of disapproval of Arbuckle
Turning to the screen, and it is far
f m an impossibility, so some film
p>ple figure, that Lasky wants to devop some one to take his place.

Thursday, Nov. 30, Thanksgiving Day, being a legal holiday, there will be no issue of
THE
FILM
DAILY.

$6,000,000

with the Famous

Players-

The suit is based upon the claim
that in 1919 the defendants const)ired
together to control a large number of
"first run" theaters of the country for
the purpose of restraining trade and
suppressing competition among the
producers and distributors of motion
pictures by booking all the pictures
produced by Famous Players and its
subsidiaries in all the first run theaters owned, controlled or influenced
by Famous Players and by excluding
the pictures of the plaintiff and of
other producers and distributors from
such theaters.
The complaint contains much that
is of great interest to the trade in general, especially at this time, and presents to the courts, for the first time,
the legal status of the first run thea( Continued on pare 3)

Smith's Statement

Albany Journal: "A photoplay of real value." Kansas City Star Times:
"An exceptional entertaining picture." Buffalo Evening News: "One of
the hits." Everywhere there is praise for "Rich Men's Wives," the first
release of the Al tichtman Corporation, Still gathering in the shekels —
Advt.

Albert E. Smith, President of
Vitagraph said last night:
"In filing suit against Famous Players I want the industry to know and understand
that the suit represents much
more than a mere personal controversy between two producers
and distributors of motion pictures. As I see it, this suit is
not only the case of Vitagraph
against the Famous PlayersLasky Corp., but it is the suit
of every independent producer
and every independent exhibitor
in the country."

■

^

^

THE
DAILV
Speakers at Showing
Following the special showing of
"Omar the Tentmaker" to the critics
at Wurlitzcr Hall, yesterday afternoon, Hamilton M. Wright, noted
Hi XXII No. 59 Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1922 Price 6 Ceni& war correspondent and A. N. Mitzaoff
authority on Oriental philosophy,
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Big Opening for Lady Hamilton
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Providence — The opening of "The
Affairs of Lady Hamilton" at the
Strand developed the biggest business
of any picture that ever opened here.

"Lady Hamilton" the big German
production upon which this is based
was a big success abroad and lead to
its purchase here for what was regarded as a tremendous sum, $175,Sterling Pictures will handle the
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S. 000.
release.
WaUsh Ave.

London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Atc., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsolatz

Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd. .
^G'wyn
...
iriffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
'Vorld

Low

86J4
90y2
98
6%

85^4
8834
98
5^

WA

\77A

Close

Salf

86
2,000
9014
3,000
98
100
5?4
3,000
No* quoted
IBA
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Schmidt to Cleveland
Art Schmidt, general manager of
Universal, left yesterday for his home
in Cleveland to be present at a family
re-union. He will go to Chicago on
business before returning to New
York.
World Rights on Yankee Doodle, Jr.
It is understood that Mr. Fecke
of the Motion Picture Co. of Boston, has secured the world rights to
"Yankee Doodle. Jr.," and wiil start
almost immediately on a trip through
the country to rearrange territorial
sales and make new deals.
Robertson Off to Cuba
John S. Robertson, accompanied by
Everett Shinn, the artist, who will be
the art director for "The Bright
Shawl," and who made the original
drawings, for Hergesheimer's novel,
left yesterday for Havana, where
some scenes will be taken. Richard
Barthelmess and the company sail today and will be away about three
weeks.

JUPITER
FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We

buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

Wednesday,

Hague Here
Clair Hague, Canadian District
Manager of Universal is in New
York to arrange for the Canadian
distribution of "The Flirt."
At Broadway Theaters
Maurice Tourneur,'s "L o r n a
Doone." will be shown at the Strand
next week, while "A Blind Bargain,"
featuring
Lon Capitol.
Chaw^^^'^WWfi* the
feature
at the
Allied Laboratories Dinner
The Allied Film Laboratories Asso.
is planning to hold its second annual
dinner at Delmonico's on Dec. 7th.
Will Hays has been invited. The
dinner will also be attended by. not
only the executives of the various
laboratories, but representatives of
raw stock manufacturers, leading
film companies, representatives of
the trade press and others.

November

29, 19:

$250 HOME PROJEaORS
COMPLETE WITH UNIVERSAL MOTOR
$75.00
We have secured the entire output of a standard and reliable
manufacturer, and offer them
for immediate sale at less than
1/3 their original cost.

CORN

& HILKEMEIER

Room 307
117 West 46th St., Bryant 9490

Ray Buys Stage Rights
^Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is reported that
negotiations have been closed, whereby Charles Ray has secured the stage
rights to James Whitcomb Riley's
"The Girl I Loved," and upon the
completion of his contract with
United Artists, the latter part of
1923, he will return to the stage in
this play. Ray recently finished the
screen version of the same story.
Arthur S. Kane refused ^o confirm
the report yesterday, saying a deal
for the purchase of the stage rights
to the book had been pending, but
he was not sure if Ray would ever
return to the footlights.

OFFICE
See the Art Titles in Color by
J. S. Eland, the English Portrait Painter, in
"THE

TOLL OF THE
at the RIALTO

SEA"

EENY MEENY MINEY MO, A
LOBBY FULL BEFORE EACH
SHOW. "AN OLD SWEETHEART
OF MINE" BROADWAY STRAND
THEATRE, DETROIT. PHIL
GLEICHMAN VERY
VERY
HAPPY. THOUSANDS OF PAID
ADMISSIONS AND EVERY ONE
HAPPY. SENTIMENT, DRAMA,
SUSPENSE, BEAUTY, OPPOSITION EXERTING ITSELF. THE
BROADWAY STRAND GOING
ABOUT ITS USUAL MANNER
YET CROWDS, CROWDS,
CROWDS.
HARRY GARSON
CONTROLS "AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE." IT COULD
BE PUT IN A SUIT CASE AND
RENTED F O R A GROSS OF
$250,000.

FOR

RENT

With Vault Space

Suitable for Film Exchange or <
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
I,
Phone Bryant 6436

S

NEGATIVE FOR SAI E
30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel
in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Film," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

I

Dead or
Alive!

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month

Cutting and
fully Projection
equipped Rooms E'fi;

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS
220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant

0984-0985
#
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Allege Monopoly
(Continued
from Page 3)

l?B^

Eastern F. B. O. Managers Meet
Branch managers of F. B. O. from
all Eastern cities will meet at the
Home Ofifice on Sunday, for a meeting to discuss plans for the sale and

vacnger Amusement Co. the defendiits directly or indirectly acquired
,ii(] now control about 40 per cent, of
he stock of the Saenger Amusement
Jo. which, in turn, owns and controls exploitation of "The Third Alarm,"
iiore than 25 motion picture theaters, an Emory Johnson picture of fire
ome of them first-class, first-run department life, which will open at
heaters, and m addition has the ex- the Astor. on Jan. 8th. Harry M.
lusive right to bool< pictures in more
haa 68 theaters all within and Herman, general manager of distribution, will head the meeting. Mr.
liroughout the states of Louisiana, Berman returned last week from a
astern Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, countrywide tour of exchanges. This
Iissouri, Alabama and Western Flor- meeting will be the first of a series
ia, and that by reason of these con- in the course of which all branch
acts and arrangements most or all managers will be brought to the
f the pictures of the plaintif? have Home Ofifice.
,<-cn excluded with negligible excepijiis from all, or almost all of the
Bill Against Pictures
1 caters.
, Complaint is also made that Falous whenever possible under closed
•king contracts, sold its entire out.1 and "that whenever possible these
pntracts are made with franchise
blders for First National and the
feet of such contracts is to monoDlize all or almost all of the exbition time of a large number of
:hibitors."
The complaint describes the Realt Corporation as a bogus independit.

.\.s further evidence of attempts of
imous to interfere with Vitagraph's
isiness the complaint sites tnat an
. iiouncement was made by Famous
layers with regard to Alice Joyce,
jtagraph's best known star alleging
at in 1920 "public announcement
as made in London that thereafter
c dependent company would raart in London and throughout the
jrld pictures in which Alice Joyce
•is starring without
mention
that
iss Joyce was under contract with
tagraph
until June
1922 but of
Mich
the
defendants
were
well
I are."

Vs further evidence
of unfair competition
1 complaint
embodies
a letter written
t)y
; K. Kent,
as salesmanager
for Famous
Jiyers under date of January 31, 1922, and
ilressed
to the corporation's
brancli mani-.r, M.
S. Wilson,
at Denver,
Col., m
^ ich he advised, in part, to "kick out every
^ agraph account you can find, irrespective
Uie terms you may have to make, just so
1 cancel
the contract
and get them
out
ihe way.
As long as they insist on a ftght

L i|S give it to them."
These
instructions
further carried to
allege
complaint
(*
en s,in were
s salesm
Ht variou
a letter signed by Mr.
■son which reads in part:
IfPlease do not permit anyone to read this
cimunication and work quietly on this subji:, but get results. You will note that he
If down the barriers regardless of the
t' ns which you might have to make, but you
Uit have convincing proof that you will be
- a; to kick Vitagraph out."
he complaint states that these instructits and letters were extensively circulated
b Famous Players and that almost imnliately
this attack
Amer-a
u 1 and after
Canadian
gross Vitagraph's
income showed
k of more than $22,000 a week, and that
■' loss continued for upwards of 40 weeks.
,n appears
be the basis of the plaintiff's
for over to $800,000.
t was impossible
to obtain
a statement
fi a Famous
Players with reference to the
aion
filed.
In, all
likelihood,
however,
Cvath
and Henderson
will represent
Famis in court.
.'illiam
M.
Seabury,
attorney
for
the
itifi, commenting
last night on the suit
ight on behalf of Vitagraph, said:
Perhaps one of the most significant allega! s in the whole complaint and the one of
test interest and importance to the trade
eneral is that in many places throughout
country
and indeed, wherever
possible,
lous Players
makes
a booking
contract
J the exhibition of all or almost all of the
I'i'ires with the franchise
holders
of the

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Topeka, Kans. — Among the proposed changes in the Kansas Children's Code laws which will be introduced at the next session of the Legislature is a bill prohibiting children
less than 12 years old from attending
a theater or motion picture show unless accompanied by parent, guardian
or other adult unless the entertainment is given under the auspices of a
recognized educational or religious
agency and approved of in writing by
a superintendent of schools, superintendent of country department of public welfare or by a clergyman.

29, 1922
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Special Music Tax Investigation
(Special

to THE

FILM

Gives Sunday Concerts

DAILY)

Kansas City. Kan. — C. E. Cook,
business manager of the Kansas M.

P. T. O., is investigating the situation by which exhibitors must pay
the music tax on music dedicated to
and written for various film productions and stars. The exhibitors feel
that this music comes under the head
of exploitation and that they should
be able to avail themselves of it without taxation.

For Sale - Cooper Hewitts
Two Cooper Hewitt seventeen tube
elevator
stands
with
wings
and
equipped
with
alternating
current
tubes. Perfect condition.
Address K31, care The Film Daily

I Special to THE

FILM

Seattle — Manager Frank
giving
Sunday
morning
concerts at the Coliseum.
proving popular.

DAILY)

Steflfcy is
symphony
They are

NEGATIVES BOUGHT
We

will purchase negatives of
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Seven years at making titles.
Always on the job, ready to
turn out a complete set in 24
hours if necessary.
LOUIS
MEYER
Craftsmen Film Labs., Inc.,
251 West 19th Street,
Watkins 7461, 7620

OtPMIiIWBl^il^^^^«0I»ES
"Miit^ZQ DISAPPOINT"'-'
; INCOftPO RATED

- PHC3NE

220 WE:^T'42^
ucw-yexiK STPPET'
•
BRYANT

Associated First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Inc.. and tliat the eflfect of such contracts
is to exclude from tliosc theaters operated by
the First National franchise holders all, or
almost all of the pictures made by producers
other than the First National and the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
"Tliis statement becomes all the more significant in conjunction with the statement in
the complaint that only about one-third of llic
14,000 or more theaters of the country arc
open continuously for si.x days in eacii week ;
that more than 7,300 theaters have no opposition from any other theater in close proximity
to them, that there are only about 200 firstclass, first-run theaters in the country, and
that these are so situated as to locality in a
large number of the key cities that in many
instances only one or two of such first-class,
first-run theaters are conducted in the same
key city, and that by producing and controling from 80 to 104 pictures a year suit.ible for
exhibition in first-class, first-run theaters the
Famous Players is able to, and does, by the
means indicated, consume the whole or almost
all the available time of more than one half
of the first-run theaters, and by so doing the
pictures produced by a large number of producers are excluded from such theaters, all
of which is said to restrain trade, lessen competition among the producers and enhances
the rental and purchase price of tlie e.xhibition
rights in first-run pictures.
"It is of course obvious to those familiar
with the industry that no one concern enjoys
a direct monopoly of 14,000 theaters in the
United States. Famous Players is alleged to
be the largest theater owner in the world and
yet it is only charged with the ownership
of 400 theaters. This number is only about
3 per cent, of tlie total number of theaters.
But it is equally obvious that ownership of a
large number of theaters in comparison to
14,000 is not essential to a substantial control
of the industry. If a producer having 80 to
104 pictures suitable for exhibition in firstrun theaters buys some such theaters outright, acquires interest in one or more circuits
controlling more than 442 such theaters and
then obtains control over some others by
closed booking contracts for its entire product, and then succeeds in selling its entire
output to many of those theaters already
under contract to take the entire output
controlled by the Associated First National
Exhibitors' circuit — such producer has absorbed and appropriated for itself a large
part of the market which belongs to the
producers in the industry as a whole. The
suit should prove of substantial benefit to
the industry and to every independent producer and exhibitor."

Wednesday, November

CEN.A.LO*NE5.
MCR,
ALLAN

5576
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Will be read throughout
the coining year by practically everyone in the industry. Can you afford to
be out of its advertising
pages?
Out Jan. 1st

Bigger and Better Than Ever
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Allege Monopoly

PatlieNews
No. 96
HARVARD HUMBLES YALE— 78.000 persons jam great "Bowl" and witness Crimson
triumph at New Haven.
ARMY WINS — Brilliant gathering see
Cadets win great football battle over the
Navy at Philadelphia.
IN THE LIMELIGHT— Men and women
now in the public eye here and abroad.
Other news as usual.

today
Steamer Sailings
Sailing of steamers for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Today
Pres. Monroe sails at 1 P. M. for London; mails close at 9 A. M. for Cork and
Uueenstown, (other parts of Ireland, and
other countries, specially addressed). Eastern Glade sails at II A. M. for Cape Town;
mails close at 8.30 A. M., for South Africa,

(Continued

from page

I)

ters, the legality of several of the
booking circuits, particularly those in
New i!.ngland, in ir'hiladelphia, in the
bouth and in the Atlantic and Gulf
states, and demands an inquiry into
the extent to which producers and distributors of motion pictures may invade the held of tne exhibitors.
Apart from the formal allegations
of the complaint a lull description ol
the three main branches ol tne industry is given, snowing in detail the
part played in the industry Dy the
producers, disiriDuiors and cxhioitors.
i'lie
goesnrsiinto
question oicomplaint
tne value oi
run tne
tueaiers
and the eneci on hooKings uy exhiuitors, Claiming mat. exuiuition
vaiue 111 iirst runs represents "at least
M per cent" oi /\.iiiericaii-<^aiiadiaii
gross receipts oi a production.
ihe complaint auds that since 16^0,
vuagrapa uas Duhi up a great husiuess Which uniiormiy since lyU^
Showed a large prout each year sometimes exceeding one million douars.'
iv description oi tne ousiness ol Jramous nayers is also given, and the
suDsiance ol the charge against famous IS that aDout lyiy tney comDined and conspired to monopolize a
numoer ol large nrst run theaters m
the United btates and (..anada.
ihe complaint goes into the New

12 M. for Accra; mails close at 9 A. M, linglaiid situation claiming tnat "by
for Canaries, Senegal and Gambia, (other combinations and agreements" witn
parts of West Africa, specially addressed), Aiired i. lilacK and William Gray
^'rmcess sails at 12 M. for Barcelouia, mails i-amous excluded almost all ol the
close at 9 A. M. for Portugal and Spain,
specially addressed. Ft. Hamilton sails at plaintilt s pictures and the pictures ol
ii A. M., for Hamilton; mails close at 7.30
a number
ol other producers" from
for Bermuda. Tivives sails at 11 A. M. those
theaters.
tor Santa Marta ; mails close at 8 A. M.
It alleges that through one or more
lor Jamaica, Canal Zone, Panama, Columbia
and Ecuador. Morro Lastle sails at 2 P. contracts with Jules ivlastbaum, the
M. (or Vera Cruz; mails close at 12 M. for
Stanley Co. of America and the Stan■i ucatan
and Campeche,
(Cuba and Robin
other
parts
of Mexico,
specially addressed).
ley iSooking Corp., the l-amous flayHood sails at 2 P. M. for Buenos Aires;
ers exchanged ^Z.OUU.OUU and 15,UU0
mails close at 12 M. for Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay, specially addressed.
shares of the common stock of i^'a-

mous flayers for a large interest in
Thursday
these two important companies, one
Manchuria sails at 11 A. M. for Ham- of which is said to own or control
burg; mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe,
Africa and West Asia; (Norway, specially more than 57 theaters and has an exclusive booking contract with 92 other
addressed). Uellig Olav sails at 11 A. M.
for Copenhagen; mails close at 9 A. M. for theaters, making a total of 149 theaNorway,
Sweden,
Denmark
and
Finland.
ters, all in the Philadelphia territory,
and including the control of the entire
eight first-run theaters in Philadel^^- ' Back from England
phia, and that as a result of these con^^Trank Urson, assistant director, and
r David Kesson, photographer, who
tracts all, or almost all of the pictures
have been in England for some weeks made by Vitagraph and a large number of other producers are excluded
photographing scenes for "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles" to be produced by from this territory.
Marshall Neilan for Goldwyn, reIt is further alleged in the comturned Tuesday on the Olympic. The
plaint that as a result of similar conpurpose of the trip was to secure pictracts
with Stephen A. Lynch and the
tures in the actual localities described
Stephen
A. Lynch Enterprises, Faby Thomas Hardy in his famous
mous Players caused a corporation
novel.
known as the Southern Enterprises,
Inc., to be formed under the laws of
October Admissions Improve
the
State of Delaware, which corpora(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion is owned and controlled by the
Washington, D, C. — Admission Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
taxes collected during the month of and which owns, controls and operOctober totaled $5,396,461, according
ates a large number of desirable moto figures just made public by the
tion picture theaters, upwards of 140
Bureau of Internal Revenue. This in number, throughout the states of
was an increase of approximately a North Carolina, South Carolina,
half-million dollars over the collec- Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alations for September, which amounted
bama, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkanto $4,789,391, but was more than a
sas, Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma,
million dollars below those of Oc- and that by reason of a contract with
tober of last year, when $6,415,680 one or more stockholders of the
was collected.
(Contmned on Page 4)
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^he Universal
Vidures Corp.
inception'
it's
$im&
ten ykars ago kts\
mack something
like 5500
Photoplays
my opinion
$nBOOTH
T^RKINGTON'S Misrawa

Directed by HOBART HENLEY

is the best picture
thatllniversalhas
Cver fftade,
President

Ilk
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitol
The regular Capitol Magazine opens,
followed by the overture, Tchaikovsky's
"Allegro con brio." The orchestra then
plays "The Nutcracker Suite," while the
house Ballet Corps dances. A poetic scenic
study, "The Canyon of Dreams" then graces
the screen, followed by the prelude, Betsy
Ayres and William Robyn sing, "Where the
Volga Flows." The feature, "Hungry
Hearts," is next, after which Barbara Lull,
''i violinist, makes her debut in "Air Russe."
"The Forrtune Hunter," one of the Aesops
Fables'
series is shown just before the
jrgan solo.

Cameo
"Kamenoi-Ostrow," by Rubinstein, is
■layed as the overture, followed by the Cameo
"Jews Weekly ; a short, geographical subect and Cameo Cartoons. Edward Turk
Ihen plays "To a Wild Irish Rose," on the
>llo. A comedy, "Fitter Patter" is screened
)efore the feature which is "What Fools
WIen Are." An organ selection by John
'riest is last.

Rialto
The orchestra renders selections from
'Samson and Delilah," as the overture,
tiesenfeld's Classical Jazz, precedes the
followed Lax,
by "The
Mirror,"
.tialto
shortMagazine,
reel, Miriam
saprano,
and
Adrian Da Silva, tenor, sing Intermede
feature,
"Toll ofthen
the dances,
Sea,"
I^hinois,
next. the
Virginia
Beardsley
'Danse Grotesque." "Bow wow," a Mack
Jennett comedy, closes the program.

RivoU

I
The

overture. Von Suppe's, "Morning,
Joon and Night in Vienna," starts off the
rogram, followed by the usual news weekly,
largaret Daily and Paul Oscard sing.
Pierrot's Dream." The feature, "Singed
Vings," with Bebe Daniels, is next, after
'hich the Original Piano Trio render popular
elections. "The Show," a short reel
omedy precedes, "The Marche Solenell,"
layed on the organ, closing the bill.

Strand
The Strand Orchestra plays selections
•om "Madame Butterfly" for the overture.
Odds and Ends," a Pathecolor short reel
\ then screened, while Robert Armbruster
lays "Concert Waltz" on the piano. The
(istomary topical review is followed by a
umber of dances by the Fokine Ballet,
he orchestra ushers the feature, which is
East is West," starred by Connie Taladge.
An organ solo is the finale number.

At Other Houses
"One Exciting Night" remains at the
polio;
"The crowds
Town atThat
God" theis
ill
drawing
the Forgot
Astor, whDe
avies portrayal of "When Knighthood Wis
Flower," continues on at the Criterion,
he Fox feature, "The Village Blacksmith"
ill runs at the 44th St., and Fairbanks as
Robin
Hood" continues to pack them in
the Lyric.

SERVING

Carry Ofif $700
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — Five bandits
entered
the Manchester here and carried off r
the
containing $700 ia"*
cash. strong-box
Invade Honolulu
(Special to THE

FILM

Favor Sunday Shows
FILM

DAILY)

Providence — With a Democratic
governor and legislature in Rhode
Island, a liberal attitude is expected
to be taken toward Sunday shows
here.
New Theater for Little Falls
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Little Falls, N. Y. — Local interests
allied with the Liberty at Herkimer,
will build an $150000 motion picture
theater here with the most modern
equipment including a pipe organ.
C. H. Moyer of the Liberty, will be
the manager.
Toledo Notes
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toledo — The Rivoli is the only
house here doing a capacity business.
Walter Lindlar, of the Paramount
Exploitation Department,
is here.
Valentino's "The Young Rajah"
played
at Loew's Valentine to only
fair
business.
The Rivoli's tremendous seating
capacity, together with vaudeville, is
hurting the older houses.
"Doc" Horator, of the Alhambra,
has fully recovered from his recent
illness. Gardiner, his partner, is
visiting New York.
The Board of Censors stopped
Gloria Swanson's picture, which was
booked for Loew's Temple. Eddie
Zorn had to rush in "The Forgotten

Law."
"Unlimited Facilities for
QuaUty Work"
THE FOREMOST
PRODUCERS OF THE

WEST

S.MTompkinf

Phones
Hoiluwooti
6^Sand 6943

Ten Nights in a
Projection Room

DAILY)

San Francisco — Kahn & Greenfield, who conduct four houses here,
and one at Santa Cruz, have recently
opened the Princess, at Honolulu.
Edward A. Smith is in charge.
(Special to THE

i

Seu}ar€l and Romaino Streets

Hollywood Cali/ornta

Frankly, my friends — I am an exhibitor.
I am one of those strange American men
of business who make my living by projecting
a series of celluloid imprints onto a white screen.
I have a box office where I sometimes sell tickets —
and I have a big lobby which leads into a rather
nice theatre crowded with plush-covered seats.
Every friend I have tells me that my little
showshop is a perfect gem. I haven't yet been
able to find out whether they are flattering
me to get free tickets for my shows.
All I know is that so far they haven't
succeeded in getting anything out of me.
"Try and get it," is what I say,
but somehow, though at first they don't
succeed they try — try — again — and again.
So much for that —
As I said, I'm an exhibitor —
But that's not all the confession I have to make.
Here's another . . .
I rent pictures from the various motion

picture distributors. And I've spent the last
ten nights in a projection room looking over
all the films to be booked. I reached
an important decision— along about the 10th night.
I decided

to book Goldwyn Pictures, because they've
got the best product on the market.
I'm all set to play some daisies right now, and soon
I'm due to get Marshall Neilan's "The Stranger's
Banquet," Maurice Tourneur's production of
'The Christian" by Hall Caine, a great Pola Negri
picture, several other bearcats, and the great
and only "Ben Hur." So Brother exhibitors,
that's my confession. Get wise like me
and spend ten nights in a projection room
seeing the Goldwyn stuff.
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V. MONG

The Screen's Greatest
Character Actor
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Personal Direction
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Another

Down

amous Not Expected to Make Any
More Pictures in Germany

IILW

DAll V>

Berlin— The E. F. A. (Famous
layers) has practically ceased all
erations here. The studio has
en closed, and all contracts with
ars and others have been settled,
nst Lubitsch sails early in Decemr for New York and will work for
amous after his picture with Mary
ickford is completed, probably in
ollywood. Al Kaufman, in charge
production here, sails on the Maptic from Cherbourg early in De^mber.
I That EFA would, in all likelihood
jther make pictures for Continental
irope or close, has been forecast in
[evious cables from Berlin. The
J-st inkling of this came with Pola
jegri coming to America to make
Ictures.
Levine Resigns
IBen Levine, manager of the New
ark exchange of Goldwyn, has reined, effective Dec. 2nd.

December

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — It is rumored that St.
Louis will have another booking
combination of exhibitors. Several
of the smaller houses along Broadway on the South Side have been
mentioned in this connection. There
is already a close relationship between
some of the houses. Conferences
looking to a consummation of the deal
have already been held.
Elliott Returns
Clyde E. Elliott, director of Post
Pictures, is back from a si.x months'
trip in Europe.
Doug and Mary Home
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Mary
Pickford
and
Douglas
Fairbanks
have
reached
their home at Beverly Hills.
Williams Back
J. D. Williams, former general
manager of First National, has returned from the coast after spending
about 48 hours in Los Angeles.

Vitagraph Suit for Millions On Grounds
of Monopoly Awakens Unusual Interest
Interesting
Figures
Showing
Decline of Vitagraph's
Profits
Appear in Complaint — Other Charges Include Unfair
Methods Used by Famous in Distribution of "The
Little Minister" and "The Son of Wallingford"
Vitagraph's suit for millions against Famous Players on the
grounds of monopoly and unfair competition was the sole topic
of discussion among film folk yesterday.
But much as film folk were willing to talk to each other
they became strangely silent when asked for expressions for publication relative to this matter. Their attitude seemed to be :
Let Vitagraph fight it out. Even some of the "independents"
usually in the forefront of such an afifair thought it best not to
say anything at this time. ,
Efforts to secure a statement from Asso. First Nat'l Pictures relative to tbe charges made in the complaint regarding
Famous booking the First National houses and thus blocking
out other distributors were non-productive, the point l)eing made
that no statement could be made until there had been an opportunity to see the complaint.
Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T.
O. was "too busy" to issue a statement regarding the suit, although the
complaint contains a letter signed by
S. R. Kent of Famous telling of how
Vitagraph was working with State
Units on a 3 per cent basis, the money

frhe Troubles of an
Exhibitor
DENEKER

to be paid to the various state treasureries.
Among attorneys versed in the
practice of the Federal Courts, it
was maintained that it would be a

CIRCUIT

Clem Deneker, Manager
Pneumonia,
Nevada
Exzema,
- Arizona
No Picture Too Super For Us
Two consecutived days for
clean sex plays

long time — perhaps several years —
before a decision could be expected
in the case.
Considerable comment was developed in some quarters over the
point that the complaint virtually reiterated many of the charges which
appear in the bill of complaint filed
by the Federal Trade Commission
against Famous, Mastbaum, Black,

:ar Sir Film Daily:
Well, you're getting this letter from
:ircuit owner.
I bought that house
K.
But at that, I aint happy.
ter I got it, I found it had a flexing capacity. It seats two
{:seat
idred in dry weather and only 85
en it rains. The place is owned
_ one of those broad minded church
ates, the roof leaks in twenty
t
ces, no
theyonewon'
ns
can fix
sit it,
in and
any when
seat ofit
first eight rows. There's twelve
vs all told. Well, it sure makes a
y feel important when he owns a
cuit. I guess I'll get in bad with
it T. O. C. C. crowd for expanding
i may have to come east (when
ngs pick up) and sort of form some
id of protective league with Mari Loew.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Price 5 Cents

1, 1922

Lynch and Richards relative to "unIn fair
addition
to the many charges
competition."
made in the complaint, some interesting additional data is discovered in
a more careful perusal, some of
which follows:
Some

Figures

Paragraph 39 reads:
That at the end of the year 1921,

Gnppmg
News:
The
Wives."
Bulletin from Dallas on "Rich Men's
"The picture is
The Journal:
story." The Dispatch: "Interesting film."
The exhibitor who
They can't ALL be wrong.
of unusually high order."
I hasn't shown the picture might take ^ tip.— Advt.

(Vitagraph's)
capitalexclusive
investment
in
the
said business
of its
good will was a sum in excess of
$2,176,000 and for five (5) years last
(Continued on Pagre 8)
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Sills Going Abroad
Milton Sills will shortly journey to
London to work for Gaumont, Ltd.,
in one of the leading roles of "The
y«IXXIINo.60

Friday, Dec. 1, 1922

Price b Cents
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Coogan Not in Buster
monthi,
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
i I 6 00.
Sul)scribers should remit with order.
\ildress all communications
to THE
FILM
Jackie Coogan will not make "Buster Brown" as announced in a coast
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N, V.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552 5558. report yesterdaj', according to HerHollywood.
California — Harvey E. Gausman,
man Garfield who controls the rights
6411
'Phone, Hollywood to the story. No deal has yet been
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
I lucago Representative — Irving Made, 802 S. closed for the rights, says Garfield.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Lichtman in Los Angeles
Ave., London. W. 1.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
ins
Representative
—
Le
Film,
42
Rue
de
riichy.
Los Angeles — Al Lichtman arrived
entral European Representative — -Interna- here yesterday from New York for a
tionale Filmschau, Prague (Czecho-Slo- stay of six weeks. His purpose is to
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

/
No Quotations
/
Yesterday,
being
a holiday.
Stock Exchange was closed.

Cuts

and

the

Flashes

Kenneth Webb expects to leave
soon for a trip to Miami to consider
a producing proposition in Florida.
Through Charles Walton, Alfred
Lunt has been signed to play the lead
in "Backbone," to be made by Distinctive Pictures Corp.
Chas. G. Branham of the Famous
Players Canadian organization, whose
headquarters are in Toronto has
returned to his home following a
short business visit here.
The Cosmopolitan company, making "The Go Getter," is in Baltimore
working on some exteriors.
Walter Rebenfeld, former manager
of the Foreign Publicity Department
of
Universal, Publicitv
is now managing
International
Service. Zit's
E. K. Lincoln has been signed by
Martin Hey! to play the lead in "The
Little Red School House," Arrow
release.
The cast for Allan Dwan's
Glimpses of the Moon" for
mount includes Bebe Daniels,
Naldi, Rubye de Remer, Maurice
tello and Charles Gerrard.

"The
ParaNita
Cos-

^^cLux^cdUyryai (Rctil^

JUPITER
FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We

buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

Friday,

December

1,

So?
Hollywood — Goldwyn announces that upwards of two
million will be spent on "Ben
Hur," preparations for production of which are already under
way. Cedric Gibbons, art director, is at work on designing of
sets and Sophie Wachner on
costumes.

Continent Change
Maurice A. C. Chase, Universal,
has been appointed general manager
for their European interests. He sails
for Berlin, Dec. 3.
Still Going Strong
The drawing power of Griffith's
"Birth of a Nation" was again manifested when sales and reservations
amounted to over $1,700, were made
within 24 hours after the announcement of the showing of the picture at

discuss future plans for Preferred Pictures with B. P. Schulbcrg. On the
return trip Lichtman- expects to visit
exchanges.

the Selwyn.
After
erance" will be
put one
on. week, "Intol-

In the Limelight
Harry Reichenbach will serve as
master of ceremonies at the T. O.
C. C. ball tomorrow night at the
Astor. All of the boxes have been
sold, and practically every company
will be represented, while a number
of stage and screen celebrities are also
expected to be on hand.

base ball
this year's
winners
in team,
the Motion
Picture pennant
League
will be guests of Arthur Loew at a
dinner and vaudeville entertainment
at the N. V. A. club Sunday evening.
Loew was a member of the Metro
team which lost its two games with
Paramount; otherwise, the Metro
team would probably be guests of
Eugene Zukor, instead.

Arthur Loew Made a Bet
The members of the Paramount

"AN OLD SWEETHEART OF
MTNF" PLAYED TO TWICE AS
MANY PEOPLE AND TWICE AS
LARGE A GROSS AT THE
BROADWAY STRAND THEATRE. DETROIT. LAST MONDAY
AS A FAMOUS FEATURE, NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AND
SPFCTALLY EXPLOITED, DID
THF MONDAY PREVIOUS. IT
PL4YED TO AS MANY PEOPLE
ON SUNDAY AS THE THEATRE
COULD POSSIBLY HOLD.

TUESDAY IT DID TWO HUNDRED MORE
THAN MONDAY.
"AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE"
EVEN IF IT WERE NOT A VERY FINE
DRAMATIC FILM WITH EVERY FOOT
FULL OF SENTIMENT AND ROMANCE
WOULD STILL HAVE
BOX OFFICE PERSONALITY
HARRY GARSON CONTROLS IT
DISTRIBUTION WILL BE ANNOUNCED
WHEN PRESENT NEGOTIATIONS ARE
CONSUMMATED
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Berlin— The
E. F. A. (Famous
avers) has practically ceased
all
erations
here.
The
studio
has
en closed, and all contracts with
irs and others have been settled.
rnst Lubitsch sails early in Decemr for New York and will work for
imous after his picture with Mary
ckford is completed,
probably
in
JoUywood.
Al Kaufman, in charge
H production here, sails on the Ma«tic from Cherbourg early in De-

[inber.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — It is rumored that St.
Louis will have another booking
combination of exhibitors. Several
of the smaller houses along Broadway on the South Side have been
mentioned in this connection. There
is already a close relationship between
some of the houses. Conferences
looking to a consummation of the deal
have already been held.
Elliott Returns
Clyde E. Elliott, director of Post
Pictures, is back from a six months'
trip in Europe.
Doug and Mary Home

That EFA would, in all likelihood
ler make pictures for Continental
Irope or close, has been forecast in
fvious cables from Berlin. The
k inkling of this came with Pola
Igri coming to America to make
Itures.
Levine Resigns
Jen Levine, manager of the New
of Goldwyn, has re|rk exchange
ined, effective Dec. 2nd.

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Mary
Pickford
and
Douglas
Fairbanks
have
reached
their home at Beverly Hills.
Williams Back
J. D.
Williams,
former
manager of First National, general
turned from the coast after spending
has reabout 48 hours in Los Angeles.
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Vitagraph Suit for Millions On Grounds
of Monopoly Awakens Unusual Interest
Interesting
Figures
Showing
Decline
of Vitagraph's
Profits
Appear in Complaint — Other Charges Include Unfair
Methods Used by Famous in Distribution of "The
Little Minister" and "The Son of Wallingford"

Vitagraph's suit for millions against Famous Players on the
grounds of monopoly and unfair competition was the sole topic
of discussion among film folk yesterday.
But much as film folk were willing to talk to each other
they became strangely silent when asked for expressions for publication relative to this matter. Their attitude seemed to h& :
Let Vitagraph fight it out. Even some of the "independents"
usually in the forefront of such an affair thought it best not to
say anything at this time.
Efforts to secure a statement from Asso. First Nat'l Pictures relative to the charges made in the complaint regarding
Famous booking the First National houses and thus blocking
out other distributors were non-productive, the point being made
that no statement could be made until there had been an opportunity to see the complaint. ~ Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T.
O. was "too busy" to issue a statement regarding the suit, although the •
complaint contains a letter signed by-

trh2 Troubles of an
Exhibitor
ifc

DENEKER

S. R. Kent of Famous telling of ho'w
Vitagraph was working with State
Units on a 3 per cent basis, the money
to be paid to the various state treasureries.
Among attorneys versed in the
practice of the Federal Courts, it
was maintained that it would be a

CIRCUIT

Clem Deneker, Manager
Pneumonia,
Nevada
Arizona
Exzema,
;,_
t! m ^° Picture Too Super For Us
Two consecutived days for
clean sex plays

long time — perhaps several years —
before a decision could be expected
in the case.
Considerable comment was developed in some quarters over the
point that the complaint virtually reiterated many of the charges which
appear in the bill of complaint filed
by the Federal Trade Commission
against Famous, Mastbaum, Black,

r Sir Film Daily:
Veil, you're getting this letter from
rcuit owner.
I bought that house
K.
But at that, I aint happy.
er I got it, I found it had a flexseating capacity.
It seats two
dred in dry weather and only 85
n it rains.
The place is owned
:l >ne of those broad minded church
tes, the roof leaks
in twenty
{ es, they won't fix it, and when it
s no one can sit in any seat of
first eight rows.
There's twelve
s all told.
Well, it sure makes a
feel im.portant when he owns a
luit. I guess I'll get in bad with
T. O. C. C. crowd for expanding
may have to come east (when
gs pick up) and sort of form some
|1 of protective league with MariLoew.
(Continued on Page 4)

Price 5 Cents

Lynch and Richards relative to "unIn fair
addition
to the many charges
competition."
made in the complaint, some interesting additional data is discovered in
a more careful perusal, some of
which follows:
Some Figures
Paragraph 39 reads:

Bulletin from Dallas on "Rich Men's Wives." The News: "Gnppmg
story." The Dispatch: "Interesting film." The Journal: "The picture is
of unusually high order." They can't ALL be wrong. The exhibitor who
hasn't shown the pict«rf might take a tip.— Advt.

1,

That at the end of the year 1921,'
(Vitagraph's)
capital investment
in
the said business
exclusive
of its '
good will was a sum
in excess of
$2,176,000 and for five (5) years last
(Continued on Pase 8)
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Sills Going Abroad
Milton Sills will shortly journey to
London to work for Gaumont, Ltd.,
in one of the leading roles of "The
Ifal xmi NO. 60

Friday. Dec. 1.1922

Price 5^s
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Quality of Mercy."
Smith
Going
West
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, is expected to return to Hollywood to personally look after the production of the Morgan Robertson sea
story
of Men," which David
Smith "Masters
will direct.
Coogan Not in Buster
Jackie Coogan will not make "Buster Brown" as announced in a coast
report yesterday, according to Herman Garfield who controls the rights
to the story. No deal has yet been
closed for the rights, says Garfield.
Lichtman

in Los Angeles

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

and

Hollywood — Goldwyn announces that upwards of two

The Cosmopolitan company, making "The Go Getter," is in Baltimore
working on some exteriors.
Walter Rebenfeld, former manager
of the Foreign Publicity Department
of Universal, is now managing Zit's
International Publicity Service.
E. K. Lincoln has been signed by
Martin Heyl to play the lead in "The
Little Red School House," Arrow
release.
The cast for Allan Dwan's
Glimpses of the Moon" for
mount includes Bebe Daniels,
Naldi, Rubye de Remer, Maurice
tello and Charles Gerrard.

f^cUuuitUmal

"The
ParaNita
Cos-

6\cttnK>

JUPITER FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We

buy rights only for entire
Latin America.
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million will be spent on "Ben
Hur," preparations for production of which are already under
way. Cedric Gibbons, art director, is at work on designing of
sets and Sophie Wachner on
costumes.
Continent Change
Maurice A. C. Chase, Universal,
has been appointed general manager
for their European interests. He sails
for Berlin, Dec. 3.
Still Going Strong
The drawing power of Griffith's
"Birth of a Nation" was again manifested when sales and reservations
amounted to over $1,700, were made
within 24 hours after the announcement of the showing of the picture at

4)]^tncmrj?
(!Irnr:ptJrattt.u
O. BAUMANN,
PRESIDENT

CHARLES

RESOURCES

"AN OLD SWEETHEART OF
MINE" PLAYED TO TWICE AS
MANY PEOPLE AND TWICE AS
LARGE A GROSS AT THE
BROADWAY STRAND THEATRE. DETROIT. LAST MONDAY
AS A FAMOUS FEATURE, NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AND
SPECIALLY EXPLOITED, DID
THE MONDAY PREVIOUS. IT
PLAYED TO AS MANY PEOPLE
ON SUNDAY AS THE THEATRE
COULD POSSIBLY HOLD.
TUESDAY IT DID TWO HUNDRED MORE
THAN MONDAY.
"AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE"
EVEN IF IT WERE NOT A VERY FINE
DRAMATIC FILM WITH EVERY FOOT
FULL OF SENTIMENT AND ROMANCE
WOULD STILL HAVE
BOX OFFICE PERSONALITY
HARRY GARSON CONTROLS IT
DISTRIBUTION WILL BE ANNOUNCED
WHEN PRESENT NEGOTIATIONS ARE
CONSUMMATED

- $5,000,000

— LEGAL
PICTURE

RATES

INDUSTRY

—

EXCLUSIVELY

WE REPRESENT
PRODUCERS & STARS
in negotiating releasing |
contracts. Act as Sales Agent and
New York Representative for indix
viduals firms and corporations pro-k
ducing in California and elsewhere^
in the U. S. or in Foreign Countries.!

FINANCE PICTURES
& MAKE ADVANCES

Flashes

Chas. G. Branham of the Famous
Players Canadian organization, whose
headquarters are in Toronto has
returned to his home follov/ing a
short business visit here.

December

5o?

Los Angeles — Al Lichtman arrived
here yesterday from New York for a
stay of six weeks. His purpose is to
one week, "IntolAfter
discuss future plans for Preferred Pic- the Selwyn.
erance" will be
put on.
tures with B. P. .Schulberg. On the
No Quotations
Yesterday,
being
a holiday,
the return trip Lichtman expects to visit
Arthur Loew Made a Bet
exchanges.
Stock Exchange was closed.
The members of the Paramount
In the Limelight
base ball team, this year's pennant
winners in the Motion Picture League
Harry
Reichenbach
will serve as
Kenneth Webb expects to leave
will be guests of Arthur Loew at a
soon for a trip to Miami to consider master of ceremonies at the T. O. dinner and vaudeville entertainment
C. C. ball tomorrow night at the
a producing proposition in Florida.
Astor. All of the boxes have been at the N. V. A. club Sunday evening.
Loew was a member of the Metro
Through Charles Walton, Alfred sold, and practically every company team which lost its two games with
Lunt has been signed to play the lead will be represented, while a number
of stage and screen celebrities are also Paramount; otherwise, the Metro
in "Backbone," to be made by Dis- expected to be on hand.
probably be guests of
team
tinctive Pictures Corp.
Eugenewould
Zukor, instead.

Cuts

Friday,

of any amount oaj
Feature Productions, Producer- Dis~*t
tributor Contracts, etc.
We alaoi
finance Positive Prints, Advertising
Matter, Exploitation, etc. — rendering
every form of financial service at
legal rates.

ARRANGE
DISTRIBUTION

\

In effecting releasing
arrangements, we require no advance
whatsoever from established and
responsible Distributors. We are,
therefore, free to represent and
collaborate in exploiting the
production of any Producer —
through any and all channels of
distribution.

UNDER THE
DIRECTION
CHARLES

\

and personal supervision of
O. BAUMANN, Prcs.

originator and organizer of:—
Kessel-Bauman, New York Motioa
Keystone, Sales Co., Universal,
and Triangle Film Companiet;
producers of Ince-Kay Bee, SennettChaplin-Keystone and other Famous
Productions.

Telephone 2989 Bryant

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway at 42nd Street
New York City
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Wie Covered Wagon
iBSIIIIIIIIII

fisc nn
thp \\)n\)
on the
way !!

AFTER three months continuous work in the Utah desert, ninety miles
from a railroad, the exteriors on "The Covered Wagon" have been
completed.
Another month or so will be spent at the studio, making the interiors.
Last week the great scenes showing the attack of 1000 Indians on
the two mile wagon train were completed. We had hoped to show a still
from this, but heavy snows have cut the Camp off from mail service, and
none have arrived. Telegrams advise us, however, that this episode is
more thrilling than any similar scene ever staged.
Other thrill scenes include the buffalo hunt, with 500 bison, the fording of a mile-wide river, the prairie fire, and the rescue from quick-sands.
"The Covered Wagon" is not all spectacle, however. One of the most
beautiful romances ever written runs through this epic-drama of America's making, enacted by a distinguished cast including Lois Wilson, J.
Warren Kerrigan, Ernest Torrence, Charles Ogle, Alan Hale, Tully Marshall, Guy Oliver and a supporting cast of 3000.
There never was a picture like "The Covered Wagon." There never
will be another like it. It is the most gigantic undertaking ever attempted
by any motion picture producer.
James Cruze is producing the picture, from the novel by Emerson
Hough, adapted by Jack Cunningham.

Watch for
further
FACTS
about "The
Covered

gon t " Picture
Wamoun
It's a Para
There's a
GOLD
MINE
AHEAD/
iJL.

..
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
f Continued

from

Page

1)

It is funny how a person changes
their minds. Before I bought that
other house, I was in favor of firing
Marcus Loew out of the exhibitors
society, then I grabbed the other joint
and now I'm all for him. It sure
makes a difference to you where you
sit.
You remember I told you about
that print in the express office: well,
it got me in terrible bad with my
clientele at Pneumonia. It turned
out to be the fourth episode of a serial
and when the damn thing stopped
with no finish to the story, they wanted to tear my house down. Now I'm
hooked and it looks like I got to book
the rest of it or git into some kind of
boycott here. This catering to the
public aint all orchids either.
I wish you would give me some advice as to who I should trail with,
Sidney Cohen, Jimmy Walker or Will
Hays. All three being strangers, why
I'm on the fence. Naturally I listened to Hays a couple of years ago and
voted his way, and I'm not kicking on
this either for I'm willing to give
any guy two chances, but as your
business is to advise, why I'll wait.
I wish you would take up the matter of that leaky roof with Famous
Players-Lasky company for me and
find if they are willing when I pay
them four bucks for a feature, and it
rains and I can only use four of the
rows, (losing eight of them) if they
are willing to share this with me. I
can always get lots of affidavits from
my customers when the roof is leaking, to prove it. You see, I buy on
the strength of having two hundred
seats, then when my capacity shrinks,
through no fault of mine, I only got
eighty-five— should I get a break?
Also let me know if that firm that
used to give you one feature for every
feature you booked, is there any more.
I got a scheme how to get every other
one from them.

Will send you story on my opening
at my new joint in my next.
Yours,
CLEM

P- S. — How
letter head?

DENEKER
Deneker Circuit
Pneumonia, Nevuda.
do you like my new

New Supply House
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — Charles A. Dentelbeck,
supervisor of projection for
the
Famous Players Canadian Corp., for
a number of years, and president of
Local IZ, Projection Machine Operators I.A. T. S. E., for the
seven years, is the president of past
the
Canadian Theater Supply Co., 22
Dundas St., Toronto, which has been
organized to handle the exclusive
distribution in Canada of Simplex
projection machines and other lines.
The company has been incorporated
with a capital of $150,000, and a
branch office has already been opened
at Montreal. Arrangements are also
being made to open offices of the
Canadian Theater Supply at Winnipeg
and Vancouver.
The Coleman Electric Co., has
opened offices in the Hermant Bldg.

Newspaper

Opinions

DAILY
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tionsExchange Affilia-i
Norca Completing

(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Norca Pictures Inc., of which R. C^
Hollywood — Patsy
Ruth
Miller Cropper is vice-president and general
opposite
Charles
Ray
in his manager, has practically completed its
AMERICAN — Miss Daniels acted busily plays
and surprisedly and Mr. Nagel ditto. Adolphe next picture, "The Girl I Loved."
exchange affiliation according to thev
Menjou was the villain, and Mabel Trunelle
was poor Aunt. The soup-eater was Robert
Hobart
Bosworth
will be
Lord announcement by Mr. Cropper. i*
Brower. Perhaps "Singed Wings" means a
"Contracts have been closed for disgreat deal more than I thouglit it meant.
It is so full of "material" that somebody Teyne in "Vanity Fair."
tribution of some 85 per cent of the
will surely f^nd something to applaud and
Malcolm McGregor has been added country" says Mr. Cropper, "and the,
to cherish.
Letsopeso.
remaining
territory
is now
under j
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It has been
beautifully made into an unusual picture by to the cast of "Noise in Newboro."
negotiation.
The entire country willj

"Singed Wings" —
Rivoli

Penrhyn Stanlaws.
TRIBUNE — "Singed Wings" is almost
artificial enough and showy enough to have
been made by Cecil de Mille.
But it wasn't.
JOURNAL — Out of the mixture of anti(|ue and modern, the spectator was impressed by Bebe IJaniels' delicate grace in
the one and ' robust beauty in the second.
Conrad Nagel made as much as he dared of
the hero's part.
TELEGRAM— "Singed Wings" is one of
the most beautiful and poetic films directed
by Stanlaws.
GLOBE — "Singed Wings" seems to us to
have the highest percentage of ugliness and
downright immorality of any picture that we
have seen in some time.
EVE. WORLD — The story proper is tense
,vith drama and tragedy and will be appreciated by those who lil<e to think a little
.vith their thrills. Conrad Nagel and Bebe
Daniels are both well cast in the leading
roles.

"East is West"— Strand
Strand
HERALD — "East is West" succeeds in
providing excellent entertainment. * * * It
s a good vehicle for Constance Talmadge.
and it is well directed by Sydney Frankl.n.
* * * Fortunately, "East is West" doesn't
olace much reliance on suspense or meloIrama. It is a comedy, and an unusually
adept one.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH — Occidental
comedy
with a generous
amount
of melorama. ♦ ♦ ♦• Warner
Oland, as Charley
Vong, is capital.
WORLD — To us her antics are at no
t me as bright as she wants them to be, and
altogether it appeals to us as being a
pretty ordinary slapstick comedy rather longer
than the usual one. ♦ ♦ ♦ This is our own
private opinion and it certainly was not
shared by large audiences which went to the
Strand. They bubbled to themselves about
how cunning the star was, and applauded
oiice in a while too.
SUN — Miss Talmadge cannot be accused
of transferring any of Miss Bainter's talented work to the silver sheet. We will say
that her characterization of Ming Toy is essentially original, if strict originality is a
[)ossbi]e virtue.
GLOBE — Constance Talmadge makes a
most prepossess ng Chinese. She cultivates
bangs, wears her hair oiled and resplendent
in an elaborate coiffure; and as for gowns —
would this picture had been done in color!
No, "East is West" is not much of a picture. Banish the talented Miss Talmadge
from the cast and a few of the others and
you have only another one of those many
pictures which, by way of introducting oriental atmosphere, tell the story of distressed
Chinese maidens and their being rescued by
Christian missionaries.
TELEGRAM— Her antics will cause
laughter, but what is more tragic than a
serious-minded person made to aippear ridiculous? Such is the charm of Miss Talmadge's characterization that the laughter
she provokes turns to expressions of sympathy for her in her predicament.
J (JURN A L— Anything that Constance Talmadge does on the screen is bound to be
interesting, but the manner in which she interprets Ming Toy, the Chinese maid, in
"East IS West," is more than merely interesting. She has eliminated the pathos from
the story altogether.
EVE. WORLD— Aside from the fact that
"East IS West" makes a delightful screen entertainment insofar as it is ably directed, remarkably photographed and well acted, the
greatest achievement ,we noted was the hopskip-and-jump taken by the fair star from
rollicking hght comedy to that of real drama.
And this Miss Talmadge has done in a most
decisive and pleasing manner.
MAIL — This comedy of China and America IS so well presented that little, if anything, is lost in the adaptation. It is not
however,
the best of vehicles for Miss Talmadge,

Irving Luddy is writing continuity
for Popular Pictures, Inc.
The Metro force is expected to be
doubled as a result of the 1923 program.
Miss Du Pont, who appeared in
"Foolish Wives," has been added to
the cast of "Brass."
Barbara La Marr and Mae Busch
are the latest additions to the Goldwyn production, "Souls for Sale."
Gloria Swanson is working on
"The
Prodigal
Daughters.' Sam
Wood is
the director.
Upon the completion of "Scarlet
Lily," Katherine MacDonald will
start work on "Refuge." Victor
Sherzinger will direct.
Harry Carey has completed "Canyons of the Fools," his third picture
for F. B. O., to be released early
next year.
Val Paul directed.
Thecome
fire scenes
"Heartscolored
Aflame"in
will
to the inscreen
red. Charles J. Van Enger is chief
cinematographer for Niblo's "The Famous Mrs. Fair."
Rupert Hughes'
for Sale"
company
has gone "Souls
on location
to
Palms Springs; Holubar's "The
White Frontier" company has left for
Truckee, Calif.
Barbara La Marr has been selected
for the casts of both "Souls for Sale"
and which
Gasnier's
Wives,"
to
ZaSu "Poor
Pitts Men's
also has
been
added.
The Louis B. Mayer studios have
been re-christened the "Mayer-Schulberg" studios which, with the erection
of two new stages and other improvements, will be used by both corporations.
Gasnier's new picture which was referred to in this column as lacking a
title is "Poor Men's Wives," which
will be a companion piece to "Rich
Men's Wives." The cast will include, in addition to Barbara La Marr
and David Butler, Richard Tucker,
Zazu Pitts and Betty Francisco.
Buddie Messinger's first Century
comedy, which Harry Edwards
directed, has been titled "When
Boyhood Was in Flower." Messinger
will next appear with Jack Cooper,
Betty May, Jack Earle and Brownie
in a comedy under Herman C. Raymaker's direction. Baby Peggy has
bought a fifteen room houte in

Beverly Hills.

H. E. GAUSMAN

be covered within the next ten days."|
Come Off the Perch
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — John Evans, who operates several small
houses
hen i
writes:
i
"It would
do well for producers
actors and distributors to forget thesi
millions they are talking about, coini
down from their high-brow statioi
and make entertaining pictures tha
everyone can witness, even to th(
little ragamuffin or the lowly farmef
in Skeedunk.
"These faults, along in conjunctiod
to extended
runs in practically aB
key theaters, as well as small towns,
have produced
a situation that in
stead of the family
going
two
three times a week
they are no!
going
once every two weeks.
ar_
you know that the best thing in the
world is to keep them in the habit
rather than placing them in a class
of fastidiousness
and
being
overparticular for the pennies they spend."

$250 HOME PROJECTORS
COMPLETE WITH UNIVERSAL MOTOR
$75.00
We have secured the entire output of a standard and reliable
manufacturer, and offer them
for immediate sale at less than
1/3 their original cost.
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307

117 West 46th St., Bryant 9490

HE WHO
HESITATES
IS LOST

Fr

The truth ■>!: this old adage
may be forcibly brought home
to you .this minute. A lack of
surplus cash may prevent you
from grasping the opportunity
of a lifetime. We can help
you in just such an emergency.
Confidential, speedy service;
moderate terms.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

ipt

'Phone Cheliea 8284
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First Natidnal Offers 22 Big Time Pictures
to! Start Off the New Year
Look them oyer— count them. Nothing bigger yet offered. Look at the
names of the ktars and producers. Did you ever see a bigger hne-up? And
there's more good ones coming!
"THE DANGEROUS

"WHAT

A

AN

1

"A MAN OF ACTION"
iThomas H. Ince production with the Ince
Inch. With Douglas MacLean. An orighl story by Bradley King and directed by
Jmes W. Home.

It

HELMESS
LICHARD BART
in
"Fury"

A WIFE LEARNED"

A Thomas H. Ince special written by Bradley King and directed by John Griffith Wray.

John M. Stahl production preseiited by
juis B. Mayer. An up-to-date rJDmance
i
id drama of married life.

^E'

EDWIN CAREWE
DUCTION

PRO-

A symphony of life in the high and low
places
and one of the
to be announced
later.year's very best. Title

"BELL BOY 13"
A Thomas
MacLean.

H. Ince production with Douglas
Directed by William Seiter.

"THE SIGN"

A thrilling story of the
Lth Dorothy Gish.
Goulding and directed by
by Edmund
Presented by Inspiration Picnry King.
e% Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

A Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfin production.
(Not a Strongheart picture.)

:atherine inmacdonald

A Thomas H. Ince production taken from
the thrilling story by Anthony H. Rudd and
directed by Lambert Hillyer.

'Money, Money, Money"

by
fpted by Hope Loring from the story an
Form
by Tom
Directed
ry Evans.
i presented by B. P. Schulberg.

NORMA

ADGE
TALM
in

the Minaret"
A Voice From
novel and stage success

1 m the famous
b Frank Hitchins. Adapted by Frances
I -ion and directed by Frank Lloyd.

JACKIE COOGAN
in

"Daddy"

H
!■!

l]

\ boy marvel of the screen in another of
Iheart winning pictures.
i,
B

i

"SCARS OF JEALOUSY"

"THE WHITE

FRONTIER"

An Allen Holubar special presenting the
charming Dorothy Phillips.

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

in

"The Lonely Road"

Adapted by Lois Zellner from the farnous
story by Charles Logue. Directed by Victor
L. Schertzinger and presented by B. P.
Schulberg.

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
in

"The Bright Shawl"
Joseph Hergesheimer's famous story and
one of the year's best sellers. Directed by
Henry King and produced by Inspiration
Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

"THE SUNSHINE

TRAIL"

A Thomas H. Ince production, Douglas MacLean.
Directed by James W. Home.

NORMA

TALMADGE
in

"Within the Law"
The famous Al Woods production which
played to millions with Jane Cowl starring.

"THE

GIRL

FROM

THE

WEST"

GOLDEN

An Edwin Carewe production taken from the
famous Belasco play.

"MONEY

LOVE AND THE

A John M. Stahl production presented by
Louis B. Mayer.

"THE ISLE WOMAN"
OF DEAD SHIPS"
A Maurice Tourneur production taken from
Capt. Marriott's famous sea story.

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

in

"The Scarlet Lily' '
"TRILBY"
A Richard Walton Tully production taken
from the famous novel by George Du
Maurier in which Guy Bates Post probably
will play the part of Svengali.

A JAMES

YOUNG
TION

PRODUC-

Title to be announced later.

\l
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NATIONAL

■
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Among

The

''Independents

Le Saint to Coast
Edward J. Le Saint lia returned
to the
Coast
to begin
work
on
"Temptation,"
his third production
for C. B. C.
Using 8 Prints
(Special to THE

FILM

9 9

Pioneer and Crescent Merge
.Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Omaha — The Pioneer Film Co.,
and the Crescent Film Exchange
have consolidated.
Second Equity

UAILY)

Boston — Pioneer has arranged to
Daniel Carson Goodman is producing his second Equity picture at
book eight prints of "Deserted at the
the Tilford Studios, J. Searle Dawley
Altar" for New England.
is directing.
F. B. O. Release
Finishes First
"When Love Comes" a Ray Carroll
production starring Helen Jerome
Edwin Mortimer has completed
Eddy, is soon to be released through
the F. B. O.
the direction of the "Broad Road,"
by Hapsburg Liebe. It is the first
of a series to be made by Asso.
Exchange Moves
Authors, Inc., released through Asso.
(Special to lUt FILM DAILY)
Exhibitors.
Dallas, Tex.— The Specialty Film
Co. will move to 1914 Main St., occupying the quarters formerly used by
"After Six Days" for Broadway
First National.
"After Six Days," the foreign feature handled by Artclass
Pictures
Corp., will open on Broadway shortly
"Expose" Film Sale
Weiss Bros.' Clarion Photoplays, after Christmas.
Rights for California, Arizona and
Inc., has sold the film "Expose of
Sawing a Lady in Half" to Creole Nevada have been sold to Jake J.
Enterprises, Ltd., of New Orleans Cone of Los Angeles.
for Louisiana and Mississippi and
parts of Texas, Florida and Arkansas.
Bucheister Moving
Oscar C. Bucheister is moving his
Sampson Made Manager
art title office to larger quarters, 130
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
46th St., where he will be loChicago — Jack Sampson has been West cated
after Dec. 1. The quarters will
appointed manager of the F. B. O.
office, to replace Mr. Klein, who is be equipped with a new Bell & Howell camera and an outfit for making
going back to New York. Sampson
was formerly in charge of the Short printed titles.
Subject Department for Universal.
To Produce Six a Year
Norca Releases
Abbey Pictures, Inc., announce they
Norca Pictures releases to follow will produce six pictures a year,
"Just a Mother" are announced by R. from the work of well known authors.
C. Cropper, general manager as fol- Lola Lee is completing the continuity
lows. "The Edge of Beyond" by of the first story. Actual production
Gertrude Page; "Linked by Fate," by work will start soon in this city.
Charles Garvice; "Grip of Iron," by
Arthur Shirley.
Lesser Gets Wright Material
To Handle Warner
(Special

to THE

FILM

Product
DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — The Specialty Film
Co. has contracted to handle Warner
Bros, features in the Southwest. Offices are located in this city, Oklahoma City and Little Rock, Ark.
Booked for Interstate Houses
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.— "What's Wrong with
the Women?" handled in this territory by the R. D. Lewis Film Co.
has been booked by the Interstate
Amuse. Co. for its circuit. The picture will be first shown here and in
Houston, San Antonio and Ft. Worth.
Anchor

Moves

(Special to THE

FILM

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Sol Lesser has acquired rights, both stage and screen
for Principal Pictures, for a consideration said to be $540,000, to Harold
Bell Wright's novels which include
"When a Man's a Man," "Eyes of the
World," "Their Yesterdays," "The
Winning of Barbara Worth," "The
Shepherd of the Hills," "That Printer
of Udell's," "The Uncrowned King,"
"The Re-creation of Brain Kent," and
"The Calling of Dan Matthews."
Frank Lloyd has been retained to
adapt "The Re-Creation of Brian
Kent" and, if his other arrangements
will permit, will direct the film.

Friday, December

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Carl Harthill, who

has

been managing the National Cosmopolitan Exchange, has opened an independent exchange, which will go
under the name of Harthill Pictures. His first feature will be
tion.
"Saved by Radio," a Russell produc-

^1 NEGATIVE FOR SALE

30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel
in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Film," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

ART
Managing
New

York's largest theaters,

desires change, would

like to

join executive staff of small
circuit or growing
theaters. Would

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkins 7260-7461

Director of one of

chain of

Fun from the Press
is short and snappy, th

also consider

entering production field. Box

very essence of humoi
and will fit in any plac i

A. A. A., Fihn DaUy.

in any bill. It consume i
but five minutes of you

nrS

A

^

Westerns
nce
e
l
l
e
c
Ex

show time with a laug'
every second.
ANY
PROGRAM

IN

produced by The Literary Digert
Distributed

by

the

W.

W.

Hodkinson

OFFICE

FOR

RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Elxchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

par

WANTED SHORT REELS
FOR CALIFORNIA
Branch manager of ten years' experience with proven sales record, highest
bank and character references, offices
in Los Angeles and San Francisco
conducting distribution on a business
basis, desires best single and two reel
subjects for above territory, also
limited number of features which will
warrant big exploitation. We pay
for prints and split fifty, but you get
it each week. All subjects worked
out in nine months. Address B-929,
c/o Film Daily.

MADEtOORDER

9

ICIAL
^mIh

1339

Developing and Printing 1

51 DIVEPSEY

PARKWAY

CHICAGO. US-jT^^H

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Rooms,
fully equipped

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS
220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant

0984-0985

Get
See

the

Art

Corp.

r^COMMEf

UAJLY)

Trimble, boy star; Hobart Bosworth,
and Grace Darmond. First of the
series is "The Wheel of Fortune,"
Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke and Starring Miss Darmond. Hal C. Norfleet
has been appointed sales manager for
outfit and has left on tour of key
cities.

|I

New Independent Exchange Opens

Offices

Hollywood — Anchor Film Dist.,
Inc., have moved their general offices
to 1442 Beachwood Drive, to take
care of expanding activities. This
organization will release a series to
be
known
"Gold vehicles
Seal" productions,
which
will asinclude
of Arthur

1, 1922

Titles

in

"THE

TOLL OF THE
at the RIALTO

Colorin by J. S.
Portrait Painter

Eland,

SEA"

the

English

#I1ID0G
DRUMMOND
Dead or
Alive!

-^tl
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THE EXHIBITOR MUST SOLVE
HIS OWN PROBLEM
No Producer, Distributor, or Booking Circuit can solve it for Him

IF THIS BE TRUE:
What is the Exhibitor doing in a constructive way to protect his investment
in theatre holdings and the good will he has builded with his patrons?
What is the Exhibitor doing toward permanently securing film rentals
that will insure a profit to himself commensurate with the risk he takes?
What is the Exhibitor doing to protect himself against any movement in the
industry that ultimately must be a burden to him?
What is the Exhibitor doing toward safeguarding his investment against
any alignment that will tend to confine or restrict production or distribution?
What is the Exhibitor doing toward securing equitable film rentals during
his good season, in order that slack periods do not absorb all his profits
and more?
What is the Exhibitor doing in a constructive way toward keeping the independent producer independent and in business?

THE ANSWER IS THAT THE EXHIBITOR IS DOING NOTHING.
These problems relate not only to the present and the immediate future —
they affect vitally the Exhibitor's destiny.
The purpose of this advertisement is to advise the Exhibitor that a plan
has been created to cover every phase of Exhibitor protection, which will
sweep the country.
Every Exhibitor in America owes it to himself, irrespective of location,
size of house, priority of run, or population, to write for details of this plan.
Address your first letter to:
ARGOSY,

Care The Film Daily,
71 West 44th St.,
New York City.

-
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Vitagraph Suit
M ontinued

from

page

1)

past, namely, from 1918 to 1922, both
j'ears inclusive, plaintiff did a gross
business in the United States and

orado; Quincy, Massachusetts, and
Dover, New Hampshire, and owns
and enjoys a large interest in Loew's
Ohio Theaters, a corporation owning and operating six theaters in the
City of Cleveland, and a large number of theaters in other cities throughout the State of Ohio and elsewhere.

Canada alone approximately as follows :
Opposition Houses
1918
$4,281,126.62
1919
5,240,655.23
The complaint also declares: "that
about one-third of the 14,000
1920
6.193,519.06 only
theaters in the United States are
1921
4,849,035.11 open continuously for six days in
each week, that more than 7,300 the1922 (40 weeks
ending
aters or more than one-half of the
Sept. 30)
2.847 593.07
said 14,000 have no "opposition,"
and that its net profits from its busi- which
means that approximately half
of the said theaters in the United
in each year hcreina^'ter
were ness
approximately
as follows. stated
.States are operated and conducted
without direct competition from any
1909
.'
$
353,849.00
1910
725,372.00 other motion picture theater in close
1911
756,969.00 proximity thereto, and that the
1912
1,010,432.00 strictly first-class, first-run theaters
in the United States do not exceed
1913
1,204,821.00 200 in number, and are so situated
1914
997„321.00 as to locality in a large number of
1915
385,751.50 the said "key" cities that in many in1916
185.324.45
stances only one or two such first1917
259,574.32 class, first-run theaters are operated
1918
19,297.71 pnd conducted in each such "key"
citv. and that by producing and con(because of influenza epidemic)
trollinPT from 80 to 104 pictfrps a year
1919
238,490.46 suitable for exhibition in first-class,
1920
192,659.31 first-run theaters Famous Players
is able to ^nd does * * * m^nopobVp
1921
106,490.58 and
consume the whole or almost all
of the available time of far more than
Theaters Owned by Famous
In addition to the connection of oup-half of thp sp'd first-rlass. firstFamous Players with the Black, New run theaters thprn1^1' ^xcludinsr the
mV^'irpq of thp plaintiff and of nthpf
England Circuit, the Stanley Co.,
Southern Enterprises and the Saenger producprs and distributors thereAmusement Co., as noted in yesterVitagraph
Emnlovees Interfered
day's issue, beginning with paraWith
graph 59, the. complaint includes the from."
statement that Famous proposes "in
This portion of the complaint reads:
the near future to erect a thirty-story
building at a cost of upwards of "That amou"- others with w'-'ose contracts w'th plaintiff the said defend$3,000,000 which building is to contain
ants so intprferpd are *he foUowitTT:
a first-class, first-run motion picture
theater on the Putnam Bldg. site on Alice Jovce. Victor ^mith. Fran'Broadway. The complaint goes on RanP's, of the Still Picture Dp'^"'*to say that Famous own "recently ment" Frank Hpath nf t'-'e Prorlnrcompleted" theaters in Canada cost- tion Department- Edward Un'**. of
ine upwards of $8,000,000. "The thp Production Den'»rtmpnt: Tncpo^'
said defendant leases the Majestic '-'hnlderfpr of ^^c f^amera Dpnp*-*Theater in the City of Detroit, Michi- mpnt: Hnmr ^Valdron ponnort»''
gan, and owns all of the stock of the with thp nlaintiflf'i; rrarao-p- A1 Olcnn
Star Amusement Co., which holds a of tVtp CtlttirifT Dp^artrnpn + ' "Pdis'^r/^
99 year lease on the English Hotel P1nhp»-t'\-. of the Flpct^riral Dpr>artBuilding- at Indianapolis. Indiana,
upon which Famous Players proposes
Aftpr detpitinf^ tt-'p citnptionc pc
in the near future to erect an office rp<-<^prr1 to Alipp
To"v^rP
ps
no^p'^
in
ment."
building containing a firs'-run the- yesterday's
issue,
tl^p
poTinliint
ater. And Famous Players is erect- pT-iprrrPQ thp+ Fp*Tno*1c iit'+T-iT^ a1/^ Tfc ^'c_
ing an office building and first-run tri't-vtitlor, nf "Gpf-TJIrh-Oii'VV
Wr^y.
theater in St. Louis, and recently bnnrfnrd" tviprlo \w P^cmoool'^nn *'iin_
by means of one or more contracts + i| !*■ T1'0*«IH no t^*^ nrfoof '^ct- ini'lTT^ to
with the franchise holder of the As- tnP r>!a^ntlTT
^irtiJ^ti
iTiTpc
*-rAa^c'ryf^
Pr>sociated First National Exhibitors otl^p,- Plnoctor r^;pt">-o "Tl^p ^on of
Circuit, Inc., in St. Louis, i. e., a
pti'l
AT'Itrcrrioli
^^n\r^_
corporation known as Skouras Bros. AA/'allitlfTord"
^pinc
fltof
U
cuctoitipr!
n
tocc
of
p f
Enterprises, Inc., has increased the ipp^t !t;innonn tbronn-i. +!-.;=
number of theaters controlled or
The
rontroi^prc-\r ^T-l^Tr^ \"\rv^A f^«ivhose buying policv is influenced by
ttmp bpt^^rp/^n 'Pot^o"^ "PTa-,T^,-e;
it in the State of Missouri, and has somp
pnri Vi*P"-rpT^l-» firlfVi rpforpti/^o to fl-io
♦ hereby excluded plaintiff's pictures ofoftn,~t;on of "TVi° T i+t1o TVT;^,*ct"i- "
therefrom." The complaint cbarees fin'ls its ^srmr into tV"> ron-intnint T,-,
that Famous Players of California, this connection it rhp'— "-o tt-if TTa.
has been incornnrptod with capitali;^ation of $12,000,000, to take over mous.cpu-^pd p porii' of ti-i "'Drx-t.^.i
Trpu'Jprir.t"
of Tlor
"JS
1091
i-,,,!,;^!,
rnd control "the Tmnerial the Portola. PontpitlPd pr.'tlnict-v, r.f \^n rii':i1 T>,-r,the Granada and the California Theaters in San Francisco, and to build ductions of "TV.O T itflp ■M';nicf,.^"> to
"<;cpttprpd brooftpoct tt^ro,i~1,o'-t
rnd acquire other theaters throueh- bp
t'->p TTnitpd ^t^toc " „.tnpn cM
/1,»f»,iJ.
"ut the State. And said defendant Plltc VriP-HT "ttnpt t'-o '•t-ltpmontc
nr^ry.
has also acquired, owns and controls tpine-^ thprpin wpr- f-^1=.« and
hio-hbfirst-run theaters
in Denver,
Col- damaeing to Vitagraph."

Friday, December
Get More Houses

Oppose Selling Entire Program
(Special

to THE

FILM

(Special

DAILY)

to THE

Los Angeles,
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of
Eastern
Pennsylvania
and Southern Theaters have
the Chotiner,
New Jersey, have adopted the follow- Riverside.
ing resolution:
Form
"That ths organization
go on record as
opposing
the method
used by the (
)
L'oriioration, and any other Corporation,
.vhicli attempts to loster on the exhibitor the
entire product of a distributor, without giving
the exhibitor the right to select any part or
I'arts of the product of such corporations,
without the necessity of buying the entire
out|iut of such distributor. * * ♦
"p-urthermore, it is resolved that this condition should be brought to the attention of
all the exhibitors throughout the country,
with a recommendation that exhibitors cease
')uying product from any exchange or distributing company, vvliich attempts to foster
sucli a pernicious method of sale."

The name of one company was
used in this resolution. The unfairness of using this name, when the
term "any other corporation" is part
of the resolution, thus covering all
companies so operating, is obvious.

In this connection, Vitagraph
"gave special inFamous
claims that structions
to its sales
force to offer
"The Little Minister" to exhibitors
"at any price" which the exhibitor
cared to offer therefor, and in some
instances, without any price or charge
whatsoever, and caused an abnormal
number of prints to be made to facilitate its said unfair attack upon the
plaintiff, and in order to induce the
exhibitors not to exhibit Vitagraph's
"Little Minister." Damage of $100,OpO is claimed for this particular action.

1923
YEAR

FILM

UATLY)

New

Agency

Mabel
Bardine
and Grace Anderson have formed an agency to represent producers, authors and actors,
with offices in the F. B. O. building.
$60,000 Studio Fire

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — The Richard Thomas.
Producing Co. studios suffered $60,000 damages by fire which started in
the cutting rooms. Units working at
the studio include the Eddie Lyons
comedy
Company.company and the Ben Wilson
Crusoe Passed, Not Rejected
(Special

i

Cal. — The West Coast \
added to their chain, ■
the Orpheum
and the

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — The published report that
the British Censor rejected "Robinson Crusoe" is an error. Rob Lawson, of the Universal office in London, states it is showing at the principal cinemas in England.
Election Postponed
At the recent M. P. T. O. A. of
Massachusetts meeting, it was the
sense of the body that the deferred
conference with the Allied Theaters
for purposes of confederation should
determine the course of the organization, since members of the M. P. T.
O. A., are also members of the other
group. Annual election of officers
was postponed until the committee
report would be made.

FILM
BOOK

Will be used by casting
directors all next year.
Maximum

1, 1922

advertising

value at minimum cost.

Out Jan. 1st- Bigger and Better Than Ever
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edW
is on the way !
FTER three months continuous work in the Utah desert, ninety miles
from a railroad, the exteriors on "The Covered Wagon" have been
completed.
Another month or so will be spent at the studio, making the interiors.
Last week the great scenes showing the attack of 1000 Indians on
the two mile wagon train were completed. We had hoped to show a still
from this, but heavy snows have cut the Camp off from mail service, and
none have arrived. Telegrams advise us, however, that this episode is
more thrilling than any similar scene ever staged.
Other thrill scenes include the buffalo hunt, with 500 bison, the fording of a mile-wide river, the prairie fire, and the rescue from quick-sands.
"The Covered Wagon" is not all spectacle, however. One of the most
beautiful romances ever written runs through this epic-drama of America's making, enacted by a distinguished cast including Lois Wilson, J.
Warren Kerrigan, Ernest Torrence, Charles Ogle, Alan Hale, Tully Marshall, Guy Oliver and a supporting cast of 3000.
There never was a picture like "The Covered Wagon." There never
will be another like it. It is the most gigantic undertaking ever attempted
by any motion picture producer.
James Cruze is producing the picture, from the novel by Emerson
Hough, adapted by Jack Cunningham.

Watch for
_ further
^:F A C T S
about
"The
Covere
d^
gon "
a
W
It's a Paramount Picture
There's a
GOLD
^^r^l MINE
:mi^'.mi1 AHEAD/
LC-^lKM

■"atOa.
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■e

^m
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
(■ Continued

(rom

Paee

1)

It is funny how a person changes
their minds. Before I bought that
other house, I was in favor of firing
Marcus Loew out of the exhibitors
society, then I grabbed the other joint
and now I'm all for him. It sure
makes a difference to you where you
sit.
You remember I told you about
that print in the express office: well,
it got me in terrible bad with my
clientele at Pneumonia. It turned
out to be the fourth episode of a serial
and when the damn thing stopped
with no finish to the story, they wanted to tear my house down. Now I'm
hooked and it looks like I got to book
the rest of it or git into some kind of
boycott here. This catering to the
public aint all orchids either.
I wish you would give me some advice as to who I should trail with,
Sidney Cohen, Jimmy Walker or Will
Hays. All three being strangers, why
I'm on the fence. Naturally I listened to Hays a couple of years ago and
voted his way, and I'm not kicking on
this either for I'm willing to give
any guy two chances, but as your
business is to advise, why I'll wait.
I wish you would take up the matter of that leaky roof with Famous
Players-Lasky company for me and
find if they are willing when I pay
them four bucks for a feature, and it
rains and I can only use four of the
rows, (losing eight of them) if they
are willing to share this with me. I
can always get lots of affidavits from
my customers when the roof is leaking, to prove it. You see, I buy on
the strength of having two hundred
seats, then when my capacity shrinks,
through no fault of mine, I only got
eighty-five — should I get a break?
Also let me know if that firm that
used to give you one feature for every
feature you booked, is there any more.
I got a scheme how to get every other
one from them.

Will send you story on my opening
at my new joint in my next.
Yours,
DENEKER
Deneker Circuit
Pneumonia, Nevi.da.
do you like my new

CLEM

P. S. — How
letter head?

New Supply House
(Special to TH£

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — Charles A. Dentelb
supervisor of projection for eck,
the
Famous Players Canadian Corp., for
a number of years, and president of
Local 12,, Projection Machine Operators I.A. T. S. E., for the past
seven years, is the president of the
Canadian Theater Supply Co., 22
Dundas St., Toronto, which has been
organized to handle the exclusive
distribution in Canada of Simplex
projection machines and other lines.
The company has been incorporated
with a capital of $150,000, and a
branch office has already been opened
at Montreal. Arrangements are also
being made to open offices of the
Canadian Theater Supply at Winnipeg
and Vancouver.
The
Coleman
Electric
Co., has
opened offices in the Hermant Bldg.

Newspaper
"Singed

Opinions

Wings" —
Rivoli

AMERICAN — Miss Daniels acted busily
and surprisedly and Mr. Nagel ditto. Adolphe
Menjou was the villain, and Mabel Trunelle
was fjoor Aunt. I'he soup-eater was Robert
Brower. Perhaps "Singed Wings" means a
great deal more than I thought it meant.
It is so full of "material" that somebody
will surely find something to applaud and
to cherish.
Letsopeso.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It has been
beautifully made into an unusual picture by
Penrhyn Stanlaws.
TRIBUNE— "Singed Wings" is almost
artificial enough and showy enpugh to have
been made by Cecil de Mille.
But it wasn't.
JOURNAL — Out of tlie mixture of antique and modern, the spectator was imby Bebe
Daniels'
the one pressed
and
robust
beautydelicate
in the grace
second.in
Conrad Nagel made as much as he dared of
the hero's part.
TELEGRAM— "Singed Wings" is one of
the most beautiful and poetic films directed
by Stanlaws.
GLOBE — "Singed Wings" seems to us to
have the highest percentage of ugliness and
downright immorality of any picture that we
have seen in some time.
EVE. WORLD — The story proper is tense
.vith drama and tragedy and will be appreciated by those who like to think a little
.vith their thrills. Conrad Nagel and Bebe
iJaniels are both well cast in the leading
rolts.

"East is West"— Strand
Strand

E3S9I

Coast Brevities

Friday,

December'!,

tions
Norca Completing Exchange

192!?

■

Affilia.

(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Norca Pictures Inc., of which R. C
Hollywood — Patsy
Ruth
Miller Cropper is vice-president and genera
plays opposite
Charles
Ray
in his manager, has practically completed it
next picture, "The Girl I Loved."
exchange affiliation according to th
by Mr. Cropper.
Hobart
Bosworth
will be
Lord announcement
"Contracts have been closed for dis|
Teyne in "Vanity
Fair."
tribution of some 85 per cent of th^
Malcolm McGregor has been added
country" says Mr. Cropper, "and th'j
remaining territory is now unde
to the cast of "Noise in Newboro."
negotiation. The entire country wi'
Irving Luddy is writing continuity be covered within the next ten days.
for Popular Pictures, Inc.
Come Off the Perch
(Special
to THE
FILM
DAILY)
The Metro force is expected to be
Philadelphia — John Evans, who op
doubled as a result of the 1923 proerates
several
small
houses
hern
writes:
gram.
Miss Du Pont, who appeared in
"It would
do well for producers
"Foolish Wives," has been added to actors and distributors to forget thes
millions they are talking about, com
the cast of "Brass."
down
from their high-brow statioi
Barbara La Marr and
J, Mae Busch and make
entertaining pictures tha
are the latest additions to the Goldeveryone can w'itness, even to th^
little ragamuffin or the lowly farme
wyn production, "Souls for Sale."
in Skeedunk.
Gloria Swans.on is working on
"These faults, along in conjunctioi
to extended runs in practically al
"The
Prodigal
Daughters.'
Sam
Wood is the director.
key theaters, as well as small towns
have produced a situation that in
stead of the family going two o
Upon the completion of "Scarlet three times a week they are nov
Lily," Katherine MacDonald will
start work on "Refuge." Victor going once every two weeks, an(
Sherzinger will direct.
you know that the best thing in th
world is to keep them in the habi
rather than placing them in a clas
Harry Carey has completed "Can- of fastidiousness and being over
yons of the Fools," his third picture
for F. B. O., to be released early
particular for the pennies they spend.'
next year.
Val Paul directed.

HER.ALD — "East is West" succeeds in
providing excellent entertamment.
* * * j^
s a good vehicle for Constance Talmadge,
and it is well directed by Sydney Frankl.n.
* * * Fortunately, "East is West" doesn't
Tlace much
reliance on suspense
or meloIrama. It is a comedy, and an unusually
adept one.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— Occidental
comedy
with a generous
amount
of melo"ama.
* * ** Warner
Oland, as Charley
Vong, is capital.
WORLD — To us her antics are at no
The fire scenes in "Hearts Aflame"
t me as bright as she wants them to be, and will come to the screen colored in
altogether it appeals to us as being a red. Charles J. Van Enger is chief
pretty ordinary slapstick comedy rather longer
than the usual one. * ♦ • This is our own cinematographer for Niblo's "The Faprivate opinion and it certainly was not
shared by large audiences which went to the
mous Mrs. Fair."
Strand. They bubbled to themselves about
how cunning the star was, and applauded
Rupert Hughes'
for Sale"
3iice in a wlnle too.
company
has gone "Souls
on location
to
SUN — Miss Talmadge cannot be accused
of transferring any of Miss Bainter's tal- Palms Springs; Holubar's "The
ented work to the silver sheet. We will say White Frontier" company has left for
Truckee, Calif.
that her characterization of Ming Toy is es- ?^r>„.
sentially original, if strict originality is a
possbile virtue.
■ »Barbara La Marr has been selected
GLOBE—
Constance
Talmadge
makes rf* '
most
prepossess
ng Chinese.
She cultivates
l.angs. wears her hair oded and resplendent for the casts of both "Souls for Sale"
and which
Gasnier's
Wives,"
in an elaborate coiffure ; and as for gowns — to
ZaSu "Poor
Pitts Men's
also has
been
would this picture had been done in color ! added.
No, "East is West" is not much of a picture. Banish the talented Miss Talmadge
froin the cast and a few of the others and
The Louis B. Mayer studios have
you have only another one of those many
pictures which, by way of introducting ori- been re-christened the "Mayer-Schuletital atmosphere, tell the story of distressed berg" studios which, with the erection
Chinese maidens and their being rescued by
Christian missionaries.
of two new stages and other improveTELEGRAM — Her antics will cause
ments, will be used by both corlaughter, but what is more tragic than a
porations.
senous-minded person made to appear ridiculous? Such is the charm of Miss TalGasnier's new picture which was remadge's characterization that the laughter
ferred to in this column as lacking a
she provokes turns to expressions of sympathy for her in her predicament.
title
is
"Poor Men's Wives," which
.rOURNAL— Anything that Constance Talmadge does on the screen is bound to be will be a companion piece to "Rich
mteresting, but the manner in which she in- Men's Wives.". The cast .will interprets Ming Toy, the Chinese maid, in
clude, in addition to Barbara La Marr
"East is West," is more than merely inter- and David Butler, Richard Tucker,
sstnig. She has eliminated the pathos from
the story altogether.
Zazu Pitts and Betty Francisco.
EVE. WORLD— Aside from the fact that
Buddie Mes.singer's first Century
■ East IS West" makes a delightful screen en- comedy,
which Harry Edwards
tertainment insofar as it is ably directed, remarkably photographed and well acted, the directed, has been titled "When
greatest achievement we noted was the hopskip-and-jump taken by the fair star from Boyhood Was in Flower." Messinger
rollicknig light comedy to that of real drama. will next appear with Jack Cooper,
And this Miss Talmadge has done m a most
Betty May, Jack Earle and Brownie
decisive and pleasing manner.
in a comedy under Herman C. RayMAIL — This comedy of China and Amer- maker's
direction. Baby Peggy has
ic.a IS so well presented that little, if anything, IS lost in the adaptation. It is not. bought a fifteen room house in
however, the best of vehicles for Miss Tal- Beverly Hills.
madge.

H. E. GAUSMAN

$250 HOME PROJECTORS
COMPLETE WITH UNIVERSAL MOTOR
$75.00
We have secured the entire output of a standard and reliable
manufacturer, and offer them
for immediate sale at less than
1/3 their original cost.

CORN

& HILKEMEIER

Room 307
117 West 46th St., Bryant 9490

HE WHO
HESITATES
IS LOST
The truth "f this old adage
may be forcibly brought home
to you this minute. A lack of
surplus cash may prevent you
from grasping the opportunity
of a lifetime. We can help
you in just such an emergency.
Confidential, speedy service ;
moderate terms.

CHROMOS

TRADING

1123 Broadway

CO.

'Phooe Chelxa 82S4

Suite 616
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EXTRA!

EXTRA!

F'irst National
Offers
22
Big Time
to Start Off the New
Year Pictures
Look them over— count them. Nothing bigger yet offered. Look at the
names of the stars and producers. Did you ever see a bigger hne-up? And
there's more good ones coming!

"THE DANGEROUS

AGE"

John M. Stahl production presented by
)uis B. Mayer. An up-to-date romance
d drama of married life.

"A MAN OF ACTION"

Thomas H. Ince production with the Ince
nch. With Douglas MacLean. An origil story by Bradley King and directed by
■nes W. Home.

HELMESS
IICHARD BART
in
"Fury"

MACDONALD

in

"Money, Money, Money"

.pted by Hope Loring from the story by
ry Evans. Directed by Tom Forman
presented by B. P. Schulberg.

NORMA

A WIFE LEARNED"

A Thomas H. Ince special written by Bradley King and directed by John Griffith Wray.

AN

EDWIN

CAREWE
DUCTION

PRO-

A symphony of life in the high and low
places
and one of the
to be announced
later.year's very best. Title

"BELL BOY 13"
A Thomas
MacLean.

H. Ince production with Douglas
Directed by William Seiter.

"THE SIGN"

A thrilling story of the
th Dorothy Gish.
Goulding and directed by
by Edmund
Presented by Inspiration Picnry King.
es, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

ATHERINE

"WHAT

TALMADGE
in

the Minaret"
A Voice From
novel and stage success

m the famous
Frank Hitchins. Adapted by Frances
•ion and directed by Frank Lloyd.

JACKIE inCOOGAN
"Daddy"
boy marvel of the screen in another of
heart winning pictures.

A Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfin production.
(Not a Strongheart picture.)

"SCARS OF JEALOUSY"

A Thomas H. Ince production taken from
the thrilling story by Anthony H. Rudd and
directed by Lambert Hillyer.

"THE WHITE

FRONTIER"

An Allen Holubar special presenting the
charming Dorothy Phillips.
in

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

"The Lonely Road"
Adapted by Lois Zellner from the famous
story by Charles Logue. Directed by Victor
L. Schertzinger and presented by B. P.
Schulberg.

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

in
"The Bright
Shawl"

Joseph Hergesheimer's famous story and
one of the year's best sellers. Directed by
Henry King and produced by Inspiration
Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

"THE SUNSHINE

TRAIL"

A Thomas H. Ince production, Douglas MacLean.
Directed by James W. Home.

NORMA

TALMADGE
in

"Within the Law"
The famous Al Woods production which
played to millions with Jane Cowl starring.

"THE

GIRL

FROM

THE

WEST"

GOLDEN

An Edwin Carewe production taken from the
famous Belasco play.

"MONEY

LOVE AND THE

A John P/[. Stahl production presented by
Louis B. Mayer.

"THE ISLE WOMAN"
OF DEAD SHIPS"
A Maurice Tourneur production taken from
Capt. Marriott's famous sea story.

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

in

"The Scarlet Lily' '
"TRILBY"

A Richard Walton TuUy production taken
from the famous novel by George Du
Maurier in which Guy Bates Post probably
will play the part of Svengali.

A JAMES

YOUNG
TION

PRODUC-

Title to be announced later.

^ 3ir>6t national Picture

^^.

is&mi
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Among

The

''Independents

Le Saint to Coast
Edward J. Le Saint ha returned
to the Coast to begin work on
"Temptation," his third production
for C. B. C.
Using 8 Prints

9 9

Pioneer and Crescent Merge
.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Omaha — The Pioneer Film Co.,
and the Crescent Film Exchange
have consolidated.

Friday, December

1, 1922

New Independent Exchange Opens
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — Carl Harthill, who has
been managing the National Cosmopolitan Exchange, has opened an independent exchange, which will go
under the name of Harthill Pictures. His first feature will be

Second Equity
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Saved
by Radio," a Russell production.
Boston — Pioneer has arranged to
Daniel Carson Goodman is producing his second Equity picture at
book eight prints of "Deserted at the
the Tilford Studios, J. Searle Dawley
Altar" for New England.
is directing.
F. B. O. Release
Managing Director of one of
Finishes First
"When Love Comes" a Ray Carroll
production starring Helen Jerome
Edwin Mortimer has completed
New York's largest theaters,
Eddy, is soon to be released through
the F. B. O.
the direction of the "Broad Road,"
desires change, would like to
by Hapsburg Liebe. It is the first
of
a
series
to
be
made
by
Asso.
Exchange Moves
join executive staff of small
Authors, Inc., released through Asso.
(Special to IHli FILM
UAILY)
Exhibitors.
circuit or growing chain of
Dallas, Tex.— The
Specialty
Film
Co. will move to 1914 Main St., octheaters. Would also consider
"After Six Days" for Broadway
cupying the quarters formerly used by
First National.
entering production field. Box
"After Six Days," the foreign feature handled by Artclass
Pictures
Corp., will open on Broadway shortly
"Expose" Film Sale
A. A. A., Film Daily.
Weiss Bros.' Clarion Photoplays, after Christmas.
Rights for California, Arizona and
Inc., has sold the film "Expose of
Nevada have been sold to Jake J.
Sawing a Lady in Half" to Creole Cone of Los Angeles.
Enterprises, Ltd., of New Orleans
for Louisiana and Mississippi and
parts of Texas, Florida and Arkansas.
Bucheister Moving
Oscar C. Bucheister is moving his
Sampson Made Manager
art title office to larger quarters, 130
(Special to THE
FILM
UAlLY)
46th St., where he will be loChicago — Jack Sampson has been West cated
after Dec. 1. The quarters will
appointed manager of the F. B. O.
be
equipped
with a new Bell & .Howoffice, to replace Mr. Klein, who is
ell camera and an outfit for making
going back to New York. Sampson
was formerly in charge of the Short printed titles.
Subject Department for Universal.
To Produce Six a Year
With Vault Space
Norca Releases
Abbey Pictures, Inc., announce they
Norca Pictures releases to follow will produce six pictures a year,
Siutable for Film Elxchange or
State Right Distributor
"Just a Mother" are announced by R. from the work of well known authors.
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
C. Cropper, general manager as fol- Lola Lee is completing the continuity
Phone Bryant 6436
lows. "The Edge of Beyond" by of the first story. Actual production
Gertrude Page; "Linked by Fate," by work will start soon in tHis city.
Charles Garvice; "Grip of Iron," by
Arthur Shirley.
Lesser Gets Wright Material

Westerns
nce
Excelle

(fl NEGATIVE

FOR SALE

30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel
in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Film," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

ART

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkins 7260-7461

Fun from the Press
is short and snappy, the
very essence of humor,
and will fit in any place
' in any bill. It consumes
but five minutes of your
show time with a laugh
FITS

IN

every second.
ANY
PROGRAM

produced by The Literary Digest
Distributed

by the W.

W.

Hodkinson

Corp.

OFFICE FOR RENT

par

To Handle Warner
(Special

to THE

FILM

Product
DAILY)

Dallas, Tex.— The Specialty Film
Co. has contracted to handle Warner
Bros, features in the Southwest. Offices are located in this city, Oklahoma City and Little Rock, Ark.
Booked for Interstate Houses
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — "What's Wrong with
the Women?" handled in this territory by the R. D. Lewis Film Co.
has been booked by the Interstate
Amuse. Co. for its circuit. The picture will be first shown here and in
Houston, San Antonio and Ft. Worth.
Anchor

Moves

(Special to THE

FILM

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Sol Lesser has acquired rights, both stage and screen
for Principal Pictures, for a consideration said to be $540,000, to Harold
Bell Wright's novels which include
"When a Man's a Man," "Eyes of the
World," "Their Yesterdays," "The
Winning of Barbara Worth," "The
Shepherd of the Hills," "That Printer
of Udell's," "The Uncrowned King,"
"The Re-creation of Brain Kent," and
"The Calling of Dan Matthews."
Frank Lloyd has been retained to
adapt "The Re-Creation of Brian
Kent" and, if his other arrangements
will permit, will direct the film.

WANTED SHORT REELS
FOR CALIFORNIA

Branch manager of ten years' experience with proven sales record, highest
bank and character references, offices
in Los Angeles and San Francisco
conducting distribution on a business
basis, desires best single and two reel
subjects for above territory, also
limited number of featiu-es which will
warrant big exploitation. We pay
for prints and split fifty, but you get
it each week. All subjects worked
out in nine months. Address B-929,
c/o Film Daily.

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Rooms
fully equipped

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS
220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant

0984-0985

Offices

UAILY)

be
known
"Gold vehicles
Seal" productions,
which
will asinclude
of Arthur
Trimble, boy star; Hobart Bosworth,
and Grace Darmond. First of the
series is "The Wheel of Fortune,"
Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke and Starring Miss Darmond. Hal C. Norfleet
has been appointed sales manager for
outfit and has left on tour of key
cities.

iu

''<tft*\^/aMtyu^AA.,..€^U^

Hollywood — Anchor Film Dist.,
Inc., have moved their general offices
to 1442 Beachwood Drive, to take
care of expanding activities. This
organization will release a series to

OrOO ^>i>Jju^

7«3r*/

1?A«1I**00
See

the

Art

Titles

in

Colorin by J. S. Eland,
Portrait Painter

"THE

TOLL OF THE
at the RIALTO

SEA"

the

English

Drummond
Dead or
Alive!

THE
Friday,

December 1, 1922
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THE EXHIBITOR MUST SOLVE
HIS OWN PROBLEM
No Producer, Distributor, or Booking Circuit can solve it for Him

IF THIS BE TRUE:
What is the Exhibitor doing in a constructive way to protect his investment
in theatre holdings and the good will he has builded with his patrons?
What is the Exhibitor doing toward permanently securing film rentals
that will insure a profit to himself commensurate with the risk he takes?
What is the Exhibitor doing to protect himself against any movement in the
industry that ultimately must be a burden to him?
What is the Exhibitor doing toward safeguarding his investment against
any alignment that will tend to confine or restrict production or distribution?
What is the Exhibitor doing toward securing equitable film rentals during
his good season, in order that slack periods do not absorb all his profits
and more?
What is the Exhibitor doing in a constructive way toward keeping the independent producer independent and in business?

THE ANSWER IS THAT THE EXHIBITOR IS DOING NOTHING.
These problems relate not only to the present and the immediate future —
they affect vitally the Exhibitor's destiny.
The purpose of this advertisement is to advise the Exhibitor that a plan
has been created to cover every phase of Exhibitor protection, which will
sweep the country.
Every Exhibitor in America owes it to himself, irrespective of location,
size of house, priority of run, or population, to write for details of this plan.
Address your first letter to:
ARGOSY,
Care The Film Daily,
71 West 44th St.,
New York City.

THE
Friday,

Vitagraph Suit
K;ontinued (rom paee I)
past, namely, from 1918 to 1922, both
years inclusive, plaintiff did a gross
business in the United States and
Canada alone approximately as follows :
1918
$4,281,126.62
1919
5,240,655.23
1920
6,193,519.06
1921
4,849,035.11
1922 (40 weeks
ending
Sept. 30)
2,847 593.07
and that its net profits from its business in each year hereinafter stated
were approximately as follows.
1909
$ 353,849.00
1910
725,372.00
1911
756,969.00
1912
1,010,432.00
1913
1,204,821.00

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

997,321.00
385,751.50
185,324.45
259,574.32
19,297.71

(because of influenza epidemic)
1919
238,490.46
1920
192,659.31
1921
106,490.58
Theaters Owned by Famous
In addition to the connection of
Famous Players with the Black, New
England Circuit, the Stanley Co.,
Southern Enterprises and the Saenger
Amusement Co., as noted in yesterday's issue, beginning with paragraph 59, the complaint includes the
statement that Famous proposes "in
the near future to erect a thirty-story
building at a cost of upwards of
$3,000,000 which building is to contain
a first-class, first-run motion picture
theater on the Putnam Bldg. site on
Broadway. The complaint goes on
to say that Famous own "recently
completed" theaters in Canada costupwards ofleases
$8,000,000.
;'The
said ing
defendant
the Majestic
Theater in the City of Detroit, Michigan, and owns all of the stock of the
Star Amusement Co., which holds a
99 year lease on the English Hotel
Building at Indianapolis. Indiana,
upon which Famous Players proposes
in the near future to erect an office
building containing a first-run theater. And Famous Players is erecting an office building and first-run
theater in St. Louis, and recently
by means of one or more contracts
with the franchise holder of the Associated First National Exhibitors
Circuit, Inc., in St. Louis, i. e., a
corporation known as Skouras Bros.
Enterprises, Inc., has increased the
number of theaters controlled or
whose buying policy is influenced by
it in the State of Missouri, and has

orado; Quincy. Massachusetts, and
Dover, New Hampshire, and owns

Oppose Selling Entire Program
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of
and enjoys a large interest^ in Loew's
Ohio Theaters, a corporation owning and operating six theaters in the Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
City of Cleveland, and a large num- New Jersey, have adopted the followber of theaters in other cities throughing resolution:
out the State of Ohio and elsewhere.
"Tliat th s organization go on record as
opposing the method used by the (
)
Opposition Houses
Corporation, and any other Corporation,
vhich attempts to loster on the exhibitor the
The complaint also declares: "that entire product of a distril>utor, without giving
only about one-third of the 14,000 the exhibitor the right to select any part
theaters in the United States are parts of the product of such corporationsor
,
open continuously for six days in without the necessity of buying the entire
each week, that more than 7,300 the- output of such distributor. ♦ • «
"Furthermore, it is resolved that this conaters or more than one-half of the
dition should be brought to the attention of
all
the exhibitors throughout the country,
said 14.000 have no "opposition,"
which means that approximately half with a recommendation that exhibitors cease
of the said theaters in the United
ii'ying product from any exchange or disStates are operated and conducted tr.buting company, which attempts to foster
without direct competition from any such a pernicious method of sale."
The name of one company was
other motion picture theater in close
proximity thereto, and that the used in this resolution. The unfairness of using this name, when the
strictly first-class, first-run theaters
in the United States do not exceed term
"any other corporation" is part
200 in number, and are so situated of the resolutio
n, .thus covering all
as to locality in a large number of companies so operating, is obvious.
the said "key" cities that in many instances only one or two such firstIn this connection, Vitagraph
class, first-run theaters are operated
claims
that Famous "gave special inand conducted in each such "key"
structions to its sales force to offer
city, and that by producing and controlling from 80 to 104 pictures a vear "The Little Minister" to exhibitors
suitable for exhibition in first-class, "at any price" which the exhibitor
first-run theaters Famous Players cared to offer therefor, and in some
is able to and does * * * monooolize instances, without any price or charge
and consume the whole or almost all whatsoever, and caused an abnormal
of the available time of far more than number of prints to be made to facilitate its said unfair attack upon the
one-half of the said first-class, firstrun theaters, therf^bi' pxcluding the plaintiff, and in order to induce the
nic^nres of the plaintiff and of other exhibitors not to exhibit Vitagraph's
Minister." Damage of $100,producers and distributors there- "Little
tion.
000 is claimed for this particular acVitagraph
from."

Emoloyees
With

Interfered

This portion of the complaint reads:
"That amoncT others with whose contracts with plaintiff the said defendants so interfered are the followintr:
Alice Joyce. Victor Smith, FrankBanes, of the Still Picture Dennrtment: Frank Heath, of the Production Department: Edward Unitt, of
the Production Department; Toson'i
S'helderfer, of the Camera Department: Harrv Waldron. connprtp"-'
with the plaintiff's earaee: A1 Ols^n
of the Cuttine Denartmpnt: Fdward
Flahp'-tv, of the Electrical DepartAfter detaifing the situation!; ?s
reo-ard to Ab'ce Joyce as noted in
yesterday's
issue, the co'Tinlsiiit
ment."
charges that
Famous withhpH itc rllctribution of "Get-Rich-OuifV A^^allintrford"
marlp
til it M-ntild
do bv
tlip Cosmopob'tpp
fTreatp=t iniurv"unto
thp plaintiff" whirh was roleas'nn- anntl-irr Chp=tpr pirturp "The Son of
Wallincord." and Vitrerpph niaintain<; thpf it sustained a loss of at
lea=t $100,000 throueh this.
The controversv vt,;cti rao-pd for
some time bptwepn Famous Plavprs
and Vitao-raph 'in'th refprencp to thp
nrodurtion of "Thp Little 'M'inister "
finds its wav into thp complaint. Tn
this connection it charrrps ftiaf Famous causpd a ropv of tVip "Rostnn
Transcrint"
of Dec." of?8.t^"1921
^vhi^h
contained rr'tirism
rival
nro-

thereby excluded plaintiff's pictures
therefrom." The complaint charges
that Famous Players of California,
has been incornorated with capitalization of $12,000,000, to take over
?nd control "the Imperial, the Portola,
the Granada and the California The- ductions of "The Little Ministpr'"! to
aters in San Francisco, and to build
be "scattered brnadrast tVirouTtini't
.-nd acquire other theaters through- thp United Statps " whpn said defpn-lnut the State. And said defendant ants knp-w "that tt^p ctatprnents mn.
has also acquired, owns and controls tained therein ^verp faUp and highly
first-run theaters
in Denver,
Col- 1damaging to Vitagraph."

1923
YEAR

December

Get More Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles, Cal. — The West C(
Theaters have added to their ch
the Chotincr, the Orpheum
and
Riverside.
Form New Agency
Mabel Bardine and Grace An(j
son have formed an agency to "
resent producers, authors and acti
with offices in the F. B. O. buildi
$60,000 Studio Fire
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — The Richard Thor
Producing Co. studios suffered $i
000 damages by fire which started
the cutting rooms. Units working
the studio include the Eddie Ly
comedy
Company.company and the Ben Wil
Crusoe Passed, Not Rejected
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
London — The published report f
the British Censor rejected "Rol
son Crusoe" is an error. Rob L:
son, of the Universal office in L
don, states it is showing at the p:]
cipal cinemas in England.

Election Postponed
At the recent M.P. T. O. A.,
Massachusetts meeting, it was
sense of the body that the defer
conference with the Allied Theat
for purposes of confederation sho
determine the course of the organition, since members of the M. P.
O. A., are also members of the ot ]
group. Annual election of offic
was
until the commiti j
report postponed
would be made.

FILM
BOOK

Will be used by casting
directors all next year.
Maximum

1, 19;

advertising

value at minimum cost.

Out Jan. Ist-Bigger and Better Than Ever

jf Hg

7Ao brAdstreet

js^^recocmizei
Authority
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Saturday. December

Price 5 Cents
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Suggested

39 From

The screen still remains largely imitative
°L stage craft, and persists in snatching its
effects from arts and crafts that have nothing
to do with cinematic values. The production
of even the better grade of pictures still remains on a commercial basis and crucified
on the box office angle. The producers and
distributors arc wedded to this plan because
as business men they cannot conceive of any
(Continued
on Page 4)

Bill Hart in Town
William S. Hart is in town. He
icame from Hollywood on the Famous
special. He expects to make a few
more pictures before retiring.

Below will be found the complete
list of the 39 productions Famous
Players will release for the six months
period beginning February 1, 1923.
This, with the 41 released beginning
last August, totals 80 pictures from
Famous for the season-year ending
next August. While this is the
smallest number of releases Famous
has made for some time, it is understood that the amount expended for
production is larger than heretofore.
The complete list of the releases
beginning Feb. 1, 1923 follow:

The Princess-Paramoimt in Toledo broke all records for two years with
"Rich Men's Wives." Ask exhibitors who have played it what kind of
a box-office picture it is. They will all agree on the answer and smile
when they recall how the money rolled in. — Advt.

Bromley With C. B. C.
/'
Valentino Case Argued
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C,
The
Famous
Players-Rodolph
announced yesterday that George Valentino case was argued yesterday
Mrs. Flugrath Dead
Bromley and not Sherman Krellberg, before the Appellate Division of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
as had been rumored, has been added Supreme Court.
Los Angeles — Mrs. Flugrath, to the C B. C. forces. Bromley has
Sidney Olcott Back
mother of Viola Dana, Shirley Mason, been appointed Middles-west representative of the organization, with
and Edna Flougrath, died at a priSidney Olcott has returned from
vate sanitarium here, yesterday, after offices in Chicago.
Europe. He will soon start work on
a long illness.
"Little Old New York,' with Marion
Davies.
Talmadge Contest Winner Arrives
Margaret Leahy, who was chosen
Pearl White Serial Shown
winner of the beauty contest, recently
Promises
a Lot
of
The premiere showing of the first
Fun— Many conducted by Norma Talmadge while
Prominent Fibn Folk Expected
in London, arrived on the Acquitania
in Attendance
three episodes of Pearl White's
yesterday. Several film celebrities in- "Plunder" was held yesterday afternoon on the New York Roof, before
The annual supper dance of the T.
cluding Norma, Joe Schenck, Rudolph
p. C. C. scheduled for the Astor to- Valentino and Courtland Smith, rep- an audience composed of exhibitors
night promises to furnish a lot of
resenting Will Hays, welcomed Miss and newspaper folk. Miss White
ientertainment. Many prominent film- Leahy on a municipal launch. The gave a short talk after the showing.
folk are expected as well as notable contest winner will soon make her
Stars, both of the screen and stage. debut in pictures with Norma.
Pettijohn General Counsel
Roxy" is to be in charge of the
Charles C. Pettijohn has been apentertainment, and Harry ReichenFamous Players Party Back
pointed General Counsel of the Hays
bach will be master of ceremonies,
Many of those who left the home organization.
and his usual clever talks should help office on the special for the sales
entertain a lot. He will have charge meeting of Famous Players at
This undoubtedly means that Pettiparticularly of the spotlight, and will Hollywood, returned yesterday mornjohn will have charge of the various
smgle out all the important folk
ing. Adolph Zukor remained on the matters pertaining particularly with
present and in his own way describe Coast, however, to look into produc- regard to the Sunday closing and
them. Incidentally Rodolf Valentino
tion plans, and S. R. Kent is stop- censorship problems which will come
jnd Ramon Navarro will be present, ing at a number of key points on his
jurisdiction of the organiind there will be a voting contest to way East, and will probably not be under thezation.
Pettijohn was in charge^ of
ietermine who is the handsomer man. back for several weeks. Those re- the Massachusetts
campaign, which,
All present will have the right to
turning were enthusiastic over the as is well known, proved exceedingly
outlook.
rote. It promises to be a big night.
successful.

i.

Tonight's Party

Famous

For Next Six Months Makes Total
of 80 for Year— Less Production
But More Costly

By Baron Dewitz to Improve Artistic
Tone of Pictures
The following has been received
from The Baron Dewitz, 79 Haven
Avenue, New York:
November 23, 1922.
Editor, The Film Daily:
If the producers and distributors
of this country are really in earnest
about cooperating on progressive lines
I can suggest a plan that may be considered a trifle more important than
preserving John Barrymore in a film
version of "Hamlet."
Thanks to Mr. Griffith and his
numerous imitators the motion picture has been advanced to the status
of the well made Broadway show.
iThat is to say, about a dozen motion
Ipictures are produced annually that
may be said to be in this class, but in
nonsense are these productions to be
considered as original works of art.

"The
Covered
Wagon,"
a James
Cruze
tion.
"Adam's Rib," Cecil B. de Mille producproduction.
"Bella Donna" starring Pola Negri; a
George Fitzmaurice production.
"Java Head," a George Melfoid production. Story by Joseph Hergesheimer.
'
Theproducti
Glimpses of the Moon," an Allan
Dwan
on. From the story by Edith
Wharton.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," starring Gloria
bwanson, a Sam Wood production.
Meighan, Ne'erdo
directed-Well"
by Alfredstarring
Green. Thomas
1..'"^^'^
"Grumpy," a William de Mille production
with Theodore Roberts and May McAvoy
"Children of Jazz." A Penrhyn Stanlaws
production.
"Only 38,"
William
Mille 2)production
(Continu
ed onde Page

Nell Shipman in Town
Nell Shipman is in town with a
print of a recently made feature which
includes a number of animal stunts.
Bert Van Tuyl, Miss Shipman's director, IS also here. At the Astor.

Hays On

Coast

Thomas
G. Patten to be Western
Representative — Some of His
Work
Thomas G. Patten, who was Poastmaster of New York from 1917 to
1921, and who was in (Congress as
a representative of this city for six
years previous to that, has joined the
staff of Will H. Hays, and departed
for Hollywood on Thursday, for his
new chief. He will remain there indefinitely, itis understood, as Hays'
Western representative.
At the Hays office, where this announcement was made, the exact
duties of former Postmaster Patten
were not set forth; but part of his
work out there, it is understood, will
be to maintain the friendly spirit of
cooperation between Hays and all
the actual makers of pictures — the
writers, directors and actors and all
employees which Hays established
during his visit last summer, when
he made it clear that he was not a
(Continued on Page 2)
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Sales

Famous

(Continued from page 1)
"The Rustle of Silk," a George Fitzmaurice
production, with Betty Compson and Conway Tearle. By Cosmo
Hamilton.
"The Song in the Shadow," starring Pola
Negri.
"My American Wife," starring Gloria
Swanson, a Sam Wood production.
"Nobody's Money," Jack Holt star.
Wallace Worsley,
director.

quit work "without cause" on Oct. 7.
According to terms of contract, Valentino, receiving $1,250 for the first
year, was to have the privilege at the
end of the year for a renewal of two
years at $2,000 per week for the second year and $3,000 a week for the
third year.

C^cUx^caticnvals (/^UuajU^

NEGATIVE
Indian — Mexican — Spanish
Cliff Dwellers
Dances — Customs — Atmosphere
Assignments
Faithfully
Executed
Permanently Located
W. L. GULLETT
Box 308
Sante Fe,
New Mexico

dictator or a Czar, but actually a
industry.
"partner with everybody" in the

Patten has for years been a member of the Players Club and has long
had a deep interest in the drama. He
has an unusually wide acquaintance
"Drums of Destiny," starring Mary Miles
among producers and actors, and
Minter, directed by Charles Maigne.
many friends in the Hollywood
"Sacrifice," by Stephen French
colony.
Whitman. has

"When Knighthood was in Flower" —
Cosmopolitan production starring Marion
Davies.
Directed by Robert Vignola.
"Dark Secrets," starring Dorothy Dalton
and directed by Victor Fleming.
"The 'Nth Commandment," Cosmopolitan
production.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
"The White Flower," written and directed'
by Julia Crawford Ivers. Starring Betty
Compson.
"Racing Hearts," starring Agnes Ayres.
Directed by Paul Powell.
"Adam and Eve," Cosmopolitan production starring Marion Davies. Robert Vignola, director.
"The Tiger's Claw," starring Jack Holt,
directed by Joseph Henabery.

"Prodigal Daughters," starring Gloria
Swanson, a Sam Wood production.
"The Leopardess," Alice Brady, star;
Henry Kolker, director.
"The Go-Getter," Cosmopolitan production. E. H. Griffith, director.
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," starrmg Mary Miles Minter. Directed by Charles
Maigne.
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime," starring
Walter Hiers. Directed by Wesley Rug-

300 ing.
"The Law of the Lawless," starring
gles.
500 Dorothy Dalton. Directed by Victor Flemquoted
"White Heat," starring Thomas Meighan.
Alfred Green, director.
600
"The Beautiful Adventure," starring Agnes
quoted
Ayres with David Powell. Paul Powell,
director.
1,000
quoted
"Hollywood," a James Cruze
de Mille,
quoted with a cast that includes Cecil B.production

, Agents Sue Valentino
.-^^ tSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — The Collection Service
Corp., acting as representatives of
Robertson & Webb, booking agents,
has filed suit against Rodolph Valentino for $15,125 damages, alleged to
cover commissions on salary on position which the agents charge that they
obtained for Valentino with Famous
Players. Plaintiff's allege that they
secured position for Valentino with
aMarch
year's 8,
contract
going that
into Valentino
effect on
1922, and

Hays
Onfrom Page
Coast
(Continued
1)

Pola Negri, Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meig
han,
Wallace
Reid,
Bebe
Daniels,
Agnes

When asked about the possible activities of his western representative.
Will Hays said: "The industry is
going to be sure that it discharges
its full duty in helping to maintain
an industrial community which shall
stand as a model not only as to the
activities of the industry itself, but
also in its relations to the splendid
civic community of which it is a
Ayres, Jack Holt, Betty Compson, May
McAvoy, Leatrice joy, Wanda Hawley, Lila
Lee, Theodore Roberts, Conrad Nagel, Lois
Wilson, Theodore Koslof?, George Fawcett,
("harles Ogle, Walter Hiers, Jacqueline Logan
and others. Based upon the novelette by
Frank Condon.
"The Exciters" — starring Bebe Daniels.
"A Gentleman of Leisure," starring Wallacepart."
Reid.
"The Woman with Four Faces, starrmg
Bettv Compson.
"You Cant Fool Your Wife," George
Melford production.
"The Snow Bride," starring Alice Brady.
Victor Fleming, director.
"Vendetta," Cosmopolitan production with
Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens. Directed by Alan Crosland.
"Fog Bound," starring Dorothy Dalton.
Victor Fleming, director.
"The Light to Leeward," starring Jack
Holt and Agnes Ayres. Joseph Henabery,
director.

■
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THE
LAUSANNE
CONFERENCE— AUi.
envoys meet Turks and Greeks to try ai
settle Near East problem; views of the see
of conference
and the delegates; scenes
Turkish
delegates leaving Constantinople.
"SKY-WRITING"— Aviator thrills Ne
York, using the sky as a blackboard, aa
making letters a mile high.
OVER THE ALPS BY AIRPLANE— Mo
remarkable air pictures ever taken during
flight over the high Alpine peaks.
Other news as usual.
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30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Film," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.
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FLOPS— THAT'S ADVERTISING.
IF IT OPENS BIG AND BUILDS
EVERY

DAY— THAT'S A PICTURE. "AN OLD SWEETHEART
OF MINE" OPENED BIG— IMPROVED EACH DAY — AND
FORCED AN EXTRA SHOW
THURSDAY AT THE BROADWAY STRAND THEATRE, DETROIT. THAT IS A PICTURE
PRODUCED BY HARRY GARSON, NOW AT THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL, NEW YORK.
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By Baron Dewitz to Improve Artistic
Tone of Pictures
The following has been received
from The Baron Dewitz, 79 Haven
Avenue, New York:
November 23, 1922.
Editor, The Film Daily:
If the producers and distributors
of this country are really in earnest
about cooperating on progressive lines
I can suggest a plan that may be considered a trifle more importaflt than
preserving John Barrymore in a film
version of "Hamlet."
Thanks to Mr. Griffith and his
numerous imitators the motion picture has been advanced to the status
of the well made Broadway show.
That is to say, about a dozen motion
pictures are produced annually that
may be said to be in this class, but in
nonsense are these productions to be
considered as original works of art.

The screen still remains largely imitative
of stage craft, anH persists in snatching its
effects from arts and crafts that have nothing
to do with cinematic values. The production
of even the better grade of pictures still remains on a commercial basis and crucified
on the box office angle. The producers and
distributors are wedded to this plan because
as business men they cannot conceive of any
(Continued
on Page 4)

Bill Hart in Town
William S. Hart is in town. He
came from Hollywood on the Famous
special. He expects to make a few
more pictures before retiring.

Famous

For Next Six Months Makes Total
of 80 for Year — Less Production
But More Costly
Below will be found the complete
list of the 39 productions Famous
Players will release for the six months
period beginning February 1, 1923.
This, with the 41 released beginning
last August, totals 80 pictures from
Famous for the season-year ending
next August. While this is the
smallest number of releases Famous
has made for some time, it is understood that the amount expended for
production is larger than heretofore.
The complete list of the releases
beginning Feb. 1, 1923 follow:

The Princess-Paramoimt in Toledo broke all records for two years with
"Rich Men's Wives." Ask exhibitors who have played it what kind of
a box-office picture it is. They will all agree on the answer and smile
when they recall how the money rolled in. — Advt.

Bromley With C. B. C.
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C,
announced yesterday that George
Mrs. Flugrath Dead
Bromley and not Sherman Krellberg,
(Special to THE FII.M DAILY)
as had been rumored, has been added
Los Angeles — Mrs. Flugrath, to the C B. C. forces. Bromley has
mother of Viola Dana, Shirley Mason, been appointed Middles-west representative of the organization, with
and Edna Flougrath, died at a private sanitarium here, yesterday, after offices in Chicago.
a long illness.
Talmadge Contest Winner Arrives
Margaret Leahy, who was chosen
winner of the beauty contest, recently
Promises
a Lot
of
Fun — Many conducted by Norma Talmadge while
Prominent Film Folk Expected
in London, arrived on the Acquitania
in Attendance
yesterday. Several film celebrities inThe annual supper dance of the T.
cluding Norma, Joe Schenck, Rudolph
0. C. C. scheduled for the Astor to- Valentino and Courtland Smith, repnight promises to furnish a lot of
resenting Will Hays, welcomed Miss
:ntertainment.
Many prominent film- Leahy on a municipal launch. The
tolk are expected as well as notable contest winner will soon make her
stars, both of the screen and stage. debut in pictures with Norma.
iRoxy"
is to
in charge of the
Famous Players Party Back
|;ntertainment, be
and Harry
ReichenDach will be master of ceremonies,
Many of those who left the home
;ind his usual clever talks should help office on the special for the sales
ntertain a lot. He will have charge meeting of Famous Players at
particularly of the spotlight, and will Hollywood, returned yesterday morningle out all the important
ing. Adolph Zukor remained on the
folk
resent and in his own way describe Coast, however, to look into produclem.
Incidentally Rodolf Valentino
tion plans, and S. R. Kent is stopnd Ramon Navarro will be present, ing at a number of key points on his
nd there will be a voting contest to way East, and will probably not be
3termine who is the handsomer man. back for several weeks. Those re11 present will have the right to
turning were enthusiastic over the
outlook.
3te. It promises to be a big night.

Tonight's Party

Price 5 Centa

2, 1922

Valentino Case Argued
The Famous Players-Rodolph
Valentino case was argued yesterday
before the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court.
Sidney Olcott Back
Sidney Olcott has returned from
Europe. He will soon start work on
"Little
Davies. Old New York,' with Marion

"The Covered Wagon," a James Cruze
tion.
"Adam'
product
s Rib," Cecil B. de Mille producion.
"Bella Donna" starring Pola Negri; a
George Fitzmaurice production.
"Java Head," a George Melford production. Story by Joseph Hergesheimer.
'
Theproducti
Ghmpses
the the
Moon,"
Allan
Uwan
on. ofFrom
story an
by Edith
Wharton.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," starring Gloria
Swanson, a Sam Wood production
"The Ne'er-do-Well" starring Thomas
Meighan,
directed by Alfred Green.
"Grumpy," a William de Mille production
with Theodore
Roberts and May McAvoy
"Childr
product
ion.en of Jazz." A Penrhyn Stanlaws
"Only 38," William de Mille production.
(Continued on Page 2)

Nell Shipman in Town
Nell Shipman is in town with a
print of a recently made feature which
includes a number of animal stunts.
Bert Van Tuyl, Miss Shipman's director, isalso here. At the Astor.

Hays On

Coast

Thomas
G. Patten to be Western
Representative
— Some of His
Work

Pearl White Serial Shown
Thomas G. Patten, who was PoastThe premiere showing of the first master of New York from 1917 to
three episodes of Pearl White's 1921, and who was in Congress as
"Plunder" was held yesterday after- a representative of this city for six
noon on the New York Roof, before
an audience composed of exhibitors years previous to that, has joined the
and newspaper folk. Miss White staff of Will H. Hays, and departed
for Hollywood on Thursday, for his
gave a short talk after the showing.
new chief. He will remain there inPettijohn General Counsel
definitely, itis understood, as Hays'
Western representative.
Charles C. Pettijohn has been apAt the Hays office, where this anpointed General Counsel of the Hays
nouncement was made, the exact
organization.
duties of former Postmaster Patten
This undoubtedly means that Pettijohn will have charge of the various
matters pertaining particularly with
regard to the Sunday closing and
censorship problems which will come
under the jurisdiction of the organization. Pettijohn was in charge of
the Massachusetts campaign, which,
as is well known, proved exceedingly
successful.

were not set forth; but part of his
work out there, it is understood, will
be to maintain the friendly spirit of
cooperatic«i between Hays and all
the actual makers of pictures — the
writers, directors and actors and all
employees which Hays established
during his visit last summer, when
he made it clear that he was not a
(Continued on Page 2)
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Agents Sue Valentino
(Special to THE

FILM

"Drums of Destiny," starring Mary Miles
Minter, directed by Charles Maigne.
"Sacrifice," by Stephen French
Whitman.
"When Knighthood was in Flower" —
Cosmopolitan production starring Marion
Davies.
Directed by Robert Vignola.
"Dark Secrets," starring Dorothy Dalton
and directed by Victor Fleming.
"The 'Nth Commandment," Cosmopolitan
production.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
"The White Flower," written and directed
by Julia Crawford Ivers. Starring Betty
Compson.
"Racing Hearts," starring Agnes Ayres.
Directed by Paul Powell.
"Adam and Eve," Cosmopolitan production starring Marion Davies. Robert Vignola, director.
"The Tiger's Claw," starring Jack Holt,
directed by Joseph Henabery.
"Prodigal Daughters," starring Gloria
Swanson, a Sam Wood production.
"The Leopardess,"
Henry Kolker, director. Alice Brady, star;
"The Go-Getter," Cosmopolitan production. E. H. Griffith, director.
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," starring Mary Miles Minter. Directed by Charles
Maigne.
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime," starring
Walter Hiers. Directed by Wesley Rug"The Law of the Lawless," starring
ing.
gles.
Dorothy
Dalton. Directed by Victor Flem-

"White Heat." starring Thomas Meighan.
Alfred Green, director.
"The Beautiful Adventure," starring Agnes
A.yres with David Powell. Paul Powell,
director.
"Hollywood," a James Cruze production
with a cast that includes Cecil B. de Mille,
Pola Negri, Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meig
han,
Wallace
Reid,
Bebe
Daniels,
Agnes

DAILY)

Hollywood — The Collection Service
Corp., acting as representatives of
Robertson & Webb, booking agents,
has filed suit against Rodolph Valentino for $15,125 damages, alleged to
cover commissions on salary on position which the agents charge that they
obtained for Valentino with Famous
Players. Plaintiff's allege that they
secured position for Valentino with
a year's contract going into effect on
March 8, 1922, and that Valentino
quit work "without cause" on Oct. 7.
According to terms of contract, Valentino, receiving $1,250 for the first
year, was to have the privilege at the
end of the year for a renewal of two
years at $2,000 per week for the second year and $3,000 a week for the
third year.

(T^cUu^atioTiae

j?B^Hays

Famous

(Continued from page 1)
"The Rustle of Silk," a George Fitzmaurice
production, with Betty Compson and ConHamilton.
way Tearle. By Cosmo
"The Song in the Shadow," starring Pola
Negri.
"My American Wife," starring Gloria
Swanson, a Sam Wood production.
"Nobody's Money," Jack Holt star.
Wallace Worsley, director.

(Hctu^

NEGATIVE
Indian — Mexican — Spanish
Cliff Dwellers
Dances — Customs — Atmosphere
Assignments
Faithfully
Executed
Permanently Located
W.
L. GULLETT
Box 308
Sante Fe,
New Mexico

(Continued

dictator or a
industry.
"partner
with

Onfrom Page
Coast
1)
Czar, but actually a
everybody"
in the

Patten has for years been a member of the Players Club and has long
had a deep interest in the drama. He
has an unusually wide acquaintance
among producers and actors, and
colony.
has
many friends in the Hollywood
When
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THE LAUSANNE CONFERENCE— AlUed
envoys meet Turks and Greeks to try and
settle Near East problem; views of the scene
of conference and the delegates; scenes of
Turkish
delegates leaving
Constantinople.
"SKY-WRITING"— Aviator thrills New
York, using the sky as a blackboard, and
making letters a mile high.

asked about the possible activities of his western representative,
Will Hays said: "The industry is OVER THE ALPS BY AIRPLANE— Most
going to be sure that it discharges remarkable air pictures ever taken during a
its full duty in helping to maintain flight over the high Alpine peaks.
an industrial community which shall Other news as usual.
stand as a model not only as to the
THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE
activities of the industry itself, but
also in its relations to the splendid
civic community of which it is a

today

Ayres, Jack Holt, Betty Compson, May
McAvoy, Leatrice Joy, Wanda Hawley, Lila
Lee, Theodore Roberts, Conrad Nagel, Lois
Wilson, Theodore Kosloflf, George Fawcett,
Charles Ogle, Walter Hiers, Jacqueline Logan
and others. Based upon the novelette by
Frank Condon.
"The Exciters" — starring Bebe Daniels.
"A Gentleman of Leisure," starring Wallacepart."
Reid.
"The Woman with Four Faces, starring
Betty Compson.
"You Cant Fool Your Wife," George
Melford production.
"The Fleming,
Snow Bride,"
starring Alice.Brady.
Victor
director.
.

30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Film," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

"Vendetta," Cosmopolitan production with
Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens. Directed by Alan Crosland.
"Fog Bound," starring Dorothy Dalton.
Victor Fleming, director.
"The
Light to Leeward,"
starrmg
Jack
Joseph Henabery,
Holt and Agnes Ayres.
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IF IT OPENS BIG AND BUILDS
EVERY

DAY— THAT'S A PICTURE. "AN OLD SWEETHEART
OF MINE" OPENED BIG— IMPROVED EACH DAY — AND
FORCED AN EXTRA SHOW
THURSDAY AT THE BROADWAY STRAND THEATRE, DETROIT. THAT IS A PICTURE
PRODUCED BY HARRY GARSON, NOW AT THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL, NEW YORK.
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J. SELZNICK
announces that

MYRON

SELZNICK

has started production on the most
stupendous photoplay ever filmed
CLAIPE W/NDSOffos
fELGA

"RUPERT

'TARLENHEIH
BRyANTWASHBUma
sFJUTZ

of HENTZAU"

ELNO UNCOLr/Q-s smoAT
'hoWOOmMAJT

Sir Anthony Hope's celebrated sequel to
'The Prisoner of Zenda''
With an All-Celebrity cast — the biggest in
amusement history —
Elaine Hammerstein
Bert Lytell
Lew Cody
Claire Windsor
Hobart Bosworth
Bryant Washburn
Elmo Lincoln
Marjorie Daw
Mitchell Lewis
Irving Cummings
Adolph Menjou
Josephine Crowell
Nigel Debruelier

MARJORl
DASTas ROSA HOLE

The whole produced under
the personal supervision of

MYRON

SELZNICK

with the following staflf:
Director

I

Chiej Cameraman.. Clem MacWilliams
Scenario by
Edward J. Montagne
Court Scenes by Baron Von Brincken
Costumes by
Walter Israel
Art Director
Stephen Gobson

':RVI^fa cummfz/gs
MITCHELL LEWIS
CLsBAUER

Victor Heerman

ADOLPIf
as
COUNT 'JEAN'TIEUJOU
J^TSOfENHEm:.

/y
/

Saturday.

Putting It Over

f

Plan

them through the streets in the White
Light district. On each side of these
carts was a banner: "Use Artistic
Laundry Service and avoid the matrimonial mix-ups that occur in "Brothers Under the Skin."

Sketches of Famous Men
Cumberland, Md. — The Strand
Theater has proved anew that if you
give the newspaper a good story you
fan have plenty of space.
Leslie F. Whelan, Paramount Exploiteer, drafted seven stories under
'the general title of "The Man Who
Saw Tomorrow," in which he gave
sketches of the careers of some of the
greatest visionaries of the age; John
Augustus Roebling, inventor of the
cable bridge; Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, Sigmund Freud, Einstein,
and others.
,/On the Front Page
The stories were signed by Thomas
Meighan,
star of the picture and run
; Evansville, Ind. — Getting on the
front page of a big city newspaper fori with the title as a caption. One was
two weeks is a form of motion picture published each day for a week.
publicity that any exhibitor might
covet. Manager Brentlinger of the Hindu Seer Told Fortunes
New London, Conn. — Walter Mur•\ -Strand got such publicity for "Remembrance," inthe Evansville Press,
phy of the Crown sold "The Young
Rajah" with a ballyhoo representing
through a "Happiest Remembrance" an
Indian fortune teller.
contest. "Tell Your Happiest ReWith the co-operation of Russell B.
membrance" was the 3-column head
over the announcement.
Moon, Paramount exploiteer, a cigar
A single-page advertising tie-up was store window was secured and the
used twice in the Press. Prizes of dressed-up ballyhoo sat in it, playing
22 tickets to "Remembrance" was cards on a little table. As soon as a
offered in connection with this adver- crowd collected he began to show
tising tie-up. The page w is divided Ihem some stills of the picture.
into eleven boxes, extending clear f. This performance was sure to get
across the page. Each ad was limited a crowd, and then he stepped out a
to the space in one box. The entire fnoment and distributed a herald foldspace of each box, at the left hand
ed so that one side read. "Your proside of the page, was occupied by one
phecy foretold." Inside was a fake
of the letters to be found in the title, piessage leading into advertising for
"Remembrance." Each letter
({he picture.
the first word in the commercialbegan
adMurphy's lobby was decorated
vertisement. The nrizes were offered in Mr.
red and green with the mammoth
for the best substitute for the first bead of Valentino cut-out of the 24sentence in each ad, retaining the Sheet displayed on the marquee. Two
same initial letter so that "Remem- Jife-size cut-outs taken from the stock
six-sheet flanked the lobbrance" inheavy type ran clear down Paramount
by.
the left side of the page.
i
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Suggested

(Continued from Page 1)
other plan. And it is this very commercial
plan of outputting movie merchandise in
quantity which is responsible for the fact
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
that only 5% of our producers are successful financially on the very box office stand
vour ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
they have taken.
Some ten years ago I set to work on a plan
oj production whereby it should be possible
IFurniture Van Stunt
ti produce motion pictures as works of origA Real Campaign
in*] cinematic art — not imitations nor. reA large furniture van loaded with prJductions
such as our present form of
Portsmouth, Va. — Frank L. Norton
of the Tivoli and Roy LaVoise, of the furniture and with banners along the molion picture. This plan is now complete,
been proved in writing as practical
Goldwyn Washington office, put over side stating that this furniture was andlhas
andlefficient for its purpose by two of the
bemg taken back because of non- bestlreputed of our leading distributors, not
a real campaign on "Remembrance."
payment of installments and advising to mention other authorities. If the proPersonal hand-written post cards
ducer and distributors will get together on
no one to buy furniture on that plan
were sent to the theater's mailing list. until
J would be willing to give them the
he had seen "Brothers Under this
Plenty of stickers were used on autos.
henef* of my experience in this new field.
By a tie-up with the Victrola dealer, the Skin," then being shown at the It so! happens that the industry, which has
records of old time songs were played Capitol, New York City, was a most develAied on purely mechanical and comlines of effort, has not as yet defor an hour every noon and evening. efifective exploitation stunt for the mcrcill
velopal cinematicians of adequate caliber
An extra loud sound box was used showing of the photoplay. The van for till new kind of work. If producer and
and the machine was heard over a was driven about the streets for sev- distribfetor will stand together and go through
otie picture on the new lines it will mean
eral days in advance of the showing with
block away. Window displays were
that we shall have on the screen a work
and
during
the
screenin
g.
Heralds
also secured from the Western Union
of cinematic art original in the same sense
other accessories were distributed that <#her works of bona-fide art are origa confectionery store, a book store and
from the van.
inal. It means that the audience will sec
and a gift shop.
on thef screen no scene which the stage could
Followin
g
immediat
ely
upon
the
The town was liberally billed and
do as iivell or better, and that nothing would
window cards, telephone hangers and publicity concerning the filing in a go 01^ the screen wliich is not truly interpretat*e in a purely cinematic sense. Then,
door hangers were used extensively. Supreme Court of the articles of in- and
ia>t until then, shall the cinema have
corporation for an "Association of achievid the position of an art original in
North says "the results from this
Brothers Under the Skin" to maintain itself, ind it is this very thing that must be
campaign were all that we could ask." the rights of husbands, the van proved done |o satisfy the persistent public demand
for Amething better than million dollar
an unusually good tie-up.
"nielli-" and star thrillers, and fancy labeled
Bargain Sale Tie-Up
Several laundry carts were requisi- movia
merchandise of the well-known comWaterloo, Iowa — The best stunt artioned and boys sent out pushing nicrcal brand.

ranged by J. M. Schultz, manager of
the Plaza, for the run of "Sherlock
Holmes" was a contest arranged with
a local newspaper and its advertisers.
In several stores bargain counters
were arranged and passes for "Sherlock Holmes" were placed in some of
the articles on sale. The publicity
was carried in the merchants' ads and
in special stories in the paper under
the caption "Do you think you would
make
a good for
detective?"
contest
was carried
a week in The
advance
of
the showing and created considerable
talk. "The results were assured"
says Schultz.
A cut-out shadow box, illuminated
from the rear, was also shown in the
lobby for a week in advance. This
attracted the attention of all the regu-l
lar patrons.

December

TiT^iration along truly artistic lines of
oriejpiality is what is wanted, not perspiratioif Progress along lines of creatively
idqjlistic work, not progression in a routine
ci^le.

Baron Dewitz is one of the most
artistic photographers in the East.
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Managing

Director of one of

New

York's largest theaters,
desires change, would like to

join executive staff of small
circuit or growing chain of
theaters. Would

also consider

entering production field. Box
A. A. A., Film Daily.

WANTED SHORT REELS
FOR CALIFORNIA
Branch manager of ten years' experience with proven sales record, highest
bank and character references, offices
in Los Angeles and San Francisco
conducting distribution on a business
basis, desires best single and two reel
subjects for above territory, also
limited number of features which will
warrant big exploitation. We pay
for prints and split fifty, but you get
it each week. All subjects worked
out in nine months. Address B-929,
c/o Film Daily.
Theater
(Special to THE

Bums
FILM

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — Several firemen were
injured Wednesday in a fire that
destroyed the Pearl Theater.

FILM
BOOK

The foremost reference
book of the motion picture industry. Read by
everybody. An advertising opportunity.

Out Jan. 1 St— Bigger and Better Than Ever
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J. SELZNICK
announces that

MYRON

SELZNICK

has started production on the most
stupendous photoplay ever filmed
CLAIPE WINDSOR as
^lECGA

"RUPERT

'TARLENHEIM
BRyAMTWASmuma^FIUTZ

of HENTZAU"

ItDUNCOL
SN4NN'Q.s SIMON'
^&WD

Sir Anthony Hope's celebrated sequel to
"The Prisoner of Zenda"
With an All-Celebrity cast — the biggest in
amusement history —
Elaine Hammerstein
Bert Lytell
Lew Cody
Claire Windsor
Hobart Bosworth
Bryant Washburn
Elmo Lincoln
Marjorie Daw
Mitchell Lewis
Irving Cummings
Adolph Menjou
Josephine Crowell
Nigel Debruelier

The whole produced under
the personal supervision of

MYRON

SELZNICK

with the following staflf:
Director

Victor Heerman

Chief Cameraman . .Clem MacWilliams
Scenario by
Edward J. Montagne
Court Scenes by Baron Von Brincken
Costumes by
Walter Israel
Art Director
Stephen Gobson

f^m cuMmms
U'EIREMSTEIN'
IITCHELL LEWIS
' CLS BAUER.

MAPJVRl
DAWas JPOSAHOIF

AVOLFH: -JEAiriiEN^OU
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Putting It Over

j?e^

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
vour ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
A Real Campaign
Portsmouth, Va. — Frank L. Norton
of the Tivoli and Roy LaVoise, of the
Goldwyn Washington office, put over
a real campaign on "Remembrance."
Personal hand-written post cards
were sent to the theater's mailing list.
Plenty of stickers were used on autos.
By a tie-up with the Victrola dealer,
records of old time songs were played
for an hour every noon and evening.
An extra loud sound box was used
and the machine was heard over a
block away. Window displays were
also secured from the Western Union
a confectionery store, a book store
and a gift shop.
The town was liberally billed and
window cards, telephone hangers and
door hangers were used extensively.
North says "the results from this
campaign were all that we could ask."
Bargain Sale Tie-Up
Waterloo, Iowa — The best stunt arranged by J. M. Schultz, manager of
the Plaza, for the run of "Sherlock
Holmes" was a contest arranged with
a local newspaper and its advertisers.
In several stores bargain counters
were arranged and passes for "Sherlock Holmes" were placed in some of
the articles on sale. The publicity
was carried in the merchants' ads and
in special stories in the paper under
the caption "Do you think you would
make carried
a good for
detective?"
contest
was
a week in The
advance
of
the showing and created considerable
talk. "The results were assured"
says Schultz.
A cut-out shadow box, illuminated
from the rear, was also shown in the
lobby for a week in advance. This
attracted the attention of all the regular patrons.
On the Front Page
Evansville, Ind. — Getting on the
front page of a big city newspaper for
two weeks is a form of motion picture
publicity that any exhibitor might
covet. Manager Brentlinger of the
Strand got such publicity for "Remembrance," inthe Evansville Press,
through a "Happiest Remembrance"
contest. "Tell Your Happiest Remembrance" was the 3-column head
over the announcement.
A single-page advertising tie-up was
used twice in the Press. Prizes of
22 tickets to "Remembrance" was
offered in connection with this advertising tie-up. The page w is divided
into eleven boxes, extending clear
across the page. Each ad was limited
to the space in one box. The entire
space of each box, at the left hand
side of the page, was occupied by one
of the letters to be found in the title,
"Remembrance." Each letter began
the first word in the commercial advertisement. The nrizes were offered
for the best substitute for the first
sentence in each ad, retaining the
same initial letter so that "Remembrance" inheavy type ran clear down
the left side of the page.

Furniture Van Stunt
A large furniture van loaded with
furniture and with banners along the
side stating that this furniture was
being taken back because of nonpayment of installments and advising
no one to buy furniture on that plan
until he had seen "Brothers Under
the Skin," then being shown at the
Capitol, New York City, was a most
effective exploitation stunt for the
showing of the photoplay. The van
was driven about the streets for several days in advance of the showing
and during the screening. Heralds
and other accessories were distributed
from the van.
Following immediately upon the
publicity concerning the filing in a
Supreme Court of the articles of incorporation for an "Association of
Brothers Under the Skin" to maintain
the rights of husbands, the van proved
an unusually good tie-up.
Several laundry carts were requisitioned and boys sent out pushing
them through the streets in the White
Light district. On each side of these
carts was a banner: "Use Artistic
Laundry Service and avoid the matrimonial mix-ups that occur in "Brothers Under the Skin."
Sketches of Famous Men
Cumberland, Md. — The Strand
Theater has proved anew that if you
give the newspaper a good story you
can have plenty of space.
Leslie F. Whelan, Paramount Exploitecr, drafted seven stories under
the general title of "The Man Who
Saw Tomorrow," in which he gave
sketches of the careers of some of the
greatest visionaries of the age; John
Augustus Roebling, inventor of the
cable bridge; Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, Sigmund Freud, Einstein,
and others.
The stories were signed by Thomas
Meighan, star of the picture and run
with the title as a caption. One was
published each day for a week.
Hindu Seer Told Fortunes
New London, Conn. — Walter Murphy of the Crown sold "The Young
Rajah" with a ballyhoo representing
an Indian
fortune teller.
With the co-operation of Russell B.
Moon, Paramount exploiteer, a cigar
store window was secured and the
dressed-up ballyhoo sat in it, playing
cards on a little table. As soon as a
crowd collected he began to show
them some stills of the picture.
This performance was sure to get
a crowd, and then he stepped out a
moment and distributed a herald folded so that one side read. "Your prophecy foretold." Inside was a fake
message leading into advertising for
the picture.
Mr. Murphy's lobby was decorated
in red and green with the mammoth
head of Valentino cut-out of the 24sheet displayed on the marquee. Two
life-size cut-outs taken from the stock
Paramount six-sheet flanked the lobby.
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Plan Suggested

(Continued from Page 1)
other 'plan. And it is this very commercial
plan of outputting movie merchandise in
quantity which is responsible for the fact
that only 5% of our producers are successful financially on the very box office stand
they have taken.
Some ten years ago I set to work on a plan
of production whereby it should be possible
to produce motion pictures as works of original cinematic art — not imitations -nor reproductions such as our present form of
motion picture. This plan is now complete,
and has been proved in writing as practical
and efficient for its purpose by two of the
best reputed of our leading distributors, not
to mention other authorities. If the producers and distributors will get together on
this I would be willing to give them the
benefit of my experience in this new field.
It so happens that the industry, which has
developed on purely mechanical and commercial lines of effort, has not as yet developed cinematicians of adequate caliber
for the new kind of work. If producer and
distributor will stand together and go through
with one picture on the new lines it will mean
that we shall have on the screen a work
of cinematic art original in the same sense
that other works of bona-fide art are original. It means that the audience will see
on the screen no scene which the stage could
do as well or better, and that nothing would
go on the screen which is not truly interpretative in a purely cinematic sense. Then,
and not luitil then, shall the cinema have
achieved the position of an art original in
itself, and it is this very thing that must be
done to satisfy the persistent public demand
for something better than million dollar
"nieller" and star thrillers, and fancy labeled
movie merchandise
of the well-known commercial brand.
Inspiration along truly artistic lines of
originality is what is wanted, not perspiration. Progress along lines of creatively
circle.
idealistic work, not progression in a routine

Managing Director of one c
New York's largest theaten
desires change, would like t
join executive sta£f of smal•I
circuit or growing
theaters. Would

1923
YEAR

also conside

entering production field. Bo;
A. A. A., Film Daily.

WANTED SHORT REE
FOR CALIFORNIA
Branch
of ten years* exj
ence
withmanager
proven sales record, hig!
bank and character references, ofl
in Los Angeles and San Franc
conducting distribution on a busL
basis, desires best single and two
subjects
for above
territory,
limited nimiber of feattires which
warrant
big exploitation.
We
for prints and split fifty, but you;
it each week.
All subjects woi
out in nine months.
Address Bc/o Film Daily.
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Baron Dewitz is one of the most
artistic photographers in the East.
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Pittsburgh — Several firemen
injured Wednesday in a fire
destroyed the Pearl Theater.

FILM
BOOK

The foremost reference
book of the motion picture industry. Read by
everybody. An advertising opportunity.
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Heart's

Thousands of exhibitors are asking this question.
For "Heart's Haven" isn't hke any other picture released in
many years.
It is a masterly handling of the subject uppermost in the
public mind today — does my will control viy body?
Do you remember "The Miracle Man"? Nobody thought it
was "what the public wanted" until the public itself stepped in
and settled the doubt forever. Many critics have called
"Heart's Haven" another "Miracle Man." Maybe it is; the
first few big exhibitors who show it and exploit it will quickly
find out.
The thinker will tell you that it is a masterpiece of psychology. The seeker after entertainment only will rate it a bully
good picture.
So you've pleased both orchestra and gallery, and you won't
have to defend your judgment when they file out after
the show. If you are honestly trying to give the public
"What it wants," this is what it really wants, because
it is the one big topic of conversation on the tongue of
everyone old enough to think !
A week's prerelease showing in Los Angeles turned
into a three weeks' sell-out. Another prerelease showing in Boston not only registered capacity business, but
received the critical endorsement of every big newspaper in the city. Three hundred theatres booked it
before release date, for a total of one thousand days !
When you deal for "Heart's Haven" you are playing
with a big-time picture. It is the clearest-cut answer to
the query,< B"What does the public want?" that has been
r picture released in months. If you doubt
given by ?any
it, listen-in on the next conversation you can, in club,
in church, on the street corner, or right in your own

HA'

theatre! Folks no longer talk about "How do you feel?"
It's all about "How do you think?"
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iNorma
and Constance
Talmadge
and Joseph
Copyrifht, 1922. Wid'i Film and Film Folk.. Inc.
Schcnck retum froiTi European trip.

P,bu.hed Daily .t 71-73 w..t 44th St., New York. N. Y.. by
wiD's FILM AND FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joiepli DannenberK,
Preiident and Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Treaiurer and

i\/r
M.

Hollywood

^id Grauman sells half interest in the
Egyptian to West Coast Theaters, Inc.

Biuiness Manairer ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager

Entered

ai

second-class matter
May
21, 1918, at the post office at
New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Terms
(Postage
free), United
States, Outside of Greater New
York,
|iaoo one y"r; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Albert E. Smith
Subscribers should remit with order.

in
j
TUCSday

of Vitagraph
a
c

plans
wider
ir

distribution

Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., of independent productions ; also release
NewCalifornia:
York, N. Harvey
Y. Telephone,
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558.
.
Hollywood,
E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone, cials during
1923.
Hollywood 1603.

Chicago RepresenUtive:
London Representative:
Paris Representative:
Ccatral
European

Irving Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury Ave., London, w 1.
Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Representative:
Internationale
Fihnschau,
Pragae
(Czecho-SIovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
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Features Reviewed

Wednesday
"~~
Vitagraph sues Famous Players-Lasky for $6,000,000,
alleging conspiracy in restraint of trade; Albert E.
MINNIE
Smith calls it "suit of every independent producer

SAWYER
Page 2

ADAMS

QUINCY
Sawyer — Lubin — Metro
;

and exhibitor."
F. J. Godsol, of Goldwyn, to leave for coast, possibly
HEARTS
^^ ^^^^^ ^p production on next year's program.

Marshall Neilan— Asso. First Nat'l Pict. . .Page 3

HUNGRY
Goldwyn

Page 6

TOLL

OF THE

Technicolor— Metro
Guy Bates Post in

Walter Hiers may take "Fatty" Arbuckle's place on
Paramount program.
^ ^
SEA

Page 7
OMAR

THE

TENTM AKER

Holiday.

Tully Prod.— Asso. First Nat'l Pictures. .Page 10

SINGED

Penrhyn Stanlaws Prod

WINGS

P

p
Frank Mayo in

THE

ALTAR

11

STAIRS

Page 14

Universal
WHAT

FOOLS

MEN

American Releasing Corp
■ Short Subjects

I I

Friday

Vitagraph suit arouses keen interest among film folk ;

complaint quotes figures on decline of plaintiflf's
profits as result of alleged unfair competition.
Famous studio in Berlin closes ; Ernest Lubitsch sails
for New York for work on Mary Pickford picture.

ARE

Pyramid Pictures— Amer. Releas. Corp.. .Page 15 ^j^^^^g q

THE

Thursday

Saturday
Patten, former New York Postmaster, on

the
^^^ ^^y *° Hollywood where he will represent
Hays organization.
Page 18 ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^, ^^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ 3^^ beginning
Feb. 1, indicates total of 80 productions for year.
Page 19

SUPER-SEX

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin,

^.%g^

DAILV
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A Mighty Fine Picture With a Tremendous Cast
"QUINCY ADAMS
SAWYER"
S-L Prod.— Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Clarence G. Badger
Charles Felton Pidgin
Bernard McConville
Rudolph Bergquist
It climbs right into the band

wagon.
It's there with both feet. Sure fire in
its appeal
STORY
Charming village romance full of smiles
and tears
DIRECTION

Excellent.

Mingles comedy with

drama and pathos and has picked with rare decision necessary village types
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very fine
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
What a cast!
Practically all-star.
You have something to talk about
EXTERIORS
Very good.
Whirlpool rapids
stuff fine
INTERIORS
Faithfully kept
New England village life
DETAIL
Excellent except for
biggest thrill of whirlpool
Titles excellent
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

in harmony with
weakness during
rapids sequence.
About 7,800 feet

If "Quincy Adams Sawyer" doesn't start a new era
of smashing box ofifice records there is something
wrong, because boys, this has got it all. For the first
few reels they are going to chuckle and laugh. And
they are going to feel good when the story starts to
roll and the various characters are planted and then
Director Badger slowly begins to twist the smiles into

tears and the tears into thrills.

And after that, much

too soon, the clinch comes and you know it's all over.
If Clarence Badger did not have a long line of successes to his credit this one would put him up among
the real directors. Perhaps Arthur H. Sawyer, who
supervised, had something to do with it, but there is
glory enough for a lot of people in the result. They
hand out a cast that begins with Blanche Sweet, who
as the girl who becomes blind gives a most realistic
and sympathetic performance. Your crowd is just
going to choke up at the trifling little incident which
shows her returning to the village, blind, and unable
to see the kiddies who are waving their hands to her.
Then there is Lon Chaney, who adds another to his
long list of splendid characterizations as the village
attorney, with his special haircut for the party and his
elaborate use of facial expression. He practically steals
this picture. Then there is John Bowers as the hero,
and Barbara La Marr, Elmo Lincoln, Louise Fazenda
and Gail Henry — and what a riot they are — Victor
Potel and so many more that you wonder where they
all come from.
Everyone is fitted to their part.
The big wallop of the picture comes in the sequence
when the blind girl is set adrift on a rickety old ferryboat through the hatred of the villain and his scheming accomplice and the hero effects her rescue. This
sequence is splendidly handled. There is a real thrill
when Bowers, astride of his horse, plunges about two
hundred feet from a cliflf into the whirling rapids.
There is just one weakness in the whole production
and it occurs in this sequence. The manner in which
the hero and heroine escape from the ferry which is
smashed to smithereens could have been done much
better, otherwise it is excellent.

Put This Over — It's a Cinch — or Quit
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you don't get "Quincy Adams Sawyer" don't
blame anyone but John W. Yourself, and if after you
get it you don't go to the bank every morning with
your chest puffed out and your pockets heavy it's
again your fault. If you don't re\ive or stimulate the
whole picture business of your community with this
one, suppose you quit and give somebody else a chance
because if there ever was a blond-haired, blue-eyed
baby doll of a box office picture, it is this one.
You have so much to work with it is a crime to have

to tell you about it. You have the names of a half
dozen real stars and about ten more who are almost
as important. You have a great production with a
tremendous thrill. You have a story that keeps them
chuckling, smiling, choking-up and all the rest, and
so if you don't know how to do business with this sort
of a production and get yourself a lot of money you
can do one of two things: watch a brother exhibitor
who knows how to do it or take a special course in some
institution where they supply brains.
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Neilan's "Minnie" a Sure-Fire Comedy Entertainment
"MINNIE"
Marshall Neilan Prod. — Asso. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTORS
Marshall Neilan and Frank Urson
AUTHOR
Marshall Neilan
SCENARIO BY
Marshall Neilan
CAMERAMEN
David Kesson and Karl Struss
AS A WHOLE
Original and sparkling comedy
feature that offers sure-fire entertainment
STORY
A first rate idea and contains fine comedy possibilities; it has real laughs and plenty
of them
DIRECTION
Very good; gets genuine humor
out of story and plays to the audience from all
angles
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
One of the best acting parts Leatrice Joy has ever done; Matt Moore in just
his type of role; Raymond Griffith excellent
comedian; fine cast all the way
EXTERIORS
Many very beautiful shots
INTERIORS
Look like the real thing
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Homely girl's search
for happiness which leads into highly amusing
complications
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,696 feet
They are going to get a lot of enjoyment out of this
picture, that's sure, because Marshall Neilan's latest,
"Minnie," is a sure-fire comedy entertainment that
doesn't miss the mark. It hits every time and if they
cannot be amused by it, there is something radically
wrong. The picture is a genuine comedy number with
plenty of real laughs ; it doesn't merely try for laughs.
Neilan's basic theme is fairly familiar — the homely
girl who is ridiculed and hasn't a beau like the other

girls — but its familiarity ends there. Everything else
is original and the idea is certainly cleverly carried
out. Neilan has taken the joke about the girl who
walked home from an automobile ride and worked it
into the story in great style. The first fellow that
takes her for a ride runs out of gas and when he asks
her for a kiss, Minnie gets out and walks home. The
next time she goes for a ride, with another fellow, and
they run out of gas at the same place, Minnie knows
just what's coming. On the way home she is stopped
and invited to ride, but informs the fellow she's just
coming from one. But the best laugh comes when
Minnie, now in the company of one who loves her,
goes riding to the fateful spot and they again run out
of gas. Minnie is prepared for the emergency and has
brought along a pair of old shoes to walk home in.
The
thisit. doesn't do the comedy half justice.
You telling
have toofsee
Throughout Neilan has taken advantage of every
comedy possibility so that the feature offers a first
class entertainment with humor that is sure-fire. Besides the troubles of Minnie and her struggle for happiness there is plenty of by-plot. In this connection
the director has used a little too much footage in dovetailing the sequences into a climax. Of course it probably gives things a more satisfactory conclusion to
finish up each sequence separately and make the hero
and heroine beautiful through plastic surgery. However, as far as the comedy goes, it might finish up with
Minnie and her lover strolling down the lane hand
in hand.
Undoubtedly the role of Minnie gives Leatrice Joy
the best opportunity she has ever had for character
acting and she does it splendidly. Matt Moore is an
ideal hero in a role that just suits him. Raymond
Griffith as the fast working gum salesman is fine. The
cast on the whole is very good.

If They Want To Be Amused Don't Miss It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The story of "Minnie" is a bit too complicated to
give an idea of it in a short synopsis, but it is safe
enough for you to book it without knowing the story
because if you are out for a sure-fire comedy number,
you'll want to get it. If your audience appreciates
comedy pictures, they'll surely enjoy "Minnie" and
you can make promises for its originality and be sure
to let them know it has plenty of laughs.
Do your best to assure them of its humor and say
that Leatrice Joy appears in a role very much differ-

ent from anything she has done yet. Make promises
for her performance and that of Matt Moore, who has
the kind of a role that he does best. Use plenty of
stills in the lobby and whatever exploitation you can
in the way of stunts to get them interested. A girl
dressed up like Minnie would attract a good deal of
attention and you might invite them in to see how
Minnie became the envy of all the beautiful girls.
Exploitation should be easy and the results worth
your effort.

Go after all the "Minnies" in your town.

RAY ROMANCE

S

^^ BUM COMEDIES
in one reel

13
Romances

13
Comedies

The SKY SPLITTER
The astounding adventure of the scientist who outdistanced the speed of light itself! He traveled so fast and so far that
he looked back upon his own boyhood, and
lived over again the events- of fifty years
ago!
_ ,

HEEZA

LIAR

Heeza Liar is back on the screen, in a new
series of blood-curdling adventures that
make the world-wanderings of Baron Munchausen look like a Sunday school outing
First two releases now ready:
Heeza Liar's TreasP
ure Island.
Heeza Liar and the
Ghost.

The MYSTERY

BOX

Tells you more about Radio, its whys and
wherefores, in fifteen minutes of solid
screen entertainment than a shelf -full of
text-books. Advise the Radio fans of your
town that you have this one-reeler and
watch 'em fill your house.

SHORT SUB
WILLBUIL
hMOOK T
\
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GAMBLING With the
GULF STREAM ^
What will happen when the Atlantic Coast
becomes a tropical fairyland, and the North
Polar ice cap shifts to England? A thrilling speculation, based on scientific research,
as to the future effects of an erratic Gulf
Stream.
WAA

AA. VOGEL

FOFEICN
DISTRIBUTOR
«" £*"»:!?'-^
FAMOUS PLAYERS HLM SERVICE Lml
CANADIAN
DISTRIBUTORS

HODKINSON
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Decidedly the Best Thing That Has Been Accomplished in Colors
Technicolor presents
"THE TOLL OF THE SEA"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Chester M. Franklin
AUTHOR
Frances Marion
SCENARIO BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
J. A. Ball
AS A WHOLE
Certainly an advancement as
far as artistry is concerned; a really delightful
offering
STORY
Rather a pathetic little romance of the
"Madame
Butterfly"
variety;
a thoroughly
sympathetic tale
DIRECTION
A.Jways directed toward the artistic shows
;
less effort in connection with story's
dramatic value
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Fine
PLAYERS
Anna May Wong delightful and
charming as the little Chinese girl; Kenneth
Harlan her American hero; Etta Lee and Ming
Young good as the gossips
EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Attractive
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Chinese girl, deserted by her American, gives their child to his
wife and throws herself into the sea
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,600 feet
Technicolor's production, "The Toll of the Sea," is
undoubtedly the best example of colored motion photography that has yet been secured. While the coloring in this is still somewhat removed from perfection,
it is the closest approach to the natural that any of
the experimenters have obtained. The tones are
clear, unconfused and the colors do not jump. This
is one particular satisfaction, not to have the various

hues running into each other where they are not intended to combine. The outlines in this are always
very definite and another excellent feature of this process isnaturalness. They have shown good judgment
in the selection of colors and there are no harsh mixtures. "The Toll of the Sea" looks like a decided
advancement in this field of endeavor.
The producers were also keen to recognize in this
sympathetic Chinese story by Frances Marion, a decidedly appropriate vehicle for their experiment. The
atmosphere lends itself especially well to coloring and
provides a fine variety of combinations. The scenes
in the garden, those by the sea and those in the Chinese
girl's home are all mighty attractive. Pictorially the
feature has almost unlimited appeal.
The story, in plain black and white, might not have
been so attractive and even in its delightful color presentation, itmay not appeal to some. The racial
question arises in the marriage of the American to the
Chinese girl and later in the adopting of the girl's
baby, of which the American is the father, by his
American wife. There may be those who will take
exception to this. But the theme is really a very
sympathetic one made doubly interesting and sincere
by the splendid work of Anna May Wong. She is a
clever little actress and displays fine emotional ability.
Chester Franklin has directed with the artistic side
more particularly in view. He has paid less attention
to the building of dramatic sequences and effects although his climax is very good. There is no sugarcoated happy ending and the story closes as stark
tragedy with the pretty little Chinese girl "paying her
debt to the sea" by throwing herself into it. Kenneth
Harlan is Lotus Flower's faithless American husband,
Beatrice Bentley his wife, and little Baby Moran, the
child of Lotus Flower and Harlan whom Beatrice
adopts in compliance with Lotus Flower's last wish.

Should Be Well Received Where They Like Artistic Photoplays
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It may be that "The Toll of the Sea" will not prove
a god box office attraction because there are probably
not enough theaters catering to a class of people that
would appreciate it. It is essentially an artistic accomplishment and will best appeal to a high class
clientele. But it is worth your while to try and interest them in it and you certainly have something to talk

You can tell your folk that "The Toll of the Sea" is
a very big improvement over any colored feature ever
shown. You can let them know about the story if
you think well of it and of course, you must make it
clear that it is a full length feature. Anna May Wong
deserves mention for her performance as Lotus Flower

about in Technicolor's achievement in colored motion
photography.

and you can use Kenneth Harlan's name also. A
trailer should be very good advertising.

. AN AND THE
Jrom the astounclinS novel by SUnor Giytl
■jSP
synonyninus with ravishlnj;
PI.INOR
(JJ-YN'S name is
love stories and "The Man and

"The moment came to this
strong man and this adorable
woman, causing time and place

the Moment" is a typical l-^hnnr
Cilyn novel, read and re-read hy
her millions of followers.

and all else to be forgotten."
Elinor Glyn

It starts out with a marriage between a man and a woman who

■■^

^'^

are utter stranjjers to each
other. The heroine is beinfj
■ forced to marry a man she hates.
The hero can only he sa\ed troni
ancntani<lin(< alliance hy marrying some one else. So they wed
each other. Rut such a marriage
of convenience offers comp'ications. as this one docs, »n true
Klinor Glyn style.

As a photoplay, "The Man and
the Moment" can be played up
strongly and, relying upon the

\I

fame of Klinor (Jlyn and the fas-

V
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cinating appeal of thi'i scn.sa
tional drama, it is sure to he a
tremendous success at the box
office.

Physical
Distributors
Pathe Exchange

Read Every Line Of
This Comprehensive Review

C,4n interesting picture that will bring novelty
to your program and money to the box office
"HEAD
HUNTERS
OF
THE
SEAS"
SOUTH
Martin Johnson's Thrilling Adventures
Among the Wild Tribes of Malakula
ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS— PATHE

ENTERTAINMENT
Excellent
EXPLOITATION
Excellent
PRODUCTION
Good
DIRECTION
Not directed in the usual sense of
the word, but rather shows the tremendous
nerve of Martin Johnson, who persuaded the
natives to pose.
STORY
thrilHng
the among
adventures'..A
of a white
mannarrative
and hisofwife
head-hunting cannibals.
CAST
Natives in their daily pursuits, also
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson; all are excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
TIME
One hour
Seventy-five per cent of the complaint against the motion pictures is that one is too much like the other. Well,
here is something different. ^ It tells no story of a neglected
wife, gives no pictures of "the horrors of crime, and the
players cannot be criticized, for the simple reason that they
are not acting — they are just living their daily lives; and
for real interest, for thrills and for the absolutely unusual,
this feature can be recommended.
There is no plot to "Head Hunters of the South Seas."
Martin Johnson, the young American explorer, who had his
first taste of adventure .when he accompanied Jack London
on the cruise of The Snark, went to Malekula several years
ago, and was almost eaten by the cannibals of that island.
Only the timely arrival of a British patrol boat saved him.
One would have expected that he, would not care to repeat
the experiment, but in spite of all dangers Johnson went
back to Malekula to get the motion pictures which are
now released as "Head Hunters of the South Seas." The
picture shows him arriving at the island, his reception by
the fearsome savages, how he accompanies them inland to
one of their villages, and the strange rites and ceremonies
that he was permitted to witness, always in danger, and
yet never afraid. The picture has several outstanding incidents. The native dances are weird, but nothing compares to the shots that show the natives proudly displaying
their trophies of human heads. The monkey men fascinate
because they show how closely the lower forms of civilization resemble the apes. Also there are scenes taken among
the pigmies, beautiful scenery, shark fishing and excellent
views of a volcano in eruption. All in all it is one of the
greatest screen novelties, and made more so by the fact
that in the past year or two there has been a growing interest in the United States regarding the South Seas.
As this is the type of picture that is sure to gain you
new patrons, it is well worth exploiting. Martin Johnson
is well known among the better class of people and has a
new book that has recently been published. Use the book
tie-up. There is a great woman's angle to the feature, for
Mrs. Johnson accompanied her husband." Run her photogn"aph and use a good interview with her in your papers,
it undoubtedly being possible to get this interview from
the distributing office. Be sure and call the attention of
the schools and clubs to this feature. They will endorse it,
and it will help future business. For a ballyhoo dress a
man in black tights and beads, and. have him in front of
the theatre.
For prologue and lobby use tropical palms,

Martin Johnson

Film Company

PRESENTS

Head Hunters
South Seas
OF THE

n's
Martin JohnsoAMONG

THRILLING ADVENTURES

THE

WILD TRIBES of MALEKULA-'

A Great 5 Part Feature
itors--'
Exhibi>««ioe~T.
ARTHURS.
ed KANE.
Associat
FOREIGN
REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY GARRETT

Physical
Distributors
Pathe Exchange
rMC

and by cutting out posters you will probably make a most
startling display. But the best bet is that the picture is a
great novelty and one that will thrill as well as educate.
Also watch your music — you need good music to put the
picture over. *******
A feature that vnll bring patronage to your theatre and luUch
<u>lll cause
a great deal of favorable comment once you get
them
in.
Edited and titled by Arthur Hoerl.
Photographed
on the Island of Malekula
Johnson.
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Screen Adaptation Based On Famous Persian Poem — Just a Movie
will be a great desire on the part of many to see this
on the screen, but excepting that the picturization
follows the stage story, generally speaking, there is
little to it to appease the desire and appetite of those
who attend pictures and who, knowing their Rubaiyat,
will probably expect something materially different
than what they will see.

Guy Bates Post in
"OMAR THE TENTMAKER"
Tully Prod. — Asso. First National
DIRECTOR
James Young
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Adaptation of stage play
by Richard Walton Tully
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Just a movie with a Persian
background. Will probably disappoint those
who expect big artistic production of The Rubaiyat
STORY
Th familiar quatrains of the great poet
are seldom used and there is a long slowly told
double love story; first of Omar as a youth
and then later of his daughter
DIRECTION
Some artistic touches but many
sequences allowed to drag needlessly
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally fine
LIGHTINGS
Average good. A few harsh shots
STAR
As Omar the father and wine bibbler, ex-

"Omar the Tentmaker" despite its excessive gorgeousness in costumes and trappings is just a movie
with a Persian background. Disappointing is the
failure of the producer to .present a picturization of
some of the more famous quatrains or excerpts which
have made this volume the chief emissary of sentiment between young lovers. There is of course the

cellent. Hasn't a great deal to do
PLAYERS
Well cast generally — very pretty in
the earlier sequences
Several beautiful shots
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
Fit the character of the story
Generally well handled
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY. .... .Nothing objectionable. Will do for any audience
About 8,000 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

daughter, growing up, falls in love with a Christian
slave and how Omar and his wife see their daughter

Guy Bates Post was regarded as a box-office cleanup several years ago when he presented "Omar the
Tentmaker" on the stage.
In all probability there

famous quotation ending "wilderness were paradise
now." This is used early in the production during
the love afifair of Omar and the daughter of the Imam,
but other than this it is difficult to find even a trace of
these famous lines, even in titles.
The picture rolls along showing Omar as a student
in love with the daughter of his teacher, and her
forced marriage to the Shah after she has been secretly
married to Omar, and her imprisonment and the birth
of her daughter who is turned over to Omar for protection. How the mother becomes a slave and the

finding happiness completes the story which is rounded out with sketches of villainy on the part of Omar's
former friend who becomes governor of his city. It
is more or less disappointing and unsatisfactory and
to add to this the sequences are carried so long that at
times they become tiresome.

Stick to Title and Go Easy On Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Fans and picturegoers will undoubtedly be interested in knowing that "Omar the Tentmaker" based on
Fitzgerald's immortal character in "The Rubaiyat" has
been picturized. There is a natural and easily understood desire on the part of those as well as others of
far more serious inclination to see what has been done
with this. The chances are that the average fan will
be satisfied but if the so-called "highbrows" of
neighborhood come out of curiosity and interest
are probably going to be disappointed and when
leave you will probably hear them say something
"Oh, it's just another movie."

your
they
they
like,

Production values are excellent and there are several names in the cast which you may be able to capitalize but in all probability your best bet is to stick
right to the title and use the exploitation matter offered without making enthusiastic promises. Then you
will probably have no comeback.
James Young the director is responsible for many
well known pictures and probably is known by a lot
of people so his name can be used to advantage. The
star has only made one other picture, "The Masquerader" and if your crowd liked this you can use his
name as well.
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Artistic and Novel But Not a Particularly Good Entertainment
Penrhyn Stanlaws Prod.
"SINGED WINGS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Penrhyn Stanlaws
AUTHOR
Katherine Newlin Burt
SCENARIO BY
Edfrid A. Bingham
CAMERAMAN
Paul P. Perry
AS A WHOLE
Fantastic picture but is isn't
likely the majority will take it seriously enough
to make it good entertainment
STORY
Looks like an attempt to get around a
spicy theme by building it up with fairy tale
setting
Always very artistic; picture is
DIRECTION
good to look at but drags badly and is often
very tedious
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
Bebe Daniels and Conrad Nagle
work hard enough in fairly unattractive roles;
a good cast including Adolph Menjou, Ernest
Torrence and Mabel Trunelle
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Pretty to look at
DETAIL
Overdone
CHARACTER OF STORY
Dancer sends lover
away because of dream in which she dies when
she has found her true love
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,788 feet
"Singed Wings" is quite a novelty and offers a very
fantastic atmosphere but its appeal will not reach
beyond those who are satisfied with these things alone.
It is not a good entertainment in a box office sense
and it isn't likely that it will interest a very big majority of picture patrons regardless of class. The picture quite obviously did not find favor with the audienc in the Broadway house where it was reviewed and
its most dramatic moments were greeted with audible
chuckles.
It seems more or less apparent that the original

story contained more spice than would ever get by the
censors so it has been neatly camouflaged in the guise
of a fantasy with a fairy tale prologue to give it an
atmosphere of the unreal but here and there the real
objective appears and you are given a hint at it although the harm is immediately removed by a counteracting title or another scene. This isn't to say that
there is anything objectionable in the picture. It just
looks as though they would liked to have given you
the real thing but knew it couldn't be done, hence the
fairy tale version of a cabaret dancer and a man who
tried to buy the rose she wore in her hair and which
she reserved for the man she would truly love.
A most exaggerated character drawing is that of the
clown, also in love with the dancer. His performance
is at times boring and particularly so in the last reels
when Stanlaws consumes so very much footage to
reach the climax. The picture drags badly in the
latter sequences and excess footage is going to harm
the picture's entertainment vahie even more than its
rather unappealing story. Director Stanlaws has conceded it a very attractive and artistic production but
pictorial appeal alone doesn't make for entertainment.
The fairy tale prologue is quite beautifully done.
Bebe Daniels is pleasing as the dancer but they could
find much better material for her. Conrad Nagel is
the lover who goes sailing each time he doubts the
girl's love. Ernest Terrence is the over-capricious
clown and Mabel Trunelle, a favorite of the old Edison
days, the wife of the sporty Bliss Gordon, in love with
Bebe.
Menjou plays the latter part.
Story: Bonita, daughter of an old Spanish settler
in San Francisco, fears that she will be killed by the
half-wit clown, Emilio, if she meets the man she loves.
So runs her dream and when she meets John Peter
she sends him away, meanwhile accepting the attentions of Gordon, husband of Peter's aunt. Following
numerous complications the jealous Emiho finally
shoots Mrs. Gordon in mistake for Bonita, making it

possible for her to marry Peter without further fear.

Better See This One For Yourself and Decide What You Can Do With It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You had better see this one first and decide what
you can do with it. It is a case where you will probably have to use your own judgment. It looks like
you can do anything with it, there are enough angles
to exploit it and get them interested. But for the average crowd it isn't very likely that it will do very much
for the box office. The average picture-goer doesn't
go in for the fantastic sort of thing that it ofTers.

Of course on the strength of its being a novelty you
might get it over. In all events it would be well for
exhibitors to see it first in order to get the angle that
will be best to exploit for their own particular clientele. Bebe Daniels' name and Conrad Nagle's can be
used and they have undoubtedly come to expect good
production values from Penrhyn Stanlaws. The title
lends itself to the moth and the flame idea and could
be easily exploited along these lines.
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The Report of the Critics
••'»<

T

The Film Daily: The story is the kind that appeals
to a good majority of picture patrons. It should

/

be easy to put "When the Desert Calls" over to
your satisfaction. Lots of colorful atmosphere
and some new situations.

2 .^

^<W

Motion Picture News: A well-known cast of stage
and screen players, lots of atmosphere and a plot
that has a new twist. The production highlights
are the scenes laid in the desert showing caravans
and some well fought fights.

II

The Trade Review: A melodramatic story that
will give satisfaction to audiences. It is exactly
what its name implies, another Sheik picture,
that should please your patrons.

>'ii

Sunday Telegraph: Ray C. Smallwood has injected abit of good action into the telling of this
story. Has all the atmosphere of a desert picture,
excellent photography and even continuity.

\(t
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Immortal Romance

JheMnceand
The Minneapolis

mper
Critics Said:

Greater Amusements: "Mark Twain's
'The Prince and the Pauper' tops the
bill at the Pantages, The picture got
away to big business Saturday and

offered Pantages patrons since the
opening of the Minneapolis unit of
the coast circuit."

Sunday."

Minneapolis Journal: "Jackie Coogan
has a rival. A little, round-faced,
wide-eyed boy with a mop of short
curly hair, has arrived in America by
way of Poland to dispute with young

Minneapolis Daily News: "This column
recommends without reserve 'The
Prince and the Pauper.' Mark Twaiu's
undying story comes here with the
highest recommendations from the
leading critics on newspapers and
trade publications."
Minneapolis Morning Tribune: "'The
Prince and the Pauper' converted into
a motion picture is, without question,
the biggest thing in the cinema world

Cooganchild
the actor
honor ....
of being
best
therethearescreen's
many

RELEASINC

Exploited by Manager Cluxton
as few pictures have been exploited inthe TJwin Cities in
the past three years

CORPORATION

who will find Tibi Lubin a juvenile
player of uncanny intelligence and
sympathetic appeal. He has all the
dignity of a leading man and all the
animation of a juvenile. They realized that to make 'The Prince and
The Pauper' a success they must
choose a sturdy youngster. Fortunate
was the day they selected Tibi Lubin."
Minneapolis
Sunday
Tribune:
"For
centuries
Poland
has been
the home
of genius and the most recent artist
whose fame has been broadcast is
Tibi Lubin, the Polish lad whose truly
wonderful acting in Mark Twain's
'The Prince and the Pauper' is seen
at Pantages this, week."
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Good Atmosphere and Action In Mayo's Latest
Frank Mayo in
"THE

ALTAR STAIRS"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Lambert Hillyer
AUTHOR
G. B. Lancaster
SCENARIO BY
Geo. Randolph Chester
CAMERAMAN
Dwight Warren
AS A WHOLE
A good action entertainment
that suflfers a bit from implausibility but a good
many will like it.
STORY
A bit out of the ordinary; has interesting atmosphere and has been given fine production
DIRECTION
Quite good; South Sea sequences
fine and first rate action in sea episode in last
reel
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Gives satisfying performance and will
surely please his admirers
SUPPORT
Adequate; includes Louise Lorraine;
Lawrence Hughes and others
EXTERIORS
„
Attractive
INTERIORS
«.
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man comes face to
face with the one who wrecked the life of the
woman he loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,641 feet
Frank Mayo's latest is a good short entertainment
that will please a good majority of picture-goers. It
contains first rate action, plenty of interesting atmosphere and a fairly original story that should help to
make it a popular attraction. It is a bit more pretentious in production than the average offering and Director Hillyer has gone to quite a little trouble and expense to provide a thoroughly worth while and attractive production.
There are plenty of fine South Sea Island shots that

will appeal to a great many. The photography
throughout is very good. The feature has a strong
pictorial appeal. The South Sea Island stuff is a bit
ofif color as far as the natives are concerned, or at
least their presentation is more on the order of burlesque. In this connection Hillyer might have rung
in some good comedy bits especially where he shows
the island ruler decked out in native garb but wearing
a pair of fancy patent leather shoes. It looked as
though he was getting around to comedy here, but it
didn't
for it. come through. And there were some chances
The plot depends quite a good deal on coincident
for its development but Hillyer manages to keep
things more or less consistent and sustains the interest satisfactorily. The continuity takes some big
jumps in the first and second reels in bringing the
three principal characters together. It is in this respect that the coincidence is involved. But after this
the story moves at a good pace, ending up with a
first rate bit of action in the last reel.
Hillyer has gone to quite a little trouble to get the
storm scene and it brings the story to a fairly thrilling
climax. Miniatures are employed for the long shots
of the ships floundering but the close-ups are realistic
and good. Frank Mayo gives a good performance as
Red MacLean, captain of a trading schooner and the
supporting cast is adequate. Mayo has had better
leads than Louise Lorraine, however.
Story : MacLean, South Sea trader, saves Heritage,
a derelict, from savages. Heritage steals Red's money
and leaves for France. There he marries Joie Malet,
daughter of a French commandant about to leave for
a South Sea post. Immediately after the ceremony
Malet learns of Heritage's past. Joie seeks to forget
on the island where she meets Rod. The two fall in
love. Later Rod again befriends Heritage, not knowing that he is the one who prevents his marriage to
Joie. The eventual death of Heritage brings about
the happy ending.

Talk About South Sea Episodes and Use Star's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This one is quite a good bit better than the usual average offering and it should satisfy a majority of any
audience. You can let them know it is somewhat out
of the ordinary and will probably interest them most
with catchlines indicating the South Sea atmosphere
and the action contained in the last reel. You can
secure trailers on all Universal features and one on this
should work very well.

Let the star's admirers know what he has to do in
this and you can interest them with stills in the lobby.
You might also mention for those interested in the
private lives of the players, that Mayo's wife, Dagmar
Godowsky, appears in the picture. There are plenty
of attractive posters that will also help to get them interested.
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Interesting "Flapper" Story Well Handled
"WHAT
FOOLS
MEN
ARE"
Pyramid Pictures — American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Geo. Terwilliger
AUTHOR
Eugene Walter
SCENARIO BY
Peter Milne
CAMERAMAN
Rudolph Mariner
AS A WHOLE
A bright piece that will please
a big majority; pretty good box office picture
STORY
Based on the popularity of the "flaptold per"; contains interesting situations and is well
DIRECTION
Provides a satisfactory production and generally worked for entertainment
values
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Faire Binney first rate as the flapper; well suited cast including Joseph Striker,
Huntley Gordon, Florence Billings, Lucy Fox
and J. Barney Sherry
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Suitable
CHARACTER

OF STORY
Flapper causes separation of sister and her husband and later incurs wrath of a millionaire father when she marries his son
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,087 feet
There are a lot of picture goers that will come out
strong for a picture like this. In view of the flapper
craze it should prove quite popular and should be a
good one for the box office. It has fine exploitation
possibilities and contains a definite audience appeal
in its story. The theme, incidentally, is a boost for
the flapper in that it goes to show that the girl is harmless in spite of her extremes and made of "good stuff"
if it is only given a chance to come out. And that is
what happens in "What Fools Men Are" — the "good"
comes out strong and wins a place for the flapper in

the hearts of all those who were so very much opposed
to her in the earlier reels and she also wins over the
audience to her side.
The theme involves the familiar eternal triangle
situation but it is subordinate to the flapper's adventures and not likely to detract from the story's appeal
because of its familiarity. What will please a good
many are the scenes in which the flapper is shown
enjoying life in her own way with her friends. The
studio party is well staged and they'll like to see how
a regular flapper "flaps." Faire Binney does very
well in the role and manipulates a variety of cigarette
holders in true flapper fashion. She is very well suited
to the part and makes the most of it.
Terwilliger has secured fine atmosphere for his picture for one thing and a suitable cast for another.
Besides Faire Binney there is Joseph Striker, who
does a good bit as the rich man's son, and Huntley
Gordon and Florence Billings as the husband and wife.
J. Barney Sherry is another member of the cast — the
rich man who welcomes the flapper into his family
when he discovers she really loves his son.
Lucy Fox plays the part of a maid but her connection with the rest of the story is somewhat vague.
Other than the fact that she copies her mistress in
making fools of men it isn't clear why she is in the
picture. Some sub-titles might clear up her actions,
especially in the last reel, where she calls on the flapper. Otherwise the story is coherent and easy to follow. Undoubtedly a good many will find it thoroughly entertaining.
Story : Kate Claybourne, a writer, divorces her husband, Bartley, when she believes him in love with her
young sister, Peggy. Bartley is ready to marry Peggy
but she elopes with Ralph Demarest, son of a millionaire. How Peggy eventually proves to the elder Demarest that she is worthy of his son and reunites Kate
and Bartley completes the story.

First Rate Box Office Attraction if Properly Handled
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You should undoubtedly be able to do business with
"What Fools Men Are." It deals with a topic of current interest and you may be sure of a strong delegation of your own flapper contingent turning out for
the showing. Let them know the picture deals with a
flapper and you can't keep them out. It has fine exploitation possibilities. Make use of them.

For the Cameo showing in New York they had men
parading around in dunce caps with signs on their
backs reading, "Ask the women 'What Fools Men
Are.' " They also had the men leading donkeys around.
It aroused a lot of curiosity and attracted considerable
attention. You might repeat the stunt satisfactorily.
Be sure and let them know the feature deals with flappers and it should pay to get them interested.

Stramd Theatres Bovk.
(NEW YORK - BROOKLYN

- ALBANY

-SCHEMECIADY

- TROY )

A National Institution lihje
the Mark. Strand Theatre /does
not boot. Five Independent
Productions without a very
^ood reason .
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Comedy Possibilities in Adams' Story Have Been Missed
"THE
SUPER-SEX"
American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Lambert Hillyer
AUTHOR
Frank R. Adams
SCENARIO BY
Lambert Hillyer
CAMERAMAN
John S. Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Lack of humorous incident and
slow-moving story keeps it from being good
comedy number
STORY
Contained pretty fair situations but
they haven't been used to the best advantage
DIRECTION
Didn't make the most of story
possibilities ; allowed it to drag badly at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Gertrude Claire steals the picture in
the role of gossiping grandmother ; Robert Gordon not the right type and overacts; others
Tully Marshall and Charlotte Pierce
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Youth invests in
stocks and when advised of a big return spends
lavishly only to learn it was a mistake
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,749 feet
Lambert Hillyer is a capable director and has many
good entertainments to his credit, but he has missed
out on this one. The trouble is that the story's comedy possibilities have not been used to the best advantage and excess footage smothers the few really
good comedy twists that Hillyer did catch. He seems
to have seen them, snatched at them, Imt lost track of
them again. In nearly every case he misses getting
the humor out of the situations.

"The Super-Sex" will still stand a much better
chance of pleasing if it is given a careful editing. Numerous close-ups, especially those of Robert Gordon,
who usually overacts when he does get a close-up,
could readily be eliminated and help speed up the
story. Some improvements could also be made in the
sub titles. Many of them are unnecessary and they
could haye been written in a more humorous vein.
Frank Adams has some pretty good comedy ideas
in his story, originally published in Cosmopolitan Magazine as "Miles Brewster and the Super-Sex," but
somehow in transferring them to the screen, considerable of the comedy has been lost. They get it off
to a good start with the introduction of the characters
and it promises to be a very amusing picture, but it
drifts into slow-moving incident and drags along until
about the latter part of the fourth reel when it picks
up again and holds the interest pretty well to the finish.
Gertrude Claire, as the gossiping old grandmother,
virtually steals the picture. She is an ideal type and
has a fine comedy sense. Robert Gordon is not very
well suited to the role of Miles Brewster and doesn't
appear very real in the character except in the part
where he gets the money and spends it to show off
before the girl who jilted him. He does this bit quite
well. Charlotte Pierce is adequate as the girl. She
is also given too many close-ups. Tully Marshall is
good as the father, and Lydia Knott is the mother.
Story: Miles Brewster gets the surprise of his life
when the finds that his stocks turn out profitably. He
spends money freely until advised that it was a mis
take. It turns out to be a practical joke of his grandmother to test Miles. The stock is really good and
Miles is the hero of th^ family and his girl.

Will Be Much Better if Carefully Edited.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can't make promises for this as a comedy offering because they are going to wonder where the laughs
are. Unless it can be re-edited so as to bring out the
comedy business to better advantage — and certain cutting and new titles could do it— then be careful about
promises. The players are not very well known witli
the exception of Tully Marshall.

If you want to let them know say it is an adaptation
of Frank R. Adams' story, "Miles Brewster and the
Super-Sex," which appeared in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Catchlines will give an idea and you might
satisfy the younger crowd with it, so let them know
about the youth who invested in Baby Blue Oil and
made a thousand dollars and spent it before he collected it. The regular exploitation stufif is sufficient.

Short Stuff
"One Jump Ahead"— Leo Maloney— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
Maloney in the guise of a "drifter," is a Texas Ranger on
the trail of a gang of fake cattle buyers whose system is to pay
cash and then become highwaymen, thus obtaining both cattle
and money. Maloney, following them to a ranch house and
incidentally falling in love with the rancher's pretty daughter,
manages to purloin the money, substituting worthless paper in
the envelope on which he has recorded his motive. When the
ranchman starts for the bank with the envelope, Maloney arrives on the scene just as the highwaymen make their hold-up.
But in the fight that follows the money is found on him and
there is trouble until he subdues the crook and the envelope
tells its story.
There is plenty of action and a good fight.

"True

Blue"— Century— Universal

Type of production

"The Beryl

Coronet"— Sherlock Holmes— Educational

Type of production
"Their Steady Job"— Neely Edwards— Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Quite an entertaining little comedy is "Their Steady Job,"
in which Neely Edwards and Bert Roach are seen as two
tramps. Some of the gags are sure to get laughs. In the
opening footage, they are badly in need of new clothes.
Throwing a pair of stuffed gloves in a lake they hide in
the bushes and steal the clothes of all the gallant rescuers.
After numerous happenings, they are unable to find work and
are dejectedly sitting on a park bench when they see a man
drowning. Yelling to him "where do you work," they leave
him to his fate and rush to his office to get his job. But they
are too late; the man who pushed him in has already obtained
the position. They are about to turn away, when the boss
recognizes his clothes on them and they are thrown in jail.

" Graphic No. 2549"— Educational
Type of production

1 reel magazine

A novel feature of this number is an introduction to Dixie's
Baby Orchestra — located in New Orleans and composed of
self taught children between seven and thirteen. Queer fish
in New York's Aquarium make interesting camera subjects.
Of particular interest to women will be the bit in which Paul
Rilling, well known hairdresser, composes coiffures to fit
faces. A visit to some Great Dane kennels in Long Island
complete the issue.

"The

Man

Who

Type of production

Laughs"— Aesop's Fable— Pathe
1 reel animated cartoon

Old Farmer Al Falfa carries out the doctor's advice and
shouts "Hoo Ray!" whenever anything goes wrong. This
leads him into a lot of trouble especially when things begin to
happen to his wife and he shouts "Hoo Raj'." A mule on
which he is riding becomes wild and will not stop running,
finally entering a race track where a horse race is in progress.
He wins the race and Farmer Al is given a bag of gold. Just
as he shouts "Hoo Ray" a steam roller comes along and flattens him out like a pancake. But even this does not stop him.
Was there ever such optimism.

2 reel comedy

Queenie the horse is starred in this two reeler and if your
folks liked the "Maudie" comedies they will no doubt like this.
Without doubt the horse is marvelously intelligent and those
who like to see animals perform will be more than pleased with
Queenie, although it is a question whether they would not be
just as well pleased if "True Blue" was not quite so long.
The plot is slight and deals with Queenie's troubles in taking
care of her master, a bachelor.

2 reel detective story

This one of the famous Conan Doyle stories deals most interestingly with the theft of a coronet that to all circumstantial
evidence has been taken by the son of the banker to whom it
was entrusted overnight as security. How Sherlock Holmes,
the great detective, very well played by Ellie Norwood, unravels the mystery makes very good entertainment. The suspense is well held and though you are comparatively sure
of the villain, the way in which the case is slowly drawn around
him by the detective holds the interest closely. The picture
will hold its own on any program.

"The Counter Jumper" — Larry Semon — Vitagraph
Type

of production

2 reel comedy

This latest Semon comedy has some brand new stunts, and
despite the fact that a lot of the footage is slapstick and rough,
there are laughs aplenty. The action takes place in a trading
post in the Northwest and the store gets pretty well smashed
up before the finish. One of the funniest stunts is that in
which an egg suddenly sprouts real little legs and walks
around, jumps from place to place and eludes all pursuers.
They will wonder how it's done. Another funny incident is
that in which a coon falls from a balcony onto a red hot stove
and then bounces up and down from the ceiling to the stove
like a jumping jack on a pole. When he finally escapes he
sits on a big cake of ice which melts almost instantaneously
before one's eyes, letting the coon down on the floor with a
bang. This will surely get a laugh. In the cast are Lucille
Carlisle and "Babe" Hardy.
"A Lot of BuU"— Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Gil Pratt, the director, has inserted a great deal of incident
in this one reeler. It moves very swiftly and deals with an
automobile salesman's troubles in Mexico. These include
being stabbed by a Mexican, locked in jail, and finally being
the toreador in a bull fight, and chasing four bulls from the
arena with a broom. The bull fight footage is good, and a
little more money seems to have been spent than usually in
one reelers. Charles Molina is the salesman and the incident in which he drags a mattress into the arena and protects
himself against the bull will surely get a laugh.

Short Stuff
Graphic 2548 — Eklucational

"The Fortune Hunters"— Aesop Fable— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoon

Type of production

Henry Cat and Milton Mouse break out of prison in pursuit
of a phony legacy left them by their uncle. After many adventures, including escape from a hundred thirsty blood-hounds,
they reach their uncle's home, only to find that the "pile"
left them is a rock pile. In an effort to escape the prison
warden they have many trials and tribulations, including a
stolen ride in an airship, but finally fall and land just where
they started from — in the prison courtyard, making little ones
out of big ones. "The Fortune Hunters" is decidedly up to
the average of this series and has a few more laughs than usual.

m

1 reel magazine

This issue of Educational's Graphic will no doubt prove interesting entertainment. It deals first with one of New York's
oldest postmen, who has carried letters for 47 years. Then
Evelyn Law of the Follies dances quite a bit, demonstrating
her technique in both ordinary and slow motion pictures. Next,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, popular creator of flappers in fiction, is
introduced at his Long Island home. The cartoon is particularly interesting showing the life and training of the New
England Coast Guard both in actual pictures and pen and ink
drawings.
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The Effect of

64

NOTORIETY
/

\

SUPREME

FILM
OF CALIFORNIA.

COMPANY
Inc.

L* Lawrence Weber & Bobby Worth,
1600 Broadway,
Hew York*

Uoventoer 14, 1922.

Attention; Mr. Sara Sax»
National Sales Mana^r,
Gentlemen:'I had the opporttanity today of reviewing
NOTORIETY upon arrival of the first print shipped us.
All that has been said of this picture by
yourselves and the excellent reviews that have apjpesured
do but partial Justice to the excellency of the production.
A3 a picture* critically and comiiercially it should set
records everywhere.
distribute

I am happy to find myself in position to
so excellent a picture.

SUPREMEYours
FI

\ \

GNM:MIT

PRESIT5BNT.

A Production That Has No Equal in the Independent Field
WILL NIGH'S PHOTODRAMA

"NOTORIETY"
A Colossal, Convincing, Seven-Reel Screen Creation

L. UWRENCE

WEBER

& BOBBY NORTH,

1600 Broadway,

New York Cili

Foreign Rights Controlled by Apollo Trading Corp., 1600 Broadway, N.Y.C.

iff brAdstreet
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West Coast Combine

pnna Vanna" to Fox

[Foreign
Production
Reported
])ught for $50,000— Not Confirmed Here
ipccial to THE

FILM

Proves

DAILY)

jje "Monna Vanna" agrees to
ijthe tent of a conquering genii; What happens therefrom is the
;jof a tremendous story which has
t) made into a tragedy, an opera
d,vhich today is one of the best
lis abroad.
FILM

DAILY)

illywood — According to a staterin the News here, $10,000,000 has
^appropriated for the production
aramount pictures during the
I- six months, $8,000,000 of which
: . be expended in this city.
H-nmons Buys "This Freedom"
;;pecia1 to THE

FILM

fctash — Perlmutter
iprted This Will Be First of New
Samuel Goldwyn Features

Fture rights of "Potash and
Tiutter" have passed into the
n; of Samuel Goldwyn, according
toorts circulated in the theatrical
itct. It is said that the rights
o;ht a very high price in advance,
dthat there would be a sharing
r;gement of the profits after proicDn costs, etc.. are taken out.
Tie first of the series will be
in. by Barney Bernard and Alexd| Carr, and work is expected to
gi as soon as the season closes for
'aners Again." In all likelihood
e iroduction will be made in the
IS and Montague Glass will work
It ne titles.
Snuel Goldwyn is in Hollywood
id,;ould not be reached for connjiion.

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Criticism is generally directed
against the West Coast Theaters because of the reported methods used
in lining up the situation. It is
claimed
that representatives
of the
(Continued

The Kinema, Los Angeles notable f o r the premieres of many box-office
successes
enjoyed unusual
business Pilast
weekOn with
"Shadows,"
Tom
Forman Production
for Preferred
ctures.
all sides
were hearda words
of praise.

That's actual fact, no hok um. — Advt.

Milli ons

DAILY)

^llywood — According to "The
H," the official organ of scenario
it-s here. Earl W. Hammons,
jslent of Educational, has puraid the picture rights of "This
ejlom," written by Hutchison, the
tir of "If Winter Comes."

to Distributing
Organizations— Expect to Have
100 Houses in Chain Almost Immediately

Los Angeles — Distributing agents
here and along the Coast are up in
arms over the situation with regard
to booking the West Coast Theaters
organization.
It is understood that something
like 64 houses are now in the chain,
and that 25 additional are expected
to be lined up before Jan. 1st. David
Bershon, formerly First National
Branch Manager, was put into the
organization as Secretary and General
Manager by Sol Lesser, who is one
of the leading factors of this organization. Mike Gore is also heavily
interested.

[(was impossible to obtain any
limation at the Fox offices on
trday, but it is generally underid that this deal was consumated
tjummer when Fox was abroad,
'^onna Vanna," based on the his■i|l legend, provides one treiijous scene where to free her

Ipfcial to THE

Serious

(Special

Vnich — Emelke has sold Eich•{! production "Monna Vanna" to
xFilm for a reported price of
l,)0. In this production Lee
rr, one of the most beautiful
!ii:n of Central Europe, appears
t; leading role.

$10,000,000 Program

Price 5 Cents

4, 1922

That's all ; just a few. Maybe six. To be exact. That's
what Vitagraph wants from Famous. In the suit filed last week.
Which sure started a lot of talking. And caused one prediction :
that this whole business. Would be torn to pieces. From stem
to stern. Within the next two years. And brought forth the
interesting point. From another quarter. That Famous' sales
policy was causing all the booking combinations to develop.
And meanwhile Albert E. Sinith's statement : "As I see it, this
suit is not only the case of Vitagraph against the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., but it is the suit of every independent producer and every
these independent
clogging the roads
or otherwise. To
you can notice it.

independent exhibitor in this country." But
producers and exhibitors. Don't seem to be
to Brooklyn. To offer their aid. Financially
Vitagraph. In the action. That is ; not so as

"BOOKING

COMBINATIONS"

Says Martin Quigle\'. In conclusion. On this subject. "If after they
(l)ooking combines) have gained great strength they continue to adhere
to the principles which guide them at the start, all is well. But if, on
the other hand, they eventually reach a point where they are able and
willing to dictate to the "producer what he shall receive for his product,
then there is a grave danger because such is a situation that taxes human
nature to the limit.
"If such a situation came about it undoubtedly would be answered
by producers with the formation of a booking combination among themselves and the exhibitors
would
therefore
hav^ ^ffofdetJ th^ grounds
(Continued on Page 3)
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Going Home for Xmas
Eddie Goulding
scenarioist, sailed
on Saturday for England where he
will spend Xmas with his mother.
Lukan Joins Hamrick
(Special to THE

FILM

DATLY^

Seattle, Wash. — L. O. Lukan, who
one year ago was appointed western
division manager of First National
exchanges, has resigned from that
organization, to become general manager of the Blue Mouse houses in
Seattle, Portland and Tacoma, owned by John Hamrick. The Hamrick
enterprises will open general offices
in the Stuart-Henry-White Bldg.

New

Chain

Being Developed
in Ontario by the
Leasing
Allen's — Buying and
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ottawa, Ont.— Bernard Allen, of
Toronto, father of Jule and J. J.
Allen, who have been identified with
Allen Theaters, Limited, and other
picture
moving
of the in
companies
has
way, busia large
ness in Canada
secured control of a circuit of five
theaters in Eastern Ontario. It is
understood that Bernard Allen was
acting for several of the Aliens who
are interested in the organization of
thea new chain of moving picture
aters in Ontario, which is distmct
from other Allen activities. The
houses secured are located at ReiiFalls, Alfrew, Pembroke, Smithshaving
been
monte and Arnprior,
(Continued on Page 2)
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Ouotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd
-»«G'wyn
...
iriffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World
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91J4

Close

84
91

SJ4

55i
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18^

84^
915/^
Not
W%
No*
18§^
Not
Not

Sales

300
500
quoted
600
quoted
1,000
quoted
quoted

West Coast are bringing exhibitors
into their organization on the grounds
that they can reduce film rentals
from 40 to 75 per cent through block
booking, and all they ask as their
share is 25 per cent of the profits,
the exhibitor taking out his salary as
heretofore. In other words the reduced film rentals provide the profits
and the reduced rentals are possible
by virtue of booking the large circuit
instead of the individual house.
It is understood that the T. & D.
Jr. Circuit recently turned over 25
small
houses
to the West
Coast.
When ofificials in charge of National
Distributing organizations were questioned regarding the West Coast
Theaters situation on Saturday, most
of them said that for the time being
they preferred to say nothing.
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New

Would
Censor "Birth"
Although "The Birth of a Nation"

has been shown since 1915, a hearing
on a request to revoke its license was
iield on Saturday before the Motion
Picture Commission. No decision
was reached, Commissioner Levenson
stating that the members would wait
until affidavits supporting charges
and denials on both sides had been
submitted.
Alderman George W. Harris,
colored, Assemblyman Hei.ry W.
Shields, colored, and Walter F.

White, representing
-ihe National Association for the Advancement
of
Colored People, alleged that the picture glorified the Ku KIux Klan,
fomented race hatred, and would lead
to riots and disturbances, particularly
at this period.
J. J. McCarthy of the Griffith
office, denied these charges, discredited the statement that there
was any connection between the Klan
and the contemplated runnii.g of the
picture, and declared it a true version of the history of the Reconstruction Period. David Wark Griffith
and Thomas Dixon were present.

Big to
Cast
"Rupert"
(Special
THEforFILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — Victor Heerman has
put together a very strong cast with
which he will produce for Myron
F. B. O. Executives Go West
Selznick, "Rupert of Hentzau,"
P.
A. Powers, managing director
lequal to "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Bert Lvtell will plav the dual role of and J. I. Schnitzer, vice-nresident of
Rudolph Rassendvl and King Ru- Film Booking Offices, left on Satnrdolph. Elaine Hammerstein will dav for the R-C Studios. Powers,
have the rolp of Queen Flavia and who returned ten days ago from a
Lew Cody will nlav Rupert. Others six weeks' trin to Europe, will rein the cast will be Hobart Bosworth,
main on the Coast for an indefin'te
Brvant Washburn, Aiargerv Daw.
neriod.
where he
will and
shapelinetheup '^proR
Irving Cummings. Claire Windsor, O. nroduction
policv
duct for the ensuing year.
Flmo Lincoln and several others.

(Continued
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ONE

JUPITER
FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We

buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

Oscar
C.
3iichheister

APT titles;

i^rintedC^itles

i\j Special SffectsJ

130 W. 46th St7

Bryant

5466^

NOTE MY CHANGE
OF ADDRESS TO

130 WEST
8th Floor

46th ST.

BRYANT

5466

Pictures With Our Art Titles
Now Playing on Broadway
"When

Knighthood Was in Flower"
"One Exciting Night"

OF THE MOST REMARKABLE MANIFESTATIONS IN
FILM HISTORY WAS RECORDED AT THE BROADWAY
STRAND. DETROIT, LAST WEEK.
(CAPACITY AUDIENCES. NATURALLY ATTENDED ON
THANKSGIVING DAY. A REACTION WAS EXPECTED THE FOLLOWING DAY. BUT IT DID NOT
OCCUR. FOR BUSINESS RE.
MAINED CAPACITY ON FRIDAY. "AN OLD SWEETHEART
OF MINE" IS THE ATTRACTION,
IT PROVES THAT GREAT MOBS,
HUGE SETS, SEX PROBLEMS
AND OUEER TWISTS ARE NOT
ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESSFUL
PICTURES. HARRY GARSON,
AMBASSADOR HOTEL. CONSIDERING VARIOUS OFFERS.
ANNOUNCEMENT LATER AS
TO THE ONE ACCEPTED FOR
DISTRIBUTION.

4, 1922

Chain
page 1 )

from

owned
operated by
Limited, and
of Renfrew.
The O'Brien
theatei
at Renfrew has been leased fron
O'Brien, Limited, it is stated, but thothers have been bought outright.
The new chain is distinct frorr
Allen Theaters, Limited, which mad(
an assignment not long ago, creditor;
of this company, as noted, havinj
granted an extension of time for th.
satisfying of claims, the theater;,
continuing to operate under a trustee*
•hip.
hiteruatlma!
MOTION

!

Distribiileh
PICTURES

of

Inter-Ocean Fiik Corporation
INTER-OCEAN
218 WEST

BUILDING

42nd ST.

NKW

BRYANT 7812
When YOU THINK
FOREIGN
THINK

YORK

of
OF

INTER-OCEAN

Managing Director of one of
New

(TScCuxMlicmal

December

York's largest theaters,

desires change, would

like to

join executive staff of small
circuit or growing
theaters. Would

chain of

also consider

entering production field. Box
A. A. A., Film Daily.

Mr. Exhibitor:
I Ask Your Film Company

for the

'THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET
(Pat. Applied

For)

[t means more to you than ai
)ther accessory. It is the cue she
:hat- insures a ^musically perfe
jictu^e presentatibn^ » ..;-.;

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Rooms
fully equipped

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS
220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant

0984-0985

I

i

\>\ .> .fmammitM
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for the creation of a condition
which
thinking
theatermen
have long
regarded
as just about the most
serious menace
that could overtake
them."
WHAT CAST?

Famous plans for "Hollywood." The big special. Spring release.
„ecil DeMille — not only to direct. But act as well. Pola Negri. Gloria
pwanson. Tom Meighan. Theodore Roberts and George Fawcett. Lila
Lee and all the rest. Of the Paramount stars. Here's hoping the script.
Is as good as the cast.
^^^^ ^^^^

I
Frank Newman had a $90 shave.
At the Statler, St. Louis.
Just a
'[ew days ago.
Didn't cost that, but someone got his purse.
And Frank
lad to call up Spyros Skouras.
And made a touch.
So he could get
lome.
Now he's going in for shaves a la Gillette.
STUFF
SKELETON
L|^F
I^^Rattling
it. Reminding
Abe
Lehr,
Goldwyn
studio manager.
Itnd Sam Goldwyn.
Are greatthatfriends.
And Sam
is in Hollywood.
And
laybe Abe — well, it's still a good guess as to just what may happen.
CO-OPERATION
Out in Seattle. Old Doc Clemmer. And Ray Crombacher. Have
pposition houses. But that hasn't stopped them. From chipping in.
md buying a special projection machine. P'or reviewing work. That's
eal co-operation.
puTTING IT OVER
In Paterson the Rotary Club. Asked Perry Charles, publicity man
3r "The Dangerous Age." To speak. And Perry did. And boosted
is picture. Of course. Ending up by telling them that every Rotarian
hould see it. "And how do we get in?" asked one of the Rotarians.
Buy your seats," said Perry.
HITTING IT
Arthur H. Sawyer. Of S-L. Releasing through Metro. Finally got a
ood one. A real one. In "Quincy Adams Sawyer." Been plugging
lard. Some time. But he's hit it at last. And there are a lot of people.
Vho say they're mighty glad of it.
A MEAN GUY
Out in St. Looey. Burglar stole whole outfit. Projection machine.
creen.
Everything.
From the Pilgrim Congregational
Church.
That sort of a thief is a bad one. And all the exhibs. Out in St.
-ooey.
Should chip in. And help the church.
Get another outfit.
TAKING NO CHANCES
Goldwyn has insured von Stroheim. For a million. Also June
-lathis. Where's that comedian? Who said some people were worth more
lead than alive.
WINNING HIS SPURS
Up at First National.
F. M. Brockell.
Been working a long time.
!ut official recognition.
Of his job.
Finally came.
When the announcenent went out a few days ago.
That he was in charge of distribution,
ongrats.
^^^ TIMES CHANGE
Talking in Hollywood. To the Lasky staff. Zukor said he rememlered. When they had Mary Pickford. Making "Hearts Adrift." On
jhe Coast. Production was delayed. Because of the difficulty of finding
I leading man.
Who had a dress suit. Or who could wear one graceiiyNowadays. There are lots of dress suits. But darn few leading men.
WHAT AN OATH WILL DO

¥

In his new book of smiles. "Listen to These." Tom Masson. Formrly editor of Life. Runs this one: A movie actor was suing a company
5r an immense sum for breach of contract. Upon being asked why he
emanded such a sum, he replied: "Because I am the greatest actor in
le world." Later, one of his friends took him to task for so loudly singfig his own praises. "I know," replied the actor, "it must have sounded
'omewhat conceited but I was under oath, so what could I do?"
AN EXHIBITOR'S FRIEND
Joe Unger, First National New York Exchange. Has a heart. He
;3ves his exhibitor friends. He likes to help them. When they're sick.
I)r blue. Or rentals are high. So when he read the "Oliver Twist" "spe|ial," "de luxe," "gold illumined," contract gotten out by Irving Lesser,
bisself," Joe nearly fainted. A girl gave him smelling salts. That helped,
'oe thought of the poor exhibitor. So he had each contract. Tied with
laby blue ribbon. And to each ribbon. Attached a small bottle. Of
melling salts. So when the exhibitors faint at the price of "Oliver." Joe
I'ill revive them long enough. To sign. On the dotted line. He and all
■is salesmen.
Do likewise.
The exhibitors
Any way.
For the exhibitors.
This is great service.
ill admit.
That the contract.
Is pretty.
Nice paper.
And good photogaphs.
And
each contract.
Has four pages.
Each
one for signature.
nd each a different color.
Exhibitors will appreciate Joe's service.
(Continued on Page 6)

ri

Universal Wins "Buffalo Bill" Suit
Wire reports from Denver to
Seigfried F. Hartman, attorney for
Universal, indicate that Universal has
won the injunction action brought
against it in the United States District Court of Colorado by the W. F.
Cody ("Buffalo Bill") Historical Pictures Corp., to prevent the sale of
Universal's chapter picture "In the
Days of Buffalo Bill." The W. F.
Cody Corp. based its stand on the
allegation it had acquired exclusive
rightfamous
to the scout
name himself.
"Buffalo Bill" from
the
The court arguments show that the
name "Buffalo Bill" had been used
in 44 copyrighted works and in several moving pictures, and the court
ruled that Universal had the right to
use the name in its chapter picture.
Pending the decision, no bookings
were taken in the Denver City territory for the chapter picture. It is
now released for that city, where
Buffalo Bill was so well known.

Bible Series Here
"The Old Testament,' a series of
Biblical pictures, produced by Amanda Vay, have just arrived in this
country. The films were taken in
Egypt, Palestine and the Sahara
Desert, and it is said cost several
millions, taking ten directors 15
photographers and a vast army of
technical assistants, five years to
make, under the supervision of Pietro
A. Gariazzo. It is said the greater
part of the money used to produce
the series was advanced by the Italian
Government.
"The Old Testament" will be released by National Non-Theatrical
Pictures, Inc.

^^lOAatiteti^
Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, pres
RESOURCES
— LEGAL

PRODUCERS

• $6,000,000
RATES

—

WANTED SHORT REELS
FOR CALIFORNIA

& STARS

Branch
manager
ten record,
years' highest
experience with
proven of
sales
bank and character references, offices
represented. Also every form of in Los Angeles and San Francisco
financial service rendered — at legal conducting distribution on a business
rates.
basis, desires best single and two reel
subjects for above territory, also
limited number of features wmch will
GREAT
NORTHERN
FINANCE
CORP
warrant big exploitation. We pay
for prints and split fifty, but you get
Knickerbocker Building
it each week. All subjects worked
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
out in nine months. Address B-929,
Telephone
Bryant 2989
c/o Film Daily.
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GOLD MEDALWINNERS
1921 and 1922
♦'HUMGRESQUE"
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
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GALLAGHER

AND

SHEAN

Over at Goldwyn, they'ru
The Gallagher and Shean of pres=
agentry (Howard Dietz and stepping.
Edd.e Boons). Not content
with their big
.splash on the "Brothers Under the Skin" Club. They grabbed all the
' papers Thanksgiving Day, with front page stones.
They had a man named Jack Cohen. Selling silver half-dollars for
twenty-tive cents. In an envelope marked "BLIND BARGAIN." He
proved that New Yorkers were too wise to graD a hundred per cent profit
unless they could see what they were getting. An arrest followed. And
the reporters grabbed the story.
Timely stunt.
"A Blind Bargain" plays the Capitol.
week.
The story went on the Associated Press wire as well This
as every news
bureau. And it was featured everywhere. That's why they're singing a
song over at the Goldwyn offices which goes.
To the tune of "Gallagher

JOHN EMERSON

AND EDDY GOULDING

WATCH

And tells a Los Angeles newspaper. He could make "any story in
the world in 12 days." Ahem! There are a lot on the Board of Directors
in Famous. Who wish. That only for once Cecil would do that. Then
the negative cost wouldn't be what it is. It takes DeMille more than 12
days. To figure his scenario.
Under the present schedule.
HOW TIMES CHANGE
Several
years
ago.
The
Lynch
organization
was
buying
all the
houses
possible.
In the South.
Now
they're selling a lot. And
Al
Black was doing the same thing.
In New England.
Now Black is selling
ice cream.
And Famous is selling some of those houses.
IT BE

DONE

Row on out in Denver. Harlan Bartels, Hodkinson manager, wants
to make the Broadway change its admission price. Manager Hene says
he
do it.
Some talk of going to court. Interesting question. Let's
happen.
what will
see won't
WHAT
IT COSTS
Censorship figures handed out by State Commission. Shows it cost
approximately $300,000 a year. For New York censorship. Maybe it's
worth that much. To those who hold the jobs. But to no one else.
Still, it looks as if that cost will be wiped out. Pretty soon after Smith
gets in Albany.
DANNY.
Upstate Business Good
A. L. Feinman, of the W-B Film
Exchange, Inc., which controls the
rights of the Warner product in New
Vork, returned Saturday from an extended tour up state. Feinman said
that despite an extremely poor start
at the beginning of the current season, theaters in Buffalo, Syracuse,
Rochester, Albany, Schenectady and
other important key centers were
experiencing a healthier business than
usiial, big pictures backed by exploitation playing to capacity, and recordbreaking business. Only in few instances did exhibitors report returns
below normal.
The majority of theaters in the
cities referred to, Feinman reports,
have made arrangements for the presentation ofunusual picture programs
for the Christmas and New Year
weeks.

Ends London
(Special

to THE

FILM

Run
DAILY)

London— After having played six
weeks at the New Oxford Theater,
"Foolish Wives" has closed.
Buys
(Special

"The
to THE Broken
FILM Wing"
UAil^Y)

Hollywood — Ben Schulberg purchased the picture rights of "The
Broken Wing." The play reaches
its high-light in a spectacular aeroplane crash. It will be an early production.
Roach Buys Jack London
(Special

to THE

FILM

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — At a recent M. P. T.
A., meeting, sixty exhibitors lined
in favor of the daylight savings
dinance. Co-operation of other
dustries isbeing enlisted.

J. Frank Shea, exploiteer for H&
O. kinson has returned from a visit
up Boston and vicinity, where he we:
or- in conjunction with first run bookinj
in- and an extensive exploitation car
paign on "Bulldog Drummond."

PRIZMA

COLOR

TITLE PRINTS

18

ARE NOW

OUT

The following is part of a letter. Received by an important picture
concern. From H. Schiff. Who manufactures fur coats. In New York. "I
had one play written out, which 1 think that this will be one of the greatest
shows in the world. This will interest a child of 3 to a person of 75
years.
It isn't you
what will
I say
this I letter
that about
counts.'it.When
are
interested,
see inthat
am right
This you
show people
calls
"The Poor Man, Clever Rich Lady, Banker and his daughter." These are
the four most important characters in this show, and I think that you will
make the biggest success with a play like that, and if you will like it,
and if you will need any more, I can always supply you with something
that is new for the world, and it will be a surprise for the people, and a
big success for your concern, and as I mentioned before that I go to a
show because I have much interest in it, and as I see how many people
play in a show, so I see that this show can be played something wonderful,
and of great interest to the world.
"Hoping to be favored with an interview.
"Very truly yours."
He hasn't had that interview yet.
MR. DeMILLE TALKS

CAN

to THE

1922

Shea Back

Oppose Daylight Law

(Special

December_^4,

CENTS
per foot
This big reduction (from 25 cents per foot) has been
made possible by the installation of new equipment and
improved methods for making Prizma Color Title

Positive which more than Doubles Our Capacity,
and is effective Nov. 27, 1922.
Get in touch with our Title Department for full information.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
1 low. 40th St., New York, N.Y.

1923
YEAR

4500 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

FILM
BOOK

Will soon be in the hands
of practically every important executive in filmland. Better let us have
your advertising copy now
or you'll be left out.

Story

DAILY)

Hollywood — Hal E, Roach has
purchased the picture rights to Jack
London's story "The Call of the
Wild." Director Fred Jackman will
start shooting early scenes in Yellowstone Park immediately.

Out Jan. 1st- Bigger and Better Than Ever

^i

ilTTLE ADS WITH
rhe only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

JOS. R. MILES
"ilm Storage Vaults
'utting Rooms
'rejection Theatres
'acking for domestic and export shipment
i~ilm Library
editing and Titling
;ustom Clearances
and Forwarding
30 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

ENLARGEMENTS
of

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

Motion

tour clients is our aid in planning
e development of their business.

W. A. FLEMING & CO.
ibiic Accountants and Business
Advisors
5 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

THE

Clips

Italy

Library Stuff?

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ
HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

MR. PRODUCER

ART
TITLES

Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

by

the

Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano
Sole Agents

COMMERCIAL

FIBRE CO. OF AMERCA,

Phone:
Madison
15 East 26th St.

LOUIS MEYER

A Great Value

Picture Film

Positive raw film
manufactured in

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

w™.B. LAUB

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
1 jO West 46th St. Bryant 9900

BIG THOUGHTS
irC.

Square 4430
New York City

NEGATIVE FOR SALE
30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Film," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.
HAND COLORING
on MOTION PICTURES
"The

Light
in the Dark"
and others
G. R. SILVERA
590 W. 178th St. New York
Wadsworth 9366

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461
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Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

M Printing Company
I N c.

$250 HOME PROJECTORS
COMPLETE WITH UNIVERSAL MOTOR
$75.00
They are complete with water
cooling device, which prevents
the burning of film. They also
can be used for cutting purposes. 1000 feet of standard
film magazine. Enclosed in
asbestos travelling cases.

CORN

&Room
HILKEMEIER
307

117 West 46th St., Bryant 9490

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

icreased Facilities for

orLETTERIHC
LAYOUTS

'^rinting Colored Inserts,
leralds, Programs, etc.
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"We ISIever Disappoint"
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Big Results
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The Film Daily

ILLUSTRiJIOMS
AMD

CARTOONS

Bill Poiise
7IW.44TH.ST.

Ph.Vandeibilf 4551

Announcing

Angelus

Pictures

Corporation

a new
National Distributing Org-anization
IN rnnouncing the Angelus Pictures Corporation, we feel that we are entering the
ficlJ at the psychological moment, and with a product for which the demand
has exceeded the supply.
. to MR. EXHIBITOR.
We inten^l to specialize in the higher type of "outdoor" productions, featuring wellknown an 1 popular Stars, and made by Directors of proven ability whose names really
mean something at your Box-OfRce. Productions good enough for the very finest
theatre in the country, but at rentals that will put them within the reach of the little
fellow while they are still fresh.
We will release such a picture every Monday morning, fifty-two times a year, and
every one of them will be an INDEPENDENT production.
to MR. PRODUCER.
If you are an INDEPENDENT producer, and are in a position to make the kind
of picture described above, and if you have not yet digested our proposition, you have
been missing something. We have arranged for sufl^cient product to carry us for several months, but there are other months to come and we would be glad to talk to you
about it. Come in and see our Mr. White.
to BRANCH MANAGERS and SALESMEN.
We will open Exchanges at Albany, Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Butte, Charlotte, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas
City, Los Angeles, Louisville, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Haven, New Orleans,
New York, Oklahoma, Omaha, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Portland, Salt Lake, San
Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, and Washington.
We desire to employ only the very highest type of Branch Managers and Salesmen
at these points. Has Beens and professional "gyppers" are barred. We want only
experienced, successful men with a real record behind them. We want the type who
can be depended upon to give the Home Office and the Exhibitor both an absolutely
square deal all the time. To such men we are willing to pay a generous salary and
a liberal bonus.
If you think you are the man we want, drop us a line giving us an outline of your
experience and any other facts in which you think we would be interested. All communications ofthis character will be received and treated with strictest confidence.

Angelus

Pictures Corporation

HARRY M. WHITE, President
Temporary Office:
1 1 06 xLfs Building
New York Citv
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Kitchen's Attack

Talks
of Illiterate Executives
and
Copy-cat
Evil— But Believes
"Situation is Not Hopeless"
Writing in "Columbia," the official
organ of the Knights of Columbus,
in its latest issue, Karl K. Kitchen

Big

Houses
Against
Neighborhood Theaters Brings Kick
From Michigan Exhibitors

(Special

to

THK

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit— The M. P. T. O. of Michigan through H. M. Richey, manager',
in a letter sent to all exchanges and
distributors, says, in part:

under the caption "What's the Matter
With the Movies" attacks certain
phases of the industry strongly. In
part he says:
"In the first place, the film industry
in America is controlled by a group
of foreign-born speculators, the majority of whom are actually unable
to speak the English language with
any degree of correctness. Pants
pressers, delicatessen dealers, furriers and penny showmen started in
the picture business when it was in
its infancy, and they are the type of
'magnates' who preside over its des-

"We are unalterably opposed to
granting more than 30 days prot
tection on any production, and more
than seven days protection on sccf
ond runs.
"Our attention has also been called
to the fact that in some instances
neighborhood houses have asked long
protection on other neighborhood
houses. The sanctioning of such a
request will mean the elimination of
scores of tlieaters upon whom the
producing compauiqs are dependent
'; organization,
(or a portion therefore,
of their revenue.
feels that The
it is
working for the best interests of th^
industry to oppose such pote ;tion.
"It has also come to our attention
that the practice of salesmen barters
; ing contracts between competing ex(, hibitors is still in vogue. This is unjifair, unbusinesslike and not conducive)
i|to the cooperation which should W
I maintained between exhibitors and
distributors."
•

(Continued

tinies today. * * *

Philadelphia critics discovered a picture on which they showered considerable praise when "Shadows" played at the Victoria there. The North
American called it one of the best pictures of the year. Absolutely correct. Get the dope from the nearest Al Lichtman exchange. — Advt.

Sonin Here
Carl J. Sonin of Detroit, is in town.:
Granville Leaving for U. S.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Fred Le Roy Granville,
leaves tomorrow for America to negotiate the American rights to his
latest production, "Shifting Sands,";
handled in this country by F. B. O.
On his return to England, he will
direct
Of Moreby" for
Granville"Henessey
Prod.

Pennai.

Censors

The 10 Best
What were the 10 best pictures released during 1922?
Everybody wants to know. THE FILM DAILY, in making an effort to ascertain this, has about completed a survey
among the more important motion picture critics of trade
papers, fan magazines and daily newspapers. The complete
result will be found in the forthcoming issue of The Film
Year Book.
Beginning with tomorrow's issue a percentage table will
show the manner in which some of the more important productions are accorded their position. This table will be corrected from day to day.

Oberholtzer Trying to Get Back as
Secretary — Knapp a Certainty
(.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Gifford Pinchot takes
office as governor
the first of the
year.
With the change in governors and
also Pinchot's promises to put every
department of the state on a businesslike basis, there will undoubtedly be
changes ■ in the personnel of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors.
Harry Knapp, chairman of the
board will most likely be reappointed
in view of his association with the
Inquirer as dramatic editor. The
(Continued on

Page 7)

Bayshore Vitagraph Studio Damaged
The studio at Bayshore. Long
Island, formerly used by Vitagraph,
was damaged to the extent of about
$25,000 on Saturday through fire.
First National Leaving
Executive Committ;
'Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — It is said that the First
National Executive Committee which
has been considering production plans
here, will leave for the East tomorrow.

"Headless Horseman" at Capitol
The Capitol will show "The Heac
less Horseman,"
Hodkinson,
Xmas
week.
Erlanger Leaves for Coast
A. L. Erlanger, the theatrical producer, left New York yesterday for
Los Angeles, Calif, where he vpiJl confer with F. J. Godsol, presidefi't of
Goldwyn on "Ben Hur," which is being made by Goldwyn m assaciatiop,
with Erlanger. Godsopleft iarithfj;
Coast last week„ ^

on

Page

2)

Stanlaws May Join Woods and
Others
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — Penrhyn Stanlaws,
who was slated to direct the next
Pola Negri vehicle for Paramount,
who has resigned as noted from
Famous Players to enter production
on his own account, states that his
business representative, Robert Lee,
is in England at present observing
conditions for possible production
there. Stanlaws said that relations
between him and Lasky were unruffled but, even so, he could not
produce on same scale as he intends
to independently.
It is reported here that Sam Wood,
who is in New York, has left the
Paramount fold and that there is
possibility of him and Stanlaws joining forces with Elmer Harris, Frank
Woods and Thompson Buchanan,
who is also in New York.
At Famous it was said they knew
nothing of Sam Woods resigning,
and did ;ifl^-credit the report.

Has Plans
Says Goldwyn,
and Claims
He
Largest Stockholder in Goldwyn
(Special

to Corporation
THE
FILM

is

DAILY)

Los Angeles
"The Times"
says:
"The
final — object
of
Samuel
Goldwyn's visit to California remains
a mystery.
He admits only that he
has plans, hut then said, 'every man
has
plajis.' pictures
My heartas and
are
in mofion
they soul
always
were and always will be. The fact
^tiat I have discontinued my active
n with Goldwyn's
Connectio(Continued
on Pace
2) does not
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Quotations
High

Low

East. Kod.. 84^
F. P.-L. .. 91.>4
do pfd. . . 97
^j-»Goldwyn
.6
"■^
>iffitl
' Loew's
Triangle ... 18^
Vorld

84^
89
97
S^^
18>^

Close

Angelus Makes Its Bow
Launching of Angelus Pictures
Corp., is announced. Harry M:.
White, president, and temporary
offices at 1106 Times Bldg. The
firm plans to release 52 independent
productions during the year, specialr
izing in outdoor type of filrn. Exjf
changes will be opened in key
■'
American cities.
BEST
using

THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
;
the following
ad. mats
in their
newspaper
advertising
j;

A'MO A sPtEPv Ghrisiio Qorne^dij
"THE^v,THCHASED
BRiDE"
NEAL
BURNS

Get them at all Educational Exchanges
new Christie Comedies
"An

inch

in

time

draws

on all

nine"

(TScULC^ztlOTUxl (R-ctuAJ^

THE

SPICE OF THE

PROGR/>.M-

&

Rogers
Enterprises, Inc.
Mission Theater Building
Amarillo, Texas.
Enclosed find check for $10
continuing my subscription to
THE FILM DAILY for one
year, from Oct. 20th, '22.
Don't think that I could get
along without your "sheet" —
don't see how any live exhibitor can. Look for it first
of all in my mail each morning.
It's getting better all the time,
I think.
The weekly issue, with reviews— that's mighty fine too.
Your reviews, I believe, are the
most reliable that are published.
You are not infallible, but you
come nearer giving all pictures
what they deserve, than any
other publication.
* * *
Luck to you — hope you always have
"guts'they
to review
pictures
forthewhat
really
are.
ROSS D. ROGERS

Sales

84%
100
9\V?,
2,000
97
100
55^
1,400
No* quotrd
18>^
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Los Angeles Leads Sales Contest
Pathe
reports
that Los
Angeles
leads in the Eschmann Sales Contest
which started Nov. 4th, ending Dec;
•
30th.

are

Ford

===3'

Illinois M. P. T. O .Meets
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — The next sectional meeting of the Illinois M. P. T. O. will
be held at Rockford, probably on
Dec. 6.

Tuesday, December

Has Plans

(Continued

from

Pai/e

than ever."
"Main Street" Under Way
'Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Harry Beaumont has
been engaged by Warner Brothers
to direct Sinclair Lewis' "Main
Street." Julian Josepbson wrote the
scenario, and Monte Blue and Harry
Meyers will be in the cast.
Little Miriam to be Starred
Miriam Battista has renewed her
contract with Robert Edgar Long,
her personal manager, for a period
of five years, under the terms of
which the tiny Italian actress is to
be starred in a series of special productions. The new producing company is now being organized. Miss
Battista will make her initial bow
as a star in an adaptation of "The
Lucky Stone," by Abbie Farwell
Brown. Gladys Hall is preparing the
scenario.

AN OLD SWEETHEART
OF MINE
PLAYING TO CAPACITY
AT THE
BROADWAY STRAND,
DETROIT
DISTRIBUTION ANNOUNCEMENT LATER
HARRY GARSON
AMBASSADOR HOTEL
NEW YORK CITY

Kitchen's
Attack
(Continued from Page I)

n

mean that my interest in their
future has ceased. Quite the contrary. Ihave a greater interest than
ever in the company. I can safely
say that I am still the largest individual shareholder in the company,
and so that clearly defines my belief
in the organization's future In fact
I feel that the Goldwyn company is
one of the two greatest picture
organizations in the world. It is
ajoing right ahead greater .md better

S, 192i|

"The whole industry is in t!
grip of men of this type — unculturi
opportunists from Central Euro)
from whom, until they are retiri
from the motion picture business, tl
American public can never hope
see any real improvement in tl
photoplay. A few better pictures w
be made, of course, but the great bm
of the product will be cheap, as
without taste — like the men who ma';
"Harsh words, you say. But it I
necessary* *to point out this fund
them. * fault with the movies befo
mental
setting forth the others. When i
better class of producers make m
tion pictures there will be bett
However, Kitchen believes *'the situat
■s not hopeless" and it is h's belief that
'founders from Centra! Europe will be for(
out of their high positions." He adds, "1
clays
of picture
alien domination
of numbered
the Amen't 7)
•notion
industry are
pictures."
nobody knows it better than the illitcr
but crafty 'magnates' who are in control
'he present
time.
"When this change comes about tlv
wi'l be less of the 'favoritism' than n^
exists throughout the production end
the industry. Naturally, in any business
which beautiful women arc employed thi
are bound to be instances of favoritism. I
the number of untalented and entirely sup
fluous young
are foisted
o'n 1
public
today women
will be who
considerably
lessene<
Relative to the copy-cat evil Kitchen saj
"Practically all the film companies are tui
iPK out the same type of pictures. Pho
-'ays are as standardized as sausages, a
no effort is made to change them. Becai
'hey made money in the past the compan
turning them out today expecting th'
to make money in the future. They are
"ade with the same formula, with the res
'at when a theater-goer has seen four
live pictures he has really seen four or fi
liundred.
"The best proof of this is the fact tl
wlienever a so-called unusual picture
shown — a photoplay that is a little diflere
from the others — it is almost invariably
big financial success. But let one compa
make a successful sea story and every oth
company will follow suit. Soon the tl
Iters are swamped with sea stories and t

,^1

ublic is surfeited with them."
In conclusion he says: "The fact tl
too many photoplays glorify crime a
criminals and that they maie heroes
-ixlucers and heroines of prostitutes is,
■ourse, deplorable, but not particularly si
ous. To chronicle all the minor fau
would require a small sized volume. T
fundamental faults are the alien dominati
with its curse of relatives, and the copy-(
methods employed by every company. Wh
they are eradicated — as they surely will be
we shall have fewer and better movies." ,

Henry Murdock
(Special to THE

to be Featured
FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Henry Murdock, wt
has been playing comedy roles
Christie pictures for two years wi
be seen opposite Dorothy Devore i
"Hazel From Hollywood," and wi
then be featured according to
Christie.
Phone— Beekman

9091
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It*

announce
that following the release of

"HEROES

OF THE

STREET"

which will be shown at the

STRAND

THEATRE,

NEW

YORK

during the week of December 17

WESLEY

BARRY

will be starred in a super production of
CHAS.

DICKENS'

masterpiece

"DAVID to beCOPPERFIELD"
followed later by
"LITTLE

JOHNNY
and

JONES"

"GEORGE
WASHINGTON, Jr."
adapted from the popular plays by
GEO. M. COHAN
WATCH

FOR

WARNER

18 Classics of the Screen for 1923

BROS.

32S2S
Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

Minn. — P.

(Special

R.

Tomney

put over "Sherlock Holmes" at his
Homer by active exploitation work,
which earned a record run. For
four days in advance of the showing
he carried a scatter ad campaign in
the dailies. He distributed 3,000 heralds and 2,000 teaser cards. He also
had a man dressed as Sherlock
Holmes for street ballyhoo.
He followed this by streamer ads
in the paper and bannering his lobby.
He billed the town liberally and created a good deal of advance comment.
Pastors Invited
Superior, Wis. — Frank C. Buckley
invited the Swedish pastors of the city
to the first day's showing of "The
Sin Flood" at the Princess on the
strength of the author, Henning Berger, being a Swede.
Buckley worked several good stunts
as follows:
For street ballyhoo he had a boy
walking around with an umbrella
painted to read "The sin flood is
coming."
He used teaser ads in the newspapers and lettered the sidewalks with
chalk, using the same copy.
He heralded the coming of the picture with many personal phone calls.
He used 10 lobby display paintings in
store window tie-ups.
He also had an auto with "Sin
Flood" banners as street ballyhoo.
Matinee for Old-Timers
Chillicothe, O. — That there is more
than one way to gain newspaper representation was proved by the Meyer
Brothers, who operate the Majestic,
during their recent showing of "Remembrance."
Neither of the local papers will
give the theaters a line of free
publicity, so Meyer and Phil Gersdorf, Cincinnati Goldwynner, dug up
something that would be real news
for them.
The Majestic arranged a special
"Remembrance" matinee, at which
time every Chillicothe citizen sixty
years of age or more would be admitted free. The inmates of an Old
Ladies Home were special guests,
arrangements being made to transport them to and from the theater
by automobiles. Then, one of the
newspapers was permitted to sponsor
the whole affair. This they did, and
in order to let local citizens know
what they were doing they donated
three special stories and a splendid
two-column cut, all of which was
direct, though gratuitous advertising
for the picture.
•
A double page truck of co-operative
ads playing up on the word, "Remembrance" was secured in the other
paper, this marking the first time
that such a procedure had ever been
attempted in Chillicothe.
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London — The Windsor
Studios
Catford will be sold at auction.
To Handle Hepworth
vapecial lu TUt^ J?1LM

handf.

CMlrfed Record Run
Hibbing,

Sell British Studios

This Week
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l
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is West."
Cameo — "The Super Sex."
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"^i" camec^-ine:.uperbex.Criterion — "When
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m Little
seems
to be known in
the
God."
East with regard to Nickle's formi.r
activities in the industry.
United Rent Pershing

(Special

lo TjUii
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Texas Theaters Burned
(Special to THE

FILM

Holland, Tex. — The
destroyed by fire.
West,
Tex. — The
stroyed by fire.

Knighthood

Blind^ Bargam.'

Was

in Flower."
Loew's
New York — Today — "To
Have and to Hold."
T "What's
u e s d a yWrong
— "Lucky Dan" and
With the Wo-

UAiLY)

St. Louis— United Artists has taken
a lease on the Pershing for "Robin
Hood." The- picture will be presented with a special orchestra and prologue exactly as in Chicago commencing Christmas Day. All seats
will be reserved. General admission
will be $1.

Queen

Boy
was

Wednesday — "Clarence."
Thursday — "Streets of New York."
Friday — "Forsaking All Others and
Saturday— "The Light in the Dark."
Lyric Pawned."
— "Robin Hood."
Rialto —men."
"A Daughter
of Luxury."
Rivoli — "Outcast."
Selwyn — "Birth of a Nation."
Strand — "Lorna Doone."
Next Week

Victor Saville Ltd.
42 Cranbourne Street
London, England

IS
OPEN
TO

Forgot

PURCHASE

n
Brookly Strand — "Lorna Doone."
apitol — —"B"When
ains."
roken ChKnighthood
Was
^^ifCCriterion

OUTRIGHT

DAILY)

Oh

was

Barry Next Year
Warner Brothers announce that
screen rights to three scripts have
been purchased for Wesley Barry
to star in next year. They are
Charles Dickens' "David Copperfield"
and "Little Johnny Jones" and
"George Washington, Jr.," b}' George
M. Cohan. William Beaudine will direct.

5, 1922

On Broadway
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Third House
The Forum, seating 3,000, will be
opened Dec. 15, at 138th St. and
Brown place. It is controlled by the
owners of the Arena and Tivoli.

of

1923
YEAR

FILM
BOOK
ed."

Is now recognized as filmdoms authoritative reference volume. It offers a
once a year opportunity.

Out Jan. 1st -Bigger and Better Than Ever

ING NDOUTSTA
MERIT
only.
American firms
with big productions, get in
ately. immeditouch
Cable Address:
"Astuteness"
London

»

uesday, December 5, 1922

Did you look
up at the sky
yesterday noon?

THE

rj^^^M.J. %,mM.AM

PRIDE OF PALOMAR
"I've never seen a horse race as stirring, as
photographically accurate and as dramatic
as that which enables the hero of 'The Pride
of Palomar' to come into his own."
— Alan Dale in the New York American.

TT is only one of the many thrilling scenes
-'■ in this fast moving, realistic drama of the
mission country of California, which caused
the audiences at the Rivoli, New York, to
break into applause again and again. Suspense, thrills, mystery, a tremendous theme,
a beautiful love story, a remarkable cast
and a scenic feast make this one of
the greatest pictures
of the year.

DIRECTED

BY FRANK

PETER

BY
B.

WITH

KYNE

FORREST STANLEY,
MARJORiE DAW,
WARNER OLAND,JOSEPH
DOWLING AND OTHERS

BORZAGE

Cosmopolitan production

C£ paramount ^icture^

1
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Hollyv/ood — Alleging that the
Dldwyn production, "Godless Men,"
based on the book, "The Sea Lion,"
which she with Emory Johnson is
e author, Emilie Johnson, claiming
at she has purchased her collabotor's entire interest in the book,
s sued Goldwyn for $250,000 damles and an additional $250,000, claim1 to be profits reaped from the film,
laintiff's attorneys have asked retaining order preventing further exi)itions of film.
jan Francisco — Gouverneur Morris
5 brought suit against United Aris to enjoin that organization from
ther exhibiting the production,
he Man Who Played God," based
a Morris story, and to collect
fits of film which to date. Morris'
)rney claims, exceed $1,000,000.
rris complains that the picturizaand exhibitions infringe on copyit provisions which covered story's
lication in national magazine.

Inquirer was one of the chief supporters of Pinchot during the primary
campaign, where the newly elected
governor ran against the machine
candidate.

FILM

Northwest Notes
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAtLY^

Seattle — The Alhambra Building at
Westlake
and Pine, is to be torn
down.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, pres.
RESOURCES
— LEGAL

- $5,000,000
RATES

—

Jim Parry, for three years booker
at Select, who left last spring is back
again on the row as booker at Metro.

Henry Starr Richardson, secretary
of the hoard, will have strong opposfPRODUCERS & STABS
tion from Ellis P. Oherholtzer.
former secretary, for reappointment.
represented. Also every form of
Oherholtzer is backed by various
The Seattle Film Exchange has
financial
service rendered — at legal
ministerial organizations, who are purchased the scries of six, one reel
rates.
working very hard for his return to "Squirrel Comedies" for the Pacific
the board. In addition, it is under- Northwest.
stood that other candidates will be
GREAT
NORTHERN
FINANCE
CORP.
presented for the position by prominKnickerbocker Building
Eric Erickson will leave his bookent politicans who worked for the
desk at Universal, to go on the
election of Pinchot during the hot road er's
Broadway at 42nd Street. N. Y. City
covering Western Washington.
primary fight.
Telephone Bryant 2989
Al, Bloom, for five years booker at
Mrs. Niver, tiie woman representa- Metro, has returned to Universal.
tive on the board, has been a member for a number of years, and is
regarded as a fixed institution in her
position. Unless women leaders of
Managing Director of one of
the Pinchot election forces bring
New York's largest theaters,
strong pressure to bear with the new
is international iti scope.
governor the first of the year, there
desires
change, would like to
From
China.
TurWe\
.
is little likelihood of Mrs. Niver not
France,
("ze'"o-S*avokia.
being reappointed.
Korea, and almost ever\
join executive staff of small

Fun from the Press

corntry of tl-e world Th?

Los Angeles Admission Cut
(Sveri«l to THE

^m

5, 1922

In the Courts
(Special

■s

New

DAILY)

,os Angeles — The Alhambra, oped by West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
reduced admission prices to 10
s for children at any performance;
|e adults pay 25 cents for matinees
25 and 30 cents for evening
ormances plus tax.

(.Special

Theater Company
to THE

FILM

Chicago — C. H. Shell, T. Petrulas
and J. W. Beem have formed the
General Theaters Corp., with offices
on N. Dearborn St. The new company will build and operate theaters,
and is capitalized at $250,000.
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Produced by The Literary Digest
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entering production field. Box
A. A. A., Film Daily.

Corp.

MILLIONS

AWAITS

Marie Corelli's Immortal Fiction Classic
Transferred to the screen in dazzling scenes of unforgetable beauty, splendor and dramatic punch, this wideworld-loved story of the beautiful little Norweigan girl
who blossomed forth into a bird of paradise, who had
all London at her feet is indeed an attraction.

\C

r.

V

Eye On

D

I

I ^°^ brilliant cast including Barbara Tennant, June Elvidge, Wedgewood Nowell, Vernon Steele, Bert Sprotte and others

p.

^'^'^\

Nothing has been overlooked in production — sumptuous
sets, exquisitely beautiful exteriors, delightful atmosphere— and an array of gowns such as to delight every
feminine heart. A picture sure to draw multitudes anywhere— starring bewitching

A CHESTER

BENNETT

PRODUCTION

Distributed by fllM BOOKING OfFICfS Of AMERICA, Inc., Main Offices f.B.O. BI(lg.-723 7tli Ave, N.Y.C
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Newspaper
"Loma

Opinions

Doone" — Associated First
National — Strand

TIMES — Maurice Tourneur again comes
to the front as a maker of motion pictures
in the screen version of "Lorna Doone.'*
It is largely in pictures that Mr. Tourneur
has told the old story, pictures composed
with a keen eye for effects, and sharp, therefore, with meaning, pictures in soft tones
and striking contrasts, all related by the action of an appropriately speeded story, each
occupying its proportionate place in the
whole. For Mr. Tourneur is a storyteller
as well as a maker of motion ijictures, and
he knows the value of restraint as well as
that of emphasis.
The acting of the photoplay is satisfactory, for the most part, hardly more than
that in some cases, hut decidedly more in
the case of Frank Kecnan
as Sir Ensor.
NEWS — Thrill there is, with as bad a
band of robbers as the screen has known
plunges over waterfalls, desperate hand-tohand encounters, a last minute rescue of a
beautiful maiden in distress and a fierce
fight to death on the brink of a black
quagmire.
We do not hesitate to class this among
the worthwhile pictures of the year.
WORLD — The pictorial treatment given
to it by Mr. Tourneur, who first imagined
the settings, and this i)hotographer, Harry
.Sharp, who turned the crank, has made it
so beautiful that it isn't to be classed among
the lower grade. In point of scenic effectiveness it is away ahead of most outdoor romantic picture plays.
It ought to be distinctly understood that
this is a pretty picture in places. And its
acting is all very well carried out. But it
rambles on without at any time getting very
exciting.
HERALD — "Lorna Doone," is a disappointment. First, because one retains hazy
and probably exaggerated memories of the
thrills which lurked in the pages of Blackmore's novel and which are not realized in
the photoplay. Second, because the picture
itself sets such a fast pace in the early reels
that its ultimate collapse is all the more depressing.
"Lorna Doone" is distinguished by some
excellent acting, contributed by Madge
Bellamy, Frank Keenan and at stated intervals, John Bowers.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — As optic
balm "Lorna Doone," First National's attraction quite eclipses in efficiency the eyedropping ministrations of pastel ladies on
the subway ceilings. Seldom, if ever, has
an audience gazed upon such photographic
magic as Maurice Tourneur has crowded in
these six reels.
But there is an attendant yawn that cannot be denied. There is something lacking
in the screen version of "Lorna Doone,"
although it is difficult to say just what the
deficiency is.
EVE. WORLD— Director Tourneur, who
has aniinated many of the classics of literature, reaches the highest i^oint yet touched
by him in his handling of the rather difficult to screen story of "Lorna Doone."
The filmed "Lorna Doone" is, to our way
of thinking, as good as the novel. What
more need one say in praise of it? "Lorna
Doone"
is a "picture worth while.
SUN — In the film presentation of R. D.
Blackmore's
romance,
now a playing
at
the Strandfamous
Theater,
as choice
bit of
seventeenth century swashbuckling as was
ever screened.
But obviously the most creditable things
about the picture are the scenic effects and
the directing. Maurice Tourneur can be
congratulated
on his work here.
TELEGRAM — Maurice Tourneur has
taken a great romance and made of it a
great picture.
MAIL — The play is full of action from
the holdup to the final fight between the
3'eomen and the Doones, which is excellently
staged.
GLOBE — "Lorna Doone," then as motion pictures go, is a film to be given high
rating. In production it is extraordinary,
and if its plot strikes one as unoriginal,
it is largely because it relates the old and
familiar story of adventure
and romance.

"Outcast"— Famous
Rivoli
HERALD — Miss Ferguson is good — better, in fact, than she has been in any film
we have seen, with the exception of "Footlights." "Outcast" is not a bad picture by
any means. Miss Ferguson sees to that.
But neither is it good. It is never unbearably offensive or dull, nor is it ever extraoniir.arilv
entertaining. It
inspires
the
spectator with no vehemence of condemnation
or 'praise.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Director
Withey has made a very interesting cinema
drama
of the
Davies play. "Outdast" is
well worth
seeing.
WORLD — Elsie Ferguson's performance
in this screen version of her stage play "Outcast," is one
the finest
ever seen
in theofcinema
play. things we have
Adolph Zukor has made a picture here,
with the able assistance of a good adapter
and a talented director, as well as a cast
that seems almost perfect, which is sure to
be considered It
oneis of
screen'sor highest
achievements.
not the
sensational
elaborate. It is just a picture of life.
TRIBUNE — On the picture one is always
taking a chance. Directors, without a sense
of humor, and title writers, lacking the same
commodity, have a way of doing strange
things to stories on the screen. But we say,
"Hitch your wagon to a star" you can
depend on, and then follow that star. Miss
Ferguson never has disappointed us. She
is always lovely, slender, graceful, aristocratic and plausible. And it isn't so easy
to be plausible in a story like "Outcast."
AMERICAN — Certainly an odd picture.
Poor Miss Ferguson needs a certain amount
of sympathy. After all, it is hard luck
drawing such a zero as "The Outcast."
especially when, as a play, it had met with
success. But "The Outcast" was distinctly
a play that had no filmic possibilities. iNohody is bad enough to be an outcast in these
days of censored films,
SUN — It is not often that a screen adaptat on has the star who made the play a go
before the footlights, so this picture can
count itself doubly fortunate. Miss Ferguson, as the former mannequin, who becomes
endowed with the usual apartment on Riverside Drive, can look nobly pathetic even
when being dragged from a watery grave.
GLOBE — Elsie Ferguson's stage vehicle,
"Outcast," seems to have suffered tremendously in its transference to the screen.
Of terpretation the part varied. There were
flnshes of brilliancy at times which revealed
the undoubted and oft-proved Ferguson
talent, but they were rare.
EVE. WORLD— We would only have
said to greater length that "Miss Ferguson
is as good in the movie version of 'Outcast'
as she was in the speaky of the same name."
MAIL — Elsie Ferguson leaves the drawing room for a hall bedroom in her latest
picture, "Outcast," adanted from the play
by Hubert Henry Davies, and makes altogether such an attractive derelict of society
that one would wish to see her in more
such roles.
JOURNAL— Miss Ferguson has the
ability to appear almost unrecognizable in
shabby clothes and untidy bobbed hair and
to reveal her familiar beauty and sartorial
loveliness when occasion permits.

Pennsylvania
(Special to THE

FILM

Notes
DAILY)

Sunbury — A masked bandit held up
the George Hummer, of the Victoria
taking three day's receipts.
Harrisburg — The Victoria Realty
Co., controlled by Wilmer & Vincent
have bought the Capitol Theater Bldg.
Scranton — The Comerford Amusement Co. are building a film business
block at Wyoming Avenue and Linden Street.

Virginia Pearson is appearing at
JOURNAL — In solemn truth, Maurice
Tourneur and those associated with him in several houses throughout the State,
the production of this picture have done asking for the cessation of criticism

a thing of which they may wfU'be prgud.

against Hollywood.

Tuesday, December

Policy Changed

5, 1'

Syndicate SiQys Two

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Marcus Loew announced here that a new policy will

(Special

to THE
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DAILY
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Philadelphia — A newly formed
•^"'' ■•'"■''•-il
local two
business
dicate,
in which
theaternrien
ow

be inaugurated
the local
Loev. '- interested have bought the Jaci
State,
so that in ataddition
to features,
Grand Theaters
from $400,00(
the St'
Amusement
Co., paying
presentations will include "the best and
operatic
to be offerings
had in America"
as
well talent
as musical
of the
FOR SALE
lighter sort. At the same time he Two U. S. Army Signal Corp I
announced that "Toil by the Sea," ing Picture Cameras manufactun
to make 100 technicolor prints of Burke
& Jones, Chicago,
Ills.,
which, he says, has required more L. W. M. without Lens price $
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Abrams

Switches

Busy

ure Releases
of Features
and
Specials Probably Going to
Abrams Organization
is understood that details have
:tically been concluded which will
it in all future Mack Sen.iott feas and specials being released
ugh Hiram Abrams. Whether
ugh United Artists or Allied
St is not known. The first will

Says He Will Start Booking Combinations Among Exhibitors Whereever Possible
Hiram Abrams is on the warpath,
and frankly admits it.
The general manager of United
Artists had this to say yesterday.

Suzanna," in which Mabel Nord is featured, and which has been
ing release for some time.
had been expected
that Asso.
t National would handle "SuzanFirst National
will complete
contract with Sennett so far as
two reelers are concerned.
;nnett has been arguing with First
onal ever since the old Associated
iucers went by the boards. His
jciate, Thomas H. Ince. was also
itisfied with the First National
but this was finally patched up.

can," he said. "There is no reason
except to give the independent producer a chance, and take him out of
the clutches of the exhibitor, who,
blocked in his booking by being compelled to buy 39 or 41, or whatever
the number may be, to get a few
good pictures, is thus shutting
out the producer who makes a good
picture. We want every picture to
stand on its own, and that's the way
it is going to be Jone. If any excuse
further is necessary just look at the
report in THE FILM DAILY of
what the West Coast Theaters are
doing in California, and there the
answer is plainly to be seen. And
what is happening there is happening
everywhere. Either there is chain
booking or circuit booking and
the independent producer is at
the mercy of one gang or another. That's why I'm interested iri
developing combination booking; to
let one crowd offset the others and

Investigating South America
ayton P. Sheehan sailed on
rday for South America to make
txtensive tour through the counof the southern continent in beof Fox interests. He will reabout March 1st.
I. P. T. O. Pow-Wow
(Svfc.al to THE

FILM

"I am going to start A. B. C.s, or
booking organizations among exhibitors wherever I can as fast as I

Tom Moore wired this yesterday from Washington: " 'Rich Men's Wives'
pleased our patrons immensely but 'Shadows' opened yesterday (Dec. 3)
at Rialto playing to 2,076 paid admissions over 'Rich Men's Wives.' Congratulations and many thanks." Merely mere proof of what AI Lichtman
has said right along — Advt.

Sunday
DAILY)

liladelphia — It is said that imant national officials of the M.
^ O. will hold a pow-wow here
Ihunday in advance of the party
:h is scheduled by the local
nization. Sydney S. Cohen,
; O'Toole, True, Fay and other
;rs are expected to attend.

he Troubles of an
Exhibitor
Split Lip, Nevada.
Danny:
old you last week about the noseI took on "The Flour of Minnes," but you aint heard nothing
smart sales slicker came through
the other day with a line of talk
would sell radiators in Hades,
lad a picture called "Cape Cod
s" and the flowery terms he used
xplaining the dough-grabbing
8S of this picture was nothing
of miraculous. As near as I
ecollect. the following are a few
; promises he made:
would require two trips to bank
refits from the picture."
!ie community- would oflFer me a
of thanks."
(CoTitinufd on Page 4)

The 10 Best
The first percentage table showing the standing of productions listed by motion picture critics of trade press, fan magazines and daily newspapers will be found below.
It should be remembered that reports are still being
received and will be until THE FILM YEAR BOOK, 1922
finally goes to press.
Grandma's
Boy
100
Blood and Sand
100
100
Orphans of the Storm
Prisoner of Zenda
98
94
When Knighthood was in Flower
Smilin' Through
■ • ■ 93
92
Nanook of the North
Tol'able
David
90
88
Oliver Twist
88
Eternal Flame
88
Manslaughter
87
Robin Hood
87
The Masquerader
85
One Glorious Day
83
Three Musketeers
81
Monte Cristo
80
Foolish Wives
It should be remembered that some of the more recent
releases have not yet been seen throughout the country.

fight them
wherever
necessary.
I've
been
waiting
four years
to do this.
And at last I'm in a position to go
ahead," he concluded mysteriously.
Just what is behind .\brams declaration that he has been waiting four
years to "do this" is somewhat
puzzling unless it means that Abrams
has secured additional product for
United or Allied Artists.

Wiley to Release "Malcolm Strauss'"
George H. Wiley, Inc., yesterday
announced it had acquired "Malcolm
Strauss' Salome" for distribution in
the independent market.
Bobby North, Salome"
of Apollo Exchange.
Inc., has obtained the rights for
Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey. Other deals now pending, for additional territory, will be
announced shortly.
Malcolm Strauss, the artist, personally supervised the production. The
featured players are Diana Allen, as
Salome, Vincent Coleman, as the
Prince of Egypt and Christine Winthrop, as Herodias.
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Harrison Ford has arrived in New
York from Los Angeles. Ford has
been busy on the coast for some
months past.

Rialto

productions.
Fox December Releases
December releases of Fox Film in-

Selections from Massenet's, "Manon," and
Uiesenfeld's Classical Jazz played by the
Rialto Orchestra, opens the bill. The
regular news weekly is then screened. Lillian Powell gracefully dances an Algerian
dance followed by Dan Mason in "Pop Tuttle's Grass Widow," a comedy of rural life.
Mary Fabian, soprano, sings "Sweetheart."
The
Daughter
of Luxury,"
.\gnesfeature,
Ayres "A
is next.
Reginal
Denny in with
one
of the Leather Pusher Series, "The Chickasha
Bone Crusher," is the last number.

clude "Catch My Smoke," ' Tom
Mix; John Gilbert in "A California
Romance," directed by Jerome
Storm; "The Great Night," with William Russell
and Mason.
"Pawn Ticket 210,"
starring
Shirley
"The Alarm," Al St. John comedy,
and the usual Sunshine and Mutt &
Jeff releases.

Rivoli

The regular Pictorial follows the overture,
"The Carnival of Venice," after which Susan
Clough and Frederick Baer sing "Dreaming
Alone in the Twilight." "Outcast," starring
Elsie Ferguson is the feature. A piano concerto played by Vera Jachless and a Keaton
comedy
are the final numbers.

International
MOTION

At Other Houses
"The Town That Forgot God" holds over
at the Astor ; "When Knighthood Was in
Flower" remains at the Criterion, and
"Robin Hood"
still plays the Lyric.

Busy at Tec-Art
Tec-Art Studios are operating three
companies, Ashley Miller, "The
Night Before Christmas" for Bray.
Jack Dillon is making "The Evil
Men Do" for Atlantic Features, and
Dr. Lee De Forest is making talking
and sound pictures.
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Angeles — Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc., has
acquired
the
Trimble
series of two-reel

Flashes

After a hectic seven weeks of production Johnny Hines' "Luck," has
gone into the cutting room.

Lila Lee
York, while
in support
"The Ne'er

(Special

Los

The overture is "Mignon," followed by
"The Split Outfit," a short wilderness tale.
The Capitol Magazine precedes "Impressions
of Ethelbert Nevin," which is staged before
the feature, "A Blind Bargain." Ary Van
Leeuwen therj renders a flute solo, playing
"Rigolette Paraphrase." The much heralded
Einstein film is the next number. An organ
solo finishes the program.
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Canadian Notes
(Special

PatheNe^o^
No. 98

LEMENCEAU
VISITS
LINCOLN'S
DMB — Famous French visitor pays tribt at tomb of America's greatest man at
■ringfield. lU.
^ITISH
RULERS
OPEN
PARLIAENT — Tlie pomp of the past is revealed
ien King George and Queen Mary arrive
state at Parliament.
iAZIL INAUGURATES
NEW
PRESISNT — South American republic inaugurates
. Bernardez at Rio de Janeiro.
her news from France. Ireland, Detroit,
itzerland, California,
Baltimore,
etc.
THE

ONL Y ONE-REEL

FEA TURE

today
Newspaper

Opinions

"A Blind Bargain"— Goldwyn
Capitol
.MERICAN— Lon Clianey as both Dr.
^ib and the hunchbacked servant, has the
: of roles in wiiich he can register as
b' of his thousand faces as there are
e-ups.
IMES — It is interesting at times, though,
^atch Mr. Chaney, and some of Director
rsley's pictures
are interesting,
too.
RIBUNE — "A Blind Bargain" is an insting name, and so is the theme, but the
ure is filled with nothing but promises,
the present picture the double exposure
k is interesting, and so are the characterons of Mr. Chaney.
ORNING TELEGRAPH— As a doctor
an obsession for prolonging human life
he transfering of animal glands, Chaney
uave and cold-blooded, using- his hands
the startling dexterity of the trained
tist. It is a fascinating portrayal, unany thing he has previously
done.
JN — "A Blind Bargain." the Goldwyn
ire at the Capitol this week, is Marshall
an's "Go Get It" without the airplanes.
s also without the grinning services of
ley Barry.
^'E. TELEGRAM— A big thriller made
joldwyn, in which melodrama and mysare the main
factors.
DST — The picture makes one shudder,
Lon Chaney, as Dr. Lamb, the brilliant
mad scientist who has ruined men's lives
.is experiments to prolong life — rather
od eternal youth — holds the interest until
end.
ORLD — The Goldwyn pseudo-scientific
"The Blind Bargain," culled from the
"The Octave of Claudius," is a rather
eyed and to some extent interesting
Eation of the monkey-gland idea.
lURNAL — There are some very thrillsituations. Lon Chaney, playing the
roles of the surgeon and a hunchback,
ull opportunity to display his pantomimic
:r.
£WS — To
us the most
striking
thing
^t a "Apicture
Blind in Bargain"
is thatexposure
althoughis
which
double
since Lon
Chaney
plays
two
parts,
once does the fact obtrude
itself on
nind of the spectator that by a camera
one is watching
one man
play two
lost of the credit for this belongs to Lon
pey, who as Dr. Lamb and the Hunchdoes some of the most
startling work
1 career.

Daughter of Luxury" — Rialto

)RLD — Tlie cameo
beauty
of Agnes,
stunning gowns
and luxuriant
sets of
Jidsome town house for her background,
Ki well conceived story by Leonard Mer^are the chief ingredients of this picture.
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St. James— W. L. Caplin has opened a $60,000 theater in this city.

Toronto— Harold Pfaff, formerly
booker with Canadian Educational
has been appointed salesman in the
same office.
Toronto— At the next meeting of
the Canadian Exhibitors Exchange,
the Board is expected to be reorganized and new directors appointed.
Toronto — Haskel Masters has resigned as manager of the local Regal
office. O'Connor of Pathe succeeds
Masters.
Charles T. Boulware, former ringmaster of Howe's Greater London
Circus, has been appointed assistant
production
manager at the Ince Studios.
Toronto — William Sturgess, formerly manager of the Imperial, has
been appointed Toronto sales representative of Canadian Educational,
here.
Toronto — The Rialto is showing a
series of British made pictures, produced by the British Mastercraft people and the management of the house
reports that the pictures are meeting
with great approval.
AMERICAN — Masquerade, make-believe
and clever connivance are the impressive
qualities in "A Daughter of Luxury."
MORNING
TELEGRAPH — There is
nothing very new about the problem presented in "A Daughter of Lu-xury." The
great weakness of this film is that the performance is so wooden, so unlife-like, that
one never really believes in it.
Of actual story there is little in "A
Daughter of Luxury," which is an adaptation by Beulah Marie Dix of "The Imposter," a play by Leonard Merrick.
SUN — The only remarkable feature of the
production is the personal charm of the star,
but the plot is good entertainment and it
gives plenty of exercise K) that human attitude called sympathy.
EVE. TELEGRAM— The title role is ideal
for Miss Ayres, who appears as a timid,
pcrmiiess heiress introduced in society by a
married man who thus attempts to hide a
slight indiscretion.
EVE. WORLD— It is all very light, but
entertaining in spots.
The star's work is good, as always, and
the balance of the players are acceptable.
POST — Leonard Merrick's play has been
adapted into ■ a mild form of poor rich girl
sort of screen entertainment, with good
photography and settings. "A Daughter of
Luxury" has a big point in its favor — it
is not a lengthy picture.

"The Supersex"— Cameo
EVE. WORLD— It is a garish sort of a
film, but nothing that will cause any great
excitement.
AMERICAN— The best thitig about this
picture, based on a Cosmopolitan story, is
the remarkably fine character work of Gertrude Claire as Grandma Brewster of the
bitter tongue.
The story itself is interesting.
SUN — It depicts in amusing fashion the
hopes and fears, the trials and tribulat ons
of a boy of twenty whose self-consciousnes.s
of his age brings about his revolt against
family and frierds.
TELEGRAM— Full of a delightful human
quality. It has delightful comedy, and it
f.as Its ser!ous sides as well.
.JOURNAL— The adventures of a youth
who knows, or thinks he knows, all about
women are bound to be of interest on the
screen, and so "The Supe-.sex" fairly may
be said to appeal to both sexes equally.
But the film is too long -the appeal is too
prolcnged.
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
Have a Heart

Columbus, O. — When "Human
Hearts" played at The Pastime, Joe
Mayer, Universal exploiteer, had
5,000 small envelopes printed in red
with the picture's ad cut and a do'cn
or more candy hearts placed in each
envelope for use as throwaways.
Used Austrian Kronen
Philadelphia, Pa. — M asterpiece
Film Attractions is boosting "Shadows" by attaching a genuine Austrian
kronen, now worth less than the cost
of printing, to a circular letter advising exhibitors to book "'Shadows"
and get a picture that will bring in
good U. S. currency; not kronen.
Terrorist's Toys in Window
South Norwalk, Conn. — A stationer's window, a few loans from a pawn
shop, and three window cards did
wonders for "The Face in the Fog"
when Manager Bill Gray played it at
the Palace.

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor

Harry L. Reichenbach, Inc., has
filed a suit in the Supreme Court
against George Clark Pictures, Inc.,
"It would pull the folks from Brok- a London corporation to recover $27,en Sock, eight miles away," and Lord 000. The plaintiff is suing on a claim
knows what else.
Well, like a dern fool I swallowed assigned to it by Harry L. Reichenbach, individually. It is alleged that
hook, line, sinker and paid him five in December 1921, the Clark Comdollars cash for it.
pany made a contract with ReichenWith such an investment I knew I
bach, to act as general manager, with
would have to go after it in a big way, a salary of £100 and certain comso I went to the local grocer and
missions. His employment began
bought a barrel of smoked herring with the defendant on March 8, 1922,
and then announced I would give one
4, it is alleged. Reichenherring free with each admission. The and onbach July
was discharged.
herring cost me two cents a piece and
as I charge fifteen cents admission I
A judgment for $1,131 has been
filed in the City Court against the
figured it wasn't a bad buy.
I only run on Tuesday and Satur- Effanem Photoplays, Inc., in favor of
day but I thought this "Cape Cod Baumann & Co. The defendant rentFolks" was a whale of a picture so I
ed from the plaintiff, furniture and
decided to run it on Friday.
other
properties to be used in a film
Now for the fireworks.
set, which were to be paid for v\hen
I forgot to ask the peddler how the picture was sold. Baumann &
many spools this picture of his'n was Co., alleged that the period for which
in and when it came in I was knocked the articles were rented, expired, but
for a row of silo's to find out it was the Effanem Company, did not return
only one spool, and a short one too. the property. The defense contended
I was so confounded mad I could the rental period had not expired.
have swallowed a fiy. H it hadn't
been for the herring I would never
Adds to His Chain
have run the darned thing.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Well, I made the best of it and got
Albany
—
William
Berinstein,
ownall the advertising slides I could find
er of the Colonial and Hudson, has
and secured the services of Elmer
negotiations for the erecHecup, the local barber, to play a completed
tion of a new house in Little Falls,
zither solo and this along with the seating 1,600.
picture and my speech of apology
The Little Falls theater will be
would take up the time.
Berinstein's fifth. He has two in
It's funny I can never see ahead of Elmira, N. Y., the Mozart and the
my nose.
in addition to his two
houses in .\lbanv.
Friday morning, play date, I found Majestic,
(Continued

from

Page

premiere in Baltimore of "Forget-MeNot." Newspaper reviewers and leading civic figures witnessed this initial
showing, and their endorsement sent
the photoplay ofif to a good start.

(Special

to THE

FILM

$250 HOME PROJECTORS
COMPLETE WITH UNIVERSAL MOTOR
$75.00
We have secured the entire output of a standard and reliable
manufacturer and offer them
for immediate sale at less than
1/3 their original cost.
They are complete with water cooling device, which prevents the burning of film. They also can be used
for cutting purposes. 1.000 feet of
standard film magazine. Enclosed in
asbestos travelling cases. It also has
a 250
watt
electric
bulb
burner.

CORN

Commercial Developing and Printing

MADE TO ORDER-r

'Rtogker Film Mf&C&mpany
■^-^r=*.

* ^- - ■ ■-- .- f

ART

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkins 7260-7461

■EXCHANGES!'THE

-_OF
ALWAYS

WIZARD.

OZ"
—
SURE-FIRE!

HOPP HADLEY|'lfp^.|^„V'lo8^^
OFFICE

FOR

RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

NEGATIVE FOR SALE
30 Releases, New Stuff cut but
not titled. Travel in Orient,
South Seas, etc.
"Fihn," 1227 Waterloo St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Rooms
fully equipped

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS

& HILKEMEIER
Room
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Russell B. Moon, Paramount exploiteer, dressed the window in which
were Islack-jacks, pistols, knives,
hand-cufifs, pinchers and other stock
"shockers" which were mounted on a
card announcing that these were a few
of the toys used by the Russian terri- out the following goings on were going on.
torist but scorned by 'Boston Blackie'
Choir practice at the Baptist
the master crook as undignified.
Church.
On either side of this card were two
Lodge meeting at Redmens Hall.
others, one with the head of Lionel
Three hay rides.
Barrymore and the other with Louis
Cy Meadows
barn-raising party.
Wolheim. Crowds stood in front of
Free band concert.
that display the whole day.
Laying the cornerstone for the new
horse-trough.
Epworth League Bazar.
"Forget-Me-Not"
Day
And the funeral of Hezekiah Short,
MeB a 1 1 i m o r e — When "Forgetthe meanest man in Sassafras County.
Not," was presented for a week at the
Outside of this there was nothing
New, the United Railways, operating doing.
the street car lines in the city, transTo make a long story short, I
ported to the theater without charge
hundreds of children guests of the didn't even open and am holding the
Baltimore News, which aided in put- picture until that salesman comes
ting over the picture. A circular was through again.
Somebody
tried to tell me Robin
distributed, linking the Forget-MeNot day proclaimed by the Governor was a brother to Little Red Riding
How about it?
— the name of the picture. Quarter Hood.
Yours truly,
adsAn appeared lein the leading dailpage ies.
float toured the
automobi
ZEKE
BEESUN.
city; and special programs, showing
scenes from the photoplay, were pubPlan Big House
lished.
Specially printed invitations were
sent to selected individuals for the

In the Courts

December

307

220 W. 42nd Street

117 West 46th St., Bryant 9490

Phone— Bryant

0984-0985

DAILY)

Chicago— A $3,000,000 house at
Madison St., and Austin Boul is
planned by Katz & Olfenstein.
First "Better Film" in January
The first of the two reel series of

A copy of the Governor's official American Home Life, entitled "This
proclamation, setting aside "Forget- Wife Business" and produced by
Me-Not" day, and asking citizens to Arthur J. Zellner for Aralma Film
wear a sprig of forget-me-nots, was Co., Inc., has been set for release
reproduced on circular throw-aways,
and beneath this appeared the follow- early in January, so that it will be
available to the theaters at the same
ing: "After you celebrate 'ForgetMe-Not,' see New York's biggest hit, time that the article by Alice Ames
'Forget-Me-Not,' with Bessie Love Winter, which it is adapted, appears
in Woman's Home Companion.
and Gareth Hughes at the New."

'we nevec disappoint""
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Gonnick

ight "Music Trust"
(Special
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(Continued
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Hollywood — Interesting
Developments Expected Following
His Arrival
H. D. H. Connick, formerly chairman of the Finance Committee of
Famous Players, is due to arrive
home today from Hollywood. Connick's visit to the Coast has be.n
kept more or less under cover, but
it is reported that he went West on
a plan which promises to involve
one of the most important producers
in the business, and which may result in the establishment of a new
distributing organization.
Thomas H. Ince is the producer
reported involved in the Connick development, fnce is now releasing
through Asso. First National, and
prior to this released through Associated Producers of which he was one
of the organizers. Previous to this
he had a contract with Famous for
annually.
a
large number of productions

DAILY)
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Allied Laboratories Dinner
The Allied Laboratories will hold
eir annual dinner at Delmonico's
night.
Parker Read 111
J. Parke.- Read, Jr., is confinr:! io
; bed at the Seymour. He is just
tting over a bad attack of grippe.
)r. Jack" for Southern Enterprises
Southern Enterprises have booked
arold Lloyd's latest, "Dr. Jack,"
the entire Circuit, opening at the
pward Atlanta, Dec. 11th.
Western Golf Tournament
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — The first western mon picture Golf Handicap Tourna;nt arranged by Milton E. Hoffman
now scheduled to be held at San
ibriel Country
Club on Sunday.
t grand prize cups, the first given
E. W. Hammons, Eastern film
If champion and additional prizes
the low gross of each foursome
11 be presented on Sunday night
ten the Western Motion Picture
sociation will be organized.

Homebound

From

omplaints Lodged By M. P. T. O.
With Federal Trade Commission
and Attorney General
Washington — President
Sydney
S.
ohen aiid other national officers of
le M. P. T, O. of A., made definite
oves here yesterday to prevent tl;e
called "Music Trust" from levyg tribute on the theater owners of
le country
through
the medium
of
Music License Tax.
Formal
complaints
against
the
jerators of the American
Society
Authors, Coinposers and Pubhers were lodged in the office of
ttorney General Daugherty and
ith the Federal Trades Commission
which the declarations were made
at this concern was a combination
restraint of trade and that its
ocesses were prejudicial to the inrests of the Theater Owners and
e public.
Exhibitors from all sections of the
nited States have entered a protest
;ainst the license exactions of this
)ciety with the M. P. T. O., and
ese objections in concrete form
re eml)odied in the complaints filed.
President Cohen met with National
irectors H. B. Varner, North Carola; A. Julian Byrlawski, of Washgton, and M. J. O'Toole, in derming the specific form of complaint
be presented.

STUDIOS

From Dallas came this telegram yesterday to Al Lichtman: "'Shadows'
opened yesterday Melba Theatre, Dallas and broke all house records.
This statement came from P. G. Cameron, manager Melba Theatre."
All key cities submit similar reports. — Advt.
Brooks Back
E. O. Brooks. Pathe serial sales
manager, has returned from Chicago
where he gave previews of the first
three episodes of the Pearl White
serial,

Material for Dean
(Special

to

THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Frances
Hodgson "A
Lady
of Quality" has been sold to
Universal for Priscilla Dean.

Think This Over

"Plunder."
The Minter Contract

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Mary Miles Minter's
contract with Paramount expires
with the making of "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," just begun, and
will not be renewed, it is reported
authoritively here.

Valentino Argues

Century
Getof"Buster
Julius
Stern
CenturyBrown"
Comedies
iias secured the rights to picturizc
"Buster Brown." Brownie, the dog.
will be especially cast, but the title
role player has not been named.
Jackie Coogan's organization was
dickering for some time for the
rights with Herman
Garfield.

Lichtman's

Faith

To St. Louis Public and Tells of How
Famous Players is Treating
Him

In Independent Product Backed Up
By Reports From Field

St. Louis — Rodolph
Valentino,
in
a personal
appearance
at the Delmonte here Sunday evening bitterly,
attacked Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky
and Famous
Players, and charged
that the company humiliated, cheated,
Hed and mistreated
him, and also,
because the Delmonte was a rival theater had flatly denied permission for

Los Angeles — Complete faith in
the future of the independent market
was the sentiment voiced by Al
Lichtman and B. P. Schulberg at a
dinner which they tendered to visiting First National executives at Marcel's Cafe, on Monday. The dinner
followed
a directors'
First National
group. meeting of the
I^ichtman is here to discuss future
productions
plans
with
Schulberg.

his deb'vering
an
speech" (Continued
there.

"Ainericanization
on

Page

2)

.Some time ago there was considerable talk of Connick being interested
in the development of a big organization, and the name of one of the oldest concerns in the business was
coupled with this. The Ince product
was also included in the gossip.
Connick quietly left New York a
short while ago, and while much has
been printed of other important picture folk being on the Coast Connick
evidently managed to avoid being
seen by the newspaper men out there.
At all
has "leaked
out"
of events
his visit. nothing
.

(Special
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"I wonder if the day will ever
come when there will be a real
understanding between producer and exhibitor?. Seems to
me that if We don't get to that
point
the Will
in the soon,
worldallcannot
saveHays',
this
industry from eventually petering out. I am not a calamity
howler — business is good — we
are making money — but the
eagle eye of the public is upon
the picture industry our squabbles are known to the world —
the reputation of stars are
known to them too — also the
producers. Ego has had its
day in this business — sound
business methods must be injected pretty soon, or this
business will never reach its
"place

in the sun."
ROSS D. ROGERS,
Dye, Ford & Rogers,
Amarillo, Texas

fh^^
Valentino Argues

Fight

Valentino further charged that
Famous Players was pursuing a
tol. XXII NO. 66 Thursday, Dec. 7, 1922 Price 5 Cents policv of starring him in cheap,
minor plays which would tend to deCopyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film roUci,
crease his popularity and cause him
inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
to be forgotten by the public, while
JTew
York,
N.
Y.,
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
]flLM
FOLKS,
INC.
Famous Players would reap large
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
profits from him.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManOn advice of his counsel he deager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
clined to be interviewed. He arrived
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Ht tlie post office at New York, N. Y., under
in St. Louis at 6 P. M., and appeared
«he act of March 3, 1879.
at both evening performances of the
Terms ( Postage free) United States. Outside
•( Jreater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 Delmonte. He was greeted by large
•oonlht.
$5.00;
3 months
$3.00.
Foreign
crowds, girls predominating. It is
VI 5.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
estimated that more than 6,000 per
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, sons passed the Delmonte doors while
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
he was tiiere.

Ouotations
High
Low
Close
East. Kod.
843/^
F. P.-L. . . 90^
do pfd
"^iitJ'wyn ...
65^
Griffith
Loew's . . . 18J^
Triangle
World

84^
89J4
6%.
18

Sales

84
300
90^
1,300
Not quoted
6Y2
1,100
Not quoted
18^
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany ■ — Bond Photoplay Corp.,
$25,000. P. Silberman. J. S. List, L.
G. Solomon. Attorneys, Marks &
Marks.
Springfield, 111. — Taylorville Recreation Assoc, Taylorville. Capital,
$15,000. Incorporators, J. T. Jones,
W. O. Huggins and C. A. Rasbury.
Verdigris Amusement Co., Verdigris, Okla. Capital stock none. Incorporators J.A. Rogers, W. A. Busco, Jr. and O. C. Beaman.
Albany — M. M. Amusement Co.,
Brooklyn. Capital $25,000. Incorporators M. and M. Miller, P. Stark.
Attorney, W. S. Miller, Brooklyn.
Albany — Robbins Enterprises,
Jtica. Theaters and motion' pictures
3,000,000. W. J. Green, W. C. J.
)oolittle, J. Rothstein. Attorneys,
iVillis & Guile, Utica.
Dallas, Texas — The American Motion Picture Co., Fort Worth. Capital, $3,000. Incorporators, F. M.
Elliot, W. S. Stegall, F. B. Kirby and
F. X. Schuler.

ifSdcooatlcmai

(/l^itu-tS^

Counsel for Famous Players has a
copy of the Valentino remarks, but
refused to discuss the matter yesterday.

Lichtman's
Faith
(Continued from Page
1)
The night of the dinner Lichtman declared that talk of the market closing
to small producers was sponsored
without definite reasons for making
such a statement. "For ten years,"
he said, "this talk of a closed market
has stirred the business a d in many
cases caused 'near panics' among
producers whose bankroll was not
particularly extensive. That will
never happen. I have kct in close
touch with the boys in the field, and
I can say truthfully that exhibitors
are holding time open for independent
pictures. They base this action on
the kind of product they have secured
from producers in the past."
Schulberg declared that the sentiment among independents on the
coast was optimistic. He said they
were encouraged by the reception
given their pictures in important
theaters and felt spurred on to make
better films.
About 200 attended the dinner
which was followed by dancing.
Amoii!? the guests were:

Richard A. Rowland, Mike and Abe
Gore, Sol Lesser, Adolph Ramish, Sam Katz,
Julian Saenger, Harry O. Schwalbe, Harry
Nolan, Marshall Neilan, Barbara La Marr,
Betty Francisco, David Butler, John McCormick, Abraham Lehr of Goldwyn, Irving
Thalberg of Universal, Mike Levee, Louis
B. Mayer, Miriam Cooper, Victor Schertzinger, Gaston Glass, Kenneth Harlan,
Marie
Prevost,
Butler, Helen
Col. William
N. David'
Seilg, Edward
J. Loeb,Lynch,
Sam

Jaffe,
'Unsell,
Taylor, Louis
Tom Gasnier,
Forman, Eve
Edward
BowesEstelle
and
Watterson
Rothacker.

Next

Paramount
Convention
Kansas City

(Special to THE

FILM

Thursday,

"Music Trust"

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood,
California — Harvey E. Gaiuman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Made, 802 S.
Wabash Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

DAILY

It is the contention of the M. P. T.
O., that the present copyright laws
do not invest the Music Society with
the rigiit to make the license- fee
exactions from Exhibitors and that
the members of Congress who passed
the law indicated specifically that it
was not to include in its powers the
uses to which it is now being subjected by this Society. The methods
of the Music Trust representatives,
using their assumed advantage to
browbeat and threaten exhibitors and
other unbusinesslike elements, were
detailed to the departments interested
in the matter.
Rembusch
(Special

Fighting Music Tax

to THE

FILM

Guts

December

and

7, 1922

Flashes

James Loughborough has joined
the exploitation staff of Douglas
Fairbanks in "Robin Hood" as assistant to Pete Smith. Loughborough will take charge of the publicity
and advertising for the New York
engagement.
Betty Blythe is making personal ap
pearances in Indianapolis, this weekl
"Sally in Our Alley." recently an
nounced as the first five reel picturt
to be made by Arthur Maude Prod
will be produced sometime next Feb
ruary. The story is adapted from thi
old English song of that title. Maudi
is contemplating making 12 two reel
ers from masterpieces of painting.

DAILY)

Indianapolis — Ten points of attack on the Music Tax are developed
in a long statement issued by Frank
J. Rembusch, chairman of the Committee on Music Tax Repeal, who
urges exhibitors to present a united
stand against paying the Music
Society toll.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,
RESOURCES
—

pre«

- $5,000,000

LEGAL

RATES

PRODUCERS

—

& STAR!

Ralph Kohn Laid Up
represented.
Also
every
form
As the result of suffering a sprained
financial service rendered in connec
ligament while playing handball
Ralph Kohn, Famous Players, is tion therewith — at legal rates.
laid up for a few days.
To Make One for Selznick
Corinne Griffith will make one production in California for Selznick before returning East to start work on
her new productions which Webster
Campbell will direct.
F. B. O. Sales Meeting in Chicago
Following the sales meeting in
New York held last Sunday in the
F. B. O. Home Office, which was
attended by all Eastern Branch Managers, a second meeting will be held
in Chicago on Sunday, December 9th,
in which the Mid-West and Southern
exchangemen will meet Mr. Harry
Berman, general manager of distribution and Nat G. Rothstein, advertising and publicity director. These
meetings are being held primarily in
the interest of the new Emory Johnson production "The Third Alarm,"
which is opening at the Astor on
Ian. 8th.
"Unlimited
SERVING

THE

GREAT

NORTHERN

FINANCE

Knickerbocker

CORfi

Building

Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 2989
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We

will purchase negatives of
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Hollywood — Kansas City v/ill be
the scene of the next convention of
the Department of Distribution of
Paramount pictures, according to an
announcement made following the
close of the Paramount sales convention by Adolph Zukor.
Back from Coast
Sam Grand, Boston, was in town
yesterdaj'. He only returned from
the Coast last Monday after a hurried trip. He refused to discuss his
trip, or the result, but the impression
prevails that it was with regard to
product for Federated of which he is
an active member.
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Why I Show Paramount Pictures
By G. A. Rea, Manager
THE

COLONIAL

Washington C. H., Ohio
PARAMOUNT has the one Home Office that I know of that remembers the small town exhibitor, and Paramount is one company that I
know of that remembers a small town exhibitor after he signs on the
dotted line.
When I sold out at Hillsboro last July, Paramount was the only company
to express regret, and here's a line that came from the Home Office that
I will always remember — "Be assured of PARAMOUNT'S well wishes
wherever you go."
1 struck it lucky here. I was able to secure 22 of the 41, and believe me
they are 22 without an Alibi. Here's a few of the knockouts I have
played— "Blood and Sand," "Manslaughter," "On the High Seas," "Valley
of Silent Men," "Gilded Cage" and proud to announce "The Young Rajah"
for my Thanksgiving attraction and "The Old Homestead" Xmas week
ALL WEEK.
Oh boy! what pictures they are.
It's a great pleasure to exhibit a PARAMOUNT Picture. You know they
are half sold before you begin. Any Paramount Picture is easier to sell
than most any other SPECIAL and when you make a noise about a
Paramount Special— Oh boy! how easy it is.
How I want the next 39! If I get PARAMOUNT just watch my dust.
Anyhow I am sure saving a date bo ok full of open time and HOPING.
(Sgd.) G. A. REA

Watch for

Faramounf s

"Super 39"
"-ffTyr*

iV FAMOUS

PLAYE
- UVSKYP—.'tf»i
CORPORATION
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Schlank on Sales Tour

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — M. R. Schlank, head
of Anchor, left his Hollywood headquarters for the fifth and last sales
trip of the year.

The
(Special

** Independents^
Stern Moves

Buy Rights

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Texas— The A. & R. Film
Exchange has bought rights for its
territory of the output of Anchor Film
Dist. Inc.

Ernest Stern, titles has
203 W. 40th St.

moved

to

Streimer With Champion
Charles Streimer has been appointed manager of the Champion
Exchange.

Hallberg Leaves Ute.
J. H. Hallberg
has resigned
consulting
engineer
of the Unit
Theater Equipment, to devote all
his time to exploiting Hallberg p'
ducts, and act as consulting engint
to the trade.

Changes in Equity Personnel
John
N. Weber, has severed 1
Dramatic Recital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
connections with Equity to ta
Detroit, Mich. — Dave Mundstuk,
Edward O. Towne, author and pro- charge of the activities of Commc
Los Angeles— Elite Prod., have
of the Exclusive Film Co. has purtaken space at the old Brentwood
ducer of "The Woman in Chains" will wealth Film while Gustave F. Mye
chased the Michigan rights to 18 fea- give an author's dramatic recital on Director of Publicity for Equity a
studios, for their initial venture.
tures, to be released by Acorn Sales the production, this evening at the general assistant to Weber, leai
Wadleigh High School Auditorium, Equity to join ihe forces of Fi
Co., of New York.
under the auspices of the Board of Booking Offices to fill the vacar
Browne Buys Features
Education. The film was taken from left in the Sales Promotion Depa
The Al Lichtman Corp., has sold
Files Declaration
Towne's
book, "The Madonna in ment by the resignation of How?
A.
its product for England to Col. H.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Chains," and was produced at the Estabrook. David A. O'Malley, la'
Browne, chairman of the board of
Studios, New Rochelle. ly with P. A. Powers, will fill l
directors of the Walturdaw Co., Ltd.
St. Louis, Mo.— The McFall Film Amalgamated
The
cast
includes,
K. Lincoln. vacancy left by Weber.
of England. The deal conveys all of Prod. Co., has filed a declaration of Martha Mansfield and E.
W. H. Tooker.
the Preferred pictures handled by trust with the St. Louis Recorder of
ings
Havez to
Write
C. B.'
Lichtman with the exception of "Rich Deeds, announcing its intention to Seek to Curb Non-Theatrical Show- J. Harry
Cohn
of Scripts
the C. for
B. C.
F;
Men's Wives," previously sold to the operate as a common law trust with
W. and F. Film Service, Ltd.
has engaged Jean Havez to write i
a capitalization of $30,000. The ortake active charge of comedy scri^
ganization was formed to make movCurbing of competition from non- for C. B. C. Havez has been kno
professional
exhibitors
such
as
ing pictures. The trustees are: S.
Holah Heads New Firm
McFall, Jr., Will Holmer, S. McFall, schools, churches, and community for a long time as a purveyor of lai
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Sr., F. O. Brown and William halls, is urged in a letter sent to dis- material, having contributed the st
Cleveland— At the head of the retributors bythe M. P. T. O. of Mil- ies for the first series of Buster K
waukee. They state that while the ton Comedies, and is co-author
cently organized Cleveland Motion Quinn.
non-professional
groups used to con- some of Harold Lloyd's biggest s
Holah,
Picture Co., is C. E. "Doc"
Get Ben Wilson Product
fine themselves to educational pic- cesses, among these "A Sailor M
formerly of Literary Digest, "Fun
tures, they have in recent years, in- Man," "Grandma's Boy," and "D
Greater Features, Inc., has purFrom the Press." Motion picture
vaded the general field, and exhibit tor Jack." Cohn expects to add
chased the Ben Wilson product as
publicity and Educational films will be
handled in mail order departments. follows for the Pacific Northwest. regular features. Cooperation is the near future at least two m
Holah says Ohio exhibitors are using 1923 series of Monty Banks two-reel sought to eliminate this condition.
comedy
units.
their own screens for advertising with comedies; twelve 1923 Federated
this service very successfully.
Radio comedies; which in addition to
the Federated Hall Room Boys comedies, gives them an average of one
Sales in Mid-West
two-reel comedy a week for the
secretary of Pro- Seattle, Portland and Butte exF. J. Hawkins, closed
several deals
ducers Security,
changes. In addition, the series of
in the mid-west territory. H. C. twelve comedies produced by and
Simeral, Inc.. of Pittsburg bought starring Joe Rock, for the Denver
Dorothy Gish's "The Country Flap- and Salt Lake exchanges, giving
per" and Irving Cumming's "On the these offices an average of five twoTrail" and "Tricked" for Western reel comedies every four weeks.
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Great Western Film Exchange of
Greater Features, Inc., recently
Cleveland secured "The Country
opened
the Portland exchange with
Flapper" and Oscar Apfel's "The L. N. Walton as sales manager.
Fangs," for Ohio and KenWolf's
tucky.
Begin First Picture

Mundstuk

(Special to THE

Buys

FILM

DAILY)

1923
YEAR

New

Canadian Distribution
Negotiations were concluded this
week, whereby a new distributing
unit throughout the Dominion of Canada was formed for the purpose of
giving exclusive exploitation to the
Canadian-made productions of Ernest
Shipman. The new organization will
he known as the Ernest Shipman
Film Service.
The productions will be released
at the rate of one a month, the first
being "The Man from Glengarry."
The franchise for Ontario and
Western Canada has been acquired
by William Cranston, who established
the United Artists in Canada; while
the franchise for Quebec, the Maritime provinces and Newfoundland
has been awarded to D. A. Burpee
and Maurice West, formerly with
Fox Film and the Mark Brock Enterprises. The latter have opened
offices in the Albee Building, Montreal.

"Felix Cat Cartoon" Sales
M. J. Winkler, who controls the
United States and Canadian rights to
Pat Sullivan's new series of "Felix
Cat Cartoons," recently disposed of
the following territories:
Harold Rodner has taken over
Greater New York; Masterpiece Film
Attractions, Phila., Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey;
Peerless Film Service, Los Angeles,
California, Nevada, Arizona and
Hawaiian Islands; Finkelstein . &
Rubin, Minn., Minnesota, North and
South Dakota; Associated First National Pictures, Charlotte, N. C,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, North
and South Carolina; Standard Film
Service, Cleveland, secured Ohio.
Michigan, Kentucky, Pittsburgh;
Greater Features, Seattle, bought the
rights for Washington; Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, Colorado, New
Mexico and Utah.
Gus Schlesinger purchased the
foreign rights.

FILM
BOOK

Will be used by casting
directors all next year.
Maximum

advertising

value at minimum cost.
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A. B. C. Will Buy

Fights

Issue

About 20 States Looms Up — Iowa
ind Wisconsin Difficult — Repeal
Hoped For in Several
States
n a few weeks the various state
slative bodies will meet throughthe country. Indications at the
ment are that censorship and
id^y closing legislation will be met
ibout 20 states: Alabama. Georgia,
rth and South Carolina, Kentucky,
w Hampshire, Indiana, Illinois,
[inesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ok3ma, Texas, Washington, Iowa
elsewhere.
he worst fights are expected to
elop in Iowa and Minnesota,
islation affecting various exhibitdifficulties is expected in other
:es not mentioned.
Vhile these fights are on in New
rk, considerable work is anticied to swing around enough votes
Gov.-EIect Smith to repeal the
sting censorshio act. Efforts will
made in this direction in Florida
Virginia as well.
to THE

FTLM

McDonald

in Springfield

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

ipringfield, Mass. — Harry Mcnald, director of sales promotion
Hodkinson, is here attending the
eral of his mother, who died Wedday evening.
Jersey
(Special

Sunday
to THE

Fight
FILM

necessary. The fact that these independent exhibitors have received an
absolute lack of co-operation from
most of the larger producers, despite
the fact that they have demonstrated
that they are ready and able to handle
largeismproductions,
the antagonwhich has beenand
shown
them by
several of these producers who are
financially and otherwise interested in
opposition circuits has made it, in
the opinion of the members, necessary to discard their first policy of
remaining completely out of the distributing or producing end of the industry and they are now laying their
plans for state right purchases of all
suitable prodiictions which they are
offered.
"The immense buying power of

i'renton — An effort to secure Sun
pictures for New Jersey will
de by State Senator
Alexander
iipson.
His move will be opposed
the Society for the Prevention of
Ime and t!ie Promotion of Morals.
"Salome" Open Dec. 31
<Iazimove in "Salome" will open at
Criterion, Sunday, New Year's
e. The production will be preted with an elaborate prologue and
isical setting arranged by Hugo
isenfeld.
5. W. Starts "The White Rose"
). W. Griffith began rehearsals
iterday on his next production,
will be produced under the
e "The White Rose" and will
re a southern setting. Rehearsals
1 continue for about two weeks
ore "shooting."

These theaters have broken records with "Shadows": Strand, Newark;
Moore's Rialto, Washington; Kinem a, Los Angeles; Victoria, Philadelphia; Melba, Dallas. Yes, "Shadows" IS a big box-office success. Distributed through Al Lichtman Exch anges.— Advt.

Preparing Second Eastman Film
Jack Hyland is now preparing the
scenario for the second of the five
reel productions being made by the
Eastman Kodak Co. The films are
to be used by the Eastman
sional photographers school.

profes-

On

DAILY)

of

"A change of policy has been adopted by the A. B. C. due to conditions
that the members think have made it

DAILY)

,os Angeles — E. H. Silcocks' sales
nager Choice Prod., will arrive in
w York
next Monday.
He will
ig some new two reel subjects.

Informative

Change
of Policy Caused
"By
Absolute Lack of Co-Operation" from Producers
The following statement was issued
yesterday from the offices of the
American Associated Booking Corp.:

Silcocks Here Monday
(Special

Statement

.dditions to Goldwyn Staff
Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell have been placed under a longterm contract as personal assistants
to June Mathis, who was recently
appointed Editorial Director of the
Goldwyn Studios. . They will be in
charge of the film editing and art
title departments.
Gilbert's New Contract
(Special

to THF

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood— John Gilbert has returned after spending a vacation in
New York, where incidentally, he
signed a new contract to be starred
in a series of productions for Fox,
and has started work on "Truxton
King," from the novel by George
Barr McCutcheon. Jerome Storm
will direct.

Detroit Premieres
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit ■ — "Oliver Twist," Capitol,
Dec. 24; "Shadows," BroadwayStrand, Dec. 10; "Omar the Tentmaker," Capitol, Jan. 7; "Trifling
Women," Madison, Dec. 31.
Repertory

Season

run exhibgroup
this itors
and theoffactfirst
that immediate
playing dates and cash returns are
possible
shouldNew
makeYork
them State
a big factor in the
and
Northern New Jersey territory.
"Immediate action along these lines
is contemplated by this Corporation."
In some circles the announcement
did not come as a surprise. The
head of one distributing company
commented. "It was to be expect-

Closes

The Allied Laboratories Dinner
In the neighborhood of 90 wellknown film folk attended the second
annual dinner held by the Allied
Laboratories last night at Del"Intolerance" because the negative is monico's
. Among the speakers were
in England and there are no prints Gen. Cole of Boston who led the
here. When the negative returns
p in Massachu
censorshi
of the
e Boynton
setts and Lawrenc
within three or four weeks Griffith fight against
Exhibitors Trade Review.
promises a showing.
With the closing of "The Birth of
a Nation" at the Selwyn Sunday,
Griffith will suspend his repertory
season. He is unable to show

Dean to
to THE
MakeFILM
"Drifting"
(.Si.ec.al
DAILY)
Hollywood — The difficulties which
developed between Priscilla Dean
and Universal relative to her making
"Drifting," have been straightened
out, and work on the production will
start immediately. Tod Browning
will direct. Priscilla objected to apwhat she termed was an
"immoral"pearing in role.

Another Finance Corporation
The Independ
ed." ent Finance Corp. has
at 522 Fifth Ave.
offices
opened
Schuyler C. Hodge is president, B.
E. Peck, vice president, and E. G.
Munz secretary and treasurer. Walter F. Tilford, president of the Tilford Cinema Corp., k on the board,
and Sidney Olcott, president of the
New York M. P. D. A., is on the
as is Robert E. Sherboard
advisorywood,
motion picture critic of Life
and The New York Herald.

Friday, December 8, 1922
Universal Buys Material

MacDowell Leaves Screenland
(Special to THE
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Hollywood— Universal has bought
Los Angeles— Syl MacDowell has
resigned as managing editor of screen rights to the following stories:
Screenland, and will do free lance
writing.
Frederic Arnold Rummer's "The
Chicken That Came Home to Roost"
in which Gladys Walton will appear;
"The Border Legion" Reissued
"Nobody's Bride," by Evelyn CampHopp Hadley will reissue the
bell and being adapted by Albert G.
Hayes Hunter production "The Bor- K-enyon for a Herbert Rawlinson
veLegion," starring Hobart Boshicle; Roy Myers original "Mirage
worthderand
Blanche Bates. He is also
Land" which George C. Hull is adaptreissuing
ing and which will star Hoot Gibson;
the second "The
time. Wizard of Oz" for
"The Ninth Man" by George Randolph Chester for Rawlinson; John
The Einstein Film
Russell's "The Winning Hand"; William Slavens McNutt's "His Good
' Prof. Garrett P. Serviss and Max
Fleischer will this week complete Name" which, being adapted by Raymond Shrock and Frank Beresford.
the work of editing and adapting the
authorized film on the Einstein will be directed by Harry Pollard as
Theory of Relativity, which Dr. all-star production; and "The Six
^.iesenfeld will preseni at the Rivoli Fifty," play by Kate McLaurin being
aind Rialto shortly. The film was adapted ,by Doris Schroeder.
produced in Frankfort under the
supervision of six of Einstein's associates.

Fun from the Press

Film Floats and Parade

is thorouglily clean and
wholesome in every respect and can be screened
before the most exacting
audience without fear of
view,
criticism. Recommended
by the Better
FilmsbyCommittee. Passed
the
National Board of Re

Quotations

ARE YOUR FINANCIAL
WORRIES A BURDEN?
Why not avail yourself of the
resourcefulness and experience
of this organization specializing
in financing film enterprises.
Consultations invited. Terms
not excessive. All transactions
in confidence. Quick action
when required.

CHROMOS

TRADING

Suite 616

'Pbone Chelsea 8284

CO.

1123 Broadway

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, pres

' Floats representing "Black Beauty,"
RESOURCES - $5,000,000
"The Flirt," "Hungry Hearts" and
High
Low
Close Salei
"The Headless Horseman," and a
— LEGAL RATES —
East. Kod.. 84
84
84
100 parade on Saturday are the features
scheduled
for
the
final
day
of
Better
F. P.-L. ..91^
90^
91
3,000 Motion Picture Week. Each float
do pfd. . 97
96
96
300
PRODUCERS & STARS
the reels of the picture reppoldwyn
. 6H
6H
6Vs
1,200 will carry resented,
THE CREAM
OF CLEAN
HUMOR
and lots will be drawn to
represented. Also every form of
^oew'sh .... 783^
18K
ISyi
1,200 determine which one will be shown
Griffit
Not quoted
financial service rendered in connecTnangle
Not quoted to 350 children from the Orphanages Produced by The Literary Digest
tion therewith— at legal rates.
World
Not quoted and Homes of the city at the Chil- Distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
dren's Theater.
Fox Buys Story
GREAT
NORTHERN
FINANCE
CORP.
Knickerbocker Building
George Owen Baxter's novel
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
"Three Who Paid" has been bought
for
by Fox for Dustin Farnum. Colin
Telephone Bryant 2989
Campbell will direct.

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS
LOUIS offering
B. MAYER'S
of

f^t^<^<^caia?r<^ (MctuAjD)

FOR RENT

JOHN M, The
STAHL'S

By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Rooms
fully equipped

DANGEROUS

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS

JUPITER
FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

A First National Picture

were
WRITTEN by the
CRITICS

220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant 0984-0985

Louis B. Mayer
Productions

PRODUCER-DISTRIBUTOR
^yill buy for cash unsold territory or whole rights to good
pictures at a price. State full
particulars.
Address B-777
care The Film Daily

International
MOTION

Distributers
PICTURES

l^^l^

Ikter-Ocean Film Corporation
INTER-OCEAN

ART

218 WEST

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkins 7260-7461

of

42nd ST.

BUILDING
NEW

;< BRYANT 7812
'WHE
N
YOU THINK
THINK
FOREIGN

Watch this space during
the next three weeks.

YORK

OF
OF
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\

^
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$1,000 Fire Damage
(Special

to THE

FILM

Coast Writer's
Guild DAILY)
Opens
to THE
FILM

(Special

DAILY)

ew Toronto, Ont. — A recent fire
he Pastime, caused a damage of
00.

Los Angeles— The "Play Room,"
the new home of the Screen Writer's
Guild, of the Author's League, has
been opened.

Buys "Blind Justice"
Blind Justice," produced by Edd Sloman, has been sold by Delahle Sales to Mastodian Films,
independent release.

Mancall With Burr
Boone Mancall has been appointed
director
of publicity for Affiliated
Dist.
Mancall
recently
was
with
Universal in New Orleans.

lanty With American Releasing
jllSpecial to THE

FILM

SALESMEN WANTED

DAILY^

jfashington — Sam A. Galanty, who
jthe past three years has been
lager of the Hodkinson Exchange,
(resigned to take over the managet of The
American
Releasing
Branch,
succeeding
Milstein,
has been transferred to Philaia.

New York and Vicinity
Something New for Exhibitors
Can Earn $10 to $30 per day
Address Box B-6 c/o
The Film Daily

llWallace on Executive Board
.(special to THE FILM
DAILY)
[j^nsas City, Kan. — Walter
Walhas been appointed a member of
executive board, of the M. P. T.
f Kansas, succeeding R. G. Ligwho has taken over the presiy made vacant by the resignation
. Van Praag.

PRIZMA
COLOR
'''''^'-^
PRINTS

/

I
I

18

Harriette Underbill
in the Tribune says

a^mv

CENTS
per foot

PRIZMA, INC. 110 W. 40 St., N.Y.C.

Prizma's New Equipment
V. p. Kelley, Technical Adof Prizma,
has completed the
lation of new equipment at its
jsy City Laboratory that involves
tpenditure of about $60,000, and
than
doubles
Prizma's
caHy. The new equipment permits
reduction
in the price of title
Vs. as announced.

Pleasurably
Announcing
the Clientolary Acquisition
of

BOOTH
TARKINGTON
Whose Motion Picture Interests
[ Shall Henceforth Administer
1402
ROADWAY

R. L GIFFEN

5860
FITZROY

attheRialto n.y.c.
is better than
the feature j^icture !
Cet your dates now for
The Greatest Series of 2reelers
Ever made

Reginau) Denny
Starring'

Made from the famous Collier's Veekly Stories
bij H.C.Vitwev — Directed by Harry Pollard

UNIVERSAL

JEWEL

COLUIERJS

%^fe'.lt

THE

■e

^m
Friday, December

DAILY

First National
Has 4 oP the

8, 1922

^om ihc^lm ^ailj decern Act 6^
The 10 Best
The first percentage table showing the standing of productions listed by motion picture critics of trade press, fan magazines and daily newspapers will be found below.
It should be remembered that reports are still being
received and will be until THE FILM YEAR BOOK. 1922
finally goes to press.

lO Best

om all
fi'ies
O pan
ins
Agaoth
ert com
coinl)ined

Grandma's
Boy
Blood and Sand
Orphans of the Storm
Prisoner of Zenda
When Knighthood was in Flower
Smilin' Through
Nanook of the North
Tol'able
David
Oliver Twist
Eternal Flame

100
100
100
98
94
93
92
90
88
88

^

Here's
22
More
Winners
Beginni
ng
Jan.
1st
"THE
SUNSHINE
TRAIL"
"WHAT
A
WIFE
LEARNED"
"THE DANGEROUS AGE"

A John M. Stahl production presented by
Louis B. Mayer. An up-to-date romance
and drama of married life.

"A MAN

OF ACTION"

A Thomas H. Ince production with the Ince
punch. With Douglas MacLean. An original story by Bradley King and directed by
James W. Home.

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
in

"Fury"
With Dorothy Gish. A thrilling story of the
sea by Edmund Goulding and directed by
Henry King. Presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

in

"Money, Money, Money"

Adapted by Hope Loring from the story by
Larry Evans. Directed by Tom Forman
and presented by B. P. Schulberg.

NORMA

TALMADGE
in

"A Voice From the Minaret"

From the famous novel and stage success
by Frank Hitchins. Adapted by Frances
Marion and directed by Frank Lloyd. Presented by Joseph M. Schenck.

JACKIE

COOGAN
in

"Daddy"
The boy marvel of the screen in another of
his heart winning pictures. Presented by
Sol Lesser.

A Thomas H. Ince special written by Bradley King and directed by John Griffith Wray.

AN

EDWIN CAREWE
DUCTION

PRO-

A symphony of life in the high and low
places
and one of the
to be armounced
later.year's very best. Title

"BELL BOY 13"
A Thomas
MacLean.

H. Ince production with Douglas
Directed by William Seiter.

"THE SIGN"
A Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfin production.
(Not a Strongheart picture.)

"SCARS OF JEALOUSY"
A Thomas H. Ince production taken from
the thrilling story by Anthony H. Rudd and
directed by Lambert Hillyer.

"THE WHITE

FRONTIER"

An Allen Holubar special presenting the
charming Dorothy Phillips.

KATHERINE

MACDONALD
in

"The Lonely Road"

Adapted by Lois Zellner from the famous
story by Charles Logue. Directed by Victor
L. Schertzinger and presented by B. P.
Schulberg.

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

"The Bright Shawl"
Joseph Hergesheimer's famous story and
one of the year's best sellers. Directed by
John Robertson and produced by Inspiration
Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

First National Pictures

A Thomas H. Ince production with Dougla
MacLean.
Directed by James W. Home.

NORMA

TALMADGE
in

"Within the Law"
The famous Al Woods production whic
played to millions with Jane Cowl starrin

"THE

GIRL

FROM

THE

An Edwin GOLDE
Carewe production
taken from tl
N WEST"
famous Belasco
play.

"MONEY

LOVE

AND

THE

A John M. Stahl production presented 1
Louis B. Mayer.

"THE ISLE WOMAN
OF DEAD
SHIP.^
"

A Maurice Tourneur production taken frc
Capt. Marriott's famous sea story. Present
by M. C. Levee.

KATHERINE
MACDONALJ
'^The Scarlet Lily
5?
PresentedUf by B. P. Schulberg.

"TRILBY"
A Richard
from
the
Maurier.

Walton
famous

A JAMES

Tully production tal
novel
by George

YOUNG
TION

Title to be annoimced later.

PRODU

GOLDVVYN

7Ao brAdstreet

^^ecocmizei
Authority
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Valentino Loses

Hays to Coast
ipes to Make Hollywood an "Ideal
Industrial Center" — Patten
Already There
\^ill Hays is on his way to Hollyod.
He is in Washington today,
will leave Chicago tomorrow
ht for the Coast. The purpose
his visit is definitely laid out in
tatement which Hays issued before
ving, and Which, in part says:
For some months we have been
inning to inaugurate such activities
our Association in Los Angefes,
would make certain that the intry discharges its full duty in
ping to maintain a model indus1 community not only as to the
ustry's own activities, but in its
itions to the splendid community
which it is a part.
It is for that purpose "that Thomas
Patten has gone to Los Angeles
represent this Asso.;iation.
The
is the working conditions in the
ustry are very good nov», the
it of cooperation among the co■kers is much above the average,
the industry's activities already
a very definite and creditable part
the commercial and social fabric.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Sailing
)n the Homeric sailing today will
F. W. Kilner of London, Herman
Iner, of Berlin, formerly of the U.
A. organization and now of Felland Somlo.
More "Booking"
iSufclal

lo -I UK

l-ll..\l

D.MLY)

ihicago — Thirty-five exhibitors
resenting 53 outlying houses may
n a co-operative booking agency
secure better prices on films.

'he Troubles of an
Exhibitor
^r Film Daily.
sure was interested in my brother
ibitor's letter from Split Lip and
th trouble he is having
with the
?^ "'Isbad Theater.
I wonder if we
get together in some way. Mayconvention
and exhibit here
1 do it. Do you think I could
ime of the big companies to buy

Appellate Division Affirms Injunction
Secured by Famous Players —
Cannot Work Elsewhere
During Life of Contract
Tlie Appellate Division of the Supreme Court yesterday affirmed the
order of the lower court without
opinion, granting Famous PlayersLasky a temporary injunction against
Valentino. There is no further appeal from this order.
This means that Valentino will
either work for Famous Players
during the remainder of the life of
the contract, or not appear publicly
either on the stage or in pictures
untill after Feb. 1, 1924, wlien the
contract expires, although Famous
has an option for one more year at
an increased salary.
Valentino could not be reached
yesterday
for a statement as *c h:r
city.
plans, and Arthur Butler Graham,
his attorney, was reported out of the
There are no skeptics left! In big towns

and little towns, on opening

days and closing days "Shadows" is a a success. First runs in Washington,
Los Angeles, San Francisco to date have offered sufficient proof. — Advt.
Official Massachusetts Figures
(Special to THE

F]I.X1 DAILY)

Boston — Returns officially given out
by the Secretary of State show that
553,173 votes were cast against the
proposed censorship and 208,252 for
the measure. ' This is about 6,000
more votes against censorship than
liad been estimated previously.
Two More Coogans for First National
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — It is reported that the
Executive Committee of First National has closed with Sol Lesser for
the next two Jackie Coogan pictures,
"Daddv" and 'Toby' Tyler or 10
Weeks With a Circus." The first
will be released in January. Both
will be released on the open market
basis bv First National.

Is It Fair?

Michigan
Theater
Owners
Attack
Fairbanks Deal With Masons
for "Robin Hood"
(Special to THE FILM nAIl.V)
o wonder
he flopped with The
Detroit— The M. P. T. O. of MichiF;ur of Minneapolis.
I played it.
gan has issued a broadside attacking
Os of the big men in Reuben and
F'kelstein is a cousin of my first the deal bv which "Robin Hood" is
by the Masons in Dew's aunt, and I played it on their being shown
troit. In part the circular, says:
lit — and tied up with the Pills"Is it fair exhibitors of Michigan?
people.
They sent me two hun"First. For Douglas Fairbanks to sell
"Robinhood," his greatest picture, to a nonsigns reading "Eventually Why tluatrical
organization, to be played in direct
Now" and everyone caine event- competition with you, without giving every
(Continued on paiff 3)

STUDIOS

theater owner interested at least an oppor(Continued
on Page 4)

Going to the Coast
Irving Lesser leaves on Tuesday
for a quick trip to the Coast. He
will spend the holidays there and
leaves Jan. 1 for New York.
Deal Off
Announcement was made yesterday that the arrangement between the
Christian Herald and the National
Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc.,
for the distribution of the Christian
Herald Standard Films, had been cancelled. At the same time, Harry
Levey
announced
thatplanned
"to perform
the function
originally
for the
Christian Herald," leading ministers
of various faiths had formed cominittees to serve the National NonTheatrical Motion Pictures, Inc., in a
like capacity.

Picture Folk
And

Picture

Making

to be

Shown

— "Merton"
l Films
in Severa
Being
Considered

f Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Several productions
are under way or in sight which will
tell all about Hollywood.
They will
have spring release.
And while they
will not be made
for the purposes
time
at the same
of propaganda,
thev
will
include
material
which
should help in a real way to show
the serious side of picture folk and
picture making.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

As before noted, Valentino claimed
that he was forced to undergo humiliation at the Lasky studio; and that
Famous had broken the contract in
regard to advertising him as a star.
Lubitsch Due
Ernst Lubitsch, the German director, is due to arrive today on the
President Roosevelt. After a few
days in New York he will go to the
Coast to confer with Jesse Lasky, and
later start production for Mark Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon

"Lab"

Men

Dine

Manufacturers
Urge
Keeping
Out
Foreign Raw Stock — Courtland
Smith Talks
How laboratory men have become
Hall."
bankers, and an appeal of manufacturers to the "lab" men to use
American made raw stock in place
of foreign material were the outstanding features of the several
talks at the second annual dinner of
at DelmoniLaboratories
the
co's Allied
Thursday
night.
Courtland Smith, representing Will
Hays, was the first speaker, and dwelt
on the possibilities of the development of the industry in the production of films for non theatrical
use. He said that while there were
15 000 theaters showing pictures in
this country that there were over
275,000 schools in which pictures
would be shown in time, as well as
(Continued

on

Page

2)

fjg^
a

Lab"
(Continued
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churches and other non theatrical
institutions. Smith urged the formation of a huge advertising fund
which should be used to publicize
the industry as a whole, to the public.
General Charles H. Cole, who led
the fight against censorship in Massaand who, incidentally,
an
important chusetts,
executive
of the Bay "is
State
Film Co., was greeted enthusiastically. He said he was a newcomer,
comparatively, in the field, but that
he also saw vast opportunities in
the non-theatrical field. It was his
belief that in time 85 per cent of the
homes of America would use a circulating library of films, just as today they received books from circulating libraries. The General believed that bankers should do the
financing in the industry, and not
the laboratory men; just as bankers
finance all other reputable businesses.
Joseph Coram, one of the oldtimers in the industry, also of Bay

"Hollywood." which will be produced by Famous, will have in the
cast Cecil B. De Mille, Pola Negri
and 20 other stars. This is an adaptation of Frank Condon's novelette
about the girl who came to Hollywood to make her way in pictures,
and is a comedy drama. The other
production, now in work, is "Souls
for Sale," being made by Rupert
Hughes for Goldwyn, from his own
story, which ran in one of the national
magazines. This also deals with
Hollywood life.
When "Merton of the Movies"
appeared
Leon Wilson's
pen, therefrom
was Harry
considerable
interest
manifested by several producers, and
one of the leading stars is now
reported to be considering the purchase, but is deterred because of the
high valuation placed on the picture
rights.

State, urgedmade
that raw
the stock
"lab" men
ui_
American
in place
of the foreign, and Jules E. Brulatour of the Eastman Kodak Co.,
made the same point. The other
speakers included publishers of the
trade press.

Elliott Danforth, of Loew's, Inc.,
and F. J. Godsol of Goldwyn are reported interested in the Shubert
vaudeville financing, in a plan to float
a stock issue for public subscription.

Famous State Salesmen Meeting
On Tuesday Famous Players sales
force of Albany, Buffalo and New
York will hold a session at the
McAlpin. "Buxy" will be in charge.
There will be a banquet at night.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, prRESOURCES
—

LEGAL

- $5,000,0001
RATES

PRODUCERS

—

& STAR

represented.
Also
every form
financial service rendered in conni
tion therewith — at legal rates.
GREAT

NORTHERN

FINANCE

Knickerbocker

CGI

Building

Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 2989

City

If your mother-in-law visited,
you and
that
wouldyoube enjoyed the visit

"REVERSIBILITY

and

Special Showing
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

"WondWilliamson's
Washington
ers of the Sea"— will
be given a special
showing here on Dec. 13th, in the
National Museum. Secty. of the
Navy Denby and prominent officials
are expected to attend.

You'll understand if you see it
RELATIVITY"
at the all
Capitol
there
week. today. It's been
LOUIS
B. MAYER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

SALESMEN

WANTED

New York and Vicinity
Something New for Exhibitors
Can Earn $10 to $30 per day
Address Box B-6 c/o
The Film Daily

St. Louis — Charles Werner
of
Metro is back from a trip through the
territory,
and
reports
conditions
much improved.
Elmer H. Brient, formerly of the
local Pathe Office, but now running
a theater at Centralia, 111,, was a city
visitor.

FOR SALE
2 Pathescope Machines in perfect condition, $65.00
each.
JAXON
FILM
CORP.
220 W. 42nd St., New York

F. J. Cornwell, of the Del Monte
Theater, St. Louis, has been ordered
to his bed by his physician claiming a
nervous breakdown due to over work.

The McFall Film Prod. Cd., has
filed a declaration of trust with the
St. Louis Recorder of Deeds, announcing its intention to operate as
a common law trust with a capitalization of $30,000. The organization
was formed to make moving pictures.
The trustees are: S. McFall, Jr.,
Will Holmer, S. McFall, Sr., F. O.
Brown and William Quinn.

and
Loew Lloyd.
has "Dr. Jack" f
newestthatHarold

Shubert Vaudeville Stock

DAILY)

Walter Light has joined the sales
staff of Asso. Exhibitors and will
travel Southern Illinois, Southeastern
Missouri and Kentucky. He formerly was with Fox and later with F.B.O.

Some Circuit Bookings
It is reported that Fox has book
"When Knighthood Was in Flowe

ROGER FERRI
IN THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD WORE
HOLES
IN THE
ALPHABET
WHEN
HE WROTE:
" 'THE DANGEROUS AGE' CANNOT HELP
GET OVER— FOR IT DWELLS ON A PROBLEM OF LIFE INTELLIGENT LOCALLY,
—WITHOUT THE IMPROBABLE
OR IMPOSSIBLE."
A FIRST NATIONAL

PICTURE

i^
P

■ -aHnou^icement

-ARE MODE VJITH OS MUCH \
1^1/ BEauriFUL.
CARi as THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS

DND

y:is

1=1 You can obtain FILMACKj
/c^All
Production
/o/
Features forTrailers or

ATINTING
F O FREE
O T /=/
Elaborate Borders
24 Hour Service
Presentation Trailers

)e08 S. WABASHILL.
Av;
r^HlCAGO,
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Coast Brevities

atheNews
No.

99

..EMENCEAU VISITS WHITE HOUSE
-Nfoted French war premier brings greetings
' the President.
IE TANK
THAT
CLIMBS,
SWIMS
^JD
RUNS — New
war terror climbs the
ii^:adss and swims the Hudson
at New
/ CHINESE BABY SHOW— Something
IV in Babydom is pulled in New York.
^iDUL EFFENDI BECOMES HEAD OF
J3SLEM CHURCH— Church and state
Earated in Turkey.
(h;r nev/s as usual.
THE ONLY

ONE-REEL

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Lew Cody will play
the title role in Selznick's "Rupert of
Hentzau" instead of Antonio Moreno,
as originally announced. Moreno's
appearance in the Selznick production
would have conflicted with his arrangement with Paramount.
James
Young
New York.
Universal

has

has

arrived

completed

Here's A Thought
FOR

from
"The

Prisoner."
William Farnum has started work
on "Brass Commandments."

—

Saturday —

FEATURE

Viola Dana, with 20 members of
the cast of "The Noise of Newboro"
are in Visalia making exteriors.
Shanon Day is vacationing and replenishing her wardrobe for her next
picture.

The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
f Continued

from

Page

1)

fell down on another tie-up. I
yed "Dead Men Tell No Tales"
I tied up with the guy who owns
grave-yard here. It was one
the worst nights, by two dollars,
t I ever had. I guess my
ind over at Split Lip is having the
ne trouble I had at Dandruff, Neb!ka, when I was in the Flour and
;d business. I had quite a stock
hand and was thinking of selling
, going to a city like Pneumonia
opening the Elite. I hired a pub:y man to write my advertisements,
used to be with a big film comly and got fired because he could
learn to spell his bosses name
it. He wrote the damn ads so
id, I decided the shop was too at:tive to sell, and stuck until busis got so rotten, I had to close up.
_ had a conference with four exitors out here, yesterday. We
going to follow the lead of the
IV York crowd and form a come. They are from the following
■ns:
lem Deneker, Pneumonia, Nev.
.ena Genster, Chafed, Idaho.
ke Bloom, Armpit, Nev.
)scar Anit, Cutie, Colorado.
Ve started "Motion
Picture
Extors Protective League of The Alit Far West."
Our idea is to tip
li other ofif on good stuff and give
\\ other the low down on the bad
s.
f the owner of the Smellsbad theaof Split Lip wants to come in, we
be glad to consider him.
I have
eye on two other houses
now.
5 Union Pacific is willing to co0 rate with me if I open at Roach.
Ni'ada. to the -extent of renting me
tl upper floor of the station there.
A
considering
it. Wonder
if I
Ci Id get the Paramount
crowd
to
"> here ontheir way back from the
—if their policy isn't too drastic
3.\-\t tie up with them
for my
liay nights
(when print p-ets in).
Sincerely,
CLEM DENEKER,
Circuit Owner.

I

R. A. Walsli, accompanied by his
assistant, J. T. ODonohue, has left
for New York.
Anchor Film Dist., Inc., will
handle the Arthur Trimble "The
Adventures
of Prince
Courageous"
series.
Wanda Hawley who just completed
her Lasky contract is sharing honors
with Claire Adams, in William Russell's current production.
"Stung," the latest Johnny Jones
comedy for the J. K. MacDonald
Prod, is in the process of editing and
titling.
Winifred Dunn

Send In Your Subscription] [,To

The Film Daily
NOW

TO-DAY

has completed the

adaption and continuity for "Your
Friend and Mine," in which Enid
Bennett will enact the leading
feminine
role.
Rowland

V. Lee

has completed

direction of Tarkington's "Alice
.^dams," starring Florence Vidor.
Cutting and titling are proceeding
under his direction.
Willard Mack will appear in leading role of the Sawyer-Lubin, Metro
production of his "Your Friend and
Mine." Rudolph Berquist will
photograph.
The three big open stages on the
Mack Sennett lot are being walled in.
Mabel Normand has started work on
her next picture, while Phyllis
Haver'sa week.
next production will start in
about

Jerome Storm is directing "McFee's
Sensational Rest," based on Saturday Evening Post story, at Santa
Barbara and Laguna Beach. William Russell is starred with Carmel
Myers as feminine lead.
Byron Haskins will be chief camera
man for Allen Holubar in making
"The White Frontier," with Dorothy
Phillips starring. Frank Kesson will
assist. The scenes will be madein
Los Angeles, Truckee, Canadian
Northwest and Montreal.
H. E. GAUSMAN

The Film Daily
71 West 44th St., New York City
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
Veterans Sold Tickets
Hartford, Conn. — Harry Needles,
manager of the Princess arranged a
tie-up with the American Legion
whereby the veterans were to receive
a 20% cut of all tickets they sold
for hij run of "Skin Deep." Before
the picture actually opened the Legion
had disposed of 5,000 tickets, mostly
to people who ordinarily might not
have attended the picture show.
Signs on Newsboys
Erie, Penn. — Manager Rainey of
the Rialto tried a new stunt for the
run of "Night Life in Hollywood"
when he had from SO to 60 newsboys
v^'ear signs advertising the picture for
a week. The signs fitted the backs of
the boys' coats and each sign was
worded differently. The newsboys
covered the city.
Rainey arranged 24 store window
tie-ups in addition to billing the town
liberally.
All Dog Cast
Chicago — Manager McCurdy of the
Randolph and Walter Hill, Universal
exploiteer, co-operated in an easy
effective stunt for showing of "Just
Dogs." They sent out nearly 40,000
post cards with a picture showing a
billboard and a row of dogs reading
the lettering as follows: "Folks — We
are putting on a show all by ourselves. We call it 'Just Dogs'. Nobody in it but us dogs. All comedy
— funy dogs — villain dogs — sweet
young thing dogs — oh yes! and a
monkey. Just dogs — an all dog
cast."
There was also a line on the card
which read "this card will admit any
child under 11 years free at any matinee during the entire showing."
"Silver Wings" Ideas
Indianapolis^The A-ollo, successfully exploited "Silver Wings," in the
following manner:
Special paintings in a silver efifect
were made for the lobby frames in
front of the house. This is the only
advertising that could be used because
of the narrowness of the lobby.
Window cards, placards on the
front of the street cars and a large
newspaper advertising cam- aigu were
used. Newspaper criticisms called
this picture better than "Over the
Hill." A miniature screen and stage
was placed in the most conspicuous
window in the city.
Two Singer Sewing machine stores
in very good locations were used for
a sewing machine display. A machine fifty-two years old was found
and placed in the window with one
of the latest models and cards describing the display. A nine foot blue
cloth with "Silver Wings" writing
upon it was run through the machine
by a woman, apparently sewing the
name "Silver Wings' over and over.

Is It Fair?
(Continued
from Page 1)
tunity to bid for it?
"Second. You may ' be told that it was
offered to one first run exhibitor in Detroit.
There are three first run exhibitors in Detroit. At least one of them would have
iieen willing to buy it, had he been given
the chance, on the same terms that were
paid by the fraternal organization now
running it. Instead, the one exhibitor who
was given a chance by long distance telephone from New York, was given an hour
and a half to decide whether he would pay
$.10,000 for a picture he had never seen.
Would you do it?
"Third. Won't the playing of big productions by lodges, fraternal organizations
and the like, if permitted, milk the productions before you get them and make the
public believe that the best is not being
played in motion picture houses?
"Fourth. Is this your reward for the
money you have spent for former Douglas
Fairbanks productions, and for exploiting
him, advertising him, and assisting him to
the position of a star, whence he may turn
liis back on the exhibitor when he has a
production
like "Robinhood"?
"Fifth. If such a practice is permitted,
what will other producing companies do?
What will happen to you if this practice
becomes general?

What Are You Going to do About it?
"The Motion Picture Theater Owners of
Michigan have been to the expense of sending our attorney. Judge Murphy, to New
Yorkto tono see
Mr. Fairbank's representative,
but
avail.
"We understand that Mr. Fairbanks is a
part owner or shares in the profits of United
Artists as a distributing organization, although United Artists do not get the distribution of this picture until Mr. Fairbanks
has finished with it in some of the big
centers — has taken off the cream, in other
words. Then it will be ready for you as
an exhibitor.
"If he is willing to turn his back on an
exhibitor for the first run of his biggest
productions, isn't it fair that you turn your
back on him and the company he is interested
in, when it comes to subsequent runs and
to the other productions distributed by that
company?
"This isn't a matter for Detroit alone.
Already fraternal organizations in the state
are planning to run big productions during
tlie winter months and leave you free to
buy them when the thermometer stands at
100 degrees in the shade.
"If the cream goes to a non-theatrical exhibitor with no permanent investment at
stake, what will happen to your permanent

Saturday,

DAILY

Hays
to Coast
(Continued from Page 1)
"Ideal Industrial Center"
"We are going to make certain
that everything that is possible to be
done shall be done by the industry
to make the activities of the motion
picture business in that territory constitute an ideal industrial center,
with the very best possible relationships within its own ranks, between
the producers themselves, between
the producers and employees, between the employees themselves, and
between the coalesced industry and
the public, with the fullest use of all
the approved and recognized best
methods in industrial community
life.
"This, I hope, will be one of the steps
in the development of the fullest confidence
and cooperation within the industry itself,
in all its branches, and between the industry
and the public.
"There are inevitable consequent resultants
from the development of the situation along
these lines, which will be reflected in many
ways, of course, including the quality of
the pictures.
"Something like 75 per cent of our motion pictures are made in Los Angeles
County. It is an interesting fact not generally known that the third largest industry
in Los Angeles County is food production,
which spent last year about $92,000,000 with
a weekly pay-roll of $260,000; the second
largest industry is petroleum, which spent
last year $104,000,000, with a weekly payroll
of $353,000 (and probably one-fourth of the
oil produced in the country last year was
produced in Los Angeles County.)
"The largest industry in Los Angeles
County is motion pictures, which spent last
year nearly $140,000,000, with a weekly payroll of over $500,000. This makes, of
course, the motion picture industry of the
very first importance commercially there,
and places upon the industry a definite responsibility inthe commercial and Community
life of that section."

December

9, 1922

Blue Laws Arrests
(Speciil

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Wabash,
Ind. — First enforceme
of Sunday
blue laws here broug
about the arrest of theater manage!
who kept their houses open.
Smith

Quits Managers'
Associati<
especial to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — Howard J. Smith, pres
dent of the local unit of the Nationi
M. P. T. O. A., has resigned as mer
ber
Asso.of the Buffalo Theater Manageil
May Remove

(Special to THE

FILM

Tax

DAILY)

Winnipeg — Exhibitors here ha
secured an agreement from the Mai
toba Provincial Government to i
move the provincial amusement t:
on tickets selling up to 35 cents, f
children. It is hoped this action w
be ratified by the Legislature.
Two
(Special

New
to THE

Chicago Firms
FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — The Garrick Prod. C
with offices at 1148 W. Madison
have received incorporation pape
The incorporators are: B. H. Kucha
becker,
B. V. Damerel and G. J. Dei
erel.
Chicago — Blair Conn, Robert F;
rell and John Morey have form
the Blair Conn Production Co.. w
a capitalization of $125,000. The >
fices of the company are on Arg;

St.

NOTICE TO PRODUCERS

investment?"

The circular also contains a cartoon showing John Fairbanks acting
as a waiter and serving a big turkey
to a stout prosperous gentleman
labeled "Fraternal organizations," and
a thin waiter tagged "United Artists"
serving a hungry looking individual
tagged "Mr. Exhibitor" a sausage.
The caption indicates that the
Fraternal Organizations "have the
pick of a the menu," and the waiter
is telling "Mr. Exhibitor" that the
"transient gentleman has been served
the best."
Suggestion to Exhibitors
The National Committee, for Better Films affiliated with the National
Board of Review submits this Christmas plan to exhibitors: It suggests
that they send the names and addresses of persons to whom they
wish to express appreciation, to the
National Committee at 70 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, with $2 for each name
to cover membership fee. The
persons thus enrolled as Associate
Members will receive Christmas
greetings with a membership card, a
line as to who the donor is, and the
Committee's publications, "Film
Progress" and "Exceptional Photoplays." This, it is promised, will
stimulate interest in better pictures,
and help key up communities to
watch for selected films.

THE

ASSOCIATED

BOOKING

CORP. COMPOSED OF A MAJORITY OF THE FIRST RUN THEATRES IN THE NEW YORK AND
NORTHERN

NEW JERSEY TERRITORIES ARE NOW READY TO
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ON A STRICTLY CASH BASIS.
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;%e BIG PICTURE EVENT
THROUGHOUT^bCOUNTRY^
SAL-JEWEL
UNIVER
presented bif
CARL

LAEMMLE

v4t the RiALTO Theatre, n.y.c.
Week of Dec. 24th
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Popularity of "Tess'' Should Extend
Through Generations
MARTIN J. QUIGLEY, in Following Review, Says New Pickford
Film "TV ill Go on Year After Year, and Is Deserving of If
Comment on Mary Pickford's "Tess" might properly be confined to a few words. With equal correctness, volumes might be
written. It is necessary only to say that what "Way Down East"
was to the stage for several generations, "Tess" will be to the
screen. On the other hand, a huge task would be encountered if one
were to set out to deal fully and consistently with this production.
It would take a deft wielder of words indeed to do justice to the
consummate art of Miss Pickford except in a very lengthy document.
We shall not be surprised if Miss
Pickford's new production of the
famous story of "Tess of the Storm
Country" becomes the most popular
picture ever made. We do not view
it as one of those sensational and
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One of the dramatic moments from "Tess of the
Storm Country" (United Artists).

timely successes which creates a great
furore for a moment and then quickly
shifts away to make room for another
similar sky-rocket hit. This picture is
almost here to stay ; it will go on year
after year — and it is eminently deserving of it!
How has this miracle of the amusement world come about? The answer
is chiefly Mary Pickford and partly
John Robertson, one of the most able
men in the directorial profession.
And Miss Pickford, great as she is,
has by no means attempted to carry
the story alone. On the contrary, she
has surrounded herself with a cast
of even merit and a tremendously fine
production. There are a number of
views of sheer gorgeousness and the
whole production is decidedly creditable.
In the first place, "Tess" is an ideal
story for Miss Pickford. It is difficult to conceive that there has been or
that there will be another story which
suits her so well and to which she is
so well suited.

We
should

this new "Tess"
think that zed
be scrutini
by the most

competent dramatic critics of the day
in order that authoritative opinions
might be written into the history of
the drama which we believe would
place Miss Pickford with the few
really great actresses, past or present.
Her pantomime is wholly marvelous.
Apparently with no effort she is able
to register what she means to convey
with an astounding swiftness and certainty. There is a conspicuous absence of reaching after effects which
results in her work carrying with it
the highest degree of conviction. She
proves
pointedly
that
she is thevery
peerless
playerinof"Tess"
the screen.
In several of Miss Pickford's recent pictures there were flashes of her
real artistry, although a few were on
the whole somewhat disappointing.
The dual role of "Little Lord Faun-
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The Cast
Tessibel Skinner
Frederick Graves
Teola Graves
Elias Graves
Daddy
Skinner
Don Lotta
Ezra Longman
Dan Jordon
Old Man Longman
Mrs. Longman

Mary Pickford
Lloyd Hughes
Gloria Hope
David Torrance
Forrest Robinsoa
Jean Hersholt
Dsmny Hoy
Robert Russell
Gus Saville
Mme. deBodamere

thing that drama league enthusiasts
get excited about nor yet is it v/hat
the ultra-sophisticated seek in the theatre. But we doubt that there is any
normal person from nine years to
ninety who cannot find in it great interest, entertainment and inspiration.
If there be such the wrong is with
them and not with the picture.
The story is a real test of the leading player's waif
skill.sheFrom
the start
as
a rollicking
is quickly
swept
through almost the entire gamut of
human emotions and nowhere does .she
ing.
falter in the least. She brings a tear
or a laugh with equal facility and in
her tragic moments she is awe-inspirThe
There
charm

■*picture is beautifully executed.

is a great deal of pictorial
about it and there is a very

graphic impress of technically fine direction upon it. For Mr. Robertson
it comes as a worthy successor to his
splendid achievements in "Peter Ibbetson" and "Sentimental Tommy."
The supporting members of the cast
measure up to the responsibilities of
their selection. Lloyd Hughes as the
"hill-topper" who succumbs to Tess'
charms presents a manly and sympathetic figure. David Torrance as his
father is splendid. Other very good
characterizations are given by Jean
Hersholt,
Forrest
and Robert Russell.
TheRobinson
photography
by
Charles Rosher is distinctly notable.

\A

Another scene from "Tess of the Storm Country"
(United Artists).

tleroy," for instance, ■was
a worthy
'"
-* was not altoattempt but the result
y
gether
satisfactory.
In "Tess,"
how- ;
ever, there are no lights
and shades
she is brilliant throughout.
Miss Pickford's "Tess" is a human
story that points a fine moral but the
moralizing effect is accomplished automatically and without any sacrifice of
entertainment. It is a story that is
brimful of sentiment, pathos and
humor.
It is, perhaps, not the sort of

Mary Pickford in a scene from "Tess of the Stona
Country" (United Artists).
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Very Beautifully Done Though Not as Thrilling as the Book
Maurice Tourneur presents
"LORNA

DOONE"

Asso. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTOR
Maurice Tourneur
R. D. Blackmore
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Katherine Speer Reed, Cecil G.
Mumford and Wyndham Gittens
CAMERAMAN
Henry Sharp
Unusually beautiful production
AS A WHOLE
that stands ace high in pictorial appeal;
a
worthy presentation of famous novel
Blackmore's popular romantic meloSTORY
drama splendidly visualized; development rather anti-climactic
DIRECTION
Very good; certainly gave story
delightful production, but the interest does lag
slightly at times
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Fine

Madge Bellamy a pensive and appealing Lorna ; John Bowers the romantic hero ;
others Frank Keenan, Norris Johnson and Donald MacDonald
Many exquisitely beautiful shots
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
AH right
Girl held captive by
CHARACTER OF STORY
outlaws is freed upon death of leader and after
numerous adventures is happy with her childhood sweetheart
6,200 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
PLAYERS

Certainly Maurice Tourneur must be commended
for the very beautiful production which he has accorded R. D. Blackmore's famous novel and as an artistic endeavor "Lorna Doone" is entitled to a prominent place in the list of productions notable for their
of Henry
With the cooperation
pictorial appeal.

Sharp, Tourneur presents a picture that is unusually
good to look at and that unfolds its story in a series
of pictures, many of which suggest gorgeous pastels.
The settings are unique and always excellently photographed. The soft tones and suggestions of soft focus
often enhance the natural beauty of set.
The adaptation of the novel does not make quite as
thrilling an entertainment as might be expected, although there are many good action bits in the picture,
starting with the hold-up and
capture and killing of Carver
neur started the story off at
material would not warrant a

ending with John Ridd's
Doone. Perhaps Tourtoo fast a pace and the
continuance of it. Then

there are two prominent anti-climaxes in the story.
This also causes the interest to lag for a time even
though the director quickly gets into the next sequence and regains the' interest.
The first episode ends with the rescue of Lorna by
John from Carver Doone and the second is the attack
upon Lorna's life after she has forfeited her right to a
title in order to marry John. It is after this last anticlimax there follows some fast action and fine thrills
in the attack of John and the townsfolk on the Doone
outlaws. This battle has been lavishly staged and
offers genuine thrills. Probably the most spectacular
bit is the christening of the prince where John meets
his childhood sweetheart, now Lady Lorna, but returns to his home realizing that he is not equal in birth.
Madge Bellamy is very appealing as Lorna and
John Bowers does good work as John Ridd, although
he is not quite the romantic hero that Blackmore pictures him. The others in the cast all do good work.
Story ; Captured in childhood by Sir Ensor Doone,
an exiled nobleman who is head of an outlaw band,
Lady Lorna Dugal returns to her rightful place upon
the death of Ensor. She gives up her title to marry
John Ridd, but is shot by the jealous Carver Doone,
who is later killed by Ridd.

Story is Popular Enough to Get Them

Interested

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Lorna Doone" as a novel has been a popular favorite for so long that it should have fine possibilities as
a picture entertainment . Everyone nearly is familiar
with R. D. Blackmore's story so that you can appeal
to both young and old and feel sure that it will reach
them all. You can go the limit on promises for pictorial appeal. They rarely see such beauty in scenic
investiture and "Lorna Doone" certainly has it.

First National has prepared such an extensive press
sheet it should only be necessary for you to make use
of the ideas contained in it to put the picture over.
The title is your big drawing power, pictorial appeal
next and the name of the director. At the Strand the
makers of Lorna Doone crackers were giving away
tie-up.
samples. You might be able to arrange the same
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copies sold within a year of its issuance —
and that was before grandma's hair was
grey. The saie has reached the millions
mark now.
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The book was too popular to escape dramatization. From Connecticut to Kansas
there wasn't an opera house that hadn't
reverberated with cheers for "Quincy
Adams Sawyer."

Qucts about the plctuve
Founded on a story everybody knows
and likes; enacted by a cast no one would
believe could be engaged for one picture;
adapted and directed by men who have
become famous for their success in handling just such dramatic material; chuck
full of comedy and characterization and
thrills and punchy scenes — it cannot help
being the most profitable picture bookable today.
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say it with standing room*
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Evening Post, through fan magazines and in co-operation with the book publishers, Metro has for months
campaigned to let the movie-going world know that
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" is on the screen.
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exhibitor has to do is let his patrons know
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Performance of Elsie Ferguson The
Elsie Ferguson in
"OUTCAST"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Chet Withey
Hubert Henry Davies
Josephine Lovett
Ernest Hallor
Really very interesting if for
no other reason than the star's performance
STORY
From the stage play ; has been very
nicely handled and attractively mounted
DIRECTION
Quite smooth and uses material
to good advantage; an attractive production on
the whole
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Always interesting and does exceedingly
fine work in role she originated on stage
SUPPORT
Also very good. Includes David
Powell, the lead; others Mary MacLaren, William Powell and Charles Wellesley
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Some rather elaborate
DETAIL
,
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl saved from
street by man she falls in love with and finally
wins despite his love for another
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,390 feet
Elsie Ferguson's work is so thoroughly absorbing
that it doesn't make very much diflference with the
story of "The Outcast," a not wholly logical regeneration theme, Avliich nevertheless makes for a good entertainment under careful treatment. The star's
performance as Miriam, a model forced to desperation
through the death of her baby and deserted by her
husband, is the chief point of interest. It is not so
much as Miriam, the model, as it is Miriam, the partner of Geoffrey Sherwood, that the star does her best
work.
Her efforts to win the love of the man who

Make

Promises

For

Real High Light of This

saved her are delightfully portrayed, and you are
forced to sympathize with her no matter how contrary you may feel toward her attempts to win a
man who apparently does not appreciate how fine
she is. Her many admirers will be delighted with
her work in "Outcast."
The story has been adapted from the stage play
in which Miss Ferguson was also starred. The
scenario conforms closely to the original, and it is
smoothly told and developed in a fashion that keeps
the ending entirely oblivious. The elements of popular
appeal that are included in the theme are drama, love
interest and interesting characterization all coherently worked out and touched off with slight but
wholesome humor.
The picture has been splendidly mounted, and yet
Director Withey has not taken advantage of some
opportunities where he might have included a lot of
elaborate settings and used up footage in presenting
cabaret shows and the usual trimmings that are supposed to dress up a picture. "Outcast" didn't need
it and it was good judgment not to include it. There
are many attractive settings, however, and Withey
brings the story to a fairly thrilling climax in the
last minute rescue of the heroine by the man who
eventually realizes that he loves her. The airplane
stuff is real, but Withey evidently didn't want to
go to the expense of chartering a real ocean liner so
they have used shots of a miniature for this.
The star is supported by a fine cast headed by
David Powell, who is also an interesting performer.
Mary MacLaren is suitable as the other girl and William Powell has a minor part which he handles
capably.
Story : Abandoned

forced to "go on the street." She has reverses, but
meets Geoffrey Sherwood, a dissipated young man,
determined to "go to the dogs" because he was jilted.
How Miriam reforms him and finally wins his love
is told in the rest.

Star's Performance.

They'll

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The big thing in exploiting "Outcast" is to let
them know about the performance of Elsie Ferguson.
You may be sure they are going to like her as Miriam,
the outcast. Use plenty of stills of her in your lobby,
and by all means let your women folks know about
the wonderful array of costumes which she wears in
the picture. This will certainly get them in.
Play up the climax when Miriam is saved from
David Powell is a well
drowning by a seaplane.

by her husband, Miriam . is

Surely

Like

Her

liked leading man. Also use his name and that of
Mary MacLaren. Make sure to get them interested
in the picture because it should satisfy. Appeal especially in favor of the star and say that she appeared
in the stage play as well. A trailer of some of the
attractive restaurant scenes and those showing the
star in beautiful costumes will be one sure means of
bringing them back.
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ING HOME TIES" is an insf{>mng drama of hearts and the
home, rivaling in its widespread appeal the strength of "Humoresque."
Its cast is nothing short of perfect to portray the various roles :
bEE KOHLMAR
Richard Farrell
Betty Howe
Rebecca Weintraub
Jane Thomas
Arthur Ashley
Maude Hill
Henry B. Schaffer
Inspired by the opening words of the
heart song of centuries, "Eili, Eili," the
most poignant melody ever conceived of
hearts, life and love.
Written, directed and produced b y
Frank N. Seltzer and George K. Rolands.

FOREIGN
REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY GARRETT

Associated Exhibitors
ARTHUR

S. KANE,

PRES.

Recommended with enthusiastic confidence for all ages and classes of people, for
it deals with life as we live it and concerns
the things we all t'^ow.

Physical
Distributors
Pathe Exchange
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of Rejuvenation
"A

Exploited

DIRECTOR
Wallace Worsley
AUTHOR
Barry Pain
SCENARIO BY
J. G. Hawks
CAMERAMAN
Norbert Brodin
AS A WHOLE
Deals with recently discussed
theory of rejuvenation; not a pleasant theme
but may appeal to some
STORY
Provides first rate vehicle for Lon
Chaney, who plays a double role; at times
quite gruesome
DIRECTION
Adequate; makes atmosphere even
a little too realistic at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Lon Chaney displays a few of his
"thousand faces" to advantage in this; others
Raymond McKee and Jacqueline Logan
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
DETAIL

in Vehicle That is Good For Ghaney
who

BLIND
BARGAIN"
Goldwyn

Satisfactory
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
Scientist's desire to
prove theory of rejuvenation leads to his death
at the hands of one of his unfortunate subjects
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,500 feet
The newspapers have been so full lately of the
idea of monkey glands restoring youth to the aged
that it is probably more or less timely for a fihn story
based on the theory. Such is "The Blind Bargain,"
a theme that is thoroughly appropriate and suitable
for Lon Chaney, providing him with two distinct roles
in whch he is given plenty of opportunities to live
up to his reputation as "a man with a thousand faces."
Both as the mad scientist and the hunchback, a result
of one of the doctor's experiments, Chaney displays
his ability to handle grotesque characterization.
Those

DAILV

like his particular

type

of portrayal

will

find
plenty to satisfy them in "The Blind Bargain."
On the other hand the picture may be too gruesome
for many. The mysterious movements of the physician in his plans for experiments on human subjects
is not especially wholesome and the sequence in which
he prepares to use the young hero of the story as another experiment is certainly likely to cause chills
more than anything else. The series of mysterious
passageways leading to the doctor's experimental
quarters are equally uncanny and also the scenes
showing the compartments where he keeps in hiding
the humans ruined through his tests. The subjects
themselves are not shown. The strangling of the doctor by the ape just as he is about to perform another
operation isn't a very pleasant touch.
Director Worsley has shown good judgment in
the handling of the situations and he doesn't strive to
overdo things usually although the atmosphere at
times is a trifle too real. The tensity of the theme is
slightly relieved by the ball room scene which is very
attractive and delicately colored.
Besides the good work of Chaney, there is also a
first rate performance by Raymond McKee, the hero
of the story who is willing to submit to one of the doctor's operations in return for the doctor's saving the
life of his mother. Jacqueline Logan is pretty and
the remainder of the cast quite adequate.
Story: In his efifort to perfect a scientific operation
aimed to create a race possessed of eternal youth, Dr.
Lamb has used human beings for his experiments.
Among the unfortunate ones ruined by his experiments
is a hunchback who warns a youth, Robert, against
agreeing to submit to an operation in return of the
doctor's promise to care for his sick mother. How
Robert is saved from a similar fate by the hunchback
and the doctor meets his death at the hands of an ape,
also a part of the experiment, completes the story.

Let Them Know What it is About And of The Unusual Order of Thrills
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is plenty to exploit in this one if you care to
go after the patronage. But you will first have to take
into consideration the people you cater to and decide
whether or not such a story as that contained in "The
Blind Bargain" will appeal to them. To ])e on the safe
side, if you do show it, make it clear just what it is
about. Use catchlines explaining the sacrifice of the
.young man who was willing to submit to a scientific

operation to save his mother's life — his life for her's.
Those who like thrills of an unusual order will find
plenty to satisfy them in the picture and you might take
advantage of the recently discussed monkey gland
operations to get them interested. "The Blind Bargain" is a good title and should be easy to exploit. Of
course let them know about Lon Chaney's work and
his grotesque role of the hunchback.

THE
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Unreal Characterizations and Heaps
"THE

TOWN

THAT
Fox

FORGOT

GOD"

DIRECTOR
Harry Millarde
AUTHOR
Mr. X
SCENARIO BY
Paul Sloan
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Ruttenberg
AS A WHOLE
Human interest theme that is
overcrowded with sentiment and sobs; flood
provides first rate thrill but feature does not
offer especially cheerful entertainment
STORY
Said to have been taken from life; a
distinctly unhappy theme that has been very
much exaggerated and stressed
DIRECTION
Works over hard to make pathos
register ; a very theatrical presentation although
good effort is displayed in flood sequence
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
No one absolutely convincing or
impressive; Bunny Grauer a "little old man" in
this; Warren Krech overacts throughout; Jane
Thomas appealing as the mother; others Edward Denison, Harry Benham and Grace Barton, good types
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Too much of it at times
CHARACTER OF STORY
Boy loses father and
mother but latter's teachings bring him safely
through unusual hardships and make him a
great citizen
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

10,613 feet

"The Town That Forgot God" is another piece from
the pen of the anonymous "Mr. X." The picture, however, is a special in name only and certainly not in the
same class with the earlier Fox specials such as "Nero"
and "Monte Cristo" any way you take it. It is composed of about nine reels of poverty, hardship and
sobs and the remainder devoted to a storm and flood
sequence that supplies the thrills.

of Sentiment Plus a Fair Enough Thrill
Millarde's storm episode does furnish a thrill but it
is a question whether or not it would be successful
without the aid of the orchestra and mechanical effects
back stage that are a prominent part of showing at
this point. While the men in the pit pound away, the
stage hands supply any crashing effects that the musicians miss, and all the time the screen is flooded with
intermittent lights from the sides of the stage. This
storm thrilling
make Millarde's
to assistance
all helps
can
shotswithif these but
it is doubtful
out outside
compare with some of the storms shown in much more
ordinary features, with no pretense of a "special."
Millarde shows his storm in short shots that are visibly
mechanical. A dam is supposed to break but instead
of a steadily approaching torrent you are shown downshots. pours from all sides. There are few realistic long
The story is supposed to be a bit of real life and
while the thread is plausible it is highly implausible in
the way it is told, with every little detail stressed
beyond probability. It is chiefly narrative, starting
with the marriage of a young teacher to a surveyor
and the disappointment of the half-wit lover (annoyingly portrayed by Warren Krech who is given all
manner of close-ups showing his eyes dilated and his
mouth wide open). Before the long cheerless process
of making the couple's boy an orphan is commenced,
you are treated to some delightful school room comedy,
the only really light, pleasing scenes in the picture.
Then comes the death of the husband, followed by the
death of the mother who is criticized by the school
committee because her super-intelligent child knows
more than the others.
The agonizing loneliness of the bookworm boy who
seeks consolation in stories of Washington and Lincoln, until the hard hearted squire destroys the book,
is depicted by Bunny Grauer, an unchildish player,
who suffers convincingly enough especially when he
tries to save his mother's chair from the auctioneer.
Following the flood in which the half-wit lover rescues
the boy, there is a lapse of about twenty years covered
in one title and the next thing you know young Davey
is a man, married, prosperous and dedicating schools
and churches to his mother's memory. If ever there
was a knowing.
lad with a mind as old as Davey's he would be
worth

Not Worth The Price of a Special — if You Have it Coming That's Different
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It isn't fair to the exhibitor to get him to contract
for a series of specials and ask the same price for
"Nero" and "Monte Cristo" on the one hand and "Who
Are My Parents" and "The Town That Forgot God,"
on the other. Both groups of two are in widely different classes from every standpoint. An exhibitor could
not honestly make the same fuss about the showing
of "The Town That Forgot God" as he would about
"Monte Cristo." His patrons wouldn't stand for it in
the first place. There is something radically wrong
in this arrangement.

As an entertainment "The Town That Forgot God"
may appeal to a very unsophisticated crowd or those
who like sentiment piled on thick with little relief in
the way of any counterbalancing element. Where
they like thrills and you think the storm and flood
scenes will send them out satisfied you may go to it.
If you can supply the same effects used in the Broadway presentation you will be in a fair way to getting
your audience all keyed up to break into applause.
.
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A First Rate Picture for Certain Audiences
"THE

STREETS
OF
NEW
Arrow — State Rights

YORK"

DIRECTOR
Burton King
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Ortlieb
AS A WHOLE
Will very likely reach a big
majority of the picture public; not high class
entertainment however
STORY

Contains some good box office possibilities; a very familiar type of "movie" melodramatic hokum
DIRECTION
All right on production angles
quite ordinary otherwise;
drags story badly
prior to climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Fair
PLAYERS

A satisfactory cast and quite capable; Edward Earle, Barbara Castleton, Anders
Randolph and Leslie King
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man who became rich
by

robbing another of life's savings
fronted bylatter's son years later
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is con-

For a certain class of patronage, and one that numbers a pretty large percentage of the picture-going
public, "The Streets of New York" will probably
prove a thoroughly acceptable offering, and it may
also make a profitable return for both exhibitor and
producer. All of which is to say that it contains the
sort of situations and atmosphere that goes big with
a good many and as far as this particular crowd is
concerned, it can probably be termed "sure-fire" stuff.
But the picture's appeal stops there. It won't reach
the better class clientele. They are already completely

fed up on the very familiar variety of melodramatic
hokum that is contained in "The Streets of New
York." It is a most commonplace "movie' concoction
that has already been done so many times that you
know just what to expect from the start. Almost
every conceivable twist and situation that has ever
been used is found in the story, and it gets around
to all the emotional elements that you could think of.
The theme in the main is the old oppression idea,
in which the rich man who has gained his wealth
and position by preying upon the poor, stealing their
hard earned savings and playing the popular hardhearted landlord, is eventually exposed and meets his
just reward in a tragic death.
But to arrive at this climax there are any number
of side-tracks which are intended to build up a strong
sympathy for the oppressed and a tense hate for the
oppressor. The poor old woman who was bereft of
her husband and her fortune through the false dealings of the rich man suffers and suffers. Hers is
just one slap of hard luck after another, and you
can't always feel sorry for her, especially when, after
receiving $500 to pay for an operation that will cure
her crippled son, she strolls leisurely along in a crowd
with the precious bills carried carelessly in a handis "picked."
bag uses
bag and theKing
Burton
altogether too much footage,
and toward the close the story drags very badly.
He does work up a thrilling climax and a frightful
storm once more helps to make a fight more exciting.
The wicked rich man meets his death in a tragic
fashion, while out of the chaos blooms a love between
his daughter and the son of the man he had robbed.
Edward Earle and Barbara Castleton do good work
in this and the cast, on the whole, is ample and quite
satisfactory. Others who do very well are Anders
King.
Randolph, Kate Blancke, Dorothy Mackaill and Leslie

Will Do Very Well if You Know They Like This Type of Meller
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Consider your own particular patronage before you
decide on this one. You know whether or not a
story of this type appeals to them. If you know you
can please them with it, exploitation should be easy.
The title is first rate and can be used to splendid
advantage and in a fine variety of stunt advertisements. A good musical accompaniment is essential
for your showing.

You might play up the idea of the rich man's gain
and the poor man's loss and the usual order of catchlines will let them know all they need to about the
plot. Of the players' names use Barbara Castleton
and Edward Earle. A trailer of the climax showing
the shack tumbling down into the river would very
likely get them back.

Presented by
Producers Security Corporation
reciturlng

Evelyn Greeley and
Carlyle Blackwell
Directed by

Oscar Apf el
Produced h^ Hollandici Film Corporation
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Slight Situations But it Makes a Wholesome
"FORSAKING

ALL
Universal

Emile

AUTHOR

Chautard

Mary Lerner

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

• Doris Schroeder
Charles Stumar

AS A WHOLE. . . .Pleasing picture that offers agreeable pastime in rather slight but interesting
situations
STORY
A fairly new angle on the mother love
theme, or probably it could be called an exaggeration of it
DIRECTION

Very good; provides suitable production and handles players nicely
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Colleen Moore and Cullen Landis a
pleasing couple and a good cast on the whole;
includes May Wallace, Sam, Degrasse, June
Elvidge and David Torrence
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Jealous mother takes
son away from girl he loves but tries to win her
back to save him when he falls in love with a
married woman
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,462 feet

There is a good deal in the idea at that — a mother
tr) ing to prevent her only son from falling in love —
because it has been known to happen in life. It is
doubtful, however, if any mother ever succeeded in
carrying it as far as Mrs. Newell does with her young
son Oliver in "Forsaking All Others." At any rate
Mary Lerner's story offers good screen material and
the picture will undoubtedly please a good many
because it is light, played by an attractve cast and

Pleasing

Players

and

New

Picture

contains a well sustained interest that should hold
them to the end.

OTHERS"

DIRECTOR

Sunday, December 10, 1922

Emile Chautand has handled the material to good
advantage and siAGoeeded in holding the interest very
well despite the slight situaiions. Through skilful
treatment and many good touches he makes a good
deal cmt of very little. The opening sliots are very
attractive. You are shown Oliver, at an early age,
already causing his mother a-nxiety because she finds
him playing with the doctor's niece, Penelope Fearing,
destined to be the cause of Oliver's eventual separation ivotn his mother. There were plenty of opportunities for extreme exaggeration in the theme, but
Chautard has not been tempted to overdo it. The
idea might easily have become very foolish if the
mother were shown hanging on her son's heels at
every turn. Instead, her method of keeping him to
herself is more logical. She invites him to spend a
"musical evening" with her instead of going over to
Penelope's to return her handkerchief. Her excuse
is that it must first be laundered.
The sequence in which Oliver becomes infatuated
with a married woman in the hotel to which his
mother takes him when she fears he is falling in love
with Peneloptc, oflfers some good situations and there's
a good bit of suspense when Oliver is nearly discovered in the woman's rooms by her jealous
husband.
Colleen Moore and CuUen Landis make
couple as Penelope and Oliver, and May
a fine type for the mother. June Elvidge
woman, and Sam Degrasse is the doctor

a delightful
Wallace is
is the other
who hopes

to some day win the hand of Oliver's mother.
Story: When Mrs. Newell discovers that she has
made matters worse by taking Oliver away from
Penelope, she begs the girl ito help her win him away
from Mrs. Morton. Penelope finally agrees and there
is a surprise twist in the ending which brings about
the reunion of Penelope and Oliver.

Mother Love Angle Gaia Be Exploited

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
F.xhibitors can satisfy the average audience with

Use the names of Colleen Moore and Cullen Landis

"Forsaking- .Ml Others." It is a satisfying feature
of short -length and will hold their attention through<ut. There is good exploitation possibilities in the
Ih me, nnd you miirlit make extra mention of the
vv: angle on tlu' mother love theme. Let them know

and the title can be used in connection with catchiines. There are attractive posters for your announcements, and you can secure a trailer if you
know your folks can be attracted by this means of
announcing your coming showings. Let them know

tli-t it is .-ibcnit a mother who was jealous of her son's
l.-\e
his childhood sweetheart.

that the story appeared in Collier's weekly and that
Mary Lerner wrote it.
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Good Audience Appeal in Agnes Ay res' "A Daughter of Luxury"
Agnes Ayres in
"A DAUGHTER
OF
LUXURY"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Paul Powell
AUTHORS
Leonard Merrick and Michael Morton
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
Bert Baldridge
AS A WHOLE
Fairly good entertainment that
will appeal to a majority; not very well constructed, however
STORY
Will please a typical "fan" audience in
all probability; has a choppy continuity
DIRECTION
May not be responsible for the
big jumps ; it looks as though a poor cutter had
done the damage
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
STAR
Quite pleasing except in first reel
SUPPORT
Suitable but not distinguished;
includes Tom Gallery; Sylvia Ashton, Edward
Martindel, Zasu Pitts and others
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Good to look at usually
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY. .. .Heiress, temporarily
"broke," masquerades as heiress and eventually
wins the one she loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,538 feet
There is sufficient in "A Daughter of Luxury" to
make it an appealing number for a majority of picture
audiences. They will find it a satisfying entertainment even though the more critical ones are probably
going to find fault with certain points of both story
and production. The points of appeal include the
masquerade of a girl, in reality an heiress, but tem-

Star's Name

porarily "broke." She is introduced as an heiress and
immediately becomes very much patronized by a
family whose only salvation is a rich wife for their
son. The complications are interesting and sometimes
amusing. Incidentally a pleasing love interest is
developed in the romance of the son who really falls
in love with the "heiress," but doesn't propose to her
for fear she will think that he is merely following his
folks' wishes while on the contrary he wants her for
herself and not her money.
Robert Schable helps along with a humorous
touch now and then when his position — the instigator
of the girl's masquerade — is made precarious through
the possibility of the truth being found out. " The
arrival of his wife and the real heiress provides some
amusement and works the story to its climax.
Agnes Ayres is quite charming in the role and will
please her admirers. In the first reel she wears her
hair very unbecomingly, and it is certainly her
"crowning glory." Tom Gallery isn't just the right
type for the star's opposite, but he does good work
and the supporting cast, on the whole, is capable.
Director Powell has provided a good production
and it may be that he is not entirely responsible for
the choppy development of the story. It looks very
much as though an inexperienced cutter had been
given the job of reducing the feature to the less than
five reels that was shown at the Rialto.
Story : Mary Fenton is penniless while she awaits
the result of a lawsuit which ties up her inheritance.
She is befriended by Charlie Owen, who introduces her
as his sister-in-law, Mary Gosgrove, when she is discovered in his room. The complications which this
leads to are many, but the ending is the same — Mary
falls in love and everything ends happily.

And Title Afford Good Advertising

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a pretty fair audience picture and undoubtedly will please a good majority. Besides the
name of the star you can exploit the title, which
affords interesting angles for advertising, and let
them know that the story deals with an heiress who
masqueraded as one and found the man she loved.
Catchlines would go very well. Say: "Ever hear
of a penniless heiress?
Agnes Ayres was rich, but

she

wasn't.

Find

the solution

in 'A

Daughter

of

Luxury' at the blank theater."
Paramount's exploitation suggestions are complete
and should suffice to get your folks interested. The
press sheet will " give you all the information you
should need to get it over. Stills of the star in the
lobby should attract, and let your women folks know
she wears many very attractive gowns in "A Daughter
of Luxury."
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A Fair Picture With a Thoroughly AppeaHng Star
Helen Jerome Eddy in
"WHEN
LOVE
COMES"
Film Booking Offices
DIRECTOR
William A. Seiter
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Ray Carroll
Winifred Dunn
Lucien Andriot

AS A WHOLE
Average feature that has pleasing past to recommend it but is more or less
commonplace otherwise
STORY
No new situations but the old ones
are pretty well handled and will appeal to some
DIRECTION
Does fairly well with rather weak
material and uses players to good advantage;
didn't spend much on production
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Appealing and good sympathetic type
SUPPORT
Harrison Ford splendid lead; others
Claire Dubray, Fannie Midgeley, Joseph Bell
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Sacrifice of girl
who gives up sweetheart to take care of family
but is later reunited with him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
Considering the fact that apparently very little
has been spent upon it and the situations are all more
or less familiar, "When Love Comes" manages to
come out pretty near the average mark, due probably to Seiter's efiforts and the work of a competent
and pleasing cast. With the exception of the salaries
of players, the picture doesn't show much of an
expenditure.
Even the flood hasn't been worked up

into a thrill, a very poor miniature serving for the
breaking of the dam. This is about the only chance
Seiter had to spend, but probably the rest of the
picture wasn't considered worthy of an expense for
this bit.
Ray Carroll didn't think up any very original situations when he chose a young small town girl for his
heroine and a good looking engineer for his hero, and
then brought about the death of the girl's father to
prevent her marrying the fellow. Duty came first
and she stayed to take care of her brothers and sisters,
making the sacrifice by pretendmg she loved another.
The rest is the old story of hero returning years later
to find her still unwed. Of course he has a wife by
this time, but a flood takes her life in time for a
happy ending. The plot is a very simple one, and
not as sympathetic as it is intended to be. You do
leel sorry for the homespun heroine, but not deeply.
The small town atmosphere is, as is usually the
case, greatly overdone. The townspeople are exaggeiated types and they "fall" for the sad tale of the
Hero's faithless wife as though they knew her all
their lives, at the same time condemning the young
girl who has grown up in their midst and who they
know to be of fine character. Helen Jerome Eddy
is the right one for the part and she is very wholesome and appealing.
The picture looks as though it had undergone
siderable cutting, and it has not been done any
well. There are big jumps in the continuity.
bit of detail that can be fixed before it is sent

contoo
One
out

for general distribution is a short sequence following
hero's kissing his baby good night. They forgot to
tint it for night. Folk are going to wonder what
happened. Either a change in titles or tinting is
necessary to make it run smoothly here.

Usual Announcements Will Take Care of It Adequately
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"When Love Comes" is all right for the average
audience, but it is just an ordinary attraction and
contains nothing that will warrant promises or
special exploitation. It has a theme that may appeal
more particularly to some audiences, and if you cater
largely to women folks, you can probably satisfy them
well enough with it.
Where Helen Jerome Eddy happens to be popular
you might use her name extensively, letting them

know she is starred in this. Her name and that of
Harrison Ford are your best points of appeal because
the story doesn't suggest any particular exploitation
and catchlines will take care of the usual announcements. Say: "Would you sacrifice love for duty?
One girl nearly missed happiness through her desire
to fulfill a duty. See 'When Love Comes' at the
blank theater."
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Another Poor Vehicle for John Gilbert
old California atmosphere ImU that is hardly sufficient
to make a satisfying offering.

John Gilbert in
"A CALIFORNIA
Fox

ROMANCE"

DIRECTOR
Jerome Storm
AUTHOR
Charles Banks
SCENARIO BY
Charles Banks
CAMERAMAN
Joseph August
AS A WHOLE
A poor picture that is not well
made and contains unoriginal and uninteresting
situations
STORY
They've tried to relieve it with would-be
comedy sub-titles that are seldom humorous
DIRECTION
Ordinary; gets in a lot of belter
skelter action in last reels but it doesn't mean
very much
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
STAR
Once more suffers from a weak vehicle
SUPPORT
Estelle Taylor plays the lead and
George Seigmann, the villain
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Deals with time
when
California
was
under
Mexican
flag;
romance of a girl in love with man who would
not fight the invasion
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
3,892 feet
John Gilbert is running in a streak of decidedly poor
luck when it comes to starring vehicles. His last three
pictures, "Calvert's Valley," "The Love Gambler" and
the current release have oflfered him little opportunities
to increase his popularity and undoubtedly "A California Romance" is the weakest of the three. The
only good feature of the picture is a very attractive

The plot is a most meagr eone and unoriginal.
There is no suspense and what little action they arrive
at toward the end is of the helter skelter variety with
the smoke from guns making it look like a big fight ;
but with all the firing no one is seen dropping. They
must have been playing with blanks without pretending it wat the real things. If this climax was ever intended to furnish a thrill it was a might • weak attempt. Director Storm has done so many better
things that the weakness of this is all the more surprising.
And again it loks as though the production has undergone considerable renovation since the director
finished with it. They apparently started out to make
a serious dramatic romance and realizing the weakness
of it, wiht the aid of some typically Ralph Spence subtitles have turned it into a burlesque with the result
that it is neither good drama nor burlesque either.
The title writer strives hard enough to make the more
dramatic bits amusing and when the Mexican bad
man plans t ohold up the American troops coming to
invade the place, yau are given a shot of Canyon Pass
with the explanation that it is "nature's gift to the
scenario writer." It is doubtful if much of hte intended humor will reach the public. It's fair enough
fo rthose familiar with the picture business but the
others probably won't get it. The line of comedy runs
like "shoot him in the plaza" and other similar socalled "wise cracks."
John

Gilbert

could

do something

worth

while if

they'd only give him the chance.
Estelle Taylor is
adequate as Donna Dolores and George Seigmann is
a good villain.

Better Not Make Promises For This

One

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can't do very much with this one unless you
know they aren't particular and you don't have to
worry about the way they feel after they have seen it.
"A California Romance" sounds god as a
this one case where the title is much more
that the picture it names.
If it happens that John Gilbert has gained
ing you might interest them by using his

title but
attractive
a followname al-

though the picture probably won't make him any more
popular. If they would only secure some worth while
stories for him he would have a fair chance to win
the public. Stills in the lobby will be enough to let
them know what the story is about and you can also
say that Estelle Taylor is in the picture. Go easy on
promises.
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The Unconquered
Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
_
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine
Karle)
"""hr Wav of a Man
(Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

RUSSELL

FEATURES

COMPANY

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
LiJce Mc Luke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope
Diamond
Mystery
(IS episodes)

PRODUCERS

10-29-22

FILM

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-moiith)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent
Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel).

SECURITY

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald
SACRED
Sacred Films (1 reel)

STOREY

FILMS.
PICTURES.

INC

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated
Screen
Review
(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque
Photoplays
(2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs
(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (1 a month)
Al

Haynes

Comedies

(1 reel

every 2 week*)

i

CORPORATION

INC.

2.000
2.000

hy Frank L.Packard
Man"
Authord oC
V. WILLAT
IRVINMiracle
by °<Dhe
Directe

TOM MOORE
and

EDITH ROBERTS

PKTRIBUTEP

Cyrom the South
Sea Islands to the
Turbulent Tfeart
oPJfevO York on a
Train oPJ^elo^
dramatic Thrills

Bf SBtECT

SELECT(l^)PICTURES|
Lewis J. Sel^ick President

t oP
AH are a parJr;s
J.Parker Read,

A Mystery Mdodraraa
by Frank L. Pac^arp
Author of The Miracle Man'
Directed by IrvinV.Willat
TOM MOORE, EDITH ROBERTS AND
CHARLES GERARD HEAD A NOTABLE CAST

Short Stuff
"Plunder"— Pearl White— Pathe
Type of production
IS episode serial
Pearl White, the first to create the vogue of serial pictures,
with "The Perils of Pauline," "The Exploits of Elaine" and
numerous others, has come back in this Pathe serial, "Plunder."
And all the regulation serial stunts are there, together with the
scheming black-moustached villain and the tall good-looking
hero. If your folks like serials at all, they will surely be
pleased with this one. The stunts come thick and fast and the
action is speedy in the extreme. Plausibility of story there is
none. But that is not to be expected in serials. The plot in
the main deals with the discovery of buried treasure of colossal
value underneath a big building in New York City. The
villain, Deering, played by Harry Semels, learns of the treasure and attempts to buy the outstanding stock, some of which
Pearl owns. She is about to sell her interest when a mysterious young man who goes by the name of "Jones" steps out
of the wall and warns her not to sell. Jones is played by Warren Krech, who fills the role of the enigmatic hero very nicely.
Shortly after. Pearl is lured to the home of Richard Gale, one
of the stockholders. After a struggle, she rushes to the roof
and leaping over a wall crashes through a skylight in another
house. Making her way to the street and grabbing a taxi, she
finds Deering inside the cab with her. Again and again she
escapes and "the villain still pursues her."
The story written by Bertram Millhauser closes each episode
at an exciting moment. George B. Seitz has directed and produced the serial, which affords plenty of thrills and then some.
A good deal of money seems to have been spent on the production and there are some good interiors. Altogether, a good
serial.
"Social Errors"— C. C. Burr— Hodkinson
Type of production
2 reel comedy
While not overburdened with hilarity, this comedy yields
a few good laughs, and one or two hair-raising stunts. The
settings and char; cters are familiar, a hotel, a cub eporter,
a bogus count who is one of a gang of thieves, a social climber
and her crude husband, and their pretty daughter. Most of
the fun is created by husband's difficulties with a dress suit
trousers, which he nearly loses in a big ballroom scene, and
his sleep-walking through the hotel lobby corridors and
rooms, frustrating a burglary. He delivers a thrill when he
balances himself on the edge of a roof, and is pushed down
an air shaft. Considerable slapstick, and some coarseness in
the elusive trousers passages. In the cast are Flora Finch,
Charles Murray, Mary Anderson and Raymond McKee.

"The Law of the Sea"— Tales of the Fish Patrol— Universal
Type of production
2 reel drama
Jack London's "Tales of the Fish Patrol," being released
periodically by Universal, make excellent material for houses
that like two reel dramas. "The Law of the Sea" contains
plenty of action, excellent photography and the suspense has
been well handled. This series will undoubtedly draw those
who like London's stories, and they will not be disappointed.
A good cast includes Jack Mulhall, Louise Lorraine, Robert
Gray and John Wallace. The Chinaman, Yellow Handkerchief, seeks to make peace with Big Aleck so they may take
advantage of the run of salmon on Sunday, a day on which
fish might not be legally netted. Le Grant of the Fish Patrol
hears of the plot and manages to catch the poachers with their
own nets.
"Newly

Rich"— Hal

Roach— Pathe

Type of production
2 reel comedy
Snub Pollard as chauffeur to a family which is struggling
up the social ladder, beats the butler to the hand of the pretty

daughter in the first reel of "Newly Rich." The second reel
shows them jiving with the bride's parents where the bridegroom bathes in rose water and little luxuries like that. Then
comes a dinnef dance at which a countess is entertained.
Snub is seated next to her and gets into her bad graces by
eating spaghetti with her lorgnette. Just then some of his
terrible relatives appear and demand family recognition. They
have been invited by the butler-villain, who is still working for
the family. They insist upon rushing to the table and when
oysters on the half-shell are served, they flick the oysters out
with thumb and finger and eat the shells. One fellow even
makes a sandwich of the shell and two crackers. If you think
3'our folks like this kind of stufiF, go ahead with this one.
"Faint Hearts"- C. C. Burr— Hodkinson
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Swift action, clever stunts, and an O'Henryesque twist at
the end, pull this comedy up considerably and produce enough
laughs to make up for a rather slow beginning. In his
efforts to out-Doug Fairbanks, because the latter is his sweetheart's ideal, the timid lover swings into a top-story window,
runs across the roofs of moving autos, climbs up a pipe, and
beats up a rival. The girl's father, an
some funny antics with a toy balloon. To
the lover goes through a few good stunts,
on a banana peel. Charles Murray, Mary
mond McKee are in the cast.

irate politician, has
get into a hospital,
finally landing there
Anderson and Ray-

"Ben-Her— F. B. C.
j?5^'* Type of production
1 reel novelty
Motion picture reviewers are not the only ones who find
fault with film productions. The public has its own opinion,
and a good many who like to pick pictures apart from various
angles will probably get a good laugh out of "Ben-Her," a
short reel novelty, that is a bit of parody on the customary
introductory titles of a feature film. The subject consists of
a number of titles all intended to burlesque the usual titles
introducing director, cameraman producers, etc., such as one:
Art Director — didn't show up. The reel is likely to hand a
good many laughs. Some more illustrations would make it
interesting, but the idea is good and might be carried out in
another similar offering.

" Railroading" — Hurd — Educational
Type of production
This, another of the Bobby Bumps

1 reel novelty cartoon
cartoon comedies made
by Earl Hurd, will entertain any audience. Animated drawings and actual photographs combine in unusual manner, the
drawings animating before they are entirely finished. The
idea of the reel is that Earl Hurd Jr. is making a moving picture with Bobby Bumps, as the leading man assisted by Fido
Bumps, a cartoon, and Kitty Bumps, a real cat. The combination ofcartoons and real animals is a novel idea and makes
the drawings appear most lifelike. In addition there are a

number of good laughs sprinkled throughout the picture. Excellent, short reel.

i

Short Stuff
"Blaze Away"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Paul Parrott is a dare-devil Sheriff in this one, which is not
particularly funny or new but will doubtless satisfy those who
like this comedian. He learns to l^e a cowboy by reading
a dime novel and is sent west by his landlord. He is made
sheriff of a town which is at the mercy of "Bad Bill," a
desperate bandit. How he finally capture-; him quite by accident, makes up the action of the reel. There is a laugh at
the end when Paul drags the handcuffed "Bill" into the jail and
they push each other in and out of the doorway. Paul finally
pushes him on one side of the door and locks it, throwing away
the key, only to find he has locked himself in the jail and let
Bill get away.

"Spending Six Hundred
Type of production

Million

a Day" — Urban — Vitagraph
1 reel industrial

New York's water supply — its source and its uses — is the subject of this one reeler which is interesting as well as educational. Statistics show that the average person uses one hundred gallons of water a day. To keep pace with this demand,
a water supply system has been evolved larger than that of any
country in the world. The journey this water makes on its
way to the city is carefully picturized from the Croton watershed, through the Kensico dam, the Croton dam, the Central
Park Reservoir and finally to the city. Shots of some of the
uses to which it is put in the city will no doubt amuse country
children, for instance the picture of the East Side kiddies bathing in a truck full of water.

1
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Clean House

Ij

Important DecisionEx-

Massachusetts
Courts
Decide
hibitor Must Pay Whether
Not He Plays Pictures

Dr

Take
the Consequences,"
Says
Hodkinson in Collier's — Believes
Percentage Booking the
Solution
W. W. Hodkinson answers some
i>f the most pressing questions in
he industry
"Collier's
Weekly,"
inder
date of in
Dec.
16th. Under
the

(Special to THE

"Dr. Jack" Premiere
Harold Lloyd's latest feature, "Dr.
Jack," will have its New York premiere al the Strand, Christmas Eve.
The film has been booked for two
weeks.
Author Sues Producers
(Special

to

Exhibitors

Herald)

Los Angeles — Benjamin B. Hampton, Eltinge F. Warner and the Zane
Grey Picture Co., Inc., were made
the defendants in a legal action
brought in the courts here, when
Zane Grey, sued for an accounting
of funds, alleging fraud and diversion of funds on the part of the producers.
Grey declares that practically all of
the profits accruing from fihns based
on his books have been appropriated
by the defendants and that he has
not received the 25 per cent stipulated
in his contract. The accounting
covers films based on "Desert Gold,"
"U. P. Trail," "Mysterious Rider,"
"'Riders of the Dawn," "Man of the
Forest" and "Wildfire."

I

FILM

or

DAILY)

Boston — One of the most important decisions rendered during the
year, affecting the entire picture industry, was filed in the Superior Court

itle "Why You Don't Get Better
"■ilms," Hodkinson declares that it i.c
lis firm belief that percentage book
ng is the answer. In the course of
lis article, he says:
"Today my advice to the motionlicture industry is: 'Clean house — or
ake the consequences.' " When
isked to elaborate his "Collier's
.Veekly" statement Hodkinson said:

"So long as the motion picture business
5 at a virtual stand-still bound by a system
if bartering between the producer and tlie
xhibitor, I cannot but believe that nothing
mt the adoption of a system of percentage
lealing between these two elements will cut
he bonds. Just as the aroitrary selling of
pictures on 'footage basis' held the industry
lack until my original percentage plans
ifere put into effect Upon the formation o'
he Paramount organization in 1914, so w 1'
ts present progress be retarded until srcl
ime as producers are definitely rewarded for
ood product through the pulling power of
lieir productions at the box-ofifice, and in
10 other way. In spite of the difficulties
lint lay in the way of this plan, I believe
li.it the advantages far outweigh the disdvantages and I believe that ultimately, the
Adoption of the percentage system is in•vitable.
"Upon the abandonment of the ten-centsicr-foot limitation, and the substitution of
I percentage basis, whereby the producer
|iad an indefinitely continuing interest in the
ownership of his product, he was encouraged
:o improve his productions, which had the
!?ffect of giving the distributor very much
better quality in product and in turn, enI ibled the exhibitor to get higher admissions
ior this improved product.
(Continued
on Page 3)

Price 5 Cent>

several days ago when the Vitagraph Co. of America was awarded
$6,759.90 against the Park Theater.
The suit, which has been pending
some time, was based upon grounds
that Vitagraph sold the Park a number of pictures, and received a cancellation notice after several of the
productions had been played. In
turn, Vitagraph notified the theater
that the management would be held
to the contract, that the film would
be in the Boston Exchange awaiting
use by the theater, and that unless
the pictures were played as contracted for, suit would be filed. The
Park never showed the pictures, and
the suit followed.
The Melba, Dallas broke house records with "Shadows." That's why P.
G. Cameron, the manager booked "Thorns and Orange Blossoms" for a
week. The run began yesterday. Mr. Cameron will have a job counting
up the receipts. — Advt.

A Pow-Wow
Real film folk. Jules Brulatour. George Blair. Eastmen
men. Charles Urban. Kineto. Herbert Yates. Tom Evans.
Many others. Including Martin Quigley and Larry Boynton.
Held' a real pow-wow. After the Allied Laboratories dinner.
And chewed over a lot of subjects. Including the booking combination situation. Old times. The quality of certain refreshment. And things in general. And out of it came this : that
an independent producer. Has a terrible time. These days.
Getting a release. And that two pictures. Made by a wellknown director. With $185,000 invested. Could not get a release. From any distributing company. With an advance. And
finally took $20,000. And went West. "And these pictures are
as good as 'The Miracle Man' " said the talker.
All of which is interesting. If so. Because it wouldn't be
the first time. That the wise men. In distribution. Passed up
a real bet.
WHAT'S THE ANSWER?
Important director. Makes big picture. Costing real
money. In big gobs. And then brings the picture here. And
tries to dispose of it. Without creating a market for it. Bv
distributors don't
simple:
. AndAt the
advertising
should.the And the producer
not as isthey
leastanswer
show interest.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

The decision of the Massachusetts
Court on this point establishes a precedent, which in the opinion of many
film folk and attorneys, w;ill prove
of unusual importance. An important
distributor said on Saturday that in
the course of a year exhibitors damaged distributors to the extent of
millions by failing to play after they
had contracted for a picture, and that
the Massachusetts decision gave the
distributor the opportunity of suing
on a contract where it was thus
violated.

Fairbanks Denied
Injunction — Justice Wagner
Makes
Interesting Point Between Employee and Producer
Wagner
Justice
Court
Supreme
who several months
ago heard the
application of Douglas Fairbanks for
an injunction restraining the Leader
from re-issuFilm Corp., and others films
in which
ing and re-constructing
Film Co.
he appeared for the Triangle
under a contract made in 1915, has
handed down a decision denying the
injunction.
In his opinion Justice Wagner says
that the Leader Film has announced
its intention of making playlets out
of the original pictures, and to use
nothing which did not appear in the
reconstructoriginal and assertednotsuchdisparag
e the
ed pictures will
will
but
s
Fairbank
Mr.
of
n
reputatio
rather enhance it.
(Continued on Page 3)
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is sour. And talks of the terrible market. And the "tight" conditions. Which block him from making a distribution contract
on a real basis.
All of which is true.
But —
What gets money into the box office? Advertising. Publicity. Stirring up public interest.
What gets money for the distributor? Advertising. Publicity. Stirring up exhibitor interest.
What should get money — and a real contract — for a producer? Advertising. Publicity. Because this is the background
of our whole industry.
Out in the Bad-lands years ago. There was a showman.
Who coined a phrase: "You can't get any money unless you've
got a band." And he was right. Advertising; publicity, the
creation of interest, is to this business what red blood is to a
human.
You can't live without it.
So if every director-producer. Making a picture. Would
save enough. To come into this market right. To properly advertise his big picture. And create interest in it. He would be a
thousand per cent better oflf. Then the same men ; the very men,
who look
his picture and say "pretty good" wouldn't have the
alibi
they at
possess.
If this isn't gospel what is? Yes; there are some saying
this minute : "Danny's trying to get more advertising."
Maybe they are right. But this is the fact: if you don't advertise in this business you're "out." You cannot find one real
success that isn't based on it in pictures. If you can send it in.
Like to see it. Experts have figured. That in this business advertising and publicity represents from 80 to 90 per cent. And
if that's so let every producer and director take heed. Don't
forget: "You can't do any
business
if you
(Continued
on Page
4) haven't got a band."

Several "Music" Suits
Troy, N. Y. — Several suits have
been filed in this city and Utica
against exhibitors, for playing music
without permission.
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New Sales Contest
Associated First National salesmen of United States and Canada
have just finished a merry contest
for "played and paid for," business
planned by Floyd M. Brockell. The
contest began on Oct. 1st, and ended
Nov. 2Sth. The prizes offered to
"pep" up the entire sales force were
$300 for the best increased "played
and paid for" business, $200 for the
second best, $150 for third and $100
for fourth, in each district.
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The^lO^Best
The following percentage table shows the standing of productions listed by motion picture critics of trade press, fan magazines and daily newspapers.
It should be remembered that reports are still being
received and wiU be until THE FILM YEAR BOOK, 1922
finally goes to press.
Grandma's
Boy
Blood
and Sand
Orphans of the Storm
Prisoner of Zenda
When Knighthood was in Flower
Srailin'
Nanook Tiirough
of the North

100
100
100
98
95
92
92

Tol'able David
OUver Iwist
Eternal Flame
Manslaughter
Robin hood
The Masquerader
One Glorious Day
Three Musketeers
Monte Cristo
Foolish Wives
It should be remembered that some of the more
releases have not yet been seen tliroughout the country.

Fairbanks Denied
(.Continuea

Ironi

rage

90
89
88
88
87
87
85
83
81
80
recent

Clean House

1;

lubanks sued on the giouiid that
ii contemplated action ot the deeJ.ant constituted a violation of the
'lies which prohibit the use of a
IS pictures tor the purposes ot
. . . The
Court
points out that
> banks was merely an employee
'J corporation and not the proof the pictures, for which reau iic has no proprietory right in the
111 lies and his suit on those grounds
a lot be upheld.
jiicluding
his
opinion.
Justice
A^ncr said:
1 the actual display of the pictures
^hild be a garbled one, injurious to
::h plaintiff's well-knowi. reputation,
t gal remedy exists to stop their
at citation. At this juncture, how.'V , 1 see no basis for such pro;c u e as would justify the issuance
Jt temporary injunction."
Universal Premiere
homas Meighan's "Back Home
Broke," is to have its premiere
4re the most distinguished audiI ; ever assembled in this country,
the night of Dec. 15 the first print
be shown at the Governors'
ference. White Sulphur Springs,
re the executive heads of every
e in the Union will be gathered,
he showing of the picture was
,nged by Mr. Meighan and GovDr Morgan of West Virginia,
I ) is acting as host to the govprs. Dr. Riesenfeld is completing
program and will accompany the
"^y to conduct an orchestra of 15
SiTiicians which is being taken from

% York,

eorge Ade, who wrote "Back
Kme and Broke," Alfred E. Green,
W) directed, and Charles E. McCthy, Publicity Manager of Fam01 Players, will make the trip.

"iNow, however, another danger looms up.
Ihe giadual acquisition of distributing channels uy the mass producers has reached a
point where the distributor has been ahnost
uiiininated as a neutral tactor ; and the prouucer, in eilect, has a direct contact with
uic exuiuitor. l^aced with the necessity ot
niaiiuiaclurmg a large quantity oi product,
inc producer is exertnig every power within ii.s rcacn to torce tiie exhibitor to pay
luaxinium rentals regardless ot the quality
ui Ills product. Otten he has had to resort
to over-siaLemeiit and misrepresentation, to
tile creation ot iaise values, to force these
prices. ihe exhibitor has begun to lose
i.oimdence in the producer and his promises
ana an insecure condition results, which is
rehected in the present contmual controversies between exhibitor buying groups and
cue producer-distributor interests- The exlubitor is continually endeavoring to assert
Ills independence against the producer-distributor 5 desire to strengthen bis domiuaiion over exhibitor interests.
■•Where he has thought it necessary, the
producer-distributor has even entered the
exhibiting hied and has purchased theaters
lor the express purpose oi forcmg the output oi his picture factories, regardless of
their Jitness.
•'Does it not seem a simple procedure, as
a means of ending this conflict, for the adoption of a system whereby the theater owner
and the producer divide box office revenue
on an equitable basis, with the distributor
instanding between them as a neutral and
dependent factor? The big question seems
to be : What is an equitable division of receipts?" May Limit Footage
(Special to THE FILM JJAILY)

Milwaukee — The Milwaukee Exhibitors Association will consider at
its next meeting a resolution to limit
the amount of him that may be kept
houses.
in projection booths of picture
Four reels of slow burning film is the
limit suggested.

"The Tie That Binds"
Producing
Joseph Levering is at work at the
Bio studio on "The Tie That Binds,'
adapted from the Charles K. Harris
song. Barbara Bedford, Robert
Edeson, Effie Shannon, Raymond
Hatton' and others are in the cast.
after distriJacob
bution. Wilk is looking
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Masterpiece

Directed by Hobart Henley

The Bialto
Broadway,

N.Y. C .

week of Dec. 24.
voatch the
'Vrama of
greatest
American life
Ever screened
Ma
ay
oadwold
Brke
sit up!

Universal Jewel
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SOME LANGUAGE
Says Larry Giffen anent his talking over the picture interests
of an author : "Pleasurably announcing the clientolary acquisition
— '
of Booth Tarkington. * * *"
Oh, Larry !
WATCH HAYS
Soon to arrive in Hollywood. To get things started. To
make it an "ideal" work place. Which in other words. May
mean that a lot of things are about to happen.
THE NEXT CHAPTER
In the Valentino case. Will be watched with interest. The
appeal is over. Valentino must work for Famous. Or not in
pictures. At least until February, 1924. That's what the courts
say. for
So Famous.
it's up to Rodolf. Who has been saying he wouldn't
work
All right. But this is a fickle industry young man.

Monday,

DAILY
On Broadway

And if

you don't work for Famous ; and you don't make pictures. For
14 or 15 months. You'll need a Reichenbach. Plus all the others
in the Advertising fraternity. To have the public recall who you
are ; or were. There isn't anything in the world as ethereal ; as
flimsy, as the reputation of a film star. And if you don't believe
it. Ask a lot of people on the Coast. Who once upon a time —
just a few years ago — had their names in the blackest type, and
the biggest electrics. There are a lot of them now willing to
take any job they can get.
It's something to think about.
THAT "10 BEST" LIST
Sure attracted attention. And First National is all pufifed
up. Because to date they have four of the 10. With the other
six divided among other companies. By the way, the percentage
is based on this : The picture which has the most votes— there
are three tied to date — get a rating of 100 per cent. And the rest
proportionately.
More votes in for the next table.
Look for it.
SAYING A MOUTHFUL
M. L. Finkelstein talking: "I have seen the statement printed that the public can be educated to like 'better and bigger'
pictures. Believe me, the public doesn't need education. The
public demands the 'better and the bigger' pictures."
Gospel truth. Nothing but. Ask any exhibitor to prove it
to you.
MOONEY
ACTIVE

Astor— "The
Town
That
Forgot
"
y
a
Broadw — "The Pride of Palomar.
n
y
"
l
.
a
d
k
e
n
Doon
Brooeo— Strdan — "Lor
"An the Man Lives."
Cam
—
Captietroilon "Brokenn Chains.t"hood
Cri
— "Whe
Knigh
Was

Important English buyer. Saw a picture six months ago.
Didn't like it. Last week was asked to look at some "new"
pictures. And there, among them, was the same one under another title. Rejected the lot. Wouldn't look. Two days later.
Asked to see another collection. Found the same picture. With
a third title.

Isn't it about time this sort of thing was stopped ?
ONE OF THE HONORARIES
One of the few. Who have the right to term themselves
"honorary member." Of the Detectives Association. Of the
Police Department. Honorary John Zanft. Who makes distributors like the prices he offers. For the Fox circuit. John.
With Commissioner Enright, and Thorley, the florist. Were
rr,o^^
made "u
"Honoraries'
...,..;„„» ^t ^jjg i^gj. meeting.
Congrats, John.
DANNY.

3MMERCIAL

DEVELOPING

AND F*lilNTIN(

^Ij^jACKER ilCH MFG;CbMPAN

"
od.New
Loew's
York— Today— "Trifling
in GFlower."

Tuesday — "Flesh and Blood" and
"All Night."
Women." — "Conquering the WoWednesday
Thursday — "The Man

FOR RENT
By day, week, or month
Cutting and Projection Room:
fully equipped

from Be-

Friday — "One Wonderful Night"
and "Secret of the Storm CounSaturday
man."— "The Forgotten Law."
Sunday — "Enter Madame."
Lyric — "Robin Hood."
Rialto —yond."
"Outcast."
Rivoli— "Thirty Days."
Strand — "The Beautiful and Damntry." Next Week
Astor — "The
Town
That
Forgot
.
d
y
e
a
n
i
w
m
d
r
Broa
— Not yet dete
Brooklyn Strand— "The Beautiful and
Cameo — Not yet determined.
Damned."
Capitol
— "Quincy Adams Sawyer."
Criterion
Knighthood Was
God."— "When
ed."
in Flower."
Lyric
Rialto —— "Robin
Not yetHood."
determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — "Heroes of the Street."
Frankel Owns Gifts
(Special

to THE

FILM

SIMPLEX PROJECTION
STUDIOS
220 W. 42nd Street
Phone— Bryant

0984-0985

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SH
(Pat. Applied

For)

ither'-afdcessory.It is the^
hat
insures -a-- musicallyt P
licture presentation.

DAILY)

Cincinnati — Jules Frankel, who
controls a chain of houses in the
Ohio Valley, is the purchaser of

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, p.

Gift's.

RESOURCES

- $5,000,00(

LEGAL

RATES

PRODUCERS

Right on the job. Paul Mooney. Louie Mayer's Eastern
representative. Who, upon reading of the difficulties of Claude
Deneker. In Pneumonia. In securing the right kind of shows.
Wrote a long letter. Telling him of the new Mayer pictures.
And how he could get them.
STILL THE "DADDY"
DW's "Birth of a Nation." Made eight years ago. Lacking
many modern aids in technical possibilities. But still a great
And good for years to come.
A very great picture.
picture.
SHARP PRACTICE

MADE TO ORDER

—

& STAj

represented. Also every form
financial service rendered in con
tion therewith — at legal rates.
^CWJCI^A7«5-V

"TRAILERS"

GREAT

NORTHERN

Broadway

at 42nd

Telephone

GOLD

FINANCE

Knickerbocker

Street, N. Y. Cl
Bryant

2989

MEDALWINNERS
1921 and 1922

"HUMORESQUE"
♦'TOL'ABLE DAVID"
Both Negatives Developed and Sampleprinted by

L'SIAR
Ill

Westchester

LABORATORY,
G. DIETZ, Pres.
Sq.

CCi

Building

INC.

Westchester

1089

THE
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
vour ideas.

Send along

;obin Hood" Burr Arrows
ittle arrows with burr points
re used to exploit the New York
Hood." The
of "Robin
sjDwingwhich
aows,
stick to the clothing
vien thrown, were distributed on
ection night by pretty girls. Each
aow carried a "Robin Hood" ad.

Istic Effect Helped
Newark, N. J.— For the showing of
"he Bondboy" rustic mountain
e:cts predominated the display in
tl lobby of the Branford.
V miniature blockhouse, reminisce t of the old woodsmen days stood
^jrthe center of the entrance against
»:ackground of mountain vistas and
aiide cameo effect of a mountain
(STihouse silhouetted on the precipice
^ji canyon.
—^—
);.
|9d Idea
-» llentralia, 111. — Elmer Brient, manajr of the Illinois "put 'em on big"
=t<ently when
he let it be noised
a'lut town that he intended to put on
al bull fight on the main street
Centralia.
Of course there was
expected opposition on_ the part
and
organizations
^^igjthe humane
Ts and when things got too hot
et took a fishing trip._ At the
anBrient
moment
^hological
Siced the engagement of "Blood
Sand."
_ Around City Council
fakima, Wash.— The Yakima ValjjTheater Co., Inc., wanted to go jn
big wall-board fronts for its
.J;es, the Liberty and the Capitol,
n here's the way they got around
hiCitv Council.
ccording to Harry C. Eagles,
'amount exploiteer, they used aseos fronts instead of compo_ board
n assured the mayor that it was
r proof. While asbestos isn't the
' pest thine in the world, one front
indefinitely, for it can be repainta or each picture.
Scouts Marched In.
iddletown. O.— The Boy Scouts
jerated with Manager Gus Chifos

Oil Station in Lobby
Boone, la. — A gasoline tank, an
automobile and a connecting pipe line
surrounded by a miniature picket
fence formed the ingredients for an
original and attractive lobby display
used by the Rialto for Chas. Ray's
"Gas, Oil and Water."
Scraped Paper Off Walls
Grand Rapids. Mich. — Before the
run of "Skin Deep" at the Isis, Manager Sid Lawrence was having the
house re-papered, so he used old and
new oblong strips of wall paper and
had the backs printed to read. "We
are scraping the wall paper off the
walls to make room for the crowds
that will want to see "Skin Deep."
This was given out to patrons the
week before the picture opened.
"Unconauered" Ballyhoo
The New York exchange of the
Avwon Film Corp, has been usingan
effective street ballyhoo for Maciste
in "The Unconquered" in the shape of
a laree mtisrular man coi^tumed as
one of the kniehts of old with armor,
shield and battle axe. The man stands
nerfectlv still in front of a window or
at a corner facing the crowd that alwavs collects, then he slowly turns
and di^nlays the advertising sign on
his back. Elaborate cut-outs have
also been prepared for this picture.
"Ghost Breaker" in Graveyard
Omaha — Harry Watts of the
Strand and John E. Kennebeck, Paramount Exnloiteer. planted a real one
for "The Ghost Breaker."
Throueh the Omaha Bee, Watts
offered $25 to anvbodv who would
sleep for one night in the graveyard.
Nobodv did, but Omaha thought
thev did. The next dav, the Bee
came through with a great front-page
varn telling the experiences of the
"ghost-breaker" with due reference to
tTtms, ammunition, chains, and the
Strand.
Fineer Print Teaser

teaser adprint
Calgary — Avertisement ifineer
nthe daily
press Droved
an excellent publicitv stunt for the
presentation of Tohn Barrymore's
"Sherlock Holmes," at Allen's Palace.
It was used for several davsin advance of the regular advertising for
the nhotoplay.
The teaser ads were one column
wide and an inch and a half deeo.
At the left was the nrint of a man's
thumb. The reading matter was
brief: "Whose fineer nrint is this?
Ask Sherlock Holmes. He will be at
"ne. Palace Mondav " These teasAllen's
ers appeared in about a dozen places
in each issue of the Calgarv naners for
several davs and were followed bv
original half-page ads in the issues
for Saturday preceding the first show-

showing of "Remembrance"
his
e Strand.
Jfos arranged for the week to be
n as "Remembrance Week." ing the local merchants
to colate on the idea.
e Bov Scout organization
was
med bv Chifos that he would
ad to admit them all free to one
jie matinees, if each Scout would
je himself to do one thoughtful
!ach dav during "Remembrance
k." Naturally, as tliis was really
trt of the Scout code of ethics.
e all agreed, and the newspapers
w the stunt soecial publicitv.
On
e fternoon when the Scouts were
t( ained at the theater, thev marchI iroueh the business
section of
e ity. carrying a banner announc\( I? lat thev were going to see "Reteaser ad occasionThe finger print
erirance" at the Strand as guests
ed much comment and proved a good
t theater.
I business getter for this photoplay.
I

n

NOTICE TO PRODUCERS

Let the other fellow know hore you cleaned up.

THE ASSOCIATED BOOKING
CORP. COMPOSED OF A MAJORITY OF THE FIRST RUN THEATRES IN THE NEW YORK AND
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY TERRITORIES ARE NOW READY TO
NEGOTIATE ON ALL PRODUCTIONS FOR THESE DISTRICTS
ON A STRICTLY CASH BASIS.

Address

all communications

to

A. B. CORP. Room 2007-220 W. 42d St., N. Y. C.

B. P. SCHULBERG
announces
the purchase
of

a

SUNSHINE ALLEY"
to be made by Preferred Pictures, with a Preferred cast,
and in the typically Preferred
manner.
Full details to be announced
later.
Distributed by

Produced by

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
B.P.Schu1bery-/Vw

AL-LICHTMAN

Tg—

COR.POB-ATIO

J.C.BachDann-rrw.

576 5th Ave., New

York

N

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

Corp.

^

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

w

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
:
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

m.

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

ART
TITLES

Your

Business

W. A. FLEMING

Motion

Picture

Film

Clips

For All ofPurposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

Library Stuff?

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.
KNOW

Public

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the little big ideas that make for success.

Barnes Printing Company

the

Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano
Sole Agents
COMMERCIAL

FIBRE

CO.

Phone:
Madiicn
15 Eat 26lh St.

OF AMERCJ,

IKC

Sqi are 4430
New York City

PRODUCER-DISTR IBUTOR
Will buy for cash unsold territory or whole rights to good"
pictures at a price.
State fuir
particulars.
Address B-777
care The Film Daily

SALESMEN WANTED

New York and Vicinity
Something New for Exhibitors
Can Earn $10 to $30 per day
Address Box B-6 c/o
The Film Daily
N^

HOW

0970— Bingham — 097 1

& CO.

THE

by

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

Accountants
and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074
^=

Italy

MR. PRODUCER

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

Not knowing it has resulted in many
failures.
Let us guide you in
your problems.

Positive raw film
manufactured in

ENLARGEMENTS

« LAUB

LOUIS MEYER

Know

BIG THOUGHTS

ADS WITH

LITTLE

IplVMAC

II ^

ANNOUNCEMENT
TR/^lLERy

' -ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH ]
l°'l 'BEa
CAREUTI
asPUL
THE . BIGGEST
, ,, PRODUCTIONS

OND

ns

'You can obtain FILM *CK
/Production Trailers on
f All Features for

AFOOT
TINTING FREE
Elaborate Borders Jqi
24 Hour
Service |°|

I N c.

Presentation

Trailers |o|

•«
S.WABASHILL.
AVE
f|e08
CHICAGO,

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

Increased Facilities for
8?
Printing Colored -Inserts,

orLETTERIM*
LATOUT

Heralds, Programs, etc.

Little Ads

ILLUSTRATION
CARTAMD
OOHL^

BRING
"We Never Disappoint"

Big Results
IN
The Film Daily

229 W. 28th Stjcw York City

<

Bill Paus(
71 W. 44th. ST

Ph.Vandei'bilt 435

I
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Considering

Pledge $500,000

While

the pledges were not recorded, nor was any need of funds
expressed at the meeting, the willingness of the 70 or 80 men to advance
this sum was regarded as a strong
evidence of their intent to protect
their interests against circuit booking.
At this meeting there was a discussion as to the advisability of renting, or if necessary, leasing a Broadway house in which to make downtown first run show'ngs for the pictures which the A. B. C. will handle.
Nothing definite, however, was accomplished on this point.
Coast Bound
Dr. A. H. Giannini, of the Commercial Trust Co., and Bank of
Italy, is scheduled to leave Thursday
for the Coast. He will accompany
the Joseph Schenck party, which
will include Norma and Constance
Talmadge and the Buster Keaton
familv as well.
Entries for Western
(Special to THE

FILM

Golf
DAILY)

Hollywood — Entries for the first
western motion picture golf tournament include: Johnny Muscall, Owen
Moore. Neal Burns. Nat Deverich,
Al Jamison. J. D. Hampton, Harry
Beaumont, A. J. Eddington, Jack
Cunningham, Jerorne Beatty, Frank
Condon. Pat Dowling, Myron Selznick. Mike Levee. Wesley Smith. Guy
Price, Frank Borzage, Roy KlafTki,
Colin Kenney, Tom Kennedy, Rex
Taylor, M. E. Hoffman, Jack Gardner, A. MacArthur. Robert Z.
Leonard, Brandon Hurst, Harold
Miller, Mark Goldain, Burt Armstrong, Larry Semon, Jess Robbins, Duke Wellington, Warner
Oland. Millard Webb, Harry Rapf,
Sam Warner, Abe Warner, Jack
Warner, Harry Cohen, E. Mason
Hopper, L. Seiler, George Ovey,
Ed Kennedy, J. C. Jessen, Ike
Buell, Max Parker, P. A. Powers,
Nigel Barrie, Frank Griffin, Richard
Schuyer, Bernard Durning, James
Dugan, Mike Yak, Sol Wurtzel, Slim
Summerville, Clyde Cook. E. M. MacCray, Wid Gunning, Mike Farley,
Earl Hammons, Matt Moore and A.
J. Hughes.

Ideas

Definite Production
Plans for Next
Season
Will Be Decided by
First National Later
Richard A. Rowland and Harry
O. Schwalbe of First National, returned from the Coast yesterday.
They had accompanied members of
the Executive Committee to Hollywood to look the situation over and
consider production plans for next
season.
"We have nothing to announce at
the
moment,"looked
said things
Rowland.
Committee
over "The
and
will meet here within a month or S3
and then determine definitely what
we will do. But our plans are far
from settled and any statement now

A. B. C. Members Ready to "Go the
Limit" — Dickering for a Broadway House
Members of the A. B. C. undeterred by the attitude of the large
producer-distributors with regard to
securing important productions for
the booking organization at a recent
meeting pledged a half million, to be
used if necessary, to put the A. B. C.
over.

Rowland
spent most of yesterday
would
be premature."
with Joe Schenck, who leaves Thursday for the Coast to start production.
Going to the Coast
Harry M. Warner leaves Thursday
for the Coast.
Irving Lesser leaves today to spend
the holidays with his folks.
, (Special
Stroheimto THE
to do FILM
"McTeague"
DAILY)
"More than satisfying as the major cinema offering" is what the Washington Post said of "Shadows" which closed an extremely successful run at
Moore's Rialto last week. Unanimous praise pouring in on the AI Lich*-'
man Corporation from everywhere. — Advt.
Payroll Stolen
T he payroll for the home office of
Film Booking Offices was stolen
from the safe in the main office sometime between Friday night and Saturday morning. The staff had to acceptwerechecks.
lars
taken.Several thousand dol-

(Special

Vitagraph Active
to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Vitagraph announces
an extensive production program
which will be started at once. They

Corinne Griffith With Hodkinson
Corinne Griffith's productions will
be released through Hodkinson.
Publisher Held
(Special to THE

FILM

Movie Chat's Revenue to M. P. T. O.
FILM

DAILY)

of Men," with
"MastersEarle
produce
will
Wanda
Hawley,
Williams,
Cullen Landis. and Alice Calhoun.

Philadelphia — Addressing the M.
P. T. O. of Eastern Penna. and Sou.
New Jersey Sunday night at the

North Carolina Convention

gathering at Fay's Theater, Harry
Rappaport, executive committeeman
of the M. P. T. O., said that at present
Movie Chat's, distributed under the
auspices of the national organization,
was doing a gross of about $12,000
a week, of which the M. P. T. O.
realized five per cent.
It was decided to have another
meeting at the Vendig Hotel on Dec.
22, when Sydney S. Cohen and national officers are expected.
.'^t the gathering Wesley Barry

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Greensboro,
N. C. — The call has
been issued for the mid-winter convention to be held at the O'Henry
Hotel. Dec. 27-28.
The call says:
"We must defeat the Music Tax.
We must kill censorship. We must
reduce the present exorbitant special
taxes which we are paying the state
and city. We must reduce film
rental. We should effect an Arbitration Board to see that the exhibitors
and exchange men treat each other
.fairly and honestly."

Al Kaufman Due
Al Kaufman is due on the Majestic,
scheduled to arrive today. He has
been in charge of the EFA (Famous
Players) studio in Berlin.

In Specials

DAILYl

Ed Roberts, former publisher of
"It's" magazine, has surrendered to
United States Marshall Sittel as the
result of a seceret Federal Grand
Jury indictment which is said to name
him as author of "The Sins of Hollywood."
(Special to THE

Hollywood — "McTeague," Frank
Norris' famous novel, will be produced by von Stroheim for Goldwyn.

appeared personally during the showing of "Little Heroes of the Street."
Harry Warner was also present.

Hope
and

Hampton to Work with Fox
Famous Before Completing
First National Contract

Hope Hampton,
recent
productions have been whose
released
through
First National will not complete her
contract until after she has appeared
in -two specials; one for Fox and the
other for Famous Players.
It was reported yesterday that MissHampton would start work next Monday in the big special at the Fox studios; but the Fox organization reported that the scenario had not been
completed, and it was specifically
stated that Miss Hampton w-ould not
be featured, but would be one of a
number of stars to appear in the production.
At Famous Players it was said that
"Lawful Larceny" in which Miss
Hampton would appear, would not be
started for a time, as it was for next
season's release. George Fitzmaurice
will in all likelihood direct.
When Miss Hampton completes
these pictures she will make her last
special for First National release.

THE
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DAILY
McConnell

Mid-West

Back

Fred McConnell, serial sales manager of Universal, is back from a
month's trip in the Southwest.
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Garyn Joins Goldwyn

Baxter Series Coming
Warner Baxter has been signed by
R-C Pictures Corp. to be starred or
featured in a- series of productions for
F. B. O. release.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre
RESOURCES

Producers

(Special to I HE

FILM

- $5,000,000

^ P. Garj-n has joined the Gold\vyn sales staff as special representative. He was for three years assist
ant to Minnie Sheehan of Fox Film.

iinaha — Roy
Churchill
has been
'pointed manager
of the Goldwyn
iranch succeeding Ben Reingold who
takes the company's
Chicago office.

"The Ragged Edge"
tinctiveBought by Dis-

Brooks.
son purchased the Grand from D." F.

represented.
Also
every
form
of
financial service rendered in connec- ■
tion therewith — at legal rates.

Harold MacGrath's story, "The
Ragged Edge,"
been sold to Distinctive PictureshasCorp.

Prairie Du Sac, Wis.— Martin Accola has purchased the Bonham from
John Bonham.

GREAT

Dell Rapids, Minn. — A. B. Ander-

Baremore With Burr
R. W. Baremore has resigned
from The Morning Telegraph to
take over the direction of advertising
and publicity for the various interests
of Charles C. Burr.

Cincinnati — The local Goldwyn office is being extensively remodeled.
Cincinnati — Sam Eibeck is back at
his old desk in the Standard Film
office.
NEGATIVETITLES
and POSITIVE
Including Cards
IS CENTS
PER
FOOT
24 Hour
Service,
If Necessary.
SIMPLEX
TITLE
SHOP
220 West 42d Street
Phone Bryant 0985

Bonns to Mid-West
Eddie Bonns of Goldwyn. left
yesterday for Detroit to exploit
"Hungry Hearts," following which
he will go to Chicago on behalf of
"Broken Chains," booked by Balaban & Katz.
Want Harding to Open Exposition
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Washington — W. J. Reynolds,
Secty. M. P. Prod. Asso., and Mayor
Cryer, Los Angeles, are here in an
effort to secure the attendance of
President Harding at the opening of
the motion picture exposition in
Hollywood
next June.

FOR

SALE

2 Pathescope Machines in perfect condition, $65.00
each.
JAXON
FILM
CORP.
220 W. 42nd St., New York

—
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RATES

PRODUCERS

NORTHERN

Broadway

FINANCE

at 42nd

Telephone

—

& STARS

Knickerbocker

CORP.

Building

Street,
Bryant

N.

Y.

CENTS

per foot
PRIZMA, INC. 110 W. 40St.,N.Y.C.
\ nozv

FOR YOUR EXCHANGE!—
ZANE GREY'S "THE-IIZI
WITH
BORDER HO- LEGION
"_z:z:::
__ HOPP
HADLEY
BART BOS- — 1 16 w. ^9 St. n. v.
WORTH.
Fitz Roy 3083

SIMPLEX
■

TITLE

SHOP

TITLES

'

ILLUSTRATIONS

ANIMATION

Group

220

DAILY)

San Francisco — At a meeting of
motion picture producers here, a cooperative organization including the
West Coast Film Corp., Paul Gerson
Pictures Corp., Northern California
Photoplays, Inc., and the Golden
Gate Film Corp., was formed. N.
Dragomanovich
is president.
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INSURANCE EXPERTS
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Get them at all Educational Exchanges
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Dayton, O.— The Miami Amus. Co.
new owners of the Auditoriuin will remodel and redecorate the house.

Sales

84^
200
93
5.000
96.K 100
5%
300
Not quoted
181^
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted
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Canadian Notes

FOR SALE
Motion picture rights of

HE BOOTLEGGERS
r playing— 39th Street Theatre
eat story — for both wets and drys
ddress: WILLIAM A. PAGE
Globe Theatre, New York

-

)ecial Picture Exploitation
^ew York productions only
the exploitation
director
who
iled "The Queen of Sheba," for
'Theodora,"
for
Goldwyn;
5lish Wives,"
for
Universal.
WM. A. PAGE
lobe Theatre, New
FOR

York City

SALE

PORTING
the greatwo
reel box KINGS,"
office attraction
and
Ity picture ever produced, with
iSempsey, "Babe" Ruth, William
,n, Eugene Sarazen and Willie
xer. For information, communiwith George D. Swartz, 729 SevAve., N. Y. C, Second floor,
le Bryant 6745.

INISH UP 1922
niH A BANG !
f course you want to make it
hummer — and you will if you
n consummate the deal simering this minute. We can
Ip you do it if extra cash is
e barrier. We finance any
©position — large or small,
jasonable terms. Speedy reits. Try us.

(IROMOS
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TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
'Phone Chelaea 8284
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H. Masters has resigned as manager of the Toronto branch of Regal,
and has been succeeded by J.
O'Connor.

Announcement has been made by
the Famous Players Canadian Corp..
that the Regent, Toronto, would be
re-opened shortly as a straight moving picture theater.
George A. Blair, sales manager of
the motion picture film department,
Eastman Kodak Co., was the speaker
before the last meeting of the
Canadian M. P. Dis. Asso, at Toronto,
when he told of the development in
moving picture film production since
1911. The association appointed representatives to attend a conference
of insurance men at Ottawa to discuss safety standards for picture films.
Oral Cloakey, manager of the
Capitol, Winnipeg, for two years, has
been transferred to Hamilton, Ont.,
by the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., to take over the management
of the Capitol in that city. The
Hamilton Capitol was formerly
Loew's, the latter having been taken
over by N. L. Nathanson interests
two months ago.
H. M. Thomas, general supervisor
of theaters for the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, has gone to
Winnipeg from Montreal to conduct
the Capitol there temporarily. Mr.
Thomas is the resident manager of
the Montreal Capitol and during his
absence in Winnipeg the house there
will be directed by S. Dunlop, assistant manager.

STATE RIGHT BUYERS
and
Theatres playing independent attractions
With a pride that we feel is justified, announcement is
made that we have acquired the world rights to the new
series of

Nick Carter Detective Pictures
in two reels each, produced by Murray
first four of which are completed.

\V. Garsson

Inc., the

Active production work is now going on with respect to
the remaining eight pictures of this series.
Watch these columns
these productions.

for further information

concerning

Independent Pictures Corporation
Temporary Executive Offices
729 7th Ave., New York City

NOTICE TO PRODUCERS

Edna Purviance 111
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Edna
Purviance
is
suffering at her home from pleurisy.
Her condition is not serious.
Hall's Financing Plan

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hoboken — Theater building by
local subscription is proving popular
in New Jersey. Frank G. Hall is
launching a vaudeville and picture
house in Hoboken. through funds obtained from resident subscribers,
after having successfully built the
Capitol at Union Hill in the same
way. Every subscription carries with
it a life pass to the particular house.
German

Films in Spain

(Special to THE

David

Announcement
to

DAILY)

Toronto — Shea's Hippodrome, reopened here as the leading house of
the Famous Canadian chain. The
entire staff of the Regent, at Toronto,
was moved over to take charge.

FILM

DAILY)

Barcelona — The Sociedad Anonima
de Comercio Martin Diaz De Cossio,
in a circular forwarded to American
distributors, says:
"According to a recent statistics,
American films have filled 70 per cent
of our requirements in the past, but
it is figured that, tor the present season. German. French and other producers will supply over 60 per cent
of the actual number of films exhibited in this country and Portugal:
The rest of the circular inchulcs in
part an offer to show American films
to the trade.

THE

ASSOCIATED

BOOKING

CORP. COMPOSED OF A MAJORITY OF THE FIRST RUN THEATRES IN THE NEW YORK AND
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY TERRITORIES ARE NOW READY TO
NEGOTIATE ON ALL PRODUCTIONS FOR THESE DISTRICTS
ON A STRICTLY CASH BASIS.

Address

all communications

to

A. B. CORP. Room 2007-220 W. 42d St., N. Y. C.

THE

Newspaper

Opinions

"The Beautiful and Damned" —
Warner — Strand

jg^

Chicago Notes
(Special

to THE

FILM

Chicago — Tlie California
sold by Sophie
Levinson
AMERICAN — It missed out somewhere in and Clara Brecka.

the transference, because there is an obvious lack of Fitzgeraldian frivolity.
TRIBUNE— All in all, it isn't such a bad
picture — surprisingly good, in fact, taking
into consideration. * ♦ * The
everything
people
who made it knew it was a flippant
sort of tale and they let it go at that, tacitly
admitting that they had made it only for
entertainment.
TIMES — The story starts as a not-tooserious treatment of the wild, wild life of the
younger generation. Youths and girls who
spend most of their time drinking and dancing provide the diversion, and although there
are heavy and platiudinous subtitles to confine the joy of the proceedings, the pictures
are bright enough, both as to acting and
direction, to promise a good show of male
and female flappers at their silliest. There
is no sermon in them, and no sympathy for
their subjects.
WORLD — Quite a lot of the frenzy that
is poured out of the silver cocktail shaker
into -this picture. ♦ • ♦ While not a
gets
profound picture play (if there is such a
is inthing), "The Beautiful and Damned"
teresting by virtue of its success in clingfluff
all
it
is
Nor
ing closely to reality.
and foolishness.
MORNING TELEGRAPH — Has none of
the charm of the book, which was replete
with the touch and tang of smart modern
life in New York. They were people who
bought their clothes at the right places and
had the finest of decorators in doing their
the picture there is absolutelv
rooms.
no taste. In
As for the acting, it is generally excellen;
GLOBE— It is but one of a tb^ v.
neither better nor worse than the 99"
■that show the early career of newly\yeds. It
may. however, claim one unique distinction
in its favor. It does not, like so many of its
kind, introduce marital infidelity. Indeed, it
•-■■euld 1:^ hard to find a picture in which the
marriage vow is more beautifully lived up to.
EVE. WORLD — We thoroughly believe
that if you liked the book you will like the
screen edition of the best seller because it
does not delve quite so deep into flapprese as
one might suspect.
TELEGRAM — Director Seiter has made
it an exciting screen version of flappers, high
life
and fate.
relatesterms.
the author's
storyis
in skilful
motion Hepicture
The result
a brilliant film entertainment.
MAIL — Travels much more slowly across
the screen than the swift moving "younger
set" whose life it portrays. It drags distinctly in spots and could he cut considerably
without loss.
Aside from this fault, however, the producers have made an interesting picture.
SUN — It is realistic moving and something
original for the screen. Most of the credit,
perhaps, belongs to Director William A.
Seiter. He has done this picture as well as
that other intelligent director of this sort of
"character"
have
done it.picture, William DeMille, would

DAILY)

has been
to Louis

Sam Grand of the Federated Film
Exchange, was in Chicago last week
and spent a day in conference with
J. L. Friedman, president of Celebrated Players.
There was a mass meeting of exhibitors recently with the purpose of
discussing the new operators' salary.
The Union Operators agreement is
up the first of the year.
EVE.

JOURNAL— A jolly comedy, generously provided with amusing situations in
which Mr. Reid shines in his own manner.
EVE. WORLD— Good, clean, wholesome
film fun and gives the star a chance to further demonstrate his laugh-getting abilities.
TELEGRAM— Wallace Reid finds full vent
for his most delightful comedy. "Thirt.\'
Days"
is as amusing as "Clarence."
SUN — Something seems to be lacking in
"Thirty Days." Under the direction of Tames
Cruze the picture raises anticipation, but one
is doomed to disappointment. It develops
into a strain on the eyes as well as on friend
Wallie's popularity.

time.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— An amusing
light comedy — with the accent on the light.
GLOBE — The most exacting film enthusiast
could ask no more in the way of light comedy tlian Wal'acc Reid and his associates
eive in "Thirty Days." In the laugh-producing the star is admirably supported by an
exceptionally
well balanced cast.

Loot

(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
San
Francisco — Thieves
made
away with $617 in cash and $219 in
checks, after breaking into the safe of
the New Lyceum.
Blythe Title Changed
B. B. Prod., announces that the
name of the third Betty Blythe

TRIBUNE — It seems to us a badly
directed, badly titled, trite and uninteresting
picture. There is not one flash of imagination anywhere in the whole production. It
bears the stamp of having been concocted
according to formula — take situation 27 and
add situations 13 and 19, and so on till
the end.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH — Colleen
Moore is appealing as the pathetic Mercy
and gives an e-xcellent performance.
EVE. WORLD— There are a couple of
real thrills, but what struck us most forcibly
was the magnificent scenic beauty of many of
the backgrounds. One wouldn't really need
to see any characters to enjoy "Broken

AMERICAN — Blood and thunder melodrama. Dr. Neyas fiddles with and fixes
over the faces of vicious folk in the hope
that a change of feature and a more virtuous
appearance will also change a wicked mind
and a bad heart.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— The story of
"As a Man Lives" revolves around the
"salting" of a mine and the attempt of some
crooks to get away with a fortune. It is
built rather on the serial type of motion picture and because of this is exciting for the
most part and so well told on the screen
that it holds the interest.
EVE. WORLD — Interesting and, in soots,
thrilling. If one cares for a picture of the
old school, one will like ".^s a Man Lives."

The
world
27th,

Mabel

BARDINE

"Teleview"
will
have
premier at the Selwyn,
D

Post Nature Sale
Post Nature pictures, current s
ies, have been sold to Balaban
Katz for Nor. Illinois,

picture has beeu changed from "The
Garden of Love," (which appears to
have been previously used), to "The
Garden of Desire." Lawrence Windom will direct.

Schaefer to England
(Special

lo

IHE

FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — On
Dec.
16, Peter
Schaefer,
of
Jones,
Linick
i
Schaefer, sails for England,

& ANDERSON
Inc.
Sole Aeents for

HAPSBURG

LIEBE

whose

Chains" — Goldwyn —
Capitol

XEWS — Considered in the light of a
$10,000 prize winning story and corresponding production, it is a distinct disappointment.
The theme is not startingly new and contains not any of the spark of genius that a
national competition might be expected to
bring forth. It is good melodrama and no
more.
HERALD — "Broken Chains" rates about
eighteen cents on the dollar. It is well acted,
in spots, by Colleen Moore and Ernest Torrence. although Malcolm McGregor, the hero,
is a little out of his depth. It is also beauAllen Holubar's
directiontifulisphotographed.
awful.
It But
is painfully
crude.

12, 1922

"Teleview" Premiere

Safe

"THE
■'^l^Broken
'

MAIL — A conventional story of a coward
who becomes a hero. This story won the
Chains,"
$10,000 prize in the Chicago "Daily News"
"Thirty
Days" — Paramount —
$30,000 contest, but it serves chiefly to illusRivoli
trate the fact that prize offers seldom bring
AMERICAN— In "Thirty Days," Reid is out a masterpiece.
able to register under the most difficult cirSUN — ft cannot be said that "Broken
cumstances. It is a farcical film, but it is
by Winifred Kimball, which Goldfunny only in very infrequent spots. The Cliains."
wyn presented and -\llen Holubar directed
main is so involved and dragged out that it after it had won the prize in a Chicago iiewsis not easy to concentrate
ones attention. |)aper contest, could be called a real $10,000
HERALD — There is a certain amount of beauty.
It suffers from extremes of characterization.
good farce material, but it is not nearly
enough to cover five or six reels.
As a result, the picture fades out as it
is rounding into the stretch and limps
"As a Man Lives"
weakly past the judge's stand. This is
Cameo
disappointing.
TIMES— The latest James Cruze-Walter
Woods-Wallace
Reid nor
skitgodoesn't
get as
any-a
where in particular
very fast
story, but it is a gay piece of foolishness
and keeps the spectator in pretty continuous
good hiunor. You don't often laugh out
loud at its aimless nonsense, but you are
lUcely to find yourself chuckling most of the

Tuesday, December
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stories of the

A few of these are available now.

BARDINEi&
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ANDERSON,|Inc.
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Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation from highest light to deepest
shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone of the
negative. It carries the quality through
to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base —
now available in nine colors, is identified through"Eastman"
words
bv the
out its length
stenciled
in i/aci
letters
in the
transparent"Kodak"
margin.
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor

Closes ^iany
Deals
, loses
Number

Shallenbergei
Deals
A

Broken Sock, Nevada.
Dear Danny:
I don't claim to be a sob artist and
the ravings of Brothers Deneker and
Beezewax is the giraffe's kidneys.
Some folks don't know when they are
lucky.
I run the Do Tell Theater at
Broken Sock, eight miles south of
Split Lip and go in for bisT things in
n big way. I figure you've got to
spend money to get money and about
a month ago I bouglit a picture from
the Jipem Film Co. called, "Annie's
Aching Adam's Apple" and made a
big tie-up with the throat specialists
in my town.
To make a long story longer, it
was a flat tire. I didn't take in enough
to pay for the sand paper used for the
water falls scene.
I put up a squawk to the Jipem
Company and they told me they
would meet me half way by giving
me a show Gratis.
I looked through the picture papers
for an idea of what it was but couldn't
find any dope. The school teacher
told me it was a Latin word so I
calculated it must be one of them
foreign spectacles.
Well I got busy and put out some
bills reading.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Agents Sue Desmond
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
, Los Angeles — Suit was
filed by
Robertson
& Webb
agents, against
William Desmond for $338,33.

After Buffalo theaters saw what the Lafayette Square in that city grossed
with "Rich Men's Wives," they got busy. Result: the Al Lichtman exchange there booked 22 theaters at once. And then did what all distributors are after: secured immediate play dates. — Advt.
Vogel Coming Home
(Special

to THE

FILM

in that they are trying out "Hearts
Aflame" in various small towns, prepatory to opening it in New York and
other key cities.
"Hearts Aflame" was taken to
Montclair, N. J., unheralded, and did
the biggest business the house ever
recorded. It opened at Fitchburg,
Mass., Monday night in a driving
sleet storm and grossed 40 per cent
lover the average. It will be tried at
Hudson, Mass., the last half of this
week, and will then be primed for
release through Metro.
The same treatment was given
"The Dangerous .A.ge" and gave such
an excellent insight that Paul Mooney
announces all future Majer pictures
will be so tried out.

DAILY)

London — William Vogel sails today from Southampton for New
York on the Olympic.
Behrendt in Town
Sam Behrendt of Frisco, returned
East with Arthur Stebbins of Reuben
Samuels, Inc.
Golf Tournament

Trying Out "Hearts Aflame"
The Louis B. Mayer offices are
instituting a new project, following
the footsteps of legitimate producers

''roduct
Price 5 Cent*

13, 1922

(Special

to THE
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Hollywood — The golf turnament of
film folk, entries of which appeared
in
yesterday's issue, will be held next
Sunday.
Hemmer With "Doug"
Edward Hemmer will stop production activities for the time being to
represent Douglas Fairbanks during
the presentation of "Robin Hood" in
Boston.
Meighan Party Off
Thomas Meighan, George Ade, Al
Green, Hugo Riesenfeld, and Charles
E. McCarthy leave tomorrow afternoon for White Sulphur Springs,
West Virginia, where Meighan's latest
"Back Home and Broke." will be
shown especially to the Conference
of Governors on Friday night. The
party will return Saturday.

Back to Coast
John M. Stahl left yesterday for
the Coast and will resume production
for Louis B. Mayer.

Mid-West

for

of

W. E. "E
allenberger
has
closed the fo.
'als:
H. C. Simcr„
ittsburgh, for
Western
Penna. .
Streets
of
New York," "Nign, Ait in Hollywood," "The Innocci ', Cheat" and
"Chain Lightning," the Neva Gerber
series of four features; the Grace
Davison specials; the Peter B. Kyne
specials; the William Fairbanks series of six Westerns, the Eddie Lyons
series of two-reel super-comedies.
In Ohio the recently organized
Progress Pictures Co., of which J. S.
Jossey is President and E. H. Fielder Vice-president, contracted for
"Night Life in Hollywood," "The
Streets of New York," "The Innocent Cheat," "The Broken Silence,"
"The Girl from Porcupine," "OneEighth Apache," "Back to Yellow
Jacket," "A Motion to Adjourn,"
"The Splendid Lie," "Love, Hate and
a Woman," the Neva Gerber series,
"Chain Lightning," "Headin' North,"
"The Stranger in Canyon Valley,"
"The Blue Fox" serial starring AJon
Little, William
Fairbanks'
series of
Westerns
and Eddie
Lyons Comedies.
In Chicago, Frank Zambreno, Progress Pictures: "Night Life in Hollywood," "The Streets of New Yorl^"
"The Innocent Cheat," "Chain

In St. Louis Tom Leonard, Pioneer
Exchange, for So. 111. and East Mo.:
Field Here
Lightning."
Norman Field, General Manager of "Ten Nights in a Barroom," "Night
in Hollywood," "The Streets of
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago, is Life
New York," the William Fairbanks
in town.
Series of six Westerns, "The Blue
Fox" serial, "Chain Lightning," "The
Earle to Direct Theda Bara
Deceiver," "The Star Reporter,"
Ferdinand Earle will direct Theda "The Innocent Cheat," "Jacqueline,"
"Western Justice," "The Lone HorseBara in the "Easiest Way" for
man" and 12 Eddie Lyons Comedies.
Selznick.
Valentino Trial in Several Months
Williams to Coast
With the temporary injunction reJ. D. Williams, formerly general
straining Rodolf Valentino filed by
manager of First National, leaves to- the Appellate Division no further developments are anticipated in the case
morrow for the Coast.
until the trial takes place, in about
While Williams is non communica- three months.
tive as to his plans, it would not be
New Combination in Buffalo
surprising if he remained in Holly(Special to THIi FILM
DAILY)
wood several weeki looking over production matters relative to his new
Buffalo — It is understood that
organization.
effective Monday the Grand & North
and Nu Art exchanges will be comHurst Changes
bined.
Wm.
O'Hagen Hurst, studio
Sam Zierler confirmed this yestermanager for Whitman Bennett has
day, saying the new concern would
taken charge of production for Pyra- be known
as the Bond Photoplay
mid Pictures, and is also supervising
Corp.,
and
that
Fred N. Zimmerman
the Whitman Bennett productions,
and
charge.Sydney Sampson w uld be in
with
Ed
Ellis
as
his
assistant
at
Yonkers.

zr^t!k
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Guts

and

Flashes

Fred Beetson, of the Will Hays office has left on a western tour.
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East. Kod. 84^
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G'wyn
6
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World
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Joe Schenck has purchased
"The
Goldfish" for Constance
Talmadge.
Ivan Abramson will star Marion L.
Caddick, the dancer, in "The Dancer
and the Whirlwind."
Ben Weiss has placed Diana Allen,
Ida Darling and Allan Edwards, with
Arthur Zellner at the Estee studios.
Chicago — D. Arnold Kohn has
started producing a series of pictures
featuring famous Russian dancers.
Work on Burton King's production
of "Better Times Ahead" for Ideal
has commenced at the Tilford studios.
Grace Haskins of Hollywood, pr 3ducer of "Just Like a ^Voman," to
be released by W. W. Hodkinson, is
in town.
Marion Davies will give away 1,000
dolls to New York children on
Christmas, and will entertain 2,500
children at a big party at the Cosmopolitan studios.
George MacQuarrie has been signed by Distinctive to play the role of
the Constable of France in the French
episode of "Backbone" the first allstar feature of this company now in
production at the Biograph
studios.
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Students to See Bible Picture
The Columbia University class of
photoplay composition will view "The
Story of the Old Testament" on
Friday night through the courtesy of
the National Non-Theatrical organization.

FILM
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(Special
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(Special
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INDUSTRY

- $5,000,000
RATES

-
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Ottawa, Out. — For the first time
in the history of the industry a picture has been presented under the
patronage of a governor general of
Canada, when "The Man From
Glengarry" had its world premiere at
the Imperial here, when Lord and
Lady Byng graced the presentation
of this all Canadian film drama.

International
MOTION

Distributers
PICTURES

Inter-Ocean Fm Corporation
INTER-OCEAN, BUILDING
218 WEST

42nd ST.

NEW

BRYANT 7812
WHEN
YOU THINK
FOREIGN
THINK

WE REPRESENT
PRODUCERS & STARS
in negotiating releasing
contracts. Act as Sales Agent and
New York Representative for individuals, firms and corporations producing in California and elsewhere
in the U. S. or in Foreign Countries.

of

YORK

OF
OF

I N T. E R-O C E A N

Language

FINANCE PICTURES
& MAKE ADVANCES
of any amount on
Feature Productions, Producer-Distributor Contracts, etc. We also i|
finance Positive Prints, Advertising ;
Matter, Exploitation, etc. — rendering \
every form of financial service at(
legal rates.

ARRANGE
DISTRIBUTION
In effecting releasing)
arrangements, we require no advance
whatsoever from established and
responsible Distributors. We are,
therefore, free to represent and
collaborate in exploiting the

Heavy Loss
DAILY)

Renovo,
Pa.— A $50,000
sustained when the Rialto
stroyed by fire here.

— LEGAL
PICTURE

Hieroglyphics from Dead

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— The U. S. M.
P. Corp. studio has been purchased
by the OHver Morosco interests.

RESOURCES

Pres.

Distinguished Opening

Morosco Buys Studio
(Special to THE

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,

loss was
was de-

Marysville, Pa. — The Galen was
destroyed by fire causing a $10,000
loss.

production of any Producer —
through any and all channels o£
distribution.
\

(T'ScLcccLitimuI 6\ctuA^

THE ONLY LANGUAGE NOT USED
IN GLOWING TERMS IN PRAISE OF
JUPITER
FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entire
Latin America.

PRIZMA
COLOR
TITLE
PRINTS
PRIZMA, INC. 110 W

18
CENTS
per foot
40St.,N.Y.C.

a
The

UNDER THE
DIRECTION
and personal supervision »
CHARLES

GEROUS AGE"
THE son,DAN
Pater
N. J., Call said:

"There is not a dull moment throughout "The
Dangerous Age" and the audience is swayed with
emotion."
.o^llSJ> J,

O. BAUMANN,

PRei'

originator and organizer of:Kessel-Bauman, New York MotioBJ
Keystone, Sales Co., Universal!
and Triangle Film Companies I
producers of Ince-Kay Bee, Sennetlj
Chaplin-Keystone and other Famou|
Productions.

A John M. Stahl Production
GREAT

A FIRST NATIONAL

PICTURE

NORTHERN

FINANCE

CO

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone

Bryant

2989

f
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At Broadway Theaters

LtheN ews
No. 100
:)OT
YACHT
ENDS
35.000
MILE
[r establishes
AROUND
THE
WORLD—
"Speea record
for craft of
her
.rriving in New
York
after exciting
ingerous
cruise.
LOWING
THE
BANG-TAILS IN
/iT RUSSIA — Horse-racing persists
i of famines and revolutions ; a plunger
;ts 10,000,000 rubles on a horse (but
( y about $5.00).
SOLDIERS
LEAVE
VLADIVO,<.— Japan's
four
year
occupation
of
ends as last troops reach home soil.
MURPHY
WINS
250
MILE
CLASSIC
AT
LOS
ANGELES—
fans watch the race which
sets new
record,
news
as usual.
/£ ONLY

ONE-REEL

FEATURE

Qciay

Cameo
Selections from "The Geisha Girl" by S.
Tones, begins the program. Follow, Pathe
Cameo News Pictorial, Pathe Aesop's Fables,
Cameo Cartoon, a cello solo Massenet's Melodies, by Edward Turk, "B'eersheba" Geographic short reel, and a comedy Larry
Semon in "The Agent." The feature is
■'.As a Man Lives."

Strand
Weber's Overture, "Oberon" heads the program, followed by "Here and There," the
Fokine Ballet in "Humoresque" with Miles.
Korolova,
Bacon andandHunter
and "Polka"
with
Mile, Chahelska
M. Antonoff.
Then
the Strand Topical Review, Fenwick Newell
a tenor, and the feafure "The Beautiful and
Damned," "Railroading" Earl Kurd's new
comedy closes.

Rialto

VIPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42nd St.
nounces the closing of a
itract giving it exclusive sales
hts on the

FMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Cer two million feet of
5i;cted shots, as far back as
1 7, negative and positive, are
V made available for your
uirements.
Phone Bryant 0984-0985

Program gets under way with "Suite
I, Arksienne" an overture by Bizet, followed
by Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz. Then Rialto
Magazine and "Dreaming Alone in the Twilight" a duet by Susan Ida Clough, mezzo
soprano and Frederic Baer, baritone. Elsie
Ferguson in "Outcast" is the feature with
Buster Keaton in "The Blacksmith" to close.

Rivoli
"Sunset Land" a Hawaiian Fantasy with
Miriam Lax, Barbara Rowitt. Jean Booth,
Fred Jagel, singing and Lillian Powell,
danseuse, starts the program. Follow "In
the Land of the Hula" a short reel, Rivoli
Pictorial, "Second Hungarian Rhapsody" by
Liszt. Reisenfeld's Classical Ja«z, and "Thirty
Days" the feature starring Wallace Reid.
■'The Moth and the Moon" 'Willy Stahl on
the violm and Margherita Biscoe, danseuse
and "Snub" Pollard in "Newly Rich" a Pathe
comedy.

At Other Houses
"Town That Forgot God" continues at
the Astor. "When Knighthood Was in
Flower" holds over at the Criterion,
"Robin Hood" still drawing at the Lync.
has moved from the Rivoli
and the"Outcast"
to
Rialto.

kT TITLES
LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkins 7260-7461

EXCHANGE

_."THE
WIZARD
■~
OF nz"

ALWAYS
HADLEY

Among

Exchangemen

w has joinDetroit — George Ransha'office
as city
ed the local Educational
salesman.

S^;

SURE-FIRE!

Detroit — Art Richardson formerly
with Goldwyn is now with First Nationa'

StNY
th3083
6W39
Roy
>1Fitz

SUCCESS!

Capitol
Herold's overture, "Zampa" leads the program followed by "The Lake of Silence" a
short reel. Betsy Ayres, Mile. Gambarelli,
Alexander Oumansky, Doris Niles and Thalia
Zanou dance "Song of the Siren" to RimskyKorsakoff's "Song of India." Then the Capitol Magazine, Divertissements by the same
dancers, "Can't You Hear Me Calling, Caroline," sung by Robert Davis, who makes his
debut, and "Broken Chains" with Colleen
Moore and Malcolm McGregor. "The Fable
of a Dog's
Paradise" a Pathe Aesop short,
closes
the program.

Kansas City. Mo.— Don Woods has
r of the local
been appointed, manage
American Releasing office.

Is what we all strive for but few attain.

FAILURE
Follows those who never take advantage of
a good thing when offered.

Ask Dad, He Knows
All about NICK CARTER
He is in a new series of twelve of the snappiest, fastest, classiest and best dressed two
reel pictures ever screened. They will pack
every Theatre from the "5,000 Seater," to the
"lOOSeater."

INDEPENDENT! PICTURES CORPORATION
1540 Broadway

New York City

Loew's State Building

Telephone Bryant 3993

NOTICE TO PRODUCERS
THE

ASSOCIATED

BOOKING

CORP. COMPOSED OF A MAJORITY OF THE FIRST RUN THEATRES IN THE NEW YORK AND
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY TERRITORIES ARE NOW READY TO

'.

NEGOTIATE ON ALL PRODUCTIONS FOR THESE DISTRICTS
ON A STRICTLY CASH BASIS.

',■*/£ NEVEC DISAPPOINT'

.PHONE
iRVANT 5576

. '..INCOOPORATED ;
CTDFFT .
HO STREET
42!ffl
iJT .A9
-i -i/^ w/r
WEST
220
NEW YORK

;.
'"'-=
ALLAN A.LOWNES;;:'
GEN. MGC.
'

Address all communications to

A. B. CORP. Room 2007-220 W. 42d St., N. Y. C.
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The Troubles of an
Exhibitor
(Continued

Irom

Page

1)

Coming Quick
The Greatest Picture of All Time
"GRATIS"
10,000 people.
1,000 horses.
500 mules
and other beasts, birds and reptiles.
Better than
"The Barnstormer" and "Mistress of
the World."
The day before
I was to play it a
flying machine lit in Ezra Spivens
meadow near the edge of town and to
show you how smart I am, I rushed
out to the driver and told him I would
give him three dollars if he would
drop some bills out of his contraption
when he got over town. He consented and I had the printer rush them
out.
Now for the grief.
Five miles west of me at Loose
Tooth is a feller who owns a show
with the same name as mine and
strange to say he was playing the
same show as me on the same date.
When the flying machine got about
five thousand feet over my town, the
feller kept his word and let the bills
loose. A strong wind was blowing
from the east at the time and would
you believe me, it carried every one
of them bills and dropped them at
Loose Tooth and advertised that
monkeys shows.
He wrote me a letter thanking me
and I sent him a bill.
The next time I pull any flying machine stunts, it will be on "The Village Blacksmith" and I'll have him
drop anvils.
Yours, Zeb Knuckle.

It has the
liarmof
will stir the
hearts of the world

_Smilin
Through
^B^iaeiei^iM
Look BetterandWear longer

iJS^Best Picture

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

((

DAILY)

Hollywood — Louis Sherwin is writing an original for Fox.

of the Yeai

Darlington, Mo. — Reported that J.
Peery has opened the Peery.
Claude Gillingwater has been selected for the
of "Jewel"
which Lois
Weber
willcast
direct
for Universal.
Long Beach — The Loew, in Long
Beach has been sold by Ackerman
and Harris to Johnson and Fay.
Fort Worth, Tex.— The Utopia,
opened here under the management
of A. L. Mitchell.
Von Stroheim, collaborating with
Georges Lewys, will write "Merry Go
Round" into novel form.
Mack Sennett is to feature Phyllis
Haver in the forthcoming production
of "Alice in Screenland."
Patsy Ruth Miller will play Esmeralda in the "Hunchback of Notre
Dame," for Universal.
William Campbell, assisted by
Harry Burns, will direct a series of
animal pictures for Universal.
The old Realart Studio is to be
renovated for use by Famous, and
re-christened as the Wilshire-Paramount studio.
Max Graf will produce "The Fog,"
"Beans" and "The Gamble in Souls"
for Metro release. Production will be
at San Mateo studios near San Francisco.
Sigrid Holmquist, instead of Claire
Windsor, as previously announced,
has been chosen for the role of Patricia in support of Pola Negri in
"Bella Donna," George Fitzmaurice's
current production for Paramount.

Allen
Holubar's
production
of

Rupert Julian, it is reported, will
re-make "The Fire Flingers," which
he previously directed and in which
he appeared in a leading role. "The
Bugler
of Algiers" may be included in
the recreations.
The title of the Goldwyn picture
heretofore known as "Passions of the
Sea" adapted from "Captain Blackbird" by Carey Wilson has been
changed to "Lost and Found" with a
subtitle reading "on a South Sea IsFrank Lawrence has been engaged
to cut and edit Allen Holubar's "The
land" Frontier," starring Dorothy
White
Phillips, and the new Maurice
Tourner production. The Isle of
Dead Shipi, both of which are being
made at the United Studios.
Bryant Washburn has ended his
short vaudeville career and will return
to the screen as Fitz Von Tarlenheim in "Rupert of Hentzau." Bert
Lytell and Elaine Hammerstein ^yill
also play in the costume picture which
will be directed by Victor Heerman.
Edward Montague wrote the scenario.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

by Winifred Kimball
The prize winner of the great $30, 00
Chicago Daily News Scenario Conte^

Now playing at New Yo
Capitol.
Booked at Balabarf
Katz' Chicago Theatre !

I

7A& brAdstreet

^
V^
fl
^ ^ ^

^
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Abolishes

Deposits

"Lady Hamilton" in the Park
(Special

Vitagraph's New Move Effective Jan.
1st — No Contracts Without
Play Dates
1] That
Vitagraph
will abolish
the
deposit system
entirely, beginning
iwith the new year, was announced
jyesterday by President A. E. Smith.
\ In making the announcement Mr.
iSmith added that the action of the
jVitagraph company was not retro'active, and that no deposits already
ireceived
under
existing
contracts
would be refunded,
but that every
dollar of deposits so received would
be applied strictly accordinr' to the
terms of the contracts as they read
It the time the contracts were made.
Contracts made after the new year
will require no denosit, bu': the Vitagraph
company,
Mr.
Smith
said,
would expect and demand the same
fair treatment on the part of the exhibitor as the exhibitor received from
Vitagraph.
|i

(Continned on Page 6)

Weiss 111
Alfred Weiss of Artclass is suflferng from a bad attack of grippe.
Mae

December

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — Following "Robin Hood"
at the Park will come "The Affairs of
Lady Hamilton."
Top price is $1.10.
Kent Leaving for East
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — S. R. Kent, in charge
of Famous
Players
sales, left here
yesterday for the East.
Will make a
number of stops en route.

Price 5 Cents

The Exhibitor
Distribution Idea
M. P. T. O. Organizes Theater Owners Distributing Corp. in
Chicago and Invites All Exhibitors to Join — Meetings to Be Held Throughout Country

Prizma Coast Laboratory
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood— Wm. V. D. Kelley of
Prizma has arrived here and will open
a first print "lab" here under the management of Capt. George E. Stone.
Combination?
Tlie Globe yesterday said that
"authoratative Wall Street information" indicated a proposed combination between several of the larger
film companies. The names of these
companies was given, but officials of
iniportsnc-.- in the several corporations declared the report was without the slightest foundation.

(Special to THE

"Bunk

»>

'l* hat the first run system is the grcatil 'st menace to the business, are conv\ .ained in a statement just made public by Carl Laemmle of Universal.
J (You are making the mistake of your
^ life if you are booking your jjictnrcs
* ccording to what the first run lions?
n your territory is showing," say>
^aemmle, in a letter to an ex'iihifor.

re:

DAILY)

True stated that letters and telegrams were on the desk from many
independent e-xhibitors who were
most enthusiastically in favor of tlie
new movement, hut were prevented
from being present because of the
great distance to be traveled, or for
different business reasons.
S5,0C0,CC0 Capital
The Theater Owners Dis. Corp.
is chartered under the laws of Delaware. It has an authorized capital
of $5,000,000. It will be entirely cooferative in character.
Meetings will be l.cld in different
ci' ics throughout the country soon to
afford all ex'iibitors an opportunity
to
become affiliated with the new
company.

il'SaysLaemmle Who Flays System as
Industry's Greatest Menace
I
_l Denunciation of the present mctbod
Aid! first run showings and a warning

'You know
as well as T do that nearly
'ery first run house in the United States and
[Canada is controlled,
either Iiy some
proucing
company
or by
smic
d siriliutintr
loncern. and you know mighty well that the
'urpose of controlling first run houses
is to
ixport pictures there so you will hook them
"In the great majority of cases nowadays.
le quality of a picture has precious
little
do with the case.
* • * There
was
a
when first run houses were really o\\'nby individuals,
that the first run meant
imething.
In those days, if the man
who
1i«d the theater and made his living out of
picked out a picture to exhibit, it was a
ife bet for you to follow his lead and book
same
picture.
Evidently
'them
days is
me forever.'
Today,
in most
cases
first
does not mean
first run but it simply
(leans first exploitation.
• * ♦ Remember —
nowadays most first runs are pure bunk I"

FILM

Chicago — The long expected entry of the M. P. T. O. of A. —
the national exhibitor organization — in the distributing field has
become a fact. On Tuesday night at the Hotel Sherman about
100 exhibitors from various parts of the U. S. met and as a result the Theater Owners Distributing Corp. was formally
launched.
W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111., one of the leading members of
the M. P. T. O., welcomed the exhibitors to Chicago, and by
request Wm. A. True, Hartford, president of the Connecticut M.
P. T. O., took the chair.

to
next
Griffith's
in
part
leading
a
play
roduction.
"The
Wliite Rose."

First Runs

Authority

14, 1922

D. W. Signs Mae Marsh
Marsh
yesterdav
signed

ft

^^RE(OGMIZEE

Definite arrang(.nicnis will be made
for the establishment of exchanges or
the acquirina; of exchanges now in
operation, in all parts of the coun'ry;of
and also for the "'eneral cx'.ension
he bus-n?ss.
Many independent exhibitors, in
no w'ay connected witii exhibitor
organizations,
it is said, took the
nhiative in this proposition, and invited the officers and members of the
exhibitor organization to meet with
th.em in formulating a new line of
action.
While

the

moves

tending

toward

Danny says advertising and pub licit
You might add exploitation and that
soms" should score heavily. What
Wha t else do you want. — Advt.
plus a real box-office picture.

aa

f-^E^

ma
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Low
Close
East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
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G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

84^
93H
963/4
6
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9634
5^

18H

18^
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5,000
963/4
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5%
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St. John in 5 reelers

(Special to THE

FILM

19 States Get "Birth"
United Artists will release immediately Griffith's "The Birth of a
Nation" to the following states: New
\ ofK, 1 ennsylvania, Michigan, Indiana, New Jersey, Maryland, Missouri, Oklahoma. Arkansas, Texas,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee.
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina.
South Carolina. Virginia and Kentuckv.

Vignola
Reaches
(Special
to THE
FILM

Warners Buy More Material
Two plays that made George M.
Cohan famous in the early davs of
his career, and one of Charles Dickens masterpieces have been purchased by Warner Brothers as starring vehicles for Wesley Barry. The
Cohan plays are "Little Johnny
Jones" and "George Washington,
Jr.," and the Dickens novel, "David
Copperfield." William Beaudine will
direct.

if- ^<Luc.atiari/^ O 'UituAji^

r

A!

FOR

SALE

300 shares of Sheridan Theatre
preferred stock for sale.
Address K-14
c/o The Film Daily

Damage
FILM

DAILY)

Kansas City — An explosion believed to have been caused by a gas
leak from a gas heater in the basement, resulted in damages estimated
at $100,000 to the Doric, and adjoining buildings.

December

14, 1922

Max Spiegel 111
Max Spiegel, of the Strand,
ported very ill.

is re-

Minter to Legitimate
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

RyB^"
Angeles

Los
— Mary
Miles Minter
plans to return to the legitimate.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre

DAILY)

'Frisco
DAILY)

Explosion
(Special to THE

Thursday,

Jack toPickford
to Work
"The Common Law" Star Cast
(.■^i.ccial
THE Fll-M
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — Jack Pickford is back
Los Angeles — Myron Selznick is here
and will soon begin on another
May Complete Hipp
starting production on "The Common
(Special "to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Law" which he promises will rival in
Ahron, O. — Plans to refinance the magnitude both as to stars and elab- picture.
Duncan Again in Serials
partially constructed Hippodrome are
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
screen version "Rupert of
■ nukr way with .the result that this Hentzau " orateness
Corinne Griffith, Conway
Hollywood — That William Duncity may soon have another big Tcarle, Ellliott Dexter, and Phyllis
can will be seen in serials before 1923
! ousc. It is reported that Cleveland
is well under way appears probable
Haver
have
been
signed
for
"The
inlercsts arc endeavoring to raise
Common Law" and promises five ^rom what the star says: "I always
;5()(lO00 to complete this originally more
stars in cast. George Archaiii- figured on returning to serials, though
pkmne;! .i,2(!(l seat house.
baud will direct from a scenario by
for the past two years we have been
Edward J. Montague.
making Westerns. It seemed to me
Choice Prod. Novelties
that the serial cycle was about run
K. H. Silcocks, sales manager jf
when
I quit them. To me the time
American
Releasing
Has
"The
Choice Prod, of Los Angeles is at the
seems ripe for a return of the chapter
Astor for a few days looking into
FeaturingBohemian
Ivor Novello,
Girl." the star drama popularity and if circumstances
conditions as well as distribution
who is looked upon as a successor of develop satisfactorily I will no doubt
affairs here. Choice Prod, are making
a series of 12 two reel novelties called Rudolph Valentino, American Releas- be engaged at my former pursuit.
My contract with Vitagraph runs well
"Comparables." The idea back of ■UCT has secured Harley Knoles' pro- into next year but negotiations have
Girl."
Bohemian
"The
duction
of
the subjects is to compare conditions
The cast includes beautiful Gladys been under way that may enable me
of years ago with those of today.
Cooper,
Ivor Novellc, who is just to get started at the serial again beThese subjects will include dramatic
fore the time limit of the contract exefforts such as are usually found in now entering upon a contract as the
pires. No definite arrangements have
features showing how the action ac- star of D. W. Griffith's next production; Constance Collier, C. Anbrev
curcd
today. years ago and comparing it with
Smith, and Ellen Terry. Pre-release as yet been made."
Silcocks leaves on Sunday for the of "The Bohemian Girl" is announced
Coast but will return early in the year. by American for mid-January and
Choice Prod, have taken over the eeneral release in February. Harley
Francis Ford Studios on Sunset Blvd. Knoles, its producer-director, made
RESOURCES - $5,000,000
so Silcocks reports.
"Stolen Orders," "Carnival," "Little
Women" and many other pictures.

THE

Hollywood — It is reported that A.
St. John is soon to start making fivereelers for Fox release. Two-reelcrs
have been his limit in the past.

San Francisco — Robert C. Vignola,
director of "When Knighthood Was
In Flower," touched port here yesterday on the first lap of his world
tour.

DAILV

MUST
A.B.G's
HAVE BEEN
SMOKING
THE PIPE
TO
CONJURE UP
THE WORDS
OF PRAISE USED IN THE
REVIEW OF

The DANGEROUS

AGE

IN THE MOTION PICTURE
NEWS WHICH SAID:
"The Best Picture in every way
John M. Stahl has made — good for
anywhere."
any A house,
John M.
Stahl Production
^o«»s
A First National Picture
^sk\o*'^

n

— LEGAL

RATES

PRODUCERS

—

& STARS

represented. Also every form of
financial service rendered in connection therewith — at legal rates.
GREAT

NORTHERN

FINANCE

Knickerbocker
Broadway

at 42nd

Telephone

BuiMinE;

Street,
Bryant

CORP.

N.

Y.

City

2989

NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
TITLES
Including Cards
15 CENTS
PER
FOOT
24 Hour
Service,
If Necessary.
SIMPLEX
TITLE
SHOP
220 West 42d Street
Phone Bryant 0985

FOR

SALE

2 Pathescope Machines in perfect condition, $65.00
each.
JAXON
FILM
CORP.
220 W. 42nd St., New York

THE
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Lewis J.Selznick. announces
that Myron Selznick
has started production on
another tremendous special

7je COMMON LAW"
from the celebrated novel by
ROBERT W.CHAMBERS

Corinne GriPPibh
Conway Tearle
Elliott Dexter
with

Directed by George AncHAiNBAUD;Scenario by Edward J.Montagne
(Author and Scenarist, respectively, of "One Week of Love")
y/ie whole produced under the personal supervision oF Myron Selznick

CORINNE
GRIFFITH

ELLIOTT
DEXTER

CONMV
TEARLE

P

THE

■JX
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d Copperfield"
To Maketo "Davi
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
Hollywood — As the result of the
success of "Oliver Twist," Principal
Pictures will make "David Copper-

I

Playgoers

Get

Film

' "A Pauper Millionaire"
a comedy
drama controlled by Reginald Warde
will be distributed by Playgoers Pictures, Frank H. Crane directed.

Goldwyn in New Haven
Goldwyn announces the opening of
a new branch exchange on Dec. 18 in
New Haven. Quarters have been, obtained in the Kilfeather Building 134
Meadow St. A. Interrante in charge.
"Love's

Old

Sweet Song"
Norca

Through

Hopp Hadley has arranged
distribution of Oscar Lund's
Old Sweet Song," featuring
Gallaher and Louis Wolhemi,
Norca Pictures, Inc.

for the
"Love's
Donald
through

Gilmore Here
Mr. Gilmore of Webster Pictures,
Inc., Syracuse, is stopping at the
Richmond. He announces that A.
M. Webster is no longer connected
with his organization. He is here
to look over state right productions.
Novel Reels

A series of one reelers made in different sections of the world by
Lester Bangsberg and Harry Douglas
different sections of the world by
will be released by Agnes Eagen
Cobb, beginning with Jan. 1, one a
month.

"The Night Before Christmas"
Produced by the Film Mutual
Benefit Bureau will be released Dec.
17. The income from this release
for
goes to the American Committee ity
Devastated France and the Matern
Centre Asso. of New York. Special
g Plaza theater, Saturday at
showin
11 A. M.

Shipman Opens Office
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Toronto — William Cranston has
opened headquarters here for the
Ernest Shipman Film Service, which
will distribute Canadian-made pictures throughout the dominion. The
inaugural booking at this city is
"The Man From Glengarry," at the
Regent, opening Christmas week.
e New
Independent Acquir
ter Series

•

Foreign Rights Sold
Foreign rights to "The Tie That
Binds" have been purchased by Warner Brothers, according
to
Gus
Schlesinger.

Nick Car-

Independent Pic. Corp., of which
l manJesse J. Goldburg is genera
ager, have acquired the new series
of 12 two reel Nick Carter Detective
Productions, made by Murray W.
Garsson, the first four of which are
completed. They will de distributed
through the independent market.
Independent offices will move to
the State about Dec. 15.

productions next year: "After Six
Days," "Between Worlds" and "The
Woman
Who Believed."
Casting
"Temptation"
iSoecial
to THE
FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Casting on "Temptation" isgoing forward rapidly. Edward J. LeSaint, who directed "More
to be Pitied," and "Only a Shopgirl,"
will also direct "Temptation."
Selig Going to South America
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Franciso — According to a report, Col. W. N. Selig is making
arrangements to charter a vessel for
the expedition he is sending to South
America to bring back zoological
specimens from the Amazon.
Franklin Film Plans
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Boston — Franklin Film Co. is said
to be operated by Nate Gordon and
Jack Lourie who, after using pictures
purchased for the company, in turn
show them first run and later release
them throughout New England territory. They are handling Warner
Bros, product among other specials.
One Reel Barton Films
Bruce Barton, well-known editorial
and fiction writer, has entered the picture field as the head of Better Day
Pictures, Inc., organized to produce
the ideas embodied in his writings.
Second National which will distribute the series, is releasing the first
entitled, "Just a Little Late Club."
It is planned to make the one reel
Bruce
Barton subjects a weekly service.
F. B. O. Salesman Promoted
L. George Ross, who was formerly
a salesman in the New York exchange
of F. B. O., is now managing the New
Haven branch. William Conn, who
is branch manager in Charlotte, N.
C, was taken from the Atlanta
branch. Frederick Young, managing
the Kansas City branch, was promoted from the position of salesman
in the same office.
United Gets Enghsh Films
(Special to THE

FILM

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Atlanta, Ga. — The Peerless Film
Co., an independent distributing organization has been launched by
Steven W. Grow and James A. McWhorter.
Plummer
(Special

To Release Three
Artclass Pictures will release three

field."
i

(Special

to THE

14,1

Southwest Notes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Waynoka,
Okla.— E. A. Wii
plans to erect a house here.
Enid, Okla. — The Majestic ov
by Mrs. Billings was destroyed by
Loss about $120,000.

Producing
FILM

DAILY)

Worcester, Mass. — W. J. Plummer is directing "Daylight and Darkness" here. Through Charles Walton,
O'Brien,
Harlan Ray
Knight,
William JackBlack,
Wallace
and
Audrey Berry were engaged for it.
Frank Zucker is the cameraman, and
Garrett
Thompson
wrote
this sce-

AS A BOX

Caddo,
Tex. — T. F. Vaughn
purchased the Liberty from J. G
friend,
will open
a housi
Moran. who
Tulsa,
Okla.— William
M. S
bought
the
uncompleted
Edw
theater building for a reported
sideration of $250,000.
He also c
ed the Main Street.

OFFICE

ATTRAGTIO^

Better than the best serial ever made.
Better than any other two reel dramatic production ever producft
The most wridely known subject ever screened.
The only independent offering where possession spells profit.
That is covering a large territory, but —

Ask Us To Prove It —
Seeing is believing.
The new series of the famous detective story exploits of

Nick Garter
INDEPENDENT
PICTURES
1540 BROADWAY
Loew's State Building

1923
YEAR

NEW

YORK

GORB
CITY

Telephone Bryant 3993

FILM
BOOK

Will be read throughout
the coming year by practically everyone in the industry. Can you afford to
be out of its advertising

DAILY)

Buffalo— The United Projector &
Film Corp. has acquired exclusive
non-theatrical rights for five years
for this country on five Hepworth
productions, all filmed in England.
They are "Oliver Twist," "David
Copperfield," "Nearer My God To
Thee," "The Crimes" and "The
Vicar of Wakefield." It also secured
rights on Safety Standard for United
States east of the Mississippi on
about 250 short reel Bray educational
and cartoon comedy
films.

pages ?
Out Jan. 1st Bigger and Better Than Ever

Announcing-

"The Super 39
Paramount Pictures to be released
yy

In the six
Thirty-nine great
months beginning February first and ending August first, 1923.
My-RION
DAVIES in
"When Directed
Knighthood
Was Vignola
In Flower"
by Robert
A Cosmopolitan

ALICE
BRADY in
"The
Leopardess"
By Katharine Newlin Burt

Production

DOROTHY
DALTON
"Dark Secrets"

Directed by Henry Kolker
Scenario by J. Clarkson Miller

in

by

A

CECIL
With

by Hector
Sam Wood

B.

Turnbull
Production

Supported
story

DeMILLE'S Production
"Adam's Rib"

by Jeanie Macpherson
Sills, Elliott Dexter, Theodore
Kosloff,
Q. Nilsson and Pauline Garon

Milton
Anna

With
By

A William deMille Production
"GRUMPY"
May

McAvoy,
Roberts and
Conrad Theodore
Nagel
Horace Hodges and T. Wigney Percyval
Screen play by Clara Beranger

From

A George Melford Production
Leatrice Joy,"JAVA
JacquelineHEAD"
Logan, Raymond
By Joseph Hergesheimer
Scenario by Waldemar
Young

With

AGNES
AYRES in
"Racing
Theodore
RobertsHearts"
and Richard

By Byron Morgan
Directed by Paul Powell
Scenario by Will M. Ritchey

A James Cruze
"THE
COVERED
By Emerson

Middleton

Dix

!

By Fannie Hurst
Directed by Frank Borzage
Scenario by Frances Marion
A Cosmopolitan
Production

THOMAS
MEIGHAN in
"The Ne'er-Do-Well"
By Rex Beach
Directed
Scenario

by Alfred Green
by Tom
Geraghty

Garon
Young

Bayard

Veiller

GLORIA
SWANSON in
"Bluebeard's
Wife"
A Sam Wood Eighth
Production
A William deMille Production
"ONLY 38"
With

by John Fox, Jr., and the play
by Eugene Walter
Directed by Charles Maigne

With
From a Pictorial Review Story by Konrad
Directed by Victor Fleming
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon

Roche
Bercovici

JACK
HOLT in
"The Tiger's Claw"

By Jack
Cunningham
Directed
by Joseph
Henabery

Walter Hiers in
Billings
Spends Logan
His Dime"
With Jacqueline

By Dana Burnet
Directed by Wesley Ruggles
Screen Play by Albert Shelby LeVino

A George Fitzmaiu-ice Production
"THE
RUSTLE
OF SILK"
With Betty Compson and Conway Tearle
By Cosmo Hamilton
Scenario by Ouida Bergere

Lois

BEBE

Wilson, May
McAvoy,
George
By A. E. Thomas
Screen play by Clara Beranger

DANIELS and BERT
"The Exciters"
By

Martin

Brown

"CHILDREN
OF
JAZZ"
With
Nita Naldi. Jacqueline
Logan
Conrad Nagel and Robert Cain
By Harold Brighouse
Directed by Alfred Green
DOROTHY
DALTON
"Fog Bound"
ALICE
BRADY in
"The Snow Bride"

By Sonya Levicn and Julie Heme
Directed by Henry Kolker

JACK
HOLT in
ByLight
Peter toB. Leeward"
Kyne

Directed
Scenario

Paramount Pictures
SJy

PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION
f!
»DOLDH lOKOe.
l>-.»i«-c
.
wi

*"' ""** "^

^^

in

By Jack
Bechdolt
Directed
by Victor
Fleming
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon

"The

Fawcett

LYTELL

WALTER
HIERS in
"Seventy-five Cents an Hour"

by Joseph Henabery
by Jack Cunningham

Watch for complete descriptions of these pictures in
Film Daily every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
IKi FAMOUS
s^a.)
,

in

From Charlton Andrew's adaptation of Alfred Savoir's
play. Scenario by Monte M. Katterjohn

the novel

"Mr.

By

Melford Production
FOOL
YOUR
WIFE"
Joy, Nita Naldi, Lewis Stone

DOROTHY
DALTON in
"The
Law
of
the Lawless"
Theodore
KosIofF and Charles de

in

BETTY
COMPSON in
"The Woman with Four Faces"

the story by Joseph Hocking
Sam Wood
Production

MARY
MILES
MINTER
in
"The Trail
of
the
Lonesome
Pine"
With Antonio Moreno

Production
WAGON"
Hough

Nth COMMANDMENT"

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
"White Heat"

AGNES
AYRES
"Contraband"

Nita Naldi
By Edith Wharton
Scenario by Edfrid Bingham

From

Corelli.
Directed by Alan Crosland
Scenario by Frances Marion
A Cosmopolitan
Production

By Clarence Buddington Kelland

and

Scenario by Jack Cunningham
Paramount's
great epic drama

"THE

Marie

By byR. Victor
G. KirkFleming
Directed
Scenario by Percy Heath

An Allan Dwan Production
"The
the Moon"
With Glimpses
BEBE ofDANIELS

in

By

GO-GETTER"
Peter B. Kyne

and Pauline
By Waldemar

Hatton

Story and direction by Julia Crawford Ivers

Directed by Robert Vignola
From the play by Guy Bolton and George
Scenario by Luther Reed
A Cosmopolitan
Production

A

A George
"YOU
CAN'T
With Leatrice

BETTY
COMPSON in
"The White Flower"

MARION
DAVIES
"Adam and Eva"

"VENDETTA"
With Lionel Barrymore
and Alma Rubens

GLORIA
SWANSON in
"Prodigal
Daughters"
Adapted by Monte M. Katterjohn

JACK
HOLT in
"Nobody's
Money"
by William LeBaron

by Wallace
Worsley
by Beulah Marie Dix

By Frank Condon
Twenty-five stars in support

With Seena Owen, T. Roy Barnes
Directed by E. H. Griffith
Scenario by John Lynch
A Cosmopolitan
Production

Supported
by George Fawcett
Adapted by Will M. Ritchey from "Sacrifice"
by Stephen French Whitman
A Charles Maigne Production

With

Conway Tearle and Conrad Nagel
By Robert Hichens
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
by Hamilton
Theatrical Corporation

"THEBy

"Drums of Fate"
With MARY
MILES
MINTER

Directed
Scenario

by

Presented

in

great Ethel
EmpireBarrymore's
Theatre success
By Zoe Akins
"HOLLYWOOD"
A James Cruze Production

POLA
NEGRI in
A George Fitzm^urice Production
"BELLA
DONNA"

by Edmund Goulding
Directed by Victor Fleming

GLORIA
SWANSON in
Americanbased
Wife"
Monte "My
M. Katterjohn,
on the

POLA
NEGRI
"Declassee"

in

THE
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The

Exhibitor Distribution Idea
(Continued

reached the
Tuesday.

from

industry

Page

1)

generally

until

"A demand for a company of this
kind on the part of the independent
theater owners, has been repeatedly
made for several years," said one
of the leaders of the movement. "The
independent exhibitor saw his position in the business imperiled, and
the desire for an exhibitor controlled
distributing corporation was expressed at the Minneapolis convention in June, 1921, and reiterated
with much emphasis at the Washington convention last May, and was
at that meeting referred to the board
of directors.
Many

Meetings Held

"Many state
and other
meetings
exhibitors,
allied
to this
nationalof
organization, went on record as favoring such a move, and similar action
was taken by different regional
bodies. Finaliy," he added, "the
board of directors of the M. P. T. O.
of A., decided that the organization
could not of itself make such a move,
but that the formation of an exhibitor
owned and controlled distributing
corporation was imperative to insure
the safety of the independent theater
owners."
Then came the formation of the
Theater Owners Dis. Corp.
True then presented the plans and
purposes of the new corporation.
Some Plans of the Corporation
After detailing the necessity of the
proposed corporation, True told of
the five million capital, and said that
of the seven directors, five had been
selected: William D. Burford, Aurora.
Ill, Harry Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.; L.
J. Dittmar. Lousville, Ky.; Sydney
S. Cohen, N. Y. City; Wm. A. True,
Hartford,
Conn.
"It is the desire of this company,"
he added, "to arrange for obtaining
and distributing to motion picture exhibitors, stockholders of this company, a grade of pictures of consistent
quality which can be supplied to exhibitors at a price that will enable
them to realize a profit on their investments.
"My associates have undertaken
this gigantic enterprise for the purpose of affording protection to the
independent exhibitors throughout the
United States, and with this purpose
in mind it is the fundamental idea
of the incorporators to make the company strictly co-operative."
True said many problems had developed and others would, but to
insure equality of interest in the
company to the exhibitors. "We have
felt that it would be unjust to allow a majority of stock of this company to be owned by a few large
exhibitors, and that it would be
equally unjust to permit a large and
well-to-do exhibitor to obtain the
benefits of this co-operative company
without contributing a fair portion
of the capital. We, therefore, have
concluded that the allotment of stock
to the subscribers
must
be based

upon a schedule of minimum and
maximum requirements so that a
theater owner in a town of a given
size will be required to subscribe
for at least each theater and that
he will not be permitted to subscribe
for more than the maximum limits
A schedule presented showed the
minimum
and maximum limits for
fixed."
stock subscription. All stock issued
must enter a voting trust, and a
board of seven trustees will be selected "five of whom have been
elected."
(Some
attending
that the five
directors
namedbelieve
will
also be the voting trustees.)
True added that a national advisory committee would be formed,
one man from each of the 29 zones,
to be selected by the stockholders of
that zone.
He added:
"The company also hopes to cause
to be established a local committee
of seven exhibitors selected by the
-tockboldcrs themselves in each zone
through whom the company will adjust disputes, and from whom the
company will obtain information and
suggestions.
"Each subscribing stockholder will
ilso be obligated to exhibit the pictures released by the company upon
the terms and conditions that will
be incorporated in a standard form
of contract. It is the hone of the
company to prepare a standard form
of contract which will be fair ?nd
equitable in all its terms, and which
will insure to the exhibitors the opportunity for exhibiting pictures for
which they have contracted and will
insure to the company the absolute
fulfillment of these contracts by the
exhibitors.
Ready by Next September
"It is our hope that we will he
able to have our product mady for
release beginning with September,
192.3. and prior to that time the company will be engaf^ed in orrranizing
exchan'^es in all of the principal exchange centres in the United States
or acqin'ring exchanges now in
existence, contractin- with producprs,
directors and star*; for t'v' distribution of material suitable for exhibition by the ex'^ibitor. and at prices
consistent with the "■eu'-ral purpose
of the conipan\' and with the d^sirps
and hope= of the exhibitors t'Tou'^hout the United
S'ates."
The formation of the Theater
Owners Dis. Corp.. comes as the result of a number of disrjissions held
at various national exhibitor gatherings beginning several years a.go.
In Minnpapolis. tlie idea was
brought to the floor, bu*- b*^"r tabl"d
and subsequently in beha'f of the
orranization .'-^ena'^'^r Walker conferred with several important distributors regarding the move. This
failed to develop anything material,
however and tho Washinrrton convention came anH passed into history
without the subiect occupying much
attention. Within the past few
months the idea was revived, however.
Comment
Many important film folk, while
very much interested in the news
from Chicago, said that for various
reasons they preferred not to be
quoted with regard to the idea.

Abolishes
(Continued

Deposits
from

I'age

"Exploitation is to pictures as

1 •■

In explanation Mr. .Smith said that
10 years or more ago, wlicn in the
majority of cases the exhibitor represented only aseats
small
few hundred
an 1thca'er
under awith
shorta

water is to a thirsty man."
Experienced exploitation man
seeks change. Now employed.
Box K-14. Film Daily,
71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

lease, it was deemed necessary to
require a substantial advance payment, not that the money might be
in the hands of the producer or distributor for use, but in order to insure the performance of the contract
by the exhibitor. Today he said,
conditions are different and the situation is entirely changed. The exhibitor of today, with but few exceptions, has a very substantial investment in the theater which he operates. He is responsible and means
to live up to the contract which
he signs.

Westerns
ence
l
l
e
c
x
E
NEGATIVES

Beginning the new year, Vitagraph will accint contracts from any
exhibitor with the understanding that
full payment for each picture to be
played will be made seven days before the play date designated in the
contract. When the exhibitor, for
any reason, dLsires to postpone the
original pla^' date named in the contract, itwill be necessary for him to
pay the amount due on the contract
in full at least seven days in advance
of the original play date named in
the contract, before Vitagraph will
consent to the change and then the
exhibitor in each case will have the
privilege of playing such pcitures at
a later date. No contracts will be
accepted unless a definite play date
is given for each picture at the time
the contract is signed.
ing.Smith is exceedingly optimistic
over the non-deposit method of bookAbrams,

United

wUl purchase negatives of I
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP.,
1540 Broadway,
N. Y. C.

' It has the
heait'tug

Mabel

BARDINE

mpa

vnll stir the
^hearts of the worit

of Over,

Artists,

"It is a good thing. Anything that
tends to keep the market open for
the independent producer I am in
favor of."

BOUGHT

We

Fully 97 per cent of the exhibitors
today are thoroughly responsible,
Mr. Smith said, not only in their
financial ability to meet the obligations in their contracts, but in their
desire and intention to meet them.

Hiram
said :

14, 19;

the Hill*
Grace

&Inc.ANDERSON
Sole Aeents for

HAPSBURG

whose

LIEBE

"THE
BROAD
ROAD"
Has Just Been Picturized
Mr. Liebe is best known for his published stories of the
"Tol'able David" type. A few of these are available now.

BARDINE

& ANDERSON,

Bryant 4072

Inc.

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
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Settled

Schulberg-Abrams
Litigation
Regarding United Artists Closed
It is understood that the suit instituted by Benjamin P. Schulberg
in July, 1920, against Hiram Abrams
has been settled out of court and the
suit has been withdrawn.
Schulberg brought the action claimine; commissions for the promotion
snd development of United Artists
and Hiram Abrams affiliatioii therewith, as well as for commission due
on the Greenhill British transaction.
As part of the settlement, which is
I understood to involve a considerable
sum, Abrams has withdrawn his suit
oi" $5,000 damages filed against Schull)rrg, over a year ago.
At the time of the filing of the
suit there was much interest with
reference to the litigation.
Coast Departures
for
the
Among
those
leaving
Schcnck,
C'oast
yesterday
were
Joe
Dr. A. H. Gianninni, Bank of Italy
and Commercial Trust Co., and H
;M. Warner of Warner Brothers.
\ jack Bachmann, of the Al Lichtman
'Corp.,

leaves Tuesday.
Who is Cameron?
I Reports from Kansas City are to
I he effect that Norman E. Cameron.
'cre 48, "Manager
of Educational
Film Corp.," was arrested at the request of the Los Angeles police on
charge of embezzlement of approxiiiately $15,000.
Relative
to this, Earl Hammons
I Educational,
says that he never
iieard of Cameron, nor was he ever
employed
by Educational.

Friday,

December

Jules Levy Here
Jules Levy, Universal district manager for the Atlantic coast with headquarters in Philadelphia, is in town to
attend a sales conference.
Johnson Coming
(Special to THE

FILM

Home
DAILY)

London — E. Bruce
Johnson,
Foreign Manager of Asso. First National,
has sailed for America.

15, 1922

Price 5 Cent*

Battle in Sight Between
A.B.C and M.P.T. O.
Announcement of Theater Owners Dis. Corp. Anticipates Movement of A. B. C. to Extend Organizal on Nationally —
Old Fight Between Cohen Factic i and T. O.
C. C. May Develop as R suit

Anderson Leaves Wilmer & Vincent
Ford S. Anderson, general manager and film buyer for Wilmer &
Vincent, has resigned, effective tomorrow. His successor has not yet
JK-en appointed, although there is
some talk of Floyd Hopkins taking
hi.s place. Anderson will take a
rest before resuming business.
Famous Players Dividend
Famous Players directors yesterday
declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2 a share on the preferred
stock, payable Feb. 1, 1923 to stockl.oiders on record at the close of busiii(.ss, Jan. 1.
Sir William Wiseman an associate
of Huph Loub & Co. was elected a
director and also a member of the
finance committee succeeding Baier
C. Dominick.

The Associated Booking Corp. — the booking organization
of the T. O. C. C. of New York — plans to extend its activities in
a nation wide movement.
As noted in yesterday's issue, important national ofificials
of the M. P. T. O. of A. have organized the Theater Owners
Dis. Corp. with $5,000,0(X) capital, to produce and distribute on
a co-operative basis.
"They beat us to it with their announcement," say some of
the A. B. C.-T. O. C. C. crowd. All of which is anticipatory to a
pretty battle all through the country between the two organizations.
Ballance 111
Harry
is down

Ballance, Famous
with the grip.

Players,

The

A. E. Smith's Denial
Albert E. Smith, of Vitagrj.pli.
Isaid yesterday:
"The public statement to the eflfcct
jthat J. D. Williams is connected with
the Vitagraph Company is absolutely
untrue and without foundation. Mr.
Williams
is not associated
with the
itaeraph in any capacity nor has Mr.
Smith had any negotiations with him.
The stories being published to the
eflFect that there arc to be chanecs
in the personnel and nolicv in Vitaigfaph are undoubtedly beina: circulated by unscrupulous competitors.
"The only chance in policy recently inaugurated hv Vitagraph is
the abolition of the deposit system
which has lone been a thorn in the
side of the exhibitor due to the fact
that under the deposit svstem
aproximately $3 000,000 of exhibitors'
money is in the hands of producers
|for which the exhibitors have received
no adequate benefit."

That tne Cohen organization "got
the edge" with their announcement
regarding the distributing company
is admitted by some of the A. B. C.
leaders. But when the plans of the
A. B. C. are announced and it need
not be surprising if they come some
time next week — it is expected that
exhibitors throughout the country
will then have their choice of selection; whether to line up with one
organization or the other.
And this will be anticipating the
next national exhibitors convention
scheduled to be held next June in
Chicago.
Situation

Locally

There is hardly a doubt that, regardless of what develops nationally
one way or the other, the T. O. C. C.
will not align with the proposed distributing organization. There is too
much feeling, so it was said yesterday, for this to be smoothed out.
Naturally the T. O. C. C. crowd
say the M. P. T. O. state organization
corporation." and naturis "a paper
ally this is denied by the friends of
Sydney

Cohen.

Distribution Idea
Be Given First Official Hearing
in Boston Next Week — Report
Arouses Interest
The proposed Theater Owners Dis.
by imCorp., formed in Chicago,
portant officials of the M. P. T. O.
of A., as noted in yesterday's issue,
will be given its first public hearing
in Boston next Tuesday.
(Continued on Page 6)

To

read "Thorns and Orange
Thirtv millions of our American citizens Ahave
tremendous potential aud.en«
Blofsom^" or have seen the stage play..
t allow to slip
all ready for you. There's an opportunity that you shouldn

by. — Advt.

i8er%
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DAILY
Naulty Joins Distinctive
J. M. Naulty has become affiliated
with Distinctive as studio manager.
He was with Famous Players.
Vol nil Ha. 74
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..
,.^,
do pfd. .
*5*G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

Low

Close

845^
931/2
96K
6

84^
92
96i4
5j4

ISVz

ISVs

Cuts and

Sales

845^
200
93
5.000
96?4
100
5%
300
Not quoted
IS'A
1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Flashes

oldwyn
Dance
Tonight
mployees of the Goldwyn organzation will hold dance tonight at the
-A.stor Roof.
Garrison's Finish Release Date
Release date of ^ack Pickford's
"Garrison Finish," set for Jan. 15,
hv Allied Artists.
More

Warner

Purchases

\\'arncr Brothers have bought the
picture rights to "Irene" and "Bal)i)itt." The latter is by the author
of "Main Street."
Reisenfeld in Santa Claus Role
Hugo Riesenfekl will play Santa
Claus to more than 8,000 children
during
Rivoli.Christmas week at the
Special Showing
There will be a special showing
of Fdwin Carewe's latest "Mighty
Lak a Rose," at the Strand this
morning,
to a number
the the
director's
friends. Carewe
leavesof for
Coast
on Monday.
Hays

Wants

(Special to THE

Suggestions
FILM

DAILY)

Chicago — In a letter to the "Christian Advocate," official organ of the
Methodist Church, Will Hays requests "suggestions for active help"
in
improving
motion picture. the "service" of the

Continuity for Alice Brady's "The
Snow Bride" is practically completed.
Arthur Maude is to produce a series
of 12 two reelers from famous masterpieces ofpainting.

Serial Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Universal City, Cal. — "The Social
Buccaneer," a romantic serial starring
jack Mulhall, has been completed
here.
Directed by Robert F. Hill.
$2,500 Idea Suit

(SpecUl to THE

FILM

Rat"
to
pay idea.
her that sum for "The Wharf

and Anita Loos, are

en route to Los Angeles~^MTere they
will make another picttJrfe*for Con^
stance Talmadge.
i

~

^

^ 6\ctivv^
(r^ci<xcaiUxnaI
^
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E. W. Hammonds, President o;
Educational Film Company, spent i
few hours with Harry Hynes, local
manager for Educational.

Incorporations

Ihterncilional

Distributers

of
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PICTURES

I>mp-0cFANBlM6RPORA^4eN.. .
INTER-OCEAN
218 WEST

ONE WORD OF PRAISE SEEMED TO
STEP ON ANOTHER IN THEIR
ANXIETY TO FUNCTION IN
BEHALF OF

THE DANGEROUS

AGE

The Motion Picture News said'.
" 'The Dangerous Age' leaves little to be desired.
It is
exquisitely mounted,
and while entertaining
leaves the
impression you have seen something really
JUPITER FILM CORP.
^
1482NewBroadway
"
York
We buy rights only for entira
Latin America.

FILM

Harry Redmond, owner of the Ma<
New Distributors in Field
jestic. East St. Louis, has under com
The Associated Bonded Dis. has sideration plans for the erection of
been formed by L. H. Allen and T. combination theater and office build<
Sluart Blackton, Jr., for distribution ing on the Majestic site to cost up'
of features
throughout
the world. wards of $750,000.
They will have a special departSt. Louis visitors of the past wee!
ment which will give exclusive attention to securing pre-release iirst included: Charley Law, Paris, 111.;
rims in key cities.
F. M. Francis, Lincoln Theater
Charlestown, 111.; George Newsum
Plaza, Mount Vernon, 111.; Tom Reed
Duquoin, 111.; C. Henderson, Padu
cab, Ky.; Paul Zurilla, Memphis
Toronto, Can. — Shea's Amuse. Co., Tenn.; J. F. Whalen, Liberty, Oli
Ltd. $40,000 and Premier Theater, Monroe, Mo.; R. E. Adkins, Lyri
Elksville, 111. and Ed Fellis, Hills
Ltd., $50,000.
boro. 111.
Chicago,
111.— The Betty
Amus.
The Illmo Amusement Co. has pur
Corp., Capital, $5,000. Incorporators,
P. R. Simon,
Mabel Hartigan
and chased the Princess Theater, Macor
Mo., and will assume charge on Janu
Olive Meyer.
ary 1. Wallace Akin will be man
ager. He has been travelling fo
Albany — J. Searle Dawley Produc- Select in that territory. The Prim
tions, Manhattan. Capital, $250,000. cess seats 500 but the new owner
Incorporator, V. A. Roberts. Attor- plan to increase the capacity to 70(i
The Illmo recently took over the Yal
ney, M. I. St. John.
Shelbyville, 111., and contemplates tb
purchase of other houses. J. I
Duthriewill succeed Akin as South
ern Illinois and Eastern Missour
salesman for Select on December 1!
He has been travelling for Vitagrapl

Feodor Chaliapin, famous Russian
baritone is considering motion pictures.

John Emerson

(Special to THE

St. Louis — A five story building to
house a 1,200-seat theater, seven
stores and 48 apartments will be erected on Delmar Boulevard near Limit
Ave. The structure will cost $400,000.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Josephine Quirk is
suing William L. Blenkiro and Clarence Bricker for $2,500 on a promise

Screen rights to "Jerry Comes
Home" a four-act play by Roy Brient
were purchased by F. B. O.

Frankie Lee, boy star, has nearly
completed the first comedy of the
new series "Robin Hood, Jr."

St. Louis Notes

worth while."

A John M. Stahl Production
oepno^" A First National Picture
vOV'S

BUILDING

42nci ST/'.

BRYANT

NEW

7812

YORK
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'.WHEN
YOU 'tHI NK ,0.#"
\, FOREIGN*' THINK
OF,.

lNTE%-OCEAN

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42nd St.
Announces the closing of a
contract giving it exclusive sales
rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million feet of
selected shots, as far back as
1897, negative and positive, are
now made available for your
requirements.
Phone Bryant 0984-0985
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Adapted by Richard
Walton TuUy from his
big stage success; Art
director.
Wilfred Bucklan-i • Photography
by
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
vour ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
"Lorna Doone" Shortbread
Unialia, JNeb. — Manager Julius E.
Joluisou louna mauy ways oi cxpioitlug ■ l-onia Uooiic wlieii it piayea tlie
Kialto. i^or two weeks prior to tlie
siiowmg cards were iiung up in the
public libraries calling aitcaiiou to
me comiug ol the picture and inviting
the public to read the book.
'.Lorna JJooue biiortbread' was
used in M window displays by retail
grocers.
.. ■i-i.
Tlie most spectacular exploitation
was the street car ballyhoo. The
usual posters on the car were embellished by a locomotive bell that
was placed inside the car and rung
continually.
Public Schools Helped
Lynchburg, Va. — Unique and valuable exploitation for tlie snowing ot
"bherlock Holmes, ' at the Academy,
was obtained by Manager Accrossimu
m a tie-up with the School Jioard.
Accrossinni arranged with the school
board to give a special showing at 10
o clock Tuesday morning. The children were to be excused irom school
long enough to see the photoplay.
Ihe Children were to pay the regular
^5 cents.
children's
loramount,
price
to go
cents was
10 tickets,
Oi this
to the theater and 15 cents to the
School h-ntertainment l"'und. The
pupils bought the tickets from their
teachers, the latter retaining the
share of fifteen cents for
school's
ticket.
each

naturally talked "SherThelockpupils
Holmes" at their homes.
Travelling Honeymoon Cottage
Indianapolis — A traveling honeymoon cottage which carried Zenda
tidings was made the basis of an unusual exploitation stunt when "The
Prisoner of Zenda" was presented at
the Ohio. Newspaper attention was
directed to the house on wheels, and
considerable publicity was obtained
when the honeymooners were arrested on a technicality and immediately
released. The stunt was of real assistance in putting over the picture
for the Ohio's showing.
A one-room bungalow on an automobile chaise served as the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cherney, who
had reached Indianapolis on their trip
from New York to San Francisco.
This unusual event was heralded in
the newspapers without any reference
to "The Prisoner of Zenda." Cherney wes soon arrested, however, for
violating a city ordinance; but his release came immediately when he declared that he earned his livelihood by
spreading the news of the coming of
the photoplay in the novel manner
which he had adopted.
Considerable attention in the newspapers resulted from the developments of this novel and carefully planned exploitation idea. Bert B. Perkins, of the Chicago exploitation department, conceived the idea and gave
it his personal attention.

New

Theaters

ISpeci*! to THE

flLJl

DAILY)

Freeport, L. I.— The new $500,000
Freeport was opened.
Corder, Mo.— H. C. Linesberry has
opened the Yale.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre.
IIRESOURCES
— LEGAL

- $5,000,000
RATES

—

& STAR
Tulsa, Okla.— The Alhambra will PRODUCERS
"Stemmers of Sin"
be built at a cost of $50,000.
represented. Also every form i
Boston — Behind the arrival of Mile.
Marie Louise de Bloise who came
Rockville, Conn. — The Princess, financial service rendered in connft
here with the avowed intent of form- 440 seats, has been opened.
tion therewith — at legal rates.
ing a Ku Klux Klan of Women lies
the story of another film publicity
stunt.
Marion, O. — The Marion Photo- GREAT
NORTHERN
FINANCE
COR
play Co. has opened the Oakland.
When Elizabeth Rintels, feature
Knickerbocker Building
writer for the Advertiser, used the
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
St. Paul, Minn. — A new 1,000 seat
story in the Sunday paper it developed
will be erected here by the
Telephone Bryant 2989
that Mile, de Bloise really meant to house
American Theater Co.
form an organization to be called
"The Stemmers of the Sin Flood."
N. Y.— G. McCargo and F.
Then it was found that Coldwyn's W.Holley,
have started work on their
"The Sin Flood" opened that day at new Gates
theater
to seat 500.
the Modern and Beacon. Charlie
PRIZMA
Winston, Goldwyn exploiteer in BosCOLOR
ton, is credited with knowing more
Charlestown, W. Va.— The VirTITLE
about the story than appeared in print.
has been
CENTS
PRINTS
whaginian
Amus.
Co. opened by the KanaTies Up a Detective Agency
PRIZMA, INC. 110 W. 40
N.Y.C.
perSt..foot
Albuquerque, N. Mex. — Joseph
Santa Ana. Calif. — In putting over Barnett
will build a house on Central
Goldwyn's "Sherlock Holmes" in the
Temple Theater, L. D. Yost made a Ave., to cost over $200,000.
tie-up with the Nick Harris Detectives, a private detective concern with
Doylestown, Pa. — The Strand
a considerable reputation and branch Amusement Co. have pm-chased the
offices all over the Pacific Coast.
lot on Oakland Ave. and will soon
LOUIS MEYER
He borrowed from the Harris of- start construction on the erection of
fice the photographic record of the a new theater.
Craftsmen Film Lab.
famous Mrs. Witherell kidnapping
251 West 19th St.
case in Los Angeles a little over a "Dope" Was About Picture
year ago. These photographs were
Watkins 7260-7461
Conn. — Manager H.
placed in a window of the White T. Middletown,
Browning distributed little dope
Cross Drug Store, on the principal
street corner in town. The display capsules in advance of and during his
run of "East is West." Patrons
was tied to the "Sherlock Holmes" knew they contained "Dope," because
picture by a card relating a brief his- it was so printed on the outside of
tory of the case, headed "A Modern tlie paper that showed against the
gelatine covering of the capsule.
Sherlock
Holmesgot Exploit."
The display
a big play, and a
The dope, however, was about the
newspaper commenting on the win- coming attraction at the Grand, for
dow reviewed the kidnapping case and the paper rolled up inside the capsule
mentioned the tie-up with the picture. contained a few boosts for Constance
T..lmadge's latest picture. It was
effective as a ni . elty, and it meant
Pretentious Lobby Display
Oklahoma City — One of the most getting the message on "East is
pretentious lobby displays ever put West" over to hundreds of people.
from Tom Boland's Em- Furnished Real News
out comes
press, to illustrate the playing of
Passaic, N. J.— Wm. Kraft of Law"East is West." The love boat scene
was used as the inspiration for the
Weber and
Bobbysome
North's
Apollo rence
exchange
furnished
real
design.
news
when
"I
Am
the
Law"
played
The principal characters were re- at the Rialto. Kraft showed the picproduced by cutouts at the front of
ture at the Passaic almshouse in
the marquee, which was al.o the front Athenia.
Among the spectators were
of the love boat. In the rear were
the heavies, Charlie Yong and his four inmates, each of them at least
Chinese banditry. At the back of 60 years old, who had never before
seen a motion picture. They thought
the set a platform was erected to re- the screened scenes were real and
semble the poop of the boat and as- sneaked away from the almshouse,
cending ladders provided a means of
armed with an old gun, to hunt the
communication.
The Oklahoma City newspapers villain of the picture. The escape of
men and their subsequent rethought this such an innovation that the old
turn to the almshouse, disillusioned,
they used photographs and new
stories, regarding it as a distinct made two good stories.
The Associated Press sent the stornovelty in the city's artistic developies out and they were widely printed.
ment.
The scheme extended to the box- Among the New York newspapers to
office itself, which was covered with use the story were World, Tribune,
imitation tile roofing and eaves ex- Herald, Evening World, and Tele#■
gram. The local papers, including
tending all around the lobby. The
the
Patterson
News
and
Times
and
base vsas done in an oriental mottled
effect that was augmented by the the Passaic News and Herald, gave
Chinese lanterns used throughout the the story prominence which had its
effect at the box oiiice.
decorations.
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Fast and Furious

99

Is Larry Semon's
"Counter Jumper"/
Instead of "The Counter Jumper" Larryl
Senion niight have named his comedy some-]
thing lilic "The Walking Egg."
For it is
an egg with a protruding pair of legs, much
resembling those ordinarily associated with
a frog, that provides the larger element o£j
mirth in this Vitagraph release.
The eggf
steps out of a basket filled with its kind ancF
proceeds to perform.
It leaps from crag td|
crag in the country store, it eludes pursuit?
by dodging in and out among the barrels
and baskets and defies the club wielded by
the agile Larry, finally landing on the pate
of a stovewarmer.
As the accustomed tiloi
is replaced upon its usual foundations there-<
by imprisoning
the battered
egg the ruthless
des- '
cends.
When the
headgearclubfinally

"The Counter Jumper"— Larry Semon— Vitagraph
TType of production
2 reel comedy
This latest Semoii comedy has some brand new stunts, and
despite the fact that a lot of the footage is slapstick and rough,'
J there are laughs aplenty.
The action takes place in a trading
^ post in the Northwest and the store gets pretty well smashed
up before the finish.
One of the funniest stunts is that in
which
an egg suddenly
sprouts real little legs and walks
i around, jumps from place to place and eludes all pursuers.
IThey will wonder how it's done. Another funny incident is
fthat in which a coon falls from a balcony onto a red hot stove
land then bounces up and down from the ceiling to the stove
like a jumping jack on a pole. When he finally escapes he
Isits on a big cake of ice which melts almost instantaneously
ibefore one's eyes, letting the coon down on the floor with a
pang.
This will surely get a laugh.
In the cast are. Lucille
[Carlisle and "Babe" Hardy.

is lifted it is a full-fledged duckling that,
emerges.
4
Oliver ("Babe") Hardy is catapulted out^
of a window at the crest of a sharply inclined sandbank. He turns over and over,
slowly as if half floating — and it is funny.
Just to show it is no accident he does it
again. A clerk filling an order by inadvertence drops a lot of cartridges into a stove.
Things happen. A colored boy gets into difficulties. In fact, any number of things
take place in these two reels that ought to
make fun for the crowd.
The atmosphere is of the country store,
with its loungers and its indescribably jumbled arrangement of stock. The picture will
go strongly in the city, but it is not risking
much to wager it will do even more than

MO

^that in^ rural sections.

y^"**^^^^

ieS'Sdm
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" The Counter Jumper "
(Vitagraph — Two Reels)
N the category there may be better comcdicj^
than "The Counter Jumper"
If so, the
pre in the ofiing.
Gauging possibilities of ;■
comedy upon its laugh provoking merits, this

^-

VING^ PICTURcT^ORLD
December 9, 1922

"The Counter Jumper"

(Vitagraph-Comedy — Two
Reels)
This comedy should prove a regular riot
with Larry Semon fans and bring a lot of
laughs from almost any audience. It is
rapid-fire stuff and while there is considerable slam-bang stuff, pastry throwing, ;
falling into tubs of paste, etc., he has also
introduced some brand new stufT, notably a
scene where a duck egg with two legs sticking out does all sorts of stunts. This is
funny and clever and it will mystify you as
to how it is done. Another good scene is
where a negro sits on a block of ice and it
melts immediately and a good cflect has
been produced with a scene where Larry
and the villain go off the top of a cliff; slow
motion photography makes them appear to
float through the air. There is very little
plot, but Larry's troubles occur when hei
tries to be a clerk in a store and help anj
heiress who is being sought by a clever
V i1laiiL— C^S. ,§,__.«^

—

TAGMAW
ALBERT E. SMITH president

■i^.one hits the bull's eye for speed, development
j^jf situation and fun.
While at times it may
border upon "slap-stick," a more accurate des"cription is "exaggerated
farce."
And w.th it
all, there is somewhat
of a production.
Most of the happenings occur in connection
Iwith the star-comedian's activities in the role
lif a misunderstood clerk of a general store,
described as the marketing headquarters of a
Northwest Trading Post. The property is the
inheritance of an attractive heiress, which has
little to do with the sequences involving most
of the fun, incidents that start innocently
enough, ending in veritable riots. These arc
so distinctly varied, it is diflficult to realize that
so much action and fun can possibly be crowded
into-two reels. One novelty embracing a walking egg, one that is so strong it sprouts legs
and leads the comedian all over the place trying to catch it, is more than funny. It is decidedly clever.
Those who enjoy comedy will undoubtedly
approve of "The Counter Jumper," a clean,
fast and thoroughly entertaining farce. — LILLIAN GALE.

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood— "The
Destroying Angel," by Louis J. Vance, Leah Baird's
next, will be started soon at the Ince
Studios.
James Marcus, Otto Lederer and
Doris Stone have been added to the
cast of "Vanity

Fair."

Enid Bennett will appear opposite
Charles Ray in "The Courtship of
Miles Standish."
Andree Peyre, who is under contract to Pathe, has arrived here from
France.
The title of "A Dollar Down," starring Owen Moore, has been changed
to "Modern Matrimony."
On completion of "Money, Love
and the Woman," John M. Stahl will
produce "Daughters of the Rich." an
original story by Irene Frances
Reels.
Adele Rowland, Leo White. James
Marcus, Otto Lederer, and Doris
Stone, have been added to the 'Vanity
Fair" cast by Hugo Ballin.
Metro's next for Viola Dana will be
"Her Fatal Millions," directed by
William Beaudine and adapted by
Arthur Statter from William Dudley
Pelley's story.
It is reported here that the Joseph
Schenck units will discontinue producing at United Studios and move
to the Metro studios. Jack Mulhall
will play opposite Norma Talmadge
in "Within the Law."
ances Marion will write the subfor Neilan's production of "The
tranger's
Banquet."
Neilan
will
produce "The Rear Car" under the
title of "Red Lights."
Ray Griffith
will appear in Neilan's next.
Besides Willard Mack and Enid
Bennett, cast of Metro S-L's "Your
Friend and Mine" will include Huntley Gordon, Rosemary Theby, J. Herbert Frank and Otto Lederer who has
also been cast for "Ben Hur."
Claire Windsor, Adolphe Menjou
and Irving Cummings, who has been
producing in his own right, have been
added to cast of Selznick's "Rupert
of Hentzau." Jules Cronjager and
Glen MacWilliams will be the cinematographers.
A. George Voick has been made
vice-president of Selznick Pictures.
He entered the film industry a .';hort
time ago as assistant to Myron Selznick in which position he will continue. He formerly held government
and railroad positions.
Due to the illness of Alf Goulding,
director, production on "Grandma's
Girl," starrine Baby Peggy, has been
bplted indefinitelv. She will work in
"The Flower Girl," under direction of
Herman C. Ravmaker, in the meantime. "Detective K-nine" will be
Brownie's next. Harry Edwards,
who wrote storv in collaboration with
Sig Neufeld, will direct.

Distribution Idea
(Continued

from

I'aae

1;

This will be the first of a scries
of discussions wliicli arc scheduled to

Steamer

Sailings

Sailing
of stcuniei's
for foreign
ports, witii time of saiKngs, destinaToday
'icns and points for w'ricii tlicy carry
mail are as follows:

take place in kcj' cities lr<- ti;c purpose of cxplainin the i.lan lo cxliibitors, whether meniljcrs of the
organization or not, witij th^- idea of
Celtic sails at 12 M. tor Live pool; mails
liaving tlieni become interested as
close nt 8 A. M. for Cor'< and Queeiistown,
stockholders.
(other countries and other parts of Ireland,
Sydney Cohen and Wm. H. True specially addressed). Badagry sails at 12
are expected in town this morning M. tor Acora; mails close at 9 A. M. tor
Canaries and West Africa, (specially adfrom Chicago.
dressed). Mayaro sails at 11 A. M, tor
Meanwhile tlie market sliows real Georgetown ; mails close at 8 A. M. for
interest in the situation. The report Grenada, St. Vincent, Trinidad, Ciudad,
Bolivia and Guiana. Munargo sails at 12
in THE FILM DAILY was read M.
tor Antilla; mails close at 9 A. M. tor
thorouglily yesterday. And where Bahamas. F'ortune and Inagua Islands and
film folk met it was the chief topic .\ntilla, (other parts of Cuba, specially addressed). General W. C. Gorgas sails at
of discussion. Naturally there was 4 P. M. for
Colon; mails close at 11.30
much criticism directed at the idea. A. M. for Haiti, Canal Zone, Panama, Salvador and Nicaragua, (except East Coast
But this criticism was negative chiefly
Baracco sails at 3 P M. for Savanilla :
because of lack of information of the mails
close at 12 M. for Columbia, (Haiti
addressed).
proposed corporation as to the details and Jamaica specially
Saturday
of the plan.
Globe Destroyed
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Pennsgrove. N. J.— Fire destroyed
the Globe here, causing a loss estimated at $100,000.
Robbins to Expand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Syracuse, N. Y. — Plans for expansion by the Robbins Amuse. Co., are
under way with its $3 000,000 incorporation. Several new up-state
houses are contemplated.
'Special

$220,000 Loss

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Enid, Okla. — The Criterion, largest
house here, was completely gutted by
fire causing a loss estimated at $220,000.
Adds Third
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Augusta, Kan. — Jack Johnston who
operates the Isis and Mecca here, has
taken a long time lease on the Liberty,
the only remaining house. He also
plans to remodel tiie Isis.
Grand to be Re-built
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.— The Grand here
will be renovated, $100,000 to be expended in improvements, and its
name will be altered upon completion of changes.
Select

Closes

(Special to THE

Branch

FILM

DAILY)

Milwaukee — The Milwaukee Select
branch is to be closed Dec. 16. The
territory served by this exchange will
he divided between the Chicago and
Minneapolis branches.
Missouri Legislation
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Jefferson C'ty, Mo. — -The Constitutional Convention has voted to reject
the proposed amendment to the bill
of rights which would have i^rohibited
motion picture censorship legislation
in Missouri.
Marjorie Daw, Nigel De Brullier,
Josephine Crowell and James Marcus
have been added to cast of "Rupert
of Hentzau." J. M. Vosbal and L. B.
Fisher will be assistant directors.
H. E. GAUSMAN.

Fire Causes $1,000 Loss
(SpmUI to THB

Majestic sails at 10 A. M. for Southampton ; mails close at 6 A. M. for Europe.
Africa and West Asia, (Syria and Palestine, specially addressed). Gaasterdijk sails
at 12 M. for Rotterdam; mails close at 8.
A. M. for Netherlands, (specially addressed).
Brage sails at 2 P. M. for Jaffa ; mails
close at 11.30 A. M. for Syria and Palestine,
Constantinople sails at 3 P. M, for Constanza: mails close at 12.30 A. M. for
Greece, Turkey and Rumania, (.specially addressed). Rosalind sails at 10 A. M. for
St. John ; mails close at 7 A. M. for Newfoundland. Siboney sails at 11 A. M. for
Kavana: mails close at 8 A. M. for Cuba.
(snecia'Iy addressed). West Nohno carries
mail for Canaries, (West Africa, specially
addressed). Lake Elmhurst sails at 11 A.
■^r. for Nassau; mails close 8 A. M. for
Bahamas. Inagua and Fortune Islands.
Urua sails at 12 M. for Port Limon ; mails
close at 8 A. M. for Costa Rica, Ecuador
and
Nicaragua,
(except
East
Coast).

nLM

DAILY)

$1,0
day caused
the other
here
at tiic a Banr'
d — Fire
Hollywoo
A. M. Campbell is the owne,
loss.
Minneapolis Film Board Officers
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Minneapolis — At the annual me
ing of the Minneapolis Filin Board
Trade the following officers for n
year were elected: E. F. Tarb
( Fox) president, M. J. Weisfel
(F. B. O.) vice president, Fred
Kiiispel, (Vitagraph) treasurer.
retary.
G. Ralph Branton (Educational) S'

FINISH UP 1922
WITH A BANG !
Of course you want to make it
a hummer — and you will if you
can consummate the deal simmering this minute. We car
help you do it if extra cash is
the barrier. We finance anj
proposition — large or small
Reasonable terms. Speedy results. Try us.

CHROMOS

TRADING

Suite 616

'Phone Cheltea 828<

1123"Broadway

CO

Not In the Same Class
Jacques Futrelle, Sir Conan Doyle and Edgar
Allan Poe were never as popular as Nick Carter
in the realm of fictional crime solving.
His exploits in the new series of motion pictures will stir up every jaded appetite and will
revive the boyhood and girlhood fancies of every
hero loving individual.
We confess they are melo-dramatic but that is
entertainment.
w

We predict they will prove the most popular
two reelers ever made and will play in the finest
houses and in every house throughout the land.
Ask us to prove it.
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JEW

Playgoers Pictures

AN

intensely dramatic Western photoplay,

/~^

far above the average in plot, direction
and punch. The highlights of the feature
are: a series of desperate struggles with bare
lists; a hair-raising race between the hero and
his opponents to be first to file a claim; a sensationally realistic mine explosion and the imprisonment ofthe workers; the defeat of the hero
when victory seemed sure, and the courageous
exploit of the girl who saved the day in an eyelash finish.
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Folks, Inc.

at 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N.
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Laurette Taylor a Delight in Adaptation of Her Stage Success
Lanrette Taylor in
"PEG O' MY HEART"
Metro
DIRECTOR
King Vidor
AUTHOR
J. Hartley Manners
SCENARIO BY
Mary O'Hara
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Charming, wholesome entertainment that is sure-fire; everybody everywhere
will like it
STORY
Famous stage play delightfully told and
genuinely amusing; thoroughly appealing and
pleasing
DIRECTION
Very good; has secured splendid
atmosphere
and
handles material to good advantage
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
A real trouper ; delightful characterization and winning personality
SUPPORT
Good and well suited for the most
part; includes Ethel Grey Terry, Nigel Barrie,
Mahlon Hamilton and others
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Good ; titles fine
CHARACTER OF STORY
Daughter of poor
Irishman goes to live with rich English relatives
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
A very vahiable piece of stage property has at last
reached the screen and the much enjoined J. Hartley
Manners play, made famous by Laurette Taylor several years ago, has been recorded in pictures with Miss
Taylor as Peg. The picture is a very delightful entertainment and an unusually amusing and wholesome
one. There has been so much controversy regarding
the rights of the play and its production that the result
has been anticipated with a little more than the usual
interest.
Both Miss Taylor and King Vidor, who directed
have fulfilled the hopes of those who have been waiting

Get This One.

to see "Peg O' My Heart" in pictures. The star, to
begin with photographs surprisingly well and proves
that she knows the art of pantomime. Her facial expressions are delightful and she can "say" a lot with
her eyes. They are going to "love" that frolicking
left eye wink and the pensive expression when she
finds herself in love with Jerry. Miss Taylor is a
real trouper and her charming characterization of Peg,
her first film role, will certainly gain many admirers
for her.
King Vidor has handled the production very well
and the material has been used to good advantage and
with good judgment. The exterior shots are very
pretty and production values in general are first rate.
There is one change that nearly everyone will probably
suggest and that is taking off the second ending that
has been tacked on, showing Peg, now Lady Adair,
being presented to the King and Queen. The shot of
Peg, happy with her English sweetheart who has come
for her, is the logical and prettiest ending.
The director has brought out the humor of the story
in splendid style and it is always wholesome. Added
to his efforts are some fine titles that fit the pictures
very well. A good supporting cast includes Mahlon
Hamilton as Jerry, Peg's lover, Russell Simpson as her
father, Ethel Grey Terry, Vera Lewis and D. R. O.
Hatswell as the English cousins. Vera Lewis is not
the most suitable type but Hatswell, who resembles
Von his
Stroheim,
is fine
son. Michael. Peg's dog,
has
usual place
in as
the the
story.
The film version goes back a little introducing Peg
at home in Ireland and the death of her mother. Then
comes the parting from her father when she goes to
live with her mother's rich sister, Mrs. Chichester.
Peg's discomfort in her surroundings and the abuse of
her relatives who are only tolerating her because it
means money to them, finally sends her back to her
father in Ireland. Jerry, really Sir Gerald Adair, a
neighbor of the Chichesters follows Peg whose "divil
of a tongue" had kept her from admitting her love
before she left England.

Not Many Wholesome

Entertainments Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is hardly a question with regard to the success
of "Peg O' My Heart" as a box office attraction. It
will readily benefit by an already highly popularized
stage presentation and widely read novel. The title
is well established and the minute they hear "Peg O'
My Heart" it should be enough to interest them. It
looks like a good money-maker for all hands and the
production really deserves your best exploitation
efforts, if for no other reason than your own box office
returns.
Laurette Taylor's performance will win many ad-

mirers for her. Go the limit to let them know what
she does in her portrayal of Peg. Promise them some
real "trouping." Exhibitors should be able to cash
in on this attraction. Be sure to let them know that
the picture offers a wholesome entertainment, delightfully amusing.
This kind don't come your way often enough so don't
miss this one. The star and title are your big assets.
Give the author and director proper mention in your
announcements. A revival of the song, "Peg O' My
Heart," would be very appropriate.
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Warners Make Pretty Good Picture of "Beautiful and

Damned"

BEAUTIFUL
AND
DAMNED"
Warner Bros. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Wm. A. Seiter

King are also in the cast and there is a great Jap boy,
George Kuwa. There is the famous Scott Fitzgerald
flapper story — at least a part of it. And so, all in all,
tliere is enough in back of this latest Warner feature

AUTHOR
SCENARIO
CAMERAMAN

F. Scott Fitzgerald
Olga Printzlau
Frank Good and Ed Dupar

to insure a certain success. And it isn't a half bad picture. At times it is very good indeed but Director
Seiter and the continuity people decided that the end-

AS A WHOLE
Interesting comedy-drama of
young well-to-do married couple of today

ing of Fitzgerald's story was not good for pictures.
So you have a few titles explaining how Tony was re-

"THE

STORY
Used Fitzgerald's famous flapper story
only as a background.
Will do
DIRECTION
Fair.
At times excellent.
Holds
some sequences entirely too long
PHOTOGRAPHY
, . . Very fine
LIGHTINGS
Usually excellent

generated. You don't see this in the picture but it's
all right. And then Tony and his wife Gloria, the
l)e]()ved little flapper, are seen on a boat deck and you
know they are sailing to that never- never land where
all movie heroes and their heroines go. Some day,
somehow, somewhere, some director is going to show
them whenthey come back.

PLAYERS
Some very well-known names.
Marie Prevost, Kenneth Harlan as the young

Fitzgerald's story had a tremendous vogue. Many
girls who worked read it believing it told them all

couple. Harry Myers excellent. Tully Marshall very good
EXTERIORS
Satisfy
INTERIORS
Lavish
DETAIL
Well handled
CHARACTER OF STORY
Will do

about
work
to be
know

girls who didn't. And many girls who didn't
read it and wondered. Fitzgerald is supposed
an authority on flapper life. He is supposed to
the Biltmore Hotel crowd and maybe he docs,

but the picture doesn't show it. Still they have worked out a rather interesting little story and various
sequences are not onl}' laughable but interesting.

7,000 fest

Seiter has developed at one point one of the most

There is a good slick smart litlc in "BL-autiful and
Damned" although just how many exhibitors will be
able to use this in their electrics without abbreviating
it beyond recognition is going to be interesting to
watch. There are a lot of people whose names are
well known and who should spell 1)ux-office success
because in addition to all of those mentioned Louise
Fazenda, Cleo Ridgeley, Walter Long and Emmett

artistic touches seen in a modern p'"oduction. He
shoots through the strings of a harp to photograph a
wedding, and incidentally this wedding is one of the
most impressive ever put oh a screen. The entire
cast does very well. Harry Myers, particularly, and
Seiter has given enough hokum to the Jap boy to
make him stand out. Production values are very high
but the bedroom of the millionaire Patch is so huge
that it is almost grotesque.

LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

You

Have a Lot of Good Names

to Use

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You have so many things to talk about here there
should be little difficulty in putting this over. First
you can say it is a Warner picture and the Warners
previous efforts in the last few months have been so
successful generally that if your crowd pays any attention to names they will know what this means. If

and pretty Marie Prevost.^ : You can recall to your
crowd that Harry Myers was the hero in "A Connecticut Yankee" and he is just as funny in this and while
the others only have bits still their names are well
known.

they don't, you tell it to them. In addition 3 ou have
Scott Fitzgerald's name and many of your young
people will know more about him than you do.
Then you have an excellent cast headed by Kenneth

While Director Seiter has not been identified with
any huge successes recently he should be well known
to your crowd and if not remind them that he has
directed a number of well known stars.

Harlan whose work in Shaklows will be talked about

I
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A Very Definite Appeal to a Big Majority of Picture Goers
"THE

NINETY
AND
Vitagraph

NINE"

DIRECTOR
David Smith
AUTHOR
Ramsaye Morris
SCENARIO
G. Graham Baker
CAMERAMAN
Steve Smith, Jr.
AS A WHOLE
Fine money-making possibilities
in this one for a big majority of exhibitors
STORY
Contains elements of appeal that make
it a good general audience picture that will
prove sure-fire for "fan" crowd
DIRECTION
Very good for a picture of this
kind; sequences too long drawn out occasionally; climax a genuine thrill
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Warner Baxter and Colleen Moore
both do splendid work in this with Lloyd Whitlock, Gertrude Astor, Robert Dudley and others
giving capable support
EXTERIORS
Suitable rural locations
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Fugitive, seeking
forgetfulness in drink, is saved by little country
girl and eventually has his name cleared
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,800 feet
For the biggest majority of picture-goers in this
country, the city patronage in particular, "The Ninety
and Nine" will undoubtedly prove an especially strong
attraction and sufficiently popular to make it a definite box office offering for those exhibitors who make
up the largest part of the entire number of picture
exhibiting theaters, catering to people who seek
action and thrills for their entertainment in preference
to originality of story or artistry of production.
And as an entertainment of its kind, "The Ninety
and Nine" is thoroughly capable of satisfying the
many who want their diversion supplied in quantities
of thrills.
Besides this element of appeal Ramsaye

Morns' story, adapted from the piay, contains other
angles that make it an attractive audience picture.
It includes the ever popular regeneration thtme in
which a fugitive from justice, trying to drown out
the past in drink, is urged to "go straight" by the
little girl who sticks by him even when her father
falsely accuses her and turns her out of his house.
This sequence, especially, is very well handled by
Colleen Moore and Warner Baxter, who have the
principal roles. Director Smith has directed it well
also except that he uses too much footage and draws
it out longer than he should to obtain the best effect.
The development is smooth and the interest very
well sustained. Coincidence is the most prominent
means of development, but it probably won't annoy
those to whom the picture will appeal and for whom
it is evidently intended. Prohibition has been ignored
for purposes of the plot, and hero drinks freely at an
honest-to-goodness bar.
The very best feature of this production is the
splendid climax which Smith has provided. The forest fire has been staged with unusual realism and
offers a genuinely spectacular thrill. It has been excellently photographed, and no doubt will set a good
many wondering how it was done. The train flying
through the forest with the flames jumping at it
from both sides is indeed fine.
Story: Tom Silverton, a fugitive, hides in Marlow, where a little girl of the town, Ruth Blake, urges
him to give up drink, and her interest in him finally
causes her father to send her from the house. Leveridge, owner of the railroad who, with his fiancee Miss
Van Dyck, is stopping with the Blakes, secures the
cooperation of a half-wit admirer of Ruth's to frame
a robbery on Silverton, whom he suspects to be Bradbury, the fugitive. How Silverton saves the lives of
many in a forest fire and wins the admiration of all
follows the clearing of his name which proves him
not guilty of the crime which made him a fugitive.

Play Up The Forest Fire Thrill to Get Them

Interested

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It looks like a sure-fire box office attraction for the
exhibitors who can use it to advantage, and there
are such a large majority of them that "The Ninety
and Nine" will undoubtedly bring the producers a
splendid return. The picture runs too long as shown
for review and needs cutting to speed it up at times,
such as the sequence in which the girl makes her
various appeals to the hero to reform. This is too
drawn out.

This is Vitagraph's second production of

this story, the first having been made in 1916.
Exploitation should be a simple matter and getting
them interested may best be accomplished by your
promises for a picture of action and thrills. Try and
secure a trailer of the forest fire. That alone should
bring them back to see the picture. Exploit the fire
in your announcements and use the names of Colleen
Moore and Warner Baxter. Your local church organization might be glad to cooperate in view of the title.
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THE BIRTH OF
AMATiOM'

sounded onlhomas Dixon^xfoi^yOhe CI a nx man

A Great Big Picture That
Revolutionized a Big Industry
D.W.Griffith's "The Birthof a Nation"— the picture that always
plays to capacity; that has had millions of dollars worth of
publicity and advertising — that is known everywhere — ^may
now be booked through United Artists Corporation for exhibition in the following states:
Tennessee
New York
Oklahoma
Florida
Pennsylvania
Arkansas
Georgia
Texas
Michigan
Mississippi
South Carolina
Indiana
New Jersey
North Carolina
Louisiana
Alabama
Maryland
Virginia
Kentucky
Missouri

Exhibitors in the above-named states —
a Nation" has played in their towns or
— ^may now book this picture that has
day as when first made by applying
Artists exchange.

whether "The Birth of
in their own theatres
an appeal as strong toto their local United

•*The Birth of a Nation" was the forerunner of the great big
photoplay of grandeur in spectacle, magnitude in settings,
tremendous scenic effects, realistic mob scenes, terrific suspense in thrilling climax.

UNITED
MARY
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AOTISTS

• CUAR.LIE

CMAPLIN

CO r^PO NATION

• DOUGLAJ"
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• D. W. GriimTM
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Fine Laughs, Good Action and Thrilling Climax in "The Hottentot"
Thomas H. Ince presents
"THE
HOTTENTOT"
Asso. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTORS
Jas. W. Home and Del Andrews
AUTHORS
Wm. Collier and Victor Mapes
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Henry Sharp
AS A WHOLE
Good comedy entertainment
that has laughs, action, thrills and spills galore
STORY
Quite original and with considerable
new humorous bits; works into a great climax
DIRECTION
Gets plenty of comedy out of situations and thrills in climax probably the best
of the kind ever seen
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Standard
PLAYERS
Douglas MacLean fine comedian
and especially well suited to this; Madge Bellamy pleasing; Raymond Hatton makes good
use of comedy that comes his way
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Horse-hating hero
is mistaken for famous jockey by girl he loves ;
his attempt to live up to the reputation causes
the fun
5,953 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"William Collier's stage play certainly aflFords fine
possibilities as a screen comedy and with the production accorded by Thomas H. Ince it offers a sure-fire
comedy entertainment that should go big wherever
they like a picture that will give them a good laugh.
The situations get away from the more familiar variety of humorous gags and in the horse-hating youth
who is mistaken for a well known jockey and forced
to carry out the deception in order to win the girl he
loves, there is a wealth of fun that has been splendidly developed.
They start off with laughs when hero Sam Har-

rington (MacLean) comes to visit friends and is invited to go horseback riding. While Sam is trying
to politely wiggle out of going, one of the horses bolts
and carries away Peggy Fairfax. Sam jumps in his
auto and is off in pursuit. One of the best managed
thrills seen in a long time comes when Sam's machine
strikes a rut and he is hurled from the tonneau onto
the saddle of a horse. There's genuine comedy in this
bit. Unfortunately for Sam, this episode establishes
him as the famous jockey, Sam Harrington. The comedy that grows out of this contains original and laughable situations that make the picture an especially
fine one.
Besides the laughs there are some unusually fine
tlirills and strong action. The steeplechase staged for
the climax is probably one of the best that has ever
been done. If there weren't casualties in the making
of it, there were surely some mighty miraculous escapes. The race is a succession of thrills and spills
and no little credit goes to the cameraman in this sequence. The shots of the horses and riders taking the
jumps, evidently filmed from the ditches, are great.
Ince must have secured some especially fine jockeys
for this climax.

Douglas MacLean does very good work as Sam
Harrington. The role is the sort that he can handle
capably and the cast, on the whole, is first rate. Raymond Hatton supplies some of the laughs and Madge
Bellamy is the girl in the case. Others are Lila Leslie, Martin Best, Stanhope Wheatcroft and Dwight
Crittendon.

Story : Peggy Fairfax, who thinks her lover is the
famous jockey, insists that he ride her horse in the
Sam has the horse "fixed" so it can't
steeple
then realizes that he may lose the girl. He
andchase.
run
buys the Hottentot, a horse that no one can ride, gives
it to Peg and then decides to ride it. How Sam wins
the race and the girl comes in the thrilling comedy
climax.

Should Make a Good Box Office Attraction With Right Exploitation
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Hottentot" is a sure-fire comedy number and
should become a first rate box office attraction on the
strength of the entertainment that it offers in a story
of action, thrills and laughs. There are chances for
unusually strong exploitation with this one and you
can make a variety of promises for it. By all means
dwell on the thrills and action in the climax. A few
feet of this as a trailer should certainly bring them
back. It is decidedly one of the best thrills of the kind
Be sure to give your muthat they have ever seen.

It is necessical accompaniment good consideration.
case.
this
in
ation
present
sary to a good
Play up the laughs and let them know that Doug" They
las MacLean comes back in "The Hottentot.comedi
es
ount
Param
his
from
him
will remember

starting with "Twenty-Three and a Half Hours'
Leave." Let them know that "The Hottentot"to was
get
William Collier's stage play and do your best
them interested because they should go out thoroughly satisfied.
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Good Atmosphere and Pleasing Star Make Up For Familiar Material
Florence Vidor in
"CONQUERING THE WOMAN"
Associated Exhibitors
DIRECTOR
King Vidor
AUTHOR
Henry C. Rowland
SCENARIO BY
Frank Howard Clark
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing atmosphere and good
production
values compensate
for somewhat
stereotyped plot
STORY
Star is deserving of better material but
she manages to m^ake it rather satisfying
DIRECTION
Provides production that has pictorial appeal and story runs along smoothly
though a trifle slow at end
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Natural
STAR
Pleasing as usual
SUPPORT
Suitable, includes David Butler,
Roscoe Karns, Peter Burke, Mathilde Brundage
and Bert Sprotte
EXTERIORS
Many pretty shots
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Father has daughter
shanghaied and held prisoner on desert island
to prevent her marriage to a count
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,887 feet
The picture is so good to look at and made up of
such a variety of interesting scenes that will please
regardless of their connection with the story that the
more or less stereotyped plot contained in "Conquering the Woman" will not detract as much from the
feature's entertainment value as it might under a less
careful production. King Vidor has secured numerous pleasing locations that have been artistically pho-

tographed and the atmosphere throughout is one of
pictorial appeal.
Florence Vidor is deserving of much better material
than this but her pleasing personality and ability to
hold her audience regardless of what she has to do, is
another redeeming point for Henry C. Rowland's
theme — the popular idea of changing the mind of a
society girl bent on marrying a no-account count, by
having her shanghaied and cast on an island in the
sole company of the man she should marry. A nice
variety of locale is necessary for the story which shifts
first from France to New York and then to a South
Sea island. Vidor 's scenes of a seaside resort in
France give the picture an interesting start with Miss
Vidor aquaplaning and swimming. The island life
is nicely pictured, showing hero and heroine enjoying
the comforts arranged for their enforced isolation.
There are numerous attractive marine shots and the
])hotography is very good throughout.
King Vidor develops the story smoothly and in good
time with the exception of the ending which is a trifle
s'ow. It takes too long for the heroine to realize that
she is beaten and due to fall in love with hero. Everyone knows that is what is going to happen so there is
no suspense in putting it oflf. The star is supported by
a capable company including David Butler, the young
man who gave the girl's father the idea that her mind
could be changed to prevent her marrying the count.
Story : Judith Stafford returns from a stay in Europe with a totally different view of life and engaged
to a French Count. Judith refuses to hear her father's
objections so he has her shanghaied and left on a South
.Sea island with a westerner, the father's choice of a
husband for his daughter. For three months Judith
fights his efforts to win her over but eventually she
realizes that she is in love with him and when the
Count arrives to take her home, she refuses but later
goes back on her father's yacht with her lover.

They Will Like Miss Vidor and Pictorial Values
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can undoubtedly give average satisfaction with
"Conquering the Woman" and in case you are not
sure about it on account of the fairly familiar South
Sea island formula, you can count on the pictorial
appeal and presence of a pleasing star to counteract
the other. The picture is really very good to look at
and Miss Vidor is attractive and interesting to watch
no matter what she has to do.

Use stills in the lobby that will indicate the picture's
pictorial appeal and you might try to interest your
women folks in particular. They like these South Sea
island romantic things and this one should be no exception. Catchlines can be used if you want to let
them know what it is about but it would be better to
talk about the star and the pictorial appeal.
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Suitable Attraction for Admirers of Thrills and Suspense
Achievement
"AS
A
American

Films,

Inc.

MAN
LIVES"
Releasing Corp.

DIRECTOR
J. Searle Dawley
AUTHOR
Bob Dexter
SCENARIO
BY
Wm. Dudley Pelley
CAMERAMAN
Bert Dawley
AS A WHOLE
A good box office picture for
certain classes; improbable but offers thrills of
an appealing order
STORY
Complicated
and covers a variety of
situations and atmosphere; Apache stuff well
done
DIRECTION
Adequate; a little incoherent toward close and overdoes the suspense
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
PLAYERS
Robert Frazer does good work in
role that occupies most of the story; others
Gladys Hulette, Frank Losee, J. Thornton Baston, Kate Blanske
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Waster is regenerated through influence of girl he loves and old
philosopher
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet
This is the type of picture that appeals largely to the
downtown house audience because they like the action, thrills and tense suspense that it has to offer and
won't object to the improbabilities contained in the
situations. As long as there is variation in them they
will be perfectly satisfied and then there is the inevitable romance that reaches its happy ending in the
very last shot. These ingredients spell entertainment
for this crowd and since a good majority of exhib-

itors cater to this class, the feature, like others of its
kind, should make a good box office attraction.
The theme is the ever popular regeneration story,
but it has been built up with some fairly new ideas
and new atmosphere that keeps it from being very
commonplace. In the first place hero is the son of
a rich man and there doesn't seem to be any reason
for his reformation until he meets "the" girl. Naturally when she refuses to marry him his disappointment is sufficient excuse for drowning his sorrow in
liquor and it also leads him to forgetfulness in the
Apache dens of Paris. In this connection Director
Dawley has injected considerable atmosphere and
spirit that livens it up a good bit. From this point on,
however, the continuity rambles and things happen
along in a none too coherent fashion. Just why the
raid on the dive should have made hero the butt oi
the publicity is not plausible.
It moves along rapidly with the locale shifting from
Paris to New York and then to the mining district in
a succession of events that contain action and some
thrills. The popular twist of suspense in which a
blast plays the prominent part is used for the climax.
In this instance it actually goes off and then there is
a further suspense when the heroine is hanging by a
rope in the shaft hundreds of feet deep. The rope
threatens to break and hurl her to the bottom, but
of course it doesn't. This is all right if they like it,
but it is terribly overdone — agonizing suspense.
Robert Frazer is kept busy in a role that he does
very well, with Gladys Hulette, as the girl. The cast
is suitable and capable.

Story: Sherry Mason goes to France to forget
Naida, who would not marry him because he was a
waster. He is implicated in the death of a dancer
and followed back to America by an Apache who
threatens his life and' also tries to rob him of his fortune. How Sherry is saved by the girl and philosopher, his mother's former suitor, completes the story.

A Good Box Ofl&ce if Your Crowd is Right For It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors know their audience best. If they will
accept action, thrills, suspense and romance without
question the probabilities or coincidence of the plot,
}OU can rest assured they will be thoroughly well

as: "Can you read a man's face? Did you ever analyze character by facial expression? See how the in-

pleased with "As a Man Lives." And there is sufficient in it to offer you plenty of exploitation angles.
The Apache stuff finds favor with a good majority

teresting theory is applied in 'As a Man Lives' at the
blank theater." The players' names may not mean
much at the box office but use those of Robert Frazer

and you can let them know there is some of it in "As
a Man Lives."

and Gladys Hulette. Stills and posters and the usual
order of advertising should cover announcements.

The theme can be played up with catchlines such

"No

primal power ^
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The drama has

lack of dramatic tension. . . Many thrills, acute
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Jess Robbins' Third a Fine, Glean-Gut Comedy That Is Real Entertainment
Edward Horton in
"A FRONT PAGE STORY"
Jess Robbins Prod. — Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Jess Robbins
AUTHOR
Arthur Goodrich
SCENARIO BY
F. W. Beebee
CAMERAMAN
Vernon Walker
AS A WHOLE
Sparkling comedy number that
is very enjoyable entertainment; lots of laughs
and they are sure-fire
STORY
Original newspaper yarn that has fine
situations and they are splendidly used
DIRECTION
Excellent; shows fine appreciation and understanding of comedy values; lots
of good stuff in this
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Deserves the title; an interesting
comedian with personality and individuality
SUPPORT
Lloyd Ingraham ideal type and does
great work as small town mayor;' James Corrigan, Edith Roberts and others well suited
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Good detail in print shop
DETAIL
First rate
CHARACTER
OF STORY
City chap arrives
in small town and settles dispute between editor
and mayor in spite of themselves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,000 feet
This is the third and best of the Jess Robbins productions for Vitagraph. They have all been comedies
but there are more laughs and original comedy business in "A Front Page Story" than in the other two
put together. Robbins and Edward Horton team up
ideally in the making of humorous entertainment and
after "Too Much Business" and "The Ladder Jinx"
Horton has finally secured stellar prominence which
his work in the first two certainly gained for him.

Horton has individuality and a dififerent comedy
talent that makes his work all the more interesting.
He is very real and his characterizations so natural
that they make the parts seem thoroughly convincing.
Another bit of good fortune, as far as Horton is concerned, isthe fact that he has been lucky enough to
h.ive roles particularly well fitted to his personality.
As Rodney Marvin, Horton will surely gain many admirers. He certainly injects a lot of pep and entertainment into his performance.

Arthur Goodrich's story is one of the best newspaper yarns that has come to the screen. It is original
and bright with novel situations and any number of
clever comedy twists that make it an unusually wholesome and entertaining feature. They pull some more
or less familiar stuff with a Ford but otherwise the
gags are new and thoroughly amusing.
Jess Robbins proves that he has a keen sense of
humor in the way he has handled the story. And he
hasn't spent a lot of money to do it either. The piclure is most unpretentious as far as production is concerned, but when it comes to laughs and sure-fire entertainment, "A Front Page Story" is there. Robbins
has secured a fine supporting cast for Horton that
includes Lloyd Ingraham, erstwhile director, in a
mighty fine characterization as Mayor Gorham, Edith
Roberts as daughter of the village editor and James
Corrigan as the editor. The sub-titles are numerous
but they are very good.
Story: Matt Hayward, owner of the Gazette, and
Mayor Gorham had long been at odds. Rodney Marvin, a new comer in town, saves Hayward's paper from
going on the rocks at the hands of Gorham. Hayward rewards him with half interest in the paper.
Marvin's scheme to bring the two men together is
unusually clever comedy business and the romance of
Marvin and Hayward's daughter touches it off nicely.

Promises Are In Order For This O ne and You Can Be Sure They'll Laugh
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You should be able to do fine business with "A Front
Page Story" because it is a really delightful comedy
offering that contains sure-fire humorous situations
and plenty of laughs if they want to laugh. And it is
wholesome. You can promise them the funniest and
best newspaper story they have seen in a long time
and in case you played Jess Robbins' two previous
productions in which Horton appeared, recall the titles,
and promise them a much better entertainment in his

latest, "A Front Page Story."
They'll surely like
Horton's work in this.
Where they like good wholesome comedies you
won't want to miss this one. It has a lot of clever
touches and original comedy gags that are going to
send them out happy and unmindful of the time it
takes to run off the six reels. You can safely make
promises and feel sure of pleasing them. Let them
know Edith Roberts is in the cast also.
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Slight and Unoriginal Story Makes
Herbert Rawlinson in
"ONE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

WONDERFUL
Universal

NIGHT"
Stuart Paton

Louis Tracy
Geo. C. Hull
G. W. Warren
Fair entertainment in this latest

Rawlinson vehicle; offers plenty of excitement
STORY
Not original nor especially well
handled; gives star chance to do his usual overacting
DIRECTION
Ordinary; considerably below the
average for this director
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usual
STAR
Tries to be too expressive; has only a
fair chance with this material
SUPPORT
Lillian Rich pleasing; others Sidney
Bracy, Sidney de Grey, Jean de Briac, Dale
Fuller
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Picking up an overcoat that did not belong to him leads to hurried
marriage
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,473 feet
"One Wonderful Night" looks very much as though
it had been made in just about that space of time for
certainly Director Stuart Paton has not taken any
great pains to make it entertaining. Even though the
material was not worthy of an unusually fine production, with a little more care it might have been less
nonsensical in its helter skelter action.
From begin-
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Rawlinson's Latest Only Fair

ning to end it is a series of chases with the entire cast
piling from one room to another, in and out of taxi
cabs, in a general state of perpetual motion. In this
case it doesn't really provide speed but has a tendency
to make the action of the hop, skip and a jump variety.
Paton starts the story ofif as a mystery drama and for
a long time you don't know what it is all about until
finally the titles begin to clear things up and you discover that it is a plot of a girl's father to marry her
to a Count so she will inherit a fortune left her on condition that she marry by a given date. This method of
development may furnish thrills for some and the sort
of suspense that it contains may make it the more interesting for them.
Louis Tracy's theme isn't original, however, and the
sudden marriage of hero to the girl is of a more or less
familiar formula. The picture will satisfy an average
crowd and there are a good many who may think it
is thoroughly exciting. Those acquainted with the
director's name and some of his good pictures may be
disappointed in what he does with this one.
Herbert Rawlinson takes advantage of every opportunity where he can overact. His performances
usually sufifer greatly from this and he would be much
more convincing if he made less obvious efforts to
register facial expressions. Lillian Rich is pleasing as
his leading lady and the cast is adequate.
Story : John D. Curtis picks up an overcoat belonging to another. In the pocket is a marriage license
with the names of Hermoine Fane and Jean de Courtois. Curtis visits Hermoine and finds she had hired
de Courtois to marry her to escape a marriage to Count
de Mauriat, arranged by her father so she would inherit afortune. Curtis identifies the assailants of the
overcoat owner. It develops that the "Count" is
bogus and Hermoine decides to hold to her marriage
to Curtis, performed to save her from the Count.

Will Do For Star's Admirers and Where

They

Are Not

Too

Critical

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you know they are easily thrilled and the type of
action contained in "One Wonderful Night" will appeal
to them, you can show it quite safely, and undoubtedly
satisfy your folks thoroughly with it. Where Rawlinson is popular you probably won't have to do very
much other than use his name.
Play up the title with catchlines such as : "Be sure

I

you can get your own overcoat. If you don't you
never know what will happen to you. See what happens to John Curtis when he picks up another man's
coat in "One Wonderful Night," Herbert Rawlinson's
latest production at the blank theater." The title is a
good one and should be easy to exploit.
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Disappointing For a Scenario That
Allen Holubar's Prod.
"BROKEN CHAINS"
Goldwyn
DIRECTOR
Allen Holubar
AUTHOR
Winifred Kimball
SCENARIO BY
Carey Wilson
CAMERAMAN
B. C. Haskins
AS A WHOLE
Conventional melodrama of the
old fashioned type that will best please those
who still favor the old stuff
STORY
Very extreme in its characterizations;
some good thrills but poor situations on the
whole
DIRECTION
At times all right and again uses
bad judgment in handling of players and material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
All right
PLAYERS
Colleen Moore suffers so patiently
it is hard to sympathize with her always ; Ernest
Torrence "powerfully" wicked and Malcolm McGregor not the best suited hero ; Claire Windsor
has a small part
EXTERIORS
.Picture's best feature
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Sufficient
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowardly city chap
goes to his western ranch where he proves himself ahero by saving girl from brutal husband
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,190 feet
Goldwyn presents the Chicago Daily News' prize
winning story, "Broken Chains," by Winifred Kimball
who collected the neat sum of $10,000 for her work.
When scenarios come this high they should be good,
which makes the picture all the more disappointing
and goes to prove that these scenario writing contests
do not always bring forth anything startlingly original.
"Broken Chains" is just the conventional type of
melodrama that has been done time and again and
Allen Holubar has not succeeded in hiding its familiar
situations by a production that of itself is satisfactory.

Will Satisfy Those Who

13

DAILV

Brought the Writer $10,000

Winifred Kimball could not have wracked her brain
to hit upon a combination of characters such as the
principals in this. The brutal rancher with a delicate
girl wife and the cowardly city chap who eventually
proves himself a man by fighting the brutal husband
and saving the girl are more or less familiar "movie"
types with the plot and its development of a usual
order. The theme suffers severely from extreme characterization ineach of the principal people. The girl
is over-frail and submissive while her husband is the
last word in wickedness and the hero an annoying
weakling.
It appears that Allen Holubar, in an effort to bring
out the different characters, has overstepped the
Ijounds and in this respect he has not always used the
best judgment. He does not make the acts of his
people thoroughly convincing. For instance when the
girl is discovered by the young hero and released from
the chain with which her husband has her tied^ it
would be logical for her to escape then and there with
hero and seek protection at his ranch. Instead, her
flight is (IcL'n'ed and when hero finally does come to
take her away there is a battle royal with the husband
who finds them together. The fight is realistically
staged and offers a fine thrill for those who like it and'
the shots showing the rescuing party hurdling the
broken bridge, on horseback, is another good - bit.
Holubar uses a familiar form of suspense which will
undoubtedly have the desired effect on some audiences.
There is some intermediate comedy that will draw
some laughs.
Colleen Moore is a pitiful Mercy whom you feel
sorry for at times but again her extreme patience with
her brutal husband is aggravating. Ernest Torrence
is an ape-like villain and Malcolm McGregor tries hard
but is not the most suitable type of hero.
Story : Called a coward in the East, Peter Wyndham goes to his ranch. Nearby lives Mercy Boone
with a brutal husband, much older than herself. How
Peter saves Mercy and proves himself a hero with the
love of Mercy as a reward, completes the story.

Still Like t he Old Fashioned Type of Meller

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In view of the origin of the story and the fact that
it won a $tO,000 prize in the Chicago Daily News
scenario contest, you can probably arouse considerable interest in the showing of "Broken Chains."
But it would be well for you to see this one first and
make sure that it will be all right for your patrons.
If they still like old school meller you can give it to
them without hesitancy, otherwise you may have to

depend
upon pictorial values, some thrills and the
action of the climax to get it over.
Allen Holubar is capable of much better things than
this so it may be disappointing for those who know
what he really can do. Colleen Moore, who seems
to be gaining in prominence can be mentioned and also
Claire Windsor although she has a role of very short
duration. There are some good looking posters for
your announcements.

CURRENT
RclcMc Date

Footaee

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Reviewed

RELEASES
Release Date

Footase

CORP.

Fools of Fortune
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
Me and My Gal
The Woman
He Loved
Timothy's
Quest
The Trail of the Axe (Dustin Farnum)
The Mohican's
Daughter
The Danger
Point
The Marriage
Chance
The Challenge
(Dolores
Cassinelli)
When the Desert Calls (Violet Heming)
What
Fools Men Are
The Super-Sex

FIRST

5,609 8-20-22
6,700 8-20-22
5,433
5,200 9-10-22
6,377 9-24-22
4,42S 10-1-22
4,700 10-1-22
5,807 11-12-22

6,159
6,087
5,749

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
The Woman
Who
Came
Back
Dusk
to Dawn
(Florence
Vidor)
Grandma's
Boy (Harold
Lloyd)
Till We Meet Again (Mae Marsh)
A Bill of Divorcement
(Constance Binney)
The Woman Who Fooled Herself (May
Allison)
Breaking Home Ties
PUyfVttl Pictures, Inc.
Throiieh the Storm
The Isle of Doubt (Wyndham Standing)
Face to Face
The Man
She Brought
Back

NATIONAL

Fools First
The Masquerader
(Guy Bates Post)
East is West
(Constance
Talmadge)
The Light in the Dark (Hope Hampton)
Kindred of the Dust (R. W. Walsh)
The Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge)
Skin Deep (Thos. H. Ince)
The Bond Boy (Richard
Barthelmess)
Oliver Twist
(Jackie Coogan)
Brawn of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin)
White
Shoulders
(Katherine
MacDonald)
Omar the Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)
Minnie (Neilan Prod.)
Lorna
Doone
The Hottentot

11-19-22
12- 3-22
12-3-22

GOLDWYN

5,401
6,000

11-12-22
11-26-22

5.905
5,483
4,587
4,792

8-27-22
9-17-22
10-1-22
10-8-22

5,770
7,835
7,737
5,600
8,422
7,453
6,303
6,902
7,600
4,000
5,966
6,696
6,200
5,953

D. W. GRIFFITH,

5,228 7- 2-22
5,003 4-16-22
5,651 7- 9 22
5,450 7-16-22
5,600 8-20-22
5,650 9-17-22
4,983 11-19-22
6,517 12- 3-22
...4,500 12-10-22

INC.

One Exciting Night

FAMOUS
Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Tom

2
2
9
9
16
16
23
30
6
6
13
20
20
27
27
4
11
18
25
25

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

Above All Law
7,177
Pink Gods
7,180
The Old Homestead
7,650
The Face in the Fog (Cosmopolitn)
6,095
Burning
Sands
(Melford)
6,919
The Ghost Breaker (Wallace Reid)
5,130
The Cowboy and the Lady (Chas. Maigne) .. .4,918
To Have and To Hold (Fitzmaurice)
7,518
The Man Who Saw Tomorrow
(Thos Meighan) 6,993
On the High Seas (Dalton-Holt)
5,171
The Young
Rajah (Rodolph
Valentino)
7,705
Anna Ascends
(AHce Brady)
5,959
Clarence (Wm. deMille)
6.146
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew (Gloria Swanson) .7,155
The Pride of Palomar
(Cosmopolitan)
7,500
When Knighthood Was in Flower (Mar. Davies) 10,800
Missing Millions (Alice Brady)
5.870
Ebb Tide (Geo. Melford)
7,336
Outcast (Elsie Ferguson
7,390
Singed Wings
(Stanlaws
Prod.)
7,788
Back Home and Broke (Thos. Meighan)
Daughter of Luxury
(Agnes Ayres)
4,538

Uiz Seriei

FOX

FILM

Jjut Tony
Do and Dare
Tom
Mix in Arabia
William Farnum
Moonshine VaUey
Without
Compromise
DuiMii Farnum
The Yosemite Trail
While Justice Waits
■hirley Ifaion Series
The New
Teacher
Youth
Must Have Love
Shirley of the Circus
WilUam RuMcU
Mixed Faces
Chaitea Jonea,
West of Chicago
The Bells of San Juan
Boss of Camp 4
John Gilbert
Calvert's Valley
The Love Gambler
A California Romance
gpcdal
Who Are My Parents
The Village Blacksmith
The Town That Forgot God

W.
10-1-22
10-8-22
10-15-22
9,10-22
9-17-22
11-12-22
11-12-22
11-5-22
10-8-22
11-12-22
11-19-22
10-22-22
10-29-22
11-26-22
9-17-22
9-24-22
11-26-22
12-10-22
12-3-22
12-10-22

CORP.
4,480
4,744
4,400

8-20-22
9-24-22

5,679 8-20-22
5,173 11-12-22

The Headless
Benj. B. Hampton

4,400

10-1-22

4.694

8-20-22

4,235

11-19-22

4,416 10-8-22
4,682 11-5-22
3,892 12-10-22
8,361 9-10-22
7,000 1 1-12-22
10,613 12-10-22

HODKINSON
Horseman

(Will

Rex

Rogers)

Married
People
Ingram Prod.

Trifling Women
Hollandia Film Corp.
Bulldog

Drummond

METRO

PICTURES

Rich
Men's
Shadows
Thorns and

FILM

BOOKING

.

10-29-22

6,000

10-22-22

5,500

8-1 3-^?

5.200

7.?».a9

9,000

10-8-22

5,000

11-26-22

CORP.

The Hands of Naia (Clara Kimball Young)
June Madness
(Viola Dana)
Youth to Youth (Billie Dove)
The Forgotten
Law
Enter Madame
(Clara Kimball Young)
Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Tiffany Prod.
Broadway Rose (Mae Murray)
Rex Ingram Prod.
Trifling Women

PREFERRED

11,000

CORP.

Heart's Haven
Hugo Ballin Prod.

4,735 9-17-22
4,762 11-26-22
4,453 8-13-22
4,368 9-10-22
4,668 11-12-22

W.

8-13-22
8-20-22
9-3-22
9- 3-22
9- 3-22
9-24-22
10-8-22
8-15-22
1 1-5-22
11-19-22
11-19-22
11-26-22
12- 3-22
12- 3-22
12-10-22

PICTURES

The Wallflower
When Romance Rides (Zane Grey)
The Dust Flower
Always the Woman
(Betty Compson)
Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance (Rupert Hughes)
Brothers Under
the Skin
Hungry
Hearts
A Blind Bargain
Broken
Chains

5,106 8-13-22
5,200 9-3-22
4,841 9-10-22
6,000 10-29-22
6,000 8-15-22

Revii

6,997
6,000
6,603
6,000
6,000
6,000
4,600
7,800
7,000
9,000

8-13-22
10-1-22
10-29-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
11-19-22
12- 3-22
12- 3-22
9-24-22

10-8-22

PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN

Wives
Orange

6,500
5,000
6,971

Blossome

OFFICES

OF AMERICA

(R-C)

My Dad (Johnnie Walker)
5,500
In the Name
of the Law
6.217
The Kick-Back
(Harry
Carey)
5.260
The Snowshoe Trail (Jane Novak)
5,832
The Hound of the Baskervilles
5,382
If I Were Queen
(Ethel Clayton)
5,955
The Broadway Madonna
(Dorothy
Revier) ... .6,000
Good Men and True (Harry
Carey)
5,400
Thelma (Jane Novak)
6,497
When Love Comes
4,800

8-27-22
11-5-22
11-26-22

7- 9-22
7-16-22
9-17-22
7-30-22
9-17-22
10-22-22
11-19-22
11-12-22
11-26-22
12-10-22
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Very Thin Material in Wally Reid's Latest
Wallace Reid in

nearly enough to make it good material for Wally
l^eid, who incidentally is entitled to a lot better stuff
than this.

"THIRTY
DAYS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
A. E, Thomas
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

James Cruze
and Clayton Hamilton
Walter Woods
Karl Brown

Fairly satisfying farce-comedy.

Hardly up to Reid's standard
STORY
Pretty thin
DIRECTION
Did about all that could be
expected with material at hand
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Works
timentalist

Very good
Very good
hard as the silly flirtatious sen-

SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley
well.
Others unimportant
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

does

her

little bit

Satisfactory
Good

DETAIL
Nothing to bother about.
Titles
excellent
CHARACTER OF STORY
Not offensive
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,930 feet

About five years ago "Thirty Dci}s"' was received
fairly well in New York on the stage, but the effort
to throw the comedy on the screen isn't so successful.
In a way it is good enough but the story is so thin
and the treatment so tepid, and the action lacking to
such an extent, that excepting for the titles which
really are funny and which are exceedingly well
illustrated, there isn't a good

Title

Afiords

deal to the farce, not

Cleverer

Exploitation

James Cruze wanders a long way from "The Old
Homestead" to make "Ihirty Days," but the probabilities are that the chief laUit is not with Cruze
but with the material. They send Wally, who is a
flirtatious sentimentalist, to jail to keep him out ol
the way of harm and to prevent the leader of the
Italian Cammora from kniling him, because he has
caught Wally kissing hi; wife. Then you find Wally
and the Italian leader in jail, and then you find them
out and somewhere thereafter the story ends.
It is far from satisfying, although Reid works very
hard at times, and Kalla Pasha, from Mack Sennett's
lot, is a rather laughable warden of the jail.
There isn't enough to the material to hold out.
That is the real difficulty. Lasky has given the usual
Paramount production values and the cast is fairly
satisfactory, but there isn't anything in this to worry
you one way or the other.
It is somewhat surprising that Paramount, which
has a good investment in Keid, will allow this type
of material to be used. There have been many instances where material could not be padded and should
not be padded and there are producers who overdo it.
This is an example of where judicious padding would
have materially helped. To have made this a worthwhile farce the producers might easily have used the
trick which Harold Lloyd so successfully puts over,
that of building and building upon one sequence until
the simple early laugh becomes a definite roar at the
climax.

Material Than Picture Warrants

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Thirty Days" has more possibilities for exploitation
than the picture deserves. If you will just think it
over a few moments you will realize how this title can
be twisted and used in various ways. The only
trouble is that if you go too strong and pack them
in on the strength of the title they are lialjle to go
out kicking, because while amusing Reid's latest is so
thin in material that it doesn't get very far.
Use

} our l:)est judgment and boost this along to a certain
point with safety, and if your promises aren't too rash
theymuch.
may like it well enough but don't stress this
too
Catch lines come naturally with this sort of a title.
If you go in for lobby displays get some fake bars and
build a cell around your box office. A "trusty" can
take the tickets. All sorts of schemes of this kind
come to mind. It ought to be easy to put this one over.

Date

LEWIS

FoeUkKc

J. SELZNICK

ENT.

Seli^nick Picttire* (Distributed by Select BxchangesJ
^Elaine Hazmnerstein Star Series
Evidence
Uaiteue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's
Paradise
Cbanning of the Northwest
Special Productions
Love is an Awful Thing (Owen Moore)
One Week
of Love

UNITED

FOX

RevieweO

5,000

6-18-22

5,000

The Man Who Played God (Geo. Arliss)
A Tailor-Made Man
(Charles Ray)
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country
(Mary Pickford) ..
Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp.
The Three Must Get Theres (Max Linder) ...
A Woman's
Woman

5,810 10-8-22
8,469 10-22-22
11,000 11-5-22
.9,000 11-19-22
.3,842
7,892

CO.
MFG.
FILM
UNIVERSAL
^
. , Features
Jewel
Under Two Flags (Priscilla Dean)
7,407
Kentucky
Derby
5,398
Universal The
Features
The Loaded Door (Hoot Gibson)
4,430
Don't Shoot (Herbert Rawlinson)
5,130
Paid
Back
4,920
Top O' the Morning (Gladys Walton)
4,627
The Galloping Kid (.Hoot Gibson)
4,783
Caught
Bluffing (Frank
Mayo)
4,517
Confidence
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
4,787
The Girl Who
Ran Wild (Gladys Walton)
4,506
The Long Chance
4,836
The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson)
4,570
Wolf Law (Frank Mayo)
4,465
Another
Man's
Shoes (Herbert
Rawlinson) .. .4,700
Broad Daylight
4,961
The Lavender Bath Lady (Gladys Walton)
4,113
The JUt (AU-Star)
4,491
The Altar Stairs (.Frank Mayo)
4,641
Ridrn' Wild (Hoot Gibson)
4,166
Forsaking All Others
4,462

9-10-22
10-8-22

10-1-22
10-22-22
8-20-22
8-20-22
8-27-22
9- 3-22
9-10-22
9-17-22
9-24-22
10-1-22
10-1-22
8-15-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
10-29-22
11-12-22
11-26-22
12- 3-22
11-19-22
12-10-22

GOLDWYN
reel)

W

;

A Girl's Desire
Little
Wildcat
Alice Joyce
The
Inner
Chamber
William Duncan
Where Danger Smiles

SHORT

5,000
5,249

7- 2-22

5,000
5,000

9-17-22
9-10-22

5,951
5,000

REEL

ASSOCIATED

10-15-22

RELEASES

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

PRODUCERS.

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED
Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies
(2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

Selig-Pork- Photoplays
(2 reels)
Uermaid Comedies C2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies
(2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving
(Kellerman),
1 reel; Babe Ruth — How
he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outing* (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous
(1 reel) :
Could Columbus
Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchoerafs (1 reel)
Punch Comedies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow spaed)

FAMOUS

PATHE

FIRST

NATIONAL

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reela)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reeU)
Story Lahrman Comediw (2 reab)
■Mar KaMoB Coi«<Im (3 reeh)

EXCHANGE,

Herbert
WilHam
Chaplin
Selznick
Serials:

J. SELZNICK

EXHIBITORS

INC.

ENTERPRISES

Kaufman Masterpieces.
J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Classics.
News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four (15 episodes).

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies — Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham)
(2 reels)
Serials: The Flaming Uisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo), — episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
— episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo), — episodes; Terror Trail, — episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and
Railroad
Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies
(1 reel) : When
Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher).

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

KINETO

CO.

OF

AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second
Series (1 reel):
Was
Darwin
Right.' Bonnie Scotland, Bird" o1
Crags and Marshes,
Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet/.
Combatting
the Elements,
Dexterity and
Mimicry
of Int^r.ti.
Primitive Life in Tennessee,
Bear Hunting
in (California, Paru
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise. Morocco
the Mysterious,
,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY,

HARRY,

ENTERPRISES

Electricity — It's Development.

NATIONAL

(weekly).

CORP.

The Timber Queen
(Serial)
Koacli 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day — 1 a week.

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel Pictures (1 reel) :
Paramount-BurUngame
Adventure
Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount Magazine
(1 reel) : Pictionary and Cartoons
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergb
Series (2 reels)

W. HODKINSON

The Beggar Maid (Maiy Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each I reel) ; Second Series from No. 27 to No. S3
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).

LEWIS
6,000

PICTURES

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Br?y
Comedies
(1
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs (1 reel)
Sport Review (1 reel)

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
The Ladder Jinx
Corinne Griffith
A Virgin's
Sacrifice
Divorce
Coupons
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun

CORPORATION

Sunshine Comedies
(2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
(1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational Entertainments
(la week)

6.500 9-10-22
7,000
11-12-22

ARTISTS

FILM

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward
(Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies
(Bobby
Burns).
Kineto Review
(Chas. Urban)
(1 reel), issued weekly.

tilMl*i®^3i

PRIZMA,

26 Short Subject Color Picture*
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"BaU, the Unknown'
(S racls)
Short K«d Kiiaic film Pto«act

INCORPORATED

THE

■c

&m
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Russell Has Good Story and An Appropriate One For Him
William Russell in
"MAN'S

SIZE"
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
derman

Howard Mitchell
Wm. McLeod Raine
Joseph Franklin Poland
Ernest Miller and Geo. Schnei-

AS A WHOLE
Much better picture than Russell
has turned out in a long time; offers a good
enteratinment
STORY
Good situations and is well developed;
holds interest all the way and builds to good
climax
DIRECTION
Satisfactory;
brings in surprise
twist at end without letting it become obvious;
a first rate cast
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Has a very appropriate role and does it
in good style
SUPPORT
Alma Bennett very pretty and makes
a pleasing lead for Russell; Ch£s. K. French
overacts; Stanton Heck good as Bully West
EXTERIORS
Pretty shots
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
■
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man steals child
and mistreats her for revenge on another only
to find out years later she is his own daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,316 feet
This latest William Russell release is a better picture all around than any of his recent productions and
a better entertainment than most of the weekly Fox
releases. It contains a first rate story with situations
that make for a good dramatic entertainment and even
though there is some coincidence in the development,

still it has been especially well handled and Director
Mitchell keeps the progress of the plot from becoming
obvious. This is especially noticeable toward the
close when there is a real twist and the director brings
it in as a genuine surprise.
When the opening title refers to the Northwest it is
quite likely that the majority of the audience will immediately figure it out to be the regulation Mounted
Police story but this popular screen personage is only
mentioned in one sub-title and does not put in an
appearance at all, much to everybody's relief. Wm.
Mcl^eod Raine's story is strong in dramatic situations
and offers a particularly good vehicle to William Russell who is not always favored with material suitable
to his personality and ability. This one is especially
appropriate for him and he does very good work. It
will please his admirers splendidly.
The only criticism against the director's efforts is
that he could have omitted the shots of old Angus
McRae reading the Bible planning his revenge against
the man he believed had stolen his wife. This isn't
a very good touch and the Biblical quotations might
also be left out. The locations are ideal and there
try.
are many very attractive shots of the woodland counAlma Bennett, a pretty girl, plays the part of Jesse
McRae very well. She uses a little too much make-up
around her eyes. Charles K. French is inclined to
overact as McRae but Stanton Heck is a convincing
Bully West. Russell has a good supporting company
all told.
Story : McRae orders Tom Morse off his place
when he learns he is the nephew of Carl Morse, a
man hated by McRae and whose daughter he had
stolen and used as the butt of his revenge. How Tom
saves Jessie from the Bully to whom McRae has sold
her and McRae learns later that she is his own daughter, completes the story.

Satisfying Dramatic Offering That Should Especially Please Star's Admirers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Folks that have been disappointed in the stories in
which William Russell has been appearing lately will

Promise them some good dramatic situations and let
them know there is a surprise ending. Appeal to the

be agreeably surprised by "Man's Size," his latest
offering. The title isn't an especially good one but
might be replaced by something better or more pertinent. You might play it up as "A Moonshine
Romance" or something that would indicate the theme
more clearly than "Man's Size."

star's admirers with definite promises of a much better
picture than most of his recent releases. Don't say
an\ thing about Northwest atnjosphere unless you
make it plain that it is not a Mounted Police story.

INDEPENDENT
Footage

O^tt

ARROW

FILM

God's Country and the Law
Keefe)
(Zina
Silence
Broken
The
.'
Headin' North
Fairbanks)
(Wm.
Peters
Peaceiul
(Francis Ford)
Another Man's Boots
(Maciste)
Unconquered

Notoriety

& BOBBY

WEBER

L. LAWRENCE

AYWON

FILM

7,000

CO.

Blythe)

(Betty

Love

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

Life's Greatest Question
(Roy
More to be Pitied (All Star)
Only a Shop
Girl

CUMMINGS

DEPENDABLE

Driven

CORP.

Stewart)

PROD.

Chaney)

(Lon

Blood

and

Flesh

SALES

CORP.

(Chas. Brabin Prod.)

R. L. GIFFEN

The Prince and the Pauper

GENIUS

Women

Men

Marry

PHIL

FILMS.

INC.

5,300

8-27-22

5,800
5.800
6,400

9-10-22
9-24-22

5,147

8-27-22

5,540

1 1-26-22

6,522

8-20-22

5.986

GOLDSTONE

The Cub Reporter (Richard Talmadge)
Deserted at the Altar
WUdcat
Jordan
(Richard
Talmadge)

10-8-22

5,000 10-15-22
5,000

B. B. PRODUCTIONS

Women

7- 9-22
5,332
7-30-22
5,944
9-24-22
4,257
5,UU0 10-29-22
11-5-22
5,000
11-5-22
6,500

NORTH

ODay)
(Peggy
Hoofs
Thundering
Another Man'« BooU (Francis Ford)
How

Keviewed

CORP.

10-29-22

5,000
7,000
5,000

9-24-22
10-1-22
10-29-22

The Worldly Madonna
(Clara Kimball Young). 5,600
What's Wrong With Women
6,400

716-22
8-13-22

EQUITY

PICTURES

EXCEPTIONAL

His Nibs (Chic Sales)

FIDELITY

PICTURES

PICTURES

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

HOWELLS

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million
Count C^gliostro
A Daughter of Eve

LEE

CORP.

SALES

CORP.

CO.

Sure Fire Flint

PRODUCERS

FILMS.

INC.

SECURITY

CLARK

SANFORD

Wins

WM.

Ranch

TRI-STAR

UNITY

Saeebrush

Trail

Rags

to Riches

Wonders

6,800
6,400

PROD.

SYNDICATE,

INC.

10-29-22
10-29-22

CORP.

Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liqaoriar

CORP.

IS

PICTURES

Westerns

(each

AYWON

CORP.

2 reels).

FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey:
IS Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies:
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad
Dramas
(2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

C.

B.

C.

FILM

SALES

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
(1 reel)
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).
Sunbeam
Comedies
(Billy West)
(2 reels)
Cap'n Kidd
(Eddie Polo)
serial

CELEBRATED

Gump (1 reel
each).
Celebrated
Comedies
Expose
Star

PLAYERS

(1 reel each).

PHOTOPLAYS,

of Sawing a Lady in Half
Dramas

(2

EXPORT

INC.

(2 reels)

PICTURES,

reels).

AND

INC.

IMPORT

(Truman

FILM

Van

FILM

Dyke

CO.

and Elinore Field). 15

EXCHANGE

(Pete

Morrison)

STEINER

PICTURES

CO.

(Wesley

8-13-22

BROS.

WILLIAMSON

PROD.

GAUMONT

HERALD

Mack

Swain Comedies (2
America First.
Talmadge

INC.

COMPANY

PRODUCTIONS,

reels) :

Reissues

Moonlight

Knight,

PICTURES,

(fourteen)

(each

FILM

10 episodes.

INC.

Full

of Spirit,

See

INC.

2 reels).

SALES

CO.

Invisible Ray Series: Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (IS episodes) 31.000
feet) Conquering
; (2 reels) :Hero.
Sweethearts. Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The

LEE

Squirrel Comedies
Canadian Travelogues
9- 3-22
9-10-22

episodes.

12 2-reels.

JOAN

& BRADFORD

PINNACLE

(2 reels): Razzin' the Jazz, Why
Dream.
Shimmy
Isle

COMEDIES
Change

PLYMOUTH

5,164
5,496

Your

Mother-in-Lawf

Nation's

PICTURES

Series of 5 two-reel
Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver
Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC

5,000

10-22-22

5,000

1112-22

FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:
Featuring George Ovey
(Once-a-week)
(1 reel).
Newspaper
Stories:
Featuring
Irene Hunt
(Two-a-mo»th)
(2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies:
One-a-week
(1 reel)

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy. each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial — The Hope Diamond Mystery
(IS episodes)

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

Irving Cummings
Cissy Fitzgerald

CORPORATION

Series

SACRED

FILMS.

INC.

5,000

9-17-22

Sacred Fikns (1 reel)

5,000

8-27-22

7,209

10-1-22

4,300

10-29-22

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen
Review
(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque
Photoplays
(2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs
(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (la month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

EXPLOITATION

Barry)

Callahan.

15

MARKET,

HORIZON

PICTURES

WARNER

Miracles ot the Jungle,

News
(every Tuesday) ; Graphic
(every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19.089 feet),

Norma

PRODUCTIONS

PICTURES

of the Sea

Series:

Serial: The Jungle Goddess
episodes.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5.000
Water Lily (Alice Mann
& Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling
Miss
Davidson
(Marjorie
Rambeau) . .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau)
...5.000
Sh* Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5.000
Mrs.
Bclfame
(Nance
O'Neil)
S.OOtt

The

AYCIE

Success

limmy

CORP.

The Man
Worth While
(Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy
Doraine)
The
Ofienders
(Margery
Wilson)
Insinuation
(Margery
Wilson)

Marry

15 episodes.

FILM

FILM

5,800
5,000

Men

Howell Comedies (12 2-reels).
Lips (2 reels)

ARROW

Western

PICTURES

RUSSELL

Do

Lincoln),

DISTRIBUTING

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank
Mann Comedies:
One every other week
(2 reels).
Blazed Trail ProductionsOne every other week
(2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood
Dramas
(2 reels) :
Looking
Up
Jim. In the River.
Three and a Girl. Kaiders ol the North, A Knight of the Pines.
The Mail ol llrawn. The Strangers.
Breed of the North, A Fighl
for a Sou., Lieloved
Brule, (Juicksands,
Border River.
Spotlight
Comedies
(2 rerls) : Champion
by Chance.
Soap
Bubbles,
Hei
Husband's
Flat, His Wile Jimmy.
Ardath
XLNT
Comedies
(2 reels):
Wild
Women
and Tame
Men,
Th«
Village Grocei,
Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jaci< Hoxie). IS episodes.

Serial:

Saved by Radio
Thr
Range
Patrol

Why

(Elmo

ALLIED

Banks Comedies (2 reels) : Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge.
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out. His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels) : False Roomers, Their Dizsy Finish.
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.

5,000
6,000
6,U00
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

WESTERN

of Tarzan

DOMINANT

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The
Right
Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night
(All-Star)

Table Top

Alt &

The

& BRADFORD

MASTEDON

Man

Adventures

RIGHTS

OF T. S. S. CORP.

FEDERATED

MASTER

Better

REELS-STATE
ADVENTURES

Monty

Secrete of Paris

The

SHORT

CLARION

4,951

The Unconquered Woman
(Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
Serving Two Masters
(Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (AH Star)

RUSSELL

FEATURES

STOREY

PICTURES.

INC.

2.000
2.000

^— —

Short Stuff
"Saturday Morning" — Our Gang — Pathe
Type of production
2 reel animal and kid comedy
"Saturday
the title of
just a series
eral kids in

Morning," the best time of the week for a kid, is
this "Our Gang" comedy. Not much of a plot,
of cute and amusing incidents in the lives of sevall stations of life, from little dressed up Clarence

to "Freckles" Daniels, and "Sunshine Sammy" and his baby
sister, "Farina." The kids are entertaining and the picture
will suit any type audience. While not as funny^ as some of
the series it will hold its own. A funny sequence is that in
which the little colored boy improvises a shower bath by means
of a punctured tin can suspended above him. It surely will get
a laugh. "Freckles" Daniels's troubles with the bass-viol and
"humores-coo" are funny too, and when he paints his leg
black to hide a hole in his stocking he is sure to enlist more
than a few sympathetic grins.

Graphic No. 2550
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Babe Ruth's efforts to regain his old time, form are demonstrated by shots of Babe working on his farm in Massachusetts,
where he chops wood, and goes shooting to keep his batting
eye in shape. The chef of the Vanderbilt Hotel, next demonstrates the correct manner in which to carve a turkey. A
quaint feature of the reel is an introduction to the chanting
chimney sweep of New Orleans who always works in a high
hat and frock coat. He is a tigure tliat will not easily leave
one's mind. The champion woman hurdler of America demonstrates how it is done and the camera gives it in slow motion.
The issue closes with the Buoy Patrol of New York Harbor
making the rounds to keep the sentinels on the job.

"The Voice of the Land" — Geographic — American
Type of production
5 reel Biblical
"In Dutch" — Christie — Educational
Type of production —

These are five units, about 1,000 feet each, of the Geographic
2 reel comedy

Taken as a whole this two reel comedy will get by very
nicely, with more than the average number of laughs. Some
sequences are held too long, for instance, the one in which
the rivals tear each other's bouquets of flowers apart, but in
the main "In Dutch" is good, clean entertainment. Bobby
Vernon and William Irving are in love with Charlotte Stevens,
but her father smiles on neither. Charlotte, however, says she
will announce her engagement to Bobby if he will get her a
"Kutta-Peesa-Pye" fraternity pin. Not knowing his rival is
the president of the fraternity, Bobby agrees, and then the
fun begins. How he is initiated, made to walk through the
street in a 40 year old bathing suit and sing a love song to
three policemen form the rest of the action.

"Alexander
Type of production

Hamilton" — Urban — Vitgaraph
1 reel biography

A most interesting picturization of the high spots in the
life of Alexander Hamilton, great American statesman is this
one-reeler. The historical data is absolutely correct and the
picture opening with Hamilton as a little boy at the bed-side
of his dying mother who sees a vision of the great life lying
ahead of him, goes on to show him, years later on the eve of
the Revolution. Scenes of the drafting of the Constitution, in
which he had a part, of Washington's cabinet of which he was
a member, and the duel with Aaron Burr in which he met his
death are carefully recorded. Much money has not been spent
on the production, but this does not detract from its interest.

series of Bible pictures. The subjects covered are "Jerusalem,"
"The Road to Jericho," "Beersheba," "Hebron" and "Valley
of Dry Bones." The places where many of the events recorded
in the Old and New Testaments took place are shown with
adequate titles and color inserts of Biblical characters. Modern
scenes of the Holy Land are included, showing how little progress has been made.
The pictures are of general interest.
Pathe Review No. 185
Type of production . ,.

1 reel magazine

"The Horseless Farm," the newest development in agriculture in which electricity furnishes all the m.otive power is an
interesting feature of this review. A slow motion dance
novelty called "The Hindu Dance of Mystery"
Hindu Devil-dancer shows how devils are driven
day Morning at the Zoo shows all the animals
daily bath and the colored bit presents scenes in
along the French-Spanish border.

in which a
out. Saturtaking their
the Pyrenees

"Rookies" — Century — Universal
Type of production

2 reel kid comedy

Brownie, the dog, is the star of this two reeler which is acted
almost entirely by children. It is a cute little story of two
little boys in love with the same little girl, and the ways in
which they try to win her. There are some very cute situations and while the plot is slight for two reels it will probably
get over in good shape. Brownie is remarkably clever, and
he displays almost human intelligence.

Starland Revue No. 17— F. B. O.
Type of production

1 reel fan magazine

Ethelind Terry of the Music Box, is seen designing a new
blouse; the cast of the Greenwich Village Follies has a little
relaxation on the roof of the theater. "Molly Darling"^ is seen
in rehearsal; Horton Spurr, a unique vaudeville artist dances
on his head as well as his feet while Muriel Stryker, Ned Way
-burn's "Girl in Bronze" puts on her wonderful make-up for
the cameraman, and then does her bit by posing for him in a
most realistic representation of a bronze statue.

"The Natural Born Liar" — Bruce — Educational
Type of production

1 reel novelty scenic

Here is another of the entertaining Wilderness Tales which
combine exquisite scenery with wholesome humor. It deals
with the two prospectors, Windy and the Parson, and the
supposed adventures of Windy who is of a most imaginative
turn of mind. Many of the laughs are derived from the clever
titling, and the reel as a whole is most enjoyable. A good
short reel for houses with high class clientele.

Short Stuff
"Via Radio"— Educational
Type of production

"Fleeced
2 reel scientific

Radio fans of all ages will be mightily interested in this two
reeler which illustrates in minute detail the way in which the
radio operates and the reasons for its operation. Beginning
with voice waves, the range of which is demonstrated by animated charts, the entire process put into operation each time
a radiograph is given or received is clearly and concisely
shown. The film may be of special interest to the men and
boys in your audience, but it is sure to be discussed afterwards
by those who see it.

for

Gold"— Kiser— Pathe

Type of production

1 reel industrial

Propaganda, though not of an offensive character is wrapped
around a slight love story of a girl who won't marry her
sweetheart until he "does something." The western sheep
ranch operated by his aunt gives him his chance, and the
operation of which is given in detail. Thousands of sheep are
shown among the hills. The processes of counting, cashing,
shearing and branding are carefully given. There are some
exquisite shots of what looks like an ocean of sheep on the
Oregon hills.
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the Street

Rom the Play by Lem Parker

Directed by Wm. Beau dine
A Harry Rapf Production
comedy drama that contains everything
^a real good picture should hat^e.^
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acclaimed as the finest production in
nOhich the popular Freckles has ei/er appeared
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Admission Tax

Gonnick's Denial

Not Interested in Any Picture Propositions at the Moment

Congressman
MacGregor
Suggests
Changes Effective January,
1924
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

H. D. H. Connick, formerly chairman of the Finance Committee of
Famous Players, emphatically states
that he is not interested in any picture proposition at present.
This statement comes in denial of
the report recently published that
Ml his recent visit to the Coast he was
ui conference with Thomas H. Ince.
"I have had a lot of propositions
put to me regard
pictures," he
said, "but I haven'ing
t seen any that

Washington — Congressman MacGregor introduced in the House on
Friday, the following bill which was
referred to the Committee on Ways
and Means:
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, that section 800 (a)
of the Revenue Act of 1921 be amended to read as follows:

"(a) That from and after January
assessed,
1, 1924, there shall be levied,
collected, and paid in lieu of the taxes
imposed by section 800 of the Revenue Act of 1918—"
That subdivision (1) of section 800
of the Revenue Act of 1921 be
amended to read as follows:
"(1) A tax of 1 cent for each 10
cents or fraction thereof of the
amount paid for admission to any
place on or after such date, including
admission by season ticket or subscription, to be paid by the person
paying for such admission, but wherr
the amount paid for admission is 25
cents or less, no tax shall be imposed."
Graham

Here

John Cecil Graham, managing director of the British Paramount
organizations, is in New York on his
annual visit to the home office.
Graham will remain in New York
until the first of the year for a series
of conferences with E. E. Shauer.

E. F. A. Situation
Stars

Start Their
Own
Companies— What the Venture
Cost
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Berlin— The E. F. A. (Famous
Players), is quickly dissolving. The
commercial and technical staff have
already received notice to quit at the
end of the year. Most of the prominent stars, directors. architects,
cameramen, who were engaged on
long-term contracts, received a liberal
indemnity in dollars and left the E.
F. A. Among them is the GermanAmerican star Jeiini igs, of "Deception" fame, General Manager Davidson, Harry Liedtke, the Russian director Buchowetzki, the producer of
"Danton," the young Parisian star
Mile. Marquisette L. Bosky, the
director George Jacoby, producer of
(Continued on Pa^e 3)
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interest

me."
Closes Jan. 7th

"The
Town
That
Forgot
God,"
Fox, will close its
10 week run at
the
Astor, Jan. 7th.

Double Tax
So The States Right Leasing Tax is
Termed — No Decision
Washington— Protests of the moving picture industry against the regulations under winch the Internal
Revenue Bureau administered the five
per cent rental tax were laid before
Critics in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, Minneapolis, Mila board composed of .Assistant Solicitor of Internal Revenue James
waukee, Detroit and Boston agree on the merits of "Shadows," a Tom
i crman Production for Preferred-Lie htman release. Unanimity of opinion
Rogers and five other solicitors, as
fhould carry conviction, you wiU agree. Your nearest AI Lichtman exnoted, by Siegfred Hartman, reprechange has a message for you. — Advt.
sentative ofthe Motion Picture Producers and Distributors' organization.
In applying this tax up to the time
of its repeal on January 1st, last, it
was the position of the Internal
Revenue Bureau that any transactions
between a producer and a distributor
was primarily to lease
exhibition
Exhibitor-distribution. Lots of it. Not only does the and that, accordingly, allforsuch
transactions were subject to the five per
MPTO step right up. And start with a five million corporation.
cent
tax.
But treading on their sweet pink toes comes the Lee Ochs ABC
It is the 'ontention of the industry,
and talks of getting the same sort of organization started across
as expressed by Hartman. that not
the country. Incidentally the MPTO idea admits of entering all films leased to a distributor by a
production as well as distribution.
producer was immediately exhibited,
it being pointed out that in many
Let's chew this over a minute or two: let's get somewhere.
cases the distributor securing such
Who is going to run this five million dollar
corporation ? Who is .films made further leases under the
going to supervise production? Who is going to "co-opera- "State rights" or other methods to
persons who actually distributed the
lively" run the distribution machine? Of course it's too early to films to theaters for exhibiti
on. In
answer these questions. The child hasn't been born vet so such cases, it is claimed, only the
last
what's the use of talking about the nurse. Still these s'ort of lease should be taxable, as the lease
between the producer and the first
(juestions do come to one's mind.
And come a-running.
distributor did not result in the film
Details of the ABC idea aren't available. They haven't being placed on exhibition under
leases between exhibitors and that
come out in the open yet. And it's the Christmas season and distribut
or.
"peace on earth" stuff is all al)out— so that can be discussed later.
The
question
has been the subject
But when you analyze the MPTO plan you find that the "whole
ol protest ever since the regulations
works" is in the hands of the directorate of seven. And five of were issued, and the matter has been
them are named : Cohen, True, Davis of Pittsburgh, Dittmar, brought before the attention of the
Louisville and Burford of Aurora. True there are to be combureau repeatedly but, so far, with,out inducing officials of the Treasury
mittees inzones and advisory boards and that will help.
But
(Continued on Page Z)
(Cpntiam^ on Pafie 4)
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World
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New Series Coming

1)

when it comes down to the big "yes" and "no" problems that
board
of directors will do the work. All of which is very, very
interesting.
Now the five men named are well known exhibitors — Davis
probably better known than any other excepting Sydney Cohen
who naturally, as head of the exhibitor organization, stands supreme. But go out and bet yourself all the cookies you want
that none of these men know anything about production or distribution. They know exhibition and a lot about that. And they
can hire all the people they want who do know production and
exhibition. But the boss of the shop who don't know more about
the work than his employee is always a poor boss. And that's
where the snag may come.

Agnes Egan Cobb has just closed
with Nell Shipman and Bert Van
Tuyle to distribute a series of 12 two
reel animal pictures.
Change Name
(Special to THE

on

Page

Propeify Presait Your Photopla>

PRIZMA
COLOR
TITLE PRINTS
ARE NOW

18

4)

Incorporations

CENTS

Trenton — Lincoln Theater Corp.,
Atlantic City, N. J. Capital, $100,000.
John D. Day, agent.

per foot
This big reduction (from 25
cents per foot) has been made
possible by the installation of
new equipment and improved
methods for making Prizma
Color Title Prints which more
than Doubles Our Capacity,
and is efifcctive Nov. 27, 1922.

Albany — Waverly Photoplay Corp.,
Manhattan. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators: J.J. Janse:', Jr., T. E.
Halle, and R. A. MacLean.
Albany — Ex Film Co., Manhattan.
Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, H.
Glenby, E. Silton, and A. Lewis.
Attorney, M. Greenwald.
Albany — Schine Oneonta Corp.,
and L. W. and M. Schine. Also,
Oneonta Strand Corp., canital, $50,000. Same as above.
Trenton — The Aurora Studios
Corp. Capital, $40,000. Incorporators; Samuel C. Wood, Harry C.
Hand, and George V. Reilly.

f (^cUocatlarxciJi U-ictuAjU^

JUPITER FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entira
Latin America.

DAILY)

^UfAmhtSM

Five millions is a lot of money. But there's been a lot more
than that lost in production and distribution — even by the people
who thought they knew. There is one big company that has
sunk close to seven million that — in the language of the industry
— "hasn't gotten anywhere" yet. And there are a lot of smaller
concerns that have just gone blooey with sums ranging from a
million up and down. Money isn't the answer. The ability to
show pictures — ^which exhibitors undeniably possess — isn't alone
the answer. Money runs away in production like water down
a sewer unless the producer knows. And there are a lot of producers who think they know who are wasting money enough on
one picture to make three others. Only last week was talking
with a producer. Of a concern which started two years ago.
Backed by the biggest bankers in Los Angeles. Money — they
had it to burn. And boy, they burned it. The banker quit — but
only after $1,600,0(X) had been blown in. One of the smartest
(Continued

FILM

Pittsburgh, Pa.— H. C. Simeral Co.,
has changed
tures Corp. its name to Progress Pic-
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PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
110 W. 40th St.
New York, N. Y.

4500 Sunset Blvd
Hollywood, Calif

For Instance
Louella Parsons writing in The Morning Telegraph said:
"John M. Stahl has made one of the most
thoughtful motion pictures of the year, and
the cast is one of general excellence."
A John M. Stahl Production
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Inc.
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The
Man
Without
Name,"
and
lany others.
Some of the lucky recipients of a
oUar indemnity seem to be eager to
ivest the easily earned
money
in
ew ventures.
Jennings is about to
jund his own Jennings
Film
Co.,
uchowetzki negotiates with several
roducing groups, Jacoby will hence'itli be sole president of his own
oducing unit.
Joe May, the proiccr of "Mistress
of the World,"
arts a new film company with new
ipital.
1 am told that mor^ than $1,000,000
ere invested in the venture in the
Lirse of 1^ years. The total result
tour pictures, none of which will
ke the American public by storm.
How the money
was squandered,
shown by the case of the famous
ruian stage director
Max
Reinrdt, who
was
advertised
as the
idf and mainstay of the K. F. A.
e engaged a great staff of assistants,
It never started a single picture.
.1 he did was to sign receipts for
ilhons cashed as advances and to
live around at the expense of the
niericans.

U. S. Government to Co-operate With

This Week

1)

Astor — "The

Town

That

Forgot

(Speciml to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington— Correspondence passing between President Harding and
WUI Hays, m which the Chief Executive pledges the Government's cooperation with Hays, regarding
pedadogic pictures, was made known
yesterday. The President expressed
his unqualified approval of the step
taken by the Hays organization working with the National Educa
Association to develop picturestion
for
classroom use.

Nixon House Reopened
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Baltimore — The Nixon Victoria
has been reopened.

Broadway— Comedy Carnival Week.
Brooklyn Strand— "The Beautiful and
Pres.
God."
Damne
Cameo
—d."
"The Danger Point."
RESOURCES - $5,000,000
Capitol— "Quincy Adams Sawyer."
— LEGAL RATES —
Criterion— "When
Knighthood
Was
in Flower."
Loew's
New
York— Today— "EnterMadame."
Tuesda
y— "I Am
the Law,"
represented. Also every form of
and
"The Flaming Hour."
financial service rendered in connecWednesday— "Ebb Tide."
tion therewith— at legal rates.
Greenville,
S. C— The Branwood
Thursday— "The Sin Flood."
open
ed
by
J.
L.
Good
enough.
Friday — "The
Kentucky
Derby"
and "Shirley of the Circus."
GREAT
NORTHERN
FINANCE
CORP.
Helena,
Saturday — "Outcast."
Mont.— The Frohc, C. J.
Knickerbocker Building
Hill manager has opened.
Sunday— "The Young Rajah."
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Lyric— "Robin Hood."
Telephone Bryant 2989
Anna, O— The Opera House has
Rialto — "Making a Man."
been reopened.
Rivoli— "The Flirt."
Strand — "Heroes of the Street."
Urbana, O.— The Clifford has been
leased to Joe Silvestri.
Next Week
Altoona, Pa. — William Krelitz
Astor — "The
Town
That
Forgot plans to erect a 1,100
seat house here.
Broadway— Not yet determined.
Secti
onvil
le,
Wis.
— The Alert O
Brooklyn
Strand- "Heroes
of the H. destr
oyed by fire, is to be rebuilt.
As regards Lubitsch of "Passion" Cameo—
"The House of Solomon"
eet
Strto
New Bedford, Mass.— A $60,000
IK, after directing Mary Pickford Capi
l—.""Headless Horsemen."
theater and office building is planned
n—
1 "Dorothy Vernoon," which is ex- Criterio "When
Knighthood
Was for Hyannis
isted to take four months in
by George R. Moore.
in Flower."
nerica, he anticipates returning in Lyric—
'Robin Hood."
Waltham. Mass.— The Gordon synt.' spring and will then found a com- Rialto— "The Flirt."
dicate plans to erect a $500,000 house
iny with ihe ex-manager of the E. Rivoli— Not yet determined.
here seati
ng 2,500.
I A., Davidson and Jennings.
Strand— "Doctor Jack."
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When Knighthood Was In Flow er
Directed by Robert Vignola.
Presen
teducti
byonCosmopolitan Corporation.
A Cosmopolitan
Prod
The picture that has just closed a fifteen week run at fr.r> .^..,v^

.. .i.

^ •

.

York, breaking all house records, playingTo 'strdinrro^oreTerJ^'er^^Sncf' ^'"
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Harlam, Johnny Dooley, William Kent, Gustav von SeyfferTftz

Nash, Arthur Donaldson.
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Maxwell
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It is the greatest sensation in motion pictures today.
te^9— ^'^y !S. ^'?.cowo«AT10^ jjafe-.i

A Paramount Picture
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Double Tax
(Continued

2)

business men in England has just withdrawn from backing a producing concern. He spent $600,000 and got enough. There are
stock scripts all over this country of half baked, immature production and distribution companies that got together a flock of
dollars and then went along and reached the "Stop, Look,
Listen" sign and then couldn't quit in time and went asmash.
Now don't get the wrong idea. This isn't intended to convey the idea that the exhilMtor's can't pull this production-distribution deal. Maybe they can. But it's just as well that somebody go a bit slowly. And it might be well for every exhibitor
to ask himself this question : How many distributors are making
any money?
That's putting aside the possibility of things going wrong
in production. There are enough studios for sale and for rent in
Hollywood and in and around New York to make all the pictures
that the world can use in the next six months. But look at distribution alone : Who'se making money in their distribution departments in the big, old line companies? You can get a nice
Christmas present if you can find one. Famous is about the
best organized of all. And it costs Famous close to 35 per cent
for distribution. And that's a lot. Ask a few questions, boys,
and find out what it costs Universal to distribute ; and I<~ox and
them. Don't think it's a secret. It isn't.
of one
any at
Pathe,
Selznick and
figured
time that he was making more money in
distribution than production. And then he woke up. If you
find one of the worth while concerns who are making money on
distribution, real money, let's know who it is. One of the l)iggest
men in the business is responsible for the statement that his
distributing company was, in his opinion, like the plush seats in
a rullman, expensive, but necessary.
Oh, yes; a lot of you boys are sitting back and laughing.
And figuring that somebody is kidding me along. And that in
turn that's what going to you. Well, maybe you're right. But
while you're smiling don't forget this: that a couple of years
ago there was a lot of noise. And a blare of trumpets. And
United Picture Theaters came into existence. Oh, yes; it had
Inc. at the end. It was Inc. all right. But it also was Bkt.
Which is an abbreviation for Bankrupt. And a lot of exhibitor
money. And a lot of other people's money. All went. And
United was to have been one of those things. The primary purpose of which was to "save" this industry.
There has been a lot of howling among exhibitors as to
poor business. A lot more about high rentals. A lot more
about other troubles. Well, there have been a lot. There may
be a lot more. But this is certain : if anything goes wrong with
this idea. If anything goes wrong with the five million Imcks
expected to be invested there will result a setback that will take
years to offset and recover therefrom. There never was a time
in the history of this industry where it could less afford such a
DANNY.
wallop.

Theater Changes
Beattyville, O. — Grundy and Witherspoon have taken over the Lyric.
Oklahoma City, Okla.- -The Broadway has closed.
Newell, S. D. — The
Liberty was
damaged by fire, the loss estimated
at $5,000.
Albany — The Pine Hills has been
sold by Harry Lazarus to C. L. Gardner of Shelbourne Falls, Mass.
Rice Lake, Wis. — G. E. Milner acquired the Rialto from E. L. Newell,
thus giving him ownership of both
houses here. The other is the Majestic.

Coast Brevities
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Holbwood — John
Griffith
Wray
will direct May McAvoy in the new
Ince production.
Selznick has signed George Archainbaud to direct for the next three
years.
Cullen Landis has been engaged
by Vitagraph to create the role of
Dick Halpin in "Masters of Men."
June Misiikinin had been chosen by
Lois
Weber Berquist
for title will
role photograph
in "Jewel."
Rudolph
S-L's "Your Friend and Mine."
H. E. GAUSMAN.
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Settle Suit
(Special to THE

1)

FILM

DAILY)

.

Los Angeles — It is said here tfcl
Department to change their attitude. the $75,000 damage suit against }
No decision, of course, was rendered, .\.cord and Frederick Wickersha'
and it is probable that some days will as joint defendants, brought by Arth
elapse before the bureau makes any McLaren, who was injured by au!
mobile in which defendants W(
announcement of its decision.
riding in Hollywood a year ago, v
The matter is of great imortance not come to trial but will be sett,
to the industry, which holds that it out of court.
results in double taxation, a thing
wliicli Congress did not contemplate
wlicn it enacted the law. Evidence
oi how the tax becomes a double tax
I AskExhibitor:
Your Film" Company for tl
under the bureau's present regulations ^r.
was given by Hartman, who told the "THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEi
board that, it had never been the
(Pat. Applied For)
policy of the bureau to permit double
more
to you
than
taxation, and that decisions liad been It means
It is the cue s
rendered in commodities affecting other accessory.
insures
a musically., pe
other industries for the purpose of that
avoiding the imposition of tlie same
picture presentation.
I
tax twice.

GOLD MEDAL

WINNERS

1921 and 1922

'^HUMORESQUE"
'*TOL'ABLE DAVID"
Both Negatives Developed and Sampleprinted by

USTAR

LABORATORY,

INC.

G. DIETZ, Pres.
Ill Westchester Sq.
Westchester 1089

'
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AN OPEN INVITATION
TO ALL
EXHIBITORS
Next TUESDAY Morning, Dec. 1910.30 Sharp, We Will Show for
YOUR Benefit at the

STRAND

BROADWAY

THEATRE
AND

47th ST.

Victor Schertzinger's
Masterful
SUPER-SPECIAL

THE KINGDOM WITHIN
By far the Most POWERFUL, GRIPPING and
STUPENDOUS Production That Has Been Released
in Years, and a Picture That Will Hold Any Audience
in the World. Get To This Showing Rain or Shine —
YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS IT
It's a HODKINSON

Picture

Remember — Strand Theatre
Tuesday, Dec. 19"10»30 Sharp
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Putting It Over
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Memory

Contest

South Bend, Ind. — l-'or his showing
of "Remembrance," at the Blackstone,
the manager resorted to the street
220 W. 42nd St.
car, but this time the car was used
as a means of moving posters the
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
Announces the closing of a
size of a 24-sheet. Special jjostcrs
contract
giving it exclusive sales
vour ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
were painted on heaverboard and
rights on the
tacked up on each side of the car.
The entire car was covered b.v the
FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
sign.
Nine-foot
Face
Over two million feet of
,one Fisherman Ballyhoos
.\ memory contest was run in the
selected
shots, as far back as
Pittsburgh — The big smash for Tribune. Twenty pairs of tickets to
A simple but effective street bally1897, negative and positive, are
00 was used by Manager Kraus of Manager Tom Shrader's tie-up for the iihotoplay were offered for the
now made available for your
h'e Melrose, in the Bronx, for his "The Young Rajah" playing at the best letters on personal happenings —
requirements.
Olympic,
was
the
gigantic
head
of
becoming engaged, first love affair,
un of "The Storm."
An outside man was dressed in Valentino cut from the Paramount the first visit to the circus or any
Phone Bryant 0984-0985
24-sheet. This head is almost 4 sheets other memory. Hundreds of replies
eavy fisherman's oil-skins, and_ bear- high and measures nearly nine feet.
were received.
ig a sign warning of the coming of
The Storm." This man strolled
bout the streets near the theater for
5veral days preceding the showing Wedding Rings Tie-Up
Sullivan, Ind. — Wedding rings was
id attracted great attention.
The
Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, William Howard Taft,
cture went over exceptionally well. the exploitation campaign unearthed
Eugene
V. Debs, Al Smith, and Joe Dannenberg and ten Million
by Manager H. H. Wilson of the
Sherman, in connection with the
others loved to read Nick Carter — maybe on the sly, but they read
him nevertheless. That is how the same ten Million and ten Million
showing of "Man, Woman, Marriage."
Buffalo Bill" Campaign
Ten cent rings were tossed around
more will pay to see Nick Carter beat the villain and rescue the
Fort Collins, Col. — When sliowin^;
the city's streets and then advertised
the
at
Bill"
lovely
heroine in t'wo reels of the classiest and snappiest pictures
[n the Days of Buffalo
for in the "Lost and Found" columns
yric arrangements were made thru with a reward if they were returned
ever offered an entertainment loving public.
le newspaper and the local dancing to Dorothy Phillips, at the Sherman.
laster to tie-up with the regular
aturday night dance for a Buffalo The reward was paid — a pass to the
ill Ball. Announcements were made picture.
15 40 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
CITY
Tiat all persons attending costumed
Loew's
State
Building
Telephone Bryant 3993
I characters of "In the Days of Buf- Phone "Storm" Stunt
Klo Bill" would be admitted freeand
Hagcrston, Md. — "The Storm"
fould be entered in the competition played the Colonial and Hattie Merrill
\t the prizes offered for the best im- broke onto tlie front page with one of
^rsonations of the famous men and her stunts. It was an adaptation of
the personal telephone call stunt.
fomen of Buffalo Bill's day.
"Beware! The Storm is coming!"
was the mysterious message that telephone subscribers heard through their
lick" Gets Run In
in.struments. The message affected
[Traverse City, Mich. — Walter Lindin various ways, acexploiteer, got pinch - various persons
Paramount
|r.
cording to the double column story
; four
times, and four times Manager
Irank Anderson of the Lyric had to on the first page of the Daily Mail.'
et him out of the hoose-gow all part
the exploitation for "The Old Toy Train Tie-Up
." Lindlar, dressed as a
^omestead
Rck farmer, beard,
specs, big hat, and
Franklin Pa.— When "The Fast
|l; hired a one-horse shay and drove Mail," opened at the Park every important street corner was decorated
|to the city.
farmer just couldn't with a large "stop — look — listen"
iThe
bserve verdant
the traffic regulations and got standard six feet in height and bearing
In in the four times alluded to. Ho the name of the picture and the house.
In the window of the largest toy
at up such an argument with the
Jbps that they had to pinch him to store in Franklin, special displays of
tve themselves. Walter gave his sm.nll electric trains were arranged
Ime as Uncle Josh and pretty soon with large placards in the set announcing the photoplav. The trains
ie police reporters were writing unInd and supposedly funny things were run continuously and small
lout the poor old farmer who got painted letterings on each told that
bn in.
they were Engine 999 of the Fast
Mail Express.

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

INDEPENDENT

PICTURES

PRISCILLA

^orld Tour Attracts
J Chicago — A combined sales and exloitation campaign for "Around the
Torld in 18 Days" was staged here
tien William
H. Tracy, Universal
Jllesman took his flivver, splashed it
pth mud equipped it with old tires,
bid tied an army tent, a muddy shovel,
boking utensils and a tow-rope on
le running boards
and secured two
pt cases beside the hood.
He hung
old switch lantern in front of the
lldiator and lettered the suitcases and
lie sides of the car in white paint.
|th the words "Around the World in
thereby giving
the idea he
asDays,"
a transcontinental
tourist.
[He drove his car around the loop
Bction and attracted so much attcngn that the police drove him away.

CORP.

»A

Silk Kimonos
Cedar Rapids, la. — Superlatives
nround advertising and cubist art
around the lobbv built attendance for
"East is West" when the attraction'
filaved the Strand. The management
had always been conservative fn its
nromises with the result that when
"East is West" was advertised as the
finest picture in many fnbnths. the
statement was accepted literally and
the fans flocked to see it.
Interwined in the futurist borders
aroimd the lobbv of the theater were
phrases like: "The Picture to- See
First of A\\" and "There Never Was
a Picture Like It." Silk kimonos
were used for the usherettes during
the engagement.

Universal Jewel

From <he novel by
FRANCES HODGSON BUaNETT
Directed by HOBART HENLEY

LITTLE

ADS WITH

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

Corp.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

Motion

*■"«

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom
Clearances
and Forwarding

Film

Clips

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361

Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano
Sole Agents

LAUB

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

W. A. FLEMING

Studio For Rent
MODERN

25 MINUTES

ART
TITLES

How to Run a Successful Business
We

MR. PRODUCER
Have your Negatives and
First Prints done the
right way

TREMONT FILM
LAB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

SQUARE.
MONTH

fTS
THE

Barnes Printing Company

FROM
BY

OR

YEAR.

067 c/o THE

FILM

TIMES
WEEK,
BOXJ
DAILY.

#0/

KNOW

HOW

0970— Bingham— 097 1

Tel. Longacre 9074

DEVICE,.

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

& CO.

Public Accountants and Business
Advisors

Square 4430
New York City

Library Stuff?

Foreign shots, atmosphere, wrecks,
animals, punch scenes —
JAWITZ HAS IT
729 Seventh Ave.
Bryant 9444

EVERY

Bryant 5600

is a vitally important problem.
can help you solve it.

FIBRE CO. OF AMERCA, INC-

Phone:
Madison
IS East 26th St.

LOUIS MEYER

452 Fifth Ave.

Picture

Positive raw film
manufactured in
Italy
by
the

COMMERCIAL

JOS. R. MILES

: i^ W.■ 46th
St.
'
K

BIG THOUGHTS

. . ANNOUMCEMCNT

' -ARE MODE

^. -

WITH OS MUCH

TR/^IUERy-

Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors!
can find here the little things that help to build*
patronage. Producers the little things thati
go to make big pictures and Distributors!
the little big ideas that make for success. ^

' CARE as THE BIGGEST
BEaUriFUL
PRODUCTIONS. OND /IS

/o/You
can obtainTrailers
FILMACK
/Production
on
[All Features for

c

ATINTING
FOOT
FREE

^

Elaborate Borders |af
24 Hour
Service |g|
Presentation

I N C.

Trailers [

;l||«08 S.WABASH AVE
J/ CHICAGO , ILL . i

Phone Watkins 14 16-17
1?

Increased Facilities for
'^

Printing Colored Inserts,

HOLIDAY

FILMS

READY

Heralds, Programs, etc.

"We Never Disappoint"

229 W.ZSth St., New York City
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiip

letterimc
or
layouts;

Little Ads

ILLUSTRiJIONS

BRING

CARTOONS!

Big Results
IN

AND

Bill Pause
7IW.44TH.ST.

Ph.Vandcrbilf 4551
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Hearst to Goldwyn

Census Figures
.)r 1921 Place Value of P; xluct at
Only $77,397,000
Washington — The
Department
of
(>mmerce announces that, according
A reports made to the Bureau of the
IJ'nsus in connection with the census
< manufactures relating to the year
121, there were 127 establishments
tgaged primarily in the production
( motion pictures during that year,
\ih products valued at approximately
5',397,000.
This does not .include
tal^lishments
which
reported
prod tion valued at less than $5,000 each.
t is quite difficult to place a market
vue on the finished pictures, and the
vne of products
reported
is to a
pat extent the cost of production,
i \\ ever,
some
establishments
rep ted an estimated value based on
r tais received or on the value of
i.ir
pictures
previously
dis<1 of.
i the 127 establishments,
83 have beeti
cirified as producers
of motion
pictures,
4 4 as producers
of projection
films
ue), the latter classification
including
irvelopment
of exposed
films and other
j ratory
work.
In
the
first-mentioned
cl., the majority were engaged exclusively
. ilie production
of the
pictures,
their
itory work
being done by independent
.mies or, in the case of some
of the
concerns,
in separate plants of their
The "cost of materials"
reported
by
establishments
included
amounts
paid
mabuilding
for
;
films
unexposed
^|[the
's for the construction
of scenery,
etc.;
wardrobe,
purchased
or
rented;
exfor locations, light and storm efifects,
(Continued
on Page
3)

Troubles
of an
Exhibitor
Pneumonia
T Danny:
[m certainly getting famous since
started running my letters.
In
more
salesmen
come
through
in theI been
last four
than I've
since
in thedays
business.
d mail, say, there aint never been
uch business in our post office
it opened,
than
during
this
th.
Ik about press sheets. I got so
|y in this mornings mail, that I
;oing to hire a hall next week and
a display and charge adinissions,
of them's got more art in 'em
the pictures they lie about.
;ot a letter from a guy named
ley who says he is with the
B. Alayer company. I think
joke., or he's changed his name
something else. Try to find out
e what he does and if his real
's Mooney. If it is I'll do busi|ne{with him just for the novelty of
'ti bet there's a string to this somewHe.
\

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Price 5 Cents

19. 1522

Reported
Will

Cosmopolitan
Producer
Leave Famous
Players
Next Season
Reports are in circulation that
William R. Hearst will release Cosmopolitan productions beginning next
September through Goldwyn Pictures.
At present, the Hearst organization
is releasing through Famous Players.
Early last spring, some difficulties developed between Cosmopolitan and
Famous Players, but these were
straightened out, and the reports that
there may be a change in the distribution of Cosmopolitan, came somewhat as a surprise.
It was not possible to locate officials
of either of the organizations involved
yesterday for a statement.

Wants $350,000
Damages — Valentino's Amended
swerConspiracy
Charges Agent With

An-

An amended answer has been filed
in the Supreme Court by Rodolf
Valentino in the suit of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corp., in which he
asks $350,000 damages for alleged
conspiracy by the plaintiff, and demands an injunction restraining the
Coming Home
plaintiff
from asserting that he is
.\dolph Zukor is due in town today under contract
to it. He wants his
from the coast.
Marcus Loew will be back today contract cancelled, and demands an
accounting of all the films he made
also from the coast.
for the plaintiff.
He also alleges that his agent,
Will Rogers Tied to Lloyd
The Loew Circuit lias booked Clifford Robertson, conspired with
Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky to
Will Rogers' three reeler, "Fruits of conceal the fact that larger offers had
Faith," from Pathe to play with "Dr. been made for his services than the
Jack" for a total of 110 days.
plaintiff was paying, and that for
such concealment the plaintiff reSignet Films Cited by Trade
warded Robertson. He demands
Commission
that Robertson account to him for
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
all the sums received.
Washington — The Federal Trade
Commission avers that the reissue of

Roger Ferri in the latest issue of the M. P. World calls "Rich Men's
Wives" one of the greatest pictures of the year. There isn't an exhibitor
who played it who can disagree. Everybody knows about its moneythe Al Lichtman Corporation — Advt.
making career. Distribution through
Duell

to Italy

Charles H. Duell, president of Inspiration Pictures, has gone to Italy
to join the unit of that company
"The White Sister."
filming
which
is directing.
Henry isKing

Universal Signs "The Gumps"
Sidney Smith, creator of "The
Gumps" a newspaper comic scrip has
signed with Universal to write them
toi the screen. Two reelers will be
released semi-monthly, the first to be
ready early in the new year.
Sun Light Arc in Bankruptcy
.\ petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against the Sun Light Arc Corp.
of 1,600 Broadway, by Queenshorough Brass and Bronze Foundry,
Inc. for $475; George H. Michaels,
$150; Yorkville Tool Co., Inc., $451.

old photoplays under new titles, without properly informing the public, is
an unfair method of competition. In
its complaint against the Signet Films,
Inc., of New York City, the Commission cites a specific instance where the
respondent purchased a negative film
of an old photoplay and thereafter
Live and Let Live
distributed positive films of the same
When interviewed concerning the play with a title different from the
new Theater Owners Dis. Corp., original name of the picture.
The film in question, it is alleged,
Carl Laemmle, Universal would not
commit himself as to the probable was distributed in such a way and
by such advertising
success of the venture. Pressed for accompanied
matter as to lead the exhibitors and
his ideas, however, he said:
"Such combinations never would the theater going public into the belief
hr necessary if all producers and that the picture was a new one instead
distributors patterned themselves of an old picture with a new title.
The Signet Co. has 30 days in which
after the Universal. This company
prepare its answer, after which the
has always dealt with the exhibitor to
case will go to trial.
on a live and let live basis."

Kind Words

Just For a Change a Magazine Writer
Finds Something Pleasant in
The Picture Industry
Nina Wilcox Putnam has found
"What's right in the Movies," and
in a rather interesting form presents
some ideas in the December issue of
the Pictorial Review that indicates
that magazine writers, if they look for
it, can find something about the picturein industry
doesn't
a wallop
every that
line.
It iscarry
refreshing
to find the authoress saying in part :
"We have with us a new epoch in
motion-picture making. Stories have
come to be considered as an essential,
plastic art has begun to take its proper place in the new productions, and
(Continued on Page 4)
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Quotations
High

East. Kod... 85
F. P.-L. . . . 90%
do pfd
Goldwyn . . IVi
Griffith
Loew's
... 20^
Triangle
World

Low

Close

84}/$
89

84^
903/^
Not
W%
Not
195/^
Not
Not

5^
IWi

Sales

500
1,000
quoted
900
quoted
2,100
quoted
quoted

mn

from

page

an

1)

^^'ell, the convention is on.
We open December 21 and run for
two days and nights. I am the chairman. Any of the bunch for New
York wants to come on why they are
welcome. Hotel here, The Splendid,
will give special rates for exhibitors
here they are.
For

Exhibitor's room

with bath

$1.25.
For Exhibitor's room without bath
$1.00.
For Producers, same as above, just
triple.
Our convention cut in with the
hotel for a dollar on each producer
that shows up.
We have hired the Pythian Sisters
hall (seats 65) for the two days (cost
$2) and will have a big dinner on the
last day.
Wish you would get in touch with
Adolph Zukor and see if you can get
him to call off that injunction against
Valentino for the two days and get
Valentino out here. It wont hurt
Zukor as he can slip the injunction
back on again when our meeting is
over and it will help the Famous on
our circuit.
Every town I mentioned in my last
letter, is coming? We have not heard
from Split Lip yet.
That's the way with exhibitors,
soon as they get a chance to help
themselves, they let the chance slide
then blame it on the producer.

re — :s:3a

DAILY
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Big Campaign On
Literar3' Dige.'^t, which produces "Fun From the Press," is carrying on an intensive campaign with
reference to this feature.' About 700
newspapers are carrying advertisements relative to The Literary Digest
The

and "Fun From the Press" every
week, and in addition, circular letters
arc bing distributed to readers of the
Digest
"Funin From
the Press"
is beingwhere
shown
a neighborhood
hcuse. They claim over five million
readers, and to interest others, they
are using 25,000 car cards, and last
month issued over eight million circulars using the telephone directory,
exploiting this feature.
Over 900 exhibitors have used a
return postal card indicating that they
are interested in the question of showing this short reel.
In Town
S. A. Lynch and Y. Frank Freeman
of Atlanta are in town for about a
v/eek.
Tetrazzini in Pictures
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Goldwyn

19, 1922

Gives Dinner

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Samuel Goldwyi
gave a dinner part\- Saturday nigh
at the Ambassador to Douglas Fair
banks, Mary Pickford. Mrs. Rober
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Pol;
Negri Mr. and Mrs. Jack Coogan ant
Jackie Coogan, Constance Talmadge
Mack Sennett, Elaine Hammersteir
Sid Grauman, Mrs. Pickford, Jaci
Pickford, Claire Windsor, Edwan
Knoblock, Frances Marion. Georg
Fitzmaurice, and Sam Katz amon
those who joined the guests later i
the evening was Will Hays.
Schnitzer Back To-morrow
J. I. Schnitzer, of the F. B. 0
is expected back from his coast tri
on Wednesday.
Stern and Depinet
Here
Herman Stern of the Chicago Un
versal exchange, who covers the mii
west territory, and Ned E. Depinc
of the Consolidated at Atlanta are
town to attend an exploitation coij
ference

on

"The

Flirt."

London — Mme.
Luisa
Tetrazzini,
famous opera star contemplates entering motion pictures.
My business is suffering from Xmas
shopping right now so I am closing
till New Years Eve.
Is business bad
in New York between Christmas and
New Years?
Yours,
Best regards from the whole circuit.
CLEM

DENEKER.

Beaudine to Direct Viola Dana
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — William Beaudine has
been engaged by Metro to direct
^^iola Dana in "Her Fatal Millions,"
a story by William Dudley Pelley.
Its production is scheduled to begin
next week.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Prd
RESOURCES

Home Again
William H. Darrow, formerly with
the Syracuse M. P. Corp., has just
returned from Vienna where he made

—

Klaw" and one other production for the Dreamland Film Co. He
is stopping at the Town House.

BOBBY

ATTRACTION

^i^

^^

VERNON

W

^

"IN DUTCH"

GREAT

THAT THe WHOLE
WILL
ENJOY

"An

inch

in

Telephone

Words of praise were showered on

FAMILY

time

at 42nd

M^ry

Get them at all Educational Exchanges on aO
new Christie Comedies
draws

"THE

nine"
A

^^dAxxujileyxcd 6^uctwx£)

—

& STAFi

NORTHERN
FINANCE
Knickerbocker Building

Broadway

Christie Comedy-^AS
ONE

RATES

represented.
Also
every
form
financial service rendered in conn
tion therewith — at legal rates.

BBST
THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
usine the following ad. mats in their
newspaper
advertising

ADDED

LEGAL

PRODUCERS

"The

•re

- $5,000,000j

^^^4
a'«o'^^vO

DANGEROUS

by the Paterson, N. J., Times
which said

AGE"

The pro(Jucers of this picture are to be congratulated on the way it treats a serious sex problem, without dragging in any smut. "The
Times insists that 'The Dangerous Age' should
be seen bv everyone in Paterson."

A JOHN M. STAHL

PRODUCTION

PRIZMA
COLOR
TITLE
PRINTS

CO
i

Street, N. Y. C't.||
Bryant

2989

18
'
I

per
foot
CENTS

PRIZMA, INC. 110 W. 40 St., N.Y.c!
\ nozv

FOR

SALE

2 Pathescope Machines in pei
feet
condition,
$65.00
eacl
JAXON
FILM
CORP.
220 W. 42nd St., New York

^

■

^

m
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Coast Brevities

Census
Figures
(Continued
from
Page
1)
es

and inserts, scenarios,
stories, etc.
A
> establishments
dul botli kinds of work,
ugh the motion
picture work
was limited
short
scenic
subjects,
educational,
adlising, and business
films.
The other 44
I. Iilisliments did laboratory
work only, reI 'Tting
as
"materials"
negative
stocks,
'Mi;]tive
raw
films,
developing
chemicals,
'l>cs, ples,
artists'
materials,
miscellaneous
supcontainers, etc.
Tlie
establishments
were
located
as fols: 68 in California;
20 in New
York;
in New Jersey; 8 in Illinois; 5 in Pennsyl\;inia; .3 each in Michigan
and Minnesota;
J in Ohio:
and
1 eacli in Indiana,
Iowa,
I iregon,
Rhode
Island,
and
Washington.
I iHfornia. the leading state in the industry
111 1921, reported
61.5 per cent of tlie total
lue of products
for the year.
The corned output of all establishments
was
apiiiximately
65 per cent of the maximum
^ iliacity, based upon a demand requiring full
running
time.
Xo attempt was made at the 1919 census
to obtain data covering the production of
motion pictures. Statistics were collected in
reijard to the reproduction or printing from
the negative of motion-picture projection
films, and were published in connection with
{statistics of photographic materials. Reports of this nature were received from SO
lablishments, showing products valued at
'.,705,000 in 1919; however, these figures
t.iiinot be used for comparable purposes as
,sonie of the establishments reported other
than laboratory work.
The statistics for 1921 are summarized in
tlic following
statement.
These
figures are
icliminary and subject to such change and
rection as may
be necessary
from a fur.1- examination
of the original reports.

Xuniber
of establishments
Kmployees
Salaries and wages
I i .ntract work
I .jit of materials
\ alue of products
•These figures do not

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Clark Kimball Young
has finished her work in "The Woman
of Bronze."
Vera Lewis has arrived from Honolulu to play in "Brass."
Leah Baird's next production will
be "The Destroying Angel." John
Powers and Ford Sterling are in the
cast.
Representing
$100,000 a new
built for Chester
ies at McCadden
ica Blvd,

an investment of
laboratory is being
Bennett LaboratorPI. and Santa Mon-

Ethel Clayton has started production at the Powers studios on "The
Greater Glory" with Malcolm McGregor opposite.
Billy Franey has been signed for a
series of Century comedies. His
first will be with Baby Peggy in her
next production. She has just completed "The Flower Girl," directed by
Herman C. Raymaker.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Motion
picture producing
establishments
83

127
tal*
To10,659
$37,693,000
563.000
31,190.000
77,397,000

8,498
$34,229,000
563,000
16,150,000
57,112,000

ture Manufacof projection
filmsfrom
; reproduction
negatives
44

BRIDGING THE GAP
BETWEEN FAILURE
AND SUCCESS

purchased "The Goldfish."
Ahrenite to South
America for United
Artists
Max Ahrenite has just left for
South America in behalf of United
.\rtists and Allied Artists.

It's all in a day's work with
this organization to swing a
proposition over the abyss of
failure where capital is an uncertain quantity. Confidential,

Thriller Nearly Finished
The automobile thriller picture entitled "The Drivin' Fool," is nearing
completion. Robert Thornby directed for Regent Pictures.

quick service — reasonable terms
— the bed rocks of our success.
Bring your problem to us.

New Woman Producer
Afarguerite Gale announces t\v
formation of Marguerite Gale Prod,
which will produce a series of westerns. "The Turning Point," directed
h\ Lem Kennedy.

WHAT

CHROMOS. TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite 616

A DAMN

FOOL

'Phone Chelsea 8264

I WAS!

That is going to be the expression used by every independent
buyer who had the opportunity and means of acquiring our new
series of Nick Carter two reel detective stories and did not act
quick enough.
The box office value of these productions cannot be overestimated.

INDEPENDENT

PICTURES

1540 BROADWAY
Loew's State Building

2,161
$3,464,000
15,040,000
20,285,000

include 8 establishments reporting products under

THE

"Goldfish" Not Purchased by Schenck
Joe Schenck has issued a denial
of the report published that he had

$5,000.

SUPER

CORP.

NEW YORK CITY
Telephone Bryant 3993

39

DOROTHY DALTON
a

By Edmund

"
s
t
e
r
c
e
S
k
r
a
D
Goulding.
Directed by Victor

Fleming.

Released February 5 th.
The highly dramatic story of a woman's
struggle between love for her husband and
the strange power of a mystic Egyptian.
Stirring scenes in glamourous Cairo, and in
brilliant contrast, the luxurious homes of
Long Island.

•J FAMOUS

No.

m

1

"When

Knighthood

Was

PLAYERS

A supporting cast of exceptional merit includes Robert Ellis, Jose Ruben (remembered for his great work in "The Man From
Home"), Cook.
Pat Harrigan, Ellen Cassidy and
Warren
A dramatic and emotional sensation, with
every element of box-ofifice appeal.

LASKy CORPORATION

WATCH
THIS
SPACE
TOMORROW
FOR

t-M

in Flower.'

No. 3
C£ C/>araniount Q>iciure

1

THE

Newspaper

Opinions

"Heroes of the Street"— Warner Bros.
Strand
WORLD — The film is cast for the most
and perpart in sentiment which is thick consist
of
sistent, and its comic moments
such scenes as that of a dog tearing away
the seat of a Negro boy's trousers.
TRIBUNE — The people at the Strand yesterday seemed delighted with it.
HERALD — Tn effect, the perfectly obvious movie. There is nothing new in it —
nothing that has not been attempted many
times before — nothing that has not already
established itself as sure fire box office stuff.
It is an ideal "audience" picture, which
means that it appeals to all the cash customers, and fails to please those critical
crabs who get in free. After all, this is an
ideal state — from the treasurer's point of
view.
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the production
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in the right direction.
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is shifting

"There are today hundreds of men
and women of taste, distinction, and
integrity actively employed by the
motion-picture industry. As short a
time as six years ago very few of
such of these as belonged to the arts
would have even considered doing
this work. Mechanical perfection has
been largely responsible for their
awakened interest; money has unquestionably been a factor ir securing them, for, strangely enough, the
money involved has been just as much
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Has lots of of an inducement to them as money
scenes
Christmas
fun, a good story, numerous
vvculd be to people in the shoe busiand most important of all — Wesley Barry
himself. The freckled star, mostly merry
ness or the coal business. But I'll
but sometimes sad, has plenty of opportunity tell the world, from a rock-bottom
to be a regular fellow in the scenario pre- knowledge of the conception and
pared by Edmund Goulding and Mildred
Considine. This is the story of a real boy, manufacturing of motion-pictures,
not Little Lord Fauntleroy with golden that those of my profession who are
curls and lace collar, but the red-blooded thus employed work hard for every
variety that sends all of the block bullies inckel that they get.
and always

bawling home to their mothers
wears torn stockings.
SUN — Good melodrama, and very well
acted for the most part. It is of the
"crook" variety, with a liberal sprinkling of
"good home stuff" thrown in. What more
could you ask of a Wesley Barry picture?
MAIL — Contains a little of almost every
picture ever produced, with scenes ranging
all the way from raw humor to overdone
pathos.
.
Good entertainment with a mixture ol tun,
pathos, heart interest asd thrills that will
hold the average interest.
EVE. WORLD — If they can find a director
who will stop Wes's attempts to act, Wes
is Kool for a long, long term on the mirrorscreen.
EVE. TELEGRAM — Here is a newer, a
bigger and a better Barry.

"It is not possible to claim for any
one person, or class of persons, the
vast improvement in pictures which
has been so apparent in the past five
years. To do so would be as absurd
as asserting who won that last war.
I am not going to try and explain
here the infinitely complicated mechanism, the co-operation, the strenuous work, and highly developed technique necessary for the production of
the simplest two-reeler. But I do
assure you that author, continuitywriter, title-editor, director, cameraman, actor, electrician, costumer, artdirector, and a good digestion on the
part of all, are actually equally re"Making
a Man" — Paramount —
sponsible for a thoroughly good picRialto
ture, while on the other hand a deflection on the part of any one of these
WORLD — Jack Holt has done a_ most
agreeable piece of work as the California can ruin the production.
millionaire who, peimiless and without friends
in New York, consorts with a btmi of a
"But I do believe that the serious
park bench, washes dishes in a restaurant interest of experienced authors has
for a chance to eat the comebacks, and sud- made the greatest single contribution
denly realizes that government isn't a very to the intellectual and moral value of
simple matter after all.
AMERICAN— Jack Holt in the title role modern pictures. In other words, to
does some exceptionally good work. His their power for unconscious education.
interpretation of a man "broke" and "up And about thirty per cent of the films
against it" is so realistic as to be suspicious.
Eva Novak as the girl is charming and the released to-day unquestionably posothers are well cast.
sess that value. * * *
HERALD — Is tmusually spontaneous and
entertaining.
"Also I can think of few graver
MORNING TELEGRAPH— The. picture responsibilities than those resting
starts as straight drama, but in its later upon the shoulders of our motionscenes slides by degrees into comedy. Some picture magnates; their power over
well-written titles and a good piece of comedy
acting by Frank Nelson, as the park bench the minds of our citizens is almost
warmer, help to liven matters up, and, unlimited. Fortunately, they have
withal, the piece is worth seeing.
come to realize it, and from the work
SUN — The production is adapted from the of their new central organization we
■story by Peter B. Kyne and under the direction of Joseph Henabery, both of which vir- may expect outward and visible evitues enhance its lure.
dence of this in the immediate future."
EVE. WORLD — There are some folks
The article is illustrated with photowho will like "Making a Man," but we
graphs of some of the leaders of the
won't commit ourselves as far as that.
_ JOURNAL— This picture, detailing a industry and some brief expressions
simple, story without pretentiousness, is en- from them.
tertaining and well acted. It is free from
meaningless footage and progresses easily
from start to finish.

"Quincy

Adams
Sawyer" — Metro —
S. L.-Capitol

TIMES — If you are not fed up on rural
melodrarna. with its sweet and simple heroine, its intrepid hero, its small town villain,
its hick comedians and its helpless old
mother, you may follow with interest the
unfo'd ng story. There are a number of spectacular scenes in the picture
AMERICAN— A fine old melodrama, a
survival of those palmy days when the stage
villain stalked and planted viciousness, and
the hero came victoriously out of the muck
Is well worth an hour of anyone's precious

NEWS — The picture is frankly hokum and
tlierefore enjoyable. It is only the hokum
that is offered up as the real thing that
annoys. Having a superlative cast it is interesting throughout.
WORLD — In picture form this story is
terribly trite hokodrama.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Is going to
hnd many friends; it is sure-fire stuff.
SUN — As creaky as the one horse shay
which is used in the picture every time it
IS necessary to thicken the plot. But due
largely to the skillful directing of Clarence
G. Badger, it has been made to attain its
end as surely as the water which bounds
through the rapids.
GLOBE — Can be spoken of in the same
breath as "Way Down East."
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Landau
Books
Hood "
(Special to
THE "Robin
FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee — Leo Landau, of the
Alhambra has booked "Robin Hood"
day.
for an indefinite run starting Xmas
Eckman's New Job
Eckman, Jr., has been appointed District Manager, supervising
the territory covered by New York,
Albany and New Haven, Goldwyn
Exchanges, with headquarters at New
York.
Sam

New

Coast Theater Chain

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Nat'l Theatrical
Syndicate has filed incorporation
papers here, to operate a chain of
theaters throughout th estate. Officers
have been opened in the Warfield
Bldg., with L. R. Crook, formerly
of the T. & D. Circuit, in charge.

19

1922

Theater Changes
Dodge Center, Minn— Charles Britton bought the Strand from A. N.
Uhr.
Pleasant Hill, Mo.— H. H. Murdock has sold the Murdock to Benke
and Garrison.
Brockton, Mass. — Joseph P. Coriarty sold the Majestic here to Mrs.
A. F. Wojcik. J. T. Schultz is to
manage it.
Oneonta, N. Y.— The Schine Theatrical Enterprises have taken over the
Oneonta, giving them control of 14
houses.
Marshall, Texas — The Palace will
be placed under the management of
G. T. Trammell, .he lease of the Sou.
Ent. having expired.

DIRECTORS and STARS
We have been informed by the director. Jack Adolphi, that
two men giving the names of Moss and Carson represented
themselves
as at
representatives
of "Screen Snapshots" and took
scenes of him
work in his studio.
No such men

are employed by us, and we caution you not

to permit anyone to take scenes for "Screen Snapshots" unless
authorized
by us in which case they can produce proper credentials.

SCREEN

SNAPSHOTS,!Inc.

Released through Pathe

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation from highest light to deepest
shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone o± the
negative. It carries the quality through
to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base —
now available in nine colors, is identified throughout its length
by the
words
"Eastman"
stenciled
in i/aci
letters
in the
transparent"Kodak"
margin.
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Franchises

"Prosperity" Dinner

lolders of First National Sub-Franj chise Must Decide Question of
Continuing by Dec. 30
I Under the terms of the agreement
ietvveen Associated First National
i'ictures and the sub-franchise hold!rs, should either party to the agreehent desire to discontinue the opertions of the franchise notice to this
Iffect must be served by Dec. 30.
i'his is in accordance with the clause
•hich gives either party to the agreelent a six months' advance notice
f discontinuance. Otherwise the arangement continues for a period of
odd years.
In connection with the franchise

For the Industry Develops Interesting Situation — M. P. D. A.
Knows Nothing of It
Reservation has been made at the
Hotel Astor for a "Welcome Prosperity Dinner" to be given to the
motion picture industry on Jan. 11th.
The Banquet Department of the Astor reports that those interested in
the dinner are "the same people who
were interested in the dinner given
to Genera! Haj-s at the Astor last
The M. P. D. A. (The Directors'
Association) gave the dinner to General Hays last spring, but Secretary
Haddock
winter." as well as President Sidney Olcott claim to know nothing of
any affair arranged for Jan. 11. This
matter was discussed at length at the

|ituation,
orian
of the "Filmland,"
M. P. T. O. the
A. official
of Illinois,
ublished in Chicago, in a recent isfje suggested to Illinois exhibitors
|iat they furnish information relative
,p purchase of stock, etc., to be used
i|conjunction with a suit filed against
ifirst National in the Superior Court
f Cook County.
Hays
Special Committee
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — A committee of 16, reresenting the heads of the largest
bmpanies is at work here with Will
lays to bring about the cooperation
r which he is working.
, Valentino Through With Famous
In various New York newspapers
festerday Arthur Butler Graham,
)unsel for Rodolph Valentino, was
Uotcd as saying that Valentino will
!:ver again work for Famous Plays-Lasky.
Spiegel Alleged Bankrupt
An involuntary petition in bankhptcy, alleging a $1,000,000 indebtedsss was filed yesterday against Max
piegel in the U. S. Court.
Spiegel is interested in the Markjrand Co., and other picture thea-

Western Champion
. H. Buell, Paramount, Winner
Coast
Golf Tournament
(Special

to THE

FILM

of

DAILY)

Hollywood — The first western golf
urnament
was held here on Suny. Owing to the course being wet
1 scores were high.
L. H. Buell,
liramount purchasing agent, with a
'mdicap of 12, won the Larry Seen low gross trophy with a score
75.
llmmediately after the event the 50
aycrs formed
the Motion
Picture
blf Asso. and Nat Deverich
was
jcted president
and J. C. Jessen,
jcretary and treasurer.
The board
« directors include Deverich, Jessen,
(.Continued

on

Page

Price 5 Cents
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regular meeting
of the Directors' Association last night.
In conjunction with the proposed
dinner, the names of a number of
important citizens are Lieing mciitioncd. When an effort was made

Ask Sol Lesser and the Gore Brothers how much profit "Shaduws made
for them when it played at the Kinema, Los Angeles. Ask Phil Gleichman about the Broadway-Strand, Detroit, showing. Ask Manager
O'Crowley about the Strand, Newark. Hard, cold facts. There's no escaping them. Distribution through the Al Lichtman Corp. — Advt.

several days ago to interest the general manager of one of the leading
distributing companies in the proposed dinner, he was informed that
tickets would cost $25 each, and that
there would be ten scats at each table. He was also informed that several thousand people were expected
to attend this dinner to be given in
behalf of the industry.

The 10 Best

Business on the Coast Better Than
for Some Time, So He Reports

The following percentage table shows the standing of productions listed by motion picture critics of trade press, fan magazines and daily newspapers.
It should be remembered that reports are still being
received and will be untU THE FILM YEAR BOOK, 1922
finally goes to press this week:
Orphans of the Storm
100
Grandma's
Boy
99
Blood and Sand
98
Prisoner of Zenda
96
Nanook of the North
95
When
Knighthood Was in Flower
94
Smilin' Through
92
Tol'able David
90
Robin Hood
89
Oliver Twist
87
Eternal Flame
87
One Glorious Day
86
Manslaughter
85
The Masquerader
84
Monte Cristo
83
Three Musketeers
82
Foolish Wives
82
The Storm
82
It should be remembered that some of the more recent
releases have not yet been seen throughout the country.

Loew Optimistic

Marcus Loew, who returned yesterday from the coast, says that business is better out there than it has
been for some time past. He is very
optimistic as to the outlook.
"Reports received upon my returft
indicate that business was better on
Sunday and Monday all through, th^
country than for some time, despite
that this is what is known as a holiProduction activities on the coast
so far as Metro is concerned were
very day
gratifying,
according to Loew.
week."

UniversaVs Melon
Stock holders of Universal
Film have been called for a
special meeting on Tuesday,
Dec. 26 to vote upon the question of increasing the capital
from one to seven millions.
If guesses are in order about
all these millions, someone
might guess that there is going
to be a big dividend melon cut.
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Lubitsch to Coast
Ernst Lubitsch
left for the
yesterday afternoon.
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Erlanger Back
A. L. Erlanger, who is interested
in Goldwyn's production of "Ben
Hur," has returned from the coast.
Hart to Coast
William S. Hart returned to California to spend Christmas with his
sister.
Arbuckle's Friends Seek Hays
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

High
East. Kod.
84%
F. P.-L. . . 92J4
do pfd. .. 98

Low
84
89^
98

Close
Sales
843^^ 600
92J4
1,400
98
200

G'wyn
...
S-H
Loew's . . . 19^
Triangle
World

5^
X^Yz

Wt,
900
\9%
1 000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Chicago Visitors
Aaron Jones and his partner, J. J.
Linnick of Jones, Linnick & Schaefer, are in town for a few days after
having seen Peter J. Schaefer ofif on
his around the world trip.
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Hays Plans School
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — In writing in the
"Hollywood News" of the visit of
Will Hays on the coast, Donald H.
Long says in part :
"Perhaps the one thing which
comes nearest to having assumed a
concrete form is the idea of a national
school of drama for the motion picture industry. This school has been
reported as being a thing which will
be nation-wide in its influence. Such
a school, if operated here, would attract the best minds in costuming, in
scene-planning, in art directing, in
dramatic instruction and criticism. It
would draw these artists from all
parts of the country and give them
a school and pupils with which to experiment and work for the good of the

Hollywood — Friends of Roscoe
"Fatty" Arbuckle will make an effort
with Will Hays to have the ban on
Arbuckle removed.
Arbuckle, it is said, is practically
broke, and is subsisting principally on moving picture industry."
aid given him by Joseph Schenck, the
producer. Most of the time Fatty is
International
Distributers
hovering about the Buster Keaton
MOTION
PICTURES
studio, watching his former aide
create new comedies.
Goldwyn's French
Here Representative

Quotations

k

Jacques Edelsten, general manager
of The Films Erka, Paris, arrived on
the Paris and will remain here a week
in consultation with Goldwyn officials. The Films Erka is the representative of Goldwyn Pictures in
France.
Edelsten said that his company had
released 85 pictures during the past
13 months and that "Madame X" easily topped the list in popularity with
the French public.
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WE REPRESENT
PRODUCERS & STARSin negotiating releasiaf
contracts. Act as Sales Agent am
New York Representative for indi
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ducing in California and elsewher
in the U. S. or in Foreign Countrier
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Ingram Back
Rex Ingram and his company returned from Cuba Monday night,
where they have been making "Where
the Pavement Ends." Ingram and
his wife, Ellen Terry, will leave here
after the holidays and will proceed
to Hollywood where they will immediately start in on "Scaramouche."

The Critics put this word to sleep — using

I

\

THE DANGEROUS

JUPITER FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entira
Latin America.

PRIZMA
COLOR
T'TLE
PRINTS

it in their description of Louis B. Mayer's
offering of John M. Stahl's

1

„^^
1
I

PRIZMA, INC. now.

18
CENTS
per foot
40St.,N.Y.C.

AGE

The Moving Picture World said
" 'The Dangerous Age' will sweep the
country like a cyclone, leaving
A
in its wake a series of box
OVJIS to
office records."
«dSS^xvo"

A First National Picture

UNDER THE
DIRECTION
and personal supervisioif ii
CHARLES
O. BAUMANN, Prei|
originator and organizer of:'
Kessel-Bauman, New York Motiol
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Chaplin-Keystone and other Famoi|
Productions.
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At Broadway Theaters
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i?LSH FREE STATE HAS OFFICIAL
BIRTH — Timothy M. Healy, the new Governor-General; Britain withdraws her soldiers.
GOVERNORS OF STATES HOLD ANNUAL MEETING— Ku Klux Klan discussed
by the chief executives at White Sulphur
Springs.

[(( WINTER
SPORTS
IN
NORWAY— The
Land of the Midnight
Sun turns out some
, of the finest skiing experts in the world.
President calls Cabinet Meeting to discuss
;i Serman reparations; Ralph de Palma
auto
speeding;
jail; for
put in
■ speed
ihoppersKing,
m New
York
Soviet
Russia 'Xmas
startpi ng up industry again;
athletic games
in
Korea sponsored by American societies, etc.

American
Releasing
Specials
American Releasing Corp. yesterCapitol
day announced the release of the fol"Herbertiana" with the Capitol Ballet
Lorps, Alexander Oumansky, Ballet Master lowmg specials: "The Marriage
begin the program. Follow the Capitol Maga- Chance," all star cast featuring Alta
zine, and a prologue to the feature with Allen. Milton Sills, Henry B. WalJames Parker Coombs, Doris Niles and
thall, Tully Marshall, Mitchell Lewis
James
Demieupicture.
x. "Quincy Adams Sawyer" and Irene Rich, directed by Hampton
IS the feature
del Ruth; "The Prince and the PauRialto
per," which played at the Capitol;
"Zampa" an overture by Herold and Harley Knoles' "The Bohemi
an
Kesienfeld s Classical Jazz usher in the program. Then come the Rialto magazine a Girl"; Nell Shipman's "The GrubStake"; directed by Bert Van Tuyl;
duet with
"I Hear
at Eve"
Cad- "The Danger
man
Mir.ama Thrush
La.'c, soprano
, and byAdrian
Point" directed by
Ua Silvo, tenor. The feature is "Making a Lloyd Ingraham, now playing
at the
Man starring Jack Holt. A Tunisian Dance
Woman
"That
pre-rel
Cameo,
"Faint
in
Murray
Charli
and
Asya
by
"
ease;
e
close the bill.
Hearts
starring Catherine Calvert; "As a
Man Lives," directed by J. Searle
Rivoli
Dawley; "Milady" based on Dumas'
famous story "Twenty Years After";
Kivoh
T^-^^r'-'^'Jfoverture.
Vespers"
and the
Pictorial
are"Sicilian
the opening
numbers
of
the program. Schubertiana, a Dance Fan- "A Son of the Desert"; "One Million
tasy by the Serova Dancers with "Kick In" in Jewels" written and directed by J.
starring Betty Compson, Bert Lytell and May P. McGowan with Helen Holmes
in
McAvoy, as the feature.
At the tail end are
Arioso De Benvenuto" of Diaz sung by the cast; and "Vengeance of the
Marcel Salesco, baritone, and "Birthday" an Deep" an A. B. Barringer production.
Inkwell" comedy.

Its the
One Name
Money
That Means
NORCA

PICTURES, Inc.

1540 Broadway,

N.Y.City

Strand

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkins 7260-7461

Verdi's overture "La Forza Del Destino"
opens the program. Then Fox's "Bird Life"
and the Fokme Ballet under direction of
Michel Fokme in "Russian
music by
Kimsky Korsakoff. The MarkToys"
Topical
Keview and prologue to theStrand
feature with
Irederick Wheeler, baritone singing "Dear
Little Boy of Mine" by Ball. "Heroes of
the Street" featuring Wesley Barry is the
, ,P'<='"''e
"^'"
Educatio
comedy.
- An Adams
nal the
Crash
with Jimmie
closes
program.

Oscar & Bory
Osso have moved
leir offices from the Brokaw^ Bids
^•'
■- 229 W. 35th St.

Goring Joins Rivoli Staff
John Goring, exploitation manager
for Famous on the west coast, has
come to New York to be associated
with the Rivoli and Rialto.
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Sam Wood Production.

By Monte M. Katterjohn
Based on the story by Hector Turnbull
Released February I 2 th.

' I ^HE
most lavishly produced
picture in
which Miss Swanson has ever appeared.
Gowns that are the last word in luxury; sets
that are the utmost in magnificence.
The romance of a musical comedy star and
a South American diplomat.
A tale of ad-

venture on three continents, of life in the
upper and underworlds.
Gorgeous ballroom scenes, thrilling horseraces—beauty, excitement and heart-compelling appeal.
Long.
Cast includes Antonio Moreno and Walter

flFAMOUS PLAYERS
LASKYo.,,.corporation)*
*oolph zuuoa

No. 1 "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
No.
2 "Dark Secrets."
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Opinions

"Kick In" — Paramount —
Rivoli
TIMES — You may even see the theatricality of the thing as it goes along, you
may hear its old machinery creaking, but the
chances are you will find yourself interested
more than once between the beginning and
the end of its string of scenes.
Because, in the first place, it maintams its
speed.
WORLD— The picture is typical reformedcrook stuff, with a story of the well born
young heroine in her Park Avenue home
thrown in to make the story harder. Lacks
the swiftly changing cleverness of Lionel
Barrymore's crook stuff m the Boston Blackie
pictures — and it is banalized by the Willard
Mack motif.
TRIBUNE — Rank melodrama with noth"Kick In" is redeemed from
ing left out,bystill
mediocrity
the acting of a number of the
members
of the cast.
AMERICAN — The film was gaunt melodrama, with some moments of interest.
Frinstance, there was a fight between the
handcuffed hero and "Whip" Fogarty that
gave one a thrill or two. There was, furthermore, the conflict between the hero and
guardians of the peace— always with the
the
odds in favor of the hero.,
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It does not
tax the brain equipment of the onlooker,
needless to say, but it supplies the thrill and
excitement.
SUN — A brisk and enlivening photoplay
of the underworld and the upper crust, even
though it seems like several films crowded
into one.
GLOBE — Undoubtedly one of the very
best pictures ever produced. Will join that
list of cinema immortals which includes "The
Kid," "Humoresque," and ''The Miracle
Man."
MAIL — Fitzmaurice has made an interesting picture of "Kick In." It is an
example of the fact that a time-worn plot
can always be made entertaining by clever
handling,
EVE. TELEGRAM— Fitzmaurice at his
best with a star cast expounding in action
story he has to tell in Willard Mack's
famous stage play, "Kick In."

Owen M-oore, Neal Burns and Larry
Semon . A tournament is proposed to
be held every six months.
The Semon trophy must be won
three consecutive times for permanent possession.
Charles Requa won the Christy trophy with a score of 80. C. H. Wellington of Jess Robbins Prod, won
the Earl Hammons trophy for low
net with a score of 72. The Abe
Warner runner up trophy for low net
was won by Milton E .Hoffman with
a IZ.
Among the scores turned in were
Stan Kavanaugh 86, Neal Burns 87,
Nat Deverich 88, George Ovey 89,
Harry F. Crist 90, Tom Kennedy 90,
Eddie Sutherland 91, Owen Moore 91,
Jack Nash 92, Brandon Hurst 92,
Al Crowley 93.

Title Men Combine
Warren A. Nemcombe, F. C. Mims,
and Oscar Chouinard have joined
forces and will have their own laboratory where they will use the new
titlegraph machine which eliminates
the hand lettering process. Chouinard is constructing two additional
machines.
Goldwyn
(Special

to THE

in Albany
FILM

DAILY)

20, 1922

Shallenberger to Coast
W. after
E. Shallenberger,
Film
a brief stay at of
the Arrowhome
office leaves today for the Coast,
where he will remain for a month
goinging the
over
plans year.
for productions durcoming
Shallenberger says he anticipates
business, by the first of the year, wil
liave returned to normal conditions
and that he looked forward to 1925
being the best year financially the independent producers and distributors
have ever had.

Albany — Goldwyn will open a
branch here at 679 Broadway on Jan.
8. Charles Walder has been appointed manager. He was formerly with
Select.
The

Goldwyn exchange in Washington has been moved from 714 11th
St. to 924 New Jersey Ave.

Vitagraph to Release Life of Lincoln
Film
It was announced yesterday that
Vitagraph would release the Urban
production, "Abraham Lincoln, Memories of America's Greatest States-

Big Fire in Astoria
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Astoria, Ore.— In a $10,000,000 f^re
which swept over more than thirty
square blocks of the business district
of Astoria last Friday, the five theaters of the town were totally destroyed. Estimated loss of the Astoria
Garrick With Italian Film Co.
Amuse. Co. alone, which owns and
According to the Paris edition of operated the Blue Mouse, Liberty and
man."
the New York Herald, Richard Gar- Star, was over $100,000. According
rick has been made production man- to John Hamrick, the loss was fully
ager of a recently formed Italian cor- covered by insurance. Plans are already under way for a more beautiful
poration, which purchased the newArmenia studio in Milan, said to have and larger Blue Mouse in Astoria.
Due to the efforts of Arthur Hile,
cost nearly $5,000,000 to construct.
Garrick has been making pictures in local manager, not a print was lost
London, Paris and Italy during the in the fire (they were moved four
times), and the machines were saved.
past three years.

NEGATIVE

December

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42nd St.
Announces the closing of a
contract giving it exclusive sales
rights on the

FAMOUS STONE! LIBRARY

Over two million feet of
selected shots, as far back as
1897, negative and positive, are
now made available for your
requirements.
Phone Bryant 0984-0985

TITLES 10 CENTS PER FOOT
INCLUDING CARDS

THROUGH

OUR REVOLUTIONARY

PROCESS

We Give You —
— Choice of 10 High-Class Hand Lettered Alphabets
— The Highest Class of Illustrations
— 24 Hour Service
The Greatest Title Combination Gathered Under One Roof
WARREN

A. NEWCOMBE

TITLEGRAPH

F. C. MIMS

STUDIOS,

203

OSCAR

CHOUINARD

West 49th Street, Circle 10056

Laboratory Wadsworth 3443

I

7A& brAdstreet

js^^recogmizei
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Arbuckle Back

^ Back From Mexico

Hays
Lifts Ban Against
Comedian
Effective Jan. 1 — Three Arbuckles
Ready for Release
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Will H. Hays yesterday announced that the ban against
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle had been
lifted effective Jan. 1. As before
noted Arbuckle was barred by Hays
following his connection with the
Virginia Rapp Scandal.
At the time he was banned Famous
Players which distributed the Arbuckle comedies had three productions ready for release. Arbuckle is
under contract with Joe Schenck who
announced that he was glad to help
to give Arbuckle another chance.

B. T. Woodle, Hays Representative,
Returning, Says Situation is
Satisfactory
Bernon T. Woodle, who went to
Mexico in September as a special representative of Will Hays to confer
with Mexican Government officials
in connection with the recent embargo
there against the product of several
American film companies, has returned to New York after a successful
adjustment of the difficulty. The embargo was lifted on Nov. 6 as noted,
Woodle remained in Mexico until the
details incident to removing certain
scenes from pictures that had been
released prior to the embargo had
been worked out.
The action by Hays in issuing instructions to prevent the making of
any more pictures offensive to Mexico
was conveyed in person by Woodle to
President Obregon. Several conferences followed with Secretary of Foreign Relations Pani, resulting in the
signing of an agreement with the
Mexican Government lifting the ban
and stipulating that certain pictures
previously released be exempted.
— ^^—

Just what will become of the Arbuckle pictures held by Famous is
at the moment a question. One of
these will probably be released immediately and if there is any public
demand the other two will also be
released. If, however, the public
shows no signs of interest in Arbuckle's return the fate of the two
remaining comedies will be problematic.

Merry Xmas

Flynn Back, Optimistic
John S. Flynn of Famous Players,
who has been in Mexico arranging for
the opening of Famous Players' activities, coincident with the lifting of
the embargo, returned to New York
on the steamer with Bernard Woodle.
He said that during the past nine
months, while the embargo had been
on, Mexico has been flooded with European productions chiefly German
made, and that Universal and United
Artists were the only .'\merican companies to do business, with the result
that while these companies showed a
number of large and interesting productions, that many other important
pictures made by other companies had
been barred out and consequently
there was much optimism as to the
future when all of the big pictures
made within the past year or so will
be released. He said that Warner
Bros, had a representative in Mexico
City, and opened very big with "Rags
to Riches," and that "Blood and
Sand" with its Latin atmosphere also
proved a big success.
John S. Day, Jr., in charge of Latin-American countries under E. E.
Shauer, is in Mexico City arranging
for the opening of the Famous Players' exchange.
Merry Xmas
Doolittle Dead
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Minneapolis — Maxson R. Doolittle,
former publicity director of the Criterion, and Paramount exploiteer at
Minneapolis, died here last Friday.

Merry

Deliberately made for the box office! Exploitable to the skies! As surefire at the bcx office as a picture can be. Of course, "Thorns and Orange
Blossoms," a Gasnier Prod, for the Al Lichtman Corporation. A success
picture if there ever was one. — Advt.

A. B. C. Meeting

Rival Tickets

Attended by Out-of-Town Exhibitors Kenneth Webb and Paul Scardon
Head Directors Nomination
— the National Idea Discussed
The M. P. D. A. New York lodge
There was an important meeting
of the Associated Booking Corp. yes- received from the nominating committee on Tuesday night two tickets
terday. Up to the hour of going to
press it was impossible to obtain any to be voted upon for officers of the
official statement of what occurred organization for the forthcoming
at the meeting but it is understood year. The election will take place on
that among those present were Frank Tuesday, January 2. The nominations were: Director Kenneth Webb.
J. Rembusch of Indiana and Frederick Schaefer of Chicago, a brother .\ssistant Director Charles Brabin,
of Peter J. Schaefer of Jones, Linnick Technical Director John W. Noble,
and Schaefer.
Secretary William F. Haddock,
The meeting developed into a dis- Treasurer C. J. Williams, Inner
cussion for a time of the possibility of Guard Oscar Lund. Outer Guard
the extension of the .\. B. C. along Joseph Richmond. Trustee for 3
nation wide lines. Rembusch spoke years J. Searle Dawley.
and said that in his opinion something
The second ticket in the field: Director Paul Scardon, .\ssistant Diwould h.ave to be done to remedy existing difficulties between producer, lector Kenneth Webb, Technical Didistributor and exhibitor; that rentals
rector Travers
\'ale. C.
Secretary
Ashwere amounting higher and bo.x office
ley Miller,
Treasurer
J. Williams.
Inner
Guard
W.
F.
Haddock,
Outer
receipts were growino^ smaller. He
added that during the past few Guard George Irving, Trustee for 3
months he has had an opportunity years J. Searle Dawle.v.
of securing all of the theaters in four
Merry Xmas
different cities and towns in Indiana.
Bachmann
Leaves
for Coast
Merry

Xmas

Rembusch in Town
Frank J. Rembusch, the stormy
petrel of Indiana is in town for a
few days.
At the Astor.

J. G. Bachmann of Preferred Pictures left for California yesterday, to
be gone for six weeks, conferring
with B. P. Schulberg.

Xmas

Schnitzer Back
J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president of the
F. B. O. has just returned from a trip
to the R-C Studios in Hollywood.
Schnitzer accompanied P. A. Powers
on a tour of inspection. Powers will
remain at the Studios and line up productions for ne.xt year's schedule.
Merry

Metro

to

Make

Xmas

"The

Light

That

It is understood that Metro has
secured the rights and will make for
the coming season, Rudyard Kipling's
famous story "The Light That Failed." In all probability, this will be a
Rex Ingram special and there is a
strong possibility Failed"
that Ingram will go
to Europe for locations.
"The Light That Failed" is one of
the
best and
known
stories,
back ofin Rudyard
1918 was Kipling'smade by
the old Thenhauser Co.
Merry Xmas

First National Production Plans
The following statement has just
been issued by members of the executive committee of First National
relative to their Hollywood visit:
"A great many independent stars,
directors and producers have submitted propositions to us, many of which
are under serious consideration and a
few of which have already been accepted. The outlook for the future
of our company, both from a distributing and exhibiting standpoint, is
exceedingly bright."

j

—JX^^
The Sub-Franchise
F.xhibitors
Having Fulfilled Obligagations Not Boimd For Any Set
Period of Years
In
connection
with the report pubyol.XXHNo.80 Thursday, Dec. 21, 1922 Price 5 Cents
lished
in
yesterday's
issue of THE
Copyright 1922, Wids Film and Film Folks, FILM DAILY, regarding
the subInc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., franchise of Associated First National
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and Pictures, it was learned yesterday that
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor j at any time after January 1. 1923, at
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- upon six months notice being given,
ager ; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, any exhibitor may terminate his franat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
chise provided that the exhibitor has
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside fulfilled his obligation under the franchise. Therefore, no franchise holder
of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00 ; 3 months
$3.00.
Foreign is bound for a period of j'ears, as ap$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
peared in yesterday's reports.
Merry Xmas
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5538.
Dumond to Warner Bros.
Hollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
6411
'Phone, Hollywood
1603. Hollywood Blvd
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Wabash
Ave.
London
Representative — Ernest
W.
Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London,
W. 1.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative — Internationale Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

Low

Close

Salea

•po:a 'jseh
H^% 90^Hps 91^
004 P.-L. ..S8 915/g
F.
400

do pfd
.-G'wyn
...
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

5-1/5 5
19y>
19M

Not quoted
5
2,900
19^
1,300
Not quoted
Not quoted

Merry Xmas

Mack Severs With Smart
A. J. Mack is no longer acting as
sales manager for Smart Films.

George H. Dumond has been engaged by Warner Bros, as special
representative to make a tour of all
their exchanges in the countrj'. He
was formcrh'
manager of Coune's
.\udit.
in Los Angeles.

DAILY

Thursday, December

21, 1922

Hays
Statement
Regarding
Spiegel
Hays Writes
Walter Hays, vice-president of the
Will H. Hays will have an article
Mitchel H. Mark Realty Corp. which in the January issue of the Review
operates the Strand theaters here and of Reviews.
in other cities, has issued the followMerry Xmas
ing statement:
Meehan Coming With Print
"Mr. Spiegel, although formerly ^n
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
officer of Mitchel H. Mark Realty
Los Angeles — The finishing touches
Corp. spent only a part of his time
in its affairs. His energies were de- are being placed upon the first Gene
voted mainly to the promotion of Stratton-Porter picture, "Michael
various enterprises, in which neither O'Halloran," at the Ince Studios.
James Leo Meehan, director, expects
oiu' corporation nor any of its officers to arrive in New York shortly after
had any interest, direct or indirect.
the holidays with the master print.
"Our company has not been con- He will take up releasing negotiacerned in Mr. Spiegel's transactions,
tions with Colvin W. Brown.
and his resulting financial situation in
no way involves
interests."
MerryourXmas
Fire Damages
(Special

to THE

Two
FILM

Houses
DAILY)

.\nnapolis — Fire destroyed the Republic and damaged the Garden here.
Merry Xmas

Film Companies

(Special to THE

Decrease

FILM

DAILY)

Merry Xmas
Albany — Reaching a capitalization
Fox Anniversary Week
of $17,782,100, 289 motion picture
January 28 to Feb. 3, Fox Anniver- companies have been formed up to
sary Week, will mark the 19th year
Dec. 1, this year. Last year's total
of the Fox organization.
vield was 455 concerns with a capitalization of$28,373,400.
Merry Xmas
^—^— Merry Xmas
Holiday Lay Off at Kineto Plant
As the result of reports circulated
Increase Capital
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
following the layoff of some employees at the Kineto plant at IrvingAlbany — The Craftsmen Film Labton Charles Urban said yesterday
oratories, Manhattan, has certified to
that the machine shops and part of the Secretary of State has increased
the laboratory staff had been laid off its capital stock from $100,000 to
for the holiday season and that sev- $250,000 and the Motion Picture News
eral other employees had been dis- of Bay Shore, N. Y., from $00,000 to
charged for various reasons.
$250 000.

Z)he Oscar C.
Buchheister Co.

ART TITLES

S>rinteq*>Qitles b^SpeciqJ bffects ^
MewYorlcCity
130W.4fothSt

^r;jant 5466^
TITLES
IN

ART

"When Knighthood Was In Flower"'
"One Exciting Night"

RESOURCES
— LEGAL

- $5,000,000
RATES

PRODUCERS

Merry Xmas

Warner's
Get "Age
of Innocence"
Warner Bros, have secured the picture rights to "The Age of Innocense" by Edith Wharton.

Pre*.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,
—

& STARS

represented. Also every form of
financial service rendered in connection therewith — at legal rates.

Merry Xmas

Held on False Film Charge

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

GREAT

assets the screen rights to Ziegfeld's
"Sally" is being held here in $28,000
bail in the Magistrate's Court,
charged with receiving money under
false pretense. It is alleged Arone
sold stock in his company on the
strength of the "Sally" claim and another promised production "The Forhidden Party" starring Constance
Talmadge.
George S. Savage of the F. Ziegfeld Jr. office testified that Arone's
claims to "Sally" were fraudulent.

(r^(Sklu.ccUicrruz£ U -iduAJiA^

\^

w

AVAILABLE JAN. 1st, 1923
Desirable office space 375 sq.
ft. plenty of Sun-Light. In
Candler Bldg. Rent reasonable.
Address B-020 c/o The Film
Daily

NORTHERN

FINANCE

Knickerbocker

Yineland, N. J. — George Arone,
-who represented himself as the president of tho Calvert Producing Co.,
of Baltimore, possessing among other

CORP.

Building

Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y.
Telephone
Bryant 2989

YOU

WOULD HAVE TO COMB
THE DICTIONARY

TO FIND
WERE

KINDER WORDS THAN
USED TO DESCRIBE

"THE DANGEROUS

AGE^'

Roger Ferri in
The Moving Picture World said

" 'The Dangerous Age' is a
Picture That Glorifies the Screen"
A JOHN M. STAHL PRODUCTION

City

NEGATIVES BOUGHT
We

will purchase negatives of
new pictures only.
ACRON
SALES
CORP..
1540 Broadway. N. Y. C.

PRIZMA
^'^"-^
COLOR
PRINTS

18

I

/

CENTS

I

per foot

PRIZMA, INC. 110 W. 40 St., N.Y.C.

FOR

SALE

2 Pathescope Machines in perfect condition, $65.00
each.
JAXON
FILM
CORP.
220 W. 42nd St., New York
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-imerrp puletibe to III"
As Moses said to the children of Israel, A Happy and
Prosperous New Year to myself, which is the main thing.
Tom J. Geraghty.

My resolution for the New Year is, "I want every picture-play inevery, every way to be better and better and
better," as John McGooey of Brooklyn says.
Here are a few of the things that I am not ashamed of,
which I have written or personally supervised:

,
,
i
^
?

i
i
;

"TO HAVE AND TO HOLD"
"THE GILDED LILY"
"FOREVER" ("Peter Ibbetson")
"FOOTLIGHTS"
"BACK HOME AND BROKE"
"OUTCAST"
"SENTIMENTAL TOMMY"
"ALWAYS AUDACIOUS"
"CITY OF SILENT MEN"
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS"
"GAPPY RICKS"
"WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY"
"THE CHARM SCHOOL"
"THE MOLLYCODDLE"
"EXPERIENCE"

P. S. — I speak as an exhibitor for I own the Mystic Theatre in Rushville, Indiana.

TOM

J. GERAGHTY
Famous Players-Lasky

Thursday, December 21, 1922

7Aff brAdstreet
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More Booking
Of

Leading
Exhibitors
Line Up — Will
Invade Grey Territory and
Build
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bangor — The Independent Booking
Corp. has just been formed here.
The promoters of the enterprise claim
that they have one hundred days of
booking lined up. S. Kirson, of the
Graphic circuit, is president, and
i Charles Stern and Harry Goldsmith
are vice-presidents.
Backed by outside capital, the Independent Booking Corp., plans to
invade the territory now terminated
by William Grey, and build opposition houses in the territory now
handled by his circuit.
Boston — A number of exhibitors in
Boston, in discussing the independent
booking idea, are of the opinion that
this action may swing Massachusetts
exhibitors in favor of booking combinations.
The proposed meeting to be held
to discuss the Exhibitors' Dis. Corp.,
—the M. P. T. O. plan— has been
postponed awaiting development of
the Independent Booking Corp. idea.
Merry Xmas ^^— —

Oppose Showing "Birth of Nation"
Opposition to the exhibition of the
motion picture "The Birth of a Nation" because it is held to be propaganda for the Ku Klux Klan was
voiced yesterdav in a statement issued
by A. Moross of the T. O. C. C.
In the statement \It. Moross declared that members of the chamber
felt that the film would spur recruiting for the klan, to which it objected
as an organization opposed to "law
and order."
Merry

Xmas

Want Good Pictures
Says Al

Lichtman Just Back From
Coast
Al Lichtman is back from California where he discussed production
plans with B. P. Schulberg. He said
>csterday that more than ever he had
discovered the necessity for good pictures.
"I can't emphasize too strongly
1 ow vital good pictures arc. What
the source is does not matter, so long
a^ the exhibitors of the country get
them. I sliould like to point to my
own example in the independent field,
because it typifies the state of affairs
as it exists with others distributing
in the independent field as well as
my own.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Gent

Picture Profits for $15,000 Loan
Causes Court Action
The Malcolm Strauss Pictures

Corp., has obtained a temporary injunction from Supreme Court Justice
Mullan restraining the sale by Harry
E. Rosen and the Erbograph Co. of

A Christmas present for your bank account and your patrons? Easy, book
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms" from your nearest Al Lichtman exchange.
It's a bet that this Gasnier Production will boost the cash balance and
tickle the audiences. — Advt.

the
"The advertised
Silver Flower."
sale film,
had been
for Dec. The
13.
Charles Presbrey, treasurer of the
corporation, said that the plaintiff
spent more than $50,000 making the
picture, and that it is worth $200,000.
He said the corporation made a contract with Rosen July 12 last, by
which he advanced $15,000 to enable
the Strauss company to complete the
film, and he was to get 25 per cent
of the profits from the film for making the loan. Rosen sold his share
o'' the profits for a note for $5,000.
The film is held by the Erbograph
Co. to the order of Rosen. Presbrey
s;iid that the note became due May
13 last, and he told Bosen he expected to sell the picture at a large
profit and both notes would be paid.
He said that $6,500 had been paid
up to lieve
Dec.
and he would
was led
bethat no5, action
be totaken
until the note could be paid off,
when suddenly he got notice that the
film would be sold for failure to pay
the $15,000 note.

Hartford in Town
Dawley Prod. Starts
Merry Xmas
David
M. Hartford is back in
J. S. Dawley, one of the oldest
town
for
the
holidays
after
shooting
directors in the business, has just exteriors in Florida.
At
Arbuckle
Reinstatement — Some
■
Merry Xmas
organized the J. S. Dawley Prod., of
Cities Oppose Showing of Arwhich he is president. Mary Carr
Xmas on the Road
buckle Pictures
v/ill be featured in his first production,
Harry Reichenbach, of the Mayer
The following statement was ison which work has already been organization, is in Detroit, and will
sued yesterday from the executive
started.
remain there for several weeks lookoffices of the M. P, T. O. of A.:
ing
after
the
Mayer
releajes
in
that
Merry Xmas
territory.
"We at the National Headquarters
American Business Through English
Merry Xmas
of
the Motion Picture Tiieater OwnEyes
ers of America were much surprised
Vogel Back
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
William M. \'ogcl, exporter, re- to learn of Will H. Hays' move to reLondon — Col. A. C. Bromhead,
turned on the Ob'mpic. Others who
instate Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle as
Gaumont, just hack from states is landed with him were Lew Brock,
W. W. La Mot, a Scandinavian a "As
* * the only
theater
owners,
having
actor.*
picture
motion
quoted:
direct contact with the public, we
"-A.S a matter of fact, only the big brycr, and Bruce Johnson.
Merry Xmas
know of no new developments to
pictures arc really drawing decent
M. P. T. O. Meets Tomorrow
change the minds of the people on
Philadelphia — Sidney Cohen and the Arbuckle situation. As the publiusiness, and then not in ever-' case."
Day,
lic alone constitute
the judges of what
"American program pictures," he national officers are expected to address tlie M. P. T. O. of Eastern
added, "were dead in their own Pcnna. and Sou. New Jersey meeting sliould or should not appear on the
country; American producers and
screens the .\merican people being
will determine wiiethcr or not they want
distributors declared that it was quite to be held today at the \'endig.
(Continued
on
Page
4)
Monday,
Merry Xmas
impossible to forecast the probable
success of a picture, even if it were
Using Sales Reel
An innovation in the Hodkinson
built up on an acknowledged good
25th
Dec
.^tory, played with a big cast and pro- sales system has been inaugurated.
Christmas
and
a issue
legal
duced regardless of expense. The Territory men calling on small town
holiday, there will be no
.\merican public was in a peculiar e.xhiliitors have been provided with
of THE
FILM DAILY
hind of fractious mood; what was a sales reel instead of trailers, showlished.
meat to it in film entertainment one
ing the highlights of the offered

M. P. T. O. "Surprised"

day was poison the next."

picture.

THE

■e
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Myers Joins F. B. O.
F. B. O. added to its sales promotion department Gustave F. Myers
former publicity man at Equity.
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Quotations
High

East. Kod. 85
F. P.-L. ..91
do pfd
Goldwyn
.5
Griffith
Loew's
... 20
Triangle
World

Low

Close

85
90

85
93J4
Not
4^
Not
20
Not
Not

4^
193^

Sales

200
2,000
quoted
3,000
quoted
3,000
quoted
quoted

Merry Xmas

"Suzanne"

(Special

to THE

k

DAILY

Friday,

Want Good Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

I NTER-OCEAN

DAILY)

The Letters of the Alphabet

FOR

effort to coin new words of laudation about
JUPITER
FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entira
Latin America.

„o^

18

CENTS
per foot
PRIZMA, INC. 110 W . 40St.,N.Y.C.

WANTED
New
Negatives
for National
Distribution, Features and
Short Subjects.
B-200 c/o Fihn Daily.

SALE

Red Velour Curtains
Entire stage setting

backed into each other in their

1

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre

"Good pictures made with those
deliberate box-office touches that get
RESOURCES - $5,000,000
' Merry Xmas
over with the public will get bookWeber Heads Commonwealth
ings, bulk and first run no matter
— LEGAL
RATES —
John
N. Weber,
former
Equity what may be said about a closing
manager is now in charge of the Com- market. I've said all this before but
the fact remains that the condition PRODUCERS
& STARS
monwealth Film Corp.
David O'exists then as it does nov.- and as it
Malley will fill Weber's place.
Merry Xmas
always will. This was brought home represented. Also every form of
to me more forcibly on my latest financial service rendered in connecBuy "Notoriety" for Indiana
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion therewith — at legal rates.
Lichtman said that Schulberg had
Indianapolis — The B. Lieber
Co.
signed Gaston Glass for three years
have
bought the rights to "Notoriety" to play leads in Preferred Pictures. GREAT
NORTHERN
FINANCE
CORP.
for Indiana.
Together they planned their future
Merry Xmas
Knickerbocker Building
schedule which includes in addition to
Show Stereoscopic Picture
Broadway
at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Hero." "Are You a Failure,"
LTpon entering the Rivoli next Sun- "The
trip."Men's Wives" and "The Girl
Telephone Bryant 2989
day every patron will be presented "Poor
with a pair of duo-colored spectacles Who Came Back". "Mothers-Inand will be able to view a stereosco- Law," "The Broken Wing." "The
pic film which is being shown as one Parasite," "Frivolity," "The Aristoof the holiday features.
crat," "The Satin Woman," "My
Merry Xmas
Lady's Lips" and "A Mansion of
International
Distribttlers of
12 Music Tax Suits Filed
MOTION
PICTURES
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
Merry Xmas
Aching Hearts."
New
House
Open
Kansas City — Twelve music tax
suits have been filed here against the
Wl^Km^^SSk
John Armstrong Chaloner opened
Bonaventure. Bijou, Prospect. New the Chaloner Theater at Ninth Ave.
IhfTER-OcFAN
Film Corporation
Centre, Idle Hour and other houses, and 55th St. last night. John Leffler
on an alleged refusal to carry out the is in charge of the house.
terms of^—^—
a three-year
license contract.
Merry Xmas
Merry Xmas
Stereoscopic Lens
INTER-OCEAN BUILDING^
Juanita Films Opens N. Y. Office
218. „.WEST BRYANT
42ni ST.
. 7.812
. NLWYORK'(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Juanita Films, distributing Juanita
comedies and the Clermont series of
Hollywood — Joe Walker, cameraman and lens expert has created a new
26 two reelers being produced in FlorFOREIGN YOU THINK
OF- THINK- OF
WHEN
ida under the supervision of W. E. camera lens, designed to carry out
Sawyer, have opened offices in the stereoscopic efTects. Walker will use
Candler Bldg. E. T. Bailey and Mrs. his new invention in photographing,
Sawyer are in charge.
"The Scarlet Shadow."

Premiere

FILM

Los Angeles — Upon the finish of
the run of "Dr. Jack," at the Mission,
Mack Sennett's, "Suzanna" will be
given its world premiere.
Merry Xmas
Released in January
The new series of travel pictures,
recently made in Europe by Clyde
Elliot, for Post Pictures, will be released early in the new year, under
the titles, "Children of Other Lands"
and
Otherfrom
Lands."
The
films "People
contain of
scenes
16 foreign
countries.

PRIZMA
COLOR
TITLE
PRINTS

December 22, 1922

The DANGEROUS

AGE

JOHN SPARGO
in Exhibitors Herald said
"The Dangerous Age is a beautiful
story — delightfully told — a box office feature."
A JOHN
M. STAHL PRODUCTION
A First National Picture

Original cost $1,500
Perfect condition.
Used only 2 weeks
$500 to quick buyer
FEATURES
PICTURES
CORP.
1819 B'way
Room 1211
New York

NEGATIVE

TITLES

10 cents per foot, including cards.
Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
class illustrations.
24 hour service.
TITLEGRAPH
STUDIOS
203 West 49th St.
Circle 10,056
Laboratory
Wad.
3443

^^BMacAeiS^OfU

Insure Your Screen

I
Friday, December

22,

1922

\ National Advertising Campaign
That
:^aves the Way for Box Office Success
Three full pages in the Saturday Evening Post — appearing Dec. 9, Jan. 6 and Feb. 3.

Advertising in other national mediums reaching more
than 10,000,000 readers.

Already advertised by four years of road showing on
the speaking stage in every city and hamlet.
Guy Bates Post is known in every town.

Richard Walton Tully's greatest spectacle, the most
successful oriental play produced.
A picture with a heart and soul — faultless acting and
gorgeous settings — glamor, color and romance — heart
throbs, thrills and tender love scenes.

RICHARD

WALTON

TULLY

presents

GUY
tn
pted by Richard WalTuUy from his stage
ess; Art Director,
red Buckland; Phoaphed by Georges
t>it .

': FIRSTrNATtONAi,
PICTUR

iicted by

[AMES

fOUNG

BATES

POST

i

THE

DAILY

Friday,

December

22,

1922

M. P. T. O. "Surprised"

for "Backbone"
(Continued
from Page 1)
AlfredSigned
Lunt, Major Doyle and
Frank Evans have been engaged, Arbuckle films. No act of any official
through Charles Walton, to appear can make up the public mind in this
matter.
^
in "Backbone," now in production at
the Biograph studio for Distinctive.
"Telegrams coming_to- otrr- national
offices indicate general opposition to
Edward Sloman is directing.
the return of Arbuckle to the screen.
We are now awaiting a more general
expression of opinion in this relation
as the same is being obtained from
the public by theater owners in differ//
ent states and districts."

JheBest
Name

Ju/T A Mother
Best at the
Box-office
NORCA

PICTURES, Inc.

1540 Broadway,

N.Y.City

BRIDGING THE GAP
BETWEEN FAILURE
AND SUCCESS
It's all in a day's work with
this organization to swing a
proposition over the abyss of
failure where capital is an uncertain quantity. Confidential,
quick service — reasonable terms
— the bed rocks of our success.
Bring your problem to us.

CHROMOS

TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Soite 616

ART

'Phone Cheltea 8284

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
WatMns 7260-7461

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42nd St.
Announces the closing of a
contract giving it exclusive sales
rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million feet of
selected shots, as far back as
1897, negative and positive, are
now made available for your
requirements.
Phone Bryant 0984-0985

T. O. C. C. Action Next
It is understood that the
will take up the question
meeting. buckle films showing at

Tuesday
T. O. C. C.
of the Artheir next

S. A. Moross, secretary, said yesterday that speaking personally and not
in behalf of the organization: "General Hays takes a peculiar stand in
my opinion. At one time he bans
.A^rbuckle's pictures and when he
thinks that the public has forgotten
he reinstates them. We as theater
owners have a civic duty to perform
and we must ascertain from the public whether they want to see Arbuckle pictures.
"I understand that a number of
members of the T. O. C. C. will canvas their patrons to determine whether or not they want to see Arbuckle
pictures and they will then base their
decisions upon the result of this
Opposition Points
move."
Buffalo — Mrs. Charles Siegesmond
is quoted here as saying that Will
Hays had deceived the City Federation of Women's Clubs at the summer
Chautaqua when he promised that
Arbuckle would not be permitted to
reappear in pictures.
Los Angeles— Los Angeles District
Federation of Women's Clubs announced that they could "not recede
from their opposition" to the showing
of Arbuckle's pictures.
Milwaukee — Rev. F. G. Behner,
Secretary of the Milwaukee Federation of Ministers said the return of
Arbuckle pictures to the screen was
an outrage.
Wenatche, Wash. — Chairman Seaman of the Motion Picture Censoring
Committee of the City Council said
Arbuckle's
mitted here.pictures would not be perWalla Walla, Wash.— Mayor Hill
said Arbuckle pictures will continue
to be barred here.
Detroit — Acting Mayor Lodge says
Arbuckle pictures will not be welcomed to the screens in Detroit.
Indianapolis— Mayor Shank supported by club women says Arbuckle
films will be ba-red from local theaters.
Merry

Xmas

Anchor Get Darmond
(Soecial

to THE

FILM

Film
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Grace Darmond's
latest vehicle, "The Wheel of Fortiine,"
Anchor will
Film.be state righted through
Merry

Xmas

To Handle Hines' Latest
Commonwealth Film, who are
handling "Sure Fire Flint" in New
York and Northern New Jersey, will
handle
Johnny
Hines' latest, "Luck"
in the same
territory.

The biggest theatrical property on the
market for years makes a whale of a picture
has
—andbeenas a result F. B. O.'s "THELMA"

Booked Solid
the
LOEW by CIRCUIT
Harring & Blumenthal

New

Jersey

York City
M. New
& S."CIRCUIT
The wise showmen booking for these big
circuits know a moneymaker when they see
one. Take their tip — book this sure-fire
crowd-getter NOW — and you'll play to your
big profit-making share of the millions who
"THELMA"
on the to
screen.
are eagerly waiting
see Marie Corelli's
Distributed by F. B. O

FILM BOOKING

OFFICES

OF AMERICA, Inc.
Main Offices - F.B.O. - 723-7th Ave. N.Y.C
Exchanges Everyzvhere

1
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Clever

Saturday,

Idea

The Hall of Fame

Carl Laemmle Wants to Help Directors With That "Big
Picture"
"Every director has ii his i lind a
big picture that he wants to make.
Every director is just waiting for a
chance to do this, and usually waits
until he can form his own company.
Those are the men I would like to ;
get in touch with. I believe we can
work together for our mutual good
and profit."
J
This is Carl Laemmle's latest
idea. He is very much in earnest
with regard to it, and says that as
fast as they can be found, he wants
to communicate with directors who,
with this thought in mind, might
be able to work with Universal.
(Continued
on Page
Merry Xmas

Hays Home

(Special

to THE

2)

for Holidays
FILM

DAILY)

Sullivan, Ind. — Will Hays is exptcicii nLiiin. i-)i.igr.L to spend the
holidays, and will return to New York
about Jan. 2nd.

December

Motion Picture News yesterday 12
announced
the "honor
role"
of the
men who
had accomplished the most for the development in various ways of
the industry. The selection
found below is a composite of
the votes of the 96 who were
selected by the News to offer
suggestions :
Votes
D. W. Griffith
Adolph Zukor
S. L. Rothapfel
Charles Chaplin
Mary Pickf ord
Douglas Fairbanks
George Eastman
Thomas Edison
Will H. Hays
J. D. Williams
Carl Laemmle
Cecil B. DeMille

89
72
59
55
53
40
39
31
25
19
19
19

Merry Xmas

Wes Leaves for Cleveland
Wesley Barry left for Cleveland
yesterday to make a personal appearance at the Allen in connection
with the showing of "Heroes of the
Street."
Merry Xmas
Fox Exchange
Opened
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Many prominent officials were guests at the formal opening of the new Fox exchange building
here. J. S. Hebrew former manager
and George A. Roberts, branch manager received the guests. The structure cost $250,000.

Hays' Xmas
Will H.
statement:

Greeting

Hays'

Christmas

"Christmas brings me and
everyone in the motion pictvire
industry a sense of joy born
of the certain realization that
we are working with each other
in a great service to mankind.
"The motion picture industry
has carried the silent call for
virtue, honesty, ambition, patriotism, hope, love of country
and home, to audiences speaking twenty different languages
but all understanding the universal language of pictures. To
the men and women who are
actually doing this great service I voice my sincerest appreciation, and send the heartiest Christmas greetings."

Oppose Arbuckle

Pennsylvania and Jersey Exhibitors
Pass Resolutions Affecting the
HaysCondemning
Comedian and
(By long distance telephone)

Philadelphia — After Mike O'Toole
and R. F. Woodhull had scathingly
denounced the action of Will Hays
in removing the Arbuckle ban, about
60 members of the M. P. T. O. A. of
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New

Jersey passed a resolution condemning the return of Arbuckle's pictures to the screen of their theaters

until the public had emphatically decided that they wanted him back.
Wires were read at the meeting
from M. P. T, O. leaders throughout
the country who urged the national
officers to use their greatest influence
to have Hays change his decision regarding Arbuckle.
O'Toole said: "There is a distinction of who's who
in the industry.
Will Hays
represents
some
of the
producers
and distributors — not all.

23,

Price 5 Centa

1922

Coming Home
Edward Goulding, who went to
England to spend Christmas with his
mother, is due in town the end of
next week.
Merry Xmas

Flynn Talks
At the A. M. P. A. luncheon
Thursday John S. Flynn told of his
Mexican experiences. There was an
exchange of gifts by meinbers.
Merry Xmas
Here For the Holidays
Joseph De Grasse, Edward Sloman
and Douglas Gerrard, all West Coast
directors and here for the holidays,
Thursday.
had
a get-together luncheon on
Dwan

Merry Xmas
Through Allied?

At the Allied Artists' Corp., neither
denial nor affirmation could be obtainable yesterday of a report that
Allan Dwan is at present directing
Bebe Daniels in "Glimpses of the
Moon,' for Famous.
Merry Xmas
Name of Williams' New Company
It became known yesterday that
J. D. Williams, formerly manager of
-Associated First National, intended
calling his new company Ritz Carlton Pictures. As before noted,
offices will be located in the Strauss
building.
Merry Xmas

The Exhibitors Distributing Corp.
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Sidney S. Cohen addressing the M. P. T. O. A. of Eastern Penna. and So. New Jersey talked
on the proposed plan of the Exhibitors Distributing Corp. He said that
he wanted everj'one to realize that the
distributing organization was entirely
body.
separate from the National exhibitor
An anonymous letter was sent to
everyone attending the meetings. Excerpts from this communication will
appear in an early issue.
Merry Xmas

Sees Improvement

Conditions Abroad as Noted by E. B.
Johnson, First National
E. Bruce Johnson, foreign manager
foi- Associated First National, who
has just returned from a three
months' trip in Great Britain, and
(Continued on Page 4)
the continent reports picture condiMerry Xmas
tions improving in all countries exSilver Gift for Buxbaum
cept the central empires. This, he
Harry H. Buxbaum, District Man- declares is particularly true of the
ager of Famous Players was yes- market for American screen product.
terdaj' given a chest containing 80
"The backbone has fallen out of
pieces of silver by employees of the
Italian
and German production," says
three exchanges in his district. For
Johnson. "Exhibitors who have been
the only time in his life "Buxy" was depending on cheap German and
liave found that they
overwhelmed. He couldn't say a Italian pictures
(Contisiied on Pace 3)
word.

More Production
Frank

Egan With Reported Ample
Capital to Work on Coast
Frank Egan, who was one of the
organizers of the Oliver Morosco
Prod. Co., is at the Astor. It is reported, and Egan admits that Los
Angeles capital to the extent of approximately amillion dollars was behind his new producing venture.

While here he will present "The
Humming Bird," which had a long
run in his Los Angeles theater and
is awaiting a theater. He is also
looking into the question of purchasing material for his producing company. "The Humming Bird" will be
screened for the first production.
Egan reports that several important
directors are awaiting his return to
the coast and will be identified with
the venture. He mentioned the
names of two who at the moment
are under contract with important
producing units.
Merry Xmas

Peekskill
Case Hearing
Wednesday
The so-called Peekskill theater case
is scheduled for a hearing in the
Supreme Court next Wednesday.
Merry Xmas

Estabrook Back
Howard Est .brook of Distinctive
Pictures, returned yesterday from
Woodstock. Vt., where he has been
working
on locations
for Griffith
"Backbone."
Some may
recall that
shot
much of the ice stuff of "Way Down
East" in the neighborhood of Woodstock.
Merry

Xmas

Seeking Studios

,

Glenister Claims to Represent Sydney
S. Cohen and Exhibitors'
(Special toOrganization
THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood^It is reported here
that J. Glenister, claiming to represent Sydney S. Cohen and the M. P.
T. O. A., is making offers to various
realty people for studio properties.
Glenister says that he is to start
a producing organization for the exhibitors' national organization.
Sydney S. Cohen could not be
cated at the National M. P. T.
yesterday. It was impossible to
cure any statement with regard
the above report from any one
the National headquarters.
Monday, Dec. 25th
Christmas Day, and a
holiday, there will be no
of THE FILM DAILY
lished.

being
legal
issue
pub-

loO.
seto
at
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Parker Joins Warner Bros.
Watt L. Parker has been appointed
advertising manager of Warner Bros.,
assuming his new office, Tuesday,
was with Select.
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High

East. Kod.
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F. P.-L. . . 98
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d'wyn
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5
Griffith
Loew's....
20K
Triangle
World

Low

84 J^
98
4%
1934

Close

Sale*

84^
98
Not
5
Not
193/4
Not
Not

600
2,000
quoted
1,20©
quoted
700
quoted
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Merry Xmas

—^—

Merry Xmas

Daab F. B. O. Publicity
Hyatt Daab was appointed publicity manager of the F. B. O. Hollywood studios. He leaves for the
coast next Tuesday.
Merry Xmas

Hodkinson
Employees
Xmas
Party
The employees of Hodkinson were
given a Christmas party Thursday
evening. George B. Gallup arranged
an amateur minstrel show for the
occasion.
Merry Xmas
Motion Pictvire Age Merges
Chicago — The Motion Picture Age
and The Educational Screen have
merged, effective with the January
issue. The publication will retain
the tatter's name.
Merry Xmas

Pauline Frederick to England
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

London — Reported in film circles
here that Pauline Frederick will arrive here in February to appear in
a big British production, at a salary
of about $6,000 a week.
Merry Xmas

Archainbaud Signs With Selznick
George Archainbaud will continue
to direct for Myron Selznick under a
new contract recently signed. He
has worked almost exclusively for the
Selznick organization during the past
three years.

na
December 23, 1922
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Clever

Idea

(Continued

from

Page

1)

"I believe we can find those men,
and if we agree with them on their
ideas, that we can produce for the
coming season probably the biggest
line of specials ever shown by one
company. The director who is sincere and on the level about his 'big
picture' — and practically every director has this idea — will find hearty
cooperation with us, and I am sure
that we can get together on the sort
of basis that will mak ; it profitable
for the director as well as ourselves."
It will be interesting to watch the
result of Carl Laemmle's expression.
Many directors have a pet idea, and
the serious question is whether they
want to produce this pet subject for
any company other than their own.
Merry Xmas

$2. Top
for Nazimova's
"Salome"
Nazimova loge
presents
"Salome"
at When
the Criterion,
and box
seats
will be $2.20.
Orchestra seats $1.65.
Merry Xmas

Brookljrn Houses in Deal
The West End and Garden, in the
Borough Hall section of Brooklyn,
have been secured by Al Friedlander
and Harry Brandt.

"The Motion Picture Industry"
Under this caption Will H. Hays
has an interestin'^ article in the
January issue of the American Review of Reviews. Hays reiterates
many of the points previously established in connection with the development of the industry, registering the
thought that "service" is the supreme
purpose of the industry. The article
is illustrated with many interesting
photographs.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,

Pres.

RESOURCES - $5,000,000
— LEGAL RATES —

PRODUCERS

& STARS

I represented. Also every form of
financial service rendered in connection therewith — at legal rates.
GREAT

NORTHERN

FINANCE

CORP.

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 2989

City

Merry Xmas

T. O. D. C. May Get Exchange
(5pecUl to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — The recently organized
T. O. D. C. at Chicago may take over
the Exhibitors' Direct Service Exchange here. The exchange was
formed by 27 independent owners
about a year ago.

Incorporations

NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
TITLES
Including Cards
IS CENTS
PER FOOT
24 Hour
Service, If Necessary.
SIMPLEX
TITLE
SHOP
220 West 42d Street
Fhone Bryant 0985

Dallas, Texas — Capital stock increased from $50,000 to $125,000.
I *

Albany — D. and L. Prod., Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. A. Corey, D.
Schneer, and Schwartz. Attorney, H.
S. Hechheimer.

I

A".

Superlatives, worn thin
by their use in describing

Chicago — The Tent Amuse. Corp.
Capital, $10,000. Incorporators, J. R.
Garden, F. P. Bucheit and A. O.
Knittel.

M. STAHL'S
JOHNPRODUCTION

Chicago— Capitalized at $50,000, the
Lear Amuse. Co., formed here by A.
C. Linenthal, Jack E. Dwork and
Harry O. Munne.
Dallas, Texas— The Dallas Amusement Co. Capital $50,000. Incorporators C. A. Rasbury, W. O. Huggins and John T. Jones. The Company will operate the Melba with P.
G. Cameron in active charge.

"THE DANGEROUS

Roger Ferri in
The Moving Picture World said
"It will do more than entertain — it will
NEGATIVE

TITLES

10 cents per foot, including cards.
Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
clas.s illustrations.
24 hour service.
TITLEGRAPH
STUDIOS
203 West 49th St.
Circle 10,056
Laboratory
Wad.
3443

o*is

/A create interest — inspire editorials."
Louis

B. Mayer Productions, Inc*

,

-ARE MODE WITH /IS MUi
'BEaUTIFUL
CARE as THE . BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS

DND m

/o/You can obtain FILMACK
/of
/o/ProduGtion
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on
/o/ All Features for

A

F O O T M

Elaborate Borders/
E/'
FRE
TINTIN
ice!
Hour G Serv
24
Presentation Trailers |o|

AGE"

For instance

ANNOUMCEMENT

TR/^IL-ERy"

S.WABASHILL.
AVE
r|e08
CHICAGO,

HOLIDAY

GREETINGS

ZJhe Oscar C.
Buchheister Co.

ART TITLES
NewYorfcCity
130W.4bthSt

MAKERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY
;^ant 5466
ART ^r
TITLE
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Guts and

Flashes

natheNews

Alfred E. Green and Thomas Meighan begin "The Ne'er-Do-Well" at
the Long Island Famous Players studios next week and will later go to

[E GREAT
CHILE
EARTHQUAKE—
■St
and exclusive pictures of the great
astrophe
which devastated towns and killed
persons.

Five hundred and fourteen bookings
of "Peg O' My Heart" in one week
IS reported by the home offices of
Metro.

No. 103

Start the
New Year

RKS DRIVE GREEKS OUT OF
'One Stolen Night," a Vitagraph
of
of the great exodus
^RACE — Views
leks from their homes in the territory production,
has just been finished on
*• claimed by Turkey.
the
coast. A print is on the way
East.
DER WATER IN FLORIDA— Pathe
vs cameraman goes down under the cry: clear Floridan waters and gets some
Panama for locations.
izirkable submarine
pictures.
Great Outdoors Corp., has changed
)er news as usual.
THE ONLY

ONE-REEL

FEATURE

Sees Improvement
(Continued

from

Patre

1)

t have the high class American
duction despite the higher cost of
h productions. But it is only the
n class pictures that are being
landed. Ordinary
American
:en plays are lucky to get by be3e foreign countries can usually
?ly such pictures for their own
ket. But with the super pro:ions made in America the extors can afford to pay a price
mensurate with the production
s because the people in foreign
fitries are as anxious to see such
ures as are our own.
n Scandinavia, in Italy, in France
lucers have an advantage over us
use the theaters will take in as
h money with the home product
"-.ey will with the ordinary Ameriproduction, and their picture will
them only about $10,000 to projtaly shows a marked improvet in all lines of trade since the
.isti movement has brought into
?r some of the best men in Italy,
'pictures are getting and will
fnue to get their share of the
ral improvement,

Percy Mackaye, author of "The
Scarecrow," is in New York to talk
the story over with Glenn Hunter,
who will make it as his next picture.
Work begins on it next Thursday at
the Biograph studios.
Merry Xmas
Coming Cosmopolitan Releases
"Litle Old New York" with Marion
Davies; Lionel Barrymore in "Enemies of Women," "The Go-Getter,"
"The Nth Commandment," being
made on the coast by Frank Borzage;
"Under the Red Robe"; "A Gentleman of France"; "The Helmet of
Navarre"; "The Grey Cloak"; "The
Torrent"; "Woman Triumphant"
"Hearts of Three."
Marion Davies will make "La Belle
Marsellaise";
"Alice
of Old Vin
cennes";
"Yolanda";
"Forest
Lov
ers";
"Hearts
Courageous";
and
"Amy Robsart" adapted from Walter
Scott's "Kenilworth."
Other releases include "White
Shadows of the South Sea;" "The
Desert Healer"; "The Love Piker";
"Mother McGinn"; "Ice Water,
Please"; "The Crimson Tide"; "The
Flaming Forest"; "Snowblind"; "The
Country Beyond"; "Joss" and "Behind the Velvet."
Merry Xmas

Loew Sells in Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Windsor, Ont. — Marcus Loew has
withdrawn from the field, the Capitol
Theater having taken over the Loew
Theater here. The Loew house has
ugland is doing well. The exhibition of been re-named the "Capitol Theater"
,,es has improved
greatly and exploita- but it is intimated it has no direct re15 now being done along the lines in
lationship with the chain of Capitol
• here.
Some very nice theaters have Theaters operated throughout Canada
built m the suburbs
of
London
and
cities.
by
Corp.the Famous Players Canadian

inong real showmen I think- that Leonpenham. who operates 16 theaters in
iround Leeds, ranks with the best we
m America. He is thoroughly up to
md as an exhibitor of pictures I think
'Uld stand out anywhere. His big house
eds, seating 2500, does a capacity busim the time. He gives excellent entersnt- including a fine prologue and good
, He s certainly alive.
16 crying need in London at the present
s for a big first run downtown theater.
W trouble in the matter of advertising
gland was that the renters were chargr posters a profit that was practically
to the cost of posting the paper. We
*:plan
the First National offices that the
was cheaper paper and more adng. We reduced our prices and found
ied sales of poster and consequently
additional exploitation

Right

its name to the National Motion Picture Instruction Co., of America, with
offices in New York.

On the same date, the Capitol com .
pany also took over and closed the
Windsor which was previously con
trolled by Allen Theaters, Ltd.
Toronto — Sam Garr hos bought
back the National from Sol Allen,
brother of Jule and J. J. Allen, who
was reported to have purchased the
house some few months ago.

Clair Hague general manager of the
Canadian LTniversal Films, Ltd., announces that Canadian Universal will
distribute Kinogram Travelogues,
eight releases of which have already
■Stmonth.
National is now releasing one pic- been produced by Associated Screen
We created a public demand
»g newspaper
ads, with street stunts News of Canada, of which B. E. Nor
her campaigns."
rish is general manager.
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In the Courts
A default judgment for $15,033 has
been filed against Max Spiegel and
the Adeline Amusement Co., by
Jacob Wener on a note.
A suit of Morante & Fowler against
the Clark-Cornelius Corp. has been
settled and discontinued by an order
of Supreme Court Justice Mullan.
A judgment for $15,002 has been
filed in the Supreme Court by M.
Shapiro & Son against the Sheridan
Theater and William F. Rafferty on
a note.
A default judgment for $329 has
been filed in the City Court by the
S. R. S. Theater Co. Inc. against Jesse
Levine of 1600 Broadway on notes
payable at the New 125th St. Theater.
A summons has been filed in the
Supreme Court in a suit of the Federated Film Exchanges of New
England against Harry Garson and
Clara Kimball Young. The amount
sued for was not stated by Edward
M. James, attorney for the plaintiff.
Supreme Court Justice Mullan has
granted an application by the Claremont Film Laboratories for the appointment of a receiver for the property of the Key Holding Corp.,
against which the plaintiff got a judgment for $3,121 last May which has
not been paid. The Film Booking
Offices has $100 in cash and about 150
negatives belonging to the defendant,
and the receiver will take possession
of these.
William G. Schmidt has filed an
answer in the Supreme Court to a suit
by Marie Lewis, in which he denies
that he gave notice to the plaintiff on
May 6, 1920, of the termination of
their partnership in the Fidelity Pictures Inc. without sufficient cause. He
alleges that the plaintiff consented to
such termination, and states that the
firm was organized to market films
and that he dissolved it because she
performed acts impairing his business
reputation, as the result of which the
firm lost $6,726. He asks that she
bear half the loss, and that he have
judgment for $3,363 against her.
In the suit of Doubleday. Page &
Co., against Vitagraph to recover
royalties on films of the O. Henry
stories, Supreme Court Justice
Platzek heard an application to strike
out the defense, and the court finds
that it was insufficient. The defendant
contended that even if the answer was
held bad as ^ defense it could not be
stricken out as a counterclaim. This
is to the effect that the defendant has
invested large sums of money making
the films and is still the owner of the
film rights under the contract notwithstanding the attempt of the plaintiff,
to declare such rights forfeited, and
to sell them to other producers. The
defendant asked an injunction against
such action. The court will hear further arguments on that point. The
plaintiff alleges that the defendant has
not carried out the agreement to pay
$750 for each three months covered
by the contract.

Saturday,

December

23,

19;

Oppose
Arbuckle
(Continaed from Page I)
We represent theaters and theater
owners. Hays says that Arbuckle
will be permitted to return to the
screen. Hays is employed by the
men who own the pictures and who
get a financial benefit out of the pictures.
"The return of Arbuckle will allow
the selling of pictures already made
by influential concerns which are
helping to pay Hays' salary. The
theaters may buy the pictures but the
final analysis of the public's attitude
toward Arbuckle in pictures and the
public will determine.
"In the press all over the United
States there are telegrams against permitting Arbuckle to return and the
nation
criesThe
a protest
against Hays'
decision.
newspapers
have
sounded public opinion on the subject
and it seems the public is opposed to
having Arbuckle back on the screen.
and
More
Protests
Develop
Against Action of Hays
If there was a telegraph wire
running into any New York newspaper that wasn't clogged yesterday
with messages regarding the Arbuckle situation, it was only because
the editor had already notified his
correspondents that he had enough.
In addition to the cities mentioned

STUDIO FOR
RENT
30 Minutes from

More

in yesterday's issue, reports came
from many points throughout the
country along the same line.
In addition, the New York newspapers carried editorials relative to
the situation, and the N. Y. Daily
News had the "inquiring photographer" question six people on Fifth
Ave., as to wh?t they thought of the
Arbuckle
situation.
The editorial of the Times said that

Times Square.

Every Modem
Device.

Hays' pardoning of Arbuckle "was a
serious technical blunder." The Daily
News editorial says the moral forces
of this country will pursue Arbuckle
unrelentingly.
In view of the statement of protests developing, it need not be surprising to discover that Famous
Players may not release any of tlie
Arbuckle pictures now on the shelf.
Merry Xmas
May Add Two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo— Reported that Harold G.
Dygert, president and general manager of Associated Theaters Corp.,
may extend his chain to two western
New York towns.
Merry Xmas
Bayard Bros Get Circuit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San
Francisco — The
Pollack
&
Boyd
circuit which
operates
houses
at Areata. Ferndale, and Blue Lakes
has been taken over by Bayard Bros.
— ^— Merry Xmas
Sunday Shows Favored
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Belvedere, 111. — At a recent special
election demanded by ministers from
this city, 2,038 voted in favor of Sunday entertainment, and 984 against.
The test came as a result of the
Apollo, owned by Frank Rhinehart,
being held open on Sunday.

Can be rented by
day, month or year.
Address: B-042 care of

The Film Daily

\
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CARL
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UniversaK
SUPER-PRODUCTION

OmECTED

HENLey

8Y

ft)(rHl'BrkinjfOfii"asterpieceo.iiieScreen

14- -^hcet

Three samples of the splendid line of paper put out by Universal on this great Hobart Henley Production

Beginning a New

Year

in a Big W^ay

AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION starts the 1923 season by announcing collectively to the exhibitors of the nation the productions for its
second quarter of the releasing year that began September 1, 1922 — pictures
of fine calibre; of great exploitation value; of fine star and player values; of
sustained technical and production standards.
Rf lease of the
Season

15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th

Dec.

10
17

Jan.

24
31
7
14
21
28

Feb.

4
11
18
25

Producer

Title of Production

THE MARRIAGE CHANCE .
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
THE DANGER POINT
THAT WOMAN
.
AS A MAN LIVES
THE BOHEMIAN GIRL
THE WEB OF THE LAW
MILADY
A SON OF THE DESERT
A MILLION IN JEWELS
THE GRUB-STAKE
.
VENGEANCE OF THE DEEP

Hampton
Del Co.
Ruth
Mark Twain
Halperin Productions
F. C. Mims Productions
Gilbert E. Gable
Ilarley Knoles
Tom Gibson
Diament-Berger
F. W. Kraemer
J. P. McGowan
Nell Shipman-BertVanTuyle
A. B. Barringer

Every production in the above group is completed. Seven have been
delivered to our branches and the remaining productions in the group will
be in the branches by January 15th.
Our first quarter's productions
included these splendid
attractions
showing in the nation's best theatres:
1st
Sept. 3 THE SIGN OF THE ROSE .
George Beban
a
2nd
10 QUEEN OF THE MOULIN ROUGE
17
Pyramid Pictures
a
3rd
Dirigo Films
TIMOTHY'S QUEST
.
a
Sunset Films
4th
24 FOOLS OF FORTUNE
Oct.
1 THE WOMAN HE LOVED .
J. L. Frothingham
5th
a
8
WHEN
THE
DESERT
CALLS
.
* 6th
7th
Pyramid
Pictures
a
A.
B. Davis
15 THE PILLAGERS (in work).
a
8th
SOLOMON IN SOCIETY (ready) . Cardinal Pictures
29
22 WHAT
a
FOOLS MEN ARE
.
*10t
Nov.
h
9th
Pyramid Pictures
5 THE OTHER SIDE (in work)
*llth
Hugh E. Dierker
a
THE
DEERSLAYER
(in
work)
.
19
Pyramid
Pictures
12
a
P. H. Burke
*112th
3th
THE SUPER-SEX
26
a
In Work
AT THE CROSSROADS

now

*The four productions in work will be ready for exhibitors early in the new year.
Arrange for screenings in any of our twenty-six branch offices in the United States or
the offices of Canadian Releasing Corporation in the Dominion of Canada.
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Features Reviewed
Johnnie Walker in. .. .CAPTAIN
Film Booking Offices

FLY-BY-NIGHT
Page 2

HEARTS

AFLAME

Louis B. Mayer — Metro

Page 3

Wesley Barry in
HEROES OF THE STREET
Harry Rapf — Warner Bros. — State Rights Page 5
Geo.

News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday

7AeKiOCmi9

:&^ffBRADSTREET

Fitzmaurice
Paramount

Prod

KICK IN
Page 8
ONLY

A SHOP

C. B. C— State Rights
Jack Holt in
Paramount

GIRL
Page 9

MAKING

A MAN
Page 10

Congressman MacGregor introduces bill suggesting
changes in admission tax effective Jan.^ 1924.
H .D. H. Connick
ture proposition
E. F. A. in Berlin
own companies.
in \y2 years.

denies he is interested in any picat present.
dissolving; some stars plan their
Venture cost more than $1,000,000
Tuesday

Reported that Hearst will release Cosmopolitan pictures next season through Goldwyn.
Census figures cite 127 motion picture establishments
in 1921 with products valued at $77,397,000.
In amended answer Valentino seeks $350,000 damages from Famous Players on alleged conspiracy
charge.
Wednesday
M. P. D. A. denies knowledge or authorization for proposed "Prosperity" dinner.
Marcus Loew, back from the coast, reports business
better and outlook optimistic.
L. H. Buell, Paramount, wins west coast golf tournament.
Thursday
Hays lifts ban on Arbuckle effective Jan. 1 ; three
Arbuckle comedies ready for release.
B. T. Woodle, Hays' representative, back from Mexico, reports embargo lifted and situation satisfactory.
Extension of A B. C. along national lines discussed at
meeting attended by out-of-town exhibitors.
Kenneth Webb and Paul Scardon head rival tickets in
M. P. D. A. New York Lodge.
First National says sub-franchises may be terminated
Friday
at six months' notice after Jan. 1.

ENVIRONMENT
Principal Pictures
Dustin Farnum in
Fox
Producers Security Corp.
THE

Page 1 1
THREE

WHO

KINGDOM

PAID
Page 12

M. P. T. O. "surprised" at Arbuckle reinstatement;
opposition heard from
many cities.
Saturday

WITHIN

Victor Schertzinger Prod. — Hodkinson. . Page 13
Short Reels

Independent Booking Corp. formed in Maine ; plan to
invade Grey territory.

Page 15

Carl

Eaemmle

wants to work

with

big (Hrectors

to

make their "pet" pictures.
Reported M. P. T. O. A. seeking studios in Hollywood.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good. " — Benjamin Franklin.
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Bandit Story of Robin Hood Type Good For Johnny Walker
Johnny Walker in
"CAPTAIN FLY-BY-NIGHT"
Film Booking 0£Eices
DIRECTOR
Wm. K. Howard
AUTHOR
Johnston McCulley
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Andriot
AS A WHOLE. .... .Another old California romance
with action, thrills and a live star that wiU
please many
STORY
A mild sort of Robin Hood that serves
as good vehicle for Johnny Walker
DIRECTION
Satisfactory ; provides attractive
atmosphere and keeps it going at good rate
once it gets started
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
AU right
STAR
Gives a first rate performance and does
some Fairbanks tricks nicely
SUPPORT
Adequate; Shannon Day a fair lead;
others Francis McDonald, Edward Gribbon
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
.Suitable
DETAIL
^
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Bandit assumes
identity of cabellero to win his fiancee but is
foiled and captured by him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,940 feet
Those who like tales of daring bandits of old will
undoubtedly find "Captain Fly-By-Night" as satisfactory entertainment and where they want action
and thrills of the Robin Hood order they will favor
this latest picture starring Johnny Walker. The star
has a Doug Fairbanks role which he handles capably
and it is something different for him. There is considerable action of an acrobatic nature in which

Walker has plenty of opportunity to display his agility.
They'll like the leaps and bounds and some of the
stunt stuff has been splendidly photographed. For
instance where hero chases his opponent into a tower
in a duel and tosses the loser off the ledge there is a
shot showing the victim hurling to the ground. This
is shot from above and looks like a bit of slow motion
photography. It supplies a first rate thrill and there
are others. One that may not register correctly is
where hero jumps from one roof to another and then
to his horse. Since he has the gfirl in his arms it is
hardly possible that he could do this so neatly and
with the girl looking as fresh and unruffled in the very
next shot. It's too much of a "movie" thrill.
But the action, on the whole, is good, and the story
moves along at a good pace. Howard takes a little
long to get it going but he conceals the point of the
plot, managing to keep the solution well under cover
until the right time. The picture contains good pictorial appeal in the pleasing atmosphere of Old California in the romantic days of the Spanish colonies.
There are numerous attractive exteriors and the interiors, also are good.
Walker
Day as a
does not
Gribbon

is supported by a capable cast with Shannon
senorita. She is a good type for the role but
always photograph to advantage. Edward
is suitable and Francis McDonald leads the

hero a merry chase as the real "Capt. Fly-By-Night."
Story : One cabellero is pursued as the daring
bandit Fly-By-Night while another presents himself
to the Senorita as her betrothed Roche. Action and
thrills intervene with the flight and adventures of the
bandit and the subsequent denouement that the supposed bandit is really Roche while the other is Fly-By-

Night.

WiU Please a Good Many Who Like This Sort of Action and ThriUs
Box Office Analysis for the £xhibitor
This will probably please a good many so if you
know that your folks like these stories of old time
bandits you can undoubtedly satisfy them with "Captain Fly-By-Night." Johnny Walker's admirers will
have some new thrills in store for them and you can
let them know he gives a Doug Fairbanks sort of performance.

You can make some promises for action and thrills
and let them know it is a romance of old California.
Play up the title with catchlines. The atmosphere
suggests exploitation possibilities that should get them
interested. Appeal to the star's admirers and use
stills of him in the lobby together with what display
you can secure to advertise the picture.

THE
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Looks Like Santa Was Good This Year With This One in Sight
"HEARTS AFLAME"
L. B. Mayer Prod. — Metro
DIRECTOR
Reginald Barker
AUTHOR
Harold Titus
SCENARIO BY . . .,
J. G. Hawks and L. J. Rigby
CAMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn
AS A WHOLE
Fine timberland story that has
been splendidly made with mighty spectacular
and thrilling climax
STORY
Given excellent production and played
by capable and well suited cast
DIRECTION
Very good; provides splendid production, realism in atmosphere and a marvelous
forest fire climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Frank Keenan gives unusually fine
characterization; Anna Q. Nilsson in the best
work she has done in some time; others Craig
Ward, Lee Shumway, Richard Tucker, Stanton
Heck, Martha Mattox
EXTERIORS
Beautiful timberland shots
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl fights to save
forest grown by her father and with aid of son
of man forcing her to sell, wins out
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,100 feet
There seems to be a very definite run on box office
bets with "Hearts Aflame" to be added to the list. It
contains genuine audience appeal and there is sufficient
variety of entertainment elements in it to make it an

Reginald Barker has directed with obvious attention
to its audience appeal. He injects everything that is
known to be a drawing card with picture goers, from
the romance of a girl of the timberlands and a young
city chap to a smashing climax in the form of a forest
fire. Incidentally forest fires seems to be winningfirst place in the race for thrills. But Barker's climax
is certainly an unusually spectacular effort that is
going to send them out wondering how they ever did
it. Coloring in this sequence of the picture, makes it
all the more vivid and forceful. The shots showing
the animals of the forest coming out of their lair into
the shelter of the pools are mighty beautiful. The
photography throughout, but in this Ijit especially, is
excellent. The view of the locomotive ploughing
through the flames is another fine touch. In this con
nection it would have been more convincing if the
boxes of dynamite, on the return trip, had been protected from the flames. They're liable to wonder how
an explosion was avoided.
Aside from a good development, a well sustained
interest and the fact that the director has handled the

easy one to handle. They'll like the combination of
comedy and drama. The humorous business is very
real and it will draw the laughs more certainly because

Story : Chas. Taylor's father sent him West to
make a man of him. He meets Helen who is trying to

of its being so natural and not forced. Frank Keenan's
obvious pride when his son begins to do big things
out in the timberlands is a source of keen enjoyment.
In fact Keenan's entire performance is unusually worth
while and he makes his characterization especially
interesting in the way he plays it.

story to good advantage, there are unusually fine production values to be found in "Hearts Aflame." The
locations are ideal and there are many shots of interest
besides those dealing directly with the plot. Those
of the logs going down the river, the mill, and others,
are fine.
Anna Nilsson does her best work in some time as
the timberland girl. She has a good deal to do and
handles the role in fine style. Ward Craig is a suita]:)le hero and the cast, on the whole, quite meritorious.

carry out her father's desire to grow timber instead
of logging it. Taylor tries to interest his father in
the idea and when he refuses fights him as Helen has
been fighting Harris, a land shark who has been trying
to rob Helen of her forest. How Helen wins out with
the help of Taylor, who loves her, in spite of a fire and
great odds, completes the story.

Should Pull Big Business If You Go After It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors should be able to do real business with
"Hearts Aflame."
It is something a little different
from the usual run of melodramas and you can go the
limit to get them interested in the picture.
Your big^
,
,. ,
-^
,
,
^,
.
,
,
^
gest bet is the marvelous forest fire which makes up
+1 „ r„
A 4. -1
r ^1 •
1
'1
11.
A trailer of this and you won t be able to
the climax.
They are going to want to see it all
keep them away.
and you can make your promises for it.

Let them know it is a timberland story.

Use all

the posters and stills you can get into your lobby and
^^^ y^^j. announcements going well in advance. Prop, ,
,, , ,,
• .
u i^ • .. ,r^„.- -R o a vprv
erlv handled the picture should give your B. U. a very
"
, .one and ■. the
i results
i^
Merrv Christmas.
Go to it on this
vj^^ iw il
ivieiiy '^miMinds.
should make it well worth your while. Promise laughs,
thrills and pictorial appeal.
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'' One Exciting Night,"

The first genuinely up-to-date mystery picture ever filmed.
Brimful of love, laughter and thrills. ^ A frantic search for a
missing half million dollars. Stealthy figures and peering eyes.
Sliding {lanels and secret doors. The funniest black-face comediain possible. And a tremendous storm scene as a goxigeous,
dynamic climax.

** Orphans of the Storm,"
A Griff ith picturization of the famous "The Two .Orphans" as the
basis for a historically accurate presentation of the titanic
upheavals of the French revolution. The sweetest love story
of all history. Scenes of pagan splendor among the aristocrats
as the rabble riots for bread. The "great ride" as a Griffith climax.

''Way Down East,"

Foremost among the most popular pictures D. W. Griffith ever
made. Melodrama and rom^nc^l comedy and adventure; boxoffice certainty everywhere eveiry time. A cast beyond criticism or comparison. A picture for the small town theatre as
well as the big city. And there's the Griffith thriller in the
form of a smashing ice scene.

''Dream Street,"
A truly Griffith feature in every sense of the word, picturing
the famous Limehouse district of London. A tenderly beautifuMove story for the romantically inclined, plus naystery and
melodrama as only Griffith himself transfers to the screen.
The ^reat director is at his best in this picture of beauty in
the midst of squalor.

4

"The Love Flower,"
A D. W. Griffith triumph from all phases of picture-making.
A wonderful story that niris the gamut of all the human emotions— love, hate, revenge, forgiveness. Superb settings on a
tropical isle* with marvellous photography showing a battle to
the death deep, deep, in the water at the foot of a towering
cliff. A real tiiriller.

" Broken Blossoms,'-

The most artistically beautiful picture this master producer
ever filmed, with real entertainment for all classes. Not a
"high-brow" picture, but a tremendous melodrama of the
London Limehouse district, with a love story so tenderly told
as lo bring tears — tears that wash away sadness and make
beauty seem more beautiful.

"The White
Rose,"
Now in course
UNITED
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Undoubtedly a Good Box Office Bet Regardless of the Regulation Hokum
Wesley Barry in
"HEROES OF THE STREET"
'
Warner Bros. — State Rights — Harry Rapf Prod.
DIRECTOR
Wm. Beaudine
AUTHOR
Lem Parker
SCENARIO BY
Mildred Considine and Edmund Goulding
CAMERAMAN
Floyd Jackman and E. Dupar
AS A WHOLE
An audience picture and surefire box office stuff regardless of its regulation
meller hokum
STORY
As old as the "movies" but still doing
the business and getting the laughs
DIRECTION
Plays to all the old gags and sticks
to the formula but it's what they want
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Will look good to his many admirers;
has considerable help in this one
SUPPORT
Especially well suited types; include
Marie Prevost, Jack Mulhall, Philo McCullough,
Aggie Herring, Will Walling, Wilfred Lucas
and others
EXTERIORS
Not very many
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Adequate;
good titles
CHARACTER OF STORY
Son of murdered
policeman helps trace assailant who is captured
and found to be notorious blackmailer
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,000 feet
No matter how much they "knock" the old fashioned
meller of "Heroes of the Street" type it doesn't seem
to hurt the possibilities of the pictures as far as the
box office is concerned because they keep right on
making money and satisfying a big majority of picture
goers. So it is not surprising that Wesley Barry is
pleasing them with his latest production at the Strand
this week.
The picture follows along familiar lines with all
the regulation meller hokum making its appearance

as the plot progresses. It has everything from Wes
eating pop corn in the gallery and dropping it into
the old man's ear trumpet in the orchestra to the
near- death of the boy hero at the hands of one of the
accomplices of his father's slayer. It combines laughs,
thrills and pathos in the usual manner with the comedy coming first and getting you in a happy frame of
mind, preparatory to the pathos that is to follow in
the tragic death of the policeman. The film, incidentally, is dedicated to the bluecoats.
Director Beaudine injects a delightful "happy" atmosphere in the early reels by showing the home
life of Mike Callahan, the policeman, and his wife as
they prepare
forts to keep
the pugilistic
lot of laughs

for the Christmas fun. Callahan's efpeace in the neighborhood and restrain
ambitions of young Mickey provides a
and the usual fistic encounters between

the three young Callahans will amuse them. They'll
like Wes' pal, a well trained dog. The picture will be
particularly sure-fire for the youngsters.
The death of Callahan gives Barry a chance for
dramatics and he does pretty well. He takes the place
of Pop's and plays Santa Cluas for the other kids and
then sets out to get "the Shadow," his father's murderer. The thrills are more or less mild with the baby
pulling over a sewing basket and miraculously escaping injury from the scissors. Then comes Wes' capture
by one of the Shadow's men and his imprisonment in a
hole fast filling with water. The dog saves his life
as you know he will. Beaudine has handled the production satisfactorily and the star is given a first rate
supporting cast in those mentioned above.
Story : Mickey Callahan takes his pop's place in
the home and with the aid of Lane, a reporter, decides
to locate a notorious blackmailer known as the Shadow,
slayer of Mickey's father. The adventures of Mickey
and the final capture of the Shadow gives Barry plenty
to do and furnishes laughs and excitement for his
admirers.

Should Be Easy To Exploit and Is Appropriate

For

Holiday

Season

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It looks like a first rate box office number and in the
big majority of houses throughout the country this
is the type of picture that usually gets the best results.
At least they satisfy the box office. Wesley Barry has
a big following and where he is popular "Heroes of the
Street" is Ijound to please them. It has considerable
Christmas spirit and should be especially approj^riate
for this season.

Promise them laughs and thrills and tell them Wes
is the son of a policeman who helps capture his father's
slayer and the most notorious blackmailer sought by
the law. Use stills of Barry in the uniform and others
of him in a messenger outfit with the dog. Let them
know that Marie Prevost is in the cast and exploit it
for vour own gain.
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"The Kingdom Within" over the

Entire Loew Circuit
^

VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER
Production

This wonderful tribute to a superior picture, coming on top of
the enthusiastic ovation accorded "The Kingdom Within" by
a group of 350 exhibitors and critics at the Strand Theatre,
New York City, Dec. 19, proves conclusively that Victor
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Schertzinger's masterful production will go down in screen
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Willard Mack's Crook Melodrama Given Good Production and Cast
Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.
"KICK IN"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

George Fitzmaurice
Willard Mack
Ouida Bergere

pense in this new picture.

Fitzmaurice has injected a

lot of fast moving incident that keeps the plot developing at a fast pace.
The only objection is that it gets
a' bit unconvincing through a desire for plenty of action and there are too many
near-climaxes.
Fitzmaurice has beetl careful, nevertheless, to get right

Arthur Miller back into the plot and doesn't interrupt the interest.
Interesting crook play with The story has been splendidly mounted with some

plenty of action and thrills and very well produced
STORY
Doesn't always convince but offers excitement for admirers of this typfe of entertainment;
DIRECTION
Provides rather elaborately
mounted
production;
allows too many
anticlimaxes
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate

sequences that have a truly DeMille atmosphere. Just
why it was necessary to show up the heroine's mother
with her party of friends isn't obvious but probably the
director thought it would give the picture an added
"kick."
The orgies of the mother, affectionately termed "Duckie," are rather gayly pictured.
Some of the
settings are pretty flashy especially the entrance hall
in the district attorney's mansion.
It looks like a
coronation
ball room.
The removal
of the young

Good crook's body isn't an especially pleasing bit.
A very worth while cast including The plot is of a familiar crook variety and not always
doubleis altogether too much
There
Hughes, convincing.
Gareth
McAvoy,
Bert Lytell, May
crossing to make it plausible, but for the sake of action
Kathleen Clifford, Walter Long and others
AH right; not many of them and thrills it will probably not be criticized.
EXTERIORS
Some flashy settings The cast is a good one and contains popular ParaINTERIORS
Suitable mount players such as May McAvoy and Betty CompDETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .A crook's effort to go son and Bert Lytell and Gareth Hughes, former Metro
Every one does good work and the minor parts
straight with an army of "bulls" against him stars.
handled by Kathleen Clifford, the usual
capably
are
but with the help of the District Attorney's
type of cabaret dancer, Mayme Kelso, the gay mamma,
daughter
Others are John
Long, a regular "detec."
7,074 feet Walter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
produced Miltern, Robert Agnew, Jed Prouty, Carlton King and
Fitzmaurice
Several years ago George
"Kick In" for Pathe with Wm. Courtney and Mollie Charles Ogle.
Paramount is responsible for the latest version, Story : Molly Brandon, daughter of the district atKing.
also produced by Fitzmaurice but with Bert Lytell, torney, saves Chic Hewes, a reformed crook, from
Betty Compson and other prominent Paramount play- arrest by proving that her brother committed the theft,
The new version varies slightly from But Fogarty, anxious to send Chic back to prison,
ers in the cast.
its predecessor and has been given a more pretentious implicates Chic in a robbery committed by his young
There are numerous complications but with
brother.
production in many ways.
Willard Mack's stage play is still the same old crook Chic finally victorious through the help of Molly who
melodrama but with considerably more action and sus- joins him out West a year later.
LiQHTINGS
PLAYERS

Will Stand Promises Where They Like This Kind of Entertainment
Box OfBce Analysis for the Exhibitor

The story on the whole, is regulation crook melodrama so if your folks like this kind of entertainment
you can count on satisfying them. If you are a bit
shaky about the story, you might rely on a good production, afirst rate cast and the action and thrills to
It should satisfy from some angle at least.
get it over.
In case there is any doubt about this being a re-issue

be sure to say that it is a new production. Some of the
DeMille-ish scenes either shown in a trailer, or displayed by stills in the lobby, might attract those who
seek the spectacular. They'll probably get a "kick"
out of the revelries of the district attorney's wife. Use
Betty Compson's name, Bert Lytell's and also those of
May McAvoy and Gareth Hughes.
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Dupe
writes: rt Hughes
Rarely have I
enjoyed a picture
more than Dne
Week of Love

As you see, it isn*t so much
that another critic has pronounced "One Week of Love"
a great photoplay as it is that
this noted writer, himself a producer of motion pictures, should
lay aside his own important
affairs to sit down and voluntarily type a word of praise for the
production.
We liked his letter and are
proud of the picture that inspired
him to write it. Almost every
mail brings us letters of appreciation from personages the country^
over.
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OF LOVE'
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by C<sr(c Arcbainbaud

ProduMfl by Myron Seltnick

Its stupendous wreck scene; its thrilling
airplane crash; its strong dramatic appeal;
its lifting humor; its lavishness; suspense;
pathos — all combine to make it the biggest
audience picture of the year.
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Very Old Meller Hokum But Still a Happy Fin
d For Many Houses
'ONLY A SHOP GIRL"

Charles Blaney's old stage play
what it always
was and the director has produced but
it without deviation
and with an efifort to reach those who want
DIRECTOR
a picture
^
E.J.LeSaint
of this type.
Nothing has been omitted in the way of
^UTHOR
Charles E. Blaney
meller hokum.
It starts out with the release of the
SCENARIO BY
E.J.LeSaint
hero
from jail and establishes a satisfactory prem
CAMERAMAN
ise in
Not credited
the
mtro
duction of the various characters and their
AS A WHOLE
A lot of sure-fire hokum in film
relations to each other.
There is Mame, the sister of
version of old stage play ; will fit nicely for many
box offices
hero, who sports fur coats and a permanent wave
because she is the private secretary of a department
STORY
Contains all the popular elements of
store
manager.
Gradually you begin to understand
melodramatic appeal; should go big with certa
how
in
audiences
Mame got the job and it works into a fairl
y complicated plot involving the murder of the manager
DIRECTION
First rate; caters to the crowd
the
impl
icat
ion of hero's sweetie, the confession
that will go in for what a story of this kind
of
hero
offers
to save her and the usual fire which causes
Mame's
death and the fact that it was she who kille
d the man
PHOTOGRAPHY
AH right
LeSaint has worked with a good continui
LIGHTINGS
ty and the
Usually
good;
sometimes
too
inter
est is nicely sustained through a successi
bright in close-ups
on of
events that keep increasing the interest
PLAYERS
as
the plot is
Well balenced cast and good names
developed.
It is easy to follow and despite the wealth
Estelle Taylor attractive and does good work
of hokum that it contains, the story
with performances of William Scott, Mae Busch
does maintain
quite a semblance of logic and plausibility.
equally effective; Willard Louis not the best
Production values are adequate for a feature of this
type for department store manager
type
The cast is very well balanced and contains
EXTERIORS
several
Few
prominent film players such as Estelle
Taylor Mae
INTERIORS
.■.'.■Adequate
Busch, Willam Scott
DETA
IL
ace Beery, James Mo'rrison
Suffices ; some titles
not good
and Tully Marshall., Wall
Everyone does good work
and
CHARACTER OF STORY
They probably all there are a
know it
lot of good names to use in exploiting the
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,400 feet
Besides the fact that the material is the
sort that
will appeal to many, the picture has other
It's and out and out piece of meller hokum but that
angles that
will only help "Only a Shop Qirl" clean up a nice bit will make it a favorite. There are some mighty attractive gowns to be seen, especially those disp
of change for a good many exhibitors throughout the
layed
by
Este
lle Taylor, and the fashion show, cabaret
country because it has all the sure-fire audience appeal
scenes and others will prove interesting.
that will make it a winner with a large majority of picWalla- ^
ture goers. And it has been made to order for their
Beery's terpsichorean art in the dance
hall sequence
particular patronage. It is a box office find for exhibIS very amusing. There isn't a great deal
of comedy
itors catering to this class.
but there are some good thrills and action.
The story
IS too well known to necessitate a synopsis.
The producers
didn't try to make
anything
of
C. B. C. — State Rights

I

Title, Cast and Right Exploitation Should Get It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This should do a first rate business for all hands,
that is, the producers and the exhibitors that know this
sort of material is sure-fire with the particular class
that they cater to. There is plenty to talk about in
exploiting this one. Everyone is familiar with the title
of Charles Blaney's old Broadway stage play. Besides
this you have well known names in the cast to work
with.

You can make promises for the action and thrill
s and
you might work it up with catchlines but don't
give
away the denouement. Use the stills of those
implicated inthe murder of the department store mana
ger
with the caption: "Who Killed Him?" then
come in to find out the rest for themselves. let them
For the
right house and with the proper handling
the
picture
should do very well.
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Good Story, Well Handled, Makes Amusing Picture
Jack Holt in
"MAKING A MAN"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Joseph Henabery
AUTHOR
Peter B. Kyne
SCENARIO BY
Albert Shelby LeVino
CAMERAMAN
Faxon Dean
AS A WHOLE
Well directed picture that
offers a good entertainment in spite of fallacy
upon which story is based
STORY
Comedy possibilities have been nicely
brought out and will amuse
DIRECTION
Satisfactory ; gets a good deal out
of material and always uses it to best advantage
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Gives interesting performance; likeable
personality gets him a good way in anything
SUPPORT
Frank Nelson, the most interesting
in comedy role ; Eva Novak, lead ; others J. P.
Lockney, Bert Woodruff, Robert Dudley
EXTERIORS
Some first rate New York shots
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Adequate

"Tightwad" westCHARACTER OF STORY
erner comes to New York where he learns to
give and wins the heart of the girl who refused
him back home
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,594 feet
Jack Holt is such a pleasing, happy-go-lucky out
door type that it may seem a bit odd to find him playing the part of a stingy westerner, but Holt's role in
"Making a Man" is thoroughly interesting and his
many admirers are going to like it. Anyway Holt
reforms and for a happy climax he even has a hobo
dining with him in the Plaza. That's sure enough
proof that he's become democratic.

Henabery has handled the material very well and
the comedy possibilities in Peter B. Kyne's story have
been splendidly brought out and help to make the
feature a satisfying entertainment even though the
twist that affords the comedy is more or less of a
fallacy. It isn't likely that a man who knows enough
about things to put on evening togs when he calls on
the girl to propose would be so dumb that he'd go
absolutely "broke" in New York merely because he
didn't know enough to wire collect for funds. He
hasn't the price of the wire so he takes to the park
tion.
benches where he meets "Shorty," a hobo but a prince
at heart, who is destined to be the cause of his reformaBut despite the fact that 3011 cannot understand why
hero should slip up on this, the situation leads to some
mighty fine humorous stuff that will get the laughs.
Holt's adventure with his park acquaintance leads to
laughs that bring the picture to a happy ending. The
troubles of hero when he tries being a waiter in a
"Busy Bee" lunch will be enjoyed and Holt's following will be amused by his performance. He gets a
lot of fun out of it, apparently.
Henabery injects realistic atmosphere by actual
shots of New York. When a story is laid in New
York it's good to see the real thing and not a "studio"
New York. He has given the star a good supporting
cast and someone has written first rate titles.
Story: Horace Winsby's harsh business methods
force him to leave town. In New York his wallet
is stolen and he is without money to wire for funds.
He meets "Shorty," a hobo who is a willing pal for
Winsby. They are working together in a lunch room
when Patricia Owens and her father finish their search
for Winsby. Patricia had refused to marry him back
home because of his treatment of poor people. How
Shorty reforms Winsby and he wins Patricia makes up
the remainder of the story.

Use Star's Name and Promise Pleasing Light Comedy Number
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
A good many will enjoy this latest Jack Holt feature
because it is a light, humorous picture that doesn't
demand much thought but offers a bright entertainment with the laughs well distributed. They'll like
the adventures of Holt and his hobo friend, splendidly
portrayed by Frank Nelson. This entire sequence is
fine comedy and they'll like it.

For the star's admirers say that he has a role something out of the ordinary. Say that he has a good
story and use the author's
vehicle in Peter B. Kyne'sthose
who may be familiar
name for the benefit of
with the story. Eva Novak, as Holt's leading lady,
might also be played up in your announcements, together with the usual exploitation which should be
sufficient to get them interested.
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Familiar Regeneration Theme

Given

Satisfactory Production

"ENVIRONMENT"
Principal Pictures — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Irving Cummings
AUTHOR
Harvey Gates
SCENARIO BY
Harvey Gates
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Average crook melodrama with
more or less familiar situations; some action
and thrills of usual order
STORY
The old regeneration theme that is
included in some fairly interesting by-plot
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; doesn't try to keep
story from being ordinary; plays to those who
like thrills of this order
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Average
PLAYERS
Milton Sills and Alice Lake do well
in principal roles ; others Ben Hewlett, Gertrude
Claire, Richard Headrick and Ralph Lewis
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl crook is reformed through love for country fellow to whose
farm she is sent after a theft
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,700 feet

fellow who becomes interested, in the girl following
his finding her in his house to which she has come to
prevent a rob1)ery. Cummings sustains the interest
nicely and gets over some of the improbable twists
easily enough without making them too prominent.
There are some bits that seem quite far-fetched but
for those seeking the thrills that a crook melodrama
of this type ofifers, they will not appear flagrant.

"Environment" is the usual sort of crook melodrama
based on the popular regeneration theme. Harvey
Gates has surrounded the idea with some rather interesting by-plot that relieves the familiarity of it to
some extent but, on the whole, it is about an average
entertainment with the regulation melodramatic
sequences, including the raid, the fire and the customary tricks of meller.
Instead of a girl reforming a man, the situation is
reversed and it is Chicago Sal who reforms through
the influence and love of Steve MacLaren, a country

after. This bit isn't very clear. Of course it gives
hero a chance to make a sacrifice for the girl he loves.

The story contains a strong love interest that will
make it popular with women folks and Alice Lake is
an appealing heroine in this. Milton Sills is well
suited to the hero role and Ralph Lewis gives a good
performance as the proprietor of cafe.
The picture is a trifle too long for the material contained and it would have' been much better without the
addition of the well-worn fire climax. It serves to
prove that the girl's reformation is complete when
she tries to rush into the burning building to save
hero's mother and his adopted son but it is such an old
fashioned touch of meller that the picture would be
better without it. There is some pretty good action
at times and the sequence in which Sal escapes when
chased by the police ofifers a fair thrill. The very
illogical twist in this though is that they send the
country hero to jail when they know it is Sal they are

Story: Steve MacLaren refuses to prosecute the
girl who was implicated in the robbing of his house.
Instead he brings her home but when she finds herself in love with him she goes back to her place as a
dancer in "Diamond" Jim's cafe. Steve follows and
is just in time to save her from the police. How Steve
serves a term to protect Sal's name but is eventually
story.
rewarded by her love and redemption completes the

Will Please the Average Audience But Don't Promise Anything Unusual
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The average audience will probably be satisfied with
"Environment" and if you know they favor the well
known crook regeneration theme you may feel safe
promenough in giving it to them. Don't make any that
it
ises for an unusual story but let them know
deals with a girl crook who fell in love with a farmer
and reformed. Use the names of Alice Lake and
Milton Sills in your announcements.

You might play up the title with catchlines and appeal to your women patrons by telling them of the
romance between a girl, notorious in the underworld
of a big city and a simple farmer lad. There are no
offensive twists and the picture can be shown to
family trade without fear. Stills in the lobby and the
usual exploitation should be sufficient,
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Plenty of Shooting and Excitement
Dustin Farnum
"THREE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

WHO
Fox

in

PAID"
Colin

Campbell

George Owen Baxter
Jos. Franklin Poland
Don Short

AS A WHOLE
Average western that supplies
action of usual order for those who like it
STORY
Based on familiar improbable twists, is
of the typical western hero order
DIRECTION
Adequate; speeds up in last reel
for a thrilling climax and supplies attractive
locations
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
His admirers will be well pleased with it
SUPPORT
First rate; includes Bessie Love,
Frank Campeau, Fred Kohler, William Conklin
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man sets out to get
three men who deserted brother in desert; accomplishes mission and saves girl from ruffian
husband
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,859 feet
This latest Dustin Farnum is of the old school
western hero variety where the brave man of the west
does away with a number of enemies with true wild
and woolly fashion. It's an out and out hero vehicle
for the star and as such will appeal to his admirers
and those who still follow up the westerns of the old
days in which hero knocks 'em dead at the rate of at
least one a reel. Before the story is ended more than
half of the cast has been depleted.

of That

Sunday, December 24, 1922

Order

In Farnum's

Latest

To record a few deaths in this there is that of hero's
brother who is left to die in the desert by his three
companions. Then comes the self-destruction of one
of the three when confronted by hero, followed by the
death of the second who is shot by hero in self-defense.
The scenario gives the third man of the "Three Who
Paid" a longer lease of life but he gets his just punishment in a fire from which he is rescued by hero in order
to make a confession that will clear hero's name for
the murder of the second man. So it is apparent that
the plot is one of murder with a shade of romance in
the person of Bessie Love whose role gives the plot
one of its most conspicuous implausibilities.
Miss Love is masquerading as a man and teaching
school in Sour Valley. But none of these people, nor
even hero when he meets her, suspects that the little
"fellow" is a girl. This is a very weak spot in the
story but probably those who favor this type of offering will not bother about it. They'll be too much engrossed in the shooting and plotting of hero and the
third member of the band who deserted his brother.
Colin Campbell provides an adequate production
and the locations selected are very attractive. Many
of the shots are particularly beautiful. Farnum is
given a suitable supporting company including the
regulation western types and Bessie Love who is a
pleasing heroine.
Story : Riley Sinclair starts out to find the three
men who left his brother to die in the desert, knowing
only their names. Conscience stricken, the first man
kills himself when approached by Riley. The second
is killed by Riley in self-defense. In pursuit of the
third Riley meets, John Caspar, a school teacher whom
he befriends and later learns John is a woman and that
she is hiding from a husband who married her to get
her money. How Riley saves the girl and is cleared
of a murder charge through the third man's confession
makes up the rest of the story.

Will Do For Star's Admirers and Mention Bessie Love's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
For the average crowd where they are satisfied with
this type of western feature, "Three Who Paid" will
suffice for a showing without any particular comment.
If Dustin Farnum happens to be popular with your
patrons, you can make a little extra fuss about it but
don't make any particular promises for it.
You might let them know that it deals with a man

who went out to get the three men who deserted his
brother and left him to die in the desert. This with
the title, "Three Who Paid," can be made fairly attractive. It would be well to let them know that
Bessie Love is the star's leading lady and stills of her
masquerading as a boy might interest your women
patrons.
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Sunday, December 24, 1922

Good Dramatic Offering of "Miracle Man" Type

Producers Security Corp.
"THE KINGDOM WITHIN"
Victor Schertzinger Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Victor Schertzinger
AUTHOR
Kenneth B. Clarke
SCENARIO BY
Kenneth B. Clarke
CAMERAMAN
John S. Stumar
AS A WHOLE
A return to "Miracle Man"
theme; effective dramatic moments and a satisfying dramatic entertainment generally
STORY
Rather unique but not strikingly so;
particularly well acted and produced
DIRECTION
Convincing and careful but five
reels would have sufficed and provided better
sustained interest
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
PLAYERS
Three outstanding performances,
Pauline Starke, Gaston Glass and Ernest Torrence
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Appropriate
Ample

except the one in which the hero's strength is restored.
This touch is just a trifle gruesome inasmuch as the
youth has a paralyzed arm which he holds close to
his breast and the sudden attack of the villain upon
the weakling and the tearing away of the arm from
its awkward position — is not altogether a pleasant sensation. But this is the big dramatic moment of the
picture. Hero's sublime faith had wrought a miracle
and the act of the villain restores the use of his arm,
the sight of which stays the strength of the assailant
and makes him weak with fear.
Schertzinger has given the material a careful and
worth while production. He has used intelligence in
the development and secured an especially well suited
cast. The story could have been told to better advantage in less footage and the interest more sustained
in this way.
Ernest Torrence, the evil influence in the story, has
come into considerable prominence for his many and
varied performances in recent productions. He is a
very clever portrayer of character and his work in

restores his strength and a girl's happiness
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,063 feet

"The Kingdom Within" is quite interesting. Gaston
Glass is another dependable performer who contributes
a worthy performance and Pauline Starke can always
be relied upon to put over a sympathetic role. Others
are Russell Simpson, Hallam Cooley, Gordon Russell
and Marion Feducha.

Productions containing "Miracle Man" themes have
been rather out of the running in the releases of the
past year but Victor Schertzinger gets back to it in

Story : Old Caleb Deming goes through life grudging the fate that made his boy a cripple and a weakling
when he has prayed for a son that would be strong,

his latest offering, "The Kingdom Within." And lor
those who like a rather strong dramatic entertainment
and favor a theme which makes faith all powerful,
the picture should prove wholly satisfying.
Instead of the proverbial blind patriarch it is a
crippled youth who is the salvation of his own weakness and others. In this case the idea is logically and
effectively developed without any very obvious effort
to make it a preachment. Once in a while the titles
come close to it but there are no astounding miracles

and "a man among men." Amos Deming grows to
manhood and finds happiness in making toys. Caleb
refuses to admit his son to the home when Amos consoles the unhappy Emily Preston, ostracised by the
villagers on account of her brother who has just finished a prison term. Amos comes to the girl's aid when
she is attacked by Krieg, a woodsman, for telling that
he killed Dodd, the man who sent her brother to jail.

CHARACTER OF STORY
Man's hopes shattered in son born a weakling but whose faith

Amos' miraculous restoration and Emily's happiness
complete it.

Will Please Those Who Like aTo"Thinking"
Exploit Picture and Should Be Easy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Where they like a dramatic entertainment "The
Kingdom Within" should be well received and exhibitors who know that miracle themes are popular
with their clientele will have a good deal to talk about
in connection with Kenneth B. Clarke's story, "The
Kingdom Within." Very likely your local church organizations would be glad to cooperate with you on
this one if you think it would help exploit the feature.

You can promise good performances with Pauline
Starke probably the best known of the players although Gaston Glass has done several good things
that they may remember. In view of the sudden popularity of Ernest Torrence and his fine character acting,
use his name also. Catchlines will give an idea of the
story and mention the producer's name.

CURRENT
IUImh

Date

Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASING

Reviewed

RELEASES
Footage

Release Date

CORP.

Fools of Fortune
Queen of the Moulin Rouge
Me and My Gal
The Woman
He Loved
Timothy's
Quest
The Trail of the Axe (Dustin Farnum)
The Mohican's
Daughter
The Danger
Point
The Marriage
Chance
The Challenge
(Dolores
Cassinelli)
When the Desert Calls (Violet Heming)
What
Fools Men Are
The Super-Sex

FIRST

5,609 8-20-22
6,700 8-20-22
5,433
5,200 9-10-22
6,377 9-24-22
4,428 10-1-22
4,700 10-1-22
5,807 11-12-22

6,159
6,087
5,749

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
The Woman
Who
Came
Back...
Dusk
to Dawn
(Florence
Vidor)
Grandma's
Boy (Harold
Lloyd)
Till We Meet Again (Mae Marsh)
A Bill of Divorcement
(Constance
Binney)
The Woman Who Fooled Herself (May
Allison)
Breaking Home Ties
Playgw. I Pictures, Inc.
Throuch the Storm
The Isle of Doubt (Wyndham Standing)
Face to Face
The Man
She Brought
Back

GOLDWYN

5,106 8-13-22
5,200 9- 3-22
4,841 9-10-22
6,000 10-29-22
6,000 8-15-22
5,401
6,000

1112-22
11-26-22

5,905
5.483
4,587
4,792

8-27-22
9-17-22
10-1-22
10-8-22

>

Oct.

Nov.

4
11
18
25
25

Tom

PLAYERS-LASKY

D. W. GRIFFITH,

CORP.

Above All Law
7,177
Pink Gods
7,180
The Old Homestead
7,650
The Face in the Fog (Cosmopolitn)
6,095
Burning
Sands
(Melford)
6,919
The Ghost Breaker (Wallace Reid)
5,130
The Cowboy and the Lady (Chas. Maigne) .. .4,918
To Have and To Hold (Fitzmaurice)
7,518
The Man Who Saw Tomorrow
(Thos Meighan)6,993
On the High Seas (Dalton-Holt)
.■
5,171
The Young
Rajah (Rodolph
Valentino)
7,705
Anna
Ascends
(Alice Brady)
5,959
Clarence (Wm. deMille)
6.146
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew (Gloria Swanson) .7,155
The Pride of Palomar
(Cosmopolitan)
7,500
When Knighthood Was in Flower (Mar. Davies) 10,800
Missing Millions (Alice Brady)
5,870
Ebb Tide (Geo. Melford)
7,336
Outcast (Elsie Ferguson
7,390
Singed Wings
(Stanlaws
Prod.)
7,788
Back Home and Broke (Thos. Meighan)
Daughter
of Luxury
(Agnes Ayres)
4,538

FOX

FILM

Mis Series
Ttut Tony
Do and Dare
Tom
Mix in Arabia
WiUiam Farnum
Moonshine Valley
Without
Compromise
DiuHn Famuai
The Yosemite Trail
While Justice Waits
Shirley Mason Series
The New
Teacher
Youth Must Have Love
Shirley of the Circus
WilUam Ruuan
Mixed Faces
Charfea Jon^
West
of Chicago
The Bells of San Juan
Boss of Camp 4
John Gilbert
Calvert's Valley
The Love Gambler
A California Romance
Special
Who Are My Parents
The Village Blacksmith
The Town That Forgot (Jod

W.
10-1-22
10-8-22
10-15-22
9,10-22
9-17-22
11-12-22
11-12-22
11-5-22
10-8-22
11-12-22
11-19-22
10-22-22
10-29-22
11-26-22
9-17-22
9-24-22
11-26-22
12-10-22
12-3-22
12-10-22

CORP.
4,480
4,744
4,400

8-20-22
9-24-22

5,679 8-20-22
5,173 11-12-22

The Headless
Benj. B. Hampton

Rex

4,400

10-1-22

4,694

8-20-22

4,235

11-19-22

4,416 10-8-22
4,682 11-5-22
3,892 12-10-22
8.361 9-10-22
7,000 11-12-22
10,613 12-10-22

(Will

Rogers)

Women
Hollandia Trifling
Film Corp.
Drummond

METRO

PICTURES

BOOKING

6,000

10-22-22

5,500

8-1.V22

5.200

7-M-M

9,000

10-8-22

5,000

11-26-22
8-13-22

6,997
6,000
6,603
6,000
6,000
6,000
4,600
7,800
7,000
9,000

PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN

Rich Men's
Wives
Shadows
Thorns and Orange

FILM

10-29-22

CORP.

The Hands of Naia (Clara Kimball Young)
. June Madness
(Viola Dana)
Youth to Youth (Billie Dove)
The Forgotten
Law
Enter Madame
(Clara Kimball Young)
Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Tiffany Prod.
Broadway Rose (Mae Murray)
Rex Ingram Prod.
Trifling Women

PREFERRED

11,000

CORP.

Married
People
Ingram Prod.

Bulldog

6,696
6,200
5,953

INC.

Heart's
Hugo Ballin
Prod. Haven

4,73S 9-17-23
4,762 11-26-22
4,453 8-13-22
4,368 9-10-22
4,668 11-12-22

HODKINSON
Horseman

4,000
5,966

6,500
5,000
6,971

Blossome

OFFICES

8-13-32
8-20-22
9-3-22
9- 3-22
9- 3-22
9-24-33
10-8-22
8-15-22
11-5-22
11-19-22
11-19-22
11-26-22
12- 3-22
12- 3-22
12-10-22

5,228 7- 2-22
5.003 4-16-33
5,651 7- 9-22
5,450 7-16-22
5,600 8-20-22
5,650 9-17-22
4,983 11-19-22
6,517 12- 3-22
4,500 12-10-22

Night

W.

5,770
7,835
7,737
5,600
8,422
7,4S3
6,303
6,902
7,600

PICTURES

The Wallflower
When
Romance Rides (Zane Grey)
The Dust Flower
Always
the Woman
(Betty Compson)
Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance (Rupert Hughes)
Brothers Under
the Skin
Hungry
Hearts
A Blind Bargain
Broken
Chains

One Exciting

FAMOUS

NATIONAL

Fools First
The Masquerader
(Guy Bates Post)
East is West
(Con*ance
Talmadge)
The Light in the Dark (Hope Hampton)
Kindred of the Dust (R. W. Walsh)
The Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge)
Skin Deep (Thos. H. Ince)
The Bond
Boy (Richard
Barthelmess)
Oliver Twist
(Jackie
Coogan)
Brawn
of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin)
White
Shoulders
(Katherine
MacDonald)
Omar the Tentmaker
(Guy Bates Post)
Minnie (Neilan Prod.)
Lorna
Doone
The Hottentot

1119-22
12- 3-22
12- 3-22

RcTie«««

OF AMERICA

My Dad (Johnnie Walker)
In the Name of the Law
The Kick-Back
(Harry
Carey)
The Snowshoe Trail (Jane Novak)
The Hound of the Baskervilles
If I Were Queen
(Ethel Clayton)
The Broadway Madonna
(Dorothy Revier)
Good Men and True (Harry Carey)
Thetaia (Jane Novak)
When Love Comet

(R-C)
5,500
6,217
5.360
5,832
5,382
5,955
6,000
5,400
6,497
4,800

10-1-22
10-29-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
11-19-22
12- 3-22
12- 3-22
9-24-22
10-8-22
8-27-22
11-5-22
11-26-22

7- 9-33
7-16-33
9-17-22
9-17-22
7-J0-33
10-22-22
11-19-22
11-12-22
11-26-22
12-10-22

Short Stuff
1st Four Episodes — "The New
Type of production

Screen Snapshots No. 16 — Pathe

Leather Pushers" — Universal
Fight story in two reels

Grouping the first four rounds of "The New Leather Pushers" you have a combination of eight reels containing excellent entertainment material. Those who saw the first series,
over six months ago, will be more than anxious to see these
and they will not be disappointed. Reginald Denny as Kid
Roberts, the gentleman prize fighter, can fight scientifically
and with technique; has a most likeable personality, and a
certain dignity and refinement that is totally unexpacted in
this type of story. The supporting cast in each episode is
practically the same, with Hayden Stevenson as the Kid's
manager, and Elinor Field as his sweetheart. Harry Pollard,
has injected so much pep and action into each round that
not until the final shot of each episode does the tension relax.
The first reel and about half of the second of each round
deals with the plot of the episode, each one of which centers
around a big prize fight. The fight itself does not come until
the latter part of the second reel, thus holding the suspense to
the climax. And the fights themselves are knockouts. Besides the fights, you can use the name of the series, "The
Leather Pushers" and tell your crowd they have been made
from the stories which ran in Collier's Weekly. After they
see the first round, you won't have to tell them anything.
They'll come back for more.

"Christmas" — Carter De Haven — Film Booking Offices
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Type of production

Many screen favorites are shown in interesting bits. Gloria
Swanson works in a new picture while Sam Wood directs.
Rosemary Theby, House Peters, Pauline Stark, Antonio
Moreno and others in the company say goodby to friends as
they sail for Tahiti locations. Mary Miles Minter is seen in
a canoe surf riding contest. The youthful cast of
Gang" comedies are seen on location with Director
Gowan. A visit to H. H. Van Loan's picturesque
Eugene O'Brien, closes the number. Will doubtless
picture fans.

chops one down in a rich man's yard. "Playing Santa" furnishes some more laughs and some excitement when a burglar,
masquerading as Santa, gets the whole neighborhood aroused.
"Christmas" is good comedy and an appropriate one for this
season.

"Fire the Fireman"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Type of production

Type of production

2 reel detective story

Instead of opening in the usual manner

of these stories in

Holmes' office with a visitor describing the case in question
"The Man With the Twisted Lip" opens in an opium den with
the well-known detective nowhere in evidence. However,
after a little while, you begin to see through his disguise. Back
in his office, he explains the case to Dr. Watson. The disappearance of Mr. St. Clair and some peculiar incidents surrounding this, such as his wife being lured to the opium den
by a false telegram, the sight of her husband in an upper window and her finding no one in the room but a crippled beggar
known as "The Man With the Twisted Lip." How the case
is unraveled, with a most unexpected kick at the end makes
very good entertainment. Entirely up to the standard of the
series.
"Hee
Type

Haw" — Century — Universal

of production

2 reel comedy

There is a good deal of footage at the beginning of Al Herman's latest comedy featuring Maudie the mule which deals
with Harry's troubles as a book agent and has nothing to do
with the plot of the picture. Book agents are seen so frequently in comedies of late that they are in a fair way to become tiresome. This book agent, being no exception to the
rule of comedy book agents gets thrown out of several houses
before finding Maudie and her pal, a little girl without a
home. Harry lives in a hotel and contrives to take them to his
room but the hotel proprietor interferes several times. Finally
Harry steals four pillows, ties one on each of Maudie's hoofs
and sneaks her, thus silenced, up the stairs where she is so
happy she kicks all the feathers out of the pillows. Those
who like animal comedies should be pleased with this, which is
somewhat better than the preceding offering of the series.

1 reel comedy

Paul Parrott is assisted by Jobyna Ralston in this comedy,
but in the plot which is slight the characters get almost hopelessly entangled. Parrot is a new recruit to the town's fire
department which is doing well. But the money used for its
upkeep is needed for a new pool room and the town decides to
fire the fire department. Thereupon the hotel landlord plots
to burn his hotel for the insurance money but his daughter
calls the police which arrives with the one-man fire department as the flames burst forth. There are some gags with the
hose, fire-net, etc. which will get laughs.

the "Our
Bob Mchome by
appeal to

"The Man With the Twisted Lip"— Sherlock Holmes— Educa'l

Here is an especially appropriate comedy for holiday programs and it contains some good laughs that are going to
"strike home" when it comes to the preparation for putting
up the Christmas tree. Many a man has had the same trouble
that Carter De Haven has in his effort to put the tree in place.
In the beginning Carter is sent out by friend wife to get a
tree without paying for it. They get quite a bit of fun out
of his attempt to chop down a tree which is standing near a
sidewalk. Carter doesn't see the man holding it up and mopping his brow while he rests his burden. The other man had
evidently been sent out to bring home a tree. He eventually

1 reel fan magazine

Pathe Review No. 188
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Longfellow's "The Brook and the Wave" is charmingly
illustrated in the opening shots of this Review. How artificial
birds are made for millinery purposes makes interesting subject matter. This is followed by some slow-motion analysis
of toe-dancing. A chemical experiment which will greatly
interest is called the "Fire Snake" and the issue closes 'with
Paris fashions in color instead of the usual scenic bit.

Short Stuff
"Siege of the Lancashire Queen" — Tales of Fish Patrol — Univ.
Type of production
2 reel drama

"Wanted: A Story"— Johnny Jones— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel kid comedy

This is another of the "Tales of the Fish Patrol," the Jack
London stories being released periodically by Universal. The
stories deal with the same characters but can be used separately. In this story, the girl, Louise Lorraine, is seen as a
Salvation lassie who is induced by Captain Griggson of the
Lancashire Queen to go aboard on the ruse that there is a sick
man who needs attention. By this plan it is hoped Le Grant
of the Fish Patrol, will follow to save her and they will shanghai him. There is some good action in the film but it savors
very highly of the old fashioned melodrama.

The opening of this comedy is novel and consists of a scene
in which an authoress reads her scenario to the director and
producing manager in the presence of the youthful cast who
are to decide the question of acceptance. The story deals
with the children's activities after they find refuge from a
shipwreck on a south sea island, and as she reads, the action
takes place. The kiddies look cute dressed in tiger skins, but
there isn't much plot and those who have seen the last few
releases of the series may expect more action. The final
shot shows the children's pleased acceptance of the story.
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MONTAGUE LOVE
Gladys Leslie
Charles Gerard
Leslie Austin
Julia S^vayne Gordon

Produced under the
personal supervision

WHITMAN
BENNETT

and

A

CAST

OF

200

Written by
DOROTHY FARNUM
* Directed by
JOHN ADOLPHI
GORGEOUSLY GOWNED
AND WITH MAGNIFICENT SETTINGS PRESENTING A BLAZE OF
WEALTH AND LUXURY
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PRODUCTIONS OF THE
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"Factory Methods"

And "Trusts" Discusse
by Valentino
Over the R; dio
Talking over the radio at the Grand
Central Palace Exposition on last
Friday night, Valentino, in a speech
oi about 1,000 words, said in part:
"Cloth can be measured by feet, but art
cannot. And here lies the chief trouble of
our motion pictures. Surely many of you
has asked himself this very question.
" 'What is the matter with the movies?'
And it is to this question that I shall endeavor to direct my answer.
"Seventy-five and more per cent of the
pictures shown today are a brazen insult to
the
a few,
such public's
as D. W.intelligence.
Griffith, the This
great only
master
and
pioneer of it, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Dick Barthelmess and a few other independent stars,
directors and producers who do realize that
motion pictures can be an art * * * Independent companies loathe to follow the factory cut and dry methods of motion picture
artists who are a decided menace to motion
pictures as an art as well as an industry.
(Continued
on Page 3)

Tuesday,

December

Price 5 Centa

26, 1922

Gluttons
Mickey Neilan ■was talking to Bob Lieber. Out in Hollywood. And the head of First National. Asked the former First
National director. How he was getting along. "Great" says
Mickey. "This Goldwyn crowd is a dead game outfit. First
they got me. And then to show they are gluttons for punishment they hire Von Stroheim.
Oh, boy !"
EVER NOTICE
That men with big money in this business. In the exhibiting
end. Haven't any fights — any open ones, at least — with the distributors. And producers?
Something to think about.
When they have their differences. And they do. They get
at it quietly. At least more or less quietly. And settle things.
Usually without lawyers. They have too much invested not to.
And that seems safe and sane business.
COMING BACK

"Lee Ochs is fighting Sidney Cohen. Frank Rembusch is
in town. Helping the ABC meeting. Now if Alfred Black was
Best Film Each Year to Get French
Medal
here the party would be complete." Said an old timer. And
then. Lo and behold ! Who should arrive in the Astor lobby.
Paris — An association named
But Alfred. Yep. "Al" himself. All the way from Hot Springs.
"Friends of the Cinema," has decided
to avifard a gold medal each year to Where he broke a wrist. Fact. And when jimmied. Admitted
the film. French or foreign, which it he might get back in pictures. Yep. Honest to goodness. Only
judges has best contributed to the with big houses hereafter. Not shooting galleries. And if he
progress
of motion
picture art.
does! Oh, immortal clans! Exhibitor conventions will once
The French newspapers welcome
the idea.
again sparkle.
let us arise and yelp : " 'Al's' coming back." Sidney
The Troubles
of an CohenBrethren
is also invited to yelp. He'll be tickled pink with Black
again becoming an HITCH
ex-hi-bi-tor.
Exhibitor
YOUR WAGON
Well Film Daily:
To a star. So the old saying goes. But in these days a
Your getting this letter from the
good '23 Cadillac is better to use. Than the one horse shay.
chairman of the League to protect exAll of which has to do with directors who have big ideas. And
hibitors of small towns of the almost
far west and we are now in convensay — did you ever hear of a real director who hadn't that one
tion.
big idea. That one pet baby doll. That he wants to make.
The convention opened yesterday
and a more exciting meeting aint And doesn't want to take any chances on it. And will wait until
he gets his own money. And his own company. To do it. And
never met anywhere.
If that bunch at Washington, last sometimes all of it happens too late. And then the picture can't
be made. For one reason or the other. There's a lot of ideas
year, had been present here, they'd
of thought they was all asleep.
for big pictures. Held in this way by directors. And knowing
We had a fist fight right on the
it Carl Laemmle has decided to go after it. Says he wants those
meeting floor between Obediah
directors.
To talk with him. Ready to make any kind of a real
Bevans of Dandruff and Aurora Jenkins of Chafed.
deal. Believes he will find the big pictures that way. And is
Of course it's nice to see .- lot of out after the stufif. Wants to talk things over. With those diargument of every point brought up, rectors.
but the fight just about ruined us for
the day.
here's the chance. You can tie onto a Cadillac.
If youWell,
like boys,
the idea.
KICKING
Well^ I opens tlie convention with
speech about the exhibitor being the
Exhibitors are souring. On the way Famous is advertising
natural prey of the producer and that
this meeting of exhibitors is called to nationally. Say the big idea is fine. Helps business. But
take means of making film salesmen
object to the advertising of monthly releases. For first run
tell the truth, if not about the merit
business fine. But neighborhood owners kick. Say patrons
of their pictures, at least about their
claim the pictures are "old." Just because they may have been
length (you remember I got stuck on
seen in a big downtown house. Think same effect wotild resitlt.
a- one spooler when I thought I was
getting a five spooler) and that we
By using names of coming and recent releases. Without specifying dates. MORE
could probably get together in a bookTOMORROW
ing combine like the Stanley ComToo
much
Xmas.
So
the
rest of this comes tomorrow.
pany is got in New England or someDANNY.
C Continued
on Page 2)

Still

High Prices

Being
Asked
for Material
by
Theatrical Producers
There is no indication of a break
in the existing high level of prices
for screen material so far as Broadway shows are concerned. As an
instance of this Belasco is asking
over $50,000 for the picture rights of
"Shore Leave," in which Frances
Starr is featured. Picture folk admit
"Shore Leave" would make "a nice
little picture," but say that $50,000 for
such material is just another indication of how the market is being bolstered.
The Golden office is not putting a
price on any material including
'Lightin," but is "listening to offers."
Several producers are of the opinion
that without the late lamented Frank
Bacon in the part " 'Lightin' ' isn't
worth
plugged nickle."
"The a Goldfish,"
sold by the Shuberts and claimed by them to havr
been sold to Joe Schenck — is being
held in the neighborhood of $20,000.

Sees Combines
Seriously Affecting Industry Unless
Percentage
Changes Occur — Advocates
C. C. Burr Mastodon Pictures,
predicts that unless a decided change
is put into effect at once, a change
that will guarantee "a square deal
all around" and stabilize the business, that within six months, the
booking of pictures will be done in
precisely the same manner as attractions for the speaking stage are
handled. In other words that there
will be at least two large concerns
routing pictures over a circuit of
houses, similar to the Erianger and
Shubert booking combines for the
legitimate.
"Such film booking organizations,"
says Burr, "will consist of the present
big producing and theater companies
on the one hand and the neutral distributing organizations, independent
producers and the recently formed

'
'
■
i
1
;

combines on the other."
i
Therefore, it is Burr's opinion, that I
should no change for the better take '
place in the present method of bookings or selling product within a few
months, an entirely new arrangement will be put into effect that will
pattern itself after the two stage
booking combinations.
"My own opinion," said Burr, "is
that only one thing can be done to
prevent such a drastic and unfortunate move. The industry must
have a thorough house cleaning
which will result in a standardization
of business methods, which will
effect every
phase of the industry.
(Continued on Page 2)
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where down south.
That we would
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make
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Well, that was applauded and
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Manager.
everyone was feeling fine when I
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there is entirely too much bargaining between the producer and the
exhibitor. The practice of "gypping"
the producer is far too prevalent he
says, and is one of the things that
should be stopped, unless the producer, theaters and distributor want
to see two such booking coiubines as
he predicts, come into being.
'*A readjustment at this moment is needed,
and needed badly, continued Burr. "Yet if no
other solution ofTers itself, if the big producers and the exhibitors cannot get together
and iron out their differences for the good
of all concerned, if there are no compromises
of some sort which will put the industry on
a more businesslike basis, then the division
I outline
what
they will
may. come, let the consequences be
"The chief trouble is the uneven and often
discriminating bargaining between the producer and the exhibitor. This could be eliminated by adopting a uniform system of percentage booking. This remedy has been advocated consistently for some time. Nevertheless, the fact that combinations of exhibitors more or less powerful are being formed
almost daily is sure proof of the fact that the
present system of hit-or-miss bargaining has
failed utterly. Percentage booking is the
salvation.
"A further split in the ranks of the industry would only prolong matters which
must ultimately meet a more logical solution. At the same time, such a split as I
foresee, unless there is a surer remedy, will
serve only to aggravate matters and make

He says, if that guy Moody is wishing me bad luck by wishing I only
make as much money as last year —
he can come out in the back alley and
we'll fight it out.
Well, Moody who used to work on
the M. K. and T. railroad and was
known as tough Bill, let swing and I
adjourned till today. I think we will
get some other matters threshed out
today and will write you personally feeling all around more unyielding."
about it. I got another letter from Reisenfeldt put over Mistress of the
that guy Mooney today. Says if we World, let me Yours,
know.
This is vital.
book any Mayer pictures, he'll send
CLEM DENEKER,
his publicity man out to help put it
over.
Is that the guy that helped

Chairman.
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Get them at all Educational Ezchanees
new Christie Comediea
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draws

Phone— Beekman
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Methods that will guarantee a square
deal all around, one that will bring
the producer, distributor and exinto perfect
Burr hibitor
says
that in harmony."
most instances
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"The

Put the Dictionary on its back so
enthusiastic was he regarding
JUPITER FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entir*
Latin America.

DANGEROUS

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42nd St.

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company

He wrote on the front page of his paper
for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
(P.it. .\pplied

For)

It means more to you than any
Other accessory. It is the cue sheet
that insures a musically perfect
picture presentation.

"The crowds that stormed the Garden theatre
A
to see The Dangerous Age were
well repaid for the trouble they

AGE"

in."
hadA squeezing
John M. Stahl Production
*Oj)uc^®

Announces the closing of a
contract giving it exclusive sales
rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million feet of
selected shots, as far back as
1897, negative and positive, are
now made available for your
requirements.
Phone Bryant 0984-0985

THE
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New Coast Laboratory

"Factory
Methods"
(Continued from
Page 1)

(Spedal to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Los Angeles — A new laboratory is
under construction on Santa Monica
Blvd. to be used by the Chester Bennett Laboratories now located in the
Fine Arts Studios. The new structure will cost $100,000.

"These various stars, directors and producers I have mentioned deserve a great
deal of credit and encouragement from you,
because by giving you such productions they
are keeping the good faith you have put
in them, and are courageously combatting
the many tentacle octapus, which is trying
to monopolize theaters and commercialize art
in its enth degree.
"Do not blame the exhibitor who owns
the theater you patronize if the ordinary
program pictures you see day in and day
out are not up to your expectations. He is
rot to blame any more than the artist who
appears in it. They are forced into it unless they wish to face starvation, and they
cannot be blamed for the material hints of
nature's demand are the conquering factors
over the spiritual thoughts of art's demand.
The poor exhibitor, in order to have the
tew big special pictures that have a great
I ox office value, is forced to sign these
trust's entire output for the year; some
82 or more pictures,
from which 20 or 15
are put on the shelf, lest he would completely
loose all his patrons. You can readily see
by this example why these picture trusts
do not care what type of pictures, or how
cheaply they are produced, as they have
already 'cashed in' and let the poor exhibitor
carry the burden. * • *"

Omstein

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation from highest light to deepest
shadow.

Suit

EASTMAN
POSITIVE
FILM

Harry S. Kraft, booking agent has
filed suit in the Supreme Court for
$10,000 against Leo Ornstein, noted
pianist. In the suit Kraft alleges
Ornstein accepted an offer from him
to play in a number of well known
picture houses for not less than 30
weeks, at a minimum salary of $1,000
a week. When Ornstein was to make
his initial appearance at the Capitol
four weeks ago, he failed to appear
and at the last moment the management was obliged to substitute another pianist. He then refused to
play in any theater.

I

GOLD MEDAL

1921 and

faithfully reproduces every tone ol the
negative. It carries the quality through
to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base —
now available in nine colors, is identified through-

WINNERS

out its length
by the
words
"Eastman"
stenciled
in black
letters
in the
transparent"Kodak"
margin.

1922

"HUMORESQUE"
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
Both Negatives Developed and Sampleprinted by

USTAR

LABORA
TORY,
G. DIETZ, Pres.

Ill Westchester Sq.

THE

EASTMAN

INC.

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Westchester 1089

SUPER

39

"Drums of Fate"

with

MARY MILES MINTER

Adapted by Will M. Ritchey from the novel "Sacrifice"
By Stephen French Whitman
Directed by Charles Maigne
Released February 26th.
A heart interest story that has everything.
As a novel, one of the big sellers of the
season. As a picture, it is filled with pathos,
excitement, suspense, surprise, thrills and
romance.
Starting in New York, with scenes of infinite emotional appeal, it carries the spectator into the heart of the African jungle,
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3

"When Knighthood Was in Flower."
"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

into fier'-e battles with blood-thirsty savages, and on to the most thrilling and unusual climax in many months.
The distinguished cast includes George
Fawcett, Casson Ferguson, Robert Cain,
Maurice (Lefty) B. Flynn, Bertram Grassby
and Noble Johnson.
'CORFORAnONJ^!

*AFAMOUS

PLAYERS-USKycORFORAnON
AOOLOM

ZUHOn.

&.J

C£ C/>aramount Cpidure

WATCH
THIS
SPACE
TOMORROW
FOR

No. 5

LITTLE

ADS WITH

The only place of its kind in
the World

LLOYDS

FILM

STORAGE

JOS. R. MILES
Film Storage Vaults
Cutting Rooms
Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding
130 W. 46th St.

Bryant 5600

of
ENLARGEMENTS

IN A FEW WORDS—
Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave. Bryant 8174

WmB

Corp.

Motion

We have had the pleasure of serving
a great many of our clients ten or
more years.

W. A. FLEMING

Picture

Film

Rimiiiiiiniii
THE

Fabbrica Italiana Lamioe Milano
Sole Agents
COMMERCIAL

FIBRE CO.

Phone:
Madison
IS East 26th St.

LAUB

NEGATIVE

Film Continuity — Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

MR. PRODUCER

ART
TITLES

OF AMERCA.

IKC.

Square 4430
New York City

TITLES

10 cents per foot, including cards.
Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
class illustrations.
24 hour service.
TITLEGRAPH
STUDIOS
203 West 49th St.
Circle 10,056
Laboratory
Wad.
3443

Have your Negatives and
First right
Prints way
done the

Studio For Rent
EVERY

MODERN

DEVICE,

25 MINUTES

FROM

SQUARE.

BY

MONTH

YEAR.

OR
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WEEK,

FILM

BOX
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TREMONT FILM
UB. CORP.

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

1942-44 Jerome Ave.

251 West 19th Street
Watkins 7620-7461

KNOW

HOW

0970— Bingham— 0971

& CO.

Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.
Tel. Longacre 9074

Positive raw film
manufactured in
Italy
by
the

Clips

For All Purposes
W. J. MORAT
302 E. 33d St. VanderbUt 7361
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Watch this page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the httle things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the httle big ideas that make for success.

Barnes Printing Company
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Just Looking
Pettijohn
Leaves
for Mid-Western
States Where Censorship Fights
Loom
C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel for
the Hays organization, in charge of
legislative matters, left yesterday to
"look over" conditions in several
states in the mid-west where censorship fights loom before legislative
bodies.
As previously noted, legislatures in
over 20 states threaten measures of
some sort affecting censorship.
Bowes Back
■Edward Bowes, vice president of
oldwyn who has been at the Goldwyn Studios in Culver City for the
past ten weeks, returned to New York
yesterday.

/i

Arbuckle Picture Reported on B'way
The New York Herald reports that
one of Arbuckle's earlier comedies
was shown at the Park Music Hall,
Columbus Circle, on Sunday night
last. The house management denies
that such a picture was shown.
Universal Increases Dividend
Stockholders of Universal Film, at
a meeting yesterday authorized an
increase in the capital stock of from
one to $7,000,000. The probabilities
are that this increase will develop
from a stock dividend of $6,000,000
expected to be announced in the next
few days.
Apfel Home
Oscar Apfel returned last week
after making two pictures abroad.
He can be found at the Lambs Club.
While abroad several propositions
were presented to Apfel, particularly
in German}', but in nearly every instance the idea was coupled with the
suggestion that Apfel arrange for an
American release, and Apfel told
the bankers he was only a director.

Warning Letter

Forwarded to M. P. T. O. Members
Regarding Philadelphia Distributing Organization Meeting
(Special to THE

FILM

UAILV)

Philadelphia — The following anonymous letter was forwarded to all
exhibitors, members of the M. P. T.
O of Sou. New Jersey and Eastern
Penna. (as noted) previous to the
meeting last Friday at the Vendig.
There has been much speculation
as to whether this letter was sent
by a well known exhibitor of this
section, who is at present at odds
with the Cohen organization, or
whether it came from so ne manager
of one of the important producingdistributing concerns here.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Question

Acddressed to any sales manager : How many ol your salesmen see the pictures they are selling? And why don't they see
a few more? Then maybe they could argue better with Mister
Ex-hi-bi-tor. And make him see a few more. Thus helping
things along.
HOW IT'S DONE
Two smart Greek boys owned the Victoria in Harrisburg.
Put it over in great shape. Made a lot of money. Along came
Wilmer & Vincent. Who have tied up a lot of theaters in
Pennsylvania. And threw a couple envious eyes at the house.
And finally put up a lot of simoleoums. And took it over. And
"added another to their string." Cost about $300,000. Looked
like a pipe. To make a clean up. And then. Well, if you want
to see somebody weep. Ask the Wilmer & Vincent crowd.
How they like the Victoria investment? It's been losing money
since they had it. Why? Lots of reasons. But this one is
important: the personal touch that makes all the difference
between failure and success in running a house wasn't there.
And that's one of the reasons why big strings of theaters fail.
You can't humanize them. An electric motor is efficient. But
it isn't human.
RIVETING GIRDERS
"Just as you rivet the girders" says Will Hays, etc., etc., etc.
And then he riveted a girder to beat the band. He announced the
ban was off on Fatty's pictures. And the wild eyed reformers ;
the Ku Klux krowd ; the low brow high brows. And a few more
ismschasers started to oppose the idea. And said the screen was
too clean for Fatty. Or words to that effect.
When will these googgly eyed folk realize that the great big
American public will give its own answer. To any such question. They always have. And always will. You can depend
upon them. And if they want the Arbuckle pictures they'll say
so. Definitely. Emphatically. And if they don't. You can bet
the remains of the turkey. That they'll say so in just as emphatic a manner.
ART AND OVERCOATS
Rex Ingram came up from Florida last week. Wearing his
old Army overcoat. And wouldn't get a new one. Not for all
Marky Loew's holler. And Bill Atkinson's protest. It was all
right to doll up Ramon Navarro. His new leading man. In a
lot of warm clothes. But for himself — well, that old Army overcoat holds too many memories. And if it isn't as warm as a
fur lined Schanze made; at a coupla hundred. It'll do anyway,
says Rex. Which makes Bill Atkinson shake his head. And
Who might catch their death of a
Over these artists.
ponder.
cold.
NEW BRAND OF CRITICS
"These New York daily newspaper critics make me sick."
Expression of manager of big Broadway house. "They see a
picture and say it would be all right 'if something or the other
was changed 'and' something was done or 'but' if this or that
but' lodge."
'if and
to the
(Continued
on Page
3)
Say, they belong
was done.

Saenger's Indicted

For Conspiracy in Restraint of Trade
Grand Jury Action — In Other
(Special to Litigation
THE FILM DAILY)
New Orleans — Bail to the extent
of $500 for each individual named, has
been accepted following the indictment of officers of the Saenger
Amusement Co. for alleged combination in restraint of trade.
The indictments were made public by Carroll B. Walmsley, foreman
o* the Orleans parish grand jury, in
a return to Judge Richard Dowling
in criminal district court. The
officers are charged with an offense
similar to the off^mse charged against
laundry
company
and directors several
months officers
ago.
(Continued

That

on

Page

2)

Dinner

Prominent picture folk said yesterday that they were in hopes that when
solicitors for the "Welcome Prosperity" dinner appeared in various
offices, that the idea of having any
such affair would be disapproved of
on the grounds that there was no
need for such an event at this time.
Several well known politicians who
have been invited to the event, have
been asking their friends in the industry what to do about accepting invitations. Senator-elect Copeland and
Gov.-elect Smith are among them. It
is understood that the New York
Lodge M. P. D. A. intends to notify
the management of the Hotel Astor
that they are in no manner connected
with the affair.
David Hochreith, reported to be a
salesman connected with the Fox
New Jersey exchange, and who did
some special work for the M. P. D. A.
in connection with the Hays dinner
last spring, is being mentioned as one
of the important men in charge of the
proposed dinner.

Thanks
To all the good people, to all
the kind souls, to all of the 653
who forwarded Christmas cards
— many, many thanks !
It's hard to determine v^ho
gets the silver plated bicycle
for the most beautiful card forwarded, but certainly Herr
Doktor Riesenfeld, musician and
artist, is entitled to first call
for the most unusual. His
card consisted of a strip of
film which tendered Christmas
Rialto.
greetings
from the Rivoli and

fJ^E^
Guts and

Flashes

A. J. Callaghan is in town.
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Fleischer's New Venture
Max Fleischer, creator of the Outof-the-Inkwell comedies, is an officer
and director of Premier Prod., which
will handle the Einstein pictures.
7 Houses Looted
(5pecUI

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Boston — Seven Massachusetts
'houses have been tapped to a total
haul of $2,397.44 within the last week,
by a band of safe crackers. The
Comique, Lynn, the Strand, Newburyport, the Palace, Broadway and
Modern, Lawrence, the Plaza, Salem
and the Dudley St., Boston are
among the houses robbed.

f^diuzatuTruil
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Judgment Filed
A judgment has been filed against
the International Church Film Corp.,
for $4,200.

How

are Future Critics to find new words to
use in Reviews?

Here are a few culled from the criticisms of

"THE DANGEROUS
wonderful
great
magnificent
pretty
excellent

0-icU

splendid
very good
tremendous

JUPITER FILM
CORP.
1482 Broadway
New York
We buy rights only for entirt
Latin America.

AGE"

perfect
pleasing
smart
intense
beautiful
remarkable
unusual
human
interesting
suspenseful
best
very fine

And space prohibits the printing of many others
SALE

CHEAP

100 one reel, and 100 two reel
negatives. Produced by Thanhauser. Phone Mr. Johnston,
Bryant 7095.

27, 1922

(Contmued
from Page 1)
Saenger's
Indicted

The following were named in the
action:
J. H. Saenger, president; V.
"Puppets of Fate" is the tentative
Richards,
secretary and general mantitle of the first Abbey prod.
Fairbanks to Appeal Decision
ager; L. M. Ash, treasurer;
E. M.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Clarke,
representative;
N.
Sobel.
Marion Abbott has been engaged
Los Angeles — Douglas Fairbanks is piesident
of
the
Sobel-RichardsManning Jacobs,
quoted here as saying he would ap- Sl)ear Enterprises;
to play in "Backbone."
peal to the Supreme Court of the manager, and Mrs. A. G. Shear.
Mahlon
Hamilton
arid Harrison United States to reverse the decision
The bills charge that the persons
Ford are back from the Coast.
handed down by the New York Su- numed "did on December 20, 1922,"
preme Court that the Triangle Film the date of an investigation by the
Arthur G. Pickett has been appoint- Co. had the right to re-edit pictures g'and jury, "combine and conspire
ed exploiteer at the Los Angeles ex- he appeared in, under contract, sev- V. Ih each ether and unknown parties
eral years ago.
change fbr Paramount.
to monopolize certain parts of the
trade and commerce of New Orleans,
Lewis S. Stone has arrived here
Theft Committee Meets
moving picture
business."
by the
grand jury of
A general film theft committee, theInvestigation
from the Coast to appear in "You
Can't Fool Your Wife," for Famous. composed of one representative from the motion picture theater situation
George Melford will direct.
each company in the Hays organiza- resulted from the filing of a comtion has been appointed, and a plan
plaint by independent theater proMargaret Sedden has returned from agreed upon whereby the Burns Deprietors. Several of the "indethe Coast where she appeared in
tective Agency will extend to all expendents" appeared before the jury
"Brass" and "The Little Church
change centers the service that has as witnesses.
They included Frank Davis, Magic;
operated so successfully in the New
Around the Corner."
York territory. This means that in Joe Zidilich, Dream; the Othello
Check Film Hold-Over
every city where film exchanges are and Noname, R. J. Brunet, Imperial;
l.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
located, local Burns agencies will co- Fred H. Dix, Victory; Alex Schuloperate with exchange managers in nian, Coliseum; Mrs. Lazarux,
Albany, N,. Y.— The Albany Film
Board of Trade has written to all the recovery of strayed or stolen Crown; M. Leach, Princess; Jack
exhibitors here in an effort to check prmts and in the prosecution of per- Calvert, Bijou Dream and Emilia
sons accused of film theft.
the tendency to hold over film,
Coujol, Casino.
Recently the Saengers were named
Among
other matters discussed
c:a".sing great hardship to others.
v/ere plans for improving the film in an action brought by the Federal
delivery system and the adoption of Trade Commission against Famous
Rosengartner Metropolitan Sales
some practical method of identifying Players, and several years ago the
Manager
David Rosengartner has been ap- fimts, also a proposal for junking Trade Commission also had an action
film at one central point, where all
pointed metropolitan sales manager
against the Saenger's but this apfor Goldwyn. For ten years Rosen- ccmpanies can cooperate in insuring
parently died of¥.
gartner was supervisor for the the total destruction of prints that
are
no
longer
fit
for
exhibition.
Brooklyn
districts for Fox
film.
Books announced
"Dr. Jack"yesterThe Stanley
Pathe office
day that "Dr. Jack" has been booked
by the Stanley circuit.
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Just Looking
Pettijohn
Leaves
for Mid-Western
States Where Censorship Fights
Loom
C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel for
the Hays organization, in charge of
legislative matters, left yesterday to
"look over" conditions in several
states in the mid-west where censorship fights loom before legislative
bodies.
As previously noted, legislatures in
over 20 states threaten measures of
some sort affecting censorship.
Bowes Back
Edward Bowes, vice president of
Goldwyn who has been at the Goldwyn Studios in Culver City for the
past ten weeks, returned to New York
yesterday.
Arbuckle Picture Reported on B'way
The New York Herald reports that
one of Arbuckle's earlier comedies
was shown at the Park Music Hall,
Columbus Circle, on Sunday night
last. The house management denies
that such a picture was shown.
Universal Increases Dividend
Stockholders of Universal Film, at
a meeting yesterday authorized an
increase in the capital stock of from
one to $7,000,000. The probabilities
are that this increase will develop
from a stock dividend of $6,000,000
expected to be announced in the next
few days.
Apfel Home
Oscar Apfel returned last week
after making two pictures abroad.
He can be found at the Lambs Club.
While abroad several propositions
were presented to Apfel, particularly
in Germany, but in nearly every instance the idea was coupled with the
suggestion that Apfel arrange for an
American release, and Apfel told
the bankers he was only a director.

Warning Letter

Forwarded to M. P. T. O. Members
Regarding Philadelphia Distributing Organization Meeting
(Special to THK

FILM

DAILV

>

Philadelphia — The following anonymous letter was forwarded to all
exhibitors, members of the M. P. T.
O of Sou. New Jersey and Eastern
Penna. (as noted) previous to the
meeting last Friday at the Vendig.
There has been much speculation
as to whether this letter was sent
by a well known exhibitor of this
section, who is at present at odds
with the Cohen organization, or
whether it came from sone manager
of one of the important producingdistributing concerns here.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Question

Addressed to any sales manager : How many of your salesmen see the pictures they are selling? And why don't they see
a few more? Then maybe they could argue better with Mister
Ex-hi-bi-tor. And make him see a few more. Thus helping
things along.

Saenger's Indicted

For Conspiracy in Restraint of Trade
Grand Jury Action — In Other
(Special to Litigation
THK FILM DAILY)
New Orleans- Bail to the extent
of $500 for each individual named, has
been accepted following the indictment of officers of the Saenger
Amusement Co. for alleged combination in restraint of trade.
The indictments were made public by Carroll B. Walmsley, foreman
o" the Orleans parish grand jury, in
a return to Judge Richard Dowling
in criminal district court. The
officers are charged with an offense
similar to the offonie charged against
laundry
company
and directors several
monthsofficers
ago.

HOW IT'S DONE
Two smart Greek boys owned the Victoria in Harrisburg.
Put it over in great shape. Made a lot of money. Along came
Wilmer & Vincent. Who have tied up a lot of theaters in
Pennsylvania. And threw a couple envious eyes at the house.
And finally put up a lot of simoleoums. And took it over. And
"added another to their string." Cost about $300,000. Looked
(Continued on Page 2)
like a pipe. To make a clean up. And then. Well, if you want
to see somebody weep. Ask the Wilmer & Vincent crowd.
That Dinner
How they like the Victoria investment? It's been losing money
since they had it. Why? Lots of reasons. But this one is
Prominent picture folk said yesterday that they were in hopes that when
important : the personal touch that makes all the difference
solicitors for the "Welcome Prosbetween failure and success in running a house wasn't there.
perity" dinner appeared in various
And that's one of the reasons why big strings of theaters fail. offices, that the idea of having any
such
affair
would be disapproved of
You can't humanize them. An electric motor is efficient. But
on the grounds that there was no
it isn't human.
need for such an event at this time.
RIVETING GIRDERS
Several well known noliticians who
"Just as you rivet the girders" says Will Hays, etc., etc., etc.
And then he riveted a girder to beat the band. He announced the
ban was off on Fatty's pictures. And the wild eyed reformers ;
the Ku Klux krowd ; the low brow high brows. And a few more
ismschasers started to oppose the idea. And said the screen was
too clean for Fatty. Or words to that effect.
When will these googgly eyed folk realize that the great big
American public will give its own answer. To any such question. They always have. And always will. You can depend
upon them. And if they want the Arbuckle pictures they'll say
so. Definitely. Emphatically. And if they don't. You can bet
the remains of the turkey. That they'll say so in just as emphatic a manner.
ART AND OVERCOATS
Rex Ingram came up from Florida last week. Wearing his
old Army overcoat. And wouldn't get a new one. Not for all
Marky Loew's holler. And Bill Atkinson's protest. It was all
right to doll up Ramon Navarro. His new leading man. In a
lot of warm clothes. But for himself — well, that old Army overcoat holds too many memories. And if it isn't as warm as a
fur lined Schanze made; at a coupla hundred. It'll do anyway,
says Rex. Which makes Bill Atkinson shake his head. And
ponder.
Over these artists.
Who might catch their death of a
cold.
NEW BRAND OF CRITICS
"These New York daily newspaper critics make me sick."
Expression of manager of big Broadway house. "They see a
picture and say it would be all right 'if something or the other
was changed 'and' something was done or 'but' if this or that
but' lodge."
'if and
to the
Say, they belong
(Continued
on Page
3)
was done.

have been invited to the event, hav«
been asking their friends in the industry what to do about accepting invitations. Senator-elect Copeland and
Gov. -elect Smith are among them. It
is understood that the New York
Lodge M. P. D. A. intends to notify
the management of the Hotel Astor
that they are in no manner connected
with the affair.
David Hochreith, reported to be a
salesman connected with the Fox
New Jersey exchange, and who did
some special work for the M. P. D. A.
in connection with the Hays dinner
last spring, is being mentioned as one
of the important men in charge of the
proposed dinner.

Thanks
To all the good people, to all
the kind souls, to all of the 653
who forwarded Christmas cards
— many, many thanks!
It's hard to determine who
gets the silver plated bicycle
for the most beautiful card forwarded, but certainly Herr
Doktor Riesenfeld, musician and
artist, is entitled to first call
for the most unusual. His
card consisted of a strip of
film which tendered Christmas
greetings
from the Rivoli and
Rialto.
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Guts and Flashes
A. J. Callaghan is in town.
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Quotations
>

High

Low

Close

Sale*

East. Kod. SSyi 85 85 'A
600
F P.-L. .. 927A
9034
9214
3,000
do pfd
Not quoted
Goldwyn
.5%
5
5^
2,000
Griffith
Not quoted
I.oew's
... 195^
19^
195/^ 600
Triangle
Not quoted
World
Not quoted
Fleischer's New Venture
Max Fleischer, creator of the Out'of-the-Inkvvell comedies, is an officer
and director of Premier Prod., which
will handle the Einstein pictures.
7 Houses Looted
rSpecUl to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston — Seven Massachusetts
'houses have been tapped to a total
haul of $2,397.44 within the last week,
by a band of safe crackers. The
Comique, Lynn, the Strand, Newburyport, the Palace, Broadway and
Modern, Lawrence, the Plaza, Salem
and the Dudley St., Boston are
among the houses robbed.

f^ux^aZUrrud
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judgment
Filedfiled against
A judgment
has been
the International Church Film Corp.,
for $4,200.

How

are Future Critics to find new words to
use in Reviews?

Here are a jew culled from the criticisms of

"THE DANGEROUS
wonderful
great
magnificent
pretty
excellent

splendid
very good
tremendous

AGE"

perfect
pleasing
smart
intense
beautiful
remarkable
unusual
human
interesting
suspenseful
best
very fine

And space prohibits the printing of many others
FOR

SALE

CHEAP

100 one reel, and 100 two reel
negatives. Produced by Thanhauser. Phone Mr. Johnston,
Bryant 709S.

December

27, 1922

(Continued
from Page 1)
Saenger's
Indicted

The following were named in the
action: J. H. Saenger, president; V.
"Puppets of Fate" is the tentative
Richards, secretary and general mantitle of the first Abbey prod.
Fairbanks to Appeal Decision
ager; L. M. Ash, treasurer; E. M.
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Clarke, representative; N. Sobel,
Marion Abbott has been engaged
Los Angeles — Douglas Fairbanks is piesident of the Sobel-Richardsquoted here as saying he would ap- Sl'ear Enterprises; Manning Jacobs,
to play in "Backbone."
peal to the Supreme Court of the manager,
and Mrs. A. G. Shear.
Mahlon
Hamilton
and
Harrison United States to reverse the decision
The bills charge that the persons
Ford are back from the Coast.
handed down by the New York Su- r.cimed "did on December 20, 1922,"
preme Court that the Triangle Film the date of an investigation by the
Arthur G. Pickett has been appoint- Co. had the right to re-edit pictures g'and jury, "combine and conspire
ed exploiteer at the Los Angeles ex- he appeared in, under contract, sev- v.'th each ether and unknown parties
eral years ago.
change for Paramount.
to monopolize certain parts of the
trade and commerce of New Orleans,
Lewis S. Stone has arrived here
Theft Committee Meets
moving picture
business."
by the
grand jury of
A general film theft committee, titInvestigation
from the Coast to appear in "You
Can't Fool Your Wife," for Famous. composed of one representative from the motion picture theater situation
George Melford will direct.
each company in the Hays organiza- resulted from the filing of a comtion has been appointed, and a plan
plaint by independent theater proMargaret Sedden has returned from
agreed
upon whereby the Burns Deprietors. Several of the "indethe Coast where she appeared in
tective Agency will extend to all expendents" appeared before the jury
"Brass" and "The Little Church
change centers the service that has as witnesses.
They included Frank Davis, Magic;
operated so successfully in the New
Around the Corner."
York territory. This means that in Joe Zidilich, Dream; the Othello
Check Film Hold-Over
every city where film exchanges are and Noname, R. J. Brunet, Imperial;
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
located, local Burns agencies will co- Fred H. Dix, Victory; Alex Schuloperate with exchange managers in nian. Coliseum; Mrs. Lazarux,
Albany, N. Y.— The Albany Film
Board of Trade has written to all the recovery of strayed or stolen Ciown; M. Leach, Princess; Jack
exhibitors here in an effort to check prints and in the prosecution of per- Calvert, Bijou Dream and Emilia
sons accused of film theft.
the tendency to hold over film,
Coujol, Casino.
Among other matters discussed
Recently the Saengers were named
causing great hardship to others.
were plans for improving the film in an action brought by the Federal
delivery system and the adoption of Trade Commission against Famous
Rosengartner Metropolitan Sales
Manager
some practical method of identifying Players, and several years ago the
David Rosengartner has been ap- piints, also a proposal for junking Trade Commission also had an action
film at one central point, where alj
pointed metropolitan sales manager
against the Sa'enger's but this apfor Goldwyn. For ten years Rosen- cc-mpanies can cooperate in insuring
parently died off.
gartner was supervisor for the the total destruction of prints that
are no longer fit for exhibition.
Brooklyn
districts for Fox
film.
Books announced
"Dr. Jack"yesterThe Stanley
Pathe office
day that "Dr. Jack" has been booked
by the Stanley circuit.
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On Broadway

PatlieNews
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
News from Washington,
California, Chile, etc.

Astor— "The

Town

(Continued

That

Forgot

Broadway — "Beautiful and Damned."
Brooklyn
Strand — "Heroes
of the
God."

No. 104

England,

Florida,

Plan $400,000 House
(Special to T8& FILlf DAILY)
St. Louis, Mo. — A 1.200 seat house,
,to cost about $400,000, will be erected
t University City, near here. i
Lots of Boards
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis — Goldwyn has just signed a contract with a leading billboard
advertising agency for 100 regulation
24 sheet boards and 20 illuminated
Doards in St. Louis to exploit
Stranger's Banquet" and "The Chris;ian." This is said to be the largest
signboard campaign ever undertaken
n St. Louis on individual pictures.

Question
HEADHUNTING

This Week

Cameo
Street—.""The House of Solomon."
Capitol — "Headless Horsemen."
Criterion — "When
Knighthood
Was
in Flower."
Loew's New York — Today — "Singed
Wings" and "The Blacksmith."
Wednesday — "What
Fools
Men
y
r
a
e
d
of Ltrx— "A Daught
Thurs
s
r
Under the Skin"
Fridarye.—" "Brothe
A "When the Desert Calls."
and
Saturday
ury." — "Skin Deep."
Sunday— "Oliver Twist."
Lyric — "Robin Hood."
Rialto— "The Flirt."
Rivoli — "Back Home and Broke."
Strand— "Dr. Jack."
Next Week
Astor— "The
Town
That
Forgot
d.
y
e
n
a
i
w
m
d
r
a
e
o
t
t
— No yet de
Br
n
Strand— "Dr. Jack."
Brookoly
CameGod.—" "Sure Fire Flint."
's
."
Capitoilo—n "The Stranger hoBoadnquet
Was
Knight
— "When
Criter
in Flower."
Lyric — "Robin Hood."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— "Dr. Jack."

THE

from

Page
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Sam Behrendt.
partner
of ArtieShowing
Stebbins hisandcollection
"Rube"
of Reuben
Samuels, Coast
Inc. Sam
is here.
of scalps. Greatest little head hunter in the business. Fact.
Nutty on the subject. Has the finest collection of Jirava Indian
heads existent. Come from Peru. And what do you think
brought him to New York? Business? Not for a minute.
Wanted to buy a famous skeleton.
That's what life insurance does to you.
DANNY.
Music Case Hearing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Charlestown, S. C. — In the case of
the Pastime Amusement Co., operating the Princess, sued by the Whitmark company on account of violation of music tax by playing "Kiss
Me," I. Emanuel Souder and George
P. Aarons appeared in the U. S.
District Court of Eastern District of
South Carolina on behalf of A. Sottili, the owner of the theater.
A motion filed by the plaintiffs to
strike out parts of answer of the defendants, more particularly defences
relating to playing excerpts of compositions constitutes no infringementcombination of music publishers a
violation of the Sherman law. The
musician playing the excerpts was an
independent contractor — the court refused the motion on the part of the
plaintiff, and all of these important
defences can be admitted at the trial.

SUPER

House Destroyed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Norwood, N. Y. — The Castle was
destroyed here by fire last week.
Non Inflammable Film Bill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — A bill to prohibit
the "importation, mailing, shipment,
sending, carrying, or transportation
of inflammable films in interstate
commerce" has been introduced in
Congress by Congressman Sanders
of Indiana. The bill has been referred to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. It is
to go into effect on and after Jan.
1, 1925, if the Committee act favorably upon it.
If the bill is"p§s3?d, a fine of not
more than $1,000 or imprisonment
fo: one year, or both fine and impiisonment shall be the punishment
for violation, and its purpose would
be to have all film used be of a noninflammable nature.

39

JACK HOLT

in

"Nobody's
Money"
By William LeBaron
Directed by Wallace

Worsley

Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix
Released February 26th.
agent who
who never
a muddle
supplies an

Jackas Holt's
him
much first
the comedy!
master of And
lightyou'll
rolesfind
as
he is of serious. It's going to double Holt's
popularity.

The cast includes Wanda
Faye and other favorites.

The play was a big laughing hit last season in New York.
It's all about a book

No.
No.
No,
No.

1
2
3
4

"When Knighthood Was in Flower."
"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."
"Drums of Fate."

FAMOUS

is hired to impersonate an author
existed. This mixes him up into
of love, crime and politics, and
unending flow of comic situations.

PLAYERSLASKV CORPORATION
aOOlPH

ZukOB

Ccm

.

C£ Q>aramount Q>icture

Hawley,

Julia

WATCH
THIS
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TOMORROW
FOR
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Opinions

"Dr. Jack"— Pathe
Strand

"The Headless Horseman"—
Hodkinson — Capitol

TRIBUNE— Certainly the spirit of Irving
is there, and the story is presented with
simplicity and humor. The settings make
TRIBUNE — "Dr. Jack" is not so good as one forget that the picture was not filmed
"Grandma's Boy," we think, but it is much just after the Revolution, instead of in 1922.
better than other people's comedies. "GrandTIMES— The only thing distinctly cinema's Boy" carried a message — the same mesmatographic about the film is the acting of
sage that has so often been carried, that is
Will Rogers. He is in truth Ichabod Crane
carried again in "Dr. Jack" — if you are not come to life. It is a positive pleasure to
afraid of anything it can't hurt you.
watch him. The scenes of Ichabod's ride,
WORLD— But "Dr. Jack" is not so funny too, when he is pursued by the headless
to
us
as
was
"Grandma's
Boy."
Indeed,
it
seems Mr. Lloyd has set out deliberately to horseman, are also well done. They are excellently photographed and effectively combe a little less nonsensical. "Let's give them
There are many other good scenes,
a little sound advice, and let the comedy be also, butposed.
sometimes the photography is not
secondary," he probably said to Hal Roach. what it should be. And once more the title
EVE. GLOBE— There is not much depth writer has done what he could to spoil the
or plot to this picture. It is not so rich in
pictures.
real humor as was "Grandma's Boy," but it
— In his efforts to make a standard
runs riot with funny situations and a good filmNEWS
story he has filled in with dinners and
time is had by all. We have never seen a quilting
parties and so on, totally sacrificing
picture more actuated by the spirit of pure
fun. The star is surrounded with a notable drama to detail. On the credit side of the
ledger
must
fall the work of Will Rogers as
cast.
Ichabod Crane. He wasn't our Crane, but
MAIL — If there is anything wrong with he was an Ichabod Crane and a good one.
of his performance we recyou
this Theater.
week, go Harold
and see Lloyd
"Dr. Jack"
Strand
must atbethea On the strength
ommend that you and your children see the
disciple of M. Coue. One can imagine him
repeating every night : "Play by play, in picture.
AMERICAN— Contains all the elements of
every the
way,
I must
better."
And
wonder
of itdois better
that heanddoes.
No a worth-while entertainment. It is interesting, illuminating, instructive and amusing.
screen actor has made more consistent and
WORLD— The meeting between Ichabod
steadytheprogress.
by just
little
cleverest, "Dr.
most Jack"
original,is most
amus-a and the headless horseman is pictured for
ing picture he has ever made; and that is thrills, and there were gasps yesterday as
saying a good deal.
the
strange figure
the much
schoolmaster's
teeth
chattering.
There set
is not
question about
SUN — We only know what we have been
told about Coueism — but if it works as well the children liking this film play. Their parents are pretty certain to laugh at Mr. Rogas Harold Lloyd makes it work in a hilarers' comedy titles.
ious comedy called "Dr. Jack" we're all for
MAIL — Irving's story is faithfully followit You probably won't think it is quite as
ed so far as atmosphere and essentials are
good is as
Boy," but then what concerned.
The screen version is padded
else
or "Grandma's
has been?
with a good many interpolations.
SUN — The picture, despite pretty views
"Back Home and Broke"— F. P.-L. and the finest night ride scenes shown on
the screen, wins little favor, especially as one
Rivoli
feels Ichabod could have roped the pursuing
AMERICAN — Nothing very much hap- along.
pens, and you know exactly what it will be. Hession if he'd only brought his trusty lariat
There is the pretty little girl waiting for
him ; there is dear old mother, whose piano
they take away, and there is the other girl.
"The Flirt"— Universal
Those who enjoy seeing unpleasant people
Rialto
flouted may see it in this picture. At times,
it is rather a luxurious pastime, though on
TELEGRAPH — Acted by a flawless cast,
highly moral grounds I do not recommend it. it is a picture with tremendous human interest, and one which points such a fine lesson
WORLD — George Ade wrote the story and
Alfred E. Green directed it. Coming from that if it meets with the success it deserves,
one of the smallest towns in the world, we it should be one of the best pictures of the
are especially qualified to say the pictures of
village ilfe, if exaggerated, are based upon
AMERICAN— The story is light and entruth, both to physical aspect and social tend- year.
tertaining, with a number of clever situations.
ency.
TRIBUNE — We are putting it mildly when
TIMES — If you are in the Rivoli when
we say that the picture gave us no thrill.
this picture begins — and you ought to be to The fault is more in the adaptation than in
enjoy the last part of it fully— don't walk
and we think that Hobart Henout. You may be tempted to do so, for the the casting,
ley, the director, is blameless. The direction
opening reel or two is dull. It doesn't seem could not be improved upon. The trouble
possible that George Ade could do anything so is that whoever adapted it did not know
flat. There's simply an overdrawn, unin- Mr. Tarkington's people in the least.
spired picturization of small town life.
WORLD — All who like Tarkington's work,
TRIBUNE — Because they did it the way especially
his Penrod stories, may find this
real people do it and not the way you see it picture worth
their while. Most of it is excellent, with flashes of ironic humor not as
in the movies, we say "God bless George Ade,
also Alfred E. Green and Tommy Meighan." delicate as the novelist's, but aptly done by
TELEGRAPH— Is blessed in having the Buddy Messenger as Hedrick.
delightfully boyish and clean-cut personality
GLOBE — Universal has been producing
of Mr. Meighan, George Ade's knack of pictures for more than a decade, but "The
gently .satirical character delineation, the ex- Flirt" is the best it has ever made. While
cellent direction of Alfred E. Green and a
not an exact transference of Mr. Tarkingwell-chosen cast.
ton's characters to the screen, the thought
SUy — As a typical Ade fable this story, the author wished to convey is there, more
with its sometimes pleasant subtitles, would vividly expressed than was possible with the
probably be ouite palatable. On the screen printed work.
the progress of the observer is limited mechanEVE. WORLD— It has everything in it
ically by the speed of the projection machine
movie ought to have, and that's a strong
throughout six reels. So that by the t^me astatement
coming in these days of thrills.
the finish is attained the spectator has been
But
we
enjoyed
Flirt" and think most
saying "I told you so" until he is sick of it movie goers will "The
agree with us.
himself.
MAIL — A powerful, well acted picture.
MAIL — Gets away to a dull start and then
a comedy of marked seridevelops into a bright and interesting picture. Though primarily
ousness, it is sprinkled with rich humor,
It is the story of a young man who wonders
most
of
which
is
supplied by Buddy Meswhether wealth really makes much difference
senger, an impish small boy who plays his
in
the
number
of
one's
friends
and,
of
part so well that he almost carries. off stellar
course, learns that it does.
honors. The film is thoroughly realistic,
EVE. WORLD — Here, in our estimation,
— A significant production. It
is a fine example for a lot of other writers, is JOURNAL
the epic of a typical American family, just
directors and 'producers to shoot at. George as typical of .Massachusetts, Maryland,
Ade seems to have the happy faculty of California or Minnesota, as it is of Indiana,
knowing his film audiences as well as he the favored State of Mr. Tarkington, who
has always known his readers ; and with wrote the novel from which the film is taken.
Meighan to carry his message the result is
Its freedom from the spectacular, its reone of the happiest film offerings we have
strained study of the inter-play of emotions
seen for a long, long time.
and characters among a diversified group
GLOBE — Ade's humor is somewhat stale living under one roof, and its careful avoidand too familiar at the start, but toward the
ance of redundant footage, signalize the
middle, when the conquering hero returns,
as a serious and commendable effort
the interest picks up mightily. Meighan is picture
to interpret honestly a good piece of literature.
as wholesome and smiling as usual.

Wednesday, December 27, 1922

Warning
Letter
(Continued
from Page 1)

The letter reads:
"Exhibitors of Eastern Pa.,
New Jersey and Delaware.
"Beware of the meeting that has
been called for Friday (Dec. 22), at
the Hotel Vendig. It is a plain open
thing to get your money. First
thing they are going to take up a
generous collection from each one
that attends, so as to pay for everything including all costs. Our meetings should be held without fancy
eating and expensive eating.
"This meeting
will not
exhibitors at this time.
Youbenefit
will find
it is a scheme to sell you stock in
a motion picture concern owned or
controlled by Sidney Cohen and a
few of his other officers, and our
local organization does not share in
the profits whatever. All our officers
from the President to the Board of
Managers should be ashamed to
think of such a thing, with the industry in such a state.
"The out of town visitors are possibly going to say wrong things
about Paramount, First National,
Fox and probably some others, and
then in the height of all the excitement, are going to shame you into
buying stock in this supposedly exhibitor exchange. Just remember
when Lee Ochs, a former national
President of exhibitors sold stock in
a concern called United Pictures
Corporation where only exhibitors
could buy stock, and everyone who
bought lost every penny they put into it. Think and remember the
Superior Exchange in Philadelphia,
inaugurated by Charles Goodwin,
who is now one of our leading local
officers when his stock was sold only
to exhibitors, and practically every
dollar invested was lost.
"These are facts, and it looks as
though some of our present officers,
with the excuse of a padded meeting, claiming a whole lot of other
business is to be done, are only trying to put over the same stock selling plan again only dressed up in
different clothes. Exhibitors should
look after their theaters and not be
caught in such schemes as these.
Anyhow, if you do attend, bring
along a fat purse or your check book
and be ready to take the consequences.
"Our league should stand together
for our own protection, taking care
of local and state matters, and not
be tied up with fly by night schemes
in boosting film stock or allow some
of its officers to get easy pickings
and mislead the regular members.
(Signed) "From one who has
been stung hard several times with
these film stock propositions and
never wants it to happen again."
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THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
lews from Washington,
lalifornia, Chile, etc.

England,

Florida,

Plan $400,000 House
(SpecHil to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis, Mo. — A 1,200 seat house,
o cost about $400,000, will be erected
t University City, near here.
Lots of Boards
(•IJ^Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
St. Louis — Goldwyn has just signd a contract with a leading billboard
dvertising agency for 100 regulation
14 sheet boards and 20 illuminated
(oards in St. Louis to exploit
Stranger's Banquet" and "The Chrisian." This is said to be the largest
ignboard campaign ever undertaken
n St. Louis on individual pictures.

m
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Astor— "The

Town

(Continued

That

Forgot

Broadway — "Beautiful and Damned."
Brooklyn
Strand — "Heroes
of the
God."
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Question
HEADHUNTING

This Week

Cameo
Street—.""The House of Solomon."
Capitol — "Headless Horsemen."
Criterion — "When
Knighthood
Was
in Flower."
Loew's New York— Today— "Singed
Wings" and "The Blacksmith."
Wednesday — "What
Fools
Men
y
r
a
of Lux— "A Daughte
Thursd
ers nder he kin"
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U
t
Friday — "Broth
"
Are."When
and
the Desert Calls."
Saturday
— "Skin Deep."
ury."— "Oliver Twist."
Sunday
Lyric — "Robin Hood."
Rialto— "The Flirt."
Rivoli — "Back Home and Broke."
Strand— "Dr. Jack."
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Strand "Dr. Jack."
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Was
in Flower."
Lyric — "Robin Hood."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— "Dr. Jack."
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Sam Behrendt. Coast partner of Artie Stebbins and "Rube"
of Reuben Samuels, Inc. Sam is here. Showing his collection
of scalps. Greatest little head hunter in the business. Fact.
Nutty on the subject. Has the finest collection of Jirava Indian
heads existent. Come from Peru. And what do you think
brought him to New York? Business? Not for a minute.
Wanted to buy a famous skeleton.
That's what life insurance does to you.
DANNY.
House Destroyed

Music Case Hearing
(Special to THE

FILM

(Special

DAILY)

Charlestown, S. C. — In the case of
the Pastime Amusement Co., operating the Princess, sued by the Whitmark company on account of violation of music tax by playing "Kiss
Me," I. Emanuel Souder and George
P. Aarons appeared in the U. S.
District Court of Eastern District of
South Carolina on behalf of A. Sottili, the owner of the theater.
A motion filed by the plaintiffs to
strike out parts of answer of the defendants, more particularly defences
relating to playing excerpts of compositions constitutes no infringementcombination of music publishers a
violation of the Sherman law. The
musician playing the excerpts was an
independent contractor — the court refused the motion on the part of the
plaintiff, and all Of these important
defences can be admitted at the trial.

SUPER

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Norwood,
N. Y. — The Castle was
destroyed here by fire last week.
Non Inflammable Film Bill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — A bill to prohibit
the "importation, mailing, shipment,
sending, carrying, or transportation
of inflammable films in interstate
commerce" has been introduced in
Congress by Congressman Sanders
of Indiana. The bill has been referred to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign, Commerce. It is
to go into effect on and after Jan.
it.__.^__^
1, 1925,orablyifuponthe
Committee act favIf thethan
bill $1,000
is pai"sed,
a fine of not
more
or imprisonment
fo: one year, or both fine and imt-iisonment shall be the punishment
for violation, and its purpose would
be to have all film used be of a noninflammable nature.

39

JACK HOLT

in

"Nobody's Money"

By William LeBaron
Directed by Wallace Worsley
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix
Released February 26th.
Jackas Holt's
him
much first
the comedy!
master of And
lightyou'll
rolesfind
as
he is of serious. It's going to double Holt's
popularity.

The play was a big laughing hit last season in New York.
It's all about a book

No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4

"When Knighthood Was in Flower."
"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."
"Drums
of Fate."

agent who
who never
a muddle
supplies an

is hired to impersonate an author
existed. This mixes him up into
of love, crime and politics, and
unending flow of comic situations.

The cast includes Wanda
Faye and other favorites.
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Opinions

"Dr. Jack"— Pathe
Strand

"The Headless Horseman" —
Hodkinson — Capitol

TRIBUNE— Certainly the spirit of Irving
is there, and the story is presented with
simplicity and humor. The settings make
TRIBUNE— "Dr. Jack" is not so good as one forget that the picture was not filmed
"Grandma's Boy," we think, but it is much just after the Revolution, instead of in 1922.
better than other people's comedies. "GrandTIMES— The only thing distinctly cinema's Boy" carried a message — the same mesmatographic about the film is the acting of
sage that has so often been carried, that is
Will Rogers. He is in truth Ichabod Crane
carried again in "Dr. Jack" — if you are not come to life. It is a positive pleasure to
afraid of anything it can't hurt you.
watch him. The scenes of Ichabod's ride,
WORLD — But "Dr. Jack" is not so funny too.
when he is pursued by the headless
to us as was "Grandma's Boy." Indeed, it horseman, are also well done. They are exseems Mr. Lloyd has set out deliberately to
cellently photographed and effectively combe a little less nonsensical. "Let's give them
There are many other good scenes,
a little sound advice, and let the comedy be also, butposed.
sometimes the photography is not
secondary," he probably said to Hal Roach. what it should be. And once more the title
EVE. GLOBE— There is not much depth writer has done what he could to spoil the
or plot to this picture. It is not so rich in
pictures.
real humor as was "Grandma's Boy," but it
NEWS — In his eflForts to make a standard
runs riot with funny situations and a good
time is had by all. We have never seen a film story he has filled in with dinners and
picture more actuated by the spirit of pure quilting parties and so on, totally sacrificing
fun. The star is surrounded with a notable drama to detail. On the credit side of the
ledger must fall the work of Will Rogers as
cast.
Ichabod Crane. He wasn't our Crane, but
MAIL — If there is anything wrong with he was an Ichabod Crane and a good one.
you
this Theater.
week, go Harold
and see Lloyd
"Dr. Jack"
of his performance we recStrand
must atbethea On the strength
ommend that you and your children see the
disciple of M. Coue, One can imagine him
repeating every night : "Play by play, in picture.
AMERICAN — Contains all the elements of
every the
way,
I must
better."
And
wonder
of itdois better
that heanddoes.
No a worth-while entertainment. It is interesting, illuminating, instructive and amusing.
screen actor has made more consistent and
— The meeting between Ichabod
steady progress. "Dr. Jack" is by just a andWORLD
the headless horseman is pictured for
little the cleverest, most original, most amusing picture he has ever made ; and that is thrills, and there were gasps yesterday as
saying a good deal.
the
strange figure
the much
schoolmaster's
teeth
chattering.
There set
is not
question about
SUN — We only know what we have been
the
children
liking
this
film
play.
Their
partold about Coueism — but if it works as well
ents are pretty certain to laugh at Mr. Rogas Harold Lloyd makes it work in a hilarers' comedy titles.
ious comedy called "Dr. Jack" we're all for
MAIL — Irving's story is faithfully followit You probably won't think it is quite as
ed so far as atmosphere and essentials are
good
Boy," but then what concerned.
The screen version is padded
else is as
or "Grandma's
has been?
with a good many interpolations.
SUN — The picture, despite pretty views
"Back Home and Broke"— F. P.-L. and the finest night ride scenes shown on
Rivoli
the screen, wins little favor, especially as one
feels Ichabod could have roped the pursuing
AMERICAN — Nothing very much hap- along.
Hession if he'd only brought his trusty lariat
■pens, and you know exactly what it will be.
There is the pretty little girl waiting for
him ; there is dear old mother, whose piano
they take away, and there is the other girl.
■
'
/ ""The
Flirt"—
Rialto Universal
Those who enjoy seeing unpleasant people
flouted may see it in this picture. At times,
it is rather a luxurious pastime, though on
TELEGRAPH— Acted by a flawless cast,
highly moral grounds I do not recommend it. it is a picture with tremendous human interest, and one which points such a fine lesson
WORLD — George Ade wrote the story and
-Alfred E. Green directed it. Coming from that if it meets with the success it deserves,
one of the smallest towns in the world, we it should be one of the best pictures of the
are especially qualified to say the pictures of
village ilfe, if exaggerated, are based upon
AMERICAN— The story is light and entruth, both to physical aspect and social tend- year.
tertaining, with a number of clever situations.
ency.
TRIBUNE^We are putting it mildly when
TIMES^If you are in the Rivoli when we say that the picture gave us no thrill.
this picture begins — and you ought to be to The fault is more in the adaptation than in
enjoy You
the may
last part
of it fully
and we think that Hobart Henout.
be tempted
to do— don't
so, forwalk
the the casting,
ley, the director, is blameless. The direction
opening reel or two is dull. It doesn't seem could not be improved upon. The trouble
possible that George Ade could do anything so is that whoever adapted it did not know
flat. There's
simply
an overdrawn,
spired picturization
of small
town life. unin- Mr. Tarkington's people in the least.
WORLD — All who like Tarkington's work,
TRIBUNE — Because they did it the way especially
his Penrod stories, may find this
real people do it and not the way you see it
picture worth their while. Most of it is excellent, with flashes of ironic humor not as
in the movies, we say "God bless George Ade,
also Alfred E. Green and Tommy Meighan." delicate as the novelist's, but aptly done by
TELEGRAPH— Is blessed in having the Buddy Messenger as Hedrick.
delightfully boyish and clean-cut personality
GLOBE — Universal has been producing
of Mr. Meighan, George Ade's knack of
than
decade,
but While
"The'
gently satirical character delineation, the ex- pictures
Flirt" is for
the more
best it
has a ever
made.
cellent direction of Alfred E. Green and a not
an exact transference of Mr. Tarkingwell-chosen cast.
ton's characters to the screen, the thought
.SU.v — As a cypical Ade fable this story, the author wished to convey is there, more
with its sometimes yjleasant subtitles, would vividly expressed than was possible with the
probably be ciuite palatable. On the screen printed work.
the progress of the observer is limited mechanEVE. WORLD— It has everything in it
ically by the speed of the projection machine
astatement
movie ought
to have,
and days
that's ofa strong
coming
in these
thrills.
throughout
reels. the
So spectator
that by has
the been
t'me
the
finish is six
attained
But we enjoyed "The Flirt" and think most
saying
"I
told
you
so"
until
he
is
sick
of
it
movie goers will agree with us.
himself.
MAIL — A powerful, well acted picture.
MAIL — Gets away to a dull start and then
a comedy of niarked seridevelops into a bright and interesting picture. Though primarily
ousness, it is sprinkled with rich humor,
It is the story of a young man who wonders
whether wealth really makes much difference most of which is supplied by Buddy Messenger, an impish small boy who plays his
in the learns
number
one's friends and, of part so well that he almost carries off stellar
course,
that of
it does.
honors.
The film is thoroughly
realistic,
EVE. WORLD — Here, in our estimation,
JOURNAL
—
A
significant
production.
is a fine example for a lot of other writers, is the epic of a typical American family, justIt
directors and "producers to shoot at. George as typical of Massachusetts, Maryland,
Ade seems to have the happy faculty of California or Minnesota, as it is of Indiana,
knowing his film audiences as well as he the favored State of Mr. Tarkington. who
has always known his readers ; and with wrote the novel from which the film is taken.
Meighan to carry his message the result is
Its freedom from the spectacular, its reone of the happiest film offerings we have
strained study of the inter-play of emotions
seen for a long, long time.
and characters among a diversified group
GLOBE — Ade's humor is somewhat stale living under one roof, and its careful avoidand too familiar at the start, but toward the
ance of redundant footage, signalize the
middle, when the conquering hero returns, picture as a serious and commendable effort
the interest picks up mightily. Meighan is I ature.
I to interpret honestly a good piece of literas wholesome and smiling as usual.

Wednesday,

Warning
Letter
(Continued
from Page 1)

The letter reads:
"Exhibitors of Eastern Pa.,
New Jersey and Delaware.
"Beware of the meeting that has
been called for Friday (Dec. 22), at
the Hotel Vendig. It is a plain open
thing to get your money. First
thing they are going to take up a
generous collection from each one
that attends, so as to pay for everything including all costs. Our meetings should be held without fancy
eating and expensive eating.
"This meeting will not benefit exhibitors at this time. You will find
it is a scheme to sell you stock in
a motion picture concern owned or
controlled by Sidney Cohen and a
few of his other officers, and our
local organization does not share in
the profits whatever. All our officers
from the President to the Board of
Managers should be ashamed to
think of such a thing, with the industry in such a state.
"The out of town visitors are possibly going to say wrong things
about Paramount, First National,
Fox and probably some others, and
then in the height of all the excitement, are going to shame you into
buying stock in this supposedly exhibitor exchange. Just remember
when Lee Ochs, a former national
President of exhibitors sold stock in
a concern called United Pictures
Corporation where only exhibitors
could buy stock, and everyone who
bought lost every penny they put into it. Think and remember the
Superior Exchange in Philadelphia,
inaugurated by Charles Goodwin,
who is now one of our leading local
officers when his stock was sold only
to exhibitors, and practically every
dollar invested was lost.
"These are facts, and it looks as
though some of our present officers,
with the excuse of a padded meeting, claiming a whole lot of other
business is to be done, are only trying to put over the same stock selling plan again only dressed up in
different clothes. Exhibitors should
look after their theaters and not be
caught in such schemes as these.
Anyhow, if you do attend, bring
along a fat purse or your check book
and be ready to take the consequences.
"Our league should stand together
for our own protection, taking care
of local and state matters, and not
be tied up with fly by night schemes
in boosting film stock or allow some
of its officers to get easy pickings
and mislead the regular members.
(Signed)
one times
who with
has
been
stung "From
hard several
these film stock propositions and
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Thursday,
Seastrom and Ekman

Big Special
First

National
Secures
Rights
Belasco's "Girl of the Golden

to

Among the importaui;
deals for
West"
picture material just closed is that
through which First National secured
from David Belasco the picture rights
to his famous play "The Girl of the
Golden West," in which Blanche
Ej.tes starred for some years.
It is understood that Edwin
Carewe will make this on the Coast
and a special cast will be selected
aimost immediately. Release next
season.
Picture folk say that several concerns have made this story time and
time again, but always different a
bit from the Belasco play and of
course never using the title.

Double Grossed
Sydney Cohen Makes Charge Against
Music Publishers Association —
Clash With Evans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — There was a constant clash at the meeting of the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penna. and
Southern New Jersey at the Vendig
last Friday, between .Sydney Cohen
and John Evans, former national
committeeman.
Evans at one time asked Cohen
what about the printed reports which
showed that he (Cohen), was paying the music tax to the publishers
association, and in return Cohen declared that he has been "double
crossed" by the publisher's giving
out his check for publication in one
of the trade papers.
During the argument Evans
wanted to know why the M. P. T. O.
of A. had never been incorporated.

(Special to THE

to America?

FILM

Price 5 Cents

28, 1922

"Robin Hood" to End Run

DAILY)

Stockholm— It is reported here that
Victor Seastrom and Goesta Ekman,
popular Swedish stars, have been
made offers by one of America's
largest film companies.
LeMat

December

Here

Walter LeMat, of Stockholm. Sweden, associated with Carl York in the
distribution of Paramount Pictures in
Denmark, Sweden and Norway, is in
New York to confer with E. E.
Shauer.
Big Bronx Theater Started
Work has started on the big plot
on Willis Ave., running from 138th
to 139th St., upon which Blumenthal
& Haring will erect a huge structure
which will contain a picture house
with 2,500 seats, 28 stores and 55
apartments.
Harriet Hammond Suing Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Harriet Hammond
has filed a suit in the Federal Court
against Fox Film, asking $118,500
damages. In the complaint Miss
Hammond alleges that during the

willDouglas
end its Fairbanks'
10 weeks run"Robin
at the Hood"
Lyric,
on Jan. 7.
Special Performance
Thousands of children attended the
annual Christmas affair at the Strand
yesterday
the feature. morning.

"Dr. Jack" was

Bern Goes to Universal
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Paul Bern, former
head of Goldwyn scenario department, is to be a supervisor of production at Universal
after Jan. 1st.
Off For Panama
Al Green and Thomas Meighan are
leaving today for Panama where they
will work on Meighan's latest picture.
They are accompanied by their
cameraman, Ernest Haller.
Goldwyn Signs King Vidor
(SpedAl to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — King Vidor has been
placed under a long term contract by
Goldwyn to direct specials. His first
Goldwyn production, it is expected,
will be a successful stage play which
will soon get under way. In view of
the Goldwyn contract Vidor has
given Sol Lesser an option on his
studio.

Sons Control
Selznick Companies But L. J. Remains as Chairman of Board's
Lewis J. Sehnick, pioneer, leader,
producer, distributor is turning over
the active management of his enterprises— Selznick Pictures and Select
Pictures to his sons, Myron and
David O.
No more interesting announcement
has been released to the trade in
months. "L. J." put it this way:
"It has never been my intention to
wait until I died to have the boys succeed to their inheritance of labor and
responsibility.
I've only
been
ing for the day when
I could
feel waitthat
they could handle their bigger jobs
satisfactorily. That day has come —
There's been a rest coming to me for
a long time — and I'm going to take
Myron Selznick has been elected
President and David O. Selznick
^'ice-President of both companies.
Lewis J. Selznick continues as Chairman of the Board of Directors.

In addition
to the was
Selznick
sons'
election,
the meeting
important
for the creation of two new S«lznick
officers: A. George Volck was elected
Vice-President in charge of finance
of both corporations and John S.
filming of "The Fast Mail." a
quantity of dynamite was carelessly
W^oody Vice-President in charge of
Sales of Select Pictures.
exploded near her, burning her
severely and shocking her nervous
A. George Volck entered the motion picture business some six months
system, and as a result she cannot fulago as assistant to Myron Selznick.
German-American Flotation
fill a $1,000 a week contract with
Previous to that time, he had been
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
M.ick Sennett. The contract is for
Berlin — The Transcontinental Film prominently identified with important
one year.
The Fox New York offices knew Co., Ltd., has just been founded in financial and railroad organizations.
nothing of the matter when asked Berlin with a nominal capital of 10
"Teleview"
it." Premiere
million marks.
yesterday.
The
"Teleview"
had
its world
A well-known American film exMusic
Tax
Before
Department
of
port house is said to be chiefly in- premiere at the Sehvyn last night.
terested. The prospectus states as
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
objects
of
the company the furtherJustice
Remarkable Effects
ing and development of commercial
Washington — Complaint regarding
M. P. T. O. Zone Meeting
the so-called music tax has been relations between Germany and U.
Every director and every
(Special to THE
FILM
DAILY)
filed with the Department of Justice S.. with special regard to film trade.
producer in the East should
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of by the M. P. T. O. A. No details The American lawyer Edwin C.
see the new Selwyn production
Eastern
Penn., .Southern
N. J. and regarding the complaint would be Irion, is president of the Board of
"Johannes Kreisler," at the
Directors.
Dela. will hold a zone meeting
in
of the Departofficials
Apollo. There are lighting
outwho by
given ment
stated,
however, that they
Shamokin. Jan. 14.
Asso. Exhibitors Dividends
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Sunday Movies Win
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Ballston, Spa., N. Y. — In a specially called election held here
recently, residents decided in favor
of Sundaj' movies by a vote of 856
t(j 758. All persons over 18 were
allowed to vote.

Plans are being made for the observance of First National Week
during the week of Feb. 5th.
Fire Loss Heavy
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Hollywood — Fire late Saturday
caused rooms.
$350,000 loss to Universat's
cutting
Sol Lesser has an option on the
Kuig Vidor Studio. Has big plans
for 1923.
Projectionists Organize
(Special

to THE

to Home
FILM

Office
DAILY)

Chicago — F. L. Drumm who has
been Office Manager of Hodkinson,
ever since they opened their own office is leaving for New York to assume a position with the home office.
Harry James, who has been booker
for Hodkinson is taking Mr.
Drumm's place, and Tom Philbin has
been appointed head booker to succeed James.

Incorporations

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Sixty projectionists
have incorporated here, forming the
Penn. Federation of Projectionists,
Inc. with headquarters at 307 North
13th St. Officers of the new organization are: B. F. Bache, Pres.; R.
Dillon, Vice-Pres.; J. Greenburg,
Financial Secy, and Treas.
New

Yale Chain

(Special to THE
(Special to THE

Sales

Resigns

Des Moines — Abe Frankle has resigned from the Des Moines Theater
Co., of which A. H. Blank is president.

Drumm

Quotations
High

(By Western Union)
Boston — Forward Film Daily
Park Theater, Boston.
Lost
without it. Merry Xmas.
TED HEMMER

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Illmo Amusement
Co., 3330 Olive St., has purchased
the Main, Anna, 111., and has options
on two more houses in this territory.
Recently this company acquired the
Yale, Shelbyville, and the Princess,
Macon, Mo., as noted.
The Main and Princess will be
changed to Yale, that name to be
uniformally used for all houses operated by the company. All bookings are to be handled by the home
office.

Want
(Special

DAILY)

FILM

DAILY)

Berlin- — Herr Bohm, a director of
Deulig Film, has complied the following statistics:
In 1912, there were oi.b- 11 film
producing companies in Germany, in
1914, there was 25; 1918, 130. and today there are 250, over 200 are located in this city. Production was
begun in Munich only after the war.
In 1912 there were 85 renting firms
in the country. At present tl.ere are
300.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,
RESOURCES
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NEGATIVE

When the Encyclopedia read Variety's
comment about

CORP.

Building

Bryant

Mi)i

TITLES

10 cents per foot, including cards.
Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
class illustrations.
24 hour service.
TITLEGRAPH
STUDIOS
203 West 49th St.
Circle 10,056
Laboratory
Wad.
3443

AGE"

it fell over in a dead faint.
FOR

Variety said:

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE
Incl. CARDS

A First National Picture

■ THE SPICE OF THE PROi

SALE

CHEAP

TITLES

15 CENTS PER FOOT
24

Hour

Service

SIMPLEX

if

necessary

TITLE SHOP

220 W. 42d Street
"-foBci^o*

par

100 one reel, and 100 two reel
negatives. Produced by Thanhauser. Phone Mr. Johnston,
Bryant 7095.

"'Dangerous Age' declared to be a pippin — last
half of week at Capitol, Chicago, tremendous — over
A John M. Stahl Production

!

represented. Also every form of
financial service rendered in connection therewith — at legal rates.

Telephone

$36,000."

!

- $5,000,000

— LEGAL

Albany — Jacques Tyrol Prod. Capital $250,000. Incorporators; A. H.
Kurland, and J. Acks. L. Linker is
the attorney.

Norwich, Conn. — The Norwich
Palace Theater Corp., was formed
with a capital stock of $150,000. Incorporators are Abram A. Spitz,
Charles H. Stedman, and Herbert M.
Leron.

to THE

Broadway

"THE DANGEROUS

Censoring

FILM

Interesting Statistics
(Special

Chicago — The Central Amusement
Co. Incorporators Lee Morrison,
Grover E. Holmes, and A. J. Devos.
Capital, $10,000.

Albany — Leon Britten, Manhattan.
Capitalized at $10,000. Incorporators
S. Schwartzman, A. Corey, D.
Schneer. Attorney, H. S. Hechheimer.

Uniform
to THE

28, 1922

raHifli

London — It has been proposed by
believers of State censorship, that a
imiform method of censoring should
ex'st during the coming year. Those
interested in the project have already
received pledges of support from
many in official circles.

Albany — R. & B. Amusement Corp.
Brooklyn. Capital. $5,000. Incorporators. A. Beker, R. V. McGuire
and G. Rosenthal.

Albany — Beacon Projector Co.,
Manhattan. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators: H. A. Stoddard, A. J. Nelson, J. R. Mitchell. Attorney F. A.
Southworth.

December

Bryant 0985

THE
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Coast Brevities

A.t Broadway Theaters

(Special to THE

Cameo

FILM

DAILY)

ring Jack Holt.

Several musical numbers are on the bill
:his week, the overture "Yuletide" leading.
\
one-reeler,
"Future
Greats"
precedes
the
mnual
Christmas
Frolic
composed
of five
icencs. The Strand Topical Review is next
ollowed by a prologue to the feature, "Dr.
Jack." The first of the Great British Author's
Series, "Charles Dickens" is next. A Fox
Educational,
Dog" numbers.
and selections on the "The
organ Runaway
are the finale

Rialto
A quartette sings "Yuletide" as the first
mit on the program. The usual magazine
oUows, with selections from "Faust," played
jy the orchestra next. The fourth number
s Reisenfeld's
Classical
Jazz.
A
dance
ntasy by Paul Oscard and Vera Myers is
lerformed, after "The Flirt." A comedy.
Hurry Up" is last.

Rivoli
The musical numbers include the overture,
Dance of the Hours" from "La Gioconda,"
eisenfeld's Classical Jazz and "Around
the
hristmas Tree" sung by the Rivolo quartet.
I'he Rivoli Weekly,
"Toddling
Tots," featiring the Hastings
Twins and "IVIovies of
he Future" are shown before George Ade's
Back
Home
and
Broke"
is presented.
Patinage"
is danced by the Serova Dangers "Felix Turns the Tide," a Pat Sullivan
omedy closes the program.

Exhibitor Injured

(Special

Hollywood — Neal Hart has started
The Cameo orchestra opens the program
work on his second series of five-reel
with "Largo" followed by the weekly news features for William Steiner.
pictorial, "Aesop's Fables," "The Rosary,"
in organ recital by John Priest, and "Gibeah,"
i short reel. Then comes a comedy, "Crash"
Jack Geddings has been added to
md Tony Sarg's Cartoons. The feature is
'Solomon
in Society." An organ solo closes the cast of "The Tiger's Claw," starthe
bill.
Strand

DAILY

Claude Gillingwater and Eva
Thatcher have been added to the cast

to THE

Destroyed by Fire
(SpecimI to THE FILM DAILY)
Charlotte, N. C. — The Academy
here was completely destroyed by a
blaze.
The
loss
is estimated
at
$500,000.

ONLY

A

SHOP

GIRL

A

knockout in every respect. — Moving Picture
World.

of Universal's "Jewel."
William Russell's next for Fox is
"McPhee's Sensational Rest." Carmel Myers plays opposite and Jerome
Stern is directing.

One of the most attractive offerings. — Exhibitors
Herald.

Johnnie Walker has bought screen
rights to H. C. Witwer's "The Fourth
Musketeer" which he will produce for
F. B. O.

Real interest — well put on
— excellent cast. — Exhibitors Trade Review.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven's
eighth comcdv for F. B. O. release
will be "A Waggin' Tale." De Haven
will direct.

Sure-fire audience appeal
that will make it a winner.— Film Daily.

Anderson Smith has been added to
the cast of Universal's "The Abysmal
Brute." Irving Asher has been appointed assistant to Jack Lawton, location manager for Universal.

food" and "When Knighthood Was in Flow" still plays the Criterion.

DAILY)

Harvard, 111.— William F. Lee,
owner of Majestic Theater, was inrecently.jured in an automobile accident

The exhibitor can't go
tvrong
with it. — Variety.

With a capital stock of $500,000,
articles of incorporation have been
filed in Sacremento for the Jackie
At Other Houses
"Over the Hill" is back for two weeks at Coogan Pictures Corp. with H. E.
Wheeler. R. M. Kearney and Neil F.
lie
44th St.,
"Thethe Town
Forgot isGod"
ontinues
on at
Astor,That
Fairbanks
still
McCarthy, all of Los Angeles, as diulling them in at the Lyric with "Robin rectors.

im
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C. B. C. Film Sales Corp. 1600 B'zuay. N. Y.

H. E. GAUSMAN.
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Sills, Elliott Dexter, Theodore

Kosloff, Anna

Q. Nilsson,

Pauline Garon

By Jeanie Macpherson

special February Release
flapscreen's greatest novehy. A
THE
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t
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per story with a diff
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of
side
one
saw
r"
you
"Manslaughte
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modern girl— here's the other
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tory Museum, with gigantic skeleton
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preh
a
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ters
million year old mons
No.
No.
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No.

1
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ion, comparing the life of the cave man with
the life of today; the Chicago Board of
Trade, and a ball that marks the utmost in
magnificence.
Staged on the scale that has made DeMille's name the greatest box-office attraction in the world.

"When Knighthood Was in Flower."
"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."
"Drums of Fate."
"Nobody's Money."

d g>aramountQicture

WATCH
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TUESDAY
FOR
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Gets "Sure Fire Flint"

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Detroit — Favorite Films have acquired for distribution the Johnny
Hines' feature, "Sure Fire Flint."
Second
"Bruce
Barton"
Begun
Work has begun at the Better Day
Pictures studios on the second of the
"Bruce Barton" one-reel subjects
"Unhappy
Husbands," released by
Second National.
Tops "Law" Pictures
C. C. Burr is cheered along by
the reports appearing in the trade
papers showing that among the pictures having a rating of 70 per cent
or over that "I Am the Law" stands
out strongly. Burr claims that this
was the first of the many titles which
include the
the market
word "law,"
and release
which
flooded
after the
of

that

production.

1>"Notoriety" Sales
Sam Sax, sales manager, has just
returned from the Middle West
where he l.as closed for the following territories
"Notoriety":
Crescent
Filmon Exchanges
for Iowa,
Neb., Western Mo. and Kan.
H. Lieber Co. for Indiana.
United Film Service for Eastern
Mo. and South. 111.
Celebrated Players Film Corp., of
Chicago for Northern
111.
Leonard Starts Progress
to THE

FILM

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Ed Kraupa of the
Monarch Film Exchange has bought
all rights for pictures which were
held by the Superior Film Exchange.
Increase Capital
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Binghamton, N. Y: — The BuckleyP'erguson Prod.. Inc., have increased
their capital from $125,000 to $300,000.
Suing Inter'al Church Film
A verdict for $4,067 has been returned in the Supreme Court against
the trustees of the International
Church Film Service in a suit by
Masonic Hall against them to recover
on a note given to the International
Church B'ilni Corp., which was endorsed to the plaintiff.

Pioneer's
Leonard pictures.
announced that
company has obtained the
rights to the new Arrow
Noah Bloomer will travel for
exchange.
New

the new
territory
product.
the new

Gerson Series
FILM

Glenister on His Own
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — J. Glenister, who was
reported looking into studios here in
behalf of Sydney Cohen or the national exhibitor organization, says
that his interest in securing studio
space is of a personal nature, and
that perhaps he will produce later on.
Coast exhibitors, identified with the
M. P, T. O. A. are of the opinion
that the national organization has no
idea of financing or entering production at this time.

ADOLPH ZUKOR
Do You
Want
Success
For 1923

?

DAILY)

St. Louis — Tom Leonard has been
named president and manager for the
newly formed Progress Pictures
Corp., which will occupy the Pioneer
offices, 3435 Olive St. The concern
will take over the distribution of the

I Special to THE

28, 1922

Buys Superior Outfit
(Special

Hurley's "Pearls and Savages"
Some Sales
"Pearls and Savages," is the title
James F. Gill, Imperial Pictures, of of a special made by Captain Frank
Philadelphia, has acquired the "Mal- Hurley in an expedition into the uncolm Strauss Salome" for Eastern ki;own wilds of Papua (New Guinea)
Pennsylvania and Sou. New Jersey. showing the customs of the tribe of
Federated Film Exchange, of savages inhabiting this section of the
Washington, D. C, secured the rights globe. The production is scheduled
for District of Columbia, Maryland for a Broadway showing early in
and Virginia. Greater New York the year. Hurley is now making a
and Northern New Jersey has already new series of adventure films in this
same
section.
been closed with Apollo Exchange.

(SpecUl

December

''Independents''

The

Among

Thursday,

DAILY)

Hollywood — Paul Gerson Pictures
Corp. have signed a contract with
Peter B. Kyne for a series of Saturdaj' Evening Post stories in two
reel form, centering around the
character of "Tiberius Tinker."
Djivid Kirkland and Craig Hutchinson will direct with Orral Humphrey
in the title role.
Gerson's first full length feature,
title of which has not yet been announced, will be directed by Lorimer
Johnston, with Josef Swickard and
Edna Flugrath in the cast.

Educational Opens Own
(Special to THE

FILM

Branches
DAILY)

Toronto — Canadian Educational
Films, Ltd., has opened six branches
in Canada: Toronto, S. B. Taube;
Montreal, W. E. Allen, Albee Bldg.;
Winnipeg, S. Brint, Film Exchange
I-:idg.; Calgary; T. H. Davey, Princess Theater Bldg., and Vancouver,
C. R. Dippie, 553 Granville St. The
manager of the office at St. John,
has not been announced.
Canadian Educational was formerly associated with the Aliens, but
Educational will deal direct with
exhibitors, it is now stated. The
headquarters for Canada have been
established in the new Universal
Bldg., 277 Victoria St. S. Brint of
Winnipeg, is officially known as the
Vvestern Representative of the
Canadian company, and he also has
charge of the Winnipeg branch. W.
E. Allen of Montreal is the manager
of the Eastern territory, including
Montreal.

Every Exhibitor
Wants It

iTHE
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Friday,

Saenger Case
Firm Has Nothing to Say Regarding
Grand Jury Action
(Special to THE FILM
DA FLY)
New Orleans — Officers of the
Saenger Amusement Co. say they
have no comment to make relative
to the action of the Grand Jury,
which, as noted, has filed an indictment charging
the Saenger's
witli
combination
in restraint
of trade.
A friend of one of the executives
says, however, that the concern is
not worrying over the indictment,
inasmuch as the present Grand Jury
seems to be out on a crusade again t
all combinations — the laundrymen r>f
the city having been investigated on
a like charge recently.

December

Abe Warner Coming East
Hollywood— Abe Warner has left
for New York. Scheduled to arrive
Tuesday.
Happy

New

Year

Rivoli's Fifth Armiversary
The Rivoli will celebrate its fifth
anniversary during the week of Dec.
31st, and will present a gala prolatest. gram featuring Gloria Swanson's
Happy

New

Year

29,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Barthelmess Company Back
Richard Barthelmess and his company who have been making exteriors in Cuba for "The Bright
Shawl" are back.
Happy

New

Year

Crafts Dead

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Dr. Wilbur F.
Crafts, founder of the International
Reform Bureau, and a strong advocate of the enforcement of the
Sunday
Blue laws, is dead.

Brenon With Famous?
Herbert Brenon who has just com• Happy
New Year
pleted his contract with Fox Film is
Florence
Vidor
"MainDAILY)
Street"
eii route to the Coast for a confer(Special to THE forFILM
ence with Jesse Lasky. If satisfacHollywood — • Florence Vidor has
tory arrangements are completed been loaned by Associated Exhibitor?
Brenon will start almost immediately
to Warner's, and will have the role
with the Lasky organization, although he may return East to work. of Carol Kennicott in Warner's pro^—^ Happy
New
Year
duction of "Main Street." Monte
Blue will also have an important part
Happy
New Year
Louis Burston's Next
Speechmaking
Happy
New
Year
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Epstein Coming
Carroll H. Dunning of Prizma will
Los Angele.s — Louis Burston will be one of the chief speakers at the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
produce "Desire" as an all-star spe- dinner next Tuesday to be held by
Paris
— J. Epstein, the French
cial for Metro. This production is
the National Society of Electrical
being filmed at the local Metro Engineers. He will speak in place of director, is due to arrive shortly in
New York. He brings with him a
studios and directed by Roland V.
Lee. The cast includes Estelle W. V. D. Kelley who was slated to
print of his production "Pasteur,"
Taylor, John Bowers, Marguerite De speak on "The Synchronization of the film depicting the life and deeds
La Motte and David
Butler.
Music With Pictures." J. F. Leven- of the great scientist Louis Pasteur,
thal will also speak on practically the whose centenary is soon to be celebrated.
same subject.
At Metro is was stated no arrangements had definitely been made for
"Desire." Metro released Burston's
"Forget-Me-Not."
Happy

New

Year

Warner's Announce 12
The names of 12 of the 18 novels
and stage plays scheduled for production by Warner's for the coming season have just been made known. It
is intimated that within the next fortnif;ht negotiations for their purchase
will have been consummated.
Those announced include "Babbitt,"
by Sinclair Lewis, "Being Respectable," by Grace H. Flandrau, "Beau
Brummcll," and "Lovers' Lane," bolth
by Clyde Fitch. "David Copperfield,"
by Charles Dickens "How to Educate a Wife," by Elinor Glyn,
"Shadowed Lives," by Justin Adams,
"The Age of Innocence," a novel by
Edith Wharton, "Broadway After
Dark," by Owen Davis. "George
Washington, Jr.," and "Little Johnny
Jones," two George M. Cohan plays,
and "Cornered," the Broadway success of last season.

What of 1923?
See what important executives have to say regarding the
outlook. Excerpts of the feature of the coming issue of
THE FILM YEAR BOOK
will appear in Sunday's issue. ,

Answered

Several days ago ran this.
QUESTION
Addressed to any sales manager:
How many of your salesmen see
the pictures they are selling? And why don't they see a few more? Then
maybe they could argue better with Mister Ex-hi-bi-tor. And make
him see a few more.
Thus helping things along.
To which Famous Players sends in the newest booklet. Telling
ol the coming 39. Which especially is directed. On page 2. "To the
Exhibitor."
And which in part says:
It is not always possible for each one of you to screen every picture
that you purchase before you sign your contract. It is not always possible for us to send a representative to see you who will tell you everything about the picture that you should know before you buy it.
This refers more especially to larger productions that because of
their very nature do not represent on the face of them, the same stabilized
value that you know you are securing when you purchase stars who have
a well established patronage at your box office.
To assist in overcoming this, Famous Players will hereafter put out
on its bigger productions what will be known as "featurettes." These
featurettes will be carried by the salesmen as part of their selling material,
and will be screened for you before you are asked to purchase these
productions.
These featurettes ^yill contain from 20 to 40 of the biggest scenes
in the picture, or sufficient to give you an idea of the magnitude of the
picture you are being asked to buy.
They will also, through subtitles, give you everything of selling,
exploitation and advertising value that you should know before you buy
the picture and that vou can use after vou have bought It.
(Signed) S. R. KENT.
Hodkinson is doing this. Has been for a time. But how many
other distributors are? And all of them should. This looks like a surefire way. Of getting attention where it belongs.
DANNY.

The Franchise
First Naf >n il President Issues Statement — - ilm Service Offered
■W lere Exhibitors Are
Dissatisfied
In a statement issued yesterday to
franchise holders, Robert Lieber,
president of Asso. First National Pictures, said in part:
"First National is as iirmly convinced as
ever that a great many exhibitors who have
invested large sums of money in motion picture theaters desire to be assured of protection for their film supply and placed in a
position where they can maintain their independence as exhibitors. The motion picture
industry will be firmly established only when
there is a proper balance between Producer,
Distributor and Exhibitor, which leaves them
all secure, both in their policies and invest"It has been and still will be. our organization's constant effort to bring about more
equitable
methods
of dealing between Pro*
ducerments. and** Exhibitor,
and we are hopeful that
the great majority of our franchise holders
will realize that their cooperation with us
will continue to maintain an organized continuity of effort for the object which means
so much to us all.
"I feel confident that those franchise holders who believe the plan unsuited to their
peculiar circtmistances should not be asked
to continue under fianchise. So, if there
are franchise holders who do not share my
faith in the First National franchise. I wish
to announce the willingness of our organization to cancel the franchise of such exhibitors. Moreover, it is the desire of First
National that those franchise holders who
are released, if they have faithfully and fairly
lived up to their franchise obligations in the
past, should suffer no loss on account of
the money they paid out in the purchase of
the voting trust certificates involved in the
sale of the franchise.
(Continued on Page 6)
Happy

New

Year

Blumenthal Coming Home
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Paris — Ben Blumenthal has sailed
on the Majestic from Cherbourg for
America.
Happy

New

Year

Rogers With Roach

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Will Rogers has signed with Hal Roach for comedy tworeelers, to be started following completion on Dec. 31
Roger's Zeigfeld engagement,
it isofannounced
here.
^—^—

Happy

New

Year

Norman Kerry With Universal
Norman Kerry who takes the principal romantic role in "Merry Go
Round," has been signed by Universal for five years. His next role will
be that of Phoebus in "The HunchAfter
completion
back of Notre
Dame."of his work in
the Victor Hugo picture, it is likely
that Kerry will be starred.

Monday
New Year's
Day
and a being
legal holiday,
there
will be no issue of THE FILM
DAILY published.
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Exchangemen

Chicago — B. T. Phelps has joined
the sales staff of Progress Pictures,
anc' Charley Heede is with Goldwyn.
Cleveland — Carl
Mechener has
been promoted to booker in the
Metro exchange here.

Southwestern Notes

The Teleview
Exceedingly interesting, and
worth while. Not perhaps desirable for general pictxire entertainment but as a novelty in
the very large cities will probably get over. Showing much
too long and should be cut.
Trifling eye strain results, and
rne is inclined to become a
bit stiff through remaining in
one ijosition.
But the stereoptic effect is
'excellent. Tilford studio's set's
deserve commendation. Some
compare favorably with some
of the futuristic effects of "Dr.
Caligari."
DANNY.
Fighting High Rentals

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Stockholm — Swedish distributors
believe the rental price being charged
for foreign films, especially those of
America, is too high.
Happy

Newr

Year

Swedish Statistics
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Stockholm — Picture fans paid 18,000,000 crowns for admissions, during the past year, 2,500,000 crowns
V, ent to the government for tax.
Happy

New

Friday,

Year

Buffalo T. M. A. Officers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — Newly elected officers of
the Buffalo Theater Managers Ass.
are- AI Beckrich, president; Fred M.
Sl.afer, vice-president; W. W. BradIt}-. secretary, and treasurer.
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at Rothacker Plant

(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — The Popular Amuse.
Co., increased its capital stock from
$50,000 to $125,000.

Chicago — Watty Rothacker paged
Santa Claus to the tune of $15,000
of Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., stock
which was distributed as Christmas
presents among members of the
Chicago organization. Santa brought
along a bag of gold pieces for the
niore recent members of the organization. Workers also received the
usual increase in insurance carried
for them
by the company.

Rock Island, 111.— Carl Miller and
A. Anderson sold the Spencer Square
to the Reisenfeld & Hopp interests.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,

Loraine,
Tex. — Messrs.
Gunn
and
Walker have leased the Crystal here.
Marshall, Tex. — G. T. Trammell
obtained management of the Palace,
formerly leased by So. Ent. Inc.

Dallas, Tex. — The Dallas Amuse.
Co., was organized to operate the
Melba here under the management of
P. G. Cameron.
Tulsa. Okla.— The Lyric Theater
Amuse. Co. was incorporated here
with a capital of $10,000. Incorporators are John Brown, J. C. Scully,
and Elizabeth Brown.
Chicago — Charles Fetcher and Fred
Nortman who operate the Drexel,
Lexington, and Harvard o.. the south
side acquired the Kimbark from
Harry T. Leper.
Authentic information says that
Select Pictures will discontinue its
Oklahoma City branch office and the
entire force dismissed with exception
of C. D. Touchon, branch manager,
who will remain in Oklahoma City as
special representative, and working
in combination with the Dallas Texas
and Kansas City offices.
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Cleveland — Maurice
Safier is the
new manager of United Artists Exchange here, succeeding King Evans,
transferred to Canada.

NOT

Pittsburgh — H. M. Wilkinson is
the new exploitation director of the
First National exchan,,c here. He
succeeds Nick Wagner, who is now
managing the Perry at Erie.

USED

IN

ART

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251 West 19tb St.

Cincinnati — H. T. Snowden, exploitation manager for Goldwyn in
the Indianapolis territory, will also
handle the Cincinnati territory in
conjunction with Indianapolis in the
same
capacity.
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OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

OF ASSOCIATED

FIRST NATIONAL

It IS now almost three years since Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., put into effect the
franchise system.
Though First National has never contended that
the Franchise method of selling pictures is entirely
perfect, and that all the problems involved in establishing stable and sound methods of dealing between
Distributor and Exhibitor have been settled. First
National has no apologies to offer for its efforts. I
believe that in the Franchise Plan First National
has made a great forward step.
First National is as firmly convinced as ever that
a great many exhibitors who have invested large
sums of money in motion picture theaters desire to
be assured of protection for their film supply and
placed in a position where they can maintain their
independence as exhibitors. The motion picture industry will be firmly established only when there is
a proper balance between Producer, Distributor and
Exhibitor, which leaves them all secure, both in their
policies and investments.
Independence and protection still remain the basis
of our franchise, and therein it has been eminently
successful. Moreover, in estabhshing the franchise,
First National has made the first notable effort to do
away with the old system of individual barter and
unfairly varying prices, and to substitute in place
firm and properly adjusted prices.
It has been and still will be, our organization's
constant effort to bring about more equitable
methods of dealing between Producer and Exhibitor,
and we are hopeful that the great majority of our
franchise holders will realize that their cooperation
with us will continue to maintain an organized continuity of effort for the object which means so much
to us all.
I feel confident that those franchise holders who
believe the plan unsuited to their peculiar circumstances should not be asked to continue under franchise. So, if there are franchise holders who do not
share my faith in the First National franchise, I
wish to announce the willingness of our organization
to cancel the franchise of such exhibitors. Moreover, it is the desire of First National that those
franchise holders who are released, if they have
faithfully and fairly lived up to their franchise
obligations in the past, should suffer no loss on account of the money they paid out in the purchase
of the voting trust certificates involved in the sale
of the franchise.
Any franchise holder who is not in default under
his franchise, who desires to terminate his franchise, as of June 30, 1923, or any subsequent time
can do so by giving First National six months' notice
at any time.
It makes no difference whether the

FIRST
NATIONAL

TO FRANCHISE

HOLDERS

PICTURES. Inc.

notice is given before January 1, 1923, so long as
six months notice is given to First National and
provided that the termination cannot become effective prior to June 30, 1923.
Therefore, First National is willing, at this time,
in cancelling such franchises, to refund to the franchise holder who is not in default under his franchise the consideration he paid for the voting trust
certificates in the form of film service consisting of
such pictures as First National determines are
available in each instance, which must be taken advantage of within six months of notice of cancellation.
First National will, of course, account to its Producers for this service just as if it had received the
rentals in cash.
In making this voluntary statement (which goes
far beyond First National's legal obligations under
the franchise) I request that notice be sent immediately by any dissatisfied franchise holders to
the Manager of the Exchange by whom they are
being served, so that it may be determined by First
National as to whether such franchise holder has
been in default and is entitled to this adjustment.
Needless to say, I include in this suggestion franchise holders who have sent in their notice prior to
January 1, 1923.
So there may be no misunderstanding, I would say
that, under this arrangement, the franchise holder
when cancelling, will have to forego all his rights in
the voting trust certificates.
In making this announcement, I wish to say that
First National has no other motives than those
herein expressly stated. I believe that the great
majority of our franchise holders have sufficient confidence in the future of First National, and in the
forward looking, and perhaps somewhat bold effort
First National has made in establishing franchise,
to continue with us. I invite such franchise holders
to remain members of the First National "franchise
family." But those franchise holders who do not
wish to continue will, I hope, appreciate the fairness
of our voluntary suggestion and terminate their
franchise with the same friendly feeling toward
First National that First National has, and will
have, toward them.
The motion picture industry requires, more than
anything else, the spirit of good will and fair dealing
between all engaged in it. It is in this spirit and
with high hopes for the future of First National as
an organization grounded on the principle of fairness toward both independent Exhibitors and independent Producers, that 1 am making this announcement, and I hope it will be received in the same
spirit by all our franchise holders.

NAT'L PICTURES, INC.
ASSOC. FIRST
6 West 48th St., New York City
By Robert Lieber, President
December 28, 1922.
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Putting, It Over

Want Ban Raised
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto — At a recent meeting of
Here is how a brother exthe Public School Board, it was dehibitor put his show over.
cided to ask the Underwriters Assoc,
Send along your ideas. Let
to raise the ban prohibiting the use
the other fellow know how you
of films in. schools.
cleaned up.
Happy New Year
Montana
M. P. T. O. Officers
"Help Yourself"
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Cedar Rapids, Iowa — A "lielp yourButte, Mont. — Officers of the M.
self" campaign was initiated for the P. T. O. of Montana, recently elected
showing of "Lorna Doone" at the here are. Merle Davis, president;
Falace, and helped put this attraction
over to splendid business. The slogan F. A. Bodecker, first vice-president;
E. Lake, second vice-president; Wilcame from a tie-up with the i^iggly
liam A. Woolfall, treasurer and
Wiggly stores, retail groceries that Albert Nadeau,
^ecretary.
have established a self-service policy.
Happy New Year
They are a western corporation and
Good News
have a relationship in name only with
Collectors of Internal Revenue are
the company that has just failed in the
east. The Jt'iggly-Wiggly stores gave mailing to taxpayers who made
16 windows to tie-ups on Lorna similar returns for the year 1921
Doone cookies, sold by the National Form 1040A for filing individual reBiscuit Co.
turns of net income of $5,000 or less
for the year 1922. The form is in
six pages, two of which provide for
Women: by Nero
the return proper, and two for making a duplicate of the return. Two
Indianapolis, Ind. — Most of the
pages
are devoted to instructions.
effort to put over "Nero" at the
Apollo was directed towards a strong The duplicate and the instruction
newspaper campaign and the use of pages should be detached and retained by the la.xpayer, and the
novelty heralds.
original return mailed to the colTwenty-five thousand "Nero" booklector for the district in which the
lets which were printed at a reasonable price were distributed the week taxpayer lives or has his principal
before the opening. These were 2 place of business. Form 1040 for
by 3>4 inches in measurement and filing returns of net income in excess of $5,000 soon will be issued,
contained 8 pages. The front cover
which was of red and blue paper bore and mailed to taxpayers who filed
similar returns for 1921. The filing
this legend: "What I know about wo- period is from Jan. 1 to March 15,
men: by Nero." The four inner pages 1923.
were blank.
Happy

Interesting Firemen
Galveston — Efifecting a tie-up with
tlie Fire Department, gave the management of the Dixie a ballyhoo durof "Nero."
showing
ing
the
As the burning of Rome is one of
the big punches the management induced the Fire Department to name
a "Fireman' Day" during the showing. As a result local firemen were
invited to see the picture as guests of
the theater. They arrived in six fire
trucks which carried banners announcing the name of the theater and
the play. The local newspapers cooperated by playing up "Fireman's
Day."
Offer of Live Baby
Libertyville, III. — T.ie live baby
stunt
all ears.
of Libertyville's 2,000
souls onsettheir
Bill Danziger, Paramount exploiteer co-operatmg with the management
of the Auditorium in advertising "The
Old Homestead" put a flash in the
newspaper to the effect that a live
baby would be given away opening
night.
A merchant made up a window of
baby shoes, toys, and other infant
articles with a card further announcing the stunt. The newspapers carried front page readers. In addition,
a negro woman was put ok "Main
Street" wheeling a buggy bannered to
advertise the picture and the live baby
donation.
The baby was brought on the
stage, being none other than a future
pork chop wrapped in diapers. _ The
first person to claim him, got him.

New

New

Year

Friday,
December
^^^I^IMiM—l I

Academy
Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Charlotte, N. C. — The Academy
was destroyed by fire last week. It
was the largest theater here and
Inc.
under
lease by Southern Enterprises.
Happy New Year
Love Triangle Taboo in Ohio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. — Vernon Riegel of
the Ohio State Censorship Board announces a new policy that will bar
the love triangle and illicit love affairs from all productions in Ohio in
the future.
Happy New Year
"The Body Beautiful" in Work
Over at the Tilford studio the
first five of 12 reels have been completed reelers
on "The are
Body
These one
being Beautiful."
produced
( by Dr. Morris Korshet for the purl.cse of showing how the body can
be kept in proper condition Olive
Ann Alcorn is posing. Slow motion
is used at times. Release not arranged.
— ^^— Happy New Year
Mildred Davies Leaves Lloyd
(Spedal to THE FILM DAILYi
Hollywood — Mildred Davis, Harold Lloyd's leading woman, has left
him, to be starred in "Temporary
Marie," produced by the Sacramento
Film Co. Lambert Hillyer is
directing, and the cast includes
Kenneth Harlan, Mrytle Stedman,
Tully Marshal, Stuart Holmes, and
Maud George. Jobyana Ralston has
bien selected as Lloyd's new
ing woman.

lead-

Maxey,

Gibson
City,
been opened.

Edna

111. — The

FILM

New
Castle, Pa. — Construction
the Perriello is under way.

of

Corsicana, Tex. — The Musselman
interests have taken over the Palace
here from So. Ent., Inc.
Timmonsville, S. C. — D. V. McDonald has opened the new Garden,
with Harold Copeland as manager.
Clinton, Mass. — The Clinton Theater Co. has been formed here to erect
a new $100,000 house on High St.'
St. Paul, Minn.— O. Tatkin and M.
Goldberg have received permits for
the erection of a new theater here to
cost $52,000.
Concord, N. H. — Jacob Conn who
operates the Gaiety in Providence,
and who sold his Star and Sterling
here, plans to erect a new house.
Knoxville, la. — Mrs. Morrissey,
who managed a house at Garden
Grove, bought the two houses from
Mr. Nelson.
Chicago — The Garden Building
Corp., is promoting a new 1 000 seat
house and hotel in the Cottage-Grove
Woodlawn district, the entire project
to cost in the neighborhood of $1,250,000.

DAILY)

Ethel Clayton has finished "The
Remittance
Woman," her second for
F.
B. O.
Alice Lake, Edna Murphy and
Harry van Meter will support Herbert Rawlinson in "Nobody's Bride."
Herbert Blache will direct Herbert
Rawlinson in "Nobody's Bride,"
adapted by Albert G. Ivenyon from
the story by Evelyn Campbell.
The title of Baby Peggy's Spanish
picture has been changed three times,
ft was first called "The Senorita,"
then "Sunny Smiles," now its "Carmen Junior."
Complete cast of "Her Fatal Millions," starring Viola Dana, will include Huntly Gordon, Allan Forrest,
Peggy Brown, Edward Connelly,
Kate Price and Joy Winthrop.
Mother Ashton is back from Honolulu with the Ivers Company where
she assisted Betty Compson in "The
White Flower" and is now working
in "Rupert of Hentzau."
"Her Reputation" will be the title
of the first Ince release for fall,
1923. Now in production under the
ing.
v/orking
"News."
Cast
headed by title
May of
McAvoy
and Lloyd
Hughes.

John Griffith Wray directH. E. GAUSMAN.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'.:^
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE

Theaters

Oneonta, N, Y. — The
1,200 seat house, opened.
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Alhimeiidous thsittoii
of remarkable praise (greets

BOOTH
TAfMNGTON'S

MASTERPIECE

He

Remarkable

!

A
HOBARTHENLET
PRODUCTION

Says Reeland Reviews

Good for Any Houses

"TT is a picture that will be remembered for a
-*• long time. A remarkable motion picture. It
is a pleasure to state that 'The Flirt' as a picture is
quite as good as 'The Flirt' as a book — even a little
better, perhaps."

house in any locality."

F/rSt Rate !

A Big Hit!

Says N. Y. Globe

"a remarkable piece of work in every re■^^ spect. First rate entertainment. Hobart
Henley has handled the Tarkington story with rare
skill and intelligence. I hope Mr. Tarkington writes
Hobart a letter and tells him so."

Powerful I
" A

POWERFUL,

Says N. Y. Eve. Mail

Says N. Y. Journal
*'npHE FLIRT at the Rialto makes a big hit.
A
A significant production.
A serious and
commendable effort to interpret honestly a good

piece of literature."

Excellent I
Says N. Y. World
' ' T? XCELLENT ! All who like Tarkington's
-t-' works may find this picture worth their

well acted picture."

Tbu^ll Like It I

Says M. P. News
"A DAPTED to the screen, it (The Flirt) re-^~*- tains its values — its charm — its human appeal, and all its lifelike incident.
Good for any

Says N. Y. Eve. World

"TTrE thoroughly enjoyed the whole show. It
W
must be said for 'The Flirt' that it has
everything in it a movie ought to have, and that's
a strong statement coming in these days of thrills.
We enjoyed 'The Flirt' and think most movie goers
will agree with us. We think you'll like 'The Flirt' ;
we did!"

A Big Box Office Attraction !

Says M. P. World

"/^NE of the most intensely human stories ever
^^ presented on the screen. Every one of the
characters seem real living persons. Strikes home.
Exceptionally well selected cast. Should appeal to
every class of spectator. Should appeal to every type

while.

Most of it is excellent."

jFor Every Eamily

Says Photoplay

"T

ISTED as one of January's seven best pic-L' tures.
Of a family, for a family.
It might
be the slogan of this picture. For every family, in

fact!"
U^onde
rful Exploitation
Possibilities I

of audience, and prove a big box-office attraction."

Says Ex. Herald
' ' ir\ ELIGHTFUL entertainment.
Worthy of ex-*-^ tra effort on the part of every exhibitor who
plays it and has wonderful exploitation possibilities.
No doubt about its appeal in any theatre."

One of the Best!

One of the Best!

Says N. Y. Telegraph

"a CTED by a flawless cast, it is a picture with
-t^ tremendous human interest. If it meets with
the success it deserves it should be one of the best
pictures of the year."

UNIVERSAL

Says N. Y. Daily News
some time.
/^ NE of the best we have seen This
in some
time.
photoplay
n, ^^ Go to see it on our say-so
is distinctly worth your while."

- JEWEL

Pnessnted bg

CARL LAEMMLE

fJ^E^

DAILY

In the Courts
Arthur Guy Empey lias been sued
ill the Supreme Court bj' E. Kirby
Smith to recover a balance of $13,392
on notes he endorsed for the Guy
Empey Productions on April 30, 1921,
to the Commercial National Bank at
Shreveport, La.
Through the filing in the Supreme
Court of an order of discontinuance
signed by Justice Cavegan, it became known that Albert H. Woods
had sued Thomas H. Incc. The details of the case were not made
known by House, Grossman & Vorhaus, attorneys for Woods, who
asked for the order because the case
has been settled.
Louis Jacobson has filed two suits
in the Supreme Court involving the
Kempson Pictures Corp., which he
organized with Jacob L. Kempner.
In one suit against the corporation he
asks $2,550 for salary due since last
August, alleging that he was engaged
as vice president at $150 a week. In
the other he named as defendants the
corporation, Kempner, Edward M.
James, the W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
Select Pictures, the Bay State Film
Co., and others. He based the suit
oi- the original contract he and
Kempner made with Select for 18
films, which contract was assigned to
the Kempson Pictures Corp., after
v.hich a contract was made with the
Hodkinson Corp. or the distribution
of the films. He insists that he is
entitled to a third of the profits but
that in violation of his rights all
moneys due from the distribution
v/ere assigned to James as trustee on
Jfne 30 last, for the benefit of the
Bay State Film Co. and the Otis
Lithographing Co. as creditors. He is
willing that the Otis Company shall
get $11,000 advanced to the Kempson
Corp. but wants the assignment in
other respects rescinded, including his
assignment of his interest in the
Select contract to Kempson, and a
full accounting. He also demands
$50,000 damages.
' Happy

New

Year

Metropolitan
Opened
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore — The Metropolitan was
opened here last week. It is a 1,450
seat house and cost about $325,000.

High Prices
Talk heard of the Selwyn's
wanting something like $150,000 for picture rights to "The
Fool." Several large companies, including Griffith, said
to be after the property, but
balking at the price fixed. As
a result Selwyn's considering
idea of allowing some producer
to have the picture, so they say,
on a royalty basis, thus defraying the heavy cash investment.
Incidentally the picture cannot
be made for 18 months at least,
so the reports say, as the
Selwyn's expect to send several companies out in the
success next year.

Friday, December

29, 192;

The Franchise
(Continued
from
Pape 1)
"Anyfaultfranchise
holder
who
is not
in deunder his franchise, who
desires
to
terminate his franchise, as of June 30. 1923,
or any subsequent time, can do so by giving
First National six months' notice at any
time. It makes no difference whether the
notice is given before January 1. 1923. so
long as six months' notice is given to First
National and provided that the termination
cannot become effective prior to June 30, 1923.
"Therefore, First National is willing, at
this time, in cancelling such franchises, to
refund to the franchise holder who is not in
default under his franchise the consideration
he paid for th" voting trust certificates in
the form of fi'm service consisting of such
pictures as First National d»termines are
available in each instance, which must be
taken advantage of within six months of
notice of cancellation.
"First National will, of course, accouiit
to its Producers for this service just as if
it had received the rentals in cash.
"In making this voluntary statement (which
goes
farunder
beyondtheFirst
National's
legal obliir.Ttions
franchise)
I request
that
notice he sent immediately by any dissatisfied franchise holders to tlie Manager of the
Exchange by whom they are being served,
so that it may be determined by First National as to whether such franchise holder
has been in default and is entitled to this
•iiljustment. Needless to say, I include in
tliis suggestion franchise holders who have
sent in their notice prior to January 1, 1923.
"So there may be no misunderstanding, I
would say that, under this arrangement.
tlie francliise holder when cancelling, will
liave to forego all his rights in the voting
trust certificates.
"In making this announcement. I wish to
say that First National has no other motives than those herein expressly stated. * * *
"The motion picture industry requires,
more than anything e'se, the spirit of good
will and fair dealing between all engaged in
it. It is in this spirit and with high hopes
for the future of First National as an organization grounded on the principle of fairness toward both independent Exhibitors and
independent Producers, that I am making this
.innoiuiccment, and I hope it will be received
in the same spirit by all our franchise
holders."

Happy

New

Year

"Find"DAILY)
I SpecialBlac
to kton
THE's FILM

London — Stuart Blackton has
made a "find" in Maisie Fisher. 17,
who plays Mary. Queen of Scots in
"The Virgin Queen." Blackton says
she will prove another great star.
Happy

New

Year

Pictures and Jurors
.Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Oklahoma City — Jurors before
whom a criminal case is being tried
should not be permitted, while the
case is in progress, to attend a motion picture which might either consciously or sub-consciously influence
their verdict, was the opinion rendered by Judge K. S. Bessey, of the
Oklahoma Criminal Court of
.Appeals.
The evidence in the case was purely
circumstantial, according to the
I'.riefs filed in the case, and the jury,
while the trial was in progress, was
alloAved to visit a motion picture
•iliow, the theme of which was a wei)
of circumstantial evidence being
woven around ;> suspected murderer,
and the picture was said to have
made a deep impression on the jurors
and influenced them in finding the
defendant guilty and sentencing him
to life imprisonment.
Although the findings of the lower
court were reversed on the theory
that the evidence did not warrant
the verdict. Judge Bessey throughout the opinion stressed the impropriety of allowing the jurors to attend the suggestive motion picture
show.
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Rodolph's
Open Letter
ays Famous Offered Him $7,000 a
Week — Not Selfish for Money,
Wants to Make Good
Pictures
Photoplay, January issue, now out,
contains an' "open letter" from
Rodolph Valentino addressed "to the
American public," in which, in part,
Valentino says:
"My contract called for $1,250 a week.
After I had paid for many of the clothes to
be worn in my pictures (and every actor
requires an extensive wardrobe of expensive
clothes) and had answered thousands of fan
letters every week, and sent my pictures
when they were requested — you can imatcine
I had very little left. But even at that I
was willing to gro on at the same salary if
they would permit me to make real photoplays instead of making cut-and-dried lirogram features, that can be hacked and torn
and compressed into a given number of feet
of film to fit so many cans, like so many
boxes of sardines.
"I was not temperamental. I was not
grasping. • * *
"When I was offered $7,000 a week by
the same producers if I would go back to
work on the cut-and-dried program picture
basis, I refused it. And when I refused it,
I agreed to go back to work on my old
salary if they would permit a certain writer
and a certain director to have the last word
on the pictures to be made. ♦ » ♦ These
two people are recognized by the producers
as fair minded, cafable craftsmen and
artists. But thev wouldn't even agree to
that. * • •
"My salary of $1,250 a week may seem
a great deal of money, but it is actually less
than the salary of any other prominent star
on the screen. Mary Miles Minter gets
$8,000; Norma Talmadge $10,000; William
Farnum $10,000; Thomas Meighan $5,000,
to mention but a few, and if they were
were not worth it to the companies they
work for. the companies would not pay it
to them."
Happy

The

New

Year

Troubles
of
Exhibitor

an

Mister Film Daily.
I noticed in your cataloerue dated
December 9, the "Motion Picture Exhibitors Protective League of the Almost Far West" invite me to join
them in their depredations on the public and film concerns. Being a man a
few words, please convey this message to that gang of porch-climbers:
"Zeke Beezwax, owner and operator
ot the Smellsbad Theater, Split Lip.
Nevada, does not desire to be hampered in his honest operations by a
combination that would endeavor to
dictate the policv of bis emporium. He
alwavs has and always will plav a
lone hand. If he wins. Good. If he
loses.
Not so good."
I fell for a band of burglars, once.
Thev roped me in on a plan to buy a
picture on which I had been quoted
seven-fifty bv telling me under their
cooperative booking plan I could get
this film for $5.98. I flopped for their
(Continued

on

P«ge

2)

McCormack With First National
Barrett McCormack, one of thi
best known exploitation men in the
business, and formerly manager of
several very large theaters, is doing
special work at First National in the
department of exploitation.
' Happy

New?

Year

Wanger Sees Death of Block Booking
Walter Wanger, well known
American now in London, in a special
article in the current issue of "Variety," says, in part:
"Before long renters pre-releasing
pictures should experience not the
slightest difficulty in finding a sufficient number of open dates. This is
already proved by the fact that a
certain American house, which has
recently opened its own branch offices
in this country, has been able to get
ample dates for its early releases.
"I confidently predict that in a
year's time it will be the general
practice in this country to release
pictures concurrently with America.
The block-booking octopus, which
had the Britisii industry completely
throttled, will be dead and conditions
C'U a sound economic foundation."
Happy New Year
Krows Resigns
Announcement was made yesterday'
afternoon that Arthur Edwin Krows
has terminated his contract as managing editor of The Chronicles of
America Picture Corp. This is the
organization which is making a series
of screen histories under the authority
of Yale University.
Krows has been with the concern,
since January 1920, being the first
man called in to determine the feasibility of the Yale plan by actual investigation of the materials. When
the enterprise was incorporated a few
months ago he assumed special
charere of the scenario and continuity
divisions, personally writing "scripts"
and supervising the work of others.
The immediate reason for the
change is given as opportunity to
head an individual film producing
ccmpany, although Krows declares
he will not open his own offices till
Feb. 1. Krows will not continue
either as member of the board of directors or as officer of the corporation.
Happy

New

Year

Ince Optimistic
Sees Screen Permanently Established
For Coming
Season
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Hollywood — Writing in the Ince
house organ, "The Silver Sheet,"
Thomas H. Ince savs: "There have
been booms in our industry, but just
as the boom days of other industries
have slumped into davs of lessened
(Continued on Page 2)

^

"Salome" Opening

Nazimova's
the Criterion
sign will be
the house to

"Salome" will open at
Sunday.
A new electric
erected for the front of
cost over $14,000.

' Happy

New

Year

Burton Holmes Back
Burton Holmes has returned from
the Far East, with a new set of
colored lectures. He will give five
Sunday afternoon, and five Monday
afternoon lectures at Carnegie Hill,
beginning Jan. 7th.
Happy New Year
Distinctive Sales Conference
Distinctive Pictures has just concluded a conference of their President, Arthur S. Friend, and t' eir
road men. Those attending w jre
Nathan Friend, Willam L. Sherry,
Bert Adler, Homer R. Gordon, tra\ el\\•^Z representative, H. W. Marin,
general manager, and Howard Estabrook.
Happy

Bray

New

Year

Co-Operating
ment With

Govern-

The Bray Studios, in co-operation
with the Federal Government, is
making a series of 12 single reelcrs
for the purpose of showing how some
diseases, like typhoid, tuberculosis,
etc., can be avoided. It is understood
they will have a Broadway showing
soon.
Happy
(Special to THE

New

Year

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis Deal
s — s
/ /Go
St. ldw
Louiyn'
Goldwyn has closed a
deal with the Delmonte (the largest
one-floor theater in the world, seating
3.000), for the 17 remaining Goldwyn
pictures for the season. They will
be played within a period of 21
. ting with "Hungry Hearts,"
next s week
week
star

Big Prices

Being Offered by Circuits — Fox Pays
for that
"Knighthood"
It is$50,000
reported
tl»fe Fox organization has paid $50,000 for "When
Knighthood
Was
Flower"
the
New
York
stringin of
Fox for
houses
about
110 days.
This means that it will cost Fox
an
average
for each
showing
in of
the $500
string.
Some day's
film
folk said yesterday they could not
figure how this could pay out.
The price paid is said to establish
a new high record locally. The A.
B. C.forpaid
$60,000 nuinber
for "Tess,"
but
was
a greater
of days
tiian the Fox circuit can use. It is
said that this price has proven unsatisfactory to some members of the
Booking Association, and that there
is some possibility of a request being
made for readjustment.
The report was also circulated that
Fo,x had paid a like amount for
"Robin Hood," but this was denied.
At the same time denial was forthcoining that Fox had paid anything
was
that for
a considerably
smallerIt
like said
$50,000
"Knighthood'"
sum had been paid, and that in conjimction with the sale Fo.x had been
pledged a certain amount of advertising from the Hearst organization.
Happy

New

Year

Money Getters
First

National
Field Force
Bonus
Men for Paid and Played
Business

Prize money is now being handed
out to First National salesmen who
won the district competition during
the recent sales drive.
Jacob M. Jacobs, of Chicago,
heads the list with Charles Hamal,
of Salt Lake, second; Lewis W. CarS-L's New
Studio
Happy
Year
ter, Atlanta, third; Fred Wilson, Detroit, fourth; Byron A. Stover, Butte,
fifth, and John Colder, Washington,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sixth. Jacobs ran nearly 168 per cent
San Diego, Cal. — Work is pro- over his quota.
ceeding on the new S-L studio here,
The prizes awarded were $300 for
the cornerstone of which was laid
first man, $200 for second, $150 for
about a month ago. The plot con- third and $100 for fourth.
ta-ns 20 acres, and in addition to 14
(Continued
on Page 4)
stuges, there will be an administraYear
tion building. The stages have been
A.Happy
B. C.New Moving
d(.'igned and will be built under the
personal direction of Edward J.
'j he Assoc. Booking Corp. will
Sliulter, well known technical direc- move their offices within the next
tor The plant will include in addi- few days from the Candler BIdg., to
tion to the usual buildings, a special 1650 Broadway, fourth floor, at 51st
film laboratory. Additional space
^vill include rooms for the use of
directors, cutters, accounting and St.
publicity departments and executive
offices.
Monday,
being holiday,
New Year's
Day
and a legal
there
will be no issue of THE FILM
This is the first studio to be built
in San Diego. Until its completion
DAILY published.
S-L will produce at Metro studios,
Hollywood.

Saturday,

The

Troubles
of
Exhibitor

an

f Continued from Page 1)
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0»J<>tations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. . .
do pfd. .
G'wyn
...
Griffith
Loew's ...
Triangle
World

Low

90y2
90^
97^
5

87}^
87.)4
97%
4Ji

19^

19

Happy

New

Close

Sale*

873/^
5,000
90
1,000
97J4
100
4^
2 000
Not quoted
19
1,800
Not quoted
Not quoted
Year

Incorporations
Dover — Masterpieces,
capital, $500,000.

Wilmington,

Dover — California
Cinema
Corp.,
Wilmington, capital $2,500,000.
Dover — Consolidated Pictures
Capital $2,500,000.
Wilmington — Dragon
capital $5,000,000.

Films

Inc.
Corp.,

Albany — Ex Fin Co., Manhattan,
capital, $10,000. Incorporators, H.
Glenby, E. Silton and A. Lewis.
Harrisburg— World Amuse. Service Assoc. Philadelphia, capital $3,400,000.
Dover, Del. — Theater Owners' Distributing Corp., Wilmington, capita!
$5,000,000.
Albany — Waverly Photoplay Corp.,
Manhattan, capital, $100,000, incorporators J.J. Jansen, Jr., T. E. Halle.
R- A. MacLean.
Trenton, N. J.— American Photoplay Prod. Co., Verona. Capital
$470,000. Incorporators, O. B. Wilcox, C. G. Smitchell and Lee Thomas,
New York.

\^' (^cLjx^atcoruxi O-tctu^vu^

proposition and flopped on the picture
and then found out a few weeks later
the picture had been bought for
Uventy bucks for the six towns making my bit ^3.33. I was the mark for
$2.65.
I don't hold no malice towards this
crew and would be the last person to
make any statements that might have
a tendency to injure their characters,
BUT. I do know that, Clem Deneker
is so stingy, he wouldn't direct a starving bum to the poorhouse. Lena
Guister run five rolls of ten cent
tickets one night when his film didn't
get in. Ike Bloom is so tight he
wouldn't eat a meal out in the sunshine for fear his shadow would ask

Ince
Optimistic
(Continued irom Page 1)
popularity so have our periods of the
unnatural growth fallen away — ^we
had not built a firm foundation and
our periods of hectic prosperity could
not endure.
"But our day of enduring stabilization is here. This season will see the
screen permanently established!
"I am not concerned witli the pessimistic reports of 'picture goers' 'indifference' — 'poor productions' — 'nothing new in pictures' — 'no new faces'
— 'necessity for mixed programs.' or
any one of the countless phrases thai
are being uttered by individuals who
do not appreciate the strides we have
made in a few years.
"Such unintelligent mutlerings are
not consistent with the evidences to
the contrary that are everywhere

December

30, 1922

PatlieNews
With

issue No. 1 of the New

Year, wishes to all its many
friends the best in life.

THE

FIRST NEWS

THE REAL

NEWS

REEL
FIRST

him for a bite and you'd have to throw
Oscar Anit down to get a clean shirt
on him.

throughout Happy
the industry."
New
Year
Fake Company Promoters Jailed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY i
I've been getting back of every picture I play with snappy, up-to-thePhiladelphia
— Irvin and Vincent
minute exploitation. 1 seen in a paper
Whitman were sentenced to the Eastthe other day where a company is
ern penitentiary here for promoting
making a picture called "BROKEN
a fake motion picture company called
CHAINS" and a sure-fire stunt occurred to me. Get a large hickory tiie "Animated Studio of America."
Happy
New
Year
log about twelve foot long and four
Enters Independent Field
foot thick. Suspend it in the lobby
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with chains. When you get a crowd
Buffalo
— J. D. Mooney has rein front waiting to get in, have the
signed as local sales manager for
chains so the log will fall and kill A.ssociated
Exhibitors and has gone
three or four people. Of course you'll to Cleveland to open an independent
lose the business of those you kill but exchange.
look at the attention it will create.
• Happy

New

Year

Played a picture called "The WinBurglarv Attempt Fails
dow Cleaners Oath" and as a special
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
stunt I put out 200 puzzle cards with
St. Louis — An unsuccessful atthe title all gummed up so you
tempt to rob the safe of the Lyric
couldn't make head or tail of it. I V, ;is made here Xmas night. The
offered free admissions to those who
$5,000, the holiday refigured out what it was and I'll be safe contained
ceipts. The Lyric was recently
derned if everybody in tov/n didn't robbed of $2,100.
get the right answer. I played to big
Happy New Year
business but it didn't mean anything.
Fox January Releases
The next time I put out a puzzle card,
The following productions will be
it will be in Siamese.
Where can I trade a pair of first released by Fox in February: "The
class horse effects for a wind mach- Village Blacksmith," Lupino Lane in
ine? I'm goingYours,
to play "The Old "A Friendly Husband," "The Custard Cup " "The Face on the BarHomestead."
room Floor," "The Net," "Does it
ZEKE BEEZWAX,
Pay?" with Hope Hampton. WilSmellsbad Theater,
liam Farnum's "Brass Commandments," "The Footlight Ranger,"
Split Lip, Nevada.
Dustin Farnum's "Three Who Paid,"
Happy
New
Year
Russell's "Man's Size."
and William Happy
New
Year

Northwest Notes

(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

Seattle — Jensen & Von Herberg's
Liberty, will be closed 2 days for redecorating, reopening with "Oliver
Twist."
"Bill" Drummond, formerly Canadian Division Manager for First National, spent two days in Seattle, renewing old acquaintances, on his way
to California, where it is understood,
connections.
he will form new
At the annual election of the Northwest Film Board of Trade, the following officers were named: Guy F.
Navarre, Fox, Pres.; Al Rosenberg,
De Luxe, Vice Pres.; L. J. Schlaifer,
Universal, Treas.; F. A. Lamb, Exec.
Sec; J. A. Gage, Educational, and H.
A. Black, Vitagraph, Trustees.
The Board has taken up the matter
of better parcels post regulations with
Hays, to expedite the movement of
films.

Adds Three to Sales Staff
(Special to THE

FILM

DAILY)

San Franciso — Gust. Oren, E. W.
Kruckeberg, and Stuart A. Findlay
have been added to the sales staff
of the American Releasing Corp. by
manager W. A. Crank.
Happy New Year
Goodman's Second Production
"Has the World Gone Mad." the
second production of Daniel Carson
Goodman, is now being cut and titled
and will be distributed by Equity.
The cast includes Mary Alden, Robert Edeson, Charles Richman, Vincent Coleman, Elinor Fair and Hedda
Hopoer.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN,
RESOURCES

Pres.

- $5,000,000

— LEGAL

RATES

PRODUCERS

—

& STARS

represented. Also every form of
financial service rendered in connection therewith — at legal rates.
GREAT

NORTHERN

FINANCE

Knickerbocker

CORP.

Building

Mary Scores in Berlin
Broadway at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Berlin — It is one of the queerest
facts in the history of the screen that
Telephone Bryant 2989
was absolutely unMary Pickford
known in Germany until Nov. 15.
1922, when she appeared for the first
NEGATIVE
TITLES
screen. 'The war
a German
timeof oncourse,
is
chiefly responsible for
10 cents per foot, including cards.
this delay. The Berlin public has
'Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
now given its verdict and voted solid
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
for "the sweetheart of the world."
class illustrations.
24 hour service.
German
TITLEGRAPH
STUDIOS
The press organs of the
203 West 49th St.
Circle 10,056
capital are unanimous in their praise
and state without exception that the
Laboratory
Wad.
3443
public was charmed and that Mary
will at last become the pet of Berlin
also. The B. Z.. the most popular NEGATIVE
POSITIVE
"With_ regard
midday paper, writes:
to photography and production the Incl. CARDS
picture though 10 years old, is the
15 CENTS PER FOOT
average German promatch of ductionsthe
Hour
Service
if necessary
of 1922. Mary shows in 24
'Daddy Longlegs' genuine humor,
winsome childlikeness and tasteful
self-restraint. The public v^ras rightly 220 W. 42d Street
Bryant 0985

TITLES

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

enchanted."
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FRANK

LLOYD

Supervised and personally directed
NORMA

"THE

TALMADGE
in

ETERNAL
JACKIE

FLAME"

GOOGAN
in

"OLIVER

and

■ z '

TWIST"

"THE SIN FLOOD"
for Goldwyn

Coming: Norma Talmadge in "The Voice From the Minaret"
In Production:
Norma Talmadge in "Within the Law"

FRANK

LLOYD

Also supervised and directed William Farnum in "TALE OF TWO
CITIES," "LES MISERABLES," "WHEN A MAN SEES RED,"
"RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE," and PauHne Frederick
in "MADAME X," as well as other FINANCIAL and ARTISTIC SUCCESSES!

FRANK

LLOYD

Has big plans for 1923! Stupendous features that will make screen
history — and money for exhibitors! !

THE

ia^mk

DAILV

London Notes
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

"Timothy's Quest," which opened
for a special run at Terry's on Dec.
11, promises to be a good holiday
attraction.
A British Producing Co., Welch
Pearson, has decided to make Feature films dealing with British historical events. Their first is Nell
Gwj'nne.
J. Stuart Blackton's Prizma feature
"The Virgin Queen," is finished, and
is being cut and titled. It will be
shown this side early in the new
year.
The fans this side are just beginning to know and like Valentino,
three of whose feature films were
running simultaneously last week in
the West End, "Blood and Sand,"
"The Four Horsemen," and "The
Conquering Power."
Guy Fawkes, a coming British
super, will be filmed early in 1923,
and, provided the necessary permits
can be obtained (there's not very
much doubt about it), the old Houses
of Parliament, St. James's Palace,
The Tower of London, etc.. will be
used as locations.

The money

getters were:

Eastern District : John Colder, Washington ; Joseph S. Lieberman. Philadelphia ;
Eugene Markens, Buffalo ; and Ralph W.
Pinkham,
Boston.
Central District: Fred Wilson, Detroit;
Robert Blazer, Indianapolis; John Himmelein. Cleveland, and Herman S. Mandelbaum, Cleveland.
Mid Western District: Jacob M. Jacobs,
Chicago; John N. Howland, Chicago; Clyde
A. Pratt, Des Moines, and William C. Cook,
Chicago.
Western District : Charles J. Hamal, Salt
I,ake: Byron A. Stover, Butte; Charles F.
Harris, Portland, and Carl H. Drane, Los
Angeles.
Southern District : Lewis W. Carter,
Atlanta. J. Bryan Craver, Charlotte; Samuel
J. Stockard, Nevi' Orleans, and Edward D.
Brewer, Oklahoma.
Canadian District : Alphonsus Gorman,
Montreal; Charles Ramage. Toronto; Joseph
S. O'Donnell, St. John, and John B. Whitney, Toronto.
The drive was for played and paid
business.
— ^^— Happy New Year

BULL

RICHARD A. ROWLAND

Plan $750,000 House
(Special

to THE

FILM

DAILY)

St. Louis, Mo. — Harry Redmond
har under consideration plans for the
erection of a combination theater and
ofifice-building to cost over $750,000
and that will have a seating capacity
of 2,200.
Happy

New

Year

Clergy Move to Close Richmond
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Houses

Coast Brevities

JOHN

December

Money
Getters
(Continued
from Page 1)

Over here, as on your side, the
Richmond, Ind. — The ministerial
demand for GOOD short stufT is
increasing. A comparatively new association of this city is circulating
Co. Quality Films, is making one petitions asking for a literal enforcement of the blue laws, that would
and two-reelers that compare favor- result in closing up the theaters here.
ably. From the same studio comes
Happy New Year
also a series of two-reel Married
Life comedies on the lines of the
favorite Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vitagraph offerings.
Hollywood — Lester Cuneo, his diVitrix Filter, an invention to abrector, Henry McCarthy and Charles
sorb the harmful violet rays, is now Mack, business manager have left the
in use at a West End Kinema. This Fine Arts studio for a hunting trip.
Vitrix makes a notable difference in
the quality of the projection, for
Eva Novak is working with Jack
the screen is perfectly defined from
all parts of the house, and titles are Holt in "The Tiger's Claw."
clearer and free from flicker. The
Warner Brothers are erecting a
inventors promise perfect freedom huge radio station atop their new
from eye strain, film headache and Hollywood studios.
other ills the film viewers are heir
to, and this is some consideration.
Cullen Landis has left for San Francisco where he will start work on a
Edmund Goulding was given a Vitagraph Special.
reception at Southampton by the
Mayor, and a luncheon at the South
Myrtle Stedman has finished the
Western Hotel in that town. Gouldpart
of "Nancy Fair" in "The Faing, who is spending the Xmas with
Nitilo. mous Mrs. Fair" directed by Fred
his relatives, this side, was congratulated upon his rise to fame in
U. S. A., and the Mayor regretted
Huntley Gordon is working at
that conditions over here prevented Metro with Viola Dana, having rehiin (Goulding) attaining his present
cently finished in "The Famous Mrs.
status in his native country.
On Sunday, Jan. 28, "The Four
Horsemen" concludes its record run
at the Palace (320 performances).
The next day Rex Ingram's Prisoner
of Zenda (story a great favorite this
side), begins a fortnight's run at that
house, and on Feb. 12 "Trifling
Women" will be shown. Loew's
tenancy of the Palace expires on
Mf.rch 25, of 1923, but his intention is to get another West End
House for the showing of the at least
12 of the other "supers" he has on
hand,

Saturday,

Clarke Irvine and Andrew Hervey
have
Fair." been engaged to handle the
Warner Brothers west coast studios
publicity.
"His Good Name" from a story by
William Slavens McNutt is the new
Universal production. Harry A. Pollard is directing it.
Bud Jamieson and Bill Franey,
have been added to the company of
funmakers in the Hallroom Boys
Comedies.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
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THE
Jewel — Universal

HOME

AND

Paramount
Tom Mix in

FLIRT

CATCH

MY

Fox

way shows.
Valentino discusses "trusts" over radio. Says too
much "factory methods" being used in the industry.
Wednesday
C. C. Pettijohn, of the Hays organization, leaves for

Prominent film folk discuss "Welcome
Dinner.
Disapprove of idea.
Thursday

7

Page 9

against Music Publishers' Asso.
L. J. Selznick turns over the active management of his
corporations to his sons, David and Myron O., but
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Robert Lieber, First National, discusses sub-franchise
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William H. Strauss in. . . .SOLOMON
Whitman
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First National buys screen rights to Belasco's "The
Girl of the Golden West."
Sydney Cohen has several clashes with John Evans at
Phila. M. P. T. O. meeting. Cohen makes charge
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Thomas Meighan in. . . .BACK

High prices being asked for picture rights to Broad-

Saenger Amusement Co. indicted for alleged combination in restraint of trade.

DR. JACK

Pathe

unless a "square deal all around" is guaranteed.

the Mid-West to look over censorship conditions.

Features Reviewed
Harold

C. C. Burr sees combines seriously affecting industry,

IN SOCIETY

Fox pays $50,000 for 110 days booking of

"Knighthood," around New York.

Bennett — American Releasing. .Page 17

Valentino issues "open letter" to American public in
defense of his position.
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Arthur Krows resigns as managing editor of the
Chronicles of America Pictures Corp.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good,** — Benjamin Franklin,
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1923
Many years ago, a French sculptor, named Rodin, presented to the
world what has since been admitted as one of the greatest masterpieces
in sculpture — "La Penseur" — "The Thinker."
This showed a huge bulk of mankind with tremendous muscles, the
facial expression indicating his tremendous strain, his evident desire
to think.
If it were possible for a replica of this statue to be faced by every
important executive in this inuustry at this moment, it miglit teil lar
better than any words can express, what each and every one ot importance
in this industry should De doing at this moment.
For never in the history of this business has there been such
need for serious contemplation, careiul consideration and aeep tninKing
as today.
Problems portentous are in sight. There have been expressions
voiced withm tne past few montlis tnat within tne oriei period oi me next
lew years there must come inevitauiy a complete transition m tms
entire industry. Those who have given expression to tms thought are
not idle talkers, gad-aoouts, gossips or the sort that try to make nistory
over a tablecloth at the Astor or tne Amoassador. Kather indeed, they
are men who have devoted practically their entire lives to pictures, and
who have invested therein their all.
This is not the time for preachment, it is the holiday season, and
the world is full of good cheer and kindly expressions, ijut even so,
perhaps there is a moment which might well be given to contemplation.
And then what does one see?
The crystal ball of the Eastern seer might answer more prophetically
that which balks the imagination. Because on one side there are strong
forces; of exhibitors, who, fearful of their investments, clamor for a
release from existing conditions, high rentals and unprincipled methods.
And on the other side there are those who, in production and distribution, lament the attitude of the exhibitor. The chances are that
inbetween the two stands the truth. And which of these opposing forces
will be honest enough to give ground in the effort to find the truth and
profit therefrom, is a question which many men might hesitate to answer.
Somewhere in this chaos stands the Hays organization. Less than
a year old, and having accomplished much towards the purpose for which
it was formulated, it may, in time, prove the answer. But there are many
momentous questions which must be answered. Perhaps, during 1923,
the operations of the Hays organization may aid in answering these.
Regardless of all other matters, it is important that some organization,
some individual, does. Because, unless some of these problems are
thrashed out and satisfactorily adjusted, there can be neither peace
nor profit in an industry which, because of its import to the welfare of
the world, deserves an understanding satisfying and comprehensive.
There are within this business intelligence and brains enough to
meet any existing problems of any industry. But the ugly head of the
serpent of distrust is ever-present in this one. It would seem, therefore,
that the first duty of every thinking individual either interested in production, distribution or exhibition should be to make, during 1923, a mansize honest-to-God serious effort to kill off that distrust. Then perhaps
DANNY.
it will prove a "Happy New Year."
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The Coming Year
Optimism the Keynote— General Impression That 1923 Will Prove Profitable
Never So Optimistic
The large number of big pictures put on the
marliet at the opening of this season has done
so much to inspire confidence throughout the
entire picture industry and has been such a big
factor m rehabiUtating pubhc patronage of films,
that I never was so optimistic as 1 am now in
looking into the year 1923. This industry is
on the uptrail and is moving swiftly toward a
boom period. If all of the producers continue
their efforts toward sending out big productions,
and exhibitors, with renewed confidence, exploit
these picures to the limit of their capacities,
1923, I firmly believe, will be a banner year for
picture history. We must be cautious, however,
and not take it for granted that prosperity will
continue with us unless we exert every ounce
of energy at our command to keep it here.
Possibly this word of caution is not altogether
necessary, as I believe the business has learned
its lesson and was never in better shape and
on a sounder foundation than it is now.
ADOLPH
ZUKOR.

The

Spirit

of

Optimism

As to the coming year Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Co. (Philadelphia) is the
embodiment of the spirit of optimism. He says;
"That there is every evidence that times are growing better. Last year I called attention to the
fact that the year, 1921, has offered much encouragement to the exhibitor. Labor, unrest, readjustment along lines which had become tangled
and twisted were necessary. Business was in a
state of chaos figuratively speaking and people were
not getting the money to spend as freely as they
did during the war period and for a time following that. Today, however, we find that the most
of the labor difficulties have been satisfactorily
settled. We find that the building trade which
employed so many hundred of thousand of people
upon whom so many hundred of thousands of
other people depended for sustenance, has in
many cities arrived at its normal state. We find
that in consequence, here in Philadelphia, in all
American cities, that other lines of endeavor which
provide employment are getting back to conditions
and that in general it may be said that prosperity
if not in its accustomed health, is at least sitting
up and taking notice.
"That the prosperity invalid would be well
today but for the turmoil and bickerings in Europe
is a fact that I am sure no one will dispute. This
nation has weathered financial storms before. It
and coming into the clear sunis doing so now business
confidence.
light of restored
And restored business confidence means that
d and that they are enterpeople must be entertaine
tained in the largest numbers and at a minimuni ot
say. And
cost by motion pictures no one can gaincinema
won
It is also an established fact that the
did any
than
year
past
this
more recruits during
similar public institution. More men, women, and
motion picture theachildren are going into the
ters of America than ever before and why, because
those who are rethe motion picture industry— the
quality of the
sponsible for its being— for
more
product offered the people are realizingpicture
motion
are
and more that those who
they
do
longer
no
infants—
longer
no
devotees are
visit such a theater because of curiosity to see
In
screen
how life actions are reproduced on a
know that the
fact, the maker of pictures today want
the better
millions who see photoplays today
kind They do not want the better imitation ot a
the
stage play or a novel, but a creation of ly
cinema that is characteristically and substantial
a work in sets and not denatured novels and plays.
With this in mind the producers have set new
standards for excellence in their output for the
have lived up to the reyear and most of these picture.
quirements of a "better

Loew Optimistic
Expressing the most optimistic views for the
health and wealth of the New Year, and making
a parallel of recent business disturbances to a ship
a rudder, Marcus Loew puts pesadrift without
simists to route as to the outlook tor 1923.
"The theatrical business is approaching normalcy,
basis,
and while it will never return toit ais pre-war
fast reaching
wh.ch we hear so much about,
a stage where it is certain of a steady and profitable patronage." he says. ^ ^ WILLIAMS.

"In recent years it seems every industry has
suffered the experiences of a ship cast adrift without a rudder, with every element for and against it,
living a stormy life. First riding the wave crest
of abnormal conditions, only to be caught and
taken under in the back wash of the wave.
"Some, or rather many branches of each industry
could not stand the ravages of the storm and
sunk. Others took a bull dog grip on their ship
and held on imtil now, when the storm has abated,
and though still needing a stronger rudder, is
riding a smooth and definite sea. The ship will
go forward steadily now, not in lurches and spasms
as during the storm, but though slow, will attain
port finally.
"The film industry suffered as others, stars were
mde and unmade during the storm. Authors were
d.scovered and others wiped into oblivion. The
small theater passed entirely with the building rush
that netted me 29 handsome theaters and office
buildings alone.
"When I hear pessimists growling about business decreases, I think of my recent trip to Europe, and wonder what their attitude would be
if the European and American market conditions
in general were reversed.
"One cannot appreciate America's energy and
business stamina until they have traveled abroad.
In our industry alone, in England they are handicapped by a block system of booking, which has
them at this present day running feature film
that is two and three years old. New product
has very little chance as when it reaches the
screen it smacks of an antique flavor. It is not fair
to the patron or to the producer of films. The
latter loses the real commercial and financ.al value
of the film and the former never is up to date
in their film fare. I tried to rectify this condition by supplanting some of the old material with
new product, providing the English theater owner
would meet me half way.
my movement
observationsinabroad
I attribute
of "From
the slow
our field
there tomuch
the
method of advertising. They have not reached that
stage of letting everyone know the value of a production before they see it as we do in America.
Conservatism in every thing blocks advantageous
exploitation, but they are gradually taking on new
life in their advertising.
"During my stay in London, I was advised by
several enthusiastic exhibitors that a huge electric
sign (.the first in London) had been erected to
advertise a cinema theater and would be lighted
that night. I was invited with a number of others
to see it.
"I reached the spot a moment before the power
was turned on, and while we stood there admiring
It, it went out. We waited for some time, but
assuming that the electrical mechanism had been
faulty we walked on.
"The next day I was advised that the sign had
attracted enough attention to block street traffic,
and that it was ordered off by the police department. Despite this incident which was rather
humorous to me having practically lived on Broadway the greater part of my life, that first sign on
London's main thoroughfare was a starting point
for the newer and more up to date English
exhibitor.
"In stunming up general conditions for the New
Year, I would revert back to the ship with a new
rudder, capable of sailing steady seas, providing
there is not too much rocking of the boat by those
at the helm."
"GREAT

Says Laemjnle

Excellent
The outlook for 1923 is indeed most excellent.
ROTHAFEL.

Handle Business for the Masses
As for the outlook for 1923 I can only repeat
what I have had to say before on this subject.
If we hold in mind that this amusement of ours
was intended for the masses and if in consequence
we try to so handle this amusement that it is available for the masses then I shall not only for 1923
but for all the years to come look forward to
keeping this game of ours in the forefront of the
amusement line.
ROBERT
LIEBER.

Sees No Great Change
I cannot foresee any great change, except a further stabilization of the merit system of renting
arid buying picures, as a result of which there
will be a marked decrease in the number of p.ctures that are being made.
AL. LICHTMAN.

Unusually

Optimistic

Never before in the history of motion pictures
has the industry stood on such solid foundation as
it does today. That is why I look forward with
unusual optimism to the coming year. I said one
year ago that the salvation of the motion picture
industry lay in the making of bigger pictures —
pictures bigger in theme, in handling, in cast,
and in drawing power. Today 1 repeat that assertion, and with even greater emphasis than
before. The public is eager to see pictures of
this high standard and will be satisfied with nothing less.
JESSE L. LASKY.

Business Should Improve
According to U. S. Commerce reports, according
to Babson's Statistics, judged by all barometers,
business should improve and a real wave of prosperity is due to hit the country, provided, of
course, the European situation asserts itself in
a favorable or semi-favorable light.
Inasmuch as the picture industry is not a basic
industry, but is one that is affected by the fundamental industries, the motion picture industry will
reflect the prosperity that follows in the wake.
Car loadings have nearly doubled, steel mills are
working, coal mines are operating again and a
firmer tone of confidence pervades.
ELMER L. PEARSON.

Factory System Pictures Through
The outlook for 1923, to my mind, indicates that
the "factory system" of production which now
weighs so heavily upon this industry, will be
superseded by more consistent methods whereby
individual producers from various sources will find
their way to the theater-public market on a basis
that
is absolutely equitable to both producer and
exhibitor.
W. W. HODKINSON.

I I I"

CARL
Constructive.

LAEMMLE.

Be Optimistic

D. W.'s Idea
D. W. GRIFFITH.

Excellent for Good Productions
The outlook for 1923 is excellent for productions with genuine entertainment value and less
profitable than ever for pictures of the so-called
ord.nary type. Independent producers will increase in numbers and the big special attractions,
which set the pace for the industry and retain the
screen hold on popular fancy, will come more
particularly from independent producers than in
seasons in the past.

(Continued

on page

18)

If the industry takes the same medicine for 1923
that it used for 1922, the outlook is going to be
hopeful and profitable. When we were in the
doldrums we tok ourselves by the boot straps,
figuratively speaking, and lifted ourselves out by
the simple expedient of having faith in ourselves
an din the mission of the film in entertaining the
American people. We refused to admit that times
were bad and, miraculously enough, they became
better.
1923 will be much better than 1922 if we only
think it is going to be and plan for it. There
is no reason in the world why it shouldn't be
»■ H. COCHRANE.
better.

We announce' with' pride our distribution
of the picture that in our opinion shares
with "When Knighthood Was in Flower"
and "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"
the honor of being one of the three greatest motion pictures ever produced.
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Mr. Knoles with this beautiful story
known to millions and this superb cast
has made a distinguished production that
will live forever as one of the great
things of the screen art. It is beyond

IVdDM N(DVJElLILO
Glaidys C(C)©p©r
Efllem Teimij

question

^'Sfe© Sweetest Ilomance Ever Screened
CORPORATION
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Now Released Nationally
TheseTheatres Have
Played or Booked to
Play George Beban
and His Company
with the Picture.
THEATRE

CITY

Brooklyn
Baltimore
Boston .
BuflFalo .

. .
. .
. .
. .

. Metropolitan
. Hippodrome
. . . . State
. . . . State

Chicago (4 weeks) Balaban&Katz
♦Chicago . . L. & T. Senate
♦Charleston, W. Va. . . Kearse
Cleveland . .
. . State
Columbus, O.
James
Detroit . . .
. Capitol
The Dixon
DixoD, 111. . .
Circle
Indianapolis
.
Kansas City .
Newman's
California
Los Angeles
Le Claire
♦Moline, 111.
♦Madison, Wis.
. Majestic
Allen
Montreal
. .
Alhambra
Milwaukee
. . State
Minneapolis
,
The
Newark
♦Newark . . ,
. State
New York .
U. S. Theatre
♦Paterson
. .
Liberty
Portland
. .
Madison
Peoria . . .
Ft . Armstrong
Rock Island
Colonial
Midway
Reading, Pa. .
♦Rockford, 111.
St, Paul
. .
. Capitol
Granada
San Francisco
Coliseum
Seattle . . .
Del Monte
St. Louis (3 weeks)
. Indiana
♦Terre Haute
.
Valentine
Toledo . . .
Topeka
. .
Washington
.
♦West Hoboken
Wichita
. .

Orpheum
Columbia
Roosevelt

As a New Year's offering to the nation's exhibitors, we now
announce the general first run release of the biggest motion
picture attraction of the 1922-23 season.
Up to now we have
booked this big picture in conjunction with Mr. Beban and his
theatrical road show company. The present release of the picture is
our contribution to immediate big business for exhibitors
everywhere.
Full protection is given those cities
where the road show attraction is still to play.

Harry G arson

presents

GEORGE
EBAN
m

SIGN
of the
ROSE
wiifi

Helene Stdlivan
and a Superior Cast
"XifriUen and Supervised by George Bebari,

. Miller's

"^Theatres still to play.
i^u
WALTER

RELEAStNC

CORPORATION

^
—
r~\y
E. GREENE, ftcJoK

,
F. B. WARREN,

^
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"Dr. Jack" Prescribes Laughs, Sure-Fire Entertainment and Profits
Harold Lloyd in
"DR.Pathe
JACK"
DIRECTOR
Fred Newmeyer
AUTHORS
Jean Havez, Hal Roach and Sam
Taylor
SCENARIO BY
Jean Havez, Hal Roach and
Sam Taylor
Walter Lundin
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Plenty of fun and good humor
without
much
plot or weighty
material
to
bother about; a succession of laughs
Mostly a series of comic events with
STORY
some new and laughable gags and Lloyd at
his best
DIRECTION
Good; keeps up even
all the way; stays a trifle too long
occasionally
PHOTOGRAPHY
Up
LIGHTINGS
of
expect
to
what
know
You
STAR

comedy pace
on one idea

All right
to standard
him and you

get it
First rate; Mildred Davis, the sickSUPPORT
; others John T. Prince, Eric
rl
gi
lel
little-w
Mayne, C. Norman Hammond and two interesting colored players
Few
EXTERIORS
e
Adequat
INTERIORS
Sure-fire comedy
CHARACTER OF STORY
About 6,000 feet
TION
LENGTH OF PRODUC

Harold Lloyd's latest isn't another "Grandma's
Boy," but it is another sure-fire comedy number that
sounds a merry round of laughter and certainly sends
them out happy. At least it should judging from the
reception "Dr. Jack" is getting at the Strand where
it will be held over for a second week. And it wasn't
only the holiday youngster crowd at the Strand that
Everyone seemed to thoroughly
did all the laughing.

enjoy the antics of Dr. Jack, another of Lloyd's excellent comedy roles in which he. lives up to his reputation
for drawing laughs and satisfying a public out for
enjoyment and a cheerful entertainment.
Lloyd's current release doesn't contain as good
comedy material or as clever humorous situations as
did "Grandma's Boy." In this one he seems to go in
more strongly for laughable nonsense and rather a
good deal more slap-stick than usual. There are new
and original gags as well as some "repeaters." For
the most part Fred Newmeyer, has handled the material to advantage. The only objection is that where
they bring in a new idea, they keep it up too long and
lessen the strength of it as a laugh-getter. This is
particularly true of the episode in which Lloyd masquerades as a hunchback lunatic in an effort to provide excitement thereby proving his theory that the
sick-little-well-girl can be cured of an imaginary illness through excitement. At first there is a genuine
"kick" in this and it sends them into roars but it runs
into so much footage that it hurts the value of the idea
as a whole.
Some of the best stunts are the bit played by Lloyd
and the freckled face kid who plays "sick" because he
doesn't want to go to school ; the poker game in which
Lloyd slips cards to each of the players and they bet
their coats off and later find they all hold the same
hand ; the masquerade in which Lloyd imitates a
quick-change artist by playing a dual role and the
consultation where Lloyd examines the pretty patient
and accidentally kisses her.
"Dr. Jack" doesn't contain much of a plot but it has
plenty of fast-moving incidents and laughable situations that make it a desirable box ofiice number and
Harold Lloyd can be counted on to send them out
satisfied. Mildred Davis is the pretty heroine and
the cast, including two colored players, helps Lloyd
to get the fun over.

Lloyd Offers Another Box O ffice Attraction
Box Ofiice Analysis for the Exhibitor

Lloyd's latest promises to be another box office
clean-up and it only remains for you to get it and then
count your money. It can't fail to come rolling in because after "Grandma's Boy" they are all on the lookout for Lloyd's next. It's ready and don't miss it.
"Dr. Jack" may not be as good as "Grandma's Boy"
but, to quote one of the newspaper reviewers, "what
else is or has been?" It's a good thought. Lloyd has
made more consistently rapid strides after the fashion

of Dr. Coue's prayer, than probably any other artist.
And he's holding on to the reputation with "Dr. Jack."
Lloyd's name should be enough for exploitation but
if you want to make a splash it will be easy. Pathe's
press book has any number of ideas, the one about the
prescription being particularly worth while. Posters
and stills of the star and his goggles and the title of
this one will be sound advertising and you can make
your promises any way you want.
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Contains Good Audience Appeal With Comedy
"THE FLIRT"
Jewel-Universal

DIRECTOR
Hobart Henley
AUTHOR
Booth Tarkington
SCENARIO BY
A. P. Younger
CAMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman
AS A WHOLE
Undoubtedly a good audience
picture; a nice mixture of comedy, human interest and flapper love
STORY
Has some effective comic and heart
interest situations and at times makes for unusual entertainment
DIRECTION
Fairly slow moving in early reels;
takes too long to establ sh a premise and get
things going
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Good
PLAYERS
Eileen Percy splendid type for
flapper; George Nichols fine rs the father;
others who do satisfactorily are Helen Jerome
Eddy, Lloyd Whitlock, Edward Hearn and
Buddy Messenger
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Fair
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl's desire for
luxury causes her father's arrest in swindle into
which girl has brought him through forged
signature
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 8,000 feet
There is considerable that is interesting and
entertaining in "The Flirt" and there are also sequences that fall short of entertainment, but on the whole,
it is a satisfying audience picture and undoubtedly
will appeal to a big majority of picture patrons. Booth

Business They Will Like

Tarkington has taken an interesting family group ; his
characterizations are good and there is undoubtedly a
good deal of truth in the idea presented — that modern
parents are too lenient with their children. It is
nicely worked out with a careful blending of heart
interest and comedy that gives the picture a definite
value as an audience attraction.
"The Flirt," a prett}' young girl who rules her
family and the young men of the town will most likely
prove popular with the younger element everywhere.
The part is splendidly handled by Eileen Percy who is
particularly well suited and fitted to the role. There
are probably a number of families who will appreciate
the story and may have a "flirt" of their own and there
are many mischievous young brothers such as the
one portrayed by Buddy Messenger, a capable youngster though a trifle too self-conscious at times. The
antics of Buddy who is thoroughly well acquainted
with his sister's methods of "stringin' the poor goofs"
along affords much of the feature's amusing bits.
Some of the heart interest touches come about through
the sympathetic character played by Helen Jerome
Eddy in one of her familiar ugly duckling parts. She
is in love with Edward Hearn but sister Eileen vamps
him away from her.
Henley's character development is well done but he
has
not always handled the material to the best advantage.
Story : Jim Madison was honest and easy going so
it wasn't surprising that his young daughter Cora
dared to do the things she did. She flirted with everyone and finally was persuaded by a stranger in town
to rope her father into some fake stock company.
How Cora rides Dad into a jam, loses her fiance and
young Jim Madison comes to the rescue, completes it.

To All My Friends
In the profession, among the exhibitors and in the
vast army of motion picture lovers, I extend my sincerest wishes for a happy and prosperous New Year.

THOMAS

MEIGHAN

P. S. Look for my coming Paramount Pictures : "Back Home and Broke,"
by George Ade, and "The Ne'er Do Well," by Rex Beach, both directed by
Alfred E. Green.
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A Particularly Appropriate Picture F or Family Trade
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"THE
FLIRT"
Jewel-Universal
An atmosphere that is more or less real, some first
rate comedy business and an attractive flapper heroine
are the three things that make "The Flirt" a first rate
audience picture that will undoubtedly send them out
satisfied most any place. An over crowded Broadway
holiday audience seemed to get a lot of enjoyment out
of it and it looks as though the comedy sequences will
get over very well.

The recent popularity of the flapper should be another inducement and there are any number of exploitation angles that might get them interested. Appeal to the parents from their standpoint, and to the
younger element, on the other hand. A cartoon prepared for advertising the picture, "When 'The Flirt'
comes to town," should attract considerable attention.
Use stills of Eileen Percy and let them know about
her mischievous young brother, played by Buddy Messenger. Helen Jerome Eddy's name can also be used.
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Serving The Best With The Best In Motion Pictures
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PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS,
MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
New York City

245 West 47th Street
:.:

MARIE

R. BURKE

"Little Old New York" (Now in production)
With Marion Davies
"The Face in the Fog," with Lionel Barrymore
"Dark Secrets," with Dorothy Dalton
"The Lap of Luxury," with Glenn Hunter
"Slim Shoulders," with Irene Castle
"Why Announce Your Marriage," with Elaine
Hammerstein
"The Dark Lantern," with Alice Brady
"His House in Order," with Elsie Ferguson
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George Ade, Tom

Meighan and Alfred Green Supply Another Good One

Thomas Meighan in
"BACK

HOME AND
Paramount

BROKE"

DIRECTOR
Alfred E. Green
AUTHOR
George Ade
SCENARIO BY
J. Clarkson Miller
CAMERAMAN
Henry Cronjager
AS A WHOLE
A good entertainment; fine audience appeal and sure-fire material despite rather
obvious situations
STORY
They'll like it even though it is a pretty
familiar line of hokum
DIRECTION
First two reels slow; plenty of
good touches and laughs in the rest of it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR
Fine for this type of a role ; sure to please
his many admirers
SUPPORT
Splendid types and all well suited;
includes Lila Lee, Frederick Burton, Cyril Ring,
Chas. Abbe, Florence Dixon, Maude Turner
Gordon, Laurance Wheat, Ned Burton and
others
EXTERIORS
Real small town atmosphere
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Good; some titles particularly good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Broke, after the
death of his father, son gains wealth in oil field,
returns to home town and has a lot of fun pretending he is a failure
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,814 feet
Even though they may know just what is going to
happen, once Alfred Green steps aside from establishing a small town atmosphere and introducing the characters, and the fact that it is a good deal of hokum at
that, there is a pretty safe bet that the big majority of
any audience will go out fully satisfied and pleased
with "Back Home and Broke."
It is amusing, small

Should Send Them

DAILV

town stuff that makes for a first rate bit of entertainment regardless of some fault that may be found with
it as to logic, plausibility, some lack of originality, or
whatever they may choose to "pick" on. But, on the
whole, it satisfies and it's a ten to one shot they will
get a real thrill out of the surprise Tommy springs on
the townspeople by presenting himself as the money
king Dupont Keene — after he has purchased the whole
town while they all thought him "broke."
Even though the audience is "in" on the secret of
Tommy's financial capacity, they have had plenty ol
opportunity to harbor a fine grudge for the single track
minds of the small towners and the wallop that hero
hands them in his plan to make them realize their
smallness, is going to give them a lot of pleasure. The
Rivoli crowd seemed to take Tommy's troubles right
to heart and that is what will probably happen with
many audiences.
And Meighan's admirers will surely like the part he
plays in this. The star makes a good deal of the role
which fits him to a "T." Meighan might like to know
that one of his admirers, in the Rivoli audience, actually thought he wasn't bad looking even in reality.
That's what Tommy gets for coming to New York
and appearing on the street without a disguise. Lila
Lee is pleasing as Meighan's leading lady and there
are a number of unusually interesting characterizations among those playing the towns folk. One thing
especially commendable about the picture is the fact
that Meighan's mother, played by Maude Gordon,
doesn't neglect her appearance even when she's so
poor, they take her piano away from her. Incidentally,
the Steinway, comes in for a neat bit of advertising in
a title that reads: "Mother, I'll buy you a house with
fifty rooms and a Steinway in every room." There is
a lot of good humor in the titles as well as in the pictures. Alfred Green supplied a good production and
made a nice entertainment. George Ade can write
some more stories for Meighan.

Out Satisfied and Well Pleased With the Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

They should get a lot of fun out of "Back Home and
Broke" and it is a suitable offering for any audience.
You can make some promises for the laughs contained
in it and you might also say that it is a little different
from many of the previous "small town" stories that
have been picturized. And where Tommy Meighan
is popular, you can make an extra fuss about it and
promise them they'll like the star and the picture too.

Let them know George Ade wrote the story and if
they liked the last one, "Our Leading Citizen," which
he wrote especially for Meighan, be sure to use his
name with "Back Home and Broke." Catchlines with
the title will give an idea of the story but it might
prove more effective to get them interested through a
teaser campaign. The posters are very good and the
press sheet offers some good exploitation ideas.

Classics of the Screen
MR.
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Mix Offers Another Stunt Picture With Good Action and Thrills
Tom
"CATCH

Mix in
MY
Fox

by the villain. The plot runs pretty true to form and

SMOKE"

DIRECTOR

William Beaudine

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Joseph P. Ames
Jack Strumwasser
Don Clark

AS A WHOLE
Up to the Mix standard with
the customary action and incident
STORY
Of the usual western formula consisting of action, thrills, stunts and some romance
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; saves most of the
best action for the last reel
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR

Goes through his usual repertoire with
the assistance of his horse, Tony
SUPPORT
Lillian Rich, adequate lead ; others
Claude Peyton, Gordon Griffith, Pat Chrisman
EXTERIORS
Suitable locations
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

All that is necessary
War hero returns

to find his ranch in other hands; he fights the
new "gang" and wins the fair owner
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,070 feet

they haven't tried to disguise its familiarity. Nevertheless, the picture supplies the action and thrills that
lovers of westerns demand, so for them it fills the bill
adequately.
This time Mix is a returned war hero who left his
horse and ranch in the care of a friend while he was
over "doing his bit." From the window of the train
which is bringing him home, Tom sees Tony giving
his pursuers a chase. Eventually hero learns that his
ranch is in new hands and a girl the owner. Without
telling her who he is, Tom gets a job on the ranch
and the action starts.
Tex Lynch, foreman, sees in Tom a menace to his
scheme to get the ranch away from the girl. There's
a fight right off when Tom saves a youngster from
being branded by Lynch 's gang. Tom does some
scouting around and learns that Lynch has found o^
in one of the pastures, hence his desire to own the
ranch. Caught eavesdropping, Tom is shot by Lynch
and thrown down the mountain, dead, as Lynch thinks.
Later, when Lynch finds that Tom is still alive and
headed for the sheriff's office, he rounds up his band
and there is one of those "knock-'em-dead" fights in
which Tom battles with about ten cowboys at once.
This is the beginning of the fast action and results in

Tom Mix puts over another of his stunt pictures in

a big chase with Lynch kidnapping the girl, Tom's
rescue and another battle, the subsequent chase and a

"Catch My Smoke," a popular type of western that
usually identifies Mix as the star. The story is of the
usual order with the action composed of fights, spills,

lot of good stunts and thrills aboard a moving freight
where the fight finally ends with Tom victorious, of
course. Mix works hard throughout and manages to

chases and a good variety of stunts supplied by Mix.
Of course, there is the customary romantic twist and

keep his gloves on the whole time. The star's horse,
Tony, has a bit to do and the cast, including Lillian
Rich, as the lead, is well suited.

hero saves the girl's life when she is being carried off

A Fine One for Star's Admirers and Where They Like Westerns
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Where they like the Tom

Mix type of action and

thrills you can rest assured "Catch My Smoke" will
satisfy. There is a good crowd that come out for this
sort of western and probably Tom Mix is the best
known entertainer for this particular kind of action.
He injects plenty of thrills and action into his latest
and offers some new stunts such as leaping, on horseback, into a box car of a moving freight.

There is a 3 column cut showing Mix, riding Tony,
and holding a girl as he jumps from one car to another of the freight. This should get them interested and you can certainly promise plenty of thrills.
Where the star is popular you won't have to do very
much extra talking to get them in, but you can let
them know it is another good entertainment with Mix
contributing most of the excitement.

t
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Explosion of Fireworks Makes First Rate Climax in Mayo's Latest
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Frank Mayo in
FLAMING
HOUR"
Universal
Edward Sedgwick
Lillian Chester

SCENARIO BY
George Randolph Chester
tAMERAMAN
Bennie KUne
As A WHOLE.... A satisfying short entertainment
that has well sustained interest and good climax
Story
Contains fair situations that have been
worked

into interesting and rather melodramatic conclusion
DIRECTION
Adequate; spectacular effects in
climax supplies quite a new thrill
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
STAR. .. .Hasn't especially difficult role; will please
his admirers
SUPPORT. .. .Not particularly impressive; includes
Helen
Ferguson,
Melbourne
McDowell
and
Charles Clary
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY. .. .Worker in munition
plant "fired" by owner when he marries
daughter; later saves the life of his fatherin-law
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,508 feet
"The Flaming Hour" is an unpretentious number,
but ofifers a satisfying short entertainment that will
probably please an average audience. It is nicely told
and the interest pretty well sustained. Then it is
in less than five reels and moves along at a pace
that builds steadily towards a climax, which is somewhat unusual and for those ever in search of something new in the way of a thrill, it will be agreeably
received.

*s

Director Sedgwick hasn't wasted footage in unnecessary detail, but at the same time things are
entirely comprehensive. Occasionally incidents in
the development are not wholly plausible, but he gets
over them rather carefully and without drawing attention to the weak spots. There is no especially strong
bid for suspense except a slight attempt in the climax
when it looks as though the girl and her father are
destined to perish in the explosion of the munition
plant in which they are trapped by the villain.
Fires and explosions are popular forms of thrills
in recent pictures. This one varies slightly from the
others in that it is a powder plant that supplies the
thrills. The explosion of rockets and sky pieces of
different kinds give the picture a fairly spectacular
finish and it has been lather well handled.
The story doesn't give Mayo a vehicle as good as
some of the others he has had recently, nor does it
require a great deal of him, but it will undoubtedly
please his, admirers. The supporting cast is adequate
though not unusual. Helen Ferguson is not an
especially attractive lead for Mayo. Charles Clary
is the villain and Melbourne McDowell is the only
other of importance.
Story: Bruce Henderson, manager of the powder
and fire-works plant of Danby & Son, is in love with
Danby's daughter, Lucille. Danby discharges Bruce
after an argument and Lucille leaves with him. They
are married. Later they quarrel and part. Lucille
goes back to her father, while Bruce takes the downward path. Eventually he learns that Mower, who
took his place with Danby, is substituting materials
and robbing Danby. Disguised, Bruce gets a job in
the Danby plant, exposes Mower, is injured in an
explosion but saves Danby and Lucille. The reconciliation follows.

Will Suit the Average Crowd and Star's Admirers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

For the average audience this will prove thoroughly
you can
Mayo
'satisfying, and if they like Frank
, count on it pleasing them. Talk about the explosion
ifor the climax, and you might secure a trailer that
!includes some shots of this. Undoubtedly they would
ijbe sufficiently interested to come back for the rest of it.
ij The title displayed with stills of the fire will prob-

ably be enough to give them an idea of what it is
all about or catchlines such as "Have you a bad
temper? It may lead you into a lot of trouble. See
what happens to Frank Mayo as a quick tempered
employee in a munition plant." Mention Mayo's
recent attractions and use his name with the posters
available for this attraction.
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A Fair Picture With Interesting Characterization Its Best Feature
William H. Strauss in
"SOLOMON IN SOCIETY"
Whitman Bennett Prod. — American Releasing Corp.
DIRECTOR
Lawrence Windom
AUTHOR
Val Cleveland
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Edward Paul
AS A WHOLE
An average offering that will
have drawing power in certain communities
STORY
A trifle slow at the start but works into
interesting comedy drama
DIRECTION
Fair; provides adequate production; doesn't always handle players to best advantage
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Usually all right
STAR
Offers first rate characterization that is
interesting and typical
SUPPORT
Adequate; no outstanding performances; cast includes
Brenda
Moore,
Nancy
Deaver, Charles Delaney, Fred Jones
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Ample
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sudden prosperity
of Hebrew tailor nearly costs him the love of
his wife but his friends save her for him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,000 feet
There have been other Hebrew comedy dramas
similar to "Solomon in Society" but this one only
skims over the elements of human interest and comedy found in the others. There is less strength to the
situations and less elaboration. In this instance the
poor East Side tailor does not struggle for prosperity.
It comes quite by accident and he has no unfilial children to worry him but the apparent loss of his wife's
love is used for the chief heart interest touch and the
sacrifice of the kindly tailor who is willing to make it

possible for her to secure a divorce, may create the
sympathetic effect intended. It is not strong, however, possibly because it has not been properly approached from a directorial standpoint.
The humorous business is derived through
Solomon's inability to shake ofif his East Side manners
after his entrance into society. He keeps his spoon
in his cup while drinking, reads a Yiddish newspaper
and commits other breaches of etiquette that are supposed to contribute laughs. They are not always
successful, inasmuch as the sort of society represented
isn't itself altogether proper in its behavior. For the
average audience the picture may offer a satisfying
entertainment because they will likely accept the vein
of humor and slight pathos that it contains without
criticizing the weight of the material but where they
are at all critical it will be difficult to please them.
William H. Strauss, as the kindly Jew, gives a first
rate characterization that is both convincing and sympathetic. In fact it is his performance that will carry
the picture over and where the audience is right for
this sort of atmosphere, his work will be sure to please
them.
Lawrence Windom provides an adequate production
and the direction, on the whole, is satisfactory but not
unusual. He doesn't always handle the players to
the best advantage. Besides Strauss there is Brenda
Moore, as his wife, Nancy Deaver, the girl who brings
about a reconciliation and Fred Jones, the Greenwich
Village he-vamp.
Story: I. Solomon meets with great success in
business but he cannot cope with the society into
which his wealth brings him. Gradually he notices
his wife's attentions to Orlando. Believing that Rosie
wants a divorce Solomon agrees to provide the necessary evidence. How Mary Bell, a movie actress,
brings about the reconciliation offers some fair excitement.

Will Do For Certain Audiences or Where They Are Not Too Critical
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There isn't a great deal to promise for this one unless
you have a crowd that you know is especially right for
this sort of a picture. A Hebrew clientele undoubtedly
will be thoroughly well pleased with Solomon and his
business ventures so that if you think it will appeal to
them, then there is sufficient reason for an effort to
put it over.

It may also do for an average crowd that isn't
critical. They will find some amusement in it and the
characterization of William H. Strauss, which is
rather typical, will undoubtedly prove interesting.
The title is a poor one and won't mean very much without some explanatory catchlines or accompanying announcements. There are no names well enough known
to use except Strauss, who may be remembered.
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Very Bright
With all sections of the country making notable
strides in the return to normal conditions, and
with the situation in every line of business strengthening almost daily, the outlook for the picture
industry is brighter than at any time since the
year immediately following the Armistice. Those
of us who have knowledge of the plans of producers and of the quality of productions being
projected, cannot but have confidence that the industry will continue to advance and to widen its
sphere of influence appreciably.
Every promise is given that the high character
and substantial nature of the offerings that have
marked the opening of the fall season of 1922 will
be maintained in 1923, and that with the awakened conditions in the agricultural, commercial and
industrial fields, we shall enjoy our full measure
of the general prosperity.
ARTHUR S. KANE.

Sees Bright Outlook
The chap with lots of money at stake in any
business who looks for anything other than "better
times ahead" comes pretty close to being crazy.
Why be licked before you start? This is probably the reason that all statements as to the
future are optimistic.
Looking forward to another twelvemonth period
at this particular time, however, those who have
watched the rising and falling barometer in the
picture business can prove quite conclusively that
all the dark clouds which have been floating around
and threatening to break cannot help but have
silver linings.
Motion picture productions made within the past
six months have been so much better than those
made during any similar period in the industry
before that there is simply no comparison. The
popularity of the properly made photoplay has
never been questioned. This means that the industry as a whole is bidding more strongly than
ever
for this
publicfavor
favor to
— and
to win
an we're
extentjust
thatplumb
has bound
never
before been equalled.
General business conditions have been bad for a
long time. It's been ha-^d to sell shoes, hats and
collar buttons— and qui'e naturally it has been
hard to sell motion picture entertainment. From
every corner of the country comes the positive
statement that general business conditions are imbut and
rapidly.
soon the
be
back on proving,
annot slowly,
even keel
when We'll
we are,
superior merit of the product we are turning out is
bound to put the motion picture business in better
shape than it has been at any time since its inception. L. J. SELZNICK.

Steady Improvement
The film business for 1923 should parallel the
trend of general business conditions toward normalcy. The sum total of prophesies in this respect is that there will be no business boom but a
steady improvement that will bring us up to the
normal mark and probably above normal during
1923.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.

Couldn't Be Better
outlooCfor
1923business
couldn'toutlook
be better.
For
oneThething
the outside
is bright.
For another, men, organizations, and policies within this business were never grounded on more
solid foundations, such evident good faith, such
encouraging ambition to really deliver the goods.
ROBERT E. WELSCH.
Moving Picture World.

Not Optimistic
Just ordinary, and possible slump.
E. V. RICHARDS.

Gets Worse
Worse than 1922.

WM.

A. BRADY.

Back to Normal
I believe that the motion picture industry will
recover from the after-war depression as rapidly
as any other industry in the country. I believe
that the early part of 1923 will see the industry
no only back to normal, but going forward not
only as the leading amusement of the country but
a factor in other channels of American life.
C C. PETTIJOHN.

Expects Many Good Pictures

The oulook for 1923 is in my mind very bright.
I
have and
completed
seven weeks'
tour
of recently
the country
found aexhibitors
optimistic
about the coming season. If the producers furnish
the proper vehicles I am certain 1923 will be a
banner year for the Motion Picture Industry.
JAMES

Hammons'

R. GRAINGER.

Serious Thought

The outlook for 1923 is bright. One of our
representatives recently toured the major portion of the country from coast to coast and everywhere found that the motibn picture business had
turned the corner and was headed up the road in
the direction of normal business. I must emphasize my personal belief that exhibitors everywhere
are neglecting a vital factor, when they fail
to sell their whole show.
One of the greatest merchandisers the country
remembers was Mrashall Field of Chicago. He
built a business which has been the model of
many other businesses in every city of the Union.
Uis policy was to feature a given article, but to
display that article and to talk about it in his
newspaper advertising only associated with kindred goods.
For example, if he were featuring a golf suit,
he also displayed and talked about other golf accessories, such as golf stockings, golf balls, golf
clubs and other merchandise which was kmdred
to his feature.
Field well knew that many people would see
the golf suit but would not be inerested because
they already had golf suits, but the kindred merchandise attracted them, and he not only sold bis
feature — golf suits — to people who required them,
but to those who already had a suit he sold other
merchandise.
Exhibitors are in exactly the same position. To
merchandise their box oftice forcefully th&y should
not only talk about their excellent feature, but
they should lay additional stress upon kindred pictures, namely, the news reel, the scenic drama, the
comedy, and other short subject novelties. Many
patrons may not like the feature or the star but
will enjoy a sufficient number of the other offerings
to spend money at the box office.
EARL W. HAMMONS.

Many Problems Yet to Solve
X believe that the year 1923 is going to show
considerable improvement over the last six
months of this year. There is a considerable portion of the United States that is still far from
nortnal at the present time. Business can still
not be called good except in spots. It is going
to take another year or year and a ball for
strictly agricultural territories to come back into
their own.
I think the uncertainty of a very bad foreign
condition hovering over us will to more or less
extent determine the rapidity with which the
industry and agricultural conditions come back to
what we might call a normal basis.
1923 is going to find us with still many problems
to solve, and these will not be solved except by
closer relationship between all branches of the
industry — the elimination of dirty politics, and an
endeavor to get together on the things that are
of
mutual benefit or of mutual detriment to all
of us.
I believe the thinking minds of the Industry are
headed in that direction on both the distributor's
side and the producer's and exhibitor's side.
Our progress as an industry during the next
yfear will be determined by the earnestness of purpose displayed by those who are leaders in the
business as far as the Industry itself is concerned
wif bin itseU.
S. R. KENT.

Old Times Returning
We find exhibitors sprucing up and buying good
pictures; we see a return of the old-time enthusiasm. No need to go into a detailed analysis
of the financial condition of the country. It ia
generally conceded that the prosperity wave ii
just starting to sweep. The old bugaboo oi the
public losing its interest in the motion picture
has been scouted by the business of the present
season. The country still likes the screen and
1923 will see them back in the theaters in fall
force.

JOSEPH
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I. SCHNITZES.

I think that the outlook for 1923 is unusual, as
it is my belief that there will be more really good
pictures made in this year than in any previous
year, and far more pictures with real box- office
value.
HARRY
CRANDALL.

Best Since War Record
The outlook ior 192 J is the best since the end
of the war era of inhation. The industry is settling down into something like real stabilization.
Quality pictures are steadily increasing in number. Exhibition methods are improving. There
is plenty of room for growth in all directions, but
the general condition of the industry is getting
better, not worse.
L. W. BOYNTON,
Exhibitors Trade Review.

Brains First
andFormoney.
picture men with business brains — „success
ROBERT

From

W. PRIEST.

Chaos to Continuity

A survey of the motion picture industry during
the past year will show the readjustment process
that, since the war, has been necessary in every
line of commercial endeavor. The sound business principles of other industries are now being
adapted winch is working a hardship on those
who are unable to stand the tempering process,
but is is elevating the industry to a plane where
it can rightfully be classed with the most stable,
most dignified industries of our nation.
The public are clamoring for better pictures.
The fact that there is a demand for these pictures
is a safe guarantee that the demand will be met
by the progressive producer who, through the cooperation of the exhibitor can now afford to
spend what he thinks best on a production with
the knowledge that if it is good, it will be assured
long runs, backed up by exploitation that will
warrant the expenditure necessary for the making
of the production.
I believe that during the coming year the public will respond only to human stories convincingly
told. The day of "trash" and of "stupies" is gone
forever, just as the days of chaotic conditions are
Through the cooperation of organizers who have
been brought into the industry from the outside,
we are now whipping the industry into sane congone.
ditions that are bound to reflect back with golden
rays into the coffers of the producer, the distributor and the exhibitor.
MAX
GRAF, Graf Prod.

Brighter Than Ever
The outlook for 1923, to my way of seeing
things, should be brighter than ever in the motion picture industry ; and the attendance in theaters this
has isshown
such awhy
considerable
increaseyear
that there
no reason
this upward
trend should not continue in 1923, especially in
view of the facts that the various labor situations
have been settled and that going to the moving
picture theaters has become more or less of a
necessity and is no longer considered a luxury.
BEN BLUMENTHAL.

Up to the Industry

1923 will be what we make it. If we show good
pictures the public will come, if not our business
will be less, ihe greatest handicap for an exhibitor is the arbitrary method of trade. Just as
soon as the producers sell their pictures on the
merit and not try to force tlrcir pictures arbitrarily,
just as soon as the exhibitor can select his own
pictures from day to day, just as their needs are,
we will get to a better basis. If the exhibitor will
buy what he needs a great nmnber of useless releases will go off the market.
FRANK J. REMBUSCU.

Wonderful 1
Wonderful 1 Warner Brothers are going to make
eighteen master productions.
H. M, WARNER.

Looks Better

It undoubtedly looks better because of better
business conditions generally, but we can only cash
in on this by giving the public more real value,
not in money spent on productions but in a wiser
choice of what we produce.
ASHLEY MILLER,

Short Stuff
"Around the World in 18 Days" — Universal
Type of production
12 episode serial
There is action aplenty in Universal's latest serial, and the
story is a more than usually plausible one for this type of production. It deals with the adventures of Phineas Fogg the
3rd, grandson of the famous globe trotter of Jules Verne fame,
in his effort to go around the world in 18 days to get proxies
from widely scattered stockholders of an international fuel
company, which is headed by Fogg's sweetheart's father.
Unless Fogg obtains the proxies in time, Brenton, the vicepresident will seize control of the company at the next Board
meeting which occurs on the 19th. It is then the first of the
month. Brenton wagers Fogg $100,000 that he cannot make
the trip in time. Laura La Plante and William Desmond,
take the leading roles and accomplish some good serial work.
The production has been directed by Reaves Eason from a
story by the late George Bronson Howard. There is a good
cast which includes William Welsh, W. P. DeVaull, Spottiswoode Aitken and others.
The action takes place in the largest cities of the world,
which in itself is interesting, and as speed is the main essential
in the plot, it keeps your interest keyed high practically all
the time.
"Dig Up"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Those who like Snub Pollard may find his latest offering
entertaining, but he has been seen to much better advantage.
The gags are old stuff and while there are some who still
laugh at a rent collector being thrown all over the lot by a
gang of tough tenants, it is all in the way he is thrown that
gets the laughs. "Dig Up" is amusing in spots. Snub is in
love with the landlord's daughter, Marie Mosquini. Her
father plans to get rid of him by making him a rent collector

"Glad Rags"— Hunt

"The Educator"- Educational
Type

of

production

1

reel

comedy

Credit is due Lloyd Bacon, the director as well as Lloyd
Hamilton, for creating something a little different in what
without their efforts would have been an ordinary slap-stick
comedy. As it stands it is one of the most amusing we have
seen in a long time. Hamilton as the sissyfied professor is
not a caricature of this type of schoolteacher; he is the schoolteacher. And that's what makes it so funny. Arriving at the
town of Angelville he sees a man being carried by in a stretcher
and is informed that it is the last schoolteacher. Just then
three more stretchers pass and he is told the men in them are
all schoolteachers from Angelville. That's the beginning, but
the entire reel is so filled with laughs that it is one continuous
chuckle. Running away from the mob at one point, he hides
in a well only to be almost drowned in moonshine which
revenue officers pour into it. Upon emerging, everyone in
town that he passes sniffs the air and leave whatever they are
doing to follow him.

Don't miss this one.

2 reel comedy

Featuring Bull Montana, this comedy will undoubtedly be
successful in getting the laughs by one means or another.
"Frisco Flash," a pugilist with a taste for culture, is employed
by the head of the aristocratic Bannerman family to put his
children under control. "Frisco" takes to luxury like a cat
to cream and later re-enters the ring in spangled trunks and
a ribbon girdle, meeting defeat on all sides. However, a knockout blow from his opponent brings him to and he turns defeat
into success before leaving the ring. Hughie Fay has directed and has managed to inject a good deal of humor. The
supporting cast includes Betty Francisco, Otis Harlan, Thomas
O'Brien and others.
"The Frog and the Catfish"- Aesop Fable— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel animated cartoon

Like a great majority of its predecessors, this Aesop Film
Fable is clever and amusing, showing much ingenuity on the
part of the artist. Depicting the troubles of Freddie Frog,
whose lady love is carried away by a terrible Catfish, it will
hold the attention and bring a reasonable amount of laughs.
"Ouch" — Cameo^Educational
Type of production

1 reel comedy

There may be those in your audience whose sense of humor
will be tickled by seeing a man suffer through an entire reel
with a terrific toothache and who will enjoy seeing his efforts
to pull out the tooth by every conceivable method, but it is
doubtful if women in the audience will like it. Jimmie Adams
is the sufferer and Virginia Vance the girl who won't marry
him until the tooth is out.

in a tough section called "Paradise Flats," where "Butch"
McKill, Charles Stevenson, maims or murders collectors on
sight. Snub visits "Butch" who hands him his card and
shows him the door. Putting the card in his pocket, Snub
after a scrimmage is knocked out and a policeman, finding
him unconscious on the street, with the card in his pocket,
takes him to the address on it. This is funny at first, but it is
repeated too many times.

Stromberg— Metro

Type of production

"AUadin Jr." — Universal
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This is another of the series in which Lewis Sargent is seen
as the popular messenger boy. With several of the boys he
reads the story of "Alladin and His Wonderful Lamp," and
forthwith he rubs every lamp he sees including street lights
and automobile tail lamps. Walking along the street, the real
lamp falls at his feet, thrown there by a lady who refuses to
accept it as an anniversary present. What happens when the
genii appears and gives him three wishes comprises the rest
of the action, finally getting him married and unmarried again.
And the final shot shows Sargent passing his hat among the
boys for payment for telling them such a wopper. Nice, clean
little comedy.
Should prove mildly amusing.
Pathe Review No. 186
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Some wonderful rope climbing at Chimney Rock, N. C.
affords a thrill in the opening scenes of this issue. Not to be
outdone, Florida natives show how they tame man-eating
sharks. In a subject called "Living Paintings" the King of
Beasts and his family are seen in different poses. Excellent
camera work has been done in securing these shots. The
Review closes with scenes from "The
Bonifacio, Corsica, in Pathecolor.

City of Watchers,"

Short Stuff
Pathe Review No. 1
Type of production

A

1 reel screen magazine

An effective "living painting" of sea gulls opens the reel
employing the use of a picture frame to good advantage in
showing up the beauty of the shots. Following this, Hy
Mayer's Travelaugh shows "Faces" of many kinds. Some
cute shots of Japanese children come next. Another jump
takes you to America and toe-dancing analysis while the
colored bit is of scenes on Mediterranean shores.

Small Town

Derby — Century — Universal

Type of production

2 reel comedy

Al Herman has directed Johnny Fox and Maudie, the mule,
in this two reeler, which has a fair chance of entertaining
your folks. Johnny and Maudie attend a small town fair
where Maudie drinks all the soda she can get. A pie-eating
contest between five small boys will get a laugh as will the
bit in which Johnny slaps a lion without looking, thinking it
Maudie. A race between Maudie and a horse that has been
treated to a drink of hard cider, brings the finish with pep.

"A Quiet Street"— Our Gang— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel kid and animal comedy
There is some exceedingly cute stuff in this "Our Gang"
comedy, and if you have been showing the preceding pictures
in this series your folks will be anxious to see this one. Little
Mickey Daniels gets in a laugh at the very beginning when he
gets another of the gang to pull his loose tooth. The kid ties

"Under Suspicion" — Range Rider Series — Pathe
Type of production

2 reel western

a string to the tooth and the other end of it to his dog's tail,
but Mickey is afraid and when the dog starts to run, he runs
with him, never letting the string get taut enough to pull the
tooth. However, the dog chases a kitten and the tooth comes

"Under Suspicion ' is up to and possibly a bit ahead of the
high standard being maintained in this series. Starring Leo
Maloney, who this time has assisted Ford Beebe with the story
and direction, it embodies two reels of good western stuff,
full of pep and action, that will please those who like this type
of entertainment. Maloney, a Texas Ranger, is working as

out when Mickey isn't looking. They then start a show with
the tooth as the main exhibit. Later the police are after "Red
Mike." The kids think they are the objects of the police activity and no matter where they run, they meet the cops, who of
course pay no attention to them. It is very funny. Finally, to

a ranch hand in an effort to discover the root of the "dope"
smuggling activity. In the course of events he is mistaken
for the smuggler. There is a splendid running fight and a
good deal of suspense before the arrival of the ranger chief
and triumph for the hero.

get away, the kids hide in a cellar where "Red Mike" is hiding.
Mike flees with the dog at his heels and the kids after him.
After a mixup with dog, boys and police, the kids find themselves heroes instead of culprits.
"Watch Your Wife"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Paul Parrott in the role of a correspondence school detective
tries hard to make this a winner. Those who like him may
think he has succeeded. He is sent to the "alimony apartments to get $50 worth of scandal on Mrs. Smith." How he
does his sleuthing equipped with a mirror on a pole, and
pillows glued to his feet, and the excitement he causes, comprise the action.
It is a fair sample of broad, slap-stick humor.

Screen Snapshots No. 15 — Pathe
Type of production

1 reel fan magazine

This issue presents among other leading picture favorites.
Hall Caine, English novelist, watching the filming of "The
Christian" with Maurice Tourneur directing Mae Busch and
Richard Dix in the scene. Nazimova and her husband,
Charles Bryant, are seen on the beach and an "antique" bit
that will surely get a laugh shows a scene in an old film in
which Mack Sennett, Ford Sterling and Mabel Normand took
part. In the closing scenes. Will H. Hays is seen greeting
Norma Talmadge, Buster Keaton, Conway Tearle, Jackie
Coogan and others.
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